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By GENE MOSKOWITZ 

__Loearno, ‘Aug. > ie 
The ‘Cuban film. indust 

nationalized, really .. star 
‘xgeratch in 

» Row 

pad @ films. before ig now engaged |. 
: .4n- the new industry; but.a ‘nucleus | 

of ‘trained: technical: workers ‘was}. 

mG. ee 
inosa at’ the recently concluded |" 

absorbed. by... Castro’ regim 
_gaid. Cuban. director ..Julio 

arno Film.Fest, -who- attended: 
oe screening: of. his feature “Cuba } 
Ta” ‘(Cuba Dances): Incidentally, | - 
“was the first: ‘Cuban - -picture 

aver An competition at an -“A". 
western film - ‘festival. 
‘Espinosa: stated that | four: fea: a 

‘tures have already been made in 
Guba.:as well. as‘60 shorts and ‘the 

-. plan -is to do about 10 features and} 
80. shorts and documentaries ati-) 
os nually. piiost : “features heretofore | 

with | 
“Mexico, plus some U;. S. location |: 

~ units. Guban product; per se, ‘was | 
a ‘always strictly for local consump- | 
tion ‘and most of: the. prints have | 
or hee a “They: are ‘now sought |. 

@ archives. ‘of - ‘pre-Castro | 

have. : been -; coproductions | 

oper 

. (Continued: on “page: 101)" 

Gir a Chance to Do 
/ The ‘Ideal’ TV Program, 
Atlanta Crix Chicken Out 

Atlanta, .Aug. 2 
oo “alan Patareaus television editor 
et Atlanta (p:m.). Journal, and Paul: | ‘ 
fones, who has ‘similar job ‘with:| 
{a.m.) ‘Constitution .(both o&0. by 
Atlanta -Newspapers: -Inc., 
‘also includes . WSB-TV. and. WSB- 
 AM&FM), 
: WSB-TV. invited ‘them -to: ‘produce. 
* what -they..considered’ the” ‘Ideal’ 
Program, *, “Since: -both: serlbblers 
“have been. so free: and. easy with. 

“what's 
"} dolph - chas a ‘Special. Interest. in 

-their “criticisms. . : as ‘to 
wrong with tv.” - 

Station. offered’ them ali ‘thie ‘faq 
cilities they: would: need,- including |. 
a director, prodiicer, technical ‘ad< 

 wice and, adding insult ‘to injury, 
‘profered -assistance~ -of - writers,. 
:AThis could: be. taken: as’ an intima’ 
tion that,: perhaps, these crix could 
Use: a bit of professional. assistance} 

“(Continued on page 108) 

” from we 
1958 ‘after ‘the’ Castro. 

- takeover, though:the records show | 
100- ‘features have ‘been shot in|: 
ba since 1898..: Nobody: who |. 

erl 
""ahotgh Hollywood releases: were! 

‘which. 

thickened out when 
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“Hardly Worth’ Tt. 

- gmash hit usually bave‘a sense 

" land’. Hays ard, coproducer of : 
“The” Sound’ of Music,” the. 

‘-. quip’ this: week’ was. ‘that’ the. 
- touring company of the. show 
‘might close, as .the: gross 
dropped - nearly” $41, 000- lant. 

. week. : : 

ah all-time’ high for legit, was 
$122,057.. at ' the Memorial 
Opera: House; - San’ ‘Francisco; * 

-: Receipts: last” week, a flrst-.- 

- eles” Civic Light. Opera Assn., . 
“were. a- mere. $81,575 at the 

7 “there... 

Alcoa Prestige 
i it Playhouse 
For Pittsburgh 

‘Pittsburgh, ‘Aug. 1. 

“Alcoa: Theatre: {fn downtown: Pitts-'! 

of the city. : 

‘via’ the: construction ‘of. a™ deluxe |- 
theatre to house touring ‘Broadway. 

ects. A former. drama ‘critic, Ran- 

legit.: 

tioned for.such a theatre, it's fig- 

‘be: the...suitable’ -spot.- The. area, 
pboundéd: on two of the. three sides 
by the. Allegheny and Mononega- 
hela Rivers,. as. they meet: to: form 

(Continued on Bage. Aon 

People “associated “‘with acto. 1 
‘Broadcasting is in. the throes of 

Bound -to| . 
|come “eventually, the: transition ts 
receiving its impetus from the ‘new ] - 

regulatory concepts. of :the- Presi-|:- 
{dent John -F.. Kennedy. regime, al- 

“been. inciplent. for a |. 

of humor: In the: office.of Le-: |. 

“ The. ‘take the previous. week, oo 

Bu B.. Randolph; “who supetvises | 
Alcoa's television’ activities, is be- 
lieved to. .have. recommended the. 
| company’ '3 entry. into, the legit field | 

shows, . ballet ‘troupes. and .operas,. 
Vas well as Serve: asa showcase for. 
loca! entertainment and. art- proj-: 

Although 1 no. specific’ ‘site-ts. men:. 

> UN TURN BAK 
ae THEMED TE 

By JAY LEWIS 

. Washington, Aug. 1 

a. full-blown ° change.: 

though © it’s 
couple. of. ‘years: 
The industry.so.far ‘has found no |: 

jreally effective. way to. turn. back 
ithe tide. And industry leaders. in- 

, creasingly are abandoning -thée ef- 
‘}fort to crush those responsible for’ 
{toughening. . government controls’ 

-- week record forthe Los An- “Jon broadcasting. The -cries of. pro-|: 
- I test are'fading into the. wilderness. 
‘/The cohesion the. anti-Minow-Col-. 

‘Fhithatmonic Attditoriam _ lins ‘folk once. apparently enjoyed 
. {is no longer so .evident. 

. And emerging strongly ts a spir- |. 
Tit which seems to be a. conglomer- |: 
ate of accommodation; ‘willingness 

‘| to. face. the’ apparently-inexorable, 
-jand: genuine desire. to: put | a better. 
face” on . television. 
‘Barring an ‘extraordinaty 

{events, this’ spirit should’ prevail 
over that of the-diehards who are: 
still trying to. bushwack Minow. et’ 
al. at every turn: Actually, eyen 
the. extremists are toning down 
thelr heretofore uninhibited verbal 
‘assaults on the new Federal Com-. 

wl "Aluminum Co: of America 1s con- | munications. Commission - ‘regula- 
‘Veidering. ‘the construction’ of an tory” philosophy. . 

. Simply. put,. the ‘new spirit of 
| burgh, comparable. to. the. O’Keef fe | roadcasting -arises -fro : 
; Centre: in Toronto ‘and the ‘Fisher bre casting ‘arises from the New 

‘| Theatre in Detroit. The idea would |: : 
hot. only -be .a. prestige . attention- |". 
getter for the firm-but would be. 
figured. --to - ‘vevitalize the: famed 
Golden. Triangle area’ Mn: the. heart, 

(Continued on. page 103) 

Swap With Soviet 
Ottawa, Aug. “A. 

Russia. . “start. -with . ‘ Montreal 
Symphony there next spring. in re- 
‘turn. for Red Army Chorus. here: 
next. month. That deal. was dickered 
-by Arnold Smith, Canada’s: ambas- 
sador in Moscow, with Soviet. Cul-' 
ture Minister Ekaterina. Furtseva, 
Tour fs. handled by Montréal im- 
-presario Nicholas Koudriatzeff, 

ured the Golden. ‘Triangle: would |: Moscow Circus {s: next, in return 
for maybe Calgary © ‘Stampede, 
maybe. Royal Canadian Mounted. 
‘Police: Musical: Ride. Vancouver In- | 
ternatfonal Festival, where’ Red 

7 (Continued on. page 101 ). 
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” (Starts: on Page 22) 

‘furn of | 

A West Berlin Cycle? 
__-Two Columbia companies 
and one of United Artists* sub- 
sidiary firms have their eyes 

. glued .to .the international 
situation. with a view to por 
sibly producing a pic on the 

West German stalemate, 

- Three companies have reg-. 
istered similar titles, “The 
Brandenburg Gate,” Columbia 
International having first crack 
at it with prifority on July 20, 

. followed immediately on same 
‘date with first reserve by 
Columbia Pietures, and second 
reserve by Esla, UA subsid. 

Speculate As To 
Latest Cold War 

Impact on Biz 

104 PAGES 

Y OF LIFE 
Ford Frick Wants Del Webb Out 

Of Either Las Vegas or Baseball 
* Del Webb, an owner of the New 
York Yankees, -who iast week cone 
cluded a deal to acquire the Sahara 
Hotel, Las Vegas, ag well as The 

jMint, a downtown casino in that 
city, will be asked either to step 
out of the deal or to give up his 
shares in the baseball club. This 
jultimatum, according to insiders, 
is to be given him by Baseball 
Commissioner Ford C. Frick, who 
{s reportedly fearful that baseball 
will suffer because Of tnis associa- 
tion with the gambling industry. 

Frick Is reported adanmiant on 
this issue even though Webb's 
buy-in is only for the reyalty since 
the properties were leased back to 
the present operators, headed. by 

{Milton Prell, who is president: of 
‘the Sahara and The Mint. 

The Vegas deal calls for merger 
of the two properties at a sui, re- 
ported by Prell, to be. $15,090,000. 
The properties, following acquisi- 
tion by Webb, were leased back to 
Prell on a 20-year lease. Thus, 
Webb’s revenues will be derived 
from rentals and not directiy from 
operation of the casino. 

However, Frick Js reported to be 
Preparedness note sounded last } even fearful of this comparatively 

‘week. by President John F. Ken-j} slight connection, lest anctent 
‘nedy had its good and adverse | memories of the Black Sox srandal 
effects on show.. business. 
call for new munitions making and 
recruiting adds up to dwindling of 
tthe supply. of low-age manpower 
for theatres and resort spots which 
employ teen-agers. 

Particularly hit are motion ple- 
. ture -theatres which hire young- 
Sters as ushers. 

Canadians’ Talent | jreports. Certain analysts believe | ical, with hook by Samuel Taylor, 

‘Hit, too, -are show business 
stocks, - according to Wall Street 

The |be stirred up again to the detr- 

(Continued on page 91) 
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Interracial Romance 
Keys Rodgers-Taylor’s 
New Legit Musicomedy 

The new Richard Rodgers mius- 

the Berlin - and world crisis with | jy untitled and unorthodax 
Russia will.mean a.diverting of In- |: 
‘vestor interest. In show business } revolves around an affair between. 

It's understood that the plot Ijne 

stocks in favor of defense issues.|a white man and a Negro woman 
‘This ‘would obtain mostly with! without reference to the color 

. ‘Anew ‘Investmien , 
"Canadian ciittural. swaps with |’ 8 t money. lines, The Taylor story carcetns 

Other factors, as pertaining tolan American novelist who's having 
the World's Fair. building, for ex- [trouble getting his second hook 
ample, are too speculative for con-| started ‘and holes. up ag an exe 
Sideration at this time, it’s said. | patriate in Paris where he takes on 

- One thing. seems a certainty in a colored Parisienne as a mistress. 
the opinion of same show biz im-' 
‘presarios. The thought heard most 5 - 
frequently. is that. entertainment Js 
sought out.as the tensions mount, : 
i egaried being. ‘the key factor. its | 

@ icture “business particularly ‘ 
recalled that during World War II} 
experienced an unusual prosperity. 
There was. no television compett- 

-@ jtion in those days, of course; also 
- ‘many consumer goods‘ shortages. 

16th AN N UAL. 

prom TELEVISION: TV FILM REVIEW ond PREVIEW , 

(Continued on” 

Dear jack:— 
TV without ZOOWAR 
is art without: colors. 

Best, 



2 MISCELLANY 

WMICA’s Public Service-by-Default 
As It Cancels Out (At Govt.'s Bid) 
Fictionalized Red Seizure of World| | 

New York independent WMCA4 
last night) Tues. cancelled airing 
ef ai highiy critical - pubaffairs 
dramatization of UCU. S. military 
pre paredne ss titled, “Defeat: by 
Default.” in a move that will be 
construed as public service by de- 
fault, at least by certain branches 
of the government. 

Following letters and phone calls 
Jate last week from high officials 
in the Department of Defense 
and State Department requesting 
that the show be withheld from it 
scheduied broadcast — last night, 
WMCA execs decided to cancel the 
shew which had been more than 
a tear in preparation Videutaped 

Arnow Exits Col 
Hollyword, Avg. 1. 

Maxwell, Arnow has resigned as’ 7 
i talent head of Columbia Pictures. 

He has been with studio since 
| 1941. exctpt for two-year hitch as 
v.p. of Hecht-Lancaster_ indie. 

ACTRESS’ TORSO TURN 
‘WHILE AWAITING ‘BREAK’ | 

” It’s ‘not unusual for.an aspiring 
actress to wait.tables or také some 

PAUL ANKA 
Starting Aug. 14 limited. Euro- 

‘pean ‘commitments inéluding Gra- | 
nada TV. spectacular... ~ 
TV the . past. ‘season—ED SUL: 

‘Wednesday; ‘August’ 2; 1961... 

TV Inventor? Britain Says Shoenberg 
..- London, Aug: 1.. 

One of tv’s best: Kept ‘secrets came. out In. London: this week 
John Logie Baird was’ not the man. who invented television as it 
is known today. Honor should fall to a quiet, retiring man of ‘81: 
who contents himself with near obscurity. and..a place.on the 
board of EMI (Electrical and: Musical. Industries.He jis. Isaac’ ™ 
Shoenberg. Although Baird’ did-invent.a way. of transmitting pic- 
tures on an unpractical, 30-line system, it was far from: a commer+ 

-¢ial proposition. _— . = 
But Britain went five years shead of ‘the | world when, BBO . 

adopted. Shoenberg’s 405-line system: in 1936.:Now:BBC, which has. 
perpetuated the legend of. Baird along. ‘with countless. ‘other. ‘elee- 
-trical and tv orgs, is. planning a: feature film on the life and work 

' of Shoenberg whieh ‘is expected ta. take: ‘about. six months to. com- 
pile.. - 
‘The man: who. started it all was persuaded to come out. ot hiding ; 

‘and attend a press conference in the very ‘roam where ‘he ‘carried . 
out. his: early picture-trangmission experiments: for EMI: But — 
Shoenberg still shuns. the: spotlight.and answers questions. briefly 
and modestly: He plays down: his. achievement and ‘says the: man 
who really. deserves the credit. is‘ Charles Samuel Franklyn who... 
developed the . :valve.. “because “without. . this - mine ‘would. _have.-: 
‘been impossible.” 7 

Of Baird he will ‘say. ‘nothing except: 4 met him. after BBC had” 
adopted my. system. It -was very. tragic.” Only . honor. ‘Shoenberg 
has received for his work -to: date is the’ ‘Faraday. medal,. highest. production had already heen -de-; other parttime job outside the show 

Kennedy's Berlin address. with ai break. However, in the case of. 
quote from the speech inserted at | Jeri Swee the. situation is some- 

layed in deference to President} biz area while wailing for a Tegit | EIVAN SHOW. 

the beginning af “Defeat by De-: 
fault.” 

Now defunet Collicr’s Mag- 
azine some vears aaa decated 
anu cutire issue te rane idea 
in reverse — the conquest of 
Niescow by the west | Much 
ercbarrassment ta US. State 
Ttepst 9 tallewed.--~Ed.) 

Cifficial Washington was alerted ; 
te the show, since station prexy: 
Nathan Straus had ordered scripts 
sent te the defense branches, Con- ; 
Rressional military committees and 

other concerned ranking solons. 

The half-hour show dramatizes i 
1 startling Orson Welles Martian- 

‘Continued tinued on page 10 103) 

Tisch Bros. (Loew’ s) 
Debut 800-Rm. Summit 

Hotel, Nee Lexington, 
Loew’s Lexington Theatre, one- 

fime important Manhattan ex ibi- 
tuon outlet which in recent years 
Just didn't pay. off. this week: be- | 
came the site of the Summit Hotel 
under the same management. The 
theatre, at 51 St. & Lexingtcn Ave., 
made room for an elaborate -inn 
with 800 rooms in a 21-storv struc. 
ture that cost $138.000.080 to put 
up. This is part of the new Leew’ 5] 
Inc. scheme of things. 

Opening of the Summit was in ° 
the hest show business tradition. 
Press and brass were given a 
persanalized tour of the swank 
Javout. including the $185-a-day 
Fresidential. suite, complete with 
Ieckinechair, The wine flowed: 
Javishly at two receptions Monday ' 
f31l> and the. food was served un- 
stintingly at both, plus a luncheon. 

Gotham's first new hatel in. 30/ 
years. mest previous being :the 
“new” Waiderf-Astoria in 1931. .as 
in business. The brothers Tisch, 
Lawrence A. and Preston t Bob) 
wore hosts atong with. exee vi cepee 
Claude C. Philippe and m-:naging 

‘Continued on page 93) © 

Subscription Order Form 

what: different. 
| stomach ‘by using it. 

A self-taught’ waist-wiggler, Miss 
'Swee is taking advantage of- the 
i growth as an entertainment center 
jot New York's abdominal alley—{ 
the Greek -nitery district’ on. Sth. 

f Ave. between ‘27th and. 29th 
t streets. Bilied as “Scherazade,” 
| she’s now appearing at the Grecian 
Palace. 
i Miss Swee, who ‘began ner. tum-| 
my-tossing career about two years.] 

1ago, played a minor ‘part in the 
| 1957 strawhat production of ' “The |” 
1 Cireus of Dr. T.ao” at the . Edge- 
;.water. Beach Playhouse, Chitago. 
‘She was also a member of Chi- 
‘cago’s impr ovisational theatre, the. 
| Compass. In addition to keeping. 
her torso muscles in trim, Miss 
Swee is continuing dramatic studies 
and auditioning. for legit roles. { 

With her husband, Jack Kehoe, 
she also recently produced two: 
| on ne-acters by television scripter 
; Gene Mora at the now defunct Cafe 
Lament, Jackson. Heights, Queens 
| incidentally, ‘the Grecian Palace 
| bill also includes Princess. ‘Myra, 
;who is former Jose Greco . Co. 
dancer Elba Ocampo. 

‘Brit. Burn Over Gratis 
‘| Ambassador Hotels, Chi, of which]. 
‘he also was: v.p., and: g.m.), would 

London, Aug. 1. 

British Members of Parliament |. 

are miffed at the fact that Russian 
girl dancers in the Kirov Ballet, 
who have been appearing at Covent 
:Garden Opera House, have. had 
:free dental treatment and dentures 
‘to the tune of around $300 under [| 
; Britain’s National Health - Service. 
They would ‘have had to pay for 
‘dentures in their own country. . 

When one MP protested in the 
-House of Commons, another. re- 
:torted that this was the best-ever 
advertisement’ for the service 

Health Minister, Enoch Powell 
commented: 
gency and good samaritan treat- 

4 

ment for the stranger within. our- 
gates. ” 
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She's filling her 

pee and g.m. of. New. York’s Hotel 

‘for the Jatter to ‘acquire the. Sharp 
} Hotels. from. Mrs.. 
| She owns the’ Gotham. and ..Stan- 

erly-Wilshire, in Beverly. ‘Hills, 

lof --his. longtime association with |. 
“| the. Hotel George ‘V, Paris, before. 

Dental Job For Russos 

Dick Harrison Vay Il: 

.coproduction, 

“We provide emer-| 

-| duction. Complications set in ‘and | . 
{the actor was hospitalized. Serious- ||" 
| ness of his..condition makes-it dif- 

| will be resumed. 

- Isabelle Corey, Leo. Anchorez,. Jose 

dh Madrid | and © Films | ‘Columbia’ of. 

EDDIE FISHER’S $24,000 

Beach winter: bookings ‘has: been 

(twice); “DANNY ]. 
HOMAS; two shows. for -PERRY | 

como, DINAH . SHORE; -DAN 
RAVEN {twice}, °° 
Returning to the. States to begin | 

‘three weeks at SANDS, LAS 
VEGAS, Sept. 6. 

Blouet’ § ‘Shift 

CARLOS. MOSLEY'S. POST. 

to managing director of the:.N: Y. 
Philharmonic is the career curve 
of Carlos Mosley. His appointment 

|to the latter position came last 

death at 36 of George E.. Judd Jr., 
his predecessors who held the. dob 

-ToN. Y. Revives 

Leckendorf Talk at eo sea 
° Shift of "Max. ‘Blouet ‘from the]: 
Hotel Ambassador, Chicago. to: vee- Mosley: e native of South Caro- 

‘studied - piano with ‘the late Olga 
| Samaroff. -He ‘met ‘Leonard -Bern- 
‘stein, ‘present chief conductor’ of 
the Philharmonic, when both were 
connected with Tanglewood. - Mos- 
ley later spent five years’as djrec- 
tor of the School: of Music. at’ the 
Uz of. Oklahoma. ° a 

He has’ been = UNESCO rep. to 
various European - Musical. events 
in recent year's. mt _ 

CHAPLIN WRITING FOR 
SCREEN, NOT ACTING 

Drake by the .Zeckéndorf Hotels 
Corp. {s seen as a prelude to.the 
long-rumored ‘and. denied) “dicker- 

‘Evelyn: ‘Sharp: 

hope, in. New York, and the. Bev- 

Presumption — would be (‘that 
Blouet, one ‘of the few. world, re- 
nowned: hotel’ managers’ (because 

coming to the U.S. to take. over the 

eventually operate both’ the 
Gotham and Stanhope: Tokyo, Aug. 1. 

It is no secret that the. Zecken: . Charles Chaplin: may ‘have -ap- 

(Continued. on page 1 19). peared in his last: film. Visiting 
|here for the first time. in 30 years;- 

dian, now’ 72, discloséd ‘that ‘he 
will direct and write pictures: for 
sons Charles, . Jr. 

Meningitis Holding Up 
‘Gladiator’ in’ Madrid 

Madrid, Aug. 1. 
Filming on. the. Spanish- ‘Italian 

“The Invincible 
Gladiator,” has -been. ‘suspended 
for the. - past. six weeks - when 
“Gladiator” star Richard Harrison. 
was bedded with. spinal-meningitis. - 
The voung Yank actor was in- 

jured during: a. hand-to-hand. ac- 
tion sequerice at- Sevilla” Studios 
fn Madrid halfway:-through pro- 

actors.” Chaplin is now working. 
jon a comédy idea for Sidney.’ He 
recently | completed - writing. his 
memoirs, 

Southeast Asia. 

He has no plans. to retin to the 
U. S. He said: “I have. no inter- 
est there, you. know.” 

ficult to forecast when shooting: 

“Gladiator” - cast.” also includes | 

Marco. and ‘Ricardo Cahales, and 
fs being’ produced by Atenea of | 

Rome, -* 

AT MIAMP'S EDEN ROC |} 
Miami: Beach, Aug. 1. 

‘The ‘first. of the major “Miami: 

Times‘has. already: picked a pres- | 
ent staffer - to- succeed the much 

From concert pianist to publicist . 

week following. the: recent tragic: 

lina: and ‘a graduate’ of ‘Duke. 

Chaplin said that his picture plans | 
‘do not include acting. The .came--. 

‘Moriday (31), 

and Sidney, : 
whom ‘he described as ‘‘very good. 

[world 
After an eight-day Japan holi- 

day. with wife Oona: and son Mi-. 
chael, ‘Chaplin. Wilk travel through: 

; _ Trade Mark Registered: : we am | | 
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award of the Institute of Electri¢al Engineers. When it was pre- 
sented, in. 1954, the old: cman’ turned his back ‘on. the. tv. cameras. 

| {‘April i in Paris’ (In Oct) 
Former - Pianist and Press Agent: 
Now Heads N. YY Philharmonic: A: With Chevalier Emcee:: 

The. first’ charity’ tete to. be. ‘nae 

_Beatonized : Drill Sked. fen 
tionally. telecast may be the ane’. 

nual | April Inf Paris. Ball: which, 
paradoxically, - this year: is being. 2 

held. in’ October. (on: -the 20th ‘to: 

be exact). 

from... 14:15 

from. 7th Regiment. Armory, N.Y. 

. Maurice Chevalier” will be this 

Bal.” aux’ Tuileries.” 

Chevalier | “will” -pre- can group.. 
“new French sent. an varray™ ‘of: 

: | talent.” 

CBS. has been aps. . 

|‘proached to. Pick up. ‘the event : ; 

p.m, until-midnight : 

year’s ‘star and-emcee. ‘Cecil Beat=.- 
‘on is doing the..special decor 
‘turning. the ‘drill: shed . into:“Un 

‘Theatrical... 
Jighter'.Abe. Feder - is. doing. the 
special - lighting. Lou Walters. is _ 

"| bringing over an “authentic ‘can-.. °.. 

Heretofore, the exec’ ‘sec’ of. ‘the: 
event, hotelier Claude-C. Philippe, 

‘|staged the Apfil in “Paris ‘balls at. 
the Waldorf-Astoria. where. he was 
long. .associated and last’ year. it 

‘was shifted to ‘the -Hotel Astor, 
}first time such an event came to. 
the west side because of Philippe’s  __ 
then connections with’ Zeckendorf | -- 
Hotels. . Now ‘he. is -executive Vvee~ - 
pee and g.m..of Tisch (Loew The-._ 
atres) Hotels and, while: the new: |. 
‘Summit Hotel: debuted - this: past’. 

its -hallroom. facili-. 
ties. are too: small for such: a 
$150-a-plate.- turnout. .Next year’s 
event will’ be: held at, ‘the’ Tisch-.: 

| Loew's Americana ‘which. will. Re: 
ready: ‘by ‘summer. of 1962. 
‘The. “new faces” idea ‘will: be ae a 

‘of can idea’. 
Chevalier has: had. for-some time. © 

premiere, - 

& . 

and plans: to: do several times.a . 
year, for the ‘global video market, .: 
starting primarily. with U. S. come." ” 
mercial tv, as a. showcase for: prome. 
ising new French artists: whom. he: . 
would: “present, "oe ; 

,JUdson. 32-2700 wth 

‘set. Eddie Fisher has been pacted |i} ~ \,_ ~ One Te 126  ‘Numhe - a 7 
for the Eden: Roc to start Feb. 15. Volume 223 ee Nam ber 10. tt 

He'll dei, getting $8. oto daily on. oo i N D E xX ee Ore a 

‘Ai this deal, so: w the eight-day _ 7 ; oe 
stand, he'll get a $24, 000 paycheck. Bills. . anene wee toe ences e és » o1. : Night. Club Reviews . eevee » 92. 

‘It’s part of an agreement made two | casting 3 NewS «2.205.005.5798 Obituaries - ssbebesngeee’s ar 
seasons ae ike ® etaineniest 4 | Chatter ...... + senate 102. | 5 ie ns vee rirenee tess 3 .. 

. Per-usua e Fontainebleau and jj}. , Vassevenens -@ eviews eS o 
|the Anjericana are expected to be Film teat : 6 -] Radio Reviews ..0<.. 006. 54 
héavy. participants in the top talent |||. Inside Legit .......--260°: ae Record: Reviews... ......:...6° 82° 
sweepstakes locally. This year,||| Inside Music ©: '.....:+..%: 85 \[° Frank: Scully «. a San al 

ill some added competition. may come |||: Inside Radio-TV | vescoees 54. Television Peenpedes 2B. 
from the Deauville. as well. Inside Vaudeville’ cotucee 88 f- Television . Reviews, coe oo 53 . 

International wa Sopsewens, 20 / ‘Felvision Oba a dk ewbecbees aH 
John Martin Retiring. . ” . € tate beet ese eee ee ess . “s m rere 4 

John “Martin, longtime dance |. Literati Ceca eeceescrese. 101. . Unit. Reviews ewer “ $1... 

critie of the: NY. ‘Times, ‘is -ex- Music - SIMMS a7 : Vaudeville. .... riiberbiebe 87... 
pected to retire from the post: _ New Acts. ... eeortert “91 ‘Wall ‘Street: eosesaeaonas eee 18 
shortly. S : . : : : ———— 

er orn di pe tee Bo ”, ’ . 



mr, _publie ‘would like to rebel against:tv,”’ is- ‘emphasized in. & note’ from... 
a .. WARIETY reader .B.’ B. Gamzue, of Mahopac, N.Y, - a 

\. Gamzue reports: that in: that resort suburb of: ‘New York City, ‘the! =]. 
“bored summer resident: has a. ‘choice’ this week of four. feature. 

.: films—alt of them. ‘Parrish.’ . 
“.“Phe four'theatres'in the. ‘aréa—two hardtops | and two ozoners— al 

vos all draw on the ‘same customers, .There used. to. ‘be some variety in 
‘.. the fare they’ offered. Even four bad films’ give you. some’ choice. 

- But'not any more! This. year they’ ve. ‘all ‘been. n showing 1 she same. @ ple- *, 
tures, often at the Same time.” 

“Loan Under Em ergency | ude 
“ London,: Aug.. > 

>. Britain's: ‘emergency “budget” ‘ot {- 

- July: 25 “has, In. the: main, . touched |: 

J only two- ‘arms: ‘of British- show: biz— | 
films. and - music... ‘Among - other. 

.noves: to -restrict spending in the: 

"United * Kingdom,” ‘Chanicellor oft, 

the Exchequer. Selwyn: Lloyd 
Upped: the bank: rate from: 6% ‘to 
1% 
10% “of. existing’ tax” (i€: an item 
pulling in 50%. tax. previously, w il 
now. yield. 55°, - 

Film ‘makers. “who. ‘raise - funds 
-from: the :National: Film ‘Finance 
Corp.. wilt:. face: increased - interest 
rates as.NFFC loans .out at .2°%. 
- above - ‘bank rate. : «{NEFC,. itself, 
borrows money from..the banks at. 

-: Slightly” above bank. rate.’ John 
: Terry: of Film -Finance. told 
: VARIETY: “This will mean. an ‘in- 

ae " erease-.of. about $17,000: on a ‘loan.| | 
of $560,000. ‘It's not really enough | - 
_to.-deter “producers. to’ any. great | 
degree and, ‘fortunately, ‘the 7%} 
‘bank rate is. likely, , to be ‘only. al. 
temporary measure:: 

UK. diskeries ‘now face a 55% 
“purchase. tax. which has’ upped the | 
price of ‘albums’: ‘by -at least 15e. |, 
-Currently,: prices Tun’ ‘this. way: A’ 

‘. 12-inch LP averages $5; -EPs ‘cost 
” around $1.70: and..standards’ fetch. 
-Q95¢e:. -Both’ EMI: (Electrical | and 
* Musical Industries) - 

- saw this price ‘change. as. a. chance 

er. ‘cost of: production’ ‘generally. 

; Queried. whether : the. new. prices. 
would decelerate: the : drop. ‘in’ disk] 

all- ‘companies ' maintained |) 
‘that the increases. were ‘t00° insig-_ 

- gales,:: 

‘ nificant: to have ary: ‘major | effect. 
*-Opinion is-the: worst: that ‘could 
‘happen . ‘would : be a swing: to: the. 
“ehea p LP. series. 

"ior Captures 

Indicatioris are: ‘that ‘Astor’ Pic: 
tures, which crashed ‘into.the big-. 

‘- time with its.first two foreign. ac-. 
~ quisitions: the: Italo “La.Dolece 
Vita” and .““Roceo: and--His Broth- 
ers,” will-also pull off another:.coup. 

by’ acguiring U:S.° -rights. to’ -the. 
-debatable French “pic,. Liaisons | 
Dangereuses.’ mo 

” Astor: prexy. “George “Foley was 
yesterday due to return. to -N.Y.: 

(Tues.) ‘from a quick weekend hop. 
to ‘Paris.. ‘It’s: not. known whether. 
_a’ deal, on. “Liaisons”. ‘has ‘:actually-}-‘ 
been signed yet, : ‘but : réports. ‘are. 
“that “it. seemis | “most ° likely” Astor 
_ has ‘the film. - 

‘“Eiaigons,” directed. “by” R og er 
Vadim and starring the Jate Gerard 

Phillipe’. and. Jeanne™ Moreau, 
" -eaused a ‘storm when it: opened in. 
. Paris in September, 1959.°:Ostén-- 
“"; Sibly objections: were to its -depic-: 
- tion of. Ammotality — 
" government. ‘people. 
government banned. its: export -tin- 

til. earHer ‘this: year; . when deals. 

‘among .- -high. 

-with .Japan. and .a “couple of other |. 
‘markets. were okayed. Film has |: 

a been: a big moneymaker in ‘France,’ 
“and -in Paris. has - been running | al- |. 
‘most continuously since its. open- | 
4 Hing— with English subtitles: for ‘the a 
- Convenience: of. the tourists. 

The’ “pricture . ‘was’ produced’. ‘by. . 
“Bes Films. Marcean, - eopreducer’-2 of | - 
"Astor's “Rocco”. hit. 

How Bookers Choke’ The Impulse] 
__ -[TO:ATTEND:A. PICTURE] 

"Phe: “lack. ‘of imagination: of film bookers;, Stat a time When the: = “STILL. DUBIOUS). 

) Interest Up $17,000 don a) "a 

‘tects: and engineers; engaged to 

‘and increased. ‘purcliase. tax by- 

and - “Décea, : 
Britain's * two:: biggest .. diskeries, 

k- f 
‘to: slip in: their -own -inéreases.- “to | eee stock in ‘its portfolio. 
~ balance . wage: increases. and. chigh-. 

‘ter ‘is: being Sought...’ studig. .nat- 3 - 
utally: will ‘take. advantage of situ-4 Holly’ wood. “will get the méssage, a: 

yet: ‘been - selected. 

‘The French. 

.. ing: negotiations for settlement .- 

oF . emount of. claim... 

By VINCENT CANBY. 

+ Morris. Engel, ‘whose “The. Little 
Fugitive” - “was ‘perhaps -the most 

$500,000), 
7ments.to- make ‘on both-sides of 
+i the: question regarding’ ‘the nrajor 

| companies’. 
-young.. .do- it-yourself. filmmakers, 

. young filmmakers. ‘have. no right. to : 
‘major -compariy- support’ unless: 

1 the kind: of films the majors need : 
Nege hes money and at better qual- 

y than. the. ‘Majors themselves. 
- Columbia Studio ReDo - | But, he: qualifies. this’ statement’ by 

Lo * Hollywood; Ave. 1. 
“Columbia Pictures will modern- ; jors see “something. 8004, . 

ize its studio facilities, with ‘archi-:: : usually don’t recognize it. ” 
- Engel, with: three. pictures under 

survey the property. Relocation of , his: _belt—the.. most ‘recent, being | 
departments, consolidation of space”, “the Venice ‘award: swinner; “Wed- 
‘and. streamlining” services via -up- ' dings: and Babies” (still awaiting a 
to-date . construction - for . future ; U.S’ -releasei ‘understandably. re-- 
expansion are ‘main objectives. of j ‘sents: ‘béing. dumped: with the gen- 
survey. eral-run of young N.Y. ‘filmmakers 

Prodiction ‘veepee- Sam. ‘Briskin ‘just: trying ‘to get their first pic-: 
‘said goal - of: modernization is: to tures: ‘on thé. screen: But he also 
erable indié producers “in theatri-'; has ‘sympathy: the terrible. thing 
“cal: cand tv. to ‘obtain: faster: and : about: being. a. new film director, 

j unlike ‘being a new novelist or art- 
ist. 13. ‘that because -of fhe huge 
financial ‘investment ‘even..in the 

| cheapest: production, the first film 
A must: seek: public showing, na mat- 
‘{ter ‘how ‘bad, whereas a young: 

novelist’ an ‘simply. ‘tear up. his 
first work, and: nobody. except the 
pnov elist suffers.” 

* Who's: Conscience? 
“Engel also asks in an unusual 

Aug. 6 | (ror. chim burst - of’ rhetoric: wha 
a lis ‘the conscience. of the ‘Ameriran! 

w “Hollywood, -Aug. 1. \ film industry? : By this, he means 
Verbal” report’. on his - current. he'd like to: know if there is anv-: 

findings at. the 20th- Fox Studios ;bodv. or ‘any. organization that’ is 

more “modern services. 

Milton Gould Wil 
Adress Board | 

‘will” be: ‘made ‘to. ‘the: .company’s ; seeking to’ preserve’-the.: future of 
board’ -Aug.. 8 at the .postponed” the American film industry... (Like 
July directors mmieet in New-York - Eric Johnston, ‘Engel: believes the 
by. ‘Mitton’ 'S.. Gould, 

‘80,000: ° shares... of ‘doesn’t see. anybody. here trying to 
. ‘encourage the. kind of exciting tal- 

Gould wound’ up‘his second sur- ent. which is. coming. to: the fore to- 

approximately 

vey -here ‘before, heading: for -San : day’ in Europe. 
Francisco. with, his family on per-!. ‘Perhaps, . he © ‘suggests further, 
‘sonal. biz..From.-Bay City he wings | the’. lack. of significant films from 
to Gotham ‘later this. week.’ . ‘i Hollywood today is simply: the re- 
“Because. of. “amount. -of.. work: : sult.of the lack of foresight of the 

ahead: of him,,. Gould; indicated’ he ; ‘ industry ':10 -:vears -ago. It seems to 
could ‘not possibly finish his“ stu- be” no ‘accident -fhat-three out of 
‘dio checkup on-this trip. that'third every four “significant” films to 
‘will be’ ‘neeessary in. near. future. - ibe “seen In New" ¥ork today are 
“This is a. ‘tough “job,” he as- «from ‘abroad 

serted. declining - to -answer “spe: i The. “producer: director - ‘writer « 
‘cific. questions. -However, he has caméraman-extraordinary | {galt for. 

2 ‘been interviewing. various © person: |: 
alitles employed; with: and without. ket.. place; because. he feels the. 

| eontracts.. on lot,-as well’as ‘golng success of his own 
‘Over ‘story 

~ French ‘Liaisons’| 
dof - staffs:: ‘during’ past’ ‘few: weeks. Sunday. Morning: *etc., prove that 
‘by: production ‘head Peter G. Leva-- ‘there is a big: lucrative market for’ 

working in the. ‘commercial | mar- 

. “Litle | Fugi- 

” “Never. on 
Night and 

ating | them. for future ‘progress... “Room: ‘at The .Top. 
-Thete has: ‘béen.some: “whittling Sunday.” — “Saturday 

thes. ‘He Minimized importance of. sincerely “good” films. |. ° 
the. motes in. sverall’: studio - -op- | : But ‘he’s not surprised: that. Hol: 
‘eration. He- added. however. some “Ty wood. still ‘hasn’t. recognized. this:. 
‘players whose’ contracts. expire and: after -all, the majors. first tried to 
for whom -thére is- no: future: at. deny. the existence ‘of ‘television, 
20th: will: be droppéd. an and ‘then - ‘were. surprised. when the.; 
At same time. ‘Levathes: assured, ! ‘bottom dropped - out’ of the box-| 

tf. an’: important property or ‘per: | office’ when. they sold their old pix. 
{}sonality comes‘along such ‘as “The : to. tv.. That's. hardly. indicative: of ; 
Odyssey": for . which Burt. Lancas- an overabundance of insight.” 

ation... 
“Same also. applies. ‘to. Jose “Fer: | 

rer : ‘who. has: ‘just: Sighed. new one; 

('dolfar-and- cents ‘message, -hecause ' 
“just think how many more. dates : 
‘Hiroshima™ ‘Mon. Amour,’ . for’ eXx- j 

‘| year . pact . with Joptions. for two} -ample, would shave played and. how 
‘fmore. years.. He-.recéntly’ bowed“ ‘much’ more money ‘it ‘would have. 
‘Out: as' director: for.“‘The Chapman (earned: if. it had: been an. American: 
Report"..and: is ow: - engaged ‘on. : Alm.” cna 
“State Fair.” ‘set. to start. shooting < 
with’ Pat.’ Boone ‘next: month. *Fu-t 
ture. properties for him ‘have ‘not 

it’ was learned. ; 
Meanwhile,. with “Cleopatra”. 

‘slated ‘to Start Sept :18 in Rome | /] 5.000. U.S: theatres show Jerry: 
“and: Egynt. tinder Joe-Mankie-- ‘| .:Wald's “Sons ‘and -Loyers” ‘re- 
wict’s direction:. for: .Walter. ‘| .couped for 20th-Fox ‘its :Pro- 

| Wander. Productions’ 20th and .|. duction. ‘cost .of $800.000. . 
* Lloyds of. London are coritinu- .| .-..Considering. this and: poten- 

Stfal- ‘ahead, 20th is far.. ahead. 
.. or British-made” pic.. It. also 
"grossed same amount ta. Eng- 
* land, $0 -far.. 

- Profit of $800,000 is only" he: 
a ginning. as:-rest ‘of world: has. 
' yet. to he .taken inte acocunt 

. in. fuluce playoffs. - 

etl ate 

“Sone 6 &. Lovers’ Does Well, 
‘Returns. trom. approximately _ 

of producer's: reported $5.000-~ - 
000. loss due -to Elizabeth Tay-. .. 
“lors. illness. Lloyds ‘has-made. - 
several: offers - to: 'settlé,. none. - 
reaching as much as:$1,000.060," 
‘with 20th stancing pat. on: fas 

-. !suecessful. of. N.Y. indie -produc-. 
-{tlons ‘Cit played 5,000 U. S. dates |. 
‘and. earned. a total rental ‘of about: 

‘has some sharp cpm-|: 

lack of interest in| 

For one. thing, savs Engel, these | 

{they ‘can prove that they can make] 

-| adding: that: even: when the ma-}. 
“they . 

‘l|eent. blast at. television's 

attorney: film fadustry to be of international 
‘repping.. Tréves “& Co. “which: ‘has.. importance: to . the country.)- He 

‘properties ‘and evalu- tive. ” as well as. the success ‘of 

‘One ‘of these ‘days, Engel ‘feels, | t 

“1-Staged another 

jby the Interstate. 

MORRIS ENE ENGEL ig Shrinkage of Opportunity In 
an Theatres Depresses 

Tr Independent US. Prods. 
* The dwindling playing time for 

Europe 

, Shepherd? $. Mirisch Series 
- . Hollywood, Aug. 1. 

Richard Shepherd, who recently 
‘concluded a partnership arrange- 
‘ment with Martin Jurow, has set a 
deal ‘with. Mirisches for series of 
pix, first of ‘which will be “Seven 
Men ‘At Daybreak,” which he said 

‘he intended to make independently 
|-after: his break with Jurow. 

Pie ‘will be released under Mi- 
risch banner by United Artists. 
-It..will get. ‘under way. early next 
year. Shepherd is now. preparing 

{film at Goldwyn. Studios where 
Mirisch company makes its head- 
quarters, 

Shepherd's -. last pie was with 
: Jurow at Paramount, ‘ “Breakfast at 
Tiffany's,” which stars Audrey 
Hepburn and George Per and George Peppard. 

| ii TV Takes | Takes Up - 
i (Per FCC) 
May Hurt Arters 

Wall Streeters, more and more 
alert to outside factors which could 
influence the ‘entertainment indus- 
try, are having .a say about the 

1 FCC chairman Newton Minow's re- 
“vast 

-wasteland.”.One downtowner voice, 
that of Arnold’-Berniiard & Co., 

‘his if that {££ tv gives up on the 
commercial . etid. ani stresses “cui- 
ture,” motion pictures producers 

| could well be hurt. 
Bernhard: Value Line invest-. 

ment survey underlines that thea- 
trical. studios are well entrenched 
in the business of making telepix, 
‘largely westerns and other types of 
actioners. This adds up to the kind 
of ‘programming ‘which the public |- 
supports ‘see. the ratings: but the 
Government objects to 

It follows that if the tv’ers suc- 
cumb to the pressures from official 
‘Washington, .Warners, Columbia 
(Screen Gems) and other top thea- 
trical studios will find a roadblock 
in their “way to tv production 
riches. 

‘Also.a film stock ‘adversary, ac- 
cording to ‘Bernhard, is. the pos- 
sibility of more picture censorship 
of: the type that would handicap 
story. ‘material . and distrupt dis- 
tribution: activities. 

‘It's regarded as an interesting 
aside in. the pic: field that Wail 
Streeters have become so tuned in 
on. the pic business. Through the 
‘years the investment firms’ were 
‘concerned about film earnings, divi- 
' dends, ‘future prospects in general 
‘terms, capital gains and stock 
‘maneuvers. But now the ‘analysts 
‘are going for research “in deoth” 

——e 

' LION FAILS OF INJUNCTION 

| Sought To Stop Vitalite Handling 
‘Silence’ 

[NUYS Federal 
Van Pelt Bryan last week denied ; 
‘Lion International a motion for a: 

: temporary injunction to restrain ' 
i Vitalite Pictures from ‘further dis- | 
‘tribution of the British Import, : 
j The Angry Silence " 

Lion “International 

am atone 

also. had ; 
a _jasked for $96.660 in damazey The } 

- money is the. balance of a $150 000° 
jminimum : guarantee distribution 
deal. i 

‘More Integration Pickets 
San Antonio, Aug J. 

Negro and white college students 
Sunday stand-in 

demonstration at the Majestic 
and ‘Aztec Theatres, both operated 

This was the 
first time that a group has ap- 
peared’ at the Aztec -Demenstra- 

| tions -have been. held since Febru- 
‘tary, periodically at the Majestic 

Roth demonstrations were or- 
—_ derly. 

eT oa Se eee ee - 

Judge ‘Fredrick | 

PICTURES 

U.S. product ino many overseas 
markets is having its roughest et- 
fect on young Amerivan indies who 
heretofore could count on getting 
a sizeable return of their nentative 
investment from abroad where a 
lack of names didn’t mailer. Time 
was When B pictures did better 
overseas thin at home ‘The re- 
verse situation seems to be shaping 
up now. 

While the = all-star Holly wood 
“blockbusters” such as “Spatrta- 
cus.” “Ben-Hur,” “Alamo.” are do- 
ing better than ever today abroad, 
the American B's cant get pliay- 
dates. Main reason is that thera 
is an wmeteasing preference for 
French and Italo product in suet 
markets as Latin America aud 
parts of Asia, previously sewed up 

Tby Hollywood. Since most overseas: 
] areas ‘are’ single feature mathets, 
there just isn’t room for the B's 

Situation has. gotten to the point 
where major companies now often 
pick up low-budget indies for {he 
U.S. and let the forein rights go 
begging. The indte thus is foreed 
to scrounge around selling rights 
to one market to one guy and 
rights tq another market to an- 
other. 

The current overseas market 
tastes also present another dd- 
emma to the Jow-budget US) film- 
maker, it's reported. There arg. 
many American “semi-name stats” 
who. mean more in overseas mar- 
kets.than at home. If the producer 
hires one or two of these players, 
he may weil have a chance of get- 
ting more foreign dates, bul the 
extra added cost. may be just 
enough to make recouping of his 
‘Investment at hame impossible, 
There are some of these semi-starg, 
it’s said, who actually keep State- 
side patrons away froni theatres, 
since they have been so long asso- 
crated with dull and second-rate 
pix 

Unclip E Bankroll 
For 3 From UA 

Hollywood, Aug 1. 

United Artists will spend be- 
tween $3,500,000 to $4,000.000 an 
advertising, publicity and exploita- 
tion campaigns for three pix, 
namely “Judzment at Nuremberg.” 
“West Side Story” and “Soldiers 
Three,” veepee Max Youngstein 
stated series of conferences be- 
tween producers and their reps 
here and from New York 

Each picture’s budget 
over $1,000,960, 
sured 
“Nuremberg” will have its world 

preem in Berlin Tiec 340 wath Cp 
entire cast on hand for the orra- 
sion, Youngstein added Foue 
other engagements are set the Pal- 
ace, New York, opening Dee 19, 
with the Pantages in Holly w ood, 
Sheridan, Miamt Beach, and a 
Chicago theatre openine on ford 
ticket policies, same as New York, 

wilt be 
Younwstetn  as- 

i during week before Christmas 
While here Youngstern and 

other UA’ ho exers conferred 
vith producer-director. Waliiam 

i;Wyler on “Childrens Hour’ and 
Harold Mirisch, producer of * West 
Side Story ” 

Youngetein left the end of the 

week for his. Gotham he sdquar- 
ters He was preceded dav or sq 
by Robert Benjanun, chairman of 
UA’s board, Arnold Picker, warld- 
wide sale. veepee, Jim Velde, 
domestic sales head, David Puker, 
assistant to prexy Arthin Kein; 
Gene Picker, Vred Goldberg, 
Gabe Sumner and David Chasman 
Mori Krushen. has also been here 
on these CA releases 

Maury Segal, CA studin pub- 
licity head, also attended yester- 
day’s meets along with Seymour 
Poe. distribution rep for Frark 
Sinstra’s Fesex Proj, producers 
of Soldiers 3,” 

‘rswemsy catexory BM, Story, 
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Your movies tn tight 
, now onTWAS 

Your finest films are now being shown on 

TWA SuperJets. The latest movies from 

Hollywood and Europe are featured on 

selected daily flights between New York 

and California...projected on a special 

wide screen in the First Class cabin. And 

starting this month, movies will be shown 

on most TWA overseas flights. These are 

virtually private showings to the world’s most 

influential people. Another exclusive service. 

to you...on Hollywood’s favorite airline! 

I: Tony Curtis: 

"Levine Wants. Two More- 

“Hollywood; Aug. 1. 
Embassy Pictures 

tion features, first next year and 
‘second year. after.. 
‘completing “Sodom and Gonior- 
“rah” for: Levine in Rome, is due 

s ‘here Jatter part of August. . 
~{ On July 17, Levine said he was: 
i negotiating with two.praducers for 

-; pix to be made jointly here. Al- 
‘ drich, apparently, is-one of the. 
duo. Levine ‘now is in- Europe and] 
‘due in Hollywood. the next few- 
: weeks on furthering his plans to, 
i make six a year for as long as. he is 

, jin. the biz. 

. U.S. to Europe 
Jim ‘Bishap 

Anthony .Franciosa 
William A. Harper 
John Krimsky © 
Peter Lawford: 
.Janet. Leigh © 

._ Dean Martin | 
Frasier W. McCann 
‘Bob Musel 
William: G, Reich 
Kenneth Rive © 
Frank Sinatia 
Louis Sobol 

L.A. to N. yy 
Keir Dullea.. 
Jane Fonda: 

|. ° Richard Halliday 
Robert Lippert 
‘Tom Moore _ 
Stuart Ostrow 
Lee Rich. | 
Ann. Shoemaker - 
Herb Steinberg 
Jan Sterling: . 
Norman Twain 
Mort Werner 
Charles: Wick 

N. Y.te L.A. 
Reginald. Denenholz a 

Edward F..Kook ; 
Seymour Krawitz 
Irving. H. Ludwig 
Joe. Manchester 
William Peérlberg: 
Joe’ Rines . 
Ralph Shaker - 
Sherri. Taylor 

Europe to U. S. 
Julian .T. -Abeles 
Ira Ashley ©. 
Bennett Cerf 
Frank M- Folsom - 
Adolph Green 
C. Russell Feldmann 
Sol Jacobson | 
Warner LeRoy. 
Bertram Mayers 
Phyllis. Newman 

_-Norman Rosemont’: 
Arthur: Wiesenberger: 
Bevnie. Wilens 

prexy Joe |. 
' Levine has: concluded deal with 

Robert Aldrich for two -co-produc- : 

Aldrich, now |. 

Greeters Picked — 

J sippi; 

\by five regional 

‘National Boxoffice Survey 

(Zanuck 5 Stand Re’ From Robert Aldrich 

Don’ t Do as I Do 
, Boston, Aug. 1. 

. ‘Maureen O'Hara, on a two- 
: ‘day. round of personals, inter-._ 

' views, .etc., here last week for 
‘Pathe-America ‘s “Deadly Com- = 
-panions,” asserted that while 
she. happens to be freelancing, 
her advice. to young thesps is. 
to “stick to .contracts.”’ | She 
‘added: “It's better for. the 
young ‘performers to have con- 
tracts: They néed the ‘protec: 
tion and. care of’ the. studios.” 

Actress: said “her next “stint. 
would. be ‘for. 20th-Fox. 

. Four Louisiana - Mississippi .ex- 
hibs have been named cochairmen. 

|for the ‘Theatre Ow ners of Amer- 
fea; convention at the Roosevelt 
Hotel, New Orleans, Oct.. 8-12. 

New. Orleans: Lloyd Royal. head 
‘of Royal Theatre cireuit, Missis— 

and T. G. Solonion, prez. of |. 
‘|the. Solomon circuit which operates, 
‘in both:-states. 

Exhib parley will be conducted 
jointly with -the National -Assn. ‘of | 
Concessionaires. . .- 

| Five Prelim Pep Conclayes 
a or ‘King of Kings’ First: 

-26 Hard-Ducat Preems'| 
Total of. 26 reserved seat ofen-. 

‘ings of. Metro’s release. ef Senuel 
Bronston's production of “King of 
Kings” in the fall: will be preceded 

sales-promotion 
meetings of .M-G personnel]. Ses- 

[sions were set. by Robert Mochrie. 
'M-G general sales’ manager, for 
Chicago; Aug: 15; Dallas, Aug. 17: 

‘++ Washington, Aug. 22; Boston; Aug. 
24, and Detroit, ‘Aug. -29. 

Division and exchange. managers, 
publicity and group. sales. represen- 
tatives will hear the “Kings” policy 
outlined’ by Mochrie: and Morris: 

| Lefko, who. is in charge of. the 
film’s salés, with an analysis of the! 
campaigns by Ralph Wheelwright.. 
promotion coordinator. and, Emory 
Austin, exploitation: head. 

, ‘Heat Trims Biz; ‘Guns’ "New Champion, ‘Fanny’ 2d, 
‘Vita’ 3d, ‘Trap’ 4th, ‘Tammy’ 5th 

‘Warm weather: is taking its {oll 
| at-the nation’s wickets this round, 

with only the strongest pat show- 
ing the stamina to keep on going 
at - recent: ‘fast clips; ‘Where -rain 
has broken recent torrid heat 

turn’ indicating that. soaring ‘tem- 

tor at the boxoffice, . 
“Guns of Navatone” xCol), ‘which 

weeks, is pushing up to top spot 
this stanza. It-is playing in some 
14 keys: covered by’ VaRIETY cur- 

“Fanny” (WB), ‘champ. for three 
weeks in: a. row.,. is. being: edged 

| into second position. “La- Dolee 
‘| Vita” (Astor), third a week ago, is 
-holding onto third. Place: this frame. 

12 pix. 
waves, there has been a sharp. up-. 

peratures are proving a. major fac- . 

has been a close second in recent |: 

rently, and going like a house-afire |-in Washington. : 
‘jin all of them. -| Apgust’”’ 

‘initial weeks at two N-Y.: theatres. 

cliamp, is slipping. to ith ‘place! 
currently, | with: pic ‘starting out’on j 
some subsequent runs this week. 
“By. Love Possessed,” also .from 
United Artists, rounds out: the ‘Top! 

“Never On Sunday’ ’ Lape) tops 
the runner-up films, which also} 
include “Romanoff and Juliet’ (7) 
‘and =«/“Saturday Night, . Sunday. 
‘Morning” (Cont). ; 

“The Truth” (Kings) - ‘Shapes as « 
one of the:-more promising new ; 
entrants, being good in. Baltimore. 
solid in N-Y. on- Jongrun. and: big 

-“€old Wind in; 
tUA): looms ‘torrid. an; 

“Honeymoon Machine” «4]-G)- 
also new, is okay in Pittsburgh but 
mild in Cleveland: “Misty 20th); | 
another newcomer, Is okay in- NY.’ 

hapman Report’: 
Won't Tolerate Commins Dictation 

‘By THOMAS M,: PRYOR. 

Paris, Aug. : 1. 

In taking “the ¢ Chapinian Report”* 

; to Warner: Bros.,. Darryl: F.--Zanuck | 
‘| declared his independence: of the 7 
executive .committee. that now’ is.’.": 
‘pulling: the strings in .the. opera- 
‘tion of. -20th .Century-Fox. He - re" 

| vealed here that, he.made the move. 
‘with “great ‘reluctance’ as hé did-. 
not desire to do anything . Which 
might reflect . unfavorably: Upon: 
‘the. company. . . 

The. former. 20th production . 

-With ‘Joseph. Schenck. added how- 
ever, that. “anv. future ‘attempt to 

: infringe his” production autonomy 
will. be met. like I mét ‘the.situation. 
‘on ‘Chapman.’ I’ didn’t ‘like to: do- 
_it, but it was better: than. ‘making 

‘Ta ‘compromise - ‘and (then trying. to. 
live in an. unhealthy. Situation. - 

Zanuck | emphasized. that’ ne ‘fs. 
| hopeful: there won't. he- any such: . 

recurrence. He also declared the 
‘| move to. Warners for this particu-: 

lar picture does notin any ‘way 
-affect the contract of.his DFZ-Pro- . 
ductions ‘with 20th. Fulfiliment. of: 
the present ‘conimitment Will. keep: 

| him busy for the next. two and a”. 
‘The four are Kermit Cart, prez 

of’ Paramount Gulf Theatres: Don 
| Stafford, who.operates the Capitol, 

half years, and “he again will: he - 
operating ‘out of the. 20th ‘studio: . 
upon completion of. his currently . 
shooting. World War..!. epie of ” 
D-Day, “The ‘Longest Day” 

_ Says Who? 

‘Zanuck: declared he. invoked his 
' contractual. prerogative... when “the. 
committee” ‘expressed: .. concern. 
that “The Chapman. Report”. mieht 
be “tog controversial.” He: com: 
mented that he. has “Keen Making 
‘pictures too- Jong, ‘and. controver- 
“sial ones,. it: might be noted, which 
turned into major.’ boxoffice |hits 
(“Grapes of Wrath” and - “Genfle- 
man’s. Agreement. * ta. mention anly 
two in.along list) to. ‘be. dictated. 16 

lat. this: stage. ; 
“Zanuck. ‘knocked down a. ‘rumor 

prevalent” in ‘London: 88 ‘well -as 
Paris. that “Oth - pre Sprros -P: 
‘Skouras’ had persenally objected: 
‘to the. “Chapman” sercenplay. 
“Spvros did everything ‘he could: - 
|-to- keep the ‘picture. With. the com- 
pany,”.. Zanuck said.. 
‘Under his’ contract with “20th, 

‘Zanuck: explained. “T have full pro- 
duction autonomy, but if. there is- 
a disagreement. on costs, they have: 
[2 isae rights and Ihave ‘certain 

rights. When. ‘this dispute‘. ‘arose; 
that the subject. hiighit. he too con- 
troversial, I exercised - my. privi-.. 

ileges. It took one ‘five-minute: phone: 
Seal ‘to Jack Warner: to” Set’ the: 
dea id . . 

' Anti-Committee “F 

- Zanuck, who (remains.. one: vot 
20th’s -Jargest individual stock- 
holders, refused’ to Le drawn into 

‘}any general discussion of the -com=- 
} Pany’s, curr ‘ent probiems. He:- “did: . 
observe, “however: ..that. ~ wher 

‘pressed abaut rumars that he. might:. 
Teturn to. again run. ‘production; 

| that: it's -not possible’ to ‘Operate a 
studio ‘successfully by committee - 

{and that ‘he ‘would never -consider-.. 
doing so -under-: ‘such ‘co: nditions.: . 

While. “Longest Day’’, is “before. 
the ‘cameras, Zanuck’ expects. to 
-make several’ quick trips to Holly-... 

i wood to. consult with:his.son; Rich- *. 
‘ard, on _Breparation’ of such other .-...- 

“Fate is® the Hunter,” ©: | projects” ‘as Z 
“Ineense ‘to. Idols,” -*The. Short. 

Cut”: and “Shock. Treatment,” he 
‘well -as ta: check into .the film'eg : 
[or “Chapman Report.” Final. edit- | 
ing’ and scoring. of “Longest Day” * 

-is not, expected’: to be completed: 
j until” early . next ‘summer,.- after 
whieh Zariuek.then will settle down 
for a. Protracted. work: Stay 
Hollywood. ' 

As. for ‘the long. projected—and . 
yas, of -the moment. sidetracked— 
'De Luxe. “Tour.” Zanuck assured. 
he’s.“going to. make it. ““T have a” 
good: script.” he.said, “but I have. 

chief, who founded the company. -’. 

. ; “Parent Trap’ «BV), which] but- slow in L.A. and St. Louis. ; not’ been able: ta get the budget” 
Fly TWA SuperJets across the United States Slipped back. to. sixth last: stanza, | “Leda” ‘Times’, .also new, shapes , down: to what. it: should be. ‘That. 

oe is climbing to fourth spot. “Tammy, ‘lofty in NUY.: _ | happens. ‘sometimes, no matter. how 
--- and to leading cities In Europe and Asia Tell Me. True’.(U) again is wind-|. “Carry. On ‘Constable. ‘Govt. ig Hard you tiy, but I’m certdin~T:. 

; ing up fifth,. same. as ‘a Weék- ago.|doing okay in Cincy. L.A. and... Will find - the ‘solution ‘and then. 
Call your travel agent or nearest TWA office “Naked Edge” (UA) is ‘eapturing.| fl K.C. “Rocco and Brothers” ‘Actor’; well £0. with it” 

sixth place. “Voyage. to the Bot-; continues socko- in N.Y.,. playing |. 
tom of Sea” 420th), which showed | two arty houses. . 
some. promise. last round: is land-| “Morgan the Pirate” -41-G) looks:| 
ing in seventh» place. “Francis of | spotty this round, but is”. fine “in 

1 Assisi.” also ‘from -20th-Fox, : is | Toronto. “Last ‘Sunset’ :U). shapes ; i at the. ‘Paramount studio, will be-in 
' finishing. ‘eighth although . “quite | fine in Denver. - -. | New York this week for a-round of 

. Spotty across ‘the country. “Ben-Hur” 'M-G):is rated. mighty | i conferences with ad-pub chief Mar- 
‘ “Spartacus”? ..U) is taking ninth: in L.A. for 88th: week.: “Ladies ; tin Davis, and other. reps. of the ad-. . 
i position. "Goodbye Again” 4UA), ; ; Man” ‘Par), ‘fine. in Louisville and pub; department. - _ 

: ae os oO just getting . started, ig landing ; Toronto, shapes stow in L.A: . Chief concern wall” be merchaii- 

*3WA THE SUFERJET AIRLINE 1s a service mark owned exclusively dy Trans World Aihines, inc. | 10th money.. (Comp On Pages & 91 Reports: [ising ree inv ov vid ap jupeoming 
: : : uct on’ a worldwide basis. 

“Steinberg In. Fr rom “L. A. 
‘Herb Steinberg. publicity: head 

| ata, for’ moriths! 



ae ‘ment, though retaining his Boston’ :manse ... 
ly Berra atid Roger Maris. Of ' ‘the ‘baseball Yanks will ‘Bat. some. ‘lines: in . 

“+ ""Js ‘available ‘at the. ‘Jocal-‘drug: store: .... ; 
: Greengage. Summer,” from the novel by Rumer. Godden, is-now “Loss| 

..* dates’. 

“:, tracking” “pL Cid”. in ‘London’. 

_ Story.” 

ee ‘character | 

at participation - ‘deal. with new. five- |. 

[Rete York Sound Track | MER SHINN Powel in Ui Votes Buyet 
“the  ghe blot loag crowds whtfeh greeted first day. of *Franeié of Assisi" : 

oh “at: the: Rivoli’ gave 20th homeoffice staffers ‘a: rice. cool feeling: on al. 

.t. Swery hot day. ‘Especially: since there was sucti a healthy. percentage of| -- ... 
.. The N.Y. Preent of: the’ pig’ benefited ‘the 2 Third et 

. a President,. Authors: Leaove, 
“ordinary civilians: . 
Order of: St. ‘Fancis-by_ some :$10,500.- 

“Joo ‘Levine transplanting: his: ‘permanent . residence ‘to-a. oN Y. ~ apait: 

a “Touch ‘of. Mink.”. ~~: 
" Charlton. ‘Heston. has a “comedy role. ‘tn “Mel: Shavelson’s “upeominig 

o production of “The Easter Dinner’—and that’s a switch. Some thought | :- 
“Ten. Commandments,’ ”. “for awhile he. had: become type cast, what with 

. For reasons. “Ben-Hur” and “El Cid”. coming one. after the. other’. 
own perhaps. best ‘to Metro, “‘Privata.. Love” : has: been. Yetitled “A. 7 

me P ® eee Adela Rogers St. Johns ‘set for a. lecture]. 
religious: groups, etc.) in behalf of “King. ‘of . 

‘Oldtime actor, ‘now distributor,George - K: Arthur’ vaca- | 

. Very. Private “Affair.” 
‘tour (women's. clubs, 
‘Kings:”.... 
“tioning in Bermuda, postcards. (with apparent surprise) that VARIETY 

“Another title. change: 

of Innocence.” ‘To editorialize for a line, this is one of more under- 
‘standable:- nomenclature switches; the new: ‘title heing: more. appropriate, 
to the themeand. more provocative:. : 

“Add “Advise. arid Consent” casting:. Peter Lawford and. Paul Ford: (as 
sénators Lafe Smith’ and: Stanley Danta),“and boy player. Eddie: Hodges 
“who'll play the’ som-of. Leffingwell: (Henry Fonda). _ 
_: Jocelyn Brando:: (Marlon’s sis) -has-@ featured. part’ ‘in: U's: “gly 
“American”” Embassy: Pictures will film. the “Tl Married a *Psychia- 
trist” ‘tome:. “Harriet ‘Parsons produces". ..-.Milton Goldstein, Sam 
Bronston’s foreign ‘sales aide, in Europe. taking’ “El Cid” roadshow 

. . Robert. Préston and frau summering . cat their Rye: digs | after 
"his. “Music Man”. chores on the WB lot. © - 

__. U's “Come September”: booked for ‘the: Music: ‘Hall. after: “Fanny” 
U dished out for global ‘distribution rights-to- Bernard : Glasser’s. 

, Ingergeant Was‘ a-Lady,’’-a. service comedy ticketed for November Te- 
“Tease . . , Charlton Heston and director. Anthony: Mann now. sound- 

or Ray, ‘Danton being pitched. by: ‘an: 
indie for a Joe:Di Maggio biopic. oe 
Among ‘the. vacationers. this -week: Taylor. ‘Mills, ‘director of -pirblie 

relations for. the Motion’ Picture Assn. of: Amerita; .Jack’ Brodsky;: 
''20th-Fox :assistant publicity manager ...:.. The suspense is over: Bos- 
‘ton. formally : banned. ‘Henry Miller’s tropic. ‘of. Cancer”. July: 24. 
:Inga.:Swenson. has. wourd up her film role’ in ‘the. currently. shosting 
“Miracle Worker”. . . Mel Ferrer, through ‘N.Y. .eaflier this..week | 
en route to. Hollywood ‘from ‘Taormina, . ‘Sicily.- where he picked. up 

| Mickey Mantle, Yort| -" 

*“The] 

By. MOSS HART - 

we of. America. 

¢ Long- pending. ° * Keough - ‘Bill 
(HR 10) ‘has been: before. Con-~ 

of. 11 ays. were ‘limited -to a 
single-day but with parties: in- 
vvited | to submit briefs. Text: 
which follows sets forth the | 

Authors ‘League thesis that 
. writers in America are shabbi- . 
_lytreated -stepchtldren. .com- 
‘pared to payroll employes and 
business _eviterprisers-——Ed} 

“Professional. writing: Is not’ the: |- 
easiest: or the-safest way to make | 
‘a living. Along with .other. profes- 
sions, -it.shares. one ‘peculiar dis- 
advantage—a~'vestige. of the “old 
frontier”—that with each ‘new -ven- 

|-ture,; each’ new: book. or play, the 
‘author. must. gamble his. financial ; 
-Fesources:. one,’ two’ or three years | 
of. his ‘life,. and a: considerable ! 
amount of hard work, ‘solely on the 

quality : ‘of. his own falents and ! 
skills, in a “speculative. and mercu- | 

} Tial: “market ° Te must make this: 
‘investment of .money. time. and ef- 
fort—on his awn. without compen- 
‘sation -from ‘employer or ‘support : 
from.. other sources—at: the great | 

| risk‘ of. enjoying, .at.the end of the 
run...an, absolute: financial" ‘failure: 
‘after. avhich he’ picks” himself ‘up 
sand starts. all. over again, | 

: Even: when - the professional au-.. 
thor has’ a. successful novel (or.i 
play). he’ ‘has precious. little to put 
aside . for ‘a. “retirement fund”. 

* . wife Audrey. Hepburn's. “David” ai” ‘Donatello award: for. The Nun's Whatever: -the Treasury. allows. him 4 

Local tilramaker Ernie. ‘ Pintoft,. ‘heretofore’ known. principally for 
his lively and offbeat: cartoons, ‘understandably proud since. his first: 

_ Jive-action featurette, “The Shoes,” starring: Buddy Hackett, won third: 
! prize in the experimental. and avant-garde category ‘at ‘the: Venice fest 

en -... Night people and friends gathered. at ‘the. Bleecker Street. Ciriema 
“"-fere last midnight (Tues:) for a screening of Jonas Mekas’ first fea- ; 

‘ "+. ture, “Guns of The Treés,” Emile: de. Antonio, who. handled “Pull My. next: one. - 

| Daisy,” is doing. the same for. this one: ©... 

Samuel. S.. Sigman, . formerly. with Selznitk Releasing, Paramount. 

' [to keep’ after. it has imposed bie. 
‘bracket -taxes: on. .the “bunched” . 
‘income: from one, two. or more: 
-Vears ‘of uncompensated labor, goes: 
to pay-off the bills. accumulated °: 
“While he. was writing his book and 
‘to support: him W hile he writes the 

Therefore, - the modest amount.. 
‘which “H.R..10° would allow -him.” 

~TOTHE SPI 

+ gress. for ‘years. This time up a 
“the previous verbal! hearings | 

-| prior to last year's confab in L.A. 

| Skouras-Johnston 

Vs! Munich Riva Studio As Unfair 
Frankfurt, July 25 

Larry Tisch to Dish 
One of Germany's most powerful 

pix industry unions, the Deutsche 

Latirence A. Tisch, board chair- Film Union, has declared a boycott 

Tan of Loew's, will make one of! on the Munich Riva Studios for wn- 
the speeches at the TOA conven-{ fair practices and too tow salarics 
‘tion Oct.: 8-12 in New Orleans.; for film and television synchroni- 
Rest of Hineup fs still shaping. zation work, mainly dealing with 
The circuit: joined TOA -just} American product. 

Volker von Collande, prexy of 
the union, revealed that: he and 
such stars as German film prize 
winner Martin Held, Hans Lothar, 
Kai Fischer, Christa Keller, Peter 
Carsten, Hansjoerg Felmy and 
Carla Hagen are among the group 

MP AA Return boycotting the major German 
ue studio. 

In 1949, the cos? of synchronlz 
ing a foreign film into German 
cost about $20.000 Now it has 
dropped, because of all the cam- 
petition, to an unworkable figure 
of under $4,000, yon Collande 
stated. 

‘Because of this low fee, the 
synchronization must be finished 

1 two or three days, even for 
malti- million-dollar productions 
starring Marilyn Monroe, Brigitte 

: Bardot or Vittorio de Sica, whereas 
: the original shooting took months. 
Now the “film stars Without faces” 
are taking action to: fight. the con- 

jtinually dwindling salary and uti- 
fair working conditions which they 

jhave been receiving from Riva 
: Studios, von Collande said 

The Riva plant makes ahout 100 

Hollywood, Aug. 1. 
Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, 

‘met today (Tues.) with Erie John- 
ston, head of- Motion Picture Assn. 
of Ameriea, re. chances of the com- 
| pany: rejoining: the MPAA fold. 
| Session was held in Skouras’ office | 
on the. 20th lot, and centered on 

! complaints Skouras had against 
, the. Title Registration Bureau. 
i 20th pulled out of MPAA sat it | 
9. claiming the bureau had cost it 
“lots of. money’ by alleged preju- : 
dicial treatment in the wording of ; 
disputed titles. Skouras. indicated 
| to -VarIETy. he was reenrolling. but 
didn’t know how: soon. 

‘He said the heads of all other | 
rfilm companies had urged him to! 
lreturn. in interest of industry unl: 

| ott ae eae oereeable. ine the fof the 550 synchronization jobs 
‘Title bureau which wouldn't cause ; : dubbed annually in West Germany, 

20th future ¢mbarassment or re. | but the working conditions for aa 

(ported money losses: He had spe- | worse, the union claim Whea [Be referetice to “King Must Die,” ; ‘. _ 
4 ; working on tele series suctt Pagel. produced for 20th by Sam {wy ather Knows Best" or “Mike 

a | Nelson.” both of American orteinas 
= ae tion, the people who do the dubbing 
20th’s Dues Important ‘for the series are net paid ior 

Continuing. atoofness of 20th-Fox’ every part of the series, according 
from the Motion Picture Assn.’ of‘ to the actors’ complaints When 
America is: resulting in. an MPAA ; ithere is overtime work, there is 
austerity program caused by the, no overtime pay, they add. One 

is promised a certain ‘sal ary for a 
job. and then paid less. And a 
:cameraman is forbidden to fulfill 

-loss of 20th’s membership dues of ; 
one-sixth. the total. MPAA. buduet. | 

Cutbacks.so far have been lim- : 
: and Edward Small Productions, : has. joined Astor Pictures’ as. assistant j i by. way:of tax deduction and defer-. _ited to office-operating. procedures‘ other jobs even if he has no wok 
. to: ‘sales: veep George ‘Josephs -. . - Astor's Italo import, 

. “Vita,” ‘incidentally, starts two Borseht Circuit : ‘dates: tomorrow (Thurs.), [1 
‘at :the Academy: in Liberty’ ‘and - Broadway in: Ellenville. Pic is now 
showing .in.25 keys with. 35: more .openings- slated for this- “month. and 
September. . 

“La, Dolce: ment;. for payment into -a pension : 
fund, .wotild be even..more -mean-. 
ingful and more. useful to‘him (and: 
to other. ‘Yisk-taking professionals) ‘ 

. The Schine ‘Circuit .has. appointed. Sam .:Mills. zone. than’ the. tax- -exempt ‘moneys paid : 
manager: for the. Kentucky division, * succeeding Harold ‘Sliter, who is|into pensiai -funds for. employees : 

-. now: heading up a new.affiliate of Schine Enterprises’. . Local indie of: business cor porations. who have: 

firm,.. Vulcan Productions, plans to start production | soon on ‘screen j the. security. of cantinuous employ- 
. adaptation of sci-fi novel, “The. Flésh: Eaters,” 

William. Holden, now shooting: 20th’s. “Satan Neve rer’ Sleeps” in Lon: 1: 
_— “don, moves over ‘to Paris. afterwards ‘to. take: one of: the star: parts in? 

‘Some: 30. per-i Darryl F. Zanuck’s upcoming “The‘.Longest ‘Day’ ms 
sons from. the States, Traq,.: England, : Israel,.’ ‘France’ and.” Canada are. 
attending the six-week . summer film. workshop. at. ‘New. York: UU. 

Harry Joe: Brown, “who - ‘produced-. ‘the original. “Capt. : Blood" for 
‘Warner Bros.in 1935 with Errol. Flynn is off to Rome: and! Madrid: to| 

son, of.the late | | tions which it-makes’ between. them : 
-—-even he, ‘evnical and. resigned | 

‘produce “The. Son of Captain Blood;” with Sean Flynn, 
--Btar, inthe stellar ‘role. Another completion-of-the-cyclé is Casey. Rob 
‘{nson, original scripter, again. doing the. “sequel ‘of the- Rafael Sabatini 

. Novel.. Brown..is meeting his wife, courturier Dorothy. Gray. in’ Rome, 
. on-last Iap of a round-the-world trip, and both will suiimer in Europe, | ‘and the. ‘self-ernplov ed’ difficult: to 

. ‘including. Israel, before returning to theit Hollywood: base. Columbi 
“2. Feleases ‘the’ Brown-Randolph. Scott, Pictures, (Producers-Actors Corp. 

* and Federal ‘Telefilms. Ine). 

: Alan Ladd bought “Off the. city Streets, ” Ladies Homie Journal yari 
‘by Lester Atwell, for. prodtiction’ “under . his: Jaguar: banner, with son 
David to star: and A.C. Lyles -to produce... .. Harold. Hecht has. Yul. 

-: Brynsier ‘with Tony Curtis in.“Taras’ Bulba” for UA: : Aaron Spelling - 
. completed -original screenplay, “I. Love My. Wife : But’. as. initial ; 

-.: feature under’ his new. Caron Productions and. wife Carolyn: Jones: tol, 
‘Phil Yordan registered several titles dealing with detective 
“Vidocqg”. . 

star : 7 in 

aa Murray and. Jane Wyman. : , Lt 
Filed on the same: day’ with. the. Secretary. of ‘State: ‘in ‘albany were™ 

*, ‘certificates showing ‘that. Harbel Productions. Inc.,:a- Delew are corpora: |. 
“tion, had changed -its. name'to. Belafonte. Enterprises Inc.,’ and. that; 

cern.. Sidney M. Davis: oft ‘Manhattan: was: the’ atterney.. 

. James Nielsen will ‘direct Walt. Disney's ‘Eu- i 
‘ropean-localed. “Bon. Voyage” rolling Aug. 14 in: "Paris with: ‘Fred. Mac: | 

‘ment and. income. 

‘While. the. author. has, through™ 
‘bitter, ‘personal experience,. learned ' 
that the’ Internal : ‘Revenue Code" 

* js. not an instrument of. logic: or: 
‘consistency:. that. if ts.neifher. con- 

‘sistent in, its: treatment: ‘of various 
groups. interests and: economic en-. 
terprises, - nor fair in the distine- ; 

jas he-is. finds ‘this. particular dis- : 
crimination hetween: the employed ; 

“comprehend. It-is hard. for himi to! 
fathom: why it: fs right. and fair | 

| for: one: ‘bloe: of millions of Amert- | 
ean citizens to “be ‘assisted by taxi 
| deduction and. deferment to create - man he succeeded, Wendell Corey, 
- personal retirement funds: why ‘It. 
is wrong >. give. that. same right | 
ito ‘another Broup ‘of millions of. 

merican citizens, who have ‘the . 
| sdme problems. who’ have the same. 
needs. who do ‘the same work, who,’ 
tnake the: Same: valuable. contribu- | 

{tions to our ‘country—and who will. 
‘grow old. just: as.- certainly’ as -Will. 
the: employed.” taxpayers. and who 
will, need retirement security: just 

fe ‘Harbel. Produetions, Delaware company, had- merged: ‘Belafonte. Enter= | as. desperately as they will. 
" “prises Inc:, of. New York, and Belafonte. Presents Inc., of Delaw: are Cone : " 

: °° tsay: “that. tax ‘assistance . must ‘he. 

. Claudia McNeil and Sam Jaffé. wilt play leads ‘in ‘Caiiadian: film of | refused. ‘the self-ernploved because“ 

tv-film documentarian,. will ‘produce. and. direct script. ‘éo-authored- bY. 
‘him dnd ‘Mayfield, - with: $200, 000: raised privately. . Story’ s. about-'a:. 
young: Negro. boy. robbed: of $27-his mother's ‘winnings 3 in a numbers: 

Ths game. and: his efforts: to: Bet it back. 

‘Minelli’ s New Sharing ©. 
- ! petts : ‘TMulti‘pic : ‘deal: to’ encompass’ 

Under. 5-Yr.. MGM Deal: ‘two films approximately every” 18." 
jmonths, .-: oa 

New deal: ‘will not “go ‘Into: ‘ets! 
ct until: Minnelli completes “Two- 

‘Weeks. In- Another ‘-Town,” John 

_ Hollywood,- “Aug. 1, 

“Vincente. Minelli enters. his’ first fe 

‘year Metro’ pact.- for ‘his. Venice | , Houseman’ production . which. goes" dreds of millions of dollars which. 
oe productions. He will remain’ ag. db. i on Rome locations’ in October, - 

an Julian. ‘Mayfield’s 58 -novel. “The Long: Night.” Robert. K. Sharpe, 30, | it .would: cause.-a loss of -tax rev-- 
" enues. ‘We all’ know that ‘ other- 
‘tax’ henefits and advantages. (piven ©: 
to many groups: and industries for 

_ variety: -of. reasons} \- 

ig not simply a matter ‘of the self- 
employ ed being denied a privilege. 
which. the employ ed - now . -have. ' 

{Self-emploved taxpavers’ are now. 
in: effect. -te: help ~ ‘being. required, | 

.finante and: pay. ‘for the retirement. 
-of. employed taxpayers. If the hun- ; 

/, (Continued: on _bage: 02) 

It: is not a ‘sufficient, answer to — 

i cost the 
_ “Treasury. “as: much, or more. . 

_ i) Moreover. .the present, situation : 
rector but. won't, produce. He: ‘ex: 

but MPAA insiders are plenty wor-: at the time in the Riva Studios. 
ried ‘about the penny-pinching So the actors claim 
which. future may: bring There are 7,000 members of the 

Importantly involved Is the Deutsche Film Union whieh has 
‘Council of - ‘Motion Picture Or fani-i declared the boycott They have 
zations. which is. supported largely : been joined by Austrian artiste 
by MPAA. Distributor members - and have also received letlers af 
of .MPAA allegedly are disinclined support fram the head of the 

“to. g0 along with continuing sup- Union of Freneh Film and Televi- 
port of COMPO and already have sion Workers, and the general 
manifest their: attitude. ‘sceretary of the Eurapean Assn. 
The 20th resignation. from MPAA of Film and TY Workers. 

has been felt in: MPAA’s refusal Meanwhile, the word: frum Riva 
‘to’ go along with the recently. fj. that they have been foreed to 
projected COMPO program of hay- cur hack and reditee salaries in 
‘etal ee ed seers Roing to. sme ‘order to keep in business. 
cially-calle eatreowner meet-'.. 

‘We will also have to eliminate 
.ings. to ‘sound off on EprON UN these people boycotting us tram m campaigns. four television films,” according 19 

ithe offirial wer from Riva 
Sunday Retrospectives | Dr Hians Ritter of’ the Riva finn 

For Acad Members * 
ae ided, “There are plenty of actots 

Hollywood, Aug 1. 

vallable We can hire them for 

‘ Following. in footsteps of the’ 

this money and we can hold out” 
ee tre ee ee mee es ae 

‘prexy of the Academy of Motion ; 
Picture Arts & Sciences, will re- 
activate Sunday screenings for the | 
‘membership originated) hy late 

Bob Selig to Boss 
Times ” "| NT&Ts Theatres 
‘Ernest. Hemingway - stories, have | 
heen. set for. membership viewing | 
ee oom the’ Bell- Tolls.” star- ' 
ring Gary : 
man, a. ain eel eee tieatre operations | for Nastonal 

Not.” starring Humphrey Bogart,’ Theatres & Television by prez 
Walter Brennan arid Lauren Bacall, : Eugene Vo Kien Hell silt tive 
Aug. 20, and “The Sun Also Rises," post) vacated two aionth. ago by 
‘with Tvrone Power, Ava. Gardner, : : the retirement of 3. Spencer Leve, 

Mel Ferrer, Errol Fiyon and Eddie’ Klein says Selig vill fave fail 
Albert, Sept. 3. Poway over ‘theatre operalions awd 

Arthur Knight, . filir: critie for SUE report direct to the prez He 
Saturday Review, will Pea DS "a br ref i also indicated ‘appoinfiment . of 

introduction before first pic, @x-_ Sehg. limils the authors of vice 
uplaining furpose of sereerunss. ; prez Shetdos Smenling. who, be 

Following Hemingway will be a: said, will have oo jun adie Vio art 
_series on Dickens and: Chakespeare this field. 
-films. _ Geoffrey M. Shurlock of Selig comes to the hoan-entfieg 
Assn. of Motion Picture Produc ers ifrom his past at head of S'T&i's 
is head of new Academy screens: Fox- Intermountain circuit ina Den. 
ing committee: Suggestions from } zver, where he was sinee 1958 He 
‘members. on future screenings are : : also relngnishes the presen -y of 
invited. Dates for Shakespeare : Fox-Midwest Theatres in Kansad 
and ‘Dickens films will be an-; City, which post he held since 64. 

_Jnounced shortly. He joined the chain in 1939. 

Hallywood, Ausy ! 

Robert W Selig has heen 
svuitched ta general manate: of 



FILM REVIEWS 

[ Locarno Film Fest Reviews 

Rahindranath Fagore 
GNDEAN—DOC FE VEN TARY) 

Lewesctece ule 25, 
eastes 5G Dota eee celtese nf 3. 

Bitecca Fle ptetartea  Wirirten and. 
ees ee Se oat Bow femerd. & 
I orm Bos Ey tt *) Faqerne Baim 

it BY sp much repetition Abat ‘it 
lapses into boredom. 
municalion makes this: 

Beet d +. 50 PAINS. arty chances abroad. 
; i Camera | interminably folloné a’ 

Viooceds noe oon Padian Gliertor ” salesman ho is preceded | € ery 

Berver et FF BOG wade THE where by some one. else, 
Sette Pea dN St dere 

Bee fer Che TGGth abt Gb thee 
«ct of . Late ab f: 

} 

ad tits times hé meets,a girl. .Film. plods 
Lith} ton and on, tinally to make. its: point 

ETE weet “Tagore. ‘that everybody is @uilty for this 
kite Gh a poet to a poet. piian’s alienatcon. 

fat. Getenbe comphaton Of bair tut editing « not alleviate 
PhLetas, sat vara footace aad enacted ° the hering PrepgressoOn. This ap- 

fi uneal it as a Tbh! doe hinen- ; pears old- tashiened: Mo: kK. 

too. oe a melted vitecarsy figure of | —_—_____. ae 
tie sores Lb fetes ecamiv fer spe! 

Cageth senrtine fare abroud | The Tai Woman ‘Doctor. 
bit. cone et reales a i.e ~ deo pic. ‘RED CHINESE—COLOR) ; 

thet te tenet fart e St neting chur- -Locarna, July 2 7; 
: . 3? teri ‘Tite Thannen opreduction isd: “release “ 

Bree sehen ait guferior Trt PClem a We. Holang, Kang Ter, Hsia 
facch o..- attets creates a notable! Hien Directed by Hsu Tao. Screenplay. | 

_ . . . 1 (n Kene. Kung Pu: camera: Soveolor }- cee OR tise outh of the pact Lo Chung Chau: editcr. Hu Feng-Jen At? 
Bae S$ os -catsseeette gst pt tsonad crises: Lee ang Balin Fest. Hanning time, 100. 

Brier owt: fev ate They fit ad= MINS. oe eo at . ; Neooen oem ebetensae | Chin ¥i'} 
Teabik.® oth the tinue photos and perman 71ST : Wei Ho Ling | 
feeticr | Feowen de weeeceneace ‘Kang Tai: : 

A telnet cana entiry, music, ; eer Hsia’ Tien ; 
ne the cecait casgbination of. all 
fieets che *fis a statement and! 

Phase of explaining, the revolution 
and Fighting Superstition, Result is, 
‘a simple didactic 

teabute fe aw ftom apsteed of a 

Gate ent.y Has eho a4 tribute. 
te 3 Rasn’s oy 

c pie with only! 
oe flaw gud abilitY. toeal chances “in store. But this. 

Thee cass, ieeaplent of the Nobel. displays a step forward 

i a te . eas Is get “ rides direction, pacing and” technical. 
ne ae mone : qualities. 

. ; | Melodiamuatic- 
KE Brave Fuerte Wicked overseer — still 

tfhe Strong Arm) 
MERIC AN). 

Locuri, 
Reherea Soot; be 

taxes Curins the be‘sinning of the: 
| revoiultion. ie tries to have-a girl, | 
‘daughter of an cnemy, branded ‘as | 
a Witth, but a young ‘Communist : 

July 29. 
Themas Narman 

Sietaass att wtf selease. Wath 
Cian paver. Verma *“Guerereo. thwarts him aad ‘gets ‘the ‘girl. But : 
Jere wea Iageted by Givanns not before “many: coinvidences. 

Cae Gers © oeeta. ov ter Reuter, -edi- tu Kerye sot Teraino Fim Fest. — The girl tries to drown: herself i 
Runmange tirve. 
Beszz seccer 

wabia 
Muy or 

85 MINS. When run out of -town but is saved 
Chudo VWMorrett und becomes a coecter in two years. 1 

TE areshes Gue rare 
derge) Gonzalez. She finaly returns to her old land. 

; Where she saves her ex-fiance.. OF: 
course, all) the ‘Communists are | 
Hood but even vestigial capitalists * 
are shown capable of change . and. 
humanity. : 

Red China has a lung way to. 20° 
te make pix pilatable for Western’; 
ta-tes. mn a few years, it ama | 

Forbidden 3. us home country, 
thas tuimi as a tekeatf om smalltown 
Pohtics and ufe Et bas stig and 
insight if sarmeahat fornialistic. at 
times, This luens a possible arty! 
entry or Latino Lago possibility 
fer the US. 

This moenmaces to keep its spéot- 
fne abwass uncisine and elear as it 
takes potshots at corruption, back- 
wardness end self-liness in) good 
Wieuat terms. It mav jack the depth 
and character to nicke the tale 
more ;ournded but makes its points 

fmm firs pane. 
A sttirsevor comes fo a 

well turn ta less propagandistic 
themes and possibly make films of 
more worldwide interest. Vosk,” 

 Seano Boa 
HTALIAN—SPANISH). . 

Locarno, .July (25. 
Lombarda Ara Lov production and: 

snjall f release. Sturs Jose Suares. Carla Gravinay : 
teatures Alain Cunv. her : he ‘kod. : Gianfranco Penzo, { 

town shere he is first mocké >t Emma Penna. Directed bv Renato {| 5 
But a letter thom the government, | DallAr  Screenplev, “VMescers Benedetti, | 
Lever disclosed. mikes him a hero Moretti, | Cavedon,  Dail’Ara. = Avanza, | ares : ‘ .. Pmelh. camera, Antesso Vacasoli: editor, ; 
and he wins the sith of the town’s © Armando \albene At Locvarne Film: Fest. 

place in fode.'s Society. But it doe~ | 

tedious. , 
rather than revealing. It is only” 
for filin clubs or perhaps . same.’ 

At ottier). 

change: in Soviet. ‘films. 

Canierawork is | 

+ Lov arno: Film: Fest. 

blocked out. 

: ‘ard. 

member. ofa young. ‘Communist, 
or. ‘ganization. . 

But it is the good-natured treat- 
ment and acting: that. five. this its . 
tone and appeal.: The youthful cou-. 
ple’s 
well etébed. 

tom. 

‘that make. it a-light, pleasing. item: 
“Director Yakov Ségel looms-a new’|- 
‘director-to give knowing. emotional 
iéhtness - to. the’. ‘usually. ‘sombre | 
Soviet. fare. Made .in: Yalta by ‘a 
new company, : it. bodes a further , 

olosk. |, 

Lndzie z ‘Pociagu 
(Panic on. the Train): 

(POLISH 
. Lecarno, July: 25. 

“Polski. State Film: release of. Kadr pro-* 
ductron. With Janina. Fraczky,: ‘Andrzej 
Mave Jerzy Block. Maciej‘ Damiecki. 

Ludwika | ~Woznicka: . 
editar,. T- 

camaea, 
-_Karwanski. at 

Running. time. 
_ MINS, - 
Anne lo. ccee scence . Janina ‘teaceyk | 
Prerre cent 
( “met. The wee thd ete ae ree e ee Jerzy Btock! 

; Boy. en Waele} Damiecki |: 

A wartimé incident serves “as the | 
framework ‘of. 

Make. this a ‘taut, telling” vehicle : 
with possible- arty chances: abroad. tin, the seduction, care and. feeding : Capt, Macklin: 

_ingenuous’ ‘Jove. scenes .are |. 
‘A series of comic in- |. 

_tertudes are directed. with inven- 
Latk.of cote’ : ay 

The technical: “credits. are fair |. 
but this -has a’ verve and. freshness | 

a ‘Crosby: si 
‘| ald’ Fried. “Reviewed. at -Guldwen ‘Studios, a 

| July. 25, 61, ‘Running ume, 79 MINS... ; 
Lola Albright 
Si ctt- Marlowe | 

te eeaeee | Herschel Bernardi |- 

: Direc - al 
1 fed. hv. Kazmierz’ Kutz.. Screenplay, Marian. Cc 
I Brandys. 

‘this crucible pic: 
. i which hag a feeling for: ‘character, | Wohl's" “A-Cold Wind In August” 

Red Chinese pix ire ‘snl in-the ' Racing and action. This all goes ‘to _ is levelléd..to: the eommon denomi- } 

(Blilitully | ‘executed: study of 
‘an: experienced nympho-sttip- 
per’s seduction - ‘Of a green 
yeung lad, Yet another ex- 
‘ample - of modern. screén’s. al- - 
-most morbid preoccupation 
with distorted s¢x. Pie lacks 
‘Cede. Seal, is strictly - :for. spe - 
cial houses. » Prospects. Genet. 
able. “ 

“Holly weod, July’ 25. 
‘Aidart . “Pictures release . of 

“Hazelton * production. . Sters (Lola: 
bright, Scott’ Marlowe: -feutures Joe . Ae 
Santis, | Herschel Bern: rdi.’ Directed by 
Alexander Sinver. . Screenplay,” Burton 
Wohl... from - his: novels. cumera,; 

editor, Jerrv Young: musi¢.. Ger- 

Tris Hartferd ..: 
Vito Perugino 
‘Juley: Franz 
' Papa Perugino | 
Harry 

stare Joe Ne -Santis 

tebe see yee eee be “Skip| Young 
USL dana Faylor + 

Dee Gee Green’ 

eet ep ww ewatonaeoewee - 

Mary to eeenaeseeee 

No matter how: well ‘Vladimir; 
. Andrzej. May | Horowitz. ‘might. play “Chopsticks.” | 

it would. still be “Chopsticks.” By} 
roughly the same ‘token, alt ‘the | 
‘exceptional ability. that went into: 
the cinematic execution of Burton. 

‘ nator of- ‘its subject—a short. course 

A train comes into. a smalitown : of a healthy : ‘13-¥ear-old: boy. by a’ 
station. and: a group ‘have -to be: 

in .tilm , Jeft behind, when -two. coaches are .per. 
| found unusable. While waiting for | - 
another - 

before ‘pussing out. -tIt is: 1943).~ 

-characters . vate ; mostly.” 

‘There are thé good and the bad, i 
the hereie and cuwardly. ‘The Ger-| 
‘mans '.do. come. and. find .the Ger- 
man , official, missing,. ‘but it’s all} 

- Cleared up’ Without. any‘ reprisals... 
This. points up that heroic people |. 

“were. not: necessarily. Communists. 
This solid :pic looms ‘a. possibility : 

-for ¥Yink artics. Kazmierz, Kurt, a 
new -director, keeps: this’ tale sus- 
penseful and: honest. | Mosk. 

Mutter € ‘ourage Una. 
an Ihre Kinder. 

; (Mother Courage and Her Children) 
(EAST GERMAN—SCOPE) 

-Leearno.: July -25. 
* DEP A. “prodiietion and ‘release. With: 

' Helene: Ww eizel, Angelika - -Hurwiez, ‘Ekke- | 
Schall. «Heinz Schubert, Ernst 

Busch, Wolf-Kaiser, Regine Lutz. Written 
‘and. directed: by ‘Peter Pzlitzach and Man- 

* fred Wekwarth from’ play by Bertolt 
Brecht: ‘Camera. .Heins : Ulrich, . Bruno. 
Schlicht, Gunter Muller: editor, Ella. He. | 
berg-Ensink: “music, . Paul’ Dessau. .At 
MINS. ‘Film. Fest. Running time, 150, 
MINS. 

richest nian. He then takes over ; Running time, 90 MINS. Mutter” Courage’ eters _. Helene ‘Weigel 
; - , . eg | Baroncello . . Jose Suarez. Kattrin lle uaseees ¢ Angelika Hurwiez the town ind becomes a ruthless | Ctara Sees Carls Gravina’ Efe pent ‘Ekkehard Schall. 

exploiier to finally get huis come- ° Casar7ran ss eeoete Gianf. ania Cuny Sehwiezerkas Tr sritee a5 Schubert: 

yance Br anc aecident. eeceeeee Me . "COOK ance eee ccense rnst Buse 
ure . fi ' ‘ Datehelt Vo film-| 7 Emma Pennella Chaplain; veer Wolf . Kaiser 

Or @ iis Hic, MOH te —~ Nvette fs sss sees eee eees, Regine” “Lutz | 
maker Giovanni Korporaal shows | 
a biting imerery. Theme is clear | 
enough tor comprehension in anys 
ainne Technical creaits are good 
and playing preperly bread with 
‘on-the-spot lensing. osk, 

Melodramatic lock at an impov- 
Werished Italo fishing town ‘called 
Seano Bon is.’suns the needed 
characterization, feeling and. thesp- , 
ing. It lapses inte «a sudsy, unreal; 

- cept for Latino marts. 
A young girl is taken’ by -her 

‘father to the village and is raped 
[ by a local Don Juan. The lack of 
' fish leads to pour days. Her father , 
‘is kHled. The birth of the child : 
: gives the rapist a change of heart : 

editing: and an acceptance: of the girl. 
commen 4 

qhuand Nous Etions 

Petits Enfants 
(When We Were Children): 

SWISS} 

Lovwtno, July 29. 
SPN Fiinss celease of Harry Brandt pro- 

@uction Rirectien. screenplay. 
and camere bs Harry Brandt. fais FOO Nehius. ED Pidous. J. Ordinary technical credits hint: 
Foe. nariated bs Pretre Roulanger and at a skimpy. budget. Acting cannot : 
Andie Pee st To«catno Film Fes 

Kuoning Cane. 90 MINS, , do anything with the. stereotyped | 
ee roles except. for a moppet. Other-! 

‘this documentary covets a Year Wise. the ‘players. display. forced ' 
di: the Jura mountains district of dramaties. ™ Mosk, 
Switrerband as seen via a croup of 
school children. Ht is a tender look 
at the country. However, its length 
relegates this more for video ‘use 
than for theatmeal pos vabilities 
arnce it is.a trestle pic without ; 

Proshaite Golubi © 
‘Goodbye Dove) - 
tRUSSIA yy. 

- Locarnoe July. 25. 
Sovexpert teleuse of Yalta Film pro- 

duction. . With Alexei Loktev, Svetlana 

-pie with little export chances eX: 

‘tially 

the sueep tor wider chanees. It is! 
also in l6 and Diowing it up to 

fhm mi: ht fase too much film , Locarno Film +pettitor, 1. crackin: 90 
guahty for theatrical possibilities. * MINS. Ale bok 

Duector Harry Brandt shows a, Guena . .....-..-..2-- Alexei Loktey 
fecling fur children and the sea-\yomer Www Seeuena Sayeiona 
sons Made for a teacher’s org. it. Gas Man ............ - S. Plotnikov 
nitursHy tends to he paternalistic. | _ . 
Erandt© tebe flar and feel for’ Tender. tale. turther- points. up: 
the land aid the people partly: the Russo film thaw. “Propaganda. 
CVerermes Pais Mosk. is there but satirized. Its tale of 

—-- young love has ‘sentinientality : 
Ber Zukunft ist Palling ; - without. being = mawkish.’- Fairly 1: 

'Yhe Future Is Finished) | lightweight, this is: mainly-a spe- | 
:SIWESS) cialized entry for the foreign 

Eocarno, July 25. market. 
Hench Preatat on ard release. W Litten | 

Beak Cameta. Verena Tebler: 
Fis aspeter Gover At Pocamne Film | Fest. 
Hanning tene 6s MN iS. 

es 

Avant girce pic is an attempt | linally: 
te ehow man’s aln-ost mechanical - helere 

Savelova. VY Telegina. S Plotnikey  Di- 
rected and written by Yakov Segel. Com- 
era, ¥. Hiahow. 

and goes over his head to do his'} filmic . enough for : theatres :..or 
| work sans eliciting money: He falls ‘theatrical. enough to give the full 
| tor a young. medical student and! idea. of a play. But it: has. the: 

becemes engaged to her poetics. bite and‘ ‘force. of. Breeht's 
leaving on a trip as a. 

: ereaen ne : — we 

| on. 
“& young apprentice Bas man j tacties are also of: note.- But: this: 

and dicted ti Gunter Graweit. ‘ FE ; balks at the tip-taking of his boss|is. mainly a_ hybrid. pic,- 
“€C iter, | 

-Phis: was piade: by. thie ast ‘Ger- | 
“man Berliner. Ensemble legit rep , 
company ‘of: ‘the’ Jate playwright | he ‘naively” beiieved - her. 

tolt Brecht. It is. primarily - ‘an | leaving the lady crestfallen,. heart- 
atiompt to “put the direction ‘of ' broken and” alone’ with. cher. over- 

 Brecht- on film../So.-this epic. tale | active | libido. 

of war profiteers remains essen- | 
theatrical... Therefore - it‘ is: 

‘somewhat lacking: ‘in’ pie interest 
but. of curio: value’ for ‘possible | definite _ sign of directorial : -prow- 

specialized: spotting. and a definite | ess, the part played. -by ‘director - 
video-type* pic on. its, theme plus Alexander. Singer. in coaxing. top 

{university . chances.’ 

snymphoméniacal 28-y ear-old. strip- ; 

- Had ali ‘the: directorial, “photo: 
‘train té. take. off. for graphic’. and.-histrionic ‘savvy’ and‘ Little General...+.-+.-..-. 

story Concerns a | Poland, ‘the’ local. ‘German station | ingenuity that, is: demonstrated. in 
‘exacting, head gets drunk-but gives an alarin ; ithe chemistry ‘of this film. gone | 

‘into a‘ project. of loftier merit: ‘and | 

distorted’ state, undeniably 4 part ,. 
of life but blown out of ‘all pro-:- 
portion, in. modern, post-Freudian ; 
cinema mes, ‘to. its. natural status’ 
‘in society..- 

The. ‘commercial question. “rears” 
4 its ‘ugly head: W hat, do you do with | 
ia hermone— opera. of. considerable - 
quality? This is no. attraction for 
general runs. The Phillip Habelton 
‘Troy... Films) | prodiction. . and . 

‘| Aidart Pictures release. must. make 
| its way, in the art house’ sphere, j 
where its fate will be determined . 
by initial. critical reaction ‘and. the ; |. 
disposition of arty clientele to the 
provocative ‘siren song of cinema. 
sensuality manufactured in Amer-. 
ica-which. in the: ‘highbrow circuit, ? 
often rates second to ‘the sexy, art . 
stuff shipped here ‘from abroad.’ 
-Wohl’s screenplay. -° from “his 

novel. plants the. handsomie- -super’s . 
son (Scott. Marlowe) in’ the. flashy ; 
‘upstairs ~ apartment ' “of..-a. ‘Sultry 
body-goddess (Eola Albright) who} 
is on-a kind of annual three-month 
vacation. in- respectable -ahonymity 
from the - questionable life she | 

leads the. other nine. ‘Passion’ maz- ; 
‘tures into: ‘Jove, but. the romance 
goes. ‘ker-plop for the lad when he. 

, discovers she is not: the madonna® ; 
to be, : 

- The tenor of: performance in ‘this : 
‘film - is . -exceptionally high. Since 
uniformity’ -of cast excellence isa: 

performances cannot be underesti- 
‘Tale. urifolds . ‘during the interm- !-mated: : Additionally, “he has. en- 

inable 17th Century wars.of ‘Eu-_ dowed. his picture with a-blint and 
rope... It concerns an enterprising 

' woman. .who follows all armies and 
‘sells ' them. ‘things: . ‘But. in the 
process: she: loses her natural chit. 
coon “begotten by” many soldiers 
zt . ends up: ‘following: the armies. 
act 

Wagon.. 

sets are still represented, ‘if-on,.a 

the protagonists but still: remains | 
a strange cross. ‘between film and 

the’ brilliant thesping. of Helene 
Weigel. .. as the’ ‘crafty::. Mother 
Courage as weli:as’ that of some 
others. Not aS forceful as. on. the 
stage, this still. halds ‘interest. -Its { 
length . and.. form’ slant. this . for 
spotty film. chances.. Pic As. techni- 
cally excellent: 

The’ strident, cutting” ‘songs of 

fettively’ underline and comment. 
the action. Use of split screen 

neither 

oviginal.. ae Masks: * 

Done ‘ina: studio,” the - - original | below street level. . 

powerful. realism. His ‘actors seem 
perfectly at home in: the N.Y, /en- 
vironment: Their. language: “via - 
Wohl): is. the language ‘of: hip New‘ 
Yorkers, ‘their. actions,- ‘via Singer) : 
the natural actions of: the “Manhat:.: 

‘pulling her old and, battered ; ‘tan street scene, and private realms . 
-a few stories above or one. flight 

Another significant factor in the. 

"Wednesday, August 2, 1961. 

i future. ‘There: is ‘a towering pers. oe, 
a Cold: Wi vind In August formance as the. boy’s: perceptive, a 

| call-a-spade-a-spade oa 
by: Joe de: Santis—a_ small “part. me) 
memorably well played. : ay 

‘| Others whe are outstanding are’. wee. 
| Herschel Bernardi,.Clark ‘Gordon,’ *.. 

+ Janet Brandt and ‘Skip Young. The’... 
picture: is: tautly. edited by Jerry ig 
‘Young. and contains an’.agitatingly’ 

j moody score by Gerald Fried.. Titles. 
‘by Gene: Grand and Leo Monajan : 

| assault’. the” eye’ so flamboy.an ly: 
{that the: credits ‘themselves seem 

Paikp tmerely incidental. oo 

. Clark: ‘Gordon |:" 
Janet . Brandt |. 

Ann. Atmar | - 

1 Tex 
+ Jean” ‘Robert 

‘Tube. 
3 

“Armored. € Command: Floyd | - . 

‘ture. hampered dy. ‘over em- — 
: phasizéed.. but. ‘unconvincing . 
melodramatic facets. Modesily 
‘salable . carn -an 
entry. ; 

) “Hollywood: “guly’2 24 

.corn: produ¢ tion. 
“Tina. Louise.” “Warner © ‘Anderson. 
‘Holliman. - Directed by’. 

. Stars :: ‘Howard Keel, 

. Super-father: **- : 

tho Serer OC er 

“Uneven World ‘War. IF ac” : 

"exploitation ae “ ae 

Allied - Artists. release of “Ron” W. ALS 

‘Earl mf ” sone 

‘ Byron. ‘Haskin, *-. 
Sereenplay,. Alcorn; camera. ‘Ernest Hal- -- 

waren ret es 

lime Spee es 

weet 

tu abe eee ie 

ler; editor. Walter. H-rinemann; -art: di- |. F ae ok. 
rector, Hans’ Berthel: music.’ ‘Bert: Grunds © :" .- 
sound,. F. W.. Dustmann, J. 
ant director, .. .Frank Gatthke, 
-at MINS July 24, 

Reviewed: 

93 M ‘ 
Col. Devlin - ; Howard “Keel 7 
Alexandra Bastegar i.” ina Louise... - 
Lieut. Col, Wilson ..... Warner Anderson - 
et. Mike. Je eceegenee: Earl ‘Holliman . 

kee... 

. Mahesa! ; 
oder donee seeses 

‘The. Major: .:...... ><:+s Thomas A. Ryan 
‘Peter ‘Capell 

j Capt. ‘Swain eee ee se lee een Charles Nolte. 

In “Armored Cominand, % wiiter= a “ 

Pic concerns the attempts to get’ significance, soniething of special :: producer, Ron. W. Al¢orn~ has. ‘at- aes, 
the passengers | on a, train before’'-jimport and value might well have . ‘tempted © to: “weave an intimate. een c 

the Germans, swoop down.’ The | transpired. But; as in ‘so- many: melodrama: ‘inito: ‘@ cold, hard’ ate 
:neatly other. pictures. of recent. vintage, : ‘count of riflitary. ‘strategy ‘ata | vi dg 

| the. preoccupation is with.sex in at , 
critical. 

jell. 

tially moré. compellirig. and rewar d=: 

“ing: combat ‘facets. 

fans, ' 

sluggish and ‘disjointed - ‘for. ‘the. 
average war. picture. buff. . 

~ Aleorn’ Ss. ‘romantic: Story : -impli- 

cates a ‘decent ‘sergeant iEarl Holil-... 
opportunistic - private’ a ‘man),. an. 

tBurt - ‘Reyriolds). and. a -Juscious" 

- Nazi‘ 'spyette. ‘Tina. Louise) ‘who 7 
- has been dispatched by the enemy: 
to determine. and: report just’ what™: ” oo 
‘the. 7th U.S. Army has in ‘mind to 
defend its -precarious . ‘position: in® 
the Vosges Mountains. . 

‘ While-the -boys “are- scrapping 
over ‘her. affections, Miss: Louise: 
-makes her: report and almost brings. 
about. : Allied disaster.. ‘But. not 

‘ quite. - ‘thanks. to .hard-bitten, : Pat-: . 
ton-like Col. Devlin (Howard Keel), 
“who Saves: the day.. As. .the- Yanks", 
in tanks. ‘repulse the Germans, Miss 

: Louise commits a kind: of ‘Mata-"- 
‘Hari-Kari. by: ‘gunning down Rey-.— 
“nolds. in the-. -midst “of: enemy -at- 
tack. to: avenge--his ‘smaller-scale. 
attack. ‘the: night. before:. This is 
vir tual: suicide because Holliman. 
“is a witness to: the :treachery,: Plac-. 
‘ing duty. before love, he trains his 
machine-gun. on her as: she: stares, 

. Juliet-like, ‘ona: balcony, and. fires. . 
away, ; 

Keel is: competent as ihe colonel, 
- Hollimar:. properly perturbed ‘and 
convincing as the. sarge.. Reynolds. 
adds. color..and excitement. The. 
latter two engage in’ a beaut. of a)... * 
no-holds-barred brawl: ‘that’. gets. 
‘the: film out: of the. doldrums:for a‘. -* 
few. ‘moments. . Vistial -interest is: 
‘also- hypoéd : by the: presence: of . 

. anything - but- teeny. Fina - 
wooden. though she. tends to. be in 

‘Rapp: assist- - 7 

61. Running, time, 

. cytleton’ Young - 
Burt. -‘Reynoids:: 

. lames Dobson _ 
., « Marty -Ingels. .: 

Clem - ‘Harvey -- * 
‘Maurice Marsac” 

‘functure’ during) World»: 
‘War ‘Il: But: his formula doesn’t. _ -_ 

_Milady’s bedroom : ‘becomes ae 

the: strategic’ center of interest, at. 

‘the: ‘expense | ‘of the :film’s ‘poteri- 

Exploitation . 
‘should ‘help: ‘bring: out ‘the action”... 

butthe. Allied: Artists: res 27. 
Jease. may.- prove’ a bit | shopworn, .. vo 

Ley. : 

bigger scale. Film. gets. closer. to. film's. visual impact is the extraor- - 

tion. 

Paul ‘Dessau and -Brecht. also: ef- |... 

;dinarily active, inventive camera- } ‘Warner - 

ject). that. rivals in sensuality. an Holliman’s ‘small - ‘$quadron "are. 

strip scene. ever ‘put..on *non-stag | | James Dobson (Arab),- Marty: Ingels 

celluloid, ‘not:so much in ‘what. is ' ! (Pinhead). and Clem Harvey ‘Tex.). 

revealed ‘of the female anatomy “It-seems as if a war: picture just. 

images of undulating sections of, 

and” -admirable epidermis, forma-4.° 
: - +. bat, cably - helmed ‘Dy: 

“Miss: Albright ds in command of. “Byron: “Haskin; 

is a Vigorous, 

films, -and -it is-a mystery why she: bleak, snowy: Continental: country-. 
‘hasn't been making -them all along, j Side Setting instills a realistic at- 
-in addition ‘to. her tv: work. Mar-! mosphere into the. overall. proceeds. 
lowe delivers a racy..sensitive por-'ings. ‘Bert Grund’s ‘score’ .and. 

| trayal- of. the boy—average, inno: | Walter: ‘Hannemann's’ editing - are. 
sent but Fipely savage. ‘He's got ‘i tsatistaetory. contributions. Juve. 

her: enactment. ‘Carleton Young, ~ 
-Afderson:-.and Maurice.” ~ 

work by Floyd Crosby. There is a. : Marsac: perforin creditably. Promi-- 
legit.’ lt is.mainly. worthwhile’ via | strip. scene | Miss Albright. as ob: i nent | among. the” steréotypes in 

is revealed— “wouldn't be: completé without... an but in: how. it is revealed darting ; t Arab, a Pinhead and a. Tex on. the 

-Miss- Albright's: partially. exposed - ‘premises. Lo oe 
‘The: film ends i in a | burst of com- os 

‘director: |” 
Jensed by ‘camera-* 

her difficult ‘role. all’ the way: It man Ernest Haller. Special effects. . 
intelligent’ enact‘ i by Augie Lohman invest the’ action-. .. 

ment. She shotild be making. more * passages: with authenticity; and the” 

. see serge om, 

Se 

en ee et na A ERS NS gay by I Pg, live oe eee, = 



 &. 

* ‘l-.Rave: taken a: modern; sentimental- ; 

-. the stranger -is:so relieved at find: ; Poe. 

“turned ‘to: earth and-make it their.| 

vy birthday... 

” . a Christ.’ Finally. 
_-/-Se@lose in: and. frisk him:;.-he’ ‘ stands | tray... the’ bitter, . 

..* with arms. raised quite naturally, . 

wE Only their ‘leader, « 

“Wedaesday, Aagust 2,196. FILM REVIEWS 7 

Whistie Down. The Wind. ‘hiest. ‘of ‘the. seenes : vin. whieh: fe: ‘misery, 
(BRITISH): figures With ‘his natural comedy’. 

| Stéanger’. -handles~ a: Very. 
1 role. brilliantly. - 
khown stage ..actor . but -virtually. a 
‘newconier to -pix:. Bernard. Lee is 

Hayley: Mills faces: stiff: ‘mop- _ 
_ pet competition -in a. fascinat-- 
“ing film which could have been : 
_/mawkish, . This. is: sincere, - 
“*.¢ouching;.-‘funny «production - 
done. with -taste. and. ‘skill. It's. 
a. little em, worthy: of: a. do. 

chance, eas : ‘press in-le:, 
a 7 "| staff as a stern-aunt; John. Arnatt,, 

eS “London: July 25.:. |-aS.a parson. and. Diane. Claré and 
Rank’ reléase’ ‘of Allied Fitm: “Makers {Patricia- -Heneshan ‘in two tiny 

". preséntation’ of.;a Richard Attenborowgh., :.cameos.. Ma'colin. ‘Arnold has con- 
Bryan" Forbes’ roduction. . Stars Hay-: 

Jey: Mills: See Lee ‘at. Bales. tributed ‘a haunting” svore. 
‘Directed by Brean Forbes creenplay § ; 
by. Keith Waterh sass, ‘Willis Hall, from Forbes: “aiid all ‘Connected. ‘with 

“Whistle ‘Down. the: Wind,” .eait 
"the utmest for‘their wu. ork: In prigt, 
it is: ‘difficult: to create it’s special 

~ novels | éamera. - 
Arthur Abbetson: | e."i‘or; Awe, ‘Benenict:. 
music; Malcolm Arnold: At. Odeon; Leices-.” 

Mary Hayley -- Bell's. 

fer ‘ Square.,. London... -Running:. time,.. 99 , 
MINS. . “; flavor ‘without’ gverplaying. ‘the. 
Phe Na - -- Beyhard tee. Teligious © theme ‘but this has. a’ 

e.: an an Bates: ’ . . ddie : Narman Bird. poignancy,. ‘delicacy -and. yet down-_ 

Miss Lodge Mis , “6 u hak ,Diane Liare - 
alvation ° Arniy it atricia eneghan - Peecdaie cae Soha, Arnatt * ‘holding’ entertainnrent, , _ Rich. 

Auntie. “Dorothy. vpciets Elsie Wagstaff jo. ..- : 
& ky Thurstow SEE as “Mills [=< a 

athy ..:.... epeeet epee ied avley «Mills 
5} : re “Dione. Holeate After Mein n Kampf 
Gharics. . ae Barnes," 
ackie ~...... . ox ‘Ho eri. Haymond a Barry: Dean. s “More - ‘Nazi “atrocities via. a- 

J splicing. of. old. footage from. 
’ Various: . “points. ‘Exploitation oe ‘Richard Attenbor. ough ahd’ Bryari ; 

: angles could help—a. ‘little, "Forbes. the - team. “that turned’ out 
“The Angry ‘Silence,” “have. cre- 

bd r ”, ‘Ralph. Porter. “Narrator, " Jonathon Far: 
, Whistle . Down, the: Wind.’ They Y well; ° editor, Stan Norvin. Screened — 

! N. Y., July 27,.’61: Running time, 74 "MINS. 
. religious. subject: ‘and treated. ’ it: 

' with care, taste. sincerity, imagina- 
tion ‘and: "good humor:: One. of the ; ,scenes: of’ Nazi. horrors. plus’ some 

‘the British stable for some’ time, : edly ‘reproducing . actual. incidents 

“Release as ‘yet unset for. Joseph Bren~: 
ated a remarkably. good ‘film in f ner production: Written ‘and directed by 

; famous ‘duel of ar ms,. is one.. of the.! ‘Edmund Purdom, vainly batlle up- 

‘Alan Bates. as: the - mysterious.| - 
difficult i 

‘Bates | is ‘a: well: 

‘| splendid. as_ the. children's: ‘gruff 
|fathér and Norman Bird: amusing. 
as.a -handyman. ‘Others: who .im-: 

or Toles. are Elsie Wag-: 
. tor: Zavarias Was: not. ‘looking for | 

5 Spirit, of the. revolt,. with. ideals, ' 

faith,” 
-. spiritual Salues, . 
heaval’ “He took. an-episode, admit- 
“tedly dressed: it’ up. fictitiousls - for 
* prea ater: impict. And-he has turned. 
‘out’ a’ “production that i§ adapted 
‘to his Jeading lady Miss Felix, and: 
-the thstes of ‘the Mexican. public.” 

-to-earth robustness which: ‘makes it’ 
. | festival. acclaim, 
_fdtania that’. entertains An: ‘its own, 

.., ftights .. * i 

| despite the fact: that, it makes’ no; 
{mention of Pancho’ Villa, Tomas.! urely directed and casuaily edited. 
Urbina, ‘Filexe...Angeles and. other |. The’ promine cast, headed by Car- 

“Latest : “compilation ‘, ‘of: library : 

me tee 
' “best.-British pix. to- emerge’ from ;theatrically-staged ‘footage reput-''-. 

- died in poverty. and: obscurity in 
‘October, 1959.” After -having ‘given | '. “Whistle”. has Hayley.” Mills .as_ its : ‘makes. for an unimpressive. con- ; 

“main marquee.-bait, This looms . a: ‘ tinuation. of:.a trend. 

But , it - also, | ‘and more 
_Tisk, worth | $trongly, mirrors. "_hildren: - But: it's 

JS j Motivation. Loo ‘taking, «- 

‘Films. ‘which; “have - a religious | 

Background must, .face. the .possi-’ pieced together , stock.-.shots — of 

a! - 

bility, of . giving. offerise.. But. this’ marching ‘German. soldiers ‘in. Joy- 
“one skillfully and- tactfully. avoids : : OUS, “military “song, . 
the. pitfalls. “and “a “cinemagoer-} before. multitudes. of ‘ftenzied. fol- 

“After. Mein : 
first-rate prospect wth -any -audi-.' Kampf". proclaims.for itself. via the . 

+ > ence.” Possible. snag’ for: Americatvi. narration a nobility ‘of Plrpose .in: 
<< +., audiences. is the. authentic North] being a: reminder -of: Third Reich | 

*- .’ country accents particulanly of ‘the ‘-beastiality. 

“(tortillas filled ‘with -meat,. cheese. 

“-Zatatecas. But she had. become a 

‘ opportunistic . legend, 

- Producer . ‘Joseph’ “Brenner. has. ican’ songs. 

: picture. 

Hitler. tirading.: 

doctrines of the. Mexican - Revolu- , 

: picture depicting the ‘Mexican. rev- 

olution is ‘sli IE: te be nmiade.” Direc- 

. | usual.” of. -cameraman Gabriel -Fig-' 
‘yeroa. ‘adds ‘to.the. dramatic Scenes, | 

-does - not. 

‘her - all. for popular’ ‘Causes, she |. 

‘is. very. ettective. and! 
belies able. 

“Ehis. is’ ‘by. no means. a | political ! ' 
picture - or. ‘ane ‘that presents the ; 

‘sk 

. 2 

! 
‘ 

tion: Hence. the ‘press ‘here in: gen- 

eral- claims that the “true motion: €AU ‘STRIA) 

i s g 

I Big Request c ‘oncert 

- Moscow, July 25 
‘Oster. Film. production ANd release 

Stats. Carlos Thompson. Landa Christian. 
‘“Eamund’ Purdgm Directed bi Arthur 
Matia Rabenalt, ‘Sireernplay. Feltx. Utz 
kendort. Relf Olsen. vwameia, Wolter 

*Tuch. At Mescow Fam Fest Ruane 
time, 115. MiNS.. 

a significant’ film. in capturing the 

-self-abne zation; * 
‘ete. of the. up-: 

cruelty, 

with ° Yare exceptions, not 
noted for the quality of its predue- 
tions.. This .is one. of the below 

country. Lt did’ ttle credit ta the 
Austrian industry and  hatdls 
merited: a place in an international 
fest. 

Whiie this: picture dives not have’ 
the stature of a ‘{ilmn:-to- win “‘mueb’*. 

‘jt. is’ a ‘stirring 

‘the. contrived screenplay describes 
The’ splendid ~ - photography, as” 

‘father, a distinguished conductor, 
/ to: figd happiness with the right 
‘woman. It is.a cliche-ridden script. 
oozing. with. naive sentiment, 

especially. ‘the ‘battle’ scene which, 

generals who- were part. of . this los:Thompson, Linda Christian and 

n : most exciting. made in. Mexico.“No ; ,ilt. -against’ such undistinguished 
niatter- about: its ‘hewing to’ the’ material.’ Myro, 
line -of truth,. which obviously. ay 

“AS an aside; the. real Jtiana Gallo A Revolutionary Family 
‘ (CHINA—C or. OR) : 

, ' Moscow, July 25 
. Peking Studios production Stars Sour 

on, Soun Dat-line. Tchjan-Lian, Directed 
i Covi Khowa.. Screenplas Sia" Yan and wound up ‘a-mere seller of “tacos” 

Moscow: Film — Fest. Running tune, 118 station of : MINS. ete.) . in- the” railway 

Not: much | is known, in the. West 
! about ‘Red . China's film Industry, 

cand. a baliad: of Juana 
Gallo, was. one. of the popular: Mex. { 

ballad. that. totiched off. making. this: cow. ‘festival Ys a-typical example, 

Lthere is not much to w orry about. 
Picture. is: ‘oné” of. the most” ‘am-! “A Revolutionary Family” is’ one 

: bitious effarts to..date,-has a’ cast of the poorest pictures ever to be 

“would Have to’ be hyperssensitive’lowers;: gas ¢hambers. and’ crema- 
-religious-wise = to’ find anything; .tories and:. the. Bhastly,:: views | ‘of 
with which. to take’ exception..; i bodies. 4 

_.. The film.:was shot’ entirely ‘on! Ancorporated, ‘too, are. scenes ap-: 
*Jocation: in:the. bleak;:raw country-:- ‘parently:: ‘taken. from. 

.. side.around Burnley. in Lancashire. ! features. One ‘is a crude ‘episode ‘in |. 

., This harsh . landscape” has, beén” which‘a German suldier’ rapés ‘and |. 
a * “super bly :catight by. Arthur Ibbet=. kills a Norwegian girl whois shown | 

in full‘ view - naked to the: waist. 
nas |. 

‘in... -certain sequerices. : “prostitutes | forced into”. an. “experi- [- mo 
‘Based-on Mary Hayley Bell's novel, ! ment. concerning. the ‘resuscitation |. 
it’ is. ‘a ‘slight- but. human: story. of of a néat-dead.-man ‘through. ine |. 

__80n's:. camerawork..: which. ‘cheer- | 
. the and‘ ‘effectively. evett- ignores : Another. ‘revolting - addition 

e rain 

“| 
. 

“theatrical “ments ‘on its’ artistic. ‘merits: 

. falth. seen through -the : eyes :-of.. warmth: of contact. with’, ithe gitls’. 
{ children: ,.Three -. small: children, “bodies. 

Jeading a. lonely life .on-: their | 
father’s farm,:stumble on a tagged, ;  vocative. by -posing: thé question .as., 
funshaven : man taking ‘refuge - to -whether * Hitler \-still.-is alive. 
their. barn... Startled: when-a. tere | That's pretty shabby. even-‘in. this: 
fied, Hayley Mills asks. who he’ is. ‘kind of . commiercial enter. Bfise.: Hy 

ne, 
ing the intruder is merely a child | ; 

«that *- he ‘involuntar ily: 
“Jesus . 3. . Christ’: 

o.) The: ‘chifdren take the: ‘remaik | 
oS Niterally. They believe he. has: re-' 

. Sweats : 

“Juana. ‘Gallo 
(MEXIC: AN—COLOR) ; 

* Mexico City, July 232 
. Peliculas Nacionales release’ Of | ‘Pro: 

“-sécret:. to.. protect: ‘him. ‘from. the: ducciones.' Zacarias- production: | Stars 

- adults who they believe will etucify j 
‘him. again. In fact, “the ‘man “is. ai features Rita 
marderer’ -on’the.. run.*-It_ may | /Noe Murayama, Armando ‘Saenz. “Alberta 

‘strain “belief that modern children |-Marros,' Ayitonio. Raxel, 

“should accept such a naive. theory,'| Miguel Zacariss'ivom hie criainake comers 
‘but -it. is - written,” directed. and! (Eastmancolor),; Gabriel -Figueroa; . music. 

.- acted. with’ such. complete sureness:: 
‘that: it; all seems, ‘fompletely cred: : 3 
‘ible. os “he ma : 

‘Keith. Waterhouse And  winlts: “AW ile. critical ‘comment tn: the 
“Fralt have ‘fashioned ».a screénplay’ - Mexican press on this biopic’ of. the 

which ‘combines humor, ..sentiment - legendary ‘Zdeatecan * heroine of 
‘and: tension: with remarkable in-|the. Mexican ' revolution, . Juana 

Macedo, 

‘-theatres ‘in. Mexico City. _Ronnng ume, 
2 120° MINS.. oe Lo 

i Maria - Felix; Jorge. Mistral. Luis: ‘Aguilar.’ 
Christione Martell," Ignacio’ Lopez . -Tarso;. . 

Rene Cardona,: . ° 

‘Manuel -Donde.. 
Screenplay,. 

Manuel: Esperon:, At Roble,.. ‘AFeXies,’ Ariel: 

=: Film ‘also. aiidertakes to ‘be prot 

"Best: 
Jc inderella- 
a: Prince 

peinderena's Father “Alexander P -Paviinov:: 

Marina. Camacho. Jose Alfredo ‘Jinienez, -- 

ome 

sight. ‘There’ are..many pieces of | Gallo. who became‘a sort of Mexi- - 
New: Testament’. svmbolism ‘but-: can, Joan. or Are. is: divided; the .. ' 

and. ‘Gennadi 
‘Prince’ L harming, - 2 

they are introduced with. ‘subtlety j fact is ‘that;. within: its limits. the 

and - arise: ‘faturally from . the. ac- }, :.filniis.a_ tribute td: the ideals -of : 
tion. For. iristance, the betrayal. is‘ the. Mexican revolution. andthe’ . 

*: innocently: ‘done bya child at a- personalities that Played: a part jn 
‘ party. -The’- local - bully -: ‘this ‘social. upheaval." 

‘twists. a. smaller: -boy's. arm and.’ There: isa. -slight’ ‘tendeney: to: 

“three. times inakes. him: deny ‘that -ovéract on the-part: of. Maria’ Felix, ! 
the’ _fugitive Is, . indeed, *. Jesus.- in: the -title namie: role, -bhut there: 

-When- the’. police: are -moments - when - -she does’ por- 

i. ‘fixion’ ds clear. in the pose... 
- Bryan: ‘Forbes. ‘makes an. atispi.. Gallo . ‘jn- reat’ life fought ‘on’ the’ 

cious debut as a. directér with ‘this : side ‘of constitutional forces, with * 
film. ‘which never. 

“Mmaudiin. . “sentimentality. 

- vations. imposéd on ‘the: venerable . 
‘<fairy story as it unreels with sim-. 
‘plicity and: charm. The. beauty of 

angered: -woman , ing of Prokofiev's rich score. "To a 
who -becomes a Jeader- because her! 4 non-balletomane’s . jaundiced. ‘eye; 

but the -implication’ of. the Crucl man: is. slain by the ;forees . of: : this is far and.away the best filmed 
, usur per: Victoriano.. Huerta, Juana “ballet seen to.date aid surpasses 

‘all. previous Russian efforts as well 

' falters. - into” victory culminating: in ‘the ‘tremen- -. 
He | has :,'dous. battle ‘for. Zaéatecas; ‘prought:”.- 

coaxed..some ‘outstanding perform- | to: the ‘screen with, full impact: by. 
.-ances from:.a.. bunch of. local. kids: : : dir ector Miguel Zacarias.. 

young  -Miss je Jorge ‘Mistral, as a military tira. 
’ | Mills, ever ‘saw. a script: “before: : ruled | by -honor -.and’ -duty:: “Luis 

7 ereated | by the score and story line:. 

- era: Work | 
" ‘Result “is. ‘complete authenticity, : Aguilar, cast as a. man: ‘of. the- peo-- 
Miss. Mills, now a‘ vet thesp‘of.four | ple :turned: warrior, “and” ‘Ignacio | ' 

_the youngsters. : ‘But she- ‘gives a. fighter, give the best. performances. 

formance: . Little - “Diana. Holgate: as a saloon’ entertainer who. turns-: 
a plays with assurance. and. Alan’ _ many -hearts, Rita “Macedo,. ina: tation. 

arnes,. ‘a . snub-nosed, ‘ knowing brief: role; as an’ ‘articulate villager -: 
‘seven-yeat-old, in. ‘fact does -steal | who tries, out: against: hunger. and }: this a limited: acty house. ‘import -. 

‘of ‘top: Mexican’ players, represents | entered at any fest. 
-much work and. money investment. ! tedious “and. 

“work unerringly..-Although’ pic “is. 
‘films, ‘is hard: put -not to have ‘the |‘Lopez. Tarse,.. who ‘represents... a in standard ratio, the wide sweep 
film. ‘stolen from’ her “by-. some of. compesino: farmer. ° turned into’a: of the staging is never lost: And it: 

lis” always apparent ‘that this is 

“thoroughly moving, likeable * per-| Christiane Martell - is: ‘satisfactory { ballet staged for’ filming, riot. aj 

repetitious, loaded 
Film will: be - a ‘moneymaker : ‘for: ‘with propaganda cliches, end with 

‘years to conie, “whatever the: coni- ; ‘an, ‘extremely. naive script. 
a “In: ‘great detail the plot describes 

rit. | the experiences of.a single family ‘Emil. 
Ss ee en 

Vancouver Film Fest Review 
ah inderelta. 

(RUSSTAN—COLOR) | opéra.and ballet set, smart cam- 
- Vancouver, July’ 25. * Paigning should pay off Shave, 

bath Ministry: “of. ‘Culture. reled-co of '-- - 
z70rky. Film ludios- production, Stais 

‘Raisa - Struchiova, -- Gennadi-. Lediukh.- Hollywood: The Golden| 
Elena Vanke; features. the Ballet Troupe. . 
and Orch: of State..Avademic' Bolshot j Years 
| Theatre. Directed: by Alexander © Row. |" (U.S.) 
. Rostislay ‘Zhakarov. C amera, - Alexandeé:: 
Gintsburg; “ niusic,’ Sergei © Prokotyés;: - - 

-} editor, V" Bittukava, At. Vencouver Film 1: Wolpert. Sterling Productions, Inc re 
-Wolpert (Jack Hales 
Dnrected by Walper 
Kelly. Cast - 

Running. time, 60 MINS. | .* i lease. of - David 1, 
.. Raisa Struchkova ! | Jr} production 

weeaee Gennadi Lediakh } Narrator, - Gene 
' Hollywood . stass of. the silent era. seen  Stepmother * no ++». Elena Vanke ; 

Haughty «20.55: : Lesma Chadarain i 2% sequences fidm.-some’ of their best- 
Spiteful : Natalya -Rizhenko.; Known films = Script, “Sidney Skolsky. 

Malvin Wald; music, Elmer Bernstein 
* editor, Philip R. Rosenberg At Van- Al RIES OF THE 

: Spring Yekaterina Socimiova. i ‘couver: Film Fest. Running time. $3 MINS. 

Summer Fase eee ee ds oe Elena Riabinkina “Hollywood: ~The Galden 
teamn ° POI a +. ’ Winter... ‘Natalya Taborke : -Years’’ was submifted.to the Van- Heer nesters 

1 couver Film Fest as a feature- 

“This late entiy. from. ‘the: Us S. R. 

expected’ North: American ““preem-' Of yesteryear. Starting with-: 
and -ballet buffs with a satisfying-| Great Train) Robbery” -of 1907, 
‘screen. version of Serge Prokofiev's « film spans the years to the commng 

“yMidely- ‘known ballet. Produced by <' 
“the Gorky ‘studios in Mosrow,: this 
-film features the ballet troupe and 
orch ‘of the. “State” “Acadeniic © Bol- - 
‘gshoi Theatre.: It ‘is- highlighted. by - 

f the ‘sound track im 1927, 
“Al Jolson's: “The Jazz Singer.” 

There are reminders of Charlie 
Chaplin, ‘Rudolph Valentino, Doug- 
Jas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, 
Gloria Swanson, Harold Lior d 

Raisa~ Struchkova. as. Cinderella, | Greta Garbo and John Barrymere 
Lediakh, as her. as. they. appeared. in some of ther 

; ‘i-most- known pix. Result. ls a me- 
“lange of. silent era. 

Producer David Wolper.and filnr 
editor’ Philip Rosenberg made 
sagacyous: selection of footage re- 

the film ‘lies in the stunning’ vir-- ceived: fram 20th Fox. Metro, Wa- 
‘ tuosity” ‘of the choreography ‘and .ners,. Paramount, UA, Un:versal 
' the: fidelity of sound ‘frack: record-, and others. Narration is bv Sidney 

with 

two. rising stars in.the persons. of 

- There are no deviations or. inno: 

“times fulsome but in the maim 
factual. and.-not overly sentimental: 
It ‘gets, a sympathetic reading from 
‘Gene Kelly, “who appears on-cai- 
era only briefly. af intro. and fade- 
out.. Music by Elmer Bernstein is 
in keeping with nostalgic flasven 
of the ‘pir and heightens. the mood 
without - being obtrusive, 

Funny. toda: is Rudolph’ Valen- 
tino’s’ love miaking. with. Viima 
Banky.. Audience was. awed by 
spectacular. action of oldies “Birth 
of a Nation, “Intolerance” and the 
still- impressive chariot race from 
the 1926 “Ben- Hur.” 

aS. British. productions in Abis, lim- 
‘ited ‘field. 

‘Soveolor’ lensing is both. soft and, 
brilHiant:to key the mood and pace 

Editing: 46. sharp throughout, Cam-- 
particularly note-_ 

worthy as. “it “catches: intricate foot- 

‘film. version ‘of a. theatre presen- : vision exposure via NBC under 

. “sponsorship of Procter and Gam- 
Subject matter obviously..makes sponsorship ‘of Procter & Gamble. 

Shaw. 

“how a: little girl helps her widowed: 

leis-- 

It. was’ actually: ‘this. but if its contribution to the Mos-. 

Jength documentary of the sileit: 

‘arrived: ‘unheralded: to provide: the: era of pictures and proved to be. 
Vancouver ‘Film Fest with an ‘un-; 3 fascinating parade of the greats 

‘The- 

! 
{ 
4 War period lt pinpomts th oar 
Browth of politcal consciusie.4 
towards t:@ “Cominunist ified’ 

‘Austria has .on e of the smaliest | 
-film industries in Eurepe and has,. 

been - 

, average filnis to-come from that” 

For the biggest part. of two ‘hours, | 

_coneentration 

: - 

“Moscow h im Fest Reviews 
POOPEFSEHOFEEEFSEEHOOH 

during the prolonged Chinese eivet 

Fuimoas vedistiigui-hed an atest 
every war, thoueh the cob 449 

adequat’ The techieal level ts 
just tau Sign. 

ee Oe Oe oe 

Tonight A Town Dies 
(POLISID 

Moscow, Jathy 25 
Feln Potsh: aWarsiw  gooduetiana ant 

ele us Naurs Unaesey Lapmhks. Beata 
EVschac ve. Y> scala Noaflarska Daten tel 
ty ofan Eohkhaow ht Nereenplas leon 
Kaueshowsht dan Rebkowsk: camera, 
Bogwslaw Cand eh At Masvow Pilar 
Fest Bunnies tine 92 MINS 

There is a iaatarity about Polish 
productions which as reflected in 
this stan, but sincere story af a 

camp inntiate who 
escapes While being = transpo: led 
fo Dachau, and then hides out in 
Dresden Untortunately, the mood 
is not sustained. It starts out as 
an soexenins ~o¢hase story, but 
switches hali way through to focas 
atfention on the American bombiiuz: 
of the cus Thoueh competently 
made and inutelhgsently directed, 
the vanation in plet robs the film 

ts dramatic impact. 
as oa lightweight 

of much at 
This | emrei ees 

_ prospect tur Western audiences, 

Choui Khoua: camera. Tsian Tstan At. 

The leading role is smoathiy in- 
terpreted bv Andrezej  Lajneki. 
First part of the pie, when he is 
on the run from the Gestapo. is 
holding and d:amatically excita a. 
The cat sand mouse adventures with 
the aullLonties build up te an ine 
tense ptech. but suddenly at all 
falls Mat woen the emphasis ts on 
the destiuction of the ‘erty “Fhera 

-is a note of authenticits about the 
devastating saids on Diesden. but 

‘they are out of Kes, so far as the 

It Is long, 1 

{ 

1 but for thdse who cater to the finished picture. 

Svaflarska, 

est of the ynetare iss concerned, 

There is a touching performance 
by Beata Tvs7kiewicz and also a 
worthy contiibution by Danuta 

who is one of Poland's - 
best Known actresses, 

‘Technically the film is first pate, 
“with fluent direction, confident 
jeditug and smooth camerawork, 
However the technical efforts ae 
lost in the confused sivle of tie 

Myr 

: Ea Careel De Cananea 
(The Cananea Prison) 

ey ry 

includes 

: Skolsky - ‘and .Malyin Wald. Some-’ 

“Golden Years” is slated for téle-: 

Yon 

bite, verve 

(ME XICAN—COLOR) | 
San Sebastian, July 2 

CISA seles-e of Kaul De Anda pun. 
tion Soits Peds Atmendarnz. Augustin 
De Amte. Senzs Putia, Foresa Veiasques, 
Directed bo Gslbeite Garcun De Anda 
Screenplays Psanenda Mendes. 1 Yo Abo 
Monts camera (hasimancalurs Resale 
Saluna ofa: S Faraio: At San dseb.ige- 
tan Fam Fest Running time, 75 MINS, 

Pedra Pedro Atmendanin 
Koataaesaa Augustin De Anda 
Mut sas ita 
Mebeca 

hone basta 
Tesesa Velasqierz 

a familiar oater sifua- 
Inoits basic tale of a dedi 

cated, alasost) cruel pohreman 
banging back an eceaped pirsoner, 
Who od feali, a good man iinne- 
cemtoin this case . film has a suap 
and feel fot ¢uaracier Which makes 
its obsious unfoldment enios mg 

at tunes Tt lasins a food Latino 
citcull bet fo Che § Ss sit 
enough acoon aspects for dinader 
use 

The policeman traps a escaped 
south accu ed of kilang the fatter 
of die fiancee On the wat bark 
thes tangle and fhe tries fa miake 

Though 

Vallis eatenes oon to he 
Yawanked = Butlo the iapias and 
bidding of feels. fas the elas 
acters and types make this .ee tion 
aolelling. provees-10¢ portion of 
thas sitios! taut see 

The ‘tva become friends after 
battles, and ca.ange eath ofted, 

with a wmosing hing and mautiual 
admaation ‘Taen tae reas Culp 

Unmasked af the end  Poeestisa 
Atimendsity..- propedds bluff and 
brutal as the posecenan, . wise 
Ausisty De Ania ha a proger- 
five, cann quail. ‘which munes 
jum both ssipathetzse and a san 
of stature as the unnocent piisones. 

Techmicar gtaities are good anil 
locanions well utlized This a. a 
small picture tiiat miese. being a 
unique entry by fs concessions 
and patness But there ps ener 

and intermittent ins. 
sight to make this an okay entry 
on both side~ of the bordpi 

Blogic. 

1a 



PICTURE GROSSES 

| ‘ASSIST OKAY $5, 000, 
PROV; ‘TRAP’ LOUD "| 

Proy idence, : ‘Aug.: 1, 

LA Offish; Voyage’ Brisk $21, 00, 

‘Tammy’ Good 146, Pepe Boffo 286; ee spre ih 
‘Goodbye Loud 136, ‘Vita’ ‘Huge D5G is ec ae Sere] 

ASsisi™ at’ Albee _ ‘is just okay. 
*.*Exodus” ‘Togks: good, in seventh at 

Los Anceles, Aug 1, - 
teatiitipe bill's are Nat | Tuc stron: j Elmwoed. : 

proving (noug h to offset a decline Broadway Grosses ‘Estimate. for This Week 
currenth oot firet une bere poke | Albee -RKO) +2,200; 65-90)° —= fe cel of tre lat tra wee ” 
te ve ( a a la fe ers ' Estimated Total Gross / iPrancis an Assist 4 (20th) and‘! 

looks to land v hopping $28.000 in| This Week .. .'... :. $623, 400 Vgotn Oke. $5. 000. Last Come” tecee theatres, “Vorare to Bottom ‘ Based on 31 theatre st “Tuo Rode Together’” “tCol) and |. 

ot Sei, also play. -7 Parce rouces. {| Dast Year .... .....$567,200. «Trouble In Sky" 'U), $4,500. ; 

eating for a boll 21.000 ory «Based on 27 theatres) —_| “Elmwood ‘Snyder? (724: $2-82.50)' cieve, —Es  — Exodus” lA) cath Wk). “Good Another newie, “Tammy rl a 
Me Troe.” looks good piaving thiee - 
epets om finst week. “Goodbye | 
Arai’ laoms tively $12 OG in sec! 
Ged round at the Chinese ° Prarcis - 
cf As rr’ ois rated fine in ron 
at Fox Wrishire 

“La Dolee Vila Manes iiehty | 
25 GO in second session dav-dat- 

ing two hou-es *Grns of Navas! 
rene’ $s great in fifth at Warner! ; 
Beverly. ~ iis the fine showing being made by: se ; 

Estimates for This Week “Exodus,” first time out: on pop- ‘S506 idget Goes Hawaiian” 
Hollywood, Loyola, Las Angeles: 

(KWo Metropolitan! (756: 1 29g . Scale here. It looks solid on first '(2d° wk). : Fair $4. 000 after $8, 500 
“Fanny” still ‘in opener.: 

,$5.900. Sixth was. sal 
| Majestic -SW)-: 00: 65-90) 

ty us. Big 1 Jeparent Trap” .BYy {20 Nw. “Hot | 
‘$7,000. First was $14,0 

Last week, “Two Loves” 
St. Louis, Aug. I. 

Outstanding news here currently ‘UA, $5 000. °. 
Strand - National Realty) (2,200; : 

2019: GU-31 50) -“Voxage to Bot» at the Ambassador, 

tom af Sea’ ‘20th snd “Squad is socko in fourth at Esquire while: 

week, Hollywood, “Naked Edec” jin second at the State. .. By Le ‘li ely 

a sso 8 wath Homicide . “nny Tell Me True” looks |. ove Ive 

4AA), $4960. Loyola, “Naked Edge™. jively in second at Fox. “Misty,” | 
a shuro Pee ele UM ae a newie, 1s sad at the St. Louis. $12. 500, Lille 
wk 37 os Angeles UlsE . 

‘ : Estimates for This Week } 
{ “Shad fj of Werewolf” «Ur anc adaw 0 Ambassador tArthur! zig70-1 

Hillstreet, Pix, Wiltern -Metro-.. $1.25-$1.501—"“Exodus” (UA). Solid. Heat: and humidity. is . putting a: 
politan, Prin-SW: 12.752: 756; 2.344: | $14.000. Last week, “Spartacus” crimp in’ downtewn. grosses, with} 
0-$1. 501—" ‘Tammy Tell Ale True”; '3d wk», $12.000. 1160 many holdavers hurting. - How-: 

(U) and “League of Geatlemen” | Apollo Art (Grace) +700; 90-$1.25) :e¥e. “By. Love Possessed,” town's | 
(Rank). Good $1400. Last week, 1—"“Never On Sunday” +Lope. ‘26th sole new film is: ‘going fora solid 
Hillstreet. “Nikki” -8V) with!wk. Good $2300. Last week, : BTOSS. “Exodus” in filth at the 

$4.800. Pix. “Curse of Werewolf”. Esquire ‘Schuchart-Levin} (1. 800: ' True” iy sec ond: at the Kentucky! 

U with “Shadow of Cat” \U) $4 $1.25-$1.50:—"Fanny” (WBr sth: kas while “Fanny” in second / 200. Wiltern, “Ladies jan” t aris Sock $12,000. Last week, |: ary. A g 

with “Love in Goldfish Bowl ‘Par) $14,000. “Ladies. Man” in ‘second ‘round at 
$5 500. : __ ‘the Ohio Jooks nice. 

‘+ Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 90-$1.25—— |. ‘Estimates ‘for This Week 

Car" 20th: Boffo $21.000. Last “Guns of Navarone” looms great". 

Cat‘ «Us, $6,418. ; Loutsvilte, Aug. 1... 

“Green Helmet’ ¢«M-Go .2d wk, $2.400. _ Brown is, fair. .“‘Tammy.-Tell Me 

State (UA) +2.404; 80-$150) — 
“cin Lovers Holiday” ‘Indie: and’ "Tammy Tell Me True” «t) i241 Brown Fourth Avenuer (1,100: 
“Career Girl’ -Indiet. Drab $3.- wk!. Lively $18, 000. Last Week. !$1 .25-$2).—"Exodtis” (UA) (5th wk). "{ 
200. Last week. “Young Sinners”. $23.000. ' «Fair $6. 500, | After” fourth: week's | 

Leew’s Mid-City oew?! 11,160; $7.000. 
die) $5,500. 60-90:—"‘Parent Trap’ ‘BY: ‘5th Kentucky (Switow). 900;. ‘75-$1) | 

Four Star 'UA) 868: 90-$1.50.— wk). Smash $14,000. -Last week, :—"Tammy Tell Me True” (U) (2d 
“Watch Your Step” ‘Meena? Fancy $12,000. i.wk). Okay. $5, 000 after first week's. 
$6.000. Last week, “Pepe” ‘Coal!: State ‘Loew) ‘3,600:. 60- 9pi— ' $6. 500.° |. 
(13th wk-5 days), $2,500. “Guns of Navarone” iCol: (2d wk!. ‘t+ Mary : Anderson ( People’ s)- (900; 

Warrens, Iris -Metropohtan- Great $20,000 . or close. ‘Last $)-$1.251—“Fanny” (WB) 2d wk). 
‘Continued on page 20) _ week, $30.000. Good -$6.500 after last week's 

: $7.500: 
| Pageant tArthur? (1.000; 90- $1 25) 4 
'—“Raisin in Sun” ‘Cold ‘6th -wk). ei 10 {Betton ‘900; 60-$1)— 
‘iFair $1,500. Last week, $2.000. ghagies Ban’ Pan 2d wh Nice 
| St. Louis ‘Arthur! ‘3,800: 75-90)|- “Rialto ‘(Fourth Avenue) - 1,100; 
—“Misty” (20th) and - “Racers” |'$1.95-s2)-— “Seven . Wonders ..of 

‘Indie: and “Naked in Decp” “ne! 

ere oe ee Se re oe 

‘Double’ Fast $7,500 In 
K.C.; ‘Guns’ Great 166, 

‘Indie? treissue!. Sad $6.000. Last ! world’. (Cinérama). (3 ), 5 

Trap’ Socko 156, 2d | week, “Parrish”  :WB)  4m.0.), ' $7, 500 after- second. ad wwe ‘ont 
United: Artists) (Fourth Avenue) |. Kansas City, Aug. f. | $10,000. [ 

Single newcomer enters the’, Shady Oak (Arthur) +760: 90- , '3,000; $75-$1. 25)—-" "By. Love. Pos- 
first-run scene this week. as local-|$1.25'\—Romanoff and Juliet”. iW) | cessed” tUA);- ‘Potent $12,500. 
cinemas generally ride with hold- |+2d wk). Big $4,000. Last week, | Last week, 
overs. “On the Double” at Para-. | $5. 000. "| 

mount is doing nicely on opener. 
“Guns of Navarone” is proving | —. 
seck at the Plaza in second round., 
“Parent Trap” continues big at Up- Mols. Sturdy; Vite Wham si 0, 
fown and Granada in third. “Tam- 9 

“Morgan Pirate’ 

my Tell Me True” at Brookside. 
and “Naked Esige”’ at Roxy are: 
both doing well, and will stay on, : 
latter into fourth and ‘“Tanmy” 4 

inta third. Weather has been cool‘ Minneapolis. Aug. ‘L., Naked Edge” (UA) 2d wk). ‘wow | 
and damp Top product continues to draw | $8. 000 ‘or near, with many. turn-,’ 

Estimates for This Week “| NT ain at all Loop showplaces ex:| bear weeks of waar dee tis nese > wateNis -| best weeks of:year for this house: 
The eon ae apewest Natl jeept the Academy where initial} Manm Mann). (1.100: $1.25-$1.50) 
Me T ne" -U) od ye B Tell round of “La Dolce Vita,” town's} “Fanny (WB (5th: wk). Little drop. 
: “i _ id Last rok. ° 7500 4se second hard-ticket entry, shapes;here for this: Torrid $8.000, boosted |: 
36.000; holds. Last week, $7,500. Tou Other first-run newcomers/by _ sneak preview. Last week, 

Capri ‘Durwood: 1 260, $1-31.80) | are “Romanoff and Juliet.” socko|'$8.500. 
- “Spartacus” -C! -2hd wi. Steady fat Suburban World. and “Love in! Orpheum (Mann). (2.800:.$1-$1. 25)]: 
#4000. Last week. same. Goldfish Bowl.” sluggish as fill- -inj‘ ‘Tammy Tell Me True’ (U) ‘2d]. 

Crest, Riverside ‘Commonwealth) | 
(900 ears ea; Boulevard Rose date | 

Theatres? 750 cars?) $b ‘Born | second. chapter. at Lyric despite| Friday (4).. 
Tu Speed” Indie? and “Devil on | showhouse’s limited seating capa-| St. Louis Park (Field) . £1,600; | 
Wheels” ‘Andi¢ ~ These usual sub- icity, “Parent Trap.” “Fanny”: and -$1. 25) “Love in’ Goldfish Bowl” | 
tun drive-ins are first-run for | “Parrish, ” all starting their second|iPar, for three. days, split with} 
moderate $12,000. List week, sub-{ months, still appear very‘ strong. | “Country Girl” ‘1Par) and “Bridges. 
seqn1ents, | “Windjammes,” other hardticketer.,. Toko-Ri” “4Par) | _treissues).. Onlv 

Empire -Dirwend) 1280; $1-)also looks healthy in eighth week'skimp $2.000. “Spartacus” . 0) | 
$1 501—"Pleasure of His Company” fat Century. “Voyage to Battom: of; ‘2d run) starts Friday 4). Last: 
(Pars Goth vk! Sturdy $4.500.; Sea” :20th), another newie which; week: “Saturday Night... Sunday 
Stays. Last week. $5.000, Fis day-dating six nabe houses. fig-} Morning”. ‘Conta (4th wk), $2; 800 ; 

Kimo ‘Dichmisent 504. 90-81 25° j ures to gross a cumulative $15.000° at $1.50 top 
- "Never On Sanday" Lopes 6th Jin first week. i State. : Par’ 12,200; $t-$1 25) “Par-| 
Whi Nifty $2000, rolds, Last) ,ent Trap” 'BV) (5th wk).. Continues, 
week, $1 00, as film alko plaved ai Academy (Mann) ‘947; $1.75-. winning run here-as it .is: in‘ ’St. 
Grive-in © $2.65) “La Dolce Vita’ ‘Astor’.; Paul. Big $7,600. Last: week. $9.000. 
Paramount Blank-UFs +1900: Favorable notices to a rous! ng. $12.- | Suburban’ World (Mann): (800;. 
79-SD—"On Double” «Par: Nice ! 900 looms for preem rotnd.. Isr: 25) “Romanoff and ‘Juljet” (UY. 
$7,500; may hold. List week, “Par- Century :Cinerama, Inc.) “1.150: Rousing ‘$6.000.:Last wéek,,. “French 
rish” 1WR) 62d wh: $5 060. $1. 75-$2.65) “Windjammer” INT": Mistress” (FAW), . “$2,500. 

Plaza -FMW-NT? .1,630: $1 25 relesne) (8th wk}. Finishing second 
$150)——"Guns cf Navarone” 'Col) i month with hefty $11,000, same as| “Parrish” (WB) (5th: Wk). 
ua we. k a sto ut $16,000. (last week. $4.500. Last week, $5.000. . 

irst wee 500. Goph. ‘x (Berger). (1.000; $1-$} .25) 
Rockibli «Little Art) Theatres}|“Gidget Goes Hawaiian" (Col) ‘2d “Carry. on. Constable (Gov) . (2d 

(750; $1-S1.50)---“Saturda, Night. } wk), Mild $4.000. Last week. $8.400. | wk.. Winding “up. ‘with: fair. $4,000. 
iContinued an page 20) ] Lyric (Par) (1,000; $1-$1.25}: Opener ' was $4. 500. 

| 

Estimates for This Week 

.Socko 

| | Estimated: Total. Gross: 

State “toew)- ‘3. 200: 65-90). — 
St [: 6 One “Voy age To Bottom: “OF Sea” - (20th): 

69 uns and oar 000 Exes’ (20th)..- ‘Slow | . 

aa ‘and: “You Have te Run: Fast” 

MG). “On Double” (Par) (3d wk. $6.000: 

and “Green Helmet’. (M-Q), $6, 000. | 

‘at St. Louis Park. iwk, Light $5, 000. ‘Last week, $7, - Le 
“Naked Edge” is smasheroo in; 500. “Come September” (U) apens||.. 

- * ing. week of severe hot days will: ‘Colt’ 12d | wk). Loud: $18; 000: Last: 

Uptown ‘Field’. (1.000; $1.25)4 

World. ‘Mann) (400; °95-$1: 50) (same. . 

“Wednesday, August 2, 1961 

| Vita’ Wow $18, , Det: Edge’ Keen 
156, ‘Gans’ Loud $1450, Trap 1G 

_. Detroit, Aug. 1. 
caly’ one. Newesmer at: fifst-run 

Key City Grosses * 

' This Week ........ '$2,670,200.: «| 
(Based on 24 cities and 284: the’ ‘Fox. 

theatres, chiefly first: runs, tne : 
cluding N.Y.) | 
Last Year vues es $2,935,700 

‘Baséd on.24 cities and 250 Drone” still 4 Krim, 
theatres.) . 

| Voyage’ Oke 8G, 
| Cincy; Love’ 946) "| 75-$1.49)—"Morgan -. the . Cincinnati, sail c us ” 

Film biz here’ remains potent in Hatgi and. one of ae (M-G). 
“the face of intense baseball fever, ; Mild. $17,000. Last week, “Voyage 
‘heightened by: -night telecasts of.: t net) 
pennant-bidding Reds’ road games. } ; 000- Eyes”120th) (2d wk), $8,500.” 
(Marquee changes have “By Love | - 

-| United Artists. 

fsecond ‘stanza at the... 
“Goodbye Again”: 
‘second atthe ‘Michigan.. 
cus” Jooks | big in seventh at. the 
Mercury. ae 

Estimates: for ‘This Week 

Fox’ (Woodmont Corp.) . 15,041; 

‘|bee.. “Voyage to ‘Bottom of Sea” 1.(UA) 12d wk). 
jat Palace is okay. “Naked Edge" { week, $15,500. 
rates: good at Keith’s “Secret ‘of! 
Monte Cristo” Iooks mild at Grand. 1 “Naked - Edge” (UA) :and —“Fron- 

{“Guns. of Navarone” continues .to! tier Uprising’ ‘UA (2d wk). ‘Sharp 
roar as town topper for third week: ‘$15,000. .Last week, $17.000. 
at Capitol. Smash opening of ‘‘Sat- | *Madison 1UD)- . (1,408; 

for long stay-.at artie Guild. 

Estimates. for This. Week. 

“By Love: Possessed” (UA). Fair ! wk. 
$9,500. Last: week, “Pleasure ‘of. , $12, 000:: 
Company”. tPar)- (2d -wki, $9,000. ; 

, veissue) (13th: wk). -- 
(Col) (3d wk). Roaring $17,000. or: Last week, $8,500: . 

rover after $18.500:.seeond. - 

“Esquire Art (Shor) (500; $I. 25 $1. 80'—"Guns | of Navarone” (Col) 
“Carry On Constable’ (Gov) (4th | (4th Wk). Terrific $14, 500, . Last: 

“ wk). Firm $1,000. Last week, $1,200. | week, $16, 000. Soe 
Grand iRKO. 1,306: $1-$1. 25)— |. " Musie Hall. 

and “Magic Boy” (M- G). Mild $6.-{. rama” ‘Cinerama) ire 4 

900. Last’ week, “Parrish” AWBI ky issue) _ {9th 

m.o:) (2d wk); $6. 500 at” $1-$1. 50.;$10, 100. 
seale. | Tratis-Lux. . ‘Kein 

‘Guild (Vance). (300; $1: 25\—"Sat~! 11, 000; $1.49-$2)—"La Dolce. Vita” 
urday. ‘Night,- * Sunday “Morning” [!Astor) 43d -wk).. 
1Cont). Smash .$2.200: .Last: week, ‘Last week, -$22;000: 
“Two-Way. Stretch’’: {6th wk), $1,- 

Hyde Park Art (Shor) (500; $1. 25), 12,400. La t 
Lady." Killers” - Indie) and 284 : st week, Same. 
Paris With Love” Indie) (2d. wk: | 

Far ithe (Shor) 11 500; 90-$1.25)—| Machine? OK $12, 00 ia 
“Naked Edge’.(UA1. Good $7,900. |: 
‘Last week. “Parent Tr ap” (BV)-14th | 
wk), $8.500. 

“Palace - (RKO) (2 600: $1-$1 25) |. 
“Voyage to Bottom of: Sea” 120th).-]. 
Okay $8,000° or over. Last ‘week. 

Pitt; ‘Guns’ Great: 186;- 

Pittsburgh; Aug. 1. 
“Riz is generally. okay this. round: 

Twin Drive-In“ ‘Shor). £600 cars with’ only “Guns. Of -Navarorie” in” 
-each side: 90) —- West: “ Angel 
{Baby (AA) and “King. of Roaring : “second: ‘week at. Gateway showing 
20s” (AA), Okay $7,500. Last. week. | :Standout wicket activity. “Honey- J 

\“Tammy Tell Me True” (U). and: |moon: Machine.” 
'|“Sniper’s Ridge”: (U), $8,500. East: shapes only okay at Penn..“Tammy. . 

is rated lofty. ‘in . 

“Rommel’ ’s Treasure” (Indie!. ‘Slow. - Second at Fulton: “La Dolce Vita.” -:° 

- only new entry: 

“Anatomy of. Psycho” (Indie) and ' Tell: ‘Me “True” 

$4,500, -Last. _ week: “One-Eyed 0M hard-ticket ”, basis, -continues: 
Jacks” (Par) and “World of ‘Susie: -heftyin fourth round at. Nixon. ‘ 
Wong” (Par). isubsequents:, $7,000.i_. “Fanny’” winding. up'run at ‘War- 
“Malley. (Wiethe) (1.200; $1-$1.50) : Ner.. with’ a .firm’ showing. ‘Two: “Fanny” :(WB) | (5th. wk), Trim. Women”. looms: tarrid: in’ third. at. 

$7, 000.. Last week, $8. 000. Squirrel Hil. 

Heat Wilts Hub Albeit 
~ Tammny’ Trim 156; Guns’: 223s Fel Me, Teves 0 Tall 

Great 256, ‘Fanny’ 156. Meck, $6400, SN TeRY. (20). East 
“Boston; ‘Aug. 1. ° :Gateway  ¢ Associated). 

“Torrid heat. Sunday (300 climax- | $1 .25-$1.75)—“‘Guns: :of Navarone” 

‘mains hotsy.in fourth at Stanley. 
{. Estimates for This Week -.. 
4 

‘wilt. biz at the. boxoffice’ “this week, ’ $21,000. 
round. Although it rained: Satur- Nixon: «Rubin)* i}, 760:. “$1. ‘50-. 
‘day (29) and helped’a bit at night. $2:75\—"La ‘Dolce ..Vita””’ “(Astor) 
it largely added tothe sticky situa- (4th Wk). Sturdy $8 009. Last week, Lo tion. However, :“Tammy Tell -Afe -$7.500. 
True” is good at the Memorial. ‘in’: 
first ‘stanza. “Honey moon.. Machine” «M-G).: “Fanny” looks: tarrid at the Sax< Okay $12,000. -Last “week, “Naked - on in fourth round. “Guns of" Na- - aeons 
‘varone” is: shooting high in third. . Edge” ‘UAr 2d wk), $11, 300. 
‘at Gary. “Naked Edge” is good at 
' Orpheum. in second. “Francis of: kh 
Assisi” looks’ only fair in Second at $3.50 : 
Paramount. 50 

Estimates for This Week of Squisrel Hill, ‘Sw) 1834: $i ‘i 
. Astor (B&Q): (1.170; 90-$1. 50). TWo: Women”. (Embassy): (3d wk). 
“Spartacus” (TH) 5th wk) Fine ; Trim. $3,500: Last week;. $4.400: 
$7,500. Last week, $8.000. . " Stanley: (SW) 13,700; $1-$1, 50)— 
“Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1-$1.50) loparent Trap” BY) (4th wh), Fine. ch 

—"Never On Sunday’ (Lope). {17th ° $9,500. Last week, $10,700 
wk). Bright $8,500. . Last . Week. 

-Beston (Cinerama,: Inc. fy 354: $8.500. but: comes. out Wednesday: f $1.75-$2.65'—"Windjamme-” iNT) (9). for, “Pleasure. of His. company. , (Continued: on page 20) [span Last week, » $8,600 

5 houses currently. but: ‘the: holdovers 

are strong so another. good: gross-’:- | 
fing! week .Jooms...““Morgan-the: Pi. |.’ 

rate,”* lone newie,. shapes ‘mild. at’. 

“La Dolce. Vita”. continues: s-doing. . a 

sensational .biz..in third’ round. at: 
“Guns. of Nava- 

roné”’ still is’ wow, in: fourth. at, the 

' ’Naked Edge’ stiapes sharp in... 
- Palms, | - 

= looms: ‘fair in. 
- “Sparta- 

Pirate” me 

{to:Bottom of Sea” (20th) and “20,-" 

Michigan. (United Detroit) 14.036: | 
Possessed”. shaping: fair at the. Al-1$1.25-$1.49): — “Goodbye | Again” cs 

Fair $13, 000. Last. 

Palms (UD? 12. 995: ‘1. 25-81. 49\— . 

125-5" 
jurday Night, Sunday Morning” me $1:49)—"Fanny”. “1WBr $1.25. Coes 

, Great. $14,000; Last. week, | $16,000.” 
“|. “Grand Circus (UD) 11,400; $1:25-. 

Albee (RKO) (3,100: $1-$1 50) - —_ 3] .49)—"Parent. rap” (BV) “15th | 
Trim. $10,000. Last. ‘week, a 

Adaiis. {Bélaban) th: 700: ‘$1. 506... 
Capitol -SW-Cineramai +1. 400:- "$1. 80:—"Gone: With Wing”: iM-G) ~.. 

‘$1. 25-$1:80)—“‘Guns of Navarone” . Fine: $8,600." oo 

United Artists iUAY ‘age; $1. 25. 

(Cinerama,. Ine.) :. 
1“Secret of Monte. Cristo’” (M-G) ; Q ,208; $1.20-$2. 65)—"This © is ane. 

Fast: $10,200. Last week, = 

Trans-Lux) - 

Mighty’ $18, 000. oe 

aw Mercury (UM). 11,465; $1-$1:80)—" 
| “Spartacus”. "U). (7th . wh. | «Big 

Vita’ Sweet 86, 4th 

“Parent- Trap” re-" 

‘Fulton. (Shea). (1.635: $1-$1:50i-—~ . 

vey, 900: ae 

‘Penn ATO: 3. ‘300; '$1-$3 50. ne 

.. Shadyside ‘MOTC). 1725; $1 251 _ 
Romanoff. and . Juliet” -iU). 4th:- . 

Stout "$2,500. . Last week,” os 

Warner (SW) 11 516; $1-$1 oy a 
“Fanny” (WB) (5th. wk): Excellent --_° 

“e . ate . . 

AB rere cote 



“. \ "Poff $26,000'in' sight .at the. Woods: 

'* are’ ‘headed: by “ Fanny.” . still. socko 

fits: Carnegie 26th week: - he . 
“Ea. Dolce Vita” on hard-ticket. | at. ‘Omaha and | “Two "Rode “To: 

sion at -the Todd.. 

L . “Fanny”. 
poe $34, 000. . .Laé*- wcek, 839.000. 

week, $4,800. 

oS ast week, “Girl'in Room 13": (Th-. 
-. d@ied-and:‘ 

’ boxoffice here this-stanza: but there | 

= -vonly. moderate” in second at. “Masie | 
“> Hall. : 

‘in: second: round at the. Music Box. 

=) $9,400; 

,. town week; 

4 il Ns Ke Oily a 
“$25,000; ‘Nick Smooth $15,000 in 2a; | 
Fanny’ Fat 346, 

. ‘Chicago: Aug. 1. — 
Woldovers . ‘are’ taking top. éoin:].... 

- this ‘session... with deluxer’ biz 
'-’ glighfly. . better than last ‘week's: 
- golid: . tallies. “Vayage. to Bottom 

of Sea”’ tops the newcomers, with]. 

 Fétimates ‘Are Net. : 
‘Film gross -estimates::as’ ‘ite- 

ported herewith. from the vari- .<|" 
-. ous’ key ‘cities,;. are’ net; 1:e., 
without’: usual. tax. “Distrib- 

“Pagitacci” ‘looks: okay in. World.” utors. share on net take, when © 
‘opener. Monroe tandem of “Ferry | | playing percentage, hence. the 

_ to. Hong “Kong”. and. “Long. Rope” estimated ‘figures are* net. in- 
~-Jooms fair. » Come... 
5 “anita looks: smart” in: second 4) Bhe- ‘parenthetie ‘admission: 
-.-Roosevelt. round. Third weekers’ 

at the Chicago. ‘“Francis.of Assisi” | 
. shapes good at Oriental, “Tammy |i a. 
Tell Me True” fates. solid: in: ‘third | i e a 
United . Artists. session. . ” sn x. 

“Guns of Navarone” is: registér-| : 
ing- a boff fifth stanza’ at: State- |’ 

~ Lake. - “On the Double” : ‘Is. ‘strong 
> in-Esquire. fifth. ~~": , 
. . “Saturday ‘Niczht.: Sunday ‘Mor- 
ning” - looks to post a smooth. fifth 
_Cinema‘canto while “This Is Cine- 
rama” ‘is, tapering fast cat. the’ Pal- 
ace for ‘same sesh... ‘. 
- Sixth round of. “Spartacus” ‘on ‘sion “although ‘there’s nothing | sen- 

“pubrun Bopscale, looms. big‘ at Loop; ‘sational: - “Naked. Edge”. is ‘wow. at: 

and Cinestage. : _Longrunning * ‘Nev three - houses ‘but other: mew en- 
-er. On Sunday continties: hep. in‘. 

“Omaha. Aug, “L. 

ley ‘Biz remains: on ‘the. strong. side 

is notching -.a torrid . Seventh | Sés- | gether” “at. ‘Orpheum, 
-| pointing.” . Hatd- ticket: 

are disap- | 

:. Estimates for. This Week.” 
Carnegie - (Telem’t:, (495; {$!. 95. + 

, $21 — “Spartacus’” (U! (sub-run). second | “week: at, ‘the: ‘Cooper: “Par |: 

(6th wk): NE ty SG. 500. East week, | rent, Trap’. “is: still’. ‘whopping: at. 
$6. 000. {the State in ‘third. ‘go-round: ‘:Spar- 

‘Chicago: (Ba&KY 13. ‘900: 90-$1. 0! ; tacus” 
-(WBr (3d. wk). Lofty | ‘Dundee... 

--. "Cinema (Stern) ” (500; ‘SI 50. ed” et Estimates for This Week. 
- “Saturday. Night, Suhday Morning” | 

(Cant: (5th wk. “Stick: $4, 300. ‘Last! Md, 239; :1,000:. 

(UAN: re (H&E: y 
we 1 eet on Balaban’: $50] “Exodus” (UANH45th wk), $4,800. at. 
2 5th" wk: ' Admiral: “Last ‘Time I ‘Saw Arch-. ae ‘Fast - $7; 000: East week, 
“$7,800. 

- Loop (Telem't:: 1606: “$I: 25-$2)— 
> “Spartacus” (Us (sub- Tun (6th wk), 
--, Socko: $14: 500. Lest w: sek, $15.000.- 
'* Monroe ( Jovan’: (1,000: .65-90)— |. 

* “Ferry to-Hong Kong”. (Indie) and: 
“Long: Rope” (ndie', Fair $4,500. 

| (AA), -$10,000- at. ‘other two. houses. 
‘Cooper. (Cooper :: 2(687;- | $1.55 

$2) 20) — “South 
(Cinerama: . (2d) Wk... 
after -$11 000. bow, 

/Dundée “‘Coopert. (5002. 

‘Sin: of: Mona Kent” ns] Okay : $4, 000, Last: week, $3, 800. « 
‘ die), $5,500... 

” Oriental (Indies (3: 4002. 90-$1 20) 
~o="Francis of Assisi” (20th) (3d:+ 

~ Wk. Good at $15. 000. . ;-Last week 
'- $22,000... 

Palace’ (Indie. (1 5708 90-81. 30) 
(Continued ; :on ‘page. 201. ue 

Lot Yone Fast $9,000 In: 125 00 
_ Beatle; “Vita’ BG 2d; 

- Seattle, . Aug. l.. 
Tes. not. too. exciting . at ‘first-run 

(20th): ‘Okay $6,000: : “Last: week, 

500. 

pgompany” APar) | (2d.: “wk, 

on “(Cooperi (743°. soe 
rent. ‘Frap” - (BV). 3d wk). 

1.96. 000. ‘Last ;week, $10,000. 

Vita’ ‘Sturdy. $7, 000 In” are some sti ong. ‘spots. “Voyage To 
Bottom ‘of Sea” is rated: “smooth at 

Coliseum: opening w eek but “‘Pleas- | 
ure of His: Company” is. slow in} 
"first at Fifth Avenue. “Nikki” is ‘Buffalo, Aug. “1.. 

“La Dolce. ‘Vita". Tooms ‘good. 

while-‘Fannv” shapes okay in’ fifth Vita” 
' at: ‘the. Blue Motise. _ 

vey , - Estimates’ for This Week 

~". Biue Mouse (Hamrick): (769;. $1> 
~ $1.50) — “Fanny”. (WB 5th. ;wk!. 
‘Okay $5,000. “Last: week; $6, 300, 

Coliséum tFox-Ev ‘ergreen).(1 ‘870: 
-$1-$1.501— ‘Voyage To. Bottom: of |- 
‘Sea”.: (20th! and: “Battle. Bloody | 
Beach” (20th: ‘Smooth ‘$9, 000. Last 
week, . “‘Ladies.::Man™ (Par) and | 
Tove in Goldfish Bow 1” (Par). (2nd. 
wk, $6,200:. 

|Sea” 

‘tions. 

a: weakling at the Buffalo.. How- 
‘yever,. “Fanny” 
in third. round -at*the Center. © 

“Estimates for This Week : 
“Buffalo. (Loew! . (3,500; “W3-$1: — 
“Morgan the” Pirate” (M=G)" and 
“You Have. ‘to ‘Run: Fast’ (indie). 
Sad. $7,500. . .Last . week, - -“Naked- 
eae (24 wk!, $8, 600. 

o. Fifth. Avenue: "(Fox:<Everi reen): ee eee (AB-PT' (2,000;" 70°$1)— 
(2,500; $1-81.50°—* Pleasure ‘ot His| “Fanny”: (WBy.i3d_ wk! Brisk $7,-| 
°Company” ' Pars and : “Heroes. Die :.20.. Last week.’ $8,200, 
“Young’’-(AA‘. Slow. $7,000.-. Last-{) . 
week, “Parent: . Trap”. 

-Wki, $7,300: 
_ Music Box. (Harnrick? (768: 
“$1.50\—"La’ Dolce Vita" Indie} (2d 
wk -* Good. 87, BOD. Last © “week, 

jst oe $6. 500. ° 

$1 

|“Trouble: in. Sky’. (Gn Od. wk). 
‘Seedy ‘$5, 000: Last: week, $7. 000. 

‘Music’ ‘Hall (Haimuiek® (2, ‘200: ‘a ' Paramount | (AB-PT - 13.000; 
$1. 50 Nike 
“Tomboy ‘and Champ” «U1 (2d vk] 26thp.- "and *.*Rommél¥s--Treasure * 
Modest. $5,500... ‘Last. week,. $9, 700: !/20th: ‘¢ ieee 

., Orpheum. ‘Hamrick:- 12,600; . ‘$1+|“Ladies .Man” 
$1.50). — “Sunlovers’ Holiday’” tIn- tand - Champ” (2d. wk, 

Pull $3. 500. Last; - “Teck: (Loe. 41200: $181: 15). ——- 
4SLa Dolce’ Mita” 

Paramount ° (Fox-Ev ‘ergteen) (3- i} Okay * $7,000.: Last week. $7,800.- 
: 000: "$1-$1.50.—“Parent Trap” (BV) | . Cinema” (Martina! (450; 710-$1.25) | 

__,(m.0.). Good’ $6.009 for fifth - ‘down- | —! ‘Never -On Sunday’ *4Lopes (8th : 
wy last “week, : “*Naked | 

Edge” | (CAs (2d wki, $5:200," : “4400. - 

tPar 1: 
.. die) and “Girl.in Room 13°" (Indie) 800..: 
2 (2d -wk-5:. days}. 

ce. ‘week, $5,000: 

| [AS ROBUST 186 
D.C; ‘GUNS’ BIG 266} " 

‘Spartaeas’ 216 Gh = ‘fourth round at ‘the town. 

| Tell. Me’ True’ (Ui 12d wk: 
-| $7,000. First .week. $10.500. - 

‘| CRomanoff ‘and’ J uliet” 
BY ki: 

prices, -howeveér, as: indicated, -f $5. 
° Anelude U, S. amusement tax. | —-“Francis of Assisi” 

=! lent $18,000.. Last’ week, : nooth 146,' Om aa: 
Trap 

66 | 
‘SII. Q00 in second frame. 

_* Ontario :K-B) (1,240) $1-$1.49)-—- 
“Naked: Edge”. 

‘| Last week, © 
‘(Part 26th. Wks, $3:000.. 

iat” downtown first- -runs . this- ses-f. 

| for 
Ahifd.. 

: Playhotise. {T- [). “459: $1-$1 80"). 
“ -=-"Guns of Nayarone” 
‘Ciierama tk: Lusty $10,500. after $11.500.in 

‘| South Seas. Adyenture’ . is trim: ‘in. 

ve PS “Guns. ‘of .Navarone” 
met WE ‘Sensational: ‘$15 500. Previ ious 

“| week, $17,500. : 
. Admiral, ‘Chief, . Skyview: (Blank: | 

1,220;. $1)—"Naked | — 
-Edge’* (WAI and “Three on. Spree™ 

‘$14,000: or over.: Last: week,-| 

is. okay’ in. 10th’ week . ath 

:; $6: 500. La t. M pel, ditto. vt 
‘ie! AWAD: and - “Matter: of. Morals” | *°" ° Miu 

‘Homicidal’ Sock Seas Adventure” 1 
‘Trim. $9, 000.} 

"$1 55.| 
‘$2. 20:1——"Spartacus’: (U) ‘(0th wk). |. 

-. Omalia. (Tristates? Q, 066;: ‘nssu){ 
—*Voyage: To-. Bottom: ‘of. Sea’ }- 

», *Tammy, Tell. ‘Me. “True”. AU), Fe - : 
‘lof Assisi’’. 

-Orpheurd - (Tristates) ‘2. ‘877: 15. 
$1i— Two Rode. -‘Together” (Col). 

- {Mild $6,000. Last week, “Pleasure’) , setond: at ‘Boyd while’ 

‘Navarone"’ continues: great in. third |” 
tat.the Fox.. “Fanny” Jooms neat in 
-fourth® at. Randolph, 

- Hefty. 

“Voyage. to:.Bottonr: of Sea” 
Quiet $5. 700. - Last w eek, 1 

-1 $10, 000- oe. 

~ Buff: ‘Fanny’ TG, 3d/: : 

still ts. in ‘the ‘chips |: 

Century’ iC ATC) (2,700; 70-81: 2251.1 
ABV). (4th; (ah “Francis of : Assisi!” ~ 20th) . 2d; 

a t! week | be 
Las | “Homocidal” 

{enue 
*<BVi (2d. wkY and: iSpy oyage- ‘to Bottom: -of. ‘Sea’; 

wk. Bright $3.00. Last. week, ee | 

_ Washirigton, Aug. 1, 
arate of Assisi’ shapes sturdy | 

fat Capitol: here’ this. week. ; 
at two downtown of Navarone, ” 

houses, looks’ wow. ‘in ‘third stanza 
while “La Dolce. Vita” is smash in 

Another. ‘initigler this -session. is} 
“| Naked: Edge" at Ontario, where 

At<ig sharp. 
«Estimates for This Week | 

-Ambassador-Metropolitan’ iSW) 
(1,480; 1.000:' -$1-$1.49'—"“Tammy 

(K-Br -1940: « $1-$1.49)— 
(Uy -(5th 

week, 

Apex 

.Good _ _ $3. 500.. Last 
000: «: 
Capitol (Loew). (3. 420: $1-$1 49) 

“Vovage 
to Bottom of Sea” (20th) (2d- wk", 
S0-SO $10. 000.: 

’ Keith's (RKOY aq 850: - $1-S1. 49) 
—"Love Possessed’ (UA! (3d wk. 
Holding niéely with: $8.500. after { 

. “Fanny” 

‘all $10,000: 
\f Conipany”” 

“tU AL 

“Pleasure c 

- Palace ‘Loew? 12 330. “$1-$1. Agi— 
-& ‘Parent Trap” IBY) (4th wk: Fine | 
139: 000° following $13,000. third Jap. 

‘Plaza .iT-L). +278; $1-$1.801— 
“Truth”. (Kings! (4th wky Shaping 

big $4, 000 alter $4, 900 for 

(Cols 413d 

second: “Also at Trans-Lux. ; 
Town. King (800; $1.25-$1 49)— 

“Dolce Vita": (Astor) -4th awk. 
Smash $15,000 after $16, 000. 

ACol (3d | 

a8 ptown (SW) 4 300: $1 25°$1 5) 
—"Spartacus™ «Uy ‘Sth: “WK, Fast 
$6. 500.. Last week:. -$7.500. © 
“Warner (SW (1.440: 90-81. 49.—| 

» Okay : ‘second franixe 
1 “Goodbye. ‘Again’: Jooks: ike okay 

] $22,000 for fifth session, playing the 
Astor and arty Fine Arts. 

j With Wind” held with a good $15. 
000 if. 141h stanza at the State, 

* also on. ard: ticket. 

S16, 000 in Philly 

“Fanny | tWBr.- 13d wk). 

- Philadelphia, Aug. 1. 

over- the ‘past weekend. 

round at: Stanley. However; “Wom- 
icidal’’- shapes sockeroo: at’ Stanton. ’ 

‘“Qla Dolce. Vita’ fs rated torrid in’ 
"Guns of: 

‘Estimates for’ This Week 

~ Arcadia - ASRS: (536: ” 99- $1.80)—. 

(2d wk), 

a, 536: $2:$2.751— 
Astor) (2d wk). 

‘Boyd: -(SW)- 
“La .Dolée: Vita’ 

-| Torrid $15. 000. Last ‘week,. $17,000. . 
" Ouitiook: at. first-runs here’ ‘this |. id's . 
stanza is quite: gloomy, with: good |" 
showings ‘the: exception. .““a-“Dolce |: 

is rated “okay in second week’ 
at: the Teck. “Vy. ovage to Bottom, ‘of |. 

- “is barely. okay on opener -at- 
“ | Paramount but. not -up.to expecta: 

OT 1) , organ. the - Pirate” Jooms | $1 4.000, 

-Fox (Milgram: (2;200:, 99-$1 80: — 
—-"Giins of. Natvarone”™ ‘Coli i3d 
wki.- "Great. $27 000. 
$29, 000. a 

Goldman (Goldiman* (f, 200; . 99- 
$1, 80. ‘Goodbye Again’ , SUA} i2d : 

7 Meek, , wki, Oke $9: 000). Last. week, 

“Midtown: sGoldnian’ (1.200, .99- 
$1. 80)—-"* Parent Tz ap" ‘BY: (6(h: 

“1 wk). - “Nice « "$6. 591). _ pat week, 
$7, 500.. 

Randolph | (Goldinan 1 500: 99:: 
wks $1: 80)—“Fanny". 'BVi (4th : 

Neat $10,04%)... tai week, $14,000. 

- Stanley SW. 2.500: 99-31, 80 
“Francis ‘of “Assisi” - (20th Mild... 
‘$13,000 or near.: Last. week. “Par - 
rish” WB 43d wks, $6, 000. in. 5. 
days. , 

- Stanton. SW (1. 483: 99-81. 80: — 
iCal, 

'UA! (4th- wk, $6500. 
: Studio. “Goldherg: #489: 99-S1 80°. 
"Paris: Vice. Squad” ‘Indie and! 

to.. Moon" TIndie-. Fast 
Last “week, | “Shangri- Jan" 

cand | -““More — ead Than” 
$7,000: 
(Col: 

Farish’"$10,000. ‘Last week,.- Male” :(Indie)..2d wh: $4.7 
4Par? and- “Tomboy | : 

: Si. x 1—*Tunes of. Glory”. ‘L ope) (24 wks 
‘Trans-Lux: ‘T-L: 1500; 99-81 80: 

| Hots. $7,090.. Last: week: $8 000, — 
Viking | ‘Slav: ‘T, 900: -§9-$1.80-— 

‘Astor? (2d “wk: VeNaked Edge": At 2d whi. Trim 

99. 
i $9. 000. Katt week. $15.000.. 

World ‘R&B-Path: °1483;- 
“$1. 80) — “Cheaters” Indie. Fafr.’. 
$2.209.1-° | - vek, “Angry, Silence” 
(Indie), $2, 500. 

“Guns| 

Slow: ., 

‘rain last Saturday. 129% as boystina 

4 20th. Excel-. 

Midtown biz at. first-runs here’ 
‘currently -is spotty with trade sost 

“Francis | 
looks: quiet ‘fn | first 1. 

| “Goodbye. Again” 
“| this Stanza. finishing today 1W ed. 

20th) - 

Last. week, ; 
1°6th wk). 

: —"Spartacus”” 

Sockeroo $16.-3 

Lafayette \Basily (3,000;' “q-$14-: [000 or close, “Last week, “By ‘Love 
“Tammy Tell: Me. True™ (Uy. and | Posse 

1 (20th) 

; End of Tow Heat Hypoes B'way; 
‘Assisi’ Lofty $34,000, Tammy’ 246; 
‘Guns’ 666, Fanny’ 1766, Both Wow 

- Temporary relief after record ° 
six successive days of 90-degree or 
higher: heat plus a-rainy Saturday . 
is helping Broadway first-run busi- . 
ness . somewhat- in- the current 
‘stanza. . ‘Launching. of two new pic- 
tures also improved the overall 
tone. Most deluxers. reported the™ 

biz but some newies-were hurt if 
| anything. Further rainfall Mon- 
‘day. .(31' -afternoun, slowed up a 
fnew heat. warve.: 

“Tammy Tell Me.True” fs head- 
ing fora nice $24. OvU in first week 
at the Palace. “Francis of Assisi” 
looks to wind its Initial session at 
‘the: Rivoll. With a lofty $34,000 or 
close... , 

Big ‘money’ continues to go to 
With stageshuw at. the Mu- 

sic’ Hall where the fourth round 
‘énding today -(Wed+ looks like a 

T wow $176,000. ° Trade on Saturday 
429: actually topped the: Saturday 
of © the third week = It, of course, 
“slays .on indefnitely. “Guns of 
Nayarone” also. is mighty with 
$66.000 in sixth stanza. day-dat- 
ing the Criterion and arty Murray 
‘Hill. 

“Spartacus” is. holding with a 
great’ $24,000. or close In -current 
44th) stanza at the DeMille = It's 
now playing four shows daily at 
lowéred scale as compared With old 
chard-lieket— poliey: “By Love 
Passessed’’. dipped toa fair $21.500 

‘lin second Session at the Capitol. 
“Trans-Lux ¢T-L+ -(600: $1.49-$2) | “Naked Edge’ is heading for a 

| stout -$20.000, day-dating the Vie-; 
“toria’ and. the arty ‘Trans- ‘Eux B5ch 
‘Street, “The Troth’ held with 

jf lusty. $26, 700 in fifth stanza at-the 
Forum. ard the. arty ‘Paris. . 

-“Voyage - To Bottom of Sea” 
landed a. good. $22,000 or near in. 

at the Paraniount 

“Gone 

“Exodus. on = hard-licket,... is 
‘heading: for a fine $20,000, if off 
fr dm recent wecks, playi ing in 35rd 
session at the ‘Warner... “La Dolce 
Vita". held With sock $25,000 its 
135th round at the’ Henry Miller 
also..oiy -hard-tickets. 

-At. ‘the smaller ‘theatres: 
Wind in August” 
-in: initial session... day-dating the ! 
‘Embassy and the arts Tians- Lux: 
sed F Street. 

-Estimates for This Week 

Astor (City Inv 1. 1,694, 75-$2+ - 
(UA? Sth wke 

“c old 

1s" ‘heading - for okay $15,000 ‘or. 
near alter $16.500 for fourth week. 

* Capitol. {Ioew) 14,820; $1-$2:50- 
~—“By' Love Possessed” (UAt (3d 
wk. First. holdover round com. 
pleted yesterday ‘Tues: was fair 
$21,500 or close: afte: $35.00: for 
‘opener: 

Criterion (Moss: ( 1.520; -$1 25- : 
$2.50'-—“Guns of: Navarotie’ «Cols 

Current stanza winding 
: tomorrow 

$51, 000 to tep tie $50,000 for fifth 
Dai -dating with) Murray 

(HIN. ‘Continues on indefinitels. , 
' Rain. was a help Saturday with long 
. lines. nearly. to midnight. 

DeMille tReade: tl 463, 90-$2 75 
(Cr '44in wie Pres. 

ent frame ending today iWed> 1s 
heading tor great $24.000 or neat 
after’ $25,000 ‘for 43d° week, Stars 
indef. 

‘Palace ‘RKO: (1,642, $3 .25- $2 - 
“Tammy Tell Me True" il. 
wk- 

‘terday 'Tues a was fine $24000 In 
jahead, “Last Sunset’ (U+ (6th wk . 
‘$13,500 but for a fine Jongrun here. , 

Forum Mos: ‘313, 99-$1 Bi: - 
The: Truth’ «Colt 6th wke Fitth | 
-round ended Sunday +30- held with * 
‘solid $14.700.. Staying on, with re- 
‘issue cambo of “Pieme™ “Col and 
“Twinkle: and. Shine’ (Col due in 
next, and S00N. 

Embassy Ganld Enters «590, 90- 
$E.735) — “Cold. Wind in August” 
‘Lopei (2d wk. Initial round com- 

- pleted ‘yesterday. sTues « was. hotss 
$12,009: or close. In ahead, “Re. 
“beHion in- Cuba” Undié> 4th wk-5 
"dasxs:, $5,000, but for a nice run at 
th: 18 small- seater. | 

- Paramount ‘AB - PT: (3,665: $1-. 
:$2. —"Vovage To Bottom of Sea”: 

(3d: wk; First holdover : 

a eee. 

' 2 

-fellers- 

“Wed: 

“|v 

hit a Jral $22,000 | 

okays at Patore while 

-omecem, 

(Thurs looks like: yw haane : 

“Bes kk 

Initial session .concluded yes- 1} 

4 TADS. 

"Saione’ 

mo 

.$1-S1.50 

-stanza ended yesterday «Tues ) was 
good $22.000 o: near after $31,000 
fur opener. 

Henry Miller «Gilbert Miller) 
?800, $1 50-$3 50: --"La Dolee Vita’ 

-Astor: 16th wk’ The 15th round 
finished last Saturday «29° held 
with great $25 000 after $25. 300 fur 
14th “week. Stays indef. at this 
gait 

Radio City Musie Hall iRocke- 
‘6.200. 90-$2 75:.--"Fannv” 

‘WB with stageshow 4th wk. 
Looks to wind up this week today 

with whan $176 000, not far 
below the $180.900 tor third round. 
Slavs on, and dkely will hold until 
Labor Dav or thereabouts 

Rivoli «UAT (1.544; $150 $259 

~-“Franeis of Asstsis" «20th? Ft st 
week ending tomotrow @Thurs 219 
heading for lofty $34 000 or close 
Hokis Opened with a benefit 
preem on Thursday «27+ night 

State ‘toew?: ¢1.900; $1 50-82 8D) 
--"Gone With Wind" €M-G> trew- 
sue Dun who The 14th) round: 
finished yesterday “Fues ? was gaod 
St5000) after $i8500 for ‘13th 
week 

Victoria (City Inv * +1003, 50 $7) 
“Naked Edve" «tA. <ith wks. 

This round = finishing  tomo-row 
‘Thurs: luoks like stout $15 500 
alter $78 000 for fourth weeh Dav- 
dates wath Trans-Jay 83th Street, 

Warner SW. 61,523, $150-$5 0) 

“Esodus” «UAl 633d. wht This 
round winding todays 1Wed) lool ¢ 
Dke fine S°O 000 er less alter $"4,- 

O80 ror 32d week Continues on. 
First-Run Arties 

Baronet ‘Reade: (430, $125 $2) 
Saturday Nicht, Sundav Mor- 

ning” ‘Cont) (18th wke The 17th 
slanva ended Sunday 0: was dne- 

$9.900 after $9700 for Tsth 
week . 

Fine Aris (Davix: 1468 90.$1 fn) 
“Goodbye Again’ (CAS (50h wk 

This round ending todas «Wed? ¢ 
heading for big $7 000 after $8 009 
for fourth week Stars 
Reekman (R&B: +590; $1 20- 

$170 “Rocco and Brothers’ cAs- 
tor: .ith wks bifth week cone 
cluded ViIonday °-3f+ was big $12.- 
000 atie: $14.000 far foucth round. 
‘Dat -datins with the Pix Theatre 
on We. 42d St. 

Carnegie Hall Cinema = (¥&A) 
SOU, $1 OR-S1 BY: "Apa Trios” 
Harrison | (3d vk This week fin- 
ishing: toda «Wed: is heading for 

(Continued on page 20) 

‘Guns’ Terrific $35,090, 
Cleve; ‘Voyage’ OK 116 

Cleveland, Aug 1 
Big ness here this sessoin is Che 

Beat by boris: racked up by “Gung 
ol Navaroue ” 1015 shootias for a 
mihi: $35,000, with $1.75 top, 
greatest at the Hippodrome thay 
sear “La Dolee Vita" is reted 
beast im fifth round al) Colony 
“Vosaze to Batton af Sea” loarig 

“Naked Ede’ 
shape slick ia third at Stain. 

Estimates for: This Week 

Allen ‘Standes - Warner 12,866; 
Si-S150) °Purtash CWB s2d wk 
Laght $8500) in 3 days. Last week, 
$32 500 

Colony 
* Tua Dole 

‘SW: 1354. $150-32 
Vita’ (Astor: (oth ov ka, 

$7500 Last weck, $8 O06. 

- 

Continental Art ‘Art Theatre 
Gate -900, $1-$3 25: “Ballad of 
Soldier” - ‘Lape: 24 wk Fane 
S7.000) Last week $3,000 

Heights Art : ‘Ast Theatre Guild 
925, $1-$125: ."Satuidas  Nreut, 
‘ Sundas Metmng” Conte 2d 
Neal $5000 Lia-t week, $4 980i 

Hippodrome ‘+Rastern Hipp: .3.- 
$12. 8175: "Guns of Sa- 

‘Col, Blockbuster $25,000), 

th), 

bet af ibis house in’ 196 Lat 
vieek, (Tammy Tell Me True’ ct) 
fd wh, SAO. ; 

Ohio (Loew. 12.700, $1150» - 
"Aniwtel Babs’ “AA and ° Lonk in 
423 Wirdow’ 472, Poor $3 On, 

Last week “Love Possessed” «CAD 
Padi vk $3 209 

Palace “Suk & Heltpern: «2739, 
‘Voy ize to Botton. of 

201%. Okay S1T000 Tact 
“Homicidal” «Col: «2d whe, 

Sea” 
week 
$6 Bin, 

State ‘Loew: (3,700, $3 $1 50 

.“Honesmoon Machine’ AiG «2d 
Wk Mild $7,000. Last week, $8-009, 

Stitiman tLoesas '2:700. $3 $3 St) 
“Naked Edge" ‘(4 «3d wk 

Fine $5,909. Last week, $7 59. 



10 INTERNATIONAL 
VARIETY’! i: ‘LoWDON OFFice 
ae St Jemes's. ‘Street, Piccadilly": - 

Mexico's Indie  Exhibs F Form Own Assn.| 
Long-Suffering Exhibs to 

Break Via New Organization 
— ee ee ee 

Mexico City, July 25. 
Ler .¢ fering Mexican inde- 

perdent eacatitars have finally re- 
telleg at atlesed discrimination 
and ived an a new grouping, Na- , 
tieascd 4-om. of Independent Ex- 
bbbitars “et 
bs dupa d Lance stop executive of 
the Alemtes Circuit, was created 
Curme tat ween’s twoday: 
cf medgepencent exhibs reportedly 
contiolting 2.17) cinemas through- 
Gut te repubre This figure ap- 
peers to be shobuly inflated. 

As ter is can be ascertained, a 
peek Gf about 1.170 houses are in 
jnecocndent hands. Total tilm the- 
fatres chamed for Mezco now 
ttands at 2500, with 329 top 
honees Weontretled by the: State 
bemye the-e tnat comprised the 
joer Chid Creuit and Theatre 
Opens tik supouy chaips. 

Clapus Films Are Milked 

For verrs ahkecedly getting the’ 
shert ened of the take, with na- 
tenzb &lms frst milked of all, 
Loaelit ratte by the omajor 

chain, in-ie ¢xbbs have forcefully ! 
sai fia: Caller lacey get ‘equal } 
treatment from efreak dictributar- | 
ships or they will turn te Holls- 
wood cot fere. mo castrib.iters to 
Git Gat free eo bibition time, 

New voth tus new association, 
a pihatin: atitade- is now. being 
shown ov fecerab fidne officials. 
Bis Lopes Tondos, who heads 
Peinub.s Sacsenales, dist: fouling 
Rational proauct maternally, and a. 
gee-t gt owhoswne session of the 
jndepenseuts, told exhibitors that 
ronters “ere subject to contract 
Commitirents But he agreed there | 

eon ; 

signed’ with” 
was no reavon why similar 
tracts cond not) be 
incre Cperaters. And he stressed 
dhat Merce + gou! is to recoap the 
major part of budget investments 

from internal exploitation. - 

The Independent's beef in past 
has been that they get pictures 0 
three or niere years after their 
original preem, and only after 
thev have been shown in top cir- 
eujit second, third and fourth-run 
houses Gn reissues, ete. 
is a tough grind to earn profits : 
since feature pix they get have: 
been seen elsewhere by fans. An- 
other plaint has been poor condi- 
tion of prints received 

The new association plans to 
protect its interests and insure 
betier treatment in distribution of 

- Mexican product. There is lo be a 
“collective defense” against any 
actions,’ political, economic, legis- 
lative which might damage indies. 
There is even a plan to give eco- 
nomic suppert to members who: 
may he forced to suspend’ their. 
activitics. 

‘It is pointed out that thei 
Montes Circuit. which controls 54; 
houses in central Mexico, has 
many first-runs. But there is a’ 
need for more nabe houses: Con- 
struction, however, is a secondary — 
consideration. What independents. . 
want now is a fair share of ¢om-— 
parativels recent films. 

Apart from Lance who presides . 
over the Association, board in-} 
cludes: veepee. Guillermo Perez j 
Gavilan; secretary, Jose A. Quir- 
oga; treasurer, Octavio J. 
god and Arcady Boytler and Fede- 
ries Longoria. Last two are dele- 

. Hates respectively for the Federal 
District ard the Provinces. 

- oe ee te ee 

Okay Coin Machines 
In Catholic Churches | 

Rome, July ‘25. 
The use of coin machines in 

Reme Catholic churches has’ been: 
oxayed by the Vatican's Sacred 
‘Congregation of Rites, at the dis- ' 
eretion of local bishaps. Machines, 
eesisned fo intorm tourists on the 
historical features of the shrines, 
cansist: of coin-operated recording 
units: attached to carphones, and 
are tnade to operate in various lan- 
guares Test machines have been 
in use for some time in Rome's 
Churches of San Pietro in Vincoli 
and San Andrea della Valle. 

Gaetano Cardinal = Cieagnani 
Ohayed installation of machines 
‘approval of which was tumed 
down originally two years ago) “on 
the condition that they be placed 
In secluded spots. w here they van- 
not disturb sacred functions.” 
.oudspeakers are ruled out.: 

~ 

- Start ‘Playboy? Film 

orcanization, headed . 

meet 

Hence, it | 

Armen-. 

.| Appeal. 

—_—~— eer 

“Trish May Clip Film Tax [ 
; * Dublin; July 25. 

Finance - ‘Minister James. ‘Ryan [international Sound T. rack} 
‘called: together - éxecutives: ‘of ‘film | 

te Strive for Better Product biz associations: to.discuss increéas- 

and.to hear the exhibs’ ‘ case. for 
‘cutting the entertamment' ‘tax: 
, After. hearing: the’ case of. falling 

- attendances . under. the’ impact’ of.. 

| At Inch, Ireland 
Inch, Ireland. Jule 25 comes -opérational, in December, 

Production ‘of. the film version and a recent pay hike. for’ all. 
of J. M. Ssnge’s “Playbov of. the Staffs in the’ Dublin area, he prom- 
Western World,” the piay ‘that . ised: to call Teps = -back in’ two, 

“caused riots" when -first staged at: wwontis. . 
the Abbey in. Dublin in 1907, Tes Ryan has ‘publicly. announced 
started at this seaside resort w.th that he ‘would like to ‘assist exhibs 
Brian Desmond Hurst directing. so it is anticipated that some. cons 
Producers are Lord Killanin and cession - WHHL. ‘be made, 
Brendan Smith for Pour Pr ovinces 
Films «England: Ld: in associa-- 
tion with British tion Films. 

Starring are Siobnan McKenna, Hel of. Assoc. British 
who played. the Pegeen Mike role | 
m oa revival in’ Dublin and on | * Profit For Past Year 
European tour last year. and Gary’ 
Ravmond..as Christy Mahon (Play- Came From TV. Subsid 
bee Production has tie packing | ‘London, July. 25. 

of the frish Film Finance Corp “More than half of’ “Associated |- 
and ix skedded «as an ail-location 
production.” e Buitish. Picture Corp. $16,000,000 | 

] ———$—_____-___— . trading profit. for “the year ‘énded ! 
“last March. 31 was ‘contributed’ by, 

British. Py IX Producers’ “its wholly-owned television subsid- i 
B liary ABC- TV, though: the. ‘network - 

P rexy Raps Union all is only on ‘the air. at weekends in 

2 he ‘north’ of : t the Midla nds and. t On Studios’ Overtime. Enaland 
By <lapuit London, auly 23. Sir Philip’ Warter, chairnian’ of ! 
By slapping on an overtime ban : _ 

_in British film studios - ‘effective ABPC, in his statement to stock 
from July 3+, the Assn. of Cinema- _ holders, reports. the ty subsidiary 

*tusraph, Television & Allied Tech- carned alinost . $8,500.000° for the 
nicians is virtually. cutting its sear, whereas the balance: of “the | 
members’ threats, says Arthur’ trading profit | was’ contributed. ; 
Watkins, British Film Producers . jointly ‘hy the “production, distrib- | 

Aw-n. prexy. Producers,. he ‘says, ‘ution’ and - theatre. ‘arms of the 
now will think more than twice - a 
akout starting a new production, - BtCaB. 
znd that could leave studios idle The Associated British - topper. 
and technicians out of work. | attributed. .the improved tele. Tre- 

Ban sprang out-of ACTT’s dis- sults to a ‘reorganization . of facili: 
salisfaction with ACTT- BFPA-. ties and increased. expenditure’ on 

-FEBFM wove negotiations which, ac-. programs, studios, ‘equipment etc., 
cording to George Elvin, ACTT's: but emphasized that the’ company | 
“peneral secretary, have been goihg | ihdd-a particular..difficulty because j 
on for \ecars hat have not made ! its’ limited operation. made it nec- 
any reasonable headway: Example : essary. to provide ‘facilities which ; 
of weekly .rates in dispute are: . were capable of a much wider field: 
Lighting cameraman,. $157.40: art of operation... © 
divector. $86.04;, and film editor, }- On exhibition. Sir ‘Philip. said | 
$78.55. Lowest paid ‘is production ° 
secretary, $32. - , helped: by the - abolition: of ‘admis- | 
The producers’ last offer of T1G% sion taxes in the 1960: budget. but 

increace on: these rates ‘was re-:the improvement. was only. signif- 
jected by the tec hnicians as “to- icant if: they: -could be certain that 
‘tally inadequate.” Elvin opines | ithe decline in. attendance was ley- 
this would be worth. only a ‘few | eling- off. If :the number of’ thea- 
:pennies for about. 5% of. ACTT's | tress shuttered during the year was 
membership. And BFPA won't! disregarded, admissions * “dropped 
-apree ta an increase which would | by 3°%¢ over ‘the . previous year. In: 
be felt -by all members of ACTT.j the trading. ‘year .1960-61. the: cor- | 
because. says Watkins, technicians poration closed 26 theatres.:A new. 
in the top wage brackets are get- {addition to: the ‘chain’ was opened 
ting paid enough. +in Sheffield recently. 

With the overtime ban in force’ ‘| velopments: have ‘been: the conver- 
even negotiations have -now broken. Sion of theatres into. bowling alleys | 
down as it is seen’ by -BFPA’ ti in two areas. The: ‘corporation | has 

‘and the Federation as ‘a. breach. of ; ‘Tong term plans.covering other sit- 
_agreement between ACTT and the: 
producers in both: overtime and. 

: conciliation clauses. Tt constitutes - ence. 
"a threat, -savs ‘Watkins, under j - Sir Philip reported’ ‘that busi- 
‘which newotiations. cannot possibly . aes ‘was. being - maintained on a 
, be carried on. ‘compar able” basis. Avithr last. year. 

determined’ in ‘the. light ‘of experi- 

eptable In Singapore Films 
fantasy): . «Splendoraus. “Tokyo” 

(seni: -“ Magic. Head Pt. 1” magic ‘and 
sdperstition: drama): “The Giren”™ (fantasy 
and mystery); “Fugitive in Saigon” (racial 
dialogue. Plorificatian, of colonialism): 
“W crewolf™ 
to Love” (te¢nage love drama and sex); 
“The Space Hero. and. ‘the’ King of Mur- 
dere ne “vampire” . nh drama 

“The. .Lady ampire” orror 
“House:.on Haunted Hill’ 

based on-= superstition); 
“The ‘Diamons” . (gangster drama); * 
Capone”. (gangster drama): “The -Hand- 
cuffs’. tdope peddlers, smuggling). 

‘Singapore. Aug. 1. 
In the first six months of 1961, 

some 34 films were banned by the 
; Board of Film Censors‘in Singa- 
pore. Four others, first-. banned, 
were later released after being. 
viewed by the Film Committee. of. 

dramas, . 

ssuperslition): 
thorror drama. 

Last year a. total. of 83 films 
‘ were prohibited from public show- 
,ing. Five of these were subse- “Slew Pak : Loong: Tal Chin Kam Seah 
' quently released on. appeal. Kwai” pufantasy; fable. drama: “Morjua | 

os me Stet g Shun an” (treasure. hu ‘an 
Bannings are of ‘striptease.| fapie: “Brides: of Dracula” ” vampire | 

| rade” ‘ganysterism,; murder, horror” arama’ - ‘Ghost Wife” (ghosts, 

crude sex, vampire. and horror} “2R SC in the Big. House” (prison 
4 revolt,, escape): “She Demons” (horror | melodrama. |-aaveniurer: “Shadaw. of. Fear". (gangster 

Feature ‘films that. Singapore did drama); “Tong Keng .Siew Chey” ove 
“Voice of. a Cat” (super- and scx drama); 

“The: Ogre in slilion: ‘and ‘ghosts - drama); 
Alt, Oe’ 
based on superstition). 

not see are: «per Straits Times). 
“Paris Marlels” ‘striptease and nudity): 

“Nude Model Satsunn Jiken”™ (sex: mania,’ 
nudity. murder:  “Motor-cevcte Gane” “Raja Design” ‘(historical war drama 

1 iteenake motor-cycle Rangsterism): “The likely to incite: religious, and communal 
; Colg Gane’ Ueenage students’ sex and feeling): “Attack ‘from .Space”™ -(horrar 
i Jove drama). 
| “Sin hye Yew. Taw” tundesirable. love 
drama): “Drums of Fu Manchu”, (ridicule 
of 2 particular race:; “The Stranglers of 
Bombay™ (religious fanaticism aamed (at 
distrediting a particular rage):. “The 
Lethal Weapon” (gangster drama): “The 
Crisis - ‘is; Imminent” (gangster drama): 
“The Rise and Fall of Legs Diamond” 
(gangster ‘drama), 

“Kidnapped”. (kidnap | drama}; “"Fhis 
Rebel Breed” veenage  erime,.. racial 
‘drama, rare prejudice): “ ‘Haunted. Valley” 
teryme): “Expresso Bongo" (rock and roll 
musical drama ammorality). 

space . dirama):- “Les Amants” (The Lovers) 
(sensuous .. sex -drama): 

superstition). . 
“The. League. 

organized. robbers) 
(cyime. and: - shooting: 
Sieze df. Sidney- Street’” 
fling, . shooting); . 
Sunday. - Morning” - 
delinquéncy). 

“Gentlemen” “crime, 

Niolence); “The 

“(bad mora 

crete Jungie’ {crime and prigon Fevers 
“Hidden Treasure”. (obscene. rt 
oad of ‘the. Orient” : (sex, cFime); ‘ on 

“She Lady Spirit’? ‘¢ghost , fantaay, ueror . of .-the : Orient” | (fantasy) and 
superstilran): “The Unforgiv en” _Aracial | “Branded Hero’ (crime, . ‘excessive ° 
giamayy “The Grateful Fox” ‘ dable. np. ; . 

ing difficulties of cinema. operation . 

tv. with. the’ slump likely. fo ‘in-.t 
créase. when - Irish ‘television .-be- | Object being to ‘huddle -with. Lion. International: -and.. BLC.' Schneier. - 

“Double Bunk’. and * 
‘Light Up. The Sky.” He invited the trade press. .for a talk and spoke | 
enthusiastically ‘of the click in the States ‘of “Two ‘Wav. Stretch” and . 
“The Man In The Cocked Hat’ (latter titled ‘ ‘Carlton. Browne’ of the: 

1 FO” in U.Ko, “Stretch:’ with Peter. Sellers as: marquee bait, may. well: 

.Other. de-- 

| wations, but ‘developnients. will. be |. 

| Paul: Kohner) .. 

1 boycotting me! And that’s. what yo 

{murder drama); “Too ‘Soon. 

“Ghast of the Mansion” thorror drama); 

Jerisis . 

ted fashioned" action drama 

“Slave | Ship”. 
ferime): “An ‘Angel's ‘Stery” (magic . and 

I phe Last Gunfight” 

Grime, smug: 
“ and. Saturda f Sjuvenile 

“Strange. Visitors” (sex. and. love)i: “Con-. 

“‘Lendon ; 
“Unifilms has. acquired nine’ Warwick. and four. Rank ‘productioné for :. 
distribution: and ‘Lionel. Clyne ‘thas named Geoffrey Manning as .sales 
manager controlling distribution: in the British “Isles. . 
vice-prexy. of Show: Corporation. Inc¢., 

has acquired two. pix’ starring Tan Carmichael, 

hit 1.500 U.S: playdates. according 10° Schneier, while “ Cocked. Hat” 
\Terry-Fhomas) is expected to top 1.000 . 

Cinemas -has -appointed: David Goddard circuit mandger: in charge of 
bowling. replacing Gordon. Coombes: who’ now becomes..Circuit- Super- 
‘Visors’ Assistant + 
was held. in ‘tie ki tchens. of the Cafe Royal: _Anne Heywood. will 
-Star-in “Knife Edge” for her. husband. ‘producer. Raymond: Stross, Film . 

eee ‘Norman ~ 
); Wisdom's next film will he a version. of: Percy ‘Woodehouse’s. “The Girl: - 
ralis -at Ardmore Studios: in. a couple of . months’ time... 

‘On ‘The. Boat.” It. is. being. made by’ Knightsbridge, for. UA: release. , 

Rome 

. Still ‘be film-able-as .backdrop. for. ‘pie . Ww eek-long - ‘trip’ will set: pros. 
ducer" Dino Laurentiis back some. "$100,000; 

‘network. Italy pulling a switch: ‘three directors now working on-one 
 picture—all based on-one .story,. too;. not. an: episoder—based ‘on -Carla 
j Levi's nove] “La Parole Sono Pietre’” -’Words Are Stonesi: The. pie is 

i. 

I plays . 
new: land ‘still untitled) feature effort for Cirériz . 
.ever, and insiders predict a.further. postponement - 
winding episode. for 

i Ekberg‘ s cold. 
"yah" 
‘later locations near: Rome.. 

oc eg 

- rio east. set how- 
" Fellini: currently 

. Scilla Gabel: left: Rome and her “Sodom: and. Gommor- 

| Venice Festival may | shave Jay ‘Carmoay. of. Washington as. “Yank cn 
: jury member this year .-.: 
 ficially: named so far : - 
“jurors,. with Russia's . Chukrai and. Sweden's’ Ingmar Bergman ‘being 
paged to fill latter spots . 
| work. this week on Fair Film's “I [Briganti Italiani” 

.-Filippo Sacchi, italy. ‘is only member af- 

ta 
'Titanus), ‘opposite ‘Samy ‘Frey 3.::. Laszlo: Benedek signed to: direct 
“Fra Diavolo” for producer. Giovanni Addessi, With, Oct. 1 starting 
date sect . title. role’ will feature Yank star .. 

Malenotti’s “Le Italiane e-L’Amour” ‘Italiart women-and Love): 
Metro has purchased ‘world’-release. ‘rights to. -88-minute Japanese care 
toon featire, “The Enchanted “Monkey”, (Toei) w hich’ dust, won’ a. spe- 
cial mention -at Yenice Festival. 

“It's. now ‘official: as: previously, detailed © in -VaARmeEty, “William, “Morris: 
agency . has. absorbed, Rome’s John Mather Organization, and: has s just 7 
moved to new Offices. 

Beilin 
“phe “Miracle of °Father Matachias”" Bernhara: Wieki's ‘second dl: 

rectorial job, reportedly ‘cost 3.1- million D-Marks’ ($775 000) which: 
‘makes it. one of. the three or four. most expensive ; German ‘postwar... - 
features. Film was nearly half a year. in the- -making, also ‘remarkable.’ 
for here.. Wicki. ‘incidentally, attended Moscow. festival where: his: first” 
feature, ‘The Bridge.” -was shown ‘outsidé competition: .::..:. With. ‘the 
exception of Ruth Leuwerik.and- 0. W. Fischer, all German: top screefi= . --.: 
‘stars have been. filming abroad lately. ‘This goes for. Swiss-born: ‘Liselot-  -y 
te Pulver, Nadja Tiller, Gert Froebe, Peter van: Eyck fwhose passport ~ . | 
‘reads American), Lilli Palmer (British), Hannes: Messemer arid Horst 

Alfa, a daughter company of: 

Alfa vehicle, already: before: cameras, is “Robert and Bertram”. di- 

comedian; and Swiss-born Vico Torriani, a: pop singer, Film is curren 
doing exteriors in: Bavaria . .. . CCC's “Via ‘Mala,” ‘based: on the Franz 
Werfel yarn, completed after exteriors in Switzerland: “Paul May .di-. 

Kaufmann ‘in the leads... -During:.exteriors- of ‘CCC's “It: Needn’t 
Always. Be’ Caviar" 

Brauners denied rumors ‘according’ to” ‘which’ they’ ate planning to 

due. to the: ill-fated remake. of “Bombs on. Monte Carlo”: two. years ago, 
has started -producing again. First pic, “Ail Girls Dream: Of. That,” 
Marion Michael starrer.: has already been completed. ‘NFA “is distrib. 
‘Next Area pic,- 

a ‘musical. for NFA and “The. Red Zora” for UFA. International. 

continues. Miss Negri was’ supposed to. appear in: Brauner’s.. “Mistress: 

Miss Negri sued Brauner for payment of the.remaining salary amount- 

lin labor court had miade- Brauner the: ‘winner: of ‘the. case, but. now 
the. Federal’ labor court in. Kassel repealed the. ‘decision ‘of-the. Berlin 
court. The proceedings will start’ all over. -again .. 
in East Germany always finds an “angle”: Karl Eauard: ‘von Schn 
commentator over there, wrote about Marlene - Schmidt, German. girl 

note young: People from: East Germany over. to the ‘West: oes 

: Fred. Schneier,. -. 
made _his. first. ‘Visit. to Britain; - - 

. There's no change in. the: 
‘officers of the Film Industry: Publicity - Circle. ‘though permanent sec- 
lretary Jennifer ‘Coles has..quit to go to Canada. David Jones ‘remains ~- 
president,. Theo Cowan .chairman, ‘with Harry- Pease | ‘as ‘secretary, Ken. 

.J Allen, treasurer and, Lee Langley. press officer . . . Associated. British: 

Press reception for the ACT film,.“The Kitchen’. . : 

- Director Richard: pletecher takes” ‘his '250-man - “Barabbas”™ ‘unit: to. 
Sicily. end. of the month, hoping: that, current . Mt, Etna: eruption. will 

Columbia’ ‘has world-. —. 
wide release. Another: DelLdurentiis . project.: “The. Bible,” ‘this week. .- ; 

rreceived offi icial Israeli. government: blessing: through: Minister of Com-: wt 
‘merce’ and Industry Pichas Sapir, who- ‘promised “full cooperation” on: - 
; mammoth -$25.000.000- 'sics production...Producer this week:.aired his © 
‘views ‘on. warld cinema during’ interview -session ‘over Italy’s -RAI-TV-. 

first feature chore for Paolo, : ‘Vittorio - Taviani,. and Nalentino| -Orsini, ey 
lafter several similar joint efforts ‘on. documentaries: ‘and feature.screcn- . © 

Sept. i0th is new official ‘starting date. for ‘Federico. Fellini’s . 

“Boccaccio '70" Concordia) delayed. by Anita: 

chores behind for London: and: Metro's “Village of Girls, ” which 

“there'll .be ‘four . jtalian and. five: foreign 

. Ernest Borgnine and. Katy. Jurado started... 
‘Halian Brigans) . 

. Dino DeLaurentiis release also stars Vittorio” Gassman and Rosan: «..” 
Schiaffino . « .. Susan. Strasberg may play in “Until: Tomoroww”. . 

Riceardo Fellini, ©. 
the results had:.been considerably ‘brother of. “Dolce ‘Vita’ director, -hack .to. acting after: some years as — 

production manager. via stint: in. Marco: Ferreri’s" ‘episode in Maleno : 

‘Buchholz. 'Froebe,- Messenier,. Heinz Ruehmann. Martin. Held’ and.’ 
Mario Adorf have recently. been added. t6 his. list- by: Hollywood: agent’, 

John Harris, .U:S. promotor © of German bosomy © 
| starlet (Barbara Valentini _and scandal: girls, : ‘was nearly totally ‘ignored. 
at the last Berlin Film Festival—-quite. in contrast to: the preceding -- 
local fetes at which he made Many: .a- headline, Said he: .°l-know youre _. 

.Germians eall. freedom of. press!” 

°C, ‘headed by Artur’ Brauner, com-. 
pleted, after. extensive: ‘exteriors. in: Italy, “Babysitter -Boogie”—next. 7 

rected by oldtimer ‘Hans Deppe -with Willy. ._Millowitsch, ‘German Rid * 

y 

rected. this one with Gert . Froebe; Joachim: Hansen ‘and Christine" 

in Nice, director Geza Radvanyi, Swedish ‘cameras - 
man. Goeran Strindberg and: Alfred ‘Westphal,. Strindberg’s , ‘assistant, 
were seriously injured. when. a. 300-year old wall -broke on: them. and . - 
‘buried the camera. “Aceident: occurred. during ‘a ‘scene. which saw. actor.” 
O. W. Fischer being ‘pursued. by: soldiers. ‘The: wall’ brake when the” 

r soldiers. climbed over it. 

move. their CCC st: udios to- Switzerland bécause of the ‘Berlin. political . 
. Gero ‘Weckér’s Area, which faced a heavy ‘financial crisis «. 

“The Girl and the Prosecutor,” a ‘Nora :release, is due ~. 
to go before cameras: shortly.: Also -in the prepping are “Hit: ‘Reyue,” oa 

- Lawsuit: between Pola ‘Negri and producer Artur Brauner. “ey: 

of. the World” but later Frarce’s Micheline: Presle. took over -her role. 

ing to 36,000 D-Marks ‘$9,000) while, in turn, Brauner sued the.actréss -. 
demanding back the 4.000 D-Marks ($1,000) already. paid to“her. Ber-— 

:-Thé Commie press. * 
iteler,’ *.) 
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and” East | German refugee ‘last year): who’s becomé hew Miss Universe, ........- 
that “she’s been. given the glamorous title’ on purpose inorder to lure’ 



wa, “government | ‘intervention ‘to seek | 
‘ a solution to the impasse which has | 

a J une 30. 

z ik by a supervisory board. . 

‘put people . who wrife ‘and. talk 

vet ‘industry, which- he claims, no dis- 

oo Sind cooperative | fashion. ‘But. Now. 

"<! ‘the’ pic. Some .distribs:-anid. exhibs. 

wants | LenDan orrice. 
" 8. somes's. Street.“Picceafily ae 

Distrib Exhib Relations in Iidly 
Near Breaking Point; Calli in Govt. 

7 Rome;- July: 25. as 
. - Italian ‘distributor-exhibitor .. re- 

* Jations : are. again at the: ‘breaking | 
point,:.:AGIS, thé-1talo. exhib asso- 
‘ciation; once“ more~ has | invoked’ 

Red Ballet Dated For: 

- ? Sydney, July 25.. 
“Phe - Leningrad “Maly : 
Ballet. will do ‘a’ brief run in New 
Zealand . before’ commencing its, 
Aussie. eoast-to. coast haaeh July’ 31 
‘. Troupe of 55. is:being sponsore 

intervention: “was ‘by: the ‘Elizabethan. Theatre ‘Trust 
and J;'€.. Williamson. Ltd. for the 
Australian. Ballet Foundation, . 

[Paris Ist-Run 
Tne Holding * 
Near Last Yr. | 

blocked. “‘rebewal -‘of ' the AGIS- 
* ANICA.- pact . which expired: last 

: Government 
7 asked: orice before; some. weeks ago,. 
‘but at the time Italian Minister for 

_- Entertainment. Folchi ‘got. both’ 
“-'gides to- ‘agree’ to: further. negotia-. 
~ «tions: 
- Talks . apparently. lea . riowhere. 
_And AGIS at its last méefing voted: 
to suspend further . -Hegotiations |. 

: and invoke ‘state. intervention, and. 
mediation” in. the hassle. ©The} 
AGIS statement ‘says it refused to. 
‘bow to- “vague and- generic’ for- 
mulas - which . imerely_ “worsened” 
current legislation: . 

Exhib: beef, as in’ the past, con-.} 
. eertis terms for “exceptional pix.’ |. 
"‘Theatreowners want these selected 
“on the basis: of performance,’ dis-. 

-: tribs want: them ‘selected. before-. 
~ Rhand-.via_pre-designation, okayed 

Paris, “A 
we Took. “at “Paris Histren tim 

‘son.. shows * ‘that, : ‘the-. same number 

[under that: of’ last, season. It is: ‘British Pix Censor Bd: 
Chief Cautions Group. : feries, of ‘crisis . would. have - it: 

About: Careless Beefs 
oo a “London, ‘July 25." 
A “watch-your beets speech” - by 

British. -Board-: of. Filmi Censors’. 
secretary John ‘Trevelyan made 

- ‘delegates - of -the - -International 
‘Union for the Protection of Public. 

-. Morality .sit up’ and take notice. 
He said: “When there is discussion. 

“Of some problem: society: has failed: 
to solve, the cinema isa convenient 
‘scapegoat. I. would not :claim: that 
the, cinema’: has. not made some }- 
‘contribution - to. social. problems; 
including ..juvenile _ delinquency, 

up current. picture tastes. ‘Yank 
companies . had. 13. over the- 11 
films. . of-.."last’ ..year,: 

pix. 

two. more. than. last year, with one 

.¢ore of more arty films indicating 

specialized . -product.: 

-and- “The Alamo” (UA) in. the 2006;- 

- about these problems ‘often fail to | 000 to 300 ,000. class: 
realize their complexity.”" And the |Love’.. (20th); “Magnificent 

various reports about the efect of |Seven” (UA), “North .To. Alaska” 
the- cinema -on children -had ‘only 
-one. conclusion: in common—that 

! no-one ‘really: ‘knew according ; ‘to 
‘Trevelyan: - 

Trevelyan also hit: ‘back for tv, 
said he: seen sonie absurd criticisms 
of ‘violence on television ‘as. well 
as in. the.cinema.._ . 
“Phe modern. Western. is some-: 

7 ‘what: Similar. to. the old” medieval: 
/ morality : Play, "he. said. “Right, 
“always ‘wins, — - 

“But, ': Trevelyan. - agreed, : ‘there. 
were: degrees: of ‘violence: :which |. 
could not be acceptable in enter- 
.tainmeént and there is. always‘the 
danger.of. creating an attitude of 
mind. ‘particularly: amoung. young 

; ple, that: all. problems could, 
e solyed ‘by. violence. 

. FRENCH AGAINST P re | comedy; : “Old. 

CONCERNING. FILMS 
Paris, July. 25. 

a tt seems the French: “pix industry 
just ‘does not like. ‘films. 6n--film-. 

‘. production that’ criticize certain: 
aspects. of the industry..The public. 
seems to. go alongwith them. Now 
@ young director. Max: Kalifa ‘has 

. wound a-pic’“L’Engrenage”| 
-(Meshes) on the seedier side of: the. | 

the 150,000 :to- 200,000. -group. 

‘entry. class were. “The Unforgiven” 
(UA), “World of Suzie “Wong” (Par) 
(still first-running). “Exodus” (UA) 
and’ “Don’t.-Give Up the Ship”. 
(Par), while’ “The. ‘Apartment’ 
(UA) and’ ‘Midnight Lace” (U) took 

\named class. ‘also ‘is the Ttalo-U, ‘Ss. 
“Five ‘Marked ‘Woman: (Par). . 

‘Bardot ‘starrer; “The. Truth,” fol- | 

Love”. and: - last year’s 
Grarid. Prix winner.: 
-Crossing,”’ 

.[war. pie. A-.Taxi® For Tobruk”: 

Folks.” 

ly ‘if is not. off as. much as feared 

‘Yank ‘actor Eddie: ‘Cofistantine, a 
star: here but: unknown in the U. S., 
tiade’ a ‘comeback with: his first 

Be: Your Birthday.” 

Sees Too. Many. Germans 
trib or exhib: will handle because |” 
of its theme.’ - 
‘Kalifa originally: called’ his ple, |. 

“The ‘Sharks,’ ‘but- had. to change 
“the title.. He ‘made it sans‘a distrib 

: ‘Frankfurt, ‘July 25. 
“West Germany’ 3: film ‘industry, 

hard hit at the boxoffice and fight- 

tacked what: it claims: is- the. root 
«he. can't get a distrib. Kalifa says. 
-: he-is still ‘trying ‘valiantly ‘to. place ‘many outstanding - -German.-:stars' |! 

‘say .that* his. film is just not ‘good.|: 
“ enough -and. that. the -public just 
does not: go" ‘for ‘this ‘sort. of PrO- 
duction. ° .: 

- Last year; another youthful new 
‘director..Jospéh Lisbona fan. into 
“trouble with’a similar sort.of vehi<: 
‘ele,’ “LePanier™A- Crabes” (The 

. Crab Basket), ‘which. singled.’ out 
the phony ‘aspects of pic produc- Ruehmann, Hannes. Messemer; 
tion. He “had trouble getting film: Martin ‘Held Mario’ Adorf, all. top. 

tine Kaufmann has also’ been sign- 
pede for a Hollywood contract. | 

to play -in, ‘the . higher - salaried j 
-Ameriean.. ‘pix: Some of. the coun-. 
.try's top. dailies: are “Nlled with re- 

-| Sentment.against. German. stats: be-. 
‘Ing ‘lured away: with: higher Bal-: 
aries by U.S. ‘producers... : 
_."One tabloid notes that the: Amer: 
fean. Star agent Paul [Kohner-. ‘has 

ease it in Paris. 

‘Long: Tour. Down ier 

|companies, — 
} province’ of. MPEA,’ is: now deter- 
-|mined. instead’. by “a. point sys- 
-Ltem ‘fbateémoj within the .Spanish. 

Assn.°: for | final - ap-. 

takes for ‘the winding 1960-61 sea- 

of . pix,” 43, ‘drew’ more than 100,- 
000.. patrons. TE. there were. afew: 
|more big grossers last’ year,.-the 

| present séason loonis- only: ‘slightly 

still: offish but. seémingly: not. dip-' 
‘ping -as much as the continuous.{ 

.| discussions with. MPEA. rep: Leo |. 
. Since Paris sets the usual over: Hochstetter: at the recently-ter-| .: 

‘all: French b.o. tone, this list sums. 

“while.” the 
French stayed’ the. same with 23 

Italy. had’ six. productions ‘or- 

‘Italo-Yank. pic. -Exploitation, * spec - 
and. comedy: pix “led, with .a solid; 

‘that there was a place, for: more: 

U..S. pix were paced. ‘by: “Ben-: 
Hur” (M-G). with - over’ 600,000 :pa-. 
trons;’ followed by “Psycho”. (Par):| 

- “Let’s:-Make | 

(20th): ‘and “Goodbye Again” (UA!, 
still in its: first-run here, were. in} 

- 462 license allowance. 
Among the . 125,000 - to . 150, 000: 

paper, as well as complete a thor-' 

in’ 100,000" to.125,000. .In this last- 

“French topper: was the Brigitte |. 

‘lowed, ‘by. “The Frenchwonian and |: 
Venice 

“The Rhine.|* 
Then camé.the. Jean. 

Gabin: starrer; ‘Le’ President,” the |: 
at 

swashbuckler, .“Le- Capitan, ” and & 

While |. biz is. still. dow n: seeming-| 

at the midway point.of the season.. 

French pic i . : Pic in ‘three. years, It. ae ‘activities in Copenhagen, and jas 

© Working i in US. Films! 

ing: against. televisioii,has now ‘at-: 

of -its troubles, That is- that ‘too 

are deserting the home: Brounds:: 

lured: ‘away... Gert: Forébe, ‘Heinz: 

VE Filo 

~ OUTLOOK G.oOMt 
“MEA IGORED} 

a Madrid, ‘Aug. 1. 
“American: film. distribution - com- 

Panies: here face.a starvation..dict 
jin’ import, licenses for the .1961-62% 

‘Theatre: season. Possibility that the Mo-. 
can. tion Picture . Export . Assn. 

negotiate an ‘addittonal-. license 
here and ‘there with the. new di- 

[rector general, Jesus: ‘Suevos, is a 
not. very, rosy. 

Allocation of. licensés ° to Yank 
once. the cherished 

Distribution 
Proval - by. the director . general... 

‘Under. the 1961-62 baremo, Yank. 
“"-f companies operating through Span- 

[ish franchise distribs will get the 
lion’s share. United Artists and. 
Universal have: five Mcenses each, . 
While Allied. Artists. gets four. Of 

“| American, distribution companies. 
jin. Spain,. ‘Metro and Fox-get three. 
‘each, Columbia and Warner Bros: 

one: license.” 
It “was the’ “uniderstanding of 

eral’ would not® approve‘ this al- 
ocation “until ‘he ‘had «taken. the. 
Teins: of his: new assignment firmly 
in “hand.- ‘and’ had held. further 

minated - San Sebastian Film Fes- 
tival. But in order ta make it. pos-'|: - 
‘sible for all companies. to import | . 
product, dub: them and clear the |" 
‘censor in preparation for the com- |. 
ing. season,.the baremo was Officlal- 
ly_approved., before Hochsetetter 

tival Madrid talks, the: MPEA.rep 
subinitted a white -paper. calling 
for the elimination of “baremo” .al- 

to-1 © decree and annulment of 
‘blocked - peseta “B” 
MPEA’ ‘also went on record in 
favor © of unlimited importation. 

added. sustenance for undernour- 
ished Yank distribs whose survival 
is again menaced under the- 1961- 

Until Suevos digests the MPEA 

ough study of the. Spanish motion 
picture.scene at his summer re- 
-treat in. Galicia, there’.can be no: 
-answer. until ‘mid-September to the-| . 

-20th-Fox, War-. question * Metro, 
ners; Columbia and Patamount. are 

asking: “How ‘can we live ‘on these. 
licenses?.” " 

Danish Producer 

“, ‘Moscow, “Aug. 1.,. 
Preben -Philipsen, the. Danish 

praducer-director, ‘who. was. in 
Moscow for .the showing of ‘his 

VARIETY that he ‘has virtually 
dropped. all ‘his local. production 

switched: his ‘main. film-making to. 

for Danish films - was Be ‘wevere 
Jimiting. factor. 

four. . of 
which ‘will. be made. in Germany, 
two in Denmark and,.one as a to- 
production with Britain... He -is 
‘also’ talking a. co-production - deal 
with the Soviets on a story based: 
“on Peter the Great's experiences 
in- Denmark. He is also planning a: 

i remake of “The Battle,” the origi- 
‘ginal ‘version of ‘which starred: 
Charles -Boyer,..as @ ‘co-production |. 
either. with Britain or Germany. 
-The current UK.-venture Is in 
association, with Steven Pallos, and 
is based on. Edgar. ‘Wallace’ 3 “Death 
of the. Daffodils.”. ; 

Philipsen's | production - comipa- 
‘nies: in ‘Copenhagen and Hamburg | 
are known..as Rialto. Films. He | 
also has -his ‘own ‘distribution. ‘out-fences, for a revving up of his‘ business outside of London 

“Constantin. playing. it. usually leads <o torpid- ; pansion is planned In eack of these 
: si 

da: ‘Denmark via: 

Jof. . Reuters 
1959, has joined the British Com- : 

a: -pair apiéce’ and’ Paramount: {s. 
jow .on.-the totem ‘pole ‘with only this“ in his speech at the news 

agency's. annual meeting. | 

MPEA.. that’ the new director. gen- | 

5 British Film 

arrived onthe scene. In Ppost-fes-'| 
chairmanship of Lord Archibald, 

location, discontinuance of the 4- 

accounts.. 

Strategy .appears to be that of 
‘asking: for pipe dreams ‘to -achieve’ 

‘tions of. the ‘Industry and will be 

1 experience, 

Going To Germany 

“The Last Winter” ‘at the recently: 
| conclided film festival - there, : told: 

Young , Albert Finney 
‘Hamburg. He. madé: the’ decision | 
‘because the small -doniestic. market |. 

His. current | ‘program slate in| 
| eludes. ° seven ° projects, 

INTERNATIONAL 

Civic Celebration 

il 

| [Menot’s Own Dolce Vita Includes 
of His Birthday: 

Spoleto’s Church & Taste Problems 
W. A. Cole New Chief | 

Of: British Newsfilm 
London, July 25. 

- Walton A. Cole, general manager : 
news agency since. 

doubled 

By TRUDY GOTH 

Spoleto, July 23 
Festival of Two Worlds, Gian- 

Carlo Menotti’s net project here, 
its attendance in £961 

‘over 1960 This followed a pre- 
‘opening crisis when Menotti’s nevd 
for $50,000 was met by the city 

monwealth International. Newsfilm t council and leading citierns rather 
Agency as managing director. The ; 
‘newsfilm agency was set up in: 
1957 by BBC, Rank Org., Canadian 
Broadcasting Corp. and the <Aus- 
tralian Broadcasting Commission 
to provide impartial news on film 
as Reuters, etc., does with words. 

oy 

than face the threatened estas- 
itrophe of cancellation. 

(Menattt has now been dubbod 
his admirers “Duke of Spolets” 

That’s sporty since the widow of 
the Prince of Savow recalls that 
until 1946 her spouse was Duke of 

Cole, who. was appointed a di- | Aosta & Spoleto.) 
rector of BCINA at the end of last. { 
year, plans a tour of the Far East, } , India and Pakistan to looksee the | iseason spent $270,000 and grossed 

agency's setup in those areas. His: 
appointment. mieans a cioser par-} 
ticipation in the distribution of ° 
‘film news by Reuters whose top- ' 
per, John L. Burgess, hinted at - 

Groups Study 
Biz Problems 

“ ’ London, July 25. 
A working party, under the 

to ‘examine problems of exhi- 

bition and distribution in the 
United Kingdom, with particular 
reference to the third release, has 
been set up by the joint commit- 
tee of the five associations of the 
British film industry. 

Members of the working commit- 
tee will be drawn from all sec- 

selected for their knowledge and 
Invites already have 

been sent out to persons whose 
names were agreed upon by the: 
committee.. A -further statement | 
will be made after replies have ; 
been received to these. 

~The joint committee has also In-! 
vited the Federation of Film Un-! 
fons .and the Assn.. of Independent ; 
‘Cinemas to:. submit “memoranda, ! 

Jj outlining their views: on the prob- 
lems under discussion. It also nas ; 
Jagreed that these two bodies may ‘ 
|send a delegation to meet the vork- | 
jing committee to explain or dis- : 
.cuss the. views advanced. 

Setting up of ‘the working com- }- 
mittee is a direct sequei to the: 
dinner recently hosted by Joha ; 

|} Davis, fn which he otitlined the | 
| difficulties of maintaining the na- 
tional release, primarily in view ot 
product shortage. Also the retuct- 
ance of some distributors to alow | 
their films to go. out on the third 
circuit. 

Tabs Legit Monotonous' 
Paris, July 25 “| 

Albert: Finney, the 25-year-old ; 

British actor who surged to legit 

and. film stardom this year via: 

“Billy Liar” and. “Saturday Nizht ‘ 

and- Sunday. Morning” respectise- | 
ly, feels that film.acting 13 more 
bearable than stage because of its 
diversity while the very commer- ; 
‘cial ‘basis of the theatre makes It 
hard. -for , thesps. 

Firiney cites that it Is too wear- 
ing ‘on an actor to play the same 
role eight times a week for a long , 
period. ‘After the challenge of the; 
‘role has worn off, it becomes a 

| thing of rote. 
is -@ human being who’ needs 

An actor, he. feels, 

change. Though he may. some-. 
times respond to different audi- 

ity, after a while. 

revenues, 

Festival in its Inaugural (1958) 

1$35.000 The serond season ran 
-to $320,000 outlay and $56,000 in 

Economy was instituted 
ifor third session, costs beng hei 
to $192,000 against intake of $48,- 
000. Definite data is lacking for 
the 1961. or fourth summer, bat 
it’s thought the operations ran 
around $288,000 and admissions 
brought in $91,000. 

There are many byproducts 
which makes the festival tm- 
portant to Spoleto as a community. 
The number of tourists hitting the 
town tannually) has steadily in- 
creased. Civic -satisfaction 13 inj 
plicit in these figures: 

Year ‘Fourists 
Pre-Fest ones oe 22,000 

1958 ....02.-.. 85,000 
1959 ..accesece 65,00) 
DGD .ccceseees 85.000 
1961 ......... 200,000 

As the American-who-made it- 
in-Italy and as the gally-designated 
“duke,” the composer-imipresari9 
now has his birthday celebrated in 
the noble style of the middle ages 
~-the day being declared a legal 
holiday and Menotti serenaded 
day-long by madrigal singers. 
There's a torchlight procession ia 
ithe evening. 

One Lesson 

The success of the 1961 season 
‘generally is despite the jolt given 
} Menotti when he attempted to 
foree the premiere of John Os- 
berne’s new play, “Martin Luther“ 
Catholic Italy was not haying. any 
of that and the tactlessness of the 
suggestion was borne home upon 
Menotti who gets part of his funds 
from the Roman artistecracy which 

‘ig close to the Vatican. 

The Archbishop of Spoleto has 
jbeen aware of his own dilemma, 
iMorrying for the spirllual welfare 
of his flock while knowing that the 

‘festival is good for local trade In- 
!quiries wese made as to the opera 
‘Salome What would the He- 

‘brew princess have on after remay- 
‘Continued on ‘mued on page | 14y 

RANK CONTINUES TO 
EXPAND IN NEW AREAS 

London, Aug 1. 

The Rank Organization 5 a otf 

| bowling alley was. opened ii Hore, 

Sussex last week. By the epring 

of 1962, the Organiaztion plans i 

have 20 alleys in operation Ties 

first was opened more than a yer, 

{ age in Golden Grees, a Norta 
: West London suburb 

The next bowhng centres on the 
Rank sked. are at Southall in Loon 
don and Cheetham ih in “Wan- 
chester, which are due to open 
next month to be folloved by an- 
other in Streatham in September. 
The last-named alley will heave 49 
jlane;, making it the bigest in 
the world, outside the US 

Added 19 its 469 cinemas in the 
United Kingdom, the  organiza- 
tion’s Top Rank . Enterfaiment 
-activitles make it the leading et- 
tertainment group in Britain, 
operating 23 baHrooms, 20 dance 
studios, two health clubs and the 

‘largest restaurant and = catecing 
Eex- 

elds. 
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‘The best soldiers are bach- “When a girl finds out her 

elors, they've nothing fo pody can frap her cecency 

lose but their loneliness.” ee herself.” 

In this rousing romance-adventure “A 

THUNDER OF DRUMS,” Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer brings to your screen all the 

ingredients of a top-grossing attraction 7 

... A new best-selling novel from the 
pen of James Warner Bellah whose famed 
Saturday Evening Post stories have 

thrilled millions of readers ... An exciting” 
and talented cast of stars headed by. 

Richard Boone, popular star of television’s 

“Have Gun, Will Travel”... and the 

screen debut of Duane Eddy, top record- ' 

ing star, playing two ballads which 

he composed for this film. 

BCOK IT EARLY! SOON 
YOU WILL HEAR THE. 
THUNDER OF GROSSES 
AT YOUR BOXOFFICE! 



mre 

A. world of. men without women, raw, rough, ~ 

ruthless. .. and then she came. . promised 

‘to. one, loving another, flaunting herself, 

Bo taunting their hunger until the blood pounded 

in their hearts like a Thunder of Drums. 

“They say aq man goes “i don't Ttke officers 
crazy out here, thinking of much. | don’t have to, but 
women -— wanting them.” I've aot to trust them.’ 

~ 

Co. Starring 

» CHARLES BRONSON - RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN [~~ argnroaane 
JAMES WARNER BELLAH JOSEPH NEWMAN | DUANE EDDY 
In CinemaScope and METROCOLOR 



4 PICTURES 

Does the Italian film industry +-— 

really need a joint industry-gov- | 
ernment-backed liaison and pro- 

motion effort in the U. S. along 
the lines set up by the French Vancouver, Aug. 1. 

with tlteir New York Film Office? | Mexican. delegation . failed to 
At‘ least one top Italian film exec | show, as promised; but wired -re- 

Goesn't think so. grets. Stars Pina Pellicer and Ig- 
Noticg that he was speaking. as | nacio Lopez Tarso of feature “Ma- 

“private” citizen, and emphasizing | eario” and director. Robert Gaval- | 

that his opinion in no way re-} don had: been -slated. : Chick 

F ootnotes, Vancouver, 1% 
‘saw unspooling of. ‘their Philippine | 

~Milord.Menotti 

DeSimone Dudious As To Italy's s. ‘Need’ Dae 

For A French-T. type Office In. Gotham|-—= 
oe facilities, has none, is a factor of 

feature “Badjao.”” Cassity- is dick-. 
ering for.a New. York opening for} 
this film. 

Wedneniey, Acguat 2 1961 

- Zurich's supposed jealously: of Locarno; | in. italian Seiteetiang 
ing a film festival: while Zurich, which has the country’s. sole | 

After the. showing of the Nw. “Y.made Yank. indie. “Blast of. Stienee™” ’ 
which got actor-writer-director Allen Baron a 20th-Fox contract,. Some: ; 

be straightened-out that the “wavers”. were influenced by’ Yanks in ‘|. 
‘| first place: and this: ‘film was. made before “Breathless” * ever. reached, ee 

No stars showed at. Locarno but many: leading actors in: § states. . 
entered pix: came along:.,.. George: Pilzer,. who. is. partnered in. Paria-.. 

jury people opined this.tale of a hired killer.shot in N:-Y. streets wag. ok 
| influenced by. the French “New Wave" pic “Breathless.” ‘They had: to: ;° 

— Continued from page fl — flected on the lively French efforts | Callenbach, edifor of U. “of: Cali- |. with . Norbert. ‘Auerbach, for European sales .of indie pix,.:was. in. for ; 
to sell in the U. S., Franco De 

Simone, exec veep of Titanus of 
Rome, indicated last week that the 

very differences in the structures 
of the French and Italian film in- 

dustries necessitated differences in 

approaches to their markets. 

A big company like Titanus, said 
De Simone, through its extensive 

dealings with the U. S. majors, as 
well as indies, is already “selling” 
the image of Italian pix in the 

U. S. Via Titanus, the Italian film. 

industry is being repped this side 

with such diverse pix as “Rocco 

and His Brethers,” “Two Women,” 

the upcoming “Thief of Baghdad” 

and multi-million dollar spec, “The 

Last Days of Sodom and Gomor- 

tah.” 
Conversely, the French film in- 

fornia ‘publication “Film Quarter-. 

ly” came with San Francisco play- 
wright-novelist Jackson Burgess, 
who repped S.F. Chronicle eee 

Accompanying fest judge .Herman. 

Weinberg from Manhattan was}. 

daughter Gretchen ... New serv- 

ite this year was a Film: Club, set 

up in adjacent restaurant, with bar- 
facilities for thirsty viewers. follow- 

ing evening shows: . 
opening | night ticket ‘snafu, 
major gripes. plagued fest. Biggest 
improvement. would come from: 
‘better ‘admittance set-up, since 
Vogue Theatre -has no lobby and} 
patrons must.enter directly from. 
street: through two narrow doors. 
Advance sale boxoffice is ‘alsa -urg- 
ent requirement ... Late éntry of 
Russian films gave fest. officials 
headaches but business done on 
Bolshoi ballet film “Cinderella” 
more than compensated . .-. No- 

.Apart ‘from. 
part fr - on the: stage. . 

ing - ‘the. seventh . veil? - 

tervene, : 1A ‘performance .. 

‘the clergy: - 
-- Soviet: Russia sent its all-girl 

Beryozka Dancers, previously: seen. 
in America-under: Sol Hurok. They 
lived in a ‘convent. 15. miles from 
Spoleto, came'.and went .by char- 

. Improved. ‘Vanessa’ 
Festival revived .Sam- Barber's 
“Vanessa”. (text and staging by. 
‘Menotti) which had“fared -nicely. at 
the Met: Opera. but was panned 
previously .at 4ts: Salzburg Festival |. 
hearing. Public. and critics here | 
‘received ‘the -work most. favorably, | 
ifoting with obvious _ satisfaction. 
that grand ° opera. written: ‘by an 

Satisfied 
that flesh tights covered: the literal 

|letter,. the archbishop ‘did not in- 
of 

Brahms - Requiem ‘in. the church 
‘square was. a happier. oecasion, for 

|For Tobruk,” Francois 

tered ‘bus, none being seen except. 
From: Poland’ the’ 

‘Puppets were well received. 

shows of advertised features “were: 
held to. two this year. Only’ “El 
Guapo del 1900” from the Argen- 
tine and Yugoslavia’s “Ninth Cir- 
cle” failed: to materialize. Latter 
was presumably held for New York 

dustry, which has no production-. 
distribution-exhibition combines of 
the size of Titanus and which does 

not have the extensive {ieups with 

U. S. majors that so many Italo 

roots -in Papa. Puccini. ' Italian 
translation ‘and cast.made it seem 
somewhat. more so. Those who wit |: 
nessed the.Met production found it 
educational: that’ several weeks of 

|very careful and intense rehearsal | 

American" nevertheless’ had? ‘its: 

producers have, definitely needs. 

the kind of services provided by 
the French Film Office staff. An- 
other paint of difference is that 
the French industry in recent 
years has been almost exclusively 
repped in the U. S. market by typi- 
cally ‘‘French” pictures, while the 
major share of Italo pix shown. 
here have been so general in ap- 
peal (usually action spectacles) and. 
east that they almost defied any 
one national tag. A good share of 
the U. S. audience which has seen 
these films probably hhas_never 
known that they were’ Italian in 
origin. 

That Titanus is really quite ti- 
tanic, even by U. S. major com- 
pany standards, can be'seen from 
the fact that in the next'12 months 
it plans to turn out no less than 26 
pix. This total includes the first | 
taree of the’six pictures. scheduled 
to be made by Titanus-Metro S.A., 
he recently formed ‘Italo produc- 

tion company financed 51° by 
Titanus and 49S hy Metro. 

Discussing his company’s deal- 
ings with-Metro, De Simone noted 
that in addition to their joint ef- 
forts in Titanus-Metro S.A.,' Metro 
has separately, acquired world 
rights (except ‘for France, Spain 
and Italy) to another fantasy spec, 
“The Golden Arrow.” ° 

Named by De Simone as _ the 
fisst three releases to be made by. 
Titanus-Metro, all of which will be 
Italo language films. are ‘Naples’ 

-opening at Carnegie Cinéma. 
The 1961. festival was clearly: 

toniest in- four-year history al- 
though black tie. opening dictum. 
wilted in the face of unseasonal 
heat . Japanese consul ‘Muneo 
Tanabe hosted first fest party, in 
honor: of judge Mrs. Kashiko Ka- 
wakita of Tokyo... Common- 
wealth Film Productions took op-. 
portunity to conduct inspeetion of 
its West Vancouver film. studios: 
site for party of 50 press people’ 
and dignitaries. -Chairman of the 
board Brian Gattie and president 
Oldrich Vaclavek © later partied 
group at Capilano Golf and Coun-: 

. Representing Czecho-. 
slaVakia for. last week-end. of fest. 
try :Club . 

was Richard Falbr, export. director 
of Ceskoslovensky Films, who eame 
direct from San’ Sebastian: fest, 
then flew to Toronto and New York 
before returning to Prague. Falbr. 
promised fest organizers new Karel. 

} Zeman film, “Baron Munchausen”. 
for next. year before Teaving . 
Consul for Spain Frank ° ‘Bernard 
marked first showing of ‘a Spanish 
film at fest ‘El Cachecito”) With 
reception in his Georgian Towers. 
Hotel . The Vancouver -“host- 

| eSS with ‘the mostest,”” Mrs.: Frank. 
Hebb, again tendered the post-fest |’ 
party following presentation of 
awards .. . In from Seattle for 
fest were Jim and Mary Selvage, 
operators ‘of Ridgemont. art house 
and north-west rep for Janus. Films 
and Ed Kingsley, New. York . 
Jim Cassity and George Borden ‘of 
Parallel Film Distribs, Los Angeles, 

greatly. helped: “‘Variessa” in’ spite |. 
of the absence of. stars,” Except 
for .the conductor ‘(the late ‘Mitro- |. 
poulos) and ‘the Doctor (Giorgio | G 
Tozzi)’ as well as the male lead | 
(Nicolai ‘Gedda) Italian cast was 
superior to the: Met’s. 
louse-Lautree -type - scenery and 
‘costumes of. Beni. Montresor ‘were. 
not spectacular, .as were the Cecil 
Beaton,ones. ‘Title role. was sung 
excellently‘ by Ivana Tosini;. who 
had made her. name with. ‘Spoleto’s 
“Duca. @’Alba” (Donizetti) produc- 

last ° year’s. discovery in : Menotti- 
Puccini’s “Boheme.” ‘Performance: 
drew: a very elegant, ‘not to omit 
chi-chi- audience. ' 
- There was pronounced curfosity 
as to the: Negro soprano: “Margaret. 
Tynes.. She’ brought plenty of gy-. 
rations: and exposure to “Salome.” 
Not everyone was persuaded’ that 
the sensationalized staging by-.:Vis- 
conti ‘was ideal.. It reminded some 
‘witnesses of Little: Arabia on New 
York’s Eighth Avenue. 
Schippers. conducting: did. what he 

the per--. 

‘Thomas 

could, but © musically. 
formance. _was ‘disappointing. 

This - year’s. -“Autumn Leaves” 
was ‘smoother than before, helped. 
by dancing of Arthur Mitchell and. 
‘Akiko Kanda: Sketches by authors. 
‘of various nares were strongly 
suspeeted despite denials of being 
the work of Menoctti: Jerome Rob- 
bins ballet excited: some but ‘suf- 

| ternational Film Festival, the larg-’ 

~|mational. jury will sum ‘up: 

Four Days,” to be directed by Nan- 
ni Loy:. “No Time Left,” to be 
directed by Elio Petri,” and ‘‘Ar- 
thur’s Island,” to be directed by 
Damiano Damiani.” The three pix 
together will probably have a total 
budget of around $2.500,000 with 
“Naples’ Four Days” accounting for 
a little more than $1, 000 000 of 
the total. 

In addition to the previously 
mentioned “Golden Arrow,” “Thief 
of Baghdad” and “Last Days of 
Sodom and Gomorrah,” ‘Titanus. 
upcoming sked includes another.| 
Spec, “Romulus and Remus,” 
which will co-star two U. S. muscle 
hevs, Steve Reeves and Gordon 
Scott. as the legendary founders of 
Rome. 

Undoubtedly one of Titanus’ ma- 
jor prestige items will be the up- 
coming film adaptation of Giuseppe 
di Lampedusa’s best-selling novel, 

fered from its: very innovation. 

om Ontario Festival Lineup 
jan repertory. stage company at Stratford, Ontario: will: function “A\ Aug. 
21-Sept. 2 at the Avon Theatre. Admission is $1. Sohn - Hayes. is in 
charge. Herewith the schedule: 

Aug. 21—"Romeo, Juliet & Darkness” (Czechoslovakia) - 
Aug. 22>-aft—“A- Man Goes Through the Wall’* (Germany) 

eve—“A Matter of Dignity” (Greece) 
Aug. 23—aft—“'The Sand Castle” (U.S.) .. 

eve—"I Like Mike” (Israel). 
24—aft-—‘Three Virgins” (Indonesiz). 

eve—"See You Tomorrow” (Poland) . 
25—aft—‘The Missing. Pencil” (Yugoslov ja) 

eve—open 
26—morn—‘“‘Johnny Qn The Run” (Britain) 

aft—“The Poacher’s Daughter”. (Ireland). 
eve—"The Human Condition” (Japan) . 

28-—aft—“When a Woman. Loves”. (Japan) 

Aug. 

Aug. 

Aug. 

Aug. 
“The Leopard.” to be preduced by eve—open 
Titanus prexy Dr. Geoffredo Lom-{ Aug. 29—aft—-"The Young ‘Lady's: Fool” (Greece) 
bardo and directed by Lucino Vis- eve—open 
conti, whose previous collaboration | Aug. 30—aft—"A Man Goes Through The Wall” (repeat) 
resulted in the award-winning eve—'The Singer Not The. Song” «U.K.). 
“Ruceo and His Brothers.” Both Aug. 31—aft—“Be Good Until Death” (Hungary) © ( T.ombardo and Visconti are sched- eve—''The Wayside Pebble” (Japan) - 
uled to visit N. Y. and Hollywood Sept. 1—aft—“They Were Ten” (Istae}:' 
in September to cast the pic. 

Ye Simone returned to Rome 
Friday (21), i 

eve—‘‘Home Is The’ Hero” (Ireland) 
Sept. 2—aft—Hollywood: The Golden Years” W, S, A) 

eve—open 

{seen ‘some beautiful _ productions 

| have been most impressed by ‘the. 
| particular cinemas. that we. have 

Film festival which’ {fs organized separately from: the ‘Shakespe ear- | Mrs. 

.| “Idiot” and we also saw in America. 

“| cently as a: member of the jury we 

jury I must keep my. opinions ‘to. 
{myself until the awards have been 

the work of this director is great. 

.| tiful and touching and unique pic- 

{I think that it is a’ great important 

|the most beautifully. moving sto- 

“Blast”. which he. is: “handling -abroad..He made a féw ‘sales here . aoe OF 
Shirley Clarke was present for showing of “The Connection” . . + Pilzer,: § 
incidentally, met-a relative. He ‘had loaned money too: long: ago and-was. © 
repaid. So if ‘Locarno’ is not a heavily commercial fest it’ can. serve some 
monetary means . 
‘of the Grand Hotel was good. But two pix-were Yained out, This led ‘to | 
them being shown later in a local hardtop’... . “Also attending were: 

{German leads in Helmut Kautner’s “Black Gravel,”. Helmut Wildt and  * 
Ingmar Zeisber, Helen. Weigel, o of the East- German’ Berliner’Ensemble 

of the. Italo “Nude Odyssee,’ "Maurice > | legit company Enrico. Maria, 
Biraud and director Denys De La Patelliere of the French entry “Tax. § 

Traffaut. director and producer ‘of another 
French pic. “Goldbrick,” Cari. Lee of “Connection,” Janina Tracyk and . f 
director Kazimiers Kutz of the Polski. “Panic on a Train,” 

Raquel Reveulelta for the Cuban entry. “Cuba Dances.”:... 
Siodmak and Paris based legit and film agent George Marton, attended . 
every. night from vacationing.in nearby ‘Ascona oes - Nol 
other Yank Swiss resident, also showed. ~- *. 

‘German actress Ingniar Zeisberg in such away. that it could have been. 

a scene. cut in which a bar owner was taunted by anti-Semites, When _ 
‘questioned on this the. Swiss paper reported ‘she. said that Jews were. . 

of these places were. Tun by. Jews. Anyway, it. was a sty incident. 

Logan. On Radio Moscow! 
‘Herewith -the - ‘transcript ‘mont. derstand what the ‘devastation. of 

tored. from Radio Moscow (in Eng- 
‘Hsh) via shortwave on July.19: by | 
G.. Wilfred Johnson Associates of 
Sea’ Bright, N.J.:-... 

NEWSCASTER: ‘The Second In- 
trayed in “The Cranes Are Flying.” oS 

, Tylse feel that the use af calor. :£ 
in the Soviet films’ is superb.-I § 
‘don’t know the exact: :.... there 2 a 
the softness.and a. subtle quality. to - £ 
‘the Soviet: color: processes | a 

est. and most.representative of its 
kind during ‘the history of cinema 
art has entered its: second ‘week in 
the Soviet Capital. The Festival’s 
Motto is “for humanism in. cinema 
art for peace and friendship among 
nations.” “In:-two days the Inter- 

‘the re- 
‘sults of. the fourteen day. Festi- 
val of. Films from ‘five. continents, 
Our correspondent got the follow-: 
ing ‘statement from film’ producer, : 
‘Joshua, Logan, of the. United States, 
-Mr. Logan ‘is a member: of the. Fes-: 
tival jury. _ ' 

JOSHUA. LOGAN: I believe ‘that NEWSCASTER: : Speakirig about 
the Festival is keeping very much. the ‘benefit. of . cultural exchange | 

to its motto. . I ‘think that the | between’. our ‘two countries, Mr, 
whole idéa of the Festival.is heing™ ‘Logan. said: | .. 
ealried. cut:in all of these words, |'- JOSHUA: LOGAN: T-think it: we: 
peace; particularly, I ‘think that: do. not have a cultural exchange we 
the: exchange. of. art’ between. na-|will have a. great. many problems, 
tions is exemplified in this Festival {1 believe that: the ‘way the Moise- 
and I think it is terribly important | yev Ballet, the Bolshoi and I as-° 
to our whole world that such 
as this Festival take place and I am 
very proud to be a member. of the 
jury. and to be. asked. by the Soviet: 
Film Festival -principles and T° be-. 
lieve that the people for. wanting. 
this Festival. are sincere in. their. 
motives and. I am very: happy to be 
here. — 

Of course, we in. “America have 
seen only in. the last few years. 
much of your cinema art. -We have. 

ern World -as. easily. . Perhaps if . 

“Idiot” and in “Clear Skies” is to. 
me «poetic. and generally : most- 
beautifully. uséd. “I -am. most. ime 

tell the human stories ‘and the uni« 

fea; I think. “Porgy and Bess;”. : 
“My Fair Lady" ey “West Side 
Story” have. done - probably more 

‘American. people’: ‘are’ very. close . 
as. human ‘beings, 
‘game: kind of humor, : ‘we have the. 

in‘ the-.-same. kind: of ; . . . .wa 

and I must say that my wife and J | the. cultural” exchange -can teach 

‘seen that were made in the Soviet. 
Logan and I were here in 1953. foree.. 

and we saw “The Cranes Are :-Fly- | ‘- 
ing” and the first part of ‘the |. 

Hilda ‘Brennari 2 as ‘Rome 
- Publicist for. Columbia 

have seen “Clear ~ Skies.” . Of}: ‘Columbia’ s.commitment, via ine 
course, I cannot comment on “Clear | dies, to production. in-Italy. ‘and ‘cone 
Skies” because‘as a. member of the | tiguous. areas Jhas. cued. expansion 

in the ‘pubrelations: sector, namely” 
{the addition. of “Hilda Brennan to. 
handle . production. publicity. .on. 
Col releases being. lensed -in that. 
region. She'll continue. to: base. in. 
Rome,. where ‘she’s worked- frees. 
lance past two years, and reports 
to. Syd Mirkin, Continental pub- 
licity chieftain in London. ::. 
‘Initial -assignments for'-the. dis-* 

| taffer are. De Laurentiis’ “Barabe. 
bas” and ‘‘Best of Enemies,” both... 
.shooting in Italy.’ She’ll also work - 
on..Charles Schneer’s “Jason: and 
the Golden Fleece”. when. ‘it. Tolls. 
soon: in. Yugoslavia. *: 
-Miss Brennan previously had: ‘pr. - 

hitches with ‘Universal. and Trane , 
Lux Theatres. . oe 

“The Ballad of a ‘Soldier’ and-re-' 

made but I can say certainly that 

becaus¢ certainly. his “Ballad of a. 
Soldier’ is one of the most beau- 

tures I have ever seen in my life.. 

thing outside of my Opinion of the 
film that “Clear Skies” has a theme 
that is. modern and is so critical 
which I think is a gr eat advance in. 
any motion picture.art. Certainly,” 
“The Cranes Are Flying”. is one of : 

ries. I have ever -seen and. tells: a 
universal story because any one of 
us in any part. of the world can ‘un- 

.. Attendance. at the open air theatre, inthe gatden. . 

“Jose Suarez = § 
and CariaGravina for the Italian-Spanish “Scana Roa,” and director. 
Julio Garcia Espinosa producer Manuel Barbachano-Ponce: and actress ¥F 

-« . Robert . # 

Usually polite fest had one: incident. when | ‘a ‘Swiss: “paper: “usted: 4 

construed as she. being anti-semitic,, Her pic “Black Gravel” had had‘ ¥ 

again taking over low dives and. brothels. She maintained she never. <. I 
said that and only said the film was against the taunters but that: some | E 

‘war mearis to families, to lovers, to: O 4 
friends, to mothers’ ‘sons’ and chile -:. -6 
dren, and then it is beautifully pore: E 

don't, think we: find in the. ‘West-e. - 

‘we saw. this color - ‘only and our 4 
color only.rarely as we see Soviet... % 
color: I would ‘feel: differently ‘but: §. 
as it is. now the. color: both in 

pressed with Soviet films if they:-- 

| versal . stories that’. I. have seen, .:. aa 

things | sume the... .:. ‘coming to Amer, vee : 

to bring us. closer together - to. 
people: because sit is my-, opinion.’ ’ 
that the “Russian. People’ ‘and | ‘the... 

“We. have. the | 

game: kind of jokes, we ‘enjoy life. a 
ye 

atid for every. -way and I feel that: 

each other that’ that is true ‘and: - 
constantly reassure “us: ‘and “hope: -: .. 
and. pray that it. continue dn au. 4 



‘official U.S. reps (other-was. Wil- 
liam 'Perlberg) sent. b 

‘Festival, returned ‘here. with the 
observation that “propaganda” 
‘“eented ‘the affair “start to .finish.”. 

Propaganda,” 
Bros. ° producer, 
: likely to overlook ‘a film: festival: . 

” Why, its very: title "A Festival For: 
‘ Peace And Friendship’ was ‘an: ob- 

‘indeed, all. central African - -coun- 
tries.’ es 
: - Sperling. ‘flatly asserted ‘that. tie. 

* Feason, .as ‘best he could. observe, 

ee it 

solved; |: 
sorbed by’ the parent, Frontier: The- 

' : atres Inc, of: Dallas. ° No. change in 
operation is“ planned ‘at. present. : 

“- Louis Higdon of. Dallas,.a Fron-| 
“tler -v.p. who: served. as. prexy of}. 

AUD AUST BORED 
BY ALBERT. ‘SCHARPER. 

“Hollywood, Aug. 7 - 

* Milton. Sperling, one of the two 

Dept. to. therecent .Moscow Film 

“Everything” they © do is.“ for 

‘"s0° ‘they... weren't 

vious. propaganda - ‘device.. 
“Khrushchev, : 

country—the | ‘two. 

the. Krémlin ‘is ‘wooing. ‘Ghana. and,. 

that 2,000 of. 2;600 present walked |: 
‘Out of showing of the one American 

=. film entered: by the’ State Dept..in 
the fest, ‘Sunrise At <Campobelio,” 
was.“simply that it’ bored’’.them. 

-He does-not feel that the. Kremlin | 
- staged: ‘the ‘mass exodus to humili- 

_ ate America in ‘presence. of. other 
*;./ eps: from ‘around the world... ‘ 

‘Sperling: coined. <a - paraphrase, 
“. “Moscow's: a.. great: place. to. visit- 
“but. no place to: Tive,” 
_.USSR Ministry of. Cultute-escorted | 
-yisitors - around . “Russian |: studios. 

-. Minister. of . Culture,” 
Furtseva, ' widely’ known | ‘in: :the |: 

tn, Soviet to be very ‘close to: Khrush-| 
=" ghev: in. the tug-of-war: of: Russian, |° 

” politics, -is- called: behind. her. back, | 
according . to: Sperling, . ‘Catherine } 

“Russian - technical “equipment ‘in 
* ptudios ‘Sperling found. “‘very good”’. 
generally, ‘particularly as: ‘regards. 
‘projection: ..and - sound. ..He ‘was’ 
shown the Soviet’s widely vaunted | 

. no-glasses :three-dimensional films. 
.and found. ‘them: “murder. on the 
eyes; IT felt -blind ‘as.I- Staggered 
; out of the. projéction room.” 

“Mostly;. . cameras | were. ° - old—. 
“about. 25 years: ‘behind ‘ ‘us. as: were 
the: cranes they are’ using.” " : 

,..° The “Russian version . of: Cine- 
rama, ‘Sperling’: -avers,. is. “not. quite’ 

~ ‘up to” “the standards ofthe fore- 
* gunning ‘American version. There's. 

is’ exactly’ the’ same principle, even. 
_+ down .to “the 'same.. jiggles.’”” 

_ Soviet “has. made two: travelog sub- | 
- <:Jects and. is now ‘at’ work.on its 

© first storyline production in three-. 

The 

panel process, . a_slapstick ‘comedy. 
" --. Bperling saw some footage from it, 

-The Soviet: pic, -“Clear Skies,” 
which shared top fest ‘honors with 

‘. a. "Japanese film, . 
-.° Sperling. describes. ‘as “half Jove 
- |” story and half. sheer propaganda: 
“ hey: had made the: first ‘part of |. 
"the film ‘when an-order came down | 
'- from. ‘the.’ Kremlin. ‘that pictures 

“ Awere to undermine what good im-|  ~ 
age of Stalin there’ might remain. 
«fn ‘Russia,:so.a switch in film was: 
_ éxecuted - and the: last -half is an 
“attack. oft the’ so-called.’ Stalinist. 

'" eult and the man himself. ” 

“The . Island,” 

“Sperling checked in late yester- 
day at’: WB and immediately. start- 

--.ed .supervising: editing of-- “Mer- 
rill’s Marauders,””: his : most: recent 

, production - and. Jeff. “Chandler's, 
-_ last. film. a a 

. Ye 

‘REFUSE EXPLANATION * 

on Albuavercize. ‘Theatres. Dissolved 
“Into Frontier Ine. 

_ Albuquerque, “Aug. Ve 
Albuquerque .. Theatres -: Tne: 5 

formed six years ago ‘to operate six. 
hardtoppers here, ' dis- 

Holdings - ‘have been: ‘ab- 

Albuquerque .Theatres Inc..- 
@lined..to explain: reasons ‘for- the 
fetteh of corporations: 

Louis Gasparini. is resident m man- 
ager for the company.” an 

resort: town -contgived’ (Faly .19-30) 
‘to present a... fairly . well-balanced. 

the State: 
‘rather better as to -quality ~ ‘than |’ 
the. 1961: ‘festivals :at ‘Cannes; ‘Ber-. 

ace. ‘lin : 

Vinicio’ Beretta enjoys..an advant- 
‘ave in being free of the diplomatic 

. Said the “Warner. 

‘than -have inferior features forced. : 

‘of - course, . was, 
present ‘for. the opening. and: ‘one | 

could not fail to: note that he posed. 
-.for pictures with reps of only" one: 
:’ “participating... 

représentatives.: sent: by ‘Ghana. . 
Everyone knows. hew - ‘assiduously : 

was the’ Spanish feature ‘“Viridi-: 
ana.” .which. won. the grand ‘prize 

‘Spanish ‘film industry. 

‘conservative, the- scheduling: of the 

evidences... considerable ‘showman- 

‘bigger, -film festivals: ‘It’s. turnout. 

- said’ the. 

‘Ekaterina |. 

‘Film ‘Festival’ 

A. Summer’ a” * Day” - 

indicate film festival will wind up. 
in ‘the black. This year’s'gross was |: 

-1960’s $20,900: Charge for 8:45-p,m. 
| showings was boosted to $1.50. this 
‘year, with . all ‘seats. reserved, and. 

‘not cut.attendance to ‘any: degree: 
-as:’61 attendance figure. of 21,501. 
is. approximately. same as.’60 total: : 

-| “Red Ink,” a. Hungarian. feature, |; 
had. the bést of the 6. p.in. houses, 

: | with :the. ‘smallest. going. to . the 
4 Polish movie -“Bad - Luck.” 1,332 
‘seat Vogue Theatre was “sold-out 

jon four: nights. ‘of. the: two-week |‘ 
* runand only 38. seats short of-a. 

.| fifth: full house,. with sell-out films |: 

“Rocco. and. his’: Brothers”; 
‘and. closing — night's a 

“Moderato Contabile." ” Almost-full.| 
Night. was’ for Bolshoi ballet. film _ 

. |“Cinderelia.’ ree mk 

Avventura”: ‘. 

THINKS MUSCONY [Locarno Invites Disputed Films; 
T hereby Overrides Majors’ Slight 

‘BY. GENE*MOSKOWITZ. 

“Locarno, Aug. 1, 

° For: ‘its: Vath’ 's@ason,. this Swiss 

sequence. of product; thereby: ‘doing 

and. ‘Moscow. Festival. director 

‘and -film trade pressures which: af- 
flict the’ larger festivals.: “He ‘is 
‘better able to pick’ and chose what 
isto be shown. at: Locarno, rather. 

‘Locarno did not hesitate -to :in- 
vite the. American-made. film. about: 
New York junkie’s, “The. Conneéc-. 
tion,” though it. previously showed | : 
at ‘Cannes and ‘has ‘exhibited. com-. 
mercially in ‘London: ‘Also invited. 

at. Cannes but. got. ‘the head of the 
sacked. 

when. ‘the. Vatican’. rapped’ the 
‘Luis. Bunuel Picture aS. detrimental j 
to morals: :: 

“ Since. the: " Swiss” ate "reputed 

two most. ‘debated ‘films/of “Cannes: 

‘ship. ‘Locarno’ does ‘not, of course, 
draw the mobs -:of press- (up. to 500 
and 600) which .wescend’ ‘upon ‘the 

this season -was around. 100. None: |: 

theless Locarno keeps itself in: the 
runhing™ by using strategy : -to at- 
tract attention. . . 

“Not. Happy. With MPEA 
“Beretta ‘remains peeved. at. the. 

still: inert interest’ of the Motion. 
Picture Export Assn. and ‘Swiss: 
reps. of ‘the. Yank majors. '.-He{ 
‘feels this was because July. was. a} 
vacation month for U..S. reps in 
Europe.- Lack of: visa problems in. 
Switzerland. made them ‘less ready 
‘to spend time and money .on. Lo- 
carno fest. But Beretta pointed out 
‘that focusing public interest on 
unusual pix; which could eventual- 
ly ‘be’ shown here, would then pos- 

sibly: swell’ auds for more ‘unique: 
pix which ‘could only: react for the 
better in all: ‘filmgoing: ‘3 

Another: Manhattan-made. “indie 
“Blast. of Silence,” ‘since: taken for 
U. S. by. Universal, ‘also made ‘an 
impact here. . Big.” fests ‘rarely in- 
vité such. ‘indies ‘since. :they ‘work 
directly - -with-. the: -MPEA © which 
has its:--major -members to: satisfy. 
Only. oné major pic, a John: Ford 
Western © ‘‘Two®..Rode’ Together” 
Coll, was sent: to Locarno and. it 
Got good response. : 

“There: was also a comprehensive 
retrospective.of Fritz Lang's: Ger- 
man and Yank films,’ which product | 
got good attention: and attendance, 
‘Red’ China and’ East Germany, ab-|. 
‘sent: from « all: other. western: pie 
‘shindig.. a . 
“In: Keeping its. fest under 42] 

, -Hackett’s 
ever been: in competition. They : 

days, in. accordance with: the Fed- 

‘eration ‘of International Film Pro- 

ducers, displaying pix bypassed by 
‘other. feasts: and in building up its 
own. (Swiss) public interest in for- 
eign pix'the Locarno Fest served a 
useful purpose.: at 

Beretta: admitted that not much 
help~was forthcoming from Swiss 
distribs and film people either 
since most film output and distrib 
is. centered in the German Swiss 
‘area, and ‘they would like to have 
the fest in that section rather than 
in the smaller Italo. section. Berne 
has promised aid next year, as it. 
has been ‘doing for years, but Ber-. 
‘etta said ‘he would still keep up his 
policy of un sual pix from any 
countries. 

If the. MPEA majors: ‘stay unco- 
operative, he will concentrate on 
the. growing indie. producers. 
Among the big fests, only Morris 
Engel’s. “The Little Fugitive’ and 
Gian-Carlo Menotti’s and Albert 

“The Medium’ have 

both. won. ‘prizes. - 
Locarno was well: organized. 

Jury chad the Swiss playwright- 
novelist Friedrich Vurrenmatt as 
itS préxy. : Members were italo 
thesp. Paolo Stoppa, French pie di-. 
rector: Georges Franju, Mexican | 
‘novelits-scripter Carlos Fuentes, 
and U. S.. film club’ ‘organizer 
Gideon. Bachmann. 

Documentaries’ 
Vancouver Prizes’ 

: Vancouver, “Aug. - 1. 
Fourth year: for the. ‘Vancouver | 

under 'such:.-categories as .:short. 
fictional, documentary, “fine arts, 
science and: .agriculture:: industry: 
and.‘commerce, ‘travel, instruction- 
al, -health,. .welfare- & -medical, pub- |. 

‘ing the bond. issue. on ballot, five | 
for ‘it—but a. minimum’ of. eight. 

ile. ‘relations. Canada's own “Rick- 
shaw’ copped plaque ‘as ‘Best’ of 

‘| Festival.” Poland's. “Portrait of A. 
Mah”. von" ‘plaque for’ ‘best’ short of. 
fictional | content, 

‘Festival’ . judges Mis. ‘Kashiko: 
‘Kawakita (Japan), . “Herman:. ‘G.’ 
Weinberg. (U.S.).. cand: Norman 
McLaren - (Canada) ‘also. honored. 

‘ended: with ': the! $1, 
festival, jury” awarding . 28 prizes ‘vember -ballot. 

[Bona Issue Voted Down; 
No. Fox, Frisco,- Purchase 

‘San. Francisco, -Aug. 1. 
“Last ° chance’ that. city: of San|-. 

Francisco might. buy the 4,651-seat | 
{Fox this year from Fox West. Coast. 
-|vanished last: week when city’s su-. 

-ta allow aT 
1§0,000 bond issue on the No-|. 

pervisors: . Tefused. - 

‘The bond. issue 
would haye authorized. purchase of 
the. 32-year-old theatre for $1,050,- 
000 “and: allowed -$100,000 for. Fe- 
‘habilitation. ° 
The vote was ‘six. against: ‘allow- 

votes ts needed - ‘to. get bond issues 
before ‘people. _. 

Chief Administrative 
‘Sherman P. ‘Duckel, who : ‘favors 
purchase; said later. he -would try: | 
to find. tax revenues to buy the big | 
house, but it’s unlikely he'll suc- 

“The. Magic Skin” (Zagreb Film, ;ceed, because: Mayor ‘George: ‘Chris- 
Yugoslavia) as best animated. short’ 
film. i ; 

A special: ‘plaque was “presented | 
'to judge. Norman Mclaren for. his:} 
“Lines. Horizontal” (Natiénal : ‘Film |. 

| Board, Canada). and special , -men~| 
‘tion tor . outstanding .: ‘contribution | 
to the: field:“of :documentary” film:| 
went to. the BBC Television’ Ser-} 
vice (Great Britain),. the - ‘National. : 
Film . Board ‘of. ‘Canada “and: ‘the. 
Shell Oil ‘Co. (Film: Unit)... 
Diploma award. ‘went to: “Jaze: On 

(Bert Stern, 
U.S:)." . 
First! “financtal figures ‘obtained 

given. as $25,677, .compared with, 

6. p:m. ‘performances: were. kept at 
last. :year’s .$1,, ‘but. increase - did. 

being * opening ‘night's ~ “Saturday |. 
Night. and: ‘Sunday - Morning’; |° 

‘SWS: 30¢ DIVY. 

common stock, and’ payable ‘Aug.| 
35 to stockholders. ‘of. Tecord: Aug-| 

: Staniey Warner board declared} 
a dividend of 30c per share’on its]: 

topher- opposes purchase. 

Columbia Gralified After - 
* Year as Self-Supplier 

-- OF Trailers, Posters 
Daeg ‘a year now since Columbia 

-decided on a: switch. from National. 
Screen ‘Service in. favor: of creat- 
ing, producing and. distributing its. 
own -trailer.. and. poster. material. 

| The:year has been marked ‘by suc-. 
cess, . aecording to. Jonas .Rosen- 
field - Jr., Col- ad-pub- v-P. : 

“man: -boasted this week. 
that an all- time high has-been es-.|- 
tablished ‘in previding -exhibs with. 
promotion material, ‘amounting to 
.168-units produced for 45 features. 
-Exhibs; he said, were: ‘given gratis 
97 television: spots -for 24 pictures, | 
20° teaser. trailers for 11 releases 
and three special “short subjects. 

Col’s” 

-It'“was:-disclosed ‘atthe same 
time that ‘Jack’ Atlas, head of the 
Col studio trailer department, has 
had his employment contract ex-: 
tended, specifics: ‘unstated. 

~ Locarme’s Golden & Silver Sails 

We: ‘Were. Kids” (Switzerland). 
781,000 Best First 
’ Golden Sail (for. shert): to 

: Film Critics Award: to ; 

i) Prem Will Tackle 
The Cardinal’ | 

Otto Preminger, ‘who ‘thrives on 
‘filmic controversy,.is set to produce 
“The Cardinal. " Henry Morton 
Robinson ‘bestseller of a decade ago j j 
which Columbia. originally bought 
as a Louis de Rochemont: project. : 
‘It’:was never learned why the: 

[sthis year). 

STATE DEPT. NOT 
OAVY ON FILMS? 

By ABEL GREEN 

' William Perlberg (Seaton &), in- 
dependent film .producer (Para- 
mount release), ap official delegate 
to the Venice (1957) and Moscow 

film festiyais, and a 
seasoned observer of the Cannes 
and Berlin conclaves, is very vocal 
about the “appallingly bad judg- 
ment Hollywood — which means 
America—has in putting its worst 
facade forward.” 

. He continues, “We seem to have 
a genius for picking the losing 
horses, cinematically at least. This 
is no reflection on ‘Sunrise at 
Campobello’ which, I understand, 
is a good picture, but we should 
kaow by now, especially in the 
ease of the Russian festivals, they 
have the habit of fading the or- 
iginal soundtracks and booming out 
the Russian translation. 

“Well, talking about ‘losing 
something In the translation’---.we 
sure do! I'll bet ‘Guns of Navarone’ 
wouldn’t lose anything in the trans- 
lation, or some actioner, so why 
pick a film that depends so much 
on the dialog as with ‘Campobelio’ 
which I know was a fine play and 
is apparently a fine picture Dut 
when my eardrums are assailed by 
a booming Russian translation and 
I can’t get enough of the original 
dialog which, of all people, I should 
dig, imagine how all the other tore 
eign nationals in Moscow felt.” 

' Perlberg returned to his Holly- 
wood base after an absence of five 
weeks, first completing some out- 
door shooting in Berlin and Stock- 
holm on “Counterfeit Traitor” 
‘William . Holden starrer) and 
thence to the Moscow fest. 

Needs A Jury 
He will. present to the Johnston 

office and to Turner Shelton «US. 
{State Dept--rep on films) an idea 
[tor what he hopes will achieve a 
“better selection of festival entries, 
at least from the American view- 
‘point.’ 

lie likens it to hls concept of 
project. lay. fallow, but asumption , ‘the weekly football selections din- 

is that it was due to book's inside’.ng the fall season where sports: 
‘views of Catholic seminary life and {experts rate the teams. In like 
hierarchie rivalries.. Understood ;manner, for the picture business, 
that at: time of original buy, it jhe would have a rommittce of 

rom. Roman. ‘Catholic. Church in 
the U.S. with loud. echoes within | 
the Col: inner circle. At any rate, 
filmization plans gathered. dust un- 
‘tit Preminger’s deal jelied. 

. Story concerns.a cleric who rises 
to Red hat rank in the church. It'll 

-[be on. location in Boston, other 
fparts of New England and Rome 
: ‘and will be shot in color. 

Pic is one of four more producer 
ts ‘committed - to make for Colum- 
‘Dia, . with .screenplaying to start 
‘shortly. It'll Jense next year with 
possibility of release in late ’62. 
Likelihood is that: it'll] go into pro- 
‘duction ahead: of ‘the postponed ; 
“Bunny Lake is Missing,” but that’s 
‘not certain either. Latter project 
was delayed. ‘assertedly because 
ericjente condition of Lee Remick,’ 
sought for pic’s | femme lead. 

Pepe’ Breaks 3 Records 
. Manils, July 25. 

- “Pepe”: 

gest opening day in the last. five 
years and is: the first picture in: 
three years to play three houses: 
day-and-date. Third record hung; 

iand 

{kicked up considerable reaction |critics, including Vartrry, pick the 
Officer f ‘bests,” with an eye fo presenta- 

tion at any of the important festi- 
i vals. 

The problem of these which may 
have been released -by the time 
this or that festival rolls around, 
he feels, can be solved by arhitra- 

jrily setting a September-to-Ma” 
“fiscal” year so that comes Mag 
(Cannes) and ending August-Sep- 
tember (Venice) there would be a 
‘reservoir of product which would 
be ‘1: “new,” for fest purposes, 

(2+, would nol be released 
overseas, le, ahead of festival- 
time. Such releases forfend inclu- 
ision fn the Cannes and Venice 
fests. 

As for the other hurdle—pro- 
ducers which refuse to enter their 
pictures for special reasons---{hat, 
too, is thus solved. Thus, if “Exo- 
dus,” for example, 1s willing to 

jshow only “out of competition,” 
or “Navarone,” or whatever. at 
least the American committee, 
working with the State Dept, 

1Coiv broke. several.would have a list of candidate pix 
Philippines records. It had the big-; i ibetter suited for such competitive. 

showings. 
Otherwise, Perlberg brings back 

a gloomy picture of Russia, that 
it. is a “big prison’; that K's new 

- These are the winners at. Locarno:’ 
*. Golden:Sail ‘Grand Prix) to Japanese-miade’* ‘Fire on. The Plains” 
(Nobi) directed by.Kon Ichikawa. 

' -dsm in World War I, Bame film. ‘was recently. shown. at Vancouver 
‘Film Festival—Ed.i- . 

- Silver Sails (jointly): to. “Panic On Train”: «Poland sand “When 

Picture: to. “The Connection”. (U. Si, 
| “Tagore” (India'.: 

- Silver Sail (for. cartoon): to “Where Ts Mama?” ‘Red China). 
to “Goodbye Pigeon” {USSR: 

up is the gross at the Rizal Theatre,|plan Js 3 sop for inability to supply 

which hit daily and weekly highs.jthe populace with consumer goods, 
‘Publicity. campaign for “Pepe”’|per promise; that the Soviets want 

was handled by Columbia‘’s Aaron;no war ‘Berlin or elsewhere:, that 
‘| Pines, vet. Far East. distributor. (* ‘it's all a big biuff"; that “our 

| Embassy is great; they speak Rus- 
sian Ilke nalives and sure know 
the score.” 

He takes a dim view of their 
“best hotels’ and food; that their 
“no tipping’ credo is a myth and 
they'll take a handout if they feel 
certain they're not being watched; 
that, however, most Americans sie 
closely policed. 

He cites having lost some quasl- 
official papers but was told both 
by our Embassy people and other 
hipsters that ‘you'll get ‘em back 
just as mysteriously as they dis- 
appeared” (he did; the modus op- 
erandi sounds like a Perlberg-Sea- 
ton script). 

Locarno, Aug. 1. 

(Tale. af horrors. and cannibal- 
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A motion picture that delves without compromise into the: 
inner loneliness and hungers 

~ 

hat lie deep within us all! 

Contury- Fou 

presente - 
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- a ‘Berlin, ‘Aug. > 
fans Borge: | press “thier of the. ‘annual Berlin. Film ‘Festival, . 

answered. negative comments -by'a number of W-German re orters 
as to-alleged lack of star. participation. Said Borgelt: “I don’t © 
‘know what some’ people think a film festival is: A film festival is . 
‘primarily ait exhibition of films, It’s ‘nowhere written :that.a film”. | 
festival can only take place ‘if a certain number of world stars | 
attend it. Regarding ‘alleged: medtocrity of films, Borgelt referred :~ 
‘to the. fact: that “Berlin has -a atyle of its own.” It’s a style. that -~ 
‘doesn’t..need ‘palms: and beaches. But: it has internationality and 
this internationality -gives.all film nations, even.the amallest, the. 
: chance to be recognized here like ‘the big film nations. © © 

With. regard to: the crack of a Munieh columnist that the. festival of 
7 put. too. mauch emphasis on sex, Borgelt said: “Last year, the very 
same writer complained: that. nothing happened in dull. Berlin’ 
Teferring. then to the absence of sex: . | 

~fevunmus | 
“TPE PLAVS|_By Customs lnspectr 

-. Venice, Aug: 1, 
-Partietpant nations ‘waste an: op-. 

portunity to expand. international, 
- goodwill: by . withholding. whole-|" 

_ ° heatted. support from.a minor film | 
: event such as the just-dver Venice |: 

‘’. Documentary Fest (also embracing |}. 
.Mmoppet fare). Point ts: articulated. 
::by .Donald Baruch; who.. served} 
fourth . consecutive: stint as offical |. 
US. -rep at. ‘the Venice . affair. 

He notes ‘irony. ‘that the . “very 
governments’ who may sponsor. 

their own films ‘at a. documentary. 
fest seem more concerned with ‘the | 

_ feature. fests ‘and devote less at- 
‘tention. to. “poor. relation” -meets.|: 
‘guch ‘as ‘the local :.one. : But. it’s 
Baruch’s. contention that “no other 

_. festival offers a ‘similar. opportun- |}. 
- ty” to.promote international ‘am- 

{ty and“understanding by the: very . 
‘Mature .of the product: entered. -. 

‘Yank figures the. “documentary | - 
-»oundups -would’ have. more allure 
_4f ‘more.-of the. talents. involved’ 
would’ show up. Sideline exhibits: 
should also be ‘encouraged, he. 
suggests, and ditto the chance for. 

__. delegates to powwow in .4 lounge | 
-’ Setting:. Respecting U.S. participa- | 
. tion, where. are the Disneys and 
‘de: Rochemont's?. (Understood. Dis-'|" 
ee was invited but couldn't make 

Baruch also: ‘plumps: for a better. 
system ‘of selecting: entries. At: 

- present it’s too “haphazard,” ~ and: 
some ae. ‘the category. ines” -are. 
blurr 
Although | American ‘entries ; “at 

a the recent Venice sesh fared well. 
‘enough on. awards,:.Baruch. con-- 

_ ceded that overall quality from. the: 
|, +: U.S. ‘was disappointing, also. “he 
“"- €hought there were too many. Rea- 

‘gon for: this was that fest officials 
gimply : were too: deferential; 
For .one thing, 

tige” items—rilms. ‘made by. Com- 
.. panies or government agencies. 

- Which. shunned direct’ preach-teach- 
-- approaches in. favor of ‘subtle ar- 

“tistie: impact. in pure -cinématic 
terms.. To make" the point, ‘he. cited. 
the: . British: ‘Transport Commis- | - 

_, gion’s “Terminus,” which:copped the } : 
~ Venice Grand Prix: for “its. poetic 

_. end human. exposition: of .a: day. in 
the. life of ‘a: major. railway station. 

~ DECCA’S S SIX MONTHS’ 
“EARNINGS: $1, mS 
Decca: Inc.'s. consolidated: ‘Bix. 

: months’ earnings, including Uni-: 
-yertal. Pictures’ operations, was 

- :. $1,315,063 or $1:02 per share on. 
= 1,285,701 ‘shares out. 

period ended June 30. ° 
--Comparable ’60. ‘report ° ‘ ghiowed 

profit: of $2,946,224, 

’ Covers 

film sphere. earnings. for first: half 
‘of this year, per U's earlier: 6010 
statement. 

Ai’s Japanese D Drive 
a ‘A 10-week sales drive:in Japan: 
" will ‘be under name of William E, 
oT Osborne, 

- Artists International in the Far |: 7 
East. Campaign, extending to Sept.. 
9, is ided of AA’s Tokyo manager, | 

supervisor:. :for 

7 Ttsuo Ay Araki. 

: “Onbeation™ Eichmann;"" “King. of 
Roaring... Twenties” and “Armored. 
Command.” 

"Via pene Told by Baruch 

ayers. Baruch, , 
U.S. was. short on. purely: “preg: 

“equal - to’ 
$2.29: a: share for same numberof : 
shares out: Dip reflects, reduced | 

Allied 

will “count” héavily on 

"Pertinent Insert 
-Pressagents are: like” this, 

so in the hot: weather. . 
at Paramount, an inspired (7) 
. publicity man noted ‘that “War. 

‘who fight it, . but- also” for the. . 
Tong -s | 
‘men... % 

‘ture in 
it wouldn't. da -to. have the: . 

. freezing‘ warriors. exuding - | 
- beads. of ‘perspiration... So: the 
° pomenp artists ‘had ‘to, cover... 

ace the‘ fore “at: Metro: is a. Te 
ee, merchant. who -will '-. 

ve you ‘know that audiences © 

- M-G comedy than did:the cus-*. 
tomers ‘in: Philadelphia. - ; 

‘Montreal “Aug: 1 
Michaelangelo _Antonion!’s 

Notte,” 

ed as ‘a::last-minute entry in. the 
upcoming Montreal film fest, which 

‘+opens: Aug. 11.) 
‘Another. late’: -acceptee: for. :the 

fest. is American ‘Morris Engel; who | 
will attend. the three-day filmmak- 
ers’ seminar .which precedes. the |. 
opening of the festival. Engel will |. 
bring along:a print of his most ‘re-‘| 
cent film, “Weddings: and Bables,” |. ; 
for. a special. ‘screening. 

Filmmakers’ seminar. is expect-| 
ed to include the showing ‘of ex- 
cerpts: from. the © works-in-progress | : 
of many of the directors. attending, 
Among these are Francois Truf-. 
faut, who. will screen. parts of his: 
‘new “Jules.et Jim” ‘film for. the. 
other Pros on. hand. _ 

toe 

Mire Frisch, Tohaston 
. Appoint Steering Body. 

Hollywood; ‘Aug. :11.. 
“Walter Mirisch,_ Screen ‘Produ 
cers Guild prexy;. Emanuel Frisch, | 
head, of American Congress’ of: Ex- 
hibitors; and™-Eric:: ‘Johiison, : prexy. | 
OF Motion Picture ‘Assn ‘of. America 

have: ‘appointed ‘a general: steering. 
conimittee : to consider topics dis- 

-] cussed -at ‘the. recett five- hour in- 
dustry-wide’. meeting. at the Bev- 
‘Hilton Hotel.. -- . 

- Committee: fs ‘ividea into. three | ‘Re 

groups: ‘C. of: E.; ‘William. ‘Forman, 

Pacific. ‘Drivé-Ins:’ -Roy_ Cooper, t this ¢ 
/ [Seeger ‘Foundation. and repping | 
...| Albert Pickus, prexy - Theatre .Own- 
“fers of ‘America; Harry C. Arthur, 
- Arthur Theatres and prexy :Thea-- 
tre Owners of ‘Southern California; 
Screen Producers.. Guild,. Frank: 
Rosenberg; ‘AMPP, ® Frank Free- 
man: (Raramount). » 

A's REGULAR 40c pivy. 
‘The board of directors of United . 

Artists‘has declared a regular quar-- 
terly dividend ‘of: 40¢ .per. common 
‘share, payable Sept: 29, .to- stock-|. 
holders’ of. record Sept. 15. _— 

is hell—not only for the men ‘| 

shooting a winter battle pice [oe 
and 

a. ‘couple - of. Texas cities. « 
- Taughed harder at a current ~ 

La 
-winner: of the Berlin: -fest’s: 

top. prize this year, has been. add-|. 

‘By JACK ‘PITMAN ~ 

mainly” 
and “a distribution 

-. legit. -works-—"Long Day's Journey 
. | Anto- Night,” “Hairy Ape, * “Tee-] - 

‘man. ‘Cometh, ” “Moon for the: Mis- 

“Great -God: Brown”. and “Mourn- 
ing Becomes: Electra.” “Ape” and 

ed, but rights have since reverted 
.|to the playwright’s: ‘widow, Car- 

lotta. ‘Monterey Q’ Neill. It’s. from 
_Jher that Landau. dickered options]. 
on alt ONeill properties controlled _ .. [by 

Additionally, Landau plans ‘buys 

'| but figured ta average out at 
; Landau, incidentally, | 

pting spec- 
ulation. of a- ‘reprise. in. the tele 
sphere hy the man who mapped 

tthe defunct “Play of the Week" 
skein’ for NTA: . 

4. As for: playoff, exee envisons ‘al 
Sizable audience (in the millions) 
‘unsatisfied. between. poles of arty}. 
and conventional commerctal ‘cin- |. 

j says no. deals finalized. yet—but it’s 
‘understood the .-outlook is for 

__.|“class” showcasing domestically in} 
==! 100-or tnore situations. Could even 

"| shape, . by pre-commitment, as. a 

Late Registrants 
- At Montreal Fest! 

1 kind of -semi-art circuit. 
Landau. gainsays — report ‘he’s 

| skedding” a pic-a-year—says he'll 
‘shoot ‘em .without regard to’ rigid 
-ealendar lines: Part of his plan is 
to cut in. principal production 

|talents on percentage. Initial 
| financing’ ts. coming — ‘from. ~ undis- 
closed associates, 

4 Say They Make 
“Taras Bubba, So 

Rome, Aug. 1: 

Four. versions of “Taras Bulba,” 
three of them for Italian compa- 

offing. 

|“Bulba”: project previously held ‘by. 
| Robert: Aldrich, has set: J. Leet 
‘'Thompson as” director and Tony] 
Curtis and. Yul Brynner.as stars 
of: his. color version: slated: for UA 
release... 

- Now comes word, emphasized via: 
largescale’ Italian: tradepaper ads, of: 
two more. Morris .Ergas’ Zebra 
Films .(Rome). plans. to makelh 
Technicolor .- “Technirama ‘Taras. 
Boulba” (note slightly varied spell- 
ing): in: association. with Paris’ A. 
Era Filnis and. ‘Belgrade’s: Kosutn-. 

has’ &. an unexpectedly set as di- 
rector.” 

Other Italo project is a C. C. E: 
| (Rome), Thanos Film’ (Paris): co- | 

Var -. explained that the company’s latest 

witha Christmas,. 1961 release date 
announced... 
‘Fourth “Bulba” - gnnounced 

‘some time.:ago by- Ager Film, 
‘Rome, would feature Jack Palanée. 
Little‘has been heard of this proj- 
ect for. some time,. and. there are 

-{ reperts. circulating. here that it} 
.} may be called off.: 

‘one: ‘Rome trade: daily carried ads 
for .two of the above-mentioned 
“Bulba’’. . projects in same issue, 

other’ for the third, Planned item. 

Bly Landau, ex-National ‘Tele-| 
‘Associates Alm social tes “head, : latterly}: 

. quieséen prepping entry . 
theatre film activity. predicated 

On | acquisitions. of - class}. 
. Script 

s Expressed 
Hollywood, Aug. 1, 

There are eee elements ‘ 

Techntcalor ne Tie ak US. Cuseam, i it 1 | wW 
‘weeks ended July 1, could ctl aolve the cinems 
Ronm-recerring t of sin . ty ® sounded 

amounted here is that if port-of-entry snoop- ee iecwioy Se chat 
man and. one exee ottiess 

‘taxes compare wi 

S. filmmakers would have no 
reason to meet the avantgarde 

| challenge and hence shake off the 

| Teported.’ 

begotten,” “Touch. of _ the: Poet,’’]. 

“Mourning” ‘were..previously. film-|- 

Jand/or novels. Budgets are elastic : 

ema. He’s mum on. distrib plans— 
B }the French import “La Verite” and. 

— Trouble Certain 

nies, are in the -works, and a title. 
fight, to bay the Teast, is in the |. 

Harold Hecht, who. took over a/ 

yak Company. Roberto. Rossellin! |. 000,000 

followed up on. :next day by an-|. 

$628,000 
‘for 28. weeks ended July. 9, 

.. -1960.° 
Consolidated net after taxes 

: for company and wholly owned 
subatdiartes for 26 weeks 
ended July 1, }ras. $1,405,000 
or S40 a share on. 2,598,218 
‘shares outstanding, including 
non-recurring income of. $517,- 
~.000 or 20 cents a share. This 
'- compares with next after tenes 

‘- for..28 weeks ended July 9 
1960 of $288,000 or 14 cents a 
share on. 2,036,235 outstanding 
shares. 

. First | quarter earnings end- 
tog April 1 was $451,000 or 17 

’ Cents a share.. For the second 
quarter, not including non re- 

- -curring item, were $437,000 or 
/17-cents a. share. 

NLD Blows ‘Cold 
A Real Scorcher 

' The National Legion of Decency. 
has just condemned two new pix, 

the American-made indie, “Cold 
Wind in August,” being released 
by United Artists’ Aldart subsid. 
Latter pic was recipient of one of 
the Legion’s sharpest blasts in 
‘many. months. we 
Re “Cold Wind,” the Roman 

Catholic reviewing org comment- 
ed: “Anyone... who is respons!- 
ble for the production, distribution 
or exhibition of this repulsive film 
deserves the severest of indict- 

-}ments from the public. The seduc- | 
-|tion. of an Italian-American teen- 
age boy by. a nymphomaniac strip- 

ji teaser is developed in a revolting 
atmosphere of blatant indecencies 

4in-dialog, costuming and situations. 
+Condonation and even ehcourage- 
ment of this. degrading liaison by 
‘the boy's father compounds the 
moral objection to the film.” 

In comparison, “La Verite” (The 
Truth), being released this side by 
Kingsley International, gets off 

flight. Legion observes that “gross 
suggestiveness in costuming and 
situations make this sordid film to- 
tally unacceptable for a mass me- 
dium of entertainment.” 

Glen Alden (RKO) Taras 
Red to $1,173,000 Profit 
Glen Alden, diversified industri- 

al complex scoping RKO Theatres, 
had consolidated. net: profit of $1,-. 

178,000, or Z1¢ a share, in first six 
months of. year. Sales and revenues 
hit $43, 386,000. 

. This ‘compares with consolidated 
loss in the comparable period last 
year of $1,364,000,. although sales 
and revenues rose to nearly $45,- 

000. Latest figures include spe- 
cial items profit amounting to $92,- 
000; the '60 sixmonth includes a 
spectal items. ‘loss of $932,000. 

Albert A. List, Glen Alden prexy, 

ort reflects elimination of an 
| Operating loss of one of its indus- 

tr{al divisions (Mathes) retroac- 
via); Itive. to -first of the- year, when 

‘Alden ceded it to Republic Trans- 
con Industries in. exchange for 
750,000. shares of . latter outfit. 

Leo haffe’ $ O’seas Quickie 
Leo Jaffe; first v .p.-treasurer of 

1.Columbi ‘left New York Monda 
. Presumably ‘not. by coincidence, I. r. y (31). for-two weeks in Europe, 

‘mainly in England for consulta- 
tions with Mike J. Frankovich. 
overseas production chief. 

He'll also spend time with indie. 
Kconsidered censorable by board, producers aligned with CoL 

| sponsible” 

bluenoses. 
This is apropos the statesmen- 

styled “meeting of the minds” in 
Hollywood the other week, where- 
{n filmic freedom and the respon- 

j sibilities of various Industry seg- 
]} ments came in for much palaver. 

It's a trade bromide that the 
| sex-worn screen, like the weather, 
encourages much talk but scant 

} action, and the veteran observer 
is familiar with the weak will at 
showdown time. Hence, if Customs 
were to crack down—but hard— 
filmites elther end of the, industry 

| spectrum would be of the hook. 

If this doesn’t sound very “re- 
or “statesmani{kec,” 

neither is it likely fo eventuate: as 
a_ Treasury Dept. policy reform. 

Meanwhile, exhibs, between 
themselves, continue to quest for 
a solution, the sentiment going 
that “something has to be done” 
to head off the Comstocks who are 
plugging for censorship in various 
states. To those theatre titans who 
“meet” the problem by nixing pix 
sans the Code Seal, there's the 
rebut{al that the Code alone hasn't 
shaded the films’ sexorama notice- 
ably, which is to assert the anxiety 
{in some quarters that the Code is 
simply too weak. 

On this point, {t's understood 
MPAA boss Erie Johnston has 
promised to give Geoffrey Shur- 
lock new weapons. Even ff true, 
skeptics may be pardoned if they 
don't quite see a purity kick en- 
suing. Those adult themes have 
simply meant too much balm for 
the biz 

ORR O’SEAS ON TRAIL 
OF JACK L. WARNER 

Hollywood, Aug. 1. 
Willam T. Orr, veepee in charge. 

of Warner Bros. produetion, planed 
to London on the first of series of | 

European cities he will visit, in- 
cluding Paris, Rome and West 
Berlin. 

While shroad he will meet prexy 
Jack L. Warner, now on the Con- 
tinent. and complete. plans for 
“Lovers Must Learn" *and “The 
Deathmakers,” both to be filmed 
partly in Rome and Germany, 
respectively. 

Orr will also check into the tal- 
ent situation for new faces in cities 
to be visited. 

Exhib Will Fight For 
Uncut Print of ‘Monika’ 

Baltimore, Aug. 1. 

Ronald Freedman, manager of 
the Rex, says he'll push. appeal 
against State Board of Motion Pic- 
ture Censors despite its announce- 
ment that distributors of “Monika” 
{AJA}. had agreed to deletions of 
Board. Distributors agreed to 
deletions before they learned that 
he was filing appeal, Freedman 
said, and he'll go on with it. 

. Starting date for “Monika” was 
last Thursday (July 27) but Board 
action was followed by appeal and 
“Big Deal” was substituted instead, 
“Monika” was first shown here 

in 1957, chopped down to one-hour 
jrunning time and was played on 
double bill at Century. 

Freedman intends showing full 
90-minute “uncut” version, he says. 
Board had informed Freedman that 
he would have to delete 49 seconds 
of film before it could ‘be shown, 
One scene shows leading lady 

nude, from rear, then at a distance, 
from the side. ‘Other scene ig eme 
brace between lovers that was 
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So that we.can give you the excellent: service: you deserve. on: TRAILERS and 
ACCESSORIES...we ask you. to PLEASE... 

RETURN TRAILERS AND ACCESSORIES 

immediately After Use! 

For more than FORTY YEARS National Screen Service has saved Exhibit: 
ors large sums of money, through a low-cost RENTAL PLAN on 7 railers and 
Accessories .... made possible only through the multiple-use of each. item. The 

outright purchase of these Trailers and: Accessories would: have been pro- 
hibitive. | oe 

The RENTAL PLAN has been successf ul, simply because EXIHBITORS . 

have been ceuperativé in returning these items IMMEDIATELY after using. 
‘them...thereby permitting an orderly rotation of Trailers and. Acces ssories, oe, 

with fellow- exhibitors who: similarly | benefit from this. plan, 

Sometimes, an operator fails'to return:a Trailer-on time. .. Sometimes, 

an usher is.remiss in sending. back Accessories! Just a little forgetfulness vee 

mulliplied by hundreds... that strips. the gears in National Ser een’s. smoothly- 
operating Service Sy stem! . 

Just as the patron wha stays for two shows REDUCES YOUR SEATING 
CAPACITY...the “liule oversights” of operators and ushers REDUCE OUR 
CAPACITY TO RENDER SERVICE! 

It's SERVICE we Sell-you!... and it’s SERVICE our huge service staff a 
tries to Give you. 

We know that if you call it to 6 their attention, your’ people will want to 
cooperate by. 

RETURNING TRAILERS AND 

ACCESSORIES 

Ou Time! 

Thanks for your cooperation! 
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., Attorney. General. 
:: the’, Supreme - 

. ‘March. that the lower court. action. 
be: ‘invalidated. She’: “poitited. out 

af that. the: measure was’ passéd ‘over-| 
> Whelmingly by the. Legistature and. 
:. declared, that: the U.S. and’ _ Perin- 
0: gylwania- Constitutions do not con- 

flict “with the 
: abscenity.. 

_ -the’ ground: for disapproval | ‘of any.| : 
“film under. the: Motion Picture Con: | 
. _* trol: Act... + . 

. Welnesay, August 2 496%. PICTURES 19 

~~ Pennsy Censorship 
~ Restrained a as Miss 

Pittsburgh, “AUR: Ae + 
Tha’ motion - ‘pieture - industry [ 

“hailed: i a ‘State’ Supreme Court]. . 
decision in Peniisytyania. this: week | 

“* that : declared. censorship. Jaws in-| 
valid: but (2° "deplored. the’ appoint |}: 
‘nent. of ‘Anne: x. _ Aipern.. former: -. eYt. locationing—could Wind up 

sto’ “the - “high | 

court by Gov. Day id L. ‘Lawrence. 

“| Chief Justice Charles’. A. _ Sones wy: 
ho deliv ered the. ‘major ‘ity: opinion: -_ 

in: declaring. ‘the 

’Seensérship 

Attorney. ‘Genetal, 

‘law 

The? 1959. Legisiature enacted |” 
the. censorship law “but the Com} 
:moti..Pleas Court .declared .{t'-un-} 
constitutional on July 30.-1960.. The 

~ court said the act was foo vague fo |. 
Miss” ‘Alpern,. then 

‘argued before | 
“here: -Jast+ 

be operable: 

Court’ | 

law's definition of 
‘She. said.‘ obscenity.” is |. 

“The “bill provided that. the ‘eéhi- 
_ sorship. board could ‘pass ‘OM. 2: film, 

only ‘after: it. had.-been shown: :in’ 
' the .state. ‘Motion’ ‘pictire distribu- 

°°. tors argued ‘that ‘this- would. impose 
_! a ‘severe ‘financial hardship’ if a. 
film were. banned. after: -hig: adver-: 
tising- ‘and: promotional: ‘campaighs..|’ 
The 4-3 devision against the cen- 

‘Borship- law -was- handed -down-this 
-. .Week by the: SupremeCourt and it: 
re doesn’t. take: much figuring How ‘the |: 
_/* Next, Similar ‘bill to ‘reach ‘the court: 

* .might.. fare. 
who voted for dismissal of the: Taw | 
‘Is now. retired: Jeaving- ‘three - jus-" 
-tiées: on: record ‘as Opposed to :the | 

Chief. Justice. Jones 

censorship -law:. The. ‘other. three. 
Voted: for .the. contrat tneasure.’ 

Miss Alpern .is now: the seventh’ 
“member ‘of the -court.: 

Inher. ‘present Tole, Miss: Alpern,|- 
who’ will become ‘ Chief. Justice. of 

"7: the‘state next week: ‘on Friday (28) 
-.: appéaled. the’ censorship ruling of. 

: hgr-future bench. to the U:S, Su-| 
-. preme: “Court. Queried;; ‘she: stated | 
.. that: the -issue ; would” be. deeided 

“ss upon constitutional. groutids alone.| 
“i. If rejected: by “the Washington: 'tri- 
:_ -pinal that would-be ‘the end of. the 

” state. censorship law. :She* would 
. disqualify - 

_.,. Should ‘the. censorship. matter: re-. 
'-. appear 

herself from. ‘voting. 

‘before: “the. Pennsylvaniaj. 
Supreme Court but: thought that: a 

° 2, Femote: possibility. ; 

: NOT FULLY: INSURED.” 

Rebuilding ‘of. ‘House After - Fire: vo 
‘Not ‘Certain ” 

_ Cameron. ‘Tex. “Aug. 4. 
An: ‘éarly ‘morning. blavé’ razed 

the - Milam: Theatr* ‘in downtown! 
. Cameéron: early Saturday (22) and ; 
““gaused damage estimated at’ more} 
than $40,000. Sheriff Carl C: Black: 

. Said- the. fire apparently; Started. -at | 
the front ‘of thie theatre: in. a. bal-{ 
cony, possibly. from a ciearet: left 
burning ina: ‘container: at. ‘the: bal- | 
cony éntranceway. .. | 

Robert Scott; owner. of. the Mit 
Tam: ‘sald. that: hie bad no- immedi- 
ate plans ‘for Tebuilding ’ ‘the:-thea- 

: ‘tre, since it. was. not. fully: covered 
“by: Ansur ance. ——— 

He Was, Covered : 
Austin. Tex. ‘Nag. L: 

“Yonghorn. Drive-In. ‘Theatre: has | 
‘been shuttered “for. several wéeks. 
.to!repair $10; 010. ‘damage . by. 
to the scréen. -storeroom «and : of- 

‘fire tz 

fice: ‘Bryant | ‘Collins, owner: of the'| 
--oz0Nner-: reported : ‘that: the loss-.was | 

. overtd by insurance.” 

- DICKINSONS: ‘OPEN MOTEL : 
‘Kansas’ ‘City, ‘Aug. 1., 

éct which ‘for’ Years: has operated. 
a circuit. of 30.or'so picture: houses. 

-and drive-ins in the midwest, for- 
‘mally opened Glenw ood. Manor,; its: 
hew ‘motor: -hote!l ‘on:.Highway 69: 
Jon ‘the’ southwestern edge of. the.f 

ue metropolitan - 
.County, Kansas,’ near the: “commu- 

- nity” of Overland. Park’. 

‘area... din’. Johnson 

"Manager of the -motel: {s’ Allan 
_ Hall, Formerly: with: » Holiday. Inn, 

State's: present-|. 
unconstitutional, 1 

*. Shas .retired’ and. his.“place™ on’ the |. 
‘bench: has. beén- taken by. Miss: Al- 

. pern, the-. first, ‘woman: ‘ever: to. sit 
On the. high bench’ ‘in. this state: 

— ‘Continued: from page. 2. 

‘budgeted at $1,500; 00. - 
.Showmen: “were- ‘earlier ‘associ-- 

cles But Joy 
Alpern Joins Court) 
“Emissary of Progress?: 

: “Lawrence- of: Arabia’ ssicm: ° 
; ‘Spiegel- Col) -h.q.. at. Aqaba - -in- 
_- Jordan—actually .one, of ‘three. ~ 
mafntained “during film’s “des- 

: a permanent resort instaliation 
for the Jordanian -popualace. 

: That’s, the. consideration, - ‘at. 
‘least, following -vVisit to. site re- ~. 

-eently ‘by King. Hussein“. 
‘out’s now: serving as. both - ‘sup- 
“ply - base and “rest. *havori for 

__Sun baked’ baked: crew: ‘members... 

Relax Under 16 
~ Rale in (uebec 

‘Quebec City: Aug: 1. 

“Kids under; 16 can now, attend 

lations. Since 1927,. when a cinema } 

fire killed 5 persons, “mostly 

children; ‘hase: under. 16: have been. 
forbidden to . attend. ‘Oceasional ls 
features, how ever—chiefiy Disniey’s.| 
have been ofticially- ‘excepted. 
_New!-exeeptions ar?: free. ‘movies’ 

in ‘school ‘for ‘students and teachers: 
‘only: free ‘children’ s shows ‘before } 
6. p.m. in’.a.hall approved’ by the 
board ‘of film ‘censors—which: must | 
also: approve ‘the ‘film .for viewing | 
by’ -youngsters;* ‘Special shows . for 
children“ ‘over nine. years. old’ ‘before: 
6:p.m. ina theatre approved. by the: 
board:.: ete must. also. approve | 
the film. 

” Max Bloue’s Shift 

dorts had: their: eve. on. class New fos. 

-Lay- ao 

7 inorth:: 

mae as. the cops ‘arr. ived, 

[ay Chapered House. 
“Passes to Chas: Teitel 
Fo or. ‘Art’ Film Policy| 

2 ee ~ Chicago, ‘Aug. 1. 

‘The. 35-y ear-old Lane Court The- 

-atre’ “on: Chi's near north side—re- - 

| putea: to: be" the’ fir ‘st WwW indy: City 

theatre’ designed * specifically “ for 

[tie showing.-: of sayotion -pictures | 

[: i.e,,. the’ first without | ‘a.-stagerm | ; 

Charles: 
‘| Teitel and will open: Aug. 30: as any} | 
: fart. house. 

thas: “been ’ ‘purchased by’: 

Teitel ‘also . owns, the. 
World . Playhouse . ‘south « of. 
‘Loop, also’ an arty, ‘and is president ! 

qof Teitéel- Films. distributors. | -The | 
is being. re-. 

o named: Tie: Town ‘and’ wilk show | 
‘side : ‘theatre 

firstrun domestic: and foreign art | 
| fils. 

The; ‘Laie’ “Court was. “built ‘in - 
1915- ‘for ‘Libliner & Trinz- athey j 
‘now’ own the Clark: Theatre’; run | 

, Teitel - estimates ‘that.. it- has: run| 
‘Continuously . as la: motion: Hicture | 
-house- longer than any other: ae 

[ire ‘in the midivest. At Was: dark- | 
“ened: for the-tirst time “last month 
ias the.renovation for-the new the-! i 

‘filuns in certain. -eircumstanées.” as fatre~ startled, Subsequent, “owners | -in-Seneca Falls: 

Pa Tesult of relaxed provincial reyu- t ‘after: ‘Lubliner-. ‘& -Trinz were | 

*Temple, w sho have operated it since 
.1936, in recent decades: as: a Ber un : 
housé. 

“Honolulu | ‘Disarmament’. 
- Honolulu, Aug. J, 

-Rearmainent- May *: be “thie. 
we S. ‘national: “watchword, ‘but. 

re ‘disarmament: is still: the. policy, 
oF. ‘the. Honolult “viee ‘squad. 

*. Police: “visited” four down- 
. town. dance. halls. recently, ‘and: 
‘collected’ 26 knivés,..a supply 

“Of brass. ‘Knuckles ‘and three 
: bottles - ‘of whiskey “which- pa- .. 
|. trons - had hastity, abandoned 

—_—__-- ee 7 “at _ 

‘York. flagship. (atone. tinie’ it was]-~ 
‘the -Ambassador. now - called . the]. . 
‘Sheraton’ East.; on ‘Park Ave.).” as’ 
‘more.’ corisistent. with: . the: ‘class | 

| operation. and. the. international. fol- 
lowing for Blouet. Not that the Chi ( ” 
hostelries: -aré-not tops in‘'that city. | 

:. Fhe. Zeckendorfs -recéntly Tost 
the class St. Regis, by operations- 
‘Management sale ‘to Mexican chain. 
hotelier Cesar. Balsa, bit still oper-4: 
ate: the Astor, Manhattan. ‘Comma- 
‘dore,-- Chatham ° and: Taft, 
‘New York:: 

. Blouet takes over ‘Sept. 1 ‘at. ‘the 
‘Drake, succeeding ‘John Isard, who 
was. only recently designated " to] .: 
‘that. Post. 
Of 

family, 
-is. now. g.m.. of the Istanbul: Hilton; 
‘his.. eldest: son. Patrick, is at. the _— 

+ Sheraton, :Philly: and his. other: ‘Son, 
-| Jotin-Mare Blouet. is'as<istant man-| °° 
:[ager of ‘the: Castle. ‘Harbor. Hotel. 
Bermuda. - 

: St.. Regis Sold-~Again’ . 
in the current realestate practire. 

‘of changing . ‘ownerships,:- opera-. 
{tional leasehold. sales, -svndi- 
cation of. the properties. ete.. Glick- 
man Corp. ‘just. took ‘over the posh 
St. Regis Hotel, .on. 55th’ St: .and 
5th: Ave.:. New. York; 
Kratter ‘Corp.: ‘anéther national} 
syndicate inv és tment company.. 
Both... are: traded”. on” -the open. 
market: 

Figure’ is placed. vat. “over $20, ~ 
n00. 000.”’: 
‘the St. Re 

said to bé-a’ 200-year. lease'and.the 
fisure then. ‘Was. Teported ‘at around 
$20.000:000. : - Méantime: . the 

Jsubsidiary -of: ‘Hotel -Nacionalera. 
“LSA. (Cesar. Balsa‘, whieh operates” 
some Tine’ hotels ‘in. Mexies Cits 
and ‘Acapulco.: has- the: operating | > 
‘lease, ‘which “it: ‘acquired: from. the. oe 
Zeckendorfs. © 

Small Saville Ri Reveat. 

all “in 

fifth “generation “hotel : 
“nis, ‘brother: Louis. Blouet, | 

‘from. the - 

_-When. Kratter -acauired. 
sis from, Webb &- Knapp} 

‘(Zeckendorfr in May: 1960 it was. 

“St. 

| Regis Totel. Corb. -a wholly. owned. 

Hollywood - “Aus... Troe Dei 
‘Baw ard Small and Victor’. Sav ile” 

2 “h awill" ‘be associated. 
“Dickinséin Theatres. family -proj-; “Psyche” in England this. fall. ‘Suz | 

Sannah. ‘York -will -star- 

ated in. “Loss Of Inndcence,,: Co- 
lumbia. . ‘Picttires release * re- “titled 
“Greéngage Sumnier".: 
also starred. therein. : 
Dus. . 

Agatha. “The Christie’s| play. 
Mousetrap”. ‘and: will ‘film wher. it. f 

bultimately Closes run in Londot. - 

in ‘producing: | 

in: ‘filra, | 

Miss: York _ 

-also! own” pix. rights to} 

“Net . 
ot “1961: *Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues. Change Hts aauned Mnat poliee will “nat | High. Low . oe in 100s - High Low Close = forwk. ict untess pressured by specifig 
2734 . 2014 _.ABC Vending 78 23'° 22 23 +1 complaints I's not actually known 
6173 ° 431° -Am. Br-Par Th lit = ./48%4 4614 40s --'s [who complained in Carhn’s case 
2734. 18!2. Ampex 990. 92234 :191y. 2264 2374 Lint exhth. are pretty sure they 
4233. °3455 (CBS ° li:..: 1193 735% ‘S435 00357400 — 32 [know his identity. He's an 
‘3478 «2194 Col. Pix... .. 102 :. 30." 281400 29" 4 exhib himself. thes sav thouzh 
ATl2 321% | Deeea. ..-: 163 - 3414 3214-3215 —-1% pwbat his motives are for aching 
“46'S 2654 . Disney” 620 40" - 39%, BN this was, they don't know, 
11934 10414 ‘Eastman Kdk.. + 368 106% .. 102. 1067 + 4+ 4% 
*. 93g: 533. EMT. Slq 4g 5's 4 hy 
 yqvy!43rq Glen Alen. 672) 1412 13%) 14%_ WARNER'S CITATION 

1g. 1573: Loew’s Thea. 299. 3513. <38'4. 34 4 14 . 
as: 3638, MCA. Inc. *... 68 65... sar 642 q4i (Given Fourth Estate Award Along 
7024" 4119 "“MétroGM ..424 5514. -52t, 5455 4-14 With Jack Howard 
4133. 27%3:.-NA¥I Corp. . 166 B44 © 31'2 2 3214 “ols 
“Ot -- 51g: Nat. Thea. :-. 807 | B84 Bly Bhs wl, Jack I. Warner bh. is been named - 
B534 5238: , Paramount: . . | 3 70 . Gti» 70 42 a reesnen! atone with Jack Ro Howe 

O55 y “W734 Philco: .. |... 229 227% 211g 2224 41 ard, president of the Scripps Howe 
227°. 175° Polaroid’ ...: 151 19074 1822 1912 “$314 lard Newspapers, of the Amenran 
655%: 4916: REA ...... 315 60% 5734 69 at, Leon's Fourth Estate Award for 
18% 4:. 107 ¢ Republic cn “24B | 13745 13 Lgie -- 1, $196) 

{0 122- 1434) Rep. pfd.is. 19° 1834 181% 18'x — 34 President of Warners is being 
' 35... 2614. Stanley War 468 303-4 2974 3) —-1. cited for his “contribution fo the 

3414 2734 Storer .. 31 3% 293, B04 4 By motion picture, art bs pisneering 
_ 55'4° 38'4 20th-Fox _ 188 4034 3914 39! 2 eT} FUfe first suceessful correlation of 
; 4034 3034 “United Artists 139. 3674 33) 4 36 | s 23% sound to fhe motion picture 

_ 87 . 523, Warner, Bros. 19 843 4 Bll2 B1t- -—-2)2  framera;: thus enhancing the ims 
185... 9744. Zenith 171. 161. 7 15612. 1607 4374 part of that art upon the minds of 
re : peoples ‘of all nation, and for 

American Stock Exchange his continual sucees ful use of this 
“91% 41s ‘Ailied ‘Artists 233°0~ «57a 5° 524 4.7, {Powerful — projec ties of bhanan 

| bre agie BalMint (Gae 13 14%a 137] dg got fueht: dn the” battle asain 
= 4l4 214° Buckeve C'rp. 158 Qha 2), oo, 7 tyranny fn every form as a eivile . 

Yipgeq. B2, Cap. Cit. Bde: 32 9398 Othe age a, tan and as an officer of tie U.S, 
.19'y . 424° Cinerama-Inc, 229-9 1433: 13% 135 « ~- 7, ¢ 4 Force during World War TI 
* 1674 10'3--Desilu’ Prods. - 56.1074. 10°» 1's — Ty . Howard is being - spotlighted for 
ong 47, Fiimways.- 17°" Bla 3° Bl 6 any (jourmirdie achievement" Palner 
952.) 84. MPO Vid. 19° D4 1974 24 4otny tent. e_ itor and pubhieLer af toe 
~- 584. .214 Nat'l Telefilm 90 - 314.0 3 | By [ix met Post. wih orere.sve the 
1019: 334. Reeves Bdest 26 674 6Gix Gi. — iy {Lesions 1961 Independent Nev 5 
-10t2, 6 Reeves Snd. 154 Bix Te Tee I feapet Publishers Award “a. an 
“231, 20)4 Screen Gems..22 2134 20, Bp a Ke jae knowleiged craftsman in the 

| 423a..-1134 . Technicolor 230 2612 241400 24%y Et field of sonrnaben ” 
31. . 9%4 Teleprompter 630 27%4 253% 251, ee tf Aardsma be presented at 

614 255 Tele Indus, 25 378 35% 3o4 —~ Il, j thee Legion's 44d natioual consen- 
Se: . {ion Bept 9-14 tin Derser, 

* Week. Ended. Non. (AD), Pi ann .™ ° 
: (Courtesy. Of Merril Lynch, ierce, Fenner & Smitl:, Inc.) * 9 6p ye? 

) me Colurabia’s ‘Birdie’ Echelon 
Hols wood, Aug 1 

_ Over-thel ‘ounter - Securities Freq Kohimas bas been named 
-Bid Ask [estas of "Bee, Boe Bide” by 

- America orp. oes zee weecpecvsesen 445 475 — ig Columbia pradurtion veepee Sam 
Four. Star. “Television. ; Meares WULISEET 19 2} ns oe ?Brivkin. Gower Chanmtvion wali die 

Gen: ‘Aniline & FA a ce 240 | 263 - 20) irect with -Ed Paduta, “ho p2 oduted 
General Drive- cin . oe ates one a weer soe re 16° 4 17° 4 — ay i 'the B: cards ‘eas Leer. jon. ae @- ost ate 

_ Gold Medal ‘Studios pee e eat ceee ne ES rit) iy — ia ipaducer 
wy King - ‘Bros. er ae ear eee cewee: li4 2a tome Ng “Bre. Be" make, six Kohlmar 

. Magna Pictures ............ tendons ceeee 3? 4'4  — 34 cpix about to be relesced filming 
'’ Metromedia Inc. ' see ee estan ae ah ecaee teleee 18 13 °x +- 1, tor fo start Jater in year. “Devil at 

' Movielab LAO O see ee eee ne ee co ane «oe 12- 13% 4 OClocK" will be released a. Gie- 
‘Official Films’-.. 0.0.6 eck eee cnesee BIS 341 — 8% jtober, “Notorious Landlad+ ° 15 be- 
Sterling Television sek eew sare tet ree woe 244 Bia —~ 3% ifore cameras and in future are 
U. A.. Theatres se cee eee eeneers ececee GF 4 ae — 18 “That Hul.Gul.” “Baa Bas Black 

. ve, : ! = i tao. « ° ; . : baie! Enterprises .. ...... ee bageaees 24. . 25° — 74 7Sneep" and “Barbara Gieer” 19 

(Driven Spillover Into Sabbath 
Draws Fine: Marylanders Worry 

Phil: “Mayer, 
Star-Bulletin, branded the So- 

“Yet “Ballad of a Soldier" 
' disappointment 

Critics Refute Critic 
‘Honolulu. Suz. }.: 

reviewing 

‘full of interesting faces.” 

in 

ag 

valthough 

Queen Theatre ad copy a few 
tl ‘}. inches ‘below includes sume of 

ie 7°: 1: the. New: ‘Yark critics’ Taves-— 
! “One-of the year's best!"-—and 

the ‘Russian cites 

r 
4, 
t 

‘{Mumteipal Court aiter near 

pict ure’s- 
Cannes and San Fr ‘ancisco film 

“festival honors. 
epee * 

Seneca Falls N.Y. 

Aug. 1 

Now Cinema-Less: 
 Serieca Falls, N Y:. 

Th ere are no Wore film iontses 1 

“From Jast weekerd on film: fans | 
Nathan Wolf. then Bartelsein- & must go out ‘of toewn., 

Mrs.-Duane Mark. was forced to 
: quit’ operation of the Strand, last . 
“remaining ‘house in this upstate ! yy .16 efiort to pet the ¢ 
New York community. 

‘The theatre building, 
iby the | -former: Villave 
‘tre usfecs as: a potential 
jfor a community youth and rec-! third enone 
.reation. center, 
‘that. reason, Village officials say, { 
they. cannot grant Mrs. Marks’ re-: derstand situation. 

_rquest for-a-renewal of hei lease discriminated aytainst 
‘which expired July 15. 
.| “For the past’ seveval months she : 
has been operating the theatre on | We should be given the same treat- 
daveckends.. It had been. closed for ° 
‘many months before she took over ; 

7 the operation. 

purchased ° 
Byard of 

is for. sale. 

ASource: National Assn; of Securities Dealers Ine.) 

= Aone Stock Quotations 
Week E nded Tues. (1) 

NAY. Stock E xchange. 

low ation } ified $ 

Baltimare, Aug 
Reaction among exbihs here {s 

Tone of confusion snd slight ap . 
prehension folluwing fining of 
manager. of Carlin's Drive-In for 
iHegally operating on Sanday 
Andiew J. Bensa., makaser of 

the ozoner, was fined Sta) hy 
Judge Aaron Baer in Natthwestern 

at 
Which it was te-tctied Ghar Benva 
Was arrested by nue at 12 30 
am Sunday Jas 22 whale Last 
showing of fegiure wes i pro:- 
gress 
"Tt was Bena’s second apoear- 

fanve db a Week We samme cart 
Previous Sunday, iy 16 dani ca 
“Abert Bhan stspesaded Sod fare 

on same charge and warned Benva 
j that future offense would brug 
sit f firie. 

law states that theatres mitsé 
iHot bean operation betore 2 
[Sunday afterneen  Le-t 
J unteehns Bena sodd, 
250 AM 

He told Jadge that diave-ins can't 
begin protrams. uri ater hotk 

, aL at with movies as tame as teey 
fate tedas. sume cannot be stuvwn 
wehin tame bmnat 

He also testified (bat exhibs will 
C10.) Coun- 

PCH to ehanse law when Counal 
pmeets an Septearber As a sevonl 
offender. Benya coitd have heen 

S500, And, pole teld han, 
coud mean jal 

p) ut, 
S stag ove 

ran’ oun 

For { teria, 

—. 

Benya sald laler he doesn't une 
“We are bem 

We should 
ebe allowed to star open ae late 
as night Clubs: or bowling atlevs. 

ment.” he said. 

Laughable anele of case, if dx. 
bibs can find it amusing. Is fact 
that downtown houses and nabes 
have long been runnin films well 
into) Sunday morning with no 

j-action fiom police. 
“We have enough trouble,” one 

exlub said “This is just) somes 
thing else to worry about “ 

General feeling fs that there is 

addition te ‘ BBB” 
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———— Lins or een $2500, or 49900 VITA? GIANT $2,000, _ ‘Trap’ Rousing $60,000, 
Picture Grosses — _ laf ror booing on gn Castes"| FRISCO; “GUNS’ 166,'5) - T’ato; ‘Ladies’ Hep 4G 

tIndie), due in. Aug.- 15. 
_ San .Francisco, Aug: ef. ; 

° . ‘ i ‘Murray - Hill. ‘R&B: 1565; 95-| First-run. trade. continues ‘:very. 2 ‘Tammy’ Stout: 86. 2d : 
Vita’ Smash $10,000 In Guns’ Giant $15, 000, $1. 80)—“Guns of Navarone’ ‘Cob | go ood: here. currently: “La Dolce} ~ “Toronto, Aug. 1. 

1: Port.; ‘Voyage’ ‘$7, 000 18th wich. This ‘round ‘finishing to-| Vita” is rated ‘mighty: playing thel” Biz is away, to a: hefty: weekend. Balto, ‘Guns’ Hotsy 114 Portland, Aug: Bios senna fifth frame. Helge | bandbox Larkin and. Clay. in’ first: ‘Start, “with: newconiers. “Goodbye . . 
Sume new product is perkibi natch! = as holdover round. Guns - of Nava. Again” wow’ and ‘ ‘Ladies: Man" fine, = 2 

In 3d; A artacus. 7} G trade here this ses«io; vith “Gans }Yone’” still is- smash in fifth round {Algo - new, - “Parent ‘Trap” “shapes” 
p 2 ale here this session, vith “Guns paris «Pathe Cinema) -568; -90-, at “St: Francis. ‘Tammy. Tell-Me | wham ih 12-house tiein while “Mor- 

Baltimore, Aug. 4, Of Navarone” standout. It is smash’ 1 g9.—“Truth” “'Kines) 16th wk). i True”. shapes dandy. in second at ‘gan the. Pirate” ‘is'fine in ‘nine-house: a im t the Fox opening week. “Naked pigih st luded. Sundav (30) i. dies Man” ‘sha “Da Dolee Vita’ and ‘Guns of “©, » syaXet .Fifth stanza concluded Sunday (30)! Golden Gate. “Ladies Man’ apes ‘eombo: : 
nen Ce ail nd hit ones Edge” shapes smooth in. third’ yas great £12,000 after $11,800 for -sclid in second at. Paramount.. 
eee runerh and faok cet for. rouiid at Musie Box: “Vosage tO. fourth week. 
a Nae mer Bottom of Sea” is rated fast. on” 
Joey. Via as smash in third Pix “'Bernard ’ Brandt): ‘819: 99- | Golden Gate «RKO) 2.859; $1. 25-;and ‘Juliet’ shapes bij in. filth *~ weck al the Town while “Guns” Caer e stardy ee fencth Nesdon at “S2'—"Roceo and: Brothers” + Astor) ! ¢) 50)—""Tammy. ‘Tell Me Trae” Tround. at. Towne. pes. ho t 

shapes socko sn sane round at ihe Hollywood. ‘6th wk). Fifth frame ended Mon-: (uy) and “Tomboy .ard .Champ”| : Estimates for. This | Week hpped-cine Rams” fouks nice . a clay '(Zli Wes hig. $10,000 after $11,- | (U). 12d wh. Dandy $9, avo: Last cos, 
iy thaid at the Charles. “Sparta-! Estimates for This Week 000 for fourth; | week, ‘$15,000: Alhambra, "Beach, Birchcliff,. 
cat forms fine fa fisst rerun week! Broadway ‘Parker’ +1.890: Sle Plaza ‘Lopert) 1525" $1 50-s2»-| ' Capitol; College, . Nortown, Palace, . 
Bathe New. “Exodus? is rated $1.50:-—"Pleasure of His Campiny” -"Never On Sunday” ‘Lope)- 42d J | Ba ee 4.51; $1 28-8150) | [Parkdale Runnymede, (St Clair. geed or tirst week of rerun at the :Pary 6th wk. Steady $3.500. Last 4 k). The 41st: ‘session completed: |} 

i ° n eek: (reissue): 42d. wk), Okay $8. 500. in "944: 1 288: -865: 1.026; 1 49 ot 

een d Bde * 3s okay in sevond Son rE "erst ). 1,606; $1-$1.491 Ae Sse: for aoth week 000 /5 days, Last week, $16.500.. “| 1,485; 1.408;.1.385; 1.430; 1360; ‘904; ° 
at Vastair. Lhe Ticith’ shapes ; einai ik is Canons aa cechy | “Warfield ‘Loew? | 12.656; $1 25. gga —"Parent Trap” BV). : Big 

. ’ .. . -—“Guns of Navarone”’ ‘Cok, Smash‘. | - 68th St. Playhouse tLeo Brecher) 1. 50)—“Fr antis of “Assisi”: 20th) I 

Been ae eee ee sa Sain, $15,000. Last-week, “Parrish” ‘WBY 2370; 90-$1:50:—“Tunes of Glory” fa. wk). ‘Fine | $8.000. ° Last week, ee 000. 
NOG? on Sund zN re UES rg wi and “Steel Claw” ‘WB, $6.300.. ; : ‘Lapel: ‘Subr ‘unt 2d wk), First week $11,000. Cartton; Danforth;: Humber “Mt at Phavdiaeace asf end still ; \ . 

vet ron at vom vend si ; Hollywood tEvergreens +1. 900; endéd yesterday. (Tues.)-was good Paramount ‘Part. 3.646: $1. 250 Rank. (2,318: 1,380; 1,203; $1: $1.50) 
eo . ee $1-$1.49)—"Spartacus” ‘tA! 14th $4.60. Stays ‘only’ five days in $1 .50)—“Ladies Man" oe ePary ‘and: gone ”° Estimates for This W cek | wk), on popscale. Stout $5, 000. . Second week. to: round out 12-day “Rommel’s. ‘Treasure” Par). 12d 35. a L ast. week; Naked Edge” 2 

Aurora Rappaport: 307; 90-. Last week, $4,700. “wun,: 4s: originally booked. | “The | wk). Excellent $11,000. Last week, 'UA) ‘2d: wk), Carlton only, $9,000; - 
$150:--"Esodus” UA G00d yar cie Box iHamricki 640; $1- Joker” ‘Lope! opens Aug, 7. | $24.000:: . Gentury,.. Downtown, Glendale, 

Tram” We) und. “Wwrong’ Man? , $1 ‘50)—"Naked Edge" UA) dé, Sutton (R&B) 1561; 95-$1.80) —| St. Franeis ‘Pari ‘1.400; $1.25- | Midtown; Oakwood, Odeon; Prince 
ral a We aw , 

tWBo -reissaes:, $1500. $4.0 Wk)... The 12th, Stanza « finished | \5th wk). Smash-$16,000. Last week, , Jor). 1.338;-1.059; 995; 1,089; 1.138; 
Charles ¢Fruchtman) +500; 90-, 50 , Sunday (30).- was lively $10,000 |'$17,000. 1752; 1,200; 684; 694; 65-$1)—“Mor- 

$1.50'-—"Fanny” WB: «2d wk. “ogphenm ere Hot lone 736 ST (after $9.600 for’ ‘1th week.. United Artists (No: Coast) 1. 151: “gan the Pirate” «M- G).. ‘Fine $40,000. 

Nice $6.000. Last week, $8000. | Tooth) and “Battle Bloudy Beach” |_, Frans-Lux 52d St, (T-L1 1540; $1- | $1.25-$1.50) "== “Goodbye ”. Again” |. Eglinton (FP).:918? $1.50-§2.50)—- 
Cinema <‘Schaaber> +460; 90- . ‘20thy. Fast $7. G00, Last week, | 1 $1.50) — "Cold: Wind in’ August” | (UA). 13d wh), Okay $6,000. Last.;““Windjammer” (NT). 432d" Wk). : - 

$1.50)--"Truth” = Kings), ~— Good ! i “Parent Tr ap’ :-BV) :4%- Wk, j (Lope). (2d. wk). Initial. round com- | week, $8,500: ; Steady: $6,500. ‘Last ‘week; -$7,000, |” 
$3.000 or near. Last week, “Cheat- ! : $6.80 pleted -yesterday- (Tues.) was tor- _ Vogue IS.F. Tlieatres) 4364; $1, 50}. | - Hollywood :\FPy «1.680: $1-$1 50). 

ers” (Cont :2d wht, $1 200, P. vsmeeiat 'Port-Par) 13, 4001—4 tid $10.000or close. In: ahead, | —“L’Avventura” (Janus) ‘6th. wk), —Parrish”. (WB) (5th wk). Lusty a Five West ‘Schwaber! 435: 90- ara , “Man in, Moon” :«T-E) ‘6th .wk),|Oke $1,500. -Last week, -$1,600:. _ ; ; } $10,000. .. Last’ week, ‘$12.00 $150——"Leasue ol Gentlemen; Slageplay this week. Last week, ! ¢4 goa, but for’ a nice extended- Presidio (Hardy) ‘774; . $1.25) j $ 0... 
(Kings: -6th wki. Okey $1,200. ! “Ladies Man”-'Par) and “Nightivun here. “Carry On Constable”. (Gov). (4th | 
Last week, $1.500. 

Hippodrome ‘Rappaport) 2.300: ‘ $4,400 in. 5 days: at $I-$1.50 scale." $1.25-$2).--—. “Naked - Edge” “(UA).| $3.200.. | 000." Light. $5, 500... Last. week, : 

90-$150:-."Guns of | Navarone” ” [5th wk). - This session finishing | . Larkin, Clay (ASR). 400; 400: I >. 
(Coli (8d who. Sock $11,000. Last BOSTON up tomérrow (Thurs). is’. heading. $1, 75-$2)—"La | Dolce Vita” (Astor). I mperial . FP} 13. 3i3; $1-$1. 50)—~ 

week, $13.000. for okay $4:500. after $6,000. in | (2d. wh). Mighty. $22, 000:, Last ; “Ladies: Man’ "Par Fine : $14,000. 
Little -Ray-pepart: 300: “90- $1.50) | ‘(Continued from page. 8) fourth’ week. Stays. : week, $28,500. . Last week, “Voxage: To. ‘Bottom. ; 

NG A Tecpon vinden 2d who. i ‘reissue? ‘}2th wk. - Mild: $6, 000. + World : ‘(Perfecto 1390: 90-$1. 50) |. —_—— | Sea”. 420th), (2d Wkiy SZ. 000; _ 
Slow $1 400: Last week, $2. 000. Last. week, $7 000, ast For Son FAW) (sth wk). | gr'mtermational orator) oer s. 

SO 1 — sow windin r —“Never On’ Sunday” -t 
Mayfair +Fruchtman) (750; 90- Capri Sack) 1900; -$1-$1. 50) iThurs.) looks “like ng as Dub Demand For. unday ope 

$150!—"Naked Edge” ¢CA> 2d “Raisin in Sun” Col) (3d who. . fter - $16, 000 . for: fourth: stanza. -Same.: “ ; ae ek, | Slick $8,000. Last’ week, $9,000... |.2. 3 “ $7000 Okay $5,000. Last week, . Exeter Indie) ‘1,376: 90-$1.50)—- Pic goes on: indef. . Really Clean - Films | Loew's iL ew) I 641: $1-$1 95). 

New (Fruchtman) 1.600: . 99- Romanolf and. Juliet” ‘15th wk). | oe bo Ain Raliegh, NC. mean, Goodbye cae AUA).. ham: 
° eee on ‘Oke $4,000. Last week, $4.500. qd: : o Americans really wan H ast week, “At antis” 

$1] o0)— ‘Spartacus ‘Ly rerun). | Fenway" Indie} «1 350; $1 5OI— t LOS ANGELES - family-type ‘movies? (M-G): (2d- wk); $8. 000. We . 
Nive | $7,500. Last week. arent - “Cow and I" (T-L) 13d wh), Oke ‘Continued from page’ 3)": |: “They” say. ‘they do. yet. the: ‘Tivoli (EP) (935: “$1. 50:32: se” 

Trap 'BV) r4th wie, $5.00. |S es.0u0. Last week: $3.90. |FWC): (1,757; | 825; 90-§1.50)—| splashy, sexy, films such - as. ‘But | wpyogus” sUAy doth Wh). Final 
Playhouse ‘Schwiher) +355: 90 Gary ‘Sack) (1.277: 90-$1.80) — | “Ladies Man” (Par). with “Love in|terfield. 8,’ ‘Elmer - ‘Gantry,’ * and. 

§1..0)-—" Never on Sunday” + Lope! scung of Navarone” tCel) (3d. wk). | Gold Fish “Bowl” Par) (2d wk).] ‘The Apartment’ - are the releases. 
STth wk Steady £2.000. Last | Great $25,000.:. Last. week, $26,000. Slow $7.500. Last. ‘week, ‘Warrens that ‘make - money, and win Acad- 
week, $2.200. Kenmore ‘Indie) ‘700; $1.50) — | $7,401, Iris, .$6.200. emy Awards,” said’ William  N.. 

Rex -Freedman) ¢500; °$1501— |-vove and Frenchwoman” 'Kings). Chinese PWC) -+1, 408; $2:$2. 40) Stutman, 20th Century-Fox: bub- 
“Bik Deal” -UMPOt Warn $1.800. "Neat $8,000. Last week, “Satur- |—“Goodbye. Again” (UA) (2d wk). | lisist. 
Last week, “World of Apu” -Indie! ° day Night, Sunday Mor ning” ‘Cont? ; Lively: $13. 000, ‘or near, Last week, Stutman, who is Atoviring. “the: 
3d WK. $1500. + au: 90 ‘10th wk), $4,500. - ina .000: "| country to. find out: what kind off 

Stanton -Fiucktmant 2.800; 90-1 Metropolitan (NET) (4. 357: S0- |: - PF _\-product Americans want, was. here: 
$150 -°'Taminy Tell Me True” -U+. ¢7.95:—“Parent Trap’: (BV) (5th. $2 Wilshire FW) “1 200: $1 Ao. bi check public opinion. locally. $10, 

2d wk. Light $5 O00. Last week, ; >wkh Niece $8.000. Last week. $9, 000. ! wk.’ Fine $6, 000. Last week, $8, 400. With him was: Gerald. . Rafshoon . 

$7.000. : Memorial. (RKO).'3.0U0; 90-$1.49) Crest iSt t ) (750: {of Atlanta,; regional advertising ‘ Goodby” Bi $1 ri 000, 
Town Rappaport) 1 enn 90-1 eran TeH Me True” 1) and |, res are 90-$1. 50)— manager for 20th Century- Fox. - B. 

week ‘shows ipsurge to oke 36, 000. 
East week; '$5. 000. 

“Romanoff and. Juliet”:-.U): (5th. 
{ wk). Big $5, 000.: Last week, $4:500, 

‘Uptown. iLoewr I, 304; $1-$I. 25) 

noe = 

2 In’ second stania.. “Tammy. reli’ _ 
Estimates for This. Week | |e. True” remains stout: ‘Romanoff: -..* 

“Wild -in Country”: - 20th), Fair : 

wi opright $4200, Last. «week, “Two Women” “‘Embassy) | (13th | $2."Guns: of ‘Navarone”.\Coh) | of. Wales; Scarboro, State\FP-Tay-. 

a  Hylana (Rank) (1,357: $1-$1. 50)— : 
Ambush” ‘Par) 12d wk), mild | ‘Trans-Lux. 85th St. iT-L) 1550; | wk). Good “$2, 800. East, week, | ‘No. Love ‘for’. Johnnie" (20th) (2d. 

“Towne iTaylor).. 1693: -90-$i. 25) 

—"Tanmy Tell Me- True” (U) 2d... .. 
we é rusty. $8; 000: ., Last. week, 

. teeth . 

remagnetye ss ey meee ret 

oes eer ae 

| 28th. who, «Fine $3.500: Last ‘week, ae 

S01-—- Li ‘ Vita’ r ” 1 ’ 2-ni “L'Avvent A die ay ( . : ; 

$14.000, __ "| «Steet Claw , rt B) 4th Wk). $8.000. ane 120th) (2d w K). “Low $2, 800, | Trapp iat at the: Colony The . “Goodbye ‘Again” ‘looms: Stands. a —_— Oo ; (TL 900: 90-$1. Last’ week, $4: a, |-atre: erwar ey entertained | out-here this stanza: witha big take: - Naked eels : nate and a Cat | 7$ 000. areee, Arado anna aN vepresenta Lat t he on t ha big re: : ‘CHICAGO lav” (UA) 12d wk. G ‘T  Orpheum,. Hawaii, Baldwin. (Met- , sare be ramount . opening ~ week.. - 
‘Cont.nued from page: 91 Burglar (WAY S180002 $14, | ropolitan. G&S, State) (2, 213; -1,106; tives at a- small luncheon. I Francis of Assisi” looks okay in - sa j i ) +1800: 90-$1. 501—“‘Pepe” (Col) and ; 

. 
enue: sth whe “Tenia $6000, /$1.250——"Francis of Aare ages | ‘Hand. in’ Hand”. (Cobh. Whopping ‘said, is in the. nature of a _test ; dus” Is Fated. ‘Sturdy in 10th round {3 t Dénham- wWhile-“Parent Trap” i “ . : $28.000... Last week. Orpheum)| film. How it does at the’ nation’s jal p’” is 

Titoosevelt BRK! 11.460; 90-S¥ 80) wi, Fair’ 58.000. meet veel | ‘Naked Edge” (UA). and” “Mino-| boxoffice will determine whether Strong in, fifth.’session at the -Deni- 
—"Nikht” -BV1 2d) wks Frisky $10.000.. fa ‘GAN Od wk’, + 200. Hawail, 
$15000, Last week. $22 00. j Pilgrim. ‘ATC: «1,909; 75-$1.25) 3a wk TA, OO ind.” *M-G) (reissue) | | 

State-Lake “BRK. 2400; 90-|—"Homicidal” “Col. Opened to- | 4d ki, $3.200. Baldwin, “Nikki” 
$1.80-—"Guns of Navaroné™ (Colt: day ‘Tues, Last week, “Deadly ‘y with: “Green Helmet” 4AM-G): 

make’ family-typée ‘ movies. °- -: ond, at.Orpheum. - 
A. family-type | film, he’ said, is ~ Estimates. for ‘This. Week 

not only. morally cleari but appeals } 

“The Trapp. ‘Family, co . Stutman first a at. the. “600-seat. Towne. ‘“Exo-.: 

-20th: Century-Fox. will continue to.) iver. “Last ° Sunset” is, fine: in secs. 

Aladdin: (Fox) “900; . $1.25) -—. - | ‘ : 

ih wk ir 27 OE : a Ame b'2d wk), $5,500.- to all ‘ages. © “Ameéricans.) che | “Nikki?:\BV} (3d wk). Good: $3, 800, he, oad ’ . % re ». . : 

aoe ‘oo ove =F 000, Last fale $e sou Pathe Americas, y ‘Music Hall, ” Ganon Ros) (720: added, “can have pictures like this ! Last week, : $7, 300. : oo 
Surf -H& E Balaban) 683; $1.50-{ Saxon ‘Sack? 41, 100: $I. 55. $1.80) 500; °$2:40-$2.75)-—-“La- Dolce Viti | 52 weeks ae year, ae they, support | © -Centré_ ‘Fox) 4] 270: $81. 45)—=~- 

$1 800-—"“Never On Sunday® Lope) ;—-"Fanny” ‘WB! 14th wk), Smash ; Astor) (2d wk). ‘Mighty $25, 000 or them at't . boxoflice. --. "“Vovage . To Bottom of Sea’ (20th). .~ 
bh wk: Tall $7.000. Last week, $15,000. Last week, $16000.000 7. joven. ‘Last. week, $28, 000. y. “It hurts, . Stutman. ‘Commierited; “(2d wk), “Mild: $8, 000... Last. week, : 

$6.200. :; State +Trans-Lux.173Q; 75-$1.25) |’ Holly -Paramnount ‘State’. 1.468; “when. you~ ‘make -a ‘picture like /$12.000, - 
Tadd -Tedd) «1.089: $2 20-$350) —" Eve. and = Handyman” Indie) I's. -$2.40\——"“Fanny?”" (WB? “5th wk): |: ‘The Diary. of. Arine Fiank*: and fe Denham (Indie): +800: $i 25-82. 50Y. 
“ha Doe Vila’ tAsteri -7th and “Naked Run” Indie (38d wk). ir xeiting: $15 000; “Last: week, | it doesn’t do well. It Was, the most: :—"Exddus” .1UA)- 410th. wk). ‘Sturdy. 

wh: Solid $15.000, Last week, Goed $4.000. © Last week, + ditto, 1$18:000.° costly film. we- made in’ 1959.. We 1$6.900. Last: week,. 56. 500.:: 
$18.000. _ SUEEREERiansieeaeniae of “Warner Beverly (SW). ‘a 318; , thought © dt-lad eversyihing’ and: Denver .\Fox)...12:432; $1. 25) —~ 

United Artists B&K) -1.700: o0- | 1$1.25-$2.40)—"Guns - of Navarone” | that the public would. chamor. to-“Parent. Trap”.. -BY) ‘5th . wk). 

$1.80 0 “Lanuny Tell Me Trae’ 1) | BROADWAY Col) Sth: wk): Great $20, 000. Last | £¢¢ it. Everybody who saw. it said : . Strong $9,500. Last: week, $12,000. - 
eb wR bed SE2500 or close. | Continued from page 9) i week, ‘$23,200. ‘it was a wonderful. picture but,.! Esquire. iFox) . 1600: “$li—“Big 

, A “unfortunately they * Were. in: the” ' Deal ‘Indie), Trim. $2,400: Last-: Tot eek, S15 MO0 age ag. WOW $6,300 or near after $6.500 for: Vogue «FWC) (810: 90-$1.50)— 
Woods  Fesaness) 1.200; 90. cceond week... All-day rain: Satur- 5" ‘Parent Trap”..‘BV> 6th wk). Very 

$1 SO. "Vor age To Bottom — of ood $8. 000. Last week, $9, 000. 

Sea 20th: Bor s26.00g Last Ca¥ as 2 boon to biz here, with |€ 

minority." * “week, “Fwo-Way- Stretch” Indie) 
Manager Stanley.” Schneider. - of; 18d-wk) $1800 72: 

whe $18,000 pacity and 7:20 p.m. show hav. ng a) “Carry On.2 Constable” *Gov) 19th in: August” 0.000.or: near. Last week.. $12, 500. - 
World “Tete: ‘606; 90- $1 o5)_ ong line. Wk)-and “Raisin in Sun” (Col) 2d} eee eT paramount. Indie). 42,100: | 90. “Pagliacer” Indies Okay 4.000. * Fifth Ave. Cinema ‘R&B 250: - wk). Okay $2.500. ‘Last week. $2,300. ‘Ix: 25)—“Goodbye Again”. (UA): Big. 
Last week, “Savage Fre". “Tndie) *1.25-$1 80)——"Secreis of Women” ip Warner Hollywood: . ‘Cinerama KANSAS CITY -|$14.000. : Last .week,. “Naked Edge’ 13d ak) sano e : Janus) (4th wk}. Third round fin-- -Inc.¥. 11.389; . $1.20-$2.65) — “Seven |- (WA). and: “Ring of: Fire’ +M- G) (2d 
He NK SE 0n0. ished Monday '31) was great $6.00. | , Wonders: of World” {Cinerama) (re- | “(Continued from page:8) {wk!, $9,000... ” 

Same as for’ second. rissue). Started 11th week: ‘Sunday Sunday Morning” Cont): :2d- wh): \:. Towne . Undie) “600: $1-$1. 45) 
; Normandie. ‘T-L) +592; “$1. 25-| (30) after $12,900 last week. Okay $1,200. Last week..'$1,800.'. | “Francis of Assisi” '20th).. Okay eatre ;$1.80!—“Misty” (20th) "3d wk) T | New York Th 

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL 
Rockefetler Center ~- Cr 6-4600 

“FANN WY”. 
LESLIE CARON « MAURICE CHEVALIER 
CHARLES BOVER - HORST BUCHHOLZ 

Produced and dwacted by JOSHUA LOGAN, 
A Warner Bece Picture m Technacolor. 

and Gara New Stage Spectecia “FESTIVAL TIME” 

i 
|—"Never On’ Sunday" \Lope) ‘36th | —"Naked Edge” (UA) -'3d_ wk), | Jacks” (Par) (10th. wk), =. 500 [stern fr fy venkn O|Sey tl ek 0. Laat week [SOE FEGION comtines Lag : Ww : Little Carnegie “L. Carnegie) : THEATRE 

| $. ale or Re at 
9 7 -—— “Leda” (Times) | Pantages’ (RKO) . (1. 5135 ‘$1. 25-| Fairway i(FMW- aun: (700: “snc 

3d: we. 2st hola "er aston $2.75)—"‘Spartacus” (U) (41st .wk). “Carry .on Constable” ‘Gov) | 13d"| | 
jag ‘Sunday ‘30! was lofty $9,000 Great. $7, 000 OF near. Last week, | wk). Oke $1,500. Last week, $1, 800, TL 
after $11,000 on opener. ; $18,400 “Uptown, Granada ‘EMW-NT 2-15. 

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1. 75) ‘Exyptian’ (WATC) 1,392:. $1. 25- 043; 1,217;  $1-$1.25) — “Parent |. 
“Romanoff & Juliet”. (UW) 18th: wid. $3) — ‘Ben-Hur’ «(M-G). (88th wk). | Trap” (BV) (3d wk), “Sock #15,0 000. | 
This session ending (Wed.) is head- Mighty. $16, 000. ), Last week, $16,300. Last week, $18,000. } 

DOWNTOWN: laa al 
a Samuélsen, € f 

‘PEASE. & & ELLIMAN, iiNG, 

$ , -| the Colony said “The Trapp" Fam- |. Orpheum (RKO) 4,690; $1-$1. By week, “Parent. ‘Trap’ BY+ 5th the early afternoon show bei ing ca ‘EF Rey.. (FWC) (861: ~-90-$1. 0)—! ty" will play. ‘at the local . theatre’ — Teast. Sunset 7 «U) 124 wk): Nice © 

. ( ul ~ ae _ . 

tial holdover session conehiied Fine Arts (FWC)' (631;. $2-$2. 40) Roxy 'Durwood}’ 859; $t $1. 50) $5,500, Last” week. ‘One a 

oy ms FRE. 



_. Wednesday, August 2, 1961. 

nese i) 
, ‘Coniauniiy.¢ Chest of Los ‘Angeles Ares. wdedasegurea tne 

_. Comniunity: Chest of. ‘Burbank. ....... weg eee eee ete pees cer, 8,135.00] 
awe Community. Chest. of: Santa: Monica » wedge’ bet : sates wc 3,841.00 

:.. » Community Chest of. Glendale ..-:...: a Sacha nebenees =" - 3,585.00 
“3. American National Red Cross, Los Angeles Chapter w- ees £.-110,527.00 

* American -National Red Cross,. Burbank Chapter......,....- 3,398.00 
. American Natiénal. Red: Cross, Santa Monica Chapter eiieee 1,177.00 
American: National: Red Cross, Glendale Chapter « zc +e , 1,074.00 
American Cancer Society | 2... Ps ee ee eelileed oe o were. 22,144.00 
Arthritis and Rheumatism: Foundation . ae eee b ee Pate cen, 4,813,007. 
United: Cerebral: Palsy . ASSO, leteeete pe see et pe ee lee engin 2,584.00 | 
‘City of Hope’... 2... g.5.- ey rr es ..++ 23,466.00 

‘. Diabetes Assn. of ‘So. Cali: oe feb eee se eb eee Res we wentee 7 -762.00 
‘Los Angeles County. Heart Asn... 6s. be. baete ee pereee 15,084.00 
‘Los. Angeles County Assn. ‘for "Mental Health”. eects eet ese 1,048.007_ 

_ ‘Multiple. Sclerosis. Society. -..2...- ny Hee span ts seb sewees . 
.” Muscular .Dystrophy: Assng o.oo... 0506 ops te be bated 7882.00 

_ . Nursery. School for eee ‘Handicapped. Children. Ce gedeee! :1,962:00 
*-s Will Rogers: Memorial: Hospital: &. Research Laboratories. - , ‘5,923.00 

“YMCA of: Los. Asigeles * 2 oe ene eee De ce rive “99 /090.00 
Crippled Children’s Society of Los Angeles ‘County. - ade veces 7 4,220.0; 
San Fer nando, Valley Mental: Health Assn.: ee a 527,00 F 

‘Total ° mgt la Bong time re wee degree gee $659, 535, 00): 

; Saal Pr Promoting Teleglabe, bys LA. 

... pulsion . ‘to. stamp © 

oo at theatre box 

~ As Ideal Kickoff. 
Hollywood, Aug. 1: 

-to: test: “our ‘toll-tv: ‘system.”. So de- 
clared ‘Solomon ~«. Sagall, - 

", oper and | prexy.. af: “Télestobe,...a 
proposed - over-the-air method - be. | 

dng submitted to Federal. Comma-|. 
. nications Commission for approval. 
“‘Hete ever the ‘weekend to nego- 
‘tiate for the “test: station, ‘Sagall 
declined ‘to elaborate . on“his talks 
:* with’ station.. manager. beyond say-" 

“formal. ‘ahnouncement. “Ine. that © t 
“would: be miade.. ‘by late: August.” 

--Teleglohe's system. differs. from 
-others that have “been ‘proposed in- 
“that, any. set. tuned to. its: station 
. can’. receive: . the’ picture “without 
paying, ‘but: ‘requires . -a- flip of a 
- switch to. bring. in ‘the ‘sound. Pres- 
"ent plan is. to provide. free’ musi-. 

"’:eal- programs throughout the day- 
Programming would . be ‘balanced, 
Sagall said, with: an. equal ‘helping: 
of first run. Pictures, ‘Broadway 

Plays and: operas. 
. Sagall said. ‘the system i ‘could be 

made ready for actual -operation. 
-by the first of:.nei year if FCC]. 
approval: is. forthcoming. .He said 

: Teleglobe | is ‘completely. financed: 
-and: all. the ‘technical “problems 
chaye’ -been: ‘solved. Sagall’s . part- 
ners.in the feevee: project are Bar-- 
tell Broadcasting Co: ‘and. MacFad- 

. ., den Publications. : 

_ peal to Sagall ds a test centre, he 
‘said -two-other markets will be ex- 
plored.’ System’ would use: a. VHE 

‘He ‘said ‘he’. chose ‘over-the-air in 
: préference to coaxial cable because 

oe of. the. cost. factor, One and:three-. 
“quarters mile of coaxial cost $7, 6001: 
“to be laid against’ $170. for the 
same distance’ of private wire, he 

: said. ‘He: scorns the. description “of: 
~'“home® boxoffice’ - for. “Teleglobe’s 
” system. Subscribers; -are billed. for 
‘the leased wire. at “the: . tentative | - 
cost of. $1." to. $1. 50°:per program, 
‘which ‘would. be repeated for’ ‘a full 
week. 

‘He. -emphasized that we’ “won't 
just.show any picture. It. must ‘be 

-. top grade ‘and. well. worth: the: cost: 
-_ to! See - it.’ " 

‘Mature Enleriaimment”™ 
-Versus ‘Not for Kids’ | 

Milwaukee,’ Aug: 1 
At ‘a. recent meeting in Schroe-' 

der Hotel 10 motion picture exhibi-. 
tors and distributors recommended, ' 
“with approval of Valentine: Wells, 
executive secretary, ‘Milwaukee 
‘Motion Picture’ Commission,’ ‘ that- 
the: term - “not “recommended for: 
‘children. " will be amended in fu-}, 
-ture. advertising to ‘read. “mature: 

* entertainment. ” 
"Wells had been” authorized., in| 

: June to setup: -the: meeting for |. 
“this ‘stated - ‘Purpose, ‘by the. Com: 

devel- . 

Chill Kills CAT 
While. L.A. has: the: ‘strongest ap-. 

‘port. of labor, c 
groups, . 

Area, If FCC Okays 
“Los Angeles would: be. -perfect ' macs COHN'S NEW. 

BRIEF VS. PAY-SEE 
Washington, Aug. - 1. 

._(xttorney Marcus Cohn; has asked. 
the ‘U.S. - Court of. Appeals’ here 
Monday. (24). to invalidate. the Fed- 
eral Communications ‘Commission's. 
approval. for. the tollyision: experi- 
‘ment in Hartford, Conn.,. by. RKO 
Phonevision Cor (to-. start. July, 
1962). 
© Cohn, : Sepresenting a group. “of 

theatre owners known as the Con-| 
‘wecticut- Committee” Against. Pay- |: 
TV, .argued “at- length in ‘his. brief 
that FCC had-na. daw to stand.on 
in. ‘making the grant: But even -if 
FCC had such" legal. authority, he 
continued, the. agency was far. off-. 
‘base “in. finding a. “practically non- 
existent” program .schedule .would 
‘Serve. ‘the. public interest. in Hart- 
ford. 

Santa Cruz Civic. 

Efforts: by. TelePrompter. to. buy | 

extension ‘of .the CATV. franchise 
‘held- by. Pacific: Telescription Sys-]! 

1 tem. . Without extension, of course, | 
‘it's no sale; . 

‘ TelePrompter wanted. the. CATV: 
in: ‘contiection. with. its: Key. : toll | 
‘setup ‘how testing. -Santa Cruz,‘in} 

‘the | prosperous -Salinas-Monterey | - 
district. south of Frisco, has | a ‘Pop-.y° 
Ufation of nearly 100. 000. - 

“Spearheading . ‘fight - ‘against’ the |. 
wo extension—actually 
‘: [mate commencement of ‘feevee— 

‘Sgainst 

was George. Atton.: of United Cali- 
' | fornia® Theatres; : who’ organized: ‘al 

petition: campaign that rallied sup- | 
urches: and. other]. | 

“plus KSBW-TV. | Basic’. 
point. made: in Atton’s' campaign 
was.that the extension request was. 
merely a cover. to.enable ‘sale’ of 
‘Pacific. . ‘Telescription’ to | Tele- 
Prompter. and: eventual ‘conversion 
of the cable’ system to tolivision.. 

Closed Since 1956, Reopen. 
Loew’ s Esquire, Toledo | 

' Toledo, Aug. 1. 

_ “mission. idark: since °1956, ‘will reopen: -in. 
aA ‘statement - ‘issued by: ‘film | September, _ following extensive 
i tradesters: réad-:in. part: ‘‘Motion. Tenovation, ‘per:. Abe _Ludacer, 

pictures having.. subject matter of: 
“mature ‘audience appeal in. the fu- 

-" oture, will ‘be designated ‘mature. 
ee ” entertainment’: bythe Motion Pic-. 

: .ture Commission, ‘and the ‘theatres: 
will. carry this. caption-.in their 
newspaper. advertising on such pic-: 

. “*Showmen resented eom- 
-“not. recom- 
in. copy: and 7 

. City” is fhe ¢, arehitert aoe oe 

tures . 

- Miended for. F children” 
box stiles 3 window. 

aluminum. front, 
manager. of Loew’ s Valentine. ‘New 

‘new.. lobby ,: 
Carpeting, :rest- and. lounge. rooms, 
stereo. sound, -and: Wide .sereen in- 
cluded... ‘Boxoffice ‘will, be ‘moved 
from the center to one 'side ofthe 
lobby, and a ‘turnstile will, be used. 
The’ floor of the’ lobby will: be of 
Don-slip terrazzo. |“ 

Jexecs. 

TelePrompter Pact 
ehannel : ard” subscribers” pay only]: 
or leased wire carrying the sound.. . 

f rryi & ja ‘community. ‘antenna ‘system. ‘in 

Santa Cruz, “Calif., for paysee pox] 

tential ‘has ‘been thwarted: ‘by. vote | 

‘of. town council denying 20-vear. 

- disbursements is itemized. 

‘ulti- 

Loew’ s : Esquire, downtown. house | 

‘John J. “McNamara of New York. 
- reat coramittee, o 

TOLLVISION 21 

‘a Viscount Ss lim Warns Britons Against 

__ Lagging E Behind U.S. In 1 ollvision 
‘Beret & Canopy. 

Denver, Aug. 1. 
* -pox-Bsquire, local. arthouse, 

. the latest film mags. . 
Cinema-avec-cafe has. been. | 

standard billing at-many. arties 
' vacross the: country In ‘recent 

|.. years, but the Parisian side- : 
* “walk bit is much less common. 

£1107, of Film Biz 
~ Donate Nothmg 

° ‘Hollywood. ‘Aug: 1. 
Checks - totaling | - $649, 535" were 

‘distributed Thursday, +27) to 22 Cal- 
ifornia charities by S..M. Doni: 

|Chambers, who retired this week 
jas head- of the - M.P.. -Permanent 
‘Charities. Fund: Raising Committee 
after. 19. years..Gifts were ‘handed 
out:. at ..semi-annual. luncheon: in|. 
Crystal“ ‘Room . of BevHills . Hotel, 
attended by 122 film and_- welfare 

FE. .L.. DePatie, prexy of 
MPPC, presided . with: Y. Frank | 
Freeman, honorary. life member of |-. 
organization; ‘ William. Arnold, -who |: 
succeeds .Chambers; and. Harry 

| Masser, ‘chairman of Welfare Fed.| 
eration. board of gov ermors, making 
short speeches. 
Money distributed.» was. $103, 435 | 

more ‘than: ‘total given. out Same j 
“year.: im semi annual period last’ - 

Chambers: ‘was given a’ special .ci- 
tation’ ‘acknowledsing many years | 
of. service as MPPC fund raiser. 
During’ .19. years he raised more 
than $24,000.000. | 

Universal veepee. and ad-pub di- 
rector: David . Lipton, 1962 cam- 
paign chairman.-for the ‘industry, 
‘and- Columbia veepee Gordon” Stul- 
bery,.1963 campaign head, were in- 
troduced™.to. assembled gathering. 
Others- also. active in. ‘work being 
done. took a. bow, 

Goldwyn’ wlio. could) not make 
-} lune heon, stated monies came. fram . 
+90%. of men-and women in the 
findustry, that: remaining. 10°. re- 

fused ‘to contribute anything. . He jtions include a brightness of. 3,000 
also praised Goldwyn as one ‘of the | 
founders’ of the Charitiés who -an- 

| auatly, contributes $30. 000 to $35,- 
600. * 

Unable: ‘to. attend ‘and ‘sending | 
telegrams were Robert Cohin,: ‘Al 
Rogell,. 
and. Roy. Brewer. 
“Herewith the Hst of charities and 

- Broehstein: With: Metro. 
; Dallas, Aug. 2. 

pit  Brochstein;”” 

of the local office of: Metro. 

‘North Texas, and. Qklahoma. - 

’ Telemeter Wins Phone Line Order 
Little Rock Victory Expected to Be F ought—Novins 

ob Chides. Theatremen 

Little. Rock, “Aug. 1. . 
“Palemeter's bid to set up. a toll 

test. here (a: la its’ Toronto -experi- 
ment). has. been greenlighted by the 
-Arkansas Public Service-“Commis- 
sion, which. ruled favorably Friday. 

+(28) on: petition of. the. Midwest 
Video ‘Corp.’ as franchisee.. 

| State’ agency. avas unanimous in 
finding . the’ proposed test “in the 
public interest.” It's ,expected how-. 

-interests— |. ever, that’. ‘opposition : 
mainly film exhibiters—will. appeal, 
-but when and. how is not clear. With 
its-action. the commission also dis- 
missed the petition. of ‘intervenors 
in the’ case—Independent Theatre. 
‘Owners:.of Arkansas (TOA. affil). 
and two circuits, Rowley United 
‘Theatres and McCord Theatres. Be- 
sides. intervenor. testimony .-in:: the 
case; which _ commenced. May. 15 
with initial hearing on:the Midwest 
Video petition, there was heavy: 
outside. artillery in the. persons of: 
eastern exhib leaders Waiter Reade 
Jr. -.and Philip: Harling, latter in 
capacity as head of FOA's anti-. 

: WISCONSIN ALLIED IN 
~ RAP VS, NEW SALES TAX 

T° has: bowed: a ‘sidewalk’ java J}. 
I. cafe, ‘a la the: N. Y. Trans-Lux. ‘}. 

85th St. Sittees‘can also browse oe 
“4 seek exemption from a proposed 

Milwaukee, Aung. 1. 
Theatre owners in Wisconsin 

3° ‘sales, tax, currently before Wis- 
| consin Legislature at ‘Madison. 

Allied Theatre Owners of Wis- 
consin, in-a letter sgned by its 

{president Edward Johnson, indi- 
cated no disapproval of a sales tax, 

| Providing: theatres. were exempt. 
' The. letter. to the legislators (in 

part): 

Janother 

> Londan, Aug. 1. 
Field Marshal Viscount Stim, 

chairman of British Home Enter- 
tainments Ltd, a aizeable group 
bidding to establish tolivision in 
the Uniled Kingdom, warned at a 
press conference here that unless 
British established a tol tv serv- 
Ice before the U SS. the Yanks 
would get a stranglehold on yet 

entertainment) medium. 
*British film and tv industries,” he 
said, “sold product to the world 
markets under a crippling handi- 
cap because America had gained 
the lead in. production. Indeed, 
most prime viewing time through- 
out the globe is occupied by U. S. 

“The mov ie. theatre provides the | material.” 
bright, white: way to the main 
streets of America,.and to darken 
them through unrealistic tax meas- 

tures would not only be a blow to 
|the moral¢ of the people living In 
‘these communities, but would also 
have an adverse: effect on the 
economic life of the communities’ 
merchants and a definite lowering, 
ef real. estate ‘values ‘within the 

From a propaganda point-of- 
view, America’s vidfilm exports, 
manufactured for their home war- 
ket, were not the best to 
“represent ’ the West’s way of 
life. especially in “upcoming . ne- 
tions Visvount felt strongly that 
Britain should be in a pasition to 
export good feature and vidfilms 
comparatively cheaply to emerg- 

tomers. 

‘chrome and color projectors for, 
|sundry- clients. 

[largest and .sharpest. big. screen } 

| comparing favorably to theatrical 

‘Mike - Levy, Dore. Schary {perimenting with Eidophor's still- 

“-Ip.m. WCBS-TV (N.Y.} Douglas Ed- ' 
“| wards news show, with prospect of : 
employing . the projector 

formerly of} 
Houston;. ‘Has: been named south-. 
western. field ‘press representative 

Brochstein. ‘had. ‘been with Metro. 
‘several’ months as -a-field. man for 
|the -promotion of “Ben-Hur” in 

ra “Ruling directs Southwestern Bell 

If officially ordered and if pro- 
‘tected against loss in the event the 

| tol test in Arkansas did not pan 
‘out. 

roadblock.” 
with : the precedent, pay-see would 
now: proceed | in other areas of the 

‘said the theatremen ought to catch | Washington 
‘wise to their being used by tele-; Richmond, New Haven ithree sit- 

v. icinity.” 

Swiss Eidophor 
Touted As Boon 
To Circuit Feeds 

‘Theatre Network Television's 
pickup on the  Ciba-developed. 

‘Ting natrons 

On the domestie front, he sald 
‘Tif tollvision came to the U. K, 

first. the world's top talent would 
‘Tbe signed by Britsh companies 

which would Ieave them in a come 
manding position in high-class en- 
tectainineut. More tine and moncy 
could be spent to film production, 
there could be extensive develop- 
ment of souny: talent, a natlonal 
adult educational system would 

run extremely cheaply and the 
ert or minority viewer would 
have a true alternative to existing 

{Kidophor projector for both closed- | tv webs. 
circuit and free television applica- 
tion now finds the Nate Halpern 

‘outfit also in a longterm deal for 
U.S. distribution. At least two tele 
networks are among the early cus- 

British Home Entertainments, 
whose founder-directors include 
Lord Biabourne (film producet); 
Major, Danny Angel film pro- 
ducer« Dame Margot Fonteyn, Sic 
Laurence Olivier and the Earl of 
Harewood, tartistic director of tha 

‘Edinburgh Festival), has submitted 
two reports to the Pilkington Com- 
mittee, currently locking into the 
future of British broadcasting, and 
j has had “long and interesting” 
: dickers with Tory and Labor politi- 
ical parties 

Hear Canadian 
Investors Uneasy 

As to Toll Test 
Canadian Investers In Famous 

/PlaversCanrdian reportedly are 
‘ubhappy with the ouleome so far 
of Paramount owned Telemeter, as 

ilivensed bs FP-C. and are bring- 
ing the peessure on management 

tional also to advertisers and ad in Derninion to do something 

agencies, additional to its value;‘about il. 
of course,.for closed circuit sales-: = North of the border stockholders, 
and-showbiz meets and. theatre tv. according to reports from Toronto, 

“entertainments, ‘are dissatisfied with the outlay of 
;$2.000000 inilally plus continuing 
investments in the hame toll svs- 
tem which has yet to show sigus 

fof paving off 

Although owned 51°. by Para- 
-mount, owne;s or Telemeter, the 
vote control of FP-C is exercised 

, by locslites in nationatistic-minded 
Canada 

Problem lies in the fact (hat 
-Teiemeter I< wired for only 5,600 
homes. and while expansion has 
been promimed ft hag yet to ma- 

‘Halpern. himself sees the inven- 
tion as the boon industrial closed- ; 
circuit’ operations have needed, 
ahd“ has already .employed mono- 

Swiss-made Ejido- 
to provide 

projection, either frant or rear, 
yet obtainable. | 

° For.. technical chaps. specifica. | 

lumens, contrast ratio of 100 to 
one, and resolution of 750 lines, 

motion picture film quallty. 
Qn the commercial telecasting 

side, two. networks have been ex- 

to-motion feature whether Jive. 
tape or film. It's had sporadic 
usage via NBC-TV. and on the f! 

in Fd.-. 
wards’ early evening network news 
stanza. 

- Halpern: sees it as plenty inspira- 

Telephone to provide all necessary 
facilities for the test, and also to’ - tentalize. 
file a tariff with the commission. { 

.. Barney Balaban. president of. 
Bell was willing all. along to do so Par. wil be in Toronto this week 

to talk to his Canad:an associates 
about the matter. 

ae re Se Ee aS oe ye ee ED 

"TV'0 WOMEN’ BOOKINGS, I Novins Gratified 
.ouis A. Novins, president of In- 

ternational Telemeter, Paramount BOTH DUBBED TITLED 
subsid. expressed gratification in ‘ ’ 
Manhattan. at the Arkansas action, ! The Italo “Two Women,” via 
terming. ‘it ‘the “clearing away of a i Enibassy ‘Joe Levine: Pictures, has 

He anticipated that, {4 dozen upcoming dates over the 

| next two months, including dubbed 
and titled versions. 

| Sophia Loren starrer ts booked 
for Boston, Cleveland, Chicago, 

Cincinnati, Alnauy, 

U..S..though exhibitors may con- 
tinue to attack its spread. Novins 

vision broadcasters. “They might} uations:, Norfolk and Virginia 
better oppose free movies on tv|Beach, Va. Last two are drive io 
stations Saturday nights,” he idates 
opined. . . Pic Is in 14th stanza at the Sut- 
| His final fillip, “Nobody can stop jton, NY... ard fourth at the Squir- 
progressi? be fie et .¢ iret Hill, "Pittsburgh. 
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FCC’s Channel Shifts, Allocations 
Portend Upgraded ABC Clearances 

Lobes Jike tv will #o truly com-@ 
Fetitave croess-the-poard on a three- 
retwork basis and within a vear 
ABC-TV should have clearance for 
jts programs in ait 100 leading 
US. television mer..ets. a coal long 
denied the network Ly the ‘short- 
age of tv channe's in matly areas 
of the country. AEC: hope for full 
ecverage rests on.action taken last 
week by the FCC. 

FCC moves embirz.cel channe! al- 
locations and .stifts in 

the outcome of tie ‘cranes: in at 
Jeast 16 of them. “Fre FSS pro- 
pesals portend a Litier ficht as the 
old guard “fat cutis.” after “years 
of having it so cord, 
graded affluence znid 

Syracuse, Rociest.2 UN.Y.i and 
Grand Rapids-Kalini: vo are three 
of the markets in «hieh ABC has 
found it difficult meu ie sufficient 
program clearenecs. Lut tie FEC 
ruled last week tort eseh of these 
three will soon have a ‘third chan- 
nel. 

ABC is wanting icequate clear- 
ances in Louisville « d Providence, 
but action by the FCC promises ta 
clear up matte:s heve tco, via the 
shift of channels {vom adjacent 
markets. FCC is mulling ‘the re- 
moval of a VilIF channel from 
Evansville, Ind., whie now has. 
two Us anda V, iid dropping it 
into Louisville. FC € ic awaiting the | 
impact of the New Hed! ord grant 
on Providence. If tie feed fram 
Channe! 6 in N.B. is strong. enough, 
it probably will erd the necessity 
of further action, but if N.B. fails 
to get a good signal into Provid- 
ence, it’s possible that t'.e FCC will 
move Channel 3. of Hartford, di- 
rectly into Providence, which, until 
now, has always becn a sore, spot 
in the ABC-TV Iineup. 

Knoxville, Greensboro, Rock Is- 
Jand, and Oklanoma City are 
among the other cities where FCC 
decisions have favorably affected 
ABC's lineup potential in the next 
several months. 'If all goes well as 
the result of the ew FCC. pro- 

influence.: 

21 cities, | 

and ABC has a vested interest in }- 

fi: ce down-. 

Xx Marks. the Blot 
‘Sheffield, Eng., Aug. 1. 

‘Phe X-certificate film is no °° 
safeguard. and is actually an | 
advertisement for the young — 
person to go in.and see it, Dr. 
Derek Buchanan Scot medico, 
told the British Medica] As-- 
sociation conference here. 

Young people, he said. were. 
‘being “brainwashed” by tv and 
films into believing that brutal- 
ity, sadism and. adultery were 
the usual pattern of life. In 
the first four months. of this. 
year there had been 11 more 
_X-certificate films than in the 
same time last year. 

“Surely the children and 
young people of this. country, 
who are our patients, should 
be protected from this evil?” 
he said. 

Hallmark Pacts 
5 NBC Specials; . 
‘Macbeth’ Repeat |: 
Hallmark Has, renewed at NBC- 

TV for five spécials next. season,. 
first of them being a repeat on. Oc t.. 
20 of the two-hour ‘“Macheth:” 

Hall mark decided. to rerun. ‘the 
adaptation ‘of Shakesneake’s drama 
because, there having been.. so 
many awards given the show; man- 
agement figures it'll. gct.a larger: 
audience the second time around. 
One of the other hour. properties 
has been seleeted—‘‘Victoria Re- 
pina,” with Julie Harris as: lead, 
and James Donald. Felix Aylmer, 
Pamela Brown, Isabel Jeans, Basil 
Rathbone and Robert Downing. 

George Schaeffer Compass. Pro- 
posals ta shift and atid to sideo ductions will again produce the| 
coverage tn the 21 c.ties, it might 
obviate the need to turn the nation 
into an all UHF sctup, which. 
cidentally, was a proposal support- variety. 

“IIallmark Hall of Fame.” After 
“Macbeth.” the remaining four 

in- | stanzas will be of the 90-minute 
“Macbeth” will be shown | 

ed by ABC before the good news of | in an 8:30-18:30 p.m. period. 
Jast week.) 

Vote Is 4-3 

. Washington, Aug. 1. 
The Federal Conmunications 

Commission, acting 4-3, proposed 
a series of actions desiencd to 
pump life and healin into CHF. 

On most steps, FCC invited com- 
ments by Oct. 2, but in final ac- 
tions, a UHF channel was addéd to 
Lexington, Ky., a third VHF chan- 
nel was given to both Syracuse, 
N.Y. and Grand Rapids-Kalama- 
x00, Mich. of 

In the multi-package proposal, 
FCC: 

NBC-TV has always been the 
home for Hallmark's specials, but 
earlier in the selling season, CBS- 
TV made its most aggressive pitch 
yet for the biz. Hallmark decision 
in favor of NBC, however, came 
late last week. 

Japan’s Got-a Problem: 
Who Was That Hostess 
I Seen You With on TV?) 

Tokyo, Aug. 1. 
Disbelieving patrons of: this 

—Stated as commission policy , city’s New Latin Quarter - nitery. 
an “unqualified resosnition that ! were terrified despife. announce- 
the UHF spectrum is indisperisable iments to contrary that tv cameras 
to the achievement ef a nationwide 
fully competitive tv service.” 

jwere going to focus. on them for 
videotaping of ‘new 20-minute. 

—Proposed creation of new: all- i weekly _Show called. “Table. Num- 
UHF = areas, starting 
markets now served by a_ single | 
VHF channel. All civht, FCC said, 
are “sufficiently free from = com- 
petition from outside VHF stations 
to promise meaningful improve-! 
ment” if tv service were switched 
to aH-GHF. Comments are asked! 
on making these cities 
ftheir present single VHF outset! 
is given in parentheses following - 
fhe name of the city:: 

Madison, Wis. .WISC-TVY, Chan-~ 
nel 3): Rockford: HI -WREX-TYV, 

‘Continued on page 54) _ 
ro ee me tee 

NBCss 51,60,000 
Helene Curtis Bi 

Helene Curtis csse through |) 
this week with en crder said to 
he worth alout $160 G00 to NBC- 
TV. Cosmetic manutacturer will 
he buving into tee of NBC's 
stanzas rext season on a seatter’ 
plan that should «over just about 
GO mimates of ceennrercials. 

Via VeCann Evicison. Chizago, : 
Curtis has a vied t spread ifs: 
com on NBC! aeross the Satur- : 
@av omicit metre “Sth Preeinet” 

and “The Dick Powetl Shaw.” 

; 
jit's said, because hired. extras are | 

with eight , ber 
Show, seen on Nippon Education |! 

.TV (NET) will have three presen- | 
fn Frank Footnote. 

ter stage and one fram Club Arrow | ff 
tations monthly from Latin Quar- 

in Osaka. Customers have no fear, 

used to fill ringside Seats, : only 
all- UHF | “Patrons” shown. Otherwise show 

could be devastating. in..this city. 
where hostesses are backbone of [ 
;nitery industry and most men. BO 
"clubbing stag. 

Sponsored by a. cosmetics firm, 
“Table Number 23” is seen Sun- 
day nights at 10. It should have | 
healthy slices of s.a. with -house 
Takyo Les Girls unit and some- 
times guest strippers. Kickoff. show’. 

i featured Trio El Salvador,: thrush 
Sumiko Sakamoto, baritone Yoshi- 
“aki Takai, acrobatic Martez and 
Lucia’ and Yank magician Evelin 

_ Rose. 

MBS Follows Em Home 
Mutual Broadcasting - is hitting 

'the radio web’s prime customers— 
the ad men, that is—where they. 
live, -beginning this: week. 
| ‘Netwock's latest affiliate. 

where a density of Madison Ave. 
, denizens hearth-and-home it. 

MBS says the new facility also 
| covers Bridgeport, Conn. 

| Window on Fear” 
done. five - - Feasonably: ambitious. the 
programs about Berlin, and. I,may |- : 428th, is WMMM, Westport, Conn.; 

F red Waring’ $ Special: 
vanians will front a ‘one-shot Xmas 
Eye on NBC-TV.° Finalized last 
‘week. with the web; deal revolves 
around the:.“DuPont ‘Show. ‘of the. 
Week,” Sunday series,’ and, fortu- 

, nately. ‘for .the: sponsor, Xmas Eve 
‘this year. falls’ on a Sunday. 

Jack Philbin’ was: selected” by 
NBC. as producer. uo 

|Beech Nut Biz 
Who's. Getting lt?) 

That ‘Beech’ Nut-Life: ‘Saver biz 
tis ‘still hanging, only now the agen- 
ly for the account, Young & Rubi- 
cam, is bélieved.to have been given. 
a.tv budget for -*61-62, so a ‘deci- |" 
sion on which network. and which 
programs the sponsor will buy. is [| 
expected ‘within the hext few: days, | 

| perhaps. as soon .as..this- weekend. 
NBC-TV.. had” ‘the ‘business: last:| 

season after that. web . had taken 
*|the Beach - Nut coin: away. ‘from 
ABC-TV where it ‘resided for years |: 
due .to the ‘former’ close. ties be- 
‘tween ‘Beech Nut . 

been no decision: from Y&R. 
What makes .. 

Beech Nut money: so important. is 
that. it: ‘comprises the. last great | 
bundle definitely ‘available ‘for. tv 
network. consumption . this. coming 
season. The estimates of the Beech |- 
Nut tv budget. vary from an abso- 
lute: -mimimum of $6, 000,000: for 
“61-62 to as. much as $10,000,000. 
‘This past season. on NBC; Beech 

Nut bought an extensive ‘seatter 
plan in’ ‘both day and. night. pro- | 

- ./grams. It's believ: ed the bankroller: 
will follow - the same pattern this 
season : : wherever it ‘Boes. " 

APIX DILEMMA 
FOR NBC 0&0’S 

The NBC-TV. awned & operated 
stations are trying to figure. out. 
whether: to follow ‘the - Saturday 
night feature film schedule . that 
the parent network will: have next 
season with. more motion pictures. 
Unlike many of.the NBC. affi- 
liated stations. where Saturday will 
become “double. feature” 
one network and then. one. local, 
the o&o's aren't too sure, although |. 
a-decision ‘is - ‘expected | within. the. 
[next few days: 

‘Being | considered certainly are. 
features, but: some of the execs at. 

| the ‘o&o° level. don't figure. they’d: 
‘| got strong enough stuff: in. their. 

libraries to back-to-back — “it with + 
-NBC-TV's 20th Fox post-’48 catalog. 
There is a. possibility that the NBC 
o&o's will ‘go live or tape with a 
variety gala of some kind in the 
post-11_..p.m. slottings. : Web ‘pix 
-are to be. shown from 9. to. a P. m. 

On Drama of Berlin | 

N ew ‘York. 
Editor, Vakiery: 

‘in last week’s paper. 
larly. grateful that’:you thought. 
that closing: film ‘with: the Kurt |: 
Weill music got. over: Its so easy 
to. think in ternis of. Statistics: ‘and 
stereotypes and cliches. If. ‘the 
Eichmann trial has made any. point,. 
it is that. six. million. ‘dead. Jews. 
is not a_ total. 
human. beings.. ‘dying ‘one at a 
time.” Similarly,: ‘two° 
half million West Ber ‘Liners is more 
‘than some lump‘in’an international 
competition; but. rich. ‘people,: poor. 

| people, strugglérs. and- -louts, idea- 
lists and opportunists: 

Besides, the. drama of Berlin: has | 
oversimplified: -everything . 

for -Henry C assidy called: “Berlin: 
in.-1953,.I have 

be: more : sensitive. to: the cliches 
than ‘most people.’ - 
¥ ou.were blunt, about. ‘Anderton, 

. (Continued on page 58) 

Fred Waring '& . his Pennsyl- , 

(the late Ed| 
Noble) and American” Broadcast- |" 

[ing. It’s thought that NBC-TV: still |, 
‘has ‘the inside track, but there has. - 

cH WBBM: VS | 
BERLIN TELEMENTARY ; 

-the © ‘outstanding =. 

night, . 

For Britain Hits 

Many thanks. for the kind words. 
‘lam particu-. 

“but: “SIX. million : 

and a 

into. | : 
slogans. Since I wrote.a half: hour: 

BK & he 
‘By G: W. (JOHNNY) JOHNSTONE 

The recent. passing of John’ 

Collier Hour’ 
-B. .Kennedy,. radio and. newsreel’ 

commentator’ who died at Toronto July.:25, brings:to mind the part: . - 
' he played: in early. radio. network days. ‘NBC, 1926-30), 

“host” (“master of ceremonies”). for. “The Collier. Hour,” 
sored one-hour. variety program’ broadcast Sunday evenings from - 
6: to 7 p.m.. Eastern time, ‘originating at- New: York City: and nete. 
worked. via the. old WJZ network from coast to coast. _ 
‘Perhaps more important was. the role played. by Kenriédy’ 6 “boss” 

He was. 
“a spone- 

and sponsor, the late Tom -Beck,. in ‘those days headman of Col-.. 
Jlier’s magazine. The ‘story includes a strategy moye made by NBC's 
first prexy, the late Merlin Hall (Dede) Aylesworth. 

Beck, on behalf of Collier's, had bought the Sunday ‘night. NBC-: 
time (39 weeks firm) when word reached. ‘Aylesworth: through the 
grapevine that Beck was silently negotiating.a’ lease for a Broad- 

years by Florenz Ziegfeld as his 

and told Beck that “The Collier 

them from renting or’ leasing. 

way. theatre from’ which “The Collier Hour”. would’ originate. 
Aylesworth quickly. beat Beck. to the. punch—caused- the NBC to- 

. Tease the New Amsterdam: Roof, .atop the Amsterdam Theatre. on: 
- West 42d Street. off ‘Times Square (and used privately in previous | 

own theatre for private showings). 
Aylesworth renamed it NBC’s. Times Square’ Studio; had it rebuilt’ 
acoustically: ‘including the installation of .a. one-ton -glass .curtain!) 

Hour” would originate: from. there .. 
-or the contract would be torn up!. _ 

Aylesworth thus nipped Beck's . Broadway Theatre origination » 
idea in the bud—to: ‘keep other NBC clients.in-line and-to prevent 

other Broadway: theatres, which -\ 
would have cost NBC a pretty pénny for remote installation costs, --" 
extra manpower. (including stage: ‘hands. éte.) and. general upkeep; 

John B.. Kennedy, a favorite-of Tom Beck, went. with: “The Cole. - 
_.lier Hour” contract .and remained: as “host” for the. Several ‘years ©. 

a radio series, for it proved to: 
weekly; hypoing its, circulation" 

, Chicago, Aug. L 
WBBM-TV.. the “think big”. CBS |. 

o&o here,: will beat. the ‘parent | 
network on the air: ‘with: a ‘docu-. 
mentary analysis. of ‘the Berlin 
crisis. The local station had. sent | 
one of its commentators, Carter 
Davidson, to that: potentially. -ex- 
plosive city: over-a month ago, ‘and: 
he returned with enough footage | 

| for’ a. two-part . special report, ‘the 
-|first of - which ‘goes ‘on | tonight 
(Tues.)'-and the second. a week 

| hence. 
CBS-TV won’t have’ its own tele- 

mentary ready until Jater-in the 
month. Actually: Davidson’ Ss Te- 
ports might have gone--on’ still. 
earlier, but. the. station .was hoping 
to snare a- ; Sponsor: for it. 

f-Mo.TV Ad Coin 

Peak $117, 500,000 
“London, Aug. ‘L 

New. high in tv .ad. spending ‘inh 
the U.K: totalled. more than $117,- 
500,000 during the first six months: 
of this: year, says Media Records, 
‘Ltd. - This represents. $14.250,000 
more. than: the expenditure in’ the 
same period of 1960. . 

Highest: revenue went. to Asso- 
ciated-Rediffusion which beams ‘to. 
London. . (midweek):.' A-R: took. 
$26,000, 000 compared with $22,- 
400,000 in January-June: last year.: 
Granada, web for the North (week+ 
days), followed with $22,680,000 | 

| (against $20,720,000 last year) and’ 
Associated: TeleVision coined: ‘from 
its London: (weekends) and.-'Mid- | 
‘lands (midweek) webs a ‘total. of |. 
$20; 440, 000 (last -year:. $19.600 000). . 

rev-. 

‘Midlands | 
and ‘North (weekeiids), Nearly $17,-. 

Other : ‘commercial -webs’ 
enues : were: : ABC-TV.: 

000,000; Seottish-TV and Southern- 

TWW .took $6,720,000; ‘Tyne Tees 

ster-TV - trailed «. the ‘list’: 
$1,694, 000. ‘Westward-TV;, 

‘With 
iw hich 

June 30). $736, 576: . 

WHOM. FM to Heritage 
“Heritage Music”. will, be carried 

‘some 18 hours daily over WHOM-. 
FM, :N.Y.: Heritage, which. delivers | 
up serious music, is carried in. 30 
other U.S. cities on FM: stations... 
WHOM-FM, which ‘star ted. in 

51, began carrying ‘the. Heritage 
|:classical music’ yesterday .‘Tues.). 
_Music ‘makes up: the primary part | 

‘tof: ‘the 7 a.m. WHOM- FM: shed. | 

-{“eompetitive” . 

TV. just - under $8.500.000. each; 

Television. made. $5,600. 000 and}. 
Anglia-TV coined $3.360,000... Ul- 

bowed in April, had. taken ‘(up to| 

the show. was‘on the the air. There ate some who say that Ken- 
' nedy originally sold ‘Beck.on the .idea.of .Collier’s. Sponsoring: such: ~ 

be a terrific. promotional for the 
in leaps" ‘and bounds -at the ‘time. 

| Hear Ye! Rear Ye! Bargain Days 
“Ate Here z as WV. Webs Slash Prices 

—+.- You. can het. ‘that. ‘virtually every i 
-_ fretwerk sale made between’ now 

and ‘September. will be at substan-._ 
‘tially . reduced. ‘cost, .because__ tv, 
one: joxee. said the other day, has - 
lreae hed. its “time of the: cutrate, ae 

Van. annual | “event in. telecasting. . 

‘All. three: networks. ‘are already. 
| involved in cutrate- deals. In one 
| instance, there: has. been a report 
Of a. package of network ‘spots 7 
| going for‘ as‘low as’$9,500: per min=" 
|ute. Of course, in that case not all: 

‘is in. prime: evening hours. . 

| Sometimes. the webs are throws. 
ing in very hot prime” time proper-. 
ties, to. the: tune of a ‘couple of . 

| spots in order to attract the “com--. .. 
| bination” business into. less. desir-. , 
able: times and’ programs. . : 

Frequent - habit of the agencies-: 
in this late period -of network time. 
[ sales, a time when there.-are most- 
dy seraps available, is to. feed. each” 

. | network | reports. of ‘how. ‘Tow its. 
rivals are willing to go ‘to get. the | 

| advertising, in. hopes. that this © 
‘ information -: will . 

further drive. down’ the market. 
This time’ comes. around-when it oS 

‘| becomes evident to. CBS-TV, ‘ABC- =.” 
: TV, and NBC-TV_ that ‘there. ‘just . 

sn’t enough: advertising loot. to go. 
| around ‘for: purposes of. legitimate-. 
ly filling all three. Webs" to. the. 
commercial ‘limit. -: : 
: " One: of. ‘the big: summer ‘games 
has always been to guess the pre-. 
cise price of each.and every pur- - 
chase that .is: made. in -the ‘latter 
days of a selling season. It's hard: 
guessing, too, because of: the se- 
crety: the webs ‘try. to impose : (so Ke 

|other bankrollers: won't’ get: miad?~. |: 
and because of’: contrasting - (some. 
jaf: ‘it. phoney) that. the. agencies: do: - 
jm trying to prove how ‘able. ‘they. i. 
,are at. sharp trading Practices. —_ 

Bary Wood As 

Jaffe’ S$ P; artner® 
Barry. ‘Wood. is. about to become. 

a partner in Henry : ‘Jaffe. Enters. 
prises:. Wood, a: onetime. , singer, 

has for: three years. ‘been, executive 

producer’ of ‘the Bell. Telephone. 

Friday . night series. -on” NBC-TY, 

which the: Jafie’ Organization: Pro- . 
duces. , 

“It’s. ‘likely ‘that. Wood will: cone. 
. |. tinue. producing’the Belt hour.after 
[his- partnership’ arrangement is fie. 
|Malized: ‘Jaffe. Enterprises _pro- 
'|duces that’-stanza ‘and.the: Dinah: © 

‘Jaffe Enter- ~ Shore’ Sunday. | ‘hour. 
prises will also produce six: spe-_- 
cials‘ for Cities Service if network 7 
tine can ‘be gotten. _ 

“Meantime; Jaffe has: set: “George: 
Schlatter to produce. Miss Shore's: 
‘Stanza. next: fall. - Schlatter ‘ pro« 
duced -eight. “Sunday shows: for 
Jaffe last season.’ There'll be- ‘10 
Shore. shows in "61-62, ae 

of the time being made available." 



In . Which A Croup of Key U. Ss. Broadeasters, 1 Both As A ‘Convenience And Necessity,’ 

Document Their Public. Service’ Accomplishments 

| “And Responsibility. to ‘Community 

_ By WARD-L QUAAL.. 
(Exec. VP. ‘Gen:. Mors “WGN, Inc.) 

Chicise. 
‘Chairman. Newtoii: N. “Minow of the ‘Federal ‘Communi-_ 

cations Commission, in. his . Statement ‘before. ‘the. ‘annual. 
“Convenition © of the National. Association of Broadcasters, 

- addressed -hiniself to. the. need. for. a general ‘upgrading. of - 
all television. program fare.. 
In. this. regard, -he is. ‘right. insofar : as: he - ‘states. there 

mist: ‘be an improvement | of:.“quality,”: but: I cannot sub-- : 
scribe’ to ‘his statement ‘that television Tepresents a. “vast” 

' ‘wasteland. " 
‘E think that. one : cant ‘pat ‘television. ‘in‘a better: per- > 

spective if. one ‘examines its- tremendous: accomplishments a 
dn its first.12° commercial ‘years. ‘Television. is still,.as'far .. 
‘as industry. development is concerned, :in its: infant years. '- 
: Net, ‘its ‘accomplishments: are awe-inspiring: ‘and caused |. 
“President -John F. Kennedy : ‘to. make .the ‘statement: that.” -- 
“broadcasting ‘today. is’ the “most. Powerful. ‘abd effective ‘ 
communications ‘force yet (designed).” 
: Certainly; no fair-minded individual can ‘expect’ ‘teles 

vision. to attain its’ full potential in ‘this. short. ‘period of: 
‘time. ‘In all fairness: to. Mr. Minow, ‘we: do not think 
‘that he. expects television to teach the. position of ma- - 
turity: which rests’ in ‘the. theatre after 3, 000 years. or. 
that of - print -publications | after some . dd ‘years.: 
‘Chairman Minow:.is a: dedicated ‘ard. extremely brite . 

_Hiant young man: ‘In my ‘opinion, he, ,is completely ‘sin- :: 
*: Jocal moment; and. responding. to them with. well-timed, ‘cere; I agree with him that there must be ‘an upgrading. 

- of ‘programming on all levels of.television, but I. want to. 
‘stress anew that some of:.the. approaches suggested for. 
this “uplifting”. could very well entail a. “eure” that - is: 

- worse than: the “disease.” 
AH. ‘responsible broadcasters, ‘most® fortunately, ‘are: oo 

‘dedicated and: want to improve the quality .of- television. 
*: However,:- unless we “move with caution and. in the true - 
~ Bpicit ‘of: free. enterprise, we will destroy - that. which, . in 

” these: relatively” 12. short: : ‘years, has made ‘such * a tre-, 
» mendotis ‘contribution to the American: scene.. 

Chairman. Minow calls: upon additional. “television : lie |: 
“ censes: as the. answer. to the “difficulties” of the medium.- 
There .are- markets throughout the nation. where. an . 

additional . station” would offer . an. alternate : program: | 
choice for viewers—and that: should ‘be’ encouraged. On © 
 the..‘other . hand,.: it ‘is’ faulty. thinking. ‘to. believe. that 

oh, © ‘additional. .stations” will:. bring about. “any “upgrading” 
“in programming. . 

The :history of ‘radio is proof. positive. that’ an: increase 
fin. the number of radio licenses does not necessarily bring -- 
_about ‘an iniprovermient. in product for the consumer. The 
broadcasting industry is one ‘which does. not. “Recessarily oe 

‘benefit from additional. competition. _ 

F€C- Inspired Degradation.” 
" “‘gronically, the FCC is the: architect: of the. dégradation 3 
which. exists. today. in: many. facets’ of the radio industry 
due. to the: wholesale granting. of radio licenses to a 

point where the namber. -of ‘stations have. ‘increased: from‘ 
:- approximately. 800.-prior' to. World War II.to:more than 

4,000, today. - This has. not meant: an “up: lifting” " in Pro- © times - ‘daily on WDSU-TV. During the hurricane season, 

From thé standpoint-of coverage, there: has not Been. a _# round-the-clock 
‘inet loss—not:a gain—because of mutual.interference es-. 

gram, ‘standards! It has led to adegradation. 

tabli8hed on the 106 channels ‘in the: AM ‘band. - Rural 
and small town listeners, . desperately . ‘in. need: of more- 

“service; have. lost this service in: many:: cases - while city 
-Fesidents have gained: additional. sources-of programming. 

-It is a sad. 

”. today... - 

ive agricultural ‘reporting achedile in. radio today. 
:, . Our television station is ‘avery unusual’ operation. . As 

‘Chicago owned,. -operated.. and. programmed. station,. it- 
“concentrates ‘on ‘the. ‘eommunity ~ “with ‘such featiires :.as 
'. “Great Music-from.: Chicago,” presenting ‘the ‘distinguished 

: Chi¢ago Symphony ‘ orchestra, Dr. ‘Fritz. “Reiner, ‘Walter. , 
~Hendl, and guest conductors, 

‘This vehicle won the. coveted: George: Foster ‘Peabody ~ 
‘It “is. now. syndicated -in.25 markets __ 

‘throughout ‘the ‘U.S. ‘and, beginning. this. ‘October, wil a 
~ qward in 1959... 

be carried by: the’ Canailian. Broadcasting. Corp.” .- 
‘Inthe. area of children’s programs, WGN-TV: has’ dis: 

tinguished. itself -with.emphasis on the educational ap- 
‘praach : to- youth’ fare: WGN-TV is the station that re-.; 
“turned: “Ding Dong’ School”: tothe air. and; more re-:. 
_eontly, has introduced in ‘beautifut living. color, “Treetop 

‘ House,” ‘presented: in cooperation with the National Col- | 
‘lege of Education, Evanston, Wi::. WGN-TV. created :-the 

series which: ‘dramatized the great fairy tales.” 
‘Very unique. in. religious .programming. is:the “Chicago~ 

land. Church ‘Hour,”.a .weekly origination from ‘churches |‘ -~ - 
_of - Various . faiths “and: denominations. therein: in’ the- 
greater © Chicagotand area.’ Each program is aired in 
-edlor and offers. churches an. opportunity to. present their. 

” actual - ‘worship: ‘services ‘to, the: “community _ WGN-TV. cis: 
* privileged .to serve. 

In our opinion, this is ‘an’ ‘ideal ‘manner int which’ ‘to: 
-. present’ religious: broadcasts.:“'The :responsibility” of the ve 
- licensée: ig té his home. community, . not. to the dissem- . 

. ination | of. filmed: religions: Programs which: originate: in : 
~. ‘planned -to write. . an area far Temoved. 

WGN-TV is the. first: “gation in the: country to. go. to 
a. 30-minute news show format—seven nights a week. — 

‘In the public affairs area, WGN-TV contributes a very 
extensive . broadcast schedule. ‘of. progrataming: “Typical 
fn this area is the fect that WGN-TV. (and WGQ). offered: 
the: only live, origination: of President t Kennedy's. recent: L 

commentary. to find from’15 to.35 stations | 
“fn the standard .band in’ a ‘single Metropolitan - -com-. 

4 “munity. ‘This: ‘reckless | assignment. oflicenses has caused. 
the’ overall. weakness: in the fabric . ‘of Tadio programining. oo 

- get.-a setback. This ts, my: ‘greatest, worry. 

TT ecche at’ McCormick Place “ii: ‘Chicago. Both audio. ‘and 
videotape “were made avallable to the networks. . 

, Other ‘public’ ‘affairs. programs: include. “Your ‘Right to 
a-- Sunday" evéning show produced in coopera- 

“Fon with Northwestern Univ.,.and “A Walk Through the 
‘Vailey,”’ an- hourlong. ‘documentary in conjunction with 
the’ Church Federation. of Greater Chicago. 

shows. the. support:-from :viewers. “has 

programming. 

. “By AL Lowis: READ 
“Gen. ‘Mor. WDSU-TV, New, Orleans) 

‘New. Orleans.. 
‘WDSU-TV. has ‘developed: a clear-cut concept of. its: 

: Tesponsibility-. to the. community which .is rooted in a” 
deceptively simple. phrase: be “awaré and bé. involved. 
-It could ‘also’ be defined as knowing’ what -is important ‘” 
‘and programming to it. -Unquestionably, this t& the most . 

Ly exciting. aiid - rewarding aspect of-a station’ s. operation. 

In “practice;: it -imp9ses. ‘a multi-faceted. ‘obligation: it 
means being acutely’ ‘sensitive to interests and issues ‘of 

‘incisive special programs: it: means applying, within’ the 
framework: of. objectivity, trained insight te news selec- 
tion. and treatment; it means: careful: attention. to the 
“content of regularly scheduled: local programming; and 
most: of all: it-means raising .a' forthright and forceful 
editorial: voice: on matters..of public ‘concern, 

With: this: as a blueprint, WDSU-TV -has. ‘evolved an 
imaginative, blend: of. Fegular. and: special ‘local pro- 

- gramming. 

On ‘the regular side. cnine local newscasts are. televised 
“daily Monday: through ‘Friday, all shaped: to provide. a 
balanced and: objective: presentation of national, "regional, . 

:.and. local néws: 

‘Twice ‘a day,- pertinent ‘and meaningful editorials are 
telecast, clearly stating the station's. position’ on vital 
issue’, “When, as is often. the ease, these éditortals take 
‘stands on controversial- matters, equal time is offered. to 
qualified spokesmen ‘for ; -oppasing: points of view. 

_ “An -hour-long daily wonen’s ‘show, “Midday,” ts 
” grounded in’ ‘community service. Such features as the 

with. the New Orleans Congressional ‘delegation, ‘appear- 
ances “by. the manager ‘of the local Better Business Bu-- 
reau: warning: ‘housewives ‘of the latest commercial frauds, 
appearances ‘-by physicians, home economists, and a va- 

“riety of other interesting. visitors, have made. “Midday” 
an outstanding success with the women of New Orleans. 
A: professional; nationally-known meteorologist pre- 

: ‘gents complete,. up-to-the-minute weather reports three 

“weather alert”. is 

“air. continuously: ‘until the: threat subsides. 

‘The péople of ‘New’ Orleans look forward each’ day ‘to 
meeting. prominent..and colorful personalities who visit. 
the city on “Byline—Mek “Leavitt.” - 

In. the ‘way of special programming; WDSU-TV pto-" . 
duces. local ‘news’ documentaries, live coverage of im-. 
portant: local events. “searching interviews ‘and panel 

‘these. presentations may range from five minutes to. an 
-hour, or: from one program to. a-‘series-—whatever the 
subject. ‘requires.. Each is intended to. probe, to illum- 
Anate,. to :inform.: 

‘Such programming: if properly conceived and executed, . 
“4s the difference between. a- ‘station which is merely. a 
‘pipeline’ of. entertainment, and. one which: is ‘a- vital force: 
in the: area it. ‘perves. _Preferring the latter. role, wbsu- 

~ Perish: The Thought — 
By:EDGAR KOBAK 

While relaxing. in the hospital (ulcer) the - following. 
thought: ‘kept: going through: my. mind. ‘Suppose all pro-- 

grams .on the air pleased. everyone—what.would be the 
*. Fesult? | . Broadcasting would get -no. publicity, just. dull, 
‘favorable, boring. reviews,“no discussioa; no speakers 

- “would : touch. this: ‘subject; even the press would ‘be bored. 
“Blue Fairy,’ another “Peabody award: winner .and a. Yes: .even': Congress - would’ lose interest, : and the. FCC 

“would, .be. frantic” .We would: not even. need NAB, “What 
a. “horrifying. thought. 

‘But then, after a-blood transfusion, the air. cleared and 
‘this awful idea disappeared, and I began. to. feel better. 

. Let's. welcome ‘critics, constructive or otherwise, as: I pre- 
fer any’ kind: than.none. at ali. Broadcasting. Is fortunate 
that it lives in a.goldfish bow!—it-can't hide its errors and; 
80, ‘has. the’ ‘advantage of- being exposed ‘to ideas and sug- 
gestions, 
open to.new ideas and be alert. enough to try them out. 

So, instead of a@ short article, accept this short. letter, 
and ‘when I feel better you, may eventually. get What I 

PS—If option time is killed, ‘broadcasting wil really 

option time into effect. in. 1935 we finally got broadcasting. 
off the: -ground: 1 know, I. was there, and I ean see the 
game . ‘situation . facing: television whea. @ption time dis. 

. appears. 

‘In Spite of prime” time scheduling’ of public ‘affairs: 
been extremely’ 

- disappainting... If Chicago.-will’ support.such shows’ and, 
. above all, cultural programming, - we -will program | -and 

..) promote them. To date, however,.we are sadly disilhi- 
sioned but: we .have not. given up: the: “fight.” We will . 
‘continue to. strive. ‘to. give Chicago. the best. dn: telev ision. 

ming, and: began to editorialize. 
Now have become an important element of our public 

Mayor's press conferences, exclusive filmed interviews. 

7 maintained: and. 
-“when -the situation warrants, the. station remains on, ‘the 

- shows,.. sports . features’ and remotes; and. nearly every. 
'. other program type. imaginable: Nevey a-slave to format, 

WGN, ‘radio is: ‘one ‘of ‘those stations: ‘that believes ‘th > 
full service programming, broadcasting 2. yast- ‘schedule 
‘of news,. public: affairs, liv~’ music, and. the most: exten=" 

‘on the Potomac was the accusation that about 93°% 
_entertainment on television screen was a wasteland. 

“All it -has to do.is keep its mind—and doors—. 

When we put- 
‘standing children’s shows, “Profect 20,” 

‘coverage and NBC's, but also on Perry Como, 

™ ptides itselt on its hard-won position of respect and 
influence, and labors dihgently to maintain it 

In. this dynamig, highly specialized sphere of respon- 
sibility to the local community, no obligation can ba 
detégated, no remote entity can superimpose its jutdg- 
Ment: of What-is best. The networks cannot do it The 
“syndirators cannot, do it. The Government cannot do itt. 

Only the local broadcaster is close enowsh to the 
community to sense its needs and meet them. 

By JOHN 8S. HAYES 
Washington Post Newsweek Stations) 

Washington. 
The vital role of the United States In today’s increa¢- 

(Pres., 

‘Ingly tough and tense world demands the fullest pos- 
sible public understanding of the serious problems which 
‘confront us. There should be no doubt that television, 
as it comes to make fuller use of its own potential 4s 
8. means of communication, has an unavoidable and 
‘growing “responsibility to the community" to try to in- 
‘form, educate and enlighten—as well as to entertain. 
-But, this responsibility Isn't one that should—or can— 
be imposed by federal directive. Rather, it ought to 
flow: voluntarily from an understanding by broadcasters 
of television’s essential obligation to its viewers. 

. The two: Post-Newsweek television stations—WTOP- 
TV, Washington. DC., and WJXT, Jacksonville, Florida 
«make no claims to ‘exclusive knowledge in matters of 
community responsibility. That responsibility is too 
broad for: any precise general definition: every commu- 
nity has its own particular needs. Bul we are convinced 
that news and public information programs are an in- 
creasingly important part of our own communily con- 
tribution. Thus, both stations are devoting great: alten- 
tion—and considerable amounts of time—to programs 
of fact and opinion, programs which explore the com- 
plex subjects which illuminate America’s cuture, history, 
and its world role. Occasionally, this approach wins 
recognition, and we are grateful for our awards. The 
-Breater satisfaction, however, lies In the knowledge that 
our stations have played a more active part in the 
world in which we live. 

‘With this same objective in mind, WTOP-TV decided 
nearly three years ago to take a step beyond the tradi- 
tionally “neutral concept of public service pragram- 

WTOP-TV editorials 

service concept, with daily two-minule editorials six days 
a week, plus a half-dozen expanded half-hour ‘editoriats 
each year. The result of this: effort is that the station 
no. longer remains aloof from controversy but is a par- 
ticipant in what has been termed the “public dialogue” 
-—the sharp and sometimes heated argument on. ques- 
tions of local and national policy 

In our view, this process of “taking sides” {s a logical 
_and desirable extension of our community responsibility. 
‘WTOP-TV's experience has been that the hazards and 
difficulties of editorializing are not so great as might 
have: been expected and the rewards—both tangible and 
intangible—are greater. We would hesitate for a very 
‘long time indeed befsre returning to. a situation in 
which: our slations stand aside from the decision-making 
process ‘in our communities and our nation. 

By JACK HARRIS 
(V.P., Gen. Mor, KPRC AM & TY) 

Houston. 
Operating a television station 1m one of the nation’s 

: Major {or minor) markets is a job which at the same time 
4s rewarding and frustrating. 

The operator expends his major effort in trying te de- 
termine and meet the desires and neds of the community 
he serves, 

- He has plenty of help. Any station operator knows whea 
he pleases or displeases almost any segment of the audi- 
ence. One thing which Is characteristic of television audi- 
ences in Houston or Hoboken or even Hong Kong, 1 pre- 
‘sume, is that they are not reluctant to express themselves, 

I frequently tell Jess Neely, a good friend who is head 
coach of the Rice Univ football team, that he has only 
‘70,000 Mondav miorning quarterbacks, I have over 600,000 
and they call-the plays Sunday through - Saturday. 

‘But strangely, unti] the NAB Cenvention, I had never 
considered children in the Congo smong my quarterbacks. 

One of the things which disturbed me at our powwow 
of the 

From a dozen years of close contact with our own public, 
I have no. doubt that the public expects and demands 

- entertainment as the base of any television structure. 
‘That television should be much more than were enter- 

tainment, i have never doubted, nor would I ever contend 
that ft is meeting fits full potential, in either the entertafn- 
‘ment or informstional field. 

I have been Interésted to observe at each meeting of 
. our own Radio-Television Advisory Committee {n Houston 
that the important cultural leaders of the community gen- 
erally spend as much time at these sesstons telling us of 
the entertainment programs they enjov as they do dis- 
eussing areas of informational programs we have pre- 
sented or are planning. 

Probably no program has been more harshly criticized 
than “The Untouchables.” Yet it would be interesting to 
‘read the mail if someone decided this was wasting our 
natural resources and should be taken off the air: 
Iam confident our acceptance in the community is based 

not only on “Play of the Week,” “White Papers.” our out- 
“Hallmark Hall 

of. Fame.” “Chicago ‘Symphony, ” pur own extensive news 
“Wagon 

(Continued on page 24) 



Dear Mr. 
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T, ain,’ “Bonanza,” Dinah Shore; “Outlaws,” end other 
yiGgrams, which. apparently please our audiences more 
than they dv some people in Washington. 

To determine public needs and desires, we enlisted an 
outstanding grcup of local leaders to serve .as an advisory 
committee, study eur mail and phone calls, and a couple 
ef .cais ago commissioned Dr. Dichter's organization to 
Make @ depth study of our community. 
From 

entertaining, informative and stimulating. 
I ant also confident that they think it can and: should be 

he fter: 
(m ‘oth counts, I align myself with ovwr audience. 
And F think the lecture in Washington will accelerate 

televisions movement in that. direction. 

By PHILIP G. LASKY 
Gen. Mgr., Station KPIX, San Francisco) 

San Francisco. 
KFEX's record for community service, I'd like to believe, 

the 1esult of a deep love affair with the San Francisco Bay 
Aica. We've been asked how we go about meeting our 
rcsponsibility to the community, and the question defies 
a direct answer. 
ihe truth probably lies in. the fact that the station is mo- 
tivated by conviction rather than eommandment. 

To seck out and serve the needs and interests of the 

iF, 

alea is not a new or novel idea. KPIX brought television.. 
to Northern California 12 years ago, and at that time its 
ttated policy was ‘ 
eras... to learn the interests of its viewers . 

The ‘station has been “probing the community ever since 
and serving it with vigorous programming to lecal re- 
quirements. 
a community need and nat merely-to fit a predetermined 
zt hedule. . 

Webster has it that responsibility is “the ability to meet 
ebligations or to act without superior authority or guld- 
ance.” This quality, like morality or good manners in an. - 
individual, must be spontaneously present if it is to be 
something more than a veneer. 

If there is a secret to KPIX’s record it is the fact that.. . 
this spirit of pride in, and obligation to; and “love” of, the 
community prevades the organization. Management en- 
courages station people to become personally interested .- 
in community affairs. Though our executives participate of-. 
fically 1n major civic projects, it is the wide hase of per- 
sonal involvement that has established the broad founda- 
tion for the station’s relationship to the community. KPIX : 
people are not merely professional observers; they ‘don’t 
“look at” community life—they live it. 

This involvement enables us to probe the community 
and fathom its needs far-better than any formal! system 
of sample surveying could ever achieve. 

Ideas for community service flow in abundance, and if 
any credit is due management it is for the favorable cli- 
mate it ¢established for the translation of these ideas into 
progiams, 

One ef our people, as a parent, was deeply. engrossed 
in the subject of heart ailments in children. The’ result 
was the now famous 90-minute heart surgery broadcast 
which made it possible for. the public to learn that science: 
could restore so-called “blue babies” to normal health. 
Another KPIX staffer’s interest in political affairs re- 
sulted in “Ten Men,” an annual series during which all 10 
congressmen from this area are brought to KPIX for 
a report to the people. 

In 1956. one of our executives serving on the directorate 
of a civic organization became aware of the fact that 
the public was unaware and thus apathetic to the mount- 
ing transit problem of the area. The result was a series 
of half-hour documentary editorials, which was credited 
with helping to nudge officialdom into action. This was 
ene of the first, if not the first, tv editorials in the country. 
We pioneered television editorials, not as a matter of. 

prestige, - -but because we were learning more and more: 
about civic affairs, were becoming more involv ed in them, 
ana wanted to have our say. 

KPIX has editorialized ever since, and by now ‘its opin-. 
jons on a variety of key community issues are well known. 
Though KPIX freely expresses its editorial opinion it en- 

* courages and develops, with equal vigor, debates and dis- 
cussions by spokesmen from the community at large. 

Aside from so-called “public service” programs, KPIX's 
responsibility to the community is reflected in its news, 
infarmational and entertainment programs. We do more 
Joeal pregramming than all the other local stations to- 
gether, not because we're told to, but because.San Fran- 
cisco is a constant shuwplace and because we like to con- 
aider ourselves showmen. and broadcasters, not merely 
film exhibitors or a network outlet. | 

Indeed, we do have the noise and headache of a 20-man 
neusroom, the anxieties of a big, busy local program de- 
partment, the inconvenience of 50 teenagers tramping 
in every afternoon for a.live program, the problems of 
arranging {ishbowls and fingerpaints for a daily “Adven- 
fuze School” program for tiny tots, and sometimes vexing 
woubles with local talent. 

You Get a Good Feeling 
We have these problems and lots more. but there are. 

compensations. We find delight in an eminent legislator 
who spends a half-hour with us and then says: “That's the 
kest political program I've been on. We like it when 
San Franciseo’s Board‘ of Supervisors consiuers a con-: 
froversial ordinance, and a KPIX editorial is quoted three 
times during the afternoon's debate at the City Hall. We 
fiew when told that our. support for.a public issue’ was 
“invaluable in furthering public understanding.”: We're 

"yleased when the United States tells us that a KPIX 
canception fer a series of spot announcements for the up- 
ceming fund campaign is a tremendous public contribution. 

Aside from serving the community with programs, KPIX 
endeavors to. be a good neighbor. Quite apart from its 
broadcasting activities, it.assumes a role of leadership in 
stimulating community processes. For example, it reg- 
ularly, throughout the year,. organizes and plays host to 
Stnall conferences on a variety of subjects, ranging from 
polices, juvenile problems and redevelopment to art and 
religion. 

As «a Westinghouse station, KPIX has the advantage of 

operating: under: a ‘corporate philosophy to development: of 

these scientific sources, I am confident that a-. 
g3eat majority of the people in our area find television 

There is no formula, but fundamentally. 

. lo brodden the horizons of its cam- . 

Our philosophy jis to tailor programs to fit. 
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television’s fullest” potential, and. policies that encourage 
great. local ‘program: freedom. -To supplement local: effort, 
KPIX draws on: WBC for creative services, facilities ‘and 
group, programs. of : a magnitude that. would otherwise be 
unavailable. ; 
_And we have, every morning, a slew. inspiration of a. 

‘great city—San. Francisco.. 
Community service. isn’t a. chore. wae . it’s a pleasuret. 

By ‘CHARLES: H CRUTCHFIELD 
'' " (Exec V.P.,: Gert. .Mar., . 

Jefferson Standard. Broadcasting | Co.). 

Charlotte, N.C: 
‘Tt has, been: said “Progress is-never complete; only ful- 

fillment has finality.” this. should be the epitome of public 
service broadcasting. 

“Wein. broadcasting must be ag aggressive, as compet!- 
tive, with our public. service. ‘activities: as’ we are. in Sales, - 
programming or news. — , 

The day has never arrived when announcements for 

service or news coverage of the Iocal college’s commence- 
ment. will acquit a ‘broadcaster of his ‘Tesponsibilities, ' 

‘We eannot wait for. a civic. committee to call. on. us. “We. 
‘cannot .pay ‘lip service to the community: by.. promoting 
the obvious: We must. aggressively. seek out opportunities. : 

--to serve our people. |. a” 
‘At. Jefferson’ Standard, “we “utilize a number of ‘tech- 

niques. to insure that. Public: service. . progress is never. 
complete. 

We have established. a quality-control department, 
Serving WBT-Radio and: WBTV Television in Charlotte... 
and WBTW ‘Television in. Florence; the department sup- 
plements: and coordinates: the program, advertising. and . 
public service’ controls exercised by several «1 staff: mem 
bers at each station. 
"Through. this department we expect to obtain | a more ; 

‘By IRVING GITLIN. eee 
(NBC. VP. ‘Public Affairs) oo 

-During the past season, I. have: been. struck by: the idea 
that what. we see going on in our medium is in no. essential 
way. difierent. from. that in-any' other area of national life. . 
The. world, if you will, is catching up with us despite our’. 
most: powerful ostrich - instincts, and we are starting: to 
adjust: to the: national: situation. 

‘I do nat mean to imply that things are “getting better” 
or “getting worse,” nor de I mean this. as @ promo for 
publie affairs programming: I: merély: mean : ‘that as the 

- world rides. the tides. of. revolution, we. in this. country, 
and yes, even we on Madison .Ave., have begun: ‘to take 
account of it..I wish the penetration of. the -hole :we are 

dn were deeper; and that the one medium that. can jump 
‘across the. limitations of’ time, geography, Janguage, -and.- 
even educational difference, was in all. its parts addressing. 
‘itself.to the human: ‘condition, _ 

in this day of -nationai crisis, I am. staggered by. the 
number of talented people in’ seme branches of what is: 
euphemistieally called the. teleyision arts, who have on 
separate occasions: expressed. the desperation’ of their crea-. 
tive positions. 
like an old recording, if they were not so unhappy: You've 
heard What they. say: “I can’t take. another day of. dishing “ 
up this stuff’ (froma formula drama writer). 

“I want to make: films that say. something” (from a com- 
mercial director). 

““¥ don't want to go to the: West ‘Coast and grind’ them 
out” (from a writer with, a string. of awards). : 

This creative. restlessness, this search for the. worth- 
while and. socially. valid, ‘is a ‘personal problem for. the 
individuals swept up in: it; yet it is an- industry-wide. prob- 
lem, too, and even a national: one when Seen in its. broad- 
est ramifieations. 

I think the creative. person who. in’ a more tranquil time 
‘might live with his, sense. of “grinding it out’’ and settle - 
for the pool at: the. Beverly Hibs, today finds intolerable . . 
the well-paying job which, - while ‘téchnically. SUPeri0ry 
‘ads nothing to: the human resources of the country. . 

There is.a lot of talk about. collective guilt: today;: per 
haps we are seeing it in this ‘country, and in our medium, © 

And those _ as the old business-as-usual slogans wéar thin. 
who ‘deal: in. ideas: those, ‘writers and: producers. and di- 
rectors. and cameramen. and-‘stars and extras and all ‘the: 
rest—know ‘in their. bones -that - national - disasters come | 
from not tapping the deepest ‘and: ‘most truthfal responses - 
of its people. 

‘If it is ‘not in the national interest to attract the finest: - 
in its television. artisans, then we are ‘in. trouble indeed. 

If it is not economically sound to set a standard | ‘for. 
the world to follow, then we. will. follow, not lead. 

If the institutions of our country are so bureaucratized is 
that an upsetting idea can’t get through, then we are. 
cooked indeed. Because we may as well face it; .we. are 
in fora. tie, ‘measured in generations. ‘of upsetting ideas. 
Run for cover if: you will, but. there “is. no longer any 
place ta. run ‘to. And we might as well get on with the” 
primary business: ‘of greatness ‘as ‘a nation and of people... 
with ideas for the world;.and give up some: of. the silly 
iads and fetishes that pass: for ideas both in our meidum: 
and outside: In: our ‘medium, the idea-that it is possible to 
niake everyone happy with a single program; the.idea that -. 
the largest audience is the -best audience; the. idea that 
a committee can be. creative; the idea that some one else. 
has. responsibility. 

Call this, then,-a period of awakening: ‘for television, as 
it. is for the nation. It is out-of such: periods that the 
finest ‘results: may:‘emerge. 
that an‘institution may break. The strain is felt in per- 
-sonal terms by those whose working lives: are bound: up” 

i believe, am reporting © accurately when 1 say: 
there is a new ‘temper, ‘a. New restlessness, a new desire. .. 
for the fresh. and worthwhile. Out .of. this “temner some- 
thing useful can come: 26 5 OF history ¢ can. Pass us by. 

in it. 

- Their ‘complaints. might be played back - 

‘partment was set 
of :a full-time Public Service ‘Coordinator. Its purpose ig . 
‘simple: To: serye. the. WSJS. Radio/Television: areas. by. - 
‘ offering : coordinated . plans of on-the-air information. an 
public service. ~ 

It is also: out of. such periods 
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(ours 
- “objéctive ‘analysis ‘of: our: “total programa - “operations ‘and 
‘intensify our research’ on the needs of: the communities 
we serve. rade 
: Alorig these same: dines, Grady. Cole, “Mr. Dixie” | ‘of 
WBT-Radio the past 31-years, has. been appointed specla - 
assistant to- the general - manager to act: as: a ‘roving ame. 
bassador. of good -will- for all three stations., ::.. ‘seeking 
out and airing. the «views . of. interesting - Carolinians: 
‘thr oughout our coverage area, . ; .. 

. ‘Radio Moseow’. Series 
Programming-wi ise, probably. the.- best . example. of. ‘ag~ 

gressive public® service. ds. WETS ‘award-winning | "Radio 
Moscow” series. a 

“Radio Moscow,”. "conceived. late in:. ‘1958, 4s “designed 
--to- refute ‘Communist: propaganda. WBT. tapes ‘some 20 

-. hours. of: shortwave’ broadcasts from. Radio Moscow ‘each . . 
.. week.-Comments from. the Communist: commentator “are: 
broadcast, and then disproved: by. WBT's |. team: of foreign 

“affairs experts. 

“Aired . three: times - weekly on. WBT.. the ‘program ig 
“currently being. héard on 15 other commercial. and educa- 

a fund-raising drive; the “live”. Sunday’ morning church: ’ tional radio stations throughout the nation. Progress is also the.theme of WBTV’s exciting: “Spears: 
head” series. “Spearhead”: goes. where progress. is, re- 
gardless of where—into:the operating: room. to depict the 
splendid’ developments: that have made Charlotte. the -- 
medical center of the -South—observing the . sights. and | 

- sounds of the cultural. groups.of our aréa during a unique - *. 
~ telethon: for ‘the Fine ‘Arts Fund—going 40,000: feet. into. -- 
‘the ‘stratosphere . ‘to. show. how the: air. defense, -of ‘the " 
Charlotte area .is operating... 

“Fhere's progress, too, in WBTV's fight ‘against illiteracy. 
For the past three years the ‘station. has telecast a. sixe. 
months course desigiied to teach-adults to read and write. 
Utilizing - the Laubach: method - of: combining. television: . 
“programs. with: individual. -instruction inthe. ‘classroom, 
several thousand adults have participated -in- the’ ‘serieg . -. - 

“and-can now read: and write.to:the fourth grade level, = =." ~... 
Years. before.the famed ‘Presidential ‘Debates, all three’: | 

of our. stations conducted.a wide. variety. of debates ‘be- « 
. tween’ candidates: for ‘local, state and ‘national ‘offices, :... 
' Highlights have been’ debates — ‘between. Rep. Charles © 

PERIOD OF AWAKENING| 
Raper Jonas; North Carolina’s lone Republican. ‘delegate’. 
to the House of _Representatives, and -.his. Democratic: op- 

. ponents, and between. all four candidates. in Jast: year's 
bitter gubernatorial. race. 

Public service ‘and: progress £0: ‘hand. in hand. We ‘at 
Jefferson Standard. are dedicated. to the task’ of Seeing 
that. they’ are never. ‘separated. —_ 

By HAROLD ESSEX. 
(Pres. WSIS Radio-Television). 

Winston Salem, NGS 
‘How does a: station meet Ite “responsiblity to. ‘the com- 

There. ‘are “probably. ag jnany answers to “the question 
“as there are stations that believe they are properly. ais, oy 
charging that obligation. . we 

Ordinarily, a report on a ‘station's: public. interest aCe. 
.tivities. and its proof. of performance in: meeting | ‘ftg oo ., 
responsibility to the ‘community: miglit. well be based on™: '- ° 
“reams. of statistics—statistics on the number of. announce> 
-Ments; programs and special service Projects . broadcast " 

. during a certain period. . oo 

Our files certainly have: their ‘share of ‘statistics.. ‘Howe. 
-ever, the real Story of the. WSJS Stations’. public. Service ee 
-activities lies in. the way in which our efforts on “behalg oo 
“of: the community. come to be aired. =~ 

“WSsJS pioneered in the field of. broadcast public: service ° 

p in July, 1957, under the direction - 
. in North’ wae eet dp -a: centralized Public Service. De. 

Not content with the ‘normal flow: of. ‘requests: into the. 
. Publie Service Department ‘through: outside initiation, it 
“was: decided’to render a ‘more complete service by institute _ 
ing ‘a: plan calling. for daily research: into- civic projects’ -_ 
and activitiesof the communities within. the stations”: ° 

“areas. In short. we look for. ways. to- be.-of service. ~ 
. Consequently,: the Public Service ‘Coordinator makes & 

‘regular check of all sources ‘of. information. in ‘order. to: , 
formulate. Plans of - assistance; 

“When it: is noted that a meeting is scheduled, or ‘that’ _ 
a new project is getting. under way which will. ‘benefit. the 
communities. served: by the stations, the. program or cons 
mittee ¢hairman’is‘called and. offered the: assistance’ of. 

"the Publié. Service Department. . 
This method of “seek-out and: contact’. ‘has produced 

excellerit results in broadening the stations’. assistance. to 
-a greater muinber of -agenciés, organizations:.and .groups, 

‘Closely allied with the Public Service Department ig 
the WSJS- Public : Affairs. ‘Department:: ‘This. department, . 
formed .in “September; -1959;. to:: produce’ ‘news-iti-depth, . 
docunientary, discussion ° ‘and. ‘other’ public interest: proe 
grams, usés. the same. meticulous day-to-day research ia... © 
-planning and ‘producing programs. It: is headed by a full-” le 
time Public Affairs Director.: . 7 

The basic aim. of: WSJS: Radio. ‘and: “Nélevision in, cone — 
tributing - time, facilities and creative energy has: alway. 
been to do” the: ‘most: good for. the greatest . number. Of 
people. 

Indeed, the. entire | operational. ‘concept | ‘of: the: “wsIs 
Stations is based on ‘an organized work program planned- 
to seek, out arid:serve the tastes, neéds and desires | of . 
‘the communities within their areas. 

“This work and planning has as its. inspiration the. ‘WSIS i" 
ereed, which is-set forth and. displayed Prominendly in the 
“WSJIS* building. It reads:- * 

OUR. PURPOSE. wee 
The Things We-Strive to.Do.” 

1.. Make .a ‘profit: This must’ ‘Tead: the list :of aims’ of ‘any 
‘business. that hopes to. survive .as a free enterprise. 

2. Provide : worthwhile .. radio. and. télévision fare—a :. 
‘proper. balance of: entertainment, information and educa; °°. 
tion—for the ‘people who. live and work. ‘in. the areas. our. 
stations. are privileged to serve. ~ noe 

3.. Exercise: our. best. judgement to ayoid overempbasis-. 
; versa one. at the expense: of ; Bumber two and vice: 



. sented: in ‘such a way: 
‘. g0n.. We decided. that; 
_ schedule, realistically, _only: six. such . specials. We signed. Tad Mosel 
to ‘write the first; we glowed. happily when he Subsequently won: the. 
” Pulitzer Prize: We have Gordon Duff as producer; but :the-series is so 

- adventure shows. 
“point in: television. entertainment: 

] How To. ‘Achieve eae 
sin Acrobats - 

. “By. OSCAR’ KATZ-. 
4WP., ‘Network. Programs, CBS: Television Network)” 

ve in the golden days ‘of vaudeville at ‘the Palace: ‘Theatre, ‘the ‘balancing a . 
‘act always. used to open the- bill; Balance ‘is an equally vital ingredient 
of the over-all programming of a‘ television. ‘network, and you don't 
achieve it-by simply hiring a couple of acrobats. . - 

_ We at the CBS Television Network have always. ‘believed that «it: is 
the responsibility. of the broadcaster to offer a balanced variety of pro-. 
grams, and the times. are ‘never ‘easy. in the. effort to maintain: pro-. 
gram balance. ‘Good rama, for example, has been the ‘hardest .com- 

“. -Modity to come: -by- in recent television; nevertheless,. we have carried 
.-* ‘more drama than any ‘other network, as ‘witness shows like “The United: 
“-. Sfates Steel Hour,” “The General Electrie Theatre,” “Armstrong Cir-. 

2" cele Theatre,’ ” “The Twilight Zone’ and: Various other’ dramatic ‘pres- 
entations. - 

» This season the ‘dratnatie: area: at our progiam, schedule As. going. to 
, be. even stronger. 
-” Jn recent years,. the: ‘amount. ‘of. ptiine. playing ‘time: available. for: 
', outstanding dramatic. efforts ‘on ‘television-has suffered’ from the com- 
petition of action adventure’ shows, which are a much. easier road to} 

igher average ratings. We like ‘high. ratings as well as the second..or 
_ third! network,. but: riot. when: they. are. to’ be Gained: at. the gactifice of 
good: programming balance. 

In‘a sort of. which-came-first-the-ehieken-or-the-ege situation, we have 
fn. the. recent past also been confronted by the fact that many of the. 
‘creative talents who could: best- provide the dramas we sought were |. 
finding greener fields in other’. entertainment media- because of the’ 
action adventure competition: a 
‘This: situation “didn’t come upon. us. overnight, ‘nor have we been. sit- 

ting. around .waiting for it ‘to blow. over. We. not only - continued to 
carry more’ drama—though ‘admittedly: not ‘as. much, “as “we ‘wanted— 

“than. the ‘other nétworks;.. we also experimented over ‘a -considerable 
period -of time with the CBS. Television :Workshop for the. Specific. ‘pur-, 
“pose of encouraging . new. creative. people. _ 

In ‘the: course of our efforts, we reached & couple of: ‘hard-Headed 
- “¢onclisiong which will. be reflected in the. coming season's program and. 

- will, we think,- cbe among. the. Most. important dev elopments. of the tele: { 
. vision season.’ ‘ = 

| Two. Kinds of. Original Dyama. 
One ‘of. these: conclusiotis was: that there were. two definite kinds of. 
original dramatic. ‘undertaking which television needs. The first of these 

 eategories is’ ‘the drama‘. that -is ‘truly a. special—written without haste 
: by a top author, ‘east. and. produced. with’ individual: :attention, and. pre- 

hat it is bound to be a major. effort of the sea-| 
n: order to get this. kind of program, we ‘could: 

fluid that he-is perfectly: willing to step. ‘temporarily : ‘aside. for another 
producer if ‘that other producer.seems just. right. for a: particular. drama. 

“~ Because this: is a series’.of ‘only “six “shows, we ‘interid to sign’ only the 
outstanding writers: Fhis is. a unique. vehicle for important. drama, and 

. we are delighted: that Westinghouse. has chosen _to. Sponsor. it.. 
Six. specials do: not_a -Season make: A show that: is. on week ‘tin: and 

_week out for a full hour is ofie‘of: our. most popular time ‘periods--has 
~@-great deal. more to-do with. making the. season: :And. in’ the -case of |: 
“The Defenders” (8:30-9:30 p:m. Saturdays), we think we haye.at last’ 
‘solved the problem of how to.déevelop good drama in-the face of action. 

‘“The Defenders,” We feel, will mark a: “significant. 

‘Fhe basic. idea-of the show, under the ‘aegis: of ‘creator, . writer. and 
.g¢ript: editor Reginald Rose. and producer ‘Herbert ‘Brodkin, ‘is that 
drama ‘and: action adventure need ‘not..be- opposed ‘to each: other, and | 
that a Sood writer. and good. performers under good. direction can fuse. 

. the best elements into. a:new. kind of. dramatic: series. 7 

| _Whai’s Different. About. 1? 
“What's. different. about “The. “Defenders?” ‘Isn’t it a series show: ‘bout 

a crackerjack Tawyer, ‘played. by..E. G. ‘Marshall, arid: his son. and. the 
.- adventures: they get into? Yes, it is: But the adventures. they get into, 

‘and. the writers who. script ‘these adventures, and ‘the directors..who 
‘put. them on film, are not quite the’ usual. adventuré drama: entries. 

: Reginald Rose, for example, has written an exciting ‘script. ‘whose theme 
“{s the question of. euthanasia: JohnViahos has written. one dealing with |; 
“the question of religiously mixed marriage. Alvin Boretz has -done a 

. truly’ searching inquiry into the morality.of our. treatment of Insanity. 
‘pleas. in criminal prosecutions and. Ernest Kinoy. has written e Play: for 
. The. Defenders” about the disease: Of ; -power. a 

‘I started ‘off ‘by talking. about program balance. ‘The: ‘Defenders: wT 
- believe, can be a miajor:force. for proper balanee. We're happy to have: 

it as part of what.I bélievé is.a very Promising CBS Television 1 Network: 
-, program schedule for: 1961-1962. . 7 

“ED ) JOYCE SHOW 
wees - RADIO.” 

| blatant violence. torrid romances, 
~ 1 too. intimate talk.:on soap operas | 

S| |and-bad taste.in songs, jokes even 
.. {commercials are. all- taboo, 

way, 

1. pay | -teevee, with first: station set.up 
jin Tijuana, the ’100 kilowatt XEF- | 
TV. One--of the two: unassigned | 
{channels in this capital will prob-. 

‘Teult to get: confirmation on this} 
from either the Azcarraga interests}. 

. linig up for while Emilio Azcarraga 
+ -|Sr. has: given.inventor Guillermo 
i  |.Gonzalez.Camarena (also head ‘of 

ZZ ‘his. color system ready for com- 

. |de Ia Garza, 0 
1 Channel 6, 
“aD “October - unfurling of color. 

: De. ‘da’ Garza; with a large for- |: 
“poured . $960,000. into his}. 

-| Momtterrey ‘station, making this ‘top 

Mex TV's Upswing 
“With Independents 

: By EMIL ZU ‘BRYN. 

7 Mexico City... 
Phe boom in Mexican. television 

jis’ definitely - under way, as more 
and ‘more independents: clamor for 
station permits. :Eniilio Azcarraga,- 
the man who dominated the scene |: 
during the early years will have to. 
‘take a sécondary, if not back seat 
inthe years immediately ahead. 
But his -Telesistema ‘Mexicano | 
‘looms. up as maintaining" fits hold. 
as oné of. the. major tv operations 
‘fo the:.republic.. 

A-short while back there was a 
violent scare for the: industry, with 
rumors. that. the Federal Govern- 
‘ment planned to step into the pic- 
ture, buy: out.tv interests. to. break 
up an-alleged monidpoly. . ‘With in- 
dustry..-bigwigs’ shaking fn their 
‘boots, they ‘still. ‘found - temerity to 

‘and ‘television would be “uncon- 
Stitutional”. and tantamount to 
“shutting the eyes: -and. ears of the. 
-public.” — 
‘But it all: ‘blew ‘over when. even: 

‘existed in. Mexico. This has been 
confirmed in recent assignment of 
perinits, by the Department of 
‘Communications. to qualified appli- 
cants; and not solely to Emilio 
Azearraga and +his associates. 

Still, :the ‘threat of possible na- 
tionalization caused a.shakeup-in 

|programming tactics, with efforts 
at improving “quality. And self 
-cénsorship has been imposed, with 
this anticipating strict. regulation | 
by the new. Radia and Film. Indus-. 
try" ‘Law. 

The. Film’ Bureau, which hereto- 
fore. had “as-its realm commercial 
motion pictures atid feature lengths |- 
sent out -over’ tv channels, has 
‘broadened ‘its scope to. “include 
short subjects: and episodes viewed 
‘on -homescreens, Aim .1s to ‘elimt- |: 
nate. everything found “unaccepta- |: 
ble”. for children, ‘moving. up of 

‘+more. adult fare -to' late evening 
hours. But even these latter. must, 
not. overstep the line. . 

In self-censorship moves, Tele- 
vicentro’. has’ already. relied on 
‘shears to cut. out overabundant, use 
of dialéct, slang and Ianguage con- 

| sidered “offensive”: for home. audi- 
ences. American and national epl- 
sodics long .on’ crime, gangsters, 
;drunks, torrid love’ scenes and: 
double entendre are -out.” With | 

preters. 
” 99 ‘4/100% Pure? 

-There’s a clean, moral tone to- 
radio and tv-in Mexico these days, 
more or less, for. admittedly 100% 
‘perfection is not~ possible.’ -Still, 
even on-interview type shows such 

rity Round Tabje/” and “Confiden- 
tial “Archive” presided over by 
Alberto ‘Ramirez de. Aguilar, prac- 
tice now is ta videotape interviews, 
‘rub out. any fluffs or raw: language: 
inadvertently. dropped by inter- 
viewees. .-. 

Vulgarity: ‘vicious characters, too 

In'a 
-Nexican ‘programming has 

now.: bent: far. over backward -in 
i} the opposite direction, with shows | 
. jreflecting this in a pale, snow. 
- [white pure sort: of atmosphere. It 

f ‘jig not-very much to the Mking of} 
4 | homescreen. :. attdiences, 
i.- | They like their: _homescreens raw 
i and. ‘bawdy. 

however, 

In. progress, . Mexico. js readying 

ably go feevee, although it is diffi- 

(most likely initiators of this sys- 
“Item!. or the Department of. Com- | 

. munications. ss . 
Color Boom 

A colo race seems td be. loom- 

‘Channel 5) a'1962 ‘deadline to have 

mercial: exploitation, Gustavo. M. 

is allegedly — readying 

tune, 

‘(Continued an‘ page 33). 

Tn Manana Command 

state that State take over of. radio]. 

officials: guardedly-inferred that no 
true radio‘and television monopoly | 

Televicentro blue pencils also cur- 
. .[ tailing. overexhuberance and vul- 

“| garity of comics and ‘song inter-- 

as Agustin Barrio Gomez's “Celeb: | 

owner: of Monterrey’s|;_ 
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‘Spanish TV Entertains a Whole 
Nation on Annual Budget of 400G 

(Cost of a Single Spec in U.S.) 
By HANK WERBA 

Madrid 
Spanish téley Ision will start to come of age this year when the last 

two: provinces, Galicia and Andalucia, are linked up with the young 
but -energetic network. To the coordinated programming emanating 
principally from Madrid and Barcelona and to a lesser extent from 
Bilbao—the Spanish network will. add Sevilla for studio transmissions, 

In- operation only. five years, tv In this country has slowly, sometimes 
painfully, assembled equipment and personne! for the task of inducing 
modest-standard-of-living Spainards to rush down to the nearest appli- 
ance store fora highpriced smal! screen. 
“Today, however, there are over 300,000 sets: in operation throughout 

the Iberian Peninsula and this figure will rise sharply when Galicia 
and Andalucia enter the programming fold. 
‘Sports by far are the key to a mass television audience and experts 

in the field consider soccer and bullfishting as the principal impetus 
to the set growth already achteved.. Each of these popular spectacules 
can bring well over a million spectators per match or corrida. 

Another feature in the growth of popular acceptance {fs the low cost 
convenience offered by cafes, bars. and pubs where a Spanish family 
can ‘sit. through {sur hours of nighttime video for the price of a cup 
of coffee or a copy of Anis. No official figures or estimates have ever 
been published on ‘the size of this community tv audience, but there 
is little doubt ‘that the custom is widespread—-particularly during 
weekends. 

Accent on the Family 
Spain's single ‘television network is operated bv the government's 

Mintster of Information through the Direccion General of Radio and 
Television and all telecasting is subject to priar approval and censor 
clearance. Since the. home audience cannot be segregated by age 
groups, as is the case for motion pictures, telecasting rarely ‘strays 
from. what is. familiarly known as family entertainment. Provocative 
dress and. gestures are tabu. Spanish cameramen are probably the 
best schooled of all in avolding angles that may offend the taste of 
those who govern Spanish morals 

Believe. it or not, the annual network budget comes to less than 
$400,000 a year—in the neighborhood of what a single 90-minute or 
two hour spectacular sometimes costs in the United States. Yet within. 
this:, budget, the. young, enthusiastic corps of telecasters provides 
viewers. with six hours of programming every day of the week Over and 

“|above, dubbed U.S.. imports such as “Four Just Men,” “Seahunt,” 
“Fyontier,"” “Impact,” “Music by Mantovani.” and “Medic,” the net- 
work ‘also offers. “Lassie," “Rin-Tin-Tin” and such for the ‘kiddies. 

- Special: programs are aimed at women, youth and the family unit 
as a whole. Backed by government sponcorship. mobile units pick twp, 
in season, the best of Barcelona's Liceo Opera House, legit in Madrid, 
the music-ballet-theatre festivals during the summer months and w hat- 
ever special events the government-appointed ch:ef programmer selects. 
‘Though state operated, commercial sponsershin of programming is 

heartily encouraged. At the present time the principal program spon- 
sors are the food, cigaret, soft and hard drinks. household appliance 
and cleaning. enterprises. Movlerecord is perhaps the principal inter- 
mediary for ticing up teletime and providing proqrams to peseta-paying 
sponsors. Movierecord’s Sunday night entertamment spot “Gran Pe 
rada,"’ is by. far the most ambitious slot on the weekly schedule. 
Oftentimes importing talent from neighboring countrirs, Movierecord 
largely assembles the best In Jate spot shovs for the 90-minute Sunday 
‘special that groups anywhere from 10 to 15 sponsors. Live appearances 
on. this. program ‘haye included Patachon, Antonio and his Spanish 
Company, the Delta Rhythm Boys, The Platters, The Peters Sisters, 
Gloria Lasso and a broad sampling of local and {uropean variety acts, 

_ Next Step: Eurovision Link 
Spain is moving closer everyday to a final linking with Eurovision. 

It has been reported that Spanish receivers in Sevilla, where the 
Spanish small screen Image cannot yet be captured, have been success- 
ful in picking up Eurovision programs. This ‘s also true for other 
{solated parts of Spain. When Spain's Fabiola ascended to the Bel- 
gium throne, the event was transmitted through Eurovision via a 
special hookup with Spain and was viewed enthusiastigally.- by millions 
on the Penisula. International soccer games are also nicked up by a 
‘recently-constructed: relay station fn the Spanish Pyrenees and re- 
transmitted to local screens. 

Television in Spain is not yet considered a threat to the motion 
picture industry or to other entertainment areas although filmites 
readily admit it could happen here as well. Yank serials are popular 
as time fillers, not as a substitute for entertainment, with only one old 
movie a week to tempt stay-at-homers. There is nothing like the 
problem of the post 48s. The fact, nevertheless, remains that tv an- 
tenna are now visible throughout Spain and the number 1s steadily 
growing from year to year. The most measured estimate 1s that this 
growth will not become competitive for at least several years to come. 

BOB WARREN 
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Chicago. 

H there ts cre thing that sets 

Chicago apart t.om all other tcle- | 

Vition metkets at) this lime, it’s 

{Lat NC ston MINOW once Sived 

here het teas in his days as a 

breadcast iakmiali -- GE £0 long 

aco. at thet when he asas a Jaw 

student aud tater @ relatively ob- 

secure ‘to broadcasting) FTHGErney, 

It Simply tovlows (hat the et 

TCC  chehiman’s  iopres-ien cf 

television owas force Pere _ a 

qtieiiet:t whick “e-recis cds vin View 
Cited — 

the 
“ef 7G 

Nicerisee 
a bis acho ante? 

ean gate a Checalie 

willies. 
Tiere has been 

fact oan oatbrcon 
Blinex itis, that 
aaserder peculiar te 

wo a matter of 
here GE Iste of 

being a Gervaus 
this area, 

whee sele syinptom is a show of 
“he's got nothing om us” bravado. 
Juagnased as a sort of retrespec- 
five self consciousness, — it 
tO aise tet trem. @cheions af Bs g! 
Picther vatchmg hut rather fiem 
BG wha. seme tat Big Brother! 

hes watthed 
The cirsous thing ebout the ail-. 

Went aw toat dts effeets cre bene- 

Sicial. Eo canses rexitsdized thinking 

ent! tends to franqunfize tte profit 
meee 1 re) odTTew oe be to explain the 
gress ie »y enhvesing ob Windy City 
tofervisian, the iTiagness t o fins uty 
put pet progects ito the nll, the 
deure to prove that a sfation is 
more then a grindhouse far film 
and an outiet fer a network? 

Whether it is just coincidence 
das dhe various tv. managements 
cer iti, or whether the Ticensees 
gre indeed paying “tribute” to the 
nilive son in Washington, the 
Pleasant fact is that the fall semes- 
der is shaping as possibly the 
“Vivest.” most creative and must 
pubhe service-minded in .mary a 
Cincago year. And if the present 
blueprints held up. the season may 
also prove the most exncnsive, in 
terms of the coin that will be 
Poured into local production. 

WBBN-TY Sets Pace 
By far, WBBM-TV's fall planning 

seems at this point the most am- 
bitrous in the market—and it necds 
to be said that the CBS station 
has possibly less reason than most 
te pour on the eyewash for Minew. 
Yor the upcoming seascn,. WBBM- 
TY has put itself out on a drama- 
documentary limb, preposing to 
do a 39-week series of live theatre 
“workshops” plus fpur or five 
dramatie specials. somewhat en 
the “Playhcuse 90” order, in addi- 
tion to more of the same, kind of 
classy documentary it had been 
doing the past year. 

Competing stations are. treating 
the drama venture as strictly blue 
sky, and the skepticism is under- 
standable 
¢&o intends to draw entirely from 
the Windy City pool for literary, 
directorial and thespic talent. But. | 
WBBAI-TV has made it known that 
jt has no illusions about ‘the pro- 
ject cither, although it has vowed 
to pive it a game try. ‘ 

The important thing -is that a 
Yecal station is going to try iis hand | 
at drama. presumably ta answer 
a shortage of it on the networks. 
Wo nothing elise, the drama pro- 
frams may preve, for hetter or 
worse, how much talent has been 
Euing te waste here in recent years. 

Parenthetically, it might be in- 
serted that the lecal industry jas 
been severely reproached by -cer- 
tain pundits fer not having “found”: 

City | 
offepring as Oscar Brown Jr.. Shel- } 

Nichols & 
Dick Gregery and 

and incubated such Windy: 

levy Beitman, Mike 
Elaine Mii, 
Tem Bosley —all of whom had te 
re discovered in 
the jegit stave. The c¢ large has 
been that Chicago television has 
Lot allowed itself the latifude. nor 
fecis the obhration. to 
the budding talent 4i0m this area. 

Of the lefest Wines City bum- 
Per-crop of show biz names, only 
Beh Newhart had bad a -flirtation. 
With Cecal television, and uhat an 
ubsatisiactary ore in respect te 
tealiving Ris talents. WEBRB had 
tried ham in several fermats and 
then dropped him when none of 
them ccicked. 

Its to WBKB's credit, however. 
that it did attempt to employ the 
young comic when he was green 
and retatively unknown. Station 
is prac‘icaliy the last in the market 
BUill showing a respect for, and an 
trterest. in. locally produced live 
programs. ICs special. contribution 

seems | 

inasmuch as the CBS. 

cabarets cr an. 

- cultivate | 
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‘Chi TV Afflicted With Minow-itis | 
—FEffects Are Wholly Beneficial _ 

By LES BROWN 
to the new season will be a 25°C | tions, WwItw, which is still treating 
| increase in news output, a number ; television ‘with the -imagination 
lof: timely documentary: specials, 
and a portfolio of: ‘film essays” -by - 
notable personages who had lived 
in metropolitan Chicago reminisc-. 
ing about. the old days. Subject: 
Gif the first “Home Again” install- 
ment will be Steve’ ‘Allen. 

WEKB is claiming, off its own 
Sarvey, 

programming in the past season 
survey, to have done more live 

i programming in the past season 
than any other local commercial 

: station, including the indie WGN- 
ae But if the independent has 

truly been “out-lived,”’  thut’s 
largely because the station has 
‘bien betwixt-and-between its move 
te a large new facility. — 

WGN-TV'S new plant, 

Smee oor ore wom 

ee Ln ee eee 

wv ith 

weight equiprnent, 
means bhusiness—and. if 

| ne diately ambitious as they might 
he, that’s because. the new facility. |} 
is yet-to have a proper shakedown. | 

‘It's understood a spate of new live 
:prcductions will be unleashed ‘at, 
[ mid-season, circa January. 

next fall, with “Great Music From 
Chicago” ticketed for its third 
season, plus “Play of the Week” 
and “Robert Herridge Theatre: ” 

The NBC anchor, WNBQ, loaks 
like it will be the most status-quo’ 
station -in. Chi next season, , al- 
though it has been doing the least. 
Hve pregramming in the: market. ! 
Its only Jive output. during the 
week has been newscasts and Len 
O’Cunnor’s 10-minute “comments”; 
on weckends, a. handful of pub- 

| affairs entries and a kidshow. 

Huwever, the station does plan. 
‘te install a 30-minute . pubaffairs |. 
anthology at 6:30 p.m. on Mondays, 
# period which. the network has 
returned to: the stations. Also it 
is opening a weekend slot for a-15- 
minute offering which will be 
prepared on film by NBC’s Wash- 
‘ington shop. The local connection. 
of that show is that it's to he a 
forum for senators and congress- 
men from this area. 

Usually overlooked. is Chicago's: 
fifth tv station, the one that is least 
“prosperous and most unsung and 
yet the one that has been showing 
the most vitality here in recent 

to have done more ‘live 

its tf 
abundant ‘studio space “and. heavy-; 

Jooks like it if. 
its fall :f 

| programming pians are not as im- ; 

As per present plans, the Trib-|"- 
une-owned station will incept en}. 
hourlong kidshow. with circus acts: 
in the noon hour and a panel show | 
en Sunday evenings. It also figures | | 
io have the corner on culture here 

tand resourcefulness—if also. the 
-_primitiveness—— that. had charac- 
terized the ‘medium. in its. early 
days;. before: it .learned.to use film. 
and tape, and before it'-got fat 
with prosperity. . Non-profit ‘station 
still hasn‘t ‘caught on-for a‘signifi- 
cant share..of. the Chi audience, 
‘but it. has been using the medium 
well, 
cally: 

conceptually if not techni- 

There's a. good ‘possibility that. 
WTTW: will come out of. obscurity 
‘if’ and when. New ‘York. gets an 
educational station. With the na- 
tional: press based /in Gotham, 
things tend. not to get’ recognized’ 
until ‘they happen. there. 

“Ttaly’ Ss. 2d 

Channel To 

Bow In Fall 
By ROBERT-F. HAWKINS. 

Rome. 
"Saturday, ‘Nov. 4, is the day most | 
of Italy's 2.500,000 television sub-. 
scribers:- have been awaiting © for. 

| years: the day on which for the 
first .time. they will be able-to 

_{ switch channels—and - ‘Teceive. ‘an- 
other. program. 

The second. channel, which RAI- 
TV¥ will begin. to operate officially |- 
on ‘that: day, is the news: of the 
year here. in video, and will no’ 
doubt continue to be so for: some | 
tirne. Yet little or nothing is known 
about the. new. operation, except 
that it will function at. first only 
in prime evening hours and won't. 
‘reach more than half. of Italian 
| video - ‘spectators’ (vs. over 95% 
“cover age” for the current -net)... 

*. Forty-two new.tv transmitters, to 
be put: into operation by Decem-’ 
ber 1962, will,. however, ‘raise this 

Sergio Pugliese will continue to 
ghide. the programming side. of 
RAI-TV, with Fulvio Palmieri and 
Alvise Zorzi assisting him on 
“National. Network” chores. Angelo 
Romano, - Pier’ Emilio ‘Gennarini, 
and Fabio Borelli. are.. taking over : 

years .That’s the educational sta-'- (Continued on. page. 60) 

THE MAIL ANN UAL 
By. ‘BURTON "BENJAMIN ; 

( Executive Producer, “The Twentieth Century”) - 

too serious: A program may be viewed by: ‘20 million. persons, but. five’ 
“nut” letters can cause consternation in: high places. Having come to. 
this medium as. a- newspaperman, I believe that the press, which. prints 
the letters it likes (pro-or con) and: tosses the. fringe ‘mail. into’ ‘the. 
wastepaperbasket, has a more sensible. attitude. . - 

As we begin our fifth-year with “The Twentieth - ‘Gentury,”. I ‘must’. 
confess. the mail holds a considerable fascination: for me.. We get a 
great deal of it.:The only time we’ really worry. is when a _particular. 
show elicits little or :no response. ‘If:rio one is moved to. write, “no-one. 
is‘ being meved.by the ‘program, Even angry mail is better than no mail. 
We are fortunate, too,:in that. our’ sponsor, Prudential, is made of 
sterner stuff than most, and - name-calling ° and threatening ° etter, . 
heavy with invective. do. not. cause panic.in the streets. of Newark. . 
We ‘naturally are: pleased that the.:bulk of our’ mail ds friendly, fall- 

ing into two general categories—approving a. program or.. requesting. 
‘further information for every. purpose. from a term. paper. to settling 
a bet. This is gratifying since. it is well-known that.the’ Nnay-sayers. are 
more prone to.write. It-takes a fairly high enthusiasm'to move a viewer __ 
to’ a typewriter.to say “ive.like you.” On the other hand a low boiling: 
point :practically finds a viewer. watching with Poison pen: poised. 

We answer. evéry letter except those which are: too offensive to dig-" 
Nify a reply..It:saddens me sometimes | to note. ‘how. frequently today: 
name-éalling has replaced reason. _ 

It is obvious. that television’s sensitivity: “is. ‘well-known. to- pressure 
‘groups and they ‘attempt things ‘they would never dream of doing, say, 
to the New York. Times, They are. quick to bombard you’ with letters, 
which are rather too similar to. be spontaneous. _They:.vow all sorts of. 
reprisal. They are quick to send, .copies te the FCC. and their: Congress- 
/men, Beas 

| These people should: be told to- get. Jost—gracetuliy, ‘perhaps, | ‘but ae 
nonetheless firmly. 

The Perfect. Form Letter 
A letter whith every producer: yearns to send: but: never “does would 

{read something like this: 
Dear. Mr—.” 

“I have read: your angry letter about. ‘Our. program. I. ‘has five ‘mise 
spellings,.three grammatical errors and 4s.written. in a. childish hhand.. 

to this. decision. . 
“Do. us a far or? Stop watching. —- 

Sincerely,” 

long ago. Whenever Garry got a Vile letter. hegwould reply as follows: 
“Dear Mr:—: 

signing your name. to this sort of. letter. : 

Sincerely,” 
The most rewarding ‘mail response we. have ever received eame ‘after 

our two programs on Dr. Gordon. Seagrave, the: Burma: ‘Surgeon—the °.. 
-half-houx “Twentieth Century” and the hour-long’ “Armstrong Circle: -.. 
Theatre.” Neither show. carried fund-raising solicitation of ‘any: descrip- 
tion: Yet, from. all over the ‘country, eame.‘a - flood of. contributiona, 
ranging from ‘dollar bills hooked to a thank-you letter to checks of. $50... 
In this instance, we treasured-the : ‘Thail—and. our audience—very: much. 

At the other end ‘of the postal’ orbit ¢ame this: memorable missive 
after. our “Crisis at Munich” show, whith dealt with ‘the: 1938 confer= 

total of viewers “for the second ence that led ‘to Hitler's. takeover ‘of Czechoslovakia. 

program. to an. estimated. 75% of | 
Italy's... ‘Population ‘by the end of. 
1962: 

‘We had a scene of French Premier Daladier -walking 1 up ‘a. flight. of 
stairs to join: Hitler, Chamberlain and. Mussolini’in ‘the signing of the. 
infamous ‘document of. appeasement.’ At Daladier’s side was an aide. of ~ 
the German Foreign Office. Daladier was short: and plump. The. ‘Nazi. 
aide was a giant of man. who towered over him by a. foot. a 
Two days. after the program, this ‘letter: : , 

Gentlemens 
“We want some ‘in formation about your show. on 1 Munich. “You had: 

a shot of a ‘short, ‘fat man- walking. up ‘some stairs, Would you ‘please: 
send us at. once : the name of the big. fetlow’ walking next to him.” 

‘Sincerely, ©. 7 
- THE, TEXAS TALL GIRLS CLUB" a 

“Brilliant imagination: wee master ful organ. playing.” 

"BILLY NALLE 
_THEATRE ORGAN REVIEW. england 

YOUNG: ‘DOCTOR M ALONE—NBC Television 
“Radio Rasictry 

See S 

++ 

| Sullivan ‘in ‘Berlin; ” 
Likes Dieter Finnern. 

Berlin, ‘Aug. ‘1. 

. at's partly vacation, partly ust-: 

+H, ‘ness that brought Ed ‘Sullivan to. 
"| Berlin, - ‘but, ‘quite obviously, he. 
; concentrated here . more, on: the. 

latter. Said he: “If‘a ‘show. the” Te-. 
4 ..|ferred.to his: CBS-TV show, now 
Jin its. 14th year)" has | beén: ‘going 

, ning. out. of talent,” We're: ‘looking. . 

my everywhere for new: talent. a 

| what his. show needs in: particular- 

‘are new. direetors, Here. in Berlin; | 

oo York.”... 
: While: in Berlin, tiie: Sullivans: 

= (Mrs, Sullivan included): went’ over 
. | to the: Commie: sector’to see how 

life Tooks. ‘there. Folitically. speak- 

-|-ing, ° Sullivan said that: ‘Berliners 

needn't be. afraid: that the ‘Ameri- 

| Soviets” have’ no. “chance in” the. 

The . American - ‘public .is. fed- up - 
with. ‘the. Khrushchev routine.” 

fh: Phe- Sullivans’ ‘two-day . Berlin. 
' +| visit -was part: of i ie around-the- | 

‘world trip which] inckuded so far os 
4 Tokyo,.. Hong «Kong, - Istanbul. 
They. ‘continued. from here to-Mun-. 
ich, then’ to. Rome, London, : Paris, 

returning to: New York. Aug: 10,. 

we 

poerettmcieateers 

Television. is: dead. serious’ ‘about its mail. Sometimes 1 peliéve - it is 

. e . ae 

raat errno emeete emer ee FE 

“We hate girén: this matter a good deat of. thought: and have: come 

A standard reply to abusive mail -was. attributed to Garry Moore not : 

“I am returning herewith a: letter received by: us today On. your lete. oO 
.terhead and over your signature; As a responsible: citizen, I'am sure. 
you would want to -kuow. that: ‘some 4s ‘using your: Stationery: and 

“And Sets 8-Week Deal 

|:on for so long,. it’s: inevitably rin=" 

od ‘Res. 
‘markably ‘énough,* he. said that” - 

: Sullivan. got. hold of ‘Dieter. Fins: . a 

_|mern,” Sullivan ‘said; "is -a -very..°2° 0° 
‘| clever. man. We need him: ‘in New 

4+ world to drive’ out the Americans. .... 

f 
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..sntes.. The amount of. feature films 

“of -production ‘mount higher and 
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I's Se to hy _ 
aon Competitor’s” 

-. Feature: Product 

1Vidfilms’ * Fi 
, Ls By ERWIN H. EZZES- 
_ (Exeo.. v. P., UA’ ‘Asso0.) 

y I honestly believe. television. sta- 
Hens ‘would be well advised to. buy} 
the feature motion: pictures “of- 
fered -by our competitors.: ‘They 
‘should. -also ‘buy : our features. I 
think -any television. station’ .pro- 
“jecting: a’ profitable operation into 
the future: should acquire: all fea- 

-yratiims:. features, vlatape and ‘partoons. combined : to” ‘wiake: the 
season of '’60-’61. one of the. most hectic in tv. annals.. Season. gone by 
is only:.a glimpse: of: things to come, .a taste of the razzle dazzle ‘due: 
for next season, and especially ‘the '62-'63: ‘outing.. - 
‘Part of the '60-'61 story is a tale: of the sins of the past. ‘catching up. 

with. ‘the’ present, and. shaping. the ‘future... Diet- of violence, formula and 
trivia’ ground. ‘qut ‘of Hollywood, Packed in cant ‘and pelecast by the 
networks . has. ‘had ° repereussions ront Main . Street to ’.’g Foley 

_ ture product avallele. to a It is. Square to..Washington. .It-.wasm't a’ matter. of a.few westerns, a few 
* soun usiness practice 0 SO. | fisticuffs,.a few formula situation. comedies.-It was a.matter of pro- 

~ Motion pictures ‘represent a sub- portion’ and degree, factors’ which fed the ° ‘vast. wasteland” indictment. 
‘stantial part, .if not the bulk, of |of FCC. chairman Newton. Minow: : 
many stations’ programming,.and:| . Part of the past season story " concerned. ‘the- depressed ‘status “ot 
“an even larger ‘share. of ‘their | syndication, specifically ‘referring. to. the traditional half-hour syndie 

. profits, Five. years ago, when: the entries. ‘Another’ part referred to the bloom of the. post-'48. cinematic 
libraries of four major motion. pic-. 
ture companies were ‘released : to ‘swing of caftoon -programs, and the. expansion of the foreign’ market. 
‘television, stations had about’ 2,500} 
first - Tun. features available : to 
them: Many:. farsighted. stations. at: 
that. time did acquire two, three or. 
alt of these. major - libraries,” and, 
‘have ‘since become. the ‘dominant. 
. Stations. in their respective mar- 

‘Westinghouse. Broadcasting -Co., with “PRM. East :PM. West,” trying to; 
make a dent into NBC-TV’s Jack Paar and late night features; Wolper: 
‘Sterling making’ pubaffairs documentaries: and getting them. sponsored 
regionally; Wolper-Sterling again, as -well as Time, Inc., breaking the. 
solid front of the webs in their. guard ‘over the news, ‘pubaffairs domain; 
establishment of.a nation! exchange center for'the local ‘pubaffairs and. 

‘| entertainment. programs of - stations, called TAG, and sponsored. by. 
| Trans Lux Television... - 

In short, things weren’ 't: duit ‘and: ‘aren't expected to. be. . 

‘Netw orks: 80% Film 
Network programniing’: schedule’ for: the: upcoming: '61- "62. ‘season 

finds - over 80% of the week: in, week out: nighttime schedule -of the 

“Furthermore, they ‘will . be: “ase 
‘sured of ‘motion | picture” product | 
-for.somie time: to come: ‘By: acquir- |. 
“ing the: newer “groups - -of features}. 
as. they -have = become available,:|. 
they are able to keep refreshing 
their libraries, and ‘stretching out: 
‘their: profitable. use for. additional 
years. 

Today,:less than ‘200. feature ‘mo-| 
> ton - pictures are released theatri- | 

. ally. éach year’ by- major compa- 

schedule. . 
‘Even before. the warnings of National “Assn. of. ‘Broadcasters . prexy 

LeRoy.Collins and’ FCC chairman Minow, there. were intra-trade. mis-. 
givings over the- ‘developing. pattern ‘of events. The telefilm. image. with 
its héavy accent on action adventure;‘crime mellers’ and situation 
comediés,-had given. tv a. singular, : one level tone and. robbed the 
medium. of excitement... 
. The. forecast: ‘js that- ‘the. 162: 63. season will be far’ more: receptive 
‘to changes, ‘as networks. ‘programmers: and advertisers ‘seek new -en- 
fertainmient -forms.. Vidfilms, both. the half-hour. and. -hour ‘variety. 

available to. television is. consider-. 
__ ably: less...And each year, as costs. 

~ higher, the. costs. to television. sta-: 
tions .. of ‘current. features, | will 

“similarly mount, “Stations wi gers [sat is ares to change. ‘For the first time, vidfilms are not ex: 
+1 pected to ride an“ascending curve. 

tat se Te Peat, Poo efficient ' “The upcoming: season is locked: up. As one. outsider producer ‘put. 
. Features - “draw: audiences’ ‘in any it, “During the selling season. the, webs were. ‘hot for action adventure. 
‘time’: period And. for : ‘mary: time {Now you couldn't: give a. straight action adventure. format away.” That 

: periods, such ‘as late. -evening may .be overstating . the case, but. It's indicative of the: changed atmos: 
|phere. ~~ 

i sit is the only Prog o Told | Traditional : ‘half-hour syndication’: ‘fare. had one. ‘of. its worst years in 
audiences, - year. afier year. _ Sta- 1960. Outlook for ’61 isn’t much better. ‘Only. the hardiest companies 

‘tions | must: provide: now for that ‘have. been able to. ride. the storm, a few of them successfully. Further 

future. _programming.: 

a But, soine ‘Stations, ‘even’ with | companies of varying solidity. 
arge nventories 0 features, oe Toughest problem. for.: the. syridle outfits’ ‘has: been. the “increased 
not making the most ot elr. ea- |-encroachment of local time by the networks. Theré..was hope: for. 
Hower of a good picture id nae awhile. that. the FCC ruling:cutting network option time to two-and-a- 
unlimited. “In. the larger. markets, half-hours in‘ each segment of:the broadcast day would open up. more 

many titles havé - been telecast 50 
to’ 60. times, and.draw a substan- 
tial audience each:time. By: proper 
spacing of new releases, and strong 
local promotion, ‘stations’ .can get | 
large. amounts: ‘of . extra. mileage . Depressed. syndication. situation spelled far fewer. first-run properties 

from” their ‘libraries; . : infroed, into the market ‘during tha -'60-'61. season,’ Only ‘outfit main- 
By rerunning .. features, stations ‘taining a one every two months pace fs. Ziv-United Artists. Others still 

hold audiences, and. furthermore; {in ‘the first-run. half-hour, Tack’ ‘Include - Screen | Gems, Independent 
‘{nerease- profits; ‘Reruns. help. to} = : 
-keep ‘down the. average’ ‘cost of the = 

_ pictures: in an. entire | station. li-}. 
“ -brary.. “In? the = “post-48 era,” no CE 
‘gtation can afford to play only first - 7°. 
“uns. .And by ‘using. reruns,. the]: .- . 
= gtation. is enabled.to acquire new| =} 
-product.to maintain a good: balance 
of : programming. values, .and ‘pro- 
“Bthew'a costs. For: the. price paid. a 

or new acquisitions must be con-| of ¢ 
. sidered. in. the. light of .a ‘station’s | : a 

* total. investment in’ features, *: Inj fC 
‘any. average week ‘of -:a- “Latel.’} Wet. 
Show,” for example, a station may |" |J).. "2 2 0: 
program: several big new: pictures, |' 
several reruns,.and several-modest.| - 
pietures. .Participations. bring. in-|’ 
the: same ‘amount for each; and a]: 
~gensible’ balance : keeps audiences, 0 
‘Stations ‘and. sponsors happy. Soe 

“With all ‘the excitement’ recently. 7 
“generated | -over ~post-’48 . movies, |: 

» some: stations. are. -not: taking ad-" 
--yantage. -of. the opportunities to].. 
“make their’ pre-'48 - movies -impor- |~ 
tant, and. more “profitable, Audi-| 
ences ‘are not. nearly. as: aware as |- 

~ film buyers. of the year in. which a} : 
pictute -was ‘made... Stars, and sto- |. 

: Ties and: production. are’ the draw- |". 
ing cards." °:: ‘not. dates... There [. 
still . remalas much ‘running power: . 
«ss and -rerunning. power ... in|. 
the major studio pre-'48. libraries. |" 

- After all, in. five -years,. pictures | 
made in 1949 will be 17 -years old]. | 

~ but features.like “Treasure: of Si-| 
erra Madre,” 1948; “Kirig Kong,” |. - 

--1933;: “Kings. Row, 1942; “Johnny ae: 
Belinda, " .1948: : “Citizen . Kane,” 4: © 
-104I; “Suspicion,” 1941; will be at- |: 

“ tracting.. ‘new and Targe: audiences: _ 
for; ‘years and years to conie. 7 

‘Sa, “when I urge: stations to ‘buy. 
up. all: ‘available - ‘feature: program- 
ming, ours as ‘well ‘as our competi- |. 
tors’, I -am’ considering.’ stations’ r 

__ long-range. programming and: Profit 7 
: Potentials. : _ 

just furned-out to be a legal: fiction, with the networks. in a3. ‘soltdly 

-Seen.to be hanging by a-thread. Any real move in the futura to limit 
the: number of network: programming hours would redound to: the 
benefit of syndicators.~ a 

rose, the spread. of vidtape. facilities. throughout the country, the up- |. 

’ There were..other facets; too; threads-of.a: story -still to ‘be .told— |. 

‘are expected: to play a.large role in.’62-'63, but that over: 80% telepix |’ 

contraction in the. number. of syndie companies took place-in '60, leav-. 
jing: only: ‘major companies ‘in the field, followed. by. a. nuinber ‘of: minor: 

Ronald Kahn's Made-in-Germany 
local.:time. But: the ruling, aS far as.the. syndicators are concerned, | 

with pragramming as ever. “Whole. option time situation, though, is| 

‘telefilm series in West Berlin. 

“THE A ‘ADVENTURES OF OZZIE and HARRIET 
“TELEVISED OVER ABC —TV EVERY WEEK: 

ah Forgive Us Our Trespasses’ 
As It Shapes Patterns For The Future~ 

y MURRAY HOROWITZ 

Television Corp., Filmaster, and a few others. National Telefilm 
-Associates, deep in financial trouble, stayed away from new first- 
runners for the fall seasan. In many companies, there were quite a 
‘number of axings and pruning of expenses. 

The syndication wings of the three webs also forsook fresh first-ran 
properties, relying heavily on off-network properties for the market- 
by-market field. Not helping. the situation—to pnt it -mildly.--{s the 
large number of regionals that have gone that-a-way. Many regionals 
which heretofore bought syndie entries for multi-market spreads have 
taken: up with the network cousins and have put their. dough in 
participations, buying spat schedules on local stations. This drain-off 
has .even been felt by Ziv-UA, putting most of the accent on station 
Sales. Contrasting the station route with the regional route, one 
syndicator likened station deals as giving birth a hundred times, It's 
that difficult for many entries, he ‘said. 

‘King’s’ Queenly Take - 

Among the big sales successes of the year were Ziv-UA's “King of 
Diamonds,” ‘starring Brod Crawford. Screen Gems did well with 
“Manhunt” and CBS Films and ABC Films report geod earnings on 
their catalog properties. ITC, after a hectic period, appears to have 
‘settled down. to. a black ink status. 

‘Post-'48 feature field got off to a slow start. with stations balking 
at upped prices. Fhat. period, though, seems to be over Inventories 
onthe station level, both in pix and telefilm product, is reported to 
be. on the whole quite high. With networks in day and fight with solid 

= blocs of programming, ‘inventories take time to be aired Nevertheless, 
post-’48 pix are selling at a healthy clip. Only majors not yet repre- 

}sented in ‘the post-48 sweepstakes sre Universal International and 
-Pacamount Pictures. To date, about $55.000.000 {is estimated to have 
been grosséd by post-'48's since they've been on the market, ushered 

‘three: .webs: allotted: to- vidfilms. ‘Hour vidfilm Series, ‘accommodating, in by the RKO Radio Pictures bundle in 1956. 
the participation sponsor, patteri, will. ‘dominate. a “good deat . of the Columbia Pictures subsid Screen Gems is the only pix-to-ty outfit 

handling a large group of post-'48 pix—210 to be exact. Others, Seven 
-Arts Associated, Metro TV,.and United Artists Assoriates, are selling 
-§maller. post-’48 groups to stations. 

Reprise of.season should include MCA TV's successful launching 
of four off-network one hour series in syndication. Series Invlude 
“Riverboat,” “Overland Trail’ and “Suspicion " Despite the tight time 
situation, stations have been inking for the hour off-network proper- 
ties. MCA TV’s experience proves there’s a place in the syndication 
‘sun for off-network hour properties—if. acarcily in that bracket pree 
vails as ts the. case currently. . 

Overseas market has been the silver lining In the syndication cloud. 
Foreign gross, which has been climbing, {s expected to hit $35,000,000 
in-'61, a record. Two industry organizations now are actively promoting 
the foreign market for American telecastera --Television Program FEx- 
‘port Assn. and the tv department of the Motion Picture Export Assn. 

From Rio to Bangkok, American telefilms are unwinding on tv 
screens. Features, too, are being sold abroad. There are many at- 

| tendant problems evoked by this development, one of them being the 
charges of violence and sadism in American teleptx. Others includa. 
quota restrictions, taxes, etc. 
From whatever : ‘angle the scene Ie viewed, fireworks behind the 

screen. appear in the. offing. - 

TV Shows for U.S. Exposure 
.An American expatriate named!drama, “A Child’s Game,” to two 
Ronald Kahn, in a relatively brief Metropolitan ‘Broadcasting stations, 
visit back home last week, opened! wapwry Ny. and WTTG 
the door with significant success ‘to; . ” ° 
production of American tape and} : Washington, D.C H's an unusual 

in. || deal In at least two respects: 

Kahn: sold an hour one-shot) First off, it 1s believed the 
jmaiden teledrama for US con- 
sumption ever to be shot on vid- 
tape In Berlin, on oufdoor location 
much of the time Secand. Kahn, 
‘because “Child” was shot ax an 
“experiment.” was not: looking 

especially hard for genexal US, 
syndie distribution of the one-skot, 
having, of course, recognized that 
the syndie market tsn’t readily 
open to a single 60-minute presene 
tation. 

There Is a third, lesser distine- 
| tion for “Child.” which was written 
and directed by American Don 
Cash. It is that the cast {s entirely 
German, speaking English. (Stanza 
was shot in two languages, In sue- 
cessive takes, although this does 
not seem to be Kahn's permanent 
course of action, judging by the 
reported deals the producer made 
here after selling “Child” In the 
two US. tv markets: 

Kahn ia said tn have sold one 
of the three US ‘ty neluorks on 
a Bertin co-production deal 
whereby he'll produce a one -houe 
filmed pilot for use perhaps in the 
"62-63 season Unlike the produc 

‘|tion setup for “Child.” tia time 
Katin wil} use. an American lead, 

J American director and American 
jwriter The supporting production 
crew will be Germa:.. 

Third arrangement. thi- by way 
of. an option, ig thought to be wath 
one of the American telefilm pro. 
duction houses. Jt’. far a nalfl-hour 
pilot, if the option ts picked up by 
the U.S: firm 

Obvious benefits of a foresgn 
telefilm establishment for Amer- 
ican tv, if the produsrt pans out, is 

ithat it is much cheaper than (S- 
made product ‘Kahn brought in the 
English-language version of Chili” 
for $35,000: and alsy offers exotle 
European locales. 
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British Com’! 
Date Appointed | Name _ . hie Date. . 

1, October 1954 | ASSOCIATED REDIFFUSION: . London {Monday to Friday) T. and Seplember , 1955. : 

2. October 1954 | ASSOCIATED TELEVISION LTD, |. London (Weekends) and Midlands - (Menday to Friday) | 22nd September: 1966° | 

3. September 1955: | A.B.C. TELEVISION LTD. “| Midlands and ‘North (Weekends) 4. L7th. February. “1956 | 
4. October 1954 | GRANADA TELEVISION NETWORK’ tTD.. | North: (Monday. to Friday) Bird. May: "4956 F 

. May 1956. | SCOTTISH TELEVISION LTD. Hi Central Scotland | 3rd August: 1957 : 

6. October 1956: | T.W.W. LTD. _ | South Wales & West of England | ath Jenuary_ ; 1956 | : 

7. - duly 1957 | SOUTHERN TELEVISION LTD. {Southern England TP 30th August 1958 | 
8. December 1957 | TYNE-TEES TELEVISION LTD. | North-East England “| 15th January 1959-1. 

9. June 1958 | ANGLIA TELEVISION LTD. East Anglia a 27th October 1959. ; 7 

10. November 1958. | ULSTER TELEVISION LTD. Northern Ireland ‘Bist October 1959 | 
| 11. December 1959 | WESTWARD TELEVISION LTD. South-West. England. 29th: April. 1964 ab 

12. March 1960 | CHANNEL ISLANDS COMMUNICATIONS “Channel Islands t (Date: to. be Sone 
(TELEVISION) LTD. . - decided) = 1962 rE. 

13. May 1960 | BORDER TELEVISION LTD. |: The Borders “Autumn ~ 1968 

\4. May 1960 | GRAMPIAN TELEVISION ETD. - - North-East Scotland: 2. Autumn . 1961 oF: 
15. June 1961 | WALES TELEVISION ASSOCIATION . West. and Nerth Wales | | End. 1962. 'y Early 1963 | 

British TV’s No. 1 Quiz: What > 
Will Pilkington Committee Do

? Lo 

By HAROLD MYERS. 
London. point, 

case in point. is the. previous com- 
mittee of inquiry, when only. one 
member signed the.minority: report 
supporting commercial tv. The odd 
man out on that occasion was. Sel- 
wyn. Lloyd, now Chancellor of ‘the 
Exchequer and obviously. an influ- 
ential personality within the. Cab- 
inet. 

In spite of. all ‘this concr ‘tration 
on affairs of high. politics. the tv 
industry seems to be coping more 

Put any ‘services would lead to a substan 
gether in one room and it's a dol- | tial diminution of earning capac- 

Jar to a cent they'll have one major | ity. 
topic of conversation. For the past] The big question mark at. this 
few mouths the affairs of the Pil- |} point is the attitude of the Pilking- 
kingtoun Committee of Inquiry inte |ton Committee towards commercial 
the tuture of breadcasting have radio. A year ago it seemed almost 
duminated the local scene. and,|a certainty, and hundreds of local 
wiih variations, it luoks as if it will |}companies were registered through- 
continue that way until new leg-{out the country. .by tv, film and 
Islation is finally enacted in 1964. ;newspaper interests primarily. The. 

‘The committee, since it started |¢ampaign for commercial radio ap- 
jis inquiry, has received memo-|Pears to have slackened off. in re-|than adequately with most of the 
randa trom hundreds and hundreds {cent months, and’ meantime - the -day-to-day’ problems. 
of organizations, television compa- | BBC has stepped up its propaganda jare getting larger, the number of 
nies, tlades unions, teacners, doc- ;4dvocating ‘that the corporation jreceivers in use is ‘well above the 
fos. Jawsers, churches and the ‘Should have full control of regien-|11,000,000 mark .and ‘though the 
like it is also hearing and ques- {al broadcasting. rate of increase. has slowed up, 
tioning expert witnesses frora all Tint Approval Seen 
fields of activity. In due course. Two other items on the Pilking- | 
ft vill have to sit down and* face :ton agenda are the introduction of 
the gipantic task of analyzing the,a color service and toll -tv. It is 
é\.dcuee submitted, and making a|now certain that a tint service can-. 
Te jut to the Cabinet. if the time-|not come before 1964, and. it is 

fe as adhered to. Uiat report. ‘highly likely that approval will be 
wil be reads about this time. next: ‘recommended to the Government. 
year. in 1963 the Government will | Toll tv_ is considered a” less con- 
juficduce new legtslation in’ Par-| troversial issue and the main 
lainent, and a new Television Act j Points are technical ones. It Is now 
will come into force in 1964. jtaken for granted that okay will 

What the Pilkington Committee ! tbe granted to a piped pay-tv serv- 
will evcntuaily recommend remains ice. but that a scrambled program 
a big question mark ana armost |Will have to wait until the neces- 
every exevutive in the teleyision | sary channels have been allocated. 
industry has his own theory: One In all this, however, there is one. 
“ant of view which is being wide-|important point to be borne in 
y easpresscd at) the moment is:mind. The Government, in prepar-.|t 

that beth BBC and the commercial jing its legislation, will obviously: 
metwork wall each be offered anigive deep and full consideration to 
addiGonal channel, That. however, the Pilkington recommendations, 
poscnts tecnnical problems as; 
band TEL wisich is currently in use, 
Catt GHly arcommadate one more 
national program. If two new 
channels are autuorized, one would 
Isesumably have to be a 625-line 
Gipination on ether bands [Vo or 
Vo wnd st would provably be 10 
sears before such a channel could 
reach a wide enough public te jus- 
tify programming costs. 

BBC: ‘We're Ready’ 

The BBC has already intimated 
to the Pilkington Committee that 
jt is ready to launch its own sec- 
ond program, but to do so license | 
fees would have to be increased 
and the whole of the license rev- 
enue would have to go to the cor- 
poration without a large slice of 
{t being shaved off as an excise tax 
by the Government. Some politi- 
cians hold the view that a Conserv- 
ative Government at any rate, 
which will still be in power in 
1963-64, will be reluctant to raise 
the cost of living, even by so smail 
a figure. 

In commercial tv circles ‘there 
fis marked confidence that they will 
receive a second channel. Norman 
Collins, deputy chairman of Asso- 
Ciated TeleVision, has tnaugurated 
@ subtle campaign to further this 

, end. Taking his cue from left wing 
olHticians, who have _ protested 

against the vast profits amassed by 
the fv companies, he has agreed 
to that the earnings are “‘immora!” 
and that the objective of the poli- 
¢iclans can best be achieved by Announcer 
having competing commercial serv- Radio 
ives and thereby dividing the ad- 
vertising revenue on which they | 
pow grow fat. That is fine up to a 

rete saturation. The conimer- 
cia 
countrywide coverage and this: will 
be ‘achieved within the’ coming 
year. The. BBC, of course, already 
spans | ‘the ‘gountry. ‘with. its. ‘serv- 
ices.. 

In_ the past’ ‘year, too, ‘there has 

slackening off of filmed series al- 

-Associated “feleVision, which 
owns: a major tv distributing. com- 
pany in ‘Independent Television 

tive force. in vidfilm. production and 
currently has two series -in. the 
works. “Sir Francis. Drake” is the 

{Continued on. page 34). 

JACKSON BECK: 
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: TV ’ Films 
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but not everyone is con-, but does. not have to: be guided or: 
two ty executives to-{ ‘vinced that competitive commercial.|influenced’ by. them. A particular’ 

| with the lamb, or will-the. cruel | classifications do. not. describe him. 
beast continue to bait. upon. the This maverick. brand of. genus. 

-press. “agentiae- has - ‘most. newsmen © 
in his pocket. (hip. or side?}, is cons. 
temptuous ‘of his° colléagues, and - 

Audiences, 

“Ithere is quite a way to go before 

tv. -network .is approaching. 

blending with. the foliage and és- 

been ‘greater emphasis. on live and |. 
videotape programming. and a 

though there is currently. same im-. 
portant activity : in thig direction.: 

Corp., continues to’ be the most ac-. 

-|which inhabits. the souls ‘of most.: 

‘| siveness among the sary, of” his | flack. ”, 

; ehism—ani oerwhelming: ‘ahd ‘un- 

| punishment. 

tself, can there be. respect for—or' 

Wednesday, Auguat 2, 1961_ 

—By: CHARLES: s. STEINBERG. a 
¢ V.P:, - Public. Information, CBS-TY).. 

‘From time. to time, the, curious 

folkways of genus - press. agentiae. 

have. been’ “explored in. the’ classic. 

space of” this . ‘grove. of. acadame. 

‘The subject. is. endlessly. fascinat- 

ing. and: “worthy: of further extra-. 

Polation,. with particular. reference: 

to two “equally absorbing areas, to 

wit:—1; Will the lion: lie. ‘down 

done lately. After: all; there are 

magazines. using our stuff. 

sadism .fung-:so-deep that. normal 

placid ‘ereature?., . (Translation. 
will certain of the gentlemen. of 

the press ever look ‘upon: the spe- | effects a condescending ‘arrogance 

cies as decent, law-abiding and re- {toward ‘fils peers.. He is. ‘patho- 
spectable, or will certain of the |}ogteal Har: about his exploits in. 

loi " 
more ferocious fourth estaters con- lhe. oration anywhere m Es or buy 
tinue to view the poor lambs with! ber’ is beyond cure, for he suffers 
snarling. distemper. _ 

fangs?) 2: When will the’ poor, 

shorn lamb take on the protective 

coloration of other; wiser members: 
of the animal - kingdom, - thereby. than the prime matador-of:Madrid: 

caping an early. demise. or :a. fate} 

worse than oie oP (Translation:— 

the. self-stigmatised - ‘defense me: {a Strictly . unprofessional: ‘viewpoint 
Chanism of his profession: and re-! thowever, ‘it. is my: conviction: that - 

‘the cure. “must -come. from: within, 
totem pole of values: like religion. As a:first step, genus ~~. 

P f values. than other | prezs agentiae’ might: practice. the - 

member that he is no lower. on the ; 

lordly creatures of : ‘the domain?( - 

These two problems; it seems to; 
this: observer, are .central. to any 
diagnosis of the .vast neurosis. 

i development of. self-respect for. his: 
-profession.: When many -of ‘these 
"ho: practice the -art of: publicity 
ihave no. ‘genuine core of: respect. 

species press agentiae—the sheer: 
timid fawning “flack” attitude in 
his relationship with the press and: 
‘the. constant . attitude of _defen-; ‘many publicists 

i anything ~ ‘without the. ‘stigmata-.of. 

| peers. t many’ people in these other en- 
|. The cure? Well, that- depends ‘ deavors want in?. To' be. sure, 
upon the. pafient's understanding ! there. are always some niewspaper> 

as a sheer -case of psychic maso- 

conscious desire to inflict. self- i 
With. the i 

| symptoms usually goes a streak af { both: “press: and. peers.. 
|tne species prese vagentia he Se | truth: of. the. matter is that the “'I¢ a 
flate at each other so ..cruelly,. ecies will to-some extent—and 
Where there is no real respect for 

from—others? “twill ‘alw. h. its d AS , ensiein ave” have. its” etractors. 
‘ among those of the press who. ‘ye- 

laments the Jack of understanding ‘department: ‘but publicity.: It ‘will 
of his problems by the fourti es- | always face those Monday morning 
tate; but by all his deeds contintes ies | Peer quarterbacks—of whom there 
to build his own Frankenstein. He {are plenty—who would have done 
laments the lack of recognition by | {t differently. All: this {s an occu- 

‘This peers, but by his self-imposed patfonal. hazard, and. ‘those who. 
defenses, he invites that very lack ‘enter the business must. develop a 
of recognition. Come, he . would | Protective ‘coloration | OF” 
seem ‘to say, undersfand me,...oh | Voured.” 

the press. I am just; 
asim, e flack who needs a. break | of self-respect, 
now and then.in order to keex my |craft. Let -genus. ‘press agentiae 
ae shack. running at Fire Is york to develop this first. Out of 
land ou scratch my back an inner. self-respect, 
one day, I'll leak the stary of the | tion. soy ae 

derstand 1 me, “oh my peers.: 
1 know I am no real talent like. 

| oe 

in the profession... 

ie ee Low, 

Credo For a PR. 
Mer | 

those in- -other areas.. “But, ‘please . 
don’t judge me only’ by ‘what I've’ 

52 Sundays in the. year and. one... - 
hell: of a lot of newspapers and 

“There * is: one hybrid. tategory ve 
whieh. ‘does: riot .fit into the classic. 7 
picture. This is the far out species.- 
whose combination .6f masochism<. 

Fortunately, he ‘is. few. iri number. - 
While | this ‘character-type most 

best: be disregarded, the neurotic. 
species offers an: opportunity for.* 

will genus press agentiae. ever lose : amelioration, if ‘not for:cure. From 

for what they do, caii they expect... 
greater’ respect ‘trom . either:.the™ | 

press or their peers? ‘Observe how. .- 
-want. -eut—into >. 

On the ‘other hand, how 

of the pathology of the disease. 1/men who talk of “going into: public 
| suppose a facile writer en psycho-|relations”—but only at-a salary fit . | 
janalysis like. Dr: Edmund Bergler ; to choke: several horsés, seldom: out: 
would. put it down most accurately of: respect fora. ‘eraft! . = 

‘So, to my mind ‘at-least, the ‘first 
step. 4$ self respect ‘and. ‘pride’ in. 

Classi ‘the’ craft. Out of this should-come, . 
assi¢ ’ eventually: the respect’ of ‘others—~: 

For the 

| with some justification-—always ‘be: 
(slightly. misunderstood’ by ‘these - . 
‘who are not publicity minded. It . 

1: So. there . is the. heart | ‘ of the: ‘main convinced that,.-if: you. really. 
matter. Genus press .agentiae ; Want to get. information, go to any. 

fe- 

-But there is Bo excuse for. lack: 
‘for lack!of pride in- 

that: what he fs doing is sig- . 
century to you by scratching yours. | nificant, must come the respect of 

: he. would. seem to Say, un- othera—both in the individual and. 

‘Some day we may see it. ‘barpen. 

and ‘bared ; hot from. neurosis. but. .from psy-. °°”. 
|chosis. The pity of itis that, like 
so many ‘of his: kind, he does a. 
better. job of throwing the.. bull. 
among. the.--press..and the’ peers. 



_ “Significantly, 

Thee years—to. 

2, dure’ films. 

- seem, there. were few. major ‘Holly- 

oar ’ €WICN-TY, Thursday at’ 7:30 -p:m.): 
“= San’ Diego (KOGO-TV, Frigays at| 

“have” clearly. 
*- selves as uriprecedented top rating 

the: audience for “‘The™ High and 
~., <the Mighty” on’ WCAU-TV. | This 

 TV;. “Chicago. . 
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~ Television's New 
‘Programming | Eras 
Post- 50 Features. 

—By BOB RICH 
AVP, ‘Gen, Sates Mgrs, Seven Arts} There: was: a time not ‘many years. ago “when ‘spéed was the over= 

There's quite’ a story behind. the tiding. concern. of any: broadcast. news orzanization.. Today fast. per- 

“ gimple- “fact “that -on’ Friday.‘ eve- 
ning Sept. 8 at 10: 30.p. Tm. KLZ-Tv | 
_.in Denver will telecast a ‘Post- 1950! 
feature: film. - 

This will not only. ‘be KLZ-TV's 
‘Premiere of “The 10:30 Movie,” but; 

‘it. will .be’ ‘their first 
. gstep-into feature film Programming / 
‘since, ‘1955. _ 

- A-let has. happened i jn. the’ past ; 
six. ‘months—let alone the’:past. six: 

move. -KLZ-TV: and 
‘ eountless. other top stations toward 
‘a’ greater: awareness of. the _pro-: 
gramming’ power . of: ‘Post=1950: fear 

Six, years ago, ‘strange. as it may | 

wood-produceéd features. in’ tv-.dis- 
tribution. “At that ‘time, ” selling 

. feature’ films .for. late. ‘night. pro- 
. gramming was: just’ -beginning . to: 
“ eatch on and those. who thought ° ‘of 

:. slotting: features . ‘in prime: time] ; 
7 were ‘looked upon as. very wishful 

' thinkers. ' . 
‘Today, featurés, particularly’ tne 

‘post-'50- ‘are. ‘being - * programmed ; 
‘in prime ‘time - severy: day. of: ‘the | 
week in’ many top-markets as., for. 

.: example: In San Francisco. (KTVU, 
* Sundays ‘at. 7 p.m. and. Mondays: at 
7:30 p.m.), Miami. (WTVJ, Tuesdays 
at 1. p.m): ‘New York (WOR-TV, 

.. Tuesdays.-at 9 =p:m.);. Minneapolis 

“T -pam.d: Little. Rock’ (KARK-TY, 
; Saturdays’. at 8:30. p.m); Spring-. 
field, Mass, (WWLP, “Saturdays. at 
Sg: 30° and - Rochester, . N. Y.] 
WROG-TV. ‘Saturdays .- a 9: 30 
Pp. mi: ). welt ot 

> Another ‘significant. item. to note | 
re the fact’ that’ post-1950: features: 

‘established’: -theru- | 

getters: * . Prime - time: - exposures 
- have. produced - ‘amazing ~ ratings 

* ‘against ‘all: network and. local com-| * 
‘Overnight: in’ New: York,| “petition. 

‘for example,. beginning - June. -2u,. 
WOR-TV now dominates the entite| 
market. every ‘Tuesday night’ from |. 
9-11. via “Big Preview,” a-new fez-.|: 
io showcase. of outstanding post-. 

ee Any™ "Time: of, the’ Day ; 

Nat: ‘only ate: ‘Post-50’s- ‘scoring 
_¥emarkably ‘well in. prime time; but 
“-Jate.-aftérnoon and ‘late. ‘evening 

_ ratings in ‘many. markets have. also 
“been hypoed: ‘One’ of ‘the. drama: 
-tie illustrations of: the. incredible} 
‘audience pulling power of: top post. 
60's - happened _ in“ Philadelphia ‘on |. 

To Feed 

> Menu far 61-°62: Knough 
The Whole Family 

By WILLIAM R.. McANDREW 

‘formance is-taken for.granted: With the help of jet transport, cablefilm: 
and: instant voice éommunic¢ation, NBC News:has become-able-to bring | instant news. 
ithe’ news of faraway places: into Alneriéan: homes: within hours of its 
occurrence. 

- Having — conquered: the. challeiige. of speed. the NBC. News staff has 
turned ‘its: attention, to’ another area—expansian.. The: aceent-has. shifted 
to’ extending. coyerage-of the world ‘and increasing the. number-of news [. 
and. information. ‘Programs on the company’s. televi ision and. radio: net-| 
Ww orks. - 
Some ‘of: the expansion: As. already in ‘progress. The rest of it will: 

‘unfold as the new ‘seasgn gets under way. in the fall. It is all part of 
a concerted. plan. to -provide. the :most complete news and’ informational 
‘Service on. the: American alrwavyes and. to bring this. about, the current | . 
‘expansion touches: on sereval fronts. : 

. Since. April, five ‘new bureaus have been: ‘added. ‘Bureaus in. Ottawa]? 
‘and. Leopoldville’ ‘mark. the first fulltime,. staff-manned: offices main- |= 
tained ‘by. an American. ‘broadcast © news ‘organization. ‘in’ Canada or. in| 
‘the .new republics. earved out of the heart of the African continent. 
Two others, in. Buenos Aires and. Rio de Janeiro, ‘supplemented ° by |: 
another in..Miainj: to: keep: watch: on the ‘Cuban ‘scene and counter- 
revolutionary, developments. represent | the most: complete effort by an 
American network toward covering Latin. America: ‘A.newly- established | 
Havana ‘bureau was’ closed down when the’ correspondent ‘was forced | 
‘to-leave the country: after last “spring’s .ifl-fated invasion: 

personnel: -of -areas‘ that: are now generating. more’ headline-making 
news—news. and events: ‘that. are. of great.-interest and importance to 
the. American’ people. They will.-also- make: ‘possible’ more. ‘intensive | 
reporting’ ‘of places. and. people “near ‘these centers, as each bureau} 
chief - will. function “as. ‘a. regional :eorrespondent ‘covering’ the major. 

| way. to completing a program cycle In a way (his ig true But if tele- news developments. of his: surrounding. area .as they. arise. 
On television, NBC. News’ will. supplement its, current’ eight hours of: 

weekly. programming. with 40“one-trour ‘Specials-in’ prime evening time, 
two new weekly: prime time -half- hour series and two series of news 
-and: information programs -for young people. There will be an. NBC 
News program for. just: about. every meniber of. the household. 
The 40 specials will fall under several general: categorical headings. 

‘They. ‘Wiil- include. “Journey. Into’ ‘Space, ” .a series: of three reports on 
‘space, conquest; “Breakthrough, ” three programs 6n medical: research;. 
“The World Around. Us,” ranging frony problems of modern Japan to. 7 f fil h fo ot! : 
the mood ‘of. the: Spanish people; “Patterns -and Profiles,” three pro- |f film shows for another reason: 
grams:on people, customs and events which'have influenced the tastes’ 
and habits. of: modern. ‘society, and. “NBC News, Inquiry,””. six feature 
treatments - on: .as many different’ subjects including American -bases 
overseas, thé ‘sinking of the Lusitania; and. the loyal: opposition. 
<Julian Goodman, Vice..President | of’ News. and Public. Affairs, will] 

‘supervise the: specials which Will utilize all the facilities and staff of 
the NBC News worldwide. organization. The individual programs will 
be : ‘produced: by Irving: GitHn,.Reuven Frank, Chet Hagan, Lou Hazam, 
Robert Bendick: ‘and Robert. Northshield. and their participants: will’ 
be some: of the* best, ‘known naniés. in. ‘the NBC. News roster, - 

‘Like The. ‘Dignity. Page’ 

“ «chet. Huntley’ Reporting” ‘continues in. its sixth . Seat ‘as a3 a Sunday 
afternoon. staple. It: will. be joined. by: “David Brinkley’s Journal’: on 
‘Wednesday’ nights. and . “Here. and. Now” ‘featuring ‘Frank. McGee on |. 
Friday. nights. 

All. three: ‘will. offer- greater scope for treating ‘developments | In ‘the |: 
news: and for exploring significant. trends. They will allow for reflection. 

jand- perspective, in ‘contrast to the urgency:.of meeting dally news 
‘| deadlines. Think ‘of them, .{f you. ‘will, -as. the: broadcasting. counterpart. 

to.the feature or. “dignity” page of. ‘the. weekend edition of the news- 
paper in which topics: are. ‘examined: at, er eater length and with more: 
searching analysis. 
‘Each of: these. three. series’ will differ’ from the others. to. the extent 

that the. ‘personalities ‘of .the .three newsmen “differ: ‘Each will reflect 
its reporter’s style.and interests, and we may expect Mr. ‘Brinkley to : 

" |. welcome challenges producers could want. We expect the challenge 
to be met with imagination and success. 

bring ‘his wry essayist's touch to his new program.. 
: On radio, . News manager Rex. ‘Goad. expects to augment the present 

ee -WCAU-TV*® last’ March. ‘The -sta-|= 
tion telecast-Seven Arts’ “The High |.“ ee 
and. the Mighty” on the Late Show, |_ 
. "Friday, ‘March. °10,. at... ‘11:15 p.m. | 
‘and programmed: a:. two-part ‘‘re- ee 

peat performance... on.. the”. Eany|- 
Show, Monday: and: Tuesday, March 7 
‘13.and 14 5:30-7p.m:. 

‘If the Fox Theatre, Philadeiphia’s}. 
wok largest’ seating 2,422, was’ filled ‘to} “hg 

 eapacity.for six performances: daily, 
at would take’ five months. to. equat | os 

was. the largest tv.audience ever 
| ‘to. see- a single motion picture in|. 

.an* un. the .-Philadelphia area. 
‘precedented. total. of:.2, 142, 000 . un-. 
duplicated - viewer’ for. the Law|.” . 

~~ Show and Early Show-presentations. |" 
Another . significant item “worth |’ 

noting about the. post-50’s is that 
‘many. stations are. regularly: ‘tele-| a 
casting. these features in ‘color in-|- 

“WOR-TV;* New ..York,|:. 
N. Y.;-KHJ-TV, Los Angeles; -WGN-| 

WSB-TV, Atlanta; }. 
‘KMJ-TV,. -Fresno, Calif.; KPRC-TV; ; 

cluding: | 

Houston; | WTMJ-TV; ’ Milwaukee; 
KCRA-TV, Sacramento; WNEM-TY [ 

.WWLP-TV .- Springfield, |... 
Mass.; -. KOGO-TV,° .San . Diego;, 

: ‘Saginaw; 

KTVU, : ‘San -Frariclsco; ‘KSLA-TV, 
Shreveport, La. : 

The: quality of: the ost-50 fea-} 
‘tures also should ‘not-go unnoticea. 
As you know, there are many 
fine post-50’s ‘currently~ dn distri- 
bution; however, -for’ purposes’ of 
illustration -I will-take the liberty |.” 

-of referring toa couple of Seven. 
Arts’ features simply because I am 
most familiar with them,’ Tq point 

‘up the. family. appeal. and ‘overall |-. 
* ‘quality ‘of the. post-50’s in general, 

. let’s ‘look. cat” Seven* Arts’ © 
release of- 41 Warner ‘Bros. 
of the 50's” 

{Continued on Page 35) 

“Films 
latest |)" 

— Volume TI which’ was’ ae 

Cheerfully . 

~~ JACK BAILEY 

” These.-new bureaus are ‘designed: to enable fuller coverage” by staff 

‘vious. During, this past season, live shows increased 24 

$60, 000: for. a half-hour film and $120,000 for anchour call for 

( Executive: Vice. President, NBC Neus? 

output - of more than 19 Kours of weekly news and newstvpe proziame 
nung. Taking a‘ cue. from the “instant specials” developed by NBO 
News for television last winter, Mr. Goad plans a similar spile of 

specials:on the radio network. These will emerge from 
spot. breaks in the day's. flow and will pr obe the implications and con- 
Sequences. of such stories. The phrase “in depth” is tired from ovec- 
use, but that, in fact, is what these special radio reports will altempt 
—plumb the depths of a sudden news development. 

In sum,-NBC News next season will offer more news and informa. 
tional ‘programs: than ever with its staff reaching for materiai ito 
new places everywhere. The gratifying aspect is Uiat sponsorship docs 
not Seem too hard to find. Texaco, Gulf, RJ. Reynolds. Douglass Fie 
Plywood Association, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. and Purex have sis ned 
on, and others ‘are waiting in the wings. 

The. signs point to a busy and bigger season for NBC News and its 
audiences—and from the Jooks of things, to a healthy one. 

w Coming A ‘Live’ Again 
By THOMAS W. MOORE... 

(ABC V.P, in Charge of TV Programming & Talent) 

- There has. béen much talk and many questions about the possibility 
of a strony comeback for lise television programming ig the pat 
several weeks. While some question that passibility, I ant convinced 
that there will be more live programming in the years ahead - been 
ning heavily in 1962-63. 

It has been said that if this becomes true television wil be on its 

vision producers believe that they will be able to satisfy the audience 
with the same live programming they gave them five years ago, they 
are in-for a big letdown. 
The public has made its growing desire for live programming aly 

- in ratings 
while filmed shows slipped 2°. Without the appeal of the dilmed situs 
ation comedies, filmed shows would have dropped 7°) in ratitnas.s 

Sponsors. and networks, tuo, are carefully. studying the abundance 
costs 

more than a live shaw Budvety of 
1 Vay 

close’ look at the quality, originality and possible sustain power 
of ‘any new series being considered. 

But a. close. look is also necessary for any Live programming ven 
tures ahead. ; 

/Sincé its. very beginning, television hav been boomed as the mest 
intimate communications medium Its albilty to take (ho perfarmer ~ 

A filmed show may cost 50°% 

and the advertiser—into the living room has been One of its stronest 
sales points. 
~ Yet much of the live programming in the past, and some of it suit, 
seems tobe better suited for the theatre than for the livinsy ream, 

Different Tempo for Live 
Just as live television Is returning, it will come back with a differs 

ent. tempo, 
-The new Steve Allen show, which ABC TV is carrying this fall, will 

be. a preview of what the industrs may expect in futute live shows, 
‘E do. not mean that it will be carbon-copied on every night of the 
week by every network. I mean that the aims of this shaw will set 
the standards far other Jive progranis 
‘The Steve Allen show will be informal and intimate It will be 

‘oriented - to the: small family in the living room rather than to the 
first | row of the orchestra and topmost seats in the halcony 
‘Development of. new live programming formats is one of the most 

a 

Britain Not So Sure 
Educ’l TY Will Ever 

Replace the Teacher 
London, Aug. 1. 

According to Enid Love, Asso- 

|ciated-Rediffuslon's schools broad- 

casting topper, only about 2,000 - 

schools in the U K. are making ue 

of schools’ broadrasts. Although, 

she says, educational ty pianners 
are clearly disappvinied, the sery- 
ice did show sivas of growing and 

Jin the next. school year, startling 
‘tOctoher, the choice of prowtams 

will he widened considerably, 

Miss Love states that R-R's two- 
year experimental periad proved 
successful enough for the serticea 
to be permanent but it ways now ao- 
vious that although it will become 
increasingly important in schosls, 
educational tv yitll never reptace 
the teac her. 

eon vee 

O'Donovan to Scct TY 
Glasgow, Aug 1. 

Desmond O'Donovan, film and 
tv. director-producer, has been 

hired to produce four new pisvs 
at Scot commercial ty studios here. 
He worked with the late Errot 
Flynn on his last pie. 

Three of the skedded plays will 
be 30-minute dramas, specially 
commissioned by Scottish Teievi- 
sion Ltd. for showing on a “‘iftle 
network” {n the Anglia Southern 
and West-Wales regions. A fourth 
is ta be a production by the Pit- 
lochry Festival Theatre (¢v. 



80 , 

it rs aur working bhclief at Ziv- fantastically 
TA treet the steady 

ingly. 

We arc referring here nat to 
the speciz]l provrans or specialized: ‘good shows despite their concern 

tcrzes, but to the staple 365-day- | with real areas of information; 
.orctious. and! they are better shows because of 

commercial ‘it. And their information is not] [ 
kind of fat-free.i rendered less effective hy being |. |g 

isiseen in a context of drama, but 

aseer fare of the 
eeaourng teen-ager. 

teseusien Bice 
respomibie diet that Zn-CA 
dosiened te provide Sand | 
been pret iaang 
votualiv evers market across: the | 
costiment and etersecs, 

Hhoas oo asHhud rprespeets oh ity, 
to sugcest that. 

has: 

bebeue 
2G, 

ud ther top catings 6 a viable 
FrOute her purses ate i bese iercial . 
toler. ona cee nor Jaist as ve be- 
hes cS Hee pone.e ecodende 
seine as CH as ure ronsive! 
Foodueton %G presoat  jitdiess 
public senvaice shows that reveh no: 
J it f2¢ ud tauH tG 
BPs ser. 

Nor done the consistent answer, 
we fech fie an ‘taking a little off 
each " cnteruamment ana infotmi- 
fren, te scach a thecretical Rappy 
ee ditns Mn sane tigsaatic middle 
ef the rozd it is eur conviction ! 
that the happy medium 
cases is rarcly the 
television and the 
read seldom 
jnto the side 
people hve. 

Drama and Truth 

We Rave found rather that the‘ 
kev to) quality. 
L-GEiclion pes ih 
quily the beet uses of beth drama 
ard tiath t@ previae prograins 
wich fer thet cary reason are 

tists disina? cc: the ation 
edcvertire de ve ae ‘pine 
Pabisedbiv.  wetereat 

communicate j 

vets vou eftecfhively | 

cont ing skill- 

sHthetie : 
mec Gf pEpered viel THLE to -pive applied and pistol-whipping will be4 

- Abse ebhedi ance al aaa pse ct. 

AeCent’ -W inming : 

The Public Interest— I 

An Interested Public; 
By JOHN SINN 

‘ Pres, Zit-UA Ine.} 

function of ; actual “para-dives” of Pennell ited 
televisren i to enterteri with re-' the thick of his earefully crafted 
tponasiblity and inform entertain- | plots. 

| 

a? accessfully—- in. as a result of that. 

‘continue te emphasize such pro- 
we gramming: production for a great 

wattence and 
~OCE TR &S Mens V0 no other: : greater public intet rest, 

i} 

é 
t 

| 

: 

in such: fires? ked 
cnedium. of ‘telefilms are more concerned han {ine picked on. 

niicdie of the! alarmed yet they are: not’ wholly: 

streets where the j fancied, that have heset their seri- | 
ous efforts eo provide quality en- 
tertainment for the seisiders. Tak- 

ting nothing for granted, they have ‘won't, diminish undér the attack] 

:wetted down their properties like | of ‘the intellectuals, who* demana 
jinsurance underwriters to check] more culture: to improve: our. image | 
the spread should a burning ember | overseas. ~You can Jead'a man to a 
fall among them. 

‘ 

and , ‘there seem to be no other evils i | baudies are cornered hy a posse. 
de nly. ‘and ,t¥ worth: hammering at) will leave! ‘The old-west is. more alluring than 

‘their mark. The brakcs have been | 

Worhink nce is ul that prin-: 

Cty abe Sp ZU ULA prosenta- 
tens es Me u ol Annapolis.” 
ee t Point.” 

“Sem ape the Cis dbens t. ° 
erie bitsen Pheatie’ 
Story.” “l Led Three Lives.” “Seat 
Haat’ and Cut hotest actuality - 
thrill dreina, “Ripeard.” 

Fach of these programs is a Wrong with depicting il? 

betters 
tristh. 

En “Ann. pehis” 

show for being based on 

and | 

enc. traditions of 
treining 

the 
academies of 

real pressures and 

tite and tred:tional ~elting. 
in “Men Into Space’ 

dream and hiene-t 

the view 

fialed 
thie 

With an’ wccurete, de- 
informative presentation of 

dramatie facts behind 
diama 

In the Same Waly 

peaks within himself in “Man and 
the Challenge.” In its fidelity. to 
The contemporary scene, the, shaw 
merked the first presentation in 
a regular series Gf a working scl- 
entsst aS active protagonist. 

‘Sea Hunt’ Record 

In “Sea Hint’ Ziv-CA found a 
tiew factuel area Gt endeavor pre- 
v.cusly untouched by 
sciies in television. with results 
that have established the show as 
he Clituax in svidtcation program- 
iene titan the pumts Gf view of 
ar.tical aeciaim, audience ratings 
Tiecnet sales and. oa significant 
Betas orm opestiat cmt spom-or 
tee, Ned Hunt’ sienalled 
daast) exrleration ina 
seiats af the world of life in the 
fantastic Geens where the life of 
the worid began litrts fourth year, 

it tus vet te find of. smaster in the 
entre fielel of factual television. 

In the seme class vith “Sea 
Hunt’ is our latest and curtent 
syndicated series, “Ripeord. * In it 
fel A tas piencered a literal new 
sensation m episudic filming: free- 
faily ce, theusands of feet in -the 
wid 
te. Gand on the dune ef a previ- 
eu-iy chosen marker en the ground. 
Te Gratiatie stories involving star 
Law, Pennell ave teken fram true 
eres ard their truth 1s made miore 

the. drama 

pres- 
the 

dramitic 

the 

sam ay, truth iand} 

diana ceinterced cach other in' the 
inspring reach Gf man toward new 

| 

“Mes Tete Space, “4 ‘The Untouchables,’ 
“Gj. or the spate of westerns?” 

“May orite - - work callers will probakly be told, 

it.” Defenders of the craft insist} to us.on the rewound ‘tape. 
ithat life is full of conflict so what's ratings: will tell whether we're. look- 

not going to be changed. They Il 
Vest Point” «still go to a ball game to see & 

we aimed to link beuth and drama ‘home run, a fight to see a knock- 
te provide an insight to the men {out and an auto race in the hope 

nation’s lof seeing a-crackup. The big wa- 
national }lop, the kavo punch or combat in 

leaders. The drama came from.thetany form will always attract the 
rioklems: of | biggest crowd. Television has the 

foad men in real cituations in a ratings to prove it and advertisers 
7 spend in the millions to: see that 

we tookjthe people get it. 
h ioreaghted Jouk up te the tallest }good thing, it was abused and the. 

mechanical | go00d must be penalized along with 
a pnation of man, and underscored {the bad. 

have have persisted j in not only copying 

tiherty of the unlimited sky, 

16th Annual Radio-TY VARIETY | Review ond Preview 

ARTHUR: ina wtisetea By 
r i. (President, 

immediate by- the 

The overall point is:simply this: } 
all of the series above are nl from first place.: 

is actually made more. memorable | 

It is our objective at Ziv-UA to} [% : : ‘ai _ 

RALPH CAMARGO. 
Announcer- Actor-Narrator. 

ae Registry JU anata 

Culture and Education? ‘Not _ 

Our Cup of Tea’: Holywood 
By JACK HELLMAN= 

Hollywood: | “Untouchables” ‘put making . atl 

Sparks are fiving from the. an- even more exciting and vio ent. 

vil chorus but will they set any ws Tow theatre sereaming. “we re ang 
Hollywood ‘producers Cheap imitation is 

to ‘get © your 

| day. everywhere outside the home. 

-interested pubtic—in_ thet. 

numbers. 

the easiest . way 
knuckles. rapped. - : . 

.Flailing: fists” ana trigger fingers 
may -no longer bloody up their vic- 
tims but ‘the ratio of action shows 

oblivieus to the dangers. real. or 
personality, for” instance, 

to. play. Network radio alone can, 

ty set but you can ’t make him look 
‘at a “White Paper” while across 

The hue and cry against violence ; ‘the channel : tempers" ‘flare and 

the’ new. world. 

‘suggested rather’ than shown in From out “of the west: will ‘still, 
all its grisly aspects. The com-{traop adventurous souls, men. with 

ment among viewers will be freely | funny lines and tunny faces, domes- 
-exchangéed. “What happened ‘to tie misadventure and pen-and-ink 

‘Naked City" .bcharacters* to’ keep the kiddies off 
Net-{the street. But culture and edu-| 

ation? It's not our pot of. tea. 
The east will. have’ to send ae 

he 

programs. to an unprecedented: 55% 

“that? s the way Washington wauts 

stations have aired 95 editorials. 

ing or not. and upto now we 
haven't. A Nielsen. marker of 40 
for “Gunsmoke” against 6.4 for a 
CBS. Report on Laos- should: be-un- 
-‘mistakable eviderice what ‘the peo-. 
ple want.. But the college-breds 
insist that the factory .and ‘field 
worker: be educated and his mind 
‘improved. No great thinker, still 
he must ‘ask himself, “‘what ‘hap-: 
pened. to freedom of. choice?’ You _ 
-got the answer?. - ; 

Statistically, the “picture. won't ” 
change. much over ‘last season, nor | 
will the ratio of wést over east de-} 
teriorate.: It-has been roughly esti- | 

(Continued: on page 34) 

The emotions of the people are 

But. like any | 

“(V.P: &.G- M., 

Networkers and admen “If ‘you can believe ‘the predic= 

cellations in the coming: season 
{than in any previous season. 

While I certainly. -don't recom- 

I do think producers may as. well 
face up to this possibility ‘and: be- 
gin preparing: remedies. 

The many cancellations, if thoy 

than in any. previous new season. 
{With an opportunity.for such ex- 
_ltensive renovations,’ I expect: the 
{market mood. will favor new idéas.. 

Old ‘remedies won't: do next ‘year. 
‘cireumstanices,.. I |: 

.- [would much rather be div ersified 
‘Under -such : 

7 than ‘merely successful. ; 
The production | company. swith | 

| diversified experience will be in, a 
position to come up with the wide 

developments would require. 

position.". His reputation : ‘among 

squeezed into one narrow pidgeon 
hole: But, more important; he 

Twould -probably «not ‘be | well 
‘oe equipped to deliver the goods, be-.|. 

.leause it takes time to develop a 
diversified .. approach : ‘to program: 

a development. 
1 YF ll cite an example. One of the. 
-Imost. conspicuous trends - of the. 
-}coming season is the animated pro- 
-fgram, ‘seven of ‘them this fall fon 
nighttime network) as. against 

JOYCE GORDON 
Spe whing on Television for 

EASTMAN FABRICS. WISH-BONE SALAD DRESSINGS and -atherg. 

Persenal Management: CARL. EASTMAN 
141 Bast 55un suet, New. York, ° “PL 1- B66: 

We re. , Second--Like Texas 

tions currently most popular in’ 
the trade, there may be more. can-. 

nd writing the season: fF now, 

T¢ 5 ° | Reddy.” 

: happen, would produce many open-. 
{ings on the Fall-'62 schedule, moze. 

variety of new programs that-these | 

_ ‘The -speeialized producer, ‘how-: 
ever successful, would be in ‘BA poor: 

program’ -buyers would have ~been | 

That's 

‘HULL HAYES : . se 
CBS Radio). 

“| In ‘January 1959, when Alaska: officially became: our ‘biggest state; - 
|'Texas suddenly found itself -in second place: ‘Radio, of’ course, had a. 
similar experience some years” earlier. But, I suggest that even now 
there is insufficient grasp of the fact that “second. biggest” is very big 
indeed, and that in some respects, only a tiny margin separates. second: 

‘This was strikingly demonstrated: by an RAB. survey ‘made 4n: New. a 
York right after Commander Shepard made his history-making space ~ 
flight. In this city, with its high tv: sets penetration. and its seven tv ._ 
‘channels, people at. home were asked how they had learned ‘the resiilts © 
of the astronaut's flight. The. answer: 40.75% of ‘those interviewed. had 

}learned about it. ‘through. radio; 42.1% 
In other. words, even awhere- there was ‘a. news. ‘event: with. unique: 

eye- appeal. and well-promoted | “hive” ‘television coverage. radio. came . 
within: two percentage points: of tv in’ attracting. audiences. And .this 
was in-home only. We all. know how the: nation ‘depended. on. Tadio that. 

‘through. tv: 

.But aside from. the audience for big, special: news. events, the’ radio. . 
audiences week in and week out, is like: Texas). pretty substantial. Ac- 
cording ‘to one: study, some. 43 million. families use - television sets: at. 
some time during the week. For radio, the comparable figure. is. almost: 
'41 mfllion families, and this again is an in-home measurement. ‘only... 

Finally,: when it comes to. purchase of ‘sets, we ‘firid: that the ‘public: 
| appetite. for radio. -docsn’t ‘merely hold. steady—it- -eontinues to. grow. 
In 1960, some 18 million radio sets were. purchased, more. ‘than at any : 
time since 1947, a ‘pre-television year. . : 

So, let .us size up things accurately. Television is an. “exciting ‘and 
popular medium, But people also Want and eed radio—and_ ain pb huge: . 

‘Total Immediacy ™ ae 
"Now. thow best can radio serve tis. great say once? CBS ‘Radio: believes’ 

that the answer is to be found.in vigorous exploration of. those program 
areas in which radio is not second but first‘in effectiveness and useful- . -. 
ness, Paramount among these is the. presentation.. of: “hard” news: only 
radio can bring it to the public with total immediacy and: compiete”.  - 
‘geographic flexibility. Then there are the important: areas of news eval-° 
uation or, analysis, of documentary studies, of’ varied. informational 
‘programming, of broadcast editorials.. 

‘In entertainment, radio: again. has, special valués. The weekday radio 
is a-uniquely attractive companion. as. the .- 

housewife does: her’ daily chores: ..And music, especially. . symphonic” 
music; ds ‘superlative. in a. pure sound medium. ° 

In all these program areas, network radi 
‘throu 

In these ways, and in-many other still: tobe explored and- developed, o 
radio has: earned ‘a most ‘impressive - place. among’ the communications. 
media. Like Texas, we may ‘be second to -another—in some respects. 
But this.is hardly a ‘bad thing | to -be..And:so I leok- for increasingly. 
widespread awareness of the fact that. radio’s size ‘and stature are, in‘. 
reality and by apy: measure, . -both enormous and. still ‘growing. oe 

Unless You Got M. Pp. D. 
You. Got Trouble, Brother 

By JEROME HYAMS. 
Screen, .Gems) 

‘Gems brought Hanna-Barbera into. a 
television in.1957, a-long timé ago.'-.. : 
Prior to- that, the attitude toward. 
‘animation. .for ty was. “it. “won't 

‘| work.” I think few people ‘remem- . 
ber that H-B’s first tv property was... __ 

“Roff and... 
It: was .a ‘seriés ‘of. ‘fours. vee 

minute subjects’ that went on NBC. : 

a little. item= -ealled 

Saturday .mornings. with. -a. live’ 
emcee and some. theatrical - car 
toons thrown in to fill. <0: 

1958, ‘that this” experience. ‘was 
taken.to be the next step, .a. half- 
hour. show entirely in animation— 
but: with. three. different subjects. 
er half-hour... That:.was “Huckle- 
erry Hound,” on ‘an early-evening: 

“Only after two. more: years of 
‘this experience were we and ‘the’ ve 
market ready for. the next big step, 
a half-hour situation comedy: in 
animation: set.in prime. network. . 
‘time. . That was ‘‘The Flintstones.” 

“Of course,’ a number of other 
producers are™ _jumping into “the 
animation stream. now. : But: anima- 
tion ‘is no longer a new idea for tv. 

business. in upheaval requires. 

‘over. the. past four years been. 
‘steadily ‘working out.a policy of 
‘Maximum Possible - Diversification. ; 

_ Six or seven years ago, this come 
pany’s output consisted. of anthol- . - 
gy, -situation ~ “comedy - -and -chil- 
dren’s adventure, . all :on ‘film. “In 

two view of the fact that these. series" 

this past’ season. This trend was. remained: in production an-average 
first foreshadowed ‘when ™- ‘Screen . (Continued on Page 35)- 

ugusi. 2, 1961" 

- ** epnvenr pep en ss a gt ee 

‘has ¢ most important: role. 
its ‘stations, bring to. the -. 

listening ‘public: these’ programs which an individual. station is not.. 
equipped to present. For: example, a network's. ‘worldwide. news re-. 
sources and coverage would. be. prohibitively: expensfre if: undertaken. 
by a single station. Then there are stars and programs which-are one::~ 
of a kind like Arthur Godfrey or the w eekly concerts of the New York : 
Philharmonic from Carnegie Hall.. These -eannot:: be presented by. ‘sta- 
tions.unless.they get such features from a commen sourcé—a network. 
In recognition of all these facts, the CBS~Radio Network modified... 

and expanded its program schedule last. November. We. retained the’ 
great stars. and features which only a ‘network can: supply.: And. we- 
increased the. presentation of -néws, public: affairs and ‘informational. 

of our schedule; to: help: meet the. - 
special: néeds of our people and our ‘country: in today’ s world. . 
A parallel surge of program activity has been ‘going .on_at: the: seven ce 

CBS Owned Stations. Citing just one’ example, the matter of: broadcast’ - 
editorials, in the first four months of 1960; ‘the CBS Owned: Stations © 
presented. a total of 45 editorials. In the. comparable 1961 period, ‘the, * 

Tt. wasn't until . the. ‘next. fall, 

spot. schedule. Animation. was, still -. 
‘/something - new: : - 

not the Kind .of: alertness: a . 

This’ is why ‘Screen. Gems has 

ee 

Ait ree eeseuapteeees 

etm mere 
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mtv s Twin. ora j 
| Monotony & Mediocrity 

. By DAVID LEVY. 
“¢ NBC-TV ‘Program Exec) 

It would: be. easy, ‘to catalog all: 
‘the superlatives | we. at..NBC ‘feel 
‘about .our fall schedule: 

the new season by gloomy. prophets 
from: many quarters -who have the. 
peculiar advantage of condemning 

programs. they: have’ neither: Tedd 
= nor seen.. ai 

.¢.¢ Our energies. at NBC: have. been 
directed’ toward: building a. sched-: 

ule of balance, scope and. power 
| —a.. blend. of various ‘forms. and 
moods ..so that no: ‘single form . or: 

‘mood Is. dominant, And to this mix. 
of.-seventeen new: - programs. and 
‘thirteen - returning . programs—~ 

- some. spiced with. new’ flayoring— 
‘is added the element of. the: spe- 
elal. Specials that will’ give ' added 
interest to. discerning viewers— 

_: specials high in entertainment ele- 
ments—specials- of . religious and 
historical significance—specials of 
high voltage topicality. If Rome is 

a fiddling. 

With this ‘emphasis. on 1 balance— 
“and objective students. will have 
no difficulty in appraising how. our 
words: and. actions match in striving’ 
for: ‘this -balance—is.*the . hand- 
maiden of NBC quality. When one 
‘network receives. four out of ‘five 

* nominations far. the -Program ‘of 
‘the. Year; - it. demonstrates that the 
professionals ‘récognize the’ unique | 
quality of the. network—in: variety, 

a a -| convenience of a planned schedule 

With Dave ‘Levy. “stil ¢on- : 
tinuing: as @ program exec ° 

.. although .displaced as .NBC-TV- 
- program topper by Mort Wer- 

* mer, this Levy: article reflects 
the thinking. ‘and: - “aspirations 

. that go into ‘resolving a net- 
_» work's show pattern and'is ime: 
J portant .in the: -“review  ‘& 
ve preview" Scheme of things, = 

in: original drama’-as’ “well: ‘as. the 
' ‘revival of, great. drama, in its total 

"news: operations, . 
‘But this-is no ‘time for. com-' 

. ‘placency’ or: relaxation:” Program 
development for’ the: fall of 1962 
fs ‘already under way,™And'.that. 
‘development, --now, ‘of :. necessity. 

. confidential, :will raise: our stand- 

further... 
The reason © for this -preaccupa- 

“tion today :in 1961, with ‘the. 1962-/-: 
-63 season, is reasoriably: “obvious. 
_ The very acceleration of.our own’ 
> lives—an acceleration ‘which has 
-enveloped many of us without con- 
scious - _Fecognition—compels - -for-' 

. ward-minded thinking .in . every 
_ phase of ‘human endeavor. All of. 
“our. timetables about. living have. 

‘been. radically : altered—and ..tele- 
-yision is one of the instruments, 
‘that . Ras. made it necessary ‘to. re- 
"examine ‘every aspect: of: our. social,. 
political. and cultural’ development. 
“The child today -is propelled -out: 

of childhood by. the tempo of’ our. 
times, by ‘its. scientific: thrust, and | 
by the. new instruments. ‘of. com- 

-Miunication:. He is. aware -of'. the 
“adult. world | Almost: before he has. 
_an opportunity. to ‘éxplore: the 
“childhood :-world. And television,’ 
' for -better or worse, “has, been’ ‘the 
‘most. powerful. Carrier : 08 - “this 
‘thrust. a 

- Tt is a: Tong. time: since. “our ani- 
cestors’ ‘climbed down from - the 

. trees, or up: out. of the- seas; ‘it -is 
‘a short. time. ‘since one: ‘of. our own: 

took the first -leap ‘out ‘ of -the 
oo atmosphere: : - And : that. ‘little leap 

-* will move’ in. slant ‘steps. in the 
“: “decade ahead: 

-With:. these. ‘ind’ of events’ ‘ene: 
: veloping.’ us—so..that the . child 
“ages”. faster.than ever, so that 
the young ‘adult ‘matures’ earlier, 
“At is 
.; world is becoming’ more. sophisti- 
eated: And. sophistication, ‘while it 

fosters rapid change. Obsolescence 
.. of things “and; ideas,.-styles _ and 

‘opinions are the mark of :the so- 
‘phisticated.: At. the very least the 
old is. made over to new. tastes; the |.a 

- "music of the 20's, has. a new. beat; 
the styles : ‘of the: past” ‘have. a new 
flare. 

7 -eounts in ‘part. for:‘the changing 
tastes of the: T™, viewer. Westerns | some: of ‘us live’ in: Att: t does. nat . 

‘humbered. 21. in December of 1960: 

They. 
would match, by: contrast,.the barbs. 
end epithets already directed at|.the Western’ may find-:a ‘new’ audi- | 

“The thing that hath’ ‘been, ‘it-is| 4 

“philosophy. 

‘tion comedies ‘any more than: we 
‘went: 

moderation in. form, content: and} 
‘numbers. We ‘believe™ ‘in eomedy,- 

discussion programs. and. “many 
others: 

_ burning, it is not. that - “NBC: As}. 

-phere. of reality. News ‘and ‘public! 

‘the premieres . of entertainment }: 

right, proper: ‘and timely ‘to. present 
|a special news. ‘Program, It inter-. 
‘rupts the schedule, but ina period | 
of history . ‘when ‘a guided missile; 
can arrive. jn 15-minutes’ time, the. 

lis simply’: 
| And- realism is at‘the heart of much } 

| ming; ‘we. do have | “Br. :‘Kildare,” 
“+1 anid -viewers- will feel: ‘that ‘he is. 

| real;. 
‘ ‘And . 4f “Kildare”. is..a° hit,- then 

‘| type: simply because’ we are ‘striv- |! 
ing for balance ‘and: ‘do-.not- desite | 

-popularity:.. That is..why Walt’ Dis- { 

‘néy ‘will have no‘ westerns on. NBC, | siéns—-we influence people to buy, : 
-why, NBC. banks on a:Bob NeW-) to. laugh, :to ‘think, to -wonder,. to: 

\:do the “Show of. the Week.” “No | 

sive challenge ‘against ‘conformity: 
that this” series’ is undertaking. It 

length films ‘in their. entirety at an- 

Kilimanjaro,” 
-Peck, | Aya Ga: drier’ and Susan 

We do. have: our: "challenges — 
“where. 30. evening: shows for’ 50. 

‘gone, for..shows :that have a dif-|° 

Night at the .Movies.”*That; plus. - 
‘| regular: shows: where the touch. ‘of 

““Cain’s “Hundred,” » no, 
‘lor’s ‘Detectives’ and “87th* Pre- | 

| and-Dinah, Mitch Miller and “Bell 

grams. that.-will.. deal. with ° the. 

‘not surprising that our own! coe 
ocrity and monotony, we also-have |. 
chad. to. resist “faddism: and sensa- |... 

‘encourages. the retention-of all that. 
-is good--in: our heritage, - deniands 
freshness—inspires inconoclasm—. am 
makes tiabits. old-fashioned ‘and’ ‘with some. of its obscure :splashes, |:. 

-in.- the “magazines: . with ° some: of | © 

‘| munications must. demonstrate its |. 
‘It! is: this restlessness’ which “ace. -ability. to thrive in'an atmosphere | - 

i 

. s. 

«| 
15: are. scheditled in '1961;- and: in 
the fall of .1962.it is likely: they'll | 
be. down: even further. ‘But -by 1965- 

‘ence and can build again. Let it-be| |} 
noted that: ‘Ecclesiastes has said,.|° 

that which’ shall. be... 

With this. ‘restlessness - “NBC is} 
in- complete ‘accord. We abjure the: 

of" -over-emphasis © (on |] iim 
one type .of -show ‘to ‘the. virtual |"|Raz 
exclusion of others. That is why. we |- 
have: a more varied: diet for the} 
viewer. We ‘do- niot. want: 14 situa-. 

MEL BLANG 
“Convaléscing” . 

. =e | ~ 

11... contemporary action’ 
shows. We: ‘believe in -program 

life ‘at its: mast vulgar. - 

drama. live and’ film, in- ‘Shake-- 
speare, in. game’. shows, in opera: 
and fine musie, ‘in. Westerns, in} 

Realities : 
We also believe” in an. ‘atmos- | which. we find we. must focus. We? 

affairs “loom large’ in our “opéra- 
tions; NBC has..even preempted | vision. ‘ean achieve. 

shows’ when. managenient. felt .it 

| questions, ‘ whase * answers. 
‘require ‘self-analysis and 

delay ‘of important :news to ‘the. pendent: research. 

“not good Citizenship: ‘upgrading. the medium. Are we: 

of .our': entertainment - program- dependent. on.mere nunmibers? Do . 
we -acquiesce 

+ shoddy ‘and the shabby, not to men- 
| Hon the. boring. and. the: banal? 

‘Obligations - ve 
We, in'the most. vital and. most 

-personal’ form .of the. communica: 
tion -field,”'are part of.a lafger 
‘world: ‘What We say: and do touches ! 

that Blair: Hospital is real. 

columnists will hearld the. start. of 
a trend—but ‘it ‘is’ not: likely that | 
we will havé a ‘second’ ‘show of this 

to ¢opy ourselves, or. others. ‘ential fashion as. our schools, our. 
. And balance .means’‘a. constant/-churches, our homes. We are part? 

battle: against ‘mere. conformity to: of the system: that conveys ideas ! 
and .thouglits, ‘ideals..and -impres- 

hart, why: a David Brinkley hasatr. _conteinplate. Let ‘use be. mindful 
time’ for. his.own brand: of intel-| that’ we -help. influence..them .to 
lectual comment and: witty. obserya- } buy: good products, ‘to get ‘elean .. 

‘ards and: improve our: ‘services stil | Hon. And it is also why Du Pont | laughs, to think of: issues, to won- 
and BBDO commissioned NBC to. ; Ger. at nature, 

other network: could meet the mas- 

is why we are putting ‘feature. 

early hour-——brand’ new entertain- 
ment to 90° ‘of the. viewers. And 
who in tv is producing: on: the’ scale: 
of Ernest’ Hemingway's “Snows of. 

, Starring Gregory: 

‘aspect of our behavior towards and } 
‘with..each ofher—may mean the 

i on and sterility, survival. and oblivion. 
aywar 

tthe. television. industry recognize 

weeks lave to stimulate and enter- | 
tain. ‘The problem is. ‘to: -overcome 
those: twin ‘monsters;.. monotony:| == 
and mediocrity, That ‘is why we've |" 

serve: it! 

ferent look “each week—Disney, | .:- 
Du. Pont, “Thriller,”: ‘Fhe: Dick | 
Powell Show,” “Hitchcock, ” “Inter- |. 
national. ‘Showtime, an “Saturday 

real « lifé “is” -present—‘Kildare,” | .- 
“Robert: Tay-|: 

cinct.”.Plus the sheer ebullience}|: i 
of a. Joey Bishop, a Newhart; Perry: |: f 

Telephone’ Hour.’”. Plus ourcom-|.
.° "J 

|-mitment for: big’ time  éntertain- |- a 

ment specials'‘and ‘for. 40.hour pro- |- ae 

issues. of.” Our, time—and dn prime 
time. os. , 

‘If. we have: had. to battle: ‘medi-| 

tionalism: If the same faults are . 
in the theatre with ‘some--of, its|' . 
decadent plays;..in the art. world rs; 

their. sordid’.articles,: in: the ‘mo-|}- a 
tiqn picture world: with its ‘sopho-|:.. a 
moric’ dependence on earthy words |" ~ 

a: ili relationships,- -these{ .'} 
same ‘challenges. are. before us in. earees 
‘tv. Some one’ of the: media of ¢om-}.. ° 

that, reflects a kinder world than 

1¥t-is. time that each segment of. 

a 

Television programming... must. tons. 
offer the Pot eeraamie fiaterial . are so misinformed that what they | they 

it can: All of ‘us must.-be a little | think doesn’t do‘ us any good. 
more. daring, | ‘more: imaginative, ! 
more’ ‘willing - ‘to move ahead. with ‘ ‘know, but dt’s our problem; ‘and TY: tion or considerable impact, be< 

new: torins, new ‘ideas, new talent..;say that-the Age of Enlightenment ‘cause as good reporters they would 
‘| At. NBC... this- is a challenge on: had better arrive but fast. 

‘ests: -of the . public? ‘Are we: too ‘that. we in the: business face the: 

1 

the national character in ds influ- 

4 

| 

‘that it is not enough. to use tele- 
vision; there. ‘is. an obligation - to. 

‘16th Annuat Rodio-T7 yp VARIETY Review and’ Preview: «Bl 

Radio’ 's Great. But | 

Who Knows It? 
‘By JOHN VAN BUREN SULLIVAN 
VP, Gen. Myr, 

people who should, 
No mat- 

tion:.in the market, how imitated 
| }its format, whether it is independ-: 
_jent, affiliated or an o&o0, too many 

people, I repeat, know too hittle 
: about: us. 

By’ people I mean listeners, 
-{newspaper' columnists, agency per- 

sonnel,. clients, educators, govern- 
ment .officials—and. station man- : 
agers. There are far too many in- : 

have to be-merely a reflection - of. ‘dividuals who simply do not know 
,enough about ‘radio and radio sta- 

‘Even worse, many people | 

Whose fault {fs this? 1 don't! 

_Anyone who has lived through | 
‘must set goals and as we approach jthe past 10 years doesn’t need an- 
‘them set ‘new..ones—for there. ‘is | -other recitation of the problems ; 
| no. end to tlie’ greatness. that tele-!that were produced for radio dur- 

a | ting that decade. The new “glamor” 
This ‘means: that each of us “must ; medium has troubles of ‘its own,.: 

take-more pride’ in the medium— ‘but at those. prices they're proba- : ‘ly, since I detect it creeping into 
enlightened: self-interest. ‘demands : “bly - easler to take.. 
-that”.we ask: ‘ourselves searching | nificent. potential’ may’ ultimately ‘ture. 

:. May ibe. developed . properly and thor-- 
inde- . oughly, ‘but my concern is that ra- should he beefing up 

[V's man-: 

We must ask | dio’s. magnificent potential will be. 
!ourselves if we: are degrading -or . developed—and ignored. 

_ Why don't enough. people know : 
Why is it: 

problem, ‘of “selling” our medium ; 
in accepting the | before. we. can mention our own 

image | property? Why is our 
'|dimmed, . our. acceptance: Jessened, 
our strength ‘ignored?- 

As .far- as listeners are con- 
: cerned; even the most chauvinistic 
jamong us must acknowledge that , 
our base of . appeal shrunk some-' 
‘what in the frantic fifties. We 
simply.did not offer enough people 
;enough ‘reasons for. making us a 
-habit—and in sonie instances, even 
those .reasons we gave them were 
‘too. narrow in-appeal, too inhibit. 
ing ‘in scope. .What -we offered 
‘many times was offered beauti- 
fully; professionally, imaginatively 

‘loved it.. But what about people 
‘to contemplate life wh didn’ for tl di- 

and its meanings. In ‘other words, | eater” n't’ go: for those ingre 

let-'us be: mindful of the Anstru-! and ‘today, 

ment.in our hands, for how we use fers more, the non-listeners don’t 
It: has .profound ‘influences for: , kriow’ it. 
transcending three minutes of com- }- 

. mercial time, station breaks, rat-. , agencies? . I refer not only to the : 

‘ings and top. ten. It—like -every t younger . media: people who came | 

They. became non-listeners; « 
even though radio of- 

' What: about: the attitude of some‘ 

into the business’ along with tv and ; 
whose: radio exposure has’ been ' 

difference between’ lively. minds | }imited; both at home. as listeners. 
and’ regimented . ‘minds, - creativity ‘and inthe office as buyers. - 

Throughout some ‘agencies the de- . 
cision-makers, ‘the: creative people, . 
the © merchandisers just do not : 

Many Plans Board — “think” ‘radio: 
meetings include conversation . 
about and. reference to things the 

IL.SAW YOUR LAST ‘MOVIE*—AND IT WAS! 
‘Bob Crane—KNK—CBS Hollywood 

; fe “Betura To » Peyton Place” — 20th Century-Fox 

vr 

‘dio’ station 

—and those listeners who heard it, 

WNEW Radio, NY +: 

t. Every -radia. station in America 
shares a common problem today -— 
‘tao: many. 
iknow too little about us.: 
iter how. big a station's billing, how 
‘tjuicy its profit, how firm its post- | 

participants have heard on radlo 
~—but when the agenda gets undee 
Way they talk turkey about some- 
thing else. 
i Comment and criticism about 
radio in newspapers and = mayta- 
zines are as scarce as hen's teeth 
—and when. it does appear, iust 
about as flattering I realize it's 
jeasier to write about the names 
‘and faces that network tv westerns 
ihave made famous, but 1 find it 
;hard to equate constant references 
ito an upcoming “spectacular’— 
:stiil four or five’ montis away = 
‘with a total blackout of radio 1f 
ents radio Is listened ta by col- 
umnists; in fact I have fairly goud 
proof of it. But just what image 

feel radio has with their 
|readers—I wonder. They cannot 
appreciate radio's deep penetra- 

jthen realize that people just 
‘plain pedple—are Interested, Ergo: 
‘our friends the scribes Just do not 
iknow enough about us. 

As far as the governinent Is con- 
{cormed=-tt needs to he enlight- 
ened, too. I use that word advised- 

‘ their appraisal of radio for the fue 
-“Enlightenment” [> a perti- 

‘nent word for a dimension radio 
ue hava 

‘stressed entertainment, we have 
‘built up news. Enlightenment 
‘does not necessarly mean seminars. 
-or Instructfon or talking down to 
—hbut it does suggest something 
more than regularly - scheduird 
\ newscasts. 

“Wanted: People 

I refer specifically to the FCO 
inot knowing enough about radto, 
iand I make this observation not at 
call argumentively, arbitrarily, or ia 
;pique. I will acknowledge = tha 
Comnission is doing a much more 

‘active job, currently, in finding out 
what it considers wrong with radio. 

‘It is equally apparent, however, 
_that the indices and standards ra- 

have been officially 
judged by for years really did not 
,afford enough qualitalive informa- 
-tion for the government to know 
-enough about radio 

In short, radio must communte 
cate with more’ people, must ofe 
fer more reasons for people to 

‘(urn on their sets-~including those 
‘individuals discussed here who in- 
:dict or at least downgrade our ine: 
:dustry, intentionally or otherwise, 
- by knowing too little about us 

About musie and news WNEW 
plays between 2,300-,2400 recorded 

> musical performances each week 
:—and there are over 1,000 differ- 
‘ent entities Involved = Yes. I sard 
one thousand Now, how much 
farther are we going tu explolt the 
pop music field" 

WNEW offers 336 = regularly- 
scheduled newscasts every 168 
hours ‘seven, 24-hour davs); we 
‘have a 16-man news department -- 
;had our own people at the opening 
of the Eichmann tria}, Cape Ca- 
naveral and with tre Freedom 
Riders. If people. just plain 
people—don’t think of nevs ated 
radio in the same vein, what are 
we going to do about .{t? 

_ WNEW has always been known 
for “strong” personalities, and to- 
day our lineup is the best ever 
fand our AFTRA talent payroll is 
the highest ever! Our standards 
for air personalities today lead off 

{with a good mind. and an aware- 
nes of the fact that the sun docs 
not rise and set at 4% or 332+. 
Now, if the folks out there in Ra- 
dioland can take these performeis 
or leave them alone - what next’ 

There are two Keneral answerg 
to these questions. First) we offer’ 
the public mare, and secondly, we 
make them know it 

There are literaily 
Americans who do 
enough about radia. 

millions of 
fot know 
Some know 

{what radio was: sonie know what 
some radio is; I wish I could say. 
that most of them think they know 
what radio should be. I can't, [. 
don’t think many of them give a 
damn. {I don’t think there's @ sta~ 
tion manager snyst-ere who wonid 
not prefer a listener, or a critic, or 
a client, or “creative”  axveny 
people to'say, “I have Instened and 
you stink’ rather than “Ratho? 
What's that?” 
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PTA’s ‘Special Meeting, 
Sex and Refreshments’ 

By SAM LEVENSON 

Coeds  SGat  Levcnson 
spoke at the Westusghouse 
Broadcasting § Putte Service 
Conference in Pittstaraie this 
spring, thea receied @ Sprin- 
taneous vration for a T3- wt 

the teachers whether you want ta: 
admit it or not. 

Make ’Em *Greater? 
You've stuck a window for these 

people to look through, and now 
they can see worlds they never 

ute speech on the etal trn- saw before. And it’s your position 
portance of te im improving to present this to them, not to 
qmankiid, continue them as they are forever 

or to cater to them as they are 
forever, buf to ‘cater to the gifts, 
the talents, the potential that-is in 
them for. something greater than 

{they are. 

As a teacher, there is a thing 
Known as ;snoral responsibility. I 

His main points, which are 
ke pt largeiy intact below, were 
“set up? ria a tale of sex that, 
he said, he was vot ciluwed to. 
teli_ ca telecision. The story 
as as innECnos to tie laugh- 
tug Pittsburgh addience as.it 

was Jani, but the serious | was delighted to hear that you said | 
GeertontsS int retationship to that Iam morally. responsible to| 

teicrision were inescapable. these people. All men, face it 

Said Levenson, in pert | are’ not created equal. You. and | 

Today ‘sea. is a respectable |) know that: it's silly. They ally 
should be given-equal opportuni- | 

‘ties to grow, to flourish . 
not all equal. It's a classroom on! 
tv. The duds on the end; who! 

subject; othervise, I wouldn't even ; 
censider doing it on ty. but they: 
vouldu't let me... You know - 

. ~ what shall wecalbthem? — 

sO tonal agasines: you y. Knows why they are slow. Perhaps 
}icCalls, Reader's Digest, your i] haven't been the right teacher. | 
Weman's Home Companion, your i Perhaps. nobody has opened up 2, 
Good Housekeeping. there isn't an / little windo 
{<<ue without an article on ‘Sex ; S€€ better. Perhaps they are emo- 
Education; this is no longer a dirty ; ; tionally weighed down. They are | 
vord. The P.T.A. has taken to this: | handicapped in many wavs, one 

with all their hearts. You're par-; 1" & Democracy I've got to ta e | 
: !care of that group, and I. don't. 

ents. You know the P.T.A. meet- tak f tl b vine them | 
ing. Every meeting there comes a: aly Oa he e th mm ¥ Bene toad 
poster, come one. come all, You; OMY what they cant rE 
and Sex, Sex and You... Spetial! but by challenging them: with a. 
speaker... The Challen we of Sex, ; little more than they can under-, 

You and Your Body. Your Body , Stand. in the hope that tomorrow | ; 
nd You. What to ell Your child, | itheyv will understand a little bit: 

Bh ‘more than they do today. 

i 

What Your Child Should Say. to, 
You I once got a beauty. Savs, You said these things last night. i 

“Come One, Come AH. Special | You said them very well. even if | 

Meeting Sex and Retreshments.”; }ou didn’t agree, It was Emerson 

You know what happened? They Who said, “A weed is a plant 

alosed burlesk bouses: you go to! : whose virtues have not. been dis- | 

} TA mectings instead . | covered. ”" These were the weeds: 
‘Lipht dseussion of sex ‘is) sitting in the class. but I'm telling | 

intelligent, its mature, vet amang ! YoU surprising things see ne 

the problenis we have to fece in! ¥0uU make up your min ne e 
tis mdustry is, “Who is the guy dumb ones are forever to be con-' 
with the pence! who becomes the! 

>a 1 the ) judge of wnat the people out there | urprise | you, because {ff not’ at! 
on them: “He is dumb.” He will 

l ¢. : . , . Oe wilt take a wal nat take: And the age of 12. at 20. 30 or, | 
its net for imself. he is much <omelimes t: 82. he " sudden! 
more intelligent than thaf. He a y 

And! ‘blossoms forth. .It is my responsi-! 
bility as a teacher hopefully toj- 
keep pecking away at him to make 
him greater than he is. You know 
that they take garbage and make 
perfume of it. That’s right. The. 
stuff that we used to discard is 
sald finally in little vials at .$30 
an ounce. This is the stuff that 
they thréw out that nobody wanted: 
—the junk. Somebody converted 
it into perfume. 

Crisis In America’ 

tavs TL dont nand: they will. 
he puints into space somewhere, | 
Viho wre “thev’? And I'm telling 
yeu that. frankly, because af this 
Ban who says thes. a pertormer | 
Jike mysei?f has never reached his! 
{ull potential on tv yet. Never. | 
Because many of the things that 
] have tried to do, I was told, they 
won't understand. 

1 had a heautiful show in the‘ 
morning; when Arthur Godfrey 
et sick they pul me in there and 
did the best thing I ever did in} I felt, as a teacher, that could 

mv life on tv. I would have wanted | be done (to people) under ideal 
to continue that for a long time. ; conditions. If television were ideal, 
Let’s be henest—this is in the: If the classreom were ideal,...we 

trade.-one morning they walked | could do a magnificent job. We 
in and said. They ain‘t taking it j} have very much the samé problems, 

-er They aren't gonna take ft. | but I would like to put it to you 
Because, frankly. I had been! on a different basis: We discussed 
knocked off by “Treasure Hunt”; here whether we could afford to 
and “December Bride.” they didn't ; do it; Whether we had the obliga- 
take me. I was vers, very unhappy. | tion to do it; whether it could be 
Somebody should have’ invested done; whether I have the right to. 
in me, and said, “Let him stay”. _f tell him what to watch or What | 

You know... maybe something | not to’ watch. 
wili happen. . I'm not going to 
make a serious speech, because | ferent basis: We are in a state. of 
] was once serious arid almost! crisis in America. Is it possible 
starved tu deatn ... You view anjto put our responsibilities on -a 
audience as a school teacher. Some | patriotic basis which was not men- 
of you are teaching. and some of | tioned last night? As a responsible 
Jou were teachers. You usually | American in an industry, it is my 
divide the intelligence in what; duty to do something for my coun- 
they cal the normal curve in ‘a: : try. I- must do something more— 
class, You know the normal curve: 

it starts off very thin and then | something to make my country 
£0es, “ZZZ72Z2." way up. and comes : better than it was yesterday. morn- 
down. At both ends are the prob-; ing. J approach my work that way. 
jem children sou are discussing. | As a teacher, I took it that way. 
Your problem children at home, } ; Perhaps - we feel that -if we can 
the slow ones at one end. the | develop a little more of the latent 
eockeyed geniuses at the other . _| talent, the vision, the germs and 
and. as students, Tl tell you! these people to flower, we are 
frankly they are much brighter} building a stronger America. 
than I ever was. In the schools! Perhaps we have to make more 
we're beginning to. take note of; of an effort on a simple patriotic: 
there twe groups as vou are having { basis: What amt doing for my 
te take note of these two groups, 
and vou cannet teach dewn the 
middle to this mystical mass be-!always say to ourselves, “What} 
¢czuse iUs not a mass, It vou're alharm oes it do?” When you 
school teacher, soul realize that |thraw out a very mediocre pro- 
even that 70 or 807 in) the{gam, you ask. “Well, what harm 
middle is con:posed of individuals. |does it do?” I think We must ask 
. When you stand in a class and {ourselves finally and ultimately. 
seu look al them. they mzy look }‘What good does it do?” You've got 
very ordinary, but \ou don't teach |to put it on an affirmative basis. I 
te them for what they ace, but for | am I™my brother's keeper. My broth- 
what ce «tht be. Because you} er is not a market. -He is a living 
have a vision for then that is! human being and I must be respon- 
Freater than they themselves cami sible for his growth, for. his wel- 
eivesie: for thenselves. This is! fare. for his happiness. 
Mee xele of the teacher. Yeu are i think that. ell of us last night 

I think the mistake is that we 

Pe 

I would like to put ft on a dif-| [| 

‘more than entertain. I must do} ; 

country thraugh my: industry? eee f 

| 

BILL SHIPLEY, . 

were saying. the ‘same . thing in 
different ways. I think that if we 
approach ’ our customers at home. 
the way a good teacher approaches 
his kids,. with respect, with the 

. they are, : honest. ‘belief ‘that he, as an-indi- 
| vidual, is. ‘sacred, ‘that! he. has ines- 
timable. value inthe’ eyes of God 

little more carefully, a little more 
slowly in the desire to: reach him | 
on.a little higher: level than ‘we 
‘reached him Yesterday: ‘morning, | 
if we have that sense. of. Tesponsi-. 
bility.. 

i want to ‘tell -you something 
T else; I. am disturbed that even we,. 
.in ‘the industry, say: “they.” . The 
‘schools, ~ the public ‘schools -of 
America are not.in good condition. 
You- know how we get around this? 
Many of us. send our children -to 

private: schools... Most of us would 
not wateh a lot of the programs 
we defend on.a panel.. We don’t 
like them.‘ourselves, but we Say. 
for them. they are ‘good enough: 
Now we are being the snobs. For 
tmy children, they are not. good 
enough, but: for them, whoever 
they are,. they ‘are -good enough. 
Well, I say it.ts not good enough 
for them. Honestly, if they. are. 

Q rnot good enough for me, then they ; 
:Sidered. dumb. You stick a label !not good enough. for: them. If I 

| think. they .are bad for my ‘child, 
I think ‘they are bad for all child- 
ren, and-a very slight answer to 
‘the. problem of’ can we raise the 
cultural level of people. 

‘Higher Horizons’ 

In ‘New: York City; ‘we havé a 
project’ in. the © schools _ctalled: 
“Higher. Horizons.” ‘Let's be honest 
and simple about this. The Puerto 
Rican youngsters who. came-.into 
our city by the hundreds.of thow- 
sands had no- cultural: background 
upon, which to build their higher 

J culture. You couldn't. throw them 
‘Shakespeare or even Hiawatha or 
even. Robinson Crusoe. They didn’t 
know. what this was all about: A 
lot of our viewers. don’t know what 
this is all: about. A segment of 
‘our teaching staff was put: into 
“Higher “Horizon.” 
into Harlem, -they.. pulled ‘these’ 

Trey ‘went 

kids: out of: the’ usual classes and 
took them on a tour of culture. 
‘Every. day. they:-exposed them to 
the Metropolitan Museum -of Art. 
They took them to the. ballet, ‘they | 

(Continued on page $4) 

— : _— | shows for television, ‘using as much * 

-Lof ‘the country’ s- ‘former - movie- 

MIKE. WALLACE 

| serie 
,and man, perhaps we. will write a} s, plus :more work’ for’ the 

a month: earlier, on May 1,’ many. 

| ‘Contrast Program 

Television may not become any 

better in- West : ‘Germany, : as the 
‘| Grities. moan’ but there's certainly 

going to be a lot more of it.- : 
Authorities. insist that the’ third 

‘| channel is positively: going - to. be 

beaming: ‘out: by - the end of 4962, 

and the: second: channel across. the 

-| country’s network got underway, |. . 
jin a rather casual and haphazard 

manner, on June 1: . 

Nonetheless, .the land right now: 

| 
: 

'| does have two channels: and about 
5,500,000: television. sets — “just 

about, one for every 10 residents. 

And with the growing need ‘to 

fill: more. and. more time, it’s, an- 

ticipated. that there will. ‘be an in- 

‘creasing market for - American-. 

made feature. films. and’ television: 

anguished . West. German. film. ‘stars 

who are hoping ‘to “convert”, to| 

the new: ‘ehannel, 

Right. at the moment, the ‘villain 

‘on the West German. television 

screen is the federal Post. office, 

which controls the’ ‘radio - cand tv. 

lines. The relays” aren't ready: to 

actually put the’ sécond™ channel | 

‘across the entire network the. way 

‘it -should. -be. “The relays © are 

finished between. Hamburg: and. 

_Frankfurt, but under a highly com- 

plicated arrangemerit the. Bav arian 

Television, headquartered in Mu- 

nich, sends the Werner Egk ‘ballet 

“Joan: of Zarissa” from - - Cologne, 

end the : West. German_ TV: head- 

quartered. in Cologne ‘offers the 
publie ‘Thornton. Wilder's drama. 

. “Skin of: ‘Our Teeth” beained from |. 

Baden-Baden, -Frankfuit . broad- | 
casts from ‘Hamburg and ‘Hamburg | 
offers its. programs from - Frank 
-furt: - 

“We > can’t. make -- ‘Jive’. 

from somewhere else,” complained. 
a harried’. coordinator of ‘the. 
‘Second Program, ‘Klaus Mahlo. 

Although this Second Prograni 

has: been in” the. planning.’ stage 

for years, . the | critics sourly- note, 

the post office never got around 

to taking the initiative of actually 

constructing the . relay | ‘ stations.. 

And even in Frankfurt, where the 

Second ‘Channel scooped the: rest 
of the nation. by: going on. ‘the. air 

of the viewers had trouble getting 
a’ clear picture. or "acceptable 
sound. | 

And the cost: of adapters: from 
$30 to $50, discouraged some of. 
the country’s set holders from buy- 
ing. into the: second program, . -- 

| The thente of the: Second: Pro- 

Frankfurt, | 

‘| terrible. things,” ”- 

“shows - 

when everything has to be beamed : 

-added:. 

| Vision 

7 ships,” ” 

Without Coat . 
Label Pinned ¢ on Germany’ s New TV 

.. By HAZEL GUILD. 
gram has. beer ‘widely: touted here 
as “contrast, ” “put tothe: viewer 

there’s little more “contrast”. than 

that offered among CBS, “NBC and . 

ABC .. in * - America. . The - second - 

eharnel. in Frankfurt, for instance, 

‘apparently delved” into- ‘the: files. 

‘of the first ctiannel “and. came up 
‘with some reruns: 

The “contrast” that ‘was prom- . 
ised. ‘the Viewers in advance an’ 

: nounced: that. perhaps when. ‘chan. 
‘nel one was offering am opera, a 
channel | two. would - ‘give ‘another, © 

portion of the public ‘a- top: sports. 
event. That isn’t the way: it's work- 2 
‘ing out,. “though.. 

“Contrast program without Con-. 
trast” hasbeen’. the ‘headline -in’ 
several .German’ papers. criticizing. 
the content of the second. network, 
When the net opened on “Tune. 1, . 
the first program -showed a “musi: . 
cal, . Marcel. Achard’s ..“Time' of 

| Happiness, * and the “contrast” on 
the second outlet. was °:Franz. 
Lehar's. operetta “Paganini. ” “Sime 
iJarly, . upcoming - Schedules: show 
little variety. ° . ; 

‘Wanted: A New Genkis. 

“I don't see any reason that the. 
programs. should: be any better. © 
with two outlets,” according to one 
telévision authority, ‘Wolf. Schmidt, 
| who’s.- doubling: in. many ‘roles as 
‘the author, star, director of. the 
‘longrun comedy. drama “Familic 
Hesselbach,”: Which - ériginated on . 
German ~ ‘radio,’ turned. to - the. 

‘ movies;: and. has: played: for several 
years. on German TW. ‘as. a tremens” 
-dous success. os 

Schmidt, who: ‘has’ ‘productions. . 
going in: Africa - and.-India as an -. 
indie tv producer, added, “It’s-the’ ’: 
same. writers, actors and. directérs . .. 
who -do. both programs. i 

“No. new genius . has... been 
-br ought into the. limelight. It’s the 
‘same. people, .and reruns. on the 
new outlet. And miany people.'do 

‘ne. . coinmented 
gloomily. 

When: there. is: : talent. in the in- 
dustry, he’ added, it’s’ apt to. be 
worked .nighty thin with the need 
for more and mere time-fillers. . 

On ‘the: other. hand, Lee J. Hors. 
ter,’ producer's representative. ‘for. 
various American. and British com-- 
panies selling shows: to German ae 
television; noted, “The. future of :” 
television. in Germany’ is the same-. 
‘as the future: in other countries. 

' “Tt's. expected that there will be 
three channels by the end of.next 
year, one. regional and two. nation- 
wide; ‘and the’ country: will. have. 
from eight. to” eight-and-a-half_ mil- 
lion: sets." = ** 

“American. ‘and. foreign: producers 
will be able to’selt much, more and: 
at. higher prices,” Horster com- 
mented. . “Talent: will have ‘more 
chance. And_ producers of feature: 
films, . directors, stars,. authors .all © 

will be used in television.” 

“Many -of West Germany's film- 
' studios: are booked .solid making 

Making’ talent as -is- available... 

“Nobody is” starving,” Hoster 

Right. now, ‘a look at ‘the. tele: f 
vision: schedule. bears - that’ out 
Stars: who have become strangers. 

| to the West German- Film screen oe 
are popping up all over the tele* | 

outlets”. Johanna -Matz," 
Erich: ‘Auer, ‘Hans Hoit. and Peter - 

1] | Weck are ‘appearing in’ Hofmanps- | 
'thal’s.. televised drama “Hard-.. 

‘Singers - Bibi Johns’ and 
| Caterina: Valent and. her. brother 
Silvio Francesco are concentrating 
‘on tv, a number’ of other musical 

‘| talents. were: utilized -in: the récent:..- 
‘| German. Television of “Kiss Me...” 
Kate’ and Hildegard’ Knef,..long ~ 
off. the Screen,‘ is doing “Golden 
Boy’: on German. tv. 

In buying: ‘shows from America 
Tight now, the German. tv net. is 
paying from $1,500 to $1, 750 apiece 
‘for a series of. half-hour shows, 

_| with the right to. an original. ‘show- 
ing and & rerun. And prices-run. 

| as high .as. $6,000 for outstanding: . 
films which. have. not previously’ - 
been’ shown in! Germany, ‘with. 

j about half of that for films that 
7: have played ‘before in the cinemas. 

‘(Top - price: for: a: Tepéat “was. : 
about $3,750. that’ German: televi- 
.sion paid to show. its viewers the 

| Ttalian film: “Bicycle: Thief. "a 
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‘ming. - 

be. better than. the most qualitative . 
-and - quantitative” newspaper: wire 
‘service. ‘Fo ‘Sutvive, .we had ‘to ‘be- 

is—the. key word. 

cao ming: in order’ to™ ‘satisfy: everyone. |. 
“2 We" are. programming. to ‘attract 

“a: specifi¢ -group—the. * younger, 
“ smarter, ‘information-secking adult. 

And: ‘this has paid ‘off in diyidénds,. 

_,. Recent. National. Niéisen’ distribu- 
tion. of" network . audience: ‘figures. 

50 than‘any other. radio network. | 

upgrading © and. modernizing -our 
“programming - format. 

"There! 's “money. 
, Before: 

. it. May: be pay . t¥.. 

</dication: 
- at. the -éend: .of a -raifibow.. 
a tough, ‘competitive: busiriess where | 

__téd: with: product supply.” 

Wednesday, ‘August 2, 1961 

Key To ABC iad” 
Future: ‘Young Adults’ 

By ROBERT PAULEY 
“WP P. in. ‘Charge 

Less than- a decade: azo, rietwork | 
" gadio was. being written. “off “as:! 
“dead” by” many. persons: ¢lose to! 
the. industry. 

. Radio. Network is ‘more live.- and! 
. Vital. than’at any, point .in. the te-| 
“eent -history | of- the- network - and j 

Today, the - ABC 

our.raster of. affiliated Stations” has}. 
Téached a new. high "0 eos 

Why:? ". Because: . ‘of: ideas—par- fi 
ticularly. in. ‘the. area OF Program | 

“What radio ‘needa. “Was a. fresh, 
“new approach.. The ABC’ Radio. 

-" Network sought: out. and found that ; 
approach this past: year. 

. We decided to. ‘prov ide service to 
‘our. affiliated - ‘stations ‘that would: 

come the news and :featire- service. 
‘of .the air.: ‘ Quality: was—and' still |. 

‘The ‘secret?.We. are not | program- 

as any. ratings. -follower’. knows. 

point out- that: all. ABC ‘programs 
-——from news on down—are attract-. 
ing more young: liousewives: under 

- These’ young adults. ‘represent |. 
our ‘future... They are :thé people 

“who in. the next’ decade- “will be; 
** better: educated and: have. more. 

| popular ‘music; 
Frank. Sinatra-Tony: - - Bennett-Ella‘}. 
‘Fitzgerald - type. of popular - music, 
-The_ remaining. two minutes is de- 
-voted: to ‘infortiative - and. humor- 

consumér. dollars. to. ‘spend:: . 
We have attracted. this’ group by 

We: found. 
that. ‘these’ ‘young - adults.. demand 

lity’ on’ the’ part. of the 
radio’: network. “For: on- the-spot’ 
ews programming, these. adults 

——— 

; “depend: more On, radio. than’ on. 

BY ith - 

of ABC. Radio. be 

television.- This is. natural ‘enough. 
i Because of the very nature of | 
radio, we: can. bring -news—as. it 
.happens—to the public: must faster 
than can television, 

Therefore; our first step in. build- 
ing. a respo.sible and successful | 
network was ‘to: upgrade our news, |: 

| the backbone of our network. serv-- 
ice. Since January of this year,. we |. 
have devoted: . ‘approxiinately. 500: 

| hours ta: nothing: but news and spe+ 
cial public affairs ..programs.. And |: [§ 
we have not. ‘stopped there. We 

‘increased our{- 
|.staff ‘of ‘Washington and - foreign. 
‘correspondents: in order: to’ provide}. 
our’, affilidtes and. our listeners | . 

-more.. comprehensive - news} 
LS 

hav e ‘substantially 

coverage... Within’ ‘the. past. year. 
-ABC.-Radio has -w’ "on: more. than 15° 
‘major awards for its: ‘Programming 
in this direction. - 

News. ‘Aione | Not. Enough: . 

However, network ° fadio . carinot. 
‘survive. on news alone. These young 
‘adults.’-demand -something: more. |, 
-Some intelligent. listeners wrote .to 
‘their local stations asking for ' more | 
“good, informative ‘talk. Others im- 
‘plored station owners for a batter 
-quality ‘of music. Network radio's 
- job, then, Was to satisfy both types. 
of listeners. ABC. Radio's national 
program. ‘director: William | Rafael. 
camé ‘up: with what T ‘believe is’ ‘the. 
perfect ‘solution—‘Flair.” 

“Flair” -is composed’ “of” tive- 
minute “segments—threée | minutes 
-of ‘each’ segment:: devoted to: good, 

. the ‘Peggy-. Lee- 

ous’ talk. ‘For information, we. have 
provided. features on’: baby _care,. 
tmedical:. advice, ‘education; house-: 

_Anterior-[” held: hints, “psychology, 

‘time v was when’ you “used to. hear; 
in. -syndication.” af 

was: doubtless ! 
And tomorrow. \ 

“that, it 

“Well,- there’s still. money" in ‘syn-: 
But it's..no pot’ “of” -gold:: 

‘It’s a-. 

only the ‘fittest can survive, ‘if: 
they’re in. ‘there fittin’ all the time: | 

‘In the earlier’ day's - of: bigtime, 
ne ‘tv, seven ‘or ‘eight | years : ago, a 
oe ‘spate. of. film Syndication compa- 
“ nies sprang up:- It- ‘was a gold rush. ° 

Stations, coming ‘on the air in. the ; 
wake of. the lifting: of ' the: license:!. 
freeze, needed product: ‘fast. . andi 
‘were. Served furiously. ne ! 

-Many . an.. eager entrepreneur 
_ whose: only. qualification was often .; 

: an’. ambition to. gét: rich ~ 
“Jatehed .on.to films from, every - 
--conéeiyable ‘source, regardless.- of - 

" qualits.- 
- let -of money. was made, was pock- i. 

. eted—and . stayed there.. 
tempt. was. made: by this” group. to} 

quick, : 

-or public acceptance... A”: 

“Na ate: 

channel. part. of :the ‘proceeds into’ - 
‘improving the quality. -of . -shows. 
and building - a : sound firiatictal.’ 
‘structure. 

‘It's | -impolite'- to. point: But | 
where. are ‘many ‘of the: companies / 

".) that - made... -overnizht: .suecesses?. 
'. These’ tv. carpetbaggers. have’ de-.: 
* parted - ‘the “-scene. frequently: . as‘: 
_ abruptly * “as ‘they entered it; -some - 
“gtealthily.. folding their operations * 
and . ‘others: via’. _ the “hankruptey | ~ 

: “court. "st | 

What happaned. in- the: interven- 
ing years? . Stations became -glut- | 

- The: net- : 

Competition became ‘ 
keen and rugged.” 2 {e 

- Syndicators;, who were © in? the 
‘business ; only for: quick: return, : 
were caught:-in ‘a- “vise: . Stations: 

“Bottoms Up_ 
. By ‘SEYMOUR: REED- 

. 2 (PTeS.y . Official Films! 

couldn't ineet. the’ “test. 
The. ‘syndication * -business has: 

now bottomed out. ‘after “a~ three- 
year. “slump... “It is heading. ‘upward 

| again. -The reason is hard work, 
‘expert | knowledge - and an insight 
‘into-the programming that. stations 
‘demand—and | get—from the ‘sure. 
‘viving. companies... 

Distributors -who have ‘not. foun-- 
, a..young’ and ‘intelligent. audience. 

tv. have. been: those : who :haye. ADP 
(2) a tong-. 

- range plan: to: grow with: television. 
“and® (3)-an’ awareness: “of - ‘trends. in 

dered “on:.the: economic ‘shoals. of 

a strong’ financial base. 

the. business. 
Official - is. “proud; that’ it’ ‘is. one 

: of: the few. indépendent distribut- 
ing. companies . still-in business af-. 

‘ter 11. years. of. syndication. (The 
_company 
1945, ‘but. was- ‘not. immediately . in 
“ty.). The. key: to. our. _successful |. 
“business: span is ‘meeting: program-.- - 
ming needs. even. to: the point: of 
setting trends. ~*~ 

Eighteen months: ago, the’ com- 
pany’: ‘saw the need for a five-minute 
‘format. 

, the- point. 
cess of these~ sliccessful informa- 
tional: shows, Which were suited -to | 
;our fast-changing. ‘times. 

In -eo-production by Official : ‘are 
! two. -documentary series—“Africa 
: Now’ and: “Biography.” © ‘Already: 
?imitators .:are.. announcing * plans} 
: patterned.. along the. lines ..of : at | 
‘least: one of these shows.: 
Ironically - ‘enough, the: bargain: | 

basement ‘status into: ‘which syndi- 
cation. of “entertainment series: had 
dropped’ provided: -the: impetus for |. 

‘ distributing - -off-network - programs. | 
“works, always “sensitive.to a chal-\ : These shows were’ pre-tested prop- 
‘Jenge. to their .dominance ‘in, ‘the | sé a pre-tested prop: 

-. industry, formed their own syndi-. 
 eation -units. 

‘erties, : . 

markets. : 
Official capitalized on. this de- 

- veloping ‘trend: a little! more. than 
a month ‘ago by acquiring. “Peter 1f 
‘Gunn,”. “Mr. Lucky,” ” “Yancey. Der- 

| LARRY KEATING ee 
Mr. Ed's"! next “door neighbor.’ 

- NBC. Television 

- ; is: now 

; ‘ new: 
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4 Second French TV Web Assured 
But Still Lotsa Therny Problems: 

Will lt Be Com'l or State Run? 
By GENE MOSKOWITZ 

Paris 

“ ‘Raaiodittusion - Television Fran- 
eaise, which runs the nationalized 
video. setup. under the govern: 
mental Ministry of: Information, is 

a pregnant: That is, the second web 
But, as in all 

+ guch cases, there are rumors and 
imminent. 

‘false. alarms about whether the. 

-one.. 

To twist. an oid bromide. the 
.| father. -of . the coming chain, now 
‘|promised . ‘for Christmas '62, was 
Probably. necessity. With sets now 

decoration, financial. advice, poetry, /over “2,000,000, it was felt that a- 
‘heéalth,. pet care;. and- practically 
jevery ‘subject : imaginable—and all : 
given’ ‘by experts in ‘their field. ° 
For. good, intelligent . humor, we:: 
depend -on: “Flair’s’ ‘master af. 
cerémonies—Dick Van Dyke—and 
‘on. Jonathan’ Winters, Betty. “Wal: | 
Ker; Milt. Kamen, Orson Bean; 
Arlene Francis;:.Hermione. Gingold; ' 
‘Stan“Freberg, Morey Amsterdam, | 
Peter Ustinoy and a-host of others. 

- The program. was formated in 
‘such a: way that local stations, may’, 
play. “Flair” ds one, ‘solid 55- -min- : 
ute ‘block;: ‘split it’ ‘throughout the: 
.afternoon’ ‘into. five “minute seg- 
-ments; - or: play just..the _ “talk”? 

'choice was due consumers as well . 
as keeping up with advances in 
‘other Euroyision countries. 
‘the. ._prablem was the how and- 
the ove of this new addition. | 

The government is still studying 
the question of finance. With .the 

'Ticense income on sets it is esti- 
mated that the RTF can run fts- 

‘ present channel and begin to bufld 
‘and prepare for the second. But - 
rexperts claim there. are still no 
‘studios for. the new one and the 
{RTF would not be able to go it 
‘alone. 

{ This means ‘commercial help or 
«the floating of a government. loan 

-one will be commercial or, 
| strictly state run like the present 

But" 

“set-up. In other . -words,. 

stations are passing’ on this service-.}: 

ininded. public. ° 

{are giving. it to them. For variety, 

| number ‘one morning program— | 

‘stars included such’ top. personali- ‘ setup. 

‘Downs, Johnny Desmond and Peter |: 

:Donald.. These are the type of. in the news service of ty here.. Up 

any : -entertainment event in’ the |. 

was “formed -’ earlier” in. 

-“Almanac”” and “Greatest | 
. Headlines ‘of. the Century” proved: 

' Others ‘aped the . suc- |- 

-carried ° only. -on the. net-. 
| works, and were’ first-run in many 

them in a time of: need. 

-" with’ strong..éntertainment values ler, it is not all blue. skies.- 
-and with sponsor ‘as. well. as ‘audi=! competitive battle in: which only. 

were no longer willing to pay. good ‘ringer, ” “Wire “Service” .and an- 
“prices. for some of the mediocre jother- series off the riets: Sales of || 
- product that. had ‘been foisted upon |the shows. in their. first’ week. of 

Fhe sta-| distribution - 
tions. had -become: discriminating; 1 $1,000,000.° 
they wanted high-grade programs | - 

“ence appeal. ‘The: videobaggers” | the pros can -win,: 

“amounted. to: over |. 

While. the ‘gales horizon ‘is bright-: & 
It’s al - 

features at their | convenience— : ; Ministry of: Finance has héen 
depending upon which’ format best ! | against the latter and the possi- . 

‘| fits: into the local: programming ! bility or extent of commercial ad- 
through “juncts are now one of.the main. 

“Flair, " we are providing local ‘areas of discussion. Yet test emis- 
‘Stations. with top.name entertain- ‘sions for the new web, which will : 
‘ment ‘they could riot..hope to get ' have: 625 lines. instead of the 819° 
without, network : radio. And: these : now in use, are going on. 

“Set makers are modifying sets 
type program to their information-.to get the new channel by an ad- 

ao | justment which would come to $78, : 
- But, the intelligent - public asks : but. an actual ready set to pick up 

for more than ‘hews and talk. They |. both has yet to he. made This is 
“want. variety -and ‘sports. -And we. “holding © up sales somewhat and 

‘attention: is: being. paid to this | 

‘we “provide the. public with its, problem” too. 
! -And then there are. pros and 

‘Don. ‘MeNeill’s “Breakfast: Club.” | cons.” There is a feeling that a sec- 
In ‘order to make the. 28-year-old ,ond web.built and maintained by 

— show popular. with the young adult ithe RTF.with license arrangements - 
- |audience, .we. have. modernized the for commercial programming 
‘format. ‘Listeners -can-now tine in would be the best thing. Advertis- 
and ‘hear lively: music and a better ; ‘ing would ‘allow for higher wages‘ 
quality of: guest stars. During the: , and better. talents for the enter- . 
“Breakfast: Club's” recent visit. to} itainment, fillip that is usually 
New York, for instance, guest. ' deemed lacking in the present - 

Censorship Fears 

Also there’ is. now some friction. 

ties as Jonathan Winters, Hugh |. 

guests,.we believe, that can, attract."to now the newscasters have been 
Vairly free except in having to -get 

.As ‘for ‘sports, we have: spared ‘around touchy things that were 
ho expense: to bring-the public the. obviously ‘hot. governmental pota- - 
top events. of the year. Only ABC-.toes. But a new news bureau head ;: 
“Radio gave ‘its. followers. the last Andre. Gerard spells . tightening | 

_|, three: heavyweight championship ‘censorship and many newsmen are 
talking .of leaving. Freer outlets 
on a second web ‘could help. 

:.Moanied interests are ready to 
immediately begin king pro- 
grams: for the new web as well. as; 

V¥ank network reps and. packagers 
— 

bouts, for instance. And we gained : 
the: ‘greatest. listening audience for | 

history of radio. We will continue. 
to provide our listeners with only 
the top sporting events. 

RADIO 

H  admimstration. 

fT also te prevent a 

,Who would then find dubbing of 
Padtile.s rote fiuitful Yet the 
government wants fo have ai firat 
hand an keeping ty a matter of 
public tntere t. inla and cullare, 
buf the probiens of one sided views 
and =o poss:sbke = dullaess ate the 
thorns pulting public opinion. on 

“the sde as a comercial try 
Present web has about’ 50 hoatrs 

a week and shuws on the average 
of 1D te 14 feature pix, usually 
some yeurs old. a month. There 
ave Variety and quiz shows, thouch 
latter Nave fallen off, aS well cag 
growing live plays and staufe sub- 
sidized (neatre p.esentations News, 
cullural events and documentary 
aspects fill out the rest 
Some — dramas, documentaries 

and news tleatures have been suc- 
-cessful as well as one variety show, 
‘But there is a feeling that pro- 
gram variety is now the keyword 
as ty becomes more and mote a 
staple mass show biz and comimuni- 
cation medium here 

Thete is aia the problem of film 
Hndustry ennuly as well as the con- 
tinuing strikes for higher wages 
among tv workers Yet. paradoxi- 

.cally, the Federation of Spectacles 
sand Second Chain Workers, a new 
Org. IS) against) any commercial 
backing They may be atraid of 
undue competition. Wares were 
upped by making video a sort of 
nahionalized industry rather tnan 
a civil setvice affair which allowed 
differing wazes fat ty people Bat 
thes are still not satisfied 

So that is the sittiatlonmanow The 
‘second web is definitely on its way 
and the decision of financing, 
proper studies. country coverace 
have yet to he completelh worked 
out. But the second web has been 
pul off jong enough and it new has 
to bow as specified to-save faee all 
around Betting is on same sort 

‘of ad and commercial aspects Just 
Aow much remains to be seen And 
film people might find an added 
income in making specsal vidfilms 
as has happened in other big video 
countries. 

Sp a second web may make tv 
-the great mass media rt fs m such 
‘places as the US, Great Brilam 
and West Germany and ring ecarie- 
sponding changes in the other 
facets of show biz. All are anure 
of this and girding and lobbying 
for it, as well as the private com- 
panies and tv studios here 

There may be some birth pains 
but it will all be clarified comes 
Christmas "62, 

7 Mex TY 
mam Continued from page 25 saul 

‘reports have it he has a crew of 
ty aperation in the republic “And 
} American technicaans working on 
j Preliminary studies jatior to imotal- 
Hing color transmission faciibe:. 

On the internatioyal front Mex- 
ico Is readying to push through its 
plan for an inter American tele. 
vision network at the September 
;mecting of tv experts in Bovota. 
1An artificial satellite. to be nieans 
7Of achieving this. But Mexico also 

thinks on ferms of eventual wo ld- 
exchante. wilh 

holding that {his 
will attain better understanding 
and a spirit af friend: hep atone 
nations And. ineidentally. erace 
{false niseonceptions of Mexro 

twide ty program 

Nithal exci throughout the worfed 
The National Association of Ve- 

tors has again moved for peolista 
tion ef all programe dubbed os :6 
Spanish sound el-eviese than 
Mexico Idea behind this to @ e@ 
emplio; ment to national talent and 

“drtotion of 
ctistaones and tradstaan- 

Drive or. to prodihit: dilfasian of 
all radio and (ty omateval touade 
abroad, whether videotaped filmed, 
Waxed, ete 

In the provramming end Mex- 
jeo 3s definitels game im for cule 
ture and decumentaty to pe oho eg, 
Thus 15 Embassies here ~ ill prae. 

languare, 

Hivide maternal for a series titted 
This Is ; The World’ with tiss 

covering sports. fourm, nolitirat, 

cultural, ete | developments ia. 
f America, England, France Jassan, 
a. Venezuela. Argentiria, [tale ete, 

Series premieres in September, 
will run sndpfinitely with program 
running a, bal{f hour each. , 
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“Sex & Refreshments’ 
Continued from. page 32 —————s ” 

read to them. “They’ réad: to: them. ple. “That space out there does. not. 
in. Spanish and -in -English. . They thrill me. There. are other spaces: 
brought ‘the. parents in’ and ex-.to be’ conquered ' ‘yet, and teleyision ° 
plained. to: them. the meaning of. j.is one. of .the’ crucial. positions. to -- tributor dvesn't do a ‘good job, you! i 

tartgeave it. 

“Dont get the idea the low-: 
budget field is non-competitive. 
Today the same people who called: 
ne a \ear ago with a script are 

i i 

ty 
‘ i 

ar ag ! | 
now calling with a finished picture. ! 
I maintain that no one should make ; gm 

_a picture without a,release or with- | f 

Phat: 
: | ealled the 1:Q., rose from five to; that keep culture from. the 

“That's im-|.and . people. from -culture;.- 
; | possible.” These kids had no cul- ‘separate -religions from religions 

gets, lise re walt be po independents, 

Wikas © 

Here are ‘a few reasons: 

There are many precarious as- 

pects to making plot fiiins, a prat- 

‘out some arrangement with a dis-| 
‘tributor. The adage, ‘I’m going to] § 
‘do it on mv own and then take it! 
to New York and make the best i = JOE FRANKLIN'S = deal, has no credence to it. A pro- |. 

tie which networks insist upon, ducer is kidding himself without . MEMORY:LANE” 

but which is a guarantee of sud- making a deal first or at least ge Serving America’s Greatest Ad a _ ting the benefit of the distributor's ' =. 9:30 to: 16:30 am., Monda den death for the independent .xnowledge of cast, story and ex- }*¢Tusers. 0 oe x thra Friday. Ww ABC -T Ve 
Tulots cost frum $16,090 to $150.- 

Gi and have iitde or no value if- 

senies is not soid. 
* 8 in production, One Hollywood lab alone has 1 Lon Chaney Jr., and ‘The Hostess.’ |this ‘cost them’. another $68,000, 
unsold pilots. three unsold com-- which will probably star Fay Spain. | which they. paid’ after’ we com- 

ploitation values. If you can't. make ° 
a deal first, don’t make the picture. ; i” 

! “We currently have two pictures :show,. Hak Hackett. the. president; 

picte sestes and a dozen unsold .We also found a gem of a picture |pléted the changes. About. the. 

feature pictures One individual jtitled, ‘Never Take Candy From A‘:eighth show, they. decided on ‘an- 

‘Address: Hell,’ with ; ‘decided to. change the format, and. 

producer, with two unsold series 

of 26 segments each. plus 41 unsold ‘has had no release here. 

- Stranger, ’ which was distributed in ; other change, By: the: time. we. com- 

‘Europe by Columbia Pictures, but ,pleted ‘the 39th ‘show, we. had ‘in- 

pilots, all product of several inde- | distribute it here. 

pendents, has been offering to sell 

the first two senes and a third! 

series. based on 39 of the 41 pilots, ! 

jn an anthology format for $10,000_ 

per show. This represents a loss of . 

“To give you a.clearer idea of j 
what a tv producer goes through, 
‘leading to a decision to just make 
‘feature pictures. I can tell you a 

sion. I took an idea to Don Fed- 

ne less than $1,600,000 to the back- |derson of KLAC. and sold him a 

ers of the 41 films. 

The financing of pilots has be-: 

come jincreasing!y more difficult.? 

vith banks demanding additional ; 

collateral for loans, since the 

Chances of recovering the invest- j 

ment are petting slimmer, If a pilot } 

fiim costs the independent $50,000 ' 

(a fair figure for an indie who usu | 

ally is able to persuade most of the ; 

crew and cast to “defer” until the! 

pilot seils!, it means that on a 

series of 26 half-hours, the produc- 

completed half-hour series called 
:‘You Be the Jury’ for $250 a show, 
,and all of us 10 actors, directors, 
;film cres, etc.) made money out of 
| that. 

“After 13 weeks, we sold the 
: show to a Chinese frozen food com- 
‘pany, at $450 per show, and were 
really riding high. That was. 12 
,years ago. Now I pay an actor as 
much for three days work as all 
of us got for an entire show. Costs 
ihave increased, and we don't make 
‘the same margin of profit that we 
did then. And we never will again. 

“There's virtually no money to 

er must net almost $2, 000 per seg- i be made in television production 

ment to recover his investment. 
inow. Not only is the independent 
producer required to finance the 

Even when the pilot is used aS linitial pilet, but in several in- 
one of the series, the amount of stances, he must supply a cash 
money paid for it is nowhere near 
the original cost. It is virtually 
jmpossible for a producer to net 
his investment cost on the first: 
run of a series, and today there 
are sO many series around that 
only a fraction of them can hope: 
for a second run. 

Consequently, an independent 
without a network affiliation or an 
anthology has practically no chance 
te make money. 

A network can make a pilot film: 
and write off the loss, if 1t doesn’ t 
scll, by putting it in its own anthol-- 
oxy series. It's Inere hookkee ping 

guarantee of completion or ‘the in- 
terim financing. If the cost of the 
pilot film doesn’t kill the indie; 
jthe rest of the financing wiil.. 
We've been involved in both as- 
pects. 

“We made a pilot film called 
“What Are the Odds.’ 

a deal with Official Films. ‘They. 
required us to put up $40,000 cash 
to guarantee that we'd complete 
the series so that they could ac- 
cept contracts for all 39 of the 
filma we were ta produce. Their 
method of payment was one part 

After two. 

years of trying to sell it, we made: 

We will ; vested $145. 000 of our: own: money‘ 
into a series which they've sold in. 
only-a few markets. for a few. hun- 
dred dollars. 

And So It Piles Up 

catastrophic. .We. made: a. contract 
with Crosby; ‘Brown: to co-finance;| 
a series. of 26 half-hour horror su-| 
pernatural films, starring Lon: Cha- 
ney Jr. We supplied the ‘below- the- 
line ¢osts,.and they were to supply. 
the above-the-line costs upon de-.| 
livery of every: film... Fortunately’ | 
we got another company: to: supply 
the production cosfs. so we ended) 
up only financing the talent, or. 
above-the-line expenses. We com-'| 
pleted 14 films. before we realized. 
that we were never going to get a 
cent. This ‘interim financing: cost: 
us $204,000. and we're now in Jiti- 

| gation. in an attempt to recoup this: 
figure. - 

“Anottier venture was W ith ABC- 
Films, where. we were te. co-finance. 
and co-produce - several pilot films. 
I'd say: that.a person could. find 
fault with going into: the. produc- 
tions mentioned before, but -when 
you have 4 deal with the arm of a 
network, how. can ‘you lose, you 
‘ask yourself. Well, it’s possible.. 
The final figures haven't come in, 
as we fortunately: got’-out of- most | 

jof the deal. The cost for one. day’s 
shooting, . to merely film host-nar- | 
rator parts’ and cut them into a 
completed pilot with new music, 
was $14,000. An: independent pro- 
dueer can almost make a. complete | 
pilot film with that sum. That. par- 
ticular pilot. film: hasn't sold, I 
might add, and we. haven’t had any |. 
bites. on aur other - co-ventures 

+ to. these people: 
‘{ story!” : 

“Our second venture with :a dis- 
. Story about the first days of televi-;:tributor was considerably: ‘more. 

‘|down and the rest upon delivery; | either.” 
‘which means we started off with 
the cost of the pilot, the $40.000 
guarantee and the interim financ- 

for them. 

There was a time when the way | 4 
out for an independent in trouble | 
was syndication. But. as old net- 
work product is thrown on the mar- | 
ket, there is less and Jess time for: 
s\ndication of independent prod- 
uct. The syndication market be-. 
comes weaker and weaker. 

There are co-production deals an 
independent can make with a net- 
work or the syndication arm of the 
network. The Jatter is bad because 
vsually the syndication arm has. 
no sales power with the. mother 
network. The former is better than 
nothing, but will not get a nod 
ever product produced 100° by. 
the network. 

The pictvre looks black. doesn’t 
it” Then what will the independent 
do? Will he just roil over and die? 

Hark to a representative inde- 
en.dent, Ken Herts. president of 
lerts-Lion International Corp.. 

with two syndicated tv series on 
the sir and a fortune invested in. 
ty pilots and unsold films: 

Innovator 

‘There is Just one escape from 
the network-boxed-in (tv producer 
teday, and it is a valid, yet daring 
ene. Our company has accomp- 
hished it, and others are consider- 
jng the step. 

“We are making low budget fea- 
ture films tor the independent dis- | 
iributors who need films and are 
willing to guarantee our cost back 
on them. There are several dis- 
Uiaibuteors throughout the country 
who need product and are willing 
to sign proinissory notes, give guar- 
antees or even pay cash in advance 
for .eur picture. Even if the dis-. 

. 

‘mess independent ‘tv has found it- 
self in.: Other independents could | 
do well to examine. . the broad -pic- | 
ture too. . 

ng. ; | 
J “After we completed the fourth 

That's Mr. Herts’ version of the 

. what: ‘they: like.” 

| ‘meeting; 
- around with these ladies. It falls 

‘into the hands of nice, fat, cooky- 

jwill.. . 

You | -know. what: 
‘int ariable, that 

-10. points. We: said,. 

ture.. They weren't ready to take j 
examinations. on ‘equal terms’ with 
kids who came from homes with. 

| books and vocabulary. They raised ; 
| their © cultural Jevel to the. point /: 
}where these kids; who would have 
-ended ‘as dishwashers, . are. now 

can take back your picture end, ‘culture. I’ve got news for you— | do° this. job..-The’ spaces between‘. 
try Math another company. if you; .|It was a -phenomenal success. | human ‘beings. The spaces, those“ 
haven't given him. the rizht to: t ‘ happened? cold. arid. bleak: seas, that. keep - 

absolute |me.from you. and--you~ ‘from me;- 
ople 
that 

and.colors from colors: those: _are a 
the spaces to. be conquered. . * 

I get*no thrill when. they -ga up.” 
; 250° miles.- “or 278. miles. and. “they” 
come. back to.a‘ stinking’ mess that. 
we. have. on...this earth. | 
lever get to: the. moon arid they: ask, 

attending: the City College: of New “How . -are things in Glockamorra” . 
York in thisst for higher. education, - you are going ‘to have a. lot’ of 

' Now you know what the mor al is, - 
‘Some. ‘of ‘You ‘are..skeptical,. and 
say, 
pest’ in.New York ‘on television: 

tand it didn‘t get-a good -rating: 
and the critics. liked it.” You know 
what was wrong: with it? You 
didn’t prepare: them for it. . Let's. 

+1 be honest. You can’t throw. Shakes: | 
peare at pcople. Shakespeare is. 
difficult: Shakespeare's ‘language 7: 
is..difficult. Nice people tuned in 
and they didn't: know. what those 
words wére. What were they talk- 
ing about? What they needed was. 
a. Frank Baxter. to be given. 10: 
minutes.-before the show to. say. 

“This is ‘the. 
. Ariel represents... :... 

Caliban represents so and. so; this 
was’ written by Shakespeare; he 
intended to say the following wee 

Prepare, motivate, - build them 
up, then give them Shakespeare. |. 
If; you throw. them Shakespeare 
unprepared, ° thet. every ‘body who. 
Says culture won't work has a great. 
show.. Sure the rating was lousy: 
They tuned out in-the middle. But.| 
let's be honest and: say; all ‘of ‘us, 
we are the cultured ones? Do you 
understand every word when you 
are watching a Shakespeare per- 
formance? I -don't. I don’t under-. 
‘stand. -I look: very smart;- look 
very: intelligent, ‘but frankly, I find 
‘his passages very: difficult: 
have no right toe throw one of the 
‘most difficult. writers: of: all time. 
into ‘the hands of people, ‘most of 
whom have” never «gone: beyond 
an 8th.grade education. Then you 
blame ‘them. “You say, “See:: they 
won’t accept it.” Frank: Baxter 
should ‘get the Pulitzer Prize; if he 

| hasn’t yet,-for preparing people 
to . receive. Otherwise,': you are. 
doing..this thing stupidly. 

Phooey PTA 
One - or two other ° things—and- 

I am in business: I-am thorough. 
‘I: believe strongly in. ‘educational 
television. I believe. that the com- 
mercial: people should sponsor 
educational television. I. think that 
‘it. is good for the people to know 
that the commercial interests, the 
industries: are thinking. enough of.. 
‘educational. télevision to ‘say this 
Program is brought to you, by the |. 
‘National. Trust Bank.. You know: 
We are interested... in you. We 

It . ‘waited to give you culture as well: outside ‘ the -U.S.. 
significance, : ‘but: success or failure :” 

as other. things. - 
| I don't -ask you. to do What I. 
do, but the cultured segment of our 
population beefs a great ‘deal, but 
does nothing to.go.down into the'}s 
‘market. place-.and educate the 
-people ‘ to higher. levels. I know / 
what Dr.. (Bergen) Evans said last'| 
‘night: “It’s none. of my business |. 

Isay to you, 1 
igo to PTA: meetings. I believe 
jin. them. I go to PTA -nmieetings. 
land I watch. In. whose _ harids 

. ‘ultimately do the PTA’s fall? The | 
‘|| Phd’s ‘are generally not. around. . 
The ‘highly educated ‘people 
‘wouldn’t. be: ‘found dead at-a PTA 

(it’s) cornball. I sit 

‘baking, mediocre people who are 
doing the job that- you: intellec- 
‘tuals are not doing, because’ you. 
‘are too. damn. busy - writing for 
‘each other and: not Mriting for: 
them. 

You've ‘got to simplify’ ‘the cul-! 
‘ture for people who cannot make 

1 -|the leap themselves. 
mi [has got to do it, the intellects of: 

America have got to do it, because 
‘if you do not lead, storm: troopers 

' We. are. ‘going to the moon. The: 
New York Times said it. Definitely, 
our children are going to the moun.. 

' . .. I don't. ‘happen. to be over- 
whelmed by. the: concept. of con- 

= quering space. Again, forgive me, 
am a simple -man. - Whatever 

errors I made in my life, I made. 
because I am ‘simple, because. T 
don’ t Jike to inflict pain upon ‘peo- 

“Well,-.we showed ‘the “Tem- |: 

We |. 

-last: season. 

Television }. 

‘explaining to do, because: we have 
yet to: conquer . . 

Here in our. hands is the greatest: 
w eapon—educational instrument—. . 
‘that has ever’ been‘ developed. ; 
You've got it in your hands and 
we are. sitting here day after day, 
debating whether we should" use: 
it to uplift, and I say, :“Yes:": 
You’ ‘ve got ta use it to uplift: be- 
‘cause it fell into. your Jap. It’s . 
your ‘baby. and it’s. ‘perfect for. - 
-education. ‘Those: of: us -who are. 
‘teachers. know they. talk about 
approaching the eye, the: ear, the. 
‘nose, the throat, ‘all the’ avenues © 
“of. entrance. . This: has. ‘got every- 
‘thing. It’s perfect. .for teaching.. 
‘You cannot: question whether: to- 
‘take on. that. responsibility. or. not, .~ 
‘You've got it. It’s there.: It’s yours, 
and there is no way out of it, and... 
if you don't. use ‘it ‘to: educate, ‘it 
will be used to > bring down., con 

British Tv 
—= Continued from page 28 = 

skein now being- completed Jat. the 
Associated . British. Elstree .studios: 
and is’ being :made- jointly | with: 
ABC-TV ‘of” Britain). In: .associa- ‘- 
tion with. the. Rank Organization, 
ATV is producing. an -hour long’ 
series entitled: “Ghost. Squad”. and ° 
these ‘started recently. at. the Bea-- 
consfield . studios: -On the’ ‘stock. 
for future production is:“The Case-* 
book of ‘Sergeant Cook,” ‘a series. 
‘based on: 4. ‘Victorian - detective. - 
BBC-TV has a-deal with Metro for °~ 
“Zero One” which is now in. .pro- 
duction: .The.: Danziger ‘Brothers 
(Harry and Eddie) also-have a new. 
series in praduction with “Richard: 

-{the Lion Heart”: which. is now roll-. - 
‘Jing: at their new: Elstreé-’ studios be 
and which will be. released through 
Associated-Rediffusion ' in - Britain. 
Crestview Productions. have just 
completed: “The Pursuers,”: ‘Which 
is now. on release .in: Britain,. Guy: 
Thayer has just completed. a pilot, 
but there are very. few independent’ 

‘|ventures, With the British networks 
offering only.a ceiling of $7, 000° 
fora. half-hour British ‘filmed: pro- 
gram, the indies have a tough. nut: 
‘to crack. in. raising. finance, unless « 
there is. a- ‘presold deal::with..the .._ 
‘United States.: The foreign ‘market™ 

ig increasing in: ' 

in America ‘still more. or less makes. - 
or. breaks 2 a British series, 

“Galtere in Wwood? 
— Continued from: Page 3 — 

mated, avhat. with. a few ho! es ‘left 
in the: schedules, that 7096 .of ‘the. 
‘night “time: schedule . will tag. off. 
with a Hollywood origin. On the 
breakdown, .NBC-TV. will: put . 20 
Shows on the network as against’ 28° 

.Of these 18 ‘will be 
filmed and'two live. ..The- differen-~ 
tial inthe total can be ascribed to. 
-a greater volume of news. and. pub- QF 
lic affairs: specials from’ the east: 
The CBS-TV - total’. will:. undergo... 
little change,-. “with ‘the :west ene... 
joying 4 to 1 advantage.’ Of ABC- 
TV's total of 33 shows, only two— 

| Lawrence -Welk ‘and Steve Allen-— 
will be live. “As for. specials, the . 
east may enjoy a slight advantage. 

Action-adventure, --into which. 
category. will fall what's left-of the. 
| westerns, will. bulk. the. largest. -.-. 

| Comedy: ‘of | the family type. will 
range over the schedule -as? will 
animation. Variety and musicals | 
won't use. up much of the. prime 
time.: What effect the. campaign. 
‘against violence will have.onthe. ~ 
network schedules won't be known". 
‘until ‘after the: first few Nielsens. ae Bt 
The wébs are taking. no chances 
and will have many: a bland: ehow ° 
‘warming .up. - we 

-If they: ee 



-<". them In advance.” Basing claim$ 
On. a- relatively” high. degree of -ex- 

.- More’ than networks.: ‘demand. “hot” 

“y eonstitute the, 

. hurt the ‘networks financially. 
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-Bllintaation’ at: network - option 

a time. and the. probability. of some 

‘kind of. Federal control ‘of hetwork 
rogram . ‘content . clearly: ‘Stem. 

Roe the. misconceptions rife: in of-' 
' ficlal. Washington: ~ 

While. . blasting. ‘network ° televi- 
sion’ is. not .groundless.” activity, 
uch blasting does tend: to. take 
eyes off ‘the great: and. persistent 
role the: “little: fellahs of | local- 
‘telecasting (and radio) play. in mak-. 
ing “electronics :w hat. they. are. to- 

~-day. 

‘A couple of: “weeks: ‘ag0,. ‘Newton 
wv. Minow,..the chairman’ of the 
ederal Communications ‘System, 

said that affiliated ‘television sta- 
“tions are often in-no.better a. posi- 
‘Hon to “judge netw ork program- 
‘ming. than the viewer's, ‘since these 
stations -don’t._see..a web :program: 
‘until it’s. airwise. What he said dis’ 
true, but, alone, it’s. hardly. reason. 
enough to ‘regulate networks." 

“ ‘Minow’s attitude .about ‘tv would, 
’ seem. to be schizoid. He has ‘pur- 
sued vigorously,. and intelligently, | | 
- @ policy: of making stations liveup | 
to their’ projiiises. on the grounds 
that stations. are hardly. lily. white. 

“Yet he still suggests: that: ‘stations 
"might eliminate grotesque, ‘violent, 
and° ‘sexually maladroit. network 

“ feeds” were. ‘they: allowed. to” 'see’ 

perience, there are many observers |. 
. who charge that. today stations. 

. programming, and ‘since ‘sex, vio-- 
lence and: immorality are. the au-: 
-dience-getters of . today, these. alsa 

; | “hot” _ Progranis: ‘of 
o "today: 

! + sThis. theory ean ne proved partly 
by looking at what most’ American. 
ty stations do not want.. Their in- 

. terest - in - public. -affairs . (until 
‘Minow). was. nil. -Thev. made. it ay 
policy’ to cayoid : ‘the léss ‘commer- 

_ cial, ‘aspects of network program- 
‘ming by ignoring a. ehance to clear 
fot some- ‘pubatfairs. that “was ‘em- 
‘minently: ‘superior: to. most anything |- 
done ona local lével in the. same J° 

“-eategory, and ‘instead of: such féeds } 
they put on-sy ndicated’ films, which | 
hot only have a high ‘share’ of. crime 
--and.- violence... but-’also -provide 

--. “higher. monetary. reward’. to ‘loeal. 
*--gtations than ‘a ‘network: crime. OF 

violence. show, ! ; 

. The ‘Doerfer Plan’. 

vo Moybe no:-more than’ hale of the 
“~ stations: in the country; whether 

-attached. to- CBS or NBC or.ABC,. 
-,/ Carried the: programming, that ‘was 
te QM outgrowth ‘of - ‘the 

‘ plan.” 
“Doerfer! 

a ‘John Doerter: was. once head't 
ct OF: the FCC, and; ‘in -his’ ‘tenture, i 

asked local : stationis | fo: join: with. 
tlie networks. in - carrying - prime. 
time. pubaffairs and educational. 
material: : 

Ata ‘recent Wéstingliouse Br ‘oad- 
* easting’ ‘public’ affairs. conference in. 
~ Pittsburgh, - it; becaime altogether: 
‘too cleat and ‘terribly | ‘annoving. to. 
find -that ‘at’ least’ 90°¢.- of the -sta-: 
tions in the nation, by not showing | 

tp, didn’t think: enough-of .a:chance 
to. pool ‘their intelléctual resources. 
wo with some of their better confreres. | 

So far. ‘the: loss of the. rizht- to 
. ‘demand three hours - a hight of: op: 
“tion time” does _ not ° ‘seem: to: have. 

‘Has. 
anybody. asked why? It cauld well: 

. be ‘that: the. stations don't want to 
s we eliminate. commercial network. pro-. 

” gramming,. because it would mean]: : 
“that they'd have ‘to work ‘too ‘hard: 
‘constructing a prograni iocally. to: 
replace’ it. ‘There -isn't that much. 

. programming‘ available . through 
syndication of films these -davs,. 

-.and; besides; . ‘the stations are, 
. smart. enough to” know:- that. ‘Minow. 
wants ‘em, to dv "Tocal- pubaffairs 
“go that even if syndie- films were 

. around .in. ‘gross.’ lots: they'd. . be: 
“slightly charry-about replacing net-- 
work crime and violence with local 

: -erime -and ‘violence. -Choice.. obvi- | 
* ously :then, is to permit the net- 

works ° to hang. themselves by: con-: 
-tinuing © their present”. program 
pattern while, simultaneously: m tak: " 
‘ing local’ stations -rich.?. . 

. ‘As for threatening. ts. sit: in jude. 
“ment. of network a mmercial: pro- 

- grams, ‘the FCC ultimately, may be 
* doing a-service,.. -but a:serviee that, 

"some think: can better, be done now 
* by pursuing with: still imore Vigor. 
‘the agency's: plan | to regulate local. 

a ‘ programming. 
. When .. Minow’s appointment’ ‘to: 

a ‘the FCC was aporoved. earlier: this’ 
o ‘year -by the ‘Senate Commerce 

Committee. . Ser Stor. * Magnuson: 
made: an observat: On : that" seemed 

= I a 
= By. ‘ART WOODSTONE — _— 

made for. tv. Fhe ‘good: senator was. 

Yeruns -for: at least another season, 

made sex- and. violence films are, 
along | with. Walt, Disney, the. ‘pri- |:: 
mary. cause. for ABC-TV's- growth | 

‘leave. ‘them: alone.” 

‘take the heat off -:the. ‘networks. 

to have:the heat-taken off. But one. 
thing is sure, it's far.easier ‘to ‘pick | 
ona netw ork,. “which, 
its national make-up, - has -no .lecal™ 
‘voting franchise, than it is on; lecal’ 

— ‘Continued from ‘page. 23: — 

the NAB. Convention. 

>|} Story of Wil -Rogers’’), 
‘Thero Jin Thor pe tim Thorpe; 

Cagney, 

(“Close to My Heart”..starring Ray] | 
Milland,. Gené.. Tiertiey. | and -Fay |-. 

James: : R.]- | 

‘to sum up: official ‘Washington. 
There were rumors -at-.the .time, |. 
based infact, that ABC was going. 
to: move..into latenight. ‘video -with| 
‘reruns of “told filnis,” 
‘tor put. it.;- These old. films. were. to; 

as the Sena- 

be .reruns..of Warner ° Bras. ‘hours, 

afraid;.“he said, “that these films| 
would ‘replace. the ‘contribution of. uF 

{Joseph McCaffrey, who.did a night-|- 
‘ly news commentary on the ABC 
affiliate in Washington. The loss of |. 
McCaffrey: would’ indeed: be. sad,.| 

. -but’ Magnuson appeared: far : too 
‘quick in his indictment. of network |°. 
tv: It-so happens that ABC has de= 
layed plans -to: air Warner - Bros, 

but’ it should: be: remembered that|°- 
the: first-runs of: ‘these | Hollywood- |’ 

among stationis. ‘Magnuson's point 
was stations: are” quite: able’ ‘to. do. 
a -g60d Jocal- job, 

* Perhaps. Washington’: ‘will ‘never. 

Perhaps the-networks don’t deserve 

stations,:many of whom contribute ’ 
heavily to. local: election. camipaigns. 

If . Minow needs: ‘a ‘reminder’ of |: 
how-: powerful. some : stations - ‘can | 
be in. Washington, he. need only re- 
call—which. he -probablj: ‘does. all} 
‘the time = that _his- ‘speech: -last 
spring. in. Washington. before some: 
of these same station's. executives; 

-|about..tv's “wasteland” seared the} 
-beejammers out-of ‘the. industry. { 
In: retaliation—-and - in. anticipation | © 
—they ‘set. about: lobbying. in the: year. of: prodactian. 
halls : of. Congress. ‘How... effective 
they were -in' their anti-Minow cam-. 
paigning can best be judged by: the; 
fact. that Congress. killed the: or- 
‘ginal bill for reorganization. and | 
strengthening” ‘of the FEC. : 

—_———ooeee 

“Post50: New Era 

put into. tv distribution ; in: May” “at | 

Volime- ‘Il. includes. several nate- 
a worthy films based ‘upon such best- | 

, | selling noveis as: , 
lheck’s. “East of Eden,” .C.S.-For- program *. categories 

“John” ‘Stein- 

-estet’s’ “Captain: Horatio: “Horn- 
‘biower.” ‘Thomas ‘B. Costain’s “The 
Silver Chalice: “Faster Fitz-Simon’s |: 

, “Bright eat” and Lawrerice Gling- 
man- and - Gerald Green's ‘ “His ! 
Majesty O'Keefe.” Also - such]. 

“if netw orks only | + 

- because” of policy. of Maximum Possiblé Diver- j 

““LESTER. LANIN 
America’ s Leading Dance “Orchestra: 
Introduc ing. the new, unique volume 

, number ‘13 Upie LP. 
“The Madison Avenus Beat” 

Since. then, under ‘a progressive ° 

sification, Screen Gems has also: 
obtained experience ‘in thé-produc-.: 
tion..and marketing. of- animation, ; 

tary, the ‘game: format, ‘specials, : 
tape and live, hour and - 90 minutes, 
and other categories. . 

All this takes time.- Tn ‘Decem- : 
i ber; 1959, we brought in our first ! 
documentary, an: hour-long -medi-:, 
‘cal’ program: on video tape. We 
put it: into- syndication, quite suc- i 
cessfully, as evidénced by .a second ! 

More impor-. 
tant,. that experience helped posi- 
tion us to ‘bring’. in: “Winston 
€hurchill—The ‘Valiant Years,” 

eee 
Gotta Have M: P, D. 
— Continued from page — —, 

adult suspense. drama,- documen-.j ; 

t 

‘Lerities, 

-1eall 
lrestlessness- against. the formula is : 
levident: even among 
‘ optimists: on the buying line. 

7 Madis son Ave.’s s 

Chieftains Ponder ‘61-62 

With Lots 
By BILL 

articulate viewing quartile (as they 
it.on Madison Ave.:, but a; 

‘Resistance is activelh shawn in: 
the nearly $30.000,000 
prime: time in the last quarter, and 

ideas for the '62-'63 season. For 
the most part, agency program 
chieftains are predicting the end 
of the western cyele, disaster for ; 
many of the: hour action-adventure 
series under | stress of saturation, 
and a future sv ing to live shows 
and comedy—but. with a major ef-! 
fort’ for: quality in all phases of 

+ production. 

BBDO - program topper George ; 

of five years, you can’ say it . was’: :Polk says. “I find a great client 
‘pretty good business. ° appetite for comedies, variety and | 

the new forms. ('Cand'd Camera,’ 
ete.).. It's interesting to note that 
‘Steve Allen's variety show is sold. 
“out against “Wagon Train West- 
Serns. (new) will be almost (lotally 
unsalable next season. and there's 
a definite trend away from vio- 
lence.” 

’ Many of this season's hour _ac- 
‘tion-adventure shows, he says, have 
i been ‘programined to tar win over 
‘audience, and ihi sell to advertis- 
‘ers, and there is not enough spon- 
~sor money to support the sat-.; 
‘urated schedule. And. he ‘predicts | 
‘that several of the hours, slotted 
to knock out the competition, are 
nat going to do it. 

“The peiworhs turned down 
‘probably . the -most.. sueéessful net- shows that were offered with spon- + 

w 
‘We're “now: able- 

Ve've just gotlen into ‘live gaine 
‘Tshows, Our first two will debut in i 
{Canada this. fall. Hence, if there ds; 
a’ -market ‘for “‘brizght..new ‘game- 
show's ° in’. the ‘critical fall of '62.' 
we'll. be ready with tested: experi. | 
ence.- “ 

Yount ‘note that ‘the diversifica-! 
tion-is now extending ‘not only to-: 

-but -also to: 
points of origin. Canada. is only a 
first move. We're now working | 
‘out ether, and: possibly 

gram ideas, - ‘and talent. 

ork documentary: this past. year. I sor 
‘to’ judge . good ;meet ‘the. concept'".” lie. s 

value in documentaries. We've got now a. lot of ‘concep?’ 
more ‘in development: oS 

backing because they didn't i 
saya, “and 

ming is. going unsold.” 
.BBDO is now working with two 

! clients. on bankrolled pilot proj- 
‘cets in the “non-violent” category. 

Foote, Cone & Belding's veepee 
ahd national director of broadcast- 
‘ing . John Simipson : is” less down- 
j beat, but no overjoy ed. “The com- 
ting: season.” he says.” was built a 
‘year: and a half avy —aud we're | 
:stuck with it. “It is however, an 
iimprovement overall from Jast sea- 
“son, but stil) doesn't: reflect the 
‘changes we'll see in the fall of 

surprising ° 69." 

areas ‘where we Can ‘test new Pro- j - “Coming ’ season's betting went ! 
too. heavily for action-adventure, 

‘So, “out ‘of this policy- of Maxl- jhe feels, but there's some compen- 
‘film biographies - of great -“Amert- mum’.Possible. Diyersification ‘we: 
cans as humorisf Will’ Rogers (“The.| have. at. Jeast -the beginning of a 

-Atneri¢an” 1, Jet: aee Capt. Joe Mc: |: 
‘Connell “The: McConnell ‘Story’’) | 

industries. 

oA production: company: ‘has. to. do ables’ and: oater 

{ gation in the difference. and quali- 
ty of hour. shows like “Dr Kil- 

athletic System. of new product’ develop-. dare,”. “Bus Stop” and. “Defend- i 
Alt | ment. comparable, WW. more tangible’ ers.” - AS regards. the violent for- 

4 mats, ‘the carbons of *Umntouch- 
hours,. Simpson 

-and ~ “SOng writer Gus: Kahn: (SPI this. Only through M.P.D. can it} says, “With the productian backup, 

See ‘You. in My-Dr cams: “).- 

“Volume. If offers’ viewers- good |! 
imext season” ‘fun and “good: music’ in such top. 

musical. comedies’ as. “By the. Light. 
of: the’ Silvers. Moon” ‘with. Doris 
“Day |.and.. Gordon. MacRae, - 
West: Point * Story” » 

Frank Sinatra;. 
‘Wax. Through. College”: ‘with. Vir- 
ginia'Mayo and “Lucky. Me”. with]. 
Phil Silvers and: Nancy: Walker. 
“. “The: Hasty Heart” 
‘Academy 
Richard Todd ‘Best Actor: of ‘the 
Year, the © Broadway ° hit, 
Bye, - My: -Faney"’ 

which won‘an-| 
‘Award’ nomination: for |. 

‘Good- |: 
starring. -Joan|- 

‘| prepare itself for the changes, ‘up-.j1 think about. midseason we'Sl begin 
heavals. or.- opportunities that. the|to- see ‘a’ gentleness. injected inj 

‘may | present. 

fresh. contribution to television. 

-“The|* 
with James} 

“y oung. At” Heart” with | 
“She's, Working Her 4 

Crawford and’ Robert Young,’ and]. | 

Bainter’ based : upon’ 
‘Webb's widely acclaimec: story are 
‘but; afew: of ‘the . other. ‘Warner: 
Bros.’ “ post- 19A0's being. ‘offered: ‘and 
‘being. -enjoyed.. ‘by. 
viewers: today, "Naturally, much 

millions .of. tv |. 

can..be said: ‘for’ all. other: top post-" | 
50's from the: other Jeading Mistrib- a 
utors: 

- To date. -our Anitiat: Te-. 
- Seven Atts* Sale’ hate. been: ‘quite 4 

- healthy.. 

lease of 40 WarnerBros. post-50.8} 
chas been’ sold in approximately 100]: _ | 
‘markets, ‘Volume iI was sold-in 36}. ; 
markets. in the first. seven. weeks. of 
distribution. ° 
~ As the’ ratings. continue to rise, | 

as. more’ and ‘more: lacal ‘and. net-° 
“work ‘prime: time ‘competition : As|o 
‘topped, . as more and- ‘more. adver. 
tisers continue to hop.on the post- : 
59 bandwagon, investment, returt: 
on quality. features wilt be. reHected | 
accordingly.” 

Mr. Tau bina ait 

Only {shows | 
through M.P:D. can. you. make. ajCains 100.” 

PAUL. TAUBM AN. 
cat. conduet. tha Miami ‘Symphony. Orchestra 

-fo an alt- Gershwin: program Surday, August 13, 1961 

‘like ‘“Corrupters” and | 

‘the : chronic 

program- 

Program 

Of Misgivings 
GREELEY 

; No one. expects, the men who are mayhem aud fotmuls, he says the 
lhacking the com.ig ty season with pubaifairs eflarts of the web, - 
thard cash. to be as. gloomy as the which he pieters to call “socially 

the ‘government and. the !signiticant tM OKFamMNunaS” 
ibe overloaked 

; Van Dyke the Next Griffith? 

Benton & Bowles tv topper Lee 
Rich also views the coming season 
‘as at leant an huprovement over 
‘the last. “You think seu baven't 

can't 

unsold jseen any good p.lets, then start to 
commpare the screeangss with the 

(jn the search currently underway jpast season and tie stu looks 
jfor new and exciting programming ! 100": A) 

better 

dare.” Among the agency’s own 

[pss the next Andy Griffith” 

something a hithe differeri in the 

than last year.” sass Tom MecAvity, 

stance, he pots out, NBC's “BTU 

i 

While adveilisers are always_ 

Rich is high on the possiblilties 
10of “Detectives” in the hour for- 
i mat, “Defenders.” and the one 
{most mentioned all around, “ixul- 

new shows for. Gendral Foods, 
?Procter and Gamble et al, Rich 
-has great hopes for the Dick Van 
Dyke comedy half hour “Looks 

| To Tom Calhoun, N. W. Ayer 
programming veep, the new sea- 

ison “looks nut toa different fram 
_ | the last. We're hoping we have 

Bob Newhart show “ What the dif- 
ference is, hourver. 6 still a see 
| eret, 

“I dont know that its any worse 

J. Walter | Thoinpsen program 
| chiet “In fact, thete sre many 
/Places in the schedule you would 
have lo say is improved." For in- 

| Precinct” on Mosdays beats last 
tyear’s “Dante and “At apulco. ° 
{ And he cites the inevilablea “Kil~ 
| dare, 

lovking fur good shows, McAviy 
:sees a concerted hunt for quality 
“Its the indefinable difference 

between really good and just fair” 

i 

Writing, he thinks, has always 
heen the biggest scarcity, and at 
takes inode than writing it takes ~~ 
gindanee. He yoints out that 
“Wagon Train” 1 noted tor strong 
scripting, while many of its write 
ers do other ty cheares without dis- 
uncuion.-"“There s ro writing, only 
rewriting.” he says, and the pro- 
iducer who refuses a fair script 
Fand sends it hack Uf is -a goad 
tone, makes the indelinable dif- 
ference . 

Besides the lightening up on 
“quality control” MeAvaty sees 
fewer westerns and action-adven- 
lure, more comedy and powibly an 

increase in vaiiety when the new 
season i» out of the way. ; 

Grey exec veepee AIL Hollender 
sees ita little differently, “There's 
less. tune available on westerns 
than anything ele on the sched- 
ule =F dant see anybody watking 

away from- weslerns” Like the 
others, however, he sees a strong 
effort: for “betser nzotivation” in 
Shows than crime and vwolence. 
Otherwise, he save there's a can. 
|? lous effort to iroprove the write 

1, 

, 
‘And, against the overbalance of {ing on shows 

eae a eg ere ah 

Azcarraga on Excess 
Mex TV Advertising: 

“Please Have Patience’ 
Mexico City, Aug I 

Emilio Azcartaga, acknowledged 
dean of Mexica’s radiy and televi- 

‘sion industry, while deploring te 

excessive use of spots over local 

channels, said that [n the imme. 

diate preseal there 34 ne possibilury 

of cutting back on Ure-.e 

Mexican tv tis.@ ¢o-ts are very 

Jow in comparison wilh rates cate 

rent in other- countries Sponsors 

obtain bargain rates in Mexico and 

number of spots must: continue at 

sane jevels: te Inoue against rise 

In tune Cost, and Siop in artistic 
quality, Aw arraga said 

Arcatiaga in aiken for pubhe 
SUppOr! in acceptance of spot ad- 
Verlisif, Mas anssenng recent 
plaints from Nomesreen owners 
about topheass anvertising = Whde 
for the mament “patience is nec- 
essary) Azcariaga said ihat.. per 
haps, In the not tog distant future, 

fit will be powinle to reduce num 
ber of snnouncernents without 
“damaging” the quai:ty of trans- 
‘Imussions. 



sane 
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~ ‘When. Gus. Grissom rocketed into space, an estimated 43,000,000 
__ people watched it—and throughout the shoot NBC TELEVISION attrac- 
-ted:61%-0f the network audiences.* It happens that way all the 
“time. For instance: 1. During the National Political Conventions NBC 
- News attracted. greater viewing audiences than both other networks 
combined. 2. In the Great Debates, viewing .on NBC was substan- 
~ tially greater than on either competing network. 3. More families 
~ turned out to watch the Election returns on NBC Television than the 
total for both other networks. 4. And it happened that way again 
‘for the Inauguration. 5. And again for coverage of Alan Shepard’s 
history-making flight. 6. When President Kennedy reported to 
the nation on his trip abroad, NBC News again won the biggest 
audience, this time by margins of 5% and 136%. 
4 And in: Presidential Press’ Conferences covered 

_ by'all three networks, NBC averaged an audience 
“pull 37% stronger than its closest competitor. 
Sourves: *Trenden, Nieloen Television Index: Items 1-6, National. (Averags Audience Ratings). Itema 6 & 7, BINA, 

& 

7 wee SeereUry i Say. 
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Cheers for Mr. ; 

ike a Ted Lewis take-off that Joey Bishop 

. used to do in night clubs, he made a habit 
of just missing the battered top hat-as it came 

‘rolling down his arm and off his finger tips. 

“For what I’m being paid,” he'd explain: matter- 

of-factly, “I don’t catch hats.” 

Ironically, now that Bishop gets the sort of fee 

that should make him willing to catch almost 

anything—even malaria, if necessary—he’s aban- 

doned the hat-tumbling routine altogether. 

Reason? The joke it set up—which calls for the” 

image of an underpaid, 

would no longer be that funny. 

Joey has been doing lots of things lately—TV, 

motion pictures, supper clubs—but “strug- 

gling” is not one of them. For the cheers for 

Mr. Bishop on all fronts have now placed him 
squarely in the galaxy of America’s top come- 

dians. 

Most of these lusty hosannas have been inspired 

by his television work; and, logically enough, 

“struggling” comic— . 

it’s 'in this very medium that Joey i is today em- 

barking on the most ambitious venture of. his 

career. 

WE MEAN “today” literally, for out-in Holly- 
wood this afternoon production will begin on 
a weekly comedy series surrealistically entitled 

“The Joey Bishop Show,” and sponsored by: the: 

American Tobacco. Company andthe Procter 

&GambleCompany.  ~ 

The Wednesday night NBC offering (premiere 
date: Sept. 20) will star Joeyasa public relations 

man—conscientious but not terribly aggressive - 

—whose alternate crises with his clients and his 

family. bring’ out every. drop of copelessness 

within him. 

The “‘business” challenges on the series will 

include such missions as. getting a ‘chimpanzee 

client on “The Jack Paar Show,” or persuading: 

Danny Thomas to travel from New York to the. 

coast on a-ruse (or perhaps’ a jet) fora surprise 

appearance on a TV. program that specializes i in... 

surprise appearances, 

Bishop's “family” difficulties on the show . 



: couldn't st stem froma ‘more . able bun
ch of sup- 

porting players. Among. th
em: Madge! Blake as 

: Joey's : widowed. mother;
 ‘Warren. Berlinger. ase 

. ayounger| brother with an
 excess o£ confidence; . 

7 Nancy Hadley: as att all- tr
usting older sister; and. a 

Joe Flynn. asa brother‘in- law w
ith ¢ delusions of 

employment: 

For 1 most coniedians, a , starring role ¢ on a TV ©» 
dege—wondered. what wou

ld happen if the 

a series means: a chance at
 the gold ring on | Show ft, “Kennedy. -Nixon 

race ended i ina tie. “Well, in 

: business’ $ , mad meity 60"
 ‘round. Bishop knows 

“ this. “And: along: with.
 this knowledge’ is his 

| openly- expressed. con
viction that he would

 not ° 

have arrived. at this junc
ture. without. the help 

: o of two: fellows named
 Jack Paar and Frank: 

a Sinatra. (You's ve heard
 of. them.) 

. not. only. on the plush
ier cafe circuit but it 

vee taotion pictures. Only
: last week. Joey finished -

 

work i in “Soldiers “Three,
” a US. “Cavalry, ver 

sion of the Gunga Din 
story, (that’ § what ¥ we 

said)... 
Ve 

“In the film, Bishop plays
—of all things—a spit- 

and- polish cavalry sergeant. 
But it’s Sinatra, ad- 

mits Joey.” who. has the real plood-and:
 thunder 

sole: (“He kills ten: Indians—
and they w weren’ 't ae 

even. in. the. picture.’ "). 

As | FOR THE PAAR ASsI
sT, it’s hardly neces” 

saty to ‘point. to the. million
s ‘of new fans Bishop 

has acquired—both as gues
t z and. sometime-host. 

~ on. Jack's s nightly. pain
killer. ‘The: peculiar, 

kitchen-t table: informality of
 the Paar. program. . 

has been 2. splendid 3 showcase for Bishop’ "g.
 

“ likability. . 

‘But likab iliey whether you
 re Willy Loman.or. 

fo Willie Mays—isn’ t necessari
ly enough. Comple 

~-He’s “always found.clock- 

watching a bore. And how 

many Jaughs: can afello
w get 

o= menting the Bishop. g
emutlichkeit—@ warmth 

that manages to emerge. f
rom one of the most 

impassive visages this side 
of Mt, Rushmore— 

vis a fine feeling for creative
 comedy. 

. One of the biggest laugh
s Joey ever got on the 

| Paar show came when, i
na pre-election gabfest, 

-Genevieve—who nev
er attended Electoral C

ol- 

‘that case,” " said Joey, ‘ “f
or the next four years 

we'll have to watch ‘The B
est of Eisenhower.” 

“NOR HAVE Bishop's extemporaneous g
oodies 

been: confined to the Paa
r sessions. When he 

vemeeed the New York
 portion of last May’s 

_-Emmy Awards telecast,
 the prepared running 

Frank has: yeen of considerable
 help. to Bishop gagrev olved on. the brevity of 

Joey's own time 

on camera,as compared wi
th the more substan- 

tial appearances of coast-h
ost Dick Powell. 

But completely unschedu
led was the jnicident 

wher ein Barbara Stanwyck
’s coat caught i in the 

back: of her chair as she 
started for the stage. 

“That guy who helped Miss Stanwyck with her 

: ¢ Pity * said Joey: plaintively 
a few moments later, 

vshe had more time on c
amera tonight than 

I did. ” 

T he “hurt” was feigned, 
of course. An “over- 

night” sensation who’s take
n almost two dec- 

-ades to win the national
 recognition he now 

enjoys, Bishop has never ‘been preoccupied ° 

* with, time—be it seconds,
 days or years. 

out of a: calendar? 
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THE CHARTS FOR THE THREE TELEVISION NETWORKS COVER program, each week.: | | | ° 
SPONSORSHIPS ONLY FOR THE LAST QUARTER (OCT.-DEC.) OF . © AW—alternate weekly sponsorship, often’ ‘accompanied in the charts shy 
1961, SINCE MOST OF THE PARTICIPATING BUSINESS IS NOT FIRM the precise amount of alternate week time being bought by the sponsor... 
BEYOND THE END OF THE YEAR. LIST INCLUDES SPONSORSHIPS o P—participatin; , Meahing the purchase of no more and often less than the 
MADE BY FRIDAY .(28).. _ equivalent of a minute of commercial time weekly, ‘although, occasionally,'a 
W—weekly sponsorship of an entire. half-hour or hour series, ‘unless -pre- ~ sponsor will be found who owns ‘the equivalent of one-and-a-half minutes in 

ceded by a fraction, which indicates that.a given sponsor has a part of the each 60-minute program of a series. —_ 

2 AMERICAN BROADCASTING: co. 

SUNDAY 
MAVERICK ‘|= 

(13 mins. available) ! 

‘Participating 

| FOLLOW THE SUN 
‘6 mins. available) 

& 00 Liggett &: Myers 
(ly hr., aw) 

Kaiser tintense 
Oct.-Dec., buy} 

LAWMAN 
(SRO; 

R. J. Revnolds (aw) 
Whitehalt taw) 

§.00—/|___.... 
BUS “stOoP 

(22 mins. available) 

9.30-— Singer Sewing 
‘19 hr., aw) 

Rest is Participating | 

ADVENTURES 
IN PARADISE 

(26-mins, available) 

Participating 

SUNDAY | 

MONDAY 

EXPEDITION 
(SRQ) 

Ralston (3d week is 
local time) |, 

CHEYENNE . 
(8 mins. available) | 

American Tobacco. 
(14, w) 

Procter & aamble 
Tf 

1 Rest is Purtictpating 

RiFLEMAN 
(SRO) - 

Procter &- Gamble : 

~—SURFSIDE six” 
(1 min. available) 

Brown & Williamson | 
14 hr., aw) . 

Pontiac ag br., aw) 
Rest is Participating 

BEN 
(38 mins. available) 

Participating 

CASEY 

_TUESDAY_ 

BUGS BUNNY 
4 mins. available) 

Mars (p) 
General Foods. (p) ” 

~~ “BACHELOR 
’ FATHER 

: (SRO) : 
American’ Tobacco. 1 

Taw) | 
Armour (aw). 

CALVIN & THE 
~~ COLONEL | 

* (SRO) ° 
_ - Lever (aw) 

|_| Whitehall (aw) 

"... NEW BREED. —: - 
“a mins.. available) 

“Brown & Williamson a 
_ Miles: Labs (14 hr., 

~ Scott Paper C2 hr. - 

“STEVE ALLEN 
(7:mins, available) 

Timex (1% hr., aw) 
Maybelline | 
(4 hr., aw) .- 

- TOP CAT 
“+ {SRO)' 

| Bristol Myers (aw) 
Kellogg faw)y 

FIAWAIIAN EYE 
* (SRO) 

. 

Participating - 
w) . 

Rest is Participating i 

Brown & Williamson ; 
OA, w)’. 

“Rest As. ‘Participating 7 

Participating 

"SRO 
Campbell : (aw) 

| sohnon & Jobnson 7 

- REAL. McCOYS - 
(SRO) — 

Procter & Gamble a ) 
‘(w) OR. Reynolds (aw) 

Chevrolet (w) .. . 

‘MARGIE 
(SRO) 

Procter &' Gamble . 

| UNTOUCHABLES __ a 
| (SRO) (4 mins. available) : 

. Participating 

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM 

STRAIGHTAWAY” 

Bon 1 & mins. available) 
. Consolidated Cigar {__. 

:* 4 (almost 3% hr., aw) - 
| Pepsi Cola (14 hr., ave). “(9 - mins. available) .. | 

oe SATURDAY . 

“MATTWS FUNDAY 
_. FUNNIES - 

(SRO) 
Po Mattel: attel: Toy. tw) 

' ROARING. 208 - 
(18 mins.’ available) @ ‘mins, cavailable). 
“Auto-Lite (aw): |. 

HATHAWAYS ; 
oa Participating 

“Ralston “(a w) 
‘Rest is Participating’ I - 

-LEAVE IT TO: 
: BEAVER. ~~ | 

. (2 mins. available). * 
Ralston (33,'w) 

Rest is. Participating). 

LAWRENCE WELK | 

“FLINTSTONES ~ 
“(SRO)”! 
Miles. Labs (aw): 

at SUNSET. ‘STRIP 
. (SRO) 

Union’ ‘Carbide 
(approximately 
WH hr. w).. | 

J. B. ‘Williams "| | 
(approximately. a 

a: ¥é hr.,. w) | 
-. FIGHT: OF THE a 

WEEK. - 
(SRO) 

| Participating 

CORRUPTERS 

Gillette tw) 

Participating. Serer: 
oe, ".. 1 MAKE THAT —.: 

“SPARE. 
2 (SRO) ; 

| Brown. -&. Willtamson. oe G4. w 

ia "Brunswick- Balk 
_ Tew 

6:30— UNDA’ MONDAY | TUESDAY a “WEDNESDAY a : MR. ED —— ———- — — 

(SRO) 
Studebaker (aw) 

Dow (p) 

7.00— LASSIE ° .. 
(SRO) | 2 eee 7 

DOUG EDWARDS | DOUG EDWARDS | DOUG EDWARDS. |" boug a | a 
. —NEWS —NEWS .[; | —NEWS_ b iS. 

Campbell. (w) Whitehall (w) Schlitz (aw) © |): Carter (aw) _ Philip Morris tow): 
Whitehall (aw) © 1 Whitehall. (aw) ‘ ‘Whitehall aw), 

° DENNIS THE TO TELL THE MARSHAL. - ALVIN & PERRY: MASON 
MENACE ’ TRUTH DILLON. “CHIPMUNKS CIRCUS (SRO). 

(SRO) (SRO) | fo “1 (SRO) ~ “(69-mins. available) 
Best Foods (aw) R. J. Reynolds (sold locally). | : 

Kellogg (aw) - (aw) | General Foods (w) an ree on 

; ED SULLIVAN PETE & GLADYS | DICK VAN DYKE “FATHER ‘KNOWS Participating “Participating «=|... Participating 
SHOW (19 mins. available) - SHOW BEST -; no an , 
(SRO) Oe (SRO) 13. mins. . ‘available) ‘f. 

Carnation (aw) Proeter . & Gamble" P. Lorillard (4 w) | 
8:2 (w): Scott (p, w): | : me 

Colgate (hr, aw) [WINDOW ON MAIN “MANY LOVES: OF _, CHECKMATE | BOB CUMMINGS | ROUTE 66 THE. P. Lorillard STREET DOBIE GILLIS - | (19 mins. available) . SHOW. " (SRO) " DEFENDERS 
(4 hr., aw) (SRO) _ (SRO) me : (SRO). | (SRO). | 

Revlon (4 hr., aw) Scott (aw) Colgate. (aw). CS ‘Brown & Williamson - ; : *. 
- Toni (aw) Philip Morris aw) _ Revion. (3% hr. aw). : ' Chevrolet: (14. br., Ww) Brown, & Williamson 

9-00— = . Colgate (144 hr: aw) | .- Kellogg (aw) ‘Philip Morria 04 hr, aw) 
. GENERAL DANNY : ICHABOD T: “Liggett & Myers “[~_. THE - (4% hr., w) L _ imberly 

ELECTRIC THOMAS. SHOW (19 mins. available) © °: (8. br. aw): INVESTIGATORS: Sterling ‘Drug (Whr.,.aw). = 
THEATRE {SRO) 4. ) ~(82:mins. available) |-- @4_hr.; aw) Lever (4. brs aw. if 

{(SRQ) ’ General Foods (w) © Quaker .Oats. (aw) ” SO . om 
9:30— _General Electric - 

State Farm Mutual 

10:00— an” 

JACK BENNY) — | ANDY GRIFFITH ‘RED SKELTON - THE FRESHMAN wee ~ FATHER OF THE 
‘SRQ) SHOW SH a i ~{SRO)° Participating 7 BRIDE — TRAVEL 

" Lever (aw) (SRO) iSROY oR (SRO) . {SRO) 
General Foods (w) Corn ‘Products (aw) 

. C. Johnson (aw): : 
7 _ General Foods (w) 

a 

“Lever ( aw)" .( 1. 
Campbe (am) __ Whitehall, (aw) . General. Mills (aw) 

CANDID CAMERA HENNESEY “Ganay MOORE | _ U.S. CIRCLE | CBS “TWILIGHT ZONE. GUNSMOKE - 
‘SRO. (SRO) SHOW , STEEL | THEATRE REPORTS “(19 mins. available) a {SRO} . 

_ Lever (aw) General Foods (aw) (SRO) .. HOUR - || (SRO). os Liggett & Myers (aw) }- General Foods 
10-30—|_8" Bristol-Myers faw) _P. Lorillard (aw) . . “ (SRO). at ‘hr, aw). 

~~ WHATS My I'VE GOT A _ Oldsmobile (hr.,. aw): “EYEWITNESS - 8, C. Johnson 
LINE? SECRET - R. J. Reynolds . oo . Q 7 anys ‘hr, aw) 
(SRQ) (4 br, aw)... | U.S. Steel.| Armstrong . _ -/ Liggett &. Myers — 

Allstate: (aw) (no sales) S. C. Johnson (aw) - * (aw) - (no sales) (no sales)” J (4 hr. aw) 
Kellogg: (aw). (46 hr., aw) Loo ee _ Remington. Rand | : 

11:00 oe ibe bri BW) 

"(Continued on page 60) 
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‘Cooper seemed ‘to be in:sharper focus during those days 
- Jast March as. we watched ‘him. give his last’ ‘performance, " 

wd great. as an actor, greater .as.a human. being. 
"-..It was alittle: over a. year go when Jerry’ ‘Wald siig- - 

Twenty show which we’ were. p 

“@ays. of. the. West: 

-adventure.. 
types and. carefully: study. the: faces, wondering ‘what_kind 

: Gary ‘Cooper: T
h The last cer

 7 

:By DONALD B; HYATT — 
(Producer-Director,, "Project Twenty’): 

Every once. in’ a: ‘great: while. some ‘event SSeours,”s ‘some: 
° ‘good fortuné happens, some person comes into your life what 

“.. ‘with’ such. force’ that’ the. experience becomes a: part of: 
fat your thinking and. your working’ ., from then on. .:: - 

Gary Cooper was-such a. person and working -with: him: 
“was such. an event. Those who knew him were ‘fortunate.’ 
No one of us who worked with him during that. last year: 
will.ever forget: the experience. Everything that was Gary. 

gested: that we. talk to: Gary: Cooper. about a. -Project: 
lanning: 

were séeking a storyteller:. We-called it “The Real West,”: 
-° and Jerry said -that there. could never..be a title and: sub- - 
Jeet more -tailored- to: “Coop’s” _ interests. A “few ,days 

‘later Gary. called: and taking no chance:that we had’ ever .. 
heard of him, introduced. himself and asked: if he.could.- 

.. Gome by for a “minute.”: 
-"" gefreshingly simple ‘and..direct. 
That visit lasted “four hours. while he ‘shuffled “through. 7 

He had a ‘way. of making things 

hundreds of photographs-we had collected on those early. 

it was the people. of. the West he loved, the most— 
people” he called:them, ~~. 
And through that afternoon and the’ ‘Tmany. that followed, 

it was. the- people ‘of the old West. we: talked. about—the. 
Indians, the sod busters, the cattlemen, the gold-seekers— ~ 
all of those people who took part in that-grand .American.. 

Gary would ‘go through the old. daguerreo- 

of person this or that one was, and why they. went West; 
“Look:at this old boy here—TI’ll bet he pushed the ‘wagon. 
‘West himself——swearing ‘all the way!” 

When it came to the miners, he viewed them. with. plain 
.. envy—feeling that hhe’d ‘thissed out on the. fun of scratch-- ~ 
~ {ng up. down. and ‘over the virgin: West witha pick and... 

. The‘miner represented: that free. and independent — - pan. 
spirit. ‘of the old West he’ admired most—and the down- . 
Tight ‘excitement of looking for gold. {never mind if ‘you. 
found it) had. a great appeal to him. 

Indian Expert 
f our undiedodd types of Indians, Gary” 

Of ‘our hundre daguerreotypes of Indian G ry 7 cluding the most Powerful of them all, broadcasting, is. 
* ‘Fun by free enterprise. - 

knew: most of. them: by name and ‘tribe: -If they had fig-. 
ured in the Indian: Wars he generally. knew the when and -- 
“where of that. ‘particular battle. He felt: that those frozen .. 
expressions . ‘had. an’ unmatched. beauty: about them. As: ° 
“a youth he-had ‘made many Indian friends on the nearby. 
‘Flathead Reservation; and as an adult nothing. pleased :- 

‘“ him. more’ than: wandering over the: famous: Indian hattle-: 
fields. 
Chief J oseph was one of his favorites, ‘and L guess it was 

appropriate that the last words: Gary Cooper ever. spoke ; 
_ professionally were those of Chief Joseph speaking at the . 
end of the Indian Wars: “Hear.me, my chiefs. I am. tired.. 
My. heart is sdd'and. sick. From where the- sun. now stands 

» -J¥-will fight no more . .. forever.” .- a 
“When. Gary Cooper. finished ‘those lines. ‘of. “The Real: Q 

West,” he: went to‘bed, and. seven weeks later he had gone... 
“During the year. we ‘worked together, -he knew of his- 

‘tines, ‘but: his spirit-never changed and he gave no hint.: | 
of what he .knéw. was happening to him. It took courage 
to-live like: that-—and- that kind. of courage Tubbed. ‘off on - 
aS lot of-people. ~~ 

‘Being with. Gary’ ‘when he. walked down the street: or. 
entered. ‘a room; was ‘always. a memorable « ‘occasion. : I: 
‘never saw-him get. into a.cab without a-grin and:“‘Hi there” © 
to the driver or walk down ‘Broadway without pausing. to 
talk to any stranger who greeted him—and those ¢trangers: 
always turned out to be people who only wantéd:to shake ~* 
his hand, return. a smile; and let “him know what the 
‘Cooper image meant: to them. His entering a sound stage. 
“was a homecoming. event. He would pass the time of. day 

- with the crew. during. every camera break... - 
‘fPhere was a.kind of. freshness and- excitement in bes 

coming a friend of: his and he could make a friend at. the. - 
‘He was.one of those rare people who - .. drop. ofa: hoof.- 

would. give you.a salutory “How are you?” and expect: an 
answer’ in “thoughtful detail... When you, asked him how a 
he: was feeling, it was always, “Fine-—Just fine.”: 

But: when he came to New York-on March 19 ‘to. finish’. 
‘his work on “The Real West,”. he wasn't feeling fine, and 
he couldnt’. hide it.” 
called it apologetically.:: ..He would. matter-of-factly: rub: his 

- Hieck and only once. conceded. it was: "sort of a bother.” 
He was unable to work for. very long periods of time, and | 
he became concerned—jiot about himeelf,. -but his slower - 
‘working pace.. He. thought he might "be a financial. burden 
On the show, and that.too matiy people were kept waiting 
_for him: He was eVen concerned that we might think he 

° “Hope. you don’t think, “was showing actor's temperament. 
-. mone’ of those fellows,” he ‘said: 

No one will ever know what. it took out of Gary to. at 
"through those. days—the sweat was always. visible.” 

‘Boyish Enthusiasm’. 

never be forgotten. .' 
first. big ‘venture in. television and his genuine modesty . 
‘fn doing it.. 
again and again... 

ee ering with Gary 
lationship. | | 
‘table ore. 
‘When Gaty died’ ‘on ‘May 13, ft wasn't’ surprising to ‘And 

that: his loss was deeply felt throughout. the world. During :. 
hie 35 years as an actor, hé characterized a rich human. © 
‘epitit. Gary Cooper. personified ‘that in real life, and never 
more so than in that. last year. ‘His ereatness 4 was. his. 
fafinite love of. people. . 

and for which: we ~ yin ‘of track record of .-hich we are capable. 

people are to’ be allowed to make those. 
the means of communication—the one. ingredient. which 
is essential to the free exchani(e. of. ideas—must ‘remain | 

very -first—aggressive act has: 
- facilities. . 
. Ormous: power of radio Adolf Hitler never could - have. 
moved from obscurity to. terrorize. the whole world. 

“Acute: arthritis. In ‘the neck,” he: . 

- his. patience: and desire to do lines’ over’ 
. his sense of: humor. which could:even__. 

plossom ‘under tension. and. pain’... his wonderful self- - 

became more than j a professional ree.” 
It was 2 human experience 0 an, unforget-. 

100 tant mates? PARTE oven en Pri 

: By LEROY COLLINS: mse 
Pray, Notional Asm." of Broadcasters) ne 

“Washington. 

has been done’ by. the medium with huge ‘invest- 
ments. of dollars: and. talent: and great leadership has. been: 
. phenomenal. - 

. More than: any other ir influence, broadcasting has. broad- 
ened enormously the horizon of enlightenment . and en- 
tertainment. of the: American people. — 
‘I chave..criticized broadcasting's shortcomings—Just -2 as” 

‘7 I have. praised. its virtues—because I want. broadcasting 
to do. better. I believe deéply that—-with any individual 

‘. with any: business, ‘with any ‘organization: -with any. gov- 
ernment—honest self-evaluation: is essential to progress. 

- We cannot wear: blinders in this business and. make the 

‘Conducting a -mass-communications. medium: is no sim- 
.. ple accomplishment. 

‘If ours were. a static, ‘uniform society it would: be. 
. easier. But it is not. . 

. America is a ‘dynamic nation composed of - ‘many ‘com- 
posite cultures, all‘of ‘them In ‘constant change. 
-If ours were a society in which: the. state controlled the : 

‘Before he laid the first picture down; - ‘Means. of ‘communication as. an’ instrument of its. own 

“you knew that Gary. really did love the.old West. He talked... 
'.. Of how’ he. had. been a..part of it-as a: cowhand.on his 
"father’s Montana ranch, and what it: was like to grow up 

' -with“a.cowpony under you.’ But it became apparent real. 
“real. 

policy, it would be easier. But it is not. 
‘America is founded. on the relatively’ new. concept, 50 

: far as the history of nations goes, that the people are 
“capable of deciding their own destinies: and that the gov- 
“ernment is their instrument, not the other way. around. ° 
And corollary. to this is the. concept that if, indeed, the 

ions, then 

independent ‘of any governmenta: thought-control. 

‘History painfully: underscores this, In every case where 
a/dictator has knocked outa democracy the first — the 

‘been to--selze broadcasting 
Most’ students concede that without the en-. 

If ours were an. economy in which the production | “and 
‘distribution: of goods were planned and carried out by 
‘the state, also it would be easier to. conduct a mass-com- 

- munications: medium. Then. it would-be a question. of 
what ‘those who fixed the policies of government decided 

. the people should: receive. There would. be no pressure. 
* of the marketplace. 

- But in ‘America. the basic means. of cominunication, in- 

Further ‘complicating the picture. {s the fact. that. broad- 
casting, because of. the technical nature of its means of 
communication, quite. properly. must receive its license 7 
from the government. It,. therefore, -becomes: a ‘free. en- 
terprise -with'a public: license. . — 

‘With all of: these highly coniplex forces @pplying | to 
-broadeasting, it would-be ‘hard to devise .a much’ more 
difficult set of. conditions. ‘under which to: operate any 
nationwide service. : 

‘| Abundant Virtues. 

. Bince becoming’ president of ‘NAB last. “January, I have. 
J. had some. -eritical things to ay about American broad- ' 

This ines not been Becatisa I have fatted to understand 
the Yemarkable progress broadcasters. have made. Indeed, 

‘celved on the spot... 

? sry “FOR ‘HONES! ST SELF-EVALUATION] 
PUT IT IN WRITING 

= » By LESTER GOTTLIEB 
(V.P., NBC-TY Specials) 

"Probably | one of the last of the great individual agents 
was the late Tom Rockwell, founding father of General 

Artists. Corp. ‘Without portfolio, attache case or other 

- containers for ‘paper work, Tom could wrap up a multl- 

million’. dollar radio or television deal, He preferred to 

use: Toots Shor's’ bar for a desk and a cocktail napkin 

for stationery. These transactions usually took place 

Jong ‘past midnight. Yet next morning, Tom, bleary eyed, 
but. savoring ‘the sweet taste of sales success, needed no 

lengthy recapitulations, or last minute warnings about 
Minor points of disagreement. He would say, “let the 

“‘lawyers..work that part out.” The deal usually held. 
In 1948, when I was toiling at CBS, television was just 

‘flexing its muscles. It was. great sport watching the fancy 

“ foutwork of such program pioneers as Irving Mansfield 
and -Cy. Howard, as they outlined some new television 
‘show they Intended to pitch at a prospective client. They 

rarely. resorted to the typewriter. That work could come 
after a sale. Of they would go to some sober sanctum, 

usually reserved for stockholders’ reports, and weave 

their ty dreams. An audience of agency men and pros- 

pective sponsors would listen and laugh each time Cy 
‘or Irving would throw Into thelr exuberant oral pre- 
sentation, some irrelevant joke, The joke may have 
‘already circulated Lindy’s, but it was brand new on 
Madison Ave. 

Compared.-to our heroes, Nichols and May were emateur 

improvisationists. ‘Sometimes I think the idea Cy or 

Irving started out with, was lost in some wild off-the-cuff 
exchange. It didn’t matter. Another show idea was con- 

and immediately sold. Half the 

time J suspected that the grateful client thought he was- 

buying Irving or Cy as the star of a one-man monolog 
rather than the panel show or situation comedy that 

eventually turned up before the caferas. Eventually, 
some pretty successful properties developed out of these 

bizarre proceedings. “My Friend Irma"—‘“Life With 

Luigi’ —“Talent Scouts”—"This Is Show Businesa™ are 

fairly well remembered shows created by either Irving 

-or Cy. 

Ya Gotta Talk It Up 

The methods described above were certainly not 
‘invented in the east. It was a tried and true Hollywood 
technique when idea men, with persuasive vocal chords, 
could always out distance the more timid scrivener, tolling 
at hig writing desk. The movie moguls found this metho 
time: saving and convenient. And a good deal of their 
movies reflected this technique. Some of the plots of early 
talkies. paralleled the situations. 

‘How many times did we see Dick Powell as the aspiring 
~ Broadcasting . fas ‘performed magnificently and -ts-:per-- young composer impress the producer, played by Charles 
‘forming. even more magnificently: with each passing year. 
All of. us recognize th 

And E- think .-{t. is. ‘largely because. of the heights to- 
‘which broadcasting can and. does rise that - we yearn to. 
see it reach those heights more consistently. 
“No ‘one is more ambitious for broadcasting to succeed 

and -to. surpass: itself than I. Further,.perhaps:no one has 
_ been more’ outspokén exhorting: broadcasting. to find ways 
. more. frequently to scale those heights, 

‘Now, under all of these forces operating. on. “broadcast. 
‘ing,.it "is understandable. that ‘there should be some peo- 
‘ple.in the society who would seek to relieve broadcasting 
of: those problems by governmental intervention: It is 
Ancumbent upon all-of us in private business and in gov- 
ernment, however, to remain: ever alert and resistant. to 
such. ‘efforts no matter how well-intended. 

If: we mean: business - -about | this democratic. syste ‘of. 
ours in this country. the. {mprovement of broadcasting {s 

of the broadcasting profession, itself, and - ‘not through 
“governmental dictation. 

for the statug quo..A society of free men and women must, 
through education and example, induce: greater self-dis-- 
clpline | and responsibility. It must encourage higher stand- 
“ards of. personal. morality, broader: concepts’ of ‘enlight- 

..-ened self-interest, more -discriminating tastes. and the: 
: adherence to. publie, as well as private obligations. | 

of conviction: — leadership which exerts ‘its - influence 
‘throughout. ‘the whole ; complex fabric of our soctety, 

America must. always have. ‘leadership. ‘that {s sparked 
by. independence, that is creative, that is not’ addicted to: 
- Worn-out, ways or stified by mass conformity. | 

‘America must always have the force and the drive: to: - 

| ‘But: what he gave. to those that wére around; him: svitt 2! bulla a culture in which. » PeOP le do. not all look alike, 
«: his boyish ‘enthusiasm: for his 

ink slike and and act alike. - 

to rise, achievement, above which no one. feels impelled _ 
r. o 

"When people do their best, the individual peaks of 
performance will vary widely. 
above the hey. will be leaders—and all will be™ 
‘the stronger. for. it. , 

As it vital part of America, broadcasting must do its best.” 
‘Broadcasters: have made vital contributions ‘to America 
in thé past; they are maklig greater contributions each. . 
‘day; they will make. stil greater: ones in the ‘months and 
years ahead... 

- We wili never be satisfied ‘with anything short of: our 
best—as broadcasters and as Americans. 

going ‘to-have to. come through: the resources.and efforts: 

But this democratic: fact cof life carinot be used as & prop” 

‘This ‘must. be the prime commitment of every .Ameri-” 
-c¢an, To’ discharge dt-we must have leadership—leadership- 

> must -never allow any influence to. Ax’ ‘a common 

Sonie will lift their heads 

Coburn, with an idea thought up on the spot? We would 
_ gee Dick dish to the piano. turn out a hit tune, and 
simultaneously have some 100 violins gush out from the 
‘Vitaphone track, miraculously equipped with a full-blown 
arrangement. 

‘As television demanded more and more. shows, the 
big package outfits had little trouble selling “television 
firsts:”:.Every star, every story was brand new,. even 
though many of them had run their course in Hollywood 
or on Broadway. 

A. fast talking agent could make a quick sale by just 
whispering the name.of some film luminary who was - 
ready, at last, to make his tv debut. No one bothered 
too much to ask just what the vehicle would be. 

Today, after some 1,000-odd ‘and some sure were} 
specials have been turned out, I doubt if these early 
practices would stand a chance. No longer can a deal 
be made on the back of an old envelope. No longer can 
a few jokes take the place of » well-defined treatment. 
And .the few remaining Hollywood stars who have yet 
to make their video bows, had better be sure they've. 

' got.the creative equipment to protect their own individual 
talents. Together, the network, the advertising agency, 
and the client want a great deal more homework before 
‘authorizing a costly one-time venture. 

If the: client ig looking for an entertainment show, with 
- variety elements, booking a few random guests 1g just 
not enough. Is there a solid basic idea welding the show 
together? Has a definitive outline been hammered out 
by the producer and the writer? Before a dramatic special 
‘can be launched, weeks and months may go by before a 
suitable wedding of script and star can be consummated. 

Just this season a brilliant six-page outline was penned 
by one of America’s most distinguished authors. But it 
‘was not enough to satisfy the probing questions of a 
prospective sponsor. Additional information was requested 
‘and delivered. The client was satisfied. The .»how should 
be a highlight of the forthcoming season. 

Because -there will be fewer entertainment speciale, 
‘each one must be given top professional atiention. The 
{dea man is still the necessary key, but now he must 
* back .up his brain storm with painstaking paper work. 
Those unequipped to do this work will receive no sym- 

. pathies. The stakes are too big to turn over to the careless 
or the unprepared. Mansfield and Howard are stilt 
extremely successful in the television producing business 

_ but they have discarded those hilarious impromptu selling 
sessions. To those Johnny-come-lately. agericy men who 

- Never experienced these priceless performances, my only 
suggestion is. to find out when one of these gentlemen has 
reserved jet space to the coast, get a seat next to one 
of them, and simply ask, “Say, you got any good ideas 
for a special?” 
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The younger, larger family, of course. With likespeed TV appetite. Devoted, for the most part, to ABC 

this family consumes gallons of milk (and gas), end- programming. 
less miles of toothpaste and quite some so-forths. Thus, where the head of the family is 40 or under, 

This same younger, larger family—our new, post- ABC has 21.6% of the homes. Net Y, 19.6%. Net: 
war generation of watchers—has an equally healthy Z, 16.7%. And among families of 5 or more ABC 
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leads with 24.6%. Net Y follows with 20.6%. Net Z | | 1cILr 
is third with 175%." ABC Television 

i : i ; - *Source: Nielsen TV Index, four weeks ending April Match these informative numbers against the dol Seg Nesey gen. four weeks ending April 

lars per thousand involved-—-and the smart money —urday, 7:30-11 P.M.; Sunday, 6:30-11 P.M. 
has to go with ABC-TV. 
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Lack of Show Biz Savvy Stymies 
‘Sex-Crime-Violence’ TV Hearings; || 

Witnesses Get Probers Off Hook ” 
Sportscaster: Buddy: -Blattner. 

learned. that. Japanese . sports - -an- |" 
}nouncers pour’ fewer words into | 

By DEAN REED. 

Washington, Aug. 1.. 
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OUT A FEW FOR 

"Tokyo, Aug. 1 

| the microphones than: their. U. S. 
counterparts. . Met Greenlighted On 

$10,250,000 K.C. Buy! 
{ Washington, Aug.. 1. 

man-° ABC-TV unit. which video- 

‘Cunsmission is. apparently at peace; July 18-for July 29 casting. in-U. S. 
‘with Metropolitan Broadcasting Co. ; : Blattner- handled. ‘the play: -by-play 

FCC approved the purchase of! , narration... 

: John Kluge company “for °$10.250;- ! caster and: former National. ee ste 
000 in a deal which also involved "infielder. : ‘held . several :- - meetings 

KMOS-TV, Sedalia,  Mo., which | ‘with assembliés of Japanese sports 
Metropolitan will spin off. ‘announcers. He. was told. of the 
Fwo commissioners, New. ton! ‘difficulties -of -broadcasting 

-Minow, the chairman.. and John; baseball - game: in. the.. ‘unwieldy: 
Cress, thought FCC Should; have ety language. “ 
hud a hearing on the deal -before “They follow. a- different pattern 
deciding it. Commissioner. Rabert . n ‘and ‘say little,” Blattner ‘offered. 
T. Bartley didn’t participate: + Four their ‘descriptive - ‘plirases’ “would 

BS 

‘BARNEY BLATINER|| 

Blattner was “here - with. a five: 

. , taped: this year’s first Japanese. all= | 
The Federal Communications’ star baseball game at. Nagoya. on'| 

Cincinnati, ‘Aug. Pan . 
‘Cincinnatl viewers. and Miteners hada - choice: the: Sten nh nt 

when it was President Kennedy vs. the Reds for audience and the 
_- Reds vs, the Braves in the National League pennant. struggle. --.. 

Taft and Crosley Broadcasting. Corps,’ combined efforts. to. keep - 
everybody happy . with . live: broadcasts. of. the ‘President's Berlin. 
‘speech and live ditto of the ballgame... 
. In deal worked out between John T, Mur phy, ‘veep of Crosley,. 
and. Lawrence -H: Rogers 2d, Taft veep, WLW .and WKRC.cross-’ | 
plugged each other to ‘promote live: and delayed coverage 6f: both 

-- events simultaneously. WKRC. Radio..and.WLW-TV. brought. the - 
' hometown fans the’ ballgame; WKRC-TV and WLW Radio carried ° 

live the President's speech; and WKRC-TV gaye WLW-T : permis-:. 
sion to pick up ‘its ABC video of Kennedy, for replay after the 
‘game; and WKRC Radio replayed -its CBS radio feed of: the ‘Pres- 

_ idential address after the game. _ - 
In sumup, a Taft. spokesman -says - Ciney folks eéntinue. to root 

for the: Reds. at home, and against them in Berlin. .: i ie 

Moore Warns Against: Press llngry : 
Politicians; WV Must Take Stand” 

: Hollywood, “Aug. 1: 
- Television: ‘willbe at.the mercy, = 

: of more’. pressuré from -mirority 
Colnlssioners voted “aye.” ” 

Corporon Gets’ News: 
Nod for. WDSU- TY take too.Jong. They’d be in the 

[ped inning ‘by the time they fin-: 

hiv mo-: 

res tadede the 

the 

. craig, 

‘ a ‘ Qottine ued on pace 5d) 

ished. describing .a. play.” For the 
same reason, -Blattner discovered, 
‘much’ of the . American. baseball 
terminology. is. retained here. 

Blattner, 
| the Cardinal road gamés: tand-the 
se. Louis: Hawks basketbalt games) 
‘over “KPLR-TV, St. Louis, was in 

National Audience 
| Boards Report: 
: ei otto 
| TV Is Mediocre’ iit‘atet ots 

National Audience: Board's : O'Doul; who handled . ‘the. color 

“opinion leaders,” more than 2.009 : contmentary and intérviews ‘for 
of them, have filed a “report: card”. i" ‘ABC's Wide. World: of Sports” 
on: tv programming, and their. episode, 

: grades score-the medium mediocre. L. “Letty.” 
In addition, the nonprofit org’s -nameés,”. Blatiner. ‘said.-- 

respondents from among civic, cul- | fun. with it,*he added: 
tural, business, ‘educational and - so intense. ‘that : 
ehurch. groups indicate they feel ! ‘name; 
there have been few. improvements | Asked: how he. described double 
since 1949. 1; il 

* Board distributed -more than” : Dias, Blattner smiled. and. said, 
9” .¥ : 20.0) questionnaires by mail and!  basenian - to. the ‘first_ baseman.” 
at conventions, More. than 2.400 a. His’ orily  crisis,: 
Sg. ’ 1, . ec : LESNOCTESES WEre LTECE ived and ti aur “ve aled,. came before the fame DbDe- 

late d. Sample was more than 60°? “gan... It - 

ncmen horaemakers', and they - :Japan don't: release. their ‘starting 
rated cemmercials as well as shows, lineups 

trading 10 categories ef procams . ,lime. It took ‘a frantic. O'Doul fo 
and. 72 of bhirhs on a teur-point |: 
veule — excelent. good, fair ‘and. (Continued: on paee 58) 

“Th Hit 600, 00 

coke te indicate how they think. 

Wishinston, Aug: le 

helped me with. the 
“We had 

“It was not 
if. you missed a 

Pee 

they would have rated the. same . 
catesories [1G Years: aco. 

Apply ing respondents’ - program 
ratings On a scate with W0o? as 
teps, here are highlights of. the. 
SUD CN. 
Curent video pro ‘amnining | 

scares less than, THe in six out. of | 
‘le tO eatecories: conly four - out: Hfop. 
et the 10 eatecgories scere below: | 
Wi. im ratings of twe years ago, } 

Yhice catecories have sulfered | 
in qualify in the hat tivo years: j 

enildren’s shows and varis * 
ety shows. 

Peur categories | ware 
itier feéay than two. yeas 

publie affairs, mevsters-detes 
dtenture, uews and weather 

Puryes, , 

I iby a stars made the lishest cain . 
wrt. seare teday & cathe $707 

PACE Me ana, 

Nese and seather sered hivhs 
t tet ot are sPerts, arcend witho: 

abate drs this vita s fe; 4 . The inventories had - reached. a 
Te tert soos ul Hed the Law ost hiei h: of ‘2.800.000 in- late. 1956. 

weary. IE, .. Preduction must average 680.000 

lr -pcnlie shew ret es. Tes jjonds | 

G.200.000 sets this. vedr; 

thas predicted. . 
Current inv entories | are: at one of 

ithe Towest levels in six years. and 
: present: .monthly production is’ 
: running ‘well below”. market re-. 

rated. quirements, the. EIA: officer ‘said: 
‘aco. } Frank . We. Mansfeld, thairman 
Wea of the association's: data. policy: 
and committee, Said. the:-fotecast is 

i baxed- on’ “figures for.:the.. “first. five 
mantits of this -vear. 

: He said total manufacturer, dis- 
ctributor, and dealer inventcries ! 
were als ‘out 1,700,000. Sets through 
Mav. , 

~ 

is 

sets per-month-for. the rest of the 
csear to meet demand, Mansfield j 
estimated. Production through ‘May 
thas averaged - “only 435; 000 sets a 

ALAS Enseo Chapter. peanut ean. expect. cither :. rapid 

Formed at. ‘Pep Rally’ . increase in production rete by. mi 
isummer or a.shortage: of ‘sets ‘this | 

son Francisco. Ave 1. fall’ the. éssaciation official : said. 
rtet eats l é Prisco: tees: 

the Netiona Cedietny a C.0- 7 ; 

FEC imposes $9. 500 Fine 
fast | ‘On Crowell-Collier KDWB : 

swur Arts and Scie Nees is" elke 
Ts idervav follewgne a “pop rae ly 

Washincton, : Aug. 1. 
ln its first forfeiture aétion un- 

ee EY oe eS 

wiothe Mark Hopkins, teotel 
Friday oh. 

Abow? 140 Frisco area tv wvurket 
ers 3] nowed up to cheer Harry Ack-) 
emsean, Gad Pat:ick | dackson, 
Horne Meadows; Frank’ Baxter. mu cations ‘Commission: imposed 
Kliner. Donahue. Peter Cott and, a § 2.500. fine -on Crowell-Collier | 
Tom Freebairne -) Smith make : Broadcasting . Corp. for -“““epeated . 
pitches and answer questions,’ failure to operate substantially .as ' 

Clase te @0 signed organizational ° 
pledce vards at end ot meeting « 
ehd Ken Langley, chairman of in- } 
*ciim 
for nether, said an 
meeting ta elect pe:manent. chap- j 
ter officers would he held in: next fas $10.000. 
couple af weeks. Langley expected t Chairman . Newton: Minow: dis- . 
no difficulty in getting the mini- + sented -in the action. - He .appar- . 
mek 10 members needed to start: ently: thought the fine should have: 

ia chapter, . Vheen. the maximum, $10, 000. 

ition ‘KDWB. 
The 

‘St. Paul, Minn. 

organization, il j ‘authorization. . 

New. Orteans, Aug. 1.° 

‘groups than: at any. other time: in 
its Aistory, * ‘according * ‘to ~ Tom | 
Moore, - “programming . veepee of’. 

|} ABC- TV. “He. warned that/a stand . 

|TV, ‘A. Louis Read, v.p, ‘and gen-.| reach: serious proportions. 
-who.. now . . broadcasts. 

- John’ R.. Corporon has’ been ap- must be ‘taken by” the industry. ° 
pointed. news -director of -WDSU- {to offset these attacks Test ‘they 

é sug= .. 

eral manager, has announced. He gests that’ programs. be strengthe ... 
replaces William Monroe who'|ened and.kept within reasonable 
leaves to take-over-as chief. of the | bounds of entertainment: and ‘good: 
Washington: news bureau of NBC.’ taste ‘to - ward. off. the assailing 

a SEA CEE TELE ET URANEECEcoeemmennd a - 5 ¥ ————— — ee — —_ 

every hody- would know it. - 

“From the shortstop to .the second 

- Blattner ‘re-{-- 

seems’ that managers in| 

until, just. béfore : game’ 

“Tete ‘ision set retail’ sales Swill * 
an: 

: Electronic: Industries . Assn: ‘official . 

- a 

der the new law! the Federal. Com- | 

set. forth..in its-licénse” radio sta: 

FCC can ‘pass. out. fines as high | 

supervise all news. gathering activ 

TV editorial. 

civic and ‘state politics. 

| Hearings Begin 
On Allocating 
Spectrum Space 

Washington; Aug. 1: 
The. tricky and complex. issue 

lof the division of specttim: ‘space 
‘between military and civilian users. 
will’ be. explored ‘in Senate: Com-. 
munications ‘Subcomniittec . “hear 

‘yings. which opened this afternoon 
} (Tyes.).. 

Combined * “with the spectrum 
‘dilemma, which Congress often 

thing. to chatige, will. be a check 
by:Sen, John. O. ‘Pastore’s. (D-R:I: ) 
group, of space communications.. 

begin’ with. Chairman 
Minow: of: the Federal: Communi¢a-- 

vast wasteland: of spectrum, -Pas-- 
‘tore -& Co. will: consider the. bill 
.proposed by. Sen. Vance Hartke! 

creation - of -a special. fivé-men 

spectrum is allocated: and deter- 
mined how it can be best utilized. 

“The orderly: dev clopment. of. sa 
valuable a natural resource’ as the. 
radio. spectrum,” ’. Pastore said. “is ; 
‘a matter of paramount, importance. 

tit has been - apparent - “that - the 
capacity. of this resource .is - not 
‘unlimited and- that . its effective. |. 

{utilization cannot ‘he éxpanded: in- |. 
‘definitely.: Unless our scvernnient 
Limows. specifically the. current: use. 
{of the spectrum and what its future. } 

suffer, ‘Every’ study. conducted 
during the ‘past-10 years has- hieh- 
lighted ° the: inefficient ‘and: 
prudent manner in. which. fr ‘equen- 

{ cies. are managed.” 

extensive: experience in’ covering | 

talks about but never does: vany-: 

As: part of the hearings.: which i 
Newton: 

-tions Commission ‘discussing the. | 

I not ‘enough, 

(D-Ind.). ‘The Hartke hill calis far: | 

group to. study: and report on how’! 

needs are, and are. likely: to. be, | 
the. best: interests of’ the U.S. may-| 

im- | 

'_ As news director, Corporon will groups. | 
‘The trade is ‘well’ ‘aware that: 

ities. of the station’s 12-man news press-hungry:. politicians. and, clubs . 
erew and will present the WDSU- | Women. will declare opén. season on 

Corporon:: has “had shows that’ fall within tle self- 
prescribed category of violence. ~*- 
‘Their chief weapon is letter-writing © 

-| ta sponsors: and -the FCC protest- _ 
‘Ling. what. they. call.a breach of ‘the 
commission's: codé on ‘riding: the. 
“vast: wasteland” -of programs det- 

‘|rimental to the morals of - -youths - 
-}and. “breeding delinquency.” 

Industry leaders are .fearful: of 
-| such a campaicn directed at Iocal 

stations - -affiliated with the net-: 
works.’ Pressure. zgrotps, |. ‘feeling 
‘they have the support of the FCC, 
‘will -be emboldened to.descend on 
stations and demand’ the ; removal 

| of -sueh programs as: are. considered. . 
in their. opinion tobe harmful to. 
viewers, Such ‘attscks on :seyeral. 

I stations. “would. result, they fear, in 
a demand: on. the networks by.. 'sta=: 
‘tions. to substitute - another show. 
Stations. whose licenses: are up for. 

|-renewal-wauld. he ‘the most vulners 
able ‘to such . pressure. tactics. v0: < 
‘Moore. indicated. that ‘the.- net." . 

works are fully. conscious. of ‘these.’ 
cattacks - by : -minority: groups ‘after’ 
the new’ season. opens -in: the. fall. 

.j but: that -no- concerted - stand’. has: 
been taken.. Heads of: departments. 
at the webs who: pass on. program .. 
practices have tightened: the reins -. 
‘on. any matter that might ‘Frovide 
fuel for’ the crusaders: -. 

“But,” contends Moore,. “this. 18 
We've. got: to“take. a. 

i stand - before. the: first ‘blow: ‘falls’: 
‘and organize: ‘agairist At.’ a 

: Other network exec, 
‘uns are Around the s¢t after. 10_— 
p.m.- they are- already’ ‘delinquents. 

| They should be in. hed ..or. studving, 
| They” didn't . get that» way from: 
, watching. cailier television.” ”. 

197 PAY HIKE FOR 
~ BRITISH TV UNION 

London. “Aug. ‘1. 
~ Sir ‘Tom O'Brien: ‘Fe neral.- -seeres 
tary of the. National:: Aséociation ‘of: 
Theatrical vand .. Kine’ ‘Employees, 
signed: an agreement with 12 ¢om-' 
mercial .tv contractors securing a 
‘19°: inerease..in “pay” spread. : over 
‘three: . “years -and’: shorter. hours. _ 
Other. union. concerned ii the 

Pastore emphasized the ‘need ‘for -afreement. was the. National Feds, 
a sludy ‘of overall telecommunica- | eration of. Buitding Trade -Oper= 
tions policy. including: : spectrum ! 

| allocation, now because of fhe ap- i 
’ proaching 1963 Administrative 
Radio’ Conference. in Geneva. Then, | 
negotiations will: be conducted | 
on the. allocation of frequencies | i industrial * and: technical a 

party | j repped by NATKE.”: Half* of.. the. 
119°@ rise is: payable from April 17 .-” 
and the other-half: 15 months time. ~” 

‘ among -foreign countries: 
;cularly as. frequencies . apply: t 
i space | communications. ; 

atives, - for. certain Craft ‘Grades.: 
‘According .to O'Brien the ‘aprée- 

ment covers ev: ery -indie’ tv: ‘studio 
in- Britain - ‘and. will . ‘henefit a:very . 
Wide range ‘of eraft:. professional, “ 

:grades : 

’ One: thing Pastore’s. group -w anis'| Average. technician’ 's-heurs: will. be 
to know. is what the US. Govern. 

that. conference. 

station” was charged. with’ 
couraittee putting chapter ; hoosting at times, .its: ‘wattage. ‘Sans | RALTV’s: Press Chief” ; 

- Rome, Aug.. 1. 

‘the {talo net. 
: He replaces -Dr. Carlo’ ‘de Biase. 

and public’ affairs: ‘for. ABC. . who held the post. for 14 years, 

‘Paolo ‘di Valmarana has been: 
designated. as. the new press. and’ 
:publi¢: relations chief for RAI-TV,,| 

CBS.and ABC, Littlejohn most re-. 

| dropped frong, 44 per. week to 42. 
,Ment-has done to be. prepared. for 

‘Littlejohn to KITE. 
‘San..Antonio. “Aug. os : 

Francis: NE Littlejohn ‘Jr.. 

Broadcasting Co: here. . 

Formerly. “associated: with’ NBC; 

cently served as director. of: news, 

.Said.an-":_.. 
“it. any: young" 

-has. 
‘been named ‘prez of: the: KITE. 



tv pares. 

“American: gal.” 

‘Minow Guilty of Conflict Of. 

was “accused ‘of a-conflict of in= 
. - terest.’ 

. normal * flurry’ 
which 
; it. was the dud: ‘of the. ‘week.: 

~ ¢laimed. Chairman. Minow’ of- the 
‘Federal: Communications. Commis-. 

sc IIL, television’ grant, but it wasn’t head of Program, development, 
“80, 

_-= the Congressional -Record ‘concérn-: 
‘ing a tentative FCC: decision. June 

‘Corp. . 
’ “principal. was Richard Stengel, a 
“ Democrat. whom. Minow had ‘once | . 
-- helped . in. an ‘Illinois U.S. Senate | - 
-. campaign.” Michel ‘implied Minow | 
7 also helped: -him-get: the tv channel.. 

*. Morning: papér. on the way to a. 
’. Congressional ‘hearing. .He. used. 

‘the. Capitol: Hill stand: to. declare; television: _Charinel- 7: ‘story read: 

] nis innocence win zeal and clarity, Corp: 3 five atid a half-year opera-| foci th ft mir ; 
‘He “even ordered the tites 7; fee at the constantly rising costs | «pyr | Noon 
“the een oraere ineeting ‘on the tion'‘of WCKT | and created: imdus- |: BBC-TV—it believes in produc ne 

-.. Moline’ case opened . for. Public in- "ret 
‘+ -Bpection.. 7 

Minow: nor. Commissioner: T.A.M. 
Craven voted on. the ‘case. 

- accusation.’ ” ae 

-(BS-1V Daytime 

of its -10°.a.m: Monday. through: 

‘Friday. slot and is being’ ‘replaced . 

‘two. five-minute Monday: through 7 
'. ..Friday-- 

“s added. 

"With. the. News,” ‘from -3.55 to .4|the. fight : for ! 
- /pm.,.and another from 11:55-4.m." ‘rights, has been. commissioned by 

6, noon; with’.a-‘CBS' ‘news . cor- | 
“.*" respondent to -be: ‘arinounced.. To. : 

| _aecommmodate: ‘these two-new -news ‘ sponsored: by. Ww estinghouse, ‘Open-! 

3: 730° p.m: will: be: abbreviated: to. 

“College. of The Air” 
“= another: five - minutes, 

vacated by. 
the News" wen 

Wednesday, August 2, 1961 

“Co Go With Global jo 
-“Lotidon: Aug. 5 

- By “the: time: she’s ‘through; its: eatlinated here. Jo Stafford. will] 
have the largest worldwide: potential | audiefice of::prabably any ° 

‘woman: who: ever rode -an electronic. wave. With a. combination of 
video, radio:. ‘and record: performances in thé fall, her. supporters 7 
say: the American. singer. will Haye. the: opportunity. every. week to *— 
reach . an‘ audience of 500,000,000 ‘persons. ‘. 
‘Besides the audiénce (estimated 200,000, 000 ° “weekly)” she. has... 

‘averaged via’ her. Radio. Luxembourg radiocasts,;::‘her expanded’:. 
global. coverage. will now: include daily Voicé. of -America- -transmis- * 
sions: plus U:S.. Army, and: United’ ‘Nations ‘distribution : :of her new ~ 
ATV television series made’ in- England to. several more countries, 

.. Great. Britain, : Canada; - Australia, Germany, Italy,” Japan, 7 
Denmark and. even. ‘her own. ‘United. States. in -the: fall. - : 
-Her-.European-made ‘summer. ‘tv ‘series is being’ taped. on . 525, a 

405, ‘625. and 805 lines, so that it can be. played: most’ anywher¢ Qo 
‘Incidentally, the: primary ‘reason. the. -Army has. ordered ‘the. : P 

- stanza. and. her. song -tapes is~ because Miss Stafford is evidently. — 
looked upon by. them.” ‘as. 8 wholesome: ‘family: type—a Wwplcal 

Interest? Perish the T Th = 
‘Washington, ‘Aug. Le : 

Newtor:. Minow, . of . all people, iMe rt Kophin As New . 

_ PM: East-West’ Producer’ 
‘by - a’: Congressman . who 

should. have, known ‘better. In‘: the.’ 
of | “atcusations- for. 

-Washington -i nfamous, : 
ae Se vo “$64, 000 Question.” “is. taking. over 

: ‘as’. producer - of .:Westing ouse ~Rep. ‘Robert | “Hz: Michel ° (RIL): Broa deasting's “PM. "East-- West.” 

replacing Ben -Park, , toon 

sion favored & friend in a Moline, 

Michel. ‘inserted a: statement - int 

The! Bitter End: 
Biscayne Takes. 
~The Count G- 1), 
ne Washington, Aug: 1, 
The Jast chapter. of the ‘Miamt! 

28 | ‘ proposing. to - grant. Moline’ 
chanriel: 8 to ‘Moline Television |. 

Michel. ‘Said ‘a’ controlling. 

“Minow: ‘read’ about it’ ‘in. the}: 7 

| tragedy. ‘into Biscayne, Television | 

try. history. . oe 

There contd. te. sequels: in: court | 
The’ - minutes ™ “ghawed”. ‘either battles. - 

: But FCG, in-a 5-1 ‘Yeciston. on. the. 
wie ‘case. “which! had’ figured.:in- the 

“On ‘behalf of the. Commission Oren :Harris. investigation of : Fed- 
- and: myself,” “Minow ‘cried “aloud, | eral: Communications Commission 
“I. résent’ ‘this. type” of _fareless Wirepulling and influence péddling) 

.. | took ‘the .operating license. away j . 
' | from. Biscayne and: granted it ‘to 

Sunbeam Television . Corp. °- Bis-. 
~{cayne has- operated. WCKT on the. 

| Channel: since Jan. .18, 1936. 

| Sunbeam. was thie only one of the! 
| four. Original ‘applicants Not ‘in-. 

- Gets Revamping| volved: in-ex parte contact allega: | 
.tions., : 

‘Ste ns. revamping. the “daytime ‘Commissioner’ Robert: E: ‘Lee. was:! 
the dissénter,. and- ‘Commissioner , 

CBS-TV: program” lineup..for “the. T.. A: M. Craven didn’t participate. | 
“Rew season: are ‘underway. _. : / - Without: explaining further, FCC 
a ‘Love’ ‘Lucy’. is coming ‘out: stated ‘that the decision wan't ‘de- | 

-come final “until further. order’ by 
the. ‘Cominission.. Biscayne Was or- ; 
dered. ‘to. “ceuse - operation” ‘of j 

by a. new ‘show titled “Calendar, WCKT “on ‘a date tobe lat er spec- 
-to” be’. produced. by. :web's.. public ified.” 
affairs department. .. --Show,- for] The - -other.. two. original. appli-+ 

“which a ‘host has-yet: ‘to. ‘be selected, cants, ‘East ‘Coast’ Television Corp, | 
Will consist of ‘news. and. features. [and South Florida Television Corp. 
Preem date is Qct. :2:° |: Were turned down 
Captain: ‘Karigaroo” ig. “being 
expanded . a: ful! hour, from .8 to 
9 ‘a‘m., -absorbing the 8 to B:15 
-periad of “Richard: C:.. Hottelet 
With the. News.” : . Starting Oct: 2; 

Levitt apse? ‘As 
Westinghouse Kickoff 

news “programs: will ..be Saul Levitt's "The Disposséssed.”.: 
“Charles”: “Collingwood based onan. historical episdde in 

American : Indian 

‘shows,.'the two half-hour “Your |.ing’ outing in’ the. series - of’. six: 
. Surprise‘ Package" "at “11:30 .a.m. | Originals will be: Presented some: 
"and: ¢The:- Verdict .Is .Yours” “at | time’ in. ‘Octabéer.: 

Levitt AG tote “Tp, e Andersoiiville - 
25 minutes each. we Trial,” ‘presented on...Broadway-; 

Another. :change will’ see “The: during: the °59-'60 season, and “The 
being: .given.| Trial of; ‘Captain: Wirz, pr esented. 

expanding’ ‘on’ “Climax!” in. °57! on .CBS-TV.- 
to a full half-hour: from ‘1‘to’ 1:30 | Gordon: Duff. produeés . the series : 
p.m. ‘That move ‘absorbes the ‘five- {of original drama ‘specials. which, 
minute period from 1,10 1:05 -p.m. | will originate. in ‘N.Y. ‘Tad Mosel's. 

““Ron Cochran “With “That's Where. the Town Is. Going” 
ote 4 prev iously was lined up. a 

‘| fication in. television. 

ishot . exchanzés 
"Mert. Koplin, former. producer of ‘ i newspaper and: magazine. dds, .and 7 

jeven ‘films,.. for their products: if 

CBS-TV ‘astie preem drama: in.: 
the one-houf drama specials ‘to- be i 

«By! JOE COHEN . . 

‘Talent agenc ies are ‘gambling. on. 

a. trend”: ‘back to | “per sonalities. 

live’ shows s, 

‘that, - they. , will “st and: -hetter 

: ‘th ‘the direction’ of ‘personalities, ! 

oa] they claini,, is. the | growing 
a ness by: sponsors | thar they are los-. | 

aw are- 

ing.a tremendous ‘amount of selling 

strength ‘by loss. of their, 

By. baeking |: 
-a personality. it's. felt; they could | 
| obtain: the .serviees-on.a 24-hour. a 

} day ‘and: seven-davs-a-w eek, hasis of; 
‘a ‘constant salésm2n.-. 

They could get the added bene-. 
fits of personal appearanc es, Buest- 

on -other- ‘Shows, ; 

‘they back the Tight altraction. 

|, All ‘sponsors. remember. the tre- 
mendous. paired identifications. of 

“Park will continue with WBC’ as; Milton : ‘Berle and Texaco, Arthur. 
-| Godfrey. and Lipton, Eddie Fisher |- 
‘and Co¢a-Cola, Ed SuHivan and 
Mer cury,. Betty” Furness and -West- |. 

-[inghouse, and others with long- | 
‘standing . associations: It’s. long 
been :felt that thé added values re- 

| sulting from hitting it right with a] 
| tv. show: have contributed greatly -to ! 
the sales. potential: ‘for-a sponsor. 

Of. cour se, it’s an éntirely. differ- 
ent: era today than when these rela-. 
tionships” were. first established. 
Most. ‘of those were madeé in. the} 

days before: salaries ‘and costs kited 
tremendously. ‘Television in that: 
‘era didn't: have to fight for audi-: 
 ences,. and that was’a-period when. 
live - shows predominated. . They. 

was -one item that eliminated spon-. 
sor Sdentifications inasmuch as 
many ‘sponsors had to come in on 

I the: same'shows to mect-the hypoed : 
.The :impa¢t of: the sponsor: 

| Was: diffused. Also the 90-minute | 
costs. 

Specs, in which several. bankrollers 
participated, -also contributed ‘to 
‘the decline of. sponsor: ident ifica- 

: tion . 

As a: “result, the: falent agencies | 
have the’ idea: tliat. the sponsor ; 

‘identification. in this day of rising. 
¥ costs, dies in half-hour’ shows, in- 
‘asmuch as only thesuper-category. 
of ‘bluechips will he -able: to afford 
(the: impact of a regular show of 60 
‘Minutes or. more -duration. ‘To 

“Ithem, it would: matter little if the 
‘ program. were live, taped or filmed.. 
[ ‘The. requirements are. that the’ 
show . be. telecast: with regularity, 

although: -admittedly, ‘it .cduld 
| be done easier if -live -shows. pre-. 
dominated. However, the agencies |: 
‘are. ready. to’ promise that. they 
: would work -for’-reciprocal guest. 
shots; put. its act departments to 
work’; arranging dates 
‘media such as fairs-‘and ‘theatres; 
: Should. these work out. well, they 
t anticipate that they could alyo. are 
‘range ‘film deals... 

“AD personality ‘so involved ‘they 
| say,. would take no other dates un- | 

less. approved: by ‘the. sponsor, * He 
| would also make .a ‘tidy. sum -tour- 
“ing ‘Various stories under ausfices 
of: his sponsor and promoting prod- 
uct ‘sales.- He would. visit distribu- 
“tors and talk at. luncheons or din-| 
ners. In’ other words, they ‘feel 
-that the industry is. ready for living: 
“ads.on a fulitime basis, 

tv .identification. The 
“has been lasting longer than orig- 
 Inally. anticipated, even with the 
.presentiy martial tempo of the 
-times, and therefore ‘the advertis-. 
ing agencies have got .to work in- 
creasingly on fim«nicks. that would 
make. tlie ads ertising. dollar travel:! 
‘further, .It's:generally. felt that that’ f 
path. lies. through the use- of more 
personalities, ‘and corollary: think- | 
“ing calls for shorter shows which? 

Sthe sponsor can afford, 

COTTE 7 
‘Along with. a not! iceable.. veering to : 

‘ the. gated saers - feel - 

chance in: the chan: Ring vides mar-; 

ket by: steering the indusuy in the: i 

direction’ ‘of names, bofh of the ex- t 
Listing’ war iéty and those: to. be. built 

fas a result of continued ‘exposure. 
“One! of: the major selling points a 

identi; |. 

panes a ory 

‘In’ mass: 

What's. more.. ‘the’ agencies. ‘feel 
7that the fime is.ripe for sponsors | 
to ‘want: the. benefit< coming from - 

reces+ion| 

_ Nothing But Baseball 
Minneapolis. \uz. 1 
Cities basehad’ fans 
their -bigeest helping 

f ‘Twin’ 
Mil get. 

i ar television coverave ever to- 
* ‘Thorrow might -2 Wien Liie- 
ro Time's WECN-TV tums over 

its entire evemne seredule to 
{the Mianesota’. Twins. From 
: 630 cpm: to near midmet:t, | 
! station! s- viewers will see noth-: 
“fue but baseball including 
i most of the double-header he- 
ioe twucen the Twins and Balti- 

nrdbre Orioles. . 
Baseball “telethon” wil! open 

{ “aith Harmon Killebrew: show, 
_featusing the Twins’ slugeing 
first baseman.  Spdrtscaster 

_ Ray Scott's Warmup program 
Wil lead into te’ecast ot twin 

biil’s first game. pickings up 
\- “the contest in. the middie 
i ~ innings: Second game will be 

_ carried in it. entitets ‘with. 
> WTCN-TV |. Spurts | duector 
Frank _Buetel filling in be- 

_ tween. the ballgames. 
ee ett moe ame emewt ae eee 

Te Big Push For 
British Comedy. 
As US. TV Far 

London, Aug. 1. 
With the acceptance of British 

jcomedy films in the U.S. the next 
step will be the nod for top UK. 
;comedy skeins on US. tv webs 

tne eens ene 

‘And, pr ovided they were presented | 
tright. ‘they’ could -be a wow. This 
jis the’ view..of BBE-TV's two - 
comedy .consultants Frank Muir 
and Dennis. Norden who are no 

One big difliculty at the monient : 
is the size of skeins produced by 

only six segments per series.- 
opposed: ‘to U.S. nimimum of 13. 

“That's why.” says Muir, “we 
:are pushing for a “London Half- 
fhour’ idea ‘with American net- 
works. This’ program could be 
filled With many different items, 
comedy included. and the Jength 

{of a series wouldn't matter.” But | 
‘any UK: comedy skeins likely to ° 

dae pi 
Speapartaniuics 

{mean soripters in their.own ruzht. ! 

TV Shows Sled Aeanst South 
“Myrtle Beasts . Aw: J 

i A ¢all for southera _ dake aster 
‘to Pesist Natit Relwa.h pres 

“eramming oslabted oahemnet the 

Hoth was issued as fhe. kes tare 

“OP the sinemer meeting oof the 

Doutta Cauraiing Browhiaversy Av 

AOCTASON ae! 

Reviivter Walter T Riaen rege | 
fident out WSPACAME Pt ad ain! 

sad ak was Of Sie 
is urste: attach 

: Boadth'’s abies. 

Vatsest samame 
Oped the 

cuvenigan Sanita 

Caroiina hreadeaste:. here ecer 
had wath 1! execubava) ren esent- 
ing 8i of the Stute’s 8? radi and 
television Stations 

"We operate broads astine | tae 
Hons evers dav wtih are bread. 
castings News and plossans frm 
national networks whiel are, slant. 
i“ avainst the South.” Browa sald, 

“It is imperatne we have a 
strong slate asoiieuon ail bared 
together with offer Southern states 
and insist tha: out aefaark. nat 
distort the news ot Jose its baliace 
af fairness,” he sat. 

Brown, a former president af. 
the association and pioneer om 
opening the South Catelina ane 
wares, added (hat Sautherners cant 

lexpect their problent im this etd 
{to become mote serious in cong 
| months 

“We cannot nonior CLOTS News~ 
east.” he said, "so we mast evite 
;ince the networks and news serve 
Hees that they should not be avet- 
“snfluenced by these minotity blocs 
who ate being pampered as they 
peddle their vendetta agam-t the 
South“ 

Brown lashed out at the “do- 
fooders who are finding so nitich 
fault with radio and television and 
“who raised the 1e1 ent hue and ery 
against broadcasting: ‘ 

Brown urged the radio and tele. 
iVision executives to fake up the 
"Slack an editorializing felt bs merge 
ANZ Newspapers and the suse 
ownership, monopolistic press He 
Said bioadcast  editosiats take 
‘cour age but he hopes the FCC’ will 
support broadcasters and not force 
them lo hive Jegal counsel every. 
time a pressure group takes exe 
‘reption to the biaadcaster’s views 
point. 

“Editorials on the ai: will he g 
hoon to deimoeiacs and soctety ,° ‘reach the U.S. from: BBC-TV “he said. 

wouldn't. be “Americanized” sav : We | ‘ver 
the ‘consultants. Their contention e must never ces ie our of. 

iis that a. good comedian will fet 
(through -to ‘his audience if: the 
}audience . is interested. Example 
Norden offers is “The Phil Silvers ! 
‘Show” which, he says, when it was 
first screened in the U.K. was 
25% unintelligible but, after four 
or: ‘five showings, proved to be one 
of BBC's most popular comedy 
shaws. 
The -same things could happen 

vice versa, says Norden. “Here, } 
the audience could sense Silvers 
was a funny man so they learned 
‘what the jargon meant. The same 
thing would apply in the U S. pro- 
vided the’ British comedian was 
screened as a “bought" show and 
not..as a “live” import, Norden 
told Vartety. This is important, : 
they both contend, because an 
audience wil! make allowances for 
a. foreign show and would be pre- 
pared. not to understand everything ! 
but; when they. think it's Yank - 
originated, 
they. can t figure the gags. 

: All Around Guy 
Denver, Aug 1. 

Ed . Scott, 
and ‘Politician, 
KLAK Radio, a countfy and weat- 
ern’: musie station ih: suburban 

{ Lakewood. Scott is an once te 
producer and host. an afterboorn 
kid show on KBIV. Ctanne: 9 
He is serving hin first 
p County Commissioner jn adjarent 
Arapahoe County, and formerly 
was. Mayor of Engle wood, another 
| Denver suburb. 

Sale) just approved bs the FCC 
was $310,000. The 5 )J-vatter 

i daytime. 

they feel cheated if :11 golf shows on CBS 

local ty personality ;the polf shows 
has purchased i 

akttlinee show - 
ttm as. 

_olinger ” 

: Saturdat 
i spriey 

‘fortis to asstre for broad ating 
the same frecdoi: white obs one 

ijoyed by the pres." be said 

Brown atlacked prottam rating 
i systems as unteliable He saa 
i broadcasters shonla «ef oup thea 
‘own Bureau of . Credstion cia 
iemulation of nes: >. Beto 

mene ee mee 

CBS-TV Bernstein 
Concerts to Shell 

Shell Of1 will spore four 

‘Leonard Bettsteis ‘Young 

{People’s Concer’.” on CBS TV 
inext season, 

Deal represerit. a 
:plans for Shel} 0:3 
‘Shell announce! 31 

chew ia 
Obs aasadiv, 

tel gate cor 

fre VWeentee 
derful World of Goll’ Tia - eb 
kept selling hiarceter ard thay 
week the ofl spon.a: dee. fend tp 

pick. up the tah arain fer Yo cua 
People’s Conee;t fue attlctioe fo 

Other recen? vweis tne waciaete + 
P Lorstiard for Sort cg emeeta 
Hatastt.t Q5 padretates ar Meee cerns 
plan Cat firr: goo base tosak 
Of 19 other namute et. in tisee 

“Addventase Phe ge 
feiss ted * Caecne 

Ludess Caine: Drops 
1) quarter hows ain the 

“Captain Fiance? 
starting ois October  Nosxe 

wena bought overall total of 120 
fimates pn (he raring yan stail- 

tre” Malsha 

bought 

bing in October. 

ara or MY, 



16th Annual Radio-TV VARIETY Review and Preview. «= «©_—Ss Wednesday, August 2, 196], 

Tony ‘Hancock Is an original, 
dedicated, intelligent. artist’: 

‘with o genius for moking 
an ‘utter mockery. of urbene 
sophisiication — ond: being 
wickedly funny: while he’s 
ot #. 

Eric: Sykes ts. @ Mheable, 
feughable buffeen with 
two left feet end @ werm 
ond gentle sense of the. 
absurd. He ie. currently 
writing ond starring In 
his fourth riotous series. 

sit enether facet of BBCiv comedy. pregreme oe 7 : eas 
ming. Invelves the présentation of original West When Mert Sekt -mede ‘ble debut ‘te: 
Grd shews. Recently, @ full-length version of Greet Britain, BBCt geve. chim:the freee" 
N. FP. Simpsen’s geenish buf erudite speef, “One dem of @ 50 mintte ‘opecial . show; nf - 
Wey Pendulum” confirmed « selid place fer offe end Sehlgeve vs. prevecetive Ie 
beet: humour on i Bcitish tolevision. ‘vight Inte Me. a he -eses it, 



havlie: Dreke ‘fepresents - the ‘epeth<. 
pais. of viewel: comedy;.:0 superb - 
own ‘with @: née-Cheplinesque. sen-' 
thvity® te. lite: and: its. trials. and. fribus 
tions... 

An ‘Englishman. likes. to laugh: 

“Hong: and loud; and: ‘one of 

BBCH's. prime. furctions’ is: to. 

give him. plenty to. Jaugh- ate 

served on BBC’ television. today 

cs Is. co “earetully” balanced thing, 

oe -funning. ‘the entire: “gamut - “of 

; ‘eomedy. from slapstick to satire. 

_ quality of ‘comedy on ‘BBCty is 

7 . outstanding, tt has to be . 

“I6th Annast Radio TV VARIETY Review ond Proview 

In. fact, “the: humorous: fare. 

‘But even . more: “importanty the. 

-@f “Chiselbury School,” Jimmy 

Edwards hes ffted the weekly 
' gitvetion comedy onto @ high 
end bilerious level with ite 
lang successful “Whecket” se- 

THE. BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION 
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Tello-Test Quiz’ Survives Many 
An Ordeal; Hits 25-Year Mark} 

By LES BROWN 

Chicago. Aug. 1. 

Probably the oldest syndicated 
show in broadcasting, and unques- 
tionably the coldest of the give- 
aways still around. ‘‘Tello-Test 
Quiz™ ill mark its 25th year this 
fall. The brainchild of Walter 
Schuimmer back in 1936, when he 
was half the ad agency of Schwim- 
mer & Scott. it was initiated as 
merely a vehicle for a local client 
and came by the syndication 
route almost accidentally. In the 
halcyon days of radio, the show 
had a lineup of as manv as 250 
stations; today it’s still in nearly 
100° markets. . 

It is the show that put Schwim- 
mer in the packaging. producing 
and distribution business. as well 
as in the prize business. Afier sell- 
ing out his interest in the agency, ! 
he formed Walter Schwimmer Pro- 
ductions around “Tcllo-Test” and 
such Variations on the theme .as } 
“Tune Test:’ “Foto Test.” and 
“Miss U.S. Television.” the latter 
two for video syndication in the 
medium’s early days. The company 
is now. responsible for such tv 
properties as “Chanipionship 
Bridge” and “Championship Bowl- 
ing’ while. “Tello-Test”, has been 
‘shifted to a separate Schwimmer: 
corporation known as Radio Fea- 
tures Inc. 

The radio quivzer has had a 
colorful quarter century history, 
marked by such things as a law- 
suit against the FCC and variaus | 
serio-comic tribulations with loeal. 
post affices, school systems and 
public libraries. It has also been : 
involved in the lary: cst giveaway 
of greeting cards in history, about 
which more fater. 

Schwimmer created the show 
for a Chicago client, Hirsch Cloth- | 
ing. and it ran two years as a 
localer on WCFL. In those days, 
most stations had had sume form 
of studio or on-the-strect giveaway 
program which involved the an- 
swer to a question but didn't. give 
the home audience a chance to 
participate. The old network show, 
“Pot O’ Gold,” involved the home 
audience via telephone, 
the intrigue of a question. Schwim- 
mer simply merged the two ideas. 
Moreover, he did the show at the 
local level, which gave the listener | 
a better chance to become a par- i 
ticipant. 

Because of its high ratings the 
first two years, the “Hirsch Tele- | 
phone Quiz,” as it was »vriginally 
called, began to attract the interest 
of out-of-town station operators. 
Schwimmer relates that Linus 
Travers, then general manager of 
WNAC, Boston, asked if he could 
buy a sort of franchise for the 
Hub. They made a deal, with 
Schwimmer providing the format 
plus questions and answers at $100 
a week. WNAC used it twice a 
day, in a 15 minute format, and 
it ran there nearly 15 years. '. 

Next Pete Maddox of WOR, New 
York, asked for a franchise. Be- 
cause of the size of the market, 
Schwimmer got $150 per week, and 
that made him decide to go into the 
syndie business. Incidentally, the 
show lasted around 16: years on 
WOR. In Chi. the show moved from 
WCEL to WGN, which kept it leng- 

.Continued on pige bb) — 

Another Animator 
(Sturm) Folds Up 
Sorry state of animation produc- 

tion in Gotham is reflected in Te- 
cent foldings of cartoon shops. | 

Most recent shutterme is of Bill 
Sturm Studios which fellows by a! 
couple of months the shutdown of | 
HFH Productions. Both producers | 
dealt primarily in animated com- 
mercials 

Tradesters figure the high pro- 
duction casts of New York aninia- 
tian as one of the main causes: for | 
the failures. For one thing. Screen 
Cartoonist Union scale for New 
York is higher than the Coast. not 
generally the rule in s°rcen erafts. 

Union this vear offered an eight- 
month extension of the existing 
contract in order ta hold tre line: 

High production cosis are being | 
New | soided by some remaining 

York cartoon precaeces bv hiving, 
the technical work done out of the 
ctunty. 

but not’ 

|BREWERY’S REGIONAL 
BUY FOR ‘SHANNON’ | 

Genesee Brewing of Rochester, 
N. Y., has signed a six-market re-. 
gional on Screen Gems’ “Shannon,” 
Regional deal on the new syndie en- 
try includes Buffalo, Rochester, 
Schenectary and Syracuse, N.Y., 
the Altoona-Johnstown market and: 
Erie, Pa. 

Genesee deal brings. the. market 
count on. ‘the .series to 87. Two 
prior regional sales were with 
Miles of California on the Coast 
and Bunker Hill Products through~ 
out the south. 

Recent station sales include. 

+ ype 
WTVT, Tampa; WLOF, : Orlando; 

| WIMJ. Milwaukee; WILX, Jack-: 
son, Mich. and. WADI, ‘Birming- | . 

85% SRO Status 
For WPIX Kidvid 

N.Y. indie WPIX’s highly ‘sue- 
cessful children’s bloc of program- 
‘ming is at the 85% sold out mark. 
for the fall season. Kiddie bloc. 
runs from 3:30 to 7 p.m.,. Monday 

gramming of. the N.Y..State Board 
of Regents. 

:sponsor status represents a 55% 
|inerease in confirmed. sales at this 
date. over last year. Among the 
programs that the SRO sign .has 

‘the Clown,” “Popeye,” 
Stooges Fun House,” and the two 
newcomers, 
and “New Adventures of Pinoc- 
chio.” 

The three - and- one - half - hour 
“Let’s Have Fun’ Sunday morn- 
ing show is 98% sold out and 
“Laurel and Hardy and- Chuck” 
has attained a 90% sellout. The 

turns for its fourth successive 

logge’s “Yogi Bear,” “Quick Draw 
McGraw” and: “Huckleberry 
Hound” will be around for the ’61- | 
"62 season. 

“Brave Stallion.’ Sundays at 
6:30 p.m., and “Jeff’s Collie,” Fri- 
days at 7:30 p.m., are solid spon- } 
sored entries for the new season. 
Station’s list of advertisers looks 
like a: “Who's Who” in the ehil- 
dren’s field, with leading toy 
manufacturers and ‘game com- 
panies, foods, dairy products, chil- 
dren’s shoe manufacturers, gum 
and candy, 
school supplies. - 

Among the station’s kiddie ad- 
vertisers are: Drake Bakeries; 
Bosco, Lionel Trains, Ideal Toy, [+ 
Chunky Candy, Maypo Cereals, 
Miles Labs, Coca-Cola, Isodine, 
Sunkist Growers, Mattel, Texaco, 
La Rosa and Henry Heidi Candy. 

In a summer development, ‘sta- 
tion for the third successive year 
has booked the telecasts’ of the 
Little League Championship base-- 
ball games. Borden and Drake 
Bakeries will sponsor the special . 
sports series, which starts Friday 
(4). Station’s Jack -McCarthy -will 

Dougald will provide the color. 
Don Carney will produce and di-- 
rect. 

t cinnati, Minneapolis, ' 

| network 
| “American 

Daily News outlet’s 85% kiddie’ 

already been unfurled are “Boza 

“Dick Tracy Show,’ :). 

National Biscuit. entry “Sky -King”’ 
entry, Fridays at 6:30 p.m., re- 

year. Rating-pulling.trio of Kel- 

children’s soap and. 

.i¢0; 

do the play-by-play commentary. 
and -ex-Yankee infielder Gil Me-- 

Saturday from: 6: 30 to a a.m,” 

|General Mills Tandem: 
6 > : 

‘Bullwinkle’. & Rocky it 
General Mills, which will . bank- | f 

roll the new animated ‘web: entry ; 
rom Jay, Ward: Productions, “The 

| Bullwinkle Show,” slated. for. Sept. - 
24 NBC-TV preem, is now sponsor- 
‘ing the same shop’s “Rocky and}| 

Te P y ~ | Islands: vacation -. °. 
vacationing Godfrey on CBS Radio Network’s “Arthur Godfrey Tinie,” 

His Friends” in 60 top ‘markets: 

The 15-minute. daily. “Roeky” is 
currently. in’ New’ York, Los 
geles, Chicago, Boston and .Detroit; 
and -is moving into San Francisco, . 
Cleveland, Pittsburgh, ‘Washington, 

An- 

Baltimore, St. Paul, St. Louis, Cin- 
Dallas,. - Et. 

Worth, . Indianapolis, 
Milwaukee, ‘Kansas | City, | Seattle, 
Buffalo, -Birmingham, . Louisville; 
Albany, Denver, Toledo: and other 
markets, 

1G Per Seg For: 
WAVE, Louisville; WABC, N.Y.;{ 

SG Biz Briefing’ 
Highest budget ever allocated 

series 
Business . Briefing,” 

slated on ABC-TV this ‘fall.. ‘The 
business news show, : characterized 
‘as a-“March of Time” of business, 
has. a budget -allocation of. $70,000 

sponsor is $15,000. per- commercial 

household, based: on a business 

spread._ That - $5 -cpt: is claimed 

business news magazines. 

. Show, packaged ‘by ‘Selective 
Communications: Corp., ‘will. have 

Sydney. W. Dean. Fendall Yerxa 

omists serving on. the. editorial 
board. 

S65 N 1. POWWOW. 

. Lloyd: Burns, 
v.p. in charge: of 
operations, . will chair the. week- 
‘long series of meetings, -Company’* s'| 
-international operation, ‘elaimed.as 
the largest, covers more ‘than 50 
-countries. 

Attending . the meetings 
Steve Krantz,.: Canada: Joe Joel, 
Australia; Harold, Winston, Mex- 

‘George ° :Blaug, Europe: 

Brazil; and Bruce Ledger, Canada. : 

tor on the scale mapped for . the 
current SG meets.. 

the upbeat. 

weather and features each Monday- 

Latino TV's Hot Yankee Dollar 
the story ‘of U.S. participation in Latino tv. Savvy travelers point... 
to the wide ady ertising done on Latino tv by. American companies, 
either directly or via different Latino subsids or affiliates. . 

One estimate says that American. companies. ‘or their affils .ac- 
count for about “50° of all. sponsored - ‘programs. .on. Latino- -tv.. 
Same estimator put American companies ‘or their local .affils down 

of .all sponsored coin. being’ spent south: :of- the’ 
border. Lar gest American agencies operating with Latino: branches- 
ate McCann-Erickson and J. Walter Thompson. 'Elséwhere. in the. - 
world, sponsor participation ‘by U.S.-companies or their affits is -. 

i far less. with England considered. the ctosest rival, in. percentage 

for 25°o 

sponsorship figures to the Latino market. 

e 

_Charlotte, jin N.Y. Aug. 26, . 

many years, in St: Luke’s Hospital... . Larry. 

-CBS-TV’s 

in Puerto. Rico”. . 

for a Sunday afternoon pubaffairs. 
is. claimed by. 

per weekly. hour outing. It’s Sun-. 
day time ‘slot falls. at” 12: 30. pm. 

- Projected ‘series, currently being | 
pitched by Screen Gems to poten- 
tial industrial accounts throughout : 

| the country, : -Will get-on the air 
if a certain amount of sponsor biz. 
‘is. signed. before the fall. Cost -to. 

minute, which.may seem high: con- 
-sidéring the time. slot. " , 

; through Friday, coming after: the |. 
| non-commercial educational pro- 

household circulation of 3,000. 000, . 
‘or 20%. viewing in primary “busi-. 
ness. households in .a _65-market, 

to be one-third. of either: Life or. 
Satevepost, less than. one-half - of. 
Time and Newsweek, and ‘less than |: 
3.5. ept of a group. of: nine ‘Jeading | 

ciety . 

Hendrik Booraem Jr.; as producer.. 
‘Booraem is’ partner ed in the pack-: 
aging firm with: Adrian Samish and - 

will serve as exec editor of: the: 
“show, with three. prominent -eCor- 

‘LIKE UN ASSEMBLY 
What's claimed as the first - in-.. 

ter national sales Convention tobe. 
held by a tv film distributor was 
called to order in N.¥. this week 
_by Screen. Gems. 

international. 

are. 

Al: 
Zecha,: Far East; ‘Helios: Alvarez, 

International sales conventions - 
tr aditionally: have been ‘part of the. 
motiom: picture business, but ‘in. 
television, according to SG, it has. 
“never been done by. any distribu-. 

Foreign: :tv- 
gross, for. years now, has: .been on’ 

Chariotte—Ty Boyd has joined 
the. ‘WBT staff. and. is. host for. ao 
Morning ° ‘program of ‘music; news, 

1T$chool - 
:| experiment. A skein of six short stories, it uses a minimum of scenery ° 
‘and. concentrates solely on thesps’ involved: and they. will ‘be. few...u.. 
ABG-TV's ‘main Manchester studio ‘has: closed for ‘repairs and exten-_ 

[sive alterations . i 

{thinking in programming. 

“TV Pci Ce ; 
IN NEW YORK CITY. .. ~ 

Oscar Katz, CBS-TV’s program V.p;, back aiter a three-weeks Virdia 
. Richard Hayes and Sami Levinson will sub for’. 

Hayes, featured vocalist on the show, will. take’ over Friday (5): and : 

Aug. 29 through Sept. 4. Godfrey will visit Hawaii; Ireland, and: other ° 
places .... . Charles Steinberg, CBS-TV’s v.p. of information. ‘services, 
back in'town after a month’s business-vacation trip to the Coast «. 3° 
Larty Spiegel of CBS-TV's “Accent” ‘series. to: wed Carol, _ Littenberg. 

upcoming CBS-TV pilot, “‘The Alan King Show” which airs as a. one-- 
shot Sept..18 . . . Laurette Banks, manager of CBS ticket division for 

White, CBS-TV daytime. 
program v.p., back in town after a week on the Coast . ... Bud Collyer, 

_|“To Tell.the Truth” ‘emcee, to.serve as honorary. vice-chairman for the 
2ist annual observance of National Bible Week,:Oct. 16-22-. 

| Johnny. Tillotson plugs his disk on Dick Clark’s “American Bandstand”. 
today (2) over ABC-TV . ‘Marshall Flaum, . associate ‘producer of | 

left for Puerto Rico yesterday. (Tues:) to: prepare’ for filming. of “Boom — 
. Carmel Quinn, who was to’ appear’ on Monday’s (31) ‘:” 

Jack Paar telecast, will do her 15th appearance on :the show. Wednes- 
day (9)"instead . . .:Jim. Lucas. subbing for vacationing ‘Jan Murray as. 
‘host of “Charge Account” this week;..Bill Wendel: doing the NBC-TV: *_ . 
daytime chore next week and. a ‘third Murray sub: has yet to be picked °. 
for the week. after . ....Richard Petrow, feature .editor for. the CBS-TV |: 
publicity department, has joined pubaffairs department. of CBS News....: 
He will ‘produce and write three of CBS. Radio’: 's features: “‘Sidelights,” 
|with- Charles Collingwood; . ‘Headliner, vn with. Douglas Edwards, and 
“Follow Up,” with Richard C: Hottelet: ; . James H. 
exec ‘assistant to: NTA’s. board chairman, "named: director of. program. 
sales for Greenwich Productions, New York: Before ‘NTA, Knox was 
business manager of: ABC-TV’s central. division.: Same time, Gilbert 
Meyer has joined the production. firm’s film division sales dept.” . 

- Harry ‘Carlson, deejay.on WOR’s “Sunrise~ Serenade”. spread S to 
5:30 a.m.) celebrated his 25th broadcast -anni Aug. 2°. . Vincent Lopez © 
‘guests on WOR with: the Fitzgeralds. Aug. 2, and. ‘samie™ station’ s Martha. 
Deane. interviews Jose Iturbi Aug. 3... - : Robert: Lindley, ‘ABC’s Latin. 
American correspondent, heads the web’s:news: team at the conferénee:. 
of the Organization of American States.slated for Aug. 5.at-Punta-del:..° | 

WNEW-AM-FV will carry..New York’s first: mayor- Esta, Uruguay. 
alty- ‘debate Aug.. “16 if Mayor Robert Wagner accepts ‘offer of: air. time 

. jalready taken. -up .by state. comptroller ‘Arthur Levitt, who'll oppose 
_ Sales ammunition, -‘though,. puts : 
the cost per ‘thousand at. $5. per. 

the incumbent in fall elections , : . Sandy Lesberg, exec producer for’ 
GHV Productions; has: brought director ‘Greg Garrison .in from the 
Coast for huddles on guests and Script. for’ forthcoming, Connie Francis ; 
special. . “ 

Sherril Taylor and” Jory ‘Nodland, ‘Bosses of Taynod: ‘Productions; 
arriving in L-A. ‘tomorrow : (Thurs.) -to’ begin product on. “Kukla’& 
Ohie”’. 

. Alan King and Denise Lor. in‘ town: to: ‘plug their: .- 

“Twentieth Century, ” and: director. Henwar Rodakiewics, _. 

‘Knox, formerly.” " 

: NBC. News’ correspondent Merrill Mueller to Paris - for. July... . 
3: NATO. ‘meeting’ . . Barney Martin, ex-cop: turned’ comedian, landed’. . 

helm the outing until Aug. 28. Humorist. Levenson ‘will preside from |... ° 

job as pitchman in a. series of. Buick blurbs .being filmed in. ” Detroit... 7 nae 
Vince -Lindner is the new director: of news-pubaffairs for WNTA. _ 

Radio: . 
the admissions committee for the. Radio & Television: Executives. So- 

year’s: campaigning, has joined NBC-News.as producer of .two one-hour .. 
special .. . Connie ‘yan Meehan has. ankled as: Lemnen.: & Newell tv 
pubrelatioris: head. ; 
“Dick Pack, WBC. veepee, to Mexico . for: threé-week’ vacation, 

IN ‘HOLLYWOOD... 
Dave Gerber moving out: ‘of Famous Artists to: join Don Sharpe at 

General Artists.Corp., where. they'll package tv. shows . ... Cecil Barker 
|took off for Hawaii. after completing. ‘Wayne and: Schuster’s .13 summer:. 
‘fills for Jack Benny . ~~ Christy Walsh. working. on two: tv. properties. 
at ‘Filmaster that. have fired the interest of ABC |. . It will bea month 

‘|that Don. and Tido Fedderson won't soon. forget. “After. ‘opening: their 

? Bill Wilson, President Keénnedy’s ‘wideo* ‘producer. during ‘last :. 

-,. Ed Benedict, of-Triangle’ Publications, named chairman‘of . . x oe 

new: Palladium, they middle-aisled -it for son, Mike, and follow. ‘this oo 
with the marriage of their daughter, Monya.. ... ABC-TV’s ‘Tom. Moore 
believes that Los.Angeles is the best test market in the country: because: 
of its diverse populace. at -all ‘levels. He picks“as next season’ s sleeper, 
“The Hathaways,”. becatise monkeys are funnier than. people... .: ABC 
Films signed Arlene Dahl for:a series of 65.quarter hour beauty ‘and 
fashion shows. : 
little indie packaging of his.own . . 

away, Jimmy. Parks is:in command. 

LIN CHICAGO . 
Ned Williams, out of thie hospital: after a mild: blood pressure. 2 stege, 

Will retire: to. Council Bluffs; Iowa, in| October instead. of the year's * 
end. Bill Perry, of the radio-tv: staff, of National Safety’ Council, . will” 
succeed . Williams: as exec secretary ‘of both Chicago. ‘Unlimited ° and 
Chi chapter ‘of Academy of Tv Arts and Sciences. He'll also write the. ~.. 

.,. William Wate weekly. CU. newsletter,. which’ resumes. again in the ‘fall. 

... Fred Briskin checked out..of. Screen. Gems to do a... 
KRCA’s Tom McCray. ‘hustled we 

-€ast for. meeting at ‘management level’ of NBC-TV's. 0810's: While: -he’s... 

Wyatt .of A. C. Nielsen elected prexy of the Chi Broadcast ‘Ad Club. eee, on : 
Sinclair Oil bought four nights of Floyd. Kalber’s 10 p.m. newscast on - 
WNEQ, making the stanza SRO again . 
publicity. staff to havea baby. Lynn McAuley replaces ‘her... ... Richard: 

supervisor *.:.. 

. Irene MeCoy leaving WBKB’s a 

‘K. “Hance, news: photo and special events manager of. ‘KSTP-TV, “Mine 02, 
neapolis, . -for 13 years,. joined WGN ‘Inc.'s. news ‘shop - as ‘newsreel wo 

. WBBM-TV aired. first part.of Carter Davidson's “Special. - 
Report: Berlin” last. night. (Tues.) with: the second: seg. ticketed for... 
‘next Tuesday (8). 

WGN. Radio launched fourth annual. “Opera Auditions of the Air’ in’ 
conjunction: with IWinois Opera Guild . WBBM-TV.. will: telecast 
Chicago. Bears’ pre-season football. games for the: second’ year. this fall. 7 

IN LON DON. 
; The Independent. Television ‘Authority arranged 1 # ‘election of. réligi« 

-f}ous programs to be. screened over all ‘commercial: webs, so clergy:wha, .- 
_ | advise. on religious programming had a fair picture of what: ‘was going .. 
|on: regionally ‘before a large huddle on future of same : . “Associated-" 
Rediffusion’s private eye skein “No Hiding. Place”: -has: chalked : ‘up an. 
alltime record with an ‘average following '.of 23,120,000 : .'.: Granada . 

‘sent producer Tim Hewat, Jack Martin and Graham’ Evans to. Cuba to" 
-Extent of American programming in Latin. America is. ‘only. half © film life.in that community ..... Film Partnership has canhed a- dotu- 

mentary for BBC-TV called “Byes Of A Child” which is about a blind 
. New BBC-TV program, “Story: Board,” is: ‘something of an‘~ 

-Grampian-TV which ° opens in. late September, 
decided to set. aside $28, 000 annually. for “ideas. in television.” Original 

in .créative production and in technical 
matters will benefit from this fund... - 
. Sir Miles. Thomas -and David Wyamar ‘Vaughan ‘quit: the board -of 
‘Wales-TV, Britain’s }ast commercial tv, comnany under the: present: 

“(Continued on Page. 54) 

: WCFL ‘deejay Dan Sorkin ‘with ‘spotse. Janet a 
. Kaup, the pressagent) ‘leaves this Sunday (6)-for.a toyr of ‘Greece ... ..: 



wea regards: ‘popular conception | of ad. agency. execs’ attitudes. -: 

~ That Mad Avenue 
Usuaily. where. ‘there's. ‘smoke: there's. fire’ on ‘Madison - ‘Ave.: ‘as | 

“.'". Howeyer,. departure from the norm: is. noted ‘as regards “The 
_., Detectives”. vidpix .series: now. sponsored by: Vicéroy.. ‘Levy-Gard- ~ 
" “Mer-Laven: production ‘combine, well aware that: running. ‘character ~ 
” Tige’ Andrews habitually was seen. smoking a stogie in séeries last 
year when it-was’ sponsored by P&G, : asked: Ted Batés, agency on. |: 

».Mieeroy account, could he continue with cheroot.or would he have 
': to. switch to. cigaréts—conspicuously: Viceroy cigarets.:: . 

‘son,: many. ‘vidfilmeries : ‘are alter- | 
ing their: sights: to embrace a di- 

-. .quirtes ‘about the show and stall-|. 
“=. “until_you ‘show it only: to” the. ad: 
_|. = §gency exec: and a potential. spon 
a sor or-networ a 

It.is just this ‘edimate’ which. Jay.|.“ 

--everyone . that the program 

- “Bulwinkle” 

4t an’ image. 

a ‘Bays Ward, - 

“."."Imanager. 

-Batés checked sponsor .and this week returned the answer: ‘An-. 
‘drews. can: continue smoking elgars on grounds. Ht. is: ‘character os 

. {dentification. © 

Hollywood, Aug i 
There are no extremes in: tele-| 

vision; ‘it’s: just one big hunk ‘of. 
blandness.” ‘Jay Ward, animated 
series producer whose “Bullwinkle | 
Show"! will. premiere on .ABC-TV 
.this ‘fall; - decried’ the. . obstaeles: 

.« which ‘beset.a producer “with 2 
: fresh approach,'a new concept: or. 

ehtirely: new: idea. -The - first ‘mis-: 
_ take the producer. makes,” he says, 

* #48 ‘to go through channels at an 
" ‘advertising . agency.” By ‘the. ‘tine 
. . the ‘top “men: hear . and ses. 

because ‘of the. innumerable: on; 
_ ferences and screenings. The 
sthing ‘is to set a. climate: for. ie. 

£, Ward: and co-producer Bill. Scott 
have ‘set’ for . their 
_ Show.” Most ‘people, -aécording to 
“ Ward, “think of° animation series-|: 

7. @S. juvenile: shows. Our show, and |. 
-others too, are meant.for an adult }- 

. ‘audience; they're. usually’ ‘sophisti- |. 
:. cated ‘satirizations. on well-known 
*" subjects . or-people” ~ : 

‘Ward ‘says""so- many people see |' aperoaenees 
*-@ cartoon show. as a -kid show that 
* our primary purpose - before the 
show “hits the ‘air . is to. convines 

~ basically. ‘an adult: . show | which: 
: youngsters. also. will enjoy.” .-:. 

“Based. on: the: ‘idea that most: 
people. Jove -té. see pomposity éx- 
ploded,.-and’ that. it. is: basically 
funny;. Ward and’ Scott. -have origi-. 

“- nated “Operation Loudmouth.” Via 
‘. the use of mailers'‘and 4 yers, semi-. 
. serious . ‘advertising ‘and with .a 

- Holl of an enormous 
. statue unveiling, 

" ‘Hewspaper ‘editors, particularly tv 
= . Critics, have’ been: deluged with, 
"various : ideas ‘by the pair, all. to| 

:~ achieve one thing: “That is to get. 
~ them, fitst of all, to accept a new. 

idea,. and, once. accepted, to make. 
-These - important 

people .of the press, who: pass on. 
-shows, are not made. fully’. aware. 
_ of. new ideas. and: new. concepts. 
before ‘they ‘hit. the air- Actually,” 

“shows will cost more 

“(Continued ‘on™ pase. 80) 

OnM- al Ms | {fim ' Associates: for syndie ‘half-- 

Metro’ TV; curreritly out. with fis 
first: package of post-'48’s, js: mak- 
ing. deeper- thrusts ‘into the Cana- 

.. dian market with its pre’48 library: 
To date, :the-Loew’s tv subsid: has |. 

- racked up about $50, 000;000: on: its 
“~pre-'48. library, and about. $2,000,- - 
000. on. its -post-"48: package. . 

. Latest: Canadian .deal lined: ‘wp 
7 the: “12-station. French-language . t¥ 

- network:.of CBC for’. 15 pre-’48 
‘Metro pix. - Other. recent Canadian 
deals - include: CKCO-TV, :Kitche- 
ner, Ont., which licensed. the ‘entire [: 
library ‘of nearly 700 pre-’48’s, vias | 
‘Metro's short subjects library made 
available to.tv; CFTO-TV, Toronto, 
-bought 125. pre-‘48's ‘and the short: 
subjects library;” CFCY:TV, Char- 

'-..Jottetown, Prince Edward. Island, 
- licensed 48 vaultees. ~ Looe 

' New contracts come on-the. heeis | 
‘of the: recent. appointment: of -Wil-” 
liam L. _Robinson’ as Canadian sales | 

“ Robinson, who _ head-- 
. Quarters - in’ Toronto, ‘was - in N.Y. 

; “Tast: week for confabs, 
2 4 

“Bullwinkle |" 

than - 

‘for Dallas, Atlanta, Cincinnati 
dianapolis, . Washington ‘and Min- 

| the: last’. two -months, .others- being 
‘the Groucho Marx, and: “Deputy” | 

Le 

7. this. ‘stage - resembles a game of. 
| blind-mans-bluff, No one’s: sure of 

- 1 what. will sell, what will fill. the 
|vacuum, in what's heralded to be. 

tin the ‘nighttime schedule of the | 

"Whigs to WNBCTY 
“WNBC-TYV, N.Y. became . the. 

third NBC-TV. 0&0" ‘to ‘buy: Inde- 

pendent - ‘Television. Corp.’ 8 “Whip: 

lash”. ‘series . for: fall telecasting.” 
‘Skein, made in: Australia. ‘starting: 
Peter: Graves, now ‘has. been: sold: 
‘in 62 -markets. 
” ‘Among. stations ‘stated. to carry 
the series are KRCA, Los Angeles; 

-ghow It's stala’.to. everybody else WRC, ‘Washington; KXLY,.: Louis- 
WGAN, : Portland, - 

WLBT,. ‘ Jackson, Miss.; - W 
Ashville, : N.C.;.. and. WIXT, Jack: 
sonville,. Fila. 7 oe, 

“With Shupert In 
‘Television ‘gubsid ‘of 20th-Fox, 

of ‘the biz.. In terms. of: properties | 
and personnel, the syndication en-. 
‘try is. modest, but - the thrust. has. 

‘|-wide potentials. re 
‘| - Entrance. of: 20th-Fox ato’ “syne | 
dication comes. 
George Shupert_ joins. ‘the _com-" 

.at <q” time’ when. 

‘The ‘two moves may be more’ 
coincidental. Shupert, who. 

will run. the. tv department, a: job 

pany. 

left -yacant since the elevation of 
‘Pete: Leyathes fo studio. chieftan,. 
is 2 syndication veteran; He had | 
been prexy: of. ABC Films’ before 
hig movyeover to Metra TV. Prior. 
to: that he had. sold. features. to tv. 

Charles Goit, national sales exec, 
in’ the: meantime, has’ moved: to:| 
‘put 20th-Fox ‘in- the syndie. biz. He 
has sold. off-network reruns “‘Hong |. 
Kong”. and :“Five. Fingers” to: the | 
five ABC-TV o&o’s. :Other: sales; 
all made via phone; were. tabulated 7 

ne 

‘neapolis. — 
| . Video subsid: ‘at. this piage. Ys: re-. 

_ Pleasing” no ‘other.. properties for 
 Vietementari ‘Jt does. plan to do 

mentaries for networks and for | 
| syndication, using fhe - footage of 
‘|the Fox. Movietone library. - 

Film company,. on: vidgitea, ro | 
pany, P P- j other ‘American: product. The for- erties, in the. past has e@ co- 

production ties with. National Tele-: 

hour.:series. Fox also’ has a copro- 
duction: agreement. with Indepen-. 
‘dent Television -Corp., but a series. 
has yet: to. be announced by: ATC..} 

To. date, 20th-Fox ‘has elected to 
sell-off. fits. feature product - to. 
other tv distributors, namely NTA‘ 
and. Seven Arts Associated. It also 
‘has a deal for the upcoming season: 
with -NBC-TV for a.Saturday night; 

; ‘[ flowing from. the . limited... Amer- 
ican - distribution. . Q 

Showcasing of its theatricals. 

NBC Fits” Golf Segs 
_.NBC Film picked: up. 26 half-|- 

hour “Celebrity . Golf” films. for 

syndication: ". “Golf”, ¢ Marks’: the 
third | -off-network series: that the 
‘NBC ‘syndie subsid: jnas taken on: in. 

reruns. . 

James Saphier. produted the. galt: 
stanzas, which last season: ‘were on) 
the. NBC-TV ‘Sunday. afternoon 

| diversification. yen. now. -entbraces 

_ 20th-Fox : -and others. 

‘Teaught: with. 

‘| reaching ‘out-in new directions. 

fronts. in deals with Jack ‘Douglas | 

: Palle for the production of 38 half: | 

< . producer's hour. special “Biography |’ 
of -a Rookie.” 

{with a Dan Enright tie. ~ 

-[sational. bad. apples ‘ereate .an- un- 

‘clinched. - ‘the’ 100th. market 

|'WHP-TY,. Harrisburg. ‘Pa.; 
‘TV,. Johnstown, 
déals. put. the second group :{n" 34. 
markets, 

|THE ALERTIS Poko rr “61-62 Agenda as MGM-TV Moves "AT IDFILMERIES 
Hooking towards the. "62-63 sea- ! ' ALOHA TIME FOR . 

‘ED ALLEN TIME’ 
Chicago, Aug. 1. 

Sigg “Allen Time,” video taped 

versity of. product.:-The product 

Ziv-UA, Metro TV, Screen Gems, 

Facets of.:the: product moves at. .Niles Productions, has plucked 

the show a 10-market spread. 

’ Others are WW5J, Detroit, where 
‘the show . originated: WGN-TV, 
Chicago; WSPD-TV, Toledo; WIW, 
Cleveland; WITI, Milwaukee: 
WNEM-TV, Bay City, ; 

the time of some marked changes 

three webs. Outside program: sup- |. 
pliers, though, - declining: to be. 

Catalog of aetioners and 
-Minow ‘season, are 

WAS-TV;. Albany, N. ¥. 
J KBTV, ‘Denver. 

Levine, Ransobof 

in the 

The diversity cue.at Ziv-UA has 
followed, this: path: The UA subsid 
first acquired the. tv rights to 
humorist S. J. Perelman’s “Acres 
and Pains,” following that with the 
acquisition of tv rights to.the Vera: 
Caspary. novel, “Laura.” Latter 
‘served as the basis for the 20th- | 
Fox pic. by the same title in 1944. 
Ziv-UA then moved on separate 

Per a Vaniery-forecast, Joe 
organiza-. Levine © and Martin Ransohoff 

| (Filmways, vidblurbery) are ex- 
‘tending their teamup into televi- 

" other Douglas.| sion by projecting a pair of hour- 
as well... Wolper’s “deal | long action series for the ‘€2-’63 

from their theatrical silfince viz 
“Boys’ Night Out,” rolling ta Oc- 

; tober for global Metro release next 

- Asan. ‘indication of how far afield |: . 

diy tion can get, Jes” skein and an adventure series 

hour films: in the format: of ‘the | 

Screen 
Gems now. is out selling “Amer-. 
ican. Business Briefing,” an hour: 
pobaffatrs phew. slated 1 athe |. 
ABEC- web next season ay 

. is the intention to double the pi- 
afternoons. Unlike Ziv-UA. SG has |... 'as 80-minute.theatrical pix (in 

‘for ; Leolor) primarily for FEurepear 
season, Nevertheless, SG {s map-|Play-off—which -should .amertize 
ping vidtaped drama projects and | the 

| Negative budgets on each ts pen- is engaged.in the game show. field. ‘cilled at. $750,000. 

As for the prior “Hercules” and 
“Hercules. Unchained” theatrical 
runs, Levine sees them as a stim- | 
ulant Yather than taking the edge 
‘off the tele version ~~ and ditto 
theatre dates. 
Network dickers for the two se- 

Calhoun whose Calvie tndte ban- 

Metro TV, ‘gaining stature as aj 
network. program supplier, for the 
os seaspa has” mapped a num. 

‘of | erties (sev.. separate 
wey), ‘In. “Metro's - bid ta coral 
‘talent, studio has made deal: with 
the outside -packaging firm of 
‘Blake Edwards, Freddie Fields and 
David. Begelman, and.is on the 
lookout: for similar deals. with en- | 
tertainment pros. 

‘In- the midst :of: these product 
diversity moves, . 20th-Fox’ is gear- 
Ing. itself to move. in:-new. biz di- 
rections, namely. syndicatton. Four 
Star ‘Films still 4s on. the fence 
of whether ‘to go into. syndication 
itself or- selloff its product’to an- 
established syndication: house. 

“‘Unheralded, but present, as a 
stimulat: to further : diversification | would likely be for color. 
in. -Programming . is the. . foreign 1. “Capri” will roll in mid-Septem- 
‘market. “In - many.: areas of. the |ber and “Hercules” probably late 
world, .the murder and mayhem |.October, contingent on how soon 
series are either. unsaleablé in tote | title role is filled. Incidentally, 
or in. part. Further, the more ‘sen- beefcake champ Steve Reeves 

atrieal exhibition, no deal yet for 
either. - 

‘Italy, bat both execs emphasize 
that Anglo-orientation. will prevail. 
‘The “Capri” series. for instance, 
will topline an all-Yank ‘cast, and 
‘both. projects will be shot in Eng- 
-Hsh. ‘Though the initislers will be 
done.in color, tint. will be optional 
for the ‘ensuing series, probably 
‘contingent. on the network buys. 
If NBC-TV, for example, decision 

consideration because of film com- 
mitments in Italy. 
John Calley, Filmways. v.p., will 

produce both | projects. Bernie 
.Giler . Is. . scripting “Capri”. 

favorable - climate for. the ‘sale of. 

eign market in ’61.is expected to 
be in ‘the’ $40,000,000 .area and 
that's.a figure which commands re- 
spect in the inner sanctum. of any 
vidfilmery. . 

_ As ‘to: how the growing’ ‘foreign: 
market can save an otherwise. dubi-. 
ous commercial American ‘entry has 
been proven out by. CBS - Fitms’. 
“Robert Herridge Theatre.”. For- 
eign. circulation of the. property - ig} 
expected to ‘absorb the red: ink | 

cules.” 
There’s no thtent at this time to 

syndicate either. or both shows [if 
4 web sale fails. In that case. the- 
atrical playoffs are expected to at 
least recoup investments. 

Scots Yen Golf Segs 
Glasgow, Aug. I. 

Golfing. interests so cateh the 
imagination of Scots that US. pro- 
‘grams with the. golfing favor at- 100 Cities fer WB Pix 

WSAZ-TV, ‘Huntington; Ww. va. . er |: 

Seven:-Arts Associated in .fts ‘dis- |; 
tribution of. the initial. group of |. 
Warner. Bros. post-"50's.. a , 

‘Stations’. buying: ‘the ‘second wi h 
group of: ‘post- 50. Warners inelude: 

-WIAC-. ‘Interest in the golfing ‘game has 
Pa. “These recent | been bypoed as a result of the 

series.. Clubs report record num- 
bh ber a members, 

trends.” 

exercise ‘strip. syndicated by Fred | 

KGMB. Honolulu, Hawall, giving: 

1“Cain’s 100° 

WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, Mich: 

‘Hercules, ‘Capri’ 
~ As’62-63 Entries 

video semester..This fn sequence 

Joseph 

titled “Capri,” latter starring Rory 

‘ner will coproduce. Offbeat angle 

pilot costs and then some. | 

ries are in progress. Anent the-. 

Both skeins. will shoot. largely in 

(theatrical. “Hercules™) is. out of. 

{Herb - Meadows Is dittoing “Hee 

Hollywood, Aug. 1 
“Good shows create their owa 

On this realistic note, 
Robert Weitman, veepee in chatse 
of production at MGM-TY, is plan- 
ning ahead to the 1962-63 seasvin 
with a diversification of subjects 
that will rely not on what storms 
the rating heights next season but 
his fortuity in getting the people 
he wants to implement the proper- 
tles he had acquired. 

The fact that Paul Monash's 
may duplicate the 

success. of his high :rater,- the 
Emmy - winning “Untouchables,” 

Mich.; | would not necessarily mean that 
Weitman will follow it up with an- 
other of the same stripe. “Only if 

| fie standard of quality ts high and 
Re acceptance at the home sets 
coaducive to a high Nielsen stand- 
ing, will the stencil be stamped,” 
said Weltman. 

“It’s easy enough to duplicate 
a success as judged by the size 
of audience but even such trends 

fool-proof and have thr 
eit -_ 

end resait is invetiabie. He proved 
this with the sale of two MGM- 
TV properties (“Dr. Kildare” and 
“Father of the Bride”) which falicd 
to create sponsor interest until 

ang erdered fresh trea 
On Weltman's schedule for the 

season after next are stories ‘that 
can’t. be ealled a copy ef what 
will be networked sext fall. 

Pasternak will make his 
debut as a tv producer with “Fair- 
est Lady ef .All” (Statue ef Lib- 
erty), a series on fiinmigrants. who 
became famous, being scripted by 
E. Jack Neuman: “Boenbay Har- 
bor,” half-hour situation comedy 
for Russell Nype being scripted by 
Jameson Brewer: ene-hour dramse 

“333 Moentgemery’; 
“Wemnan of the Year” from the 
MGM picture of the same name; 
one-hour “Washington Correspor- 
dent”; Agatha Christie’s “Hercule 
P and “Sabina’s Beanly 

being prepared by Joe 

Whichever trend may be develop- 
ing after the first few months of 
next season, as with last season's 
“Flintstones,” won't have an effect 
on Weitman’s selection of proper- 
tles. He has already mapped hig 
schedule, which at any other studio 
would be called a full load, and he 
doesn't intend to change it even 
if the bandwagon Is roiling the 
Other ay. 

Big Latino Spread 
For NBC Int] Div. 
The Latin Americas star 

NBC International is on the rise 
NBC International, whieh sells 

1U.S.made telefilm series abroad, 
has been dealing in South snd 
Central America for about thrve 
years and until now with seemiig- 
ly. Httle success, but now, in Mrx- 
feo alone, it has sales worth at 
least $300.000 to the company 
NBC now has more films placed 

in Mexico, which is Latin America’s 
biggest tv market than any of ita 
U.S. sales rivals. NBC now has 
nine half-hour programs on the 
three Mexican tv channels, ac- 
counting for 14.7°% of the US. 
programming for the market This 
is opposed to the 3.9% share it 
had just Jast November. ° 

Besides being top syndie hous 
in Mexico, NBC International has 
sold ail 15 of its svailable series 
in. Argentina. Peru and Venezuela. 

Matching NBC’s nine series in 
Mexico is Screen Gems with nine. 

| Ziv and ITC each have six sold 
there and are thus tied for second 
position. TY Interamericana and 

] William Morris, in third. each have 
three half-hours apiece MCA and 
Magnum each have a half-hour 

United States programming 
plays a reéiatively miner role in 
overall Mexican ty programming, 
for a fotal of 14° of all Mexico's 
Lransmissions. . 



50 16th Annual Radio-TV VARIETY Review and Preview 

SEVEN ARTS: 
“ASSOCIATED . 

A SUBSIDIARY OF. SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, up: 
Motion Pictures —="Gigot™ . Starring Sackie Gleason, now Shooting In Patitree. 
Gene Kelly directing... 
Theatre—"Gono with the Wind” in preparation. ae 
 Felevision— Distribution of films for T.V., Wamer's “ace of the. 50’ tae 
Literary Properties —""Romancero” by Jacques. Devat... 
Real Estale—The Riviera pf the Caribbean, Grand Behama, In constructlannss 

| a s | rT NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue..." ~~ YUkon. 61719. 
rs 3 mga A BS. ‘CHICAGO: 8922-0 'N. LaCrosse, Skokie, il. ORchard 4:5108 
geo DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive’ = =» ADarns 9-288$ 

BEVERLY HILLS; 232'So, Reeves Drive —_-GRanite 6.1564" 

For list of WV stations programming Warner: Bros. “Films of 
the 50's” see. Third Cover SRDS (Spot W. Rates and Date): 
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on ‘ his - ‘second 

Play,o of the Week—ATV . 

- Revl
on’s S: Got 0

 0 " = 

Revion * atid Harry. Belafonte: 
dusted ‘éach: other off-this week, as 
both | parties ‘agreed, to:.cut short 

“thelr three-year - ‘contract’ for. tele-| 
° Mision specials, “after, one year: and 
one: show 

-- Revion said: “that. it: ‘wanted to. ‘dis- 
continue. special programs in favor| 
‘of regular tv-network sponsorships. | - 
(Sponsor: : has : alternate-week _ar- 
rangements. ‘at .CBS-IV. for twe 

.- programis,: Ed Sullivan and “Check- 
- "mate”), Belafonte ‘himself.is known. 

to lave been unhappy in some 
-emall measure with his’ deal; which]: 

.  @alled : for: three...new “pours | and|- 
: three: repeats ‘over the- three-year 
tenure ofthe ¢ontract. 

. Belafonte’ was-- signed” toe. the 
agreement after doing: one spécial | 

-- for Revlon. in .1959..Uiider the. are} 
.."Fangement,’ he produced “N.Y:,/19”| 
.--4n- Navember of 1960. He was to do| ; 

‘contract ‘stanza’: ‘on|: 
 @BS-TV last April; but the singer 
‘and Charles. Revson, head. of Rev- 

7 ‘Jon, couldn’t agree on-a. format: and. 
hence-decided’ to delay the second| 
telecast. until this coming’ fall, ‘but | 
the aborted contract : also’ ended |. 
”: disputed: plans* for the ‘pecond per-| 
formance. a 
‘In -getting. Belafonte to: let. him 

. ©ut!-of the remainder of the con-];, 
- tract (two ‘first runs: and’ three ‘re-|. 

° > pests), :Revson js “understood. to 
ave. paid ‘the performer -a--h 

‘come. in. at: about “$100,000,. ‘and 
_there. were considerations, Natu- 

"Pally, to ‘be made. for. repeats. 1. 
- About eight months.ago,” ‘Revson 

“ “"@ame: ‘to.:CBS. ‘and. ‘asked the .net- 
“... (work to buy up. the Belafonte ‘con- 
~ “tract, -becattse the sponsor wanted 
‘::-, to alte? its” ‘advertising . ‘schedule 
-! and: didn’t want further tv specials, 
---* but.the network ‘did not accept the 

: proposition. -Had it: not been. for] 
- Belafonte’s later change’ of heart, 

-* there. probably. still would . have 
* een. a continuation: of the. Revion 
th pact. 

: McLendon’s W S WGES 
~~ $2,000,000 Buy 

| throw 
“Chicago, Aug: 1." 

: Dyer, who has: operated. the 5-kilo- 
-Watter for 36.years: McLendon will 
put up WAKY, Louisville; for. sale 

‘- In order to make room ‘for WGES| | 
“under: group ow ‘nership quota: . 
. It's a'ssumed.’ McLendon, - if 

“granted FCC’ approval,. -will con- 
._ : tine to: operate it as a Negro-ap- 
"peal static, . since it's:been billing 
--around $1,000 .000: annually on that 
basis. Chi «metropolitan. has -a Negro 

, Dopulation | -of . 

_.. Waukee market. At-least: five other 
-, Stations here’ have: been | program- 
“ming for. the- Negro,” -and’ WGES. 
‘ spokesman s3‘d that ‘WLS, with its 

(Week Ending Jely 23) 

‘Azcarraga indicated, - 

nearly’. 1,000,000, 
“which makes . ‘the race. segment 

., alone about as large: as ‘the -Mil- 

ete. 

Homes 

- | (8060's) 
i Harpers, West One— Av ee dededavegens on: oa dee, re , 6143. a 

No Hiding -Place—AR fv. s.e. ee. evince vee veces e's 6084 © 
Coronation” Street.:: (Mon.)- ADA Sas 7 vovescecee D483 | 
Three Live Wires—ARB .c.csecciesccesge ne wee. “s o22. $397. 

_ Delfont’s: Sunday- Show—ATG 20000) deednceese. 5266 | 
- Emergency-Ward 10 (Tues. do ATV Fe et .- , 5158" * 
Boyd - QC—-AR we one, ers secseenoe ves che fa cee 5048 Lf 

* Coronation~ Street - (Wed. GRANADA: ele kegcentvegece 4937, 
_ Emergency—Ward ‘10 (Fri.)}—ATV: .:.:: ie get eag oe bee 4937. 
“ The Younger. Generation—-GRANAD Pr "e - 4937 

- Drama ’61--ATV =......... ereene cane es weetsesereercenve 4498. 
”. Professional: Boxing—AR esabnes iteewe ansce | 4429. 
... Summersong—AR- .. +05. eoeaceeeees an sicvetewececece 4278: 

\ The Avengers—ABC too ee eves Coeesone ve ot oe oe cewee ge eee, 4278 oo 

_Abracadabra—AR re ae le eres, 2000 a’ oe ses aes ve ovee wt el, Loe 4131 

. ‘Wagon. Train—AR -* woe eee Oe 6 veces eee tye ‘wee 8 were maeee 408 o 

” Bwenty Questions-<AR wae bo eee oe eigite Hie nian e HE Seow, 4059: - 
: Family - Solicitor -GRANADA. Sensabedencestsceresavess 4040. 
’..Calling Dickie Valentine —ATY.. bbe c ee nece ss cede eeceeene ie 

WOR: TV's Expanded Sked 

| smi GROUPS| 
~ SOTTO ON 

we ‘that it’s’ a movement -that’ will end | 

aby: BILL GREELEY. 

‘The Fecent’ big: swing of | ‘Station’ ° 

| groups to: self: represéntation has . 

. been the major event of the rep.; 

year. and, primarily: for ‘the giant | 

repperies, it has been a tough eco- | day, Oct.. 25, 10 ‘to 11 p.m. 
nomic rapi, _ 
Feeling °. among. _Teps'.- “4s. that. 

4 cations ‘that RKO General, .Metro- 
*T politan, ard in radio, the Don Lee 

. | Network,..will some time -in the; Crosby outings. 
oe future ‘be setting up their. own na- 

tional ‘sales wings. 

_ ‘there's. more. to .come, with -indi- | 

- While - some. industryitas feel ; 
+ 

‘when. the . major-niarket’. station} 
- {groups have defected. from. theif-| 

.-- tindependent rep-affiliations, theré’ ‘| 
"> |really no.substantial.evidence ‘that t } 

La. secondary-market group—or, for | 
-|that matter, a group. of secondary. | 

- Quits on ile TV ian 
market: .groups—couldn’t ‘success: |’ 
fully make the split. :. 

- Westinghouse’ started - it ail with: 
the: setting. up .of Television Ad- | 
‘vertising: ‘Representatives. to: han- 

‘| dle its ‘big city chain. Major indie 
| Peters, .. Griffin. ‘Woodward was: 

RKO General. New.’ York. ‘indie handling. the WBC stations..for 4, 

WOR-TV | ‘will “expand. ‘Ats ‘program 

schedule by 12: houts a week: dn. the 
a ey 

‘ Effective: Sept. “18, “station will]: 

stan on. at: 8:48 a.m. instead: ‘of the 

‘current - 10:45,- ‘and.’ on. ‘Sarurdays. 
the. broadcast day. ‘will ‘begin | ‘at. 
9:18. a.m., Sundays at 9° a.m. | 

“With - program plans’ yet: to be: 

announéed. a WOR: .spokesmagn: 

says: the. Aneréase. will’ provide. for 

several: new: discussion and A educa: 

tonal shows ° 

"Diy Shovs 
Mexico. City.» 

AS ‘Amertean television: networks. 

initiate’. ‘self-censorship, - 

bratality, - Mexico. is also ‘moving’ 

and. ‘for ‘a ‘gradual replacement of: -oat- } 
- “gome: settlement, First runs of the. 
an Benafonte shows were: supposed. to 

ers; crime ‘séries, ‘ete, ‘with’ more 
diversified ptogramiming. 

Emilio. Azcatraga Jt, ‘tn. ‘ati- 
nouncing a broad programm’ revision | 
‘policy ‘for. Telesistema - Mexicano, 

said ‘that’. moré: European and’ for- 
elgn product: will be‘seen by: home- 
‘screens in: ‘the. near ‘future. Re- 

cent trips: 40: Japan’ ‘and European | 

points ‘have ‘been: ‘successful’ in lin-- 

ing-up material: ‘suitable ‘for Mexi- 
can. audiences: - .. 

- But the long-range. goal is to give : 
widest preferences: to-made-in Mex-. 
ico’ series, on national themes and: 
‘using. local. talent. Azcarraga admit-: 
ted that cast: factor isa major-prob- ; 
lem, but: that; Televicentro- is. dis- | 
_posed to make any. - ‘justified’ -in- 
vestments jb. improve - “Programs | 
ming... 

‘There. will. not. be: a. tatat over- | 
‘of. “American-made. ‘shows, "| 

wn ‘| with these: shaving :a ‘place -in the 
| Gordon: ‘MeLendon is. purchasing 
ween top Neero: station . in- this: 

; market, for $2. 000. 000 from John A.| 
“‘mentariés and other material domi- | 

Mexican tv programming ‘picture, . 
However: the 

nated the: Mexican’ tv Scene appear | 
to be ‘fading. ~ ; 

“Mexican. : inade -product_ ‘py: ine 
dependent producers. cannot :com-' 

/. cleaning }° 

up ‘shows. dedicated to gunplay and: fill fn. the gap, grabbing off three 

7 WBTV Charlotte; and: ‘WIXT, Jack- 

[St- Louis; 

! Chicago: - 

cy 

T. 

4 
| 

reported ‘six ‘ta 614%. commission, 
‘but the loss of the group ‘cost them 
‘probably more. than: $10,000, 000. in: 
-commisstonabla:, billings. i 

- And TvAR. has. now moved. ‘ina 
direction- “that.” means’ an even 
greater. gouge. out of the indie. cof. | 
fers, - especially -if. It. develops into ; 
a trend.- with ..other : group rep: !: 

--| peries. The. WBC: ‘subsid:: pitched” 
-and -won three of-the stations for-]| 
merly handled by CBS’ ‘Spat Sales, 
but cut loose by government edict 

could. handle- only o&o's. ‘Stations’: 
‘| Signed with TvAR. outside Westing- 
house are. WTOP-TV, Washington, 

| sonville.. 

- Word. is that. ‘Storer; which this 
: }spring. opened its own rep offices, 

is likely to follow: the:.TvAR- line’ 
{n.-outside: solicitation. ‘The ‘Storer | 
move: hit the giant Katz. reppery |. 
hard; with’, a : multi-million: coms. 

| misionable. billings loss, again fig- 
uring the: rep. firm’s: ‘take. at under 
10% of: the: ‘gross. 

Katz, however, ‘has managed ‘to 

af .. ithe’ web-repped stations that 
were: pitched. by virtually all ma-. 
jor. reps: ‘WAVE, Louisville; KSD; 

and WRGBD, Schenec- 
‘tady.. Katz also recently. -picked up{- 
two median. New. England ‘stations. 
Katz | was’ hit -again, via loss: of 

ohe station, by: the most. recent | 
‘group move, the ‘settling | “up of7 
“ABC-TV National Station Sales to. 
handle ‘the network’s o&0's. Katz 
lost -—KABC-TV, Los ‘Angeles, . 
the... switch,. but. “another giant + 
Blair, .took the - brunt. having. han-: 
‘dled WABC-TV. New York: WBKB. 

WXYZ... Detroit: and ; 
-KGO-TV, .San Francisco:: ‘The loss,- 
of: course, again means mult-mil- 4 
lions. ‘in. commissions.. and at the: 
same.time kiocks.a top rep ‘firm: 
out of four very {mportant mar- 

: kets: - eel 

Corinthian’s'- modus operandi j 
was to. put its five tv outlets’ With : 
a single firm’: H-R. Representatives. zr 
-but H-R ‘was’ reportedly: required :: 
to trim its list {n order to take on’ 

ithe. -group.. H-R. stands to Jose 
heavily: when and if-RKO General 

[Craven Takes Dim View of Global 

‘tions here—Anglia:TV, Southern- | Communications 

-be quartered ipro: rata) and - pro- 

‘function. which 1s patronized by ! 

-|the air. by September. It will run; Rico Sugar 

; mission: has rapped knuckles of i 

j wanted the WILD heense renewal 

PPERIES 
Ty; Puts Cost at 126 Per Minute 

Washington, July 1. 
Commissioner T A. M Craven 

jof the Federal Communications 
Commission believes instantaneows 
{global television may “nevec” be 

wr Timer Specials 
-U.S. Time Corp., via Warwick & 

: Legler, - will, bankrolt four hour | economically practivai, 

variety: specials. on ABC-TV with! This dim view hishlighted the 
the first show’ slated for Wednes- | Week- long -heariags by the House 

le ommerce Committee on the feast- 
hbihty of a space satellites commu- 

Quartet ° of. specials will be in: nications system. 
addition to the company’s partici-} “Je will be posstble technically 
pation inthe “Steve Allen Show yas: early as neat year" Craven 
and half. bankrolling of two Bing ' told the committee, “but {ts out- 

October preem{ irageous Cost will make {it useless 
economically indefinitely.” 

will :-be- followed: by specials on; He said costs of such telecasts 
Noy. 30, April 6, and May 6, all would run to $12 O00 a minute, and 
from 30 toa 11: pm. Program de- | ' ‘hardly any story” wanld met 

| tails will, be announced later. such costs, “unless it was something 
like the death of a Pope.” 

Graven said the technical prob- 
Hems would be lieked as soon’ as 

‘al jenough | satellites are  orbited. 
“But difference [n time zones 

~ Bri rv H b 
And after Craven's testimony the 

‘London, ‘Aug. 1. {Federal space agency announced it 
+ Foor regional commercial tv sta-| Will launch two, and perhaps four, 

satellites next 

would make it cheaper fo put film 

TV; TWW and. Scottish-TV—have | year for-American Telephone and 

or tape recordings on super-fast 
jets we will have soon,” he sald 

‘decided to have: another shot at; Telegraph Co 
establishing: a regional network! AT&T will build the satellites at 
through interchange of programs. ; its own expense and will reimburse 
This time. the. plan is for each | the NASA space agency for launch- 

“.member-station ‘to produce three, | ing and tracking costs, — 
1 30-minute’ dramas which will be AT&T's agreement with the. 
screened by .the others. Previous- |-space. agency requires (he company 
ly, the stations tried swapping pro- jto make available all information 
grams which they had produced ‘developed by the experiments 
specifically for thelr own—often‘ The ayreement also gives the 
highly-individual. — audiences but {space agency the right to al! in- 
this didn’t work out ‘so well. ventions made by the company on 

‘Current -plan is a much: more 54 rovalty - itee basis and the right 

that network ‘spot Sales. -branches; j serious and. Jogical ‘approach to the to. issue ros alty-free licenses for 

idea of: an inter-regional web: j their. ase by others, 
whereby hi roduction costs can j P&T also tigured prominently 

y high production ¢ in the hearings. 
Antitrust Chief Lee Loevinger 

sald “a serious antitrust question” 
was evident because AT&T owns 
F ‘almost 85°: of the cummunira- 
tlons facilities. 
And AT&T Js one of nine Inter- 

nalonal communications tarriers 
charge. FCC to fornivlate a 

stood, {is the ‘prime mover of the | commercially operable satellite 
scheme, estimates jt will spend at 1 system. 
Teast $6,000 ‘on each drama, And,| “The carriers on the committes 

graroming he suitable for. all re- 
gions. Decision to. go ahead. was 
taken at the “Chairmen’s Lunch” : 
a -regular;. though — unpublicized, 

regional: station toppers. 

_Anglia-TV, which, it is under- 

‘as. with the other member-stations, | are: American Cable and Radto 
it 1s looking: for material for this Corp.; AT&T, Hawaiian Teley hone 
‘experiment which, it is hoped, will: Coa: 
get. prime time slotting. First of 

Press Wireless Ine; Hadio 
Corporation of Puerto Rico, RCA 
Communications Inc, South Ports 

Co.; Tropical Radin 
Telegraph (Co.: United States- 
Liberia Radio Corp; and the West- 
ern Union. Telestaph Ca, 

The Commission gave the com- 
imittee until Oct 13 ta report its 

RENEWAL ON WILD. 
‘RESTRICTED TO YEAR ‘tier? cpor {o 2re commu 

Washington, Aug 1. {i Loevinger, Justice Dep? as. 

Federal Communications Com-!2% alforney general, said 
it ontinued On pase meu 

Pe ey wee Ge ee 

the 12 dramas is expected to be on} 

weekly on. a. Fotation basis. 

‘ate 

the 

Ji¢ense renewal limited to one year! 
;for’ station: WILD- in. Boston. ‘Co operst ein Gets 

year renewal, ‘citing three main ! 
réasons: outstanding Federal tax | f ll Se 

i withholding taxes,.a questioned fi. ul véerance 
’ nancial- condition, and past pavola ; 

fal severance pac was war te Pa 
The - ‘commission at th e sane Crpserneey fein, f toa 1 ey proder 7 od 

time denied a petition by Boston 

NOY Coopercfean had been dis 
‘tion of. Musicians, AFL-C1O, which apaeri addente bs ee station 

; Noble Broadeasting Corp, with a! 

- FCC withheld the normal three- 

liens for nonpayment of employee 

allegations; i Arbitvation avaid of S140 in 

lisertae ost WN “TV, Sowa ke 
Local 9 of ihe’ American Fedeta- Ne nae NEAT. nae 

bast Mates sites fio fad atten fig 
(which” has. already: expressed: in- to be designated fora hearing ‘Whe. sy meetin called be Now Jeney 

days when. American .Series, doeu- | {terest in its’ own rep shop! makes . musicians ‘had complained the sta- Ge oarsar Ve nee aittert af gefaree 
La move. Reppery, now: handiés.’ tion failed to originate and broad: ape Chapeed B3ous a deraes onagt tot 
iWOR-TY.. New “York: WNAC-TYV, ‘cast. Hive. music, iN ebatestoun oloeg toh wae pene 
tine. atte Los Angeles: and : hae: veh te corafe cor Emanuel Stan 

empils..Oniv other ;. oom mame wf ee eR Bee Pate pe Ste, 
i RKO. ty station, CKLW-TY, De-. WOR’s Arm Grid tld ti aseenfcen. of dituluc vty 
4 troil- -Wind- Or. is handled: -by Adam ly 4 Ld eg Niet al prtaego © ape not pare professionally and technically. 

with -American episodits.. Juan. 
‘Duran y.. “Casahonda, Televicentro 
public Telations’ chief, who scored 
‘the poor. quality ‘of Mexican. made: 
episodics recently. _ also added | 

ily -fare- "either. stressing “as. they‘: 
do - amorous deceptions, adultery, 

? 

| 

can “style, are. not. very good fam- : Blair. have the lion's 

Young. Televi i<ion.. 

| The. chain’ moves fave. given: ‘all 
independent reps...something. to; 
‘think about {nthe .présent or fe! 
lure. handling. ‘Of ‘groups. A brevle: ; 

share of Varies” - 
ous groups: in the-shop. rupning to 
about’a‘half,a dozen each But, for 

He said ‘that’ these: do ‘more {the Fecord, here are the important’ 
damage. to morals.of- youth than’ an. ‘elements. in. the. rep-chain picture... 

‘entire’ “stew: of oaters, 
new rock: 'n’ rc!l for-iat; has -also.| and -crime. episodes coming. from | 
begun: to ymake’ inroads. ; By fthe TS. _ 

gangster : Triang!é -is handled exclusively -by 
-Transcontinent. bs. Petry. all 

(Continued on: “pag ge 80). 

Blair; 

b 

“Sept 23: 

- again . by 

‘to take advantage of the (ai 

‘WOR Radio will catry the hore i if Statues ese used the sean 
“and away Army football game, tor eat get lace resgeditt dy tae od. 
the fourth: straigiit year this Lait ig. Cn orherdinatven afd caer ts a 
with the opener ‘against Riche oe Soccaatnet. as round. for the dtve 

G. at West) Pont scheduled 11s in: a! Arh ration suabiece thesis et, 
1? fo othat the eanmany Neonat | 

‘Play-by-play will be handied ‘Te iefile Ascocides has offered 9 
a Stan Lomax and Les Sproat of is assertion. deper de z 

Smith. Via cooperation of Wet: allevalions 
Point. officials, microphones wil be! Caonerstein had been eraniaed 
set'uo all around the playing fie id - 1% sear- be the es an at fhe ten 

ote dog na T)-ccve Sey 2 Ceosate] vf 

Veer a wat thee ofver patty ta tee 
bay te, ‘ 

1 

sheering section and 124) p.cee 
Ar my band. 
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HATS OFF Dad’s back: The kids are back. Homework's. done. Mum 'g. 

got her-feet up (at last). It’s telly time—family. time. Time for London to. sit. back: and: 

relax. Time when 9,000,000 Londoners are looking in at Associated- Rediffusion. | 

We're a real friend to 2.831 000 London families: part. of. home life in the most. 

important-market-of-all in Britain. This i is the friendly atmosphere your sales doctor 

orders. Hats off again; to the advertisers who prove television advertising a ‘success! 

WA ASSOCIATED-REDIFFUSION 
TELEVISION HOUSE ‘ KINGSWAY - LONDON: wea 

London's Television J Monday to Friday 



. “Old: -Man ‘ and. ‘the’ “Sea” - 

"weren't. glossed. over. 

. - , 

NEST HEMINGWAY. : 
ith Robert Shaw, Cyril. Connolly, 

_. Romain. Gary, Noni Jahavu, AL | 
’” berto’Moravia, Julian’ Moynihan, 

Anthony Powell, Raja Rae, Si- 
mon Raven; : Stephen: Spender, 

_- Archibald McLeish. | 
a $0: Mins,,: Sun. ‘10:20 p.m. 

* BEC-TV, from . ‘London | 

- Despite a shortage: ‘of filmed: ‘ma- 
ln terial, this tribute to. Hemingway. 

‘made an effective: ‘and: moving sur-. 
. ‘vey-of the man’s‘literary. and .per- 

3 *-."gonal- stature, Actor-author Robert: 
. Shaw as’ the-link-man, ‘and. pre-.| 

served just the’ right ‘balance. ‘OF 
“--yespect for the. truth, .as: well as 

‘for ‘the reputation, - “He: gave the | 
half-hour ‘a memorable close with 

2 a Yeading: of Hemingway’ s: “eredo. 
(from- “Deatir. ‘in, the: Afternoon. aan 

A. bunéh™: of: literary’ -bigwags | 

‘War. ‘doeumentary:- 

AC Farewell. to: 
‘Some * claimed . that | “They 

Was: a- 
- phony, though’: ‘Archibald MeLeish | 
“.seeméd’ to .dispuite ‘it..Cyril. Con- ! 
‘Rolly. spoke of Hemingway's. ‘dedi- : 

- Gation to action,.and poet Stephen.: 
" . Spender: réferred ‘to his. reluctance ; 
*“to-indulge’ in literary talk,. aS some- 

‘how. unmanly.’ African . writer :Noni 
Jahavu.- said .that. he had ‘the’ old ; 

’ .Arnis.” 

idea: of.a ‘native as ‘a Kind, of. glori- ! 
gus savage, and many’ indicated j 
that he ‘had’ little gift. for’ ‘portray. 
ing women. 

As indicated; Hemingw: av’s faults 
But . they | 

threw..into -relief. his . ‘real ‘genius, 
for. flexing the. American -language. | oe ho. ‘among other things, do. re-"| 
into’ a muscular :means’ of -expres- 
sion, ‘for voicing ™ the unbidden 
Jdreams .of ‘the ‘laconic ‘man.- And. 
‘the childish’ side’ of his bull-fighit--: 
ing’ fan-worship: was. hinted by. an: 

- ‘Oxford undergraduate. 
The. ‘program: ‘was ably” “compiled 

‘py. Stephen’ Hearst, and was-a fit-: 
"+ ting memorial. to a man, who loved 

° truth. ei Oy Ottas 

“¥STHER: I 
” ‘With. Clifford. Evans, William | Dev- 

‘lin, Margaret. Whiting, 
Spenser, . Brinley Jenkins, - Wale | 
ter: Brown,, Molly Kenny’ — 

: ‘Producers: Emyr ‘Humphreys, | 
. Christian Simpson ~~ 

“Writer: ‘Saunders. Lewis: 
25 Mins.,. Mon; 9:10: ‘p.m. 
BBC-TV, from Cardiff ~ " 

“This: ‘was. a first-rate: “dramatic 
“outing in the ‘unlikely. territory ‘of 
the .. Old: Testament... Saunders 

. ‘Lewis, a Welsh ‘scribe who. writes 
. In his.own Janguage, has’ already. 

proved - his. ‘imaginative. Tesources ; 
‘$n'va couple ‘of tv-:dramas. His ; 
strength isto ‘take a: historic, ‘or |. 

_Weineeiy, vga 2 3961. oon 

"Foreien TV! Roce 
; Liccecisanaesteereenibtancneintinestintsia | Director: 

: passion ‘of the ‘script. Willian’ Dev- i 

everett ra SECOND. CUP: 

‘ : ers) 

iF ‘Producer-writer: Al ‘Shea 
Johnny Domec. 

Mins:; : 
') unnecessarily. For. her object’ pall WDSU:-TYV; New Orleans.. 
achieved. ‘without it.~ -$ thl cohosti d° and reinea| 

: The. acting. measured up to the: moothly. ’ ste 
: by attractive. Terry Flettrich. and 

din. was . superbly “wily. as:. the ; genial ‘Bob Nelson, “Second Cup”; 
‘politico: with. an axe to grind, and:: got underway to # good" start Fri- 

| Clifford ‘Evans. imposing. as thes da 128i, alf-heur’ stanza, ‘built | 

“proud, unbending . Mordceai:- Mar- 3’ y H around” format that - “integrates; 
garet’ Whitittg. moved . as- Esther. 

-'| although’ ‘she: missed’ out on .the i celebrity, and other guest. inter- 
full ‘power ~of- her’ set “speeches,” Views; news, advice by .a. psycholo- ; 

Walter “Brown: was’ fine. as’ -As-|. ! gist.; ‘and. ‘filmed’ ‘touts .of high. 

“tein Avinual | Redio-TV VARIETY Review and. Preview 

HE INVISIBLE ‘cITry 

| Associate Producer Gordon Hyatt 
‘Writer; Wallace 
160 Mins:; Thurs. (27), 9 p.m. 

‘Mon.-thra-Fri., 9 am} F.. M.. SHAEFER BREWING 
L WCBS-TV, N.Y. 

- i BBDE&O) 
oA. happy: shew, about happy peo- 

ple with. happy problems was the 

; WCBS-TV documentary on New 

York. City. The hour vid-valentine. 

itelecast ‘Thursday -27: night at 9 

ipam., 

“most happy shew, theugh. 

‘For . one. the” telementary Ws 

* hogred.: ‘down. with purple: prose: 

TELEVISION REVIEWS | 

didn't prove out to be the ; 

suerus, arid: Alan: Taylor's’ sets, 
were’ ‘fort nidable- ahd -striking.. f points: of interest’ ‘around town, - .Abounding were such phrases asa 

58 

THE NEWBURGH D1LFMYA 
| With Terry Fletirich, Bob. Nelson, with Eddie Albert, narrator; others ; With Robert Schakne. others 

Ed Planer and Dr. Joyce Broth-| Producer: Warren Wallace Pred ucer: Gordon Hyatt 
Director: Robert Calabria 
36 Mins., Thurs. :27), 10.30 pm. 
WCBS-TY, N.¥, (film) 

There prebabls boueint teem @ 

mare Vivid INCE Geceed ave 

where of the svtacret va New 

bingh, NY. thon @ f caver. 388 

,Thutsdry 27 ty Were iN tee 

CBS flag in NY. dsc t. faecr 

public alta. prac cers stee of 
reasonably peed gdii tectuse fee 

a 

David: \- 

| Christian | _ Simpson -achieved «. 
“mounting: ‘tension . which’ ‘gr ipped,| 
throughout. The camera iy ork Was 
-superb.. and’ they achiev eda ‘classic. | 
| simplicity. by. concentrating the’ eye: 
on: the céntral characters. : : 

. The ‘terse: ‘and ‘sinewy ‘prose | ‘of! WW ides: 
_ built’ up-the portrait; after Heming-| Saunders . Lewis. was well trans-%: 

*. way'’s voice ‘was heard ‘over tne‘! lated - from. the “Welsh: “by. Elwyn | 
soundtrack :.of’ ‘the. ‘Spanish’ Civil | Jones,.and the: whole. thing. made. 4 River: 

“The- Spanish. | one. of the.most- haunting and:.im- "FF ench Quarter and the: 
Earth.’ It “was. generally agreed | portant dramas to-be. séen on local ‘Tine., 
‘vith Italian: novelist Alberto Mora- 
« “yia that ‘his most lasting work was. 
+ to be found in. the ‘short. stories-. 
and: in- the novel, 

tv" sereens: this’ "season. O! ta. 

"SOME: OF -THOSE DAYS | 

“Allister, | ‘Barney. : ‘Potts, ‘Thora *. 
- Anders,: Pat. Morgan, - ; Eance 
Harrison ‘orch; others . 

| Producer: Neil Sutherland - 
30: Mins:;. Sun.:(23),°730 p.m.” 
CBC, froni” ‘Vancouver = 
f..- “It: Ain't. Gonna, Rain’ No. More"” 
lis ‘title of this ség—covering 1922-° 
1'25—of. ‘CBCIs lively. . ‘hot-weather : 
+1 nostalgia- -fest: -It's.a lulnand, ‘with ' 

‘lie back and relive. the dear. dead 
. Gays:. 

- Show. ‘has a good pair ‘of ‘clowns 
1=_Barney. Potts and’ Donald .Brown 

imarkable recap ‘of ‘the. dogeatcher 
ibit- from’ Moran & -Mack’s Cotum-. 
{bia disk: ‘smash series “Two Black 
Crows.” ‘Not, of course; in black- 
face, proving that. ‘the old material 

warbling dolis—three. blondes: and 
a brunet—not. identified ‘except in 
.credits.: One of them, platinym 
Lorraine: ‘MeAllister,. w:k. on: net- 

_ Lwork tv, does “‘How Come ‘You: Do: 
Me” and. ““Gotta See: Mama. Every 
t Night”. up blue. , 

Other oldies. ‘include “Last: Night 
;on the Back: Porch,” “Don't Bring | | 
(Eu lu,” |"“Barney.. Google,” “June. 
‘Night’: and: “Sleepy. Time. Gal’. | 

‘ltwith “ “8: o'clock’. changed to “9 
0 ‘clock”—Presumably | DST). 

| formance . by. tall, 
‘Morgan ina. Harry. Richman getup- 
and: with all kinds of: dash’ ‘and 
charm...‘ He’s. a ‘nightclub’ vet -in. 
‘Canada’ ‘and western “U.) S. Other. 
gal ‘Singers, all dripping. zip- -and 

,§.a., are ‘Thora -Anders, *- Betty, 
' Hilker and Pat: “Walker. ° mn 

‘Interspersing.:. the songs. and 

: scarcely anything specifically Can- ; 
' adian. outside,.production _ and. east, .|- 
“could ‘go. anywhere . people’ like . to. 

That.|° 
Jone was - given a standout. per- 

‘handsome: - Pat} - 

: .  ASsuerus’ interests, for his life had. 

- mythical, . situation and. invest it | dances: are ‘stills: ‘of ‘Showbiz. ‘and. 
With ‘up-to-the-minute significance: | world. events: ‘eovering . ‘the « tune. 
“The ‘story of the Jewish Esther, ‘years—exceéedingly:- ‘well selectéd 

.-Mmarried to thé. Persian: King -As- and. .covered | “aptly. ‘by: Bill’ Bell- 
--.guerus; who saved. her people from |man’s.easy gab: They range. from 
extermination has obvious’ modern ‘2. ‘Polish: : cartoon: . of . Germany's’. 
“undertones, and. Lewis: detailed. it. { Stresemann - -pitching: for world | 
in vigorous. language and a ‘strue- 'peace’ fo’ ‘an...$8,500 for . chassis + 
‘ture’: that’ gradually grew. tighter only) «. Isotta-Fraschini | to 

: .as:the climax approached. | sideburned Ramon. Navi ‘aro of the ; 
aeiold “Ben. Hur.” .° 0. - Esther (Margarét - Whiting) ° Ny as|~ Lance Hartisoi '§ orch. gives lives, 

‘conceived with. considerable sub- {;. 
tlety. .When' the: Chief: ‘Minister, ly: backing ‘and appears in a- neat: 
‘Haman “ (William: Devlin) “per- impresh. of:the old’ Paul: Whiteman’: 

_suaded “Assuerus to proclaim death 
for all Jews 'in-his kingdom, Esther 
- Was ‘persuaded by Mordecai, a. Jew 
(William: ‘Devlin) to ‘intercede. for 

_jher people:.:At first,. she: rebelled; i 
for Assuerus didn’t know: she’ was- DIE ‘PERSER~ 
Jewish ‘and ‘she. was’ doubtful ‘ of | (The Persians)’ . 
her power over:-him; he had stayed 
‘away from. her: ‘ped .for..a. mozth. | 
A question- of - digriity: and: ‘in-. 

_fegrity was--involved.. Should. ‘she |” 
‘humble herself in ‘weak abasement. 
to: achieve -her . end? : Waman’s 

. hatred for the Jews was partly 
personal—his forbears had °: been | 
killed - by.” them. _Esther | managed {- 
_ to prove. that it was also. against 

oldster. 7 “Gard,, 

Boysen, Holger. Kepich, : others. 
Producer: SFB ° 

- Director: Hans Lietzau, ' 
‘100 Mins,; ‘Thurs.; 8:20 p.m.. 

presentation of’ SFB. (Station. Free : 

previously: been’ ‘saved’. by. “Mor- 
decai; ‘wha. had warned him. of: a 

, ‘murderous ‘attempt. 
-When Assuerus | earned: ‘of this; 

-he -.. honored: . Mordecai: Haman, 
Tealizing. that ‘he. was on the. losing 

 -‘side,. pleaded | with.:Esther -for- his 
. own life, But ‘she wouldnt:.save: 
.. him from -her, husband's ‘anger. 

' Lewis addéd an - ‘intriguing’: twist: 
Esther bad to confess: her ‘own 

standirig direction. of Hans Lietzau. 
‘He was. helped. by a ‘competent, 

Jewishness and: associate ‘herself | cast ‘that included .such’ excellent } 
‘with -hér:own people, even though | and always :dependable German | 

- this. might, ‘put. her. Alife in “pert : (Continued on Page 58). 

band) .and Neil Sutherland's direc-. 
tionis full’ of bounce: -Half-hour- | 

J passed’ like : 10. cminutes . ‘to. an; 

iis the | Téoftop ‘of the. elegant. new | ‘long ‘before the Viewer was relly - 

: Setting ‘of ‘the. five- -a-week. stanza‘ 

Producers Emyr: Humphreys and: Was marked by: ‘gn easy, informal. ‘park must. contain the substunce 

ai ; atmosphere, fof discovery; or life is a song of 
" { balloons that reach cluttering te 
jthe sky....For another, it took {00 

' Roxak, Orleans’ hotel. ‘Looking ‘out’. hooked, 
-over | “the City;: 

a “panoramic, “hae ekdrop 

An - tv—the. Mississippi; 

‘Feoftops ‘of - the” historic | 
city: Ss. sky 

unique 

The: camera “oved: ‘easily “from: 
| sandry participants | to bring about } 
pa friendly ‘bond. hetween viewers: 

With - Bill, Bellmai,_ Lorraine. Me-: aad those on the ‘sereen 

: neat 
1 praducts. 
| should also promote ‘patronage for ! 

‘| plush hostelry and: attract | tourist | 
“| trade for the. city. | a 

Va “talented team and. ‘contribute. 

‘Producer has come ‘up With’ a! , 
idea’ which,. besides. selling 

of various. -sponsors,. 

-Mrs; Fiettrich and Nelson. torm 

much . to the «fast-moving: | free- 
‘wheeling | 30-minutés of entertain- 
‘Nient and: information. : 

exceedingly. frank advice on. 
wide range of adult. problems. 
“Newsman Ed ‘Planer presents a- 

‘lively. capsule summary. of ‘the 

Shows. title refers to that part 
of .morning.. when homemakers 
‘pause to relax with. a second ‘cup 
Of, coffee. 

. Johnay * ‘Domec's ‘dett. direction 

hitch. Camera’ work As: toprate. © 
; vi Linz... . 

: Camera ‘Three. Cost 
Swing, ‘bop. and progressive: jazz: 

and: the : bump-and-grind chicks 
have come and gon 
while the., traditional 4 

-on’:and on in ‘an interminable 
nightly ‘stand at Ryan's. It. was 
rhighly fitting that this. authentic 
| Staple should. make the. first. half- 

‘young F bands in-1907), and he directs. his} 
i group: of six.sideémen with dedica-: 

With “Elisabeth. “Flickenschildt, | a very early . jazz. dance. Walkin’ | finale, ‘Bochner was suitably ex- : 
--Friedrich- Domin,. ‘Thomas Holtz-: the’ Dog,” and: “Charleston.” The | posed. as: a cad while Miss Mar stall ¢ 

: mann, Wolfgang. Buettner, Rolf. L thale quartet did a. blues chant, 
“Blues ‘Ingee,’’. 

“W-German. TV,. from :Berlin (fil): included “Bouquets” 
Another artistically: ‘outstanding Gras Rag,” which speak for them- ; 

tv ‘offering “emerged. asa similar“the. three-part series with jazz |which evaded the script. 
‘success, chiefly thanks to: the “out- ' Pianoist-vocalist ‘Nina’ Simone... 

Iprinciptes. wel]. ‘worth ‘defending. use of cartoons. 

peut de~ Paris. brought 

‘hour. of 4 ‘three-part summer musi- 
cal series for. WCBS-TV: and the 
N.Y. State: Education Departnient’ s 
‘Camera -Three”: ‘Sunday (30) on 
the CBS. network: on 
“De Paris has ‘been playing Dixie 

‘for 54°years the started.in varnie 

tion: tothe. genuine. Following .a 
brief. 4ntroduction. by show -host 
James Macandrew; ‘de. Paris took: 
‘over. ‘emcee. chores, . handling. them. 
with .a . guiless modesty that” was | 
remarkable for. the. medium. 
The band. was the sbow’'s feature, 

‘in’. four: 
‘{dancers- and. the -Townsmen . .Quar- 
| tet. to demonstrate. jazz in ‘lyme 

“Second Cup™ | pra: j 

it One. of the most ontstanding 
features is “Consult Dr, Brothers,” 

‘| featuring Joyce:- Brothers, ‘psy- iWas of merit. 
‘chologist and educator, who offers 

headlines: at a.crisp pace, and the: 
-yarious : commercial plugs are in-} 
Vested: with: ‘believable sincerity. 

‘is . intrinsically. good:). Also . four. 

on. 52nd St. 
lew Orleans 

| music of Wilbur de Paris ‘has gone. 

There was & good idea bahind 
the. show. and there were moments 
‘of rich: humor and of lite rendered 
‘with insight). The. concept was 
‘that New York,. Vike most ans other 
“city, really: represents the ind id- 
ual ‘lives of. its citizens, For that 
! reason, it's ‘an “invisible city.‘ 
ifor who can extract the composite 
{picture of. all the city’s inhabitants 

Working’ with that premise. it’s 
‘pity that 

>writer. Warren Wallace didn't fol: 
How: through to. a greater “e\tent. 
; Some ‘of the tintypes of New York : 
- people he. captured on the sercens 
were gems. They proved tar mare 
foetic than the pretty prose. Ad- 
ditional portraits, covering a Wider 
slice. of. the tity, 
more color and dimensions to the 
show.. 
for less labored pacing. 

. Idea, too, of having a happiness 
hour on the-city of New York also | 

New York. of late, * 
has rendered an image of corrup- 

a|tion,.violence and trouble. That 
* pte city has other facets toits per- 

sonality has all been forectten hy 
many inside and outside the me- 
tropolis. 

_Eddie Albert nar rated com. | 
‘petently and weaved in and cut of 
‘the film with an affectionate smile. 
Producer Wallace, who also ditt the 
interviewing, has a laconic’ style lin making “actuals” 
reminiscent of “Dr agnet” staccato 
‘dialog, The background musical 
store, composed by Evra Lader- 

runs the informal affair. withaut a} man, and rendered by :the CBS 
Chamber Orchestra, was a lilting 

J assist, . Horo. 

994944 

was ‘spelled out emphatically Wed. 
(26Y on. CBS-TV's United States 
Steel Hour. But the theme of 
‘Double-Edged Sword,” admirable 
as. it may be, failed to translate 
itself into stirring drama. 
-Adapted by Sidney Carroll from 

.a play by John Manship White. the 
hour-long ‘production was a creaky 
vehigje that. was oiled only by fine 
performances from Leo G, Carroll 
and Cathleen Nesbitt. Carroll por- 
trayed a retired British army of- 
ficer faced with the problem of 
swearing to a falsehood in order 
to receive a ‘generous bequest from 
his brother’s will. 

Miss Nesbitt had the role of Car- 
roll’s. sister-in-law.: She, too. would 

{have benefitted hardsemely from } 
the wil] had her brother signed a 
necessary document. But tier tra- 
dition and breeding prevailed over 
‘Preed when a question of t1uth and 
{honesty | became involved. Less loy- 
al to” principle were attorney | 
Lloyd: Boehner wha was handing 
the. will details and Sarah Marshall. 
‘the army officer's niece. — 

produce r-reporter- ‘ 

would have Jent” 

It. also might. have allowed . 

fother side of the com 

argos, 

T ele F ‘ollow-Up Comment | Writers: 

j onto high schoo] tescher. 
{ Classroom tactics are 

, Superior Sex’ 

6ditng abd poet cela stad 

he Dere. pespansitae tea Voto ae 
madstag: part ef fa gee on | 
Robart Scehne 

Schahne secumd *o..rsveds tnene 
PePIENCEG IN Seoul: fee dees That 
married semewhat as lit os the 
SPLORTANVTS UaNiatet, aibcaeta dh se 
nmerrauen Mself Leo wets it asad 
(Cats £ Was (eas and .esecaha 48 
‘the progiams repetter one as a 
wonderhind. sete as sttereih 
and bmportanee on Ube pte nese cad 
Hep work he cid est. hiny the 
‘ducts oO stds wluit. -emaene | ag 
called “Newbuisa’  tacwei: to 
‘alms.” AMinasS  Laewepapers 
Seem By coliapaceed dept ate tele 
Hlowing the 13 camtreve: tas Jucrsts 
, developed by Unut ctts ta ie Seen its 
"wellare Ipad 

Shukne. whi has get beau asecd 
Jleamuch by WOKS ti baw ae 
eked CG Mahe every Guest 
“that he asked ef the capperters 
oRd opponents of toe Newbsoah 
welfare plan Tite sqp.der at seme 
of the heainwerk bebied the 23 
‘peints to end the reed ceais cas 
cawh. So that he wcatdut te ace 
cused Gf ads itabrest soe. that 
Schakhne went eut at fas wor to 
find a Verbal birnkicr te t-he tue 

SHIL usaf 
all, the points fer heth sates, such 

;as they were, were ninde easly 
-and so that there wie ne guedin 
fas to what each participant an the 
program meant, ; 

“The Newburgh 13 esa a? 
‘marked Gordon Heat) ss  aicaden 
ivoyage as a produces ef prtlic af 
{airs for WCBS-TV He bas een 
an associate producer only bul ane 
{would never have jesse id fiom this 
| strong program th Absatt bad arnye 
jthing less than vears of cxpurrence 

tila 
Art 

ne 

a ceunt 

SUPERIOR SEN 
With George \i.rray, Alan lund 

Reyce Frith, I.:iry Mann, Susan 
Fletcher, Corinne ¢€ onley, Zoe 
Caldwell, Blanche Lund; moder- 
ater, Elwy Yost 

Preducer: Drew Crossan 
Paul Wayne, Richaré 

' Eusties 
30 Mins,, Wed., 19 p.m. 
CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LTD. 
STERLING DRUGS 

CBC-TV, fron Toranto (tape) 

With its weekly, 30 mins poten- 
tialities a bore. plus the intricacy 
of Sts scoring system and ruler 
only exceeded by the jomt unter- 
tainty of ty viewers and panel 
members, “The Superior Sex" ig 
a dud. Corvgled with flis is the 
presence of eight) panelists.~four 
men tleted abe and four women 
below— who mat manipulate 
electric gadgets vinch entitles 
them to answer first. a «late of swe 
which suffuses the panel as «wel 
as such ty viewers whe dont turn 
that dial. - 

Added to this) the moderstor 
of the octet is Biny Yot a Sore 

shove 
no fiatp to 

jthe program 1n they cxecleable 
waspishness, plus fhe time ene 
suming introductions of the exght 
panelists at whom: the questions 
ure subsequently | addresecd “The 

Lone is a 12 aceka’ 
summer replaccment song: 16 49 land dance. The ‘dancers - performed. | Before: virtue triumphed at. the j 

itrans-Canada ty stautmens of the 
‘Canadian Broadc ar (anit ‘ cpr and 

| character when. . money and or a | carried by the CBE st 
and wound a. jazz. possible ‘husband loomed as m- j With the gals’ team nmaned ag 

portant prospects. Bochner’s per- 2 the winners by 100 peinfs an’ the 
formance appeared a bit. too pat : overstafied =< OF «.ep cuffed 
and mechanical. Miss Marshall was { pane}, pro and con isc .ers cere 
‘adequate. Competent support was i finally and polnstabiwciv arived 
provided’ by Anthony Kemble at in the tradeniarbcd usonbers 

: arrangement of the. hymn,: “Closer 
| Walk With Thee,” with @ few bars 
as written.. Straight instrumentals 

‘and “Mardi. 

selves in an. indication ‘of - the tra- 
“as -_ Jd 2 famous as Saine af These Berlin)..- After ©-“Medea’’’ ‘and! dition in the de Paris ‘book. Couper and Walton Butterficld | nade, ae Of The 

’Wonien ‘of Troy.” ‘it's the third | j:. Jobin Desmond's direction didn’t |2MOng others. i Daye’ ae me J Rode van 
piece of .the Greek antiquity: that; strive: for special. effects, letting | Tom Donovan's direction drew ; Time is My Ae eS Be 

“{ Mattias Braun, .a clever..man inj the show stand on its rhythmic ifew sharp dramatic values out of ; en My Baty am: a at Me 

“this: particular field, has. adapted . and ‘melodic: projection, which was. “Sword.” However, the physical; C et rail 4 he " ' ra€ “hata 
for video.’ Aischylos’: “Persians” as it, shouJd have been... “values of this George Kondolf pro- : Comee wer wie Mewantistn aie 
was. & memorable stage-success of: | After a classical outing ext {duction for The Theatre Guild | Smiths, My Man’ Fanny Brice: 
_Berlin’s. past theatre’ :season—this:. - week, “Camera. Three” wrll wind [helped give authentic touc hesi Ricky Hyslops “Orch of eaght 

men bridged the musical pape an 
Plugs. for U.S. Steel again {8 spritely manner bat “ese never 

‘lstrested the convenience uf soft- ; seen on-camera- the panes) +how- 
rinks in steel cans. Chemicals | ing woeful. lack of knov lige of 
from coal proved an interesting ; show biz, together sith imeapert- 
“message” from the speusor via its lence of knowing the pure‘: ‘ine in 

Gildb. ] the literary category. AJcStay. 

Bill. 

. US. ‘Bice Hour. 
‘That ‘truth and - honesty are 
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FCC's. Channel Shifts — 
ee = - 

13s, ifseftord, Conn. 
oa ale, Pa 

trancpicn de ¥ VNBE- FV, 12), 

( free: vpeatite Urbana - Danville “3 
SpunsiebiBeeataur, Ub. 
TV. 3B. Columbia. S.C eWIS-TV, 
1 J ee teat | Mont = 

- semen aky swaishtjacketed 

toagets £9 
tombs aetess Pre matic m in more’ 
the: got Got the 73> top markets. 
Tae nes FOC pro mosal said such 
bosb earn! “ae be limited to a 

Sreait mum 
exert? paljshie adverse impact 
upon existing UEF operat ns.” 

referresl 

a+ he pred 2 

ras 

eor}y -si@- competitive outlezs in! 
the aajor markets where there are ; 
aluead. two VHP stations and: 
where the ad lition of a third VHF 
station would not impinge signifi- | 
eantly upon existing CHE service.” 
In a separate Commission action, 
adtition of a th: rd VHF in 10 ma- 
jor markets was proposed. 

~ Oflered to relax certain tech- 
nical requirements to make con- 
strurtion and operation of UHE 
stations possible at less cost. 

~-Suygested etiminating the ta- 
bl» of CHE assignments. In its 
place would be an assignment sys- 
tem under which anyone desiring 
4 build a station In a certain clty 
could apply for the lowest locally 
avaitable UHF channel without 
antecedent rule making, 

—Proposed wiping out compara- 
tive hearings for UHF channels ' ‘to 
the end,” to we FCC's words, * ‘that 
a qualified applicant will be 
granted any channel for which he 
has applied before anyone else.” 

—Tossed out the idea of permit- 
ting VHF stations to operate paral- 
lel CHE outlets in the same com- 
munity under waivers: of duopoly 
rules. This, FCC said, will involve 
earmarking for each dual opera- 
tion enough UHF channels to pro- 
vide a UHF outlet for each existing 
VIE station, as well as for all 
holders of VIE" construction’ per- 
mits, FCC proved holding this 
pool for comme:eial use for three 
ears . 

> —Asked Conscess again to re- 
quire all set manufacturers to 
send only ail-channel receivers in 
{nterstale eonmerce. . 

—Said it favored GHF channels. 
for translator use in supplement 
service from major UHE stations. 
Although translators are now lim- 
ited to the upper 14 channels, FCC 
may make lower channels available 
liter, it was stated. | 

---Proposed earmarking “suffici- 
ent” additional UHF channels for 
educational use “taking into ac- 
ent oan updated assessment of 
these needs " 

Minow In Favor 
The tight FCC division found 

Chutnan Newten Minow and 
Conmmniusstoners Frederick Ford, 
Rohert VY. Bartley’ and. Robert E. 

alowed only in 

Toes favoring the CHE broposals. 
The other three, Commissioners 
Rol Hiyade, ‘T. A. M. Craven and 
Just + Ora di »sented, 
7 difterent action, in which 

FO ys utsinmmaus texcept Minow 
had soarate views of his own 
which be expressedi, FCC pro- 
pose! shart spared “squeeze-in” 
Viti oo. aryents for 10 markets, 

Tie 2 all within the 75 major 
merkot. ond all now with twa 
Vili. are. Saton Rouge, La.: Day- 

* ton, Odin: Borminzham, Ala:; Jack- 
sonvilly, Fla, Knoxville, ‘Tenn.: 
Jove stow, Pi: Charlotte, N. Cc: 
Oklthors Ces chy teking a VHF 
aa. fees ened. Oblast: Provi- 
desce 2 oo: ued: sacure, NY. 

Adeito ork ca: Teatiies in the 
Cape ote FeO ation were 
{i see 

Fo clout 

JSvbaecs somes 

fittabos it 

rites os, 

adbfed 
state oe. 

mr. 

to Sw 
H feat 

% Do abosed giving 
VE, it made 

*lyrent in a sepa- 
aris: decisisn, FCC 
[2 to the New York 

ct the sane time, 
Sifram Rochester 
suitched channel 

» to Pochester. 
VV: r-thliie, Providence 

thant, so foun O. Pastore, 
Chapa si t+ Sonate Communt- 
Qattebhs vo}. ee rittee) among the 
Ll? ark wieht ret a third 
Vip. ay +. in effect, “nofé 
nea TD oc tai ston gave no in- 
divation ve: i, will wet to the 
Phooveteety, © tote abe sys, separating 
thet cto fest thy others after in- 

wroroay on? them. 
POC alana doferred -considera- 

er i 

y 

aoa 

° 

. 

vit tal: 

. Continued from page 22 

(WTIC-FV, ition of Louisville, Ky., for a third 
WIC L -TV, 12.; Bing-: VHF and did not inelude it among 

2 of special cases not © 

In; 
another instance in the order, FCC , 

ty substandard spacings : 
“the | 

pressing cases of need for. 

ooo eee a 

‘the 19: 

‘other actien. 

at Cadillac, with channel 

and reserved: for educational use. 
- In this maneuver, short ‘Spacing |. 
Ww asp ‘t invaly ed. 

pointed Ker 

The final grant of a third VHF 
‘WCTA-!t) Grand Rapids was. in still an- 

The Michigan city | 
HOLY, Ala. : ‘WSFA-' was given channel 13, With chan- |on WINZ. 

jnel 9 substituted, for channel "3! - —_ ; 

chart spaced VAIP assign- ‘switched for channel 9 at Alpena: Ratio Review. 

eee SO |i vs.\Los Angeles ‘Angels, -with:thousands of: radio listening baseball fans,--~._. 
‘| WHDH._ Listeners: Club members, in as guests. of .WHDH,- Wednesday °”: 

12), Kaye is making his. debut in theatre. in the round at Carousel, .-. 
. Robert .B. Choate, . publisher Boston. Herald-: Je 

‘| Traveler and prexy WHDH,..guested on WHDH-TV. pubservice. series, me 

[ 

John FE. Pearson reppery has ap-| 
Broadcast’ Manage- ; bi-weekly 

Sam Gyson’ $ Shift 
ami, Aug. 1. Mii t 

‘Sam Gyson;, ‘who had been doing |. 
| late radio.shows.on Saturday and’ 

| Sunday nights over WMIE. here, 
‘to. WINZ, 

where he’s dong a Monday-thru- 
Shifted. Monday. (31 - 

Saturday. strip, - 

- With Stanley Green: 
. Producer-Writer: Green. : 
:.60 Mins.; Wed. (26), 8:30 pm, 
! WBAJ-FM, -N.Y: 

‘Latest in the "series: ‘of WB AI-FM.; 

shows -entitled ; “The 

‘ment, New York radio’ consultant | World : “of Musical. Comedy”. ‘was 

‘firm, to organize: the company's 
expanding group of specialized sta- 
| tions, mainly Negro programming ; 
foullets, into a separate: department ; 
of the business. — 

Key is operated by Ralph: Weil ; 
iand Arnold Hartley,. operators of : 

time specialists in the specialized 
broadcast fields. 

Pearson's prexy John E. Pearson 
says his firm reps the largest group 

ville stations, the Ebony. 

and WJLE in Detroit. 
In a drive for billings, Key offi- 

concepts they developed at WwOV,. 
KATZ.and KCOR. — 

Hub Chapter 

Station Representatives Assn. 
has opened a Detroit Chapter with 
the following elected 
Charles Fritz, manager of Blair's 
Detroit office, 

Detroit office, veepee: Robert D. 

troit office, secretary; Wm: E. Mor- 
gan, manager, Adam Young, . De- 
troit, treasurer. 

Briefs: Venard, Rintout. &. 

El Paso, and KHAR, Anchorage, |. 
Alaska . 
ward -to rep WAST, Albany... . 

show on radio blurbs has been 
presented at. 
more than a billion billings. 

Salisbury, N. c —sylvia Wiseman. 

WSTP Ine. 
duties as* assistant Manager -. of 

years ago.. 

Negro audience stations and long-| 

of Negro radio stations in the 
country, among them the Rounsa- 

gicLen-. 
don stations, KPRS in Kansas City, 

informative. . 

-cials say they will use the selling. 

‘| resented: were.. 

officers: 

president; Wm. W. 
Bryan, veepee and manager, PGW. 

Cook, account exec with ‘Katz De-: 

MeConnell has. picked up KHEY, 

. Peters, Griffin, Wood- |- 
were Beatrice Lillie, Lee Wiley,- 
Bing Crosby with Paul:Whiteman’s | 

Band, the Victor ‘Light Opera. Co.|:David -L. Diles, former . Michigan “sports editor’for. The | ‘Assoctated. 
Radio Advertising Bureau’s road- 

agencies . totalling 

has been elected vice president of. 
She will continue her 

WSTP, which she Joined” ‘four 

pegsed’ on the career , of Richard. 

Rodgers: and’ Lorenz. Hart’ in’ the 

'20’s. The series is. produced, writ- 

| ten. and narrated by ~ Stanley) 

Green, author of several books and 

ar ticles on the music: biz. | 

‘The Rodgers ‘and Hart ‘show was’ 

a well-documented — ‘and -erisply- 

presented” hour... 

backed up by. disks:to illustrate the 
commentary, - was interesting and 

Particular’ emphasis. 
was placed on the: ‘style and. tech-— 
niques of the composer and lyric-: 
ist, laced. with historical data ‘op 
the degree -of success: and’ use. of 
material from _their various~ 20's 
proj jects. 

Among. the: tunes and shows rep-- 
“Sentimental Me”. 

from. “Garrick Gaities,"" a medley 

from. “Girl Friend,” . “Atlantic 
Blues” from’ “On- the. ‘Light Side,” 

Ann.” “My Heart - Stood 

“Connecticut: Yankee,”.: “A 
Baby's Best Friend” from She’ ‘Ss 

of Me”: from “‘Present : _Arms,” 
“Moon of My.Delight" from “Chee 
Chee,” and “Send Fort Me” from: 
‘*Simple Simon.’*” ” 

Among the. vocalists ¢ on the disks 

and. others. A problem ‘as to the 
quality of some. of: the recordings |" 

‘|made it difficult.to understand ly- 
Ties on. many of the vintage disks. 
Although they: were: presumably. |” 
meant to: add color ° and definitive | 
illustration to the. corimentary, 

weren't too- kind to Hart. Kali. 

THE | WORLD | OF MUSICAL 
* COMEDY. 

Green's hosting. 
was affable and. ‘his discussion, 

from “Dearest. Enemy,”: title. tune. 

“A Little Birdie Told Me So” ‘from | 
“Peggy 

Still,” “T Feel at Home ‘With You”. 
from 

My: Baby,’ ””. “Vou- ‘Took’ Advantage. 

| Walker Co., joins WJR ‘sales . 

they. gave the distinct: edge to 

Rodgers’ aspect of the program and | 1 (a South China dialect)... NABET Local 55,,now in 10th:month.-.: ... 
of strike. vs. KXTV, ‘Sacramento; :reelected Jim” Randall ‘president; ae 

: _ - - - . . ” " —————— See 

SEES 

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV 
Major correspondents. of. CBS News fiave been shifted to various 

hot spots around the globe. ‘Gorrespondent Charles: Kuralt and.camera- 
man Mario Biasette are leaving for Montevideo, Uruguay, to. cover the 
Inter-American Economie and Social meeting here. CBS News. Paris 
correspondent Richard Kallsen left the.French capital for: Tunis, where 
he was joined by CBS News African ‘correspondent Blaine Littell and 
cameraman Joseph. Falletta and Alex. Brauér to report: on: the French- 

Ernest Leiser, -who ‘has just been named, ‘assistant. general manager of 
CBS News for television, is in: Havana... 7 

The entry of Don Sharpe into General. Artists. Corp. tele dept.. re- 
unites a trio that were together about a decade ago. at Official Films. 

called in to create shows. He converted Four Star- Playhouse from radio 
to t* as one of the shows that were started around ‘that.time. - 

Broadcasting Aug..3-4 with. FCC Chairman Newton .Minow and NAB 

via facilities of the web’s:Chicago o&0,: WBKB. 

be piped by the web. to. monitors located in auditoriums elsewhere on 
the downtown campus ‘from the McChesney: Hall: :so ‘that newsmen, 
broadcasters and other execs. can. catch the proceedings: in their en- 
tirety. Seating capacity of McChesney: is-limjted. .. 
ABC setup will include. four cameras and two" vidtape machines. 

WEMP, Milw. aukee, 
Network") has. narrated. an ‘LP album. titled, “Go Get "Em Braves!” 

Albumin recounts close to 30 big-.moments:in.‘big games since the 
Bravos moved into: Milwaukee. Edited from. off-the-air recordings, Gil- 
lespie 

bankrol ler. 

Cvlarado broadcasters: have joined ‘the “ranks of.-- industry. people 
who ore opposing the NAB's derision .ta drop. the, Voice of Democracy. 
project. 
of the Colorado Broadcasters Assn,, sent. a: sharply: worded letter to 
NAB chief LeRoy Collins last week expressing. the local group's dis- 

timed” es: nocialty since New ton Minow has. decided | broadcasters should 
olfer mure public: Service to the country, 

Tunisian struggle for Bizerte. ‘Meanwhile, coverifig the -situation in |. 
Paris. is Eric Sevareid, who- is assigned to -London normally. _Also,: 

{formerly the exclusive property of WCAU . 

In those days, Herbert J. Siegel, now chairman :of the GAC board, and. 
Herman Rush, now GAC-TV veepee were. “with. OF when Sharpe Was. 

Northwestern U:’s. ‘Symposium. “Ot Freedom and. Responsibitity fa 

prexy LeRoy Collins participating, ‘will be. closed-circuited by ABC-TV. 

Two-rlay gabfest, featuring a score of prominent: cominunicators, will 

is heard describing no-hitters:‘by Jim Wilson; Warren Spahn and|- 
Lew Burdette and other highlights: since ‘53. LP ‘is being made avail- 
abie throuzh outlets’ carrying | Miller High Life beer, WEMP's ' baseball , 

Clayton Brace, an. official of KLZ radio. and tv, and prexy 

approval of the move. Brace said -he: felt the decision was “poorly. 

“F rom 1 The Production Centres 
; Continued ‘from page 4s 

‘Mrs. Rachael Stephenson of Chicago Educational TV Associates — 

| Chicago... . BBC-TV_ dropped: “Sports. Special,” “an : evening ‘aports. 
[atop nats ‘been _Tunning- since 1995, - because . of a Dig viewership 

ropo : a, Ce 

“IN ‘BOSTON 
i “Danny Kaye | making p.a.. at Fenway’ Park for doubleheadet, Red: Sox 

‘| Framingham this week ., 

“Channel .Five Reports,” on: his recent trip to.Germany.... .. WBZ 
~ | radio . newsman Streeter. Stuart of on newsgathering: tour. of. ‘South 

America. equipped with. motion picture, still camera. and. ‘portable. tape 
;recorder to bag ambassadors, ‘heads of. state,. govt: officials, ‘ete. . .. 
| Jack. Bowler, WCSH-TV film: director, & grandfather. for the: fourth ~’ 
time ... ;- WBZ named as one ‘of two ‘radio. winners in.1961 nationwide 
broadcasting -competish. for support: of Radio Free Europe . ... Phyl 
Doherty, pubad. head of WNAC-TV, back. from vacation’ ’ WBZ's 
undefeated softball team took. top. honors ‘in’ this-season’s “Boston Ad- 
fyertising soft ball league race «. : . ‘Dave Rodman, WNAC-TV tapped. 
to play feature: part in upcoming episode - of 'ABC-TV’s “Rifleman” . 
No LA. a townsman’ in program. titled, “First. Wages: and planed out... 
to . 

IN ‘MINNEAPOLIS 
. March-April , Nielsen survey. indicates WCCO’ ‘Radio. ‘has. been. outs 

stripping all four. Twin Cities tv. stations in attracting audience... Study. 
shows that wcco tops. all'tv outlets with six Monday -to Friday. quarter. 
hours ‘and has seven.of.the first 10 radio-tv quarter hours. The radio... 
station benefits, of course, from, motorist ‘tuners-in, ‘but “its: pacesetting _ 
show, Bob. DeHaven’s “Breakfast: Time ‘News,” 
teners © than any.tv program has - ‘viewers, “according. to ‘the survey. . 
WCCO advertises that it: “delivers more listeners" per. quarter: hour... 
than any. other station of the CBS Radio nétwork?.”.« . World Cham-* 
‘pionship outhoard motorboat races at -St. . Paul ‘Aug: 18-21 will be - 
taped by 55: CBS and WCCO-TV technicians: Edited -tape will. be” 

‘|shown .on. CBS‘ “Sports Spectacular”. -Aug.. 24. Nearly: 1,000 drivers. 
will take part with 100,000- spectators expected . . Don Marlowe inked. 
by WTCN-TV to host: ‘Matinee ‘Movie". series. A veteran thesp, Mar- a 
lowe started. in ‘the “Our: Gang” ‘somedies , : 

IN: -DE TROI T. 
" William Pe ‘Hendricks, ‘account “bye: in WXYZ: 8. ‘gales. ‘department, 
has heen appointed manager of. the Detroit office of:the newly-formed 
ABC-TV National Station. Sales. . ‘WXYZ is an..o&o: ABC station... . 
‘Donald W..: Craig, .sales. ‘promotion Manager of: WJR,. is. the ‘station’s 
new public. relations ‘and. ‘promotion manager, succeeding | George Ken- - 
‘dall who recently was -appointed news éditor.. rt F. Schiorff, . 
director. of ‘engineering for the~ Taliesin Sistions vail continue to” 
serve in that capacity and take ‘on the added duties ‘of: station. Manager 

‘Joins the announcing staff at: WIBK-TV ; . Shirley: Eder, . WJBK-TV'S. 
girl-on-the-go,..is off to Hollywood to’. film interviews with. Barbara. _ 
Stanwyck and ‘then to Las Vegas fora ‘Session with ‘Mitzi: ‘Gaynor .. oS 

Press, Has. joined WXYZ-TV as: a news and. sportscaster. 

|IN SAN FRANCISCO . 
Donald ‘Heath, news director’ ‘at ‘Bherood. Gordon’ s.  ow-detunct” 

‘KQBY, joined “—KRON-TV’s news staff - 
Draper’s. “Science in Action” for:Hong Kong: where the half-hour. will 
be telecast in four languages; Mandarin, ‘Cantonese, English: and Chiu- . 

Bill Farmer. v.p., David. Evans secretary-treasurer..-. . Lon Simmons 
‘| and Bob Fouts: were again taggéd-to handle '49er pro football via KSFO ~ 

. Reps: of ABC-TV National Station’ Sales, Inc.,.met in Frisco Mone. 
‘\day (31) and’ Tuesday (1) as part of: their: ‘fivé-station - indoctrination 
tour. . ..Frisco Radio: Broad¢asters . Association: unveiled: the ‘group's : - 
‘new film presentation Tuesday ‘(1) . KTVU. signed. 49er-coach :‘Red. 
Hickey for series of pre-exhibition chalk: talks | 
rone. Guthrie’s 90-minute “‘HMS: Pinafore.” 
‘and: is out:looking for .a: holiday sponsor’ ,.. 
John K.. West, took in the Bohemian. Club sherianigans on the. Russiaa 

‘Airport. 

IN- PHILADELPHIA. 
- WPEN. , will take over ‘the. Penn. Football | broadcasts “this. season; 

. Stan Lee Broza,. host’. 
of. the. -long ‘running “Horn and. Hardart ‘Children’s. Hour,”. named ~. 
[chairman of the annual drive of ‘Fight for Sight:.......Margaret Mary . 
Kearney, WCAU-TV' educational. director: appointed to the Mayor's: 
advisory: Committee: on Public-Private Financing of “Child Care :.. 

‘Sales: dévelopment for.'the. Alan M. Shapiro ad agericy :«.. ; ‘WCAU re-- 
ceived nearly 1,000 phone calls :for. recipes on. John Trent's “Dinner: - 
Bell Service,” over the July 4 weekend .’...: Vincent Scarza, WCAO-TV. 
assistant producer, to present local dancers. Don | Paulin rand: ‘Audrey. . 
Bookspan at No. 1 Sheridan Square, in. the. fal. 

IN. CLEVELAND | 
_ Bill Gordon; Yong a disk jockey oni- WHK. and wiw before turning ‘to 
a strictly tv career on. WEWS three years azo, is: back: ‘before a radio 

- mike,, sitting in for- Arch Yancey, WERE.. who" was: hospitalized ‘for: . 
; ‘minor surgery. Gordon ‘recently, had. a jazz. ‘Tecord. program on WCUY-.- 

‘sportscaster Eart Gillespie («* voice. or ‘the Brav’ es: FM, but that folded ... .. . Sheldon ‘Saltman’ got the promo job. at: WIW-" 
TV, “replacing Don. Searle. Saltman. is. from WBZ-TV,. Boston, where.” 
he was assistant promotion director . . . John M. Fritz hasbeen ap- 
pointed news: ‘and. special events. chief at WEKST-TV, ¥eungstown.. _ 

SEATTLE- SPOKANE .. 
- Alden Cross: named: ‘sports. director. for KHQ@-TV- and AM, Spokane’, 
by news “director: Duane Bock: Wey: Simpson, formerly. with. KULE, 
Ephrata, has also joined.the KHQ news. Staff..Cross: was formerly sports 
editor of the daily Columbia Basin: News, Pasco.....: Bryan Johnson, 
weekend and ° ‘vacation dj: and news announcer relief man for KOMO’ 
Radio, Seattle, was oné’of. eight summa.-cum laude graduates ‘of’ the . 
1U.-of Washington in. June ....Pat Lewis, KING ‘dj, telephoned ‘Russian -. 
Premier: ‘Khrushchev to- ask his opinion of the. musical “Silk Stockings,"’. . 
which, Tan here at the Aqua: Theatre.- Lewis” call’ fot as .¢t as # Londen, 
‘where an operator told. him the: call was refused in Moscow . 

Independent Authority's. charter. “Both sald. ‘there’ had: been no. row: _ 

‘was SO. impressed by ‘BBC-TV. producer Ursula Eason’s ‘programs ‘for. 
Gyson,. who: does an ‘faterview | deaf children that’ she may. adapt the formulg for: station WPTW, 

‘show called “Florida..Speaks with | 
Sam Gyson,” "has a midnight stanza’ 

-boasts more. honie lise =.’ 

of WDTM, a ‘Taliesin station... . Robert:.A: Habermas, formerly of” B ae 
, Ray Lane, formerly of "‘WIRT, Ftint, 

. Rediffusion: bought: Ben.» 

3. KRON. bought Tys-). | 
‘made .at Stratford, Canada,..: 

. NBC's West- coast boss, 

River—-Tennessee Ernie Ford, now: a. suburbanife, . drove west: to Frisco . 7 

| Norman D. ‘Leebron, formerly director. of. film. programming: with the a 7 
: Metropolitan: Broadcasting Co. in New. York City, named director: of: 
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“Somebody's been cating schools” 

says Reid Collins of WNEW radio 
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_ I thoughtall you heard on radio was music? 

BP, 

‘Better start listening,-and think again. You hear terrific things on WNEW. (After all, ratings don’t make astation #1; programs do. )In the past three 101.ths, 
WNEW (which happens to be #1 in ratings) broadeast the following exclusively in its listening area..1.In cooperation with the FBI, warnings to children abent 
strangers. 2. Martin Caidin, prize-winning aerospace journalist, began broadcasting the first regular radio coverage of our space effort. 3. From Israel, eos er- 

age of the Eichmann trial by Telford Taylor, the Nurnberg trial chief ‘prosecutor. 4. Safe driving promotion, for which we received the Alfred P. Sloan Award, 

.§.Safewalking promotion, advice from Harry S. Truman.6. Our own Reid Collins, probing comment on our schools. Vy hk f EW Pp b coay vy 
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Varrety’s weelly tabulation based on ratirgs "furnished -by American Research * ‘tuyers to. Tocal ‘stations and/or. advertisers to syndieators wilt find the ‘charts valuable. | 

berean, bagh hgh s the top ten network shows -on a local-lere! and offers a rating study 0 ‘thé coursé of. a. year, ARB. will tabulate a minimum. of 2 at markets; The ; 
eo Peep ot ie ‘op ten syndicated shows in the same particular market. This week ‘yesults. "of that buted of ‘will. be found weekly in Vartery,-Coupled with the rating | 

peur de rene mark nts are covered. ‘performance :of the top ten network shows on.the local level, the. VarieTy-ARB charts 
be the syrdeeated program listings of the top ten shots,: rating data ‘such as. the. “are designed to reflect the rating ‘tastes ‘of virtually every. to market . in the -U: S. : : 

areriz: share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting com-. 
pote pre rammang in the. particular slot, ete., is furnished. Reason for.detailing.an . "() ARB’s: April-May 1961. survey. “Covered a multi-week period. | Syndicated vith te 

roger preture of the rating performance of syndicated: shous is to reflect the true rating sharing ene. of the weeks with an alternating or special. pregram are listed, with, the tT 
strengths of particular series. Variaus branches of the industry, ranging. from media : mutti. -week Fating of ‘all Programs in ‘the time period given. 7 

+ ly | 
LOS AN GELES STATIONS: KNXT, KRCA, KTLA, KABC, KH, KT, KCOP, “SURVEY. DATES: APRIL 19- MAY: 16, “Ht 

* 2 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS AV. ‘FOF SYNDICATED D PROGRAMS _ AV AW TOP COMPETITION - a | ‘RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG. ' ‘RK. PROGRAM_—DAY TIME a | ~ DISTRIB. RTGS | PROGRAM * | a  STAL RPGS 

-10°30:. . ....- TKNXT 371] 1. Lock-Up (Sat. 7:00) Ty  KNXT, pee ZIV-UA 18° FFight i... 0b es nv assKABC ay 
L Untouchables aT eo a 10: 308.0... KABC 36] 2. Yogi Bear (Thurs, 7: 00). «nic serre KITV. ..: Screen Gems. 16° Death. Vaiigy'1 Days. 222.) RCA’ 743. 
3. My Three Sons : Thurs. 9;00-9:30) .... KABC 33 || 3. Death Valley Days. !Thurs. 7:00)..... +RRCAY:. ..US. Borax: 13° Yogi Bear. 0.5 .0..¢¢00.0KTTV 3-18). .: 
4 Perry Mason ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30) = ...... KNXT .. 31 j/ 3. Huckleberry Hound. (Tues. T: 00) os Ve sas "Screen. Gems. 13 ‘Sea Hunt: >... a ric RNXT AR - 
4. 77 Sunset Strip ‘Fri. 9:00-10:00'......KABC  -* 311| 3. Sea Hunt’ (Tues. 7:00).. . KNXT.. vo» Ziv-UA 13. , Huckleberry. 1 Hound. wees “KTTV- 6-13). 
4. Wagon Train ‘Wed 7:30-8:30°........KRCA 31]; 3. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. “T00%. ; . KTTV...% Screen Gems 13 Man unt: = Robin. +. sIRCA : 3 a ' : 00. ..... »-..-KABC: 28 i} “ amhunt (0. eee KRCA: |. “9.:--°- 
3. Real MeCoys “Thurs. 4 a: 30-9:00". KABC 28). 4. Mr. Ed (Fri. 7:00).....-.-..ceee% | KRCA...: MCA 12° ‘Tombstone ‘Perritary | KABC. 2-8" 
6. Bonanza ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30), ..........-- KRCA 271) 5. Blue. Angels (Thurs. 7:30). 6.603 wie. KITV..... .CNP 11 Outlaws 0.3063. Le .-KRCA +138. 
6. Jack Benny ‘Sun. 9:30-10:007 ~......KNXT 27 | 5. Rescue 8 (Tues. 7:30),....:...........KTTV +s Sereen Gems 11 ‘Laramie =... 2... resins KRCA 3) (13-. 
6. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). .KNXT 27 :| 6. Heckle & Jeckle (Wed. 7: 00). meeeee — weaee CBS: 10. Interpol Sr errare --KRCA™ o. 7 7 

CHICAGO STATIONS: WaBM, WNBQ, WaKE, Wen. *SURVEY DATES: “APRIL 19: MAY 16, “1961 

yal 1. Ttackdown (Sat. =e Tetras WBBM. — CBS — 7 35 oe 7 Fie Spare... eel.es;WBKB IBS... 
1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30). oo sarees WBBM 36 /| 3° Teck Up (Thurs. 830)... 2oetocc . yoo. Ziv-UA 18. 32|Kovaks; Silents; ‘Closeup-WBKB. 17 
2. Untouchables (Thurs. 8:30-9:30)......WBKB 34 | 5° wr, Ba’ (Wed. 9:30). . 0) cc ssc: WNBQ:..-MCA 16. 25| Naked City. vs... WBKB. 23." - 
Sante faumera (Sun. 9008 30):.---- WBBM = 32 [1 4’ trogen (Wed. 739).....- WGN... Sereen Gens. 13° 27.) Nelzon Family. 2.222.070 WBKB.-17-: 
Fee een eee ag aiOO).---:- WBBM: 3211 5 Mir. Magee (Wed. 8:00).....0....005.WGN,..:..TV Pers) .13° 9-22 Hawaiian Eye ...20/25.0WBKB™ ”-21 
4. Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00) ....... WEBM 30 || 5. Sea Hunt (Thurs. $30). welpe cee “hI WEN ILE Ziv-UA. 13-: 23|Lock-Up .° .v.ee... es). WNBQ | 18° 
3: Andy Griffith ‘Mon. 8:20-9:00).......WBBM = § 291 ¢’ Death Valley Days (Wed. 9:00)..7:... WGN. 1.2) US. Borax 12 19 |'Nakéd City. cot WKB ar) 
5. Bennesey iMon. 9:00-9:30) oa’ CINWBBM — ag|| % Mike Hammer (Wed. 8:30)..5.2.. 0... WGN.-.-.MCA’ | 1117) Hawaiian Eye eetaets es WBKB 22. 
7, Flintctones (Fei, 730-800). WEED ar || 7- Xeut Bear (Tues, 6:00... ESIIWEN.! -Sereen Gems .11 30 '6 O'Clock Report......;.WBBM. "44 7%. Flintstones (Fri, 7:30-8:00) .......... WBKB (27 meee : . | News-D. Edwards... WBBM 14: 

8. What's My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:001....-WBBM = 25'll'g pangereas Robin (bon. 230 .-WNBQ....Ziv-UA 10 ist ‘Peter Gunn .....0/00::.WBKB >" 23. 

BOSTON “sTATONS: wa, WHDH, WNAC. “SURVEY DATES: APRIL 19 MAY 16, V961 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) ....... WHDH 35] = wan | " | ag ag Taree a P . . ‘| 1. Sea Hunt (Tues. 7:30).. cokngiesete4-WHDE.. Ziv-UA | -20 40 | Laramie fo ane WB ; 18. 
2. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00).......WBZ = = 34 9’ Tacu-Up: (Sat. 10:30): ....... UTI WHDE Zia 4g. °4T| Fights Spares Gastzo., "WNAC 12 
2. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00) . |... WHDH = 34 || 2. Resene 8 (Tues.’7:00)..... 7... .:...:.WNAC....Sereen Gems 18 _44|Shotgun Slade ¢::...1...WBZ. 18. 
3. Alfted Hitchcock (Tues. 8:30-9:00)....WBZ 331.5" Mer Ba (Sat TOO). econ ee WBZ ccLMCA 77.45 | Mike Hammer: Viele WNACG 22 
3. Lawrence Welk (Sat 9:00-10:00)...... WNAC = «383 1g’ ROMP (Wed. 7:00)... ....s-......,. WBZ......CNP* .16 38] Honeymiooners.......s.:WNAC 13°: 
4. Ferry Mason (Sat. 7:30-6:30). ...... --WHDH = 31 |! | ‘Brave. Stales (Mon. 7:00)....:......WBZ..:...ITC 15 42[ Texas Rangers:..000.°0,WNAC 1 
4. Wagon Train | Wed. 7:30-8:30)........ WBZ 30|| 5 State Treeper (Thurs. 7:00: -....WNAG..:.MCA 15- ...45|Jim: Backus:....-.2:... WBZ. 10. 
5- Flintstones Fri. 8:30-9:00)... »--WNAC 307) 5: Brothers Brannigan (Thurs. 10:30)... WNAC. . 15 -39|.Interpol_ :. ....c0.:...sWBZ" OM 
6. Casdid Camera (Sun, 10:08-10:30)....WHDIT 29) & Veer (Pri, 6:30)... 5. oes seeee es WNAC "Screen Gems 15 36 | News; Weather 00700! :WBZ" 9 
6. Deane T as (Mon. 9:00-9: 730). ....- WHDH 29 to: eT ne wo, Huntley-Brinkley . vew ee ee WBZ. | ‘33: 
6. Tariller 'Fues. 9:00-0:00) .......+-- tox lee nd WBZ. we. : 1 38 lybirds. oth asta ve, WNAC 14 6. Checkmate ‘Sat. 8:30-9:30) ...-:...-WHDH 29" 5. Death Valley. Days (Brl- 72000, 5:3. —— . US. Borax. 88} Whirly tarteser,WNAC 14 

PHILADELPHIA _STATIONS: WRey, WFIL, ‘WCAU. “suave, DATES: “APRIL 19.- May 16,1 961 

1. Mi (Sat. 10: 30). ‘as eb sear Wea MCA : “a yO Fight: MLBB Te a?’ 
# I 9:30-10:30) WEIL ar 2: bike, Hammer, at 1 cle abewess 7 WEA -Ziv-UA | - 21° ene es wm. “Pelt! WEIL «(12 1, Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:50).-..- wel »i| 3, Shotgun ‘Slade (Thars. 10: 30). seeee.WRCV. Simca’: 2 19. 43 Erne; Closeup: RCE Silnt WFIL - > ° 21 

2. My Three Sons Thurs. 9:00-9:30)... -. WIL 3B! 4) Yori Bear (Fri: 7:00) ....%. er + WRCY. . > Screen | ‘Gems 18° 46: Newsreel; Weather .:....WFIE: | 12 
> Real McCoys ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00)....... WFIL 381 *: nn . - ee | News-D. Edwards : vote an WCAU. . TW 

3. Flintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00).........- WFIL 36;, 5. Popeye iMon-Fel, $001. : WREV -iv, DAA-King 16 a4 * | Racy Show seeded WAU. - 2 

3. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) Leen eeees WCAU. 36; . o . . ae : . | Huntley-Bri fkley SEEPS ay a 

4. Hawaiian Eye ‘Wed. 9:00-10:00)...... WFIL 351g, Lock-Up (Tues. STOO. eee epee ee WRCW.. ZiV-UA 15 42} Newsreel| |. ..02-0- WEIL). 2 
4. 77 Sunset Strip ‘Fri. 9:00-10:00'...... WFIL -35 7 : _ . re a per ‘News-D.: ‘Edwards : wi. WCAU B.. 

5. Surfside 6 »Mon. 8:30-9:30:. . ... WFIL 32) 7%. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7: 00). swe . WRCV = » US. Borax: Th | _ 8B Reve Bice ; WeAU 12 

8. Adv. I Paradise ‘Mon, 9:30-10:30°.. WFIL 3h og, Brothers Brannigan (Wed: 7:00)..... -WRCY.... CBS. 14 |. .34!Newsreel: Weather 1-.-°WFIL'~.... 17 
6. Naked City (Wed. 10 00-11:00).......WFIL 31] | _. .. "| Evening Report ...°..2..WFIL:. =~ 13- 
6. Price Is Right ‘Wed. 8:30-9:00). . sevaces WRCV" ay 1. Jim ‘Backus; Man. (Thurs, 7:00). welee'’s -WRCV:. . oe 4” -36 nace er eo . ce wee ve 

6. Wagon Train ‘Wed. 7:30-8:30).....--- WRCY AW 8..Mr. Ed (Sun. 7:00) eee eee cae eo WEIL | «MCA, wm. 83" Lassie” 2.225. 0. Lowen . 13 

PITTSBURGH USTATIONS: KBKA, WTAE. WIC, “SURVEY DATES: APRIL \9- MAY. 16, 1961 

—— aL Manhunt. (Thurs. 10:30)... eee _— . WTAE... "Screen ‘Gems 26° "46! Kovaks; Silents: ‘Closeup. We 16 
“ues. 10-00-11: OK, ‘i nigan (Sat, 10:30)...-:.KDKA...-CBS 25°. 47\ Fight: Sports; Almanac -. “WTAE 19. 

A ead Com nant so OD-10300, KDA a. 3 Sea Hunt Sat Fab: at: 1080 one EDA ZEA UA 19° 51| Wrestling =. 0... foes... WIIC 12 
2. Candid Camera ‘Sun. 10:00-10:30}. .. . KOR: 2! 4. Yogi Bear (Wed. 6:30)... .....4..4..KDKA..,. Screen Gems 19°. 44) News. Sports” pieces t WEG 12. 3. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30) KDKA 42 \* £ : DKA... Seren 5 18 Huntiey-Brinkley. 2 Wg 12 
4. Circle Th: Steel How a UD EDRA gga Huckleberry Hound. (Mon. 6:30)....,. KDKA....Sereent Géms.. 18 50 News: Polit: MINE wie 12 5. Ed Sullivan ‘Sun 8:09 00 oo KDKA 33 A De oo ane | Huntley-Brinkley: Wie. dae 

5. Red Skelton ‘Tues 00n =. ! In. (Tues: 7:30).......).KDKA....Ziv-UA  —«.17—S 81 Bugs Bunny. Daren aan 5, What's My Line ‘Sun. 10:30-11:00).... KDKA 39 :| 6. Dangerous Robin. (Tue BORA... GlVeGs 1 N Spotted 
6. Andy Griffith ‘Mon. 30- -10:00'...... KDKA 34 7. Quick Draw: McGraw (Tues. 630)... --KDKA.. Screen Gems 15 30 News: Sports rete ee. iz 

7. Cheekmate ‘Sat ean) aa 3a: 1.6... KDKA.., MCA: 13° 35 |News: Polit. |: ¢2si...-WHOC 12" 7. Danny Thomas Mon. hora aae oe KDKA 33 8. Mr. Ed; Atr Control (Thurs. 6:30 . KDK eS. | Huntley-Brinkley. RE wir C. 13. 

7. Jack Benny ‘Sun. 9-30-1000". ..... eae | th Valley Days (Mon. T:30);,. ..KDKA:...U.S: Borax 13. 25° Americans... “)..:.. Se WHC 18 
1. Tam Ewell ‘Tues. 9:00-9:30" ....-.-.. KDKA 33 to. Tim Backus (Pel 7:30)... eee vee LLWIAE 6CNPO 8 _ao brome, -MLBB. a 28. 

CLEVELAND _ STATIONS: KYW, WEWS, WW. *SURVEY: DATES: rove 19.. - MAY: 18, 1968 

3 =? M "7:00". _ KYW..... Sereen Gems 24 i ry Gly Cohen Sports. “WaW | 15 
L. Untouchables ‘Thurs: 9:30-10:30:...... WEWS <¢ 41 ; Huckleberry Houna | on. _ | News-b.. ‘Edwards -. wow “13:° 
2. 72 Sunset Strip ‘Fri. 9:00-10:00)..... WEWS. 39 ‘| -2. Man Without ‘A. Gun (Thurs, 10: 30).. WES... NTA. Gems Bl 44: CBS; ration: Repos . ay 2 . 
3. Hawaiian Eye iWed 9:00-10:00) -_ ..WEWS 37 | 3. Yogi Bear (Thurs. 7200)... Meee ees Fee. creen. , s : - . ”" | News-D. Bawards: nee WoW GDR | 

4. Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30'....WJW. 36) 4. Third Man (Fri 10: 302s... WEWS.. : NTA”. me MW: 683| Eve History §..:.22505.. WW 2 1T: 
4. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30) ....- ...WIW 36| .4, Seven League Boots (Sun. 10:30)... -. WEWS.. .: Screen Gems 17 31}'What’s My Eine. | tee WW 27. 
4. Naked City (Wed 10:00-11:00) WEWS 36 | 4. Walter Winchell (Sat. Pr 7-00). see sides Se 17. Ps Cie Backus: weeds pare Wa ne it 

oo 8 ¥ . ry . ona ee ove " : . acess a reen ; f s - See! ‘IW. _ . Z 

5. Flintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00)...........WEWS 35} & Quick Draw MeGraw (Fri. 7:00)... ..-KY Gems" a Neve Dacian LWW rte 
6. Thriller ‘Tues: 9:00-20:00)......-.... KYW is + é. Death Valley ‘Days. (Wed. 7:00). stent _KYW.. U.S. Borax 15 42| ‘City Camera: Sports. . aes ; ar ; 
7. My Three Sons 'Thurs. 9:00-9:30).....WEWS, 33 | | News-D:. Edwards ch ae 
1. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9-00)...,..WEWS 33 | 6. San Francisco. Beat’ (Fri. “1300. wees .WEWS.. CBS 13 42 | Rawhide; Fans:. Dugout - . WIW. a | 

A 7 Jim Backus (Sat 10:30)....+......- .WIW:.... CNP :14 331 Walter Winchell, sevens: WEWS “At, 
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-208 titles. Now.on 198 U. S. and foreign 
stations. America’s favorite full-color 

| ~— cartoon library. 
7 A Larry Harmon Production 

Hist-o-Rama 
All: the excitement of fifty years of Hol- 
lywood crammed into 208 fascinating 
five-minute factuals. 

A Julieart Production 

Programming 
57 Post- 

A compact, powerful package of BLOCK- 
BUSTERS now garnering top ratings on 
more than 170 U. S. and foreign stations. 

\AUREL g HaRpy 
The world’s best known and most beloved 
comediarns—recreated in full-color 

‘cartoon animation for an extraordinary 
half-hour program series. 

A Lerry Harmon Production 

JAYARK FILMS CORPORATION 
45 East 4sth St., New York 17, NY. (MUrray. Hill 8-2636 

‘ 

° . 

4 
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Mexico Pushing 

Inter-Amer. Web| 
Mexico City, Aug. 1. 

Mexico plans an aggressive drive | 
for iis céntine ntal television Itnk- 

ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
VaniETY-ARB’s ‘weekly chart ‘offers a day-by-day ‘analysis of the top feature. evening slots ‘tn a 

On Saturdays and: Sundays, daytime feature slots competé ‘with nighttime piz.--: | 
periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day, The analysis is confined to the toprated. . 
feature slots.in the ARB measured period, braken down by.days in the week. The ARB:measured .'" | 
period usually covers three or four weeks, Other data such.as the time slot and. overage share of. oe 

particular market. 

audience is furnished. Top conipetition and competitive. ratings also arg highlighted. oe 

WwW Is Mediocre’ 
. = Continued from page wm” a. 

“dents rated. “CBS: Reports, ” “Chet - 
«Huntley. “Réporting, . and “Twentl-. 

eth. Century” as the top web pub--- 
affairs. shows. “Asked -which showa -.. 

‘| they: \watched regularly, 68.6% ses 

up proposal at September's second: Philadelphia © Stations: wRCY, WFIL, WCAU, e > Survey Dates: APRIL. 19-MAY 16,- 1961 flected. “CBS. Reports’; 62.9%... 
Chet- Huiitley”: ; and 54. 3% ‘Twen-. Pare convention of inter-American tele- | tieth. Century. mL 

communications experts in Bogota. | . ao 

Idea of. an inter-American tele-! WC AU Average Rating: : “Qe ‘COMPETITION Jn Other _Bubservice « shows with a, 

vision network was approved in Average Share: 27 ‘STATION. & ‘|watehing early: ore emreite S 
general by 21 Latiy American ne YS 6:00-7:00. PROGRAM AVG. RATING ness to. History,” “Meet the Press,” |" tions which met io this. capital] MONDAYS 6:60-7:00 “Face the. Natioh,”. and: “Winston 
last year, Program: EARLY SHOW Peper, 00 WEIL: | Churchill—The.. Valiant Years." 

Now Dept. of Communications - of . 
experts are working on feasible April 24 “DIMPLES” : Huntley, Brinkley: WRCV.: : [El sting the blurbs, respondents, 
transmission and tv program ex- Shirley Temple, Frank ‘Morgan: - 6:45-7:00 16° [cials had‘-slipped. in “presentation 
change, with broad horizon being 1936, 2Uth Fox, NTA, 1st Run News, Weather ~ WRCV. from tw ‘The other 10-- 
diss-mination on a worldwide May 1 “DISPUTED PASSAGE” | . | ' 7 9 o ‘years ago. ‘The other ee Se ee h d, a ‘6:00-6:30 7 ‘12: | categoriés- came. out the: same: in basis. Technicians here state that Dorothy Lamaur, John Howar “Aki Tamiro . 

ae orldwi 1939, Paramount, MCA, Repeat. | 5 p.m.show. FBI, Spts... “WRCV. | both questions. Scores ranged. with current research worldwide a . | from a low of 43% “for deodorants 
interchange uf tv programy Is just May 8 “EXPERIMENT PERILOUS” 6: 00-6: 30 “BS | and de; ba “e te 
around the corner. Hedy Lamarr, Paul Lukas, George. Brent’ high Bas to lergariment ercial 5. . 

Communications officials here , 1945, RKO. C ‘&C,, Repeat - -| Others landing. in-the 60%. range ~~ May 135 “MONTANA” : 
are highly optimistic, think that were -foods: and. gasoline and oil... : 

hed Errol Flynn, Alexis Smith | oo — 
a satellite link-up can be rush 1958, Warner Bros., ‘Seven Arts 1st Run .|In. ‘the fifties ‘were shampoos and | 
through, thus forging first link in , | hair: preparations, ‘cosmetics: .and. 

the Latin Americas, and as pro- : Average Roting:, 10 COMPETITION . cleansers and drug products scored 
avai expands, with the’ entire WCAU Average ‘Share: 31.. | | o* Smary ON. & |below 50%. *. 

_ . TUESDAYS 6:00-1:00 | a PROGRAM, AVG. RATING: Ped figures. the survey tefleetd oe 
: LY SHOW Popeye _ WEIL. © /is. emphasized. by twice. as’ many” 

Maryland-D.C. B’ caster S Program: PARLY Si© 6:00-7:00 a Len respondents .rating it poor today’ 
. } April 23 “THE AMERIC. ANO” | Huntley; Brinkley: . WwrRcy jagainst two years ago; strong: pub-- 

Set Scholarshi Fund Glenn Ford -Cesar. Romero, Frank. Lovejoy 6:45:7:0 2 [lie -concern : over” violence ‘is: not . 
" p 1955, RKO Show Corp., Repeat ee Tborne out, ‘with mystery-detective= 

Washington, Aug. 1. May 2 “THE AFFAIRS OF SUSAN” “News, Weather - WRCV adventure scoring niore than. 17%.. 
The Maryland-D.C. Broadcast- Joan Fontaine, George Brent,. Dennis. O'Keefe. . 6:30-6:45 - ad ~fexceHent against only” 6.2% ‘excele © 

‘ers’ Assn. has established a $500 Paramount, MCA, Repeat... : 5 p.m. show. FBI, Spts. ‘WRCYV. lénts two years ago; however, same 
sciolarship at American Univ. May 9 “IN THE. NAVY”. — + §:00-6:30- ; .4 _|eategory scored: second: highest in’.. 
here. . Dick Powell, Andrew: ‘Sisters . | the ‘poor ratings, ‘being topped. only’ 

The association's Education 1941, Universal, Screen Gems, Ist Run . i by westerns. a . . 
Committee said Maryland of D.C.: May 16 “TARZAN & THE: LEOPARD -WOMAN” L , ; 

residency, scholastic: rating, in- Johnny Weissmuller, Brenda Joyce’ 
terest in broadcasting.” and need 1946, RKO,: Banner, Ast Run’ 
are criteria to be used in making | : . —— A Frankl Footnote 
the award. A erage: Rating “@. oe 

the university will select the first . “STATION & put T ‘aon’ t ‘think you: were unfaiz, o, 

recipient, to be announced shortly | WEDNESDAYS 6:00-7:00 PROGRAM “AVG. RATING: |1 ran‘the kine. with him-after your’! ~ 
after Labor Day. . [| review ‘came out: and -tried to point ©: 

Virginia F. Pate, WASA, Havre: Program: EARLY SHOW Popese 00. 7 WIL. Pout: to him what could have been °:.” 
De Grace, Md., is chairman of the ! April 19. “PACIFIC BLAC KOUT"” . . _ 1 ; _ ‘done differently, the explosive. ade. 

committee. | Robert Preston, Martha O'Driscoll Huntley, Brinkley un. WRCV | -jectives, that. could chaye béen re- 
Niembers include Andy Ocker- | _ 1942, Paramount, MCA, Repeat , 6:45-7:00 “20°. ; placed: with strong;: calmly stated . 

shausen, WMAI. here. Robert April 26 “STATE SECRET” News, Weather. wrcv . facets, the ‘exhortation. that should: 

Dovle, WICO, Salisbury, Md., Car Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Jack Hawkins 6:30-6:45 -~ - 7 : vated re done 88 commentary. 

roli. Larkin, WSID, Baltimore. an 1951. Columbia, Sereen, Gems, Repeat. 5 p.m. show. FBI, s ts. ~wrev: yy wha > 

S. M Cannon Jr., WCEM, Cam- May 3 “HONDO” 00 6: 30° P 7 | céllent, IF thought, ‘and a great deal 
bridge, Md. John Wayne, James. ‘ Arness, Geraldine Page -] of it. was.an astonishingly accurate 

1954, Warner Bros.,. Seven Arts, Repeat," . | preview of- the: ‘Kennedy ‘speech. 
— ——— “May 10 “R ACHEL & THE STRANGER” on | Tuesday night. ‘For a man making. . 

Barney Blattner borelta Young, Willan olde Lene ne ne Nee ae ey 
immmaoene rerney - ti — set Cee Repeat hare pavticilariy. proud of An wmmoe Continutd from s = . - 

“| derton” because. he got his - -assign- 
po down on the field’ and extract | WCAU Average’ Rating: 10: COMPETITION: . ‘ment: to Ger many after three years. - 

the lineups. “I never felt sa lost Ave e Share; 26 working in my. unit;-and.-because’ ~. 
in my life," Blattner: sithed. ~ rag , nmap “STATION. ee he was the-first to go to the foreign’ 

His broadcasting ot the zame. THURSDAYS 6:00-7:00 ‘PROGRAM = - AVG. RATING reporting staff: from one~ of -the’- 

B shed. ant back ae cxaclly | program: EARLY SHOW Popeye WFIL Tee On in be epee * 
I did a little less talking because I ‘April. 20 “TONIGHT’S THE NIGHT” . . 600-7: 00 18. .Francisco Chronicle and ’Collier’s.). . 
didn’t know nich about the indi- David Niven; ¥vonne DeCarlo, Barry Fitzgeratdl Huntley, . sprinkley-. WRCV.. | He is the first to. admit that he still 
vidual players.” he -submitted. 1955, Assoc.; Arts, M&A Alex, Repeat — - “6249-7 ; _ 18 mo “has- a good. deal to-learn; and with. 

“A lot of preparation and wa April 27. “ROAD TO UTOPIA” News. Weather: WRCV  .| your’ review as text: in. my. hand, :. 
search went into this broadcast.’ Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, ‘Dorothy Lamour’. 6:30- 6:45 — 120 |.F may. have taught, him Something ° es 

he continued, “We believe that the 1946, Paramount, MCA, Repeat ” 5 p.m. show. FBI, Spts. WRCV. : usefil Wednesday’ .morning. 
American viewers would not be M 4 “HER JUNGLE LOVE” . 6:00- 6:30 a “I may ‘have: been | able to-teach . 
particularly interested) in whether } ay Dorothy Lamour, Ray Milland: Lynne ‘Overthan 7 hint: that: you. ean't. say. everything, 

the Central or Pacific League won, 1938, 4 am t, Mca, ‘Ast Run ° revery: time vou ‘re on ‘the ‘alr, and - 

but in comparative information aramoun ee « | that-no ‘niatter. how. urgent-you: feel. 
such as the size of the stadium,. May 11 “ISLAND -IN THE. SKY" “| '-|the situation’ -is, you can’t grab’ - 

the lighting facilities, the quality John Wayne, Walter Abel, James Arness, people-by the lapels and make them — 
ot the balls and uniforms, the 1953. Warner Bros., Seven Arts, Repeat _|listen. “It. only" repels the-intelli- 
salaries of the players, ety’ Blatt. : or else you’ whom. you! ‘must: reach: a 

Regarding tv techniques, Bla ating: M ‘. ‘| or. else. you're. was ng. your time” a 
ner said, “The Japanese move their WCAU Average R ? co OMPETITION: ee, ‘inthis business. ~ Average Share; 36 STATION: & . : 
cameras a little more than us. Best: personal regards; - : 
They get more color shots and a FRIDAYS 11:15-12:45. - PROGRAM AVG. RATING _ Reuven Franie 
lot of tight shots which are eXx- . (NBC Nevis-Publie Affai + cellent.” Program LATE SHOW . * Jack Fear. a5 wHOV. Pe “a 

Producer Jim Colligan explained “ ve . | 

that the ABC telecast was to use Aprit 21 “TILL, WE MEET, AGAIN Walter Slezak erect 1245. Movies WE te 
footage from the five CBC. Nagoya 1944, Paramount,.MCA, Ist Run’ i" Foreign WwW Reviews 
cameras phis intercuts from two April 28 “ROXIE HART” — contin a 53 —_ 
cameras controlled by the Amert Ginger. Rogers, Phil. Silvers, Adolphe Menjou “| 0 ed from ‘page oe 

cans. The hours ‘of taj °t0 ° wo. 1941, 20th Fox, 1st Run ms stage: players as Elisabeth Flicken- 
from four hours ‘of tape May 5 “SHERLOCK HOLMES”. . | schildt -(Atossa’, Thomas -Holtz- 
and-a-half hours. ; Basil Rathborie, Nigel Bruce; ‘Tda Lupino mann (King’* Xerxes), ‘Friedrich Revealing that he a produce 1939, 20th Fox, NTA, Repeat’: ‘Domin (Dareios: and. Rolf Boysen ‘- : 
a series of 17 bowling shows for May 12 “TOWN ON TRAIL” 1. | (messenger. Lietzau masterfully” 
ABC this winter. f° fill the months | John Mills, Charles Coburn, Barbara-Bates. _ used” light. and shadqw ‘for: ‘his 
between the end of the footha 1957, Columbia, ‘Screen. Gems, -1st Run poe ‘| dramatic’ intentions, ‘The:. gloomi- -. 
season to next year’s “Wide World ness on’ the. ‘small ty screen: sym-. 
of Sports” Saturday slot, Colligan ‘bolized: ‘the ° fall, of the je Persian a 
said he’s considering doing a bowl- we AU ; Average Roving: 12. COMPETITION" o: |empire.: a 

als» put some sumo footage on| IRDAYS 11:15-12:45. _ PROGRAM AVG. RATING jhere-‘on ‘July 20, the 17th: annie 7 
tape and possibly do another all-| SATURDA s 
{ Program: LATE SHOW Movie 3 Play weel Wacv versary of the German anti-Hitler star game. 11:15-12:45 2 } movement’s attempt. to overthrow 

~~ April 22 “REMEMBER. THE NIGHT” Worlds Best Movies : en ~~" | the .mad : Nazi chieftain, There’s 
Sacramento — R. L. (Danny’ Fred MacMurray, ‘Barbara Stanwyck. 11:15-12:45* - o- a striking parallel in this historical. 

1940, Paramount, MCA,-1st Run... 
April 29 “THE SEARCHERS”: 

John Wayne, Vera Miles, Jeffrey Hunter 
Natalie Woods... 

1956, Warner’ Bros., Screen Arts, Ist Run- 
May 6 “MAJOR &: THE MINOR” 

Ginger Rogers, Ray: Milland 
1942, Paramount, MCA,. 1st Rua 

May 13 “MAN IN THE SADDLE” ... 
Randolph Scott, Joan Lestie; Eller ‘Drew 
1951, Universal, Screen Gems, Ast Rua, 

| piece: ‘The: presumption - of. a. 
‘| power-mad ° -man; Xerxes, who 
| thinks. Providence thas ‘chosen him. 
{to. -subjugate the world. The text 
. ‘spoken. in: this -had . remarkably 
-{ topical accents. “Hans Lennewelt’s: 

Cochrane has replaced James R. 
QOshorn as general sales manager] 
of Corinthian’s KXTY. Cochrane. 
ex-KHOU-TV, Houston, has been] 
assistant general sales manager of 
the station, now in its 10th. month 
of a strike from AFTRA and 
NABET, for the past eight months. 
‘Osborn atit to become Frisco sales 
Manager tor ABC-TV National Sta- 
tion Sales, 

-|mood in ‘which. this ‘one. occurs. 
_4 Presentation. eontributed: much to: 

| prestige for SFB. A culturally top-.:. 
: Right's achievement.’ “Hane. 

ran | settings. greatly contributed to. the -~- 
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fl Contributing Quality on all Networks 

| ‘For Discriminating Sponsors 

_ ABC NBC CBS 
| “MRS. G. GOES TO COLLEGE” 

‘Sponsored in its entirety by General Foods Corp. 

| “THE. RIFLEMAN” 
Sponsor ed in its entir ‘ety by Procter & Gamble Co. 

“THE DICK POWELL-SHOW” 

Alternate hours sponsored by Reynolds Aluminum 

Other sponsors: Hertz Rent-A-Car « Max Factor 
Co. - American Tobacco Co. + Bulova Watch Co. 
Pillsbury Mills, Inc. 

“ROBERT TAYLOR'S DETECTIVES” 

Sponsored by: Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. 
Warner-Lambert, Inc. - Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. 
Colgate-Palmolive Co. - Pillsbury Mills, Inc. - Max 
Factor Co. - Block Drug Co. - Union Carbide Corp. 
Sunbeam Corp. 

“TARGET: THE CORRUPTERS” 

Sponsored by: P. Lorillard Co. + E. |. duPont 
deNemours Co. - Union Carbide Corp. - 
Alberto- Culver Co. - Lever Bros. Co. « Speidel Corp. 

NOW IN PREPARATION: 
The first hour-long comedy 

“McKEEVER AND THE COLONEL” 

| FOUR 

STAR 
TELEVISION 
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News Programming— 

That’s Show Biz, Too. 
By ROBERT F. HURLEIGH 

Mitval Broadcasting System) 

2 

f Pris . 

Theo's ames kindof show busi- 

mess If ts bp radia T! is the prepa-.- 

1305 and presentation of news. 
Nivest part oof it is our “com-; 

mae” oof 

fs) stuipnorting refes runs into the 

mans twonmeands But. like tradi- 

troreat - . there are pit- 
fics 

Be atateters 

ro. Sta ravers 

ston chu ines. 

Feeat odtess 

tisat 
e- hb eee 

aid att 

anusi1aily 

vrowing ule. 

tna don- 

2ood seripting, proper 

hah Bove 

tm 

ms ds erwen? pe 

hast ett 

Ln ate hs 

~~ 6 ott » . 

' 

te focreity se, 

Sttsine and, otmo.t | importantly, 

Bloper tecusapr: oboa warld-wide 

wea oar a Pitted oevelorama of 

Grvtenents bertwons, There's an- 

Oe: Nase heartain, too: It is 

purine , 
Sere oot a sass productions 

Can Fae tars sd im advance -in- 

fe tes secistesd oar firmer. atedi- 

@n. Mo pre. pemateoae. Pestemina, @&¢. 

Ade aes tore ls fat Bee percentage | 

a mesoerd es a eahis” activity | 

eocne oa Thee tiaht ws Capt. Gus 

Giisom ime space and back to a. 

Caribbean soaking -- which must 

be considered amd taken into ae-. 
Count i any news tueprint we 

Network Schedules 

1. 2,.3-GO- 

WALT DISNEY'S _ 

CAR 34, WHERE 

and those : 

overcome, ; 
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(Continued from page 40)" 

NATIONAL BROADCASTING co. 

TUESDAY MONDAY __| 

“LAR: (wir 

(18 miny. available) . 
~ "WAGON TRAI TRAIN 

(Station Time) tSRO}.. 

“NATIONAL VELVET Ford: (hr., aw), 
‘kL mins. available) a. Nabisco Qéchr., aw) - 

‘General Mills Participating - R. J Reynolds» 
te ohr awe cc 2 hr. ‘aw 

. Bukna . 

PRICE IS: RIGHT ALFRED | Jory” BisiioP 
(SRO. HITCHCOCK i _ SHOW 

. *SROE | “(SRO:. 
a Lincoln Mercury ¢ fw) “American Tobacco. 

American Home ‘aw). - (aw) : 
P. Lorillard (aw 

: pa faw: 

— grTW PRECINCT | DICK POWELL |~ PERRY CO3I6—_ 
26 mins. available) ' SHOW a ‘MUSIC HALL 

(2 mins, availabie). - |: ISRO! 

. Reynolds Metals 
Participating _ Rest. is Participating - _Kratt tw 

THRILLER _ Cain's “HUNDRED BOB’ “NEWHART 
(7 mins available): {a7 Mins, availahile) ‘SHOW... 

Sealtest. AW) 

“DAVID. SINRLEY ‘Ss 
“JOURNAL, sO 

“ SROD. 
Dow las Fir. Ply wood 

faw) | 
pitisburgh Plate. 

ma Glass saw) 

Participating : Partlelpatitig 

tions:. punetuations -and. 
tions. Soméone else wrote his copy.. 

ery. And someone else kept the 

cag ter does all” - this’ 
There's no, “buck” to pass... 

“This. is-as it’ should. ‘be. Ifa man'! 
fs to be a byliner in the strictest : 

himself. } 

fits the radio news picture -today. Fthat go ‘with that byline. That is? 
The news *break"’.is presented, as- “why the 

iit occurs—not when: we decide to” the. tradition. in. print. It is the: 
.Ting up? the. curtain. . ¢tvademark.-of authority, authentic- ! 

It has‘ pronipted, too. a turn. ! ite: integrity: and professional. skill. 
about in. methods: of preparation. le: is ‘the “star's”. bili board on the:; 

, There was the time. not so longs! newspaper. marquee. 
ago, when-the voice was the major |: It was adapted: for’ broadcasting | 
item being considered—the voree. : originally: with ‘the “star! angle * 

‘tke dedivery, the on-the-air “ap: alone. considered: the: primary ‘mo- 
peal” to listeners.” 
‘This has been shar ply ‘Thodified: . tinent-: factors. dominate. its usage. | 

Those factors still: play a-part. But! “That “is “why: today’s broadcast 
ne longer do thev dominate, Radio. bs ‘liner ean be- ‘as. proud. as force.” 

Ces: tod an is first. “pet "On, joknny- “tal. and. vibrant Q- personality ’. 

on-the-spot reporting —-in sharp. community: life -as.. his newsprint! 
‘contrast. to. the traditionally. ob-- confrere. Both, ‘today, ‘stand for! 
jective “we.” Today's, radio listen- the same traditions, the same prin- 
er hears the news—as it is being ciples of solid, thorough and hon: 
made. The “stars,” as such. voice, ect: reporting. 
their own roles: are not spoken for. : Both weave | word: pictures: ‘de: 
The broadcast neiveman, accord. tailin?a moving. drama. Both .do 
ingly, is a much different “kind the job. well: But “in radio they're. 
of personalith. He is: reporter. but : part of a hew kind of show-busi-: 

“signed” article ‘became j 

atso inter polator and semi-analvst.  ness—w here. the..world’s. the. slage - 
iHe is also’ ao word-picture. artist. ting ‘and .the 
printing vividly in listeners’. ‘minds; thawsands. 
the. backdrops and other necessary (- 

“stars” number’ ‘in the. 

'these stars’ vofe¢es to be heard in! reour‘ed for stage er filmed spec- 
“proper perspective and Import i tacul: rs, the enormity: of ‘the: dra-: 

Of necessits,. today’s. newsman. ‘ma wiifolded every” ‘minute of each 
_has become a mare highly: trained day” by radio. newsnien. stands out, 
‘ broadeaster. His news "reflexes are firmly in’ sharp ‘contrast. Accent 
{more highly . developed. reacting | {this with necessary flexibilities in| 
immediately to unplanned and.un- | planning plus. last-minute. script 
foreseen developnients so that: he; changes. ‘and I. think. you'll join: 

Taarane > a~ By ‘y ie : prepare. Ironically. we welcome can act. swiftly and on. his own re: with” me’ in. Tecognizing news on 

tis huge percentade, Because this ' sponsibility. the air as a new kind . of: show - 
totae dasPbecshing action that; He must think. too, in ‘terms. of, business—and. one that niust be 

pravindes the climartie scenes, the 

Mato exciienent we are sceking ' 

for tack ane every news broadenst : 
teat sive. radio the edge ever any 
athe: medie m of comnitnications. 

Bret these vert faetoers have 

teoreyttes an asa ab turesabaut’ in 
fe foe cre at te radio: 
Poo ark ate yocetes thine, it 
Beran eee fee on veri pred dis- 
fpr oor og an ADD) authaits 
are | Cee tha annedinte: 
Jo ow. pont Dore? oF confer- 
ws ‘ “, . “eee rr. ry Hirer: Ore he cagecee Se Snoater offieiald - 
i es aD a fine rar such 
oe ce | “Poahebe af opgor- 

"MES Rm Rig il ollce truly. 

overall production and _presenta-! analyzed and developed via newer, 
_ tion. Accordingly. while on the air: intriguingly. treative. blueprints, 
he assumes the additional mantle + 

- of producer. He decides, when fast- { 
i breaking events oceur, what words. }- 
iw hat statements made by a “news- ; 
maker” are pertinent to issues he-! 

Noel Stevenson’ $s Slot: 
Glasgow, Aug: 1... 

_.. WEDNESDAY me 

_Brocte, & ‘Gamble 7 

(9. mins. av ailable) 7 : 

intona- 

| Someone © else directed his deliv- 

clock, for: ‘him. Foday’ s news broad- |. 

sense of the word, then he must be ! 
able to assume all: responsibilities. division - of video ‘fare. will result! With ‘newscasts. At nine p.m.,aftee: 

i ‘the ‘commercials, 

‘tivation.. Now, of necessity, all per+ |} 

When one considers the amount : 
scenic factors needed fo permit | of time. -preparation- and rehearsal - 

_THURSDAY 

; ———oirLAws qo —“TNTERNATIONAL- oo = WELLS FARGO _ 
(20. mins.. available) 7 SHOW TIME — | | Bsmins. available). |. 

B61 mins. available). : oo nr 

Participating _Rantetnatng . of “American Tobacco. 
- oo oe , ; 14: woe 

ae _Rest is’ Patticipating” 1 

pe RLbARE CAPTAIN OF “TALL MAN" |. 
{SRO DETECTIVES (20 mins.. available). | 

Sinzer Sewing | ASRO . 
Jeo hry aw 

Ster ling Drug . R- S ‘Rovmona 

. Aa draw. > f a rn 
“Rest, is” Participating. ve : 

ae "Participating ~ “SATéRD AY ‘NIGHT I 
. _AT 9 

; : i - .AMOvies 
res | 4 13 neces DINAH | 5 BEDE {49 mins, cavailabley’ 
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“4SROy 2, aw) 

- SH 
oa - ‘Green. . cf ‘Ben 

qo: Stamps;: | Telephone 
“Qa, awk de taws 

~~ FRANK | MeGEE oo 
Ballantine thr, aw). |. =  -tSRO: Sth Bags 
-Buick 42 hr; aw) - Participating : 
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the ‘top berths of. the | new. “Od and - cotitent. . 

Program.” 

Not known - as. yet what sort . of ': 

ifrom.the new outlet; It’s expected, 

however, that type of programs ; 
i will ‘be staggered to enable: ‘the 

' viewer | to vary: his -ehoiee’ at: ‘any 

i given. time, from news to-: Variety’! 
' fare, from. 

: Music; opera, to drama, -ete. 

‘Race for Adapters ~~ 
Meanwhile, on the home front. | 

the. race for “adapters” is: ‘already ! 

l-under way. 

past year 

porated switch-over facilities © to 

: allow reception of both the eurrent | 

‘and. _ future waves, - both on: the 

: VHF band. For. oider sets, ‘some : 

$25. to $50: will be needed: to cover ! 

casts, of’ ‘adapter. and new. alitenna ; 

‘needed. to receive -both. programs. 

Perhaps’ in. view of. increased’; 
concentration, on. the © ‘upcoming § 

Tew ‘operation tand a. ‘shortage - of i 

rehearsal and stage Space has ale” 

“RALTV fare? 
hasn't ‘been. up: to. past standarus- - 
this’ season, according © to popular | 

ready — been felt), 

and: prinfed opinion: here, With 
| few notable. exceptions” is ‘Winter | 
Garden,” variety: stanza’ which 
picked up. a second prize at. the] 
recent Montreux. TV. -Festival) | 
shows. have been: ‘lacklustre, ° im-] 
‘provised. and generally disappoint-' 

there -has: also: 
been a. heavy. increase: in taped: 

| shows’ and- in: tv-film imports: 7 

ing. . Expectedly , 

Latest of tliese hav 
“Suspicion’’ ‘séries ahd ~ Ziv's 

{ “Challenge,” but ather tv-film fare 
‘seen. here recently - has included | 

ing. aired, fo events. taking place at Neel -Stevengon:: program * ad-( such itemS as. : ““Wagonmaster™: 
timp of. bro: Wceast—not past‘ner-in hinistration. officer. with the: MCA. “Alfred Hiteheock -Pre- 
the future “For what: was said” an. British - Independent Television sents” (MCA), “Lassie” (T on” 
hour earlier my no. longer per: Authority. is named as new Man-| (Screen” Gems), “Lassie” (TC: 
tain to the ‘situation at time of. aging Director of Scot commercial “20th Century" (CBS) 
broadeast—and only a. seer, can tv. He succeeds’ . James .-Coltart, Eagle” +CBSs, “Danger To My Pro-; 
forecast the future. + who is upped. to Deputy Chairman: ‘fession” (NBC). ; 

‘Stick To Your Byline’. ; 

This is afar ery. from vesterd: av. - Sotdier, author and broadcaster. ! 
When the news. “voice” worried. Stevenson was formerly-a lecturer. 

yonly - about Pronunciations, inflee- J in anthbopaless..a aly. Slesiou. J Uniy.. 

Ot. the company. The - outlook for. next. “season. 
with. the exception. of. the. advent. 

Continued, from. page. 26 

Sets on. sale. for: the + ‘Mofio. 

have featured: incor. 

i ‘Nation al 
i ‘grams,: 

{ fir ‘med : the. ‘buy. 

“ ‘Yt Kic. property .since-Oet. 17) 
“Brave | and who plans to put a new ‘stas 

tion,- W ‘EEE,* on . ‘the. ‘air in ‘the 

of the second ‘program,’ is for few. ;- 
pasie shanges , in PuORNaM alleen fest venture, dnto tadia.operation:, 

tv. in. early aftérivoh | hours; fol--. 
t lowed: - ‘by = children 
; MUSIC: or. women's tare, alternating. 

comes ‘the: key 
show ; Or-—sametines—-shows, 

Typical * TY: Week... 

Key) ‘features of a typical Ttatian 
| video week consist ef one feature.: }. 
| film: tusually “Monday: night: 

sports’ -to. chamber | quiz. shows: iThursday | and Satur- 
day; one: play. “eFFiday:; >, One Or 
|bw0- variety ‘stunzase - 1 films;. ere, 

‘One: of -few - shows definitely. 
' slated for’a fall debit: is: a musical 
; variety: heur: to star  S6prano Anta”. 

It: wilk be taped . this. sume. 
mer for fall use. 

‘the new channel, and Will-feature 
, Miss Moffo in-a:seléction ‘of light. 
and operatic: fale. Show was: write * 
;ten ‘and .will. be «directed. by cher. - 
: husband. Mario! Lanfranchi. 

also rumored. that RAI's news 
:progranis Will. “split! betiveen - 

and. “Second” ©, ‘pro- 
Wath, ‘one net. ‘giving the: -. 

news the his hbrow: treatment with. 
; an. accent ‘on. -commentaries.: ‘ete: 
while the.’ ‘other ‘would. handle it: 
-in more ‘stra: ghtferward _manner, 
as. heretofore aoe 

LELAND HAYWARD 
BUYS AM STATION 

_-Albany,: Aug.. I, 

be: 

ducer. has’ purchased Radio Station a 

WSTS in ‘Massena, a. bustling com: . 

‘hunity. ‘in. ‘the:. heart - ‘of the St... 

|-Lawrence. Seaway. ‘Harry L. Gold- 

e been. MUTA: Ss man; veteZan Albany broadcasting: 
| official ‘and also ‘an. outdoor: adver 

tising”. company. executiv e gon: 

- Goldman, why ‘held: a majority. 
' stockholder interest in the 1,000 < 

“1958, 

Albany* area’ within a ‘month’ or 
“two, 7 gave ‘the - sale “price. as: 
$65. 500..." “plus. receivables.” 

It -is believ ed to mark Hayward's 

That ~ means. “school — 

pr ograms, 3 

“two 

prestnably on’ -- 

“Leland Hayward, ‘the legit . /pro-. fone 
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_IN 1962 | 

And In The Concert Halls And Auditoriums Throughout The Country” 

CARMEN CAVALL RO | 
“THE POET OF THE PIANO” 

WILL PRESENT A LARGE’ CONCERT COMPANY 
IN AN EXCITING NEW MUSICAL PRESENTATION 

“POETRY IN N IVORY” 
| Persona al Managemen nt DECCA. | 

MCA Je A. ROBINSON : (RECORDS | 

prneneren, 

-FULLTIME 

SPANISH 

STATION 

wre On 

en 08 
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Narration 

Music Scoring 7 

‘Rerecording Mixing 

Dubbing _ 

Complete Transfer Facilities 

A COMPLETE SOUND SERVICE 

“te 
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| JAMES MURDOCK 
. STEVE RAINES 
i ROCKY SHAHAN 

‘ROBERT CABAL 

| “JOHN. -MICKOLAUS Jr 
- ity Won JOHN B. GOODMAN 

TEMPLETON RUSSEL TROST 

_* CBS» NETWORK: EVERY: FRIDAY: NIGHT 



CREATED AND PRODUCED 

( 

li, NUL psn 

FIMA NOVECK 
PRODUCTIONS 

PLaza 7-3138 

SERVICES: DIRECTION 
EDITING. 
DUBBING 
PRODUCTION 

FEATURES 
SHORT SUBJECTS 
DOCUMENTARIES. 

EDUCATIONAL FILMS 
INDUSTRIALS 

COMMERCIALS | 
MASTERY OF ¢ LANGUAGES 

, 

{ 

CARL, JAMPEL 

( 

nl 
TELEVISION THE. DEAN MARTIN SHOW. 
THE CHEVY SHOWS. _ 

THE SHIRLEY TEMPLE SHOWS 
'61-'62 Season 
* Spectaculars for. — 
= NBC-TV. 

CBS-TV 

o. ; 

_ .Songsfor . _ 
HONEYMOON MACHINE |= 

LADIES MAN. 

“Las Vegas Openings 

“OLE BUTTERMILK SKY” 
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*, FIFTEEN YEARS OF 
CREATIVE PROGRAMMING... 

(BEVERLY HILLS 
NINETY FOUR S 
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Grows 
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Be oS TM, Pattie cee Siew 
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But thats film for you! Fiim does 

Mme unusual -gives you the com 

meraals you war! -anrd whunt 

Whats omy: 
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markets thot 

selong requrrt 

For more umforeargt oe owt te 

Motion Picture Film Department 

FASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 

Rochester 4, N.Y 

East Coast Division 
ae a , 

. pat 

, ye 
re vy 

Midwest Division 

| 

Wet Coast Division 

oN tA : 

f J Germen, Inc 

cc ag 
mS 

ADVERTISER. 

Chevrelet Mcior Givision 

GENCY: 

Campbell-Ewele Co... 

PRODUCER: 

Rene Culmann— 

Magic, you say? Yes! Camera and film magic: Arca Fiim Productions, Inc. 

J.F. FILM and 
SERVICE SOUN 

44 YEARS OF SERVICE 10° LEA DING TELE: 
VISION AND INDUSTRIAL FILM PRODUCERS. 

SKILLED EDITORS: AS WEST 45 ST, 
EXTENSIVE AND COMPLETE FACILITIES FOR © 
PRODUCTION. NEW YORK 36, NY. 
ASK TO SEE SAMPLES OF OUR WORK. 

Grey Lockwood 

we bo ir TALL. Suppiving: att your. photae: 

erat me needs... ° and. giving you ‘service poQ. : 

: Crawis—t0 fle~Rp ‘s=Eslargein n te 

eo = “Write for Frae brochure
.” “. 

7 NATIONAL STUDIOS 
|) 46 w. 48 St. © VY. 36:0. JU 2.1926" 

r Brookville-- 
Muttontown, Area 

MINIATURE ESTATE: 

5 LOVELY. ACRES 
PART OF FORMER: 

- THLERIOT ESTATE 

ree Specimen trees 
Some ‘Eruit. .. 

» Spacious rooms 
@ee ate: ‘Roof 

oe All Brick 
‘oe. 6 Bedrooms 
5 Baths “ 

_ees Powder Room Anished 
with. marble. and. file’. 

dust Completed - 

Ready -for Purchasers: 

‘Choice of. Decorations - 

$135,000: 
BOB ROSE, Builder. 

HU. 2-5900. ‘or. WA 20190 _ 
6. 

W- TIMER 
Reg. Price, $3850, 

Nour Price “$2695 ; : 

D ened Especially. for Clone. Esty Reading 7 
en Guaranteed & Serviced by us. ‘ 

} Specializing In SALES’ ahd REPAIRS sf all F- makes STOPWATCHES: & CHRONOGRAPH. 
Free. Catalog | 

» Upon Request 

-  6TOPWATCH ‘preta: surone . 
pon west nico: BOULEVARDS LOS ANGELES 36, CALE, 

HIMINGWAT. FILM 
WANTED! “URGENT: 

Movie. film showing - ‘Ernest . ‘Heming:. 
_ way. Will accept 8.mm. Prefer 16 
fmm. or 35 mm... Will return your film: 

intact. Please contact immediately, 

- Box V-2205, VARIETY. tt 
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“ln our generation, the most profound change to come upon 

7 ‘the music scene undoubtedly was the formation of 

- Broadcast A 

‘ © Music —borh as as an ‘art “anda aii, » fndstny is dy- 
_, namic and. ever- -chatiging: To maintain a state of health: 
“jtmust be ever-seeking;. it: must always reach out. and. . 
~ embrace new ideas and forms, ‘[e must avoid the ’status. 
U0 for when anart and.an industry lapses deeply i into. 
“a tut, it can only decline and lose i importance asa: facet. 
of the nation: S- culture, © 

“Tn, our-géneration, ‘the: most. ‘profouiad’ change to : 
come upon the music scene undoubtedly was the fore 
mation of Broadcast Music, Inc. The creation of BMI" 
getup. ‘chain reaction of developments which brought 
to American musica richer’. repertoire. anda broader 

‘base. In a phrase: Tin Pan: Alley is now: ‘the United . 
States of, America. cot 

“ ‘DEPTH OF CHANGE 

“The drama of this: statement needs n no undue emphasis. ; 
The simple’s statement of fact indicates clearly the depth. 
of change: thar has. come upon: -the music industry—. 
| “upon its songwriters; publishers, artists:and recording’ 
. executives, ‘And, of course; upon, ‘the people—the last 
= ond: ‘most important link to be. effected. 

“BMI brought to ‘the music: ‘business 1 not only dra’ 
“matic ‘change, but a large’ measure of romance. ‘New: 
“'sounds. and -new. writers ftom: faraway. Cities emerged 
‘to: Teave fresh i impressions: upon a musical scene. 

“As is true of all major: departures from the norm, 
“the changing patterns dislocated writers and publshets 

BROADCAST MUSIC- INC 
589 FIFTH AVE. ¢ NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK 

-and solving that problem from within.” 

Ausic, Inc....Tin Pan Alley is now 

the United States of America.” 

An Editorial by 

PAUL ACKERMAN, Music Editor 
Billboard Music Week 

“January 30, 196) 

of the old: school. All who were solidly entrenched 
viewed the new era: with irritation—if not loathing. 
: The day of sleek comfort was dissipated by the onset 

__ of shatp competition. 

A RICHER ART 

“Yet, in our view, this competition has resulted in a 
richer musical art and a more progressive music busi- 
ness. ‘This we feel is true not only in the fields of con- 
cert and jazz music, but also in the pop category where. 
‘BMI has been’ most strongly attacked by adherents of 
the older music-business. We feel that when serious 

‘composers begin. the. task of capturing the essence of 
musical America in major works, they will find that 
their basic material i is all the richer because of the folk- 

oriented repertoire which BMI brought to the main 
stream of pop music. When the tumult dies, it will be 

“< yealized. that. this repertoire, neglected through - the 
years, represents much of the musical heartland of the 
eontinent, 

“Competition has made this musical growth possi- 
ble. It is worth remarking that this competition was 
-created by the. broadcasting industry. It was not im- 
posed by a governmental agency; rather, it is one of 
the notable examples of an industry facing 
a problem—the need for competition— 
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| Repair Damaged Film With 3 
If | The. Only Guaranted Scratch 

a Removal: Process for 
16. & 35mm Prints” | 
© Originals . eget ff 

. ‘RAPIOWELD for vieiched. “filent: We: on 
| remove scratches and: abrasions from |. 7 

] both sides of film, restore floxibiity, 
-F copair ‘all improper eplices, ‘and apply 

if fan exclusive protective: coating.” Ss 
| RAPIDTREAT for new “film: We]. 

Ht. apply: coating te.the emulsion side of | 
A [-your film to. protect egeinet_ scratches, 

HE [ditt and all stains. 

411 Rapid Film Technique; Inc. He 
; '. ($Tiltwell. -6-460) - a i 

37-02 K 27th. Street —_ 
* Long Island City 1, NvY.:. 

| hong Lite for ‘New Film 
_ New . ‘life for ‘Old: Film - o 

now more than ever 
Keystone makes sense — 

and dollars too @ 
here’s how: 

. Keystone has 1126 locally programmed radio stations 
covering 5475 of all radio homes in the U.S.A. 

Keystone has 86%, coverage of all farm markets in the country. 

Keystone offers plus merchandising tailored: to your 
campaign needs at no cost to you. 

~ EMMETT KELLY: 
Mgt.:: LEONARDO, GREEN. 

208: . sist st. New York” 

Keystone covers Hometown ‘and Rural Amertca at the lowest cost. 

: “avervoay 
\. ON EVERY CHANNEL 

S¥:|\ BROOKS| 
Re 

” a. 
3 Woot Get SH W.-C.» “Tel. 4.75000 _ 

K 
am 

DRTREDASTS OTT 

Write for our complete station 
list and our farm market survey. ——— 
They're yours for the asking. PREMIUMS: 

Creators. and. Manufacturers an ¢ 
of ‘Salt- Liquidators: ‘and Give-aways =f. 

; oo : ~ 7 . ‘WE CAN ‘SOLVE YOUR PROBLEM. L 
San Francisco Detroit — tos Angeles - New York Chicago aT “Call On Usl mn 
57 Post St. Penobscot Building: 3142 Wilshire: Bivd.: 527 Madison Ave. . VW. Washingtoa -BRO ADCAST | ‘SPECIALTIES. COT 

Sutter 1-7400 WOodward 2-4505. Dunkirk 3-2910 0 ‘Eldorado 5.3720 - State. 2-8900 oe M0 West Many ars ‘ork 36," 

Ruecesstul 
Kepresentation 
through 
Purposeful 
Salesmanship°’ 

Another Great Year! 

ee on 

DEVNEY, O'CONNELL, INCORPORATED a’ STATION REPRESENTATIVES 

535 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK YUKON. 6- 4390 

“NEW YORK: ‘CHICAGO /HOLLYWOOD; ‘SAN FRANCISCO/BOSTON 

- PRODUCER 

“The Valen is Yours’ 
Representation: © . 4th YEAR eo -TOP. 10 e CBS-TV . FRANK COOPER ASSOCIATES 
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“Storing 

BOB BARKER. 

IT COULD BE YOU 
Starring | 

BILL LEYDEN 
ond. 

. In Association With 

The Chadwich Comnany 
‘Press Reletions 
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Charles W. Brodhead, Program Manager c of 
WLW-I, sums it up: “ ‘Cartoon Classics Serials” 
highty successful. Approved. by Board of Educa- 
tion. To have ratings and. education too is no.- 
small feat.”. , 

Of all cartoon packages offered, only “Cartoon 
Classics Serials” tell the all-time favorite classic 
stories of the Brothers Grimm, Kipling and Pere 
rault. And, fantastically timely “Space Explor- 
ers”, too! 

Only “Cartoon Classics Serials” combine’ bril- - 
liant entertainment with genuine enlightenment, “THE SPACE EXPLORERS” ‘Technical aus 
Praised by narents! - thenticity: makes ideal for school tie- “ins. 

Recommended by teachers! 
Approved: by Boards of Education! 

So effective and ‘appealing i in serialized form, 
-“Cartoon Classics Serials” have doubled and even 
tripled program ratings within just a few weeks 
of across-the-board telecasts: 

“Adding Cartoon Classics Serials to our Peter 
& His Pals, 12:00 noon to 1:00 pm show, 
tripled ratings in just 4 months, with ratings 
up from. average 3.5 to average 10.5.” - . . 

WMAL-TV, Washington, D.C. ee ar Rudy ard Kip. 

“In 3 months, telecasts of Cartoon Classics . : a 
Serials in across the board program sky-. (°c eo 
rocketed ratings from 12.5 to 29.3.” : : Drisinal Group t 

WJAC-TV, Johnstown, Pa. | “CARTOON CLASSICS SERIALS” 
“Adding Cartoon Classics Serials to our show |, . 
moved us into the No, 1 rank in the New J Th Space Emon” , 
York market. Outrating Popeye. Outrating _ ‘ipeanty Ant. The baat” 7 
Looney Tunes, Outrating Little Rascals. Out- | “The Magic Antelope” 
rating Three Stooges. Outrating all other chile wit’ strange — 
dren's programs!” oe Tishermah AAG The i‘ " 

WOR-TV, New York, N. ¥,- | “7M Enchanted Princes yV AL E N Tl N E’ 
Full details and “Cartoon Classics Serials” au- New Group of va He appy $ Da ay 

ditions will be sent you promptly on request, “CARTOON. CLASSICS SERIALS” 
without obligation. Call or write today. | “New Adventures Of » “ 

. Produced by . : guar tie Explorer” — JACK 

RADIO AND TELEVISION PACKAGERS, INC. 9 | > «qautay th S4lur” . - 
aA at wet : an Distributed by BANNER FILMS, INC. | clan Aad The One’ ——___—_ 8 : 

527 Madison Avenue, New York’22, N. ¥:, Szaza 5-481]. “The Amazing Gift” ..-:. .__ Lit 
. . g. oncemmmenenner anmenebremne) 

Wire or call collect for audition and price. ~ - “The Fire Bird” ee 
“Tha Vallant Knight” Canadian and Worldwide Distribution: 

FREMANTLE INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
366 Madison Avenue, New York 

(‘Cartoon Classics Serials” are available in Spanish.) 

Ei 
WINS BIGGEST SHARES OF AUDIENCE! 

“RESCUE 8” 
CHARLESTON §5% KNOXVILLE 99% WILKES-BARRE §0% 

Source: ARB, “March, 1961. a | 

TOTAL FULLY-ANIMATED EPISODES. 218 

“alialrleleh-bel lalalalalalabalchaleieletytelgichobelslaiels Eeerereerert terre etree fron’ 

SELMA DIAMOND. 

. | How can. I be wu ‘eure my wil BONDED | - : 
a t t 7 | oo feat ee eon PW LMF 

q ‘SERVICE 7 
‘Let BONDED: procure the. NEW YORK. 

_. prints. and check the quality - 7 CHICAGO | 
‘before shipping. the: Spots ‘to. .§ Los ANGELES : 
the s stations. - E TORONTO 

fl A Divison of ° . 
a Novo INDUSTRIAL CORP, 

For Further Details Contact 

SCREEN ¥ GEMS, we. « 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY or COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP. - 

711 Fifth Avenue, New York 22 PL 1-4432 ° ‘ _ 
NEW YORK DETROIT CHICAGO DALLAS | HOLLYWOOD - ATLANTA TORONTO. 

EKTACHROME 
“EASTMAN COLOR. 
BLACK & WHITE: 
ANSCOCHROME 

a a Lo . > SS : KODACHROME. 
6327 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, California , HOllywood. 2-3237.- _ Complete Motion Picture Laboratory Services 

Radio and New YOR. 
Television - DETROIT. . LOS ANGELES ° Station y TI SAN FRANCISCO. 

f,1Nt. 

Representatives | : ATLANTA. 
654 Madison Avenue, New York 21,N Y TEmpleton 8-4740 BOSTON © 

. : ae a ee Fee - bee Se ee een ee ee ee ee eee le ee ee ee - co, 7 ara “teas rer we 
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"RADIO. REGISTRY 
JU 2-8800. 

Well, Whatdayaknow I 

7th YEAR 
WCBS Radio 
3:15 TO 4:00 P.M. 

THE 

WRIGHT 
SHOW 

“AT YOUR SERVICE” 

All My Thanks to NED CRAMER’ 
and ETHYL BURNS and. JIM MORSKE. 

of AMERICAN MUSICAL THEATER 

CBS-TV 

-. Wednesday, August: 2,/1961 

VOICES 
(films @: TV o ‘radio ©. . records e. comimerciats: ° dubbing) 

Currently 

Rocky and Natasha 

“ROCKY AND HIS FRIENDS” 
and. 

“THE BULLWINKLE SHOW” 

“CALVIN AND THE 
COLONEL” 

“THE ALVIN. SHOW”
 — 

c urrent Recording 

“STAN FREBERG PRESENTS 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA” 

- LEONARD ANDERSON ASSOCIATES, INC. 
200 West 57th. ‘Street, New York 19, New York, Plaza 7-41 62 

MOTION’ PICTURE PRODUCTIONS “AND SERVICES 
STUDIO AND LOCATION SHOOTING 
AIR-TO-AIR: PHOTOGRAPHY . ~ 7 
CREATIVE EDITING. AND. SUPERVISION |. 
-A. COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE. SERVICE ‘FOR | 

PRODUCERS—AGENCIES AND VIPS: 

‘LEONARD ANDERSON” 

” MANUSCRIPT PAPER — SKETCHES = — SCORES 

VELLUMS « . . in UNLIMITED LAYOUTS... 
Photocopy — Photo Vellums — Diazo. Reproductions. 

Scores Designed for: Your Personal Needs 

PACIFIC MUSIC PAPERS . 
. 1305 N. Highland Ave., ‘Hollywood 28, Calif. 

HOllywood 2-7251  HOllywood 2-4551 

Soon Available - ~ New Catalog of World's Largest Selection of Musle Paper 

Vincent J. Donehue 
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"ASK EDDIE CANTOR” 

New on 941 Radio Stations 

in the United States 

i PET KER / Personality Scope 
‘Beverly Hills, California 
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TEX 
-ANTOINE | 

and UNCLE WETHBEE 

Together in Weather for 12 Years 

11:10 PM 

“WNBC-TV | ore 

Monday thru Friday | when 

Brought to you by I ye oll 

CON-EDISON | think 

new york — 

CAROL REED. 

An 

OLOGY ENDEAVORS, Inc. 

Production 

=) LIONEL NEWMAN 
GENERAL. MUSIC. DIRECTOR 

“For 

20th CENTURY-FOX TELEVISION | 

CHRIs 
SCHENKEL 

SPORTSCASTER 

Holdover Shows ‘New Shows 

DOBIE GILLIS: MARGIE. 
ADVENTURES -—=s«iBUS STOP. 
IN PARADISE _ FOLLOW THE SUN | 

Direction 

M.C.A. 

- Répresentation® 

Famous ARTISTS (Mark Newman) 
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. ote ven eee oui oo BeecSiese rome aaa Bom nase 

©The American Society of Composers, 
~ Authors and. Publishers: (ASCAP) has 

a membership of. 5, 606 authors and com- 

posers | and 1 536 publishers. ‘These. 

talented. men and: women create the best 

in: ‘American. music which. is known 

throughout the world. n The: Society’ 'S. 

sta pone 

AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS 

members write the popular hit songs, 

rhythm and blues songs, great sacred 

' music, the songs from’ world-famous 

Broadway productions as well as the top 

‘Hollywood musicals, and the symphonic 

and concert music of our concert halls. 

a Organized in 1914 by a small group of 

writers. and -publishers, the Society is 

dedicated to seeing that every man and 

woman who creates musical works for 

the benefit of the American public shall 

receive just financial return when his 

copyrighted music is publicly performed 

for profit. In seeing to it that this right 
be 1s amply protected, the Society encour- 

ages future creation of our American 

- “musical culture. s The ASCAP reper- 
tory. is available to all users of music 

through a single license. s ASCAP 

represents the great music of America. 

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF VOMPOSERS 

B76 Madison Avenue; New York 22, New York 

SES Sop.cur emi: ow . | ane 9. ere ee: Ne a a ox? as eater ate Rei aes. 
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sae Pegeen. .. Snapped “at home" by Edward 

MUSICAL DIRECTOR 

yl a PRESENT 
LORRAINE HANSBERRY © RICHARD ACLER 
“THOMAS SCHIPPERS: *- a | HAL PRINCE 
"SANTHA RAMA RAU. | Cy : C : S OSCAR BROWN JR. 
BERT STERN - : . LY. YY wWZWiINL DAVID ROSS 
oe oo | - | ond others. 

TAPED SERIES FOR DISTRIBUTION: 

HELEN KAHN, 860 - 5th. Avenue, New. York 19. RH 4-5622/3 
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CHI’S RED MADIGAN: 
PACTED BY WBBH. Nk 

go, Aug. 1. . 
“WBBM-TV hae rey away John 

(Red). Madigan. from the Chicago 
American, where. he had been: asst... - 
-Managing editor and.-city editor, - 
Madigan, with 24 years of print’ 
news: experience under his ‘belt 7 

‘Tello-Test Quiz’ [ise est omc The Post: Office i once beg-| ive ; 

semen fHomtinued from pare af ‘| ged’ WWDC, Washington, D.C., to seams Continued from parce 5) as : 
m Page awithdraw one of the “Tello-Test”|,., e way (but the-reppery fas a 

e.', and then to WMAQ. Now it's! at last Schwimmer received a com- questions because. it was tying UD jj financial. interest: in eee ‘chain: and. 
o: WBS under Natisnal Food! Plaint froma winner who liked eal the .P.O.. _switchboard, | The ques-i.an exec status on the board of dis 

: ‘ yf i¢ards well enough but didn’t 1 Stare. su0uvrship, where it's be-: tt sng of thee constituted sed tion was: “What.is the’exact weight! rectors); Wometco Enterprises ex- 
in: aned crit times daily in a advertised “year's  supply.”. Sch-i limit on. first. class mail?” clusively by PGW; Taft by Katz. 
th sunt format i iwimmer obliged by shipping her|.. Schwimmer. sued. the’ FCC in. Mainly, with Adam -Young han- 

Soest 12 years ao, ‘Schwimmer j the remaining contents of re ware-} 1949, when the Commission tried: Katz: Capitol Cities, two: by Blair 
So iatts¢ | Dow Lee network for: house—100,000 cards in all Oo ban. telepnone giveaways as: , 
all st. statis, and although that! He believes that the real secret lotteries. on the baste that People: among” ad etry; Cowles Sew: news commentator and: analyst. 
“ wb en disbanded “Tello-j 10 the show's success lies. An ‘the. “invested” money to tune in (elec-! 

y t stH being sectworked| choice of questions, which are de-; tricity: costs) and_on car. fare to: “one by. Petry; “ ‘Hearst Coe ine. Fahey. wigan. 8s 2 itraight nee 
vis ABS facrihes te 45 stations in; signed to be provocative, familiar | learn answers..He was awarded an: Petry and one Katz;: Meredith,. caster and: Hugh: as ol ver. ene 
He ows Mel Venter has been, instead of esoteric, and answerable} injunction. in. Chi Federal District. ; three. Katz and one Blair; Metro. spot reporter and news: be steliox oy 
hota: the show on that hookup| generally in one word. A typical| Court, and’ by the time the Com-' litan, three Blai d h ‘Madigan, who joins. -the ‘station :. . 

fia it. meeption. question, and one that -turned:.out! q ; jpolitan, three rand one each| on -Aug..14,..was. once a-regular. 
to be among the tough reme.Court the. networks were in: ; ~ pe ame u Awol into his supple-| “Who Wrote e casey ne nests aeoel the act and took the legal battle’ :two Petry and one Blair. - “Nation”. in. the days when he was 

_ oS oeaee he found it” easier | Most people answered Longfellow.| over. Schwimmer sat ‘on the side- A Other effects of the: group rep | a Newsweek. staffer. in ‘Washington. 
t.1 s+! the show if he could provide|_, In the 25 years, Schwimmer’s; lines and applauded. The. give-| ms title He ‘an nerease F Al 
the prise. with the package. In its|Hadio Features staff ‘has cooked] aways got their way in 1954 by a sales talent. a eer eee pan Doi Ale? - 
ei: dass in indication, the show | UP a total of 10,133 questions, about|unanimous .Supreme .Court | de- FCC Posts a Notice’ ; 
rep itvied the Stations ‘or sponsors) | half that number for special tailor-| cision, and.the-FCC- ‘had.to rewrite rwwa Rte erteee 

"Washington; ‘Aug. 1. 

to nut uy the jackpot. cash them-! made variations of the show. The|its lottery section. 

‘The - Federal Communications " 

sels Must of them offered from|former Don Lee outlets, for in-| PS. Schwimmer : says che got| Craven 
bet ceer $25 to $100, but the Don stance, get a special sheaf of ques- something like 50 new customers 

“ ” Commission made these. changes ‘in 

ext'a $10 per call, The prize end}, Tello-Test. '|:mittee'“should be’ broader:” lits “local notice” requirements for. 

rhs G . show help hi to issue an edict to all {ts. branches ; a furz.s on the shaw help him to fake — ‘Continued from. page 49 jms to participate in. the venture and . ait the application involves ‘he: 

stumpers: The complaint was “that 

one minute instead of three min-| 

wirehouse full of greeting cards,| of staff morale.” As a compromise, 
which proved to be the most un-|the libraries posted the “Tello-}.;nimation. The buyer. gets every- 

television: viewers which Ward be- 
ill lieves is overlooked is that of the 

r Hi | N K on a show’s ratings,” he: declared. 
“They know: what they want in. 

‘Minow. said he ‘is: “closing: the 
doors to no one” by allowing other 
‘eompaniées’ to consult with the. : 
committee. | days, with --no° publication. neces- 
He admitted, ‘however,. that five /sary.. Tw a 

0 e nine companiés.on. the com=} Pa lieatian {< re: 
mittee have little expert knowledge os Otherwise, publication. is Te- 
of the subject. 7 -| quired - once: a. week. for: ieouy 

Company, Press . Wireless, Pine, if: there ‘ig. no local ‘daily... 
South Porto Rico Sugar Co., Tropi- | If broadcast; the. notices must: 
cal Radio Telegraph Co. and. United be | aired. between: a ‘p.m. and 10. 

Le: net aide it| more elaborate tions. and ao did WIP. cball: vefsion for: ‘'Tello” from the: publicity. | sammai Continued from page —— —= 
vehi ag , ; which had used a base version Lot ee 

wr, a $20) starting pot plus an SS basis. of participation ‘in the. com 

ti has been Schwi "6 t-|__ The quest for answers caused the ar 5 @ @.oaet ; . 
ctr hendache. but the monetary re-| Brooklyn Hbrary system, in 1948, Ward & Scolt ‘Heald all communicattons.coni- | flings: and designations for. hear- 

mon’ carriers should -be allowed | ing: 
it with some humor. and personnel. not to answer: phone 

an from six to three. commercials ‘and {natory access to. the system. 
He likes to relate how, at onejit caused normal library work. to. _ 

time, he fotnd himself with ajsuffer, and resulted in impairment. utes of: credits. But,” he adds, accomplished. solely by broadcast~ 
“there. is no. wasted: footage. in ing. it at least ‘once daily for four’. 

loved articles in the prize packpots.; Test” answers on_ their bulletin ‘thing he's. paying for.” 
They occasioned many a beef, but tl boards, - which Ahad the Positive One of the pri neipal fields of 

Hi] colleges.. “These millions of stu-|. 
dents exert'a tremendous influence 

‘dling one outlet; Time, Inc... by | will join the news department of. . 
the CBS o&o0 here as an additional 

Station: is already.--staffed. with ~.-.. 

‘mission's | appeal reached the Su-! ‘by Petry and PGW; ° Nafi: Corp., panelist. on. dus-tvs race var a i 

: jin ‘the. community, * “notice can be: - 

34 ' . 

(Big Wilson, that is) 
WNEW, New York 
8 to 11 p.m. nitely 

tv: entertainment and it’s pretty 
national‘in terms of taste; students | 

j in. ‘Washington. are ‘much the same 
‘as those at :Cornell.-We know. 
because we received . letters: from |. 
évery major college and university | 
‘across the country. ‘They all said 
our humor was ‘adult.’ It is cross- 
section: which is. representative of 
millions of Americans, and we'll 

J try. to. keep Our fingers on. their 
|| collective -pulse.” 

In this. vein the pair have sent 
various mailers to many of the 
fraternities and sororities across 
the nation, -asking their opinions: 
of sample shows and-‘ideas. ‘“‘Oper- 
ation: Loudmouth is the result,” 
Ward stated, “and ‘it's | obvious that 
humor in. tv is: needed. 

‘come up. with." ad 

-worked as an’ actor: in ‘German, 

States-Liberia ‘Radio Corp. 
~ Rep. John. E. Moss D Calif.) 
named each firm, asking Minow it 
t ha any “expertise” in the field.- FM: tations: 
“None,” Minow replied. ' “They. oF ° 

are the only licensed international | 
catriers at this time, and we just: 

fing to do so can -write the Com- 
wanted to see what they could) i-.i0, individual views about the 

“~  -any application. 

New| ‘York—Dean Corse, who 
joined the station a year ago as 
program director, has-been named. 
station: manager of WRNW-FM, Mt..|: 
Kisco, Before joining the “concert | 
sound” outlet, .Corse had been 
night manager.of the North Afri- 
can Network, | ‘Casablanca, and 

seml-secluded. on: beautiful terraced 
and. landscaped. gardens. "It “offers 

from G.W. Bridge, 14 rooms, 4 baths 
ust: be seen to ‘be baste 

Box, V-2213, VARIETY, isa" w. 46th 
1 Italian and French ty and. films, : aa New York: 36. _ 

p.m. on television ‘stations, and‘ be-- 
‘tween-7 a.m. and, 10°a:m.-on AM. 

.—In' a-new twist, stations: ‘must. 
inform - listeners that those desir- 

public. interest - ‘Sonsigerations : “of : 

” LUXURIOUS HOME. | 
‘In: one of New York's finest spots, |: 

. privacy. and comfort, and just 45 min. 

PHONED” PLAZA ’3- 0764; write-[. 

Your station’s prestige is lin ked. 

to the quality of its news programs 

EMPIRE PRODUCTION 
Air conditioned Film Studio 

TV Spots © Industrial Films @- 
Closed circuit TY © Projection 

and viewing room ® 

35mm = 16mm Slides 480 Lexington ‘Ave., New York 7, YUkon, 6-5700 

7 Air Conditioned. Sound Studios : 

: Sync @. Transcriptions for. Radio, : 
4... Slides and Strip | Films © © 

Music. Scoring, e Tope. Raitng 

RENTAL STAGES— 
| largest in the east, fully eavipped 

formerly GOLD MEDAL STUDIOS 
807 East 175: Street, Bronx 60, New York 

_CY press 9-5500.. | 

me KOB-T. ee fecamameray 
ve _ (ARK- V', . Uitte” Rock: : 

Television Division 
seo. .Baltimare 

eae Buffalo’. 

veee Chicago : 

Dutuih- Superior : 
wee /-Flint-Bay. City~ 

The Original Station. ¢ A 
&. Representative 

“for feature Motion Pictures: 

and TV. Productions.” 

e tology 

WOAE-TY TV ec eeee oor Kansas city ‘. 

: LOS Ange" es 
WPST-TV greaae goe0. Miami! ( > . , : 
"WISN-TV ; on “ht: twaukes RA-TV ... ae. Sacramento | 
RSTP-TV- “Simgapott st Pao’ WOAL-TV’..,..¢4i+4¢.San, Antonio | 

, Sct anton: Wilkes. Barra:-- 

.OKishoma 6: _ os KV 
. eee aoe on coe 

_ NeW YORK « cwicasa + ATAANTA "BOSTON ° DALLAS » OFTROIT.+ ios’ ANGELES - SAN FRANCISED St Lous ‘ 

-EMPIRE'BR BROADCASTING | 

_ Ampex Tape: @ 1émm_ Magna: - 
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Bxcluiive Representatives MARTIN GOODMAN PRODUCTIONS; ine. 

| “36 Centro! Park South, New. York: | 

Plaza. 1.3555. 
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HOPE ENTERPRISES INC. 

RMEL QUINN 

Television 

Radio 

Records 

Nightclubs 

Supperclubs 

Concert 

Stage 
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- New York - 



MUSIC $2 

By MIKE GROSS 

Roy Orbison | AIonumento: ““CRY-' bangs out a highly rhythmic mood. 
ING: ° -ali-Hose | ponrs “out a for okay juke action. 
bis dre: nite meod with a, vecal Bill Reeder His: “TILL I] i 
puss traf wil woe a mesaage to WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU"; {i 
the spate “CANDY MAN": Hill & Range‘) peps up the click 
(J antrac his some trieky rhy-‘of several years ago with an at- 
thinte indy to se it an okay tractive bounce. “THERE WAS 
Juke ran ;A TIME” (Paragould* ‘) plays. 

‘BodDby Vee -Libertve: “TAKE; ; around with a° slow rocking mood 
Goon CARE OF MY BABY’: that may attract the deejays. —~ |’ 
‘..don' ° has oa tine rhythmic{ Jorgen. Ingmann ‘Atco: ‘“MI-. 
un tant a Isrie angle that the’ LORD” ‘Alamo*) gets a strong in- 
gues wili understand and help:strumental approach that. can 
Prodatie ‘BASHFUL BOB” ;erack into bigtime: juke play. 
(CenarioSmuaon Jackson? fits | “OCEANS OF LOVE” ‘Mayfair*) |, 
@asis ints eucrent is spread out with lilting: musical ; ballad. tastes ; 
but i lack. a pullout punch. | 

Zabethe Wide <Capitol: 

WHE AO FEELING” bE. 
Marks presents an 

“OH | ; Bood spinning score. — 
B. ; Bill Carter (MGM): “STRANGER 

Best Bets 
JACKIE WHLSON ...0......- * YEARS FROM NOW 

(Brunswick). . 2... You Don’t Know What It Means" 
Jitie Wuson'’s “Years: From, Now" (Merrimact) is tailor-made — 

for the current market with .an exciting vocal to stir up payoff: 
play “You Don't Know What it Means” (Pearlts is a blues shout. 
thar wl! whip up plenty of spinning enthusiasne. 

rs *. * 

PAT BOONE .....00.c00eeeeeee eee BIG COLD WIND. 
(Dot) ceerveeeeceeees That's My Desire’ 
Pat BRoouve’s “Big Cold Wind” (Gilt) wilt help him to blow up. 

another spinning storm to follow his “Moody River’ click because 
of the strong rhythmic line and vocal punch that attracts top 
atrentinn today. “That's My Desire” (Mills*) is treated with a nice 
vor! touch but the chorus flourishes make it seem oter-produced. 

eres ee we & @ 

Py * 1k 

NINO & THE EBB TIDES. .JUKE BOX SATURDAY NIGHT 
(Madison) ...... veeees (Someday) Vil Fall In Love 
Nine & the Ebb Fides’ “Juke Box Saturday Night”” {Mutual*) 

ig a tresh and lirely approach to an oldie that can’t miss. winning 
orer current market for a big payoff because of the swift rocking. 
tempo in the clerer exrcerpting of two teen fares, “Book of. Love” 
ard “Get a Job” “Someday! DU Fall In Lore’ (Monument } 
rovis woo a ballad in pounding terms that ustially gets. teener . at- 
Cente on, 

s bd *® 

MARTY TL 

(Columbia) ‘Red Lips 
Marty Hill's “Give” ( Rayvent} packs 4 vocal punch in a éramatic. 

setting that works up the kind of spinning excitement that adds 
up to a commercial click on all levels. “Red Lips” (Rivleyt) plays 
drened with a strong rhythm and vocal attack that , Guarantees 
julce action. 

GIVE | 
i ee aad 

* * x 

FARON YOUNG. ...LOVE HAS FINALLY COME MY. WAY. 
(Capitol) . 2... ce eee eee eee Moonlight Mountain 
Faron Young’s “Love Has Finally Come My Way” (Witmarkt). 

hasa vigorous Toc: king ballad drive that’s. surefire for big spinning 
returns tn all areas. “Moonlight- Mountain” (Vicker*) brightens a 
strong ballad mood with a sentimental vocal. approach that’s okay: ° 
for the programmers. 

td * * 

THE CLEFTONES a ae a a er ee ee ae ar ae ee "DEED I DO. 

(Gee) ...eeee.. For Sentimental Reasons 
Th» Cleftones’ “ ‘Deed I do” (Laurel*) is another example. of an 

als» that will hit in current market because of the energetic rock-:’ 
ing treatment in arrangement and vocal group treatment. “For 
Sentemental Reasons” (Duehesst) surings with a slow rocking style 
thar wel! work into an effective spinning item, too.. 

* * * 

KENNY CHANDLER ore eeoceseeserevesseceasasy DRUMS. 

(United Artista) ..............20-.. The Magic Ring 
Kenny Chandler's “Drums” (Triot) beats out a solid ballad ‘with 

a dramatic musieal flair and a vocal treatment: that’ makes it a 
spinwin winner. “The Magic Ring” (Triot) circles.around an okay . 
ballad with some interesting musical and vocal enrbellishments. 

” e i 

RAY MARTIN ORCH ............ THE. MIME’S THEME. ; 
(RCA Victor) ........ Boulevard of Broken. Dreams . 
Ray Martin Orch’s “The Mime's Theme” (Jaymondt) has :touches 

of the “Bilbao Song” and 
enough of its own sharp. flaver to move out. It'll also be the theme 
o} Victor's fall advertising program which assures. the tune’ per- 
forrpances, anyway. “The Boulevard of Broken Dreams” (Remick*) 
gets a flar orsome inStrumental reading that may, be able to cut 
tte some programming time. 

showcasing for this vigorous vocal | (Gladt) follows the country ballad 
sty!ist and a lot of spins are due }line for okay ' effect but only in 
to come her way. “SUMMER SUN-| alfalfa areas. 
DAY” ‘Mansion*> is another good |TIMES AND DYING” (Glad*) re- 
baliad showcasing that the dee-|peats a familiar hillbilly idea for 
jays will find useful .to give a only moderate results.. 
litt to their programming sched-} Johnny & Jack (Decca): “LET 
ules MY HEART BE BROKEN” (Pam- 
 Joyee Davis ‘United Artists): | pert) catches. a counfry baliad. 
“WHEN BOY MEETS GIRL”{mood for okay results in its own 
(Jayde-: is fashioned out of a gos-}element: -“UNCLE JOHN'S. 
pe! styte but it’s built in a way that |BOOGIE”. (Ashma*) beats out: a 
the pop spinners can’ appreciate |hot rhythin that the juke. crowd: 
“STOP GIVING YOUR MAN /in alfalfa areas will spin. 
AWAY” ‘Javde:: is done with a Jerry Norell tAmy): “ITSY 
ballad shout that's quite effective |BITSY CHA CHA”. (Repubtic?: -is 
and: will bring spinners its way.|a Latino takeoff ‘of ast year's 

Jackie Lee (Sure). “ISLE OF | “Itsy Bitsy: Bikini’: but it ‘doesn’t 
CAPRI BOOGI” ‘Chappell*) runs |come off. “° rO YO" (Republic?) 
with a solid) instrumental drive |spin swith a zingy pace ‘and lyric 
that gives this oldig a strong! ;angle © that the kids will. under- 
Spinning potential. “BONGO | stand. ; 
SHUFFLE" BOOGIE” (Aqua*)| Den Carrell (Cadence): “SEVEN- 

Jocks, Jukes and Disks | 

phrases and it. should rack up. a] 

__excellent | SHAKE HANDS WITH A FOOL” 

“HANDFUL OF. “TEARS” © ; 

Jeryt) ‘is..a soso ballad. with a big 

“SCRATCHIN’’ ” 

-WORLD’IS CAVING IN”: (Buna?) 

|move. around the . , Rillbilly. ” “turn: 
tables.” - 

Larry Hall (Strand): “THE ONE ", 

| lighthearted feel and <a pleasant 
-| glow. to start some spinning. at- 

: LOVE”. 
(Arch*) steps” up. an. ‘okay lilt with 
'a breezy. style. . 

-| tion. 

' oTHAT'S | LOVE” 

»| peeailly: if. there’s a beat attached. 

| Beverly: Tayler (Ajax): “HEART-' 
ACHES” (Leeds*). gets.-the’ teen 
treatment in beat and patter-break: 

{a spinning lift. 

{Jatapt). .is..a/ neat little ballad 

‘attractive. ‘vocal. 
| (Carl Fischer*) “puts: this vintage |. 
‘swinger. into.a hot | jazz groove and 

Jit works. -Stie gets a solid: rhythm- 
tie lift on both. sides’ from Shelly: 
Manne’s drums. * 

“Third Man” -themes but it’s got. 

“SHOT FOUR Tony Oriando’s first album for Epic. . 

LAWREN CE WELK © 
“Proudly Presents ° His. Fourth-in- 

‘[a-Row Dot. Hit: Record: “YELLOW. 
‘| BIRD”. B/W. “Ceulatng Down The 
River.” — : 

‘UP ‘AND ‘ICE. (CREAM SODA’ ” 
(Lowery?). is. a rocking - plug for 

the. soft drink. with a. musical fizz 

that the :kids ‘are’ ‘likely’ to take to. 
(Low: 

vocal. approach that « ~may win a 

handful’ of. ‘Spins. 

The -Fleas (Challenge): 
“(4-Star. * Salest) 

plucks.out a novelty. line “pegged 

‘| for ‘the teen crowd: ‘with a rocking 
{beat that they'll go for. “TEARS” jis. a buff-pleasing . ‘collection. “of 1. 

(Jat?) flows along routine rocking ° 

-} grooves" and an ordinary vocal : 

group treatment.: 

* Leroy | Van Dyke” (M e E cur y): 

7 “WALK ON. BY" (Lowery? j has a 

| rhythmic" country flair that could 

catch: on. in some pop areas. “MY 

is an alfalfa ballad and ‘it should 

I LEFT BEHIND” (Wemarf) ‘has.a. 

“LADDER OF - 

“Walters:- 
(Bardeil? ) will 

get to the juve bunch because..of 

-‘Tomniy... 

the way this youngster . punches. 
across an uptempo. ballad.’ 

| TLE ANGEL” (Bardell?) is‘ one of | 
those teenage. .prayers ‘in which | 

“LIT-. 

the ‘juves find..some meaning es- 

and. it could give-the younger set 
“IT’S ‘OLD HIS-. 

TORY” (Amshell*?) rocks ‘up- some 
historical facts for: na specific. re-. 

| sults. : 

Ruth Price. (Contemporary): 
“THEY SAY. IT'S; SPRING" 

wtih. a pleasing - jazz flair and an 
“. “SHADRACH”. 

--ASCAP, . t BMI. 

‘until: Sept. 16 . 

and pianist: Artar. Schnabel have 
cordings of. the Century” catalog . 

{ton Special’. (Columbia). 

(Limelight): , 

calypso’ craze. with ‘an- exciting LP. 
-| This LP roundup of West: ‘Indian ! 
-ealypsos isn’t. likely: to start an- | Once agai: Dick: Hyman: S. “piano is. 

| other pop. music trend but it, does | put’ into. a: “setting ‘that’ sa: natural”. 
have alot of the.same excitement | ‘s 
and it .is sure td-be an ‘important-|: 

4 plus for Victor's “Best: Buy” ‘pro-. 
gram, Belafonte has: collected «aj 

dian = folk ..idiom~ and ‘has ; en- 
‘hanced them with: an: orch and 
chorus directed by ‘Frank Hunter. 

| and .a Trinidad Steel Band. “King 
ston’ Market”. and the - like” have} 

| seldom sounded. better. - oo 

. Brenda Lee: “All . “The . “Way” | 
(Decca). Brenda Lee is a.pop|{ 
phenom. She’s a teenager. who’s 
‘been able’ to score..in both the 
singles | and the album field: It's: 

| not -gufprising, 
she can handle’ an adult ‘ballad 
like “All The Way” and.-a strictly: 
rock ‘n’ roll item like. “Dum. Dum”. 
with equal enthusiasm. The set’ ‘is 
pegged. along: such dissimilar. lines 
as the. Romberg-Hammerstein 
“Loyer .Come. Back To . Me’’’ and 
the Lieber-Stoller ‘Kansas’ City”: 
but: it all-works out well. 

. Chico Hamilton: “Chico Hamil-° 
‘This ‘is! 

the first: album. to. showcase. Chico 
Hamilton’ slatest group, arid a solid! 
and swinging combo it .is. “The: 

iseven tune selection. they dish up- 

‘some .of . the © drummer - leader's: , 
: more popular. club numbers. The |. 
dynamism: which is the tombo's: 
particular feature ‘is ‘effectively: 
-displayed on “Special,’. with “the 
‘tune selection geared ‘to ‘give each | 
{member of the group a chance to: 
show his stuff. Result :is a-gen- 
erous .and exemplary. sampling. of: 
the combo’s. versatile overall. abili- 
ties. Tunes range through’ Hamil- 
ton originals and.a. workover. of 
the standard “Autumn “Leaves. 

“Great | ‘Motion Picture Themes” 
- (United - Artists). 

/with soundtrack and ‘hit themes 
|frem pix, 15.in all, and the mar-. 

With -sides like Melina‘ ‘Mercouri's 
“Never On: Sunday,” Al Caiola’s 
“Bonanza” and. Ferrante. & Teich- 

‘er’s "Gone With The-‘Wind,” the 
package has plenty going for ‘it. 

Bobby Darin: 

and he’s at his best when his ar- 

terial, .the arranger (also con- 

up-a beat that. gives Darin. plenty 

Darin 
| “How About. You” with .“]. like 

and it’s very. good. . 

Alene” (Warner : -Bros.!.. ‘Bing 
Crosby is. slowly’ . moving. -into 

first. sing. along. ‘patkage did quite 
well in. the market and this com- 

“fpilation of 50 faves has a good. 
.fchance to ‘do even better. The 
| formula, is. Hight and simple and 

. Soprano Nellie Melba 
been | added to Angel’s “Great” Re- 

. Nevins. & Kirschner will produce 

‘Johnny Janis will have his: debut. LP. on Columbia ir. October . 
‘Pickwick Sales Corp. has switched. 
markets; Detroit, Pittsburgh, Dallas, Houston and Cincinnati... ... 

to King Record Distributors in. ‘five 
The 

Everest label has six new LPs on tap for its August-September: release 
—four pop and two classical . 
already out with ‘its Christmas: line wee 

Synthetic Piasties Record Corp. is 
Sandy Baron, now appeari 

ago Harry Belafonte kicked off. a 

| dozen examples of ‘the West. In-! 

though, . because: 

those “more” albums because’ ‘its [| 
similarly styled predecessor made: 
a big sales score. The set is. loaded ‘ 

‘quee lure: will. draw the sales..- 

“Love: Swings” |" 
(Atco). ‘Bobby Darin is a ‘swinger 

ranger.in his graove. In ‘this Thy- | - 
thmic trip through. standard’ ma-. 

ductor) 4s Torrie Zito and he’s ‘set. 

of. room in’ which to :move around. 
takes some liberties, as in 

Mrs. . Darin’s looks," ‘but for’ the | 
most. part ‘he sticks to the: original 

| Bing Crosby & His Friends:. 
“Jein Bing In A Gang Song Sing. 

Mitch Miller’s. territory.. Crosby's: 

_Nedneeday, August 2, 196E a 

Barry Jelalonie 7 
Calypso” (RCA Victor). Six ‘years; songalog is easy - to follaw. ae 

‘Jump “Up w ith: Crosby. leading, the. way the 

Dick, Hyman & ‘Orch: “Provocas |” 
tive Piano—Vol.. 2": Command), 

for . the: ‘sound buffs. -Producer 

| Enoch. ‘Light: keeps his engineers - . 
lon their toes and they. really ‘build . | 
up..a. sound “ sensation.. 

| carries ‘the ball. ‘importantly as he. 
keyboards: ‘his “way: through: the *: 
| likes ‘of “Kitten .On The Keys,” - 
“Liebestraum, "Mack ‘The. Knife’. 
-and others ‘that ‘are just“as varied. 

-Ray- Charles: “The ‘Genius After 
Hours” \Atlantic’. Ray ‘Charles. is: . 
virtually .leading a double - disk: 

life by being released - almgst 
| simultaneously «: : on. “Atlantic”. ‘and. 
| ABC-Paramount. His newer stuff - 
is on. the ‘latter label ‘but: it: seems 
‘that Atlantic. had a‘ ‘lot: of. solid 
stuff in the. can_ before. Charles 
‘téok: :his: walking papers . and 
.moved: ta: ABC-Par.. In‘ this ‘pack-. -. 
agé Atlantic has:put: .together’ some’. .- 
of: the ‘best. that -he left.:There’s ° | 
some.. exciting material - by: Charles - on 
‘himself “as: -“Charlesville”’ and 
“Dawn Ray’. and. there ‘are’ alse...” 
some delights .as.the GershiWins’. - 
“The Man E-Love’:and Fats Wal- - °- 
ler 's ‘Ain't Misbehavin’.”:” 

1 " Eddie Calvert: “Latin’ Carnival” 
4 (ABC-Paramount). .Eddie.”. Calvert. 
thas set his trumpet in a “south-of- :". 
the-border ~ atmosphere - and = it” 

“emerges as. a fiesta : frolic. He's put. 
together some familiars: like’ “Si- 
boney,”. “Besame -Muchio.”’ 

' Belong To. My Heart” and “Aurora” 
i and ‘several. newies to make. the. 
| overall . effect . completely ‘enchant-.. 
ing. 

[. ‘Oscar: Brand: “An Oscar. Brand 
‘Songbag Of : Folk Song Favorites” _ 
(Riverside). This -is ‘standard: folk ~~ 
stuff but- in. Oscar “Brand's hands 
the: tunes. ‘become delightful once 
again. He's’ got’a balladeer’s. flair. 
which makes “The Big Rock: Candy. 

This .is one .of:| Mountain,” “I Gaye My Love’ A 
“Cherry,” “Oh, Dem. Golden. Slip- 
pers” and. “This Old” Man” delighit- 
ful .to. hear .again. - He's . assisted .. 
occasionally by Jean. Ritchite’ ‘and os 
Erik Darling and. ‘they’ re" pretty. ; 
good folkolks, too. Tet Gros... aa 

Freedom Plane? Would 
Bally Integration Disk: 
Tour to Start in ‘South 

Candid’ ‘Records; ‘jazz . arm. of. 
Cadence, js. in. for: a ‘promotion - 
boost for. its. ‘we Insist’: -album. 
A 20-city tour by: ‘the. artists whe 
recorded’ the disk. is planned ‘te... -. 
begin ‘in September: in a Southern» 
city. The group will. do a new jaz. -: 
piece with. music. by. Max Reach’ - 
and: lyrics ‘by. ‘Oscar: :Brown.: Jr.. 
called. “The Freedom Now. Suite,” mo, 

. | whichis featured. on. the. record. 
The composition. is themed to the 
Negro freedom .. movement: in the .... 
south..: The National Assn.. for the. 
Advancement of. Colored. People. is, 
‘sponsoring - ‘the tour.” * . 

‘Group consists of the Max ‘Roath. _ 
Septet, “Abbe * Lincoln; - -Olatunjl - 
and Brock Peters. .as. ‘narrator.. Ta 
‘addition, Helena Walquer. and’ an-. 
other dancer yet -to be -selected,. - 

. | will travel with:the others to pro- : 
vide terping. . Under consideration - 

‘from city. to. city in:-a.-speécially.’ 

“Freedom Plane.” 

The tour-is a result of. “Roach's: a 

Epic's’ fall ‘merchandising’ plan includes an additional: 15% discount |Performing the. suite at ‘the July 
on all new réleases for August and September. Plan will be in effect: 

Kirby Stone Four cut an EP ‘at Chicago's Playboy 
Club. for. September : release by Columbia . -: 

14 meeting ofthe National - Assn.” 
for the Advancement of “Colored . -- 
People in Philadelphia, at the re- ~2” 
‘quest .of Herb Wright, youth direc. 
tor for the organizatibn..The gath- - 
ering. was. reporte: 
considerably -by |. 

ly impressed: 

emplifying. the. Broup’s convictions. 

The. albuni. itself -has- created 

the: south, :according “to” Bob:..Alt-- 
at “The Premise” in Westport, Conn,, has an LP on Shell titled. “Out shuler of: ‘Candid: - Not. only is. the. 
‘Of The Mouths of. Babes.” 
-The sound of .monastery- choirs of San Damiano and. Porziuncola, 

‘taped - on: location, will be. released’ in ‘three new albums during the 
‘fall, winter and: spring of '61-’62 by 20th-Fex Records: . 

“On Top of Old Smokey” backed with “Careless: “Love,” from. his la’s 
: Tony. Motto-. 

Command album, “Folk Songs,” ‘as. been | ‘released as a single. 
‘Ten new. albums have’ been released by Warner Bros. Records which 

comprise the Aug.-Sept. portion of its fall: sales program. In addition’ 
to the. releases, special promotional material in the form of-“Minitoon” 
radio LPs with album timings. ranging‘ from 30-80 seconds, sales kit, 
newsletters, catalogs and: sales display pieces. were issued , . 

Fhas listed. two’ new ‘teleases in its. 
. Riverside 

contemporary. jazz series, ‘two 
Pop series. and da special sampler in its July Progra. 

f 

in its, 

\coritent. of ‘the. platter a‘ plea: for’ | 
freedom .now for’ the: Negro, . but’ 
the album’s. jacket shows -a repre- 
duction of sif-iri..Roach’s score is. 
!modern jazz. with ‘spiritual’, and, A 
“African: “overtones, . ae 
The. album’ ‘has . ‘heen: out since’ ao 

January and was never ‘performed 
before being .recorded. - The Sep-. 
‘tember tour isthe: first of several 
being considered forthe group, “A 
more extensive ‘junket: is’ being. 
weighed. for: January,” - ood 

‘Hyman. : 

“You oe 

#s a plan to have the artists. travel. © - 

chartered. plane to be called. the ©. 

the. piece and.” 
“adopted” it ‘as:a ‘composition exe 

much controversy, particularly: im. 



10% kx 
‘Capital’ “Records * . Distributing 

‘Corp. .is ‘launching a program: de- 
. signed to protect the dealer..:The 

‘plan - offers -dealers:.a ‘continuing; |. 
ae coritrolled .'100% -exchange ~pro- 

..gram.on all Capitol and. Angel LPs: 
and. tapes bought on or after. Jaly-l. 
..Fhe program. according. to ‘Stan 

Grotikov, CRDC veep, the limited: 
“ 100% exchange’ basis will -mini- ‘J. 
mize dealer isk. ‘and enable. deal- | 

.- ers..-to . adapt. Capitol : ‘product: to. 
-! customer - tastes. The. dealers ‘will 

lave the right to exchange a speci- 
:~ fied: number of: any Capitol or 

_., Angel titles they, choose... If the 
"dealers in doubt about the. sale |. 

potential | of. any . given -title.- ~par- 

ticularly .a new’ release, it: can -be- ‘are headed by: Bil) ‘Downer. pos 

‘ath: ie Fox Invades. 
: tested. now.. with: hardly. any. risk. 
The ‘new protection . ‘plan’ calls'| 

for. maximum. exchangeable. limits: 
over selection.. per ‘retail . outlet: | 
Commenting. - on “the ‘qperational 
aspects of the: program, CRDC |. 
‘veepee and national: sales and .op-"|.....- - 

"erations manager. Bill ‘Tallant said; | 
. “We all want: albums showing: his: 

-” torical: . movement.:to _ remain. . 
: “dealer. stores, available to the cons | 
‘sumer. 
“"“We-.don’t want: ay ‘album ‘ ‘in. 

stores which. shows that it does not. 

‘{nyentori es.. 

“>gell in. sufficient quantities to be-| 
‘profitable for. the. dealer. Two of. 
the most. ‘troublesome’ - areas. of 
daily ‘consideration facing. ‘record 
dealers today are. maintaining: ‘suf 
ficient stocks - ‘to: :meet customer : 
demands and. disposing: of ‘surplus 4} 

“Our new _Protection ” 
plan will, we: ‘ believe, ‘ga’ a. long. 
wey toward eliminating, these prob- 
lems.” 

stock quantities for. each individual 
“etait outlet.. He -also -umderlined. 

. the necessity for quickly: ‘initiating. 
“exchanges “when. an album * has: 

stopped - moving. in. ‘order: ‘to’insure 
Maximum. “turn” of. dealer. stocks. : 

7 Mexican Disk Industry’s $" 
- ‘60 Exports’ Hit $1,600, 000 | 
. Bank's Report: Discloses| 

Mexico- City; Aug. 1. : 
oe A report by the National.’ ‘Bank: 
ot Foreign..: Commerce revealed. 
-that “the. ‘sentimental richtiess of. 
‘Mexican’ music” made’ it .possible 
“for . the “republi¢ to ‘export . disks: 

' ‘last --year. for~.a- -total ° value. of: 
"$1,600,000. The . bank - estimates 
- that - platter. ‘production. .is:- about 
* to-hit -90..toris: annually, With : this |. 

vin’: rev-}- representing. 4, 006, 000°: 

‘Venezuela is chief: inarkét tor) 
. Mexdean. clisks: and. recenty 4 make: the Russians ‘flip .according. 

, _ plant for - production: .of records |- 

“Mexican. disks, 

there, the repart said. The United 
we States’ is’ .second,.-followed by ‘El: 

‘Salvador. Guatemala. and Panama: 
“No breakdown. on: dollar volume 

’ Was: given. by the’ ‘Feport. | 
A. slow: but Steady ‘rise. in’ ‘sales 

'-.* to European markets was noted. by- 
as the bank, with these areas now the 
-« subject. of- intensified: activity. -by |.: 

a ae 

“ls. Years: 

_.: “Solidating .- 
es functions. « 

‘Mexican. diskeries: and. their. .dis- 
. tributorships. The report. did not 

_.-. treat of recent restrictive. ‘Mexican | 
‘*.. Tneasures aimed at platter. imports. 

But. it pointed: out that -world disk 
: commerce..is: a. two-way road. 
“. Buildup in Mexican -record: ex. 
- ports has boomed in the ‘past. ‘five |: 

‘Whereas in “1955 exrorts . 
hit. but..$640.000- in: ‘round: ‘figures 

_.- the. new peak was’ “made last vear. 
7 -Prospécts: ‘for this ° ‘Year: indicate‘, 
an. estimated 15° 
even tehtly “better. 
stated. 

‘boost. perhaps, 

oS 

“CaP UPS: PAUL Russéit : 

int 

-Sponsibilities, : 
‘scheduling, recording and: promo- 

_ Tallant’ also. ‘stated © ‘that. CRDEC | 
execs are working.on an inventory - 
-and merchandising” plan for rack- 

~ jobbers which. will -be .announced. 
-in the ‘near future. In: a message to. 
CRDC ‘Sales reps, he «stressed: the. 

_ necessity - for. exercising | careful | 
” Judgement ‘in tailoring the size of-: 
‘the catalog: spread. and . ‘the. basic: 

“well .as. bringing to 20th his. own. 3 

‘details ironed out with the Russian 

the. bank: VO 

change Program to Cat Risk| 

“Champions s Tena. ‘Branch | 
..Champion- Music’ has. opened. an 

Office ‘in* ‘Nashville, Tenn. °. This. 
makes ‘three. locations: for the: pub-|]: 
lishing: House which. has ‘a -main_ 
office. in’ New York and’. a ‘Coast 
branch -in: University: City, Cal. ° 
The new. office. will be ‘<uper- 

vised by: : ‘Gerald Nelson, who will. 
‘also. function: as a. contract writer 
for Champion. Also under contract 
‘to. the. firm.-are Ronnie Self. and | 
Benny Joy, both of whom have had. } nomic, 
recently active platters. 

ales Market; 
- 20th-Fox’ Records | js” ‘embarking . 

on: ari ‘all-out. effort ‘to grab 2. slice” 
-/of the singles market. ‘Until. ‘now, 

the . company. has. been. concentrat-., 
ing on the: ‘production ‘of albums. 
‘The nucleus .of the“ campaign : 

- Cap Protection Plan 1 Offers Dealers | iene SITUATION | [Rca Victor Pe egging gli 13th Annual 

‘ality, 

SED HAMILTON 
. . By EDDIE KALISH 

It’ Sa. “panic. scene.” That's’ how |. 
Chico: -Hamilton, . drummer, - -eom- | : 

‘hasn't’ taken. long, maybe just. the 
-last ‘couple: of ‘years he. estimates, 
‘but the. survival: of the- jazz musi- 
cian’: here. fs: perilously ‘nearing + $3.25. 
impossibility.” 

- The - ‘preblem is largély’ 

| musicians...’ says_ Hamilton, there’ | 
‘Champion, -a ‘BMI ‘outfit, and: its | just . no. place to play. Across the | 

‘ASCAP affiliate, Northern: Music,:| Country : the number of -clubs: is; 
:| shritiking, . -Particularly: those. that. 
| book live. jazz_ entertainment. The’ 

| result.-.as -he ‘sees: it, ‘is ‘two-fold. 
‘On ‘the. one’. hand, musicians : are 
discouraged : from - forming ‘groups | 

|- because’ the Prospect. of making. a 
Substantial . living is pretty dismal |. 
and,.on the other hand, established | the 
| groups are ‘breaking up. one ‘after | 

e other in ‘favor of arranging and 
ee ate work for. “security.” 

_There'.aren't many money-mak- | 

And.. big’. ‘bands: as. well .as the ! 
+ smaller groups. “are. feeling th he { 

: pinch. “The problem. is . -further | 
will consist of several master ‘tapes | complicated by the fact that a unit ; 
‘that -have been. purchased ‘by ‘20th. ii like, Hamilton's has to. charge a 
over: the .past two: weeks from: club a. considerable fee for a gig 
Various | -independent.. ‘producers.. A: 
new department’ is’ being organized } 
within. the ‘firm. to . -handle all ‘re. 

for » production, « 

tion. 

!just in. order ‘to “make the. pay- | 
‘ron and meet. expenses.” ‘Clubs in! 

poser, arranger and jazz person-’ 
‘characterizes ':the Situation. 

‘of jazzmen' in the::U.S. today.” J 

\from EMI catalogs and will be con-. 
| fined. to LPs. ‘They will retail at; 

eco- ‘etuding albums of Frank Sinatra, 
‘There's ‘no - shortage’ © of ' Nat King Cole and Dean Martin. 

Best Buy Drive on ‘Entertainment’ 

«EMI Launching Encore ‘program which will cover 35 new 
“EMI El London | Aug. -yalbums for August and September 

(Electric and Musical In- -: ye) e > ty 
dustries) advanced the date of its: et te “Th ~~ for . Great 
tiew labels -birth to Friday «).;™! e New and the Great 
Called. Encore. its initial disks will | Entertain On RCA Victor ” 
féature reissues currently deleted “We are in the entertainment 

business,” says Georzte Ro Marck, 
jVveepee-gencral manager of the 
j label, “and we have concentrated 
on selling entertainment in the 
1961 “Best Buy’.”” He added, “In re- 
cent years, the emphasis has becn 
on sound. But what manufacturers 
| have forgotten is that sound withe-- 
[hax entertainment ds none Enters 
jtainment and the artst are still 
‘ the only ‘ingredients’ whic h deter- 
'mine a record’s success’ 

The “Best Bus” provram is 

0 Pops in Decca’s 
|The A into tw 0 section: 8 this sear, 
The 

Fall Blue Chips’ itso. ttt 
A hefty: array of product, under | trate on “the “Great’ with 1] pep 

merchandising. handle, “Blue! and 12 Red Seal albums while the 

“Entertainment” will be the key 

to RCA Victor's annual “Brest Buy” 

First release will be 12 disks In- 

| Chips— Exch a Busines» in Itself." i September schedule wil push the 
{was unvelled last Wednesday :26)!“New" with pap and for gala Soria 
4 at Decca Records’ annuat fall show- | Series packages. 
{ing in ‘New York. The cojlection | 

“ing combos around, he asserts, | featured 19 pop. six Gold Label 

| 

‘Mime’ Marking Program 
To underline the “entertain-e 

classical. -two country and western, 'ment” peg, Victor lias solected a 

a Hawaiian and a polka album ! «mime for its identifying mark. 
‘from Decca and three pop disks “The mime,” says Wiliam F Alex- 
from Coral. fander, ad-promotion manager. “is 

Each new platter highlights an ithe age-old symbol of entertain- 
already established catalog by the ment throuvhout the world which 
artist, representing proven sales | will act as spokesman for the prn- 

;strength for in-depth stocking! :gram." Shai K. Ophir, I raeli pane 
turn’ ask big.coin from. the’-publie ; which the diskery feels will assure ‘to mimist, has been selected to - 
in the form-of hefty cover charges | dealers the maximum benefit from jtray the mime in the ady erticing, 
and. minimums, which ‘brings UP | store . traffic: In addition, 

ae énother- roblem as: Hamilts sj 
. Plans’ ail for the, signing. of Seve * P n.Sre6 | release includes the 
eral’ new young ‘artists ‘for the |: 
-push. According to Henry. Onorati, i. 

‘it. 
ok ‘Loxury. Business’ 

"Let's: ‘face it, We're ‘a luxury |. 
20th: Records: prez, “we're out: to.) business.” he says.” Enough money 

and ‘we're nat: going: to copy what- 
others are: “doing, we're: ‘going: to | 
create ‘something “aes 

hew sounds; new ideas:” - 

“attract: youngsters to our. pr roduct | for: this. luxury. just ‘isn’t-around to 
“support:-the.: jazz ‘clubs at. their motional angles around artists and | 
present asking ‘prices.” The proups. 

vere ‘in turn can't.Jower their. fees, he 
; | figures,. because” they need what 

by. -Henry ‘Onorati, 20th- Fox ‘Ree- 
‘ords topper, to: head: anew depart- | 

realize. some: profit. So the people 
‘aren’t coming out’ in. sufficient 

ment at the diskery as it. makes its numbers.to support the clubs, they 
‘mave into the ‘singles, field. 

He will be ‘in ‘charge of singles. 
artist and “repertoire, artist, devel- 
opment” “and | “Teleasé © scheduling | 

_..fand . ‘will ‘also “ oversee’ the .com- 
-pany’s’ promotional activities on all | 
record product, including albums. 
He'll team ‘with other ‘departments 
headed ‘-by. v.p. Lou - De: -Guercio 
and: Irv. ‘Stimler, : national . “sales. 
‘manager. 

Heller; whose’ ‘most ‘recent. stint: 
Was. with -MGM ‘Records’ in’ -a&r,. 
-will- also scréen new publisher. ma- 
terial and audition ‘new talent. as! 

independent ‘productions: 

Percussive struments” 
Big Bang. at Moscow. ” 

.” London; ‘Aug.. J 
British | mn us fecal: “instruments 

to Fred ‘DeHaporta; Premier Drum 
Company sales ‘rep. “Premier; was:: 
the only. musical -outfit exhibiting 
at. the recent British Trade Fair -in' 
Moscow . and, says Dellaporta, ‘they’ 
were doing - hit -business.: The: Bol- }. 

‘shol Ballet -bought:: ‘drums, - xylo- ; 
‘phones’ and tubular. bells..- Moscow | 
.State Circus and the Kierov Ballet ; 
were. also ‘customers. .. : 
If€-'may.-take some time: “to: pet 

buying: org, but: Premier feels: con-- 
fident that more: business is coming : ' 
their ‘way. from: the. USSR. 

‘Probe Ink Spots Clash. 
Refused Service In: Bar 

Alameda, Cal.,. “Aug,” 1. 
kn ‘Investigation by”. local police ' 

‘has: been started. ‘ag a-result. of .a! “ity. will, ¢ontinue -to ‘be. handled: and; lof - _Musiearnival Tent: 
i summer. jaz. | clash’ ‘in.a local‘ bar after members : 

f' The Original. Ink: Spots: .wére. 
| perused sérvice.. Two. mén: Wére.in= |". 
jured, Charlie F, ‘Woods, “president ! 

‘Jof the- local. NAACP, and an. un-. 
Paul. Russell: hag “moved: into ; identified ‘ofay: 

. Capitol. Records : Distributin gi 

ereatiy e. 

The. NAACP. ‘official suffered: a. 

aha Ss Masters Groove 

in turn: are folding .and ‘the musi- | 
cians, -with no place to 'play,. are 
_Tapidly: exiting. into. other, more 
-Jucrative. ‘endeavors... The ‘most: suc- 
cessful ' jazz joints, he feels, are 
run by. musicians: who aren’t just 
business. men looking only for. the 
-buck,.: but -who.. also have some |. 
empathy ‘for the ‘artist. : 

Another. facet of | ‘the. ‘problem 
ag ‘seen. by: Hamilton has. to. do| 
with the record. business. A person 
“ean buy a-disk for $3.98 ‘or. so and. 
sit. af: home’ without® the “hassle” 
of club: going, not to. mention the. 
“loot” saving, and -hear .the same. 

“| group: - “Couple ‘to this FM ex- 
‘| posure ‘and other ‘similar at home 
‘Possibilities and Hamilton. figures.| 
there’s. an. additional impediment. | 
Musicians, “on. the ‘other’ “hand; 
don’t make much. from recording. 

| They - record as much. as they do 
‘to, “say something - for posterity” 

- (Continued: on. page 86): 

Chirp-Into:Cap Contract ; 
‘On. thée basis of a ‘group: of 

masters produced: by Arnold. Shaw, 
! professional manager of: Edward. B. 
i Varks:- Music, “Zabethe ‘Wilde, | 
{femme vocalist who. will appear | 
in: the ‘forthcoming Broadway mu- 
‘sical, “Kicks. -& -Co.,"""/has been. 
signed to'a Capitol recording con- 
‘tract. : ‘Shaw..sold -four ‘records by 
‘the’ ‘singer ‘to. Cap, the first. two of: 

{whieh are being released this week. 
The tunes, “Oh, What a Feeling" 

| backed. “Summer ...Sunday.” 
l were: ‘arranged ‘and. conducted -by |-. 
Bert Keyes. Joe Csid2 ‘and Manny |: 

;+Kellem made the purchase for Cap- 
‘Vital.-«Miss, Wilde: is inanaged by 
. Bette. Whyte ‘but her: record activ- ; 

‘superv ised by Shaw. 

Mike. Moccio™ to Col. 

{released singles on the Riverside 

“Menzel Moccio has joined Cole | 
“uinbia - Records’ 
toire- department aS an associated ; 

- Corp.'s merchandising department gash on: his face ‘that Fequired : 12'! producer. He'W review: and screen! 
i ‘to: fill a newly: -created: ‘post. con- ‘stitches:to close; while the Jatter - ‘demonstration. -or master: rec ‘ord-| quartet. for Aug. 6. Lows “Atm- “healthy attitude fos 

_ Sobywriting iste a’ “head gash: that: needed for" ings. which have heen submitted to. 
. . .. st j tches: - . ous ‘the company for possible purchase. I 

violinist. Ernfe Andrews. 

attendance in half. 

53.75 top in the .2 500-seat-ainditor | selling the qualits 
sartists. .& ‘reper-:fum ‘under. ‘blue -canvas 

t 

the fall | as well as in national colar-ty come 
“On Loeation” = mercials and in all dealer point-of- 

‘Series, which is a promation piece i sale materials. 

in. itself. - 
Viclor also has added A new 

The number of releases has been | we rinkle to this year's “Best: Buy” 
cut this year as.compared to last. 

. : ; Push. Diskery is sntroducw? a new 
Emphasis. will be. placed on pro imelody, “The Mime’s Theme." 

j written by Lester Powell snd 1e- 
‘corded by Ray Maitins och as a 
‘single reeord prior ta the release 
jof the August-Septeniber merchian- 
idise The melody later will be ured 
jas the background for all RUA Vice 
tor fv and radio comme cialis. 

product, ‘stressing quality and not 
. guantity.. 

‘A 10% discount and 2°¢ cash i 
| consideration on any orders of a 
minimum...of $100 have been in; 
effect since. July 19 and will con- 
tinue through Sept. 15. Dating has 7 
been. arranged on a one-third Nov. For national tv exposure of “The 
10, one-third Dec. 11 and one-third 1? New and the Great" theme. Victor 
Dec. 26 basis: This program applies | has created three 60-secand = full- 
to all Decea, Coral and Brunswick { color commercials fo appear on 

LPs, EPs and xiddie disks, but Walt Disney’s pew NBC" “series, 
does not hold for those the com- “Wonderful World of Color.” The 

panies import. (Continued on pare Ati? 

Tied in- with the “Blue Chip” aidlenettetetettiatne 
| peg, the usual yarieties which will ! 

betoned in oramoton of the var Selling Point Should Be 
Built on Quality Product: 

Command’s Enoch Lisht 

in: addition .to the line of Decca 
record. players ‘which had been in- 

- The feeling that quality product 
;Should be the selling point and not 

troduced last June. 

what deals can he offered was 
Personal Mer. John Levy 

-Jurns Indie Disk Prod. | scract, in a state me a tnet aces 
Jolin. ‘Levy is ‘branching out of | Award topper 

his. personal management chores We declared that “the objective 
into the recording field as an inde-j of the record industry is to pto- 
pendent producer. His first. venture | duce better and more exciting ale 
in the disk area are two soon-to-be; hums ‘and) not pile up troubles 

| for dealers and di«tiibs Regards 
|label- featuring Jazz. tenor saxo- | Hess of the price offered, these al- 
ponist’ Yusef: Lateef and Coast‘ hums don't move and the deaters 

| are just pan stuck" He figured 
_ According to Levy, future record- ‘that part of the cuirent marketing 
ing plans call. for sessions with his. problem lies in “overloading”? the 
‘newest client. ‘pianist-singer Shir- ‘distribs and. dealers 
ley’ Horn. In Levy's. managerial > «we st Command” Light tald, 

Stable: are such’ attractions a* «fee; that the most important 
George. Shearing, Julian Cannon.’ thing im to produce on album 
bally Adderley, vocalist, Nancy cv nieh stands on its oun anticne 
‘Wilson, Ramsey Lewis end Bilty : -merit Command has released only 
Taylor. -23 albums in the two vears if has 

— i been in operation Each Command 
jalbuny has gone ater 100,006 

| Heat Cuts Duke’s Cleve feapies, with some celling over 
500.000 copres * Command Grand 
Award is cusrenuthy offering a aie. 

da Take to $4,200: ‘for-six album deal. 

Cleveland, Aug. 1. Command is planning to release 
Dukes. Of Dixieland: turned on 4 ney, Command Classes Hie Ue 

the steam Sunday 231° for Opener the fal] which aH fe atiuze the 

“Theatre’s use of 35m film tape sich je cape 
concert. series bul posed to give superio: soynd ie. 

ran ‘into a heat wate. that chopped : “production to tie preeent tine 

sused In the matketsng of there 
Septet. pulled about $4200 at’ and olher selections, Light intends 

of it prodiact 
Miriear- and not a special deal prograda. 

nival's jazz seties for Sundss alter- fle fecis that bv prving ‘ae deaicr 
noons also includes ‘Dave Brubeck 4 “superior product to sed] a 

:ethpng’? oak 
whieh coald supplant 

{the deal «3 stem, 
and be created 

17. 

| strong: orch for Aug | 27. 
George Shearing crew Sept. 
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TITLE, ARTIST RABEL 

TOSSING AND TURNING 
Bobby Lewis ....... 

QUARTER TO THREE 

134 
eoveee Beltone | 

7 

This Lest-.No.Whs this Cast No.Wke a 
Wk. Wk. Ow Chart, TITLE, ARTIST LABEL | Wk. Wks: On.Chart mms, Antist “LABEL 

83 8. SACRED | | 67 66 ..4 WATER BOY.” : 
| Castells. waveeitbeescesensves Era 1° ' Don Shirley. THe. ovew. . Cadence 

40° 2 HILLBILLY HEAVEN | 68 45 12 EVERY. BEATOF MY HEART © 
Few Ritter scence eee ~ Capitol Pipps «..-. ere ne renee vse Veg day 

61 2. DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU'VE GOT |'69: 62. 4° ASTRONAUT - 
-Ral Donner eee ac senreece oor Gone a oO - Jose ‘Jimenez. . oe ee ees és Kapp. 

36 3 ATEAR - P70" 46 3) TELL: ME WHY oan 
: Gene McDaniels........... Liberty |. " Belmonts ..... vedas ei ia es Sabrina 

20 8 CUPID P71 63. 9, OLE BUTTERMILK SKY. 
Sam Cooke coves elses coeee Victor . Bill ‘Black. Combo. .....5 . Sones Hi. 

39 .6 PLEASE STAY « [72 68 2 IWLLBEEASY. 0 oe 
. Drifters ee eoceseoee “7 @ eee ° “iAilantic : : , ; Sultans. oe ooes seneee ee a ve: “Dalton. 

52 5. TOO MANY RULES 173-84. 8 HAVEA DRINK ON, ME 
Connie Francis ........++++ MGM ]° Buddy” Thomas ..:.: fvewes eases, Todd: 

24 18. HELLO MARY LOU. 174 °97- 3 I STAND BY YOUR WINDOW 
Rickie Nelson .........-+ Imperial | Jim Reeves Feees Se aeeeese » Victor 

37. 10. TEMPTATION 75... | BLUE MUU MUU wo” : 
. Everly. Bros.. ee ae » wees oe eecoeeve WB “Annette 06 v : eee newe a's a wee Vista 

34. °3 TEARS ON MY PILLOW 176 53 7 EVENTUALLY pS 

McGuire Sisters cocecseceee Coral f° © Brenda Lee mse eet wees eens . Deéca 

56 5 MISSING YOU vo Tap — 2 NOSUBSTITUTE FOR LOVE 
= ‘Ray. Peterson .- covesceee Dunes Roy Hamilton. | - was Epic. 

29 9 WRITING ON ine WALL _. |-7@-.—-.  BEACKLAND. FARMER ~ 7 
_ Adam Wade .....¢..... eee Co-Ed |” “Wink. Martindale: Dot 

32. i0:. TONIGHT : [79 63 3 DRIVING HOME: | a 
“ Melvets.. .. +2 Monument | — ‘Duane Eddy ...... vals oe Jamie, 

83.3 A THING ¢ OF THE PAST ‘1 g0 73 «3 «LOVELY DEE’ . 
~  .. Shirelles.. eecee Sceptor - Untouchables -. .. co eens ees Liberty 

V7 «2 _MOUNTAINS . HIGH - 30— ot MOVE TO OUTSKIRTS OF TOWN 
Dick & Dale’.......6-.+.+5. Lama, _ Ray Charles -........64.. +, Impulse ™ 

44. 12 RIGHT OR WRONG ° |82. 94 ©4 THE CHARLESTON we 
| _ Warda Jackson... 2.00. Capitol T° Ernie Fields... ......... Rendezvous 

58 4 THAT'S WHAT. GIRLS ARE. FOR | ‘183 — |. STRANGE DESIRE oe 
Spinners... ..0se.seeecees TH | 9 5 9 Jack Scott oo... ete ta... Capitol 

67 3 ‘WHAT-A SWEET THING $4 — | SUGAR TIME rs 
__ Shirelies........... waeaee Sceptor [ _ Johnny. Cash’. béce's re «Col 

— 1 WHAT WouLD YouDO. —|'85 49. «5 1M COMING BACK TO. you. - 
; Jim Reeves . vette eens sees e Victor | - "Jackie Wilson -. Dee ese teas, Brunswick 

57 3 LOVER'S ISLAND 4 860 ALITTLE BIT OF SOAP oe 
Blue Jays . ccneescecvee. Milestone |. . Jarmels: ve bedbesedeeweeee Laurie 

72-3 PEANUTS. “dey a: 1 MY CLAIRE DE.LUNE 7 
. . - Rick & Kings. eeeee eo oe e6e- Smash ; 7 Steve Lawrence. Caves. sede oi UA- 

42 2° ANSWER TO: ME 188 59 § ‘NATURE BOY . o os 
oO Pattl Paige... ... » Mercury ‘oo . Bobby Darin. wy ntbeddes iat i Atco 

64 5 -TAKE’A FOOL'S ADVICE - | 89° —"  ’ WHO PUT THE BOM. . o. 
- ‘Nat King, Cole’... .......- Capitol _ a Barry Mant oie cece s ABC-Par 

— | FOOT STOMPING {90 89. 2 MAGIC MOON xyz 
| Flares 0. evuceese cesses Felsted | 7 ayes... erect rednr eee sees AVE 

inet BARBARA ANN ° | ee LITTLE EGYPT. bes. Kies 
Regents ......... cee eeasee Gee] ; co ecu 

| oO | 92 — -1 SO:CLOSE To HEAVEN - 
50. 3 ONE SUMMER NIGHT oe Ha Donner... 6. O25 . Gone 

. Diamonds . .* eeeeoee oe eoee. Mercury 93 —_ | VOYAGE: To THE sorrom OF: SEA. 

— tf) ASIFLDIDN'T KNOW Frankie: Avalon :........ Chancellor 
. Adam Wade ..,.5.......0% Coed 4 = 1 OTR ANSISTOR SISTER ok 

30 12. ‘STAND. BY ME. ee | Freddie Cannon ee. cee. Swan 

| ' Ben E. King... 62.665, veeie Atco [95.-— 2° SOMEBODY NOBODY WANTS. 
a 43 ? DANCE ON LITTLE GIRL yd oo a Dion . rr aay nes a . c 8, ‘Lauro ~ 

, “Paul Anka ........0.+0++ ABC:Par.| 96 80 2 TEEN PRAYER. 
60° 2 «BIG BOSS MAN | a ‘Velveteens Seve cepedectae +3 Stark 

| Jimmy. Reed: -:..... weeeee Vee day 9F 95. 2 ~ TAKE A MINUTE” ee 

93° «6 =| DAYDREAMS _ yo. ‘Stringalongs ‘. teens ‘Worwick. 
: 98 98 2 RUNAROUND © ol an _ Johnny Crawford ......3... Del-Fi po “Regents 0. i... ees ees Live ‘Geo. 

76.8 MYKIND OF GIRL . 99.96 11 OLD BLACK Magic. a so 
- Malt Momree «02007404. Warwick | = _ | Bobby. Rydell. .0:. wale Cameo - 

. 1 FEEL SO BAD 1.100: 81 * BLUE. TOMORROW 

U.S. Bonds .......-00. « Legrande 

DUM DUM ; 
Rrenda Lee eseavecee eer s ow ° ‘Decca 

HATS. OFF TO LARRY ‘ 
Del Shannon ...... ‘neeee «+ Big Top | - 

TOGETHER 
Connie Francis ............ MGM 

LAST NIGHT 
Markeys escevovevenenes @ecse Satellite. q 

LET'S TWIST AGAIN 
Chubby Checker ..... oo Parkway | 

1 LIKE IT LiKE THAT | 
Cris Kenner ..........+--. Instant 

1 FALL TO PIECES . 
Patsy Cline eoeccresererere Decca 

MICHAEL 
Highwaymen .......2s+eseeee UA | 

NEVER ON SUNDAY oo 
Chordettes ..........6.. Cadence. 

YELLOW BIRD 4 
Arthur Lyman ...........+ »» Hi Fi 

KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR 
Eddie Hodges .......... Cadence 

WOODEN HEART —_ 
Joe Dowell ... 0... ccc cccee Smash - 

BOLL WEEVIL SONG . . 
Brook Benton ......0cee0e Mercury |. 

SCHOOL'S OUT 14 
U. S. Bonds ........000. Legrande' |” 

HEART AND SOUL ; 
Jon & Dean......... eee Challenge. 

PRETTY LITTLE ANGEL EYES | | 
Curt Lee ...... cece wees Dunes 

MOODY RIVER . . 
Pat Boone ........ weevsecces. Dot 

SAN ANTONIO KOSE 1 
Floyd Cramer ........+6+ » Victor |. 

RAINDROPS 
Dee Clark ....... ve-.eee Vee Jay 

YOU CAN'T SIT DOWN | 
Phil Upchurch Combo........Boyd | 

RAINING IN MY HEART 
Slim Harpo ....... esescee Excello | 

HURT . 
Timi Yuro ..... sees ceee Liberty 

SEA OF HEARTBREAK 58 
Don Gibson ........0-20000- Victor 1 

YELLOW BIRD — . 
Lawrence Welk... eseees Dot’ | 

TRAVELIN' Maa .. : 
Rickie Nelson ....., vo eee, Imperial | . 

THE FISH . 
Bobby Rydell ...........-. Cameo 

DON'T BET MONEY 
Linda Scott ...........ceee. C-A’ 

STARLIGHT STARBRIGHT | 
Linda Scott ...... seen eeees C-A. 

LET FOUR WINDS BLOW. a 
Eddie Hodges .........-. Imperial | 

WOODEN HEART 65 
Gus Backus .......000 Fono Graf | 

1 JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND | 
Ann Margare?...........:++ fictor |. 

BA 
‘Elvis Presley | ee eecnewes none: + Mictor By Yougbr - sos , eae . wee Dot . 
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~ Inside ram 
- ~ South America’ 8 first: American’ ‘Jazz Festiva ‘gecently: opened a: two: | 
‘week. con¢ert:.tour at’ the Ritz. Theatre,.Sao_ Paulo: Brazil. Although | 

. American. jazz artists aren’t new. tothe country, it is: -Teported . to be 
*.. the: first ‘time that: so many..players have played there at. one. time: The 
program | included performances by’ Coleman Hawkins, Roy- Eldridge: 
“Chris. Connor; Herbie: Mann, Zoot Sims, Al Cohn, Curtis: Fuller, Kenny j 

.: Dorham, the. Jo Jones Trio’ with Tommy: Flanagan, “Ahmed Abdul Malik, * 
‘and the Ronnie Ball: Trio. with. Dave. Bailey. Willis - Conover | of the . 

won Voice ‘of America and CBS ‘emceed.. 
Festival Was’ ‘co-produced. -by. Monte | Kay and “Alex. Valdes. It: calso.: 

made. appearances at the Municipal’ Theatre.” Rio. ‘de Janeiro; Porto: 
Alegre,’ Buenos: AirRes, ‘Montevideo and Santiago. ‘The Project . is the | 

-third international ‘jazz event :Kay ‘has! arranged this -xear. “The first® 
tw, for. Art Blakey ‘and: the: Jazz Messengers in January. and: the’ 

: Modern. Jazz Quartet in May; were set in ‘Japan: - ‘ 

ve “Henry ‘Maneini: has’ ‘developed: ‘into: one of: the: bie‘: guns vat RCA , ‘ies, 
ue tor. His initial LP. Peter “Gynn,” thas been in: the bestselling brac Kers + 

‘for 101: weeks" and his ‘\Mr-Lucky” is Still piling up sales after:a- 60- 
week: run even, though. the. ty series from which ‘the. package. emdnated . 

-ds.no longer.on the:.air. Mancini also has’ achot selling package in. “Mr. 
* Lucky. Goes Latin’: and. -Vi¢tor has his: néw: LP, “Breaklayst.at Tif-- 
_fany's” for: release-in its.‘ ‘Best. Buy” progi‘am: in. September‘ 

. _ incidentally, ; wrote, the ‘score for the "Tiffany" -pie. Which: ‘Patamount 
oy ds releasing: an on ; ; : : 

‘Orchestra leader Spike Jones figures there's no réam: left for: his: 
- specialty, -burlesquing” popular . songs...In a. telephone | ‘interview with! 
‘Minneapolis. Star radio-tv editor Forrest Powers, Jones asked: "W hat j 
‘more cauld ‘I do-to make. the: ‘Top: 40° rock -’n’ roll: tunes funnier? *) 
“eould burp 4 -gold record. :and ‘no one: ‘would: laugh.” -Jones also | told | 
_Powers that in his ‘new CBS-TV.summer.series he'd do no more- take-'! 
offs. on ‘Leonard. Bernstein;.. lecturing--on musie depreciation. “‘We've- 
‘done. enough. for. Bernstein, a - Jones, paid: “Look: ‘how, famous. he's. “be- a 
come,’ 

US. ‘attorney-General. Robert = ‘FL "Kennedy his. ‘appointed “paw yn: ” 
" Bilberiiag,. recently special: assistant tothe Attorney: General of New. 
“York, to head. a new unit in:the Justice Dept. -Criminal. Division known 
as the organized crime and racketeering section. He's'son-of Lou Sil- 

berling,: general manager of Paramount and Famous Music Corp. 

Kapp. ‘Records hag. added ‘two: ‘distributing. outfits. to its list -of- ‘ar ea. 
oof Bervicers. ‘The All South Distributing: ‘Company, New Orleans, headed 

| ‘by Henry. Hildebrand;. will handle the Houston area and “Eastern Rec-|| - 
‘ord’ Distributing Co., ‘Bast Hartford, Conn. headed. by] Dick: kGodlewskt, 
will ‘service the Albany, vicinity. 

| “59 Fabulous ‘Favorites;* a compilation of | the: words and. music. of 
50 songs which havé been major hits in the past 30 or so years will be 
‘published ‘this fall by. Cromwell- “Music. The.104-page. book will include. 

Mancini, « 

7 United: Artists. 

Mesa’ $  Orfeon. Diskery 
‘| Inks Bill Haley to 2-Yr.. 
Pat Gets $6, 000 Adyance| 

' Mexico City, ‘Aug. 1.- 
“BAL Hale, rock 'n’ roll exponent, 

has:: signed a ‘two-year exclusive | 
contract with | the Orfeon: diskery j 
where.. ‘He ‘received a .$6,000 ad- |. 
: Varice, ‘according to Francisco de. la.}. 
Barrera, Orfeon’s. talent. director: 

+ . American .. singer’ “will handle |” 
rir. rhythms in: ‘Spanish.. to ac-! 
“‘companiment ‘of Mexican musi-; 
, cians, --Latter., will ‘be. trained by 
j Haley’ 3: ‘pianist, Johnny ‘Grande, | 
-falso under a two-year. contract. 

Pact: with Haley will. make it 
possible for Orfeor to ship disks : 
made: in Mexico. to ‘the US, ae- 
cording to de. la Barrera. He does : 
‘not: see any. decline: in rock and |; 
Lroll. popularity. While many com-! 
‘bos here execute the r is thm. these: 
y readil} shed 1 

icant and Furopean markets’ Iturbi :to jet in fiem concerts im 

‘betause. of lack of quality: and. in- 4 Spain to keep @ later date. 
. cen 1 GTOSS.. ‘at 19 QO top on an ap- 

oe de: la ‘Bariera j proximate - 15.000. attendance pu 
| _}fential. hit close ‘to $10°500, with 

Iturbi's Ruarantee § $3.000 

Venture is a project of New Ta- 
iven Junior Chamber ef Commerce 
and is underwritten -by local in- 
terests. Individual organizations 
sponsor each of the three concerts- 
booked, Iturbi. Duke 

‘| Sarah Vaughan: last Saturday .:29) 

United Artists Records is ‘bulld-. and Rodgers & Hammerstein Night 
‘ing. up ‘a program. for the rack 
field.: The 1.500 specially ‘designed. 

Dealer Record 
“Rack... Merchandisers, and pre- 
pack: of records to’ be. featured. on 
‘the rack were. shipped this week. 

The pre-packs will include 12 

(Aug. 1 

records, 10 to. be bought on a full }- 
| guaranteed basis, and the. two 
other. at. no: ‘charge to dealers. The | 
‘initial album- featured is “Great | 
‘Motion. Picture. Themes—Vol. 2,” 
a followup ‘to: the. current bestsel- 

‘NEW YALE BOWL POPS; 
~ TTURBI GUARANTEE, 36. 

New -Haven, Aug. 1. 
‘Revival. of peps-concerts at Yale 

Bow!. afier a fivevear lapse 
+ brought an aj proviniate BOC; 
house of slighth aver 7.000 stub- 
i holders for pianist Jose Ituib and 
ithe. New -Haven Pops Orchestra 
- under ‘baton of Hare. Berman lat- 
jter, incidentally was conducting 
‘his 65th pops cencert since the 
series Inception seme rears age. 

-Inclenient -weather had 
‘two. postponements from July 15 
and 16 and it -was necessary for 

Capitol Recatds has expanded its 

with the purchase of General Com- 

‘Victor International to Stress 
_ American Tastes on 0’Seas Disks 

+ The product to be released here 
| by RCA Victar's 

caused - 

Ellington- - 

‘activities: in the elecironics field . 

I Teast 40: tunes that have sold over a million disks, Book will list for $3., 

Josh White Switches to Mercury; - 
Decca Nabs Peter Duchin; Other Deals 

~ Josh: ‘White, folk: singer, and Lit- 4 

fie Richard, reck”’ 'n’ Tolland gospel 
warbler, have signed. with Mereury.. 

‘White, who’ s” recovering - ‘from - a 

- heart attack; is set to cut. ‘an- album: 
and a single: within ‘the Text few | 

weeks. White has. been. with: Elek- | 

° @ra,:and. Little. Richard” had. been: 
‘out of the ‘business for: two years: 
as a a preacher, ane ‘Bospeler. 

“Decca: Peiér ‘Duchin. 
Petar Duchin;. pianist-son of. the. 

; Tate -Eddy. Duchin, has: inked to 
an exclusive. ‘recording. ‘contract 

with’ Decca. ‘His: recording activi-. 
+. ties’ willbe” under. supervision: of 

; Bar producer Harry ‘Myerson and. 
one management: wal be MCA, . 

‘Reila: ‘Tomrsy, Genova’ 
Bella - Records; - newly’ formed 

‘ Scranton, (Pa.). label :-has. signed - 
‘Tommy. Genova. His first’:side _ is. 
“The Lover.” Cosnat will ‘handle 
the distribution. ae 

Smash: ‘Danny Jardan - os 
“Danne ‘Jordan has- joined ‘the - 

te Sinash label,.a subsid: of Mercury.. 
-*" His ‘first.disk for the company is: 

. “Jeannie” backed . with. "Boom |. 

this. ‘week. He: was” _Avith. 

Kapp: Robertine. 
“Roberting.” 14-year-old.’ 

pete . Some resnreearoer 

: m Diddy: Boom, " av ‘single ‘to ‘be -re- |- 
“3. Jeased.. 

s Van-Peck. 

SYNTHETIC PLASTICS: IN 
_ NEW DISTRIB PATTERN 

Martin Kasen, veepee ‘of Synthe-. 
tie’ Plastics, - Newark firm which. 
‘manufacturers . ‘Peter . ‘Pan. Chil- | 
dren’s. Records, Promensde - High. 
Fidelity -and’ Pirouette .Sterea al-: 

‘Tbum, has‘ reshuffled: his’ istribu- 
-tion setup. 

pee of a new: company, Synthetic. 
Plastics’ Record. €o., which. will be’ 
based | in “N.Y. to. distribute ‘the -la- 
bels. . The ‘Synthetic Plastics. Sales } 
Co., headed: ‘by Henry’ La. Pidus, | 
will cease to distribute . these lines.! 
pn. or. before Dec... 
.The new company. has’ ‘already. 

*, begin operations.and plans-are be- 
‘ing formulated: for new Teleases, a: 
‘promotional - program, “nation ide’ 
| public: relations’ ond | advertising. 

|Mereary Sells 
~ Midwest Distrib’ 

” Chicago. “Aug: 1 
“tn its. “tinst. ‘major’ organizational. 

, change since it ‘was. ‘purchased: by. 
| Philips of: Holland. two. monihs | 

| ago, Mercury. Records. last’. wcek. 
\sold its distributional subsic., Mid- 

“alien * west Mercury; to. ‘Lenny: Gar mis<a,. ! 
singer, has-been pacted’ by Kapp “prexy .ofGarimisa Distributing. Co... 

: -Records.: His “‘O Sole. Mio” will and: Jangtime ‘Chi: distributor:- 
" s00n, be released ' by. ‘the, label. 

 20th-Fox: Jim. Mitehum 
Jim: Mitchum; ‘son. of | actor Rob- } 

ert ‘Mitchum, has-been ‘pacted. to- 
an exclusive’ recording contract: to: 
20th-Fox’ Records. as a singer. ‘His. 
-first- -disk;. -“Lonely Birthday” - 
backed with’ #Oh, What a Wonder- 

A 

‘ful. Feeling, a0 “has. just been ‘pe- I. 
* leased :and.is the peg for a 30-city. | consin distribiitor.. for. Mercury for. 
“personal, appearance. tour: current: two years, said- ‘that there~ would ! 

underway. 19 introduce. him. - 

: Carlton: Selma. ‘Diamond 

Diamiond Talks — 

“tT sales, 

‘_The- sale: leaves" Mereury “With”. 
‘| only. -one- 
tributorship,: -Mereury - 
Sales .. Corp. of. New, York. 

“man ‘said that there™ were _0'.im- 
j:mediate’ plans. for sale. of. ‘the New. 
York: ‘company. « 

‘Garmisa, “Who. has heen “Wise | 

j-be.. no’ changes | in. _panagement. . 
. promotion 

manager,- and _Dan . Rankin - will 
continue as ‘sales manager. | 
‘Midwest. will. operate. separately: 

ftom the Garmisa | firm, ‘which ‘is 
~ Tlécated. ‘directly - next door, - and. 

it: -will’ | continue | to - handle only. j 
Mercury and: a: subsidiary, labeis.. . 

‘-He’ $ set: Ira L: ‘Moss as exec: vee- | 

_ company: owned” ‘dis-” f 
- Records ; 

Come. « 
" pared | ‘to. six owned distribs a vear - 
ago at this time..A Mercury. spokes- , 

a ‘personnel . 
‘under . ‘the new. ovinersbip,” ‘Henry 

| Friedman: will) remain--as: Beneral, 
‘Selma Diamond,’:a. gag-writer 

for: the Perry. Como: show .and fre-- 
‘quent. guest on- the. ‘Jack Paar: pro- |: 

_ ‘§tain, has. been“ pacted ‘to record. 
“<) ;for-Carltom Records. © - 

' ‘Her first. aTbum is titled: “Selma | 
Ai 

‘Jer. Each rack will.hold.12 of the 
: ‘falbums, ‘with UA shipping 18.000: 
‘| albums with the racks, then follow- 

| bums for distribution without the 
[specially designed . poly cthyelene 

-LPs: ‘were ordered by distributors 
‘at the recent UA sales meeting in. 

‘|. Florida -for- distribution through - 
| normal channels. .. 

‘The..-“Great : Motion 
Themes”. followup album will. ‘in: 
clude such ‘names .as Fetrante. & 

Louis Arme. 
strong, Al Caiola,- ‘Andre Previn, | 
Marilyn’ Monree : ‘and Elmer. ‘Bern- | 

Teicher, Don. ‘Costa, 

‘stein. The themes covered include 
“Never . -On~ Sunday,” “Goodbye 
Again,” “Paris Blues.” - “Elmer. 

aes ~ “Moulin: Rouge” 
“One: Ey ed. J acks.” ” 

‘British Re ord Retailers. 

; Assn. s 
- London, Aug. -1. 
ae vast’. ‘wave /of:..cutrate disks 

” [which covers. practically the. whole. 
-of-North: England and is spr eading 
-southivards has “been “revealed -by: 
the: Gramoplione : Record Retailers | 
Assn., According. to Jack’. Austin, 

ithe. org’s Veep,. this. illicit industry 
; haS: been growing over the past 

come. to’ two. years. It. has ovily - 
Heht now because certain northern 

{retailers -have been :feeling the 
| pinch:so badly. they’ ve. called in; 
'GRRA to stamp it.out.. * | 

- Austin ‘travelled . to: Manchester, 
centre’ of: the price-cutters’ - opera- 
on to hold: an-cmergency meet: } 
wen with leading ‘retailers -and. -to-! 
‘ collect ‘proof. -against “a certain.: 
wholesaler” -so that. -decisive | ‘action 
canbe taken. -. 

_ Disk. price- veuitters,- ays. Austin, | 
‘thrive. only: because of-a ‘refailer’s © 
Fown: ‘apathy. ‘Tf... compiaints had 
; been: inade: about’ them txo: year 
: ago” then. today's’ position would | 
nat. be. half. as - ser ious. 

Ss «| 

‘Hagen’s § Book af Poems 

‘|e ASCAPer “Milt: 
Jolin _- Milton) © 

formalized to! 
Hagen's’ | “The'! 

‘ling. with: an: additional 50,000. al-. 

‘bags, The Jatter group af 50.000 

and. 

| wil hoJd. the: fete at 

munications of Fort Atkinson, Wis. 
The outfit. ‘becomes the General 

cal Industries (U_S.), 
corporate. the products and = per- 
‘sonnel of the former HMI_US 
Broadcast Division. | 
-Among the General Communica- 

cameras ; 
_and associated broadcasting equip- | 
‘Ment are fully-transistorized tv : 
switching equipment, mechanical | 
and -electro-mechanical switching | 
devices, solid-state video and pulse ! 
distribution equipment. special ef- ‘ 
fects generators. dial monitor s\s- 
tems, picture monitors, custom stu- 
dio consoles, solid state power sup- 
‘Flies and. automation ss stems. 
/ KE. D. Petexson, prexy of General 

"| Communications, has accepted a, 
}iongterm Tanagement contract © 
‘}with -EMI/U The company's 
manufacturing plant in Fort Atkin- | 

Price-Cutters ‘son will. remain in operation for 
EMI/US systems development and 
product. manufacturing. 

- General Communications {fs the 
third organization to he acquived - 
by EMI/1US since its activation last! 
March, Previously; EMI US pur- 
chased. the assets.of Hoffman Flec- 
tron Tube Corp.. Westbury, “.Y. 
and the Voi-Shan Electronics Divi- 
sion of Voi-Shan Industiies, LA. 
EMI/US was launched for the 

keting of a complete Jine of elec- 
tronic products in the general com- | 
munications field, many of which ; 
‘are provided by EMI of England, 
ithe principal stockholder of Capitol 
‘Records. -EMI/US presently com. 
\ prises four dif tions Genetal Com- 
imunications tformerls Broadcast: 
\Electran Tube. Magnetic Fape and 
; Consumer Pr oduc ts, 

Haren jazz F estivals 
On Promoters’ Agenda 

“sia! Bernstein: and John Diew, 
4 promoters. ‘of the recent Newport 
1iR. 3.) Jazz Festival. are bhuepaanl- § 
Ting the first of an annual series of j 

Jhe duo: 
the 369th. 

; Regiment ‘Armory in that area on: 
, Oct. 27-28. Talent is stil 10 be 

‘Harlem Jazz. Festivals. 

: Shrewd: Nude” (Barnes; $2.95). key= : ; signed. 
“notes its: offbeat: rhymes: with. the | 
i subtitle. “and ether light ‘verse— 
and. dark. “putting. the 
‘orcent* on. the wrong” ‘sylloble’, ee 
Hagen’s versification stresses the: 
rhymes at the.. ‘beginning Instead 
of: at the end.. . 

- Borrowing. a. word ‘trom the. title, 
l'the -Songsmith-versifyer -has' done 

a shrewd closeup: ‘tn -short,. stac- 
| cato -rhythms..on. the: contempo- 
 Faheous. and ‘the traditional, :com- 
‘bining ‘withal into .a thoroughly 
bright ‘and amusing book. Abel. ; 

In addition, Bernstein & Dew 
4 will also do the Catskill Music Fes: 
tival at Hunter, N. Y. in the Hun- 
ter. Ski Bow], next summer, and 
will confer with the Newport City : 
Council. in November on the pos- 

| sibility of repeating: the bash next © 
year. -. 

They are promoting the Judy 
Garland concert at Convention 
Hall, Atlantic City. thia Friday +4), 
and. ‘will do. another Garland con- 
cert within 100 miles of New York - 

‘bin October. 

Communications Division of Cap's . 
electronic subsid. Electric & Musi- : 

and will in-. 

[tion products to-be integrated into — 
‘tthe. EMI/US line of: tv 

Picture i carry 

; [ture of the plan. 
i effect thieugh Sopt. 

purpose of manufacturing and mar- | 

las 
ithan 300 plattess 

‘title the deajer to 15 

tk eS ote 

recenth formed 
4 Inter national -Divisren oo Wi he 

* geared especially fe US tastcs, 
Herman Daag Jr. ducctor of 
artists & repertoire fer the fie re 
national department, bas alerted 
RCA global vetausk of aha pce. 
ducers to) Gank Arete Won 
they set up thea icecream sds. 
“Sighs 

Diaz fyeures thal there ase 
hardly anv cavte people ef foreman 
desvent aa the TOS armscaare ve 
want te liear teeter) fra tle 
ecountiaes of Chem ars. ¢ Soest of 
the recotd  base- Save Da, 
“are second aud Ved vyouetstien 
Ameraans aud they Tore ter te 
feretun taode Malt alat Sasa hate oe 
flavor but om saaietome ws hich 
they can assed tafe 

Diaz ported out iat a fat up a 
fore.gn COMMIS Got cet bees stale 

mean that he wall sclead if fer se. 
lease here er that a flap ET ina 

wil eluate ts 
He men- 

foreign country 
chanees for aU S release 

“tioned that one of the TPs. that 
he's selected for RCA Victor Infere 
national’s firs() release “was & 
“bomb” averseas 

He fizures, however fhat the 
foreign band’s trealment cf a repe 

.erloire familar to Amenan audl- 
ences will give tt a better chance 
when it goes on US ielease In 
addition to pop miateria, Diaz ts 
now canvassing his world wide 
affilfation for jazz material and ts 

‘Imulling the possibility of launch- 
‘ing an International Jazz Festival. We. Electronic Co. 
. Ston 

Although the Interaatianal Div i- 
has already icleased tuo 

soundtiack sets, “Ia Dolee Vita’ 
and “Roceo and His Brothers." the 
first regulaidy. scheduled release 
will be issued in November Jt will 

“consist of fire J Ps and the coun-- 
tries. represented will be VViexico, 
France, Belgium, Maly and Eng- 

Mand. Diaz 1s planning a achedule 
‘of four major 1elease schedWles a 
“year with special proyects, such as 
soundtrack sets coming uy as the 

situation warrants 
mentioned that the, 

‘International releases wil yot. 
Victor's familiar “dog in 

horn" trademak since it belongs. 
to HMV in Europe Tnustead, the 
packages Wil carss the bullet or 
circle logo carrying the RCA Inter- 
national legend The album jacket 
“will also carry the country of origi- 

Diaz also 

“nation of the package as well as 
notes thal will he carried through 

‘on advertising copy to assure easy 
‘Identification. 

ee ee? eee 

_WB Records’ New Sales 
Program Tieing in With 

Fresh Album Product 
“Warner Bros Recads has ine 

‘stituted a new sales progiam for 
‘the fall incconjunction with ite new 
* album product ‘The central feas 

which wal be in 
22. 38 8 £5 

‘merchandise honas on albun.s, beth 
new and catalap. for dealers and 
distribs. 

The bonus deal spplies .ta all 
‘albums Warners is relesing dure 
ings August and September ax vel] 

the caxisting catafag of nae 
Oo exception 

to the program 16 4 nev sampler 
of “Roaring 20's" music. “Flappers, 
Spceakeasies and Bathtub Gin,” 
ahich is specsally desyred to ree 

(tail at a suggested Est price of 
$3.98 sith normnal trade snarkups 
for dealers and dastribs 

Deaiers eili ako he entitled to 
tecenve 2060 GO dat deferred bre 

wigs Gating (neste teear WIS lets cba, 
Gn accordance vith tne prot ieeons 
Of the plovtat ; : 

Qhie V5 ¢ tees ered ssadice ‘sil 
be siupped at foe tune of purchase, 
1Deaters will recesne free monaural 
‘albums for aotainal pletters pure 
iqpased and fieé teres dicks for 
stereo altser« boasit The fice ale 

bum seerchandiee sa he. hyped 
in exactly the came actaloy mun:ber 
odercd, so that the purchase cf a 

: particular artists aibucus J} en- 
¢ additiciual 

platters. 
a 

units of the same as list's 
_ ee fa ae ET ee 

Composer Charles Kalman caine 
muniques that European weather 
is |‘ghastly ajl over,” with Novem- 

_ber-In-July inciemenry Alvo slerts 
“that Franz Allers will conduct tie 
‘“Marjorie Waltz" and “Que J'sime 
Paris" in Hollywood Bewl and 

‘{Btonybreek, b. L 



we, 

Wabel: ‘and its 5 distributors will con- 
‘tribute for. maximum advertising 

On the Upt Up eat s : of “Best Buy's” ‘new . artists. on. Gig Shortage 
‘local. radio. Such radio: promotion. 

_ -|[ will ‘include loeal radio spots, sta- 7 -Continued front. page 83 = 
_ tion . break. commercials,’ artists’: 
voice tracks, etc: The actual com- and -not for. incteased revenue, he Promotion: is still, another. prob- 
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iquartet open at the -Steel Pier, : 
) Atlan! i¢ City, Aug. 11 for one. 

di.trinnte Cimar- "week ... Dick Carney, Composer- ” 
“Cory Inn” publisher of “Faraway Star,” which ! ta. distribs’by. RCA Victor. The dd-). ences.’ 

cut >: Lean Vie\uliff... Howard the Chordettes recorded, on Cad@-{ Promotion ‘campaign .also. includes}. Accent on Names 
Lerner sete nrertor Carl ence, touring the midwest promot- :°970P advertising. In this regard,|- Jazz festivals originated for. the! backer’ prior to. that The’ clubs 

‘The Modern Jazz Quar- ina the platter... Rosetta Averill, ; : Victor will supply distributors witht purpose of: exposing. new talent | don’t promote. the artist. nearly: 
te bes ort ovecker at the Vil Societe songstress, winds up her. "ad ‘mats in’ varying: sizes, covering ) and: giving musicians a chance to enough: Newspaper. ‘advertising is 

lage Ve. ct war 1... The enyazemem,. at the. Marienbyst ; {ie Prograni, for placement in local; he heard. But they have, degen-| Slim and “namie” orientated..Inter- 
Herbie Wasy Afro-Jow Sextet, just Theatre. Elinore. Denmark after | M€WSPapers, magazines, etc. point-; erated, he avers,, into strictly for-| Views: hy.'the press: and on radio. 
revisit tar Veriean Jazz the Labor Day weekend, then goes |  of-sale‘material will also-be shipped; the-money operations, where’ little -274_ fv are” “becoming. fewer and 
Fos ee ate \netaat tour, to the Pigalle, London for a twor ;' distributors for dealer usage. | consideration is - “given the. artist. fewer. 

New York 
Arn Paco oots 

ron Berard. sbecn. of 

Gye a to Hed Pause Chieavo, week stand... Israel singer Yaffa |. ‘The progrant was unveiled to the; The emphasis is now ‘on names |. 
Ant 24a tea viek  Vebist Has yarkoni headlines the musical ‘re-' Victor. distribs: at a°threé-day meet’ with an. eye to the boxoffice. At-a! Come to town and get-several- calls a 
good Wards ct iaesi-f Ahmed yoo through the summer, at ‘the : ‘at.'N.Y.’s Barbizon Plaza Hote} last: recent fest, he relates, he had pre-:| for- interviews, on Tadio- ‘and: else - 
Abdul Watik sjerned the geomp. Core Sahbis. 

Martiqe Patton. Derea disker, ——_ 
hopes Heeieh’s Ploye [. te ° be. et soir Johnny King Philadelphia q nd 

eG. ote Vaelivge Barn une irt an Ann- ‘Mar ret erfor ed, 
those . . a a eR ROSE reoreh Dave Brubeck broke all records |. 6 P m time spot. 

leades Dan Yeery co laborating on for a jasr attraction at ithe Lam-! 

tee) ca!) AlBGen Asante. | be.tuilie Musie Circus 2. . Barry 
oa ' Abrams, former record promotion | 

» ‘Fareed vet os t . 
Paul ‘Tavbmian fui oes Arthar 1) for Chips Distributors, now : 

{a private concert: “showcase” in! and “workéd up a whole program,’ 
gest .ae 

Floyd Cramer, 

4 personality. 

Fiedler ace fo comtuctar oot the rood manager for Chubby. Check {| “Something hee got’ “to be: done. oe 
eee Seer Ore Yet: 1B in TORE BaF er “or ubby Chec er J; maybe. by the Government.” If it. 2. 

ats aN OE. eet Cae sscitched “to entestal nment “policy. oe (A. Neon Survey of Key Outlets). i gets-‘much warse, there isn’t going 
noni Hall Add twrhew opens at Haker's ny pringing in ‘the Coral r edin - ‘This ‘Last No..wks, - to. be any-talent around. The situ-.. 
Bovsteaerd fesenoue D) strat ae anit. the D ‘Re-Mi al recording ; (wk. wk. on: chart ! ation: applies -to. the .jazz singer as 
we aes ne Van 7. iddy unit. fnied a lo i ailo which , |‘well, Hamilton’ states; in fact: he's. 
Alanson 2.0? foe ease Coit ra re r ~ | } ti. _ ons $ an at the is ° - - 7 — . oe 7 > Ty in: ‘the worst. shape. . 

Gis f+ Parse “Decthiant and fremont Hotel in Vedas. . . The’: 1. 1 30 CAMELOT (Columbia) j- “The clubs started with. jazz and 7 Wie, bee Johnny Mathis Quaker‘ City Boys. who just left: | Original Cast (KOL 5620) the Dunes Hotel, Las Vegas, are’ | + they will | haye to. return ‘to ‘it: to: 
. $ Per, Beers TE aR iree Co. gamut AGrove, 

mercials and. artists’ tracks to.im-! believes, “When, jazz. is- presented | lem, -points out Hamilton who has ..- 
j plement this plan’ will-be the ade | en tv_ it. draws: .the biggest audi- - been: heading’ his own groups for:. - 

| the ‘past. ‘six years, and. has . been a 
‘both. a band drummer and - artist’ 

“There - “Was |: ae time. when: te 

week. On Tuesday .(25) Victor. held; pared “several new arrangements where’ before I'd. even have! a... 
chance to get, ‘settled,” “he reéalls. .-. 

| which ‘such artists as’ Chet Atkins, | only: to have the: management. limit | “Today there's practically nothing. Toe, 
Dave Gardner, Al: hint to. three huinbers, in’ a Short like that. It's‘even harder for a 2.’ 

; ; ‘new man, ta get-this name around. - 
| because ‘the ‘emphasis - is’ now oa). .* 

I. became a: ‘person- 
fi ality: not just a Thusician.’ _ o "RETAIL ALBUM BEST “SELLERS. rade gab nae lt 

ear at the Dunes in Lonzport, Nod... jf 2. 2 42 }j stay . alive,” he’ stresses. "On the 
7 ce a ae 2 ca 12 ‘GaENTVaL ite goa Coast,. which was’ the? capital - of 
Glenn FE. Vallichs, € pital Ree-! are eneeeees aa! as mudern ’ jazz in the early.,:1950s, 

sris pies, bas feeace a founding : London 3 9D 49 «NEVER ON SUNDAY (UA) there ‘are. practically” no jazz joints 
monger of Ue Ps 
stoma Asa. aa amilbate of the? 

csidents’ P- ofes-! 

Evea Julian Slade, composer of |] ~ 
-. Soundtrack (UAL 40 70): Jift and: “on my. way. ‘through Chi-. 

) - 7 " . cago coming. here,” he -revalls;,.. 
Ainepinat Voanaesnent Assi. - the smash “Salad Days,”" has turned ° A 1 34 _Exopus (Victor) 108 ; | “there wasn't one: “BrOUp. ‘playing. we 
Murray Drutch piesed tip the to r ‘nr with the title number of § ——_—— soundtrack (LOC 1058). : “There ,is ‘a. living’ to” be. made’ 
Swedis soma You" sy <Titten by his new shou “Wildest Dreams . if 5° 6 iB. : KINGSTON. TRIO. (Capitol). || in: jazz, but the. number who: are.-:.. 

Felix Plant ioe _ ot Mutnan [Torn mor e dates fineo ae for Mel. Be, ‘Going Places (T 1564)... - . “ able té~ buck .the. problems and 
Thawse-Lee SEE TE rupur man orme: wea armoutn, Sun ay an 7 . aCe . make that - ‘living: is shrinkins wt 

ant Bill Meshel are writing an!:30:; Coventry, Monday, 31%, and] * 6 28 Various AMiste PICTURE THEMES. MUA): Tl Thereé--are® plenty..of: men on ing. 
Baslish Isiie and it will be called | Bridlington. Aug. 13 and a short. | a arious Artists (UAL. 3122) | scene “with something: to say” but’ 

“breme From The Stars”. . .!tour for Johnnie Ray: Liverpool, !# 07° 14/ ‘SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia): |} their chance to’ say ‘it is'in an ever-. - 
Hernic Wayne sis Re “d a reeor ding aug. 28° Manchester, Pant 4, and, re Original. Cast (KOL. 5450) . | ‘increasingly. perilous. ‘position. - 
deal with Ember Records in: Lon- | Newcastle, Sep ontana Rec- | a — ara neNaE? ee 
don. His first side 1s due Aug. 27{ords signed its first traddies. the : 8: 5, Be ee MILLER (Columbia) 1 . 
... Neil J. Cantor and Roland D.|Gerry Brown Jazzmen . Peter.. EN ng long 8 NEWEST HITS! 
McRae named vice-president-sales Ttutips became | manager of Bourne ; “9 13° 55. LAWRENCE. WELK (Dot) © ° 
and secretary-treasurer, respec- | Music in. the Kei rowse Musicig “ * ... , Yellow Bird (DLP 3389) - 
tively of the American Music Guild} group. He's the. son of Jimmy | io @.. 12 EDDIE HARRIS (Vee Jay) (j THE BILBAO cama 41978 

. Johnny Burnettg, Liberty disk-| Phillips, KPM | topper... Ernie |[ “" " - '” pyodus to J 3016). ay) 6 FeROY HOLMES MGM. 12988 
er, tazed commercial far Lemmon- | Ponticelli leaves Chappells’ Friday | a xodus to Jazz = » UE  -anpy-wittiams CADENCE 1398 
ized Creme Shampao. (4: to become professional. manager | Il 8. “16° FRANK SINATRA (Reprise). PS te pretence... “UNITED, ARTISTS 

ichard HW. V han ointed | of Peter Maurice «Music. The , . . Ringading Ding (R 1001) - QE ASI 0 NR BE IS ceecuert poaeaen 7 

New Eh elaind wale : manager of | Grade Org reports the Everly: ‘Bros. ! yan On From the Warner Bros: Picture’ ‘PARRISH”, e 
ew Engh sales 12 10. 20 “FRANK SINATRA. (Capitol) ; , 

Atdlio Der ives. tnaznetic tape ntane and ‘Bobby Vee will tour here for }. All the Wa (W 1538} . ‘Lucy’ Ss THEME . 

ufacturer Gene Krupa and -his|four weeks this fall Anne Shel-;} = ———____ y ‘| CLEBANOFF STRINGS .. 2s MERCURY..72815- 
* = ' ton plans her Austr alian bow late ; . 13.- I7 >...6 -ELVIS. PRESLEY (Victor) ; GEORGE GREELEY ...::..., WARNER BROS, - 5218 e 

= this’ summer . Esquire Records | ee _ Something. for Everyone (LEM 2370). a | Fae tO OLMES. STRINGS sou CAPITOL L 4557 
) pjPacted with Bandera Records of |{ 14 12 29 LAWRENCE WELK (Dot). FREDDY MARTIN ness ab WSGUX e 
pOr THE Chicago for some country & west-1f a | Caleutta (DLP 2539) .° °.. 

The ern sides. jo. Zo | AELISON’S THEME ; 
WEEK | a 15. II 11 .MANTOVANI (London): “PETE: FOUNTAIN. ssnnivenan've CORAL 62266. 

, , ; Ttalia Mia (LL 3239) ‘| GEORGE - GREELEY acsesiee ian BROS, 5218 e 

‘ ‘Beau? i618 29 RUSTY WARREN (Jubilee) - Jf | RUTH WELCOME nnn CAPITOL 4562 
| Best Buy Q "Knockers Up (JEP 2029) qT Palee’s THEME 

) | swued tror | 17 .8 RICKEY, NELSON chnperialy™ Wy cose sapecosatsarentnad sania > ; Continued from page 83. game | ; So RRP TTA E LEE STURM DUE LER IRIE EEIRERA 

CONNIE SS a i}. _._Rick is 21 (LP 9152) || @" MAKE BELIEVE LOVER / first commercial will be seen on'| 7g 99°" 7 STARS FOR A. SUMMER. NIGHT Cokanibrad |e CONNIE. STEVENS. ........:WARNER BROS, 5212. . 

FRANCIS we ows Premieres te second —— = _ Various: Artists (PM 1 _ MUSIC PUBLISHERS 
@ and third on subsequent shows. In| 19. 16 15 BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) HOLDING CORPORATION 

Sings each commercial, the: Mime will!f- 0: Orange Blossom Special (DLP 3366), 7 7 
display different “Best Buy'’” ‘al-| 120 23 #19 JOHNNY MATHIS. (Columbia) - — 

| bums—to the background music of| . __Til Buy. You # Star (CL 1623) _ . as 
TOGETHER “The Mige’s Thenie.” .21 36. 2° JUDY GARLAND (Capitol) ~ | Hot : as: the Weather! ra. 

Disk Jockey Coverage . Judy Garland ‘at Carnegie Hall (WBO.1 1563) DOES YOUR CHEWING: ‘GUM: if 
eee cneracnnenes vic ([: 22.20 27 LIMELITERS (Victory | o 

“MANY | crac ie se | ne en a Lette Dan mea or has produ , <i — onnie. Dannegan, an 
TO ny disk disk -jockey highlighter com-° 23°22: 20 “RAY CHARLES Umpulse; Skifle Group—-DOT - 

| | prising. selections .- -from 19 albumsjf ————_— _Genius' Plus Sout. Equals’ Jam i (A-2).. 
LE in the release. This is a book-type| 24° 19: 32 MANTOVANI (London) ~ | - i ~LOLITA’S: ON. THE. LOOSE. aE 

~~ package with full-color iMustra-|f °° - ‘Music from Exodus (LL 3231) ; Buckly. and: the Strings=STRAND 
tions of the albums represented|| 25°.25° 6 PAT: BOONE (Dot) ~ ee ar 

. K 13019 plus several lines of.copy for each. | St. loc: .. Moody River (DLP 3384) _ CARAVAN: 
Also going to 3.500 jocks will be a:'| 396-98 25” KINGSTON TRIO (CapitoD — (Ports ‘1 and'2) |. 
music box in the shape of grand Se Make Way (T 1474) __. Duane : Eddy - ‘Gregmark. * 

piano which plays “The Mime's)[) 97-97 = ‘STAN FREEBERG (Capitol)- Ewen 
teem es innovation crested’ byl cu sPresents the-USA (W.1573) _ “WILLS ‘MUSIC — “NY. a 

Another ovati if —— = 
Victor is a “New Artist Radio Ad-|f 28 24° 2 5 - WILDCAT y Loc 1080) a — 

' vyertising Fund” to wWhich--both thelf#. .___-__- rig. —_ 
eens |f 29 = 27. s7 AL HIRT (Victor) - HEAR 
PIII II IIIA II AE IIIA KIKI II KIS AAIAIAA ARIA AAAAIASIALT met :Greatest Horn in the World. PM 3 2366) S 

ee t 30° ” FRANK SINATRA (Capito) LESLIE UGGAM 

A Roster of See | eer = __ Come Swing With Me iW 1594)" On Columbia Records 
- -_ : ‘31 .35°°°16 | BRENDA LEE (Decca)... SING 

. “"+ “Emotions (DL 4104) — i . 
32... — ” CONNIE FRANCIS. MGM). ion ie ' 

oe _.| ».More Greatest Hits (E. 3942).: wes 

337 os ‘ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi Fip ~ ee |; , | 
oo - Yellow Bird (1004. tis ae ie DOESN ] KNOW 

ae 34 “18 PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) — ‘|. 
, " = ce Sings. His Big 15 \ABC 323)_ From the Paromount Picture POPULAR ARTISTS | s-=—-idscsman te. it Coad a : Da ” Swing ‘Along. With Me «R. 1002) PARSMOUNT MUSIC CORPORATION 

» 36° °—" 30 -- FHE ALAMO (Columbia) 
a or — a, Soundtrack (UL_1558)  : = —y . 

| , 5 | | 737 34 TF “JONATHAN WINTERS (Ververs WORLD'S LEADER IN: AUTHENTIC ae 
-_Here’s Jonathan Winters (V 10525): wea: FOLK MUSIC. - oS 

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY || 38. (25 CHARLIE MANNA (Deceay@ gan BEETS AEE OREE cy 
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION -_ | ee Manna Overboard one 4159) . “Welt for": q veoupiets Mpatatog: of 406 

- 39 26 . ELVIS PRESLEY (V ictor) ‘Topeniey Rerord : Albums ait AEraNtce | 

JOE GLASER, President | ___ aa _G. I. Blues (LPM. 2256)  .JAZZ.. SCIENCE: -INSTBFCTIONAL, ft 
745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.Y., PLAZA 9-4600 - 3 13. BOBBY DARIN (Atco) CUIDREN; . LUCE RATUR " 

CHICAGO ¢ MIAMI e HOLLYWOOD e« LAS VEGAS « DALLAS « LONDON 

ca) 

_ Bobby Darin Story. (LP 33130) ANT, West 46th EN 

Te RF. E.. 
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oy ictor 

0 Cer 
* twirlers, and Ernestine Russell. the. 

2 he adliner in this year's 

Yank Acts for Aug. it y 
+— ‘Foronto;. Aug. 1. 

Jith ’ more’ “than 750. peorle. on- 
stage : “but. without: an American: 
‘headliner, rehearsals, got ‘underway 
last week for:the ‘evening . grand: | 
“stand show- which. producer. Jack: 
Arthur ill presént, Aug. 18 to Sept. |. 
‘4-at the: Canadian National. Ex- |. 
‘hibition:. at-$3-50' top. - 
- Bowing. to the dictates” of - his’ 
“CNE-. board. of directors. -who -in- : 
“sisted onan ‘all-Canadian spectaele : 

— ‘this year, ‘Arthur. has. assembled a 
‘dance-line of 50. Canadettes, la ress 
yived musical. ride of (32 '.of:the 3 
Roval Canadian . Mounted. ‘Police, 

-.170 Tordnto cops ‘and soine 400 io- | 
“eal highschool’ Kids. 7. 3. 

- Arthur is. keeping: his. fingers’: 
chossed about: b.o: receipts. ‘at this * 
two-weeks . 24,000-seat grandstand: 
show -which, forthe ‘first. time in. 

Lge decade. has lacked an American | 
“He liad Phil Silvers. and: 
‘Borge on ‘alternate «weeks:! 

thaitie. 

fer the Tast twe seasons.) ” 
_ Arthur's: oniy American imports: 
all labeled of “British ‘origin "—- 

~ adil he the’ ‘Hard-riding : -George | 
‘He anneford - Family; 
and. | 

” cumedy, plus. The Therons, a troupe. 
- of eight French. bike riders: . 
Canadian acts, together \ith.. ‘the ; 
cops “and: highschool | students, : in| 
clude, Jue: ‘Hollingsworth, tap dan- | 

The Lounsbury Sisters, baton 

“avomen's’ sport- champ : ‘who: 
resented. Canada. in Moscow." - 

. “Promising: he. “will put-on a lav-. 
Lfsti- show.” “Arthur tald . VARUETY™ 
‘{hat: there: Wilk, be no: ‘American: } 

s.CNE: grand-. 
“stahd ‘shiow | bécauze “they. : rad. 
, priced ‘themselves out: ‘of. ‘the en- 
tertafiment - ‘market: aud you: could |: 
see them for free on tv?” : 
_Arthar. this year -is- staging five 

production. niunbers. instead of. ‘the. 
. trio of, the: past, amd. the CNE, -de- |- 

a) $e 

““gpite the absence of’ an American 
“ name, is spending the.same: antount 
on ‘praduction.: Choreography isin? 
charge -of Midge. Arthur, Alan andj 

,. Blanche *Lund.: They: have .doned 
“out. “Teen-; Arlenty”” -and “Mont- ! 
martre.” Latter. is a number -in : 
Whi¢h: the. 59, line girls, do a cane 

_— can. . 

ee Another. «production: 
“ tacked . “Tey! “Mr.” “Policeman. 
wscs the-170° ‘Toronto cops—with 

" nunilier, 
*} 

94 on. -horses. and: 24° on ‘motor,, 
‘hikes—and ‘The. Cc anadettes in’ styl-- 
‘ized... police. :costumes. The 4150. 

- hielr. school kids, -bolstered..by the ! 
pros, will doa: 30- minute: segment. ; 
of: Canadian history,” The:60-pieie 
‘erch in the. pit. will be. directéd: by, 
Howard. Cable. : 

600 TERPERS SAVED IN” 
206 PIT: HOTEL BLAZE. 

Pitt: burgh, Auz. 1: 
A near, “traeed’ was ayerted: ae 

5 eiick- ‘actich: ‘of 
we hen a blaze, broke out”. 
- Hotel ‘Sherwyn- 

in the 

. Csark. Race was 
‘trian Over 2 ee nee,. 

The fre Atarted at. “thie: Neiett af 
“with, the | al ivity- arcamcd. 11. oclork 

z arm being sounded as sooncas the. 
iy ke. iseen.. Race: told. . ™ as 

THe. ronarted. loss to the noted 
Wac: $20.000, “mostly from /snoke 

; “ang water. None . Of the | ‘“ nests: or? 
vy dancers was. injured. . ; 

Pat Boone Competes With 
: Sati in-2 Hawaiian Dates: 

‘Honoliu, Aug. 1. 
Pat’: : Boone. wil. “he competing }: 

with -himeelf “Friday - “night”. 14+ 
“- when: he headlines Wo choiws—! 5: 
“mies apart. 

.. Schofield - Barra¢ks’- Conroy 
“at 6 p.m, where the -scale- will he 

‘$I for . adults, 50¢. for: children, 
‘ unresery ed... 

_ Same ‘show will speed act’ by. “act 
: {o- the: Waikiki ‘Shell .for. an. 8 p.m: 

..$1.55.. unréserved..’ 
. Black; the Piero: Bros.." jugglers, 
-. and a local 29-piece orch. will - :ap- 
“Bear. with, Boone.“ 

2 retan w se 

pt 4 Show 

Victor . Julian: 
his dow act, Wally. Dean for: 

His | 

‘Pitt--fire- -fighters’ 

hére * one: flor: 
ebove: the ‘bal lroom where’ ‘déeiay 

s. hosting 600 people: - 

tt; Ye 

He 
. terpers - to. pree eed ode: ty. cox 
a ‘the. stairs 

A 2 aS er. 

“He will -appear.- at: 
“Bowl: 

‘Kingston Trio Cancels” 
_, Storyville Cape Cod Da! 

‘Boston, “AUB. lL 

“ Skeddad date: of. ‘Kingston’ Trio” 
fat ‘George. “Wein’s ‘Story ville-Cape’ 
_ Cod, ‘Hariviely; July. 24-Aug. 3, was. 
‘ cancelted:;: and: Spot. shuttered: to. 
‘Teopen. Friday: 41 through. Wednes- 
i day ¢9).-Wvith’ | Pete - Seeger. “the | 
‘cancellation Was ‘hecessituted. by . 
ithe failure ‘of internal negotiations. 
Within. the ‘Kingston Trio. and> be- 
syond the. control. of. Storyville,” 
“1 Wein. said, “We. “apologize ‘to. our 
“customers. -ttho. looked ‘for watd. to 
seeing them. for the. third succes-- 
‘sive season ‘at Stor yville-Cape: Cod. 
-their only New. ‘England nightclub 
jappearanees.” we . 

“He :said™ ‘that. the. King ‘ston. Trio. 
WH: definitely fulfill. their Aug. ; 
4-5 .dates as Castle Hill, Ipswich, * 
|another. Wein ‘produetion this: sum-. 
;mer,.* ‘because of a prior contract.” 
i Wein. .has .twe.’ 
Cape’:Cod dates. following | Seeger; 
Ahmad Jamal,. “Aug. 10-20. and the 

: Limeliters, - Aug. -21-30, 
“up . the Cape . Cod fazer for. ‘the 
summer. ‘ 

Wein comes back: to ‘Hub: in the 

{ford . Hotel. | _ 

‘Acts Bring. Biz 
‘Even. to: Motels:. 
~ Jersey Shore Op: 
Talent. is. bringing an- ‘auras. om 

: prestixe. even. 10° motels, aCCOI ding | 

to Frank Montemirra,, who aper- 

-ates the Adventurer | Cc iui. ‘Long 
‘Branch: N.J: * JIe. noitits: aut: thik 
the’s' been. ‘having 100°? accupancy 
iin: his bedros nv units, aside ‘fon. 
making, the ente¢ ittainment. 

_pplus the. Tounge pay for. themisel¥cs, 

1°: The performers, --Siys. Morte. 
merry. heave. created an’ ‘atmospher e- 

rear? . 

of exciteriient in His spot. Inasmath- 
as its ca ‘coimparétively” Fong: ride’ 
-back: to, New’ York, theme jority 
of the ACTS. have: ‘heen staving at the ! 
‘motel, -io: ‘ling | around’ ‘the: .pool.. 
i Thus: they “hecome -& 24-hour: “ale, 
traction, At the Same: time: heewni- 

| bhasi zed. the: bus; ne SS in the. bar, 
[fias been. up... ” 

4 Business As. sh bThighs 
‘£Montemu: ro, that He's Cons: COVEE. 
retaining the. Cote rt. inmentidiurints 
vv vekends - in’ ted and. winter. 
Last’ seek Adventurer Ch. 
“Bad: Rudy. Vai ee this ‘Week AG 
Wade 23 the “headlincg- ; Con 
up: sor <Ubsedis rt balls ‘are. (pe 
sar, Tetsu Teenetti Beb I 
aid ¥ oar Monte, " The ¥ mnie 7 
‘Trio: backc. : , . 

“Manter utra:: ; - huging 
talent. TaVie it ble.’ “TE 
od the cise (tof. Lovell ne 13 be 
oi. weckends: ands pretidst 

the 

the” : 

ae 

Rae: 

yesa 
. 

LG ttt +} lige’. 

£66 t 

deels, that. ‘ere: ate Luce: b 
pen rmanent: résvidents: ‘in the areata, 
{i hiv FOOD] over weekends maine 
the asinfer. 
will Las. the’ ciiect at alors 

Nantes Son the mi Qice 
ipa 

; ithe, net te]: ‘VEN af tim PLB oe. Nn the ize 

ES ose “nlertajnny ht? The 
“nat. On: pavineeelt in. thet. tee 
SDitices.: tie “ated, “Rat af fhe Le sel 

lMeo¥e 

ce ; ig $: ‘August Dates - 
Atlantic Ci tv “Aug. 1? 

“been *:booked, S hete Rave e 

Who’ ss vhdis-cing. the spot.) When 
the.reom. ax apened in. mid- Junie.” 
manaz zement 

: weeks: to sca Low 

4-10; with. AUB. 11: 17 “spot. 
‘open: Monique -Van.. Vooren. ‘is 
booked. Aug. 18-24; while.Enzo Stu- 
‘arti winds up ‘the ‘season Aug. 25° 

e Sept, 3 play1pB.3 room for 1. days. pees 

‘more: Storyvilles 

wrapping: 

jfall with tis’ ‘Storyville in. the Brad: = 
} 

decd: ss 

LG Ttabie’ busines. during vd “sae K. 

At * BEG: 

into. 
Luivi's: Gondata’ Room: through the” 
month of Aupuist by Pinky Kravitz.’ 

sneld off for ‘a -few! 
it took: hold he-- 

a . fore. g4ing-inte: August bookings: . 
LJ°: performaricé, ‘Tab “there, however. 
2. WHE ‘be’ $3.50° and.-$2.50 ‘reserved. 

-Singer.. Jeanee .. 

“Kitty: Kallen’ “will come jn: Aug. : 
UL 
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E CRAZE 
Seattle Fair's Housing 

Org to Handle 10,000,000 Visitors 
Seattle, Aue I. 

if Expo-TLodging. Seattle, Warhi's 
Fair housing and teservatiogs ar 
‘Radisation, is giitins ano eddie: al 
$200,000 from the Centaurs 2b Stte 
Comission te aatry on gts weok 
The hoteiemotel andustsy oof Waas't 
ineton State omparvers cf Pryzet 
Ledsme. albaa@y bus anvsted 
$100 000 wa the heap Pures 

Ralph. lee, anaiive dawcter of 

~TBSHEAD PI i: 
_ By MORRY ROTH. 

" "Chicago, Aug. 1, 
- Cabaret: {heatre - has: -dev eloped | 

beyond: the trend stage in’ Chi.. It's 
ROW, a- full-blown craze... 

> At pr esent €ount there are eight 
little’ revues . doing. ‘business in. 
“booze. emporia, while several other } 
‘tdb ‘sliows-are. “trying: out’ in loft 4 

ste a ems 
¢ 
q 
4s 

:theatres | and"; auditoriums © sans the. ercup. told Vancniy tinta tet 
-dvinks, :: There -haye | even . been} ‘of 25.000 Lewes atte fave bean 
three: casualties “since Second city 1} signed ‘upin the Pacifi Nort aect 
‘initiated the current’ cycle of } | ‘area Including “10 can othe 
saloon © Satirical. sketchbooks two} } Seattle area ald mere th: Gin 

“C8aIs- ‘ago. ; 

| Observers dpeculate that ‘cate. 2 
theatres ‘gre: catering te an’ ‘up-;: 
trend -in’ the intelligence Jetels -of 
nitery: HOErS. As one: ‘hooker put j 
it: ‘In ‘the "Ses. the stburbanites:t. : 

in British Celurctua 

> . Basie teaea in the 
PExpa-lLedssng. whet: 
Wile requests fea 
Uae feast, is that 

pei sation CF: 

mab ae 
tesermbuatlens fey 

ageetadaa ete cs, 

“| taiRed . ‘ahout ‘the Book ‘of: the; mets ae id ne - ee Rag ee a 
j SLonthe- Now (at's ‘the datest adlil fl , ‘ h « Wet eet at te feet 
witticism from the satirical revue.” } Fe ae pres Oat ate ee 
'Hawever 16 ler) opera’ors ‘it’s hak e fer aan - cttady a ce 

“abvigusly.. a. case. of- cherchez Ie | 1S aie nen Te OE aS 
buck. * : The tab- Hevues simply cost | _VAT GHN “MON RO 1) CAO Reservations 

less’ than, the’ Mandard -headliner- | SHOREHAM HOTEL, Woven | Lee Sad ere tha dee fe 
and-seordéact - ‘format, and the | ten, A rey, nil , ‘ oe de ictiel reservations fod oe eds 
“ove md bis Westart ss Sve been bordted ard fief aettacta + overad inipzesdor ‘is. that of -al! ase t tane'le; Ae st ate cobae cs eee ‘ sek 
Diener ‘show-sat least quantitatives dduwn nen astic aeef io. 0 ben S@t Carne Whe Rooke eh et oh 

Too, ‘audiences - feel. that they: fear, Meaty News, ws othe nations! Arete Met 
hay ‘he in-on, the discovery of ane} o°Vsanebn Moree is bees 0. it. Ase meeting ail adit ap to 
“Ou ier ‘Shele y: Ber man or Nichols &.. cote scuniter Ptaalirp eb p Paes FEO COR Teseryutione. 

| May—all products of the-tormative } , few Ttilietee. ce Met 8 Nebn Grohe, cereal om oer 
Lyears Gt. the AV indy City. saloon-the- jue it hve ete a. fees ee of Vance Hotels -amtia tee at 

pNeattle: as president of Exped. 
tay, Tom Giidersisve, cosa ft 

atre circuit. Mgt: IRV SIDERS 
At present, 320° E. S4th Street, New Yerk in addition to. See: | 

Sond City, the following. ‘are dome a rere ~Oiectay af the Mears Geli .s 
“f busine S$. Rats 1g: ‘from: OGG. to ex- PCCCTOLEYU TRCHSL OE 

4 ; 
cellent: “Happy Medium, Plays | '  Reéwsre FoCsaikeule't dst 1 ef 

dw. clits, Blind. Pig, “Fantasticks” Dest ec ‘ne hn the Costies DH Site Gee ot, 
plbealy va, ‘thh:. mius.cal. ‘Top Floor, ehh pice ef Wa tage dhetas, 
Sto ii ‘Th rUnCs” and “Tongue In “ane 2 baal 1 ads Gta poe ais ” 
, Chie." whe . Pheeh tasted ta tine Seattin cae & 

Yermed at Chicago. U.. hesort IZ, | Ae S fu aga tif bees Deane “f 

Seeotinl City crew Gut. of a group | Citarwe Mee ices oa pete ye ¥ 
‘that forined: 41g° years ago at the. =; tof lake cite ef toa, 

of Chi.caio.- it sil: maintains i 0 ment U Meer Poteet tgane the aed Sys 
“the eghead. orientation) that. jin- DP y p. Claude frente ona state oo .lot act af 
clade ‘d one-off The: ‘eurrent produc- {| HEV OF te cere we ald oy 

“ers, Howard. Alk, and: the present * De ‘spite a dow nbes it attendunec te ane tae dat a use yaad 
“div Cetor, - Paul. Sills, : plus. Eugene trend in suit moar reverts Hpoand: pal seat pact pel tee 425 

“Tp GOBICK ‘and ~ Acvern ‘Darden, “New York ‘anid eKewhere, tient Se tte cab ts PiGghe Me toe te 

who! tre Mall -in the cust, and. ¢ 4” employment has.riven Mareoayes Motes tar cot de beted se at 
“thensinkiev n paik who specialized .- eet a Ogee ey etseee tet Dottie ed 

In GR Preve adliens’ named “Mike | ators have been tari. int fale nan ro _ ——- 

Maehels “ish, a Elaine: May. and in seme instutice, * ue st ee we te , . * - ar ‘s 

oe o pany re-shaped” ro! eral names in oder te. dane ty asete eee ‘ ‘ste , ; ‘ , esi ‘ 

uC, ‘wite: Op & Tez a reperican Thie “devine Is. ed. ini $e: boo Me gb tee ey 3 - 
eroup’ and aCe: aS. a PERE Uris! : verse “Cittacvic tt ene Mesa he Cb taete dt eres atte 
pats ed: iat SRE | 3.4: ua 4, then aid : os . , ‘ — te Lai 

featured Calensive. apreyisatien’ Cindust ies, “iets s sabes gti tee, Phil Pagspean Fe fis air 

Vt wes this Latter ‘group, The Com- are cif. and. the eS OY RT Baa dint nn ne a 

2 aS Players, that yee Guced, Shel" eniplovys ent Jn sesce ny a . eee * ' tee - . dey, Bern: PTs . a . . rn a Sd 4 & fi ot o@: 

“Theyotisps reed in: 1837. and ree; In the (ats, wy Meus tein bee Cee steed oe Pare GBs 
ore ane Heh Cars ‘later’ in what regards das the: hey? tethop ed tise 
“ard heed | a ie fi WOSE lawn? ny) resost: “an here ds cre ut. an a 
“CAL arms Cid Fog r SCCLGH. ‘The. and mixed: qucture, “Big lige pete PRE EDO! ALAND BaGES 
ads th.” WitS., “fut iv wn (i. after a: Toa st og * 
Gti ce ju GQ ? ot C i. leg +f Gaby AY oy , Such s ah Gre. Sehice % ke raid’ fe eb 3 STOCS ES ah REEL | 

Lic 2 e Ins nt 4, 33 Now, Yorker HM: nite: thie. Cc BECO ad Kinw SI “he : cca a j “3h y at ii. wif 

Anes’ Tbe rLOt. Ck: abet tne, Sho: Howes sue dy sti See ee bees al -t ‘ 
. oo \ GWerarl ye t wt 2 . A 

we Samuel Cn. x pate £87, am “ap: ‘ots Nes ‘he Chote fee Ne ‘ ‘ e 

, “th SCC GS Tes 

a Sip n 's ‘Obscene, Ct i The C catee- cr ae Bees’ Le lewd. 

: rp g MObd Spenditinece Shae cea 
‘et vy td oe 5 jase we ae Mant 

Decides i in Aussie, Even Gittaistond. digs Gathant > ¢ 
I il, ¢ Sheen: sw tt Pays Bet weet. Ge f 

= “Wit nout Doffing ¢ String & Lat nese. ad ace wa te 

vk “ Spdnes. Aug ck “ beatae Chit SIMear es co cle ued tat 

_ ony ve €fa of the “sth bor apy are. dk re the art al Pott ee Oe 
che ever, Im ANS tel r aed sie tases Lecbsings Ma Ane nen: fae t 

al Gueens: . ‘pla Wah’. Porc Tides ty I. ten cst eke ohana oh 
° ed ald ae ras i espa ric” tisalll€ $. 
Jaap ia New are: SIE end iuokans __ 
fia mare. sediite.. CPO hae es. A hudiker: Seb as Chore Pest p 

Kar this: week - Police: Mas ast spate BAG sche Ue bak ef rn 
: ‘Letts. Tule d YH. at Stripteace, Shaves : tie. mounts, Bl osacé- a a: ct Bates 

ere obscene. He’ Scnionced actiate : 4 hight leyel - fe ap Gate tt 
: ‘organizer: of Strip produc. Her ayer, he By peed tee Bet 

tious 0 three: pidnthe hind Jabor.. On Some of 1he Je fatter pr Pe toe Coal 
“Pfwo feraine Be reas neers cach Crew “but unger, Bee eoet ant Te pe, Dorves PORES Partner 
ja one-month. aol! sentence: which | anv, acts. thea eect EELS cae! ret . 
Saas suapende ad Gn $50 bonds. ( arves. and Shiite thea Stew pt le Reiurn to Dancing Manager, Pe tet Howell, along | Contin & ON pail ie ad a 
[With strippere | Barhara Green ‘anid + —. -- . Pes : 

Nee Helen. Jos. had aa not “tas ee ty ’ ae 
“guilty do-a charge -of obec enity | Cy Co ‘k ‘ei N weed ad den ae bp dacs 14 
ifought-. hy the. Joeal. gendarmes, 7 i Le tat ery’ S$ antes e NEM Ye get tad on ae 
Latter | aileged:. Ahat Miss. Green Pe : ( wage. Au 1 fhe feeder ORY Aber 8 bts 
Lave Awa: performances. for! an out- ‘Le Bictre secuth. f€p cenese 2 i he MO See hed lea. 
fit, know nes the. Katz Chib years has heen spesatng gua be fea te teat ta tind iat dence 

*Magittrate - Lets. “privr. to im- intime cockt: eal oye sah yaa, Te fEtT 

posing Senter: e, ruled. that Miss. Mente eines 4; ee re Deleet beoke  ilts Jit ceceut 
AHEEH pe rierinance, on’ beth. o¢- "4 name. po, te OAR Chie att, Os RO breeg at oun ter 

EvIEp: eerie iin Methane. “the. -apcned Viet "J nee. et seth oT. ET path Of ha mat het 
“deed fart GEE” of “obecene ” He adcedj jto be folle wed bs bat ob costes Tegtet antene teary 
PPE _patice: “eNrdence ‘showed that: rand Lilian Roth . bo anid ts find ae see Menge 
Mice. Creer: finishe ty cne perform- , ‘Club - 1S adding @ofau oc, be tee He alien has yeast hea nal 

“ance, ©: choth. OC asiONs clearly : minire am- oi) SA. Hay 98 uy CP Une anedier boak ‘a0 

(Con oF tied On. page 90) “funder he new puiies. sSucet— lie Gther Las: dtegas.: 
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Vaude, Cafe Dates 
New York : 

Paula Sydney booked - into the | 
Living Room, Oct. 9... Sammy j 
Davis Jr. set for the atin Casino, 
Merchantville, N.J. Jan, 19 for 
two weeks . . Bob Grossman | 
appa the bill at the Exodus, Aug. 

Roundtable reopened Mon- | 
day "631 with Joe Williams and 
.Rusty Warren in the top spots., 
Vincent Lopez arranging a Tribute ! 
to India at the Grill Room of the | 
Taft for Aug. 10. Della Reese 
hooked for a South “American tour 
starting at the Copacabana Palace, 
Rio de Janeiro, Aug. 8... Alice 
Darr and Mack Murphy Started at 
the Tuast Monday ($1)... Vivian 
Green a newcomer at the River- 
dale Inn, Riverdale, N.Y. |. 

Frances Faye booked for Basin 
St. East March 8... Eagle & Man 
start at the Roosevelt, New Or- 
leans, tomoirow (¢Thurs.i . 
Barry Sisters and Myron Cohen 
booked for the Drake Hotel, Chi- 
cago, Oct. 20 and Oct. 29 respec- 
tively .. . Paula Watson doubling 
from the Embassy, London, into 
the Jacek of Clubs, and Is doing 
teevee shots as well . . .. Upsetters 
to remain at the Bay Shore, 
Somers Pt., N. J., for the remain- 
der of the summer .. . Billy Wil-| 
liams inked for the Latin Quarter, | 

“Their arrangements, 
vocally and visually 
are knockoutsf The 

Andrews Sisters never 
were more versatile 
and the McGuires 

ean nof compare 

glamorwise.” 

WAYNE ALLEN, 
Copley Presa 

Turkestan, Bombay, Manila, Pinsk, London, Tsronte, tiawall, 

Aug. 31 and stays until the pres-}. 
Roostertail . ent. show ends its rur in October. 

Carol Sloane set for the Village 
Vanguard, ‘starting Aug. 15 and 
will follow with a stand at the. 

‘Blue Angel... Sam Cooke bows 
at El San Juan, “San Juan, Oct. 25.: 
Arthur Lee Simpkins goes in Nov. 
8... Al Bernie booked to comede 
on the’ current Eartha Kitt Show. 

‘the O’Keefe Center, Toronto pat 
. Joe E. Lewis pacted for the 

Riviera, Kansas City, Dec. 8... - 
Eddie Hazell Trio new at the 
Padded Cell, Minneapolis. . 

Chicago © 
Julie London and Bobby -Troup 

‘open at Mister Kelly’s, Chi, Aug. 
i7 for three weeks . 
and the Oranim Zaber set for the- 
Gate of Horn Aug. 29-Sept: 10: . .. 

. . Geula Gill 

Dave Barty and Sandy Stewart 
skedded for fhe Palmer House 
Aug. 17-Sept. 6, followed by Carol 
Channing and Mattison Trio Sept.. 
7-Oct. 4. . . Phyllis Diller at’ the 
Holiday House, Milwaukee, till 
Aug. 19, then to hungry 1, “San 
Francisco, Aug. 21-Sept. 16 . 
Carmen McRae down for the: Orbit: 
;Room, Houston, Sept. 7-27 . .:. Pearl 
Bailey Revue into the Flamingo, 
Las Vegas, Aug. 28-Oct. 22... 

New York, Iraqg—name any epot on the globe, the Van Dorn 
Sisters have been: there —undoubtably accounting for thelr 
continental charml 

A blend of three ‘beautiful velces with faces and frames te. 
match, 

The Van Dorn Sisfers ~ fast becoming Americo’s number one 
sister team, 

ie cae Netwerk L Se .Torente 

* Risel Memoriat Auditorium. Manila 

* Eimwood Castine... sce Windsor 
*& Cher, ‘Am! boc eeceesoees, Buffalo 

* Beiview Casine eeeecees, ,», Montreal 

* kso t. v.. wa vercccsogee we. Louis 

— Dave Brubeck Quartet and Carmen 
| MeRae | ‘set for Basin St. . East, 
N. ¥X., Aug: 24-Sept. 9. 

Detroit 
Jaye P. Morgan at the Metropole 

at the. Brass. “Rail” ..» Toni Lee 
‘Scott and the Vincent Lawrence | 
Trio. at Baker’s Keyboard ss Kay} 
Britten at Cafe’ Galerie ...... Lenny 
Bruce completes second week at} 

“Fatha” | 
.' Comedy 

‘team of Lewis & Dane heads Elm- 

Club Alamo..’.. Earl 
Hines at the Empire: a 

wood: Casino show. -.- 

Reno. 
. Kay Starr signed for four frames, 

opening Aug: 17 ‘at Harrah’s, Tahoe 
: King’s IV.in Aug. 17 for one- | 

weeker. at Wagon Wheel, Tahoe 
-Andrini Bros. firmed for a 

date in. Hawaii.in September .. . 
Pianist Mae Miller in. local debut 
‘at Riverside Hotel lounge .. . Ray 
Anthony & Bookends held. over at 
Tahoe. Harrah’s.. .. 

Hotel'’. 

in: Vegas .... Pat Collins in return 
date at Crystal. ‘Bay Club, Tahoe | 
. . » Jackie Barnett’s “Playgirls”. 

;|in for. two weeks at Cal-Neval 
Lodge, Tahoe... Louisi Prima & 
Keely Smith inked for three weeks 
a ‘Tahoe Harrah's, beginning: Dec. 
1 . s 

Available Dates After: January 1962 

Personal Management 

_ PHIL BISCH 

33 E. Cedar, Sulte 
Chicago, (lHnols. 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.” 

. . Jan August continues. at the. 
. Comic Frank Rapp | 

thas. been playing ‘its first. shows 

. Novelites:slated | 
‘for August ‘playback - “at Golden 

‘Tex ‘Williams follows. 
‘Reno. Harrah’s date’ on Aug. 10: 
with a two-weeker at the. Showboat. 

Phil: ‘Tone Recording Artiste 

* Playbey Club seesaseavees Marl 
*. Clmmaron Room asseedese ‘Omaha 

* Barclay Hetel. ccecsegees. » Teronte - 

* Inter Isleind 7. Vissencee Honotele 
® Le Cabaret oe vevenccsens » Teronte 

| sa _ Inside Shuf—Vande 
‘Children’s sumimer (ala Disneyland) are vieing ’ for patsonage. 

fa Buffalo. Seasonal battle {s on between tiew Fantasy Island'on Grand" - 
Island and Christmas Park, en established operation .near Albion. Both 
are using newspaper displays, radio; bumper. stickers and other media.: 
Special. pitch is: being made to. attract: children. Party" trade such’ ‘as- 
birthdays and the like, 

Chi i's Cabaret Theatre Craze : 
—— ee Continued ‘trom: ‘page 83 

mediately and for the past ‘year duced-and-acted : eve ae ae 
‘terial in the ‘current: show, ‘“Medi-- 

during the week. 
‘Material for itg revues has. been 

pertinent and. pungent, and,’ while. 
a few commentators -have ‘carped 
at its ‘lack of polish, the majority 
yiew is that: it’s charming. In -re-- 
cent. months Second City sent its 
original cast on its first road: as-. 
signment, and it reportedly met a 
-good reception in Los Angeles. An- 
other company was formed for the 
‘Chi club and continues to-do lively. 
biz.. The original group has. also 
been -on the Toronto tollvision 
‘station. _ an 

’ The Happy Medium 

In contrast to the Second City’s ° 
spontaneity and. intellectual bent, | 28°: The. Blind. vig is_a-converted : 
the: Happy Medium . (built ‘by. the. neighborhood sa fon with, tlice-of2 - 

Marienthal brothers, owners-of the | f°. "5 cas be un ge slice-of- 
‘London House and Mister Kelly’s,. life. ‘sketches. aoe 
for an estimated $500,000) features | -."'F antasticks” 

2 _Slossy New York-writfen-pro- | poulevard--Room of. the Conrad |” 
| Hilton. Hotel after .a ‘moderate’. stay. 
tin the:ballroom of:a south side ho- 
| tel: “Top Floor”. is-. currently at 
‘the. Shoreland Hotel dining ° ‘room. 

mi fF “Stewed . -Prunes,. a boildown of... 
¥|-“the show ‘that playéd the Circle in. 

the. Square in New. York, is ‘playing: 
‘at the. Gate of. Horn, a _ 
that -usually-. ‘specializes in folk " 
‘music; “Tongue ‘In Chie” recently. 
moved from Gibson's ‘Highway Ion. 

| in’ Chicago Heights to the Sabre 
| Room. in ‘Oak Lawn, Il: - Both of: 
| these restaurants had” Breviously. 
featured lounge-type. ‘acts:. " 

Eyes Cabaret. Home .- 

-than the Sécond City, and the stag- 
ing is that of a first class legituner. .. 
(The Happy Medium retains a legit: . 
publicist; Danny Newman. ‘The™ 
others ‘have nitery. flacks.) .. 
“Playwrights is a: sister ‘aut to: 

same management... It’s. larger, 

overlooking the. stage. . 
show : (which -départs’” soon ‘and. 
will probably: be. replaced by “The. 
Beggars Opera”) is a revue. adapt- * . 
ed from “the. cartoons ;, of-.-Jules” -.. 
'Feiffér’ and. has: been: doing solid... 

‘(the ° 

“Practice en shows 
“ menship and glamor 4 been -playing ‘weekends .at, the”. 

| Little Theatre at. McCormick: ‘Place, 
-and. it, like the several others. cur- .- 

| rently. breaking. in at loft theatres, . - 
| would. be happy. with’ cy home in: a 
cabaret.. 

“While bonifaces see the- little’ Te 

-elonal pelith which. 
‘ranks the pretty sles: -. 
‘fers. high on the girl 

trto ladder.” State en |-vues.“as. an :aiswer to mounting 
Hiinels he _ - iil cost problems, tyro actors find it a. 
Jovenel. Register ©. “(hl professional “nirvana. -The’ - pres-~ 

} sized’ ‘clubs. to ‘find acts with-mar-.— 
‘quee:. name - _value.. had ‘virtually: 
eliminated these spots 43 launching 
pads.-for new talent.” ~ - 

_ The. staying power of the ‘tab. a 

| this juncture. . 
ond:. City. and: Happy ‘Medium. are 

Tsettled for the long stay. -The 
shows. not. produced for a specific . 
club : seem- unperturbed: by the _ 
transcience of their. situation; and, ~ 

revue. idea, ay 
| showcases for each ‘of. them and. 

employment. 

ing: bookers to. scout revues for - 
thein -and,: in several :casés; writers 
have approached ‘nitery owners - 
with a script and part. or all of the. 
‘cast ready'.to_ go. 

For. the immediate . fitute, at 
‘least, the! tab revue.“vogue seems _ 
to be‘on solid: footing, and it could: =. 
well be ‘that ‘the. offbeat is: the ; 
tempo. of: the time, ee i. 

“continued from. pase. 83, —. 

‘making: a profit: on. some | ‘and tak- 
ing. a-small licking on ‘others..: a 

For the past few’ years, Atlantic. 
City. has been getting a price con- 

{ scious. crowd,. mainly - from Phila- 
delphia. This year, ‘that trend. is 
‘reported to.be:more in’ evidence. 
than in’ the ‘past: The. hotels have 
been. getting. comfortable :.crowds, 

jis not.-one . to. bring. Joy. to. the. 
|| boniface. . 
| There. is, ‘however, . one: bright: 
aspect in the summer spending °_ 
picture’.and © that is“ the cruises: : 
which: are going out with: nearly 
100%. bookings.. Most. of the: space. 
is. gobbled up. early. ‘Although the. 

‘runs around September’.er Octo-. 
Public & Relotiens ‘ber, primarily . ‘because ‘of . the 

RICHARD |B. GERSH 
-area, it’s believed that they'll go =. 

New York, N.Y. to nearly. capacity: during the: ene 
|" tire summer, i 

um- Rare,”. is more mildly satiric... ~ 

Second City, operating’ ‘under: the > - 

seating about. 300 on banquettes. * 
Current -. 

biz sitice it opened :three months 

New. York — 
production). recently’ moved: to the +): 

“night. ciub...:- 

|: Take: It. From: the: Top" “has 2 oe 

‘sure on the ‘small. and medium< __.- 

‘Fevue craze is. a. moot -point:at =. °°: 
Certainly, the Sec- - 

|as more clubs eotton to the little.- - 
there- will: be .more. -.: 

the. increased possibility | of steady “ a a 

Club ‘owners are reportedly ask- an a . 

| but, the general. level of ‘spending... 

‘cruises’ ‘are slated to close. regular... 

“‘hurrieane- season in the Caribbean.’ ee 



. MATSON LINES © SHERATON HAWAll HOTELS o£ F. McDONALD TRAVEL COMPANY, INC. 

“Wednesday, “August. 2 1961 oo 

A TIP OF THE MATSON HAT 
‘TO. ALL YOu WONDERFUL PEOPLE. IN HOLLYWOOD AND NEW YORK WHO'VE 

“HELPED PUT THE GREAT: SHOW ON THE ROAD: MATSON’S ALL - NEW SAIL 

WITH THE: STARS CRUISES. AUGUST. 31ST THE ANCHOR GOES UP ON THE 

PREMIER SAILING. “AND THE SEAWAY. TO. HAWAI BECOMES A GLITTERING 

TRAIL C OF STARDUST: GORDON AND. SHEILA MacRAE, GEORGE JESSEL, JUNE 

CHRISTY, DICK CONTINO, ‘HELEN. O'CONNELL, MEL TORME, HI-LO’S, JIMMY 

~ RODGERS, EVA. ‘GABOR, CROSBY . BROTHERS, BILLY DANIELS, MARGARET 

WHITING, HEDDA HOPPER, MARIE McDONALD, DAVIS AND REESE, SPIKE 

» JONES 1 AND MANY MORE. hk FOR STARS AND STAR - GAZERS ALIKE, IT’S 

ROLLICKING. FUN AFLOAT . . AND THEN, A LUXURY SHERATON HOTEL IN 

WAIKIKI, WITH COCKTAILS AND SUN, LUAUS AND A FEAST OF ISLAND FUN. 

tok ALL IN ALL IT's. THE HAPPIEST VACATION PACKAGE ANYBODY CAN BUY. 

$0. THANKS: AGAIN. FROM ALL OF. Us. TO. ALL OF YOU WHO'VE HELPED 

Wea? ITU UP SO BEAUTIFULLY. DRI IOI IOI III Ok 
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Mexican Actors Union's Co-op Plan 
To Aid Idle Acts 

Irks Iupresarios 

Metco City, Aug. 1. 

White. National Assn. of Actors | 

prexy 
ahead with his plans to broaden : able operations” . and the jack. of 

his cooperative program ‘to pro-j live programs on radio and tele- 

vide work for unemployed enter- vision. 

tainers, there are rumblings from 

vaude houses that they will give 

notice to talent they have under 

contract if the union persists in 

“infringing” on the domain of 

“legitimate” impresarios. 

‘The Ideal Theatre has’ already 

opened with turns by lesser en- 

tertainers, but as a drawing card 

i 

name performers show. up 

drawing card), 

are a cutback in talent in clubs 

Hernandez, . controlling ‘the Blan- 

told Landa that his- cooperative 
theatre drive. will imperil their 
own operations, which. are already 

| operating with minimum profit 
margins. Impresarios said that 
they will shutter their houses if 

‘their boxoffice. 

However, Landa. and 
“guests.” Top echelon .of enter-| Nono Arsu, appointed to head up 
tainers appear for free to help 

out their less well situated’ con- 

freres, It ‘ig unknown if’ this is 

on a.voluntary basis or. because 

of pressure by Landa, who is 
serious in his efforts to’ resolve 
the growing unemployment prob- 
lem. 

Unemployment in Mexfean’ en- 
tertainment circles is being fur- 
ther aggravated by a slump in film 
production as outcome of. current 
dickering for a new collective 
work contract. Also hurting is the 
snutdown of night clubs including 
top category spots (although the 
shuttered El Patio makes a new 
bow under new management 
which expects Doris Day as a 

board, feel that theatre manage- 

any “unfair competition” to. legit- 
imately established ° houses... 

With - performers | enthusiastic 

reaffirmed that they are disposed 

nies. They also plan to open other 
theatres and ask fer public sup- 
port so that actors can be rid of. 
the “yoke of exploitation and 
vexation” they have had to submit 
to for years under private manage- 
iment of. Ce eg nent of Variety Houses. wee houses. 

Or a ee 

10 SO0 WAVE CT TTROOLTOTRCTT PINITE F008 + on9t0 9.2000 

AMMY SHORE 
“,.. One of the most promising stcndup* 

comics to hit the Strip in years... 

... His gags which hilariously magnify Page One 

stories are fresh, and the kind which are bound to be stolen 7 

by other comedians . «« : 

“Shore shows here that he's a strong attraction 

for any type room.se" 

Duke, LARTETY 

Thanks 

MARTY HICKS 
MARTY FARRELL 

HELD OVER 

3rd 
CONSECUTIVE MONTH 
THUNDERBIRD HOTEL 

Las Vegas 

Still other factors.j* 

Rodolfo Landa {¢ going j in. general because of “unprofit-: 

Felix Cervantes and Zavala. &}. 

quita and Lirico Theatres, . have. 

the cooperative program hurts . 

actor 

cooperative theatre management }. 

ment threats, will not be translated |” 
into action, Both officials alsa de-|- 
nied that the cooperatives offer. 

about the cooperative gimmick, 
and especially those of less than. 
stellar rank, Landa and Arsu 

to form new cooperative compa-: 

the week. 

BKLYN PAR’S 12-DAY 

1. — ‘Continued from, page 87 

7 Raleigh Nitery Patron 7 
‘|. Wins 2G on Injury Claims, J 

’ Raleigh, -N.C., Aug.. 1 
A patron of the Carolina Pines 

Clubhouse, . Raleigh, N.C., 

fell from a wall in. the spot’s park- 
ing: ‘area, last week won $2,000 
damages. A. Superior Court jury 
agreed that his injuries stemmed 
through negligence on the part of 
local: bandleader Homer Briarhop- 

| per who operated the club at the 
: time ‘of the accident. a 

‘Carl E. Harrington,’ who sued 
for. $16,320: damages, charged that 
he ' suffered - painful - and perma-. 
pent injuries. ‘Briarhoppey ‘com 
tended that ‘Harrington parked: his 
Car ‘in an “area over :which the 
club. had: no control. ‘Meanwhile, 
Judge.Leo Carr has reserved. de- 
cision. on the :defendant’s motion 
to: set aside the verdict. | _ 

NJ Sets ‘Aug. 14 Hearing 
- To Probe ‘Lewd’ Show 

Atlantic. City, Aug. 1. 

Le Bistro, -owned by Jeanne’s 

Enterprises: Ine. with Irv ‘Kolker } 
‘its: operator, : has been. ordered to} 

appear before the Law and: Public 

Safety division of the Alcoholic: 
Beverage ‘Control ‘in. Newark Aug. 
14 to answer charges ‘of. ‘allowing. 
lewd entertainment on. July 15. 

‘ABC in. its. complaint eays that 

the Le Bistro; lovated in: the ‘mid- 
‘city. cabaret belt, on that date 
permitted and. suffered ‘“Iewdness: 

‘and immoral activity ~ and © foul, 
eee EE | filthy. and obscene. language and. 

conduct in that. a. female: _per- 
formed: for: the ‘entertainment of 

‘| customers..and patrons in. a lewd, 
indecent'and immoral manner.” 

Belle Barth - has ‘been playing 
‘spot’ since season ‘started with 
Joan -Proctor: and. Harold Ward, 
‘singers and the Chico Randall tric 
on bill. Miss Barth goes out with 
Lenny Bruce and ‘Buddy Grecco 
coming in Aug. 12... 

Hearing is. to determine whether 
or’ not club's saloon license should 

. Spot: 
‘Meanwhile . continues Miss Barth 
be :suspénded ‘or revoked. 

and_bill- which. has been doing ca- 
| pacity . biz ‘weekends, and better 
than - most. other cafes. through 

ROCK ’N’ ROLL. SHOW 
: The™ Brooklyn - “Paramount will 

Wy start: its: Labor Day. ‘holiday show 
‘|| Aug. 25-for 12 days: Layout wifl. 

‘| be. ‘topped: by. Jackie ‘Wilson, with 
'|others booked ‘thus far -including 
Etta Jamés, Clarence Henry, -Jerry 
Lee Lewis, _ Vibrations; Cleftones, | : 
Frank Gari, Ral Ronner, Regents, 

| Linda Scott, Belmonts, Brian Hy- 
land and Bruce Brtino, ‘Deejay 

|| Murray - Kaufman will emcee the 
[entire run. 

-Layout. ts ‘being packaged. by! 
Morris Levy, operator of Birdland 
and Roundtable, both New York, | 
and Nat Tarnopol, Wilson’ 8 per- 

| Sonal manager. | a 

| Stripping’ s Obscene 

‘eame. within ‘the definition of 

“obscene.” .He added that. ‘police 

performance ecom- 

pletely. nude, and lowered her G- 

“Striptease dancing, even 

“Miss : Joy acted: as the show's 

ence, Howell’s plea that the shows 
'|-provided. jobs - for. out-of-work 
showgirls was: rejected by’ Magis- 

|| trate Letts. Meantime, the mana- 
ger and. the two femmes have |; 
filed. notices of. appeal. 

teaseries | several. months ago. and | 
|] several spots. have’ -shuttered.. The 
better established. night. clubs here 
have filed’ notices of: appeal. 

-better established night clubs here 
have always. ‘frowned upon strip- 

al| ping. 

claimed he was injured _; Coe haat oe ‘ 

|BIELY WILLIAMS ON BAIL | 
FOR $1,800 ALIMONY RAP 

‘Don Prince | 
$3.95). is ‘a novel written from 
‘point of: view of a. ventriloquist’s. | 

‘evidence showed. that Miss Green| 
finished ‘one 

string briefly: in the other exhibi- | 
+ tion, 

without ‘ removal of the. G-string, 

H is obscene,” he held. 

| compere, the police. charged, with { 

|| Howell raking. ‘in the profits at $5 
admission | to a strictly male audi- 

" Police. began a cleanup of strip- | 

Police began a. “Cleanup of. strip: 
.| teaseries several months ago. and. 
several spots have shuttered. The. 

Atlantic City, Aug. As 

Billy Williams, ‘who. has been 
appearing in 500° club” here for 

the past two weeks, was picked. up 

early Sunday Morning. (30): as he 

completed. his engagement: by. ‘of-|- 

ficers . from - the Atlantic county 

sheriff's office ona ‘warrant ‘Sworn. 

by. his wife in _ Chicago ’ who .said. 

‘The is $1, 800: ‘in: arrears on ‘support 

payments. 

_ Bail was fixed ‘at $5,000 pending 

a . hearing to. ‘be. set: for _early. in 

ithe week. 

Charges Vs: A.C. Bistro| 
| Ky. ABC Board Reserves 

Decision on Gambling Rap! 
Vs. Beverly Hills Nitery 

Cincinnati, Aug. - ‘1, 

-- Operations ‘setup of. Beverly 
Hills Inc.,. swank nitery in South-. 

- | gate, Ky. ” opposite Cincy, .wa8 ex-: 
plained ‘by its. president, Garson 
‘Tucker, at a hearing last .wtek 
| before the Ky. Alcoholic Beverage 
Control. Board in Frankfort. on .a 
charge. of permitting gambling. on 
licensed | premises. 

Tucker testified that he and his 
wife hold all of the stock.in the 
corporation which leases the B. H. 

| bar, 800-seat:dining room, ‘kitchen, 
basement and parking lot’ from 
‘Boulevard Enterprises Inc.;. op- 
erator of. the separate: and con-| 
necting gambling - room ‘that was 
bulit in’ 1952. 

He. said food .or. drink. secvice |} 
by..the bar and -restaurant: has 
nothing to.do with the. gambling . 

State liquor agents who) 
cited Tucker said: that they .ob- [|]. 
seryed dice games and roulette 

room. . 

operating in the gambling room, 
but under. cross-examination . ad- 
mitted not knowing if drinks seen | 
served there. ‘were alcoholic bever- 

_[ ages. |: 

‘Tucker’ said his ‘lease. provides 
‘for an annual rental of. $36,000 to }. 
‘B. E.; plus 2% of gross: business 
‘between: $800,000 and $1,000; 000. 
and 3¢% of the gross in “excess ‘of 
‘$1,000,000. 

Decision: in the- case, * also. in a] 
Similar. one involving. the’ Tropi-|}. 
cana Club (formerly Glenn Ren- 
‘dezvous), in nearby Newport, ‘was | 
deferred - by the’ liquor’ board. 

DON PRINCE'S VENTRO | TERMINI 
NOVEL BASED ON FACT||- 
“Reflections in-a Glass Eye” by: 

(Hesperian: House: 

dummy. Author is‘a film publicist,. 
»| the. son. of “Arthur. Prince, ‘ British | a 

ventriloquist once billed ..as. “the 
greatest.” Sailor Jim was. the elder ty 
Prince’ s dummy. 

° From London music “halls to |} 
command performances and‘ -inter-'} 
‘national fame, the pair.were in- 
separable, and; as has often been’ 

‘their identities . were. 
entwined. At. Prince’s deith,. his |} 
dummy was buried. with ‘him, ant 

the’ case, 

Don Prince is hard-pressed to 
-bring validity. to the’. dummy’s 
“yeflections. ” 
familiar in fact and fiction, ‘value 
of the yarn. lies in coverage of one 
man’s career—his father’s. . 
is well-done, from first-hand ac- 
counts ofthe elder. Prince's as- 
sociations ‘with the- British ~ Bele = 

oft 

Edgar Bergen’s Charlie McCarthy... 
family, to his “christening” 

As fiction, tome. is strained; un- 
‘sustained... As-. 

stature. ” 

BRUBECK 10. “ASSOC. BOOKING | 
Dave Brubeck.has signed. a new 

five-year. pact. with “Joe. Glaser’s 
Associated - Booking ‘Corp... and 
dates are being lined up for. Aim | 
fora: full year. - 

Brubeck ‘was mulling retirement 
for.a spell in order to do some 
writing. However,” 
Vaint $0... 

-by 11. local : entertainers, 
-| Ralph - Carnevale, * “spokesman for. 
the - entertainers, ° ‘says. . that . 
“merely. a cooperative: office and ° 

The..-agents are. _: 

Since his tale. mall : 

This | 

straightforward. 
biography: tt. ‘might Teche a 

There had been a. ‘Feport: “that | Playing, ‘Location a 

Glaser says} 

“Chicago, ‘Aug, 4, 
“Vattety artists ‘reps here. arg do-' 

ing a burn over. a new. cooperative . 

booking organization put ‘together 
Comic 

switchboard.”. 
grumbling. that .it’s'an agency and - 
a method of: ‘avoiding: paying, comi- 
missions. 

Carnevale says that’ he ‘cleared. 
the. Projects. ‘with. AGVA “in -New. 
York. - The only AGV.A: proscrips .. - 
tions, . the says, are: those prohibit- * -- 
‘ing the. sending out ‘of ‘mail listing 
more than one act at a time,. -and 

| the description of the.acts as being 
handled: by ‘the. yet: unnamed of- 
fice. (Originally called.the Associ-. 
-ated Preferred List,. it dropped ‘the. 
title under. ‘AGVA's' ‘instructions: 
and will. probably be ‘listed in. the’: - 

‘| phorte ‘book under’ ‘the | artists” © 
names.) 

“We're nat an. agency,” ‘Cariie- : 
vale said “It’s just. cheaper for us | 
to: office together than it is to do we See 
it:.separately. We think that we. 
can promote’ ourselves better than. 

{ we've been promoted by the agents... 
‘Of course; we'll: also continue. to.’ 
take jobs. from the reps. and pay... 
them their-10%.”.. -. 

Indie. agents, particularly those: 
who. losts : acts tothe new group,: 
say that an organization - that is. 
‘doing - ‘booking As": Still an’ agency, 
One rep, who asked not to be iden- -:: 
tified, said bitterly: “We've ‘built: 
these acts up by our hard work -.:. 
‘and now. they’ re. just riding along = | 
‘on-our efforts... They’ve. forgotten .. ~ 
the effort that.-we put ih to put: 
‘them in a position to go out on... 
their own. I personally think: that. , 
tae -whole ° thing” will. ‘fall on: ‘its. 
faee.” 

% : = a 

“@EASON'S FUN-MASTER - 
os PROFESSIONAL Oe 
~ COMEDY MATERIAL 

eatricais. for et Th 
: “We Service the. “Stars”: 7 

Buy Professional — Ee Professional - 

35 Gao Files for $15, Plus $1.09 Postage. = 
; * Foreign: 35 for $25 “a 

 @s Ps reay Seeks, Fer Bk. .. . $10 @ 
: $ @ Blackout Books. “Per Bk... $250 7 
a @. Minstret Budg se. 

(How to Master ‘ine’ Ceremonies: 

Let. ° Real Professional: :Train: ‘You. 

JOE: PANTOMIM Ic. 

INSTRU M ENTALIST 

Started June 15. for ry ‘Weeks. 

. HELD. OVER AGAIN} thr. Aug. . 

_BIMEO CLUB. 

“THE COMEDIAN” 
“The-Only Reat Monthly -. _ 

PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE. ; 
° THE L EST —. THE GR ATEST =- |. 

THE MOST-UP-TODATES 
“Now In’ its. 131st Issue, - containing. a 

poemettes, song [- - — ‘Stories, onetiners, 
ites, hecklers, audience: stuff, mono - 
logs, -- parodies, - double. gags; bits, 
“Ideas, ‘intros,’ Impressions and: . 
personations,. - political, . Matercoptlons. 
Thought s of the Day, Humorous. Views 
of the News, Vignettes, etc... |. LL 

$25. YR—SINGLE: ISSUES $3: 

$38, YR SINGLE ISSUES. se 
.. NO'G.O.Dis. 

BILLY GLASON, 200. W, .S#th st. 
“ New York City 1% CO. 5-1316 

Bes 
COSTUMES. 
“Gowns and. Costumes. . 
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED | 

. MADE T° ORDER 
8 w: “ith at. NY C1 Baggs 

ee Always Working. ; 

-“WHITEY" ROBERTS _ 
as .well'.as Club. 

| dat ‘Maison‘s, Cal... 
“cnt Ss rch Club, - ‘ 

Sekerstietd, : 
Palm . Springs, wat 

escende Tex., 
Letus, Wash. B.C. ‘Ne? te. -be- seen: } 
on: ‘Television. 

it’s 



oes 7 ee 

Dyer. 7 

> o Mitchell rs, Malcolm 
.. en zs Danc ‘Tyldesley in Choir, | . 

‘7 BLACKPOOL 
“Arthur ‘Worsley, ‘Bully Ternent, |}: 

. Animals,” 

-Tigers,-5- ‘Eowardos: 
“Moni “the: Elephant, Captain .Danion’s Sea 

*... Lions, 3 Lorandos,. Lilian: Kenny, Sydney: 
‘c+ ,<-The Ka ; Sammy. 

immy: & Cir 
eRLACKPOOL (Winter Gardens: Bavitton) . 

7 RE 

dle Garson. Cav 
. Ore. 

wee ate SARM — Dory. Sinciatr, 

exe 7 
VILLAGE, ‘VANGUARD —Modern. jana} 

, -_ . Beuratt, 50 

WEEK OF auGusT: &. 
‘CURRENT BILLS |. 

NEW. ¥‘ | | 
MUSIC HALL — “Centennial College | 

Choir; Ghartivels, Alan Cole, Corps de. 
seit, head sane Patss Ore, ae Bl 

AUSTRALIA 
“MELBOURNE. ‘Tivel) —=- i Tannen. lo. 

Lucio -&‘ Rosita, Pear Keovacs;'| ' 
cKay. Bros. & Romayne, Daniele: Dorice, 

Roach,. Anne Cres. Xolande Rodri- 
‘Leo Arn 

SYDNEY (Thvell). — Nat Jackley. Sid 
& Amt..: - Morrison: 

godtrey>, Jack | “Bowkett, 4 Bate 
ns,. Flying: D: € Fouls, ‘Janet Grey, Max 

Blesch i Margarita. elioh, Rosemary | J 
‘Powell, Anne. “neta. . 

BRITAIN’. 
prackrson” (Grand. Theatre)—Arthur | 

‘Betty Driver,1 ey,. ‘Beatrice Varley, 
nny May, da James, “Raymond: 

re er " Geoffrey “Ryan. ‘Thompson .. & 

*BLACKPOOL. ‘(Opera : House) —- Shitey | 
“Bassey, Richard Hearne, Ivor Emmanuel, } Bros. 
“Tommy Fields, Clark. Bros., Lucky La- 

.- Smith Ham) hire. -& Doreen tinos,. Harry . PS Mal 

* Frankie 

Maxine. Coates, . Bell-Tones,  Netl 

& fs Schi 
Palacios, Circus 

Berosinig, Rudy Horn, 

ngatoo, Trio’ Faber, < amy: 

—Lonnie égan, - Dallas.” Boys 
Miller, Gil & “Freddie Lavedo. "Miki & 
Griff, Norman i 

len, Page 

Jan Powrie Ban 
garet Mitchell, Max. Kay, An 
gie, Dixie. Ingram, 4 Jays, Cherry. 

:.° © loughby: Dancers,. Richard Hardie, David | Kaye, 
Se Logan, Aeolian. “Choir, Scottish Country . 

Drums £. City of G 

‘Chester, 
a erg WS eevee Grier, - 

. ‘Barbour, Franklin - 
Annand.. John’ Tiler “Gir 

~ Cabaret Bis 

Hedley: “Ward. “Trio, 
Wallabies, J .& P} 

& Rover B68 & Vv 

NEW YORK. city. 

‘Joan River, Three Flames, Jimmie 
Danieis.: ; 
“CHATEAU MADRID—Fitravaganza’ ta, 
Re ”?- Eva .Fleres, Jonas ‘Moura,. Chulene | G 

- Copagasanan duis La Rosa; Bobby |: 
.Paul Shelley | g&: 

Metcalfe; Joe: Castro. 
e Lane Ore 

“HOTEL EL YSEE--Kane &« O’Brien, Mel | Bookerids, - 

Wing, 

» Douglas. ‘ Clarke,. 

RS daouls | 
~ HOTEL OR—Ed 

‘Martin; J ‘Arnold... 
mie STOEL LEXINGTON—Virginia _ 

Knight, Denny Regors’ Tony’ Drak ake, 
Tony Ca Ore: 
HOTEL. NEW “YORKER—Joe: -Furst.: 

HOTEL” PLAZA—-Monte’s: Continentals. | © 
EL: FT—Vincent..Lopez Orc. 

HOTEL. 

HOTEL: ‘st, REGIS—Miit Shaw Ore, . 
INTERNATION ONAL—Linda™ 

alier & 

we Or 
ANK K— Cal. Bostic, Shirl 

ww TLivinte - ROOM—Bob Ferro ‘Trio, ee] 
. Myles, Jimmy ‘Dea 

-NO.' 4 FletH AVE —-Cedrone’ & Miteh- 
ell;: ‘Hankinson & - : 
- ROUNDTASLE—Joe “Waar, “Rusty 

: : Warren. 
SAHBRA —: ‘Yetta’ Y. 

Zilla, Martin. 
&. Mizr: ». Leo. Fuld.. 
UPSTAIRS s. DOWNST AIRS Lovelady 

Fow eber, Jim; ridan, 
MeCutcher. ‘Trae sblood | & Coton 

Pote, 
ee 

Cy a BG ATE Aretha F ‘Frankits:: 

CHICAGO: 
“BLUE. ANGEL—“Pablo ‘Cande 

so Revue ee 
‘Lord 

Nolen. Caro,. Tito ‘Perez’ ore, 
ele ‘Tuck ker, ° 

CONRAD. He TON “Fantasticks” - (10). 
J DOWNSTAGE ‘ROOM. (Happy ‘Medlum). Mi 

cheline Bardin. . ; 
Be EDGEWATER seach: — “Hawaiian-| 

: GATE ok. HORN will: Holt &: Doby | 

LE BISTRO—Mit Trenier; ‘Sir Gregory, - 
hick Borden. Trio. “ 
‘LONDON HOUSE—Oscar: Peterson, Ed- |: 

die -Higging Trio. 
‘MISTER -  KELLY’S.— Shecky. Greens, |. 

Marx & Frigo, ‘Pept Runnels, . F Marty Bu-. 
be ‘Trio. ; 
‘| PALMER HOUSE—Andy Williams, Nicks 
PLaveoy ¢ fart a . Fred “BLACKSHEEP — ‘Wingy — Manone: 

Danny Apolinar: Trio, 
Wick & Brand, Penny Matione,. Patti |- "ERATHQUAKE. McGOON’S—Turk Mu 

_¥ ‘Men, Ron Bich, - font Tio, Harald’ a Davis ie" Ton Hin uate Tro. 

TRA WINDS — Re an & ‘Ytartin, | 
be i oe acieaie oY 

“105 ‘ANGHES: 
_ BEN. BLUE'S - — ‘Ben ‘Blue's, ‘phutaiba 

> Ivan Lane & : 
 COCOANUT "GROVE: — * Eadie: Fisher, ; 

“Dick tabile Ore.. 
: Peatesetnos ay Danie, ‘Paul’ Ga: 

: DINOS = - Louise. Vienna,” Jack ‘Eton, | 
Steve. is Fever, : 

Hayes :Orc. Laure ___ 
J Apollon; Milt: Herth, Henri" 'Henrt" Rose, Bobby 7 | 
Stevenson. 

ina, Kims, Ted. ‘Lane, Hetty. 
King, 

BLACKPOOL. “aTower:. “€lreus)—Charile 
Cairoli ckler - Sisters, Knie’s 

‘Roland's | Musso. 

Kay Stéve 
a SAHARA:—George’ Burns, Dorothy Lov: 

Vaughan. . : | don, “Bobby: Rydell," Francis’ f 
‘BRIGHTON ‘(Hippodrome):— Russ . Con- ‘Lo 

_ Away. Alfred Marks, Janie Mard 

, ‘bel ae ‘Girls, G 

os ‘adbion Bev "iat 
BON ‘'$01R-—“Greenwich. ‘Village, USA” 

7 
‘ROOSEVELT — Milt Saunders | A 

arkoni;, Rabel Cod B? ; 
Roman, Sara Avani, Kovesh 

. “Christine, -Can-Can Girls, ° 
t Ore. . 

la Limbo | Ore? 
dia ‘Lora,. Raphael Her- 

rd Mike, . Jeanne | 

Wyn . Hope, : 

“SLATE ‘BROS. —: ‘Salmas Bros. “Geo. Z 

STATLER HOTEL—'Playmate in New| 
Skinnay. Ennis Or¢. ad 

Mae SUMMIT—Zon. Fontaine's Cotton | 

oe -LITTLE CLUB :— J; ‘ne ‘anuary Jones, 
a. Recuardo. Sasson. © 

LAS VEGAS 
DESERT INN = cage TRY. Bro. ‘Diex! 

wn, Donn: ariton 

a Charte’ Fisk ome 

i Kent. Dave | 

‘ Arvelo: 
1SE—Tobsco Munes Ore., 

ABO BEACH — Haydee, Queralt. 
ito Torres Orc... ; 

‘Meyers eyers Calypeonians. parle Mire’ Ore... 
‘FUammoy N—Hansah Abroni, . Frar- 

cella & Mecati, . Joe Valiejo Five » Cemr 

RMEIZO.— Mario ‘Rowan, ‘Sandra 
at : 
INTERCONTIN VeNTAL—Pe drito 

Joo Blaaco, ‘ Boyer" 

LA SOTELLA—Hal ‘Hester. Duke Darel. 

| DOLORES. LEIGH Z 
Songs 
30 Mins... - 
Le. Cabaret, Toronio 

Pert and. saucy Dolores. Leigh, 

rooms in North America, has come 
a long way since majoring in art 
-at Fordham. U. and fronting for 

ae such “sovicty bands” as Harold 

“DUNES — “Tenderloin,” ‘Gordon Cook. Wee 
John. Alexander, Rex Everhart _ 

Dunn, Irene. Kane. Nancy. [#. * "-: 
hristine Norden, 

Phillips, Ralph. 
Emes, Marjorie Pray Pragon,.C 

| Lounge: Roberta’ Sher- : “on 
Gil Bernal, Wynona. Carr . 

EL. CORTEZ “— , Sunny ‘Spencer, : The 
orleys 

x FLAMINGO--Miixi G Gaynor. ‘Halt: ‘Bros, | 
Flamingoettes, Don. Kirk, : Nat. ‘Brand- - 
wynne Orc. Lounge: Earl Grant,- Machito. 
FREMONT—Joe ‘King ‘Zaniacs, Newton 

Applegate,. . Navelords, Gadabouts, 
Wolverton, “Annie - ‘Malohey. om 
HACIENDA — Four... :Tunes; © ‘Jo 

Keynotesy. Cathy Ryan, 

LAST: “FRONTIER — Lou Moscon! dr, 
‘Virginia Raé, - Fritz “Beck . 
on a Moreno’s watista & Models. 

NEVADA—““Les.- Girls. De. Paris,” “Jose: 
Duarte, Modi: Puppets, Kay Brown. Vido 

Johnny Paul, § Spa 
On 1 - eoliday in Rio.” 

“Hot Lips”: Levine, 

RIVIERA “Gypsy.” “Mitzi ‘Green. Jules- 
‘Munshn Eddie Innes, Gerimie’ Paphiael, 
Anne. Russel. _Lounge:. Samniy : Kaye. 2 

.Brunn. 
Mary. Kaye: “Trio, Characters, 

y &-: 
rite O0S—Red Skeltan,. Jo: Angi” Camp- 

arr. Nelson, Antonio 
-Olre.’ Lou fae: - | Red: os Norvo, “Dave 

t, | Burton, -Morry 
SHOWBOAT_—Bonuie | Sloan. ‘Skeets Me. 

“: SILVER. SLIPPER—Hank Her Ss arky. 
"Hed", Marshall. eHlenry. § F 

Taffy -O’Nell,. ‘Rudenko. Bros:, ‘Slipperettes, 
Daricers, Pipes, & .| George Redman: Ore. Lounge: Charlie. 

w Artillery. Tea, 2 rbary Coast pons 
oo ONDON tpaliadlum)—Hariy- Secombe; ._. $STARDUST—"“Tido de. Paris”: 3 
“ Roy Castle, Marion ghd2P,. cing Bross ap Berna Bros., Kim | isters, | Happy Jest: 
ot t ert, ea { o . ord. 

Fereny. Hawk, Ethel Car ir ol, Grazing “THUNDERBIRD — Kirby’. Stone * Four, 
_Frame,. Helene & ole Co Soaalits | Sammy Shore, fer Hane Ben Garwood 

7) a Ore. n. >. 
Franca Sone , ‘Thompros, Ea Domingo’ & -Norma, . -Frank 

TROPICANA —"Folles ‘Bergere;” “Cal 
©. Riedinger, ‘Pompoff; Thedy & Fam- 

erky, The Bogdadis, Danny fo. inky 
oh ‘Costello, the ‘Martelli, Mme. .Baron : Hal-: 

let,; Florence. & Frederic. & Dancers, Ray 
Sinatra. Ore. ‘Lounge:. Perez Prada, Al 
‘DePaulis & Dubonnet © 35° Paul Goupil 4. 

RENO-TAHOE 

ia fae die Bell, - Norman Rouner 

uardsmen, 

> “Arthur: Elen, * John. Buzon 
'Trio,, Bernie Jones. Quartet, 
SNOLIDAY lue;- 1-0 

AY—Sportemen, Bros., 
. 

Harry « “Woo ‘Woo” | ‘Stevens, Ch a ri es. 

MAPES-Vasabonds, Don Lane, Betty 

T NEVADA ‘LODGE ‘rahoa)—Rusty ‘War- 

ne J Pollack, Mac. Ronay, Lou LeVitt 
mge: Pars and Patti, Gaylords. | - Ore, 

WAGON. WHEEL .Tahoe}—-Kay. Ma 

Maaka, "Nua. Hawaiian Revue; Manny 
| ‘Bobby Page. Arthur ; Walsh. 

” MIAMI-MIAMT. BEACH: 
~- AMERICANA Gesreé.. ‘Arnold Ice ‘Re 

‘Richards; Marjii -Lee,- Shirley’) 

jehael al Meehan. aps, Lalo 
Malkin ‘Ore., J 

CARILL ON Lou’ OW alters. Rev. 
Rita . Constance. Mimmo, 

Janine diite. 

Linder vo JC min, Johnny -Flana- 
gan, Mic 

Mons. Chop 
D  Facaves ‘Don- 

Shari 

Campo. OTC. Van: 

Aguilar,. Carole sprevines. 
Martel, Marcel 
DIPLOMAT—Mandy | 

| Gmith. Trio, 
£DEN - (ROC— Duke. Jenkina. ‘Ore.e . Jack . 

Kasse Mal. Malkin Orc., Luis Marona. 

gettries, Davis a & Reese, &. Roman, 
peng Poses Tctiatie 

MURRAY: FRANKLIN'S ocPatsy Shaw, 
Kaye Carole .& Tommy.. Dick Havillani, 
Roy. Sedley, Sue. Lawton, ‘Eddie ‘Bernard, 

SEVILLE— "Caught. fn, Act.” 
Leon, Terry Haven,. Joe. -Ross, Jerry: New. 

Linds Lavin, Held & Paul. - 
SALMORAL—“‘Tce Pratics of °61,"" Esco’ ee 

LaRue, Curtin..& Hittle. Naries James, 

ViBLAYBOY. CLUB Penie Pryor, Joe |: 

- known gamblers: 
“ol. It's algo reported: that: Frick As. 
a using the. current basketball’ scan- 

dals as. ‘an. important argument in| 

"Dalton, . Mickey: Onate, 
Mark i Russell: . 

. “SAN: FRANCISCO. 
“ BLACKMAWK—Cal Pjader.. 

. FAIRMONT. HoTEL — Billy, De Wolfe, ! 

"GAY $—Ra Goman. Bee & Ray 
man, wan Ray 5 Goma Gates Dncrs., 

. HUNGRY |. : Dick . Gregory:: Frank. 
Gene ‘&. Francesca: 

‘SAZZ. ‘WORKSHOP—Gene.; Ammons: 4. 
ee FA Men oeenet McDaniels,- 

ley. 3, .M ung. 
On we LEVE—Mugesy Spanier, Joe 

PURPLE. “ONION: _ “Smothers, Bros., 
Freddie Paris, Jea anine ‘Burnier. 
5 “ChUB- Batista’ Locatelli, * pamela 
Bruno," ‘Joe. Fermini, ‘Francesco, Vere iae. 

» Make Beleves. . 
GOLDEN: ‘NUGGET-—Bob Witis, pips 

oe: 

Jacobs... 

"HAROLDS - CLUB: oe. "Can:Can” “Rew. 

Oo, ‘to. continue’. 
-| theme. of. the ‘fair, ‘and the. ludi-| 

Jack Ross 

“ge. Lita, Mal. 

"Diana: Paine. ; 
FONTAINSLEAU — Dick.  Havines; Fran 

‘Ore. ‘e 

Wer... the : building, ‘concern - which ace. 
as | Frank and Lawrence continue the. 

The Big Show” | 
Chicago, July: 23: 

“-Hanineford- Famity, Theron 
Troupe, Victor. Julian -& his Dane- 
ing Dogs, -Robert . ‘Batdy’s Leo- 
“‘pards, Princess Tajana, Blinko “&! 
Koko (clowns), Lou Breese Orch 
-(28),: others; produced and: direc- 
ted by Helen: Tieken .Geraghty. at bnny 

‘Grover J 
the ‘McCormick. ‘Place Theatre; 
July: 25-Aug. 10; 50c¢ admission. : 

“At 50e “The Big “Show, * a com- 
pact-.¢ircus, is “probably - the. ‘best | 

| biiy at the third Chicago. ‘Interna- {- 
| tional: Trade Fair. It ws. originally 
‘planned. to..include: this: show. as. a 
free: bonus -in the «75c-$1.50 ad- 
mission . charge, ‘but management | 
‘got nervous about the potential ef- 
ect ofa large mob. on the plush 
néw 5.000-sest' theatre and decided 
to, ‘tack. on the modest ‘tab. appar-| 
_ently.. ‘feeling that the: half-dollar 
‘would make-for just the right {| 
amount of selectivity. 
The. emphasis: in- this. tab circus | 

fs more on. pageantry, settings and 
effects than. itis on the daredevil- 
try that highlights the usual saw- 

ounsé: | (Tent show.) 
buffs might.feel slighted here for.|- 
dust presentation. 

{the lack of animal .sounds and:|: 
| Smells ‘and. the cries of ‘pitchmen | 
{and vendors.):: However, producer 
‘Helen Tieken. Geraghty. has.::put'| - 
together a fast-moving ‘and. erisp'}. 
one-hour show. Costumes and. set- 
tings are elaborate and handsome, 
.ang - it's. 

filttle . stinting on cost.. 
“i The Hanneford Family tumbles. |. 

“apparent that” there ; was 

.: Jon and off their. three magnificent |: 
y Ferns eens and with 

~. :| their ‘own ‘distinctive flair. For this 
Ganee) oc Bin, production,.they have cut down on 

GOLDEN Fe Ashton’s *“Plavmates ‘the complicated and. more’ danger: 
ous’ somersaults, and have - in-+ 
creased the. comedy aspect... Vic- | 

a age Prima, Sam | for Julian's walking: dogs are at- 
‘tired in the ‘costumes of all mations 

the. international 

crous sight of a dog: walking ‘like } 
a man. garnered the laudest cheers 
and laughs:from the kiddie: crowd.: 

The’ Theron - Troupe of. eyclists 
perform their deft maneuvers with 
‘a variety of -bi-and-unicy¢les. with.| 
‘great -precision, and. their comedy: 

“ ‘Al ‘Donahue . Orc. |,touches: scored well. Robert Bau- 
- eNORTH “SHORE. ‘CLUB. (Tahae)—Mur-. 

‘Lombard. Ed: ray - 
Rose, Mike Durso Pe caval 

LATIN QUARTER +~Dorothy: Lamour, 

" ae. “&. Bodyguards, Gallions’ &’ Girtty - Greet, 

dy's leopard act:is the vintage, but 
| still fascinating. . through-the-flam- |: 
Ang-hoop- -turn,. ‘plus: several other 

rtin| Cat standards. . 
works the fairly. high trapeze with-. 

Princess . Tajana 

out a. net, and Although she: does 
jthe less risky stunts, the total ef-. 
fect is .one- of ‘exeltement and. 
danger. a 
“The rest. “of the ‘show includes 

several eye-filling production num- 
.| bers ‘colorfully. produced and beau- 

‘Barry | tifully costumed, and brief bits by 
Tanya & Bisel. |folk dancers of ‘various. countries. 

Veteran. Chi bandleader Lou 
CU EAUVILLE. “<2 playmates of Paris” a \Breese. Aas put together a ‘brassy 

Y-| Jay Nemeth, Nita & Pepi, Carla Lucerne, 
| Martha 

20 piece. orch. that: “oompans with 
eclat. Mor. 

TT Webk’s Choice 
— Continued from page 1 os 

meit of the. national: pastime. It’s 
recalled, that: after: this scandal, 

| the. ‘baseball. “‘Thoguts - got Federal 

“Jack: De rf; 

aH 
a oH “a5 Est 4a ige 

ree 

pany, which is one of the. largest 
builders in-the southwest. How- 
lever, inasmuch as Webb owns both 
the major slices” in the. stock of. 

quired: the Vegas — properties, - 
; well: as the Yankees, Frick wants 
‘Webb out: of. either. one. of ‘the 
deals.” 

-} and Sid Bass.. 

in- waltz time. Interspersed are 
{such numbers as “Happy Fate,” 
“| “Devil - Moon” and “Never on 
Sunday.” °. 

| clab. singer, Miss Miller has a dis- 

Jand a-trick falsetto that adds to 
{her acting and singing stature in: 

1| ANDRINI BROS, (4) 
{Music, Songs 

: | itried and proven) is the same: The 
‘|new can be 

‘into the vocal and novelty bits the 

|| Sandler’ and Lester Lanin. The 
| ash-blond torch singer, now on her 
‘own, is breaking’ in a new act at 
| the posh Le Cabaret, with arrange- 
ments by Al Coliaco, Peter Matz 

That she was poured into. a 
: voffee-colored, beaded jace sheath 
—when. caught—didn't hurt. ‘the 
shapely song-star, but she also hits 
and holds the hi-notes. Sexy, sul- 
try gal is currently specializing in 
‘ballads, with ber salesmanship 
scoring. with the well-heeled. -cus- 
tomers in her Jolson and Tucker 

| medileys .in slow tempo, complete 
| With. her: ‘own meaningful, low- 
down effects. 

Opens with a bouncy. “Today I 
Love: Everybody” “but soon segues 
‘into her torch: ‘style with her med- 
leys; ‘then a neat, slow-timed ar- 
‘rangement of “Bill Bailey” and 
“Black Magic.” She also had the 
otherwise: staid diners - putting 
their Knives-and forks down for a 
Surprising clap-hands ‘gospel ~ ac- 
companiment to her “He's Got -the 
Whole World,” but soon returned. 
‘to her ballading. (“Sorrento” was 
‘done with Italian lyrics). 

‘Delores Leigh, in working alone, 
‘is'a splendid ‘singer whose medleys 
‘in . the. torch manner—plus ar- 
rangements—should, in her new 
‘style of songsmanship, make her 
a.return favorite with posh room 
‘habituees: After that first Le Cab- 
aret. engagement, she goes into 
the: Crown Room, Indianapols, for 
two. weeks, McStay, 

‘DONNA ‘MILLER 
Songs 
-30 Mins... 

Franz Josef Room, Toronto 
“With her‘ own ty shows out of 

Toronto: and Montreal, via Cana- 
dian Broadcasting Corp., adding 
immeasurably to her fame, Donna 
Miller has entered the singing 
field. as divorced from her previ- 
-ous acting and- gabbing chores. 
She {is breaking if a new act at 
the plush Franz Josef Room and 
proving } her versatility as a vocal- 
i 

{And George ‘Schwab, g.m. of 
the Walker Hotel, has switched 
from his former. policy—for the 
summer months at least—of im- 
porting Continental chantoosies 
‘who ean sing in several European 
languages). - 

With. arrangements by Jimmy 
Dale and Ray ‘Jessel, the red- 
headed Donna Miller exhibits a 
new facet to her vivacity. Dressed 
‘seductively fn an apricot chiffon 
-gown with panels over the shoul- 
ders, the soprano has a range of 
three octaves and sings In French 
and English. 
‘Opened: with “Tonight's the 

Night” in the get-acquainted for-| 
mat. but: swiftly followed with her 
Parisian medley ‘of “Pigalle, 
“Can-Can,” .“Vie en Rose,” “La 
Mer” and. “TJ Love Paris.” She 
segues into the comedy-narratives 
‘of “After Me” and “The Cab,” fin- 
‘ishing with an oldie medley, done 

-In making. her debut as a night 

| ctplined. and voluminous voice, an 

‘plus her range of three octaves 

her tiew medium of upper-nitery 
work - McStay. 

45. Mins.. . 
Holiday, Reno 
‘For this time around the An- 

drini Bros. have a new look to 
their act, albeit the basic format 

attributed to two 
young entertainers-——Frankie Fanel- 
i and Vikki. Carr—who fit neatly 

brothers have perfected in more 
than 20: years of show business. 

accent: on their unquestioned 
artistry of the stringed instruments | 

‘" (banjo, guitar, mandclira) but al- 

feature Mexican numbers, 

low the newcomers ta the act to 
upstage with solos, duets, and in 

‘Itandem on vocals with the freres. 
And it evolves as a class and diver- 
sified offering with appeal to varied 

Alseri,| WHO has played leading supper | tastes. 
Dancers, | The Andrinis show exceptlonal 

akill on the instruments, and are 
equally effective in the vocal de- 
partment on multilingual titles. 
And Miss Carr and Fanell! have 
quickly adapted themselves to the 
Andrini demeanor, despite prior 
unfamiliarity with some of the far- 
eign musical renditions. 

Fanelli, small in stature, but 
jstrong in voice, scores with his 
imprussive tenor interpretations 
of “Autuma Leaves” and “Beguine.” 
He has an easy but authoritative 
style, and the projection is studivd 
but effective. 

Aliss Carr, a looker with smart 
taste in gowning and grooming, ¢s- 
says: both the ballads and beltier 
things with equal savvy. © She's 
strong on cmphathic delivery and 
in the emoting department, but 
there's some lack of. control in the 
more subtle phrasing. It is, however, 
a fault that can easily be corrected 
with attention. 

In tandem with Fanelli, the two 
come across strungly with such as 
“Bill Bailey’ and other up-tempo 
‘things, and each compliments the 
ather in both the visual and vocal 
departments. 

It's obvious from assaying the 
Andrinis’ 45 minutes, the addition 
of the two was not a frivolous de- 
cision, The four work in complete 
accord, with the accent continuing 
on the {ustrumental talents of ihe 
brothers. Foursome are backed 
with accordion and drums, 

Long. 

THE AMBASSADORS i4) 
Close Harmony 
16 Mins. 

Palladium, Edinburgh 

These four Irishinen from Dub- 
jlin are the curent faves at this 

.| city vaudery, Fresh back fram a 
three-month tour of USAF bases 
in Germany and France, the boys 
offer a flayorsome songalog of oid 
and new, 

Spokesman for the group {s 
Peter Keegan, who fronts Paddy 
McDonald, Paddy Merrixan and 
Sean McGrath. Garb is all-white 
with—natch green tiles. 

Act introes with “It Doesn't 
‘Matter Any More,” then slides into 
present UK disclick “Are You 
Sure?” A neat tempo change 
comes {n for “Bali Hi." After the 
good old R&H fave, the boys 
take five and indulge in some 
topical quips. 

Having wowed the juves up to 
this: point, the foursome switches 
to a real oldie, “Tumbling Tumble- 
weeds” The soloz are neatly div- 
vied in this, and full praise to 
the sharp arrangement. 

For the windup the unit go to 
town on an old shamrock standard, 
“Hannigan’s Hooley.” The boys 
really have a ball and the dues- 
payers prove a pushover for this 
one. Some nice fretting here from 
guitarist Sean McGrath. All-in-all, 
a well-drilled, harmonically sound 
sesh, Gord, 

Mexican Talent Winning 
New York Audiences: L.A. 
Showman Frank Feuce 

Mexico City, Aug. 1. 

California impresario Frank 
engagingly impudent personality, | Fouce, here to pact new Mexican 

talent, said that these performers 
are always in demand in the Los 
Angeles area due to the heavy 
Latin population. But he also. 
added that Mexican entertainers 
are enjoying increasing popularity 
with strictly American audiences. 

In California, Fouce pointed out, 
any vaude house, night. club, radio 
or television station which fails to 

does 
not get the nod from Mexican- 

| Americans. 
In his 40 years of work with 

entertainers of ail nationalities, 
Founce has found that Mexican 
performers have always been pop- 
ular In the California area, per- 
heaps because of temperament of 
the music and color and orlginal- 
ity of costume. But within. the 
past five years he has noted that 
Mexican entertainers have 
achieved a wider appeal and are 
drawing the “100% American” 
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Pigalle, London 
London. July 20. 

Peggy Lee with Vic Feldman, 
Bir Bennett, Stan Levey, Denis 
Budinuir; Vargas Alonso Quartet 
Espaanot: Live (11:1; Jaek Nathan 
& Tory Seott Orchs: 36. 7d mini 
tree $250 after VL pine. 

Pezyzy T.ee’s disks and pix have. 
earned he: a fine, well-deserved ; 
reputation over he “re and judging . 
by .adevance bookings and the en- 
thusiasm her aet garnered on her 
opeaing night, 
bit a draw as anv act that has 
plaved the Piaalle this year. 

She is a bandsome.  white- 
gosned blonde woe offers no con- P t 
cession ty the usual tricks of cab-: 
aret artists,” dispensing -with 
UMlecessurs movement. and patter. 
She ts content to do what has built , 
up ier following, thaf is sing a 
vatiet. of pep songs with versatile 
style aad polish Her songalot Was 
ovetlous at her first appearance, 
running fo well over the hour, and . 
there ase sae cadaret aficionados 
who retard that as too long to lis- 
ten fo oone sagen in-one sesh. 

Bu Miss Lee hat a disfinet com- 
Tame over mast of the audience - 
and, with such a lirse, ranvey rep- 
ertotre at) ber disposal, she. was 
Obvicusls ata loss which of her - 
many munbers to include. After a 
coupte oof performances ‘she has 
probabis made aun her mind which — 
appealed particularly and her act 
properly trimmed to its advantage. 

Miss Lee offers blues and upbeat — 
rhythay numbers, mostly with an, 
eye to the greatest -_pop song emo-. 
tion of all, love. Amonz her many 
ditties are. °Manana,” “Fly Me to 
the Anon,” the inevitable “Fever,” 
a Ras Charles medley including! 
“Just For A Phrill,” -“Hallelujah! | 
[I Love Her So.” “Life Is For Liv- 
ing,” *One Kiss.” Another medley, 
including “Lover” and"It's.A Good ! 
Day” found particular favor, as 
dia “Etim Gonna Go Fishing” the 
aeons she wrote based on the “An- 
atomy of Murder” theme. 

This obviously well sehearsed act 
has the advantaze of skilled backing 
with ‘pranist .Vie Feldman, bassist 
Mix Bennett, drummer Stan Levey 
and guitarist Dennis Budinnir, with 
Stan Roderick also Aelping tre- 
mendously on horn in Jack Na-j 
than’s slick backing band. 

Also on the bill are the Vargas } 
Alfons» Quartet Espagnol, .a gaily 
eostumed mixed flamenco act which 
‘has pienty life but at times seems ° 
cramped for space in’ operating ta: 
the fullest abandon Rich. 

Dunes, Las Vegas 
Las Vevsus, July 27. 

Tom; Bennett, Ford & Reynolds, 
Exr' Twins, Barton Dancers (8), : 
Bul Reddiz Orch (17); presented 
by Major Riddle; choreography, 
Eart Barton: $4 minimum. 

The distinctive tones of Tony 
Bennett are again . being heard 
here, and the singer is. in fine 
form. A master songseller, 
prowls the stage like a caged ani-; 
mal, and it adds up to firstrate ; 
showmanship. Among tunes in his | 
repertoire are “You Can't Love 
‘em ALL” “Taking a Chance On 
Love.” “Because of You,” plus 
about 12 others with one ‘freshie, 
“What Good Does It-Do a Guy?” 

Frankie Ford & Gary Reynolds 
ace back for this ane, and the com- 
edy stars pull a consistent stream 
of yocks. from. first-nighters with 
thei; routine packed with songs by 
the handsome Reynolds, gags by 
Ford complete with outlandish 
props, and musical nonsense. 

Ford’s “What're Gonna Do?” 
catch-phrase has become a trade- 
mark,. proving a good. gimmick. A 
new routine about a leather-jack- 
eted juvenile delinquent is the. 
weakest pact of the.act and could 
well be scrapped. 

Earl Barton has choregraphed .a 
tasteful romp for the eight non- 
nude ferme terpers which is fluid 
and at times electric. The Earl 
Twins are featured dancers. 

Shou, excellently -backed by the 
Bill Reddie oreh (17, is on for i 
three weeks, to be. followed by 
Eleangr Powell 17.. Duke. Att. 

Troubadour, L. A. 
Los Auzeles, July 27. 

& Puc, Dorns Hankerson; 
Urysstar, aneatem  mini- 

Art 
$t.50 
Tre deres 

she shputd be as! 

) (straight). he | (straig 

ll 

'eert-coffee house spectrum, should 
| hypo both interest and patronage 
‘of the new: bill-at this. gathering 
place for buffs and sttdents of | 
music in the ethnic manner, 

Work of Columbia Records 
; pactees Art & Paul and blues-bal-. 
er interpreter Dorris Hankerson’ 

is: not. without its kinks and short-. 
i comings. But the booking. ‘brings 
intermittent rewards for those who 
prefer obscure refrains with his- 

' torical significance -and: cultural 
merit to the more standard and 
less esoteric items of modern pop- 
ular music. 

; bluntly, those who favor the ‘musi- 
eal. murmurs of: one over. ‘Tin 

‘Pan: and. Shubert Alley: 

When Art "Podells ‘and Paul: 
(Potash) rip into a- folk: ditty, be 

‘it sweet American lutaby, 
drinking .song, plaintive’ Pennsy)- 

ivania Dutch ballad. 
: brogué, early Israelian cutup. or 
i Serbian chant, they reveal. them- 
selves to. be accomplished vocalists 
in the ethnic vein,.skilled at ‘tone 

‘and harmony and_ gifted. with a. 
sense of musical drama.: But their- 

is burdened with too: much*} 
‘ incidental horseplay. and ill-advised- 
- act 

tasides. much of it vaguely ‘relat= 
! ing to their material and overlap- 
ping into their selections to des- 
troy,:-not enhanee,: 

: sincerity and motional” 
of their songs. 

hip, and their tastes for humor 
i are nol casual-.or pedestrian. Oc- 
!casional remarks of irreverence 
are fine, but attempts at mirth in 

ia folk act-ia la Limeliters or Bud 
Dashiell) “must. be. disciplined, 
confident, unself-conscious, care- 

me 

‘ else it’s better to stick to the music 
at hand. 

Hankerson, a- disarmingly. shy 
young lady, offers'a dozen. selec- 

i tions ranging from classic 12-bar. 
blues to gospel wails to soft: dra- 
matic ballacts. 

genuine pathos and ‘meaning. 
Though she lacks the gusto and 
ES of blues belters. in the: Bessie 
Smith. tradition, she gets the mes: 
Sage: across without straining or 
sacrificing purity for gimmicked’ 

+ effect. 

Miss. Hankerson’ 3 chief. ‘difficulty 
: is in the area of enunciation. Some 
lof the words seem to get Jost in’ 
i the private realm of her spiritual: 
passion. 

i pertly 
She is accompanied: ex- 

by guitarist Jake Ender,. 
; and herself: plunks a mean .auto-. 
harp on several numbers, which 
she wisely. precedes with ‘explana- 
tory patter. 

Both - 
Tube. 

‘Videlands, Houston 
Houston, July. 25, 

Antone & Curtiss, Don Cannon. 
Orch (6); no cover or ‘minimum. 

Or, to put jt more 

Irish. 

‘sly Scotch. 

. fully prepared and pertinent,. ‘or 

The: attractive, pony-tailed: Miss. 

She's. at. her best. 
on the former, to which she brings: 

qd bookings are mapped. to. 
‘bow out Aug 27. 

the desired., ~~. 
impact 7 

Folk song audiences | tend to be. 

Fresh Revue of Second. 
_ fity, Chi, Plenty Caustic 

But Stirs Less Impact 

aret-theatre . that: Kicked . off ‘the 
binge - of. small revues in. niteries 

tinuously since ‘its inception. 

Theatre. in: Los: Angeles ‘and the 
same - group’ set“for an off-Broad- 
way opening: in. September. They: 

téevee station. . 

Club. 

tor Paul -Sills.-have brought . forth 
a Satirical’ potpourri ‘more, point- 
edly ‘caustic than previous. editions 
but,,oddly with less impact. Part 
of the fault lies with the material, 

+ which is. often “acidulous ‘to ‘the 
“How-" 

‘Irene’ Kral, the “above ‘Paar’ 

point of -being» _pumorless. 

‘Second. ¢€ ity, Chi 
Chicago. ‘July ‘27. 

land, John Brent, : “Roger Bowen; 
music “composed - and.” played by: 
William Mathieu; directed by Paul. 
Sills; produced” by: Bernie Sahlins. 
‘and: Howard ‘ Alk;: $2 : admission 
weekends, $1. 50: weeknights. 

‘ever, the gréatest: ‘weakness lies in 
the current: east, which. is ‘at best 
-uneven. Much of the load. of ‘this 
edition falls upon the shoulders of 
Alan’ Arkin, a holdover from the: 
previous company and. the strong-. 
est etement in ‘the. current one. 

The material gives the | -eurrent | 
social and. political” scene a Close. 
shave with a keen razor: Arkin,.as. 
a teenage German youth being in-: 
terviewed on radio, announces that 
he -has-formed an Anti-Nazi Bund 
‘which -is. seeking “a’ final solution: 
to, the -Nazi » problem.” 
Holland, ag General de Gaulle, ‘re-. 
lates that hé has much in common. 
‘with “Abraham. ‘Lincoln—“Lincoin 
-was born ina log. cabin, and I was |. 
born in a manger.” 
‘Heavy-handed. are a moody. psy-- 

cho-philosophical study -of middle 
class conformity : wherein the. par- 
ticipants | wear paper sacks jover 
their heads, “and .the “riuchédone 

| satire of roek ’n rollers, this one 
‘a song about.a bus accident that’s: 
| a.bit too-macabre for éven this set-. 

.[ ting. 
mark is a: playlet on the. different | 

Another ‘that ‘misses the 

ways to dodge the draft—a prime 
.| gaffe inthe midst of: the current | : 

mobilization. 
‘However, It's ‘Arkin’ $s. bravura 

acting style that ‘makes: for most: of. 

Talented team of Mare ‘Antone’ 
and Jackie | 

(comic) in second Houston. appear- 
| ance seem to: be standing in, the 
wings. waiting for the big-. break, 

iwhich may come w ‘hen boys enliven 
stand-up repartee. 

Audience reception | ‘is mixed. 
Some auditors are knocked out 
throughout, . others. Fespond with 
hearty thuckles and one or two 
can’t see much funny. During 
much of act Curtiss: plays a boy 
in short pants,* and most of ‘this 
is amusing material. 

line pilot skit and a takeoff on tv 

bons such’ as Torme, - Tony and 
Dean Martin, Pearl Bailey, Como, 
Fisher, Johnnie Ray, -Cagney, 

During 50 minutes team is on- 
stage, boys: try: 
Most are successful, although best 
efforts are ‘their duets, ‘“Rock-a- 

tiss’ ditto of “Everybody's. Got' a 
Home But. Me" ‘also: draw top 

i mitting. ° 
| Curtiss. punctuates act with eight 
or nine falls. some seemingly. on’ 
his head, which he does well be- 

‘| Cause of former job as circus aéro-, 
bat. Boys are likeable, witi audi-. 
tors’ quickly, 
standup. lines, 
seem like an 
them chance to catch. breaths. 

By an oddity in booking... the 

but must beef: up 
which -sometimes 

Meshroomins popularity of the | Bourbon Street Six will join bill 
folk sony idiom. .tradit‘onally a 
favorite amone 
collesiate set Diu.. More recently 
having evulced rn a more univer- 

it lhe nitery-con- Bal ume dity 

for second week or act, thet play 
members of the {a second. week themselves.’ Don 

Cannon and boys continue to make 
{the sound on the bandstand. - 

Curtiss 

Jerry Lewis and even Cheetah: a 

several vocals. | 

Bye” and “Funny Valentine.” An- 
tone’s solo of “Sorrento” and Cur-. 

interlude to. give. 

the bright spots. (In an improvisa- 
tional ‘sxetch, when he, as Nikita 

‘tion he looked at his watch and be- more -in’ taxes: from. this source: 

an: increase which would: ‘permit. an’ 
over-all reduction in tax rates, “or. 

eut: down:.furthér -in- | 

|: The -current show also’ intro- 

western labeled “Frontier. Drunk.” |. 
Impressions by Curtiss are numer: |. : 
ous and generally good,.as he car- |- 

Khrushchev, is ‘asked. by a member. 
of the audience ‘when he’ll have a 
man’ on. the moon; without. ‘hesita- 

gan a countdown in Russian.) 

duces. Zohra. Lampert, -who. has ap- 
‘peared in several - Broadway ‘shows 
and recently in two motion pic-: 
tures... She: fits” fhe. Second City 
‘format -well, and ‘acquits herself: 
not only as a deft: ‘Amproviser. but” 

}as~an ‘attractive and promising 

The yocks come for.drunk air-. young Actress. - Mor. 

Gondola Room, A. Cc. 
_Atlantie City,. July: 29. 

Dick! Haymes. & Fran Jeffries, 
Dick Curtis,. Buster Burnell’s. Gon- 
‘dorables” (4), ‘Tommy Boyd’s Orch 
-€6); $5 minimum Fri.-Sat., $4 Sun,- | 
Thurs: , late. show, $3. 

Dick ‘Haymes’. “and - partner-wife 
Fran Jeffries come up with an- 
applause: laden 50:-minutes of duo | - 
‘and’.single standups in their ficst’|’ 
bistro, outing. here, Pair did: capa-;- 
-city biz for’ the Gondola. Room at | 
“dinner ‘show caught, with: manager |’. 
Pinky Kravitz. reporting reserva: 
‘tions: ‘far - ‘beyond | normal ‘for up- 
coming - week... - 
“They have a neat, well paced 

. package which moves ‘along with- |. 
out ‘a break for deserved heavy | 
mitting.. Brunet Miss Jeffries is. 
‘sure- whistle bait, and her costumes 
‘and ‘coiffure do much for the act. 
” Their ability to :sock over -a 
number, ‘as singles: or a duo, is 
proven beyond doubt: Miss Jeffries. 
gets ‘maximum returns:.on “More 
Than You Know” -and “Coax Me, 
.a Little Bit,” -while- ‘Haymes. scores 

. . | with “You Are Too Beautiful,” and 
kui. : a. medley - built. around “Little 

The Second: City merits recogni-. 
tion.as an important factor in .the | 
local’ entertainment. picture, since 
it was this coffee-house-cum-cab-: 

here two years ago. It’s been ‘play- 
ing to ‘packed - houses ‘almost con- 

also appeared..on the Toronto toll 

Anthony. | Boy Scouts oni::a. Section -8." - 
casual ‘buffoon: with ‘an “engaging. 

-self-employed ... 
have. a -little’ more. ‘left. for their 
own _Pensions.. _— . 

—= 

She finally convitices him to: Te 

.gers-Taylor © 

| -Music."" 

‘White: Lies. ” Pair does W numbers 
‘ in: all; 

- Couple {3° backed | “by. an 11- 
| piece orch, largest to- play ‘for an 
act in. this small room: (275-seater}, 
with. Mickey. Leonard their. accom- | 

“Only flaw is . that.” some- . 
‘times the. music is two. evident. 
panist. 

_.- Dick Curtis is a‘ good comic who: 
Snot only. is. an- out-of-the-ordinary |: 
story teller but.a. better than, usual: | 

His best. bit. ig ‘the Ok-- 
lahoma radio announcer which gets | 
vocalist. . 

| Shoreham Terrace, D.C. 
7 Washington, July 28. 

Charles &:. Lucille. Cavanaugh, 
‘Esco LaRue & Trizie, Senor Torino 
‘& -Faye,- Peggy. Wallace .& Candy 

(14); Gao Quintet: 154; 

ment: on the.. Shoreham . Hotel's 
posh: Terrace: involves’. wood - and 

fine mitting: .Length of show. cuts | ice: and they. don’t: mix. 
Gondorables' to one routine, | ai 

. | “roaring .20’s” repeat. 
.The. club is:also making its mark.|}. 

elsewhere, with most of the orig-— 
inal company ‘currently " doing: .a J. 
Second City" Revue: at the Ivar.) 

_ Kitty Kallen and Frarik D'Amore’ 
come. in. Aug. 4. to 10. Walk. : 

¢ rystal Palace, St... .- 
2 : } sounds confusing and is. 

A. further. -complication is. that” . 
St. Logis, . July 25. 

. Stars of Tomorrow”. with Irene a it rains, “everything | lias ‘to 
Kra Woo llens Do in - p ml, 

dy Allen, n Cunning, ‘nove: into. his hotel's Blue: ‘Room,’ .* ham uintet,: Dick’ uigle uar- . 
bd @ grey a | ineludiiig. the: customers, the ‘skat- 

For ‘their sixth: entry’: ‘at’ the chi | fet; 41. 50 admission. a ne 
‘6. of 1... producers ‘Bernie |: 

Sahlins and Howard Alk and direc- ‘oe Crystal. Palace, cabaret theatre ! 
thriving” Gaslight’ 1: 

‘Square, has ‘put: together .another . 

Jay Landesman, ‘éhtreprerieur of! 

in. St... Louis’. 

one of those potpourris of diverse 
‘talents..that ‘spells. ‘boxoffice: -AS 
one rinzsider put. ‘it, “If? you ‘don't: 
like « this ‘show, - ‘rigor: ‘Mortis is: 
setting in,” and.with jazz: chanteuse 

in- 
tellectual comic, “Woody Allen. arid. 

; ‘| a pair of Swinging: jazz: eombos. “On 
“6: of 1, " with Alan Arkin, Zohra: 

, Lampert. ‘Bill Alton, Anthony Hol-. 
‘hand, that’s. about the ‘size of it. 

. Miss Kral is strictly’ for: goose-. 
pimples from the word :go,. “starting. 
‘out with.:an up-tempo ‘The’ Night’ 
-Has.a Thousand Eyes” and making. 
“silk. and satin work of a string of: 
ballads, including “Guess I'll Hang 
My:Tears Up to Dry,”. “I'll Remem- 
ber. You” and: a haunting. “The | 
Life We Led.” . 

- Allen, .scolded. recently. by Jack 
Paar for, being too intellectual,. is 
well on. the ‘brainy side. but not 
-too. much ‘so for the Palace’s ° hep | 
‘audience. Serving up. awry mixture |: 
of Sociological and cultural anatysis 
‘of the. ordinary -happenings: of | 
today’s’: average .; 
door.” he skips’... blithely’. from 
‘Greenwich Village—“all the’ fur-'| 
niture in this girl’s apartment was’ 
made up: of candle drippings”. — 

-to: psychoanalysis — ““this-. ehap. 
really. needed it—he got. out, of the 

way about.him; Allen is‘ a goaod 
bet. for :intimate bistros .anywhere. 
‘On the musical. sidé; -Don Cun- ||. 

ningham’s Afro-Cuban group. is ‘an | 
visually as well 

as" audjo-wise: - ‘Dick. Quigley, for- |. 
saxist, 

-knocks’ the ‘daylights out of some 
“everpreens, 

exciting . outfit, 

‘mer. name |. band: - tenor. ° 

“Stars of “Tomorrow” . 

thusical Tevue, “Say. ‘Cheese. 7° 

Income. Tax Palsys 

for- corporate . employees: |. 

Treasury . would | ‘receive ‘millions 

at’ least; : 
creases, ‘thus benefitting.” the: ‘self- | 
employed taxpayer. _ . 
-Consistently ‘then, 

crimination, end. the..tax deducti- 
bility. of. pension: funds altogether, 
and let all ciizens share the tax 
burden: equitably. At Iéast then 

‘taxpay ers : 

Interracial Romance. 
Continuéd ftom Page. 1 

turn to the ‘U:S., ‘where this roots 
are, -and write the. book ‘there: 
Already - east in the leads are | 
Richard ‘Kiley and Diahann Carroll. 

Another unorthodox ‘- setup is 
‘that there’ll-be no orch in the’ pit. 
Rodgers’ score will be played by’ 
musicians on stage who. are. -Part 
of the overall action. 

. Joe Layton, who’s now doing. the 
choreography for - Noel: Coward’s 

Hammerstein musical, . “Sound. of. 

neurotic: ‘next! 

v AL 

‘are. “on wh 
‘hand.for two weeks. Next in. sight» ]: 
another -Landesman ‘ ‘homegrown +. 

Congress 
should do ane of twa things: either: 
give self-employed. taxpayers. the 
+same privilege in: conriection “with 

 }retirement, that. employed taxpay- 
"Pers now ‘haye; or, if Congress feels | 

that. the country cannot’ .afford 
equal treatment, then’ end: the dis-. 

might . 

‘formers. wearing ‘the silver blades. 
{on-a Tink. -with: others. in: ordinary 

‘Tt.’ leather | on -his -danceé. floor... 

ers. Nothing’ “pulls: the | ‘show’ to- 
t gether.. A. director might, but there . 
i: isn’t’ any. 

The: individual, ae acts: are fine, but.” 
they: suffex’.from- -the. complexities 
of ‘the:staging. “The ice rink is on.a 
landing’ at- one ‘side’. which. leads ~~ 
down’.to. the Terrace, - -famous..for.. 
its spectacular view of Rack Creek: 
Park and. its odd. absence of . bugs. . 
.The. :performers;’who: don’t: skaté. 
‘take their. spotlight on. the Terr, ace’. 
-dancé floor, which: ‘is: at eye-level © 
‘and. geographically. a. half blocic._ 
i closer. ‘to. ringsiders. 

Billy: Castle is a- Hans Brinkér. 
‘type’ Soloist. arid is. expert in two: 
‘numbers;. making ° the:.expense.-of | 
the: Tink: worthwhile, A chorus of © 
‘four’: glide ‘on ‘the ‘blades iin two 
sets of" dazzling. -costumes while:. 

| Sheila. Cass belts..out~: specialty ; - 
7 numbers through. a transistor mike 
to-keep wires. out of the way. of the 
silyer -blades. . 

well: 

‘tiein: between ‘the two. forms: -They: 

are ‘equally as ‘skilled. in grace’ on - 
either. ‘the’ ice “or -dance floor.. 
-Esco. LaRue is’ a comedian: plant-" 

ed’ in-. the. ‘audience,’ who. keeps - 
‘everyone puzzied - about whether — 
he is. ‘a -pro..or a: barf : ‘until he... 
gives... himself. away. His: partner, 

her: juggling to. -that.. 

‘of . magic, . 
to the: delight of . the. crowd. 

Carp: 

_ Crescendo, | Le. Ae. 7 
-" . ‘Hollyweod;:: July 28. ° 

Billy Daniels, Paul: Gilbert, Inks: 

Bob. | Spots; $2.50. cover. plus two-drinis. 
Co min. ” . 

' Alimony:'was ‘subject of - -consid- 
"| erable good-natured : banter - at. 

Thursday . (27): opening of much- 
| married. Billy, Daniels and. _Paul oe] 

— ‘Continued, fiom page 5: —- 

‘are annually paid. into. retirement. 
funds :. 
‘were not’ tax deductible, then. the: 

Ink . Spots. 

-belters, though . he ..weakens 02: 
‘quiet ballads. “It-Had to: be You" 
scores richly, aided: by. bright: pat- 
ter -of singer’s: longtime pianist, . 

‘like 
‘spite | lustréless. lyrics. 
Hebrew chorus of 

still avidly : ‘buy. his. “Black. Magic” 
‘trademark... 

‘Infectious smile to -easily. thwart. 
objection. to - material that might 

tial ‘is old,“but comic’s: style: and 
delivery. is ‘bright. and fast enough 

y | to:make it still funny. Doctor bit. - 
-is a‘elassic, while a takeoff on. the 

| Hollywood .chanteuse -with a- wild 
‘half strip-is ‘right up his alley.. 

songs with which - they. have -iden- 
tified. through‘. -the . “years. “Con: 

the .same ‘spark they ‘once had: . 

is consistent. “Shanty in Old Shan-: 
ty Fown” ‘hits brightest note; ‘while: 
“Lazy River” got good reaction... 

| “My. Echo,. My. Shadow. and -Me” 
‘gives the’ group chance. .to work: 

| the. variety: of. solo -voices: nicely: 
“Sail” Away”. will diréct. the Rod-|. 

‘ show. ‘Layton . also. 
choreographed the current Rodgers-|.. 

Piane.. -bass, | ‘guitar. .and. drums °: 
‘back ‘all. ‘three’ -acts: sufficiently. - 

‘Daniels -is-in through August: 5, 
with Gilbert.and. Spots closing fol-: 

| lowing: day.” bale. 

‘Taylor, Billy .Castle,. Sheila Cass, .- 
| ee Debs. (43, Jerry: Rodis &. Shores. 

| hain. Strings ‘(1¥+, Bob. Cross-Orch 
$2 cover, : : 

The chemistry . how under’ experi- a 

Boniface Bernard: ‘Bralove, “whose” . 
. showmanship: As -.usually:: bullseye, _ 
| is -attempting ‘to ‘blend some per- - 

“Peggy Wallace .&: « 
Candy: “Faylor ‘Skate. duo ‘routines., 

“Chiarles. ‘&. ‘Tuéille Cavanaugh: tag 
perform .on-both ‘the.rink and the..." - 
‘dance floor, with their adagio.lifts* |: 
and | tivirls, ‘for ‘the show's’ only ~ |: : 

Trixie,. is a. ball. bouncer who limits” 

Senor -Torino’. and ‘his helper, : 
‘Faye, ‘are. dance-floor bound, - too... ae: 
He combines humor: into his: tricks coe 

involving “Several birds, 7 

- Daniels, “leowtig.as as’ natty i as. ever: . 
retaiiis. ‘Solid showmanship: savvy. _ 
best - “displayed in. highly-stylized ven 

Benny. Payne, while“he shows what . _ 
“polished style can.do: to. séll a ‘song ~ 

“The. Masculine Touch”. ‘de , 

'yiddisha a, 
“Mama”. tagged. Daniels’ stint -hand- |: © 
somely,- while’ he ‘holds: ‘well on  -:.” 
“Make. Someone Happy” and. “If I 
Had My Life to: Love Over.” Fans 

Gilbert ‘uses. “his cute wink and vd 

-otherwise ‘be slightly. blue;. but: is. 
never, obscene. -Most.-of . his. ‘mata- ee 

‘Ink Spots ‘keep: to the old style.” 
of .jJazz_beat,: gaining. most from _ 

fessin’ ” and “If.:I Didn’t Care”. - 
‘temain solid, though group ‘hasn't © 

Vocal blend is good and delivery: ~ 

Ree) 
pwn 



NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 

“Talk of Tewn, London bere 
London, July 25.: 

: Frances. Faye;. Robert. Nesbitt’s 
re, O'clock’ Fonies, : ‘with Steve. 

Josephine: 
‘Blake, others; Bilt. Finch, Sydney. . 
Arlen,. ° Pat. Ferris,. 

' “Simone -and. Ido Martinp.. ‘Orchs.; 
#6. 75° mbtintum. a 

“Quite apart ‘from her: ability: as. sy 
S “an, -entertainer.: Frarices. Faye :im- 

‘ presses on. her © European. debut 
. ‘with cher. standout courage. It ‘is | 
. more ..than . two years. since she j 

. > proke a- ‘hip | and -was: last- able: to}, 
walk: but’ that does hot inhibit - -or. 

a impede, her- style or’ her; authorita-. 
. tive command. of “an: audience. 
* There is “no question “of . seeking 

: customer “sympathy. and,.. in. fact, 
_ringsiders. “are. ‘not--Jet ince ‘ime 
‘secret of. her. disability. ‘until. . the 
“end. of’ the show. . 

_ Miss: Faye ‘is.: a Joud ‘and conf 
+ -@dent singer. ‘with: as style which has 

‘ber’s Trio supplying. intermission 

the 88 ih the cocktail lounge. 

‘Keolk 

Vitiage ¥ sugusrd, 

Wodds Quintet; -$2:50: cover: non 

chirping to the: Village Vanguard: 
-Applying ‘her exciting Fhrasing. -to-]. 
a well-chosen set of standard. ‘tunes, | 
| which she says she prefers over the. a 

+ 

“trash they're’ writing today," -she's 
‘a -hard-selling --aud’ pleaser’ ‘who. 
-draws.a big mitt from.-the :patrans |* 
at $2.50, per. person per show cover.:}:. 

AS: :caught ‘last ‘Friday - (21%, : she. 
tobvious roots in: modern jazz. Her: provides a solid and diversified set. 

crew. hpandles' the special. sreage| 
| ments in style, -with Jimmy. Wik 

‘dance’ tunes, Larry Vincent is at 

|, Ford & Hines return Sept. 6 to }- 
3 resume. the: ater volley. 

“ 1 Binty” Kay) 

N.Y. ; 
Carmen McRae;: Gene. Qui U-Phil. 

| Voices ‘uarmonize. well, ‘but act as. 

Backed. by. a new ‘combo, Carmen’ now staged cries for couple of the 

“McRae - has brought. her. ‘stylish. 

} for’. all they’ re worth. : 

= arrangements: and: the’ way 

“Lrange’ of numbers as:recapilulated ‘Leading © off- with . her ‘backing: 
“jn cold. print’ may “nat. add‘ up to }combo on its own for’ a. few. 
. & great deal, ‘but it. is the. fancy. numbers, she. later .comes. -on 

“in| With.’ a. fine program. of. ‘tunes. 
. which : she. -belts : them. ‘out - -that- which’ alternate between. ‘smioothiy. | 

. Kate.” 

... 1" addicts “and ‘the. ‘connoisseurs. 
“. “should prove a refreshing diversion’ 

“: For the next: four..wéeks the ‘Talk 
"of :the. Town deserves. to have. the : 

. Landis; 
10), 

Pa cover. 

..makes. the: ‘difference. _ Not ‘to: be- 
overlooked . ‘wither. is’ her™ unusual . 
linking * patter, : with | its ‘Strong | 
comedy ‘Overtones.. © =: 
-Seated at. the.piano. and: accom- 

panying - ‘herself. ‘with the aid of | 
a-trio out‘ front, and the. Sydney 
‘Simone - ‘combo. at: the rear of the. 

‘ stage, ‘‘the- chanteuse at once’ de- 
.. monstrates | that shé : is. complete. 
_mistress.'of the situation.. ‘Though 
she ‘confesses. to. them,’ there are 
no: signs of. first. night ‘nerves. and 

her 40-minute routine. is a Power: | 
hotise. Swinging: ‘performance. : 

phrased ballads and. swinging - up. 
tempo “numbers. : 

‘ selections, she ‘moves ‘to the piano 
‘where: she tinkles ‘sine. pleasant | 
‘tunes’ and. chirps. a. few. more. : 

‘The: -combo,. consisting of Norman 
Simmons on. piano;” Bob. Cranshaw- 

‘on: ‘bass © and. Walter : Perkins on. heir own good Spirits to tablesid- i Kids in. 1906, was in the party, 
drums, has’a nice sound. on their 
solo. efforts and provides ‘the right. :- 
touch in the’ backing déefartment:. 
As for Miss McRae, her. ballading. 
“of .tunes like ‘‘This Will Make You: 
Laugh,” .“Stardust,”” “But: Not For 
-Me” “et: al is: cool ‘and “lush; . ‘and 

She has .a: couple ofher own.) her swinging . ‘tenditions -of : “Bye 
* ‘jumben's.atong the-18. she delivers’ 
‘and both: of them,. “Nome Song”) liner” and “Most Beautiful Girl in roll dance. that’ éarhs couple three 

3.) aiid: “Go Go Go.” are ‘tailor-made 
7 J for cher: personality. | She ‘has also | 
a arranged several. of: her tunes; . 
among . them. “Nig ight : cand - Day, ” 
. “Love For Sale” and “I ‘Wish That: 
I -Could ‘Shimmy - Like’ My: Sister. 

oo : Russ Garcia has done the 
"arrangements for’ some. Of | ‘the | 
ethers, .- 
“Her. performance: “may: “net be! 

everyone's”. meat, but for the jazz 

“ropes out. every ‘night. . 
__. Preeeding:: Miss: Faye's . “11:30: 

. p.m. stand is the holdover ‘Robert 
- Nesbitt’s ‘Ten ‘O'clock: ‘Follies, with: bass’ and ‘Bobby } Pike is all ight 0 on. 

Te ~ Kal :, Steve. Arlen, Pat -Ferris and -Jose- 
phine. Blake : ‘as: lead. vocalists. : Al... 
new’ "specialty act - is’ Bill. Finch, 

_ billed. ‘as’ Baton’ Swinger - “Extraor-:| 
inary; who -does.some faniey.mani-.}- 

. Pulating. with “all types of. -batons..: - 
“the - productions are. 

__ handsomely’ -showeased by. ‘the two. 
~Fesident. combos, -:with'’ -emphasis | 
given “to: the. extended dance ses-||.. 

"AS ‘always, | 

sions. tae hg oe Myro. 

“Beverly Hills; c ‘iney 
:.., Cincinnati, July: 28.. 

“3 “Show. Time U.S.A.” with Taylor. 
& Mitchell, .Noreen ‘Parker, ‘Lottie’ 
Bruin, 

(14). and. Michael. 

music. and - arrangenients, 
‘Dick Hierenymus;, costumes, Moro-" 

Gardner. Benedict Orch. 
OD Jimmy: Wilber . Trio, : : Larry. 

me - Vincent; $394 minimum, SL $1.50" 

‘ For variation” ‘tn. “this: ‘nitery’s 
‘Jongtime” show.. pattern of. name 
acts plus. a. production. ensemble, 

cheadman John Croft, offers a-revue | 
Yon. changing also.‘ the: 
ees Jength: of engagement. from: two to 
"four ‘weeks. George Moro came on 

la. Vegas,” 

"from: Vegas,. where. he: handles. Pro~ 
{-".duetion -at. the Sahara, for. the 
jo packaging ‘Job, using. his. local ine 
ee Supporting - talent is |” 

“: young: and: capable. - 
as a core.. 

- The overal]: offering is. top: grade | 
with, lotsa: gorgeous steppers, lave"; 
Ash: ‘costumes, ‘lively music, singing 
‘and comedy:.: Lottie. Bruno, stellar. 
femme Juggler, adds: ‘a elass. novel- - 
ty, turn: 
Payior. &. Mitchell, young’ Thale . 

4: we “comics, latched on quickly at the: 
--: pening show. Routine is ‘spiced } 
— with topical: ‘gags, impressions’ ‘of 

. singers, tv interviews, with men on 
an ‘the street and ‘ap: astronaut: 

- Noreen Parker; -featuted- chirp, 
As a small blonde: ‘bélter,. who. reg-. 4 men-balladeers: ‘who add tonal class t two - 8th. Ave. -motels, -and 'this). 

_ ‘isters’ in opening. ‘production: tune, 
“Hey,- 

- . Larry Grayson; personable ‘Tobust ]. 
. Daritone, is spotlighted in “Gallant. 

2+: Talent. Scout,” “America’s Melting. 
> :Pot,” “Our ‘Love is Here To Stay’ 
sand “Wild American Rose’. produc- 
' . ‘tion’ numbers. - 

; . Gardner. ‘Benedict's ” 

it. 

be ‘Larry Grayson, Moro-Lan-. {+ 
a dis’ ‘Dancers 
oo. O'Brien and Scott. Leeds; ercated, : 
-.°. produced : and: staged | by! ‘George: | 
vs. Moro; : special material, Betty Ed- 
‘<" mond; - 

‘Look’ Us .Over,”. and. with 
“Bill Bailey” in her :specialty.-spot.’ 

Bye Blackbird,” “It's Love.”. “Star- 

the World, "are solidly sold. 

On the card with Migs McRae ‘is: 
‘the: Gene. Quill-Phil Woods Quin- 

For lier. encore } 

}-The Greatest Invention.” -Tiey- 
‘| follow. with “Charleston,” Bud. does | 

’ Fisher wrapped up his show, fol- 
lowing visit from the Sinatra 
group, by telling audience he and 
Liz “have never been so glad to 

the opening of Eddie Fisher, whom {set back home” in_ mentioning 
thelr Russian trip He said he 

{Santor disco pio att tan Behe ihoped eversene fad heard Presi- 

| = es 

phamreek, 3 Heuston a 
eaten J 2 ) Turnout ( er) for Fisher's _The Interludes, ‘& Cece 

Neighbors: Orch 

An sr or ame Grove Preem a Tribute to Eddie Cantor The Interludes (John: Milanese, | 
Michael Milanese, Jerry Benoit, | ° By DALE OLSON still covered by a white bandage 

‘are ‘an instrumental | i liywood, Aug. 1, |@¥@ to @ recent operation. She 
vocal group’ best. known: for’ their: | ony ug. revealed there is still a wire in 

an extremely hot, nitery’ property. ‘Cantor was. evident Tuesday night|crowds surrounding her to step 
(25) when a. celebrity - studded j back because breathing was diffi- 

softer tunes, played to completion, ‘crowd of: 1, 100. packed the Cocoa- 
‘As. Is, every number seems to be ‘nut Grove to pay tribute ‘fo the: 
the begoff, Marit with oreo. [comedian on ‘his. “Golden Jubilee” 

' Boys open with play on “Mention; . My. Name,” working Texas cities: ‘in “show. business. Ovcasioned by 

“Hawaiian 
War. Chant. parts of “tary. River, f 
a-minstrel days medley, “State o 
Confusion," “Tom Dooley” .and {Humber of “‘names:’ in the nil ery's {dent Kennedy's ace, earner ie 

‘begoff : “Mack: ‘The: Knife,”. which. history—and a record crow for; ence to show their support hy | they: give. an irresistible beat that | most. film fetes—most of them pay- | } 
‘inging i0d Bless America” in "eSS | has auditors clapping and stomping (18 $100 eet Cantons favorite umson “loud enough for Kirush 

; r mp at Surprise 

{ vias a ener on gost cae ayy * came Surp | Besides the celebs on hand “ ere 

| wood; Louis =Armstrong, Jerry.| Cantor himself: was kept.-from ¢xecs Samue 1 Goldwyn, Walter 
‘Lewis, Vaughan Moriroe, ‘the Ever- ; the: ‘show - under ‘doctor's orders, 
ly ° ‘Bros: -and especially Benoit’s due to a virus, though he was 
“(tlre eroup’s comic) carbon. ‘of : ‘ repped by wife, lda..and several of ‘ 
| Duraine. vo this. daughters at a table for 10 for 
Bud & ‘Cece. Robinson open show | which - ‘he picked up the fab as a: 

wit ‘fir t..class ‘dante steps. .Hus- | donation . to the fund. George | 
‘kand-wife. team have: nigh ‘perfect ! Jessel, w ith: whom he appeared as! 
precision, manage to put across | “a member of the Gus Edwards 

yWanger, Harold) Mirsch, Peter 
‘Levathes, Martin Rackin, William 
T. Orr and Samuel J. Briskin. 
{ Canter affair was arganized hy 
financier Barry Mirkin, heading a 
committee that consisted of Mer- 
vyn LeRoy, A) Hart, president of 
‘City National Bank of Beverly 
Hills, Jessel, Wiliam Getz, Jack 
Benny, Steve Braids, Sheriull Cor- 

‘win, George Burns and Theodare 
ic umings, president of  Feaod 
Giant Corp. 

ee 

Saddle & Sirloin. Tucson 
Tucson, July 26 

Dare Barry, Buddy Bech I i07 
'$2 naimnim Fro sat 

ers jf such. a ‘manner. that they’ re. ‘while. another Edwards aiuninus, # 
1 Milton. Berle, was nearby. 

‘After Frank Sinatra & Co. fin-! 
lished their -initial ringside hech- 
ling, Fisher wound up his planned | 
performance with “That Face" in 

Joe Frisco. ‘impression,. and team, solid, straight delivery almost as 
‘Teaves on high ‘point, a rock. and ; j beautiful: as ‘the object of his song. 

‘Clan’ Cutups 
ie encores.: | The “clan:” howeve:, refused to j. met 

Paul Neighbors returns to band: | give: up and, finally.- _piving way to: Established. comics generally do 
{ stand, where.’ he’s" a’ fixture, to their boisterous ‘antics. the singer, Well in Jim Sfarnas’ intimate his. 

a) ith:.theny all ‘the way. 

Team opens with “On. By Jingo.” ua | 
‘then comes. a song. and. dance, 

tun nes, 

tet. The combo has an okay sound | ‘supply: fine. backing - and © dance : invited them onstage where Sin- tro, and veteran cemedian Dave 
but: seems. somewhat.overar ‘ranged,” 
| possibly. due to the fact that both-} 
{ Quilt. ‘and. Woods - blow: the. ‘samé'| 
; instrument—the alto: sax. Result is 
la conventional. approach .of | solo 
| splitting . which doesn’t deliy er par- * 
‘ticular -excitement but -is compe--, 

- i director-vee pee Robert’ inwot; ex- tent all: the same, 

Quill’s.  tooting: appears * ” more’ 
-solidly-grounded. and -‘lyricat than 
Woods’ -playirig and comes: off the 
better in. the solo swapping... Dick- 

board: work, Ron Carter:.is fine oni 

drums. . 

“whe >’ Summit, LAS. 
- Los Angeles, Aug..1;" 

“Cotton: Club Rerue” with. Redd 
Foxz,: -Lon. ‘Fontaine, - Jubilee - 43 
$1. 50 cover,” 2-drink sminimum..-” 

‘The: 

‘general mgr: Jim: Drum has_refur-.{..-: 
bishéd the ‘spot; fenced ‘in, the: bar'|’ 
‘from: the- table area, ‘added : 7) piano 
bar -with talented jaz stylist Joyce | 
Collins .‘and’.bassist Bob Bertaux |. 

pas.. a. “regular”. feature: between { F 
| shows. eos 

*. Sepia show: ie “headlined by’; 
‘comic. ‘Redd. Foxx, dancer-singer : 
‘Lon Fontaine and’ the Jubilee ‘4 
-yocal .group.. ‘Variety’ “package - “was. 
-put” together. here by Fontaine and:, 
‘it “will: tour following run. here; ; 
| Opener. ‘was ‘alittle ‘slow: rolling—: | 

‘par. for. the, course—but Wilk! gain, 
"“niomentum. As it “ages. ; . 

f Foxx: is .a clever, ‘rapid aeliverer ; 
with a running gag. line ‘that's 
more : blue-black than. -white.. He’s 

j funniest. when his: material: is mid-° 
die: ground : ‘and’ deals with. :his. ad- 
ventures. and. - topical. stuff. But. 

(when it. reaches the: wildly. absurd 
| stage it. too often crosses ‘the ‘Por-; 
nographic- border.” 

i former. who -intersperses Song : cand 
interpretative dancing - at. a- ‘steady: | 
| gait. He opens. and closes revue in:! 
i production’ - numbers. with . The ; 
Summiettes, a lively: lineup of five; 

-D:.- Young, Norma: Washington, 
' Frances Nealy; Taffy: .& Mickey... 
i Fontaine sells strong. ‘most. ‘of the:! 
; Way, but. registers weak®.on “ballad: 
“One For the. Road” ‘that just: 

doesn't: lend. itself to his. animated. j 
i buoyant: style. : - 

‘Jubilee 4 gre: fine, mellow, crafts 

tothe revue. Show. is accompanied 
‘with big band-:sound. from John ' 
Anderson and. followers: 

‘Katz provides. light and adept key-. |: 

“Cotton - Club Revue”. hast \. 
been: Fesurrected,. -updated with “of. 
. {62 and “given. a bouncing new-.|- 

Jease on life at. Bob Gefaell’s. Sun-| - 
|:set Blvd. nitery.’ For. the::opening'| 

--Lon.- Fontaine is. a- whirling’ ‘per- 

.*+usiness in 1982. The. 

fatra, Dean’ Martin, Sammy Davis [Barry is no execeplion Making his 
{Jr. and Joey. Bishop “proceeded for Tucson nightctuh. debut. he keeps 

- 120° minutes of .what apparently | [the yocks comiig with a well-paced 
* “ {meant to ‘be sophisticated humor j i delivery. 

ibut which came off with a thud. Some of Barry's. material {a 
The audience'.was not amused. standard nitery stuff, but, his pat- 

a4 Only “Peter Pentagon” (Lawford) {ter for the most part is new to 
| of the fabled ° five wisel remained this are Such monologs as his 

{ Carlyle Hotel, ‘N.Y. Jin: his ringside chair. y * ‘the. poor defenseless drunk driv-: 
All were clearly impressed. with: | : ‘¢"na one was driving, we were 

Fisher himself emerged the top 

Perea Ishdwman despite’ well-intentioned, lin the drew the heaviest mitt 
asa. -elrigerator in’ eve y 100m {but misdirected “Summiteers” in- ae ry -:terlude, handling himself with pol- : - d 

— jish and dignity in the face of their { ofc ota impressionist and monte ; 
Cc aa, y « 

. [soPn ome pranks. ty appear” | scores with the likes of Mr Ma- 
Se esil, i { 8 jaim af hig | 800 Mel Blanc and Leo the Lion. 
rece xt Vewan  Decevt ta n “come. teers hypo mid-summer biz for 

d 
back” and shows hun al the top of ‘ ; : ole. Sowned -by. Loew's, is a get. |the ladder, possibly the only com- ’ Next Gil. Jon & Sondra aitele: 

‘together. of :the ‘managers and a pletely. true. singer on the market 

;. other. execs ofall “Loew's: thea- ‘|; today. .- 
| tres ‘in’ the - country. It's’ set . Singer. : fought constant mike Py 

. for Sept. 5-7." |trouble: and. laborcd -aboye Dick 3006 Backing 
On ‘the agenaa are discus.’ }Stabile’s overly - heavy orchestra. 
sions" ‘of new product, book- .. backing. to ‘deliver a variety of =o Continued from page 7 ozs 

‘ings, maintenance, operational ‘“|languages: and tempos in . mostly i . 
maticrs, ele: ‘Meeting also will © |ballad program. Ilis strength is | ‘0 pol charring varied prices de ; {pending upon time of week and. 

: Oyen errent on dramatic punch of place of evepleysment He has been 
Ge : Zanization and is actine as assistant 
Swance,”: latter from a terrifie tg Expo performing atts dire:tor 
group:of :vaude. tunes dedicated to | Harold Shaw. 

‘Cantor: { Shaw is, row in the Far East. 
“Mack the Knife,” in German, ; When he returns he will go ta 

hit a high ‘spot, while ‘ ‘Something's Mexico te line up attractions and 
“Coming” from “West Side Story” | will make announcement on what's 
(be a good entry -for him though : been set for the fair in New Yark 

. here's an. UN-angle, too, for many ; nerves, no doubt heightened by. the ; around Sept. 1. Tippin told Vanivry 
;of, the personnel speak. several. imike-backing ‘problems, negated ; he would he concentsating chiefly 
Janguages. There isa “concierge” . ‘impact it could have. “Cock-Byed | or) huokings for US talent. 

in the European iradition. Optimist” was a good opener and} The State of Washington will 
‘Banquet. and mécting room faci- ' “I've Got $5" is bright. Ws weak-| distribute Century 21 Expostifon 

litiés. - also” sre provided~in the.,est. moments. caine ‘with senti-; trade dollars 5.000.000 of them -- 
’ Morris” Lapidus. design, -thus. the. ‘mental. softies like “It Could Hap- | beginning in November in time for 
commerce is not’ neglected. Singles ; :pen To. You" and he wisely kept ;the holiday shopping season. The 
go. for 6. a dry. these to a- minimum. Eddy Sam- aluminum souvenir 

‘uels Js. Fisher’s ‘conductor, with i exchanged anywhere in tbe state 

Skip. 

“Summit Preem 
— Continued ‘from page 23 

Keeping It in 1 Family’ 
.. AR early business. meeting 
scheduled for Manhattan's 
ew Summit Hotel, “Which. is 

woe 

. Provide--the. Loew's personnel - 
with. the opportunity. of get- . 
ting to know the. new. manage- - 

’ ment headed by’ Laurence ‘A. 
Tisch. and his. brother, Préston | 
Robert: Tisch. 7 

a n vd. ' baby sitter ‘ availabilities. 

| 4 . ‘s Park Ave. | tel. _ {musical arrangements by Sid jfor 3 a dollar's worth of merchandise. 
ih ‘the new B00 room Summit ;Ramin. The trade dollars wil! be redeem- 

e] . open ’ 1 ag the. first of the Tisch~' Ampressionist Frank .Gorshin's;able at full value until De. 26, 
support was complementary, with {1982 at the State’s Dept. of Com- 
performer displaying a well de-} merce and Economic Development 

jsigned: act that puts him in top; in Olympia. The trade dollars, pio- 
echelon of his field. Gorshin has duced at a cost of 3'2 cents each, 
strong: delivery and an easy ‘siyle. [| sre expected to yicid several mil- 

Material is fresh, with bit on bow «lion dollars in revenue. 
Cagney became a star particularly { Battle on whether or not the fair 
bright aldng with a handsome med- ; 1s felting adequate promotion and. 
ley of the “Stars in Heaven” fea- publicity continues The Post In- 
‘turing Wallace Beery, Sidney | telligencer, morning paper, da a 
Greenstreet, Barry Fitzgerald and ‘survey among tourtis. asking Sf 
:@ kaleidoscope of show biz greats. they knee about the fair with re- 

sults showing many knew Inttle or 
is Karle is ai asset in Brando nothing about it The P 1 followed 

up with frontoage sivriee ard edi. 
scene and. song impressions of: itorials sugge tings ways to spread 

{ York, 
Loew's: diversification. hhostelries, | 
| already v:p. and-g:m: Robert Huyot 
has ‘been. tapped. in similar posts: 

‘for: the 800-room -class -hostelry,. 
‘which: Laurence A: Tisch and Pres- 
‘toty Robert Tisch ‘have. earmarked 
for Park. Ave. ‘and. 61st. This “is 
now. an. apartment: house, ‘just 
‘leased for. 99: years. from Samuel 
-Golding. It will be razed. and a 
completely new. hotel built, for the 
“deep luxury” trade, a la the ‘Car- i 
tlyle, Pierre. St.- Regis.. “It will pel 
tagged. ‘the. Regency. 

"Yt ds. planned that. Loew's Tisch | { 
' will have all four of these new New. : pe Bennett, Crosby and Como ;publicity, with the afternaon 
4 York hoteis- ithe Americana, ‘the #4 ane. 7 ‘Times joining in and commending 

ia , Liz Tayler, of Course work done by the fair’s praisery. 
along ‘with the ‘Puerto Rico Amer-!. ‘Chief. attention 4n audience was} Fair officials welcamed the pirb- 
jceana, in San. Juan. -all- opening for. aimed at Elizabeth Taylor, escorted j Melty controversy. saying such air- 

New York !for: the evening by Robert Wagner |clearing would generale. support 

eoing can be -- 

“Ioeation 

‘Revue’ floors. twice nightly. dur-" Americana on 7th: Ave. and 52d Sty land. with her physician Dr. Rexford!among Washinzton citizens Thev- 
ing: week and three times. on. week- | ''Sq. stories and 2,000 rooms, will be ; Kennamer, by her side. Beauteous also sald: that the big push on paid 
ends. It’s in for four weeks with a: “bucked. by the ‘new. New York Hil- | star ‘was gowned by Dior, despite ‘ afivertising and attendant publicity 
four: .week. option.” Summit's. new.;.ton '6th-Ave, and 53d -St.), which; récent. Moscow affair that found; was now underway This 3s to 
‘intimate look “and. diverse: policy | in ‘turn. will be. the Rockefeller ‘her. and Gins Loliobrigida both catch familles «hen they are’ plar- 
could: become ‘another: L.A. ‘{nhabit- i Center: counterpart of the Silton’s : j Wearing the .same’ rovn bv the 'ning thelr 1962 vacations this fail! 
ant's: habit, ne Heth. ~Mfagship,, the. Waldorf-Astoria. ‘Parisian cesigner, with her throat | and winter. 



e 

9° LEGITIMATE 

Shows Abroad 
Luther 

Eondon, July 28. 
Ex: tole aa age Cy & Oscar Lewenstein !. 

Pre vata ot a thee set ranma by 
Joh Osborne “stars Albert Finney, fea- 
ters ee Tarees ( ones + oe Bit Owens Peter 
Desa, Pere: Sull. Ge nae Devine, John 
Moves Stated obs Tony Richardson, 
dios amt costumes, Sacelva Herbert; - 
me : ait Ses Meee a! an] arrangements, 
Jove: es Oe thors master, John 
Bie est ge OF ep agee 1 sals -27. ‘61, at the- 
E + fooatt Pacaee. Lan ton. $2.30) tape . 
F. 7 ; “ Paltan Glover | 
P. James Cairacross 
M ’ Albert) Finney 
H Bill Owen 
| P-ter Duguid. 
Vv I Din Meaden | 
T- Peter Bull. 
s 3 Georze Devine 
Cee. Joha Moffull 
* ‘ K “yer Robmoaon 
io Chirles Koy 
I Jimes Canaccoss 
F. » Merv) Ganley 
.. { ry ! . 

) Sore ane , Staeevy Dasies, 
“Ieuupas, Evons. Derek 
Froews, Wailer Tavlor 

S- Ten Past fue, Vouk Dasces. 
Ae isea Pearman. David Read 

Gq: . Roser Harbaed. Pant Large 

Toe koents anticipated preem of 
poster? trllosts sticess tub per- 
fe. cates ott PRS Streit, and in 
Poo. Phe dearmaaad have a short 
Sv? ens eeem ome oat the Roval 

Caet ads due tater this month 
Pothe Rdiabucsh Bestival Then at 
we oietanm of) Lamdon, apening | 
Seu Goat the: Phoenix, where it: 
Srcaid bose a bes following | 

t. tat: wn’ opxeidingly fuses the. 
f pte of plas srrht John Os-- 
hoagie diseetos ‘Toms Richardson 
aud ooetop NSbor! Finney into a 
hipsods stmubitass theatrical : 
exsoertence. Tt feveuds a more ds- 
@usaimed Oo oboe cath oa play 
viol whist a narrative strip has 
a hestnmins. roimiedi- and an end. 
{to otis Comiainys the view that in 

fie thea ce lias an actor of 
Vigo, ieasination and stature. 

“huther’ tells with compassion 
ant understanding the story of the 
pou Geiman boy, son of a miner, ; 
vito beeam: a rebel -asainst the 
pomp and cireumstance, the hy-: 
pocriss and bisotrw of the 16th-: 
century Roman Catholie 
and cre ited a split in Christendom. 
The play shaws hun becoming a. 
youns monk and spdtlights his avid 

dewue for Puth ; 

Egy: 

church: 

~ skill, 

-by 

backcloths 

‘Richard Rankin . 
‘Coune illor Fee iligan. . 

| political row 
‘unlikely to-do. so in London... De-. 

Tis not portrayed as an asceite, : 
{scholarly martyr, but ‘as an ordi-| 
nary being caught up in circum- 
stances and events that he can only }- f 
control if he rejects. his own, hard-" 
earned standards. 
‘It's a long, arduous role : and:| 
Finney never falters. He gives. a 
performance of stamina, faith ‘and. 

to’ a considerable extent. 
carrying. ‘the play and. giving’ it 
some of own edgy vigor. . 

Other admirable performances 
are given by Bill Owen and ‘his | 
outraged father and George De- 
vine. as his faithful: .friend..and- 
mentor. John Moffatt: ts a‘ joy. as 
a cynical, sophisticated Cardinal : 
who finds Luther an unexpected. 
@ubhborn opponent, Peter Bull re- 7 
vels in two scenes as.a Papal con- 7 
man and Charles Kay fastidiously | 
etches in a small, significant ‘se: | 
quence as the playboy Pope. , 

Richardson's. direction. is sure, 
confident and ‘perceptive - and. a 
spare economical set is embellished. 

equally spare but effective 
by Jocelyn | Herbet,’ 

whose: costumes are also dramati> 
cally helpful. John Addison has 
provided the right. religious music¢. 

Rich, 

The Bishop’s. Bonfire. 
.London, July 27: 

Mermaid Theatre Trust presentatioti of} 
a thiee-act comedy-drama‘ bs. Sean} 
O'Casey Staged by.Frank Dunlop; decor..! 
Tonv Carruthers; lighting, David Kave. 
‘Opened July 26. ’G1. at the Mermaid j 
Theatre, “London; $150 top. . “4 
Dick Carranaun .. © Godfrey: Quigley : 

. Howard Goorney.. 
David Blake- Kelty | 

Canon Burren Paul Farrell j 
Manus Moantve - ......- . Derek Young | 
Damel Cloomcoohey .” wee “Terry Séull 
Keelin * _ Annette ‘Crosbie; 
Codzer Sleehaun- Davy Kaye |. 
Fr. Boheroe soi... . eee Huzh Sullivan! 
Foorawn wee ween Celia Salked 1 
“Lt.. Michaet Reilizan e Joe Lynch i: 
Ruilway Parter Harry. Hutchinson | 

Five year 5 ago, 
Bonfire’ 

“The Bishop’s 
’ kicked up’a religious and: 

in Dublin, ‘but it's | 

? tached British - audiences will be]. 
more concerned with the questions 
of whether it is good Sean O’Casey 
and whether it fs worth seeing. The: 

4answer to the first question As. 
it shows the horror of his dawn-: «yes with reservations.” In the 

fre doubts. fis fight against ill- - latter case it's “Yes—without -res- 
health, a teeling of persaial in-: epyations.” 
adequacy and his passionata clinz- 
first to the word of the scriptures: 
It traces fis fiezht against the might 
o the TIocal church authorities in 
Germans which spread, beyand his : 
control. to a bitter’ personal allout 
betile astainst Rome itself 

Finally, it presents his dogged 
deisance of Papal Bulls of Dxcom- 
neuneahion, shows how his teach-: 
ines meite a revolution of the pes- = 
ple. how he rejects thet revolution ; 
hécause of its method, which. he . 
resards as an affront to the serip-- 
tires and how, eventually, still | 
piuvied. vet stuf determined, he. 
compromises in his latter yeats of 
mirriage and fatherhood. 

That's 1 challending blueprint of - 
an iustorical and urgent religious : 
era, and the basis tor a probing : 
pias. But Osborne's primary inter- . 
estos in Luther the man, with his: 
bo-tily and mental: pains and ter- 
revs, rather than the period. 

The audience gets to know 
Lather, how he ts obsessed with . 
Constipation, anal problems and. 
tartous other bodily Gifs that ex-: 
plan. to some extent, the agonies 
ot kis mind. But though Osborne . 
Feceaks What Luther's beliefs were, 
he farts to make clear the reason 
ter them. 

There is much:of Osborne and 
moarh of Luther in this absorbing ; 
plas, but the Osborne side seems | 
to be preoecupied with the docu- 
rentary. Rarely fo. Osborne's own) 
feelings and beliefs take over. 
‘There is a areaic picture of an 
important man, bat only a shadowy : 
ghar of wihac made him the 
mer he was. 
ot Pate superb of ones, Luther's , 
those sermons, the moment when 
he os griped wilh pain aud moans _ 
to Cant his meetings with the op- 
partunistic Cardinal, and the Diet: 
of Wornis wien Ne is left rejected 
and dejected The earlier scenes’ 
form a rather longish and tedious , 
act 

Perhaps too much time is spent : 
in setting the atmosphere of, 
Luther’s entry into monkhood. : 
Thouzti necessary, it 1s used at the. 
expense of later scenes which: 
could have used more time for) 
delvins. But, after the first act, 
Wich requires audience putience. 

je ‘Bonfire”’ 

-and, above. all. 

‘ fire’. 
‘should do well at the Mermaid,- 
‘though the open. stage is -hardly’ 

‘the power and sanctimonious huin- 

_ village of 

* mainly. 

AS a piece of play construction, 
is a ramshackle. affair 

of many maods, an uneasy and un- 
- subtle blend of riotous farce, sen-. 
timentality and’ tragedy, © with 

_ftoue hes of a morality play. As di- 
rector, Frank Dunlop. has made 
an uneasy atiempt to- capture . and. 
shape these varying. moods | ; 

O’Casey is still a giant spinner 
of magic words and phrases, a mas- 
ter’ at inventing = vivid characters 

a man who still 
cares passionately. about love, life: 
and luughter. -So “Bishop’s Bon- 

is welt worth a visit and 

suitable for the symbolic sense of. 
claustrophobia the author is creat- 
ing. 

O’Casevy's Ireland is: ridden ‘by 

bug of the. Church. Religion and | 
business “greed * -have-. helped, to. 
create a place where. all the: ere | 
of living is being. crushed, where 
chastity has became one. of the 
w or st vices 

Bonfire” is set in the. little: 
Ballyoonash and ‘the’ 

story, suchas it is, has- to: do with 
the preparations by a domineering | 

canon and a local bigshot, to pre-|. 
pare to welcome a: visit from: the 
local. -bos “who has~ Progressed: to 
bishop's status. 

There are. side issues: about. the 
romantic lives of thé bigsliot’s two 

of comedy relief which mizht haye | 
been even more funny had - some 

_Newley: 

ae 

well, 

~ BILL PERRY 
Closed Sunday... in’ the. role of 

‘in’ “TAKE. ME ALONG” 
Westbury Music Fair. 
te. Hollywood - fur pieture ‘commit- 
-ments, (where his Aunt, TOBY 
WING got Aher start. co, 

at: the 

‘ Derek Young asa repressed ser: | 
-vant, Hugh. Sullivon:.as an. under= { 
1 standing ‘but ‘ineffectual priest, 
‘Terry Scully as a loafer who once. 
intended to become. a’ priest . and: 
Joe: Lynch: as an army officer. 

Annette ' Crosbie and Cella 
Salkeld,. ‘the only “femmes in the 
east,. play daughters of the prof-. 

“Richard” with - PAUL HARTMAN: 

. Returning. 

eS a 
000. Named: for. a- local - banker-merchant-hofelier - who: died’ in 1882, 

struction. strike. intervened) and. policy. of éventual operation’ is: uns 
i | disclosed: There is‘to be a benefit revue for the Goodspeed Founda- 

tion at the Astor Hotel. ‘N. -Y.,.on Oct./ 22 by a committee including’ 
Peggy Wood, Albert Selden and: Jean ‘Dalrymple. 

was: born: in. ‘Maplewood,’ 

the role. 

Goodspeed Opera House: on:'the Connecticut River at Fast ‘Haddam, . 
Conn., is in process: of yestoration undér.a fund now standing at $440,- - 

1 | the. diminutive: structure. has-‘survived several decades: of. neglect: prior. 
if to its present ‘revival.as a landmark. Actual: date of: completion (cone. 

; East Haddam, ‘prior to World War J, had: another ‘theatre: ‘the: Maple- we 
| wood, originally. @ ladies seminary. but with ‘its auditorium opehing on 

| the village. .Street...It: was ‘operated. by. Sarah: Saxon, who ‘was’ the 
‘mother: of Pauline Saxon, long. a.standard « “single in vaudeville,- and 
the grandmother ‘of. Marie Saxon, the Broadway musical comedy in: * - 

‘| genue of the.1920s. The managing editor of VARIETY, Robert: J. -Landry,” 

it . After the: third peiformarice ‘of the two-week. feyout’ of pw: Queens - 
of ‘Love and Beauty,” at.the Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope; -Pa., . - 

j star, Ann Harding had to withdraw. under doctor's orders. Theatre. 
was dark the next’ two évenings, but Friday night (21), Jan Miner :. 

‘| drove: into - “Manhattan. from holiday ‘in “East .Hampton, L, Ay to: accent -: 

The-resultant flurry was. one ‘of those only:in-show biz situations: ‘Miss 7 
Miner was driven to New Hope with two apprentices. holding a flash-. 
light ‘to’ the script and- cueing her. while: the - ‘stage manager, in’ the 
‘front. seat, explained. her positions and. business.’ She plavéd: the. role -; 
‘script in hand Saturday matinee and: evening; but had. it: fully: memior=: 
ized: by following: Monday (24) for ‘the ‘second: ‘week. 

iteering town councillor, the for: |: 
mer. giving .a deliciously pert and-} 

the | . 
eagerly |’. 

streaclies. out her hands to life and} 

often. touching : 
younger. ' sister. 

display’ as 
‘who. 

‘and the Jatter love, necessarily. 
niore subdued as the one: who made} 
‘a vow of, chastity when her’. fiance’ 
embraced ‘the Church. 
“The decor by Tony - Carruthers | 

“and. - ‘lighting - by David. ‘Kaye. are 
effective.” Rich. 

Stop. . the. World—1 ‘Want 
To Get Off 
° London, July 21. 

: Bernard Delfont | presentation Gin. asso- | 
ciation with H. M. Tennent. & Marigold 
Music) of ‘musical.comedy’ in two acts, 

music and lyrics ‘by Leslie’ with book. 
Bricusse and Anthony Newley.' Staged. by: 

musical director, 
tions. Ian Fraser, David Lindup. Burt 
‘Rhodes; Gordon Langford; chorus master,. 

and movenient’ Bilt Shepherd;. ‘mime 
‘director, John Broome: costumes, 
Byrne: _ production Supervisor, 
Cooke. -Stars. ‘Anthony Newley, 
Quayle; «features Jennifer Baker, 

’ Baker, 

Kirk 
Terry 

Susan 
Anjanda Bayley, ‘Barbara Halli- 

Webb. Robert O'Leary. Opened July 20, 
‘61, at the Queen’s” ‘Theatre, London; 
$3.50 top. 

“Stop: the ‘World Want to Get 
Off” is. as. unusual as its title. -It 
is” ‘probably .one of. the most -ero- 
nomical ‘musicals ever, with a sin- 
gle modest -set, a. small cast and 
no- costume - ‘changes. 

‘With. Its undoubted novelty value 
and -its ‘modest -overhead, it-is a 
virtual cinch for a- fast payoff. It}. 

impress a ‘Broadway 
willing to -gamble ' on. 

something as ‘offbeat -.as this. - 

might also. ° 
producer 

This is not a musical in the..ac- 
-cepted sense, but is a. combination 
of mime, ‘ballet ‘and ‘songs. For. the 
first 10 to 15 minutes, not a word 
‘is spoken: on: stage; other ‘than a 
couple of ‘bits of gibberish by co- 
author.. director ‘and. costar An- 

| thony: Newley. It fs hardly a prom- 
ising start, but sets. the. mood for: 

formance | ‘lack point of view... ..1- what is ‘to follow. | 
The first. song, a recitation ‘of the 

alphabet. is “equally -unpromising, 
and..when-that is -reprised’.:three 
times in as Thany minutes, the’ out- 
look seems bleak. But ‘it is ‘fol-. 
lowed ‘by. a’ deft, ‘original interpre- 
‘tation’ of the rise of a. “faetory 
errand boy to, politician and: peer,,. 

' daughters, and there. is atso a deat.) and most ‘ofthe. other ‘songs are. 
fascinating and satirical. 

Newlev. : plays ’ the. character | 

‘with. Stella Holt & David Lipsky, “presen- , 
.tation ‘of the American Savoyards -in 

':-Donnelly,. 
Staged by Dorothy Raedler, musical di-:: 
‘rection, Ronald Bush; settings and -light-- 

decor ‘and lighting. . Sean ‘Kenny; | 
Tan “Fraser: orchestra-. 

Anna !: 

‘Gloria Johnson. Carole Keith, Vir: 
-Binia’ Mason.. Vivienne St. George. Martt.| 

‘ism except one—enthusiasm. : ‘When: 

with the idea of bringing back the. 
| Romberg. and Herbert: opeérettas | 
that many people remember fond- }ling: as: the: -husband ‘and Edward: 

Crowley ‘as lover..are not: up. to. 
their assignments. Matt. Cimber's 

ly.’ 

‘Prince’ ‘is getting. at: the Green-; 
wich. Mews. They can ‘be played ; 

-Alleri’ and Bob. Randall 
eomedy team -of Lutz and Hubert. 

‘contrived business.. Clifton Steere, 
-in ‘the small role of a student j tel: Waldorf-Astoria, Nt Y., -of tha 

Of. Broadway Reviews 
The Student. Prineée - pon: the part ‘of ‘Barbara ‘Grinéer and.. 

| Eleanor Horn, the’ producers. of. the; Greenwich Players,’ lac. «in. ‘association + 

off: Broadway venture. 
musical based on Mansfield’s “Old Heidel- | 
berg’; with book and lyrics by. Dorothy. 

‘music by Sigmund. Romberg. 
'runs, closed here’: after only 29 

Nick . Titakis | 

ing, Frank Wicks. Opened July 13, .’61,; . 
fat the Greenwich Mews Theatre; NY. '- ‘ly, the failure was attributed main: 
Prime: Minister. wnt og Frank Wicks : “ly. to. ine faster ‘performance, . 
Dr () ner omas asiloff -in- contrast to the inspired - “exape’ o 
‘Pri TL waceceeeneesss iL, Clement 

| Ruder saaeedcceedceecucanss ‘Ralph Strait geration of Robert Morley's’ play-'. 
Gretchen . wee ceteeeseres ate ‘Joyce: Mike |ing ~ in the: ‘London - : production, . 
on Secevoceveces aewe. Oo ar oianni 

Detlef ...3...,.5 0.00... Clinton Steere. ‘Under. the: circumstances, presen- 
Von Agierber leecceeed ° “Bruce Carrithers «+ tation of the: piece as a.vehicle for. 

on Asterberg . 
Kathie: 0... eee eee ary Ann: Staifa 
‘Lutz. Ve eeceeeees ag Alle ; perience, supported by a. ‘hastily. - 
Hubert see ceceeers mtg Bom Rendall assembled, /under-relearséd -and 
ran UCNESS wcrecewse. ally. re. ad >. 

‘Princess *... ee sirecesr Ardea “Anderson unseasoned ' ‘company; is apparently, 
Peter . Peck j foredoomed: 

a stestedneseese? Rita Fatbel.]. 
Baron Arnheim-.......... Agdrew Dirga | 

Singers: - Andrew. ‘Dirga,- Rita Falbel, 
Denise - -Girel, -Bonnie Glasgow, Stig Hel-. 
gren, Val More;’ Gregg Nickerson, Peter 
ton Suzanne. Richardson, Daryl. Thorno- 
on 

Capt. Tarnitz 
Countess. 

story’ “about’ husband; wife. “and 

‘the polygamous : :arrangement they 
‘work gut; with ensuing complica- 

| tions. it. needs adept’ farceurs to 
“The - ‘American _ Savoyards’. ver: | 

sion of “The Student. Prince” has‘! 

the cast and. director.don’t care 
much, it's hard to accept. ill-fitting: 
costumes, wrinkled~ flats,” ‘Poorly |.ing. and missed’ cués.. 
placed furniture, slovenly: singing, | ‘Denise Darcel. albeit ‘her’. pices. 
shoddy makeup ; and a. lack of: any ence. is attractive ‘and: ‘confident, 
style. 

There’s probably - ‘nothing wrong . 

night, | 

than .acting © ‘participant, 

But the oldies. deserve better j. 
treatment’ than “The Student | 

direction is. busy: and. unhelpful. 

straight, kidded.-a -little,or done. 1 specify any translator. o¥.-adaptor, 
strictly for laughs. a rocky com-| the. present Script - is ‘presumably. 
bination of all three is confusing: ; the. same.Nancy:. Mitford. version 
cand disappointing. ° ‘Dorothy. Raed- : used” in fe. 1953 ‘Broadway | ‘pro- 
ler’s direction’.and . the. ‘cast’s per-.' duction... Jaal. 

“Of the’ principals, only. Raymond [Expect 2 500 Attendance 

At the AETA Conyention 
come close to the - ‘proper ‘operetta | 
style, and they are hampered. by: pected for’ the: 25th anniversary 

convention Aug. .24-30: at ‘the Ho- 

leader, stands out because of. his American * ‘Educational - “Theatre 
pure. voice and jis’ feeling. for the: [ Assn.,. and its divisions, ‘the. Chil-- - 
sho - ‘dren's -Theatre’ Conference; '. the 
“The Romberg melodies aré- as: ' Seeondary School Theatre Confer 

‘The Andre. Roussin comedy, de 
spite. successful Paris and. London. ... 

“performances. in. 1953. Significant-. 

{a “performer of limited legit: ex-: 

A. ‘sophisticated, tongue-in- cheek’. 

lovér: marooned. on an island, and. 

put it--over. Played : without. sem-. 
blance of style, comedic.’ nuance or | 

all ‘the characteristics of .amateur- ‘appearance of timing, it ts a dreary «-- 
| and chaotic“evening. The semi-pro: 

an audience gets the: feeling that: yaspects ‘were replete; ori opening.’ “ 
with -Hne-amnesia, lengthy: | : 

action: halts, loud off-stage Prompt-. 

‘comes - off. . more: -straight-woman - 
with a: 

heavily-aécented: rendition - ‘blurring. wy 
many. of, her speeches. Ronald. Dur-: . 

A turnout. of around 2 500: is ex." 

‘Although, as reported in ‘last ‘week’ s ‘Issue, Frederick Loewe hag. been ten 
quoted as indicating he had retired. .one ‘of his representatives: in New — 
‘York: corrects the statement, explaining that the composer has several: 
-future professional . projects. “The-same source reveals. that; ‘contrary 
to reports, Loewe. never sold his royalties: in their joint collaborative - 
‘works to librettists-lyricist Alan: Jay. Lerner.:Such’ a: deal‘ was once in’ 
negotiation, but’ was‘neyer concluded, and Loewe. retains. his full com-.- 
‘poser royalty rights. in “My .Fair’. Lady, ” , “Brigadoon,”’. “Paint. Your: 
Wagon,’ ” “The Day. Before Spring, ” What’: S Up”. and the: film “Gigi.” a 

‘Although: the. :program doesn’t’: 

of the cast didn't try. so. hard. }known as Little Chap, who starts; lovely as ever, but: somehow. a. full Jence and the. American. Community « a 
O’Casey’s Irish comedy / 
eloquently enough for itself. 
Through it all. is O’Casey's “rich : 

command of language and the bold. 4 
unerring blow he strikes for =| 

“youth of Ireland against: its super- 
Stitious. canting oppressors } and 

bigotry ‘and. hyprocrisy. their AG 
Irish cast. 4s best. in’ the’ 

: comedy roles. | 
Davy Kaye is gkillfutiy ‘Amusing 

in a typical O'Casey “léprachaun” 
role, and Godfrey’ Quigley 

laborers. There -is also. the ‘inimi- 
‘table Harry Hutchinson,, taking the 
stage with-a totally irrelevant, but 

the play mounts magnificently in ‘hilarious Irish spiel in the’ role: of 

boss’. 

: successively. branch manager, for- 
eign representative, managing 
director. member of Parliament 
and. a lord. His progress. socially 
and financially, is told :-with.sharp}- 
cynicism as well..as”’ smooth’ satire. |. 
For example, of his decision to en- 

something for prestige. And there 
‘lis more money .in prestige.” 

Anna Quayle brilliantly portrays. 
the boss’ daughter; and she also 
plays ‘the. Russian. guide. he meets. 
in Moscow, the night club stripper 
‘he. encounters in New York and al]. 
+German maid who: comes to “eon- 

daughter, ‘and: then becomes. 

| of three-act ‘comedy by ‘Andre: Roussin. || 
| ter politics,-he say s, “I have. made | ‘Staged. by Matt Cimber; séttings, Jerome’ 

‘my money: and. now T ought to do 

speaks ,2i3 tise to fame by seduring the’ orchestra and’a bigger chorus seem |Theatre Assn. ‘The convention will 
necessary ‘to. this production. al-‘|be presided over by AETA prési-. 

Norman Philbriek. . ‘of = though they weren't essential in-| dent. Dr:;:- 
the ‘group's: Gilbert. and Sullivan: i Stanford (Cal,)- Univ... 
revivals. ° , Ster.. |' Those attending will. 

—_—_—_—— +teachers of various. stage crafts ‘in. 
The Little Hat schools and. colleges, plus directors 

Barbara Griner & Eleanor Horn revival ;Of drama activities and others .in- 
volved. in ‘producing: some - 6,000. 

Bonsai Sears eae Darcels ‘ear es icolleges, ‘highschools ’ and commu- 
Crowley. Opened July 25..’61; at the aist (nity theatres throughout: the coun NYG 
sirse ‘weeknights $4.90 top“ weekends, try. AETA fist vice-president, Dr: 
Henry. « dneteerecesegeeee “Edward Crawley'}? ‘Marjorie L. Dycke,: of: Highschool a 
usaan sseneensestensé ghee enise’ jarce. 7 

Philip |" ..... TIES opBaala’ During {Of the Performing . ‘Arts, Ne: Y.."is 
Stranger Jeptecnceceee oe Bruce Glover. program: chairman. of ‘the conven-_ 

‘The-revival. OF “The Little Hut, ‘Kliegel .Bros.,.. theatrical lighting. 

“‘induae: . ° 

stage presentations. each. year in 

tion and Dr... Joel E. Rubin, of. 

pace and cotor. 
Osborne | has * 

with a vivid 
actor nesvei 

stave role, and the: 
provided Finney | 

toses his grip. Luther| Kelly as the avaricious . bigwig, 

'a railway porter. ; . 
Paul Farrell. is adequate’ as the 

smug canon, as: aré. David Blake 

| 

Howard Goorney -do-well as | 

Es the -English—language: ". Shela 

(Continued | on “page 100) 

the hind offering of. what is. billed: 
‘a “Summer Comedy Festival’” as 

and Newley, who is..never- offstage, at: ttie 41st Street Theatre, is; to + 
put it euphemistically, a a. clear miss. 

‘firm, is. chairman. of: the local ar- 
rangements committee. - 

- Guest speakers’ ‘will: include legit 
professionals, 

rc ee a 
tat, lis Te Me 



. . a \ ae oa 

Li bowit inestith dagen 

. 

SS IRIaAa nuit aecaeamnoa stasrammapammmbaarens 

dividuals. and. 
_ bought. in advante: as many..as ‘10°; 
seats’ per. performance ford. show’ S-: 

“run. . 

_, would®. be’ 
“3. gystem ‘completely right away, the . 
O'Keefe. rwanagement -Feportedly : 
“. yntonds: ‘modifying: it ‘for the com- 
¢ ing season. and ultimately. apply- 
ne 

Yowed_in’ other ‘cities. 
‘yoetly follows: the: ‘pattern: ‘in New” 

_.. York, where the reneral rule is rio 
”? yefunds. except for the non-appear--- 

Li... anee of stars: or featured: players 
-. vor for seme other” such. reasgn. 

vo Ine practice . ‘in most ‘cases, how- © 
Jever? refunds. :are 
“24 hours in advance. if- the“ticket . 

Terento Star: Disaprées’ 

~-fssue _-with - ‘Cohen’ 5 ‘pan - 
-months. ago. of. “Spring Thaw,” the. 
14th - edition “of. an’ annual, . <topical | 
. Candian ©: 
“csheet’s editorial writers apparently, | 

_- attended the’ show and, disagreeing. 

“ous dissent ‘headed, 
_ Nate,” and: concluding - ‘With | the ! the. U.: S. for the ‘fifth time: “next ; theatre: operators. make’ revisions, 

‘+ suggestion,. “Don't: take our word |year:. S. ‘Hurok.. intends. ‘bringing. j such. as 
_ for it. See ‘Spring. Thaw’ ‘yourself. the troupe over. for a 20-week tour ; 

~ Itl be around awhile.” ° . 

‘Stratford: 

: stances . 
“whose ‘shows have been. panned | 

_ « Nave charged that Cohen ‘is: delib- | 
t erately_ tough, with the: idea of*at- | 

.-  tracting’ attention. | 
-- -the. whole ‘matter, “and -has_ com- } 

“FE ‘don't think Im either . 
‘I- merely ‘try to-re-..: 

' view. them.:as I see ‘them, ‘as. ‘ac: 
‘eurately and fairly:2 a8. possible.” 

Seek $350, 000 Financing 

a 

'-- mented, 
. tough. or ‘soft. 
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- OKecke to Mo fy “Toont Policy 
On Advance Sale Ticket Refunds. 

-Toronto, Aug. 1. 
van advance-sale: ticket. policy, 

‘believed. to be unique. to Toronto, 
: “§s. due-for revision’ ‘this. fall: 

--4 volves. the. privilege: of . unlimited | 
_eancellation: up: to. 24. ‘hours before. 

‘Ht in- 

performance. . 
. Although | the policy: has: heen es- . 
a tablished here. it apparently ‘didn’t 

: become. an issue urtil Jast spring, 
“with: the engagement: of the Metro-. 
politanOvera at. tlie: new O'Keefe t 

- Centre... Thé-managements. of both 
the. theatre. ‘and. ‘the’: “Met hit. the. 

“ceiling - when cancellations... ‘of .ad-: 
‘vance’ sates. for. the’ single-w eek 
stand totalled over. $5.000. 5°: 

For ‘iany. years in Toronto, : fi- 
Joeal . -firnis © have | 

“AS it. ‘has frequently. Ww ‘orked:{ 
out, :mariv, ‘OF ‘even. most. ‘of. ‘thie | 

r+. geats- would. ‘be. turned | in for re- | 
. folds if the show's: reviews - were’: 
a unfavorable. There have also been , 

_ Indications that -if the. ‘presenta: {. 
tion’, turned © otit--to be “a. . smash.. 
: “-gome “oF. the | advance-sale. ‘tlekets.; 
Ae utd get’ into the hands of. specu | 

lators, 
> Mg eh it’s. figured. that itt 

imprudent - ‘to- end. the 

strilar refund. rules 2S are fol-. 
The. setup i 

made ‘at, Teast. 

holder claims : jlness or: is other-- 
vice unable: to, atten id the’ ‘Spee ified | 
performance.” 

Lindsay and Crouse To. 
_ Guest at Ohio Strawhat: 

“Cleveland; O., Aug. ‘1; 
‘Howard - Lindsay. - 

"(Rex Harrison Vil Sar 
* In ‘August’ ; at Edinburgh | 

‘London,. ‘Aug. I. 
eRe ‘Hacrison’ is to. appear ‘at: 

Edinburgh’ Festival in‘ the ‘Eng- | a 
= jtish ‘Stage ‘Co. production of “Au-. 

jsust for the People,” a new play .: 
by. “Nigel © Dennis. ° -The show will ; 
“open. Sept. 4 and will’switch to the. 
Royal. Court Theatre, London, later. 

yin the month ©: 
. George Devine, currently appear- 

| hi to Have Week Subscription: 

Mary Melcher Readies 
‘Perfect’ Show on B’ way: 
‘Martin. Melcher, who's -planning 

anid: “Russel “ing. In. the English Stage Co. ‘pro- | to make his Broadway managerial., 
Crouse. are to make.a personal: ‘ap © duction | of John. Osborne’s .“‘Lu- | debut this - ‘Season as producer of i 

‘at the-spot ‘of their ‘comedy. 
“Story.” 

pearance: riext Thursday - ‘night 13) ° 
| at-the. Berea {O.): Suminer Theatre: 
‘in ¢onnéction with the ‘presentation |. 

““<T au 
_The’ strawhat operation: 

| sponsored. by Baldwin. W allace Col-. 
lege, Berea, ‘is: presenting a.’series 

*° Pot “four Lindsay: & ‘Crouse plays 
“| Unis” summer. 7 

~The : three .: “webicles:. 
“Story,” “ indude . “Tife © With: 
Father. #, “Prescott Proposals”. and. 
“Great. Sebastians. a 7 
SS 

Phoenix Theatre 
“May Do- Folderoo, 
“The. ‘Phoenix - Theatre: may. fold.’ 
A decision. as. to the. future - of - the: 
nonprofit venture. ‘may be. made in < 

;a@ week ar-so.. When Inanaging’ di- ; 
rector T. Edward... JTambleton’ eu) 
‘turns from vacation in Nwa ‘Scotia, 
~The’ off-Broadway quiet is: fig: 

“ured to ‘have - ‘dropped. $750,000: or | 
‘more since’. Jaunching:’ ‘a’ seasonal: . 
“series of..plays. at: its: namesake. the-, 
-atre. ‘during ‘the’ 1953- 24 SuMES Er. 
“At. present,” -the “future: ‘sc! hedule 
for. the Phoenix: is limited. to one - 
-entry,. the Tyrone. Guthiic: Version 
‘of Gilbert & Sullivan's “Pirates: ‘of. 
' Penzance,’ ” now at: the, “Avon. The~ . 
vatre. ‘Stratford, ‘Ojit:” The operetta: i 
‘is. scheduled ‘to open. * Ney - York, 
run. Sept:: 6: 
“The: ‘Phoenix - ‘Was: * founded by : 

““Hanibleton, sand “Norris.. -Houehion, 

~ With Nate Coben Review: 
(That § His Own Paner). 

: Toronto, Aug, 1.: 
“Nathan: Cohen; 

aE 

| 

om the latter: withdrawing as ¢o-man- 
The: outfit, aging director in 1959. 

was taken over:in 1957 by. Theatre, 
‘Inc.. a. nonprofit venture. The op- 
eration: . has-.- -oceupied the. fornier. 
Yiddish Art Theatre: which w as’ re- . 

4named: the Phoenix when it: Was 
1 obtained under lease. 

‘enter tainnient. |. 

He's gener- ! j intensive’ 

mo . Although — the Phoenix has ‘had 3 
‘editor’ and: drama: ‘critic for. the ; generous: press. coverage. 

. Toronto . Star, -was:the ‘Subject . of | never caught on. financially. 
: | @-recent:. dissenting editorial in his’ ‘Yeral. foundation: ‘grants. 
“own. paper and /a sareastic.one in : “donations from: individuals and: an : 
: the Ottawa. Journal: 

‘ally considered ‘the. toughest ‘re-;; ‘enabled it to: carry on jast. season, 
“viewer on- any, of, the major dailies ; ‘but ‘Hambleton ’.is understood *1o-:. views. of the original Broadway 
rr: An: ‘Canada. 

‘matehin g 

-subscription * campaign 

have. ‘become discouraged ‘by. the’: 

‘besides : 

’ of: “plays 

it -has< 
. Sev-. 

‘ther,’ will direct. “August for the: 
‘People.’ ana a 

‘Ray Boyle B Exits 
“Miller in Mwhee 

‘Milwaukee, ‘Aug. 1. 
“Ray. Boyle, managing director of j 

ine. Fred Miller. Theatre. since. 1959, 
: - fesigned last week.” His’ contract. 
. j terminated with. the ‘closing: last’; 
ium 4 night 1301 of. -“Under the 

um. Yum: Tree.” “starring Peggy 
lana Garner. “The - production |: 
brought’ a premature ¢nd to ‘thet 
disappointing ‘first summer, “season 
for..the operation. 

f° Boyle‘ says: he. is consideri ing ac: |: 
quisition of ‘a théatre of his: own, 
:and:.cilaims he ‘has. potential finan-- 
.tial backing. He also fay's he may: 
open’ a legit ‘house. in ‘4- local area. 
‘ shopping: centre, perhaps in ‘con-- 
_jJunction With a bar-réstaurant.: ©. 

‘William -J. Feldstein. president |: 
of Drama Inc., which operates the : 
non-profit. Fred. Miller: Theatre,. 
savs the .parting with Boyle was 

l-amicable. ‘He savs the group ‘is: 
seeking’ a. new manarijne director 
in New ‘York... ‘Boyle: reportedly 
was. paid $250 weekly; “plus $1.08 | 
season -bonus:. 

“Alkany Cathelic Pane Paver 
Again Classifies Shows 

Albany, | Aug. 1, 
|. “The. ‘Evangelist. official. weekly 
of. the’. Albany: “Catholic ‘Diocese, 
‘has. again. ublished a classification. 

eing presented on the j 
strawhat circuit. .Of .51 shows: 
schéduled for the local area this 
. summer, three ‘are ratéd “for the 
“family,” 22 “for adults,” 14 “partly 
, objectionable” and. ‘12 “completely 
joblectionable:” ” 

~The classifications, based. on re- | 

: productions. ‘in The ‘Sign, national. 

The. ‘editorial in: ‘the. Star- ‘took: ‘lack of strong public response and -Catholic: magazine, cayer “‘mast of j 

revue.. .-One - the.’ 

with’ the” critic,- wrote .d- -Semi-seris | 

The editorial. ‘jn- the Ottawa } 
‘Journal ‘was:.a rebuttal of. Cohen’s'| 

-“So- There, |. 

some... ; the economic Struggle: 

‘OLD vic 10 TOUR ie 
“NEXT WINTER-SPRING: 

Britaini’s - ‘Old. Vie- Co: will. ptay-; 

}Of Some_13.cities jn, the’ Ct: S..and : 
Canada. The: -compauys -.of 30”. due: 
to_arrive in New York the. week’ of ¢ 

~ ythe , ‘plays scheduled ‘in the’ area: 
“Since this district. has | this: year.” 

“p- number- of ‘summer stock spots, 
| The : ‘Evangelist. compiled the rat-. 

ings. “in an- attempt to help its: 
readers select the most wholesome | 
,entertainment.”. ‘Fhe diocesan pa- 
per”. ‘commented, “Some - ‘summer 

eliminating - suggestive ! 
scenes. ‘and costuming. ” 
| ‘The -three. “for. the — family”. 
! shows, ‘according: to The Evangelist, 
;are°“Abe Lincoln in Illinois.” “A; 

pan of. the: “current. -revival: of |Feb. 5, will: perform. a repertory Majority of. One” and: “The Miracle. 
“Love's. Labovr* s “Lost” ° 

‘Ont.} | Shakespearean | 
Festival. : 

Times. 
Cohen. was:: -reportedly- also. taken: ; 

- recently. cby" a ‘paper in, Regina, 
i. ‘Sask. 

“ye ‘Toronto’ critic has been the.. 

his severe reviews, ‘and. in some ‘jn- ; 
‘authors: . and “producers } 

‘He Shrugs : Of: 

» For Bob Russell Beloved’. 
‘A Broadway production: -{s- 

' planned by. Robert “R.. Russell of. 
"his own musical, “Oh: My Beloved.” 
_.The property, :. for” ‘which : ‘he: wrote theatre buffs,’ habitual - first- night- ' 

"the book. and -songs, is: based’ on | €Ts. .and:: the..Chi_ 
_. the. Books of: Genesis, Exodus and, 
the Book of Maccabees... 
Russell has “filed -with the Se- 

Curities. Sz: ‘Exchange ‘Commission 
for thé formation. of a limited. part-- 
Rership capitalized: at "$350, 000. . 

‘at the‘lof: Franco Zeffirelli'. 
v 

-ments.on the. show: by. Walter Kerr, ' Bernard ° ‘Shaw’ Ss: 
ofthe. N.Y. :Herald’ Tribune, and 

~ Howard ‘Taubman, of. the. N. -Y.: 
‘Another “editorial . ‘rap at ; will ‘beheaded -by John. Clements, : 

; 

| 

7 ‘subject. of: ‘numerous ° attacks for :. 

+ stakes * ‘were. Ethel 

| 

-. production: 
of: “Romeo and Juliet. "eMac heth.” 

It quoted favorable. com-.: ‘directed: by: Michael Benthall. ‘and’ 
“Saint -Joan,”: 

staged by- Douglas Seale::: 4 
Included. ‘in..‘the. troupe. ‘which: 

‘will: be’. Barbara. ‘Jefford. -Gearge- 
Baker, George: Howe. Andre - Van 
'Gyseghem, ’ John .Stride. Joanna . 
Dunham and Rosalind. Atkinson. 

Gertrude Berg ‘Majority’ | 

"Cops Chi's. Siddons Nod: " 
Chicag6. Aug: ‘1. 

“Gertrude. Berg, for :-her..’ per-- 
‘formance in “A Majority of" One. . 

has ‘been voted hest .actress . Of “the 4: 

"60-61 Chicago: . season “by ‘the: 

: Sarah- Siddons Society here... Two" 

. “Years - ‘ago,.°Miss Berg’ . won .an® 
Aritoinette Perry | award > for’ the : 
Same role ‘in New: York.. 

- The runners-up in the’ ‘Siddons 
‘Mer men for: 

| “Gypsy,” Claudia McNeil for A’; 
Raisin ‘in. the Sun” | and- Jessica 
Tandy. for “Five Finger ‘Exercise:” 
in that . order. - Socially: ' ‘prominent ! 

drama - critics; 
did: the -voting. There were. + 68) 

j actresses, listed: ‘on. the: ballot. : 

The . award, a statuette of. Sarah. 
Siddons, the 18th Century. ‘British- 
actress, will be presented to Miss: 
| Ber a at. a reception this fall. 

My. -Thrée. Angels,” 
., Marietta,’ " . “The: Pleasure. of His. 

‘Warker.’- ‘Listed: “for adults” were 
pie “Andersonville “Trial,” “Ar- 

~ and. Old’ Lace,” “The. Best |. 
io” “The Boy Friend,” “Can- | 

idida’ "Phe Cave Dwellers,” “Dial 
M for. Murder,” “Five’ Finger - Ex- 

:ercise,”- *‘Flower ‘Drum  Song,”. 
phe: ' Gazebo,” : “The Golden - 
+ Fleeting,” “Howie,"" “J.B.,""" “King: 
of Hearts,” “Life™ ‘with Father,” 

“Naughty . 

Company,” m “Rhinoceros,” mw “Say 
. Darling,” “Send. Me..No- Flowers” 

” 

“Continued on. page 96}. a 

State Univ, of lowa Has 
°- Click Season: of Stock: 

~The State Univ. of: ‘Towa,. Jowa. 
“City. had ‘a successful two-anid-a 
: half-week summer repertory: “ pro=- 
‘Bram ended. July 22 ..Plays. pre-- 
sented -on a. rotating: ‘basis. ‘in. the 

“| Eniversity’s -air-conditioned : thea- 
ttre were. “Macbeth.” ..“School for 
.Seandaj,” “Doctor's. Dilemma” and 
bs ‘Skin. of Our. Teeth.” 
“The repertory was presented. by | 

jthe. university’s Dept. of Speech 
‘& Dramatic..Art. of which .H, Clay 
; Harshbarger -is ehairman. The thea- 
itre staff. includes A..S. ‘Gillette, ai- f° 

busiriess | 
| manager, and Parker - Zellers, as-| 
jrector; -d ohn Terfloth:: 

Sistant: business” “Manager. : 
“The summer. ‘stock. se4s0n,. apn ex- 

periment: for: the: college. theatre, 
‘eral manager. | , drew excellent attendance: + 

| backers. 

Due at Area Strawhats , 

Jack Sher's “The Perfect Setup,” | 
iintends financing the show himself - 
Lift. outside ‘backingis not ferthcom- 
ing: The film produc er, Who's -also . 

“Fpersonal: ° manager for his wife, 
actress-singer Deis Day, has gone 

{to.New York to seck affiliation for 
the proposed, Broadway presenta- 
tion. 
“The ‘Sher seiipt 4s under option 

j te Melcher. :Productiens, the legit | 
| arm of his film firm, Arwin Produc - 
tions. Meélchers -. longrange | legit | 
plans call for: the production of , 
five. additional shows durmng the— 
next two years. ‘depending hawever 
on. the success or tialure of “Set-.' 
up.” It's uplikely Miss Day will ap- | 
‘peat in any ef the vekicles contem- 
Plated for Bi oadwity 

‘Chace’ Repays 
15%, of $150,000 

“Critie’s , Choice, “ which had a 
laaweek. Broadwa\ ‘un last sea- 
ieee has ‘thus far repaid 75°: of 

its $150.000 -imestment As of a 
July: 15: in closing. aidit, the Olto 
Preminger. ‘production had’ re- 
|couped $117,552, leaving .$32.448 
deficit, , 
“The Fepav ment bv the manage- , 

ment of 75¢¢ of the investment, 
| whieh ‘isn't reflected m the «tate- : 
: ment, -$142.500 has 
been distributed’ to the show's 

Che. ks totaling that ! 
amount were issued with copies of.. 
the andit. 

Without, subsidiary inrome. the : 
Ira Levin comedy, starring Henry 
Fonda.. would have represented: a {| 
Joss of $129,017. However, that 

ifigure was - reduced subtsantiaHy 

means that 

senting _ the production's 40° ; 
Share, Jess 10'¢ commissions, of j 
the. $250.000 paid by Warner Bros 
Other subsidiary: income | in-; 

jeludes. "$6.000 “for 
| teur rights: plus $900 for the Ger- ; 
man rights and $368 savings. ac- 
‘count interest. New York Cify j 
‘general business tax of. $699 re- 
duced: the total’ subsidiary invome 
as..of the audit to’ $96,569. 

Ry film income of -$90,000, repre- | 

‘ating Joss of $11.386 for the play's ; 
last. four weeks on Broadway, plus ; 
closing expenses of $).651.. There 
were partial cuts in Fonda's sal- 
ary and theatre rental, plus waiv- 
‘ers, of royalties during the period 
‘covered in ‘the accounting. - The 
management has -informed the 
‘backers it intends repaying . addi- 
tional coin within the next three 
Months. 

+ tesa, 
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THEATRE LEAGUE SETS 
JATSE, ATPAM PACTS: 

has negotiated new- contracts with | 

ia vear. 

the ama- ; 

The accounting reveals an oper- { 

t Biggest Season in Years 
By LES BROWN 

Chicago, Aug 1. 
The road in the midwest fe ex- 

pected ta be strengthened gen- 
erally next season by the eatension 

,0f the Theahe Guid American, 
‘Theatre: Society sebscription pe 
riod in Chicago fram three wechs 
to four. It’s figured that Che extia 

‘boxoffice cussion will give same 
Yoadshow produces. the courage to 
speculate on addition weeks in 
Chi and perhaps also to extend the 
‘tours to relat) neerhy cities 
like Milwaukee cin? St | Passa, 
“whieh might otherwise have been 
‘by passed 
i TG-ATS renewals Jor We new 
‘Season have “heads fopped 13 500 
*from a list of 1425 subscrihers 
ifast season sath ads fer new 
‘subscribers Cunpoeuncing the .ex- 
pansion to a foutth weeks break 
ing only a couple of weeks ago. 

i The local subscription office, buad- 
led by Harriet Watt. expecte an ete 
‘roliment of aver 16000 fer -the 
1196162 term That should mean 
fan average gusvantee of fiom $65 - 
70M) to $70000 pet four week han, 
tas against the ascrage $56 000 fast 

seacon for the three week pened, 
Six of the eiwht TQOAFS shaws 

are now tentatively sc?) and onty- 
“Toss In the Atae™ is down for 
the minimum four cubseriptien 
{weeks Thos. be apdeahie of 
‘A new attituee by producers. wha 
‘previously would als qust) the 
subscription weeks ard oran 

“A Taste of Tones and “Tha 
“Tenth Man.” penciled in fer the 
‘Blackstone, ave cat chaning a 
‘Afth non subscription week. cand 
“The Best Man" ™  tentataeiv 
hooked fer oartht ot the came 

‘house. “Bye Bae Birdie ws coming 
info the Frlaneve: far «ann. as os 

(“Sound of Music” 21 the Shubert, 
The extra subsci.ption weeks, 

along with tue seeded Ebemie 
‘eres and the return of “My Fair 
j Lady. "augur posstbly the liveliest 
: legit season in Chicsea in many 

The 22 TG ATS weeks will 
amount to almo«t a third of the to- 
‘tal 100 Jegir weeks here In the 
i606] semecter 

The twa vreniseres will be the 
new Tennessee W Nliams pisv, 
“Night of the Ivuanz” sf the ¢ ivae, 
[and the Occar Brown Jr musical, 
‘Kicks & Co " af fhe new Crown 

{Theatre at MeComick Plice The 
latter, by dint af the house's 4.000- 
| feat capacity. could «coneris ably 
set a four weck hoxoffice record 
for a legit show in the Windy ¢ ‘ily. 

Possible shows to complete the 
eipht-play cubsesintion senes are 
a touring edition of * “Mary, Mary" 
and “Irma Ia Doure” and “The 
Unsinkable Molly Brown,” 

NY. Rep Trouze Sellout 
In Buenos Aires Stand; 

Choice of Plays Is OK 
Buenos Aires. Jaly 25. 

The NY Repertory Theatre sr- 
rived in Buenos Attes and opened 
July 12, to a capacity house at the 
1,900-seat Coliseo Theahe for a 
12-day run of ‘An Evemng with 

, Tennessee Willams" and other 

The. League of NY. Theatres j Plays. This is the fast English- 
speaking company to hit Buenos 

ithe stagehands, Theatrical Protec- : Aires since the Stcrting Reperte; ¥ 
tive Union, Local 1. *IATSE, and? 
the Assn. ‘of. Theatrical Pressagents : i 
-&. Managers. Negotiations for a: 
‘threesyear pact with 
hands was coneluded last Monday 
(31) when the ‘oJd coniract ex- 
pired. 

Provisions of the agreement are 
‘being | Withheld until the pact is: 

{ratified by the. mémbership of each 
organization. ‘It's understood: the 
‘contract includes a wage rise of ! 
400. for the first two years and? 
(2° or 3°¢- the third year, plus 
pension and: * welfare. benefits 
amounting to another *c of the 
pay: roll. 

‘extension of the ‘old agreement, ! 
‘with. the addition of pension and 
welfare. benefits’ The expiration 
date. is Aug. 31 of next ;ear. 

oe eeeeqee anh 

Propose $1 20, 000 Budget 
For ‘Thief’ ‘on Broadway ° 

$120. 000. 
- BIN. Penn is to tive the ‘offering, 

the stage-. 

: Cervantes 

i offices were undamaged: 

The. ATPAM - pact ic a sear’ | 

| Saint Subber 

The budget for Beverly Zarling's 

proposed Broadway: production of { tionships, aeluding a homosexual 
Tobi Louis’ “Time is'a Thief" is: angle. eal}. tor a zat of lour gsen 

Theatre visit in 1939 

The U S_ troupe has been beoked 
:for the Nationa! Comedy Theatre 
“'Cervantess, hut it as partially 
‘destroyed -by fire a° month aro, 
necessitating: the- transfer to the 

-hew Coliseo, wbich has better ace 

: ¢oustics, The company had a press 
conference inp what as Jeft of tie 

building tobbies sid 

Betty Field’ was the only one 
, (Continued on page 96) 

New. Hugh Wheeler Play 
Due on B’way This Fall 

Hugh Wheeler shotce “Big Fish, 
Litlie Fi-n"” sas a prestige «ne. 
cess and a finisescial faiure lact 
season, has a nes, play. “Pook, 
We've Come Jirough.' wht h 

amd Fiank Prince 
‘pian for Brocdwas production this 
, fall. Jose Quiteia wil direct 

The drama of t.ngled sex relue 

and tuo’ samen = The 
‘characters are tsaie 

three key 
‘Ike locale 

for. ‘which’. Joséph ‘Burstin: $s gen- ; 18 the Chelsea Gsetsict of Marhat- 
tan. 
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Stock Reviews 

|Greenwich Village, but it's a. dubi- 
‘Ous. prospect ‘for Broadway, Jots.. 

Future Perfect 
Dennis. Mass... Fuly 25. 

Charles WMauonev 

Woaatls: 
‘Pavere. 

Herbert Senn: 

Ma:ztha Sestt. Donald 
Phsilis HM Frieder e 
Aaron Froupnkel, se lias. 
highteng. Thomas € suetc Opened July 
Qi, US. at tie Cape Playhouse, Dennis, ! 
Mase. $395 top 

- Lillian Hudson Martha Scott 
Mazeie Dora . Phillis Hill: 
Ben Copel ane Frederie Tozere ! 
Ataold Las Douald Woods } 
Beth Rey yonts 
Zach Puw .. Javk Ryland 
Noemar: Ce ttt 2. 
Bri Copelune * Genevieve Frivzell, 
G t, Lanseterton ’ Frank Daly 

Alsc Biot Frank. Cc. Davidson 
Straight Wonmarn MarPhereon 

Jonathan Lippe 

Foz five summers during Rich-! 
ard oAldsich’s operation of the 
Cape Pia Souse at Dennis, Whit- 
field Cook (erved as Stage .nrana- 
ger, so the trvout of his new com- 
edy, > Futise Pertec!.” at his straw- 
hat alma rmiater is something of a 
sentimental occasion. The author, 
who has written credits for films; 
and i.. hes a good basis idea for 
his satire on power politics in the 
nation’s camtal The pfot involves 
a Senators widow who finally 
agrees fo accept appointment ‘to _ 
All his unexpired term ‘after learn- 
{ng that he had been a ¢arrupt tool : 
for powerful oil interests. 

The satire is heavy-handed, how- 
eve:, and the characters are like . 
Carieatures trem — old-fashioned 
melodrams Also, the satire lacks | 
subtlet; and the premise (hat the 
Widow was unaware of her hus-: 
band’s political and marital duplic-. 
ity seems can’rived and unbeliev- ‘ 
able On the ‘other: hand, the’ 
Spoofing of Madison Avenue _Pub- 
Helty mew aml stereotype “non- 
confarmist’ fomemes who are ruled: 
by poscirtatrist jargon Is quite | 
funny 
“Perhaps bercune of insufficient 

rehearsal tire. 
ture Perfect’ i, somewhat ragged. 
As the Gracie AHenish widow, 
Martha Scott is commendably dec- | 
orative, often amusing and some-} 
thnes touching but has nat yet: 
grower into the rale. Donald: 
Woods, as her journalist-sultor, has ! 
diznity and oan occasional touch | 
of fnaner, while Phyllis Hill? 
ax a veteran sencvorial secretary 
delivers ore of the play's surest - 
partrasals, - 

C'averting as an -actident-prone. 
opparturntstic senator, 

Tovere fs good. a. 
Frizzell as his flrachty wife. Deirde 
Owen and Jack Rsland make an 
amusing pair oof unpredictable 
lovers, and Frank Daly. as the | piro’s. lighting Chores. provide the: 

unctnous. stop at-nothiag lobbyist ‘required intimacy. Pianos would : 

ci: ie a too broadly conceived - however. . 
rol> 2 ~The major fault of: the ‘produc- 

Herbert Senn’s elegant setting , tion, besides: the skimpy. rehearsal, 
of a Wasitneton home is aftractive . 
and realistic. while 
kel's direction succeeds at times in| 
reheving the  tatkiness, 

laly in the static first act, with: 
some telline bits of business, 

In its present state. however, ! 
“Pitire Perfect’ Is not a likeky: 
be: fe Broadway, ‘Dias. 

wee ee eee 

Move Rack The Stars 
Fishkill, N.Y... duly 26. 

Dettens Plasets oresentation of three- 
@eeoo diame) hv Reibert Go Armstrong. 
Stivsee i by ont: Choor ian setting, Stuart 
Weote ohh she he. Tass) Melhing, Opened 
out. 25, ‘St. at the ¢> scilwood Fheatre,. 
F:eshkdi. NV $283 top. 
Elles Qe Peasy James Ratchelor 
Rivese at Vudesig “Michael O°Brien : 
Goens Wob > Harry Velehing > 
Meas Vefers  ...... Mary Alico Bayh 
Jahier Anedesg clo. ... Joseph Warren 
Uarte Carl o..... Richa: Hamilto:s 
Th) Werte: he lune Hoiraing 
Tease Parke: Christy Heilner 

-— —--e 

the problem: of erowing up, the ! 
Situation must he clearly, stated 
and fave a uviversil application, - 
and AS we acting must be cony incing. 
Ir “Mose Back the Stars.” the’ 
Tevaiiens feed bv the two. broth. | 
@ sare not hares 
tif’ the peavey emation, mor 

thes cogerds nre-sented. The re- 
sul: fy arts rahe iver art 7 

Tree cetties ar.0 lighting are 
fircatis ative i hheostage pietures 
&e skhilipill: 
Peer po pure Mes: 
Bleyyet tyres eb can, 
; eR OH OT 
Bert ome cenit: 

The move- 

aul at times 
mud. nee th at! 

aehoap iad 

Tetooe emerges 
Vaeope OP sph Tare Alice 

Bee Rieko We cilton and June } 
Hardier: tecke creditable attempts : 
te dive cormsictior fo the highly-j; 
chacved oeneatour But oa young 
pink FS osteo one ine mere than] City. 
that unless fe ea. come up with | 
A redder: ote Otherwise, 
Soa nurs yocrt ot these angry 
Fours rice . vhout. 

“Mave Back tee Stars" 

prodse tien of comedy 
in three acts by Whitfield Cook. Stars 

featues| 
Staged by 

Dendre Owen . berkmoes: 

Richard Robbing | Robert Lindsey, 

the acking in “Fue 

Frederic! 
is Genevieve : 

enough ta fus-! - 

are€ | Sept, 20-23, and-“When No One Is | and The Teahouse of. the August 

ens ds being said: 

Top of the List . 
Warrensburg, N. Y¥., July: 9. 

Perry. Bruskin presentation of. a revue 
n one act, by Bill Dana; rousic, Bad. 

t MeCreery: additional material, - Ronny 
Graham. Staged by Joseph Wishy; chore- 
ographer, Emily Frankel: musical direc- 
tor, Jonathan Tunick; sets; Robert Ver- 

costumes, Dina MHifarris. Fea- 
tures Marc London: Burbara- Babcock,. 

Saralou Cooper, Richard 
Roat. Emily F-ankel. Judy London, Kiki 
Green, Raut Turcotti, Jeff Duncan, Naomt 

Lueille ' Kailler, | | Marritt, Terry. Miller, 
; John Flynn, Maurice Stern, Mary Lee 
; Culver Opened July 8 
‘Mansions Theatre, Warrensburg, NYS 

“Top of the List” is passable {' 
cabaret or intimate revue fare, but ; 

: hardly rates with: the “Medium. 
; Rare” show Jat Chi¢ago’s. Happy: 
‘Medium  e¢abaret -theatre’ or 
{ Julius Monk. production.: With °a 
few. digressions, it traces in. light | 
fashion sume of the: best - selling|| 
| hooks of the past 60 vears. 

: The vehicle could -be. strength- | 
;ened if. the authors would digress 
| further and include. Some of their 
better material from -past shows. 
; There. dis freom here for Dana's 
“Conference Call" from. .“Demi- 

i Dozen” or McCreery works of: the |. 
i calibre of “Guess. Who. .Was: 
There?” =“Mink- Mink-Mink” or 
“Election. Spectacular.” 

The better items. in “List” ‘In- 
j clude “Breakfast on Park Ave.,’’), 
by Bill Dana and Ronny. ‘Graham; 
“Trilogy. "in: which .Iris March; 
‘Searlet O’Hara and Lady Chatter-" 
Iy tell musically -how they sinned. 

t“too much,-f00 often and tuo long”; | 
a travesty. of the 

Susskind television _ show. . and 
“What Makes -Sammy -One?"*” a 
i spaof of a Hollywood rajah. 

i Most of the material is handled , 
by Barbara. Babcock. Mare. Lon- 
i don, Rohert ‘Lindsay. Saratou Coo-|. 
} per and Richard Roat, all-.capable 
|comics, London. an accomplished. } 
mimic; Lindsay. vat home with-high | 

“Open Mouth.” 

-and law comedy, 
;cock, a striking personality. gef 
;most of the Inughs. ~ | 
> Joseph Wishy’s . -direction’ ‘ds 
Smooth, and the comedy . 
off well enough under his guid-- 

;ance. The choreography by: Emily ; 
i Frankel and Jeff Duncan is more? tsa novelty. here, and’ although a 

' “Miss ° Julie” also will be. than adequate and Miss Frankel | 
* comes up with nice terping and. 
‘belting in “Death -Wish Mambo.” 
Robert Verberkmoes’. sets, Dina. 

- Harris’ costumes and Peter ‘Sha- ! 

* dience. The, humor. of Miss ! 

{ative Thinking.” veluded: most ‘of: 
ithe vacationers | and: laughter 

hest ‘lines in “Open Mouth.” 
| This Green-’Mansians’ presenta- 
tion. limited to weekend perform- i 
ances. Is being used by Oscar and ; 
iGeorge Marienthal. to test... pro- 
t posed material for. future revues 
fat their Happy Medium in Chicago. 

a| Dhey allow the use of sketches and 
'songs they've comniissioned for) 
| their cabaret- legit - shows. Danl.. 

Milk and Honey’ to Bow | 
Season for Shubert, N H: ‘Clos;” to be directed by Danielew- 

‘Ayala, for pro-|- 

The new season at-the Shubert: duction ‘in. the local Baires studios. 

Ta make acceptable drama of Theatre, local legit. house, is due It. is ‘understood this will be -ex-|" 
‘and hibited on ‘ty as well.as in theatres. 1 

i New Haven, Aug. 1. 

for an early start with “Milk 
Honey” scheduled to break-in “Aug. 

_26- Sent. 2. It wilt have a $6.50 top. | 
In succession, thereafter will be |. 

“Blood. Sw eat” and Stanley Poole,”. 
" Sept. 

General. " 
Sept. 6-9; “The Caretaker, 
13-16; “A Cook for Mr.. 

, Looking.” ° ets 4 1. 

| Touring Shows 
} (Flqures éarer. 

Bye Bye Birdie (2d Co>- Moore, Seattle | 
(31-84 Awd. Denver €11-121 

Fiorello (Xi Co)? Gesty, S.F. (31-51; 
> Biltmore. B.A, 7-127 . 

Flower Drum  Song-. Forrest, | Philty | 
(31-12). 

i Gypsy—Shubert. Chi Gr ~335. Curran, SF. 
(8-12 
La “Plume de Ma. Tante—Alcazar, S.F. 

Miracle Worker —Opera House» Central 
Colo. . 31-120. 

Music Man | National. Wash: ° (31-129, 
My Falr Lady @d C1 )- Biltmore, L.A 

S.F. (&- 12). | (Ale 51; Geary, 
ELSON vv sail Away Colonial, . Boston 

(9-1 
. Seund of Music (2d CoJ—Phitharmonic, 1 . 

may do L.A. (1-12). 

"61; at the: Green , 

phistication. 

.| sky;- 

twere’ “All Summer? ‘Long,”: 

Jay .30-Aug 13): i"Death -of a Salesman.” 

few ‘edding Breakfast:” ..- 

[Dobbs F Franks Conducts | 
-For Kenley in Columbus | 

‘Dobbs Franks, musical - -director'| + 

“West -Side Story’ at. the 
O’Keefe’ Centre, Toronto, recently . 

is ‘conducting forthe balance. of | 

for 

‘John’ Kenley’s summer season at 
| the: ‘Veteran ‘Memorial Auditorium, 
‘Columbus. © : 

“Story” will | be. among: the mu- 
| Sleals he'll do for™ 

Franks | -was in Australla’for nine 
months, batoning: “Story; “Lock 
up. Your: Daughters” and ‘Most 
Happy | Fella. " 

a 
oN Y. Rep Troupe 

unable to attend - due to a slight 
cold, ‘but~ Viveea’ Lindfers, ‘Bill 
Daniels, 

a; Morgan Sterne; .Nydia Westman, 
! director Tad Danielewsky and pro-=: 
‘ducer Lawrence Feldman answered 

that ‘they ‘are not representing the. 
Actors - ‘Studio in N.Y., but. call 
themselves: N.Y.: Repertory’ Thea- 
tre. ‘There has. been. confusion on 

Theatre. 

‘of plays was-made. with: the Buenos. 
Aires Cultural-Commiftee; through. 
Argentine: architect Julio. Kauf- 

is ‘associate :: - producer, 
‘ceived the idéa’ ‘of the:trip.. Daniel-. 
ewsky added. that -the plays were 
selected“ ‘because. we like them and 
we thing they are worthwhile.” 

Eater in the.. week. it - “was « re- 
‘ported. from Washington that Sen. 
Prescott Bush of Connecticut had 
“protested: against ‘the.-choice and: 

| argued that: “the: State ‘Dept. should: 
‘have refused “their export.”’: Evi- 
| dently. he doesn’t know that “Sweet. 
Bird of. Youth” had: already en-- 

Joyed a Jong | run, here. in trans- ‘self. as’ Mavor Moore Productions ° ‘Ltd:,. with $100,000 capitalizatton.. He -- Jated version last year and-in 1959 
‘and that: “Suddenly Last-Summer” 

‘and Miss Bab-| had a- good run-in the film version, 
also last year. Most: Tennessee Wil- 
liams «play's have made boxoffice 

Edward ~ Alhee’s “Zoo Story,” 
another of the group’s. offerings, 

‘classic. 
heard here and in. ‘Montevideo, 
Uruguay. San. Paolo”.and Rio - ‘de 
Janeiro in. Brazil. (other points in’ 
the tour) -for the’ first. time.: Pos- 
‘sibly members of the U.S, Senate 
‘who have never visited Argentina, 
+ underrate ‘the - -degee of Jocal | 's0- 

‘The main.. objection that could 
be: nade tothe choice of plays is 

‘ that!it may. ‘result -in’ teenagers 
Aaron.) Fran-.: heads of the majority of the au-! being deprived .of. the..chance’ of. 

secing: this. American company in: 
particu | "Cooper's solo, “The.-Power of Neg-! ‘person. The . local. critics have .so 

‘far written rave reviews ‘and.some. 
at: point out that Tennessee Williams 

ithe wrong time -killed one of the himself. ‘made changes. in .the ver- 
sion of “Suddenly: Last Summer” 
presented. here. and that these 
have improved. it. as” a play. 

‘Tieket - brokers. ‘are making: a 
i good ‘thing out.of this. importation, 
as ‘they have. been deluged ‘with 
| requests : for. reservations, . 

local price for. entertainment: 

Aries. ‘Cinematografica (Hector |. 
| Olivera’ and “Fernando | Ayala? 

nv fof a film: ‘yer-}... 
signed. the compa f “. Bitty: Liar, Cambridge’ (9-13-60). 
sion of Jean - -Paul: Sartre’s “‘Huit- 

‘assisted by- 

~~ Gatholie Paper | 
a antiaued from page 95. 

Moon.” 

“Tabbed objectionable” 
- “The 

‘| Bad Seed.’ “Big Fish, Little Fish,”. 
‘| “Blithe” Spirit.” “Born Yesterday, " 

“Fallen 
‘Angels;” “Purple Dust,” “phe Sev- 

“partly . 

en Year Itch.” “The Tender Trap,” . 
“Three Men” on a Horse’: and 

Rated “completely abjectionable” 
were “Bell... Book:. and. Candle,” 
“For Love. or Money,” “The Hos- 

| tage.” 

*| Adjustment, 

of. Honey. 

a“Under ‘the Yum. Yum, Tree.” 

Kenley. Prior. to: 
taking ‘on the Toronto assignment, 

Coritinted from page ws —. 

Rita Gam,: Ben Piazza; 

questions. The group made it ¢lear.| 

the point, as the programs list the. 
| | outfit. asthe ‘American ‘Repertory: ‘the old Setup. of a separate book section.in the small format: gee 

‘Caron, who played the title role in. the original film version of: “Lily: ” 

It was explained: that the. choice 

“man, now a New York resident: He. 
and” .con-- 

records when ‘translated versions : 
eomes'| have: been produced. 

| to-refunds on-yequest . 

which} — 
| were out at about $7.50, a. ‘record ; 

* . Bye Bye Birdie, Her Majesty's 6- ist. 

- “Atiracle: Worker, Wyndham’s (3-9 8D. 

: My Fair-Cady,-Drury Lane ees 58). 
‘Oliver, New (6-30-60). - 

* -RQss,.. 

'- Fantasticks, Apollo (9-7-6): 

“Invitation to. a March,’”|- 
“Marriage-Go- Round,” “Period: of | 

™ “Dienic.” “Rain,” “A] 
Street-car Named Desire,” “A Taste = 

“Leys in the Attic” and |. 

‘Wednesday, August 2,. 1961 | 

"sides and Ad — 
‘John Cecil. ‘Holm, who’ iad to withdraw: from. the. mesrirene 

“The Pleasure of. His :Company” -to undergo ‘major ‘surgery in: Philae oo 
‘delphia recently, is recuperating at his home in Bronxville; ‘N.Y. .... * 

| Marshall: Jamison has. joined producer Leland: Hayward: as- director of: Je, 
| production ‘and will ‘work: ‘on legit, ‘television and- film. projects’... 
When the heat became oppressive in New York last: week,: playwright . 
‘Howard. Lindsay - and his actress-wife. Dorothy. ‘Stickney took. ‘off for 
Annisquam, Mass., where. collaborator, Russel. Crouse. and family have 
a summer home, ~ . 
‘For -its.10th season next. year, the. ‘Stratford: (Ont). Shakespearean. 

Festival is-‘negotiating with: Alec’ Guinness to. play. King Lear and. 
Michael Redgrave to portray. Prosperd in’“The Tempest”. and. the title © 
role in a scheduled production of a new: -vérsion ‘of. “Cyrano:-de Berg- 
erac.” Michael Langham, quits as director ‘of ‘the Festival after next ~~. 

|season, but hopes to ‘return regular: for guest-staging ‘assignments, .. ~ 
He’ll vacation in. Greece. this summer and is Set to: stage. the. new Peter 

':| Ustinov comedy.in London in ‘the’ fall. 
BH Samuel French, Inc., has. Just - published. ‘the. acting. version. ot, Lillian ae 
‘Hellman’ “Toys ‘in the Attic” in ‘a paperback edition;:$1.25... ~The: : 
screen rights to “All the Way. Home” are: still unsold: Seven Arts -Pro- 
ductions (Elliott: Hyman and. Ray ‘Stark) made:a: ‘ pre-Broadway ‘bid, . 
with. the proviso that legit co-producer Fred Coe do. the screen edition: : 
and: legit-Stager Arthur Penn handle the direction, but. the latter paid — ~’ 
‘preferred not. to go in on the picture yersion. of Tad Mosel’s dramatiza-. 7 
tion. of James Agee’s novel; “‘A-Death in the Family.” :” 
‘The reéeent reversion of. the N.Y, Herald Tribune to:a full-size. format 

for its Lively. Arts second of: the’ Sunday issue is:.understood .to. have . 
been largely at the instigation of the ad agencies. ‘There was also ‘dis-:° 
‘Satisfaction with. the inclusion .of book: reviews behind ‘legit, ' films, 
concert’ and television; etc.,. so’ the ‘management has. also: returned. ‘to... 

is“mentioned for the Paris edition: of: “Carnival,” ‘the legit adaptation 
-in-which Anna Maria Alberghetti is. starring on Broadway. 

‘Warner’ LeRoy has’ returned . from’ a theatregoing. trip . to- Europe, 
during which he. conferred in Rome with. author-playwright-scenarist. 
Robert Ardrey about. the scheduled: production. of ‘the latter’s: “Shadow : 
of Heroes” off-Broadway in: October:. ... AS.a- novel promotional gim- 
mick, David Merrick is issuing cards’ “to. audiences at “Carnival,”. ‘to: 
be filled in the’ showgoer’s: name: and’ address and the name of-. ‘the - 
local newspaper. The producer sends them.to the local ‘editors, thereby moet 
getting frequent out-of-town plugs. for: the show. | _ 
Bonnard Productions (Helen Bonfils and Haila’ Stoddard). have: ‘already 

put up°a display on ‘the: ‘marquee of the Broadhurst Theatre, N.Y., “to 
announce the Oct. 3 opening there of: the. Noel Coward. musiéal:: “Sail. 
Away,” A notice on.the ‘door of the house says: that the first mail order 
will. appear: Sept. 10:and gives data. on ticket’:prices. It:- “was Jigured 
that playgoers at the nearby “Camelot” and “Bye. Bye Birdie.” -as well... 
as general passersby, would see ‘the Sign,. perhaps read the. notice: and 
possibly send in mail. orders An average’, of about’ 20 orders, a day 
have been coming in. 

Canadian. author-actor-producer Mayor Moore has’ incorporated him- 

is.one of six shareholders, -but has: control: A subsidiary company: will. 
produce the next edition: of. the annual. Canadian:topical revue, “Spring 
Thaw.” The current-edition, the 14th, had: five “backers” (presuinably 
|the same. group as are. stockholders..in. the new corporation’ and. cost 
$25. 000, which was recouped in‘ the. first eight- weeks” ruti. , 

“It's nice to be onthe stage and: not ave. to ‘be: ‘funny: ‘every: ‘minute. ; 
r ve been ‘wanting to do‘a part. like this: and. Tm glad. ‘someone finally. 
let -me."—Nancy Walker, featiired femme Jead in. De. Re: Mi,” . a 
‘quoted by William Peper in. the N.Y. World-Telegram. 
-“Sometimes, when I am talking. to. a young actor. or. actress’ who. 

has been recommended to. me, I: detect a strain:: They don’t show: quali-. 
ties I have: been told they have, and I- realize eventually: that. is because: 
they ‘come’ to see’ me with a. certain: predetefmined view of ‘Clifford 
Odets, playwright: And.I can only understand . this: ‘by equating myself: ... .:- 
with them. by remembering how TE: behaved when .I was‘their age, and a 
met someone I thought was important - or famous or “great.” — Play- hoe 
wright-scenarist Clifford: -Odets, as quated” by Nathan ‘Cohen dh. the 
‘Foronto Star. 

~ “Tam. constantly faced ‘by. fear. “But: ‘somehow. T ain. “ealmest: ‘in the 
| midst of hysteria. On a movie. set, “when -hundréds of extras, . teeh-.*' 

nicians, cameramen, carpenters. and . all are yelling; Should “we: wait. 
| for. the sun, should we shoot in. the shade, should we dismiss ‘the .cast, 
should: we -go this. far, I am at .my ‘Most: serene. But when. I am “alone. 
witli ealm -all_ about me; I become - ‘most. frightened. The: main ‘thing " 
-about fear is to be conscious of if-always.and to keep® fighting: it.” — 
Filmzlegit director. Joshua Logan, ‘in: an’ appearance. on the. CBS radio 
‘series, “Personal Story.” ; 

Kini. Stanley, costar of “A. Far ‘Countr. yet “has returned to the’ show | 
‘after. an. unannounced vacation-- During - -her absence, - -her name was 
omitted from the: alphabetical’ ‘ads, and: “presumably” patrons - -who ‘ate - 

‘{ tended the play. in anticipation. of seeing her performance were’ entitled. .. 
. Singer-actress.. ‘Lisa Carroll, currently playing ©. 

French in “Destry ‘Rides. “Again” at the: Lambertville (N.S. ‘Music Circus, 
will suest Aug. 6_on the Ed. Sullivan televi ision show.: =. | 

Loridon. Shows aa 
(Figures denote opening dates). 

‘Amorous Prawn, ‘Piccadilly : (12-9. 59). 
-Baileis USA; Saville (8-21-61). 
Beyond Fringe, Fortune (- 10-81. 

{Scheduled E Bway: y Preems: 
ie High ‘Fidelity, Ambass. wk: 9-25-61). - 

-Frem Second City, - Royale (9-26-61). 
' Purlie Victorious, ‘Cort (9-29-61)..- 

. -Sall: Away, Broadhurst -0- 36D. 
"Caretaker; . Lyceum ‘(10-4-6)).. 

. a “Stanley ‘Poole, Moroseo (19 56D. ‘Bird..of Time; Savoy . (5-31-61. “Let It Ride. O'Neill (10-6 
- Bishop’s: ‘Bonfire, Mermald  (7- 26-61)... we. 9 O'clock. Revue, Goal den “ao 8. 61): 

: Milk &- ‘Honey,. Martin. ‘Beck. (10-10-61). 
How fo. Succeed, 46th St, (10-14-61. - 

1. Cook for. General, Playhouse : (10- 19. sb. 
> Kwamina,. 54 St. (10-23-61). 

.f-: When Looking, ‘Belasco (10-36-61). 
. ‘Compisisant Lover,. Barrymore ELSE, 
Kean, Broadway. (11-2-61) . 
‘Gideon... Plyniouth (11. “a61i, . 

1 Gay Lite,; Shubert. (11-18-6D. 
+ "Man for -All Seasons, ANTA.,: (41.22.80. a. 

Night OF: Iguana, Royale. 12-28-61) », : 

-Off-Br oadway Shows 
“¢Figures’ denote: opening’ dates) 

| = Balcony: Rep. ’, Circle In Square (33-60); 
.. Blacks, St Marks (5-4 

Dream &. Bessie. Gent ‘Lane. (3-1-61).. 
Fantasticks, Sullivan St.: (5-3-60), . 

+ ‘Hedda Gabler, ath St... (11-9-60). : 
. King Dark Chamber,. Jan. Hus. (2: 3-61) 
~ Leave tt -ta Jane, Sheridan. Sq. G 25: SOs 
. closes next ‘Sunday (6)... ~ 

Little Hut," alist. St: (1-25-61). 
‘| Mary Sunshine, Players (11-18- 59). 

. _., Premise, Premise (11-22-60'.. 
One. For the. Pot,: Whitehall (6-23-61)... .| “Red Eye, Living Th’tre- (6- 19-61" 
Wildest Dreams; Vaudeyilte (8-361) | Threepenny: Opera, de- Lys (9-20-55). 
idy Chatterley; Arts (8-1661..- — ‘|. Under .Milk: Wood Rep.) Circle 3-29-60, . 
Guilty Party, St.: Martin’s (8-17-6D: , ‘SCHEDULED. OPENINGS a 
Lord Chamberlain. Saville ©: 23-65. 

Celebration, Duchess, (6-7-61). 
Fings Ain‘t, Garrick. (2-1f -60). - : 
Irma La’ Douce,: Lyric (7-17-58). . 
irregular Verb; Criterion (E16). . 
‘King Kong. Princes (2-23-61). : . 
Kreutzer Sonafa, Arts (1-10-81: |. 
Let Yourself: Go, -Palladiuim (5- 19-60). o 
.Luther, Royal Conrt - -7-27-6D. “ 

'., Mousetrap. Ambassador (11 25-52). 
Mrs... Puffin, . Strand" (7-18-61. . 
Music, Man, . Adelphi. 16-6. 

‘On Brighter. Side,. Phoenix “4 12-61). 
‘One Over Eight, Duke York's. (E5.6D. : 
‘Rehearsal, Globe (4-561). - : a 
Repertory, -Aldswich {12- 15-60) 

Havmarket (3-12: 
Sound of Music... Palace. "8. 18-61): 

. Stop the. World, ‘Queens (7-20-61). 
‘; Suzie Wong, Prince “Wales (11-7-59).. 

Tenth Man. Comedy (4-13-61. 
Watch It Sailor, Apollo (2-24-60). os 
Young tn Heart, Vie: “Pal. (12- 21-60). woe 

StH EDULED OPENINGS 

' Ghosts, 4th St. (921-6 vee 
Opening of Window, Marquee @ 21-6b. 
OQ Marry. Me.. Gate (9-25-61). 
No Law Against Love, -York (9-27-61). 

.: Do Re ‘Mis _Prince Wales. -10- 126). 

‘CLOSED 

- Might Be otarits:: Th'tre Royal 6-28-61): “fe 
-Difffrent, Actors - (9:28-6)D .. Glosed” Saturday, (29) . after 35 per- 

formances. ° . Sap’ of Life, '1.-Sher. “Sq. “0-281, 
Simple “Spyman, ‘Whitehall © Ge 19- $6: | All In Love. 41st ‘St. (10-16-61). 

-- Closed. Saturday (9 after 1.403 per-| Buskers,. Cricket (10-25-6)). 
. formanceés, 

- Leslie. ”, 

Pirates. of Penzance, ° Pheenix: (9- 66D..0°.," 

4th Ave.. North, Madison ‘Ave. (@O-27-61). Mee 

Go. Fight city. Han, Mayfair ao: m8iK.- : 
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= to Close = Stay oe 
” “gyen ‘the: thanagenient: is now making: ‘jokes about the fabulous af 
” Jndestructability of “All. the Way Home,”.-which ‘survived another’ -. 
"-gcheduled closing last Saturday night, (29) and is continuing this ~ 
‘week -on its regular “tentative” basis at the Belasco Theatre, N. Y. :. 

- , After the first few: closing’ announcements had been Wwithdrawn,: © 
: “eoproducer. and ‘pressagent Arthur Cantor ‘tised-a “Miracle in 44th: 
‘Breet ‘slogan for. ‘good . publicity mileage. 

-... As-the. folding -notice was - rescinded again ‘last. week, ‘Cantor o 
“: quipped . that. he might-run.a line, “Closes Weekly.” in the alpha- 

- “petieal ad. listings. Tony: Geiss, ‘his; associate, described. “Home” as | 
-. “the. show that “has. to: ¢losé:to stay open.’?: 

__Agcording to. Cantor, . there’s.a: fair: advance. sale ‘tor the latter 
‘part’ of August for the Fad Mosel drama;. based on the James: Agee": 
“novel, ” vA Death in. the: Family," ” SO if -it. surviv es that long, it may 

“t. 

26 opening . of * “When: No ‘One As Looking.” “The. play ‘Was. first 4 
slated to.closé last Dec. 3: -after its fifth performance: | “but ‘has | 
hung: on-to win ‘both the “Pulitzer: and: Critics’ Circle awards: It has 
had. about $15,000 operating loss over that stretch, and currently 
_represents., about | $125: ‘(000 loss: on! ‘its. $150, 000° investment. = = 

, Road Uneven: Sound’ $81, 515, LA: 
‘La Plume’ $2437] for Six, Frisco; | 

‘Birdie’ $39,026. ML Portland, = 
tee, 

. The: Yoad: ‘was: bumpy’ last: week, einem emmeesioneeie 
with: ‘business helding ‘strong for [If Qo pe es 
ome shows, but’ slipping for others. Ae 2 7 ‘OperaReview ae 
“La /Plume: ‘de’ Ma Tante,”:a-new- TE mes 
comer to. the touring list: did okay || 
in its: ‘initial: ‘six. performances | in| “The Pearl Fishers 

San Francisco. “(Empire “State: Festival) . 
' “Bye: Bye” ‘Birdie’ slowed down : : 
in Portiand, “Ore...-after’. mopping “Bear. Mountain, NAY, ‘July. 22: 
up ‘the -last few: months. An. Frisco] “Adventurous. ‘programming, com: 

end Los’ Angeles. | Ee | bined ‘with an. effective’ folldw- 
~ Estimates: for. Last. Week 4]. through. in performance, ‘have. built 

.Parenthetic designations jor “out: ‘boxoffice for Frank Forest.: boss af’ 
of-town. shows are the same.as for. the Empire: State: ‘Music Festival, 

Prongeat except that hyphenated | and _ his ‘tnaestio-accomplice; Lsazlo | / 
T with show classification indicates . 
tryout and°RS indicates road show. Halasz: ‘Latter. conducted: a Pere 
Alsé, prices on ‘touring. shows *in- ormance' ‘Of.. Bizet's. “Les Pecheurs.| 

clude 10%: Federal. Tax and: local ‘de Perles” (The. Pearl Fishers) that: 
tax, if any, but as Oi. Broadway } drew the biggest opening: night au- 
grosses. are net: ie., exclusire of | dience in-the. five-year history. : 
taxes, Engagements aré for single: repeat... last’. Friday . night: (2h! 
‘week: ‘untess atherwise. ‘noted, |.grossed $8; 500, ‘according to Forest, 

: ‘tthe ‘biggest. house -since’ the - Festi- | 
‘CHICAGO: val moved to the: ‘Anthony. Wayne . 

Gypsy,. fhmbert ZIME-RS), ath \'Recreation Area near Bear Moutia-:! 
wk?“ ($5.95-$6.60;_ 2.1 | tain; (Previous topper was a $6,600 |! 
(Ethel Merman). Previous. Meek,} ‘gross: for’ “Madame Buiterfly,” one.| 

$72, 250." ; 2 oa -' {of the :shopworn staples of conven- 
“East week, ‘$7 310. nol . ptional “repertoire,).. On’ Saturday: |: 

: night, Aug;.5; Forest has: scheduled: 
a LOS “ANGELES: “... *+a third showing ‘of the Bizet opus. . 
My Fair Lady,. Biltmore - (MC- which has not a-New ‘York stage’ 
RS 16th .-Wkt: “($6-$6.60; 1.636; 
$63.000).- «Michael - Evans, Caroline 
Dixon). Previous week; $62,911; 
_ Last. ‘Week, $63. 484. we, 

Sound of. Music, - ‘Philharmonie 
(MD- -RS) vist” Wk)” -(95.90-S6. 15;- 
2.670; $82,000) (Florence Hender- 
son), Previous: ‘Week; $122,057 with 
Civic. Light. Opera: subscription, 
Opera House, San Francisco...” 

Last ‘week, . Sh 573 with’ CLO}. 
subscription: ; 

hare — 

‘It took. courage to ‘pill this neg 
‘| Tected; scarcely-known opera :at a 
Festiv al more than an hour's drive 
from New York.. The two big: audi- 
enves ‘that went to the trouble of | 
making the ‘trip enjoyed. ‘a-musical | 
adventure’. of. rare’ melodic - ‘Beau: 
ties, 

“The épera, “written. | in. ur 
|‘months. .when . the composer: wast 

- “sf only'24,-is-a ‘work best suited to an- 
PHILADELPHIA mo intimate. setting... Halasz effective-| 

Flower: Drum |’Song, * Forrest |. ly. overcatne the physical difficul-. 
(MC-RS). (4th wk), ($5.40-$6: .1.760; ‘ties of. the big tent by conducting |. 
$59,800)..: Previous weeks. #48, 603.) With-great ~erve and dramatic in- | 
“Last: Week, $49, 722; | tensity, achieving: notable: results.‘ 

lin: .the - climactic passages. .. The- 

“ane -Barntt Record 

1 Jane,” 

| Catson-starrer,. “Take ‘Me: Along,” 

; aa ‘reéord. . 

jviev ve). 

performance since’. World War. Tt Porretta. : “Edward: Roecker;' Jac- 

Bi way Slow. But Biz Up in Spots: 
‘Camelot’ $67,987, ‘Fiorello’ $30537, 
| ‘Unsinkable $45,413, Irma $31, 696 

‘Broadway shows continued the sea- ; 590 anh Ivy Withers subbing for 
sonal slump. It was anotlier dis- {the vacationing star, who rejoined 

956 for 2d K.C. Week; 
Genevieve $34,600, Chil’ 

Business last weék: for: the sum- 
‘mer. theatres. continued. to range |. 
‘from .weak- to :-wow. “Calamity {.- 

‘with Carol: Burnett: starring, | 
set 4-“house.récord of $95,000 in| 
its “Second.” powerhousé’ frame at 
‘the: Starlight. ‘Theatre, Kansas City, 

[-Also in ‘the. record. groove ‘was 
. aastrous stanza for some entries, ; the cast July 24. 

tress The the. : Slee Music: |-but several othérs had a pickup in} Last week, $45.413 
G ealre. e musical, starring ;Yeceipts:. The only sellouts were 

enevieve, registered | $34. 600 in Carnival” and “Mary: Mary" Laying Off 
its. second. week ‘at'-the-spot. © 

‘On the slow. side Was. the ‘Jack ': Do Re Mi, St. James -MC) +$8 €0- 
A slight improvenient m. business 

‘for.“All the Way Home” 
at the Melody. Tent. Pittsburgh. yin ‘another: ‘reprieve for the play, 

jhich was tentatively scheduled to | 
-Estimates :for.Last Week. j Close last Saturday :29' It's now i 

: Parenthetical ' designations ‘for! slated to fold .neat Saturday +3% 
| stock: are the same as for: the road. which will also mark the deper- ; 

“CHICAGO... ituré of. “Rhinoceros”: for a four 
<,Chivieo Music . Theatre . $3 90- +, week stock stand in Chicago. 

50: 1.480: $37,000!. Can-Can (2d; ‘Gf the’14 productions on tap | —— 
hath ‘Genevieve’; $34, 600 for: hause . “last week, five had discount tickets: Tatent agent Beverly Andersen 

om in Garculation, , jteft New York last week for Las 
Estimates for Last Week : Vegas. Shel also visit: Las Ane 

resulted ; ,$9 50. 1,615, $69,500. Phil Silvers), 
Previous. week, $40. 964 

Laid off last week and resumes 
Aug. 21. 

“Previous: week. $32.800: : 
Merry" ‘Widow | Kathryn'| ‘Current; , Beles and San Frapeisce prio to 

Grayson). to ‘Keys: C. (Comedy), D Drama)? ‘returning Aug. 3 to Manhattan 
cD .Comedy-Drama@), R iRerue), |) eit piessagent Sol Jacobson 

a KANSAS. ciry | UMC 4 Musical. ¢ Oot MD (Musi-| returns to New York from Europe 
- Starlight . Theatre ($4; 7:600; ; ¢al-Drama', O° (Opera), OP (OP Inext Tuesday +8) aboard the Lib- 

"$106:918). “Calamity Jane . (Carol ‘eretta),. “Rep... (Repertory), DR |erte. 
(Dramatic Reading). John Lynn’s “lp in the Old Gum . , Barnett). 2d. wk, $95,000 for seven 

Performances, a-record for the Spot. | Other pareuthelic designations Tree” will be given two invitation- 
‘Previous week, ‘$90,151. | refer, respectitély, to weeks played, ! a1 perfor mances Aug. 7 and 14 hy 
Current. . bill, . “Can-Can 1Gene- | number of performances throwh ‘the “American Playwrights Forum 

re tast Saturday, top prices (where (atthe Sheridan Square Playhouse, 
‘two prices are given, the higher isin. y, 

| for Friday-Saturday nights and the | Lest pressagent Reginald Den- 
‘Playhouse ‘in the Park. ($3-$3. 50; lower for treeknights!, number Of tenbols left fast weekend for the 

1,437: $27,044). Five -Finger. Exer- | seats, capacity gross aud’ stdrs.{Coast on special assignment from 
‘cise . «Dennis: Kips, Signe Hasso), : Price. ineludes 10°. Federal «and jthe Council of the ‘Living Theatre 

‘PHILADELPRIA. 

S18. 698, (5% City tar, but grosses are uct; {in connection with the ‘Theatre 
Previous’ week. ‘Invitation ‘to a. ie., exclusive of tares. Guild-American Theatre Society 

March .'Eilecn Heckert, ‘Valerie Asterisk: denotes show had cut: ‘subscription. programs in Los An- 
| Bettis),. - $16, 000.: .. | rate tickets in. circulation. igeles and San Francisco. Denen- 

(pi fholz, who will also visit Denver, 
elaseo (D cis due back Aug. 28. 

A producing firm to Iiniroduce 
new plays by European and Amer- 

: Current - bill,” 49th Cousin: (Me- | - e 7 B 

nasha. “Skulnite” All the Way Home, 
| asth wk; 277 p) ($6 90-$7 50. oe 

. y $38,500), “Previous week, $12.1 

MM wreteay PirsBt nom .003;. $35, Li Last week, $13,689. Slated to .ican authors has been organized in elody Ten -f '. : ; 
jclose next Saturday 5) .New York by actor-director Mavk 1900", Take Me Along” (Jack “Car-. 

‘son),: $13, 070° for ° seven : *perform-. ‘Bye Bye Birdie, Shubert (MC): Rydall and actor-comedian Watly 
“t67th wk; 527 Pp). 1$8.60-$9:40: 1.461; ‘Cox, who left last week for two ces. * 

Previous week. ‘Chocolate Sol: ‘$61, 000!. Previous week, $35,322. months of play shopping in Lon- 
: {con and Paris. They will he Jdier ‘Edward Everett Horton, Rob- {| . Last week, $36,889. lated in th oduct 
ert Rounseville), 17, 994. for’ seven. ro ture with actore Witla neageta 

$ ,Camelot, Majestic 'MC) (34th ; ture with actors William Redficid | Performances, ., Wk: 273" p) ($9.40; 1.626; $84,000) | 
Current - bil Dama. "Yaukees. (Richard MBurton,, “Julie Andrew 3). : jand Robert emia among omer’. 

‘Joe E ‘Brows . [Previous week, $73. 7 .der William Goldman and "James 
sous Last week,. $67.98 | Goldman, is to be produced on 

 ‘Munleipat Opera -‘$3.50;. 12.000; Carnival, Imperial MO 26th Broadway later this season by 
$110,000)... Robin Hood ‘Frank “Wk; 124 p) ($8.60; 1.428; $68,299) Andrew Siff. 

|:Anna Maria Alberghetti'!. Previous j 
j week; $68,297. 

Leyat pressagent Seymour Kra- 
‘quelyne. “Moody, ‘Monte. Amunden), wite lefi Jast Saturday '29) for s 
‘| $48:500.- - Last week, $68,315. jwerk's ‘visit fo Hollywood 

Previous” week, Rides Your Horn, Atkinson’, Carmien Mathews will be the 
‘| Again ‘Tom Poston, Anne Jeffreys), ane 181 pt '$6.90-$7 50: lead femme in the upcoming off- 
j $7474. . 11,090; "$43. 5221. Previous week. Broadway revival of “Ghosts” 

| $20, 367. Joan Hackett will appear with 
. Pau) Hartman in Roger Hirson’s 

‘Last week, $20,285. ‘fe “Journey to the Day,” which Fred 
Far Country, Music Box (DI17th Coe and Arthur Cantor will test 
k: 135 p) '$6.90-$7:50: 1.101; $40.- the week of Aug 28 at the West- 

Steven Hill, port ‘Conn? Country Playbouse. 

“STRATFORD, “CONN. : 
» Shakespeare Festival ($6.25: 1.479: 
$52, 568). (Jessica Tandy, Pat Hingle.. 
‘Kim’ Hunter)... Macbeth-As | You | “ 
Like At-Troilus and: Cresida (8th ; 107) ‘Kim Stanley, 

wk), $45,430... {Sam Wanamaker). Previous week Legit producer Joe Manchester 

‘Previous. week: $42, 751.: $15,193... lett last Monday '33) for the Coast 
Current. bill. same. . J Last. week. $11. 137 with Joan to confer with Dalton Trumbo re- 

a Potter subbing for the va cationing | garding “Postmeridian,” the play 
“ STRATFORD,’ ‘ONT: : : | Miss Stanley, who returned to the ‘the latter is writing for Broadway. 

Aven Theatre ‘$4; 1:123: $24. 395).. cast: last. Monday night. (31). Lyriciat-librettist Adolph Green 
‘Pirates - of ‘Penzance “4th: wk). aI *Florello, Broadway (MC) -87th [47d his actiess-wife. Phyllis New- 

‘PORTLAND, ORE. 
Bye Bye. Birdie; “Paramount | 

‘MC-RS) ($6;. 3.400; $40:000). Pre-.|. 
vious -week,~ $83:400-: with ‘CLO 
subscription, ° ‘Philharmonic, Los 
Angeles. _ 
: Last -w eek,. $30 026 for. seven 
performances. : 

= “FRANCISCO. 
Fiorello, : ‘Geary... (MC:RS) 

wki - 1$6-$6.50;- 1.550;° 
Previous week: $37 £95... 

Last ‘week, ‘$30, 045. . 

SAN” 

“Ta Plume: “de. Ma. ‘Pante, Alcazar | 
(R-RS) * 11st. wk). 1$5.40-$5.955 ” 
147: ‘$40,000).-. 

hitery. engagements - in. Las ‘Vegas 
and "Hallywood to > two! 
‘Speegle, . News -Call . 
Knickerbocker, Chronicles and one 
qualified. endor sement -- - 
baum, Examiner): 
. Last’. week, $24.371 for six. per- 
forma ances.. - 

Pn WASHINGTON 
“Musie- Main, National sMICeRS) 

F95 ‘Prévious week,’ 2 $50, 151. 
“East week, $47. 977 - 

tal ‘with book .by Ernest. Chambers, 
music by Robert Holton ‘and Jvries: 
by June Carroll, ‘is to open: Sept. 
27 at. the) York Playhouse, N.Y, / 
under: the. ‘production auspicies. ‘of: 
Vassili: -Lambrines, who! I ‘also 
tireet.: 7 oy 

. the was-inclined ‘to give the gently- |, 
| flowing. arias-‘too miuch...of. ‘the: 

“Sth 

8: 000). of Lee ‘Venord in the only femme! 
; | part,” Hugh: Thompson iwho | also . 

Opened | regular road . tour: tere: 
last. Wednesday- ‘night | 126) .after. 

raves. 
Bulletin:. | 

. Biehel; 

_ ‘Hoaned-:by..-the Peabody ‘Art ‘ Insti- 
. {tute -of “Baltimore, -where Halasz. 

1h. wks '$6.95-$7.90; 1.885: $64,- | 
< Tyal ‘doubtless: 

- | financial. Yisks’ -of-: this searcely-. 
NG Law “Against. Love.” oar) “thusi: 

_ wan. returned to New York last 

“Previous - week, ‘$22, 798. . wk: 691 p) ($5-$7.50; 1.900: $59, :week from a European vacation. 
They're spending the halance of 
‘the summer in Westhampton, N-Y., 
where Green and his collaborator, 
Betty Comden, will work with rom- 

work: isa’ showcase for. the chorus ; 
r. { G00. ‘Previous week, . $26,661. nd: the singin rou Ss. “came: 

‘through nobly.” a8 erour Current bill, same. “Last week, $30,537. 
* Giuseppe Cainpora,” “who! “Has © Shakespeare: Festival $5: 2,258; :*Irma. La Douce, Plyniouth (MC) 
service stripes from the Metropoli=‘ $64,600) ‘Paul’ Scofield,’ Douglas | ‘144th wk: 348 p) ‘$860: 999; $48.- 
tan...and: opera’ theatres abroad, 
gang the. principal role’ of this ‘four’: : Love's: Labour's Lost. 6th. WK). jley. 
character - production: At times, $58. 412. . 

‘Previous eek. $61 AT. 
_, Current bill: ‘Sammie. —_ . 

: TORONTO. - 
'ORKeete. Centre ‘$3. 50: “3.200: 

$61, 942). Eartha Kitt" and’ Bela- | 
‘fonte Folk Singers, $33:935.. 

. Previous week. “West. Side’ Story, 
$55, 289. 

‘Previous week. $31,392. 
_ Last. week, $31, 696. , 

: Mary, Mary, Hayes 1() (21st wk: 
‘1164 ‘pe. '$6.90-$7.50; 1. 139: $43.380) 
4 (Barbara- Bet Geddes, Barry Nel- 
‘son, Michael Wilding). Previous : 

‘Puaccini-Verdi.. treatment; but’ ‘on, ‘, 
‘the whole his. work. was. competent. |: 

week, $43.407. 

- staged . the. work) and. “Ara: ‘Ber- : “Last week, $43, 275. 

berian - were: adequate’ ‘in’ their 
-Foles, . First-act “choreography , 
seemed stylistically wrong: in| the ; 
tropical. : Orient: setting _-of.. - the j | ternational Varieties. 
libretto, : dealing . with the.; pearl .. Last. week, 484. 

a ® WALLINGFORD. CONN: 6: ‘fishermen’ ‘of . lon; but: the]... 7 
Cey “Oakdale Musical Theatre: :$4 50: * -Rhinoceres, ‘Longacré {CDi -29th ‘vocalizing ‘of the quartet. of. rin-| 

-cipals me ‘the chorus. of pin | On  $51.0001. .. Kismet “Howard ° wk: 232 p) :$690: 1,103; $37.000) 
‘with the orchestral ‘playing of the-! Keel), -$44:500: . 
lyrical. - poetic. re achieved: ‘an |~ Previous: : week, ‘Merry. Widow view Week. $13.256 Scheduled to 

t next Saturday . +5) for a four ‘over-all. éffect. that made for’ an: ‘Kathryn’ Grayson), - $41,200 ‘for ’ exl 
enjoyable evening. .. leven. ‘performances. -Wweek. engagement at the Fdge- 

‘Production - and. costumes. were | Current: bill, - Oklahoma Johny water Beach Plavhouce, -Chleago. 
; Raitt. Last. week, $12.912. 

Bits of London 
‘London, Aug. tT 

“James. : Sherwoed has* bought:}. 
Jacek Popplewell's play, “Someone | 
to Kil". .- 

71280th: wk: 2.230. p) ‘$8.05; 1.551: 

'. Moser), ‘Previous week, $47.876. 

had. previously. directed: this opera. . 
The idea to present it at: the. Festi-. 

originated with: 
Halasz, but Forest had to okay. the 

‘| $75.0001 ‘Mary Martin». 
J week, $75,874. 

. Last: week, $74,906. 

| 

i 

f 

“Campbell). ‘Corielanus-Henry. VIII- : 250). Elizabeth: Seal, Denis Quil-iposer Jule Styne on completing 
their musical adaptation of “Sub- 
ways Are For Sleeping.” 

Charles Hellerith Jr., represent- 
ed on Broadway last seaton afk (n- 
producer of “Rape of the Bell" 

‘is in Traverse City, Mich, this 
ysummer where he’s partnered with 
‘Ruth S. Bailey in the operation 
ithere of the Cherry County Plav- 

*My ‘Fair Lady, | _Mellinger ‘MIC) ‘house. He’s due back in New York 
_in September to begin work on hie 

* Current ; bill,’ “Liberace’ and. In-. . $69.500). “i Michael allison, Margot. “contenipiated Broaduay production 
of “The Little Locksnuth " 

Eugene B. Black, president of 
the Internationa] Bank for Recon- 

-‘Zero Moste], Ralph Meeker! Pre- - 

struction & Development ‘the 
World Bank, has been elected 
president of the American Shake- 

-$peare Festival Theatre & Avcad- 
“emvy 

*Taste of Honey, Booth N 43d | 

Stratford, Conn. euceeed ng 
Joseph Verner Reed, « ho he!4 that 
post since 3955 

Henry Haman, dypre< tor of News 
- Sound of Masic. Lunt- Fontanne..& Special Esents for radio station 

lips 183d wk: 680 ps *$9.60, 1.407,, WI BR, Lebanon, Pa, 
Previous :48 pressagent for the Gretna Pla.- 

house, 

hag resumed 

Mt Gretna, Pa, 
held in 1958 and 1959 

Click reaction to tiie Leny-Bebin 
package of “Flower Drom Song” 

a post jre 

known stage piece. The risk proved ; : 
a smart. fnowe ‘The performance'i is |. Basil. ‘Ashmore hag, ‘adapted two 8,2 ($6.00: 807, ane tat the Colonie Summer Theatre, 
good, the attendance ‘better than: | Ibsen: comedies unknown to. ‘this j Cukai. Previous week. $1 4.647. , Latham. % Y, has resulted in the 
expected, and. doubtless the more 
conventional. operatic: fare-on: the 
Festival menu: will benefit as well: 
from.:this-. triumphant © Version. of | Mermaid.” 
“Pearl Fishers." ae Wien, . “Lady from the . Sea.” a 

ON , country... One’ is. Jidsummer (Eas week, $14,553. 

Nignt's- Dream.” The other ds “The | - 
"an ‘early - version of: Garden. :-MCi 

" 

2 ” ‘inspired by . “Midsummer | 

{ (39th 
A 

imutieal bemg poaoked for a retuin 
engagement 2! the spot Aug. 1-6, 

Unsinkable Molly Brown, Winter ,as replacement for the previously 
wk: 308 p! lacheduled * ‘Send. Me No Flowers,” 

pgs. 60-§9. 40: 1,404; $68,000) (Tam- j starring Gene Barry. 



98 LEGITIMATE _ | . VARIETY a a a, _Wednceday, ‘August 2, 1961.” 

e404. Poe -o-e+ one man’ 1 and one woman;. several | ‘man; male’ “ead, 20-30%. stocky, ‘dancer: overe’ 5: feet, 8 inches’ tall, 
{small male and femme roles.. “Alt! verile; femme “lead, 50's, - small, | Mail - ‘photos. and: resumes c/o above 
j must ‘sing. Mail photos and- res- proud, character “ woman;° male ‘address. *: 
l umes. ‘through - agents only,’ above: serond lead, '30-35, .tall,. strong, |. “Gayden” D), “Producer: Jack. 

+ | address. handsome; girl, ‘20's, ‘lovely, frag-| G.- Morris (c/o American: Theatre | 
footer ere ‘ “Kicks &. Co. 9 (MC). Producers, ile. - Warm; character man, 50's, Wing, 161°-W... 93d" St.; N.Y.;. UN. 5: 

| Robert. Barron ‘Nemitoff. & “Dr. small, ‘meticulous: «. girl, «20's, . at-'| 0800). Available: parts: ‘woman, 
Fotlowing are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off- Broad: ' , Burton: Charles D’Lugoff’ (337 Bi: ‘I traetive, earthy; eharacter. femme, 145-50, ‘sophisticated.. charming, in- 

wily, and tourisi: shows, as well as ballet, ‘films, industrial and. tele ! ker .St, N, Yo AL 53179). ee 145, plump; character man, 30's; | telligent; man; 23-27, ‘virile eharm< 

vision shou ©. All, information has been obtained directly by. the : bi rt: tl ' bell Avail: solid, rugged; man, 30's,: tall) ing; character man, 50's, ‘conserva- 
VARIETY (‘tuting Department by telgphone calls, and has been re. eee ee ‘A sout hern ae ore wirey; two - juvés, "12: 14° ‘Mail ' tive;. femme,’ 18, cute, ’ vivacious; 
check as of woon yesterday (Tues.)%. | only, co. Sidney: Buen; above ad- Biolos ‘and. “resumes, - ‘through! femme, | 23-27; chic, sophisticated; 

The arccinble raies will be repeated weekly until | filled, and -addi- i ditcss: : | agents: only, c/o. ‘above address. ‘ i character - woman, ‘over 35, maid, 

“Place” ‘Without ‘Twilight (D);!__ “Top of the List” (R).” ‘Broduicer; ane ‘Photos and resumes: ¢/0. 
provied Ij the managements of the shows involved rather than to-, ‘Producers, “Robert Fryer andi Robert Weiner (234 W.. 44th St, 

on et ; Lawrence Carr, in association with.|N.¥.;°"LO 3-4370).." Parts available : “Heather In Springtime”. (MD). 
pee Boned pune smararthon. This information is published without , 5° hn Herman. (234 W. 44th St., | for. male and. femme revue. types. Proauce:’ » Richard ..H.. Rofiman 

". 

tiors ro te “st will be made on 'y when information is secured from; 
respurise's te parties The intention ‘is to service perfarmers with leads: 

charge. (675. “West. End -Ay . iN.Y.;: LA 4-2844). Availabl Mail photos and. resumes £0. Oto n ye, N 3 
In wl tates on ta the arailable parts Usted, the tabulation includes pro- |), an, 19-21; -tall, peer eeneg arts: |? above: address. a RI. 9-3647). “Available. . parts: © 

diet copeoneennd jor biter this season, but, for which, the manage- like. fair: boy 16, intense, medium | - a two” ‘mddle-age character men and 

are. ss ouet, arent holding open casting calls. Parentketical designa- height, fair;: girl, 18, spitituat qual- | -one'“middle-age -character “woman. .* 
tes ssciee as follear s ¢C» Comedy, (D' Drama, (MC) Musical.Comedy, | lity, natural - beauty, fair; girl, 21, OFF-BROADWAY .: | Mail photos and’ resumes e/o John: 
(UO. Weereafl Drama, «R) Revue, .(Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic ; ‘fragile: girl, 18, all-American type: “Across. the. Board ‘on ‘Toniorrow'| ‘A. Bowman . (Voyager Productions, . 
Reading ; -: | boy, 19, sincere. All roles-are Ne- | Morn” and “Talking to You” .(D). 799. Park: Ave:, NAY), _—_ _—___ ‘giro. Mail. photos - and resumes to; Producers, H. Sheldon Gordon -& : pking Richard 17. oh Producer 

“Gay Life” (MC). Producer, Kér- above address. - [Barry Gordon | fo or ee 1230 “Fifth: Ave. NY. 
iit Bloomgarden +1545 Broadway,. Sound of Music” (MD. Produe- | [PL 2. 1360). ilab “(SA 2-4008)... Parts available for two. 
OY JU “9- 1690). Auditions ‘for | EFS* Richard | Rodgers & Oscar } Ava able: Pi arts:, man,’ ‘Negro ‘boys,. "10- 12;- for -ensamble . Isher oar iedo bang 90 |eaomeryer, Bae adios [507 charming ane? or an [NGEO Dove, AED sab 

YANWAY jam. and firls, at 1 pame final call ‘Bloat. ‘Auditions for t possible’ future: ie| non-B mae 22, e midect ener, and resumes ¢’o John Fenn, above 
BR A ; ; for dancers: tomorrow (Thurs.), boys: replacements ° for girls, 7-16, - -and’ etic, likeable; Latin’ man, 30- 405: ee Slow will. Tun Aug: 28- 

‘and girls, at. 12 noon, both calls at | boys, 11-14 all with trained voices. brotherly. Mail photos'-and. re- 
“Bye Bye Birdie” «MC. Pro- ( 

ducer, Edward Padula, in’ assoc im ete Hudson Theatre (141 W. 14th. characters, Mail photos and) sumés. ¢/o_ Arthur: Storch, above |-. “Leave: It To Jane”. (AC). Pro: 
ion with I. Slade Brown 1501; | resumes to above address. ; address. - Don’t phone or: “visit ducers, Joseph Berhu & Peter 

Bs: Noel: ty. N.Y OX 581700, Audi-? “Get it Up” (MC). -Producér,|":“Subways .Are. For. Sleeping” | office.’ - : P Katz (c/o Sheridan Square Thea- 
tion tomorrea  Thurs.. for male ‘Charles Curran (c/o Lambs Club, , MC). ‘Producer, ? David _-Merrick| AN Ti Li *. (MC). 'p di ie, Seventh Ave. & ‘Fourth St, 
dancer replacement, 24 or over, at 130 W. 44th St, N.Y; JU 2-1515). /(246W. 44th St, N-Y.;.LO 3-7520).| n Love”. ( roducers,.N:¥.; CH 2-9609).-Auditiohs'. for 
S put, Shubert Theatre 1225 W.: Available parts: six femme singers, }Available parts: young man, second|Jacaues Urbont, J. Terry. Brown male: ard femme. singers .as_re- 
auth SLUNYS |20-23, must double. with specialty; jlead, ‘serious, " breezy, must sing;| JT & Stella. Holt (c/o: Brown, | Placements, every: Thursday at 6 

wComolaisant Lover” (D). Pro- ballroom dance team, 20-23; {young femme, lead, _attractive,| Floyd Ackerman Agency, 145 W.!P:m., above. address. 7 
Complaisane over lznick za | young comedienne, baritone, ‘20's. ‘ efficient, must sing; femme, -.30,}55th St., N.Y.; CO 5-4122).' Photos i..:“Medicine Girl” ‘C). Producers, -' ducer, Irene Mayer seni ‘Aart | Accepting photos and resumes, c/o Second. femme.:lead, beautiful) and.resumes. of: male “and femme ! David. A. Jasen-& Wallace: Hill C/o. 

Central Park South, N val” | above address. Don’t ‘phone. ‘Ap: blonde, ‘well-proportioned, . must musical: performers being accepted: Jansen, 225- East Penn, -Lons. able parts: biviish boy, 9- et ea | plicants must have. intimate. ‘night ‘sing and dance: ‘some;. young’ man, for the musical: based ‘on: Sheri-|Beach, N.Y.):. Available parts: lead- . 
esl, unialfee ted, plays Michae Red- club experience. ih andsome:;. vitak yet ‘conventional, dan’s. “The Rivals. » Mail. ‘informa- | ing man, 28. with ability. for. farce; *, 

prave’s son: undestudies for Red- 7 rmust sing. Mail photos and res- tion c/o above address. _° ; [man, 28;' fetnme, 25, strong-mind- © 
ae and. Tesulnes. € Te ve ad. vIsle of Children® De Erodue umes. ¢/o Michael Shurtleff, above | : - “Clandestine on ‘the: Morning ed: shandoter: man, 55, . pompous; * 
»yrotos and res -{cers, Lester Osterman irley -address. Line” ' (C): Producers, John. -T. ‘femme,  30’s,. brash, - iard- boiled. 
dress. Bernstein (1650 Broadway, N.Y.;_ -“Suiiday. in New-York” (C). Pro-| Weems: & Robert - ‘Bueeolo (1035. English accent’ preferred, ‘Mail : 
David Merrick. 246 W. 44th Ste 65570". Pat aa tae fora 14 ducer. David Merrick (246. W.| Fifth Ave., N.Y.; JU: 6-6300).- ‘Avail- plrotos - ‘and resumes, c/o above “ads: | 

N. ¥: LO 3-75 votos and iyear-old boy, slim, earnest, sensi-|4qth St, N.Y.;. LO. 3-7520). Avail-| able parts: lead woman; .40-60;|4ress. ° 5... . 
resumes of sopranos and tenors | tive, must be experienced ‘actor, able. parts: ‘femme, ‘22, attractive,| man, 40-60; girl, 17; two men, 25-| “Mirrors”. ‘D);, “Producer, Bar- _ 
being accepted for files, e/0 above Call Nicholas Gray, above number, | good figure, naive, good: sense of} 30; man, 30-45; several male and|-bara Burns. (507 Fifth Ave., N.Y5° 
address. for interview ‘appointment. .{humor; man, ‘over’ 25, . attractive, | femme ‘walk-ons.- All. parts are |-OX 17-5895). Available parts: boy, 

“Garden of Sweets” (D). Pro-! - “Jennie”. (MD). Producer, New-|humorous, likeable; " man, 25-28,|Negro.- Mail photos. and resumes | 13-14, slender, dark hafr and eyes; 
ducers. Ben Frye, Irving Squires | burge-Porter Prods. (1619 Broad- handsome,’ extrovert; man, 20’s,}c/o Allen Davis, : above address. | Ifalian femme; German femme; -- 
& Sirki De Vysenof (250 W. 57th) way, N. Y.; JU 6-4886)... Available | good time -Charlie, juvenile; char-| Script available at the Drama Book: girl, 21,. slender, attractive, ‘dark \. 
St. N.Y. CO 5-0286). Available | parts: male lead, 30’s,. tall; femme; acter man and woman. Mail photos| Shop (51.W. 52d St., N-Y.). "| hairs man, “45; several men, '18-26,.”.: 

parts: man, 43,: medium build,{20, etherial, small, lovely; lyric} anid ‘resumes c/o Michael .Shurt-!.. “4th Avenue North” -(R).Pro-| college- types." Mail . ‘photos ..and . 
leff; above ‘address, - -] ducer,. Shippen Geer; in associa- | resumes. c/o- ‘Michael | Crain, above rugged yet gentle; eharacter man,{soprano; femine, 50’s, strang per-]. 

“Time Is'a Thief” (D). “Producer, tion. : with. Michael. Batterberry address, 60, small Greek ‘Orthodox priest. {sonality; male, 50-60, timid; three} 4 a 
Mail photos and resumes, through} men, 35-45, businessmen; femme,]| Beverly. Zarling’. (489 Fifth. Ave., | (341. Madison ‘Ave., N.Y. MU 9-/. “Sap of Life”: (MC). Producer, 

2910)... Part available ‘for. ‘leading Quartet: Productions. (30 E, 60th St, , agents only, c/o Pat Fowler, voluptuous model; character man, N.Y.; -YU. 6-4284), “Available ‘parts: 
‘man, tall baritone and.a.top miale (Continued: on: page 100): rm. 413, above address. a. 50-60, non-singing; nigh wie at. ‘male lead, ‘55- 65, large. character 
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Los: Angeles Exariinet. 

"One of . the brightest, oa 

qwality” 
THE CITIZEN. NEWS. CN. M. Ey 

”* Darade’ ‘should: remain high on 
:L.A.'s legit . hit parade. for some: . 

_ te some." “DAILY VARIETY.” -.-[/ 4 
“Th dl J poe.. 7A triumph .°.-. incredibly a7 é 

betweon it ond flsccent nectelete se Wineing | test: seglaming win good ate ‘A-TRIUMPH OF STAGING” | eo 
melodic items notably ‘Your Good Morning’ and ; ae departments of in on time and | Lawrencé Kasha staged the version. now atthe. [| . “ 
"Your Hand In Mine’. ” te on ‘cue gn. _ Hollywood: Center Theatre. “His work is a model. bs : 

"PATTERSON GREENE, Los Angeles Examiner. af “HOLLYWOOD REPORTER, of pace and tempo; hitting the strength. It is 1 
“KW special ‘bouquet’ should go to Jerry Herman | James Powers. : the best ‘direction of a. locally-mounted show i in, 7 : 
for toe music and ries . E. - abe i "A there's spectal cause for-celebra- years, and Kasha deserves: the. unstinted. ‘grati- : 

yrics.” THE CITIZEN NEWS. : ‘| tion inthe ‘arrival of “Parade’." 2 ‘tude of these on both sides of the: footlights.”" 
“Jerry Herman wrote the tuneful music and lyrics - “PHILIP K. SCHEUER, L HOLLYWOOD. REPORTER, James. Powers... | * 
of this delightful midget carnival.” a | Los Angeles Times. . 7 : 

MARGARET HARTFORD, |) "At the opening of the revue Jf 3... ‘Tittle. of everything: in: sonie 25 numbers 
Los Angeles. Examiner, | : "Parade," thunder. The wos ‘Spon- ‘staged: by Lawrence. Kasha.’ Ho Re, > 

“Jerry Herman’s lyric ideas are witty and his o vrata “ “SIDNEY SKOLSKY, "PHILIP K, SCHEUER, Los ‘Angeles Times. - 

melodies-hummable.” DAILY VARIETY. =]. New York Post: “Slick by L h ae | " ‘ 7 7 F : 'Slic staginyy y awrenice Kas at: ao | 

tenia aed sharp.” that is varied, melodious, . P A R A D E a | ‘MARGARET HARTFORD, Los Angeles Mivror.: | 

ILIP K, SCHEUER, Los Angeles Times. 1 ad 7 t 
5 nv. Broadway, oct 10th an i an “staging by Lawrence Kesha i is: brisk and inal 

pening o r = . | elements ‘o excitement." a - 
“MILK AND HONEY” Te Hit Musicat REVUE, , - paAILY VARIETY, 

Off-Broadway Nov. 14th a . - : Peek 

MAD AME APHRODITE” . Currently ~ Management " a eee iy 

HOLLYWOOD =|. = ADAMS wortman. AGENCY - 
CENTER THEATRE 5 New York 

Mgt.: WILLIAM MORRIS. AGENCY 

Now Booking New Editions — NIGHT clus cand THEATRES Thru ADAMS WORTMAN AGENCY .New York 
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100 LEGIFIMATE 

_ eee Alfred: DeLdagre Jr.: (85 W. “th 
| St., N.Y.;. PE 6-6678). 

Casting News 1 iit: ‘and Honey”. (MC); - Pro- 
— Continued from page 98 | ducer, Gerald Oestreicher (6 £, 53d: 

| N-Y.:. WA: 4-8400). | 
==! st, N.Y -MU 3-1050). 

“Available. parts: - jy . 

_|-boy, 18-21; appealing .small town |: Sail: Away’ (MC). --P roducer, 
hero;.- “boy, 15-18,. lovable, ‘shy, Bonnard. Productions (230 C.P.S.,- 

quick-witted; femme, 17-20, .50p- - N, Y.3; JU 2-2649. . 

‘|}rano, shy ‘but forthright: woman, TOURING 
-| 35-45, sweet, intelligent; man, 40’s, 
warm, likeable; femme, 40’s, ob- 
servant, diligent: . femme, 18-20,. 
giddy,” empty-headed, naive. Mail 
photos. and’ résumes.c/o above .ad- 

‘dress. All: applicants should: have 
} strong, trained. voices ‘for consid- 
jerable singing. .-Auditions. today |. 
'Wed.), © 8-11 Pm.; tomorrow 

| (Thurs.), 3-6 p.m... “and 8-11 p:m., vat 
41° Central Park West, . apt. 6-B. 

“Shame the Devil’ (MC). Pro- 
| ducer, Shame - Company (Box. 5-E, 
145 E..15th‘St., N.Y.; LF. 3- 5257). 

Sunday AUGUST 6th 
ED SULLIVAN SHOW 

CBS-TV 

MISS 
LISA CARROLL 

tory’ Co: Producer, : ‘Theatre: Guild 

(27 W. 53d. St., N.Y; co 3- 6170). - : 

Television’ 
“Camera Three” 

‘dramatic series). . Producer, . 

casting . director, Paula: Hindlin. 

Available parts: - lead: mezzo s0- talent, c/o above address. No-dupli- |4. 
. ye ; pr tted: yours. attractive,, -quick- cates: ae 
i pee | witte yric. soprano, ingenue,| NBC-TY. (3 Ro kef ll r Plaza {f 
‘ ae se | witty, ‘independent: lead contralto, N: Y.; GL A300) ekefellér Plaza, 
5 + sharp,. determined; two. character Rick Kelley . is accepting . photos 
& ‘women; soubrette, -Must speak 4 French; chatacter ‘bi Pp and restiimes: of: male and femme 
: rench; character baritone, vola- dramatic performers for ‘several | 
: | tile; - “tenor, -juvenile,. handsome, shows. Mail information .to “him, |f°~ 
& - humorous; baritone; juvenile heavy, | ¢/o above ‘address. No duplicates. ‘| on 
_ ; good-looking; : character bass, . old WBBM-TV, Chicago, (630-N. Mc- | 
a Indian; teener, ‘eager, energetic.. Clurg . Ct. Chicago: WH 4- -6000). f 
5s Mail ‘photos and resumes c/6 above Parts ail ple ee ‘male’ -and 
z. - | address. Rehearsals will begin in avara e. « [Sevt., femme performers, all ages. and 
= . oo _}types, for. 39-week series of drama | 
$y = _-|-workshe lus four. td six: prime |#- : ‘TOURING {Hore ops el an beth time original. dramas. : Must:. be 

from Chi. Mail photos and resumes 
c/o Don uti — address. 

“Antigone” {D); - Producer, Ed- 
| ward B.. Shanley, in- association 
with Jim: Dolan (102 .W. 79th St., } 
N.Y.; TR. 4-4277). A star performer i/ 
is being sought: for either the role 
of Creon of Antigone. Contact. 
Shanley, ‘above. address.- ‘General 
casting for the. fall national: tour 
of colleges and: universities wilt be 
L conducted later this summer. . 

“Music. Man” (MC). Producer 
Kermit Bloomgarden (1545 Broad- 
‘way, N. Y.; JU 2-1690). Parts avail- 

% [able for a top lyric ‘soprano, -not. 
...lless ‘than 5 feet, 6 inches tall; to 

replace lead in the. national com- |tive. Mail photos - and “resumes. 
pany; a man, not over. 45; boy,. 10,. c/o.-above address. Don’t phone. |, 
not over: 50 inches: tall, must sing, | Shooting will be: in: New. York this 
preferably. a redhead; girl, 10, not | Winter. 4. 

{over 5 feet 2.inches:tall, ‘must ‘play | “Shate- of ‘the Pie”. (featurette). 
piano, preferably fdir and blonde. | Producer, Creative. Mart. Films (507 
Call Lillian: Stein, above num-|Fifth. Ave.,:-N:Y.; OX 17-5895), 
ber.. Script available: at ‘Drama‘| Available - ‘parts: girl, 21, pretty; 
Book. ‘Shop (51 W. 52d! St.,.N. Y.): | } girl, 25, . shapely;.-man,_ "40, tall. 

; “Taste. of Honey” (D). Pro ducer. Italian-looking. Mail ‘photos: and 

| David) Merrick (246° -W. 44th st. |esumes Bbove. address. | 
N-¥; LO. 87520). Part availabie| . Untitled, Featurette. Producer;| 

= |for an -attractive’ woman, 35-45, Bertram. Brown. (15° Washington | 
* |with English. dialect.: Call Peggy PL, N.Y.; GR: 7-2959). Part avail 

Shields; ‘above number. able. for a man, 25-35, tall and 
. j handsome, “Mail photos. and: 

j resumes c/0: above: address. i 

- “Girl In a “Hurry” (D). Producer, 
Acteon Productions. (27 W..72d St.,: 

. | NLY.; TR ..7-4200,; ext. 602).. ‘Avail- | 
cable’ parts: leading man, 50’s, syni-|: 

less; ‘boy, all-American: athlete, in- 
tellectual; ‘character man,. burly, 

ed 

STOCK. 

“Blossom. Time” (MC). Producer, 
‘John Shubert. (234 W. 44th St, 
N.Y.; ‘CI 6-9500). Auditions for. 
Equity singers - today’ (Wed.), girls, 
at 2. p.m: and boys, at 4 p.m., Roy-- 
ale Theatre (242 W. 45th SE., ‘N.Y.). 
Show will ‘make .- a. one-week barn 
tour: 

~ Industrial 
| Madison -Ave., N.Y.; PL. 9-7500)... 

-| Equity. auditions tomorrow 
-(Thurs.}, men dancers, 10 a.m, and} 
femme dancers, 12 noon; ‘men sin-. 

8. W. ‘57th: gers, 2 p.m..and femme singers, 4 |. 
_at aa Studios 

PHILADELPHIA 
| > Playhouse in the Park. Producer, 

: Ethelyn R. Thrasher ° 
N.Y., Studio 25; ILT 1-0610). |pm., 

Eighth. Ave 

Cabaret. = 

St.” 
| Parts available. for mal¢ and femme ! 
‘dramatic _performers and appren-. 

: | tices, Mail photos and resumes; 
- .[through. agents 

ra 

Faith Smeeth (Hotel Del Prado, 
53d &-: Hyde Pk., Chicago; HY .3-| 
9600). Understudy parts: available 5 pa m., for appointment. 

| for all six roles, five male; one fe- 
male. For audition appointment: 
‘ contact Jim Warner, ahove’ address. 

“Medium Rare” - (R): Producer, 
; Robert Weiner (234 W.. 44th St., 
N.Y.; LO 3-4370). Parts ayailable 
for: male and femme gtevue. types..| lo e 
Apply through agent: or. mail photos dominate : the Get Off dt is. 

4-2234, Monday-Friday, 
PILOTS EIT IN: SPT STOOSS 

M1 am- 

Shows Abroad 
; Continued: from page 94. 

CO ST 
—_—_— 

a . {text of the. production: 
Theatre Guild. American: ‘Reper-| = 

(educational: | 
| CBS |] . 
14524 W. 57th. St., N.: ‘Yu JU 6-6000); | IT 

Accepting photos atid resumes. of |. 
‘general male and female: dramatic |]. 

cal, charming; ingenue’ lead, ruth- |} I: 

| severe; .character man, ‘cold, ‘vindie- i 

-Ford of Canada Show. Producer. E 
Music. Corporation of America (598 | 

(950, 

only, to Paul i 
Stoudt, above address. 7 A 

OUT OF TOWN | Trudy Heller’s Versailles; . (9th: 
CHICAGO {St. & 6th Ave.,.N. ¥.). Vocal, in-}].- 

“Fantasticks” (MC). ‘Producer, strumental and. comedy acts being |; 
interviewed. Call Dori Davis, TRI}* . ; eo - 

SSS 

+ at “ 

j A. newly. formed. repertory reek: pre 

Stop the World—E wen 
; Auditions Aug..4 (noon to 2- P.M.) et Tf 

‘I tos to Dr. Albert Glassover, producers, 

-Wedltesday, August 2, 1961 

used ‘when: Newiey: is wooing. the 

: electorate. Miss. Quayle’ 's best. num: 

ber. is “Typically English,” of .whio 
| there ‘is a later. variation . call 
| “Typische Deutsche.” It-is all gor 
show musie,:: though’ unlikely . 

{have : ‘jukebox. p opularity, | as 
‘| would. be. meaning’ ess out of come 

Muro. 

7 ““pjobably the 
most. versatile 
man_.in show . 

‘Business , woah 

_ROBERT. ‘Lewis ‘TAYLOR. 
“New: “Yorker. - Magazine 

| Musical Comedy. 
oh, Revues 

- Motion Pictures 

“lee Shows 

Circus: 
-Andustrials 

» Night Clubs: 
‘Hotels 

Outdoor -_ 
_spedaclrs 

~ Theatre 
In The Round 

Acts 

Semi Material” 
=Readio_ 

eae all t this and © 

“too! 

Personal. Management. 

VAL RVING: 
aa. ‘Madison Avenue : 

«New: York: 17; N.Y. 

a Phaxa 35-8932 

THEATRE. IN THE PARK | 
PRODUCTIONS 

| senting. plays at Forest Park, Quesns,.. 
‘announces. that. GORDON PHILLIPS 
will direct WM. SAROYAN‘S <’TIME 
OF. YOUR: LIFE.” A variet OF char- 
acters are needed for the large. cast. . 
‘No pay for initial performance... ..° - 

’ Variety ’ Arts ‘Studio, 225: W. 46. St, 
New ‘ork. "Or send. resume and’ phe- 

gee 

VARIETY 
“Frank Sennee has tapped singers 
with mucho more ‘marquee allure 
than Lisa Carroll for the mammoth 
Moulin Rouge but this gal is un- 
doubtedly one of the best yet. The 
attractive songstress has all the 
vocal pulchritude a great singer 
shauld have and should draw 
enough notice to warrant a quick 
return.’ 

TRENTON TIMES 

“Blonde, shapely Lisa ‘Carroll 
showed she could not only sing, but 
is also a fine actress in her -inter- 
pretation of Frenchy. 
most professional performer on the 
stage was Lisa Carro}l who was 
thoroughly convincing and revealed - 
a rich full voice that made your 
visit to "The Last Chance. Saloon’ 
worthwhile.“ 

Currently appearing thru August 6th 
in the feminine lead of the Broadway. HIT 

“DESTRY RIDES AGAIN’ 

Music Circus, Lambertville, N. J. 

EVE S‘EGE: ASSOCIATES, 35 West 53rd St., N.Y. 19, N. Y. 

_| and Fesumes, c/o above address. 

7 Producer, M. P. Productions (Hotel 

Clearly the - 

Meyer. Braiterman, -above address. | 

| Without Really Trying” (MC). 

MU 8.4598. 205 W. 46th St.,'N,¥.; JU 6-5973),, 

triumph for both of them.. 
‘Apart from -the ‘teenage twins, 

Jennifer and Susan:. Baker,- who 
“Zen: Flesh; Zen. Bones” (D): 

Del Prado,-53d & Hyde Pk., -Chi- 
cago; HY..3-9600). Availabie ‘parts: 
Falstaffian Samurai; lithe juvenile; 
middleaged samurai; ‘slight, dark 
ingenue; ‘lead- character. man;. lead 
character. ‘weman;_ thin. character 
man.-All roles are. character parts. 
involving East Indian, Japanese, 
‘Chinese: and Eastern portrayals. 
For audition -appointment contact} 

the cast forms a sort of.chorus pro-' 

ticularly becoming on all -the 
youngsters. The ‘two principals are 
in their 20's and all the others are 
‘in their: teens, — 

‘share. the credit for book, music 
jand lyrics; have. tried a-fresh ap- 

“SHOWS IN REHEARSAL 
-BROADWAY 

o “How To Succeed In Business 
Pro- |. 

ducers, Cy: Feuer & Ernest Martin 

| Many “more compensating values. 

development. There is a. standout 
““Kwanjina” | (MID). 3: Producer, 

-play the daughters of-the mazriage,| 

viding a commentary to the narra-. be 
tive. The entire’ cast -is dressed as | 
clowns ‘and the costumes are. par=y} 

-Newley and Leslie Bricusse, who| 

‘proach, and their ‘technique : has| 
| almost .succeeded.. There are one|- 

"jl or, two mild passages, but there‘ are |! 

item, “Mumbo Jamba,” ‘which | ‘As! _ 

117-02 Park Lane South, Kew Gardens F 
18,°N. Y., or ‘Jeanine a a} a asst 
“producer, | ‘phon ne: “Wo ae and 

17-5474.) | 

, Pre-Broadway Tryout 

AA. STRIPED SACK. 
_ fer: PENNY CANDY” 
by MAX HODGE 

“August 1-6 © 
" STARLIGHT: THEATRE, Pawling; fey, 

PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED : 
“Theatrical and - TV Make Up @. All [ 

. Leading Cosmetic ‘Lines @ imported | 
& . Domestic Perfumes: e. Distinctive - 
Fountain Service . 

‘OPEN SUNDAYS ° 
. “The Drug. Store of. the Stars’ . 

- HADLEY REXALL DRUGS 
ay 1 6th Ave:, Cor. 46 St. NEW Youx | 
A ' Tel phone. ‘Plaza 7-002 . 

-FREE DELIVERY. 
-All told there are 18 songs ‘and ie 

they are always part of the story’. 
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NOL hb, 

Stay ee ar ke 

Sorte cnet me calry ible ashe vane 

dc. ./in' the U:S.on Sept. 1 but ‘will dis- 
+ patch his pieces by cable.’ 

‘‘gIso - known . ‘as 
_ Brown ‘Books; since they’ are’ pub- 
” Yi-ned. by: ‘the -Atlanti¢” Monthly 
“Eress ta-.division, ‘of © The. Atlantic 

pineal ‘Kazin;. author: 
’ crite, and George ‘Hecht, ianager } 

/ | ¢t the. Doubleday, retail- chain. AiSO: 
. testified’ for.. the: plaintiff. ° “They: 
 awelt. upon.-the- importance of a 

_. publisher's, imprint: and ‘the: like- | 
 Jihaod of confusing: Atlantic Paper- 

* Faeks, with publications: published } 

__ Monthly: Co. * 

Waele erent 

_ ., tinies-a-week, . over “WABC, | 
* York; covering the Eichmann. trial 

iy poe 7 

atlantic Monthly ‘Wins. .: 
The: ‘Atlantic | ‘Monthly: Co.. ‘of: 

Boston: has Won .a- permanent: in- 
-;jubetion - against. Frederick: Unger’ 

. » Pobdlishing’ Co; Inc., of “Néw York-(:. 
"City, “restraining. the -latter's. se? 
".. of, the series name. Atlantic. ‘Paper-": net  Tikely to. ‘be topped in. ovr tine, { Gressett & Dunlap ooN77 sp He, 
“packs on its ‘books: Injunction. Was f°. 
| granted “in -;N-Y.” Federal « distr.ct*|: 

--- Court..affer. 4. five-day - trial: before. D 
Judge Edw ‘ard: ‘Weinfeld. who. wrote | 
- g@ 34 page. opinion. 

The. plaintiff,” publisher. of ‘the 
» 14-year-old magazine The |Atlan-- 

" tic), is- also. pablisher:.and copub- displaying aid: promotion’ ‘af. up: ; New: Yorker {OC) . 

ve “and. paperback: form. ’ Aniong .these- 

“Publishing Stocks| 
(AS. ‘of Aug. 1, 1961, ‘elosing) 

. Allyn: & Bacon (OC)... 37.4.1 

nh — American Beok (AS)... bl + 134 
of. ‘some: ‘of the bettér- shown Bulls: Book of Month (NY).. 25-. . 

are: included; together ‘with notes | Conde Nast (NY) - 10la— 13k} 
on -.the - anitnals’. blood: ites: and: : €rowell-Coliier - (NY). . 36-0 te 
“selection. ©. - S: Curtis Pub. Co. (NY) . 1334— 14 

“Most: of: ‘the. Latin’ ‘world is. “jn | Ginn: & Co.- (OC)... .... 3034-4 lta 
cluded in Conrad's’ survey. :-awork : Grelier © (GC): 

Herida, | Ate Brace (QC) 1 Bae 13%) 
{Hearst (OC) 0 0... 23-1 
‘Holt, R&W. (NY) wae 2ORs 

‘Book: : L.A: Times Mirror. (ee) 3714. 
6 ‘Pro-America Books" 

“Opening . of: Betsy.” Ress: 

‘Shop: in :Los. Angeles... ‘um er aus- }Maetadden. (AS) Aa} Ba 
pices. of: Women: for. America’ lne¢., :MeCall- ANY) - 1, 2813 2 
featured a new idéa in ‘}ookshops: ! McGraw-Hill | w ¥). ae 24 

Lshér. ‘of :hooks..in’ both “hardcover - beat, pro‘American,, and: aiiti-Coi- Pocket “Books . (OC) ° E9T eq 21a: 
munist books. “. Prentice Hall (AS) 4¥#24 1° 
--Amorg show ‘ pusiness ' “yersonal- } Ran’ House: (OC) 0 STH2— Me ‘txe Atlantic: Monthly. Préss ‘Books, }.. 

‘Atlantie- Liitie,. 

= anthly “‘Company) in .asso¢iation 
woth Little, Brown. -&- Co. 75 

wt che: -tnal-. “Donald. ‘Snyder: 
. puolisher | ‘and’ treasurer of ° read 
tity was ~its. -main “witness. Harry 
Scherman, chairman: of ‘the board ; 

‘the: Book-of- the-Month: Ciub: : 
teacher. and * 

sponsored © ‘by ~ the. “Aulantic” 

_conard: Schwartz: wpe ‘and e m.. 
of Brentano's’ testified for. ‘Unger: ; 
as.to- the ‘lack of significance .of ‘a 

+ Publisher's: imprint, ‘and’ the - un-., 
-Jikelihood ‘of: confusion resulting |. ey 

. . be ween Atlantic Paperbacks: :and : 
ae The:. ‘Atlantic . and: ‘its books;, but - 
“eb ate ceded - the | ‘possibility. of ‘Such. 

corinsion.. | -. 
Plaintiff. : presented”. proof “that: 

*  aéual ‘confusion’ had: occurred: in * 
two | ‘instances. : 
“. Atiantic “Monthly: Ca: ‘was ‘Fepre-:, 

ee ORT ‘by Horace’ ‘Manges, J:..F. 
--heskin and .. Marshall ~.Berger:, of : 

wo Men “Goishal . & - Manges: “Alfitcd.. 
". Rosen tried - ‘the: case for. 

os, erick: ‘Unger Pub.: Co. 
Pred | 

Jim: ‘Bishop's ‘Assignments. 
Hearst. feature writer Jim. Bishop ' 

*F - “as cmbining .a: belated. honeymoon ' 
“1... ‘Matha specific assignment on West ° 

:/: Berlin’ which. he “is calling: “Island: 
In The Red: Sea.” - “He: is dtlé b:ck- 

Bishop, who -did -14- weeks,. five: | 
-New 

4doing: ‘the -commentary ©: an. the ; 
.., tapes. which were flown: over. daily): 

" :. Will resume-that ‘when: the decision . 
‘js handed: down, which’ may not be. 
~fora couple of months, “Other than, 
defense attorneys’. .tectinical - recap - 
of some: :affidavit evidence,: the. 

". trfal-is' over.and: the ‘Israeli judges | -Hollywoodian Steve Fisher’ § new 
., have, “Stated. they - “would require ° 

“i stme time-'to réview “each ; of. the’ 
| -- 15 charges. Glickman’ Realty, Cor rp: 
7 ‘sponsored the. telecasts. Pa 

A I ‘Epil - ‘H. Ober. 

| “The Old “Original. Bo! aKY: indet a. 

I background, shared with ‘the world 

ities. ‘present’. Were ., ‘Mrs Waid.) Scott Foresman 400). S34 
‘Bond, ° Sidney”: ‘Fields, ean ‘ite “Fime. Inc.. (OC) oe 8. Pd * { 
!x$acDonald - and. (Gere < winond, HW. Sams :(OC) 4a ee le 
, Adolphe Menjou cand ‘Ge i¢ten 7 Western: Fub:_ 100) 76 Pom te. 

Senne. ht bt a 
"0C-Over the. ‘Counter: 

NY—NYe ‘Stock “Bxvchig. ive., eo “. MeGuffey - ‘Golteetion:- 

The: éollectian uf 7 Vt Gutter “ Exchan e. 
" Readers. at Miami. Unive: - sity Oe- |- AS~Amerieah ‘Stock oy RE. . 
“ford, 0... is-.“unques:idnal‘y" the: toe ; 
: world’s ‘finest; ": an offices ° surd- Pressburger's” “Killing ¢ a. Mouse On: 
,after ‘accepting more than 3:0-vol- i Sunday”: is on the Havcotrt: list: for., 
‘umes ‘from: ._Miss Maude LL: -Rlair, “ October. | ‘Legit-ty 2a ter . Robert; 
{ Detroit, as: an addition to.the ‘Wil 
liam ‘Holmes: -McGuffey. Museum: ‘ir tor,” due from the same publisher 
‘that. city. 2° :, at the same time:: ; 
{. ‘The collection ‘surpasses ihose 1) 
either. ine Ford Museum. or. the { af 
i Library .o Congress, . said - Dr. Wil- 
-Tiam.E,. Smith, director: of the. Me- Canada & ussR 
iGuffey - Muséum, — formerly. thes} 1 
‘house: where MeGuffev .lit ed-while = Continged, from Fuge’ —. 

ee 

:writing the famous: readers ii the © army Chorus tees its : 12-¢ ity. Ca: 

early. 1830s, | nadian: tour,.Aug. 10_- ray send 
_ ‘plister Sinclair’s “VW oF id of. ‘the | 

‘Tide: ‘Change iW onderful * Dark;” a. . “about | 

1 "AlkS "| ere- still “will: retitle- his:. “aulobiorraphe, something ‘Soviet, Out 
nt., “whieh: che’ ‘tentatively. os “AK | going ° on, - about -. Stra: ford. 

-Funny.. Thing “Happened.:On the. Shakespeare. ‘Fest val's 
* Way To. thé Grave.” because an up- [Moscow's © ‘Stanislaysv": “Theatre, 

- goming legit: smusical-is. < afer with a Russian troupe coming here. 
titled, .“On the Way Te: the For- | 
um.”.. Latter’ is a Harold. 5 Pringe Toronto:, a week. at M> a1 le Leaf 

- production: : “\ Gardens; opening A‘- ‘Mon-1 
. Douglas’ memoirs: a be a. Dat-. ‘treal, Ottawa,’ Windsor, Winnipeg: | 
‘ton: “Publication “in: 1982. -s ‘Regina, - “Saskatoan. (Cela ary and | 

a "| Edmonton. : 
‘CHATTER - a alae 

are a ppitblictet & , 
formerly: with David O. A!er. and.| 3 “Cala’s fi in be ‘ rasity. 
Constance | ‘Hope flackérics, candy 
: Fatterly. pF. director fur: N, Y! Heart | —— Continues fon) 1 a | 

Assn., is déad--at 48- at. a i¢:Stemi- ' dominant on Cuban. sercens. hefore 
“ford Conn) Hospital. e yids a. the rule of Fidel: Castro. it is now 
Stamford’ resident. pe “mainly ° “Eastern: Communist pred- 

uét; ~ plus . Italo. ‘and: Vrench™ re-. 
leases. .. ~Espinosa ‘said “this was 
ymainly’ dué ‘to Cuba‘s lack of -for-{ 
i eign: ‘capital, 
+ t0- book : their films... 

“Orie new studio. with one. sound 
' stage ‘Was ‘built. and a Film Insti- 

Meo * tate was: set u Most. of the film- 
food editor Julie: Benel!'s:. “Let's | makers: -came froin, ‘these who had. 
at At. Home,” ‘also. via the: same: studied - ‘abroad,’ so -the itifluences 

pu isher.. y “were more: European. mzinly -Mal-. 
jan ‘neo-realism; than: “Ameri ican. 

. When. the American: film: exchanges. 
‘were seized by the Havana povern- 

f hiati _ ment the. remaining: pix were ex- 
de. Ootion Teving” Want 1ETy. corres: ‘hibitéd but none’ of Jate.. However. 

pondent in. Séotland,’ ‘gabbed:. ‘about. Espinosa said Cuba still ‘wanted 

‘Restaurant - :Cookhbook.- be -Char- 
[Jotte Adams, is’ a Lippincott: ‘hook 
‘for. ‘September. - ‘This old: Phil: odel-. 
phia. restaurant was established in 
1865 by'-Samtel’ Boakhinder, A. 
cookbook af another. sort. is- ‘Dallas 
‘Morning = “News. ‘(and WFAA: :TV4 

awed 

! Dutton . novel‘ iin’ October. filled, 
ye Image of Hell;” has a‘ “Hol lyis.ood 

vate 

53 ‘m= Le {: 

Shaw. has. a novel, . “The. Sun Doe:° 

‘Cotnedian-author | Jack. “Douélas! ‘west-toast Indians, in.«~ "oh nge for{* 

‘playi ing ‘ 

Red Army. Chorus’.towr iicludes. 

4“The Blue Flower’ by Novalis and a fairy tale bv 3 

Reds, make | “it. easier | 

$c JLLY’S SCRAPBOOK } 
Sreeeeeheeeenees By Frank Scully o+0s00+02+004000 

Helisweod, Aug 1 
‘Though’ the Yale Quarterly and: ‘sometimes the Fne yelopedia Britan- 

| nica come in ahead of me on exclusives 1 think Vm in freat on thig 
one. Next year will be the jhundredth anniversary of the birth of 
j Maurice Polydore. Marie. Bernard Maeterlinck. Born Aug. 29. 1862 in 
y Ghent, Belgium. he died in the spring of 1949, a stretch of 87 years, 
20 of them featured by a hot love affair with Georgette Leblanc 
Years ago there was a widespread campaign to belittle her part in 

{anspiring the author of “Ihe Bluebird.” “Pelleas and Melisande. “lhe 
*Lile .Of The: Bee”. and “The. Magdalene” and to treat her. a great 
actress, ‘aS.a nobody. Actually she was the sister of Maunce LeBlane 
“who wrote the: Arsene . Lupin detective stories and a meniber of the 
family that freed Napoleon 11] from prison. Her voiume ef “Souvenirs,” 
which handled the: affair with Maeterhntk, ran ivto 16 editions in 
Paris, - which. compared | fayorably with Macterhineh’s first effort 

| “Princess: Maleine”. whitch ‘waS a vanity publicatiou, is were several 
2108 his early efforts. : 

: Flop. ‘As A Lawyer 
’ He. began, life as a: layer, lust his first case and was Fh apg with, 

Ais -parents.to give: it up, Mbich he dd when re vie 23 2s chon t neet 
‘Georgette: Leblanc until he Wes 33. After that she cas Ruawn dor 
Sears as “Miaduime - Mat terinck,” Ahough she and Motesbuak nover 

| married. 7 
They lived together first in Normand\: and then keascd the Abhey 

nee. | an Wandrille, a lazge monastery near Rouea. 

H 

Just how tightly they h td the master of (avienettys and te whit 
ridiculous lengths they pushed him showed up in 120 ej atte versien 
of “Pelieas and: Melisande™ Achille Debusss there t tic play was 

‘ perfect. for his mystical music and wooed Mactcorhovk tnto a cellabara- 
“tion, net knowing that Macterlinck was tone-dea! Ceorgette pushed 
Ithe: deal, figuring to play a lead. Debussy didn't tamh she could play * 
Melisande. While she was a gorgeous looking gal the part called. fer a 
niore ethereal type.- 
. It was to goin the Opera Comtque and over there they had had 
‘enough of :Georgette before she teamed up with Macter anck Ise 

: next thing she knew. Siary Garden was being aanoussed fur the port. 
Georgette goaded | Maeferlinck into playing the rele of the rementia 

oe. knight and: going to PDebussy’s house in the Latin Quatler to knuwk 
the timid composer's block. off. 
’ Nothing came.of:it, so Georgette sued the Opera Comique The suit 
flopped. She then needled Maeterlinck into uriting a letter to the 
‘press, ‘hoping. the opera would be a flop “because it was ao longer his” 

‘His hopes didn‘ t materialize. It was a great hit. 
The. Virtue-Trader 

Georgette then got Maeterlinck to write “Monna Vanna” Thice- 
fourths. of the first act is a dialog between two persans and yet it 
emerges as one of his most popular plays. Georretts tourcd all ever 
with it, everywhere but England where 4 was refused a performance 
because “Monna Vanna” had a scene where she appears “ueked except 
for her mantle.” She was.of coures to trade her virtue tor certain 
concessions, a trick. Maeterlinck employed also in ‘The Magdalene,” 
and by no means an origina! trick in either case. 
‘His biggest ‘suecess, “The Blue Bird,” derived from a Paris news- 

paper which asked him to write a Christmas fiisy story. Out of at 
{| came the fantastic dream of “Tyltil and Myitil.” an idea. derived fron 

dame GAutney. 
It didn't get on the stage until years later when Stantslavsky adapted 

lit 10 the Moscow Art. Theatre and gave its we:ld premiere there on 
{ Sept. ‘30, 1908.. 

150 Companies of ‘The Blue Bird’ 
It tock two more scars to pet to New York where it became a smash 

ihit overnight. At one tine there were 150 compann-s 2 cleat and pre, 
‘playing it around the country. He tried a sequel to iat called “The 
i Betrothal,” but. that, as frequently happens, pancake’ 
fo :-Maeterlinek naturally had honors showered on Jum. He waa awarded 
{the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1911, made a count by the Belgian 
King. and there was. a story that he was offer¢cd admision to the 
-Acadeinie Francaise in the same year. 

It is said of him-that he was the only candidate on record to refure 
this honor, but. actually he wasn't eligible for at as sf 4s limited 
| ta Frenchmen and Mac‘erlinck, though he had -lived incest of. bis actult- 
(years in. France, was.a Belgian. 
| In fact as late as 1933 J] was asked by a next-doer newhbor in Nice, 
France, ‘Henri Cain, who wrote the librettoes of Massc net's operas, fo 

{see if some publicity could help get Maeterlinck into the Academ:e 
| Franeaise.. Maeterlinck visited Cain regulaily. being a nearhy ‘neighbor. 

_. He Can't Make The Acadelny 
: The hitch was the same as before, but Poincare. who wis President 
of the Republic, thought they might make Maetertsuck an honorary 
citizen: and thus pave the way for him to become an Acad. niy members. 

Poincare ‘was a member of the Academie himself. but four alb has 
power he didn't have enougs to pull (his coy giant th: ough the door 

jof the Academie, 
es ; Hemingway. ‘Biography. By Biother : 

ge, -Leicester Hemingway, will .be | 

* ‘Leiéester - ‘Hemingway,- himself: a 

- .Vides a revealing,-intiniate account | 
aan) a the. formative “period: ‘of -the - 
-..+ author's life; .which should -prove . 
‘invaluable to the serious: Heming: 

, way. student. - 22-50; 

, * the: 

: _: facts ‘which ’ penetrate: the. public : 
‘+ ‘profile of: ‘Hemingway, ' exploring.” 

wus. relationship with -his | parents, *. 
4.-," ds sisters,, relafivés,. friends. and ! tor 
SB oe . wes, ‘combining to reveal: the’ me ' 

.: behind the Jegend. The poo wi e -eontain. “photograplis, Ppapers“Inc. for“ several ycar 

" high’ have never ‘heen ‘published. 

oe “operon Conrad's Encyclopedia , “president ‘and president-of. Knicht: 

. '~- Jin; $8.50) is perhaps the most, Charlotte, "N, Ch. Was, named & di- . 
oe complete : Volume. of: its-: kind: in , rector: of the Jatter. firm. 
--" English. Not. since. Nestor Lujan‘s ,Was-also named assistarit Secretar ‘y 

‘¥ - “monumental “Historia del ‘Toreo,” of: Knight Newspapers Ine, 
"+ published: in Spanish in’ ‘Barcelona |. 
in” 1954; has* more, information’, , Athenewim,. is cruising this, week (UP in store for Detroit when the | neglected: than if he «cre a 

’ about, the ‘bullring. and its. “practi+ ; with “his: Wife’ and. father-in-iaw. | Fisher - Theatre, . recon=t? ucted «by: ; Which .had grossed: him. a $1 000.000 had said bve-brve 

: : .aliques, “and ‘containing. biographi- . 
hat notes gn. -outsfanding matédars ' rial ‘director of Bantam, Backs: 

Yank ‘pix: but presently. could: ‘hott Maeterlinek had never been to Amcrica until the #ust World War. 
, afford ‘them. an “| He was driven out of his country and his home m the South of Fie 

“Main © hits. recently have been Vin the Second World War and again it was fo Amwiice ual He ccna 
‘the: ‘Russo. :“Ballad ‘ef a Soldier" | . By the time the First. World War was over he had split sth Geer- 
-and “Serfoja, *- the, Czech ° “The } gette Leblance ‘and married a young virl of 22) Renee Dahon, 2415 
Wolf Trap" and the ‘Palski “Ka-: played’ a small part in. one. of Georpette’s productions of “The Biue 
nal.” The. works ‘of .the Italian: di- { Bird:” Maeterlinck. at the time. was 58. 
rectors. -Michaelange!o . Antonioni. What ‘brought him to America was that. Albert Well bad written 
j Luchino Visconti: ‘and the French | an. -epera around “The Blue Bird” and it was booked to apen at the 
: Alain: Resnais: are’ also important : Metropolitan ‘in December. 1919. Otto Kaho heated op. a Blue Bid. 
; influences.. oe [Campalgn For. Happiness and the ope nine ne be benefit for atts 

5 orphans ye Opera was sellout. Alterwaid a Blue Bid Breil was held 
Cuba now. ineeds about 400 Sous the Waldorf-Astoria. It was headed by Mrs. W. Ko Vauetc ditt 

"| In all this Maeterlinck was socially Nonized, a part ie fitted poorty. 
; But it was a day when there was no such thi 1) oe Lad pubiiity 
— “=| except ho publicity at alk: and the next thing he kcal Macterinek 

as being shipped to. Hollywood to write tug srenaras Tor Sam 

© Aleoa Playhouse. - }Golawyn, He was sent off in a private railway car and urged ta tube 

—<— Continued™ from: pace 1. a | 
a two-weeks' tour of the country en route to Holly wood | . 
Eventually he put up at a hetel bungalow at Santa Monica, a 8a 

‘the-Ohio, isthe traditional heart - ‘coast which reminded him wf-the Cote dAzur Ne sorted wane’ wiih 
of. the-city.. The ald Nixon Theatre, ‘his “meals. and that ‘furt:¢: broke into. his privacy beeance he hed 
long’ the’ local Jesit . house; was: to.get it from: ‘a bootlerrer The next thing he knew min ‘sere “wearirg 

‘there. The: new’.Nixon, -which_re- , blue birds in their tapels and Games started a fash on af bine bird hats, 
| viaced it; is’ not.as well -sstuated. | It Was “The Power Of The Dead’ . . 

- Randol h, and. presumably: «om 8 There's a. Story that Goldwyn tald Maeterlinck tbe vould prestne 
of the. "Aleoa §. Presaihably. spine to tell him what to write. but be wauid jike him to take fis bet wack 

, y ‘anid make a script ‘of that. . 
j noted the way the O'Keefe hag; After ‘several weeks at S18 000 a week Mactertnck 

[atimatated the svnole fanness: and script to Golduyn. The story goes that Goldegn read af and soul 
» 4n¢ ; God, the ‘hero is a ber’ 

éf. :the indications. ofa similar perk- .” On his next: trip to America Maeterlinck Couldn't hive heen more 
-treetaweeper ven “The. Bine Bird’ 

(its. unique. VARIETY-€se ‘lingo-in a: 
; Session | “on.. Scot’ conimere ial: ty- 
‘The hoots .mon -mugg, as". intes- ! 
: viewed: by Larry Marshall, ‘host .cf - 
“the ‘STV. lunchtime -progra:n, and: 
: selected - -various . tunes . ‘that. ‘mat: : 
i tered. to him in -his-career as. a 
‘show “biz -seribe.: ‘He: ‘singled out 
VARIE®Y, for ° its . international an- 

‘terest and told viewers. a! Gut: the 4 
;inigiguing. language es ‘used. "He Kk 

: ett erguson, ongtime - ae : 
The: biography, three vears, in’ for. BBC: Glaseow. tro: ‘He oP ‘past “leases ‘a. year. to ;stipply, its 

“whiting, “will “present. many. lof. assistant’ ‘information.” off.cer: ; theatres.’ : 
“Scat press. ‘scribes. - ‘joined Ay: “and | 
Tadio - execs :to- honor’ her fina‘e. 
Ben ‘Maidenburg.- executive: edi-]- 

_of. the. Akron !0.), Beacon . Jour- 
nal, anda director: of Knight Ne* |e 

“jas 

been: elected *~a. Vieepreside nt ot 
“Beacon Journal “Publishing ; Co. : 

“Alva H.° Chapman: OD, assistant: 10: 
James: LL. “Knight, executive ..vice- | 

A biograpby ‘of Ernest: Heming- ! 
way, written by his younger broth- : A tes 

Published by: World next January. 

Magazine writer: and. novelist, -pro-: 

me en 

“some " of. 

“Complete Toreador™ 

of Bullfighting”’ - - (Houghton, ” Miff- ; ‘Publishing’ .Co.,. which operates, at ; 

Aedeered 8 
Vy 

Cc hapm: on 

“Michael | Bessie. vice: rez 

tioners -appeared between. covers..; Morris -L.-“Ernst’. on. the. Jatter’s { the. Fisher auto: body firms in’ the ' Hé put up at a-sn.a)} hotel in New York and Jater went to Florida 
i. -. Conrad, formerly: a. matador him: ; ; yacht. ‘He'll ‘then spend two WECKS -Fisher Bidg., opens early. this: fall. i Where he was reseved from dismal quarters by Betty Henderson tie. 

self. and now. .devoted.. to: writing, ‘. at. ‘his. home ‘on. Nantu¢két..Is]and. ; Such a ‘multi-million-dollar project i society character woman’ He suffered tun attacks af pucimorsa broke 
“painting and operating’ a‘ bistro: in Mare Jaffe, last editor-in-chiet .of ; isn't. likely to pay off.on.a strictly: a leg and got no publicity on that, because fi was the day the war 

San: Francisto, has compiled ‘a: “Racine Préss - trade © depar' ment. | theatrical : basis, but Al-oa. execs iended. — 
Jarge, amply-iHustrated: tome déal- ;.and previously . ‘ad editor of: New {are interested. in the -idea,- ap He eventually got: back to France and ended hive aus there quittly 
‘ing: ‘with- corrida terminology, tech- | American: - ‘Library’. and. Western. * parently: demonst: ated in ‘Toronto. : “enough at, Villa d°€)-iamonde cout of this. vorld ) There he broke hss 

Ptg. “& -Litha (Dell), «is new ‘edito-~ that the Jindirert’) rete 4 ‘rom a’ Tee again; suite red arctier ats wek of prewnonia ard uf May 6. 1949 

: deluxe. : ‘legit . house may. be. incal-, die wow cmc ce 
Film Producer-chrect toF ~-Emmerte «culate, 

ee oe ee) + 

since the, 18th’ century. Even bios * i” Teisy nobody hase AB. We uovtere bin ashes ole. 



‘Fraacieco, and i. patient in the St. , 

102 CHATTER 
—_ . 

Praaeway 
Wrbeor Teta Samter Wins low, 

vee iso var uved trom neck down - Poupee” 
as real? oot oe tar ody making;@.- 
Beets pot ess ig St Clare's Hos: 
feet if, I 

Bio oak BP Dorte whe re-Paned 
reo as oe: Hie editor al 
Chetaia is Vert. ats “Has joined 
Ban oct, ae) pr ffanniva as ase 

Sq fa a* 3 

Pioew. 2 Nook, president of: 
Cort iot) beim pn tates to the: 
Cras te. Vues? for a pe- 
Yeats -) ee fhe firm's Santa: 
Abr en fis due back in two ; 
Wer. \ 

Bas cu. A Si. che cooubiisher and: 

edtin oo. Mee Y. Staats-Zeitung - 
& EO LA Gee nian lanzuaze daily, 
plates Arce 2 far a seven-wec ‘kK: 
prot co ara foip ty West Germany, 
Dernista, Sttstria cand: Juzeslavia. . 
Atowes-  advanes pressagent 

for Ure twins “La Plume de Ma} 
Tail” was dricken with a heart | 
athack last Wednesday °26+ in San: 

Francis Hans Mtal there. 
A nea service at the Stork Club -: 

Comet. oa ew apparatus — by ; 
Oa ‘ DATPOUS (An wet a telephone ; 
Irimder merety by pressing a but-; 
ton ‘LE oobip 1s controlled Dy a: 
tape on ve 
bev are recat dead, including those! 
ok oaiviine.. banks. stockbrokers, i 

ceina,, theatres and telestations. 
oo 

Fire Island, N. Y. 
Ey Mike Gross 

Asbion, 
prices director, back from at 
staatope sojourn im Spain tot 
Cheviot Oevan Bay Park hold-: 
inss 

Ran Lovin, director of CBS’ ty! 
aries, US*aeh For. Temorrow,” 
atl ywike Giatiny guesting with Nor- 
pat and ituthe Schwarts in Séa- 
Vie 
ae Melamed cammuting from 

the isiand to a Bronx film studio 
Withee ots assockate producer On | 
Nar Hikers upcoming 
Cun. series. 

Tet 

Shepard fraube, who's directing. ized a. concert at the- National Phil-j poured: to .mark Walter Chiari’s. 
departure for, the U.S. to ‘prep’ Honury Denker’s new comedy, “Ve- 

nus At Large,” for 
(Conn + preem Aug. 21, due for aj 
bews: break neat week. 

Gade “Summer, United Artists 
puticist, returned to his island 
house after a Coast quickie for 
screenips, of “West Side 
and “Judgement at Nuremburg.” 

Masie publisher Iyan Mogull, a 
lammister trom the Hamptons, re- 
turned to the F.I. beach afler a 
tw» years absence.. Press agent 
Jack Tirman was another returnee 
for the weekend. 

Bill Gibbs, of J. Walter Thomp- 
son's tv department.‘and wife Ann, 
weekendinzs with Edith and Al 
Mendelsoin. Latter is -general 
sales manager for the E.U.E. divi- 
sion of Screen Gems. 
Huard Da Silva, of the B’way 

tuaer, “Fiorello.” and his bride 
Nancy Nutter, planning a come- 
Davk to United Artist’s ad man- 
asc = David) «=Chasman’s Ocean 
Beisk spot. Chasman’s wife, 
Tanya, by the way, heads the In- 
teraatiorat Boukinz Bureau. 

Warsaw 
By Roman Waschko 

Cuban Ballet, group of 50- odd, 
has giver several recitals -here. 

King Vidor direeted “War and 
Peirce,” a Paramount release. being 
sho vin 7 

Radi» Luxemburg rates with the 
youth here. A Warsaw 
paper prints its log. 

On July. 26 Teatr Wspoczesny 
presented play by Francoise Sagan, 
“The Castle in Sweden” 

Swedish anti-Hitler film “Mein 
Kaiupt™ is a smashing success here, 
Poland being his first victim. 

Paul Robeson, who has special 
status in Conimunist markets, sell- 
ing well via his Czech-recorded: 
albtua of US spirituals. 

Operetta Theatre has had a suc- 
cess with Cole Porter’s “Can-Can.” 
Previous!s disk well, two years ago, 
with his “Kiss Me Kate.” 

Some 21 nations are due to par- 
theists Ais. 25-27 at Sopot, a sea- 
side resort. in a Festival of Song. 
first af kind in this country. It’s al. 

i 
, abort the. er imes committed: during: 

Stor ye 

Fielding and others.: 

Sunday : 

-Barratiere to . appear in: his new. 
filn: along with Melina Mercouri. 
In this French film. called “La 

(“The Doll”); 
will have-an important. male part. 
He's known in USA from. the 

; Polish film “Ashes and Diamonds.” 
Polish Jazz Federation. has. sent 

-a letter to Leonard Feather. author. 
af: the Eneyclopedia of Jazz, pro- 
testing against inexact presenta-! 

‘tion of ‘the Polish jazz scene and} 
Fegpressing readiness to collaborate 
in next edition. Polish Radio broad-. 

.casts every third Sunday, ‘a jazz 
program in English “Spotlight . .on 
' Polish. Jazz.’ 

Stan Getz's record has been Fe-. 
eased with him accompanied by.-a; 
Polish rhythmic section: Andrzej: 

- Dabrowski, ‘drums, Roman‘: Dylag. | 
ihaSs. and - Andrzej Trzaskowski, | 
piano. Per agreement with’ Polskie. 

~Nagzrania. disk cannot be - “distrib- |. 
Western countries: Re- ‘wed in 

' corded @y special ‘permission of. 
Norman Granz 

In Lithuania (USSR} a docu- 
mentary film -has been produced. 

hayw Il by a Gestapo agent Meris 
‘ Paszkianowitz who lives now in 
‘Chicago. ‘The title -of the: film. is} -her, with’ Magali -Noel, Madeleine.|: 

|. “A -Murder“Has to be Punished” Barbulec, Bernard ‘ Noel. André | 
t|-Villiers-direécts. ~ ; 

Sperie Perakos, the ‘U.S. exhib | 
:and the whole film is .a- protest 
"against - American authorities.-who|. 

oh 759 telephone ne um- | gave Paszkianowicz.- political with. 23: cinemas in New England, 
asy lum. 

Polish Musical Edition .{s' {n- 
jcreasing its jazz coverage. .A book. 
by Andre Hodeir “Jazz, .Its:Evolu- 
tion and Essence” has* been pub-} Will make more‘ pix in other.coun- 
lished recently and also a: book. by! tries. for hoth art and ‘regular 

Berenat fodder’ needed by Yank exhibs.: He. 

‘“Variationen Ueber Jazz.’ In the} Will. leave U.S.“handling to foreign | 
former CBS Radio ; near future another book on jazz. film distribs. mo : 

a German critic J. E.- 

is going to. be pvlished, this time. 
ihy the present vriter Roman 
Waschko, “Jazz. Front and Back-|. 
side ” An introduction to this: hook |. 
has bern written. by Dave Brubeck. 

In No. 30 of Ameryka, an 

of America disk jockey, ‘Willis Con-| 
over, who in Eastern countries is: 
an idol of jazz fans, has published 
his impressions from his visit to 

NBC-TV i Poland in 1959. During his stay | Picture. 
the Polish Jazz. Federation organ- 

harmonic in Warsaw which’ ‘has: 
a Westport! been recorded and a-° record has| stint in. B" way musieal,: 

Teleased under the title 
with W. Conover " in 

been 
Mee ting - 

| Poland.” 

Majorca 
Felipe Gaspart of.. Fenix «‘and- 

Victoria Hotels ‘reports Palma 
; Hotel 
bigzest ever.. 
Many U.K. names gravitate to 

Pollensa atelier of painter Michaet 
Huggins, brother of English actor 
Jeremy. Brett. 

Phil . Phillips Four -and Dickie 
Bennett Quartet, English. units, 
providing. the .program at” Hotel 
Fenix’s .I.a_ Rotonda. . 
‘Sascha ‘Distel did the year’s s top 

business in a one-night stafd . at _ 
Tito’s, possibly the. Mediterranean’s 
most. chichi eutdoor spot: 

Johnny Doretli.. Betty « Curtis 
and Lauretta Masiere, top Italian: 
singing and revue favorites, vaca- 
tioning at Hotel Formentor. 

Son Vida © Hotel 
tracted Prince. Rainier, Princess 
Grace, Maria Callas, . Aristotle 
Onassis, Elsa “Maxwell; . Temple 

Temple and. Nanzi Fielding back 
from their annual travels to begin 
work on the new edition. of their: 
guide ta Europe. They. are in: the: 
midst of a new hush-hush project: 
whicli bows in 1962: 

Even. the outlying spots’ on the 
island are getting. ‘nighteries. 
Latest is Juan Oliver's. Ef Cortijo 
at Puerto Pollensa. Three other 
localities in the same village are 
featuring dancing, but no’ show. 

Westport, Cono. © 
By., Humphrey Doulens. 

John gnubert at Bell Island. 
Susanf Reed a’success at Players’ 

Tavern. 
Jean Dalrymple completing - her | . 

autobiogr aphy. 
Cyril Ritchard- bought. a country 

seat. at Ridgefield. . 
| Roger Williams’ guesting at Con- 
necticut -Pops Thursday. (3). 

Met. 
Norti-Europeate e. qu ivalent (tis| celebrating her birthday at ‘Wilson 
hope:t to ttaly’s San Remo. 

Besinmus the coming school 

to the om TLS ICa: 

Seconda: Schools in Poland. This 
ig treated as an experimental en- 
terprise and will cover only War- 
Sau ant Bvdeo.G? area. 

Per’* s' ey: - 

bulshi stay Bis bn director Jacques 

nhaye Yr Zoi: Hew Cy-! 

Point. 
t Mrs, William‘ Anthony McGuire’ 

S@asot., jaz is soing to be included spending remainder of summer in|. 
education in the: Spain. 

Mrs. Philip’ (Frances) | Dunning 
out of Norwalk: Hospital. and much 
improved. — 

| port hom 

Cybulskt | 

| ot - es Paris 

‘| years, “Louisiane,” slated for the 

. |to’ eélebrate 
“Gordon, the Black Pirate,” which. |- 

‘| Vincent Price: « 

bookings: * for 1961 _ season |} £, 

Sopratio ‘Licia . Albanese |. 
P hatter .at suburban: Lake Minne- 

“presenting “Under Yum- 

Fred Cuneo “in: from: ‘long “Fio-. 
rello® road ‘tour; he’s at his Bridge-. 

bat: Metropolitan Stadium Thurs. :(3) different: roles. 

By Gene. Moskowitz. 
(66 Ave Breteuil;.SUF. 5920) 
Francoise Rosay : ‘starting: het} with proceeds to go to Variéty 

Club. Heart Hospital at: Minnesota | 
acting sehool:: here. . 

Russo * Kinépanorama pic, - _akin’ 
'to Cinérama, with three. versions, | 
has: played 30- weeks. 

“his ‘first film ‘in ‘English here next 
[eatoty with Sir: Alec Guinness’ and 
Carolyn Jones. It will be a comedy. 
I Maurice. Boutel .readying a: film; 
p “Le Prostitution,” which will un- 

the’ world. ‘It is not a documentary. 
“Rene. Clair’s. 

‘film, “The Ghost Goes West,"’ with 
i the late Robert Donat, . getting a 

| first-run re-release’ Ont _ Champs-} 
Elysees.: 

Alain | Delon. Into. Italo: director 
“Michael. -ingelo ‘Antoniont’s | next 
pie: CE clipse.”* “* opposite Monica. 
‘Vittil “It will be ‘produced ds..a 
local . pic by. Robert and Raymond 

j Hakim. ° 
Mareel ‘Ayme’s’ first. play in two} 

Theatre. Renaissance next. Septem- 

-the ‘film he. ‘produced in 
Greece’ “Antigone”. (in Greek) for} 
a. special ” ‘showing. at the ‘French: 
Film ° ‘Museum. * Perakos" says he} 

Rome: 
‘Ry ‘Robert F. Hawkins. 

- Nonee Sen here to’ scout’ pix for 
Shaw Bros. outfit: - ->. 

Masahisa. ‘Yamada’ set. ‘up “Rome 
office. fer ‘Tokyo's ‘Toel Motion. 

-Hank Kaufman: and Gene ‘Lerner 

“] “The Gay 
Life.” *. 

Ottavio ’ Poggi “tossed shipboard 
party at Porto Ercole, near Rome, 

shooting start of 

features Ricardo Montalban’. cand 

Invand-out-of- Rome: 
{Graham “Excelsior; 

‘Anita. Ekberg: on. Riviera vacation; 
Raf Vallone headed. for Athens to 
jom Met: wna’ -Mercouri in Jules 
Dassin’s ‘“Phaedra”; Earl Blackwell 

Alfredo. “Antonini: in’ for ‘taping 
{stint; -and Gina Lollobrigida: back 
from Moscow. Festival. 

Las Vegas : 
_ By. Forrest Duke 
( DUdley: 4-4141). 

Horace Heidt. in town supervis- 

-Bob Mills-of San Diego’s KFMB- 
TV in ‘town with his camera .lens- 
ing footage for future. shows. - 

he inspected. his: hotels - there. 

director and ‘comedy. topliner at 

Rae. as singing star. of ‘his show. - 
_Roberta Sherwood of the Dunes, 

Happy Jesters of the Stardust, and 
‘The Characters of: the Sahara: hen- 
ored on same’ night at downtown) 
‘Nevada Club’s: late. show. 

‘Among: those at: Carver. House’ | 
“Le- Jazz. Hot” preem: ‘Mitzi. 
nor, 
‘Dorothy Loudon, Micki Lynn, Jules: 

Gay-| 

| Munshin, Earl -Grant,. “Sweets” Ed-. 
-Fison; Danny- Costello, Johnny Paul,: 
Betty McGuire, Nancy: Eames. and-| 
Edi Domingo. 

~ Minneapolis 
 By.-Bob: Rees 

(4009 Xerzes. Ave.:So.; WA 6-6955) | 

Ted Lewis : ‘Revue. appearing - ‘att 
-Freddie’s through. Friday (4). _. 

Old Log Theatre, Equity straw- 

‘tonka,~ 
‘Yum Tree” this week. 

of. ‘Minneapolis . Aquatennial and 
Seattle Seafair,. picked as: enter- 
tainment. feature of 1962- Seattle | 

| Wortld’s. .Fair.. . 
Minneapolis - ‘Jayéees’ 

“Music .Under the Stars”. offering 

H. G. Clouzat- -says he. will make 

‘Fol. inmost of. the’ great cities of . 

pre-war British |.” 

Steilaki|: 
Joseph J-: 

"Manikiewier at-. the - -Grand;.| 

in, Joseph Levine, due- back; CBS' |" 

“| ‘Kurfuerstendamm.: ce, . 
‘| “The Four Freshmen : appeared: oft | 

Directed ‘by.|.; 
‘!Guenther Hassert,. 20- minute’ Show |. 

ing ‘the planned development . -of |. 
‘This property: here. 

opening . at-| 

-Morris Lansburgh ‘back. at. the 
Flamingo from Miami Beach where. 

the Last. Frontier, hired “Virginia. - a 

“Dick Shawn, ‘George Burns, . 

“Aqua. Follies, annual highlight. 

second | 

Exhibitor - 

Club's. annual: $100, a ‘plate. ‘dinner 

U. 

on highlights. of Minnesota. ‘Twins’ 
first. baseball ‘season liere. ‘Bovey 
‘was co-producer of last : two offi- |. 
cial. World Seri ies: films.” 

~ Frankfurt 
By Hazel. Guild. 

(2. Fierstenbergerstrasse: 595751) |: 
“Return to Peyton Place”. {20th 

“Fox). sét: for. ‘immediate - release. 
in. West Gerniany._. 
Jean Paul. Sartre's: “phe Respect- 

ful-. “Prostitute” ‘translated’. ‘into; 
‘Esperanto’. and - will be.. presented | 
at the. “4th, World: Esperanto ‘Con: | 

' er ess, + 

“Thornion: “Wilder. . ‘is: doing: ‘the! 
libretto for Paul Hindémith's new’ 
opera,.“The Long Christmas Meal;” 
-Which -will be: preemed. in: Mann- 
‘heim “next December. ..”’ . 

Director Gottfried Reinhardt to’ 
remake .the old. UFA ‘film “Robin: | 
‘son ‘Crusoe’ 
can -co- production, 
‘Poilier: playing. Friday.. | 

.. With so. many ‘Italian: workers. 
now’ employed in Jabor-short ‘West ! 
‘Germany, the German:.Radio ‘Net 
is, starting to -beani, special, . Ttalian- |. 
language “shows ‘twice a. week. * 
Curt Jurgens; ‘noted . in’ Ger-!- 

‘many’ for His high. pay’-scale in 
films; will earn. only. $250. per night 
for his.starring role. in the. German 
‘production: of. “My Fair Lady.”” He’s ; 
signed'.to -play’ the rolé on the’) 

. ‘stage. for at. least folir months... 
- (Stanipa -Estera; Tel.’ 675906) .[ 

Amori¢an monthly printed'in USA| | Frankie. Avalon postponed Ital-. 
and distributed in Poland, a Voice | ian ‘swing. 

‘Budget. :-on- ‘Stantey Kramer's | 
“The Nuremberg’ Trial,” now shoot- 
ing in Germany, expected ‘to™-ex-' 
ceed © $3,000,000, with Burt. Ean- 

easter. being paid $125,000; Spencer } 
‘Tracey’ earning. about ..$90, 000; - “and; 
Richard, Widmark :-getting a: ‘re-- 
-ported’ $50,000 for his role.: . 

~ Columbia signed for world rights 
‘for: Franee. Rossi ‘ Italian- French | 
co-production, 

‘its. 1961-62 calendar in. Germany, 
Col ‘also. has set the Roberto: Ros-. 
-selini production ‘of, ‘“Vanina ‘Va- 

Berlin 
By Hans Hoehin: 

“¢ 760264 poo. 

ed a Vidfilmm unit, Lamina TV. . 
- Sala. Ice. ‘Revue currently guest- 

ing’ at Memorial’ Churct:. Square. | 
Original Broadway. ensertble “of 

“West Side.-.Story” 
Titania Palast July: 29-Aug. 13.. 

Hildegard Knef’. (Neff! - stars” til 

Garson Kanin's “Born* Yesterday,” | 
new. :production at” ‘Theatre. -am 

West German ‘teleé.. 

‘originated from ‘Cologne. . . 
More reissués in West. ‘Germany: 

Hitchcock's “Suspicion,” ‘Greatest. 
‘Show. on ‘Earth’ (Par), “Trapeze” | 
(UA), and. “Battle Cry” ‘((M-G). 
Contrary | to previous. reports;: 

UFA < Handel; - trade. ccompany,: 
won't be: liquidated.:. Its structtire ; 

will be. chant ed.is the lates re ort. 
Low. Mosconi Jr., entertainment j- i be st. ep 

> Vienna.” 
oe, By. ‘Emit W. Maasé 

( Grosse Schiffgasse. 1 A. 

‘Mundus **Film, preparing -“Call 
‘of -Wild Goose,” 7 with: Hans Pollak 
directing, 

_ Sari Barabas to” star in: operetia 
festivals .in™ Spa - Moerbisch ~ on: 
-Neusiedl ‘Lake. 

by Bregenz, Vorarlberg. festivals. 
for. “Gypsy: Baron.” 

Luz: Maria : Puente,’ "Mexican 
-pianist,, gave concert. in Brabms | 
Saal to good crix :appraisal. . . 

‘Collection: of letters “written by| 
’ “|famous authors. and. composers. 

| | opened in: state. archive. building. | 
Walt Disney ‘here to. “shoot. 

to: prep a “Johann. Strauss”. film. 
- Another’ classical composer. 
“honored” by: naming the ‘new: 

press. ”. 
Melk On. ‘Dantibe® “producing. 

Hiigo v.. ‘Hofmannsthai’s: ““Great’ 
Salzburg World” Theatre’ ‘during 
the summer. .- 
A Leo Slezak. memorial room 

opened in the ‘Stage Opera.” ‘Slezak.. 
was first tenor for 33 yeats, appear: 
ing in 936 performances and. 44 

Wednesday, August’ 2, 1961. 

is: headed: by. ‘Mimi Berizell: with, 7 
" Minneapolis Apollo Glee Club. - 

Ben: Berger- again | 
‘chairman of.’ Northwest Variety} 

‘First™ National” ‘bank of” Minne- 
apolis' inked Martin Bovey,. Jr.,|.- 
Cancord,. Mass; to:-produce. a film. 

of: Columbia’ s trailer . 

* Ray. ‘Danton. tapped - to play Joe. a 
. Di Maggio- in. biopic of the: Yankee’ on 
‘| bomber, «|... - 

‘in a German-Ameri- |": 
‘with | _Siduey ye 

“The Naked .Odys- |: ~ 
“see.” and will-release the :pic on | 

nini,” based. on ‘the Sténdahl novel: - - 

*- | Money” 
{Patrice Munéet does fortnight of. |. 
“King. And I”. at Music’ ‘Theatre, To 
 -opening : the same. night.- “ 

"Area film, producing outht found- ‘of Chi 

‘ guesting -: rat’ 

‘American ‘tenor. Jean. Cox inked h. 

“Vienna. “Singing Boys”. film. ‘and |' 

Vienna-Moscow. train, “Chopin Ex- 

; brary, 

Holly ywood: 
‘story. ny 

nitery route. 

Margaret Lindsay. back at ‘War- 
ers for. ‘first time ‘in 20: years,” a 

act as head . ‘Jack ‘Atlas got new 
department. 

Gene* ‘Autry,- ‘Bab. "Reynolds aid’ 
| Walter: Lantz given ‘Variety ‘Club- ae 
plaques. ; mr 

Foreign’. “eétrespondenis: y 0 aT ed” 
‘presidency: to Scandinavia’s - ‘Angrid roo, 
Clairmont. . 

‘Sam. Beetley. took Teave:- of. Foue 
Star-TV : to ‘film edit’ Darryl. Fane. ve 
uck’s. “The ‘Longest’. Day: "- 

Gene ™ “Tierney.: taking: ‘her ‘first ao 
film ..acting. job in’ six years’ ag 
;femmie star “of. “Advise. and. Cont 2 
sent: ” 

“Paul Davis airécting experimen: : - 
at. 

Mass. with all- . 
tal: film : version: “of - “Othello” 

| Martha’s Vineyard; 
Negro, cast. 7 

Chicago 
“(DE lait are: 4T- 4984) 

Herbie Mann ‘Six :opens’ tonight: 7 o 
(Wed: » at? Birdhouse.. 

Jimmy McPartiana’s ° ‘Salt City” 
Sextet playing at new Basin Street.” - ~ 
Phil. Ford..and wife-Mimi Hines ~ -‘"- 

“opened. last ‘Monday (31) in’ “Any-.. _ 
thing” Goes” cat Melody. ‘Top: Thea-* 
tres: 

; 

Tommy. . "Bar tiet? s _ aqua-thrill pars 
‘show. doing four: turns -daily. at?’ 

- International, Trade Fair in MeCor-: oe 

mic k: Place.’ 

. Jayne “Darw ‘ n, 

! the: Rush. Street’ nilery. ae 

’ Britzett,- . State . “Street © Sainery 
‘frequented: by “show. -erowd,’ re-: 
opened Monday’ (313, after month. - a 
ot - facelifting and’ enlarging. 

fit .Thursday. night’ (3). at Tillen's. 
Stadium: - 

Howard. Daft. and -Annig’ “Farge. 
“For Love, Or 

“at. Penthouse’ Theatte.. 
open Aug. 8. : 

Francis. Akos; -asst. ‘concertmaster 
Sy. mphony, . 

“Sigapore 
By, ‘Ooi -Taw: Chiew | 

45 La Salle St.) - 

ficial : biz. 

’ William Clausen, ‘Swedish:Amer- 
| ican: ‘balladeer : and: guitarist, at 
-Victoria Theatre. « 

- “Witness: for. the’ ‘Brosecution" 
-will be staged.at the Kuala Lumour--. 
(Malaya) . ‘Town. Hall. 

-| --Hong: Kong actress, Chang’ Lye 3 
; Lye, in Singapore: to induce local: :.. : 
..| People to.Z0. in for. acting. 

356156) | - Jimmy. - “Hairies- Dud * Syivanos. 
‘Show; ‘here for more than.a month, - 
still. going strong” at Cathay. Restau- ° 
rant. a 

. Pianist ‘Andrew ‘Heath tolectute: 7 
here late this: month undér aegis of. = 
‘U.S. Cultural and: Edueationat’ ‘Ex- — 
change. Program. ~ 

31, 

‘Oreh. a 
Un iversity’ ° 

pore Students’ Union staged “Price 
for a Kingdom" ‘at Cultural ‘Cente . 
‘Theatre: as, part -of ‘Welfare. ‘Week woe 
“celebration. se 

Singapore invited to participate . 
“in. the Amalgamated Second Asian ‘ 
and: 17th. All-India . Exhibition - of: 
‘Photograph: organized by the Pho- 
tographic ‘Society: of. India: 
“U.S. - Information. Service Li: . a: 

“reopened -ta -public: last 7-4 
week, renamed the’ U.S.: Cultural: 
Centre. Opened. Mondays ‘to Satur-. 

.| days, there, were. a.series of docu * 
‘mentary: ° 
. “portraying | the:. development of of 

of a: - 

films: were. Language 

~ English” - 
‘in American. 

‘American ° and 
Place ° of. Poetry. 
Literature” shown: the. first, areek.. Ed 

‘Skip Homeier~ in ‘tralning’ for 

Lawrence Weltigarien. to- Europe coe 
on several projects for. Metro. 

Sundae , ‘relief - 
‘thrush at Pigalle-- _succeeds. Toni... 
“Lee: Scott. as: resident | ehirper. at wes 

Chi'seribes and. ‘vadio-tv’ persona os 
lilies play ‘ball’ for. charity: ‘at: the’ * 
“United Chicago Police Assn. benie- 

ah “heads newly. 
’} formed: Chicago ‘Strings. comprised 
‘of 14° oreh confereés :for: off-season 
touring Group's under managerial: , 
fold of Sol: ‘Hurok. . 

“Joseph. Bloch, American pianist, oe 

to, play ‘here in. ‘Septémber. re | 
AL EL. ‘Caplan, Far. East. ‘super: - = 

visor of: Buena Vista, . here on of-: 

-? Mildred Dilling, “ainerican. ‘harp aot 
‘ist’ now. touring “Asia, set for con--~ 
cert .at.. Victoria. Theatre Aug.° _ 
with. local Goh, Soon’ Tioe String. . 

of. ‘‘Malaya's: " Singa: _ 

. Warners. will’ rh the Edith ‘Piaf: 
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[tPaa ‘Symphony: died July” 30 ‘in, 
* Seranton.. 

. husband are two sons, a 

— Thomas, 

Surviving besidés her] Co 
. actor David | - 
Thomas. ‘and ‘singer. Thomas’ L.. 

re 

__Beasting: ‘New Way of Life 

“ - wnen, 

Yiddish. 

HARRY ‘GRIBBON © 
“Harry Gribbon, 75, who appeared: 

in many. ‘Mack. ‘Serinett’ comedies, 
"died in. Los: Angeles | July'28 after 
‘a long. iliness... Known: as - Silk Hat _ 

- Harry, he also’ toured in -“audevile - 

lulu: -Born_in ‘Pasadena.’ Cal, ‘he 

joining KGU. ‘mn. Honolulu’ Mm pie | 
1930s... : 
“He worked: ‘on the \Wainkina: hes 

“studied: ‘drama. in’. Japan® Mets or e.. 
“Robert: Elliot ‘quite, 68. retired, 
advertising, * executive, formerly : 
“with the’ McCann- Erickson” apency, 

-. Gied: ‘July: 22) in Lake Forest.: Ik. 
Wifes daughter and: ‘son- survive. 

. “and a. dauhegter, - Binger 
_ Gwyneth’ ‘Thomas. oo . 

'. iSani. Diego, died July 96 in week 
Continued from page 1 

Frontier and. all the political pull, che wanted fram the Spring NAB 
. prestige and power of office be- hoard mecting ke oF Pacaty wen 
hind. it.. friends and overal made os bt 
{. probably . ‘thé most important! Tiroeff that he's ci caa.ord 
‘tact: ‘about Minow’s position is At-; Came with recen! NAR mame ierd- 

,torney General ‘Robert Kennedy's |img Assn support te ihe tosed 
saith his ‘wife Emily. He had- roles: tween”? “KON ang "3954.. when he i lavid: backing. Commonly ‘regarded Fee Programm: ve fern propessh 
dn ‘the stage’ and -screen version of joined KONA-TN, - Death: Wass ats, 2 ‘as the. sé¢cond most important man tter goes far bevermd the com. 
“Arsenic and - Old.: Lace. ws tributed to 8. heart. aitack,. WwW. fe.. berms Cre. i manage din -Washington, he is galldiy and munity needs proeposi! CS pursse d 

*. Gribbon started-on the | stage and ‘daughter, mother, and two brothers _adiaintenance ¢-for™.the General actively ‘behind the youthful FCC} by the jate Hareld Fellows fer 

appeared “in the Ziegfeld: Follies survive. Electric Broadcasting ‘stations, died - chairman, ‘And-he could have no|NAB Hast year 
edition of 1913. The: ‘follow ihg -Near-. July 23° in. Sch enéct ady N ¥. -more -potent ‘patron: This support} In sum, the broadcasting pe- 

he went to’ Hollywood, ‘and started“. TACK. PENNYCOOK: 1 * - «jis bulwarked by ‘that: of ether Ad- ture, past. present, and for seme 
a.long:career as one: -of- the ‘Kone - 

| @dy- Kops.’ He™ “also. performed. in’ 
i “some oi%- the. major film..comedies. 
|. $n‘ the late- ‘20s including: “On with: 

rea ‘Pennycook,’ 51. cingma ey. | 
hibiter,. died July 14 .in- Glaspow : 
after a lengthy -illness: “He was a’ 

“the: Show." “So Long. Letty,” “The “exhibs “in, east” and” west “Scuttand: 
Gorilla: “Show-; People, “The: 
1G: -meraman” and . others:, -3.000 7 

Surviving : are two. brothers; one” 
. Of: whom. Eddie. was. aléo'.a Sen-. 

, “nett. comedian; and. ‘a sister, 

_ their. -base -at “Dundee: : 
‘ears ago-: "He. ‘managed | a small. ‘ins 
die. circuit inthe Glasgew area! ~ 
“His father; ‘Bob ‘Pennyeook, or ‘cr 

80, survites.as does his. Wife Peeex:: 

FDUARD’ VON. Ww INTERSTEIN 
-. Eduard von’ “Winterstein,. 29, dancery- promoter 2 at Reston, 
dean | “o£! German.. stage- ‘and film. Glasgow. -, : 
actors. died: July. 22-in East Berlin. j 
Eern in Vienna. he played. his first. NATHANIEL’ Mi AX . 

., Major. role in 1918. and soon ‘be-": 
" -exhie ‘one of, Berlin's niost, prolific 

‘actors, : For more than - 35 Nears, 
he belonged: to the renowned” en- 
» semble “of . Deutsche: ‘Theatre ‘in 
Feitin- : 
Aster. World War: Il, Ww interste! n. 

‘ihn what: vbecame: ‘Ber lin's 

near j 

Aho: helped - organize local 182.-0F -. 
the: Mofion Picture Operators | Un 
ion, ‘died, July 21 in Boston, 
native . of. New . ‘York, he ‘came. “$04 
Boston . befere | “World: ‘War and | 

lined: helped organize. ‘the’. _union,: ate. 

“ta Memory, of 

DANTON WALKER. 
August: 8. 

* Connie: Seloyeis _ 
| 960 » 

“John: Garitono 

Soxiet ‘sector and” was: hailed: “by 
tle -Commuiiists ..4s oné-.of- their: 

‘Holder ‘of several top :Com-: 
ie. distinctions, <ificluding the Na- | 
fional ‘Prize; he ‘was also ‘seen int. 

-“ mumerous, East. German. Defa* pix. 

-and ‘president. 

“Jesepn M:. Gilliam, 7B, “nioneer 
‘He also. ‘played important theatre- radio ‘executive, : died, July. 18- in. 
.-orales:. 

member of the Pennycook: family..; 

vho pioneered - the film trade. trem 

~Pennycook.. who- is: an exhib’ end a 

ee ee 

= ife,: 65: of Gay le. Grubb. ‘cuper-! 
Visor tor Storer Broadcasting. died ‘ 

‘Se ‘at'and, _ 

oo Tow ard-& Wyndham Ltd. 
Leak Army hed Tegently: in. Glasgew. : 

"aint Max. active: ay: v: * Bl” ° 
industry. for’ almost 50 Veirs. atid: - 

: Britain, 
_ east, the ‘fall of France e--ete, : _pin-~ 

* the u 

Stpractieal . “war.” 

July 15. in San: Francisco. ‘Also + 
“urs iving are: a son, » daughter: and | 
sister a 

Carl Biorkman, 60, Swedish pub- ; 
"Tis! ier, author-and™ filin critic. died po” 

“JSalv 24 at his sumnier. home: in the } 

Sloe ‘holm: “Archipelago. 

‘Granyine Jietlbron, a: ‘director of 

co a 

Wie! 36: ‘of theatrical “producer | 
Ben. Frye. died. ‘Jadly 27 am New of. 

“York, alter a Tong aliness. 

——— so 

WMA Cancels 
‘ — ‘Continued from. “page 2 — 

inv agion. “style | ‘Russia's ‘eipture of ' 

Japan's defection: to. the 

~ Hing’ the ‘Commanist: ‘takeover: on. 

S. lag in preparadness for. 

- Using. volces- ‘of: 

‘ministration. wheels, including the time to came. amounts fe a tale 

Chief: Executive’s ewn adviser on ; ‘of two men Colimns id VWesew 

‘regulatory: - agencles—~James M. imade quite a splash and ever if 
;Landis, learned and experienced they should presvatnuicly exit the 
iexpert on: controls: imposed on 'S€ene. the cunients they set Tuose 
, broadcasting _and ether industries ; will probably ge oon Scidem fas 

vunder the independent | commis | 
sions. 

. Congress: Gets The ‘Hint 
Support’ from the -uppermost! 

' réaches of the. Administration is | 
“now: -being imitated to some. ae 
free ‘on, Capitol Hill and ‘as to 

:mantle (of * Presidential ‘bicssing 
.F<comes incre. apparent, this, pro- } 
"Minow... sentiment ‘in Congress is , 
likely ‘to: Spread. 

+; oMinow, after. meeting what must: 
the. chalked. up as. a decisive rejec- : 
tien. of ‘the Administration’ s~FCC 
“reorganization plan, is working on ' 
“tuo alternatives to put his notions 
‘across sans-Congress ‘for the time - 
being). 

Primarily, he’s pushing the Com- 
mission to -accelerate and expand 
the. crackdown ‘on’ progfamming 
and licensee waywardness with 
‘present powers. ‘And, importantly. 
‘he has'‘wielded the politician's yvift 
‘to shape-a modus vivendi with dis- - 
senting: FCC members: and even 

"iseven. actors and newsraom sound ‘persuade them to go at least part 
“whieh he became. ‘charter’. member effects, the Russian grab-is drama- | way. 

-lized via-‘news. reports and. ‘com- 
/ Sanviving, are. his. wife: and. son., -“meiitary from world centres. 

The. fictionalized. seizure. ‘of. the 
| orld. ‘is interruptéd. two or three - 
times to warn listeners ‘that “ what . 
you are hearing is a dramatic -pres-. 

- throughout the. Postwar Beaumont, Tex.; ‘after. a-long-ill- entation—'Defeat. by: Default’—But , 
ears: ; “ness: He: ‘assuined “control .- of - remember! ° _ These . events could . 
mo, : | KFDM, : Beaumont. and: later” pure. happen.” cre! 

“Chiam.. Schieyer: ‘Hameraw, 69, ‘ operated ‘the | latter: station” unl “WMCA'S ibaftairs” “top artment 
“former, character ‘of sthe Yiddish : ‘his. retirement. due: to ill: health. - 
stage; known: : - proféssionally. : _as.. A half brother: and two. ‘half sige * 
Chiam Schneyver,;. died July. 25. in. ‘ters survive. 

. Long. Island: City; ‘Néw. York. ° a 

. HANS.GEORG: DAMMANN: , Born in: -Vilna, ‘Russia, che. helped: ; 
_orgdnizé ‘the... Vilna.’ Company, a "Hans-Georg Dammann, 52,- film: 

repertory " group « .-that producer ‘and director, ‘died .. re-> 

consulted a number of military .ex- 
perts, iricluding -Lieut.-Gen. James 

_, Gavin, now U.S. -Amhassador’ to ° 

Through this strategy, ‘an 
‘avalanche. of precedent-making ac- 
“tions in recent weeks), Minow can, 
‘and has beefed up his own position 
‘anid carried the majority (4-3) of 
his cohorts. along with moves: more 
or less in ‘line with ‘his: ‘thinking. 
‘Although he would have preferred 
"to. go further.) 
i. Disseni 
but -publie opposition by FCC. 

“Aoxetlier, : members: to:-Minow. have been both { 
{rare and couched in relatively mild : 
- language.- ; 
i Even the formal FCC ‘opinions : 
have ‘been - noticeably lacking in 

have not been. absent ! 

the histary. of anv ene industiy 
‘been sO shaped ty a pan ef indi 
viduals. 

| 2 

Atlanta’s TV Critics 
theatri= the idea that Minow wears the ; ms Continued fom page | sented 

lin composing them celunmmar ¢ert 
iments | 

Shows were ta be “<lottad as 30- 
‘minute siments on WSK TVs 
/ summer m ‘halleroe > sa des poe 
fram destened tuo ofler mew exe 
prenmental and cereetiae adeas in 
local production osend  preguame- 
niny, 

© All ofa sudden Weeste Matareaa 
and Jones den plush dis ond 
ducked out en the cpportuarty fo 
shew the guas weo run He ty tae 
fons just how it ouekd to he dene 
instead of sStendins «dl at a long 
range and taking pot shots at what 
was offered them on The lube in 
home grown preduct 

Station was parlieularivy anxious 
to hear what ther audience would 
have thought of shaws cancacted hy 

, tWO0. fuys WhO are ever anos to 
‘throw the batpeon aimte vaieur 
offerings emanating froma ACLaeta 
Studigs. - 

MARRIAGES. 
Caral Coane to Chartes So Power 

‘Jr, New York. duly 29 Haide is 
‘with CBS-TV pragiam tie pai tment. 

Maie Hurd to Gerry ‘Thamas, 
) Bristol, Eng, July 29 Bride. vho 
‘ appeared with Prince Cox © cacus, 
was a member of the Fl Cuanadas 

_,France,. and -former. ‘secretary. ‘of | Written: dissents of.a harsh nature. / act; he’s a newspaperman. 
' defense. -Robert -Lovett. Show ends 
with’ a. hard. commentary on. the j 
U:. S: “concentration:. ‘on nuclear ! 

. toured. Europe. He. came to the | cently in Hamburg, West. Ger-. ‘weapons to ‘the expense. of air and . 
, US..in 1921. ..Until his -retirement:: many, after a. brief: illness. 
. 411940, he appeared. in many. plavs'! ;Founder.. of ' Burg-Films;. _Dam-. 

- here. including.. “The. Dy buk”, and. ‘mann: ‘specialized in: cultural films: 
“The. Village Youth. a a ~yand~ documentaries; several of: 

: ‘His: wife, actress Bella Bellarina; i 
£0), brother and three < _ Sisters | 
‘survive. Te. ae 

eral] Film Prize: 

SALLY. DAVIS 

PAUL SWATER . 1 
paat, Swater, 44, managing direc: 

“tor. of | “the: Century. .Cineraina, .' 
7 M. T.nneapolis, from 1956. ‘to 1960, 5 

i several” years, ‘died- of cancer July | 
131/ in Santa Monica... Cal.: 

-Miss- Davis, who appeared briet-" 
‘ly..in_ one . of: Durante’s’.. comedy 
‘dancing sequetices. had: been. apic: 
“anist-singer, before. turning. to com-.' 
sede, ; wnt : 

“In Remembrance: an 

BARRETT: H. “CLARK | 
"August: 5, “1953 - ‘WILLIAM: H.: BEDW ARDS” 

a | William H: tBert) Bedwards, 
ae “with Al G.: ‘Fields. Minstre} Co. rial 

30 years anid: later. business “11 ant 
ager for Butterfield - ‘Theatres 
‘Michigan. . died: * recently: 
‘Wayne, Ind.’ He: retired: about: 16. 
years ‘avo: may 
His, wife surviv es. 

- Promiatists. Play. ‘Service. 

died. of éancé# at Veterans "aa 
- Iviniistration Hospital in’ Brooklyn: 

- July | 19." Before’ heading. the’ Cine- 
rama. . operation: ‘in Minneapolis, 

. ground. forces, with documentation : man. - ‘He's: liked, and his fellows | He's a freelance announc er 

. trom ‘published works: of: a Variety | 
of experts. oo 

: Ww MCA. ‘says the decision’ fo with-» 
MW bich, won. the ‘West. German Fed: . -draw. the show was Strictly ils own: island. ‘unto itself vie-avis Con 

1 Obviously, there’s a great deal 
tof. effort. by. Minow's philosophical 
;Opposites on: the Commission ‘to 
work with. the newcomer Chair- 

‘don't: want to see a schism. 
Secondly, Minow, ‘realizing that: 

he tan't make the Commission sn 

Caroline Hove: to sohn Briggs, 
London, July 22. He's on actat 

Alice Berman to Ray Wessenfald 
(Whitficlds, New \ark, Aug. 19 

: Elizabeth Ann 
Hyatt Caoate ad, 
NY. July 29 
ant casting ines len 

Montz to Jehn 
Bedford Viliiage, 

Bride is ath oseiete 
"al ° BS, dye’ a 

j With’ particular: attention. ‘to ‘the; 1 PFess, is hecoming a frequent guést . with Benton & Bowle. ad agenes . 

in. "Fort: pondent' s report: ‘reads: 

--the ‘same. tonight. 

current. - ‘svar. sCare’ “and Berlin ‘ 
¢erisis.. events. that. ‘have’ been’ de- 

-Dramatized portion: of- the: shaw! 
| climixes. with the Ru- sian am as.a- 
-dor-to-the U.'S. leaving the White : 
House and ‘broadly smiling’ after a - 
‘Showdown conference with” 
‘President. The U. S. is left with 

or give -in | 
‘superior Russian 

“practical” miliiaee might’ every- 4 
“where. in the- ‘world: 

A. segment of: {he London’ corre- 
“This is ; 

‘London.- Or. at. least it used 16. he® 
“London, The: city. does, not seem 

 There- is fear: 

the | 

‘on radio-tv news panel programs | 
RL, In a few-short menths, he has he- & 

. Sally: ‘Davis; 33, who wor orked ‘veloped: .sinee the: : ‘station began }tome’ undoubtedly the best known | 
with Jimmy Dufante in his act for, «production: of “Defeat.” ‘| Chairman in FCC's history, and 

! perhaps’. the benefici lary of the 
| Breatest . amount of public. support 

i tif “the _post- “wasteland” speech 
“mail isa paugre. If this dot n't 
have some. impact- OD. a Cortese 
iman, there’s csuse ta doubt bas 

oy the: decision: to. start a‘ totally dis- [Political acum 
.astrous iniclear. war. 
* _ chinple tely . 

All bv way: of saving {hat Mire 
is solidify ing his position’ aed vas 
Lprobably soo entrenched fuer cif 
‘and his philesophy as to make a 
i hopes of opponents to thhaart him 
rather slim. 

The industry can Stil exert 
negative influence: On Cangress 
ttinaction on: anfi-ndustry moves: 
ibut so far the Kennedy Admuinis- 

a 

BIRTHS 
and “fis Raeluard WO Ree- 

mer daughter, New park, June 20. 
Father ow oats oaffennet. fesparly 
with Columbia Pact wee are) SBC 
Telos fon 

Vr ogid Vix Jase pelt K Cette. 

rand fn, Nee York, duals 28 bas 
ther os Ca fern oo estectaf for 
Show Bueiness pile trated 

Wr oand She Stuart Meant ee Nn, 
Chacavo Juke 27) Pathe duae ty 
honk rosdea shoe op WRRB there. 

Veo and Vie sid Bakal Ciais he 
ter New York duds 26 Father ag 

pubrelatione director of WOR TV, 
Mr and se Kesneth Kapiin, 

sone New York, Juls $4 Sfother 1 
the daughter of Nathan Parnes, 

Mr 

Swater. Managed ‘the Roosevelt,:- 
: Myami. Beach, arid other. Cinerama |” ° 

. douses in. Buffalo and San: Fran-.|. 
. cisco, He: directed. Several theatres - 
‘in the ‘New York:area. before join-j 
“dng. the. Cinerama organization. - 

.. Wife; mother’ and Several broth-)| 
ers and sisters’ survive. - pe ; 5 screen. « : 

“In this. great ‘city—-not bravery as! 
‘. there was when. the Nazis. tried. 

“wath al: their’ might 10. bring Lon- 
‘don. to her. knees, 
tion’ tonight. is far different. The} 
iSand: of Great. Britain: is. ringed. 
at this: moment’ by ‘Soviet: subma- | 

- rines ‘Which have surfaced just out- 
rside: ‘the international limit and are 

JOSEPH. Ie "MURPHY 
‘Joseph- Je. ‘Murphy, 04:00ne [of 

‘the original ‘Keystone: -Kotieds 
Kops, died July: 31 -in-San. Jove. 
‘Cal. He also. ‘portrayed | the! Andy 
Gump "cartoon. “character, on “the® 

‘For the’ situa- + 

jitation has heen far from respon. Wananer ef the Phacnx. Theatre, 
isive. to the industry which beasts N-Y- . a 
iit-put JFK in the Executive Mani Mrooand Mie Eduard arcy, 
jsion, And. Minow. together with *6n. Chicaga, July 2) balters 

| Justice. ‘has ample ‘authority at- 
‘present to accomplish at least the 
ifirst phase of Minow's: program to 
revolutionize broadrast. regulation: 

_ The future thus seemé« fan}, well 

butiness beanager for Wade Ads cre 
fictns getener there 

Mr and Mics brancais Trabfant, 
daughtaa June 29 Pass, Pranece. 
E..%er os a film diaector His. ‘wife survives.” 

_.) Spywrour. JAFFE. 
‘Seymour. Jaffe, .42, ‘art. director 

. HARRY. HEIDEMANN | |. 
‘Harry | Heidémann, German. fi 

: recently when his: orivete. posts |for the Big 3. (Robbins, Feist & 
plane“crashed. in. Switzerland. A. Miller), died July 30. in: Ellenville, . 

Berlin ‘ad- agent,. Gerhard: Zuehlke, |: N.Y. 
and latter's two-year: old: daughter, 
in- the. same: “plane,: were: also 

., Killed: «| ohmay Cole; 48. ro pianist. who 
Heideriann. managed sueh Ger: "played ‘with many. of. the top name. 

'., Man stars as Sonja ‘Ziemann. and ° hands. “including, Tommy — ‘Dorsey, 
‘Hildegard. Knef. «Neff and: ‘fré-; Vaughn Monroe.: Guy: Lombardo 
- quently “invested in “pie ‘oduc-. and: Meyer Davis, died: July. 27 in. 
‘tions .notably - Cosmopot anu. Film "Falmouth, -Mass, ‘after a brief ill- 
valliang ‘films:. : ; NESS. .- His ‘Feal. name. was. John.’ 

‘| Kowalski." His’.: w: ifé,., 

dren. : . 

— oa -four.. -sons. 
| FRED. BRIGGS 

- Prea ‘Brice 47, Honolulu tv and. 
“* Yadio.. personality who also | had 

‘worked for ‘adie. and ty. “stations | 

a ‘Sister Survive. . 

nee set. 

“1 @aughter, mother, we. br othiers. “and ; 

‘Survived by. wife and: tio" ail IM 

t 

wsitting quietly in the dark, await- ! 
2 PMR their orders . .. The. British 

have been” torn. “trom America’s $ 
-cide by: a swift and. ruthless move | 
of the enemy. It is too: late- now. to 
‘fight: a . 

At windup. *Deteat. by Default” 
warns thal. “even. Mr. Kennedy’‘s ! 

= proposals did. ot. go far enough. 
Here's . what ‘Me °do need, right: 
away, for the” strategic: 
force alone’ not just: 13. 000. more 
combat. sold‘ers and. masines. as 
the -President has asked, but 180.-. 
000. ‘enough. for-.10: combat divi- 
sions:. 
‘carrying:. jet:.aircrift, as. the Ad- 
ministration has asked, but twice: 
that; helicopters, ‘rifles, tanks. and: 

7 on other . non-nuclear weapons in far. 
; Wife, “80, of Josiah’ Thomas. for= j ‘ greater: ‘niimbers than the. Adminis- 

_- da Sin Francisco, ed $-Angeles. and” me ‘Ars + AN with: the. Scranton | ! tration “hag ‘asked. ys Foe a . Poe a ss Be a te athe he 

striking 

“not 129- long-range. troop-. 

“et 

‘Jaid ‘out.. More and more of the 
| same. Follow- through in the mann. 
iwith a new twist now and then, 
but. basiestly the same: precepts 
(being implemented. 

-Minow. is naturally being coupled 
itith, LeRoy Collins, tuinklev-eved 
former Governor of: Florida ‘The 
FCC: ecmirman. admits a close 
working relationship with Collins. 
This is how it should he ‘provid. 
ing. no secretive collusion is 4n- 
volved). They. share the same gen- 
eral ~experience. of popping up 
‘about the. same time as slightly 
Bbrach. outspoken. determined. 
idealistic mentalities. And. meeting 
personal: philosophical and some- 
times emotional criticism. as 1e- 
sult of their ideas whieh jihe more 
frequently than: not 
Although ColJins didn't get all ville, Pa, 

$a 

daughter. New York. July 

Mroand Mis. Geraid Gald con, 
July. 25 New York Mother as 
Singer-actress Joan Keenan father 
«oth Counalh Of The Laving 
Theatre 
“Mr and Mre. Eddie Morgan, <an, . 

June 29. Hollywood, Fla. Mother 
is dancer Ginger Martin, fates 1 
a ojuppler. 

Mr and Mrs John Pasco) Nolan, 

26 Fas 
ther is troubjeshooter for Writerea 
Gisld of America. 

Mr and Mra Stan Rubin daugh- 
ter, New York, recently Father 12 
& society bandleader. 

Mr and. Mrs. Wilham H Puich, 
son, Chambersburg. Pa. July 27. 
Mother 1s actress Jean Stapleton: 

* father im producer-director at dhe 
Totem Pole Playhouse, Fayeite- 



».. television and television audiences can 
thank for such leading quality programs a as : 
““T Love Lucy,” “Four Star.Playhouse,” ~ 
“Mr, Adams and Eve,” “Westinghouse 
‘Desilu. Playhouse,” “Meet McGraw,” .. 
“Mr. Lucky,” “Peter Gunn” and othets . ; «: ae 
is the new top man of our rapidly . 
expanding television activities. 

‘His association with G.A.C.is another. 
piant step forward in our identification. 
“with leadership i in top-rated television 

: programming. 

Noninv vpbatd iintos To. see how G.A.C. can effectively assist. 
Executive Officer and you with talent, commercials and packaged - 

President of G.A.C-TV shows for television and radio, eall. 
Herman Rush, Senior Vice-President. 
in icharge of. sales, 

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION po 
A Subsidiary. of Baldwin-M ontrose Chemical Company, Ino. 

640 Fifth Avenue @. /New York 19, N.Y. « Clrcle 41-7543... 

New York 
Chicago 

Beverly Hills 
London. 
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: Sti Army Censorship o on Routines " 
Cool Top. Names 0 on a Gl Tours: Carer | 

. The Army posts: in. Europe: are-+- 

in. danger. -of. losing name talent,.| 

according ‘to Jack ‘Carter, who Tre- 

-* turned recently. ‘from a tour of Air. 

Force bases onthe Continent, The | 
“Army .command,’ according: to: Car- |. 
ter, has a regulation: requiring: all |” 
acts; name or otherwise, to audi- 
tion, . not in. public - “but before’ a 
desk:” Carter said he-refused to] _ 
‘accede .to ‘such: a. request . and |: 
therefore. played - dates . only. for}... 
.the Air'Force which. has. no such} 
; ‘decree. 

Carter. stated that he “was. ‘told 
‘that | ‘even “Bob' Hope. or ‘Danny 
Kaye would. have to pass an audi- 
“tion if -they’re. ta play .the Army 
bases.” -He said that a top per- 

- former: would lower himself: by: an.| 
- audition: of this type which takes'|. 

-, Place ‘in.a. small’ room _before. an | 
officer, a chaplain and. a civilian.’ 
An: addition, Carter -.averred, hel: 
was asked by Army. ‘personnel to 
‘gee what steps he..could make to |.. 
get. this” edict-repealed so‘ that -the 
‘Army’ bases. ‘can. be visited: by top 

. entertainers. : 

‘{n .Europe are near civilian enter- 
_ - tainment centres in Germiany, the 

- troops stationed: there still. long for. 
(Continued on. Page. 50). ' lor Saturday (12), “gat. ‘out-of-hand | 

Never. On Sunday’ Racks 
‘Up 10-Mil. Sales Worldwide: 
On Over 30 Disk Versions 
“Never On. Sunday” ig marking |Each ‘group has its following and] 

» NEW YORK, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9, 1961 

- Boxoffice Boulevard 
“Considering. David. Merr ick’s wo 

., Spectacularly successful’ rec- 
ord as a- Broadway. : producer 
“Jn. recent.’ seasons,. the Shu-.. 

him 
Award. - 

’ Or. perhaps they could ‘iere- ve 
ly change the. name of Shubert 
Alley to. Merrick Parkway. 

‘that Annual. 

Gospel Groups 
Going All Night - 

- atlanta;, Aug. “8. 

participate. Wally. Fowler ‘is - the 
entrepeneur behind these gather- 
ings and,’ as.a rule, he stages them 
in the. 5,500-seat Municipal Audi-. 
torium,.. -: 
‘Hig - latest proindtion, scheduled 

talent-wise however, and he had. to 
4 find. larger: quarters,. So’ he ‘hired | 
‘|Ponce de: Leon Park, home of. the 
Atlanta -Southern Assn. .Baseball 
Crackers, wheré he ¢an seat 10,000: 
in. grandstand and bleachers. ‘Sing-|. 
ing will start-.at sundown: and. wilt} 
continue to crack 0’ day. Sunday: 

“fits first. birthday. this. week with a: they .come froni, miles ‘around : -to 
rackup: of: more than 10,000,000 
world-wide. record sales. The title 
‘tune. from ‘the: Jules: Dassin-pro- 
.duced: pic, has. had more than 30 |lanta’s' Statesmen ‘Quartet, | 

Hovie Lister;: Blackwood Brothers, ak: 

‘who. come... from 

recorded «versions released inthe 
U.S. alone in the. past: 12: months, 

“with Don: Costa’s instrumental and ! 
~. Melina Mercoiiri's vocal, top. sell- |: 
ers over the. year: for’ United. Art-j 
ists‘Records. ~ : 

disks have: been issued: and “Italy, | 
France, Germany, Sweden, Mexico | 
and. ‘Israel | are" reporting’ hefty | 
‘sales. In Germany alone more than,| 
‘2, 000,000 have been. sold.. 

The soundtrack album, issued. ‘by 
‘United : Artists, ‘has: been. one ~ of | 
the label's largest sellers both here 
' and’ .around. the. world. According 

listen—and participaté.. 
‘Among. those scheduled: to ‘ap- 

pear.-at: Saturday ‘shindig. are At-. 
‘with 

‘Quartet, out” ‘of © Alabama; 
Ridge - ‘Quartet, 

{Continued on. page. ] 15) 

Ft. Wayne Mayor Vexed: 
-On‘the global stale, ‘hundreds ot : 

Fort Wayne, Ind., AUS. 8, 

Burns. His target: filmy which are 
hold to ‘violate’ a. city ordinance 
“which. bans “indecent,’ immoral, 
lewd ‘or. scandalous: plays: ‘or ‘other : 

~ ‘to Art Talmadge, UA’s veepee-gen-. exhibitions. rer 
eral manager, the album sales con- |. 
tinue. to grow almost daily as the 
: picture opens | in new. areas around 

; the country. 

The song,: ‘which. ‘won: this year’ 's 
‘Academy .Award,".was’ written by 
‘Manos. Hadjidakis. It. was the first 
song: ‘written for a foreign. film to 
cop the “Best: Song” ‘Oscar -and ‘it 
‘was also.the first BMI.tune to. nab: 
‘the. prize. The tune is published by 
Esteem: and Sidmore Music, cube 
‘Bids “of UA.:.English . lyries. weré'. : 

Anew: tough: Poles: c on pictures. - written aby Billy Towne. - 

.| here.. 

Decision « is: “awaited ‘from Burns 
on: whether -he'll revoke . the: H- 
‘cense of: the’ Little Art. Theatre. 

operated’ by. 
Leroy Griffith, defied an order to: 
stop -showing the ‘nndist. picture, 
“Hideout In the Sun.” On. the -ad-- 
‘vice.of a Juvenile Aid cfficer who 
found the.film “deplorable,” Burns. 

‘This house, . 

ordered” that: ‘the run be ended. 
| This. was.on July 31. Picture: played 
‘until:Aug. 3. : 

- Incident: touched’ off the ‘may or’s 

-berts might-. -eonsider’ giving’ : 
Shubert. : 

“ . | {ng 22% 
— | domestic . 
- -lincome.. from the ozoners. The 

‘Alkenight singing ‘is. popular in 
‘Dixie and Atlanta ‘is fast becoming. 
,a-centre for the gospel and-spiritu- 
al chirping .groups ‘to. gather .and 

- According. to. Carter, despite. the- 
fact. that many ‘of the Army bases. 

gets off the 
‘tional: ‘houses. : 

“Pan. going to start lower-og: the. 
.}boom,” proclaims’ Mayor Paul M. 

OZONE RENTA
LS 

_ By GENE ARNEEL 
' ‘Drivein: theatres around 

film distributors. While the exact 
‘percentage. figures vary. from com- 
pany. to. company, .a check with | 
various sales execs in‘ New. York} 

| indicates 
| distribution . ‘ouffits are now deriy- 

‘that the ‘production- 

to 23% of ‘their. total! 
(US. -Canada) -market 

money. ‘comes largely over a 28- 
J week period, the cold months be- 
“ing net so hot at: the boxoffice for.| 

1 the exhibition | ‘nanooks | of the} 
|-north. 

How does this spell out: in. terms, 
bet: actual dollars: and cents? This |- 

hh Atlanta Aud| 
way: The national pic distribs cal- 
lectively.. are raking in. the area| 

the. 
‘| country have reached a new peak. 

| in ‘their’ rental yield to the national. 

“Don Juan,’ 35 Yrs. Ago : | 
-It was 35 years ago that 

-” Warners introduced sound in 
‘ “a. motion. picture, the com- 
“pany’s “Don Juan,” starring 
John Barrymore, having 
opened on Aug. 6, 1926, at the 
‘Warner Theatre on Broadway. 

Film had a synchronized 
musical. score, 

Japan's § Biopic 
On Buddha To 
Metro Or WB 

3 

of $70,600,000. annually from the |. 
‘outdoor spots in the United States, |: 

And as the: stature of the. drive- 7 
ins has-been enhanced. over the 
‘post-World: War. II years, so too 
have the hopes of salvation on 
the part of the. producers. This 
sperifically.. obtains with the film- 
maker whose winter release barely 

ground in -conven- 
The skytops over 

the: following spring and summer. 
—those which don’t require. up-to- 

{Continued on ‘Page 5) 

Global Scope Of 
US. Hotel Brains| 
‘Besides... the Knott - (Westbury, 

london), Hilton and Sheraton 
chains’ global hotel expansion into 
almost. every..civilized land,. ‘it is 

|. no secret that private capital andj 
lesser hotel operations have ‘been | 
eyeing. international expansion. 
‘Loew’s -{Tisch) is one. Restaurant: 

| Associates (the: Forum, the Four 
"| Seasons ‘restaurants, motels, etc.} 

-is another. Claude C. Philippe. and 
|} Col. Sergé Obolensky, individually |, 

Over. ‘Indecent’. Films :* and in’ association, are others.: 
‘Nathan M. Ohrbach, the mer-| 

chant, is.still another. Understood 
he ‘is virtually set to close for. the 
‘posh: Lancaster Hotel, ‘Paris, This |. 
would call for ‘a Franco-U.S. syndf- 
‘eate, since French : hotels -must 

| have important Tocal directors and :. 
management. 

Joel. Hillman, ‘the Atlantic: Clty: 
hotelier, “was: ahead of his~. time! 
in the 1920s when he built -the: 
Hotels. George. V. and Prince’ de: 
Galles Prince of ~-Wales — with. 
French associates. For many years, 
most of the top. Continental hotels 
have had British capital in them. 
Ohrbach is no novice in- realty, | 

- Tokyo, Aug. &. 

The. life and times of Buddha 
will be brought to the screen this’ 

year in Japan's first blockbuster; 

{ 

which -was inspiréd by -the succes- i 
ses of “10: Commandments” (Par) 
and “Ben-Hur” (M-G). Produced by. 
Masaich! Nagata, prez of Dale: 
Studios, the: film will be first Astan 
‘picture in 70m. With a cast of 
20,000. and a six-track magnetic; 

‘sound system; its budget of $1,500,- 
000 will make it five times more 
costly than any previous Japat-ese 
picture, 

Film will be called “Sakya” 
(Buddha}, and is skedded for a No- 
vember preem in Japan. Nagata! 
expects it to earn over 
half coming from overseas distrib. ; 
Execs of Metro and Warner's al- 
ready have. expressed interest in hi 
‘handling global distrib. 

. Kojiro Hongo, 26 y: ars old, stars 
in the title. role opyosite beauty ; 
Charito ‘Solis: of the Phillppines. 
Virtually everybody on the Dafet lot, 
including Machiko Kyo, Shintaro | 
Katsu, Ralzo Ichikawa and Fujiko 
Yamamoto will appear in Dalet's 

ithree have 

ftorians iz 1437, is 
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| il nn m nq W Roger Si Stevens Out Producing Himself; 
Has More Plays Than Playhouses 

+ By HOBE MORRISON 

Sometimes even a theatre owner 
,can't get a Broadway house for his 
own shows—-that is, lf he produces 
enough of them. 

Roger L. Stevens, who combines 
the careets of prolific Broadway 
producing and multiple theatre 
ownership with major realty oper- - 
ations, js in that spot with a new 
script he optioned iast week. The 
play is ready to go into inimediate 
production, with director and star 
set, but a suitahle New York thea- 
tre isn’t available. 

The new Stevens entry is “Fvery- 
body Loves Opal.” a comedy by 
John Patrick, with Cyril Ritchard 

{in line to do the staging and FElleen 
Heckart set to star as a kindly 
junkyard owner who hefriends sev- 
,eral predatory unfortunates,. There 
‘are five characters and a single 
setting is required. 

At the moment, Stevens has 10 
other shows on his production 
agenda for this season, of which 

theatres booked for 
idefinite opening dates. He also haa 
at Jeast two other prospects, one 
-befing tentatively set but not actu- 
ally under contract and the other 

‘Continued 5 on page 56) 

Brandon Digs Up Old 
Civil War Pic on Which 
Hemingway Had Worked 

Renewed Interest In the career 
$5,500,000, ‘of author Ernest Hemingway, who 

‘died last month, has prompted In- 
idie distrib Tom Brandon (to ar- 

ulre the reissue rights to the only 
ilm on which Hemingsvay actual- 
ly worked. “The Spanish Earth" 

! Brandon expects {o have prints 
ready for a New York opening 
some time next month. 

“Barth.” ovizinally released hy 
an quifs! catied Contemporury His- 

a documentary 
on the Spanish civil war, told from 

major effort. Kenjl Misum{ 1s di- eminesay's deeply pro-Loyalist 
. (Continued on page lf: 

Olympic Track Star 
Turns Nitery Singer 

Dortmund, Aug. 8. 

Carl Kaufmann, the German- 
itrack star. who won the. Silver 
‘Medal in Rome for. his 400- yard 
dash in the Olympic games. has 
‘decided that the entertainment 
world is more profitable than ama- 
teur sports. He has signed as a 
singer jn the Dortmund cabaret 
Wintergarten. 

The racer from Karisritie. West 
Germany, went to the U.S. vith 

both from. his business ‘holdings ! his manager shortly afte: his Ot m- 
and also other U.S..- hotel and, 
apartment properties. He is presi-} 

j.dent of the HampShire House, the | 
Central. Park “South cooperative ; 

Nhostelry. e 

pic triumphs and tried to enter 
show business there vis television 
and nightclub -engagemen’. 3 :! 
his efforts In America « ere Wats 
i out. success, 

Pnoint at 

fied with 
- Jater rerceorded the commentary 

ever 

siew Hemingway wrote 

Jthe cosnmentary, orfginaily re. 
corded) ob: oa comparatively une 
| know n Federal Theatre actor 
iWhom the Vapsrty -July 21, 19370 
review muscalied'* Narcan -Welfeg ° 
Hemingwat. howe er was wnsatige 

Weles’ readings and 

himself 366s this version wleieds 
-Brandon has. 

Tne falus was directed) by Jars 
Ivens and photosiaphed &: Jolin 
Ferno, swith the miiisseal arranice- 
ments done be Mare Buifzstein and 
Virgil Thomson Because of its 
highly political nature. the picture 

recessed wae conomnercral 
guting, _ 

cstal ; 

distribution on iis osigina?! 
at a Ume when the Suan. tb 
War Was sti]} gests fail ty) 

Brandan feel. (iat interest today 
ey] cepire an tie fart that the 

film contains Jems: Je as prose, 
_ little knows, ts mo! penple, 
‘spoken bs the mosses heatvelf 

7 



MISCELLANY 

Orchestra in Role of Heavy As Met 
Tells Press of ‘Exorbitant Demands’) 

By ROBERT J. LANDRY 

aGming season Gf the Metropolitan 
Cpera is cancelled. No optimism 
iespecting belated resumption, of 
nepotiations with-Local 802. Amer- 
fcan Federation of Musicians, was 
expressed by president Anthony 
Bliss, chairman Lauder Greenway 
end managing director Rudolf Bing 
et a press conference in the law 
efices of Milbank, Tweed, Hope 
& Hadley at Radio City. 

Onns 
piaved exclusively. upon the: or-; 
thestra demands. 't bemg stated: 
that 10 of the 14 unions with which | 
Net deals have settled, if .not 
Figned. 

Piess conference drew about 35 
reporters plus a galaxy of radio 
and television journalists bearing 
their tape apparatus and cameras. 
The principals, including Francis: 
Robinson, Lincoln Lauterstcin and 
Robert Herman, remained after 
ike press conference itself .dis- 
yersed 

tT.ocat 802, pressed for comment, 
declined any on Monde4, arquixg 
vis beard and negotiators must 
first study the statements of the: 
Ret Eflect of 802's silence was to 
give the rst news bree: entirely 
to the opera managenwent.} 

On Tues. Local 892 prexy ‘Al 
Manuti rapped the Meto: >ra 
management for “following the 
usual procedure” of eondurt- 
ing union negotiations, namely, 
“holding a gun at the head. of 
the union” in the form of a 
deadline. Stating that the un- 
fon’s demands were still nego-- 
liable, Manuti asserted that 
the bargaining to this point 
had been a “faree.” He said the 
Metopera has never seriously 
considered the union’s npro- 
posals on a point-by-point bas- 
is. insisting frst that the mu- 
sicians reduce their. demands 
by 85 to 90°, before talks 
could begin in earnest. 
If the Monday afternoon con- 

ference. was necessarily devoted 
“Continued on page 59) 

Ex-Havana Correspondent _ 
In Re Hemingway's Works : 

By JAY MALLIN 
Miami, Aug. 8. 

Button, button. button; who has 
the Hemingway manuscripts? | This ! 
question has arisen in the” wake | 
of the great author's death: ; 

Hemingway won the Nobel Prize 
fer literature in 1954 for “The Old 
Man and the Sea. and at that time 
he revealed that “The Old. Man” 
was but the epilogue of a five-part |. 
series. Since 1954 Hemingway had 
been working hard and steadily, 
and on one occasion in 1958 he 
said, “Yve been working . 
ings, afternoons and evenings, and 
sou know I usually only work in 
mernings.” 

All of which would indicate that 
there are a substantial number of 

‘Continued on page 61) 
oo 

+ 

As of Moudav, Aug. 7, the up- | 

i 

of the cancelation was | 

+ Teresa | Stratas,. 

‘Cad’ As In Caedmon 
Researched from English 

folk sources, by Alan .Lom2x 
and Peter Kennedy two. LP’s 
will be cut for the Caedom. | 
label under the titles: “Songs 
of Courtship” and “Songs of 
Seduction.” 

Then there's .Caedam’s other 
item with Richard Burton,. " 
“The Rape of. Luerece”. 

‘Pessy Hicks Preems 
Opera at Athens Fest; 

| Other Pending Events 
Athens, Aug. 8. 

| This year’s longhair festival here ! 
includes a world: premiere of an, 
opera by an American composer, 
Peggv Glanville Hicks, to a libref- | 
to of Robert Graves. Called “Nau- [ 
sicaa,” the work will be performed 
at the Herodus Attica Theatre at 
the foot of the Acropolis here. No- 
European arts festival has hereto- 
for ever world-preemed an Ameri- 
can opera, according to. music |. 
scholarship. 

‘Canadian of | 
Greek extraction and member of | 
the Met Opera roster. is one of the 

HARRY ALTMAN 
Managing Director ‘of. Glen. ‘Park, 

at Buffalo, New York, says: ; 
“Tremendous, terrific, great per- 

U former, PA ANKA is a. wonder- 
-ful. shownian. Our capacity. 1,200. | 
and capacity at every show Thou-| 

‘sands turned. away. PAUL: ‘ANKA 
is tups. ” 

Rio Showman On 
How to Use Shows 

| served. on 40 defendants, “consist-. For Propaganda’ 

- “common ground of: agreemént..:. 

film. this chapter.’ ” 

"Not Too Fanciful 
ot ’ Madrid, ‘Aug. 8.. 

7 Well known Saragossa ‘exhie” 
os bitor, Felipe. Sanz, told friends . 

about: the executive -board..of a 
film studio’ in Italy meeting: 

.et spectacle but finding no 

Finally, the board prexy or-* ~ 

__ & Bible.” 
_ Opening’ the sacred text at” 
random, he pointed his golden 

|. letter. opener to a page. and.”.: 
reached. his. decision: “Let's 

Legal Fight Over Cleo” 
‘Insurance: Claims Not 

Joto Court Till 62; 
London, Aug. 8. 

The. Tegal hassle’. between‘ 20th- 
‘Fox and various. insurance com-: 
|panies and members of. syndicates 

ver insuratice responsibility for 
the holdup. of “Cleopatra” is now. 
expected. .to ‘begin in the ‘High! 
| Courts. next year. Writs ‘have ‘been 

jing of. nine insuratice companies 

dered his ‘Secretary: “Bring me °:} 

‘|-warning: of °: 

Wednesday, August: ‘9. ‘1961 

30Year Dearth 7 New NY.C. Hotels 
Broken But Cautions Already 

Hear i 
. By. ABEL-GREEN.- | 

“Last week's. formal ‘opening ° “of 
_.| Loew's . (Tisch) Summit ‘Hotel, on: 
_}the site. of Loew’s Lexington. Thea- — 
: tre, 5Ist- and. ‘Lexington Ave., New ~ 
ai York, has given hoteliers generally 
‘fa second’ look: at the future. of the 

to discuss their next low-budg-.- ‘Gotham ‘scene jn the next two or 
_| three. . years.:- Some: ‘concern: ‘lest, 
‘jfrom a paucity of new hotels, the. 
metropolis may. swing: ‘the other-way - 

the’ ‘ population‘: explosion : ‘being 
|-what.- it is:’ a- repétition. is’. not .an= 
| ticipated but: there” is a. new caa-: 

tion.:. 

The’ ‘Summit, per - Se, with’ its: . 
800 rooms.is no problem. -Gotham 
can .absorb that and-more, but as 

-}the -broadening: horizons: of. the - 
‘upcoming ‘N.Y. Hilton .and- ‘Loew's Jere 
Americans: and © other - operations: re 

it might bes o«:- come - into focus. 
smoldering again, 

Right now, of course, .jt ‘is. sea- 
sonal. occurence. that the. ‘class: east 
side ‘hotels—and. some of the’ bet- 
ter-grade west-of-5th. “Ave: hostelé . 

; ries—feel : the -summer - vacancies.” ° 

with ‘overbuilding of .new' hotels. me 

-| ‘Realtors .are ‘still smarting. from” 
a. recent. : Harper's ‘mag article © 

‘the. unprecedented. -'-. 
-Manhattan . realestate . boom, real= 

‘| estate: “syndication,” and kindred . 
.. |operations, and -reealling. the-‘bub-. 
+ ble that -burst:‘in. the :1920s. With 

and 31 members of.syndicates. in- ; The Times Sq: hotels, with ‘their -: 

, Britain with Dame - Margot Fon- | 

singers. Carles Surinach is con-| The Unitéd States isn’t.using. its; cluding Lloyd's. The ‘writ shows j comparatively: . pop-priced — tariffs," 
ducting the debut Aug. 19 to John! show: business resources properly ; ‘2¢ action as “20th-Fox versus | get. the mass tourist trade, and 
"Butker's staging and Andreas No- in the propaganda battle for South ; and others.” - 
mikos’ sets ‘America or for ‘the rest of the! 20th-Fox is suing. over an tn- | 

; Other attractions at. the fest are: ‘world for. that. ‘matter, according } ! surance’: agreement: of - $2. 380 000, 

Man C allas, dea 7 repeater for. to“Oscar Ornstein, manager: of ‘the ‘claiming that ‘each defendant 
‘ ain’s Halle ‘Copacabaiia: Palace. Hotel, Rio de! tagreed to be. liable for a. part of:| -- 

-Orchestra under Sir‘ John Bar- | Janeiro. ‘Ornstein is a vet South ! an indemnity. of such ‘loss as the | with a Sites MSG, Se eeniiod z 
.biroHi and the Royal Ballet of! American talent buyer who keeps j plaintiffs might sustain up. toa! hails, and rooming. facilities, which 

(Madison. Sq. .Garden) - projection: 
atop ‘the Pennsylyania. Railroad in: 
'the 7th “Ave. and 33d St. - zone,” 

| Andrew Weir Insurance Company : ‘class visitors. don’t invade: the city... 
: Conmiing up is that. Graham-Paige - 

:‘morn- 

Subscription Order Form 

Please send VARIETY. for 

in: close touch with the. require- ; total. of $2. 600,000 and” in. excess 
‘teyn. Solo instrumentalists booked i ments of Brazil aS well as the’ rest; of $1,350,000. 
“are Gina Bachauer and Isaac Stern. of South: America.. t 

107 Foreign Pix For 
Tokyo in Six. Months: 

Toxyo, Aug. 8. 

There were lw7 foreign filnis re- 

‘Thus ‘far, ‘aceording to: Ornstein, 
| the U.S. has sent down many dele- 
gations of ‘our top jazzsters,. such : 
i as Louis Armstrong, Lionel’ ‘Hamp- | 
| ton. Dizzy Gillespie, Dave Brubeck : 
and a few others,. all ‘of whom . 
have ‘done. a “magnificent Job. in 

‘leased in Tokyo during first. six] contributing to the good will tor 
: months of 1961, of which 39 went|the United States. However, in. his 
directly into general release. . 

Breakdown by country: U.S., 

Germany, 3; Poland, 3; Swiss, : 3; 
! Sweden 2; and “one each from 
; Soviet Union; Belgium and Aus-| 

| Leonard Berristein, Ornstein: said 
{ the: major. portion of his intinerary. 

tria. 

Reddin Resigns From Par - 
' London, Aug. 8. 

Tony Reddin, director of public-. 
ity, adyertising and theatres. for! 
Paramount, will retire’on Aug. -27. 
He joined Par in 1927 when it went 
into the theatre field. Reddin 
opened the Capitol in: Dublin. . In. 
1938, he was upped to. his present | 

job. 

opinion, these have been ainied at- 
{the teenage crowds, when actually | 

55; France, 17; Italy, 13; Britain, 8;|a@ ‘wider base among-the- various | 
Populations is needed: 

However,. when. the U. S.. 
-down. an artist. ‘of the’: ‘stature ‘of 

was in. the- concert’ ‘halls where 
only the elite. saw him: at the head: 
of. the.. N-Y. ° Philharmonic, He 
should. ‘have © played: more ‘arenas 
j and outdoor stadia‘ so that wider 
segments of the~ people. might. 
‘have benefitted and created’ more 
friends’ for the United States. ' 

Ornstein says: that. ‘the: ‘Russians 
have. understood the value: of get- 
ting all classes of ‘people to. see: 

| their. top-shews. They ‘have toured 

In 1946, he was made a director’ ‘the Bolshoi and Moiseyev. ballets 

of the Plaza and Carlton.. 

8/9 {1 
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154 West 46th Street 

in both concert halls ‘and mass 
miedia : as ‘well as’ television,, and 
| have created a tremendous regard 

“gecomplish- their cultural ~ 

-TV Stars. Also: 

On thé other’. hand, -Ormstein 

‘at ‘least the equal of any other in 
the world, but we have the added 

; | advantage of. exported ‘television | 
‘+ shows. He feels ‘that Robert Young ||. 
(“Father Knows Best’) would be | |i. 

(Continued, on page 15). 

KAYE RECORD $98, 000 
|| AT FRAMINGHAM, HASS.|} 

To Ceeeoeeeoase ozs esceeeCaenseeaetaese cerecsccdecreiccscce. aeeesto. 

@liease Print Name) Boston, “Aug. u. 

$98,000 last: week in-seven evening 
performances at the Carousel The- 
‘atre, Framingham, Mass. The take 
was a record for the 3,000-seat tent, 

1$35,000, plus a percentage of the 

Jand $4:50: weekend eves. is $60.000. 

“way.” 7 

‘says, the U.S. has at least as much ||}. 
18 | to.offer. This country: not only has | 

‘pallet and: concert groups that are. 

| Danny Kave-and his Internation-: 
al Revue grossed © a tremendotis 

which upped its scale for the Mon-. 
day-Sunday. (31-6). engagement: of] 

ii|the unit to-a $5.50 top weeknights | 
aiand $6. 50 top weekend eves. . 

The Kaye group reportedly got ||]" 

| gross at Framingham. The ‘poten- 

Current at the canvastop is Mar-| 
gueritte Piazza in. “Song of | Nor- 

‘Five ‘other virits “have ‘been 
issued’ by: 20th-Fox. in connection 
1 with. five. other actions which will 
“be consolidated in thease. It is’ 

00 mark, 

Grade, ‘Assoc. British. 
Form New Film Outfit: 

London; ‘Aug. 8. 
‘Elstree Films, a new indie- pro- 

‘duction-distribution’: company; has’ 

Picture Corp. and. the: Grade Or- 
been formed. by Associated: British | 
ganization. The two will. be equal } 
partners in the sét-up.- J.. H. Mc-] | 
Donald,.. APBC’ secretary;. James.’ 
R. Wallis, ABPC€ studio chief, and | 
Leslie Grade and. Kenneth Harper! 

with. Andrew. will -be. : directors, ... 
Mitchell, studio production exec, 
as general manager: - 

Elstree Films -is expected... to 

jis benevolently regarded : by .many - 
! hotel men. This is because of the: ~ 
‘convention facilities which invari- . 
ably help .all. hotels, * ‘just -as.a 
World Series isa’ ‘sboom: ‘to every. 

{Manhattan “hostelry, - restaurant, m 
estimated that the. contested ‘in- | 
surance will be around the $3, 000,-.|. nitery, theatres ‘and the like. A Teeap. of the changing facade: 

of the Gotham ‘realty scene, ‘not 
‘only. hotels but residences and. of- 
fice -buildings, -puts . the’ spotlight. 
anew also. on. those’ ‘two | new. : 
| Ave: motels - which’ ‘Loew-Tisch .15. 

| buildirig; - the motels along the” 
Hudson : ‘River ‘on. the ‘west. ‘side; 
‘the. class. Regency: (also Tisch), 

sent ; been formed by <Associted.. British | more. of a. ‘permanent - ‘residence 
and 61 St, hotel. .-at: Park Ave, 

the. motel: on..the entire. ‘block: at . 
"(Continued on ‘page. 46) foe 

‘Sand: Castle’ Requested. 
' At Kennedy. Cottage... 
Rep of Louis deRochemont. ‘ASso~' 

clatés said ‘this week that Mrs... 
| Jacqueline Kennedy. asked. for’ and 

sponsor 4 minimum: of three ; pix a {has received: a print: of “The Sand 
year. First under. the:.new com- ; 
pany’ s banner ‘will be “The ‘Young | 
Ones,” starring. Cliff. Richard, and’: 
this ‘will be followed. by. “Other 
Peoples. Babies”. and “Within. And 
‘Without. " ot 

Castle” for a- moppet. ‘showing’ at 
the President's summer, home’ in 
Hyannis, “Mass. | 

' Jerome Hill's production’ isa 
comedy-fantasy centering. OT. a. . 

“nine-year-old ‘boy. 
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4 Motion Picture Export. “agen! exer, who offen has to tendo 
‘thie brickbats hurled. when the name:of the official: ‘US. entry.at . 
‘this ox: that film’ fest: is“announced, was ‘somewhat grimy. amused“ 
at the commotion occasioned by the. “Sunrise. at. Campobelio” 
debacle ‘at. Moscow.:'“*At least: that’s ‘one ‘festival: entry they: can't 

‘blame: on. us,’ he’ said, noting - ‘that the. “Sunrise” . selection. jad. |: 
- been made at, the State Dept:’s insistence, - 

MPEA exec also found: it. {t- extremely fronto: ‘that: cat. ‘Yeast one. 
éf: the. Holiywood producers ‘who ‘has been ‘most articulate. recently. . 

... in talking about the‘poor quality -of U.S: fest ‘entries is also: one of :. 
-.. the ‘producers who-has refused. to ‘allow his. pix to. be entered in. 
“.} fest competition, for. one: reason or ‘another, -Said the MPEA: ‘exec, 

fa effect, “Let him put his. pictures ‘where his mouth tx.’ 

U. s: Product Finding N Native Releasés Compete waa 
: New-Fos ound Equality--H "wood Publicity: Called: Stale, 

a 

“By THOMAS, M. PRYOR 

"Holywood, ‘Aug. 8. 
. a Although | ‘the. ‘Muropean market |. 
continues to-be most profitable for |. 

” ‘it a . American - -tnotion. * ‘pictures, . 
“would : be .a - ‘mistake: to take- ‘for|}~ 
‘granted audiences.in Britain, Ger- |. 

... any, -France and Italy.- ‘They like |." :. 
‘Hollywood product, to be sure, but }-: 
Se pot : always "to. the. -exclusion .. of |.- 
their own’ home made films; ‘or. 
other forms ‘of “entertainment. and 

. Fecreation: As ° a matter of: ‘fact, 

'. for manufacture of some ofthe. 
."Telemeter ” ‘home - - receiving : 

” Raibourn: to: ‘Japan: 
Paul” -Raibourn, - Paramount | 

New = York’: ‘this. . week’ on. a 
hush ~ hush . tion’ ~ film business. 

: . trip to Japan. 
Exec, “who's a a. specialist in 

economics, declitied comment, 

equipment: | 

-v.p.-board.- member will Jeave oe 
| reductions: of: tariffs on taw film 

' gering - importance ” to U.. 

It is deduced. he ‘may “he 1 | 
":. auditioning. - Costs cand. prices. 7 

‘| a smoothly functioning CM or gani- 

BRITAIN? 
(tts SEE IN 

ULTIMATE Logs) Seen 
. By ‘VINCENT CANBY: 

ae ‘Great’ Britain; as. requested 

[Economics Rather Than Politics 

‘Consent’ 
| iast’ week:by Prime Minister Harold | 
‘| Macmillan, eventually: enters the}. 

| Eropean- Common’ Market commu- |." 
nity,..what (repercussions are like- 

| ly.to be felt by. U.S; film -distribs |- 
‘who are. becoming. increasingly de- 
pendent on the foreign market? 

-. Phe. repercussions - will. be~ 
*' few, if. any, in. the immediate. 

future, but the iongrange view 
- ‘is so: serene. - 

That's the opinion’: ‘of. a Motion: 
Picture Export - ASSN: -exee who]. 
points out that‘so far the Common 
“Market organization (France. Italy, 

' «West Germany, Belgium, Nether-. 
| lands and Luxembourg) has accom- 
|-plished: very .little. in the area -of. 
‘film trade. There have been. some: 

‘stock, film equipment, etc., among. 
.|CM countries, but the total. "ainount 
‘of this trade has not been of stag-. 

Pliers. 

This ‘Is not: ‘to. say,- however: that. 

zation, ‘which: 

ss  SUps ; 

The Pumpkin Coach | 
“How stars are made. For the 

“femme lead in. “The Errand 
- Boy,’ Jerry Lewis has signed 
' Felicia Atkins. a Las Vegas 
: showgirl without any previous 

film - -experience.. 
; In-Paris, Darryl Zanuck cast 

|: Irina Demich; a French madel- 
- unknown:to show business, for 
the ferme. lead in “The Long- 
est. Day.” 

TV Selloff Bonus | 
Eased in New Dub 

Terms of SAG! 
The ° ‘Importance ‘of the {ncreas- 

‘ing. acceptance of foreign films in 
included Britain. |'‘the U.S. market, and especially the 

-| might not. eventually take some increasing acceptance of. dubbed 

indications’ point : to. increasingly. 
 gtiffer. -competition | ‘as: television |. 

= '| steps whieh: could have: a decidedly foreign: product; ‘(both in theatres 
‘| corrosive effect. on “Us S. ‘major. and on tv). has riot ‘been lost on |. 
[company -- - fortunes. - One. of the] the ‘New -York branch of the 

- becomes a more important: factor | 
‘ in- the : ; Buropean . -eritertainment. 

. diet. : 
‘During this” -writer’s recent tour |. 

“of countries mentioned: above, :on |. 
‘the scene: reps of major American |. 

: companies. ; acknowledged ~ 
some: concern: that the ‘days - oft: 

- easy pickings. are. fading: fast. : 
“It- used. to ‘be that.. we could |. 

"...eount'on. taking about $100,000 out | 
' of West: Germany with an: average | 
‘picture,”: one. distribution: exec re- 

-*- ported, “but-now:.we have to fight 
2. to: get $25, 000": with the: same type 

. of picture.” .. 

are ‘bumper-ts-bumper . ‘at “stop- 
lights in Berlin and .Rome). I “wave |. 
goodbye ‘to. a- customer. LI don't. 

“-"mean that they:.don’t. go to movies | 
anymore, but .there’s no. question. 

‘about them not going as often. as 
they: did before.” 

What it all boils down. to is that 
--time is not.hanging.as ‘heavily as ‘it 
did formerly:upon Europeans, and 
“more and more the motion: picture 

“. has to-really attract’ an ‘audience. 
In” -other words, ‘ the ‘situation. in 

(Continued on. Page 1. BF 

No Deals i in Moscow, But « 
Copenhagen Yields Brandon |: 

Jorgen Roos’ Danger’ 
_- Indie distrib'Tom Brandon didn’t |- 
~ finalize. any: distribution. deals dur- |; 

-.-fng. his. stay atthe recent Moscow 
film fest, but'a stopover-in Copen-' 
hagen enroute home was. a good 
deal. more productive. . 

. Brandon ‘sewed up U, S: rights’ ‘to. 
Minerva Films. currently. shooting | 
“Danger!” being directed. by Jor- 
“gen: Roos, young: Danish director | 

SAD City: - ‘Called |- 
. Copenhagen,” " “was ‘an ‘Oscar con- |; 
‘whose: | short;:: 

tender this: year.and is being re- 
‘leased’ this side 

_ “Danger!” described as a:contem- 
porary .dramia, is. a’ multi-lingual 

- pie with ‘sections in- English, Dan- | 
ish, French. and’: German.’ 

- Brandon also’ set’ a deal with 
- Nordisk: Films, one of the. éarly. 
giants in. the film. ‘business, to ‘rep. 
that: company’s more ‘than 2,000 

‘titles in all reissue, remake’ and.re-- 
*. wision. (adding narration’ or..music : pleted. “The-Land We Love.”. .: 
" “tracks to silent pix) deals." Films 

in Nordisk’s . library ‘go. : all. the 
- ‘way . back.to\:1902 and include: 
-gome : ‘Of ‘the’ classics Of ‘the: early. 
cinema ‘era. ineludin Carl” “Dry: 

ee a McCord salary: plus a.five percent 
deal on a multi-pic: arrangement, 

er’s. “The President” (1918). 
In: conjunction. with: the -exten- 

sive library of old films -he already. 
has, Brandon is mulling ‘a. couple |: 
or tv: ‘series ‘Surveying the: silent: 
film ‘scene; one. perhaps, to high-: 
light the great. actots :of the era, 
and another the. ‘work: ‘of. the. im- 
portant. .directors. ‘Distrib: says 

_.: He's already had: ‘preliminary. talks. 
. with two. ‘ad agencies: and ‘one. net. 

a Yaee o 
ome 

‘with.| ° 

‘nits, 

“by”. Brandon. 

“Property,” . 

Is Photography 
‘Now Downgraded| 
In Hollywood 
By: DALE OLSON 

Ta) Hollywood, “Aug. Bb. 
- Prodiicers: “are. forcing: photoz-| 

raphy: inito- ‘background, Says. -cine- | 
‘matographer Ted ‘McCord. Unless . 

| steps are. ‘taken. to resurrect. its 
-Another. put it this: way: “EVery> 

time. I see. a new. car (often they. 
position ‘as ‘backbone: of films. he |; 
believes. 
product: ‘will, suffer. * 
‘Rush ‘into produetion ‘and: obses- | 

sion. ‘with. time and false cost goals | - 
are major stifling: ‘poirits,. accord: 
‘ing to McCord: -He sees. cameramen |: 
grown ‘stale and disinterested as a} 

}result of. downgrading: of their art: 
Uptrend of Yank “interest: in for.| 

eign films. and: ‘significance of 
photography. overseas ‘are’ pointers | 
toward .his own’ conclusions. .Part- 
of the evil’ is television's. fault. It’s 
filmakers. ‘settle: for. ‘unimaginative| 

o lighting, angles. and stvle: “Throw 
[on some light, set-up the eamiera 
{and roll ’em": is: telepix's general 

idea,. he :thinks.. 
* McCord ‘decries. low! ‘placement 
of. ‘photography. category on. Acad- |. 
emy. Awards listings, the. only time 
of the - year. “when - ‘the: field: even 

' gets a nod. 
‘More atiéntion: to’ "photography 

might - be. miore ¢ostly,, McCord ad-. 

pix..is photography given.“prime 
attention and:these don’t. need’ it] 
‘a8 tnuch.as the. smaller films ‘which 
could draw ° - better if photography 
were emphasized, he argues. . 
McCord ‘remarks public interest 

in. amateur: ‘photography, spool. and 
‘stilk ‘He:-asked; would not ‘more. 
People: ‘go to see pictures if “excit-} 
ing, unconventional”. photography 
were more’ stressed? 

. Pmajor.. dangers, as. Seen by the ‘Screen. Actors Guild. Details of a 

\al,” 
[concerned in each of the other CM more product in N-Y. 

} countries.‘ 

- ecrees which require that: every | signed “ Marclt. 

creativity’. of. American.) 

"| M?EA exec, is that an agreement modified) dubbing ‘agreement he- 
might be worked out whereby in- ‘tween. the local SAG and the dub- | 
dividual Common..Market country | ‘bing studios show a significant 
films would ‘be considered. “nation-. concession on the part. of. the 

as ‘far as. screen quotas. are union to.stimulate the dubbing of 

Though the new agreement was 
.Sereen ‘quotes—koverninent. de- negotiated ‘earlier this year and 

‘10, its . specifies 
theatre play’ a certain : :percentage were not: revealed until last week. 
of. domestic films—exist .today in |'The agreement. was. retroactive to 
Britain, -Frarice and Italy. Should | Sept, 1, 1960 sand runs’ through 
‘some agreement be worked out Dec. 31, 1961. 

(Continued on page: wD : Distribs’ chief complaint against 
the old- dubbing agreement had to 
do with the provision relating to 
the eventual sale of the pic to tv. 

¥. ¢ Mich dl ln ' It provided that the distrib had 
|to.pay the. dubbing actor 25° of 

oe: 

” Chairmanshi distrib. didn’t fork over the first 
425%. payment, and then eventually 

The postponed - Board of. Direc- | Sold his pic to tv. he was penalized 
tors meeting pf 20th. Century-Fox. ‘to the extent.that he was then re- 

elected chairman of. the. executive | the basic wage at the time of dub- 
‘committee ..of nine. :Of. many bing, plus another 1212 when 
‘rumors: heard in: advance. this had|the film goes the tv route: If the 
not : been. one:. ‘Heretofore. there distrib fails to make the original 

‘| bing; 1f the distrib had any inten- 
tion of eventually selling his film 

.jto tv, plus another 25°-when the 
- film “was. actually sold to tv. If the 

Manhattan - from’ 4 to 8 p.m. after 100% of his .orisinal wage when 

which it wai revealed that the|the pic went to tv. 
longtime exec veep of the com-| Under the new. agreement, the 
-pany, W.-C. “Michel, .had ‘been. distrib pays the actor 12!2°7 of 

‘pit’ he contends «boxoffice 
draw as “result of: Wetter filming 
would be worth: ‘it; Only. on. big-} 

This basic wage at the time of dub- 

‘took: place - yesterday (Tués.) in quired to. pay the dubbing actor 

jnas. ‘been | no chairman. {1222 payment, he still pays the 
yros *-Skouras. whose. presi: |: “Sp 

dential duties ‘will keep him. much 
‘at the Hollywood studio’ in: time. 
ahead explains that the new. status 
for Michel: will -strengthen’ his 
authority in the N.° Y,. office and 
with: the board. In addition to 

mittee members are John L. Loeb, 
‘Milton, S,.Gould,. Colby. ‘Chester, 
‘Thomas ‘A: Pappas, Robert - Leh- |. 
man, Earl Puckett,. Robert L. 
Clarkson. They represent _ . the 
board. of 12. °:. 
-According to - ‘one teport, there 

-were two ‘eandidates for the chair- | 
manship. of the executive commit- 

There are'a few young producers | -tee.. These were Michel, the win-- 

vate. Property” and the: just-com- ; 

Stevens works directly. with: Me- 
‘Gord: on ail. stages of. production, : 
which is the: way camermen. should. |-. 
work, ‘“MeCord: contends... Producer 
apparently agrees, since he -gives 

that: includes ‘two upcoming: films. 
which ° won.- ‘acclaim 

photographically.-here and abroad 
and. was. listed ‘in foreign ‘guides. as | 

“must ‘see” for: this reason, was 
‘made ‘in “-12 . days: at. a cost of 
‘$69,000 -and. McCord: says he: will 
‘match. the photography with ‘any 
on. | major pix’ :of its Sype. 

“0 ine 

‘now basing.‘films on. this premisé,|ner, and. Milton.-S. Gould, ‘the at- 
though. they are. rare,::camerman torney 
asserted. He ‘singled ‘out. Leslie: on the 
Stevens, . for: whom: he. ‘made | “Prt i same. report, .the’. vote was li tq 

‘one .for Michel which. would indi- {. 
cate that -even. pone. L. Loeb, of | 
‘Loeb-Rhoades.: 

representing | ‘Treves’ & Co.: 
board, According’ to. the 

‘Co. ‘voted for 
‘Michel. . 

‘The other. action. at the meeting 
_was the reading of a ‘report on.the jgiven $40,000. for two films: this lr Roberts 
20th studio. ‘operations by Milton'| year. The sliding-scale pact entitles | Great 
Gould, “and a ‘separate: study. of |him to'$50,000 for a pair in 1962. 
‘the same. subject by Skouras. 
-Skouras stated that the two re-.; 

-Skouras and Michel the exec com-' 

actor no more than the 25°% total 
when. .the. pic is’ eventually sold. 

Whether or not the SAG. con- 
cession ‘will be enough to bring 
more rubbing to N.Y. remains to 
be seen: Dubbing costs are a good 
deal ‘Jess abroad, but SAG, and 
some distribs: agree, that quality 
overseas often.is less than second- 
rate. 

ORPHANS COURT LEARNS 
3 ( 1 

20TH’S TERMS TO FABIAN 
> .Philadelphia, Aug. 8. 

“Fabian (Forte), through his guar- 
dian John. Palmieri, has asked Or- 
phans Court here to approve a six- 
year contract with 20th Century- 
Fox -for making. nine features for 
a gross sum of $545,000, 

The 18-year-old actor-vocalist. 
who was graduated from South 

} Philadelphia High» School. this; 
“Ispring and already ranks as his; 
[class’ most successful man, will be 

and $80,009 for one film in 1963 
Then the ante increases sharpls ; 

Best Guess on Preminger 
Switch to Columbia 
+ Otto Preminger this. past week 
took his “Advise and Consent* 

‘| package from United Artists to Co- 
lumbia in a surprise move that at 
first glance. at least. looked rooted 

jin political anxieties--that Is, UA 
might have been fearful of going 
against the grain with the Kennedy 
Administration. 

A brief statement issued by UA 
on Thursday (3) simply said, with- 
out explanation, that Preminger, 
UA chairman Robert S. Benjamin 
jand Col president Abe Schneider 
j jointly agreed" to transfer {he 
|property from the producer's dis- 
tribution contract with UA to Coal. . 

{Preminger’s reieasing deal. with 
LA for three pictures otherwise 
remains Intact. 

In the absence of any additional 
official information, masked but 
usually — in-the-know spokesmen 
(said that economics, not politics, 
dictated the move. One informant 
related that UA was dissatisfied 
mith the blueprinted budpet in 
light of the cast: which Preminger 
had assembled. There was an “area 
of disagreement" hetween the film- 
maker and. the distributor and alt 
three parties were agreeable to the 
‘Advise” alignment wath Col 

Angies 
Politics were uninvolved, aceord- 

ing to insiders. who point te 41) 
the fact that Preminger-financier 
VA in effect bought the property in 
‘the first. place, (2: the script doeg 
not identify any of the Capitol Hull 
scharacters as being of any. political 
party, and (3) Cal, equally, wouldn't 
want to invite Washington reper- 
cussions. 

No specifics as to actual budget 
but it’s strictly “A” in Preminger's 
plans, the rights coast over $200,- 
000 and with a cast that includes 
Henry Fonda, Franchot Tone, Lew 
Ayers, Gene Tierney. Charles 
Laughton. Walter Pidgeon and Don 
Murray. Deal for the rights In- 
clided the aforementioned §204,- 
000 plus «undeterminable extra 
amounts, up to a maximum of 
$450,000, based on how Jong the 
play: would run with an operating 

‘Continued on page 15 
eT aad 

Name ‘Bridge,’ ‘Summer’ 
As Yank Venice Fest 

Entries; 14 Pix Picked 
Venice, Aug. @ 

Two Yank pix, Metro's “Bridge 
to the Sun,” and Paramount's 
“Summer and Smoke" «Hal Wal- 
lis) will be shown in competition at 
the Venice Film Fest. “Bridge’’ 
Is the official MPEA choice while 
“Summer” was invited by festival 
officials. Four Italian films, two 
French entries, and one pic each 
from Russia. Czechoslovakia, Po- 
Jand, SwitzerJand, Britain and 
Japan complete the total of 14 fea- 
ture pix chosen by Venice's six- 
man selection committee. 

The pictures are “L’Annee 
Derniere a Marienbad” (Last Year. 
at Marienbad:. France; “Banditi di 
Orgosolo” ‘Bandits of Orgosolas, 
Ifaly, directed by Vittorio De Seta 
“It Brigante” (The Brigand:, Italy, 
directed hy Renato Castellant: 
Career of Dima Gorin” USSR; “La 
Fille Aux Yeux D'Or” (Girle with 
the Golden Eyes:, France, “tl 
Giudizio Universale” ‘The Last 
Judement', Italy, directed hy Vit- 

ee 

torio De Sira; “Kde Reky Majt 
Slunge” ‘Wken the ‘Tree Will 
Blond, Cvechoslovakia, “Samson,” 
Poland: “Tu ne Tueray Pas" “Thou 

‘Shalt Not Kill, Switzerland, 
“Vanina Vanini.” Italy, directed by 

Rtosselian, “Victim,” 
Britain, and “Yojimbo,” 

Japan 
j “Last Year at Merienbad," the 
French entrs, is the probable choice 

ports did: not. ‘mean. that. the meet- {to $100,000, $125,000 and $150. ong {for the opening night screening on 

ing was not * ‘harmonious.” 

mora, west atid east. 

controls of secrecy. 

for one movie.each in’ 1964-65-66 

[re put-.in’ ‘trust until the youth - 
reaches. 21. 

— 

Aug. 20 when the 22nd Venice . 

‘The Board met after: days: at. ru- Fabian’s counsel said the contract | ¢vent officially opens 
| ‘Nobody. ac- }had already been. approved by the 
‘cepted phone calls or offered com- | California Supreme Court, which 
ment in advance and the: meeting. directed. that half of the earnings | tonal pix of 
‘itself ‘was characterized by. strong 

i Committee selecting pix for com- 
| petition announced several caddi- 

“partiulas interest 
would be shown in Venie’s “Ia- 

jformation Section ” 

nea - 
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Col Production Boom: 31 for ‘61 
(With ‘Advise’) ‘Best in Years’ 

Hollywood,:-Aug. 8 +4 

With 16 pix already started here 
and abroad and 15 more skedded— 
nine here and six in Europe—be- 
tween now and year end, Columbia 
will have most active production 
year in “recent years.” 

While studio hasn't tallies on pix 
started year-by-year—only. releases 
made by company or bought for 
distribution — former total of 30 
has been increased to 31 as result 
of Otto Preminger’s decision to 
awitech “Advise and Consent” from 
United Artists sked to Col. 

Month by month rundown here 
and abroad, according to Col top- 
pers, has: 

“Operation Terror” by Mildred 
and Gordon Gordon, is first starter 
this month. Unit with stars Glenn 
Ford and Lee Remick planed to 
San Francisco Monday to spend! 
month there  before- shifting toj 
Gower St. Blake Edwards is pro- 
ducing and directing own script. 

Slated for Sept..5 will be Prem- 
inger directing “Advise and Con- 
sent” in Washington. then going 
to New York and finally here, at 
Col Studios where he’s been cast- 
ing and meking tests on recent 
visits. 

On Oct. 3, it will be “The Great 
Sebastions” getting gun starring 
Judy Holliday. Haven Prod. marks 
Arthur Hoffe's maiden indie for 
Col. Herbert Baker is scripting. 

On Oct, 9. “The Interns.” Robert 
Cohn Prod. with David: Swift di- 
recting, takes off. Novel by Robert 
Freede has yet to be cast. 

Oct.-16, George Sidney. producer 
and director, kicks off “Diamond 
Bikini” after months of prepara- 
tion. He still hasn't been able to 
form cast. 

Oct. 18. “Nine Coaches Waiting” 
fs set to ride as Dome Production 
(Mel Ferrer- Dorothy ° Kingsley). 
Novel by Mary Stewart and screen- 
‘play. by Miss Kingsley will be di- 
rected to Ferrer. Cast to be set. 

Nov. 28 is starting date for 
“not,” original by William Castle. 
He’s also producer and director. 
No cast lined up as yet.. 

In November, also, “Mothers and 
Daughters” from Evan Hunter 
novel gets greenlight with Delmar 
Daves directing own screenplay. 

In December, “Warm Peninsula,” 
based on Joe: Masteroff’s play, goes 
before cameras as Robert Cohn 
production. Director and. cast to be 
set. . 

Overseas Program 

Half dozen slated for foreign 
lensing are: 

Aug. 14, “The Mutineers.” novel 
by Frank Tilsley. starring Alec 
Guinness, Dirk Bogarde and An- 
thony Quayle. John Brabourne pro- 
ducing, Lewis Gilbert directing. 
(Guinness and Quayle are working 
in Jordan in “Lawrence ‘of Arabia.” 
After finishing Jordan sequences 
duo will go to Spain for exteriors 
and London for interiors on “Muti- 
neers.” then return to .“Lawrence 
of Arabia” unit, wherever it is at 
the time.) 

Sept. 4, Charles Schneer begins 
“The Golden Fleece” in. Yugosla- 
via, Don Chaffey will direct screen- 
play by Jan Read with Todd Arm-} 
strong as Jason. Super Dynama- 
tion and color will obtain. 

Sept. 11, “Dangerous Silence,” 
novel by Pierre Boulle, starts in|. 
London under Sam Spiegel's Hori- 
son Production with Robert Par-| 
rish directing, Jack. Lemmon star- 
ring. 

Alsc in September. 

Sophia Loren and -David Niven, 
Ponti directing. 

Oct. 2, “The War Lover,” based 
- on John Hersey’s navel. Sutton 

Production to star Steve McQueen 
and Shirley Anne Field, Philip 
Leacock ‘now megging “Reach for 
Glory” for John Kohn and Jud 
Kimberg in London for Col -re- 
lease). nai ; 

Dec. 

Pit.” Menumes Prod. for which no 
principals set as vet. 

Steinberg Back To L. A.’| 
Herb Steinberg, Paramount's 

studio publicity chief; back west 
Monday ‘6) with a one-day Chicago 
stopover en route. 
New York ex-natriate had ‘been | 
east five days fer nromotion con- 
fabs at the "o--ffice plus aud- 
Jang-syne chit-chats, 

Sees Glint of Gold Ia 
Columbia Production 

Ed Brennan, who ‘sleuths out 

such things for Hardy & Co., mem- |. 
ber of the N.Y. Stock Exchange, 

this week was ‘at. ‘hand with the 

information that Columbia’s ° pro-. 

duction schedule “can bring much} 
1960s | higher earnings” than fiscal 

$1.47 per share. 
In addition to the heavy film- | 

making slate, the Wall Streeter. 
cites the current release of “Guns 
of Navarone,” $33-per-share equity |: 

(Upcoming Betwixt! 
| wife, “Betty de Noon. Hayd de Noon. Hayden... 

in Screen Gems, and.$29 per share 
in the feature library, ete. 

Appraisals- such as this -from/ 
\Hardy & Co. obviously can. have 
:an effect on the quotations of any | 
campany. 

AB-PT Half-Year | 
_ Operating Profit 
American Br oadcasting-Para- 

mount Theatres estimated net oper- 
ating profit for first six months of 
year hit $5.694.000 or. $1.34 a‘share! 
compared with $5.653.000 or $1.33 } 
per share for the like ,’60 periad.- 
Including capital gains: net profits 
climbed to $11,843.000 or $2.79 a- 
share from $6.981;000 or $1.64 a 
share last year, prexy Leonard H. 
Goldenson reported. 

i Russell). starring’ with Jack Hawk- 

| is $2.500,000. 

‘Banner’ Manners 
John A. Goodno, prexy of © 

“the Palace Amusement, Co. in 
Huntington, West Va., reports 
he was appalled ‘when he 
showed a “Star Spangled Ban-- 
ner”. reel: recently at his 
Palace theatre -and nobody 
stood up. Next night hie’ spot- 
‘lighted .a singer on. his stage, 
and the audience got the mes- 

4 gage, and stood. 
‘Since. then, -Goodno. says; 

the. national anthem “has. met 
with. .varying - reactions, not 

- comparable with ‘the ‘results 
one’ sees at baseball games, 
boxing. bouts and, ‘for that. 
matter, wrestling - bouts.” 

ae ee 

: the: citizens ‘makes’ him uneasy. 

Brisson’s S ; Features 

Beaucoup Legit! 
Hollywood,. ‘Aug. 8.: 

Frederick Brisson. who is pro-] 
‘ducing. “Five - Finger Exercise”. at [ 
Columbia. with. Mrs. B. (Rosalind 

ins, expects tobe on the pic until! 

December although. camera work 
will wind mid- “September. Budget 

‘In. addition to “Bxercise, ” Bris-. 
son has -his finger in two other 
pix, the balance. in plays for: 
Gotham ‘and ‘London. *. 

‘Future features embrace “Yum 
Yum” ‘now being. prepped by: 
author Lawrence Roman for. Col 
Felease, and “King of Diamonds,” 
| by’ Laurence: Marcus. “Yum Yum” 

.The apathy on the part. of © 

‘last year; but net profits including |- 

Second quarter net operating: won't get the gun until next-sum- 
profits dipped to $2.269,000. against | mer. “King, "*to be filmed partly 
$2,317,000 for the same quarter } in Africa, won't start until 1963. . 

plays: “Caretaker” with 
capital. gains totalled $4.504.000 ! ‘Donald -Pleasance, Robert - Shaw 
compared with $3,601,000 in the and Alan ‘Bates opens. Oct. 4 at. 

60 quarter. N.Y. -Lyceum. Harold . Pinter * is 

‘the Madison High School days in 
of : 

‘Irwin Shaw. 

“Shocking,” | 
Carlo Panti Production starring} 

“Quartermass and the; 

Second quarter capital’ gains de- 
rived chiefly from sale of half of 
company’s stock holdings in Micro- 
wave Associates Inc.. and were re- |: 
duced by a pr ovision: of $2.000,000 |- 
for a reserve against foreign in- 
vestments. | 
-Goldenson noted both theatre 

and broadcasting: revenues. (not 
separately revealed! ‘in the. first 
half were ahead of last year. 

Jerry Wald’s 128 Films; 
His Career Detailed In 
National Board Monthly 

The National Board. of Review’ 
periodical for August includes a- 
detailed career-story of. producer. 
Jerry Wald together with an index 
of his 128 features to date. Fairly 
exhaustive the article digs back to 

Brooklyn where classmates. 
Wald’s_ were Garson . Kanin and 

Written by Jack Edmund Nolan, 
the Films .in Review. piece begins. 
as follows: 

“Like alt Hollywood produc: 
ers, Jerry Wald has his detrac-. 
tors. 

“They say he is ‘merely a 
glib gag-writer who. has pub-. ° 
licized himself into a top Hol- 
lywood spot, and that. even if 
he wasn’t the prototype of .; 
Budd Schulberg’s ‘What Makes - 
Sammy Run,’ he could have 
been. 

“These are partial truths. 
“If, in the course of lifting 

himself by: his bootstraps, | 
Wald has at times resembled 
Schulberg’s Sammy Glick, -all 
that is in the past. He is now 
a shrewd and.. knowing show- 
man who makes money for any 
studio he works for. And he 

tures — vide ‘Key Largo, 
‘Johnny Belinda’. and “Sons 
and Lovers.’ 
“The secret. of his success, 

as a director on one of his 
pictures once: said, is that “he 
has more ideas in ten minutes 
than most men have in -a. 

Wald also has ‘the. 
energy, and the 
dence, that are necessary-for — 
the actualization of ideas. And * 
today, at fifty, he possesses a _ 
filmaking experience few Hol- 
ywood producers can equal. 

ledge he might be. the: pro- 
ducer of some of the coming: 
decade’s fitiest: films.” 

author; Donald’ McWhinnie direc- | 
is -producing © with |: 

Roger. Stevens and Gilbert Miller. |. . 

- Next will: be. Samuel Taylor’s | - 
‘starring . -Elizabeth |. 

‘tor. 

.| Bergner, 

| London: 

‘Broadway bow in-fall, 1962. Bris-. 
son has talked to ‘Peter . O'Toole, 

-Chodorov. 

fall, 
‘based’ on “Lawrence. of. Arabia. ” 

. Frederick- ‘Brisson Prods., over- 
alk unit for: theatre and: pix, has 

| blue. penciled ._ Marcel Achard’s| 
and Patrick... Dennis’. 

from — further - 
_|“L'Idiote”’ 
“Loving. ; . Couple” 

occasonally produces fine pic- ~ | consideration. = 

4 ‘after 

- self-confi-.. . | 

veBeen his enemies acknaw- .. 

Brisson 

“First -Love’” 
‘preeming ‘at: Gotham’s 

Morosca Dec. 1. Stevens. ‘is co- 
producing. © 

Harold Fielding ‘is: co-producer 
on “Yum .Yum” for fall debut in. 

-Tan ‘Carmichael - most 
‘| likely’ will play lead. 

“Volcano” by ; Peter : Shaffer, 
author. ‘of _ “Exercise,” makes 

Now appearing in: “Lawrence. of | 
Arabia” for lead. | 

‘Sked for late -1962 or: ‘early 1963 
is life. ‘story of French couturiere. 
Coco Chanel ‘under title: of “Coco” 
as musical entry with Alan Jay. 
Lerner ‘doing book. Composer: isn’t 
set. Roz may- Portray. Chanel #5 
gal. 

Before . producer | ‘charts course 
for “The Clubwoman” he - wants 
to see final ‘script’ by | Edward 

‘Next is “Mr. Mack’* by Leonard. 
Wibberley, author of ‘Mouse That 

| Roared,” based on his book “Mc-| 
‘Gillicuddy McGotham.” 

| come .up. as straight: play or musi-| - 
-eal.. Decision awaits script. 

_ Francois: Sagan’s play “Castles. 
‘in- Sweden” js being translated 

| from. ‘French. with producer hold- |: : 
‘ting in abeyance verdict. until Eng-| 

| lish version. comes through. 

‘Brisson. is on verge of setting: 
“Ross”. in 

Terrence . Rattigan . play ds 
‘Broadw ay ‘preem for 

“Gypsy,” - ‘Mervyn. 

a Denver, Aug. ‘8. 

shine” and now has’ starring role 
‘tin “The Miracle Worker” at Cen-. 
}tral City; will be ‘screentested by: 
20th-Fox: at. conclusion, ‘of enigage- |: 
ment shortly. - 

-It may] 

As for Roz, her’ ‘plans. are vague 
“LeRoy | 

‘Prod. set. to roll’ next. month <at |. 
Warner Bros..: under LeRoy’s . di-| . 
Fection. | 7 

. 20th Testing Brenan 
Eileen’ Brennan, who appeared 

|in off-Broadway “Little Mary Sun- | 

|. William: Morris Agency ds han- 
dling | her. ve. 

_ [Subtitle Plt, Lyric in Italics a 
O'Seas Must Run ‘West Side’ Theat | 

Order Sterling Hayden: 
| To Pay Republic $49,518 

‘San Rafael, Cal.,. Aug. :8.— 
Actor-sailor Sterling Hayden has. 

‘been ordered by a. Marin, County | 
|superior judgé to pay - Republic 

‘| Corp., formerly. Republic Pictures, 
$49, 518.36. 

This’ was ‘the arfiount of: a “sum- | 
mary. -judgment’ entered .. against | 
‘Hayden. by acting Superior Judge 

| Harold. J. Haley last Friday (4). : 
‘Judgment. was. based on two 

| promissory’ notes which a Republic 
exec said were executed to finance 
Hayden's 1959 voyage. to’ Tahiti. 
Hayden made the cruise with ‘his 
four.. children in defiance: of a 

;court: order obtained. by his ~ex- 

El Cid Hard Tx 
At Warner, N.Y. 

Allied. Artists: has. set: ‘the Warner 
‘Theatre, ‘N.Y.,, for the American 
hardficket: ‘preem of-Samuel Bron- 
stori’s. made-in-Spain- “El ‘Cid:” It'll 
follow. “Exodus” 
with a December. ‘launching, though 
exact date is -now uncertain. 

‘Price scale will. -probably" top: ‘at. 
$3.50, which is par for the Times. 
Square ‘section two-a-day presenta- 
tions. | 
of the 13th century: ‘Spanish hero 
costars Charlton ‘Heston. and. So- 
phia: Loren. Tony. Mann directed. | 
Other: key city dates expected to 

be firmed soon. - 

Frank, Panama Plan - 
~ ‘Road Ta Hong Kong’ in 

London, . Aug. 8.: 
“Melvin Frank. and Norman. -Pan- 

‘ama. aim to make’ “The Road ‘to 
‘Hong Kong” the first. topical musi-. 
cal: comedy equally entertaining. 
in ‘all parts of the world.. They. 
intend to ‘make three -versions. 
Topical: gags. will ‘be. filmed twice,, 

fonce with American.. material - and 
again with British’. stuff. : 
Where song. routines advance. 

the plot.. dramatic “bridges”. will 
alse be shot: because foreign exhibs 
‘frequently axe English which:can’t: 
satisfactorily be translated. nto’ 
loce] lingo sub-titles. © 

This, the seventh of the “Road” 
‘serivs, co-stars Bing “Crosby, ‘Bob 
Hope and .Joan Collins. It’s. an- 
nounced. that Dorothy: Lamour will 
alsa make a -guest- “gag” appear-. 
ance, - though a news-story printed 
here. alleges that: Miss Lamour has 
‘ankled the role bevause it is .too 
tiny. The film, for UA. release next: 
Easter, starts rolling «at. the end:} 
of this month at: Shepperton. 

U. S. to Europe: 
Americo Aboaf 
‘Berle.Adams. 
John P. ‘Allison. 
Martin. Baum: 
Pamela Brown. 
‘Ray Calhoun 

- Cs Terence Clyne. 
Jerry Devine . 
‘Jack Entratter 
“Lawrence Holofrener— 
Arthur Hornblow Jr. 
Isabel Jeans | 
Bill Josephy” . 
Elizabeth Marlton 
Vic. Orsatti - 
-Arturo Petterino 
Basil Rathbone 
Russ Saunders 
‘Edward. Scott : . 

.- Don W. Sharpe’ . 
Herbert J. Siegel 
“Erwin <A. Single: 
Melville Shavelsor: 
Ben. Thau . | 
Steve. Trilling. 
‘Raoul Walsh 

Edward Andrews 
Larry. Finley. . 

. Lou Frizzell. 
Lois: Nettleton. 
‘Bryan O'Byrne - 
‘Susan Oliver — 

- Edwin. Rubin 
-Victor Saville. 
Jeanette Scovotti 
Herb Steinberg 

_ Jimmy. Stewart 

atthe deluxer | 

Widescreen and color yarnt. - 

‘Hollywood, Ang. 8... ao 

" Bubtities will be-used ia ‘foreign _ 
| bookings of. “West - ‘Side . Story,”. 

‘producer-director ~ : Robert. Wise 

contracts with overseas’ exhibitors | 
will insist. on the" picture: running ® *. 
in the. full, original” version. ‘in. 
every. ‘date. and. . said. a different 

kind - of... screen: “type, « possibly’ |. 

Ayrics’. Lyrics. are’. “frequently. cut” 
{out: of- foreign’ bookings. entirely 
‘bécause © “of .. dubbing’: difficulties, 

national ‘market for musical pix. 
Significantly, Wise. noted‘ sub-. 

| titles ‘are being flashed on an over-: 
‘I head screen for European. stagings: 

| Of “West Side’’. ‘currently... : 

Current | plans : are” “to use this 
device in -all- major ‘cities,. though. 
dubbing might. be. done: for. later 
bookings. ‘No cuts’ would: ‘be! al~ 
lowed at any time... .. : 
“West Side” ~ -is -planned. for. . 

‘ November opening at Cinerama 
‘theatre in London,- though. deal fs 
not-set. It would: ‘be - -bodKed for an. 
18° month ‘run. prior to. expected 
“release then: of . MGM-Cinerama 
“How the. West: ‘Was Won.” If. this 
doesn’t . -materialize, * ‘Wise said. it: 
‘wouild.-open. in :late- January;,- ‘with 
Paris and: Rome dates. to. follow. 7 

-Film makes N.Y. bow: ‘in October - 
at the. Rivoli, with: ‘Chinese Theatre| 
booking. here set ‘fer. December. =~ 
“In active preparation | and‘ proe-.~ 

duction: for two years, Mirisch Co. 
.) Wise’ co-production has two weeks: 
_| of. dubbing to: go and will.end. up 
Jat a cost. between. $6,300,000 and: 

* | $6,500,000;.. Wise ‘stated. Running... . 
time will be around: two hours. and” 7 

_| 28 min. 

3: Different. Versions | 
| He said the tenor ‘of the industry 

Wise looks | fo: ‘trend: toward 
longterm pix projects. ‘to increase.. 

indicates: these .are. the . films: that 
pay. off, but pointed:-out the. es- 
‘sential element is the property: He: 
cited. “Around ‘the. - World ‘ini: -80-.- 

‘stered -by.the. success of “Ben-Hur”. 
-and-revealed he plans to do others 
{in this:vein in the future... °. 

- Property was the chief emphasis 
‘tn making “West: Side;’ Wise:.as-— 
serted, pointing to: use. of young 
cunknowns . (aside. ftom . Natalie 
Wood). in cast so the vehicle itself 
‘would not. be overshadowed: ‘by 
star. power. He: predicts: ‘the. film | 
‘will do.much to aid the careers of 
Rita: Moreno,. ‘George Chakiris. and ° 
Tucker: Smith, - as well. as’. Miss 
Wood and Richard. Beymer; who. 
play the Romeo. and. Juliet leads. 
Pic ‘follows ‘stage’ version | ‘almost 
exactly, with: only 2 switch of. cone 
struction. Only major: change was. 
dropping . of a ‘dream - sequence 
dalle t.... 7: 

' ‘Wise* has. three”. more’. pix. ‘on. a. 
* ‘non-exélusive © Mirisch. Co. -pact. 
He-. owns . Shirley - -Jackson’s “‘The 

| Haunting of: Hill House” and “Bate: 
.|tle,” Robert. Capa. tome. of. his. exe . 

periences.. as ‘a:war photographer, 
but. hasn’t decided. if these ‘will: go" 

jon this ‘deal. 

L A. to om) ¥. we 
ed. Peter ‘Arnell- 

 Jim-Boles) ~ 
- - Carol ‘Bruce 
‘Phil Cohan. 

, - Peter: Pevis 
Joe De Santis 

. 1. Fred Henry. . 
1°. Athena ‘Lorde 

- Irving. 'Mansbeld 
’ .Jerold Schultz: 

of Michael. Sean ‘0° ‘Shea. 
| ~Jaekie Susann. . 
Gene: ‘Wesson: 
‘Pat Weaver . 

o aon K, West. 

“Europe to U. s. 
- “Lyn Austin ~ 
1 Fielder Cook - 

.” Scott Forbes. 
. Sol Jacobson: 

Stanley. Karminsky 
-Mark Leddy ~< 

-| < Samuel J. Latirie ~ ' 
» Arthur L. Lippmann”. 
Jan MacArthur -. 
“Lola Pergament 
Eric . Portman 

he Helen E. Sparber © , 

- Ea Sullivan 

yesterday: revealed: : ‘He stated that os 

‘ftalies, is:planned to feature song. ”:. 

plans ‘mark: first.time. titles will be: 7 
used’ in ‘this: connection and. ‘could _ 
well -be ‘a ‘milestorie- inthe: ‘inter- ~ 

Days”: as startingthe trend, bol-. 
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aformational Service’ c im Content. 
"After. ‘giving | tt a: “dry. run,” ” ‘Theatre’ Owners. of. America has : 

decided. to .launch its Film ‘Content. Informational Service to entire 

OMEBACK’ 
+: 

"MMORITY OF NEW Eli hs Car Hak Break ode; 

Fama . 

‘membership: on. a test -basis.Project originated ‘as a. . way of Soft- 
“ening the bluenose  ¢ritics and censorship threats. © 

Idea is'to get. out.a guidaiice sheet on major product. as far. ahead. 
Of release date as possible, synopsizing the. pix:so that exhibs can: ~ 
decide: whether to direct campaigns to the family, kids or. adults- 
-only patronage, FYler- won't. attempt its own evaluations, however, | | 

_- or forecast potential grosses.. Alt: 
oe the’ individual theatre. . 

‘At- same time,: “each. report will also’ ‘contain ‘ratings of the: 
“ “MPAA’s “Green Sheet, ies Parents. 
“gency, © 

“Test of the. service “will: eontinue- until: “TOA's convention in: “New! 
e the" org’s board will. review: its. 

et was: born: at the TOA’ mid-winter 
“Orleans ‘Oct,. 8-12, at which. tj 
‘worth: and. effectiveness, Projg 
board ‘Parley. Ly 

~ Seadler Discovering America 

decisions, in: short, will. be. up: to. 

mag and’ National Legion of. ‘De- 

a He Extole ‘Value of Selling The Exhibitors First 
| . On. n Ballyhoo — Fo or. Metro 

st: Seadler.. ‘eastern “ad rianager | 
‘of --Metro, -states he’s - delighted | - 

. with ‘the relatively new ‘assignment [> 
*- of ‘handling. ‘pictures’: on. a‘‘unit}:. 

-»_ aid-pub: basis: because ‘It.gives him |_ 
‘.. “more elbow room ‘to get: around 

* gtirring up.. Anterest,. “The post. of 
_ homeoffice - become 
 ‘ gédentary.”. 

-exec can 

Veteran in the affairs of “Metro,. 
- Seadler’ on Monday (8). said: he ‘has 
., founda. stimulant ‘in ‘his’ current 
~ assignment, . that -of. whipping . up| :- 
~ interest “in. “Bridge. to - the .Sun.” 
This is- the : Carroll. ‘Baker: ‘starrer 
based ‘on’ Gwen Terasaki’s auto- 
biography - concerning. . her © mar-. 
-Tiage- to_a. ‘Japanese diplomat. prior 

* to World -War II and thelr life in 
"Japan during: the war-.: 

Main: point ‘made by. Seadler ist 
“that he foresees the possibilities of |: : 

‘he’ s out fe. | surmount . problems; 
~ them. © 
a Seadlér,, who's’ exec: “post ‘with 
"VLG goes: back :to 1924,-states he 

believes: he has “a: “quality” ‘pic-. 
ture: to-work on: but acknowledges: 

_ that the original property;,- ‘a short=|' 
lived ‘best ‘seller,. is “‘not. too:-well'|’. 

“known in a country. of 170,000,000 
" people.” Also, the cast: names ‘are 
Hot: abundantly: impressive: Thea- 
 tremen, first, have .got :to: be- sold 
“on-it, and then, of course, the pubs}. 
-lic..'He -has a headstart,. he. feels, 
ia. citations” via” éarly. ‘screenings. 

., .,and-reviews: from. Parents, Good’ 
. Housekeeping, - Redbook and ‘other: 
: nagazines: Pas 

“Exploitation |: ‘starts. “tomorrow 
(Thurs.) '-when. Seadler: and . Miss. 

.. Baker . join’ Mts. Terasaki in’ -the :. 
Jatter’s home town .-of ‘Johnson ! 
City, Tenn., for-.a _spectal . invita- 

_ tional. ‘showing: of the: picture. for: 
the local: brass. Simultaneous pub- ; 
‘lic .premiere: is set: for Oct. 5 in. 
_Washington, San: . Francisco. -and 
‘Tokyo. : | 
“2 In between’ there. are. to be. per=| oh 
_. gonals. ‘by. Mrs.. ‘Terasaki and’ Miss ; 
Baker -in addition to Miss Baker's 
appearance ~ ‘at- the Venice: ‘Film; 

ae -’ Festival, opening: Aug. 20, -where j 
“Bridge to the Sut’” is the: ‘official 

A o . United: States. competitor: . 
. Seadler, was ad-pub unit : “ehiet 
s on “Where: the: Boys. Are,” is: con= 

d -> Ceritrating. now ‘on. “Bridge” . an 
~. follows: this ‘with. the M-G-Cine-: 

“Wonderful: World. of 
o Brothers Grimm.” ; 

o NEGRO. PRESSURE FOR 
THEATRE JOBS IN D. C. 

‘Washington,. Aug: 8 
Washington chapter’ of the Con-- 

gress .of Racial. Equality (CORE) 
has asked the Stanley Warner The- |- 

os “atre chain here to-discuss.the thea- |. 
trés’- ‘employment . policies: toward, 
Negroes. .. 

A: letter to the Warner local man- | ne 
alleged’ ‘discrimination } — agement | 

against Negroes. ‘and ‘hinted. at pos- 
sible boycotts of the. theatres... 

The: Warner chain was told: - © 
:.. “Cursory. .. observations © of | the 

an “Warner. Theatres’ in this. city reveal. 
: {hat out of approximately: 13 thea-: 
_-tres,"the Warner .Co. “-émployi:. only. 
“one-Negro_ manager, one -assistant 
“Manager, and one Negro. cashier.” 

‘Charles:V. Grimes, assistant zone. 
“manager for Warner, said he had 
“no comment’ on the letter, which. 
_he described as the first protest he 
had received from. the Organization. 

“aii CHRISTMAS’ 

‘Believed ‘Mollified.. 

“Paramount. this: ‘fall “will move 

‘of “White Christmas’’—test .book- 
{ings,. new campaign, ‘meetings. ‘with 
‘exhibitors: There had been some 

cleared away.. 

Danny Kaye had posted some ques- 
tion ‘marks, reportedly ‘concerning 

rerit-day- personal Interests, but tte 
‘matter. is said® to. have: been hua 
solved . ail’ around... around, . 

F aks lit Fisoo 

* San: Franelseo, ‘Aug, é. 

: The. -141 members ‘of Projection- 
ists ‘Local “162 voted unanimously. 

last Thurs. (3) night to strike. San 
Francisco's’ 50. theatres. In’ a~-con- 

man booths ‘in’ multiple-run‘. first- 
runs. - The: International -Allfance 
had’ previously . sanctioned strike: 
State Theatrical. Federation - and 
Frisco | ‘Labor: ‘Council. are consid- 

Sanction. 

-. Business. manager: Henry: ‘Meyer | 
said ‘Local 162. could: be. expected 
to . walk: out . “within the ‘week. 

|IATSE: rep John Forde -said- 
émployers | will have-:to” make. u 
thelr minds whether. they. want to 
Settle with us—or else.”. °- 

‘other projectionists focals in | 
iNo orthern. ‘California, has .. been. 
working without. .a contract. almost: 
ta year. It's known: individual. ex-. 
| hibitors have. been. in’ touch with: 
union..cfficials in. effort te try to 
work out: solution since: last: full. 

progress: has been. made... wn 

Meantime, Local 162 aiso ‘wired 

[progres séssion, but. so. far ho. 

‘Hardy" Theatres’ 1, :000-seat, Marina, 
“tin Frisco, ‘because management’ so 

er,” opening. Wednesday (9) 
Marina. - 

two-man operation’ on al firstruns. 

“Hs work LAD’ our: 

-“Unlversat ‘Sets. ‘Four. Fume. 
“fhend For. Hunter’ 

firmed ‘four projects: producer: is 
1 to complete for 1962: and: early 63: 

Telease... Slate - -ecommences: in: :Oc-. 
tober with - “Ifa Man Answers” | 
from a. Richard Morris seript of 
the Winifred... -Wolf- novel. -Next 
three will be “The Chalk Garden,” 

Property; . 

“The. Thrill of It: .All,” 
‘Cart ‘Reinee-Larry Gelbart yarn, . 

“Return In. Fat Pricey anf 

with an elaborately-sealed: reissue . 

‘roadblocks’ but these® ‘have™ been 

‘Irving. Berlin, Bing: Crosby and:|.: 

“possible” conflicts: with. their cur. 

tract beef: over use of one or. two-. 

ering ° similar: requests for strike’ 

“the nA years 

‘Local; ‘which: tends #6. set pattern i 

JIATSE’s for, strike sanction against. 

: Ross Hunter ‘and: Universal: have tof entertainment. 

‘the adventure: stuff in color. 

based on. the. Enid: Bagnold legit’ 
“In: the -Wrong: : Rain,” 

screenplayed by. Lawrence ‘Roman |. 
from ‘the Robert. Kirsch novel; and: 

, original: 

JONES NEAR STORES| 
By, JACK. PITMAN. . 

“printed stories, | ‘word-of-mouth 
-Jand’ general walling . wall’ be-: 
‘| havior: 
‘léreated the. impression. generally | 
Ithat film theatres are falling by 

have in recent years. 

the wayside 4n vast numbers and 
“Twith no: counterbalancing growth | 
‘of new. “projects. Typically, avail- | 

. {able data: is somewhat vague. Yet: 
‘Jit: is“ by ‘no. means true that U.S.. 

film. theatres. are without replen-. 
.. {Jshment.. Drive-ins, notably, have 
-fmushrooned since the war.. But 
_|rather more arresting of the crepe- 

‘| hanging fs ‘the building of entirely: 
new. hardtop. situations. 

‘It is probably true that theatres. 
+ have not been following the popu- 
ation drifts to suburbia with ‘the 

‘alacrity of the mercantile interests. 
Still.a conservative estimate would 

“ Ffix 500 ‘as. the~hardtoppers reared 
in ‘the. ‘past’ decade. 

of..drive-ins, has now pulled about 
feven with. latter . ‘and within the. 
next five years” looks. to. easily 
‘outstrip ozoner. development. 

‘In stark contrast to ‘exhibition’s | 
‘outlying expansion is the. virtual 
absence of: new four-wallers in:the 
‘large centres—-a- Chicago. Loop or. 
Boston. Hub, albeit’ midtown. New | 
York fs due for ‘a new arty. per | 
Walter Reade Jr.’s blueprint for: 

1a Coronet-atop-the-Baronet. Thea- 
tremen are. going where: the 

 |-business is—the . capitalist’ axiom 
of supply and. demand. 

Altered. First-Run . 
‘.New. theatres, 

cal ‘revision of. firstrun patterns, 
especially ‘notable in cities: like 
San Francisco, ‘Los Angeles °(with 
its multiple datings), Mianéapolis, 
‘(with arters moved: up to: firstrun), 
and so on. The downtown, first- 
runs are quite generally | undergo- 
ing... change, depending on how 
much. -over-seating existed in the 
first ‘Instance. But removal _ of 
white elephant super-palaces is! 
Interperted by .many as. a# healthy- 
form of necessary surgery, though 
‘the publicity fosters the impres- 
ston’ of the decay ‘o f exhibition. 

- New bookings,. “especially of the. 
more. posh .sort, offset. the .gloom |. 
which .at : certain points | ‘in recent 

seemed almost ‘unrelieved. 
d, too, the distinct {lutry of 

theatre buys, theatre remodellings, 
jeven a small. ‘tendency ‘of circuit 
e xecutives, at refirement, to ac- 
{quire a ‘situation as. their own. 

Penchant for ‘shopping -centre 
alignment has ..persuasive statis- 
tical support..Check: indicates, for 
‘one thing, ‘that. the suburb-exurb 
retailer clusters tend to be a focus 
of activity in their areas, especial-| 
ly where they (which is. to say in 
most cases). provide recreational | 
‘as well as. business facilities.. This 
often .means a one-stop for. the 
family. Studies also indicate as a |. 
Fesult: of the “family habit” angle, 
“at least. half of shopping centre | 

-}far- has refused: to: go to-two-man | ~: 
‘[ booth for multiple-run,. firstrun en- |" 
gagement . of: “Two Rode. ‘Togeth:. 

at {7 

This ‘1s part of. local’s: 
-loverall pattern of trying to. force 

“(Continued on™ page. 17) " 

eee 

~ Oroners’ B. 0. 

wy including ‘the | 
| establishment of roadside Cine- 
-}rama temples, combine: ‘with radi- 

ohnston Rejects Any Exclusion 
f Foreign Product Re ‘Morals 

‘CLEO’ CASTING HEADACHES 

Trevor Howard, Richard Burton :! 
Now Mulled For Male Roles 

London, Aug. 8. 
Statement that Trevor How ard ! 

will replace Peter Finch as Mark ; 
Antony and that Richard Burton 
hecomes Stephen Boyd in “Cleo- | 
patra” is described by a 20th-Fox 
spokesman here as “premature— 
and certainly not definitely defi- 
nite!” It was admitted that nego- 
tiations were in progress, ‘‘but tak- 
ing time.” 

It’s known that after the many 
postponements of “Cleo,” because 
of Elizabeth Taylor's illness, both 
Finch.and Boyd have gone some- 
‘what cold on their assignments. 

‘| Anyway, they . é - 
Roughly. 300 of. these new houses. yway, they now have other com 

- late. ‘adjacent or. near shopping. 
centres, Further: point to reckon. 
‘with is’ ‘that’ the rate of hardtop 
construction, once well below that. 

mitments. which will cut into “Cleo- 
patra’ shooting, skedded for Rome 
in September. 

ularly surprising. What about 
‘Broadway's “Camelot”? For the 
shooting. on “Cleopatra” isn't g0- 
Ing to be a rush job that could: 

weeks. 

Bettered Fiscal 

‘National Theatres & Television 
| Inc. showed a net income rise to 
$114,306, or four cents a share, for 
third quarter ended June 27, 1961, 
as_opposed ‘to last year’s net loss 

dent. Eugene V. Klein reported ta: 
stockholders. This shows a. gross‘ 
income increase of 7%. 

_ Total income moved upward to‘ 
1 $10,722,509 from $10,028,325. for , 
the corresponding period a year 
ago, Klein reported. Klein noted - 
‘gains from theatre dispositions in : 
the respective 13-week periods ; 
were $76,553 this year and $69, 473 | 

of $2,235,293, or 79c a share, presi- 

* Any attempt by the Motion Pic. 
| ture Assn. of America to stop the 
flow of foreign filnis into the US 

‘would he an infringement on artt- 
trust laws, and MP4A has no In- 
tention of making such an attempt 
MPAA prexy Eric Johnston sald 

jlast week 

While Johnston did not say, It 
iwas apparent that exhibitors theme. 

selves are the controlling faetor to 
what extent Code-less pictures get 
exposure in this ceuntrs | 

Johnston pointed out that stx 
prominent exhibs are on the Code 
Appeals Board In New York They 
sit with major company prexies and 
four indje producer reps on all 
hearings secking rellef from Cate 
decisions. 

Johnston also said that {n the 
case of Columbia's “Suddenly Last 
Summer,” pic had beea rejected 
and was up for appeal A number 
of exhibs on the, board at thie tlme 
couldn't agree among themael¥es 

Suggestions of Burton is partic-!on certain passages and Incident 
However, recommendations for a 
number of deletions were made and 
the film was finally given a seal 
| The MPAA chlef admitted that 

let out Burton for~a couple ofjthe dialog in “Butterfleld 8" and 
“Elmer Gantry” had aroused thea- 
tre ovners’ ire, the complaints com- 
ing mostly from the American Cone 
gress of Exhibitors In these In- 
stances, Johnsion talked; the mat- 
fer over with Geoffrey Shurlock 

'Code administrator, who reported- 

State of NT&T ly admitted that he might have 
been a bit too lenient by permitting. 
the asserted objectionabie dlalug to 
remain in the pix. — 

Johnston stated that the sterring 
committee appointed by him, Wal- 
ter Mirisch and Emanuel Frisch 
will work towards closer coupera- 
tion between production and ¢x- 

; hibition on mutual problems The 
;committee consists of William 
i For man, Pacifir Drive-in Theatres; 
Roy Cooper, Cooper Foundation 
‘repping Albert Piekus, prexy of 
Theatre Owners of America; Harry 

-C Arthur, Southern California The- 
iatre Owners, al} repping the 
C of E; Frank Rosenberg, Pro- 

j ducers Guild for the Screen. and 
‘tn the 1960 period. 

Circuit head emphasized $1, 521, < 
396 loss a year.ago was a special : 

j ¥- Frank Freeman, for the Assn ef 
‘Motion Picture Pr odac erg 

provision for value ‘decline of° 
National Telefilm Associates Inc, 
in which the company is a 38°% 
stockholder.. 
loss came through regular opera- 
tions, he said 

Net income for first 39 weeks : 
1 was $736,470. or 29 cents a 
‘compared with a net loss of $3,- 
071.274,. or $1.90 a share in same ! 
‘1960 fiscal year span, Klein's re- 
port: stated. Company had 2,816.- i 
247 common shares outstanding at. 
the end of both periods. 

DUNC KENNEDY’S SPOT: 
i Gt. States Exec Acquires Drive-In’ 

At. Elgin 

- Chicago, Aug. 8. 
Duncan R. Kennedy, for 10 years | 

| veepee and general manager of the : 
| 78-house Great States Theatres; 
Chain, has resigned and will take } 

‘yover the Starview Drive-In ozoner i 
tin. Elgin, WI. Great States is a: 
subsidiary of the Balaban & Katz 

—— Continued from page. i —_- — | Corp., for which organization Ken- 

the-minute new features. — ‘mean | 
potential added: coin. 
Distribution ‘execs, ‘on. the basis 

-{of informal. conversations, don’ ‘ 
‘| Rhave. any’ -gcientifically-based e€ 
planation for why ‘the. motoring 

public. favors ‘any particular type 
But. somehow 

Cit 
must be in color) goes better. on 
the outside sé¢reen' than in‘ the 
four-wall. spots.: The epics,: if. not {| 
‘algeady played out Ina Given area, 
almost certainly mean the ramp. 
‘space.{s filled. to capacity tn the 
early days.of a run in the theatri- 
cal mosquito. circuit... - 

- One ‘complaint heard in distribu- 
tion circlés: . There. seems to be 
no way we can. pete. in the 
‘eeg-roll concessions.” 

nedy | had. worked a total of 30 
years. 
B&K  prexy David Wallerstein * 

said that Kennedy's duties will be : 
absorbed by the executive staff of - 
both companies. 

Previous owner of Starview was - 
-Harry Reckus, who operated it for 
13 years. 

Frisco Fest’s New Credential | 
1 Eva Mario Saint San Franessco, Aug 8 

- San Francisco Film Festiva! has * 
become. an assoclate member of . 
the International Film & Television : 
Council. 

Word of acceptance of the fest’s | Brigitte Bardot; 
application came from council | Lteutenant” 

share, . ; standing” 

Ihigh oni 

; Spectacle made in 

i Joseph 

: GIVING NO ARIT HMET IC, 
Remaining $713,897 | 

M-G TOUTS NEW FILMS 
Metre. without giving buduet 

+ figures, is lasing claim to an ‘out. 
array of new product 

i for this fall and winter, properties, 
icastg and other production come 
| ponents obviously add up to biue 
“chips investment - and risk 

Samuel Bronston’s “King of 
| Kings” heads the list with road- 
Show openings beginning Oct F1.- 
The marketing will be patterned 
after “Ben-Hur” 
Company is giving strong ed 

: backing, jand thus apparently is 
“A Thunder of Drums,” 

outdoor adventure set for Septem- 
ber “Bridge to the Sun.” official 

tentry al the Venlee Filin Festhyal 
‘is due in October. Bob Hope and 
Lana Turner are teamed in 
“Bachetor in Paradise,” set for 
November. “Colossus of Rhodes,” 

Spain. comes 
; also in November - 

“Wonders of Aladdin’ will be 
unwrapped at Christmas The: 

FE Levine, Embassy Pie- 
tures-Lux coproduction, has Do- 

najd O'Connor in the jead “Light 
in the Piazza." an Arthur Freed 
‘production starring Olivia de 
Havilland arid Rossano Brarzi, 
comes mm the ‘winter About thy 
‘ysame tine vill be “All Fall Down 
John Houseman production from 
the Janes Jee Herlihy novel with 

Warren Beatty, 
Angela J.ansbury, Karl Malten en 
Branden de Wilde. 

Others due early tn 3902 inctude 
“A Very Private Affate” eterrin 

“The Horlsonta 
comedy fo he pro- 

secretary. Mariq Verdone. In Paris,: duced by Joseph Pasternak, and 
in letter to fest director Irving M. 
Levin. 

an adaptation of “Sweet Bird of 
Youth,” Tennessee Williems piay. 



The Pit and The 
Pendulum 

(C’SCOPE—COLOR) 

Blood, sweat and torture in 
a 16th Century Spanish castle. « 
A rococo elaboration of Poe’s 
famous horror story, Stylish, 
imaginative production helps 
hide corny script and some 
wooden acting. Good exploita- 

swe. ceeperneeEn oP ere oon + eee ee 

American Irnternalianal Pictures release | 
of Roger Corman production Stars Yin- 
cent Pine, Jchn Kerr. Barbara Steele, | 
Luana Anders Iurected by Corman. 
Sercenpias. Richard Matheson, based on 
Edgar Allen .Poe story; camera, Floyd. 
Crosbv: special effects. Pat Dinga; edi-- 
ter. tnthony Carrs. msice, Les Baxter: 
production design, Daniel Waller:  as- 
sistant «:recter, tock Bohier. Reviewe#! 
Aig 3, ‘61, 1n 85 

MINS 
Pecholag Wecina ‘ 
Francis Barnerd . John Kerr 
Ei.zabeth Farnurd Medina Fi 

Barbara Steele 
Luana Anders 

Anthony Carbone 
Patrick Westwood | 

NY Running time, 

Vineent Price 

Catherine Wedina 
Dr. Charles Lean 
BAP ES Per TY 
Marte Lynne Bernay ° 
Aiehelas tas a childs... Larry Turner’ 
J<,.bela Mary Menzies: 
Bartelume . Charles Victor 

Producer-director Roger Cor-: 
man, who racked up 4 neat box-; 
olfice record for AIP last year 
with his sereen adaptation of Poe's , 
“House of Usher,” obviously hopes ; 
that lightning will strike again 
with ‘Fhe Pit and the Pendulum.” 
And it may. With Vincent Price | 
again as star, ‘Corman employed ' 
some of the saine prop bolts and: 
plot gimmicks. which illuminated : 
the earlier film with good and 
eerie effect. “Pit: and Pendulum” 
is an elahoration of the short Poe - 
classic about blood-letting in 16th 
Century Spain. The result is a' 
Physically stylish. imaginatively ' 
photographed horror film which, - 
though needlessly corny in many: 
apots. adds up to a good exploita- 
ticn bet. 

The main problem with the pie- 
ture is that Poe furnished script-. 
writer Richard Matheson with only 
one scene - the spine-tingling cli- 
max— :nd Matheson has been hard 
put to come up with a comparably 
effective build-up to these last 50 
or <o minutes. He has removed the 
tale one generation beyond the 
time of ti-e Spanish Inquisiti¢ n (for 
reasons best known ‘to himself: 
and contrived a plot involving an 
jIl-:ated nobleman slowly losing 
his sind because he thinks he 
eccidentaliy buried his wife ative, 
just like his father did some years © 
he lore --on) purpose. : 

Actualiv, Muatheson’s plotting 
fst at all bad. but he has ren- 
dered it in some of the fruitiest 
dialog teard on the sereen in. a 
couple of deeades. If audiences 
dent tiffer, it’s only because vef- 
ein star Priee can chew scenery 
vinle keeping his tongue in his 
eheck. “This room,” says Price 
scothiagly of the basement torture 
chamber, “was my father’s Hfe.” 

Costar John Kerr and the rest 
of the cast are not so experienced. 
As a young Englishman who has 
e€ome to Price’s castle ta investi-~ 
gate the reported death of his sis- 
ter, Kerr wanders through the pro- 
ceedings with a grim stoicism, al-. 
mest as if he refused to be sur- 
prised at the next line he'll be- 
called upen to utter. (“Will you, 
stay the night. Mr. Barnard?” “The 
night and more, sir, until I find 
out exactly what happened.”) 

What happened. in brief, is that 
Price's supposedly deceased wife. 
Barbara Steele, and his best friend. 
Anthony Carbone, have contrived 
the apparent death of Miss Steele 
as part of a plan to drive Price 
mad. [ronically, they succeed, but 
only to the point of making Price . 
assume the identity of his late 
father, the most infamous «of: 
Spain's grand inquisitors. After. 
killing Carbone, and locking Miss 
Steele in a handv iron maiden, the! 
demented Price sets about to shave 
Kerr's chest with the giant, free- 
swinging razor which Dad em- 
ployed on religious heretics. 

While Matheson’s script takes a 
good deal of time, including three : 
extended flashbacks, to get to the 
cenoucment, it's almost wort: it.' 
The last portion of the film builds 
with genuine excitement to a re- 
verse twist ending that might well: 
have pleased Poe himself. ; 

Adding much fo the effective- 
_ness of the film is Floyd Crosby's , 
camerawork ‘in appropriately livid 
Pathe color) and the grandeur that 
once was one Spanish castle, de- 
signed by Danie] Haller. Les Bax- 
ter’s music also contributes while ' 
editing is sharp and to the point. | 

Though her performance is lim- 
ited by the range of the material, 
Miss Steele registers as a reniark- 
ably striking “new face” in Holly-j continuing “Fanny.” 

FILM REVIEWS 

wood. Luana Anders, as prices fe Magie Boy . ; 
innocent sister, looks as pained | 

‘and glum as Kerr at finding her- |: ’ (JAPANESE—COLOR) 
j self’ in auch garish circumstances. | | Artistically: adept but unsit. © 

Anby. ‘cally routine cartoon fantasy.” |. 
‘|. Fast-paced number especially . a 

The Secret Of Monte | suited to tastes of tykes ‘and ~ 
Cristo trimmed to neat twin-billing 

(DYALISCOPE—COLOR) essentials. | 

Shopworn adventure melier.. |’: Holiywoad,. ‘Aug. 2.. 
crammed with cliches. Ade- 
quate lower berth item for 
kiddies. 

» Hollywood, July 25. 

. | ecative producer. ‘Hiroshi Qkawa. Asso. 
' ciate producer, Hideyuki .Takahashi. 
| rector . of: animation,. Sanae' Yamamoto. 
Screenplay, Dohel Muramatsu, from ‘oris 

Baan ‘story by Kazuo Dan; camera (Mag 
. beolor), Seigo Otsuka, Mitsuaki Ishikawé: 

Metro release of Robert. S. Baker-: ditor, Shintaro Miyamoto; ‘art superviso 
Monty: Berman production. Stars Rory Seige Shindo; -music, Toru Funamuray: 
Calhdun, Patricia Btedin; features John. sound. Hisashi Kase; animators,. Akira 
Gregson, ‘Peter Arne, -Sam Kydd. 
Ilunier, David Davies,. Gianna - 
Canale. Directed by Baker- and Bermén. 
Screenptay, Lecn Griffiths; camera 
(Easamun), Baker,. Berman; editor. John ¢ 
Jempson:. art director, Allan Harris; 
music, Clifton Parker: sound, W. Daniels; 
assistant director. Bert Batt. Reviewed. 
at the siadio, July 25, "61. Running time, 

M aria} Masao Kumagawa.. Reviewed at: the -stu- | 
: dio, Aug. 2; 61.: Ranning time, 7 MINS. : 

With. “Magic Boy, ” the Japanese : 
’ animators display : their drawing ; 
and coloring. prowess in a. 

83 MINS Paced, - -though. .dramatically un- | 
Capt. Adam Corbett..... “pany. Calhoun * fm maginative, full-length adyenture- : 
AULRNE] ~ ...cccecscee e atricia Bredmn Renate EE cohn Gresson fant: isy cartoon that probably will. 

Rotdini .... sscc0rceeee Peter Arne appeal to the tykes of. any land, 
Albert k seeoenes r++ Sam Kyad Trimmed to a swift and snug 76- 

Van Terman som 2D Ta, Davies. Minutes, it should: fit attractively | 
‘Auekar weeneee Francis. Matthews: into any. package assembled ‘and 
BIND —_s ga cece cccnces utte - e ow o> 
Innkeeper willl). George. Street > 7 ved at moppets by. Metro, and } 
Cafe Proprietor aw oeeeas c. Denier Warren “is: esnecially. valuable: as_a lower-: 
i) re dre Muller:: 

Jenkins see denewoeee- John Sullivan . berther: a to se distribution: | 
* Militia Officer werecsaes “Tony Thawnton ! Famous for dup cation, the. Jap-| 

+ ssevetedscceres.+ Bil Cummings ‘anese artisans .here again prove 
Lucetta vie eneeeeee “Gianna Maria Canale their skill. as following a@ proven ' 

‘formula. With a forestful of sweet 
‘animals, a “lovable little. . hero, a. 

“The Secret of Monte Cristo” ‘is 

“| pected by Veljk 
. Markovic, slike 

‘Metro release of Toei production. Bx: ; 

lan. Daskuhara. Hideo Furusawa; Yasuii Mori, |: 

fast- 

 *Uzavreli Grad 
(When the Fires Started). 

(YUGOSLAV). 
‘Pula, Aug: 1: 

-Avala Film: Belgrade) “production. pi- 

Dija  Dzuvalekovski, Bata Zivo- 
| Jinovie. Sereemplay, Dragoslav Hic,: Ra- 
‘denko Ostojic, Bruno Barati and Veljko 

Film «. Fest. - Running time, 1272 MINS. | 

“Tires: ” “which teed off the 1961 
| Pula. Film: Festival, ‘falls. consider- 
‘ably short of ‘ Train Without Time-; 
table,” Veljko Bulajic’s 1959. effort. 
But it’s still better than same direc-. 
tor's “War,” his‘ rather disappoint- 
ing opus ‘of Jast year. ‘This shows. 

“| Bulajie’s diréctorial abilities in 
handling the players, but, as a 

‘ whole; fails fo make an impression 
-becatse: unconvincingly. told, “It’s; 
overly Jong, and fundamentally 

‘ holds. little’ interest for -western. ; 
| audiences:. . 
i 

| ants. became’ industrial, workers | - 

haown. Action is focused. on. all |. 
soris of characters—there’s: Jove, 

i Jealousy, intrigues, misunderstand- 
ing, éte. along the way. . 
peomande. the end of ‘the: pic, 
t 
destroy the. melting furnace but |. 
the men. and women’ get. together. 

| s 

"| Yugoslav in Fer oe 
ulajic. With Olivera | 

Bulaijle: camera, Dusan Jericevic.At Pula. 

‘Film depicts how Yugoslav peas-|" 

right -after. the war. The building a 
| of the -::first - melting - furnace is} 

ere’s a flood which. threatens. to } 

“fiveaway 

the British equivalent. of -the old-_ 
fashioned American western. The 
hero wears a starched collar in- 
stead of a 10-gallon. chapeau and 

. brandishes a sword instead of a. 
six shooter. Otherwise. the setting. 
might just as well be 1860 Texas’. 
as 1815 England. Whereas; how- 
ever, the American western has 
recently gone high hat, adult and~ 
psychological, this little number 
from Metro's British unit is .a 

- +throwback to the non-cerebral ad- 
venture epic of. yesteryear, com- 
plete sith every. cliche from run-: 
away coach horses. halted .at cliff- 
side to the comic manservant who : 
conks his master on the noggin 
with a barrel when aiming for..thé 
villain’s bean in a titanic -fistfight 

in yon inn. All of which makes: 
it an ideal conglomeration of free- 
wheeling good-natured, lower berth 
pap for juniors ‘with a healthy 
appetite for derring-do  infre- 
quently satisfied on the ever-more-. 
sophisticated modern screen. 

Hero of the piece is Capt. Adam 
Corbett ‘Rory Calhoun), soldier. of: 
fortune implicated in a mercenary 
pilgrimage to the Island of Monte’ 
Cristo for purposes. of unearthing 
a hidden treasure chest via twhat 
‘el-e?> treasure map. Bursts of mor-. 
tal danger crop up-‘at a rate of 
about two-a-minute in: Leon Grif-_ 
fiths’ screenplay. Bad guys.can be 
spotted instantly by the tilt of- 
their left eyebrow, but this’ dead-. 

escapes only heroine : 
Pauline 'Patricia Bredin), who re-- 
fuses to trust Calhoun until he has 
littered the countryside with vil-; 
lainous rabble bent on inflicting - 
perils upon Pauline. Ultimately, , 
the treasure chest sinks to the. 
bottom of the sea, but Calhoun | 
and Miss Bredin have. “found some-: 
thing greater than diamonds and 
pearls,” and so forth and so on. 
into the golden sunset. 

Generally the actors do what 
is required of them in a film of | 
this character, which isn't very | 
much save to look seared ‘in the |: 
case of ‘the girls) and the man- 
servants), brave {in the -case- of. 
Calhoun and the gentlemen on his. 
side of the. gaod-evil fence) .or fool- | 
‘ishly troublesome (you know who).. 
Amohg. those prominent in addi- 
tion to the leads are John Gregson 
as a friendly outlaw (“ha-ha, this. 

: Corbett, I like him, he is one brave 
‘ fellow”), Peter Arme as an un- 
‘ friendly outlaw, Sam Kydd as the ! 
comedy relief lackey and Ian. Hun- 

‘ter as Miss Bredin’s father,. whose 
every. other line seems to be, “‘Cor-} 
bett, again I’m indebfed to. you, a 
until he runs out of indebtedness | 
when he runs into a sword. 

The film was produced, directe 
and photographed by: Robert S. 
Baker and Monty Berman. From a 
purely cinematic. standpoint, it % 
‘a creditable piece of filmmaking, 
with some. especially pretty East- 
man Color views of the country- 
side on the other side of 
Atlantic. Tube.. 

9 ; . 

Tiffany’ Into Hal 
Paramount's “Breakfast at. Tif- 

fany’s” has been hooked. by New 
York’s Radio City Music Hall. 

Film follows Universal’s “Come 
September” which, in turn, goes 
into the Hall after. the current. and | 

“(the Japanese characters -speak.i.he succeeds in making suc 

‘the | been. fashioned out of a-devious, |: 
jinvolved and_thoraughly implaus- 

mysteriously - but -grippingly, then. 

l 

handsome prince and a ‘wicked: 
‘witeh, their little.-tale ‘is - almost | 
‘pure Disneyland with an. Oriental : 
-accent. The scenaria. by ‘Dohei j its are Satisfactory. 
: Muramatsu, from an original ‘story | 
by Kazuo Dan. takes-a normal, but |. 

- especially courageous, _ Japanese. o 

1 to save: it.. There are-some good: 

Hans. 

¢ areve Novo ‘Ruho 
‘(The King’s New Clothes). 

oF nvests him. with magie pow-| | ‘(YUGOSLAV—COLOR) | 
ers acquired during a three-year|* .- Pula, Aug. 1 
course given by a helpful hermit, * Zora ‘Film (Zagreb) production. With: 

‘bu¢ar. At: Pula ‘Film Fest. » Running: time, ° 
78 MIN tS. 

and: pits him ‘against the forest’s | Ditected by Ante paris. 
‘evil soreeress in a- ‘hectic Ereat Bozidar Violie; -camera ‘(Eastmancolor); { 

‘ de*ate tothe death. | 
_ Unlike the animal heroes. ‘of: U. s.. 
cartoondom, the animals of “Magic { 
Boy” don't -talk.. which. makes?. Zora Film, -which specializes in 

sense.. They merely cheep, ‘squeal;! Puppet and fairytale pix, comes; 
grunt and tug-human arms to, warn| along with a full-length fairytale j 
of neighborhood ‘peril. ee | adapted from. a Hans Christian: ‘An-! 
‘nately, though, the. animals beara 
‘striking resemblance to the. stuffed made. and imaginative but the film i 
toys of the average department | is somewhat. confusing inasmuch as j 
store, and: little more ‘in the way { it’s nejther ‘fish nor fowl 
of personality. Luckily, the stress | i ‘The*Andersen plot doesn’t quite“ 
is en-the. human. characters. ‘tome off while ‘the gags ‘appear ; 

The artwork, while ‘perhaps not overly adult. Technically, the film J. - 

as exacting: as recent. U.S. cartoon: 4 is interesting. It’s played against 
endeavors,. is” beautifully “colored, {2 painted background with only 
and the animation, under the di-: few props: Despite these -objees} . 
‘rection of — Sanae’ ‘Yamamoto, « 
smooth and: expressive.. Sound, ; * special situations ‘abroad. It: ‘could ;. 

engineered by’:Hisashi Kase,. is“ : starid some: cutting. an 
vivid, and the novel music score by}. Story is set in a country’ called | 
Toru Funamura- is exciting and: ‘Great Puritania: where, the moral 

_surprisingly: international in theme’: code.is very strict. There’s a -min-: 
‘even ineorporating .a& guitarish; ist 

‘Latin flavor on oecasion). ivy vagabond ‘is: sentenced ‘to. death: 

A fitle. tune, written | by “Fred-; because he dreamed he saw ‘some- 
Spielman and Janice Torre andl-one-naked.. But then he dreams of 

‘sung by Danny Valentino, tells the-! l-invisible clothes and’ this ‘dream, 
gist of the story in. a melodic. tv-' ‘.also caught by the minister, give 
commercial ‘way. - Voice ‘dubbing! i-him: the chance to escape death ‘if 

h clothes: 

perfect’ English), naturally: less of | for the king. Of course, 
a problem in a cartoon,- doesn’t {n--| The acting . is’ ‘competent. 
.terfere at all... 7 - Tube. 

_ Hans.-: 

Matin C Oblacima 
(Martin in the Clouds) - 

- (YUGOSLAV) © 
Pula, Aug. :1. 

7 Scream: Of Fear 
(BRITISH) 

Contrived. but * expertly” & 
ecuted. ‘mystery shoeker. '- “ .| nik, Ljubica Jovic, ‘Joza Seb. Directed: 

‘| by- Branko Bauer. ‘Screenplay; Fedor 
‘| Vidas; camera, Branko. Blazina: -:music. 

| Aleksandar Bubanovie. 
| Fest: . Runiing. time, 103 MINS. | 

Hollywood, Aug: 4. 
Columbia Pictures zelease of Jinmy 

Sangster production. Stars Susan Stras- 

This is a harmless, little” comedy.| ber * Ronald. Lewis, on. Tedd, . Chris: | 
‘topher ee, irecte y a) 
Screenplay, Sangster; camera. ‘Douglas charmingly ‘acted and not. without. + 
Slocombe; editor. Eric Boyd-Perkins; .art 
director, Bernard. Robinson; music,. cli if- 
ton Parker; sound,. James Groom; -:as- 
sistant director, .David ‘Tomblin. Reviewed. 

-brilliant ideas. However;. stary ‘ap- 
pears a bit. far fetched. For’ this: 
type of. comedy; this runs too tong: 

at the studio, Aug. 4, °61, funning. time, This. strictly commercial pic should. 
Penpy Appleby... seeees SRR Strasberg | do well’ in es country. If cutting | 

wsetpecees ona wis; could give it more pace, :frlm may ; 
Jane. Appleby: bu wvccecse- Ann, Todd 
‘Dr. Gerrard ...... Soees Christopher Lee | have: somé ‘slight. export ‘ossi-:) 
Ins. Legrand .....ccocdes-+s- ‘ John Serret | bilities. 
Spratt . sae ante ceeeeses, Leonard. Sachs 
Marie - deepececcelaeee eos, “Anne Blake 
eather. stnseeweieteesoess ‘Barnard “Broon-| 
endarme |... ...ssceeee rnard . Brown. | Dlain-clothes Sgt. .-.....~. Richard Klee ii of their own. In order to raise | ’ - 

Swissair ‘Hostess, weteeeeee Mme. Lobegue the ‘necessary. money, the boy: 

TE ‘ever a picture has: been sal- ! when..tatter-goes with his wife.on 
a! 4 vazed ‘by expert: cinematic execu-: an extensive. vacation: Thereafter — 

he’s constantly fearing that ‘bad | 
! weather may make the apartment | — 
owners -return earlier.. The. young! ; 

ition, “Scream of Fear” is it. Thanks : 
‘to the deft efforts ‘of director Seth: 
‘Holt, an earnest cast:.and the. mas- ; 
ter craftsmen of mood and: ‘shock ° 
who work for Britain’s: Hammer | 
Films, ‘a. holding and. frightening | 
suspense . ‘thriller has somehow 

principal .. Players show” possibili- 
‘ties. i : ‘Hans. 

Dae: Geirmaestt’ “ 
‘(the Fourteen Days)” 

(YUGOSLAY) 
-Puiz, Aug. 1. . 

Loveen: production. With Mira. Stupica, 
Olga Spridonivic, Hermi na Pipinic, .Mira 

ikelic Babevie. Directed by.- Zdratko 
Velciovic ‘Sexeenp -Pet- 
Zovics camera, Viadeta.: ‘Lukie: musie. Vv. 
R. Rajterie. At Pula Fitm Fest. Running 
time, 9 MINS. _ 

‘ible morsel: ofmystery fiction by | 
producer ‘Jimmy: Sangster. 

As ‘is ‘the .case with most mys- 
teries érected on contrived foun- 
dations; everything hums . along: 

promptly falls apart at the moment 
of ‘truth.: Audiences may -be dis- [ 
‘mayed by this barrage.of contradie- 

“AContinued .on ‘page 16) 

This is an: ‘interesting - film: But 
‘the plot’s possibilities haven't been 

} exploited to. the best advantage. 

performances while: technical cred- |. 

. nothing - more. - 
-actioner, ‘rather: naive if: not: primi-- 

Oktavijan Miletic: -musie, -Andelko ‘Kilo | 

“sg , Hons, the film qualifies for: some.| a 

| times.. 

“Jadran production, With Boris Dvor- |! 

At Pula 
A . Film. ‘group ™ of. ‘wounded partizans, who 

‘rents the apartment of his Jandtord. ae 

Se the picture : is ‘tiothing’ much 
. |- mere than a Yugoslav average pro-. 

| duction: ‘It-has: -omly. , some. : epotty - 
chances ‘abroad. 

“A Taw in this country. gives prise 
“oners: the chance to‘ take an ane 
nual 14 days’ home. leave provided, 
of course, they have- shown - ‘good 

{conduct in jail: This ‘pie centers. 
on four cenviets.who are granted °. 
such privilege - and shows. “what: , 
they do'on leave... - 

comedy to- balance with the: more 
‘serious stuff. But,. all in ‘all;. it, 
lacks the: necéssary ‘Pace and is. 

j too” ‘talky.' A> more’ imaginative 
; Script and ‘fluent direction. could: 
| have: ‘Helped. much. “As often: in. 
Yugoslav films, ‘the: lensing’ is-very © 
| good while: the acting: is generally ° 
fine. . . : Hens. 7 

in 

Signal Nad Gradom_ 
‘(Signal Over the City). - 

{¥UGOSLAY) | 
ae -Pula,. ‘Aug. 7 

‘SJnaran: production. With Aleksandar ~ 
Gavric, Marija ‘Tocinoska. Dragan “Ocokol- * 
jie. Dizectéd. by: Zika’ Mitrovic. Screen- 

-ivatovies music, Bojan Adamic. At Pula. 
‘Film. Fise. Running: ‘time, as MINS. 

Jadtan, repertedly- pr ‘oduéed, this 
‘film in memory-of the 20th anni of.. 
the general: uprising of. the Yugo- . 

a film. to ‘celebrate: the event; It's ~ 
- than -a- ‘common. 

five in many. ‘Fespects.. An ‘okay 
item for this: country’s: ‘juve action 
trade, but, there’ 5 nothing. : here® 

Vanja Drach.. ; for western release. 
Screenplay,.| - 

Plot. Sees: two members ° ot ‘the’ 
iliegat . underground | movement’ 
| caught by the: pro-German, police. *- 
|-In- the disguise of the pro-German 
| Ustashi- - soldiers; . their. partisan 
friends | Tareéh ‘inte the town ‘and: . 
‘free one of them.’ -There’s a.lot of °° 
} gun: ‘fire in film's ‘final: sequences, 

dersen: yarn, It’s technically’ well! Acting’ is routine. direction’ fait 
and technical. credits are average, _ 

wets Hans. 

' Balada’ o Trubi I Obiaku wt 
- A Ballad About 2 Trumpet . 

: And. a'Cloud) © ve 
4YUGOSLAV). wr 

7 Pula,. Aug. L : 
Trigtay production: Ww ith. Lojze Patokar, 
ngelea.. Hiebee. Branko" Miklavie, - 

; .Kosmac..' Directed ‘bv. France. ‘Stiglac.- 
Screenplay, Cirjl.Kosorac: ‘camera, Rudi: ~~ 

¢; .music. -Aloiz ‘Srebotnjak. -At-| Vavpotie: . 
‘Pula, ‘Film. Fest. Running: ‘time, 35 MINS. - _ 

iz This is, ‘artistically. speaking. one 
er who controls .all: the: dreams.’ of the: most anibitious. Yugoslav pix 

lof ‘the ‘season:_.It . benefits: from. 
| superb: camerawork and ‘some ime = 
‘pressive ‘acting.” ‘However, : “it fails 
‘to make the _grade- ‘due’:té-a@ con-" 

s, fusing script and direction: Along. . 

| 
he does, { Stigloe seemingly lost. ‘control. at on os 

‘Film's outcome may. be! .- 

with his efforts: ‘to. be “as: ‘uncome::. 
promising : .as: - possible, *: “director. 

called. vivid: but. it's too; strange. a. 
“mixture: ‘poetic realism, mediocre.’ . 

| Ingmar Bergman and- early (the. 
snow scenes) Leni: Riefenstaph.. A: : 

o doubtful: export item. 

“Story. takes: place- ‘igh | in. ‘the “ 
Yugoslav. imountains* during the’ 
last World. War: An old forester 
‘sets out on: his - own ..to.-warn a. 

‘have: hidden-up there. of a White- 
guardist’ patro| which plans’ to... 

“liquidate them. The old: man puts .~ 
patriotic duty above all ‘and .suc- — 
‘ceeds in reaching: his- goal..:How- . 
‘ever, he has to. kill : the’ three. : 
‘Whiteguardists and gets killed him- 
self: All this is: -delivered: in sort * 
of a brutal fairytale with ghostly. . 

It’s" occasionally. -.. 
j hard. ‘to distinguish what’s 
dream ‘visions. 

ans. ~ 

“ples. U Kist- — 
~ (Dancing in the. ‘Rainy. 

YUGOSLAV) - - 
‘Pula, Aug. 1. 

Tighe production. With Minha. Baioh, 
Dusa. Pockaj, Ali Raner, Rado Nakrst.. 
Directed by Bostjan Hladnik. Screenplay, - 
Miadnik: .camera,. Janez . = music, , 

.| Bojaw Adamic. At Pula ‘Film Fest. Run- 
. ming. time, ad MINS. - = a 

‘Here is. the "nost” “ pontroversial 
: ‘| Yagostay film of the year. It’s-the 

type. of feature pic that will garner: Lott 
‘the: -most varied: reviews, ranging ©... 
‘from ‘bad to. brilliant: Fim: both: 
shocks and amuses,: but - also. will - 
thrill ani-audience. Nothing for the . 
‘general public but an. obvious bet - 

{for arties that. specialize in offbeat « 
items.. Pic is. original. enough:to. | - 
qualify itself’ as:an- entry. -at festi-.’ a ; 

: (Ceatiued on: page 16) : 

_ It} contains’. a’ number of good Ht ° 
‘sequences and also a ‘good. deal of. 

‘play. Slavko. Goldstajn; camera, Branko. -, 

‘Slav people against the’ Nazi oecue: - 
“| pation forces.. But: this . is:-hardly - . 

Rudl- man! 

a ‘Teality. aa 
Two young students, ‘deepiy inj and what’s the. dream. .worid:: Pie 

Jove with each other, dream. of a also. suffers from: monotony. ' 



oe was ‘eyeing’ the: ‘auditorium as: a 
’-. possible permanent: home. Limited: 

Wednesday, August 9, 1961 

‘Never. Found. Sucéess at Haiilton, ‘Laneaster, Atte 
“Stanley Left Many Abortive: Policies « 

a 

By. JOSEPH: KINGSTON 

, Lancaster, ‘Pas. Aug: 8. 
Wreckers are set: to move in- ‘on |. 

_Lancaster'’s 45-year-old: Hamilton}. 
Theatre. Site becomes ; an off-street. 

a parking facility. 
“Hamilton . has-been ; dark -and’ - ‘cigarets. were. taken, here at. | | shuttered,. stripped: of .seats and 

equipment, since the :fall of 1956,{ 
of ‘Phila-. 

' qdelphia, -Japsed the lease At. had |- 
-: held’ for'30 years. | : 

“when ‘the. Stanley 'Co:: 

_ Sebral Inc., local éienere of the: 
theatre. “property, ‘said: this. week. 
it. ‘has ‘become a :“tax - problem.” 
Since 1956, several .attempts had |. 
been. made—none... successful—to }.. 

“utilize the. auditorium: “A ¢afe-type 
varlety operation ‘was. projected 
singing waiters, etc., ‘using. :-the ex- 
isting, -stage.:for. the. variety turns. 

“But, Pennsylvania” Liquor. Control: 
.. ‘Board. nixed the. idea. 
ms Later,. and ‘until: a: few -months 

ago,- a ‘straight: ‘barroom. . operatiot |" 
was carried on in-the former lobby } 
of the: pix. paleunder license- of |. 

_» the. big hotel: building:-of which: the { 
lobby of the.-showhouse -is a: part: | 

‘repeated | 
’. alleged. violations - of - thie. state | : 

: -:. bOaze regulations. ~ 

‘This, - too, - ‘foldéd.. after . 

Meanwhile, - “lodat” iphedtra ‘Arts 
“Assn., an:amateur producing. group’ 

. doing half/a. dozen shows ‘a year. 
"Sand using . such. 

‘Jory; “Walter Abel and ‘Pat’ Carroll, 

stage familities,. absenee: of seats 
end .a_ variety of. other: impractl-. pic..:industre piices.- and: this in 

‘turn. - followed. a 41. deélitie’ in| 
May.” as ae | 

_ealities finally -chilled: ‘enthusiasm: 
- Theatre _ was. opened. Sept: 
1916 ‘by’ late’ George M:. Krupa..:. 

Hamilton, lobby, with its massive . 
“.nlatble | colunins afid’ terrazzo-tile 
’ floor, will.” remain, because itis. 
part of the Wheatland Hotel. Town |:- 

vol NHow-has Capitol, Grand and Boyd - 
“7-8 first-run. film: theatres. in down: |” 

King. Theatre, “town Lancaster. 
dist ‘ant;” sev eral: - blocks’ 

‘ Laneaster.. 
Fulton. Theatre’ downtown,-a. ‘110- 
year-old. showhause that: never:in: 
all that time. has been:: used for: 
anything else. For. the “past. few. 
years, it has ‘been ‘an-art. film: the- 

stage atre, mounting .. ‘occasignal 
rodictions—both local .and. tour-= 
ng legit. Luther Adler's: “View 

‘From The Bridge” was .in -here 
‘ast winter; just: pr iurto the spec: 

>: ‘tacular: blowup’ ‘of : the - show. in: 
cone _.| Conference: in. New “York Monday. ‘Washington. 

‘ERNEST TURNBULL ON 
“US. SCOUTING. TRIP 

wt Hollywood, Aug. 8:- 
- Erriest Turnbull. 

"the. weekend: for-10-day ‘check - into 
theatres situation. in-U,.S. ° 

‘Australian ‘circuit. of about - 180 
on ‘theatres ‘is controlled’ by 20th-Fox. | 

:' Turnbull.. conferred briefly - 
... 20th prexy Spyros-P.’Skouras’be- 

“fors latter. took: off for..Gotham: 
_early. Saturday - morning. ‘He will 

with 

again. see”: Skouras ‘on “latter's: -re- 
turn. before ‘heading. for ‘Denver to: 

‘Jook over Cooper: Foundation built 
of Cinerama. ‘Theatre. 

"MEYERS DECAMPS. FAMOUS. 
_ Foronto:. Aug: :8:- 

- “Harold Meyers, director of -trans-. 
Gnade: “group ‘sales for Famous: 

~ Players. Corp:, -has exited: ~ =: 
Says. he'll disclose. “his. ‘plans in. 

the ‘near future. oe 

Fins Of Though 

‘stars as. Victor: 

in’ ‘values from the - ‘previous month: 

-11,. 

“also -is'|, 
prime. - first-run. house. atid.- most |: 
modern: film - playhouse in- tity. > 

still has’ its’. ‘histori¢ 

will. substantially. lower 
tion* costs. . 

‘managing die: 
‘Fector ‘for :-Hoyts Theatres: Ltd... of | 

‘.. Australia, arrivéd ‘from’ ‘Sydney at 

noon.  Wheréas | the... standard. ‘local: 
. _: contract - 
aie 30 a4.m.-.start:: 

Odd Ozoners Thefts | 
L *-Brady,. Tex:, Auge 8... 
Burglars hit.at- various: ozon- . 

‘ers ‘throughout: the ‘State. with - 
their loot: strange in Several . 
instances... a _ 
About” “$100 “in ‘coins and ‘ 

‘the Scenic ‘Drive-In: ° : 
A few dollars: ‘worth. ‘of. fees 

” ‘ream: were all that: burglars: =: 
‘got’ or wanted. when’ ‘they ~ 
broke~ into the Gay. 90° Drive- of 
In at-DelRio:: - a 

.. At the Fox: Drive-In at ‘Mar- vo 
shall, burglars: with. a peculiar 
taste ‘made ‘off. with a: mumiber.. 

of marquee letters: yoke. 

July Best of “6 . 
At Stock Market; 
“Although the ‘stack. ‘market gén-' 

erally was. stronger: ‘in: July: than: 

in-any . -other. month.’ of: ‘the. _year,. 

the perlod was.‘an - -offish. one for} -per. share, froma. high. of $55.25. 
fil: shares.” Pie. ‘companies ag. ai This drop in. paper value, on the ; 

ibasig of nearly 2,500,000 common : 
| shares: outstanding,” 
‘nearly: *-$47,000.000. 

group: ‘experienced: a’ 1.6%". drop 

June brought a 2. 6° ‘tise in the. ; 

“Principal - film, - losers: ‘in ‘Jaly 

mount, off PST AG. 

Th ‘an effort: te ‘stimulate more 
low-budget... _produetion.... 
‘York; seven . locals: ‘of the -In- 
ternational Alliance™ of Theatrical 
& Stage’ Employees, have entered 
into’a precedental - agreement with 
producer Michael. My erberg which: 

‘Produc- 

- Agreement, ‘disclosed at & “press. 

(Ti; provides that _Myerberg, in re- 
turn. for _the: unions’. : “concessions, : 

will cut’ “in. the. unions ‘for. ‘a. 
1623 share of the net- profits on | 
each of five: pictures - he intends. 
to make: 
The; ‘unions, for: their: part, : wilt 

permit. the producer: “interchange- |. 
ability” | ‘of ‘union ‘members. within. 
the’ various. crafts or ~ classifica- 
tions.to ‘the extent that it. does not 

Unions ‘also* will.- ag} 
just the. size of the crews: ““in the 
interests: . of.- economy. 

of quality.” :- “Also .the.- 
time. of - the ‘union: - -working day 

i 

™y 

may be ‘any ‘time tip.ta 72: o'clock ® 

-ptesently -- requires,” 

. Myerberg ‘estimates’. . that: ‘these ;6 
.| concéssions.. will; for example, : al- 
. {low him -to : make a: picture. for | production. on :-the’: first. -of his‘similar .. 

{| went ‘up, 
... highs, the’ industrial ‘averages: set 

| records: This was the week ended | 

[period 
-In New tyears. 

schedule; * 
costs, size of crews. and any other: 
‘expenses..affecting praduction 
and/or distribution .co=ts. Despite. 
their close supervision, thus, of all- 

MOTHOLUE CHS) In 
- “First full. week of trading slave: 
President John F. ‘Kennedy —-re- |’ .. 
‘Vealed the” Administration’s - ‘pre-). 
paredness. program saw “Wall -Street |: 

| bulls im: . command: The market | 
values ‘soared to: new |. 

Friday ((4! and-analysts mostly. see | 
{a continuation of: the- upbeat. 

- But being treated like a step- | 
child. in this otherwise Jush period | 
,dsthe motion’ picture. business. | 
CFilm issues. were absent from the. 

—i scores of new highs being regis+ 
_ tered | day: ‘by . day. 
7) with’ the blue : ‘chips, stocks ofthe | 

‘| Hollywood companies. weré- all. ‘but 
“| tgnored. - Film . 
|-considered - formal if; the general 

-trading. would be. 

‘market ‘transactions . were normal. 
‘Instead, films were - static while 
the Dow-Jones. graph hit a. peak. | 

‘This. bears ‘out “earlier predic- | 
| tions ‘hased ' on multi-faceted ‘con. 
-siderations. 

“Until the ‘ast. catiple of: raonths: | 
1 while. the’ market generally ‘Was |. 

Jol ‘behaving, in commonplace’ fashion, 
pix’ were. the -pets. -Metro,: Para- | 
‘mount and -Warners—these: three |. 

| par ticularly—were - ‘listed .: repeat- 
‘Jedly...among ‘the new highs. “Then : 

‘| the ‘downtowners in some. quarters. . 
» began to: fear that the stocks: might ! 
have. hit ‘over-priced. ‘lev els. This, i 
accompanied: by profit- taking... had ; 

4a deflating effect. 

* Last:-week. a- factor was inv estor 
| attitude ‘in wa ‘period. ‘of intérna-* 
|.tional ‘near-crisis: “The: investinent i 
money ‘was being diverted to the; 
big: industrials, away from “specu- | 
lative” “Hollysood. . 

Too, ¢ach: ‘company was consid=? 
ered: asa. separate: entity’ and -in - 

“certain ‘Instances the investors .‘ac- 1 - 
i eording. ‘to. the. ‘professianals}! saw}: 
' reason’ for : hesitancy.:: Twentieth-! 
Fox hit.a Iow for the: year ‘of $36. 50! 

Production: 
1 losses and ‘unsettled ‘affairs at 20tir 
“seem to- shave’ sent: the money men. 
running ‘for cov er... . 
‘Metro: closed: the week: off an- 

other couple. of points, te $51.50. 
t were Metio,.-down: Bly 4). and. ‘Para- j,The, drop,. ‘from 8 high ‘of $70. 3742, ‘in “Playboy”. mazasine by Ray 

an {Continued . on. page. 16)" 

Lyerber re Scheme For N. Y. Production 
Concessions; IATSE Taking % of Net 

“of 

*“Policing" the ‘deal will: be a 

approximately two 

‘five-man review ° committee, ecom- | 
prised of three union reps’.and-| 

‘This. commit-, 
tee will have power.-of -approval. 
two Myerberg’ reps. © 

on ‘script ‘purchase, . production 
shooting . ‘sked,. 

aspécts of the- productions, the} 
union: reps- at. press. conference 
emphasized" their . ‘members -were 
not. to be considered “partners” 
in the .ventures.. 
‘Just how. the seven. locals will, 

divvy: up. their 1623 share of ‘the 
profits has net yet..been -deter-| 
mined, it was sald. ‘Also left: open | 

result: Sin. the: displacement of .an | is: the. manner (in..which- the: in-! 
employee: Who might otherwise he: 
employed... | 

dividual ‘locals will- spread their.| 
share ‘of any loot.: It was said’ that 
‘some of the money may go: “direct- 

-and effi- ily to reimburse those local. mem- 
ciency,. without, however, sacrifice; bers. “depending: on the extent to: and ‘Hair-Sty lists. | 

“starting i whieh his Iocal has ‘departed from ;-: 
Standard. union: practices. " Some !hadn't ‘been approached for con- 
of. it. may: go in pension -and wel- j cessions, 

fare. funds.. Gnion members. in, all 3 the SAG minimums have never Lewis 3d-nasrrated fii, 
¢ases will be- receiving the: ‘mini- 
mum : wages: required | under. the 
standard contract. . 

In .comgarison |- 

'U. S. Choosier, 
Tells Critics What 

amounts. to |e 

“labor 

'Picture Operators; 

[heen a deterrent to production: 

PICTURES 

ST. BOO 
H's Sen Gay No Act US TOMY [Fay Cis Parea a1 2.3; ‘High ‘quality: of: projection. at Radio City Music’ ‘Hall, NYS rates 
“salute » din the. summer: bulletin of. the International ‘Alliance of | 
-Theatrical:-Stage: Employees. . Stagehands’: organ. quotes’ Ben Olev- .. - 
sky, chief. ‘boothman: at the flagship, on.the- ehangeoyer to.a new. 
‘gereen every six: months. Day-to-day change in screen ‘surface. is. 

_.o. parely noticeable, he states, but.-over: a- sixmonth ‘the quality. de- ° 
".. @Hines far below Music. Hall ‘standards,  -.. _ 
vt *Refinishing;’” Olevsky: adds,. ‘is. not. the ‘answer, and there’ 4s 7 

t _ nothing a. ‘theatre can’ install to: improve. its projection like a new 
7 pe ‘The cost is low-—the {mprovenient {g: vast.” Fora! 

~ Epitaph For 3 a Picture Palace 

jumph in Subtitles, ‘Dolce Vita’; 
_ Parrish’ & Possessed Sexapated 

By MIKE WEAR 

Best July Bets VARIETY'S regular iw eokly 
. daxotive reports ara ster: 

1, “Fanny” WB Tized vachl renth, refresnee- 
“2. “Guns of Nav arone” iCoh. tively. Based on a average of 
3. “Parent Trap” :BY', 24 hey stinations, ‘the source 
4. “Le Dolce Vita" iAstor), data «a stite oan adequate 
5.. “Spartacus” -U), sampling of current releases 

- -§;.“Parrish” iW Bi! bul are tot, af COMrse, fally 

9. “Exodus” ‘UA). “dethanre " An tuder of re'a- 

8. “Naked Edge” :T'A’. ttee grossing strength in the 
9. “Love Possessed” :U' A). U'.. S.- Canada siarket, this 

10.. “Pleasure Company”. 1 Par. mawiity renrise dues not pre. 
- 11. “Ladies:Man” :Pari. femd to ecpress total rentals. 

“12, “Never on _12, “Never’on Sunday” Lope). ae 
Dow days again. Only the strangz- 

est serven fare was able to battle 
successfully the Jady heat) spells 
and thistractions of the outdears 
But at the outset of month a jong 
weehend helped tne usual July 4 
holiday :.this year and first rune 
generaily did better than usual. 
Some. lerzht now camers, 

daunched durmiz July. flaashed in 
WaRIFIY's sweepstakes for the 
month. “Fanny” WB copped first 
place, with @ gaass of nearly 
$3.500.000 In the bigger hey cities. 
It was closely pursued, espectally 
late m the month by “Guns of 
Navarone” «Col. which aan up a 
Bross of $1,139 000; fu finish see 
ond. Fhis pie actually landed in 
first spot fhe final weck of the 

ant me 

They Write Counts} 
Boston, Aug. 8. 

Film ‘critics are. niore important 

‘now than ‘they were 10 years ago, 

‘William Castle, producer-director 

‘of “Homicidal,” ‘told - ‘the critics 
here at a luncheon on his two day 

|Visit,” Monday 131-Tues...1) to- kick month. ; 
off his gimmick film at the Pilgrim. “Parent Trap’ «BV: captured 

tHe declared, “good reviews mean | third position. It. tow. sound up 
ood b.o.”: Until the post-war ‘de- [first one week eagls in July. “La 

fine. set in, exhibitors could hang} Dolce Vita" Astor tinished 
:up signs and people: would come in. | fourth, a remarkably strong show- 
i There was a mass picture. going : ing for a. foveign-danguace film 
public. We don't. have that. any- | playing With sub-titles. It had 
more. People. read: filii reviews moved up into third positsan im 
today, and are guided’ by.them.” biwo weekly surveys late om the - 

Castle.-reported his . “eoward’s | month, indicating: its builaing 
corner”: and. “yellow line”. gim- : powet. AH four at these top pre 

imick-on “Homicidal.” with a money ‘are productions launvhed last 
‘back guarantee, was working | month ; 
i™preat.” and that theatres were} “Spartacus” «Us copped fifth 
i averaging about. $100) paid out on ; money, unusial im view of the 

fact tisat it was fourth in Juve and 

“Many of the audiences day for {10M¢ bas been high on the det. 
two. shows, and then ask for their i “Parrish” WB) finished sixth, 
money. back.” ‘This film went out in dull di tribus 

a : fon oniy last sioute after deavans 
Castle's will produce “The Old: heen -previou-ls released in ae 

{Dark House,” a Priestly shocker, } fytee caer . | some time ave 
in Britain. In the can is his story opyydue TA aduedh 

ond in June, sorrmd un 
indicatinz! thst Gie epee. 
the end of rman: 

ery $20, 000 taken in. 

Se CCS Lhe 
“etcenib, 

is WRI 
PN ate Hartel 

(Continued | -on pase 153 
ae Ce et ae RE 

ticket. “N. ake Maye Cabs fram 
United Arti-t). De cp sae eichth 
Place (Ht - a heacener for thas 

Ypast month ; 
“By Lose. Po oc ced lke aise 

from United Atte 4s and another 
mewie, $5 tubinec s38th geet. 
“Pleasure of His Cotepans © ised, 

total. of no more than $1,000,000, 
and films will be made sans pr ior- 
‘production distrib agreements. 

shith was No loin June, Is land 
ing in 1th spot 

“Ladies Man Par ala Hey 

In a deal separate from the ; will finish T}th via. a ra en Sesser On union ‘pact, Myerberg also dis-| Sun > anid. aut tf 
closed that he's dickering for space top Ie Rha ts ed a3 1 
to be turned’ into a studio at}in Jane. ; . 7 
Mitchell Field: in Nassau County, 
Long Island. - This, he dgseribed, 
as “‘stri¢tly a real estate deai,” 
‘be backed by interests apart from 

“Romano and Joidied’ 0: ant 
usaaliy strong mio arty (ie cteesy 
“Saturday Nishi, Sunday Mw. 
ning’ ‘Cont, With tn June, and 

the ‘corporation -he experts to or- Last Sunset’ oU, shah v8 
ganize to back his five pix. third In the presiows month, we 
Although Monday‘s press con-! the runner: ‘up fins 5 EF 

ference Was held at TATSES(  Judsing from the nee entrants 
national N. Y. headquarters, both ‘just vetting starfed ay the month 
My erberg— and union - reps Stressed . ended, the {re “jh fal eo eb-ges 8}: it 

|the. local nature of the agreenient jJoom. | ton Prowmjomet Hoseser, 
Sey en locals, : which have an esti-: ; Uiere are some salid neweoncers 

mated membership of about 3.000, ° ai 
‘are: Assistant Directors and Script : 
Clerks: Stage’ Employees, Motion 

International 

One of thee is ‘Goudie Ad 

‘Continued On pase aa 

Photo graphers of the Motion . Pic- 
ture Industries; Theatrical. Ward. VACATIONISTS ATTEND 
robe Attendants:. Motion Picture : “OPER ATION ABOLITION’ 
Film Editors: and Makeup. Artists , 

Siove Vt, Aug 8 
Lamome Counts Yotriu Regaris- 

leans. spon-ored an unreeline st 
became this recor sllece of the fultan 

“Opera- 
Jon Abolition.” deabusg with the - 

Union -spokesman Steve D'An-"UnAmerican Act, sities Cammitice 

Ain 

‘The local Screen. Actors Guitd 

said. Mverherg. 

zillo,. who .aeted as: coordinator in ‘hearmny of over a year ago in San 
-Myerberg: Says. he hopes. to. ‘start. negotiations with Myerberg said ! Francisco 

concessions had never: State police who stood tiv re- 
with Ibeen granted before because no: 

other producer had ever gone. 
along” with the profit participation | 
scheme. plus. the reviewing com- ! 
mittee idea. . 

$200,000 © ‘Which might - otherwise | ‘projected. five Pictures within the 
cost $500,000:'or. more.. -The. deal, jnext three ° months,: ‘though he 
|the experimental nature of which | wasn't: ready to divulge any of 
was -. emphasized ‘at press: confer= the. titles.-he has. in mind, The: 

fence; . ca . expected: to . cower: a five: ‘pix: are expected to Cost a 

‘ported meeting was liely 
, dispute, the suramer tourists take 
ing strong positions But, said the 
cops, no fisticuffs or breach of 
peace occurred, 



PICTURE GROSSES 

Det Biz Brisk; Konga’ Smash $27,000, 
‘Rode’ Lofty 176, ‘Nikki’ Hep 156, 

Vita’ Great 186, ‘Guns’ Terrif 4G 
° Detroit, Aug..8. 4 

Trio ef neweomers adds zest to 

another gocd grossing week for 

downtown first-rutis. “Konga 

shapes big at Fox in first. “Two 

Rode Together” looks smash at the 

Palms. “Nikki” js good on opener. 

at Michigan. 

“Ta Dolee Vita” stays wow in 

foucth session at Trans-Lux Krim. 

“Fanny” stays torrid in fourth 

round at Madison. 

“Guns of Navarone” still is 

gackeroo In fifth at United Artists. 

“cnartacus” looms big in eighth at 

+ ury. 

Mere Estimates for This Week 

Fox ‘Woodmont Corp) ‘5.041; 

"5¢-$1.49\—"Kongo” (Al) and “At- 

Jas” ‘AF, Big $27,000. Last “week, 

. ‘Morgan Pirate” (M-G) and “Ring 

of F:re” ‘M-G), $11.500- 

Michigan ‘United Detroit) (4.- 

036; $1.25-$1.49) — “Nikki” ‘BV) 

and “David and Goliath” (AA). 

Good $15,0G@0. Last. week, “Good- 

bye Again” :UA) (24 wk), $14,000. 

Palms ‘UD! '2,995; $1.25-$1.49) 

—"“Two Rode Together”. ‘Col) and 

“Warrior Empress” (Col). Great 

‘Guns’ Paces Buff: Biz, 
$20, 0005 ‘Fanny’ 

Buffalo,. Aug. 8. 

“Guns of -Navarone” is pacing 
the city currently in a week which 

comers. “Goodbye Again” 
fair on opener at the Buffalo. “Fan- 
ny” is big in fourth. at the Center 
and “La Dolce Vita” shapes fine 
in second at the Teck. 

_Estimates. for This Week 

Buffalo (Loew). (3,500; 75-$1) — 
“Goodbye Again” i(UA), 7 
000. Last week, “Morgan Pirate" 

Indie), $7,006. 

Center (AB-PT) (7,000: 10-$1) — 
“Fanny” (WB) (4th wk..: 
000, Last week, $8,500. 

— “Guns .of Navarone” (Col). 
Smash $20, 000. Last week, “Fran- 

days), $5,000 at $1.25 top. 
Lafayette (Basil). (3. 000: 10-$1).— 

“Tammy Tell Me True” ‘U) and. 
$17,000. Last week, “Naked Edge” “Trouble in Sky” (U) (3d :wk-5 
(WA) and “Frontier Uprising” (A) Gays). Drab $3,000. -Last week,.| 
(2d wk), $14.000. $5,000. | _ 

Madison ‘UD) (1,408; $1 .25-$1.49) 

—‘Fanny” (WB) (4th wk). Fatso 

13,000. Last week, $15,000. 

. Grand Circus (UD) (1,400; $1.25- 

$1.49:—“Parent Trap” “(BV) (6th 

Paramount (AB-PT) ‘3,006; 70- 
$D—"Voyage to Bottom. of Sea” } 
(20th) and “Rommell’s Treasure” 
(20th) (2d wk). Nice $7,000 or over. 
Last week, $11,000. 

wk). Good $10,000. Last week,| Teck (Loew) (1.200: $1-$1.75) — 
$11,500. “La Dolce Vita” ‘Astor). 12d - wk)..} 
Adams iBalaban) (1,700; $1.50-|Fine $6,000. Last week. $6.500. 

Cinema (Martina! -450; 70-$1.25) 
—‘Never On Sunday” ‘Lope) 9th 
wk). Nifty $3,000. 
$3,200. 

Tomy Tain Faso 106, 

Q@—“Gone With Wind” (M-G) 

eeiscae) (14th wk). Fast $8,000. 

ast week, same 

t United Artists (UA) 1.667: $1.25- 

$1.80:—"Guns of Navarone” (Col) 

(5th wk). Tremendous $14,000. Last 

week, $15,000. 

Music Hall (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,- 

208; $1. 20-$2.65)—"This Is Ciner- 

ama” ‘Cinerama)- ‘reissue) (10th } . a 

wk). Solid $12,500. Last week, fie ‘Guns 126 
$10.000. 9 

Trans-Lux Krim_ (Trans-Lux) 
(1,000; $1.49-$2'—"La Dolce Vita” 
(Astor! (4th wk). Wow $18, 000. 
Last week, ditto. 

Mereury (UM) ¢1.465; $1-$1 80)— 
*Spartacus” (U) (8th wk). Big $12,- 
600. Last week, $12, 400. 

Hub Off: ‘Master’ Potent 

$17,000, ‘Guns’ Loud 276, 
Sunset’ Brisk $18,000 

Boston, Aug. 8. 
Picture biz picked up all around 

here this week, with overcast 
skies and threatening rain rated of 
little help. The big ones are the 
only pix to get real coin. “Guns of 
Navarone,” in fourth week at 
Gary, leads the city, a position it 
has held since opening. New open- 
ers are doing fairly well, “Last 
Sunset,” good at Metropolifan, and 
“nwraster of World,” torrid at Para- 
mount. “Homicidal” did nicely at 
the Pilgrim, but was ‘not held. 

“Fanny” at the Saxon is still big | 
in fifth stanza. “Tammy Tell Me 
True” is oke at Memorial in second 
round. “Naked Edge,” in third at 
Orpheum, shapes food. 

Estimates for This Week , 
Astor (B&Q) (1,170; 90-$1.50)— 

“Spartacus” (U) (6th wk). -Oke 
$8.500. Last week $7,500. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) (678: $1- 
$1.50)—"‘Never On Sunday” (Lope) 
‘(18th wk). Stout $8,500. Last week, 
$8.000. 

Boston (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,354; 
$1.75-$2.65)—"“‘Windjammer” (NT) 
(reissue) (18th wk): Good $8,000. 
Last week. $6.000. - 

Capri (Sack) (900: $1-$1.50) — 
“Raisin in Sun” (Col) (4th wk). 
Nice $8,500. Last week, $8.000. 

Exeter (Indie) (1.376; 90-$1.50)— 
“Romanoff and Juliet” (6th wk). 
Oke $5,000. Last week, $4,000. 
Fenway (Indie) (1.350: $1.50)— 

“Cheaters” (Cont)... Good $3,800. 
Last week, “Cow and I” (T-L) (3d 
wk}, $2,060. 

Gary (Sack) (1 27: 90-$1.80)— 
“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (4th wk). 
Booming $27, 000. Last week, 
$25,000. 

Kenmore (Indie) (700; $1.50)— |— 
“Love and Frenchwoman” (Kings) 
(2d wk). Oke $8.500. Last week, 
$8 000. 

Metropolitan (NET) (4. 357; - 90- 
$1.25\—“Last Sunset” (I. Nice 

(Continued on page 18) 

‘Kansas City, Aug. 8 

ny,” bright at Paramount and 
likely to stay. Remainder of the 
city has holdovers. ranging from 
sock to. mild. “Guns of. Navarone” 
at Plaza is standout while “Parent 

okay. “‘Tammy Tell Me True,” now 

31/(3d wk), looks good. . 
Estimates for This Week 

Brookside,] Granada’ 'Fox ‘Mid-. 
west-Natl. Theatre: :800: 1.217: $1): 
~—“Tammy. Tell Me True” ‘U): (3d: 
wk Brookside) 

least. Last week, Brookside only: 
$6,200 

—"Spartacus” (U) (24th: wk). 
$3,500, nearing’ end of Fun, Last 
week, $4,000. 

 (Durwood) 11 280: $1- 
(Continued on. page 18) - 

Oke 

Great 286; ‘Vita’ 
Washington, Aug. 8, . 

Lusty. holdovers will set. the up- 
beat tempo this round, with “Guns 

“La Dolce Vita” is shaping a.great 

smash at Palace. 

20s” looms fair in two houses. . 

Estimates for This Week 

Ambassador-Metropolitan «. 
(1,480; 1,060; $1-§1. 49)—"King of 

(U) (2d wk), $7,000. 

Apex (K-B) (940: $1-$1 25): — 
“The Bridges” (AA). Muscular $7,- 
000. Last week, “Romanoff and Ju- 
liet” (U) (5th wk), $4,000. — ' 

Capito! (Loew) (3,420; $1-$1.49) 
“Francis of Assisi” (20th): (2d 

wk). (So-so $10,000 after $14,000}. 
on opener. 

Passable $7,500. Last week, $8,500. 
’ Ontario (K-B) (1,240; $1-$1.49)— 

le a 

4G, 4th. 

finds little support from-other new- | 
looms: 

Fair $9,-| 

‘-M-G? and “You Have to Run Fast’: 

Big $2, -} 

Century (UATC) (2,700; .70-$1.50) 

cis of Assisi” (20th) (2d wk-64 | 

Last week, 

Potent newcomer here _is Pane |. 

Trap” at Uptown is. big: ‘‘Pleasure.t’. 
of His Conipany” at Empire ‘holds 

at Granada-as well as Brookside |" 

(Ist: at ‘Granada):: 
Good $6,000, holds at Brookside at | 

Capri {Durwood) (1.260: $1-$1. 80) 

Exodus’ Rousing $16,000, D.C; ‘Guns? 

of Navarone”’’ in two Trans-Lux. 
Theatres still. wow in fourth frame:. 

take in fifth stanza at the Town, 
“Exodus,” back on popscale, ‘Tooks |. 

“Naked Edge” is nice in second} 
at the Ontario. “King of. Roaring | 

(SW)] > 

Roaring” "90s" . (AA) and “Plunder- 
ers” (AA), Fair $10,000 ‘or’ near. 
Last week, “Tammy Tell Me True” 

Keith’s (RKO) (1,850;. $1-$1 49)|$6 
“Love Possessed” (UA) (4th -wk). |. 

(Omaha Big: ‘Guns’ Wham 
‘| $18,000 ‘Command’ Loud | 

Oniaha, Aug. 8. 

‘at © the Omaha, 

Estimates. for This ‘Week 

Command’: (AA)... and : 

week, “Naked | Edge”’ 
“Three on: Spree” (UA), $13, 500. 

‘Cooper (Gooper) (687; $1.55- |0 
$2.20)—“South Seas” ‘Adventure” 
(Cinerama) (3d -wk):. . Fast: “$9:000. 

|Last week, same. > /0 
Dundee (Cooper) 

$2.20)—- 
Fair $3, 500. Last week, ‘$4, 000. 

‘Omaha. (Tristates). (2, 066; “$l- 

000.: Last week, 
Sea”: (20th), ' $6,500 ‘at. 75- $1 scale. 

Orpheum: (Tristates) (2,877; ‘$1- 
$1:25)—'Guns - of. Navarone”: (Col). 

Rode: Together”. (Col), $7, 500, ‘at 

Great $6, 000. -Last week, 6. 300: 

Guns’ Whopping 
$22,000 in Prov. 

" Providence, Aug. 8. 

| sign’ for. “Guns: of Navarone” ’ and 
lis headed for biggest week:in years. |$4,000. 
Majestic’s. third. ‘week : of “Parent 

‘| Trap” ‘also’ is on’ happy. side. Very 

{slow - is ‘second of: 

round. of “Exodus” looks ‘Okay.. - 

_ Estimates for This. Week: 

Albee “(RKO) 
“Franeis.. of | Assisi’? 
“Shepherd. of Kingdom Come” 

$6; 500 in first.” 

Elmwood (Snyder) (724: $2- $2. 50) 
—"“Exodus” (UA) (8th wk). Oke 
$4,500. Seventh - ‘week, $4, 600. 

Majestic: (SW) (2:200; | 65-90) —. 
: “Parent Trap” ABV) (3d wk). Happy 
$6, 000. Second. ‘was $8,000. 

- State’. (Loew). (3,200; . 65-90) — 
“Man. of. West". (UA) and’ “Indian 
‘Fighter” (UA) (reissues). Bad $5,- 
000..Last week “Voyage to Bottom 
of. Sea’. (20th) ‘and “20 ,000° Eyes” 
(20th), mild $5,500. : 

Strand ¢National Realty) (2,200; 

‘Last. week, 
Hawaiian” (Col). 

“Gidget Goes 
‘and » 

Wow 146, 5th Week 
)“Naked Edge” (WA) (2d wk). Nice | 
$8, 000 following. $9; 100 in first.. 

Palace (Loew) (2,390; $1-$1.49)— 
“Exodus” (UA). Great’ $16,000 for 
first. week on subsequent-run. Last 
week, “Parent . Trap” 
wk), $13, 000._ 

(T-L). (278: -$1-$1. 80)— 
h”. (Kings) (5th: wk), Nifty 

$4,500 in this ‘tiriy ‘house ‘tollow- 
ing $4,900 for fourth. 
MacArthur (K-B).-(900; $1.25) —— 

“4“Man in Moon” (T-L) (3d. wk).: Neat 
$6,400 after $5,500 last week: Stays.: 

Playhouse (T-L) (459:.$1.25-$2)— 
“Guns of Navarone”™ (Col), (4th wk). 

third. Also: ‘at ‘Trans-Lux. 

gage siageo, $e wt 

wk). Spectacular $18,000, after a 

pated, also $18,000. - 

—— Spartacus” (uy (6th. wk). Good 
$6. 000. Last week, $6, 500, 

“Fanny” © (WB) | (4th. wk). 
$12,5 500.. Last: week, ditto. 

106, Fanny’ Fancy 96 a 
Biz is. on strong: side at ‘down: | 

town first-runs. this. -stanza, . with 

“Guns. of ‘Navarone” ‘particularly 
|boffo ‘at the Orpheum: “Fanny” is 
> | brisk. while | 
“Armored. Command” looks. sturdy: 

‘in three houses. : “Parent. Trap” re- 

‘mains great in fourth at the State.. 

“| third at. State while “Fanny”. is 

. Admiral; ‘Chief, “Skyview (Blank) 
a, 239; 1,000: -t,200; $1)—“Armored: 

-“Brain- | 
washed”’ (AA). Stdong $10,000. Last. 

(NA) and '|¢1/95-$1.50) — “Exodus” -(UA) (2d 

a | (27th wk). ‘Big’ ‘$2, 000. “Last | week, 
-(500;: - $1.55- | $2,300. 

-“Spartacus”. (U): (11th. ‘wk). 

$i. 25)—"Fanny” (WB). Fancy $9,- | 900 
“Voyage Bottom ‘of. 

rand “20,009 Eyes” (20th). Fine $2u,-"|:. 

Whopping $18,000. Last week, ‘Two | 

|wk). | $1 top. 

State “(Cooper) (743; $1)— 
“Parent Trap” - (BV) (4th wk). | 

..]|Smash $16,000. Last week, $19,000.. 

$4, 000.. Last. week, “Raisin in Sun”. 

| ‘tissue), $6,000: ” 

"Strand hhas_.dusted_ off its SRO |, 

“Francis... of | 

Assisi” at Albee: Elmwood’ s eighth 

(2, 200;: 65-90)— | 
(20th) and | 

(20th) (2d wk). Drab- $3,500 after fourth . week “at ‘the. Town, and 

_| week at the- Charles, “The: Truth” 

‘the Five West. “Nikki” shapes mod- 

$1.25-$1.50)—"Guns of. Navarone” | 
(Col). - Sellout: with terrific $22,000: 

: likely. 

“Hand In 
_ Hand” “Cob (2d. wk), $5, 000. , |-$1. 50)—“Fanny”. 

"| Warm: $6,000.: Last week, $6.000.” 

| Nice. $2,500. Last week, $3,000. 

of. Gentlemen” : (Kings) | (6th wk); 

‘week, $11,00 

(BV) (4th: 

‘| Mild $1,800. Last: week, “Nazi Ter- 

_|$1.50)—"Naked Edge” . 
wk). 

Lusty: $10,000, following $11,700 for | $7; 

‘Town (King) - (800; $1.25-$2) _— 

‘week, same. 
-Trans-Lux © (T-L) (600; .$1.25-$2). 

—“Guns. of Navarene” (Col). (4th: 

bigger . third frame - ‘than’ anticl- 

- Uptown (SW) (1, 300: ‘$1. 25-$1. 75). 

‘Warner (SW). (1.440; 90-$1. 49.1 
“Okay (4th wie). Good $9, 000. Last week, |* 

"Wednesday, Avigust 9, 1961. 

“an Mammoth 1% Mos; Vi Bol 
IG ‘Spartacus’ Sockeroo at 9G. 

‘Minneapolis,: Aug. 8. 
7 Te “Guns ‘of. Navarone”. is.the lone. 

Voyage” Fast $20, 000, entry: of Big’ Bertha. proportions. 
St. L.; ‘Master’ Hep 156 in Minneapolis this session. It - 

‘St. Louis; Aug. 8. | shapes . huge: in initial. round: at - 
“Voyage” to - Bottom of : Sea” 

‘shapes fire on .operier. at. the vast 
Fox: while “Master of World”. looks. 
fnep, also in first, at the St.. Louis. 
“Guns ‘of Navarone” is smash : in 

the hard-ticket “‘La Dolce “Vita” in, 
second week ” at. ‘Academy and" 
“Windjammer” .. starting 

‘virile at World. . 

“Fanny” continues boffo in. “xt 
‘| frame. at the Mann. Bowing: out: 

this: chapter .are: “Gidget Goes: Ha- 
wallan’ “Naked Edge” and. “Tam-. 
my Pell..Me..True,”’ all’ in third. 

we. Great $12,000. Last’ week, $14, 74 rounds. “Edge” is ‘best: of the lot. 
| “Spartacus,” which endéed:a. 12- 

"Apollo Art (Grace) ~ (700: 90--| week ‘Loop Stay two. months ago, is. . 
$1.25)——‘Never On. Sunday” . (Lope) opening ‘a popscale. engagement.at | 

‘the “St: - Louis Park, - initial. week 

Esquire (Schuchart-Levin) (1,800:| ° eon squire chuchart-Lévin |... 
$1.25-$1.50) — “Fanny” (WB) (5th |: 4 Eiinites fo this Week, 
aE). ‘Sock $11, 000. Last: week,’ a 182 porta, Dele. Vita" hi Astor). 

Fox (Arthur) (5;000; $0-$1.25) — w ooks: rousing. $12,500 
“Voyage to. Bottom: of. Sea”. (20th): ms round. - ‘ Opened. with’ $12, 000. 

Centtity . (Cinérama, Ine.) -€1,150¢%* 
000. Last week, ““Fammy. Tell Me | $1.75-$2.65)—"Windjammer”.- (NT) True” (U) (2d wk), $16,000... °- -| (reissue) - (9th -wk). Healthy: $10,- . 
Loew’s ‘Mid-City. (Loew). (1,160; | 900. . Last. week, $11,000. = 

60-90) — “Parent-Trap” (BV). 6th] ‘Gopher - (Berger). (1,000; $181. 25) 
Great .$12,000. - Last week, , 

$14,000. “ (3d hie 
State | (Loew) (3; 600:” 60-90). - —. $6,20 

“Guns of. Navarone”” (Col). (3d wk). erie (Par) (r -000:.  $1-$1. 25) xe a: 

“Naked. Edge” (UA) (3d wk). 
$5,000. . Last -week, $7:000.:. 
‘Mann (Mann) (1,100; $1. 25-81. 50) 

—“Fanny” (WB) (6th wk). - Hold-’ 
, i t hoff . ‘St. Louis (Arthur) (3,600; 75-90) Sup St he So amnes Last, week, 

—"Master. of World’. (AD). ‘Hep} 6 
$15,000 or close. Last week; “Mis- te; once Mann) 
ty” (20th) and’ “Racers” 420th), ‘{re- 

sock in fifth at the. Esquire. “Ex-. 
odus” is great in: ‘second: at Ambas- 
sador. 

; Estimates for This. Week) - 
Ambassador (Arthur). . (2, 970; 

-Nice $4, 500: - ; Last ‘week, 

‘Pageant (Arthur). (1,000: 90-$1. 25) 
—‘‘Two-Way Stretch” (Indie). Okay. 

(Col). (6th wk), $1,500. 

(U) (3d wk): 

Shady © ‘Oak. (Arthup | (760; . 90-. 
$1. 25)—“Romanoff and. Juliet”: (U) 
(8d wk). Big ‘$3, 500. _ Last: week; 

September” (U) starts Friday (11), 
St... Louis ‘Park: (Fiéld). 11,000; 

"| $1 25-$2)—* Spartacus” _ (U) 
‘Tuh 

(| Wham” $12. ,000. ‘Last week, “Love... 
in. Goldfish Bowl” (M-G) in‘ three .. 
‘days, “Country -Girl” (Par).- and:. 
“Bridges . ‘of - Toko-Ri’": Par) (re-". 

| it Sweet 8, 
Balto: ‘Guns’ 96 

; ‘Baltimore, Aug. 8.. 
‘General picture is. fair -here ‘this 

week with. “La Dolce Vita” ‘now in 

Seale. ., 

. State (Par) (2. 900: $1 25-$1, 50)—: 
“Gans. of: ‘Navarone”™ (Col)... 
like’ whan :$20.000 or. better, with © 
prices upped... 
Trap”. (BY)... (th. WK), 
$1. 25 -top. . 

‘Suburban © World - (Mann). (8005. ” 

“Guns of Navarone” in: same at. $8, 000. at 
the Hippodrome, still way. out in | 
front. “Fanny” ‘is warm in third. 

is: good in second .week at: ‘the 
Cinema, “Big: Deal” fs. ‘nice.in sec- 
ond week at. the Rex.. “Romanoff 
and Juliet” .looksokay in first ‘at: 

$6.000, 

‘“Parrish”” (WB) (6th. wk). - Brisk 
$3,500. Last week,. $4,500: 

est in: opener’ at. Stanton while 
“Naked Edge” is thin. in’‘third™ at ‘PHlgnevinoon Machine’ BEG). 
Mayfair.- Never. on. Sunday is: ‘on: Constable” 4Gov) | 2) a we 
now in-38th week ‘at the Playhouse, $3, 500 for 5 ays. ; 
and steady. an ‘ 

Estimates for This. Week. “bo. } 
‘Aurora. (Rappaport) (367; ot 

$1. 50-~"Exodus" (UA) (2d wh). { Konge’ Michty $15, 000, 
Fair $1,800.. Last week, .$2.500. ° 

Charles ° ‘(Friichtman) (500; 90-1. - 
(WB) .(3d “wk). ; 

Cincy; ‘Nikki’ Big 106; 
Guns’ Great-1536, 4th 

“+ * Cfricinnati,. ‘Aug. “8. 
- Cincy first-run - biz. ‘shapes. for a 
modest getieral. -climb. this _ frame. ° 

‘Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 90- | 
$1.50)—"Trith” (Kings) " (2d wk). 

‘Five ‘West (Schwaber): (435; “90- 
$1.50)—“Romanoff and Juliet”: (U). 
Okay. $2,500. .Last week, “League 

$1 200. . ‘entriés, 

- Hippodrome. (Rappaport). 2, 300; 
'90-$1. 50)—"“Gurs of ‘Navarone” . 
(Col) (4th mk). Bright $9, 500.: Last 

“Guns of Navarone” booming at 

| with a- great: fourth round: ; 
“Fanny” remains potent In. sixth 

stanza at suburban Valley. Second: 
‘waeekers have “By Love:Possessed,”” 

Little. (Rappaport) (300; 90-$1. 50) 
— “Back Streets of Paris” (Indie). - 

ror” (Indie) (2d. wk); $1,400.: . -: 
‘Mayfair (Fruchtman) (750; “90- 

(WA) (3d 
Down. ‘to’ fair $4, 500. : Last, 

week, $5,000. 
New. (Fruchtman) - (1 600; 90- 

$1. 50)—"“Spartacus” ‘(U) (2d wk) 
ror Okay» 36, 000. “Last week, |. 

Playhouse (Schwaber) (955; 90: 
$1.50)—“Never On Sunday” (Lope) 
(38th wk)... Steady $2, 000. - - Last |: 

Edge” at Keith's, also. ‘okay, and 
“Voyage to. “Bottom -of Sea”: at 

and ‘Naked Jungle,” both on ree 
issue at the. Grand look good. 

' Estimates: for This Week - 

- “Albee: (RKO) (3 .100;" $1-$1.50}— 
“By Love. Possessed” (UA) (2d wh).. 
‘Okay: $8,000 .after $9;500° preem.. 

Capitol. (SW-Cinerama) |: (1, 400; 
91. 25-$1.80)—“‘Guns of “Navarone” 

Rex (Freedman) (500; - “$1 50)—= 
“Big Deal’* (UMPO) (2d wk). Nice 
$1,800. Last: week, ditto.. ~~ 

Stanton (Fruchtman) {2,800; 90- 
$1.50) ‘~ “Nikki” . (BV): ‘Good wk). Swell, 
$7,000... ‘Last week, .“Tammv Tell ‘$1,500. we 
Me-True”. (U). (2d: wk), $5,000. ': ‘| . Grand. (RKO) (1, 300: $1-$1: 25)-— ; 
‘Town (Rappaport).. (1,125;. 90- “Elephant Walk" (Par) and “Naked .. 

$1.50)—"“La Dolce . “Vita”. ” , (Astor) 

$17,000 in. third round. 

500, Last week:: 
_ {Confined on, page 18) - $10,000 

. oy we ob neg 

State. Other hefty: grossers are”. 

third: 
month ‘at. Century: : -Séeond.new- "|: 
comer’ is “Honeymoon ° Machine,” ° a 

(947; $1.78-: 

—“Gidget Goes. Hawaiian”. (Col)... - 

»Fast- nae 

(2, 800: _ $i- moa 
$1.25)—"Tammv. Tell: Me True” soon 

Winding up with dull ©. --- 
$4,000. “Last week,- ‘$6,000. “Come ' 

(2d San 
First nabe- showing ‘playing. 

three. shows daily at popscale after.” ... 
'12-week: : hardticket ‘run:.in. Loop. -. |” 

issues), four days, ‘$1, 800 at $1.25°- - 

‘Looks: ; : ” 

Last. week, “Parent re 

$1.25\—"Romanoff ‘and. Juliet”: (UW) 
(2d wk): Nifty. $4, 500.” Last: week; a 

Uptown (Field): (1,000; $1.25)" * 

“World : (Mann): (400;. 85-$1.50)-— Ae 

‘Normal. wicket ‘dips ‘of more than: ~. 
raverage holdovers are.exceeded by... 
fine “outlook. for . Twin ‘Drive-In’s’. ~~ -; 

“Konga,” “-wow for: west... .. 
Tside,- ‘and: “Nikki?” big on east side; 

Capitol. bids: to: retain.. town lead : oo 

shaping okay.at Albee,-with “Naked. a 

Palate only -fair. Single: marquee. : a 

change: currently, “Elephant Walk”: © 

(Col) ‘(ath wk). Great $15,500 after... 
Esquire Art'(Shor) (500: ‘$12 25)-— i 

“Carry On Constable” (Gov)..(5th | - 
- $1,000. : Last. - "week, ee 

Jungle” (Par) (reissues), Good $6.-.-°. © 
‘Secret. of Monte” " 



“some. -$19,000 

. with * 

wk: 

r.'gr50x. 

"(2d wkil 
. $7,700... 
a Hillsireet. “iMetfopolitan), (2, 1523. | 

’ 90-$1. 50\—"Tammy ‘Tell Me .TFue”: 
: 7 @) with. “League: of. Gentlemen” . 

Machine” 
’ Stillman (Loew? (2.700; $1,$1- 50}: 

vee (BV?..5th. wk), $9,500.” 

> Wednesday, August 9, 1961” 

"Ball NG th: Spates 156, C | f 2 
: Four ‘strong’ newcomers : are hy 

; poing., ‘deluxer’ biz this stanza, with}. 
-}most - holdovers maintaining. the. 
previous. Session’. solid tallies or 
“ topping ~ 

:. Los “Angeles! Aug. 8. 
. Local: first-runs are tapering © off | 
“gharply’ this’ stanza with a pair of | 

_ newcomers . failing... to © show - too: 
“.muth promise. However,. prospects } 
are” brightened - -by several strong:| 
holdovers..* “By Love Possessed,” in 

“with - great $24, 000 likely.. 

| Beverl y. 

ing.three spots...” . 
Estimates for This Week: ; 

. ‘Warrens,. Beverly; Loyola, Holly- 
‘wood (Metropolitan: *State,- FWC). 

+ (1,957: 13150; 1,298;. 756; 90-$1. 501 
-and. 

-Handy.. $19,-| 
“Ladies | 

“Man” (Par): with - “Love “in. Gold-: 
$4,000. |: 

‘By: ‘Love’ ‘Possessed’ - UA) © 
“Cat Burglar’ --(UA). 

:.000.. Last week,. ‘Warrens, 

fish Bowl”. (Pari. (2d: wk), 
Beverly, Misty” © 420th). 124. wk), 
$2°500. “Loyola....-and.: ‘Hollywood, 
“Voyage Bottom. of: Sea”. (20thy with a 
“Squad Car’”: (20th).. $12,600. -’. 

“Y State, Wiltern, Iris (UA, SW, 
EWC! (2.404: 2,344; 825; 90-ST. 50): 
‘ ——“Honeymoon.. : Machine”. - (M-G) 
with: “Ring of. Fire”. (M-@). Okay 

_ $16,000: or “close. Last: ‘week. State, p 
“Sun. Lovers - Holiday’”’ (Indie) and: 
“Career Girl”. Undie!, $3. 300.: Wil}! 

“Tammy Tell ‘Mo: -True”.(U). ‘tern, - 
. “League. of. Gentlemen”. 
(Rank), $4,900. Iris, Ladies -Man”. 

_ (Pari “with. 
“Bowl” (Par) (2d awk). $3, 700: 

Pix (Prin). (756; 
“Young “Lions”. (20th) and “Some. 

. Game Running” «M-G) (reissues). 
+ Soft -$3.500.: Last. week; “Tammy |. 
..-, Tell Me True” (U) and “League of 

. Gentlemen” | (Rank), . $3,800. . 
nies Orplieum,: Hawaii, Baldwin (Met-. 

ve ropolitan, G&S, State! (2,213; 1,106; 
1,800; 90-$1,50) — Pepe” . 

ae with “Hand. in- Hand”: Col): 

_ week, $30,100. a 
“1. Fos. ‘Angeles. WO: (2 019: 90- 

“Voyage to: Bottom. of: Sea” 
(20th) - with "Squad .Car’’ * (20th) 

“tContinwed on page 18) 

“Guns? ‘Socko: $19, 000 in in. 
Denver; ‘Ladies’ 1G; 
7 - Denver, Aug. 8.: 

‘Big riews: there this’ stanza: is. the j 
mighty gross: ‘peing, racked. up by |. 
“Guns: of Navarone”’. at the’ Céntre. 
in opening. -week. °.“‘Ladies. Man,” 

~ "also. new, shapes. fancy: ‘at the Den-. 
ver. “Exodus”. 

. 1th round _at the- Denham. ° 
, “Estimates for’ This Week 

(900; . $1. 25)... — ‘Aladdin; (Fox). wo “iegclage’ (BVE 4th wk, Nice $3, 700. 
“Last week, $3,800. 

- Centre -(Fox) (1. 970: $1-$1 45)— | 
“Guns of Navarone”. !Col). : -Socko 
$19,000." ‘Last -week,. “Voyage - ‘Bot- 
‘tom: of Sea” (20th) (2d wk), $7,700. 

' Denham (Indie), £800;. -$1.25-. 
- $2.50)-—"Exodtis” . (UA) (11th wk), | 
Stout’ ‘$6:800. ‘Last week, $6,900. 

Denver (Fox: 12.432; $1. 25): = 
“Ladies Man” (Par). Fancy $17,000: 
’ ‘or near.- Last week, “Parent’ Trap” 

46005 -. 
Fair $1, 700. 

Fa Esquire ' (Fox), 
* Deal” (Indie i2d- wk. 
rs Last’ “week, $2,400. 

"—"East Sunset” (U) (3d wk). Okay 
- $7,000. Last week, $9,500. ne 

Paramount . iIndie).’ 

wk). 
week, $14,000 
Towne ‘(ndie): “4600: $1-$1; 1 

“Francis of Assisi® (20th) (2d wk). 
Okay $3,800." Last’ week, $5,500." a 

* without. “usual tax. 
» first: ‘general. release, . looks hand- |’ 

:in’. four’ ‘theatres. | 
_“Honeymoon Machine’. shapes okay | 

.” $16,000 or close ‘in three: houses. ~:|’ 
+ However, city is headed’ by: La‘) - 

_ Dolce Vita.": : playing: ‘arty Music |.: 
! Hall. and’ Canon .in fourth frame, 

“$1- $1. 50)—"Fanny”- 
| $18,000: or over,” Last week. “Par- |: 

“La Dolce. Vita” 
:Good $8, 500,- Last week,. $7. 500.: 

‘(Art “Theatre |: 
x Guild): 1900 $1-$1: 25:—-Ballad. of 
‘Soldier’ (Lope). (3d wk).- Average: 
.$2,000° after’ $2;700 last - week. - 

‘Heights Art (Art. Theatré. Gulia’ 4 
(925. .$1-$1.25)—"Saturday., Night, 
‘Sunday. ‘Morning’ ‘Cont) :3d. wk). | 

“Love. in “a. Goldfish 

‘90-$1 50)— 

{Col}. “ 
Qd 

Brisk $19. 000 - OF: over. Last. 

‘Thin. $4. 400... Last” ‘Week,: 

“Goodbye © ‘Again’ (UA). Mild 
‘$9,500. Last :: “week, “Honeymoon 

(M-G) (2d Wk), $7,000. 

- | UNaked © Bdge". 

ee 
Vita’ Capacity 5130 000,” 

“Js. ‘rated stout An 

 §1\_Big | se 

| with: 14,645: capacity, $55,000 
‘Orpheum (RKO). {2,690;. ‘$1-$1. 45). 

(2,100:. 90-1) 
$1.25) —"'Goodbye Again”* (UA) (2d: 

Good: :$10. 060" or ‘close. Last} 

A. Spoty Aleit By Love’ Brisk 
» Okay 166; Vita’ 

- Estimates Are ‘Net’ 
* Fila: gross: estimates’ as’ ree. 

Sorted ‘herewith from. the vari-” 
ous : key -cities, are net; ‘1e., 

‘ utors’ share on net take, when“: 
_».playing. percentage, hence the -. 
"estimated | figures: are /het: in- ve 

ye Sy oyage - té. Bottom ‘of ‘Sea’ con:- -. come, .. . 
‘The. “parénthetic: adinission. 

prices, however, as. indicated, 
| dinekude U. 8: amusement. tax. _ 

“Guns } 
of Navarone”. -is aiming. ‘for ‘boff |: 

-. $20,000. int sixth Session. at ‘Warner: 

Far anny’ ‘Hotsy | 1G “Spartacus”. Jooks’ sharp: $15, 000.1 
fn 42d -week at Pantages. on: pop- | - 
+" geale- policy. “Fanny” is rated. fine |* 
“$15,000 at. Hollywood ‘Paramount. 
‘in sixth.. Second week of “Pepe” |. 

*: ghapes brisk $19, 000 or ‘over; Play-|: - Cleveland, Aug. 8. 
“Strongest: newcomer : here. cur- 

rently is” “Fanny,”’ rated big. at. the: 
“Guns of Navaroné” still is |-": 

‘miglity.in’ second” stanza - at the|:: 
Hipp, after coming - near. the ‘sum- |. | 

“La? 

Dolce Vita” is rated good in” sixth 
-session at.Colony. — 

Allen. 

mer..:record | opening week. 

: “Romanoff . and . Juliet!” 

but -‘ ‘Goodbye. Again’. looms" only 
mild in .opener:at.State.  - 

-Estimates.for This: Week, 
Allen - 4Stanley-Warner) © ‘42.866; 

CW B).:. 

rish” (WB) ‘2d wk, $8.500.”. 

Continental Art 

Oke '$2,300. after: $3.100 last. week. 
‘Hippodrome | (Eastern: 

(Colv ‘(24 - wk), 

Ohio (Loew) (2700: :$1-$1.50)— 
“Romatiofi. and Juliet”’ ‘U1. Pleas-{- 
ing $9,000... 
‘Baby’, (AA)? and: “Look: An Any. 
“Window”..tAA),: $3:500:- 

Last’: week.”-“Angel 

' Palace (Silk &: ‘Helpern). (2: 139: 
$i- $1. 50'—-‘Voyage: te Bottom’ of- 
Sea” (20th) t2d wk;. Sad ‘$5. 600 in. 
‘5. days. Last: week,. $9, 500. . - 

“State. (Loew: (3;700;.. $1-$1. 50}— 

—"Horieymoon. - “Machine” © (M-G) 
|-mis.r, “Light, $4, 500:” Last’ week, 

Ay “13d” wk), 
$6. 000.. 

- Toronto; ‘Guns’ Mighty, 
706, ‘Fanny’ Good 146)" 

Toronto, Aug. 8. 
: On’ top ‘product: doing. ‘turnaway, 
night weekend. biz, newcomers in- 
clude’. “Guns... of. ‘Navarone;”. “La 

| Dolce Vita’: and “Fanny,” ‘all doing : 
terrific: -biz:- * “Spartacus” : is also 
wow ‘at pop prices. ‘Second. stanzas 
of. “Goodbye :Again” and “Parent 
Trap,” latter. in seven-house combo, | 
too, are ‘doing great trade... “”. 

Estimates for This Week . 
“‘Bircheliff, ‘Capitol, "Nortown, 

| Palace, - Runtiymede, . 
| Westwood ‘AFP-Taylor) (865; 1.026, 
959: 1;485; “1.385; 1,556,994; .65-$1) 
—“Parent “Trap”. (BV: (2d°-wk?. At 
‘seven-house. combo.“ looks. potent 
$35,000.. ‘Last week, ‘in 12: theatres, 

Carlten;:) Danforth;:.. Hu. mber 
(Rank): (2. -318:. 1,330; 1,203; -$1-$1: .50) 
—"Guns of Navarone” (Col). Wham. 
$70,000. Last week,. “wild in Coun- 
try”: (20th), $15,000. © 

‘Eglinton (FP) (918: $1: 50-$2. ‘S0\=— 
“Windjammer”. (NT) (334. wki.. Fine 
$7, 000. ‘Last week, $6,500. 

_ Hollywood. (FP). 1,080; $181.50) 
~ (Continued . ‘on ‘page 18) 

..{ great -$48.000.. 
- Distrib=: . 

‘ shapés|| - 
[ fancy: on initial ‘round at ‘the Ohio 

Wow. 

Colony: (S-W)-.(1:354;: $1:50- $2): 
tAstor) . 6th’ awk). . 

Hipp) 
(3;700;- $1 .25-$1.75) .— “Guns | of 
-.Navarone” 
$20.000:- ‘after: “$30, 000. last -week,.|: 
which. was -. ‘near: summer record. 

Mighty | 

. . = sr ” we . 

.g 2 : 

' University, | 

| tOGE “IULIETS 

Chicago, ‘Aug. 8 

thent: ' “Naked . Edge,” 
preeming at the Oriental,. looks’ a 

should :do. a hefty: $26. 500 ‘at: Unit- 
yed Artists | in first “Romanoff. and | 
‘Juliet”. shapes fast. “$15,000 open-. 
er. at. the Esquire.’ - | 

tinuts: ‘fast: in -its second W ‘oods ! 
stanza." “NIKKI” looks: trim’ in third ; 
at Roosevelt. 
“Panny” | fs. still ‘powerful in: 

‘{ fourth. Chicago session. Sixth rouid: 
of “Guns of Navarone’’ ‘looms: great 

jat''the State-Lake. . “Spartacus” 

scale, is notching. a: sock, take. at 

‘day-dating..:-: 

“ “La > ‘Dolee.: Vita, ”" on. hard- | 

j ticket, js: recovering ‘from. last: 
week's Jull and should be fancy in. 
eighth at the Todd... 

Estimates | for: This Week 

$5,500: 
Chicago. (B&K* 3, 900: 90-$1. 80) 

—*“Fanny": (WB 4th - Ak. Great 
$33, 000; ‘Last: week, $34,000 

“Cinema ; ‘Stern: (500:. “A$. 50) | —_ 
; “Saturday Night; Sunday Morning” 
(Cont) (6th Wk. ‘Neat, $3, 909. Last 
week, $4,300. . 

/. Esquire’ H&E. ‘Balaban) 41.350; 
$1 25-$1. 80)..—. “Romanoff ‘and. Ju- 
liet” (Uy. Fanev. -$15.000. . - Last 
week, : - “On. - “Double” tPar). Sth i 
Wk), “$7, 000. : ‘ 

Loop (Telem' rf) 1606; $1 25-$2):— 
“Spartacus” (U) (sub-run! i7th wk). 
Big. $15, 000. ° Last’ week, $14,500. 

Monroe ‘Jovan! (1 ,000: 65-90) — 
‘Matter of -Morals’ ‘Indie} and 
“Operation Bottleneck” Undie), 
Oke $4, 400.. Last week, “Ferry to ; 
Hong : Kong” tindie) - ‘and : 
Rope”. (Indie), $4,500. © > 

Oriental (Indie? +3.400: 90-$1- 80) 
—"Naked Edge” (UA).. Socko $48.- 
000.: Last week; “Francis. of Assisi” 
120th? (3d wk), $1p, 000. - 

‘Palace (Indie) (1. 570;.90- $1. ‘s0)—. 
‘This Is.Cinerama” iCiner ama) (re. 
issue) 6th. wk), ‘Fair - $5,700. _ Last. 

‘| week,-$6.000. 
; ‘Roosevelt: (B&K) 41. “400: 90-S1. 80) 
NIKKi” (BV «3d wk). 
000. Last week, $15.000.. 
“State-Lake iB&K1 +2.400:  90- 

$1.80)——""Guns:: of. ‘Navarone” (Col) 
(6th wk. Big ‘$28. 000.. Last: week, | 
$27. 000; 

Last. week, $7.000. - 
. Todd iTodd). ‘1. 089; $2.20-§3:50) | 
—"La Dolce Vita”. 

“United. Artists. (B&K) a 100: 90- 

‘| Big $26,500. ..Last week, “Tammy 
rer. Me -True” “war (3d. Wk, $12, 

Woods”. ‘(Essaness). “q 200: ‘ 90- 
$1.80:—"Vovage ta Bottom of: Sea” 
120th) (2d wk.) Fine $17.900. . 
week, -$26,000.. o, 
-World (Teitel) (606; 90:$1.25) —_ 

“Hand In Hand” (Col). Mild at $4,« 

$4, 000. 

Guns ( aut Giant 260, 
- Philly; Vita’ 146: 

Philadelphia, Aug. 8. 
“Main strength “at. first-rung in 

‘current session stems. from: long-- 
runs and. hdéldovers. “Guns of: Nav- 
arone” shapes wow in fourth ‘at the; 
Fox, ‘easily pacing the city. “La 
Dolce Vita” - looms -great. in: third 
at: Boyd while. “Goodbye Again” is; 
tated good in. third at. Goldman... 

“The Truth” shapes solid in first 
.at the tiny World: “Naked: Edge’ 

ie ere -big in, third at the. ‘Viking. 
(Continued on. ‘page 18) - 

“GOODBYE HO - 

; “Goodbye | -Again” A 

in’ 
3. seventh week on- sub- -run at pop< 

Cleve; ‘Guns’ 206 the: Loop and -at Carnegie, ‘where. 

“Carnegie (Telem’t? (495;.$1.25-$2)- 
—“Spartacus” (U) isubsequent-run) 
‘7th. wk). Nice: $5, 000.: Last week, 

Neat- $12,-, - |. 

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685: $1. 50-. 
$i .80)—"Never ‘On. Sunday” (Lope) |. 
(27th wk). Sizzling, $7. 500 or close, . 

'j to‘ socko .$53.000 after. $5).000 for 

‘Astor? 8th: wik)..] 
-}oo0."# $16,500.. Last week, $15,-) 

Tg: 80) — “Goodbye Again" (UA). | 

000. Last- week, “Ragiiacel. Indie), 

“The Truth” 

PICTURE GROSSES bd 

I B.O. 
Rainy’ Week Boosts Bway; Fanny’ 
Petts To Whopping $186,000 in 5th: 
“Cold Wind’ Sock 226, ‘Assisi’ 336 

(WB) with stageshow.(S5th wk). This 
session ending today iWed.) is 

the Broadway ‘first-run boxoffice }heading for giant $186,000, ahead of 
in the current session. The raim- 1$176, 000 for fourth week. Stays a 
fall; with the aec ampanying cooler ;sixth week and likely through La- 
weather," kept thousands — away j i bor Day... 
‘from the beaches, and this natural-| Rivolt :UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$2 50) 
‘iy benefitted. cinema trade. Biz j—PFrancis of Assisi” «20th: 2d 
1 was ‘not helped by any neiv entries (yk! This round winding temotrow 
but: there obviously -was: plenty of } thurs i loaks to hold with big - 
strength left in the holdovers and} $33 000 after $39,500 for init. al 
Jongruns.. _ Many houses are hold- week. Stays on. 

+ showings. —"Gone W nh Wand” "UM. Git reese. 

_ “Fanny with — slageshow IS sue) 6th who, ‘The 15th stanza 
Funning way. ahead of the fourth finished yesterday «Tues ‘held with 
round to likely hit a mighty $186,- |fancy $15,500 affer $15,000 in 14th 
fae in a ent Catt rine at the week, 

usie Ha iz toppe 1e fou ' , » 
-week the first: four days. Current wea dee ty Nee at 
gait indicates a holdover through ! i This week winding lomorruw 

Labor Day. i*Thurs) is heading for big $14,- 
2 Another blockbuster, juns of | j 000 or close after $13,000 for fifth 

j Navarone,” is heading fora huge tround. 
$67,000, day. -dating the Criterion Warner iSW) 11,813. $1 50-$3 50) 

-and. arty Murray Hill, for seventh |_o«peodus” CUA’ (34th wie. This 
raund:. “Tammy Tell. Me True” . ’ . held. with nice “$20,000 in se ond ‘stanza ending today «Wed. jooks 
Pal fo “ n second ltg hit big $24.060 after $22,000, 
Palace session. jover hopes, for 38d wk. Stays un- 
erranels of Asti . looks to hold til end of year, and possibly long- 

with a: in second stanza { er, 
‘at’ the Rivoli. “The Truth” held; — 
with. big * $27.500, day-dating the | 

Forum. and arty Paris, in sixth '«Saturday Night, Sunday Morite- 
round.: ting” ‘Cont? «9th wks The 18th’ 

“Voyage to Bottom. of. Sea" looms : ‘round finished Sunday (3 edged 
fate fair $20. 00 in y third meek ve to sock $10.300 after $9900 for 

a e: Paramoun Naked ‘Edge” {17th wee 
-+is heading -for: a. solid $14,000 in: Fine Arts (Davis* -468, 90-$1 Bu) 
Sixth. round at: the Victoria. je “Goodbye Again’ -UA+ ‘6th 

Spartacus”. looks to climb to a: wk, This frame finishing today 
| socko $25.000 in current (45th) |*Wed? looks like fine $6.500 afler 
frame at thé. DeMille as against $7,000 for lifth week. 
$23,000 last: . stanza, joudbye > Beekman -R&B 7590, $1 20- 
Again” looks: like food $23,000 in. '$1 7h: “Roceoa and Brothers” + As- 
‘sixth week-at the Astor.and arty ‘tor? -7th wk: Sith week finished 
Fine Arts. “Gone With Wind” held : Monday ‘7+ was kag $9.500 after 
at fine $15,000 at the State in .$9.000 for fifth. 

Rain on: many’ days of the past 
week is ‘prov ing a real hypo for 

First-Run Arties 
Baronet :Reade = (430, $1 25-82; — 

15th round. f Carnegie Hall Cinema 'F& AD 
“By Love. Possessed” held with 200, $1 25-$1 86.-"Apu Trilogy” 

| okay $22. 600 in third week at the j Harrisons tdth whe This) round 
z | Capitol. “Cold Wind im August” | 

did great.$22.000. in second session, !for wham $6400 aster $6.300 for 
day-dating the Embassy and Trans: ‘third week. Stavs indet biz he- 
‘Lux 42d_ Street, nicely ahead of ing curtailed somewhat by tune 
opener. iover, since falm rans mote than 

Estimates for This Week five hours. 

concluding today +Wed > is heading 

Ty Astor ‘City Inv.). #1,094; 75-$2'— ! Fifth Ave. Cinema ‘R&B: 250: 
Goodbye Again’ ‘CA' 6th wk. $1 25-$1 80. -“Secrets of Wanien’ 

This. session ending todav :Wed) Janus! ‘Sth wk: Fourth stanza 
looks. like. solid $16, 500 after $15,- finished Monday «7. was smasie 

‘1500. for . fifth week, “Young Doc- $5,500 after $6,000 for third week, - 
tors’ 1UA)-opens on Aug. 15. : Normandie -‘TI-1,, 592, $12%- 

_ Capitol (Loew!. +4 820, $1-$250) $7 40)..0n reissues Tasst week, 
‘By Tove: Possessed” -UA' ‘4th ; “Mists” (20ths :3d wks mild $4000 

wk! Third“ week ended yesterday [after $5 000 for second. 

'‘Tues.) held with okay $22,000 aa Little Carnegie «1, Carnegie) 
against $21,500 for second. . "520; $1.25-$21 ~. “Leda” Times) 

Criterion (Moss) «1.520; 81 25- 4th wk, Third session finished 
$2.50/—“Guns of Navarone”- (Coli | { sd 
“9th ‘wk). This stanza ending to- }- Continued on page 18). 
morrow (Thurs.?} is pushing ahead ; 

‘Guns’ Smasheroo 156; 
Seattle; ‘Vita’ 646, 3d 

sixth week, Day-dating with Mur- : 
ray Hill. Stays on indef.. 
DeMille (Reade): (1,463, 90-$2.75) 

—"Spartacus” (U) 145th wk! Cur- | 
rent. round. winding today ‘Wed } Seatule, Aug 8 
looks to beat previous -week, with Despite hot weather, some newe 
great $25.000,.The 441i week hit :comers are helping biz this week, 

$23,000. ‘Stays indefinitely at this !Standout is “Guns of Navarone,” 
swith a sockeroo take opening Sevlk 
at Fifth Avenue. “Voyage to Bot- 
tom of Sea” loaks good in second 
at Coliseum “La Dolee Vita" looms 
xood in third at Musie Box 

Estimates for This Week 
: Blue Mouse ‘Hamrick: ‘789, $1- 
:$1.50; ~ “Fanny” ‘WB: ‘6th who, 
(Okay $4000 Last week, $5.309 

. Coliseum (Fos-Evergreen: 41 870s 

(Guild Enterprises) 1 
(500: -90-$1 8). —<- “Cold Wind in 
August” {UA) (3d wks. First hold-. 
over stanza finished yesterday 
Jerues) ‘Was great $10,000 after $9,- ; 
009 for. opener, i 
“Henry Miller (Gilbert Miller? 

(800;::$1.56-$3.50)—"La Dolce Vita” 
|‘ Astor) (17th wk). The 16th session 
“completed - last Saturday 6: $1-$150) -~ “Voyage to Bottom of 
iclimbed’ to smash $28.200 after Sea" ‘20th! (2d 4K» Good $7,000 

. bers 000 for 15th weck. .or near. Last week, $9.300 
arith Avenue) ‘Fox-Evergreen) 
2.500, §$1-$1 507-—"Guns of Navae 
sone" (Cole. Sockerog $15,000 Last 
week, “Pieasure of Company” ‘Par) 
‘and “Heroes Die Young” ‘AA-, $6,- 
BON. 

Musie Box: ‘Hamrick, ‘768, $t- 
-— “La Dolce Vita" ¢Astor) $150: 

Good $6550 TL.aet week, ‘3d wki. 

+$7.400 
Music Hall (Hamrick: 2.206, §1- 

$2)—“Voyage to Bottom of Sea” ;$1.50:--"Tammy Tell. Me True” ‘U) 
(20th) (4th wk). Third frame con-jand “Ways of Chance” ‘Us Fale 

jcluded yesterday (Tues i was fair Ke 500. Last week, “Nikki” (BV) (24 
'1$20,000 after $22,000 for second !wk», $5,800. 
“Marines Let’s Go” (20th: opens : Paramount (Fox-Evergreen: {3 - 

Palace (RKO) /1,642; 90-$2 50: — 
“Tammy- Tell Me True’ ‘> (3d 
wk), First holdover stanza ended 
iyesterday (Tues.) was fine $20.000 
| after $24.000 for opener. 

‘Forum iMoss) i813: 90-$1 80: — 
(Kings: ‘7th whi 

Sixth round ended Sunday -6: 
edged up to $15,500. after $14.500 | 
for fifth week. ‘ 
._Parameunt (AB-PT: 13 GAS: $1-. 

‘Aug. 15; 1060. $1-$1.50'—“Parent Trap” (BV) 
ml Radio City Musie Hall tRocke- ; ‘6th wks. Nice $5,400. Last week, 

fellers). 46 200, 90-$2.75:—"Fanny” ‘$5 700. * 
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TIP-OFFI 

“Picture of the Month” 
—GOOD: HOUSEKEEPING 

“Picture of the Month” 
—REDBOOK MAGAZINE. 

“opotli Ig ht” —McCALLS MAGAZINE IN. AUGUST AND. OCTOBER 

"Picture of the Month” 
~SPECIAL MERIT AWARD, -PARENTS’ MAGAZINE 

Associated Press 
—JEAN ‘SPRAIN WILSON NATIONALLY. SYNDICATED B ARTICLE, 

King Features 
~—ALICE HUGHES NATIONALLY ‘SYNDICATED COLUMN, JULY AND AuGust 

“Bell-Ringer™ 
—'BEST PICTURE” IN ‘SCHOLASTIC MAGAZINES 

AND IT'S JUST THE BEGINNING! 
EXTRA! ‘NEW PRESS. -TIME HONOR! . 

“Bridge to the Sun” has just been picked to represent: the 
American Film Industry at this year’s Venice Film Festival. 
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_ Wednesday, Angunt-9, 1961 = 
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_ ten pay by CLES KAU produced by JACQUES BAR _ rected by EEE PERTER WE FS PROC ON 

eons, 

| AUGUST 
Newsreel and wire service coverage 

- will sweep America telling about the 
special, advance Gala Preview celebra- 

| SEPTEMBER 
Publicity tour of’ principal cities by 
author Gwen Terasaki. Official open- 

_ ing of Broadway spectacular “Bridge,” 
Bands, personalities, nationwide press 

First a Best-Seller! 

Then a Reader's 

. Digest special feature! 

Now a great Wale 

motion picture! in 

MASSIVE 
PRE-SELLING! 

Ads in Good Housekeeping, Reader's 
Digest, reach 50 million readers. 
Author Gwen Terasaki, star Carroll 
Baker and director Etienne Perier in 
-New York for interviews. A flood of 
publicity coming nationwide. 

tion in. author’s home-town, attended 
by Carroll Baker plus other stars and 
celebrities. 

and newsreel coverage. Start of long- 
hig . range ; radio campaign with M-G-M 

Record “Theme from ‘Bridge to the 
Sun’.” Commencing saturation pre- 
views of picture for press, radio, TV, 

2 dignitaries, opinion-makers in many 
cities at theatre showings. 

Giant World Premiere send-off in 
& _- simultaneous 3-city Gala Celebration, 

Washington, D. C., San Francisco 
and Tokyo. World press coverage. 

me A | 

me 5 — —— Fo ay 
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Federal Film Credit Bank Setup 
Urged to Bolster German Pix Biz 

By HAZEL GUILD 
Frankfurt, Aug. 1. 

&cheme to aid the faltering West; 

Goman film: industry with the, 

estaLiishment of a federal film 

aicGit. bank, similar to that in: 

Nexico, has been proposed here. - 

Major problem confronting the 
Ce: aan pix industry currently is 

pe <nortage of the native product. 

Jt ss expected that German fiim- . 

makers will come up with only j 

ciaut 50 new films this year, a big 

cceine from the average of 85 ta. 

HW made annually in the land | 

|Woodfall Joining Up 

no London, Aug. 1. 
-Woodfhll, the company headed’ 

ston © Films, . the producers’ 
operative ' ‘distrib setup chaired -by 

: Sir: Michael -Balcon. - 

‘last year, when the total income! 
was down, the entertainment taxes : 
“ltock about $26,500,000 off the top. : 

Now some sort of subsidizing or. 
low: credit-financing must be of- 
‘fered by the German government 
or at least the entertainment taxes ; 
must be reduced, to give the film. 
industry a fair chance against tele- : 
viston. according to leading spokes- | 
men of the group. 

Rudas Launches 
Aussie Price War 

| producers ‘on. the Bryanston. board, 

-dent Artists, — 
- Bryanston: ‘has. “been 

“Saturday ’ ‘Night — 
4 Morning,”: and soon will release 

.{ the’ jatest -Woodfall ‘pic, “A ‘Taste 
‘Of Honey.”. —>2 we 

| ahead. which ‘includes “Loneliness 
tha Tact few years. Of The. Long’ Distance Runner,” «yal ag Rolf Theile, president of 

Lit Central Assn. of German Film 

fiieeates. explained, this will pose “ey of the Colin. “Meinnes “novel, 

e. added difienity in. filling the | | Sydney, Aug. 1. Of Spades." . 
Ger aan cinemas ror’ fr One ? Fibar Rudas, - who  originaily ! 

hast year, with a total nec ine oiaved the Tivoli loop as a dancer . 
cone Of abont $217-25f.000. the -inder ‘the late David N. Martin, : Classics | set 
German fms bad ahout 40° Uf ang finally went into the orodue: | 
fhe gress wa the Mae, tole tion field in a house deal with the | 
Caine ScCond WIT Ove . * Tivoli for ‘revues such as “Oriental 
howed hy the Frene h wib Y1'¢ Cavalcade” and “Ziegfeld Follies, 7: “For “Next Season: 

Austrians with 5 7°, Dalians with has started.a price war here. . 
Ec’, and Enezlish with 4.50. Following a biz fallout with Gor- | 

Ssnce the German films are of 
Coarse BOSE poplar with the Ger- 

this 

don Cooper and Lloyd Martin. co- 
directors of the -Tivoli, Rudas } By C-Francaise 

rar audiences, if there ts made a lease deal with Greater 
such ef a dropoff in the German: Upjion Theatres for the Capitol | Paris, Aug. 1. 

ine yax, it cam be anticipated (2.500-seater) here spending plen- | Maurice. Escande, director of the 
fiat patrous will not accept Con- ty on redecorations and front- of , state | ‘subsidized - Comedie-Fran- 
Bakt Substitutes from foreign house improvements. Then he! caise, . announced that the. 1961-62 

Jends, And even if.the Americans, brought in season fort this rep theatre, with “The Crazy’ Gang" 
revue starring Freddie ‘Sales; Brit-| most of them reprises of classics 
ish comic. | with ‘some proven ‘contemporary 

To offset the Rudas bid. the {Tate authors also repped. He: said: 
Tivoll. brought | in 
Gang,” with another British comic, |:would be given’ at ‘the’ CF: neéxt 

fcr mistance, should come up with 
er ded product or re-runs to take 
cae of the gap, the theatrevoers : 
yeuid not be satisfied. And Ger- 
nan exhibitors fear there would > 
tLe even mere of a slump in busi- 
yess. So just importing from: a block apart in the downtown name. 
ctier lands will not take care of -show hiz area. . First up. will be- ‘refurbished ver- 
the product dearth. This week, Rudas, with biz. on | sions. of Alexandre Dunnas’ “Une. 

Financial Crisis Due? 'the downbeat, broke into - splash j Visite. De. Noces” fA Honeymoon 

Banks in West Germany have ; newspaper ads announcing: dras- | Visif) and. Alfred’ De “Musset’s. 

given the film industry credit to ‘tic admission cuts, with a $1.50 top | “Chandelier.” ‘For: Moliere's “anni, 
nn estimated $375.000.000 to $500,-; Week nights and $2. on Saturdays, ! this house will | so “The. Miser” 
(10.000 in the last decade here, regarded as the lowest scales for; next February. ©” 
pnd the German film industry is flesh-and-blood in the last 20 years: | “There also will: be a play version 
row facing the most serious finan-/ _ Tivoll management is. ‘off-setting |-af “Crime and Punishment,” 
cis? crisis of the last 50 years. In the opposition by announcing that | adapted by Gabriel Arout and with 
{«:mer years, the banks have taken Moppets and_ old-age pensioners! Michel Vitold brought: in to direct 
& high rate of interest in aiding Can see the Jackley show for: as lag ‘well as Georges Feydeau's. “Un. 

yreduction and distribution of lo-: low as 25¢ at matinees. Fil.A La Patte” ‘A :Hair: in the 
Gi product. Now, according to the; The Rudas-Tivoli pricecutting | § Soup) -and -Marivaux’s ““L'lle Des 
fi.m industry toppers, isthe time ibattle is being keenly watched by | Esclaves” (Island of Slaves). Henri 
de; the banks to come to the res-. key flesh-and-blood operators here, De ~Montherlant’s: “La’-: Reine 

cue or for the federal government most of whom operate. on $4 ie | Morte” :The Dead. Queen) also will 
tc cffer more concrete help. :to very solid business with U-S.: he’ revived. “Dialague Des Car-. 

The late Albert Camus’ : “Cali- 
_gula”..will be added to the .C-F 
Tep as well as two Eugene Labiche 
comedies... Jean: Giraudoux’s “Le 
Voyage De Cook” ’ ‘alsa. is in: the 
‘Mneup.” 

I Fewer ii ims 
- Made i in France 

; Paris; “Aug. 8, 
According to’ statistics revealed 

, here, . 113.. French .and majority 

In helping the films get back on, 29d British shows. melites’ will be mounted ‘by Mar- 
de:r feet after the last World celle .Tassencourt. Bariliet . ‘and 
War. the federal German govern-! Gredy's adaptation of R,.. Sheri- 
ment offered BOE OOD, OD thes LONDON ON MIDNIGHT } dan’s British comedy, “School For: 
emount of about $5.000.000 and 
$26 000.000. And it has been sug- CINEMA SHOW SPREE 
gested that some such support 
aod enable the prodicers to London, Aug. 8. 
Cané up with an added number of} London is going on a. midnight 
yiductions. The government “has ‘cinema kick. Latest to. provide 
Eien considerable support to tele, a once-a-week late night show is 
ed some such financial aid—-with- Metro’s Ritz. It teed off Saturday 
ut any political strings attached ; '!29) with an.11 o'clock showing of 

fn controlling the themes of films;"Two Women. The Columbia, 
—-could also help the pix industry. Academy, Continentale, Berkeley 

Tne West Germans are afraid, ' ‘and the ‘Starlight cinema ‘club at 

theugh, of any federal aid which‘ the May Fair Hotel have been 
would in the slightest control ‘profitably running ; itor late | 
the type of films to be made for ‘time. night shows. for some- 
fiey fear the problems in their 
enter country of East Germany, : The Academy, goes further. it 
where the Commie-slanted pix get « operates the 1 Pim, how, tow | 
Jlenty of government support but times a week and in ight event. 
don't do well at the boxoffice. = | 0 Make it an every night even i French coproductions were. made 

Credit Bank Project Looms ' A&ainst the proposition, of Course.” so o far in the 1960-61 season which 
The credit bank project might. is the cost of overtime for tne vine iis 11 pix less.than last year. This 

be a solution to all these objec. 274 of having to transport them | twas mainly ‘because. of the ‘spurt 
tions since it would be set up as a_ home in taxis. {of first pix-on the “heels of. the 
separate and non-political entity. ' 

last year. Where banks now generally con- | _ ° 
centrate on short-term or tone, G, Alarcon Threatens te oduction: seems. to ave set 
term credit, the filmmakers usu- ; j ed down wi e new. irectors - 

Moving to So. America ‘who showed promise. now a part 

. Mexico City, Aug..1. 
Gabriel Alarcon, stymied in his | 

plans for .major film - production 
here for his Venezuelan and other 
budding Latin American circuits, 
has notified industry organizations 
that if he does not obtain “cooper-. 

The project, similar to that. ‘ation,” he will concentrate. his 

Mexieo, which controls the entire j production activity in Caracas. It 
film industry through federal and: is possible that Alarcon has given 
state combine, could be applied UP. ope of making headway in. 
here. 

Film industryites point out that: Alarcon, who controls a growing 
the films, like tele, radio and the ‘chain of theatres. in Central and 
stage, are contributing to the cul-'South America, apparently will 
ture of the country, and that the | direct distribution, exhibition and 
other media are given continual! production ends from his Caracas 
financial grants and support from! base. Industry and officialdom 
the federal, state and city sou-ces. junhappy about most recent Alar- | 
The films alone are fighting with-} con moves, despite: fact that the 
out adequate backing. ! Latin American market has proved 

in addition to competing with, disappointing in recent years. 
the lucrative ty industry, films are But Mexico now views Alarcon 
hampered by hefty entertainment ;j and his plans as a major threat to 
taxes, In the last decade, the fed- {| rewinning of the. market. ‘Hope is 
eral and state governments have | that this area can again contribute 
taken more than $375,000.000: off | flow of income once the political- 
the top of the gross receipts, Even{economie situation. normalizes. tL. 

ally need a middle-len¢eth ‘credit 
of about 18 months. Most banks 
are not particularly interested in 
this type of loan. But if a film | 
«redit institute were set up. it’ 
could) work with the producers, . 
the distributars and the theatre 
chains in order to do more busi-. 
ness with various terms of interest. 

ing out. 

uted © this 
Mart films taking about 60% of the 
playing time as against the usual 

Pix. 

Anna Moffo Is. Boffo 
Venice, Aug. 8. 

American-:and Met soprano: 

triumph-in her bow-at the-io- — 
cal La Fenice Theatre.. ‘She ° 
received 37 curtain: calls. fol-. 
lowing her aprearance as: Viol 
letta in.“‘La Traviata.” .-~ 

- She has 
‘pearances “here in.'same. role: 
Her. husband, Mario: Lanfran-. 
chi, staged ‘the production. -. 

In. the fall; Yank soprano ‘is 

over Italy's: RAI-TV’ network, 
in addition to concert, Yecord- 
Ing, and: opera’ dates in this 
and other. countries, . roost 

by John Osborne and Tony Rich-|¢-+ 
ardson is joining up. with Bryan-’ 

co- | 

: Osborne. and: 
f top. {Richardson joiri:a team of 11 tor | Fic. rolling: at, Pinewood’ ; 

land the move follows the transfer, 
'to...Woodfall of the “Bryanston 
i shares previously held. by Indepen-' 

_ behind. 
Woodfall’s “The: Entertainer” and: 

and ‘Sunday pected,” a San Sebastian ‘prize winner, and “Two. Women,’ * for which | 

Woodfall. has an. active ‘program: 

“Lily White: ‘Boys” and. a version: 

‘}Palladium and. tepped that the ‘week after . 

“The Happy) a.new play of a- modern author: 

Nat Jackley. Both houses are only ! ‘season but declined to mention his’ 

Francaise, next season .°. 
two, or maybe. even three, Will. be picked for. Venice -.:. 

candal;” is. also on the agenda. “ 

; plans. to shoot pic ate Moris Frgas' Zebra. Films and C. 

‘music for DeLaurentiis’ “Barabbas. ” . 

Charlton Heston, speaking. on Italian television net: said he. yhight be “ 

“mies” ‘DeLaurentiis) . 

jnow ebbing -* ‘new wave” movement . 

of the industry and the others. fall-: 

There were 371 new pix distrib 
-year with © Common. 

50%: thanks to .a spurt in-. ‘Italian 

- Anna Moffo scored a‘ personal ~ |. 

several more’.ap- © 

set for .a series of video shows :‘' 

VARIETY'S’ : ‘LONDON. ‘orFica: 
# St. James's Street, Plecadilly~ 

Wih Bryanston Films! $- 

London | ee 
George Sanders and Paul. ‘Hamshere_ join Hayley Mills and | Maurice 

' Chevalier in the star ‘roll eall : for “The Castaways” for ‘Walt’ Disney. . - 7 

. Shirley Anne’ Field. with Steve. .MeQueen’ Dose 

in “The War Lover; " “pased: on John ‘Hersey’s novel, which: Arthur. | 
Hornblow is to produce here. for Columbia release; The film: which will 
‘be directed by Philip Leacock, is due to.start later ‘this summer.:.°. . 
Kenneth Rive will distribute the Peter. Ustinov feature. “The Man Who 
Wags ‘His. Tail,” ” for Gala Filnis.. Pie-was- ‘screened. at the: Venice: fest 
a few years ‘back. Gala’‘s: sked also. includes. two award, films—"“Unex-" 

Sophia Loren copped the best actress. award at Cannes. . William ... 
Holdin-set as one of the leads in. Datryl F: Zanuck’s “The. Longest Day.” | 
He's to play Col. Benjamjn Vandervoost of thé 82d Airborne Division,. 
‘which took a stiff rap.at St. Mare ‘Eglise. ‘later- Named Omaha Beach ° 

. “Gone With The Wind" will, have.done.a nifty: 10 weeks when it. 

of “King Of Kings” later in the’ year. 

Final title decision on Leo McCarey’ 's William. Holden. ‘starrer ‘for oh 
| 20th-Fox is. that it will be tagged “Satan Néver’ Sleeps” ‘for: the States, 
but--‘The Devil Never Sleeps’. for Britain. and the ‘Continent. . 

‘|Foreman’s “The Guns of. .Nayarone,” which. is’ in ‘its. -15th® week: in the 
West End set a new all- time. first. week : boxoffice record at Blackpool 

Sam Spiegel’s :‘‘Lawrence of. Arabia.” Quayle left. for Jordan last week = 
and will later plane to Spain to appear with Sir. Alec Guinness ‘in Co- 

{lumbia’s “The Mutineers”. :.. . Kenneth Rive, boss of -Gala Films,. back 
‘from ‘a-.swifty to U.S.A. He. completed’ a: deal. with ‘Astor Pictures for 
the distribution of. “During One’ Night” in’ Canada and the States. He... 
also set up.a three picture co-production: deal. with Gala-Janus’ Films 

and Gordon Films and settled to. distribute New Terra’s: “Between Tinie 
‘and’ Eternity”: here .. Richard Todd ‘is. to Play 3 Major John. Howard: 
in Darryl EF. Zanuck’s “The Longest Day. we a 

. ‘Paris . a 
- Anatole - ‘Litvak. prepping. a new pic’ ‘to roll next. season - here tor. a 

which he ‘wants ‘to repeat -Anthony Perkins with French ‘thesp. Jeanne. 
Moreau. It would be made as a Yank pic. Concerns a Yank pilot. who -.. 
‘stays on in Franée after::‘the last: war and meets. a: ‘French girl. Their - 
respective’ obsessions. ruin. their affair:“Litvak has .no title.yet, and ‘the. 
script is .an. original idea. -by . French . writer. Andre’ Versini : beifig , 
adapted. by. Litvak .and* Peter Viertel... . Fren¢h comedians “Francis. ae 
Blanche and ‘Henri ~Salvador off to. Italy for” three | ‘pie stints -each.”-- 
They. seem to be more popular. there. than here « :. 
Reggiani is another. Parisian. getting more.. recognition: “and roles ‘in’ 
Italy . he is.moving to Southern France. to be“ nearer... 

tions- in-old buildings around. Paris: Director ‘likes. to: be’ ‘left alone: and: 
a special Police. contingent is keeping..away-. ‘oglers, a pastime here.-.: 
with so much pic: making in Paris streets and ‘locations: these. days - 

Darryl Zanuck has Jean-Louis Barrault, Bourvil, Bernard Blier,. 
‘Daniel: Gelin,. Christian Marquand for roles jin the French. segment ‘of ° 
his current “The Longest Day” 120th) .......Serge Bourgignon,; who. won 
a:Cannes prize for a short last year, inakes. his first feature “Sundays... 
in: Ville. ‘D’Avray” which director. Mareel Carne was supposed to have 
done... : Clarence Brown will be: ‘honored with. a. selection of his top 
silent and sound films at the French Film ‘Museum, the. Cinematheque 

Five films have been selected: ‘from which 
to. wit,- Alain |; 

‘Resnais’ “Last Year in Marienbad,’. Robert. Hossein’s 
lence,” Jean-Pierre Melville’s “T eon: Morin, -Priest.”. Francois. Villier’s 
“The Well of Three Truths,” and Leonide Keigel’s first. feature “Levia- 
than.’ ” 

: Rome - 
The “Taras Bulba” rate continues: ‘in the face. of two ther. Italo 

projects to film work by Nicholas Gogol, United Artists in placing sey-- 
eral trade ads here on:behalf of the.Harold. Hecht project, and. stzting: 
“There’s only one “Taras Bulba‘!’. Other companies wiv’ ve advertised 

. there's talk here that “Medea” will be filmed this’ fail via a British- 
Italian combine, with: Maria. Callas, - Giulietta ‘Simionato. ‘and Franco’ 
Corelli to star: ... Burt Lancaster latest candidate.for key role in “The- 
Leopard” filmization ‘by’ Titanus, Luchino. Visconti:to direct ....:-Some 

110 features planned for..next 12 months by Documento Film - ‘topper. 
| Gianni Hecht Lucari ; . - Columbia: staging ‘@ giant. 2:000-mile ‘junket | 
‘with.two vintage. cars to’ ballyhoo: “Pepe” . . Unitalia ‘reveals: ‘that: its 
recent. Halo film. weeks in Scandinavia helped ‘sell 56.in that .area;.. 
many of them some. years old .°:. _ Mario, Nascimbene’ composing the _ 

shooting. a modern story in. Rome this. fall... ; . David Niven’s. next is.. 
“Shocking,” opposite Sophia Loren,| slated. for. ‘September’ start, :‘thesp: 
said in Rome where he returned to post-syne ‘his recent: “Best of Ene- ©. 

.. Total of. 110 pix started: here since January, .. 
with 60 of.them. already completed . Ae items: currently ‘in exteriors, 
22 in. studios. a . 

| Mexico City: a : 
Hollywood producer William. Perlberg told ‘Mexican industry. bigwigs 
they are not: alone in having “problems,”: and. that Hollywood is des- ~ 
perately. in need of new blood to regain. lost ground and avoid further... 
setbacks. It’s not only a matter of talented “new faces” - but, réplenish-' . 
-ment of all. segments. of the industry: with vigorous. new elements, Perle: vie 
berg said’, . : Mexico's exhibition difficulties may ‘be Hollywood’s ‘gain ‘. 
for Quirine. Ordaz Roch, head of: the National Theatre. ‘Operating Chain 
-has obtained: green light: from ‘authorities. to-use reissues at 32c top ad-'. 
‘mission on experimental basis. Also if: ‘Mexican :film: shortages. continue. 
Roch has. signified his infent. to: “favor” foreign product. a 

Mexico's “National Assn, of: Actors is. prepping drive to. build: legit. a 
‘|-houses ‘in’ provirices,. alongside union buildings in ‘Guadalajara; Mon-._ 
terrey, Tijuana, Acapulco; étc.,-with. these, asthe. Jorge Negrete Thea- - 
tre in Mexico City. used for co-op “ventures, Meanwhile Deputy Jose 

| Rodriguez Granada; ex-union Jeader. and scenic. lc. designer, is attempting. 
to set up a second film. ‘cooperative. 

Berlin 
” Jury members. of the recent Locarno Film Fest in Switzerland; July 

19-30. were attacked in the German ‘lingo papers ‘of that- country. as: 
‘} being practically Communists because most of the awards went to.East- 

.Jern bloc countries like. Poland, Red. China, and Russia and. passed. over 
‘France, Italy and West Germany. America got two: awards but: only: for. 
jndie N., Y.-made. features: , Actually, grand prizes. for feature. and. short ee 

| went to “Japan. and India. 

Comment. trickling over from ‘Europe refers: to: ‘the. curious, “not 6 - 
‘|say ironic, setting in which Premier Kruschchev chose to warn ‘the 

British Ambassador ‘to Russia, Sir Frank: ‘Roherts, that" 200-million:: more: 
tals would: die in an hydrogen bomb. war. K. launched . his threats. at-. 
dinner during the: first. intermission: of the British Ballet playing. the: 

-| Bolshoi Theatre. :The Russian. combined food, threats and an occasional 
artistic compliment: to. the Gancing of Dame e Margot Fonteyn, - fr, 

winds up at the: Coliseum‘-on Aug. 13. It will be followed by “A Matter’ :.-..- 
Of Who,”.“Black.Tights” and an unnamed subject, Prior to the opening” ra 

wt Cari ate 

‘Anthony Quayle into... 

. Incidentally. Serge so 

. Robert .. 
Bresson has: started shooting “The Trial of Jehanne. D'Arc” on. locas" - 

“Taste of. Vio- ~ 

E. of Rone: 



Loe first-run - houses alone. 
"| envisages: is a grouping of alt lead: | 

“s{ng first-runs all 
- which‘: would - ‘regulate. ‘runs-.and ! 
‘then: further -distrib so. .as° to. set cess , ‘of . ‘the. forthcoming: Actors" {downward,. 
-up..a more-.stable’ system.. He - esti- 

~-duction .of “subsequents, © 
“Would be’ held down. to a solid: 

nucleuswhich would then get the | : 
.. pix: directly -‘from: the - exclusive 

He: feels..that: in| 'this.:-way|- 
‘the most would be gotten. from: pix 
by the. exhibs, ‘and there would no}: 

: longer. be. overextended. runs: 

Hellman: foresees growing: reper-: 
a toire ‘and: houses ‘using reissues. tor. 
:. round -out.this-setup.. Three: shut- 
. terings .of - second-run . 
‘Yoom ‘in Paris-now. “He claims ex-| 

“puns, - 

Theatre of Nations Tops 

S VARIETY LONDON OFFICE 
9 Bt, demes's Stepet, Piaseciity | INTERNATIONAL 13 

Fog 3 
Wn an ‘effort, ‘to ‘strengthen ‘their ‘relations. with foreign come “- 

“panies, ‘four Yugoslav film units have recently set up a separate 
‘ corporation called: Globus: Film. 
domestic export-import ‘company, Yugoslavia Film, had ‘been’ op-. 
“erating here. At handled. all the native producing’ ‘conipanies’ exe : 
port. | 

- The four: companies. that’ founded Globus” Film’ include Jadran, 
oe one ofthe top feature film’ producing: companies. inthe land, :Zag- 
.  3yeb-Film,-known. for ‘its short subject ofall calibre ant of. which os 

. + dts: cartoons reached: world prominence, Zora-Film, which: “special-" 
:\ {zes in puppet: educational, popular scientific and children’s films, ... 

_, and- Dubrava=Film which: is..an- organization for film: services and oe 
:”. facilities: According to the Globus leadership, ‘the. new company ° 
“+43. designed te ensure more effective and simplified cooperation in. 

‘..' '.- film dealings of any kind with interested foreign partners. It aims. 
"> -@t competing .w ith Y ugoslav ja-Film, the old and. ‘hitherto monopo- 

‘Ty..export-import:: company . iri the Titoland. It’s. headquartered: in. 
Zagreb and. headed::by . Mr. -Perusovic, former . chief: of: Zagreb- ~ 
_Film,, the short: pic making company. Sor . ; 

7 Bi Pans Ist-Run Exh | Forecasts 
Closure of 10 Cinemas This Year 

Paris, Aug. 8. 4+ 

“Jean. -Heliman, owner of the. 

biggest first-runs here, the Rex and | 

some ‘others; feels that more, than 

100 theatres” Thay fail. ‘and. close’ 

in the Parisian ‘region. ‘alone. this: 

"year and in..1962: if, something ‘is moir is ona Latin-American: tour, : 
' mot doné- soon. ‘Hellman. -states. 
“that declining filni patronage’ ‘and ! 
outmoded © exhib aspects’: are thé|been bookéd: -by . ‘the ‘National. 

” “Iain reason: for. this plus: @ lack of Comedy : 
top -product:” 

. He points: ‘out that. ‘the US, Ger- destroyed by’ fire,..The . Comedy ' 
many: and Britain already have had | Management, “as: in. the. ease of. the: 
a drastic reduction in the number, Jean-Louis. 

*.. of: cinemas .and France is now: due 
“> for changes, too. : 

“syndicate ‘has-to. be. set up among 
“-exhibs: to try. to: regulate releases. 

‘He opines. that: a. 

* Hellman’ maintains - that! 30% of. 
the: overall ‘take. comes: ‘from: Paris. 

What: ‘he. 

over: 

mates 75° -of the : Bross would. come ; 
ae from these. -ciremas. 

“There. would: have to’. ba" a fe! 
but: it 

hib. steps could lead -to: better. co-| 
a Operation : ‘and. film channeling -to]} _ 
“"eope. with the coming. changes: be- . 

“s fore. A. true crisis’ is. Feached. 

~ Old Highs in Number Of - 

Paris,. Aug. 1. 
’ “For. ‘Its fifth ‘season, the: ‘Theatre’ 

-° ‘- o£ Nations. broke- previous: records 
“fn “number _ of. : troupes,” 
‘-mances. and: boxoffice take. - ‘Nine- 
teen. countries with 28 ‘troupes: gave 

_. 86 different shows: for. 112 presén-.| 
* tations, with an average’: nightly: | , 

. take of’ $1,340: at. the 1; -200-seat-- 
_ ‘Sarah Bernhardt Théatre and $617 
“<  gt:the -400-seat Vieux. Colombier. 

“This is: triple. the. average. regular: 
legit. receipts. during this. period.” 

- Besides: its ‘eultural influence, . 
the: TON has shown a: growing in- 
_terest:in foreign. lingo fare here as. 

2 well as: adhestion by resident. for- 
. . ? @igners, - tourists © .and 

. “Phere :were’ 55% straight drama 
“entries: “and .45% ‘lyric and: .terp |. 

| “¢ompanies.. 
{nthe ‘opera: and dance fields. but: 

-~ mostly - because prices: are. hiked]: 
-. . for. these. : 

amost auspicious entries were. in 
these categories rather. than in the. 
regular. .legit* channels. 

- off-Broadway | U.S... company, the 
.“ Livirig Theatre, made a fine splash. | P 
“at the: smaller : Vieux Colombier- 
Theatre where it’ played .six per- |! of.. 

. formances at. practically SRO. Liv- 

‘The top’ grossers: were: 

‘ However, the best and: |: 

But the: 

ing Theatre did Jack Gelber's. “The 
-Connection;” Willian’ Carlos Wil- | ¢ 
-liams’ “Many. Loves,” .and ‘Bertolt: 
‘Brecht’s “Tn the- Jungle: of. Cities:” 

- But the ‘top “ éntries. ‘stayed via.” 
the: Berlin Opera. of .West Berlin, 

-.2), the Brussels Opera and Ballet,:and ; 
: the Zagreb Opera from: Yugoslavia. 

| outs, .and’.won the Dublix:. Gate! 

France. | 

tional’ ‘was. ‘hit t by 3 fire. 

theatres.| 

‘been ‘yated - ‘by. the. Italian Sénate 

“fla Minate Reprieve ° 
| ~Averts Strike of Mex "Pula, “Aug. L . 

: Mexico City, Aug. 8: 

A ‘Ysst-eminute - reprieve by. the | 
two film.industry unions here, Un- }- 

‘Hon. ‘of «Film Industry Workers 
: 4STIC), and Union of Film Produc- |; 
‘tion Workers. (STPC) ‘averted an 
{industry walkout: on: the Aug. 1. ex- 
| Piration date’ of. the old collective 
work contract... Both. Hollywood. 

-All through: the. years, only. one ~ 

-cionales.“as well asthe Mexican 
producers, are being: given: a: firal- 

{10-day chance to come up. with. 
‘| acceptable: counterproposals to the. 
‘union demands: °- 

“L.. Time éxtention:. was” a ‘true. zero 
: hour: affair, with Secretary of La-. 
{bor Salomon Gonzalez Blanco tell- 

conciliatory. talks between manajte- | 

ferences” of. opinion on: the nsw 
. Leontract.: ‘Carlos ' Tinoco,.ST?C 
~ Vhead,: would not ‘say whether mWn-. 
jion will. be disposed. to grant: ‘et 
‘| another.extension when the August, 

Maclinmoir Scores ; |W dena is reached. ' ; 
ere's some hope ‘of a. -settle- 

On Buenos. Aire es Date! “ment-sineé-STPC demands arbitra- 
= Buenos ‘Aires, Aug. I: 
“Trish ‘actor Michael. MacLiam- » 

igsome 700 technical workers of 11 

‘appearing in “Importance. of. Being a picture-to-picture basis). are be- 
“Oscar,” -a solo -effort,: Which had. . union: commission,’ with’ decision 

Theatre .here, -for-..the’. fob be given: before. the end of Octo- |. 

,| Cervantes -Theatre, recently partly. j. 

‘Barrault - Madeleine: salary “hike; 

‘Renaud - company, .was' able to. 
transfer- - the: -MacLiammioir “per- 
formances to: ‘the: Odeon. _ Although: 
the nearly $4 admission was high; 
all ‘threé. :performances were sel’ 

distributors ‘dismiss personnel 

be nefits: 

‘Theatre’ player: praisé:. | Conciliation Board that these de- 
- So far. the: Barrault : ‘and ‘Mac-! :mands. are. “impossible; and . De- | 

Lammoir bookings have been thé : partment of ‘Labor «officials “tire 
thigh spots of this year’s legit: "sea: hoping to .persuade unions top. 

to: revise their demands} son,” and. bode well forthe suc- brags : 

Studie. erigagement at the Coliseo t 

been. ‘booked - for ‘ the. Ceivantes, i -naands are * fair, He claimed back- 
and another ‘showcase. had. to” be ‘ing of ‘someé..3,000. technicans, 4,000 | 
{found whén the’ 40-year old’ oar ,actors.and several thousand work- 

Bat aan Exhibs 
Had Feared More 

me, Aug. 8. 
K: 2% admiiston’ tax increase has: 

below 40 hours: via ‘granting of. a 
| free : Saturday: 
port for. a half ‘day’s. work: 

It'-is learned from an. excellent 
source that President Adolfo Lopez 

.|Mateos,: briefed on industry labor 

‘sides, with. the tenor of these stres- 

_ Prod, Exchange Unions! 

‘distributorships maintaining offices | 
here.:and. the. official Peliculas Na- |: 

“ rily asking. for full-time status ‘for 

‘shooting units (heretofore hired on. 

ving’ studied. by a joint: -producer- 

But upton. deniands. fn other: con. | 
tract Seetions.are also stiff: a 40%. 

Mandatory arbitra- |. 
tion. in’ cases..where producers ‘or-| 

-summarily; ‘a participation: in pro- | . 
ducer: distributor profits: by ‘union. 
members,. and sundry. other fringe | 

"Producers. have: told. the Federal | 

Tinoco insists: that. the untons da: 
‘Theatre. This ‘ “company. also’ had‘ not. want. fo. strike and that tie- 

‘ers controlléd by the. sister union, | 
{STIC ‘distributor, theatre, short-j 

: {subject ‘production ° gersonnel). =. 
‘Hollywood ' distributorships, 

Tax Ip j 0 meanwhile: face flat: rejection of j 
| Bate personnel cutback proposals.. 
Union demands insist on. full: labor: 
force and a reduction of work week. 

Now ‘workers re- 

"Taormina Film Fest, Sponsored By 
talian Exhib Assn, Attracts More 

- Stars and Prods. Than Most Others 

Hong Kong Tourist 
Trade Up Over 367 

“Hong ‘Kong, Aug. 1.: 

The: booming tourist + industry 
will ‘bring into the Colony, an es- 
‘timated ‘$100,000,000 or more this 
year. according to the Hong Kong 
Tourist ‘Assn, 

The rate of visitors coming to 
the Colony in the first six months 

‘| ing both sides: that a strike-.would { this-.year already 1s over 36% 
‘| not help the already problem beset [higher than the same period in 
-[industry. . The-secretary hopes that | 1980. . 

Hotel. facilities are. getting better 
ment ‘and labor. will. resolve dif- ‘all. the time, it was. pointed out. 

Right now there are 3,379 rooms, 
In 1962 there will be 4.500. The 
tourist angle is being exploited viz 
any new undertaking. One of the 
biggest of these’ is (inthe near 
future) the American Don the 
Beachcomber’s Mississippi 
boat which will scour the scenic 
harb bor. . 

Half of $100-Mi 
Spanish Ticket 
ale for Films 

Madrid, Aug. 8 

“Spaniards spent six billion pe 
setas, or $100,000,000 for enter- 
‘tainment during 1960, government 
figures revealed last week. Over 

ferry- | 

+ Rume, Aug 8. 

Industry observers returning 

from the recent Taormina Film 

Festival are surprised and soma- 
what puzzled by that event's vb- 

vious attraction fer show buy of- 

ficlals,. stars, and other filuites, 

One reason given for this. is tht 

it's merely a non-competitive Show - 

Ing of old and new films,” and 

secondly because this fest is heii 

in a fairly remote section of 

Sicily. 
The Taormina Fest manages to 

draw more top film peisonalities 
and stars that better known = tn- 
ternational affairs like Venice, 
Cannes, Berlin and others Tins 
year, for example, sach names as 
Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren, 
Mel Ferrer, Susan Strasberg, Al- 
berto Sordi, Anthuny Quinn, 
Claudia Cardinale and numerous 
others repped the star sector. 
Then, too, the industry was well 
‘covered by producers Ding De- 
Laurentiis, Goffredo = Losn'nardo, 
ANICA topper Eftel Wenaco, 
AGIS prexy Italo Gemini. and a 

[host of Italian exhibs, distribs and 
‘|fiimmakers. Yank corfingent wa 
headed by Leo “Hochstetter 
MPEA’S Mediterranean cloettaing 

{Metro’s Charles Rosmarin, Dear 
Films Robert Haggiag and Unt- 
versal’s Orlando Salvo. 

This perhaps can be attributed 
to the fact that the affair is spon- 
sored by the Italian Exhibitors 
Assn. (AGISi, 
out: is in way of an opportune 
{tribute paid to the theatremen by 
i other showbiz sectors. Another 

half of this. amount went into (factor ds that the Taormina Fest 
motion picture coffers. 

‘These peseta billions represent 
almost a 200% increase over 1951 
‘when Spaniards passed slightly 
more than 2,000,000.000 pesetas ; 2 
through the wickets at mation pic- 
ture salles, theatres, football sta- 
diums, ‘bullfight: arenas, night 
clubs, ballrooms and .other enter- 
tainment emporiums, Compared to 
1951, los Espanoles tripled motion 
‘picture box office gross-—despite 
the -edntinued extension of “for. 
free” radio and television. 
Sports ran a distant second to! 

‘motion: pictures though statistics j 
show: that an impressive 13%. of 
the. record-breaking 1960 intake! 

‘teame from attendance largely ati 
football stadiums—followed by cor- 

| the 

is. an all-industry affair, with few 
outsiders, if any, in attendance. 

| This makes for readier acceptance. 

With regard tostar ti nout, some 
the above is said to apply plus 
ample coverage piven affair 

i(iiver vie RAI-TV. Some cattier 
| comments suggest that those at- 
itending welgh thelr presence in 
-gold: the Donatello David statu. 
-ettes awarded ‘on another ocra- 
sion, but presented here> to yari- 
‘ous top names. This year they 
iwent Alberto Sordi, Charlton Hex 
iton, Sophia Loren and Claudia 
‘Cardinale as well as reps for varj- 
-ous winning pictures. 

Taormina. haa devised a nearly 
surefire way of getting stars to 
receive kudos In person: if they 

and that the turn-— 

‘ Ttroubles, 1s against 4. walkout. His’ 
views have. been passed on to both- 

ridas de toros, racetracks and the {don't come, they get no prize. And 
variety of competitive sports: Cin- ; prize, weighing approximately one 
ema, by far, and football ‘what we : kilo of gold, is worth an estimated 
call soccer) are the undisputed ;31. 000 or more. P. S. Mel Ferrer 

‘perfor- | 

-fon all film and sport. tickets. Move,. 
- {raising levy. from ‘3-f0 5% ‘on ‘all: 

tabs: over. Lire:100- (15c)- was pre-. 
-| viously ratified by the. House; and 
. thus ‘becomes - effective . immedt 

| ately,: 

_, Shows, Boxoffice. Take} 
‘; opposed: by exhibs here who threat- 

Hike: is’ lower than: that: previous: 
ly.: proposed, ‘which. was. violently: 

sing: the financial and forel _ | favorites of the masses. Theatres. 
et difficulties: that ‘should be re: | | fave ‘bullfights follow in that order. } 
solved. “Too, the ‘federal’ govern-: 
‘ment is. in’ the red: around $16,000,- 
000 ‘In so-called “Mexicanization” - 

lof the industry via’ acquisition of 
Churubusco . Studios, the = two. 
privately-owned major “elreutts, 
budget. ‘advances Via. Film Bank 

ened:...widespread. .ghutterings: of loans, etc.. 
Italo « showcases, “but - nevertheless! 
has ‘not -filled™ exhibitors: ‘here with : 
joy. Sector considers itself already: 

\‘overburdened “by “various taxes, 
winter rélief levies,: ete. 
Also’ affected: by new Tegistation. 

.The- government: would like . to 
gee an inflow. of pesos ‘instead: of | 
| constant outgo.-. This. official de- | 
| fleit, ‘according 4o insiders, may | 
ead to. important: changes. this year 

* Ro unding out. the top half dozen : 
in popular entertainment sre ball- j 
rooms and night elubs. ° 
A province-to-province break- 

down of the entertainment gross 
lists Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia 
and Sevilla in the lead, foHowed 
by. Bilboa, Kuipuzcoa «(San Sebas- 
‘ante Saragossa, Malaga, and All- 
ante. 

‘It should be pointed out, how- 
ever, . that tourists probably con- 
‘tribute more ‘to the bullfight and 
night club gross than. the ‘Bpan- 

came to pick up Audrey Hepburn’s, 
win last year. Brigitte Bardot 

‘didn't come, so ‘she gets none. 

| Award this year also went to 
memory of Gary Cooper, with An- 
lthony Quinn accepting the post- 
humous prize. and making a brief, 
pointed speech. A brief but even 
more effective tribute fo Cooper 
was Heston's dramatic recital of 
lines from Shakespeare's “Julius 
Caesar,” ending with “the noblest 
Roman of them all” and “this was 
aman”... 

Among the Yank pix receiving 
‘their Italian preems at Taormina 

vise, . .the Senate tax. bite was ap-| 
-parently. ‘called off -before passage 

‘have sent “entire: ‘law’ batk | to. 
-visitors.:| House, where perhaps ‘more: dras- | 

ic the.. ar ‘first-run. boxoffice ad- 

are free-admission ‘tickets and. cin-:-™: ssian. 
ema.. passes,.- which. ‘Will -be- ‘bur: | 
dened. by. annual fax: stamps,-{n’ ‘thie | i Sy The 
alter case, and by per-ticket. levy, | tr 
in the case. of: the ‘former. vo pan’ S a @s 5 Seek New Rating 
A‘ decision to: fight, block or. ré- a 

dn fear. that-'such ‘a. move: ‘might | - 

“Madrid, Aug. 8.. 
The Spanish motion pictur. ‘In- 

| dustry has ‘petitioned ‘the govern 
tie clauses might have. emerged. 

‘to. add- a-‘new category to the pair 
P alish Pic Slanted To. - | now. governing | ‘admission at mo-. 

Show: US. i i Bad Light Hon picture ‘bay time, the director-. 
‘Frankfurt, Aug: 1. + general’s office : qualifies all films 

~ Latest’. of. -the - Commie-slanted ‘as ‘either suitable for all or only 
‘propaganda . ‘films to _come out of: permitted to I7-and-up age brecket. 
oland-is oné .which pictures: the ; Film’: exhibitors, backed, by the 

| American military ‘and the: Alles‘ ‘distribs and producers; are. now 
the: last World War’ in a par- | asking for an in-between. category. 

ticularly vicious light. Titled, “To- | authorizing. admission: to minors { 

‘--ment director-general of cinema } 

ards themselves. were “Naked Edge” (UA), “Ralsia 
In Sun” (Col!, “AH in Night's 
Work” {Par) and “Gold of Seven 
Saints” (WB). Columbia also 
screened its British-made “The 

“The 2,” President,” 

‘| parents the. same authority. to de- 
cide, what: film fare young folks 
cat see. . 

‘$10, 000,000 Hong Kong 
Hotel Gets New Tag 

Film industry leaders also urge * Hong Kong, Aug | 
‘eeceptance ‘on the grounds that™ Back in February this year, 
filmg classified forall are few and Americans Leo F. Corrigan Sr. 

| far. between, making. it extremely ‘and Toddie Lee Wynne Sr decided 
difficult for parents to share this to name their new $10,000,000 tux- 
entertainment form with their. ury hotel the Mares Polo, but this 
children. Liberalizing current ad-| touched off a legal battle over the 
Mission categories would give title. Basis of beef waa that a 
parents ‘greater responsibilty, but nightclub-restaurant named Marco 
more leeway, for full family at- Polo exists in Kowloon. 
tendance at: salles Cotrigan ard Wynne. through 
The industry petition also points ; their lawyers here, now reveal that 

night ‘a. City Dies,” -the film con- ; accompanied by their parents. Con-: lout that minors are {freely admit-. they have decided to change the 
cerns. the: 1945. ‘Allied -ombing - of : teriding. that the. most enthusiastic | 
‘Dresden, which’ levelled the. orice-.4 4 and. ‘consistent part of their. film 

1 beautiful city... 
Plot: concerns: a. Pole who. ‘man- asters between 8-16, the petitioners |- 

ages ‘to escape from ‘a ‘Nazi .con-"' argue that this age group gets its 
centration. earn’ and, lives ‘through | ‘cue rem .parents for television 
the. ‘bombings ‘of. Dresden: | fe ‘viewing, at home, &. why. not give 

‘ted to motion picture halls organ- name of their hotel, work on 
ized by religious orders and-insti- which Is presently going on, to 

j going attendance are the young- ‘tutions, regardless of. the film's i The American, since ft will: be the 
Classification. Parents, the peti-; first of {ts kind in the Coloyn The 
‘tioners maintain, should be given new American Hotel will be sit- 
the same. autherity.as-that. now en- tated on the Hong Kong side of 
joyed by spiritual- supervisors. }the harbor. 

“ 

‘|Mark" while Metro displayed a 

‘Allowing Kids i hi Tf With Parent :*eshtnaun "handling. in this Htaly. 

) 
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It delves 

without 

compromise 

into the 

hungers 

that lie 

deep ae a 

within 

LNE 
i ROBERT ROSSENS 

MOIMEK 
ROBERT ROSSEN 
SCREENPLAY BY 

SIDNEY CARROLL 
1 ROBERT ROSEN 
CinemaScoPs 

VY} st will electrify your theatre this fall 



“ln “Thief of: Baghdad” . 

- “points”. 

: @pens ‘at: the: Normandie Sept. 11_. 

Oa wae 

tome _Wednentay, Augest 9, 1961 

“New York ar Track | ; 

7 Looks. like. ‘Warners. is trying again’ “with “Old ‘Man. ‘arid ‘the ‘Sea,” " 

boxoffice: collapse’ production’. which. originated: with. the: ‘recéntly-late} “smaller: ‘Unadilla Drive-in, ‘ near: - 
‘and ‘now in-the-headlines: ‘Ernest’ “Hemingway. Reissue of the Spencer |-Sidney ‘on the . Southern Tier. of 

_. Tracy | starrer is now ‘going out. 
“>”'. ant pow Edmond. “O'Brien: and Stanley Frazen decided-to call their! 

joint. production. “Man-Trap. eo. 

is camera-completed,. after seven: months ini Tahiti’ and nearby’ ‘points.. 

It's: for roadshow -in'-1962; via: Metro. ... Villallonga, according. toa. 
; - Paramount: publicity: dream* merchant, ‘actually is a Spanish marquis. the Fort George: Drive-in, on the 

- and shouldn't (03) ‘a story. about him “being ‘an. actor. ‘in “Breakfast: at | outskirts.’ of ‘Lake George’ Village, |- 
+ Tiffany's” ‘be headed, Marquis ~ ‘On. thie ‘Marquee. Why not that ‘Para- 

: ~mourit man: beheaded? 
: Latest. list. on the. locals who are. going. up. to Montreal‘t this: week. for. 

the. film fest. includes ‘Morris Engél.,. Jonas Mekas, : Helen Scott; . John |- 

.-. Kerty, _Don" Allen Pennebaker; ‘Marshall: ‘Lewis, Heérmai. ‘Weinberg, 7 7 
pte Roger. Sandal, . -Hillary Harris, Rudy. Franchi, ‘Rosalind Constable, Rob |: 
7. ert Firman. and Myer Ackerman. Also ‘attending: will. be-New York's. 

“own “néw: wave”. publicist, Elinor Silverman’... :‘Skedded. to. ‘attend the: 
on Montreal ° ‘filmmakers’ - “seminar - from, the coast.’ are. Denis. ‘and: ‘Terry: 

Saunders; who'll show their new pic, “War. Hunt”:; 

the affair up: aorth by: showing: x ‘trailer. on. the’ fest for last week. _ 
' Metro. set’ 1,056 August: dates‘in U.S. ‘and: ‘Canada: for Joe Levine's | 

a Norbert. College. in Wisconsin . i... Audie: Murphy -and Dan’ Duryea. 
"inte U's’.““Six Black Horses” "Second TOA “Operation Big Screen” 

. trailer... (extolling: virtues ‘of theatrical. versus, homescreen .exhibition) | 
fs: from: American-Infernational; ; -blurbing - its. “Pit and. Pendulum” - 
“ecarunn pic. 

UA pubiicist-in-Detroit Howard Pearl: ‘signs- oft: his letters “best. re. 
‘gards to U Always,” for obvious UA. reasons: - 

‘The. stagger-casting of “Advise: and Consent now ‘extends fo George} 
_Grizeard and Will Geer. Former will play Sen.” Fred Van Ackerman, 
7 the’ McCarthy-like. ‘opportunist,: and: ‘latter will portray. ‘senate. minori- 
ty: leader Warren Strickland: Hold the. ‘phone. " “ 

‘Bobert Rich, ‘Seven Arts: Associated veep: and géneral- sales -matiager;’ 
ack in’ town’ ‘after ‘business ‘trip:'to: Minneapolis and ‘other. midwestern 

:i.:Producer Harold: Hecht off to: Salta, Argentina,. 
_for preproduction. work on his “Taras. Bulba. ‘one of: four versions: of 

_ ‘the’ Gogol: work -now set for’ filming. Cracked" ‘one industry wag: “T've 
fe” ‘always said that what ‘this’ industry needs more. than a good five-cent 
* .¢igar is a good 'Taras’Bulba.’” 
a ‘Dick Guardian, ‘Américan Intermiational’ s Latin’ Ainerieain Supervisor, " 
ie ‘back’ from 2 sales” ‘tour: through his.southern areas: -‘“The Miracle 

-* Worker” has. wound. up. shooting. here ..-. Word from “Athens “is ‘that 
some inflexible workers: at the ‘Niarchos. Shipyard’ pulled out. the sea- 

 @0tks while Jules Dassin: was shooting .a ‘scene for Phaedre"” in a float- 
_ ing rrdork: and literally swamped. cast and. crew. The police. had to. be. 

ca 

“Saul ‘Shiffrin has: joined thie. Art. Theatie Guild : as veep. ‘With: head =| 
“quarters in N.. Y. he’ll serve-as: film buyer: for the ‘circuit's 16 theatres 

.. in the -west, midwest and south.. - The Italo-“Girl-With.A Suitease” 
;.Gary Crosby: has’ signed a new 

“. pact. with 20th-..... Piper Laurie back in tovin,”. 
:A publicist by 4 any otHer name sinells just as. sweet: When. 20th-Fox. 

“sends. out somebody. from ‘their -publicity: department. to talk to field 
"people, civic: assns:, ete: about family. films..in ‘general (and ‘“The*Trapp | 
Family”. in particular), .company gives:thé homeoffice. guy a new, tem-. 

. porary: -title,. that ‘of “special representative of 20th president ' Spyros ‘lL. Ps Skouras.” Latest to-be so upgraded; for one \week. anyway, is. Greg 
- ‘Morrison, ‘who's ‘doing’ the creamed: ‘chicken-and-petit-pois bit: through 

. Indianapolis, Fort Wayne, Louisville and: Evansville this. week.“ ” 
a “Howard. Koch, exec “producer. of Frank Sinatra’. s Essex. Productions’ 
'“Soldiers: Three” .and: “X-15,".in. town earlier this week . 

. ‘Ballantine Books has ‘School for Social Research starting Sept..28°.:< . 
_ §ust-issued a paperback’ of the screenplay of “Lia Dolce Vita.” complete | i 
--with-200 stills from the film. . 
“Beat Girl.” for upcoming release-. 

_ Rhode Island preem of. “This Ig. Cinetama”™ bows ‘tonight (wea. ‘at 
“the Cinerama (nee’ Hope) Theatre In Providence.. ...::. 

. Times Film has the. British ‘import, 

Allied Artists: nabbed initial cover ‘ofthe :new “‘Chicage-published 
. Show Business ‘Illustrated, consumer™ mag, for Sophia Loren- in “EI 
Cid” raiment. Preem ‘issue dite on. the stands. Aug. 23. 

‘Manos ‘Hadzidakis, composer ‘of “Never. On° “Sunday” will. “write the 
. musie | for next season’s: presentation of. Aristophanes! comedy “The, 
‘ Clouds’ at the Athens, Greece, National Theatre.. 

Papers involving five: Technicolor: corporations. ‘were’ filed. the same 
, “day. with the Secretary of State in Albany.-Technicolor Corp. of Amer-. 
: fea Inc. recorded: a: certificate designating its New York State office | 
for the conduct. of business. Surrender of authority papers were. reg- 
istered for. Technicolor Products Inc., a- Delaware. company, Techni- 

- color New. York: Corp,; also a- Detaware concern, Teéchnicolor..Realty 
Corp., likewise..a Delaware company and Technicolor Inc. of: Delaware. 
Fulton, Walter & Duncombe of: Marihattan, were the filing. attorneys. 

‘Central City, home: of. the ‘Central. City. ‘Opera House’ ‘and’ pow a 
tourist ‘mecea, has been designated as a- “registered national. historic. 

_Jandmark,” . according -to word. received ‘by Rep.. Peter’. H. Dominick |) 
- (RY from. Interior ‘Secretary Stewart = Udall. . Rick H.. Ricketson: Jr., 

“ and his dedicated -associates, have niade- opera: and annual: Play’ Fes- = 
- tiyal: important ‘in. the past 19\-years.- Ricketson, for many years presi-' 
°* dent of Fox Intermountain circuit; but who is now. a ‘Hollywood _pro-'| 

‘ducer, is still active in. the. Central - ‘City Opera House Assn. activities. |" 

National ‘Fils Board. of Canada’ is’ producing a full- ‘lerigth: feature |" 
me called: “Canada.” with: commentary writtén by Donald Lamont. Jack | 

of Toronto. Latter’s. play “To the Canvas Barricade”. is being ‘done this 
month in the Festival: Theatre, Stratford, Ont. 

‘Martin Kosleck, typed:a Nazi all through the, Hoilywood “assault on} 
- Hitler, goes back to. the old: stand after a 13-yéar: seréen absence: to play 
Herr Goebbels again in Allied: Artists’ “Hitler”: - Prize of the week 

. for a handout rut: goes to Universal's préss mill: ‘which on: five: ‘counts: 
had “Tammy .Tell Me True” elther “rolling up” or having: “roiled up” 
“smash takes.: It’s enough to leave you stoned—and reMOSSful.. . 

‘Arthur Hernblow. Jr.:had a. press. ‘conference. on:‘the sked for. Last 
Friday (4) but cancelled out and winged ‘to London: ‘Instead. He ‘wasn't 

-/ expected at-the British capital until this. week but then came a phone 
. eall ‘anent. ‘the: preliminaries -on his’ production .of ‘War. Lover" ‘and. off | 

_. he went. ..; Producer Steve ‘Trilling, director: Raoul: Walsh and _assist- 
~" ant director: ‘Russ ‘Saunders to Frankfurt, Heidelberg: ‘and: ‘Munich Scout- 
-4ng locations for ‘The Deathmakers.” . : 

Loe ‘Jane. Fonds back in ‘town after. pie work west, - 

. The Bleecker: ‘St. | also feels that we missed ‘a - 

- ‘Cinema: in ‘Greenwich Village has. been helping stir local: interest: in | Opportunity ‘when we didn’t “tour” |. 
[Dr. Jonas. Salk after -his polio. vae- 
cine’: : proved ‘successful. Ornstein. 

». Harry Goldstone; Astor Pix: general: sales manager, is con-| 
ducting a ‘series of: Sales. Seminars with ‘Astor franchisers along the 
."" eastern seaboard .; 

; governments. 

. A 15-week | -~ 
workshop course-on film production is being offered by the local New |” 

which’: ‘sees 

as Gardner Sls len | 
‘Albany; : Aug.- : 

John’ We. -Gardner has. sold | ‘the 1. 
| Glen Drive-in, a. mile north of [- 
Glens. Falls, to. ‘Samuel E. Rosen: 
-blatt. (Acme: Theatres Inc.), 

“It used. to be ealled “Deadlock, ~? the: State;. to Al-La Flamme;. a] 
former’ partner. in. it, 

Acquisition. of the. Glen, opened. a 
. Theré's just, a. little’ ‘more : ‘than ai during, the latter part. of the 1953 | 

week of | interior photography to. -g0 before “Mutiny: on. the: Bounty” _season; somewhat. changes: the:out- |. | 
‘door competitive: picture in: the} 
Glens Falls-Lake George area: The | 
‘Glen ‘is. ‘logated’ eight miles from 

which‘ Acme..Theatres {Rosenblatt 
-and Jules Perlmutter, both. of . Al “ 
bany I Also. _ Gperates. 

~ Rio Showman 

the. U.S. because of the popularity. 
‘of thé: show in South: America, He 

great 

‘says .that city administrations 
- .. Wayne: P:. ‘Lavin, Fanfare’ Films: (Philly) would have closed schools and de- 
ar booker, ‘uprooting as of. ‘Aug: 25 to take a liberal. arts degree at St;|clared a one-day holiday during} 

Dr:: ‘Salk’s : ‘visit to. any city. .and it / 
would.. have:. been no: less than 
triumphal: 

are presently. doing this with the 
“current - South” American tour’ of 
their “premier ~ , Spaceman, 
Gagarin.” 

such. draws as: Cary | Grant: Danny 
“Kaye; various: sports figures, great 
| performers such. as Sammy : Davis: 
Jr. who was highly successful. in 
his. recent: tour. - Frank ‘Sinatra, 
Harry’ Belafonte, Red Skelton: are 
among some. of the others who: 
could do a tremendous: job in. mak- 
ing friends. for: America. The ‘State 
‘Dept. would lose -no money . in 
sending: these attractions: on tour, 

according to Ornstein.  - 
“My. Fair. Lady” and “West. Side: 

Story”. could also . be used.to ad-: 
‘vantage, as could some of our mod- 
ern: ballet troupes: *— 

The State Dept., he said, 
use. Some of Madison: Avenue’s as 

.| well as.more Broadway . -methods ‘to 
‘promulgate its better ' “aspects - to 
the people of the world. 
‘Ornstein was in New. York last 
week on his way back to: Rio from‘ 
a European trip. He Says, he is cur- 
rently ‘working. on. a. “Carnival in 
Rio” show to tour the U.S. ‘He says 
It'll be ‘a layout-in the samé pro- 
portions of the. ‘Lido. show current:|. 
-at-‘the Stardust, Las: Vegas,.and he | —__. 
-hopes to- build it into one.-of the 
exchange shows under the auspices 
‘of the Brazilian. and United: States 

Consent’ fo Col 
comes Continued from page 3 —- 

profit: “Agreement. was - entered | 
prior.to the legit production’ 8 open- |. 
fog. : 

Another: sotto. voce source ‘had it 
that in addition. to the investment. 
risks considered by. UA, this: dis 
trib also couldn't fit:“‘Advise’ ’ into 
its releasing. schedule as. Prominger }. 
would: like: Production starts: in 
September and is scheduled to be 
ready by. next Jan. .1. ; 
“A usually savvy: observer ‘he- 

lieves' the: “Advise”-to-DA- to-Col, 
maneuver .mirrors something of 
more significance than which dis- | 
tributor comes to handle one pic- 

|ture. Opinion: in this instance ‘fs 
that Columbia . has become more | 
aggressive .in  nabbing. properties, | 
along with taking: the risk, while | 
UA. lately is tending toward ‘the. 
more conservative side. 

.This thinking. is ertended. 
: to-include the. sidebar opinion - 

"that ‘UA. 1p. Max’ E. Young: 
stein, who has tost some in- 
_tramural Status since it~ be- 
‘came '-known -he's dbout:. to. 

: leave the company, also is tak- 
ing with him 

_ venturesome ‘spirit ‘that :was 
- $0. ‘much a-part of UA when 
‘the. ' Krim-Benjamin, regime 
took over: 
Interestingly, some - years’ ‘ago 

ina somewhat similar switch. Sam 
"-1 Spiegel had “On. the Waterfront”: 

going for UA. ‘Latter bowed out, | 
‘and: Col took over. wvhat proved to 
bea major’-Oscar-winning click. 
Then . . there’ s the recent one 

Darryt F.- Zanuck 
‘switching from’ 20th-Fox, with 

; Rita-Hlayes, actress in the tv |which he so long has been. impeor- 
. / commercials field. will be “intraduced”. in Jerry: Lewis’ Errand Boy" ": 

a “Chapman Report.” 
tantly identified, to Warners with 

and |. 
has. disposed of ‘his interest in the | 

-. New England at 

S Continued: ‘from. page 2 — 

‘an: “excellent -propagarida tool ‘for |. 

‘He pointed’ out. that the. Russians. 

Yurt. 

-On the other hand; ‘the U. S. has. 

‘could 

~ New Accent On Love and Comedy 
Youngstein to Tell ‘Em 

Boston, Aug. 8. 

Max E. Youngstein, United 
Artists. partner, will be 
.speechifier’ atthe 30th’ anni 
regional -conyention of Inde- 
“pendent Exhibitors Inc., and 
Drive-in Theatres Assn. of 

Chatham 
Bars Inn at ‘Chatham, Cape 
Cod. Mass. op Sept “7. 

Clambake, cocktail ‘party 
“and. .a banquet hosted by 
:Coca-Cola are skedded. No 
.formal. speeches at. latter. 

-[: George. Roberts, Boston. Film . 
- Row toastmaster, will intro- 

duce’ industry . figures) and: 
award’ door prizes. 

‘Edward W. Lider is gentral 
* ¢hairman of the convention, 
‘“with cochairman Julian Ruf- 

kin and Arthur K. Howard. 
‘Cart. Goldman is coordinator. 

Gospel Groups 

will divide up. enicee chores. 

Chattanooga that keeps them busy 

they. -play 

dits will be a claque of their fol- 
lowers ready to whoop and holler 
and ‘sing along with them. 

good Measure. 

Fanny, Guns 
—- Continued from page 7. 

(UA), 

‘finish. seventh in weekly ratings. 

“Tammy Tell Me True” 

doing fine -for light fare. 

newcomer, was solid in N.Y. on 

(Par), 

stanza. — 

— Continued from. page 1 aummes « 

Ten-O-Séee; Florida Boys; Rangers [rea 
of Charlotte, N.C.; and Wendy Bag- 
well and: the Sunlighters, an at-; 
large group. , 

Don Butler and Warren Roberts /3“eepstakes. It's shown here out- 

This mess of talent does not 
show up en masse for these all- 
night. songs. Most of them have en- 
gagements. for Saturday nights and 
their appearances are scheduled to 
coincide with. their commitments, t 
A-group might have a date in 

until 1 a:m,-Sunday. As soon as 
“Goodnight Ladies,” | 

they'll pile into a station WAgON j jg 
and head for Allanta. They arrive 
‘a few minutes before they're due 
to go on, maybe around 4 o'clock 
in the morning, and, waiting to re- 
ceive them with cheers and: plau- 

which. showed enough the 

j only week -out in release to any 
‘| extent, to: -wind up 10th. “Voyage : 

'|:To Bottom of Sea” (20th: did well | 
-| enough the final week in July to 

(UW), 

while spotty the tuo weeks out in 

| release; managed to finish fifth 

both sessions. It is regarded as; 

at. two N.Y. cinemas 
stanza. - 

“The Truth" ‘Kings:, another 

‘longrun, big in Washington and 
good in Balto. “On the Double” 

a runner-up pic in June, 
finished ‘10th one week tast month 
and was a runner-up film another 

' “Franels of. Assisi" :20th., tainly line 
new, wound up eighth one week 
and ninth another but was inclined 
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By HANS HOEHN 

Pula, Yugoslavia, Aug. 8 
Elghth annual Yugosla, Film 

Festival of Pula, which ends a nine- 
day run Saturday (5), has brought 
to the surface some pertinent ir- 
formation anent Yugo productior. 
Mainly, the local film-makers are 
getting away from the war themes; 
there’s a new emphasis on comedy 

| and light drama. 
Interesting, too. Ia the new se- 

lectivity as pertaining to offictal 
erntriea in the fest. Only the top 
pictures have heen selected, unlike 
in past when just about everythiig. 
went, this being an effort to stress 
quality. Of the country’s total out- 
put of 32 productions, 16 are in 
competition in the old Roman. 
Arena, with the balance. shown out 
of competition via “Informative 
showings” at a downtown theatre 

The total of 32 features in one 
year, incldentally, is record volume 
for Yugoslavia. 

The lineup of the 14 competing 
films including three Avala, three 
jJadran, three Triglav, three Lov- 
cen, two Vardar productions, while 
Bosna and Zora contributed one 

‘film each. Remarkably enough. the 
Loveen production, “Neheski Od- 

(The Heavenly Squadron), Yu- 
jRoslavia’s entry aft the recent Mos- 
cow Festival, was not considered 
good enough to run tn the Pula 

iside competition 
- There's no denying the fact that 
light entertainment bas begua play- 
ing a more essential role in do- 

jniestic film-making. In fact, the 
igreater part of the new Yugoslav 
jproduct concerns love or comedy 
subjects. It looks as though the 
Yugoslavs themselves are finally 
getting fed up with blood and ma- 
iehine-gun fire on the screen, One 

the few outright partisan pix 
“Signali” but it’s understood that 

jJadran-Film merely produced It in 
memory of. the 20th anniversary 

iof the general uprising of the 
| Yugoslay people against the then 
Navi occupation forces: The Yugo- 
slav filmites are realizing more and 
more the importance of export 

{markets, and that’s another reason 
'-Fowler ‘has been staging these ; why they are now pulting more 
events for: years and no fair is temphasis on themes of more gen- 
complete . without its © Program of 
gospel and: spiritual singing, with 
bit -of rockabilly thrown in for ; 

eral interest. 
Cartoons, this film country’s 

forte. for which. now as before, : 
" [ehiefly the Zagreb company is re- 
;sponsible, are shown only In amall ° 
| quantities this year. This has to de 
with- the fact that Yugostavia has 
inow a short fiim festival of her 
own.. It's being held In Belgrade 
_every sprinz. (The short film festl- 
val marked its second anni last 
{ a4: arch + 

The Pula festival has a new di- 
rector, Branko Bekio, who replaced 
ne Torbica. Latter 1s now associated 
with Yugoslavia Fim, export-im- 
port company, in Munfch. Pula, a 
not so attractive harbor town of 
about 35.00) inhabitants locatea 
at the Adriatic Sea, represents the 
common picture of flags and film 
posters scattered all over towt, 
overcrowded restaurants an d 

“Cold lstreets Rumors are still flying that 
Wind in August” ‘UA? was torrid {organizers plan to move the festi- 

opening jval to Bled, near the Austrian bor- 

‘der, where there are considerably 
better hotel accommodations and 
traffic connections. Pula Is too in- 
conventently located and this is in- 
deed a major reason why still not 
too many West European visitors 
find their way to this place. Reason 
why the Yugoslavs stick to Pula is 
ne more than 2,000 year old well- 
ept Roman amphitheatre in which 

festival films are being shown. 
jie s always a highly impressive view 
and not few visitors ssy that Pula. 

‘some of the | 

‘from England to play tlie lead 

s'| both UA .and Col -were involved |. 

| to: be very spotty the second ses-ihas the world’s most unique fes- 
Sion out in release “Carry On itiyal site Yet. nevertheless, It's thie 

‘| Constable” (Gov) did reasonably ireporter's belief that the Yugo-lay 
| well In arty houses and managed | film festival would be better off in 

A ee 

to. be a ‘Tunner-up pic one week.’ Bled where more western visitors 
‘could be anticipated 

The annual festival eontinies 
A ‘under the patronage of President 
ad. Choosier !Tito who. it's. nnderstood. is a hig 

‘files fan hamvelf There was some 
— Continued from page T Game fone that Tite would show up for 

ithe opening -but he didn't. But Russell, with Guy Routh. in: Imad + ice Pres dent Alexande ; Mare 

‘ *: Ratthovie, the second highest 
“I want to get away from Holly- ‘man in the state, came, escorted 

wood for a. while to get a more; by other high-ranking Yugoslav 
realistic feel. ” officials. 

Castle was in company here with | Opening feature was “Uvzavrell 
John. Markle,. Columbia exploita-'Grad“ ‘When the Fires Started) 
tioneer..Also at press confab were: | which found only lukewarm critical 
Harry Rogovin, New Enuland dis- j acclaim. Aside from the Yuzostav!- 
trict manager and Tom ©'Brien, ‘an film people who come in bulk 
branch: manager of Columbia Pic- ‘from all parts of the country to 
tures. plus Henri Schuartzburg, Pula each year, the guest list shows 
film buyer of ATC theatres Abner .manv forcien names of mostly East 
Pinanskt, manager Pilgrim Theatre, ifuropean lands. 
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Tire-Au-Flane 
(Fhe Sad Sack) | 

‘(FRENCH-FRANSCOPE) 
Locarno, Aug. 1. 

‘SEDIF release ef Carrosse SEDIF-Anray - 
Films production. With Christian 
Tiliere, Jacques Baljutin, Serge Davee 
Imected by Claude De Givray. Screen- 
play. De Givray, Francois Truffaut from 

tay by Mouezy Eon, Svivanez: camera, 
eovl Coutard: editor. Claudine Bouche. 

A: leorarno Film Fest. Running time, ; 
90 MINS, 
Ferat occ eee aeee ¢ bristian De Tiliere : 
MOSOPN cc crecaceee: Ricet-Bar rier ; 
CGrproral 2. cca e cece ” Jacque s Baluti 
Colonel. 2.0.0.2. ese e- Serge Davri : . 

French army comedy is a ‘series : 
of pags about new — recruits. ' 
Though many are familiar. this: 
has a pacing, tone and inventive- | 
mess which make them all risible , 
enough. There is an adequate .- 
rinount of originality in this! 
comedy, making it likely for play- ; 
«cif for even specialized spots : 
abroad. 

A snobbish rich boy ‘and his 
chanffeur are drafted. Follows the 
reutine of breaking into this new ° 
hfe. 
ing is looking at the army in an, 
inventive manner 
climinating any need for plot or 
more elaborate setting up. 

Gray lensing enhances the at- 
mesphere of the pic and new- 
¢omer actors are also a help. This 
is a highly amusing comedy on 
army life and the first one froni 
France since the last war. 
Jocks headed for biz here and 
proper handling and 
conld make it a solid entry in the - 
US. “Mosk. 

Fantasmi A Roma 
(Ghosts In Rome): 
(IFALIAN-COLOR) 

Locarno, Aug. 1. 
lux relense of  [ux-Vides-Galatea- 

Fiance Ciistaldi production. Stars Mar- 
«ile Mastroianni, Vittorio . Gassman, ; 
Sandra Milo, Eduardo De Filippo. Belinda ; 
lee DPnrected by Antonio Pietrangeli. 
&cceenplay, Messers Flaiano, Pietrangeli, 
Amudei, Scola, Maccari; camera (Techni- | problems 
color:, Giuseppe  Hotunna: _ editor, 
(acta. At Lacarno Film Fest. Running 
tine, 100 MINS, 
Heginalda .......- Marcello Mastroianni 
Flora  ...ccceee ence San 
Caparsa ...ccecoeses Vittorio “Gassman 
Principe ...ceceses Eduardo De Filippo 
SIT] wae awe ves cccc rer ecee Belinda Lee: 

Ghost comedy concerns.a bunch : 
«f eerie characters living in an 
old nouse with an eccentri¢ prince. 
He cannot see them: but is aware 

What it does succeed in do-.: 

It: 

Fest Reviews 
ters in Czechoslavakia, ‘stope at a 
roadside bar with a young Czech 
girl he has picked up. He speaks 

Czech and after some _ drinks 
' sounds off with the philosophy. of | 
i might making right and the right 
, to kill off things less beautiful 
than those in power, etc. He. is 
shot at by the proprietor who had 

‘Then the police come, and the 
: German goes away as arrogant as 

ie 
Film uses a split screen effec- 

tively to evoke thoughts and past 
' feelings in superimposition. The 
“acting manages to keep’ ‘this an 

grossing. The longing for speed 
and adventure of wayward -youth 
is also worked in as well as. some 

‘symptoms of discontent among 
some Czechs on their jobs. But all 

,is too easily cleared up when 
t faced by the incipient. Nazi. 0 

Somewhat loaded, this _ still 
makes its points and is neatly. 
acted and directed. It is just too 
pat in its sentiments and symbol-. 

with the gags, ism to allow it to be told visuaily. 
Mosk. 

Cuba Baila 
(Cuba Dances) 

(CUBAN) 
Locarno, Aug. .I. 

ICAIC release of Manuel Barbachsno 
Pence production. With Raquel Revuelta, 
| Alfredo Perojo, Vivian Gude, Humberto’ 

acement ; Garcia 
placement | ‘ritten and directéd by Julio Espinosa; 

Espinosa, Wilfredo Fernandez. 

screenplay, Barbachano Ponce, .Alfredé 
Guevara; camera, Sergio Vejar; editor, 
Jose Fraga. At ygcarno Film Fest. Run- 
ning time, 80 MN 
"Plora 2. ccc ccc ce ec ees ‘Raque) ‘Revuelta 
.Ramon .......-..-.-....: Alfredo Perojo 
Marcia .... Vivian Gude. 
‘Joseita....... Humbert Garcia Espinosa 
Augustin ........... Wilfredo Fernandez 

For the first Cuban. feature: pic 
; and first to be shown. at a Western 
| film fest, this is strangely un- 
revolutionary. It concerns . family |- 

pre-revolutionary.. with 
some social notations on the times. 
Somewhat naive in conception, this 

o | looms mainly a Latino entry. 
Cuban girls “come out” -at the 

! age of 15 and a big party was rated 
| necessary. A little clerk just does 
not have the money.for such ‘an 
| affair but his ambitious wife eggs 
him on te borrow from his boss or 
j even slight his old friends to bring 

Gf these ghosts, and most of the; it off. 
comedies are based on this. Pic is | 
quaint but bogs down after some | bureaucrats 

Some satire is aimed at the petty 
‘Of the day. Also 

inventive early passages. It looms| pointed up is the Cuban ‘passion 
more a dualer item abroad than| for dancing. Film also makes a 
for specialized chances. 

Ghosts get panicky when the’ ing the party in a public ‘dance | 
point in the clerk’s revolt and hav- 

prince dies and a nephew decides | place, with the bureaucrats join- 
io sell the house. But they. manage | ing in. 
to restore things and the prince 
becomes one of them to continue 
te Hve happily. 

Special effects are good but 
without the film pacing to make 
them captivating throughout. Ob- 
vious phantoms soon get repeti- 
tive. Technical credits are good as 
jz color and the performances. 

‘ Mosk. 

Neeni Host 
(Night Guest) 

(CZECHOSLAVAKIAN—SCOPE) 
Locarno, Aug. 1. 

Crach State Film production and re- 
ease. With Jiri Vala, Jana Hlavacova, 
udolf rusinaky, Svetla Amortova, 
artin Ruzek. Directed by Otakar Vavra. 

Ecreenplay, Ludvik Askenazy. Vavra; 
camera, aroslav “Tuzar; editor, K. 
Semenen. At Locarno Fiim Fest. Run- 
ng time, 90 MINS. 

we hb wecceweccnscasesccns Jirl ‘Vala 
sane os euececacnsccesss Jana Hisvacova 
Hu ppert eaeneeesonece - Rudolf Hrusinsky 

other ..scccceseeses Svetla Amortova 
emunda Martin ‘Ruzek 

In these: days of the Eichmann 
trial and renewed interest in the 
causes and meaning of Nazism, 
this pic has timeliness. It examines 
a case of a still active Nazi outlook 
ef a West German today. But the 
film is somewhat unbalanced 
dramatically. So this js mainly for 
specialized situations abroad. 

A West German, visiting the 
tite of his family’s. former quar- 

| subject matter. 

The US. is. only: mentioned by 
some of the. rich people at a dance 
as being a fine place for shopping. 
Technical credits are good and 
direction probing in spots but 
somewhat stilted in others, 
shows a technical proficiency grow- 
ing in Cuba but as yet a simple 
approach to film naan ind 

os 

Pula Film Fest 

Ples U Kisi. 

discussions. 
Some crix tray object that direc-- 

tor Bostian Hladnik ‘incidentally, 
his first full-length film) may have. 
thefted ‘too many directorial ideas 
from others. In fact; some scenes 
in “Rain” are very reminiscent. of 
several big directors. Fellini, Cha- 
brol, Welles. Cocteau, Clouzot, 
Hitchcock. They also may object 
that Hladnik hasn't found a- Gear 
cut style of his own because it’s 
mixture of realism, poetic realism, 
surrealism and expressionism.. 

However, this admittedly is an. 
} extremely interesting film and one. 
i that’s technically well made. Al-). 
i\though the pic is somewhat too- 

ITS A FACT: 
Over a billion feet of film—enough 
to wrap around the earth seven 
times—are stored and serviced by 
BONDED. Over 3,000,000 reels of 
film move in and out of BONDED's 
facilities every year at the in- 
struction of their owners. 

1 BONDED 
| oes ® 

. NEW YORK 
} LOS ANGELES 

A Division of . . 
NOVO INDUSTRIAL CORP. . 

been in a concentration camp. 

essentially talky pic if: fairly en-. 

film. 

Yahi iro. 

‘ean -epics based on Biblical: epi-; 

‘eational » -appeal.: 

‘not appear. ot the. screen after}: 

| His presence: will: be | represented 
by. voice, shadow anid. special. music. | 

pictures, which has::made Japan 
{the world: leader in volume of pro-| 

‘more international prizes. ‘than. any. 

entries as “Rashomon,” “‘Gate of 
-Hell” and “Ugetsu. Maree 

It}. 
‘|was ‘begun: on. actual: locations in| 
India, but had’ to be abandoned | 7 

‘heat caused ‘makeup to ‘run. 
exterior settitigs are being matched | max 

Eriga Schoener ~. 

‘studio in: Kyoto. Film. js- ‘being | BE 
--\made in Super ‘Techniratma.. Nega-| A 

. . | tive is. being: shipped. to’ Techni-. 

Tana Continued from page 6 aman 

. 70m. 
vals where it will. lead to’ many. 

similarly.’ is substantial. but seem- 

-| tv, entity, ete... 

. Jong, iver never: dull for « one technt- t 
surprise follows the other. 

Obviously’ the. film would have [.: 
cal « 

benefitted from some cutting. .It 
seems as though -Hladnik. oecasion-. : 
ally fell in- love’ with ‘symbolism. 
and has lost control. of his vehicle, 
But nevertheless, ‘the film’s' out- 
come is extremely: intriguing. 

“Rain” -is' a modern. psychologi- 
cal drama .that. centers around a 
couple that finds it-tough to mas- 
ter the problems of daily life. He’s 
a ‘struggling - painter, his wife a 
sensitive - actress... Their - ‘Marriage | 
is a far-ery from: being happy. In 
‘fact, the man has become tired of | 
his’ wife. Although ‘she ‘has. ‘the | 
chance to. turn. to another | man, she | 

‘remains - faithful: 

But she. feels that she cannot : 
live without ‘love and decides to; 
take her life: Her death makes: her | years. Father ‘is. 
-husbatid realize -what he. has lost. 
Practically half. of the film-is com-.| 

_Wednesder, Angus 9 A961 a 

‘Seream of Fear. . 
tory. and doubtful climactic rev- 
elations, but .at. least. they: will haye 
‘enjoyed the’ 71-minute: buildup to 
the’ 10-minute letdown, and’ that: 
should make the Columbia. release 
a salable’ ‘programming commodity, | 

As the complex picture. begins, a 
girl’s ‘body bearing: an uncanny re- 
semblance to -Susan -‘ Strasberg «is 
‘dredg! ed from: a lake. Then the. 
viewer is immediaiely: transported. 
to a wealthy French Riviera estate, . 
where Miss Strasberg, . an invalid 

; now, arrives to -visit her father, 
‘whom she has not. seen for. 10 

“away. on: -busi- 
ness,” but pretty. soon Miss _ Stras- 
berg is bumping.’ into’ his . up- 

‘posed .of his. or: herday-dreaming. i right, new-you-see-it-now-you-don't 
Camerawork and editing of these | corpse in every room. -Are these 

sequences are particularly praise- ; merély. hallucinations? Is she going’ 
worthy, “Also the acting: deserves 
praise. Especially impressive is the | 
performance turned” in by ‘Dusa 
Pockaj, the woman in this. unusual | 

. Hans. 

‘Buddha’ Biopic 
| = ‘Continued front. page 1 a |. 

recting from a screenplay ‘by. Fujiias 

to faithfully. reproduce the story | 

of Buddha as .studied::from. re- 

spected =sources ‘ and. ‘counsel, : pic-| 

‘ture. will be heavy. on: spectacle |- 

splash: In. the tradition “of. Ameti-| 

sodes, “Sakya”: is: ‘being made with |. 

an eye toward. b.o.: as “well: as édu- 

It: will. offer a 

bathing scene; a. contest-in martial 
skills for the Teading. girl’s hand, ! 
an earthquake, . a. ‘rape ‘sequence 
and erotic: dances. . 

Daiei ‘is taking ‘extreme care not 
to offend Sensitivities. ‘Hongo’ wilt 

Buddha: achieves . divinity,: or dur- 
ing: the . last: 60% -of the picture. |. 

" “Sakya” . is “producer ~-Nagata’s 
move to crack, Japan's self-strangu- 
lation policy .of. mass-producing 

duction while profits haye dimin-. 
ished. He favors a policy emiulating | 
Hollywood: of . ‘making fewer, .big- 
ger. and better. pictures. which can 
play: longer. runs and draw greater 
Teceipts. ‘Daiei .Studios has: won} 

other .. Japanese filmery with such]. 

Second unit: work. on “Sakya” 

after. ‘three weeks. -when the intense 
The 

in. ‘Sapan,. ‘supplemented ‘at Daiei’s 

color.in: London: since. Japan has 
no: lab - facilities for. Processing 

~ Slutf Pix 
— Coritinuea: from page Ti 

ingly hardly | warranted . by the 
profits picture. .M-G: uilk end its 
fiscal’ year Aug. 31 with a net of 
$5 per «share, ‘on. slightly over. 
2,500,000 ‘sliares-.out. ‘The $2,000,- 

a/.000-plus ‘Lady. ‘L”” casualty - and 

“Mutiny. on the Bounty’. ‘$16-18,- 
000,000) evidently cued ‘some buy- 
“ers ‘into. chickening out. 

. Columbia; ‘holding - steady. -at 
around : $29. 50, seems. -to:. have a 
{.good prop in “Guns of: Navarone,” ” 
a robust ‘schedule of new: produc- 
tion, the 89° ic-owned Screen. Gems 

Decca. last. ‘week picked up a cou- 
fi | ple of points. but at $34.871° still- 

'd was close. to the-year's’ low. of $32. 
Although «Warners dropped. two 
and a fraction,’this issue continues 

Jas the key. ‘favorite. - of - the. film 
stocks at the $80 price level. Pend- 
ing stock split; which ‘first saw 
the light of print in:-VARIETY on. 

. June 28, is a major bolstering in- 
fluence. 

For. yesterday’s (Tues. closing. 
prices of the various amusement 

[stocks see Wall St. box on Page 18. 

-| Within ‘surface’. kindness. 
topher Lee is excellent as the fam- 
ily. doctor, -and ‘support . is. -capable 
all around. 

Frau ‘Diethelm .... 

Fritz ‘Schiioli 

the cost’ of: the - “new-completing | 

insane? 

As the plot ‘unfolds, ‘stepmother | 
Ann Todd evolves jnto ‘the. chief 
suspect and Miss: Strasberg: accom- 

_| panied by helpful chauffeur Ronald 
1 Lewis, is on her way to inform the 

‘| gendarmes when ‘suddenly : Lewis‘ 
. | steps out of. the’ car into the ‘arms 
of Miss Todd as the ‘vehicle carry= 
ing the crippled Miss Strasberg 
and. daddy - plunges off. yon. cliff. 
Tite provisions of the: will paint a: 

| very bright future. indeed for Lewis |: 

- While ‘an: attempt: Is being made | and es ‘Todd: But - lo, «whom |: bath Overseas. release: 6f Dale: ae 
should they ericounter next day: at 4 . 
the villa but the pesky ‘Miss:Stras- | guction: With Rezo, Ichikawe, 

| berg, no invalid-danghter at. all | 
but. rather a companion of. the de-. 
ceased sprig originally: witnessed 
while’ being dredged from the lake |:Tadamori - 
at.the outset. Foul play was -sus- 

| pected, ‘and Miss Strasberg had. | 7 
been dispatched to investigate. *, 

Miss Strasberg makes a. sympa- | 
thetic . ‘heroine, sure to’ bring.’ out j 

jthe protective instinct in . every 

Todd create subtle portraits of evil 
“Chyis- 

‘Credit ‘the © film’s - suspenseful | 
mood. and occasional: crescendos .of. 
‘shock . and. terror. mostly.. to. the 
skilled assists of cameraman Doug- 
las. Slocombe, editor Eric: Boyd ' 
Perkins, composer Clifton Parker, 
vart director-Bernatd Robinson’ and. 
soundman James Groom,.all oper- 
ating under Holt’s aggressively 
imaginative. generalship,.. Tube, 

Die. Schatten. Werden | 
_Laenger ; 

“SWISS-GERMAN ) 
‘Zurich, Aug. 1. 

Praesens-Film ‘AG. Zurich’ release of 
‘Praesens (Lazar Wechsler)’ and: CCC-Film 
(Artur Brauner) production.. Directed | by. 
Ladislao Vaida. Screenplay, : Istvan: Be- 

camera, keffi, -Heinz . Vajda: 
Enrique Gaertner; music, Robert Blum: 

Pauck.,.. 

urich. ‘Running time, -90 MINS. 
(IN GERMAN) 

Christa Andres .... sedis 
eoene 

: Barbara Ruetting. 
i a 

Borner ... e oe oe oe 

Helene cows ivcveeae ‘Helga Sommerte d. 

Bartiara So cegecescceces’ ‘ Margot : Philipp 
Bessie ace owccces ieee e ° erage Carola Rasch 

Hilde ‘aceetes wee docedecese Tris _Erdmarin 

Paula ...cceseseres sree: Heidi Pawellek: 
UN -cscccecas Brit von ‘Thiesenhausen |: 

Steffie -.....00...-....... Elizabeth ‘Roth 
Susanne ....ece0.01-0.... Erika. Wolf 
Vera. se petewapececs Gabriele Adam 

? -: Michael Paryla 

This Swiss-German coproduc:, 
‘| tion, filmed on location’ in Zurich 's 
and interiors in Munich,. has the |- 
‘commercial assets of a topical | 
theme, slick production and gen-| 
-erally. ‘above-par. performances. 
‘Fate at the boxoffice. for this de-i} 
pends on -whether the public has | 
not been somewhat averfed lately. | 
with. talés of juvenile delinquency. 
and. the rehabilitation of:moraily | 
rotten youngsters. Director Ladis- 

| ldo” Vajda,° whose foriner credits |- 
include the. Swiss filmization of a 
Friedrich Duerrenmatt . ‘story, 
Happened in Broad “Daylight” 
(which has: been. ‘Teleased ‘in < the: : 
U. S.), has ‘done a commendabieé job « 
in ‘keeping ' ‘@ maudlin. stery from! 
|lapsing _ into’ over-sentimentality, | 
The action takes. place ina’ girls’ | 
education home: and ‘centers on a: 
16-year-old. inmate, a _ seemingly 
hopeless case, and one of -her edu- { 
cators,° 4 young woinan whose 
shadowy past ‘runs somewhat: parel-| . 
lel to the future’ of .this - ‘teenager. 
‘The woman's desperate efforts to}: - 
prevent the girl from.re-living her |. 
own experience, are momentarily {.. 
thwarted when. her former - lover 
and. ruthless. exploifer- turns. up| 
and: tries to’ renew. his hold over-}' 
her. She finally ‘kills. him, and. her 

editor, Hermann Haller. At. Rex ‘Theatre, 

Luise. ‘Ullrich | 

* Hansioere Felmy'| 
Loni. ‘von Friedl. } 

‘Fred Tariner |: 

Bella Neri: 

“It. 7 

"Film Reviews 
Continued from. page § ——— . 

_f arrest. causes. the girl to: realize a 
‘her own. errors at: last. . 

- Despite... several : serious ‘flaws, 3 
‘notably because of lack-of ‘motivas 
tion (it’s never. explained how. the.. 
‘woman - ‘managed | -to. get such a 
‘highly. responsible job. without.» .. 

‘ properly accounting: for ; the: time 

-for'the. pimp), the story. plays bet-° 
ter. than it. reads. -Vajda’s. direce. 
torial: touch is responsible ‘for this... 
since there. are’ several believable 
performances... 
be “Topping the’ “east: fs ‘Barbara. 
‘Ruetting as the. -ex-prostitute-goné-"°." 
‘straight. ‘Avoiding © the pitfalls of. - 
excessivé: dramatic¢s.. inherent. in . 
Such -a..cliche-ridden ‘part, she -of--- 
fers a strong, convincing portrayal. 

| Newcomer: Loni von Fried! reveals 
|yvemarkable talent’as_ the.. tough. 
teenager while - Luise. JUllrich,.. an 
old pro in.German ‘films, plays the:- -. 
-home’s : matron. with quiet dignity. 
| and. understanding. The many indi-- 
i vidual girls’ parts. are all convine- 
Lingly - cast, partly . with:’ amateurs; 
i Technical: credits. are ‘okay. -This is 
done in ‘the: German- Janguage... 

oot : Mezo:* 

Shin: ‘Weike: ‘Monogatari 
- (The ‘Sacreligious Hero) 
-GAPANESE-COLOR) : 

Paris, Aug. 1... 

. Yoshiko. 
-Kiga, Michiyo Kogure. Directed: by Keni. ~ 
! “Mizoguchi. Screenplay, _Yoshikata. Yodaz'. ° 
camera: (Eastmancolor), Kazuo. Miyagawa 
editor, - F. “Hayasaka. /At . Studio « 
L’Etoile, Paris.. , Running time, 104 MINS... 

VOMOFT. se es. Raizo Ichikawa: - 
ratavended ates Yoshiko Kiga 

/ Mother. Seven eeeedeeeat “Michiyo Xogure, I 

Film is listed ; as the last ‘of the 
slate great Japanese: ‘director Kenji | 
- Mizoguchi. It- has‘ his flair -for.re-" 
creating period: in: this - case the . 

‘male. spectator. Lewis and Miss | 17th Century, and a feeling for the 
‘epic.:drama and‘ man’s place in‘ it. - 
f not. as rigorous..and finished. as... 

jis. other. pix;.this has a: beauty-in:-. .. 
imagery.and a solidity in character-: 
| ization for’ specialized: ‘placement 
:abroad, ©. 
|. Plot concerns. the son: of a. samu- . 
trai warrior who..finds. he- might” 
have’ another father. But. he stays 
alongside the one he knows ‘when | 
adversity has his: father ‘arrayed. 
against the corrupt leaders and ° 
monks of the. era... He: fights his. 
doubts; * and: “backs” his’: ‘father in” 
problems. of: ‘banishment | and per- - 
secution: by. the warlike monks.:: 

- It-ends with the son facing up to 
: and: defeating. the monks and. then 
vowing to make the reign. of the 

ae debauched despots short-lived. : 
(The Shadows Are. Getting Longer) : This is possible’ Mizoguchi. may. 

| not have finished-this pic but it has: 
Lenough eye appeal. and absorbing: ~ 
narrative to have: this - ‘something 
worth personalized handling. Tech- .... 
nical: credits are. expert all.along.. . 
woyj}onpo.d | pros . THA ‘oar our 
‘values: also. a ‘help. Mo sk. hts 

Malin to Est ACU 
Patrick’ Murphy. ‘Malin,. who has 

“been. exec: direefor of the. ‘Ameri-" 
Gill-| can. Civil Liberties Union in N.Y. 

since 1950, when.. Roger Baldwin’ 
steppéd out. of the post, will ‘exit- 
next: spring to move.-to. Istanbul, .- 
‘Turkey.. He'll be president of the: 
Robert College there, an American. .. . 
‘missionary’ venture, 
‘Malin’.was previously :a° prof. at 

‘| Swarthmore, | the. Pennsy. college " 
of, Quaker | persuasion, - 

MOVIE THEATER OPERATOR | 
‘WITH SOME CAPITAL: |" 

population. ‘of 90,000: Good for} 
art, theater, movies. or. ‘stock com: . = 
“pany. = - _ 

_ ATTRACTIVE PROPOSITION FOR _ 
, - RIGHT. PARTY oes 

(2 (BROWN: ao 
1016 Pork St. Peekskill. 17-5028, ; 

| ‘New To The 
“RADIO CITY MUSIC MALL 
(Panny | 

7 LESUE CARON « MAURICE CHEVALIER - + 
.. CHARLES BOVER « NORST BUCHHOLZ . . 

renee 

Produced sad. disected by:SOSHUA LOGAN he 
A Warner Eres. Picture in Techaicoler - a 

sot New Stage Spectacie »“RESTINA THAE 

{Japse during which she “provided”. .- 

‘to take over operation of 600 seat | ne 
theater in Peekskill, N. Y.. Drawing 1: 
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"Week Ended ‘Tues, (8) | 
OD. Y¥. Stock Exchange’ 

Week Ended: Mon. (Ds 

" (Source: ‘National. Aso of Securities Dealers, Ine. ). 

“Oversthe-Counter Securities 

“1964 2, oo _*Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues. 1 Change 
leh | "Low So, fin 100s. High. ‘Low..-Close’  for'wk 
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_ 413%%.. 271%. NAFI Corp... "222. - 3334. wBTie * 5 32h, wee 
. 3914... 518° “Nat. ‘Thea: “238 ‘ss Bits. "TB 4. Bao te. 
- 1BE34 ‘238. .' Paramount "105 72... - 6T34: 6874 ll, 
2958-1734. -Phileo-” 22.66 / 217 2215. .: 214s: 217300. ag 
227-175: Polaroid... 195 194%2,-185'2 8B": Bie 
6556. 4916: RCA ©. v0e 498. 61S 60. 608g) | 48g 
“1834 1034. Republic’... S390. W47e. 1836. 14 Bde 
(22-°°. 1484. Rep. pfd.”. 32. 1834 1Bls! BIG) pe 8g 
“35. 26% Stanley. War. | BT. 8lke -29%5.  BNFa ‘Ag 

--:3414, 2734 Storer... 0... 89°. 80t® <7, 2934 BOTS | 
“B5kq. 3814 20th-Fox. 662 3954. -36la-- 3773 at 
*.4034 3034 . United Artists : 114. 3673 8484. ° 348g 158 
8T ey Warner”) Bros. 32. 8214 . 7819 TB8lase Hyg 
"185. Ok tenth -132'-16214 19543 156g 435 

Pe “American Stock Exchange _ 

“BY. “wails. ‘Alited Artists 55 584°. “58g- - 55°. 1g 
151% °1373'-BalM’nt: (Gace): “34 | 1414 . 138— 14 = he 
414. 214" Buckeye. Gee) = 151 “ay oe DB ge rg, 

2434: 934 Cap: Cit. Bde. ~ GE ..:23. 7 9214. 22lg "118 
19% °° 458 Cinerama: Ine; © 270... 1464..°°" 1312 --° (13%2 | BB: 
167% 934 ‘ Desilu Prods... 78. 102° 97425 984505 

- 954 °° 473 ~Filmways.-:.. 45°. 873. 8... 88g °F 1! 
“2534. -814 MPO Vid... (58.2099 21914 9g 
934 212 Nat'l ‘Telefilm: "155." Btw Bg B38 3K. 
10%. ..334° Reeves" Bdest.. 49 7 To G8g ORG fp. Ma. 

. 10% ° 6. Reeves Snd..... 273 .--814  T8a  * 735° 
*. 2534° 2014. Screen Gents $4 2534... 5 2Ng 2534 $34 

4236: 1134. Technicolor . 738 ~2478 |. rite 24 — 4 
By “934 “Teleprompter 51 “2578, od 2 2H a 25 -— % 
= 64". : 256 Tele Indus, ne 58%: . a oo - ? 

‘-“ money’ return,. 
.| long-range" publicizing of pictures 
:‘|-abroad” could.: be: beneficial’ too. 

‘This . js: not ‘to- ‘say: studios - aren't | 
-doing «a good: job. now, Yet ‘more 

--|.could'-be doné and; indeed, more 
| imaginative, concentrated and ag- 
-.] gressive .exploitation’ must be ac- 
complished to. sustain interest. as | 

- | competing © diversions — -inélude 

rls : Bid Ask =... 
"es America ’ Corp” teas neuen ques ce ceca cee ke . gy - : 8. . — _ 

2° Four | Star Television: . seaseeereee ree! 1834 - 2056 — 14. 
.. Gen Aniline & FA. veneers ceca seewens 995... > "B24. $55 
 Geheral Drive-in’ «2.20... 6. sje eeeeesees “1634 “180 USM. 
Gold. Medal Studios . fog ecanecocese: ogee sees a ee a 5% wy he 

“Magna ‘Pictures - «2.00. i.c0 cece eeiecesees 358. alg 
“Metromedia. ‘Inc. Beene cere e see ee vee ses! ‘1634 i 18... - 1% os 

. Movielab : a Wie Dae ee eed ecseerereueee wens 1414q = 1G... $214 e. 

4 Official - ‘Films. ‘ggeen trier 336 wo ‘37 of 

" . Sterling. Television. we ete es eepesese 2B B22 + « 
'U. A. Theatres :: wees ete we tees kee eenene” et coe. 
Wometeo Eutorprises sence neewtesccess LEG 2634 -- + Ys. 

“| -Austria, ° 

. -[ fimutating ever: ‘greater American: 
‘Investment in “local”: (Quotations. .European: 

-- production. —. diverting | dollars: 
_ which. might otherwise. be spent: in 
|} Hollywood. It “would, be .the most 
logical way to get. around a Com-| - 

- {mon Market. “wall”. against the 
a; Test. of the world, |. 

"|. It should. be not ted that in: addi- . 
mop tion to. Britain, two: dther’ members: 

:” Sof ‘the. -so-ealled’ European, 
| Trade. Assn. 

~ meet the CM-threat!, Norway. and 
“Denmark: will alsa seek-CM mem- 

} bership. The: Other . EFTA nations, 
; ‘Sweden and} 
! Switzerland, reportedly will. settle | 

| for.a form of: association with. ‘the 
2 | cM if they can -get rt. . ; 

‘ree 
‘(originally . set. up* te 

‘Portugal, « 

. Méanw ‘hile, there’s still another. 
7 angle: to Britain's. request: to. enter. 
 Lthe €M, The move is frankly die+ 
“tated -by the ‘fact that the coun- 

‘TF try’s gold - reserves are. dwindling 
.-tat- a-rapid.rate: (They went: down 
| byt. $319,200,000- in: July—the. larg- 
72) est decline. of. any. month since 
: | Décember,. 1951). Should the. ‘drain’ 
continue, “US, filmmen “are won- 

. dering whether or. not the British 
- ;/ government will seek. to reimpose 

,., currency ‘remittance restrictions 
4° which they. removed . Just a little ; 

on over” a year ago. . 

Europe Pickings 
. No Continued. ‘trom page. 3. aa 

“y the: ‘four. principal. European mar-. 
| kets:is not really téo much differ- |- 
" ent ‘than it is: here at home... — 

_ 4 »The- degree: of “Show: me”.: niay. 
« {not be’ quite as pronounced there: 
“. Lyet. as “it -has* become here,. but 

'| that. offers. no real comfort to the J. 
‘American .- industry. The fact. is 
‘that Europeans - are. pecoming more |. 

_ [Selective about: pictures and this|:. 
- | theans: Hollywood cen’t:.afford to 
_ gamble—at. least, not. to the extent 
..[it- has..up to: now—on European 

| earnings. to cushion its mistakes: 

- While: it's true that what. goes 
chee Th, : on the ‘screen. ultimately. will. de- 

¢ (Courtesy: OF Merrill Lane, Pretec, Fenner & Smith, Ine wh termine the size of, Hollywood's 
more | aggressive, 

.- |-Bingo. now in London—infringe 
_ increasingly . upon. the public's free 
| time and pocketbooks. . 

“Where does the- big. buildup 
| abroad. of :Hollywood pix begin? 
‘| Primarily: Tight here ‘in. Hollywood, 
.| with ‘local, hased correspondents of 

| foreign -publications. No reporter. 

~ How ‘Common’ Is Britain? 
Le ——— Continued ‘tron. Page. 3 

whereby: all CM country films ¢ould. 
qualify as “domestic in-:those: three 
Amportant. markets, the effects -ob- 
viously © 

‘The. : clrrent : ‘situation ‘in ‘West 
". Germiany -also: “bears - watching -by- 
“"U. S. filmmen concerned: about pos-. 
gible ‘Comimon:: Market. moves’ to- 
-wards. building up a trading wall, 

* against films outside the six-nation: 
- economic ‘association. ‘Perhaps: the. 

"Biggest single. deterrent to any such. 
CM moves so far-has beén the-total- |: 

“Jy. freé, unprotectéd, unsubsidized,| 
German’ film. industry. . 

. Now, however, there’ are reports 
.y from. Bonn fthat* the. West: German 
government may, at Jong last, take- 
_ the. first -steps.- towards - a more 
paternal ” ‘approach. to: the. Joeal} 

‘film industry. No. ‘matter “how: 
‘tentative. those. ‘first: steps are, it. 
“would: serve .to put the: West :Ger- 

"> mans: ona ‘level: ‘with.-the. very. 
important and: active. Ttalo-. and: 

- French industries, and :thus : pave 

_ tries: 

‘the ‘way - for: a CM film. agreement 
‘which heretoferé has been’ impos- 
‘gible.. The British ‘government | ‘al-: 
yeady is heavily’. ‘involved ‘in the 
finaneial fortures ‘of its film-indus-- 

__ try via: production | subsidies. and, 
, Eady. money: -.- ; 

“Pending. the. time when—-and if 
—the CM comes to an’ agreement: 
ona common film ‘tradé policy, the. 
“groundwork for ‘such. “¢ooperation 

.,,, Inight be ‘laid when Britain, ‘France }‘i 
_. Germany ‘and Italy reach a gov erm- +" 
ment. level understanding on, co- 
production. activities. Talks in. this 

area ‘have’ been: stymied. by the]. 
nt differences ‘in--union™ policies and. 

prerogatives among: the four “coun- 

aly be formed: which: will Provide 

would: be. fo.. tighten~ the | 
- market. still, further. for U. ‘S. Prod: : countries, ° 

ro. wet. ‘| Iocal. subsidies. and as ‘domestic pix, 
“under. ‘screen -quota rules... - 

:coproduetions, 

whether vpopraduietions or: not.. 

‘duction: companies. - 

.Observers : - feel. confident, I 
, however. ‘that: ‘a--pact’ Will. eventu-. 

ca | foreign ; 
{:not ‘more than a handful: rep the | 

: that coproductions . between’ any 
‘two of the. pactees.. tor even among 
three | ‘or ‘more? -will be: ‘eonsidered 
“Joeal” films: by... participating 

and. « thus. - qualify: ’ for 

‘On an individual pic basis; these 

overall: ‘Common Market film pact 
would:. ‘Provide for all. films - pro- 
duced. the CM. oat 

‘ Italo-Franco Angie 
“Americans, of. ‘course; ° are . not 

-unaware - ‘that . ‘the: existing: copro-: 
‘duction «. 
“France and.-Italy has. been: ‘one of 
the chief sources: of. stimulation ‘of 
big-budget. films in: those two coun- 
tries. It's indeed’ rare. today. when | 
a big-budget - Ttalo ‘OF French Pic .. 

agrecnient. -between 

is made without. this: promise: of ; 
‘dual citizenship.. Extend the-:suc- 
cess of ‘this: bilateral pact - to in- 

: | OF. magazine . writer, 

would be getting 4! 
-most ‘of ‘the’ benefits - Which - an |: 

‘old line, 

or radio-tv 
-| commentator, ‘with an assured. out- 
“| Tet fs: ‘unimportant; but: ‘within. the 

“of.” Hollywood's | “| sizeable ~ corps... 
correspondents. . perhaps. 

major-news outlets. Satisfying the 
sometimes peculiar story interests 
.of: certain of the correspondents 
‘isn‘t always a.cinch; but. this.is an 
area. in which, we respectfully sug- 
Bes 

|-might’-profitably do some adroit. 
educating’. of foreign: correspond- 

-studio publicity : experts 

ents: — 

. Overseas” editors have- hot lost 
‘intérest, in Hollywood celebrities, 
-but: some’ ‘say that they. ‘have ex- 
haitsted their ingenuity in writing: ed more and more to gimmicks and 
about. thé same. stars. Interestingly, extended. seasons, - 

‘| and’ at the same time. most dis- ‘Stances operating well into, .and 
‘turbing,.is that foreigners “who| even clear through winter with the 
command communications. outlets | aid of in-car heaters To what ex- 

Novins Dig at Phil 

NTaT’S FIRST OZONER 
IN SOUTHERN CALIF. 

Hollywood, Aug. 8. 
“National Theatres & Television : 

Inc., will operate its first. drive-in . 
‘in. Southern California when ex- 
‘ercising option to lease 1,000-car 
‘Mount Baldy in LaVerne. 

Following Federal Court ap- 
proval, chain will take over drive- 

tre Corp. per Sheldon Smerling, | 
exec. veep. 

Fox West Coast, . subsid of: 
NT&T, will run the. theatre, which 
first opened in June. 1960. Deal 
goes inte effect during the next 
30 days. 
NT&T also operates drive-ins in: 

Lake. City and Denver, with chain 
~~ . proposing to build three more, 

|Ricketson Sticks 
On Denver-L.A. 

Business Shuttl 
Dots Hollywood, Aug. 8. 
Frank H. (Rick) Ricketson jr, 

former head of Fox-Intermountain 
‘Theatres of. Denver, has rejected 
bid of 20th-Fox prexy Spyros P. 
+Skouras to become his New York 
assistant during nine months film 
company -head plans to spend at 
the studios. Ricketson stated: “To 
take ‘the job would have meant re- 
signing from too many organiza- 
tions I am affiliated with,” 
‘Foriner. theatre exec revealed he 

“offered to help Skouras without 
salary because no man has done : 
more to get me starfed in this; 
business. than Skouras.” 
He maintains an apartment here 

and in. Denver all year ‘round, 
planes back and forth periodically 
Asked if he knew who would 

get the post he declined fo com- 
ment ‘bevond saying he recoim- 
mended Bob Selig, but Selig has ; 
‘since -béen. transferred ‘from head | 
-of.: National Theatres Television's 
Denver operations to home office 
here. 

” Hardtops 
— Continued from page §& ———-F 

gross revenues are racked up in! 
the evening hours. or prime time 
for motion picture attendance, 

' Different. In Dixie 
The new hardiop competition to 

-ozoners is stiffest in the northern 
climes, especially since inclination 
generally has held to the down- 
town habit in Dixie. where, be-} 
sides other factors, It. costs less 
to make the Main Stem rounds 

{.- Northern. drive-i5 have resort- 

in .many in- 

think in’ terms. of. a dozen of so tent: these efforts are comebacks to 
thoroughly ‘established the hardtop = proliferation fsn't_ 

actors. and actresses : ‘When. _they | clear, but seemingly support some 
Speak : -of stars. 

- What this: appears. to fridicate {s. 
intratrade infer enee. 

Ozoners.. thougi, In ve ry limfted 
that -the: film” business: has. to do. number; have heen geting in on 
a lot more promotion. work to. at-i¢he shopping centre act, ton But 
tain. international - recognition ° ‘in 
the eres ‘of:-editors. overseas. for 

they depend’ on’ darkness, which 
comes late in summer That if 

elude. ‘Britain, and the. screens, ‘of:| Younger ‘scréen : personalities’ who: should be a preponderantly four. 
‘the -world. may. well get an. éven | are “frequently dismissed. as being! wallers that are being built fs im- | 
-preater . number. of- “big” pictures 
‘from: Europe—and. ‘big’ 

“Hollywood - ‘Stars,”’: - Meaning . they} 

Whether the. editors are fully at- 

pressive from the invest: Lent 
pictures,| May rate big Jn U.S. gossip columns; angle. Best’ estimutes are that it” 

-aré-Just the. kind that. “Hollywood | but: they aren't, regarded -as. being | costs $240 per seat, or. average, to 
depends upon most today. to. bring: of sufficient. staturé to merit special | build a new hardtop in the spares’ 
‘in. the . inoney:: from the ‘foreign. feature ‘story coverage. 
market. . 

imuch more. nate. on congested 
realestate, whereas the bite 15 

. The. ‘Americans: :aS often ‘noted: tuned . to: the Interests: ‘of. their figured at $69 per capta in the 
in VARIETY. in: the: last year, -have ‘teaders in another matter, 
in: turn ‘been investing : more and reach .the- public. the: film - business] 

“more. heavily in “local. European! first. has.:to generate. enthusiasm: round Operation. matiner., shatp- | 
‘produetion .to. take advantage of: janiong those wko control the out-{ er ‘projection, refuge fro: weather 

{ and—possibiy—"“niasal «Sm 
'what stigmata - sty} 

ts new popiilarity. even’ to ‘the’ 
extent | of setting’. up “local? ’” pro: ; 

as” “Metro has, 
done. in. Frante and. Italy. a 
Coneeivably, then, a- successful 

four-way coproduction.-. ‘agreement i ©. 
among ‘Britain, . France. Ataly and TelePrompter’ in’ new: post. as di-  sociates, 

but to! 

ilets. It's not’too soon. for Holly- 
‘wood to start. building a bigger 
Publicity. fire. overseas. 

“TELEPROMPTER’S NEW EXEC 
‘Gerald G: Griffin,. _ex-RCA,- to 

Germany, followed,- perhaps, -by{ rector. of marketing. . 
CM -maves ‘to reach. a: filmy: agree- | 
pment would. chaye the effect “of products: and semidnes.. 

Prime: responsibility’ for riew 

“i fnception. 

‘it’s. figured pv 

case of a drive-iti 
Favoring *. thardtops, are year-! 

ate” 

je attached to 

‘6zoners. since ther. “passion pit” 

imponderables, 
Suadlinger As-* 

the audience research 
outfit: ‘that some 20°° of the; 
American film audience potential § 
has. never even been ty a dcive-in. 

But whatever the 

in from Mount Baldy Drive-in Thea- { 

Las Vegas, Topeka: Kansas, Salt } 

Harling: 
His Company's Subsid Sponsoring 

“Free Movies’ on Saturday Eve 
+ In kis statement ‘hurrah ing 
the Arkansas Publte Serviee Came 
mission ohav to go ahead whh 
Telemeter in Little Rock fast 
T week, lous A Nosins, president 

of Internatnonal Telesaseter, made 
with a diz avainst exahsbitor tnter- 
ests Which on ane hand fight toll 
‘tv and on the ather partiipate in 
i theatrical films en regular ty free 
to the public 

| Novins dropped no specifie 
snames but the cap cleariy wag it. 
tended for Phil Marine, choirman 
of the Commitice Agatnst Toll TY. 

In additten te this post, Harling 
is an employe of Stark Warnee 

(Corp. whose wholl owned sub- 
| sidiary WW International Latex. 

Said Novins “A company with 
which the Chairman of the Com- 
mittee Against ‘Tei TV is asso 
ciated Will sponsor this fall the 
free showing of recent feature 
films on a mayor television nel- 
work during prime time on Sature 
day exenmnes Saturday is the big 

ayo oon which exluhifers. mast 
count on peak attendance to stay 
in business, The Chairman would 
serve exlibitor interests far better 
if he headed a Committee Avainst 
Free Movies ovr Saturday Nights - 
and testified in fasver ot pay tv, at 
least pay ty. charges an admission 
for viewing a current motion pice 
ture.” - 

The point is this. The Stantey 
Warner-owned International Latex 
has bousht $2,800.000 of partici. 
pation in sponsorship of 20th Fox 
library theatrical features which 
will -be telecast by NBC Saturday 
sights. 

fe 

How You Figure 

This is the first knawn Instance 
a ice theatrical exhibition pro- 
ple have such a stake in the pres- 

yentation of theatrical producti ona: 
fon any form of ts Te repeat 
{Stanley Warner owns Iilernationa 
7 Latex. 

‘The non-partisan observers 
make a point in Harling’s favor, 
however The Harding forces 
asainst folk ty object” to exrrout 

itheatrical features on tv as being 
| In direct and allevedly unfair cont+ 
{ petition with theatres These films, 
i they sas, would be so devastating 
50 far as estubs are concerned a@ 
recent but theatrically played-out 
product. 

Noins «iso, by way of his state- 
ment. undertuok to strike a blow 
at alleged exlnb  ficonsistency, 
vis “When pas tv gets going in 
the United States, you can be sure 

i that the major circtnts «will be 
among the first fo hop on the 
bandwayen Somer ot) these whe 
have been contiibuting f0 anti pay 

tv committer. are already talking 
deals with an 

me we a 
é 

Merrick Stage Musical 
-Pre-Preem Film Sale 
| By Lazar to Sinatra 

Hollk wood. Aug 8 
Fiank Sinatea has wispped up a 

ipglfs ta the farihe 

wi deal, ‘State 
Far Sceepin” which 

ight set fhe wuMlimete purchase 
price as tach as SP OUH NN) Pact 
includes exigiaial cast album which 
vol be waxed aneer Sinatra's Ree 
prise Record ~ deeded oss. Secon 
mess disclosure as down payment 

jand miniatite guarantce + Sinatta 
wil) star as well a5 produce under 
3 318 indie production company Date 
inner, Eesexy Productions Deal wos 
Set ” Feast hefore Sinatia took olf 
Thirsdas for Burope 

Musical is sated to hit Broadsay 
Jboatds thss fait prnduced bs David 
Merck ander dire: tion of Michael 
Kidd) wha. slaved “Wiideat’ vith 
Eaut le Bali Book ated Isries are 
ibs Bett. Comedes and Adolph 
iGreen Bie Jule Styne scored 

{ Deal, negotiated by Irving P. 
j azar ‘has a Claan-ed $7.099,009 
tceling Tt was apparent! firmed 
with a heats dasn putment by 

1Sitatia wits the remaining monies 

t up ty $1.009 007 dependent on 
ithe rug of the show ann Y 

i Producers and authors will get 
<i. an theatneal gross for each 
‘week shes runs until $1,000,000 
ifiguce is reached. 

deal for fils, 
coming Bo oad au 
wars Ate 

ry 
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' $7,000. Last week, $7:800. .: 

Picture Grosses : “Carry. ‘On Constable”: (Gov) (10th 
lf: wk) and “Carry-On ‘Nurse’: Undie). ——e = eee 

‘Nice $2, 400. . Last . week,. with 

1! “Parent Trap” (BV). (7th: wk); ‘Lash | 

El Rey (FWCY (8613. 90-$1.50)— National Boxoffice Survey 

Hot Weather Wilts Trades. “Guns? Still Champion, 
‘Fanny’ 2d, Vi ita’ 

‘August dog. days ‘for. the box- 

‘Spartacus’ Socko 10G CINCINNATI i*Raisin’ in’ Sun” (Col). 13d wk), 
, he , ] ‘ g a 700. at. 

. ‘Ge db ? L { crtetan Me, from Ma, ge 8) Boy"! ” Warner’ | Hollywood (Cinerama) |" 
Pitt; oapye LUSTY MIMLG), $5 ane gic Boy” tné’y 1,389; . $1.20-$2.65)—"'Seven |. 

$ Wonders . ‘of; World” (Cinerama)- 

126, ? arrish’ $13, 330: . urday Night, 
Pitlsbu: gh. Aug. 8. ‘Cont) (2d -wk), 

is the hie. ppic si news: > week, ‘$3,200. , 

‘Sunday © Morning” 
Big $3.000 Last! ; day +6) after big. $13,000 last. week. 

"“Spartac us” ‘Never On Sunday": (Lope) (37th } 
here for newcon.ers tis weex at Hyde Park Art tShor) (500: $1.25) oe kK, | 
Fulton in that looms as boff week : | —“Lady Killers’ (Indie! ard. “fo = wk Potent $6, 800. . - Last. wee 

on start of its pur cale run, Other: Paris With Love” (Indie). ‘reissués: | . Pantages - “tRKO) 41,513; “$1.25-. 
new. entries are “Goadby e Again, "1 +4th wk). Solid $1,200.. Last week, * 52 

fast at Penn and “Pcerrish” good ‘$1 300. 

at Stanley. Strength in hoidovers, t Keith’s (Shor) (1 500: 90-$1.25:— ! 

also is helping overall setup. “La j ‘Naked Edge” (GA) (2d wk).. Okay 

Dolce Vita” at Nixon is sturdy in! $7, Oy or near. Last week, $& 500. 

751—’Spartacus" (U) (42d: wk’. 
; Sharp $15, 000. Last. week.’ $16,400. ; 
+ . Egyptian «UATC). (1. 392: $1. 25-; 
$3 .00)—“Ben-Hur”.(M-G) (8$th wko.. 

§ k," 
fifth. “Guns of Navarone” at Gate-} - Palace (RKO) (2.600; $1-$1.251— }- ; Stout $16,000. Las t wee #6, ,700. : 

way shapes vow in third. “Ro-] “Voyage to Bottom of Sea~ ‘20thr | re 

manoff and Juliet" at Shadyside | 33500. Fair $6,500, Last week. ~ KANSAS CITY. 

Jooks boffo in fifth “Farny” also ; a 

showed renesed vigor in ‘cinth. Twin Drive-In (Shor) {600 cars | ‘Continued | from page 8) 

; each side; -90\—West:.““Konga” : AL) $1. 50)-+:""Pleasure of His Company” and final round at the Warner. 
= aa | and “Cat Burglar” (UA). 

Estimates for This Week ftional $15 ,000. "Last. week. “Angel | week, $4,500. : 
Fulton ‘Shea: (1.635; $1 25-$1. 75°: Baby” ‘\AA) and “King ‘of. Roaring Kime Dickinson). (504: 90- $1: 25) | 

—"Spartacus” -U Socko $10,000° 99"5"” 1AA), $6,500; East: “Nikki” \— ‘Never.On Sunday” ‘'Lope) (7th 
Gr near, “ith four performances | :BV) and “Gun Fight” (UA. Big 1 Wk). Fancy $1. 500; holds. “Last 
daily at $1. 75 top, Last werk, | *$10.000 or close. Last. week.: week, $2. 000... ¢- 

“Tammy, Tell Me. True” +b) ‘2d i“ Anatomy of Psycho” (Indie) and | Paramount. *Blank-UP). “a 900: 

wk’, $5,000. i“Rommel’s Treasure” (Indie), $5,-:75-$1) —- “Fanny” (WB). “Shapes ; 
Gateway ‘Associated! — 11,900: ; 000. Current week's opening night’: ‘bright $10, 000," ‘stays. “Last . _ week, 

$1.25-S$1.751—"Guns of Navarone™ | grass far both boards of $4.400 set ; “On Double" (Par). $6.500. 
(Cal) 63d wks, Wow $17,000. Last ,a Wednesday record. | . Plaza _ FMW: “NT. 11,639;. 3. .25-'j 
week, $16.500. Valley tWiethe) (1,200; $1-$1.50)— $3 50\—""Guns of Navarone’ (Col) } 

Nixon =: Rubin? 1760: $1. 50- j “Fanny” (WB) (6th wk). Holding: at 13d whe Great, $13, 000; holds. Last : 

$2.75)—"La Dok e Vita’? ‘Astor } : | good $8, 000. Last. week. $8, 500. i so 

5th wk: Sturdy $7.500. Last! { iste $181: “Little Art Theatre) 

week, $7.000. ' sunday Morning”: +Cont) A3d wk). ‘FANNY’ FAT $23,000, Penn ‘UCATC? °3.200;- $12$1.50)— | ' Unusually. long. run for this house, | 
“Goodbye Again” «Ar Fast $12.- ) “nifty .$1,500.. Last Aveek, $1,80 
O00, Last week, “Honeymoon Ma- FRISCO; ‘VOYAGE 156; Roxy. ‘Purwood) - 505. -$1-$1.50)— 
chine” -M-G:, $8 208. San Francisco, Aug. -8. Naked’ Edge”: - UA) 

Shadyside -MOTC! *750; $1.25'—| _ First-run biz shapes: strong here. ‘Pleasant $5.500. Last week. $6.500. 
“Romenoff and Juliet” *U) ‘Sth;currently, with “Fanny” sock 22 [carry ‘on. Constable” wki. Boff. $2,700. Lest week, $2,-; first at Paramount and “Exodus (Gow) (4th | 
Be0. | Rreat on grind opening’ round at; SR? Okay. $1,400. Last: week, 

Squirrel Hill SW: 834: “$1.25)—jthe United Artists. “Voyaze To,” th town - (FMW-NT) (2.043: $1- 
“Two Women’ Kmbasy) 4th wk): Bottom of Sea” is rated good on; $1. ait ‘Parent. Trap” ‘BV) (4th- 

initialer at Fox. “La Dolce Vita” 
still is smash playing two 400-seat | 
houses in third Sessions. 

Timm $3.000, Last week. $3.800. 

Stanley SW) «3.700; $1-$1.501—! 
Pa wrrish” Ww 2. Good 313.500. Last |eombo, $15. 000. 

whe, 89, 500 ,$1.50|—"“King. of Roaring 20" s (AA) “BOSTON — 
Warner ‘SW? ‘1.516; $1-$1.50)— ' and “Angel. Baby” (AA). Nice Sil-|. 

“Fanny” ‘WB c6th wk). / Finished ° 000 or over: Last week, “Tammy +Cantinued from: page: 8). 

Tun Jast night with strove $8. 000. | Tell Me. True” tl) and. “Tomaoy - $16. 500 -or near. Last: week, ““Par- 
: ~~ ent -‘Trap” IBV) (6th: wk), $2.000.. 

Memorial (RKO)./3.600: -90-$1: 49) 

wk). Big $8.000.. but . moves: out. 

“Pleasure OF Phas Cempany” (Par) | Champ” (U) (2d wk), $9,000.- 

8 . Fox (FWC) (4.651: $1.25-$1. 501. 
—— “Voyage To Battom Of Seca” 

and “Sniper's Ridge” (20th). Good ,“Secret| Ways” (U). (2d- wk). Oke 

opens Wedne ‘day 

F BROADWAY $15,000. Last week, “Nikki” (BV)! $13,000. Last wéek;-$13.000..__- 
iContinued trom page’ 9) and “Dumbo” (BV) (reissue) 12d}. Orpheum (Loew) (2.900; 90-$1.49) | 

j Wk), $8,000 for 5 days. .“—'Naked Edge” (UA). and “Cat: 
Monday (7) was big $8000 after!” tea (roew) (2,656; $1.25-)Butglar” ‘WA) "(3d. ‘wk). -Mild 
$9.000 for seeond. $1. 50) — ‘Honeymoon’ Machine”; $8.5p0. Last week: $11,000... 7. 

Guild ‘Guild’ +450; $1-$1.75'— | (n7-q), Okay’ $14.000. Last week, | Yaramount | (NET) | (2.357; 10s: 
“Romanoff and Julet” 'U) ‘9th | “Prancis of Assissi”’ (20th) (3d. wk), ! $1. 25)—"Master of World” (AD | 
wk. This stanza winding today : $8. 000. . fand “Operation Camel”: (AD. 
(Wed.+ looks like sturdy $7.000| Paramount (Par) | (2.646: $1. 05-1 Fine $14.000. Last.week, - “Francis | 

after $7,500 for eighth week. | $1.50)—“Fanny” (WB). Smash $23,- | of Assisi’? :20th) and “Tomboy. and 

“Sand Castles” ‘Indie? is due to. 000. Last week, “Ladies Man” -Par)| Champ”: iU). (2d: wk), $8,000, . 
open Aug. 15. and “Rommel’s Treasure” \Par)! Pilgrim (ATC) (1,909: :75-$1. 95\-- | 

Murray Hill ‘R&B) 585; 95-$1.80) ; ‘2d wk', $11,000. “Thief of Bagdad”. (M-G): Opened |" 
—“Guns of Nayarone” tCol ‘7th| St. Francis (Par) 1 400: $1.25- |: today (Tues.), - Last. week, “Homi- 
wk). This week winding up tomor- ;$2.).—"Guns_ of Navarone”’ ‘Coli! cidal”” Gol), swift $9.000..". | 
rew tThurs.) is heading for smash j; eth - wk). Wham °$14.000. or near.| / “Saxon (Sack): (1,100;: $1 25 “$1. 80) 
$14,000 after $15.000 ‘for sixth Last week, $17,000: o 2) Fanny” (WB). (5th: wk), 
stanza. Continues indef. ‘United Artists. inNo. Coast) : 118th: +$16.000. Last week. $15,000. - 

Paris ‘Pathe Cinema’ ‘568; 90- :$1,25-$1.50)—"Exo us” (UA). Smash 
$1.80/—“Truth” ‘Kings! ‘7th wk. | 819.000. _ Last week. “Gocdbye 

Again” (UA) (3d wk), $6,000. 
—“‘Male and= Female” (Mishkin) 

Guild : Vance) 1300; $1. 251—-""Sat. ioreissue’. Started 12th week Sun-,; 

ICO) 

'Last. week, Uptown and Granada | 

(20th): —'Tammy Tell Me True” (U) and. 

_ Machine” and © “Ada.” 

Big: 

‘State- (Trans-Lux) (7430: 75- $1. 25) 

office have’ arriv ed with. a bang in: 

jthe. current session. However, this. 

I few. -blockbusters or tap’ at’ pres- 

lent. Rainy. period | ‘the: latter. part 

‘of last: week spelled: a sharp. up- 

beat in some. “key® cities along the. 
; Atlantic” Seaboard covered by 
| VARIETY. - . 

- Still ‘champ but: by. a bigger 
| margin is “Guns. of Navarone” 

It moved jnto- ‘first ’ place. 
jlast . stanza. “Fanny” (WB), : which - 
was. ‘second fast week, again. is’: 
winding in .second. “position,.- “hai 
Dolce’ Vita’..(Astor) is’ retaining. 

ia week ago. . 

“Spartacus” (U}, ‘with a “ number.! 
lof new: ‘popscale engagements | 
' starting, is moving up -to. fourth 

- | spot. It: was. ninth last ‘round. 
| “Goodbye Again”. (UA). is ‘pushing © 
jup from 10th’ place -' to-; fifth! 
i position. “Naked. Edge,” also’ ‘from: 
United Artists, ‘is winding. in sixth , 
‘Place. . 

|: “Voyage To Bottom: “ot “Sea” 
:(20thi" is “holding to: ‘seventh | ‘spot, 
‘same as a week ago. “Parent Trap” 
| (BV), fourth last stanza. is finish- 
‘ing. eighth. “Exodus” - (UA): is cap-.1 
‘turing ninth position. - 

““Roinanoff: and Juliet” (,. 
runner-up film a™ week. - ago, 

a 

is 

'¢4th = wk). ) Winding: up in 10th. place. '“Never vinice in N.Y. © a 
7 Complete Bozoffice. Reports: on: -. 

Fairway (FMW-NT!: 1700; $1 = [ery ‘will : be. Ath. “Tammy Tell ! Pages 89). m 

WEINGARTEN, BERMAN: 

‘On’ Sunday” ‘Lope, in: like cate- 

“UNITED & APART, BOTH). 
‘Hollywood, Aug. 8. 

* Status ‘of - AY on Productions, 

indie under which. Lawrence’ Wein- 

|-garten and Pandro S.. Berman |! 

have’ now completed .10-pix ‘com-" 

mitment to  Metro,.” ‘underwent | 

transformation over: weekend: 
Partners will hereafter ‘operate 
separately in. producing for Metro. ' 

product elsewhere. Each partner { 
will do. ore “Avon. film over next’ 
‘two. years. 

In . return for. flexibility now. 
granted Avon, metro gets first: call . 
on distribution: rights to its. future’ 
films. Final Avon: films. on. pact: 
started in 1957: were. , Honeymoon’ 

: PHILADELPHIA 
‘(Continued from*page’'9) 

“Fanny” is fine: in- fifth at Ran-. 
dolph, 

Estimates for This. Weeir | 

‘Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-$1. 80)— 

“Voyage to Bottom of Sea” (20th) 
‘ . - ‘and ‘Soho: ‘Strip’. (Indie).” Record | . 

Soe ree Sia OOO ame ae er | Vogue ‘S. F. Theatres) (364; 81.50)7$8.000, wow . for: this. bandbox | 2.1K). Quiet $4,000.” Last. week, 
fitth —“Secrets Of Women” Janus . Oke house. Last. week, “Eve: and |" Boyd -{ W)- (1.536: $2-$9. 

Pi; sama . ; $4,000. Last week,. “L'Avventura”- Handyman” (Indie) .and.- snaked | oyd {S wy $ $ 50) — ) 
Pix ‘Bernard Brandt: '819: 99-$2) | (Janus) (6th wk), $1.600. oe Run Indie). “13d wk), $3,500. “La Dolce Vita” (Astor) (3d- wk). 

—“Rocco and Brothers” -Astor)|  presiaio (Hardy) 1774: .$1.25—|°° ae | Great $14,000. Last: week; $15,000. 
(6th wk). Fifth week ended Satur- “Carrv On Constable” - IGov 15th} Fox. (Milgram) (2. 200; 99-$1 80) 

day '5) was big $10,000. after $11,- i wk). Big $2.900. Last week, “$2. 800.. TORONTO —"“Guns of Navarone”’ : Col) (4th 

060 for fourth. ' Larkin. Clay, (A-R) 400: 400:. 

Plaza ‘Loperti aa. ‘SI. a eirrre , $1.75-$2.00—“‘La Dolce Vita” (As- “Never On Sunday” -Lope) 143d tor) (3d wk). Socko $18,000 or close..'$6.000. Last w Deno 

wk). The 42d week ended Monday; Last week, $22,500. ~ $ 0..Last week. $ 

(T) was smash $17,500 after $16,000 ——_——— 

LOS ANGELES . for 41st round. 

_.¢Continued. from’ ‘page ‘9) 

- Hyland: Rank} (1,357* '$1-$1. 50)— 
1“No Love for Johnnie”: (20th)...(3d 
wk), Fine $5,000. Last. week, ‘same. 

. 68th St. Playhouse ‘Leo Brecher} . d 0) ‘Imperial. (FP) (3.343; $1-$1.50)—.} 
(370: $1.50-$2) -- “The Joker” ‘Continued. from pare -|“Fanhy” (WB). Hefty. $14,000. or 
(Lope). Opened *londay +7). Last, (Rank) (2d wk). Stow $3, 200. Last: near. . Last. week, - “Ladies. _Man” 
week, “Tunes of Glory” ‘Lope) | week, $5,200. "1 Par); $9,000: 
(subrun), was fine $6. 700 for 12; Four Star (UA) (868; 90-$1. 50)— | International (Taylory (557: $1-. 
days at $1.50 top. 4 “Watch Your Step” (Magna) :2di¢1°25)—“Never On Sunday” (Loper) 

Sutton ‘R&B? ‘561: 95-$1:80) —}; wk). Steady $4,100. Last: week, ‘29th wk). Sturdy $3, 500:.Last week, 
“Two Women" Embassy! :14th wki. $5,600 
The 13th session completed Sun-| Chinese (FWC) (1,408: $2-82. 40)| Loew's (Loew). a 641: ‘$1-$1. 25). 
dav *@ pusked te bis $11,000 after: —" Goodbye Again”: :UA) '3d: wk). | “Goodbye Again” (UA). (2d ~wk). 
$10.000 for 12th weck.’ : Light $9,000. Last. week. $11,800..| Big $11,500. Last. week, $15,000. 

Trans-Lux 52d St. ‘T-L) '540:, - Fox Wilshire (FWCF 11, 990; $1.49-|. : Tivoli «FP) +935; $1.50-$2.50)— |. 
$1-$1.50'\—“Cold Wird .in August”: $2)—‘Francis of Assisi”. (20<h) \3d | “La Dolce Vita” (Astral). Capacity 
(VA) 13d wk). First holdover stanza j wk). Mild $5,000. Last week, $5.600.'| $13,000. Last week, . “Exodus” (UA) 
ended yesterday :Tues.} was smash | Crest. (Sfate) (750; 90-$1.50-— (19th wk), $6.000: . 
$12.000 afte: $11.000 for opener. |: “L'Avventura” (Breg) ‘3d: wk). | 

Trans-Lux 85th St. ‘!T-T.) +550; ., Pale $2,000. Last week... $2.500. 

$1.25-$2)—"Old Man and Sea’, Music Hall, Canon ‘Ros) 1720; 7 

(WB) apens today 'Wed.) on sub-; 500; $2. 40-$2.75)—"“La Dalee Vita” 
gequent-run, In ahead. “Naked! ‘Astor) (4th wk). Great $24,000. 
Edge” (UA) (6th wk-5 days), was} Last week, $28,900. 
slow $2.500 after $4.500 for fifth Holly Paramount (State) (1,468; 
full week. $1-$2.40)—“‘Fanny” (WB) ‘6th wk). 

World ‘Perfecto’ 390: 90-$1.80); Fine $15,000. Last week, $17.000. 
—“Lust For Sun” 'FAW) (‘6th wk). Warner Beverly (SW) (1.316; 

Current stanza ending tomorrow $1. 25-$2.40)—“‘Guns of Navarone” 
(Thurs.) is heading for smash $11,-; '‘Col) ‘6th’ 300. Boffo $20,000. ‘Last 
000 after $10,200 for’ fifth week. | week. $20 
Holds again. Vogue EWC) (810; 90-$1. 50)— 

-Same.: 

“Romanoff and Juliet” 
wk). 
$5,000. 

(U) {6th 
Swell $4, 500. - Last.” ‘week, 

—“Spartacus” . (U).: Film. previously 
‘played this house -at $2. 75. top for 
20 weeks, with balcony cut off and 
reduced. capacity.-of. 1,421. Return 
date, ‘with 2,453 capacity on pop- 

\ scale and three’ shows. daily, looks 
terrific $13,500: Last week, “Tam- 
my Tell Me. True” (WU) (2d wk),: 
$6,500 at. $125 top. 

a ““partish” (WB). (6th. wk): ‘Good’ $27,000: 
- Goldman (Goldmany 4 200: 99-.|-. 

Towhe (Taylor). (693: ‘90-$1, 25\— 

Uptown. (Loew) (2.453; ‘$1-$1.75). 

wk): Wow ‘$26, 000. Last week, | 

$1. 80)—“Goodbye Again” (UA) (3d |: 
| WR}. Good $9, 000. Last week, $9,-] 
; 206. 

(BY) ° (7th |: 
‘Neat $6; 000. -Last week, $6,- 

$1.80)—“Parent- Trap” 
wk). 
500. . 

‘Randolph (Goldman) 2 “500: 99: 
$1. 80)—“Fanny” (WB) 
Fine | $11,000. . Last: week, $10, 000. 

Stanley (SW). (2, 500: - -99-$1. 80)— 
\“Francis. of Assisi” (20th). (2d wk). | 
j Mild $11,000. . Last. week,: $12. 500. 

Stanton. (SW). «1 483: -99-$1. 80)— |: 
“Homicidal” 4Col) (2d. wk).- 
$13,000: . Last week, $15, 500: 

‘Stadio (Goldberg). (489;. 99-$1. 8G) j. 
—“Nude -to Moon” (Indie) and. 
“Paris Vice Squad” (Iridie) (2¢ wk). 
‘Fancy $5,500. Last week, $7,000.-- 

Trans-Lux (EL) - 1500;. 99-$1. 80).|. 
—"Tunes of Glory” (Lope) (3d wk). 
Big. $6,500... Last week,. $7,000. 

Viking (Sley) :{1.000; $9-$1.80)— 
“Naked Edge” (UA) (3d wk).. Big. 
$8,000. Last week, $9,000 

Werld. (R&B-Pathe) (483; 
$1.80) — “Truth” (Kings), . Solid 
$6,000 or near. Last. week,” “Cheat- 

“pers”. Aindie), $2,200. . . 

| However, they jointly are- continu- }* 
‘|ing Avon; which -now. ‘will . offer | 

“Midtown (Goldman): (1; 200: o9- the Regent, . 

45th. wk)... 

Fast 

"gg. 

” 3d, ‘Spartacus’ Ath. 

[Me. ‘True” a) rounds cout the. "Top, - . 
=: fe 

‘are the Tunner-up pix.: 
“Nikki” (BV) shows considerable 

: promise among: ‘the. néweomers. It - 
iis ‘good in. Baltimore: and: Detroit,:: 
;trim, in. Chi and Denver’ ‘and: big’. 
.in. Ciney. “King of, Roaring 20's’ 
HAA), also: * new, . . looms nice. in: 
Frisco.” 
$ “Konga”: (AD, anotiier: newcom-. 
er,. shapes. ‘wow. in Cincy. and. big : 
in Detroit. . “Master: of.: “World,” ’- 
‘from same. company, is rated. hep 
iin St.. Louis, . - - 

“Cold’: Wind in August”. (UA) 
Sensa- Par) «6th wk). Okay $4,000. Last :its: grip on third money, ‘same as: :continues ‘smash in--second pound oe 

“Honey> 
lusty im)... 

: Minneapolis, looks okay in: LA. 7 

t playing two -N-Y.: houses. 
-|moon- “Machine” {M-G), 

jand Frisco... ~ ao 
|. “Ben-Hur” .. (M-G). ‘looks * lively’ 
in ‘LA. ‘On. extended-run.’ “Ladies 
{Man”" (Par) is‘ rated- fancy in Den- 
ver. “Homie:dal”, ‘Col), looms. ‘swift :. 

-in’ Boston,. 
. “Last. Stinset’”™ tH; okay. jn- ‘Dens 

iver, shapes -fancy.. in: Boston. “The 
| Truth’ (Kings), just getting un- . 
ider. way. looks nice ‘in’ Balto and : 
:tall in Washington. -and is big in. _ 
W.Y. playing two cinemas.. 
Saturday’ Night, Sunday. “Morn- 

_ ding”. ‘+Cont) .continues ‘socko.* in 
some’: four . or. five. keys: playing 
arty theatres. “Leda” - :ATimes) 4s. 

10 Lebovitz Stands 
Go. To: Martin. Circuit; ~ 
Second 1961 Purchase - 

‘ Atlanta, Aug. 8. 
“Moses. Lebovitz's “Independent. 

Theatre circuit: in ‘Chattanooga has 
ceded 10 of its situations in two 
‘states to the -Martin Theatres 
‘chain, “based in’ Columbus, Ga., for .. 
an undisclosed ‘price... 

— 

alto, and-‘the 500-seat Central, both | 
in Atlanta. oan eae 

“ Bight’ other. properties in ‘the: 
deal all-in’ 

circuit owns. and operates some. 200. 
situations. in Georgia, 
Florida,. Tennessee ‘arid. Kentucky, 
-plus ‘ television ‘propertiés. ‘In’ Ca- 
lumbus-.. and. ‘Chattanooga... 

tres in- Tennessee from the Cres- 4 
cent Amusement Co, oy Toy 

E. D. Martin, prez. -of the Martin 2 
chain, indicated no. exec. personnel . 
changes, ‘at Teast: for the nonce,.re-. 

_{ sulting: from last ‘week’s purchase, - 
Independent loop. ‘acquired | the: at 

‘two ‘Atlanta houses in 1954 from 
ivet ~ -: Atlanta 
Mion. ar . 

- The ‘eight: other. theatres. ‘picked. 
lup - -by Martin include :-the. State, - 

"| Capitol, Brainerd.: -and - Liberty 
-(hardtops), : ‘and the. Red Ban 
Highwy 58, .Broad Street, and: 23d 
Street (ozoners). - a 

+ Basse Syndicate Reopens’ 
~ Detroit’s Former Regent .. 

‘ Detroit, Aug. & 
The- 1 400-seat Center, formerly. * 

has reopened. after .- 
being: dark two years: . First bill 
was “One Eyed vi acks”. and “Savage - 
Innocents.” - a 
Center: is in’: the, ‘midtown. area oe 

and: hopes to pick up former Fisher ~- 
Theatre. ‘patrons. - Fisher. ‘is -under- © 
going $3,000,000. reconstruction for 
legit - productions. : oy 
Newly “reopened film’ ‘house: is o 

: Wiliam: Fr iedberg, ' 
Warner Bros.; 

formerly ‘of : 
and - Saul: Korman,.. 

‘Center manager will : be. Joseph - 
L,. Thomas. a 
‘Center. formerly .-was -operated, — 

by United Detroit Theatres; It was 
J gutted ‘by: fire: several’ years age- 
and rebuilt ata cost of $100,000. 
Basse spent about $25,000 ta mod- 
‘ernize equipment .and clean it of. 
ren accumulation : ot nee 
webs. : 

Bob Seett has: purchased - the 
Milam Theatre and %7 Drive-In at: 
Cameron; Tex. from the. Rowley 

” United Pension : ‘Fund. - 

“Francis ‘of Assisi” (20th), fail, — 

‘Arts: (F ing to measure. up to initial prom- -. ©. 
Fine (EWC) (631; $2-$2.40) idoes not. appear. to‘ have: hurt. the. ‘Hiser ‘and. “By Love Possessed’ (UA) ms 

Deal..in- *- 
cludes" the. downtown’ 927-seat Ri-.* - 

sue-Chattanooga’-area, ~ 
‘and include -four:: hardtops: ‘and 

‘| ditto number of. drive-ins.” ‘Martin. 

Alabama,. -. 

Earlier." 
‘this year, Martin acquired. 60- thea-" 

show man’ Charles oo 

headed. by Mike ‘Basse ‘and includes © .. 

operator of:: the: Kramer: Theatre. 



_ Bion,” 

‘One of the last oe “the: lg uncommitted ‘budgets for. ty. bundi 
. buying: will be placed this .week—-and it. looks ‘like NBC-TV . una os 
-De. the winner. This is the Beech, Nut biz, approximating some $7,- i. 
00,0 000, for which: all three ty webs: have, ‘been. desperately Pitch- : 

“4 
“Coming on. top of the ‘NBC-TV- ‘graboft. of the- International 

_ Latex. billings :($2,000,000). and Helen.Curtis ($2,500,000). it: would - 
“<" go a long way toward ‘easing’ the - arixieties around’ the network |. 
 @ver: the current sales: ‘slump, as. ‘evidenced -by. the fact that there's. ° |. 

. ¢ ptill -gome™. $60,000,000 « in’ unsold. programming and. Aims on. the’. : 
““three networks.. (See separate story.) - . 

ies Station Tels C Crit 
Ply a Kite in Axi 

Atlanta, Aug..8. 4- 
’ Alan Patureau,. “Atlanta Journal 

“ gadto- television — editor, has been |". 
“‘waging.a two-week running battle 1: 

. with. WSB-TV, © via -: his .daily.| 
a column, ° in .an- “effort to: _persuade 
that station: from. jettisoning . the 
“Play. of the Week” series. . 
Sunday - 

he had: received. 1,050 replies. (fa- 
vorable) in his campaign: 
' Station, in. éffect,. told him. to} 

go take a.running jump’ ‘and take |. ” 
‘take- effect after the ‘summer, -fol-. . his. 1,050 ‘letters with, him. ° 

Patureau intimated: he: felt~ ‘that’ 
"WSB-TV. .(which is’ owned and 
opérated. by. Atlanta ‘Newspapers, 

:Ine:, which also o&0s paper Patu-- 
“eau ‘scribbles. for) slugged . him 
: below the belt’-Sunday (30) .when: 
they put on “Play: of Week's” -Jean 

“. " Even so, POTW. is: being ‘axed: by | 
. WSB-TV. ‘Sept. ‘30... 

‘ Jean’ ‘Hendrix, assistant. ‘to. WSB: |: Ik 
TV's. “general “manager.-. Marcis 

-Bartlett, had a lot to Say.. ‘about sta- | 
--.tion’s ‘reasons: for. dropping. series. 

". “We had ‘one: feeler. about. ‘part |” 
. ‘sporisorship jn: early evening time 

“but we. 
. ean’t Tun these’ ‘plays’ when . 80° 

. slot,” she’ told: ‘Patureau, 

"many youngsters are- -watching— 
- there’s too much. blue material. « 

* “I'm. ‘not: convinced this is ‘the. 
Chairman}... 

Newton} Minow: had in mind: when. 
he called:for an ‘uplifing of tv. If: 
ft is, then: f.don’t: understand fim. 

kind: ‘of .thing. (FCC). 

: because - ‘some : of . these: so-called 
adult. plays are trash.” * 
. : Miss “Hendrix. recently. ‘géreened 
‘arid ‘cancelled: “Legend ‘of Lovers" 
and. will fill: the. gap. by. ruining 

. what: Patureau ‘calls her. favorite,’ 
'“Dor Juan in Hell; at 9: 30°. p.m., 
- the: slot. the: ‘scrivener™ says ° “we all- 
“yearned: ‘to return: to!’ 

. Miss. Hendrix . “countered . his 
gasping at: straws comment: by: ex- 
ree ‘that NEC. net's “Nation's 
uture” is: a: ferun: ‘next week . Any" 

. ‘that slot. 
: Editor pointed out: to Miss. Hen.” 

‘writers _dtix§ that. .1,050 letter. - 
“wanted ‘POTW-—one-sixth: of ‘te- 

-gponse received. by Chicago . Daily | 
_. News in a town, six times the size 

of Atlanta.: 
renewed. 
: Patureau. -asked. 

. ... -Patureau .-went down’ swinging. ' 
vy “The demise of the ‘Play" is a sad. 
we thing... Ultimately, if ‘telecasters 

. and. advertisers: can’t find.a way 
‘to. accommodate. . such .. -topgrade’ 
fate, pay-tv: Will have’ a » bright fu- 

wes ture. indeed: ae 

| -Lemer &l I " we
 

We er 
to 

sler: 

“NBC-TV. closed. ‘out July ‘sales. 
‘with. bankrollers’ for: 24. of. the | 

- ‘web's: entertainment Specials... 

“Most ‘recent. sale’ was-of the “per-| , 
* ner &. Loewe. Sketchbook’" special | 

"Corp. Othet special, ‘sporisors. and! 

“their.” buys: : are: * Westinghouse, 
“Sound of. the Sixties”: Procter &' 
Gamble, ' : “Hollywood's.” Golden: 
Years”;.:. American - -Gas Assoc., 

a (6). Patureau’ acknow- 
“‘ledged defeat ‘despite the fact that. 

assignments - ‘for _the new. season. 

W. Germany Sets 
Paul. Sarte. drama; “Crime of Pas- i 

‘Paturéau said” he - consid: |.’ 
' ered. that “one: of David. ‘Susskind’s. 1 
-. shop’s lesser efforts... 

-man.---Rundfunk; Hamburg, 
gone. up from 8. 0c0 marks ($2,000) 
per-.minute to. 10,000: marks 

It’s. now estimated: that: 
buying one minute: of commercial 
'($2:500). 

‘creases. 

ta 54,000 marks’: 
|. by “next. year. 
‘entirely - ‘sold. ‘out, 
increases ‘will. -do' ‘very “little to} 

: As: a. result, WGN-TV 
* Why ‘didn't : -WSB-TY?.| 

tic Go 
‘Play Of Wek 

“Bob Lang Ex iting (BS 
* Robert E. Lang, v.p. of. CBS-TV 

News, 

‘Since: 
the Klinger. appointment. ‘Lang ‘had 
‘served ..as -an.exe¢ in sales: and. 
sales adininistration for the news: 
division. 

“Lahg's ‘resignation probably will 

lowing .: completion:” of * budgetary 

‘Un, Ditto Rates: 
ML 50 a a Minute 

‘}for the new semester, .a good 10% 
-| better than its present sales status). 
‘For: NBC this. could’ be the:second 

| go-round - within a year on. lopofts: 
As an indication of what can. hap- 

‘pen when ‘things . ‘get rough, NBC 

_ Frankfurt; Aug’ 8. 

With. ‘the: ‘pumber of television: 

sets having increased: to 5,268,000 

in: West Germany: and West Berlin, 

at. “‘Jéast | one’ “of ‘the. stations. ‘has’ 

. decided ‘that ‘It’s: row’ 

‘the. commercial ; rates, 

Television | ‘time at ‘North Ger-| 
has 

time - across:.the entire West . ‘Ger- 
‘Man net. costs 46,000. marks (about 
$11,500). and’ that with . added. -in- 

the ‘other. expected. ‘at ~ 

stations, .too, the feé will :go up 

_and the new 

slice off ‘the | "prospective business. 

Source of. income: here, ‘with every. 
set, ‘owner. handing © ‘out “five. Ger- 
‘Man. .marks— $1,25 — monthly © for: 
the -privilege .: .of'- viewing - the 
shows.. “And the net income of the 
‘West German Federal ‘Post, which 
‘collects the. -fees, has. just: been. 
released as. of. about. 210,000,000: 
marks ($52. 500. 000 + for 1960.. In 
return for all ‘that loot, the’ West 
Gernian : television. stations offered 

(their viewers an ‘average. of . five 
-hours of’ shows’ daily, 
of 120. 000: minutes - of. productions 

” last year. 

Meanwhile, - - since. -there’s. “so 
_fmuch competition: for good shows 

the. West :.Ger- lin | West Germany, 
man. Television Station ‘at Cologne 

| bas-come; up’ with. a. pracfical ap-| 
‘| proach: “It’s underwriting | the: fee : 

of. training radio. scripters. in the | 
‘bart: of: working with television. 

Brunswick Ups Budget 
For Spread on ABC-T 
Brunswick | Corp;)- 

signed : to’.-partially sponsor four/| 
i show's ‘on. the: ABC-TV. net. during. 

is: resigning Decision ..was | 
‘in, the wake. of the appointment. 
of ‘Dave Klinger. ‘as v.p..of adminis- 
.tration for.-CBS-TV News.. 

(about - $16,000). 
-The .stations are | 

‘Meanwhile, tv has” ‘another rich 

‘gap. 

or. a: total. 

‘manufactures! i 

" ‘slated .for. February” .to. Chrysler | of” bowling | equipment,. has.. now; 

ei 
INVITE LAYOFFS: 

By GEORGE: ROSEN 

works, not to mention  budgétary 
cutbacks on program development, |. 

” ‘planning, ‘ete., could hinge: on what |: 
| happens in the: next 30 days or so | 

ae Prana now and Labor .Day—- 
Tin the selloff: of: prime ‘time pro- 
‘| gramming on-the three webs. 

-As of the moment there’s some- 
‘thing like $60,000. 000 remaining in 
unsold programming. ‘and time—a 
figure far below the quotas set by |. 
the: networks for the ’61-'62 sea-- 

~{son. .And. ff the webs fail to meet 
their quotas,. it’s: believed inevit- 

_Jable that retrenchments will follow 
“las a- means, of offsetting the de- 

ficits.. 

another. alternative in ‘shaving : 
costs—that was to siphon funds. out.j 
of so-called prestige. programming, ! 
which never got.sold anyway. But: 
‘by virtue of the Newton Minow- : 
sparked pressures .and.. the D.C. : 

.[elimate, things are different ‘now. 
Public affairs-news (and there will 
‘he. lots: of it; sold or unsold: is 
locked ‘in tight’ for next season. 
That leaves. staff cuts and auxiliary } 

-| budget trimming as the only. alter- § 
‘native. - - ; 

‘It’s. anticipated that the burden 
* ot ‘the cuts. will fall ‘on.CBS and, 
_|-NBC,. since ABC: operationaily is 
~land: always has been tight-knit. and ! 
anyway, thanks. to.an early start|° 
-Jast spring, ABC has. managed to get: 
off thé ground with a more impos- 
ing sales. record that puts it ahead 
of last.-season, : (By ‘contrast, CBS 
this time ‘last: year. was about 95° 
SRO. on _ prime. time. programming 

over the past six months went on & 
‘time © to “Up; ‘trimming .expedition. which” af- 

| fected some 400 employes, includ-: 
ing more than a half. dozen top 

i salarjed veepees. Exec desks. with 
‘three phones wound up with two; 
.two-phone..desks were cut to one. 
Before things .simmeréd down an. 
NBC. :memo to ‘all departmental 
heads suggested that the word be 
passed around” 
everybody fly tourist instead of 

“(Recent spurt of sales. 

‘that henceforth 

first: class. 
at. NBC has helped cdnsidérably to 
‘ease anxieties at. that network), - 
And-so the. next four-five weeks 

represents the second’ critical’ sell}. 
ing period for the. webs, .with a 
mad scramble on for whatever bill- | 

‘The first. .period, | 
‘brought: in | 
(Procter © & | 

ings are left.. 
back in. March-April, 
the heavy. spenders 
Gamble, General. Foods, Liggett. & 
Myers, American. Tobacco, R. J. 
Reynolds, ete), accounting. for 75% 
of ‘all billings. But since then it’s 
been: ‘dribs and. dirabs. - Minutes 
that were peddled: for as high as. 
$40,000 in the spring are. now go- 
ing for as low as $20,000, so des-} 
‘perate is’ the. jived to. close. the} 

tv . billings: still uncommitted, in-. 
cluding..a few major accounts like: 
Derby. Foods, ‘Beech Nut, Sterling. 

|.Drugs and some : auto | money and 
a lot ‘of jobs, |: ‘come .- ‘September ! 
morn, may depend on. the success 
or failure of the: network sales boys: 
‘In wooing that con. 

Gee. Burns, Art Carney 
~. On Connie Francis TVer: 

“Sept: 13 Connie -Francis Show. 

TMABC-TY. )) took on more shape ; 

over: thie. weekend with the. sign-: 
ing of ‘George ‘Burns -.and Art:’ 

Carney. by: GHV executive pro-_ 

ducer. ‘Sandy Lesherg. 

Writer Jack .Wohl was also: added ; 

A lot of jobs around the tv net- 

In: past ‘years: ‘the’ networks had | 

{Dreier’s WBKB nexscast to 
{pushed back a quarter hour and 

“‘There’s. some $25,000.000 in. 

:TV ETCHING 
| Wasserman’s CBS-TV Crime Series { 

‘Bing’s Cuffo for Peggy 
London, Aug: 8. 

Bing Crosby, .currently in 
Britain filming “Road To Hon 
Kong’ with Bob Hope and 
Joan Collins, guested on a 
Peggy Lee spectacular which 
‘was taped here on Sunday 130) 
by British ABC-TV—for no 
fee. This is a classic. scoop 
for ABC-TV for Croshy has: 
spurned. repeated efforts to 
get him on tv over here. 
He told’ Variety: “Peggy 

and. fare old friends and I 
owe her lots of favors. That's 
why I did the show.” And, ac- 
cording to Miss Lee, she will 

.. return. the favor, gratis, when 
they get.back té.the US. 

‘Alex Dreier Tiff 
With: Hagerty May. 
‘Cue WBKB Exiting 

Chicago, Aug. 8. 
Alex: Drefer,: who left the NBC 

stations here last year after a dis- 
;pute with management, may walk : 
out on the local ABC-TV o&o this - 
fall if news chieftain Jim Hagerty 
had his way with a 10 p.m. (CST): 
network newscast. 
The web’s news show would force ‘ 

would necesarily force him to re-: 
port local news. His penchant is: 
to. spiel and comment on national ; 
news. Dreier also feels his rating i 
would suffer if he came on after : 
the other local news roundups. and . 
his three sponsors (Meister Brau ' 
‘Beer, Bell: Savings, and Courtesy 

were deferred to 10:15. 

his contract anyway. 

(Rosenberg Case, Mona Lisa, Etc.) 
+ CBS-TV is underwriting a coste 

ily, and what promises to be a con- 

‘troversial series of historically 

{based dramas to be produced by 

David Susskind’s Talent Assoclates- 

Paramount and written by Dale: 

Wasserman, currently one of the 

most prolific scripters in all ahow 

biz media. Titled “Crime of the 
Century,” the string of one-houe 
film or taped shows will explore 
some of the most sensitive news- 
paper stories of the past 50 ycars 
with an approach of “build report- 
age.” in Wasserman’s phrase. At 

ileast the first three In the series 
‘are slated to be specials during 
ithe 1961-62 season. 

_ Undoubtedly the hottest item in 
‘the series will be “The Rosenberg 
; Case, ” an appraisal of the postwar 
‘atomic espionage affair which led 
‘to the execulfon of Ethel and Jultus 
Rosenberg. Wasserman is cucrent- 
ly in process of researching this 
case, but indicated that whatever 
the final point of vieu, this show 
is sure to provoke a chorus of 
beefs, nays and widespread 

: anguish. 
t 

series, 

ipresent day. 

i 

Another provocative show tn the 
probably as the kickoff, 

‘will be “Dynamite.” a study of the 
pre-World War I bombing of the 
Ios Angeles Times, which led to. 
the indictment: and conviction of 
numerous labor leaders found to 
be involved in tke violence. In 

:this show, Wasserman's point of 
view will be striking at the ugly 
-elements of labor-management ree 

 - lations which still hotd over to the 
A lighter show will 

; be titled “The Theft of the Mona 
‘Lisa,’ 1935 incident involving a 
_ fang of art counterfeiters Up for 
‘consideration are such storles ae 
‘the murder of Leon Trotsky and 
‘the assassination of Ghandi. 

Wasserman delivered the proto- 
Motors) have already indicated that type for the “Crime of the Cen- 
they. would arkle the show if it jfurs” series In his “The Lincoln 

: Murder Case,” last season's drama 

Without a prime time showcase ‘Which developed the thesis thes 
for him, it wouldn't be feasible for @ 

J WEBK to keep Dreier, at his prices. : Edwin Stanton, was involved ig 
and ‘he would probably want out of , the murder conspiracy. Wasserman 

Dreier has} said that additional evidence that 

menther of Lincoln’s cabinet, 

real estate and business interests : ‘has come to light since the tv show 
in San Francisco, and if he should , confirms that suspicion. in any 
feel he’s ‘not getting anywhere ‘case, the “Lincoln” stanza brought, 

undoubtedly move to that city. 

FANFANI FANFARE 
LINKS SOVIET, ITALY: 

. Rome, Aug. 8. 
Russta and Italy were this week 

linked for the first time via direct 
television hookups. Occasion was 
‘the Soviet visit by Ttalian Prime 
‘Minister Amintore Fanfant and 
‘Foreign Minister Segni 

Material showing Fanfani’s ar- 
‘Tival at Vnukovo airport in Mos- 
cow {also. televised live by Rus- 
sian TV) as. well as spliced-in 
‘filmed material was transmitied 
via a Intervision-Eurovision link 
direct to Rome,.where It was re- 

| corded and used. on various RAT- 
at hews programs shortly there- 
after: 

A ‘technical mishap held up tele- 
cast‘ of. first day’s events at Hel- 

- ‘sinki, where it was recorded, then 
Fetransmitted 90 minutes later. On 
second day, continental 
worked, and clear 

jto Leningrad. Helsinki. Stockholm, ‘ 
iMalImoe, and into the ‘normal 
Eurovision circuit to Milan and 
; Rome. 

While. actual! telecast and use of 
_ Russian’ TV cost RAI-TY. nothing, 
i as it comes under the Eurovision- 
‘Intervision program exchange ar- 

i 

the. 1961-62 season.. Company was?te work on ideas with ‘director yangement, the lease ‘of extra cir- 
first’ inked to” co-sponsor . "Make; 

' That: Spare” with . Brown: & Wil- 
{liamson- ‘Tobacco :Ce.. on Saturday: 

“seven. Selznick temakes: Hallnrark, inight. immediately:; following the; 
‘five. ‘Hallmark. ‘Hall of -Fames”; | 
Purex, five: Wolper “The World of* 

Centra): Life, t-9 Project 20 ‘brace: 
One Generals ‘Lee ‘and Grant. 

fizht telecasts. . 

|: Gregg. Garrison 

joined ‘by other’ seripters this week. : ‘ cast is esfimated.to have cost some 

Wohl ‘may be” 

‘Beecham Products, : “sponsor, .-is 
‘also’ going. into the final phases of”; 

-In addition. Brunsw ick: has come | distribution of the Connie Francis 
...." shows; ‘U.S. Steel, the. Proj- ‘ ‘into. ‘the. web:” aS:.a. participating "LP album. Albums are to be. sold! ' as the arrival of spaceman Gayarin 

‘ect 20 special on Christ;. ‘and. Union sponsor ‘ on: “Adventures ‘in. Paraci in’ supermarkets, ‘zug. and. variety ; and the May Day parade. but these 
dise, ” “Ozzie & Harriet” 

“Steve, Allen show. : 
and . ‘thet stores ‘with’ packages ‘of Brylcreem. 

Tattached. 

' cuits, -phone lines, etc, for this 
first: Moscow-to-Rome direct tele- 

; , $7.000 per day 

| ’ Previously, RAI-TV had shown 
events originating in Moscow such, 

"BBE first picked up bv Britain's 
BEC. then serviced to BAL 

| 

with his ABC affiliation here he'll to bear the multiple perspectives, 
:staceato rhythms and sharply de« 
fined ideas which will charactere 
ize the “Crime of the Century” 
serles, 

In addition to a half-dozen othee 
scripting projects rattling sround 
‘in his mind, Wasserman, who wrote 
the screenplay, is now awaitin 
final editing of “The Power and 
The Glory” film, starring Laurence 
Olivier and also produced hy 
‘Susskind for CBS-TV and for sgub- 

“seas 
sequent theatrical exhibition over. 

He‘s ajso written anothee 
film, “The Sea and The Shadow,” 
‘which has just been shot in South 
America and due for the art house 
circuit: Meantime. he's leaving for 
Coast In a couple of weeks to 

-catch the production of his play, 

link i 
image was! 

(flashed over circuit from Moscow] 

“998,"" at the Professional Theatre 
Workshop in Hollywood later this 
month. 

Gillette's Spread 
Totals $10,000,000 

Gillette is sharpening up AB(‘- 

-TV’s sales picture for the 1981 62 

with a layout on the web of over 

$10 000.000 for the period In addl- 
tlor to buying alternate half hours 

on “Surfside 6" starting in Janu- 
ary, the razor company Is going 

into a heavy pre-Christmas push 
three weeks before the hollday 
with a buy of 52 minutes 

Gillette will also have the weck- 
jy fieht on Saturday night at 10 
pm to about 1945 pm aud iso 
has taken over half weekly spon- 
sorehip of the NCAA fonthall 
exmeg each Saturday during this 

sfali 

ura 



_RABIO-TELEVISION 

ith All 3 Networks Slugging Away | 
10 to 11, Looks Like Everybody May 

Get Hurt on Share of TV Audience; 
There is a theory embraced by4 

gceme advertising agencies that the 
reat 10-to-11 p.m. “experiment” 
vy the three television networks 

will by the end of next season [ 
prove a bust and that by the fall of 
1962 many of the later network 
time periods will be returned to af- 
filiates for local. programming or 
elise be converted, in the main, to 
web public affairs, which does not 
have to be bread-and-butter pro- 
‘gramming. 

In the fall, far the first time, all 
three networks will have programs 
between 10 and 11 p.m: every sin- 
gle night of the week. This, agen- 
cies feel, creates a dangerously 
competitive situation, where, be- 
cause of lower sets-in-use at 10:30: 
and frequentiy, as early as 10 p.m., 
there really doesn’t appear to be 
room for .the increased competi- 
tion. so that time-proven programs 
such as Garry Moore, “Untouch- 
ables” and “What's Mv Line?” will 
probably have a big ‘share of woe. 

To be a success against two other 
shows, where there was one or 
more in competition last season, 
means that for even the best show { 
at 10 p.m. to be successful it must | 
get anywhere between a 35°r to 
40° share of audience. This is be- | 
eause tv sets in use at 10:30 tpar- 
ticularly in small towns where 
viewers mostiv sack in by 10 or, at 
Jatest, 10:30: drop sharply. For in- 
stance, the fourth quarter average 
jast year for 10 to 10:30-.0n Eridays 
was a 52.1 and, worse, from 10:30 
to 11, it was a mere 46.1, latter be- 
ing no less than 10 points off earl- 
jer evening time and as much as 12 
sets-in-use points off. 

Millions of dollars are at stake in 
the 10-11 p.m. experiment, and al- 
ready signs of financial instability 
are striking at it. Clear sign of 
agency trepidation about 10 to 11's 
heavy competition «a kind of can- 
nibalism over a shrunken body, Is 
the way one exec rhrased it} is that 
ABC and NEC suffer some of their 
Jeast sold periods during the time 
periods in question. It's true that 
the CBS “commercial” programs 
are sold out in fourth quarter at 
the 10-11 time. But it may be this 
fear of.10-11 that has so far suc-: 
cessfully prevented CBS frém sell- 
ing the hour-and-a-half (“CBS Re- 
ports” and “Eyewitness”) on Thurs- 
day and Friday nights, respective-. 
ly) of public affairs. 
CBS still has to worry quite a deal, 

because it has at least two large 
stakes in its 10-11 block-—Garry 
Moore, competing Tuesdays with 
Alcoa’s dramas on ABC. and “Cain’s 
Hundred” on NBC iarid cannibal- 
ism of the audience is bound to 
damage Moore’s_ security), and 
CBS’ new Saturday version of 
“Gunsmoke.” which has to face off 
against NBC's motion picture 
showings and the ABC fights. 
However, this stanza at CBS is felt 
in Iess jeopardy than Moore. 

At ABC, the new Monday 10 to 
1I “Ben Casey” has to compete 
against veteran 
“I've Got-a Secret” on CBS and 
NBC’s “Thriller.” This may ex- 
fain why the NBC and ABC shows 
oth have several minutes left un- 

gold to date. “Untouchables” and 
NBC's Mitch Miller aré competing 
with each other on Thursday, .and |: 
if either survives it'll only’ be be- 
cause the third web, in this in- 
stance CBS, is running opposite 
with pubaffairs. 
hart, on Wednesdays, just to men- 
tion another .case, faces serious 
competition, and may indeed be 
troubled as much by. “Naked City” 
as it is trouble to this ABC to this ABC show. 

Ford Coin to N Coin to NBC 
On Colts, Steelers 
With the Government's bustup of 

CBS-TV's pro football exclusive 
pact with the Nationa] League and 
BC-TV getting the Piftsburgh 

Steelers and Baltimore Colts. for 
fall, Ford Motor moves its coin 
ever to the latter web for a fourth 
bankrolling of the Sunday sports 
spread. 

Network sales department ex- 
pects to have entire Colt-Steeler 
spread sold.out by the end of this 
week, with cigaret. beer and oil 
sponsors seen patting for a fourth 
each. 

“Hennessey” and lone 

matter is still being explored. fur- 

NBC’s Bob New-. 

Lady Whyatt Ob jects. 
Ft. William, Scotland, Aug. 8. 

The British Broadcasting 
‘Corp. thay switch to. an_alter- 
native site for. its proposed 
165-foot: mast. for ‘a tv booster. 
station at Caol, near here, _be-.- 
cause Lady Whyatt:. wife of | 
the former Chief Justice of. 
S.agapore, says the: present 
location would interfere with ° 
the view of Ben Nevis, Brit- 
ain’s highest mountain, _from- 7 
her home at Banavie.. 

Proposed low- -power station - 
is one of the great:Jand chain © 
of stations planned for the 
U-K. in May 1959. 

According. to a spokesman, 
the whole affair is being re- 
examined in the light of objec-. ° 
tions. Over 200 tv viewers in 
the district have been blaming’: 
Lady Whyatt for halding. up 
the erection of: the station. 
Many have complained about 
the poor reception in. the area. 
which the -booster station 
would. improve. 

TV for Trinidad 
Gets a Setback | 

Port-of-Spain, "Aug. 8.. 

* } 

Scot Specs 
Glasgow,. Aug, 8. 

“More: tv. spectaculars. are. itkely 
from Scotland. during. 1962,’ and a 
minimum: -of ‘six. is mentioned.: 
‘New: interest in staging pro- 

grams direct from Glasgow follows 3) 
1 the‘ tv. ‘spectacular’ ‘starring Rikki | 
Fulton’: and) Kenneth McKellar, | 
| Hultor at.the Alhambra . Theatre 
here in May. vee 

“Plan is ‘that ‘some “half-dozen | 
| Ifght | entertainment shows: will be |: 
beamed from the Alhambra,: Glas- 
| Bow ‘s leading revue house; ‘to. the 
iS “network on. the’ BBC-TV | 

A’ “variety of stars. will -- Shenned, 
| be featured. . 

Mex TV Goes On 
A Cultural Kick, 
_ Sponsors n ’ All : 

“ Mexico City, “Aug. 8. 

The National Institute - of Fine 

Arts, has initiated its: long delayed. - 

: teleyision cultural program, with | 

“ithis closely. allied: with” spectacles. 

: resented at the ‘Palace ‘of Fine} 

_ Arts... 

1 vision, ‘apart. from . presentations | 
| given: at the’ Fine Arts Theatre,: is 
“ta give public high quality. cultural | 
‘fare, with’ this representing the 

‘artistic: ‘manifestations of : best 
-Mexico.. 

‘of the. National Symphony. Orches-. 
‘tra, the: Institute. Ballet,: the’ Opera 

The prospects of - televi ision be: ! Co., etc., ‘as well.as foreign compa- 

ing introduced in‘ ‘this island: of. 

fover 700,000 inhabitants have been 
‘dimmed with the announcement. by 
U. S. authorities in. Washington | 
that they have turned down pro- 
posals for atv station to be erected 
at Chaguaramas, the site of the: 
American naval base here. 

Earlier this year at a conference | 
held in Tobago between the goyv- 
ernments of Trinidad and Tobago, 
the United Kingdom and the U. S..: 
concerning the revision of the: 1941 
Leased Bases Agreement, the sug- ; 
gestion of a tv station on the U. S. 
base was first proposed, 
with expansion: of the existing 
radio station there, WVDI. If :was 
thought advisable for - Americans 
to build and operate the station 
with a view toward training West 
Indian personnel in television pro- 
cedures. In May this year.the base- 
commander had stated that the: 
U. S. State Department seemed | to 
favor the proposals. Now, how- 
ever, it appears the authorities re= 
gard the base as being too small in 
relation to other U. S. bases’ over-. 

. tute’ s Program. seas to justify the expenditure. 

A spokesman for the newly |. 
established. U. S. Mission in Trini- 
dad, replacing the former. Consu- 
Tate, stated that it would be dif: 

|ficult to justify the erection of a 
tv station here when other larger. 
overseas bases do not’: have 

However, he added that. the 

ther in Washington, 

Broadeasting. “and ad agency 
execs: are. now. gravely concerned 
over the radical threat to the in- 
dustry’s rate structure posed - by 
the rise of the barter operators. 
Once active only with marginal 
stations in minor markets, the bar- 
ter operators are now making im- 
‘portant inroads into the overall | 
broadcast scene via deals with 
major outlets in the key cities. 

Trading merchandise for airtime, 
the barter operators have a per- 
fectly legal gimmick in ‘buying 
scattered unsold radio and tv time. 
on a bulk basis at discounts rang- 
ing up to 759 of the rate card and 
reselling it at substantial discounts 
to their clients for whom they act 
as agencies and collecting the reg- 
ular 15% 
source. The payoff to the stations 
is sometimes partially made. with 
‘eoin of the realm, but generally 
it’s wholly in services and prod- 
ucts, ranging from hotel] due’ bills 
to airline tickets, Swiss watches, 
station wagons and kitchen ‘sinks. 
Expensively printed, four-color. 

; was. brought to home. screens, ' 
‘lowed “up by: the: ‘Danish - ‘Royal. 

along } 

” Bread 

commission from this. 

Thus ‘the’ Moiseyev Ballet 
fol-: 

nies. 

Ballet. 

While’ the ‘Institute ‘has other 
| cultural: 
houses, including: Mexican: stagings 

productions. in _ legit 

; Of Arthur Miller’s “View From the} 
‘Bridge,’ ~ Aristophenes 
Clouds,” and Eugene O’Neill's “A 
Touch . of the - Poet,” . these latter 
are not as-yet ‘incorporated. ‘in the. 
tv project. However, the Institute 
does. have plaris to bring. the best: 
of. contemporary. and classic thea- 
jie to. Mexican . viewers, 

It -can. be said. that. the. Institute 
effort. is one of the most outstand- 
ing series.on Mexican tv, -with stag- 

the best. seen in Mexico. And in- 
dustrial : manufacturers, who are 

indicate their willingness to coop- 
erate’ with authorities to bring cul- 
ture into. Mexican: homes. Auto 
makers, tubing, rolling ‘stock, -ete. 
manufacturers are responsible ‘for 
making possible arty program fare- 
for average Mexican via the Insti- 

HULL'S ST EVE ALLEN SLOT 
‘Shelly Hull ‘is taking over the. 

‘programming’ ‘supervisor slot for 
Steve -Allen’s upcoming hour-long 
show on ABC-TV - this ‘f 
“Hull: has recently Teen: associ-. 

ated. ‘with Roncom Video Films as 
a producer. : He’s- the son of the. 
veteran actor Henry: Hull. 

By ERM SCHOENFELD 

catalogs distributed: by: the barter. 
operators detail the -widé. assort- 
ment: of. goods. available in ex- 
‘change for tinie.. 

-The barter: transactions’ have a 
virtually irresistible ‘attraction for 
nervous. station managers who are 
saddled: with a lot of unsold time 
and thin, or. non-existent profits. 
Here's: the naked. pitch to the sta- 

\tions from the. barter. operators: 
“We'll make a commitment to buy 
any -of your unsold ‘spots and you 
have the right to preempt our cli- 
ents: in any time that you are. able 
to sell subsequently to a regular 
advertiser. Since our. deal is pure 
gravy for you, we want three or 
four. Spots: for. the price of one and 
we'll pay you’ off in. merchandise,- 

regular retail. calculated - ‘at its. 
price.” -If the barter operators suc- 
‘eeed in cracking one or two sta-. 
tions in a market, the rest are vir- 
‘tually certain ta follow suit. . 

For the conventional ad. agen- 
cies, the’-barter. operators: are a 
knife : at their. jugular, luring cli- 
ents. by their ability. to” ‘deliver han 

1. Aim: of initial series.of 13° pro-. 
i grams, especially. adapted for tele- 

Programs. include - oresentation { 

“The: 

Buf alo, Paterson 
Sales Greenlighted 

ing, direction. and interpretations. 

sponsoring thé initial series, also. 

“Wedaceiay, August % 101 

The! Diference Is Day 
The LNA-BAR figures listing the gross profits of the tv ‘networks: mo 

_ are generally found. of little use in establishing the true: profit-mare.~ 
gins of the companies. listed, -but they do en 
competitive situation among ‘CBS-TV, ‘NBC-T 

rovide a picture of the §. 
V and ABC-TV.. And, . 

lately, the reports have indicated that CBS-TV has. falien from the 
position of ‘the ‘mightiest. 

LNA-BAR figures are not ‘good for ‘determining. profit ‘margins 
. because they. do not consider.the many and. varied advertising dis- «- 

‘ counts given by the webs nor the’ ‘under-the-counter cuts prevalent no 
late in the tv selling season. Consequently, they. are inflated. Still 
and-all, CBS-TV’s one-time ‘gross figures have gone down since last: 

- Octoher, evident reason- ‘being a falloft in the amount. of. CBS day- 
_time business. - 

: Daytime is a major factor in the overall ‘picture of: a web's. finan- 
cial strength these days, it seems: ‘NBC-TV has captured first posi+ 

4 tion on the LNA-BAR reports entirely on the strength of its day-. 
time sales position. ABC-TV, it ig felt, cannot hope’to achieve the 
grosses of its two rivals until it can dent the daytime market; and 
-guch. matters. are clearly’ reflected. in the following figures from ot 

. LNA-BAR. 
. .. During-the first five months of 1961, for: ‘instance, NBC-TV- ‘day-» .... 

‘time gross billings reached. a new high of $45,562 ,000 ‘compared to 2. - 
| -the $31,606,000 for:the” previous: May. - 

..’ daytime billings. dropped. to: $36,454, 000 from the '60. tally of $38;- 
‘At the same time, CBS-TV’s 

118,000. (ABC’s figures were up to. ‘$19,686,000 from $14,773,000.). 

has made a report), 

Loss of daytime ‘money at CBS-TV,. most particularly petween.. 
:10- a.m. and noon (where-CBS ‘has affected ‘a number of changes in 
the past. several months), has. tended to: downbeat the overall ‘CBS 
gross report. In may: (which ' is the last month for ' which LNA-BAR: 

CBS, day ‘and night, grossed’ $22,253,355, a 
.. drop of 4.1% ‘from the May of 1959; while NBC, due to tts bullish. 
daytime sales, went up to. $23,229,565, for a plus of 19. 71%. Working 
from a lower: pase, ABC hit. $16, 197,1 190 in. May; up 3. 8% in‘ that 

, month. 

Collins Thinks It $ ‘Te B casters, 
FC Got Toga on Radio Problems 

New (BS. Radio Biz 
--Chevrolet. Division of. General 

‘Motors has picked up sponsorship 
of CBS. Radio’s coverage of the 
annual soap box derby, Aug: 20.° 

‘Also under the heading: of. new 
biz, Ac’cent-International, division 
of International ‘Minerals & Chem-. 
ical Corp., -has purchased: a. four- 
week “30-Plan” schedule. 

. Washington, Aug: 8... 
“The $14,000, 000 sale of WKBW- 

AM-FM-TY, Buffalo, ~ - anid: . 

FM, N-J., 

Cities. 

Paterson, . 

-Broadeasting ” ‘Corp., 
‘ceived the Federal Communica- | 
‘tions Commission’s approval on & 
5-2 vote on the. eve of the agency's: 
August ‘holiday. =. . 

Capital Cities owns WPRO-AM- 
-FM-TV, Providence, R-I.; WROW-. 
AM... WTEN-TV. arid ‘its’ satellite, 
WCDA-TV, _Albany,. N.Y.; WTVD- 
TY, ‘Durham, N.C; ‘and “WCDC- 

: TV, Adams, . Mass... 
' A group headed ‘by “Clinton: H.. 
‘Churchill made: the. Buffalo ‘sale, 
with the tv property. figured: at. 

000,000 and aural. facilities . at 
000,000. Making: the. New 

‘Jersey: ‘gale were Dickens J. Wright,. 
Paul. Bauman,: Emanuel -Dannett, 
Irvin Solomon. and Osear Weinber- 

os 1 ger, . 

--Barter Sta itions 

spots at a. level: that. undereits: the 
usual trade discounts, An- increas- 

‘the’ 

$5, 350, 000 transfer : of WPAT-AM- 
to: Capital: 

‘speaking ‘for - himself. 

'. Chicago, ‘Aug. 8. 
- ‘National’ ‘Assn. “of Broadcasters. 

| prexy: ‘LeRoy. Collins -has.asked for 
an informal- eonference to be held . 

jin mid-September between:'a repre-- ~ 

sentative group of: .radio.. bread- 
casters and commissidrers of. the’. 
FCC.: He said. the radio industry” 
has a number of. new ‘problems: 
that the Commission | should ‘know 
‘about, foremost: among them the.. 
excessive | allocations of -new. fre-.: 

‘| quencies which has .been. driving... 
many . established AM ‘operations. 

Z| | into the red. - 
| “In many . areas ° ‘of. the nation,”? : - 

_Vhe-said, the FCC had licensed en--- 
tirely too many | operators—far : _ 
more ‘than the available. advertis-..” 
‘ing ‘revenue can with-reason ade-". | 

- (He. disclosed ~:. 
privately ‘that. one. station ~ was. 
quately support: 

known to have dropped its. rates to 
as low-as 40c per spot:) What hap-: 
pens in a ‘situation like this is:.-. 
a: sharply reduced application of. 
time and. effort in- public affairs. 
programming which. the: FCC. 50. 

re-| keenly. desires.” -- > 
‘FCC. ‘chairman Newton. “Minow,: 

(“T: -don’t 
know how my colleagues: ‘will feel: 

| about: it”), was. most. amenable. to 
such a meeting, feeling ‘it would . 
he.in the public interest. 
He had said two things at the 

Northwestern U. broadcast’ sym- aa 
posium last week which: may ; “‘pre-: 
view hia position if the confer-- 
ence | should - ‘come: abut. One, in 
answer. ‘to - Ward L..:Quaal..(exee . 
veep-of WGN Inc.,; Chicago) whe: *-: 
had raised the “question of exces- *” 
‘sive allocations, Minow said, “In a 
free enterprise system, when we... 
‘have the frequencies to. ‘allocate : 
we must offer'them. I agree’ with 
‘you that increased competition 
may ‘have the effect of: degrading 
programming, but éither you have‘ -- 
‘a free. enterprise . ‘system. OF you 
haven't.” 
“On another occasion, he. recom- . 

| mended. that radio . ‘stations. ‘might 
attempt to. meef:the competition by 

‘| specializing instead’ of . trying . for 
‘the. something-for-everyone mid- 

ing number of advertisers | are dle. ground. He said he felt eon- 
ready to forego the research and |. 
media services. ‘provided by -the! 
recognized agencies in return for 
the. substantial savings in time 
costs - offered by the barter: oper- 
‘ators. = ff 

For the proadeasters; the barter. 

(Continued. on* page 38). 

operators reptesent..a -longterm| . 
challenge to the entire rate. struc- 
ture. If advertisers:can: buy the]: 
‘so-called “unsold time” at one-half 
or one-third of ‘the rate card, the 
published rates hecome suspect as 
inflated. -As a. result, regular ‘ad-- 
vertisers are | ‘becoming. ‘more Tre- 
luctant to shell: out the full rate, | - 
thus creating more ‘unsold time in 
a downward spiral. of. time values. }' 
‘A chronic’. disorder in. radio, ' 

where unsold. time. is practically. 
unlimited, the same pherorenon 
of distress: selling - has now. vecome 
acute in tv circles. . Video. stations | se 
‘in the key cities, including” New 
York, aré now .open to barter 

(Continued. on page. 30) 

“cas-TV plans t to ao from. four to 
six one-hour daytime specials dur- 
ing the '61-62-season. The specials’: 
would . be focused. toward pubaf-. 
fairs, with: a light: entertainment 
accent. - 
‘One of the ‘specials. currently be- a 

ing planned .is:a fashion show from. * 
aris. Others:are being Degotiated. ; 

ng of the-specials would be - 
contingent on. gaining ‘Sponsorship. me 
Last time CBS-TV. aired any: day- .” 
time © specials was::in the '’59-’60 
season, prior:to Irv’ Gitlin’s move- 
‘over the NRC-TV. Gitlin’'s CBS-TV-: 
‘specials had come. under. ithe: overs. ; 
a“ tide of. “The Woman.” * 



Fs Dud & Other Flopperos 
Washington, Aug. 8. 

Congtess might as well be’ Investigating the weather. as. television 
“ "Programming: 

The- statesmen ‘of: “Capitol Hin, with. all their publiéity and with: af 
‘all their devotion. to public interest; aren't likely cto do. very much. | 
‘about. ‘either: 

‘The Dodd. hearings | over .on - "the: Capitol’s Senate | ‘side. “which. oe 
conterned- sex, high. adventure :and -yiolence in ty ‘programming, 

~~ ean be-written off..as-a dud. Call it, In-fact, the. Dodd’ dud. For a’ } 
‘man; who’ studied drama at Yale” (and ‘roonied: with. Van Heflin), a 
- Sen. ‘Thomas J. Dodd (D-Conn.). directed-a floperoo. .. : 

Then ‘came. Rep. ‘Carroll D. Kearus. (R-Pa.), ponsidéréda a ‘man of. 
‘4nfluence ‘among..House Republicans, : ‘who-introduced a bill: setting 
criminal penalties ‘for “undue exploitation” of sex, ‘crime and vio--— 

* Jence on radio. and .tv. Kearns proposed such few language extend- . 
ed on the end of the sentence ‘which now says’ ‘Tiobody-can broadcast 

‘ obscene language. ‘He would let the Justice Department; rather. than. 
the. Federal”. Communications - Commission, “decide, how much, ‘Sex . 
‘had been exploited, by whom and ‘where. |. ° 
In’ the: cloakrooms, where’ such actions ‘are ‘analyzed “by the: pros. 

_ ofthe’ ‘Capitol, “{t-. was .decided” that Kearns. certainly harvested: 
‘-, more’ space. in the: newspapers with - this’ Proposal than he- could 
“ever get inthe Congressional: Record.. . 

‘The fact- is that Congress is. mindful: of the language ‘and. the’ 
Intent’ of the Constitution. and is in no“ mood. in 1961 to impose 7 

censorship: on broadcasting by federal | bureaucrats. | * 
‘The Dodd comnmtittee.-skirted the ‘fringes of: the: programming 

“problem, | ‘ignoring’ ‘the. causes and. ‘touching only. some of © ‘the 
‘results. . 

Tie. Senators: did; ‘however, ‘add to the entertainment: ‘of teeni-aged | 
"Senate pages. The ‘boys gave up.cokes during. their ¢oke. breaks. 
They ‘rushed over, to: the Dodd hearings to .catch ‘the. screenings: 
of -some: of the. tv. excerpts intended. as + examples: of. what, it ds an 

horrible for. young people to: -watch., : sot - coe 

White House Aide's Li k 
- Aub TV Poses F FCC Tee t 

"Washington, Aug. 8. 
: What ‘about. ‘that ‘man. on. ‘the |. ; 

* White: ‘House -staff who: was one of |: 
. the. main . organizers . ‘of © Greater | a 
. Boston’ Television. Corp.? 

This-ls fhe question being. tossed. . 
at.-.the. Federal : ‘Communications: 
Commission—with . ‘its. strong ‘po-|- 
litical: overtones—by the other.two: 
_applicants: in’ the hard-fought Bos-|.-; 
ton. television channel: 5: case.- 

_.* Both ‘WHDH, Inc., present -op- 
:-< (erator .of the ty channel which un- } - 

derwent Oren Harris Subecommi€- |. 
tee ’ gerutiny; and Massachusetts 

“Bay Telerasters,’ Inc.,.-have’: ‘raised | ~~ 
tion carried the’ World ‘Series “ the Richard. Maguire ‘issue... °. 

Magizire, who ‘toiled:in the. Pres- 
{dential campaign, ‘is on the White}: 

“. House ‘staff, serving in the office} 
which puts. ‘people: fn various: high |: 

‘federal jobs. It’s. the: s0-called “pa- | 
7 tronage” - office; . 

‘Greater. Boston. informed . FCC. 
Ve ‘Dy letter.. in. early June © that. 

; Maguire: had sold his stock in the | - 
‘He. had owned. 2.77% 

(the ‘same::4s -all-.35 other stoek-.| ~ 
‘ holders)’ atid “sold” it to’ another |: 
“stockholder, John Quiney, ‘hiking |... 

“company. 

-his: holding: to 5:55%.. 
. WHDH asked FCC‘to. dismiss the ! 
‘Greater | ‘Boston. application, con- 

-- (Continued ® 00. Page 38). 

x, BS Ch ents For. 
Secret’ her 
he: ‘SRO - Jias. ‘heen ‘posted’ on 

Sy “l’ve.Got:A Secret,” with three dif- 
‘ferent sponsors coming in for .min- 

“’, ates. apice for the ‘fall:CBS-TV sea-. 
“gon. Another: hole has ‘been: filled:! 
"* jwith. Mutual ‘of: ‘Omaha: joining an- 

“other | two sponsors ; in- “buying - a: 
73 gminute - ‘participation | in “Eather 
Knows Best.”... 

The Monday. ‘and: ‘Wednesday, biz: 
.. "gives. the: web. the. following over-. 
“all biz -lineup: ‘Sunday. night,: 6:30 

. to 11° p.m.,-Is sold: out.: There: are 
” ‘gtill- alternate half-hour: holes. ‘in. 

~ “Pete. & Gladys” Monday. nights 
‘at 8: p.m:; alternate. half-hour Tues- 

‘bod.” - “Checkmate” on Wednes- 
‘days from. 8:30 to 9: 30 p.m. has an 
alternate | half hour still available. 

- Weak: sponsor night ofthe week 
As: Thursday. “Frontier Circus” at 
7:30 p.m. and “The Investigators” 
at 9..p.m:, both’ hour. shows; are. 

‘The. hour “CBS Re-. 
ports,” the same night. at 10. Pm, name stars such as Russel Arms 

‘wide: open, - 

“remains unsponsored. 
n Iternat 

Te, nights, ane e week. “were on the. “Hit Parade,” Maureen | 

}-Cannon,. 
Bennett and J ohnnie Ray. Iron. City | 

{also fad a -musical” show with ‘a 
‘more’ modest. budget for ‘guests.. 
Fort’ ‘Pitt: had. & nightly 15-minute. 

‘half-hour . is open in “Twilight 
Zone,” “and “Eyewitness” ‘still has 

aa available’ ‘one minute every four. 
./. ‘weeks.’ “Saturday night is SRO. 

New. nighttime sponsor coin’ fa- 
cludes’ Hertz,. 
Polaroid in 

{ the’. ‘early *. 
"1 Large”. bows on Monday (14) with 

; [fone Reed King hosting. King: will : 
{ take 

General Foods, :and.. 
’ in "T ve : Got: A Secret.” 

ak With 

Balleasts: 40th’ ‘Anni. | 
Pittsburgh, : Aug. 8, 7 

; “The. ‘Pittsburgh. Cincinnatt. - 
radio broadcast -ovef. KDKA 
‘on. Saturday | (5) marked the |. 

40th anni of: the -firsz 
on-the-scene_ accotint ‘of a base." 
ball “game. The: game was 
played between Pittsburgh ‘and 
Philadelphia. on ‘Aug.. 5;1921, 
-and the ‘play-by-play. was. done -: 
by Harold ‘Arlin, :the. country’ s. 

first fulltimé.arino.tncer. o 
“In the fall of 1921, the. sta. " 

“between the Giants ‘and. Yan” 
Kees with Grantland. Ries at- 
the microphone. oo 

KOKA- TV's Ambitious 
“Morning. Live Show: ° 

. Pittsburgh, ‘Aug. 8. 

“KDKA-TY. will introduce - its : 
| most ambitious live program. since 

°50s .when -“Man. - 

‘over the five-day-a-week 
| morning : chalf-hour show-with ‘the 
assist of the Joe. Negri Trio .and ‘a: 

-| girl vocalist: yet ‘to be. named. Show : 
lL will | have a. live: audience” “with : 
‘Bames.” and. giveaways providing . 
‘the major part of.the show.: At will 

| be. in ‘direct opposition ‘to.: 
Calls” on- WIIC:-which: has.a firm? 

“Kay: 

following . with its’ solid lineup of.. 
‘personalities that ‘includes Kay : 
‘Neuman: as: the: hostess, Dr:. Joyce . 
Brothers on: ‘tape, -beauty: advisor | 

:-Eleanor  Schano ‘on - film,. 
seritic “Karl ‘Krug. muscle bullder 
‘John Hillsand Alice Weston, : 

drama’. 

“WDTV, the - predecessor * of. 
KDKA-TV: started live .program- 
‘ming .in. 1949 with ‘the- Wilkens. 
Amateur Hour and kept developing ° 
live shows ‘at a time when it was 
the’. ‘only’ station in town. and ad’. 
agencies. had. to ‘stand in: line:to * 

e. in any time ‘period. day: evenings at. 9° p.m. in: “Icha- Bet any 
‘tim y 

A producer with a live show idea 
was always ‘welcome and” the. sta-. 

|-tion: had. tremendous success. swith. 
‘|-such shows’ 33. “Variety. Resort.” : 
“The Bill..Brant Show". and “Meet. 
‘Your: Neighbor.” 
‘breweries.all- ‘sponsored’ live shows 
“with Duquesne - -working ‘on’ the ; 

-The ‘three Pitt ; 

largest - -budget--and. bringing ‘in ; 

and Dorothy’. Collins. “when. they 

the Milis - Bros., . Tony 

show.. “with Maurice : * Spitalay 

- work which covers "10% 

baseball... 

Recalls the Early. 50s. 

SIGM-POLITIL | 
‘HONS TP HL 

me By HAROLD MYERS 
Moscow, Aug. 8. 

‘By: the: “time . the: 
seven-year : plan: comes to its con- 

-lelusion ‘in 1965-66 the Soviet: tele- 
_|vision. industry hopes. té have: ful- | 
{filled its quota to provide: 

WD An expansion in the number | 
-}of tv. receivers ‘in use from thej|’ 

‘| present level: of 3.000, 000 to a total} 
oe be: 25,000,000: 

- 42) ta’ expand. the- ‘present net: 
of the pop- 

ulation to as near: 100% "as prac- 
ticable;. and 
“13%. to complete ‘the new - televi: 

|sion centre, which. is now in an]. 
‘advanced planning stage.and which 
‘will haye a transmitting mast more 
{than 2,000-feet high, making it a|- 
{more prominent . landmark . ‘than |: 

- [the .Eiffel Tower in Paris: 
The’ Metails. of this expansion 

‘ternational program exchange de- 
{partment ‘at the Moscow television 
lcentre. The. existing Moscow  stu- 
’: dios ‘have only: five stages, includ- |" 
{ng one used: for experimental. cal- 
or transmissions, 

:| building planned: fnva ‘Moscow sub- 
‘urb - of ..Olstemknyo will de ‘on ‘f 
much’ more elaborate scale. . 

nels, one ‘operating .on a -national 
. network: basis and the other offer- [ 
. {ing programs of ‘local iyiterest. Reg- 

‘ular color service. is scheduled to 
start by the turn of the year. The 

{national transmitter. ison the air. 
-{about. eight hours daily and the 
local programs .are transmitted on 
an average of six hours.a day. 
Russian telev tsion, ° of. course, fs 

strictly: ‘non ~ commercial © 
though there's. no license fee. in’ 

1the accepted Western: sense, view- 
-lers have -to. pay a monthly, ‘toll t4 | 
the State.. They are charged .gome- 

"| where ‘between 80 kopecs and one | 
(90 cents to - $1.15) per: rouble - 

.|month:for: the’ right to use a re- 
‘ceiver and.-that sum’.is payable. 
directly to the State. It -also in- 

-Jcludes the cost. of électricity con- 
. {sumed by the set. The State takes 
its cat for operating costs and re- 

| mits the balance to the ty industry 
and: that is. the sole source: of in- 
|come which. has to’ be used for 

. | finaneing programs..and . meeting 
all development. expenditure. 

po! ' Swap. ‘Deals. | 

The nonscommercial ‘attitude of 
Russian’ tv.is underlined by the 
fact that the. ‘State. system. neither 

ce buys ‘nor sells .any. of its: program 
-materjal.: “It . operates ‘strictly on 
‘an. exchange: system and- has swap 
; deals currently with the United 

i 

;States and most of Europe, as well: 
‘as. With ‘the countries-.in the East. 
‘News film. is ‘bartered: with. about 
30 countries. 
“Australia, France and the BBC and 
‘commercial. networks in Britain. 
j Its exchanges. with. the U. 5. \are 
;negotiated: through the State De- 
~partment..and: among ‘recent. pro-. 
‘grams it. has ‘taken from :America 
:areseveral of President. ‘Kennedy’s 
~ press” conferences, - -as. well as spe- 
Cially | prepared. news film, In: ‘re- 
‘turn {it has offered the Leningrad 
Ballet, .a film ‘of..Gagarin, etc. 

- From the: Russian point of view, 
a major recent development was | 
the’ establishment of the direct. link 

. with. the networks affiliated to the 
‘Eurovision system and. it is reck-| 
oned ‘that that will play a major: 
part in’ topfeal television broad- 
* easting: Within the ‘last -week or. 
‘so, it picked up the British wel-: 
‘come to. Gagatin,- and a: ‘month or. 
‘two earlier it received from Vi- 
enna. the .coverage on the Ken- 
_nedy.- ‘Khrushchev meetings. Two 
-months ago’ the BBC transmitted | 
‘direct. to ‘Moscow. the Trooping. of | 
“the Color ceremony,. which. marks | 
‘the Queén’s official birthday ‘and : 
‘a few weeks later Associated Tele-. 
i Vision: covered the. opening ‘of the 
Soviet Exhibition in London. All 
these ‘programs. were reckoned ‘to i tions Sales 

exceptionally: popular and ‘at- 
tracted large ‘audiences. — 

According ‘to Aperyan one of the: 
‘main’ advantages of the link-up 
‘with ‘Western -Europe« wlit. be dn. 

(Continued on page +38) 

present 

program ‘were. given to’ Varrery by |: 
Viadimir. Aperyan, chief of the 'in-| 

but :the new: 

‘At. present: there are.two. “chan: | 

"on the U.S. tv screen. 

Ancluding. ‘ Japan. 
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HE SOVIET 
Fec Still on Warpath: Talent 

Agencies Rating Services Alerted 
To New Round of Govt. Probes 

¢ The Federal C¢ ‘onmunications 
iCommissions plans to delve deeper 
into the televisian talent agencies, 
rating services and network praz- 
tlees generally and specifically 

In a letter to the Senate Commu. 
nications Subcommittee, the’ com- 
mission also renewed its support 
for legistation authorizing dicect 
regulation of <but not licensing) 
the webs. 

At the same time, the FCC potnt- 
edly suggested broadcasters pay 
heed to the rash of protests against 
sex-and-violence programming 

The Comnussion’s letter, adopted 
unanimously last week and released 
Monday :7), was fn response to a 
request by the senate greup for 
comments on salient broadcasting 
Issues. 
Subcommittee Chairman John O 

Pastore ‘I)-RI? announced he 
planned to hold hearings on the 
Commission’s statements “in the 
near future.” 

Highlights of FCC's letter: 
—Closer scrutiny of tv talent 

agencies will be undertaken “ss 
rapidly as circumstances permit * 
Info garnered during the Commis- 
sion’s vidpix hearings tn Holly wood 
‘featuring clash with MCA: “is 
sufficient ‘to raise questions requis - 
‘ing further exploration as to the 
effect on the availabthty and -qual- 

‘ity af tv prograins, as well as come’ 
petitive conditions in the industry, 
of talent agent. ‘producer-packager | 
lyelationships im the production of* 
imany mass-audience pr ogr ams now 
;appearing on network tv’ ; 1 

Commission's letter mentione 
‘Latest filming done here by Fd ica and William Mors!s as the 

Who Speaks for CES? 
CBS took an ad in Birming- 

. ham newspapers Thursday :3}, 
“$n an apparent legal maneuver: 
in the wake of local criticism 
-of its pubaffairs show, “Who 
Speaks for the Birmingham, ” 

Short ad read as follows: 
. “On the CBS Reports pro- 
| gram of May 18, 1961, en- 

‘titled ‘Who Speaks for Bir- 
mingham?”,’ a student speaking 
of entertainment available to 
Negroes of Alabama said that 
there were ‘just a couple of 

* “movies end they're run down’.” - 
~ *CBS wishes to state that it 

’ had no intention of suggesting 
-that movie theatres in Bir- 
-Mingham A*bama, are ‘run- 
down’..and regrets: any mis- 

- understanding which may 
have’ arisen in connection 
‘with: that “statement.” 

Sullivan Also Travels 
Road to Hong Kong; It 

Gets an Oct. Exposure 
Hong Kong, Aug. 8. 

Two documentaries on Hong: 
Kong, NBC's “Our Man in Hong ; 
Kong,” with Dave Brinkley, and j 
‘Bill - Holden's “Report On Hong | 
Kong,” -have already done much to 
conjuring up the Hong Kong image ; 

and | Sullivan has underscored this ques- itwo agencies controlling big blocs 
tior.among Hong Kong critics. who of ty talent, and singled out MCA 
have seen. the above-mentioned two {for refusing to “supply any six- 
films, as to: whether the real Hong‘ nigeant information” to the fnet- 
story. Ag getting across to U.S. ‘work study team 
The answer is yes and no. The: --Qn the subject of network tle- 

camera, for instance, doesn't lic, if :{n's, the Commission pledged a 
it is te focus life in a crowded re- /“detalled study and analysis to de- 
settlement tenement area. Any ;termine the extent and- ‘relation to 
viewer shown such scenes can only ;the public interest of the acquisi- 
come to certain conclusions, main- ition of proprielary interest’ by 
ly that Hong Kong is very crowded j webs In pr opramiming and how they 
and that living standards can’t be are gained “If abuses exist in this 
very high if five or six people are ‘area, we will take steps to remedy 
to live In such cramped up quar- ; ‘them through the adoption of ap-- 
ters—say a cubicle. - propriate rules 

Where the: ylewer can be helped H ~—On violent *, the ¢ ‘ommission 

in getting the right image of Hong | ‘said it’s uncertain about what it 
Kong life is through the script ; ‘ean do to cope with the problem 
which. critics here say, should em- ‘in light of Communications Act's 
phasize. the Hong ‘Kong freedom ‘censorship bar But it went on to 
story by calling aftention of the 54¥ |. . 
viewer to the fact that tens of thou- 7 “While there dors not appear to 

\Hong. Kong under. such grim and {Commission should take at thie 
poor conditions rather than return jtine. the fact remains that sm in- 
[to Communist China... oreasing | number of responsible 

, persons feel that @onstant depiction 

ue oun rho left ere with ‘of @ime and vivlenee fo tv pro- 
their world trip, took with him gramming produces damaging s0- 
about 3.000 feet of film for his; elal effects. especially among the 
Hong Kong documentary which: he ;Young. unstable and {mpressiona- 
says, will ne released to U. S. view- jble. It’s the Commission's view that 
ers In October.-The filming was rin preparing ty program schedules, 

done for him. by Farkas Film Co. Cc ontinued | on “page 30) 
which ‘has also just started shoot. | 
dng of exteriors and: back projec- | 
tion: shots for the Bob Hope-Bing | 
Crosby starrer “The Road to Fong loin’ S 
Kong,” which Is” being made in} 
j England. 

Sullivan was genuinely impressed In P Vol Driy 
with Hong. Kong which he thinks feé-, e e 
is. more than just .an exotic place ; 
or a tourist. mecea. The Colony nas | With the majority of news and 
a story. to tell through its hard-{ pubservice sales being made to 
working: people and one of the | Sponsors in search of a prestize 

things ‘which caught his eye here ! “image,” Elgin Watch has pulled a 
while scouring through the town i switeh wilh purchase of three NBC- 

was: the bamboo..scaffolding Chi- TY news specials fac a pre Christ- 
Nese construction workers use in | mas sales diive. 
building U S. viewers wilt defi- | Watchmaker Bill bankroll the 

Nitely see quite a bit of this when | web's “World Around Us" trio of 
Sullivan's ‘documentary unfolds. currenteventers in primetime 

wee oe ~ preemption» on Nos 28. Dec 7 
and Dec 15 

STEIN'S NEW. ABC SLOT Two formats have been set, the 
Beefing up its. new video 0&9  arct on the hospital ship Hope with 

station sales operation, ABC-TV: paiph Beliams commentating. the 
has named Walter M Stein as di- | sec ‘ond on US service bases over- 
rector of research and sales pro-: seas. Latte: will be slated Dee. 
motion for ABC-TV National Sta-. :7 In commemoration of the 20th 

janni of Pearl Harbor  Eligin‘’s 
For the past three years, he has, agency is MeCann-Erickson 

béen chief of research and sales; Allin all NSC haa'now sald 14 
development. for WCBS-TV, N.Y; of its 40 news specials, Besides 
and prior to that was assistant. the recent Elgin sale. AT&T has 
Manager af research for CBS-TV | pacted for the web's three “Thres- 
spot Sales. hold” news specials. 



TV-FILMS 

lat im Give Us a 
Give Em Plenty Culture’: McDermott! 

Holivuond, Aug. 8. 
“Well be hippy to snake edu: | 

eatveonat oar cultural p:ctures, 
Many as they vant. if theyll get | 
US a EOC nment subsidy Gr foun- 
dation giant” Thos vas the chal- 
ler:ve to the FCC by Tom MeDer- 
mott, 

Star production. 
“But until that time.’ he added, 

‘we'll continue fo make pictures 
that we think the miss audience . 
Wanhts-so we can say in business 
as producets Gf commercial pic- | 
tures, those that sponsors wl pay | 
for and. judcing by the ratings, 
the public wants to see on their! 
sete.” 

Next season 4 Star vill have four ~ 
dramas and one comedy on the‘ 
sebs and one of them, McDer-- 
mott contends, is pure public sery-- 
ice even theugh some may charac- 
terve H as violent. He had refer- 
ence to “Target—The Corrupters, 
an expose af criminal operations. 
“We are foing into our 10th year,” 
said MceDermatt, “and we'll. rear | 
eon our record for good taste. We , 
have always avoided excessive vio- ! 
lenee and this will continue to be 
eur policy.” 

McDermott believes that we'll | 
have to get along with the rating | 
systems until someone comes alone |: 
sith a better measurement of au- 
dience preference. “Granted that 
they have been abused and made 
a relative thing,” said McDermott, 
but an advertiser buys circulation |. 
and the ratings are the best way 
we have of knowing how many 
people watched a certain- show. 
Even Nielsen said there is a big 
opportuntiy for statistical error but | 
that’s true of any: numbers game.” 

Like any other head of a major 
producing studio, McDermott is 
looking ahead to the 1962-63 sea- 
eon. What he sees Is a big upsurge 
in anthologies and believes that 
the “Dick Powell Theatre” @n NBC- 
TV will trigger the trend. Half 
hour shaws will also come back, 
he foresees, as well as westerns. 
which he adds “you can't kill off.” 
He reasons that there just isn't 
enough manpow er to turn out 
weekly hour shows. “Making a 

feature or a special is like turn= | 
ing out a full length theatrical . 
picture.’ 

MeDermatt had his biggest dis-' 
appointment last season with the‘ 
expunging of “Law and Mr. Jones.” 
While it had only a passable rat- | 
fuz “due to factors that militated - 
avainst its suecess,’ 

ly popular with viewers. 

$2,000,000 WABC 
Outlay in Zingup 

WABC-TV, N.Y. flagship of the : 
ABC-TV web, has shelled out | 
$2,000.000 to date for its fall 
lineup of syndicated shows and 
feature films. Included 
schedule are three shows, ‘ Kgng of 
Diamonds” ‘Ziy-LA), “Shannon” 
(‘Screen Gems! and ‘“Fwo Faces 
West” ¢«SGi, whieh are making 
their bow in the New York area. 
Reruns include “December Bride” 
‘SG), “Talahasee 7000° SG), 
“Hong Kong” (20th-F * Five § 
Fingers” +20th), and ighway } 
Patrol” (Ziv-U A}. 

The feature film roster will in- | 
clude Shirley Temple productions, 

| 
| Hollywood, Aug. 8. 

veepee in charge of Four: . 

The Phil Silvers Show’. 
Blooper That Eluded. 

27,000,000: Viewers! 
-Alert eye of. the film editor. at | 

Subsidy, Well 

detected blooper:in a “Phil Silvers. 
!Show” episode. The: series, which ‘Sun Sets for Hargrove, 

Shifts to Theatrical: widely syndicated, and according 

jby WLWC-TV film editor. Juanita: 
Marion Hargrove, ‘signed to-vid-_ Mitchell. was its first knowledge. of. 

pix producer's pact ‘at 20th-Fox the blooper... .: 
early this year, was. lifted out of ; 

producer's perch on “Follow the! mance” episode. Mrs. Mitchell no- 

‘had a long network run, is now] | 

ito distributor CBS Films-the catch |. 

The boner is in. “Joan’s Big Ro- | 

Sun” and assigned a theatrical film 
, to write at the Westwood lot, 

According to 20th tv production ‘ 
chief Roy Huggins, 

-ticed in the scene set in. the apart-: 

‘appears. a ‘shot of a crew member, 
-Hargrove’s. probably a prop: man, which is al+{ 

contract contains clause stipulat- most. a complete shot. of his: back | 
. ing he can be assigned to feature: and shoulders, - Later,. during” the. 
‘scripting. To date five “Sun” seg-* same scene, his head’ ahd shoulders 
ments have been canned, all under ' appear. The socialite is ‘supposed. 

* it proved high- ; 

in the. 

. Hargrove. Tony Wilson, coproducer ; 
on series, will continue and Hug-' 
gins. will shortly select another. 
| coproducer to replace Hargrove. 

|: Hargrove, before switching to 
: ‘Fox, had d been at Warner 1 at Warner Bros. © 

BBC & US. Web 
' Mull Co-Prod. On 
TV Comedy Series: 

London, Aug. 8. 

BBC-TV is currently considering | 

ja plan put up by aU. S. tv web! 

;{but BBC tsn't saying who) for 4, 

co-production deal on ‘a comedy | 

skein. If the deal materializes it | 

‘will be the biggest breakthrough 
‘Into U.S. schedules BBC-TV has 
had since “An Age of Kings” wan. 
‘a sponsor in the VU, S. 

According to. Eric Maschwitz, |. 
BBC-TV light entertainment top- 
per, details are stili being mulled: 
and BBC-TV hasn't got past con- 

| 
iscripter (again no. names from. the 

British family have 
daughter trouble, so they arrange 
ja swap. The ensuing. adventures | 
| provide the comedy as the “adopt- 
‘ed” daughters adjust to their new 
‘| homes. 

| Initial thoughts from the un- 
named Yank.web 1s for a co-pro- 
duction on similar lines to the 
“Third Man” skein. which was’ 

‘made by National Telefilm. Asso- 
ciates in America and by British 
Lion ‘for BBC-TV) ( 

| Ronald Waldman, BBC-TV's gen- 
eral manager Television Promo- 
tions, sees the proposed deal as 
'“very Important” but, as he’s cur- 
trently on three weeks leave, it ‘is 
doubtful if any further decisions 
: will be made for at least that time. 

MCA- TV, CBS FILMS 
CITE BIG MEX STAKE: 

Both MCA TV and CBS Films 

| Teport hefty sales in Mexico, the hour “Sir ‘Francis Drake.” 

number of ‘shows sold i: wide 
, Variance to a rundown printed in 

last week's VARIETY, furnished by 

NBC International, 

Six and a half hours of MCA 

ing in Mexico, according to 

sidering the idea as yet. Format as- 
| proposed by a leading U. S. comedy. | 

‘ teenage |. 

over here.- 

film programs are currently play-: 

“Bang Bang Movies” ‘old westerns! Jacques Brazy, v.p- in charge. of: 

edited for moppet audiences), Bri- | MCA TV Mexico, division of MCA 
gitte Bardot’s “La Parisienne.” , TY International. The six and a 
Alec Guiness’ “The  Ilorse's| half hours consist of five ‘hour 
Mouth” and Laurence Olivier’s ; i: series, “Wagon Train,” “Thriller,” 
“Richard the Third.” The latle1 | “Checkmate,” ‘“Riverboat,’’. and 
three entries will be handled as; “Suspicion.” 
specials under single sponsorship; programs, “Alfred Hitchcock Pre- 
deals. As a timeslot innovation, sents,” “Markham,” and .“Stac- 
WABC-TV is putting the one-hour j cato.” Two additional half-hours, 
“Hong Kong” and “Five Fingers" | “My Three Sons,’ ” and “M Squad,” 

and three half-hour 

series into an 11:15 p.m. berth 
which has been reserved for fea- 
ture film programming. Specific 
nights for the latter two shows are 
still to be determined. 

WABC-TV is also riding for the : 
second year with its “Expedition: 
New York’ show once every three 
weeks and will also hold over for 
the third vear its “High School 
Sports” live coverage of football 
and basketball games on Saturday. 
Joseph Stamler, WABC-TV vice- 
prez and general manager, indi- 
cated that further acquisitions will 
be made to round out the fall 
program scene. 

| have also been sold iff Mexico for 
j fall start dates. 

; CBS Films has the following 
| shows sold in Mexico City, the 
: prime market in the country: 
“Have Gun Will Travel, 

land Jeckel,” “I ‘Bove Lucy,” 
“Mickey Mouse,” “Perry Mason,’” 
“Person to Person,” Terrytoons, 
“Twentieth Century,” “Twilight 
Zone.” and two newsfilm services. 
Additionally. CBS Films reports 
another 10 series sold outside Mex- 
ico City. 

“Heckel 

to be alone in the apartment, -pre= j. 
‘paring table. ‘and’ music.for ‘his girl: 
friend's _ arrival.’ 
‘asked CBS. Films for a. corrected 
‘print. .* 
! CBS Films responded. in a letter 
signed by service manager. Edward |. 
Cooper: 

“Congratulations! We. have ‘estf- 
mated that’ 27,000,000 people’ have | 

| viewed the- (episode) and you were’ 
the only one. to notice the stage- | 

‘hand chaperon. The scene is as it. 
| 2ppeared in the original network. 
| broadcast and as you. mentioned it: 
is not possible to delete the ‘un- 
wanted guest. We're willing: to for- 
get the whole thing if you. are,. and 
hope that your audiences. does ‘not 

;award to the gal with the. sharpest 
‘eye in the business. ” 

Hot Canada Sales. 
For CBS, ITC As 

- Market Expands 
Canada, which: is perking. as ‘an’ 

expanding tv’ market,: has. tallied 

dependent Television Corp. (ITC): 
On the full network .of the: CBC, 

CBS. has placed’. ‘the following 
shows for the fall. season: ““Defen- 
ders,”: ‘‘Perry |. Mason,” *: Garry 
Moore; ‘Ed - Sullivan, ‘Red. Skelton, 
“Verdict Is -Yours,” ‘and. “World: ‘of 
Sports.” 
through Friday strip and “World 
of Sports’ is a.weekend show, as 
in the U.S. Additionally, CBS: ‘has: 
sold four series: on a:spot: basis. for: 

are: 
“Pete and Gladys, ” 

“Alvin. Show” and “The. Million- 

fall -telecasting. Series . 
“Tehabod,” ” 

aire.” 

1TC reports. alltime: record. gales 
of over $1,500,000: for, a six-month’ 

Network: 
sales. include’ “whiplash,’ * “Ghost;| 

Drake," 
1 “Four Just Men,” and a package of 

period. in Canada:. 

Squad,” “Sir. . Francis 

eight drama: specials, 
- Proctor. & Gamble has picked up 

H sponsorship of “Whiplash,” slated 
| for the CTV commercial web. The 
lhour “Ghost Squad” goes: on: full 
network of CBC, ditto the half-: 

“Four. 
Just Men” will be. televised: on the 
comptete French '- network’: with 
‘sponsorship. by. Lever, and a Series 
of eight. one-hour original drama. 
specials 
vision (ATV) ‘has been sold-tto the 
full CBC network. ‘ATV is’ ‘the par- 
ent company. of ITC.. 

‘In market-to-market: sales,’ “with | 
a total of 26 properties in distri- 
bution, the wholly-owned. Cana-j 
dian’ subsid of. ITC: had 132 single | 
station sales during the six-month. 
period. 
crease in syndication sales over the 
corresponding: period in. 1960 ‘with 

gross revenues . for. all. overall - 
properties. sold “amounting ‘to $1,- 
563.622,” ‘according to. ‘Abe “Man. 

| dell, sales V.D. 

Looney Tunes: Sales 
Roster of : markets have signed 

ifor Looney Tunes, package: of 191. 
' subjects distributed | “by Seven 
‘Arts Associated. 

Recent deals. include:. KH, Los 
Angeles; . WMAL, ’ Washington; 
WSOC, ‘Charlotte,. N.C. .KYTY, 
Springfield, Mo.; and KBOI, Boise. 
‘Other stations ‘signing _ for = the 

MCA TV's Brazy states that sales package include WOR, N.Y; 
of MCA TV film series in south and | WHEN, . Syracuse: 
central American are ‘booming. 

“WGAL, “Lan 
caster;. and. ‘KBMT, Beaumont, Tex. 

“Mrs. : Mitchell: 

have your keen eyesight.-I:am._ en-.|. 
closing a Phil Silvers ‘statue. as. an |: 

some record sales for CBS and In- 

“Verdict” is: a Monday’ 

from . Associated ' Tele-|. 

“This marks a 11090 in- 

| 53-Market Sales On. 

} WLWC-TV,. Columbus, caught un- [7 

chi WON-TV Bumps: 
. ‘Chicago, ‘Aug. .8.. - 

‘WGN-TV has given notice ‘that 
‘it is dropping Westinghouse Broad- 
casting’s “PM. ‘ East-PM_ West”. 
after the summer. 13-week cycle: 

t and. .will resume. feature films in 4 
i the. 10:3 1 

ment of a socialite playbéy, : ‘there | e 10:36 p.m. § ot this fall; as. per. last. ‘year. 
The Mike “Wallace Terrence: 

O'Flaherty . helmed show failed to. 

ratings ‘as: an 

vested heavily in‘ fresh cinematics: 

o&o... Otherwise it might. turn up 
on WTTW,. the educational station, 
but: that’ t'would “have to be have to. be gratis i 

‘the millions, of: readers. of the Spil- .-. 

WGN- TV Cinematic 
Stake as Late Nite: 
Rivalry Grows Hot 

 Chicago,. Aug. 8. 

leash a barrage of 11 firstrun post- 

nights’ in the key 10:15. p.m, ‘period: 

‘on ‘Sept. 11,;: upon the termination 

in color, and the ‘top title. of -the 
‘week. ‘will be repeated on Sundays 
at 6:30: p.m, opposite Ed Sullivan, 
“Dennis the Menace” and. “Won- 

works. On. weekends. 
period will carry “Play of .the 

| Week” Saturdays and: a rerun fea- 
ture from -WGN-TV's 
brary on. Sundays, - : 

In .order to lose no- advantage to 
WBBM-TV in the battle of block- 

“Tenth. Hour News” 

head-on... Although Jack Paar ‘con- 
tinues to dominate nighttimes in 
Chicago, features. still. get respéc- 
table. ratings ‘if they're strong 
enough, .and _ besides-the | ‘stations 

stanza next season, ‘as reported. 

Among the new. WGN-TV tities 
jin the firstrun lineup will be “The: 

3 First- Rumers Actress, ” “Bast of Eden,” “Star Is 
Born,”. “High. and the Mighty,” 
“Rebel Without a Cause,” ” “Bad and 

“Young at Heart.” 

Time-Life’ s Minority. | 
Stake in Lebanese TV: 

Time-Life: Broadcast ‘has “act 
-‘quired'a minority stock interest in 

Beirut. 

‘Life- Broadcast, negotiated: With 
‘Lebanese tv. interests ‘and. awill -be 

ticipation in CLT, under the supeér- 
vision. . of Weston C. Pullen : Jr,, 
"Time-Life Broadcast prexy. Time- 

-active part. in station management, 
programming, production and sales. 

‘Shirley Temple Festival’ 
National 

‘has racked up 53. markets ‘in the 
sale of its “Shirley Temple Festi- 

“| son”: are- repgrted brisk. : -Among 
-inelude. KOLO, 2 

| series are. 
WWL, New ‘Orleans, 'WHDH,. Bos- -- 

val” package of pix. 
Recent sales 

Reno; KROG, : 
WLOS, Asheville, 

‘Rochester, Minn:; 
-N.C.; KEZI, 

Eugene, Ore,; WSJV, South Bend, : 
Ind.; WISC, Madison, Wisc.; 
WHAS, Louisville; KONO,: ‘Sah 
Antonio: KERO, Bakersfield, Calif.; 
KELO, Sioux -Falls. S.D.; __ 
WBAY, Green: Bay, Wise. —~. 

» Surv . eV Be Baten “Get ae 
To Entertainment—Dick Ir 

impress the indie station -in™ the. 
“answer” to Jack. |. 

‘Paar, and besides: WGN’ has. ‘in-: 

Only commercial possibility for’ 
the WBC-entry in this market now || 
would seem to. be WBKB, the ABC. 

The local. ‘feature film war: ought, 
rto get. hot again. this fall, with. 
{WGN-TV ready to. stage a show-. 
'down with WBBM-TV for ciriematie 
supremacy here. Armed ‘with the 
‘two. volumes. of Seven Aris. WB: 

‘| releases plus a new: MGM package, 
_|the ‘Indie station is going to un-" 

50 ‘titles: on éonsecutive _week-' 

Skein will start with. “Hondo” 

‘of “PM ‘East-PM. West.”. which. had. 
a’summer trial on WGN-TV: About. 

359% of the films will be: beamed: 

derful: World of Color” onthe: net-. 
‘the 10:15. 

“pre~. 48° Ue. 

busters, WGN-TV will | cut -down. 
from a. half- |. 

hour. to a°15-minute format-in. or- 
der to meet the CBS station's films. 

are building. for future status if: 
‘Paar’ should resign the: NBC-TV breaks the show. 1 

the Beautiful.”’. ‘Battle Circus” and. 

the Lebanese Television Co. known | 
{as CLT, which operates | out. of. 

responsible. for the ‘Time-Life: par-- 

Life Broadcast expects to take an. 

-Telefilm -Association | 

nd. KOVR: ‘Stockton; 
4.Hu ntington-Charleston, 

“Hollywood, Aug. a. : 
phe: only way ‘for television: ‘te 2 

[survive is to get ‘back to entertain-. 

 WBC’s PM East-West’ 9 | ment, Violence 1s only a' crutch:” 
Dick. Arving,*, Revue veepee, 

smiled as he used: the word .“‘vio=: 
lence,” 
and vocal effect -by adding: “it {s° 

“much - overworked ‘word. these. 
days. and ‘it: eovers-a multitude of 
meanings. It canbe olorful or ex--. 

otic, truthful er flagrantly dishon- “ 
est, but-essentially, television. has. ae 
used the’ act of violence. as a-physi< © 
fects" = ‘to. cover. up story. de- 

ects.” ; 

The man who: nas. produced. qhore’ 
than 800 ‘tv shows and directed 500.. 
others, has-a background so’ closely 
aligned with violence that it is sur- 
prising’ he’ takes his present atti-._ 
tude. “That's. because I did: the -. 
Mickey Spillane shows for. so long": 
he said. “But, that ‘was inherently - 

violent,- action-packed -shéw: and | 

Jane stories would: have “been lost 
as a.tv audience Af ‘We: didn’t: con- 
tinue in the: same ‘vein... 

Trving’s newest: series, “Frontier 
Circus,” premieres on CBS-TY: Oct. 
5 at: 7:30-8: 30. “The--title isn't’ ex- 

‘Frontier: Circus’: is definitely an 
adult show,” he ‘stated. “There are |. 
‘so many ‘natural’ 

sence but will not be thought vio- 

the circus wagons. They: are amazed 
when they first see the. elephant = 
and the resulting-action is both:vio- 

ent. ‘and hilarious.”. There aré. nu«. 
merous occasions’ in the’ show, de- 
‘clares Irving,.“that:lend themselves: 
{to emotional conflict and ‘inventive, 
new’ situations. that are perfectly c 
logical. ’. . 

-One ‘of -the ‘Major . difficulties 
Irving: faces on his: “Circus” isan 
efficiency of :time and money—not. 

show, “but. with us..we. have. ‘the 
major: problems. .of putting. up the 
circus, | transportation, . wranglers, 
expensive wild’ animals’ ard un- - 
usual action. scenes. What I did, 
therefore,” ”” he pointed. out,’ “Is: ta: 
use ‘three’ cameras from. different 
angles®. whenever | ‘we. put: up ‘or: 

three times -the . footage. and ‘ean 
use’ it extensively: without ° fear of ; 
becoming repetitive. - . 

“There are: other. problems,’ how= 
ever, that © ‘many producers now 

this can be readily ‘seen when you - 
think of. the fact that it -is then - 
‘one. person’s: whims,: riot ‘necessari> 
‘Vy. ‘their - ‘talents, . that. makes “Or 

In Ziv-UA Bow 
‘With ‘Ziv-UA. ‘out. in. the syndi¢ 

‘market with a new. first-runner, 
j “Everglades,” the count of. Ziv-UA:. 

first-run_ shows .set for fall. ‘debut oe 7 
is three. The other ‘two: are’ “Ripe 2. a 

cor ” and “King of Diamonds.” - 

- While’ other. syndie houses.: on * 
Sig. Mickelson, v.p. of : Tim ent ‘the: whole have pulled. in their. firste. 

‘ran _product horns, Ziv-UA - has 

ageressively introed more: ‘product 

fora fall debut. than ever. before. 
Normally Ziv-UA first-runners are 

released . at: intervals: ‘of: - ‘two, Or. 

three months, with occasionally : a 

pair. opening - “at-the same..time. 

Ziv-UA, perhaps: taking. advantage. 

"| of the ‘averall * ‘first-run - product. 
|-slack; has not. only maintained. fts 5. 
first-run pace, but increased it.for. ©: 
the fall season. . mS 

‘In the « firm's”: rerun: - division, ° 
‘Econoimee, . ‘sales ‘on: ‘Bat. Master-. 

stations recently signing: for the. 
“WTTG, Washington; 

ton; KPRC, Houston: “WKL; : Oklas. 
homa . City;. KARK, Little Rock; .” 

“KTAR, Phoenix; 
-and. WHTN, 

~and emphasized his: visual  - 

‘actly: what I’d'like: because it ‘cone. ~ x 
notes. a children’s: program « and.’ 

‘scenes which. 3.) ~ 
will .be considered’ violent. in. @8 

lent,” he added. “For instance, ‘we fon 
have one scene in ‘the pilot: show ~ baw 
which finds the Indians attacking... 

unusual ' in’. themselves. on. any ~'--: 

‘moved the circus., It 1means I. have: 

‘are ignoring.: One. ‘of ‘these: con-.. ... 
cerns the .agéncy pressures tobase: -- 
a: story. and show ‘which revolves - 
around one. person. The’ dangers of - 

_.KTAL, Shreveport; WFLA, Tampa;:.~ 
KVOO. Tulsa;: | 



.- film for Toei. 

7 : ‘Wednesday, “Ra gu st 7 9, : 1961 a 

Take it from. Gerald: Adler, ‘Wuropean director of t NBO incertae 
aoe tional (which also ‘ericompasses the Middle East and Africa), it's .: 

‘ ctly. a myth. that British. tv. viewers. Will only cozy up to the Top. ~ 
ff 0. U. S. -yidfilm: fare. Says Adler (currently:in.New York for tude. - 

ae dles..with homeoffice brass); the situation vis a vis British and U.8.. - ' -ty likes .and dislikes. pretty much ‘approximates the boxscore as it. 
relates to: Broadway’ v8, London: West: End. Jegit fare—it’ 3 about. : " 

‘60-50. proposition:. - | 
‘Many.a hit‘on the U8; ty scrééns can’t get to first base" on a sale. . 1 

-fn-England, says Adler, who points to the futile attempts made ‘to .. 
., peddle. such successful- ‘skeins as. the “Danny: Thomas Show,” Rifle. : - 

| SG's .international- ‘topper, is dis- 
closing : the. ‘figure. claimed the 
$8,000,000 puts: SG in-the lead of. 

‘alk other - vidfilmeries doing: busi- 

“man.” “Texan,” “Wanted—Dead of Alive.” “Andy Griffith,” “Uns. 
‘touchables” (although the latter’ was. rejected strictly. on ground of 
excessive violencé) or “Peter Gunn,” among others. In-all the years: - ° 
when the “Loretta Young Show": Was ‘a top .10:NBC attraction, : 
‘Britain’ wanted ‘no part. of it, arid. only recently, in. the. twilight. era . 
of the ‘show’ 8 popularity; did they agree to go ‘with ‘it.. “ 

On. the othér hand, ‘says Adler, such “indifferent” and far-trome._ 
Top. 10 entries: as the: “Tab Hunter, Show,”. “Fibber: & Molly,” “Une || 
jon Pacific,” “Jim Backus Show’ and “Philip. Marlowe,’” to. ‘mention, 
“a@ few, are flourishing items on the-British airlanes. : . 

“But?” adds Adler, just-ag:a “My: Fair Lady” anda “West. Side . 
. Story” will: duplicate’ their Broadway. legit. success “when .trans-. 

"plated to.the West End; So, too,. ‘do many. U.S. tv hits. achieve the. *:. 
: __ same popularity overseas, as ‘witness © “Gunsmoke”. and “Wagon: : 

Train” to mention. but two: 

. NBC:.a vested interest in the-new*Kenya.TV which is currently. 
.-. “being: set ‘up. There'll be | 8 decision. after he returns to England at: 
:) the:end of the month.” * a fe, ne = 

Yank TV Conoys So Hin aan 
ey've All Got Yen for Features 
“" Tokyo, Aug,.8:”. 

Solin » ‘Bromfield, . star -of..“U.S. [HERTS-LION SUING 

“OF ON ‘ODDS’ SERIES 
”arstial” tv.--series, “highly-rated: 

here, ds now making a-color feature -[' 

“Hollywood; Aug. 8. 
Herts-Zion Productions an 

‘Studios, -.one - of]. 
Te Japan's majors. This marks. first.|- 

time an American” has. héadlined: 

; ss PAGE FOR 
~VWOFILMERIES! 

, June 30, 

a5} ous ‘year: 

Ken-. 
neth Herts filéd ‘suit in - Superior |. 

By. MURRAY ‘HOROWITZ, 

- Screen ‘Gems’ foreign -operation |’ 
hit: the whopping gross‘ figure. of | 
‘$8,000,000 for the fiscal year) 
ended Jurie 30, 1961, ‘Lloyd Burns, 

Ness abroad. 

o Bany's. foreign sales chiefs, held in’ 
-TNLY. "Plans include - coproduction | 
jof..tv; programming abroad, (see 
‘separate story), acquisition: of. ‘out-: 
side properties for full overseas. 

. ‘distribution or ‘for -llvensing in lim- 
.. [ited areas; and: station ownership. 

‘ Adler. revealed that. negotiations: are going on: ‘whitch: may give np “Burns Said: the fiseal year ended 

operation, compared to the previ- 

‘Increase of from 3(- to 45°C. 

” The $8,000,000. ineludés SG's. fea- 

-tures- library, ‘and for ‘Canada the 
post-’ 48 pix.” The m 
‘pix dollars has been In | 
Australia. 

-anada and 

15: countries.. 

“Further. expansion of: SG's for-. 
letgn - operation -was’ ‘mapped ‘atea 

.| weeklong meeting -of .the  com- 

"61 evidenced. a- 40°C in- 
|-erease. for the conipany’s foreign 

For the next: fiscal 
| year, Burns - hopes for - a. further 

| tures, . the . -pre-"48 -Columbia Pie- 

layoff of: 

In. tato, SG distributes: 60 odd 
‘| vidfilm: series: ‘outside the U.S:,. 

with: circulation reaching about’ 50 
countries... At the present-time, SG | 
has from 15,000. to 20,000 half- j-- 

-} Hours’ sold in foreign countries, 
with a sold-out . status. hit in some | 

". Wail, 

{na Nipponese . picture. : Project’ 
has -: added ‘significance : ‘in. that. 
Bromfield’s large Japanese follow= } 
‘ing ‘was. earned ‘on, video screen. . 
The picture, “Marshal : ‘Morgan: and. 

~, the Tokyo. Police.” is counting “on 
“. those . fans. -changing. -their. habits. 

: and” patronizing the. theatres. : 

‘Framework ‘of- deal . was “origi: 
nally set for Robert Fuller of “Lar- | 

- amie”..during the hysteria of his 
wsit a coupla. months: ago. : Fuller. 
couldn't -schedule.- a: feature’ hére | 
at that: time; but: may ditto at 4 
later date: A number. of Yank. ty 
cowboys, : ‘inordinately : popular in 

.. Japan, will’ be: giving. the: results ° 
‘of Bromfleld’s film.” close : scrutiny. 
If it. is successful, a.trend ‘may. be 
-Jaunched.. The customs ' officials 
-could. prepare. for. a, busy season of: 
coliecting | pistols.’ . 

‘Bromfield.:" explained : ‘ how- he. Taft Schreiber’ $ 
“t- decided to visit. Ha-"}"" 

Japan:..and. ‘Hong .; ‘Kong: Tr} 

backed. into the project... “I hadn't 
_ had a real’ vacation’ in. six years,” 
he. ‘Began.: 

knew the series Was ‘running ‘in 
Japan, but I had nothing in: mind. 

~ put to take.a Vacation: in the same 
‘spirit as I do in: the US. — jump} 

. -,~,dnto-a. station’ ‘wagon. with. my. fish-. 
“Ing: Beary. ‘Stop at a ‘motel and’ then |" 

oy The: 
‘| Commission has referred to: Justice. 
-| Dept. refusal’ of MCA and. its West 

| Coast’ veep’ Taft ‘Schreiber to..tes-. 

~ (Continued ¢ on ‘page 41): 

(BS Pubaffairs 
~ Series to Tagan 

Japan is that the CBS.‘roster of 
cS jpubaffairs’ ‘shows :bought. by the. 

_ Wokyg Broadcasting. System” has | to refuse to:-honor a Subpoena. Is- | didn’t match up. tothe: product SG: 
“jtwo weeks after Wese eascieg aie thre Gsle of Veseds  pereaity nee 

Court against. Official Films ‘over | The SG foreiiti operation. has: 

Suit: 

distribution. agreement on. the 
teleseries, 

claiming .. defendant's failure to 
‘|properly distribute: ‘and publicize” 

| the series has. eaused this damage:: 
: Filed’ int ‘three® eausesg .of: action, ||: 

contract: 
‘signed | January 27, 1959 -ealled for’ 
-his, company. to. prodice 39 ‘half- 

‘charges: | ‘ wriften © 

hour..ségments: for the. show, ‘with 
| Official. agreeing to: handle. ‘world- 
wide distribution and exploitation. 
Profits ‘after costs were to be di- 

Complaint: charges. 
{defendant “neglected: and refused: 
to use its best’ efforts” In’ carrying : 

vided equally. 

out the dea. 

Case Remanded 

"Washington, Aug. 8.° 
Federal Communications. 

“What. Are. the Odds?” 
‘Complaint .asks, $145,000 general 
and $500,000 exemplary. damages,. 

S ‘eracked -the Tron .- 
‘|sales. to. Poland, - Czechoslovakia, 
‘Land ‘that fringe Irpn Curtain coun- 

To. Justice Dept. 

these - ‘deals. 

mushroomed: from the. modest be- 
ginnings ‘in - early. 1954, currently 
employing .- about - 100. 

status of ‘the .SG’s 
béen achieved.-in: ‘euich countries as 

| Aastralia, - -Philippinies, Argentina, 
Peru, and Venezuela. : 

. It's been: estimated that. for the. 
calendat year 1960, a. gross.of over 
$30,000,000 was racked. by ‘all the 
vidfilmeries, in their: foreign biz,- 
‘the ‘figure embracing. Canada and 
pix-to-tv~ .sales. * ‘Teleyisipr: - Pro- 
gram. ‘Export. ‘Assn., forecasting’ the 
current.-year, says the foreign biz: 
could ‘reach: from, ($35, 000, 000: to. 
-$43,000,000. 

“SG’s fiscal Year falls . smack ‘In 
; the. mijddle. of the calendar year, 
so ‘SG's. share in the fo eign pie 
is’ difficult to. catculate;. That 

}$8,000.000 -gross, ‘though, gives SG 
-a- healthy chunk. of the total for- 

: eign volume. 

‘people’ 
throughout ' the world, ‘The sellout. 

‘catalog has | 

| ‘Pros & C Cons on Major Studios As 

;post-1950 features. The- Aiexan- 

| 

ae eee eR ep EN | 

'Dream Package: 
Corcoran Teams 

| missed. - putts” 

“In Sts. OVETSeas. reach, ‘SG_ has: 
Curtain, with 

try,- “Yugoslavia. Features. have 
been sold to: Poland and. current 
negotiations look-‘toward''a sale of} 

Telefilm prop- 
-ertics-have. been “sold ‘to Yugo- 

All 

vidfilm_ properties. 

Slavia and ‘Czechoslovakia. 
Burns stated, are 

for: money, as opposed to any bar- 
| tifs before the vidrix fiéarings. a ter arrangzements.. 
“Commission told the Senate Com-|- 

4 municationg Subcommittee that: torial. salés . toppers 0.0. product, 
1 | the matter’ of “MCA’s failure: to! evaluating shows for. various are3s || 

‘Cooperate atthe inquiry was hand-jof-the ‘tv world. Burns said that} 
his. organization .Was ‘ed over. to: Justice for “appropriate: ‘ althouzh @ ie 

; Hi earténin g development. for| aetion’”’ |: 
‘American - -pubaffairs stows Sold in} ~ 

tions. Act makes ‘it: a misdemeanor 

; me + “hungrs! * ‘for: product, 
‘Yt. dia- not: sav. what ‘action. was | take. on world. or: regional -distribu- 

contemplated. hut the: Communica- |. 

it- wil! not 

‘tion: of - properties that. it: didn't 
feel. could ‘make a profit, or that 

: . won .a sponsor.: Picking up the.tab‘\sieg under the. Commission's aegis. ; currently is handling. 
is.Japan- ‘Light-Metal Works, ‘Ltd, |: 
biggest’ aluminum | 

. FCC, however, in effect. threw up In taking on limited, as ‘well as | concluded. 
Tefining « and j its ‘hands. as tov hether it-will ever worldwide: didtribution. SG, along J 

Af. the global. sales meét,. terri- 

manufacturing sompany. in, the’ Orl-j be. abie to. pry “from: MCA the de-|-with other :vidfilm. companies, . is’i 
ent... 

= Overall.’ “title of. “the: “series: on} activities. 
“CBS is “This: Is Your World,” ‘tele- i 

- east. Tuesday ‘nights: from: 10: 30 to. 
11 p.m. “Individual ‘outings..are ‘tom-. 
piled of programs .from a recent 
“purchase: of ' CBS: pubaffairs. shows, 
_inctuding “CBS. ‘Reports,’ : “Twen- 
tieth Century. 
tary,” “Conquest,” ‘and: “Face the |. 
Nation.” Some of. the key. programs |. 
suchas Pouplation Explosion” and 
“Who - Speaks for the South” -will 

t be-compressed, but. Shown in|: 
ar Thomas": agent and.-is.- expected. ‘sonality: and writer, has-been ap- tl eir hour forin. * 

‘Zhe Japan.” Light:Metal- ‘Works. 
buy represents “the first. time’ an 
American. pubaffairs: sertes has 
been. ‘Sponsored in. Japan: ao 

* “Pvewitness to His- 

“It is. 
when: this can bé accomplished: as; 
it may: involve lengthy court | pro-. . 
teedings,” ‘the. Corimisston said”. 

Pat Carroll Set For’: 
‘Thomas. Show: Blaug, Europe; Al Zecha. Far. East; j ‘Danny. 

“Pat Carroli-has : been signed’ for 
-a° running: ‘lead . on- ‘CBS-TV's 
*“Danny-. Thomas -Show,” starting | 
‘with, next: season's episodes. - 

-{ sired: information - on its business {following..the. pattern established | 
problematical | by: the: mofion. “picture industry, |. 

Attending | ‘the’ week- -long con-.| 
fabs, believed. to be the most ex-: 
ténsive fortign. sales: meet in. the 
jtv ‘industry, were: Steve Krantz,.! 
Canada“ Joe Joel; Australia: Har- 

1 old Winston, - “Mexico;’.. George 

Helios: Alvarez,’ Brazil; ‘and Bruce 
Ledger, Canada. 

 Raleigh—-George 'L. “Hatt, known 

as summer * theatre: ‘commitments. 

‘Miss Carroll wil) :play: the “wife | in. this area'as a radio and. ty per-. 

to appear in -a minimum _-of six [ pointed. director’ of: television. for 
shows ‘She's: off. to. the Coast. as |N.. C.. State College, He succeeds: 
soon’ as she winds up- her. current Roy ‘L, Johnston, who«resigned to 

or Faccept a _ Similar’ dob. 3 at. _ the: Univ. 

, With “Silents Pies! 
[Television ‘property cureniis on 
; ABC-T¥ 

| Deal’ puts skein 6! 

the title 
‘represents 23 Allied Artists pro- . 

gram, one. Benedict Bogeaus-Inter- 

Own Distribs on Pix Selloff to TV 
if There are pros and cons on the 
‘issue of Warelher a inayat Wenig 

{POST 50 FEATURES 
TO M & A ALEXANDE 

iptcture company should set up 16 

Hollywood, Aug 8. 

own distribution oraanteateon fac 
the tv selloff af piv The mators 

NM; & <A. ‘Alexander Produr- 
fioras’ his aequred tv rights. to 27 

-have doae it both Ways 

Warner Bros, Universe listercsa- 
ffonal, Paramount amt 20th Foy to 
date have elected ta sel chete pix 
to outside distributors Position of 
20th-Fax is expected to change in 
the future, with Ure entiance of 
George Shupert in the | sabsid 
setup ” 

Metro TV and Columbia Pretares 
have utilized theiy owa ty distribu. 
fiom subsids for thei pin ta ty setl- 
of Republie’s Hollywood Tetes c- 
sion Services, one of the vianest¢ 

in the biz. as stil in there olteucg 

ders will distrib ite pag ckage under 
“27 Blue .Chips"* Total 

duced or released pics, one’ Mono- 

Continental and two state right. 
releases, 

AA’s’ “Web of Evidence” with 
‘Van Johnson and Vera Miles and 
‘Bogeaus “Jet Over _the Atlantic” 

Ms . . Starring, Guy Stadison, (Vinsinie igh Meputibe pis. alts Res 
in the package e were 1959 pr sade: public hasn't beer making sew 
tions. aca features. 
AA has sold pies. fn the past to The arsuments for a seta! to 

an outsute distifhutar is thaeoit 
brings the motion picture company 
aclean dollar There ate no he ad- 
_aches of operating anotiurer 
ihess, buiiding a separate o1zantzae 
tion. and to a lesser extent new of 

Jimiting exhibitor resentrents The 
early deals gave negate rights ta 
the busing outside distuib That's 
a thing of the past, however. as 

j exemplified bs the mea Warner 
! Bros. deal with Seven Asis \sset 
ated. That deal eall, for a trated 
licensing period and withhahds fare 
eign rights 

Twentieth Foy. 
‘tion agreements 
Telefilm Associates, had fe-b the 
Dix-fo-ty pile ing smal packaw¢: 

outside buyers for the tv market 
through company ‘s subsidiary Al- 
lied Artists TV Corp. and new de- 
funct. Interstate Corp. 

distuiba. 

Nafiomal 
{noite 
with 

Hogan and Snead 
One of the hottest tv packages 

still a¥ailable In the sports world - 
was wrapped up over the weekend 
when Ben Hogan and Sam Snead for a limited licensth petiad ‘That 

-and Mexico 
contries 

swinger on ts sereen. but Hogan, 

dies Ted Willsins, 

‘pers,. finalls xo! Hogan's - Jong ; 
sought after agreement Sunday | 
Gi, ae | 
Few. first presentations have 

providing 

method has viven the company 1- 
come over a streteh of fine Conte 

-pans also willrefain tisht. te the 

agreed to team up for a series of 
filmed ‘and live golf matches to be 
layed. at  outstandin courses | 2" 

throughout ‘the country. 5 > ‘Px once the Neenspuy poriod is 

‘This has been the “dreamt team" over - . 
fora ty golf. series ever since the | Metro TV. in eleetinit to do Ite 

own distribution, has cornered b.o, appeal. of ‘Jong drives and. 
was demonstrated 

some five year. azo Finaily suc- 
cessful in, putting parcel oether 
was Fred Corcoran. ‘onatife folf 
impresario,. and director. of the 
International Golf Assit. which ‘has - 
‘Conducted. international gulf. tour- 
Nament. with Snead and Hogan 
representing the U.S in England 

and otter foreign 

‘ahout) $60,000 000 fo date in the 
selloff of Ws prea dary. Sale 

fo overseas ateas. im Che wake of 
Australizg and Canada. peniaes a 
relatively untapped penerse tel. 
ro’s policy aveieeds re rmlease of 
pix te OV. de Vah the other metyns, 

is sul hesed to avd: estitetar 
resenuients as qateh ae pes able. 
JUS mosaics at ff. pad ?4S Veteg 

TV tase etre sosd absent G2 eg ia cra) on 
{ts tndial potas carkace 

Columalaga Paetante., sude-ad WS. ra-ee 

- 

Snead lon has been #. familiar 

occupied with outside business in- Gems is net, only bandits sts 
terests, has been plaving ft cool ex Saulee. but has fabs on toe pres 
cept’ for ocrasiontl appearances (Fs eb Caner ab The s6 caer. 
“live” in natiana! tournaments Sal fre wats Che LEST ah ctf) anedte 

CC Ceantintsesd es sauces 47s 

SGs 2506 For 
Int’ Production 

Screen Ge. f- te 
BO GUD drfet gested dere Lara 
produ fier fed fer exgsbare 

Corcoran, wie headquarters at the j 
Savoy-Hilton hotel and alse han- { 

Stan Must: | 
and. a stlect group of sports top-- 

stressed flesibilitv of new show 
Snead vs. Hoan 

matches, Snead and Hozan teamed 
against top prox -men and yomeni - 
and. possibility of the pair meeting * 
top amateurs for charity drive pur- 

ger ifeg: 5 

ont 

S at it 

‘eanaidets PPE LLCO ee states tag aft 
‘noses a da flamed. Babby Jones: ite rgd a a eed 
Walter Hogan classes for: Red . Hore eee ate yee 4 " a 
‘Cross in World: War I days, heels watie Tosti wced ur . ia ‘ ie 
Corcoran alsa wants tu leave ; aid ye Aut ties ceed. ews > 
gars in. U-week Moni eves onabl- “stupa. noe deshitin at camera 
ing “quickie f:leies ot “Hogan ‘- ane gaa ase aie 
Snead La Wt: he ? aed rad ey ups. of : ‘fhe Seis a hg ae Bdyts cig 3 i; the 

the Masters, PG A and ES Open: 2 ake of yrawase ciitepss foe 
Americag 1 PLOT AM Calpers taka 
rane: oct oof congress Cigaasacer 

saathie 
(OUP Invesh ra gate arsed tpn, 
The fand rs one answer 63 tae gpa 

fournaments (“#2 ive network ate - 
tractions: for home showing v3thin 

Ping hide of n“Ganalaar abroad as it ‘Fremantle’ s Overseas tile pf petra 2 
SG ig Topic te appl, tue fore 

Noise on “Silents Please’ - “antla naw working in C aspta ta 
Fremantle is tueking off sale ‘other parts of the world | Cahuen. 

baa subcid dias cal a goats peare por pe 
steam, “Steere edepany "Sap | thee 

comsmerciat network CUV  whastt 
debuts In the fail ‘St adows'” 
wall be prodaced in Canais and om 
‘designed for Canadtan -onsgenp- 
‘Mon solely SCs has a tater of 

in- 19 market~ outst: de the US, other provects designed for Cana- 
with another 16 wiarkels forecast tan production, inviuding a five- 
to be sold abroad before the year ‘Minute talk show with Canadiun 

after: sale in tne forewen scatket 
tLe Stenting ew 

Series. recent! dubnorl in Spap- 
ish, has been sold ‘og Arzentina 

are Suu pix 

‘ends. Other market. sold include: +  cotumnist Paerce Berton and a five. 

Kong and Brazil. 

Canada, Belgium vninule « drawith,  entertainient 
‘Show for kiddies The ctaldren’s 
eyes Js expected to get distribu- 
19n an Other niarke!y ag well 

Portugal, Italy, 
Germany, Switverland, Austria 
France, ‘Holland Austi alia, Hong js 

ttrsi-'. 



Seepeeye 

And NBC Daytime has the 
of their ive eet! It’s the biggest | love 

the study revealed: NBC Daytime personalities a ‘are more ‘effective s: ile men becausé. viewers like 

NBC Dav-puee Line-ur; 10-00 Say When © 10:80 Play Your Hunch: (colar): © 11.00 Price Is Right (color) © 11:80 Concentraiioa « 19:00 ‘Truth or Consequences «12:30 It Could Be You 
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ne better "because covers g gain. n greater @ attention 1 and confidence. The fact j is that personality- 

delivered. commercials ran | best i in i Honesty, sincerity, friendliness and reliability. 1 Let this advan- 

trust. . Remember, ‘they admitted it Remember too, “NBC offers 1 more. top nersonalities 

than any other network —personalities like Bill ¢ Cullen, Hugh Downs, Bill Leyden and — 
No wonder WHC Television is leader in the Daytime! 
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Amoco Is Latest to Join Shell 
In the Big TV Spot Grab Act 
—On Other Madison Ave. ro 

By BILL GREELEY 

Skeli Oil, which plunged.$15,000,- 
00G inic newspaper ads this oo-| 
could be jaying in-an indication 
of next véar’s plans with its latest 
swing hack te television. 

Ir addition to the 50-odd mat- 
kets bought for a three-week spot 
Campaign this summer on_ the 
fealer sailboat giveaway. Shell, 
via Gpily. Berson & Mather has 
ordered five test niakets scattered 
excund the country for a tv spot 
dive uae one-misute biurbs in 
PILPE Mmes, 

Test campaign is slated to run 
threuph the sear tH) Jan. 1 when 
the «ii company will be launching 
it< “62 ad plans. It could megan} 
the start of a bic swing tao straight } 

With the Satin n Reps | 

The expected: self-représentation 

|of the RKO General stations ma-. 
terialized this week as the. “zales| 

announced its own national: sales | 

organization to be headed by Don- 

ald J.. Quinn. Quinn joined RKO! 

in March as national sales director. : 
The new reppery - will have ‘of-|: 

fices in. New York, Chicago, Los 
Angeles and San Francis 
additional branches may be *s aded. 
in the future.. 

Operation. is slated. to start Oct.:' 
1. Four independent repperies are - 

Chi Agencies 
. ‘Chicago, ‘Aug. 8.. 

‘Carter Smith exited. MeCann- 
4 Erickson ‘here,. where. he. was ‘an. 
{account - supervisor, | 
manager of Britannica. Press. ; 
Thomas A. Casey cupped. ‘to 

iveepee and director of ‘Needhaiii, 
Louis & Brorby’s marketing dept., | 
replacing Walter W.. Stumpe, who 
‘jias become an account exec..- r 
_ Foote, Cone & Belding: doled. out: 
“veep stripes.to Duane. -C.. Bogie,. 
_John E: O'Toole, John: B. Rand, 
‘and.-Donald B..: Williams. Bogie. is 
account ‘supervisor on .the Hall-' 
mark account; me others. are copy: 
group heads. 

‘9(- Game Pro Grid 
Sked for CBS-TV 
Despite - the ¥éderal- ‘antitrust 

‘ruling,’ 
feast the largest schedule. of Na- 
‘tional. Football .League. games of 

treet simec all Shetl’s former video! affected in the switch, but the .any network. While. all of ‘the de- 
‘franchises via J. Walter Thoemp- 
60% ah HWS aRd Sports, ete... have 
teen crabhed off by competing eil 
COM pasties. 

Latest in the crab act is Amoco, 
which. via Arey, St. Louis, has 
picked up the CBS-TV pro football 
pice @raepped this summer by 
Siieil The buv. gives Amoco 15 
mii Atlantic and New England Mar- 
hets. an. overall. quite a grip on: 
pie bell broadcast throughout ‘the 
Jost hens. , 

Areco's inereer with Standard of 
Ieciana recentiv gives the com- 
Pers &5 pro. football markets in 
al! «zee Loth Amoco and Stand-. 
are ef Dbiciana were pro ball spon- 
gers Fast wear, ; 

Bes:des the CBS spread New 
York Giants company will have 
sone TG markets via the Chicago 
Cards, enother 33 via the Balti- - 
more Coits and Washington Red-. 
skins. s3N Via the Green Bay Pack- 
¢rs 12 \1a the Chicago Bears; and; 
WO vie the Minnesota Vikinys. All 
tpensorsinps are for a fourth -of 
the telecasts, 

Ii: the move to national brand, 
Ameco is now in 45 states Ex- 
tluded stateside are: Califortia, 
New Mesreo and Arizona. 

Video's 9 out of 10 

Advertising Research Founda- 
fen. andustrys association engaved 
ab impartial re-carch, has released 
Hts eighth national ty survey which . 
midicafes ty sets in pine out of 107. 
U.S, homes. 

Keport) shows $9.46 of US. 
heusebelds had iv sets as. of May, - 
34t} Study is based on data ob-' 
famed from the Current -Popula-. 
tio: Survey made by the U.S.‘ 
Fureau of the Cerfsus for ARF. | 

The survey estimates there are ; 
7 720.000 U.S. hames with sets,’ 

xepresenting an increase of more 
than 42.000,000 sets. since <April,-: 
i958, 

Yor the first time, the May study | 
found more households with two} 
Gr more sets than with no tv. One; 
out of every eight tv households, ' 
or 6388,.000 are multi-set homes. 
This means there are more. than 
2.00004 more ty sets than house-. 
holes in the country. 

Survey was underwritten by the . 
three ty networks, National Assn. : 
of Breadcasters and Television‘ 
Bureau ef Advertising. _ 

Up and down: Paul Slater, Man- 
seer of the creative department, 
ae@ Samuel M. Sutter, a creative: 
jector, Rave been named Comp- 
TORA CepEes, 

Ban Sullivan, who jeined = the 
Cracego office Of Doyle, Dane, 
Rernbech earlier this year, has 
been named manager of the office. 

Powered Grreene, with the agency 
Bee EG has been nanied a yeepee 
at Parkas & Shalit. 

Veep Stripes . for John W. 
Herdecer of Gexer, Morey, Mad- 
or & Ballerd’s special creative 
Yat ° 

New Biz: Smith-Corona to 
BF fram Cunningham & Walsh. 

No Biz. Glass Container Manu- 
fceturers Institttte and Kenyon & 
Va iirdt are parting as of Oct, 31. 

KEM To Ogilvy 
Oghy, Benson & Mather, . one 

cf the ad agencies that turned 
down a bid to pitch for American 
Antines: secount recently, . has 
jJanded KILM Roval Dutch Airlines. 
effective in November. 

The Duteh airline is currently | 
handied by Erwin Wasey, Ruth- 
yaull & Ryan. 

ee 

hardest hit is H-R Representativ es, 
which loses WOR-TV, New York;” 
WNAC-TV, . Boston; KJH-TY,. ‘Los; 
Angeles; and WHBQ- TV, Memphis.. 
Adamy Young’ Television loses. 
CKLW-TV. Windsor-Detroit, and 
Avery-Knodel and Robret -E: East-.. 
man tuke a rap on the radio eut- 
lets. 

‘ On the Road. 

The summer advertiser-agency ° 
circuit is ‘alive with station road-: 
shous. 

Latest entry, 
country junket this’ week, -{s the 
San. Franisco Radio -Broadcasters 
Assn. pitch, a color film that pro-: 
motes the whole market’s reach: 
and dollar. volume compared. to 
other media. 

It’s a return of the. ‘same. or 
pitch of a year ago, which for t 
first time had five San Francisc. 0 
competing station managers nat. 

‘only speaking to each other, but, 
travelling together. _ 

Same situation for ‘the. Norfolle 
Va., film presentation. now on the: 
road. Claiming the Norfolk-Tide- 
water area as the most misunder- - 
stood market in the country, three j 
competing stations — WVEC-TY,:?! 
WTAR-TV and WAVY-TY, have 
grouped on the promotion:.. The 

‘ pitch sells the area as one of-nearly. [ 
1.000.000 population, with tv cover- 
ing Norfolk, Portsmouth, Newport 
News, Hampton and Virginia |- 
Beach. " 

KTLA-TV, Los Angeles indep- 
endent, and. Peters, -Griffin. & 
Woodward reppery¥ are on. the road 
with another film presentation, | 
this one titled 
Independents,” touting the sta- - 
tion’s rapid. rise to No. 1 indie in 

‘the Coast city. and unveiling .the - 
' 1961-62 schedule. Special ‘em-; 
‘ phasis is put on the station’s focal ’ 
‘ Frogramming, with live. big- -prize 
quiz shows: and extensive lo al 

‘news spreads, and. public Service: 
‘ efforts. 

Briefs: Robert E. Bailey, ac-. 
count exec for Storer Television. 
Sales, has been named national . 
sales manager for Storer’s WSPD-.. 

‘TV, Toledo .. . KOMBO-TV, Wa-: 
terlao- Cedar Rapids, and. KMMT, ; 

‘covering Austin and Rochester. 
Minn., and Mason: City, -sold 

: together on a single rate card with 
‘one billing, is subject of a rfew 
_study by Avery-Knodel ... Thomas ° 
‘J. Brown, former tv salesman for:. 
Headley-Reed, has joined the ra- 
dio sales staff. of Avery-Knodel,. 
New York. 

starting .a cross. 

“Declaration Of | 

‘tails as to the schedule of games to 
-be broadcast have not .been com- 
pleted. it is présently, conteniplated 
ithat- about | 90 games. will be tele-_ 
‘vised. . 
| “Among the ‘teams. “are. the cay. |? 
Giants; Detroit Lions, San. Fran- 
Rene ‘Farty-Niners, ‘Los: 
Ramis, ‘Philadelphia Eagles. DaHas 
! Cowbey’s,, Chicago Bears, St. Louis. 
‘Cardinals, and: Green: Bay. Fackers. 
‘Games of other teams. will’ be add- 
,ed When the final. schedule. is ‘com- 
‘pleted. 

Games will be sponsored nation- 
;ally by the. Ford Division -of the 
‘Ford Motor Co.-and. Philip Motris, 
‘and among the regianal. sponsors 
are the American Oil Co.,.P. Bal- 
_lantine, . Falstaff. Brewing, Hamm 
Brewing, and Sun Oil. 
Last. month, Judge. “Alan K. 

Grimm of -the’ Philadelphia U.S. 
District Court voided ‘CBS’ $4.650,-. 
000 ‘exclusive contract:-ta- televise. 
‘NFL games...Web Jost. ‘no.-time ‘in 
‘the wake: of the decision to revert 
‘to its former procedure of signing 
‘contracts. with individual teams. 
CBS’ professional football: telecasts 
a ill begin. Sept. 17.. 

‘BBC: TV'S HARD LOOK. 
AT PROGRAM: COSTS, 

* London. Aug:: 8:- 
"Report . that: BBC-TV | program | 
planners: had’ been warned to cut. 
down . -expenditure. ‘was. neither 
‘confirmed - or. denied: _by. ‘Web | al- 
though an-exec did say: 
‘costs ‘are. increasing. all the’ time 
and’ we Have only a fixed income: 
“from licerise- .revenue. Therefore 
“we do ‘have: to -watch ‘the. money , 
a “bit.” 
“But the exee denied. that. BBC's 

proposed lease ‘of Riverside _stue 
‘dios had anything to do: with ecen- | 
‘omy measures. He :held that .this’ 
was @ logical move: ‘as the new TV 
‘Centre was fully operational and 
the tv staff was gradually vacating | - 
temporary studtfos. (such “as River-. 
‘side) and gathering under. the. one 

_ raof. 
Currently; the government takes 

. $2.80 of the $11.20: radio-tv license- 
and™ the -Post- Office’s: annual op- 
erating ‘expenses. amounted to 
_more... than: $5,500; 000 this yéar. 
BBC's share of the- remaining $8.40. 
has been {ncrease--to': 95° this 
year and the Corp. takes the lot’ 
next year. Increases mean $2. 100,<: 

- 000: more this, year, and Aa 300; 000 

| IN. CHICAGO . -next.: : 

Toa 
(Week Ending July 30) 

a Homes 
| Viewing 
". (000's) 

No Hiding. Place—AR . ra eee meee ; - 9817 
Coronation Street (W ed. I—GRAN ADA. “ewyes . 15378: 
Coronation Street’ (Mon..—GRAN ADA.. ewe ceed we aecisee, -- 5268 
Television Playhouse—ATV Lea eeeseiicccenccseccus 5268 : 
Emergency—Ward 10 -Fris—ATV: wl. c..cceeesceeeeweve 5049 © 
Harpers West One—ATV eee ec ecceeceeserenes, 4939 ° 
Emergeney—Ward 10 :Tues. ATV vecdec eee wes cedeewes 4939 | 
Abracadabra—AR ...:....-6 0... eee cceeateccccccceecce 4769. 
Bovd QC—AR ......-.... oli ecacceaeduetles aoe seete. 4720 

Delfont’s Sunday Show—AT Vi icles cere eee le ceeeesecee 4720: 
Three Live Wires—AR .......... wees ecevereseacsccces  4644- 
Play of the Week—AR Leabaveceed eoeee eet e eles chee tans 4390. 
Armehair Theatre—ABC . wee teens vases aceene a Lie woes - 4390" 
Twenty Questions—AR . ee eaewstecooesee ATL" 
The Younger. Generation__GR ANADA . savewestsweeeceeee SITT> 
Calling Dickie Valentine—ATV ....: eg eees a ac ewavevecece — 4061, 
Family Solicitor—GRANADA ... sete nec euee - weecedee, 37401 
Tell the Truth—ATV ...-.........c.cceues vets Feedba "3732: 
Big Night Out—-ABC_.......... cree wets. - 3732. 
‘Thiity Years After—AR nrraerebecsetaeeseederencseses 3622, . 

‘to. become | $+ 

CBS-TV will. again. -broad- 

Angeles 

“Program: 

| Casey and Robert Kidd. top featured... 

‘| night feature 

_Wesinenio, Ang 9. 1961 

Ty. Radio Pectin Centres. 
IN. NEW YORK CITY. 
Irene McCaffrey, CBS-TV. program. departnieit, ‘Vacationing. ‘on. the 

Coast ... CBS News: correspondent Walter Cronkite: back from Puerto’ __ 
Rico where he was involved: in shooting for “Twentieth: Century”. pro- 
gram “Room in’ Puerto Rico” skedded for ’61-’62 season ..: . CBS News . 

deGaulle to be. published later this year... :.. Mary Ellen Acton, ‘CBS. 
office service department,. vacationing in Lake George ..’. George.” 
Schlatter will produce,. Michael Gargiulo: -will, direct . and: Robert . 

special... Clarence E. Watson named v.p., business .administration: of 
CBS ‘Laboratories .°. Larry -Gumbinner, manager . of ‘network. trans- 
‘(mission facilitiés for CBS-TV,: arnd.-a.15-year web. veteran, ‘is leaving 
jto; enter the real estate business: in Maine. Charles Cadley, who has 
been Gumbinner’s assistant, ‘upped to: the ‘manager’s post. Other Pro- 

‘}motions within the net. transmission facilities operation :find Gordon’ - 
Batten named. assistant manager and. Seymour: Goetz appointed super- 
visor ,.. .- Sid Garfield, CBS ‘Radio. publicity chief, back. after. ee 
Islands vacation . ; WCBS:TV:: ‘on ‘Sunday (6)*started series on N.Y.’s: 
Mayovality contest, titled “Primary, Issues,” 
show ... . Aileen Paul, prexy- N.Y. chapter: of American Wemen in. 
Radio and: Television, and v.p.’s Jean Richter,: Radio: Liberty, and Ruth 
Viscount, General. Foods, to. Syracuse ..to plan: -Oet:: ‘6 area conference 
with other three New York. State. chapters. ... Scribes lined: up. for 
‘upcoming “20th Century”.:series include. Richard: Witkin, aviation: 
editor. of the N.Y: Times, James Benjamin; William Harlan Hale, Rob- 
ert Shaplen, Barbara’ Sapinsley and ‘Walter McQuade.” 
CBS Radio. newsman Allen Jackson will. call’ the. annual Dayton” 

Soap Box Derby for the 10th ‘straight year Aug. 20 ... . New. York's 
noncommercial FM outlet, WBAI, ‘will. accept. advertising. for its. printed. ~ 

: “Kuklapolitan” producers ‘Taynod Productions) Sherril. *Faylor and 
Jory Nodland. on Coast for. huddles as regards three: proposed new... 
properties for intro next year. ~: .WILI, Willimantic, :Conn.,.is 46th 
Station to. pact ‘for “Your Guide to Good Health,”: Alan. ‘Sands radio- 
syndie package featuring Dr. Lester Coleman . . Nuptials in ‘Nov. for. 
‘ABC-TV’s Lesley Banner (daughter of publicist: Jack: Banner) ‘and Jack:. 

Maine" for two .weeks of fishing | .. .. Johnny. Gilbert, “Camouflage”. 
announcer, has.a: feature role in thie’ new, Columbia ‘picture,. “Gidget - 
Goes Hawalian”. . Producer: Jerry. Hammer dack. in. New York: after, 
vacation in the. ‘Hamptons. . <-. Paul. Taubman. will be guest conductor. 
of the Miami Philharmonic: Aug.: ¥3 . -.. CBS; Radio. has bought ‘Ronald ~ 
Dawson’s script, “Murder Is. a Matter. ‘of - ‘Opinion,” ‘based on. a Jules: 
Archer story of the same. title, for “Suspense” ‘stanza ‘Aug. 20 ; 
Erwin H. Ephron, A. C. Nielsen press director, heads. the. Radio &. Teéle-: 
vision Executive Society's: Time Buying. and. Selling’ Seminar plans. 
committee... . Singer Johnny: Mathis’ has vidtaped a special: for: Grana- 
da-Tv in London. for broadcast .:there in Sept... John - Dunn upped 
from. staff writer. to editor onthe NBC:TV . “Today”. show. « Fred’ 
Robbins interviews. Mike Nichols: and Elaine May, ‘Richard Egan, Julie’: 
‘Styne,. Jane Powell and Stanley’; Kramer on ‘Assignment’ Hollywood,” 
this ‘week,.and he’ll cover. the Venice. Film Festival end of this. month. 
Dr. Carl: Schmidt; professor of interpretive reading at ‘Wisconsin VU: 

has been Signed to discuss current books. on ABC. Radio’s “Flair. 
‘He'll ‘also .dramatize ‘ passages ‘from. the: books ‘under : -discussion: + 
Connie Francis into: N, ¥. Aug: 14-to begin work ‘on: her. ABC-TV ‘special. 

-|due in. September .. “Top. AB-PT ‘execs, headed. by’ prexy‘ Leonard 
| Goldenson, ” will speak ‘at: the radio wéb’s eastern. regional meeting at 
the Sheraton-East. Hotel in: New’ York Aug, 21. Network. ‘toppers: will - 
[travel to. regional sessions. in other -key cities as well .. WNEW-TV_ 
iwill telecast. Mrs.. Eleanor Roosevelt’s “Prospects “of Mankind”. series 
for thé second season, starting Sept. 17..Show jis ‘still under the. pro- 

"| duction. banner of. WGBH-TV for the National. Education’ Television 
‘Proudest ‘dad in town. is. Metropolitan Broadcasting’s public. rela- 

tions chief. Phil. Cowan ‘whose’ 10-year-old ‘son, Gien.. wrote to Pres. 
Kennedy to autograph his. copy of “Profiles in ‘Courage” and received 
the Presidential” inscription: “To ‘Glen—with: best. ‘wishes—John F... 
Kennedy." oe . 

IN HOLLYWOOD .. 
Walter O’Reefe joined KHJ' s Tuniinary lineup to: ‘whirl. disks’ “ana* 

!reminisce ,. . Larry Buskett back: at. Mort Hall’s’ KLAC.-as sales mane 
| ager to replace Al Racto . . 
‘Henry Hull, will be ABC-TY’s program supervisor on the Steve. Allen ° 
show... . .“Private Line—Y oung ‘Hollywood, ’ with fan. mag: ‘columnist : 
‘Rona. ‘Barrett, .gabbing and © interviewing,’ being ‘piloted. for -William. 
Morris ‘to show. around...’ .,. Bette. Davis is Paul Coates’ first subject. 
in his new half-hour series, “Recall. ” She'll portray: ‘Mary. Todd Lincoln 

;-Bob:.Oakley, in: and out: of: tv since ‘the: fitst. camera’ shot, finally: 
decided’ on a night:club career as -a: comic-emcee .. « Asked if: there 

an’ MCA man<said “it’s. being . was trouble: on -“The Investigators,” 
| investigated.”. After several: scripts. were -rejected, Mike :Gafrison | 
checked off as producer... . Producer Frank. Telford of “Outlaws”. hit-- 
the ceiling when told that: his:director, Paul Stanley; had. shot only. - 
one setup ali day. Viewing the’ dailies, Telford’s anger turned to ‘praise 
with. ‘what ‘he. saw: a 10-minute ‘scene ‘on..oné ‘camera without a’ break 
is; Phil Cohan-took off for a swing of: the Eyropean tv: centers to 
report ‘back: to the Aver agency. on facilities and locations for overseas. 
shooting . ..«. Pat Weaver talis his new ‘post at: McCann-Erickson. “a 

radio at Young &. Rubicam. - 

‘WGN-TV. is - tailoring down’ “Tenth - ‘Hour. “News”: to a "15-minute: 
- |format.from the preserit half hour. in order, to equalize things with the”. 

‘ {other stations next ‘fall . 
‘| Chicago, Stopped here last: week: He’s at liberty,.. having ‘sold his AM-er. 

; Bill ‘Ray, former news chieftain for: NBG- 

in:’Ames, Ia.,: because. it forced him to devote 80°C of his’ effort to. 
selling . time ; ‘sy. Mrs. Russell Stebbins,’ widow ‘of: the. late WNBQ 
sales manager, | 1s operating WRSV, new ‘Skokie. station which: signed 
on last week .-. :'Matt Vieracker, general manager. of. WBKB. ticketed. 
‘}for a tour . of West Ger ‘many: ~atter, Labor Day: as .an_ official guest of 
that : country’s. government -. “WMAQ will -air 30-minutés worth of 

summer. Night’s “Dream” ‘this. ‘Saturday . (124, ‘with Wal Bettin,. Angel © 
Station is also carrying an’ 

audio version of WNEQ-TV" s-“Artists” Showcase”. as a regular Saturday . 
. . » Bob Vagas’ has. ‘taken. over Hank Mitchell's vocal: 

chore.on WBBM’s “Supper Club’... , Jack Karey, ex-WCFE and now: a 
freelancer, spelling. Howard Miller. on. WIND. while: he ¥acations. 

|IN LONDON ; 
Bernard Delfont will fv » Eartha Kite: in for his ‘Aug. 13 ATV ‘Sunday - 

| Show”....BBC claims:15 600.000 weekly. viewing. figure: for the Winston 
-| Churchill starrer. “The Valiant Years”. which finished its. original screen- . 
ings but is only halfway through repeats. ;.“‘Top Secret,” new-skein from: 
Associated-Rediffusion which was shot largely. in. South. America, bows. 
on Friday (11). Star is William Franklyn : . . CBS. Report ‘on ‘the .“Year 
of Polaris” is pencilled: in-for'a second screening by: BBC-TV.. .:.. BBC 

__Wontinued | on page 30) 

‘Shelley ‘Hull, son of: the veteran: actor; | 

giant step- backwards,” a reference to D earlier days When. he’ headed, uP 

Radio .hoaxed some music’ critics by.. broadcasting - some faked-up, ° : 
| “avant garde” music which was. credited''to an imaginary composer. 

Paris correspondent David Schoenburn in. N.Y. ‘preparing’ a bio of :... 

Tamplin will be associate producer. of upcoming CBS-TV: Victor Borge ~ 

‘on the “New York Forum”... 

‘{program guide beginning next month™ to help defray station. expenses ne 

‘Grumet, a business exec . . . CBS-I'V program veepee Mike’ Dann to” ae 

; excerpts from ‘the. (Oak: Park) ‘Nillage. ‘Classics: ‘production of “A Mid- - 



 gautual ‘admiration and close: har- 

= gue of them all-—that the FCC's de-. 
' -,elsion to weigh programming. be- 

: who: ‘would ‘view the actions of the | 

*- @itfer in. only’ one. respect, ‘Minow: 
“. . taking. the view’ that broadcasters 
“had not, yet. begun to. be. “responsi- : 

“. ghairman would.take steps to ameli-. 

_.- $n its new .quest.for:station. informaz-. 

:--iple-station . market: 

would: be.a-good thing where: there. 

an erease their staffs. I have seen first; 

_ “this entails'in terms of the day-to-: 

' parative |.cases,’ 

* Chieagé, “Aug. 8. 
* Béoadeasters . .who. might. have. 

been shaken “up last ‘May by the:| © 
sophical affinity - -between. the 

clave. in Washington) apparent- 
‘ate not to be comforted. © ~ 

Minow and: Collins encored their 
“new. era’ two-act. at the North- 

"twas -again. characterized © by 
mony of: thought. Though ‘their 
‘texts. were three ‘months’ matured 
“and ina much. lower ‘Key. than}: 
“those. of last) spring, < basically. 
“peither.. Minow. nor “Collins had 
changed: his ‘tune—much’. to. the 

7) ehagrin of the. industryites in ate. 

thee concurred on the hottest ie 

“fora handing out license renewals 
did ‘not constitute’. censorship: (‘I 

-. disagree with ‘those. ‘in .our ranks 

 -¥CC as dealing .death - Blows to 
i+ fresdom.” Collins . said)—and' to-. 

: gether. they assailed the status quo; |. 
‘self-imposed | “censorship”: through] 
greed. for the advertising - dollar, 
‘the failures to program for. minorl-. 
-ty interests, and the stifling of -cre- 
atiyity through: “the. slavish addic- 

. tion: ‘to audience “measurement” 
- 4Collins’ quote). 

On‘these - points: ‘they’ seemed to’ 

bie” and. Collins that they ‘had ‘at’ 
‘least begun.:° 

The NAB: prexy did cheer. the. 
_group’ he ‘represents by. -Tajsing 
three points that.he hoped the FCC. 

- ‘grate: (1) the’ over-population’ of | 
-yadio licensees: (see separate story); 
(2)-the . overly-burdensome. paper- 

_ work. imposed by the: Commission: 

- tion; and: (2) ‘fhe. ‘insistence . -of 
. “balanced” ‘programming: ‘ina mul- |: 

“Nin re:the. latter, Collins said,“ 
' do feel strongly that-it would. be 
‘foolish to. expect. each station. to | : 

-:\@arry..a ‘balanced. program diet, : 
. \Phis would ‘not produce real diver-. 

_ “gification but rather. insidious ‘con- | 
.formity in which --every "station 
would: be sounding. much ‘the same’: 
. a8-.any other.” He recommended: 
-‘that.the Cominission enegurage, in- 
‘stead, ‘specialization. | 

‘'": Minow, later. concéded . the: ‘point; 
‘but.only with reference. to. radio. 
He said he. -believed’ specialization 

were enough stations, but. as ‘there 
'. were ‘too few in. television he would 
have to continue to insist on ‘bal- 
ance in: that. medium. ne 

‘As to the’ paperwork, | ‘Collins 
noted ‘that the Commission's - ‘new 

: folms. would bear directly - -on the 
bility of ‘broadcasters :to perform. 

_ ‘with maximum ‘responsibility. “In- 
.. Many of. the smaller stations,” he 
paid, «.“the - almost. . -impossible- 
amounts: of detailed ‘paperwork. will 
place an intolerable -burde on: al: | 

_-Yeady: overloaded’ ‘personnel. “And 
these stations. cannot. afford. ‘to in- 

. hand the mountains of. ‘paperwork. 

| day" operation of .the. smaller. sta- 
“ recomitiend that’ every 
‘member of the FCC take the time |. 

1° to make ‘such-an examination if. he 
_... has not already done.so.”- ~ : 

:"” |. Minow, in-his' turn, took. a ‘sorte- 
“hat ‘defensive. position, devoting 
‘most: of his. address to. rebutting 
the charges from within ‘the. trade 

- that the Commission's. concern. with 
program’ abuses represented:a form. 
of. censorship. Fhrough definition 
“and: profuse ‘documentation. 
legal _ precedents * ‘and .court .deéci- 
sions Minow established ‘the “Com- 
_imission’s.authority and duty.to.can-. 
sider. a -station’s programming ’ in|. 
deciding: whether - or- not to. Tenew 

Sts Tieemse.”..:. «. 
" Minow said: ‘that the very. persons, 
who contéded the FCC's power to: 
‘weigh the- ‘programming ‘proposals: 
Of: competing: ‘applicants. for. a’ sta- 
tion or frequency “balk at the same. 

_ exercisé. of authority: ‘in -non-com- 
i *: ‘although. {t. 
; amounts to. » the same thing. “Serv~: 

ference:’ yo 
q. but: still it ‘was’ ‘colorful, and. ‘sometimes 
spirited—a: good ‘show if taken: as diseussion. -for~ 

work: will be: doubled for nothing .. 

‘terest,"-he said, “‘and. programs are» 

| The: public interest: exists whether |- 
there are. competitors: for ‘the chan-} 

‘that, .by legal definition, censorship |. 

the made: the. point . several times 

with'|a renewal:to a station: that played | 
‘only Mickey Spillane or “Old 

.@ three-year license. ‘period... 

‘said, “Is that. far too miany licensees 
‘} do: not * 

‘quency: is :Fezarded as theirs, - not.|. 

~in discharging. its: own public in-: 
‘terest responsibilities — challenges 
‘such operations. 

- ” “Chicago, Aug. 8... 
After 10. hours. ‘of gab ‘concentrated in.a ‘two-day 

\'pertod. the Government, the’ academic: world and . 
the: broadcast industry are still: at @ stalemate. 

:“Freedom ‘and. ‘Responsibility: in Broadcasting” re-" 
‘mains philosophically where it was. before 9 a.m. 

cy | last Thursday (3): when the Northwestern Law School. *-- 
sn | Sponsored symposium was gaveled open, Not the at- 
if:] torneys, nor the academicians, broadcasters, journal-_. 

lists, agency execs, members. and former. ‘members of - 
the FCC; nor public relations counselors, who com-. 
prised the panel - of: 20, were. able to put. Humpty 
Dumpty ‘into any acceptable -or functional shape. © 
Clair: ‘McCullough: said: it for all:to hear, at the ‘sem- 
‘inar’s. close: “Nothing usable came ‘out of ‘this: cons - 

-‘True,: 

discussion’s sake ‘McCullough suggested. that there 
were perhaps too: many participants, which of ‘course 
|.was so, and it might ‘be ‘added ‘that there were too. 
‘many. scholarly Pupers ‘presented and. of too. long. 
length to-allow sufficient ‘time for the free ‘exchange ©. 
of ideas, which. should. ‘have- been. the: best. part. 
‘McCullough ‘also felt that it :-was foo. public, with the. 
press. watching on closed circuit, . foo much. “‘on the. 
yecord” to sponsor -a real “free”. exchange. Ona’ 
closed | circuit-viewer's opinion is. that, for the rec- . 
‘ord or ‘not. no ofie seemed Particularly inhibited. 

At’ any rate, ‘nothing’ new came out-of the: sessions, 
although. it. might have been a: revelation to some. 
.that-every noble. opinion ‘has a noble-opponent, and. 
‘that the professors no more ‘than ‘the broadcasters’ 
could: be expected to think asa unit.-If it were pos- - 
‘sible to tally up, there would surely has ve been 
‘disagreement than’ agreement. . 

. - This, Teo A ‘Wasteland 

it ‘anything. ‘significant, was. said, it -was- said by. 

mor ‘s 

‘Newton -Minow—but only because: ‘his viewpoint, of- 
those in the group, weighs ‘more in the-practical 
‘radio-tv world: by virtue of his post as. FCC chair- - 
‘man. There were, 2 few. gambits for: debate, but all- 
were. truncated by the need to: ive everyone a say. 
Even so, some participants had little opportunity to 
Say. anyttiing at all; which was.a-gross. waste of talent. :: 

follows is: an approximate, ‘and excerpted, 
Jonghand transcript ‘of. the give-and-take; which. 
should communicate some of. the: flavor, and. some 
of the. frustration: ; 

- Charles King ‘(former Commissicner):. “what . 1 
want. to know is who's going to read. all those elab-. 
‘orate forms the FCC: wants now?. The. broadcasters’ 

. Public. hear-°! 
ings will. .put the FCC. much. farther ‘behind : ‘in its. 
‘work ;.. .. The Government should: estatlist ‘some 
Taifkimum "standards for broadcasting.’": 
John’ W.. Guider: (broadcaster): :“I : -consider - Mr. 

Minow’ s. quarrel with affiliates. that ‘don’t carry. cer-. 
‘tain™ network-fed- shows naive and uninformed. Sta- . 
tions--all have. individual problems. ‘When you've ‘got 
-a-good show, and it's. building an audience, you don't: 
preempt it just because the network: is sending some-. 
thing opt on the.Jine,” 

Sig. ‘Michelson’. (broadcaster): oa gant say in. good: 
conscience that 100% of the public affairs shows we . 
did. were absolutely worth accepting by the. affiliates. 

didn’t blame. some of them for not ‘taking them.” ” 
‘Ralph McGill ( (journalist): “Out of good television. 

may come..a ‘national culture. rather than a regional - 
one: The. Government hag the responsibility - to see 
to it ‘that children-in this country are educated . 
We lose’ so. much. of our. talent’ through our ‘short: 
comings in education, vis-a-vis. Russia.” 

Fairfax Cone (advertising exec): “I made a check 
of 100 high. typé shows. Only nine were able to meet’ 
the. competition. ‘The other 91. fell. ‘Macbeth’ ‘got 
‘Emmies,: but every show against. it- beat it. This is . 
how tastes run. There is‘no Atlantic ‘Monthly. in‘ tv.” 

- Newton: Minow: - “The problem is, minorities. The. 
‘real future. in. broadcasting is UHF,. where there'll : 
be enough. channels:so that Specialized interests may. 
.be’served: I have introduced ‘legislation that. all set - 
-manufacturers. -be required to have. both VHF. and. 

z UHF. on the dial. It will take some. time, a period of 
‘years, béfore enough - tv’ set- owners have: them. I 
hope Congress ‘will take. my proposal seriously.” - 

Clair McCullough’: (broadcaster): “It’s debatable. 
that television represents ‘ our culture. From:a minor- 
ity. staitdpoiht, ‘T. don’ i have fhuch’ trouble. keeping 

jee to ‘the listening. publi: ‘ts still 
the vital. element of the. public in-1 

still ‘the essence’ of that ‘service. 

nel or -not.”"’. ‘ 
The FCC: chairman: ' maintained 

refers to- previous | restraints, ‘and 

that. the <Commission: -‘is.concerned | - ° 
only after the broadcast, not before. | 
‘He said the critics of the FCC] 

want, it ta..be a “see no evil, hear 
no evil” Commission which would 
be powerless, for-instance, ‘to deny |- 

Gray. ming. 
Mare” all day jong, every.: day | for 

‘. “The trouble. in my opinion;. he 

-regard -themselvés: as | - 
trustees. ‘for. the | public, “The fre- vo: 

the public’s:; When the Commission | 

the. first, almost |. . 

reflex reaction is the. ery-.of ” ‘cen- a 
sorship’,’ we . 

| he Voice of the Unheard? 
(Nothing, Usable ¢ Caine. Out of This’) 

. By. LES BROWN 

‘ thme.”” 

of the state of Florida .. - 

“Tend . itself beautifully. to instructional tv, 
-: hate to be an educational station on CHF now.’ 

up with television's s ‘good stuff, but I can never find 
‘the time to keep up with. all the magazine articles, 
“and: even movies, that interest me ‘ 

Ward .L. Quaal.- (broadeaster': “More: ty stations 
“will: ‘not mean better quality. Look what happened © 
to radio.” | 

M.S. Novik (broadcast consultanti: “We all seem 
. ‘to agree—we need standards. The little radio station 
-—-the 250: watter—set the standard for the big ones, 
‘and now they're all running jukeboxes. There are 
no worthwhile programs on radio, and the American ; 

"people are less informed today than ever before.” 
Peter. Goelet | (National Audience Board’: “Pub- 

“‘Hicity (on how the. Governnfent feels about certain 
shows). can be effective. TIT toss: you one word— 
‘wasteland’. 
Cone: “I think sponsors would be willing to under- 

‘write good programs, public affairs shows, if they 
were ‘offered. at a lower price than the mass audience | 

ws.” 
" Mickelson:. “Lowering the price of public affairs | 

shows might cause them to be done for less. It would 
degrade them. Also the networks and stations may 
be disinclined to do thein if they're going to lose 
money. 1. -hope the idea will be forgotten for all 

, ‘McCullough: “The. networ ks push public affairs 
- shows through in station time. How come not in ; 
network time?” 
Quaal: “When: working on the Tv Code Board in 

1952, we tried to avoid the trap of ratings. We 
‘wanted to get.2 circulation approach, something like 

-. the Audit Bureau has with magazines, where Seg: j 
ments of ‘the day would be measured rather than 
half-hour periods, If we had something like that, we 

_ might. be able to use the magazine concept.” 
W: Theodore Pierson (attorney!: “I's impossible 

- ta have a national system of sales without a selection 

of pregtams.” 
Minow: The present system fs unrealistic, If the 

| Magazine concept were adopted and thought ‘to be 
‘an. improvement, surely. the Government would 
amend any.laws that might. stand in its way.” 

King: “It’s the state's business to handle’ educa- 
tonal: television.” *_ 

- Leroy Collins. (National Assn: of Broadcasters): 
: “Educational. .ty.is the hope of the world. It ts not 
to be left to the concern of the states. A poorly edu- 
cated person in Alabama can in a few years become 
a. delinquent. in ‘Chicago ‘and. ultimately and ward 

Educational tv offers an 
area of experimentation for commercial tv, since it 
is so expensive. to develop new programs commer- 

_ clay.” os: 

John. W. Taylor {ETV broadcaster): “WHF would 
but I'd: 

“Chiefly .:.. Is There Balance?’ ~ 
‘Leits Jaffe (professor': “The question of What fs - 

good and what is bad in tv is irrelevant. The ques- : 
* tion. should be, is there balance? Does it satisfy the 
Span of tastes?’ 

John E. ‘Coane (ussoc. professor!: “Do the: people : 
who make ‘Lagsie’ have the talent to do. better 

shows? What I mean is, ‘does television have the 
talent for good shows?" . 

_. Plerson—“YPhe FCC does get involved In censor- * 
“ing shows. They did. get a couple bumped a few: 
years back. They condemned a Mae West show and, ‘ 
impliedly, whole categories of programs.’ 
. Minow—“If you put stag movies on tv, they'd get 
g®. very: high rating. 
‘Mickelsen—"“Let's start defining a few things. it 

.@ Zoveranient agency should move in to decide what : 
is good:.for the people, it would be dangerous to | 
set standards 
‘public responsibility,’ and ‘vast wasteland.’” 

on such cliches as ‘public. service,’ 

Minow—“If a. station should put on Mickey Spil- | 
“Yane every day, a should the Government stand by end }: 
do nothing?” 

Mickelson—“Y. 
_ Plerson: “I ‘wish the FCC would define ‘balanced : 

' McCullough: (To Jaffe) “In ‘two minutes, define 

es sir. 09 

"good television.’ ” 
Jaffe: “Alt shows. are: good—in proportion.” 

_ McGill: “Television ' can become the voice of the 
unheard.” . 

MeCullought Nothing usable came. out of this 
conference. ” 

‘Minow on Rating/ Dollar Censorship 
Chicago, Aug. 8. 

FCC: chairman. Newton ‘Minow flung the “censorship” charge 
back into the’ teeth of broadcasters who accuse the Commission of 
practicing “thought control” with its efforts to upgrade program- 

|. .ming. and: correct abuses, It was Minow’ 8 most dramatic moment at 

the. Northw estern symposium. 
‘He made ‘one of his prime. targets those affiliates that refuse to 

carry: ‘certain network public: affairs programs ‘which he described 

as “magnificent”) because: they are able to air something more 

commercial in its place.’ 
their schedules aren't overbalanced with ‘public service program- 

“You can. be sure,” ‘Minaw - sald, “that 

‘He ‘spoke of broadcasting’. self-censorship as jaking two princl- 

_ pal forms, “rating: censorship" and “dollars censorship.” The first 
. needs. no defining, Minow defined the second thus. “The broadrast 
‘licensee ‘simply abdicates his own. judgment and turns pragram- 

ming: decisions over to an ‘advertiser or his agency. The advertiser 

As* not ‘licensed or required. to serve’ the public interest” 

' These forms of censorship he said are “as much. to be examined, 
spotlighted and at the same- time deplored as any form of censor- 
ship. by a Government agency. And. since it is done by our own 
‘governmental. licensees every broadcast day—it violates the spirit 
“of the First. Amendment and Section 326 of the Act just as surely 

pas ‘if we had- done it ourselves." oe 

BADIO-TELEVISION 

Talktest Taped . 

27 

By Treyz; Brass 
Shuns Symposium 

Chicago, Aug. 8. 

ABC-TV video taped the closed 
clreult proceedings at Northuest- 

fern U.’s symposium on “Freedom 
jand Responsibility in Broadeasst- 
jing” for a possible telecast this 

, | summer. Ollie Treyz, who attended 
(along with Leonard Goldenson) 
but not as a participant. said [t 
would be up to the network's news 

;dept. to decide how the tspe be 
used. ABC undoubtedly earned the 
taping privilege because it had 
picked up the tab for the closed 
circuit hookup. over which the 
-press was able to view the closed 
sessions, 

Treyr, incidentally, cslled the 
iN. U talkfest “the greatest sym- 
posium on the subject of broad- 
casting ever held ” 

Except for Treyz and Goldenson, 
who had .a vested inmeres!, there 
was a surprising’ ia°k of radio iv 

i brass in attendance at either the | 
i closed or onen se. fans. The only. 
Chi tv station head to turn out 
was WGN exee veepee Ward J. 
| Quaal. but he was‘a panel mem- 
ber. From the radio side there w4s 
| onix WBBM topper Ernfe Shamo, 
{WES prexy Ralph Beaudin, NBG 
Felder statesman Jules Herbuyesux, 
and, it’s understood, a few operas 
tors from nearby clties 

Mr and Mrs Jay Minow, par 
ents of the FCC ecaltrman came 
down from Milwaukee for the event 
and found it “rather technical ” 

NAB chief LeRoy Collins left 
{immediately after his address on 
Thutada, +3! to atfend the wede 
ding of his administrative assist- 
ant. John Persy. Pierre Salinger 
was supposed to‘ have been on the 

;Pancl nat was called away un other 
business at the 1th hour. 

Minow, a graduate of the NU 
j Law School, prefaced his address 
with a cundown of former teach- 
ers and feliew alumni who, like 
himself, had gone into government 

iservice among them Arthur Gold- 
berg, Adlai Stevenson, Dean Ros- 
‘coe L. Barrow, and Gov. @tto 
: Kerner, It ran to quite a long’ list, 
‘and the FCC chairman finished by 
sayinis. “I could go on about this 
institution bat F fear it) would 
“make Harvard jealous. and add to 
| Yale's growing inferlority com- 

ox.” 

4 

A reporter asked Minow if he 
: would fotlaw the speech verbatim, 
¢as printed in the handout. Said he: 
i“I ‘magine so I'm not normally a 
text deviate.” 

(Pierson Attacks Minow — 
_As a ‘Cultural Czar’! 

cs SORE ake Sennen bien ee ae Lap em a temas oor vaweresmeet 

Chieago, Aug. B. 

Broadcast attorney W. Theodore 
| pion getting as It-were equal 
time at tlie Northwestern talka- 

j thon to answer Dean Roscac Bar- 
row's paper on “Non-Governe 
mental Jnfiuences on Television 
Progiamning,” used the opening 
Instead to attack FCC chairman 
Newton Minow's speech and par- 
ticularly to deplore Minow's 4im- 
position of his own programming 
standards on the broadcast indu;s- 
try. He sald. Minow was setting — 
himself up as some kind of cultural 
czar. 

Noting that in his “vast waste- 
Jand” speech at the NAB the FCC. 
‘chairman ‘i: specified the kind of 
programming he felt the broad- 
caster owed to the publle, {21 made 
clear then that he intended In iis 
official capacity to see that fe 
broadcaster pass his public service 
debt, and (3: indicated he would 
arcompiish mo through the Meeng- 
ing power of (the Cammisoion, 
Pierson observed, “Here he fs not 
playing the role of citizen Minow, 
but the dispenser of the privyie co 
to Jise or die as a broadcaster: ” 

By pulting the lieensee in the 
Spoafion of either broadeastis¢ 
[uhat he ‘Alinows favors or josir.g 
Phas perms sion to broadcast at all, 
MINGW IS reer ing a prior restraiat, 
Pierson suid. * % is censorship, and 
1h widlhites the First Amendment 
Moreover, Pierson said, it weuld 

, not biing about the kind of divere 
I sity of programming the FCC ine 
{ tends yt to, instead it would make 
‘for * cover nmentally induced cun- 
j formuty.” 



THEODORE'’F. SHAKER, 

Ted 
‘NEW YORK 

JUSTIN CASSIDY, CHICAGO RIGHARD SEESEMYER, HOLLYWOOD 

Diek 

1. all the info on TV's big 5 markets. 
As of August 15th, these are the exclusive reps for ABC-TV's 
Owned & Operated stations. . 
Meaning they. represent WABC-TV, New York; WBKB,. 

‘Chicago; KABC-TV, Los Angeles; WXYZ:TV, Detroit; KGO-TV, © 
San Francisco: . the most. uptrending stations.in these top: 
markets...and speak knowingly about the 5 markets where 
‘a healthy slice of the nation’s. spending money is spent. © 

Pare, 

WABC-TV, NEW YORK. 
—WBKB, CHICAGO: ..:- 
‘MABC-TV, LOS ANGELES. 
WXYZ-TV, DETROIT. 
KGO-TV, SAN. FRANCISCO. 



2. from any of. these 18 specialists. - es 
: These men know all about their business. And plenty about 
yours.. They were hand- picked for their first-hand knowledge. 

of thema rkets. They will concentrate 100% of their activities | 

on. these key markets. Whatever you want to know about - 

the markets,. research: or: availability-wise, these 18 men 
4 

“know. Or will-find out. Fast. wots 

Call the one closest: to you, geographically speaking. . 

663 Fifth Avenue, t New York 22, New York, SUsquehanna 7.5000: 
360 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, ilfinois, ANdover. 3-0800. 
1539 North Vine Street; Hollywood 29, California, NOrmandy 3-3311: o 
Madison Theatre Building, 1567 Broadway,. Detroit, Michigan, WOodward 1.0268 
277: Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco 2, California, UNderhitl 3-0077 

"GRANT NORLIN, SAN FRANCISCO 

“FRANK SARACENO, CHICAGO 



RADIO-TELEVISION 

AFTRA s Precedential Ruling, Throws! ~ Bradbury, CBS Settle | | 
Los s#~geles; Aug. .8. 

After litigating through three | 

ae elnasey, Angas 9, ‘1961 “hy 

From The Production Centres 
Continued. ftom pase “ 

Book at L.A. Trio as Strikebreakers’ ss. Suis tr mi 
‘| CBS-TV and Robert Alan: -Aurthur. 

Action. was: filed in 1958 based on 
{ the. telecast ofthe year before of 
“A Sound of Different Drummers.” 

Hellswood, Aug: 8.: + 

AFTRA’s board of directors } 

slapped $5,000 fine each on three! 
of its members for: strikehbreaking : 

activities at Crowell-Collier. sta- 

tion KFWB Chuck Blore, Jim 
Hawthorne and Don French were 
ordered expelled from the union 
4f they did not “cease and desist |- 
activities on the sir on or before 
tnidnight AUR. 4 for the duration 
of the strike. 

The 23-man AFTRA board. met 
$s; & five and a half hour session 
ie make the precedential ruling. 
3t was the first time in the 24-year | 
histor. of the actor’s union that 
firnkebreaking charges had been: 
brcught against its members. 

AFTRA’s counsel, David Zis- 
kind, charged the three with 
“reprehensible violation of the ba- 
sic concepts of trade unionism by ! 
being perfectly willing to serve | 
10 Masters —management and the 
union-- when it serves theis sel- ; 
fish purposes.” He branded ug | 
veluntary undermining of a strike 
by crossing a picket line and re- |: 
placing a performer on the. air,” 
as the “most serious offense that 
could be committed in the: labor 
movement.” 

Counsel 

Fduin H. 

-_— —eme ee 

Dick Clark Cautioned | 
Hollywood, Aug. &. 

Dick Clark, star of Ameri- 
can Bandstand tv program, . 
yesterday ‘Mon.) was ordered: © 
by AFTRA not to. appear at 
Hollywood Bowl Friday night 
(11) if KFWB disk jockeys are - 
on stage as planned. 

Telegram informing Ciark 
that charges would be placed 
against him for “eonduct - 
prejudicial to AFTRA if the 
deejays are included in the - 
skedded appearance.” was sent -— 
‘by Claude L. McCue, ‘union! 's 
exec seeretary. 

Clark was warned by MeCue 
that he might be expelled or 
suspended from AFTRA, could 
also be fined if he ignored 
edict. 

Metromedia 6-Month 
Revenue Up 20%, But 

his. novel, ‘Fahrenheit. 451,"": had 

vised: 

[Cea SIV Network’s 

4 

i 

| 

| 
! 

j Toronto, Aug. 8. 

annually, CTV Television. Network 
.| Ltd. ‘will’ now~ telecast. programs 

Lo Ae en enor renee emene fe eoraemmene ot: ‘September. of next year, . plus a 
linkup promised from ‘Halifax. to 

- | he, West Coast. of Canada by June, 

Joint statement: was ‘made here 
‘by Bell officials and: Spencer ‘Cald- |. 

Net Profit Down 50% -work' to the State-operated Cana- 
9} Gi an -Broadcasting . Corp. 

Metromedia Inc., parent com-! Telephene tiein means :CTV. will 
, pany. of Metropolitan Broadcasting, be. in operation a year earlier. than 
‘racked up a gain of. over 20° in| planned. Competing: “second” net- 

work. has affiliated tv: stations in 
Toronto, Montreal; Ottawa, Win- 
nipeg, Calgary, ‘Edmonton, - -Van- 

, 

for the defendents, . 
Franzen, argued that revenués for the first’ six months 

E this year, but its net profit, | 

after taxes, fell by almost. 50%. 
Gross. for the half year, ending 

July 2, climbed to $23,397,580, 

compared with $19,177,895 for the 

similar 1960 period. The net, how- 

ever, dipped from $738,970 in last |. 
year’s first half to $396, 537 at this | 

year’s mid-point. ° 
Net income for this year's. half- 

year was equal to 23c per share. 
‘compared to 43c per share last 
year. Net income for the second 
quarter of this year amounted to. 
$409,203, or 24c. per share, com- 
pared to $592,471, or 35¢c per 
share, for the same period last 
year. Number of shares outstand- 

ing in the corporation: has in-! television department of Famous 
creased from 1.699.012 last year ' Artists jn New York and had been 

cording to Lee Harris, the | to 1,707,057 currently. with BBD&O. in Hollywood;: where 
org’s west cuast rep. } In addition to Metropolitan he worked on such accounts as 
——— eee | Broadcasting, Metromedia. also 

owns WRUL, the international 
the iF action s “ ere defensible _be- | radio outlet, and Foster & Kleiser, 
ause Of “a primary responsibility | 

1G management to Keep the station i the largest outdoor advertising 
in cperafion.” | company in the west. Latter divi- 

. : sion. had a prexy switch last week 
Claude McCue. exec secretary - when Ross Barrett moved into the 

ef AFTRA traced: the history of | top spot, succeeding Laurence H. 
ne gotiations with KFWB that be- i Odell, who resigned because of his’ 
&un in early April, .culminating in ‘health. John W. Kluge is prexy |. 
etiike authorization at a’ member- iiand board chairman. of - Metro-| 
ship meeting June 20, and the ‘ media. . OO 
strike July 11 over wage increases, ; ; a 

a EEE termination pay and other improve- 

Bread & ‘Barter’ 
ments for staff announcers. 

wig the midst. of the hearing 
d ’ I ' - 

ednesday night Blore,, Haw — Continued from page 20.s_—,— “eral program executive, Hollywood, 
- working. more-in the administrative. 

deals, even if.they are-not happy | ‘end, under v.p. Howard Barnes. — 
‘about it. Even some network j 

Gets Equity Backing 
Hollywood, Aug. B. 

West Coast Advisory Com- 
.Miltee of Actors Equity Asso- 
ciation has announced unani- 
mous support of AFTRA ‘in 
its strike against Crowell- 
Collier station KFWB. This 
Js the, first help AFTRA has. 
received from another union 
gince the strike began July 
I 

In a resolution passed over 
the weekend, the Equity com- 
mittee warned. its members 
that anyone’ violating | the 
AFTRA picket line would be 
brought up on charges, the 
results of which could be fine, 
euspension or expulsion, ac- 

coast combo. 

CERBER. AND ESTEY. 

been made in. the General Artists 
Corp. ‘television dept: with the 
naming. of: Dave. Gerber as a vee-. 
.Pee’ in. “the department,. under 
‘senior -veepee .in charge: of sales 
Herman Rush, and the naming of 

A 

ant ‘to Don W. : Sharpe, prexy. of 
the television : dept. 

‘and Pacific. Telephone: 

Solow’ $ ; Daytime Program 
“Slot for CBS on Coast 

Hollywood, Aug. 8. 

| programs. for CBS-TV: here. Lans- 

resignations te the AFTRA board 
Uireugh their attorney. No recog- 
nition of their action has been: 
noted by the union in wires in-:: 
Forming the defendents ‘of the. 
board's decision. A spokesman for | 
AFTRA said that no such notice of ' 
resignations has been received by 
the union board and even if given ' 
would not be accepted because 
action against the three was taken — 
while they were members,’ though 
on honorable withdrawal. 

When asked about the ‘fine of 
$5.000 Jeveled against him Jim 

thorne and French tended. their 

Solow. more recently. had been. 
‘owned & operated stations have jProgram ‘director and exec produc- 

entered into such transactions al-; ticn. Formerly he had. been with 
though now there is a growing recs | “William Morris. : Lansbury ‘has. been 

ognition of the consequences. - | director of daytime programs, Hol- 

Leading agencies in .the barter, ; lywood, since Feb. ’61,-moving up 
field include such’ outfits as At-."from his :post’ as assistant director 

wood Richards, Del Wood Associ-:, of Prograry development. 
ates, Martin Himmel. and Regal 

Dwyer to ABC Intl 
: Advertising Associates. The latter 

Charles: ‘Dwyer ° has: joined ‘the 

agency has came up With a ‘new 
plan, which differentiates from the 

Under | thor ‘enti “Dina? FE: us 1 barter transactions. t . 

Hawthorne replied, f Fine? How sh new Regal setup, time is now ABC. International. ager, replacing 
<e ey ane me for exercising nought at the full published tard: Steve. Mann,‘ who. exite a to. ‘join 3 
rights guaranteed me under a fed-.. 
eral Jaw? Section 7 of the Na- 
tienal Labor Relations Act. to en- 
@age in union activities as I see 

fil. Apparently the union believes 
its law and by-laws supercede the 
Jaws of the U..S. How can they 
make it stick?” 

KFWB station manager, Jim 
fomons said that this seems. to’ 
ke one more example .of the no apparent price cutting, although. 
union's issue clouding activities. ;the payoff is still in terms of mer- : 
Management, he said, stands ready ! chandise, the deal is even. more! 
tc Hsten to any: reasonable offer ‘tempting to stations as a way o 
t- settle the strike. ‘solving the-problem of unloading - 

‘their unsold time. . 

BILL LEEDS BACK. IN K.C. | The barter ‘agencies are within; 
Kansas City, Aug. 8 the strict letter of the FCC law 

Bill Leeds is back at WDAF-TV which prohibits the ‘brokerage of 
here as news director, following a; time. Latter practice involves the 
eriod with NBC news’ in New!|sale by a. station of specific time 
ork... segments to a broker. for Tesale to. 
He had gone to NBC in March | advertisers. The barter operators, 

afier sev § al years with WDAF-TV{ however, pay for their time in 
news heve—his last position being | front and work on the regular 15%. 
assistant news editor. agency fee paid by their clients. 

_ave in an amount. equal'to the‘ 
rice to the station for equipment, | 

peogramming, prize merchandise : 
or various services. The station:: 
will continue to have the right‘of , 
preemption: even though Regal ! 
pays the full card rate and alsa: 
Will have the right to pass on the : 
acceptability of the adv ertisers | 
and their products. Since there ts 

consultant agency. 

‘he -had | been: “assistant . general 
‘manager and general sales mhanager. 
for: the Past couple of years. 

‘FCG Still on Warpath | 
— ‘Continued from page 21 | 

‘careful ‘account of the responsible 
; opinions. which: ‘have - been “ex- 
‘pressed regarding this subject.” 

of: its network ° héarings (which it 
hopes to wind up ‘early next year), 
jt will make “every effort to de- 
termine whether ::. .-the publi¢ in-: 

ed”. by the rating process. This 

at the next round: of hearings be- 
ginning next month. 

Sn 

It was charged. by Bradbury. that: 

been ‘pirated for ‘the show . tele-. 

om, 000,000 Lines Cost | 
For Vancouver Link| 

On a -seven-year rental : basis 
“| just: completed with the Bell ‘Tele- 

‘| phone -Co.. of Canada, involving an- 
investment in excess of $11,000,000. 

from: Toronto.‘to . Vancouver by 

well, prexy. of the. new rival’ net-.|. 

Bell’ casters Association, led by KABL’s Homer Odom, ‘sending: ‘out a““road-. 

couver and Halifax: in coast-to- 

| co Bay. 

ta ‘stranglehold. KGO-TV’s: introducing “Officer .Kippy,” 

-GAC-TV ADDITIONS 
Two new. appointments: have |. 

‘IN PHILADELPHIA 

tv chairman of the United Fund Torch Drive .. : 
aging director of .WIBG, to supervise ‘production of. a series: of one--..... 
minute program tagged “Voices of Freedom.” They. will be aired by. *:' 

Don Estey to be executive. assist-. 

Gerber. resigned as. head-of ‘the ‘at Steel Pier topping his draw of last year. 

Revlon, Standard: Oil -of California, 

|IN DETROIT . 
WXYZ is. sending 2 000 copies ofthe National Association of: ‘Broad: ee 

casters’ handbook: “If: You Want Air: Time’ to. publicity: chairmen -of ”. 2. -* 

‘Estey will work with . Sharpe in. 
creating new: ‘packages - -and spe-. 
cial: programs. He. resigned ‘Jack 
Denove. Productions to Join GAC. 

Herbert F. Solow ‘replaces. Bruce | 
. }Lansbury © as°-director . of daytime ‘|; 

; bury. moves..on to the. post of gen-. 

‘department, a local girl... 
director of promotion. for WBAL. Radio, has -been ‘appointed director =": 

er for California National. Produc-. 

Dwyer ‘comes: to” the’ ABC’ post: 
‘from. WKRC-TV, ‘Cincinati, where. 

‘| UHF 

HIN. MINNEAPOLIS’. 
fi -hetworks ‘and. licenses should - take. 

—Commission said that in course | 

terest:in broadéast service is affect-_ 

issue will, be explored “in. detail”. 

Two leading crix who. took the, musio seriously have: been’ ‘invited: ve oes 
‘discuss trends in modern ‘music'on the “offending” program ,.... Newi¢. 
being taped. by Granada is “‘Head On,” an occasional’ series of profiles, 
First subject: Randolph Churchill, journalist son of.Sir Winston 
Anglia-TV sold its slick, natural-history program. “Survival” ‘to. At 
for screening in the Midtands ; .David: Dimbleby, son ‘of BBC's. top 
commentator Richard . “Dimbleby, has landed. a job: with BBC as at. 
interviewer ., . : Independent ‘Television News. staffer Desmond - Grealy : . 

{shifted to Radio Eireann.. Became news topper ..:.- 
started 4 drama. competition for kids between .11. ‘and 16-"years:. .-¢ 

‘lIndie tv. contractors for:.the: Channel Isles: “changed: handles from 
Channel Islands Communications. (Television), Ltd, to: Channel-TV.. 

IN" TORONTO... 
Cyril Strange ‘Nas ponght! Domiaion Broalédster. in biz for ‘past 0. oe 

years . ... Don Insley new program manager: at CKEY .:... Larry’ Gos-. 
|nel, formerly program producer ‘with the National Film Board, has 
switched to CBC ... .-Libby Morris, local lovely who. made a ‘success’ 
of U.K; ‘ty,.in- town visiting the famiily . 
correspondent, ‘to. Berlin at'end. of month ‘to. report on .West German 
crisis . 

next season... 

handling ‘publicity for sports car racing, sponsored by Players ‘Clga=| ” 
rets, which. gets the. coast-to-coast weekly ‘treatment. of the CBE. Me 

IN. SAN. FRANCISCO . 
_ George Greaves, for 29. years an NBC exec and. ‘most ‘yecently station, . 
manager : ‘of. KXTV, Sacramento,’ has. been named director. of- KT. VU's: © 
new public affairs programming: department .. : '.. Frisco Radio’ ‘Broad-" 

show” . film—accompanied.: by -live.:station .execs—to Los Angeles, 
Chicago, New York, Detroit and ‘Philadelphia | to sell: Frisco: rad'> to. 
advertisers . <:. KFRC news. director ‘Cliff Engle headed to: the ‘Orient -. 
for a month . ... KQED ‘boss James Day. says ETV station-plans to set .. 
up a series of translator stations all the way south -to San- Luis. Obispo oe 
'200 miles—and north 100° miles, beyond Santa Rosa. : to: serve’ peri-.: oe, 
‘pheral, but growing areas of. Northern California. FCC's’ ‘already ‘okayed 
translator. station: atop Mt. Diablo ta spill KQED into. area east: of. Fris-. 

KGO-TV making another attempt to. crack. the kiddie mar- 
ket, 5-5: 30: ‘p.m., on which KRON’s ‘Mayor Art” Finley ‘seems to have * 

in person of — 
comic Dan. Joffee, this. week. And. no. eracks” about: Officer:  Krupke,.. oa 
please! 

a - ‘e 

George. A. Koehler,. station manager WFIL, ‘WFIL-TV, rained: radio- 
. John C, Moler, man- - 

all.seven Storer stations. and. made available to'all othér radio: outlets. 
in the country in- cooperation with Freedoms Foundation. . . . Loéal 
comic Guy Marks cutting a pilot. film with:Pat Harrington Jr., (14) a | 
family type series. for ABC-TV .'... Dick. Clark set the séason’s record. . 

Franklin, a Lt. Col. in: the Artillery. Reserve, ‘putting in two weeks at : - 
the’ Péntagon . > Portia: ‘Perry who. formerly did gospel proframs for 
WDAS, now. spinning Yock 'n’_ roll for WCAM.... . Dick Booth, former 
WDAS: program director, now. station manager for WEEZ, ., Chester, Pa. 

community service and. civic organizations. “We believe it will give. 
|them a better understanding of the:many. services all stations stand. 
7 Teady to give them.” explained John F. Pival, WXYZ prexy . . 

| ers’ Showcase,” a WWJ-TV feature which presents new homes for sale. 
. “Build- 

in the Detroit: area, will-add‘a travelog portion to spotlight outstanding. 
points of interest in’ ‘the area ©... WXYZ’s public affairs-department js 
readying. @. three-part’ documentary : on. Michigan’ Ss. defenses’ ‘and. ‘Pre- 
‘paredness: | ‘ a . ; 

IN BALTIMORE... 
New members of’ the WMAR:TV stale are’ “Abn: Dutgon;. Engineering 

secretary,: originally . from. England ‘and Jeannette Wilson, of the script - 
-Charles A. La’ Mason, former assistant. 

of _advertising. and -promotion for. the ‘station. . George Rogers. goes’ 
‘on. “leave af absence”..from: WMAR-TV to. take. ‘ov er. as host-narrator’ 
of the scheuled CBS-TV network golf series to begin ‘in January... 
“Route 66”..company will. be. ‘coming to. town about Sept. 5 to: shoot a. 

. Richard Q, Yardley, cartoonist: ‘for: Morn- | 
ing- Sun, will: do'-“P.M.. East” Thursday night: “He ‘will. ‘appear ‘with | 
segment on location here . . 

other. leading | cartoonists ......WJZ-TV,. pleased with’-reaction -to its . : 
“Spectrum” edition. covering “The ‘Automobile” Tepeated | it Friday - 
evening. ‘It's ‘seen: Sundays at i2: 30. p.m. Bob ones, is host. : ; 

IN MILWAUKEE 
Milwaukee Jazz Society. now on. WBON Fridays &: Saturdais, with :: 

‘Harry MacDonald, WBON staffer. ‘handling the. “‘Gents of. Jazz”. show. 
“Society” members guesting. will also provide collector items for broad-. 
casting .....Gen. Alfred. M. Gruenther, president. -American ‘Red. Cross 
and former Allied: commander’ in. European Theatre parried - queries 

of local newsmen ‘on :videptaped “The Open’ Question” ‘Sun’ (30)... 
‘On: WITI-TV Sun: Joseph. Passonneau, dean of School of Architecture. . 
at Washington Univ., St. Louis,‘ and: resident ‘artist’ at Univ. of: Wiscon- 
sin-Milwaukee, blasted. downtown business districts. ‘Robert Ducharme, 
Mayor. Henry .Maier’s ‘planning coordinator and. Mrs. Jean Moehring,. 

vs planning analyst for. Milwaukee City. Planning Commission ‘comprised 
panel .. . FCC Proposes switching WISC-TV, 1 Madison, from VHF. to 

"WCCO Radio ‘has inked pact to carry Minnesota Vikings’ "pro football 
games. Sportcaster Dick.Enroth will! do ‘play-by-play : on. six exhibition - 

|} and. 14 regular season’ games. CBS’ affiliate in Twin Cities, WCCO is . ... 
also carrying games of Minnesota.Twins baseball team..: With .both’::.. © 
Twins and Vikings slated for games. on four. Sunday dates, WCCO will - 
handle dual announcing assignments but will split airing. ‘with: “WMIN.. "...’ 

| WCCO will also feed its gridiron broadcasts to special: radio: web: in. 
Minnesota, :-Wisconsin, Iawa and North and South Dakota . .... WCCO — 
airing four. “Bird Talk” reports every. weekend.. ‘Reports. featuring orni-: 
thologist Wendell Brown are believed:to be: first regular show on the | 
subject in U. S.:... . WICN-has' appointed Jess Meltser, ‘Minneapolis a 
Symphony orchestra cellist, music director of the station ..:.. Army. re- 
serve psychological warfare. unit: helped WCCO-TV film scenes of re-. . 
serve arid national guard training. for: “station's. half-hour documentary, ao 

(Chvilians for Defense.” 

Tyne ‘Tees-TV. - 

. Don Gordon, CBC-TV
 ‘news ies 

. Patricia. Rideout, ‘contralto star. of the Canadian Opera. ‘Co... 
will. sing ‘the lead role’in' J, M. Synge’s “Riders to: the Sea.’”:-Eric’ THM . 
is” ‘producer. Taping will < be:.completed. (18) for. ‘trans: Canada telecast. 

.. Fran Dempster interviewing: her. “Show. of ‘Célebrities” ... .: 
\for CKFH after midnight in lobby. of Barcley Hotel . | .-Harry Savage’ a 

. WRCV broadcaster John « 
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Wednesday, gia 9, 1961 

Bu " Vannri’s ‘weekly tabulation based jon ratings fried by “American Research: . 2 "buyers to local Stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts raluabdie. 
| Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local levél avd offers-a ‘tating study 0. 7 _ Over ‘the course of a. 
| a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The 
[paste for ten syndicated shows: in the: same, particular, market. This. week results of that tabulation will be found weekly in Varinty. Coupled wtth the rating 

” “pérjormance of the top tén network shows on the local lere!, the Variety ARB cherts | 
In the syndicated program . listings: of. the top ten. shows, rating data. uch. as. the are: designed | to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tr market in the UL S.. 

.§ average share of. audience, coupled’ with.data as to time. ‘and. day of telecasting: com-..~: 
‘| petttive programming in the particular slot, etc.,.is furnished. Reason for detailing an: . (°) ARB's “April-May. “1961 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows | 

-. fF @vact. pieture of the rating performance: ‘of syndicated shows isto reflect the true’ rating ‘. sharing one of the weeks w.ih an alternating or special program are listed, with the ; 
_ ‘strength. of particular ‘series, Various. ‘branches. of ‘the ‘industry, ' ranging: from. media multi-week rating. of all: Programs in the time period civen. 

" “-RTRTIONS: WBE, WWE WXYZ, CKLW. *SURVEY DATES: APRIL 19-MAY 16, . DETROIT 1961 

Pe “TOP. TEN c NETWORK SHOWS. a AV, ite = FOR SYNDICATED: PROGRAMS AV. AV.| TOP COMPETITION | av. 
RK. PROGRAM-—DAY—TIME "STA, URTG. [RK.. _PROGRAM—DAY-—TIME _ STA. DISTRIB. RTG. SH.| PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

io oon A. Sea. Hunt.tSat, 10:30). ~,.WIBK..:. Ziv-UA 28 85} Fight: Roaring 20's... WXYZ ‘14 
| A+ Have Gun,’ Will Travel (Sat. 9:30:10). WIBK . ar 2. Huckleberry Housid Thurs, 7:00)... <CRLW.-»-Sereen. Gems 22 80 / Michigan Outdoor...) WWJ 10 

7 © Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10: :30); yet WXYZ - 37] 3. Divorce: Court: (Tues. 7:00)... ve eeas -WIBK . ay TY 9 39 Expedition Le weees WXYZ MW 
a ae ; ales — 19. ugs Bunny weewess WXY 1 
a &. Gutismoke (Sat. 10: 00:10: 30). create} WIBK, 36 iF 3. “Yori Bear. (Wed. 6:30%, : feieb epee! CKLW.... . Seren. Gems 19 48‘! News: Sports... WWJ 15 

2B Naked City (Wed, 10:00:11; 00), bape WXYZ: 35 la 4. Jim Backus (Tht 0:30 ‘Seats WWI ..0. CNP 6 39 Rovake Wilentee ‘1 wei i - et ry i m Bac us urs. ‘1 i daguinebees f 1 ovaks, Silents. Closeup WAYZ 
* co Reat McCoys: (Thurs, 8:30-9:00). ./..4.WXYZ ". pall 4. Third Man. (Fri. 8:00)" /./.4,.;-) .WIBK.:.. NTA 16 32 Harrigan WXYZ 21 

/, &.491: ‘Sunset ‘Strip: (Fri. 9:00-10:00).. Towxve - 4. Popeye (Mon. -Fri. “6:00) fie eee CREW. + UAA-King le 50 Broken Arrow: Wea. ... Www 8 
. 7 ; rly OW is nw eee WIR 6 
S. Hawaiian ‘Eye (Wed. 9:00-10:00)... she 4s WKYZ ai 4  Galek Daw MoGraw’ (Tues:- 6:30). .CKLW..., Screen. Geis. 16 43'News: Sports 1s... ww 9 
& ‘Candid. Camera (Sun, 10: 00-10: 30. 33 WIBK .. 30! a “Gtand Sury'(Mon™:7330" .. wsBk... NTA “4 o7 Huntley. -Brinkley ...... ww, 12 

vo oti rain lury on. - vessels sau . Cheyenne... . es. rXYZ i 
ae Flintstones, (Fri, 8:30-9:00) :.-. :.WXYZ © 303] Underwater: MLBB.:‘Moi, T0912. SWIBK ...NTA ‘ 14 37 Mr. Fd owe. WXYZ 12 

. & My, Three Sons: (Thurs, 9:00-9: 30). “WXYZ “aD te ’ Dangerous: Robin (Wed. TO WS wees Ziv- UA 13 37: Malibu Run Way 8 
| Brothers Brannigan 

s.. Mike: Hammer (Fri. 9: 30): 

STATIONS: ‘WRC, WITG, WMAL; WTOP. *SURVEY DATES: MARCH 22 - APRIL 18, 1961 

gg ws 1 Huckleberry Hound Thurs, i: 000. nase WTTG.:.. “Sarees Gems 38 49] Silvers, US. Marshal WRC 14 
+ Germans Ro, 30); <a a] BO 20 Mr. Ed’ (Fri, 7:00). wesc SLEWRO os) Mea 421 Assignment Underwater WTTG It 
2, Flintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00): rere © WMAL - 35° 3 Mr. Magoo © ‘AThurs. : 30) a TTG. cae 7 Pers rH 38 | ‘Outlaws Tall: Gia. WRC 13 

3: Wagon. Train, (Wed. 7 30-8: 30) 72 wens oe re WMAL . OF "34! Ms: Tombstone Territory Ww ed. 4: 00). wee. WRC .. nee Ziy-UA- 17. 39 {2 O'Clock Final ..... WMAL 12 

4. ‘Candid Camera” (Suni. 10-00-10: Sti ‘WTOP ; - 31 ‘4 4. Yogi: Bear. (Wed. _&: 30: ay ae baer ‘ee .WITG + Screen: ‘Gems. 17 32 1 Wea ;-Sports, Sam ..... WRO 32 

4. Perry. Como (Wed, 9:00-10:00)...:..3¢-WRC. 2. "314b a. :Huntles-Brinklev —..... WRC 18 
“4. Real McCoys. (Thurs. E:% 30-9: 00). ° ae “WMAL ™ 2 31| AB. Death Vailey. Days (Mon. 1: 0. ..- WRC. ors US. Borax 16. 38.7 O Clock Final ....... WMAL 12 

‘5. Andy Griffith (Mon. 9-30-10: 20). +2 WMAL | “2-39 1] 5: Deputy, Dawg (Thurs. 6:30). - SUE. . CBS -- 16. 35 ‘Spotlight == 8 «..... WTOP 2 

5. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8: 30)... AI CEWror’. oo BOT Te oa, jHuntley-Brinklev —..... WRC 15 6. Jack: Benny (Sun..9:30-10:00 “WTOP. 29: . Phil Silvers; Us. ‘Marshal. (Thurs, ”, RC : -.63 CBS; NTA 14 30+ Huckleberry Hound ... WITT 23 
"8. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 986: 10), “WTOP "29g. 6. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. as 30) leet Wee . Screen Gems 14 32 - News, Sports Sam .... WRC i 

Oe » ee = . ‘Huntley. Brinklies . WRO 15 
6. Mr ‘Three Sons, (Thurs. 9: 00-9: 30). wt: WMAL it RBY 2 Johnny Midnight (Thurs: 40. 30)... WR es MCA | 13: . ‘84 Reports, Nation WTOP 11 

mee MIL W AUKEE STATIONS: WIMJ, WITL WISN, WXIX. SURVEY DATES: APRIL 19-MAY 16, 1961 

a : h { no. my is Death. Valley Days (Thurs. 9:30". Jeeet. Witt ef U U.S: Borax. 24 44'Manhunt =... WISN. 47 
z By on Sone Ti oe =< ; “o | 2. Best of Post.(Mon. 9:30) .........5.. WTMJ:... ITC. "19 37; Peter Gunn ........ WITI 19 

- vONT Ao ota vo SY 2. Jim Backus (Tues. 10: 1S WM “DONP 19 S3iLate Show  —........ WITI 9 
RB. Flintstones: (Fri. 7:30-8: 00):... V3 -veese WITT". 361 2: ‘Tightrope (Sun.. 9:30) . weseeseceeee-WIMI.... Screen Gems 19 30 What's Mv Hine... .... WISN oR 

-..'8. Gunsmoke (Sat. :9:00-9: 300.00. 0.3855 WISN 33. i ‘Plomeers.- (Thurs. 9: 308 Sseeee WISN, ‘Rocher Gems re 3!  Deatts Valles - Dass WIT! 24 
“ am. -00-9: 30) -oeece WISN.” 32th oneers:.. « oe i . oebeck 1 7!Play Ball WISN 13 

. & aa, bi ‘Gein. or 008. 30 a Wor mye 39 | Soe (Sat. 9: 30; ‘Sun: 10: 15) neebere Miami Under WITI 12 
ae unse BD Fr ree eee ied | . , Silent, Kovaks, CTaseup WITI Rg 
on Be Real McCoys’ (Thurs. 9:30-8: 00). ..00.. WITT - 31 4. Lock-Up: (wed. 10: 15! Soi eees WTMJ.:... Ziv-UA: 13, 48|Late Show , WITT 7 

6. ‘Lawrence Welk (Sat.: 8:00-9: :00) saee. WITI .. ‘811.5. Brothérs Brannigan (Mon. 10. 15). . WTMJ.... CBS ; i. 42}Late Show ....... WIT! § 
S.. Thriller (Tues.. 8: 00.9: 00): ee WIM “31 || 6. ‘Sea. Hunt - Mon. 9: 30). : Sip bar te dees .. WISN: ce. LIY-UA 13° 25 Best of Post. . cc cea eeee wim F 19 

wees eee eee are | a ae {Peter Gunn .......... WITH 9 
8 Hawailan ‘Eye. (Wed, 8:00-9:00):......WITI- /-301'@, Border Patrol (Thurs. 10: 1B). wcas, WIMS.... CBS 13 431Late Show 2.0.2... WITT 11 
LS Naked city (Wed, 9:00-10: 00). WITT | 4 boas . WISN: vee MCA 13 Law & Jones, WIT 

i peath Valley Dafs Sat. pan a WeCO" US. Borax 22  41{/Flaht’ BB... WICN 23 
‘1, Untouchables (Thurs, 8:30-9:30)......WTCN. 37 12" Manhunt: Thurs. 9:30” sy a a0 Fee Gems 17 31] Silents Please, BR WTCN 2" 

a m 9:00-9:30) ......WECO”” 36] 3. Danger Is. My Business. (We v eee 1 Price Is Right -.. KSTP 24 

ee s Candia ca ma (Sun. : co 36 3. Sea Hunt; Donna Reed .(Thurs. 7:00) - -WTCN...:.. Ziy-UA -14 34: Qutlaus, Tall Giant .... KSTP 13 
“le 3. Garry ‘Moore (Tues:. . 9: 00-10: 00). vote, ° +s WCCO 33. 4 High | Pat; Cheyenne; Rife sot 7 aan ‘WTCN.. . Ziy- UA 13 27 Pete & Gladvs wees WOOO nn) 

: tston 1. 0-8:00 2eceeones WIC . 31 (Mon. &- Tues. ies ete bee dee, ‘ Laramie oeveue KSTP 3T 

‘site * ra. 18 a N 21 “5, “Huckleberry ‘Hound | (Tues. :6:30). . ... WCCO.. . Screen, Gems 12 28 Laramie — ...«.... KSTP 15 
4; ‘Gunsmoke Gat. 8: 00-9: 30)... “we °'s gacse ': WCCO : ‘3r Be: “Whirlybirds: Cheyenne: 300 . WTCN . + CBS 1l 23 Telt The Truth eee aee -WECO 18 

- Seay ooo ee rn “+ (Mon.. & Tues. 6:30). 02. oe: ‘Laramie = = gas CST 15 

| 5. Datectives ri, 300 2: 30). ane -WICN oa 30, On, Cannonball (Eri; 7:00r-. ‘ "KMSP . “We 10 22:Rawhide .. eveeee WOUCO 18 
oe &: ‘Andy Griffith: (Mon. 8: 30-9; 00). « ceases - WCCO _ _ 2 a ba Bold. Journey;: Disney. (Sun. 6: o0i.. sea eee ’, Banner 7 10 a ‘ ].assie lease weed oI 

| senna . 6 nm trope ‘Won. -Phurs.. 10: 30). WCCO - Screen ‘Gems 9: 296 Movie; News: Qoar. “USP 17 
Ss Perry’ Como. ‘(Wed,: ‘8: 00-9: 00). . -KSTP _— gh P -O jNews: aes Oo ar EMSS 17 

a . 6 Red Skelton. (Tues. 8:30-9: ‘007: peewee - WCCO | : . ' = | Jack ‘Paas KSTP 19 

, . ° “Dan, erous Robin (Mon:. 9:30. oa toes ..KSTP.. =. ZivAUA, 9 16 June Allsson weoCO 2) 
righ pan What's My! Line. = (Sun, 8: 30- 10: 00). eee -weco | gerous, Robin (Mon. 9:30\ +: RMSP 3 weco ze 

29 i’ 8: MacKenzie’s : “Raiders. (Mon. gs any: .. Ziv-UA © 

sao 1 Kr KMOX, KSD, KPLR. 
———-~ 

Ee Sea Hunt: vCrrL, 19: 00: : 2 KTVE Los Ziv-GA 

16 Danny Thomas 
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40 News, Weather : : , : a 7 ee arnt rd 1000" ohne éuve 
KM OX 18 

-_ ‘LL Andy. Griftith (Mon: 8: 30-9: 00). weve “KMOX, 42) ah: se . a _ Jack Paar KSD 13 
a mo. 2: Death. Valley. Days: sSat, 9: 30). veeeei -KSD’ we US. Borax. 14 29: Trackdown _....... - KMOXM 14 . 8. Candid Camera’ 4Sun:. 9: 00-9 :30) : Levees UKMOX 7 39: a ‘Trackdown: (Sat, 9:301...... neasegas -KMOX .: GAR " 14 2° Death va ans ere 4 

o Y S t.. Al: 30. Setecevvevcdvese cK, H A-King 12 Laurel & Hard ..... KITV 2 
2. What's My Line? (un, 9330-10: 00). : “KMOX,” 39'S: Popere. (Sa cpus é St Lows Hon 1... KSPD 3 
S ‘4. Jim Backus | “Sun: 9: 30°. ey. OS BEL KSD olan, CNP Lo 11 17 What's My Line ...... KMOX 3° 
Be Gurismoke: (Sat. o: 00-8: 30): Cece: Lewes “.KMOX SE. 4 A Quick. Draw. MeGraw: 4Mon. 6:00 .o KTV ... Screen Gems IL 28 Report, Weather ......- KMOX 17 
wt, rn . an jNews-D. Edeards  ..... KMOX 14 
& Red ‘Skelton (Ties: 8;30-9: 00}. shasens -KMOX: 34 £ : i BMuntley Brinkle wee KSD. i4 

as. £ Lock-Up. WWied! 9:90). 200.0060 cece. 25 BIV-UA 10 17 Steel Hr, Ciscte KMOX 22 
4. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8: 00-8: 30). str -KMOX m 33. fi ‘5. -Tombstoneé ‘Territory ‘Thurs. 10: 001. RTVE. a -- Ziy-UA. 10 22 . News, Weather KMOX “3 

‘ . oe . i ‘1 Jack Paar KSD 16 
5. Garry “Moore: (rues. -9:00-10:00).. ‘eéees KMOX. ae 31. i: Dangerous Robin ‘Sun. 10: 00)... 1 -KTVI.. . -Ziy-UA 9. 20 News Spec KMOX 36 

Oo ee edb = | iNews, Sports. Weather KMOX “6 
& ‘Wagon. ‘Train (Wed. 6:80-7:30). hee KSD! oh i: 6. Highway Patrol _ RIVE, 16 BW-UA 9 17! News, Weathe: KMOXK i3 

Hi 90-0:307. +4 MOX, ce (Sat De 10:00; ‘Tues, 9:30). Gold Avard Theatre .. RD x i5 
f. etinese (Mon. “9: x Sweeeeces ; wo ne Garry Moore .. KMOX. 31 
i y oe iB Huckleberry. Hound ¢Thiurs. 6: 00). 2S URIVE. -.Gereen Gems - 23 | Report. Weather sone Me 20 
a ‘Flintstones. (Bri: "7:30:8: 000: Feveees KTVE na “ge 7 ; News-D Edwards ..... KMOX 17 

Ce RM *- it: 6. ‘Third Man: (Wed: 10: cane omeveece KTVE. ous. NTA 9 18 | News, Weather wee - KAOXK 2 

of Real MeCoys ( (Thurs. a: 30-8: 00), sebee -KIVI. 28.'° ot a Jack Paat = =— eww wees KsD 22 
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Youth Nill Be Served 

Dee writer Frank (“Yes, Virginia; 
there is a’Santa Claus’’). Church. appar- 

ently knew more about Kris Kringle than: he 

knew about kids. 

Take another look at that famed. reply. he 

wrote to little Virginia O’Hanlon back in ’97, 
and you ‘ll find such verbiage as “‘supernal 

99. 66 x3 66 

beauty, intellect, 

age” and—ironically—“comprehensible.” 

We respectfully submit that this’1s. not the 

sort of language one uses with a third-grade 

child. Show us an eight-year-old who’ knows 

what “‘supernal”’ means, and we'll: show. you a 

midget, and a bright one at that. 

Nope. If you're really addressing yourself to 

a youngster—whether the communication. 1s 

a letter, a story or a TV sho.your message 

must be phrased im terms that a youngster can. 

understand. 

That's a rule we've always observed ‘at: NBC, 

and it will be especially evident on two-impor- 

tant series we'll be introducing this fall. Though 

skepticism of a skeptical 

these shows are beamed. at the younger set, we. 

have a strong : hunch that grownups will be 

looking in over their shoulders. 

THE. FIRST, called “1, 2, 3—Gol, * is a Sunday 

evening half-hour show starring 10- -year- -old~ 

Richard ‘Thomas: ina: string: ‘of. adventures, 

some. of them actual and others: electronically 3 

created. The electronics will come: into. play 

whenever Master. Richard 3 18. domg. things like : 

submerging himself i ma drop of ‘water or=to. 

‘borrow an internal rhy me from Ira Gerttiwin= - 

‘making his home i in some fish’s ab-do- “min. 

But the non- magical experiences promise to abe 

easily as fascinating. At Cape Canaveral, young 

Thomas’s' training as an astronaut will: cul-" 

minate in his. boar ding a genuine space rocket. 

For another~ show he'll journey to, Alaska, 

where he'll sail. in a kay ak and, also, learn how. 

it feels to have a bunch of eager Eskimos toss 

him high in the air, , pizza-sty le, from a: blanket 

of walrus skins:. 

Further along in. the.-season, on a program 



exploriiig i ‘the fears: and myths of ‘Halloween, 

he'll be playing: trick- ‘or-treat at a front door i in 

Hyannis Port. At this point, ‘even producer. | 

Jack Kuney has no idea who’ Ih be answering: the” 

doorbell. You never can tell., 

For all his 10: years, Master Richard | is a vet- 

. -eran 2 actor who’ s perforined on: Broadway and.’ 

in many. -of TV's top: dramatic shows. ‘The lad" 

is bright, personable and. winning. He's. already: 

won Jack Lescoulie as his sidekick on the series. 

“Aimed at youngsters in the elementary. school 

age range,” 

“we solemnly pledge that no one on ‘the show will 

ooever be: guilty of exclaiming, Golly, gel” | 

“THE OTHER SERIES we’ re all exercised abou t» 

is the Saturday - noontime. show called: “U [p= 

oa date,” a 30-minu ie news program: designed ¢ espe-. 

2 cially. for j junior high and high: school students: - 

“Executive! producer. Geoige’ AS “Heinemann... 

. tells us there’ s a potential audience of | some 90°" : 

; million, teen- agers. for’ this: offering, not to. <- which impressed him more: 1) the high calibre 
“mention. the 50, 000: social. studies. instructors’. 7 

| who’ ve: never: ‘before had. the chance to. ‘use’ 

- such’ a TV. series as: a a teaching aid. 

“Update” “will: maintain the: inti high 

standards: of NBC. News. (whose comiplete facil: . 

“ities will be. at its disposal), ‘The. show's aim? 

“and. “how's ” of. the or? 

To explore’ the * ‘owhy’s 

week's S. news in a manner. teen-agers will find* 

7 most meaningful: 

Each of the half. hours will ‘consist’ of. some 

"1/2, 3= -Gol” will be conspicuously” 

would be. just plain impru- 

entirely tootall, that’s why. 

‘half. dozen segments, Including an analysis of 

othe weell’ s top story;. the updating of a previ- 

“ously. covered news happening; and on-location 

| _intervi iews of current-ey ents figures by selected 
wR high, school students. | 

RESIDENT CORRESPONDENT on the series 

will be N: BC's Bob Aber nethy, who doesn’t look 

: much older than a high- schooler himself but 

who hasn’ t teally been ‘a teen-ager since 1947 

(sop counting—he! s 33). 

In: Abernethy, “Update” ’ has an on-the-air 

, editor. whose regular beat lately has been the 
os free of words like! ‘Supernal.” “At the: same time,’ “U. S: Senate and Vice President Lyndon B. 

| Johnson, | ‘but. whose NBC coverage has also in- 

cluded such events as the Anglo-French inva- 

‘sion of Por t Said five years ago and Commander 

Alan Shepard’ 8 excursion into space last May. 

Several weeks: ago, to sam ple the atmosphere of 

a 1961 classroom, “Abernethy spent a few days 

sitting in on history classes at Manhattan's 

Washington Irving. High School. He isn’t sure 

“of scholarship ” among both teachers and stu- 

dents, or 2) his inability | to-score more than 50 

“per cent on the one quiz he had the nerve to 

The experience confirmed Bob's theory that 

“talking down” to teen-agers 

dent. He might have added it 

would beam possible. ‘They're 
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ARIETY -ARB SYNDICATION 
Variety's weekly tabulation based en ratings furnished by American’ ‘Research, ‘puyers. to local stations and/or advertisers to ‘tiridicatord: wilt find the charts, valuable. io 

i Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level, and offers a rating study. TT 
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular markets. This: week... Quer the course ‘of a year, ARB will. tabulate a. minimum of 247 markets. The Oo 
ten different markets are. covered. results of that tabulation will be dati weekly ‘in, VARIETY, Coupled. with the. rating |: 

performance o e.top:ten network shows on. the local level, the. ‘Vartety-ARB: charts |. 
Ia the syndicated program listings of the top ‘ten. shows, rating data such: as the. c ; | average share of audience. coupled with data as to time an 4 day of telecasting coin. ° are. designed to reflect the rating tastes. of virtually every ty ‘market. tn, the U:. ‘S.. 

petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an. “(*) ARB’s Mar.-April 1961 survey covered a muiti-week. period. " Syndicated. shows: a 
j exact picture of the rating performance of. syndiéated shows is to reflect. the true rating = sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program, are Usted, with. the. 
A strengtiz: of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from. media: multi-week rating of all. programs. in the time period. siven. 

' — (Continued trom ‘page :31) 

SEATTLE-TACOMA = anew: two. eNe mo, KINT, KTV. “SURVEY. DATES: APRIL 19. “ 16: 1961. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS TOP p SYNDICATED P PROGRAMS. AV. AV.|.." TOP COMPETITION AV. 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. ar. lex: PROGRAM—DAY—TIME . STA. DISTRIB. . ._RTG. ‘SH. mocnait” STA. - oRTG. 

|| 1. Death Valley Days (Wed. 7: 00), oer «KING. 7 U.S, Borax 300 60| Rescire 8° ; tnedel wee, ut ~ wo 10°.. 
1. Real McCoys ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00:.......KOMO 451| 2. Bold Journey (Thurs. 7:00)... ocheere ‘KOMO.-+-Banner . 23 61 | Lock-Up" .-. 052.225. Lak os 

_ My Th Ss ‘Thurs. 9:00-9:30)....KO -43}| 3: Manhunt (Tues. 7:00).:..........:5.KING.....Sereen Gems 25. 44 Expedition | wee pebees- 23° 
£. My Three Sons see Mo (#8 3. Yogi Bear (Mon. 6:00). Veveseveetn KING, ... Screen Gems 25: - 87 |Dafeline.!..22. 02. ..c026.KOMO | 15 
8. Wagon Train ‘Wed. 7:30-8:30'..:.... KING 41 i . . : an ‘Evening: Report eeece "KOMO. Ye 4g 

4. Donna Reed ‘Thurs. 8:00-8:30)....... KOMO 40 4 Sea Hunt (Mon. 7:00) .-..:..---... KING.....Ziv-WA : 22 20.42 Mr. Ed ve 'veeees KOMO © 18" 
8. Lawrence Welk ‘Sat. 9:00-10:00).....-KOMO 39 §. Huckleberry Hound (Thirs.. 6:001.. . KING..... -Screen Gems. 21 B4/Daieline a hace KOMO. 14 

* uer - 7.30-8:00)..... 36 Mey 4 Evening epur t . °K ° 

. itntstane ne bao, a0, 8:00 OUD ies 6, Quick Draw McGraw. (Wed. 6:00'. ...-KING.. _. Screen Genis 19 46 Dateline ‘se ae -KOMO. I. 
° . . er. we ee -ee@ene . . : oot . . , intstones ‘Fr 8:30- f Coes Evening 2 port. ::..+..KOMO 18 . 

8. Hawaiian Eye iWed. 9:00-10:00)...... KOMO 33 || 7. Blue Angels (Fri. 7:00). se weecess +: KING.....CNP 18 44 | Champ Sowling | setae eee KOMO 14° 
8. 77 Sunset Strip ‘Fri. 9:00-10:00)..... KOMO 33 || 7. Mr. Ed (Mon. 7:00) -. SN cOMO! 7 oMca °18- 35/Sea Huat © Seeeeeeeses aKING: 22, 

: -30.-8- 11% Deputy Dawg | (Tues, 6:00). oecacee- KING....-CBS 18 47 | Dateline. we LTTINTKoMo “14 ®. Bonanza ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30)............- KING 31 oa ” : ‘Evening Report, wee ....KOMO | 13. 

1. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30)........ KPIX 32]. : | es a Np pe 2 Rawhide vFri, 79083000 0.000000KPIR BL 1. Divorce Court (Sat. 6:00)............KRON.. . KITV TV ot ag|Cnano Boe Bowl ting seg KTVU 7 
8. Checkmate ‘Sat. 8:30-9:90). as P 2, San Francisco Beat. (Sat. 700). vee'nesKPIX..4..CBS_ 90: 41 Fight 3.0 > Aon ea a8. 
$. Candid Camera (Sun. 10-00-10:30)...KPIX = 2811.3 Sea Hunt (Tues. 7:00).........- SUINKRON. JJ Iziv-va- 4849! Sheriff “of Cochise ee Nevo a 4. Es Sut aD tt 1 (Sat. 9:30-10). KPIX 27\| 4: Manhunt (Tues. 6:30) 2.2... ...00- RRON. 1, Screen Gems 14.:.... 50 | This Is Alice * -.0: 0: .KTVU — 3 
eee ea atleg. tPhine 930-1030)... KGO 57|| 5: Best of Post (Wed:' 7:00)... .........:.KRON.... ITC 13° _ 38] Assignment. Underwater: .KPIX.. 8. 
5 Honan , “ 9:30 10:00) neers KPIX 26|| 5- Death Valley Days (Fri. : 001" veoset KPIX. -,..US.. Borax 13 39 | Not. For Hire. ccs... .. KGO . 9: 

° CE any Sum 9:00-9:30)... KPIX 53 || & Xou Asked For It (Thurs. 7:00).....,- KTVU... Crosby-Brown 12: 33 Lock-Up: JFK 2.02.3. “10. - 
6. Flintstones ‘Fri, 8:30-9:00 ........,.KGO 25|| 2: Mr. Ed (Sun. 6:30). Sy frei KRON... MCA" UL 41 | Disney Presents.......02KGO: oe ee 
Cant ston es ere eee ey 10900). eco 251! 7. Third Man (Sat. 10:30). RPOC NTA SO a 26! Roaring 20s- -:.:..-:....KGO BB. 

- Mawatian Eye (ve veee 5|| 7 Huckleberry Hound (Wed: 6:30):. aku KTVU.... Sereen Gems ‘11. --:3E}'Bwo Faces West) -ién2 BRON 10 °°. 6. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30). ......-KRON 25. : as, aa Fdwards . EPIX” 10. 

6. Andy Griffith (Mon, 9:30-10:00) . ....KPIX 2511 9. Quick Draw McGraw (Thurs: 6:30)...KTVU.... Screen Gems “11-34 News: eres KRIX 8 6. Alfred Hitchcock ‘Tues. 8:30-9:00)... KRON 25 |I. : me SEE od tNews-D. ‘Edwar a feett “PIX ng 

6. Real MeC€Coys ‘Thurs. 8: 30-8: 00). ... --KGO- | 25 

Andy Griffith (\fon. 9:30-10:00) EXTV 35 i 1. Mr. Ed (Tues. 7:00) Lee celeeecnced e's -KCRA... ... MCA . * 23 — 58, ‘Assignment Underwater XIV a , 6 

1. : 2 _ | Expedition 2....0,.:00 7: KOVR: 6. 
2. Perry Mason ‘Sat. %:30-8:30).........KXTV 32 || 2. Blae Angels (Thurs. ": OO). .... e000. KXTV...ENP | 14 39 lMenhunt =, - ae KCRA! 12 

8. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30)......KXTV ‘31]| 2. You Asked For It (Sun. 6:00": wivewse-KERA . .: Crosby-Brown ‘la 54! Deputy. Dawé:. ‘Jackson. .KOVR .'8 

4, Checkmate (Sat. 8:30-9:30'..... wens KXTV 30|| 3- Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 6:30).-...KXTV.... Screen Gems | 12 32| Channel 3. Report: -KCRA, - 17 
, . any KOVR 30 .3. Brothers, Brannigan (Mon. 7: 00)..... -KCRA... ... CBS 412 / a Dang Robin: Dang. Man. KXTV > (12. 

4. Real McCoys ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00!...... . - 241 3.- Huckleberry Hound :(Thurs, 6:30)..... KXTV.... Screen ‘Gems 12 Channel 3 Report....,..KCRA 12 . 
5. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00)..:......KXTV 29 || 3. Manhunt (Thurs. 7:00) ....... nesses KORA. . Screen Gems I2- 33 Blue" Angels =... .0.8.-KXTV.- (14> 
5. Fiintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00).......-.-- KOVR . 29'|} 3. ‘Divorce Court (Sat. “5: 00). eee veers -KCRA. . . KTTV TV Love Lutv: Adv. .-...:-KXTV.-. 12 

5. Nelson Family ‘Wed. 8:30-9:00)...... KOVR 29 |i ; Sales. 12 46; Movie: Faeing eeeeeee TERT 0 
a wat wea sf ; XTV a9 || 3- Award. Theatre (Sat, 7:00) 2.02. ecu. . KCRA.... Screen Gems 12 _ -29|Fight 0° owe, +> ROVE. ae tae 

5. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10}. KXT\ || $.. Dangerous. Robin; Dangerous Man’ KXTV.. . Ziv-UA. 12 ~ B34! Brothers Brrnnigan -- KCRA ." 12 
5. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30'....... KXTV 29 . (Mon. 1 “ - ee Ge ; hts 

S AN DIEGO . “STATIONS, KFMB, KOGO, XETV. - *SURVEY’ DATES: me 19 _ MAY 16, i961. 

. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8: 30)......:..KFMB 39 L. Manhunt (Tues. 7:00) -....c.2..2....KFMB,...Scereen Gems. 25 56 Brothers Brannigan ...KOGO. °. 8 1 | . ) | 
WwW rain (Wed. 7:30-8:30)..... ...KOGO -- . 33]|-2. Sea Hunt (Thurs.: 7: 00). cident eceeee . KFMB....Ziv-UA 21 46|Sports ~.: :. ..KOGO .- 8. 

. Meee Guiith ‘Mon. 9:30-10:00)......KFMB 30:3. Assignment Underwater (Sat. ‘7: 007. ..KFMB..... NTA : 19 40 | Assignment: San Diego. “.KOGO. 125, 

3. Checkmate (Sat. 8:30-9:30)........... KFMB. ~..30]| 4. Blue Angels; Circus (Thurs. 8: 00); peeee KFMB....CNP “"¥8: 32] Donna Reed. _ XETV ’ 18: °°) 

3. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30)......... KFMB 30|| 4. Death Valley Days. (Tues. 6:30). ..... KFMB. ...U.S. Borax 18.... 38|Up To The. ‘Minute: « | ‘KOGO: a eee 

4. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10)..KFMB 29 || 5. Tightrope (Fri. 8:00) 2. see. KEMB.. Screen Gers 17 ~' 29] Premier Movietime |: “I KOGo- 2B 

5. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00).......-. KFMB 28 6. Grand Jury (Mon. 7:00".........6...KOGO...NTA- 14° 37.1 Mov; ‘Churchill; Sports. -KFMB:_ -.'10. 

5. Father Knows Best (Tues. 8:00-8: 30). -KFMB -6.° RCMP (Thurs. 6:30) . VIEEIEE -KFMB.... CNP. “14. 33/Up To The- Minute’. vieee KOGO “17 

6. Thriller ‘Tues. 9:00-10:00)..........- KOGO 37 ‘6. Shotgun Slade (Wed. 7001 >. ooeees- KOGO....MCA to ‘31 | Malibu. Run. | lath eles KFMB.| 20° 
7 . G.E. Theatre ‘Sun. 9:00-9:30).......- KFMB 26 |.6. Two Faces West (Sat. 10:30). ........KFMB.... Screen Gems’ 14° 381 Big Movie; Sports. “6eo° . 10 

ALBANY-SCHNEG-TROY aus WRGB, WTEN,, WAST. *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15- JUNE 11, 1961 

1. Price Is Right «Wed. 8:90-8:00", .«-+-WRGB 39 i 1, Mr. Ed (Tues; 7:00). 0052. 243. rrretr WRGB asMCA © 8: Pied Expedition; eae WAR | 8 

2. Wagon Train “Wed. 7:30-8:30'........WRGB 38}; I 2. Third Man (Thurs. 10: 30) ete wee -:» WRGB.. .. NTA. ° 25. 641 Silents: Kovaks ~*~... .......WAST. .10. 
$. Thriller ‘Tues. 9:00-10: 00)..... wooo. WRGB. 36{ 3. Two Faces West (Mon. 9:00) - 0) ‘ ees WRG. BS Ba Gems ‘BL Danny’ Thomas ae » 2+ TEN 22 — 
4. Flintstones ‘Fri. 8:30-9:00) cae vanes WAST | 36}) 4. Death Valley Days (Thurs: -7:00).....' B orax 20. ~~ 59/San Francisco Bea WAST 2" 
4. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30* .. J. _ WTEN 36), 5. Manhunt: (Ww ed. 7: 90) ewe on o ele p Ore -WRGB. - - Screen Gems ‘19: : ” News:D. Eds Weather * WEEN a _4 

5. Untouchables ‘Thurs. 9:30-10:30).....WAST_ 35 | ¢. Mike Hammer (Sat: 10: 30). ve eeeeesssWRGB. “MCA | 18° (34|Fight . “1.32 WAST 20 
6. 772 Sunset Strip «Fri. 9:00-10:00' ..... WAST 321|-7. Lock-Up (Mon. F000 2 ee seeeenee .WRGB. . +. ZivaUA 16: 4/ Show; News: Weather. TUAWIEN 13°. 
9. Candid Camera ‘Sun. 10:00-10:30) .WIEN 1|| : , | News-D. Edwards .......WTEN~ 10. 

° \ i (W 2. 10-00:11-00! . w AST 30 8. Coronado 9- (Sat. 10: 30): ee WTEN a8 ee, _MCA_ 15 cnet a ; Fight ae oosee te e.e6 : WAST . 20 

8. Naked City ‘Wed. 10:00-11:00) ...... ré 2°! 8. Highway Patrol (Fri. 7:00). .:.... -..- WAST... Ziv-UA 13°°".: 42] Blue Angels ..........:.WRGB =. 14. 
8. NBC Specials ‘Tues. 10:00-11:00......WRGB | 30! §. Jim Backus (Thurs. 7:30). 01222511) WRGB. .CNP - B 8| Guestward Ho ...2....0.. WAST. 17 
8. Perry Como (Wed. 9:00-10:00'........ WRGB 30 fi 8. Shotgun Slade ‘Sat. ‘@ 7:00), sce paeesons -WRGB.. MCA. 15 44. Indapls; Bowling; JFK...WAST-: d-: 

Stabe et he a et ee “ ayta +t “opt > 4% a oe a0 7 ayer + oged, 2D. ee as va ye TST Vann nd hal as. aah ‘ae. . 



‘ .. @overed | ‘a valuable: purse—for | #} 

“tricks ‘as. John” Drake.in. “Danger 
' Man.” 

_TELEVISION REVIEW Ss 35 _Medncnay Arigust: re 1961 

i View 
' Our. MR. “AMBLER ° | Janies “on 

... With Andrew. Crawford. ‘Stephen didn’t anew ‘it. This was, perhaps, 
“Jack, Patriela. Haines, John Kidd, |the weakest part of the whole— 

Walter Horsburgh, ‘Ellen | Dry-j|for it didn't: depend entirely. on. 
den, Donald. Hoath, ‘Christopher | logic, but ‘on ‘coinciderice. 
‘Burgess, Ivor Kimmell, . Keigh. owever, there. was little ctiance, 
‘Anderson, Hilary | Martyn,: Lee; ‘to ‘brood over’ the. details “durin ng; 
‘Richardson. ‘\the 90 minutes. The ‘script.’ was.: 

Producer: Alan. Sleath los. ‘taut, and left no time for intro-" 
Writers: John Whitney, ; Goeffrey: ;spection, - Witha little. further 

| Bellman . i adaptation, ‘such -as. taking. ‘the. ac- 
30 -Mins., Tues. 2:25 p.m. jtion away from ‘the single set, it : 

* -BBC-TV, from’ London :-: [might have. been more: televisual..: 
-. This’ isa ‘slightly’ off-beat skein | FAS it:was, producer: George R:, Foa:' 
of six- programs, initialér of which i Was content: to ‘photograph an able’. 
Jeft it open-as to: whether to. ex-Teport of ‘the. pérformance, with- 
pect: firéworks or. sour -milk. Yarn} 
- was about an. unlikely . private eye’ } enterprising and way-out. The cast 

. wha ‘worked ‘for a: company: ‘of ine }was ‘firstrate, within. the limits, of a 

., surance adjusters. He ‘was obvious- 
“ly va. character who ‘had: been | 
“'aveund: ‘but, at:the same’ time,. one 

. : ye 

the. double-dealing - “brother.- and 
or) swhe ‘didn’t want. to. talk about’ it. Gerald. James. kept.a nice, laconic 

’: He wore a ‘Homburg - hat; .shabby } 
oo ‘Taincoat; ‘carried a° briefcase: and} 

. . looked. just like any’ of the other ; ;and Derek Aylwatd ‘filled, the ite | Foran, Sedawie segued into the; 

added ‘glamor with .a.sure touch, 

guys: who Tode’ t the ‘morning | tube!) # Ota. 

~Anto. the city. : 
: But when it. ‘came: ‘to the: detec: 2 

tive biz, this segment. showed, that i 
--Mr. Ambler. was: no mug. He ‘re- o 

as the deceived James. 

TOKYO: 1961 ae 7 
‘With Mitsuke . Sawamura, “Misao 

Brothers, Kagami. Family; ‘nert 
hich sociéty moppet. who: didn't! Parnell orch with Ivor Emert 

--want her husband ‘to ‘know she'd! 47d Tedacea. Ohno 
béén: out—-with a ‘neat bluff: which Preducer: Colin Clews 
_stvcésted” he, may be. as-full ‘of 50 Mins., Sat, 7:55 p.m... 

-don?” ... 
This. was a capsule ‘version of. ‘a 

. Japanese legit revue. recently seen 
: at .Londan’s Coliseum.. 

Not’ only: that; --Ambler 
seemed to have“as- -many. contacts | 
with. the ‘underworld as with ‘the 

’, Jaw although, naturally, he’s’ ‘re-: 
spected. by’ both. 
- gohn Whitney: ‘and Geoffrey’ ‘Bell-.i 
Wan, a couple. of : tried. scripters ' 
who ‘seldom’ turn -out ain unpro- 
fessional job. have obviously dug ; 
deep ior this .one. The: subject: 
offers: unlimited scope but will: re-. 
quire a maximum -of ‘imagination - 
‘ to. keep, to: the: out-of-the-rut angle. | 
‘It’s not. going to.be long before the: i 
-Hovelty of. Mr. Ambler ‘wears. off. 
at et point it. could begin: to 
pa 

‘dances, ‘it:.seemed. 

ape. American. Tiusicals. | The’ terp- 
ing, which took ‘more than its: fair 

“Lake” was typical. ‘Like. the finale, 
filched..from “Hawaii. ‘it: indicated 

| PARADE” 
‘With Joyce. Sullivan, Inn 

his: érip~and “Marshall 

out going. in for much that. -was : 

‘play’ that. was-.sparing ‘of: charac--: 
terization:. John ‘Carson clicked as.. 

note ‘as. the sleuth. Petra ‘Davies : 

SPECIAL ‘REPORT: BERLIN 
- (Part I 

| ‘With Carter Davidsen, ethers 
Preducer-Writer: Davidsen 
‘Director: Chris Erskine 

‘|30 Mins. Tees. (1), 10:15 p.m. - 
WBBM-TV, Chicago 

‘| There was. nothing at all special : 
about Part I of this so-termed ° 
“special report.” 

Tyson, 
Gyivia Fricker,’ Larry. Mann, Den 
Franks, Lee Rubie, Alan .Cro- 

teat Jetty Teth- ‘Orch: (15); Bill 
. Walker, host: 
Producer: Norman: Bedawie 

a| Water Saul Mson” . ° 
130 Mins.; Thurs., 9: :36.p.m. 
GENERAL FOODS §: 
| CBC-TV, from Toronto. .} below Carter Davidson's ‘and : 

-. (Baker)” “| WBBM-TV’s!: usual high standard, 
| With. “Parade a. summer. re- lit: was the first of eight install- 

: placement, now sét'to-run straight{ments. thus far-in the irregular 
Anto: the. 1961-62 ‘season: as ‘a 52- | pubaffairs series to- make a mis- 
“week “trans-Canada_. steady with | nomer. of the title. 
‘alternate sponsors; Norman Seda- ; ° The outing, for one thing, threw 
wie “establishes ‘himself, in. this.:n0 new light.-nor even attempted 
case, as producer-directar . of ato analyze the current crisis in 

iTelaxed evening series that is. ‘pleas- } Berlin, skirting the main issues to 
ing* but not’ exciting. The show ; focus on the refugee situation. Un- 
caught. added. up toa S0-So. ‘outing | ‘ doubtedly, ‘this. happened because 

‘that. was well-mannered but la¢ked : iDavidson made his trip to West 
: inventive “spark, :-except for. ‘an { Germany several weeks before the 

‘hilarious -.quartet-costumed._ im- Messrs. K. brought. the issues to 
“B t ¥e Shake- | an’ explosive head. 

Pression: of rysh Up our As per {he subtitle, “The Escape 
' Hateh." Davidson started out to 

, Speare.” 
; ° On an out-and- out: gharacteristic : 
plug: for: holidayi ing:in Canada, plus: prove that the free world's fate is 

required atténdance-at the: ‘evening {Closely bound up with that of 
“ grandstand: performance .of ‘the {West Germany ‘hardly a revela-. 

Astonishinglv , 

THE TWO FACES OF JAPAN 

With Tem Harriecs, narrates; 
others 

Producer: Associated Rediffusien 
Director: Peter Morley 

. Writer: Cyril Bennett 
Mins.: Fri. 7:36 p.m. 

j PARTICIFATING 
WABC-TV, N. Y. (film?) 

Television assumed if§ function 
“as the window to the world in “Twa 
Faces of Japan.” the second dacu- 
mentary of the “Intertel’ series, 
telecast by WABC-TV The screcn 
vibrated with excitement and jn- 
sight, catching elonrses of & 
strange Oriental culture trving te 
come to terms with West and ie 
own heritage. 

Produced hy Assaciated Redif- 
fusion, the hour ovutbmp niaonde a 
solid contribution to one et the 
prime paals of the “Interter” se taes, 
explanation of a nation ain tears 
tion. The telementary in a forth. 
Tight style didn't duck am ef the 
hard issnes.-Japan as a favatywal 
ex-enemy, the lingering toil of the 
A bomb, the Communist menace, 
the poverty, the sefoims the in- 
flexibility of some attitudes, etc | 

Lowe: 

‘Kamijo; Teruko Fujii, Nakano: 

Associated: TeleVision, from. ‘Lon: 

A. slow-i 
, moving: pot-pourri of -songs- and * 

‘to. prove ‘that ° 
: the. Japs - ‘might be fine at. imitating ‘ 
Western industrial techniques,. but : 

ithey: produce - giggles when. they’: 

share. of the show, was occasionally’: 
“pretty, . ‘but’ a bizarre episode in. 
which a ‘sort of Frankie-&-Johnnie : 
sketch, was danced to “The Swan. 

-that the Japanese ‘have ‘Jittle:. to. 

Canadian National: Exhibition 

theme of “Summertime:in Canada” ; 
iwith an original by Saul Ilson and: 
sung by. Bill. Walker, the host, who 
-is'a man of: parts but: ‘singing: is; 
;not one of them. 
Except. for the whimsical - but | 

a well-disciplined. warbling of blond} 
“and lovely Joyce Sullivan -in her 
: !“It's-a Most Unusual Day” plus Ian: 

Tyson andthe raven-tressed Sylvia } 
* Fricker. (former. on. guitar) in- their 
: folk-singing .of “Sault Ste, Marie. 
“Trail” and “Mary Ann,” program 
did not. hit. its. stride. until Phil: 
Nimmon's jazz number, “Highway ! 
Any one?” played by. Jerry Toth's 
15-man orch. - 
Highlight, however, was, the take- | 

off..on ‘the Stratford | (Ontario) ; 
«Festival undertaken. by. such zany } 
‘ clowns ‘Larry Mann, Don; 
Francks, Tes Rubie and. Alan: Cro- ; 
‘foot_. with - ‘their vocalistics of. 
“Brush Up » Your Shakespeare.” | 

: Plug for ‘the: CNE was a rehearsal- 
‘interview. between Host: Walker 
-and Jack. -Arthur, producer of the: 
CNE evening “grandstand. ‘ show, : 

jn ition).and that. the people of East 

{ 

t 

4 

‘ 

4 

| 
i 

1 

| 
i 

‘Germany despise the Comunist 
system and are anxious to escape 

ito: the West. Unfortunately, he 
“proved” the last point inconclu- 
:Sively and; :more deplorably, had 
;to. resort to obvious propaganda 
devices to do it. This shouldn't 

thave been necessary,. and it cheap- 
‘ened the documentary aspect. 

For instance, Dav idson found it 
necessary to comment continually 
on the unsmiling faces of the East - 
Berliners, when the picture showed 
them looking no unhappier than 
‘the: ‘people of Chicago. It's a de- 
ivice found downright childish . 
‘when the Soviets use it. Also. to 
‘prove how much better the West 
:zone is, he used the technique of - 
‘contrasting lively streets and park- ° 
ing lots full of Volkswagens with | 
;dead and. empty counterparts in 
East Berlin. But Davidson was un- 
able to find a.single East Berjiner 
twho had a gripe, although all ac- 
knowledged that the West was en- 
joying an economic boom and far 
outstripped them in consumer 
, goods. 

What. should have ‘been his best 

‘What thrust this documentary in 
the {rent rank of telementaries 
was the imaginitive use of the 
cameras. The pictures tel? the 
story, the camera ranring from 
faxi cub ride, to a visit te the 
Geisha house. to a factosy. ta an 
expresso shop. to a university. 
There even, was the family bath, 
an Institution of Japan 

All these moving images were 
intervined with intelligence and 
imagination. Watching the shew 
proved to be the next best thing 
other than an actual visit to the 
country itself. Haro. 

Seana , ae. 

TAKEOUT 
With Tem Costigan 
‘Producer: Bill Seamans 
Director: John Musilit 
Writer: Rusa Bensley 
15 Mins.. Sun., 3:45 p.m. 
WCBS-TV, N. Y¥. (tape) 

Another title fe: WCBS-TYV 
News’ “Takeout” might be “Cuf- 
fing Room Floor," hut that would 
make it sound Jess than it fs - 

|. splinter of glass 150m: ‘the, car 

Andrew Crawford: played Aimbler: 
_as a tired, husky-voiced . man who ; 
‘Was apparently . ‘on ’-the verge of 5 

. lasing,” but--never did:. He - was 
’ “gomewhat in. the Maigret: tradition ° 

- but at. the ‘same time: ‘@ -non-hero: | 
It remains ‘to.-be:seen if: ‘Crawford’ 
‘has anything else to. ‘put into’ the : 

. Character buf, so’ far, ‘he: ¢arries © 
the - program well. It. ‘was routine! 

Work. for othér.thesps who- were. 
mostly incidental to this plot. More’. 
should. have [been seen. of Stephen 

. Jack, however,;: who. as- Ambler’ s. 
. boss, must become > important. 

“LISTEN JAMES 
With John ‘Carson,. “Petra: Davies es, 
. Derek Aylward, - Gerald James; 
* Reginald Smith, Keith Anderson | 
Writer:. Raymond Bowers.” 
Producer: George . R. Foa) 

90 mins., Sun.,. 7:30 p.m. 
: _ BBC-TV,: from London: | 

This. play, which hada legit “out- 
- ing. in’ London .tHree‘' ‘years . ago | 

- with the-title of “It’s the: Geog: |" 
_Taphy. that -Caunts,” provided: an 

. absorbing crime’ “puzzle” -on: the ]. 
“eross-word-clue | level. The: plot 
‘twisted, ‘and: turned. liké-'a< snake 
with a fever, but: author: Bowers 
‘kept control .of the mechanics and |. 

‘offer’ but copy-catting. . 

iterprising. itém {nvolved. the Naka- 
ino Brothers on a.tandem, in’ ‘front 
of a film'-backing .thaf gave the 

Lillusion of.a Kind of: Keystone. Cops |- 
i Tide; ‘dodging trucks. with. inches |: 
.to.'spare. This. was. ingenious, but 
: outstayed - ‘its --welcome. “‘Teruko. 
Fujii . provided balancing . feats, 

: highspots. being ‘his balancing the ; 
* sharp’ end of a knife. on- his fore- 
‘head and hurtling .a ball. through 

“Watt. 7 {Pei exits: of an airborne bir
d- | 

. Colin. Clews*” production - “Was 
, stodgy, and ‘the: ‘show - Was. Just: 
‘ about summed ‘up..by 4; ‘tarchy 
chantoosie who seemed. to -have 
learned from Lena. -Horne, ‘Doris 
Day, Connie. Francis.’: and: Judy | 

7 |; Garland, but learned all the: Wrong j 
| bits. : ety _ Otta. 

| GoLDEN. GIRL - 
With Catherine © ‘Bosle, “Patrick | 

‘ Batr.. Faith : Brook, | Lvndon 
- Brook,: Annika: Wills, : Roderick. : 
.Cook;: Robert :Cawdron, 

- Ingram, Leslie ‘Perrins . 
Producer: ‘Ronald March 
Writer: Larry Forrester. 
30. mins., .Mon.,. 7:15 p.m. 

‘applied a. “Satisfying” and. Antricate | BBC-TV, from London 
. piece of ‘machinery. . 

The ‘piece ‘opened. with-a. y hittand= | 
. run accident. A test, car, in charge 
~of ‘Marshall: Armitt (John Carson), 

_ had been: taken without his know!-. | second. ‘Summer ..ruin and showed : : guardsmen. living. in the “twin 
‘edge by his. brother, James.(Derek 
Aylward),- ‘who : had | killed - a Cy. 
-clist.. 

- Marshall: planned. an ‘alibi. ‘with 
Anis’ brother—that’: the’ ‘Jatter: ‘had ? 

spent the night with their mother, | 
‘400 miles ‘from the. scene ‘of t 
accident, and. -that:: the car: hed 
Been stolen by. a person: ‘unknown. 
When thé. cops. arrived,. this. was 
‘the tale told—and brother ‘James. : 
was committed to. being in mother's i 
house. . 
‘The. next ‘ “twist was” that - the: 

mother had -been. murdered duririg } 
the: night. Marshall’ had: so’ -fixed } 
it that. brother James: was .over- 

--loaded.. with .-suspicion. ‘and thus,‘ 
covered, Up: ‘for- himself: He was - 
after mum's money. © 

i. 'Ensuing ‘interest was. in the téc’s: 
breakdown of the. alibi. - Marshall 

,. briefed: : a: girl-friend. «Petra Da-.' 
vies) to: say that: “4e--had ‘been. in 
the car with: h' %.” He'd: taken: ‘a? 

embedded it-in his hand. 
-The girl. didn't ‘know, that’ she:- 

was. covering. up for. murder, When : 

t ghe did; she confessed the truth. 
fact! iehe had | _accompanied © 

-* Presenting . the “high-life. adve en-: 
tures .of ‘wide-eyed : and. beautiful , 
‘Golden Girl, Katie Johnson. ‘Cath- | 
Serine. Boyle), ‘this. skein ‘started its 

improvements. over last: year's air- 
ings... _Format. was altered’ ‘so that. 
each épisode is .now: a ‘complete ; 

] ‘yarn. as opposed. to a: segment of.’ 
a serial. And G.G.’s: woman-of-the- : 
world character has been softened - 

{—but into.a too-warm.. sy rup-sweet - 
one which proved a little: hard. ‘to. 

itake ‘neat!: 
!’ Nonetheless, the’ inftialer set the 
‘pattern. .for: some ‘light... how-the-. 
other-haif-live. fare aimed to:trans-- 
port mother away from. her. kitchen 
sink. and into high- society. Story, 

‘briefly, was that Minty. ‘Annika’ 
4 Wills),. an ‘heiress with a- passion ‘ 
Hor Cubby Trent (Lyndon: Brook), ; 
a loverboy: with':a yen for loaded « 

| heiresses, had. run away: to marry. 
| this. suspect: beau. Hounded by: the : 
|.cops, she looked: up G.G-. who, ‘subs. 
‘sequently, worked out a little test. 
;to-see if loverboy was doubledeal- : 
:ing. Naive twist was, that - this ; 

and: ..time, he was. playing. it straight.- 
l. ‘Introduced: early .in the. show 
“was :G.G.’s. father-figure lawyer 

; frained. “from. telling the cops. that 

“tContinued on page 40) 

_A. couple of. nifty ‘tappers, clad” 
Lin black, clicked, ‘put the most en- ~ 

_Joan- 36. hours 

(Patrick. Barr) who reluctantly re- - 

“with thé whole theme a national- subject for this purpose ultimately 
istic boost for a Canadian vacation. : proved to be the worst, and it: is 

- On. parochial boosting, this was ‘hard. to understand why Davidson 
an off night for Sedawie—but he gidn't edit this sequence out. It 
“still, hag: those..sponsors for this -wag with -an adult refugee ‘the 
"season. and next, McStay.. {only other one he interviewed was 

didn’t understand the interviewer's 
| query, ‘“‘Why did you leave East 
Berlin?” Instead of trying to re- 

|. Producer-writer: Jim Dooley phrase it or have it interpreted, 
Director: Clarence Anderson... {| Davidson’ prompted, “For political 
30 .Mins.;- Thurs. (27), 9:30 ‘pin. treasons?”.: And the fellow said, 
TWIN ‘CITY FEDERAL SAVINGS | but still not. as though he knew 
.& LOAN 8 a what: he was talking about, “Oh 

| WCCO-TY, ‘Minneapolis lyes, political.” Later it came out 
In: production for the past three , that; as a: watchmaker, he feit he 

“CIVILIANS FOR. DEFENSE | 
With Dave. Moore 

weeks, “Civilians for Defense” -was.' ‘ eould make a better living in West 
-one of those rare triumps:of fore-; Berlin. Davidson should . have 
‘sight and .luck. Coming just ‘two. ‘found a better subject. one who 

days after. President - Kennedy's | would have repudiated the cammie 
call for. increased military prepa- system and. given reasons. 
‘rations, videotaped ‘show: was as |: WBBM-TV was unable to find a 

| timely“::as today’s news. Dave.‘ sponsor for this. opus. Les. 
‘| Moore’s -narration,. ih fact, in- | —_—_—_ 
‘|.cluded: “several. references to the 
president's ‘recent ‘address. Film 

(footage was’ shot much earlier, but 
final: script. wasn’t completed - until 

before -airtime.. after 
: writer) Jim” ‘Dooley ° had had an 
opportunity to digest. the presi-} 
dent's message. > 

‘With the renewed . emphasis ‘on |W 
| preparedness, : this latest: effort ‘in| 
the WCCO-TV Reports series. un- 
doubtedly ‘attracted “a2 big ‘audi-- 
“ence: Besides interesting thou- 
i sands. of reservists. and national 

| FUNNY MANNS 
With Cliff Norton, Nick Nicholson 
Producers:, Roger Muir, Nick Nieh- 

alson 
Writers: Jack: Weinstock, Willie 

Gilbert 
36 Mins.,.6:30.p.m., Tuesdays 
PARTICIPATING 

, N.Y. 
“Some of: the greatest: hits on fele-— 

films. Items such as the Three 
Stooges, “Silents Please" have had 
their genesis in an era. that is now 
remembered nostalgically. One of 
the long-neglected’ sources of en- 
tertainment has been a modern day 
revival of seme of the one and to- 
reelers. of the Keystone Komedy 
Days. “Funny Manns” does much 
to correct this oversight. 
_In this series, producers Roger 
Muir & Nick Nicholson have ob- 
tained a batch ‘of these films. edited 
down and strung together into 
likeable half-hour. shows that are 

; Cities area,- ‘the. show ‘had appeal 
for vithers -with only. a detached 
interest in the military because of 

‘its graphie: portrayal of modern 
“training ““methods.. Program... con-. 
‘éentrated exclusively on national 
guard ‘and: reserve training activi- | 
ties -in ‘Minnesota and Wisconsin. 
‘ Second: half, picturing communica-. 
‘tions ‘exercises and techniques 
i used “in. .fighting behind enemy 
lines, was. particularly engrossing. 
‘Included ‘were. scenes of.- troops 
‘learning’ guerrilla -warfare and 
1 shots of the Fourteenth Corps 
' psychological -warfare . unit. in 
i training at: WCCO’ 8. studios, show- 
; ing: how that group will step into 
i the video field if war. breaks out. 

This series which helped WCCO-: 
tv éarn a: Peabody award: last. 
:year.-continues to boast topnotch 
‘ production. ‘Direction of. this ef- 
. fort . was. well paced throughout, 
and Mocre’s: commentary - remains 
‘ consistently high calibre. WCCO- 
‘TV. is CBS’ Twin Cities affiliate; 
local. series: generally : alternates 
“with . the web's “CBS. Reports.” 

‘Rees. 

of laughter that transpired during 
a bygone era. The comedies are 
with Jead-ing and narrations by 
comedian Cliff Norton with pro- 
ducer Nicholson as second banana. 
Norton, primarily, does excellently 
in- building up-to the point where 
the - one-reelers can be run to-; 
gether with others into a harmon!- 
ous half hour. . 

The principal ingredient is al- 
ways the chase, and there sre many 

comedy reached its peak during , 
the pre-sound era. when the only 
instrument of projecting funny sit- 

. : . . . : . 

‘ling material for all sges. Jose 

‘six years old): who admitted he . 

vision have come from the oldtime . 

successful in recreating the kind | 

| 

| the 

uations was the essential skill of . 
the. come. It’s funny and reward. i 

Idea is to take the film faatage 
of the past weck that didn't mahe 
the air because of time restrictionz 
or irrelevancy to the point of the 
hews and run if off as adelight 
and insight to {ansiliar " news 
events, 

Initialer Sunday «6: parlayed 
extra footage made on tua «storics 
covered by WCBS newsman Ton 
Costigan ‘a reporter will he fea- 
tured as nariator on each weekly 
Seg), First was a New York truck 
drivers’ strike with Castipan inter- 
viewing several union members. 
It was made colorful by the driy- 
ers’ ferocity to the cause 

Second was extensive interviews 
With two Greenwich Villave ick 
dealers on the {<sue af being 
forced to shutter an Sunday 

Both dealers were articulate. but 
Israel Young. bearded proprietor 
‘of the Folklore Center no heatnik, 
,"T work 18 houre a day") came 
through with the kind of featine 
footage that couldn't he waked 
into a daily newseast vet was well 
worth afring A man apparenily 
" experienced in the wavs of the 
Cops, he said he avaided cloang iy 
keeping an ese out for the fuzz 
and shuttering for a half hour 

:While papers were being serted 
elsewhere along the street. 

Then Young. a leader af the vis- 
lorious fight with City Hall to keep 

ifolk singing in Washington Square 
Park. divagated to a dixsesfation 
on the city’s atitude toward V3 
lagers, envisioning the scene ans 
7.900.000 citizens disturbed and 
jealous of the Jittle hit of extra 
freedom enjoyed by the 06 Gud 

: Villagers amongst them.-"I wash 
‘they'd stop bugging un" S capler 
‘Russ Bensley segued jout of that + 
one nicely, calling Villagers, 
“bugged but unbowed."' iil 

er rte of, 

SCARS ON THE MOUNTAIN- 
SIDE 

With Bill Small 
39 Mins., Thurs. 16:36 p.m. 
WHAS-TY, L’viile (film) 

Potential revages of einige 
mining a method of mining taal 
of the outcrop type. and sold at a 
lower cost than the conventional 
hard coal, used for healing:, were 
depicted in this 46-minute @ucu- 
mentary Filine showing the ¢x-« 

4 

| 

( tensive 4 ’ 
who believe that this form of | ve Gamage in a number of mountain countries in Eastern 

i Kentucky, gave some credence fo 
critics warning. “Southeast 

Kentucks's mountain country 
would ve a desert like that of Ari- 

(Continued on page 41) 
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there is nothing harde 



Wednesday, August 9, 1961 

Lox $ "s 
Vey F: 

In the current and appropriate atmosphere, we’d like to B 
air a first of our own. Another first in audience rating— 
where rating audiences counts most: the competitive 

*Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report, average audience, ry merkets in which viewers can exercise a 3-way choice “Sout: tn oe re erent prazake sudience, 
network programming preference. They choose... ing between 6-11 PM (N. Y. time) Monday through Sunday, 

Nielsen tallies*...and the trend keeps right on trending. 



Boston TV.Gase 
Gin Continued from page 21 = 

tending that the Maguire eat | 
makes a “significant change” 
the Greater Bosfon  ooleetion. 

Then, Massachusetts. Bay came |. 
in with a more readable petition, | 
earrying strong ‘suggestions of a 
political fix in the making, while, 
at the same time, “emphasizing” |. 
that Massachusetts Bay itself had 
no evidence Maguire had done or|{ 
would do anything out of the way. 

Massachusetts Bay asked FCC to } 
find out if Maguire ia subject te 
President Kennedy's “ethical 
standards” order applying to fed-|-. 
eral officials. If he is, Massachu- 
setts Bay said FCC should deter- 
mine if he is complying with the 
order in the channel § case. 

Massachusetts Bay sald {t want-/ 
ed to “emphasize” that it is “not 
charging Mr. }’aguire with any vi-. 
olation of the letter or the: spirit 
of the executive order.” The “keep 
your hands clean” document is- 
sued by President Kennedy {fs of- 
ficially known as Executive Order 
10939. 

But. Massachusetts Bay went on, 
it believes “that in fairness to the 
Administration, the Commission, 
Mr. Maguire, Greater Boston. and 
competing applicants, the facts 
should be spread on the record.” | 

The same company continued: 
“There is nothing on the record. 
to show ... whether or not Mr. 
Maguire retains by agreement, 
tacit or otherwise, written or wun- 
written, any right to or expectancy. 
that he will, on leaving the gov-| 
ernment service, reacquire a pro- 
prietary interest in Greater Bos- 
ton.” 

Fact gathering. on a dollars and 
cents basis, was also asked con- 
cerning Maguire's former Boston 
law firm in its relation with the 
Greater Boston company. 

FCC’s Broadcast Bureau, which 
earlier recommended that FCC 
give FCC give the channel to 
Greater Boston. pooh-poohed the 
flurry over Maguire, who has been 
an important man to see for those 
wanting key federal jobs since] 
January. The Broadcast Bureau, 
commenting only on WHDH’s peti- 
tion to dismiss the Greater Boston 
application, said “it does not war- 
rant serious consideration by the 
Commission.”* | 

Greater Boston also had tts say 
in a few words, commenting that 
the WHDH filing had been made 
“for no other reason than to delay | 
or confuse these proceedings.” * 
WHDH said: in its petition that 

the “importanee of Mr. Maguire’s 
role as a principal of Greater Bos- 
ton can hardly be overstated . 
Mr. Maguire was a prime organizer 
of the Greater Boston group and 
the architect of its application.” 

Of the three remaining appli- |: 
cants for Boston channel 5, .Great- 
er Boston is the only one nat 
fingered by the Harris Subcom- 
mittee for making a highlevel con- 
tact which was questioned during 
the days of heavy pressure before 
FCC made the original grant to 
WHDH. 

, e 

Collins 
Seanaas Continued from page 20 jaune 

fident that, in most markets, if 
one station gave itself over to pro- 
gramming for teenagers, another 
for longhairs, another for foreign | 
language groups and so on, they’d 
all stand a pretty good chance of 
surviving. He said he felt the. 
Commission should encourage spe- 
clalization in. radio. 

To clarify—since this seemed to}: 
conflict with his earlier emphasis 
on the need for “balanced pro- 
gramming”—he indicated that spe-|_ 
cialization was his recommendation 
for radio only, and balance for just 
for tv. “Teleyision can’t specialize,” 
he said, “because there are too few 
stations. That medium will have to 
serve minority, interests through 
balance.” 
Minow revealed, incidentally, 

that the allocations have been thick 
and fast. “We put people into the 
FM business every day,” he said, 
“and many apply with proposals for } 
specialized programming.” 

Ann Arbor—The Univ. of Michi- 
gan Television Center will re- 
ceive a Gavel Award from the 
American Bar Assn. at its con- 
vention in St. Lauis Aug. 10. The 
award is for a 10-part series “The } 
Blessings of Liberty” which ex- 
amined the f'rst 10 amendments to 
the Constitution. 
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ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
Vanrery-ARE’s: weekly ‘chort offers « dav-by- dey analysis of the top foctere eveting slots tn 6 

wi ‘market.. On Saturdays 

Feature sic slots. in the ARB. measured period, brokes 
usually covers thrée or four weeks.: Other date puck acthe time slot end overage share of 

Gudience is furnished. Top. competition and competitive ratings also ere highlighted. 

Pittsburgh. ad ‘Stations: KDKA, WTAE, WIIC ©: Survey Datest APRIL {9 - MAY 16, 1961 | 

KDKA. Avs22° etiog: 7 COMPETITION 
Average. | Shere. 26 _ ; STATION. & 

MONDAYS 11:15-1:15 | PROGRAM AVG, RATING 
Program: GATEWAY STUDIO 7 mae g. M wran _ 

‘W18-1: | 
April: 24 “MY WILD IRISH BOSE”. » 

Arlene Dahl, Dennis Morgan... - - Jack Paar wo 
~' 1947, Warner Bros.; WUAA, Repeat 21:15-1:00. AS. 

May 1 “WELLS FARGO”. -. 
"* Joel McCrea, Lloyd Nolan’ a pes Allen. “wae 

- 1937, Paramount, MCA, Repeat . | } 
‘May 8° “PETRIFIED ‘FOREST’ | Z 

' Bette Davis, Humphrey Bogart . - 
1936, Warner Bros., UAA, Repeat | 

May 13° “SEALED CARGO” -, 
Claude Rains, Dana Andrews 

. 1951, RKO, UAA,- “Repeat -_ 

KDKA Average Ratieg: “6. CoMPETTION 
Average. ‘Soret 2 eS _ ramon: ys 

TUESDAYS 11:15-1:36 ._. . FROG ‘AVG. TING | 
‘Program: GATEWAY STUDIO besinrd oe - WEAR. 

April 25 “THAT HAGAN GIRL” a ve 
Shirley .Temple; Ronald Regan Jack Paar’: WO 

. _ 1947, Warner Bros,, UAA, Repeat : 11:15-1: :00, ‘AL. 
May 2 “HAZARD” . Hanimer, Burns, Alles Jue 

MacDonald Carey, Paulette Goddard . 7 1:15° 
1948, Paramount, MCA, Repeat. 

May 9 “MISS TATLOCKS MILLIONS” 
John Lund, Wanda Hendrix -— 
1948, Paramount, MCA, ‘Repeat 

May 16 “ROUGHSHOD” : 
Gloria Grahame, Robert Sterling 

1949, RKO, UAA, Repeat 

DK A Average Rating: 2 COMPETTTION | . 
K Average Shares. 30 | i STATION & 

WEDNESDAYS 11:15-1:00- PR Ava. NG 
Program: GATEWAY. ‘STUDIO "Milo 4 ere wraE 

April 19 “FORT APACHE” 
Henry Fonda, ‘John Wayne Jack Paar wc. 
1948, RKO, UAA, Repeat _11:15-1:00.. 15, 

April 26 “TARZAN & THE. AMAZONS” ; 
. Brenda Joyce, Johnny: Weissmuller 4. 
(1945, RKO, Banner, ist Run pv 

May 3 “THE CRUSADES” : 1. 

‘end 
as the top feature slot of the day. 

- feature slots compete. with. 

.Henry. Wilcoxon, Loretta’ ‘Young 
1936, Paramount, MCA, Repeat. 

May 10 “ALIAS NICK BEAL” : 
Audrey Totter, ‘Ray. Milland _ 
1949, Paramount, MCA, Repeat 

"Average Rating: 5 

“The anclysis e confined to the top rated 

{just at the. 

Soviet TV 
ma Continucd from page 11 GEiaaE 

viewers. He. felt ‘that. ‘they. ‘were 
ofa major 

‘Of the. 5,000,000 ‘get owners in 
1 the. Soviet Union, at least one half 
jare concentrated . -in Moscow anda 
receiver’ costs between |: -120°. and 
1s roubles,. ‘OF $130. to. $265. It is 
‘l reckoned that: color sets will cost 
fat least twice if not.three times as 

-| much, There are ‘about 100 pro-. 
““ gram studios scattered through the. 
{country and there is already a-di- .. 
rect cable link .to Kiev: and Lenin-. | -. 

_|grad,: which is being extended to. ~ 
~ other. parts. of the country. - About 

‘| kinescoped or filmed. :.Videotape is 
jonly ‘just about coming in to ‘use 

’ din Russia as there-is a State: De- 

they. had to find out how to. make 
| their o 

' In broad. outline, ‘though. not. in 
actual presentation techniqte, Rus- 

with 
sport. and. . dramtic ‘transmissions 
‘from. theatres ‘being’ next: in line. 

_.° | Though Russian: literature is: rich 
——— | in classics, Russian: audiences ‘have 

~ 1 displayed .a ‘preference . for mod- 

‘| acceptable, but the tendency is to 
limit these ‘to ‘about three. parts, 

| though | there. was the recent case 
‘|where a program.of “Under the 

- ‘Southern Cross” ran. ‘to:seven epl- 

"the Moscow ‘ty. he q. has some 
“, two thousand’ ‘employees on its: - 

‘Eh payroll, including -its.own orches- 
tra; chorus, ‘soloists. and about 35. 
‘directors, The production. division 

. | groups, each of which. is: responst- 

KOK A COMPETITION: us - 
Average. Share: 3 _ STATION &. 

AM . TIN 
-THURSDAYS 41:15-2: et. PROGRAM ava RA a 
Program: GATEWAY STUDIO * Maes $M Movie” - WTAE 

‘April 20 “WILD HARVEST” 1:15-2:00 __*: 
Dorothy Lamour, Alan Ladd Late Show “WTAB 
1947, Paramount, MCA, ist Run 4:00-2:00 2 

April 2T “BLAZE OF ‘NOON”: Jack Paar. ‘WIC. 

Anne Baxter, Williain Holden 14:15-1:00° 14: 
1947, Paramount, MCA, Ist Run ot 

May 4 “IRON MAJOR” Mike Hammer wc 
Robert Ryan, Pat O’Brien 1:00-1:30 2 
1943, RKO, UAA; Ist Run) , 

May IL “JOURNEY INTO. FEAR” . -. 
Joseph Cotton, Orson Wells 
1942, RKO, UAA, Repeat | 

KDKA ‘Average Rating: 10° co Oo 7 os a oe 

Average ‘Sharer. a3 a “STATION & 

Program: ' GATEWAY: STUDIO ‘Million s Movie: “WTAE 

‘April 21 “UNION PACIFIC” ’ SLs ahd 
Joel McCrea, Barbara’ Stanwyck: ‘Late Show WTAE 
1939, Paramount, MCA, ut Run 2 11:18-1;45 2°: 

April 28 ATE OF THE UNI Psar _ ‘ wen 
Katherine Hepburn, Spencer Tracy Jock :15-1:00 * Wie 
1948, Paraniount, MCA, Ist Run _ 2 

May 5 “T¥COON” — Hammer, Burns, Allen. Wc. 
‘ Loraine Day, John. Wayne 1:00-1:30. 1. 
1947, RKO, UAA, Ist Run 

May 12 “KITTY FOYLE” 
- Ginger. Rogers, Dennis Morgan 

1940, RKO, UAA, ist. Run 

wiic: 4 “Average Rating: 10 “COMPETITION fe 
verage Share:. 37: ee ‘STATION & 

SATURDAYS 11:15-i:00- || vs -FROGRAM - AVG. RATING 
Program: MOVIE OF THE WEEK By Trial ” DKA 

April 22 “CRY VENGEANCE* 11:15-11:30 -. 13- 
pril. VEN: EAN Lot - 

Martha Hyer, Mark ‘Stevens, Skip Homler: Gateway Studio KDKA 
. 1954, Allied Artists, M&A, -Alex, sf. Run 11;30-1:00, at 

April 29 “KEYS OF THE KINGDOM" Million $ Movie WTAE 
Gregory. Peck, Thomas Mitchell, .. it: 15-1:00 ws 

‘May 6 

Roddy McDowell 
1944,..20th Fox, NTA, Repeat __ 
“STRANGE: INTRUDER” 
-Ida.Lupino; Ann Harding, Edmund Purdom. 

' 1956, ‘Allied Artists, M&A Alex, Ist Rua. 
May 13 “ANOTHER MAN’S POISON” 

Bette ‘Davis, Gary Merrill - 
1952, UA, Atlantic TV, -Repeat 

(Continued. ou page 41) 

ble for a limited area of | ‘program- 
ming,’ ‘such ‘:as drama,’ musical 
shows and youth programs, -sport, 

| current: affairs, ete. Each of the 33: 
—— | directors ‘controls. three to four™ 
a .| production units with /a-team. of - 

| assistant: directors. There are no 

‘}atre or. the main picture: studios. 
| Artists ‘pay is.graded'to the amount -- 

|“, dthey command either in a theatre-. 
por: ‘studio’ and though financial re- ~. 

| ward is admittedly very. limited, 
. ‘performers recognize that regular._ 
| tv ‘appearances help fo. -increase  ~ 

presumably 
| their é¢arning capacity. In addition 
to the production units working at .- 

._| the headquarters there is ‘also a tv’ 
“| film. unit engaged at the: Mosfilm 
: studios. 

“°F One. ‘strarige feature; to & West-. 
emer anyway, isthe regular use 

 Jof:new motion pictures on the tv 

their popularity .and,: 

keds. Feature films are: made 

diately: after its ty presentation: 
[He described it as’ a. good: means 
. of. advertising. Color feature films : 
tare now being used for the ‘ex- ; 

‘| perimental services. and. will-pre- — 
sumably be. ‘part -of| the. regular 
| programming . hext::year. .. 

‘Footnote for the. future: Soviet. 
scientists,- like their. counterparts * 

tin America, ‘believe that’ global - 
television is on’ the- ‘way and that 

item had been on the: agenda for © 
| thé. international .tv assembly : in . 

New: York, to, which: .the ‘Soviets ' 
had been ‘invited, but this meet. 

“thas, of course, ‘been postponed for... 
“|a@ year: The Russians, however .do . 

‘Western dramas coming. from the~ 
. United 'States into Russian homes. . 4 
- Sonie, indeed; would welcome. it” 1 

| sian: television. follows the pattern. 

‘ern.plays. Series programs are also - 

is . divided into seven different’ 

“| artists on the payroll and. talent is. 
mainly recruited from the live the-" | 

‘available ‘two months after their 3 
first run. engagement and,.as a gen- 4 
eral rule, there is no atr time given’ . } 

“| for. oldies, other than: a few classic. ; 
_| pix. by special. request: It is even -} 

‘“-\-1 stranger that’a free. show on: tv. 3 
-fdoes not:-hurt the:b.o,.potentiality 3 

_ of a good picture, though it is the ~ 3 
_ | kiss of death for.a bad one. Apery- ~ 4 
’ [am said that it was not -uncommon... 
[to firid. a. good picture which had . 
‘{béen running ‘in the city..to com-~ 

| paratively : poor business would. . § 
_- have lines round the theatre imme-. 4 

programs ‘will. eventualybe trans- 4 
mitted round the world via a gatel-.-. 
lite link in. the sky. Actually. this -- 

‘{not appear disturbed at the: pros- . 
“|pect of having round. the. clock - 

_ [partment embatgo on selling the -:: 
“lequipment.‘to the Russians. and 

fof. the West, though there is:.a.. 
{marked switch in emphasis. .The’ 
[most popular type programs in the _ _ 
‘tSoviet. Uniori, according to -Apery-~ 
jan, are ofa social and ‘political . 

1 nature and next.onthe list are in-— 
‘I terviews with prominent Russian 
. fand: foreign leaders.. ‘Giassical’ and ° 
{pep music. -also figure prominently . 
Ton the ‘popularity roster, - 

Demme ge atta: 

fee 

a3 
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: Says Joh n Ho pkit n S: ~“We have one of the most extensive film libraties 

General Manager, KTVT, Dallas- Ft. Worth, Texas 

“We bought Seven Arts’ 
7 Vol, I and ll because 

HAVE. 

in the country, but still we bought Warner's ‘Films 

| . of the 50's’ to enhance our reputation for present- 

ing the best ‘in’ feature film entertainment. Vol. | 

and Vol. 11 both represent by far the best post-'48 

features you can buy. And we need the best to 

pitch against network competition.” 

Warner's films of the 50's... 
Money makers of the 60’s 

. . . an 

an . : " 8 

eakeaived (ee py VCO, FREE 9 ICON EOI ALLEY Rp MPODLAS 2 BLT OOP DAE ROPE LL NT A CONON Op OP? 210 SPELT LOS NS SPREAD LO DEORE AD, tae : . : ene : oye a - . 

SEVEN ARTS 
ASSOCIATED 

CORP. 

A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD. 
Motion Pictures—'‘Gigot", starring Jackie Gleason, completed shooting 

te; in Paris... Gene Kelly directing .. 
-¢  : Theatne—"Gone with the Wind’ in preparation . ee 
4 “Wolaision— Distribution of films for T.V., Warner's “Films of the 50's”... 
*,., thovary P —"Romancero” by Jacques Deval... 
“ Real Estete~The Riviera of the Caribbean, Grand Bahama, in construction. .. 

° . _ 

oe Ps , “NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue YUkon 6-1717 

SOHN'HOPKINS: “¢ GHICAGO: 8922-D N. LaCrosse, Skokie, Ill. ORchard 4-6105 

| ; DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive ADams 9-2855 
7 -BEVERLY HILLS: 232 So. Reeves Drive GRanite 6-1564 

a for fist of TV stations programming Warner Bros. “Films of 
" “hp os" ee Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data) 

aye .: sem 

A= spe vepeeryny: 
. ae “. 

Gem rr erer rarer piers: othe: 

a rs tel . 
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Foreign TV Reviews 

the heires. was safe and sound: 
and went along with the test-plan. 

Also introduced was a new, ex- 
cop secretur, Faith Brook) who. 
provided’ a somewhat staid-old- ; 
maid contr st te G.G.’s carefree : 
personal.ts ard is set to watchdog , 
the “richest uti in the world” . 
for the rest of the skein. 

De-pite the worn edyves of the . 
plot and if. predictable climax, ; 
Larrys Forse-ter turned in a pro- 
fessional ty seript with some slick 
Giatng and convincing. develop- 
ment Underplayed production | 
from Ronaid Viarsn never intruded } 
inte the action but allowed the 
story to unfurl with ‘ease and | 
Tara ens. 

Matin di appointment. was the ,; 
thespins » Catherine Boyle which : 
teethered between par and a 
couple of notches below it. Her | 
inadequacies yvlared beside the 
confident Patrick Barr and the: 
experienced Faith Brook. Rest of 
the cast worked well but; perhaps, 
Lyndon Brook was imiscast as the 
“Rotien Romeo” type. 

Ortzinal thought behind — this 
series must have looked well on! 
paper but despite improvement on 
the last sesh omiy the starry-eyed ; 
will stay with it. Watt. 

NO, NO, NANETTE 
With Elen Sedlah, Carlo Campa- ; offbeat vaude show, and was also. 

kabl iting and zestful. nini, Antonella Steni, Raffaele remarkable for exiting a should not be wasted ‘on close to 
Pisu, Franca Tamantini, Elvio : 
Calderoni, Carla Mcelloni, others ; 

----———— __ Continued from page 35. 

j Performance as Nanette. Others: 
also measured up, including a 
i risible Carlo Campanini, a bum- 
bling Elvio Calderoni, a winning 

: Carla Macelioni, and amusing Raf- |. 
:faele Pisu—the last-named a fast- 
developing new Italian comic tal- 
‘ent. A rousing Charleston number. 
| and “Tea for Two” terped in varied. 
dance rhythms were among: the 

. Show's highlights. Sets, costumes, 
| Hbting, were all good. Hawk. 

! SUMMERSONG 
With Lyn Cornell, Cralg Dougias, 

Cleo Laine, Dennis Lotis, Pa- 
tricia Lambert, Dudley Moore, 
Matt Monro, the Johnny 
Dankworth orch, Peter Darrell 
Dancers 

‘Director: John P. Hamilton 
- Producer: Alan Morris 
:60 Mins.; Thurs., 9:35 p.m. 
| Associated-Rediffuston, from Lon- 

| Return of this gaily. inventive: 
‘song-and-dance hour to'-the sched- | 
Lule was one of the happiest events. 

Idea was to trans- 
sport singers and terpers to out-. 
‘of the season. 

iside locations, and have them 
: transmit their numbers in gardens, 
streets, and. by the side of the 

: Thames. The outside camera work 

the screen with agreeable images: 
[re made a firstrate format for an 

: terping devised by Peter Darrell, . 

Quite apart from dreaming up 
Adaptation: Harbach, Mandel, Cae- , inventive formations, Darrell used. 

sar, P. B. Bertoli ; 
Director: Vito Molinari. 
95 Mins.; Wed., 9:15 p.m. 
RAI-TYV, from Rome (tape) 

This was a smart video adapta- 
ton of the Youmans perennial, 

highlighted by neat performances i and also contributed a stomp of: 
: its own, the musicians clad in caps 

dance interludes arranged by Gisa jand mufflers and blowing hard, in|. 
from.the large cast,.and exciting 

his natural sets beautifully to. give. 
a sense of space and exhilaration 
to the routines. ‘The show was also | 
enormously helped by. the backing. 
| from Johnny Dankwoth’s outfit,- 
which. accompanied .all the singers 

Geert. “No, No, Nanette” is thé. an empty stadium. 
first of a series of summer stag- 
ings of popular operettas (which | haunting 
olis have shown are among favor- ; ‘ Away,” as a plane took off from a. 
te Italo video fare) to include, } | runway. 
among others, “Savoy ‘Ball,” “The 
Merry Widow,” “Paganini. * Tf the: 
others are up to the initial sam- ! ¥foon. " 
pling. audiences here are in for an; a spirited “Horry, on Down,” emit-. 
enjoyable spell of hot weather | -ted outside an inviting. country= . 
video. 

Elen Sedlak, a fine ‘dancer who: syaye’™ 

Cleo Laine gave out. with a 
“The Man Who Got. 

Dudley Moore played 
{piano on a truck, giving. out - 
‘light-fingered “How. High 

Lynn Cornell scored ‘with 

Dennis Lotis provided a 
“Where You Are?”; and. 

; house. 

has developed an excellent voice, | Matt | Monro up-tempoed the old. 
parlayed the two intg a winning | falk-tune, “Floral Dance.” 
EE ———_—_—_———————————— 

. 

——— The finale took place in London. 

BROADCASTER | 
(WOMAN) 

On eall basis 

for pre-taped announcements 
, in department store 

if Interested, please eall 

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT 

§. KLEIN, New York 
: SP 7-6500 ‘| blazing 

‘docks, with the Tower Bridge: in 
: the background. Here Cleo Laine’ 
'wag joined by Craig Douglas in.a’ 
' suitable “Lazy River,’ and Doug- 
\ las ‘also gave out with “Shenan-. 
' doah'-+-and it didn’t seem to mat- 
‘ter that the Thames. wasn’t the : 
: Misssouri. 

iin these informal surroundings. 
She was able in “Once in Every 

‘| Lifetime,” but was handicapped. by 
having to belt out “Goodnight” in 

somebody else's mistake. _ In any 

” .[ parison was. “made between it and | 
| the Pinter-Wesker-Osborne school 

.: ‘J of today. Damie Sybil Thorndike 
co and Donald Pleasance chatted hap-. 

+was ‘deft and pleasing, and filled. 

the : 

The only mild. ‘complaint. was. 
ithat the trained soprano of Pa-. 
‘ tricia Lambert seemed. out of place: 

sunshine. — which ©. was. 

{gans had passed away. Rather 
more cogently, if too briefly, econ- | 

--f omists- Colin. Clark: and. Andrew | 
| Shonfield .mulled over the. 

‘. an incoherent conclusion. - 

- Tennis. and cricket were touched. 

5 ey AD . 
cae ve Bete men 

case; 

the hair.- 

ford, Don Gale, 
Turner, achieved .a nicely. relaxed. 
and insouciant air... And. the. pro- 
gram, 
twilight hour, ‘should click solid. 

WOOPIE: 
With - the ‘Woodpeckers, 

Bay and Jack Sel Orchs. 
Producer: Paul Van Dessel 
-30: Mins., Wed., ‘8:30 p.m, 
Flemish ‘Network, from Brussels 

., The Woodpeckers. are two, Bel- 

the country and /are. ‘probably two. 

of the best at this time. 

held the stage for. several months | 
in Antwerp. 
Adaptation. of ‘the. show for tele- 

vision hasn’t ‘been 100%. Their 

screen and: some of their material 
isn't exactly ‘fresh.- Sample: *You 
think ‘the Russians: are’ coming?” 
— “No!” —. “Why not?” — “They 
couldn't. find a: ‘parking. space!” 

The relatively. lew revenues paid 

for them to use:.extra writers. The.| 

‘material. -themselves;- however 
their talents deserve “better and 

second Tate material.. 

- Viewers” are generally éxigent 

teresting.. “With. better material | 
and ..the already good. scenery- 
technique at- their disposal, the 

grams .on Belgium's. Flemish TV- 
network. ' Gil. 

THIRTY. YEARS ARTER 
With Adrienne ‘Corti . 
Writer: Michael Segal. 
Producer: Aidan Crawley. 

a | Director: Peter Robinson 
60. Mins., Wed., 9:35 p.m. 

.. don | 

make . comparisons.’ between 1931 

and -1961—and this is exactly what, 

most superficial level. The chief 
reason’ was. .that ‘conditions, in- 
ternal. “and: international, . are now 
So different that little valid in- 

Thus 1931 was a depression year, | 
with 3,000,000. unemployed; 1961 
is a boom year, so far as wages 
and: full. employment’ go. In 1931, 
Hitler was emerging;. in 1961, no 
apparently similar figure is rabble- 
‘rousing on the horizon ‘of. affairs, 
It would have been wiser to have 
taken 1936, 25. years back, as a 
standard, when circumstances had {| 
more. point of Contact: with the 

|.current crisis. 

‘As it ‘was, “Thirty Years After” 
| merely: ‘provided . some simple 
facts, .some "impressive, others. 

‘forced out of true: to make. a 
spurious point. Having got through 

‘I the bit about-the ninefold rise in 
Beverly. cigarette | prices,’ etc.,. 

Nichols reminisiced . about the so- 
Clal-set.. parties and. seemed ta 
regret that these fatuous shenanj- 

‘nomic collapse of 1931 and cheer- 
Aly” concluded that there was. now, 

:‘{more. information .to. prevent a 
.| repeat. -performance.. 

‘| Noel Coward’s 
J @ingled out as the. most typical |: 

Curiously, 
“Cavalcade” 

play of 1931, and a strained com-} 

‘hazardly about this; and. came to 

‘| upon; and Professor Piccard’s .10- 
‘mile’ ascent by balloon was ¢on- 

| trasted with the latest space trips: 

| quizzed. Sir Bernard Lovell; from 

planetary exploration, and the lat- 
; * | ter believed that the moon would |. 

be a rocket-stop in 10 years’ time. | ing 
. Two politicos, Lord Boothby and ton tapver whose zapateade might 
Richard . summed Up | have impressed those who. had ne | 

| the Berlin situation, both 

| 

D mainatintied. J 

the -eoncert-platform. kind . 
of manner didn’t go with wind in | -. 

John P. Hamilton, who directed 
in company .with J. Murray Ash- 

and - Grahame. 

slotted . in . an appropriate 

gidn comedians who are. from and |: 

perform for the Flemish part of |; 

They re-.|- 

mind one of. Wayne and Shuster in 
style and delivery of. material... 
Their “Woopie” program ig derived | 
from..their ‘well acelaimed two-. 

‘tman-show of the same name that 

fast firing. ‘technique. and ‘multiple 
‘gags seems to be ‘slowed on the. 

performers here makes it difficult” 

Woodpeckers | write most ‘of their. 

and it's hard to keep a regular pro- | 
‘gram with only two performers, in- | 

Woodpeckers::and their “Woopie” | 
could become one of the better pro-- 

l lightweight for the job, 

: Associated-Rediffusion, from Lon- 

‘Idea-of this documentary ‘was to. 

struction could -befound in them.. 

ola juggling act that wasn’t remark- 

was 

| Air: Force chief Sir Dermot Boyle! 

Jodrell Bank, on the future of 

opining 
. recognition ef East couple of dames who twirled, 
: Germany should be -conceded, in} 

. | _Wednesdy, Angst 9, 1961 

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV 
ABC-TV’s special wrapup Sunday afternoon. (8) of Soviet cosmonaut” 

Major Gherman. S: Titov’s. space orbiting feat had:a ‘unique angle-——an - .. 
interview with Major. Yuri Gagarin, thé -first.Soviet man‘ in space that -~ 
was filmed by chance one day earlier. The sequence with Gagarin was. 
‘filmed at: Pugwash, Nova. Scotia, with. Jules Bergman, . ABC’s news. 
science editor, and ABC: reporter Lisa. Howard, whose. detailing of-her: 
interview with Khrushchev some ‘nionths: ago broke down Gagarin’s 

J resistance to the cameras. ABC producer. Roger Sharp anda three-man 

Francis terview with Gagarin. Latter hinted. that: the Soviets. were shortly .pre- *:. 
camera crew. were also on hand at Pugwash‘to get the first -U.S. -in- - 

paring ah even more spectacular orbital flight: than his.own. Film of © ~ 
ithe Gagarin. interview" arrived in N-Y.. early. Sunday morning and: with: 

| the. dawn came the news of Titoy’s flight.- Bergman and Sharp. ‘then 
rushed preparation for the 4 p. m.. news: special. 

Beauty contests as a. ‘peg for local promotions’ ‘gre. ‘oh the “upbeat: a 
‘Latest to try a pulchritude competition as a:‘means of showing. off local... 
‘facilities on both radio and - television” and -also: as: a: means to bring. 
visitors to the city, is Dallas.“ Promotion is Miss’ Teenage America, a 
finals of which will be held-at the State Fair Grounds.. 

Show will be produced by Don Sharpe, prexy of GAC-TV, Which. will = 
be on 100 radio stations under local sponsorship.. A four-year college’ 
scholarship. as well as a share in $100, 900 ‘in cash: and merchandise” 
prizes is being - -offered.. “ 

Keystone Broadcasting: System researchers have determined. that the 
transcription network. now reaches into 83% of:all:U.'S. counties; or a. 
total of 2,547. According | to a study - ‘KBS made -of ‘its 1,125: affiliates, 
the web’s penetration is greatest in ‘the C and D. counties (those with 
less than 100,000 population), which gives it its- “grassroots”. character. . 
Keystone estimates that 'its stations ‘in. those, eounties Teach: 16; 6:40, 000 
radio. homes of a Possible 19, 600, 000.. . 

Syndicated advice columnist Anti Landérs’ lashed. out at felevision: in 
a speech before a ‘Honolulu . luncheon ‘audience, scoring the ‘21-inch: 
eye as an invention “which threatens to prodiice’ a Tacé without vocal .. 
cords.” She said hundreds of her letters: ‘come . from wives ‘who com- 
-plain ,about - husbands flopping in front of: the, tv set. and. refusing to 
talk to them. 

“Communication. is. the adhesive which holds. mafriage together; 
‘even a good, argument is communication,’ ” "she saids : 

return -for assurances about West | Martin Starr. Fike es Suit. =. 

But the program was a ragbag of Ys, NBC; Oppe nheimer 
' ill-considered . trifles, same old, 

some new, ~ but insufficiently |. “NBC has been served'a.summons. _. 
and complaint in’ N. Y:.Supreme |.’ : 

planned to make. any momentous 

impact. This was surprising, for) Court action ‘brought ‘against. ‘the. - 
web..and producer Jess: Oppen-* producer Aidan Crawley is known 

heimer by: -Hollywood. commienta-- as an. astute’’and searching com-. 
mentator on ‘current affairs; here tor. Marti n Starr, who’ claims. un- 

lawful . use’ of - ‘his program": title, ~ 
-he just- didn't. ‘search | ‘enough, ‘pat 
rector’ Peter. ‘Robinson -assemble a. “Here’s Hollywood, «(NBC day- 
the’ film well, but-it was a.mistake time. strip featuring’. Hollywood 
‘to -entrust the. linking to actress. interviews). 
Adrienne Corri, just because’ she. In the. suit. ‘brought | ‘against 

NEC, Starr. ‘claims. that: until ‘re- 
was. born in 1931. ‘She was too 

cently his “Here’s.. Hollywood”: 
and. 

couldn’t cope with the platitudes 
of Michael’ Segal’s pedestrian, ‘ff. show’ was being: -aired daily over 

hard-working, script. * Watt, ||the’ ‘Mutual..radio network. ‘His. 2 
_. +. }eomplaint:’ seeks. “‘to-- restrain ‘and - 

prohibit the defendents from mak- 
ing. any further .use: of ‘the. title, .- 

from. advertising said. title in:con-. 
nection’ -with~ their business; - ‘and.:: : 

“|the defendents. to account ‘to the. °.. - 
plaintiff for: ail’ benefits received |° ~”™. 

| by them. during. said “wnlawfut use. 
of ‘the title. Mes . | 

: > Foreign TV Followup 
_ pit did. not achieve, except: on. the | 

Bernard Delfont’s ‘Sunday. ‘Show 

Highspot of ‘this “Sunday. Show” 
from the Prince of: Wales’ Theatre 
was Jo Stafford, ‘who. threw. off 
‘four. numbers with. assurance and 
‘was content to rely on her. safe 
vocal artistry, which didn’t need. 
much in the way of gimmicks any-- 
way. She bégan with a poised 
“Tomorrow -Mountain,” which 
didn’t really. have the melodic 
guns, and established herself with 
a_ haunting “Nearness of You,”. 
which did. “You'll Never Know” 
kept up. the ballad strain, and. she | 
‘closed. with a'-lively ” “St. Louis 
Blues,” helped out.. by close-. 
harmony from the- Polka. Dots. «- |. 

Said- Dots.. also appeared . solo, 
They are probably the best of the 
local singing groups, but:still. miss. 
‘out on the last ounce of. zing. ‘| 

New “Orleans - — “Ley “Hap” 7 
‘Glaudi has. resignéd.. as_ sports. 
editor: of the Sunday -Courier- and. 
Press, ‘Evansville, | Ind., :to"-accept — 
an. appointment as: sports. director. 
6f WWL-TV here. Glaudi-will.suc-. 
-eeed. Lou Boda, ‘who: resigned . ‘to ; 
go east.. - ” 
rerio ; 
6 e 

: Brookville-. 
- Muttontown: Area. 

:. _ MINIATURE ESTATE 

‘s LOVELY ACRES. 
RT OF FORMER 

They. blend agreeably, but .some- .  ShleRior ESTATE 
how lack a tang and a glossy pres- oe. Specimen trees” 

so-| entation. They scored with “Bring- |@° . oes Zome Prutt fue ghey 
ing My Baby Back to Me,” but: 1 otighateReof 
‘wrenched. the vocal line of “Noth: ¢o All Brick: °° 
ing Like a Dame” -until-it was, in Baths 

: bas Powder: Reom finished : ‘parts, nothing like a song.. 
_ Gil-Dova launched the show with | ‘with warble and tile, 

- Suet. Completed © 

‘Ready fer Purchasers. 
Cheice of Dercrations: 

$135,000 - 
BoB ROSE,. Builder 
‘AU. 2.5900 or WA 2.0199. 

‘able for its novelty, but got by. with . 
its incidental humor. Morecambe | 
‘and. Wise scored as. usual :-with. a- 
patter act. notable. for. its super- 
sonic: timing. -They also joined UP: 
‘with ‘emcee Billy’ Dainty in a 
belly-laugh. routine, . reseed as 
‘Marilyn Monroe,: Diana Dors,.. _and |. 
Jayne. Mansfield, with bosomy ly- |“ 
tics. This produced on easy titter. : 
Dainty and Ron Parry, who hosted 
the show, continued to prove that a. 
couple of cooks spoil the brew. 
Parry, lumbered with. some hoary 
yags, came. off worst, |.But they 
are an ill-matching couple: and the The 
idea should be dropped forthwith. | fj. 
Kenneth Carter. produced neat- 

ly, but without surprise. Pamela 
Devis put the dazicers through the |. . 
old Jerome Robbins kicks, and an |i 
extra bout of t g came comurin 

a guitarist, a male heel-and- 

of comparison, and 
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“ Chleszo, “aug. e 
-In an unusual ‘thow of that iriendty-compeittor spirit—so. gent 
fa’ this market, which tends ‘to be characterized by ‘intramural’ 
aquabbles and ‘teapot. tempests—one tv station operator. actually } Canadian. ‘Broadcasting Corp... has 

quit to join the rival. trans-Canada_ 
‘purchased an ad in all four Chi dailies complimenting a competing. - 

station on one of its programs. ~ ° 

.. Ment, ‘as -well- as. to. allow. Italy’s. 
television “sets to be Tegeared, to. 

| Jand’ to handle public ‘relations: for 

we medium: ‘varies from some $35. ‘to. 
over $70. Converter, “new: antenna : 

- Sterling (Red) Quinlan, ABC-veep in charge of WBKB here, per- . 
gonally addressed ‘an advertisement to. WBBM-TV; praising its -- 
“Special Report: Berlin" last Tuesday night (1) .as “timely: , - local: 

. .. television at its best.” He wrote: “In these troubled times.: what: ‘is. 
:_- ‘happening in Berlin is:as important to Chicagaans as what is chap-- 
: pening. at. Randolph &. Clark. 7: ’: (Reference ds | to 3 street corner ‘in 
~ the Loop. ) {lease from his ‘CBC’. contract, 

Naturally,: He used. the nosegay: to. WBBM-TV as a way of getting 
around to telling. about the. ambitious projects. at: WBKB of similar: ‘ 

_, vital nature, such as a number of specials from West. Gerinany and" 
an. upcoming © documentary; “Countdown: Is. Chicago ‘Defensible?”:. 
But it still stands. as an unusizally friendly gesture. -" : 

‘The ABG.-veep.has’ been . writing, a: 12-inch ‘polumn, “As Seen” 
.once a-week-for.the papers. It's.placed as ad- ;.’ From (Channel):7,” 

vertising, ‘of course, Whatever it starts: out to be. it. invariably ends. 
Up. plugging. the station’ Ss: Tocal shows." oe a 7 

TTALY’S 20 NETWORK 
‘STARTS: arweR| | 

"Rome; Aug. ‘8. 

“Experimental ‘telecasts have’ be-. 

gun on Italy's. second (UBF): vidéo. 
. network. 

Filmed: material. is “currently. 

“being. beamed: for two: to. three 
hours. daily: by -RAIL-TY; ‘which: has’ 

cgecond program ‘monopoly as well 
as first to enable” technicians | to} 
“perfect . functionality of —equip- 

the new. outlet... 

ie, “Depending: on ‘age. of. ‘video set, 
cost of. the adaption to. the new: 

and. -circuit,. circuit “mixers” are 
- among’ new. facets’ needed to. Te. 
ceive: the .signal.: 

Second program: officially “be- 
Eins Nov. 4." 

PINTO. To RKO GEN. “ 
John. H.’ ‘Pinto, - -formerly. veep 

and head of creative services for }_ 
Post ‘& Morn, has joined the :head-. 
quarters staff of ‘RKO. General... 

Pinto will work on. special proj-. 
‘ects in connection with. RKO. Geni-: 
eral’s broadcast activities... 

_ ADVERTISEMENT - 

8 .. SAL 
me UNITED.’ STATES STRICT count, 

SOUTHERN. DISTRICT . OF. NEW. YORK 
‘In’ the Matter | of GUILD 1 FILMS COM- 
-PANY,. pty Bankruptcy 
; '60B748; Pursuant.to an: ‘onder dated July 

-$4,° 1961 made. by. Hon. Herbert. Loewen- 
eree in Bankruptcy, Daniel Glass, 

; pt, will sell at pub- 
lie” a Bat ‘by said. Referee, ‘at Room 

300 B.M., fr 

the United.:States..Courthouse,: 
attan, New York ce and 

nm TV; Portlan 

ch Man | to’ ish Vv 
. Dublin, Aug. : 8. 

has: been ‘named executive : assist- | 

ant to’ Boston- born’ Director-Gen- | 

| eral of ‘Irelarid's..tv-. service; Ed- 7 

ward. J. Roth. Service is dite. to 
become ‘operational ‘in. -December 
-and. Reth:niamed' Brolly when: ap- ! | 
pointing other toppers last -week. 

J: P “McGuitiness; former. edi- 
tor of: the “Irish Press’ who - has: 
been working in. San Francisco’ for 
several years, has. returned- to Ire- 

new. service and direct, magazine 
carrying | prograins. 

who 

news,: “with Desmond. Grealey, 
news. editor. “of - ITV in London, 

}comes in’ to, chead up visten. DeWs: 
‘branelt ° Ft . 

Pros. & Cons 
— ‘Continued from’ page 23 —= 

trust. ‘suit. prought. by: the. "govern: 
ment, a suit which’ failed to ‘break 
the. distribution arrangement. -Now 

wt actively - ‘engaged in- selling post- 

: A eaaraREEN 260: from Columbia Pictures, the 
{largest ‘group | of: ‘post-'48's from | 

one company. . The size of ° ‘some’ 
| SG's. deals,’ as.:a. result,-is illus-. 
-{trated -by the: recent: deal with. 

’48’s, SG is out in the ‘market. with 

WLW-A; Atlanta. The Crosley -sta- 
tion there bought 500 pix from the 
SG catalog, including the ‘post-'48’s 

5:30 to: .7.. 
station. Another 500 pix sale was 
concluded. 2 Mee with . .WGAN- 

er: d 

WIC. 
| SUNDAYS 11:i6-1.00 | 

weer | : April 22°“THE GREAT JOHN 1.” 
a ACADEMY: THEATRE 

- Linda Darnell, Rory 

- 1987, Allied Artists, 
nay’ + “13, RUE MADEL 

(May 164 JENNIFER” 

1 years of: “Tabloid,” “Close-Up,”” 

Michael Hind-Smith and Thomas 
2 Atkins, . two" former CBC execu- | 

Brian: 7 Brolly,” former Music \. 

: Corp. of America man in Europe, | 

‘Another: far- ;. 
‘mer. editor; .Pearse’ Kelly, - 
edited’ Dublin Evening -Herald. be- ; 
comes. head. of ‘radio and television: 

. - term Hemisphere distribution. rights 
‘}as- well. as participate in: returns 

Average. ‘Rating: 

Apt 20 “GUN BATTLE AT MONTEREY” 

M&A, Alex, Ist’ Run. 
EINE” 

_- James Cagney, ‘Annabella 
_ 1947, 20th Fox, NTA, Ist. Run 

Howard Duff,. Ida Lupino - . a 
"1953, Allied. Artists, | M&A, , Alex., Ist Run 

| Rep eis $ 

ower Englander, CBS-TV pro- 
OG ducer director, ‘has. just wound up 
[two ‘projects. in 
8 Pare film) for: CBS: showing in the 

One. “Is the ‘first revival. of an 
. early. oratorio, 

with Alfredo Antonini.‘ and .the 

. nee 
through the facilities of the RIA. 

the Jewish. - 
‘Rome, with | 
cusses: cantorial - 

5 EES , 
KA a COSTUMES ; 

Rome. .: elo, 

"Pair of Rome Projecs 
Rome.. (on ‘tape | 

“Anima .E- “Corpo” | 
‘in . 1600 . ‘py -Comilo. di 

Cavallert,. Englander did the piece jf 

chorus and orchestra. of the Saint: 
| Cecilia: in the-Chiesa Nuova, Rome,. 

‘The second. is .a documentary. of 8° 
etto community. of. 

Peerce, who dis- 
charts. with. the 

a Bia tre to Lo. | cantor and rabbi of the synagoe in |. 

“Mela Shifts From - 

. ‘Toronto, Aug. 3. 

“Ross ‘McLean, producer : of the 

web: of | Television’. Network Ltd: 

As CBC creator for the . past: 18 

for .Quest” and “Midnight 
Zone," 
ronto, McLean has obtained a re- 

which was to run till next May, 
but supervised the CBC tape of} 
James: Thurber’s- “The Last Clock”. 

‘| last’ night (81).: . 
‘| ‘Dfsclaiming ‘that he is currently. 

| raiding the. CBC, . Spencer: Cald-. 
well, -head ‘of the new competing 
network, has . recently: snared 

yuv es. 

"Yank Tw Cowboys 
—- Continued ‘from: page 23 — 

1¥i isit ‘the . ‘local tv station on A 
courtesy ‘call, 
| “But ‘when. I. got hete, i found 
jthe thing. was crazy,” he continued 
{“I. was: here fortwo days and no- 

ody knew about: it. I went-around: 
iseeing shows and -.having..a- ball. 
{Then Pacific ‘TV (agents. here for 
Ie 
Ww 

S. Marshal") got wind -that I 
as here.. . They. got .excited. . - They: 

set up-A ‘press conference :'and- 
‘Then they. started. 

to talk-about ‘this picture. “I never }: 
‘everything else. 

thought there’d be. an ‘earthquake. ” 

which he plays an F.B.I. gcent. on 
the .trail- of an ‘international: ‘nar- 
‘cotics ring.. With him. are ‘his. tv 
deputy. James “Griffith ‘and “writer 
Paul Savage, wlio is ‘also. assistant 
director. Bromfield: will own ‘West- 

from European releases.’ 
“Pm ploneering and. we'll see 

|| what happens” he - offered in. try-| 
jing to evaluate the picture’s poteh-: 

“It will probably do very tial. 
well - here, based on the success. 
of. the series. How. good. this pic- 
ture: will: be. overseas, we'll have 
ito wait and. see. 

“I basically have: a much bigeer | 

Bromfield said. 
adult picture..: With: all: the: exte- 
riors and color and additional Toca- 
tions in .Hong Kong and) Macao, . 

| the - picture’ might‘ ‘have. a -good 
for about :$750,000. WLW-A-will use. 
the pix inventory to launch a new |" 

p.m. pix strip on. the. 

‘chance overseas. 

Japan,” ‘he added, *§t'll -still ‘be an 
‘interesting experience. If it winds 
‘up strictly for the. Japanese People 
Jand they. like it, fine.” 

ARB FEATURE 
(Continued from page. 38) -. 

7. COMPETITION 
“Average. ‘Shore: . 300 . STATION & 

PROGRAM AVG. RATING 

: Gateway f iio: KDKA 
a mun 1116-1; 10 

Calhoun -- a (Entire running time of Gateway 
1945; UA, Atlantic TV, Repeat: “hada 6 rating). 

. Sterling Hayden, Pamela Duncan’. Mitton Movie wras 

0 O 

"AUGUSTA; Ge, 62% 

NEW YORK DETROIT 

aii Fre 
| eos Continued from page 35 

Television Reviews 
zona” in a single generation, and;“Play of the Week” te handle 
that the filling of rivers coming{drama discussions. He gave & 
out of the mountains could cust; crisp reading of his unqualitied ap- 

all emanating from T9-j- 

Bromfield. returned to. Japan. 
and is .naw. in fhe midst of his: 

:29-day: shooting ‘schedule, | during} 

| With Kay Neuman, Alice Weston, 
problem ‘in_ marketing it overseas,” 

“But it fsa. very. |. 

“And ff it goes no farther: than |. 

oe moved over from the narrating of 

lions ‘of dollars. 

‘Bill Small, WHAS News Diree- 
tor, narrated and produced the} 
film, which. detailed the situation ; 
‘more graphically than words could . 
convey, The pregram quoted mas 
tucky’s Conservation Commis- 
sioner J. O. Matlack evaluation of ; 
the effects: of past sirip-mining as . 
a “deplorable ‘situation. Matlack ‘ 
sald, “Even if they. do all that is. 
in the law, it is net going ta he’ 
&s it: was or solve the problem of i. 
‘clogged streams, blot ked reads 
and erosion of the land.” 

Presenting coal mining interests, 
William Sturgill. of Hazard, Y p. 
‘and -general manager of a large! 
‘mining company, expressed confi-- 

“fdence that the land can -be re-- 
} claimed. ‘Sturgil’s firm. has the, 
-} largest. auger in the world, oper- ; 

ating on the ridges. around Sassa- | 
frass. Hollow. 

The “WHAS, Reports” documen- 
‘{tary noted that one. of the few | ’ 
‘studies of the effects of strip-min- | 
ing on mountain country | was dane ; 

that speaks of damage to ‘the: land 
but. concludes that with time, ‘na- 
ture would replace the damage. 
Small pointed’ out that TVA is the 
area's largest customer for strip 
and. auger mined cual, and quoted 
‘Commissioner. Matlack as saying 
that if Kentucky waits for nature 
to provide vegitation on its own, 
‘the mountains will be ruined in 
the meantime. 

Film included aerials showing 
the wide scoops of the stripping in 
.the mountains and closeups of 
damage in’ several different coun- 
ties.. Small interviewed several 
residents, farmers, etc. who re- 
‘counted the damage to their acres. 
Program focused on Beefhide Hol- 
low, in the. Kentucky mountains, 

from about 100 to a handful of 
families as a result of the devasta- 
tion broug.st about by strip. mining 

earlier. WwW 

KAY CALLS 

- Karl Krug,. Eleanor Schano, Dr. 
Joyce Brothers ; 

Producer: Fritz. Kleibacker 
Director: Lynn Covey 
60 Mins. Mon-Fri., 9-10 a.m. 
WHC, Pittsburgh (live, film, tape) 
Karl Krug, Pitt vet of 39 years 

of aisle sitting, bawed Tuesday 

(25) on ‘this consistently success- 

ful housewife show. Krug has 

FILM CHART 

by the TVA in Tennessee, a study {ff 

{despite mergers, 
that took place several years inewsmagazines. 

State and Federal agencies mil- | proval of the Melody Tents cure 
‘rent “Take Me Along” with special 
emphasis on star Jack Carsen's 
performance. He alsy had time 
t give a capsule criticia4m of the 
‘seven first run films in tean 

Kay Neuman, the hostess. bas a 
charming appreach that has made 
‘her the top femme personality im 
the city. She gives out household 
‘hints ‘and cooking reaapes with the 
‘same warm feeling in which she 
conducts the prostan:’s same 
“Twin Ones,” a goed version © 
“Cencentration”® which emploss 
‘post ecards and ‘phone. fo seicct 
“the guessing contestants Fleauor 
‘Schanoe. on film, shows why ker 
syndication seps are sellin se well 
on wemen shows. Sie gies a dl- 
‘reet approach to beauty problems 
and ig very convine.ng in her, soft 
-piteh. Dr. Joyce Brothers, on tare 
itwiee during the shew, eschews 
| Ps syche in favor of sex and scores 

Lut. ‘ eff ectively. 

CBS Views The Press ; 

Subbing for vacationing Charles 
Collingwood on the Saturday eve- 
ning “CBS-TV Views The Press,” 

William Randolp) Hearst Jr. adapte 

ed the 15-minute session into a 
great plug for the press and, not 
so incidentally, for the newspapers 
of which he is editor-in-chief. 
Foiled by Hearst hational editor 
Frank Cenniff, who mentioned a 
$21,000 tab for the three weeks 
the “Hearst task force’ covered 
Moscow~—"“the caviar was good and 
that white stuff that went with it, 
but it’s still $1,000 a day,” he ob- 
|romtes =— this bore out the eco- 
nomics of preset. -day new sgathere 

which had its population reduced {ing. 
Hearst reaffirmed the newspae 

pers’ tenacious grip on the public 
radio, iv, an 

But he also 
stressed the staggering costs which 
have tripled and quadrupled ‘he 
also mentioned “featherbedding”), 
At this juncture Conniff footnoted 
the missign-to-Moscow tab. 

The guest commentator opentd 
with ah arresting quote that if st 

.{were a choice of a Government 
without a press, or press without 
a Goyernment, he would pick the 
latter. He observed that he wished 
he had said this; it was the third 
President of the United ‘States, 
Thomas Jelfferson, who was the 
first to make this sage observation 
some 175 years ago. 

The publisher further cited eco- 
nomics, facts and figures to point- 
up (1) the pyramiding revenues 
despite radio-tv, etc.; the 20,000,- 
000,000 copies of newspapers sold 
annually (against the 13 billion 
copies in 1930)—but also that the 

11940 cost of $38-$39 per ton of 
- [newsprint Is now $134 a ton. 

Everything considered, instead 
of the program’s appraisal of the 
press (ofttimes from a captious 
viewpoint) Hearst made this a nice 
com . He even touched on 
the newspaper of the future which, 
if perchance, telecast by facsimile 
or other automated medium aiflll 
will require manpower, editors and 
reporters, human creativity and, in- 
dependence. “And we don't need 
any Hcensing,”’ a mild rib at the 
FCC blessing under which broad- 

icasting operates. Hearst handled it 
all with authority and didn't iet the 
Teleprompter become too obvious; 
Connlf? was a good straight. “abel 

€ rd 

~ CORRALS 1 TOP AUDIENCE E SHARES! 

‘CEDAR RAPIDS, Ic., 61% 

. For Further Details Contact 

SCREEN 
‘TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF coLuMatA PICTURES CORP. 

_ (731 Fifth Aveaze,+Héew York 
|“ CHIGABO DA 

FACES WEST”’ 
WATERTOWN, W.Y.. 69% 

) Sources: ARB, Marek, i196) 

GEMS, inc. 
‘PL 31-4432 

ALLAS ™ WoULYWwooD ATLANTA TORONTO 



By HERM SCHOENFELD : 

Sotomon Burke /Atlantic): “JUST ! ! good teen-angled: ballad, is handled 
for the current . market. |. 

lilting melody with a’ good lyric, “THIS .IS LOVE” :Gowert). ts al |i 
Bets a sweet-sounding vocal that catchy, swinging side with. poten. at: 

OUT OF REACH” ‘Four Star*:, a: ‘ neatly: 

should rack up. wide. spins. “BE : tial. 
BOP GRANDMA"  ‘Progressive-; James Brown (King): 
Singular? is in a frantic groove, yOU'RE RIGHT” . (Lois*), | 

but in a strictly routine way. down blues number. delivered in 
Sam Butera - Dots: “THE GRASS- , uninhibited style. by ‘this singer. | | 

Film & TY! a bright “I'LL NEVER, NEVER LET YOU | |Z 
10" (Wistot) Is ar ‘okay | uptemp if 

HOPPER” 
hoveliy Idea, is projected colorfully |G 
by thus saxist-singer and his swing-! ‘entry. 
ing comby “LOVE LESSONS”! The Sound Breakers (Radiant): 

(Famow*: is ai highly 
Workeover of this fine ballad. ‘an arresting 

MeGuire Sisters °C orals: “SPACE j with some incidental vocal effects. 

a Ys FR Ee 

_Best Bets 
ee 

NEM. SEDAKA oe... cc eee ee ee ees SWEET LITTLE SUE! 

CREA Y ictor) . cece eee { Found My World In You 
Nee’ sedaices “Sure + Little Sue (Aldon+s is a surefire rocking | 

extn whieh this singer belts with attention: getting. vocal effects... 

“ft Foard My World Ir You" ¢Aldowt: i3 a good” ballad extract ~ 

vreen? Seduha LP. 
¢ 

fr Lae 

PATEL ANKA 

(ABC-Paramount) 

s 

KISSIN ‘ON: THE PHONE 
wees seas , Cinderella © 

Aula’s “Kissin? On The Phove” (Brighton-Flanka* is a 
teanslinted -menber due for: big Teturns. “Cinderella”. 

wooig aormtiy sambelike rhythn. tue also with’ strong 

Prantl 

bree 
fy nevly 

Chr 9g 
td * 

DON COSTA THE SE THINGS REMAIN 

(i nited Artists) . . La.La La 
Dow Costa's “These Things Remain” (Pincus*) is a rich- sound-- 

fry rreboudic instrumental with across-the-board potential, “Ta La 
La? United Artists’) is a colorful monber in an infectious choral. 

and instrumental arrangement, 

JANE MORGAN ......0-.. IT TAKES LOVE 
(Rapp} .......-66- vee Homesick ‘For New England 
Jai Morgan's “It Tales Lore” (Sewellt + is a firstrate.. “ballad 

eapcoption di ehreresd hy this five songstress with @ high. com 
moreiul gloss. “Homesick For New England’ (Garland*) is another. 

preety ballul stde. : 
* _ 

K AL IN T W INS eoeomweae ee * eevneseveeee . e@eoes s eoecseoe#:ce80 8 BUBBL ES. 

(Decea) 22.0.0. 0...0008- weeaeeee One More Time. 
Katee Tawins’ “Bubbles” iRemick*) updates this oldie for the 

cole set avith @ catchy vocal duet, “One More Time” (Kalint) is 
ae oh ag ruching ballad in @ conventional groove. 

+ *- / 

JI NIOR W ATERS - THE STARS FELL eaeeovwps2 & #¢ ® © & 

(MGM) (20 ee ce eee ee “Good Lovin’ Tonight 
Stinky Waters’ Phe Stars rei (St vares-Lorobt« ts) a solid. 

fr mar pent hala’ which Erkel Waters’ son delivers with consider- 

ete spree. Cr ad Lor me’ Tonight” ¢Stearns-lrena®s i a “sharp, 
Bwierer Do ati "1, 

* * - 

TINA ROBIN 00... cee ee ee ee nes 
(Mercury) Peter eee cece Nothing Is Impossible. 
Trey Dadhiets ¢ “p! Qj i Asain” U A ion is a strong bathed: belted 
dpe cectobeaed state oungepest a tray roc kis farranqgenkent, “Nothing: 

Fy Pee magi oA fonts is a ente uy temp entry, 
. “ * * 

Nif ti. NOBLE 2.0. ...00.0.0-005 THE BE AT QF MY ‘60 L; 
(Coerali oo... ee teens Fer. Just a Little While Tonight 
Me. ON Sh SOTHO Beat of Mag: ‘thor Starts 2 a pow eriul 
A ea) a settled ds thks singer and a firstrate 

ae petal Retest “kar Just aA Lidke Wille Tanight” 
bites ag donee, bith og skis. , 

* 

THE PARARERTS 200. cece ee cee eae 
(Jubilee) Le ee cee wee e eens . Come Back . 
ii Pas beet VSRepryri La’ (St7 PreVick the swings right or 

tieg- dase cage bh hated delavcre.s wike te use harmonic: 
frre, om sonnet Hay go ‘Starfire Viekit + is asi nltarlystited side. 

a ee ee ee ee 

(Ave Cee Mnni¥ fs 
zood exatic-flavored . slice: 

“NOTHING 

She Tasa-Ana* as a clever topi-} °° M AROONED" 
Ctev pesaed item: with an oldfash- | anotiier 
toned heat which this comho pro-| . 1 

“TERS ON MY PIL- Jean Dee + Phillips 
feet Roath. -DOWN" ’Peer?s turns up: in a. 
1" tht hath, j is a solid work- | strons rivthm yersion. good fot over of this batlac ‘spins “MY GREATEST HURT" [| 

Jutius LaRosa ‘Kapp “THERE'S . FoursStar? # is a.gpod slow ballad. - 

Ni). OTHER LOVE" Sam Fox). pay Stevens..i Mercury: “JERE: 
erty asl andout xocal that could - > + 
nie CHES sin fer back. in bestseller | MAT PEABODY'S” ‘Lowery?), be GE ‘ jsharp takeoft on -radio-ty ‘nostrum | 

Fee ee reise int muss, could be big if the Jockeys 
for wide play. . industry. “TEEN YEARS". (Low- 

Hiasden - Thompsqn ‘Profiles: erye: i8 a more routing. rocking: 
“st MAIER ALMOST OVER" : ballad. 
ifae a is. a fair ballad in an: 'Cile Turner '‘Coloniah: “PHE 
okay country-flavored workover }fAappy SONG” ‘+Beintley: 1s. an in- 
Ge \ r¢ “HA GONNA . DO" ‘Dury’ ’ I fectious 

fina dt ivan hiues entry with. better i with ‘strong chances 

CHR ES, CALL IT) HOME" 

community-sing  humber 
“THE WINDS: 

-Bentley*).-Is_a 
Joe Simon cHush: “THE, More pretentious entry algo deliy= | 

PLEDGE’ Morhits is a salid; fered elfectively by this singer’. . 

Peeks entry belted in. eltective | Tom Carney. Orch: (Gone?:. 
tusr-pitched style. “IT’S: ALL! “MAKE UP" tDorsey’ Bros:*) is a. 
OVER” ‘Morhits: + is. an okay rock- : ‘ ‘nifty swinging instrumental, w ith’ 

fie torcher, ichoral support, due for wide: pro-. 
Dick Style ! Radar “COME, gramming. “BETTINA -.SONG”. 

RAVEN OR COME SHINE” (A& MF) ‘Dorsey Bros.*? is another neat. or- 
is 4 stylized version of this oldie ;chestral entry. 
dive to attract attention: “TOO! The StoryteHe yee 
MARVELOUS FOR WORDS" LULKE "FOR Lh Ways? “sUST 
(Harms** makes for a eoupling of Award?) is: an interesting ballad. 

excellent oldies. delivered with a fresh choral sound 
Larry _FEden ‘Colpix): “SHE |that will nab spins. “THE STORY: 

WONT SAY YES" ajOF BULL RUA": (Gower)), (First’ Aw ardi) 

Jocks, Jukes and Disks | 

“B ABY 
‘a low-| 

pleasing ‘“LOVERS’ BEACH” iBamboof) ’is : 
‘instrumental ~entry-|. 

-| River. | 

‘| Civil War theme. . 

-| Golden, Westt) is:a hard-driving 

‘l“PRISONER OF’ LOVE": 

jrently 

-|“BETTY.ANN” ‘Rambedt) isa fair. 
teen-slanted: item. 

” *ASCAP, | 

Vaknown Rodgers & Hart 

| songsmith: Arthur (New Faces”) 
| Siegel's collection of ‘original Rod- 

-|.an album of the. “unknown” songs 
 of:, R&H, . with dccent’.on tunes’ 

-| scores; little known English le 

| Dorothy ~ Loudon, ‘Danny Meehan, 
‘| Charlotte Rae, ‘Siegel and the Nor- 

PLAY IT AGAIN | pants on the Spruce ‘label. 

. ited.” 

SH \NGREL. A { night.”-cut from “Lido Lady”; Mat 

‘}and “Singing a “Love Song” cut.) 

a : 

idare to. spin this rib: of « their. own | 

ment.” 

romantic . items “like... 

“Don't Fence Me In” with ease. 

| Henry Jerome Orch: “Brazen 
‘Brass Features Saxes” 
\-Henry. Jerome has established ‘a 
name for himself in ‘the sound LAWRENCE WELK — 

-. Proudly ‘Presents His ‘Fourth-in-. 
a-Row Dot. Hit Record “YELLOW , ing. His. ‘technique is. more than 
-BIRD”::B, ‘w- “Cruising, Down’ The | just an audio gimmick for he- at-) 

taches. prime: importance to the, 
; tune itself. In.-this’ setup, | Jerome. 
is. spotlighting. a solid sax section ' 
to bolster the brass beat. It Works * 
‘out. fine and ‘gives such tunes. as: 
“Don't. Be ‘That:.:Way,” . “Green. 
Eyes," - “Body. and Soul” * and 
“Sophisticated ‘Lady”’: strong ™me-: 

is .a marching: tune pegged ‘to. a 

Salty. Holmes (Four Star): WAR. 
MONICA © - BOOGIE:. SHUFFLE” 

poe Ke oper entry. which could. 
bring back the. harmonica sound. | 
“MAMA BLUES” (Algonquint) ‘lodic values. . 
demonstrates Salty Holnies’ talking. ‘ Steve Lawrence:: . “bawrénee! 
harmonica technique. ‘| Goes. Latin” {United . Artists. 
: Fabulous Four. (Chancellor): -There’s ‘a ‘peppy.:beat’ here ‘that. 

(May- 
fair*), the oldie, turns up in a rock-: 
ing version with’ some’ of the cur-. 

‘fashionable. vocal effécts: 
thrown ‘in: for: commercial impact. 

showcasing. Orch leader Don Costa 
stirs up a zingy chile. sound and. 

.Straight pop items as “Beswitched, 
Bothered. and Bewildered,” ‘Small 

| World;'” “Tonight, " “Hella: Young, 
| Lovers”. and “Shall. We ‘Dance’ 
|¢ome -out interestingly in the = 
+ south-of-the-border ‘setting. 

Merrill Staton. Voices: “Sounds | 
‘Broadway-Sounds . -Hollywood- 
Sounds. Great’ (Epic)... ‘The bulk 
of the material: here.is out of 
Frank  Loesser’s ‘catalog and it’s |. 

»; completely. ‘delightful. 
rangements by' Norman Leyden 

TBMI.. 

- Numbers Rounded Up By : 
*_ Bagley for Indie Package 
“Former” “Shoestring. Revue” 

-producer Ben Bagley, inspired by. 

Staton Voices glide through “Fugue ! 

gers & -Hart songs, has. produced 

and “Once in Love’ With. Amy.” 
Also in. the package, and excellent’ 
programming stuff, are Irving Ber- 
lin’s “Top Hat, ‘White Tie™ and | 

1 Tails,” “Let’s ‘Take an Old- Fash- 
ioned Walk” “Anything : You Can! 
Do” and “You Keep Coming Back: 
Like a Song.” -. 

(with. ar-|. pena. Horne: “Lena JAt. ithe! 
‘are partici-| Sands” (RCA Victor). As a follow-: 

original versions (perhaps ¢hanged. 
hecause of some saucy punchline); 
‘songs that: were cut out of: original 

musical items,. et..al. Cy You 2 

“man «.. Paris. orchestra... 
rangements. by. Paris); 

Titled - “Rodgers & Hart Reyis- 
. Bagley’s- ‘coproducer ‘is! 

| Michael Mc¢Whinney: who has. writ-. 
ten -nmiterial for Julius. Monk's. 
“Dressed. To. The. Nines” ‘(Upstairs: 
at the Downstairs, N.Y. nitery): 
‘Items will include “Come and 

Tell. Me.’ cut from’ “Peggy-Ann"; 
“This” Funny. “World” .¢“Betsy"); 
“Send. For ‘Me™ from “Simple 
Simon,” _ same. melody, -different 

| lsrics;..“I -Must .Love -You” -from 
“Chee-Chee';. “Morning Is Mid- 

package, Lena Horne has come: up; 
with another -whammo.LP record 

intensity. and incomparable finesse. 
displayed’ by. Miss Horne’ on* @! 

| ditions of ‘Get Rid of Monday,’ 

the Roxy’. ‘Music “Hall” from = “T 
“Married | An Angel"; “I Still. Be-| 
lieve in. You” from “Simple Simon”. 

leys. 

- Billie & Dede: Plerce: “Blues In 
The Classic Tradition” (Riv erside). 

from .“Chee-Chée,” same melody | Part. of Riverside’s “New Orleans 
‘| but different lyrics; “How. Was I Ta Living. Legend” -seriés, this ° _LP 
|.Know?”-cut from “She’s My. Baby” }.spotlights .some great - oldtime 
‘and “Why Do Yau Suppose?” froni | blues. singing ‘by Billie Pierce and 
“Heads. Up” - (same melody, dif-. 

| ferent: lyric): . “Evervbody “Loves 
Me,” ‘cut- from “I'd: Rather Be 
Right” and “Like Ordinary People 
‘Do” cut. fron: “The: Hot “Heiress”. 

ances. by her husband, Dede 
‘Pierce, both venerable’ holdovers 

_ Longplay Shorts - 
Am-Par's, subsidiary. jazz Jabel, Impulse: will have. four packages ta 

its fall release. Highlighting the release is the John Coltrane Quar- 
tet’s, “‘Africa’ Brass.” The other sets feature an_all-star combo. headed 
‘by Bill Evans, an LP:by Art Blakey ‘and one by Max ‘Roach... .-Van 

“The Emperer Concerto”. Duke. Ellington .and Count ‘Basie’ have 
been. teamed up by. Columbia fora “Battle Royal” LP . 

are’ in:Caedmon’s pré-Labor Day release ’. 

go into N.Y.’s Blué Angel Sept. 4. 
Leonard Pennario are in Capitol’s ‘classical . release this week . v-. 

‘Cary Grant. pic ‘A. Touch. of Mink” ‘and will be musical conductor for 
‘Dinah Shore's tv’er - 
on LPs i in August gives - dealers one free package. for. every five pur- 
chase 
‘October; g0 into. N-Y.’s Basin Street, East. Aug. 24 .-. 
Elektra disker, had a speech. he delivered to. “the Jewish War Veterans 

Seymour. Halpern . . 
Alma,” is curr-ntly at NLY.’s Village’ Gate .. . George. Havas, accordi- 
onist at. N. Y. s Cafe Grinzing, is planning an LP with.a jazz ‘combo. 

_Weinesday, Aug 9, 1961. oy . 

The Ray Conniff Singers; “Some- 

body Loves Me”. (Columbia). A con- 

sistent winner for ‘Coliimbia, Ray 
Conniff has. another sales. fhatural- 

{with this ‘Somebody: Loves ‘Me’ 
package. This time ‘out,. Conniff 
‘puts his: singers. ‘through.’ lyric 

| | paces’ which: is a “departure ‘from | 
|| his predecessor LPs in-which the’ 

' group ‘served as an added “instru-’ : 
The tunes are: quality 

| pieces and Conniff moves through | 
“Somebody, 

Loves. Me”: and: ‘bright . lilters: Tike 

(Decea).: 

;rundown .of | his ° ‘theme, . 

field with: his “brazen brass” styl-{ 

gives Steve “Lawrence. a - happy: 

Lawrence rolls with the beat: Such |.° 

"With ‘ar- |.” 

“You Don’t Have To Know The inals by. 
Language” and “Out of My. Con {is 
tinental Mind” and also” including }- 
‘sock Jule Sty ne, Rodgers & Ham-}- 
merstein. and Yip’ Harburg | “med: 

‘some. beautifulcornet perform-. 

from the golden days of New Or-| 
leans.. Highlighting this collection |: 

‘Cliburn’s date at Lewishon Stadium. last ‘Tuesday (1), which. pulled in 
‘20.000 people was day-and- date with his new RCA’ Victor. release. of 

. Readings | ; 
|\by Frank Lloyd: Wright, Edna St. Vincent Millay and Lotte Lehman 

. The Clancy. Bros. and. 
Tommy. Makem, who have their first ‘LP ‘out: on Columbia this week, 

. Organist Virgil Fox. and pianist. 

Frank’ DeVol, Columbia disker, will have a bit part inthe Doris Day-. 

. King Records special dealer restocking plan - 

. The’.Brothers Four, who havea: new. Columbia LP due in- 
. Theodore Bikel,. 

‘Convention read irito the Congressional Record. by’ N.Y.- Congressman: 
‘Ray Bryant, whose new. Columbia LP is “Con: 

is a: - freewheeling ‘version: of hot -| 
-Eouis. Blues,” ‘topping ‘some ‘othe#’ 
colorful workovers * of. 
Love,” 
and. “Love Song of The. Nile.” 

“Nobody. Knows . 
‘Down and. Out” falls. sie eae - 
short of the: original Bessie Smit 
rendition. : 

‘Lionel ‘Hampton: “The Exeliing * 

Recorded | ‘at various ‘stopovers: on’ |: 
one. of: Lionel: Hampton’s recent 

‘| tours, this LP ‘Isa: good sampling 
of. :his “ orch’s~ ‘hard-driving ‘style:. 
Featuring Hampton's. ‘vibe, -play- 
ing, the.set opens with.a “10-minute 

"Flying - 
Home,--which. builds to a. jumping 
‘climax. . Included“ are three More 
anes numbers, “How High. The . 

' Moen 

pt Pee: Wee: ‘Ruséell- Coleman: ‘Haw- , 

kins: Sam Reunion”: (Candid): Pee 
‘Wee Rissell’s.. “clarinet, - Coleman 
| Hawkins’ ‘tenor “sax, Bob- Brook-:. .. 

JO. 
‘drums,:-Emmett Berry’s trumpet, 
Milt Hinton’s‘bass and Nat Pierce's. 
piano seldom ‘go -- wrong.’ “And 
“they're. “completely : Tight’ here as 
they swing through such nifties as” 
“What: Am I Here’For,” “Alt Too 

i mayer’s-’ trombone, ‘ Jones*. 

Soon,"* “If I Could, Be. ‘With You ~: 
One. ‘Hour “Tonight” ‘and: ‘Russell's 
own. “28th and 8th." This is a. jazz. 
offering, that'll find. lots of-fans. : 

Frank’ D’Rone: “Try: A Little os 
: Tenderness”: (Mereury):.. 
mantie.“baliad: mood -is- ‘elféctively 
delineated. here. Frank. D’Rone-. has 
a refreshing:‘style and an. under- - 

' standing of lyrié: importance. Some ° 
i of the tunes’ that he: makes’ worth 
| spinning are “Misty,” “Gone With 
|The Wind.’?:““Love Is: A Simple 
“Fhing’* ‘and the’ ‘title. ‘Song. 

Wilbur De ‘Paris: “On the Rive, 
leria” (Atlantic). A lively sampling .-- 

and Frank Hunter, ‘the Merrill / of. some. Dixieland: standards ng: a 

ae featured ‘on this album which was « ;: .: 
‘For ‘Tinhorns,” “New: Ashmoleatt | recorded ‘live’: at: the Amtibes:- 
Marching Society,” “Inch Wotm" ; Jazz. Festival’ onthe. French Rive. 

‘eria.. De Paris. anid’ his. eight-man. 
‘group - ‘work - “through tunes, .like - , 
“St Louis. Blues,” “South Rampart . 
Street: Parade,’ “Clarinet “Marnia*' ’ 
‘lade,’ v. “Muskrat - “Ramble”: and: 
‘others ‘In ‘solid New. Orléans ‘style — a 
Which: clicked ‘atthe: “fest «. ‘and ” ‘ : 
‘comes off: effectively: here as well: 

’ Jazz Renaissance ‘Quintet: “MOVs 
in’. ‘-Easy”. (Mercury). Although” ‘the 

| up to.her “At the Waldorf-Astoria” | | handle -..“Jazz. ‘Renaissance - -Quin-: 
‘tet’: suggests a modern | or: -proe. 
! gressive: group, this combo -is ‘made’: 7 

at the Sands. in - Las- Vegas. ‘The tup ‘of men: ‘from bands-of. the 30's. 
jand: 40's. aS... ate 

are 
Their. stylings, 

!ranged .. by “George.. Barnes, - 
‘nitery floor: ‘are fully captured in% quiet. and light'in a ‘cocktail vein. 
grooves of this set. ‘At’s a ‘standout ‘Group's selections . 
songalog,. highlighted: by.: -her ren-| ‘pop -tunes - like < “Always,” 

ratige. through 
“Pick 

Yourself Up’ and: ‘Misty? and oriz- . 
Barnes. Instrumentation: 

“pleasant-sounding . but: offers - 
little for the: jazz buffs. 

“Sound ‘Effects—Vol. 3M ‘tAudio. 
Fidelity). There's: apparently. D0. 

fodder: for ‘this series: If you: shave . 
a‘yen-to hear the: ‘sound: .of'a tray, Oo 

-ing;.a. bouncing pogo stick, walk-.. 
ing.in show or a Chinese New Year 
celebration, this LP.-has it’ among. 
‘a: total of .48 different: sounds: .all _ 
Fecorded on location for, maxinrum: | 
‘stereo Ampact. "Herm. 

“Highlights Fall Line 

‘various .-European countries... 
series* now.consists. of six pack .-. 
ages, each. representing a different -: 
locale. Disks ‘are.: recordings of -.. 

“characterize. the. particular . Setting,. a 
with. appropriate. narration. . ~ 

“In addition, the. atbum jacket is: 
designed in bopk ‘form; with illus- | 
trations .“and..text’. covering "the | 

‘The series. will ‘be a featured: prod+ 
uct. in’ Decea’s fall line which was. 
‘unveiled. last week at a. New York. a 
sales meeting. - at 

‘The: “On: Location”. series | has’ ov 
“been: produced ‘by Bob and ‘Joan 
Franklin, with the ‘former: doing. 
-the. recording.’ As a special market- 
‘ing point, the . packages. will. be. 
displayed - .at~ various: airline ‘and 
overseas offices, in: sooperation- 
with ‘the - ‘various: organizations. . 

=: The: albums. will retail’ at $4.98. 

“Careless. 
“Algiers Hoodoo: Blues® F 

‘However, Billie: ‘Pierce's version of . : a 
‘When -You’re’:: 

Hamp: In Europe” (Glad-Hamp).°. . . 

“ “Mr. John”. and “Mr. Fe 
pin: ‘an, ‘mnevenly . recorded. ‘platter. ae 

-end’. of: offbeat: sounds. that. are -: 

of :dishes crushing, a baby ‘sneez- : 

: Decca. fs Teleasing- a’ new “On.” | 

J | Location” album series recorded in. .- 
The: ” 

‘various places. and: ‘eyents: which. ~ 

points of: interest .on ‘the platter... wal 



i ton's: ‘tecommeridations . . 
° =; _mouneed. 

we appreciate. the U.K: 
:-“ browbeaten position worries SWG 

Biting: “Hts: nails in: ‘anticipation. 
.of the Pilkington. Committee's ver-. 
“dict'on the future of. British broad- 
-easting’ as muchas any: tv. or. radio}. 
web is ‘the ‘Songwriters’ . Guild of |: 
Great Britain. For.” ‘SWG—which } 
submitted. two reports to Sir Harry | 
“Pilkington ‘mapping: out, among: 

_ other things,: reasons why.a British. 
“music quota, rising to "90% - over : 
three. years, should be: brought in: 
on all -broadeasting media—will at! 
ast ‘get Parliament-level : disciis- + 

: gion on the ynatter.. when’ Pilking- | { 
“are. an- 

But whether:. the. Boliticas will 
- songwriters’ 

"general secretary: © Victor: Knight.. 
‘He -says: “Unlike: the Americans,: 

= Most’ of: Our politicians don't seem 
-. £0 understand .that:.entertainment 

4s an industry. That’s why: they’ve. 
: allowed. America to .dominate Brit- 

_. ish pop’ _musie. to such. 3: ‘large ex- 
stent.” vo 

.Most efforts to establish: -the: idea 
of-a quota ‘in ‘official niinds’ have}. 
met. with fear..of .U.S. retaliation. 
So far, SWG has: failed: to. press | 
home to major politicos. that. the |: 
amount, of British. music. ‘broadcast | - 
dn: America ‘is -so’ minute that: re} .:: ' 

__, fusal’-to”-air:. it. ‘would. make an]. © 
“equally. minute difference: to.:; thet . 

‘UK... 
: Urges. Two-Way. ‘Traftic . . 

Swe. is not anti-American, de- 
clares © Knight,. and welcomes. a. Jot. 

‘ of good’ ‘musie ‘from .over the. pond, 
‘but ° it’ thinks | éxchange _ traffic., 
‘should. be two-way. .“We. would: ‘be. 
happy to give the. U:S. twice the 

“ quota here as. they gave us there,” 
Knight. states, “and what -could: be’ 

fairer to the ‘US. ‘than’ that?” His 
- view. is. ‘that: currently: the- U.K. is 
“ just: a dumping ground ‘for - -bad 

“+ US. music which. not. only, has: ‘cut; 
‘out the. import of better ‘American. 

(Continued on page ace 

. Booking Wars Are Hel, 
~ Berea, 0:;, Group Learns 
As It Loses Spain. Ballet: 

_ Cleveland; “Aug. 8. 
Backers of concert. ‘groups. here. 

are learning that’ show biz:can_ be" 
‘a. tough -field ‘as. ‘they war barnes 

“each” ‘other. for surefire . booking 
attractions. votes 

: * Sponsors of. Berea’s - Southwest. . 
- Town and Gown though they had} 

the Zimenez -. . Vargas. - ‘ballet~ ‘all 
wrapped up. for next March.. 26.: 

-. Then they discovered: that G;: Ber- 
“ nardi,: of ‘the. powerful . Cleveland: 

Sloe Opera Assn:, held prior. rights -to. 
“the :‘Spanish . troupe .for a Mareh |. 
“.-16 appearance with exclusive: rights: 
ar in this tax area. os 

Town and Gowners, uiidiscour- 
‘aged, will start their -winter.con-: 

| Wednenday Angus 2 196}. 

* London, ‘Aug: a + 

teiean Miller’s Brother. 
Pegging: Album on Band 

“Hollywood, . May® 8. : 
Return ‘to. the..musie ‘of: ‘Glena 

‘Miller is ‘:projected:-in..an .upéom-- 
ling “recording. in . preparation: by. 
‘Herbert Miller, brother of the. late. 
‘ bandleader, -and Don. Reéd of - Tn-y° 

| Visual Dynamics ‘prexy, 
Second: “Time | traption: will be the first sight and. 

; depndent’ Record ‘Producers Assn. 
‘. Tagged: -“The. 
‘Around ‘With Miller,”. album :will 
feature original . ‘material. done ix. 
the style of Miller, though’ not’ us- | 

. Provi-" 
sion is _beirig -made™ for" latter. it: 

sing any of his standards. 

| the’ public demand, however. - 
| Miller,: who. has: been. teaching 
in. Pacific Grove, California, 4s cur-- 
rently | looking for: a female singer’ 
and a vocal -group such ‘ag .The- 
Modernaires to supplement . ‘Als 
band - 

British Cleffers 
Never: Had It So. 

oe “‘London;. Aug. 8. 
British ‘songwriters never had it 
so good,, says Victor Knight, . gén- | 
‘eral- ‘secretary of the Songwriters 
Guild.of Great Britain.. Things ‘are 
by no: means right; but’ they: -are | 
far. better than they:.have: been: 
He’ cites the ‘time prior’ to the 
‘Guild's. formation, -around.. -1946, 3 

British. musie Was. 
played. on ‘BBC. sound. ‘Today; he |. 
"when. only 18 

says, It's 40°%.: 
Britain’ has © the: edge when. It. 

comes .to “new. works; “with about. 
605%. to America’s 40%: But, when: 

Lit: -omes- to the oldies, the U. 8: 
|; swamps * the -field.:: The’ ‘Guild | “fs 

pressing " ‘for’ a quota of ‘909% -Brit- 
{ish: music ‘on | BBC. solind:. and. ty] 

., pohannels and .of commerciat: a 
webs, iri the hope that: it mitght get 

‘fa 10% ‘settlemént. 
Says Knight: phe Ameriéans 

| ASCAP ASKS MEMBERS. 

‘nent between the. Aimeriean Socie- 
‘ty:of Composers, Authors & ‘Pub- 
-lishers. and: the. tv" nets - are now: 
under. way.” 
:7JIn Hne’ with. the new: ty. pact, 
‘ASCAP is requesting that. its. writ- 
_er-publisher ‘members extend the 
assignments. of their ‘tv rights’ to 
‘the Society: to. Dee. “31, 1966.. Cur-. 
‘rent’ agreenient . winds’ up “at. ‘the 

Fora, id ad 
| sir Cedric | 

-|Rains and Douglas Edwards are} 
“lamong performers pacted by Vis-: 

‘F¥isor, a. ‘portable audio-visual untt-| 

-| presenting two different and com- | 

d: Guild Exec! 

| regard: ‘us as fools for taking so| 
imuch ‘of their rubbishy- ‘musie. In 
fact, it worries them: ‘They: are not: 

| nuaig the. ‘standards they” used | 

‘} with. 
}erew- cutters: last ear.” 

Music. Hall ‘are Montovani's - -orch; 

TO EXTEND TV.PACT| 
Negotiations ‘for a: new. agree-- 

| “For New Andi Vial Unt 
| Ralph | Bellamy, - Arlene Francis, 

Hardwicke, Claude 

SS azz-Lift’ To Reds 
- Warsaw, Aug. 8. , 

. A. Jaze-Litt™ As an organiza- 
tipn’ -almost” completely une 
‘known: in .U.S. but in. Poland 
and in ether .Eastern coun- 

_ ‘tries. it's popular among jazz 
'.. fans. Leader of the “Jaz- 

“Lift” Theodore R. Grevers of 
Battle’-Creek, Mich. wanted 

“ to organize. a non-prifit or- 
‘ganization which could send 
100,000. jazz LPs through vol- 

ual: Dynamies Corp. to make spe-. 
cial. récordings for. ‘the .Phono- 

‘which. projects color pictures-on its 
‘own built-in screen if synchroniza- 
tion with. LP high-fidelity records. 
According: to. Gerald : Gottlieb, 

‘the. .con- 

‘sound unit: with its own film and 
record. dibrary. designed. for the | 
home: * os 

‘| -unteers collecting .second- 
“Bellainy “et al. will narrate A an Ng 

‘series: of specially adapted stories Rand inten wen each gence 
from’ science; history, the. Bible, | ee een ponaence 
literary . “Classics, . folklore, -fairy |. 
tales - ‘and the like. -They will: be! 
accompanied -by a background of | 
other actors’: voices, hi-ft music 
and. sound : ‘effects.. Each album, 

invited and the name of the 
donor 

Miele Shifts To To 
Head Marketing 
Division At MGM: 

=| plete. programs, will contain a 12- 
| ineh: :vinyl-LP | and two 40-frame | 

_ | film ‘strips in- jnon-breakable plas- 
|tie holders. They.will be ‘released 
‘Tregularly. to members through. A}. 

‘Visual. Dynamics’ Club Plan. _ 

‘Fully ‘automatic,’ the ‘Phono:Visor | 
is. a self-contained unit’ weighing |. 
approximately, 12 pounds which op- 
erates on.AC current. - 
thé: programs - already completed 
are “Great.Classics of Literature” 

4narraetd by. Hardwicke; “The Story 
of : Flight” .with -Edwards, “Great } 

| Ameri¢an Presidents” narrated by|’ 
tBellamy and “Our ‘American Heri- ; 
tage”. described by Ed : Begley. | 

. In. the planning ‘stage. are ‘al- 
ums. featuring the teaching of: 

foreign - languages, excerpts - from 
Broadway .shows. and Profiles of: 
sports Bars. ° as 

of- -marketing. He wound up a two- 

for United Artists Records to take 
on the MGM spot. 

In establishing. the. new: director 
of marketing -post,. MGM prez 

|-Arnold -Maxin stated. that Sidney 
Brandt, veepee in charge of oper- 
ations, who has. been doubling in 
sales: would now’ ‘have more. time { 
to devote. to the administration, 

| budgeting and sales analysis. Miele : 
will supervise all-domestic and in- | 

| ternational sales. and promotional 
“activities. for the MGM, Verve and: 
| Cub" labels. 

Under the new setup, Sol Green-. 
herg, domestic sales manager for' 

Borge to Preem 

and Julie Rifkind, national disk i 
jockey ‘promotion Manager, 
report to Miele. . 
“Meanwhile, back at. United Art-' 

ists, Jerry Raker will take over 
| the sales duties which were: han- 
Opera’ Assn. which is: sponsoring dled: by. Miele. Raker liad een | 
them. About:oné-third of the book- “Miele’s: assistant. 
ings- falls into’ the ‘pops ‘category | | 

FOX. CHALLENGES PIEL 

« ‘Cleveland: Aug.’ 8. 
“Victor Borge in.a: Sept. 20 con- 

-| cert. Will boot. off a ‘season. of 24 
“attractions tied up. by: ‘Giacomo; 
‘(“Jake”) Bernardi: of the Cleveland: | 

vill 

as a ‘result of impresario’s: success. 
offbeat... and. _jazz-oriented ; 

“Lined. up by Bernardi for Public 

Oct:.13; ‘the: Johnny. Mathis ‘show. | 
Oct. 22: . Fred Waring’s:- ‘Pennsy]-* 
‘yanians Noy. - 4;° Belafonte . Foik : 
:Singers,. Nov... 25; Charles Laugh- 
fon in. readings, Jan.: 28; pianist 
Roger Williams, Feb. :18;- Miriam ! 
‘Makeha. South helt te folk Nowe rs | 
with: Chad Mitchell: trio, Nov. 5; * ” 
‘Bali-Dancers, Feb. 3, and’ guitarist. (Bless "Em. Ail). 
Carlos - “Montoya Feb. ‘Named as defendants in the ac- 

. Longhair: sleracticns vill ‘yange | tion along with Piel. Bros are: 

The ‘Sam Fox Publishing Co. and ; 
‘Piel Bros.. are. in a legal. nassle: 

gle. The music firm’s ‘action: is: 
‘based on. the alleged unauthorized ; 
use of the : Fox copsright “The 
Long and the Short and.the Tall: 

i hi Joins Celler In D.C. Move 
To Wipe Out Record Counterfeiting 

+ Another major step in the fight 

| which are in progress. 

ON TUNE’S JINGLE USE. 

-over the use. of a ‘commercial jin- | 

MUSIC 43 

to eliminate disk counterfeiting 
was taken last week in the US, 
Senate yla a bill introduced by 

+ Senator William Fulbright. There 
fare now two bills In Congress, the 

other being one introduced 1:¢ 
cently by Congressman FE:snanuel 

Celler.. The two bills are very 

akin to each other. 

The Fulbright biH -S. 2341: {s 

Yalmed to provide (1: criminal pen- 
jalties for the counterfeiting of 
‘ phonograph records and ‘2: civil 
i remedies for Infringement of 
mechanical rights ‘ia vopyrighted 
| music. 

ft) The bill asks for a fine of not 
—=— { more than $10.000 or imprisenment 

for not more than 10 years, or both 
for those “whoever knowingly and 

{with fradulent intent transpaits, 
causes to be transported, or re- 
celves in interstate or fereign 
commerce any phonograph reecod, 
‘disk, wire, tape, film or other ar- 
tele on which sounds are re- 
corded, to: which or upon. which 
forged or pasted or affixed any 

or counterfeited label, 
Andy Miele. has. moved over. to ienowing the labe! to have been 

Some ‘of: the MGM Records orbit as director. falsely made, forged or counter 
feed: or “whoever knowingly and 

‘year run.as national sales manager j with fraudulent intent transports, 
causes to be transported, or 1e< 
| celves on -itnterstate or foreign 
commerce any phonograph, disk, 
wire, tape, film or other article on 
iwhich a sound recording is te- 
produced without the permission 
or authorization of the owner of 
the master recording " 

In addition to the Federal fepis- 
lation, such organizations as the 

: Record Industry Assn of Ametica 
land Agen. of Record Manufacturers 
{and Distributors of America are 
i continuing to pursue the stale hills 

Calfornia 
has already enacted such legisla- 

; tion and there is a strong possiblity 

in the near future. 
i . 
{ 

' Segregated AFM Locals 

~ Ceve. Concerts |" Gene Moretti, international ithat other states wi! follow suit 

im manager for all three Jabets: 

| In Cincy Face Charges By 
Civil Rights Commission 

Cincinnati, Aug. 8. 
Charges of racial discrimination 

iagainst white and Negro Cinvine 
‘nati locals of the Ametiean Fed- 
eration of Musicians for refusal to 

e have heen set for pubhlie 
i hearing here Sept. 15 by the Ohio 
Civil Rights. Commission. 

Richard FE. Guggenheim, cominis- 
‘sion chairman, said the hearmg 
‘paves the way for a showdown in 
the commission’s two-vear effurts 

ito enforce the state Fair Employ 
ment Practices Law. The same ra 
j luctance, he stated, has existed 
‘among segregated Jocals in otter 

i 

ftom' New York City Ballet-Oect. 5 | Yourig & Rubicam, the heer firm'’s|Ohio citles of Cleveland, Colum- 
_certs in. Berea with Randy ‘Weston’s through’ 8 to New York. City: Center ‘ad .agency,:. Robert ‘Swanson Pro- ‘bus, Toledo, Dayton and Younys- 

“4+ Opera’ Co. in “Madame Butterfly”: i ductions and Ben Maughan, a writ- !town. 

ae Department, 

“Story: of Jazz” Oct.’ 4; ‘{ollowed_ 
by. ‘La Salle String Quartet, Nov. 

_.i+ 2; Piano Quartet was. set for Jan, 
oH; ‘Vincent:Price in “Three Ameri: 

‘- ean - Voicés”-one. man ‘show, -Feb.. 
“12s and. tenor ‘Loren’ Driscoll;. 
. March 26.. Replacement’ attraction year. 

lon for. March 26 is not. set: ‘yet. - 

- Competitive. ‘concert. series. ‘are 
being. operated by. John’ Carroll 

“..: Us; Lake .Erie College; Musicarni-'| : 
yal Tent Theatre :and. David Dorn, } 
all of wWhom~<are’ getting | ‘humped | 

- by Bernardi ‘in a booking rat-ra 
= to “AL their. 1961- 62 schedules. ; 

end of the year. -. - 

‘The agreements. go into effect 
when the -niembers who subscribe : 
‘Tepresent 80% of the Society's. 
total: uring the 5 of: eaing es roy: al- 
‘ties during the prec ‘ing calen ar’ 

-|¥eb. 23;°Mazowsze. Daricers, Nov. : :Columbia, Records. 
ASCAP's’ board of directors {3 

{ recommending ‘that the: ‘members 
‘subside, ito the’ extension. oe 

200 Plans De Laxe Set 
For ‘Tender’ Soundtrack | 
20th-Fox. Records 1s planning. a.! 

; —_ Elizabeth Snowden Named | \de Yuxe two-disk soundtrack album: 

“New. Debbie Ishlon- Aide | 
~ Elizabeth Snowden. ‘has. joined j 

‘Columbia * ‘Records: as administra- 
._. tive assistant . -to- ‘Debbie . Ashton; | . 
-veepee Ap. charge: of’ creative. ‘serv-: 

ices... 
Most recenitly, she. hed been: with | 

i picture,.. 
of” music :from: the upcoming Fox: 

The: ‘package will: contain over. 30: 
tuneS from the. '20s. 

“Album will’ be part jristrummentat | 
{and part vocal,.and:has been de-j 
signed to deliver the flavor of the | 
ora of the F. Scott Fitzgerald story. 

“Band Goes Up. the River 
The Glenn- ‘Miller ‘Orch, under 

; oe direction : of. Ray “McKinley, 
“has. been booked’ for. a.. Hudson } 
“River boat'ride Aug. 23. The boat | 

. bash is. heing: ‘sponsored. by. the. 
*. Cliff “Dwellers, a. N.Y, -Party-giving. 
organization. - . 

The” group, ‘which, ‘throws. tw o' 
atties a month, had. ‘previously. 
n booking society bands, calyp- 

So: ‘troupes: and SyPsy. 

‘track: The package: is 
December- telease. “ 

Dashiell Turas Producer 
.. Bud. Dashiell,. - folksinger, 
his manager, Leonard :Grant, have | 
‘forméd Green: Bay: ‘Productions for Birgitt Nillson in ‘an all-Wagnerian |. 
the ‘purpose of prodicing. all ‘re-. 
‘eordings -that‘.Dashiell’s musical | ‘da; ‘Philadelphia: Symphony; pian- 
group:(Bud Dashieli & The Kins-. 
men) will make- for’ . Warner! Bree. 

Violinists.: Records: . 

| 17;. Don Cossacks, March 3; the; 

“Tender: Is.‘ the - ‘Night.’ a 

Nov...18 ‘and -“Mikado,” Nov. 19; |r. of ‘jingles. .“The Long and the | 
Birgit. Nilsson, Nov. ‘26; Leontyne | Short: and. the Tall” is the title 
‘Price; Jan.. 19;. ‘violinist. ‘Henryk’ song of ‘the new: Laurence Harvey * 

Szeryng. Feb. 10; San -Francisco ; £m: A recording of the song was! 
Ballet; Feb. 24; pianist Emit Gilels, ‘made by.-Harvey for release -by 

11-12; Canadian Stratford: Festival { 
Co. in’ “Pirates of Penzance,” Nov.: 

‘New Gardner RCA LP 
An Dixie Sales Hypo’ 

Atlanta, Aug.. §. 

Zinienez-Vargas | ‘Spanish - -ballet. 
|-March 46; Ballet Russe, Mareh 23 | 
to 25; Vienna on: Parade, April 1] 

| and . Andres. ‘Segovia as closer, 

: Atlanta, Aug: 8. 
: Maivin McDonald, ‘manager | of! Sam Wallace, RCA’s Georgia 

April 6. ’ Dave Gardner opened yesterday | 
SEE aEEEEEE ounce: : . = ‘Mon. 1 at Domino (they ve dropped * 

ee “lounge” as part -of. cluh’s name} | 
“Adanta Club’s Sellout. in Inaperial Hotel. ins fortuitous | 

1 booking that. practically coincided 
‘Of 1961-62 Music. Series® ‘with release of his ‘newest RC 

i Victor. album, “Ain't That Weird?” 7 

The mergers, encomaged by the 
arent union, repartedJy have been 

;refused by the Negro local i each 
icity. Loval 1, representing 1,100 
white members in Cines, according 
to Eugene V. Frey, president, was 
turned down on a proposal to 
‘merge Oct 1 with Local 814, rep- 
resenting 130 Negro and fi.e white 
musicians. 

Local 814 was chastezed in 1921 
-when Lora] ] had « clause restrict- 
;ing membership, which Fiey sad 
was stricken long ago and Ne- 
‘Broes were invited to join 

Penance “8 me 

Sal Forlenza to Manage 
Field Promotion for Col 

‘Sal Forienzi has been reas- 

“ineluded in: the ‘album, ‘which will | ne? 
hnot. be, part of the film’s sound- Auditorium ‘and .is an annual. se 

alated for | down to $9.50.- 

Atlante Music Club’s . All. Star : distributor,.: put. out 3,000 of the signed to the post of national, pro- 
Concert series, -stated here that ‘ platters jn Atlanta day. of rele:se,, motion. manager of field sales for 
3,000 season “tickets . have, been ; Thursday (3) and Jong ere night ! Columbia Records. Vie replaces 
sold to 1961-62 series. -- - 4 fel] he was getting: clamorous.de-, Robert Messinger, who has te- 

Eight-performance series Is pre-' mands from all -Gealers for more‘ signed to form a personal mati-« 
sented. ‘in. 5,500-seat Municipal” stock. ay j agement firm. 

. Gar ner i a favorite below eu t 
Top price ‘is. $22. 50 scaled Mason & Dixon Hne and the $1,+ "Jack. Loets the ne ay onpainted 

000,000 racked up by his two other ; psponsi~ 
This ‘season's: lneup: oe ARCA’ ‘disks, “Rejoice, Dear Heaits'” ‘ director Of sales. will be and pres 
Thursh- ‘Joan . Sutherland, who! and: “Kiek Thine Own Self. Was ¢ - motion of pop product, recoradca 

“will ‘open’ ‘series, Sept. 30, - prior | mostly -ffom. his. following ip | tapes and accessories. He will also 

;to making her M Metropolitan Opera! : Southland. ;serve as Hafson between the com- 
| debut in. November.. . 

..Pianist Van Cliburn; Met Opera's | pany and ty program producers. 
Thomas Catalno will take oxcr 

Forjinza’s previous spot 2. prod- 
uct manager for single records. 

violinist Yebudi | signed. to. baton the: final pair’ of j Catalno has served previously as 
Bayantham ‘Summer “Pops” concerts Aug. 18! director of explottation for United 

_-jand 19 at Munieipal Auditorium. | Artists Records 

‘HENDERSON'S: NO. ENCORE 
prograin; ‘National Ballet of Cana- . New Orleans, Aug. 1. 

” Skitch Henderson has been’ 
ist: Rudott Serkin,: 
Menuhin; : . and - the 

| Pbiltppine Dance. eo. 
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progeamming by the major independent radio. stations. 

+ Last No. Wis, This: ost Wo: Wes. 
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A Trinidad ‘custonis ofticer has. made a 12 00-mile juinp’ into, show | 
.. business. His fingers, which have been grasping a pencil-to figure tariff |. 
a and excise charges, will now be ‘plucking the’ stririgs of ‘# guitar in|’. 
. a beside one of the world’s ‘most. famous. honkytork. pianos. He: 

ae t Barbados-born Willie Payrie, whose. avocation. asa jazz guitarist has; . 
- “brought him this professional break. 

When Trinidad-born.. Winifred Atwell - réturned: from. “England Jast : 
‘year for a :tour of these islands, he provided accompaniment: for the. 
“world renowned . /planist.. ‘Impressed with his skill and.‘performance, Miss ; 

-" Atwell has: now cabled Payne from: Down Under. to: ‘join her on ‘her, 
_. eurrent ‘tour -there. ‘The young, self-taught guitarist, for. whom & career. 
"fn the entertainment world now looms, had its. first taste of profession-' 
“lism back'In-1959- when he sat. in with the » Dave Brubeck combo: which. 

7 was. then. touring Trinidad, ' : : 

. A complete. ‘collection. of. some’ 100: songs by Wosay ( Guthrie: -prolitic. 
folk lyricist and music adaptor, will be published in October by Ludlow : 
Music. His tunes have been. recorded: by major groups: and individuals : 
in the folk.and pop field: Among his better known pops. are “So. Long: 

Lucho’ Gatica is ‘preparing. in: Mexico. City and 48-month ‘tour of alt : 
-five- continents: with .his wife Mappy Cortez. First phase starting~ in | i 

... Balk: and - 

. word 

-": Europe: Singer will present Mexican: Songs that hhave made: him tater-} 
-Bationally, known. 

Britain’ Trational Jazz Boom 
merang Jazzmen, Trade Faas! 

: “London, Aug.. 8.. - 
‘Britain’s ‘traditional jazz: boom 

may: become a. boomerang—which 
will’ turn : and. hit: the -jazzmen: ‘be- |: - 

‘That's the cur-} 
_., ‘Tent fear of: music men here. They |. 
* :, have.. watched . trad .jazz ¢limb‘:so J. 
~- pwiftly-on_pop polls:in thd last year 

tween the - eyes. 

that what used-to be strictly minor-. 
., dty-appeal -has “become. pastseller: 

.. The - trend’. is frightening,- says. 
~ ‘Pye: ‘Record’s.a&r man Alan: Free- 

. man, -for the ‘band which ‘hits the:| 
‘big-time -with: one disk. (i.e. ‘Kenny 

“Samantha”) . stands in 
danger: of -losing: the hard core of 

Catron Joins Costa - 
“In Disk Producing Co: 

‘Stan’ Catron. +has.- resigned © the 
Kenny’ Greengrass’ ‘personal man- | 
agement office to go with. Don’Cos- rewarding” -and ° commented on-its ;the Barbu Lautara Folk Orchestra. 
ta, who is..setting up .a- ‘disk ‘pro- 
duction service. Parting 4s. amica:, 
ble... 

repertoire chief for United. Artists 

will.produce masters for individual: 

r ._Program, 
, Serfous musie and. intellectual ‘dis- 

>= for 

_ | cries Can't Tell Noise 
-From Music Sans Program| 

London, “Aug. 8. 

tently; ‘some. London critics . meres 
. the pitt: ‘of a hoax pulled off’ by j 
“the: British: Broadcasting Company | - 
on a recent ‘program of the Gov- |: 

Two em- | “ernment-owned . outlet: 
Ploy ees ‘Of. the BBC staged a faked 

“music. ‘program - “Which way adver i yon has asked for a Securities & 
tised: as. the premiere ofa new | 

"3 work. ‘pv a contemporary: Polish 
‘{ Composer. - 
4 BBC. officials recently, confessed j 
-that the ‘program ‘has been a -hoax 

J and © that. ft had® been _presented |. 
with ” " complete. . approval. 

“dragged ” together all the instru- 
“ments we could find and “went 
around. the studio bangirg them.” 
The affair .was taped and broad- ; 
‘east June 5 on. the. BBC's Third 

‘which: concentrates, on: 

| cussions and was billed as “Mobile. 
Tape- and - Percussion” 

| “Piotr Zak.”. - 

The 12-minute. “eomposition” was: 
said to be the work of .“one of 

: the youngest and ‘Most. ccontrover- 
| siak figures in contemporary mu- 
[sie The London Times. critic com- 
| mented that “It. was certainly dif- j. 

ficult. to grasp more than the; mu- 
| Sie’s broad outlines . : because 
«/.0f their extreme - diversity”. ‘and 
‘thé’ Morning. . Telegrapi's ‘critic; 
Called. the- composition ‘ ‘wholly un | 

“nonmusical. “origins.” 

Costa, ‘who had been: -artists’ ‘& |'periment to-demonstrate.‘hat some’ j agement with Al Marinescu, 

contemporary compositions 2xe.s0 
Records, is setting up.an outfit that] obscure as: te ‘be. indistinguishable’| cert’ Agency. 

from tapes of percussion. played at. 
Sts fans. ‘because At Has- turned lap wel fer independent . production random.” 

: a 7 “pop. ”: 

Freeman. “opines : that. ‘trad ‘jazz.|- 
: Q oe fans’ are more fickle than. any other |~ 

".: musie lovers.-_ And, he asks, wheri. 
they turn their.‘back where ‘does 
“'a-band go for its bread and buttér?’ 

One of ‘the U.K:’s. leading’ expo- j. 
nents of trad-jazz, Acker Bilk,-says:. 

'“Jt’s all-happened. too quickly. ‘The 
.“<* ‘poom “has. brought out ‘bands not 

:. -Teally * ready for public: appear-: 
“. gnceés. 

 t00 ‘easily and aren't being brought: 
. They get. good bookings 

up the hard. way....Now people are. 
+. beginning to:see the light.” 

‘Another jazz. bandleader, ‘Ken 
Colyer, says ‘his type of Music is’ 
a: victim.of the’ pop :market: and 

“musicians have. got. to watch. out: | 
“For,” “he warns, “a: Jot of overzeal- 

" ous and. inexperienced. ‘promoters: 
are ‘taking a. hold: on‘ jazz and, if. 
we are not. careful, will-beat if.to 

. promoters do not. escape . blame- 
~- Jessly, he: asserts, because.they are 

-": opéning ‘clubs: left ‘right and. centre | 
“instead of being content with. Just: a 

. few: which do well. |: '. 
-Even on the- ‘proinoters’ front 

- concern is being: ‘expressed. . One, : 
|. Frank Booth, says: “‘A great num- 

-:' ber of the small clubs are‘ going to 
: | ¢afch'a-severé cold in. the -not-too-. 

. -distant-future because to force the. 
- growth of jazz. like this is a: policy: 
that won't pay off in: the Jong mars 

i ‘Martin: Denny | 

as ‘well as Tesale. to: disk firms. 

NEW HONOLULU COMBO: 
; “ Honolulu, ' Aug. 8: 
Augie: Colon; . -who’s been ‘with 

front his. own : group, which will 
‘specialize. in Afro-Cuban: tunes. 

‘Colon; -a ‘percussionist;’ hag . re- 
cruited:. ‘Clém.: “‘Low,: piano; Buddy. 
Carter, bass, and Alex and: ‘Cookie 
Among, vibes and guitar. 

7 ” Hong Kong, “Aug. ke 

“Recent: arrests . and ‘court : fines, 

ranging. ‘from. “$3. to $100, | shave 

|thrown fresh ‘light.. ‘On: ‘the. sale of: 

{pirated - ‘American. - aanufactured. 

records in ‘this Colony. - 

Three - -Fecord. dealets: 

pleaded. ‘guilty to''a ‘charge of ex- 

posing for. sale - ‘infringed copies 
‘of records contrary ‘to the Copy-: 
right. Ordinance, -were fined, and 

_| the -ldcal Police, in a determined 

Ibid to ‘ smash‘ ‘this ‘racket, -have car-" 

{ried . out. raids on no. fewer. than: Wad I Revise ote P Title} itive. other: establishments.. 
"The “pirating of these.records is. 

lh ‘Swing’ Batile. With Cap| méanwhile . causing widespread: 

2 Los Angeles, Aug. 8. 

‘en both’ ihe Reprise- and. Capitol la-. 
‘pels following. L.A. Superior Court. 

: ‘Yuling -to -clarify-an injunction or-. 
der brought by Capitol because of: 

:... similarity of the ‘two. albums. | 
Cap’s “Come Swing. With: Me”: 

‘and Reprise’s. “Swing. Along : With: 
. Me” were held‘ to be. similar.only. 
‘fn title: and ‘the court ruled Re-} 
‘prise must change ‘its title. No ob-. 

_. jection. was voiced to the ‘album’s 
: '..’ format, cover or the -fact that Billy 

'" + "‘May-. . was. arranger-conductor. ‘of 
both disks. Reprise 

_ Fetitled “Sinatra Swings.” - 

alarm ° ‘both. in Southeast: Asia and’ 

I the. U.S. 'Notwitiistanding the po- 
‘lice: ‘action, the. matter, appears to | 

be” getting ‘out’ of hand.. “One 
dealer. said that if: ‘the: pirating. is. 

{not stopped ‘as soon. as. possible, it} 

would - cause’ ‘irreparable. damage 

to the entire. record industry. 

These records,” inquiries reveal, 
are ‘ being. pirated. -and | pressed in- 

Formosa’ ‘and . aré:. ‘being * brought. 

into the Colony mainly by Chinese’ 

platter. will ‘be } seamen. ° - The’ business ‘was ‘at first 
; tdone: on a ‘small scale ‘but’ it. -be- 

New title presents no production came: 0 lucrative that ‘the market 
“or: ‘gales problem ‘since court order here. so became: flooded: with. pir-|_ 
‘affects oply those disks: now. in| ated copies: of the: Jatest: ‘hit -re-.| 

.. production:: In: its original com-. cordirgs. : 

“swing” be - deleted; the al 
‘bum’ cover * and” format changed, 
atid objection: raised to May's. bill-| 

_ ing. since ‘he acted in the ‘same 
‘capacity. for: the. Cap waxing: 

a - Castle. Music ‘publishing. division’ 
, ‘of EMI (Australia), has acquired. 
the Australian: fer rights to. Kong : ewspaper; ‘are poor. 
“Foo: Many :} Rules.” 

containing-. 12 top selections’ of 
mixed artists, sells for about. $1.20. 
compared. with: genuine _LP con- 
taining the work of one recording. 

|} star: which: would sell for: anything. 
between 33:20 to $4.70... The sur-- 
face . recordings . of” these pirated, 
disks; as pointed. out. ‘by one Hong 

‘but. 
“the: local teenager, as avidly in: 

“who 

“ “Tt-was- a serious. hoax: -to. set: 
:| people: thinking.” sai 
‘shaw. “That fake . 
indistinguishable from the genuine 
4s..a- reflection on certaid trends 

combo for.-five:| in’ present-day composition. We |headquarters in N. Y. He replaces 
‘years, -has left ‘Denny '- and: ‘will | are sorry. if we -have embarrassed | Burt. Page who resigned. 

certain music eritics “ 
- Next Sunday (13) the BBC will; was owner and’ manager of three 

‘hold ‘a discussion program called |Tetall record ‘stores in the Balti- 
“The Case of. Mr.: Pictr..Zak,”: in |more area. In his new Angel spot, 
which: the er:tics have hen invited he'll report to Jerome F. Prager 
‘to participate. oo 

Disk Piracy Increasing In Far East; 
Hit Hong Kong Fo ormosa Counterfeiters. ; 

-death in six months.” _ Experienced). ; 
-Herestea as. “hs counterpart: “any. 

where else, doesn't complain... He | 

‘gets bis. favorites Elvis: ‘Presley, 
Pat Boone, Paul: Anka, Frank ‘Si- 
natra and Ricky Nelson, among 

| others, . all on. one disk for Prac. 
tically nothing.” 

least five pressing plants produc- 
ing. pirated disks right:now. Hong 
Kong is the chief: point of distribu- 
tion and. local dealers, hardest hit, 
‘say sales. have dropped | ‘to. an all- 
time: low. | 

“Record. companies, which are be- 
ing: deprived. ‘of revenue,: must 
bring. pressure. on. a. government 
level if the situation is to be con- 
trolled.. The:U. S. record: business 
-will- have to - pressure their gov- 
ernment to lodge a‘ formal. protest. 
with: the ‘Nationalist Government 
‘and ‘threaten -economic reprisals 
unless : ‘Fesults are achleved. 

‘Also Rife In Mexieo * 

Mexico City, Aug. 8. 

& Composers has asked. for. fed- 
eral. investigation’ of - ‘upswing in 
activity. of pirate label platters, Re- 
cently, in this capital as well. .as 
the.. provinces, ‘and: especially in 
border. ' cities, 
‘Monterrey, there has been an “in- 
nundation”. of ‘contraband disks, 
ihe Society charged. 

ifirms, ‘according. to Soriety, is fo 
. yy Plalnt, Capitol, had asked that. ‘the’; A’ pirated:: 10-inch ; Jong player: leontract free. talent and: use these 

to. record: popular ditties. Studios: 
and waxing equipment. are. rented, ' 
and fly-by-nighters:even rent facil. 
ities of. established firms. to turn 
out platters... 

"Disks are then 
throughout | ‘the. republic -under 
phoney. labels ‘such. as “Trevador,” 

{{Orteo, * “Metropolitan,” “Sonora;” 
“Treboi,” “Guadalajara, ” ete. 

Notes, BBC Hoax Proves! 
“Avant-garde: music and, “nadver- |” . 

ial Sound... 

_ The 
* - It's Been. Good To ‘Know. You” ‘and “This Land Is Your ‘Land,” which j broadcast’ was’ the work: of Susan. 
- has been ‘Ancorporated into many ‘textbooks. Collection will sell for: $2.! Bradshaw’ and Hans Keller who i 

- by. 

-BBC ‘recently. confessed ' to - ‘the|the Schang, Douiens & Wrightichecking the age of customers If 
'hoax saying: that: “it was an.-ex¢ | division of Columbia Artists Man-{a woman or man shows falsified 

“Miss Sra [eastern sales and promotion man-: 
sic can. be : ager . for Angel Records. 

Taiwan is believed: ‘to hiave at 

{all on one 12-incher to sell locally 
jand in other areas via smuggling. 

Sinatra are patked on one disk 

|-who adapt Yank tunes to their own 
.. |matiner to. weld them into each 

- ‘}¢ountry’s musical outlook. Many 
‘lalso sing In English, said Weiss. 

"The Mexican Society of Authors’ 

Guadalajara. and 

':Modus operandi of phantom |. 

distributed 
of western Europe except France, 

| imminent.’ 

(Chi Jazz Folk Niteries Reel F From 
_Shpet Age Parr on Yaquor Sales 

- Chicago, Aug 8 
Miinois liquor interests last wee 

began fighting a b 
by Gov. {to Kemer on 

ren a raising the legal age for 
women to purchase drinks from 

’*18 to 21. Less than 24 hours after 
the bill became law a 19-year-old 
girl filed suit for an injunchhog 

‘Exchange . Commission okay on against the WNnois Liquor Control 
stock sale to finance expansion, Ih--Commission ‘The girl. Virginia 
cluding” murketing of new stereo i Wantroba, is secretary to Geral 
records under the name Direction- . B. Mullin, atturney for the Beve 

erage Dealers Assn. a gireup of 
Premier asked to sell 120,000 some 2.000 tavern owners 

shares of common stock at. $5 per: -While most bonifaces queried 
share. Of the proceeds, $200.000 ‘see little hope for the success of 
will be used to buy pressing plant .the suit, {t's an indication of the 

For 6006 Stock Issue 
Washington, Aug. 8. 

: Premier Albums Inc., of New 

ifacilities, and. $100,000 to market. astonishment on the part of the 
ithe new stereo records. ‘saloon owners at the enactnient 

lof the bill. They had seen attempts: 
almost annually to iaise the drink- 

jing age hmut of women to that of 
‘men, but have always waviaid it in 
, committee or on the House or 
Senafe floor. However. the Hines 

10 Weeks i In Pro Council of Churches andthe 
:Hlinois Temperance League were 

‘Assuming. peace, the United, apparently cut tor bu-mess this 
States will have a chance to see‘year and mounted their biggest 
some national folkloric entertain-! campaign to date Sen John A. 
ment from- Roumania, the ex-king-i Graham went into the first Senate 
dom now under Communist dictate.! committee hearings with a suit- 
Using the ‘coined-in-U.S. title. offcase filled with petitions for the 
“Rumanian: Rhapsody” a company bill bearing more then 100 (00. 
of.50 is contracted to play 10 w eeks, | signatures. Representatives of the 
‘the stands and dates not pinneditwa sponsoring groups had up- 

i down. iwards of 100 women at each stage 
“Included will be 28 dancers and; of the legislative fight. 

In Winois, tavern and night club 
Basic contract was negotiated by{ operators are responsible — for 

|Roumanians Coming For 
Columbia Concert Tour; . 

oflidentification, cabaret owner as 
-Onl-| well as the customer, 1s penatized. 

The owners say this is discrimina- 
tory and makes them suffer for 
other people’s wrongdoing. . 

Their primary objections to the 
new law are that they feel that it's 
easier to spot a girl under 18, but 
not so easy to identify the 18-to- 
21-year-olds, and that 21 and 22- 
year-old men tend to date women 
several years younger 

Hardest hit by the law will be 
the jazz and folk song joints. whose 
mainstay has been the post-teen- 
ager crowd. The bigger clubs gsy 
that this group Is only a minor 
part of their business 

The suit on behalf of Miss 
Wantroba asserts that a woman 
who fa free to marry at 18, or to 
make a will, is deprived of her 
ights if she cannot have a dink. 
Undetermined up to naw is the 
effect of the law on employees 
under 21. The law specifically pro- 
hibits owners from “selling, giving, 
or délivering” liquor to anyone 
under the legal age, Attorneys for 
the tavern owners are currently 
{meeting with the Hlinols Hquor 

Ostar, the Roumanian State 

A 

ANGEL UPS JACK ‘COHEN 
Jack’ Cohen has been s@ as 

Cohen, 
'who has been an Angel sales rep 
since. “April, ‘1959, will make his 

Prior to joining Angel, Cohen 

Jr., Giskery’s sales manager. 

Paris, Aug. 8. 
Disk. piracy is a growing prob- 

Y. 
Jem ip ae companies Mtcording to: commissioner to see if this applies 

Robert. Weiss, international direc- j to the waitresses. 
- Under the law, a bartender who 

‘serves Hquor to anyone under 21 
is subject to a minimum fine. of 
$1.000 and up to six months ia 
jail. Anyone under the legal age 
who buys liquor or is served it in 

ia public place is liable to a $50 
i fine and up to one year in jail. 

Anita Bryant Goes To Col 
From Carlton; Rod McKuea 
Set By Epic; Other Deals 
Anita Bryant has joined the Co- 

lumbla label. For the past few 
years, Miss Bryant had been etch- 
ing on the Carlton banner «where 

-she disclicked with “TII] There 
Was You,” “Paper Roses" and “My 
Little Corner of the World." Col 
introed Miss Bryant to the N.Y. 
trade Jast week with a cocklailery 
at the St. Regis, 

Also added t6 the Col Roste: was 
Junior Léwis. He comes to Cal 
via a master purchase. Lewis, a 
Negro singer from Birmingham 

tor of Warner Bros. Records. Back. 
from a seven-month biz tour of the : 
Far East, he asserted that the 
practice was especially prevalent | 
in’ Formosa. 

Formosan diskeries, Weiss dis- 
covered, take name artists from, 
several U.S: labels and put them 

‘Such stars as Elvis Presley, Everly 
Bros., Connie Francis and Frank 

and sold for 60c when the equive- 
lent platter would probably. be 
priced at least $2.50 in the U.S. 

. Besides popularity of U.S. names 
and @isks most Asiatic countries ; 
have developed their own stars ; 

-. He made either import or local 
pressing deals in ai] the countries 
he visited execpt India, which is 
monopolized. by .the Anglo EML 
Latter hag set contract. conditions 
that many U. S. companies: are 
unwilling. to contend with. He! aia, one sang with a group calle 
visited and did biz in Japan, Hong. The: Harmonizers of Birmingham, 
Kong, Viet Nam, Thailand, Singa-/ Ala. He's managed by Stanley 
pore, Ceylon, the Philippines, | Kahan. 

+Greece gnd Israel on his way back | va aes 
to his Paris headquarters. Epie: Rod McKuen . 
Weiss feels that American a-tists! Rod McKuen will now record 

thinking’ of Asian touring should {|for the Epic Isbel. Singer. how- 
ever, still has one ore disk to first study the situation ety A vake for. the K label to ahech e r. e- app. iabe O Sis since spots are far apart-and cal} 

for-long hops. Artists should get | he’s been under contract 
advance guarantees, he empha. 
sized, and the money banked in Mercury: All Baba 
the US. if possible, 1 Baba, new rock'n'roll sing- 

Weiss signed distrib deals in ait ,er, has been tapped by Mercury 
j Records. He cut his fast siden for 

in spite of it being his headquar- the label in Nachville Saturday 
ters. But, he said, a deal was''5). The singer is managed by 

\Martan 0° Hafa 
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New Hotels in NY: 

Wednesday, Angust . 1961. | 

“th the Upbeat 
. at ‘the moment is the: Composers | 

: rand Authors. representative ‘Com- 

| mittee, ._ the Pressure group which 
. | tried (unsuccessfully) to force the |f} tl { —— Continued from page & Petforming Right Society ‘into-.de- 

Broadway and 51-32 St., extending: C. Philippe (undoubtedly a prime manding a 65% British music quota 

aast ty 7th Ave., and ‘others. | exponent of hotel savvy), to resi-|' 3. a condition of its licensing. 

Good Tisch: Showmanship i dent managing _director-veepee | “Thi, conimittee has nothing to do |- 
Robert Huyot, and. their entire| ith: SW ” 

H-teliers, like department stores, ! staff. What might be an adequate with SWC ort aes peel Knights, 

fastioes, the automobile industry: motel became endawed with a 

ant other big business, have been' class “Continental” aura. 
no slouches on sh. .manship. In: _ $100 Blue-Piate Special 
fart .alf of the just-mentioned have Perhaps the capping climax was 

New York’ 
Raymond. Scott's daughter. Care: 

d: lyn Sara Warnow was ‘married Sun-. 

by people with-.chips on their {day (6) in. Mamaroneck, “N-Y., to 

"polis, for one week be 
| Aug. 14, then back. oN N.Y. ene 
on another. LP... ance 
City will host: the pat a the 
National Ballroom Ase. during 

; eir annu n - 
(shoulder and. fs. not.officially: Tee: | Richard Bernard | Makover: . Scott's $.| 20°. J wBrenda Lee's manager, Dab. 

ggnized. If they are: wee unde | square handle is. Harry. Warnow.- Allbritten, has concluded a’ deal . 
| with ae 

the $100-#plate dinner for benefit | lot of good work that: has. already | | Songwriter Don --George will | Guce the Micron Mig. 2 od 
bern somewhat bitterly targeted | of the Auguste Escoffier. Founda-: been done.” > have an exhibition ‘of his oil paint- which’ will. be ‘sol d in Sears:Roe- 

as prime exponents of a showman-: tion’ Museum & Gastronomic |: SWG ‘claims ‘to: be perfectly | -Engs- Aug. -25- Sept. 7 at the South- buck stores’... Johnny Burnette, . 
shi Nair which the picture busi- ' Schoal at Villenuve-Loubet on ‘the capable ‘of handling the question | | ampton Art Gallery: East’. ... Mike | Liberty -disker, has -been ‘set for “. 

nes, and its components: has been’ ener he Summit pronto at the of quota and is: going about it, the | ‘Shephard, indie disk. producer, has t week. 
accused of surrendering to their: peak of ‘the fancy groceries hit general. secretary.” claims,- in’ an switched. his. base ‘from: N.Y.-to the}: ers: next’ wee 

more enterprising colleagues. Still, | parade. It should be. no: surprise Subs nae vee ay: apa fhe pri | Coast. . . Pianist ‘Jack Lane is in. aoe 

sho. biz hasn’t entirely lost its * that the classic French dinner came stirred Up Tin Pan ‘Alley here, his atth year at Sack ‘Delaney's 

touch, and when the Loew's Thea- | off in top Brillat-Savarin (or should insist ‘that’ SWG is just not doing | in Greenwich. ‘Village. . ... Erroll 

- Garner plays : Freddie’ 7 _Minne- 

London 
‘BBC: ‘radio to: ‘Jaunch a 150-inin-- . 

jit be said Escoffier) manner, -con- enough. ute traditional jazz ‘stanza on Sept.: tis staffers combined with its whol- sidering Philippe’s longtime ex- 

‘two Northern: California one-night- aaa 

' 
i 

ly saned Tisctr Hotels subsidiary, 

siywmanship reached its nth | 

dezree at last week's debut of the ! 
new Summit 

Whoever 43 the magic key man 

ar men, the secret ingredients per- 
mut for bows for all, from Loew's 

Ine, tupper Laurence Alan Tisch 

tu the totel subsidtary’s prexy, 
Preston Robert (Bob). Tisch, to his 
executive veepee and g.m. Claude 

——— 

nn OF THE 

MALCOLM 
DODDS 

Sings 

WITHOUT A 

Sone 
LAUGH MY 
HEART 
K 13025 

@ THE BILBAO SONG 
PERCY FAITH ...cssessscsncconse COLUMBIA 4.41978 

P LEROY HOLMES ona. csunsssees M.G.M. 12992 
e ANDY WILLIAMS ......rssccnesees- CADENCE 1398 

THe OIETERLE suvargeccanecananares UNITED ARTISTS 

From the Warner Bros. Picture "PARRISH” isn” © 
LUCY’S THEME 
CLEBANOFF STRINGS ......... MERCURY 71815 
GEORGE GREELEY ......... WARNER BROS, 5218 
THE HOLLYRIDGE STRINGS wo GAPITOL 4557 
LeROY HOLMES Coemrezecrsetreeacogacenaneynscecs SVEs uly 

FREDDY MARTIN 2 RAPP Keats e 
ALLISON’S THEME 
PETE FOUNTAIN woos... CORAL 62266 @ 
GEORGE GREELEY ........ WARNER . BROS. §218 @ 

RUTH WELCOME... CAPITOL 4562 
PAIGE’S TH EME 
FREODY MARTIN oo... ccsesee -KAPP K-391X e 
SP RS ARASCAENRD RESTRIC ABER RESET 

© MAKE BELIEVE LOVER 
oe CONNIE STEVENS ....... .- WARNER BROS. 5217 

MUSIC PUBLISHERS 
slorReli [emi ael-itely-aaieln 

a 
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THE SAUCY SOPHISTICATE 

RUTH WALLI 
Starting Aug. 15 

SAHARA HOTEL, Las Vegas 

and then concert tour of the antipodes 

AUSTRALIA and 
beginning Sept. 16 for Five Weeks 

BOOKED. EXCLUSIVELY BY 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION . 
JOE GLASER, President 

745 FIFTH AVE... NEW YORK 22, N.Y., 

CHICAGO * MIAMI © HOLLYWOOD e« LAS VEGAS e DALLAS « LONDON | 

‘It ‘ automatically established the || 

‘+ from .the ‘Waldorf,. St. Regis, Am- 

all now with the Summit. 

songs but is doing ‘the country’s: 

1 U.S. can’t be blamed for ‘hard, 

+ ment, 
remain almost ‘unquestioned. 

‘their disks. ” 

perience as general director of. the 
Lucullus. Circle. This is a five-j| 
times-a-year grand repast, first 
taged at the. Waldorf-Astoria, 
where he. was long associated, and || 
in. the subsequent hostels. since. © 

The same type. of showmanship. 
gastronomy “casting” was evident 
with the VIP socialite-big: business- 
food & wines toppers-politico-live- 
ly arts turnout. Wisely limited to |} 
about 150, because of the small-|} 
capacity Gaucho. Room, Philippe 
none the less had famed: chef: 
Joseph P. Donon (a disciple of. 
Escoffier) .as general factotum, .in- 
cluding a bow to the Summit’s-own 
behind-the-scenes chef; Mrs. Rob- 
ert D. L. Gardiner (society), Philip- } 
pines Ambassador Dr. Carlos P. 
Romullo and wife, James J. 
O’Brién (including a few well- 
chosen words in French) repre- 
senting the ailing Mayor. Wagner, 
and Minister Plenipotentiary -and |]. 
General Consul of France, Ray- 
mond Laporte; making. ‘brief |. 
speeches. So did Bob Tisch and: in 
turn, O’Brien toasted to Tisch fam- 

_tily. Philippe wisely: refrained from ) _ 
‘| any speech. ay 

The showmanship element. -on the 
gastronomy, apart from the: choice 4. . 
of 15 wines fincluding two _cordials 
and four still wines with the hors|{- _ 

| d’ouvres in the anteroom), was the 
click performance of. the service. 

Summit as an epicurean filling sta- |: 
tion. Philippe and Huyot (latter 
formerly at the posh Carlyle) had. 
insured that with a staff .culled 

bassador:.and. kindred hostelries, 

British Music: 
ammenes Continued from page 43 — 7 

show biz reputation a lot of harm. 
Knight readily agrees that the 

selling. The fault lies -entirely 
with the U.K., he opines; for put-.|, 
ting up with it. BBC.seems, he 
says, more a branch of. the civil 
service than of show biz: and. it} 
doesn’t help that BBC. program- 
ming is not answerable in Parlia-. 

thereby letting . schedules 

Another Solutior . : 
There is another way that. U.K. | 

music could emerge from its pres- 
ent doldrums, SWG believes, and.[{ 
that is for each disk sold in Britain 
to have -at least one British side., 
“And if the Americans want . to: 
retaliate,” asserts Knight, “they | 
can make the same Tule apply with 

Biggest thorn in the Guild's side 

NEW ZEALAND 

PLAZA 9-4600 

Ts 

NON: : Ro 

i 32 3 iT 

(A National Survey yf Key Outlets) 
. This Last No. wks.. 
- wk. wk. on obiart 

" (CARNIVAL (MGM) 
Original Cast (E 3946) 

. CAMELOT (Columbia) - 
Original Cast (KOL 5620) 

|}. LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) 
. _____.¥ellow Bird (DLP. 3389)__ 
“4. -4 33 EXODUS (Victor). . 

Soundtrack (LOC.1058) | 
5  3:. 50. _NEYER.ON SUNDAY (UA). 
i, Soundtrack (UAL 4070) 
.°6 = 5. 9... KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 
Lee we Going Places (T .1564)-- 

7.7 66 SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia) - 
oe -. Original Cast (KOL 5450) ; 
-8 8.14" MITCH MILLER (Columbia) © 

‘Tv Sing Along (CL. 1628) :.. 

‘9 10° 13 “EDDIE HARRIS (Vee- Jay) 
- 77". Exodus to Jazz (3016) . 

| 10°°-6 .29° _GREAT-MOTION PICTURE THEMES WA). 
_ LW Various Artists (UAL 3122) ~. ~ 

Ib” 30° “2. FRANK SINATRA (Capitol). « 
* Come Swing ‘With He. CW. 1504): 

Iz, @ - a ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
“i. + Something for. Everyone (LPM - 2370) 

ay RICKEY. NELSON (imperial) ” 
Rick is'21 (LP 9152)' 

ma 21__ FRANK SINATRA (CapitoD 
Sk. All the Way (W: 1538) 
1§ 21°. 3. JUDY GARLAND (Capitol) - 
ae Tey : Judy Garland ‘at. Carnegie Hall (wEO 1569)- 

“36. 15 12 MANTOVANI (London) 
"Italia Mia (LL‘°3239) 

“3. ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi FD" 
. Yellow Bird (LP 1004) 

ie il 17 FRANK SINATRA (Reprise) 
- Ringading Ding (R 1001). 

19 23-21 +. RAY CHARLES (Impulse) 
woe ' Genius Plus Sonl Equals Jaz (A-2)-” 

20-14 30 LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) 
et ' Caleutta (DLP 2539) So 

“21:24 33 -MANTOVANI (London). hs 
ae a : Music from Exodus (LL. 32310 oe 

°22> 25 7 PAT BOONE (Dot) oe 
(. ” Meody River (DLP 3384) 

- 23. 16-30: ‘RUSTY WARREN (Jubilee). 
so Knockers Up (JLP 2029): 
(24° 28 (26° WILDCAT (Victor) ae 
oe oe _ Original. Cast. «LOC 1060) 
25 19° - BILLY. VAUGHN (Dot): 
—_ . '. Oratige Blossom: Special (DLP 3366) . 

26 —«:18 “S “STARS FOR A SUMMER. NIGHT Catambiad 
‘Various Artists (PM 1) 

40. 4 “BOBBY DARIN (Atco). - 
ta, ': Bobby. Darin Story (LP 33130): 

8 22 28 “LEMELITERS (Victor) — - oe 
J.» Tonight: In Person (LPM 2272) 7 
29° 27. ~~ Q STAN FREEBERG (Capitol) 

_. +> ‘Presents the USA (W 1573) |. 

2. FRANK SINATRA (Reprise) 
_ Swing Along With Me (R 1002) 

UU. S.. BONDS (Legrande) 
‘Dance Till Quarter ‘to Three (LLP. 3001) 
BRENDA LEE (Decca) 

Po... Emotions (DL 4104) 

4 33°39 -42 ELVIS-PRESLEY (Victory 
a) -.--: G,.1. Blues (LPM 2256). 
| 34 15. “PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) 
ae * aan _ Sings His Big 15 (ABC 323) 

35 378. JONATHAN WINTERS (Verve) 
ae ‘: ° “Here’s Jonathan Winters (V- 10525) 

‘36 2°” “DUANE EDDY (Jamie) 
aon oe Girls, Girls. Girls (3019). 

3 = :: DOROTHY. PROVINE. (WB) 
ce a) Roaring 20’s (W 1394 

38 32 : 2° . CONNIE FRANCIS S (MGM). 
. Le More. Greatest Hits (E 3942) 

"39°. 22K “RAY CONNIFF (Columbia) - 
re Memories. Are Made of This ( (CL 1574). 

40 29 #16: AL HIRT (Victor - 
Greatest Horn. in. the World (LPM. 2368): 

RETAIL ‘ALBUM BEST sans || 
13. with Chris “Barber.:hand and. 

top ‘trad. bands.::.Johnny Mathis 

| September -screening..: Helen Sha- 

| Adelphi, 
organizing a quick LP session for 
Connie Stevens who drops in here. 

‘his’ hometown ‘Australia. - 

“BEST BET” 
VARIETY 

CASHBOX | 

NAT. KING 
-COLE’S 

CAPITOL RECORD © 

MAKE i 
~ LAST | 

| Weide: by: GLADYS’ SHELLEY. 
| Music, by BEE’ WALKER 

(Comer. Masle Co. 

LOSE ITS. FLAVOR 
Lonale Donegan oad His 

a i 

“TouiTA’S ON. THE 100sE 

‘CARAVAN .- 
ae (Ports.1 ead 2). 

“Duane Eddy = : Sregmark 

‘BARRY MANIK 
WHO P PUT 
THE BOMP: 

“Ce The. 
‘Bomp-Bomp-Bomp)? 

#10237. 

HEAR 

LESLIE UGCAMS 
On Columbia Records 

SING 

HE 
A DOESN'T KNOW 

Poramcunt P : 

LADIES MAN 

SIC CORPORATION 

From the 

“THE 

PARAMOUN' 

lark: Ottile Patterson hosting other © “ 

taped.a tv special for Granada for. 

piro: bowed in: ‘concert ‘here at the 
Slough .; . Warner - label 

on ‘her. way. to the Berlin Radio -: 
-‘Show.:...Radio Luxembourg: dee- .“ 
jay. Ernie. Williams. headed. back: to, . 

“Prens WEEK” | 

ke acy ead the Strings STRAND: ‘in 

WILLS: muse" w |. 

Hot as the: Weather rl ee 

DOES YOUR CHEWING-GUM | 

eee . ee eo ts a 

sat ae 

J ANTI, ae eM a Ban 

' 

abies, Yop eRe se, Pours 



‘- wpon an increase. in contributions 
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mands by. the military will depend | 

‘by.. the, general public . according : 
“to spokesmen for the USO. Edwin 
“E. Bond, USO's. executive director 
who recently: returned from an-in- ¢ 

: -.“spection tour ‘of . ‘several. ‘overseas. 
‘areas, pointed ‘out : there. -are : re- |: 
quests ‘for more clubs . and: ‘more | 
USO. shows... oe 

., USO gets = no. Government: ‘ap! 
. propriations and its funds are de- 
rived entirely, from- ‘the’ public’ 

- through the Red Feather.and Com- | 
- i g@unity Chest - -campaigns. In New. | 

’ York’ and Chicago, USO: eonducts’ 
independent fund.. ‘drives... : 

Because ‘of ‘President ‘Kennedy's 
‘program: for. increased. military 
preparedness. a general. buildup .in. 
U:.S.. Arméd: Forces fs. expectéd- 

oe :. ‘throughout. the-world: As. a result 
“there: ‘will “be. considerably more. 
a calls for troop’ enter tainment. 

“USO: now sends out-70 units. per | 
year. - These .. generally’ ‘comprise |. 

‘Increased. afters ‘by. the: United 
. Service Organizations to entertain _ 
. more troops. because of: upped .de- | 

‘Talent agenctes. are. moving fast "Bon Soir’ s. Siesta 
take a. vacation . starting -Aug../14! 

i and. will reopen Sept. 9. “Green- i sale hegira: of a group: of General. 
[wich Village USA;”. the. ‘Feyue now. | Artists: execs who. planed ‘out to | 

‘fn, the-spot, will: resume with the Europe ‘Saturday (5)--for trips to 
Tew..season. - ...: { London,” Paris, Romé. end other 

In’ the -cast.. ‘ave. Hal’ Busty, European’ capitals, ‘This comes on | 
odin MS a Mee: 2 top. ofthe William. Morris acquist- 

cie Stringer: Mae Barnes will head ; ‘tion ‘of: the-John Mather Organt- 
the bill. with: Jimmie -Daniels and’ zation which-headquarters in Ronie |' & 
Three Flames resuming permanent ‘and. With offices: in Paris and { ©: 
statis at this. shop. 

3-Day Bow:Out 
Clause New. Target 
Of Arena Mgrs. 

-:| Madrid..: 

chairman; _Don W. Sharpe, prest- 
‘| dent of. GAG-TV, its television sub-. 
| sidiary; -v.p. Marty. Baum, John 

Josephy, a Coast exec for the 
agency. GAC has. a 
Lew -& Leslie Grade. -Agency of 

called. that sometime. ago, . Lew: 

mo to the ever-increasing foreign: mar- 
"The Bon: Solr, N.Y., ia ‘slated. to’ ket. Latest’ indication is.the whole-| 

- Those ‘wtio left ‘for the European | 
| junket are Herbert J. Siegel, board | 

Allison, GAC attorney, and Bill |. 

tie with. the]. 

London, -but ‘is apparently seeking po 
to - expand ‘this foothold. It’s re-|. 

GLOB AL VISTAS 
" Precdeat land. Griffin Suit 

FOUR LADS 
Alona and.many Uhanuks ta RALPH j 

YEMPUKU ‘and: our many wounder- 

. ‘ decision in theatrical as - 

. ithe NY. 
ja ruling of the lower court and Ge 
q {clded that no member of a UnION. 

The American Guild of Variety 
l Artists has made an out-of court 
t settlement with Gene Detres. af 
| Marquis Chimps, as a rcault of one 
,Of the first tests of the Lendrum- 
Griffin Act. Amount given tu De- 

}troy through his counsel Hensy M, 
: Katz wasn't disclased. The cua 
jcame as the NY Federal Court 
j has a suit pending in which Detroy 
:ds asking for a summiaty judgment 
(for a Permanent injunction against . 
ite union. 

Case is regarded as a landmark 
well ag 

In the suit, 
Court of Appeals ppset 

labor jurisprudence 

can he placed on the unfair hist un- 
y itil he has had a valid arbitsa- 

jtion. In this Jnstance, betray 
was put on. the unfair list 
before ai hearing teck place, 

‘) iThe rating upsets the jreviously 
4 ‘held dictum that a union member 

must exhaust all remedies, within 
the union before he can fe 16 
i court, 

Case started when Detroy asked 

. “ulous areas, 

ool. that-the curtain. rose on:a USO. 
oo Show. . “approximately: “700. Himes: get.-tickets printed and. properly |. 

seven.entertainers who give shows 

‘for GI audiences. that range any-'i5 conjunction with local promot- ! 
where from five men {iv isolated! ors and organizations, arena oper- 
outposts to 5,000 in. the. more“ POP: ‘ators are seeking to eliminate. the | 

’ “430-day cancellation clause ‘insisted - 
” Uso: reaches an éstiniated. anny: !upén ‘by ‘agencies: The operators. 
‘al. audience: of | around ~ 1,250.000. feel’ that. when they. spend. in: the 

“With an increasing need to work’ 

~.! Since World War- II, ‘it's estimated | neighborhood : of $5,000. to $10,000 
“that: the outfit has given ‘around ‘nightly -for an attraction; they. re- | 

“* . 260,000: performances . to’ an :.ag-' quire more than.30 days to launch : 
_.gregate GI audience of 242,128, 000. ! ‘an’ advertising-publicity campaign. 

During World. War- II .it's s figured | The ‘operators.also contend that. 
at least one month-is needéd to: 

daily. mk i distributed - to: organizations to. en 
-*: OF. Tale, a. new’. ‘entertainment | sure maximum use of. their: lists. 
“source” has been tapped for a rela- | ': "The Arena ‘operators feel. that 
tively. modest. budget:' The Ameri- jeven without: taking the. risk :on 

"gan Educational Theatre-Assn. has. sizeable guarantees, they automati-. 

from ‘various universities: ona roy- ‘they. affix: ‘their ‘signature to .a con- 
‘alty. free basis. After .# ‘screening ' tract by tleing. up the “arena: for: 
process, 12° ‘universities - are. select-" even one night.- Frequently, - once . 

ed to ‘present condensed versions ° -cancellation takes. place. at. around 
of the Broadway. product, - 30. day's, there -is’ little chance’ to | 

: Grade wanted: to buy Desilu. Since. 
;GAC now reps ‘Desilu, present trip 
jay. be to make a ‘deal on that 
| score. - Another report is that ‘they 

which will fan. out to other Euro- 
‘pear. capitals. -_ 

' The :purpose of the trip was not 
given, but.‘coming on. the heels of 
major agency. expansion, indica- 

acquisitions of. new. properties, 
| sean are that they "Il inquire into. 

personne]: ‘and. or companies.” Fact. 
that they have taken” along _— 

(Continued. on ‘page 50) - 

Eddie Elkort 
Tos New Exit. 

I Marion Hicks, owner of the 
{Thunderbird Hotel, says the PO} vie the niatter, 

posed sale of his hotel has. been ison represent d. AGVA f 3k, 

Teancelled. .Termination of a $700, ; ter. ° . fee Uae sate 

‘ful - 

week stayin the islands such a, 
pleasurable and unforgettatie en- 

will -establish -an office in Rome -gagement.. 

‘RENO, NEVAD 

‘Cloud’ In Deal 

new friends in Hawalil who 
helped. so much to make our five- | 10 be let out of the final week of 

an eight week contract at the 
i Dunes Hotel, Las Vegas He claime 
jthat permission was given How. 

Now appearing | HOLIDAY HOTEL, ! ever, AGVA placed Detroy on the 
unfair iist for skipping the finale 
ot the pact. The union also sent 
‘organizers to fairs where Detroy 
was working and in ane instance 
took his entire pavcheck of $1,000 
to satisfy the claim. and in another 
instance it took $50 out of his sai- 
ary. The $1,050 .taken by AGVA 
was also returned to Detroy by 
the union, on top of the settlement. 
{|AGVA had sought to collect 
{ $1.250, representing a week's stlp- 
‘| lend for Detroy at the Dunes, 

The case was appealed to the 
Lu? Supreme Court by the union, 
;but the high court refused ta re- 

Cancels Sale Of 
- Thunderbird, L. 

Las Vegas, Aug. 8. 

Benson & Istzcl- 

000 contract {0 purchase the hotel 
was revealed with mutual agree- 

teed 

. Bxee ‘secretary. Bond’ ‘has. de-' 
os ‘elared: ‘that: the. USO stands ready;. | contracted: ‘for. 

. and ‘with the. help. of. the “Amerf- |” 
* can. people, - -it will. beable to in- ; 
crease its ‘entertainment output. to! ; bookings: ig the Arena Managers | 
“meet the demands of the ; pr jected: | Assh., which acts as the Haisos be-: 

a ; . ‘tween the operators ‘and the talent:! (Monday (7) from. a - Caribbean 
agenciés: The 30-day clause is. not! eriise. Elkort. came. to GAC ‘some 

‘ get. .a substitute. date. for’ the: night | 

| Bearing the ‘briint. of ‘most - of | an’ ‘a. “surprise, move at General: 
ythe operator. beefs. on: personality | Artists Corp.,; Eddie’ Elkort,: head 

of. the.: agency's foreign ‘depart- 
|ment, resigned following his return 

List at GAC! ment -of six investors. 
The application for the contract 

to: lease..and purchase the large 
resort was. deferred Jast month by. 
the Nevada Gaming Control Board 
because of what chairman Ed 
Olsen .called a “cloud” jn the 

Hicks said all terms, conditions 
-proposcd transaction. 

| CCE Show Follows Trail 
Of McClelland Into MCA; 

_ Tennessee Ernie Toplines 
. Oitava, Aug. 8 

Central Canada Exhibition of- 

omnilitery. ‘Pulldup. 

6 . |4s. attached as.a rider by the agen- [ ‘American branch . of thi 
Holiday lu Tapan’F F alls. ‘cies.. --The contracts: ‘of. “Mahalia ; Leslie Grade. Agency of ew. a - ° Jackson, - ‘for “example, :are | now | FJkort had hand i 
After Two. Year U Ss. Ram, ste on: na Puen further’ on | deals and had versiced the Ed Sut 

oge gumen on- s ue 

* Philippine Fete’: Follows | . livan show for the agency as. well.- 
The operators point out that they ; It's Relieved | that there were ‘dis- 

“ Broducer Steve. Parker, “who ‘will, ‘are fearful: of. investing coin in ad-* agreements. on ‘policy matters with 
“bring in. “Philippine. Festival” now, vertising: and bublieity unti] the ‘the new GAC administration that 
being staged in Manila for.an open- ‘agreements’ are firmed up. -They lead. to. the resignation. - 

~ §ng at the Dunes:Hotel, “Las Vegas, also hesitate to. award -contracts,; te. ‘Fhe previous week: Elkort. ‘naa | 
_ Sept. 14,- 1s ‘disbanding ' -the -long=. “such as ticket printing. arid. orches- . ‘been to Paris to negotiate forthe; 

punning . “Holiday - ‘jn Japan,” ". fol-: tra. bookings, ; ‘until there is:a cer- ‘life’ story, of chanteuse: Edith Piaf; 

‘figure. -. 

‘| standard in the’ printed. forms,, but. years ago when GAC absorbed the’]: 
and payments on the. part of Sid‘ ficials have no doubts ahout Stuart 
Wyman and Charles Rich, two of ,McClelland’s alility as a sales- 
the investors from Las Vegas, has man. and his atutue os ¢ revue 
been. complied with. educer is solid here ton Local 

‘The owner of the hotel said that ; i boy. McClelland tioke the hold 
he decided he did not wish (6 go ‘on CCE’s grandstand show held hy 
through with the deal due tu the . ‘George Hamid for nearly 30 years 
improved condition of his health when he pacted Barnes-Carmuthers 
‘and requested that tie ieal he for the revue ihyvec years ago 
‘terminated. c a en: con- : . way). Hamid reeognied MeCleltand’s 
fined to the hospital for several talents and GAC-Hamid hired 

months: With a lung ailment. him. Result: GAC Hamid did the Wyman, and Rich said the ter- sh te wee 
: ow Jast. sear. Then MeCleliand 

mination of contract was agreeable went with MCA and the mevitahle 
lewing its. performance ‘at the Cork ‘tainty ‘that: they have: the. central. which was: -Subsequently ‘sold: bis “> Gluby Houston; Saturday (12) ° 
“Holiday” vhas ‘béen. one of the: 

“vv heavy. ‘grossers- in. cafes ‘during its 
” gareer. which ‘started. in'-1959. at’ 

the: New Frontier, Las: Vegas... and. and they feel. that before the full . His Plans. hay en't been formulated ; j tion will continue 
“which . had. gone :on. tour in both: 
- North ‘and — South. America. ‘after-— 
-wards. It played. -for’- about: 1°: 
weeks” at the. :Latin Quarter N.. 

' {Warner Bros. Elkort’ during .his 
‘Thus : the. 30-day cancellation ; administration. had been. instru-. 

.glause’ is regarded as the number mental ‘in ‘establishing a thriving’ 
oné enemy of the atena- boxoffice, ; ‘business in‘South America as well. iF 

‘potential of the arena concerts can ‘@8_yet. 
be redlized this rider ‘must. Ba. z One of- the fixtures in the talent ; 

agency. .field, “Victoria 
~[ Kearney, who. has been with Gen- 

with them; Deposits totaling $256. 
000 were returned. © 

Hicks said the hotel is not longer 
for lease or sale and that the opera- 

under the 
present management 
‘Lewis was te have been show 

" +Vickie)} producer under the new. regime, i 
‘replacing’ the owner's nephew, 

Sammy : 

happened This year's CCE grand- 
stand show is «a MCA deal, with 
McClelland producing. Mt - stara 
Tennessee Erme Ford. Anits 
‘Bryant and the June Taylor 
‘Dancers. - 4 

Pit band will be batoned by 
' Alex McCurdy. Possible addition 
-to 

o being | rehearsed. jn. Manila .under 

eral “Artists Corp. “for about 25.’ Marty Hicks. the revue will be Rocky Felivrs, 
years; and had been secretaty- to| .The deferral of the contract : Japanese rock ’n’ rol] outfit veiiich 

.AGYA Pick I ui the late -Thomas ‘G. Rockwell, the | came after Control! Board Chair- | CCE is having troukle getting 
ets. to. a agency's founder and - first. :presi- jman Olsen; in questioning board jfrom South America to Canada 

‘New. Orleans, Aug. g.. j dent. and. afterward to: Lawrence !auditor Dave Malcolm. brought | due to immigralion difficulties. 
Two French” Quarter” strippers] lw. Kanaga, the present: Prexy, has: out the fact that the biners had } Exhibition will again have 

decided to ‘retire... “not ent to iii a ful) $50.000 down ° rer’ ot Mirth pmidway Pai: of 
t Miss. Kearney : Jast week under-! payment ‘to Hicks. nnovations wi a double ferris 
by alice. Thursday: night 3t fOr} went. some miner surgery, will. re-l.- The other investors we re Wen- wheel and Johann K. Petureson, 

urbing -the’ peace by: “fighting..turn later in. the month to clear’ dell Fletcher, El Monte. Calif., i giant. World of Mirth comex «2th 
The altercations: occured in. front: ye Ste iF; 

‘ of the Blue ‘Angel, Bourbon’ Street.’ up some matters igviation | exer Jerone cinbaum. | athet een fee cnaree. 

art interim attraction ‘which, ‘fs the. 
‘only outside, show ever. to: play: that’, 

_nitery. It also played: the’-Dunes |" 
_ in Las Vegas, in a: refurbished edi-. 
tion: which later’. Played in. Brazil}: 
and. Argentine, - 

The. Filipino. layout : ‘is ‘presently | ang’ two. union ‘pickets were. booked: ! 

N.O. ‘Strippers Baile 

the direction of Alan -:Lee. -asso- 
tiated with Parker. and will. play 
the nitery : circuits’ after the. ‘Dunes! 

Tun. . - Others to leave the agency were Salt Lake City accenttant; Other CCE features will incjnde 

— foe LPivesteana tin aad Ar “ane Mike “Mullaney. of the publicity ‘George Duckworth. who | with'fashion show with Amta Bryant 
| have. ‘been bat ‘Olli rariety rtists t department who has been with the ; Wyman and Rich, was formerly a ‘joining w.k. Canadian ty emcee 

-Beasy Tons Own Record than a «% eck. The ng union Tatas; otfice” for about 12 - years,’: and { gaming exec at the Ruicra Hotel Fred Davis to commentate, eve- 
€ non- Lennie ‘Drew, who had been: here:.. ‘ning horse show in the Coliseum; 

Angel ‘strippers’ had-.set up ‘a: 
Jack. Benny. biioke: his: own Fee: counter picket ‘demonstration. 

Reno. Aug: ‘8. ; the. cocktail ‘department fora. brief 
riod: . 7 

parade on Sat. 
SHERIN, REICHMAN TAGGED CCE site Lansdowne Park: 

+19) from Mull te 
"he 

cen ‘ord in Harrahs'-South Shore Room.  padalled: were’ strippers, Dorathy Newly hired is Stan Levine, toj. . “Dallas, Aug. 8. {United States Army Field Baca in 

‘at Lake Tahoe, ina: two-week en-} c : assist public relations veepee-Larry: ‘free bandstand concerts daily, and 
: pickets James Hornsby and George | Lowenstein. ‘Levine w oe at one! ' Ukie Shérin, cafe comie, and’ y. 

‘Joe Reichman, pianist and band- | tv and am shows originatiny on 
| leader, will be honored here by ithe grourids. Giveaways incluce a 
ithe B'nai B'rith as top showmen : inew car each day and an Oltawa 

There is a general feeling in the of: the: year at a dinner-dance i Shrine Club 25,000 silver doliars 
‘demanded. the. Strippers. Join’ the office that ‘there will -be” others {scheduled te be heid here at the | award. 

the first 14 days only. uslion. aa + going: shortly. in the general plan { Hotet Adolphus on Sept 3. | Clarke expects CCE’s record 
|) Has: been doing. furnaway! busi- |. After the strippers and pickets to tighten present operations as{ Tony Zoppi, amusement colum- (550,000 attendance mark wi.l be 

: ‘ness: “Two - shows: nightly: for hie -scuffled, police ordered. the € Picket well as more. hiring. in the GAC! nist. for the Dallas Morning News, !broken this year if the weather ts 
_sntixe engagement, ing. stopped. . J blueprint for expansion. Jia ‘slated’ presents awards. ] good. 

. agement which: ended Aug. 2. This: 
was .-Benny’s . -only* nitery outing of 
-the year, as it‘ was. last year. Ben-: 
ny Played 17 days in. 1960. but this. 
year’s figure ‘was gompared: with, 

Massey. Carle. Montalbano, .man- | time with NBC and: California Na- 
ager of the “nitery, charged. Ernie ! tional Productions. . 
Fast, AGVA: Tegional director, jadi i 
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Tom Phillips, Burly Stalwart, Dies; 
Ilis Suit Vs. 4As & AGVA Still Pends| 

the AGVA after the 4As fired Matt 
Shelvey in 1946. However, he de- 

By JOE COHEN 

Tue death last. ‘week of Thomas 
Phillips at the axe of 73, will not 

-havge ended the career of one of 
tire sternuer unity in .theatrical 
unionism. One of the founders of 
the Burlesque Artists Assn., which 
at ofe time had a full charter from 
the Assacitted Actors & Artistes. 
of America, legal problem pre- 
sented through a stut brought 
aftainst the dA's will continue. The. 
questian Phiilips sonzht ta have 
answered in court is whether the 
445 had the right to revoke the. 
charter, handing burlesque juris- 
dition to the 
Variety Artists Fhe-case is slated | 
to come up durms-: fall term in | 
Ww Y. Federal Court. It has been 
pending for several vear-, and had | 
been postponed repeatedly. — It’s 
understood that) Phillips’ widow 
wl continue to press the claim. 

For many vears, Phillips ran the 
BA’ asa one-man organization be- 
eanse of the natire cof the calling, 
which had most of its membership 
on the read. During the war when 

funds were not coming into the 
UnoOn, Phillips worked on outside 
jobs to maintain the office. 

Some vears avo, he affected an 
axereement with the Hirst and Mid- 
west Cireutts, which he claimed 
they later abroszated. He went to 
court and won a heavy award 
avainst both the ‘circuits. 

When the 4.\’s took away the 
jurisdiction and gave it to AGVA, 
he filed suit for $250.000. Phillips 
had planned to challenge the 4A’s 
and AGVA and demand the juris- 
diction of alt burlesque players 
even when working nitery dates. 
This {fy essentiaHy the same posi- 
tion taken by Actors Equity in its 
-current battle with. AGVA. Latter 
is seeking the jurisdiction of legit 
shows and revues playing the nitery 
daies. 

Phillips, at one time was invited 
to becomie executive secretary for 

ocason’s FUN-MASTER 
PROFESSIONAL . 

COMEDY MATERIAL 
for all Theaftricals 

“We Service the Stars” 

_ Buy Professional — Be Professional 
3S Gag Files for $15. Plus $1.00 Postage 

Foreign: 35 _for $23 

| @ 3 Parody Books, Per "Bk. . 
@ 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. . . 325 @ | 
2 Minstrel Budget $25 @ 

How to Master the Cererronies | 
3 per. Copy 

No C€.0.D’s “Always Open” | 
BILLY CLASON 

209 W. S4th St., N.Y.C., 19 CO 5-1316 
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMED 
‘Let a Real. Professional Train You. 

- 8106 JF; 

RAY ROMAINE 
and CLAIRE 
“Delightfully 

Different’’ 

Now Appearing 

Turku Hotel 
Tucky, Finland 

Thanks to 
TOM HERTELL 

Arrlving back In 
America ; 

October 18th 

Club Date Msgr. 
KEN GRAYSON 

American Guild of ; 92 

clined to step into that: ‘job. 

Phillips started. his” theatrical 
career in burlesque as a straight 
man, and later played George. 
White’s Scandals and the Ziesfeld 
Follies. Since the formation of B AA 
he had devoted his entire. time to 
that organization. 

Phillips was active in the. fight 
against the late Mayor. Fiorello H.. 
LaGuardia who ‘arbitrarily banned 
burlesque from New York. He. twas. 
instrumental in the fight.to permit: 
theatres to.use the burlesque label 

the. marquee. This lead to. his 
interest. ‘in trying to revive . bur- 
lesque in-a lower “east side theatre. 
| The show, which lasted only brief- |: 
ly, emphasized -“‘clean burlesque” 
a seeming contradiction in terms 
in an era when: strips and. bawdy 

‘comics predominated in niteries | 
that ran that form of entertainment 
sans the burlesque label. The show 
was sapolioed to the extent that 
the bulk of the excitement was ex- 
orcised. That was the last burlesque | 
try in theatres. in’ New York, al-: 
though a sizable circuit still exists | 
in other cities. 

Although the show failed, the! 
legal right to produce a.burlesque : 
show was established with this run. 
Prior to that, theatre ops who car- 
ried on with burlesque prior to the : 
‘closing of theatres, sought to get, 
around the burlesque ban by :call- 
ing the layouts “follies.” At that | 
time, Phillips continued with that 
fiction by changing the name of: 

1 the BAA to Brother. Artists Assn., 
in -which the initials and the - in- | 
tent of the union was kept. After! 
that show, he restored the word 

ion. 

Albuquerque's 8 Beaver 
Town’ Preems; Kick Off 
$10,000,000 Dallas Park Brit. Casino Project 

Albuquerque, Aug. 8. 

A 44-acre amusement par, tagged: 
“Little Béaver Town”. and. based 

lon the theme of the western legend. |: 
—completée with live cowboys and |} 
Indians—has opened. nere. |. 
The project, in work: for. .well 

over. a year, is named after: the 
character in the Red Ryder comic 
strip created’ by eartoonist Fred 
Harman who lives here. - Harman 
{s one of the principal backers of 
the park, -which has already spent 
$1,000,000 and: plans about $2, 000,- 

| 000 more in construction. 
The park, just east of. Albu- 

querque city” limits, contains an 
adobe Indian. village, “showing 
Navajo, Pueblo and Apache life 
‘and a western town. recreating 
frontier life. Only transportation 
in the park are stagecoaches and. 
a miniature model 1865 train, 

WAIKIKI 1 SHELL 2. NITER 
Honolulu, Aug. 8.- 

Concerts Inc. has packaged .a 
two-night show for Aug. 19 in the 

) Waikiki Shell.-Talent will iriclude |: 
the Mary Kaye Trio, the Four. 

‘| Freshmen, and Gene McDanilels. . 

trio have been 

‘This: is one ‘of 

New York Journal 

fall, 

for a ‘fourth week-at the 
Virginian in Shaker Heights. . 

‘rising young. stars on: the 
supper club circuit Aare eae 

Apolinar is the epitome of 
what 4 supper: club per- 
former. should ‘he... . 

His’ trio, when liere last: 
was one cof the most 

successful acts. of the: season: 

Chi F olknik Cydle 
‘Chicago, ‘Aug: 8. - 

‘for - this - fall and - winter: -Series, 

| Hall,’ has. ‘Josh . White 
Miriam © 
Mitchell Trio (Nov..3}, Pete Seeger 

(Oct: 14), 

(Dee. 1), 

certs start at a. $16 art at a $16 top. 

Brit. Bingo Cra Craze 
Bops Vaude B.0. 

Blackpool, Eng. , Aug. 8. 
The bingo - playing - craze, “now 

sweeping -the U.K., is estimated 
here to be robbing vaude shows of: 

| 25,000. customers a. week.. Other 
resorts in England are. suffering 

‘also. Local traders at the ‘nearby. 
holiday. town. of Morecambe say 
| the craze is. hitting at spending. in. 
: shops and. stores, and name it a 
greater. “evil . than -‘mock-auctions. 

--Six .halls, including - one circuit 
cinema, are now running regular. 
! bingo sessions here. ‘Thousands of. 
‘dollars are ‘being Spent weekly.-on. 
the game. 

' .A. number of vacationers report- 

[here after running: out. of cash 
burlesque to the name of the un-, whieh they sperit on bingo. They 

d booked holiday. rooms until 
the. end. of..the week, but went 
home in ‘mid-week. Even blue Skies: 
and sunshine. are being: forsaken. 
‘in ‘order’ to play 25c-a- card bingo 
for. jackpot" stakes of..as” ‘much as. 

1 $150. 

Isle’ of Man, Eng., Aug. 38.: 

isle will be delayed. another. half- 
year.: The- Legislative. Council .has 
decided that the Casino Bill should} 
not get its second reading for six]: 
months. Bill has afready: had ‘its| 
final reading. in: the Lower House: 

‘The setback has brought spirited 
protests. Sir Ronald Garvey, the 
island’s' lieutenant - Zovernor, | ex- 
pressing disappointment, said. het. 
had hoped the. Council .wouid. have 
left. the responsibility on his own 
shoulders. Harry, Nicholls, who had} 

“T am! charge ‘of. ‘the. Bill, said: 
disgusted.. After all the publicity |- 
we have received over the Casino, 
-we. are’ going: to. be: the laughing 
stock or the whole. of: the British 
Ts es.” . 

|} George Moore, an’ island council- 
lor, attacked the ‘Casino Bill on 
moral religious grounds. 
‘Sir Ralph Stevenson, who said. 

‘the: Bill’ should. be. read a second 
time; sald a casino would help’ to| 

Se Ozoner is scaled at $1 75 to. a | bring: economic’ “Prosperity to the 
'$3.73 top. : | island, 

"Introducing a New Personality. . . e 

THE DANNY APOLIN/ 
The Cleveland Press ; 

Danny Apolinar’ and” hig. 
held * over. 

Trio, sharply 

‘the fastest. 

American” 

fame as the. 

TKINGSTON 3 HASSLE 
KAYOS L. A. BOOKING! 

. Frank Fried, who has been. pro- 
moting folk’ and jazz concerts here, 
has put together a folksinger series 

which will be. held at Orchestra. 

edly cut. short their week's holiday’ 

Chicago Anierican’ 

_ Slated for stardom... Play-. 
boy club’s' Danny Apolinar: 

cally funny, does a very chic 
and sophisticated routine. : 

Chicago. Daily ‘News: 

Then there. 1g ‘singer-pian- 
ist’ Danny Apolinar, a new 
and strangely. wonderful - 
‘pixie of ‘cafe show business: * 
‘He must rocket to national 

face of 1961-2. Currently 
creating _ pandemonium at 
the Playboy ¢ Club. . 

- Los Angeles, Aug: 8. 

son's combo were: rushed in as. 
subs. ‘Kingstons. will. play the’ date 
in. :February. oh 

Grove shuts Aug. 20 for 10 days. 
to refurbish the room. ; 

Makeha and the Chad} Gary Crosby. Will Pay 4G 
Ewan McCall and... Peddy Seeger. 

Carlos Montoya (Dec. "BY; | 
and the Clancy ‘Brothers. &. Tom | 

! Makem: plus: another act.{Dec. 30). 
Price: for the series of five con-| 

F or Milw. Club Walkout: - 
AGVA Sez: Too Much’ 

Chicago, “Aug. 8: 

“Attorneys for . Gary ‘Crosby... last. 
week agreed to a. reported | settle- 
ment of $4,000 for the: singer's no-.| 

.|[show.-Jan. 13 at. Gallagher's. Mil- 
‘waukee, but an American «Guild 
-of. Variety “Artists’ decision that- 

contested. in: a: civil .court.. Crosby 
had signed for nine-days ‘at ‘Galla- 
‘gher’s and. for 10° -at. the ‘Trade 
Winds, the. latter starting June 11. 

in. the week, 

nights on which Crosby missed the { 
second. show. and: also -want com- 
pensation - for.-what they- consider 

pression. that Crosby would appear 

walkout. occurred in -the. midst of 
the annual furniture ° convention, 

good spenders in. for the conclave. 

Trade Winds could have fired Cros- 

Trade Winds,: and:'on a straight 

World? $ Fair RA Deal 

The. New. -York .World’s Fai 
‘Corp. and Restaurant- Associates 
have cancelled ‘thefr contract. for 

the 1964 event because of a dis- 

consent. 

including the Four Seasons, Forum 

and the Riker chain. They’ had 
been planning to build -signs 30- 

exhibitor.” : 

and. fantasti: 

freshest . new 

Kingston Trio is still embroiled |. 
|-in legalistics* to separate Dave | 
Guard fromthe others .and was) 

| forced .to cancel out its date atl. 
‘| Ambassador’s Cécoanut Grove last here in: the’ ballroom ‘of. Conven- 
week, . Pearl Bailey -and Lou: Bel- tion Hall Friday night’ (4), playing - 

Crosby: must only. pay for the ‘twoy 
(days that he. walked “out. on: the 
|Trade Winds here will"probably be 

He ankled with two days to go on | 
the contract.after missing the sec- | - 
ond show at the: club. twice. earlier 

- Operators. of the - ‘Trade “Winds| 
want. their: ‘money back for the. 

the “ill will created. by the im- 

when, he didn’t.” The singer's: Chi} 

with more. than 40,000. ‘traditionally | 

The AGVA board ruled: that. the 

by after he .first missed a: show. 
earlier in the. week-and made him 
pay for the rest of his engagement,. 
but that they: defaulted their: right. 

{to collect for those two. shows when |= 
they didn’t take action at the tiime.- 

‘| Crosby was. reportedly = getting 
1$3,500 for ‘his 10-day stint at. the 

In Legislative Delay 
{pray or-pay basis. will pay them 
$700. 

Setting-uip of a ‘gambling casino} 
‘on this northwest England. ‘holiday | 

~KO'd by Tiff als 
13 food dispensing concessions at. 

‘agreement over signs. The eatery: 
concern planned to sell space. on | 
‘signs over the concessions to food,:| 3. 
soft drink:and. beer: producers,’ The 3g 
Fair Corp.. nixed this plan-:..and|% 
contract was cancelled | by mutual . s 

of the. 12. ‘Caesars, ‘Tower ‘Suite |. 

‘feet high at the Fair. Despite the | 
‘cancellation, RA said that it -hopes } 
to..be represented at the. ‘expo by 
operating a restaurant for a “Tajor . 

» August I ‘ iG 4 weeks): “October. ath. 
“The New. 

Virginian “Playboy Club: 
Cleveland New. Orleans - 

Opening on ‘Broadway: in: the Fall 

“NEW FACES OF 1962” 
—=—==Exclusive. Management 

_ RAY EVANS. AGENCY -: 
119 West 57. St., New York 19, ‘N. ¥. 

ay 4) 0 7 
Tn SRO.AC Date 

Atlanti¢ City, ‘Aug. 8. 

to: more than 5,000,. including‘ many. 
standees, - and - grossing, -according 
‘te promoters . Sid “Bernstein: and 
John Drew,. $41,000. This: is: the: 
‘second. year’ Berristein has. had a 

‘| smash. show ‘here, as -he’ filled: the 

| top,..- price Scale. _ going - ‘down - to 
1 $3.50. ; 

' Miss’ Gatland was: “out: front for 
i two o-and- one-half hours’ and in that 

; ‘did -most: of. the numbers: | 
niet brought her. fame. : Singer” a 
“was backed .by “Mort: Lindsay and. 
a 30-piece orch. : 

~ Fiay Garland fild SRO business” * 

“ riow razed Warren. Theatre-last sea-~: 
‘son. both ‘nights: of a.two day. jazz. 

| festival. : ‘For ‘this one he -got a. $10 

“Air-conditioned ballroom. in’ pig: 
hall, ‘Yocated: on: ‘boardwalk, housed”. 
‘the Garland ‘show while -John “H.. * 
Harris -I¢e Capades furnished com- 
petition. in. main part: of building: 
which '- houses ‘ice. ‘rink. She’ -got -- 
‘best treatment. locally, : with ‘Clar-. :. 
idge; ‘where shé -was a ‘guest; play-: ~ : 
ing her. disk) over the ‘hotel's... 
‘speaker. system ‘for a week: before aoe 
her * outing in. hall, 

6 Flags’ ‘Over’ Texas. . - 
- Dallas; Aug... 8. 

| A $10. 000, 000.: family ‘ éntertain- 

‘opened here Saturday — (5). 
‘amusement. ‘centre; 

headed by. Angus. C. “Wynne Jr. 
‘Proceeds.*: from 

service. trust -funds. 
leagues aim ‘to sell. 15, 000: tickeis 
for . opening “day... ‘Price will ‘be 
$2.75 for adults .and $2.25 for 

ment. expenses ' 
“acre. park. .: 

“SMASH. HIT 
"THE GLAMOROUS ‘NEW. 

: Show: folks are raving ‘about: the a 
“all new Hotel Avery. All new, - 
large, beautifully furnished: dee: 
luxe rooms with private bath, tels: 

. eviston & radio, ‘Air Conditioning. 

Restaurant ‘Associates ‘operates Ae z 
|.Several restaurants in: New’ York, | = 

In: ‘the Legislative Councit, | 

COSTUMES 
Gowns and: Costumes: _ 
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED: 

. MADE: To: ‘ORDER : 
0-w. ‘Mth. st, N.Y: _ _ CL-5-4880 

R _ Oo | 
Currently ¢ 3 weeks 

PLAYBOY 
CHICAGO 

Leonard Sillman’s * 

~ Circle. 6-2230 .. 

ment.centre, Six Flags: Over Texas 
The. 

halfway be-: 
‘tween Dallas” and. Fort: Worth. As, 

“opening . _ day : 
-ti¢ket: sales, handled: by the ‘Junior oe 
Leagues:of Dallas and Fort Worth, ” 
‘will--go: back into the: corninuiities. 2 
through . the. Leagues’. ‘community. ._ 

The. two.” 

children. which covers all entertain- .. 
within the 195° . 



0: yp talent packages:. -for Sept, -21,.| - 
vat. +, 22> 23: Talent: budget ‘for. the. 196 . 

dale i is. set at..$60. 000... 

cee : ett ‘one-night show ‘Aug. 18 by| 
‘Mrs, Iva.D. Nichols, local promoter. { 

-s 1. Jermina Tellez.Giran’ in ‘a ‘comedy | of ' the. varieties. were undoubtedly. 
». ‘darice , specialty; : comics: Lobo. and. 
a Melon, Trotzky,. and others. a’ 

‘Production ‘numbers. directe by | were plenty of fawners upon E. F. 
Roberto ‘Chavez who also ‘handles: Albee, ‘a-man who. never ‘objected: 
‘placing . of talent -in ‘the ° coopera- : ‘to that, who wrote -pious: éditorials 

~ tive presentations. ‘AS an aid to the 

2... Jay “Sisler's dog. act, Tulara Lee, | a. familiar: figure, : : 
"comedy turn; and: 18-piece orches- Interestingly. : ‘Reed - ‘Albee’s. 

.. tra . fronted. by ‘Raphael . Mendez |:adopted .son- 4s: tiie: highly-regarded - 

BS 

pet onthe final: day of the 1961. 
‘New Mexico State. Fair on: Sept: 24. 

the fair's_ Tingley Coliseum, with o 
- prices. ‘scaled to-.a $3 top: He’ will} 

L assisted by Jimmy Wakely. and | it’s on, in midtown Montreal, have | ° 
Z| number of acts yet: to be set. 

. 1961 ‘exposition, which opens Sept: 

‘of © 

-although the opening ‘night. variety: 
show ‘and ‘the Skelton appearance 
will: ‘be sans. the’. cowpokes. ° 
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lw “a Fair Budgets $0,0000 
For Talent; Red Skelton to Get 156) 

Albuquerque, AUE.. 8. © 
Red Skélton ts sketided to do two. 

| Montreal's S El Morocco. 
Skelton. will receive -$15,000: for |-: 

a matinee and-an evening show in. 
‘Montreal. ‘Aug. 8. 

* | been: sold to’ Enterprises: St, Jude 
-Other talent already set for the| for.: $55.000:"”. It’s not: 

‘and ‘became . an. office: building. 

‘| Der . North, -now - in Florida. . Re- 

connéction: with . rodeo ° perform- 
ances ‘im .the “11,000-seat Coliseum, Madcaps. 

|Reed, Albee’s Death at 75 
” Marks Footnote to Keith 

‘Vande Circuit History 
By ROBERT. L LANDRY. 

OK footnéte:. to. vaudeville: ‘history 
was, written: Ang. . 2.°-in -White. 

‘Barron. is ‘still .dickering to. line’ 

": Skelton, Ante. ‘Dallas _ a 
-Dalfas;. Aug. 8.:: 

Red Skelton: ‘has -been set: for..a _ 

Florian Zabach and: other acts. also Reed. Albee. “He was the sori of the. 

| baseball ‘eostume; ‘much like 

~ Bought for $55,000) 
a Morodce Club “and: the’ and | 

-known 
whether. it'll continue: as. a night: |" 

.°14 for“11- day: run,. includes Andy. club.” 
Griffith, The Andrews Sisters, Mau- 
‘rice Gosfield: «Doberman an’ the old |-treal: First, quite famous: in °30’s 
Phil Silvers: show on .CBS), and ‘a}-and "40's; eventually . petered out, | 

wi variety show on opening night; fea- 
turing Helen O’Connell,. Billy Bar- 
‘ty,-Gosfield; Tony Martinez. (Pepino” using . -plishery: for several. -years 

, the ‘Real McCoys: ‘ABC. ‘show).| under management of ‘Peter -Van.| 
and others. | 

Most. of. the. ‘acts ‘are’ featured in ‘cently At. “has gone in: mostly. for . 

girl shows,. but. currently. has “the | 

‘It’s second of. that name in Mon- || . 

Current: one was’ quite-a name-| 

“T verse. of former. ‘years ‘when ° the 
| fall. and. winter. seasons: were re- | informal hast. 

lis. -mow..cgming ‘about “whereby 
many. types of talent’ do the bulk: 
of their :work in the warm. ‘periods. 

|.and. make” most of . their - ‘income 
“}during ‘that: time. 

primarily: ‘through -the decline of 
Plains, N: Y., by the death at’75. of |nitery. bookings. 

‘No Pennies | 
.” -Ohicago, Aug: 8." 

Club date agent Harry Gre- 
ben: is representing a new. act. . : 
which he showcased last week’ - 
in the lobby. of - ‘the agents’ 
‘building at 203°N. Wabash. 

The act: is a: “monkey in’a 

- the conventional - organgrind- Wai iki "5 Beachcomber 
“ers monkey and with the same _ 
.talent for catching. coins in the © 
air—but with an. avante garde 
Variation on the routine.  Sil- 
ver coins’ he keeps and tips his: 
hat for, Pennies’ ‘he throws 
back at ‘you. 

Honolulu, Aug. 8. 

A “hui” (association) which in- 
‘eludes onetime swimming champ 

Ja-socialite family will take over 
{Don the Beachcomber's Waikiki 
|nitery: Sept. 1. Donn E. R. G. Beach 
will’ retain his: Mandalay Room 
nitery and his plush Colonel's Plan- : 
tation Steak House. 

‘| Group taking over the big nitery 
at the rear of the International 

-| Market’ Place .is headed by Mrs. 
{Kinau Wilder, who has starred in : 
| several Honolulu Community pro- 
{ductions: in charaeter roles. Her 
son, nitery pianist Kimo MeVay, 

‘Summertime. has ‘become. a “more wil} be in charge of advertising and 
{ important: work period for many {public relations. Restaurateur Rob- 

This is the re-|ert A. Hoffman -will be executive j 
‘{manager. :Kahanamoku will be an, 

categories. of: acts. 

gafded..as prime-time: . ‘Situatio on 

Honolulu’s ueen’ s Surf, 
‘Slated for Public: Park, 

. The major. cause for: this stems. 

Honolulu, Aug. 38. 
For the past few: Fate of the Queen's Surf, top- years, the variety field, per se, has 

ch Ownership Switch 

Duke Kahanamoku and members of | 

Becomes Political Football 

| Burgeoning Chi Key Clubs Includes 
One That Asks No Membership Fee 

Chicago, Aug. 8 
The key club manila initiated by 

the Gaslight Club here eight years 
ago is now beginning to explore 
the outer limits of gimmickry. 
Latest entries include one whose 
primary claims to recognition are 
its name--Shh--and a Yale lock 
between its saloon interior and the 
exterior peasantry; the other a clud 
which asks no membership fee, 
probably the greatest novelty of all. 

The latter, the Holiday Club, 
opens Aug 9 ard its gimmick is 

ithat membership is by invitation 
jonly. Since the club is) described 
las less than intime in its own pub- 
tlicity, the Rush Street regulars an- 
ticipate little difficulty in being 
fasked to jain The Holiday has four 
frooms: the French Sewer. the Az- 
tec Room, the Wanshi Bar, and 
the club’s main room. the Holiday 
Bar. Each is outfitted with appro- 
jpriate decor and with briefiy-clad 
waitresses, the latter virtually 
standard in the keyspeaks 

The continuing proliferation of 
the key cluhs is an indication of 
the success of those now operating. 
In addition to the variety of saloons 
which require a key, many restau- 
rants have set up separate rooms 
‘on a key club basis The now-de- 
funct Chez Paree, which had trou- 
ble getting enough people in its 
front door to pay its sizeable tab, 
maintained a key-entry room to 

. Auditorium: ; - Seats: scale.” fo. “$6.90. 
 top.- 

due. on the’ bill; to: be staged in 
the huge. ‘midtown Dallas ‘Memoria? 

Producer. . ~alsa.. has - ‘dated. solo 
stands at State :Fair: Music: ‘Hall for 
‘Duke -Ellington. orch. Sept: 7;-‘Al 
Hirt's Dixieland crew, . Sept: % AT 

late: (1858-1930) . ‘Edwatd F:: Albee, 
despotic head of the original ‘B.F. 

"'| Kéith Circuit, after: the. demise of 
Keith and: his.son: 'E. ‘F. ‘Albee gave. 
his name -to the successor. Keith-. 
Albee-Orpheum, which spanned the 
United . States. Avith: 75. weeks: of 

}been shrinking .with the greater:| 
contraction coming in the ‘winter. 
However,-. summer bookings ‘not 
only. have - ‘remained fairly steady; 
‘but -even have: increased. 
‘For -éxample,: around New. York 

many: acts would, be forced to leave 

grossing nitery and restaurant and |S¢parate the elite from the regular 
home of the big moneymakirg ‘spenders once inside the cluh 

Barefoot. Bar, is still uncertain.| The keystone of all of the locke 
-Only..certain thing: at this time ts lounges is an implied exclusiveness. 
that it’s become. a hornet's nest of {Last winter. Mayor Richard J. Da- 
controversy. Jey, as chairman of the Liquor 
City ‘acquired the land via con-! Control Commission, decided that 

‘demnation. proceedings some time: dexclusivenes was all right for the 

‘Mexican’ Actors Union 

agile. and full of life and it ‘ap- 

tenéd: -yarious | 
Vnotabiy” in’ Brooklyn, Providence 

- Fand Boston,-after himself, _ 
Reed. Albee’s . gentlemanly man- 

| ners: and. tastes-were standout in 

Reichman's band; ‘Oct: 25. 

‘Kicks Off Co-Op Shows - 
. To:Boost Vaude Talent 

. Mexico City;.- Aug. 8." 
The ‘National: Association of feated . the “original... “performer 

Actors has preemed what some en- union, the - White’ Rats | and . con- 
tertainment .éircles, ‘call..the “éo- verted its luxurious Clubhouse into 

of that most “personal”. ‘of :. show: 
‘biz. media, vaudeville. 

' operative. ‘adventure’. at the ‘Ideal his. own National Vaudeville Artists. 

Theatre. linitial. bill. had no big|Where.-he. lunched ‘in. ‘imperious: 
- lames, but ‘second. and lesser. ‘string | splendor-—and.- 
-. entertainers -put.-on ‘a two: -hour| daily. | 
- show _ that. obviously : ‘entertained a 

- |not’spare Reed Albee as:a butt for: 

Joneliness—almost 

the ‘cash: custamers. - : 
‘One. of best. eye’ appeal ‘turns digs. ‘basically aimed: against~ the 

“4s. that of Cuban dancer. -Cecilia:|: booking ©. ‘Office, . he: was actually 
-Zequeira, who ‘came here. with the |:popular . with “his .theatrical’ col-: 
‘Rodney. troupe, ‘broke -off..to' doa} leagues “who. expressed the view | 

Her.: dance routines... are| that he. was hiniself: a ‘victim ‘of the 
despotism.. 

single. 

. “pears that: ‘decision. to make. ‘the | Reed built'a private office for him- 

ou there ‘aré- names known to Mexican 
.. audiences :.such’ as- Norma Herrera} nen for talent was’a constant and 
 whio. sings. ranchero. songs: Carmen. fierce: battle ‘Srivolving. blacklisting 
_, Salinas, who is quite a good mimic; | penalties. son’ cts. for .-“crossing’ 

"hands. have ‘agreed to’ “salaries: 
2 slightly: below minimum scales. | 

. pull ‘out ‘next :.week . for . 10-day. 
..-. stand at Wisconsin State Fair. Art ; 
-" Rush, busirieéss: manager, - 
the deal.on a straight 10% of the 
"< gross,- with. an anticipated gate for ! 
the 15 shows. of $300,000, - 

oh Sons. of. the: Pioneers, .Pat Brady, | 
i Hollywood Square: ‘Dancers - 

- swith his! twin ‘Sons in : the trumpet. iyoung - legit Playwright, 
‘TAlbee.. 

‘break’ ‘was. a wise one 

” at the Ideal is any :criterion, it 
' . appéars that: the’ co-op ‘effort is: go-4 
-. Ing to give: alot of new. talent a 

= means of. expression. anda boost, 

~ “tent to offer: “competition” ‘to other 

__even. benefit. these -as. performers |: 
“polish” their. routines: at the Ideal. ! 
Not. that these. are. ‘amateurs, 

_ Among. the 20: different ‘acts. 
If. the. competition among” ‘ show- 

‘rock. and- roll interpreters - Guil- over” ‘to rival circuits, ‘the plums 

“t circuits: in, the west. 

.in the house organ. -of his own com- 
cooperative, musicians and -stage-| nany- union’ ‘and in. ether ways 

culed.in-the show biz of that era. 
E. F, Albee could abide no Op- 

position. -and when. VARIETY, under 

Tf. first ‘group: of* acts presented |.” 

upward. in their careers. 

“Chavez said ‘that’ there is no, in- “excluded”’. “from the ‘-bocking: floor 
‘and its critics from: all Albee thea- |. 
‘tres. Even -enfranchised | agents, 
‘though - nominally ‘. independent, : 
were ‘threatened. with. ‘cancellation. 

vaude houses, ‘that the co-op may 

either — news or advertising” to 
‘VARIETY. The war was. fought for: ROY ROGERS UNIT GETS. 

- Hollywood, ‘Aug: se 

‘troupe of “outdoor | entertainers. j and: get-out. “That. very ‘day the 
new. owners sent for Sime Silver- 

closed: |in 10 minutes conversation. 

f 1928-exit from power of his. father, 

- In the troupe. are Cliff ‘Arquette, | 

(8), 

o Bection. 

‘show biz were it’ not for the ever- 

vaudfilm houses, 

j of actors busy. If the talent doesn’t public. beach .. park. 
‘|make it then;,- the most important 

the somewhat piratical environment | 

None. ‘more |2%e fair and resort. ‘dates. which. councilman, 

personal, more dictatorial ‘or -vin-.{: 
- | dictive’ than his father, who de- |. 

‘number of: outdoor dates, but. only 

Though the. comics of the day’ did: ; 

‘It: was ‘told that. when |. 

:.! self: his. father’ returned. from. the | their dates during: the summer. | 
road and.‘ordered it. ‘broken’ ‘down. | 

the variety. performer. this season.’ 
on the trees of the- Keith and allied: 

Hence ‘there. 

‘generally substandard home enter- 

struck: poses ‘that were: yeadily. Tidi-, 
- them. | At‘any rate; summer: time 

its. fourider-editor, Sime Silverman, ; 
dared to: point out the seeds of de- 
‘cay. threatening’ vaudeville, Albee: 
‘ordered this publication's’ Teporters’ 

' {of their: franchise. if. contributing {te San Francisco: for’ series. of. 

| threé years—openly ‘in’ these - col-| off 
Tq 7 OF WISC: FAIR B 0.; /umns——and-‘in the- end it was with his” ‘daughter. |. - 

e L-VarrEry which’ proved. the accurate ;-9 £ GAC on. n. his annual two-w: eeker.. 

a ‘analyst ..of theatrical economics.'|.-. 
Roy. Rogers, ‘Dale Evans and their. Albee was forced ‘to. sell. out - reg i 

[man and settled the: so-called feud. 

»Jmer- 12-day - -matinee. performance }. 
to devote himself to. Manhattan and. at’ the Canadian National “Exhibi-| which ‘she had paid for the Miss! 
Westchester. society, in: “which ‘he. 
was. -popular, and to the™ horse. 
shows, at which he was for decades 

‘Baward, 

The | #80 with the specific intent of 
a Jot converting the Waikiki site into a 

‘Spencecliff 
Restaurants was given a lease ‘al- 

Seginent. of their income is gone. | !owing the. lucrative operation to ; 
Other major. contributors to the | Continue. until. Aug. 31. 
variety field in the warm months: As. the deadline neared, a city | 

who had supported 
the beach park plan, changed his 

increasing Catskill Mt. time. 
borscht: belt inns -have kept 

t have. become a ‘tid source of reve- 
hue. ie y ‘| mind.: Whereupyn a -councilman. 
“For example; Bob: ‘Hope’ accepts| who ‘had. opposed the plan decided 
a few outdoor: dates during -the -he’d change his mind too, at least 
summer, -but abstains from night {for the time being. The matter’s | 
clubs. The. same is true for the. | 5° controversial that a- single vote 

stars of ty westerns who work. a{|¢an decide the issue. 

for ‘calling the Queen’s Surf a 
1 “gin mill’; the mayor retorted it 
all: ‘dépends on which dictionary 

sporadically: make Winter appear- 
ances.” 

Curiously. enough,: ‘the Ringling 
Bros. and Barhum & Bailey Circus you're using. Spencer F. Weaver 
which. used: to be a prime summer. | JF-, ‘president of. Spencecliff, 
stand, now -plays.the bulk of its'|: -Hawaii’s most powerful restaurant 
engagements during the- winter chain, bought newspaper space to 
since it moved into. arenas a few deny the mayor's claim there's 
ears. ago. -However, the rest of{ been a “well-financed campaign 
e U. S. -clreuses working under | to promote the commercial inter- 

¢anvas,- continue’ to. ‘play - most. of | -ests of. a private operator at the 
| expense of the people.” 
.. Weaver says only 20° of the 
‘Queen’s. Surf revenue is from the 

the rest coming 

“Even theatre: dates seem. to ‘be 
more: frequent during the sum-|. 
mer. | Since ‘vaudeville. became a‘| Barefoot’ Bar, 
thing ‘ofthe’ past, many acts ‘have | from all-you- -can-eat. dinners and 
gone: into the barn and ‘tent cir- luaus. ‘The: operation paid about 
cuits. which are ‘especially big for. $50,000 in rent. to the city last 

year, plus state and city taxes of 

‘Some feel that the decline’ in |: almost ‘$100,000. 
television . programming «quality Only question "unanswered tand 
during the ‘summer.-is one of the. even upasked) thus far: how come 
contributing factors for the growtb | the city permits liquor to be 
of the. outdoor. variety fields.:With | Served on municipal property? 

After all, you can be arrested for 

tainment. many. will go great. dis-- even Catrying a can of beer onto 
‘tances for programs. that “excite [a public beach: in. this city. 

Jn Weaver's corner are several 
seetns to be the vacation ‘time for'| key: tourist industry spokesmen— 
ever bod, exce t: the erfor m r. | plus. politicians; opposed are at 

¥ iy P P e | least.one of Weaver's major nitery 
competitors—plus politicians. The: 
“wise money’s tiding with Weaver. | 

‘Queen’s Surf, virtually at the 
. =) tn of Diamond Head. was the 

“Chub: date. booker “Annette 

11 town mansion of the Jate million- } 
aire, Christian R: Holmes. Its set- 

Marantz. seriously ill-.:. Ed Rubin,| ting and attractive landscaping 
Manager ‘of the. GAC: concert. dept. Rave. made it a-‘mecca for tourists 

‘and its moderate’ prices have: 

huddle’ with concert managers : .:.| drawn: dependable hometown 
Sands Hotel: prexy Jack - Entratter ‘trade for Spencecliff 

for-. a month’s stay in Israel| ° 
Josh: Meyer _ End Bubble Trouble 

in Cincinnati, Aus 8. 
’ Differences between  <trippers . 

“CNE‘Inks. Circus Acts ‘| FlametJoan. Demarsise of Coving-' 
oronto. Aug. 8, [ton, Ky) and ‘Cathmere Boquet; 

"With, AL Dobriter as producer. (Mildred. Fenwick. of Cirago! over | 
and. eritire. setup ‘under thé super-: a bubble-blowing machine were’ 

* the f compromised last week by Munici-- Reed ‘Albee was: free, after ‘the vision of Jack Arthur. .a flock of | 
circus has-been’ inked. for this sum-. pal Court Judge A. J.. Luebbers. 

Miss Flame was auarded $259 

tion; - Tororito. Afternoon’ grand- ‘Boquet. “Cleanest Girl In Town": 
stand. shows, ‘at $2,50 top, wil] run | act. name and bubble rsachine. and 
from. Aug.. 21 to. ‘Sept. 2-in 24,000-. return.them to the dancer. she had. 

: . -. [Sued for. $2.500 damages The ma-- 
‘ Show is. ‘being: guaranteed here | chine. showers bub le< dawn fn-! 

seat arena. tt 

by Shrifiers. (Rameses. Temple) ith | stead -of ‘up. 
net to- go to. charity. for . crippled | Disputante. said - they would re- 
Kids. sume their old. goutines. 

‘A newspaper ‘chided the mayor {°° 

northern suburbs but was not fit- 
ting for the hog butcher of the 
world. 

He instructed the captain of the 
near north side police district con- 
jtaining most of the key clubs to 
isee that the doors were thrown 
open to the general publ{[e or that 
the clubs were closed. For a bnef 
few wecks guite a few people who 
didn't want to pay the membership 
fees wandered fhrough the clubs. 

Took Case to Court 
The Playboy Ciub, the largest of 

the key saloons, took the issue to 
court. The city cited Section 12b 
fof Article VI of the Hlinois Liquor 
Control Act, which states: “Ne He 
censee licensed under the provi- 
sions of this Act shal] deny or 
permit his agents and employees to. 
deny any person the fuli and equal 
enjoyment of the accommodations, 
|advantages. facilities and privileges 
of any premise in which alco- 
holic liquors are authorized to be 
isold. 
| In its brief, the Playboy Club 
icandidly admitted that its use of 
the ferms “club” and “member” 
were solely a merchandising tech- 
nique to attract greater patronage, 
and the court accept this assertion. 
The Superior Court decision also 
took cognizance of the fact that the 
Playbey Club studiously avoided 
violating the Iinols Civil Rights 
Act in regard to Negroes. 
The decree stated “. . . the tea- 

timony of a number of. Negroes 
confirmed the fact that no discrim- 
ination was practiced against them, 
ejther in the issuance of a key or 
reccipt or in the treatment of them, 
their families or guests. within 
pnlaintif's establishment.” The cist! 
rights aspect has not been Inquired 
une or tested in the other clubs to 

at e. 

SHERATON HOTEL GROSS 
HITS PEAK $205,700,000 

The Sheraton hotel chain's tn- 
come rose to a record $205,700.953 

iheating last year's highmark o 
, $204.282 030 for the fiscal scar 
: ended April 20 The net inreme 
iwas $3,234.15 0 equal to 6le a cone 
jmon share as against $3.093.081, 
‘or one rent je<s for the year ha 
‘fore. The incatne for the late+t 
return includes a capital gains of 
$1.166,142 or 22¢ & share whereas 

ithe year hefuse the cap gams 
‘amounted to Se per share cn 
$270.253. 

i. The international sector of the 
Sheraton hotels $2,068,088 «or 3%c 
per common share against $2 823 - 
128 or 55¢ per share the previous 
year. 

However. it was pointed aut that 
the Sheraton cham Ub:s year pro- 
vided a record $18 181.486 in de 
preciation reserves and cach intuke 
showed 8 gain of $593 122 to $26,- 

249,276. 



House Review 
paced work and. well rehearsed mainland. They get television en- | mer job as. manager of the AGVA. Winter Gardens 

Pavilien, Blackpool 
Blackpool, Eng., Aug. 1. 

Geo. & Alfred Black presenta- 
tion of “Putting on the Donegan,” 
starring Lonnie Donegan. Staged 
by Albert J. Knight; choreography, 
Denny Bettis. Features’ Dallas 
Boys (5), Miki & Griff, Norman 
Vaughan, Suzi Miller, .Gtl & 
Freddie. Lav edo, John Tiller Girls! 
(12), orch under Ralph Dollimore.: 
Twic e-nightly. 

. ‘Carler Re et Shows | 
=. Contineed . from. page. — 

- the ‘live © acts coming in: from the 

groupings. They're best in a come- ) 
dy impresh of the English Kaye. 
Sisters, close’ harmony trio, singing. 
“Alone.” The quintet has energy , one. batch, and ‘much of. the. time 

shows; are bunched together ; in 

;and bounce and: exits to solid they are left without acts’ “except | 
palming. 

Miki & Griff, male and femme 
singing duo,-is strong in a distinc: : will audition. 
tive brand of folk-warbling, and. Most of the Army: and Air Foree 
also blends in - offbeat style with | | dates- in. Germany. are ‘played by. 
some eccentric comedy singing. | names not for the.money involved, 
Pair wins strong palming for their , but. for ‘pariotic . reasons, says. Car- 

ter. “It's bad -club date money,” he. 
_ $an Old Rocking Chair.” 

Speed Is an asset not always 
achieved by a vaude producer, but 
Albert J. Knight attains this with 
standout success in this summer 
layout which features English 

and has promise as a. patter co. 
median. Gil & Freddie Lavedo 
offer fast acre-comedy, and strike | 
an initial pace for the:show. Suzi. 

skiffler-singer-musician: Lonnie Do-) Miller is a pleasant thrush, while 
negan. Latter has. leaped ahead| Barbara Aitken. arranges the 
in his presentation and. win-audl- fdances for the 12  high-steppin” 
eace know-how, and sprinkles his | Tiller Girls. Orch is under skilled 
act with lotsa breezy comedy. On| baton of Ralph Deltimore. 
a comparison with his aet: five to 
six years ago, he might readily | 
qualify as the most improved Brit- 
ish musical star of the year. 

Donegan also works in sketch 
with Norman Vaughan, a support 
comic on the bill, and thrush- 
soubrette Suzi Miller. In addition 
he is pivot of a Latin-American 
Fiesta-time finale to first segment 
of program. He has’ strong aid 
from his instrumental group in 
matin act, with Peter Appleby on 
drums, Peter Huggett on double- 1 
bass and Les Bennetts, guitar. 
Repertoire obviously includes fave 
tunes of the customers, ranging 
from his bestselling “Ole Man's 
a Dustman” to “Wabash Camon- 
ball,” “Battle of New Orleans” and 
“Have a Drink on Me.” 

The Five Dallas Boys also merit 
more than s nod for their fast | 
ee ee 

“THE COMEDIAN”. 
y Reat Menfthliy 

PROFESSIONAL GAG: SERavic 
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST — 

The MOST-UP-TO-DATEST 
Now In ifs 13tst Issue, containing 
stories, one-liners, poemetties, song 
tities, hecklers, audiences stuff, mone 
jogs, parodies, double gags, bits, 
ideas, Intros, impressions and im- 
personations, political, interrupttons. 
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous Views 
of the News, Vigne'tes, etc. 

$25 YR.—SINGLE ISSUES $3 
fForetgn 

$25 YR—SINGLE ISSUES $4 
NO C.0.D.’s 

SILLY GLASON, 200 W. Séth 8t. 
New. York Clify 19%, CQ, 8-1316 

season and looks set as one of the 
stronger contributions to the 
summer show biz scene at this 
northwest. ngland show biz vaca- 
tion center. Gord. 

Liquor. License Stalls 

Kansas City, Aug. 8. 
.An. effort to reopen ‘the recently. 

for a liquor license for the club was 
deferred because of. a limit inthe 

city ordinances. Wally Nash, op- 
erator of the burlesque Folly Thea- 
tre, is seeking the application. | 

Nash said he had purchased the 

il Simone, the former owner. 
whose license was revoked by state 
Uquor commission on charges : of 

acters, solicitation of drinks by fe- 
males and storing liquor off the 
premises. The purchase -is subject 

gifice ‘lowered the ax on the 
imone operation late in June. 

ises, formerly the Southern Man- 
sion, for $6.000 yearly if the It- 
cense Is granted. 

pick AUNT 

WESTON +> MARTHA 
Comedy Ventriloquisn 

NOW APPEARING 

THE GOLDEN, Reno 
Management: GEORGE SOARES 

4208 Bi Jardin, Las Vegas, Nev., Ou. 4-2162 

Mr. Buddy Allen, 
595 Madison Avenue, 
New York City 22 

Dear Mr. Allen, 

, 7 . gant : erie we 

Show is. in for a twicenightly- 

closed Jungle Club was stalled here. 
last Friday (4) when an application’ 

number of licenses available under’ 

fixtures of the club for $5,000 from 

lewdness, loitering of police char- . 

to the granting of the liquor ll-. 
cénse. The State Liquor Control 

Nash also has applied for. a state 

hit version of “Sitting Alone in| 

Norman Vaughan works | well! penses on ‘these’ ‘engagements. ” 

—Thank you: ENGLAND! 
THE ASTOR CLUB 

BERKELEY SQUARE, MAYFAIR, LONDON, w.1 

I feel | should write to you fo Tet. you: know 
that RIP. TAYLOR is one of the finest comedians 
ever to play this room. He is:loved by the British 
audiences in this country, and I feel that there is" 
no stopping this guy getting to the top of the free 
in his entertainment.career. 

We look foward to bringing him back’ to. 
England again next year. 

. Yours sincerely, ; 

Michael Black 

RIP TAYLOR 
‘Special Thanks: BERTIE GREEN, FRANK MUSIELLO 

Personal Management: | 

595 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y. Eldorado 5-2230 | 

‘audition. © 

- ys 

said, “and .you barely make. ex- 

Beaucoup Tales 

In addition to the ‘audition: de- 
|mands, the Army has.a.code of |’ 
‘eensorship which prohibits’. enter-.|. 
tairiers from ‘realizing: their full 
potential. In ‘the list of instructions: 
given an act by agent Gisela. Gun- 
ther of -Frankfurt,, who together 
with. Alan Blackburn of London 
books mast of the military dates. in 
the posts, officer's .and non-com- 
missioned officer’s clubs, there are 
.a list of prohibitions. Included are: 
|the- requirements that a perform- 
{ér may ‘not use anythin 
fany way suggestive, séxy or ob- 
{scene either by word .or gesture,. 
.Lrefer to anything pertaining. to re- 

that ts-in- 

! ligion,- or.: be .sacriligious in any 
way or form, refer to any branch,’ 

“jor member of the Armed Forces in. 
a detrimental way; make fun of, or 
ridicule, the Government. of ‘the: 
U.S. or. any member thereof, and | 
algo the statement that: any. breach. 
of these. rules.or misconduct shall 
constitute a breach of contract and 
agrees: to persona Hability.. or, 
damage incurred, . 

AS. a result of this. hist, “aye 
Carter, the .Army censors de- 
marided - that a ‘singing group take 
ovt “Saints Come Marching In.” 
Bob Hope, who.-ribs army officers: 
and ° ‘customs, : ‘would ‘never be eli- 
‘gible to “work: under this code,. -ac-- 
cording. to Carter. 

_ Carter claimed that he worked 
his normal act in the Air Force and 

have been around and their morals 
license, but authorities said -it {of morale.. wouldn’t be: .shattered 
would wait on the city’s. decision.|by any entertainer. P erformers, 
Nash said he would lease the prem-|he said, know how.. to conduct 

‘themselves. ‘As a matter of. fact,. 
he said, one Army Officer and a 
‘group of enlisted men saw his ‘act 
at an Air Force base and asked 
him. to work an Army NCO club 

{| the | following night. The officer 
promised clearance without the 

managed - it, I..don’t know,” ‘said. 
Carter, but unfortunately, he said: 

, |-he had already been booked. 

According’ to Carter, name’. acts 
dphad. been increasingly interested. 

in coming over, but. this set of. 
instructions plus ‘the demand for. 
private auditions,. will stop: the 
flow. | ; a 

Ist t Aug. 1961 

BUDDY ALLEN, | 

ge: guy's eet reres als 

“How he. could have | 

currently prepping for this era. 

_Wedneaday, Amguat %, ‘1961 . 

/AGVA Names jn Key 
To Pat Hula in Hoop 

‘Honolulu, Aug. 8.. 

Jim Kelly -has. resumed his: for- | 

tertainment, he: said,. but: the. top j branch here which has more than 
-members. Kelly and _ Irving. 

Mazzei, Coast chief, want to’ orga-. 
nize the hula dancers. who board. 
ships” and: free’ commereially-spon- + . 

‘ the “European variety or acts who. | sored hula shows. - 
-Mazzei says a “special. -‘concen- 

| tration. ‘will .be made on ‘gullible 
parents” who let some hula studio 
operators exploit. ‘their children. 
It's known some ‘studios receive. 
‘money to put on shows. and. the 
-participants. get little’ more than. 
expense money ‘and “experience.” 

Global Vistas 
— ‘Continued from page ar — 

legal talent.also indicates that’ they 
are in an inking: mood. 

A couple. of. weeks, ago, Eadie. 

Elkort, who has. been handling” the: 

bulk: of GAC's foreign. business, 

was in Paris ‘to make a deal for: 

the life story. of. Edith Piaf, which 

was: ‘subsequently. sold. to. ‘Warner ; 

‘Bros. ‘They. have been. ‘sending. out. 
‘their name" talent - on. ‘European 

junkets. for some years: through: 
the Grade Agency,. and latterly 
with other ‘European promoters. 
However, there have been signs 
inthe office that the. Grade tie. 
may be supplanted by other. deals.| : 
Buddy Howe, GAC. general mana- 
ger. in. New York, 

lieved that the current exec group 
will negotiate on some of the leads 
he provided. 

“The European: riarket. fs becom: 
ing increasingly more valuable not 
only as a source of revenue,: but 
as a feed for talent. European. 
‘markets are becoming. important . 
in: films; television,. as ‘location 
sites, and ‘also as ‘tax: havens, al- |... 

‘| though. the U:S. ‘Government is}. 
making plans to- plug these: loop- 
‘holes. . 

there were never any complaints |. 
Las to the material. He stated that: 

:| the’ audiences. are adult, these kids 

Fact. that. ‘the 
bought out~ the: 

Morris | "office 

revenue sources on the -Continent. 
With these centrally located of-j| 
fices, it: will not have to split com- 
missions. with. any other European |: 
agency, although it will continue: 
to work. in England with the: two 
‘offices with whom it has agree- 
‘ents, ‘the Harry.,Foster Agency |. 7 - 
and Christopher Mann, Ltd. ‘Latter |* 
is the British film rep for. Morris. 

The agencies have. also come to 
the conclusion that there.is a vital | 
manpower pool in European offices 
which can ‘be ‘beneficial. to them. ||" 
The percenters. have. expanded 
their forces at various times with |] 
acquisitions and mergers. It is also 
regarded. as: the fastest way of || 
getting a more secure grip: on: the ; 

-} Continent. - 
By the end of: 1962; ‘the: ‘agen-. 

‘|| cles indicate that. an important: por- || 
{| tion of their revenue will. come 

from European sources . and are: 

leer Bows In Peoria © 
“'. .Peorta,. Aug. rs 

The’ 17th - edition of ‘Morris |: 
‘| Chalfen’s - “Holiday on Ice of 1962”. 
‘will preem here Aug. 31. and run 
through Sept. 5. 

|: Event is being brought to Peoria 
by the National Bradley Alumni: 

} Assn. and will be presented at the | 
18, 000-seat Bradley U. Fieldhouse.:![ 

“Bunny and Clean" 

M697 Brees 

“apolis, 

also had been. 
‘in Europe recently, and it’s ‘be- 

lat Eddys’ . 
‘George -Johastone ‘and. Betty ‘Bet 

Mather . ‘agency. 
Merely. provided. the newest. indi- |- 
cation that there are vast.untapped | 

New) York. oe 
. Ballerinia Carmen de. Lavallade 
will join Pearl. Bailey at the Fla-” 
mingo;. Las _Vegas,. ‘as . featured 
dancer .°. . Jee | EB Lewis: set: for 
the Eden Roc; Miami Beach, Feb. 7 

Sammy Davis, Jr. to. work at . 
El San- Juan, San Juan, Feb: 23: 

. Louis Rey currently on.a long~ 
‘term déal at The: Exodus... Al 
‘Birt to begin a European. junket 
around January with an. itinerary 
that includes bookings in. England, : 
France, Germany. and. Italy. 

: Chicago . 
' Reberta. Sherwood | and Jackie . 

| Cahane into the Trade Winds, Chi,’ ” 
| Sept. 13 for three weeks. 
Larks, Pegsy Lerd, “Jackie Gayle 
set for: the: Playboy ‘Club, Chi,’ 
Aug. 12 for three « .... Mark Russell;. 
Three Young. Mea, Fred ‘Barber;. 

} Van Dorn Sisters,:Luriean Hunter. 
‘down for the Playboy Club, Miami, : 
‘Aug.-12 for three weeks .. . Jerry. 
Winters and Remer z ‘Heward. 

| open..at the. ‘same. spot Sept. 2 for 
three, weeks, ‘and The Diamonds. 
play’ there for three starting Sept: 
23... is Jack Teagarden into La- 
‘Rue’s, Indianapolis, ‘Sept. 25 for 
bab fortnight . : Stagg McMann set : 
for the Huddle . Embers, . Indian- 

Sept. 18-Oct.” 26. Dick. . 
Weston. plays ‘Latin Quarter, NY. te 
Aug. 30- ‘Sept. 26. . 

Kansas. Gity a 
“Dick Curtis. ‘follows his. current | 

booking at Eddys’ with. one. at ‘the — 
Flamingo: Hotel, Miami,.: with: 4 
‘weeks beginning’ Aug.° 95 © 
‘Jayne Evers set for the. B&B: int 
dianapolis,. after her current stand: 

“The Cables (4. and. 

to ‘open. at. Eddys': ‘Aug. 18..°: .. 
Dakota - Staten chirping - ‘at... ‘the 
Mardi Gras Room currently . oa 
renner 

FUNNY. e. DIFFERENT - SMART. 

* INIMITABLE © 

* Content Eoin e 

 AMERICANE ‘HOTEL ” 
“MIAME: BEACH, FLA... 

Temporary: Address © 

JERRY GRANT. pa a 
: win "BEACH, FLA” 

YVONNE MORAY ¥) . 
Lou" "SOOTH'S - 

. Nerth Wildweod, . ae 
“associaTep. BOOKING. cORP. 

JOF GLASER, ‘Pres. 

BRILLIANT 
-COMEDY MATERIAL 

“Send for new price list or ‘send 
‘for und reds, at dollars worm et 
‘“monologs, alOgs, bus, . ske 

pantomime skits, ate., written: by top 

sie. | 

| showbiz gagmen.. 

> LAUGHS UNLIMITED 
“106. W. 45th Street, New York. city 

os Always Working. 

“WHITEY” ROBERTS © 
Nat to Be seen on TY 

| Abg. 8. to .13—Wisconsin Fair a 
.- “Supeflor,, aie for G.A. 

“Chi Rep.: HARRY nepali 
"303 nertn Wabash; . Chica age 

Currently: 

‘oan. 
EUROPE 

: Pers. Mgt BIL: FOSTER 

Brocusway, WY. - Ween, 2936, 

. Melle- az 



more, 

Sands, Las Vegas 
.. -Las--Vegas, Aug, 2. 

Beier Lind Hayes, Patrice Wy- 

An-. 

| -Modernaires :(4). with Paula. 
ver Ketty, Claude Stroud, Garr Netson,. 

. ..George Zak, Copa Girls (13), 
"tonto. Morelli: ‘Orch (19); presented: 
by: Jack: Entratter;:weritten & oak 
rected” -by - ‘Peter Lind Hayes; 

‘Room,. 

‘Weskicu}, ‘August 9; 1961 “ 

LA “Dance.". a ‘comic ‘eketeh “ot ‘the; 
travails of a dancehall girl of the 
1 20's. This: their second time ‘around: 
within. six months ‘at .the .Empire : 

‘an .. ‘unusually ‘fast’ return - 
booking .and an indication. of. how’: 
-well. they: fit’ into’ the. ‘posh ° at: 
mosphere . ‘of the room 
Bill’ ‘is in’ Au ‘Aug: 23." Mor. : 

‘Latin Quarter. N. Y.. 
Lo (FOLLOWUP) = -- ° r ect,. greeting the front tablers 
E. M. “Leew. & Ed Risman have jin her “Hello” bit and later pull- 

‘discovered. the value of film names ! ing. some onstage for tomfoolery. ; 
‘for. their-- Latin Quarter. Follow-: Singing “This Little Penny’ she“ 
Ing a highly successful rua with: ‘passes them out from stage. Audi- : 

ie her’ “audience participate in 

“Eleanor Powell, the ops have come fence ‘joins her in a singalong of old : 
‘aves, __ around with Dorothy Lamour, who j 
‘Best are her record faves, “If :is fram. the same genre: of: the 

_ choreography. .by “Renne. Stuart; 
"special choreo by 3 Earl Barton; $41. 
minimum, a 0 

“the. Copa Room for several ‘years, 

. fun show he and: Mary 
a . presented there sO 
| hialf.: a. dozen. times. | 
“Miss ‘Healy 

7 people: 

on ‘sieatly ‘with Ear) | ‘Barton's. ‘choreo | distaffers in the . audience. . 
eae guidance," is beautiful ® and. shows: Warren: as can be. ‘presumed. from:': 
“\@lass “with her vocal. and terp.| her. diskings,. deals with*more. in-. 
~ .Youtines. 
Girl,” - and.. gives special . updated: There fs, ‘sure . ‘enough, shotk val- ‘line of. gab to punctuate her. num- | - 

5 lyrics to-“It: Ain’t--Necessarily:So." | ues - but. they're combined — 

os nary: Paula: Kelly.” musically sand- 
wich. the . activities: : 

Roundtable. NCY. 
Rusty ‘Warren. Joe .W iitiamé:. 

: Toe “i Harry! tSweets.s. Edison, “Jack Kelly: 
Peter: ‘Lind ‘Haves, ‘absent: “from, Trio; $9. snide, ve 

4s back with the. kind. ef- omnibus | “Disks fiave gotten: to be’ ‘one ‘of. 
Healy! the-.most ‘reliable forms ‘of’ pre-. 

-successfully | | testing. markets -as ‘ell as. ‘deter-. 

out. of ‘the ‘present! multitude: of e¢ntertainers. ~The’. 
- yomp, ‘but ‘references: to her keep penetration of the disk market-into 

_. Her: there in spjrit. and the versa: ; the: party: 
”. ‘tile ‘Hayes. has. concocted ..a solid. has. determined the fact, that peo-. 
ms ‘entertainment. ‘Package with. -the 

song: field. apparently | 

ple are- buying. the risque singers, 
And since, they're: buying: the boni-: 
laces’ are. selling. ‘Thus the Roune-. 

An exporient., of - ‘the ‘gadget. ‘and; “table, which. earlier this year. dis-. 
with: Belle. 

help of. some. vastly - ‘talented’ 

the: ‘gimmick for ° pulling’. "yocks, ' covered. -boom-times | 
ar Hayes. trots ‘ out: oullandish.. cos- ‘Barth: has come back for. more of 

““.. {umes and props ‘including a stilted; the same. ‘with; Rusty Warren, :the” 
Matt Dillon . which’ . makes: .” him | ‘latter clicking on the. Jubilee Tabel 
_: gland: ‘about’ 15 feet: tall,. an. IBM . 
~ @anned™ Taugh. ‘provider. an explod-|' 

M ith. several IPs. ¢ 

companies. herself onthe ‘piano: ‘is’ 
paired as a: headliner - ‘AWwith Joe ° 

ing. guitar ‘for .a Presley takeoff; 
and. an’ exaggerated .wig for. an 

"geeurate JFK impresh. At thé end: Williams. Jate of the: Count Basie . 
‘| of the show he gets:-various.:mem: |-band, who..is now ‘in ‘business’ for: twhich she has travelled for.some 

** bers - of. the’. audience © to “make | himself. ‘and. who is. further - de." 
authentic. : 

“ealls- to: relatives which. éan : ‘be. 
cc heard ‘by. evervone in... the < Copa ly clean, there- being’ ‘no. offerisive’ 
...’ Room—a stunt which is fascinating:| words. in. her -act! Her material is. 

because’ -it- could prove ‘embarras-. ‘clever ‘at times,. arid she. draws, a 
o ‘ot: of laughs. which interestingly 4 

‘ paratively small. she. makes. good 
Miss’. 

“phone scribed - under New Acts. ‘long distance : 
‘Miss: Warren’ isorks comparatiy, er 

sing.” 

Patrice - Wymore. who moves | enough: : came penerally from the 

She “I: Enjoy’ Being.-A | timate-aspects .of boy. meets’ -girl.* 

humor, and therefore. many.” see 
tions. become: a Jot ‘of ‘fun. One , 

in firstrate (Of: cher: tunes; taken from the fitle ; 

The - Modernaires © (4y with. ca- 

Jiiness' keeps’! -mining audience: ‘acceptability ot a 

“oily waod brand “of. performers, ! 
“and who will attract from the sub 
‘stantial category of. spenders. . 

_ Miss Lamour..is in. the same: 
‘ Jongrunning. ‘shew. which is. inei- 
dentally still: ‘holding -up ‘as. one 
‘ofthe ‘top LQ exhibits. She’s sur- 
rounded by: Jack Durant. who ye-, 
‘peats ‘successfully at this -spot, and! 
‘whose lines. and Yeactions never . 
séem ‘to.. change either way. The; 
customers: like his basie brand: of 
humor and, his forthright. delivery, i 
and. he’s. a ‘ substantial hit. For 
added measure. there's the ‘acro- 
batic Wazzan: Troupe: whuse » four: | 
highs... and tumbling’ produce. Atop: 
“results. >: 

- Miss. Lamour. “started - -In: . the 
‘nitery. ‘circuits. in. New. York: and |. 
since ‘her early genesis has repeat- -- 
ed in Manhattan cafes ‘only once 

‘and that-was at thie late Cafe de 

a singing”: turn thst 
‘through’ the various. “Roads” -on,! 

years’ with. Bob. Hope and. Bing 
: Crosby. While she’s: ro Jonger sa: 
‘ronged, 
‘elegance: by Ceil:Chapman and she 

she’s ‘cutoured. in: high. 

‘has : the looks. ahd bearing ‘to. go. 
“with © the wardrobe. Miss. Lamour 
sings well. While her. range’ is com- 

use of: her’ equipment. . 
Miss. Lamour. is well liked in 

‘this: house, but: she’ could ‘attain 
:'much. wider. effectiveness: with a 

; It: would aftain--a ‘more personal 
‘rapport. with. her audience. and, at 

1] Give. My Heart to You" and 
T“Litde Things Mean ai Lot.” 
_t Another nice one is the “Doodle” 
:bit ‘with Jack French. her: accom- 
‘panist. Only flaw’ of the evening 
‘was mike trouble, 
7 ‘Frank D'Amore is a slick comic. 
‘He. has the timing ability to regts- 
iter solidly, is a clever mnie and 
“has the voice. to diess up his «act 
‘for a nice change of pace. 
( - Gondorables with new costumes 
and dance routine again please 
{while Tommy Boyd's oreh gives 
i good - backing. 
i- Allen & Rossi-and Karen Chand- 
ler. latter a repeat, are in Aug. 
11-17. Watk. 

Trade Winds. Chi 
oe . Chicago, Aug 2. 
‘ Rowan & Martin. Don Cherry, 

“Miss Warren. .a “singer x who: ac- Paree. .She’s ..an. experienced - bis: j Joe Parnello Trio; . $2.50 cover, 
tro hand” and.-has come in with |: 

takes her Dan Rowan & Dick Martin were 
a little slow in hitting their stride 
in their opening night show, but 
once having reached it they kept 
the fairly light crowd \yocking loud- 
ly. Opening part of their turn. a 
series of blackouts, never picked 
up momentum. and -it was with 
three of their more 

surgeon, a wacky 
Yades,. and_-a. night club scene? 
wherein: ‘the entertainer jis con- ; 
-tinually Interrupted by a drunk. 

Rowan fs an unusually able’ 
with bers, She could establish a better |straight man, and he sets up the 

liaison. by talking about. herself. situations for Martin's buffoonery 
with the greatest of savvy. Martin . 
is an excellent mugger with a sure . 

famillar | 
sketches that they really scored— : 
ia teevee interview with an inept: 

“ vgtyle, adding: icing to. the- ‘cake. 
Claude. Stroud. Playing’ ‘the’ rolé 
of Hayes’ “alter go.””.has an. abun- 

.- dance of.: Jaugh lines -which | are 
. delightfully: : 
aa stylized. fashion. | 

“delivered. ln. “his. 

-Tof one.of her ‘albums: is the:nearest'! the same .time.- would’ prope]: her | sense of: timing that can milk a. 
! approach. to the: language -of--the ‘tunes. with greater © effectiveness..| gag to. the utmost. ‘He really gets 
-backrooms, ~ but. eonsidering the: ‘Nonetheless, she's. well revelvea Dy tinto his characterizations, con- 
‘nature. of: the. ‘tisgaieties: it’s. a. the, ‘assemblage. . a [suming - three bottles. of beer per 
comparatively . clean, act.’ and- free | The production | elements. hold: 
quently .a. funny ‘one: Jack Kelly: Lng’ over include’ the Gloria Leroy, 43s the inebriated heckler is a slick. 
Tr rio gives her str ‘ong backing and Latin: Quarter Sextet. dancers: and ; bit of saioon verisimilitude and a 

show as part of the act.) His role : 

potiss ‘writer, clown, “story-teller,. -Singer, 
ora dancer, : ‘and: emcee,. ties the -bash bill is- Harry. ¢ Sweets). Edison: who, 
together. with | just’ the right: :pro-; ihas. been. a teammate’ of Joe. -Wil- | 
-“fessional:. 
: emoothly by ‘the Antonio ‘ ‘Morelli: [ the: Negro trumpeter plays an elo- ; 

pen teat -Man” 

‘per. eaturing. Garr Nelson, George; j: Williams is. sometimes t60 | Joud:. 

teen dn: until. Sept. when ‘impresario listenable. ‘session nonetheless. ot 
"+ Jack. . Entraiter 1 
Ane a. 

ad ‘Arden Orch;: $3. ‘cover. - 

oe piled mostly from. his disclicks, but.: 

- first-time . ‘freshness . ‘and vitality. 
' His: patter is engaging. and never : 

ballad. of unrequited ‘love, he can‘ 
: piso uptempo it:with.a number like. [: 

“which he ‘delivers. with: # ‘swingy, | 
:--glmost country... &. western - touch. 

" - Ben Arden’s 11-piéce ‘house .orch. is. 
‘augmented ‘with’ -four’ ‘pieces. ‘for 

‘-this. show, 

""* gtill, calling. for more. 

- ‘the ‘stylized. art .of ‘adagio-ballroom , 
RO dancing - around. Superbly. grace: , ; 

- ° ful‘and “without’ 4 wasted . move: j preem with “I:thought I was drunk 
"ment, they: ean‘ create the effect of | HHT heard him.” ~  - 

ot: complete dramatic: vignette in. 
ts @ance. In. ani ‘oriental dance called j who. ‘opens the ‘show ‘also ..draws | 

~ “Hindu,” their: ‘hands do-the story- ; lusty .mitting. A shapely. redhead : 
<t.  \¢elling, “but © mostly ‘they're .dra-|:-wearing a skintight’ black. gown, | 

": natizing * ‘with’ their--whole bodies. | Miss. Jones comes across ‘okay on! 

ni ‘ana terpoy, “aE THEY AED nightclub etreult: 

: Hayes, . “clicking as” director, of plavs: inviting dance sessions. 
The - remaining: numher. on’ the. 

‘touch. . Show, ‘backed | .;liams for some time. -On- his. own: 

orch (19),.- is initialed - by * a hew quent instrument. ‘with a” lot. of | 
production’ num- | ively’ passages... His, ‘packi ng: “ofy 

Presents Pau = | ose. 
Duke. ; , 

“Wpedate™ s. ipl: - 
“Palmer ‘House,- ‘ ne Minneapolis. Aug. 5.2) 

-Joe BS -Lewis,. ‘Tani. - 
"Chicago, Aug. 3.: - 

Austin “Mack. : Oscar. Nord: quartet; 
“Andy - Williams; Nicki & oat, | 182. 50- 3 ¢ over: _ 

“Af. ‘Andy: Williams: maintains: his It took: “Joe. Ez. Lewis. about’ el 
eurrent- pace. he bodes ‘well to be- years’ to -get. to -Minneapolls," but’ 
come “‘The Voite” of the-60’s.. Wil-! once he made it he: ‘Was ‘trapped. | 

. Hams - has --a-‘craggily “handsome Nitery - patrons *-at’- his - 
-#ace,. and he: plies: his’ smooth-as- ; wouldn't let him: ‘bow: ‘off, and 

“opener. 

‘silk voice with the poisé-and savv ipreem: show. :ran ‘over an hour. 
‘of a’ veteran: He: really “gets into: Since there were plenty of ‘requests. | 

ae his songs, and: his: catalog is’.tal-.j for. various routines despite this | 
‘+ Jored «to: -his warm -.and_ ‘Personal | being” thie. comic’s . initial. ‘outing 

delivery. Applying -his own: definite : here,. it's apparent that, many: local 
.. style to. the excellent arrangements‘ citizens | have:seen Lewis, at Las |. 
- $n his repertoire, ‘he is capable: at, Vegas. -and : other: “elties ‘he. fr e- 
‘producing strong visual; vocal. and quents as ‘well as-on ‘tv. - 

sa hay 4s comet . Lewis had ‘tablesitters. howling’. 

e infuses .each: of them with . ‘in. the. heart of..America’s: ‘mid- | 

éts in: the. way. of-his musicalizing: 
hile: Williams’ forte is the. slow | of iconoelasm and: whimsy,"doused: 

liberally with -offcojor. lines ‘and 
‘songs. is full of surefire laffgetters. 
| He. ‘breaks . patrons ‘up: with ‘his'}- 
reracked. voice warbling ‘of “76: Hor- 
{mones.”.. “House of -Suzie Wong” j 
Sand “They™ Couldn't Get Mr. Co-: 
/tien’s® Nose:‘in. the Nose: Corie woe 

Ted Lewis. preceding headliner |. 

“Cause You. Don’t Want. My Love,” 

including. a French: 
horn; and ‘the. resulting big- sound | - 

_ blends ‘nicely’ with Willams": solid At Freddie’s which currently is.the 
- ‘delivery. After’ two encores, -Wil-. | only class supper club. operating in 
‘-\ Hiams walked off. with the. audien¢e , ' Minneapolis, ‘has. his.. shadow, and. 

‘Joe. E.. has:-Austin Mack.. Latter | Tommy ‘Boyd’s Orch. (61-°$5 mini. 

lands, home of ‘the. golden ‘grain! - 
~and today’s. golden grain’ .is | benefit from experience. that will} ‘trasting ballad delivery as sweet goes on to a takeoff of Bone Ker- 

i tomorrow's booze.” Lewis’ melange‘l set assurance. She has more than | ag: a. spring lamb. 
[rotee ‘potential in a fine. straight 

“skaters, .Harrison | & “Kossi._ and: 
Singer. ‘Dorothea ‘MacFarland. Per | 
‘usual. Jo: Lombardi. ‘provides. ‘ald ; 
‘and: ‘comfort ta the show with his : 

{ surefire laughgetter. — 

‘Don Cherry hasn't been around 
“these - parts for some time. His ' 
hominy. grits accents and effortless 

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 51 

Metel Reesevelt, N.@. 
New Orleans, Aug 3. 

Jerry Vale, Eagle & Man, Leon 
Kelner Orch i12): $2.50 weeknight 

, minimum, $4 Saturday. 
wer ere 

plush Blue Room isn't the biggest 

name value ever booked, heie but. 
it’s one that has enough entertzan- 

ing tones to please 

‘Jerry Vale. Calented and persen- 
able young vocahst,, the comedy 

dua of Eagle & Man. and Leon 

Kelner’s musical (crew comp ise 
‘the talent Lneup ICs tasty as well 
as breezy and tune packed aid 
never lets up throughout a br-ght 
hour-long session 

Vale is making his fitst appear- 
anve in this spot and going cn the 
enthusiasm he stirs up in a S%- 
minute songalog. 1! wont he ius 
last. A versatile talent, Vale is a 
smooth operator “with ace papes, 
easy on the ears, a gentlemsrniyv 

*songster with an appreach that 
*commands respect and at the same 
time generates the warmth that 
wins the customets in a hurry. and 
holds them throughout wis ternicy 
of the stage. 

The book offered contains a can- 
ny blend of rhythmic. pops, ever 
greens, Italian and Latino tunes 
including “Give Me The Simple 
Life,” “Al Di La." “Come Back To 
Sorrento.” “Somewhere Over The 
Rainbow" and cthers 

Teeing off the new bill are fun- 
sters Eagle & Man, a couple of fast 
boys whese booking should prove 

game of cha- +a Jaugh and boxoffice chek for 
‘this swank nocturnal rendezvous, 

Their impact on first nighters 
| rewarded them with such hefty 
applause at their bowoff that they 
must have been tough for the 
headliner to follow them grace- 
fully. Team has refreshing materi- 
-al with no off-color angies Beth 
‘are also topflight musicigns and 
‘shift from comedy to trumpets 
with amazing agility to give turn 
added entertainment values. 

Their stompy “Can't Get Storied 
With You” is a show stopper. Take- 
offs on Satchmo Armstrong and 

‘Louis Prima & Keely Smith also 
scored Wide-eved. rubbery faced 
Eagle handles the comedy and 
sings. His funny bits. are gems uf 

assured backing. Phil. Della Penna handling of .a standard Songalong: zaniness. Man plays the sttorght. 
jis Miss. Lamaur’s accompanist... . 

. ee, . Jose. 

7 Los. “Angeles. Aug. .3, 

pmum. 

“Loutse. Wieiina’s | “debut . was a 
Jones, winner opening night, singer play-- 

; ing to one of this handsome sup- 
| per.. elub’s:: busiest. openings. in 

7 ‘Louies Vienna with Jack Elton, | 
Steve La Fever; :n0 cnr er or mini- 

“1 $s. still effective, although at times 
: his languid air comes off as a lack: 

of interest. His Dixie demeanor is 
-|shown off. best in the semi-folksong 

. version of: “Scarlet Ribbons” and 
in: his 4rademark “Long Hot Sum- 
| mer”. 
better: -accompanists around, backs 
both acts skillfully and keeps. the ° 
‘Joint. 
shows. 

-buoyantly happy between - 

an easy-to-take package that Js 

‘Joe Parnello. ane of. the 

‘Both ends of this bill comprise : 

guy with finesse 

Leon Kelner and his mus:cal ag- 
gregation are one of the besi show- 
back and  dansapation outfils 
around. Kelner also emcees Ca 
pably. 

Show runs two weeks unti) Aug. 
16. Lvwz. 

mew by Nem me. oe 

Falirment, San Francinee 
San Franeisco, Aug 5 

Billy De Wolfe, Del Courtuey 
;some “time. .Pre{ty miss “has all | strong.on entertainment values” Orch '113; $3 $3 50 cover. 
the qualifications that -have proved. 
successful for -others here. and jThey're in til] Aug. 23. at which | 
Jooks like she could easily fit the: 
pattern: of... regulars . developed: by: 
boniface: Rill Martin. 
‘Thrush ‘somewhat : breaks _fre- 

‘quent: line ‘of ‘swingers miking ‘the. 
| intimate’ Toom-hy delivering hice 
‘torch and. ‘ballad selections in. be- 
tween a-few bright. up tunes. “It's: 
Over” is particularly strong, dis- | 
‘playing | sure: vocal .contro] andj. 

"yrich tone: quality. 
“t A..Girl* has. ‘bounce and personali-. ‘Eduardo Sasson} tare drink mint. 

“I. Enjoy Being | 

ty, while “Somebody’s Keepin’ 
' from his opening. line. an observa- j Score” {s a fresh approach to what. 

ition: that -it ‘was. “great: to he ‘here | Appears to -be: an oldtime ‘Rospel | ; 
song.. 

‘if not so big on the marquee. 

time the Trade Winds darkens for 
three: weeks pending a. possible 
‘change fin ownership. Tentatively ; 
skedded for the post-Labor Day 
‘opening are Roberta Sherwood and 
i Jackie. Cahane. ‘Mor. 

Ve Little c luk. i. A.. 
‘ Hollawood. Aug. 1. 

" January Jones, Dare Madden, 

“mum. 

January Jones came on like a, 
; roaring winter wind in her opener 

Billy De Wolfe Is a . talented, 

funny fellow - but whether he's 

talented snd funny enough to crr- 

ry a show ai] by himself in 4 100m 

a third of a block Jorg with a 40- 

‘foot ceiling remains que-tionakie. 
i Espectally when that room har ea 

$3-$3.50 cover 

De Wolfe’s 37 minute act slatts 
with his impression of a twe bat 
nitery's emcee, rambles an to fin 
‘playing al] the charatters in 8 
mythical Noel Coward pias ‘fer 
which he chasex s)] ilie waiters, 

“busboys, csptains and maitre d’ 
‘Miss. ‘Vienna is- voung’ and” will last week (11, then showed-a con- ‘out of the room--s Sunny bit), 

ilooker “and emphesizes physical 
voice backed up wit h plenty of | attributes. in carefully-staged act 
Personal appeal. 

Jack . Elton, plano, and Steve 
‘La ‘Fever, bass, ‘continue to. bac 
handsomely as well’ as oflering 
inter-act music. - Dale... 

- Gondola Reom. A.€ 
- Atlantfe ‘City, Aug..5. 

-that should prove satisfying to- 
singer Edson’ regulars 

Singer sells hard. with greatest ; 

impact showing an big punch one. | crocked in a sajoon.. whith fs & jings.. She -concentrates on 
definite beat. ‘but might vary, 
phrasing -occasionally to better ; 
pinpoint this style. Weakest are: 

,pact with the Fairmont 

Thrush is a ‘Joff as Frankenstein's Momter and 
into somne guife inude staff ahout 
the duties <‘watter, dishwosier, 
etc.) he assumed under .hie SICA 

Firiiis, 
he winds up with hs major set 
plece-—“Mrs. Murgatrovd’ gelling 

‘sort of minor classic asyitl 
‘ smusing. 

The trouble seems to be that De 

Ely 

"gla ‘Kallen, Frank -D’Araore, ther softies, which need better pac- ; Wolfe, basically. Ix an sctar who 
Buster Burnell’s Gondorables-.(4). ling. to overcome tendency to drag. j needs strong material 

“Love Me or Leave Me” opener !an ad lib artist end he doe« ret 
He fe riot 

‘The Empire.Room ‘often falatices |helps ‘keep the show ‘moving. AS imum. Fri. ~Sat., $4 Sun- Thurs. > late! scores heavily, but. she misses with -seem to be equipped with an ¢1d- 
“off a. Headline singer with a dance ; Smoothly “as possible ‘considering : 
“et, But Nicki, & Noel’ sre-much ; the 
: shore than. just ‘a complement: to | i Lewis affects::Oscar Nord quartet |. 

‘Lc, Williams. : They're '.a.. classy . and | also: does well:in support. Lewis Kitty Kallen, native Philadelphian {Love All of You" is good and ajdience. Actually, he ‘old seyeral 
 gomplete : actin’ their’ own right; finds: 

Stuporous : condition’. which’ 

Minneapslis.. hecklers no! 

“He squelched- one. ‘tippler ‘at ‘his! 

’ Sultry. . songstress © ‘fant. “Jones: 

They're fine at combining ‘comedy ; show. tunes not overdone: on: the | 

En. 

Rees... J: 

show, ‘$3. 

It's. Jike od home week: for: 

: who.- ~has summered here many 

‘Vegas. New York or Miami variety. ‘stint ° in Jack Bernato's ‘Gondola. 
Room.. 
Thrush: ‘is an exeful and makes 

: good use of her. charm and ability 
‘to. deliver a. song, pop or -ballad, 
ie win mitting. That she was called 
back after 35: minutes. for an add- 
ed 10 minutes is proof. that she 
never ‘lost. any of the SRO. crowd 
at second show caught. : 
Bke ‘pever misses a ehsnce— te 

i“Goodnight Little Leaguer,” 
closér: that Joses her eudience. . 
Song is not well suited to her. “I: 

-less succession of fast, new jokes 
»which he can turn on and off ap 
he judges the receptivity Gf hiv 21- 

section of record hit style recrea-‘ jokes near the end of hiv tur. 
‘and .one of the’ best exponents of : ; more. of -a challenge than the..Las : -years,-as:she returns. for a week's j tions under tag “Somebody Else's; but they were pret, ‘wenk snd 

Song” features. a nice Ella Fitz ; 
gerald takeoff on “Lady Be Good.” 

Comie Dave. Madden and guitar- 
ist-esinger. Eduardo Sasson hold - 

creased assurance. playing a few. 
bright new bits. over an unusually ; 
.Doisy crowd. . Joe Felix, piano, and ° 
Dick T. back singer with 
‘quality, 

jover for 8th and 16th weeks, j audience. 
‘respectively.’ Madden shows jn-‘about act’s relative bressty 

' Dale. j. 

: quite whiskered. 

Nevertheless, he got a mice hand 
‘and many of the audiente ep 
peared to enjoy the act Same in 

however, wondered 
ard 

some wondered vhy 8 singer 
; wasn’t on the bill, too. De} Court- 
‘ney’s orch helped out effectively. 
, Show runs through Aug. a tes. 

Sle 

New layout In Seymour Weiss’ 

we Hagh-g 



NEW YORK CITY 
MuUsIC HALL Centennial College 
oir, Chathveis, Alan (ole, Corps de 
list, Rorkette,, Ravmond Palge Ora. 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE -—Lsvesa- Don Tannen, 
@ Sharon. Lise &- Rosita, Four Kovacs. 

cKay Bios & Romayne, Desiele orice. 
al rmvh Wehay Pesos & Romayne. 
avid Fuller [iiy, Yolande Rodrigues, 

 Anses . . | York. Skinuav Ennis Orc. . 
SYONEY (Tivoli -.- Nat Jackley, gia TH= SUMMIT- Lon Fontaine's. Cotton 
jammer Me ‘tet. Howard Morrison : 4, ! Club '62 Revue, Rela Foxx. : . 

Sigal (auittes, Jack Bowkett, 4 Brit- Ye LITTLE CLUB -.- January Jories, 
us. Fieesg Go Pols. Janet Grey. Max) Dave Maddén. Eduardo Sasson, : 

ive h, Statawereto © Hesioh, Rosemary 
usell, Anne bags. LAS VEGAS 

CARVER HOUSE: John Bubbles, Ni- |" 
BRITAIN chee Nichols, Joanne Thompson, Lon 

BLACKPOOL ‘Opera House. Shirley j kuntarne Dancers, Kasle Eye Shields Orc. 
asotv, 22 Heacne. Iver Emmanuel, : DESERT iNN. I.uuis Prima, Keely. 
ee BS shh, Clark Bros, Lucky La {gmith, Dick Humphreys; Sam Butera & 

firs, RLates pent fluapsinte & Doreen, Wirnesse., Donn: Arden Dancers, Curiton | 
aseey, Catt 8s Se 

Gobbared Bape > Tvlteslev tarts ¢ “hoir, ; Apolion, Milt Herth, Henri Ruse, Bobby 
Jiminy Casae 3s Donemg Waters i Slevensot. . : a 
BLACKPOQL :Palace Frankle OUNES Tony Bennett, Ford & ° Rey- 

Visrshon, Arhar Worsley. Buly Ternent, ! nutd,, Earl Twins. Barton Dancers, Bill 
Or i. Maune toutes, Bell-Tones, Neil freddie Orc. Lou: te: Roberta "Sherwood, 
& at Deinina, Kims. Led Lune, Hetty. Ga Bernal. Wor 6 Cars 
Kin j EL CORTEZ ‘catany Ukulele, Princess | 
BLACKPOOL ‘Tower Circusi—Charlle !y 6; yeni, Kahala Twins 

Cait A €. Sehiekler Sisters, Knie’s | ELAMINGO. Mitzi Gaynor, Half Bros. : 1. 
Amrit, & Paliios, Cucus Roland's ;Flimingoettes, Don Kirk, Nat  Brand- |: 
Trsers, 3 Kiwordos, Berosinis. Rudy Horn, } wsnne Orc, 

put thie Riephant, Captain Danion’s Sea 
mms, 2 Forsendles Lihan Kenny, Sydney E 

~ Ina Kane noo. Tem Faber, Our Sammy, } 
Gitet- dJiosms & Csrcusettes. 
BLACKPOOL Winter Gardens Pavitfon) | 

Suzie 
& 

Detlas Boys, 
Mika 

Dore zan, wf aenciee 
Freddie Lavedo. . Mattox, task = & 

trek. worman Vaughan 
BRIGHTON ‘Hippodrome? -- Russ Con- 

wa. Alfted Marks. Janie Marden, Page 
& Bray. Brook Bios, Freddie Mills. Al 
ReJimg, Pat Coombs, Two Heinkes, Den- 
mt. Sewet, Ted Carson, Bells & Beaux, 
GLASGOW ‘Empire: -- Andy Stewart, [ 

Tan Pawoe &. Band, 
gavet Aiitchell, Max Kay, Andrew McKen- 
ge. Doue [ngiam., 4 Java. Cherry. Wil- 
lonehdbs Dancers Richard Hardie. David 
Loan. Aeotan Chmr. Scottish Country 
Dis ars. Iwo Shriers. Rutherglen Pipe 
& Band 
LONDON (Palladium) Harry Secombe, 

MR», Castle, Marion Ryan. King Bros., 
Ei-he Calvert, Wise Guys. .\udrey Jeans, 
Juemy Hawk, Michel & (Carol, Grazina 
Fisme. Helene & Howard, Barantons. 
Wendy Wasne, Ronnie Corbett, Jack 
Fre reais 
MANCHESTER (Palace).- Beryl Reld 

Betty Van 4 Rez Dixon, David Berglas. 
e “| Goodwright. Viumford’s Puppets. 
ratcanes. Brazthanos. Bergmann v Fulil. 
MORECAMBE (‘Winter Gardens) — 

Chiathe Chester, Hedley Ward Trio. 
Eris “Jeeves” CGrier.. Wallabies. J & P 
Rauhour, Frankin & Doves. 8 & Vv 
Annand, John Tiller Girls. . 

Cabaret Bills 

NEW YORK CITY 
BON SOIR. “Greenwich Village, USA,” 

Drag Wiser, Thiece Flames. Jimmie 
Danrala 
CHATEAU MADRID --Extravaganza La- 

tine.” Bea Flores, Jonas Mouras, Nora & 
Reaf. Paps Campo Ore 
COPACABANA - Dick Haymes, Fran 

Jetices, Jackie Kahane. Bobby Ramsen. 
foeeghas Clarke, Pant Shelley Orc.. Frank 
Mares Ore 
EMBERS Bobby Hackett. 
HOTEL ASTOR.--Eddie Lane Orc. 
HOTEL ELYSEE- Kane & O'Brien,’ Mel 

Mastin, Jack Arnold, 
I HOTEL LEXINGTON —Virginla Wing. 

Lee Evans. 

vlan Koizh!. Denny Regor, Tony Drake, 
way Cabot Ore 
HOTEL NEW YORKER Joe Furst . 
HOTEL PLAZA Wonte’s Continentals. 
HOTEL TAFT -Vincent Lopez Ore. 
HOTEL ROOSEVELT — Milt Saunders 

Or 
HOTEL ST. REGIS... Milt Shaw Ore. . 
INTERNATIONAL .- Sandra Kiraly. Ed- 

dis Garson, Cavalier & Rose, Mike Durso 
ue, Aviles Ure. 

LATIN QUARTER — Dorothy I. amour. 
J: & Durant. Wazzan Troupe, Harrison & 
Kosai. Dorathea Me Farland. Ronald Field. 
J Lombardi Orc.. Bo Harlowe Orc. , 

LEFT BANK.- Cal Bostic, Shirley & 
Fiten:t ., 
LIVING ROOM Bob Ferro Trio, 

Melos, Jimmy Dooley, 
NO 3 FIFTH AVE..-Cedrone & Mitch- 

elt) Hankinson & Silver. 
yw ROUNDTABLE -Ine Williams. Rusty: 

eren . 

SAHBRA -- Yaffa Yarkont. Rabel & 
Zita, Martin Roman, Sara Avani. Kovesh 
& ‘lvztachie, Lee Fuld 
UPSTAIRS & DOWNSTAIRS—Lovelady 

Bay. Freddie Weber. Jim Sheridan, 
3! Vctutchen, Trueblood & Colston. 
VILLAGE Dory Sinclalr, 

Riuiph Pote, Susan Brady, Joe Hay, Jahnny 
Reva. Tow Harald Orc. 
VILLAGE GATE Art Blakev 

John Coltrane 4 
VILLAGE VANGUARD - Modern Jazz 4. 

CHICAGO 
BLUE ANGEL “Pablo Candcla Limbo 

Calypso Revue.” Lvdia Lora, Raphael Her- 
wi. Lord Christo, Lord Mrke, Jeanne 
ritzatt., Solea Cate, Tito Perez ore. 

Meg 

Sextet, 

CLOISTER Phil Tucker, Wyn Hope, 
Sti. subways Ore . 
.CQNRAD HILTON “Fantasticks”. (10). 
DOWNSTAGE RQOM (Happy Medlum) 
tcheliae Bardin’ 
EOGEWATER BEACH -Kim Sisters, Les 

Waeesly Ore. 
GATE OF HORN. Will Holt & Dolly 

Jorih. Fred Kar Trio 
LE BISTRO. Milt Trenier. Sir Gregory, 

Dik Borden Trio 
LONDON HOUSE -Red Nichols é Five 

Peones, Eddse Hiegzins Trio. 
. MEISTER KELLY‘S. -Juhe London, Bobby 
zr: BED. Marx & Frigo. 

‘BALMER HOUSE. Andv Williams. Nick# 
& Noel, Ber Arden Orc. 
PLAYSOY CLUS - Veadowlarks. ; 

Rianiell Tito, Pezgs Loid,. 
Jackie Gavle. Yonelv. Bob. Davis: Trio. 
Kerk Stuart Trio, Trio, 
Clanda Jones. 
TRADE WINDS Rowan & Martin. 

Dorn Cherry, Joe Parnello Tria. : 

LOS ANGELES 
ASSTRACT- Flintr.dge [V. Bob Oakley. 

Laren Datro. 
ASHGROVE New Lost City Ramblers, 

Bulli ‘Vests Frank Hamilton 
SEN BLUE'S — Beu Blue's ’“HuUlaba- 

Marty Rubenstein 

i Chico 
Vinee Mauro, 

Harold Harris 

CURRENT BILLS |= “WEEK OF AUGUST 9 

| 

Vutehell Suigers, Maleolm $ proye, One 

? 

Alex McAvoy, Mar- ! 

le 

| 

loo,” with Juvey Faye; Cully Richards, 
Harry Clexx, Sid Fields, Allison McKay, 
Juy Healey Dancers, The Domestrics, Ivan 
Lane & Orv. 

COCOANUT GROVE-- Pearl Bailey, Low 
Bellsuon, Dick Stahile Orc. 

CRESCENDO.-Billy Daniels, 
bert, Ink Spots. 

DINO’S Louise Vienna, Sack. Ziton, 
Steve La Fever 
SLATE BROS. — Salmas: 

Hopkins. 
STATLER HOTEL --""Plavmates fn New 

Bros., oo 

Lounge: Earl Grant, Machito.. 
FREMONT- Joe King Zaniacs, Newton 

; Bros, Muke Beleves. 
GOLDEN NUGGET -Judy Lynn, Jimmy 

Wakely. Wanda Jackson. ‘Sneed Family, |. 
Joe 3° “verton, Annie ‘Maloney. 
HAC:ENDA — Four Tunes, _ Johnny. 

Glenn. Keynotes, Cathy Ryan, ' Grover: 
ore 3. 
LAST FRONTIER -.- Lou “Moscont Jr. 

Virginia Rae, Fritz “Becker. : 
MINT—Pat Moreno’s “Artists & Models 

NEVADA.-“Les Girls De. Paris.” Jose: 
Duarte, Moon Puppets. Kay Brown, ‘Vido 
Musso, Johnny Paul, Sparklers. | 
NEW FRONTIER -- “Holiday in Rito.” 

Lounge: Ink Spots, “Hot Lips” ‘Levine, 
Fred Kushan. 

RIVIERA. “Gypsy.” Mitzi. Green. Jules 
Munshn, Eddie Innes. Geriane. Paphael, } 
Anne Russell. ‘Lounge: Sammy Kaye 
Kas Stevens ; 
SADDLE CLUB -Regagie Perkins... 
SAHARA--Betty Hutton, Pete Candoll. 

Davis & Reese, Moro-Landis Dancers, .Lou 
Basil Orc. Lounge: Ray ‘Anthony, . Char- 
acters, George Rock. 
SANDS- Peter Lind Hayes, Patrice Wy- 

more, Claude Stroud. Garr Nelson. George 
Zak. Copa Girls,. Antonio Morelli Orc. 
Lounge: Red Norvo. Dave. Burton, Morry 

ing. | 
SHOWBOAT .- Sawyer Sisters, Twin 

Tunes, Hoy Clark. 
SILVER SLIPPER—Hank Henry, Sparky 

Kave, Red Marshall. ‘Danny. Jacobs, 
Tafiy O’Neil, Rudenko Bros., Slipperettes, 

| George Redman Orc. Lounge:. Charlie 
_ Teagarden. Barbarv Coast. Bovs.. 

STARDUST—“Lido de ‘Paris’; Laung Je: 
Bernard Bros., Kim Sisters, Happy Jest- 
ers, Mick: Ivnn,. Treasure Ford. 
THUNDERBIRD --- Gogl. Grant. Sammy! 

Shore. Harrv .Nofal. Garwood: Van Orc. 
Lounse: Lancers, Fdi Domingo & Norina, 
Frank Gusto 

TROPICANA-— “Follies Bergere,’ * - Col. 
ette Riedinger, Pumpoff. Thedy & Fam: 
ily, Pinky & Perky. The Bogdadis,- Danny 
Cystello, Trio Martelli, Mme. Baron fial- 
let, Florence & Frederic & Dancers, Ray 
Sinatra Ore. Lounge: Perez Prado, .« 
DePaulis 4, Dubonnet 3, Paul Goupll 4. 

RENO-TAHOE 
CAL-NEVA LODGE..iTahoe) — Barry. 

Ashton Keview. Matty Malneck Orc. 
CRYSTAL BAY itTahoe) —. Gigolos, 

Nov elites. Barons. 
LDEN -- Barry Ashton’s “Playmates 

in Parts," Freddie Bell, Norman. Rouner - 
Ore 
HAROLDS cLua’ — “Can-Can” 

Guardsmen. Don Conn Ore. 
ARRAH’S (Reno) — Jerry Colonna, 

Arthur Ellen. Tex Wiliams, Tunejesters. 

Rev., 

Nick Esposito. Violinaires, Ted Camp- 
hel 
HARRAH’S (Tahoe) — In the South 

Shore Room: Heriv Belafonte. Mirlam 
Makeba, George Kirby. Dorben Singers & 
Dancers, Leighton Noble. Orc. Lounge: 

Rogers. Cooper Sisters, 
Madge Wilson 

& Hi-Brows, 
Gould 
MAPES. -Wiere Bros.. ‘Lobato. Dancers, 

Betty Avres, Harry Babbitt. 
NEVADA LODGE (Tahoe) —Rusty- War- 

ren. AI Donahue Orc. 
NORTH SHORE . CLUB 

ray Arnold. 
RIVERSIDE .“J.e Crazy Horse.’ 

Jordan, McGuire. & Stil, 
Lou [e Vitt Ore.: 
WAGON WHEEL (Tahoe)—Bob Wills & 

Texas Plavbovs, Joe Maize &. Cordsmen, 
Normin Brown Sextet. 
Manny’ Lope7. Bobby Page. 

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH 
AMERICANA—G eorge “Arnold Ice Re- 

vue. Phil Richards, 
Linde. Johnny Baechemin, Johnny Flana- 
gan, Michael Meehan. Lolo & Lita, Mal 
Malkin Orc. Ice Models. 
CARILLON--Lou Walters Rev., Harry 

Mimmo, Rita Constance. Tanya & Biagi, 
Janine Claite,. Mons Choppy, Kayal & 

Monte Bleu, 

Harry Stevens, Charles 

* Jo Ann 

Christine. Can-Can Girls, Jacques Don- 
net Ore , 
DEAYVILLE — “Playmates of Paris,~ 

Jay Nemeth, Nita & Pepi. Carla Lucerne, 
Martha Aguilar. Carole Dreyfuss, Shari 
Martel, Marcel Le Bon, the Callahans. | - 

DIPLOMAT—Mandy Campo Orc.,. Van 
Smith Trio. 
‘EDEN ROC—Duke Jenkins Ore., ‘Jack 

Kasse 5, Mal Malkin Orc... Luis Varona 
Orc.. Diana. Paine. 
FONTAINBLEAU. — Dick Haymes, : Fran 

Jeffries, ‘Davis & Reese, Ray & Roman, 
Len Dowson Ore.. Voradero. Sextette. — 
MURRAY 

Roy Sedley, Sue Lawton, Eddie 
Murray Franklin. j 
SEVILLE— “Caught in Act.” Jack De- 

Leon, Terry Haven, Joe Ross. Jerry New- 
by, Binds Lavin. Held & Paul. 

Lahue. Curtin & Hiitle. Naries Jamea,. 
Vie Charles, June Rae. 
PLAYBOY CLUB — Pentie 

Conti... Martine Dalton, 
Mark Russell 

SAN FRANCISCO 
‘BLACKAAWK —Cal Fiader. 
BLACKSHEEP — Wingy Manone Ore. 

Fred Washington. 

Prvor,- Joe 

1 Eenie Heckscher. Or 

Paul au- 

Geo. | 

a Queralt, Pepito ‘Torres - Ore. 

: Lounge: Michael Kent, .Dave |. 

Nick Lucas, Jack Ross Sextet. Denis é&. 

HOLIDAY-- Four Lads, Karen Williams} ° 

.(Tahoe!}—Mur- 
Johnny Hamlin, Tony Kose.. 

Mae “Miller, 

Tawn Pipers, 

Marjii Lee, Shirley - 

FRANKLIN'S — Patsy Shaw, : 
Kaye Carole & Tommy, Dick Havilland, 

Bernard, 

ORAL—“Ice Frolics of 61,” Esco- 

-Mickey Onate,. 

| ‘hoove him to pace up the are half | I 

BARTHQUAKE McOOWS_ Turk Me | 

TAIRMONT HOTEL — Billy Pe Wolde, , 

GAY 90’S—Ray K. Geman, Bee ‘& Rey | 
-Goman, Joan Brant, Marah Gates Dners., 
HUNGRY “I — Dick Gregory, Frank | J 
D’Rone. Gene & Francesca. : 

JAZZ WORKSHOP—-Gene. Ammons .4 MICHELINE BARDIN 
.Songs, Dances. NEW: FACK‘S—Gene McDaniels, Ver- 

‘non Alley 3, Mel ‘Young. - 20 Mins. “ | 25. Mins. 

sullivan. ne MEVE—Musgsy Spanier, Joe. Downstage Room (Happy Medium), '| Roundtable, .N. x. Oo 
PURPLE ONION .— -Smothers ‘ Bros. Chicago -Joe Willtams, ‘tor ‘many’ “years 

Freddie Paris, Jeannitie Burnier. _. 
365 CLUB—Batista ‘Locatelli, ‘Pariela 

Bruno, Jce Termini, Francesco: Vespia, 
Boginos Bros. 2,. Jeannie Stevens, ‘Harry 
Ashton Dancers. Roy ‘Palmer Ore. 

SAN JUAN, PLR. 
- CARIBE HILTON-_De - Marlos.. - aMancio 

Micheline . ‘Bardin - retired: ‘trom ‘the featured singer with the Lionel’ 

the Paris:Opera three years igo. on ‘Hampton and. ronne ps bands, 
- . +Has: ong last gone. usiness 
a pension she. earned for 20 years. for: hiniself, His re putation. as’ a. 

[of service as a dancer, latterly: a3 | blues. -singer: fs’ upper-strata and-his . 
prima- ballerina. ‘She had started abilities in this direction are prob+. 

Torrente, Maguelito : .Miranda Ore., Pebito | there. at’. the age of seven. Now, 
rvelo re 

‘CHARTERHOUSE—Tobato. “Muriez Ore.,' after 30. -months ° “of clubdating in: 

ZoNDADO. BEACH — Jo Ana Val,. the ‘U:S.,; she has fashioned’a lively | 
j-and charming -potpourri of* Gallic j. 
i standards, special | material; . sea- { 

4 soned terpery. ‘and beautiful cos-:; 
‘tumes- ishe “does several costunte 
changes onstage). ‘ 

‘She's essentially: not a torcheuse | 
-but is of the. growh-up-gamin } 

| school of ‘French singers,. although : 

‘male crop: : His | Manhattan © bow, .. 
therefore, asa soloist, -is one. of the | 
More impoftant. on. the nitery: cut: 
tural: calendars. © ~ 

This Negro singer,’ “when. “essay- 
ying the blues’ numbers,. gets’, a-- 
depth of’ teeling, subtleties and: . 
shadings as well as ‘thé: broad. out-.. 
‘lines: He. has few peers in’ expres- |. 

FLAMBOYAN.-Hannah “Ahront, “Fran- 
Celia: & Esvabi, “Joe Vallejo: Five, . Cesar 
Concepcion. 
INTERCONTINENTAL > Ricardo. Ber: 

tanl, Bobby Winters, Chanin .Hale, Henry 
Boyer. Dancers. ‘Charlie ‘Fisk: Ore: 

LA BOTELLA.-Hal Hester, Duke Dorel. |. 
LA’ CONCHA--Triana. -Malena -& Gi- 

‘tanella,- Noro, Morales: “Ore., “ Humberto | 
Murales. Five, ; “ 

he handle le of slow num- ‘articulating the.cries:of the down-- 
| ‘b e ni, “She: ‘coup oe i th bod ‘trodden and the disappointed. That. 

ers well, She uses her lithe body i seems te be ‘his. forte and his, ‘des- } 7: ‘to. punctuate her songs: and patter ;. 
i effectively, and utilizes her facile; jin is Rou dtable- ‘debut. how- 

ly 1 clown-.' | face to-score sharply in her-clo\ ever. Williams apparently ‘chose to 
t: effect is one of; 

a | | tauathy our otf f ¥  » widen his range’ by essaying stand- 
ds. There are many singers. who: 

What's. really striking” ‘fn’ “her : at . 
iturn is the authority with which.!: do a and do he ot na shere- 
|'she ‘works the. stage and audience ' (Or iffuses his _ distinctive 
‘obviously a holdover from her tributes and ‘dissipates’ his ‘ effec=. . 

‘prima. danseuse years. For the 20. 
minutes that she’s: on, she’s in: 
‘complete command. Her act‘Is ex-. 
| ceedingly well - paced, from. the* 

Panay Kaye Show: 
Framingham, ‘Mass.; ‘Jilly -31.. 

-Danuny Kaye, Los -Chavales De 
! Espana, . #12),- Bob. ‘William;: ‘Dun- 
hills. (3), Sammy’ Prager, “piano;. 
Sidney. Kaye. conducting: orch; 
Frank-.De.. Vito, . dFums; lighting: 
David Bines.- Presented by Stanton. 

} D. Shifinan, managing - director, at 
Carousel. . Theatre; 

‘ing to. audiences:. with -:a-.wider’ . 
, tastes, with. many of them: not truly: 

suly” SbAug., ” 
6; $6. 50° t ee ~:| opening “Comment ‘Ca-Va’ chit- 5 

$6.20" top: _ |-chat: with the. ringsiders to a ‘clos- ae it the blues a £2. outstanding. 7 
ling wild “Can-Can”’ with the- eet 

This marks ‘Kaye's. first ‘theatre the full, benefits of /his art. : 
'tablers clapping: along: to.the fa- “TF 
miliar. offenbach. Mor, He..is backed’: by ‘the- ‘Harty a 

| “Sweets"’: Edison combo, which’ has i 
{| been with hinr in: most of his ‘en-.. 
gagements sinee his: split: from. the 
Basie .bahd.: Edison -is .a ‘skilled. 

" N.Y: , musician - and quick. to grasp.‘ his - 
Versa es, moods, ‘but ..he ‘becomes td0 - -asser= 

| of theatre in-the round pay ofrow | * Trude Heller, who’ ‘puns.’ this | 5! tive and loud at times, . | Yess... 
| ever, nq. matter.. how: great” ‘the | Greenwich Village spot, ‘has in-}- — Le 
per former, his or her. back 4 Joes | Stituted_ a talent showcase to TUN Ty AC. “MILLER” 

‘ nothing: ‘for an audience, and where in tandem. with her established Songs, Music. -- 
| Kaye is Such .a definitely visual | 

| jazz policy. The: tyros: ‘do. their 45 Mins: 
stuff before..a panel of hipsters | See 

j act, rections of the audience could and the winners. are booked for a Riverside, ‘Reno - 

‘ tential. ” performer tried to “help | two-week run. ne. Riverside’ ih aa Bar has. 
I The first winners under the new |been a traditionally tough ‘spot for athe audience | as mueh as: possible | an 88ing-vocalizer to hold’. extend- 

i; by working ‘sideways, |. - whirling | policy were the, Avant Guards, ea ed. attention,“ but "Mac... “Miller 
| about: and twirling around’-on -pi- | bright and stylish singing duo with Ydespite this | being’. his’ ‘saloon’ 
‘ano. stool. during. his w. k. “cigaret : lotsa Potential. the hey atti appar- debut) fills the niche in, eommend- 
ca ee inte K ; y ently nervous the first -time on, able manner——and the success: can: 

. e loose limbe aye, -because : 
‘but there: was a ‘pro. spark: showing- 

be attributed to:a smooth: and easy” 
lof the theatre-in-the-round eltcular | 22¢ it will- probably’ come : to. the 
Stage with the. audience on all; 

fore with -more-. ‘playing time. Also ; done. 
their material needs some: sharpen- ” 

tare bite with the Duahilis sud hg [ing and pruning for better Dacing| On both the. Keyboaid “and. the solo’ skipping. Parts: of. his. open: which. can-be easily ‘remedied duir- | vocal ‘department: he, shows. much 
ing numbers, particularly: “Bones” ing this. shakedown. cruise. ~ “| savvy, ‘but restricts the: offerings 

‘; were’ completely’ lost because” of 
‘Tie boys, Paul. Hudson, .. who ‘to: the. appeal of an intimate. room: 

‘faulty eck. mike, ‘with body bat-iSings-up front, and Brooks Morton, such as aE eat forced. 
teries, which -he discarded in the.{Who sings. along to his own: piana |'0 f AL tration. His delivery” 

jmiddle of..the show and switched ;accomp, are’ likeable lads. who | ond selections. fill the bill: in firste: 
to.standup mike. Kaye joked with |seem to have a point of view. rate’ style. 
his audience’ about. being “wired.|After a. breezy opener called y - 1 styl 
for sound” and. showed the appa. “Nothing. ‘Is.Too Good For You’’!: With .soft but: rich voca styling, = 

ratus: he was wearing for. laugh|they go into a special Dit. tagged | his: self-accomp. is to such as. "Fun * 
values, but the unit didn’t work }“Sex. Religion and Politics” which | ny. ‘Valentine, ‘Autumn | Leaves,” _ 
and an. irked Kaye called to-the | builds.up some -fun; -There’s also and:"Fhe Second Time. Around. 
“dressing: room-for someone to come’ a special on Empress Josephine | For demonstration . of | pianistio . 

I iri. the-round. date and he. found it 
| rough | Hwoing. opening ‘night (31): 
with mike trouble, back to the au-. 
cience difficultiés moths and’ mos-| 
| quitces, but he warmed up a’ cas. 
pacity -2.700-crowd with his antics 
are ‘made. most of the problems. 

AVANT. GUARDS @). 
| Songs 
29 Mins. 

‘and “unwire me.” ’ ; and society. It’s in this special theme. -“The Apartment,” “and ~ . 
4. e é Performer. jokingly suggested oni material department. .that. ‘more “Around the -Wofld.”.. Table” res-— 

work can be done. When ‘they're 
in the legituner groove, however, 
as. with “Artificial Flowers” ‘from 
“Tenderloin” and “Two Ladies In 
the ‘Shade. of. the Banana Tree” 
‘from “House of Flowers,” the boys’ 
are crisp and ‘enjoyable. Gros. *. 

Sfage that someone keep 4 chart |} 
of how ‘many times: his -back was | 
to each’.section of the audience. 
so that he ‘could rectify in‘his'next 
‘performance. A big’ fluttering. moth 
‘upstaged. Kave. and’“he . drew -it 
into the act by unfurling his hand- 
-kerchief ‘and tearing off on a bull- 

‘ponse. indicates - Millér’s _ appeal 
nicely. fits the room... .- 
His: act’ ‘is perfect for. the more 
intimate: spots for the ‘nonce, but 

fight -impresh.- _against © the - moth. | enn arta a 7 | 
| 

Using bis audience as: part of the Comedy. LEN .|4erpretation : ‘noticeably enhances: 
-act, he sang and’-danced ‘through. 30 Mins: the keyboard. iets f “Long 

‘Barclay Hotel, ‘Toronte 
Verbally. castigating an. audience's 

his repertory .of “Dena,” “Yogi”. 
‘and _ Minnie ‘the’.Moocher.” ‘The 
comic worked extra. hard on. his; 
debut in theatre-in-the-round cand | —who loved. it—Stir Allen has. a, 
came through ‘to wow: the straw- } breezy: arid rapidfire delivery which. 
hat group, goodly’ portion of which: immediately . held ‘the . customers’ | 

had never seen. Kaye-in the flesh oagne ei laugh response wren | 
before. Kaye’ is reported getti cau rom wrang. m7 - $35,000 against ase, of. the gate | ‘on’ his entrance, Allen’ not Bently ;moved: ‘his Super Attractions. outfit. 

Strawhatter. . could gross. $90. 000) creates a ‘gale. of steadily-mount- | out - of the General : Artists: Corp,.. 

FELD SETS 2 SHOWS . . 
UNDER OWN BANNER 

‘age, a week: at. ‘Wallingford and. of the ad lib was on:some 30 mins. ! 
one at Oakdale... © hotel his standup insults ‘to - thei 

‘fhote management: about room serv: | 
is ‘Dunhills pe ned th e show, heh : ice, -his’ wife’ and mother-in-law | attractions ‘for’ ‘a tour ‘this. fall.” 

‘all. of the second: half: with their | 1°kes, his goofy takeoffs-on movie-!” starting Sept, "29, Feld will be 
customary slick: terpitig.. Bob: Wii- | 8tar_impersonations, - ail for. ma- sending . out. ae “one-nighter ‘show 7 
liamg garnered plenty of -laughs chinegun rapidity... From’... sock | 
with his “lazy’* dog, Red Dust: Los |.°Pening, he-also bows off in show- Mahages; : and: disk - “jockey: Dick 
Chavales De ‘Espana, “flash. act. of | ‘manly timing, secure in the knowl- Clark. Additional. ‘recording -artists 
Spanish. singers; dancers and :toot-|&d8e that he has wowed the cus: will be -added ‘to the package... 
ers in groupings. on stage, two in tomers without wearying them.. | preceding this four, ‘from: Sept. 9° 
the. orch, and Spanish :dance team, | Previously working the midwest! through’ Oct.- 15,, Feld. will tour a a 
closed -the first Half. Audience.had:| clubs the has had-two NBC shows | disk. package consisting .of ‘Brook. 
come to see Kaye, however, and | out of Chicago), Allen writes his.| Benton, the Platters, Del Shannon, 
|many were. ‘restless. with the:-first:| own continuity but it 1s his: self-. 
-half- of vaude acts. Kaye -pays| possessiveness that has the. comic 
supporting. talent. It would be-| ready for the bigger night ‘spots 

in’ the’ act he is breaking’ in here. - 
McStay:" 

ers, Gene McDaniels, the’ Jamels, . 
the Eaton Phil: Upchurch, Cur- . 

_[ tis 
lemcee >and. .the Paul Willams orch.. of ‘his show, Guy. 

s 

ably ‘the most expressive ‘of- the 

‘ sing. the. minor-keyed moods * and’ 

j-tiveness: Itis true that. he is play=*°’"": 

: appreciating Williams’. highly’ spe- o ve 
1 ejalized: arts. However, his superi- - 

style,: authoritative but. hot: coverly «+... 

-prowess he essays: the likes of the-:.> 

‘indications are’ “he. could. capably. ~. 
front:a. group for. ‘good: reaction” - 

. {in “lounges: ‘and. larger. rooms. The. ° 
+sincerity. and sensitivity ‘to. ‘in- .~ 

‘Iry-Feld,- producer-manager, -has | 

for the stand:. Kaye: has two. more. ing. enjoyment of heckled. patrons | fold: -Feld’s: touring. ‘show. package. we 

{ theatre-in-the-rounds’ in‘: this: pack-| but-left none offended. This: master | company” had. been. a ‘separate di- — : 
j Vision at.GAC, He's now: working. wl 
with Allen. Bloom: in, prepping two. 

‘Dee Clark, U.S. Bonds, the Drift-: =. 

‘with..Harold Croimer. ag.” - 



for intimate. musical-drama... 

Le Leonard, 
~ Nolan: ‘stage. engineering.. and Jean, 

: Philadelphia, Aug: go 
Philadelphia’ ‘appears: to be: mak- 

igng.the | grade as. a. ‘summer-run } 
"-.. ° gown ‘for regular touring shows. 

- 'Phat’s indicated by the strong busi-} 
“mess registered thus far by. “‘Flower. | 

~ _. Druitt. Song,” now in‘its.sixth’ week |. 
"gt the. air-conditioned Forrest The- | - 

_ etre: The -musical, .the first”. show |. 
“gn years to: have been; booked here’ 

‘for’ a warm-weather stand, -is fig-|° 
ured likely ‘to. go: through the sum- : 
‘wer. at the Forrest, : 

The “Drum”. ‘business to" date’ 
gemonstrates. there is .a:: summier.}” 
“sudience. here for a vehicle’ with |- 

0. appeal. Even ‘if |": 
were :to “de-] : 

established. b. 
“Te ceipts for “Drum” 
_Cine.. drastically in “the .coming] 
_ mectks, the: production ‘has. estab-. 

. \Jished. that-there is profitable sum- | 
mer. playing time in ‘Philly.. 
“In: line’ with ‘this, the ‘operat®? - 

Jone ‘Sam ‘Schwartz. reportedly. intends |: 
| *.-gu-conditioning the local Shubert |. 
- -.Théatre for summertime bookings. * 
:lt-hé. Eorrest, was air-conditioned:| 

¢ghow: then. -The- ‘Erlanger is. al 

"Anything: for Art 
“ One’ of the~. 
of the recent *: 
of the: Theatre Guild-Ameri- 
can ‘Repertory troupe: --oc-. 
‘curred. during. the hop from 

.. Florence to ‘Trieste. During .. 
- the. flight -- a thunderstorm. 
.came. up. ‘and. the plane was - 

- ‘badly buffeted. Romney: Brent, 
ga. featured.. actor. with the. - 
ae group, had: been’ in. the: gent’s: 
room and. Was ° “carefully mak-~ 

: ‘ing. his. way ‘to: ‘his’ seat,. w ith 
. the’ ‘intention’ . of strapping 
himself: in. a 

rim. thoments Lf 

‘aisle, holding ..on. the -seat.:- 
. arms. ‘on.. both sides, - 
‘Erickson . ‘looked: :down,- saw. 
‘him and. ‘commented; “This is. . 

+ tion. of. Toulouse-Lautrec.” ” 

~, Tast summer; : but, failed..to, gét a Mi cle’ Pre fit 

ready, air-condition: ” oo irac ¢. I 0 

., Broadway: prodicer Daird Mer- " 
rick 48. _ reportedly eonsidering |. 
“trying ~ span ~ “next * sunj:ner eee 
here. with “La - Plume .de.-Ma | 
“‘Tante” “Irma La Douce” -or “Do: 

“he: Mi.” So appareiitly * Philly “is. 
becoming. ‘one. of .the few. cities; ' 
slong “With ‘Chicago, Los-. -Angeles, 
‘San Franeiseo and: Washington. re-- 
girded. as sturdy. enough to support : 
B summer legit season Me 

a Miclziner Doing: Theatres,. 
_Hoase for. Lyric. Drama.’ 
~-And B’way Productions , 
“Broadway: ° “scenic: .designer. Jo" 

‘Mielziner’ is. keeping - ‘busy these. 
Gays: with blueprints for theatres: 
as well as for légit productions.- 
In addition. to serving as co)laborat- 

. ing. “designer for. the Repertory - 
a Theatre of" Lincoln. Céntre,. NOY. ¢ 

' he’s been named theatre and light- : 
‘{ng- ‘corsultant ‘for the -600:seat . 
“Forum, and 1.700-Seat Centre: ‘thea-. 
‘tres te. he ereéted ‘as: part: of the. 

... Music Centre for the Performing " 
nee Arts: in: Los. Angeles... 

7 ~ Mielziner | is. also: collaborating | 
oa ‘en the. -design™ ‘of a theatre..to . be 

“erected ifthe Bahamas’. bv: ‘Hun- - 
. {ington-Hartford. He's. additionally. 

the recipient of a Ford’ Foundation. - 
- pward..to design .a- Ivric theatre.. 

“Out: 
‘aude’ of: the theatrical . fiéld,”: she's 
heen ‘engaged':as specialist. in-.de: . 
fign ‘and ‘lighting. ‘forthe. ‘Grand: 

: ‘Ballroom of. the. upcoming :N. +. 
Hilton’ ‘Hotel. a 

~. The. Los “Arigeles’ Niusic . Centre: 
planned. ‘desipned- and engineered -* 
“ty -Welton.. Becket - & . Associates, : 
4s a $23 -000,000 project,. which-also™: 
includes---a_..3.200-seat Memorial. 
‘Favilion.. ‘Consultants. for: the. 

. Pavilion. ‘inelude. . ‘Ben = ‘Schlanger; ¢ 
oo geatings" Dr: Vern. O. ‘Knudsen, : 
a ‘Paul. ‘Venekilaseni : ‘and Dr.* Robert |: 

acoustics; . ‘William: “P, 

Rosenthal; ‘stage lighting: °: 
-The acoustic: consuitants for: the. | i 

: Forum: ‘and Centre. ‘theatres: are’ 
- the same--as - - for ‘the ‘Pavilion. 
Construetion: of « the. three-theatié 
Music Center. is. expected. to be! 
‘completed ‘by the fall -of 1963:. 

atte For the. -Broadway stage. Miel-.; 
_ ‘finer Js. designing: the. scenery for’: 

“The. Short Happy Life.” A. E; 
Flochner’s adaptation ‘of stories. by 
Ernest. Hemingway. | He is. also 
reading. the. -Scripts. for. . several. 
ether. ‘productions . that: “have been 
offered him, ° ee, 

“ack Schlissel Planes 
“To Coast to 0.0. Shows 
“Jack Schlissel,. ‘general ‘manager - 

. tor Broadway: producer” ‘David -Mer- 
.- Ti¢k,...planed: - last: Friday. (4). to. 
On: Angeles. to prepire~ ‘for ‘the 

> Oct. 
Theatre there. of the Ethel Mer:. 

‘ nan-starrer,. “Gypsy.”" The Merrick | 
“ production;. which . ‘ended a. 10- 
week Chicago run. last Thursday 
“(i began an: eight-week ‘staid. at 
the. ‘Curran. Theatre... San : Fran- 
ciseo, Monday -night- (7). - - 

Schlissel: stopped. ‘off - in ‘Frisco 
.’ to “0.0. the musical -and ‘the. ‘Mer- 
“; Tick. prodnetion. of. “La Plunie de} 

. {Coe . 
i been distributed: at the time. of the 
Vaceounting.. The backers, ‘who in-.: 

‘share. 

2 -opéning -’ at the. ‘Biltmore! 

$230,966 So Far 
A. ‘net ‘profit . of. - $230. 966.: was 

‘earned ‘by: “Miracle. Worker” dur- 
ing its 88° weeks on “-Broadway. -:: 
“That's shown :in‘an audit as of’the: | 

uropean. “tour, > - and 1? = 

Miss - Pappas. ‘a ‘mezz0- soprano, 1 

. ‘Is the wife of ‘Sperie P: Perakos | 
| ‘who, ‘in: addition. to running’ string 

“Leif ~ 

...no ‘time to do an impersona--. ]~ 

of. ‘theatres, : recently - produced |. 
‘Antigone’: in Greééce. with Irene} ~ 
Papgs.. no relation’ to his wife. 
Miss Pappas ‘was: formerly in. the . 
chorus. of the. Detroit Opera Co. 

7 . Eahits Spouse a Singer | 
At Oakdale. Music Tent 

Wallingford, ‘Conn.,-Aug. 8. . + 
the. “wife. of one. of "New 

|; land's major ‘film ‘exhibitors . 
oF | keeping: ‘busy ‘this. summer “tn. the 
— singing ‘chorus: of. the Oakdale |. 

| Musical. 
A Nikk - “Pappas, who's ‘appeared at’ 
the tent: thus: far this. season in: 

and. “King 

-Theatre here. 

“The “Merry - Widow " 

: Phoenix to Have 
As -he: ‘crawled “along - the: | 

Of-Bway Status 
At East 74th St. 
“the. - Phoenix “‘Theatré may: con-. 

‘Ltinue operating this season: .in \a| 
me ew location and ‘as‘a regular off: 
Broadway enterprise.- Instead. ‘of | 
;remaining at .the” lower, eastside [- 
'1,150-seater,. w hich it has occupied } 
since its inception. during the’1953- |- 
54 season, the outfit may switch to 
“the: 199-seat. ‘East 74th. Street ‘The- Broadway last. Saturday 
atre. 3) 

termination of ‘the «play's: Main.- 
‘Stem run last July-1.: ‘The. financial 

ae , statement does not include closing 
7 4 expenses... . 

‘| Of. the. profit: earned by: the Fred ; 
$170.000 had... presentation, * 

_vested: $125.000, get a-47.6% 

sent.a:-Series.of five to ‘six plays 

repre- 
‘senting. the - balance: remaining’ 

of the profits. with’ the -balance g0-- 
‘Ing to. the management, director’ 
and: ‘author, 

' The assets of. the: William ‘Gibson ” 
play. as of July 1 included $18,967 : 
‘in -honids ‘and: deposits and $41.999" 

Income: 
earned -by. the’ production: includes’ 
ay ailable for’ distribution. 

‘rey enue . from the ‘sale of ‘the film 
rights to a United: Artists-financed, 
‘corporation formed by. Coe, Gibson 
Vand | ‘stager.. ‘Arthur: Penn. a 

‘The. ‘picture’ deal . involved: ‘a 
-$150.000° down . payment, ‘plus’ a 
payoft. equal to 10° of the gross: fl 

',on profitable weeks. up. to a-maxi- 
“mum of .$400.000.:’ The production: S. 
shate- of. the’ film revenue. is.404:,-- 

“is figured’ te. have incurred“ an es- 
“timated .loss..of-oyer $1.000.000. : : financing, although it isn’t speci-. 

. acting”. ‘company: 
Would’ be: ‘made ‘to: “retain | as much : 

from. last ‘ semester's ‘fund-raising 

operation. would - ‘drop. ‘its regular} 
and :an. effort 

She’s |- 

drive: In: making: such a-move,: the | 

” Maybe He'll Explain. 
‘'N. ¥. Mayor Robert F. -Wag- 

‘fer, who's recommended leg- 
islation for repeal of the 5% 
city. tax on Broadway theatre 
tickets, will be the guest of 
‘honor at a luncheon to be held 
-by the League of N. Y, Thea-. 
‘tres. tothorrow :Thurs. ) at Sar- 
dis. 

; However, the reasan for hon- 
’ aring the Mayor isn't evident 
. §n‘an invitational wire to the 

_ affair: sent out by the League 
. last Friday nizht.-4' ‘The tele- 

. gram states. that at ‘the lunch- 
-.eon “The recomniendation. for 

’ ‘renewal of the 547. admissions 
tax will be formally reviewed 
by . Mayor: “Wagner. " That's 
what. the message said — re- 
newal.-—Ed.J , 

ee: 

re By way ay Closing 
. “Rhinoceros, " whieh 

| 

| Wagner Says Bilt to Repeal vi 0. Tax 
Wil Be Entered in City Council 

¢ Legislation to cnd the Ste elty 

| with Broadway 

‘four-week stock sfand in Chicago, : : 

dis figured to have had ‘additianal. 

months of its-Main Stem run. Busi- ! 
‘ness for the April 3-Aug. 5 period ; 
j Was generally. down, and although 
modified terms for the theatre, as 
well: as royalty and cast salary cuts ; 
are understood to have reduced oap- | 
‘erating. expenses, the 

A. move. to . ‘smaller. - ‘quarters ‘represented @ deficit of °$105.205 ! pension coverage 
‘Would--eriable | the Phoenix to pre-.! as of..last. April 1. ‘The production ; unions, 

| 
| 

tax. on Broadway legit tickets effeo 
tive next Oct. 1 ds to be imtreduced 
in the City Council That was 
revealed last Friday 4° t\ Mayor 
Robert F. Wagner. In anennanug 
the move, Wacner urecd the Fed- 
eral Government to fellcws the 
city’s lead by dreppong its te 
tax on theatre adsnissiens 

Repeal of the atv tay has been 
actively sought dutang cihe  tast 
year by the League of NY lites 
tres, the organiziten af Rico way 
producers and theatre ewrere us 
well as by Actors Ruut, ani others 
cornected divecth and ausgieet! 

Jeet oo Lene sane 
mering discontent over the tery 
came to a boil iast vear wien a 
deadlock in the = FE qusts Lecpie 
negotiations fer a new basic con 
tract resulted in a if pertormince aa 

_; blackout of Main Stem theatres, 

The League at that tune cizmed 
‘ that Broadway legit was im ian cee 
nomic erisis and that prio ducers 
could not meet Fqawity’s capanis 
for pension and welfare benefits, 
An appeal for tax rebef was ide 
“by the League. and the Maser 

. promised that the matter weald 
i be studied. Equity then agreed to 

exited support the Leweue seats canspasgn 
‘5: for a to eliminate the tal sa ust the 

‘tax. saving vould be “apy-tied to 
for all Jegit 

Also backing the League cn the 
‘during ‘the ‘season with its bankroll | losses. during: the ensuing four | tax matter were representatives 
“OF approximately: $50,000, of businesses which benefit from 

theatre activity The importance 
of legit to the civ's econens was 
denionstrated dunng the theatie 
blackout by the sharp decine in 
business for midtewn hotels. rea 

‘deficit -is -‘taurants, night clubs, garaves. «te, 
of-the Phoenix subscription audi. i figured to have exceeded the in-, Since the tax saving 1s to be ap 
ence. as. possible. 
-The Phoenix lease. on its dow n=! 

| vestment. : 

~The Derek Prouse translation. of , fils for legit employ ees. 
: plied to pension and welfare bones 

Linea 
‘town. namesake . showcase’ expires Eugene Yonesco's drama, produced ; -tion. of the & o teva will met niesn 

in” October and indications 
that’ it. will’ not. be renewed. by ['§ ‘Seven. Arts Associates Corp, was! 
“the. T. Edward: Hambleton &. Nore } Capitalized ° at. $110.000. According ‘ 
ris. Houghton ‘outfit. In its eight : ta the published limited partner- ‘ 
Séasons of operation, : the ‘Phoenix ?-Shin certificate on the venture, ; 

Kerz contributed $66.000 of the ; 

‘The. project,. which «was taken oyer : fied whether he supplied the funds ; 

profit. 

‘Jess 10°? ‘commissions. Other sub: | 
sidiary ‘income inéludes’ roy alties 
“from ‘the: Martin. ‘Fahse- touring. 

in 1957 by: Theatre, ‘Ine.,. ‘a non- i: personally or as. agent for undis- 
; organization. “has. ‘been! ‘ closed. inyestors. The S100. 205 detie ; 

tions and. “foundation ‘grants, "plus: covered ‘production casts of ‘SH7 

Hambleton’s ‘personal: antes. 
‘Although ° “the lower eastside : 

chave..béen put on under the regu : 

‘edition: plus the British: production. 
- eurrent at the: ‘Wy ndhain’ s Theatre, 
‘London. .*:' - 
‘During. the ‘final. months: of the 

. discount: tickets . ‘and: there “Were 

Jar Actors: ‘Equity Broadway con- ; 
tract. At the East74th Street spot. { 

/a- standard. off-Broadway contract |”. 
‘would: -be used. At. preserit: 

‘Broadw ay run the show circulated ‘future schedule for the Phoenix. at 
the. 

‘the downtown. 1, 150- seater is lim-- 

{frequent ‘reductions in royalties to. 
the author; director and.scenic.de-- 
‘signer George Jenkins.’ 

a number of ‘weeks: 

|ATTENDANCE. 95, oY AT 
~ SAN DIEGO: BARD FEST 

De, San: Diego, “ Aug...8,. 
at ‘Atteridance: for. the. first . four 
aveeks of the’ 12th annual National 
Shakespeare; Festival - at.‘ the:Old 

..Gyobe' ‘Theatre’ in. : Balboa “Park : 
tere Kit: a -record ‘11: 1295 for. the 
407-seater:.: During. the June’ 27-|. 

4 July: 23 period the:. turnout. was-|- 
6.443 ‘patrons for: 17: performances . 
of -“Twelfth ‘Night’”. and :4;782° for 
112. Showings: OF “Merchant of 
Venice.” 
| Average. “attendances for the: 
‘pemipd “was 95.5% of ‘capacity. The 
repertory. program -has ‘since been } 
expanded. ‘to, three- plays: with: ‘the: 

en} 
“| opening July 26 of ‘King’ Richard ! 
-|IH?? Among the ‘professionals: ap- ° 
-- pearing -at the ‘Globe during the: 
.11-week Season ‘ending .Sept. 10, : 
are .. .Jacqueline . Brookes, . Morris 
Carnovsky,'. Clayton: ‘Coratte, Ludi | 
Claire, Philip Hanson, 
Kenyon, . Christopher ‘Knight. : 

| James: Maloney, Joanna: Roos. and - 
‘Douglas. “Watson, 

j Of-B way “Silver Thread” 
Is Budgeted ‘at $35, 000. 

- * aSiiver Thread,” : “Which: ‘Richard 
Roffman intends. -presenting off- 

I 

{- 

with: Sylvia. Drucker, David Levitt | 
and Stanley: Vares; is ‘budgeted at! 
$35,000. . 

. Fhe. ‘musical, 

The :‘thea-- 
-tré ‘rental also. leveled. 1 off. at $4. 500: 

ited to ‘the Tyrone Guthrie. version 
Of .Gilbert..8° Sullivan's “Pirates of 
Peénzance. *"- opening - ‘Sept. 6.. 
-‘Houghton is resuming his. post 

Phoenix Mith Hanibleton:: ‘The two 

oe 

| 

founded the project, but Houghton 

in. 1959. to: assume the- post of Ad- 
junct. Professor of Drama at* Vas-+ 

_ sar College ‘and guest: director of : 
its Experimental’ ‘Theatre, ~ 

Glasgow Paper Scores’ 
“Edinburgh Fest. Folly’, 

Glasgow, Aug. tf. 
The Internationat Edinburgh! 

Festival was. described. by. Harold - 
Ballantyne, of the Glasgow Ev e~j 
ning .Citizen, as “a fabulous. folly.” 
‘Edinburgh. taxpayers, he. says, are ! 
becoming more. and more aware. of ; 
‘the huge bill they will have te pay 
So. that. others... can enjoy: the. arts 
and thusie:.. 

- Their. taxes. ‘have Tisen,. the ar-. 
ticle’ clafims.. from: $45,000 to $150.- 
000 since 1947. ° ‘The ‘British .Arts‘: 
Council contribution, in which they 
have an indirect stake: in. taxation, 

 Taldo ‘has risen: ‘from $15,000 to. $45,000... 
-“There were 54,050 Festival vis-. 

ftors in 1951.” Ballantyne asserts. 
~ “That figure was trebled: last year. 
+ This would. be- heartening: news but. 
‘for the fact that, in the same pe 
riod. the: deficit: has more’ than 
doubled. 
*. “Financially, the. Festival -can= 

“not win. For every: seat is sub-* 
Broadway. next fall ‘in association t sidized . to ‘let ‘the’ man from. the : 

‘street lap. up: fiis’ culture at a sup- : 
| posedly:, cheap. price—but . not too 
“cheap. The Edinburgh ratepayer, ; 

with. “book: ‘and . avho . subsidizes ‘It. .so° heavily,.. still 
_ .Ma-Fante” at the Alcazar Theatre | Iyries. by’ Martin J. Hansen.:and -has to pay $1 for a mere. gallery 

° bat st: t might: (Tues, Cae by, John ‘Bow man. ‘. ‘place in the stalls.” 
rior to’ returning. to ‘New. York | score. by Levitt, 1s to- be. ‘directed. seat.in the Ushe- Hall or $4. for new. Walt. Disney picture, 

| 
aS ¢é-managing * director of. the up. eight Theatre Guild-Amenican : 

1 Joan Blondell, 

,535, plus an operating loss of $17.- 
: 689. for the first 12 weeks of the. 

showeasé. qualifies: "geographically | Play's Broadway run. 
as- off-Broadway; productions. there | In addition to those expenditures 

:another $21,264 was tied up in: 
: bonds: in deposits. That. amount is 

(Continued on. Page 56), 

SET: g SUBSCRIPTION 

_: Cleveland, Aug 8. 
“Milton Krantz has already lined 

‘SHOWS AT CLEVELAND: 

! Theatre Society subsetiption «hows j 
! for the séason’ at his Hanna ‘The a- | 
withdrew .as co-managing director j tre, opening Sept, 18 with Welvyn! 

Douglas: and: Frank Levejoy an 
“The Best Man.” One of the first 
-musitals booked .is: the ‘touring! 
edition of .““Bye Bye Birdie.” with 

Bil Hayes and 
Elaine Dunn. Dates are not sect 
set for that and “La Plume de- Ma | 
Tante,”- but. the bookings ae firin. 
“Taste of Honey.” with Her- 

mione Baddeley and. Frances Cuka, . 
i ‘listed: fot-a week Jam September 

1 

-"Toys in’ the Atfic.,” headed by: 
Constance Bennett and Seott. Me- 
i Kay, has been signed along «ith 
i “Tenth Man,” starring | Risa 
Schwartz and Jacob Ben- Ami 

Theatre Guild plans a December : i 
j tryout of.“The Aspern Papers” at. 
‘tthe Hanna. This is Michael Red-. 

{of Henry. James’ “A Comedy of 
+4 Letters.” Another Guild: produc- 
tion will be. added to the Cleveland 
subscription: series, for which 
Laura. .Tate handles the focal 
‘ticket ‘bureau. The | subscryption 
“period is one » week here. 

“Martin Stephens Takes 
The Title Role in ‘Oliver’ 

. London Aug 8 
Martin Stephens, a moppet film 

: actor, took over the title rale last 
: night {Mon.) in “Oliver.” -at the 
New Theatre. 

. He- succeeds Keith Hanwhere 

| 

; 

: 

| musical: opened a year ago. iat 
who. withdrew’ to. appcsr un ihe 

“The 
' Castaways.” 

who has ‘played the part «usceé the 

grave's:. hit-London dranvatization ; 

are | by Leo Kerz, in association with a reduction in ticket prices 

On the basis cof a $40: 00F 000 
annual fake for Brosadwal fepst, 
elimination of the St¢ tax wenid 

feast the city $2,000 G06 car 
revenue, Samalirdy. the beaesal 
Jovernment would love $4 GOH Gud 

:aunually fren Broadway oleae af 
its 10° tandT weoe ecratehed A 

; bl to end the. Federal tan was 
 intradueed Jast “January by Rese 
resentatives duhn, Vo Land as ind 
i William Fitts Ryan. of New Yorks 
Vth and 20th distyats respeatve- 
ly: The 17th District jncuets the 
-Broagway area 

Anent the Masers tax repeal 
proposal, the Cts Cound mm ox. 

: pected to hold public earings on 
ithe mater Then anv meaire it 
i ree ommends will go fo tre Bomd 
fof Estimate and if approved bay 
«forwarded to the Maver fe: a final 
pubhe hearing and “We bee, 

awe 

‘Crest Theatre, Toronto, 
Had Non-Deficit Season; 
Pamela Brown Asks Out 

Torontu, Aug 4 
For the firs€ time an te eapide 

vear history as a legiler, ihe Crest 
Theatre ended its season wsatheiut 
a defict. Donations cf $2@ eng 
helped, but attendance vi. asp: 1G, 
not including the Can rent ie. op ran 
OF Mavor Moore’s revue “Spring 
Thaw.” im on a. straight rental 

‘havis. 
Next season will apen in Sep- 

tember with an unspecified shew, 
followed by productions of Hugh 
‘Wheeler's “Big Fish, Little Fish” 
Arnold Wesker's “Roots.” Shaw a 
“Caesar and Cleopatra,” Ibsens 
“Lady from the. Sea” and an Ais- 
tralian play “The Shifting Heart” 

The Crest, an $45-ceat comerted 
film house several. isles from 
downtown Toronto, present® iacal 
procuttions, occasionally on n stock 
basis. Touring shows play the 3 206- 
seat O'Keefe Centre or the 3 506- 
seat Royyl Alexandra . 

Because she has an affer to ap- 
pear in the film version of “Clea- 
‘patia,” British actress Pamela 
Brown has withdrawn as star of the 
season's opening show st The Crest 
Theatre here. The show was to 
have been a modern comedy. se- 
lected by the actress. and reheat s- 
‘als were to have started Aug 23, 
with the opening set for Sept 14 

Letters offering to refund tub- 
scriptions, sold on the annousce- 

iDavls, 

ment of Miss Browne scheduled 
appearance, have becn sent out tby~ 
Murray Davic, Crest Theatre co- 
neaducer with his brother, Dovaid 

° 



LEGITIMATE 

Msi Man’ Profit Hits $3 (00344: 
London Production Not Pond 

Financial arrangements. connect- 4: 
ed with the London production of 
“The Music Man” call for the 
‘original Broadway partnership to 
get 3% of the gross and 3344% of 

the profits. That’s revealed in 8 

letfer sent out by producer Kermit | 

Bloomgarden along with a July 1 

statement covering the operation 

of the U. S. touring production for 

the four weeks ending that date. 

The British production of the 

Meredith Willson and Franklin 

Lacey musical is in its fifth month 

at the Adelphi Theatre, London. 

It was produced by Harold Field- 

ing in association with the show's 

American management, Bloomgar- 

den, Herbert Greene & Frank Pro- 

ductions, Inc. The Bloomgarden 

letter to the show's Broadway 
backers {s dated July 10 and dis- 

closes that the London production, 

costarring Van Johnson and Patr- 
cia Lambert, had not paid off as 
of that date. 

In the U. S., the “Music Man’ 
operation has been reduced to fst 
the road company since the closing 
last April 15 of the long-run 
Broadway presentation. The tour- 
ing production is currently in the 
ninth week of a summer-long stand 
at the National Theatre, Washing- 
ton. Ancther company. is being 
formed for a bus-and-truck tour 
beginning Sept. 15 in Reading, Pa. 

According to the July 1 account- 
ing, the net profit on the musical, 
representing income from. the 
Broadway and ‘road companies, 
plus subsidiary revenue, was $3,- 
090,344. That amount includes $6,- 
759 royalties from the London pro- 
duction. Other -highlights - of the 
audit are as follaws: 

Investment, $310,010 (repaid). 
Operating profit for one week in. 

Hartford and three weeks in Wash- 
ington, $38,021. , 

Distributed > rofit, $2, 949, 960 
(split equally between the manage- 
ment and the backers, giving the 
latter a return of nearly 47 6% 
their inyestment). 

Bonds, $54,856. 
Sinking fund, $30,000. 
Preliminary cost for bus-and- 

truck tour, $10,757. 
Balance available for distribu- 

tlom and additional bus-and-truck | 

tour costs, $44,771. 

Williamstown Designers 
Have Book of Answers 
For Those Union Exams 

It’s becoming routine for de- 
signers at the Williamstown 
(Mass.) Summer Theatre to pass 
the annual examinations for ad- 
mittance into the United Scenic 
Artists Union. This year, two of 
the staff members at the summer 
theatre have been accepted by the, 
union’s Local 829 in New York. 
They're company designer John 
Conklin and .costume_ designer 
Peter St. Joseph. 

Conklin has been admitted to 
full membership, while St. Joseph. 

.is one of ahout 11 accepted in the 
costume division. Besides Conklin, 
three others passed the exams for. 
full membership. Theéy’re Phil 
Rosenberg, Hugh Raisky and 
Thomas Skelton. There were about 
42 applicants for full membership 
and around 35 in the costume field. 

The Williamstown operation, or- 
ganized in 1955. became a profes-. 
sional showcase in 1957. That year, 
Will Steven Armstrong, the spot’s 
company designer, passed the 
USAU exam.’ Dick Casler, who 
succeeded Armstrong: at the barn, 
made the grade the following year 
and in 1959. Ted Van Griethuysen, 
actor-designer at Williamstown, 
was accepted. by the union.. He 
was a member of the acting com- 
pany last season at the Phoenix | 
Theatre, N.Y.,:and is with the resi- | 
dent troupe this summer at. Strat- ve 
ford, Corn. 

' John Enzell. the comoany de- 
signer at Williamstown last year. 
didn't take the exam. Incidental- | 
ly, St. Joseph, who uses that name ; 
professionally, is the son of former | 
Notre Dame. football star Harry 
Stuhldreher. — 

Betty Comden and Adolph Green ; 
interrupted work on their musical 
adaptation of “Subways Are For 
Sleeping” to plane to DaHas last! 
Monday 7) for the opening at the 
State Fair Music als of the first re- 
vival of “Bi'lien Dollar Baby,” 
their 1954. Broadway entry in col-. 
laboration with composer Morton 
Gould. . 

Theatres Slums 

| AC, calls for a $420,000 annual gav- 

-|haye associations of. historical or: 

as’ 

‘government, notes that local .au- 
thorities have had more than: $44.- | 
000,000 to spend ‘on -the. arts,: but |: 

la straight 20%. for. the. theatre 

Porterfield Opening Kids 

‘Abingdon, Va., Aug. &.: 
The 

“off-Barter” an showcase 

founder of the Barter Theatre, and 

spof, have decided to utilize-a con- 
verted church across the street 

tion of experimental shows, chil: |. 
dren’s plays and one-acters, .-_— 

The subsidiary. operation is 
tagged Playhouse on the. Green. 

Outside London, 

London, . Aug. 8. 

concert halls in England.are Slums, 
unworthy of survival. That's the 
essence of an Arts Council com- 
mittee. report on the © housing .. Of. 
the arts in Great Britain. 

The committee,-. headed. by ‘Dr. 
Wyn Griffiths, vice-chairman of the 

ernment grant. for the construction- 

cert halls. It also argues for some. 
form of government approval. be- 
fore any: theatre is. demolished. 

The report says in part, — 
“The intelligent. foreigner: visit- | 

ing Britain to-see how ane of the | 
most civilized’ countries -in. the 
world houses its arts is likely to: \. shop. is pitching its 1961-62 fund 
find little of sfgnificance and: in- 
terest outside London: -The “ma- 

pn |Jority. of theatres or concert halls. 
"The may be shown. .may -possibly. 

.entimental interest, but are other- 
wise lamentable. Far.too many of 
them are. artistic slums, wholly un- : 
worthy of survival.” 
Naming some provincial theatres. 
“an affront: to the actors. who 

work in them “ahd a discourage-. 
ment to audiences, * the. commit: 
tee’s report, .which’ tas been pub-: 
lished but not yet accepted by the. 

probably not one-sixth’ that. amount | 
had been spent. . 

The report” claims. that. iiuch 
could be done. to dust up theatres’ 
if a central -loan. fund’ was ‘st up 
from which long-term, interest-free 
loans could be made. It’s also -ar- 
pued .that every city. in tite United. 
Kingdom with. a‘ popufation. - of 
200.000 should -have its. own. rep- 

vears. six:ar seven new repertory 
theatres should be built. should be. built. 

Ansle for 506. for 50G Bankroll- 
For West End ‘Yesterday’. 
A budget of $50,000 has been set 
for a: contemplated London produc- 
tion. of Kevin O’Morrison’s “Three | 
Days Before Yesterday.’ ” A limited | 

is: to be.“formed in partnership. 
New York by Paul Winston for the. 
production, . in association ‘with 
John Clements Plays, Ltd..- 

In a prospectus issued by Win- 
ston, the weekly ‘operating expense 
is estimated at'$6.790 for the show 
at a London theatre with. potential. 
capacity gross of $11,200 a week. 
That includes the payment of 1% 
of the gross to the director, the. 
basic Dramatists Guild. minimum | 
of 5° o of the first $5,000 ‘gross, 

of the next. -$2,000. and 10% 
of the balance to the author, and 

' share... 

Eddie Saunders Is Head 
' Of Chi Chapter of ATPAM | 

Mountain Folk Fest, Tenn. - Chicago, Aug. 8. 
Eddie Saunders succeeds the late 

Theatrical .Pressagents . & Manag: 
ers. Smith died June 5 at. 84: 

Saunders worked for’. Cinerama 
at the Palace Theatre here for. sev-. 
eral years and in recent months |. 
has. been ‘a boxoffice man.at Com- | 
iskey Park, home. of ‘the. Chicago}: 
White Sox baseball teami. 

Theatre in Old Church | 

Rarter Theatre operation | - 
here is being expanded to inewes | 

Porterfield, managing director and |: 

Peter Culman, coordinator for the. 

from the theatre for the presenta: | 

ob ‘reports that 

Except in. London,- theatres - and 

and renovation of theatres and con-' 

‘specifically. ; 

‘Frank B, Smith as head of the| 
Chicago: zhapter of the Assn. ‘of | 

Perennial F avorite 
‘Wallingford, ‘Conn., Aug. 8. 
- About a-third of the audfi- 

. ences at-“Oklahoma” last week ~ 
at the. Oakdale Musie Theatre 

. fore. 
That. was “Indicated. ‘at’ the 

. -one night, when John Raitt, 
‘gtar-of.the show, asked. how 
Many of the capacity 2,300 au- 
dience were seeing: the Rodg- 

‘the. first time. 
thirds: raised. their hands. 

Mexican Theatre 

‘Mexico » City, Aug. 1 

for -Mexican legit . houses during: 
":| first four months: of 1961 ‘came ‘to. 

7 Use Fim Funds proper ™. distribution. of author ‘roy- 

1 $480,000. ° Th 

alties. 

est amount in the January- 
April period, chalking up ‘$69,455. 
Second was the Sullivan. 
with: a boxoffice take .of $30,171.: 

Grosses in 1961 have been as 

theatre. now really hitting. ‘its. 
stride. 

Frisco Workshop Opens 
New Campaign for Coin. | 
To Match $52,000 Grant 

: San. Francisco, Aug: 8. - 
“The ‘San Francisco. Actors: Work- 

drive for $52,000 to match a Ford 
Foundation -grant.' Over. the. signa- 
ture of Workshop’s. managing di- 
rector,. Jules Irving, and. consult- 
ing director, Herbert Blau, 20,000 
letters have been mailed in Frisco 
area ‘asking. for. donations, 

The © Workshop, which’ had a 
| struggle to raise’ its $52,000 ta. 
match last. year’s “initial :Ford 
grant, -has “apparently learned 
some , things. from. that. first cam-. 
‘paign. This year the group is/ 
spending: less :: on. money-raising, 

on elaborate -bro- 
chures, . woe 

‘Other . probable change ‘for. the: 
1961-62 season :will,be a schedule 
-of. 35 to 38 weeks, instead of 45 
weeks. It’s expected that 10: actors | 
again will be hired, .probably in 
New York, at. $200 a week for the. 
full. season, but. not. wntil the 
Workshop’ s plays™are: pretty. well: 
‘set, :since ‘some of players -hired 
for last season ‘didn’t have: much 
to do becaiise of castin blems, 

ertory theatre with a resident com- | 8. pro 
pany. And, within- the : next 10, 

The Workshop will tour fhe 
northern ‘ California) area’ much 
more than. in. the. past. Irving be-| 
lieves -a- large,. ‘theatre-starved au- 
dience exists in booming suburban 
cities like Sacramento, San. Jose,. 
Stockton: and Santa. Rosa and at 
college communities such as-Stan- 
‘ford, San Jose’ State; Univ: of the | 
Pacific and ‘Sacramento. State: Col- 
lege, all within ‘a 100-mile. radius. 

. The first: ‘production of the com- |: 
ing. season. will be the American 
premiere of John Arden’s London | 
play, “Serjeant Musgrave’s Dance,” | 
followed ‘by an original, “Swim- 
“Thing Underwater,” by Mark: Har- 
tis. A ‘third. ‘production - “will be 
“Henry. TV, Part. I,”” and a fourth 
‘will be: Jean. Genet’s “The. Bal- 
leony,” if it is available. 

The company. currently consists 
-of..10 players ‘covered. by . full. 
Equity contracts,. 35 covered by 
“off-Broadway” contracts and sev-. 
eral. dozens'.more with — Equity 
“work -permits”-—that- ‘ts, unpaid. 
Attendance . at’ the Workshop’ s 

two theatres the 700-seat. Marines 
and the 250-seat_ Encore,. ‘was 61,- 

|-839'.for the 1960-61 season,’ com- 
‘pared ‘to. 5l, 264 - for. the 1959-60 
season. : 

Townsend,. Tenn., Aug. 8." 
Vincent Godfrey ‘Burns, author, 

poet and dramatist; is: ‘presenting: 
a series of dramatic shows at the 
Tuckaleechee Village Barn here. 

He ‘stages “Poet’s. Night”, each 
‘Sunday. and the repertory. includes 
a “Mountain. Folk Festival” with 
jocal participants” and ‘a8 ‘drama, 
“World ‘on Fire.” 

here had seen the musical be- . 

|” conclusion of the performance |... 

| Loy & ‘Dauphin ‘Marriage’ | 
| Plays: Sunday Night. (13). 

- ers and Hammerstein work for .: | 
About two- — 

- Having Big Year| 
‘The National Playwrights ‘Union. 

gross: boxoffice. take. 
e 

‘The Insurgentes Theatre grossed. | 

Says AC Report is: 
Theatre, 7 

much ° as $100,000 better: than in . 
any previous. year, the. Union. says. | 
‘Alfredo Robledo,; head of the .Un-|- 
ion, said that new boxoffice peaks |. 

| will be ‘hit this year, with Mexican: 

‘ling the development. of the Mexi- | 
can ‘stage. That. is: the opinion of 
Jose J. Aceves, who ‘has. returned 
from ‘a ‘stay in Paris. and has re- |. 
opened. the old. Caracol Theatres | 
a legit house:. He was one of’ the |: .- 
initiators. of the. little theatre | 
‘Thovement in. Mexico. 

capitals such as New: York, London 

‘the -interests. of ~producers: ‘in: 
Mexico: without any. major benefit 

a’ decade. ago.. It was the. first. 
‘Mexican stage 
eight-month run and played more 

Alan Seymour Drama, c 

The Myrna Loy. ‘and ‘Claude Dau- 
phin.. package of ‘“Marriage-Go-. 

“| Round” will play an ‘extra ‘per- | 
| formance: next ‘Sunday. night- (13) |. 
at. the. Tappan Zee Playhouse, Ny- 
ack, N.Y., where it is.appearing this- 
week on a regular stock basis. — 
. TZ. Playhouse operator Bruce. 
Becker scheduled the. special : per- 
formance to enable members of.the- 
‘casts. of Broadway shows and any. 

J other nearby stock operations hav-. 
Jing Sunday. night off ta ‘see. the- 
‘Loy-Dauphin starrer in its only ‘en-: 
gagement. in. ‘the New. York. ‘City 
area. 

To. Resuscitate 
‘Legit in Spain 

Madrid, Aug..8. 
“The Spanish Government is tak- 
ing radical steps to subsidize a live 
drama theatre renaissance: In .a | 

of States this month, the Minister. 
“lof Information has been given au- 

thority ‘to utilize up to 15% of state |. 
{film protection. funds. within the 
National Film Institute ‘for. re- 

| vitalizing © the ‘theatre. throughout 
Spain. The Information “Minister 
‘is. given a free. hand to. . provide 
subsidies and any. .other- form ‘of. 
legit: protectionism. at home as well. 
as for Spanish theatrical: ‘Tepresen- 
tation abroad. 

‘Since’ the National Film. Insit- 
tute aid fund, ‘derived equally from | 
dubbing taxes: on foreign imports: 
‘anda special 1.8% aid tax at the: 
film ‘boxoffice, is .1n the neighbor- 

|hood annually of 150,000,000. pese- 
tas ($2,500,000). the maximum 15% 
share now ‘decreed for theatre ‘sup-- 
port: could. reach the unprecedent-- 
‘ed figure: of 22,500,000 - pesetas ‘or. 
close ‘to $400,000 

Immediate ald. is expected: ‘for | ; 
‘the provinces © where . legit. has 
given up formerly: entrenched: posi- 

| tions to film interests in most cities. 
and - including . ‘instances in ‘Bar: “ 
-celona .and. Valencia. ; 

Meanwhile, Spanish “fim. pro-’ 
ducer,. distributor: and: exhibitor. 
‘associations within the | Sindicato 
Nacional del Expectaculo, ‘have 
gone on record with government 
authorities: protesting the utiliza-|* drama through Victoria, . 

Australia: and. Tasmania.: ‘The: only 
“other . Australian ..plays. to have 

tion of film aid funds: for legit pro-- 
tection: Their. contention is’ that 
television, not cinema, constitutes 
the competition that has :devas- 
tated theatre attendance: in recent. 
years: Television. — ‘programming; 
film interests charge, now offers. 
consistent free. theatrical fare—. 
‘both. modern and. Saeed tide | 
cinema and legit .have- lived: side 
by side: for many. years in economic | 
bliss. - 

Returned Di Director Raps 
-Mex Theatre Censorship. 

Mexico City, Aug.’ 8. 
Excessive censorship is: thrott-. 

‘Mexican. censoriship ‘is far. too: 
Severe, compared with the ‘benign 
policy: found in other major world: 

and Paris, Aceves says. He. also: 
deplores “excessive, :taxation” and. 
‘suppression’.of ticket brockers..as 
other “obstacles”. which damage 

to’ public. 
Aceves directed. " Usigit’ s. “The: 

Child and The Cloud,” a smash: 
artistic and’ financial’ -hit of over. 

success,.. had. an 

than 450 performances, a ‘record 
at. time. for any foreign drama. 
His future plans include.a ptoduc- 
tion of Jean. Annouthl’s. “Romeo. 
and. Margaret,” a modern: version |- 
of Shakespeare’ 8 Romeo and Juliet,” 

‘Show-Off” 

Wednesday, ‘August 9, 1961. 

‘One Day New Aussie i: 
ally | Rejected, Clicks. 

In syinoy_Dee in London 
+ : 

‘Melbourne: ‘Aug. 8. . 

fof London producti on. 

‘sié whose: first play; “Swamp. Crea- 

the 2,000 ‘entries. .{n an. interna- 

a few years: back. by. ‘the. London: 

and television. 

“One - Day” - ds. a 

Day. :It.'shows the varying atti- 
tudes of the different generations, 
notably. the reverence of ‘the older 
‘people. cand « .the -.cynicism - of the 
i young. To. the. veterans of the’ two 
World ‘Wars, it‘is their ‘special day, 

‘| the one “day ‘when, they. are not, 
failures... 

‘Seymour . originally. ‘submitted. 
the’ ‘play to:the adelaide Arts Festi-' 

Haw sponsored by Spain's. Council | val, as a candidate for production ©. 
last year. It: was considered. :to0- : 
controversial. and was. ‘rejected. ¢ 

Then - an. ‘amateur. outfit, 

to present. “One Day” and eventu- 
ally. ‘received “financial -assistance. - 
from the .Austrialian . Elizabethan”. 
Theatre. Trust: The: group found it — 

| difficult to. get publicity and the 
‘play opened to a-hostile audience. 

| Critical reaction was enthusiastic, 
however, and: the : ‘drama . ‘pecame. . 
the “hit of ‘the Festival... 

of The Trust. Players; staged a pro- 
-diction. in -Sydney last .April,. the 
day, after: Anzac : Day. ‘Prior to. the - 
‘opening there were threats. ‘of | 
|:bombs. being hidden in. the. theatre. 
‘and rioting... However, ' the’ first- 
“night audience: gave: the show an we 
ovation -at ‘the. final curtain: 
“One Day”: had_ to: be-.limited - to , 

a three-week run- ‘in: Sydiey - ‘be-. 
cause of other commitnients, *but 
Joh Summer,. of the; Union Rep- . 
ertory Theatre in Melbourne de-..: 
cided to: stage it there. for three 

‘Alan Seymour's “The One Day: 
of. the Year” is the. season’s top hit” 
in Australia.:-It is. tentatively set - 

. The author is a 33-year old. Aus 

tures,”.. was among the first 20: of 

tional. ‘play . competition ‘organized © 

Observer... It’ has -since. been. a. 
Staple of. Australian: stage, Tadio. 

“Seymour. has: been ‘commissioned. 
_at various times. by the Australian. 
‘Broadcasting Commission’ ‘to: write | 

| radio. and’ ‘tv’ scripts ‘arid “ has. 
| adapted . plays”: and.- written sce- 
‘narios for more than’ 40 documen- ~ 

“| tary” films. - : 

- eotitroverstal- ; 
+ arama: about . a cherished ‘Austral- 
‘|'ian: oceasion, the ‘traditional Anzac: 

‘the’ 
Adelaide” Theatre. Group,. decided: 

- Robin.. Lovejoy,. artistic. director. 

Oe en tenet tee 

ee 

weeks’ in June.-With a different .: 
cast, it has. been .doing capacity 
business -there;.'and the -engage- 
‘ment: has’ been: extended through: 
August... 
‘Summer next -plans: to tour: the 

. South 

suchsuccess ‘have been “The. Sum-. 
mer. of. the 17th Doll,”: which: Sum-*: 
mer also- staged and “The: ‘Shifting 
Heart: nm: 

Plans’ are. not: ‘yet definite for 
ihe London ‘production . of ..“One- 

ay, of 

| Haddrick. is likely’ to.go to London 
Bye ‘recreate the role he played in’ 

| the ‘Sydney ‘production. It is not. 
certain .yet which -of- the. other 
players ‘will go, although it’s ex~: 

| pected . that. . 22-year-old. Lewis . 
| Fiander, a. favorite of the Austral-" 
jan theatre, will” be. in the® “east. *. 

Traverse City Strawhat.. 4 
Playing. 9-Week Season. - 
Traverse: City, Mich.,- Aug.-8; 

-The Cherry. County -Playhouse, 
in its ‘seventh. season in this. miid- 
west. vacation spot; is “presenting 

j.pine -Shows.-over. a nine-week: 
period. As in previous. seasons, the: 
‘canvastop | is using a: ‘resident com- 
‘pany with-a ‘star. policy. 
‘the direction - this. year..of Ruth~ 
‘Bailey. and’ Charles Hollerith - JD: 
with . Barnett: Owen as ‘resident. 

It’s under 

director: - 
The. season. began: ‘July 4 with as 

‘Dennis: James in “Two For the’ : 
Seesaw.” Gloria Grahame followed 
in’ “Laura,” ‘then Marjorie Lord. 
in “Third Best Sport,”.Jin Jin Mal’ 
‘in: The’ World. of Susie. Wong.” 
‘Burt... Reynolds in. “Picnic,” ‘Dody. °- 
‘Goodman’ . 

| moon,”": “Vivian ‘Vance jn. “Marriage- 
' “Bachelor. Hortey-. 

Go-Round, ”.Joe E.:Brown in. “The 

“Send Me No. Flowers,” 
-.The. silo: experimented. July: ‘os. 

with: a ; Sunday, Bight jazz ‘concert. at 

-although: the Trust will -- 
probably do it -in association with. - 
.a West End “ managenient. “Ron 

-and: Orson: ‘Bean. in. “4 



Lo + week, ° 
* “gellout” with” 
-“Sound. of -Music” 

Wednesday, Angst a 1961 

& orelle’ $39 
“Broadway: ‘began’ ‘its’ ‘traditional 

3 August recovery. from the. summer 
slump: last week. Business surged | 
‘for most shows; ‘with gains: over iment. at the Edgewater Beach. Play-| 
the previous. stanza. going ag. high ' 
as $8,590: for the. musical.,. “Fio- | 
ello,” and’ $5,341 for ’the ‘straight |: 

play, “Come Blew. Your Horn.” ~ 

Of! the. 14. shows: on tap : ‘last. 
“Carnival” : was - the. : : only: 

Mary,” Mary” “and ' 
“edging - their.:. 

capacity - takes. Of‘ the’ remaining 
“entries, “five: ‘had ‘discount | Hekets., 

- in ‘circulation, 

. Estimates tor: Last Weew! 

Keys: “C. (Come iv), D: (Drama), 

“CD .(Comedy-Draniay, RB (Rerue),.}. 

- al-Dra ma vy 
*. eretta), 

MC (.Musical- Comediy), AED: (Musi: | 
(O. (Operai; OP Op: | 

: Rep.. (Repertory ),. “DR* 
‘(Dramatic Reading). - 
Other parenthetic ‘designations 

; a - ‘Tefer, respectively, tow eeks played,. 
“number: of. ‘performances. ‘through 
last. Saturday, top. prices * (where 

:; -geats, : capacity ‘° gross and ..stars.:, 
’ Price includes °10°G: Federal ‘and | 

City. tar, “but: ‘GTosses.. are net, i. 
- ie, ‘exclusive | of taxes.°:: — 
5% 

“two prices are. giren, the higher. is : 
for Friday-Saturday nights and. the. 
lower for. weeknights), rumber of i 

“Asterisk denotes: ‘shou hed. cut: 
. rate tickets in. cirewlation.. 

“ *All the Way-Homie,: Belasco. Di: 
(86th, wk; 285. p)1$6,90-$7.50; 967; 
$38.5008. Prev ‘ious weeks. SHS. 689. : 

‘Last week,- $12. 767: : os 

‘Bye: ‘Bye’ Birdie; . ‘Shubert. ATO? 
“68th wk; + 535 ...p)- $8,60-$9.40;.: 
1.461: ° $61. 000%. . _. Previous . week, 

2 $36. 899." 
Last “week, "$38, 541: . 

“Camelot; Majestic Me ath whe 
281 p) 1$9:40::-1.626: $84.0005" (Rich: 
ard Burton, Julie: Andrews!. Pre- 
vious.: “week, “67.987... 

Last’. week; - $69. 360.. ‘sBurton wil 
withdraw from.‘the cast Sept.’ 16- 

“"..-His role. -will’ be -taken over . by. 
Welsh actor ‘William. Squire. 

‘Carnival, “Imperial ’ AMC) 1 ath : 
wk; °132.'p) .($8:60; 1.428; $68. 299} 
(Amna:. Maria‘ “Alberghetti). ' 

_ - vious. week; $68,315. -. 
“Last: week, '$68.357. Miss” Atber-. 

 phetti was hospitalized. last: Sunday 
(6) and wilt . be . out: indefinitely. 
Her. understudy, Anita Gillette,. ‘is. 
subbing. 

. Come: "Blow Your Horne ‘Atkingon 
7 1. (24th wk: 189 | ‘py 1$6.90-$7. 50;: 

""sth-wk: 143. pr ($6.90-$7.50; 1,701; 
$40,107) (Kim' -Stanley; “Steven Hill; 

- 172. pi. ($6, 90-$7.56:. 1.139: $43. 380):| 
“(Barbara Bel Geddes, Barry. “Nel- |. 

. + g0n,, Michael Wilding\. 
we, week, $43,275... 

> (281st “wk: 2.238 ‘p 1. 
$69,500) «(Michael {linson. ‘Margot-}" 
| Moser). ‘Previous. eek, “$46. 484. | 

“1,090; 
$20,285. ' 

week, $74,906. . 

$48. 522). 

: Last week,’ $25 626. 

“Musie.. “Box, * 

Prev TOUS“ W eek, 

Far ‘Country; f Ty 

Sam - ‘Wanamaker:: -. Previous weék. : 
$11,137: with Joan Potter’ subbing | 
for ‘the vacationing Miss. Stanley, © 

*. who returned to the: cast Jaly 31.:. 
- Last Ww eek, $15.230.. 

"*Bjorello, Broadway Mey (88th. 
‘wk: 699: pi ($5-$7. 50: 1.900: $59.-- 

. 000). Previous week, $30, 537. 
- Last. week, $39,127.° °° 5°. 7- 

.. "Irma La. ‘Douce,’ Plymouth MQ 
“(45th awk: 356- pr $8.60: 999; $48,+ f 

250). (Elizabeth - Seal. Denis Quil- 

a Jey: Previous week, 'S3ly 696. 
Last week; $33, 178. ’ 

Mary, Mary,, Hay eS ich 22d wk: 

“; Last Week, 843; “096. 

* My. Fair Lady; ‘Hellineer UMCH 
: $8.05: 1.559; 

_ Last: ‘week, $48,578. 

= :. Sound: of. Music.” Eunt-Fontanne’ . 
(MD: ‘84th wk;. 688: pi ($9.60; 1,407." 

Previous $75.000) ‘Mary. Marlins. 

Last week, ‘$74. 648. 

*Taste of Honey.. Booth 4D) t44th, a 
wk: © 351- pr. A$6. 90: 807; $30.500+. 

ue ‘Hermionne . 
‘Guka. - 

: Baddeley, 
Previous. week,’ si4 553. 

- Last: Week, -$14, 689. - 

- -Unsinkable: Molly Brown, Winter ; 
Garden - 
. . ($8.60-$9.40:-1, 404; $68.00: ‘Tammy 

Grimes}, 

(MC). (40th, wk:-'316 p) 

“Previous week, $45, 413. 
“ Last’ week; $45, 928. - oe 

' Exited Last: Week 

a _ Rhinoceros, Longacre’ CD). (30th | . 
: o wk: 240 p) «$6.90; 1.101; -:$37,000) 

(Zero Mostel, Ralph Meekér::. 
ve ‘vious weeks ie 912: - Exited last - 

1, Bide’ als 

; border press reviews—the National . 
[shape of:Canada is in bad. financial 

| bankruptcy, its déficit: -is now $192, 

season, with most: ofthe. dip. Fong j 

Which amounted in: actual. expendi- : 

_ Pre-.: 

at ‘44. wants to taper off a a’ little ‘in : 

- from: tomorrow 

"Prev ious ye 

Fines: Ain't; Garrick 2-71 AN 

“Fr. ances | - 

‘Pre- |. 

{Raitt ‘Oklahoma’ $54, 443 
| For: Malngfor Record; 

Daman’: $21,159, Pitt.; 
“It was ‘like old times: last week |» 

for:“Oklahoma.”. ‘The musical,.with |. 
John Raitt starring, scored a rec-]/ 
ord take of $54;443 for the Oakdale |. 
‘Musical Theatre, “Wallingford, |: 

Conn, Of; the entries, listed be: “OKLY’ PULLED $59) 947, 
SILK’ $48,117, SEATTLE. 

Can. " “was. ‘the top-grosser: with. 
$80. 000 for .seven performances. at'} 
‘the: Starlight Theatre, Kansas City. 

. A substantial pickup in business Seattle. Aug. 8. 
The two musicals presented at 

‘the 5.500-seat Aqua Theatre here 
ithis s summer grossed $106.064 on — 

Was registered last week by they 
Melody. Tent, . ’ Pittsburgh, . 

_ Estimates, for : “Last. Week i their combined nine-per formance 
-Payenthetical designations for" run: - The first. “Oklahoma.” co- 

[stock are the sanie as Sor the Toad, ' -starring John - Raitt and Pamele 
. DALLAS ‘:Britton, grossed $57,947 in five 

"and resumes. Aug: 21.. 

“State. Fake Music Hall. $4: 4, 120: 1 performances July 5-9 The other, 77.900), Take Me “Along (Dan. Dai { “Silk : Stockings,” costarring Jan 

Tes, Walter. ‘Abel) 12d. wk', $30.0 000 ;Mutray and dan Sherwood, grossed 

“Looks for Che Tee atte Abel 2d oes 
‘Previous week, $32:000. :” . 

_ Current bill; Billion Dollar Baby: “ 
esa Rodgers. Reginald Denny). ; the. -house: at a $3.50: top was $75.- 

Saturday” (5). axith: a ‘deficit’ figured:: 
to. be in excess of its. $110,000 in- 
vestment: fora four-w eek® -engage-| 

house, Chicago. |: « -.- - roe 
“Last. weék, about: $14, 000. . 

oe ‘eLaying. Off - 7 

“Do Re Mi, St..James (M@) ‘$8. 60-.| 
$9. 50:. 1.615; $69,500) : Phil Silvers}, 
Began. four-week layoff July 24 

19-22. 

* Pox onto, Aug, 8. 

- Despite ‘its to New -Yark ‘and. 000 for “Oklahoma” and $80 W00 
. Washington. plus & Mexican’ touir—. DETROIT. - -for, “Stockings:” ‘The “Aqua. Fol- : 

{which “got” favorable: south-of-the-. Northland -Playhouse. _'$3:85-"Jies,” which opened at the. theatre” 
$4.30; (1,126; "$27,000. Under: the | July 27; ends a 16-performance 
| Yum-Yum Tree | ‘Darren MeGavin),. ‘tomorrow Wed” 

shape and may. have to ‘call it a day 1$12.242.. ae 

Tenth Man’ Has 
Fafter 10: years..'On: the Verge - of ; Previous: «eek: Separate Rooms | 

van ‘Martha Raye., $14,089. Week end- ; 
fast ving’ July 22, unreported; Sextette | 

1+ Mae™ West), $13.000.. 

000. after avloss. of some $84,000! 

‘to a: non-attendance- ‘in Canada” of. 
- Current . bill. "Father: of “the | some. ‘$150,000 at thevb.o;:* - Ath ror 

‘Canada -.C oun il,.. “oultural” j Bride William Bendix, $159, 03 Proft 
payee’. of. a, $100.000 grant in the: . : ' 
past to. the ballet 4roupe---it Will | “KANSAS. ciry | a 
donate’ $100,000 for. the: further-:! ‘Starlight Theatre: $4; °7.600:! “The. “Tenth Man” ended ats 
‘ance of ‘the’.1961-62 season’ of ‘the’ "$106.918), _ Can-Can . “Genevieve, | /79-week Broadway. rian ast) Mav 

80.000 ‘for ‘seven. perfarmances. . Lywvith. a net profit of $199523. Of 
Previous’ week, Calamity 

National BalHet—has “expressed. its: 
‘Jane; that: amount, $141.250 has thus far intention.of not. paying for -deficits, ¥ 

| performances... the management and the bi «ker 
Current, bill, Damn: Yankees giving the latter a 565 net 

i ‘Gale Gordon’. : or : jreturn to date on, their oe 25, (titi 
iny estment, 

: PHILADELPHIA " 7 The Saint! Subber- Arthur Cantor 
‘Playhouse. in the. Park. ($3-$3. 50:! : production. which had jast sheut 

ture’ last’. season - of $753.000, with | 
the National’ Ballet. receipts. total- : 
Ting: ‘more. than $150. 000°in the:red. 
i One solution’ is-to limit-the Na-7 

- dional Ballet. of ‘Canada: activitiés: 
‘in’ the coming season, plans calling. |: 

‘Cessive losing weeks when erusses 
just: ‘fair at its h.q-- here. selon 4° Current: bill, Turn: on the Night. ranged from $9.328 to $11 321: 

: This: means that this season's, exe | Joseph Wiseman,. Eric:berry'. 
 penses- will not go over a proimised.| : 
: $518,000. budget where, . last - séa- — ‘PITTSBURG ae ‘as-of. itg’ New York ciosing 15° 
“son,. this was* tabbed at” $808.000. “Melody Tent $3.85: MH eas: “§35.- [sched in a-May.3! audit, whieh | 
The cut-down. expenditure:calls for! 9995, ‘Damn Yankees Joe E. discloses $19.869 available’ ior dis- 
a: $318,000 -b.0. revenue. plus ‘the | Brownr rist “wk, $21,159 for seven | (tribution after the deduction of 
{ Canada: Council grant, of $100.000 | ‘performances. 3 | $18.404 for bonds and deposits and. 
and... $120,000. “from . individual |: - Previous: “week. Take. Me. Along $20. 000- sinking fund. 
“angels.”’ Some -$64,000 .is ‘there- | sJack Carson, $13; 070 for seven |”, 
. fore tieeded.. to ‘naintain. the. ven-. "performances. ‘ i. | deposits and ‘sinking funds is pre- 
ture—but’ amount. - ‘must -he’ cél- 
lected: by the end. of this: month, a urrent bill same. 

ES _ ‘STRATFORD,. CONN, 
. Shakespeare... Festiyal: - “Loudon: Cues’ \taz9° $52,568) (Jessica, Tandy. Pat | 

7 “tinder Milk. Wood" isto be re-j ingle. Kim. Hunter), Macheth-As* 
“vived | by: Michael Cordon: at’ the | ¥ou: ‘Like H-Troilus ‘and. Cresida , Honal: Theatre. Wasbington. 

Lyrie, Hammersmith.” with. a. cast © «9th: wk, $46:677 "A ‘British’ production, of. the 
_of past:and. present Royal’ Academy: ‘Previous: week. $45. 430. ‘drama. is eurre nt. at the Coniedy 
7 OF. ‘Dramatic: Art: students, |’. | Current bill,” same. | Theatre, London. 

David. Blair. becomes-: Margot | 
'Fonteyn’s. ‘new.. baHlet-. _partner at}. 

: Heb Machiz Vil Stage 
1 Chi Lyric Opera ‘Harvest’ 

Covent ° Garden. when’ the _s@ason | 

Chicaro, Ag 8 

}agement along with the amount 
| available. for-.distribution for the 

‘$6,258: ; “upcoming. ‘tour’ of the = Paddy : 
Chayefsky play. which is. sched- | 

STRATFORD, ‘ONT 
‘Avon. Theatre. $4; 1.123: -$24,-. 

325i. Pirates. of Fenzaneé ‘5th: wk ; 
"$21,788. | 

Previous. ‘Week,: $22. 311 
» Current: bill,: same. 

Shakespeare: Festival - $5: 2.958: 

“starts next month. : ‘Michael Somes, 

this~ dancing activities.’ ° =: 
The . -first _ matinee: of. “cpatteas | 

UiS.A2” at the Saville. was’ duilehed : 
Wed: -todav } “a eeepc te 

'Tues) to ‘enable Ww est. ‘End. per- 5 '$64. G00) “Raul. Scofield,- Douglas’: signed Herbert Machi to stave 
formers: to. ‘see it. . ae . ' Campbelh, Coriolanus-Henry. MII. Vittorio . Giannines new | opera, 

a 4 “Love's: Labour's . Lost. vith. wk <“The- Harvest.” vbich wall hase. 
{$58.363. 

‘Previous week, $58: AY2. 
Current bill,’ sane, - 

its world: preem dir .ng the Panic’: 
: ‘Tseven-week sease n this fal) Machuaz, 

are tends to. he identified as a! 

| “London § Shows, 
7 “(Figures denote one HING dates’: 

‘| Amorous Prawn, ‘Piccadilly “12. 9:59). “| - . oa: direc tor Of -Temmessce W rita ns? 
'-' Ballets USA, Saville. R1-616° | 
' .Beyond Fringe, Fortine ; W506). “TORONTO. : plays, has ostaged one: preaors. 
BE. Lier. Combr-dee i140 wee fe! lorKe efé 
Bird: .of : Time, . Savoy. 3161 00 7: © e Centre. 
Bishop's ‘Borifire, -Me1:mind |(7 26-61%. oe ve 1.942), 
Bye Bye Birdie.:Her Maiests:s (b- 161. "tional: Varieties, $36.164. 
‘Celebration, Duchess .:6-7:f1' rs -:° Previous: week, Eartha Kitt ‘and ': 

:$3 50: 3.200.: opera, the: New york. Cité Opera 

Kurt ‘Weill “Street Keoqe 7 

Giannini himeclf AE cor duet aah 
| Hema ‘ta Douee. tyre tiv ie Belafonte Folk. Singers, $33°935 four performances af the, ork. and | 
° irregular Verb, Criterion. #1160. “ct Current” bill, Show- Girl Carol’ Oliver Smith hascieer tapped ta] 
:  Kreutzer.- Senafa, Arts. “T1061: eooe Chatiningy;. idesign both the «etnce and cos. 

, Let. Yourself ‘Go. Palladium. i5 19- 611, ; : ; _ftumes | The. Pres ere ce ~et. for. 
‘Cuther, . 7-27 . e x e . i 4 : _ Miracle “Worker, Wyndham's. 7-960) i “WALLINGFORD. CONN, Nov 25, wath Wallis ldo: nica 

|, Mousetrap, Ambassador “i12552.'- -| | Oakdale Musical Theatre -$4 50,- Marilyn. Horne. Ges “h ns Beare, 

: Music rMon.“Agelons (inet, S 7§2°200;° $55,000. - Oklahoma. “John Riehard Car). Knoil. ry Meet, 
"My Fair ‘Lady, Drury. Lane +4530: 69):  Raitte, $54,443. for house record. © Robert Sehmorr, wera. Wegran 

. Oliver,. New (fj- I-60) j 

On Brighter Side,. Phoenix 32 eli 2 
,One-For the Pet,. Whitehai!. IBS6D. 

_ One Over Eight, Duke. York:s “a 361s.” 
‘Rehearsal; Globe .(4-5.61: 

‘} Previous week, ‘Kismet ‘Howard ~ Jeanne Diamond and Jeffrey Wete 

Keer’ $44,500. : : in the Cast. 
 Carrent. bill King. ana I. Gisele 

Kwamina, 34 St 1 w%465 Miracle - Worker—Opers ‘House’, Central’ i . 
:  Welte Murder, Beiaceu 116 26 € 19 ‘CLOSED —-- City, Colo. (7-19) 

2 Sunte “Wong, Prince :. Wales’ i 7-501; ' Music ‘ien—National, Wash ioe | Fre ‘Compisisant: Lover, Basrs reore 111-63: 
closed Saturday 15) after: 788. perform-.: My - Fair Lady “26 Cer Geary, SF ‘Kean, Broadway (11-: 
“ances. . (819). | Gideon, Plymouth (15 # in 

" Tenth- Man; ‘Comedy: (413615: - ‘closed - Salt, Away, ‘Grzout—Celcnial. ‘Bonton Gay Life, Shubert 11) 18 ¢)/ 
. ‘Saturday (5) after, 133 performances, - (9-18 . Man for All Seasons, AX TA «11 29261) 
: Watch tt Satior, Apoile (2-24-60; lored | Sound. or Musle aa. €o. /-Phutbarmome, At Hine O'Clock, Golder. 12 2h I. 

Las? 719 . |. Night of iguana, Roysle 112 26 61). Saturday. {5 after $03 performances: 

ee in four pericrmances July - 

3 

The potential capacity gross at 

.Carol .Burnetti, $98, 000 for seven i been -distributed evenly betwcen : 

The production’ s' financial status ; 

The coin tied up in bonds and: 

_[sumably. being held: bythe (man-# 

uled to begin Sept’ 26 at the, Na- ! 

“The Lytie. Onera of. Chicago has” 

‘Liberace and Interna-4-Co. presentanon of tne Eoner Rye , 

> Basher. 

+ LA. Tops Road Towns With SRO 
“Sound $82,698 and ‘Lady’ $6340 

‘Miracle’ $27,589 (9), Central City 
* The biggest grossers on the reed 
ilast week were in Los Angeles, 
where sellout business was regis- 
tered by the town's two -entries, 
“Sound of Music” and “My Fair 

: Lady.” “Gypsy” was also in 1he 
“powerhouse gicove in its firak 
Chicago frame, but the fake on 
the stand, cut fiom eight te ine 
performances, was substantivdy 
bélow that of prior seHout weeks 
‘there. 

Receipts Were so-so fo he tisst 
nine performances of “Muscle 
Werker" in Central Cuw Calo, 
where the play re opened Jiiy 29 
after a four-week Javotf 

Estimates for Last Week 

~ Parenthetle desiguanvius fer cut: 
ofteun sous are the satus us fer 
Breadwiiy, creepet Giat Lapheneted 
T with shew clavsituatte:. @dicates 
Iruout and RS tadicates toad sci, 
Alse, prices ta terra ites Oe 
chide 10 BPederal Mar and Cocal 
atari any. butoas on Brcadacd 
“Grasses ave uel ote) crelasaece of 

_tares) | Engagements acre far single 
woeh wrlress eftacruse ucead 

CENTRAL CITY, COLO. 
Miracle. Worker, Optia Heuse 

DRS: dat wk: Resumed coaed tour 
acre July. 29 affer ai fous scck 
lavail 

Last week 427 589 fer oie per- 
forniances ncludeng the prececd= 
ang Saturdays 2a 

+ Lae. 

CHICAGO 
Gypsy. Shubert YC RS 

Whi SAQA S660, 2100 $72 660)" 
Ethel Merman: Previous ack, 

$7? 310 

Last week, $44 641 for tne per- 
for mances. 

-for only 15 weeks -of touring in-: 1 .437:, $27;0441.. 49th. Cousin ‘Men- ‘heen breaking. even on mearre ; ; a . 

o stead” of: 23" weeks. last. year—in- ° Nasha, Skulnik?, $21 002: ” ‘twofer business. for same time prior : My ran 4 ANGELES ; MIC 

cluding | ‘a. two-weeks’. -run in Feb- - Previous week, ° Five: Finger | its. closing. threw. an the towel RS) th ae a ( > et ba bere eit - 
ruary at ‘the Royal . Alexandra : ' Exercise - “(Dennis -. ‘King, Signe after dropping $3.901 on three suc erie M hae) $6-$6 60 1 GAG $02.- 
‘Theatre, Toronto,. where ‘it. did | Hasso;, $18,698. MN Michael Evans. Caroline fixe 

on” Previeus week S63 4#4, 
Jast week, $63 246. 

Sound of Music. Plilheiuienie 
“MD-RDs 2d wk. °$5 40 S675; 
2670; $82 0000 -Blorauee Heudere 
sone Previeus week $81575 with 
Civie Light Opera ciudeartption 

Vast week, SR2UNR aith €f0 
subscription, 

' PHILADELPHIA 
Flower Drum Song Forrest ic. 

RS) Sth wki $5 40-86 1-760, sha. 
800) Previous week $40582 ° 
“Last week. $36 G66 

SAN FRANCISCO 
‘Fiorello. Geary -MC RS 6th wk) 

“$6 S6 50 TASO. SAR HOR: Prey eug 
veek, $30 0445 

. Last week, $29.419 

i. La Plume de Ma Tante.. Aleasar 
HRS+ «2d wk. -$5408595. 3 147; 

240.000) Previous, week, $24% a7 
fore perfor aes 
| Lact week $37 997. 

SEATTUE 
Bye Bye Birdle, Vcore VC RS) 

Previous “week, $58 026 for scien 
performances,  Paramaunt, Ports 
land. Ore , 
i Last week, $86 49H 

WASHINGTON 
Music Man... Nibtetsl WO ES) 

Ath -wkr $695 $7 OF te S14. 
793° Peeiiawe week $49 957 

Latt week, $49 661. 

‘Mull Chi Opera Ballet 
| Appearance in Henolulu 

VWoneiulu Aug 2 
The Chitarce Opera Beliet 3.0 

Peaforni on the We bakb Sta caet 
Ags. according ote pdgey , 

iaatage? of 8¢ cet pare, 
Shas here on Copmes or, 

ia 

THimsanasrs  pianregt 
Transportation cast. of c¢isse, 

: Repertory Aldswich 132 15.60" | MacKenzie | he dal By p aie the big obstacle fut Sosher 

Sound of Music, Palace:5 18.61). . e éd way Y eems besieves that can he weakest. 

iiredce ae Wood Been ae cL . “TOURING ‘SHOWS: y High: Fidelity, “Ambase xe G25 HE the NY. Pinbarnasa ce id 
Wildest. Dreams,. - : Vaudeville. 4s S610 "Figures ‘COVET Aug bs. 20... from Second. ‘City. He veie me a fir. petforn here euccesfiatis Pocce 

ff, Young.in Heart, Vie. Fai 1122160" |. “Bye Bye Birdie. (2d Co'-. Motes ‘Seat-} Sait Away, Brosahsrsi i: 63 No reason Why we Cone Bed ee te 
a SCHEOULED OPENINGS | te 76 Aud , Denver (11-12) “4.: Caretaker, Lyceum +1463. fare” he Comirented 
“ Lady Chatteriéy:. Arts: «8-16-61: - *:| 2 Fierello. (24° Co.)-Piitmore. -¥. A Ti% i’. Stanley Poole, Mureser 34 °.63 ; ce 

"Guilty Party, St. Martin's ‘B17 61), . Flower .- ‘Drum Song-- Fo 15 at, Philly’ 1 Let 1% Ride. O'Neil - 166 68 { 

"Lord Chamberiain, Saville “2:22-6D. . “a. 19).. 7 7 “Mine O'Clock Revue: Cowen 1086) 
“Tis Pity’ She's, Mermald-1-29-61) Gypsy—Curran;, SF 7 197 - pM B Honey, Marte Beek 10 Hea. et 

, Fantasticks, Apollo: (9-7-61:. ‘La Flume, de Me Tante. Alt azer:, SF. “How te Succeed, Pv ee ee ir 2 4 
Re. ML Prince. Wales. 740- 12-61): la -19). > Cook fer - eral, Ji. whe. “use 31919611 ¢ "Gan Fraysye eC es "us 8 

The NY City Ballet s7oeced a 
Beak $37 900 on four periertieastces 

cat the 3 300-<eal Cperas Mate bere 
last week 

The house woe eculed ty w 858 
- top. 

345 mn! 

‘sth opsen | 

-~ 



Te om Ewell Readings 
~Tom .Ewell, who plans doing a Met ‘Non-Se

greg ated in
 Aiba: 

But Can N
egroes Su

bse ie? ’ 

Atlanta, Aug. 8 
In order to meet edict of Rudolf 

Bing, managing director of the 
Metropolitan Opera, against seg- 

_regation of Negroes, next season's 
week stand of the Met here will 
be under’ a modified plan of oper- |- 
ations. The Fox theatre (Wilby- 
Kinerey 4.400-seater) will not be: 
under the circuit's control for the 
week but under the Atlanta Music 
Festival Assn. This will exempt 

the road next season and ultimate- 

house, New Hope, Pa. He’ll give | 

Show Out of Tova 
day matinee Aug.:20 at the Tappan 

J /'Zee Playhouse, Nyack, N: 
‘| Ewell, whe stérred on: Broadway. 

Cotton Candy * 
Hollywood, July. 12. “| rove’: nd oth lud- Nem, Playwr ght Co, prese nta tion, ‘ot and other shows, 1g includ 

om Seldon an elley. Morrison-: 
duetion of three- ae eee ee 8 af [Benehley. ‘James’ Thufber - and. 
‘melle McCarter; settings, James ewe ; 
lighting. Conrad. “B. Penrod. ' Wit others. in’ the program. : 
Meredith, Betsy Jones-Moreland, ° Helena | 

the theatre from the Georgia law | Rash. . Hope chummers, Low | _Srugman. ; 

which demands that Negroes be | Vine Street Playhouse, Hollywood; $3.60 ‘Ro er Stevens’ ‘Plays. 

separately seated in balcony, even Ree ce vecectecevecesees Hops Summers: 8 
if holding, as a number did this | sara sevcvecdeccsescsccee Vudl. Meredith. — Continued from page. 1 = 
spring, tickets to lower. floor (and | Claire wt ceeteereeceensasees ‘Helena eee 

more expensive) locations. {etna TTI ga Rreemen | involving ‘a major casting problem. 
There was much distress among ! Inez ....- ...---:.. Betsy Jones- Moreland/ The- three productions with spe-| 

Attanta societ® folk when the - | cific theatres: and opening dates 
Bing ruling was made. The Met} The contemporary theatre’s ‘are “The Caretaker.” due Oct. 4 at 
visit cumes as the crescendo of | obsession with emotionally-dis- ‘ the “Lyceum; “Blood, Sweat and 
the smart set's season; The -Met iStanléy Poole,” due: Oct. 5 at the 

has included Negro sing>s ‘on ‘ts } 
roster for nearly a dex ie and 
Nezro patronage is commonplace 
in its New York edifice. The seg- 
Fezdtion problem arises as io road | 
dates in Atlanta, Birmingham and ; 
Dailas. 

Tickets are mostly sald for the ‘ 

sin, members of the Atlanta Opera ‘tion is a dubious theatrical com: : Orchid” and possibly “Ross.” _ 
| modity.. “The Caretaker,” “Harold - -Pin- 

ruil alifying via a,$5 fee for 

sembershin’ That Negroes would; An utter lack of communication 'ter’s. London drama, is being pre- 

be admitted to this: Guild and, exists ‘in the chaotic -six-party ; 
hence given parity to become sub-: rural’ South . Carolina household ! 
scribers is unlikely. It’s not clear! that is the ‘setting for Miss McCar- ' 
just how Negroes could obtain in- | tez's gloomy meller. A brother who 
dividual orchestra locations or| has rammed a.car into. a tree, 
manage to occupy such spate upon crippling his sister and killing his; 
demand But the new scheme is } fiancee who, he -has: discovered, is / 
expected to meet the. Bing edict ‘the half-sister conceived by his. 
in principle. trouble 4 father. Eventual tone 

r UhyeKi _| troubled Iad allows himse 
minnge us at ee an’ elegant | killed in a tornado and dad dies. 
showease for opera of any other.| of @ stroke, while the rest. Cellars 
tv pe of stage presentation, plus a family hides: out in a storm cellar 

mammoth stage. Met’s stand in | The best thing about. the Tom! 
Atlanta was a three-day, four-per- ; Seiden and Shelley Morrison pro- 
formance stand. Subsequently, 2| duction for the New Playwright ! 
day was added. and last year a full} Co.. is a professional two-story. 
week, six nights and a matinee, | cutaway set designed by.. James: : Producers Theatre, {n-. which he’s. 

made up the stay. Sewell to fit the huge specifica-' associated with Robert Whitehead 
Wilbey-Kincey, at various times, | Noms avor tt. as the. a tink. jand Robert W. Dowling. = 

pas indicate oa ince it or rletter Playhouse. Acting highlights ; ‘op Bergner’ s Return 
- irst Love,’ Samuel Taylor's | 

terrrupts Fox's established film- ‘Include: sensitive portrayal of ee ' adaptation of Romain Gary’s “La 

‘turbed southerners is ‘prolonged: 

|}in “Cotton Candy,” a new. _ three- | sons,’ “due. Nov. -22, at the ANTA 

Tediously ‘heavy. ‘going:: ects are. ‘‘First:-Love,” “Romulus,” 
from start to: finish, with few |‘ ‘Defender. -of the Lost, ” “Natural. 

' redeeming shots of dramatic poetry - ‘ Affection,” . “Laurette,” “Judith” 
‘or character clarity; Miss M¢Car-.! and ‘ ‘Oh Dad: Poor Dad: Momma's: 
: ter’s first play and the Vine Street .Hung-’ You in the Closet. and: I'm 
Playhouse’s initial. legit présenta- ‘|So' Sad.” Prospects are “Diamond 

Carter. 

‘eri¢k Brisson and Gilbert Milter, 
‘syith Donald’ McWhinnie repeating 
‘this. original: staging ‘and the. cast} 
including Donald Pleasance Robert 
{Shaw and Alan Bates: 
i” “Blood; Sweat and " Stantey. 
-| Poole” -is:a comedy by- James and. 

jin partnership: with Joseph. Fields, : 
| with Jerome. Chodoroy staging and. 
Darren McGavin, as star. 
“A Man -for All Seasons” {s Rob-. 

jert ‘Bolt’s. London - drama,. being |}: 
| staged by Noel Willams with Paul. 
Scofield repeating his original title. 

: characterization. Stevens is -pre-. 

sy 

ing schedules and ‘complicates . -Promesse de. !’Aube,” is being: re- 
: . animated enactment of ‘the baby:! Pp 

booking. sister by Judi Meredith and a con-., sented in partnership with Brisson, 
And, too, it Is not unusual for ; tand will star. Elisabeth’ Bergner. i vincing. performance .as the father * 

iby Lou Krugman, Less effective ; 
: are Hope Summiers as the. mother, ! { 
i Betsy . Jones-Moreland as _. the 
: maimed sister and Selden. as the; G 

‘ conscience. stricken: brother. . The’ fencer of ON Tost ds by. Morris 

director's name has: been’ ‘inked | enstein.. “Natural . Affection” fs. 

out on the ptaybill (he relinquished , by. ‘William Inge. will be staged. by 

“Romulus” is Gore Vidal’s adapta- 
‘tion: of Friedrich. “‘Durrenmait’s. 
novel, to’-be staged. by: Joseph- An- 

' thony,” with Ritchard as star.. “De- 

Fox to gross between $15.000 and ! 
320.000 on any given’ weekend a. 
currently with Carl Fareman’s 
“The Guns of Navarone,” . and: 
earlier with Paramount’s “Suzie ‘ 
Wong.” : 

In. view of the complete sell-— 
outs annually of season tickets to. responsibility about a week. prior: 

| soto show of humorous readings on |- ? 

ly on Broadway, will break in the | - 
program at a.matinee next Tues-- 

| day. (15) at the Bucks County Play-— 

it another tryout: at a ‘special. Sun-. 

‘lin “Seven Year Itch,” “Tunnel of 

‘Ing pieces ‘by the Tate “Robert. 

ee 

t Morosco, and “A Man for All Sea-' 

act melodrama by Vermelle Me-' Theatre. The other definite’ proj- |. 

. sented. in partnership with .Fred- 

the | William Goldman, being presented. 

_senting. it under the -banner of |: 

_ Weitneeday, ‘August 9, 1961 

“Asides =i Rd ibe " 
NBC. which returned the: “Hudson Theatre, N 'Y: toilegit last season, 

still: hasn't gotten around to removing the’ large sign on the. 45th:'S 
back. wall of the’ house, reading, “NBC. Television. Theatre, : ‘Entrance: 
‘on 44th Street” ..°. The Actors’ Fund of America may. start’ publication | 
of a monthly mag in the fall, with former author, newspaper man and 
‘vaude circuit exec’ Ray H. Leason; a resident of’ the: Home in. Engle- 
-wood, N..J., in line to ‘be editor... °- 

“There comes a’ day when ‘you re’ “too old. to: play. a ‘tole: ‘Most ‘of ‘the. 

Curley (the male lead in ‘Oklahoma’—Ed.}. I hope the day never.comes" 
‘when. I feel too. old, -for: Curley's a. man. I know, ‘too, though I. think 
that ‘day will be.a little--more ‘distant,. -when Pil be: too old for. Billy. 
‘Bigelow (the male lead in. ‘Carousel’ '—Ed. )». 

According to word from‘London, where she- recently ‘quit her Thea- 
tre Workshop production ‘setup,. ‘Joan. Littlewood ‘will’ go. to. Nigeria to 
direct ‘a: play; Wole. Soyinka’s “The: Lion and the ‘Jewel,”. with. ‘an: all-’ 
native cast. The script. was reportedly ‘submitted to. her’ for production 
at the Theatre Royal, in East London; but. she turned it down, at that. 
time because of casting problems. - a 

are lacking. They: are there; and: our. .world is rich in. them, ‘and: each. 
is a-celebration of. something ‘indestructible and richly ' ‘hopeful ‘inthe 
human spirit. ”.—Playwright-scenarist: Clifford, Odets, as quoted: by. Nae. 
than Cohen in the Toronto Star. ~ 
‘Susan Oliver planed back ‘Friday. (4). ‘to: the: ‘Coast for two television. 

‘stints, after starring in’ “Under tae Yum. Yum Tree”’ at the Cape. 
: Eddie: ve. Playhouse, Dennis, Mass:; and the Ogunquit.(Me.) Playhouse‘. am 

Blum, ‘casting. director for. Rodgers. & - Hammerstein, : returned ‘Jast 
week from the. Coast, whére he auditioned : possible Teplacéments for: 
the two companies: of “The Sound of Music.” He was ‘accompanied ‘by. 
his: wife, Nancy. Woodruff,. formerly of the CBS casting department... --» 
“Tm a different person: on the stage. You know, I’m ‘really: a schlump.:.. 

Pm always, falling on my face. My sister once told me ‘that. whenever ‘: 
‘she saw-me performing she felt she. didn’t know whe I was..I. think I. 
‘prefer: that. ‘person on the stage. I knaw what I'm ‘doing up there. Down 
here, I get confused.” —Nancy- Walker, featured femme lead in “Do. 
Re Mi,” as quoted by William Peper in the N.. Y. World-Telegrani. , 

Athens: does not éxpect Alexis. Minotis.:or. Katina Paxinou to: renew. 2 
‘their: contracts..with. the’ Greek National. Theatre, of which both have -:" . 

| been members: for decades. Miss Paxinou-.is preparing to -appear’on *” = 
| Broadway | in. the fall as-costar with Jo; Van Fleet ie “Garden: of: oe 
Sweets.” Minotis: reportedly has: London. commitments, : 

Apparently the Broadway legit managements. shaven’ t. noticed: that 

. Sol Jacobson, 

Carl Fisher, genetal Manager for’ Griffith “& “Prince, ‘spent:.only -_ woe 

two days in Honolulu, -hurrying back to. the mainland :when: he- found 
Wakiki more like Miami Beach “than the relaxing resort: hie. remem- 
bered: from his “This Is the Army” -days:of World War II. . - . 
” “Knowing all this, and hoping I’'l.-beée smart enough: to realize: it, “and _ 
knowing : ‘that the only way I'll ‘ever give up: the: stage. is: when- ‘they’ 
-carry me. off for good, I’m saving “a couple of roles for my. ‘older’ years. 
‘Those roles are in. ‘South’ Pacific’ and.‘Kismet.’ ”-Singer-actor. John 
‘Raitt, ‘as: ‘quoted by “Allen M.. Widem, theatre editor, in’ the Hartford: 

| Times.:: 
“AS a- child, 1 just wasn't equipped. to handle niany. of: the. situations: a 

I found in my- life: -I didn’t have the poise or. the dialog: to cope. I found ~ 
the stage a'réfuge, a place. of safety. The playwright gave me the words: 
and the character. There never. was any. problem. about: how. you—the-. 
Character in: the play—were Supposed to respond to: the situations you - 
found yourself:in."—-Anne Meachami; star of the off-Broadway revival 
of “Hedda Gabler,” as quoted: by John Keating in Theatre Arts -mag:. 

-- “Take the playright. ‘How much of what you. see‘is ‘what he. jntended?- 
-An army: has. come in between, of”) people: who ‘have nothing.to .do- the 
creative act: theatre owners, eraft unions,: picture producers, ‘talent. 
agencies, each..with’ a certain pressure. and “certain. demands. The’ in- 
.truders. Between the first thought and the. ‘final : ‘expression: they wreak 

times you don’t realize it—for an “actor’s.mirror is a. .deceptive: ‘thing. am co 
I know the day is: not too ‘far. distant. when I'll Iook too old to play: .. 

“Today: ‘we live -with. values submerged: ‘and essentially negative in’ re 
‘character. We don’t know what we want..But:that doesn’t méan themes -:-~: 

in the recently-simplified system:.of daily alphabetical ad listings, it’s --° 
difficult for the casual: reader to— pick: out the titles ‘of. the shows: It. 
-{might help if the titles were. set-in. boldface type. . 
.pressagent for “Fiorello,” is:due- back today from a: yacation. in Europe 

Met during its Atlanta engage- 
ment tthere is a long waiting list 
of applicants for this privilege) it 
is doubtiul if many Negroes will - 
be able to purehase tickets to 
©pera unless radical change in 
ducat selling policy is: inaugurated. 

‘to the opening, it. is- understood). 

Frank. Corsaro : with: Shelley Win-: 
{ters as star, and will be presented 

y. Producers ‘Theatre: 

- dramatization: of Marguerite Court- 

Rhino? Over Nut |late Laurette Taytor.: -It- was tried 
out. last’ season ‘by- Alan Pakula, 

Single seat sale history is that | sams Continued from page 3 | with Judy. Holliday. as star. ‘Stevens 
they are gone in less than six hours 
after boxoffice opens. 

Met = grosses 
each year for its seven-perform- 
ance stand here. 

SAM SILVERMAN BUYS 
TYSON AGENCY, BOSTON 

Boston, Aug. 8. 
Sid Ross has sold Tyson’s ticket 

agency, one of.the oldest in Boston, 
to Sam Silverman, local fight pro- 
moter. Silverman has taken over 
operation of the agency, which is 
located in Macy's drugstore. 

Ross operated Tyson’s for some 
seven years. It was previously 
owned by Joe Solomon, of Lowell, 
who had purchased it from the 
original owner, Frank Foster. The 
sale price of the agency was un- 
disclosed. 

Epidemic of Barn Folds 
Depresses Buffale Area 

Buffalo, Aug. 8. 
The recent closing of several 

longtime Buffalo area strawhats 
has furnished grist for newspaper 
feature stories on ‘the decline of 
the legit summer theatre here--. 
abouts. 

The shuttered silos have. in-| 
cluded the Town .and posuntty. 
operated by Johnny the 
Niagara Falls Summer Theatre, 
run by Maude Franchot; and the 
Holloway Bay, Lake Shore and 
Grand Island Playhouses, some 
with a history of @ dozen seasons. 

around $210,000! 

‘| five weeks ending April 1, “grosses 
‘at the-. Longacre ‘Theatre, I 
ranged from $25,532 for an operat-.| 
ing loss of $2,347 to $31,888 for. an 

the daily critics ‘were reprinted in 

‘fall in some of the newspapers. | drama: by. Jerome Lawrence and 

recoverable, but technically: ‘it 

as of April 1 to $16,469 in excess of | 
its. $110,000 investment... For the. i Page as star. 

N.Y. by Jean Giraudoux, which Harold : 

‘Hepburn. is being sought. as star. 
ella. Ad 7 

operating profit of $1,561. “Oh ‘Dad,’ poe toa read Ar- 
Although grossés were generally }thur Kopit farce which was tried 

meagre ‘during’ ‘the last. three rout in London récently with Cor-- 
months.of ‘the show's New York j saro as director and. Stella Adler 
run, -advettising expenses presum-'as femme lead. Jerome Robbins is. 
ably. continued high, particularly | now: set. to stage the Broadway 
during ‘the period when: reviews -of production and. asstar is beirig: 

sought. “Diamond Orchid” is ‘a 

During the show’s Broadway’ run, | Robert E. Lee. ‘about. Eveta Peron, 
Kerz ‘stuck to his previously pub- late ‘film actress-wife’ -of. former 
licized position of. not running ex-'| Argentine. dictator. Juan Peron: ; 
cerpt quote ads. ~ .. “Ross” is: -Terence Rattigan’s 

The April. 1 audit réveals -pro- | London. drama about Lawrence of 
duction costs. were $80,171 .as.of.| Arabia... Alec ‘Guinness ‘was. the 
Feb. 25. Tagged on to that amount | original. star, succeeded. by Michael 
was an additional $7,365, which in-‘| Bryant. Both: Stevensi and producer 
cluded $550 for production. assist- David Merrick have been dickering 
ant and $442: for local fares and {for the U. S. rights, but the author 

| taxis. Payments to the production | is understood” refusing ‘to’ make ‘a 
assistant are also. reflected in the} commitment. until a ‘satisfactory 
-weekly operating expenses’ for the |star is obtained. 
show: A payment. of $59 was made| Under. the: Producers 
for the week ending March: 11, and ‘setup, Stevens operates the Martin 
$100 for each of the ensuing three Beck, Morosco and -Helen Hayes 
weeks covered in the. audit. Op-|theatres..-The Beck ‘is booked. for 
erating expenses in the accounting |the fall ‘for a musical, “Milk and 
also reflect a weekly $210 for -tips | Honey.” The Morosco gets “Blood 
and gratuities. ‘Sweat: and: ‘Stanley ‘Poole.”: . The 

costars with Ralph Meeker, who tenant In the standee-limit. comedy, 
succeeded Eli Wallach, ‘opened. last }“ Mary, Mary,” by Jean Kerr. Ste- 

(Tues.). at the ‘Edgewater |vens has. been dickering with the night 
Beach ‘Playhouse, Chicago, after’) Shuberts ‘and. seyeral independ- 
running 30. weeks on Broadway. ents; but. hasn’t been able to: get. 
The production is seheduled ‘to re- |.more : than “a. ‘next-in-line commit: 
turn to Broadway in. September. ment 4 on: other, houses. 

yLaurette” ‘is ° ‘Stanley... Young's: =. 

ney’s biography of -her mother, the | ° 

ow ‘holds ‘the. seript and, ‘subject } 
oO rewrites. may. -T° 

brought the show’s financial outlay | |thony ‘as ‘lirector ot with An: 
“Judith”: 1s Christo-: 

‘Tues. 
its solo violinist, Henryk. Szeryng, | 

‘pher Fry’s adaptation ‘of ‘a comedy Ti’ Pole now: ‘resident | ‘in Mexico. | 
a .question ‘of : 

Clurman is to stage and Audrey } 

‘Theatre ) 

(Joseph Krips, | Conductor). 

Lewisohn. “Stadium eoncert of. 
(25) was performed without! 

‘Thereby hangs 
whefher..the Sol Hurok office ‘was:; 
taking a risk at: the -hazard, as it 
developed,. of. the uptown Manhat- | 
tan .spot..or whefher the.. Minnie } 
Guggenheimer ‘Management :: chad 
failed to double-check its own | 
‘contract, 

Hurok office booked the virtuoso | 
| for | Monday - ‘in Philadelphia, with | 
a rain clause, and ‘for ‘Tuesday in| 

pices were burning ‘at the ‘Hurok 
ooking since .Lewisohn. pays : the. 
best fees. To. quote, “this - is. noJ. 
charity we operate.” 
comment. that in 44 years ‘the | 
Lewisohners. “had never suffered 
because it rained in Philadeiphia. 

of not. allowing .. for. climatic ‘mis- 

tight booking that’s “damaging - all 

Szeryng of. a stadium appearance 

As for the. concert. in question, 7 
Josef -Krips |’: maestro conductor 

made the personal: most. of it ‘in| 
lieu of a soloist. He went. per pro-- 
gram: with the Academic Festival | 
Overture and:the C minor -syniph, |. 

. -}subbing - the. post-intermission.2 ‘weg 

There © was. 

we this season (Lewisohn, winds Aug |. 
The play, in which Zero Mostel | Hayes. has. a solidly. entrenched | 5). 

‘their change. "_~Author-tritic: Marya Mamnes,. in. a talk. at t the ‘National 
Book Awards ceremonies last t Maren. not - 

( ‘oneert Review 
‘Lewisohn Stadium, NY. 1 with ‘the Prelude | to De Meister. 

** | sirigers’” and. Stravinsky's - 
bird Suite. ”- (He'll .offer: ‘“Meistere... 
- Singer” at the: ‘Bayreuth: fest” next’. 

“Fires. 

month.) — 
‘Nothing’ really veritiiregome, “yet 

still ‘a test.of a ‘conductor's mettle... 
 Krips, “who's .chiefed..the ‘Buffalo — 
: Philharmonic ‘since..54; makes~ an 

.} energetic: figure 6n the’. podium 
; that transfers to- his - readings. - 
| Hence, .the Brahms was -brisk..(to 
, the: general. ‘U.S. taste), the, Wag- > .- 
ner . ‘properly. ‘lusty, - and the: Stra-:- 
vinsky ~ vividly .; éhromatic. a 

Size “of the - turnout |. (around. . 
5,000) . ‘disappointed, but.‘the JFK. 
radio-tv addres§ ‘that - night; -plus.* 

Manhattan. .What* happened was. the 90-plus” heat, were | limiting ro 
‘rain in Philly which prevented:.the | factors,. Pit. . 
fulfillment. of the engagement’ in| : 
N.. Y,. the next: evening. 
Suffice. ‘that. the. Lewisohn. “aus-'|- 

~ Off-Br sadway Shows 
¢ Figures. denote: ppening. dates) 
-Balcony. {Rep.),. Circle'In Square Q-3-60). 

"Blacks, St. ‘Marks. (5-4-6)).. 
Dream & Bessie; Cherry Lane 16D. we 
“Fantasticks, Sullivan St. (53-60 

..Medda Gabler, 4th St. (1b 8-60), 
King Dark Chamber, Jan: Hus (2-9-6 9-81) 
‘Leave if te Jane, Sheridan Sa. S250 : 
closea_ next Sunday. (13).. 

“. Mary Sunshine, Players: 11-18-$0), 
the night héfore. Rain clauses are, |- 
of course, ‘also commonplace. in |.. 
‘the Guggenheimer contracts. . of 

If the Szeryng incident is a case { Threepenny 0 spare, de Lys 
- Under’ Mill 

hap, it ‘was. the. sort ‘bf needlessly |! sc 

Moon: ts Blue, 41st St. Petes 
- Premise, Premise (11-22-60 

|’ Red Eye, Living Th’tre. (6 e126); moved: oo, 
' last night (Tues.) to “the Provincet town aan 
Playhouse. 

. HEDULED OPEN 
: pirates ef | Penzance, . Pron CoeeD. 

“. Cockeyed. Kite, Actors (9-13-6 
around -—~ for one thing’ cheating |. 1 Véant:- You, Maidman got sy. ae 

Sq. @1860).,, -‘Misalliance, . Sheridan. 
" Ghests, ‘4th: St. 21 
. Opening. of Windew,. Marquee s1-60. 
-Q: Marry Me, Gate (9- 
HM) -Palesane, York (9-27-61).+ 
th A erth, son: Ave, | @27-6D.. ; 

: @ 
"Sop ef Life, 1 Sher. Sq. “a0-2-8b. : 
All tn Leve, 41st -St.. (10-16-6D. ; 
-Buskers, Cricket 10-334)... 
Ge ‘Bight CMY aon ‘Mayfair Gs-30-61). 

. Cattle. Hut, ; ae St.: (1-238); eloeed : 
Aus. "after vaine. ‘Performances: we 

od Rep.) aes 2540. - : r 



was ‘operating figures were obtained from. other. sources. : 

_Wedneatey, ‘Auguat § 9; 1961: 

~ Tnside rar a 
2 The Stata: Fate ‘Mubteals season. at the State Fair ‘Muste ial; oania| - 

- ‘Shad a. deficit ‘of. about. $60,000 forthe first eight weeks through: last 
Bunday night. (@). That ‘was on. a total gross of about $262,100 for four |. 

‘productions. The. operation’ breaks. even. at about $88,200 for the -14- 
rformance, :two-week .run’ of ‘each show. Potential: capacity gross is 
77,000-a week in the. 4, 120-seat hause,. at a $4 top downstairs. ‘and $3. 50: 

on. the baleony.: 

. been. as follows: 983 e00F . “Song of “Norway,” $63,000; -““Destry’ Rides Again,” 
“Brigadoon,” ’- $84,500, “and -“'Take Me. ‘Along,’ $62,000. ‘The 

*" Mew. management: does: not disclose gross: figures. this. Season; but: re-. 
” Jeases -attendance - figures. to the Dallas - dailies. The- ‘above ‘gross. and 

John “Chapman: N. “¥: Daily’ News “Yegit: critie,. took. a how “in his 
“ columr: last’ ‘Sunday: {6).for the: change in the ending of the Brosdway 

production. of “Camelot.”. ‘Chapman. revealed - that he suggested -the’ 
.switchin the show's: ‘elesing: scene to director Moss Hart, who, in:turn, 
‘relayed the. idea to librettist-lyricist: Alan Jay ‘Lerner.. Richard: Bur- 
ton,:who costars in the: musical; “was also: consulted: and ‘all: three en-. 
“dorsed Chapman’s idea: - 

.... The critic, who, said-he hasn't gotten anything: out of it. put a couple 
> of pairs of. tickets to the. show, ‘eniphasized in- his :column ‘that “‘Per- | j 

sonal: satisfaction. 1s. enough.” "Lerner, Hart,.and. the. musical’s: com- 
- poser; Frederitk, Loewe, are producers ‘of “Camelot.” aa ; 

 Pressagent. ‘Richard. “Maney, Boswell : of: “NEY Fair Lads, ” -has ‘one: 
‘.,. More target date for thé: musical version of -‘Pygmalion,”” That. ‘is. the. 
“. 1 Matinee of riext: Jan. 10, when. the: show will: play its 1,544th- perform-: 
"ance at the Drury’ Lane, London, thereby ‘passing the “Oklahoma” |. 
-yecord for the thedtre: The ‘original Broadway. production - of. “MFL” |- 
Played. its 2,239th performancé. last ‘Thursday night (3).at.the Hellinger 

heatre, N.Y., ‘thereby. bettering .the all-time ‘longrun ‘mark for..a -legit.|- 
musical,’ previously held: by’ “Chu-Chin-Chow”. ‘in . London.. Tite. Alan’ 
Jay: Lerner-Frederick ' Loewe adaptation -of. the G; Bi :Shaw~ comedy 

; recently topped the “Oklahoma” record. for a Broadway. musical. * 

Bits. of London 
jot that, title’ at ‘the ‘Aits, “Walter ‘Tendon, Aug. 8. 

#2 Chamberlain -Regrets :. 
“Jill. Ireland has ‘withdrawn. from 
the cast: The éomedienne ‘Says. she- 
‘regrets that. the’ Lord . Chamber-. 

the iatest bulletin on “The Lord 

-: Jain’ has’ censored so. much of ‘the 
_“"Fevyue’s ‘material ‘that: her. part’ is 
* mow --virtually” non-existent. . 

: Ronald Millar’s -next play, . JThe 
. Affair,” ‘to be. presented by. ‘Henry. 

thas “started . rehearsals. 
John “Clements, _ Dorothy.” Alison, 
Alan Dobie ‘head ‘the * cast; with 

Sherek; 

. ‘Harold. ‘French staging. 
“Paul | ‘Daneman’ plays: the. title 

. role in:. “Dr... Faustiis" opening. 
a Sept.: 14 atthe Old Vic: 

“Jeanne ‘Moody will’ play “Lady |W 

..” is that. 
‘Brown ‘will portray Mellors. 
Donald’ Sinden, : Hugh. Sinclatr, 
Ralph Michael. and Frances Rowe. 
have’ the: ‘lead: roles. in. “Guilty |" 
Party,” anew. George. Ross-Camp- |: - 
bell: Singer whodunit due Aug. Le 
at: St... ‘Martin's: ‘Theatre. . 
‘Jean Kerr's’ Broadway. hit, 

‘“Mary,. Mary,” will be ‘presented. in 
‘London’ by. H..:M,.: Tennent and 
Roger. L.. Stevens in the fall: 

Dennis. Arundell writing a book 
| on. Sadler’s Wells. Theatre. ~: 

The. © notorious -°.“four - 
words”. will be in ‘at the dress re- 
hearsal of. “Lady ‘Chatterley” : ‘at: 

the .. Arts. Theatre: - Club, -when 
Wanna Paul will invite ‘the: Tord 

“Jetter. 

Chatterley. ‘next month in the play! Chamberlain. to ‘see it... 

: AC Chi Theatre Heet | 
: Goodnight, Mrs. Paffim, without making much 

Chicago, Aug. -8. 

Scenic dedigner " Jo ‘“Mielziner, ; 
‘director-critic — Harold ~Clurman 

-and. ‘actor-director Burgess ‘Mere- 

‘dith. were. spéakers at:the Midwest 

The two-week grosses forthe four shows thus’ far this summer have} JHeatre™ “Conference held _ last 
-weekend: on the’ Univ... of Chicago 
campus. ce 

: Besides: seminars, lectures : and, 
: panel- talks, ‘the ‘conclave offered’ 

| performances of ‘Henry IV, Part: 
EL -"Six Charaeters. In’ Search of 

an’ Author” and “Ulysses in Night-: 
town,” -by the. Court Theatre; ‘aj. 
local’ semi-professional group. ‘The 
‘Serond City company gave a pres-'| : 
entation’ of. “instant” . or, -impro- oa 
visational theatre... 

Others’ taking ‘part . in ‘the. con- 
ference: ‘titled “Dialog: The Amer- 
ican ‘Theatre :Today;” were ‘phi- 
losopher. Kenneth . Burke, - poet- 

we sociologist Reuel Denney, ‘psycho- 
-analyst . Dr. Charles. Kligerman, |: 
-producers Mary Cattell -and Carl 
‘Stohn Jr: and art. historian Joshua 
Taylor.: : 

“The ‘eveiit» Was. sponsored by the |’ 
| University College - in. association [ 
‘| with the. Chi. chapter of- American 

| National Theatre & Academy, the 
‘American Educational Theatre 

4 Assn., and the. Ilinois-Wisconsin 
Theatre Conferencé. William “AI 
ton was: co-ordinator. 7 

Bil Putch Schedules. 

‘ville, ‘Pa., is planning an off-Broad- 
way production: ‘next fall of “‘Bed- 
side age a musical by Rob-/. 
ert. J 
Sengchter The venture is budgeted | 
‘at 
The authors: ‘of thé musical, pre-. 

viously: titled, “Medical. Man,” ” are’ 
“to share in ai of the gross. 

and 
‘His 

Several Chicago drama “prities: the amateur. field. 
also participated. The latter group’. 
-comprised. ‘a panel, which included. 
‘Glenna Syse;of.the Sun-Times, | 

-| Roger’ Dettmer; of ‘the American, 
| and William. Leonard, of the Trib-- 

|| uine~ and: Christian ‘Science « Mont- 
oo tor.*. aoe 
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impact, 
London, July 19. {though Margo Mayne and Barbara 

1 meee presentation (for : Whatley ire pretty, | pert little 
, and by arrange-ithesps and Brian Parker, Murray 

Mant with, Richmond ‘Theatre & Houald' kash and Rodney Diak do what 
Arthur Lovegrove. Staged by Alexander - ‘they can with the three cardbourd 
‘Pores “decors John Piper. Stars Irene ‘characters of the young men {te 

James P 

Kene 
Frarnett, “Murray Kash. Cicely Hulett, - volved. 4 ; ' 

ey. Diak, Brian Parker. Opened July? Alexander Dore's etaging is 
18, ete Ae the Strand Theatre, London; i heavy: handed, though he hae 

Ethel Fordyce Savssccaces Cicely Hullett shrewdly allowed Miss Hand] to 
amela OFAYCO  - ov eeeeeas » ‘Jacqueline Fordyce. "Margo Meone | have her comic head. John’ Pt 

Nicho Fordyce aa para Watley | j per's ae iw ye pitenior of an 
es ei wee: yes Barbara atley ij upper-middle class house in a Lone 

fast rete mn -Ireneaandl: gon guburb f# conventional but 
Stephen Parker ...,.... Keneth Thornett. apt, Rich, 
‘Victor Parker ....,+..... Brian Parker . - 
Roger Vincent ........... Mynray Kash | ? 

An inept ‘comedy by character ‘Offer All- Drama Series 
actor Arthur Lovegrove, “Good 

~ At White Barn, Westport ‘Night, Mrs.: Puffin” at Jeast pro- | 

| vides a first starring part for Irene[ ix American and a French play- 
Hand! unworthy as tt Js. eer an ( wright will be represented this 
undiscriminating public will go! 

for the lay a4 any 8 dla i Leste run-can predicted in London. . 
‘There is no hope for it abroad. but { Westport, ¢ ornth for the expert 
dt will probably do-for stock and i Semester, the 1h 

mental showcase, begon July 
. {with the presentation’ of “Piece 

colhe, story concerns re neerful | and Precis.” the overall title for 
who; : " 

-dreams' that. a scheduled wedding :& Gouble- bill by Lewis John Car 
in fashionable Hampstead will not : 

Six other invitational offerings, 
take Place. The family is at frst | nited to Sunday night showings indignant but. then intrigued as, 

ionly, are scheduled for the balance one by one, Mrs. Puffin's forecasts of the season. This year, Miss 
come true. 

Lortel has dropped dance. and 
Lovegrove has neither the tech-| | musical recitals in favor of a 

nical skill nor the imagination to stral : ght dramatic series. Upcom- 
do much. with this ides. te has! ing entries include “In the First 
‘worked. out a rough print sor Miss: ' Place, ° by William Packard, jast 

Theatre, es 

Bernstein: and. Nicholas. 

‘Hand and .relied on her to. get 
the yocks, which she doves. But 
‘it's hard. going and when she is 

‘Inot on view, .the proceedings are } 
. tedious. 

The dialog consists mainly of ; 
“2 + labored puns, eliches and malop- : 

New Musical Off-B’way 
William ‘Putch;: operator of the’ 

‘Totem . ‘Pole - “Playhouse, .Fayette- 

ropisms. The humor {is based on 
the. premise that .a Cockney must 
‘inevitably. be a comic caricature. 
There Ag nothing resembling a sur- 
prise. 

‘Miss. Handl pulls out every 
comic trick in her repertoire and! 

opportunities as a harasséd father | 
of the bride. The rest of the cast 

is“funny despite her predictable ! 
material. Jack Allen has a few? 

Sunday (30); “In a Backward 
Country,” by Evan Jones, next 
| Sunday (6), and “The Acrebats,” 
by Berry Fleming, Aug. 13. 

Also, three one acters by - Jack 
| Dunphy, “Water Under the 
Bridge,” “The Table” and “The 
Squirrel,” Aug. 20; “The Purist 

; Agony.” by Harry Tierney dr., and 
|The Typist,” by Murray Schiegel. . 
Aug. 27, and a new undesignated 
avant garde work by French stripe 
ter Obaldia, Sept..3. The Carline 
and Packard offerings are schede. 
wed to be repeated as part of the 
American National Theatre & 
Academy imatince series next year 
in Ml Miss Lortel’s Theatre de Lys, 

i Salwartly go through -their paces 

“Mr; Bendix. strolls away with the show with wayward charm 

believable. Relaxed and with unerring timing, he is equally ~ 
at home in vaudeville turns or romancing his lovelorn Luly. " 

thee A Oe OR Ao me, HO BLA na THAT Laces Me Af em te 

at least five different wavs to throw a kiss or point a line. 
‘Uncle Sid is that rare animal, a comic character wholly 

Thomas Willis 
-Chicago Tribune 

“William Bendix... comes here with the show right 
in the palm of his hand... he has much of Gleason's 
“away-we-go” touch. His best moments, in fact, come 
-in a little soft shoe routine where he tilts his straw hat 
ata rakish Chevalier angle and hoofs it up pretty good.” 

Glerina Syse 

Chicago Sun-Times Pod 
e 

~““At Melody Top in suburban Hillside .,. ‘Take 
. Me Along’ has begun a month of performances 
under spreading canvas, Anchor man in the 
‘Hillside production is Willlam Bendix, as tippling 
Uncle Sid, and it’s a deft impersonation he pro- 

. Vides of Jackie Gleason, his Broadway predecessor 
in the role.” 

Roger Dettmer 

Chicago’s American 

“Chiefly, there 1s WilHam Bendix as Uncle 
Sid. When he is on stage, this show has the 
sharp timing and emphatic detai) that lift it 
up to 4 high professional Jevel.” 

Richard Christiansen 
Chicago Daily News 
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“A PERSONAL TRIUMP 
Last night's opener “proved « a. personal iriomph. 

for Julia Meade. The stajuesqué television . per- 
‘sonality handled herself magnificently - in @ tole 
that calls for. more than merely. acting. 

, . _ DAILY NEWS, Springfield, ‘Mass. 
Julia Meade’s performance. as Babe fs 

one that should remove all doubts regard- 
‘ing her musical comedy stardom. 

COURIER-POST, Camden, N.J. 

Miss Meade, @ 1 ravishing: beauty,’ 
displayed a definite fldir:for acting. - 

She haga facial expressiveness that 
-.was.a delight and: the audience re-° 
“sponded to .an-electric personality. =. 
«ss she sang well: the difficult: songs: . 

which make up ''The Pajama: Game" * 
score. Miss. Meade, it.can be said. 
‘safely, belongs out .from- behind the 
cameras ‘of TV, and. in front of the: 
footlights and. the cameras’ of stage © 
and” ‘Motion pictures. | 

. THE SPRINGFIELD : ‘UNION, 

- Springfield, ‘Mass... 

It's star, Julia Meade, won 
applause for her excellent act- 
ing. The strawberry - blonde 
beauty's charm shone through 
her role of Babe and gave it 
an extra dimension. 

‘HOLYOKE (Mass. ) 
TRANSCRIPT-TELEGRAM 

Julia Meade .... burst from her " 
glass-encased world to ‘become: ins 
the flesh a remarkably striking and 
appealing. leading. lady. _— 

THE SUN;, Baltimore, Md. Ps 

THANKS TO LEE GUBER,. FRANK FORD. AND SHELLY GROSS FOR PUTTING 

TOGETHER SUCH A GREAT COMPANY OF “PAJAMA GAME" 

Julia Meade y 
Personal Management - 

GREENHUT - JERRY. KATZ, INC. 
- 
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‘only. to. ‘the: ‘Met's views. there. Was , Square, was *-gecused - by. one. re-; he “expected: to return in. a few)” 
4°. some sharp questioning ‘and certain: porter of” conducting © “an. inquisi- | days to Europe, from whence he ar-| . e 
- 42 arresting: information was elicited: tion”. ‘This .was,. the reporter , ‘Fived last. week, to begin” talks , book. and. lyrics of “O, Marry Me.” berg, his wife, dramatic coach 

i motabty the -educated - guesses.. of thought, ‘a press. ‘conference yet the ; “with: talent: on: the’ season after the the upcoming off-Broadway musi-. Paula, left recentiy for a. two- 
‘| “Bing that.the annual opérating def-- inquisitor ‘was: not. of the press. - present one. . teal version of ‘Oliver Goldsmith's - month tour of European theatrival 

’-deits.‘at.La ‘Scala in Milan .ran- to. Anderson explained. ‘that. he .was; Some. piquant - ‘remarks were.: ‘She if New Yo Conquer, Is due | ‘centers. In Rome. - the Str: asberRs 
f ; to $4, 000,000 and: that of the Stat-. _@ditor of: two music. ‘publications ; -dropped by Bliss: and Grecnway as: *back in New York next Sunday 13): will be joined bv their actress- 

% . oper in ..Vienna not. far. behitd.: - and. head of. the Music: ‘Critics Assn. ' to. the irony of. running: grand op- . 
|:.-More modestly-geared: Covent: Gar- That silenced. the-press-proud re-. era in. 1961 with inflation: at its| Shephard Coleman suceecded*  P. G. Wedchouse's “Goad Morn- 

* ‘gen.in London ‘Turis “$d, 000,000. in - porter. Bing hastened. to” say . that: worse... No “eronomies” ‘other than; ‘Sherman Frank as musical director ing Bill” is scheduled to be revived 

: 
leventual reality. Bing- argued’ that : cussions: ‘(This ‘is the issue: involv-j been. disappointing . to. their pro- 
one ‘prior :cancellation: had been -at ‘ing a.French: horn. player with. 19 | ducers, “judging. from the box’ 
<a. time when the:Milan’ and Vienna | years -tenure ‘who .was' given: his: Office reports published in VARIET 

“ companies were not vet. operating.-dismissal notice at, the end of. ‘Ap-!at- ‘the. time: . 

_ogtars: was” a key circumstance, this; Orchestra.” Committee and. ‘sat ° asi dience ‘entirely different from the ° , Continent. i 
“time... _ an’. ‘observer ’ at-- -the negotiations: regular Broadway or road theatre ! 

 gvect. to the’ “star, system” ‘at the: - iffy er. 

‘Met ‘were. -neatly | sidestepped. ‘Hej. ..Anderson’s™ ‘probing: ‘had’ to- dol ‘mission, several of the fraftemen. tively, by Jack Blackman and © 

‘conceded -the importance: of, great: in’ part with the: willingness: of ‘the|80t to the touring: produ and pressagent, has a byline piece 
-- names at the boxoffice but declined: Met to accept Rockefeller or: tthelt “The. World of -Suzie -Wong” and "Charles Corbett has: succeeded } B 5 

‘'40: generalize for or. against. the: subsidy “if. offered’: Also: was -the| Went to see.the production. Al-|Randy Doney in “Camelot. sey." 
“star system per’ se- Stress was laid Met willing to lease the’ premises | though all of them were. native. 
upon the. undésirability: ‘of attempt-| to. another: opera company able to: Philadelphians, -.none had. ever forthcoming . Stephan  Slane- taaim 

. Inga belated: *patchwork"..season,* meet the AFM demands? Answer: ren to.a regular. legitimate pro- iMartueel production of “Barnum.” Fili-television scripter Max 
“'with:the 20 unnamed . ‘stars. “being: ‘that contingency was improbable 

“unavailable. 2 - i) put would be met when,. and ff; j before. pnts | will play her first date in legit jdebut as a Broadway playwright 

Weineiay, Angst 9, 1961 — oo. — | VARIETY. oe, ESTIMATE 59 
: orchestra imembers: He offered: the} 

| Opinion that he. suspected the or- 
ra ‘Cancels; Raps 802 chestra negotiators did. not believe || 

{the Met was sincere, that they held i] 
to..the conviction that by.: holding !| 

jt, the Met would give in. He said: 

‘Lela. Pergament: author of the’ Aetors Studio head Lee Stras- 

- Continued. from. pace - 2 

‘from a five-week European trip. -daughter, Susay Strasberg. 

ii. the red. oe ‘he: accepted Anderson “as a guest” , Scenery ‘trucking was foreseen at!0f the Broadway production of .off-Broadway next fail under the 
. “20 Singers ‘Cancel - .. iat -the:conference. a ' !Ltneoln Center where there would Bye Bye Birdie” last Monday new tte of “Phe Mediocre Girl" 

“These data were: part: of the dis.’ Seale Diserepancies ” "be. only 150more seats. though , night (7). hy David Al Jase and Wallace ve Hin ee n of Met:economics,the MMan-. “Other: questionin established : “with the ‘sight line ‘problem licked. ; Charles: Hi. Renthal. a CPA, ac- ‘ | 
: “ens h ouse depending ‘upon ox, that the. Park ey 802. was a@:... There was considerable ‘cynicism tive in legit,.and Irving A. Bogash, Rim Swados ix to desisn the sets 

‘office; averaging ‘94°¢ of capacity. : .comedown from $268. to $248 week- | among the . “press. as to: the: candi- ; another: C.P.A.. have formed the for Gian Sciandra’s plinsed off- 

‘It was repeatedly: stated that: this ly for: seven performances. 'Cur- , dates for: mayor of New York ruch- ‘accountaney firm . of Charles H. Broadway: prociativn next fall of 

present. season’s cancellation: was Trent: seate.is $170). Met's. offer was .ing.in_ with “offers to. help” in _rée- Renthal & Co. “The Automobile Gravevard ” 
cai forced, one week after the previ: -in terms of percentages, 3% “4¢c, "turn | for ‘a few headlines. i Romi: Yamada succeeds Celey! Richard H. Roffman will be part- 

"ously .-fixed. deadline of.. July” 30,, 5, ascending aaa Oe. a0 ek 
| be¢ause, some 20 top opera-sinzers Year, contract plus c. by © 
a” eee erally ‘cancelled. ‘Bing: de- abnum,. added to ‘the. present -re-: Says ‘Fiorello’ Proves ‘of “Flower Drum Song” at the ‘neat fall of “A Hell of An Aneel,” 

Carilio next Monday (14) as femme _nered with Julius Hochman in the 
tlead in the touring presentation | ‘planned production off-Broadway 

clined” to“ name’ them lest’ “anv hearsal rate of. $3.30 against - which |}: ’ Forrest Theatre, Philadelphia. ‘a musical by Rosallfe and Tony 
“stigma of” disloyalty”. ‘be Anferred. 802 was asking $6.80 per. hour. ‘ * Pri FIce. Cuts Don’t Work 7% Harold S. Prince planed to. Calabrese, which Patricia Carmi- 
7 since none.is warranted.” |. _‘ ‘Pyavel éxpense allowance for. the! , ‘Chicago. ' puerto Rico to attend the opening Chael is to direct. 

Between: 650-700 «persons . total: spring -tour. ‘found: the. -union. aie | Editor, “VARIETY: dane w * jTast Monday: nignt +7) at the uni- Michael Shillo and his wife. Avé- 
are’ onthe. Met: payrolls. ‘About:90 ing that. ‘the present.” 10:25 .: .The’ news. that *“Fiorello is re. ' - versity there of “West Side Story,” (va Gor, left recently for Israel to 

are. in ‘the orchestra, a: committee diem be: hiked to $18: and the. “Ber sorting. -to ‘twofers in addition : to i which. he.co-produced on Broadway ! ‘play the lead: roles in a Hebrew- 
cf whose numbers sat: behind ‘the a¢ément: countering with $1.25 per. ®. ‘publicly . announced “price -cut ‘with his. laté partner, Robert E.'language version of. “Rashomon.” 

. 802 negotiation ‘team, for the first: day. for 1962. and. 50c ‘added: for|Should prove once and forall that ; i Griffith. Prince will o 0. the cam- ‘scheduled for a late September 
/:time: A Federal. mediator, J...R.: both. 1963.and 1964 spring travel.:. [lowered ticket pricés are no. an-: pany for replacements for the Eu-'opening at the Municipal Theatre, 
“Mandelbaum; ‘was present. at’ ‘the | “Arbitration of. all dismissals; ‘swer : to. Sagging show . ‘receipts. !ropean edition of the musical cur-!Halfa. The Shillos were in the 

 20-odd. meetings ‘with the AFMers ! whether. for: artistle. or. other : con!" ‘Period of Adjustment” Tast: sea-{ rently playing in West Berlin, \Broadway production of “Rasho- 
_ Reporters. showed: ‘tuch. ‘interest: : siderations’ was: listed. as item H .S0n: and “The Rainmaker” ‘some! «yg Strings” is the title for the ‘mon," Miss Gor having suceeeded 

. Jn. the antecedents: of Jabor .bar- {i the. 802: demands but Bing ‘stated five: years ago tried the advertised | upcoming Richard Rodgers-Samuel ,C laire Bloom as femme iead 
gaining in: ‘former . seasons, when ‘It had not ‘come: up for discussion price-cut road to better business. payior musical, previously untitled | Alexander Ince has reportedly 

cmmeellation did not. prove. the “prior. to .the breakdown: ‘of: dis-|:With : ‘Tegults- that’ could only have ! Coast “writer-director Jerry De- ‘set David Wayne as «tar and Joseph 
vine;: who’s associated in the sehed- ‘Anthony as director for his con- 

y wled Broadway production of: templated Broadway production of 

-“Step ona’ Crack," leaves next )“The Ege” 
i;week for a two-morth business- Costumes for “Gideon” are being: 

after-the war, The. competition: for‘ Til. .The man is: secretary of the | - : Evidently twofers: reach an au-. vacation trip to Engtand and the désigned by Domingo Rodriguez, 
Scenery and lighting for “Blood, 

i Sets: and costumes for “Kicks & "Sweat and Stanley: Ponte” are he- 
“Efforts: ‘te. entangle. Bing: in’ ‘re- | conducted by: the’ 802 Tealership).” | Bhttsaciphie Gute Planning Come +Co,". ‘are being designed. respec- being designed by Donald Ocnsla- 

i S » freelance ction’ of - Edith Lutyens. David Steinberg, freelance writer 

jabout “The Theatre in New Jer-° 
past and present, in the July 

Gene. Frankel’ will direct. the issue af the New Jersey Business 

uction vat’ a. downtown theatre | ‘Film. actress Maureen O'Sullivan ; ‘ Benoff is scheduled to make his 

‘Roy. Anderson, : who" is chahimiin' arising. J. wonder whether - the’ " poorly: iStock at the Drury Lane Theatre ,next fall with the Theatre Guild- 
cade. -a. “committee: which -watits to! ‘Bing made. the: ‘point - that ‘03: ‘reviewed. “Suzie” . “inspired them ‘Chicago.. She'll star in “Room Full Joel Schenker presentation of hus 

~ 4 : prevent: thé demolition of.the Met | declined his. request for permission to. further attendance. a lof. Roses”. for four weeks, starting ‘comedy, “Gussie.” formerly 1itled 
‘|. edifice, after ‘the: move: to: Lincoln to personally telegraph each of the ~ “Oct. 1. “Thomas: P. M elone. “God Blexs This Bank “ 

BETSY. “PALMER ; 
a “Gentlemen n- Prefer Blondes” 
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CASTING NEWS _ 
HPO? 

. Fotfowing are available parts in upcoming Broadivay,. 
way, and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and.tele | Fifth Ave. 

All information has been obtained: directly .by the} parts: 
VarteTY Casting Depurtment by telephone calls,. and has been. ‘Te- Negro; : vital,. 
vision shows. 

cherked as of noon yesterday (Tues.}. 

‘| tlon ¢/0 ‘above: address. 

0 ;-Broud- ‘Weems . & .. Robert Buccal 

Jead - mezz0. so- 
attractive,, . quick-. 

r_ the. musical - based. on -Sheri- ‘Available, ‘parts: 
dante “The Rivals.” -Mail ‘informa- | prano, young, 

: witted;. lyric . soprano, 
. “Clandestine: ‘on the “Mornitig | witty, ‘independent: -lead contralto, 

| Line”? :{C), Producers, John . TF. 
(1035. women; “goubrette, 

N. - 

‘tead woman, 40-60, .40-60,| tile; tenor, juvenile, 
warm, -Mail: photos | humorous; baritone, juvenile heavy, 

and .réesumes - ¢’o. Allen Davis, 

The available roles will be repeated weekly until- filled, and addi-| above © address, or call him. at. JU! ‘Indian; teener, eager, energetic. 

responsible partivs. The intention is to service performers: with leads 
provuted by the managements of the shows involved rather than to 
ree, a wild goose marathor. This information is’ published. without |. 
eharze. 

In addition to the available parts Usted, the tabulation includes ‘pro: ‘American - “Theatre. Wing, 161° W. 
dusnans annoyreed for later this season, but, for.which, the manage- 
moeuts, as yet, aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa-. 
tisns are as follows: (C;} Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy; 

[Drama 3 Book: Shop: 151. W.. 52d. St.,° address, ‘Rehearsals will ‘begin in 
N. Yo. “| Sept. 

“Opponents - Game”: Dr, Pro- ; 
‘ducer. Jack -G. Morris: (e/o}: TOURING. 

‘93d St.,N. Y:; UN 5-0800). Avail-/-ducers, Rodgers and Hammerstein 
able parts,. :woman, 45-50, sophisti- (488 ‘Madison.’ Ave.,: “NC Y.),. 

cated, charming, intelligent; man, | tions tomorrow ¢(Thurs.) ‘for male 

sharp,. determined;: ‘two. ‘character . 
must . speak }~ 

Available French: character © baritone, vola=.|°. 
handsome, . 

good-looking: character bass, “old. 

“Flower Drum Song”: (MC): Pro-- 

_Audi- f..” 

Wednesday, August 9, 1961 

| musical performers being accepted | 145 E: ‘15th ‘St. NY: LF 38-5257). Chinese “and | ‘Eastern. portrayala,. 
For. audition appointment ‘contact . 

| Meyer: Braiterman, above - address, 
ingenue,.|.. 

SHOWS | IN. REBEARSAL . 
Le BROADWAY" ; 

“Blood, ‘Sweat - and” ‘Stantey 
Poole”: (RD). Producer; ‘Roger L 
Stevens: (745° Fifth “Ave.; N.Y. PL 
1-1290),. in association with, ‘Joseph : 

-| Fields; 
tivns to the list will be made only when information is secured from }6-6300. - Script: available at. . the:! Mail photos and-resumes ‘¢/o above |. - “How To “Succeed ‘tn. ‘Business. 

‘Without Really. Trying” (MC). Pro-' 
ducers, Cy Feuer &: Ernest. Martin: 

“41205 ° W. 46th'St., N.Y.; JU :6-5973).. 

i 
4: 

| 
x 

Bate fon ple we 
“4 

(AID. Musical Drama, (R) Rerue, 
Reading. 

+ 

BROADWAY 

“<Complaisant Lover” (D’. 
ducer, Irene Mayer Selznick (112 

Pro-. 

Central Park South, N.Y... Avail-, 
adle part. Engiish boy, 9-11, earn-: ‘ Available parts: young. Man, second | tive; femme, 18, cute, . vivacious; | 
est, unaffected, plays Michael Red- | 
gzrave’s son; undestudies for Red-. 
Beave and ‘Googie Withers. Mail 

Hammerstein... 2d - 
‘Ave., N. Y.)* casting director, Eddie 
Blum. Auditions: for. possible future 
replacements for girls, 7-16, -and ; 

; boys, 11-14 all with trained voices. 1G: Morris (c/o American Theatre 

(Rep) Repertory, (DR) ‘Dramatic: 

(488 Madison, 

characters. Mail photos. =. and! 
-resumes to above address... 

“Subways Are For Sleeping” 
‘MCs. - Producer, . David Merrick 
4246 W. 44th St., N.Y: LO 3-7520). | 

lead, serious, breezy, must- sing; 
.young- femme, lead; attractive, 
efficient, must sing; femme,. 30, 

23-27, virile, charming; “character 
man, 50's, conservative; femme, 18, 

{eute,. Vivacious; femme, 23-27, chic, 
sophisticated;.. character woman, 

resumes ¢/0. above ‘address. 

“Gayden”. (D). Producer, ‘Jack 

;.Wing, 161: W.. 93d St., N.Y.; UN'5- 
"| 0800)... Available parts: “woman, 
145. -50, sophisticated, charming, in- 
telligent: man, 23-27, virile, charm- 
ing; character’ man, 50's, cohserva-. 

femme, ‘23-27,. chic, sophisticated; 
charactér: woman, over 35, maid. 
Mail “photos and resumes c/o: 

piotes and resumes.c/o above ad-: ‘second fenime lead. be autiful! above address... 
dress. 

“Garden of Sweets” (D:. Pro- 
ducers. Ben Frye, Irving Squires ° 
& Sirkl De Vysenof ‘250 W.:57th 
Si, N.Y. CO 5-0286). Available. 
parts’ man, 43, medium build, , 2 
rugged yet gentle; character man, |. 
64, small Greek Orthodox priest. ! 
Mail photos and resumes, through ! 
azents only,, co Pat -Fowler, : 
rm. 413, above address. °’ 

“gle of Children” (D). Produ- 
cers, Lester Osterman & Shirley 
Bernstein (1650 Broadway, N.Y.: 
JU 6-357 Part available for a 14° 
year-old boy, slim, earnest, sensi-;} 
tive. must he experienced actor. 
Call Nicholas Gray, above number, 
fur interview. appointment. 

-handsome, 
‘good time Charlie, juvenile; char- 

londe, -well-proportioned, must! : 
' sing and dance. some;: young man,. 
handsome, vital ‘yet. conventional, 
“must sing. ‘Mail photos and res- 
umes ¢’o. Michael Shurtleff, above: 
address. | 

“Sunday in New York” (Gi: ‘Pro= 
i ducer, David Merrick {246 :W.' 
4th St. N.Y... LO 3-7520). Avail: 
:able parts; 
good figure, naive, good . sense’. of | 
humor: man, over 25,. -attractive, 

25-28, 
20's, 

humorous, - likeable; 
extrovert; | 

“Man, 

“man,. 

‘acter man and woman. Mail photos | 
and resumes c.’0 Michael Shurt:. 
Tem, above address. .- 

“Time Is a Thief”. (D). Producer, 
| Beverly Zarling (489 Fifth Ave., ‘d 

femme, 22, attraetive, 

; | Sept. 9. 

“Jennie” (MD: Producer, New: | iN.Y.; YU 6-4284). ‘Available parts: 
burge-Porter | Prods. (1619 Broai-: male- lead.. 55-65, large character 

way, N..¥.; JU 6-4886). Available man; male lead, 20-30, stocky, 
parts: male lead, 30's, tall: femme, | verile; femme. lead, 50's, stall, 
20,. etherial, small, lovely, lyric! proud, character wortian; |: male. 
suprano; femme, ‘50's, strong _per- | second lead.-. -30-35,. tall;: _ strong, 

sonality; male, 50-60, timid; three 
men, 35-45. businessmen: femme, | lile, warm: 
voluptuous model; character man,: : small. 

5i)-40, non-singing, high wire act, I tractive. earthy; character’. femme, 
one man and one woman; several ! 45. plump; character man, 30’s; 

‘character. man; 50's; 

small male and femme roles. All! solid. ‘rugged; man, ‘30's, tall, 
must sing. Mail photos and res-!wirey; two. juves, 12-14. “Mail. 
umes, through agents only, above photos’ “and ‘resumes, © through 
address. :agents only, c/o above address. 

“Kicks & Co.” (MC). Producers,! “Yop of the List” (Ri:. - Producer, 
Robert Barron Nemiroff & Dr.: Robert Weiner (234. W. 44th: St: 
Burton Charles D’Lugoff (337 Blee-' N.-Y.; LO 3-4370). 
ker St. N. ¥.; AL 5-3179). Avail-‘ for mate and femme revue ‘types: 
able part: southern belle type‘ Mail photos 
femme. | Apply, through agents. above address. 
only, c/o Sidney Eden; above ad-. 
dress. 

oo, St 

“Place W ithout Twilight” (D). | OFF-BROADWAY . 

Producers, Robert Fryer and! “Across the Board. on. Tomorrow 
Lawrence Carr, in association with | ' Morn”. and “Talking to You’. (D). 
John Herman (234 W. 44th St.,| Producers, H. Sheldon Gordon & 
N.Y.; LA 4-2844). Available’ parts: Barry Gordon (c/o Sevan-Levin- 
man, 19-21, tall, handsome, cat-.;son Agency, 20 E. 53d St., 
like, fair: boy, 16, intense, medium | PL 2-1360). 
height, fair; girl, 18, spiritual qual-; 50-70, charming, ‘fussy: -. boy, 7-11, 
ity, natural beauty, ‘fair; girl, 21, {| non-Equity;. male. midget; ‘30-40; 
fragile; Birl, 18, all- American type; |Negro'-man, 22, charming, ener- | 
buy, 19. sincere. Al! roles are Ne-: , Setic, likeable; Latin: man, 30-40, 
gro. Mail photos and resumes to! brotherly. Mail photos and re- 
above address. 

“Short Happy Life” (D). Produc- | 4ddress. 
er, A. E. Hotchner (1501 Broadway, office. 
N.Y.: LO 5-0542). Auditions for | “All in Love” (MC). 

Don’t . phone or. visit 

Producers, 
men dancers: Friday (11), at T1 ani. | Jacques Urbont, J. Terry Brown: 

(c/o -Brown.,. at Lunt- Fonfanne Theatre (205 W.; Jr. & Stella Holt . 
46th St, N.'Y.). \Floyd Ackerman Agency, 145. WwW. 

“Sound ve Music” (MD). Produc- osoth St., 
ers, 

Congratulations fo ‘Preston and Laurence Tisch on the: opening 

of the beautiful new. 

IT 1s AN. HONOR. AND A. PRIVILEGE TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH LOEW'S HOTELS. 

i handsome;. girl, 20’s,. ‘lovely, “frag- | 

meticulous: girl,.-20's, vate: 

jfemme, - 

and resumes .¢/o. 

sumes,c o Arthur Storch, above. 

N.Y.; CO 5-4122). Photos: 
Richard Rodgers & Oscar!and resumes of Tale. and - ‘fémme 

“Heather In: Springtime” (MD). 
Producer, 
(675 West™ End. Ave., 
‘RI : 9-3647).:- Available 

N. Y.; 
parts: 

two ‘mddle-age character men..and’ 
one middle-age ‘character: woman. - 
| Mail. photos and resumes e/a. John 
A. Bowman (Voyager Productions, 
750. Park: Ave., N.Y.) . 

“King Richard: Tr” (D).. Producer 
Josep Papp- «N.Y. Shakespeare 
Festival, 1230- Fifth. Ave., N.Y.; 
‘SA 2-4008>.° 
Negro boys, 10-12, 
roles, non-Equity.: - 
-and resumes c/o John ‘Fenn; above 
address, © _ Show will run Aug, 28- 

‘for. ensamble 

“Leaye - It: Te Jane”. (4C). 

tré,..Seventh :Ave: & Fourth::St., 
.N.Y.; -CH 2-9609). 

p.m., above: address. . : 

“Medicine Girl’ : (C): “Producers, 
David A. Jasen & Wallace Hill c/o} 
Jansen, 225 ~ East - - Penn, ‘Long 

ing man, 28, with ability for farce; 

ed; - ‘character’ man, 55, ‘pompous; 
. 30's, - brash, hard- boiled. 

‘English: accent ~ preferred. . Mail 

“Mirrors”: “¢D). Producer, ‘Bar: 

13-14; slender, dark hair and eyes; 
“| Italian. femme; German femme; 

girl; 2], slender, attractive, dark 
hair;. man, :45;. -several. men, 18-26, 
college ‘types. © Mail: photos and 
-resumes- c/o. Michael Crain, ‘above 

| address... 

“Sap. of. Life”. (MC).. - Producer, 
a ‘Quartet Productions (30 E. 60th St., 

Available parts: aan ; “NLY:; WA 4-8400). Available parts: 
‘boy, 18-21;: “appealing small town 
hero;. boy, 15-18, lovable, shy, 
quick-witted;. ‘femme, 17-20, sop- 

|Trano, shy. ‘but. forthright; woman, 

warm, likeable; . femme, 40’s,.. ob- 
‘servant, diligent; . femme, . 18-20; 
giddy,. -empty-headed,. naive.. “Mail 

‘dress. . 

erable « ‘singing. 

“Shame. ‘the. Devil’ (MO). Pro-| 
ducer, Shame. Company (Box: 5-E, 

Summit Hotel. Seve 

over 335... ‘maid. Mail photos and ; 

“Richard. H. Roffman. 

‘N; Y.).: 
‘number: 
Drama B Book Shop. (61 W. 62d Sts 
N. ); 

Parts available’ ‘for two. 

Mail ‘photos. 

Shields,’ above number. 

-Pro- |": 
ucers, Joseph. Berhu & Peter 

Katz (c/o. ‘Sheridan Square Thea-. 
N.LY.; CI:*6-9500).. 

- Auditions for- 16-051 
male. ‘and femme singers’ as re- 
placements, every - Thursday at 6 

Beach; N.LY2: Available parts: ‘Yead-'| 

man; 28: femme, 25, ‘strong-mind- | St., 

photos: and resumes c/o above ad-: 
, | dress... ~ 

Parts available . 

hara Burns (507 Fifth Ave., N. Y.; 
OX 17-5895). Available parts: boy, . 

19600). 
for all six roles, five male, one fe- 

35-45, sweet; -fritelligent; man, 40's, 

photos. and resumes ¢/o -abave ad- 
' All. applicants should have 

strong, trained voices for consid- 

and femme dancers. of Oriental. ap- 
pearance for the national. company, 7 
3 p.m. at Variety’ Arts Studio (225, 
W. 46th St., N.Y.). 
“Music Man” (MC)... 

way, N. Y.; JU .2-1690). Parts ayail- 
able for a top. lyric soprano, not |" 
less ‘than 5 feet,. 6 inches : tall, .to |. 
replace lead in ‘the national com-. 
pany; a. man, not over..45;. poy; 10, 
not.over 50 inches tall, must sing,’ 
preferably a redhead; girl, ‘10,"-not 
aver 5 feet-2' inches tall. must play} | 

{ piano, ‘preferably fair and blonde, 
for. national ‘company. 7 
Equity dancers for. bus -and. truck |- . ae 

|} company. tomorrow ¢Thurs:);. 
at..11:30 ‘a.m. and: girls, ‘at’ 12:30.) ° 
p.m.; final call :at. 1:30 “p:m., “all. 
at Hudson Theatre (141 W. 44th St., 

Call. Lillian Stein, above 
-:Seript: available .. at 

N-Y.),- ‘Call “Lillian Stein,’ above 
| number. Script. available | at: Drama 
Book Shop. (51 W. 52d St., N-Y.).° 

' “Taste of Honey”. {D). Producer, 
“David Merrick: (246. “W. 44th St. 

Part ‘available. 
for an attractive .woman,. 35-45;. 

Call: ‘Peggy. 
° _fe/o above address: 

N. Y.;. LO °3-7520). 

with English: dialect: 

STOCK. 

John Shubert (234 W. 44th - St.;. 
. Auditions for 

Equity . singers today. (Wed.),. girls, 
at 2 p.m: and boys, at'4.p.m., Roy-. 
‘ale Theatre. (242 W.-45th St., N «Y.).- 

| Show will make a one-week ‘barn 
tour, - 

PHILADELPHIA -: 
Playhouse 1 in the Park. "Producer, 

Ethelyn R. Thrasher (58 -W.- 57th 

Parts available for male and femme 
dramatic performers ‘and: appren-. 
tices. Mail. photos: and. resumes, 
through agents only, to. Paul. 

| Stoudt, above. address... - fs 7 

OUT OF TOWN. 

CHICAGO . 
“Fantasticks” ° (MC)... Producer, 

’|Faith Smeeth (Hotel Del : ‘Prado,’ 
53d & _Hyde -Pk., Chicago; HY. - Ze 

“Understudy parts available |- 

male. For audition. appaintment | P 
‘contact Jim Wainer, above address. 

“Medium Rare”. €R). Producer, 
Robert Weiner™ (234. W. 44th St, 
N.Y.; LO .3-4370). 

“Zen Flesh, Zen Bones”. 

Del Prado, 53d: & Hyde Pk., .Chi- 
cago; HY 3-9600).. Available ‘parts: 
Falstaffian Samurai: lithe. juvenile; 

‘slight, dark middleaged | samural:' 
ingenue;. lead character.:man; lead 
character woman; thin: character 
man. All roles are character parts 
involving: East Indian, Japanese, 

Producer aa 
Kermit Bloomgarden (1545 Broad-. 

“Kwamina” . (MDs... Producer, | 
Alfred::DeLiagre Jr. (55. W..- 44th 

|:St., NLY.; PE 6-6678). 0, 
-.. “Let It Ride” (MC). Producer,’ . 
Joel Spector (147 w. Sith St. N. Ban 
PL. 71-2691), — 

“OMiN. and’ Honey” | “(Mey * prow” 
ducer, Gerald Oestreicher @ E: 53d 

| St, N.Y; MU. 3- 1050). 

“Sail. Away” (MC), Prodiicer: 
‘Bonnard © Productions. (230. GPS» 
N. ¥.3: aU! 22-2649. . . 

Call. for |i 

boys, |f 

Accepting photos. and’ resumes -of. . 

‘talent, c/o. above: address. No: dupli-. : a 
Cates. ° 

* | Clurg. Ct., 

“Blossom Time® (MC).. -Producer, 

N.Y., Studio 25; LT -1-0610).+ - 

-handsome.. 
. resumes s ¢/o Above. address. 

Parts: available ‘ 
| for male and femme revue types. |i] 
Apply. through agent or mail: photos |}. 
_and resumes, t/o above: ‘address. . 

(D).1! 
Producer, M. P. Productions: (Hotel. © 

William Morris * 

ae ON hess z eee poets Sins ws oot OFF-BROADWAY - 

King ‘Richard: 1° ADA. Produc~ a 
er,: Joseph Papp - ANY. ‘Shakespeare; 
Festival, 1230. Fifth ° “Ave, NYS 
SA 2- 4008). 

: “Tetecsion 
“Camera - Three”. ‘educational | 

dramatié series). ‘Producer, :‘CBS . 
(524 W..57th St, 'N:-Y:; JU -6-6000); - 
casting “director, :. ‘Paula - ‘Hindlin. 4 7” 

general male and female dramatic . 

NBC-TV.. go" ‘Rockefeller Plaza,..: 
‘N. Y.; CI 7-8300). Casting director 4 

y+ Rick : Kelley is. accepting : ‘photos. | 
and resumes. of male and: femme — 4: 
‘dramatic performers. for several 4 
shows: .Mail. information:.to him, |; 

-No duplicates. *- 

WBBM-TV, Chicago, (630 ‘N: Mes : “3 
Chicago; “WH.. 4-6000).- . 

Parts available for. ‘male - and: - 
femme performers, all ages and ; 
types, for -39-week: series of drama - 4 
‘workshops plus. four. to six. prime 
time. original dramas...‘ Must: be. !{ 
from. Chi. Mail photos - and resumes.” J 
c/o- Don Dillion, . above address. qo 

“Girl In ‘a Hurry” (D), ‘Producer, : a 
Acteon Productions (27 ‘St., 
'NLY.;. TR 17-4200, -ext. 602): Avail- ' a 
able’ parts: ‘jeading man, 50’s, syni- ¢ if 
‘cal, charming; ingenue lead, ‘ruth-.- |.- 

| less; “boy,. all-American- athlete, ‘ime } 
] tellectual:, scharacter: man, burly, | 

ae } severe; character man, cold, vindic=.; oe 
-|ftive. Mail’ photos and” -resumes ; 

c/o. -above: address. “Don’t phone, ©: 
Shooting: will. be: in. New York this... 
winter, ...- 

Untitled . Featurette. . Producer, - ‘t 
Bertram Brown 2 (15. Washingtoa } 

:N.Y.; GR 7-2959), . Part.-avail- 4 
able for a man, 25-35; ‘tall and }}- 

Mail. photos “and +) 

“Ca baret 

Stewed Prunes” (R): ‘Manager, 
Agency’ _ 

Broadway, N.Y.; JU “6-5100).. 
‘placement part available for ‘young 
comedienne, - -attractive, young, 
‘background preferred. Call. Fred 4 - 
Dixon (SP .7-7896) er mail photos § ; a 
and: resumes to him c/o Talent ¥ EX." 
change :(110 W. 42d St., ‘NLY.). 

Bob Peril la. Associates - 

PUBLIC RELATIONS 7 



":. peripts; entitled. “Jimmy . Six’ . 

‘previously | ; sions: to customs & tabus, childyen’ 

“*.. Magazine. for ‘Young People, edited: 

"<> book raid,- May, 22, in Philadelphia, | 
"were given ‘A. suspended. sentence | .. 
- ‘and barred ‘from .the book ‘and |. 

8 iis New. Mag Tax: 
“Minos. Dept: of Revenue, which | 

“has ‘imposed: the: ‘tax ‘on all such 
7 publieations ‘except. news.’ “maga- 
‘-gines: The only mags specified in 

_ . that category,. according to distrib- . 
-... + utor Charles Levy: Jr., 

' . News. &- World Report, ‘Time, Life © 
"- and .Newsweek.: 

‘are .U.S.: 

‘Effect: -of the. tax, ‘it's’ ‘figured, 
-*" ‘will be’ to encourage subscriptions, 

and. it. ‘undoubtedly _ 
magazines. - published’ 

. (such -as- Playboy, _.Down: Beat and: 
‘Show. - Business _IHustrated) 

‘will’ force 

‘Other states so’as to. avoid’ adding| 
he: tax. to: ‘their’ subseription Price; : 

Bob. Downine’s One-Aciers _ 
Dwo. ‘one-act. plays. for. ‘children.. 

“written by: Robert: Downing... will 
“be included: in a “fortheoming, 
anthology, Prize: ‘Contest Plays. 
for Young” People,’ “to be: pub- 

. lished -. by: - Plays, ° Boston. .: “The 
* /and: 

- “Sticks. and. “Stones,” 
“appeared in’ -Plays,:. the -Drama 

, ‘by. A. S.:Burack.. 
Downing. is. ‘the geneial manager, 

. for. “Camelot.” 

: - Obscenity Penalties a “ 
“Three men = arrested’ in obscene 

‘Magizine distributing. business. for: 
. 25 years, -by Judge David -L. Ull- ! 

“gan. The-decree also ¢alls for the.; 
. "destruction of 40,000: seized’ items 

' ‘and the: return of. another 30, ooo | 
“items to their publishers: The ‘trio,. 

““s::- Bernard’ Dinnerman,. his brother’ 
' Edward; .. and Daniel ; 
pleaded no defense. - 

_ A-suif seeking. $300,000 damages, 
filed by the trio, has been dropped. 
The court: action. sought. punitive 
‘damages. as: well-‘as.-an. injunction. 
‘for the return of ‘the’ seized. :ma- 
terials anda ban. on. future raids. 

Judge Ullman, .in’ passing sen- 
“tence, .s2id. the: ‘financial: loss‘ in+ 

Goldberg, 

“curred .by: the men: was" greater, -Gi 
. than any fine he’ could impose. 

“He Has_A- Point: 

_ ‘paper: §nterviews-Hined up. by pub- 
_: Hshers in connection with releases. 
- -of new books are:“rather difficult”. 
.: for: the. author;.: primarily. because 

._ the person. doing the ‘interviewing. 
hasn't: read the book -and there: 

Bn isn’t.’ really. - “very ‘much ~ to -talle,| © 
. _ about. 

Cominent - “was: made. in® ‘a: letter 
_ to. ‘a .friend in. “Honolulu. : which 

‘elaborated. “on! an interview with. 
“Michener © written‘: - Joseph 
Wershba: (N.Y. Post). "Aether called 
Wershba. .‘‘one - of © ‘the.: best. New, 
‘York. : reporters.” wee 

|. Fred: Allen. “Aniborogy 
Comedian:. Fred ‘Allen's. widow, 

: “ gaw Mrs.. Joe. Rines,: and. her: ad-. 
-roundrobin= | a man-husband, | are’ 

ing show. biz friends and. others. for 
copies of ‘the late. comedian’s low- 

:; ercase ‘correspondence. - Almost al- 
“ways witty,, much ‘of. it -kept «by. 

-; Fecipfents.. Says Little; Brown, if 
... there: “is “enough” recoverable - it 
“s, might: make a ‘good. memoribilia | 

; book. 
‘Little, ‘Brown: author-editor . Ea. 

- ‘ward. O'Connor. (‘‘The:.Last Hur- | 
P rah; ” ete.), --who worked : with the: 

‘.. Btar on “the: “latter's: two . books— 
“L.“Treadmill- to Oblivion” : and 

“Much Ado. About. Me’ "would. 
edit this. “Fred. Allen: ‘Correspon- 
dence Reader”. for LB. oO 

A ‘Priest’ On Hemingway. 
* Monsignor. Joho: S.. ‘Kennedy,’ 

7 “tpook’ reviewer for the Catholic 
weekly, : Our. Sunday Visitor, ‘com- 
menting: | 
“The. death | of ° ‘Ernest Heming- 

vn cway ‘commanded front - page -space 
“all over ‘the world..In American 

“papers there were. ‘follow-up sto- | 
ries. day “after. day. : These were. 
thin in substance, and: “peculiarly 

~ maudlin In‘tone. But their number. 
and length. - testified - to . the fact 

“that. Hemingway was of interest to. 
‘people: generally." Tens. of ‘thou-. 

”. -"gands who read: them avidly, had: 
-"- never read a line he“had written: 

Part of ‘the interest was prompted: 
by. the circumstances of -his death.) 
“Here was a man whe had been 

. ‘phenomenally. successful,.who had. 
'-> @arned Jarge.sums of money, “who |. 
.. had lived: and’ ‘travelled . ase he: 

cult. of. ‘pleased,’ ‘who -had made. a 
Physical strength, and fitness and 

in . Illinois. 

toy: 
.. Move ‘their: Femittance ‘offices to:}....: 

| First’ ~- 

1-of: the’ authoress. - 

iwho had: won international recog: | 

*Yel - che’ had suffered. a -break« | 
down, liad fallen into despondéncy; 
and. apparently: took -his” own. life; 
‘in -a-horrible way: -Such.an:end for ; 
a man. fascinates any observer, ‘and: 

. the’ fascination ‘is not’ necessarily 
morbid.. Inyolv ed. in -it are ‘Tadical.’. 
questions. as ‘to the: meaning . of 
life, values, the true. nature :of hu- 
man Strength, ‘and: herdism. Hem- 

: ingway’s: answer, at: least: insofar 
as the ‘manner of’ his. death. indi- 
tated. it, was bleakly. negative. 

‘Syd: ‘artis ‘Savvy - Tome. 
: Chicago. Daily News . columnist” 

talso via General-Featuires sy ndica- { 
tion) ‘Sydney. J. Harris has assem- 
‘bled a:sage book in “Last™ Things. 

‘Houghton,- Mifflin; '. $4),. 
Which: includes wise, pungent ‘and:: 
ofttimes witty. ‘observ ations in its} 
literate ‘composite: - ‘Much of it’ is 
‘culled from ‘his :Chi: News: editorial-' 
page feature, . but he has. organized j 
it into a savvy: groupings, :° * 

- They range: from’.mind and pas- 

& parents, fine & vulgar. arts, lan-: 

personal. prejudices.””’ -Almost” all 
will strike a ‘nerve with the reader. 

aa Much ‘is profound, without being } 
| Stuffy: Mueh’ of it i .quotable;. ‘and |. 

will be. , All: of it: ‘is very. Teddz ble: 
Abel. 

CHATTER: : . 
“Ralpb: - Ingersoll’ 'S new book: 

“Point. of ‘Departure, *isa personal | 
‘memoir including:* closeups on The 
‘New. Yorker, of. which he was man: | 
| aging. ‘editor, and’ some of its. early ! 

‘ber, “E. B. Katherjné White: and | 
their associates at the. Algonquin | 
Round ‘Table. ‘Harcourt, Brace &} 

“| World will publish , as it will ‘Nor- | 
{man Corwin’s. “The World: of; Carl + 
-Sandburg (the: stage presentation) 
and: syndicated - columnist. Marquis | 
Childs? “The Peacemakers, aa “novel 
set ‘in .Geneva..'. | - 
“ Gold Medal "Books, : Ne “yl: 
‘readying : “Inside. ‘the John Sivek 
Society,” a 50c original . by. Gene. 

rove. 

tackled .the’ U.S.A: ‘with “Say, 
“Uncle.” ‘Harper's will - publish’ it 
‘in’ N.Y. come’ October: 
Vancouver Province: columnist and 
occasional ‘tv. scripter. Walley. does 
a regular panel cartoon: for. .Week- 
end Magazine. 
“The: ; 57-year-old . 

newspaper early in November, ‘it 
has ‘been announced. by. Lawrence 
‘K. :Miller; président of’ Banner 

offset press, ‘with all ¢slor facili- 
{ties, will: be installed: in October. 
| and. wil] have’ a. capacity. of: 15, 000 | 
} papers. an hour. The new. ‘press is |- 
being acquired in:conjunction: with- 
a $150,000 ‘plant - alteration . pro- 

Miller,“ who. also : publishes . ‘the 
‘Berkshire Eagle’ .in- 
Mass. -. purchased the. Banner, ..": - 
-Majory = ‘Collins, | daughter “of 

|: magazine writer . Frederick L.. Col- 
lins and herself a: former.’ globe- 
‘trotting. “journalist, “has -. beeri 
‘named ‘as editor of: Contact: an 
-employe -magazine. published - -by 
‘the National. Life - ‘Insurance .Co. 

‘| the newly-formed ; Alaska Airlines: {°- 
Cover jacket of. the. s.a..-.brunet 

novel “The Only Reason,”. is ‘that 

“Meyer. ‘Levin. (“Campulsion,”” ete) 

‘French... Both. divide ‘their. resi- 
denice between. Paris and Israel. 
-Macfadden: - Publications 

pacted to handle U.S..and foreign 

Cat Books,-Grove's. entry: into the 
paperback field. Slated for imme- 

| titles,.“Cain’s Book,” by. ‘Alexander 
Trocehi; 
Kushwant. ‘Singh;...‘The -Foiklore 
of Sex,” by Albert Ellis; and “Jazz: 
“Its: ‘Evolution. and Essence;,” . by 
Andre Rodefr. *: 

series . of three lectures. 
‘pleting’a novel which is. due. for 
Publication: next Spring. It’ 3 about: 

‘guage, and the. concluding. “purély , 

Nicol..is a. 

‘Bennington 
“Vt: Banner’ will | become «New: 
England's. first offset printed daily: 

Publishing Co, He said the. 16-page.| 

gram started .in December, when. 

“P ittsfield, ’'| around somewhere,. she quite un-. 

.of Montpelier, ‘Vt. Miss Collins is. 
a former’ ‘associate editor. of.. U:S. 
Camera magazine,’ served: with the. 
Office .of War ‘Information. during |. 

|.World War: II,. and: organized . a: 
public relations. department | for}: 

‘on Tereska Torres’ new Doubleday. 

- Her: “husband, |: 

translated {€ “from. her: ‘native | 

has 

distribution .of. Grove -Press Black. 

Glate distribution. are Grove’ s first: - 

: “Train to Pakistan: by. 

re Presbyterian minister. on . Park 
| Ave. who realizes he can no longer 
‘hold on to: his. orthodox beHefs. “I| 7 

don’t know how the book will and. | 
| I haven't. come ‘to that yet. I write. 

: tin that way. I like: to be surprised,” >. 
had “been. a “celebrated ‘sportsmen, | | Says. Wylie; .! 1 

; Vice-President: Prof. Zohn of |. 
previously had: exemptéd books. ‘ nition and: rich prizes of. various ; | Boston: made the opening speech |. 
and. magazines: from State sales tax | 80 
_as.“educational materials,” now’: : Salzburg. Occasion was 80th 

i day™ of: the author and the 75th 
+ year’ of. existence. of : the S. Fisher 
‘book ‘publishing company. A mem-. 
orial room in the Kaiser Saal was 

i : adapted ‘for exhibition purposes. 

‘don's: ‘personal memos come “from 
the digitorium of Richard. Con- 
don;”’ as he bills. his think-factory. 
Writer resides - currently in Paris, 
‘commuting between. there,, London 

_, and. Hamburg on a seript’ for ‘Stan- 
He -was a. longtime: 

Mexico City resident: before ‘shift-. 
jley: Donén. 

ing. to France with his family. 
_ Ted -Patrick,. editor of ‘Holiday, | 

‘has. written the -iniro to “Bemel- 
mans’ -Italian Holiday” (Ludwig, 

which Houghton Mifflin that is), 
will publish in October. 

‘Even the news. services got .con- 
4 cerfied over the acuteness of Berlin 
and, among top-foreign correspon- 
dents. called into New: York,. was. 

likely” ‘and ‘returned to England. 

fer. now ..freelancing, will marry 
| Post reporter Donald ‘Forst. in 
! September. 

Houghton Mifflin publicist Anne 
Ford now: has. brother-in-law John 
“Information ‘Please”) . Kieran’s 

“yeamp - in the ‘Berkshires - as a per- 
— {sonal fishing retreat. from her. 

Boston-based. publishing. pursuits. 
‘Crowell. publishing - Charlotte 

Adams’ “The Old Original. ‘Book- 

i 

“Homiagway’ s Works 

| unpublished’ Hemingway manu: | 
scripts: around somewhere. 

LMrs. ‘Mary: Hemingway said: . “He 
left: a great many ‘unpublished 

don't: even known -where some. 
ww fof it is ‘at the moment.” 

-|.. Erie” y jieol’ and. ‘Peter | Whalley, . 
Canadians who did -a comic history : 

12 bef: Canada two years. ago, -ha 
: James’ A. “Michéner says news- y Bt ve 

‘Mrs: Hemingway revealed” that 

-Cuba‘in 19860; they left: a number 
of manuscripts in a Havana bank. 
But since then all banks in Havana 

Castro . goyernment, 
‘this year all safety. deposit vaults 
were emptied—with or without the 
presence of. the: owners.. 
What happened. ‘to the Heming- 

behind? 

flew back to.Cuba, She reported 
Ahiat the. Castro. .government ; had 

the -missing manustripts.. 
‘ Mrs. Hemingway may well have 

been: ‘trying to be prudent: and 
diplomatic... With the Hemingway 
estate still intact inthe domiain 
‘of Little Seizer, and with her late 
‘husband's manuscripts floating 

-derstandably may not have wanted 
lo say. anything - “about Castro. at 
this’ time. 

fa 1959, Hemingway 
‘hopeful’ ‘words. to. say .about': him: 

| Last. year Hemingway was. Present 
‘when Castro won the ‘annual 

the... _two! bearded men. chatted. 

appearance: “He. (Hemingway) 
is-a writer whose. presence here 

-is, for us, reason for satisfaction.” 

this. may be seen in the fact that. 
the Hemingways left their-Havana 
home,. and he never’ returried. 
Why did Hemingway | not pub 

“Mrs. Hemingway: said after. -her 
| husband’s- death: “He. was never 
.eager to publish. “Why should. you 

to 95%. In. a sense it (unpublished. 
work) was his bank account.’ 
Hemingway himself. once offered 

‘a different explanation. He said: 
“I'm waiting, as I. always do, to 

‘let some. time’.pass so that 1 can 
-se@ how much of the contemporary 
stuff has to be thrown away. Better 

sterity.” 
‘Wt: is likely that Hemingway will 

‘continue to make literary history 
for years. to come.. 

JPI's Bob Musel, who is based: in 
‘London, He told. his edjtors in. 
Gotham that “war was .very un- 

Gael. Greene, ex-N. Y. Post staf- 

binder’s Cookbook” on: Sept. -.11,}- 
and : not Lippincott ag misreported. . 

staffets—Harotd Ross, James Thur- ! .. 

— ‘Continued . from. page. 2. —= 

Shortly after Hemingway's death, 

‘works—undone. and unfinished. We | 

when she. and -her husband’ Jeft | 

have been. taken’ over by the. 
and ~ earjier 

way manuscripts: ‘that ‘were | ‘left 

Late in‘: ‘July: Mrs. Hemingway 

offered to set up:a monunien? to. 
her husband:. She denied: that the 
purpose of her’ trip ‘was ‘to seek. 

* When ‘Castro first came to power 
‘liad ‘ some. 

‘Hemingway. fishing tournment, and’ 

Later Castro commented ina tv. 

- Hemingway may later have cooled 
‘on. €astro when. Castro swung to. 
Ci ommunism, - and ‘an incication of 

‘ish his works as he wrote them? |' 

make your income t: o from 75 |. 
y a 8 about fighting world opinion. Even relaxed and at home she will be 

| that 1 should throw it away than: 
‘Philip : Wylie, fe Hawai for a -po' 

s com-} 

-SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK 
By Frank Scully +¢00+-++000000008 

. Bollywood, Aug 2 
A lot of people thought the Bureau of Internal Revenue pulléd 

“tof the Stephan Zweig Soclety at |: udlic relations boner when ene of ite eollectors went into a field | 

7 Who do not believe in automobiles or insurance, and yanked his plough | 
alentine Byler, member of an Amish colony of religious eccentrics 

horses off the farm because Byler would not pay # soctel security 
‘Byler believed social security was a form of insurance premium a 
thus against his religion. 
‘But I have yet to see anybody scream about another p r. bener which 

‘Novelist-cuim-publicist- Dick Con- won't let. ¥ma Sumac sing in this country unless she forks up every 
cent of what she earns for back taxes. They won't even allow her meals 
‘in a place so she might sing for her supper. 

So what do they get? They get nothing She's off to South America, 
then to Europe. Aside from a lot of gold rubles, which this. country 
does not honor, she’s broke. In Russia she has a bank halance equiva 
lent to $200,000. But she has to live there to use it, and that’s almost 
impossible because they love her so they keep booking her and. thaé 
‘only piles up more rubles she can’t take out to pay the Washingtos 
art-lovers.- 

Her Jast tour ran into six months. In that time she did 163 concerta, 
The. Bolshoi Symphony Orchestra of 63 pieces traveled with Miss Sun 
Moises Vivanco, Carlos Vivanco, their 18-year-old son «wha was allow 
to play in the rhythm section) and Cholita Rivera, a cousin who js the 
dancing star of the Inca troupe. . 
A doctor also traveled with them, as well as three interpreters Ak 

‘together there was 92 in the company and the minister of culture 
picked up the tab. This included hotels, travels in cars, planes, trains 
and jets—ever thing. 

Fifteen of Miss Sumac’s concerts were held in sports palaces, some 
seating 12.000. The Sumac troupe was a sellout three months in ad- 
vance, with Moscow, Kiev, Leningrad and Bucharest turning out the 
biggest audiences. — 

It may be bad timing to say it, but it looks as if the Russians have 
something here. Give an artis€ everything but money. And if he fs au 
‘artist of world renown, dangle a bank statement before his nose ang 
tell him-he can come back and spend it but he can't take it with him. 
- But don't give him a lot of bookkeeping, business managers, income 

‘tax forms or other barnacles of civilization. And particularly don’t de 
it if the artist is a dame. Especially one who can register her indigna- 
tion in five octaves. 
A Government bureau that can yank a ploughing team off a farm 

ought to have enough power to say, “Okay, we'll let you have 10° of 
what you can earn here as a singer. The rest goes for back debts If 
you can't live on 10°¢, fire your agent. We're doing this because the 
‘bureau's lawyers have discovered that previeus to the Emancipation 
Proclamation the slaves were not paid but they were fed.” 
‘If Government agents still want to track down Yma Sumac they 

‘will have to.travel to Cuzco, the former capital of the Inca Empire, 
.15,000 feet in the Andes, or Lima, the capital of Peru, to catéh the 
‘songbird. And the. chances are they will never get near her because at 

| least a million people turn out to greet her whenever she returns te 
cher’ native land. Her reception there in 1953 lasted three days. 
“If she started to sing “Tumpa"” (Earthquake) beginning with those 

rumbling notes of her deep baritone range an agent might very wel) 
| head for the coffee plantation (the hills, that is!, terrified that the real 

| thing was visiting the land. If, however, he heard her soar four octaves 
above that rumbling baritone to the liquid notes of “Taita Inty".'\ Hymna 
‘To The.Sun) he might-think it as silly to tax her as to tax a canary. 

Frankly, I don't know what they are taxing. A baritone? A mezzo? 
A soprano? A coloratura? Or a super-coloratura? She goes from the 
depth of the sea to the heights of the Andes in her voice range but she 
doesn’t know how to handle tax collectors. 

For tax collectors? I didn’t ask her. 
‘In fact I woudn’t be surprised if her people hired them in the ol@ 

days because Yma-is of royal Inca blood. Her mother was a full-blooded 
Inca .directly descended from Itahualipa, the last of the great Inca 
kings. And descended just in time, too, for the king was murdered by 
Francisco Pizarro ‘who. was out to collect a ransom ‘a tax?) of gold 
which would fill a room 20 feet square and seven feet high 
Yma was the youngest of six children and rightful heir to the Inca 

| throne because down there the royal Jine fs passed through the young- 
est child:- 
‘Part of Yma'‘s current troubles stems from the fact that her manager 

is also an artist. He is Moises Vivanco, a composer who first met her 
when he was attached to the Peruvian ministry of education. She was 
V1 years old at the time and could trill like a bird or scream like a 
jaguar.even then. Under hig guidance.she made her radio debut in 
Peru in 1942. She proved an overnight sensation and by now there is 
hardly a place in the world that hasn't heard her voice, either in per- 
son or on records. 
The music: of her repertoire ig mostly native and either created or 

adapted by Vivanco who strums a-heart-breaking guitar himself. A 
mash success a)l oyer South America they were lured to the United 
‘States, that tax-laden land, and played everything from niteries to the 
borscht circuit in the Catskills. 

~ Jt was at the Blue Angel in New York that Alan Livingston of Capi- 
tol records caught her quite by accident. Her first album, “Voice of 
the Xtabay,” hit the top in a few months. That's where her income 
tax troubles began. Her Hollywood Bow] conrert on Aug 12, 1950 wag 
a sensation. After that Par swooped her into “The Secrct of the Inca,” 
which is still a secret. 
Then of course came the stories, that she was really Amy Camus of 

Brooklyn who went down to Peru and learned the Janguage as well ag 
to. spell ‘her name backward. But her story has been checked and re- 
checked many. times since and all five-feet-three of her personal love- 
liness is as Inca as Inka Dinka Do. 

: Completely disregarding the blazing furnaces currently. under the 
cold. war, the Sumac sumiteers will be booked in West Belin starting 
Sept. 13 for elght weeks. From there they will go to Vienna and then 
to London. Next May, back to Moscow. 

But these free world capitals will have a hard time matching the 
‘Russians for hospitality. She traveled through 16 of the Soviet Repub- 
lics and wherever she went she was met by the Minister of Culture 
guested at banquets and showered with gifts, from dolla to pure god 

. goblets. 

‘But the best dea), she says, was that Bolshoi orchestra. Moises Vivan- 
‘1 eo rehearsed with these musicians for three days. After that wheres er 
they. went concert performing waz a dream. 

A laryngologist gave her an instrument which he had heen perfect- 
ing for years. She applied it to the outside of her throat. counted three 
times to 100 and, voila, the job of warming up her throat, otheruise 
an heur’s work, was. over. No charge, No tax. . 
People» think Mise Sumac 1s exotic and he ducsn't see any point 

maée up as if for the world’s largest stage. gowned in a black and. 
yellow hostess coat. her black hair beautifully coiffeured. Jn her old 
‘Mountain hone makeup was unknown, but the women were proud of 
their hair and to this day never cut it. They brush it a great deal and 
wash with pure Castille soap. 

From her ears dangle long gold earrings. They sere from Peru. and 
1 thought she better not wear them where tax roilectors bave confise 
catory rights or she may lose them and half her ear lobes 

I couldn't quite understand about that throat machine ber ause she 
once said, “My throat does not get tired, beraince Fo oda ret ste my 
throat when ] sing.” If that's the case then what she sinss aith as stil 
a beautiful seciet. 



CHATTER 62 

Broadway College from whence the bride-to- 

Adman-poet Arthur L. Lippmann | be also graduated. Wedding later)” 
due back from a European holiday | this month. 
end-August. 

The Ed ‘MCA) Aaronoffs mak-!Coproducers of pending Broadway 
ing thei: first London-Paris-Rome production of aba 

xli vacation, ;inked legit _p.a. ichae 
* . d fo" Shea as associate producer. Frio 

Harry ‘vet vaud & agent and jjaned back from. Hollywood after 
booker’ and May Shea. on their . weeks’ 0.9, of film players for their 
ennual cruise. istreamlined version of Shake- 

Legtt producer Elias Goldin in’ speare’s “Julius Caesar” for which 

Parls seeking a couple’ of Gallic _producer-p.a. Arthur Cantor ‘han- |. 
play properties for Broadwayv.. : dles press. 

Nitery. comic Larry Alpert signed : Guthrie McClintic underwent 
for “Let It Ride,” George Gobel , surgery for a gallbladder ailment 
legit hicle due at the O'Neill , last week at St. Luke’s Hospital, 
Oot 5 me iN. Y., but was discharged in time 

In the July 26 issue of Variety, ; to attend a party given Sunday 
the obituary ‘on Michael Winston ‘8) by his actress-wife Katharine 

erroneously gave his first name as - ‘Cornell at their Sneden’s’ Landing 
‘William. 

Herman G. Weinberg, the for. | birthday. The legit producer ex- 
eisn film subtitlist, off to Montreal | pects to be in nis New York office 
Film Festival; just back from Van- , later. this week. 

McCoy Snyder, instructor at Smifth: , 

Gene Wesson and Jerold Schultz, |. 

Castro,” [| 
Sean : 

(N. Y.) home to celebrate his €8th 

couver dillo. 
Hansi and Terry Clyne “poured” } 

abvard the SS United States last 
‘ Friday +4: prior to their European | 
* vacation selling. 

Deborah Walley, the “Gidget” 
who “Goes Hawaiian,’ doing a 
series of personals this: week and 
next at the Loew’s nabes. 

Globetrotting Sol Hurok, after | 
doing London-Paris-Mascow-Rome . 
on talent deals, taking a two-week 
cure at Evian, the French spa. 
Gene Tierney due in mid-August 

to confab Otto Preminger on her 
role as society hostess Dolly Harrti- . 
son in “Advise and Consent.” 

Television thesp Millette Alex-:! 
ander now understudying Natalie | 
Ross’ femme lead opposite Hal : 
March in “Come Blow Your. 
Horn.” 

The Coffee Corner, Variety bis- , 
tres for working hour groceries, | 
which recently was destroyed by 
fir, has reopened after major face- , 
lifting. 

Mal and Pauline Kaye,. mana- ' 
ger3 of Hotel Chelsea, Atlantic , 
City, hosting a bash for west coast: ! 
er Larry Finley on his. return east ; 
over Labor Day weekend. 

Mel Snaveltson to Rome audi- | 
tioning a couple of Italian femmes 
for roles with Charlton (Moses, 
Ben-Hur, El Cid! Heston in his 
upcoming “Easter Dinner” pro- 
duction . 

M. Abbott Van Nostrand, presi- 
dent of Samuel French Ine., is 
1961 chairman of the Theatres Di- | 
vision of Travelers Aid Society of 
New York’s 56th Annual Appeal 
for Funds. 

While Jan Peerce is en route to 
South Africa for some singing 
dates. via Paris, his wife will visit 
Israe’. Both meet baek in Paris 
befor? returning to New York 
next month. 

Over in Rome, US. baritone 
Cornell MacNeill has just recorded. 
fur London label ‘Masked Ball’ 
and “Rigoletto” with, respectively 
Nilsson, Simionato and Bergonzi 
and Jovan Siitherland.. . 

Hurok office downbeating on 
advertising for the 10 concerts to 
be given this fall at ‘Carnegie -by 
Artur Rubinstein. Tickets have 
sold at a rate promising capacity, 
ani ads are cut to bone accord- 
nazly 

Lynn Farnol engaged by Rock- 
Hil-Uris Inc. to handle special p.r. 
on the New York Hilton, at Rocke- 
feller Center, 2,165-room hotel 
jointly owned by Uris Buildings. 
Corp., Rockefeller Center Inc., and 
Hilton Hotels. 

Dorothy Ann Weshner, CBS-TV 
film script supervisor, and Charles 
Hi Kanzer, account exec at Dono- 
hue & Coe, do the bride-&-groom 
hit Aug. 30. Her dad is David E. 
(Skip? Weshner, business: rep of 
indie pie producers. 

Jinimy Marsh. son of Joe Marsh, 
operator of the Spindletop Restau- 
rant, N. Y., returns to hotel-restau- 
rant management school in a week. 
ov 30 after a training stint in the 
disuung room and kitchen of the 
N. ¥ . headquarters of the: Socony 
Mobil Oil Co. 

Louis, Joe and Frank De Rose | 
operators of Third Av2nue’s La 
Strata East eatery unveil their. 
La Strada Sul Mar, Port Washing- 
ton, L. L., Friday. A cHartered 
airconditioned Greyline bus will} 
wheel celebs out for press looksee , 
“and feedbig doings.. 

“Insects and Heroes” is the far- 
oul tag of a new dance work to be ; 
presented) Aug. 18 by Paul Taylor 
Co. at the American Dance Festi- 
val of Connecticut College at New 
London. Dancers inckude Linda 
Hlndes, Margaret Newman, Dan 
Wazoner, Elizabeth Walton, Eliza- 
bet Keen. 

Barbara Sturtevant Green, 
d acthter of tv’s Betty Furness and 
Hols wood compaser - conductor 
Johuny Green, engaged to Denton 

ae re 

4 
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Fire Island, R. Y. 
By Mike Gross 

Charlie Ross, vet musfe. man, 
houseguesting at NBC veep Les- |. 
ter Gottlieb’s. 

Dave. Lipsky, theatrical - p. a. -pro- 
ducer, working on plans for a light | 

| News. Of The World, retired, with: operetta season off-Broadway. _ 
‘Burt Thompson, af Joe Levine's 

Embassy setup, doing the blanket | 
first. ‘day’s shooting on -the “Road hopping bit with Milton Skolsky. 

George -Pincus, publisher .. of 
“Itsy: Bitsy, 

style via a 
t quickie visit ta RCA Victor's. Ben 
Rosner.. 

Frank McCarthy, United Press-'. 
‘International staffer, and: wife 
; Ruth, who’s with. Harper’s ‘Bazaar, 
‘ holing up at Fair Harbor for the 
month. 

John Randolph, thesp: in “Sound 
of Musie.” departed early Sunday 
(6) so-he could. appear. following 
morning on tv’s “Search For To-| 

. -|-poured..for Leslie Caron, Maurice ' 
‘Chevalfer and the press last week 

morrow.” 
Lymn Loesser. weekending with 

She’s 
on 

the Samson Raphaelsons. 
producing “High Fidelity” 
Broadway 
writing . a play. 

Tokyo 
. By Dave Jampel 
(Press Club; 211-3161) 

Crown Shoji. Co. pacted with 
; Coronet Films for Japan. distrib. 

Kiyotaka -Ukawa resigned as’ 
Universal publicity | chief for Jas) 
pan. 

Four. Lads open: Orient swing 
early in ‘September ‘at New Latin 
Quarter. 

Former Mainich! reporter’ Hich< 
fre Ono named veepee - of. Ital 
Films. here. 

Herald Films merged with NCC; 
giving new company, Japan Herald 
Films, total of 20 import licenses. 

Construction. _ work. began on 
Tokyo Hilton International. ‘520- 
room hotel slated for opening in| 
1963. 

Lou Walters in and. out; expected 
back in November -to package |. 
shows for his Vegas. and. Miami: ' 
‘Beach spots. 

William Lederer through on Far 
! East storygathering swing. He 
may stop in at Thailand Iocation | 
of his co-authored “Usly Ameri: 
‘ean.’ 

Eiko Ande, who appeared. -Op-. 
posite John Wayne. in “Barbarian | 
and. the Geisha” (20th). for John 
Huston, now working as hostess in 
‘this city’s Copa. 

NHK’s “Afternoon Jabbering, ” 
which was cited in global musical 
show contest in Switzerland, -will 
be exported on exchange basis 
with foreign prizewinners. - 

Thrush Izumi Yukimura, recent. 
Life mag cover girl, goes into New 
Latin Quarter in August, thereby 
becoming first of Japan's topline 
names to play a nitery, 
hitherto didn't offer. enough ‘coin. 

—— Treland 
‘By Maxwell Sweeney | 

/ tDublin 684506) 

Ann Hey wood and Tony Britton 
in to star in “Stork Talk” for Uni- 
films at. Ardmore Studio, Bray: 

Batoneer Frank Chacksfield back} 
.to London after sessions with- Ra- 
dio Eireann music setup.. 

Maureen Toal back from Munich 
‘after lensing in Melodie Films’. 
“Only the. Wind,” .made partly” on | 
location in Galway. 
Siobhan McKenna will. star in. 

-Dublin Theatre Festival. produc-} - 
‘Castle here: to. do advance-exploi- 
‘tation. for his pic, “Homicidal.” 

tion of Berthold Brecht's ‘ ‘Joan of 
Stockyards" in the fall. . 

Jerry Wald-and. Jack Cardifi ‘to. 
London after. gandering: locations. 
for James Joyce's “Ulysses” 
Wald will make in Dublit ” for 
20th-Fox. . 

Teenie Weenie,” fi- 
: nally saw the FI. 

this ‘season and he’ . 
4 Fringe” cast. planning to open 

_,{ Soho :club, . 
’-+to be run along the lines. of: San j 

‘| Francisco's “Hungry i”, ~ 

and - Zinn ‘Arthur, here ‘on honey: 

Music, ‘has been named a. governor. 
‘in: succession to ‘Thelma: Cazalet-. 

in “La: Traviata.” “ 

‘about to. star:a pic in. Sicily Called" 

Globe... 

which | 

fall: at - Excelsior;. 
.{ Connally, 

“which | 

London 
( H¥De Park 4561/2/3) 

Moss’ Empires already announced : 
‘seven: Pantomimes lined ‘up ‘for 
‘Christmas. a 

‘Samuel Bronstoni’ S “EL cia” cast.‘ 
assembling : for. recording” sessions ° 
-at-Pinewood.. 

I the. summer: at Berkshire Festival, 
‘Lenox, Mass... - : 
“Joseph M. Radanauer, : a. Stkel 

‘St; pioneer: and . general - ‘manager 
“ofthe New ‘Jersey - ‘Messenger | 
Service, film: hauling, retired’ after ; 
37 years. with firm. 
The Joyriders have taken. one of’ 

‘the most important ‘steps: for..an 
“Lact. They.: ‘takeover the Chez Paris’. 

Wednesday, Angust 9, 1961, 

Hollywood | 
Phil Cohan to Europe. ° 

soe m 

Eu a 

Arthur Freed. named first. veepee . 
‘of Academy. * 

4 -Metro will: enter “Bridge. to the, : 

Frances Faye copped a rave’ Club, Atlantic City, as: entertain-. “Sun”, at Venice Film Fest. 
press “following. . _her (“Talk of 
Town". opening. - 

Edward: Dmiyirk arrived: ‘to. ‘set 
up. preem arrangements for “Walk : 
On: The Wild Side.” - “: . 

Bub: Flanagan ‘vacationing on. 
the Riviera. and. "pondering : last } 
stages. of his. autobiog. : 

Leo Jaffe:of Columbla in for. a| 
meet with M. J. Frankovich ‘On | 
European production. mo, 

‘Sonja’. Stevens bowed in- for. a 
two week cabaret engagement at 7. 
the Society last week. 

. Jerome Robbins signed to direct | 
the: Royal Ballet. in Stravinsky's 
“Les Noces”: at Christmas. . 

. Trevor Howard back from: ‘Holly- 
wood ° following.. completion of his 
“Mutiny On Bounty” stint. : 
‘Peter Burnup, vet pix’ critic. of | 

Bryan: ‘Buckingham taking: over. 
* They. held. a‘ press junket for the 

To Hong Kong” set at Shepperton: 
-Harold Myers. head. Of VARIETY’s 

London © bureau, ‘undergoing: sur-} 
‘gery. ‘at: the. Central. Middlesex 
Hospital, London. - 

cow, where he. was one. of the 
judges of festival there. 
‘Frank Hoare; joint -managing dI- | 

‘rector of Westward TV, ankled the 
job to: return: to. film. production, 
But he'll stay on -the board. . 

Josh Logan and Zinn Arthur 

and: ‘talked ‘about | “Fanny” natu-. 
rally. 

Peter’ Cook of: the “Bevond. The | 

“The .Establishment,” aa 

In and. around. town; Ea: Sullt- 
. van, choreographer : D:. D. ‘Wood, : s{7 

Stevens, Marty 
“Charlton Heston, 

James - ‘Stewart, 
Wolfe Cohen, ' 

moon. 
. Dame ‘Blorence - -Hancock : ‘reap- 

pointed. a. governor of BBC. Gerald: 
Coke, a‘director of Covent Garden! 
Opera and‘ the Royal Academy of 

| Keir. 
In © and atound: : town: ‘Anna 

Deere Wiman, back: “from. N,Y,, 
Charles: ‘Kasher, Peter ‘Lawford;. 
Sam .Engel. Keogh Gleason, Joe 
Levine.. Word Baker and “The -Fan-. 
tasticks” team. Last-named skedd- 
ed to- ‘open: at the. Appollo, -Sept.-7. 

Rome. 
7 By Rohert F. ‘Hawkins , 

_. (Stampa Estera; Tel. 675906) :. 

Robert: ‘Merrill: ‘makes his Eur- 
peah operatic debut Aug. 11: at 

| Venice’s Ea Fenice Opera’ House | 

‘Lee and: Paula. Strasberg here} 
to’ visit ‘daughter :. -Susan.:, who's” 

“Until Tomorrow.” 
Giorgio Moser : Jeaves. for. Far 

East. soon ‘to - scout .:-locations for 
Films: ‘ International's: 

“Around World’ in. 80 Nights.” 
. Piccolo Mondo, ‘dinery: near Via. 

Vetiéto . ‘thas. a. ‘tourist - pleasing 
gimmick} - ‘the. ‘biIL. comes: on the 
back of a: record folder containing: 
@ current pop | tune, . 
In-and-out: 

Raymoud . Hakim,. Ed. Sullivan, 
“also. In, Mare. 

‘Stanley: Marckus,. -Louis 
Sobol} Jan Peerce; Victor. Borge. 
Jack ‘Wiener: : ‘Bruno Zirato: at the. 
Grand; Mike" Francovitch - and 
Joseph } Levine gone after brief 0.0. 

*Philadelobia 
By Jerry. Gaghan 

(319. ‘N. 8th St. Locust 44848)" 

tie’, City,..this” month: 
Film: ‘producer-director. William. 

Tommy and. Donny Day,: song 
and -comedy’ brother act, : set. for 
Algiers Hotel, : Miami Beach (12). 
‘Conductor: © ‘Eugene . Ormandy 

made, his only Buest appearance. ‘of. 

“3° SUM TASTRE- Se reese . woe t * 

Mel Torme: pacted toi return. to | 
1 Room at Top, out-of-town niterie, : 
\for.a-month in. March. — 

‘engagément of 

Mehboob Kahn. “top Tadian: pro. 
ducer-director; called in from Mos- 

-noceros” 

: 7 at The Melody Tent. 

‘virus ‘for. his opening night in 

ville joined The: Tent: in: introduc: 
ing :Garner to.Cape Cod: : 

“Frank. “Folsom.: Bob , 
‘Goldstein, Raoul Levy. Robert and 

Laughlin, spending vacation — in 
Provincetown. 

| -Daily ferry :. service. between 
| Provincetown -and Boston, - discon- 
‘tinued at. the start of this. season | - 

Penny Davis. and her’ dancers ‘Te- | 
| turn to the President Hotel, Atlan- ‘with .the Stan. Leavit. Trio at::The. 

‘Provincetown, lists Shirley Booth, 

| Fontaine, Hermione. Gingold and. 

ers and_ hosts starting: this week. - 
“Sam Diamond, ‘local branch . 

‘Manager for 20th-Fox,. ‘supervising 
intensive sales. and. booking: drive 

tfor campany in New Yerk,. Wash-.; 
‘ington. -Charlotte and in ‘this. city: 

. Marty. Goldberg,: assistant “man- 
ager ‘of Fox. Theatre, named - gen- 
eral’ manager of Milgram chain: 
and Steve’ Shipps, at the Fox for/ 

{19 years placed in charge of val 
Milgram . ‘Theatres advertising: 

Chicago 
. ote 71-4984) 

‘Fackie “Moms” ‘Mabley at, ‘Rob: |. 
; erts Show. Club. . 
Holiday .Cinb ‘on. East: “Walton, 

newest Chi. ‘keyspeak, opens ‘to-,). 
night (Wed). — 
Jane Russell: in “yesterday | 

clave at Rontunda Club.: 
_ Menasha’ Skulnik stars’ in. return 

“49th Cousin”. 
opening Aug. | AS. at : ‘Fenthouse 
Theatre. 
-Mictor -Jory ‘here as" "special, 

guest star with Patrice Munsel. in 
“King And I” current - at. “Music. 
Theatre... - 

‘Chi. -film producer. Allan David's 

-preem -tonight 
Vickers Theatre. . 

‘Jerry. Gregoris tapped: a3 new. 
producer of Chi Music: Festival. |. 
succeeding Jack .-LaFrande; . now |: 
‘residing in Florida. Fete: skedded | 
for Soldiers Field Aug. 19. 
-Herb Rogers: received a -cltas: 

‘tion from Musical: Arena: Theatre 
‘Assn. for his 12 vears- of -pioneer-. 
ing. with the: Tenthouse and later: 
the Chicago Music Theatre. 
‘AHen. Arkin moves -over ‘from 

Second. City to. join. cast of “Big 
Deal’’,. new updated ‘version of} - 
“Beggar's ‘Opera,’ opening ‘next 
}door at Playwrights Theatre next’ 
Aug. 15. 

‘(Wed.). . at - Me- 

Broadway. engagement - ‘of “Rhi-| 
last night: (CTues.) © at]. 

Edgewater. Beach Playhouse.. -Play |. 
returns to N-¥. after a four-week: 
Tun here. 
UA brass dipped + {nto city. ‘ast |... 

week for. sneak ‘preview of “West 
Side Story”. at Staté-Lake Theatre. 
In for the’ showing: Were ‘producers 
‘Harold, Irving, Marvin and Walter. |. 

: Mirisch. directors: Robert’. Weise 
and Sol Chaplin, Fred. Goldberg, 
Gabe: Sumner: David ‘Chasman, 
and David, _Bugene and, -Arnold 
Pickers. 

+ ee Seen. 

‘Cane Cod” 
By Evelyn Lawson. . 

“Most Happy Fella” opens ‘Aug. 

' Legit-tv actor Kevin’ MeCarthy 
is summering | in ‘Truro... |. 

Oberlin Gilbert & Sullivan Play. 

“Vagabond King.” : 
New York harpist Daphne. ‘Hell: 

man has’ reopened:.her summer | 
-home at .Mill Pond, ‘Truro. . ; 
‘Duke Ellington. was. felled by. a 

Storyville, but his band played on:: 
Roger ::Gibson, . former: stage. di- 

rector of the: D’Oyly. Carte’ Opéra, | 
is guest. director for the Oberlin. 
group in Falmouth... 
Erroll Garner performed. at the 

Melody Tent Sunday night.- Story- 

Ronald : Valdes-Blain,. from - the 
Radio City Orchestra. (featured so-. 
loist) attracted good audience at: 
Provincetown . Art “Assn, 
(28) night. | . 
- Leonard B. ‘McLaughlin of Bal- 
timore, Md., general. manager. of. 
Ford. Theatre there and Mrs. Me-: 

for the first time ‘in. many. years, 
has been. resumed. . 
-Mike Woodnick,. pianist-vocalfst 

Surf Club. in Provincetown, booked | 
to play. “solo” .at the Statler: Hotel 
in Boston. this fall. 
gMr. ‘Kenneth’s: Original: ‘Hattery, 

Betsy Palmer, Julia. Meade, .Joan: 

Phyllis - ‘Diller - among | its. Fegular. 
‘customers. 

4 ra gs ve 

I ‘Frank Sinatra's “Soldiers Three” we 

“Magic Fountain”. has ‘its. world |.” 

“Zero Mostel. opened. first: oft-| 4 

F Fiday J. 

‘ Lisabeth Field named. “prey. ‘of 
Equity. Library. Theatre, West. : 

-George ‘Raft ‘will own a plece ot. 
‘Allied Artist's “The: George Raft : 

‘Story. ”. 

may. ‘be. Bromoted. ‘to:; “Sergeants 
Three." ” 

Brussels. 

[Bob Wilding, exMca; heading 
“up: Beverly: Hills office. for. Willard oe 

| Alexander.. oo 

Bob: Fellows: cut : in. Mickey ‘Spite. a 
lane for’ $75, 000 ‘and partership fa. 

filming: “The Deep. mo 

Jackie Barnett’ adding. 60. mmin- 

ates to “Playgirls” ‘nitery” revue 
¢«Tues:) as: guest .at: WAIE'S : cone for. ‘London: ‘staging. © 

: MARRIAGES: 
ls “Diane. ‘Hartman to “Walter. Suss- 5 
kind. in spin. ‘Colo.;: Aug. .2.. Ha” 
‘is. conductor: of: the : ‘Toronto. Sym- 
phony; bridé is former. dancer: with 
‘Radio. City .Rockettes: ‘and| runs 22). ~~ 
1a dance: school ‘in Toronto. * _ ett, 

“Drusilla ‘Shaw-to: John’ MacLeod, ee 
at Athy, Eire, July 25. She’s daugh- ° 

{ter of Sebastian. Shaw,: actor: he’s 
an actor and heir to Clan Macleod: 
(Scotland) ‘chieftainship. . 

Dolores Gee to Rick Hacrington; ‘i 
Houston, July.” 19.. Bride . is an 
‘actress; he's an:actor. °- 

Kathleen -: Deirdre - “Larkin to. 
LeRoy © Allan. ‘Jories,... 
Meredith, -New: Hampshire. ‘She’s 

I ).the’ daughter. of. tv’ actor’. John | 
. + Larkin;. he’s, assistant technical di-''... . 

Tector of': the ‘Lakes: Region. Play> cs 
house - in” ‘Laeonia;. NM. 

Eileen | M.. ‘Gilligan. and: “Charles 
Guffroy, New York, July:27.:He’s | 
with Musi¢ Corp, of America: nitery ~ ma 
dept. and.a former - performer. 

a singer known :professionally as 
“Judith Anders; he’s ‘unit ‘manager ae 
of the Jack Paar: Show. 

-Sheilia A: Swenson to ‘Waynie-s s. ce 
Weil, Rutherford,. N. J:;. Aug. 
Bride: is a singer;:.he’s a: ‘theatrical i” 
company. manager. 

: Kathleen ;. Deirdre 

Region: *Playhouse, -Laconia, . Ny iH, 
-fin a Meredith, Ne Hy Say 2 25. - 

“BIRTHS © 
“Mr. ‘and ‘Mrs..' Marty: Hoffman, 

son, -New - York, Aug. 53. Father Is . 
‘{Decca Records ‘publicity | director;, 
She's ‘a’ former Decca publicist." 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Baverstock, - 

| son,- London, July 28:° Father is. 
ers switched this. week. to, Frim!'s i 

: | grams. : 
assistant. controller of BBC ty. pro- 

“Mother, © Gillian, ~ is’ : the 
daughter of ‘author. Enid ‘Blyton. - ° 

“Mr. | and . :‘ Mrs. 
daughtér; San ‘Antonio, recently, . 
Father ‘is .a- ‘newscaster | ‘on. RITE 
in that: city.- ° 

Mr. and: Mrs: ‘Sonny King. -gon,- 
Las Vegas, July 22.-Father’is Jim-- 
‘my. Durante’s “junior Partner”. in 
‘his: nitery act. 

, Mr: .and Mrs. Phil. Shetidan, can . 

daughter; Philadelphia, July 24, Fa- : 
ther’ is WFIL-TV deejay... - 
Mr. and: Mrs... Robert Bochroch,: _ 

daughter, Philadelphia, | July © 26. 
Father is ‘WCAU national: sales. ; 
manager. - 

Mr. and. Mis, Joseph ‘Carlin; ‘gon, : : 
. { Philadelphia, .July'-24. ‘Father ’.1s a 

treasurer. of. the ‘Erlanger.; Theatre. ey 

“Mr. ‘and’ -Mrs. ' Dick. Gregory. 
daughter, Chicago, duly. 31s ‘Father. : 
is & comic.’ 

” Mr... ‘and “Mrs. : 

Mr... and Mrs. Saul Cooper,. son, 
Aug.’ 4 in New York. Father is as- shee 
sistant publicity’ manager. of ‘Para-. : 
mount Pictures... 
Mr. and: Mrs. Roger: re ‘Lewis 

Aug. 6, in New. York, a‘son:. ‘Father. . 
is “former . ‘United: “Artists”. ‘ad-pub: we 
‘chief. 
:. Mr. and_ Mrs. “Sohn. Ww “Wyatt,: a 
daughter, New York, Aug: 1. Wife ~:. 
is -Franceés* ‘Wyatt. soprano soloist '. _ 
with . Fred “Waring’s: “Pennsylva-_ “ 

-}plans, i. 

‘The. Benny. ‘Thaus walang ta 

Gottfried Reinhardt | will fim 
“William - Saroyan's “Away. Out! ‘in 

‘July 25, °° 

‘Judy Anderson and. Bert.. Fain - _ 
berg, New York, Aug. J..Bride is *, 

Larkin.’ _ 
daughter. of telévision.. actor John. > 
‘Larkin,:'to, LeRoy Allan: Jones,:as- 
sistant technical director at Lakes 

Chuck | “Boyle,. “ . 

Don - ‘Preven, . 
-daughter,. N.Y. Aug. 3..: Father is © 

. Sales. service exec for WNEW-TV. : ; 
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3 ere 

«eras, ‘died. at his -home -in Paris, 
-. France, Aug. 4. 
~Jeast 80: pictures ‘in: the U.S. and 

’ abroad, and ‘rated early recogni- 
_ tion’ for his’ subtlety of. Pictorial 
on and. dramatic’ ‘expression. 

_menced. his U.S. career in 1914-0n: 

on days. When part of. American film- 
ote making centered: there.: 
‘known achievement . ‘in: ‘the. U.S. 
wots .- probably - was: “Last: of the Mohi-- 
>. eans,” -which he made..in 1920 ‘and - 

“not: .to .be. confused | ‘with the. 
“United ‘Artists: remake in.°36):-_; 

an In France. he had Previously. 

a ‘been - ‘an ‘{Mlustrater.: designer ‘and 1 geles:. in: ‘ast’ renewal ‘of KEL! 
' decorator, and later an: assistant: 

_.. of: Auguste: Rodin, .the- -sculptor. 
2 He switched to. the theatre in 1900, 
. first as a touring actor, later with. 

' ..the Theatre Antoine in: Paris for 
_ Seven. years, in the. course of which: 
‘he learned. staging and direction. |-- 

.-. In1914; he ‘joined. the.‘filmic’ pi- 
“= coneers. at .Ft,. Lee; thus: launching | 
-.. a s¢reen career that resulted in: 57 

' features 

Sought to ‘place «a producer‘ over j° 
him for the ‘shooting of.““The.Mys-.|: 
'. ferious -IsJand.” 

. countrys with the advent. of. - sound, died Aug. 8 in: a New, York. ‘of: can-., -also-a regular contributor to the 
. a American. Magazine Modern Music, 

— ™% one of the first publications de- | - 

‘Wedaceday, Augast 9, 1961.” . 
(Rew ork, died a duly! 17" in Lon 

re 
a \" Boosey & Hawkes, one “of: the] 

largest firms in -the ' serious - ‘and ters. 
‘| educational field in: England,” was 

‘MAURICE TOURNEUR "| When. NBC’ Radio Network; was formed in 1990. through '«. merge 
+ Maurice” Tourneur, 85,. film ‘pro-| formed in .1928.it became one of 1 

“‘auee-director - ‘whose © career | its. important alfiliates. In 1929 He! 
spanned. both’. silent: and _ sound | put his second-station on the air, . “posers: as..Igor Stravinsky; Aaron 

-KECA, (carrying. bis initials: and) (opiand Bela Bartok. Hawkes was 
joined NBC's ‘then Blue Network. le past. prexy of the ‘British ‘Assn. 

‘When . the. Government, forced | H ‘of: PMusical Instrument Industries 
‘Anthony. to.'sell’ off one. of his | sng was onthe exec committee -of 
stations under ruling against duo-{ the’: National : Music’: Council . of 
wo ownership. | he’ Sond KECA to! i¢ i Great Britain. — 

“Born Maurice. Thomas, che com-: C in.1 eee etters were” 
‘changed.to -KABC.: -- His wife and. sister sury ive., 

‘the Ft. Leé, NJ., backlots in ‘the |... Under . the: “pray isions of: an: 
earlier ‘contract, NBC held first 
.option..on ‘sale: of the station. ‘De-: 
Spite ‘many.- flattering offers — “by: 
then NBC prexy, Niles: ‘Trammell, ‘ 
the sale was: never ‘consummated : 
: ° -career until he was 46, he played and NBC was. ‘and. still is- ‘the only | Suppol rting roles. with Tom Mix. 

“H.: B:. Warner, ‘Wallace Beery and 
_Mae’ "West. 

‘Born: in Newbury: Township, Oo, 
not far from. where he died, Hodges 

‘He directed ‘at. 

“WILLIAM Cc. HODGES -. 

His: best: 

-27:in Claridon Township, Ohio. .Al- 

| radio network without. an “owned- 
and-operated,_ station” in Los. An- 

Ap Loving ‘Mamory ~ 

NELLIE "REVELL. - stage’ fever after watching oldtime. 

“March 13, 1873: August 12) 1958. 
“hath tary ond the Kd whic yi a th. {to-trouping on:the showboat Cotton 

| Blossom: that chugged. up and down 
‘the Ohio river. — 

core of thet Kittle. werd ot the’ stage.” -. IRVIN S. ‘COBB. 

license. ‘by -FCC,. station's . owner- 
ship. was changed. from: ‘Earle. Cc, ! 

| Anthony: to. Earle.C, “Anthony, Inc., 
and. two .trustees,.Eugene Overton, | ‘others; 
“Attorney. for Anthony, and Se-" movies. 
curity-First Natiorial Bank: : = in-Jate- 
“Anthony's only. survivor-is 4 son, j "Sen 

‘Kelly, .. formerly identified ‘with | 
‘station: and. now retired. | 

before ‘his . return a ‘Anthony's’ other . interests: in- 

France. -ir: 1926; ‘after’ a dispute. a uded auto agencies. in’ vas and" composer and music critic. died 
with. Métro--Goldwyn-Maver which | mee . ; 

-H..B,-Warner and: ‘supported Wal- 
lace’..and Noah Beery,. \.among 

"His last national tour. was 
Ecol in Mae | Wes 

THEODORE CHANLER. 

ee, i brief’ illness. - 
"MURIEL RAHN - A. 

‘In’ his: native |:. Mariel, Rahn, 50, dpera. singer, “fe for: the Boston. Herald. He was 

|| voted .to the contemporary. .com- 
{ poser. He was on the. faculty ‘of 
ithe Peabody. Conservatory of Balti- 

-@- more. from 1945-47 . and: Jater at. 
‘Bithe ‘Longy School’ in Cambridge, 

{Mass., ‘until illness forced bis re- 
{ tirement two years ago. - 

. Chaniler's | compositions include 

“ta Memory of My: Dear. Husbaad- 

PAUL F. CUNNINGHAM. 
. August. 14,1980 

Mag The | Face oF The, lord Shine Un Hit" a io 

-.pians, a: violin: sonata, choral 

Co. and} 
Haukes.& Sons. It has an. exten-’ 

1 ‘bive ‘catalog. of works by’ such com- 

‘though: he ‘did: not start his acting 

wast: originally a printer. who -got: 

;Plays” in Cleveland: He first acted 
yin tent and road shows, in addition: 

His first filrn. ‘role Was ina Chica-. 
: go-produced. picture starring Tom. 
; Mix. Hodges ‘toured in -plays: with. 

in his early . Hollywood. 

t's play, 

“Pheodore Ward | Chanler, 59.. July ‘5S in London. 

ot July: 27. in Boston, . Mass. after a. 

In 1934, he. became a music crit 

De _Toarneur was to. make BB: =e She: piaved: the title rale. ‘nine number of songs and short works | 

> films. "| the 1943-44. Broadway. production | works, the ballet. “Pas de Trois” |. 

4“The Hills of Home,” 
Chisholm Trail," “Jessie James,” 
and “Old Paint,” among others. 

NATE FAGGEN 
: Nate Faggen, 59, veteran ball- 
room operator who helmed the 
Roseland, Brooklyn, in the era of. 
name dancebaads, died recently in 
Middlesex General Hospital, Bruns- ‘ 
wick, N. J, after a lengthy {l-— 
ness. 

-A popular figure in musical cir- 
eles, he was active in show biz appeared in films, on tv's 
charity work and frequently set . 
lup orchestra dates at various hos- 

“> 1 Bitals. A brother and niece sur- 
Vive. 

William - Cullen -Hodges;’ 85. tor-[ 
‘mer film and stage actor, died July |. DOMENICO VARALLO 

Domenico Varallo, 87, retired : 
‘flatist who once played in the John 
Philip Sousa and Victor Herbert: 

phia. He was a member of the} 

for more than 60 years. . 
‘Five. sons 

survive. 

LESLIE WYAND 

erainan, died of.a heart attack July j 
24 at Weybridge, Eng. He was a 

| pioneer cameraman, starting with j 
Gaumont Graphic in 1909, 
‘In 1919 he was appointed Pathe 

News U.K. representative in the 
‘U.S. and later served with Inter- 
national News of America. 
nephew js Paul Wyand, news 
production mxnager 

His - 

and ; 
of | British : 

Movietone News. 

; JACK LEWIS 

Jack Lewis, 73, saxophonist, died 
‘He was the 

father of: music publisher Harry 
Lewis and’ father-in-law of Vera ; 
Lynn. 

' Lewis played for many top 
bands,. including Ambrose’s “Blue 
Lyres,” until his retirement a ‘few 
years back. 

‘CARL FRIEND 
* Carl Friend. MGM special ef-' 
fects man, died July 25 in Los An- 
geles as.a- result of an -explosion 
last week on the studio backlot in 
which two others lost their lives. 

- His wife, two sons and a daugh- 
ter survive. 

BERNARD W. CRUGER 

“The Old 

American Federation of Musicians 

and two deughters 

jwriter, died July 24 in Lendan He 
‘{was the author of the legit play, 

Leslie Wyand, 7], newsreel cam-- ‘under contract to Metro. 

63 

[es for General Electric broad- 
casting stations, died of a heart 
attack July 23 in Schenectady. 

the WGY staff as a remote contre] 
engineer in 1927. 

Surviving are his wife. brother 
iand sister. 

- Survivors - include three daugh- /N. Y. A native of Ohia, he jomned 

ee 

THULA ORTIZ . 
Thula Ortiz, 67. actress, Ged 

‘July 30 in New York. She appeared 
on Broadway ie “Harlem Rang 
; Tang” and in the original produc- 
‘tion of “Green Pastures.” She aiso 

"Stari.co 
One” and numerous stock = p:iv- 

* ductions. 
Her daughter survives. 

owe ke we 

ROY BASSETT 
Roy Bassett, 62, veteran fiim 

salesman, died July 27 in Los An- 
‘geles. Until his revent retirenet.t, 
he was a salesman for 40 ycuis 

bands,:died July 29 in Philadel- | with, Allied Artists and Republic. 
His wife survives, 

PETER WATi.ING 
Peter Watiing, 46, screenplay 

“Rain On The Just.” and was 

j He was a former prexy of. Ox- 
ford U. Dramatic Society. 

Gus. RAPP 
Augustus ‘Gusi Rapp, 90. a 

‘Magician for sone 50 years, dicd 
‘at South Side Nursing Home, \il- 
“waukee, July 30 from cancer. Rapp 
-toured the @. S. with his marie 
‘act, primarily playing in the small- 
‘er country towns 

Surviving js a stepdaughter. 

MAXWELL GRANT 
Maxwell Grant. 39, Jegit sketch 

writer, died Aug. 5 in NY. He cean- 
i tributed sketches to the revue, 
|.“Vintage 60" At one time he sp- 
; peared in the “Shoestring Revues " 

Survived by three brothers, 
we em 

Mrs. Maurice (Rese Lincoin) 
Chaikis, mother of Mrs. Charles 
(Evelyn)? Sehlaifer. died Aug..6 in 
Los Angeles, Husband, two other 
sons and six grandchildren sur- 
vive. 

W. A Stuckert. 74, retired ¢x- 
hibitor who joined Rowley United 

{Theatres in 1934, died recently in 
; Brenham, Tex, following a strcke. 

son and 

le PSU tng wh tar WEL 7 ms = = . an petites ft 
wt "7. “Prunelia,” |: 
Girl’. (which starred Mary . Pick- 

"- ford in’ 1917), 
“Treasurer Island,” *: “The. Isle: of. 
Lost: Ships,” ” “Lora: ‘Doone”. :and- 

_. “Never ‘the. ‘Twain’; Shall Meet.” - 
' . His. activity. in the U. S. ‘commonly. 

comprised four to eight: pix a year. 

ce OF IST re a PTY RA 

wo . . q ee Lae . x . a oy 

. ve 6 a rr wt . 

eS ae 

2 er ete ne er rr 7 wee sso . “ te 

Besides. “Mohicans; i some of his | of: “Carmen Jones” | and : was last! and the chamber. opera, “The Pot | 

titles included. “The - Blue. Bird,” 
“Poor - Little. Rich 

“*A Doll's: House,” 

-Among his French’ credits: were 
“Katia” and. “L'Impasse des Deux. 
“2 Anges,” his final film shot in°1948. 

Four: years: Jater -he lost a’ leg in 
. an ‘auto accident and: had ‘been con- 

aay De SANTIS _ 
“In Loving Memory 

August. 

oHnea’ to, a. wheelchair’ ‘until: “his 
‘death. 

“REED ‘ALBEE: 
~. Reed: ‘Albes, 45, died Aug. 2 ‘at. 
his home in White -Plains,.N.. ¥, 

ct) He was the: son of. Edward: F. Al- 
3. bee, oné of the founders of Keith:. 

Albee-Orpheum: Circuit.’ and -‘a 
os great figure in vaudeville days; 
.€°- His. survivors: include his wife | 

. , and two ‘adopted : ‘children, one of 

In Mernoriam’ 

: paliton McINTYRE. waucen 
‘Aeguet & 1960 « 

whom’ is the playwright,. avid 
Albee:. 
“Details ‘in. the: vau vaude section. 

" waRLE Cc. Ca ONY” 

ae rancisco, ‘peing + ore | , | other ‘magazines. there  cufferi ttack- at} Surviving .are tivo disters anid |. — 

Autopsy will phorery to de-}: 

years. 
"Anthony: founded KF in 1922, 

{which he went into Georgé White's. | 

~| shows, aid owning a circus, died 
:| in Swaniseott, Mass, Aug..4. In-the 

Betnard W. Cruger. 57, manager : Surviving are his wife, 
‘Lok ' transmitters and technical serv- ‘two sisters. 

seen in New ‘York ‘with’ the late! of | Fat.” _ 
‘Diana. Barrymore in the 1955 off-}. His’ wife, ‘brother’ and ‘three sis- |’ 
Broadway production ‘of “The Ivory” ters: survive. . 
‘Branch.” °:. 

She -Was in the 195} production | 

of” ‘the Langston Hughes opera, | Mrs. “William. H. Post, 46, of | 
“The. Barrier,” costarring with the. North - ‘Hollywood, * Calif... song: | 
late Lawrence Tibbett. For the past writer, : died’ July 25 in Albu- { 
‘three ; years, Miss Rahn ‘had been. querque.. ‘Teamed. with ber hus- 
-playing the opera and concert. cir- | band, snd writing under the. name |: 
‘cuit in Europe: During the 1959-60: of. Bill” ‘and ‘Doree Post, the couple 
season, she: served: as musical di- wrote 16" Reasons" (recorded by {@ . - 
rector : for’ the production ‘of “Bells |.Connie Stevens,. which madé. the | 
Are. Ringing” at. the ‘Stadtische ‘top ‘charts several seasons ago) and. 

- “|. other pop songs. | 
:, Husband,-: son, : "mother. and two} 

| brothers purvive. 

GEORGE. HAERISON - 1a. 
“George ‘Harrison, 76, advertising ; 

| executive, died July 26 in Dorking, |} 
-4i Eng. He was chairman of the Lon-1§ 

{don Press Exchange, group of. com- 

pate = 
He : was also chairman of the 

‘Bubnen ‘ Theatre. “Frankfort: She sommities which set up the tv in- 
: +had been a. ‘board member of. the. dien measurement 
-American. Guild: of. Musical Artists service. ss” audience the first inde- 
for 10 years. . { pendent chairman of. the. Televi- 

Surviving. ‘is. ‘her husband, Dick” ion Audience ‘Research Advisory 5 | 
Campbell, who's with ‘the staff of ; Committee. : 
‘the. American. ‘National ‘Theatre. &j 7 
‘Academy. ! a a a 

MRS. “WILLIAK i POST 

5 1959 

and ‘was. 

Lt , “LAURIE WENSLEY| wet 
— * ‘Laurie Wensley, 91.- actor: died 

. THOMAS. PHILLIPS. “trecently in. ._England. His first ap- 
Tain Phillips, 73, executive see:.: pearance was: in “The ‘Brigands".| 

retary of the Burlesque | -Artists ‘at the old “Avenue Theatre in 1889. 
Assn., died’ Aug: 4 in New York Later..he was with the D'Oyly. 
after a lengthy illness. Phillips’ was.'Carte Opera Company, Goerge Ed-| 
{a-straight: man in ‘burlesque. -from.: wards and Grossmith & Laurillard. 

‘His Jast West End’ appearance 
“Scandals” and “The ‘Ziegfeld Fol- ‘was in. “The. Belle.of New. York” 
lies.” “fat Daly's in 1931. ve | 
Further. details ils in vaude section. 

. BEN. RAY REDMAN | 
a ‘HARRY ° ING "INGALLS” Ben: Ray Redman, 65, ‘literary. 

| Barry. Ingalls, : 71, showman ‘critic: and magazine writer, died 
whose. ‘career: etnbraced: -being“ a| Aug. 2 in: Los.Angeles a_ suicide, 
‘vaude performer, ‘producing - fab|-according to police reports, from |@ 

‘an..overdose of.alcoho!] and bar- | 
biturates. His. wife, actress Frieda 

“208, he ‘produced tab ‘shows’ under | Inescort, said he was despondent. 
+ over. the, international crisis. — {@- 
|." ‘Redman -was critic and con- : 
| tributor to’ Saturday: ‘Review ‘end jG. 

Clarence Derwent 

Hawkes, 66, : "chairman 
‘music-pu'r zs: composer and ‘ Berney, 

_Anstrument-making” a as ‘& choral éirector.. He composed 2 TenIN aod. 
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*See Fantastic Explanation Beiow 

OPENING 

‘“* hungry ii 

August 21st through September 16th 

*FANTASTIC EXPLANATION .. . 

Eyes Re-Focused 

Teeth Saved 
Feet Barnacles Scraped 

\Planter’s Wart Removed From Right Foo! 

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION 



“was out-of her starring role in. 

from the hospital and is resting at} 

- es (Wed.). 

PRICE 

Jog 
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" feowes zs tenia on ‘Ail ‘ing 
By. HOBE MOREISON a += 

“Anna” “Maria “Alberghetti, “who | Credit Card Geishas- 
- Tokyo, Aug:--15. 

Ati echo of old 'Yoshiwara—: 

Tokyo's legendary gay quarter - 

“Carnival” -last. -week’ because’ of |. 
- “exhaustion,”has been “discharged 

“her. New: York ‘apartment. ‘Subject: 
‘to her doctor's: approval,-she's ex= |: Aes | ago .and. which «was 
"pected back in the musical tonight} . shuttered as such afew years . 

r |. ago with the Anti-Prostitution 

2)” “Phere has. been: a: mixed’ reaction I. . 
fo producer. David Merrick’s pub- 

‘lic’. 'statements. praising understudy |.. 
Anita: Gillette’s.. performance. as |. 
substitute. lead ‘in the show. and} 
uggesting that. she’s superior to]. . 
Mice “Alberghetti. ‘Presumably the Classic 1 oeisha ances ight M 
‘generat public regarded _ his at: |: . Mantat VE bot. playwrig 
titude .ungracious to ‘an ailing art-|°”. Re aro Kubota. . 
ist." Several: trade’ observers]. eflecting current _ ‘times, 

‘noted, however, that Merrick seem- -however,: Bin is. mem- 
ingly established‘ the thesis that _ber of the Diners’ Club.. 
Miss .- Alberghetti_ ‘is “not ‘essential |: 

opened.” " theatre-restaurant. 
‘Matsubaya;: 

‘at: low-slung - Nipponese tables 
on tatami (straw mats) provide 

to. “Carnival” and-that. the. musical 
is worth, seeing. even without her. 
- For what it’s worth, the show was |. 

over. capacity last week, ° ‘despite 
her publicized. absence. 

-. What: Miss Alberghetti’ g: attitude 

which - flourished. several : cen- _ 

" ‘Law—can . be ‘had at newly- -. 
navy (or the marines) as the place 

“Establishment, seating © 700. -] 

toward. the ‘musical: may. be when 
_ she returns - can .be imagined. “It } 
‘will hardly be eager-or’ enthuslastic, } 
Moreover, it- remains ‘to’ be Seen. 

.. how Tong. she stays. with. the. pro-- 
-° ‘daction-— contractual terms. not- { 

. - withstanding. ‘On. the other hand, live. USO shows to. be provided .to. 

0s seas Beef iy 
For New Gl Wave 
‘An increase ‘in ‘thie - ‘amount of 

28, Merrick apparently suspected. that troops. Stationed. in overseas posts 
‘the actress-singer’s state: of health } jg. expected. as ‘a. result. of. Pres. 
or morale -Was not’as serious as her: Kennedy’s “recent edicts _ designed |- 

(Continued | on. page 62) 

“Denver Shawagon’ Keeps. 
“Vande: ‘Alive’ Via -Cuffo" 

‘:. ta strengthen the. 'U,: 
. “| forces:-In order to meet.the anti- 

‘cipated increases, USO has “asked 
Chest.}- the ‘various . - Community °- 

{campaign headquarters throughout |- 
‘the country for a 12!9¢7 
tits allocations to - meet: ‘its . in- 

‘Amateur Nights: Jn Parks, creased. responsibilities. . 

; Denver, - ‘Aug. 1 
An: enterprise that is doing. a oot. 

_. to. encourage new talent’ and ‘keep. 
alive the! variety show is ‘the: Den- ' 

' ver-originated ““Showagon.” ‘now ; 
going: ‘Stronger. ‘than: ever: after, Ad 
years: . 

Every ‘slimmer the Rocky. Moun... 
“tain News, working in: cooperation ; 

"with. the: Denver - Public.” Schools 
~. and city ; recreation department 
‘- ~presént a free: weekly: Variety show | 

in different ‘city - parks.- The: ‘per-} 
formers are largely amateurs, many’ 

-of. whom: have gone ‘on.‘to profes: : 
.,, ional careers in ‘the theatre, films,! 
..tv-and night clubs. | 

... As each. week's show is different : 
Jas well as. being ‘held: in-a- dif-" 
*: -ferent park. throughout’ the: city, a- 

wide Search. for:talent. is necessary. ; ; 
'.- (about 3,000 performers: have been! 
brought before’ the ‘public: since. its 
inception; “Show agon"’ “tryouts 

o are. publicized. by: the * newspaper 
and many. spectators. are on: hand .. 

i The. ineréase, requested . by uso}. 
* chairman. ‘Harvey : S.. Firestone, 
‘eited the tequests by ‘various com- 
,manders. in’ ‘Europe. and. elséew here’ | 
-for more USO facilities: and: ‘pro- 

: ‘Continued on: page. 62). 

S.- military. | 

hike. in}. 
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IG ‘LMR 
By GEORGE ROSEN. 

With ‘the possible exception ‘of | 
being. a Russian cosmonaut, there's 
little doubt .but- that the most ex- 
citing. and fascinating job to’ be 
‘found anywhere today lies in the. 

.j area. of television news-public af- 
| fairs. ‘It’s’ equally certain that 
television today has displaced the 

to go ff you want to see the world. 

-For tv today: is on a ‘global ‘kick 
. | that’s. unsurpassed, anytime, any- 
ae where, and. the. “coming & going” 
-[of camera crews, producers, direc- 

tors, narrators. ‘and: documentarians 
: dg now: at fever pitch. in prepara- 
tion for the '60-'61 scheduies. 

Nor does. this only apply.to the 
networks, ‘for. even individual sta- 
tions ‘as, for. example, a WBBM- 

TTV in. ‘Chicago? : or group troad- 
casters (as, for..example.. a. West-- 
inghouse ot a. ‘Time-Life’ or Andie | 
producers’ (as,:for example,.a-Bob 

{Drew or. a. “Dave Wolper) have |- 
.jcaught the “on: location” bug as 

staffers roam the: world for the 
edification of home viewers. 

Time was when the. “kids” with: | 
that “world’s ‘your: oyster’ gleam } 
looked to the journalism “schvols ! 
of the country a$ ‘the incubating . 
ground toward © sparking: glamor 
careers. ‘Today these sclidols have ! 

“(Continued on Page 62) 

Clients Verboten 
On Ike. Specs | 

By. agreement, the three Eisen- | 
Jhower: ‘specials to be’ telecast this 
upcoming. season by “CBS Re-| 
Forts”: will not: carry. any sponsor- 
ship. Agreement is un erstood to: 

—-[ stem. from.” Fisenliowerss ‘wishes. 
First Eisenhowe er _Special kie ks. off 

‘CARL SANDBURG GOAL: |2°"<2° Bem-"sce' os 
| A BROADWAY COMEDY ;, 

- Hollywood: Aug. 15. 
-Poetswith-guitar and biographer 

Carl Sandburg. is’ planning. to ‘try: 
Broadway. with. a comédy ‘with 
!Jarmnes . Barrett.) who is. working’ 

i screenplay . far George Stevens’ 
“Greatest < Story’ Ev er: Told” | at 
‘20th-Fox.” : 

“Contides’ Sandburg: “Tye. been 
‘talking ‘with. Barrett’ about the play | 
‘and’ each of us is ‘lit:up about ‘{t."” 
Details about producer, cast;- ‘ete. . 
aren't set, As soon as he's: fini atl 

With him - and: Ivan .. Moffitt -on. 

; 1 ete Telephorie & .Te!} ee! 
‘graph’ next. season continues its. 
trunning deal to pick up. any space 
‘shows ~of “CBS. Réports.”: AT&T | 
Picked .up-.one - “CBS Reports” 
‘Space show. last’ season. -Addition- 
ally for next season, AT&T has! 
signed for -sole . sponsorship ‘of a 
“CBS. Reports”. show. on ‘Water. 

|Lees Drops: Editor Chores 
For New Singing Career: 

Chicago, Aug. 15. . 
‘Gene Lees, editor of Don Beat: 

.{chestras, theatrical troupes. opera | 

64 PAGES 

A Name of Station ‘Public Service’ 
* Adverse veather conditions are 
problem enough; ring showmen 
; again are the ruinous “predic . 
tions” which some radio and tele- 
vision prophets constantly, intl t. 
Among the more recent impre- 

!sarios to sound off against faully 
{interpretations of official weather 
reports Is Guy Lombardo in hig 
role as producer of the outdoor 
spectacle at Jonés Beach, J.ong 
Iiand. 

The same sort ef complaint has 
i been heard from operators of all 

“Ad Turndown on ‘Kings’ , 
London, Aug. 15. 

*Metro received a polite, but 
unexpected smack in the fare 
this week when trying to place 
an ad for “King Of Kings.” 
Newspaper concerrsied told the 
film company it was not its 
policy to accept film adver- 
tisements. 
The paper? The Christian 

Herald. All other newspapers, 
irrespective of creed, have ‘kinds of outdoor shows, Includaig 
welcomed Metro's dignified ;drivein theatres, Announcements 

_Plug f for the film. Sabot impending showers — ated 
a — nm thunderstorms. widel prove Mae 

correcl, obviously are murdet oan 
fal fresco show business 

Indoor = sttuations, particuludy 
the large downtown theatres, take 

beating in the winter One 
Broadwas opetatar said dy week 
“H's just impossinie ta cope wih 

-&@ person on radi oar ty who teils 

Fear Chauvinism | 
‘May Disrupt Much ‘ 

ievervone to stav home because af 
Of France S Arts wleved bhzzard condition, Pee 

quently aioeity official ouch ag 
VMasor Warner will make suelo aan 

Parjs,.Aug. 15. neuncements needless 

are ite 

Rampant chauvinism -seems to 
jhave taken hold of the theatre 
: and" arts channel and is seriou: oh 
, disrupting alr alleys of French cut 
‘tural. life. Most immediately af- 
‘fected, of course, sre.the enter- 
vprises subsidized by the govern- 
ment-—but since virtually il wre : 

“HS dane di the nanie af pughvie 
serviee® but andy serve. to destroy 
our bu-iness ” 

Hugh Downs Got $13,096 
For Week of ‘Yum Yum’ 

-}houses, etc., are ‘to a lesser or ; ’ . 
greater | degr ee) subsidized. the At Kenley $ Ohio Barn 
‘Jnew “patriotic” wave afsects all of oo . 
‘|them. The most immedive  esi- Television exposure is paviat at 
[dence Js a slap-on the wri-t tor Ta" me Ne cutie fy Hash 

. GAs 22 IN eee thi OP 
the Jean-Louis Barrault - con pans cained STB04H Jact week a ctor 

(Continued on pare 82) 
“were teem ee ee 

‘SUBWAYS’ A COL. LP; 
PIC RIGHTS ARE OPE 
The upcoming Broads ay TheUsi 

iaf the Kenley Plavers< miadie tian 
Jof “Under the Yous Yure eee at 
ithe 2.600 seat Packard “Wasce Hall 
Warren, (8 The pa inert Cs ‘he - 
pestormer represented bios stave af 
a S404) grass, 

The Musce Hall, seated ts $2 29 
cal, “Suhways Are For Sleeping.” fop evemeps as operated Ie Potes 
has been. tagsed for an original Keadev duatug the samen De2ne 

cast album but the film rights are placed the spot Jast Aienest tabkies 
‘still open. for bids. Tne. albuin Ott atound GSUNOOK as tas hose of 
rights have been acquirec hy Cs. @ S82000 grow for “Sune eran 

i lumbia — Records, which also has Waltz.” in whirh hie started Plea 

jan option to invest in the David SPPCANINR stain is week aid rth 
Yuoul. af Renies s aneratain ge Cat. 

ihas OF the 4 0s en at Le fer ats 
“Memorial Auditor tian: 

The Cohumbip spotas adie se ged 
foo a S220 top bstht pertain os 
BOeEkls aie zisen 334 hotis Was og 

Merrick production 
It- was. reported from the Coast 

ast week that Frank Sinatra liad , 
V purchased the picture and original 
jcast album rights to the prape rty 
with the buy scaled ta a cerning of 

{nearly $1.000 009.4 deal for Sina. 400 Colas bas ar a Tie wdac Son: 
jira to acquire those. rights had Ge basis On teless tan Dear. a4 
been ‘in the works. but failed ta (6 atnauneer an Vie Beck Peat 

2 ay f*8o.0 ocge | ae ap? 2 goede ga. 
.Materialize, Sinatra’s indie opera- ie Bid ae ae a hoe , 
ition, - Fs.e% Productions, vould tay . 5 hie ie - yee . mt ne 
have’ produced the film and his eee walk AIEEE BS ncn ee ge 
Reprise Records firm vould have 
‘handled the album. 

~. forthe: two rehearsals each weéek*- 20th, Sandburg heads: for. his farm. 

A addition. to” the: "approximately; at Henderson, N.-C., about 60. miles. 

- benches and on: the ‘Jairis’ to watch “son, ‘Ss. €. Play w ill. then and there 
“the regular: show. AS .many~ as: 63.° be concocted, JF 
cacts: are ‘Auditioned weekly to se- ~: Sandburg's': “remurieration ” for’, 
eure the pe- - talent tas that. Stevens’. - Pie. As. reported : {9... ‘be | 

(Continued, on ‘pase’ 62): 19150,08 000. , 

i dévate. full time to his new ‘Career: ! nove] of the saine tie Catal Laa- 

Dear Jack:— 

TV without ZOOVWAR 
ia art without colors. 

fe: pulling .a switch. ‘and turning? .“Subways.” with book and Iyrics 
singer, Top. man on the. Chicago- by Beliy Comden and Adolph 
based music publication Since; Green and music by Jie Stene, 16 

-+ March, 1959, ‘Lees has: resigned,. to ,.a3 adaptation of Pdr mt G Lave - 

Best. 

Pal Wearer 
Ade 

He opens a month’s engazement rence. and Sidney Chapin wel co- 
.a€ the Scotch Mist . “supper: club. star in the miisical scheduled to 
Ahere “on Sept I. i open Dec. 26 ami Aes York.. 
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London s Windmill, Which Withstood | 
Luftwaffe, Makes Changes With 

Times, TY- Sophisticated Public 
By DICK RICHARDS 

London, Aug. 15. 
The Windmill is the theatre-that 

brings a reminiscent gleam ta the 
eve of every Worid War II, Yank. 
who hit London. It. defied all the 
hammering of. Hitler's Luftwaffe. 
Rut the house is now bowing to 
ehanging circumstances and shap- 
ing a new policy, however. 

When 39-vear-old Sheila van 
Damm took over as boss, stx 
ponths ago, following the. death’ 
«! her father, Vivian van Damm. 
she. made several changes that, she 
thinks. are in line with the times. 
Hf he hadn't been ill and tired the 
Jast few vears of his life.: her 
father would have made some ‘such 
revisions, she believes. : 

Miss van Damm has cut ‘the 
daily shows from six to five.’ The: 
first performance now is 2:15 p.m. 
“1 aluays thought the midday show 
wis a bit embarrassing,”. she ad- 
nots. “We've had very few grum- 
bles. Personally, I'm quite happy 
to Tose some af the ‘recular: cus- 
tomers’ vho patronized that rather 
oddly-timed per!rmance.” 

With fewer shous. Miss van 
Damm has trimmed the Windmill 
rirls dovn hy 15 She now has tuo: 
troupes of 14 virts each. One com- 
pany works the first two shows 
and the other the last three. They 
sviteh around the next. dav. 

Thev used to work = § aifernate ; 
days “Bat vou can't get the en- | 
thusiastic best of dancers wha are 
stuck in a theatre for best part of 
a day "’ Miss van Damm explains. | 
She stil] has the usual three 

‘Continued on page 62): 
me ee eee 

Yachting & Maria Callas; 
Still A Top Talent; 
A Sellout For ‘Medea’. 

.tecent’ months against mid-city By TRUDY GOTH 

Athens, Aug.: 8. 
Some 30 miles. from the nearest 

ton. the Greek amphitheatre on 
the wooded slopes of Mt. Kynor- 
tion is both an experience’ and 
ecmething of an ordeal. But ‘1s was 
absolute capacity (17,000* to.hear . 
Mattia Callas sing “Medea,” a role 
she has made peculiarly her awn 
since 1952. and sung all over the 
glohe. 

Spectators drifted into the am- 
pluithestre throughout the after- 
neon. It was a mixed audiente of 
Greeks. American tourists, inter- 
national chichi and such music 
wor Id figures as Wally Toscanini, 
the lite amaestro’s daughter, Elsa 
Maxwell, the older Prince Rainier 
of Monazo. Grace Kelly's father- 
in Jaw. 

Despite rumors that the. diva 
was not in gocd voice due to her 
well-publicized * social life among 

‘Continued on page 60) | 

‘Leningrad Ballet Due 

-_Leningrad Kirov Ballet, formier- 
ly the Maryinsky, is booked. by Sol | 
Ilurok. as an independent impresa- |: 
rio, into the Metrapolitan Opera 

‘House for three weeks - -opening 
- Sept. 1. A question ‘has arisen. 
! whether: the unsettled relationship 
‘of Local 802, American Federation |. 
of Musicians, and the Met istelf 
might put pic kets. into play. 

The boxoffice opened. Monday. 
:14- and ballet engagement is: al-. 
ready sold out.:A reporter at the 
Met's own press” conference asked 
Rudolf Bing about the ballet situa- 
tion and he replied that there were 

; rumors, but it was presumably Hu- ¢ 
rok’s worry. Local .802 has made 
no comment yet. Trade talk doubted |. 
the union would: knock. off the. en-- 
x#agement and, thereby, work for: 
its own members. 

“We're aware of ‘the problem j 
but have not had a chanee to stady |. 
our side of the~Hurok . booking,”. 
was the comment from the local. | 

Philly Cops h 
| Biggest Drive Vs. 

Philadelphia, Aug. 15. 
| Police harassment of midtown:! 
_cafes otfering “girlie” 
“ment has reached. a new peak.this | 
summer, and according to Inspec- : 
tor Frank Rizzo. of. the Central Di-; 
vision, “will goon from there.” 

Rizzo has directed 37 raids in. 

At Met; Wait 802 Word, 

\ 

. Strip ’Clipperies 
-entertain- : 

EARL. WILSON : 
Nationally. ‘gyndicated |  ¢olumnist’ 

of the New York. Post and: famed. 
song writer‘says: | - 
-“PAUL-ANKA displays real ‘mus: 

sical acumen in recording -my. cur- 
rent effert’ ‘KISSING ON: THE 
TELEPHONE’. PAUL. ANKA’s 
version, sounds like ‘lt Hit: .Parade.’ 
‘TIL rave ‘because. PAUL: ANKA, a 
fine talent, is too: modest. a 

Mallorca Booms: 
Price Is Right’ 

‘Palma; ‘Aug. 15. 
“The golden rush of 1961’s Euro- 

pean tourists is toward. this south- 
jer Spanish island ..where | low 
‘prices, thanks to ‘the ‘1959 peseta 
-devaluation,. and deluxe hotels. and | 

{ niteries have ‘provided a centré for 
jsunlight leisure and starlite enter: | |\—— 
tainment.. 

17.500 ‘passengers: passed through 
jthe: Son San Juan Airport, an .ex-. 
| traordinary figure in view of -the| 
fact that this is a ‘terminal airport |" 
and not a. transit one. Eyery -pas- | 
“senger arrives or leav es from: here 
—-no planes pass-through. Palma. 
Eight international lines ‘and some 
120 -private charter lines bring the }. 
tourists, 
‘German and: Scandinavian from all 

‘ 

‘| Paris.. Gone {is last. season’s: boyish | 

J eres never has known ‘wilder. con- 

| |More undisciplined press; . 

= ready spent- over ‘$800, 000 

-|Bohan kept up the. Dior’ ‘empire's | 

In.onew éekend—Aug. 5- 6--same | 

mostly ‘English, French, |: 

ae _Wednenday, Auigat i a . 

~ Paris Fashions For 1982 
Paris, Aug. - 15. (spite masculine’ protection. Charm. 

Curves, nothing but curves. ini replaces cowboy swagger...” -. 
| .Although -Bohan reacts - against: 
{the overall _ diagonal-dizziness: ‘and 
tries. to straighten out the: lines, 
his shock: tactic. is. the: return of: 

: flapper. Accent {s- on: -The Shape. 

| Women - aré being © rediscovered. 

}Even fabrics ‘are body-conscious: the midriff—the whole area: from. - 
they ‘drape, spiral, cling closer, | a-tiny. ‘pushed-up bust to.a lowered” 

‘| hugging . the midriff, key. to: the. waist. Suit jackets’ and ‘coats: have’ 
1962: silhouette. Couturiers were so shaped fronts. He punches boleros.-” 
midriff-conscious. they. forgot. all‘ and flares. Slim’ suits with a tiny 
about the hemlines and: okayed : low flare: and toreador boleros over. 

‘legs . for one more season. Cheers! ; :rippling. skirts are his. favorites.’ - 
To be a kneckout, you: need a ¢on- *:: The ‘Crazy Week of the Prem 
cave front, something to toss he 

sio ore. buyers. ‘tha ever, ; Your shoulder, a swirling skirt ‘an 
fusion. “Mi in n ie lots of fur from the head on- down. . . 

was a-free-for-all at each ‘showing. | _, .How They .Shape Up: . 
An American: magazine’ brought Pierre Balniain emphasizes ° the’ 

lover four socialites (one of them” luxury” of simplicity” .by ‘lining. 
' Jackié. Kennedy's sister,. Princess : coats with white’. swan.. swathing 
Lee.” Radziwill), and exhibited} ‘boa’ feathers. over’ body-hugging 
them at.one collection. after anoth- : ' sheaths: a‘la. Marien - ‘Dietrich and, 
er like movie stars on parade, each : smothering his. “Jolie Madame” in 
one: to-be. photographed Jater in ;furs, ostrich’ feathers. ‘glitter. and 

the dress of “her. choice. Everyone - ' gold. Carroll (“Baby: Doll”): Baker’ 
complained’ ‘there was .no- revolu- {couldn't resist. the ‘full- -length white. 
tion in styles, yet. the. latest re-/mink and heavily ‘sequined pam 
‘ports have it’ that. buvers. have: al-. ber named. “Bloody. -Mary,”.. No. 

j one can-. carry off the. Expensive 
“(Continued on: page 62). 

For the second time. young Mare’! 

prestige. He discarded ‘last season's ! 
low-waisted_ sweater copied all over’ 

; the ‘world; and switched to more 
‘complicated ‘styles. The “little |. 
nothing” ‘dress.. ‘Public Enemy. No. 
|1 of the couturiers, now is a ‘tricky | 
“little something” full of bias cuts, | 

Germany s New. Tourist 
Draw—A Revolving Cafe 

Perched on Beer Silo * 
. Frankfurt, Aug. 15. diagonal... draperies,. zigzagging a . 

.. - probably the most unusual tour- 
feams— 2 real headache for’ copy- {ist' gimmick since the.strange skel- 

s, , eton ‘of the. Eiffel Tower was erect- | 
ted over the cify-:of..Paris. has: just’. 
been completed in Frankfurt. And - 
{t's being put. over with-a Barnum- 
like flair for. publicity——a ‘real be- - 
Jieve-it-or-not revolving. restaurant 
40 stories high inthe air, atop an 
‘enormeus beer: silo. 
‘The Henninger. ‘Brewery.. one: ‘of 

Germany's most prosperous in the 
land of ‘the hops and -foam,: just 
completed the” revolutionary - new. 
restaurant. 

-It claims ‘fhese world: ‘firsts: 

‘Entangled in oblique. panel 
whirling stoles, -fur-lined. hoods, ! 

capes, women ’s vomen’s helplessness will in- will in- 

MCA 6-Mos. Gross 
Hits $7.789,386 For 
~ An Alltime High" 
" Earnings of MCA. Inc. for the stretching: 120. meters inthe air” 

1:-The world’s’ ‘highest. beer silo: wore 

night spots that feature strippers : 
and high-priced champagne. A to- | 
tal of 144 persons have been! Cals come, too. 
booked—the men for violations. of |. “Deluxe quarters. are provided. by 
State Liquor Control Board rules: ; the 100°7 airconditioned - Fenix, 
and the girls for Jewd and» ‘in-- ! operated. by- Felipe Gaspart. «A pre- 
decent shows. tentious newcomer, Son Vida, an 

i parts of Enrope. But many: Ameri- ; 

charged 112. of the 144 and: most | more ‘luxurious. ‘but is filled only 
of the 32 held for court were doing | because: the Fenix has-been ‘send- } 
business at the old stands the next | ing its overflow there. Another. top 
night, but Rizzo isn’t throwing in | hotel is the ‘Formentor in its own 
the towel. uxurious park 50.miles.away from 

“Ive got. orders to stop these | Palma. Other top hotels of Palma 
girlie shows downtown,” he de-, itself are the Bahia Palace, Medi- 
‘clared. “I'll do- it, if .I have to terranea, Palma ‘Nuova - and Vic- 

raid them every night. Release of toria. 
‘pecple by magistrates doesn’t 

“But: the hotels including’. hun |: 
frustrate me. I’ve heen a cop too dreds and - long fo get frustrated.” 

Calling it a. “vicious circle. 
Rizzo said the magistrate. blow 
the cases out of court thinking the 
Liquor Control Board will get the 
licensees. “Then the Board deals 

low er-elass -hostelries 

‘them. There ‘are..rooms in every 
|one of. the island's. 70-odd« towns, 
but:-they're all full. One: night’ last 

Uncooperative . magistrates dis- | expensive taxi ride inland, is now. 

» |and pensions—cannot take care of; 

weekend the Police had:to open a. 

first six. months. of 1961, : ended 
June. 30, are the highest. 1n his- 
tory,. according to board chairman, 
Jules C. Stein..The unaudited earn- 
ings. before taxes reached $7,789,- 
376 ‘compared with $6,515.547 -for | F72 
the ‘comparable. period the. year 
before, ‘for.a 21° rise.. 

* The: net. income after taxes. for 
this. first -six month’ period. was: 
$3,786.196,- compared. to. $3,129,447 
in 1960: After preferred stock di- 
vidend : payments, the net income. 

and holding a massive. ‘14,000 tons 
‘of grain. | 

was 93c per share for this: ‘year, as. 
against 77c for ‘the corresponding: 
period of 1960. 

MCA was the first of the. Major 
agencies: to go public by placing 
10%. of its stock on the market 
‘with’a listing on the N.. Y.. Stock 
Exchange. Other major talent. 
agency now ‘public is General: Art- 
ists Corp. which is a wholly. owned 

-2.. The world’s first ‘revolving’ 
restaurant. 

e. "highest building. in 

- ‘And'‘so a lowly beer. silo has. he-.. 
. ‘come a skyscraper. 

Built. like a needle with. an enor! 
‘Mous -reund bump at -the top. it i 
offers a speedy: ‘elevator. that iifts .. 
the thousands of guests—at a price — 
‘of one mark +25c)) a ‘head—to. the © 
observatory. on ‘the: top.. It’s a.30-.° 
second ride ‘or: a. wwalleup : of 731 
stairs... «- 
‘Just one. floor below. is the: To-: 

tating: restaurant. . ‘Fhe outer: win- rae 
dows remain. still,, but the ie. 
seats are built..on a. slowly ro- 
tating .treadmill, powered “by two. 
electric motors.. And the - ‘entire. . 
restaurant. . iakes. ‘twb-. complete | 
revolutions. per hour, ‘offering’ the 

1 (Continued on page 62) 

Subscription Order Form 

Enclosed find check for $..........0¢ 

Please send VARIETY for 

To Cee eee eeseeeerebeserene 

[] One Year 
[] Two Years 
[] Three Years 

@lease Print Name) | 
| Street Cocos eresecccvesseses Coes seccccceaneeecere waco 

City eeeeeneeeeesoGevneaeeoseaaesesesn Zone.... State. ..ceces = | -Regular Subscription Rates 
One Year—$15.00 

Three Years—$39.00 
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional Per Year . 

VARIETY Inc. 
154 West 46th Street 

a ee ee 8 ee ne ee 

Two Years—-$28.00 

New York 35, N. ’. 

‘| nights: 
| Principale at a $4.top with no.air-" 
| Conditioning and an 80-degree ‘tem- } H] 

movie house in which: roomless 
visitors - remained: throughout, the 
night... 
-In- Palma -no: one* seems to mind 

|the heat -and - - Antonio . ‘and: his 
Ballet did ‘four sellout 

in ‘the 1,200-seat Teatro 
Spanish 

perature inside—the . show lasted 
| from 10:30 p.m, to.1; 30 a-:m. 

‘Niteries . are all | over the island'} 7 
but the top ones’ are those run by’|' 
‘Antonio. Ferrer, a. ‘Majorean. who. 
‘has ‘been in the. ‘business. since 
1949. He began with Jack Fl :Ne- 
gro’s, which is. still going ‘and. the | _ 

‘| only club which can. be méntioned |} 
in the ‘same voice with his top: trio, 
Tito’s, Los. Molinos, and Las Cuevas 
del Drago. _ 
Former. pays. as much ‘as. $1, 500 

{a night for attractions like: The |; 
‘Platters and Sascha Distel and 
I $1,000 for Carmen: Ainaya. Record. 

(Continued on ‘page. 63)-, 

David Merrick To Judge 

Saturday night Sept. 9, on CBS-TV. 

camera, during. the ‘two-and-a-half 
hour. event, 

the ‘public. ~ 

‘Miss America Pageant’ 
Legit ‘producer David - Merrick, : 

who has picked. many a winner, will 
be one of the judges of. the “Miss. 
America Pageant,” to be telecast [|]: 

Word is. out to get ‘Merrick on. 

which... wil] © emanate | 
from Atlantic City. His name. and-}} - 
his’ feuds -have. become: familia tof 

‘guests 4. ‘spectacular. view of about ‘subsidiary of Baldwin . . Montrose 
(Continued on: page. 62): (Chemical Co. si 
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“. . without significance; 
- when shorts were “forced” anid’ ex- 

“hibitors, ‘like’ it er not; took -them|-- 

ings In Babel Bit 

_ Wednesday, August -16, 1961 

Producer. ‘Samuel Bronstoa: ‘and: execs’ at Metro, 
_tributing “ ‘King ‘of Kings,” this. week came up with the. decisions. |. 

which’ fs dis. : ; 

~anent how -the ‘picture will. be presented: worldwide: 7 
The Biblical epic is to be. dubbed in’ French, Geriian, ‘Spanish, 

Italian and ‘Iranian’ for appropriate markets. - Prints’ -with ‘supple-. 
merital narration: plus ‘titles will: be used’ in the: Arabic;. Portu- 

“ guese, Brazilian, Flemish, ‘Finnish,. ‘Swedish, Dutch, Danish, Nor- we 
‘Wwegian,. ‘Vietnamesé and: Japanese area: 
Titles alone’ for the rest of the. ‘world. 

Tnforced” hh Today's s “Open Malet 
$35,000 Short Can Yield 156 Rental 

'- The motion ‘picture’ short: ‘gub-4— 
fect, which has ‘gained. ‘ground. in|: 
the. past couple ‘of'years, has. be-} 
-come:‘on- its own. a. ‘meaningful 

 Jtem:-in the fiseal.scheme of 'things.| . 

‘William D. ‘Coates: have ‘been 
time “was]’ 

The. “on..its own’. phrase is. not: 

in ‘order : to get” a-feature. .. 
Paramount,. for" one, has found 

“that a. two-reeler ‘made’ at. $35,000} 
“" {nm negative costs. can. bring -in ‘up 
‘to. $75.000 in ‘distribution: rentals 

_.. from: the domestic market: alone. |\:- 
. . Foreign . terrain: yield, less’ distri- 
-.’*° bution charges, is all gravy. And|. 

--the .briefiesare being bought ‘by|.* 
 exhibs,: who: no longer : have. this: 

~ product | conditioned. on their ‘buy- 
-ing ‘features. -- 

‘Par’s. Howard Minsky, . admini- 
“2. gtrative sales exec whose. juridic-| 

; “ tion’ “Includes ..the ‘shorts: depart-| 
"ment, ‘and others. have © found ‘aj: 

- new kind. of: trade: thinking. anent} 
the: one: and two reelers. They’re | 

_. |, now ‘being- ‘specially | grooved for |- 
Sage ‘the latter-day. market. JL 

-~ 1." : Exhibitors in gr eater number. are } 
".- showing more indlination  to/ ‘play: 

a ~ and} 
- : “World of Suzie Wong”. on single- 

such « features.” as “Psycho” 

‘feature basis. This in turns: means} 
ao the ‘necessitv..of short’ or. .two -to| 
.° ¥ pound out, the: programming. -Par’s|: 

~- “Life Line .to Hoik Korg” proved 
ort natural’ to. go. with “Suzie Wong.” 
_.Epic. features ‘automatically. go 

- 21, gingle-feature but frequently. there’s 
_ room for .a- short: - 
.-... Two reelers such ‘as ‘Par’ s Sports 
- Illustrated. ‘series have: picked up 

i via the addition ‘of: color, this ‘be-} 
ing ari added dimension .that. has 
“2 ment: more - access. to the foreign | 
. market, ~~ 
: "The. one. reel’ cartoons. ‘also: ‘go- 
“Ing well. Recognizing this; the com-|. 

“panies are offering: new ones Blong|. 
_S with ‘the .reissues. : Metro. ‘has. indie 

” producer :Bill.. Snyder. making ‘new 
““Tom and Jerry”. “takes. of ‘the : 

Atems; for example.: Could ‘be’ that 
the shorts .are emerging: from the. 
stepchild. status:. 

Seven Arts May 
~ Do More for 20th! 

“Productions; | ‘now “Seven. Arts . 
, finishing. shooting. of: “Gigot’” ‘in | 
Paris for.20th-Fox..release,. is con- 
“+. widering a further. extension of. its’ 

: tie-up ‘with’. the: distrib. covering a. 
couple. of. original “screenplays by |. 
John Patrick, “Gigot’ _producer 
Ken Hyman reported in New “Fork. 
Monday.” : 

"Arts has‘a five-picture’ deal ‘with 
“writer: Patrick, who wrote: the now- |. 
winding Jackie Glzason pic.. Listed:| 

”.. earlier as likely Patrick’ properties |: 
“for. 20th: release were “Hunt for 

~. *, Kimathi* ‘and. “The: ‘Other Side. of - 
* ‘The Mountain.” 

. Hyman ‘expressed: complete sate: 
faction with ‘his relationship with: 

_ 20th.thus far. With Seven Arts hav-: 
-ing. provided all “‘Gigot” produc- 
tion money so far; elationship lias. 
been. “mostly in’ form. of -coopera- | 

_ tion on publicity-promotion. end. | 
“ Hymian ‘says he: expects. to. oversee. | 

“" “Gigot.” whieh should be-ready for 
‘first time. complete” screening by. 
November, right through its.release 
to theatres. .As yet, no selling poli-} 

is cy on $1,500: 000-budgeted. ‘pie ‘has | 
a ‘been decided. but ‘Hyman. said. .a’ 
"-" hard-ticket policy was possibility. 
"': Phat, however, will not. be finalized |" 
-: until pic-is completed and -he’s had 
‘ a chance to show it to 20th toppers. 
"Producer . obviously “has great 

| : ‘hopes for Ar te “and: though. he: 

“sContinued ¢ on page 2 20) 
7 : 

eos Be cute 

~-tlement’ with Balboa -Produc-’ 

“On & Off: Unfair’ List. 
oo, ‘Hollywood, Aug..15:. © 
Arlington “Productions . and - 

placed on: Writers: Guild of 
Amercia’s “unfair” list, ‘for 
asserted “failure to pay a bal- 

“ play,’ mos ; 
“WGA. also notified. ‘methbers 7 

that Guild ‘has reached. a’ Set- ~ 

tions Inc., Gene Corman and ° 
“Roger-Cornian and. their. tiames. 
ist” removed. from’ ‘the. “unfair * 

t.!” Son! 

NY. IATSE: $ Deal 
With Myerberg A 
Secret to Flaherty 

“Holly wood, ‘Aug.’ 15.: 
“patnitting he’ “had. ‘not’ been in- |. 

‘formed “ officially: ‘of.’ seven.. 
York locals. of International . .Al- 
jiance.” of - ‘Theatrical: ‘Stage. Em- 
‘ployes; ’ - making’. 
agreement to- grant Michael Myer- 
-berg:: concessions - in| union :agree- 
“ments for. 1624% cut in net prof-||: 

Toéal °TA- 
‘veepee, doubted whether a similar | 
condition ‘would Prevail, in. ‘Holly- 

“its, George - -Flaherty,.. 

wood. 

He ‘sald - ‘New | ‘York - locals: op: 
erate- on ‘autoriomous “basis and. 
‘apparently . do . not have’ -eontracts 
‘with major studios ..as do'33'.IA: 
and basic crafts here.. Then. again, . 
-he observed, if: concessions. ‘were 
made to. producers. of low. budget, 
‘pix here, same would have to. -ap- 
ply to-MGM, Paramount: and other 
| studios: ‘What holds: for one. -Taust 
hold . for all.’ ~ 

Eventually, ‘when ‘New. ‘York: 1x 
| “Headquarters. -gets ‘around :-to® it,. 
| Flaherty: expects | to ..be notiffed: | 

41 “Meanwhile, we’ re’ going to. _ Sit. 
_ back... and: “see. what. happens.” 

“Another meeting of biz “agents 
‘of various locals” is due:. shortly | , 

discussed... 

“Meanwhile, TA prexy: ‘Richard F. 
Walsh is not planning to make an-. 
other trip. here until Oct. 1, at ‘the’ 
earliest. : “He:: is. now --in Rio de 
Janeiro. on. AEL- Cio. matte. Ts... 

Rabe Jackter Back. Fro rom 
 Gieching the US, Keys: 

“Rube: J ackter, 

‘ries of gabfests * with: exhibitors 
and : “company: personnel: if. key 
cities. around the country. . He re- 
‘turned: bullish ‘as .all ‘get’ out: 

Exec said he found ‘business - con: 
ditions ‘onthe. upbeat:and was: par- 
ticularly: -excited about | Columbia:. 
He reported ‘billings for ‘the week 
enided -Aug.. 5. -at $1,000,000, > un- 
usually high. This tall revenue. he Lesion. ‘which: also rated “Rocco” a 

from. : the United:! as _A-TIT- {morally unobjectionable 
States market and.-contributing to ‘for. adults}. : J 
Said, . {s'-. only. 

it: ‘are a. flock of-Col releases. | 
-Point-here ig that. the Col coin | dustry if Metro eventually expands, 

includes. only: a. little. from: “Guns |.i1. one manner. or another, to tap 
recently - arrived’ this growing ‘market for imoport<.{n of. -Navarone,” 

‘blockbuster. The .$1,000,000 week | the 
is “the ‘first. one. I can -recall - in field extremely familiar to Fred 

: “| some ‘time; ” _ commented, Jackter... a 

ance due of $6, 000 0 ona. Screen-. = 

that _ matter). 

‘$350,000 for 
‘words, Astor: beat out the competi: 

New |. . 

coin, no major went after “Dolce 

precedential | 

why. 
| suecéss Columbia - eventually had 
[with it, exec ‘answered: “We. don’t 

| have a sales organization. to handle 
= [that sort: of thing.” -° 

~(NPORT VALUES) 
By. VINCENT CANBY 

* whe sock: boxoffice receipts being | 
; ‘racked: up'-across ‘the country byt - 
‘the-Italo “La' Dolce. Vita". (in sub- 

| titles, yet) is prompting niere than 
one major company exec to ask}. 

‘| himself: “Why. don't, we have ‘pix 
like. that?” °. 
‘It 13 also leading these: execs. to 

-reaxamine :-the kind of deals which 
Columbia: has with Ed Kingsley’s 

_ | indie: ‘firm, and United “Artists has. 
‘| with’ Lopert Films, which. permit! 
‘| these -majars to participate in the} 
{increasingly important for eign film. 
market in the U-.S..- 
‘Columbia. for. example, 

“Never: on. ‘Sunday: “Bath of. these 
pix, of- course; are going: out. with: )> 
out benefit of clergy: ‘hoth have 
been. condemned. by, the ‘Legion’.of 
‘Décency?! or Production Code seal. 
“Astor Pictures béat out.the-. other 

: US. -{ndies and major :companies 
for ‘such. ‘product as.°“Iua Dolce. 

- Vita" and‘“Rocea and His Brothers” 
by béing .willing to put up guaran-}. 
tees for the: pictures. whieh struck | 
other. industryites iand still do, for} 

as: sheer folly: fre- 
portedly $625,000: for * ‘Dolce” and 

“Rocco”... 

tion - because ° 2 ‘in the case -of. 

will “be |. 
‘reaping some snappy profits: from. 

. | Kingslev's ‘release. of. Brigitte Bar- 
ldot’s “The Truth.” and. U* may]. 
have-one- of. the most -profitable |. 
pictures. in ‘its history Apercentage- |: 
-wisé, ‘anyway' via the. Lop-labeled | 

Y. EXECS 

‘Aboaf Hypos PA's 
_ Paris, Aug. 15. 

Aterico <Aboaf, Universal 
veep. ‘and foreign general sales 
manager, was the “extra 
‘added attraction” at a special 
meeting: of .the company's 
European publicity chiefs here 
today. Paris sessions being: 

= conducted by U's pub coordi- 
nator for Europe, John Nel- 
‘son-Sullivan, were called to 
et. promotion plans. on the 
company’s. upcoming .product. 

’ Aboaf, wha-left New York 
over the weekend, ts due to 
‘fouch most of the key Eu- 
-Fopean film hases ‘before re- 
turning: to his US. head- 

" quarters. 

‘Subliminal Sell: 
‘Assist Travelog 
~— Omits 20th Plag 

‘its | 
‘CinémaScope short subject, “Hills | 

“Dolce” in its: first.27 U.S, dates—!-of - Assisi.” which the company’s 
ft: read..the- market’ potential. cor-| short subjects department is sell- 

‘trectly. and was willing to back upj.ing just like its other | bt ‘Scope 
| this’ reading with? solid cash... 

" Sterentynic ‘Thought!... — 
‘And, on the. other side. ‘of. the 

because it did ‘not realize that such 
pictures can inake as much dough 
in today’s market as the most thor- | 
oughly. : “marouee-insured” -Holly- 
wood. production. 

‘The. success-of “La Dolce: Vita”; 
fs. still regarded -by. most. major! 
|-company‘execs as.a sort of fluke— 
something ‘not to be- repeated. in.- 
‘the. near ‘future. What isn't. ac- 
knowledged is that every hit pic- 
ture (no matter what: the origin) Is:- 
a fluke. at least’ to’ the: extent’ that j 
it’s unique and can ‘not be dupli-* 
cated.’ accor ding to an advance : 
formula.. The lessén now. being | 
Jéarned, somewhat belatedly; 
that ‘there Is:a ‘steady -and_signifi- 
cant. source of" income from many 
art - Amports and, -accasionally, a 
‘truly: smash. source of income. } 

There ‘also. seems. to be a ten-|- 
denev ‘among vet ‘major. company 
‘people to’ regard. all: imports as 
obscure, offheat product ‘totally un-:: 
related - to What's fondly: called 

‘quarters action Is “expected to be. ng ed: fo his staffers—with no.em- 

barrassment whatsoever. — that ‘he, 

One : major company exec re- 

of course. could have had ‘Mein 
Karripf” for $18.000. but had. turned’ 
it down: When the exec was asked 

he didn't: in. view of. the 

- Insiders: commented to Vaniery:| 
: “Evidently, he thinks all we. Knine 
‘how. to handle are turkeys.” — 

- Expresses: Optimism 7 
Columbia v-p.- 

‘general _ sales. ‘manager,. was back: 
in New York last week after a se-. 

“The. ‘Code ‘Angles 

come. affiliated ‘Inthe: domestic: US. 
market with .Code-less and Legion-| 
condemned — ‘pix. even -via . subsid™. 
operations. The fact 1s, though. this‘ seas -eustomers at least one top| 
Kind ‘of ‘reasoning. must: inevitably j production a month, starring “one 

. fo by the wayside when such pix:more. of the world's leading film! 
do “important . business. And, 

“specials.” Film, about Assisi to- 
| day, is narrated by wreaneis" star, 
| Bradford Dillman, and _ features 

i a title tune, which is getting a. 
disk jockey play. The short, how- 
ever, does not tout the pie spe- 
cifically. - 

Whether or not this 
| subject helps or hurts the b.o. of 
‘the feature itself is debatable, ac- 
| cording to one 20th sales exec. 
| Latter reasons that there may be 
a certain percentage of patrons: 

“around, confuse the two and think ; 
i they’ ve seen the actual picture. 

‘Sluff Product’ Clause , 
In Pact With Boothmen 

Prevents Frisco Strike: 
.. San Francisco, Aug 15 

and exhibitors committee headed | 

‘Jecttonists had ‘been working with- | 

This on-and-off-screen trends 

dwestern, “Sergeants Three.” 

Ja joint enterprise. but “nothing 

‘Tw entleth-Fox has a ‘sort 6 
In. other; “subliminal” trailer working for 

“Francis. of Assisi.” It's the] 

British Lion Net 

who see the short and then, sub- j 
sequently when the -feature rolls i 

{years and has assels ° 
icess” of the initial $1 680,000 put 
‘up by the National Film Finance 

Danger of a local theatre strike (¢ orp to start the campany 
| was averted last week when nego- 
{ tiators . for Projectionists Local 162 ! 

by Ben Levin reached, agreement |$152.034 this vear. 

on a.new, three-vear contract Pro- | managing dirertor of British Lion 

ley MINOSMUFE Sinatra Pack, In Various Strengths: 
nl MN | Fir st Comes Professional Judgment; 

Koch Spells Out the Way It Goes 
+ It is possible that the promised 
series of features starring ‘and 
variously produced by! Frank Stin- 
atra, Dean Martin, Peter Lawford, 
and Sammy Davis Jr will emerge 
as the equivalent to the old Metro. 
Hardy Family series, updated to 
suit the era of so-called adult- 
themed pix? And will the public 
continue to-buy anys number of 
such ensemble pix” 

Howard W. Koch. exec producer 
of Sinatra's Essex Productions, 
isn't so sure, Dut he neatly side 
steps these loaded questions hy 
saying that actually Sinatha and 

ale 
not committed to do quite ay miny 
films together as it seems = They 
have, of course, just finished the 

"which 

is really “Gunga Din” dotniz. the 
‘Horace Greeley bit, and have up- 
coming only “The Gieat Train 
Robbery," which is slated for 
Peter Lawford's unit Sammy Da- 
vis’ unit has also been toying ih 

is 
tirm" on that. according to Kort. 

And it will be only essense-of- 
Rat Pack in) Simatra’s still unset 
film version of the upcommg 
Broadway musical. “Subways Are 
For Sleeping.” that is, just Sinatra 
and Martin. Actually, Sinatra will 
be practically ‘ ‘winging’ 1 in hits 

(Continued a on pare He 

Profit $1,777,706 
London, Aug, 1% 

British Lion Films group which 
kind of ‘Nowy an the hands of a receiver six 

ago and whith has since he- 
come publicly-owned, for the year 
ended last March 31 has made a 
trading profit of $2.1168.666 Net 
profit before taxes was $1.777,706. 
!Dosses carried forward fram previ- 
ous years amounted to $500 842 

This year’s high net profit, com- 
pared with last year’s $334959 ft 
was helped by $890,285 fiom thea 
Film Industry Defense 4): gantra- 
tion. with which British Lion pa-t- 
ed not to lef 76 fealtre pix be 
seen on ty 

Company now has cieated all 
losses incurred over the Jas! six 

"Sch in ex. 

British Lion’s subsidiary. Shejs- 
;perion Studios, also increased 
profits from last year’s $23,461 10 

Chairman and 

.Films, David Kingslev, in announe- 
out contract ‘since Aug 15. 1960, ving the results. noted that profits, 
and. had voted strike if demands“ 
weren't met. 
New pact provides exhibitors 

_which could he directiv attributed 
;to production and distribution had 
jumped from last year’s $44 733 to 

will continue fo use two-man booths | $560,244 this vear, This was larce- 
for multiple-run first-runs, 
éne narrow “escape. clause * Con-: 
tract will allow exhibitors one-man : 
booths for first-run “slough” prod- 
uct —. definition of “slough,” of : 

‘ course. is very touchy and = un- 
- (Continued on page 20) 

--| UNIVERSAL OVERSEAS ‘Some. major company. execs; “of; 
course, gay they don’t want-to be-: REGULAR FLOW PLEDGE 

‘Paris. Aug 15. 
Universal will. deliver its overs. 

with | ily due to films Ike “Saturday 
“Night And Sunday Mornins* Jem 
: AM Right Jack,” “Pure Hell OF St 
:Triniane” and “Tuo war Stretch 

Another factor was the tiaras 
; work of Lion International Filas, 
‘under Victor Hoare, which had 
stimulated a growing taste for 
British comedy In America Kisi ra. 

ilev opined that the US naa pro- 
“vided 30% of British Lion's fo°- 
elgn earnings 

~~ ee oom 

Roy Davis Fills In 
Denver, Auz 14% 

Interim arrangemert kas been 
it ! personalities, " throughout the text ‘ made for Fox Intejmountaln Cie- 

Should -be pointed. out. not all bigi12. months, Americo Aboaf, veep:cuit operation here bs pewty. 
imports. need be.so-hot to handle—! and foreign general sales manager, ‘elected veepee tn charge of aper- 
‘Dolce Vita” (subtitle version'. got|told the company's European pub-/ ations Boh Selig Rov W Isasis, 

j senior manager, hak been nawed 
_ Speaking at the closing session ; jacting supervising district manager 
of. the four-day meeting, Aboaf ; until final appointment Is made 
drew a parallel between the Euro-: Fred C Souttar continues as super- 
pean Common. Market and Uni-: visor of midwest district 
versal’s. operating procedure for, Selig, here from new ha in Bev- 
the Continent—seeing in the free ierly Hillis, spent weekend ches king” 
interchange of ideas and materials /into matters Interrupted by state 
at the. meetings, -the same hasir ito Catfornia Number of trees 
principals which are contributing ; ments are being made in cistuit of 
}to the CM's success. i242 houses. 
° tt : . 

FBUEEOERAAMATMBDeE DTP ae ea 2 Foew e = od 

a “separate. classification” from the ! icity reps here Friday (il! 

‘It: will -he ‘no. surpHise. ‘te the in- 

Us. especially since this f¢ a 

(Continued: on ‘page ar 
"oma 



Wednesday, August 16, 1961 

Your movies in flight | 
now on TWAS 

Your finest films are now being shown on. 

TWA SuperJets. The latest movies from 

Hollywood and Europe are featured on 

selected daily flights between New York 

and California...projected on a special 

wide screen in-the First Class cabin. And 

starting this month, movies will be shown 

on most TWA overseas flights. These are 

virtually private showings to the world’s most 

influential people. Another exclusive service. 

to you...on Hollywood's favorite: airline! 

Fly TWA SuperJets across the United States 
»..and to leading cities in Europe and Asia 

Call your travel agent or nearest TWA office 

Pe EUROPE: AFRICA ASIA 

“TWA. 
THe SUPERJET AIRLINE 

TWA THE SUPERIET AIRLINE 0 $a service e mark owned exctusively by Trans World Airlines, tne. 

of test dates: in New York, with 

4.. Harvey Matofsky 

A Man With Taste. 
“Hollywood, “Aug. -15. 

Motion Picture Costumers’ . 
1961 honorary. award goes to - 
Metro producer Joe Pasternak, 
for “continuous achievement in. 
‘the use of. costumes.” 

‘Kudo will. be presented at 
organization’ $s annual Adam ’'n’ 
Eve Awards at Beverly Hilton 
‘Hotel Sept. 23... 

'No New One Due, 
- May Reissue 1953 

Marilyn Monroe 
With no new Marilyn’ Monroe ‘pie 

!on the immediate horizon, 20th- 
' Fox sales. execs . are milling. & re- 

issue of . “Gentlemen - Prefer 

Blondes” (1953) ‘made in pre-Cine- 

| maScope. era ‘and: released, accord- |, 

ing to some: “ prognosticators, before 

{the blonde star had reached peak. 

"There already ‘have been ‘a couple 

{others set in Texas and Montana: 
Word is that: none of ‘the dates so 
far . has: indicated « overwhelming | ; 

% | demand, but then they. haven't been | 
" ‘overly Promoted. either. 

N.Y. to L. Av 
Kermit Bloomgarden: 
Bob Chandler’ 
--Billy Graham 
Mannie -Greenfield 
Daniel Hollywood: 

- Howard: Koch 
- Joseph E. Levine | 
Howard B: Phillips. 
Robert. Rossen 

. - Dore Schary. 
“Ann Shoemaker 
“Harry Soesnik 
John B. Spires 

Karl. Bernstein 
Janet Cohn... 
William’ Dozier 
Henry: Ephron 
Phoebe Ephron 
Car] Foreman 
Charles.: Isaacs 
Edward F.. Kook 
Mark Leddy 

. David A. Lipton 
’ Jayne Mansfield 
Joseph - Moskowitz 
Pat-Notaro- 
George B. Shupert 
‘Spyros P. Skouras’ 
Katherine Squire 

‘Leonard Stern 
Jackie. Susann. 

Europe to U. S. 
Mrs: Carlton: Cole 

- Sol: Hurok 
Betty: King:.. 
John’ Krimsky. 
Samuel Lurie 
Frasier. W. McCann- 
Charles B. Moss’ 
Munio- Podhorzer: 

U. Ss. ‘to Europe 
Giulio - Ascarelli 
Madeleine Carroll 
Van. Cliburn 
Mike De Lisio 
Michael Kahn 
Donald Klauber 

Lou Noto: . 
Martin -Rackin 
Connie Stevens 

- Bill Stutman | 
George Weltner 

_ The drama that was anticipated 
at last week's 20th-Fox. board meet- 

‘ling (see separate ‘story) was appar- 
-}ent:both .outside and inside the 
| 20th: homeoffice. on Manhattan’s 
West 56th Street. Outside, the Cad- 

{directors were, parked two abreast, 
“\their initialed license plates . testi- 
fying to the status ‘of their owners 
leg. N.¥. license no.- “JLL, ” the 
property, . of..course, of John L. 

|Loeb, Rhoades & Co.)..- 
1 

to wayward members of ‘the trade 
.| press, were staffers from the N.Y. 

the N.Y. Herald-Tribune: The lat- 
ter, ‘denied. access .(as' were all re- 

, por tera) to the third floor anteroom ; 

} Tradester Don S 

| thing: 

_}illae - limousines” belonging. to the 

Loeb, senior -partner'.y. Carl M. 

Covering the meeting, in- addition. 

Times, the Wall Street Journal and | 

ayer Chapeau 
To Figure How Stands Score at 20th 
Brisson Re Stara. 

Hollywood,. -Aug: 15. 
“tt ‘you have a good story 

it doesn’t matter - if. you have 
stars in play or film as. long 
‘as you have the right. actor,’ 

tates’ producer. _ Frederick 
. Brisson. “The right actor,” 
-he adds, “in many ‘cases are 
not stars,’ Dut. good: actors. who . 
fit the part.” — 

Rosalind Russell. 

The Surprised One 
Was Me’-Rackin 
” Martin Rackin, stopping ‘off. ‘in 

New York on his’ way: to ‘Europe | - 

last. week, stated. he was as sur- 
prised as anyorie could be. - when. 

he. was: offered the job: of head 

of production at Paramount. “Why. 

5 » Why. 

not you?” his wife:responded. And_ 
with that 43-year-old Rackin, who. 
-has had some years of experience |. 

‘simplification of an extremely com~" 
; plex situation. ae 
‘|. \Skouras: still is in control,’ but 
it's obvious that the hardworking \... 
20th . ‘prexy.. himself doesn't regard: ~— 
Michel’s :new ‘post: as simply a-rub-~ .- 
berstamp. -operation.. — 
has” ‘opposed - ‘various Skouras de- 

me?” he asked his wife. 

a8. theatrical and television. writer. 

and producer, took the post. 

Rackin recalled that’ ‘the situa- 

_| tion. had ‘its. genesis at a dinner 
-meeting at Alan-Ladd’s Coast -home | 
-where another guest was George 

| Weltner,. Par’s. global. distribution. 
v.p. Rackin was with NBC-TV at: 
‘the time.’ A subsequent - message’ 
| Rackin got from. Weltner -was that. 
“Barney (Balaban) and . I think 
you re ‘the. man.” 

Rackin heads the artistic end’ 
| of. Par filmmaking, under adminis- 
trative-business v.p. . Jack : Karp. 
It’s a- tandem kind of. operation 

| following the pattern. sét. by”. the 
‘late Don Hartman and continuing 
Par v.p.-director. {but inactive as |. 

- maneuver - studio boss) Y.. Frank Freeman. 
Says -Rackin: “I don't know any- |. 

about business and Jack: 
Karn, who’s a lawyer, you know, 
knows everything about business, 
contracts, and that sort of thing.” | 

What: about Par’s blockbuster } 
sequel to “10 Commandments?” 

‘| Rackin thinks the studio. might 
have in .an adaptation of Taylor 
Caldwell’s ‘Dear and Glorious 
Physician.” Buta script from the- 
novel has been a problem. and :new 
‘writers are to be assigned.. Mean-. 
while, producer Henry Blanke is: 
waiting in the wings to get started. 
on the. property, which was. ac- 
quired about a year ago. 

-| .But,. then again, ‘what's . wrong: 
with ‘a blockbuster such as 
“Psycho,” which cost only $800, 000 

| to produce? Rackin asked.. 

Production official restated the 
policy of open-doorism to genuine 
talent—that is, anyone with a good 
production ‘deal will have: a deal ' 

4with Par and there. will be ‘no. 
‘budget, strangulation. on promising . 

.| properties. 
.| - Joining them for the Continental: 
.| tour’ will) be Howard “Harrison, 

production head in Great: Britain, 
‘| who’! meet them in London, and. 

| whose presence on. the: trip. ties: 
in with the new accent on Euro- 
pean production interests. 

| Trio. will look in-on current Par. 
production ' and audition: future « 

! filmmaking possibilities. - 

Ito the board room, got. huffy: and 
left before the meeting .broke, 
though that didn’t prevent: the Trib |. 
from running almost a-full column’ 
story on. the meeting the next. day: partment?’ 
The. story ‘told everything except 

VARIETY’S_. man, 
Skouras meeting With. “reporters, 
retired to a typewriter in the com-: 
pany’s: ‘publicity. department _to |. 

‘phone number. of. “any: of the. pub-" grind out his story: for the Coast 
daily.. 

brought to life by a phone..call, 

dialog ensued: 
UPI:. This is United . ‘Press In- : 

ternational. I wonder if you could 

day, 
Michel would. be working to re- 

what the outcome of ‘the: meeting | 
‘was. 

following. “the : 

The:.room, deserted’ except 
for’ a charlady with a none - too: 
lively interest in- her work,. was’ 

about ' 7:30 p.m. : The. following 

The: ‘upper “echelon: tug-o -war at 
. 20th-Fox is:far from over. — 

Immediately following last. Tues: 
iday's: (8). board meeting in’ New 
‘York, . which . saw the élection ‘of 
texec. veep. W. C.- Michel - as chair- 
‘man of the board’s: executive. come 

| mittee of nine, there- was. a. tend- 
‘Lency. ‘to régard thé move .as.a vic- 

‘tory’ for ‘management ‘In. its ‘power. 
;& ‘policy ‘struggle ‘with ‘so-called. 
‘| Wall : Street: interests repped by”: 
: directors: Milton:. S. .Gould 

He . is) married to: a ‘stan, 
(for. 

Treves & Co.)- and John L.: Loeb 
| (for Carl My ‘Loeb, Rhoades. &. :Co.)." 

Since the ‘rumor. factories had 
been: working overtime: for’. weeks 
predicting © the. ‘meeting | would see 
prexy - Spyros ‘P. Skouras. retiring | 
““upstairs”’ to: ‘chairmanship - ‘of. the’ 
board,.the actual outcome appeared . 
not. only. ‘anti-climactic, but alse -.- 
a clear-cut: victory for Skouras. Af-~ 
ter all, it..was :trade-argued; the. ~ 
move to. unseat Skouras had failed.. 

been exec. veep. since 1932, is -es-. 
sentially « =.) “management - man.” 
Thus,. - giving ‘him. authority ‘and’ 
| power, as the: board ‘did last ‘week, poe 
roughly equalling that of the prexy,.- 
indicated that: the incumbent mane - 
‘agement ‘Was still in - firm. control. 

This, however, may be an-over- 

cisions ‘in: the past, also is regarded 
with: respect -by the. Gould-Loeb in-. 
terests... In fact; there was one.re-, 
| port. prior: to the meeting that the. 

| Wall. ‘Streeters were going. to. pro- 
-pose Michel’s. election to the presi- 
dency should Skouras be pursuaded 
to become board: ehairman. - on 

Understood | to . have™ been - 
most: galling ta ‘the. Wall. 
Streeters at last: week’s meet 

“ing -was ‘the fact. that: Skouras’ 
‘to .name Michel 

.chairman of exec committee 
‘(and thus sidetrack. efforts to 
‘up ‘the: prexy to. board chair . 

. manship) “had- been made 
known to all of :the. company’s - 
directors, except Gould and. 
Loeb, prior: fo. the meeting..:- 
The board’s action last week ap-:- 

parently means that’ Skouras has. 
been given an extension of time to 
get the. company: back on its feet: 
Following’ the meeting. ..Skouras. 
acknowledged that he still intended 
[to retire: to chairmanship of: the 
board; but denied. there. was -any.. 
timetable for this. ‘The usually 
ebullient: prexy, who appeared 
tired ‘after the events of ‘the 

‘said simply. that he. and: 

store “the present. ‘production ‘de- 
partment” toa profitable basis un- 
‘der the directian of Pete Levathés, 
recently named production. chief... 

Insiders regard Michel's. eleva- 
‘tion to virtual par with Skouras as 
a. “marriage of convenience,” de-. 
‘signed to satisfy those. “neutral”: ° 
members of 20th's board -who.ate_ 
as alarmed .ds the Wall Streeters 
with 20th’s continuing: ‘production 
Josses, but who are also inclined to 
‘credit showman Skouras with the 
talent and experience .necessary. to 
extricate - “20th from dts: ‘current 
slump.. 
~-One source close’ to. the broker- 

Continued on page. 18) 

Itell-r me what happened at the. board. 
of. directors meeting, ~. 

VARIETY: I really can’t ‘say. 

UPI: Is: this” the: publicity. de- 

Vanigty: Yes but there's nobody at 
here. —_'- , 

UPI:. ‘Who* are. you?. 

ting here. | 
UPI: Oh. ..: : Have you the ‘tele-. 

licity people? 
VaRIETY: ‘No... . Have you. tried. 

‘calling “Mr.. Skou as? — 
UPI:. No. : But if guess . that’s a : 

good idea.. | 
- VARIETY; Why don’t you. try, that? 
‘UPI: I will! Thanks. a ‘lot. 
VARIETY:. Think nothing of it: 

It was also Teasoned that Michel, ’.° 
who. joined :20th. in'1930 ‘and has ~~ 

‘Michel, who. oo 

‘Variety: I just. ‘happen. to be ait. ar 



“As Economy Measure, ih Plots 
0 Seas Sales Offices Co 

+ Hollywood; ‘Aug. 15.. 4 
Economies: affecting entire 20th- +: a 

“Fox organization ‘will ‘be instituted. | ° 
‘Immediately: as:.result: of company fj. 

- whittling. ‘production. program to} 
15-18: for coming year. First .step:} 
"will be merging:many. branches all | .. 
-ever.the world with United: Artists. 

U.S. exchanges will remain.as is, |: 
“although staffs ‘will be paired to}: 
meet modus operandi _ Tapped . by : 

“ Wo. toppers during last: week: 
Deal for ‘consolidating worldwide- Co 

‘distribution Was. reportedly. dis-. 
cussed ‘in ‘Gotham: last’: week. be-| ‘J: 
tween 20th .prexy: Spyros’ P..Skou- | “ 

_ ras and: UA toppers Robert S.. Ben='}' 
““s jamin, - ‘chairman, | ‘and. Arthur Bel 
~Krilm, .prexy. 20th and Metro pre-' 
viously merged operations: .in.:11° 
markets, 20th: already. handles UA. 

producti in” “India, Ceylon . and, 

: Specific. details’ ‘on exchanges for 
-all. foreign. countries, -:: 
“Canada, will be worked out in New 
York. ‘between Murray Silvertone. : 
head of 20th-Fox International, and. 
. Arnold M.. Picker, exed: ‘veepee: of 
UA. 

‘Such. “mergers,* ‘which. have be- 
 ‘eome:. more and more: common Tre-; Manager - for. Canada. 

ently, can be .done in a number.|'occupied similar ‘position in: Aus-.} 
tralia: and New.’ Zealand.-.- He is of ways... Sometimes a; third’ comi- 

‘pany is: forméd in the local market 
‘Another: 

is: for ohe company’s: 
‘branch to ‘handle. the other. com-: 

. pany’s product in one miarket,. with } + 
‘. the: positions. reversed ‘in. another | 

‘by, the two U..S. firms. : 
method . 

- - Cutting expenses to ‘bone is goal. 
‘for 20th in new drive to keep -pro-. 

. duction’ and.-distribution in black,- 
which .it -hasn’t -been in past two 
quarters, Aim also. is to ‘conserve: 
divvy . payments. ‘ta -. stockholders 

. With. hopes .of uninterrupted ‘dis- 
. bursements, ‘come AUB. : 30° board 
", session in: New. York. .. 

.Fact company has: to adjust itself 
“to. meet new condition was subject | 
of ‘iast board meet when: merger | 

Must: Disclose. To: “SEC As ‘Over 
~ Every branch, of ‘operation, includ-| | ne 
_ing. studios.. here. arid’ production | ° 

‘step -assertedly ‘was | approved. 

” abroad, will be affected. 
“Veepée Joseph : H. ‘Moskow itz: ; 

who came on from New. York: day. 
- after-Skouras, presumably is here 
+ to ‘tighten . ‘studio operations. with: 

{Continued on page. 20). 

“Ricketson Refusal Partly 
- Premised’ On- Failure‘ 
Of 20th Directorship | 

. Denver, Aug. 15.. 
a ‘Sources close to Frank H.-(Rick) 
* Ricketson,. Jr.; 

~ ‘veal ‘he insisted on being seated on 
‘board. Job ‘had--to’. carry” official F 
‘weight’ AS ‘Skouras”. -rep. or other- 
Wise’ - Was. “meaningless, ' | 
‘parently reasoned, | 

‘Ricketson was first made. offer 
after earlier. stockholders’ meet. in| 
. New’ York, He. spoke: on Skouras’ 

. behalf when. opposition ‘to prexy's 
” policies: were keynote . of annual 

et-together™ of: shareholders : “in, 
home office. : 
At’ time, ‘Ricketson réportedly 

“gafotmned. Skouras if he accepted. 
‘post it, would be at great. “personal. 

“Only ‘compensation, in. 
en 

an - ine. 
‘gisted. job carry: authori ¥.- with “it. 

- He has been identified with at least. 

sacrifice.” 
view of. this;-was -board 
tion, asa member. 

In’ other. ‘words,. “bho 

.15, prominent organizations. in. exec 

“meant. moving..to .New .York and 
“ giving up California ‘and Colorado 
~mBtociations. 

including. 

uated. ‘from: Pace. Collega in N.Y.. 
and at one point played. basketball. 

| other Shortly: in Accra, Ghana. 

‘issue, thus reducing his ownership 
to” 106,800 shares, the .American_ 

‘| Stock Exchange reported over. the. 
past week. —- 

“former. divisional:|:7 
head for. Fox Intermountain, who-[ 

 Fejected_ 20th-Fox. prexy Spyros P. |. ° 
 Skouras’ bid ‘to rep him at pro-}: 
ducer-distrib. “home - office | during |. 
-nirie: months. tenure’ at ‘studio; re- |. 

he. ap- eo 

‘the 
‘have taken: a wait-and-see attitude. 

=) 

Breakfast For Free . 
"New Haven, Aug..15:) | 

Franklin Fergusen, manager _ 
of. ‘local Whalley: Theatre, of-. - 
fered. “free: breakfasts”: ‘fron. 
- 30 to-1l for “early. bird view 

Film ‘Is “Guns at. Navarone® 
{Cal... wel 

a how io CM. 
MPEA in. Africa 
J ack: ‘Eabowy ‘film ” “exec: ‘with: 

‘much experience in overseas. mar- | 
y kets, has been appointed. ‘general. 
‘manager of the Motion Picture Ex- 
‘port: Assn.’s ‘West African - distrib. 
subsidiary-——Ameriean Motion’ ‘Pic-. 
ture. Export Co. (Africa) Inc. , 
“‘Labow, who ‘Spent the major part. 

of his: career with the RKO -Pic- 
tures: org, started: off ‘in Canadian 
posts, eventually becoming. general 

Later he , 

currently in London; where ‘he has 
heén engaged.-in film. activities. 
ever since the ‘RKO closed: down,, hd 

and..expects’. to: head ‘for: Lagos,:|. 
Nigeria, ‘and new “duties towards | 
the end of this.month. mF 
‘Understood to be Labow's assist- 

ant genéral manager is Joseph. P,. 
Lorde, a longtime Metro émpolyee- 
currently ‘in’ Cairo.’ Lorde: girad- 

with ‘the. Harlem Globetrotters. ° 
‘In “addition: to office. in Lagos, : 
new company plans to: open: an-.|. 

‘ZUGSMITH’S: ‘AA POSITION 

10%, Owner’ of “Shares.” 

“pibert Zugsmith,. top individual 
owner of. Allied Artists stock, .has. 
old: 24,700: shares of the: common 

_ Producer Zugsmith tgs" neither of- 
fieet-nor ‘director of. AA: -but is 
called: ‘upon to report on his buying 
and selling .of.the stock because of. 
his .- over-10% -ownership.: Right 
along he has ‘Tefrafnied from: taking.|- 
any. ‘direct’ voice: in ‘Management, 
‘even. ‘produces pictures for AA 
rival. companies. 

- By: JACK PITMAN -- 

‘Although. Embassy Pictures prez 
Joe Levine is.‘on- record. a8 little 
interested in: film distribution,  as- 
serting his:focus ‘is on. their. mant- 
facture, industryites long inured to 

- "categorical . pronouncement 

The caution’ has logic, The com- 
monsense of the. ‘Embassy. situation 
is that the depth of {ts production 

to major: releasing companies much ! 
longer.. In ‘short, it’s figured that ! 
at this point.in the Levine onward- | oply -for - mass ‘sell—e ¢., 
and-upward . spiral,. -{t'. might. pay. 
‘Embassy. to service its own product... 

- capacities and. as a‘ board..member..|: 
Taking: 20th offer would. -have. 

- This ts ‘not to- imply’ that. Levine 
‘was. less ‘than -.candid when he 
vowed .otherwise..a“month -ago. In. 
Hollywood: (“I don’t .have ‘any ‘in- 
tention of making distribution my 

we manager of Warners, 
\served- rietice on ‘exhibitors, oe I. 

, ‘lthe exhib= trade: organizations, :.that: 

bo With ul 

about noon. 

Charles. ‘Boasberg, ‘general sales 
this - 

WB will not put up with bookings 

run’: of a WB percentage feature. 
unless the -theatre. meets certain. 

vate conditions. 
‘Film. company has: a new ‘exhl- 

‘1 bition ¢ontract with which it wants. 
“Ito make. sure that the customers 
\paying~- to see & “specially-pro- 
grammed - moppet : offering, in 

theatre to: see'-a--following WB. 

together packages. for the. young- |. 
|sters,.on. Saturday mornings end 
school holidays. These mostly ate 
anade .up of-cartoons and <caert. 
Shorts kid-appéal reissues. 
“-Boasberg said his - ‘company Is 

| willing. to waive the boxoffice: per- 
‘centage from. Such: programs, -in 
instances where’ thé regular film. 
is from. WB,,. on condition that the | 
“kiddie show” is part: of the the-. 
atre’s : ‘regular: policy and that the 
theatre is. cleared: of alt patrons on 

Us: § Loher Drive 

$850,000 in Front 

going ‘great. ‘guns. 

of “kiddie shows” programmed: on |. 
a: : Saturday: morning -during ‘the |. 

‘which WB does: not participate in |: 
‘| the” “gross, ‘cannot. remain In- the }: 

‘feature ‘on which: WBE does parti- 
cipate: 

=} . Some. theatres. around the | ‘coun- |-- 
try. make. it a practice of. putting. 

“United Artists’ year-long. gales. 
drive. honoring. Louis Lober,, veep 
in charge’ of. foreign operations, is; for the ‘corresponding 13 weeks 

Lober, who..is matking his 10th 
| year with. UA. and his 30th in the ‘amounted to $43,852,820, up $10.- ' director’ P 

‘Ams Shas uted abe NG nots ie hing Tia ech Amusement shares. ‘on ‘the NY Stock. Exchatige had 
bs of $1,818,272,409- as. of: the'end of July,. according to: the bie board's s «cf 
"mews. bureau. Average ‘price per: amusement share ‘was: $40: $1. = 

‘ Amusements ranked ‘18th Ain. the Hsting. of. all businesses by groups, 
utilities. ‘excluded: « 

VIEW FOR FE Not Matched by Similar Interest 
oh Tomorrow's Directors, Writers? 

He’s a Habit 
_ Irving Kaye, vet vaudevil- 
-lean, and Jerry Lewis are z0- 
ing steady. Kaye has appeared 

"in all Lewis’ features in past, 
-atid is:now signed for the new- 
Boys (the 26th), “The Errand 

a “Kaye stacted working with 
a Lewis 22 years ago on New 
.York’s borscht circult, some- 
times called the Catskill Mts. 

On Beefy Product 

for. a. Hollywood producer in the 

‘recent era. Significantly, the 1m- 

butable to. theatrical productions, : 
‘whereas the television income : 
showed only a slight increase. and : 
other businesses in Disney's di- 
versified scheme of things. were ; 

- off. 
Net profit for the nine months 

‘|ended July 1 was $2,273,083, equal 
to $1.46 er share on 1,626,023 

| common shares outstanding. The 
‘| provision for taxes was $2,828.000. 

Pats O'seas Tally. 
In comparison, tha hine months 
‘ended July 2, 1960, brought a net 
of $323,151,.or 20c per share, on 
the same number of shares out and 
after a tax ‘provision of $525,000. 
The gain in the néw nine-month 
period wag over: 600%. 

of last. year. — e 

+ Hollywood 

Disney Snapback | 

| portant. earnings gains are attrci--; 
3 

i 

{ 

{fs genuinely con- 
cerned these days about the need 
for building new acting talent, but 
what are the majors adotng about 
resturing the perhars even-moie- 
necessary supply of producers, di- 
rectors and writers? 

Nothing. 

At least that’s the way It looks 
from the vantage point occupied 
‘by. New York’s young fltmmakera 
who, against jacredible economia 
odds, today ara turning out a sure 
prising number of respectable, law- 

‘budget feature films. 1 isn't that 
these guys expect the majors to 
grab up their first film efforts at 
fat guarantees, or even td pick 
them up at all. It’s just that they 

1 think_ the majors, with an cye tor 
‘the future health of the industry, 
on do something to eneourage 

i talent that has already shown it 
Walt ‘Disney Productions has | has the guts and persistence to 

made ‘a. notable fiscal comeback + complete features under the worst 
possible circumstances 

Said one fledgling prod acer, 
whose first pic <a $60.090 m. ollec) 
is making the major campany 
rounds now, “They~ re worried as 
heli about finding a ‘new’ Sandra 
‘Dee. but they don't seem to real- 
ize that one day thes‘ also need a 
‘new’ Ross Hunter ” 

The point is also made that since 
the death of live television, the 
small screen mediuii hasn't been 
supplying films with the Sidney 
Lumets, Martin Ritts, Delbert 
Manns and Arthur Penne who caine 
to the fore in the last decade. 
Where are the new directors going 
to come from {f not from the 
ranks of the blossoming, do it- 
yourself film industry in New York 
and elsewhere? 

In the Jast year, only three young Third ‘quarter net was $1.05 per , 
share compared with 26c per share |; New Yorkers have been sign west on thé basis of pix they made 

themselves That Includes actor 
John Cassavetes, whose “Shadows” 

-Total gross for the nine months! exercise led him to a Paramount 
contract, and Allen 

|ahead of the 1959 perfod—and 1959} and income from other subsidiary : 

film industry reports that overseas] 031,214 from 1961's $33,821.606.| Baron and Merrill Brody, whose 
billings ‘for the first 36 weeks of the| Film revenue increased by $10.- {indie “Blast of Silence” was picked 
drive are running $850,000 ahead | 227,107 and television income by ‘up for domestic distribution hy 
‘of billings for. the like period of | $44,558.: The wholly-owned Disnes- : Universal, but who were signed as 
1960. and © ‘approximately $200,000| land Park revenue fell by $20,085  producer-director by 20th-Fox 

According tao VY 
was thé company’s. biggest: year| enterprises, including publications, : 9+ least te fr rel coareetaltt 
abroad...Current drive winds up.at| character merchandising, non- features ‘as opposed ty the arly 
the: end ‘of November.. theatrical films, music and records ; types with such titles ag “Re- 

commitment. now entails distribu-| .. 
tion. money—in the. millions—con-|:” 
‘sidered. too. important to be waived |: 

of :my photograph.”. 
Lober, who goes to. Europe next 

June. of Arnold Picker..to ex 
veép of UA. Prior to faking on ‘net 

business: I don’t need. fe: ‘I don't. 
want it."), or that he has the yen 
ieven now. But in a biz of swift. 
change, new perspectives also come 
rapidly, ” 
“Pertinently, -Levirie is already in 

distribution on tthe art market with 
“Two Women,” 1s planning to ditto 

“ND Love for Johnny.” with Rank’s. 
and likely will continue with “Boc- 
‘cacclo -70,"* the . Carlo Ponti-copio- 
duction. lensing In- Rome. 

‘Why ‘ Lightatone?. 

Granted that. ‘this “involvement. 
is only. via. specialized estries ‘that. 
do not: ‘require ‘the expensive ‘pan- 

the -es-: 
¢apist. product ‘that vaulted Levine. 
—it nonetheless lays the basis for a 
fullside national ‘distrib arm. Note. 
the. recent’ new-post creation for 
‘Leonard Lightstone as. global sales! 
chief. Note six projects in or near 

duties, Picker has ‘been: veep in| 2walting release are 
‘charge. of. foreign distribution: 

Exec credits the fine showing. to|.was off by $220,366. 
the. quality’ of. the product going: 
out, and also to the extra enthusi-{ ticularly contributed to the strong 
asm ‘generated during any such 
drive. “It. certainly is not because 

Three feature productions par- 

| upbeat, these being “Swiss Family 
Robinson,” 

and One Dalmations” cartoon. 

constituted “family 

“adult” cinematics. 
.In release now via Disney are } 

and ; 

North,” [ “Nikki, Wild Dog of the 

; 

i 

“The Absent-Minded : jo, 
Professor” and the “One Hundred ‘ fort 

wer f 

i 

i 
| 

t 

demption,” “Solitude,” ete i were 
turned out by semous young filme 
makers in NY and environs Iast 

:vear, These ate fibns designed 
the general market .- first -ef- 
§ by guys who are learning 

In-: th of G ? , 

month in connection with the sales| teresting aside is that all three | ier trade the only way possibie, 
drive.and the late fall preems} obviously 
‘overseas of “West ‘Side’ Story” and |, fare in an era indelibly marked by ; 

“Judgment at Nurgmberg,” reports 
‘a.decided {herease in the tempo of |: 0 
his: duties sirice the elevation {nj “Parent. Trap.” a of ey 

by making pictures. 

Among the more promising ‘and 
now seeking release: 

“Come Thursday.” produced by 
‘the Little Movies trio ‘Bob Davis, 
‘Duard Slattery and Ezra Baker} 

adventure. story. Completed and . who made the Oscar-winning short, 
‘Greyfriars 

‘Continued on page 18 

Heart In “Production, But Could Be 

- Levine’ s Bankroll With Distribution’ 

‘sponding playoff-promotion _ fig- 
ures! To which add Levine's blue- 
| printing for at least a half dozen 
“big ones” every year “for the rest 
of my life"—his promissory note to 
his soulmates in exhibition. None 
of this suggests status.quo on. Em- 
bassy distribution policies. 

For what it’s worth. there's the 
indle: . precedent established by 

: Walter: Reade Jr.'s Continental out: 
| fit, which likewise farmed out some 
acquisitions int ita early days. buf 
i which has In the past five years or 
j more been. its own cross-country 
‘distrib. The point is made that En:- 
assy could emulate the Cantinen- 
tal structure, with Its suffielentls- 
deployed but tightly-lidded branch 
operations. 

And finally. it’s ta be observed 
hat Levine historically has not | 

a 

| 
—| 

better aggregate budget commit Bs Ashley. 
ment (not to mention the corre-. 

Day of The Palnter” Film was 
financed under a limited partner- 
ship, cost under $109,000 and deals 
with a bank robbery: Trio Is 
seeking 3 major company distribu- 
tlon dea! tied to the financing of 
thelr upernming second fic, “The 
Peopls Kingdom" 

“Downfall,” produced by Wilson 
: Ashley and ‘Bill Maloney, directed 
jby Graeme Ferguson and written 

Cost under $100,094, 
finanred by a under iinited part- 
nership. Murder, mavhem and 
adultery in Westchester, 

“Strangersx," produced and dle 
rected by Rie Cariler Cost une 
der $100.9000 Concerns the prob- 
lems of a Puerto Rican family ade 

yt Preduction with” a _ $16,000,000. or {been. stand-pat. ‘Man-in-motion, yes | 

justing to their new life in New 
York Jim Geallly wae agqsortate 
producer 

“Datk Odvssey.” produced hy 
Radies, Metvger and 1 Willion Kvri- 
akys, duected by Metzger. Pri- 
vately financed, weil under $1),- 
000. A tale of revenge set among 
the Greek residents of New Yuk. 

The latter pirture opened to re- 
spectful reviews at the (amen, 
NY. but still awalts some kind dis 
tribution deai, More significantly, 
nobody has seen fit to ask Vetrger 
whether or not he'd. ike ta Afrect 

(Continued on page 20) 



FHM REVIEWS 

sin. Roger Dwyre's editing is} 
-steady. : 

iaws. 

adventure drama conc¢rning a 
young couple’s strenuous ef- 
forts to found a cking con- 
cern in ane 

ito be, and a curious error in Jean? 
* Zay’s otherwise sensible wardrobe. 

: Tubde. 

Hollywood. Aug. 10. Marines, Let's Go 
Twentieth-Fox release “of Detsyl  F. ag Cc 

Waruck production. Stars Stephen Bowe | (C'SCOPE OLOR) : 
Julzette Greco, David Wiine. Directed by — . 7 
Richard Fleischer. “at reenp ay lw ny : Band of leatherneck lugs. 

aw; camera (Eastman) sham Cl j ne ee an 
Mellor: editor, Ruger Dwire: ait direc-i- adept at war but inept at incl. 
tor, Jean D’Eaubcnne; sound, Maa Olivier: | * Exploitation values and ‘coinci-.. 

‘dence of current military. re- 
emphasis will help. 

assistant director. Paul Feyder. Reviewed 
at Grauman’s Chinese Theatre, Aug. 10, 
“61. Running time, 96 MINS. H 

vic Brennari oe Stephen axe | 
Jarie Biennan .........5. yliette Greco 

Sarouel Brennan .. David Wayne | ‘Hol! ywood, Aug: ve 
Aunt Cathleen ... Dame Sybit Thorndike ' ‘Twentleth-Fox release of Raoul Walsh 
Kaltenberg eees--. Gregory Ratofl: ‘ production. Stars Tom Tiyvun, David | 
Father Fredrick ...-.. Herold Goldétatt : Hedison. Tom Reese. Directed ‘by Walsh- 
Jchn Brennan ....... Philip O’FIvnn ! Screenplay, .John Twist, based on KiOLY 
Margaret Brennan ...... Maureen O'Dea | , by Walsh; camera (De Luxe), Lucien’ 
Cyathia occ cene’ Mary Kean: Ballard; editor,: ‘Robert. Simpson; art 
Navil Lieutenant weeeeee Alain 3S ury: ‘directors. Jack Martin Smith. Alfred 
Davey Pergal St.niley , Ybarra: music, Erving: Gertz; sound, Ber- 
High Offical Fernand Ledoux j-nard Fredricks,. Warren B. Delaplain: weaee 

Irish ‘Truck Driver wee e aay i. G. Devlin Passistant directar, Milton Carter..Reviewed 
Hotel Manager ....... Jacques Marin , at the studio, Aug. 4, ‘61. Running time, 

Skip Roth . aeeesnes - Tom Tryon | 
A short, but invaluable course | wate {hattied” acc sewesee David Hedison 

in how not to drive a 10-ton truck | frey . Hn om Reese 
oat ARS waweccacce indg. utcning 

through French rae Africa Russ Waller vac - +--+ ,William ‘Tyler 
s offered in Darryl F. Zanuck’s [| Jna Baxter ............- ‘Brrbara Stuart} 

production of “The Big Gamble.” ; Ac¥t te’ ste Steve Baylor 
Outside of a heap of dramatic! Hawkine sreteertsessesres AdGree: Evans 

e ONO sc cccecreswerce eo am : 

jeop an dy and some. interesting } Hank Dyer -............ Vinee Williams 
scenic views of the Dark Conti-: Song Do .....:....... Fumiyn Fupimote: 
nent, there isn’t a great deal inj Yoshida ..........:..-... Henry -Okawa 
this picture to entice the average 
customer. Though an uncompromis- 
ing display of filmmaking savvy | “Marines, Let's’ Go” could not be 

and ingenuity, it lacks the im-, hitting the market at a ‘more .op- 
portance of theme and story to ' portune . peacetime juncture, what 
ustify a}lI the obvious} ainstak- | 
ine ere that went into its making. | with the current drive to hyke the 

Absence of both this premium | U-S. military force. This burst. of 
Value and a magnetic cast make j nationalism and the renewed in- 
the 20th-Fox release a shaky con- ; terest spurred in military: life .and. 
tender. + times, especially among young men 

Irwin's Shaw's original screen- eligible for duty, is sure. to exert.| principally. -histrionie and. -cine-. 

Miss Greco shows up in a pretty | 
flashy dress. to meet her staid in-| 

It’s inconsistent with the} 
perceptive person: she turns out} 

‘Raoul Walsh’s production of | 

play launches itself: 
where newlyweds Stephen Boyd ; 
and Juliette Greco are seeking 
funds from.the farmer’s family to 
finance a_ trucking . venture 
Africa. They get the money, but 
they also inherit milquetoast bank |: 
clerk-cousin David Wayne who, for: 
tome intangible reason (apparently 
comedy relief, an artificial story’ 
device), decides to accompany them 
in order to 

boxoffice. It’s a fortunate..circum- 
stance indeed for the 20th-Fox re-. 
lease, which will need all the help 

in ; it can get from the nervous history. 
of current events. 

The picture, produced, directed. 
and based on a story by Walsh, is 
dated, corny, juvenile and. pre- 
dictable. Strictly an exploitable 
action entertainment tailored for. 

“protect the family | those who come to the cinema: 
investment.” Balance .of the film } seeking not enlightenment cr dra- 
depicts the trio’s ovérsea and over-.: matic sense, but. simply emotional | to persuade. large, masses of. film-_ 
Jand misadventures ‘in reaching sensations in a noisy, busy escape | 
their destination, mostly problems ; 
of reading 

vehicle across any number of ob- ; 
stacles. 

Their courage and ‘conviction is 
admirable, but somehow the yiewer 
fs not profoundly moved by the 
strictly-business reasons for their 
difficult endeavor, The sense of ; 

package. (Any .-resemblance be- 
a Toad map, living in | tween Marine life depicted here 

harmony and getting their rugged! and actual Marine life -is. purely | 
coincidental). 

John Twist’s screenplay follows 
the activities of. a platoon of 
leathernecks shifted from Korean 
War combat to regimental reserve. 
status in Japan and then back 

; again to combat in order that those | 
involvement, is thus; superficial, | suspected of cowardice ‘by the 
giving the overlapping crises an: characters, | 
almost monotonous aspect and ren-| may prove otherwise in_ ‘the. heat 
dering the ending anti-climactic.{ of battle. This: platoon is’ popu-’: 

Boyd amply fills the physical ‘lated. by ‘all ‘the. instantly recog- |: 

and end are: brisk and..explosive, ! 
colorfully lensed. in De Luxe hues 
by Lucien. Ballard, crisply ‘spliced 

specifications of the iron-willed, | nizable ‘types. indigenous to tae 
quick-tempered character he ‘war film; “the naive. bashful, like- 
portraying, but he has. one or twa able galoot. from Texas”: the slick 
dramatic lapses and fails to project operator known as “the. brain”; 
much in the way of character} the “Back Bay aristocrat” who 
grawth, although he receives little ! must prove he has guts; and Pic. 
aid from Shaw's scenario in this} “Let's Go McCaffrey," who’s.:been 
all-tmportant respect. Miss Greco, | busted from sergeant to private, 
too, has some uncertain moments : “but don’t let that fool. you : he's 
end seems to change very little in. the guy these men follow.” 

the course of the perilous jour- | Most of the picture gravitates. 
mney. It is suggested. that Wayne. toward Marine's . Marine -McCaf- 
is undergoing some emotional | frey, played. with a masculine | 
growth, but this ts inconclusive j flourish by a young “newcomer, 
hearsay, and he seems unchanged | rom . Reese, recently seen in 
at the climax. It must, however, ! “Shadows.” Reese, a cigar-chomp- ; 
be noted that all three leads really ; ing, bulbous-nosed he-man,:. does ; 
earned their pay on this excursion. | very well by the role. Top-bii! ed, 

The physical hazards of the trip} but definitely lower-case in im-| 
get pretty fierce in spots. The late | portance to Reese, are Tom ‘Tryon. 
Gregory Ratoff is convincing and | (the brain) and David Hedison tthe.| 
colorful-in an incidental part, and aristocrat), both of whom dispatel 
Dame Sybil Thorndike works with | thelr stereotypes as effectively as 
assurance aS matriarch of Boyd's possible under Walsh's broad, free- 
Irish brood. Others in the support-.| wheeling, staccato direction. Others 
ing cast, whieh includes players , who make prominent impressions 
from the Abbey Theatre, Ulster; are David -Brandon ‘Newt, ‘the | 
Theatre and Comedie Francaise, ' Texas galoot), William. Tyler, ‘Steve 
are satisfactory. i Baylor, Peter Miller, s Henry Mey 

The hysicak production is, ideo Inamura_ an ince. Wil- 
adeptly ‘mounted ‘and executed | liams. Distaff chores are handled. 
under the guidance of director | attractively, if uncertainly, by 
Richard Fleischer. But his disci-| Fumiyo Fujimoto, Linda Hutchins, 
pline and perception in some of :. Barbara Stuart and Adoree Evans. 
the more. intimate dramaiie pas- 
sages is less effective. | 

A great portion of the film was 
shot on location in the Ivory Coast | 
of Alrica, with other exteriors in| into a: few actual battle shots. by . 

er} editor | Robert . Simpson d France, interiors in 
Dublin an Dorie capable contributions are made ‘by London and Paris. Ethnic, geo- 
graphic and general pictorial val- 
ues are interpreted admirably 
through William C. Mellor’s East- 

and Alfred Ybarra and composer 
Irving. Gertz. 

never the - audience): 

Combat scenes’ at: the beginning } 

art directors . Jack Martin Smith 

man Color photography and Jean 
D'Eaubonne’s art direction, as well 
as tia the efforts of the second 
unit, headed by director Et‘ me Wil-- 
liams and cameraman Henri Por- 

_ The title -tune iby Mike "philips 
and George Watson, sunk by Rex]. - 
Allen) sounds much like: a col-: 

- | Seilehi Kizuka.and Bill Kelly: (the 
} film, . internationally, ‘staffed, “was |. 

legiate pigskin Bight ‘song. 
« Tabe:« 

Bridge Te The Sum | 

-Alfecting. screen treatinent of. 
' Gwen Terasaki’s - misadven- 
- tures as wife ef a: Japanese 
diplomat during. . ‘World War 
Il.’ Pie lacks penetration in 
spots, but on the whole a mov- .. 

well .. |. :4ng romantic | drania,- ; 
executed. ‘Needs advance bally-.. 
hoo ) beyond average. 

* ‘Hollywood, Aug. 9. 
Metro ‘yelease of. Jacques Bar produc- 

. ‘tom Stars Carroll Baker, James Shigeta. 
. | Ghee: atten os Perier, - eereenplay 

arle.-Kau . d t : 
“Tenecakis camera, Marcel | of “frighteningly reatsti¢ . air. raid 

-s¢enes, enlivened | by. Konji_ Ina-: 
by Gwetidolen Terasaki: camera. Mare 

| Weiss,. Selichi ‘Kzuka, Bill Kelly; editors, . 
Robert and: Munique Isnardon; art. direc- 

j-tor.. Hiroshi Mizutani:;. niusic, . ‘Georges 
Auric: .assistant: directors, - “Jacques - Rout- 

. fio,. Takash:: Fugie, Olivier Gerard. 
' ‘viewed at: the g giudia,. Aus: Ad "61. Ruoning 
time, 112 MIN 

Gwen Terasaki. 
H Hidenari Terasakd 
Hara 
CAS) 9) a 
Ishi ...- 
Mako. ‘Teresa -Nori “Elispbeth Hermann, 

Emi Florence Hirsch 
Sean Garrison 

we WET retzure Tamba 
a Oo eer a 

iF Fred “Tyson | tae 
Aunt . Peacy retanearbe cvs Ruth Masters | 

‘The unusual : and edifying ex- 

periences of ‘Gwen Terasaki, as 

first related in -her-' 1957 auto- 

enlightening film. American’ audi- 
-ences,. especially. women,’ will | -be 

‘screen. account’ of the profound 

surmounted ‘by a .courageous 
! American ‘girl’ and: her Japanese 
| husband.-placed in the. precarious 
4 position of enduring World War II 

| in Japan. The picture, ‘produced by 
is often shy the: | Jacques. .Bar, 

clarity, penetration and boldness 
required for a. . fully’. satisfying. 
treatment of: “such an intimate | | story, but there are compensations, 

in Dublin, | a favorable influence on the film's. matic, to: take up some of the slack- 
! and hold‘an- audience. even. when 
the drama: skipps over a-vital issue 
-or fails to. clarify. ‘itself on a perti- 
-Nent- point «of. deep" interest and 
rvoncern, | 

“Bridge to the. Sun’ does. not 
have. a boxoffice. cast. It is a film 
that. will have. to rely. mostly on 
favorable ‘word: of .mouth, a_taste-. 
ful campaign by Metro and a warm 
‘initial reaction on the part of those 
whose ‘opinions. have been. known 

requires aggressive handling to 
trade and public. . 

Charies Kaufman- ‘penned the 
‘screenplay. Carroll Baker portrays 
the Tennessee girl whose devotion: 
‘to. her Japanese diplomat husband | 
(James Shigeta): transcends per-. 
sonal caution and .leads her to ac- 
company. her’traubled: mate : back: 
.to Japan at the outbreak. ‘of .war. 
The.couple manages to survive one 
crisis . after another, - only to be. 
parted: by tragedy when: the ‘war 
is just. ‘over. 

Since he ‘is: ‘telling a large ‘story 

many.. subtle emotional ironics;. 
Kaufman must | convey. a. great: deal: 
in: fleeting, individual scenes that 

ual facets -for audience: under-: 
standing.. Director. Etienne’ Perier 
has come: tq his aid beautifully: in 
this respect. by -dispatching exposi- 
tion, maintaining dramatic perspec- 
tive and advancing. character and 
time in terms of impressions, such 
as one indelible - moment when 
Miss Baker’s eyes meet the search- 
ing, longing gaze of a young Amer-. 
ican POW: in Japan as she passes 
‘Slowly by on atrain. | 

Screenplay. is . frequently: slip- 
‘shod. on : ‘major issues. It. evades 
“Matters of moment and importance. 
And, most injuriously,.it somehow 

of its hero and ‘heroine.: We. can 
j-appreciate their problem, - ‘but 
| somehow _ we--never really get to 
kno 

their romarice): and the profound 
loyalty of ‘their mutual devotion. 
It is there, We can see it and ad- 
mire it, but we can never truly 

ifeel it, even: as ‘our ‘tears accom~ 
pany. their tragedy... . 

Baker and. Shigeta, ‘both .of whom 
play with sufficient sincerity and'} 
-warmth. Members of the sypport- | 
ing.. cast—James Yagi, - -Tetzuro. 
Tamba, Hiroshi Tomono, -Sean|}- 
Garrison, Ruth Masters, © Nori}: 
Elisabeth Hermann. and ‘Emi. Flor- 

jence Hirsch—all. Participate. cred- 
itably.. 

The black-and-white. photog- 
‘raphy—split among Marcel Weiss, 

depend Tess on dialog:than on vis-. 

fails: to truly get under the. skin 

Atése people; to understand | 
He magnitude of tieir. affection | 
(especially at: the: ‘development of 

"Tabet in Japan, 
, pand Paris) is’ vivid, alert to ‘the : 

Le ead oeeven ' Carroll Baker \ 
*James -Shigeta 

* Hiroshi Tomono | 

biography, have now -been_trans- |. 
lated into ‘a touching’. ‘and fairly: 

‘challenges and conflicts met and | 

goers..It is the ‘kind of picture that. |: 

‘engrossed ° and moved by _ this. ' Guaitiero Jacopetti. 

publie identification to. go.out as a 

US:. 

‘overall night time theme and. Cali- . 
fornia’s Marineland whales.: It .em-. 
‘braces various. media of entertain- 

‘any. of them. - Perhaps: sticking. to 
‘the major nitery theme would have 
given. it more - - solidity : instead. of:{ 

‘though .a dreary bluish prologue 
‘in. London, ‘no doubt planned: ‘to. 

thing off on a dull note. © Striking 

‘bell Girls’ of: the Club Lido. and: 

Vegas’ Rhythniettes and’ the. Tahiti’ 

. Washington, D: c, 

visual impact. of a novel vantage 

‘and Monique . Isnardon, -tao, :have 
| done’ an astute job. Cultural - val-| 
ues ‘of East and. .West have been |. 
eaptured “and ‘transmitted by art | 
‘director Hiroshi Mizutani; ‘notably 

‘| during: the .-film’s . visit~.to - Kyoto, +} 
' “} foeal point, of Japanese culture. §|:: 

. ‘Georges -Auric’s. romantic’ score |: .- 
tastefully . blends’ themes of both’ 
countries. War footage ‘is master- 
fully executed, especially in a-pair 

‘Bawa's ‘Special. effects, 

‘World By. ‘Night 

Tube. | 

‘TECHNICOLQR) © ae 

Kaleidoscopic collection | “of : 
world glamor spots, emphasiz- a 
‘ing. European niteries,. in’ a - 
travelog design. Heavy. selling 

ket and art houses looming as’ | 
best booking” possibilities. | 

- Hollywood,. “Aug. 10... 
Warner ‘Bros: ‘release of Julia 

production.. Featuring portions of night 
entertainment 
Produced by Francesco Mazel and Gianni | 
Proia. Directed by igi Vanzi;. script, 

Reviewed Aug. 8, 
mis Hol ollywood: “ ‘Running = time, - 

Warner Bros. ‘will. have to. “ao 

from “World By: Night.” 
idoscopie collection’ of world. gla- 
MOUur - Spats, 

sleeper, 

and lacking sufficient international 

mainstem topper,.it’s best market . 
appears to be art houses with more. 
‘possibilities looming for — foreign. 
rather than U.S. bookings, _. 

Francesco. Mazéi_: ‘and . Gianni. 
Proia .produced under the’ Julia’ 
Film. banner, with. direction ered-- 
‘ited’ to Luigi Vand from: a script | 
by. ‘Gualtiero -Jacopetti.... Premise } 
is a tour of the world’s. most ‘gla-_ 
morous entertainers, » with: studio: 
plugging it as “An ‘entertainment - 

00 min-" tour around the world in 100 min- evil brothers’ see ‘the light and at ood 
utes.” (Actual time is.90 min.). 
‘Chief problem. of the film,- prob- 

‘ably - ‘more evident’ in. American ; 
| markets, ‘is its failure to properly: 
| represent the international field.: 

is’ given only’ ‘meagre Las, 
Vegas’ showing. along with a unique’ 
section of the Harlem Gospel ‘Show | 
and, surprisingly, in .view of. the 

ment, but. never. quite completes. 

forcing into. ‘bits and ‘Pieces’. of | 

‘encompassing ‘many years and | other fields. 
The. picture: justifies ‘listing . ‘as’ 

a camera tour.: Technirama ‘and| 
Technicolor: .phatography making: 
jts strongest impact in most areas, 

convey the: fogey: weather, ‘starts 

is. Copenhagen’s: ‘beautifully’ ‘lighted 
Tivoli Gardens, while lavish ‘ex- 
travaganzas featuring. Paris’. Blue- 

the Crazy’ Horse ‘Saloon show, Las’ 

Ballet are vivid-and exciting: Con-- 

Other areas feature:a ‘portion of . 
The. House of: Geisha ‘legit pro-.! 
duction, ““Kiyokawa”’; Britain's rock" 
*n’ roller; Wee. Willie Harris: :the. 
‘amazing: sword ‘artist; Marco: hila-- 
rious Nitwits, slapstick ‘musicians, 
and. vet American vaude act, Bob. 
‘Williams and his dog, Louis. 
- Shot as a documentary in ‘what 
ig actually a. travelogue’ design, 

tfon kept.to a. minimum only: ‘for. 
identification purposes: Occa-. 
‘sional personal angles. (lovers: -along 
the. Paris waterfront, a. stripper's:; 

* iend- rushing her to‘ work, 
‘This: shortcoming “is inno way. boyfrie ing O° 

‘due to the enactments of. Miss” 
ete.) lightly. tie in. the theme. of 
-sshawing. people fhe world. over) 
playing at. night. Dale. 

kL A. WALUS ACQUISITIONS 
Olney, Tex., Aug. 15- 

L: A. ‘Wallis has: a) Jeased. the 
Westex. Theatre and. (2) ._purchased. 
the Ol-Worth Drive-Ins: from 
Frontier’ Theatres. Wallis. has: 
‘named Bob Sanders. as: manager } 
of ‘the theatres. . : 

Wallis ‘will. ‘continue: as. manager | 
of the Isis Theatre. ‘in Fort Worth. 
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‘point, and quite artistic in texture |: 
[and composition. Editors’ Robert |- 

7 effects, . 

| (TECHNIRAMA DOCUMEN TARY: 

needed; with European mar- .. 

Film | 

throughouf the ‘world. . 

with. “particular em-. 
phasis on: ‘European niteries, the 
‘film is one that could turn’ into a 

-but looks more like: a. 
loser. Too.long for second billing 

siderable - attention ° is. given ; ‘to: 
irlie shows and there are several. . 
its from various countries. featur- Spy 

‘ing strippers of all.types. — 

= 
a 

t m has a running line ‘of narra- | : 

: ‘flames and gets.. shot ‘at, 
‘| and fought” ‘with’ iintil ‘the guilty 
_| ones -are. unmasked. For a -first. <.. 
“(pic, director Pierre Grimblat:shows* 

‘The Magie. Fountain - 
_ COLTRASCOPE— EASTMAN: 

o COLOR)” : 

: Awkward | iaadting of ‘the. 
 Gtimm fairy tale. Some. good 
' color shots of the Black Forest. 

* Boxoffice fate depends upon 
the pulling: power of off-screen... 

. Manes, Sir. Cedric: ‘Hardwicke 
“and Hans: Conried,. . 

” Chicago; “Aug. 9. 
” Clazate World Films release of: ‘Allan. 

‘David production. directed. by .. David. 
Features: ‘Peter ‘Nestler, -Helmo- Kinder- 
Oana a 

Osman Kagheb. ‘Guest ‘stars Sir’ Cedrio 
- Hardwicke, -Hans C dy. ° 
‘Screenplay, lo 
Grimm fairy | 

Hertel; music, . Jacques - ‘Belasco; speci 
Weegee .. sound, . Riva Studios, 

‘| Munich. Reviewed Aug. 3 nea in » Chicago. 
‘Running: time, $2 ‘MIN 

(Dubbed: in: English) 

| pension ‘of: dishelief in- the: techni- 

; standpoint. ‘The low-budget Thoppet " 
{entry is -generally.. - attractively. 
-| photographed and makes the--most. 

of - the. Black ‘Forest. :in. Germany 
and* two:: extremely. . -handsome 

; + castles. : There. is also some b.o.: 
‘potential in. ‘the -names ‘of -. Sir: 

‘and: ‘Buddy. Baer, . although: Haid- © 
- wicke ‘is: the: narrator _and . never 

speaks : through a stuffed owl. 

| dying. (in. what: appears to be a 
fright wig), “His. three sons are 
“gathered about him. Two: of the 
‘ princes: (Helmo ° Kinderman and: .. 
|} Osman: Ragher) are’ patently vil-.... 

‘to find the Magic. ‘Fountain, ‘whose | 

to life: In their. separ ate searches. © 
they Tur across a conjuring dwarf,. 
an ingenious. boy, -a.. lovely: prin-. 
cess and nine. levely. maidens clad. 
-in medieval negtigees. After some: 
double - dealing ..“by-.. the. elder - 
princes,.. the ‘youngest : prince - 

‘proves himself, get's back irito:the - 
king’s.. goed " ‘graces - and’ embraces. 
the . princess -who' inhabits. the. 
‘castle. of the Magic Fountain. The. 

are recontiled: 

John “Lehman's screenplay: . 
| pedestrian’ (despite some scenes. on 
horseback), and David's direction 
-is hackneyed and trite, Biggest dis; 
‘appointments are. ‘Weegee’ 's special 
-effects, .In :oné dream. sequence, 

| the jagged. ‘edge of a rippling dis- 
“solve cuts the. princess ‘in -half. In. 
{another scene, intended to’ purvey: - 
-excitemient, .Weegee shoots stati-. : 
Cally ‘through’ a. “$tandard: ‘prism, . 
producing an effect “that, might ‘be:- 
anildly’ ‘stimulating. with, a home 
kaleidescope. "he 

‘ Richard Heitel's editing is rough, 
: and. his scene Changes are. fre-- 
5 quently. ‘jarring where. ‘they should © 
be ‘segued: Title song was written: ae a 

by. Steve: ‘Allen: ‘and ‘Don. George.. et 
Roth. 

Me Faire C a: A Mole 
(Do That to Me)... 
(FRENCH). 

os. S Daris, Aug. 15." a 
Cacinor - release ‘of. Ares. production. 

Stars. Eddie’ Constantine: Bernadette - 
‘Lafont; - features ‘Jéan-Louis . Richard, 
Pierre Grasset Written and directed by. 
. Pierre :Grimblat..Camera. Michel. Kelber; . 

Running- time, ‘385 MINS: 

.. Bernadette ‘Lafont | 
. * Jean -Louis Richard | 

' Pierre Grasset 
’ Rita ‘Cadillae 

1 

” Instead: of. being. ‘a G-Man, “Yank . 
“star. Eddie Constantine plays a re-- 
porter'in this. actioner. But there's 
the” usual - fisticuffs. ‘and women, .. 

| with enough. chase: sequences and 

anne gree 

obewdae 

[‘plot: twists to make this. an okay::. ~ 
«dual entry for action: marts: ‘But it . *; 
doesn’t seem good:.enough for arty - 

| or specialized consideration: abroad. . 

find. out“-who. is leaking material 
-from ; the” French | rocket. bases. He 
“has: to-do this. | in order to get out of : . 
a spy rap for. trying. to. take unau- 
thorized ‘news ‘photos. . 

- Constantine ° meets’ some: ‘old. 
-chased -° 

a flair for “pacing and: movement. 
However, ‘the: hackneyed. script ~ 
“still. ‘Telegates: ‘this: to second: ‘slot: 
spotting. :. 

- Constantine is his usuat ‘dynamic * 
| self and supporting ‘cast and techni-. a 
cal credits : are acceptable. a 

Mosk; 

‘Joseph Marz, Catherine’ Hansen, . - 

. Fountain ‘of Life’s ° ;. 
camera, Wolf Schneiders. editor, Richard ."" -- 

Chi tyro- ‘producer Allan ‘David's 3. 7 

. adaptation ‘of, one: of.Grimm’s. fairy: 

“tales: requires as much: willing sus-" 

cal aréa as it:does from a literary... 

Cedric ‘Hardwicke, ” Hans °: Conried aa 

‘seen ‘ and: Conriéd, also. unseen, Soe 
some -hefty’ trade . and. consumer : 
selling to.coin appreciable. profits. . li Lo. A kale- | : Story: ine has a ‘king (Erik Jelde). 7 

lainous, while. ‘the youngest (Peter. -:- n 
Nestler): is: all. heart.. They: decide: . .'— 

waters will bring the old man back: 7 

cast -into disrepute, ‘but eventualy ae 

editor, Francine Javet.. At Balzac, Paris. owe 

Eddie Constantine : a 

‘Here Constantine is “used. as bait. - -:- 
by the ‘French Secret ° ‘Service . to 



. ‘committee. 
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: Montreal Film Fest List} 
) Ree een 

“Montteal, Aug. 15%. 
Pyeceded. ‘by. a - sertes’ of discussion groups on. film-making Problems. 

. the Montreal Film. Festival. propér commences: here this Friday \ILY and: 

. continues: through the following Thursday a7 at Loew's Theatre. Nine | 
nations have. feafures: in participation. “A much: longer representation |. 
of shorts is included., Heréwith. ‘the. full-length: titles: . 

ARGENTINA-—"LA ‘MANO- EN LA TRAMPA”. (The: Hand: in the 
Trap), directed by Leopoldo Torre Nilsson. --. « 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA—ROMEO, J ULIET- ‘AND. DARKNESS; directed 
by: Jiri Weiss. 

: FRANCE—* ‘AMELIE. OU: LE. TEMPS p’ AIMER; i directed ‘by Michel 
. Drach. - “CHRONIQUE DUN: ETE” (Summer. Chronicle",- 

_ Jean Rouch.: “LOLA,” ‘directed-. by: Jacques Demy.: LOLA. MONTES.” 4 States. only- 
directed : by. 

plications. 

15 L100 MU MUSTERS, 
NATIONS GRUMBLE: 

By. ROBERT: F. HAWKINS . 

Venice, Aug 15. ; 
‘Tf the Venice: Film Festival (22d) 

‘yeari is. the ‘oldest, it may also be 
‘the mostest in regard to hurt - na-|, 000 weekly for ,these five ses . weekly se five ses- tional -pride and. avon't-play ‘com-! 

Germany is. 
‘France barely. mollified, the United ¢ 

-recoverfhg from its: 
directed ‘by. Max: “Ophuls, “LA PYRAMIDE, HUMAINE,’ o directed ° by! pique. of 1960. There are smaller j 

; Jean. Rouch.. 

GREAT BRITAIN—"CONCRETE. JUNGLE, ms directed: by> Joseph 
Losey. | 
ITALY—“‘AVVEN' TURA,” 9 directed | by - ‘Michélingeto.. -Aintoniont. | 

orA -NOTTE” directed” by Michelangelo: “Antonioni. 

. JAPAN— 
. Hirokawa. 

‘ MEXICO- 

een i ‘SUS. R. 
« Jhrat.; a 

Though More Se 
‘Montreal, “Aug.. 45: + 

‘hg “much anticipated". Film- 
° makers’ Seminar, which took place |: 
‘from Aug. 8-10 ‘ending in a public 7 

~-:... session «Friday: ; 
_.; deemed: slightly more- than a mod-.|. 
- erate success..by both the partici" : 

qaiy am. was 

“ pants and the ‘local .press.. : .. 
“All concerned Gneluding™ the 

*.. filmmakers) Were” slightly. miffed | 
by the extra tight wraps kept on. 

~ the event..All actual sessions of the]. 
| talkfest- were “held’; practically’ in { 

_<"'geeret at’the production ceritre of |: 
““« ” the National Film Board of Canada,.| ; 
- + sponsors .of the event, located on,| . 
">. the. outskirts of Montreal.. Although 
-.. ) @ bit.distressing for both the press |. 
+. andthe: invited -guests, directors | 
7. Of the event. claimed that .absolute |: 

” privacy.. was..a- necessary factor. 
Also; - 10: recordings or- notes of 

. . things said-were made. Idea of this. 
: getup ‘was. to -stimulate - basic --re-. 
. actions, to the topics. discussed.and | 
“not ‘to have those. present speak 

~'. with aneye to reprint value, either 
“ now. or in the future. ---.. 
But the. press: got’ In their - dies |. 
inbetween seSsions:. -. Without ©: 
‘doubt the. “star”: of, ‘the. seminar 

-”:"and the festival was Francois Truf-| | 
.., faut, who was lionized by ‘the Mon- |* 

” treal .population. ‘TV and radio in-| | 
_ terviews of ‘him’ were “numerous: 
. and. he was. quoted‘ right and: left'| 
“fa-the press: Currently working on 1: 

_ “THE: YOUNG. ONE. a directed. ‘by. Luts Bunuel. 
_/POLAND—“PANIC ON A TRAIN," " “directed ‘by. Kazimir Kutz. 

UW. Ss. A— “THE ‘CONNECTION, " ‘directed ‘by. Shirley. Clarke... 

—BALLAD: oF A SOLDIER,” ” " directed. by Grigorl.C Chuk-. 

° = Senna a Montreal Ci ick | 

“KUROL GASHU”. (The ‘Lost Alibh, ‘directed. t ‘by Hiromichi 

; ; Squabbles ” “involving. films 
Greece and Switzerland and: soine | 

from } by 

hard feelings. among : the ‘Yugo- 
slavs whose ‘Product was. not ae- 

cepted, ... 
Venice; under. new mahagement 

| this ‘year, is’ striving’ to enforce its 
own . “standards” against: .the Pres- | 

.. | Sures of diplomacy and trade. One. 
““|of the hazards:.of all film: ‘festivals ; 
}is .being forced: to- “accept. inediocre : 
films which then ‘give the- festival. 
1a bad name for dullnéss. Another: 

: :|, serious and recurring. quibble is 
_ | how ‘many films any one nation 

| ought: fairly. ‘to -have in: competi- | 
"| tion. a 

~ ‘Suffice that five ‘days: before.’ 
| the: Venice event (at Lido Beach} 

we |-opens. next Sunday (20). there: is a 

Diversified Rank: 
; * The | ‘extent to ‘which’ thie - - 

, Rank Organization-.of Britain 
is now. diversified can. ‘be - 

‘ «ing - eireulated.. by the Rank. 
a Press office... 
. - In: addition. ta film produé- . 

tion; distribution and -exhibi-. | 
‘tion, the. organization now -has- - 

fields. ‘as realestate. develop- 
. ment; retail shops.which ‘sell 
and rent: -househoald. electrical 

- “goods, -balirooms, bowling, 

cations, ‘electronics, home mo- 
-Vies,” musie, commercial: ‘tv and | 
pay. --ty,.. vending~. ‘machines, 
” among other- things. 

Philippines’ 93 
Films of “60 Will 
Be Higher In “61; 

; : Washington, ‘Aug. 15. 

* production” of: feature films, ‘in! 

}-Domenico - Veccoli, 
stint this fs. 

ects Tecorded to. date, 
; “ “| the.Germam: one.: Italy's northern’ 
easily. seen in a brochure be-: ‘| neighbor feels that: at least one of. 

the five .features It: submitted ‘to 
‘|. Venice. should have been acreptéd 

for competition. Also the possible |- 
exclusion... of..-Germany .from this 

interests in such. wide-ranging -~ “especially, oe 

“since ‘Italy has: always : had a spot 
‘7 on. the Berlin: jury.” " 

“health: clubs, space communi-___! 

-|_ Cheney.” 

flood’ of: grievances. . 

| life easier for néw fest . director. 

_ Whose first 

First,,. and: “piost violent of the | 
‘has been’ 

year's” jury. list. was a sore point i 
say. the’. Germans, { 

., Result: Germany's - producers | 
-agsn. was‘ pondering. total absten- : 
tion and. absence from Venice this | 
-year, as. well. as;- possibly. other ; 
“retaliatory moves” . within’ the 5 j 
framework of® Ttalo:-German ‘film , 

Vand: ‘Comition Market dealings. © 

“Among German features believed : 
} to. have. been sent’ to Venice are: 
1 “Der: Transport”. (The Transport:. 
“Bis. zum. Ende .aller. Tage’ ‘To 
the.-end.: of. -all- da¥st; “Lady Che- ; 
ney's. Ende” “The: Last’ of | Mrs. | 

‘The first two; formas | 
for the. nohcompetitive tnforma- 
‘tion ‘section together . with. Berlin. 
‘dircetion. prize-winner “The. Mira- 
cle‘ of Malachias,”: may; 

} last-named, be yanked: by Germany 
to ‘protect Venice altitude which: 
they *-ternm: one - of “open dis. 

‘a feature, “Jules et Jim” ‘starring : “the. Philippines is expected ‘to: in-| courtesy: ” 
. Jéanine : Moreau) Truffaut ‘stated’ | Crease, this year, after. a ‘sight, drop, 

+ that. “we: have” all. ‘come . ‘here. to} 
-. ‘share our ‘creative secrets. ‘but I've 1.5 : 

" i US, ‘Commerce Dept, (Nathan: D.! 

| Golden. thief motion picture ‘divi-; 
‘also: come because : ‘of interest - in, 

“possibly, ‘doing..a film -in.-Canada, 
“put that’s-a secret also.” The other: 

: °°. film. makers felt: that ‘Truffaut. was., 
-: &. Sreat aid in: stimulating -discus-. 

. §m: Far many he..was a strong in-. 
ae fiuence to work: against: and for. ani- 5 

- other. faction. served as the rallying ! 

ye point for a‘defense of the “a
rt for: 4: 

Tet art's sake” ‘dictum. * 

: The. latter: topic,’ as opposed to! 
fie. “engage”) ‘film- ! 

making, came in ‘for: much discus-. 

iin .1960.. 

sion! reported -93' films. produced :in 
the Philippines last year, includ- | 
| itig, 417 by the five major producers. ; 
prhe total -is a decline. of. two: from ; 
the: 1959 . level. - 

“Production {n- 1961: ‘probably. “wat 

jearly- moriths of this yeat.. 

. “Foreign: films: eontinued to’ supply 
ithe major: ‘portion of ‘motion . pic- 

;Tise after organization Of eight new |: = 
: comipanies last. year and during the} © 

Complaint’ number tivo: now ap- 
parently’. on way’ to settlement; 

j comes from ‘France. It’s: objections 4 Beone, Bobby Darin and Pamela Germany, 
+ seem to Stem from ‘several factors.: 
One is the inclusion. in competi-_ 
tion-—as a Swiss entry—of French- 

(Continued. ‘on. page 1B 

One ‘eannot. ‘take the - Pula” jury. very serlously. 
what the western ‘scribes here thought this year. 

. ar . 

wl . . oa 

—< ere 

furious, i - 

! 

‘Resulting brouhaha has not made | 

‘pix, 

Yugoslav Prizes: Party Line 

‘Dick Clark 5 Philly Production Centre: 
Also Sells Lowdown on Teen Markets 

Holivwood ‘Aug 14 
> Dick Clark as expanding tus Dick 
Clark Productiows fo ain dade a 
j Production ventre ino Philidelphia 

a“whivh will have stiniia Pacediuties 
jas good as anvtline in Hallvwood, 

4 :We will produce films and telert-. 
‘sion shows there at substantial save 

“Well-Stacked ‘Fanny’ 
“Fanny,” the Watner- Bros. 

pic. hung up‘a new mark in Its 
first five weeks at the NY. 
Music Hall by averaging $187,- 

sions. Film actually hit a total. jings in production casts’. Clark 
‘gross of $1.033.576 for the tnf- ; Passerted He will do his ABC 

"tial five weeks plus four days. <‘sideo show “Ametican Bandstand” 
-exclusiv e there m the future, “and 
“we can get more production time 
Pout of Philadelphia than New Youk 
Jor Holly wood ” 

Clark, here for a Hollywood Bowl 
:date last Friday and 4 press pre 
iview of his Dievei Films produc- 
tion “The Young Doctors.” aut- 
‘Janed the plans for his production 
‘center in Philly “Thete are othee 

— companies imoled besides my 
own, bul it will be a matiage of 
companies under the Dies Clik 
Productions banner I] have a half- 

Wall St. Tension Eva e tt 
Off, 20th Powers |.” : 

~ With a prospect of. running 
-eight weeks or longer, “Fanny” 
could hang up a hew money 
mark forthe Hall. Pic starts 
its seventh week tomorrow 
{Thurs.'. “Come. September,” 

a new Universal production, 
follows ‘it’ into the. Hall, but 

likely not unt after Labor 
Day. 

| aimed al teenagers and young 
fadults" The “Danny Striker” se-. 
nes, Clark said. was: originally ine 
tended to be put on ABC fv as a 

New Features: j Stopover from his own “American 
Bandstand” show when tt goes to 
one hour. 

‘Hollywood, Aug. 15. | “I'll be partnered in other ven- 
Following last week's. 20th-Fox ' tures,” Clark went on, “with Rob- 

meeting in . Manhattan” which‘ ert Keeshan and Associates We'tt 
cleared the air, at least for the: ; produce specials and lease our mo- 
next few months tsee separate / bile and studio facilifies to other 
Story, ‘the company’s studio has; companies, such as Desilu and 
started. full. speed on new pro-} Red Skelton are now doing in 
-ductions. With emphasis on big} Hollywood Also. 1 have ‘an art 

production chief Peter G. film project in mind and have al- 
Levathes has 15. to 18 films plan-| ready louked over 2 dozen sub- 
ned to go in the next year, with! mitted scripts The projeet we plan 
hone to be ‘budgeted at less than: will be low-budveted, and will be 
$2,000,000; and the overall budget ! followed by others In this) vein, 
tally. to be at least: $42,000 000. ‘say under $59,000 if the first is at 

Levathes has now firmed up ali successful” | . 
eight ‘films, and has three athers” Other projects which Ctark’s 
hanging fire on “go” dates, hoping Philly facilities will preduve and 
to .resolye casting situatians in) which he savs he already has com- 
next few weeks for kickoff by end) mitment, on include a fashion 
of the year, He'd like to have all - ‘special, four of them. each of one 
11 projects going to back up two hour, winch he said had a ‘great 
in works here and three in Europe. | ! potential, and an obviewsly huge 

Fulfillment of plans would put! feminine viewing potential audt- 
; company In tenable position whic he Pence” He would not elaborate ona 
he and prexy Spyros P. Skouras.the format 
have been striving for past few Also. Clark will) establah a 
-months. Skouras arrived Friday. “Market Researeb Center whieh 
night. to five Levathes stimulus ; 
to push. ‘projects lined up between 
now ‘and.end of year, in addition 
to strong series of takeoffs. after 
turn. of year. Veepee Joseph H. 
Moskowitz. eastern Studio rep, got ; 

{Continued on page 2i) 

Paste-Ups Dumped On 
Europeans as ‘Features’ 

vette mete et wore 

in. Saturday Jend assistance | > 
with this; toward’ natitinwe goal ' ; ; hearal 

' Initial’ pic to get yun under | Hurting US. P reslige! 
Levathes. regime will be “State Rome. 
Fair.* With Jose Ferrer’ directing Editor Vanery 
‘for . producer Charles Brackett, As an actor J have heen to Fue 
it’s pegred to start location shoat- rope si times in fixe seats and 
ing in Dallas: Sept. 11 with Pat have appeared in films it Spain 

Sueden and Maly and it 
Tiffin.” Cost. is $3.000,000 imakes me sad ta see the so called 

Director Henry Koster began ‘Ainerican feature films that are 
Jocation scenés for Jerry Wald’s nothing but a couple of t+ Feo 

. ° fstek together with a litte. slus 
(Continued on page 63 playing all ever Europe Such as 
are MGM's. “Nortisceet) Passage’. Walt 

“Disney s. “Texas. John. Slaughter *, 
some of the Warner Bros ty filmes, 
‘Fhe Untouchables.” ete Sure, 
thes make monev over here hut 
at whatoa ‘price’ 

Pula, Aug 8 
At. least that’s 
In. 1960 jurors 

The European movie goer huse 
ithe film trade mark first the diree- 

«i >with“ a’ fascination .for“social. ré--' 
. sponsibility” in \film- making: This 

‘ $s only natural since Seminar was 

_ nationalized -filmmakers. : 

oe ‘event. ofthe’ ‘Seminar: was. the} thé- Phitippines equipped. to. show 7 

* “. peored- ‘a. Sensational. hit with. the: ‘Productions, 

rr “was a minor Masterpiece ‘and much i 

ae fiendent, on “location-in-the-streets - 
ae “films” 

jlo second ‘the directo, gets billing 
larger than the stars on the bill- 

‘boards:, and. the plavers there, 
iWhen a movie goer sees the MGM 

jirademark he has Jeatned over the 
i vears that it ‘means a great film. 
[So what happens when he see, 7 
‘eouple of TV films as an VGM filin? 
iThese ty films ag features are not 
las good a5 films made 20 .eary acy 
So these great American film trade- 

(Marks are selling samething that 
took 40 vears to build up for a few 
dollars 

in the meantime the European 

sion. The whole seminar was. tonéd : pickedthe film “Rat.’:an anti-war feature of primitive and naive 
calibre, as “best” of the. festival. This year, jury ‘split “hest" be- 

_ tween. “When: the Fires Started" and “Baliad of a Trumpet and a 
+ Cloud:” Yet best. .and. most interesting filin tindoubtedly was “Danc- 
in. In the Rain.” . 

- Apparently, art isn’t:so much the lic ket with the jury here, eom- 
posed of native. filmites and critics, but. rather subject matter 

| Fetes is. strictly a socialist. theme, “Ballad” an equally partisan 
eature: ~ 

-Here is: ‘the lineup. of prize- winning. films” 

Grand Prix (Golden - Arena): —as. above stated 

‘screening of Engeél's feature. “Wed-'| 35m. “films. Of “the. total. 497: Second ‘prize iSilver Arena’: to “The Festival” 
dings And Babies”(Viyeca Lind-: Showed both. domiestic: and‘: im- a 1a . nt ding and 1 ables: ‘Myers, hich, “potted films. and 135, only Filipino, | ‘Third. ‘prize: to.“The Poem.” All are strictly Commie sfants 

i tures: exhibited. inthe -Philippines |. 
last’ year: OF ‘an: estimated. 422 fea-|: 

Itures teleased, 322 or about 76°° 
were:imported. U. S: films accounted :. : ( ‘backed. .and: funded - by. ‘National. ' ‘for 177 -ef the im porte a picture es, . 

‘Film Board,-a state Supported: film-" 
-, making unit. Such*. Andie" ‘feature: ia drop: from. 1959: 

. gel represented: the contrast to thie : of: imported. films. ‘were estimated. 
a= ‘at about.$6.7-million, At the’ end of. 

- Actually . the. most impressive. -1960.. there. were. 632: theatres in 

_ “Best” director: not ‘handed out, but director Bostjan ‘Hiadvik —< filnis are getting better These Etai- 
7 teceived a Special diploma: for “Dancing In the Rain’ jians, Spaniards. ete are reat 

_ Best: script; to: Veljko: Bulajic, also director. of “When the Fires j movie goers and they are a lot 
‘ - Started. " amarter than some American pro- 

’ filmmakers: present. All: ‘agreed: its: 

discussion” of- Engel's, techniques | © “Sima Stewart Sees Dad. 
followed: Once again Truffaut gave - 2 - Clevéland, Aug. AS. - Best. actress to Dusa:’ Bocka} i Dancing in The - Rain’). ducers seen: to think as? re I 

“his homage to Engel as the: ‘Father ‘James Stewart. visited Cleveland Best actor: Miha Baloh (“The Festival’: shear, “Oh J don't go to see Amer- 
of the New. Wave. - . the. man who ° Clinic: several days. last week,- not i; 
inspired’ -the « young, ‘French. film- ‘for . -personal treatrient but to- ser t 
-makers to go out and make = inde-.: his ‘sick-bédded father:. 

” Actor. had: just’ returned from. a | 
: Fruffaut on a-tv ‘show also. hunting: ‘safari : in“ Kenya... ‘Africa,. 

(Continued on. y -Page ‘200° Vand: was en : route to. Hollywood. 

cican films anymore” The averase 
j European thinks the Amezicvans 
‘lave the dollar above al! T argue 
‘the point but sometimes [ wander. 

Alatchet Kes! 

(Tebernia Films 

__ Best. -supporting “actress::—Starislava Pesic (The Poenr”).. 

Best ‘supporting actor: Viktor Starcic The 14th Day”). 

: Best camerawork: ‘Rudi. Vavpotic “Ballad” of Trumpet and 
- Cloud". l 

“Best: musie—Alojz. Srebotnjak (same: film. - 



You are an Independent Film: Producer. an | 

Wednesday, August 16, 1961 _ 

You are Mr. Ideas. You Charm Stars, Calm. 
Directors and Influence Bankers. You: read: 

Galleys from publishers. of books not yet . 

‘published. You scout far-off-of- Broadway, 

watch television for unsuspected genius. 

You are. a man who goes. places, eter- 

nally. projecting your Imagination, . ‘your 

showmanship. 

You'd rather have Sinatra, but you can’t 

hire him (although he might hire you) and 

“In the meanwhile. there. are plenty of 

‘angles before your script, cast and the - 
Yugoslavian cavalry are ready to gallop. eee 

There are a thousand details. on. your. 
mind, Lawyers take up your. ‘attention. 

Sales: ‘managers share. your: luncheons, 

The Trans-Oceanle telephone: is:ringing. ins. 

your ear. You are a man: mustering 

beauty, brains. and brawn. By ee ee 

But there’s one. thing. you. have overs 

looked. You have neglected _ to. prepare. 

the circuit minds, the local theatre. opers.” 

ators, the amusement editors. What have: . . 

you not done to make enthusiasm grow? = | 

BE SURE YOU ADVERTISE IN 



“vat the .Surf. On hard-ticket; 
“Dolce : Vita”. 

“+: Fajr $14,000 -or -near. |.Last. week, 

"$10,800 
“Keith's. (RKO)' =e 4 850;° $1-$1 49) 

—“Goadbye’ Again’ (UA).: Fat $18,>: 

(UA) (4th-wk), $7,500. 
MacArthur (K-B) (900; $1. 95)— 

“Man jin.Moon” (T-L) (4th wk): 

Chi Pix: Fox 

Wedacaday ‘Kagust ‘16, 1961 

“2 Rode’ Hefty Sac New | 
Edge’ Sharp | 

106, ‘Goodbye’ be 186, Both 24 
fo Chicago, Aug. 15. 

Holdovers:’ are . capturing ’ the 
spotlight: here this ‘session. in: “what |. 

-’'- ghapes: asa ‘generally steady week..|- 
_ -World ‘preem.of Chi producer <Al- |: 

“. Jan - David's rr 
~ Jooks’ brisk ‘$9,000 at the McVick- 
... ers. Also: new, 
. her” should hit hefty: $23,000: first.|- 

“French: Mis-}" 
‘tress” shapes.: okay ‘at -Carnegie. }.. 
“Lost Souls” and’! ‘Woman “of. Sin” 
should: post: tidy. take: at. Monroe. 

os. “Naked Edge” is looking for a| 
”“Justy second Jap at-.the ‘Oriental. | 

: “Magic. 

“Two: Rode -Toget- 

“frame. at-Roosevelt: | 

“Goodbye | Again” shapes ‘strong: at 
-. the: United Artists,. also.in. first.|. 
holdover. : week. : “Romanoff | and | 
‘Juliet looks’ hotsy -at Esquire, also |. 

'’ 4n.second. “Hand ‘in Hand” remains 
.-trim -in ‘second World canto, - 

Chicago stanza. “Guns ‘of :Nava- 
-rone” is-.still booming in seventh |. 

“sat State-Lake. 
“Spartacus” sub-running at. pop- 

‘ scale, looms’ great in -éighth. at the. 
‘Never on. Sunday”: “till. is. --Loop. * 

“potent. in’ 28th ‘moveover . session 

. continues.” hefty. in. 
ninth Todd. stanza. .. : 
oo Estimates for This Week vo 
Carnegie ‘Telem’t) (495; $1:25- 

$2) — “French Mistress’: (Indie). 

“La: 

Estimates ‘Are: Net. 
Film: “gross “estimates : as: “te.” 

ee ported herewith from the yari- - 
Fountain” | <Qus key’: cities, are. net;.. Le, 

without usual ‘ tax.. Distrib-’ - 

- estimated - figures - “are, net dns. 
come 

- Fhe parenthetic ‘admission : 
“prices, ‘however, as- indicated, 
_toclude | U.. S.. amusement tax. 

Sept” Socko'22G, |: 
Denver; ‘Guns’ 1G “Fanny” continues stout: in. sixth 

"Denver, Aug: 15.° 
Lone’. new ‘pic, - “Come Septem-. 
ber" Shapes. smash on initial ses- 
sion:at Paramount. It is giving this } 
2,100-seat, house.’ ‘tts. best: -biz- in 
some time. .“Guns” of Navyarone” 
also- looks. -gocko in ‘second ‘ at 
Centre’ while - “Last. Sunset” . is‘ ath wk. Socko $13,000. Last, week, good $16.000 in 16th frame. at the | 

-|yated: okay in- fourth at Orpheum, ,S4 
- Ladies Man”. | ‘is ‘down .to a fair | 

figure-in ‘second frame.at the Den- ; 
aver. 

Oke at’$4,000, Last week, “Sparta-. big, in first ‘at. the ‘Esquire. °.. 
” ous (U) tsub-run) (7th, wk} ‘$5,000. . 

' Chicago* tB&K)..{3,900; ..90-$1.80) | 
— eFanny” (WB). (5th wk), 
"$28,000. Last: week, $33,000. 

Cinema | (Stern) . (500; -$1: 50) _ 
... “Saturday ‘Night, Sunday: Morning” | , 

(Cont) (7th wh). ‘Nice, $3,500. Last j “Guns. of. Navarone 

Strong’ “Nikki”: (BV). (4th: “Wk... 

“Estimates for This Week - | 
"Aladdin. (Fox) _(900;: 

| 300. Last week, $3,700. : 

Centre (Foxi.. 1, 270; $1-$1, 45)— 
. (Cal) (2d wk): 

Smastr $16,000. Last week, $19, 000. ! 

| Larkin. “Fanny” ‘lodks big in sec-'. 
‘lond.at Paramount while “Guns of’, 

| Navarone” is smash In seventh ses-| 

.| Machine” looms okay in second at. 
: "FWarfield, - 

_ utors share-on net take,- ‘when ]. 
playing. percentage, hénce the ~} 

(WB) 
| And” Eve” iC) (reissue). Okay SLL | 

1. 

“Carry On” Constable" ea 000. 

$i. 95)! 
Good 1 $3-) 

[Poy ae 8 | Bway Saved b by Coo Wave; ‘Joker’ 
seo neice, 2.5.41 Big $16,600, ‘Gums’ Mighty 596, 8th, 

‘Fanny'-Stage Wow $165,000 for 6th 
- -First-run biz. is okay here this} 

‘round, -with: bulk of strength ‘cen-. 
‘tered in. holdovers. “World By|. 
Night,” lone: newcomer, ..is'-rated |. 
| okay at: Golden Gate. ‘La poise : 
Vita” shapes ‘socko ourth | ' 

‘After a stretch of four days ;\WB! and stageshow 6th wk’ This 
| round, day-dating | the Clay and: i with the mercury soar ing to around : session ending today «Wed: looks 

90 degrees or higher, Broadway ‘te hold with wham $165.000 after 
first-runs. received: a. real break on $180,000 for fifth week Stays on, 
Sunday (133+ via. much cooler. with “Come September” «U1 due in 
weather. With no. new entries ex- inext, but not set to open until La- 

:cept at arty theatres, bulk of} bor Day or thereafter. 
| Strength: is coming from the long-{ Rivoli (UAT: 11.545, $1.50 $256 

‘sion at. St..-Francis. “Honeymoon ! 

‘Estimates for This Week. ° runs. However, some of the ex-|—-"Francis. of Assisi” ith: «Gd 
Golden.» Gate (RKO) ' (2, 59: | tended-run pictures are calling it; wk: Current stanza: fiushing to- 

$1.25-$1:50!—“‘World. . By. Night”.; a day shortly, with a batch of fresh | morrow ‘Thurs! is heading for big 
and “Private. Lives .Adam.; product due in for Labor Day. $31,000 or close after $34 000 for 

Still champ ‘money-getter is;second week. Continues — on, 
with -stageshow, which ¢ nagurally. 

| Twenties"” tA Aland “Angel Baby” “looks ike wow $165.000 In current! State «Loew, »1,900, $1 50-$2 50) 
LAA: $11,500. (16th: session -at the Musie Hall. = Gone With Wind" . LG. cretis- 
Fox (FWC) (4.651; $1.25-$1. 50'— lit stays on, with “Come Septem- sue: '17th-final wk’ The 16th round 

“Voy age To Bottom Of Sea” 120th). ber,” now due in next month. ;concluded yesterday -Tues? was 
and. “Sniper's | ‘Ridge” 120th) (2d ‘ “Guns of. Navarone” also continues good $16,000 after $15,500: for 15th 
pie ‘Fair “$9. 000. Last ‘week, $15,-5 smash with $59,000. day -dating the . wek. ‘Honeymoon Machine’ «M- @) 

Criterion. and arty Murray Hill, is due in Auy 23. 
"Warfield: (Loew (2, 658: . $1. D8: : for eighth week. Victoria iCity Inv} 1.003, 50 $2) 

{$1.50\—Honeymoon Machine” [: - “Francis of. Assisi” continues |. "Naked Edge” ¢UA‘ «ith wkt, 
EM-G), 2dwk'. Okay $10, 000. Last | very. big: with $31,000 Tikely- in | This stanza finishing tomorrow 
l week, $14,000. “ tthird. round at the Rivoli. “Cold ’.: Thurs.) looks to hit okay $13.000 

i” Paramount’ (Par 2, 646: $1.25-; wind in August” held with solid after $14.000 for sixth week 
+$1.501—-"Fanny” (WB) (2d wk. Big | $18,000 im third week, day- ne | Warner (SW) (1,813, $150-$3 50) 
|$ $18,000. Last week, $23,000... 4 the ‘Embassy and arty Trans-Lux! “Exodus” (UA) 4th wks. Cur- 
pot, Etancis (Par) (1,400; SE. 25- 52d Street. rent session finishing today «Wed } 
| $2. 00'—"Guns Of Navarone” (Col) | = “Gone: ‘With Wind" held. with! ‘it heading for smash $25,000 after 

‘$23.000 for 33d week, Stays on in- 
“Machine” ' definitely. "} State. . “Honeymoon 

United ‘Artists (No. Coast). (1, wor imoy es in. Aug..23. “Marines J.et’s 

$1,25-$1.50)--“Exodus”:: (UA) Go” ‘opened yesterday (Tues.) at 
‘wk: Good $11,000. Last week, $19,-| the. Paramount after “Voyage To 

Bottom. of ‘Sea’. fell to $16,000 in 

First-Run Arties 
| Baronet ‘Reade’ 14300; $1 25 $2) 
—“Saturday Night. Sunday Morne. 

jing” (Cont: (20th wiki. The 19th Vogue (8. F. “heatres). - (364; ] final six ‘days of fourth round. | > 1 
‘L$T. 50n —"“Secréts, Of Women’ (Jan- den. “Naked -Edge" is heading for. ween SO.s00 atten $10,300 vos etn 
ws): “a; a Good: $3,200. Last \-okay - S13. 000 in seventh session | stanza, 
wee : at: the’ Victoria. “By Love Pos. 

sessed” hit.a:mild $20.000 in fourth | Fine Arts (Davis! «468; 90-$1 BO) ‘Presidio: ‘(Rardy) a? $1. 25)-—; 
“Carty. On. Constable” (Gov). (6th, round. at the Capitol, with “Ada 
wk), ‘Hep $2.700. Last .week, $2,900. | replacing’ next week. 

Larkin. ‘Clay. (A-R\. (400; $1.75-| “Spartacus” is heading for a! 

vi —"Goodbye Again” (UA) (7th wh). 
jThis round winding today (Wed ) 

1 looks like :good $5,500 after $8.500 

week, $3,906: - | $2:—"La Dolce’ Vita’: (Astor) (4th | smash $26,000 in current (46th) {for sixth week. Holds in eighth 
Esquire H&E Balaban). dL, 350:" : Denham | {indie}. -(800; $1 25)! wk. -Great $17 000. ta week, | stanza a 000 in, cure “Geadt ye | Week until. “Scream of Fear" ‘Col 

, $1 .25-$1.80):— “Romanoff . and . Ju-. “Ty6 Loves”. (M-Gh- Fair - $5,000. 1$17,500. | Again” ‘looks like fair . $20,500 in; comes in Aug 22 
-Jiet” (WU) (2d wk).: Torrid: $12, 000.: wLast week, “Exodus” | UAY as |} seventh week at the Astor and| Beekman (R&B: (590;. $1 20- 
‘Last week, $15,000:. - wk:. $6,90 0. . arty Fine‘Arts. “The Truth” landed , $1.75) --“"Rocco and Brothers" (As- 

‘Loop (Telem’t)- (606; $1:25-$2)-2 + 
“Spartacus® (Cr (sub-run) (8th. whl: 
— (Continued. on: ‘page 1d). 

oo ‘Goody’ Lusty $18, 000, 
| DL ‘Guns’ Mighty 216- 
2 Spois, ‘Vita’ Fast 136: 

‘Washington, - ‘Aug. 15.- 
“Goodbye. Again”: shapes | Justy | 

:.. fn intial stanza: at Keith’ S. Honey-! 
‘moon... ‘Machine,”: 

‘rone” still is smash, day-dating| 
the - ‘Playhouse -and . Trans-Lux: in} 
fifth: -In..sixth- session, “La Dolce: 
Vita”. looms socko’ at. the. Town.. 
.“Exodus,”. back ‘on proposals, looks-} 
lofty in second round: at. ‘Palace. V2 Rode” ‘Trim: $7, 000, 

Estimates for This: Week - 
Ambassador - Metropolitan ( sw) | 

(1,480; 1,000; $1-$1.49»— "World ‘by | 
‘Night. (WB). and . 
(WBi.. Light-° $9, 600. - ‘Last week, 

a “King. of Roaring: 20's ”." (AA) and: 
: + “Plunderers” {AA), $10,000. 

» .o Apex: (K-B).. (940;  $1-$1 2% 
ay ‘The Bridge”, (AA): 12a wk». Fine 

“2 $6,500, following great $8,800, . 
- Capitol | (Loew) (3,420; $1-$1:49)' 

.” "Honeymoon | Machine" * - (M-G). 

2 Francis: of Assisi”: (Zothy (3d: wk), 

>: 600: Last ‘weék, “Love Possessed” 

Oke: $5, 000. after. $5. 500 last- week. 
“Ontario. (K-B) (1,240; $1-$1. 49) 

_ “Naked Edge” (UA) (3d- awh). ‘Poor. 
$6, 000:. Last: week. $7,600.: 
Pal ; af 

ace (Loéw) (2,390; '$1. $1, 49)—. (20th) (2d wk}, $6,700. 2 . “Exodus” (UA) (gubruin) (2a° wk).. 
Pall $11, 500 after $15,500. 

|. Plaza’ tT-L).- (278; '.$1-$1, $0)— 
” Truth” (Kings) - (6th wk), ‘Neat 
a ha 500. Last ‘week, . .$3,800.: 
a Playhouse’ (T-L)* (459; : $i '25-$2): 
“Guns of .Navarone'’” (Col): (5th: 
wk), Majestic. $8;000 -after.. $8, 109 
An. fourth: Also at Trans-Lux. 
"Town - (King): (800: $4.25-$2}—— 
“La Dolce Vita” (Astor) (6th wk):. 
Socko $13,000. Last week, $14, 000. 

“1. -Erans-Lux.” (T-L) .(600/ . $1,25-$2). 
_ ‘—Guns ‘of ‘Navarene” (Col) ‘(5th 
eon me ‘Smash. $13,000., - Last. week, 
"1+. $14,100 

“Uptown. (SW) a (300: $1.25-$1. 15) 
-—~"‘Spartaeus” (U)- (7th wk). Good. 
‘$8,000. Last .week,:ditto.. ©... - 
Wainer (SW) (1;440;. 90-$1 .49)— | 000 

‘. “Fanny” (WB) (5th. wk). 
(#12,000: Last ‘week, $13,000. : 

Nice, 

“Steel: Claw" |. 

1 $9.00. ‘Last: ‘week, $16; 500.: 

“2 432; “$l: 95) | 
Fair: 

 Denyér | (Fox) 
1*Ladiés- Man” (Par). (2d: wk.’ 

 Esqutre: (Fox) (600*. $i\— "Carry |: 
Ton. Constable”. (Gov). Big: :$4.200. 

i 
-.another’ :-new- week, 

comer; looms: only: fair’ at: ‘Capitok ‘and... 
‘Of the ‘holdoveis, “Guns of: Nava- {(M-G), $11,000. 

Towne’ (Indie) °(600: $1-$1.45)-— |. 

1 

‘|Last week, . “Big Deal”. (Indie) (2d: 
wk), §l, 700.. 

“Orpheum: RKO} (2, 690: $181 AY, . 
“East Sunset”. (U) (4th wk. Okay 
$7, 000. Last week; -$7;400... | ; 

: Paramount: (Indie): (2,100; 90- 
$1. 25)—-"‘Come September” 
Smash’: -$22,000.:-er © better... 

“Thief ‘of. Bagdad” 

“Francis “of Assisi"? (20th) 3d wk): 
- Mild $3,000. Last. week, #8. 800. . 

- Seattle. Aug: 15. 
Not much: ‘boxoffice excitement. ; 

here this stanza, with.some of new. 
pictures failings.to: stack. ‘uip- ‘well. 
“Two. Rode: Together” looks: top 

seum.. “Guns. of 
solid in second-round at Fifth Ave- 
nue. “La Dolce: Vita’ is rated good 

comer “Thief of Baghdad’ is very 
slow.at Orpheum: “Honeymoon Ma- 
chine”. is: mild at the’ ‘Blue. Mouse. 

’ Estimates: ‘for This Week 

$i 501. — . “Honeymoon: “Machine” 
(M-G). Mild. $5,000.. 
“Fanny” (WB) (6th wk), $3.900. . 

(Cok). and. 

week, “Voyage to Bottom’ of: Sea” 

“Fifth -. ‘Avenue. (Fox-Evergreén) 
25. 0;. $1-$1:50!. — “Guns:.of Na-.}— 
-varone” (Col) (2d-wk), Solid $10, 000 
Ds better.” Last week, ‘$15,600. - 

Music: Box : (Hamrick) | (768: $1- 
31 50) — 
(4th: wk). ‘Good $9,000. or near. Last 
week, “$6: 700. : 

Music Hali (Harnrick) (2,300: s1-| 
$1.50)--“Tammy.Tell Me True’ (U). 

lS 
and. “Ways. ‘of Chance” (U) (2d wk). 
Pair. $5;500. Last. ‘week, $7,300." —° 
-Orpheam. (Hamrick): (2.600; 

$150—TY ef of. Baghdad’ * (M-G).} 
Drab $4,000. ‘or close. Last week, 
dark.. : . 

Piramenat (ox-Evergréen} 43, - 
;, $1-$1.50)—“Parent Trap” (BV) 

(7th wk). : Okay. $4,500. Last week, 
i o 

| trade figures: to do. creditably here. : 

(U).: 
- Last 

. (M -G) . 

46 
ia Secret” of : Monte. Cristo” | ting most of biz. 

“| other -nifty ‘coingetter, is winding :—"By Love. Possessed" (UA) Oth’ 

os . Hpolee: Vita” 
-t offish but still good in third round. near 

“Seattle; ‘Guns’ 10G, val 

newcomer, ‘with good..take ‘at ‘Coli-| : 
Navarone’’ looms. 

in fourth. at Musie- Box,” but new- +: 

, Hawaiian". (Col) (3d: wk), 

_ Blie. Mouse (Hamrick). (769: $1-. 

“Last week, , 

- Coliseum. (Fox-Evergreen? {I 870; 
$1-$1.50)\—“Two Rode - 

‘ “Black - Pit. of. Dr. M’" | 
(Indie). ‘Good: ‘$7,000 or close, Last. 

Together": |. 

} (2d wkt.. 

- “La Dolce. Vita’ (Astor)'| - 

“| 3d. wki.- 

-$)- | 

- Aug. 16: 

‘a fine. $22, 000 : ih: seventh session, ‘ tor) (8th wk: Seventh week come 

(Continued on page 1) day-dating the. ‘Forum’ and arty| 
| Paris.:: : 
*"“La Dolce. Vita” held with a bi 
$26. 600 in Sat round a The Henry | Dolce Vita’ Ragsed 86, $19,000, Mpls. Ace: S22 ees "Balto: Guns’ Hot $9,000, 

‘Nikki’ Modest 56, 2d 
: Minneapolis, ' Aug. 15. | Week al ‘the War ner. 

As long. as product’ - with at “The Joker” landed a big $16,- 
‘boxoffice :appeal holds out, ’film ; 690 in first session, day-dating the 

! arty 55th: St. Playhouse and 68th Baltimore, Aug 15 
Patrons continue to snub: less at- j St. “Playhouse, With no new pix on the scene 
tractive pix.: This. round two. boffo ‘Estimates for This Week I wae Dolce see ine of 
‘newcomers: “plus a ..blockbuster| Astor | ( -$2i—; Navarone” ares Pp enamps: 
holdover, “Guns. of Navarorie” | ar Astor «City Inv) (ar inte nm. here currently First is hotsy in fifth “winding up today ist at the « Town while eciune! is 

; s strong in same at the {*. 
| ‘Wed.) looks like fair $15,000 0 Summer With Monika” 1¢ giving 

Second: session ‘at State, are coral-: This round: 

“Come | “y 
and: Baar Bftge $16.00 for Ae “¥oung | Rex best biz it has had since 
‘an-j Capitol. (Loew) (4,820: $1-$2 501; opening. Ample publicits accom- 

’ panying exhih's bout with censor 

fine seven-week stay at Mann. “La: twk. Fourth week concluded yester- eG ihtee chance did the tien. ‘annv.” 
at. Academy. appears | day. (Tues.). was mild $20000 oF ‘nice in fourth week at the Charles,. 

after. $22.00 for third Cur-!and “The Truth.” good in third 
rent (Sth: week looks to be final.:at the Cinema. “Nikki {s mild in 

‘September’ Boff 

Sock . new. entrants are.” 
‘September ‘at Orpheum 
“Nikki” .at: ‘Gopher. “Fanny,” 

‘Estimates: for This Week - a 
Academy (Mann) (957: $l 4WS- with “Ada” (M- G due. in Aug. 245 ‘second at Stanton, 

$2.65)--"La Dolce Vita” ‘Astor) ;°T 25. { Estimates for This Week 
13d wk): Showing. signs of” slipping .|:: _Criterton {Mossy “a 520; $125-i ‘Aurora (Rappaport) 1367; 90-- 

“but still nice. at. $9,000. Last week, -$2.501-—"Gurig of Navarone” (Cols § $1 50-—"North by «© Northwest” 
$11, 000. (8th. wk}, This session finishing to-:«M-G: and “I Accuse” :M-Gi tres 

Century: (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,150; , Morrow..?ooks like giant $47,000 or lissucs), Oke $2,000 Last week, 
$1:75-$2.65)—"‘Windjammer” | (NT). close -after $51;000 for seventh {“Exodus” ‘UA: 12d wk), $1 800 
(reissue). (10th whk):. Looks -like week. Day-dating with Murray Hil. | Charlies (Fruchtinan: ‘$500, 90- 

rousing: $12,000, ‘same’.as last, week. | Stays on, naturally. 4$150)-—"Fanny” WB th wh) | 
‘Gopher. (Berger) (1,000; $1-$1.25) DeMille (Reade) (1.463; 90-$2 75: Warm $5,000 Last week. $6,000. 

—"Nikki™ “BVi. ° Sock $10,500- or | — “Spartacus” (U) (46th wks. This, Cinema (Schwaber: ‘460; 90- 
“Gidget Goes. week which ends today (Wed) in {$1 50!—"Truth” iKings} (34 wk. 

$4.200.. , heading for: great. $26,000 or near - ‘Nice $2,500. Last week. same 
‘Lyric (Par) (1,000;. $1-$1. 95); after $27,000 for 45th round Cen- Five West ‘Schwahber! 435, 90- 

“Deadly. Companions”: (Indie. Dis- | tinues indef. :$1.501—“Romanoff and Juliet” (1) 
‘mal $4,500. “Last week; ”..“‘Naked Embassy. (Guild Enterprises: -2d wk:. Good, $2,500. Last week, 
Edge’: (UAr- (3d wk), $4,000. ; August” (UA! (4th owk), Third same. 

- Mann (Mann) (1,100; $1.25-$1.50) ‘Tound concluded yesterday ,Tues.): Hippodrome "Rappaport: ‘2,360; 
—“Fanny” (WB)./7th -wki, Gond {was hot. $8,500 after $10.000 fer 90-$150°--"Gung = of | Navarone” 
$6.00: Last week, $7,000. second week. Holding. v ok. 3o 500 wk Strong $9,000 Last 

- Orpheum, (Mann). (2,800; - $1:25- enry Miller (Gilbert Miller) 
$1 50)—"Come September” s 2. 11800; $.50-$3 50\—“La Dolce Vita’ | Little Rappaport: (309, 90-$1 50) 
Should hit wham. $19,000 or ‘better | ‘Astor (8th wki, The 17th frame.\-~, Back Streets of Paris” Indie) 

close: Last... week, 

with boosted prices. Last. week, ‘ended last Saturday’ 112) was smash ‘'24 oon” Fair $1500. Last week, 
..} "Tammy -Tell Me True” ’ (U) (3d. 4 $26, 000 after $28,200 for 16th wek. . 

' } Mayfair ‘Fruchtman: ‘750, 99- wk. $3,000 at -$1-$1.25 ‘scale. Palace (RKO), 1-842; 90-$2.50 —. ¢1'50) "Naked Edge” (UA. th St. Louis’ Park’ (Field) (1,000; |“Tammy Tell Me “True” ‘U). ‘4th-! 
-$1.25-$2):—"Spartacus” (U) (2d. run). {final wk’. Third frame conshided ! 

Sock $10,000 after. $12,000 | yesterday (Tues.) was fair $16,000 var ne 
“in initial-frame. ° Sor. close after’ $19.500 for second. 3) aa 000. T ac’ Ria 

‘State (Par! 12,200:. $1 25-81 50 “Pit and Pendulum” ‘Al; Opens on $6 000 ; ° 
“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (2d wk). p Aug. 23. Playhouse ‘Schwaber) (355, 94- 

iwk! Falr $4,100 Last week $4,500. 
New. 'Fruchtman: (1,600: 90- 

Wham at: $16,000:.--Opened with! Forum. ‘Mosr: (813: 90-$1.80.— “51 59... ; 
$21, 000. oy f “The Truth” ‘Kings “8th-final. wk. neti wid Steade $2200 Teet 

“Suburban | World : ‘(Mannl. (800: , Seventh week ended Sunday (13); week, same. ° 
$1 25'—"Romanoff and Juliet” (&) wa okay. $12,500 after $15,500 in! pew (Freedman) ‘500: $15): — 

1Co}) 18} +Summer With Monika” :Indtfe), te ‘$3,000. ‘Last: sixth. “Scream of Fear” 
| Nice $3.200 T.ast week, “Big Deal” - week, $4,000 .. due in on Aug. 22. 

Uptown: (Field) (1,000;° $1.25)—| -“Paramount ‘AB-PT) (3,665; $1-)/UMPO) (2d wk? $1,800 
“Parrish” - (WB) (7th wk). Okay $2:—"Marines Let's Go" '20th).| Stanten (Fruchtman: ‘$2,800; 90- 

"| $2,800. ‘Last: week, $3,580. Apened yesterday (Tues.). In ahead, | $1 50:—"Nikki” (BV) (24 wk), MIId 
‘World: (Marin) .(400; 85-$1.50)— “Voyage To Bottom of Sea” (20th) |$5,000. Last week. $7,000. 

| “Honeymeon Machine” (M-G) (2d | 4th wk-6 days), was light $166,000| Tewm ‘Rappaport: (1.323; 90- 
\wk):.. Fired $4,000. Last week. | after $20,000 for third full week. $1.50:.—“La Dolce Vita" ‘ Astor) 
$6,000." “The Truth” (Kings) starts Radio City Musie Hall ‘Rocke-i(5th wk}. Hep $8,000. Last week, 

fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75)—"Fanny” } $9,000. ¢ 



LA Trade in Shar Upbeat Tray 
Smart $33,000, Double’ Bangup 196; |. 

Vita’ Boff 246, oth, ‘Guns’ 196, 1 
+ 

“Gans Wham $62, 000, 
Toronto; ‘Vita’ bal 
a Toronto. Aug. -15. 

With “Very Important Person,” 
ewcomer off to fine sta rt,. ; 

i ee are leading: the city. cur- | 
rently. “Guns of. Navarone”’ is wo 
me second, playing : three houses. 

Dolce Vita”: alsa’ in . secon nd. 
| tonea looks close. to. capacity. at 

Broadway Grosses 
Los Angeles, Aug.. 15. 

: Estimated: Total Gross. First-runs are on sharp upbeat } Tivoli. “Fanny” loonis big in: sec-- . 
here this week, with “Parent | Key City Grosses and: at’ Tmperial.. Reture ‘at pop| This Week.. .. $756,300 ° 
Trap.” in first general release. ‘jon ricés of “Spartacus” in second | (Based on 31. “theatres a 

tparkine the outlock plenty. Pic. | shapes lofty: at: Uptown. - Last Year ..........$742, 400 | 
fs heading for a great $33.000 in Estimated Total Gross . 
four theatres “On the Double” ' This Week $2,650,400 
Headings for a hotsy $19.000 or | ’ 1s Based on.20 cities and. 252 
close in three houses. i theatres, chiefly first runs, in- 

“Marines Lets Go.” third newie,! cluding N.Y.) 

(Based on 2T- theatres) - 

“uns Big $12 m0, 
- Estimates for. ‘This Week: 

Bircheliff, Capitol, ‘Nortown, : ‘Pal-j 
: ace, Runnymede, University, Ww est- 
‘wood \FP-Taylor) 1865: 1,026; 959; 

1 

§ not foo jromising with onty a, Last Year ..... -$2.850, 300 |.1.485;  1,385;. 1,556; 994:" .65-$1'— . 
fitry S32 500 tikely ino two spots. : 1 Based on 20 cities and 222 “Parent: Trap” (BV) (3d... wk): 

“La Delce Vita’ looms as stand-! theatres.) IStauneh $22,000. Last week,’ $305) ’16¢ | 
emt holdover “ith a bhoffo $24,000 + ee a Danforth, Hu be doy Voyage 
fr. fifth reund. tua horses, lton, . : anfort umber |" 

. i R : “Guns of Navarone” looks sock an (2,318; 1.330;1.203; $1-$1.507- ‘St. Louis, Aug. 15. 
$19.00 in seventh at Warner Bev. ‘Guns Giant 1G —"Guns : of Navarone” ‘gon '2d|- Despite only. one new’ picture 
sb Spartacus” shapes <inmash- ?wk) Wham $62, 000... Last week, . : here currently, biz is holding: ‘up, 
$15000 in 43d round at Pantages. ; $75,006. -| amazingly strong. Newie; a twin! 

Eglinton: FRY 4918; -$1:50- 2.50\—| horror combo, 
“Windjammer”. INT) 134th. wk). | 
“Steady $7, 000. Last week,. ditto. 

“Panos oe lush $12,500 in Seve: 
enti at Holiveeood Par. wolf” and. “Shadow: of. Cat, ” shapes | 

Estimates for This Week jsharp at the St: Louis. 
Philly; ‘Vita’ 16 

. ‘tro- Philadelphia, Aug.. 15. . | Hollywood ‘FP .1.080;- $1-$1.50) | Tops in the holdover department - * rao 
pollen: pony wood “ap Dearth ‘of: newconrers. and. some ! —“Parrish” (WB) . £Tth. i Susi sol Tor to- be: “Guns: of. Navarone, ” 

—-""Varines, Tae t's Go” 0h: and ae ertgaged Jonarung weit) Bure 's5. 500.’ Last Week $6, 000. . | Smash int rota sana at. State. 

“Battle ; dy oa ' : anny’ is rated socko.in ‘sixth a 
ee a ee n Bea Hilltrent back on lower-seale run at the Mid-! . Hyland tRank) (1.857; $1-$1. 50, : Fsquire-while “Parent: Trap” stil! ; 
“Tamm Tell We ‘True’ -Us, tewn, shapes. good bul. more had’ qvery Important erat te tis great in seventh-at Loew's Mid-'! 

“League of Gentlemen” -Indie: been expected of initial ~ week. for Jekn ie (Oth) wal Jor $5,000 | CY. “Voyage. To Bottom of Sea” Wd wk £4300. Hollvwood with “Karati.” playing at s-nall Studio, *OF “0 nnie wk, § looms fast-in second at Fox. “Exo. 
Warren's Beveris. Loyola’ “By is so slim it’s coming out in less | Imperial IFP) 13 343:- -$1-$1.50\— : dus” is still big in: third at Ambas- 
Love Possessed” «UA ctat feneral thun a week; “Fanny” «WB). '2d wk). Big $13, 000. ‘ sador. ae 

release’ and “Cat Burglar’:-UAt,. “Guns of Navarone”. still is, the: “Last week, ditto. |. . Estimates f for This Week 
$20 600. : big neise, with a huge total in fifth | International -: Taylor): (857: $i-| _Ambassador -tArthur)  '2,970;- 

Warren's, Pix. Beverly «B&B: Stanza at the Fox. “La Dolce Vita”. $1.25)—"Never.on Sunday” tLope)' $1.25-$1.50)°— “Exodus” (TAY i3d 
Prin-State> 1.757: 756: 1.150: gy- . shapes big in fourth at Boyd. 130th wk). “Stout $3,500. Last week, | who Big $11, 000. Last week, $12 

#150:-—-"On Double’ «Pari and Estimates for This Weck.’ same. = 000. 
“Please Turn Over” -Coli Hotsy,  Areadia (S&S». 1538: 99-$1.80)— owe’s: (Loew) (4,641: “$181. 25i—| “Apollo Art (Grace): 700: 90-$1.25)." 
$19.000 or near, Last week. Pix. ~\ovage ta Bottom of Sea” 20th): | ‘Goodbye Again” °'UA) 113d wk). —“Never On Sunday” Lope). 
“Young Lions” -20thy and “Seme 4th wk. Soggy $3.500. Last week, ‘Hefty $8.000. .Last week $10,000. | ogth: wk). Okay $1,800. Last week.” 
Came sunning” CA} -reissuest, * $4 909, |. Tivol: (FP): (935;. $1.50-$2.50)— $2,000. - 
$ on | Boyd’ 'SW) (1:563: $2-$2. 15 "Le. “La Dolce Vita” (Astral): (2d wk. | ~ Esquire: ‘(Schuchart-Levin} T7800: 
Vogue, Tovola, Les Angeles, Dolce’ Vita” (Astor) (4th wk). Big, With turnaways,. capacity, $14, 000. : $t. 25-$1.50) —. “Fanny” (WB)-(6th:: oe toon: MOO. Ded, OST ag. $12.000 or over. Last week, $14. dow: ; Last week,. ditto. « | wk. Sock $10. 500. . Last week, ‘SIR 

- “Parent Trap” Ist general re-}, Fox (Milgram) 12,400: 99-$1 80. | Towne (Taylor). (693; : 90-$1. 25) 000. : 
ase) ‘ogue: Ist. wk, !“Guns of Navarone” Col) Sth whi, — ‘Romanoff and Juliet”.'U) «7th |. Fox (Arthur) (5,000: 90-$1.25\—~ lease) ‘8th wk, Vogue; Ist) wk. : \, Fi 0. t. week, $4,500: * others! and “Dondi” AA? ‘except: Hu,  $21,000.'Last week, $26,000: , WK". Fine. $4,000. Last. week, $4,50 “Voyage To Bottom of Sea” 120th) 

not at Vogue, Great $33.000 or Ge. .man (Boldman (1.200: 99: | Uptown ‘Loew)- (2; 453: $1-$1.75) | and ‘20,000°Eyes” (20thi '2d_ wk: : 
near. Last week. Vogue, $7.500. $1.80:—“Goodbye Again’ (UAr ‘4th : Spartacus”. .(U)y (2d wk),. Three ! Fast ‘$16,009. ‘Last’ week. $20.000. 
Tos Angeles. “Voyage Bottom of wk). Fair $8,000 or neai. . Last week,’ ‘ performances. daily at popscale and Loew’s Mid-City’ (Loew) (1, 160;. 
Sea” -20th) and “Squad Car’.:20th) : $9. 000. No. resend ‘seats, ._Tusty #10, 000. | 60-901 — ‘Parent grap” (BY). 7th | 

Wis. “Honevmoon Machine” ..M-G) | $1. 80-— ‘Spartacus” 1 U). Good STs. | week: $12,000: 
and “Ring of Fire” -\¥-Gi. $15,100. ° 999. Stays an: State . (Loew): (3 600: 60-90); ; Last week, “Parent 

State, Iris 'UATC-FWC) 42.404; - “Trap” ‘EV ith wk), $6.500.' “Con ay Sock | Guns of Navarone” (Col) (4th wk). 

Randolph ' (Goldman! 12,500; 99. ompany 
825: OAL, and ere moon Ma- | Smash. $12, 000. Last: week, $16: 000. 

$1.80)—“Fanny™” «WB) ¢6th wi). 16, Pitt: ‘Cu 

~ 

HS aN hg a |_Epeeen Arr, » ; —“Two-Wa tretch” (Indie). (2 
Orpheum. Hawaii, Baldwin (Met- Smash: $10,000. Last week, $11,000 vs Good: 33. 000. Last week; $4, 000.. 

rovolitan-G&S-State? +2.213: 1,106;: Stanley” ‘SW? 12,500: 99-S1. 80! | 
1.800; 90-8150) -“Pepe” (Cal) :3d_. “Francis of. Assisi™: 420th: 13d wk. Ste Louis (Arthur) C800; 15- 01} 
wk! and “Hand in Hand". iColb Weak $7,500. ‘Last ‘week.$11.009. “Curse of Werewolf” (U) .and |. 

‘Continued on page 11) ! Stanton (SW- 11,483; ‘99-81. s0—] 
“Homicidal” (Col) (3d. MEN? Trim: 
$10.000 or close. I. ast w evk, £13. 000. 

Heat Hits Hub Albeit { Studio ‘Goldberg’ (489: 99-$1.80) i - 

Thief’ Fat 15G,Guns’ rors "indies. bean 52500, Test: 

Big 276, ‘Sunset’ 146 - 
week, “Nude on Moon” indie? and, 
‘Paris Vice Squad” Indie! 2d wks: 

Boston, Aug. 15. 
Heat ware will slouch first-run 

$5.300. 

Trans-Lux ‘T-L' 1500: 99- $} 80)—| 

biz here this reund. Break in heat 
wave came Sunday night :13 . but 

“Tunes of Glory? (Loper tdth wki 

it was too late to help much, “Two 

Last week, “Master. of World” (AD. Great MG, ale 
_ Pittsburgh, ‘Aug, 15. "| shady Oak (Arthur) (760: _96-: 

.“Pleasure’ _ of. . His Company” ; $1.25'1—““Romanoff and Juliet (Us 

opened strongly, and looms. boff , Hath wh: Big $3. 000. “Last: week. 
in. first round ‘at. Warner. {Guns $3500 . . 

See ie Ste | cue PACING BUFR, 
$14,000; ‘RODE’ OK 9¢ 

New. eritry,. “Thief: of Bagdad” | 
shapes only fairly: ‘good at.Penn in 

ee Buffalo, Aug: 15... 
Biz is: offish’ here this: stanza, 

; first.. Holdovers - ‘remain, hefty. with | 
, “Spartacus” ” shaping. excellent | in: 
“second at.. Fulton. * "La: Dolce. Vita’ mt 

Loud $6.000.. Last: week, 87.000. 
Viking ‘Sleyx: /1.000: 99-81 80'— 

“Naked Edge* (CAs s4tihn wk Good - 
ttat — h ‘Ni Rode Fos ether” is mild: at Or $7.000. Last week. $9.000. ; Femains ety nt oan 4 ‘at: cond with the: good showings an-excep. - 

pheum “Marines, Let's Go." looks: Ww “ while .“'Parris s fairish in.secon 
. y rR Vorld i‘R&B-Pathe) «483. 99- lev. T hi Squir-/ tion. Of course, “Fanny” is still meck at Paramount. “Thief of Bag- a ide at: Stan ey. Two arty houses,.- quir- ¥ 

sel? an ng UM get S1-80%--"Truth” Kings) 2d WK | fancy in fifth. round at: the Center. dad” was nice at Pilgrim in first. ‘Sock 84: 500, Kast k. $5. 500. “vel Hill: and Sradyside are” regis ii. lee Vit 1 cod 
round, oe “as wee tering fine with “Two Women” and i “La Dolce Vita” also-is good in. 

i fourth at Teck. “Guns of Navarone’ continues “Romanoff _and Juliet, ve Fespec: 
bie at Gary despite heat in fifth ¢ ? ‘tively. ; rone” is getting top coin. ‘being. 
Week “Fanny” is holding good at. GUNS’ WHOPPING 156; | . ; great. in.second at Century, “Two. 

” Estimates: for This. Week ' Rode Together” is only rated. fairly: the Saxen in sixth stanza. “Last: 9 . 
Sunset” fairly good in second at! PROV:: ‘THIEF SAD 6G! ‘Fulton (Shea) (1:635;'$1.25-§1.75) good’ on opener at Paramount: 
Metronctitan | Providence. Aug. 5. I= “Spartacus” (UY? (od wk Fast j Estimates for. This Week 

Estimates for This Week_ “Guns of Navarone” are: Bo! $7,000" -Last week, $9,000. “Come Buffalo (Loew) (3.500: (75-$))— 
easton “RRQ 1 170; m1 RQi booming heavily in-second round | September (UC) _opens Aug: 23. | “Goodbye Again”: (TA) and* ‘Three 

= N00 Tee i k ont. Wk). Good at Strand despite ideal summer | Gateway Associated) ::41,900:* on Spree” (Indie) 12d wki. Goad 
Beacon HI See org: g 1. beach w eather. Also good. is. RKO: $1.25-$1.75'—"Guns: of Navarone™ $8. 000, Last week, $9500. — 
i “Never On Sunday" Loner Albee’s “Homicidal.” State is. stow ; !Cofl-i4th wk). Torrid $14. 000. Last ; Center. (AB-PT) (2,000:. 70- $1. 
9th wkt. Fat $8.000 Last week with “Thief of Baghdad.” ‘Parent | week, ‘$15,000. ~ “Fanny”. (WB. 5th wk:.. Good 
£2 500 “eet . nae" at Majestic in fourth shapes i ° Nixon. tRubin) 1. 760;" $1. 50-: $7,000. Last week. $7. 300. ., 

: 8 on gseeyyny¢ ar . Tair 2:75\—"'La Dolce. Vita’ (Astor); Centur (UATCY (2, 700; 70-$1. 50\ 
Boston ee aie Tn ve, Estimates for This Ww eek ae SB kh. ‘Sturdy $6. 500. Last “week, t_- “Guns "Of. Navy “arone” ae vad $1.75-82 65. “Windjammer Nt Albee (RKO: 72200: 65 5-90\—.. $7,500. ky. Great. $14 000 or close,” Last 

tremsue: 14th wks Mild) $6.500. siiamicidal” -Col- and’ “Mania” | : k, $21,500. 
Last week. same. Indie. Neat $8,000. .Last week.) “Penn. ic ATC) (3 .300: $1- $1: 50: wee " 
vege aPEE Sack? | 900: S1-Si “0 — “Francis of Assisi? 20th). and: “Thief of Bagdad’ ‘M-G). « ‘Good : Lafayette * (Basil 13, 000; “Toss 
Rain in Sun® “Col sth wi. «shepherd Kingdom: Come” “20th: $10,000- with aid of “Ada” 'M- Gre — ‘Deadly Companions” Iridie» 

Fine $8,000, Last week. $8.500. “429d wks. $3,500.  .  .. © on: Saturday +'2). Last.. week, : and “Blast of Silence” #U. Thin 
Fxeter Indie! P2376: 90-S150'— — Eymwood ‘Snyder’ +724: $2-$2.50) “Goodbye Again’ «UA, $11.500. : $5.000. Last week. “Tamniy: Tell. 

“Romanott. and Jautiet™ 7th wk* __ pyedus" UA! 9th wk. Mod-4 ~Shadyside (MOTC) 1750:. $1.25) Me True’1U) and. “Trouble i in Sky" 
OFe S400 Last week. ditto. — est $3,500. Eighth week. $4.500.: ..| "Romanoff and: Juliet’ :U). 6th (UC) 13d wk-5 days), $3. 000, oF 

Fenway Indie! Pa50: S150! Majestic (SW! .2.200: 65-90. wk.” Fancy $2, 000. ‘Last week, | © Paramount (AB-PT) 13.000;.70-_ 
“Hi oshima ‘fon Amour” +Zenitth) «parent Trap” BY! ‘4th wk. Fair $2.400. ~ 1  $11—"Two Rode Together” ACohi.: 

seubrun:. Pate S1.900. Last week. §4.000. Third was $6.000. | Squirrel: Hill SAV), 1834; -91. 25) :.and..““Jazz Boat” (Cols.-Fairly good 
Cow And I : T-T.: 3d a\s kh), $1 900. State ‘Loew? 13, 200:. 65- 901: “hs Two: Women” : Embassy) “5th wk): | $9, 000... Last. ‘week; “Vor age to’ Bot-. - 

Gary “Sack: 1277, 90-81 80'-— “Thief of Baghdad”. »M-G) -and | Exciting $3.00. Last week. $3:500. | tom of Sea” (20th) and *Romiivell’s : “Guns of Navarone” Col) Sth wk'.."The  Ruffians” Indie). -Slow |" Stanley «SW) 13,700; $1-$1.50\—| Treasurer” (20th) (2d: wky,. $7.400. : 
Heat $27,000 Last week, $27 500. $6.00. Last week, “Man of West” | .porrish” +WB) 3d" wk), Fairish |. Teck. (Leew) (1.200; $1-81.75\—/ 
“pave and Frenehwoman” “Kkines), | reissues. $6100." Piehter UA, $8. 000. Last. week, $12,400. | “La Dolce. Vita” (Astor) :4th’ Wk). | 
(8d =k. Oke $7.000. Last week.| ‘Strand ‘National Realty) (2.200: - Warner’ (SW» (1,516; $1-$1. 50)—-| Hep $6.000. Last week, $5,700. | 
£2 N00 $1.25-$1.501\—"'Guns of Navarone” “Pleasure of :His | Company’ ” iPar).| | Cinema.(Martina). (450: 70-$1 25) 

—*"Never On Sunday” ‘Lope! ‘10th : Mayflow ATC) 689: 90-$1.25) 
3F ontin |! twk). Fast $2, 300. Last week, $2, 800. ‘Continued on page 11) 

:'Col) :2d wk): Torrid $15,000 after 
{hitting $22,500. in first. 

Wow $12,000. Last week; “Fanny”, 
WB): v6th: wk), $8,200. a 

. issues), $6,000: at $1-$1.25. ‘sealé:. 

“Shadow of Cat’ 1U): Fine $15; 000. . 

“Guns. ‘of: Nayas>! 

eee ‘Two- ‘Rode’Together” 

$14,000. ‘Last - week. $16,000. 

““Mreissue) (35th wk 4 

.|— Romanoff 

Wednesday, Aicgunt 16, Bea oe 

Vita Smash $16 000
 in cat racy 

ncy; 
‘Asis’ Lafty 106, ‘Goodbye’ 1G 

aa ‘ Cincinnati, Aug: 15... 
Strong. entries” brighten: Cincy - 

tirst-runs ‘this: session...’ ‘La Dolce’ 
Vita” looms great ‘at. the ‘smaller 

| Grand to take downtown, lead, held 
| for four weeks by “Guns of ‘Navae™: - - 
“lrene;” Still’ sock -at the. Capitol. .. 
“Goodbye: Again”: Shapes’ fancy at” 
"the | ‘Albeé.: “Francis. of Assisi”: 

.. |looks, big .at.Keith’s. arid “Thief .of -. 
; Bagdad” bids ‘good at the Palace. 

Fanny” -remains firm in seventh 
J round at the: ‘Valley. “Romanoff. 
and. Juliet”. Tooms wow ‘in bow’ at 
UEsquire “Att. Holdover “Konga” 

‘subsequent -. “Parent. .Trap” 
shape: briskly at Twin Dri: e-In: © 

atinates. for This. ‘Week. 

Jghlbes -Again” AWAD 
$11,000. Last. Ww eek, “Lore | Pos- 
sessed” . UA) (2d .wk),” $8. 000. 

Capital | .ASW-Cineraina) © “44. 400;. 
“Curse of. Were-" “$1 -29-$1.:80)—""Guns . of ‘Navarone” 

1Col) (5th wk). Socko $13, 500 after. 
1 $14. 500: in : ‘fourth.: a 

Esquire Art: ‘Shor) 500: ‘Al. 25) .: 
i “Romanoff. and Juliet’ -.0): Wow’ 
$3,500.” Last. i ‘eek, “Carry: 

‘Grand (RKO) 1) 300; $1.50-$1.75)- - 
i ‘La. Dolce. Vita”. Aston). 

‘Last: week, 

and. “Naked Jungle (Par) 

Guild. (Vance) © (300; 
“Saturday Night, Sunday 
(Cont) (3d wk: ‘Swell 
‘Week, . $2.600.. . 

. Hyde Park. ‘art 1 (Shor) "1500; 
$1. 25)—="'Carry - ‘On-C onsta ble” oe 
(Gov) {in;o,i... Strong’ $1,500: ‘for. 

$1. o5- t 
Morning” 

$2, 400. Last 

‘climb: In. sixth : week on transfer Do ‘ from sister Esquire. Art. ‘Last week,’ 
(Indie): and “To, - 
(Indie) | ‘reisshes) 2 : 

- “Lady ° Killers” 
Paris. With Love" 
t4th wk), “$1, 100. 

-Kelth's (Shor) :(1, 500:. 90-$1. 25 . 
' Francis of. Assisi’. (20th), Big. $10,-. 
000.’ Last. week.’ “Naked - “Edge” 
(UA) (2d. wk, $6,000. 

ot “Palace | iRKO) #2, 600: $1. $i. 25 
“Thief ‘of : Bagdad” - MG), 

(Continued ‘on’ page MW) 

. "Assisi Wow $15 000 in 
a Det; ‘Guns’ Great 146, 

Good 

* Konga’ Poten
t $16, 000° al

i 
Detroit, Aug. 15. 

-Only * ‘two- newcomers to firsts 
runs: this week, but. holdovers ‘stay- 

' Strong for’ a good. setup, * *Franeis: 
| of: Assisi’: shapes ww: .at. the 
“Grand Circus. “Spartacus” shapes ” 
“good. in eighth round: at the: Mer- “ 
cury...- 

Meanwhile, “Gling of Navarone™ 
| remains mighty in. ‘sixth | session at. 
[hited ‘Artists. “La. Dolce Vita? 
| Still is. Wham at ‘Trans-Lux Krim 
for -fifth. : 
. “Konga” Tooms. large. in Second” 
round: at the. Fox. “Nikki” 
_in Second ‘at the Mic ‘higan. fn 

‘Estimates for'This Week... 
Fox iw oodmiont Corp? +§.041:: "5 
$1 49)"Konga" (AT and’ Atlas” = 

. Indie. 2d." wki, Big’: $16, 000," or 
clase: Last: week, $24.500: 

Michigan. United: Detroit) ‘4. 036; 
$1, .25-$1.491— ‘Nikki” (BY) “and: 
“David and: Goliath” (4.4) 12d, wk); - 
“Swell. $15. 000.. Last week, $16.000. 
. : Palms tUD») 12,995» -$1.:25-$1.49) 

‘Col) “and 
“Warrior. Empress": ‘Cold +2d_ wk): 
Okay.-$13,000. Last week, $15 000.: © 
Madison (WD) 11.408; $1.25-$1.49)-"° 
—"Fanny”, (WB, 5th, wk, Fancy: five 

_. Grand Circus. (UDs-11:400; $1.25+ 
$1.49:1—“Frantis of Assisi” 20th). - 
“Wham $15,000. Last: “week.: “Parent - 
-Frap” (BVs, '$10.000 ‘in sixth week. = 

Adams * ‘Balaban . 11.700; - $1.50- © 
$1. 80'—‘Gane With Wind” «A1-G) 

“Steady. ‘$8. 500. 
Last: week, ‘ditto.: | ..- 

United. ‘Artists. TA). Ww. 667: ‘$1. 25: 
$1.80i—"Guns .of . Xavarone:. Col) 
6th wk) Wow. $14: 000. ‘Last week, 

. $14. 900. cs 
"Music | ‘Hall Cinevama. : Ine) 
‘1. .208:. $1.20-$2. 65 —* This Is ‘Cine-. 
‘rama”.- ‘Cinerama’’. ‘trejssue) “11th: 
‘wk -Good. $13. 0n0... Last. . Week, 
$13. 500. - 
oTrans-Lax Krim TranseLax) . 

Hd, 000; $1 80-$2!—""La Dolce ‘Vita’: ’ 
: fAstor) “(5th .wk).. ‘Wham: $16. 000. 
: Last week, $18. 000. . 
"Mercury. 4UMh. 1,465: "$1-$1 80): 

‘and * Julfet”. «U).. 
: Opens. tomorrow’ ‘(Wed.!. Last week, : 
“Spartacus” WD), fast: $H, 000° in 
‘eighth week, . 

e: (RKQ) (3.100: '$1-$1. 50. |. 
- Fancy. "> oa 

‘On: et 

; Constable” (Govi t5th Wk.) $1, 090.: at 

Great -..-7. | 
$16,000. on.’ ‘three .showings daily. — . 

“Elephant Walk". (Par) ~ * 
tre . ae 

‘is: great... 



fen a good | Property, and have time off: ‘ins ‘between: the” various vers 
, -plgns. o work ‘on other projects.” 

-. 7°." Penn, now ‘shooting - ““Mirdele” in “Manhattan: pointed out ‘that: author’ 
i Wittiam: Gibson -has been: working on. ‘the Helen Keler-Annie Sullivan. 

ae Good "$9,000. Last week, “dark. 

: week, 

oa die), $4;400: 

a . $42, 000. Last week, $48,000. . 

* (BV) Gd wk, 

ol, Wednesday, August 16, 1961 
tet 

"Can you. keep a. ‘trest: outlook ona . single praperty- after you’ ve ‘nursed: 
at through .a.-tv version, the trials of a legit adaptation, and then work 

‘on. it as a film?- Director Arthur Penn, who has done just ‘that.on ‘Wil- | 
- liam Gibson’s “‘The Miracle Worker,” thinks It's possible “if you have. 

: _ drama. ‘even longer,. that: the. story ‘had first ‘shaped. in Gibson’s mind 
-"Fas.a ballet libretto. 

_ Thé director, itigidently, doesn’t. feel that “Miracle”: is ‘going’ fo. suffer 
. the “filmed ‘stage play”. ‘criticisnis leveled’ at. some other recent film’: 
_adaptations :of Broadway dranias. The big ‘problem-in the’ play’ version. | 

” was bringing the. wideranging tv: ‘drama ‘within. the. limits of the pros- 
...cenium. Now; in’ the film ‘version, he cai exercise the scope that has | 
“always. been ‘within, the ° story, and i which. was s originally, utilized da the’ . 
tv: version, ’ 

‘Stuart Millar’ ‘and Lawretice Turman; Who produced: ‘DAYS uipeomthg'| 
on “wYoung Doetors,” hypothesize that. constricting: opportunities ‘and -free- 
‘dom at home is: more ‘of a spur to socalled “runaway ‘préduction” than 

cost-accounting or. tax incentives. That’s' hardly a° universal view. since |. 
‘the furious-at-runaway: Hollywood: technical chaps; among’ others, ‘con-" 
tend to the -contrary:. 

. By “at home,” the young duo ‘Means. ‘the “studie ‘system’ that much: 
abused. ‘if’ nebulous image. Millar and. ‘Turman ‘theorjze that: a -likely | 
Treason for the creative. success of. the: young European filmmakers, for | 

- es is: their estrangement from the Londan-Paris-Rome' bureaucra- 
‘cies... +. 

. “Another. point ‘of pique. re ‘the. studios’ ‘downgrading i is, the’ new piomi- 
nence ‘of the talent . -agencies in the Coast scheme. “It's a.crime that: 
:. agencies arethe main ‘source of: talent, today,” 

. occupied: with. “what ‘the. agencies are e. daing—-not: the studios.’ Wye 

7 State “Senator Preston Smith, a mation picture. exhibitor at Lubbock, 
. Téx., 

Pre? In Theatre Ow ners Assn and Texas: COMPO. 

23-year-old: Frisco college student. who wrote a-term. paper about -the 
theatre“ for a. college course. and : then expanded. it inte a: book. sere 

‘Valentine. 

Berlin dateline ‘story. in “Vanibay’s Sut: 412 Issue, re. ‘the. Motion’ ‘pie. 
ture. Export Assn.'s:seatch for.a man to-head its .new West: African. de~.1 
‘velopment: corporation, ‘typoed | ‘erroneously ‘that “it is not’ considered : 
-Jikely’ that. an. Americar “will be’, finally, chosen. for "the post.”” Words 
“should: have: ‘been “now: we we 

-Walentine Le Davies, screenwriter ‘and. i Avademy. ‘of: ‘Motion, Picture. 
Arts and: Sciences © prexy, ‘left the bulk : ‘of. his: estate valued at more 

‘than -$250;000 ‘to ‘his ‘widow, Elizabeth. per. will. filed. for probate in‘ 
Superior Court. Davies, 55; diéd uly 2 23. Made -¢ one Ee 500. Bequest fey. 

ae a » family. friend. : 

- Kilauea “Maititary. ‘Camp's 3 theatre’: on. Hawail island was “emptied with: 
in minutes. after.an eruption started in nearby: ‘Kilauea crater. Audience, | 

, Consisting: of vacationing servicemen and their families,. rushed to: rim. 
of Halemaumau firepit to get a ‘better view of. the spectacle, in’ which 
fountains of E-fery: lava Surged up: ‘to 600° feet. og ; 

‘ea oe: Warner: Bros: ‘is: ‘screen: testing ‘young. Hungarian’ actor’ discovered $1. 25-$2)---Old Man: and: Sea” (WB) 
a by. “SurfSide 6”. star-Lee Patterson: They. swear newcomer’s name 
“a Chedafimigij . Xavier - Barpkeriulowyskiox, “son. of “Mr. cand: Mrs.: Zink- 
- ful Barpkenuloyski udeville ‘team:. Parents earlier. Alkirz, Awonnerful Barpkenuloyskicz.-a ‘vaudeville ‘team: P: | $6,500, Goes oily. two weeks, wlth | 

. feced.s BP. to hame. change, being: ‘billed : ‘simply - ‘as Zin and Fritzl. 

“CH ICAGO.~ 
“ (Continiued front page 9). 

Socko. $15, 000.. ‘Last: week; $155 500:. 
-.. MeVickers (JL&S) "11,580; “90-. 
$1. 80) — “Magic Fountain” -(ndie): 

: | Toronto's Triternational 

7-1 to handle. Pathe-America’s’ initial |: 
* | feature,’ “Deadly-Companions,” inj. 

Monroe . (Jovan) (1,000; 65-90)—. ‘Canada; . ” 
“Lost:Souls”" (Indie): and ‘Woman j- 
‘of Sin" (Indie). . Fine. $5,300. . Last 

“Matter. of.Morals” (Indie). 
” and. “Operation ‘Bottleneck’. Ain-} atres there. : ee 

Oriental: (Indie) (3, 400: 96-81. 80}. a 
~—"Naked Edge” (UA) (2d wh). Boff |: UA’ & Dobion to Denver . 

ia - Denver,- Aug. 15.. 
John. “Dobson, tormer- ‘salesman. 

in’ the. “Kansas: City” 
United Artists, | ‘has’ been appoint-: 

Palace (Indie) (1,570; 90-$1. #0)-—1 
“This-Is Cinerama" (Cinerama) (re-. 

". 4ssue) (7th: wk. Light ‘$5, 000." Last: 
Week, $5, 700. : 

‘Roasevelt (BRK (1, 400; 90-$1. 80): 
:—"Two Rode - Together" - (Cob. 

~ Torrid $23,000. ‘Last ‘week, “Nikki” 
$12, 000. ol, 

-State-Lake: (B&K). Q, 400;° 90- | 
$1 80)—"Guris - of. Nayarone” « (Col. 

_ (Uth, wk. Booming. $25, 000: ” Last 
week, $28,000 i 

‘ Surf: (H&E ‘Balabani (685: $1: 50-| 
$1. 80'—"Never | ‘on Sunday”. {Lope? | 

a 37, 500. “(Continued from page. 10). 

_., Todd ‘(Today (1;089: $2. 203.50" :$9.000. Last week, “Voyage Bottom 
“La ‘Dolce Vita” (Astor) (9th wk). i of Sea” (20th) (2d wki, $6,000. 

oo Fancy $16.000.. Last:-week,. $16, 500... 
pe ‘United Artist (B&K) (1,700; 90- 
“gt: 80) =. “Goodbye Again’ (UA) 

_ (2d wk. ° 

replace Bud Austin, resigned.” 
Dobson’ assumed -his new duties. 

ager Ralph: Clark was.in-the city.. 

| make. known. Als, futare plans this. 
ae eek," 

“each ‘side: 90c)— West: 
Trap” (BY) ‘subrunt and “Walking 

‘Smart $18; 900°. Last week, . Baby Batk Home": (U), Tall £9.090. 
$26. 500.’ ', Last week, .“Nikki” (BV) and “Gun! 

“.. Woods . “(Essaness) * a .200;.” “90-, Fight!’ (UA), -$10,000. East: “Kon-'; 
$i :80'—“Vovage to Bottom: of Sea” ga". (Al) and: ‘Cat: Burglar” (UA). 
(20th) (3d..wk). Solid ‘$12,000. Last.;(24 ‘Whi. OKay: $6, 500. following 
week, ‘$17,000: - -* $16,000 preem. 

World . i Teitel) - (606: “90.81: 25)-— - Valley tWiethe) -(1; 200: ‘$1-$1. 50) 
..“Hand' :in- ‘Hand” “iCol) (24 Wk).) -<"Fanny* 4WBY. (7th wih. Nice 

:; ‘Trim. 8, 600. : Last twee $4000. 187800. J Last week,: 8500." , 

BROADWAY. 
" (Continued. from page 9) 

: pleted Monday. (14) was solid $7,300 | 
‘after $9,500 for sixth. . 
Carnegie... “Hall: Cinema: (FRA) 

1300: $1.25-$1. 80'—“Apu. Trilogy” 

(Harrison) 15th wk); ‘This week end-. 
} ing. today © (Wed.). As heading for] 

lofty. $5, 200° after $6,400 in fourth. 

Holds for some: time at: Lnis. gait, 

“: Fifth’ Ave. Cinema (R&B} {250:- 

‘$1 25-$1 80i—"Secrets of Women” 

(Janus (6th wk: Fifth round ended i 

Monday: (14). was big, $4, S00, gifter |. 

$5,500. for. fourth: week: a 

55th’ St. Playhouse Moss) (253:- 

} $1. 25-$2)—“The. Joker” . (Lope). (2d 

° ‘wk First ‘stanza - finished. ‘Sunday 
(13), ‘hit a great $6, 900. 

Little Carnegie: (Le. ‘Carnegie’ 

oe et “Homicidal” (Col! and “T.eech- 
000. 

$11,000. 

4 woman” (U) (m.o:\. Hot $8. 
Metropolitan (NET: (4,357: 90-° 

'$3.25:—"Last. Sunset" (U3 12d. wk). i 
Fast: $14,000, Last- week, $16,000. 

PICTURE GROSSES 1 

te of Kanses City, Aue 15 
Pair of bright newcomers ‘are 

—ROSTON 10) mae first-run biz this session. 
(Continu rom page “Voyage to Bottom of Sea” is. 

i sharp in two Fox Midwest houses. 
i*Come September" shapes near 
:house record at Roxy. “House of 

right” and “Black Sunday,” play- 
“Memerial (RKO) (3,000: 90-$1.49) ing five theatres look nice. 

—‘Tammy ‘Tell Me True”. (U) and Guns or Navarone’ oa Plaza 
‘ 7a" (U) ) continues big in fou “Tamnty 
‘Seeret Ways" (Ur Gd wk). Oke jTe Me True” at Brookside 19 

(Loew) (2,900; 90-; Pleasing ‘in fourth. Weather hav ' Orpheum. 
$1.49)—"Two Rode Together" ibeen cooler. “Fanny” looms gr eat 
(Col) anid “Green Helmet" (M-G). {in second at Paramount. 

| Mild: $12, 000,. Last week, “Naked _ Estimates for This Week 
|Edge” (UA) and: “Cat Burglar’ Brookside (Fox Midwest - Nat. 

; figurés --Millar, adding: 
“the point. that palaver. among: Coast: filmites nowadays is. largely” Pre- ; 

_ Wk): This week. finishing tomdtrow. 
Thurs.) ‘looks to hold with reat | 

Governor of. Texas for.a day ‘on Friday (4). when both’ the Gov- | 
ernor and Lieutenant Governior. of Texas -left the: ‘state. “Smith is‘ presi- | 
dent pro-tem: of the “Texas Senate. which: is currently meeting in a. 
‘special. session which. places “him in line w. hen the ‘other. two top state 
‘officials are out of the state. Banquet for Smith. pends. by. the > Texas | 

+ after $12, 000: in sixth, . 

Just, ‘published i is. “the: Fabulous’ and: ‘Foolish. Fox, wg history’ ‘of | $2) ‘Rocco and Brothers’. (Astor) |. 
= Frisco’ s 4,651-seat, 32-yéar-old Fox Theatre. Author “4s Jeff -A.. ‘Hershel,: 

oJ wk), ‘The 43d round ended Monday. 
‘|(14) was great $17,000 after $17, 500. 

“} The 14th stanga ended Sunday (13) 

| Aug, 24. 

_ Handling Pathe Feature | | 
“Deal has-been set for Interna-- 

‘tional Film’ Distributors; ‘Toronto, 

Pie will fnultiple-run in: ‘Toronto | 
this‘ month ‘in hardtops. and drive-. 
‘ins. operated: by 20th. Century The- Lf 

branch. of. 

“ed branch _Manager in’ ‘Denver to. 

here last week while division“ man- 

| Austin, who was UA’ local branch |: 
manager for: 10 ‘years, plans to |. 

. fifth. “Parent Trap" 

Twin Drive-in” (Shor). 4600" cabs. 
““Parent’ 

f. Con ne: ¢ September" WW), which is. 

(520; . $1 25-$2)--""Leda” | (Blines) {CU 
15th. wki. Fourth: stanza ‘fin&hed |, 
‘Monday (14)-w as’ lofty $8; 000, same 

as: third: ‘week. ; 

(WA) (3d wk), $8500... 
: Paramount (NET) (2 357: 70- 

$1. 25)—"‘Marines,. Let's: Go” (20th) 
and “20,000 Eyes” (20th). Mild $8.- 
000. Last week, “Master. of World” 

Guild (Guild, - (a0; $191 mH | An and “Operation Camel” (Al), 
“Sand Castlés" ‘Undiet: Opened’ yes- : Pilgrim (ATC) (1,909; 75-$1 25'— 

terday (Tués.), In, ahead, “Romanoff: “Thief of Bagdad” (M-Gi and “Cry 
and Juliet” rt oa) (0th. wk-5° daysy,| Freedom” (Indie). (2d wk). First 
‘okay -$5,000 after $7 000 for full} ‘week was nice $15,000. Last week, 
ninth Week... ‘.-) “Homicidal” $14.00 and “Leech- ; 

ur woman" (WU), $14,000. 
_Murray HH (RAB) (365; 95 $1.80) Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $1.25-$1.80) 

~ —“Fanny” {WB) (6th wk). Fancy 
$15,000: Last week, $16,000: 
‘ State (Trans-Lux) (730; 75-$1.25' 

—“Male and Female” (Indie) and | 
“Soho Strip” (Indle) (2d wk). Tor- 
rid $6,000. Last week, $7,500: 

‘Pix’ (Bernard. Brandt) (819; 99-4. porta 

Omaha, Aug. 1 15. 
with only. one: new. entry on tap, 

‘blz is offish at downtown first-runs 
this stanza. Preeming {a “Master 
of World,” rated rousing at three 

| theatres. ‘Second week of “Fanny” 
at the Omaha is only passable. 
4“Guns of -Navarone" at Orpheum 
is .bangup, also in second. Hard- 
ticket. “South Seas Adventure” re- 
mains: boffo. in fourth. at Cooper j 
‘while “Parent Trap” ts loud: in 
fifth: cat State. 

“Estimates for This. Week ; 
Admiral, Chief, Skyview (Blank) 

¢ 1,239: 1.000:: 1 ,200; 15-$1)—"‘Mas- 
ter: of: World” (AD and “Hand” 
‘Al).: Fanry $12:000. Last week, 

{“Armored. Command” fAA) and 

$12;000 or. over. after $14,0( ‘for: 
seventh round: a ; i 

‘Paris (Pathe: ‘Cinema’: (568; 90-! 
$I. 801-—"The’ Truth”. (Kings) 48th f- 
‘wks. Seventh session ‘completed 
Sunday. (13) -was. sturdy — 39, 500 

(7th wk). Sixth session. cincluded|. 
Saturday (12) was solid: $9, 090 after | 
$10,000 for fifth.”  - 

Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1. 50-$2)-~| 
“Never: ‘On. Sunday” ' (Lope) : (44th. 

for: 42d week. 

68th St.. Playhouse. (Leo Brecher) 
(370; $1. 50-$2)— “The Joker” (Lope) 
‘(2d wk). - Initial week - completed 
‘Sunday. (13) . was - big $9,700... ‘Pic 
‘drew: - excellent - Teviews. © Doing 
equally weil: at 55th . Street Play: 
house.. 

- Sutton (R&B): (S61: 98-81. 20)—| 
“Two Women’ cEmbassy). (15th wk): 

‘| was Breat $11 000. ‘same as in 33th 
week.’ 

‘Trans-Lux: ‘52d St.. (T-L) (540: $I- “Brainwashed” (AA), $10,000 
$1. 50)—"“Cold:. Wind: in. August’| “Cooper (Cooper) (687; $1. 55- 
(Lope) (4th wk).. Third session fin-. $i. 30i-—"South Seas Adventure” 
ished. yestérday (Tues.) was sharp’ iCinerama’ (4th wk}. Fast $7,000. 

“| $9,500 ‘after $12,000 for second.. - | Last week, $7.500. 
(T-L) | (550: “Dundee (Cooper) (500: . $I 58- : Trans-Lux. 85th St. ‘$2. 20)—"Spartacus” (Or (12th wk).; 

Okay . $3.000. Last week, $3,100. . 
Omaha. (Tristates) (2,066; $1- 

;$1.251—“Fanny" (WB) (2d wk). 
iPassable $6,500. after $8,500 bow. 

(Orpheum Tristates) (2, B27, $1 
—“Guns o avarone” (Col} 

. World (Perfecto) . ‘190: 90-$1 80). 3 acre . Mavarone 
—“‘Lust For: Sun”. (FAW) (7th. wk). $14,500 inaugural. 

-State (Cooper) (743; $1)—"Parent! 
(Wed,) looks to hold at fast, $8,800 | Trap” (BV) (Sth wk). Solid $7,000. 
after $9, 000 for ‘sixth week.” ‘Last week; $8,000. 

_ National Boxoffice Survey 

(subrun) (2d wk). First. frame: end- 
ed. yesterday’ (Tues.). was good: 

AY 4 “Young Doctors”. “due in; 

{This stanza winding up tomorrow | 

“2d, ‘Vita’ 3d, ‘Spartacus’ 4th, ‘Goodbye’ 5th 
‘There's a. “dearth of new; strong| next due at N.Y, Music Hall, fs 

product” around this: session, and | boff in Minneapolis, and socko in 
biz. “in “key cities: covered by 
VARIETY. réflects it: Weather turned! new records in: latter two. cities. 
comparatively. miid in several. spots |. Day-dating in: some 25 nabes and 
which was a real .life-saver. |. ozoners' in Detroit area. it appears 
- “Guns of Navarone”’ - (Col) is fin-! headed for a-record $206,000 ini- 

| ishing. on ‘top this wéek. making: tial “week. “Joker” (Lopert is 
third: round. in ‘siccession dt has : socko in two arty houses in N-Y. 
been: No, 1 ‘pic. “Fanny” (WB: on first round, 
again is taking second place, same i. ' “Ewo Rode Together” (Coh, also 
as a week: ago. Tew, is hotsy in Chi and okay in 
“La Dolce: Vitae (Astor). is-cap--"Detroit and - Buffalo. 
turing third position, making third Let's: Go" +20thi; 
time in.a row ‘it has taken this mild in Boston. 

‘| spot. “Spartacus” WO fs: ‘winding © .“Konga” (Aly, 
up fourti,..same- as’ last‘ week. ‘shapes: okay in. Cincy. 
4 “Goodbye - Again" (UA). will be Night’ IWB Is _rated okay in 

‘BV? is pus sh-- Frisco “Nikki”. (BV... sock in 
ing . up. to sixth: “Naked: Edge” - Minneapolis. looms ‘big. in Detrort. 
WA Es landing seventt place... “Tamm: Tell Me True’ <@., 

: “Exodus.” also from Unites Artists. * gard in KC, is okay in N¥. “Cold 
is “finishing ‘eighth. -! Wind in August” 
Francis . of) Assisi’- ‘20th*. a at.two small N.Y. first-rons 

“Tunner-up :pie last stanza, is. push- “Master of World” fAls chayes 
Ling up to ninth Jocation “Voyage torrid in Omaha “Two Women” 
fo Bottem .of. Sea” +20th' is cap- “Embassy: still big in N.Y., loos 
turing” ‘LOth place.: “Never. On Sun- - ; hotsy in Pilt. - 
day” (Lope) will be 11th and “The |. -: “Carry On Constable” (Gov) still 

_-Truth” . (Kings),. ‘W2th. . 
> “Romanoff and Juliet’ (U) and or. four : keys. 
“Satus day. Night, Surday Mornin3”’ | fancy in L.A 
‘Conti are the. two runner-up films. “(Complete Boxoffice Reports 

on Pages 9-10-11) 

big.- in Detroit, 
“World By 

“Pepe” (Cols looks 

4 

“Jelose, Stays, natch. 

Nifty $8,000 following: 

“H20th) 

Biz Very Uneven; ‘Guns’ First for 3d Time, ‘Fanny’. 

K.C. and Denver.: ft likely will hit 5 

“Marines. 
Aajr in LA., looks ° 

rey cane 

CA: still is great 

Theatres) (800; $1).—‘Tammy Tell 
iMe True” (UW) (4th wk!. Pleasing 
1$3.500; holds. Last week, In combo 
with Granada, $7.000. 

— Capri (Durwoed) (1.260; $1-$1 80) 
—-"Spartacus” (UU) (25th wk. 
Steady $3.500. oke as run is ending. 
Last week, same. 

Fairway (FMW-NT) (700; $1) —~ 
“Carry on Constable” (Gov) (5th 
wk'. Now in combo with “Carry on 
Nurse” «(Goy? (2d run:, okay $1.600. 

Isis, Vista (FMW-NT) (1,360, 700), 
Crest, Riverside (Commonwealth} 
(900 cars ea), Boulevard (Rosedale) 
(750 cars? 90c)—-“House of Fright” 
(4l)-and “Black Sunday” (Ali Do- 
ing nicely at $20,000. Last week, 
sub-runs. 

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1 25) 
—“Never on Sunday” (Lope) ‘8th 
wk), Nifty $1,500 on this second- 
time-around run, Stays on. Last 
week, same. : 
Paramount (Blank-UP) 1,900; 

$1-$1 25!—"Fanny” (Par) (2d wk), 
Great $9,000; holds. Last week, 
$11,000. 

Plaza (FMW-NT) (1,630; $1 250 
“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (4th wk 
Handsome $10,000, continues Last 
weck, $12,000. 
‘Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) 

(750: $3-$1.25)—“Saturday Night, 
Sunday Morning” (Cont) (4th wk) 
Unusually good run here, neat $1,- 
200. Last week, $1,500. 

Roxy (Durwood! (850; $1-$1 50) 
—“‘Come September” (U). Pushing 
house. record, socko $17,000 or’ 

_ Last werk, 
(4th wk), 

: 

“Naked Edge” iUA) 
000. 
Uptown, Granada (FMW-NT! !2.- 

043, 1,217; $1-$1.25)—-“Voyage to 
Bottom ° of Sea” (20th. Fancy $16,- 
000; holds. Last week, Uptown 
only, “Parent Trap” (BV) (4th wk), 

500, too good to move out, but 
caught in pre-booking trap. 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from page 10) 

(3d wk) (Orpheum, Hawaill', “One 
Eyed Jacks” (Par) ist wk: (Bald- 

win). Busy $14,000 Last week, 
$19,000. 

Four Star (UATC> ‘868; 90-$1 505 
—"‘Watch Your Step” (Magi «3d 
wk). Soft $3.800. Last week, $4.000, 

Chinese (FWC) (1,408, $2-$2 40) 
—"“Goodbye Again” (UA) (4th wks. 
Okay $10,000. Last week, $8 800. 

Fox Wilshire «FWC; = 11.980: 
$1.49-$2!\—"“Franeis of Assisi” 

‘4th wki Slender $4 600, 
Last week, $5,006. 

; Crest. ‘State: (750; 90-S1 50 

i“L’Avventura” (Breg) (4th wk) 
Dim $1,800. Last week, $2,000 

Music Hall, Canon (Ros: 720; 
500: $2.40-$2.75'- “Ia Dolce Vita’ 
fAster) (Sth wk). Boffo 824.000. 
Last week, $24.400, over extimate. 

Hollywood Paramount = {St:te) 
1468 $1-2400 -“Fannv™’ = ‘WH? 
(7th wk? Smart $12.500. Last week, 

. $14.N00 
Warner Beverly (SWi S18; 

$1 25-22 40.---"Ciuns of Navarane’ 
Cosi eth wk Smash $19 000 Last 
weeks, $20,000 

El Rev (F WC: (861: 
“Carsy On Constable” «Cia : 

90 $190 
‘dith 

“uk and “Catry On Nurse” (Gov) 
127d wk. So-so $1,600. Last weck, 
$2 00 
Warner Hollywood (Cirerana 

Tres -7289 $1 2N-S26%. “Sesen 
of World” 'Cinecarad 
Started 1b wk Spelagy 

“7? affer beg 92 400 Yacht « eof 
Fine Arts. (FWCo «Gay 22 67 401 

~—°Nece oan Sunda’ thapet sah 

wk: Reefs $7060 Last seek, Sb,- 
90% 

Pantages “RKO (155% 
$2.75:—"Snartacus” (1 «44d 
‘Sackeroo $15,000. Last. week. 

orders 

St '4- 
ay r a, 

$14,- 
iis doing ‘okay to big tn some three 700 

Fevpt'an (UATC! ©1392, $1°%- 
3 $35): .“Ben-Her” (VG. Tr 

wk Sturdy $17,000. Last week, 
00, ® 4 ou ‘ 



_ Wednesday, August 16,1961.» 

It’s Paramount's big one for 
the big new show season! 
Launched by that top 
Paramount promotion 
excitement and special 
release pattern that will 
you reach maximum 

boxoffice potential! 

"i time to book Toes sparkling entertain 
. _ oe y . we rs os Te Me 7 os ~ bs ean 



_Wedneaday, “August 16, 1961. ea ee VARIETY a | is 

PBUR 
will be seen as that delightful darling, 

Holly. Golightly ... the most hilarious heroine 

‘who ever rumpled the pages 
of a best-selling novel... 

- ASO-STARRNG STARR in| parc: E MI H-iS 

“ALSO 60. ‘STARRING | 

VOD 
RECTED BY : 7 oe | SHEENA BH 

BLAKE EOWAROS-MARTI JUROW.« ACHARD SHEPHERD - GEORGE AXELROD ah 
“BASED ON THE NOVEL: BY TRUMAN ordre» MSC ENR NANG A PARAMOUNT RELE ASE ! ‘ 



14 INTERNATIONAL 
“vARIETY's LONDON orricn 

Despite Andre Malraux's Promise Of 
Big Summer Lineup in Show Biz For 
Paris, There's Little Change From ‘60; 

Paris. “Aug. 18. 

Sithoigh Minister of Culture” 
Andie aliaux has promised a 
Btommeer seaten lineup that would 
gr pease entertainment hungry lo- 
cals as weil as tourists, 
1 uch kes bees done about it. Paris 
still offers mainly its more oo-la-la | 
sce as more than 2.000.000. Pari- 

while 3 make with Vacations 

if few er than last’ year, 
Bears 

Toarists, 
pour im 

Wa lraux hid talked of ira “aA 

fests launching of top pix teforr 
ziboe taggering Gf.vece- ; 

deil end even a staggering GPs ece: ; actual-locationers like his “Fl Cid,” tions so that tourists would nyt fins 
Ost cieanres, bakeries and: ather 

meecs 
Flutte red, 
“But more pressing | problems 
keeln to have shoved these ‘plans 
nto the background. © However, 
the milder traffic and fairly bear- 
thle weather, have led many Pari- 
flans to spend their vacations here. 
They are called the Augustins. 

There are still plenty of show 
biz aspects for those wanting to 
Ive by nivht as well as by day de- 
spite the exodus, Besides the his- 
torical, museum, gastronomic and 
shopping draws, there are about 100 
niteries open. 13° legiters in full 
swing and the perennial Folies-—. 
Bergere aud Casino de Paris. 

Many sensational French pix are 
re-released with English subtitles : 

as well as a flock of proven Yank | timing a scene. Incident took place |. 
| at the Niarhos shipyards of Scara- . pix. New ones are mainly the 

dualer type feature films: that: 
“would find it hard going during | 
the regular season. The heavy-! 
weight feature pix are being held, 
as usual, for the beginning of the ' 
seHSOn In September. 

Though this last season was con- 
sidered wanting in both film and. 
legit biz, hopes are raised for next 
‘season with a flock of highpowered ° 
spectacle, art and commercial pix. 
expected as well as theatrical works ! 
iv the many name writers who did 
Het submit new plays lusa season. 

Bostes are also pirding for new 
sheas. and despite the perennial : 
ers oof crisis. the attitude isecms 
tutinh for next veda. 

_—_—- = 

STRIKE OF 400 INDIA 
FILM HOUSES ENDED 

Calcutta, Aug. 8. 

As @ result of negotiations be- 
teeen Cinema Workers  Wuton, 

the Labor Department of the West 
bengal coverrent and the man- - 
BOOS at theatres m the. West 
Kengud State, the week-long 
clasare at some du houses over 
the qe tien of anplementation of 
leoMiasbe. Chaves prescribed by 
State Goteronent resolved 
Beer Settiedd at. aeablky, 

Poors of ticutres were opened 
te the pulacion the West Bengal . 
Etcrnents ecreems fo consider ! 
peeianedsal ocaees tor revisien of 

areata REE: 
capatity of the houses to pay. and 
er the condition that the sorkers 
Geol feke anv hreet ze HiOME. 

62°, of W rest © Germans 
Co To Cinema Regularly : 

Berlin. Aug. 8. 

Pie recent survey published by 

SPIO. cop @rgenizetion of the, 

sWest) German fim jndustry, 

Bhews that ont of sciut GG West 

Geraons between 16 and Gh: years, 
*>¢ at ace 2°, of the questioned peo- 

‘Phe go to the cinema several times 

h 
bre attending ounce a weck, 22°¢ 
ene to three times monthly and 
“ee apss thon once a month. Only 
$EOr answered they do not attend 
the t.nema at any fime. 

“Tost of the German patrons are 
young peeple They show .an open 
Bieference ter detective — pix 
tSd'e 

files 216+. Adult patrons ‘prefer 
soccHed = Heimatfilme, pix that 
shew the beauty of the country, 
264. . tollowed by nature and 
primal films ¢18¢c}, historical 
fiiimis 176) and 'saciety pix 
ct 7 

What makes them attend: About 
24°, said newspaper ads attlacied 
thesn. 

nothing 

little shops and services , 

{Israel Election Time 

Tel: Aviy, ‘Aug.. 8. 

It 
Israel | and” ‘the entertainers, 

least the unemployed ones, ‘are ‘un- 

| happy.. Until three years BgO,. there 

was ‘no. bigger. bonanza. for ‘actors | 

than elections.. The - political: par- 
‘ties learned that: the best ' way _ to-} 

Brenston Sees Long Pi assure the..success of a rally ue r 

As Best Bet for Prods. coin, "tte. "on" yout 
London, Aug. 8. 

At a cocktailery tossed. by the. 
Rank Org, producer Sam Bronston j; 
indicated the shape of ‘things: to [ ers ‘under. contract with a certain | 

‘some for the next 18 months | party and there Were independent 
‘eom nim anyway. He said his next | ones, who appeared at the. political 
tvo rroductions, “The Fall Of j rally Which paid the’.most.:. 
‘Rome” and an unnamed pic about; The . ‘result ‘was’ that. ‘thirees 
‘the French revulution would be ° ‘quarters of the ‘audience. came _an | 

‘hour after the rally was. “started. 
currently being dubbed at Pine- The ‘speakers spoke... to’ empty} 
wood studios. ‘houses, -As..:. election: : day: 

music, : Singing. or & one-act: play. 
“There were some actors and ‘sing-! 

is the only way left to get people : have asked for’ unheard of salaries.: 
away from tv, he opines, and: he A hig.part of. the election-expenses: 

‘indends his next two to be’ near ! i was pocketed | by. these- entertain- 
' three-hour epics as will. j-ers. 

at least. against. the: entertainer. A 

Dock: Officials Resent jlaw -has. been: “passed. ‘forbidding 

Shooting of ‘Phaedra’ | Mrcetings You can sing the an | 
‘Sink’ Production Unit 

_ Athens, Aug. 8. | able to: make’ any.» make ‘any profit, 0 of it. 

© 5 $5 000 Fine Vs. 

tainers. are’ sadly watching the 

*Phaedra” in Greece Was - inter-.| 
rupted: violently last week by: ‘Niar- / 
hos Company officials. Docks of ; 
that company were being used in 

| maga .near here where Dassin was 
: shooting the launching. of..a new 
iship. Shipyard reps. asserted that. et 
' Dassin had ‘no permission to film! The- highest. fine ever levied : by 
.in the floating dock. SPIO, the West. German film. in- 
: Dassin protested having a per-'dustry’s top organization,’ has” just. 
mission from Mr. Niarhos, 
Greek shipping magnate,. himself. | tributor,. Goldfilm Distributors has’ 
.Shipyard people stated the float-.been. handed a $5,000 fine: for put- 
ing dock was needed tirgently etse- | ting back ,the- seenes . which: - ‘were 

, where for shipyard work. When di-.; cut out of. two films by. the West 

Wiesbaden, - Aug. 8. 

But Actors Not Happy 

| speaking, . and -then..-an hour of 

ap- | 
The big story, plus the location, ; Praached, : ‘the. ‘better performers. 

- Finally, the parties’ have ‘united | 

: them, that’s all. ‘So.now. the enter- |. 

elections going by ‘and. not being. 

has - 

-yector and his unit refused to leave, 
they ordered the sea-vents opened 
“and the sea poured in, soaking! 

‘more than 200 persons including 

. Perkins and Raf Vailone found. 

i sea-water. The stars and extras | 
- still stood their ground | and the |. 
police was called in. 

The cameras, however, ‘continued ; 

_Was filmed. The Niarhos staff, not- 
ing this. insisted that all the unit 
people should be searched bodily. 
But the films with the documentary | 
evidence were quickly spread 
‘around among the femme members } 
of the group and were’ not -found.: 
The police persuaded Dassin - to 
leave with his. unit without further 
trouble. 

Dassin said: “*Phaedra’ will not. 
be interrupted but will continue. 

We would like. to}: without fail. 

German Film: Censorship Board... 

The two -films. ““Ohrie. Gnade ist 
die Nacht” +The Night’ is ‘Without 

:Daemchen” (The Life of Certain 

German. censors. 

char géd: 

- The. same firm. previously re-! 
ceived the ordinary. fine for: such | 
offenses of about $2,500)... The dou- | 

grinding away and the whole seene | big high fine was meted*out this! 

itime because of Yepeated | offenses. 

of the picture industry is damaged 
through such. incidents, . SPIO 
| charged. in meting ou its. ‘excep- 
i tionally darsh Penalty: 

‘Sunday's? L A. Punch 
‘Los Angeles, Aug.. 15. 

.make it clear that the Greek gov-; Over: -$300;000 in 37. Weeks. at- 631- 

But: the sliced | 
themselves suddenly waist deep: in! scenes were shown anyhow, SPIO; just ended . Lees, 

. Add “Lovers. Mast Learn”. to list. of September ‘statters. on Ttalian: ae 
-. Warners produces, Delmar Daves directs, Troy” Donahue... Sods 

.. after. 5-@: weeks, pic heads back to. coast. for in-0 > ~ 
“Rome's International Film — Service. handling. “ady¥ance. _ 
.-. Howard: :.Seeman, Managing Fditor of Rome - “Dilly 

The whole profession and aspect. 

“Never on “Sunday” has. grossed. 

sees according to the. 

ernment and ‘people have greatly | A ‘Fine Arts, marking ‘highest 
‘ helped.” 

it S. Phaedra” is a “modern adap- | Film's lowest figure was .$6, 495 in: 
tation of the Euripides ancient | its. 30th: week, while last: week. did 
tragedy.” Hippolytos,” written, by 

figures in the history -of the house. . 

$6,903. House: capacity. of $12,000 
‘the Greek novelist Margarita Libe- | ¥a8. maintained: for ‘several: open- 

eck Nbeut 1007 said that they | 

westerns (26°) and. sperts ; 

jraki. It is the stury of ‘the tragic 
Hove of the beautiful second wife 
;of an older man for her young, 
sensitive stepson, Dassin. wrote, the 
sereenplay, 

ing. weeks. . 

United Artists release is. expect- 
ed ‘to continue dt Fine Arts. for 

a. multiple: Tun Is. contemplated. 

W. Germany Registers Beef Over 
Treatment 
Rome, Aug. 15. 

Germany has registered the first 
beet concerning the upcoming: 
Venice Film Fest. Word from: 
‘Frankfurt has it that West Ger- 
man authorities are greatly disap- 
pointed by their failure. to place 
a single pic in the Venice raceé:. 
Also deplored is the probability. 
_that no German rep will be on. this 
‘yéar’s Venice jury. 

Spokesman for Export Union is. 
quoted as commenting on the. sit- 
. uation as “a gesture of open dis-- 
“courtesy,” adding that it was “all 
ithe more deplorable if one con- 
siders the particularly favorable 
treatment received by- Italy. at the 
Berlin Fest, on whose jury it -has. 
always had a representative.” 

Same report says that hassle’ 
will be taken up by the German 

at Next Venice Fest| 
and. th at the. 1 Producers ‘Assn., 

| Venice. “attitude” could: have re- 
j}percussions’ on “future. Itdlo-Ger- 
:man pic , collaboration. Also.accord- 
ling. to report, - Germany now ‘may 
not send two feature pix ‘which 
the fest had: asked: for. Pix were. 
“Das. Wunder... des -Malachias” 
(The: Wonder: of. Malachias),. recent 
Berlin... prizewinner~ for ‘direction, 

7 iand “The Transport. * Both were to 
‘have been. shown in-the: non-com- 
petitive. Venice | “Information See- 
tion.” 

_ While festival suthorities: remain 
it's | 

known here that -the jury. list. has’ 
not yet been compleqted. Only one. 
member, vet: Italo pic critic: Filip- | 

officially; mum on question, . 

po: Sacchi, -has been. named so far. 

} group. 

next two-three. months, after” which 
| years to: become one of..the top - -Spanish-world favorites . 

He will. serve as: “Prexy of the 

49 Sf... James's. Street, Plecadiiiy 

‘London: 
Comeback of “Gone ‘With.. -the Wind”. at the’ ‘Coliseum: has: been 

‘extended to Sept. 3, by which. time” At. ‘will have ‘aggregated 265: 
:weeks in London, over the years’ 
ciated British for the title role of ““Pamahine, "which is to. be produéed 
by W. A. Whittaker. and ‘directed by Een ‘Annakin... 

| Walton studios and. it: went into action: the day: after. its. erection. . < 
| Patrick McGoohan is to 

duce for Bryanston release:: Yank: Arthur Dreifuss, ‘till recently . a Cole 
jumbia director, has. written. the ‘script. and. will helm: the pic. 
“The King. And ‘I’ chosen ‘by 20th-Fox ‘te launch’ its new.““Grandeur 

:70". process at’ the. Metropole . 
women. editors, has been: famed ° editor for- Sam. Spiegel’s. 

as technical. adviser .. 

Light. Brigade.” 

“Paris - 

international Sound Teach 
is. electioneering time in[ 

-at 

* Nancy. ‘Kwan set. by: Asso-:- 

- Shépperton ; . :- 
‘Studios bought. a 115 ft..x 60: ft: silent. stage . from the. shuttered a 

play the lead in the film version ‘of. Brendhan — 
Behan’s “The Quare. Fellow”. which Anthony Havelock-Allan will -pro- * 

cree. 

. Anne V, Coates, one of Britain’s few 
. “Lawrence 

, of: Arabia” ’.., . Robert: Fabian, former Scotland Yard: ‘cop,is playing. . 
a plain clothesman in 201ti-Fox’s. “The Inspector,” *” as: well as: acting, -.-: 
| Stanley: Mann has. finished the script of 
Herbert Wileox’s. ‘The Reason Why," a story’ of the > Charge of the zs not 

Tt seems. a slight. oversight in: filming’ “Panny” (WB). here last: year 
led to the necessity of shooting one more shot, for-the French: ‘version | 

shot . 

Moscow. Russkis will concentrate on film. and dance. aspects :. 

be held here from Nov. 9-20 . 

and the actor was on his way. It.was Mickey Rooney. Everybody feigned 
enthusiasm and Ryan finally: meekly asked if. the ‘accent ‘was. right : 

| Caroll Baker picking out her wardrobe ‘to wear. ‘at’ the coming . Venice 
‘| Film: Fest: where her latest. ‘Pie “Bridge to the. Sun” (Mi ta). will 

German. Distrib 
of the Yank entries, - 

Rome. 

will probably release |. . Federico. Fellini’s: episode for: “Baccaccio: 79" 
cost a. repor ted $400, 000 for 25 ‘minutes running time . 
appears in it opposite Peppino DeFilippo -. 

Brigands), now :shooting ’ outside Rome’, 
sider two local offers to direct . 
Pictures, 

-_Burt. Topper Jiere; :t9: Con=- 

Basil 

| Leticia Roman top-lined .. 

. pie also stais Marcelle- Mastroianni. - 

Tocations . 
‘ig one of: stars .. 
|teriors .- 
“prod-chores . 
American, joins ‘Lon: Jones on Dino. ‘Laurentiis: publicity” staff. 

Madrid . 
German-Spanish eoproduction. . "Carino. Mio" iMy° Dailiney: 

ff on- the Fabiola-King. Baudouin. romance, -is‘ ‘winding a three-month. 
production schedule with San Sebastian -exteriors under the direction’. ”-..2 0)". 

| of. Rafael Gil . . . Scteen star Adolfo Marsillach, will make-his bow as ar 
. Producer: ‘Lou Brandt’. _- 

and director Steve Szekely will after. all: produce their sci-fi feature --" +.” 
‘ear: trying to locale in... *: 
eature: by produeer.Ce- -. °° 

| sareo. Gonzales is textually entitled “Goodbye amigo"... 

film director in “Cinderella and Don Jaime”... 

“The Triffads" in Londén-after. spending | a- 
‘Spain... Jitve warbler. Joselito’s upcoming” 

. Sound stages” 

which cost: .about. $8. 000.. In. making ‘the dubhed local version it was . °° 
found that-the scene in which Maurice Chevalier. puts up a/sign read- 

“ ting. so and so and son, the French equivalent of “&-son” diad not. been: 
_. - A: Soviet Exposition, similar. to those ‘already held in NY. and '*., 

London, is due here Sept. 4-30: simultaneously with a French expo. in |. *.... 
/The Third |: 

‘International Photography,. Cinematography: and Optical. Biennial will = 
Cameroons in Africa are forbidding -': 

showing of all oater pix which ‘they ‘consider bad for .the ‘population ™ 
. Cornelius Ryan, author of “The Longest Day” (20th) which Darryl, 

Zanuck is now shooting: here, is along as‘ ‘technical advisor ‘on the. pic. °..: : 
*:| Author is a little gullible and recently. Zanuck played a: ‘practical Caste. 

ling joke on him. He’ primed::his directors and. one day at a: ‘luncheon* 
| announcéd that he had at last-cast the General Rommel! part perfectly.- 

be ‘one: os 

Jean Seberg- due here. soon ‘to. take: over lead in. “Congo Vive" oe 
| (DeLaurentiis}; which rolls in Congo. area: ‘on-.Aug. 20th. Columbia. °".~” 

. Anita Ekberg -. 
“Enibassy.: Pictures © . 

the ; been. slapped on a Frankfurt dis- | releases. worldwide. except for Italy, Frafice, Belgium, and ‘Switzerland. foes 
Micheline. Presle Has: joined the’ cast. of: AT. ‘Briganti Italiana” «Italian-°-- 7 -! 

"Bosley. ‘Crowther’s: tale of “Metro. 
“The Lion’s Share,” Will, be. brought. out in Italian ‘edition. 

{this October -by Rome's” FM. Editions’ . a 
currently serialized“in a “Rome: Film ‘Monthly, : ‘Fiera del ‘Cinema... J... 

thbone .cast’.as Kaifa: in ‘Irving Rapper’s. “Pontius, Pilate”. 
‘everybody to the waist. As a result ! Mercy): and -“Das Leben -gewisser | (Glomer), now: shooting here. with Jean “Marais, Jeanne : Crain, ‘and oT 

Brigitte. Bardot making local feadiines ©. |: 
Dassin, Melina. Merkouri,* Anthony | Damselsi,” ‘has: been sliced by. the ; Via her attempts: to elude ienshounds. while. shooting “Private Livés”™  { - 

under direction of Louis Malle ‘at nearby Spoleto, "Where: Festival has coe, 

his . “Hollywood : Rajah”. -. at 

a taker _— 

are barred: to préss and \isitors: at-CEA. Studios: where Sarita Montiel a 
is:essaying.a new role a8. a nun in-“Pecado de Amour". Sin: of Love)... 
with a supporting cast. including. ex-Boston: médico— Reginald Kernin, ~ 
‘Mario Girotti and Alessandra Panaro under the direction of Luis. Cesar. 
Amadori... ... Leo Anchorez received: the. -Zully Moreno award as: ‘the. = 
San Sebastian Film: Festival ‘ “revelation”. for his role in. “Milagro. a los. 
Cabardes” (Miracle. for. Cowards)' - 
planed to. Hamburg for his -Aug.. 15 shooting ‘start on “Fhe Liar”... 

two-year assignment. -with Phil. Yordan- and: the. Bronston - ‘Company ‘in’ 
Madrid . .°. Quique. Herreros Jr: ‘will. “pen. ‘a Sarita Montiel. biog: detail- 
ing. the singing star's ‘jet-propelled rise. to: fame: during: the. ‘Past four. 

mma 
- | Penella to star in Julio Coll’s 

in “Carta a.una Mujer”. iLetter toa Lady): . ., Catalan comedienne. 
-Mary Santpere. conipletes her. starring role this w eek ‘onParis exteriors 
Jin “The. Detective Wore Skirts,” coproduced. ‘by Orbe: Films ot Paris 
and U niversal Espanola. 

“Munich - 

Kohner as his wife, with C.. 0. ‘Ericsen ‘handling: productions ‘fFeins. 
Exteriors to be done. in .hometowh. of: Vienna. Script,. written by 
Jean-Paul ‘Sartre, will - -have to undergo - drastic ‘cutting: or if done 

to abate. due to. the opinion: of. a- host ‘of international law - ‘experts 

‘belongs in public. domain . -: 

consumption, Ludwig Cremer : ‘directing «« «'“‘Morderspiele” -‘A little. 
‘Game of Murder"), -Frén¢h-German co-prod. with Magali Noel, Hanne. 
Wieder, Harry Mayen;. George Riviere..in the leads. Hemuth ‘Ashley. 

gimmicks” pictures . . 
| office business with tevivala of. old. (some.even: up to 20 years old) 

put on by. some houses for a few days, held into. fifth: week 

Earth”, 1934,:“Heart of a Queen”, 1934," “The Sinner’, with Hildegard’ 
Neff, 1950) have proven b. (O purprises. 

-Film director. Ladislao- Vaida . 

"1 Clem Galloway returns. to Hollystood: next month after. completing: al! 

. “365 Days of. ‘Love’? ‘after: her ‘recent role‘: 

John Huston's inebiography: of Freud’ to start ‘shooting : {ntetiors- oe 
at Munieh’s Geiselgasteig by end: of August.. Universal productian and. .°* 
release. wilt have Montgomery Clift ‘as:.the. great. brain and Susan’ 

to the Jetter, yield-a feature .of five hours running time.. Interference |: ~ 
‘by the. Freud family, notably daughter Anha, . now in London,’ seems” ~ 

finding unanimously - ‘that. even: the private. jife of’ a: historical figure ~ : 
“Incident -in. Catson..Corner”, Reginald. ..: 

Rose’s American: tv classic, being. filmed. by Bavaria for German: ‘video - - 

directing,. Utermann-Hart . producing, wrapped. up-at- Geiselgasteig: wee 
Bill Castle coming ‘here. om a promotion tour. for. his .“horror plus: 

-AS every summer,. ‘cinemas are doing. a land-.-: 

pictures; comparatively: new (1952) “High - Noon”, for: instarce Was .. 
. “Sabrina ©. - 

Fair”, (1954) and a welter. of German ‘miseum. piéces (“Heaven on-:: ° 



‘THESE ARE THE BOOMING 

INITIAL OPENINGS: 

Los ANGELES—The Showmen from 16 Fox 
‘West Coast & Pacific Drive- In Theatres 
Can Prove It! 

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE & HATTIESBURG, 
MISSISSIPPI —The Showmen from 
Paramount Gulf Theatres Can Prove It! 

~ SALT LAKE CITY—The Showmen from 
National Theatres Can Prove Itt 

VARIETY says: 
“Could not be hitting 
the market at a more 

opportune peacetime 
juncture—sure to 

exert a favorable 
y influence on the 
film's boxoffice." " 

iF 

| Cinemascore a £. — 4 

| Hi Hen ee “Was Tita iN 1W, 



INTERNATIONAL 
-waniety's. Lonpon. erica 
4? St. James's Street, Pic z 

New Decree Seen Forcing Broader, Metro Exee Quits F For 

Sydney, Aug.: 8. 

Study of Bowling. Biz | ~ Inside Stuff—International | 
Joe. Fearon, ‘longtime chief as-| Respecting, ‘the East German. ‘documentary ° ‘film ‘on ‘Hans Globki 
ati to Bernie Freeman,. Metro’: 8. 

secretary of state in the West.German government, which was. banne Pedantic Film Censorship i in Arg. 
\local. prexy, has planed. to. the. US. 

Buenos Aires, Aug. 8. + 
The film industry here has 

anxiously awaited publication in 
the Official Gazette of a decr 
which affects both local and foreign 
film producers, since it concerns 
future censorship and age classifi- 
cation of feature films. This has: 
teen fairly lenient on.the whole 
fince the Frondizi Government 
took over in 1958. 

However. now under the ‘influ- 
ence 
MeKav. 
& decree, crafted by Dr. McKay, 
setting up stronger blue-pencilling . 

“to : 

con-: 

maaChinery 

safecnard 
Sit hecs 7 
Geteaks. 

The new regulatians, it as al- 
leged. ace cecnmed to evaid canfu- 
beet one am tie case of individual 
eetien be ediagcd jegal offieers 
tho c)ize fems bke “Les Amants,” 
caly te tad their action overruled , 
dator bs 

Psater ote 

Corcers bap 

on moral greuds, 
memalities. and 

This is too involved, say 

re ‘sulatians, 
‘whici iy 

HOw 

beard «Ss set up. 
meludes i rep of the Nitional ! 
Screer Upstitute an alternate rep-} 
Moen tive amd omamicipal reps. | 
Siorcnever, this boasd deeins He nee | 
eeSary, euts mast be made. If the 
oMirroutar abscess, the ¢ourts carn 

te appealed te. But meanwhile, the 
ricteure cannot be csbibited. 

The censorstnp board. 
called Evo another name--Qualify-. 
mir Commesign—mist bear 

of Education Minister’ Luis, 
the president has signed, nd 4 
tre , 1952, on a grant from the indus- 

mere broad-minded judges. 
a 

though 

in! “Battle of Leyte Gulf" 
mind particularly educational re-| Pox, 

national: British Fila Institute 
| Given $28,000 Grant! 

_ London, Aug. 8 
Tne Caiouste Gulgenkian Foun-| 

dation has given a grant of $28,000: 
to the British Film Institute’s ex- j 
perimental film fund. It -has .come 
at a time when the till was getting | 
nearly empty. The BFL started |: 
this experimenta. film..-fund in[. 

here for Brunswick. © 

Mex Actors Assn: Claims 
25%, of Members Ide 

try of $35,000. Since then. it has | Mexico: City, Aug: 8. 
had to rely on its. own resources, | 
mainly by distributing some of the: 
fiims which the fund heiped to 
mrake possible’ 

‘The BFI claims to. have. helped : 
produce about 30 films and. given 
chances to such, newcomers. as, 
Karel Rersz, whe made “Saturday ° 
Night and Sunday. Morning.” Tony ; 
Richards on “The Entertainer”; ! ;cepting.. tours . of the: republic: as 

tuary. 

North Scripting 
‘Leyte in Japan. 

association - revealed. - 

‘Emounting | unemployment figures, |- 
! both..the association as well ss.the 

‘Hollywood . producers — back. - into 
“Tokyo. Aug. ‘g. -.:picture- making’ in..Mexice.. Dan- 

Screenwriter Ed North is here | *gled before-producers are. promises: 
researching : the tipcoming 

for 20th- 
It's: based..on the’ biggest | 

‘them, that ‘pay .scales. will! riot be 

to study. the ten-pin setup under 
the direction. of Brunswick . Inter- 

After extensive: Jooksee,- Fearon. 
will become .a- ‘resident _ Sirector. 

‘Blame | Film Prod. Dive 
With. “Mexican: film studios. virtu- |: 

“ally deserted ‘there.is some pick 
‘up. ‘this month. as outcome. of 
promises by film unions. that "pic- 
tures before cameras: will . not. bey 
affected by any. strike call), the Na-. 
tional Assn. of Actors yevealed that: 
‘fully 25°C ofits membership is |. 
without: wark.: Some actors’are ac- 

. ‘well as-in. Latin aréas-and: others, 
“Look Back in Anger’ ahd “Sane- ine heretofore’ stuck’ rather. -close 

to. film commitments, now accept | 
theatre: and nightclub dates, the ; 

As a“ means of: checking the. 

- Union| of Film Production Work- 
, ers: are intensifying .. bids. to. lure. 

film: jthat labor conflicts: will not affect. 

l hiked: that there.will--be no. exces- 

Fercusgons Which may detormine ! naval action in. history which ‘des: | : sive: overtime ‘penaltiés .- or other 

been attacking Globke, the ‘propagandists obviously” were. out prin 
-eipally to discredit the entire West German. government. . 

by: the British Board. of Film, Censors,.it should be pointed out.that.. 
Communist propagandists. have been attacking. Globke for years: bee: |. 
cause of his associations with the Hitler. regime. Though. they: have” 

No matter how harmless. Globke’s association. with the Nazis was; : 

(Argentina)—-Casareo_ Gonzales Spain) coproduction. 

Yank Product Half of Peru. Total: 

‘Washington “Aug. 15, 

Dieterle Gets Blasted, 
Honored at’ Same Event 

Bad Hersfeld, ‘Aug: 8. 
Former Hollywood director Wil- © 

Jiam Dieterle got- ‘dlmost. simul- ; 
taneously. slapped. and honored for., 
his updated version of stage PrO- ; represent ‘a drop. from: 1959. when 

merce Dept has. reported. : 

mer festival. here. The .Bad. Hers-* 1 
feld ‘Summer Fest. was handed to Ang. 346 from the U. S.- 
Dieterle in the wake. of a ‘scandal, | 
when .a former producer ‘of ‘the 
event: was accused of ‘withholding | 
some - of: the. actors’: funds: And! 

the treatment to he given to the treyed Japanese naval pow er late. yj abuses. of the: ‘past.: Hol: ywood: Fro- 

nation’s basic institutions, national in Octoher;. 1944: North ‘promised 
symbols, cthical and cultural val-| an objective telling for both sides, | tract,” according to film union lead- 
ues, and the family as a basic na-| He'll try for the “pseudo- -docu- ; 
ticnal institution. Ji also’ must] mentary” approach. he achieved in “factors. am because.’ of cost-saving 
watch for any ideas which may | “Sink the -Bismark.” actors, dnd ae union members be- 
alfect national soyereignty,: terri- The writer has been ‘meeting - " cause ‘hypoed ‘American, production 

would alleviate the: current... ub- 
; employment. : 

Internally, and to provide ‘more 

torial integrity, constitutional or-; with former Imperial Navy. officers. 
der. international relations. Any-; He hopes to talk. with the.-com- 
thing which may be fermed:an of-; manders of the ac ‘tual battle. Film. 

|. ducers will go under a “special ‘con-. 

ers here, with-this advantageous, to |. 

Dieterle; who directed’ 73 films in: 
Hollywood, was employed as the.: 
new chief of the summer fest. - 
‘The’ Hessian Culture’ Minister: 

Professor ‘Hans, Schuette, awarded , 
Dieterle the Goethe Plaque for his 
50 years service ‘to the ‘stage. But : 
just about the’same time,. a higher 
official, Dr. H..Gusane,, who: is the ! 
‘director of the General ‘Culture | 

~The figure jumped; to 50 in: 1959 
:and to.70 last year.. ” 

| “Ttalian. motion pictures increased. 
-from 32 in 1958. to 42 in. 1959; then’ 
ito 55 last-year,: Other. foreign films ° 

Are Son ~—Mexican, British, Russian, 

‘there are many West Germans who feel he should get out ‘of the gov-~: 
L-ernnient arid-in this way. cut. off. the: Communists’ propaganda line in. 
pat least.one ares. Other West Germans’ disagree, feeling that: Globke’s - 
7 removal would be a:sign that Bonn had. knuckied under to ‘Commie 

pressure. Thus Globke remains a controversial figure. 

. ‘Spanish-Argentine: ‘coproductions have béen. faring: ‘siecessfully’ at re 
| film fests. this. yéar, picking: up, the ‘FIPRESCI award at’ Cannes for’... 0. 
“Hand in-a-: ‘Trap”. and . garnering the Cantabric’ Pearl ‘award for the- 
Spanish-language film: at San Sebastian with “The “Thirst,” id va Bonotim.: 

_ Italians Releases Rise To 55 . 
US. flit” ‘companies ‘distributed. moe. 

| almost half of. the feature. films ex-' 7°: 
' hibited” in ‘Peru in 1960, the. Com-" 

Peru‘. “screened : 663. full-lerigth . 
: motion pictures, -of which’ 321 were. 

from: the U:S. ‘The _1960° ‘figures . 

ductions . at ‘an: international’ sum-i Peru. showed 714 features, includ. 

“German and.- Tfalian.. films Te- 
‘leased: in’ Pera have. shown a Sige... 
©” nificant . ‘increase: in- recent: years. -: 

; In 1958, only.-17 German: features’ ° 
‘were released in the Latin’ country.. 

| gentine, cand” Spanish—dropped ins: 
{ Peru ‘in 1966.. French films. held. ° 
; to about their: ‘1959 devel. : 

fence against decency, 
sentiments, foreign races or com--; 
munities or be taken as an apology 
for crime dishonesty, immorality or | told through 
violence must be guarded against ! 
under the new setup. 

Fhere is considerable anxiety in 
film trade circles as to how all this 
will be interpreted by the ‘ ‘qualify- 
Ing committee. ” 

Added Money Fo For Yank 
Distrib in Mexico Via 

Reissues at 32c Top 
Mexico City, Aig. 8. 

A minor bonanza for Hollywood 

jere. It is learned that Quirino 
Ordaz Rocha, who heads up the 
federal moiion picture theatre cir- 
cuns, has asked for qualified per-- 
mission to permit reissue of a 
number of American super produe- 
tions and boxoffice hits. to. fll out! 
open exhibition dates in first-run' 
heuses. 

Rocha recently revealed that ac- 
celerated rhythm of exploitation 

tures last until a second week or 
lenger! has caused an_ alleged i 
scareity of material. A revamp of : 
exhibition procedure is imminent. ! 
Exhibitors had been petitioning | 
authorities in the past to have the: 
right to show oldies at the 32c top: 
in existence for first-runs. 

Former requests came from in- 
dependent exhibs, but now official 
excuits would dike also ‘to have! 
the night to shaw oldie favorites! 
such as “The Robe” '20th:, “Duel: 
In the Sun” (UA), “Greatest Show 
Qn Earth” «Par. “Gone Withi 
Wind” -M-G) and others which on‘ 
mitial Showings here did a boom- 
ins biz. 

Racha was careful to state in his: 
Petion that the turn to ‘oldics is ; 
rot going to be common practice, : 

religious | will thread. the lives of four battle 

reasonable time fer research. 

t je , 7 é a ° 9. 

‘Arg. To Film ‘No Exit 
may be shaping up as the enutcome | 
of recent exhibition develapments |. 

cf Mexican product «very few pic- ; American. Repertory. Theatre group | 

participants, an 
Japanese. Its progreéss will be | 

p the lives: of the ‘four : ‘ished. Aside from. providing. more 
‘two 

principals. 
Start of shooting is targeted’ for ' films’ havi ‘ing shooting schedules of 

late this fall. with tocations - 
Japan, the Philippines | and the | Tinoco. 

side trip to Leyte Gulf for added ‘ITALIAN F 1M TRADE 
“INNEW PACT IMPASSE 

authenticity. 

’ Rome; Aug. 15. 

Visiting Washington prior to his ; 
Pacific trip, North screened’ much |. 
Navy stock footage be believes can-|: 
he utilized in “Gulf.” North! was }- 
prateful for having been given | 

‘|exhib-distrib {(AGIS-ANICA) rental 
‘agreement’ which..expired ‘June .31 

| have reached another impasse. New 
| stalemate resulted from the veto, 

After English Version; p= 
Buenos Aires, Aug: 8. 

Cinematografica -Aries plans i 
making an Argentine. version: of [eeptional” | Status: gna consequent. 
“NO Exit” (Huit Clos) from the.|. 
‘same George Tabori scréen ‘adap- _Reportedly, the nixed compro-. 
jtation of. Jean Paul Sartre's’ play; J: 
which has been used to make an’ 
English - language version: for. 
world-wide distribution. This lat-. 
ter has been shot here with the 

providing all. .sych: ‘items are 
-sereened and: approved by a special 
industry. commission set up for. that 
‘purpose. ve 
Not known. when the. next meet- 

ing of sides will be held to seek: an 
‘alternate solution to the hassle. 
which “in -past years. always has 
eer a. source of: exhib- distrib dis- 
cor 

! participating while “they appeared 
tin legit: shows: at the Coliseo The-. 
‘atre. English-language version has 
taken only. about three weeks to. 

: shoot, although nore time will be. 
‘needed, once the American: players 
return to the U.S., for shooting ex: : 
“terior scenes. — : 

Cinematografica Aries. ‘has made 
“no definite choice. of cast for’ the]. 
: Spanish-language version. of the 
i film, but Duilio Marzio is indicated 
:as a probable for the rote of Gar-| 
‘cin, which Morgan Sterne ‘plays in 

Hemingway’ Ss Pamplona 
Now 2-Wk. Tourism Spree 

San. ‘Sebastian, : Aug. 8. 
.San Sebastian Festival delegates, 

guests. ‘and. over. 100. members of 
the English version. Little. Theatre |the press took time out during the 

''eroups are beiiig combed for likely |film conclave for the 50-mile trip 
talent for the roles in the English!to Pamplona... Town <rang with 

‘version by Vitéca Lindfors and Rita. [praise for valorous ‘Curro “Giron 
Gam. The Spanish. version would | ‘seven ears in. two days), with. dis- | 

pleasure for the .weak: showing of ;be released first’ if. Argentina, ~ 
a the ‘great Ordonez and compasion 

work for. ail’ industry ‘elements, |. 
two. American and | Carlos Tinoco, of STPC, has urged. 

that. two’ week quickies . be: :abol- 

! work, quality. would be ‘reflected in. 

our or more. weeks, ‘according: to 
te ; |Jeame to. an end: ‘the boxoffice to-: 

| taled. 38,000 visitors; 

Yin’ 1960. 

Ben-Hur Record Negotiations for renewal ‘of. the. 

the. part of three Yank com-|- 
panies, of ..a- ‘compromise. solution: - 

| to the main -element. of contention: | 
the ‘question of pix entitled.to “ex- schools throughout the. Colony and 

‘discounts. to. 

netted ‘$109. 582. in: 49. days. With 
mise would have set no limit of the 
number of: exceptional ‘films. ak 
lowed" each company .per season, 

(U), which. claimed the longest run’ 
er. 49 days and netted $117. 273, 

that its picture should. post. f Tew 
alltime record .and- nothing seems 

-Jwell in July, were: . 

1211 in 39. days. at King’s and Broad- 

'|}$23.072 in 13 days at the Lee and 

that only in special cases will per- Soaring Realty Values: 
mits he sought. and that each film - 
er series of pictures will be pre- | Shuttering B. A, Cinemas’ 
sented for official consideration as} Buenos Aires. Aug..'8. 
suited for reissues. Soaring real-estate ‘values ‘are 

In the past, there has been some leading to the shuttering of ‘more ! 
slight reissue activity, but always: cinemas here. And when old houses + 
at lower boxoffice scales since are demolished, to make way for 
Mexican regulations stipulate re-| ‘commercial galleries and. tower: 
jssues cannot be screened at first-| apartment buildings, the realty! 
yen prices, American distributors | promoters do not usually arrange 
have signified willingness to re-:to rebuild film theatres within the. 
lease this material, but only at the ; structures. 
ave figure since a ‘Tower admission | 
vould make it unprofitable to. im- | Lococo Circuit's San Martin in the | 
pert new copies of the Hollywood populous residential 
pix, , | Flores. 

The lasest on the block is the’ 

| Pac gored -toreros..Chamacq and 
Paco Camino, both hospitalized’ by 
‘the same-bull, Jeaving Diego Puerta | 
‘to fight an entire card. of: six Mar-} 
:quis. de Villamarta. bulls.” 
[ In addition to.a‘ round: the-élock 
routine ‘OF bullfights.. street danc- 
‘ing, singing and- wining \the jota- 
jbota combination.is hard to match) 
Pamplona: offers ‘one..of.the great- 
est. dawn acts to be found any- 
| where, the traditional run. of wild 
: bulls through the streets. 

‘year. ‘at Pamplona. Formerly a 
seven-day fete, San Fermin has be- 

suburb. of: -come a two-w eek sprée for the first 
‘Htime to” “extend ecqnomic benefits 

One tradition. was scrapped this 

Duty. Office.in Bonn, took a poke!” .~. 
at the German-born. director-pro- | -g - 
‘ducer. Dr. Gusone objected:.to the- iAmericai: Rep Theatre: 
modernization .of the fest, which is 
performed among. ancient’ German 
ruins.. “ 

Meanwhile, ‘as the 11th. festival |. 

‘only © 2,000 | 
dropoff. from ‘the all-time ‘high, of | 
-40,885 .. paying: ‘guests... -eounted | 

. Buenos Aires,. Aug. 8. 

| Argentina: “ts no 

h Hong Kong} 
*” Hong ‘Kong, Aug. 8.. 

‘Helped “by. concession rates, to: 

Argentina for 

-civie | 
Metro’ ‘Ss 

institutions, 
“Ben-Hur, a opus; has: 

another week to go, the picture is 
bound to break the previous: ‘rece. 
ord established. by ~“Spartacus” | hours sleep. some days.. 

this year's top so far. of hitting a world distribution with 

. Metro. here .seems: ‘determined’ 

-Sartre’s “Huit Clos” ° ‘No Exit). .1¢ 

to be able to..stop “Ben-Hur,” en- 
‘tering its.-eighth. week “and: still a 
draw, from achieving this. 

Three other ‘pictures, which, did i main. Toles.. 
Cinematografica ‘ ‘Aries 

. “Magnificent Seven" : UA, “$712 
was. responsible -for — making “El 

way; “The © -Sundowners” “+ WB)} 

Princess: . and . “Savage Innocents” 
(Rank), $21,666 in. 11 davs at the |. 
Royal and ‘State, . | k 

“The World of - “Suzie “Wong,” market 
with Nancy Kwan,. ‘s due. to. open 
Aug. 12. 

in: the local pix industry. :-The.out- 
‘fit hopes. to break: into-the world. 

‘with = ‘this:: ‘production. 

ing. studios: at Munro; Malay Actor’ Set For 
-Universal’s: 

Singapore; Aug... 8." | 
Malay getor Ibrahim bin Hassan, ‘: 

is flying to’ Hollywood ‘this week to; 
act with “Rock Hudson -in. 
Spiral Road" (U). 

done: Tater. «.. 

their. Claridge - ‘Hotel .roomis ”. 

in’ Hollywood. . Ibrahim’s:. Signing: the.: city's: ‘suburbs: and. ‘shooting: 
for “Spiral” was the result of a let-| all’ day.: Then another - 45-minute. 

-Universal, requesting the Shaw Or-:: : the’ Coliseo. in time for. the: eve- 
ganization. to” release him fora Part: 4 ing’ perforinance:,” 

Sota, 

| fo Doubles on Arg... 
- Film Production, ‘Exit’ 

through the use ‘of. such names: as 
‘Viveca Lindfors, Rita ‘Gam, Mor- - 

| gan ‘Sterne: and Ben’ Piazza.: Shoot-. 
ing: lias -been proceéding: -at the. 

with ‘all. | 
interior shots .to ~be completed. 

ter fromthe easting director for ,-drive back -each ‘night to. arrive at’ 

At least ‘one . ‘small group of. 
“Americans: now:+s: corivinced :that. 

. “‘manana-land,” . 

and” that” Argentines work gruel-. 

Tingly hard: when they: ‘need to. . 

| These. are: -members ‘of. the: Ameri- : 

can: “Repertory Theatre,. here: on & 
‘three-week’ Jegit tour, who: agreed. ‘s stow 

to-make. a feature film while-in' * 
“ Cinematografica vo 

Aries.-Since the pic must‘ be com--.. - 
pleted . during. their short ‘stay in; 
Argentina, work has. ‘proceeded. at 

-full.speed: daily. since-their arrival.:. athe 
This involves. everyone concerned -. ’ 
ina daily schedule of some 18 to-. °::: 
-20.. ‘hours - leaving ‘less than. five’ ~ _ 

 Cinematografiea ‘Aries has hopes _ 
+e 

this ‘feature. pic,.v which is an-Eng- -” : 
“lish-languagé version. of: Jean. Paul 

‘was adapted by. author’. George: 
Tabori-(husband “of actress. Viveca. 
Lindfors) who: has: one of the three oe 

Hector. 
| de -Olivera ‘and. Fernando Ayala): 

Jefe,” “El: .Candidato,” “Saturday :.- 
Night. Movies” and, .other -films,-.. . 
.Setting a new-trend for: better films” 

“Spiral , while .the. American cast is’.here, 3". ”-.- 
leaving. the: exterior: scenes . to: be wet 

“Since the. players had: performs : 
“The | ‘ances at) the Coliseo - Theatre at °. 

Known ..locally : 9:30 every evening: this film com=:-*. 
as “Ibrahim. Pendek” ‘or. Ibrahim l mitment involved rising‘at rack of--. ~ 
the Shortie), he has played in many , dawn. in- the ‘chilly,: misty. Argen-"---, 
Malay films. He is four feet: three | tine .winter. dawn:. fo ace from. : a 
‘inches tall’ and weighs.:75- pounds. in... 

This is .the’ first time a “Malay | Buenos:..Aires, ‘to the. icily “cold se 
actor has been. selected for-a role:! Baries studios (45-minute drive) in: |. 
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‘song-tillied 

laugh-filled 

love-tilied frolic! 

7 ‘WwoLoW PRODUCTIONS, INC. presents 

TYeenage 
wom = Miioncamre 
BILL BLACK’S COMBO — __. JN NEW FABULOUS 5 MUSICOLOR' 
‘MARV JOHNSON wvROCKYZASU DIANE $i) MAURIE 

that ison Pee | . ji CLANTON GRAZIANO PITS IERGENS 118 GOULD RENAN USED 
E . = ita ett te 

20 hits sung nd 
‘by the Top Stars! 

JACKIE WILSON. 

‘A’free record of « 
ene RECORD DEALERS, AND WITH NEWSPAPERS. 
Rabi AND v STATIONS 



PIC TURES. 

Disney 
= Continued, frem page Sa 

Yank Social Funds Off But a Splash 
Still Foreseen at Venice Gathering | 

Venice, Aug. 15. 

Hurt Pride 

“Moon Pilot.” “Toyland” ifs. set. 
as the. producer’s ‘Christmas-time. 

| rélease. In current: production. are 
| “Castaways”.. and . “Bon “Voyage,”. 

+ 

Despite a reduced budget, Amer- | 
jean representation at Venice is 

“| ; In Competition at Venice 
Bobby,” “Babes in Toyland” ‘anal 

expected to be full-seale,. or al- 
most. That means industry officials 
and stars, a modicum of. parties 
and social gatherings, a pester, 
hendout material. There will. how- 
‘exer, be no American stand at 
which pressbooks and st: IIs « are 
handed out. 

The 1961 Venice budget alloted 
by Motion Picture Export Assn. 
is naturally higher than the teken 
effort made after last year’s initial 
tussle with the Festival. It is, how- 
ever, substantially lower than in 
1959, the last year in which. “nor- 
yal” relations were maintained by 
tie Yank industry group with the 
festival. 

America seems to have the high-| por” The Girl With. the ‘Golden 
est number of participating films Eyes) among the invited French 
ut Venice this year, if one caunts | features. Pie was not one of hist | 
non- competing entries in the In-\submitted by French. 
fo . 

aid Smoke” 

writing, are being ‘shown out of | 
competition “The Connection,” 
“Of Stars and-Men,” “The Exiles.” 
“Night Tide.” and 
‘ » »ossible sixth to be added: 
“Cold Wind in August” :UA‘. Plus. 
oi course, the partial representa- 
tion via piN made in other coun- 

tries and released bv Yank. dis- 
tribs, as detailed elsewhere. 

As currently jotted doun, the 
A:crican efttoit at Venice would 
be thus conceived. MPEA parties 
@ Gatherings of varied size and 
scope, probably mciuding an Ftzto- 
Ainencan evening for about 80 
people after the screening of 
the offic.al Yank entry, a lunch-- 
eon or black tre supper for the 
fc-tual authorities and chiefs of 
elevations; and a press parts. Size ¢ 
OL Jast-enamed has still ta he de- 
terprned, with twa schools of 
theught prevailing in Yauk camp: ° 
Aimall number. for functionality 
end the avoidance cf evertual . 
dieelouders; or a larger, catch-all 
atfan designed to plea-e the targ- 
est possible number cf -seribes. but 
without the probability ‘or possi-' 

Lii:ts>) of much truitful chatter of 
noutual interest 

Paramount and Metro will split 
cesis on a large poster opposite the 
lilm palace, ‘!o be sha.ed by 
“Bridge “and ‘Summer.” Ho will 
read: “The USA presents, ” rather 
than “MPEA presents.” — 

individually. Metro expects to 
have Carrol) Baker, James Shiseta, 
Fo roune Perrier end Jae ve. car in 
for press contahs at screening of 
“ridge” ‘during secend half of 
event), with Red Silverstein and 
Pave Leuis vossible additions to 
kues? fet. Paramount has fewer 
hones of stars, Geraldme Pave 
seemingely unavailable. Hat Wallis 
has said no, so that Paramount 
brass will consist of John Nathan. 
in from Paris, ditto for European 
pub-ad topper Gunther Shack, and 
Pilade Levi up from Rome. Na 
Javisia parties are planned. but if 
stars come, something will be ar- 
ranged, say company reps) | 

Columbia, tia its two releases 
(competing for Italy and Switzer- 
Jand-, will also be well staffed at 
the fest. Mike Francovitch is due 
on 26th.. as wilt Italo topper 
Michele Lauria, while Jack Wiener 
arrives on 22nd. Col will poster 
“Vanina Vanini” and probably 
“Fhou Shalt Not Kill,” also taking 
advantage of Venetian press con-- 
clave to drumbeat “Guns of Nava- 
rone. 

Erie Johnston 1s expected to at- 
tend test, arriving for second half. 
Others in MPEA camp are Leo 
Hochstetter and Henry Borgese, up - 
from Rome to arrange the occa- 
sions. Richard Fleischer expects 
to take time off from his ‘“Barab- 
bas” stint in Rome to a.o. the fesf, 
while Robert Aldrich may ‘do the 
same after he winds his’ “Last 
Days of Sadom and Gomorrah” in 
the Eternal City. Embassy's Joe 
Levine has called off pians to 
come: he’s house-moving, Bosten- 
to-New York, on Sept. Ist... 

25c AB-PT Quarterly 
American 

mount Theatres this week declared - 
the regular quarterly dividend of 
25c per share on both the pre- 
ferred and common issues. 

Both payable Sept. 15 to stock- 
holders of record on Aug: 25. 

fon Section, ‘Two pix “Bridge tally, it’s a- Warners release, while 
to the Sun” (Metra), and “Sumnier | the above-mentioned “Thou Shalt‘ 

Par) are in competi- | ; Not Kill” goes out via Columbia). 

‘ Pretr e” ‘Leon Merin, Priest) was: 

“Anvel Baby"), - 

.ish Filnr 

. ing. 

_the Information Section,. 

Continued from page 7 is the.. “Stone,” . 
feature. 

man Claude Autant-Lara’s.’ “Thou | Color,” 
Shall Not. Kill,” an anti-militaristie | whieh. Disney. -is producing | for 

film shot In Yugoslavia the theme NBC-TV 

of which’ (concientious objectors? 

appears to irk French authorities 

‘or so the comments. have it). 

Also, French feel. four Italo pix | 
too many—two. French too few | 

(‘we invited four Italos to} 

Cannes.*’} A 

Sensitive French dded Unre cle 

| Another French sore point “ts |. e€ ers: 

f inclusion of “La Fille . Aux Yeux 

animated . 

with ‘Disneyland summer. ‘season 
returns. ought to. “give u Us a very j 
profitable year. me 

Venice; “Aug. 15. 
" Herewith a ‘first, -probably : ine 
complete, listing .of pictires which . 
unll be’ shown at the Festival Pal- | 

(Inciden- | 

competition. ‘for Festival: - - prizes; have liked included,- “Leon Morin, } 

not accepted. .1 International or Italian : Critics. ° 

Now, as an apparent: sop, “mLeon | AUSTRIA 
Morin” may be included in Venice } 
program In out-of-competition gala: 
windup position on Sept. 3. In. any! 
cause, recent French comments } 
ceem more pleased and: reconciled | 
with the situation: | | 

Much less is known, -about - a 
Greek film, “District of Dreams.” 
set.in the slums of Athens and} 
produced by Alice Georguly awhot 
also has a part in pie). Two stories ; DAY « MORNING": 
are inaking the locai rounds, how-° Karel Reisz - - 
ever. One has it that pic was sent | DENMARK. . 
to Venice and. hot accepted for! “EEN BLANDT MANGE" One’ 
artistic reasons. The second, that ‘among many): Directed ‘by Astrid 
acceptance was discouraged by the ! ' Henning Jensen : : 

Greek Embassy ‘in Rome, on orders: - FORMOSA. 
from Athens. “EDUCATION IN LOVE": 

What is known is that film was rected by Chung Chi-Wen. 
screened fo: an. invited audience | co GERMANY = ; 
in Athens’ Radio City Theatre | Note: -at- this writing. it seems! 
Aug. 3, with many diplomats and! doubtful if Germany will: send ‘any 
critics attending. Ten minutes alter : ‘ films for. information : ‘section, due 

start of sereenmng, the police :ig protest) : 
stopped show, cancelled the screen- ; “ANDI A 
ing on orders from ‘the M! nistry | “GANGA” (The River) | 

ied bv Rajen Tarafder 
ef the Interior, even though pic ; 
had previously received a release j 

LUFTBALLON” * + |Buy - yourself’ .a 

:von Cziffra, « 

"ARGENTINA. 

Skin): Directed. by Leopoldo Torre 
; Nilsson ; 

BRITAIN . 

“directed: by, 

Direct: | 

license. No reasons were given for Direc ARAKET (the, Pesiniacter): 
order, and Athens papers next day | Y ITALY ¥ 
were filled with headlines of inci-.! 
dent. Pic is not on Venice list, in| 

‘ed ‘by Giuliano ‘Montaldo: - with 
any case. Ja Ch “Ele i 

Other recorded grievances: have — ‘Dra equies arrier, eonora Ross - 
come from Argentina and Spain, ; 
both absent from this year’s com= :- 
petition, though former is showing | ° 

Leopoldo Torre Nilsson's: latest}. _JAPAN | ae 
pic, “Summer. Skin" out ‘of the’, “THE ISLAND": Directed’. by 
running ‘presumably this was sub- ; Kaneto Shindo (Grand © Prix tie 
initted and rejected). Not known: 2t, Moscow) 
what. Spain sent tremembered, [ 
tnough, that its Cannes first prize . 
winner, “Viridiana,” got the Span-! 

topper, Wunoz-Fontan, ; “KOREA, = 
fired at the time). . 1 “THE STORY -OF CHUNYANG”: 

No protest, but some hard feel- | Directed by Shin Sang ‘Okk: 
apparently sums up Yugo- - MEXICO. 

slavia's view of rejection of its. “YANCO": directed. by Servan- 
entries. At Jeast one, Leonardo + do Gonzales. _ 
Bercovici’s “Square of Violence,” . ‘POLAND. 
is however slated for showing .in | “THE. ‘CITY DIES TONIGHT”: 

‘and. ‘is: directed -by. Jan Ribkowski - 
already rated 4 strong ‘contender ; RUSSIA ©: | 
for the critics awards in that) sec-! «cL PAR S n, P : 
tor. It stars Broderick Crawford. | gori Choukral ‘Giend Fos e Gr 

Little is known concerning the jcow Fest) - 
announced Russian entry “The SWITZERLAND 
Career of Dima Gorin,” whieh may| “WHEN WE . WERE. CHIL-|4 
be replaced by another Soviet item DREN”: Direct 
by the time the Festival starts: Not. Won prize at ed by ent Brands. 
clear if pic is not ready, or if Rus }. US A” 
sians have done'some_ second-. 

“TIRO AL PICCIONE": Direct- 

‘ed by Ermanno- Olmi_ 

US”: 
{ Mura’ 

Directed - by” ‘Yasuko “Masu- 

| both .live action, and. “Sword in 
cartoon 

; “Wonderful . ‘World of 
‘weekly hour ‘program 

At Venice Fest 

‘ace on Lido” Beach but. ‘mot in: 

ithough eligible for awards of either |... 

. ‘| Directed ‘by ‘Vittoria. DeSica 
“KAUF DIR. EINEN : -BUNTEN « LWenters by Cesare Zavattini - . . 

t Produced by..Dino DeLaurertiia : . _ 
‘colored balloon); ‘Directed: by Geza: With - Vittorio . Gassmann, Alberto: “Sordi. ‘Melina’. “Mercouri, Simimy 

“PEL DE. VERANO”. “(Summer |. 

“SATURDAY NIGHT. AND sie 

ago. 
“Th POSTO" (The Job): Direct 

anna ms wiles * —— 

“HAPPINESS LIES WITHIN: 

: age house interests; 

{meeting indicated that aiiy Treves. 
jor. Loeb interests were pulling out 

Weisesday, Aagun 16, 1961. 

. Venice, Aug. 18. 
“L’ANNEE, DERNIERE A MARIENBAD® (France) - 

- tLast:year at Marienbad) ~ 
Produced by Terta-Precitel.Cormoran-Argos-CinetelSilverflie Tamera 

Film (Paris) Cineriz (Rome) — 
With: Delphyne Seyfrig, - Giogio Albertazzi, Saciia. Pitoeft: 
Written by: Robbe-Grillet | 
Directed by Alain. Resnais. ‘(who made “Hiroshima ‘Mon, ‘Amour 

. “BANDITI DI ORGOSOLO”* (italy) 
(Bandits of Orgoselo) 7 

exposure, premieres Sept. | Directed ‘by. Vittorio DeSeta . 
Produced. by DeSeta; released. ‘by Titanus Films. 

‘Roy Disney presi ident. of the com- | Writers: DeSeta' and .Vera.Gherarducci “|. - 
pany, noted ‘the “‘excelient returns” | With: Michele. Cossu, Peppeddu : ‘Cuceu,. Vittorina Pisano 
from the. théeatricals which, along 

“BRIDGE TO. THE SUN” (USAMetio—Offical Entry) 
! Directed by Etienne Perrier — 
) from novel by Gwen Terasaki 
produced. by Cite Films: (Jacques Bar) for Metro. release 
written by Charles Kaufman’ ; . 

| with Carroll Baker, James. Shigeta, James: Magi: 

“IL BRIGANTE” (Italy). 
(The Brigand) | a 

Directed ‘by. Renato. Castellani - 
Produced by Cineri iz. 

“LA FILLE. AUX YEUX HOR? (France) 
_-: (The Girl with the Golden Eyes) ota 

Directed bp’ Gabrie! Albicocco : 
Produced by Madeleine Films: for ‘Warner Bros. release - 
Based ‘on novel: by Honore de Balzac 
With Marie Laforet,_ Paul. .Guers, Francoise Prevost, Francoise 2 Dorleae- 

7 GUIDIZIO. UNIVERSALE® * taly) © 
‘(The Last. Judgment) - 

. = 

Durante, Jack Palance;: Anouk ‘Aimee, Ernest Borgnine, Fernandel,” 
Renato ‘Rascel, DeSica, Domenico Modugno,, Eleonora Brewn .-: - 

“KDE: REKY MAJE SLU "NGE”. (Czechoslovakia) | 
(When the Tree Will Bloom—6r : (The Day’ the. Trée. Blooms) - 

; Directed by Vaclav Krska : 
‘from. book by Maria ‘Mayerova. “Thé ‘Most Bedutifut Worla” - 
Produced by Czechoslovenski: Film ° 
With Bedrich Vrbsky, Karel Hetisika, Zuzana Fisarskova, erosiava., 

Ticha 
“SAMSON”, (Poland) 

' Directed by. ‘Andrze} Vajda Ct 
.With Serge Merlin,. others. 

“SUMMER. AND SMOKE”. (USA: Par.—Tavited Entry); 
_, Directed by ‘Peter. Glenville—Produced by Hal. Wallis for Paramount, 

Di- Wh Geraldine. Page, Laurence Harvey; . Una Merkel, others 

“TU. NE..TUERAS PAS” (Switzerland) - 
-: *  (Thou.Shalt. Not Kill) * 

“Produced by Gold ‘Film Anstalt-Lovcen Film” 
Directed by Claude Autant-Lara - 
;from script by. A-Lara, Sean. Aurenche, Pierre Bost 
' story by Aurenche - 
{With Laurent :Terzieff.. “Horst. Frank, ‘Suzanne Flon. 
| Distributed’ by Columbia Pictures... ©. 

oe ANINA VANINI* ualy)” 
Directed by Roberto Rosselli: : 
produced | by Zebra Film’ ‘\Rome)—Orsay Film’ (Paris). réléased by: 

‘Columbia 
screenplay, Rossellini, Antonello. “‘Trombadort, Franeo ‘Solinas 
from novel by Stendahl . 
with Laurent Terzieff, Sandra ‘Milo, ‘Martine Carol, “Paolo. Stoppa -. 

“THE VICTIM”. (Great Britain) ° 
| Directed by. Basil Dearden 
Produced by Michael Ralph for. Ranic ; 
writers: Janet ‘Green,-John McCormick :; 
with. Dirk. Bogarde, Silvia Syms.. Dennis Prive. 

“YQJIMBO”- (Japan): 
Directed by. Akira Kurosawa - 

“PEACE TO WHOEVER ‘ENTERS” (USSR) 
Directed by: Alexander. ‘Alov, Viadimir. Naumov. ~ ~ 
(This film replaces. “The Career of. Dima Gorin”, first anviounced. ‘as 

Teasons,) D ae 

_ Swans Shine 20th Crystals 
Continued ‘ftom page: zy 

man ‘to succeed Skourag—when. and a 
if he moves. upstairs—is production 
chief Levathes. These sources ‘say 

who have: 
made no. secret of their ‘desire ‘to 
remove ‘Skouras, - commerited ‘that 
management. had” “won. a. battle, 
but not the war.” . He vehemently 
denied that the heavy: trading of ~ 
20th stock for two days-after the |load and that in the. meantime, an ::: 

actual’ experienced film producer. . 

Russia's official entry, and" jater: withdrawn, | for. {undisclosed . ae 

} that. Levathes -is. equipped for the .-. 
job, but. néeds more time for séa-": _ 
soning before taking on the: full." ~ 

thinking or if a hassle is brewing. 
Soviets submitted eight’ or nine’ 
features to Venice for selection. .: 

Fortunately, there ‘has’ this year | 
been no repetition of last year's: 
pre-festival Yank-Italian hassle. } 
Though conceivably, some US ‘ob- 
servers here: may disapprove “of 
four Italian films in. competition 
at an Italian festival. the US is re-. 

’ and litigation,. will this year par- 
‘ticipate officially and fully In sup- 
_port of its two official. competi- 
‘tive entries and several non-com- 
" peting pix, and not get involved in} 
; any of the hassles which plague 
i all! such events. 

Broadcasting - Para- ; Matter of fact, as Leo Hochstet- 
ter, MPEA Mediterranean rep due. 
‘up for event, sums up Yank aitti-[ 

of Violence): ‘Directed by Leonar- tude’ to various local fracases; 
“we're sympathetic to al] those 

i who have problems, including ‘the: 
| director. of the Festival.” 

‘ing. anywhere. 
maining aloof of -all controveryj 

. ‘Bjork, {English sound track) 

of: 20th.. This same.source also. 
‘attached _ little long-term: . 
nificance to the fact that the opera- 
tions committee, chaired by Gould, 

rected by John ‘Hubley (his first |had. been. discontinued at . last: 
‘ feature-length. effort), Hubley | week’s meeting, saying .that “this 
comes from UPA, recently won jcommittee had been formed simply 
Venice. Lion‘ for short Animated ; to carry out a. study. of ‘company 

“THE CONNECTION":. Direct- 
ed. -by_ Shirley Clarke... Previously 
shown at Cannes and ‘Locarno. 

“OF STARS AND “MEN”: Di- 

design. feature on stars, man, evo- | operations . which. now... Was :com- 
lution. and the universe. .1st.show-! pleted. ‘It was a report.on ‘this 

-  tstudy which Gould gave last week's ‘Ss. 
Directed ‘by ..meeting.)- 

Do | . _ Meets Again Sept. 6. 
| “NIGHT | FIDE”: “Directed by} The. board next. meets. ‘Sept, 6, 
Curtis Harrington. ‘- oe + but. it seems that all, will. be com-. 
Ast’ feature by onetime experi- : paratively serene for another: two 

mental filmmaker,, now: asistant tO0.or: three months, when the ques- 

“THE | EXILES”:” 
Kent Mackenzie. - 

Jerry Wald. - ‘tion of 20th financing for the up- 
. “ANGEL . BABY”: “Girected:’ ‘by j coming fiscal year must be decided. 
Paul Wendkos. ' | An attempt to dip into any of 20th’s 

YUGOSLAVIA. ‘| revenues | from. its studio sale: for. 
this pt ‘ is sure to. cause. an- 
other board hassle that. ‘could: also” 
be crucial. 

” Meanwhile, . 

-NASILJE NA TRUGU” (Square 

do Bercovici, . With Broderick 
Crawford,’ Valentina Cortes, Anita reports from the 

‘sig-|- o 

coast indicate that the most.  Hikely, 

will take hold ‘of ‘studio Production Pe 
reins 

Wald, ‘ Selaniek; ‘Stark. 
The name of Jerry ‘Wald has been’. 

strong. candidate. . “It’s also. said. .- 
that. ‘serious: overtures. have. ‘been . 
made in recent ‘weeks to: David O.. 
Selznick... He reportedly has not’. 
‘made:apy finial expressions one way. - 

‘The factthat he has *-> or-the other: : 
apparently .left the door open. is 

_| regarded . as.an ‘indication that he 
might be interested provided . that 
the receives: carte blanche. 

_Another. ‘report, : ‘first ° ‘heard a 
‘couple of months ago, ‘was revived. 
recently—that .a. reorgahized pro-..-: 
duction setup at the studio could. -: 
involve Ray Stark: through a mer- 
ger of Seven Arts Associated (Eliot- 
Hyman is the. ‘key figure. here). . 

| Hyman,. but :he added, “a business-' - 
man.can always change his mind if’ © 
the eircumstances are right.” 

mentioned _by. two ‘sotirces’ as 4 -: 

A. 
reliable source said: the . ériginal. ns 
proposal was. turned’ .down . by -: 
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Venetians Vs. ‘A Bunch of Romans’ | 

Festival—New Direction In 1961 

Venice, Aug. 1 5. 

Festival guests who watch the 
eurtain ring up Sunday night !20) 
on the 22nd Venice Film Festival, 
or ‘who glimpse the same cére- 
mony over a nation-wide live dink 
on ‘Italy’s RAI-TV, will note rela- 
thely few apparent changes in 
this grand-daddy of such events, 
with the exception of its{-hosts, 
President Italo Siciliano and fest 
director Domenico Meccoli, who 
this year have respectively re- 
placed Senator Ponti and Emilio 
sonera. 

Yet, as has happened every year 
fn the test’s long history, some 
slight changes have been effected, 
for the better, it hopes, and usual- 
Jy fellowing suggestions of guests 
who attend the event. 

As Signor Meccoli points; out 
from the vantage point of one who 
has attended ‘and written about} 
Venice for. nearly 30 years before 
finding himself, as it were, on 
the other side of the fence, he was 
not named, nor has he taken over, 
as a reformer, and no drastic re- 
Vamps are contemplated, at least 
for the time being. An effort: will 
be made, however, to set Venice 
even more apart from the pack, to 
Make it different—if this is’ still 
possible—from cther film events, 
and which make it “serious”. to 
some people, or just plain “diffi- 
cull” to others, as the case may be. 
Just how “difficult” it is to organ-- 
ize a “serious” festival is demon- 
strated, it might be added, by.the 
many protests. which have charac- 
terized this \ear's sélection, as 
well as that of preceeding years. 
(See separate story.) 

Organizationalls, it appears prob- . 
able that Professor Siciliano, who 
heads the Venice Biennale tof 
which the film festival is merely 
one facet—the others being art, 
music, and theatre), will tike a 
mere active interest in the film ! 
show ‘than did his predecessor. 

objected. sometimes 
to the fact that a “bunch af Ro-- 
mans” was running their film! 
event. Now they should have tew- 
er complaints, snd the cempro- 
Mise solution will no doubt see a 
“Veleome return of Venetian so- 
ciety and high lile to the festival ' 
milieu. 

In other sectors, delegations and 
stars will still be taken care of ‘by 
Mr. Petrolini’s vip office,: while 
industry and cempany officials, 
Italian and foreign. will be han- 
dled by Pier Paolo Pineschi. Mario 
Katale maintains his press con- 
tact. post. 

Physically, the Festival .Palace 
front remains basically untouched, 
though several hundred new pine 
trees planted around the huge 
plaza have added a welcome touch 

Neglect Talent 
_—_ contunued from page 5 —e, 

any more films.- He makes his liv. 

ing asa film editor.. 
Ironically, the most expensive’ of. 

recent N.Y. indie productions was 

also the most “far- -out’—the Lewis | 
Allen-Shirley Clarke film adapta-: 

tion of the off-Broadway ‘‘Connec- 

tion.” Pic. cost in the neighbor-. 
hood of $170,000. and reportedly 

Films-Around-The-World. Allen, 
who has functioned as. a Broadway 

producer (“Big Fish, ‘Little Fish’’), 

meanwhile, is well along on: his. 

second indie film, “Lord. of The 
Flies,” being made in Puerto Rico. 

In addition to these peorle. : ‘allt 
of whom have turned out at. least: 
one feature and would like to. get 
on with another, is another group: 
of filmmakers who have tri ‘ed their | 
wings in the shorts field and now. 
are planning to enter the: feature 
competition. This group includes 
Robert K. Sharpe (“Night in A Pet’ 
Shop”), now prepping “The. Long 
Night, ” a Harlem-based drama;. 
William Kronich (“A Bowl of: Cher-’ 
ries”!, now prepping “Not Enough 
Kissing in The Streets,” and Bob 
McCarty ‘Rooftops of New York,” 
picked up by Col), prerping “A 
Step At A Time.” 

An important point is that none. 
of these names is an amateur, and. 
all of them are seeki to work 
within the frame of the Fommercial. 

will be released in the States by | 

Dick Clark 
| Continued from. page t — 

Some of The In-Fumily Angles of The Oldest. Film, will. enable. his. organization “to | 
.fandt 

_| sponsors used: by: teehagers and 
young adults) to know the. effect of 

_| their product and, to. advise them. 

|.aid’ “various ‘manufacturers | 

fand _ help. “them.” Additionally, 
| Clark. will establish: more’ of. his |. 
publications. facilities. ‘in ‘Philadel- 

‘pha. His’ next ‘book;."‘To Goof Or 
| Not To: Goof,”. will be ‘published 
1 by. Bernard Geis: 

on. teenage. mores: and ethics, and 
encompasses’ -_proper - ‘etiquette. but 
it is all: done ima breezy: style. 
Actually, I use a Jot of letters’:1 
‘receive daily. to guide © ‘me -and 
there must. be & market: for ‘this | 

Balloon Cerna 
because I got -more:than 800,000 
letters - from. omy ‘Newsweek, ‘col- 
umn.” 

Asked the possibility of. -shoot- | 
ing either his next pic, for either | 
Columbia or United Artists, at his | 
Philadelphia. production © ‘center, 
Clark said) “T haven't discussed it 

t with © them. yet ‘because we. have | 
been going: around in circles on: 
various - properties.’ I haven't .fi- 
nalized’ ‘my’ next story. yet: for 

| either. releasing - “company, but: I'm 
looking.” 

As - for ‘his- preseiit: ‘production, 
vphe Young -Doctors,” Clark.:said 
he. .is. “in ‘the middle” 

‘ness of. You” with: counterpoint. 
and then. call-it ‘Theme Song From 
the Young Doctors. 
‘went for it. ‘We. may still do. :it 
though.” Oddly, : Clark: is barred 
from. playing. the. sorig: from the 
-pic or. helping. to’:exploit .it: “I 
have’ an - indirect’ interest in it 
because: of the’ film,” he explained, 
“and -after .my.- -sessions with the: 
‘government .on 'tieins ‘with: music 
T learned a big: lesson. .The “les- 
son” was the government's con- 

theatrical film industry, which, toe tention that Clark -had “made a 
‘aH inter.s and purposes, doesn’t 
seem to want them. — 

pointed out, 
filmmakers... reported. that. any of. 
the-majors refused to look at their | 
finished product..- 
do. 

They always. 
However, there was the gen-. 

eral feelin that it is usually the 
The jealous Venetians have always ' gE $ , “second leve]” of exee who screens 

strenuously, jthe product first; and makes: the: 
recommendation as to whether the 
i bosses should take. a look: Since 
this “second level” exer ‘doesn't 
want to be in the position of hav- 
ing wasted his boss’ time, he’s in- 
clined to turn thumbs down more a 
often than up. As a result, the 

real bosses may, in. fact, be totally 

| 
ignorant of the wide variety of | 
filmmaking activity outside | his 
immediate circle. 

O'Seas Sales: Combo | 
' = Continued from page § aque —. 

assistance of production head. Peter. 
G.. Uevathes. 

Excitement is running ‘high in'} 
the film industry on ‘the idea of. 

ot green (though still relatively {Joint distribution operations in 

sparse shade). 
Inside, everything is more ra- 

tional. The press boxes and mail 
slots for the expected 500-odd 
seribes are now in a more acces- 
eible downstairs location, open at, 
all times, and closer to the press | 
working area which includes typ- 
ing room ‘still too small), press 
wire service, post office, local and 
Jong distance phone lines, radio 
and television studios, ete. 
further speed operation of the 
daily program and bulletin, offices 
of these have been placed next to 
relative printing plants—all in fest 
building. In a word. all possible : 
moves for more rational and com- 
fortable u-e ef facilities—within 
limits of Slim budgets and.a grow- 
jngly small Paltarzo—have been 
made this year. Next year, it is 
hoped that some additional build- 
ines can he erected. 

"he Venice working day re- 
Mie -S Untouched: in mornings. fes- | 
tivaliers ean attend screenings of i 
Mack Sennett clessies, im a “Re- ; 
trosnective” series -dedieated to: 

the Yank rione er of humor. while ‘ 
avother am. “Retrospective” will 
feature Creech classics of the 
screen. 

Ir afternoons, at 4 and 6, “In- 
formation Section” entries are un- 
spooled, while at 10 p.m., the offi- 
cial competitive screenings are 
held in the Palazzo del Cinema. 

The principal problem. ‘howeve~, * 

To: 

foreign countries in the interest 
of both economy. and efficiency. 
It can’t be. done in the United 
States because of the antitrust’ re- 
strictions but, as put by one major 
producer-disjributor foreign  offi- 
cial. this wesk, -“every. company is 

i talking about the idea, and severa’. 
| deals already have been entered, 
for mutual operations in many 
parts. of the world.’ 

It was officially stated that Para-_ 
mount and Columbia have merged 
both their sales and distribution 
in Hong Kong. to take effect Sept. 
3. New company formed is Para-. 
mount Columbia Films of Hong 
Kong, headed by M. S. Moh, herz- 
tofore Par’s branch manager. Par. 
offices and facilities will be. used.| 

|and other personne] will ‘be drawn { 
from both the Par and Col staffs. . 

Par and Warners apparently are |- 
at- least in tentative agreement on 
a projected mergering of ‘interests. 
in France. Talks have been going 
on for some time and the. matter: 
‘now is being. held in aberance, 
‘main potential obstacle: centering 
-on initial costs. Both Par and WB 
, want a determination of the extent 
| of local turnover tax. If the levy 
‘is found too high. ‘no. deal; other- 
wise, a get-together. 
| Metro recently pulled away from 
an arrangement whereby its. :prod- 
uct was handled jointly with Par’s 
in Denmark and Norway. Par’s fa- 
j cilities in Copenhagen and M-G's 
"in Oslo were used. But as: M-G 

Yemains: a shortage af seats in the } ‘pniied out, Warners moved inte. 
theatre ™-o isnt this a P roblem at : 
all festivals? 

the same kind of- partnership op- 
eration with Par. i, | 

4lot of money. from. playing. three | 
’ songs from his -first: film, ‘Because | 

In this connéction,. it should: -be- They're “Young” ‘when ‘all three | 

‘that none of. these ‘Went ‘on to become hits.” 
AS ‘a: finale: to the - Philly. Pro- | 

‘duction ‘center, Clark: pointed ‘out 

€ ‘when ‘it 
comes: to. music. “I wanted | des- 
perately for. us to use “The. Near- | 

_ but. nobody: 

“It is a ‘book |. 

that * many Broadway .. ‘shows. can’ 
be live-taped ‘for considerably. ‘less. | © 
in- Philly" than. transporting ‘them 

ito the. Coast ‘or. even doing it. in 
Gotham, “The technicians are there 
and.. the: production © costs.’ all 
around © are’ -far less.” 

7 Iris t 20th 
Continued trom: page 3 oa — 

‘noted - ‘the phrase. “family. film” 
strikes fear.in hearts of most ex- 
hibs, he feels pic: will have. appeal 
to wide. range of ‘ audience: taste.. 
The French crew. on “Gigot” was. 
great (“They were’ so enthusiastic 
we almost had tg: throw them off 
the set at the end of the day. They 
wanted to:keep on working.”) Also- 
Gleason has been.a. stimulating ¢m- 
-ployee..- Producer Said ‘the.: star’s 
ideas come. at-‘a’ rapid: rate ‘and 
“they have. to. ‘be controlled. to” a 
certain. extent." - 

‘Hyman. ‘has. no. ‘new: project - set 
as yet,. but “for =the future: he’s 
counting on “The: League of Five. 
Nations,"* - an ‘Indian historical -pic 
based on’.a novel, commissioned by 
‘Hyman ‘and written: by Lou Bren- 
nan. Random House. will. publish 
this in. the ‘spring-summer: season 
next year, with Bantam having the 

| paperback rights. . 

“The ‘producer. would: ike to- do. 
this’ as’ authentically ‘as’ possible, . 
with real “Indian-looking’” Indians, 
but feels that. if he does it: on the 
scale he wants, ‘he'll have to use. 
star names. In this case..he’s ‘going 
to look for - Indian-looking stars, 
who aren't exactly a. dime-a-dozen. 

Frisco 1A: Pact 

doubtedly will. ‘fiave- to he fought 
otit with union each time’ exhibi- 
‘tors ‘wish to. try’. ‘to: invoke’ this 
clause.. 

. Projectionists ‘also- got: 10¢. ‘raise 
first year of: contract life;-10e see- 
cond year ‘and: another. 10¢ third | 
year.--Pact is: retroactive, to last 
Aug. 15. ° 

Current. pay ‘scale’ is $3. 35 hourly: 
at. downtown . _first-runs, ranges: 
from .$2.62 up. .About 50. Frisco 
theatres. are’ directly | affected. but 
‘contract is. expected ‘to influence. 
projectionists’ negotiations in San 
Mateo, Sacramento and Vallejo 
Locals. a 

| sessions | were recorded, the only 
+ concrete results, the things. of value 

‘| said and discussed, will be carried: 
| away . by - 

— ‘Continued from page | z = 

-| films, as artistic expressions, will 

‘eight’ years and handled National: 

make its bow last. month in Angers, 

has. | been: delayed until the end of.|: 
| this. month by recently. organized | 

‘ing debut as _skedded — were’ not} 

along lines of.the Cocper. Founda- ' 

‘sidetracked for time. being. -Cine-- 

the 1,15l-seat: downtown United.) 

short, incisive ad campaign - ‘which 

Film Board summed’ up the pur- 
pose and. results of: the Seminar in 

from the. ‘others ‘and. ‘ultimately. 

Japan (Kobayashi) and the. U..S.-A. 

‘the Film ‘Board. The general idea 

NEW TALENT AGENCY 
| Ferman, ‘Sloat, Freeis Swing. 

., Shingle on. Coast wo 
2 ~ [Budd Rogers . 

rave aves | Pathe-America Co... 
Beverly Artists Corp. has opened ne 

After First Year 
offices in Beverly Hills. as a the-} 
atrical agency franchised ‘to. Tept. 
artists in every field including per- | 

Hollywood, ‘Aug. 15. 
“Budd: ‘ Rogers, 

Distributing . Co. 

sonals, tv, films, recordings, ete. 
‘Stanley Furman, previously. ‘with 

GAC and Maynard Sloat; is. a prin- 
cipal in the firm, and will have. 
Anne: Freels as ‘associate, - 

Miss Freels was formerly: RCA 
Victor. public ‘relations “head . for |.tion, ‘including production and ‘dis- 

‘tribution - plans. extending ‘through 
1962. Report. will be mailed: Sept. disk academy (NARA y S) | ee ‘1. to. the nation’s exhibitors.. awards this year. 

| the: timetable ‘drawn.up a year ago, .. 
‘Rogers ‘said;. “conipany's ‘first. fea- 

j.ture, “The Deadly. Companions” is 
| playing in «theatres. across the -- 
‘country, a second is ‘being. edited, 
a. third is. in production :and four:. 

relay U TOD | are nearing: the starting Jine” - 
Now: in the editing’ room: is.~ 

” paris, Aug. 15: 1™Wild Harvest”: with’ ‘Out’ ofthe 

Maiden Itinerama, slated. to. 

Kong, . 

‘progress, ‘Rogers. paid. tribute: to. . 
Itinerama S.A., of which Maurice 
Dollfus. is exec veepee. Reasons for 

inflated. balloon. theatres not: mak-. 

Laboratories Inc., parent. firm., 

“who conceived. the ‘plan: whereby :. 

revealed. . 

‘However, ‘Cinerama prexy. ‘Nico. 
las Reisin{ is here from New York: 
checking into situation .as well. as 
rebuilding . the local. Empire asa’ 
Super-Cinerama. House is slated |. 
to‘be ready in November, fashioned: 

‘presented by ~ ‘established. 

America would” finance and. 
lease.” ; 

. cessful launching .by Pathe Labora-. 
| tories of Sutton. Pictures..Corp., a 
| wholly-owned. subsid, to. acquire 

‘and: releasé. completed pix... .. 
- Sutton. Pictures, > which Rogers. 

also helms, already has. in- release 
“The Unstoppable Man.’”: ax — Argo - 
‘Production. starring ‘Ca meron- 

tion’s Cinerama in Denver... 
‘Plans -also’ for initial Ttinerama 

in. Southern. California‘ have been 

rama head had figured. on. U.S. 
balloon ‘theatre preem. before end 
of: the year. «~ 

mont, 
-Bernard- “ Wiesen’s- ‘wFear, ‘Nuremberg’s’ S.F. Sneak } 

.. San Francisco; : ‘Aug. 15.. 
First public screening of “Judg- August. rel h : 

ment at Nuremberg’ was held at’ ugust. re cree of In upcomming ‘release :is “Force of Impulse,”: a. -- 
‘Gayle-Swimmer-Anthony- praduc- 

‘| tion. starring Tony. Anthony. _ 
2]. .In his -report;-Rogers ndted’ thé 

‘establishment of. staffed. ‘regional 
‘distribution offices. Peter T.. Dana,... 
eastern division’ sales’ ‘manager, 
Pittsburgh; ” George -Lefko, : mid- | 
west” sales . manager, «--Chicago;. 
Jerry Lipos,’ ventral district divie. ... 
sion “ manager,: Cleveland; Joseph 
Gins, . southern district . ‘manager, . 
Washington, and Francis A. Bate-. 
man, :- western. division . “Manager, . 
Los’ Angeles: 

Artists. Friday’ (11) night. - 
“Sneak”. -was preceded by 

resulted in 1,126 ticket sales: at UA 
boxoffice, and dozens: of. potential 
customers. turned away. | Ads, .of 
course, did hot niention: film’s- 
name, but two. Frisco: columnists. 

Screening ‘was first. time. Kramer 
organization. had seen. Picture with, 
musi¢ dubbed.. 
Up from. Hollywood; for preview 

were, in addition to Kramer, com- 
poser- Ernest. Gold, writer Abby |’ 
Mann, ‘ associate: producer. ‘Philip. 
Langner; publicity men Mike. Kap-. 
lan and Al Horwits and zY technical . 
crew, ’ | first picture, 

-kept .:its. promise to -exhibitors. 
“Last .September,” ‘he| said, : : 
promised - that. Pathe - America’s 

“The: Deadly Com- 
| panions,”- would ° be: available: to. 

| theatres ‘by June... _ 
1 “Charles: B.. FitzSitrions. ‘and hia 
“| Carousel Productions.’ staff eom- - 

| pleted - the’ picture in’ time’ for “its: 
world . premiere’ in ‘Tucson,,; “AYiz., om 
dune 6. —_ 

“ “This - prodiicer-distiibutorex-.” 
hibitor . teamwork’ follows. right.” 
down the line. Special’ campaigns’ 
were tailored to fit.the individual 

kept ona fairly ‘intellectual. level, needs of various areas, as: analyzed: . 
with very little: discussion of con- |. 7. 
crete: problems such as unioti. dif- yt em in’ those areas,. he us 
ficulties.. distrib. deals, cooperative “ 
financing, étc. Some. of this was | 

aiscussed, but, a8 Vittorio Bala | fog, Ayres Into ‘Consent’: 
said “most of the practical .discus- an 

* He and Gene Tierney On 
’ Film Comeback Trail 

sions were .in themselves involved } 

“Lew “Ayres; Tong ‘absent from ‘the: 

Montreal Seminar: 
— Contiriued | ‘from page. a —. 

commented. that. if “Morris: Engel. 
is the ‘father’ ‘of the New. “Wave, 
Jean.. Reinor is its. Pope.” -. ae 
On the whole, the ‘Seminar “was - 

with artistic problems; ‘such as the | 
handling. of actors.” 1 
Guv Cote, Secretary of. the Semi- 

nar: ead film-maker at the Nat.. 

-the Vice-President of the US.: 
Otto. -Preminger’s ‘Advise ‘and 
Consent,” ‘now.. set:: for. Columbia. . 
in lieu of. United. Artists| release.’ 

Ayres’ last feature’: stint | was. 
eight’ ‘years ago. ‘in’ “Donovan's 
Brain,” UA: sci-fi yarn. -Interimly, 

stating that it was a totally selfish 
enterprise’. ... since none of. the. 

each individual. film- 
maker, bringing: back to. his..own 
country those things. he .learned-| gionist proclivity,. he: toured the 

lecture circuit. with a documentary 
translating. those things into filmic |series titled. “World's Great ‘Re-. 
terms through. his. art. Only’ as" 

Sojourn in- 1954. - 
‘Key roles in “Advise” sill to. ‘be. So what has been said here Teach. the : :: 

cast are that of ‘Sen. Fred Van. : outside world. 
All in: all over :40 directors took. 

part,..with directors from Italy, 
(Baldi), Poland. (Makarczynski), 

bon copy, ard .the wife - of Sen: 
Brigham. - _Ariderson. ° . Previously _ 
inked were: Henry. Fonda,’.Charles 
Laughton, . Don . “Murray, - (Denis. and Terry’ Sanders). Most . 
‘Lawford,. Walter. Pidgeon, Fran-,'*. of the directors. present were from 

‘was ..to mingle. the foreign and 
‘Canadian directors with: an eye to-/ 
wards stimulating © ‘the ~ resident. 
film-makers. 

‘Tierney, latter - also breaking a | 
long: filmic hiatus. | Filming : com-.’ 
mences, 5, Sept. 5. in ‘Washington. 

-Pathe-America Tots 
prexy,,. has. re-"_ 

leased: a. .detailed: report - of the... 
company’s maiden year of ‘opera-' - 

| Stating. that’ they.. were ahead: of foe 

|. Tiger’s Mouth” in its. fourth. ‘week-. 
of filming. on location in “Hong. hae 

Tn outlining new.’ _ company’s a 

James S. Burkett, veepee of.Pathe: -. 

“Tt. was. Burkett,” . Rogers said, a 

‘groups of. exhibitors: would - study::. -- 
and: ‘approve : ‘production ‘packages. 

-indes*.. 
pendent filmakers, whicli. Pathe: ety 's 

“Rogers ‘also yeported: on: “the raga 

| Mitchell, produced by. Jack | La: ae 

"| More,” staring. ‘Jacques: Bétgerac” ' 
and. -Mala. Powers, is: sét -fer -an:~ ~ 

-. Rogers pointed out how: P-Avhad....-.. 

‘Coast lots. has been set ta portray : . oe 

‘and: reflective. of his‘ pacifist-reli- _ 

ligioris, ” which -he shot. on. a global’ 7" 

‘Ackerman. the you-knew-who car-. * 

- Peter * | 

chot Tone: Burgess Meredith, Ed- "” 
‘die. Hodges, Paul, Ford ‘and Gene:.:: :. 
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Film Situations: Buys, Sells, Remodelings | 
Disclosure in last week's Variety that drive-ins with. their 28-week 

“season” now account for perhaps one-fourth of the domestic (U.S.- 
Canada) rentals is, of. course, a prime reality of the latterday theste | 
balance. Development of in-car heaters is extending operations of 

The drive-ins, outdoor even in quite northerly and harsh climates. | 
meantime, come close to dominating whole segments of. Dixie and the 
southwest. 

But with all due recognition of the growth. of the ‘parks since the 
.end of World War II, there is the equally arresting: ‘circumstance, also | 
reported last issue, of the “‘comeback” of.the hardtop. Some 500 of. 
them have been erected, perhaps 300 in connection with roadside 
shopping villages. Mercantile interests prefer a roofed, conventional 
theatre because of afternoon ‘and even morning) performances and 
because the shopping must go on despite weather, late sunsets or 
whatever. 

Collated herewith are a variety of news items: Fhey have in. -com- 
mon one thing: activity in exhibition. A striking traffic ‘in drive-ins 
has lately been evident in Texas, Oklahoma and nearby ‘states. The |. 
planning of suburban houses for Cinemara, a la Denver, is also sig- | 
nificant of both (a) changing exhibition patterns and (b) confidence in 
exhibition despite the X-factors of. tomorrow’ 8. tollvision and color- 
tube sponsored schedules. 

It is now approaching 15 years since the population. explosion, more. 
babies and more suburbs, seized .urban downtown by the threat. Re- 
designed central areas, per. the examples of. Philadetphia - and. Pitts- 
burgh, represent civic cqunter-+ 
measures. Department stores and | 
downtown aetivity generally, de- 
pend first of all upon parking and 
the free-flow of traffic. The small 
town and the village has the iden- 
tical problem in miniscule with 
the dramatic truism, exemplified in 
perhaps 35 specific stori@s during 
the past two years. tnat the clos- 
ing down of the only film house on 
the village green is equivalent to 
creeping paralysis. Business some- 
times will subsidize the reopening. 
Big town or. small town, the af- 
finity of marquee blaze and trad- 
ing pulse have been borne home} 
upon Changbers of Commerce Jong : 
since. 

Not all the transforming of 
“downtown” takes the same bent. 
Hartford, for example, is cald- 
bloodedly sacrificing its old rialto 
for the sake of a freeway going 
througn its very heart. Neatly a. 
dozen theatres. including legit, are |- 
victims of this “progress” toward 

Japanese Ballyhoo 
Honolulu, Aug. 15. . 

Two current first-run Japa- 
nese-made_ releases have ar- 
resting titles, to wit: 

“The Woman President” 
(Daiei) at the Kokusai theatre. 

“The Playboy. President” 
(Toho) .at the Nippon. 

Ads for the latter picture: 
promise a “cheerful refund if’. 
you can prove you are 4a bet-° 
ter playboy than. the pr incipal : 
character in this movie.” | 

leas Sur
renders | 

Buffalo, Aug. 15. 
Several of -the most "representa- 

In Buff Nabes| 
tomorrow's cloverleafing roadside 
eivilization. 

A continuing problem for cer- 
tain big cities is “over-seating.” 
This is the pavoff era but the: 
problem may have existed for 40 
years. Theatres were built in ex- 
uberant profusion by promoters at! 
a time when their was vast profit 
to be gleaned from the construc-. 
tion itself and the sale of bonds— 
fated to default in the depression. 
In any event. the industry ‘is thor- 
oughly familiar with over-seating. 
The problem is detailed in the fol- 
lowing dispatch from Buffalo. 

CINERAMA CONVERSION 
OF MONROE, ROCHESTER : 
Cinerama principals, ' who’ve 

.tive community theatrés here are 
to be relinquished by their presént 
operators at the end of their exist- 
ing leases. All of thése have been 

‘long standing nabe. operations. -Elm- 
wood, once the -plushiest com- 
munity house in Buffalo; will be 
surrendered by Loews shortly when’ 
its lease runs out. Seneca, largest. 
nabe in Western New York, is he- 
ing handed back to its owners at 
lease-end by. Paramount. “And 
Kensington, Jong an outstanding 
east side Loew's operation, ‘is. ex- 
pected to revert-to its owner at the 
conclusion of the present tenancy.. 
All three houses, together with 
‘most other Buffalo nabe spots, have 

. for some time past been open. only. 
on a three-day. weekend basis. 

Other local casualties 
the Victoria, once the flagship of 

been adding ta their three-pro-| the pioneer Mitehell-Mark ‘chain, 
jector circuit, have closed: dickers 
to convert the Monroe Theatre in 
Rochester, N.Y. It will mark first 
stand for the process in that city: 

Preem is slated for Oct. 11, with 
“This is Cinerama.” 

S. L. Kennedy's New Sifaution 
Pleasanton, Tex., Ang. 15. 

which is being razed for a: super- 
market and the LaSalle which has 
‘been closed and will be sold by 
Basil Enterprises for commercial. 

' purposes. 

Additional ‘shutterings include 
| Schine’s Riverside for announced.|: 
conversion to an indoor ski spot 

Sam L. Kennedy has leased the |lowe, latter two dark this summer 
Trail Drive-In here from W. 
Glasscock. 

He also operates the Roxy Drive- ' 
In at San Antonio. 

D 
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SMALL ESTATE 

'with reopening problematical. 

‘In-Car Warmer-Uppers 
For Year-Round Policy 

include} 

FOR SALE 
Westchester County 

Exceptional buy. Main house in- 
cludes pine paneled den, powder 
room, modern kitchen, living, din- 
ing, five bedrooms, 2'2 baths. 

4-room, 1''2 bath guest house easily 
rented at $2,000 per year. 

Priced for immediate sale. Low 
fifties. Telephone ROgers 49-2332, 
Pleasantville, N.Y. 

| Toronto, Aug.. 15. 
Odeon Theatres . has begtin con- 

struction on a J5-acre plot of a 

and to begin year-round operations 
in November. It’s an invasion. of 

on harmless Butane Bas, 
| transistor equipment: - ensuring 
sound reproduction in every - car: 

i promised. 

RADIO CITY MUSIC. watt Odeon. Theatres" 
Rockefeller Center e Ci 6- 

“FANNY” 

(Canada) : Ltd. 

'Grive-ins across the ‘Dominion 
‘from New Glasglow, Nova Scotia, 

CHARLES BOYER « ; 
Produced and dwecied by JOSHUA L0G 

A Warner Gres. Picture in Technicoler ' 

ond Gala New Stage Spectacle “FESTIVAL TIME” 
; Midland and Port Arthur. 

At Odeon’s New Ozoner 

°1.200-car drive-in £0 cost $500.000— 

‘the Ontario field for this circuit. 

New Odeon ozoner will use the 
‘latest type of in-car heaters dui- 

ing the winter months, operating: 
with. 

; Screen will be 140: by -70 feet;. 
‘with drive-in located just: east. of | . 
| Toronto from Highway 401 and all |. 
‘areas of year-round drive-in: pro- | 
: ject paved. Latest pictures | are-|: 

now owns and operates seven 

‘ to Vancouver, British Columbia,’ 
‘with four of these céntered ‘in 
; Ontario at Kingston, Brampton, | 

” ReDo.at eat Ohio. 
Kent Theatre, Kent, O., 

extensive overhaul, including new 
‘booth installation... House, like the 

j ones previously renovated, is now |- 
set. for 35m.and' 70m ‘projection. 
Chain .will ‘continue the-refur- | 

bish kick -‘‘as ‘need - arises,” ” 
V-P.. Donald Schine. © a 

Too Many ‘Many Seats. 
‘Sail Confound — 

| per] 

~ Downtown Buff! 
Buffalo; “Aug: 15. 

Siatistical - minded." downtown 
—|first-run exhibs here; seeking an- 

‘{ swers for the current: severest box- 
‘| office slump in’. their recent local |. 

| history, haye. come’ up. reluctantly | 
‘with what appears to. be the logical | 

1 explanation. 
famine, i.e: ‘over-seating. This town | 

-of the - protracted. 

pfesently has seven downtown first 
‘/Truns—two. operated ‘by Paramount, | 
two by Loew's, two independent | 
and one art cinema. The total seat- 

.|inig capacity of these,-ranging from 
.the 3,500-séat Buffalo tothe 450- 
‘seat Cinema, 

‘| proved itself capable. of holding a} 
(which ‘has recently 

_| first-run ‘ ‘picture for over six. 
..| months), is. nearly 17,000. Figuring | 
‘Jan’ average: of four. showings daily, 
this. means over 65,000 seats. to’ be 

|occupied each day: (or: 450,000. a 
‘| week); if all theatres were to. op- 

erate: ‘at capacity. That -is.consider-. 
able - more than - thé present total 
potential - number of. local. ‘movie- | 
goers. . 
" ‘Buffalo : is: rated. in: the: popula- 

‘| tion books as a city. of over 700,000. 
‘But this is misleading: bécause 250,- 
000 of these are of: Polish. extrac- 
tion and about : 100, 000 Italian— 
‘neither of. ‘which groups ‘has ever. 
‘been. especially noted for spending. 
its amusement money in the down- 
town. section. This reduces: the po- 
tential patronage of the first. runs 
to about 350,000 people—a com- 
munity only: about haif the- size of | 
that listed ‘on. the population books’ 
—or really. a city about: a par with | 

| Rochester or. Syracuse. For: the. 
first-run_ moving picture population. 
patrons in Buffalo to fill anything 
like’ the 65,000 daily available 
‘capacity. in. the downtown theatres | 
-is‘ not’ only: improbable but seem- _ 
ingly impessible.... . 

, Operators here. are now: gen: 
erally. in agreement. that reduction 
in size or total’ elimination of ‘at. 
least three: of the larger first-runs 
here or their dedication to’. non-. 
theatrical ‘purposes is now a must, 
if the remaining. theatres are to 
survive, But so: far the only action: 
has been bows by each owner in. 
the direction of the others ‘in an 
Alphonse-Gaston gambit:. 

HOLLYWOOD BLVD. - SPRUCING 
and westside Ellen Terry and Mar- | . 

Stanley’ Spending. 2806 on. Former 
. Cinerama Stand’ 

; Hollywood, “Aug,. 15.. 
Stanley: ‘Warne. ‘will spend in 

neighborhood: of $250, 000 to re- 
model “Warner. Hollywood:-Theatre 

|on Hollywood Blvd., which closes 
Sept. 21- for: installation of new 
70m projection - equipment: -and. 
‘screen and. restoration. of - ‘1,000 
seats. House reopens Sept. 28 on 
firstrun policy, after having been: 
utilized _exclusiyely for Cinerama: 
‘product for. nearly eight years. (] 
| -Nat Fellman, exec: ‘film ‘buyer 

-ecurrently. is 
| negotiating. with’ ‘Cinerama sales 
for SW. circuit, 

manager Bernie Kranze. for book- 
ing. initial Metro-Cinerama feature, 
“How. ‘the. “West, ‘Was: Won,” for 
next, ‘May. . 

Dallas, Aug. 15. 

when 

‘house.. A September -closing will 
allow three weeks for. refurbish- 
ing and. installation of equipment, 
which will- include a: ‘wall-to-wall 
and top-to-bottom screen. —. 

Cinerama was shown. ‘here sev- 
eral years ago in the same house, 
then the Melba. 

is 15th 
Schine circuit. situation to ‘undergo. 

day (3). 

Age Group Recognition 

‘of ‘up to 50% 

' for 

“Undertaker Turns Exhib. | 
Lake Placid, N.Y., Aug. 15. 

_ . Reginald Clark has pur. ; 

chased the Palace in ‘Lake. | 
Placid. A’ funeral director, he 

during Ernie Dodd's operation | 
of it, 

J. BL Odium. ‘had managed 
the theatre ‘for a “corporation 
the past. year. , 

Boston Waring 
Re Lurid Lobbies 

{STOREY CHAIN SHS 
Mayor John F. Collins | asked |. 

film .exhibs. to ‘tone: down: Thurs- . 
“I have no desire to re- |. 

-open ‘the. question - of -censorship 
-and licensing,” he-said, but indi- 
cated that. he is. prepared: to. take. 
strong. “steps. if “improvement. is 

Boston, ‘Aug: 15. 

not seen.” 

“A. disturbing 

months,” he said in a message to 
all theatre owners in’ Boston, but |: 
particularly: directed. at © “certain: 
downtown establishments. . 
“Collins directed the city ‘censor, 

Richard J. Sinnott, to work closely 
with. police: Capt. Edward ‘J. Blake 
of the vise squad. He declared. that | 
during the past year one theatre 
was cited five times by © - Sinnott: 
and Capt. Blake for what they :de- 
scribed as 

publicly acted was‘in May, 1960, 
‘when he requested eight. revisions 
and one. delefion'in the ‘British -aecording to James H. ‘Edwards, 
play, “Lock. Up Your Daughters” 
at the Shubert). | 

As Boxoffice Enricher’ 

Dallas, Aug. 15... 

Taterstate. ‘Theatres, ‘Originators 
of. the special price: . poliey for 
“tiveen - -agers” 
zens,” reveals via James O: Cherry, | 

and “senior  citi-. 

city: manager. here. for-the: circuit, 
‘that the demand for: the discount | 

Hunter Joins Tisch 
‘on theatre admiis- |. 

sions 12. through 17 yeas Of. age. 

cards has reached an ‘all-time high. 
The bargain oprice allows. savings 

and/or over 60.: 

Prior .to adoption of. the. motion 
picture discount’ plans, started’ six 
years. ago, youngsters paid adult 
|admission prices after . they 
reached. 12 years of age.’ This age | - 
group depends largely upon. week- |- 
ly allowances and part time jobs 

budget.. 
‘Two years ago. the same. policy was | 

| -NOTMEG: ADDS BROOKLAWN.. 

its ‘entertainment 

started: for the benefit of. ‘people |. 
whg had reached 60. a 

-Youngstowner. Reopens 
. Youngstown, O., Aug. ‘15, ° 

ter here shuttered’ since before 
Christmas, -. reopened under. new 
management: with a seven. nights |: 
a. week policy, plus. Saturday 
children’s matinee, and continuous |: 
Sunday showings... -.” . 

Ss. G. Foster, . manager. of: ‘the — 
| Uptown ‘and also. Reynolds - Drive: 

Capri Preps For Cinerama | . In Theater. at. Sharon, “Pa. “a Ww i 
‘boss. the’ Schenley. 

- Cinerama . ‘returns. here Oct. 4]. 
“South. Seas Adventure”: 

opens, at the midtown . Capri. a]. 
| Trans-Texas ” Theatres” first ‘run 

SUBLEASING VARSITY 
. Detroit; ‘Aug:-15. 

- Varsity Theatre, a. westside 
“nabe, has been subleased by United. 
Detroit ‘Theatre to” Varsity Thea- 
tre Co., headed by’ Lou Mitchell. 
‘House had ‘been operated since 

chain now consists of. four down- 
Stewn: first-runs and eight. mabes.. 

recurrence - “OF: 
questionable films and advertise-. 
‘ments. has been. -noted. in recent | 

.Boulevard; 

“offensive and lurid. 
outside billboard displays.’ 

‘(Last time the Boston censor. 

‘and : Scott. 

Air-conditioned Schenley Thea-. 

[Milgram Buys Fox, Philly, Edifice; ; 
Renovation for Stage Talent 

Philadelphia, - Aug. 15. 
Milgram. Tnc., which. has oper-. . 

ated the 2,400-seat. Fox -here on 
‘| lease: ‘from National fortwo and.a | 
chalf ‘years, ‘has purchased the 17- 
story. office building in which the- 

,| theatre - is. housed. Consideration ‘ 
| was” $1,700; 000.: 

had ‘been. associated with the. 
_ :Tesort-town theatre at one time 

President : ‘David. E. ‘Milgram “ye. 
veals. that the Fox: will now be - 

.: extensively: Temodelled: Part of...:- 
| the new: Penn Centre: area..of. .. 
./downtown Philly there.will bea‘ °.: 
| fully-equipped. stage with ‘te 

_ | Prospect ‘of future live talent. a 
1° : Milgram ‘chain ‘now numbers: ‘9200S 
Situations in Pennsylvania, ‘New 
Jersey . and’ Delaware. 

Fox currently is). unfeeling = 
-Columbia’s “Guns of Navrone’’ at. 

‘$1.80 top: 

OZONERS, S00G EACH 
Atlanta, Aug. 15. 

_ Storey’ Theatres | Ine, Atlanta 
chain which operates: houses in- this: 
city .and, throughout Georgia,. has: “ 
been . ‘granted ‘building permits to: 

| construct two. drive-in theatres by 
‘DeKalb County ‘(adjacent:. to -At-.~ 
Janta) and City of Atlanta.’ Total. 
cost is. Set at: round: $1, 000;000. oy 

Open-airer ‘to be ‘built. in ‘De-- 
-Kalb will occupy 40-acre tract on .. 
Northeast Freeway..just north: of © 

| Shallowford Rd, Other will goon” 

38-acre . site: on. Fulton’ Industrial « _ 
Near intersection: of: 

Cascade Rd. Physiéal location ‘of. 
two spots put. them about 20 miles 
apart, but; in effect, they ‘will ‘draw.’ 
from ..north.. and sou th. sections. ; 
city’s neighborhood séctions.: 

Cost | of. two theatres: including 
terrain, grading, landscaping. and. oo 
construction, will. run about $500,- ‘! 
000 each. - 

Contracts ‘will be | ‘Tet shor ily, 

general manager of Storey: organi- 
.zation.. Completion of two projects. 
is scheduled for: May, 1962:. 

~ According to Edwards,: company 
is figuring «.on_-1,500-car: capacity 

|-for, each. -theater,. with area . left. 
over for further. expansion | and. _ 

; enlargement: 

‘Ther ingly Favored| Storey Theatres, Inc.,;- which oper- 
‘ates 10..theatres -in "Metropolitan aan 
_Aflanta- ar ea. They .aré _hardtops: . 
-Decatur’:" ‘Emory, - Euclid, Rhoades, .-. 
“Techwood,  Hilan; 

Fred. H: Storey ‘is. president. ‘ot 

‘and drive-ins 
Glenwood, Gw innett, Peachtree: 

For. TOA Conclave Spell 
- ‘Ross. Hunter will rep Screen Pro- 

r ducers Guild asa luncheon’speaker - 
at conclave of ‘Theatre Owners of... 
America in: New Orleans Oct: -8-12. . 
Other: speaker. so-far set is. circuit: - 
exec. (Boew! s) Laurence. A: Tiseh.- 

- Hunter. will. describe current. pro- 
‘dvietion problems, and. diseuss 1 TOA: at aa 
cooperation, with filmmakers. 

Loa! Bridgeport, Aug. ‘15. 
‘Nutmeg. ‘Theatres — circuit,” now 

operating in New Haven
, Westport: ven

! 

and Norwalk, ‘has bought: .Brook- 
‘Tlawn Theatre near- . Bridgeport-. fk 
‘Fairfield line’ and plans. to-reopen’.°:. -; 
the. dark 500-seater with a “Con: Ae 
tinental ‘Policy: aan 

Brooklawn, which. was built. in 
1937, : was. sold. for. $50,000. 

‘Fiesta. To W.. M. “Durke 
‘El Paso, Tex., Aug. 15: 

Fiesta: Dr ive-In “‘Pheéatre- has been . 
leased by.: William M.: Burke. from’ 

“L-owner J:-B: Beesom of Odessa, Tex. - 
-.| Burke has‘a- ‘10 year. lease. anid. an 

option to: buy.’ 

. However, * the equipment was. 
purchased outright, | and the corn-... .. 
cession ‘is. currently leased to.ABC ©: | 

| Vending. Co:: mods 
‘ing will ‘continue to. be handled ‘by - 
‘the Adrian | Upchurch. Agency. -of. 

its-opening:in 1936 by UDT whose | Dallas. . 

Booking and. licens-: 

Remodeling’ of. the: ‘poner is: ‘be-. . 
Jing planned. — oe 
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~ Stuntmen’ $ F raternal Order 
‘Stuntnien’s: ‘Asin, of ‘Motion’ ‘Pictures ‘hag been formed cwith- ‘an. | 

-Hollyw 004d;. ‘Aug. 13: 

:.. Initial membership. of 83 and: Dale Van: Sickel elected as prexy: 
ne “Purposes of ‘organization: was tnailed | _yesterday' to-.480- first :and. a 

“-* pe¢ond assistant. directors, production. managers, -casting directors .. 
“and..others in. the industry. ‘Threefold ‘object is: as follows:. 
“€L)- To-insist ‘that each member. conduct himself properly: eed : 

“the ‘best. of ‘his ability, to each Job; keeping in. the best. physic  -eondition “to perform: tis job. 
“(2.) To establish and maintain * closer. ‘Telationship: and: better ma | 

[tor relieved. of exec veepee in: _Ninderstanding. within its membership. . 
-. (3) To assist. other ‘members in. getting” -experieni ce in. fields *, 

unfamiliar’ to them and.continue to build this Association in stature. 
_. All members’ belong.:‘to the Screen Actors Guild but new: or- 

_ ganization is apart and autonomous. Other officers include George -. 
“Robotham, -veepee; Boyd Morgan, secretary; Fred Krone, treasurer. 
“Board ‘consists of Bill Catching; . Loren.’ James, Carey .Loftin, Reg |: 

. Parton, ‘Harvey ‘Parry, Gil Perkins, Roy” Sickneér ‘and Van Sickel. . : 
as 

Calls Maryland Censorship a Racket’ 

The $6-Per-Thousand-Fe eet. Fees. for Screening |. 

“Indepetident. ‘Theatre Owners ‘of 
Baltimore ‘ are..seeking the. -elimi- 
‘nation of the. Maryland State Cen- 
sors Board, Robert: T. ‘Marhenke, 

- Operator of the: Pennington. Thea-. 
‘tre, together with William. Hewitt. 

_av., of the Ellicott Theatre; Ellicott | 
’ City,-and Ronald Freedman of the; 
Rex. ‘Theatre. Baltimore; - 
.charged that the censorial ‘system 
-has ‘“degeneérated:into a racket.” 

have’ 

snipped: off ‘the ‘seals for his ‘con-| : 
lates in‘ various parts ‘of. country 
-have. now accumulated “over. 500.-. 
000 NT&T_ shares,” 
‘VARIETY. 
| exact-“amount, we're still. buying ” | Sane ‘said he hoped that an ordi- 

venience. : The ‘same print ‘was re- 
shipped. to ‘Baltimore three weeks: 
later, and‘ having no’ séal, had ‘to | 
‘go through t the censorial machinery 
aga no: 

Marheake charged that ‘with. only 
‘975, new ‘films: a year, the board |~ 
need work only two. hours daily 
on. inspections. 
the industry: pays ‘more than $50,- 

Marhenke, who: was: in New. “York:| 000 annually, and its ‘costs are Tis- 
. fecently,:, declated that. the ‘board 

-* “‘Inakes “unnecessary: censorings: in | 
order to.collect the $6 ‘per -1,000 
“feet fees, and one film:can have’ 
many viewings by the board. within | 

-.a- short: period: to: collect ‘the fee. ! 
He pointed . out that... because’; 

of the shortage -of . prints; .a 

ing.: 

eign’ language. film . distributors, 
particularly, those of Polish films 
to’serve the:city’s large Pole: popu- 
:Iaion; have rebelled aft ‘the .mul- 
‘tiple: censoring costs, with the. re- 
‘sult that some distribs. are. unwill- 

“film. that had.‘ obtained the. seals {ing to permit: their wares to be 
_of ‘the: ‘Maryland ‘board; had been 
“ghipped on’ to Atlanta, . -where: the 
projectionist -having no interest in 

: ., What the Maryland. board | said: 

‘shipped to that state... 

| at last Wedriesday’s board meet (9), r said. 
-of National. Theatres & Television,: need censorship,” 

| and prexy Eugene Klein: Both key houses, and the grow ing clamor 
figures, each corraling large. blocks ffrom various women’s groups. 
of -stock. through - -associates, . gird: 

ast: ‘April when «dissident stock- 
-| holders Leonard Davis, 
“| petentra Associates 

. Marhenke of Baltimore Alleges Board Motivated By; 

_ | NTA, ‘pivotal point of skirmish. 

For. this, ha’ gaid, | 

Marhenke: charged. that the: “fore 

‘duties under three-year pact still 

_He says the 
distribs:.as well as the: entire ‘in-. 

_ Columbus, Aug. 13. 
Led by City 

PAD SITUATIONS) 
‘By. ‘WILLIAM ORNSTEIN 1 Golda’ May Edmonston,. 

: “Los. ‘Angeles,. Aug. 15:.. | of more than ‘100 Linden and North 
Lines: ‘are. béing tightly: drawn; Side churchwomen met last week 

between Sheldon ‘Smerling, direc-| with Mayor Ralston Westlake to 
discuss possible enactment of a 

charge of theatre operations. title /city censorship bill. The mayor 
“I. feel definitely ‘that” we 

‘referring to art 

a group 

Since. the Ohio censorship law 
for. ‘another proxy’ fight. to ‘control; twas ruled unconstitulional after 40 

“| Ap ape 242-theatre ” circuit, come ; years, there has been no censor- 
| Apr: ship in Columbus. Mrs. Edmons- 

ton had earlier introduced a_ bill 
calling for city censorship of all 

National ; ‘commercial features, but had 
-and | agreed to let it be tabled pending 

. Initial. proxy - pattle. took. place ;. 

_prexy, 

iG: NT&T 
a OXY WAR W RFOR. iAgitate for City Censor in Columbus; 

Ads, Art Houses, Nudies as Targets 
[ 

Councilwoman" 
_erators. 

Meanwhile, two actions are 
pending against local thea re ap- 

William Jo Mel. oaghiin, 
an optician, president of cae St. 
Leo Elementary School Parent- 
Teachers Assn., testlfied in Mu- 
nicipal Court last week on a felony 
charge against LeRoy Griffith, ap- 
erstor of the Parsons Follies 
Theatre, calling the advertising 
display pictures “obscene = and 
Jewd.” 

In another case, Lana }. Lake, 
36, manager of the Little Art The- 
-atre, was arrested last Friday «21 
on a charge of giving an immorat 

Philip: L.. ‘Handsman struck. at than- possible action by the Ohio Gen- i 
agement: and won. two seats. on; eral Assembly’ on a new stateside 

.{-board:. NT&T owns 38° interest a” cerisorship bill. When the state 
bili died. in committee, she re- 
newed her ptoposal for action in 
September. after the council sum- 
‘mer vacation. 

Smerling told! She said that 15 cities haye some 
“While -. ‘T’- can't ‘reveal}form of. censorship. Mayor West- 

Smerling. Enterprises ‘and ASSO- | 

‘he rioted.. 
. Klein: and’ his ‘groups “control pass court tests. 

247 shares, repping an investment the : present’ laws were “strong ; 
of. $5,000,000. His groups.are still; enough” to prevent persons under H 
piling up shares, from all: accounts.| 18 - from attending objectionable . 

According to NT&T- statement, releases. 
after baard meet .Wednesday;} As for adults, Giles said, 
“board terminated’ Smerling's posi-j almost .an impossible situation.” 

| 

| 
mance can be drawn which will { 

Safety Director ; Technicolor 
over:-600,000 of ‘outstanding -2,816,-| Albert ‘G. Giles sald he believed | World-Wide 

“Tt’ 8 ‘ with 

exhibition, and vice squadmen cton- 
fiscated a five- reel film titted 
“Five Sinners” Miss Lake, who 
was selling tickets, said the theatre 
ig leased and operated by another 
party She was freed on $500 bord 
and the case continued until Oct. 
°16 for a jury trial. 
“Love Island,” 

A second filuy 
was not taken - 

ee ee ee eed 

WB Color Shorts Ready 
Holywood, Aug 15 

Warner Bros will release eight 
cartoons and iwa 
Adventure Specials 

‘in color during 1961-62 season, it 
was yesterday announced 

Set for Labor Day is Burs 
i Bunny cartoon, “Prince Violent,” 

“Strife With Father,” °“Daf- 
‘fy’s Inn Trouble” and “A Hound 

tion .due to. policy differences in!He said that most art films were! for Trouble” also to go in Sept. 
This'dull, poor grade films, and that ; 

| vice Squad patrolmen found it hard ; 
to stay awake while viewing them, | 
they were se 

management * of. company.” 
‘Smerling. admitted: fo. VARIETY. 

‘He continues’as director without 

{n force. “I'm a theatre man,” he 
pointed out. “Klein isn't.” .. 

Smerling now ts in New York! 
dustry ‘suffers’‘as ‘a result © of ‘the: heonferring with his. family (who/jto police if children were seen en- 

(Continued on page. 24). censor operations. tering “adults only” performances. 

uninteresting: “Beep Prepared” 

“What's My Lion” and “The Grey 
Hounded Hare” are aimed for Oc- 

“Frankly, I think most of them will i Swapeled.” 
‘|die on the vine,” Giles said. How-! 
ever, he told the women to report the Trade Winds Play” 

[S 

tober, with November = secing 
and “Leghorn 

Adventure films are “Where 
and ‘This 

Sporting World,” to go in October 
and November, respectively 
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‘Pasadena S Tricky City Censorship 
Ie aia te Elem SEAR 

Pasadena, Aug. 15.. 
This town of 116.000 which. calls itself The Crown 

City hes crowned its efforts to ride censorship herd 
on feature films by passing an ordinan¢e which 
makes the town now the toughest, as regards cen- 
sorship, in the home state of the film industry. 
New iaw, brainchild of city manager Don C. Mc-. 

Millan and city attorney Wendell Thompson, ac- 
tually places the burden of seeking censorship pre- 
viewing, upon the exhibitor. There also are some . 
booby traps neatly wired info the law. . ' 

Here’s the new setup: an exhib may ask the city : 
to render a censorship decision. If. the film is ruled © 
“obscene” and the exhib shows it he then faces $500 
fine, six months in Pasadena jail, or both. 

If an exhib shows a film: without. seeking prior 
censorship ruling’ and pic is deemed “obscene,” 
exhib faces prosecution under state obscenity laws. 

Thus, while Pasadena ordinance does not force 
exhibs to present all product for prior censorship, 
an exhib w exhib will hardly run the run the: isk of not doing 50. 

Order Appeal Vs. 
Arkansas Pay-See 
Per threat, the anti-tollvision 

forces are going into ceurt to con- 
test the recent Arkansas Public 
Service Commission ruling im favor 
of Telemeter-franchised Midwest. 
Video. Latter would operate a 
paysee test in Little Rock a la the 
prototype underway in Toronto 
suburbia. 

Attorney Howard Cockrill,: rer- 
ping Independent Theatre Owners 
of Arkansas, United Theatres and 
Rowley United Theatres, has been 
instructed to file notice of appeal 
to the state appellate court before 
the Aug. 26 deadline... All three 
were intervenors apposing Midwest 
Video in the PSC hearings. 

The commission ruled July 28 
that Arkansas Bell Telephone. 
should provide service and file rate 
schedules enabiing Midwest Video } 
to launch the feevee test. . 

Appeal makes the second toll 
case exhibition interests are fight-- 
ing in the courts. Other one is 
to seek reversal of the FCC-author- [ 
ized Phonevision test skedded for | 

mild form of 

recourse.: Under. old. cerisorship ordinance, : 

stripped off newsstands here, 
New ordinance, . however, covers: only pix, 

ed because state laws cover them and. can. be 
forced locally. ° 

films.” 

will detour. those court. prohibitions.” 

Hutner To Astor As VP. |TelePrompter Priming 
Meyer M. Huftner is the new veep |: € onvertible D eb entur es 

in charge: of advertising. for Astor 
Pictures, effective Aug. 14. 

Most recently he was ad-pub I. 
veep at Warners, and prior to that 
held similar posts with Samuel]: 
Goldwyn Productions .and. Beaver- 
Champion Attractions. 

Muggs Truss, Rob Martell 
. Boston, ‘Aug. 15. 

Two armed robbers slipped irito 
the Capri Theatre, where Colum- 
bia’s “Raisin in the Sun” js show- 
ing, before the show opened. Thurs- 
day-(10), beat up the assistant man- 
ager, James Martell, 38, and es- 
caped with a small amount of cash 
after trussing up the victim in his 
office off the foyer. | 

Martell shouted for help into the 
intercom system. Sam Richmond, 
general manager of Sack Theatres, 
heard the call. 

TV. tolivision system. 

bentures would be. due in 1976.. 

“Tracy” cartoon series. 7 

Amusement Stock Quotations 
Week Ended Tues. (15). 

Hartford, Conn. N. Y. Stock Exchange Net 
; 1961 *Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues. Charge 

High Low . in 100s High Low Close. forwk. 
NT&T C { | W 2734. 20% ABC Vending 153 - 22% 205 21%: +1%° 

| Onirol War 617% 43% Am Br-Par Th 138 © 48% “44% - 4444 —3% 
| 2134 18% Ampex ..... 521 203% 19% 19% “—% 

t——= Continued from page 23 Sams] 04236 «233% CBS .....;... 241. 35% 34%... 38834 — BG. 
constitute Smerling Enterprises),| 3478 2158: Col Pix ...:.344 34% 30% 34% +24 
his lawyers and Davis. Latter on aaa Decca vheeee aH rites 4i%4 34% + K. 
planed out immediately after board . cy -..-- OA! es. enh, a 
sesh called day ahead of sked for 119% 104 Eastman Kak. 220. 108% 104:. 104 - —45% 
election of two new directors, both wm ath, Em ‘Alden. "aa77 as ae es 7 idie —F 
Klein supporters: Irving H. Levin| eR en 8 144° 144 — 
and Alan May to replace B.’ Gerald 3548 15% Loew's Thea. 152. 324 1% .'314 — 1% 
Cantor and Sam Firks. 71 3636 MCA Inc... 28 65% 6334 64% + 3% 

Cantor owned 115,000 shares,|. 7038 4132 MetroGM ... 517. 5874 52%. “56a +3% 
Firks 30,000, Smerling buying both} “076 2236 AWE Corp... 25 See Ke. an. Oy 
out following which they resigned| p.37 goa¢ Par, e 452 ‘8 7 se es 

from board. 2556 1754 Phileo -.... $21 22236 20% 2004 +196 
Pane et Eastern Management 227, 175 Polarold ....159 19544. 185 198 47. 
in New Jersey, Chicago and Cleve- 6556 4944 RCA... cscs 26 61%) 587%. 587% —1% 
land (Hippodrome). Under NT&T 183% 10% Republic cece 156 14%, 138% 13%. — % 

ticket he vcannot enter exhibition} 22 1494 Rep. pfd. .. 17° 18% °18% 181% —% 
here 35 26% Stanley: War. 4 33 _ 30% 323% +2% 

Meanwhile, eastern visit report- a" eee Storer gia one oe rie +1. 
edly is for greenlighting additional} 493, 3034 United Artists 116 3658 3 ae 35: i 
stockpile. Smerling’s uncle came 87 5234 ‘Warner Bros. 11. 7814 764 - 6% 7 23% 
from Chicaga for confab before ; | * aE ten fee 
Cantor and Firks were bought out.| 15 97% Zenith ..... 445 17534. 153017 +14% 
Policy peared is for round-robin _ American Stock, Exchange . 

before major buys are undertaken. gee 7 
When contacted Levin. whose 8% 44 Allied Artists 39. " 556 . ae 5°6 vt oo. 

entry on NT&T board surprised 15 tp Balm nt {Gac) zt owe | 434 3 yom if 
:; roe 4 2 uckeye C’rp. re 128. . 24 —Fw fnigwood, reveled owners in| oeie Ae Blots, Git “gt aah ait ae” 

His election to directorate is-sub-| 1944 458 Cinerama Inc, 430 . 15% 13: 1438 a 1% 

ject to federal court approval due} 1678 9% Dest Prods. 58° 2 73 Hi Se AM 
to his exec capacities in exhibition, ons Fh, eo vet = gen i 1924" me 291 h - 33" 
distribution and production, prin-|- + 4 ee ee 4 a yO 
cipally latter. He’s prexv of Atlan- 534 22 _ Natl ree 84° 2% 2%: Re ee 
tie Pictures and doesn’t exvect a joie | 8% Reeves on oey ua 4 . a t 2 

Prenton He-in with ¢ eu for| 25°4 20% Screen Gems 76. 26% (“2456 2514. —M%. 
BF ena ie en veevcetreas.| 4298 1184 Technicolor . 942 28... 2356. 274° 43% 

at sears, bes teem veepectreas-| 33° That Geleprompler oh 250° Zang aa ty 
served as director from 1954 to 6%4 25 Tele Indus... 12 3%. an a —% 
1959. 

Meanwhile Bob Selig, new vee- 
pee and general manager, spent 
weekend in Denver. Since moving 
Into h.o. exec spot he has been 

* Week Ended Mon. (14)... 
(Courtesy of Merrill. Lyich, Plerce, Fenner & Smith, Tre. ): 

Over-the-Cotinter Severe ) 
shutttling to old h.q. to wind mat- | Bid. Ask ; 

ters interrupted by switch. America Corp. ........0.seceeeeceees es 438° 47g 
Interim appointment has Roy W.| Four Star Television ce eeneneeeceeteece 1948. 214 1b 34 

Davis as Denver acting supervising|. Gen Aniline & FA .........3.c.02..24,--300 ., 830 45. 
district manager. Fred C. Souttar] General Drive-in 2... ..3..0isee ce enes 1634.18 
continues supervising district head| Gold Medal Studios ...........5-000.00e. #7 ORE ae 
for midwest group. Magna Pictures ..0-...:2.0-e secs eetess Of 3% = % 

Metromedia IMGs oe ce ee ence eens tae, 1674" 1% 

Maurice F. Barr. Paramaunt- ovielab — rr er ree ee 7 = 7 £9 a ; i 

Guif Theatres exec, is being lend-| Official Films .....---.sessesereriseee va 7 374 —% 
leased to Theatre Owners of| Sterling Television .. weeeestevgeesecede, 27 812 . 

America as coordinator for TOA’s| U. A. Theatres Litt eet etee enters eg ene. 6% ie ae 
14th anni confab in New Orleans Wometco Enterprises :. ......... ba eee 2414 | 2614 — % 

Oct. 8-12. (Source: ‘National Assn, of Securities Deaters Ine. ) 

 |Europe, Ed 
‘chili CaCO By ALBERT SCHARPER wianenscsntinnnnaunmmenamariname \te2e. “Ot Stars and Men,”. which was due to be sent off to Edinbur 

Heretofore: Pasadena for many’3 years had xather 
censorship; via board of review which 

apparently spot-checked pix showing in theatres and 
in:some rare occasions ruled out some films—lately. 
some -nudie frolics with‘ exhibs then. seeking court 

‘now- 
amended and toughened, “theatrical performances, |. 
Magazines and other periodicals” also ran the cen- 
sorship gamut, and these occasionally’ were ruled 
out of Pasadena—as when. Confidential . mag was 

as} 
Thompsan says such censor controls were eliminat- 

en- 

McMillan. observes: ‘We have: been: stymied ‘by 
court. decisions. under the old ordinance: and - have. 
been under- a ‘court - prohibition against: censoring 

The city officials. plainly: believe their. new law 

‘As Antenna Gear Cash 
‘Special meeting. of: ‘TelePrompter 

stockholders: last week (7) -okayed |’ 
a. $5,000,000 issue. of convertible 

| subordinated debentures. Public of- 
fering, through Bear, Stearns & 
Co., awaits. SEC. registration; Pro- 
‘ceeds are earmarked for additional 
community. antenna - ‘systems - and’ 
further: testing of company’s Key 

TelePrompter now: owns nine 
CATV: systems: serving estimated |* 

20;000 subscribers, Proposed de-|1 04° to his Sao Paul Brazil h.q., after scanting “El Cid” footage ‘in. 
{Spain and dickering S.A. distribution. deals: in Rome. with’ Italo pro-"’ ase 

“Dick N elson, long considered the 
perfect cop type, has: finally: made 
it—almost:. His voice will be used 
for the police dog in UPA’s “Dick 

“lof Our Discontent”. at Metro, to follow “Raditzer” '; 

Wednesday, august | 16, 1961 

New York Sound Track 
After several. phone calls Friday. (11) to. John Hubley, currently 4 

Kingsley finally found the print of Hubley’s new. animated 

for screening at the feast Aug. 26: It was inthe: 
Kingsley’s office . .. 
finished shortly, is - due. back: in the. Big ‘Town Aug. 29 ‘on. the: S.S.. 
‘United States. His burgundy-and-opal Rolls Royce will be’ at dockside" 
to meet him, to save him the discomfort of riding all. the. way to“. 

back room a 

“Requiem for A Heavyweight” here for Col release Oct. 5. | 
‘Carole (Mrs. Pilade) Levi; wife of. the Paramount. chieftain ‘in’: ‘Italy, De 

has come out of retirement and is: back agenting again with the William 
Morris agency's new. overseas setup. She was Jong. with the original. 
John Mather organization, in Rome, which: Morris. bought. as’ a nucleus 
‘for its expanded Continental. agency representation. : 

assisting in development of better. ‘inter-American, communications, for. 
which ‘his credentials include fluency in. both. Spanish..and Portuguese: 
tongues, plus considerable Latin duty as a U.S. naval intelligence: = 
officer . . » Stan Shapiro-Maurice Richlin screenplay: for..U’s “Come |. 
September”. has’ been novelized by Marvin H, Albert for Dell paper- .- 
back distribution . ....Charlés Coburn elected to portray Sen. Mc- 
Cafferty, and Edward Andrews. ditto as “Orrin. ‘Knox, ‘in’ Columbia’ s 
“Advise and Consent” casting. ~~ : 

Greece's ‘parliament : passed: the Quinn Act to. allow. Anthony Quinn 
|to buy. a coastal property including two. scenic. “bays,, while: “Guns. of: 
Navarone”. was shooting ‘there, ‘per Highroad’s veep. Irving Rubine. - 

next project with Carl Foreman is’ “The. Victors,” on location..in.*: 
Britain, France, Italy,-Germany and. North. Africa;. then . “Forty: Days. _ 
of ‘Musa Dagh” (from Franz Werfel tome), shot’ in’ "Turkey... 

“Billy Budd” London lensing. should. be’ ‘completed . ‘around. end ‘of. 
month . .. Harvey Matofsky. has winged ‘to London to take up iis press -- 
rep duties for Charles Schneer... Step-daughter: and son-in-law. of 
Charles Garrett, pubrel manager. ‘for’ Allied Artists International, | 
finally got out of Cuba last. week. ‘Garrett: ‘himself, is recently-arrived 
from Havana’ &. film: Tow. 

“Joe. Levine. has. ‘mapped’ ao ‘campaign. to bag an. Oscar ‘for ‘Sophia. 
Loren, that Life.mag layout being: salvo No.1. He. hopes. to have her : 
present and very: much accounted for. at. the “Two: Women” bow in. 
L. A. come. late September...... Dave Lipton in for U: homeoffice talks’. 

. -U pub megr.. Phil Gerard and: his Lilfan on European holiday ;.....- 
‘Bernard J. Gates; south-of-the-border rep for. Allied. -Artists;. “headed. 

ducers. 

‘who just returned from one swing through the territory ‘10: days ago, -- 
took off again Sunday (13) for Mexico.City to check: on ‘the progress’ - 
being. made on the Spanish dubbed. version of “Alakazam The: Great” - 

“Irwin Allen’s “Voyage: to The Bottom of The Sea” reportedly. 
~ |-shas: already topped ‘$1, 000,000 in gross réceipts in less than five weeks | 

of 20th-Fox release .... UA is previewing “The Young Doctors” at 
| Grossinger’s in the’ Borscht Belt tomorrow (Thuts.) night. ‘Picture. 
features some location footage stiot at the resort ‘last winter .:..~ Bill 
Stutman, 20th radio-tv publicity rep, off to Europe .cn: a- biz-pleasure: 7 
trip . Bernie Jacon leaves today ona cross-country selling’ trip on 
behalf ‘of. Lux Films’ upcoming “Neapolitan Carousel.” - 

20th prexy- Spyros P.. Skouras, who planed. to the coast, ‘over the 
weekend in the company: of veep Joe Moskowitz, thus won’t be on 

{hand for the 20th Family Club outing today (Wed.) at: Bear ‘Mountain, ; a 

where. he had been set..as the special guest of honor. 

Julian Blaustein. has producet.. ‘Teins on. John. Stelnbeck’s “Winter . : 
, Ray. Stark and. 

|Elot Hyman bought Carson’ McCullers’ novel, “Reflections: in.a. Golden. . 
iEye,” for. their Seven Arts Program, | to: be- presented - ‘first, as a. 
‘Broadway. play, then a pie... a 

Brigitte Bardot is “a: miracle,” “in the. ‘opinion of. “Jean Pierre: Delage,. 
Paris Stage and screen actor, ‘who is teaching. at: the Middlebury. Col-.- 
lege in Vermont this. summer. “There are many girls much ‘more . 

‘| beautiful,” Delage said of the French actress,” but “if you.ask them | 
|to climb the stairs: and then | ask Brigitte Bardot to climb: the stairs - 
you will know what I méan. “It. is not a question: of sex only. She hag __ 

* [an {rigenious way of. moving which is formidable, Lis Taylor. is much 
: mare lovely.” - 

Joe Brown, ; who: owns. all. righis to Rafact Sabatini’s. “Cap 
” tain: Blood, *. finally: closed co-production -deal with Titanus’ Films, . 
"| Rome, for “The: Son. of ‘Captain Blood;” starring Sean Flynn, Errol’s 
son, to be. directed by. Nathan:

 Juran starting Sept,-15 in Spain .". “s 

‘| “Mutiny on ‘the: Bounty’ troupe returned from Tabiti: location’ with 
| 90% ‘of film in can-.:...Tina Louise inked-to star in “Restless. Woman,” 

-! slated by Harry. Mandell’s’. Atlantic Pictures in Spair in: Fall:.; 
| Robert Wagner with Steve McQueen in Arthur Hornblow Jr.’s “The 
“War Lover” for. Columbia ‘Pictures release : .. Albert. Zugsmith starts 
“Confessions :of: an. Opium Eater, * Vineent Price starrer,’ Oct. 2 ‘for 
Allied Artists release . .. Sidney: Miller ‘makes first. film appearance 
in ‘seven years in: Co's 's. “Operation Terror.” | 

| .Ed Kingsley, ‘who ‘sewed up U.S, rights. for “The. Girl with The: - 
|Golden Eyes” while in France for the Cannes. fest, is getting a bonus: 
|The pic has. been chosen as one of the two. French. entries at ‘the 
upcoming Venice fest. Meanwhile Kingsley’s: BB epic. “The. Truth,” 
has taken in: something: like $169,480. {nits first five weeks. at the 

‘| Forum and Paris here, which means ‘the tickets ‘are going at a-fancy . 
clip . .', Producer-director Robert. Rossen: to’ Hollywood on’ biz re 
his 20th release, “The Hustler." : 

. Ted Allen, whose title. is ; director of: ‘still. phitography for Frank. . 
Sinatra’ s Essex Productions, is ‘being. sent.on a promotion tour 

jthrough the U.S. and Latin’ America for “Sergeants Three” .. ; 
Richard Rodgers has done: three new. ‘songs for 20th’s: ‘remake of 
“State Fair.” He also did the lyrics .. . Greek star Katina Paxinou 

‘arrives here. next: month to_ start rehearsals: for the: legit :“Gardeén - 
lof. Sweets.”. Astor Pictures will: also be capitalizing on ‘her. visit. for: 
extra promotion: in connection with “Rocco and His Brothers’. ° . 

_ Lovers of Prose. Ornate. should get over to the. Embassy on Broadway: 
to listen to the narration on the Mexican -travelog being. Screened. with 
“Cold Wind in August.” The narrator, commenting on:some Indians 

| making jugs, notes that: “the. beauty of: the pottery transcends the 
| humble. Clay.” The jugs, obviously, are manufactured). by the Humble. 

UA A Clay Pottery Works . s. “The Boy Who Found $100, 000". is. te 
now called “The Boy ‘Who Caught A Crook.” =~: 
‘Sol Konecoff, formerly with United “Artists, joined | Davia Flexer’s | “ 

’ {Inflight ‘Motion Pictures Inc: to work on establishing. ‘service bases. 
' tand training personnel: Incidentally, . ‘TWA’ starts. showing pictures 
‘on the international hops this-week ..... Metro high.on the boxoffice. . 
|showing .of “Ben-Hur” around the Jocal nabes, but a rival company 

: | source insists the: grosses. ‘are short of “Ten Commandments” in come. 
.| parable situations .. . Avon Productions’ (Lawrence. Weingarten and 
Pan Berman) wound ‘up the 10-picture deal with M-G. Latter: company 
still has first call on distribution rights’ to any. future Avon. Product 

|... Connie Francis off to- London and Berlin: © 
| ‘The. Jim: Richardsons | celebrating their first wedding. abi.” He's 
treasurer of Paramount; ~‘she’s the former .Toni Allport, | widow - of 

JFaye W. Allport, who was. MPAA's headman in London... . 

Jackie - ‘Gleason, . his “Gigo
t” . ‘chores in: Paris. wh . 

Toots Shor’s new place in a’ public vehicle. ‘The Great: One; tarts ~~ 

John Gavin part of the diplomatic. group at the Punta. del Este: ‘con ae 
ference’ as a personal: aide to Dr, ‘Jose A..Mora, sec’y-general of the °~ 
Organization ‘of: American States. Assignment ‘is:.btoadly “billed as. 

| A Greek security law forbids selling sea frontage to foreigners..Rubin’s. ... 

Dick. Guardian, American’ Iriternational’s: Latin. Aimerican: ‘supervisor, a 



o __ Sponsorship ‘of ‘CBS-TV's. 
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"Pale rae 
: The: obstacle course: facing arly: controversial. ty show: petore: it 

a “wins. a final.“okay is-getting tougher: and tougher. -A ‘new element 
“in the: already ‘fine ‘screening process are the insurance. companies ~ . whieh: are taking. the. broadcasters .off any possible Mbel hooks. 

The insurance: company lawyers" are now,: in effect, the final 4 1 
arbiters. of what gets: on. the. air since no. web or individual station |- 
ds. likely to:risk an expensive-libel action: in the event of a policy :. 
turndown on /a- specifie script, .For the. ‘setiptwriters, entry: ‘of the 

"insurance companies ‘into - the -creative process via their: decisive «. 
. veto power represents:one more important inhibitory factor: against: 3 
daring. to move‘itito. any sensitive areas, -. o 

‘It’s rough ‘enough: :that new program. ideas have: to run the’: 
gauintlet ‘of advertisér doubts, racial and -réligious: sensitivities and _ 

_. the’ usual network ‘v.p.. qualms.-. All of these ‘ean be: rand have. been: - 
overcome: ‘by’ persuasive ehougti: arguments... . 

-But how's a Scriptwriter, ‘going to break down. ‘the resistance’ of © 
an: anonymous ° and . inaccessible. 
a ‘actuarial tables ‘and:  super-cautious | by. instinct? . 

‘insurance: lawyer . nourished on 

Have A Reunion With History| 
‘American: ‘Cyanamid.. Co., ‘which+- 

“has a yearly -adv ertising-promotion | 
budget of'-$20;000,000, takes its first] 

/ television plunge this fall. with half|- 
““Eyewit-| 

. ness to History.” - 
“We didn’t. want 7 western, or a 

situation “comedy,” 
‘spokesman explained, but :a. pro- 

:- gram which, would be: watched by’ 
“people. in’ the economic and educa- 
tional level - ‘who . might: -buy.. the 
consumer products of the company.. 

.- Neither ‘did ‘the company. want :to 
‘be .stuck: in: the - Sunday afternoon 
_“ghetto"- “with a: “public. “affairs 
series. 
Speaking for _Amevican” ‘Cyand- 

» mid: was General . .Anthony. Cc. Me-}: 
Auliffe (Ret.), :v.p. for “personnel 

-: and public: relations. ‘An incidental 
_ aspect - of the’ sale. of.-the: half-hour: 
"Friday night series ‘was that Gen- 

-- eral McAuliffe. and- ‘Walter: ‘Cron- | 
‘kite are :friends: ‘The. “general. aria |-- 
the CBS newsman who: ‘serves .on 
“Eyewitness” ‘know. : -each. other |: 

_ from | the European. theatre . of | - 
* “World .War: II: At.the ‘time,. Gen-]. 
“ eral McAuliffe led -the defense ofr 

‘the} - - Bastogne’ and- “commarided. : 
 -103rd - Infantry... Division;: among} 
- other - exploits, 
” for United. Press, ‘covering ‘the 
European theatre. . More ‘recently. 
..General ‘McAuliffe - -was’-on the 
«0th Century” reprise. of: the Bat- 
‘tle of. the: Bulge. . 

* General McAuliffe, ‘in mufti ‘now, J 
“said. for the past -two or-.. three 
~ years. the’ company has. been, ‘Jook= 
Ang, for atv vehicle, but “we had: 
no desire to “be: in-tv’’. just for: the 
-Sake_ of being in: the ‘medium.. “Tf. 
‘the. program. gueceéds* we're con- 

ight go'-in for. a] - : “Bdent ‘that’ we might go’ In for 4) | ith 1, Tyler of Ohio State Univ; 
-| Dean John :E. Drewry,: administra-. 

‘| tor’ of - ‘the U. of. ‘Georgia’: $s ‘Peabody’ 
Awards; :. Robert Lewine, national 

‘bigger’ program. and More © ‘time 
next. year and- future. years.” 
Factors weighing. in: the. decision, 

” General. McAuliffe. explained, * was} 
“the past season’s. track record of 
the series; the: flexibility: the. -web. 
evidenced .in .trying to hit the: top. 
mews event of::‘the week, and ‘the 
“-eommitment of the. web.behind the. 
success .of. the show.: Agency for. 
‘American: Cyanamid - : Erwin 

_ Wasey. Liggett & Myers iso is rid- 
“ing the series next. season‘ with | a 
once: every foiir-week buy: 

- American - .Cyanamid: yon use 
Institutional ‘the show.- for’ an. 

* message. -Commerctals - essentially 
will. stress: ‘the; ‘Consumer - products 
of: the. company, Formica and fibres, 

(Continued ‘on Page: 40): 

’ London, Aug. 15. 

“Pelecasts direct: from Moscow to 
» London ‘again took place via ‘the. 
Intervision. and Eurovision links, 
‘showing Russia's official welcome 
for: their second .man. in ~ space, |: 
‘Gherman Titov. Commeretal tv. webs 
‘got in first this time,. through. In-.. 
dependent Television -News, and. 
‘aired events from Red. Square, on 
Wednesday (9), -".: : 
BEC "cantended. tee. with. the 

- press conference thrown: for Titov. 
_ on. Friday: (11). which it: relayed | 
: from. about 9:30 a.m. .te 11:45: a.m. 
'. Both ITN and BBC. made film: avaii-: 
able 4 for newscasting. . 

‘Cronkite. worked. 

reps 

“Jerry Leider’s 8: New Role. 
- Something. new in CBS-TV Sales- 

programming—a - Director: of Pro- 

|gram Sales—operating: out-of the 
a*company| | program dept. “under. Oscar Katz 

-but -serving jn a creative - Maison, 

function’ with sales and: with: agen-. 

‘cy-alvertiser: program divisions, | 
. the way Pat. Weaver’ operates and has: just. beén: : set. up. 

Getting the nod: for ‘the post. is: 

Jerry. Leider, swhoi previously called 

; the CBS: signals on. sale of specials: 

TV Biz Ponders 
What ToDo With 

A move . has. been. launched by 

several industry ‘groups to ‘organize |. 

the. annual: rash: of. radio-tv awards 
inté. Some - ‘kind: of. cohesive ‘whole. 

son "parent: Corp.).. at" invitation of. 

Matthew: Se. * Culligan, : ‘Taterpublic |. - 

officer and. prexy of the Radio &|. 
Television Executives Society,. were 

- of several “award-giving 
groups. '. 

Those-. on: hand’ included. “Dr. 

prexy, and. Ben Graver, veepee for 
New York, of the Academy of: Tele-| 
vision Arts: & _Sciences;’ ‘James. , 
‘Quirk, publisher ‘of TY Guide mag; 
Charles: H..: Tower, veepee. ‘of. 
Corinthian: ‘Broadcasting, -. 

‘National  Assn:” 
Mary Walker, past president. of the 
Aineriean Women. in Radio’ & Telé-|. 
vision. 
Gray; : national. president ‘of. thie’ 
Broadcast. Pioneers; .and John. -F. 
‘White: president, ' ‘National . Educa- 

(IN. Ys Chapter): - “Gordon: 

‘tional Television .& Radio Center. 
..| Besides Culligan from RTES were. 
{Sam- ‘Cook Digges; veepee of the}. 

| org's- ‘awards committee; and. exec’l 
: ‘director. Claude’ Barrere. _ 

At. Suggestion of Culligan; group! 

awards. . 

other established awards, the group 
may’ conclude. the study. with ‘a 
suggestion to categories the prizes, 
with certain organizations. dele-| | 
gated to specific areas. | 
emy’s Emmys’, ‘for. instance, ‘have 
prestige in the artistic and talent]: 
area; while TV. Guide's annual cita- |. 
tons give’ the public a voice. By) 

| the same’ token, the Peabodys have 
‘been distinguished In the area of | 
news. ‘and: pubserviee. 

Any: conelusion undoubtedly. ~ 
would include: ‘eontinuance of the}. 
tv: show. contracts current’ with the 

PAcademy. and Ty. Guide. 

; word, 
over’ in toto to McCann-Erickson. 

| small 
: | namely . - Kaiser's 

{ings ‘from: JWT. 
| has a smalt part: of. it (the Waldorf 
| -Fissue accounti. - 

‘All Those Awards 

‘his 502 
television: stations here: for a re- 

: ported - - $2,400:000. - Purchase _of 

‘ repre-. 
‘senting Gov. LeRoy Collins and the. 

‘of .- Broadcasters;. 

With. an - “eye ‘to. “increasing the ; 
prestige. of broadcast citations. to]. 

the stature of Pulitzer Prizes ‘and: 

.. urday.. programming,” 

The Acad-| - 

_}. tional ‘Veivet.” 

sua | 
SHOT ‘In a year: which ° saw. ‘the ad]. 

> agencies’ revolving door on major 
‘} account ‘shifts accelerated to. aj. 

frantic: pace, from. all: indications 

‘1 the 
-] from over: Before the year. is out. 

‘{t's anticipated that. new fireworks | 
‘| will light. up the. Madison Ave. 7 

| skies. 
|: Primary fnterest as of the’ to-, . 

| ment: ‘centers’ on two: big. accounts | 
‘{'—Henry J: Kaiser: ‘now berthed 
‘} at” Young: &: Rubicam) ‘and Seott 

| Paper. (J. - Walter. Thompson). 

‘swingin’ -&-dealin’ | - 4s - 

To- 
oe ‘gether. they tote up to something “ 

‘better: than $20, 002,000. - 

‘Don't - ‘be - surprised, goes. "the 
‘if the Kaiser ‘biz shifts 

(Latter - agency ‘presently has a 
“piece ‘of. the: - billings, 

‘dream. . village”). | 

order to. head: up. programming 
‘at ‘NBC:TY. : It’s: no trade secret 
that Werner and his close relation: |. 
ship with. Kaiser was: the key ‘to 
the ‘Kaiser-Y & R affinity. : 

By the same. token, Kaiser likes 

now ‘that. Weaver lias taken over 
the: ‘tv. kingdom... at McCann, the!- 
inheritance of .the. ‘Kaiser . biz --is 
‘reportedly. one- of the major tar-| 

| {gets of the McCann administration. 

: As"in.the case of McCann with: 
, its token. piece ‘of Kaiser biz -pas-| 
_f sibly- -acquiring the whole kaboodie, 

_$0, to,-goes the report, may Bates 
grab. off the big Scott Paper. bill- 

(Bates: presently 

‘Most of the Scott: Paper billings 
‘are. ‘siphoned into tv -and_. it’s un- | 
derstood that the Scott hierarchy 
has’... been somewhat unhappy 
with: the. ‘video . Teturns. , 

Teckendort Sells His 
‘Meeting last: week in’ the | of-).~ 

| fices of. Interpublic. (MeCann-Erick- |: ’ 50% Interest In Denver: - | 
‘Stations For $2,400, 000; 

i” Denver; Aug. 15, 
“William Zeckendorf. Sr. has. sold 

interest in two radio and 

Zeckendorf’s stock. in KBTV tele- 
‘vision and. KBTR: radio .was made. 

‘partner ia the” two ventures owned | 
in the name of TV. Denver Inc. 

Mullins, former’ Tulsa,; Okla, 
-showman,. bought -KBTV, an ABC 
-affil, in 1955 for $900,000. The next 
‘year, Zeckendorf;. who until re- 
‘eently has" had considerable hold- | 
ings in Denver. fhis:Webb &.Knapp 
built : ‘the Denver : Hilton), bought ; 
a 50% interest in. the station: — 

‘Several ‘months ago, Mullins and | 
‘Zeckendort bought. KICN, an. indie’: 
crock ’n’ roller. The. call. letters 
were changed to KBTR: ‘and: the | 
‘format ‘was. changed’ ‘to. a. “good | 
listening outlet.. 

“Mullins is president of: TV Den- 
-ver,. Inc., and Zeckendorf {s board! 
‘chairman. If the sale is given FCC 
-approval,. Mullins will also become 

\agreed toa preliminary. study: oft board: chairman. 
the . facts” ‘toncerning:. -broadcast . 

W an _ Titov) * Beech Nut Biz to NBC 

_ Life biz placed on NBC-TV 
for..the :season: ranges. over 

. daytime. .Monday through. Sat-- 
“Sack.: 

Paar Show,” and new and old. 
“aon on the nighttime sched- — 
ule. .. 
“The biz, all. minute partici- . 

' .pations, includes the following- 
Hew nighttime shows: “Satur- 
ay Night  Movies,”. “Cain's 

Hundred,” “Diek Powell: Thea-. 
. te,” and “International: Show 
time.” Returned shows receiv- 
ing Beech Nut biz inelude 
“Thriller,” “Laramie,” | “Out- 
laws, on. “Tall. Man,” and and 

Seton 2 saben 

far: 

“await - > Kai. 
‘ Mitigating 

"against: Katser’s continued Y&R 
‘allégiance ‘ig the. fact that Mort 
‘Werner has vamped-: the agency in 

{George B. Anderson is on is producer. 

Dick Lewine, Al Simon's 
-. The °$7,500,000 Beech Nut-._ 

| poser and 
with the N. W. Ayer agency, 

tor of Hght music for WQXR, N.Y., 

latre” segment on WCBS-TV. Pro- 

}in September. 

“Na- 
¢ ‘radio show on WMCA, N. Y. 

| (BSIV Lumps Everything Into 
Minutes & Scores a Grand Slam 
0h Entertainment and Pubaffairs 

¢ CRSTVYV apparently after hoid- 
ing out as long as possible, had ta 
bow ‘to the inevitabie, Web threw 
copen its availble unspansored 
time on the new season's half. our 
shows to minute participations, 

‘|The move, unprecedented in scope, 
attracted a flock of clients, 

One of the largest minute clf- 
‘ents was Mobil Oil, which took a 
$1.600,000 spread over eight shows. 

; Picking Up the Marbles 
-Hope ‘Stavis, New York ac 

tress, is chiseling her way into 

‘the. tv studios. 

While: she doesn't get many 

thesping bids, "Miss Stavis is 

also'a sculptress and she’s get- 

Aldred Fend Cues 
ABC 25% Stake In. 
Canada's CFCO-TY: 

Toronto, Aug. 53. 

In a behind-the-scenes fight, Joe! | 
Aldred, . president. of ‘CFCO-TV, 

Toronto, is reportedly selling his 

17% holdings in the second net- 

‘work to American Broadcasting Co. 

‘As .president of Baton Aldred 
‘Rogers Ltd., which he. helped to 
found, ‘Aldred’s struggle is with 
John Bassett, board chairman of 
CFCO-TY. 

. Bassett is also publisher’ of the 
Toronto Telegram, which owns 
51% voting strength. It culmin- 
‘ates a series-of resignations and 
firings of CFTO staff. 

‘Aldred’s partner, Ted Rogers, 

ting a lot of calls for the use | Mobil Hineup incindes “Frontier 
of her busts of Beethoven (in Circus,” “Pete & Gladys." “Icha- 

which - she specializes in ty jbod." “Checkmate.” “CBS Ke- 
ports.” “Esewitness to History,” 
“Twilight Tine,” 
gators.” 

Also climbing aboard {he partf- 
Cipation bandwagon {ts the web's 
prestige pubaffairs showcase “CBS 
Reports." That, too, represents aa 
altered approach for tne new sea- 
son Some short term and long 
iterm participation biz was taken 
also by Smith, Kline & Freneh and 
Polaroid. Last season, “CBS Re- 
ports” except for one ipace stanza 
was sustaining an all! first run stan- 
zas, the web unable to lock up a 
Single or alternate sponsor and 
foregoing the participation route. 
Participations were sold on sume 
mer reruns of “CBS Reports” 

Other minute participation biz 
was. written on the hour serirs, 
“Investigators and “Frontier Cir- 
cus.” New biz puts the web in the 
over 85° sold out category for the 
opening quarter of the new season. 
To retain the sponsor statue on 
participations tn some shows. web 
will have to do further selling in 
the season's opening quarter. 

The dip in CBS’ six-month prefit 
figures compared to Jast year (see 
separate sory probably was one 

: ‘factor in the participation move. 
who: owns 10% of CFTO, is re-i Selling minute participations in 
maining with the station. ABC is {hour vidfilm series is an old story 
said furthermore to. have pur-|for CBS-TV, as well 45 the other 
chased enough shares from Coney | webs. But selling off a flow k of 

“Invesil- and 

———— > aman: 

interest in a Canadian station, this { a minute participation basis is @ 
being the limit put on an American | new wrinkle in the web's sales ex- 
-shareholder by the Canadian Board : perience 
of Broadcast Governors. ABC has Minutes on “Pete and Gladys," 
also bought part-of the common { sponsored on altenrate weeks by 
stock. held by Paul Nathanson of | Carnation, was picked up by Po- Sovereign Films. " laroid and Smith. Kline & French. 
‘Aldred and Bassett would make ' Minutes on “Twilight Zone,” half- 

jhe. comment but charge Is that jhe { sponsored by Liggett & Myers, wee: 
oronto tv station was losing i 

| money . and not ever re ratings | (Continued on pa Re 4 ae 

stro etna sa mente | MBC Sat, Nite Pix 
- ‘T1-Sponsor SRO 

minority shareholder and member 
of CFTO's board of directors, also. 

ome late sponsor coin In early 
Arent is helping NBC-TV toward 

had no comment. 

ABL- TV'S SAT. ‘AYEM 

_ HOCUS-POCUS SHOW: ia respectable fourth-quarter sales 
ABC-TV is kicking off a new Sat- | picture in the primetime fall 

urday hocus-pocus show Sept. 30: ‘schedule 
funder a “Magic Ranch” tag In the: Joining in web's participation 
$11:30 a.m. to noon slot, show is ‘offers have been Derby Foods, 
being bankrolied by Beatrice Food iAmerican Motors and Latex with 
!Co. through Erwin Wasey, Ruth- | additional funds.. Late buys ‘ave 
-rauff & Ryan. allowed far SRO Laat on “Na- 

Magico Don Alan will front onal Velvet.” “Thriller,” “Dick 
the Bice which also features Powell Show,” “Robert Taylor's 
guest performers such as Rich-‘ ‘ Detectives” and, most notably, 
ard -Himber, Jay Marshall, Sam the Saturday night feature pix 
i Berman, Johnny Platt and Karrol ; spread that calls for 12 minutes a 

‘Fox, among others. A moppet slant 
‘will be furnished weekly by some |. 
juve. guests with magico skill. : 

Derby's buy is for minutes is 
International Showtime." and 

‘American Motors is Investing the 
isame way in the hour oater, “La- 
{ramie.” 

The added Latex coin accounts 
for the fourth-quarter sellout on 
the. Saturday night features, Be- 

isides Latex, the pix have 10 other 
Musical Theatre TV deg { bankrollers, with Union Carbide ta 

Dick Lewine, Broadway com-;for two-minutes a week. 
tv producer currently 

Mobile Oil’s ABC Spread 
ABC-TV has picked up $1,601,000 

iworth of business from the step- 
i ped-up salez drive being made dur- 
ing the final quarter by Mobile Olt, 
which is spending an equal amount 
on CBS-TV. Mobile is buying into 
ABC's new 6 p.m. news stanza as 
well as into the American Foot- 
bail League linup of games plus 
minutes on 11 different shows 

Bis was placed through Ted 
Bates agency. 

teamed with Alfred Simon, direc- 

Cut a tape yesterday ‘Tues.) for a 
half-hour “American Musical The- 

gram is built around the anthology 
of music for the theatre and films 
they've eoauthored for Random 
House, seheduJed for publication | 

Net generally known is that 
years back they had a two-plane | 
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Decision Near On CBS $12,500,000 
TV Studio Facility As a ‘Vote Of 

Confidence’ In Live Programming | 
Day 

CBS is going to build a new, cen- { 
tralized tv studio plant atop. its: 
67th Street Production Center is 
drawing close. Before the fall 
season. begins, CBS brass is due 
tc act on whether to go ahead 
with the long-awaited $12,500, 000 
project. 

A preenlight would spell the 
uech’s confidence -in the future 
growth of ‘live’ tv based in N.Y. 
Factors weighing in the decision 
nike encompass the desire to 
supplant the scattered studios, 
tti}] operated by the web, with one 
centralized location to take care 
of the net’s studio needs. Need 
for modernization is another facet: 
@{ the problem. 

Qf no small consequence fs the: 
altitude of the unions, both. 
JATSE and NABET. Web has had: 
rome talks with the unions onj 
the below-the-line = cost 
qntials now existing in favor of |; 
Coast production, as opposed to 
N ¥. IATSE and NABET reaction! 
1: the differential cost problem 
was described by one web exec 
as positive. The unions, he stated, 

of decision on whether¢ 

differ- i 

‘Roger Touhy Show’ 

‘Motorola, Mebbe Breck, 
Into ‘Power & Glory’ 

“The. Power and The Glory” on 
CBS-TV will be half-spoensored .by | 

; Motorola. The Sir Laurence Olivier 
starrer probably will have Breck 
picking up the other half. of the 
Talent Associates-Paramount two-- 
hour special. Cosmetic firm is due 

j to make its sponsorship official 
‘shortly. “Power and Glory” will be 
; telecast Nov. 26 from 9 to 11 p.m. 

i write the full .pre-Christmas .spe- 
‘cial, “Noah’s Ark,” commissioned - 
‘by the web, with music. by Igor 
! Stravinsky and. choreography. by. 
George Balanchine. That's slated 
for.the week of Dee. 18 for prime 

; time airing. 

‘On CBS-TV Invites! 

|McCiffert In Switch 

| CBS-TV’s 

‘Lee projects are James Lee, writer |. 
on several. “Omnibus” ‘shows, and 

+ Breck also is expected te under- 

cording to. ABC: -Radic’s: sales’ re- 

TAM: $ Top. 
To Don ‘Hyatt Unit | 

Producer. Jack: McGiffert of{- 
-“Camera:. Three” ‘has| 

moved over to NBC-TV’'s special.| 
projects department under Don B.| 
Hyatt with the initial ‘assignment . 
of twa half-hour. shows on Civit| No Hiding Place .. . 
War Generals Grant and. Lee. hoa ee Street. (Wed). eenees : Boy 

Also assigned to the Grant and : 

Harpers West One 

Abracadabra ......... ‘waweeeed A 
Coronation Street (Mon: Jee. eee 

director on “Today” and: “Meet. the. Emergency-Ward 10 (Bri) cette 

Press.” “| .Delfont’s Sunday Show. . 
‘Union Central “Lite. Trisurance Is}. Family Solicitor cehesesseecas’ 

bankroliing the shows with one}. Drama '61°:........ ee ar oe cesee 

slated: fox late fall and. the- other ‘Calling Dickie ‘Valentine’ Dbeseee 
for early winter, a The Avengers -. 2.2.0 cc cccccioes 

“Twenty - Questions . ee eee vecevate 
‘Summersong .....:.... Seeeeve. 

_ Rosemary Clooney & Show rogeces 
("s' |" Tell the. Truth ..:-.... heecenees 

- Wagon Train ..:.,..56c0.008: + AR 
‘This Week . rae ae wre neeweseners AR 

Radio Windfall [ 
‘Network radio is still commer- Shari Chary About 

cially very alive: and kicking, -ac- 

turns in.the last: three. -weéks, -Ra- 
dio web landed- $1,632; 469 worth of 
time: sales between July’ ‘and. Aug. 
10, representing new ‘business. ex- | ~ 
cept for $300:000 in renewals. ‘Sum 
is unprecedented for so ‘Short -a. 
period of..time in. ‘the recent. his- 
tory of the network. 

WOXR Newscasts Now. 

_ Wednesday, August: 16 1 1961 _ 

. € Week aetna tae | 6). 

eee ee seeede 

rtieies AR 

“On The Sponsor Market/. 
aie interested and eoncerned in 
yetaining as many jobs for their 
men in N.Y. as possible. 

In the wake of telefilm inroads 
and the demise of “Jive” program- 
ming. CBS, like the other webs, 
has cut its personnel roster as- | Roger Touhy filed ‘suit Thursday 
signed to below the line opera-! 19) 
tions. From keeping 20 studios in 
operation during the heyday of 
“Jive” programming, CBS now is 
maintaining 11 studios. If the de- 
cision is made to build a new ; 

madernized plant atop the Sth) Also named in the suit, which 
Street Center, the leases.on the; was filed in. the. U-S.. District 

scattered studios would be allowed | Court, were the R. J. Reynolds 
te expire. The projected new | Tobatco, General Foods, Schick 
studio, according to present plans, i Ser vice and Knomack. Ine. The 
would be ready in early ’64. — i suit charges that Clara and 

A $2,000,000 Suit 
Chicago, Aug, 15. 

and four sponsors as a result of. 
the television show “Roger Touhy 

of “The Witness” series. -The’ pro- 
gram was shown last Nov. 3. 

‘The widow and son of. the -late. 

for $2,000,000 against CBS 

Attempts to Clear’ His Name,’’' part: 

Campbell Soup: Co: “Ms. “making 
a major reentry into: netwofk radio | 
as a $500,000 ‘accoiint. Food com- 
pany, through -Néedham, Lewis .& 
Brorby in Chicago . and BBDO in 
N.Y.; will sponsor ” “Flair;  “Break-. 
fast ‘Club” and weekday newscasts. 
‘The contract ~ goes: . into. -effect 
Sept. 17. 

. Other new. accounts, each: total- 
‘ing from - $150,000 to -$200,000, 
include’ Miller . Brewing Co,, _Men- 
nen Co., American Motors- Corp. 
and Thomas Leéming’ & Co. | “ 

a Encouraging. aspect of the new 
‘business. for ABC Radio's sales 
chief Jim Duffy: is ‘that. most: of 
the advertisers are committed to 
longterm campaigns ‘rather’ than- 

heard since July, 746, sans outside 

WQXR has’ opened. up newcasts for 
advertising © sponsorships* for. the 

first. time this week. “ 

ties of the. ‘hewspaper,. will - carry 

‘| ¢ommercials in: the daytime cand | 

continue closed to’ advertisers. at 
night when they will carry. ‘NYT} 

promos. Newscasts. ‘have been) 

blurbs. 

Renewal For oris; 

New York ‘Times’ radio station | 

The ‘newscasts, using the: ‘facili. 

should be 
7 mainstream. of life:’’ 

6 Studios, 2 Halls 
New facility, which would “be, 

constructed on top of the existing | 
Center plant, would consist of six 
studios, with two rehearsal hails. 

Thomas Touhy were “defamed and: 
exposed. to public hatred” by the’ 
program. It alleges that the. show 
“purported to show Roger Touhy’ 
elearing his: name,” but instead 

‘said, 

buying .an ‘a week-to-week basis. 
“Tnis more :than- anything,” he] 

“points. up. the _advertisers’ 
belief in the resurgence . of net- : 
work radio.” 

=| Logging: Plenty 
The latter could, if needed, be| was .@ dramatization of -“eertain 

converted to studio facilities, i purported events” in his life which 

offering what CBS considers to; are “fictitious and. imaginary. * 
be an efficient centralized core of 

Sosnik’s ‘Sound of "60's 
studios. 

Harry Sosnik left yesterday 

Construction of the centralized 
facility also has some affinity to 

(Tues.) to spend a month in Holly- 
the planned skyscraper for CBS | 
in mid-Manhattan. Somie of the! 
technical administrative offices He wilt compase, atrange and con- wood at the NBC Burbank studios. |- 

Duffy: said there is.-now a vir-| 
tual SRQ‘in all. ABC Radio avail- 
_abilitiés ‘for the’ fourth - quarter. | 
ABC has ‘moré: than doubled .its 
billing: for..weekday néws. alone | 
as compared to the fourth quarter. 
of .1960, adding up to the -web’s 

“advance } greatest: . fourth-quarter. 
Wheel-Horse’- 
sale. 

Products. ' Accent 

Washington Aug. 15." 

and toppers of the’ National Assn, 

skull: session here Thursday 10), 

on proposed . ‘changes in applica~ 

of Broadcasters held an. all-day: 

would be shifted to the 57th Cen- 
ler. if the new project is okaved, | 
rather than to the projected new 

Robinson package “The Sound, of 
:the Sixties” 

duct the music for the Hubbell |- 

ging ‘requirements deating . ‘with 

tion and. renewal forms. ‘and’ log-'|. 

(Continued on page 40) {will sponsor for one hour Oct. '9.: 
A oe 

WCBS Politico 
Telementaries 

Tuo pohtico hour documentaries | Paige, 

i direct. Sosnik is due back’ in N_Y. 
‘in October for similar. chores on 
the ‘Timex program . 
Cates will produce. 
Bobinsen is lining up a cast of 

veral . set, Patti 
‘Andy Williams, Robert 

on the upcoming mayoralty election | Preston, Art Carney either Claud. 
ave being prepared by WCBS-TV’s,. ette Colbert or Greer Garson, and. 
NY... pubaffairs division under the , others. 
eepis of Ned Cramer. Both ar 
slated to be telecast in prime eve- 
ning jours. 

Initiater, slated for Sept. 21, ats 
® pm. is keved to examining t 
real issues of the campaign; the 
rroblems ranging from slums to 
corruption. In this one, each. of the. 
candidates might be askea to tick 
off their answer to the problems ! 
explored in the documentary, The: 
followup telementary will be poli- } 
tical] biographies of the mavoralily - 
candidates, 

hurdles, ABC-TV has: now: firmed 
up its two major. news show eén- 
tries in the daily 6 p.m. and 11 p.m. 

‘slot. The 11 p.m. show. which: has 

Producer Rav Abel is the titular ; been operating on. a New York-. 
head of the duy of documentaries, { Washington station axis since ‘its 
working in conjunction with” sta-! 
tion producers Gordon Hyatt and: ¢ 
Paul Melton. Station is working | 40 
with the City Club of N.Y., an old- {news stanza on the. air. . 
Ine -civie organization dedicated to! The 6 p.m. show, titled “ABC 
good city government. in prepara- Evening Report”. “With E. R. Squibb 
tien of the documentaries. 

? se ‘in. Among these is ABC's Cleve- 
Ed Vane S NBC Shift : land affiliate, WEWS, which once 

Eduin Vane, currently manager i again is proving to’ “be a thorn -in 
«f NBC-TV's audience advertising | the network side. Not only slough- 
and promation,. department. swing jing off the bang- bang slfows like 
ever to the programming side Aug. | “Untouchables.” 
21 as manager of daytime. pro- 
frams, the No. 2 post-on the, day- 
ride shows. 

He replaces Peter Affe, recently 
named station manager of the 

_web’s New York o&0, WNBC-TV. 

the now | deferred’ afternoon “Dis- 
covery” series. 

which Westinghouse | 

Preceding Sosnik to the Coast.! 
; was Dore Schary who is the writet-’ 
, producer and. Billy Graham. who'll’ 

Which Joe. 

Despite some station: clearance 

debut last spring, now has been’ 
leared for Sunoco on 22. stations} 
d will be the latest web- praduced ! 

J setup | with. the 11 p.m: show being 

s SIEGEL’S NO: 2 
& Sons sponsoring, is being picked. 
up by 100 ‘stations, ‘although eight: 
key market. stations have not come. 

WEWS. has also: 
turned down the news segments as 
well as ABC's attempt at upgrad-. 
ing kiddie shows as represented by 

On the 11 p.m. sianza, Sunoco. 

levy New: a. ‘Free Agent 
David Levy. officially: became 2 

“free agent” yesterday: afternoon. 
('Fues:) when he and. NBC reached 
‘an agreement - onthe ex-program 
-chieftain’s ‘final. Separation from. 
the. tv. ‘network... 
‘NBC had tried, to ‘persuade Levy: 

to remain. on as: an exec producer 
on. special news’: shows. but Levy 
nixed the idea. His ‘future: plans. 
are. undetermined. : Levy has- ‘been. 
succeeded by Mert Werner. . 

‘ABC Overcomes Clearance Hurdles, 
Lock In Hagerty’s Major News Shows 

originally. wanted a mininium 

to. caver: 50% ‘of the area market, 
the oil: company. agreed te | 0 

-ahead™ ‘on. that ‘basis. The late eve- 
ning slot for the web. show brings 
into -play ABC news -chief Jim. 
Hagerty’s “policy. of.. -putting:. net- | 
work news: on. a. newspaper-type | 

the - final. edition, 
heightened | world tension ‘this’ fa 
over the Berlin problem plus .Prés. 

. Anticipated 

Kennedy's late working habits is |,” 
slated to: give the 11 p.m.. “stanza | 

‘ing: 

programming. 

. "Fhe Federal Communications | 

changes.. 

| this. comment following. the. meet- 

_is these © . proposals 

It is: highly importarit © that -FCC |: 
understand - the’. handicaps ::which | 
‘such: forms.- will place~on “broad-' 

_| casters, especially: the smaller op-: 
‘+ erators. 

-“We,” he said, * ill. ‘make ‘the 
‘|-strongest: possible’ showing by our: 

filing, including NAB's insistence | 
upon the right of broadcasters to'| 
use their. own. good. faith’ judge- 
ment’ in programming. for the | 
needs of the communities -which’ 

clearance on..62 stations ‘lined! up |' they sérve free of censorship. from 
any source.” 
-.Meeting with Collins and‘ his}: 

‘top ‘men of the NAB staff. were 
Joint Board  chairman.- Clair 
McCollough, - Radio Board chair-,|- 
‘man George Hatch and Television: 
Board chairman. Dwight. Martin: 

STATUS AT AB-PT; 
“Simon B. (Sf) Segal ' has: pee 

plenty of. fresh. news. to zing. “up its upped. to exec vice-prexy of: Amer: 
impact...’ 

‘Mann and John Cameron . Swayze. 
as the ‘permanent. anchormen. In’ 
addition . to. :the two. 15-minute 
news ‘stanza, ABC-TV: is planning 

the daytime sked plus a 10-minute. 
segment designed for ‘youngsters. 

Lean Broadcasting-Paramount “The- | 
‘The 6 p.m. “format has been re- | atres: He will retain“his exec v.p 

‘vised for the fall with’ Bill’: Law-| post’ - 
‘rence, from Washington, ‘and - AL broadcast division, but.is dropping | to: be: ‘represented on. the: video 

‘for ABC, the © company’s 

Commission has. suggested ‘such | 
_|to entertain ourselves.” 

‘NAB prez LeRoy Collins ma de |: Other: segs -of the’ adult’ world: 

“The burdensonie -nature of 
‘astounding: 

-when one sees the: cumbersome: 
detail involved in-actual operation. 

20 in Britain’ 

Viewing 
- (0060's) 

Ary 8716 

8716 
{GRANADA $497. 

1 GRANADA a - 4947 
» ATV: — - - 4837 
_ATY 4927 
AR 4651 | 

“GRANADA 4454 
TV . 4397 .. 

1 ATV . 4287: 
. ABC "4287 - 

AR ° 4067: 
‘AR... - 4067: 
ATV : 3957. 
ATV. 3848 

Kid Cartoons; 
‘Gotta Get Em Into Mainstream’ 

+. “The. trouble: with most kid ‘ty: 
‘shows is. they're. for. kids, declares 

7 NBC-TV’s Saturday morning : live- 
‘pn-tape Shari: Lewis. |: ' 

About. the only. talent the. Misa ve 
‘Lewis -doesn’t have is cartooning, 

‘suspect. her attitude toward: the. 
|kidvid animated. melange. 

‘Miss. Lewis,. who. is. a. ‘singer, 
dancer, musician. (violin: and piano). 
‘Magician, -mime, .authoress,. pups’ 
peteer’ and” ventriloquist, thinks 
the cartoon. stuff is a waste of a. 
child’s time; . a 
” “A ‘child’s. time is precious,’ ” she 
says. and rather than be parked in . 

“participating in’ the 

Pes “What's: the: ‘mainstream of. " 

PG don't know, but I-think it 
exicts, don’t you?”.- eae 

. Whatever: it is, ‘Miss Lewis feels : , 
, that “to let a- child watch Whatever 
jcomés across the screen is denying. 

| yourself the tight (parental) to cut. - 
[the fabric”; , 

| Of Headaches Yet 
in other. words,’ give. 

the: moppets exposure to. life. values 
thé parent. ‘himself. holds—""We vis 
should be- selective.” - 

*. Miss Lewis has selections: beyond: 
| ther own show. ':She has reverence. -. 

Leading. broadcasting executives: for. “the. good Captain” (Kangaroo) ° 
and the’ Bernstein . kid - concerta. 
But don't peg ‘her an egghead—"I'm 
not.- sophisticated.” I. like ‘to’ keep 7 
things ona simple. level, - : But. not. 
‘idiot.” 
“Coricerning her own show,. ‘and 

its featured puppets. Charlie Horse, .:- 
Hush Puppy: and: Lamb. Chop. «whe 
{Was assigned to the Smithsonian in? 
a recent ‘will), she Says, “‘we have | 
a kid show, but we try. very hard 7 

also are entertained. : Show ‘is. a-. 
‘sponsor sellout;: ‘during the regular: 
season. and. the Madison Ave: ad. 
execs. who monitor from the’ spon- 
sor: booth. during‘ ‘taping’ sessions’ 
‘have been..observed having, a ball. . 
OF course, part:of their joy could. 

be the loot. they: save on commer-°: 
‘cials. Five-of the ‘six (count ’em, 
six one-minute blurbs: and two. 10- 
‘second billboards) . are ‘done by -. 
‘Miss Lewis with no. extra’ ‘talent. fee. 
‘Since. the. show’s start. last: ‘October, 
can (Continued on. ‘Page At) 

WHEW Pro Grid = 
-ASponsor Parlay. 
WNEW, NY. has sold: out’: its 

1-19-game | ‘play-by-play. ‘schedule: -of  - 
the N.Y: ‘Football. Giarits to. four 

"|sponsors, each of whom have picked 
“PUD. one-quarter of. each. game. Line . 
{up includes: P:- Ballantine & ‘Sons, .’ 
-|through William ° Esty;:. 

Clothes; -through Mogul,. Williams — 
& Saylor; L&M. Cigarettes, through LS, 
Dancer - Fitzgerald - ‘Sample;:: and 
Parks... ‘Sausage, - through ‘Leon _ 
Golnick.  . , 
f ~The: Ballantine |; is. the oniy- one 

of the four radio. bankrollers: also. 

his former designation as. financial ‘broadcasts ‘of. the Giant games on. 
¥. p. of AB-PT. - 

Leonard H.. Goldenson,. -ABPT. 
prexy, said the Siegel appointment 

‘some five-minute news slots: for ‘was made to meet. the- growing re- 
quirements of the company’s” in: 
ternational expansion. 

WCBS-TV.. Other three: tv bank-. - 
rollers, Mariboro cigs, Ford dealers . 
and Amoco, declined ‘to: exercise." 
their’ option | ‘on the. radio time... 
which the .WNEW-Giant deal waye a 

‘Hhem., : 

but: that shouldn’t necessarily. make.--. 

front of. the: ty set. for the cartoon an 

“Howard ~ 



sare putting the: 

“pearances throughout ‘the season: 
the film as‘a one-shot), longtime member: of Moore's old daytime - 

. tv show, and wiki be: produced: ‘by Bob Banner; who does the Garry - 
Moore ‘nighttime tv series. Durwood Kirby has been signed to suc-. - 
ceed Arthur’ Godfrey: as ‘host of this winter's “Candid Camera” 

“series. Moore’ himself, ‘plus Kirby, .is.-doing a ‘five-times-a-week. 
.- Morning. radio show “On. CBS" ‘Radio ‘which is just. ‘about. ‘SRO going 
‘into the.fall. 

Neil Simon;, ‘member ‘of: the Moore tv ‘writing staff, who took a 
sabbatical to pen “Come Blow Your Horn,” is putting the finishing ‘ 
touches on a: Broadway musical . starring. Sid Caesar to -be PIO~! ; 

. duced: by Harold: Prince. |: 
“Sidney Reznick,. another of ‘Moore’ = writing staff,” has just: left: - 

., the show to. Work on an as: yet untitled Broadway. comedy drama. 
‘Moore writers, Norman Barasch and Carroll Moore, who authored ‘ 

‘the. Broadway ‘plays, “Send ‘Me No. Flowers” and.“Make. a Million,” 
“are extra-curricularly. at work on a new. play.’: ~ a 

‘Doubling: also .extends’.to Moore's radio™ ‘writing: staff. Andy” 
Rooney, who.prepares the talk. material‘on the Moore AM series, is. 

ny Presa’ the finishing touches on a tome titled “Four Great Battles of . 
'" World War me which: will be. ‘Published: or ‘Little. ) Brown & Co. “eo 
“this fall. 

Hope Springs Internal at NBC. TY 
~ But CBS Goes Outside for Show ri -NBC “fs: the: ‘only network fhat. 

‘| keeps a roster of potential ‘talents 
*} (about 50) on “hand. for : scrutiny - Rivals. ‘CBS-TV and NBC-TV4 

have taken divergent pathsin téle- |. 
-easting ‘a special on: the privately- |. 
‘supported. United: States hospital | 

.. ship Hope. CBS-TV will use an out-. 
side produced half-hour show for 
the -pubaffairs. special; NBC-TV 
will: produce a Hope. special of. its: 
‘own, of an: hour™ “duration | ‘and 
carrying Eigin as. sponsor. .. “ 

7°" For: CBS-TY,.. the: move. ‘repre-. 
gents another softening -Measure. 
in what heretofore had been. a-firm: 

“policy that. all news: arid public}, 
affairs ‘shown on the network.must 
. be produced’ by. the network. That. 
ban on. outside: .news,. pubaffairs. 
“shows for the web. had’ beerf soft- 
-ened: somewhat -recently, ‘when 
‘CBS News prexy Richard Salant |: 
said the web had ‘no objection. to |, 

-. telecasting | outside . ‘eritertainment |” 
“.: orientated. pubaffaits, shows..He.| - 
_ eited' as ‘an..example: the David. 

\Bitterness Grows | ‘Wolper specials on. Hollywood. : 
‘CBS-TV brass still is held to be 

firm -that all hard: news: and pub-|. 
affairs shows. -of:.a. controversial} 
“nature, . requiring: ‘reporting . andj 
analysis will be. produced: ‘by ‘the]’ 
web’s news and: pubaffairs’ ‘depart~|. 
-mthent. “Project Hope,” ‘the. title of |” 
the CBS-TV show, is. ‘acknowledged ._ 

--., to. fall’ in-.a. shadow area. “Web, 
"."- past. seasons,..did: a. fine. job. with 

:.. ANICEF’s story, fronted: ‘by. Danny. 
“. Kaye; in support ofa cause. 

. Nod to “Project Hope,” na doubt, | 
Wilk: bring -requests ‘for time from. 
other causes, with’ the footage . all 
prepared. ‘Each request ‘will be ex- 
aroined ‘individually, said’ a web} 
,6pokesman, who addéd that there 
‘will -be.no rash - of. . ‘such shows.: 
Web time and again plays” ‘short’ 

«Continued on page 41). 

WINS to Matual, 
” Revamps: Format’ 

‘New York. independent - WINS; 
which’ burst Into: solid rating. and 
sales position: with..the ‘four _R’s— 
‘rock ‘‘n’“roll: and_ rip .and read—. 

“has plans to: modify the music and. 
‘expand. the ‘news-. operation.. “with: 
‘: the. first step in the latter a linkup 
~ swith. Mutial- Broadcasting . for. sev- 

‘eral daily and nightly. news feeds, 
arid features: “ 
‘PD Ted. Steéle ‘sa says the. tnusical’! Le 

« ehangéur : will: “slightly upgrade”: 
‘the sound—''We'll still play the ‘big 
r&r ‘hits, but we've. ‘found: the. kids . 

“will sit still if we-throw in'a: “Peggy: 

. There's. a Jot of show bis! int process: of beitig extracted ftom the | 
: * CBS-TV Garry Moore Show and components: thereof. ‘As witness: | 

”. Carol Burnett. has just. been signed :-to do a five -‘times-a-week 
Fadio-series for CBS starting Sept. 4. She will be-co-starred with - 
-Richard -Hayes, : Godfrey's substitute when Godfrey is away. . - 

Coleman ‘Jacoby - and. ‘Arnie Rosen, ‘two. of Moore's top ‘writers, - 
ig. touches. ‘this | summer : on. a. Broadway | 

musical for . Carol Burnett’ which: will’ be’ 
. Prince. Show is tentatively tagged ‘Charge Account” and.is.a bur- - 
‘lesque of the. Diners':Club. Opus.is scheduléd:to go into rehearsal | 
next spring. Also, Jacoby and Rosen finished filming this week, a 

pilot: film. starring: Alan: King, also. a member. of the Garry Moore 
tv family since he.is committed to a definite number of guest ap- — 

‘diotv for National Assn: of Manu-. 

Lis being . appointed for the present 

+0 his. G.. ‘Wilfred Johnstone As-. 

- ||-vote-- tomorrow.’ night .(Wed.) on 

‘picket ‘lines’ at. Crowell-Collier . sta- 
tion. KFWB.” ‘Engineers: and techs 

‘IBEW: business manager and finan- 
‘cial secretary, who cut - vaeation 

| short after’ AFTRA -exec:secretary 

‘to. provide details: of strike ..situa< 
{tion before. vote is.. taken. - 

produced _ by Harold | 

‘(CBS-TV- has already scheduled : 

” Johnstone Exits N NAM 
G. W: (Johnny) Johnstone, - tor | 

the .past'16.years director of ra- 

facturers, is.retiring to. establish 
his own p.r. business: No successor 

NAM ‘v.p. in 
charge. of ‘public relations, taking 
over. -Johnstohe’s ‘duties. . ., 
“Johnstone will: devote full time 

sociates- which he. 
launched: at. Sea Bright, Nu J..In 
addition. to p.r.; -he’ll -move. into 
personal ‘management - activity. . 

; Johnstone ‘Has a. background in 
broadcasting. ‘which goes back to 
the very | early: days: of. radio. OE: 

In KFWB Strike; 
‘Await IBEW Vote 

-. Hollywood, Aug. 15. 
1 REW Local : -45 members ‘will 

“ta 

resolution : respect . AFTRA 

have been. erossing dine. since strike 
began July: 11:: . 
‘Meet. was. ‘ealled by. Andy Draghi, ; 

| Claude McCue -sent ‘out. SOS .-for 
| IBEW: aid’ in its labor. difficulties 
Jwith’ the station... © 

“McCue: will address: ‘membership 

-Also 
significant . 4s that the engineers 
have been negotiating’ with KFWB 
for: a hew ‘contract ‘for ‘several 
months. a 

Bitterness . ‘that | has | developed. 
| since. AFTRA struck . station over! 
‘wages .and: other benefits became | 

, | Coun 

- recently,| wit 

Package: ” 

‘key. to the femme audience, and}. - 
the search for the ‘proper beamer 

- has sent web. scouts out around the | 
ntry. . 

“NBC's daytime.” 

what... with eight quiz and game 
shows: current and the a. m. strip 
of said shows ‘constituting the an- 
chor to the network's. grip on day- 

: [time. ‘rating and. billing. upsweep. | 
| He says the network two years ago 
-feonducted - a - nationwide”: talent 

| search with a half .a dozen program |- 
| staffers. out in- the field at one time 
‘Jor. another...Jim Lucas,. relatively 
hew to the web’s emcee stable. and 

: | who has been. subbing for:vacation-|" 
. jing’ game show. hosts Hugh Downs |- 
{and Jan Murray, was discovered in |, 
| Burmingham, Ala., during. the tal- 
ent hunt.” Art | James, youthful 
emcee of “Say When, "-and “the 

kind. you. want to mother, ” gays 
-Aaron, was rectuited out ‘of De- 

| when the situation demands. Most 
are ‘established talents; and -most 
‘are ruled out: by other: commit- 
ments, legit assignments ete. _ 
“CBS. daytime programmer. Larry 
White says daytime emcteeing. re- 
quires ‘special talents and getting 
the. ‘Fight; man is always a ‘problem. | 
He. says, however, that the network 
has ‘sent gtaffers to leading cities: 

‘itwice in the -last six months: in 
{search of ‘potential: talent, and no 
host has yet been found for the 

appeal who's ‘also - believable 
| current. events interpretations. 

CBS on. its six daytime game. - 
quiz shows current tends mainly to 
‘established talents. Monty Hall, an 

-Jemceee who. has done a lot of sub- 
‘ |bing, -{s handling “Video Village.”. 

‘| Actor: Steve. Dunne, out of the tv 
syndie series, ‘ ‘Brothers Branigan,” 
has the duty on.“Double Exposure.” 

~1The “number two -man on: -the: 
‘Groucho Marx show, George Fen-. 
heman, fronts “Your ‘Surprise 

Planatory.. 
-ABC will: boom ‘with aft. least. ‘six 

and ‘maybe. more game .and': quiz 
‘shows, and daytime: program head 
Jerry Chester: says the hunt is on 
now -for ani emcee fo front. an 
addition. to’ the schedule. He ‘says’ 
the network almost invariably. gets 
its. man via.the auditoriam Toute, 
with up-to a- score of potentials 

{trying out-over a period of weeks. 
-The--winnah. usually: gets a 
assignment, and goes on with the 
‘show if it makes.It. Vet Bert Parks 

is. emeeeing an ABC game show closed-circuit plea to the affils. to 
pilot : “TOW | making. the rounds. ° 

Otherwise, ‘the. : network: ° has 
ealled. on.a ‘variety of: -backgrounds., 
Don Morrow of “Camouflage” was 
a “successful: commercial announcer. | 
Jack..Narz -_préemed ‘on ‘the old 
“Dotto.” .Comedian: Johnny Carson: 
handles “Who: Do You Trust.” Bud 
‘Collyer 

perience. Dick Clark (“American 
Bandstand”) isa. beamish boy: who 

“US. FOR TALENT} 4d 
’ The guy. ‘with the ‘sunshine per- | 
sonality” (and ‘Hollywood crockery]. 

‘tte beam it) suitable to video's. day- | - 
‘}time ‘emceeing ‘ chores, is‘ televi- 
sion’s good. man’ ‘hard ‘to 4ind these | 

|da . 

This. fall alt ‘three networks will 
be:loaded: down with those daytime |. 

| quiz:and game shows. (more. than | 
120) whose beaming frontman is the |.: 

 programining 7 
‘| chieftain” Bob Aaron figures~the 
- | network has been’ “very fortunate,” : 

fall preeming “Calendar,” which. 
require someone with the. usual: 

“Face the: Facts” Red | 
Rowe.is a vet of emceeing, former-. 
ly: fronting: a ‘series ‘under his own 
name: Art - Linkletter is: ‘self-ex- 

‘locked ‘up, 
‘rapped the affils as “selfishly mo- 

. pilot- 

(“Number- Please”) Is a: 
25-year-man ° with you-name-it ex-: 

plication. . has” ‘béen::. before: FCC 
.: since” end of September, 1959. 

evident: Jast ‘week. when union peti-! keep: housewives and teens. happy. 
tioned FCC to hold. publi¢ ‘hearing ‘as: one. with dancing J fn. the after- 
on KF WB's. pending apvlication for; noon.: 
renewal of ‘its license, ‘Station's api 

‘David --Ziskind, | AFTRA's: chier | “Camichae’s CBS Slot 
i legal. counsel drew! up ' petition! Martin: ‘Carmichael has 

signed by. ‘Tyler-. ‘MeVev. AFTRA: named dirertor of business affairs’ 

Jocal.-prez.."Petition ‘requests ‘that | for CBS-TV sports. 
i the-eharges of objertionable mate- “Carmichael,. who has. been. “‘as- 

Lee. or. a- Frank Sinatra: from: ‘time rial -broadeast’ -hy. KFWB. now ‘be aes to- David Klinger, new. v.p:. 
fo: time.” ’ . 
a Station: | “now. ; has - two ‘former: 
: WNEW « ‘deejay -in. ‘the: - jlineup, 
7 Lonnie | ‘Starr. on: a. 6, to’ 10: “p.m. 

* (Continued on “page. 407" 

| aired in’ .public' :in .order . thatiof administration of. CBS’ News, 
AFTRA - may protect the. “interests } ; succeeds. ‘Don. Hamilton: Hamilton |: 
. of its members.” : becomes. director ‘of -business . af- ; 

_BABIO- 

“TWETWARG cA] To Hare Neves Tl NETWORKS IRKS SCOUR To Avencies Are Only Paying Lip 
Service To Need for Upgrading TV 

. ARB Top 10—Daytime 
(Week Ending Aug. "UL) 

~ ¥ Love Lucy . ..:..(CBS) 83 
’ As The World. Turns (CBS) 7.0 
: Gulding Light ceseee (CBS) 6.7 
Price Is Right .....(NBC) 6.5 
Video Village ......(CBS) 6.3 

’ Concentration ...,.(NBC) 6.3 
Love of Life -.....(CBS) 6.2 

: The Millionaire. ....(CBS) 6.1 
- Search for Tomorrow (CBS) 6.0 
_ Face ‘The Facts ....(CBS) 8.8 

Secret to Power 

“Discovery,” ‘the projected half- 
‘hour ‘daytime juve strip which 
looked like one of ABC-TV's major 

efforts'in building a prestige image 
this. fall before it was yanked last 
week. due to insufficient station 
clearance, may turn up on the 
web's schedule next January. How- 
ever, this possibility is being kept 
‘a secret from the show's producer, | 
Jules Power, who was informed 
that the show was cancelled and 
has not heard anything to the con- 
trary from the web since then. 
He’s being paid off on his 13-week 
contractual commitment from the 
web. 

Power, who believes that ABC- 
TV should have gambled on build- 
ing “Discovery” this fall despite 
the-clearance problem because “it's 
the type of show that FCC chief 
Newton Minow wants and that the 
public needs,” has pitched the series 
along the on e lines to CBS-TV. 
Latter web, however, indicated that 
it was too ‘late to run with it for 
this: fall. 
This move by Power represents. 

a potential source of controversy 
-over the ownership of “Discovery.” 
Since he was approached by ABC- 
TV to deliver all the elements of 
the show below and above the line, 
Power believes the package is his. 
ABC-TV execs, on the other hand, 
contend the idea. originated with 
the web and are apparently mulling 
the. January kickoff for the show 
with the understanding that they 
Jhave a clear claim to it. 

-ABC-TV's ability to deliver only 
62 stations, with 17 or 18 key mar- 
kets missing, came as a hard blow 
to. the web’s exec staff. While con- 
ceding that the show was offered 
to the chain late in July after most 
of the affils’ fall commitments were 

one ABC-TV exec 

tivated. 

Resentment agairist the no-takers 
was intensified. by the fact that the 
‘tturmndowns came after ABC-TV 
prexy Oliie Treyz made a personal 

pick up the show in view of the 
prevailing -winds: in Washington 
and because of the show’s attempt 
to inject a badly needed educa- 
tional note in programs angled for 
the six-to-12 age bracket. 

Power, of course, seconds this 
sales message for “Discovery” in ; 
spades and, if so, he wonders why | 
ABC-TV didn't follow through on 
its \-laudable initiative by slotting 
the shou: this fall even ff the ad- 

EVISION 

Teleyision execs, under heavy 
moral pressure from Washington 
to upgrade the industry's pro- 
gramming level, have been find- 

| ing it a “disillusioning’ experience 
in selling the top advertisers and 
agencies ‘on the elevating process. 
The big coin spenders, say the 

webs, showing little inclination tu 
support new programming ven- 
‘ture where the prestige may be 

| high but the risks are even high- 
er. The early pattern, at least. is 
showing an advertiser tendency 
to stick to the tired and the tested 
shows, the formula patterns and 
‘the non-controversial subjects. 

The high-powered agencies, 
while also in the line of the FCC's. 

. fire against the “wasteland” stan- 
dards of programming, are also 
shaping up as heavies in the net- 
works’ eyes. Although paying 
plenty of lip service to the propo- 

j sition that the broadcasting | in- 
dustry needs a new accent on 
quality, the top agencies are beirg 
rapped for not putting thelr money 
where thelr declarations are. 
Network salesmen frankly don‘t 

feel that the agencies are making 
that extra special effort to scil 
their clients on the venturesome 
ideas, With respect to “Discovers,” 
‘ABC-TV’s ambitious effort In the 
juvenile programming area which 
collapsed because of clearance dif- 
ficulties {see separate story) the 
top agencies expressed enthusias- 
tic interest in the series but that's 
about all. While the show was ad- 
mittedly offered by the network 
very late and after other com- 
mitments were made, web feeling 
is that this was the type of show 
for wh{ch some major advertiser 
coin could have been shaken louse, 
if the will was there. 

That will, moreover, was dis- 
played by a flock of smaller 
agencies and advertisers who were 
ready to ante up the necessary 
‘coin to get the show on the air. 
Commitments for “Discovery” 
were lined up for bankrollers like 
Gilbert Toys, through Banniny- 
Repplier; Blumenthal Candy 
through Worman & Shaw; and 
Milton Bradley Toys, throug: 
Noyes. The J. Walter Thompson 
Office of Chicago also came into 
the show for Quaker Oats and the 
Tootsie Roil company also was 
ready to pick up part of the tab. 

CBS Sales Up, 
Earnings Down 

Columbia. Broadcasting System, 
Inc., consolidated net income for 

‘the first six months of 1961 wis 
4$9.409,332, compared with $12,66%,- 
169 earned in the corresponding 
1960 period. 

Current earnings are equivalent 
‘to $109 per share compared with 
$1.47 per share (adjusted for stack 
dividend) earned for the first half 
of 1960. Net sales for the first «1x 
months of 1961 totaled $240.767,- 
745, compared with $231.821.970 
for the corresponding period last 
year. 

Increased costs, general busires¢ 
eonditions, and the performance of 

ithe CBS Electronics Division vera 
the principal factors whirh ‘con- 
tributed ta the decreased earniss 
Company ctated that beratise af t @ 

heen } i aren *t. 

yertisers. demanded more key mar- nature of the Josces and expen cs 

ket participation. He pointed out "elated ta the diccantinnance ay of 
that CBS-TV nursed: “Captain! June °%) of the manufacture ond 

| Kangaroo”. along -for over a year ,Tecriving trica by the Fleetyan 1g 
before it enierged from the red Divi ion, tinwe Tossed pre beg 
One ABC -TV exec said “But a e nap: red avefest retnined: earnings 

“that Fieh" “Dyscovers ‘Thore laaes, aecarding fn the 

would have. cost $26. 561) a week, TOMAR amr etmated at abet 

‘Lexelusive. of time charges vith its S43 000000 after applicable tax 
redits 

The board of directara declacd 
dividend of 35 cera: per 

on ffs camino: otek ops - 
Sept 8, ‘GY ta hoide: af 

| cancellation, or: ‘postponement, ‘the 
5 to 5 30 p.m: segmetit will now be * 
Jocally . progratiimed 1a c4eh 
Tom Moore, ABC TV program- share 

ming chief, said that “fuli cornad- abte 
“The FCC. Ina ‘Jetter. (made: public: fairs or CBS News, a post recently ve ‘ation “would-be given to- putting veeare gt the close of baeiuess an 

_ (Continued on age 40) ” A vacated. by ‘Klinger. | Discovery" in January.” 4Aug 25, GL. 
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Consistent with its consistent summer rating pattern, ABC-TV 
walked off again this week with the largest share of audience— 
where such share means most: in places where. people have a 
3-way choice in network programming.* In doing so,-ABC top- 
ped Nets Y and Z with 4 shows in the top 10: 77 Sunset Strip, 
SurfSidée:6, Adventures: in Paradise, My Three Sons. 
We should: also like to: point out. in. reporting this, that we. 

have successfully resisted réferring to this success as: the bald 
facts, as given by Nielsen. 

rce ‘Reports, Aversge “Audience, week. 
g Aug. 6  196L 4: ‘30-11: 00 P.M., Monday. through. Saturday} 

.6:30-11:00.P: Mi. Sunday, © 
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Saroyan ‘Human Comedy’ as MGM TV 
Series; Bristol-Myers In Dickers} 

4 

MGM.TV, which has been perus- { 
its theatrical film vault for; 

Hollywood, Aug. 15. 

rsp 
3..0Te Eroperties it might adapt inte: 
vidpix series, is developing William | 
Earoyan’s, “The Human Comedy”. 
and is ¢ ‘lose to sponsoring deal with: 
Hi istal-My ers for possible airing on 
ABC. 

One unusual aspect is that talks | 
have progressed to a firming up. 
pent without MGM having made | 
& pijat 

Robert Maxwell, exee producer} 
on two MGM-TV skeins, “Father: 
Ot ‘The Bride” and “National Vel- : 
vei.” ois now in Gotham to pursue‘ 
sy-onsorsisip deal further with ABC- 
TV prexy Oliver Treyz and _ 
Bristol-Myers execs. 

Maawell himself scripted a ‘pilot. 
and, it is understood, has Thomas. 
MitcKell poised for one of the twa 
Jeads, Michael olard for the 
Giher, rele of a boy. 

MIG@M_Oiétth eaatrically = filmed the 
fKrovan. original in 1943. Clarence | 
Biown  directing-producing. with | 
jnte Frank Morgan-and Mickey 
Rounex the leads, supported by Fay 
Bainter. Donna Reed, Van Johnson 
and Barry Nelson, 
essaved bits, 

; Europe and the United’ Kingdom. 

‘Aussies Miffed At 

it is recalled | 

' biggest 

{ABC Int'l Deal With 
Philips of Holland as. 

: vertisers “using the Central Ameri- 
jean Network, Philips .of Holland, 

Spires to Metro-TV 
John B. Spires, who recently: 

exited MCA in Paris, will join 

Metro-TV as director of sales. a 

jand appliances, 
“Lawman” 

18 ; 

‘Spires at MCA- TV had been gen- 

eral manager of foreign sales. | $291 for, the time and. $175 for. the 
| program. costs, 

: Harper in N. Y. Prior to joining 

‘MCA-TV, ‘Spires had been general pany, ABC International. - 

manager of Europe for Universal- The CATVN was formed. &: little 
International. { 

Guatemala, ‘Honduras and: Nicara- 
gua. The chain will be expanded | 

lof a new: station: in. Panama,  cur-. 

| US. Brushoff On 
TV Coproduction : 

“Australian market; one of. ines 

foreign markets 

tisers already using CATVN’s facil= 
ities, covering 70: 000 tv. homes with’ 

:an average.of six viewers per. set, 
“include. such companies as ‘Nestle,: 
S. C. Johnson, Westinghouse, | Good- | 

Murine and others. 

Lawnian” is a Warner Bros: pro- 
‘for. duction starring .John Russell. and 

According to Maxwell, MGM- -TV | American tv product, is said: to. slotted on ABC-TV in’ the. WU. S. 

exces had been planning series oni 
“Goodbye, Mr. Chips,” but studio | 

chief Sol C. Siegel: lack aa coproduction Down Un-! : Holiand. 

chilled that idea by notifying the | der. T 
production 

be miffed aplenty at the virtual j Philips’ biz. was placed: through Zaz 
Dias International agency. eal 

le Feport comes: from an } 
ty department a theatrical remake | exec with close ties to the big! 
may be forthcoming from studio.. 

On another front at MGM, it ap- 
pears long-projected “Andy Hardy” 
tv series may mot eventuate, but 
that a series wherein the Hardy 
character is grown up may be.! 
Same sears ago Mickey Rooney did 
“And, Hardy Returns.” playing ‘a 
grownup. That theatrical film may 
furnish basis for a series, not the | production development fund: to 

i help boost overseas tv production. |: 
{He described the move‘as “‘lauda-| 

Loy character. . 

One somewhat old aspect to 
“Human Comedy” remains. Char- 
acie: te be essayed in tv series by 
Titchell is a sometime alcoholic 

unvaliably straightened aut by the 
bes character’. Maxwell reports no: 
tpensor nor network objection has 
been net vet on this characteriza- | 
tio: Possibily it is not deemed in 
fanie category as “sex and vi- 
élence.” now under sharp attack 
a tw ime. 

Tue tears ago DuPont made ai 
cLe-Shot spee of “Human Comedy,” 
with) Poilard in the boy rofe. 
NGM's series plans to start where ! 
the film ended—onee the charae-: 
tervations are set. are set. 

Ziv-UA Projects 
Hr. Opera Series : 

Ziy-t ited Artists. in) another > 

Tiecect) diversification move, has ° 

sxcred 2 deal for a projected one: 

dear oepera series to be produced 

i. Antheny Amato, founder and | 

i 

ee a the Amate Opera ten 

43: 
wen 4 series. for whieh a pilet al 

ke preduced, will feature all the | 

mere pepular  eperas 

stexed for iv. Present Ziv-UA | en-— 

tenprise represents the first active : 

ete} ever taken by an established 

Amencan  producten firm — to 
yiesent a reeulariv scheduled fuil- 

Jeneth season ef tv. opera. . 

Aczato’s  presentatiens  . the 

yast feur sexsons’ have been at 

"iewn Hall. Amato. himself is a 

aiscver and conductor and former 

Fist ulty member of the American 

Theatre Wings Opera Workshop. 

Ne has put en nearly 2.060 ‘pro- 

duchens in his’ own theatre in 
Greemasich Village. , 

‘Shannon’ Regional Buy 
Screen Gems’ new “Shannen” 

gale with Procino-Rossi. makers 
of mmaearoni and spaghetti, buying 
the series for three markets. They 
are Albany-Schenectady-Troy and 
Syracuse, N.Y., and = Scranton- 
Wilkes Barre, Pa. 

“Shannen” new is sold in 96 
markets. 

| rected, he sees Australia follow- ! 
[ing the quota examples provided 

| duced in Australia by outside par-., 

1ing distributed in the U.S. by]. 

| companies. 

 sivicted to not more’-than 45°F. 

» programs. .In fact. the Aussie sta- 

especibily | i 

‘Shaws 

“ sodes. 

“wetwork run and rephay after re- 
i Play 

series ticked oft its fourth 1egional | «4 mos 

-MGM DICKERS FOR - 
OREGON'S KPTY| 

* Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer, 
again seeking tv.station properties, 

| has held preliminary talks for the 
iivup of KPTV,..Portland, Ore., 

owned by . the NAFI Corp. 

MGM ‘exec dénied : ‘reported. in- 
terest in KCOP, Los:. Angeles, } 
another NAFI property. Exee ac- 
'knowledged that. company is in- 
. terested in ‘acquiring - stations in| 
other markets, though. i 

commercial Australian tv. interests. - 

Unless the situation is cor- | 

other markets and the end of 
the free market in Australia ex- 
isting for American product. The: 
exec welcomed the move of Screen ! 
Gems to set up an international j 

tory,” -but retained some skep-j 
ticism if it will be implemented: 
in Australia. “If it's baHyhoo,” he | 
discounted the SG. gesture. — 

‘Only vidfilm series to: be. pro. 
- Vidfilm Chatter 

ties is Associated Television’s 
“Whiplash” series, ‘currently be- 

~ will ‘Tombinson appointed gales 
| ‘Independent Television Corp. {Corp. ITC “MCA, the exee said: account exec © for Independent 
| has supplied producer and direc¢- Television Corp: ITC) ‘western 

tor. as well as: talent for a “live” division wee NY: -doeumentary 
native show. Otherwise, ‘he ‘Said,. 
there has been no attempt by an 

; American company to get its. feet 
. wet in production Down Under. 

Wolper Productions as: ‘producer- 

director: on “The Story Of” series, 

He contrasted .the production being filmed. for Ziv-UA’... “The 
thrust m. Canada by American} Beachcombér,” Filmaster’s new 

listing SG. and NBC | series starring Cameron “Mitchell 
: International. Canada, he went on | Zesumes production * ‘ine ‘Winter 
has a current. foreign product 
quota of 55°% and starting: April | Park, Fla, Oct. 2.Nine. half. hour 

this quota will be further re- | episode: of the total’ of. 39: being 
| made remain.to be. produced . 

* Australian tv, he stressed, has no | Lamont, Johnson ‘signed. by MGM- 
quota. in. effect against American; TV to direct “The. Cameback” 

| episode of - *Cain's U ( 
: tions’. schedules read like. mest: series . . Transfilm-Caravel ‘salés- 
US. major market outlets, from man Paul. A. Minor .gets veep. 
sign- on t te sign-off. : stripy. 

By ‘MURRAY HOROWITZ. | which’ might . causé other people |: 
With “l Love Lucy” waiting in; to put on the other ‘show biz mask: 

the wings, CBS Films has a com-! . The, big grossers, though, were 
edie series rester that’s more than.: readily acknowledged. Other’ than: 
light comedy for the CBS. syndica- ‘Amos. 'n’ Andy,” they are “Phil 
tion treasurer. The house of. laughs“ Silvers: ” “Our Miss: Brooks” and 
“Amos ‘rn Andy,” “Phil Silvers : “The Honeymooners.” An -arith- 

Our Miss ° Brooks.” “The, metical market.” countdown. finds 
Honeymooners,” et al—has’ gr ossed the four ‘series ‘sald. in ‘a total, of 
$38. 000.000 to ‘date on comedic se-’: 1,561 markets, 
ries during ‘the subsid’s. 1-year. the ‘big push in. the 
life history. . ‘house is on-the recent -off-network 

The big groxsers, aS expected | in | ‘ entry “December. Bride.” composed 
the fough comedic line. have been ° ‘of -157 episodes. To ‘date, series 
off-network properties. 
grosser—and ‘the “granddaddy - 
them all—is “Amos ‘n’. Andy.” In- | 

Cu rr ently, 

‘of ; fora gross of about $750,000. 

' Some -years .back. when-. CBS 
troed in the off-network whirl .in! ‘ Dought:.the “I. Love Luev” package: 

"83, that series has piled. up a gross: from. Desilu, the syndication subsid 
-ef about $5.506,000 for its 17 epi-' was-hot and heavy: for putting the: 

| skein: directly. into’ the markef-by- 
; market hopper. The. nod, though, ; 
went: to “the. network “where it’s. 
| done. a: big. enough job to. help in: 

Currently, seven years after. a; 

market. after” market.’ 
‘n’ Andy”: is sold in 213) 

markets. One of the more recent 
deals is with WEBS-TV N. Y.. flag- 
ship. which will ‘strip the -skein 
daytime starting in the fall. ~ 

in 
cept a. rerun network daytime 
trend. The net” 
“Lueyv”” again. this fall; slotting it 
in a different. day time’ period. 

It's only ‘a matter .of time, how- 
CBS: Films brass, all smiles, de- ; ever, before “Lucy” finds another 

clined to give a show-by-show | life in syndication. Those: 179 epi- 
gross breakduwn. There are residu-| sodes which started the Desilu for- 
als, deals.slready made, issues tune: are: > being handled ‘¢urrently 

one of the world’s leading. Manu-. 
facturers. of electrical equipment |" 

bankrolling }. - 
on the - five-station |. 

CATVN hookup. beginning: . this | - 
month. Deal, while’ not significant ‘| " 

| coin-wise since the. total ‘outlay is: 

. - nonetheless: indi- | 
In his new post, Spires will con-' cates the: growing internationaliza-- 

j;linue to: headquarter in Paris, re- tion of the ad industry with a Hol- | 

orting to syndication topper Dick | 129d company buying time on a} 
Pp 8 pper Central-American . web - ‘which. . is. 

| tepresented | by an American com- 

over a yéar ago by ABC and sta-|| -" 
tions. in Costa. Riea, El Salvador, : 

later this year: with the: addition 

!rently under construction. Adver-| 

year. paeott Paper, Admiral, Parker: sales: exec. at International ‘News 

once}. 

tof giving New York ad. agencies 

producer William . Kronick .. joins | 

“Hundred”: 

CBS Films Laughing | 

-‘The “top ‘has ‘been ‘sold in-30-odd: markets | 

‘will Jcall  wpon. 

Wednesdiy, August: 36. ise. 

~ (BS Fils iy D 
“i The $38,000,000 “grossed ‘by CBS Films comedic series in an’ 

‘Central Amer. Sponsor| | Other than the four biggies, 

‘|: Joining the growing list: of ad- |. 

11-year period encompasses. 22 ‘series in its catalog of. 72. series. 
“Amos ‘’n’ Andy,” “Phil. Stilvei 

Show,” “Our Miss Brooks,” -and’ “The. Honeymooners,” the come. - 
edics include: “Eve Arden’ Show,” ' “Angel,”. “Colonel Flack,” . 
“Life with Father,” “Mr. Adams. and: Eve,” “The. -Brothers” . and 3 
“My Favorite: Husband: ”-.There are’ ‘also 208 “Deputy Dawg’. 
cartoons, “Heckle and Jeckle” and “Farmer Alfafa” cartoons. . 

; “Exclusively in the foreign. syndication: hopper are: “Red: Skelton... - 
Show,” “The Alvin Show.” “E Love ‘Lucey,’ “Pete. and Gladys” 

: “Mighty Mouse” and “Tom, Terrific” cartoons. 

PDs Fock of Babs’ As 
Kiddie Bloc Hits 9% SRO Status 

MY. ve. ‘WPIX, with an .. ex 
panded: ‘kiddie programming blog,- 
.will have-its largest roster of -mop- 
pet emcees come the fall. The kid- 
die bloc, ‘which. extends from : 3:30. 
to. 7 p.m. from. Monday - through © 
‘Friday, with a. midday. extra, has. 

Geo, Hankol’s Sot 
‘George. Hankoff, formerly - a 

Sereen Gems exec, has. joined: 

Fountainhead International as sales 

y.p. Fountainhead‘ was organized to hit the 90% sold-out status. 
market tv specials. produced dy| * One: of: ty’s earliest: “babysitters,” 7 
David .L.. Wolper . Productions, ‘Ray Heaterton will return ‘for ‘his 
‘Sterling Television “and ‘Wolper- version of .the .“Merry ..Mailman.” 
Sterling. Productions. - 

‘Hankoff, prior ‘to .-his . five-year 
association with SG, has’ been «a starting at. noon. Heatherton, who. 

created -the ‘Merry’: “Mailman” role 
~~ {on tv back. in the early °50's, will. 

“| offer his usual patter of children’s: | 
| comments, stories, ete. In addition, 
{he also will introduce’ cartoons of: 
| Popeye,” “Clutch . Cargo, aa ‘and. 
‘| °Christie. ‘Comedies:” Caan 

Another. new face—but a. veteran: 
_L performer. in. the: kiddie: field—- 

Service, 

VPI & Monarch 

be. the “‘live” emcee on “The Three: 
Stooges. Fire House.” . Russell. ‘will 
be “Fireman. Todd” ‘and: occupy 

| In East-West Tie 
To Speed Blurbs cath eanbaoad 

Two. of the . newer commercial. : - Veteran Tadio-tv. perforiner Joe ‘ 

film .. production, companies ‘have | Bolton wil] soon’ pound ‘the “video. 
signed an east coast-west coast’ beat” for. the last’ time as: Officer 2 

working: agreement -with the idea |'Joe: Bolton for comes: the. fall he’s: 
‘being. upped to- Chief Joe Bolton... 
to emcee the new “Dick ‘Tracy” .-. 
cartoon show: Bolton, who has. been ° 
‘representing - “Vth Precinct” for 
-& numberof years on -the “station 
with: his “Our Gang’ Clubhouse,” 
and “The Three Stooges Fun 
House,” will: appear on the ‘new 
‘Tracy show : attired, as a police” 
chief. In recognition of. his. new 
role; ‘he. will be. ‘sworn. in shortly. 

improved “speed. and. quality” in. 
Coast blurb making. 

Link is between. VPI Produc: 
tions,“ New: York, and -Monarch,. 

| Los Angeles . (VPI/Monarch’ Inc.),. 
| and operations. will be conducted 
with the parent: companies con- 
tinuing to produce independently: 
in other areas. With halfa dozen. 

lestablished blurberies:: ‘most. of. 
|| them in business: 10 or more years) 
doing about 80% of : the - annual 
-$50,000,000 commercial. ‘production 
a year, VPI. and Monarch’ none-: 
theless. are. .among ‘the ‘new com- 
panies that. have’ managed a foot-| 
‘hold. 

Launched’ in January. of 
‘has ‘increased its annual - ‘volume | 

‘Chiefs .as ‘an ‘Honorary ‘Chief (he “ 
resides In Clifton, N.J.). . 

continue as host of the “Laurel. and. 
Hardy and Chuck” . ‘series, “Monday . 

| “pthrough Fridays .at 4 p.m., plus his: 
59, VPI ; Sunday “Let’s Have “Fun” Series. . 

Jack. McCarthy... skipper - of the.§..: 

from $600,000 -to. a ‘projected: $2.- ‘good Ship “Popeye,” will: be back. 
500,000 for this: year $1,500,060 in| for “another séason; -Monday _ 
60). ‘YVPI’s prexy Edwin T. “Kasper through. Friday, at 6. Pp: m. Rounding | 

was founder of Filmways, and|out the .“live’’ - emcees . will be 
sales chief Howard Lirikoff. was. an |B0z0 the’ Clown,” played. ‘by: Bill 
exec with Filmways-and MPO: Offi-.| Britten; with his © 4: 30 p.m.’ cross 
‘cers of VPI/Monarcl will -be: Kas-: the board: i strip. a 
per,. president; and George Tomp- | - . 

0. F’s SaleaDay_ 
kins, exec -veepee of VPI, and. 

On Peter Gunn’ 

George Tompkins, president.” of 

Official - Films. teports - a. ‘salecae. 
day: ‘since- -marketing the. off-web 
“Peter. Gunn”. series with a. total 

O ul t Lo O u id of: 31. stations. to date. 
Besides initial sales’ in: New 

‘in the foreign field ‘by ‘cBS Films:  vork Chicago ‘and.’ Los. Angeles, 

and proving out to be the top “Gunn”. markets: now.. include 
grossing - comedic series for the }. KYW-TV,. .Cleveland; WJBK-TV, 
house abroad. “Lucy” ‘has: been ; i Detroit; . KMSP-TV,- Minneapolis; 
sold. in- 26 countries. and-.has ‘been wrry, ‘Indianapolis; ' ‘WAGA-TV,: 
‘dubbed in five different languages, | Atlanta; WDSU-TV. New. Orleans: 
Spanish, Portuguese;: Atalian, ‘Japa- | ‘WIVJ, Miami: ‘WTTG, . Washing- 

nese: and Swedish. iton; -WDEF,. Chattanooga: WNEP= 
: Comedy, ‘being one of the tough: . TV, Scranton; “WBNS-EV,. Colum-.- 

est commercial ¢ommodities. to: ' bus, O05 and. KTVT, -Dallas-Ft. 
produce. in tv, hasn't many ‘entries ;  Worth.. - 
with a made-strictly-for-syndication | . Official . prexy: 

Monarch, executive. vice presidents. 

Monarch, established in Jum. of} 
‘60, had a volume: ef $500,000 in 
its. first: half year of. operation, 
-and. expects. to do MY 000, 000: for. "61. 

Sey mour -, “Reed: : a 

from CBS. Films, but in the main : promio campaign. and:.a-bolstered _ 
they really haven’t been winners. sales staff; including Stan Byrnes, , *- 

beitlines have had varying careers | : Flamingo, now: Covering the middle 
‘in syndication. . On the whole. the ; ground out- of Chicago ° ‘headquaré. 
comedic series in the ‘ market-by- ’ ters” for. Official. 
market ‘route roughly follows ‘the | “Gunn” series ‘is: part of a ‘recent. 
success or failure’ pattern‘ estab- | package of four. off-web properties: “ 
lished on the. network . run—the | picked up by Official. The“others — 
more popular comedic series gross-;are' “Mr. .Luc ‘“Yaney Der-. : 
Ing more dough in syndication, the | ringer,” and ‘the: ‘hour “Wire Serv- 
less popular .network comedic. j ice.” : oe i 
skeins find syndication tough, too. 

‘There have ben some: ‘exceptions. | 
Jackie Gleason’ 's “Honeymooners,”. 
for example, was yanked: Off the 7 
network after one season, only: to| 
bounce back’ in the: syndication | of state broadcasters association 
mart. Its 39 episodes ‘isone of the |_presidents: will be held here Feb. 
gross Jeaders ‘in the. CBS. Films | 28 and March -1, -1962,. Ht) wil be 
yock pack, © pat the. Shoreham Hotel. - 

STATE: ‘PREXIES.1 10 ‘MEET 
Washington, Aug. . 15: 

Daily News indie. will give: him .a. an 
daily midweek 45-minute. strip, --< . 

Todd Russell. (Rootie Kazootie) will. 

in. the New Jersey “Assn: of Police =". 

Puppeteer’ Chick. MeCanii - will me 

label. There have béen: some, even'says the sales ‘Teflect - a strong ate 

Those ‘coming’ off -the’ network ‘former midwest sales manager. for. a 

The. seventh. ‘annual: conference yo ‘ 



"Al petitive programming in: the particular slot; etc., is furnished. Reason’ for detailing en 
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YNDICATION CHART 
buyers. to local statiens and! for adr: ertisers to syndicators will I Mad the charts valuable. 

Over. the. course. of a year:, ARB teill tabulate ao minireamn nt 247 markets The 
‘results of that tabulation wilt be fond weekly in Varsety Coupled tetth the rating 

perjormance of ‘the tap tei.neitrark shows on the loca} level, the Vartety-ARB ec! harts 

are. designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually erery tr market ia the Uv. § 

(*) ARB’s. May-June. 1961 survey ‘covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows 
sharing one of the weeks with an. alternating or special program. are listed, with the | 
multi-week rating of all: Programs in the fime period. given. 

 VARIETY’S sweeiely’ tabulation based on. -gatings: furnished. by Aivierican. Research’ 
of. “Burean. highlights. the top ten network: shows on a local level and offers a rating ‘study. 

| in depth ‘of the :top. ten syndicated, shows in the. same particular market. - £ his week... 
ten ‘different’ mdrkets.aré- covered. 

‘In the syndicated ‘program. listings of ‘the’ top: tent ‘shows, rating. data such’ as the : 
average. share: of . audience, coupled with: data ds to time and day of telecasting com- © 

exact picture, of the rating performance. of. syndicated ‘shows:is to. reflect the true rating 
strength Of - ‘particular: series: Various ‘branches. of the: industry; ranging. ‘from media ee 

1 
2, 

2 3. 
o& 

5. 
6.: 
7... 

46: Jack Paar 

STATIONS: KGNC, KVII, KFDA. *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15-JUNE LI, 1963 

.. TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS. - “AV. |: "TOP. SYNDICATED _ PROGRAMS” AY. AV. TOP COMPETITION AV. 
~ RK PROGEAM—DAY—TIME STA. _ BIG. . ; STA. ‘DISTRIB. RTG.. SH.| PROGRAM STA. RPG. 

ag ll Third Man. (Sat, 9:30) 1... Toesvans "NTA | . 41] Lawrence Welk |... KVil 25 
‘Andy GriMth. (fon. gapsaon. re FDA . og ‘2, Manhunot..'Thurs. 9: 30). bea peeess .-.- KGNC. “7 Bergen Gems. 18. 39 | Tuo Faces West KVL 15 
Wagon: "Train, (Wed. -6:3027: 30): ve ee: NG . 39. 3. M Squad (Mon. 9°30)... Peeves wees ‘.. KFEDA.... + MCA . 17 357 Peter Gann KV 18 
Candid. Camera ‘Sun. 9:00-9: 30002. > a KEDA -- gail 3.°Mr. Ed. (Tues. 6:30). 6.2 tease a. KEDA. 2... Filmways 17 313 Laramie KOGNC 24 
Have. Gun; Will ‘Travel (Sat. 8: 30- 9). ~ .KFDA . : 37 4. ‘San: Francisco. Beat: Sat. ‘10: 30): vie’ . --KEDA... eae CBS. 15 52 Wrestling KVH 19 
Red. ‘Skelton ‘Tues. 8: 30-9: 0). ol KFDA gait 4. Two Faces West (Thurs. 9:30)... ies +: EVIE - ‘Ser een Gems 15 33 | Manhunt KRGWVC 18 
Bonanza ‘ (Sat... 6:30-7:30). EST Reve ‘BL it &. Blue: Angels | (Wed. 9.30). 2... ee es ‘KGNC.. CNP. 13. 23 waked Ct itv Chel Ke a 

30-7:30), 2. te cea 2 ee rele 29 

2 Far ar ee 09) ates CEEEBR 31 || 5. ‘Dangerous Robin (Mon, 9:30). la, KGNO:s! Ble A 13,27 Peter Gunn KV 18 
‘9. Route 66: (Fil. -7:30-8: BON sep treseesees KFDA "...: 23 ' 5. Death Valley Days (Mon. 10:30)... ..- KEDA ..: U.S Borax. 13. S71Jack Paar Atabama =o. KGNC 9 
8. Twilight Zone’ (Fri. 9:00- 9: 3017: ees “KFDA. OR '§.. Brothers Brannigan (Sun. 9: 303. ree KGNC 2... CBS o 11. 23 What's Mv Line KFDA 2 
‘8 ‘Hennese ‘Mon. ®: 00-0: 30): ee ee, KFDA- ‘-28/||. 8: Sea. Hunt (Fri:'10:00) ...-7....;. ow. - KVII .....Ziv-UA 1} 3! News. Svorts, Weather  KGN¢ 14 

¥.(Mon. B:002B 0). e's o ee _ Ow 6. State ‘Trooper (Tues, . 10: 30): .. KEDA .:.. MCA i ». KGNG 10 

Cc STATIONS: KDAL, WDSM. *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15-JUNE 11, 1961 

Oh ‘Hennesey ‘(Mon; 9:00-0:30). DL aeegeeee <<KDAL. "49: 1. Thre Man ‘Sat. "9:30) Lele be gp eeeseee KDAL:... NTA’ ‘21 60: Hong Kong: Figtts WDSM 21 
2. Andy Griffith (Mon. 8:30-9: 00). . .<KDAL © .44)| 2. ‘Miamf ‘Under (Thurs. 9: 30). .weeeees. WDSM....Ziv-UA .28 53 Real McCoys KDAT. 24 
. Candid Camera’ (Sun. '9:00-9: 30). 07... KDAL ‘4l|| 3. Grand Jury. (Sat. 10: 00).:.... viaw ees KDAL..-. NTA 25 52; Alcoa; Fight) NWS WDSM 23 
8. Steel Hr.; Circle (Wed. 9:00-10: 00). -KDAL - 41 }|.3. Medio (Sun.',10:15)..: 2..... rere ..WDSM. “ CNP. 25 58 Nens, Wea; Telenews KDAL, 18 
4. Gatry Moore (Tues.. 9:00-10:00).........KDAL -. .. 4011/3. Meet McGraw. (Fri.- ‘to: 15) occlu. KDAL ... ABC. - 25 56. Jack Paar, Wea; Sports WDSM 20 
‘4: Michael Shayne: (Fri. of 90-10: 00)... WDSM ' -40||. 4, Huckleberry Hound (Fri. (6: 30). ; ....-.KDAL, .... Screen.Gems 24. 62 Maverick . .WDSM 18 

_ §. Gastsmoke ‘(Sat. 9:00-9:30)... 2...» KDAL. . 39]: 4.. Sea Hunt (Sun:. 9:30) 220 020...... oe _WDSM.. . ZIV-UA << °°: 24 41° What's My Line KDAL a4 
” 6. ‘Checkmate. . (Sat. --7:30-8: 30)... w esas. SKDAL 37 || .5. Mr. D.A.- (Wed. 10:15): 2.2. nas eaaee -KDAL ... Ziv-UA.. 23 $5 Jack Paar, Wea, Sports WDSM 18 
6. Danny. Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30)... ..... KDAL ‘37 $ Coronado 9 (Thurs. 10: 15). be adcacees KDAL ... MCA. - 22. §2:: Jack Paar, Wea, Sports WDSM 20 

-KDAL 1. 36 ate canecece .-KDAL - . Screen Gems_ 19 — 44. Outlaws WDSM 23 Ts. Have Gun, ‘Will Travel (Sat. 8: 30-9): . 4, oat Bear (Thurs. 8:30) wees 

“ STATIONS: WLBT, WJTV. “SURVEY DATES: MAY I5-JUNE II, [968 

ye ‘Andy. ‘crime (Mon. 8:30-9: 00): ee, LWITV. 3.47. k Rescue Be ‘Safety (Thurs. 6:00), wees .WITV... : Bereen ¢ Gems "25 52.Blue Angels ..-. WLBT 23 
-%. Checkmate (Sat.: 7:30-8:30): . ee ‘st WITV - 46 2. Sea ‘Hent. (Wed. 9: 00). wees ce ene .WLBT.. Biv UA 24 47. Steel Hr.; Circle ..... + WITV 27 
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t Panny Thomas fen. cea eae: 4% 4. Lock Up. (Tues. 9:30)..... Le wo nentt WLBT... Ziv- UA 22 45 Garry Moore :..... WITV 28 
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Wednesday, August’ 16; 1961 _ 

A mong the things people have stopped 

_ kidding during the past few seasons. 

are Soviet science, Mickey Mantle’s bubble-gum 

chewing. and daytime dramas on. television: 

It’s easy to see why. 

Russian space-experts have been making. Buck 

Rogers look about as modern as Buck Jones; 

Mr. Mantle has blossomed into oneé-of base- 

ball's greatest sluggers; and: TV's best daytime 

serials have matured to.a point where they do 

almost as much for drama as they do for soap. 

By “best” we mean, of course,. 

Roots” and “Young Dr. Malone,” the two, half- 

hour serials seen. back to back on. NBC. from 

Monday through ‘Friday. Any non- thinking,’ 

non-viewing critic who'd refer to either of 

these programs as s--p operas should. have his 

mouth washed with you-know-what. ; 

Together, the two shows represent. five hours. 

of well-crafted live drama per week. On. every 

level—writing, acting, production—the:stand- 

ards are uncommonly high. 

More than one dramatist will tell you thatthe 

daytime serial is one of, the best media of all: 

for talented writers, since it: allows. SO. ‘much 

more time to explore a-dramatic situation than- 

“From These. 

: small, On ‘ ‘From These Roots,” 

a single, full-hour offering. | 

One. such booster is author Leonard. Stadd, | 

who’s been “writing” “F rom These Roots” since 7 

last summer, and who thinks of a day time series.” 

“TV S novel,” as ‘contrasted: with: the’ “short. 

‘story’ "of nighttime television. 

“What's more,” says Stadd, “you Getz a standard. aS 

of acting that would. be hard for nighttime TV- | 

to top, for. here we have a‘kind: of repertory om 

company where there’s simply no room for any- 

| thing but the most professional of performers.” 

DESPITE THE DEMANDS 4 daytime scties’ 
“makes on an actor’ s. resources, the turnover is: 

‘for: example, 

‘more than half 4 dozen: cast-members (includ- wy 

ing ‘star Ann Flood) have been: with the. series” 

since its pr emiere e three years ago. . vs 

Because our dayt time dramas. originate in . New 

York, we’re able to tap-a plentiful supply of 

seasoned Broadway performers. Cony ersely, the : 

TV. actors get the chance. to work. in the theatre 

—be it Broadway, off Broadway, or. Off off Broad- : 

‘way (like. suburban sumiuner Stock). 

‘Last: season. Barbara Berjer—of ‘ ‘From These 

Roots’ "appeared | in: Broadway's “The: Best 

Man.” Off-Broadway, Len Wayland. worked in: 



2 U,. Ss. A ” and, Robert ‘Mandan performed in 

: both’. “Here Come. the: Clowns”. and: “The : 

Death of Satan.” a rie 

ey From. the “Young: Dr. “Malone” ‘company, Dre. 
Fe Jerry: Malone: himself (actor William Pritice) 

will be starring at Westport Country Play house AB 

next, week j in “Venus at Large,” a new : comedy 

by. Henry. Denker. | 

AT NBC we’ ve “long beliéy ed anv actor should bes 

well. -rounded—ev‘ en if he: nev er. ‘intends to play” 

‘Falstaff but: all. the: acting skill’ in the: w orld ; 

“'wouldn’ t make: our day time serials: as good. as 

they, are without. the. guidance. of firs st: Tate pre O- 

duction personnel. oe ) 

“Young: Dr. Malone”. “AS: produted: for. us s by : 

2 Carol: Irwin, whose substantial: cr edits: are. too: “ glow given off by the: guiding light—which will 
& long to list here, but who’ s probably. best know ne 

So -for. her eight-year | stint. as ‘producer ; and pack. 

os . ager of the “I Remember Mama” “series. Her, 

oa director j is the very able Jim Young, whose: rm- / 

- posing. track record: includes: contributions t to : 

that’ same “y Remember Mama.” 

a ducer Eugene Burr, ‘whose. ‘strong ‘ TV. credits 7 

- ‘were preceded | by: theatrical posts: with’ the: 

Theatre: Guild. and Billy Rose (to: give’ you an. 

; idea). His director, “Paul: Lammers, ds ‘a veteran 

S of.such. worthy programs as the. Kaiser Aluiii- : 

crum 1] Hour, Philco Television. Playhouse and 

Kraft Theatre.” 

. With. these and other capable pros v wor rking be- 

“hind | the: Seenes;. both of the day time serials ™. 

have been: able to. treat: mature, ‘adult’ : themes 

“in depth without: ev er: sliding. over into sensa- 

tionalism. or: over: -sentimentality. It. “appears 

that maiy senisitive subjects— such. as infidelity, 

alcoholism, . or. the’ ‘problem: of: adopung: an. 

‘older child=c an. be. developed | much ‘more 

“vate all. Our other: day time serial 

will never have : any such prob- 

Jem. After all, w hoever. heard 

“ofa doctor—or ev ena dentist— 

.naned: “Fronr These. Roots’ 

thoroughly in.a dramatic series than in a one- 

shot drama or ‘documentary. 

The significance ‘of this has never escaped the 

‘attention. of astute sponsors, for whom viewer 

= loy alty to NBC daytime drama hasalw ayer eaped 

handsome div idends, 

. The nature of this. Viewer support was never 

~ better exemplified | than i in_a letter sent us last 

summer ‘by. a ‘Pennsylvania. woman Qnitials: 

Vi inginia Se: Hardy). who'd read a report some- 

where that “From These Roots” was going to 

be dropped by her local station. 

Mrs. Hardy was, ia word, livid. “I have tried 

in vain,’ ” she wrote, “to become absorbed in the 

‘eternal search for tomorrow, rin the brilliant 

undoubtedly lead us to the br ighter day. I have 

tried. marrying Joan,, Joving that Bob, beating 

the clock and even leading three lives, but none 

‘can hold a candle to: ‘From: y hese Roots’.’ 

wir THAT SORT OF ROOTER, our day- 

ag” time dramas may well go on forever. And that’s 

- “From These Roots” ‘is master-minded by pak hee en though along run does placea heavy. 

_premium on ingenuity. 

Illustratie: i: The current‘ “Young Dr. Malone,” 

which bear. .hé same tide as the radio series 

that began with NBC 29. years ago, is based on 

all- new situations; and in this TV series, the 

original “Young ‘Dr: Malone” (Jerry) has an 

adopted. son, David; who's also a physician. 

Because. it “would. how .be too confusing for 

al the: dialogue to all. either one the young Dr. 

“Malone, the prefixing adjective i is never used 
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VariEty’s weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research buyers ‘to local stations ‘and/or. advertisers, to ‘Syndicators will: fd the. ‘charts valuable... 
Bureau, hightights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers.a rating study . Over the. cours e of a | ion 

year,. ARB pill’ tabulate a ‘minimum of 247. markets.- The, ane in ome of the top ten syndicated shows in’ the same particular. markets. This week. results of that tabulation. will be. found weekly in: Variety. Coupled with the rating |. 

en I the sundieated program listings of the top. ten shows, rating data such: as the per oti of the fon ten network shows on the local level; the Vantery:ARB charts. n 1 a | 

averaye share of audience, coupled with deta as to time and. day of. telecasting. com- 7 are. designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tu'market. in the U. S: 
petifire programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. ‘Reason for: detaiting an oy ARB’s May-June 1961. gurvey covered a maulti-week: period, . ‘Syndicated shows 
eract picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating sharing. one of the weeks with an ‘alternating or special. Program are. listed, with ‘the 
strength of particular. series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from. media multi-week rating of all programs. fn the time period given. , 

(Continued ‘ftom. page 31) 

CINCINNATI STATIONS: WLWT, WCOP, WKRC. *SURVEY ‘DATES: MAY 15-JUNE 1) 1961 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS __AV._| “FOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS. AV. AV.| “TOP COMPETITION. AY. 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY--TIME STA, 7 RTG.. K.  PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. , DISTRIB. RTG, - - SH. PROGRAM a a STA. -RTG. 

2. 17 Sunset Strtp ‘Fri, 0:00-10:00"......, WERC 38 i Mian oF ont (Thurs: 10: 30). 0: — .WLWT.. ATC "16. 46, Miami Undercover .cWKRO. | 13", 
a gt. ami Undercover urs. 10:30) -WKRC....Ziv-UA. 13°. 37 | Best of Post... .:,..... cee WLWE 16° 2. Real McCoys ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00)...... WKRC 35 | 2. Yor! Bear tien, Wer were NTA. 13 31:| Roaring 20's. «.. “TWN. 22. 

Ww i “ed. 7:30-3:30)........ WLW 0) ear. (Mon. Vie vee eweceseees. Screen Gems 13 43.| News: Weather:........... WLWT “1S 2. Wagon Train 'Wed 4:30 8:30 -.WLWT 35 ; : . a” ~ | Huntley-Brinkley 20020): WLWT 9-15" 

8. Price Is Right !Wed..8:30-9:00'.-..... WLWT-: 32 |: 3. Jeff’s Collie ‘Mon.’ ": 00: eee revcee ss WIERC. . ..ITC™ Ar 2. News-Dick Bay;.Paula...WCPO- 10. 
ten . - oe jt 4. Death Valley Days (Fri. 7:00). -.- WKRC...:U.S. Borax. -10. . 43 | Mounted Police . tetas «WLWT -* a 

4. Candid Camera ‘Sun. 10:00-10:30!....WCPO_ 314] 4.. Huckleberry ‘Hound (Thurs. &: 30)... .:.-WCPO...... Screen. Gems “1d “ 42 News: Weather. -..... ‘++,WLWT:. -10 
“1: on. ; et Huntley-Srinkley. ee eeaee . WLYWT : 4... 

4. Flintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00).. ........ WKRC $1 s. Three Stooges ‘(Mon -Fe oil. 6:00)... WEP. Screen.Gems 9 - 47 Gold Cun Mat: i; 22 WELWE 202" 
salt r -An-t0-00 7. ghtrope {We «-3..WLWT....Scereen Gems 9 19 | Naked City. :... TTT WERE . 28 4. Hawaiian Eye ‘Wed. 9:00-10:00'..... -WKEC 3111 5° Vikings. (Wed, 6:30)...0. 0.002. DRE Lweeos 2 Ziveta- 9 39 |News: Weather.:.........WLWT |. 11: 

4. My Three Sons ‘Thurs. 9:00-9:30). ...WKRC 31 “ Po . ” ” | Huntley-Brinkley ciseess- WELW | 14 
. ss 6 Jim Backus thurs. 7: 00). ceeeeeeesss WLWT... .CNP 8. 36 News. ee cPO...: 9 

4. Red Skelton (Tues. 9:30-10:00) epee oees WCPO 31 || Mia ight 0: 30 " wk wo 7 - | Fony Express ::-" leet weseee's WKRS a 2 

-20_28- | 3. n (Tues. 1 Vou ate cle ee ence RC... “MCA - 8. 16} Garry Moore ..: . Ey see “WCPO. (240. 
5. Bonanza ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30)......-.---.. WLWT 301! 6. Quick ‘Draw McGraw. (Tues. 8 ati ..WCPO ...Screen Gems °8 33 | News: ‘Weather vans WLWT lt; 
5. Perry Como (Wed. 9:00-10:00).......-. WLWT . 30 oa , - -Huntley-Brinkley welege ce WLWT . 130° 

CLEVELAND STATIONS: KYW, WEWS, WW. *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15 JUNE 11, 1961. 
1. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30r..... WEWS 47 E Man Without t Gun (Thurs. i930)... Wane = NTA~ OS 26 .. BS Mounted. Police ae ia KYW: an "73" ao, 

) -90-9-20: . . r an; Mission (Fri .t -NTA _ 1. -36., Eyewitness 2 o-e eS WOW a 
2. My Three Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9:30)....WEWS 43 3. Huckleberry Hound. (Mon. 7: 00). oo2.- KYW... Screen Gems’ 20. 51... City ‘Camera; Sports. tens -WIW: 14° 
3. Naked City (Wed. 10:00-11:00)........WEWS 40. 3. Walt Winch il is t 10: 30). E 8. _ NTA ° —— 9! 7+ News-D. . Edwards: We . ‘13 a 

. . . . : falter Winche a see neces .W W: TA .20.°" .49, Jim Backus; JFK....... ‘so WEW il... 4. 77 Sunset Strip (Eri. 9:00-20:00)...... WEWS 39 4. Yogi Bear (Thurs. . 7:00). eo ne nee ease -KYW..... Screen Gems 17. 43 City. Camera:. Sports. : WIWe TB 
5, Flintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00) ...... oe WEWS 38 5: Di Court; ‘LBB (th 1301... ww. _ eon Vv TV | News-D.. ane ee ae, 1a mee 

ayar -: Divorce Court;: urs, wceee KT uestward Ho’ ....:......WEWS -* 21--- 5. Real Me€oys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)......WEWS 38 // " acs 16 30: Donna Heed IWEWS BI 
6. Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 9:00-10:00)......WEWS $4] &. Quick Draw McGraw (Fri. T: 00). eaiee KYW. +.» Screen Gems 15 43 City Camera: "Sports. ven WIW 13 
7. Surfside 6 (M 8:30-9:30) WEWS 32 o. we News-D. Edwards part WAW-: 14 

> parisien. Bees ttre ‘|| 7. Death Valley Days (Wed: 7:00)....:.. KYW... U.S: Borax. 14 42;-City Camera:'Sports:....WJW = “12 
7. Thriller (Tues. 9:00-10:00'........... WwYyYw 32 & Mounted Police. (Thi 19: 30) KYW ONE. “Gy 28 | News D. . Edwards. .. evabed 2 WW iL 

. . . Moun olice. urs.’ wooed RYW..... | ; an -Withou un... 0 W! Ai 
8. Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30). ... WJW 3I'|| 8. League Boots; Hammer (Sun. 10:30)..WEWS.... Screen Gems-. | What's» My ‘Line _. aes oWIW 
8. Donna Reed ‘Thurs. 8:00-8:30)....... WEWS 311: _ “.MCA ee Ser 2 rear pants 

COLUMBUS STATIONS: WLWC, WTVN,. WBNS. *SURVEY _DATES:' amar -15- JUNE TL, 1964: 

1. My Three Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9:30). .... WIVN 44 1. Third Man. (Thurs. 10: 30)..cs:: wo veees WIVN, -.. NTA a. on "59 jim Backus seven secs 2. WLWC: | 107 
2. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10).. WBNS 43 2, Hammer; JFK (Sat. 10: 30). senate ee .WBNS.... MCA 22. “46 | Roaring 20’s ......6.<2..WTVN 18 | 
3. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30)..... WTVN 42|| 3. Dangerous. Robin (Fri. 10: 30). soo WIVN.... Ziv-UA | 19. 37 Eyewittness Seve da dees -. WBNS’. .’. 20°" 
4. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)...... WTVN 41 || 3..Whirlybirds (Thurs. '7:00)........... WTVN....CBS = ~ 19. 49 | News; News-D. Edwards. .WBNS.... 14. 
5. Andy Griffith «Mon. 9:30-10:00)......WBNS 36 || 4. Huckleberry Hound {Thurs.. 6:30)... ... WIVN.... Screen Gems 18 56) Home Edition: . iver eee s :WL WC':.°: 9. 
5. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30:.. ......WBNS . 36 || 5..M Squad (Thurs,: 8:00)...,.... 2.0... WBNS... ‘MCA: “15 -29 | Donna: Reed. nace’ . WIVN “80 
6. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:60-10:00)......WIVN. 34 6 ‘Quick Draw McGraw (Tues. 6: 30). . WTVN....Screen Gems. 14 47|Home Edition ..::..25-WEWC.. °". 9... 
7. Checkmate (Sat. 8:30-9:30) ........WBNS 33 . Rescue $ (Tues. 7:00). .2 2.0... 040... WTVN....Sereen Gems: ‘14: 341 News; Néws-D..Edw. ards: WBNS “+, 39 
7. Rawhide (Fri. 7:30-8:30) ........ »eee WBNS 33 :. Death Valley. Days (Sat. 7:00): TT WBNS.) US. Borax 13 42. Midwest Hayride 20.0.2. LWC. ...13° 
8. Flintstones .(Fri. 8:30-9:00) ......... WTVN .32 || 7. Silent Service (Fri. DLE Wwe ~25e€NP 130 :331 News: News-D. Edwards... WBNS. “- -19° 
8. Red Skelton (Tues, 9:30-10:00)... see WBNS. 32 11 7. Sea. Hunt (Mon. 7: 00)...... weet ees -WLWC. . »-Ziv-UA, ng 13° _ St! News; News-D. Edw ards. - WBNS. Sh 19 

ATLANTA STATIONS: WSB, WAGA, WLWA. *SURVEY PATE MAY: 15+JUNE EI, 1961 

‘ . wy | 1 Mr. Ed: (Tues, 3, 7.00, . weceeseeees WSB. we. "MCA «OB. ary! Expedition: TFK Tees WLWA SS 
1. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00) ..... -WLWA = 36 |/ 2, Whirlybirds (Wed: F000 cascess» WSB.....-CBS 25° lane ‘Run wacenaeeer .WAGA. 6 

2, Andy Griffith (Mon. 9:30-10:00)...... WAGA: 35]! §, Death Valley Days: (Moa. B00)! 5000 WSB II. + US. Borax 23° © 59] Vikings: UR TIWAGA . 8 
3. Gunsmoke ‘Sat... 10: 00- 10: 30) ee ee a WAGA 33 : 7 - wet ‘Two Faces West: ae ee sees ~-WLWA- “8 - 

4. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30) ....... -WSB ‘3271 4, Brothers Brannigan. (Thurs. 7:00): ae -WSB:. .. +s. CBS” 21, "62 -Rescue 8 oo s se ceae es WEWA © on 
5. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). .WAGA 31// 5, Huckleberry Hound (Thurs, 6:00): .....WSB...... Screen Gems 20° +69} Three ‘Stooges .........,WLWA: Bo 
5. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:00-8:00)........ .WAGA 31]| 6. Yogi. Bear (Mon. 6:00)........ 00... WSB....6, Screen Genis 19 61| Panorama .. .:......-..WAGA 5 
5. Thriller :Tues. 9:00-10:00) .. ......- WSB: 31 Manhunt; JFK. (Fri. 8:00)... WSBleiol! Screen Gems 17 | 43! Harrigan -& Son. s see les WLWA... 12... 
6. Price Is Right ‘Wed. 8:30-9:00' ......WSB 30 §. Quick: Draw McGraw (Tues. 6:00). . " WSB..: -..,-Sereen Gems 16 87 i ‘Three Stooges: . reeen MEW 5 
3. Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30)....WAGA. 27 Sea Hunt (Fri. 7:00) ...-...2....-4.. WSB......Ziv-UA 16 Rawhide DtavewesWAGA. ©? 19 
7. Hitchcock (Tues. 8:30-9:00).......... WSB 27 | a6 9 

- U.S. Marshal; ‘JFK (Thurs. 10: :30)-....WSB......NFA es <i 6 | Silents; Kovaks © 2 WLWA: we 

B ALTIMORE |  prainons WMAR, WBAL, WJZ. *SURVEY varie sa wn 1961 

1. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30)........:WMAR 4211". sea Hunt (Thurs. 10: 30)... eevee -WBAL.; .. ZiveUA | 6 ve a Harrigan Son oar waz, 18 

MAR. Mr. Ed. (Thurs. 7:00)..... PUTIN Wea ... Filmways . ina eather........5.,.WMAR  ,18-. 2. Andy Griffith Mon. 9:30-10: 00... WMAR 36|| 2. Mr. Ed. (Thurs. obese ays 2 8 NewsD. Edwards.) SWMAR B. 

2. Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30)..<WMAR 3611 3. Best of Post (Sun.- 10: 30). s.c.5,+..WBAL....ITC . 10.20; What’ 3 My ‘Lines icici... WMAR 28 
. :30-9:30: MAR t 3, Divorce. Court (Sat. 6:00)... ss oeeees WMAR. .- KTTV TV a -.| Early Show. ow IZ 6. 2. Checkmate (Sat. 8:30-9:30) .......... WMAR 36 |) pene, wales: “do 43 |Pinbustess beeeeee WBAL a. 

3. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30). ....... WMAR —-35 || 4, Amos & Andy (Sat. 5:90)....10++.-WMAR. .. CBS. O. 45 i Walt Disney. ‘Sean oid WIZ, wee 
’ hurs. 9:30-10:30).. W 4, Navy Log (Fri. 6:30}. ..0:... eabeee -/ WMAR... . CBS Boo. pec. Report; Sam.......WBAL =." .::7. 

3. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30). + WIZ 33 vy Log neee in : : i DonttesBrinklee en RAL igs 

4. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00). ...... WMAR  — 34/4. Shotgun Slade (Sat. 1200). eeeee WAAR. MCA’ 9 3 Pinbusters: ; Soldier -. vers > WRAL 10 : 
<arry -00-11- Ww 2 5. Blue Angels’ (Tues.)...... Syd eeweeees WBAL . CNP 8: 24) Fina eather TT Rood 5. Garry Moore ‘Tues. 10:00-11:00'... 7 .WMAR 31 g a \News’D. Edwards 2.12’ WMAR~. 19 

5. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30:10" :WMAR “31: 5, Death Valley Days (Wed. _1:00).4.60.. WBAL.. .-US. Borax -8 .25| Final; Weather. ..:.....WMAR.. 16 
5. My Three Sons ‘Thurs. 9:00-9:30)....WJZ 31 | a o "| News-D. Edwards: ree AMAR, ‘18 



_Wednesday, August16, 19612: 

| WBRC-TV, the most: popular: station in Birmingham, 
will be the new:home for: all ABC-TV programs in 
this: important two-station market. | 

To. Birmingham: viewers, this. ‘move is-. 
_ Significant, for it means, that they. will. 
“ow, from: one- central source, “have 

access. to ‘such national trend-setting, 
top-rated* entertainment as M3' Three 
Sons, The: Flintstones, T: he. Untouch-. 
“ables, 77. Sunset Strip, The Reat 

cand” ‘outstanding ABC” 
o +i affairs shows Tike ¢ lose- -Upl, 
“McCoys. a 

‘Andi in Sports, ABC-TV, the uniival- 
Ted leader, ‘will: bring to: Birmingham. 

” viewers: Fight. of the Week,»NCAA © 
- é ‘AFL. Football, College. Basketball, 7 

“ABC's Wide We orld of Sports. 
To. Station WBRC-TV itself, this 

‘ABC-TV affiliation figures to increase 
its.audience. That’s what happened in 
Portland, Ore., Seattle-Tacoma, Salt 
Lake. City, Boston. and Milwaukee 

“where,. after’ switching ‘to’. ABC-TV, 
station shares of evening audience in- 
creased as. much: as 52%... 

ABC Television 
*Source. Nielsen National TV Indes, Average Audience, 
. October, 1960 through July, 1 
sSource: “American Research Bureau, 
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MMY DURANTE SHOW JOINT APPEARANCE | CHAELENGE 
ith Bob Hope, Garry Moore, | With Walter Cronkite, Paul Niven. | (Robert Kennedy: Interview) 
Janice Rule | Roger Mudd, others | With ‘Attorney. General Robert F: *F T V R 

Prod.-Dir.: Norman Jewison Producer: Warren Bush -||: Kennedy, Ray Moore = — ¥ oreign eviews 
Writers: Goodman Ace, Selma |Director: Michael Zeamar 'Producer:,Moore | 4. : 

Diamond, Jay Burton, ' Frank ; 60 Mins.; Thurs. (10), 10. p.m. | 30. mins., Monday 10:30 p.m. o Frdcciondidcccanaccidioaniidr icici 
Peppit, John Aylesworth CBS-TV, from Washington WSB-TV, Atlanta (film). — " 0 

Musical Director: Roy Bargy A built-in trap spoiled the first | WSB-TV is.ranging far‘and wide HEAD iON : ' i b 1} must. for ali those who have taken. . 
608 Mins.: Wed. «9, 10 p.m.. outing of “Joint Appearance,” the ith ‘Henry  Fari le, Rando vi a fancy to. American music: More- 

! . "Ra . its search: for a change. of. pace-|: 7s BREWERS ASSN. new CBS-TV  pubaffairs show. in u ©) Churchill 
NBCLTY from H'wood (color, tape) Which -preemed Thursday. (10: for’ its. experimental . “challenge’ Producer: Milton. Shulman | 

SP Sta ter Tiampsou: inight. The trap was in the selec- series. in which g Seeks hea explore Director: ‘Norman - _Dunkles 
This special’ for the brewers ; tion of the protaganists John |e avenues ‘of interesting and; gg Mins., Wed., 9:35. p.m: 

Bailey and. Rep. William E.- Miller | Provocative: programming fas ‘the. Granada TV, from Manchester” 
of N. Y., chairman, respectively, of | Public interest, ~ ..This. new ‘skein’ ‘of. ‘personality 

tthe Democratic and Republican’ Having. skimrmed the’ cream from: ' profiles, a variation on. the: “This: 

* powered comics should have deliv- National Committees. 7 the. Atlanta scene, station sent: fs \15° your Life” gambit, pre-filined | ered a higser payoff, but it was ai Each tried hard te use the ty | news director, Ray Moore, té Wash- | candid comments on various: as-. 

slick fast-moving | show with [Vehicle to promote the interests of |ington to. beard U. S. Attorney: pects “of, the victim’s life. ‘These’ 
enouch witty moments and flashy ; their patty rather than to shed |General Rabert Kennedy in his own | alipg were then shown to the sub- 

; wtuetion ideas to be an unques- .7& light on issues. ‘Each. was | bailiwick for an interview on things ject in a ‘studio and he.-was then 

tisnable winner with viewers. iguilty, time and again, of bad man- | Southern, “mainly ° about integra- | invited ‘to disagree or. elaborate 
Themed to the role of the male | Mer. interrupting or’ eds oF hie |uled of schools in. Atlanta, sched- ! jon the verdicts given. -For. ‘this | 

in Amevica's matriarchal society, !2e opponent in the.midst of his;uled for early. . September, and | first: outing. Randolph «Churchill, 
tie Stow was a frank rib of FCC ,tatking. More often than not the jwhat' that with the freedom riders : tonly’son of Winston and noted for |" 
ehaitman Newton Minog‘s.c:ll for | Play was on upstaging and out-talk-/and the Justice Department, this -verbal. pugnacity, seemed ‘a 
a tore thaught-provoking brand of ;i"&. thrusting and socking verbally'|. Moore asked the. questions point |2ooq choice: But it turned out. 
ty programming. It served as a , without much consideration of blank. in this interview: and Ken-| somewhat less rewarding than: ex- 
good centralizing idea for a. comedy :Clarifying issues. © | |nedy_ fired the answers from the pected, largely because the ‘gim-'| 
layout in which Jimmy Durante,i, National committeemen- aren't ;hip making for top. drawer tele- | mick didn’t. permit any. to-and-fro |“ 
Bob Hope and Garry Moore played | known for avoiding partisan party |vision, of whicl the station could ‘argument. <::- 
a trio of typical husbands- strug- {Cliches or for thoughtful present-|well be proud. ‘Program.’ - was, 

gling for freedom against their /™ments. of their party's stand.on is- filmed by an NBC camera crew in. 
respective wives. all plaved = by: ‘sues. Their character runs. more’| Washingtan, ‘D: C., and -the net- 
Janice Rule, who made a. stand-| Closely to that of drumbeaters and, |-work’s capital news bureaw. helped 

out impression in her tv: bow as {right or wrong, they beat their j set. up the session. | 

a musical comedienne. j Pantisant drums. the b b send nnedy aide no aplogies. for 
y 1p ‘rying to pierce e .boom-boom | sending wo aides - 

ps Te aus were mainly sparked jog ine drums were a iro of CBS |cently {0 discuss school desegrega- [OT whe lost the party teket for 
ject of the Amertean husband with |" wsmen, Walter Cronkite, Paul |tion with education officials. ~” He Churehill’s lack of -political sense. 
his particular species of fractured | Niven aiid Roger Mudd: Their’s [defended Justice Department: deé- and his inability to. get on ‘with 
Enalish and some of Hope’s typi- “aS 2 valiant. effort. Sueh ‘quiet eisions.- and’ policies: : on. _Yacial constituents, Churchill eruffly de- 
cal. monotovistics. Moore regis- uestions as what about civil rights.| matters, ‘offering no. excuses for nied it, An-old -friend, Lord Bir- | 
tered with - Savvy performance legislation, or -observations such sending Federal Marshals into kenhead, ‘claimed’ that. he .was- a 
In the various sketches and song- aS the difference in the -<composi- Montgomery, ‘Ala.,. in. tre wake .of highly _ difficult. -comrade, who | 

and-dance routines. A male ballet tion of the United Nations, were-| riots involving. soralled : freedom spent much of his ‘time running. up. troupe also contributed one of the . viet flashes of light on the verbal riders.” | enorinous . telephone - bills, “\Chur- 

gtanza’s highlights with a clever Proceedings. The format of the He answered ‘the -charge. ‘of chill riposted that; living . in. the: 
production number in which super- ‘program, however, worked. against’ Georgia. Attorney General: Eugene country, he had to keep in touch.. market carts were used a8 props. ithem, For the telling quiet ques- | Cook ‘that the visit | of Justice De- | A tasteless interview with a. lo. 

While Hope upstaged everyone} tons or observations often - were | partment .. men ‘to’ Atlanta — pre-. cal” innkéeper, who. ‘claimed that® 
else in grabbing the laughs fre- {followed by a long thunder of. supposed. a breakdown of.-law. and | Churchill’s arrogance. was ~ over: 
quently breaking up the ‘other | boom-boom. .” order in: ‘Aflanta..: in- ‘September. | ‘hearing was an error'in ‘tact. But 
players, Durante was the key ele-{ The format had two men repre- Kennedy. tald Moore:-.. -: ‘the: facts of his rude impatience: 

ment in a flex ‘k of songs, including {Semting opposing views in a free |.’ “I Have. great confidence: in :the. (were. amusingly brought’ up by .a 
a takeoft on “Bill Bailes, W on’t | Wheeling Sand ealea’ ‘without. ‘any. law enforcement oto oes Bat | ‘former journalist-collaborator, Alan 

vances , jformal ground rules e ‘ecorre- | people of. Georgia an nta. Bu my 
Xow pease ome Hone’ ee spondents were there apparently | this isa. very. difficult’ situation. Brien, attempt at character showed 
mgnaved to achieve some comedy to ask some questions and to. steer {We'll have to recognize that. And ment. ‘His Socialist opponent at a 
fmpact in a straight rendition of | the course. of the show. Cronkite,.| if we try to’ act ‘as if this potentially |e ole. of elections: Michael Foot, 
“Try a Little Tenderness.” ‘subhing for Charles Collingwood, explosive ‘situation | doesn’t, :éxist,. quoted some -e yamples of Chur- 
Thrvughout, Miss Rule. scored ‘ “a% host. Shot atop the. terrace of {| we're ‘sticking our : heads - -in ..the 

chill's wit: “Such as telling a news- al, . ‘the Washington Hotel, there were | sand. ¢ 
st one filite. her looks. bounce and - guests in-the background, the | ‘paper editor, who had complained 

“Ed: much rather have sonversa- | of. obscurity in.one of his. articles, Pluss for the brandless beer | guests being politicos and their | tions at the :present, time to see. if that. “tothe obscure ail “things: 

product were an excellent example : “Ives. ‘Jany help'is needed from the Fed-. are obscure.” °°) 
or institutional salesmanship. ; At the end, Cronkite, seemingly eral Government under - very | dif-'| But’ Churchill was: only really 

Henn. j wistful turned around to the view- ficult circumstances—I'd. -rather . 
ers and expressed the. hope ‘that {have these conversations now, than” ruffled ‘when Lord: Stanley: indi- 

‘over,. the ‘Four: Freshmen . fsa 

associatian shaped up as a-snappy | i 
head of troth on te’. summeér sked. 
“Perhaps the triple parlay of high- 

1. :-Try” and “Love. Can Bee a 
Flame.” °° 

eral spotlights. created: fine light- 

camera. work was. excellent. 
. Oe Hans. 

A SMALL CRISIS’ 

|. Singleton” - At! was-a mixture of the. trivial | 
and the pertinent. At: school: ‘it ap- Writer: E- . Banaard 

| peared, . Churehil! was. no. Shining. 55 Mins. " rhure. B ay ee: 

scholastic light, and his. career as} ”? Mm. | 
BBC-TV, from: Manchester’ ~: 

@ politician hasn’t beén successful. Ty? 
When - Nige:: Nicolson, a rebellious. 'BBC-TV's ‘North ‘Region Held “a 

the’ choice, being convincingly. doc- 

with a= séandal,- because: it -hadn’t 
been sufficiently ° firm: with. a -for- 
eign outfit, that was evading ‘public 
‘health: regulations . and ‘marketing 

‘fore the war. . 
‘He. discovered’ that his. assistant; 

—_——_—_——_ ; d that he had stiffered for: be- | . 
the program shed some insight into.| when it. is ‘too late °. cate him,. and ‘then promised ‘to. keep 

THE SAVAGE, MY KINSMAN the political parties and the think- | .. “I. believe’. the: situation will be. aa his Jattiers: gon. Here che Te. quiet. about :it—at the cost of never : .. 
With Betty Elliott, Frank Blair ing of the protaganists. It did, in] handled: without any: “-problems. | °!te + the’ rich conversation - he'd: recommending Morris for. - Promo- 
Producer: Blair Chotzinoft the fashion of a drumbeating: out- | because I::think the authorities of heard with Winston, Lloyd George, tion os 
30 Mins.; Fri., 8:30 p.m. ing. “Joint Appearance” is marked , Georgia, “including the attorney. and Lord Beaverbrook, and. paid. a | - Peidiaton decided” to ‘advance: 
NBC-TY, from N.Y. ;in the web calendar as an occa- | general, have faced. up to it. .| surprisingly ‘ affecting. tribute: to. 

This filmed documentaty of the sional outing. Judgment should be |. ‘I’ don't anticipate. any’ violence | His father’s tnfluerice. . 
efforts of a group of American! suspended for a better selection of |in Atlanta, but I think it wise. to |. The only time he did not have . 
missionaries to even over,a remote : guests, Horo. (Continued on’ “page: 42) a corivincing reply was. when ‘his: 
South American tribe was a lesson; BS |] present: contributions tothe. Sun-: 
in dedication. heroism and the $ | wer sheet, News: of the’. World,’ 
unity of mankind. The unusual film | were brought up. As ‘an .old: cam-- 
footage, taken in the Ecuadorian af rele Follow Up Cor i ment is paigner against: the’ ways of ‘the. 

1 Dexter by: making .him. chairman 
of. the. new conimittee. “But - his. 
“confidence was shattered -by a:cou- 

Dexter.’ ‘of turning’ against him: be- 
‘cause hé was a-Jew. ‘And Dexter's: 

4 

gles, covered the story of the “yellow press,” it seemed odd-that” 
jungles. iin Jhe’d taken money from the hands Auea Indians who killed five mis- 

onaries in he'd bitten: It stil! ‘seemed odd sionaries .in 1956 and who were ¢ 

later successfully contacted by ane} N. ¥. ‘Yankees ; 7 an thin differenti; as: Jayer after he'd. tried. to explain it away. | with - ‘Pendleton .’: watching © and: of the missionaries’ widows and! For an ofhand, or noncdédicated asa. ing of en he s 2 aver Certainly the hour covered a lot | knowing that be could: never. give..- 
her child. Iviewer of baseball telecasts, the.|a sportscaster. - of ground. Wartime. colleague Fitz-"| it to him. 

roy’ McLean paid: tribute ‘to’ his |. 
buddies to dance the local Toutines: 
‘with female Yugoslay ‘partisans, 
whose © girdles of: grenades. made. 
terping. hazardous -and. painful.’ __ 

It was generally : ‘agreed that. 

- It -was- thus. a- ‘packed ° ‘near-hour 
of drama, tat ‘in its ‘plotting: and 
‘sturdy in. atmosphere. : Three first- 
rate “performances, from Edward 
-Jewesbury,. Leslie. Sands, Nicholas 
Selby, kept up the: dramatic level, ... 
‘supported - by -a“‘sharp cameo from. 
Marion Mathie as the wife... Morris 

It was a deeply moving stanza.n sy. Yankees games offer inter- 
narrated by the widow, BettY) esting and occasionally impressive’ 
Elliot, with the quiet conviction, silly moments. For example, on 
of her faith which Ted her to ac-'ine home games at the Stadium, 
cept the murder of her hurband | yy Y., the preliminary. faterviews 
and the. others as a. necessary | by Red Barber are standouts. of 

prelude to tre en on God's intelligent planning and ‘skillful 
work. First half of the show dealt! ayecition, as are the same com- | cific or arenth 
with the attempt of the five mis- :mentator’s post-game confabs.. -lof wha: iba y even a glimmer foes, somewnat surpect in. me atti- 
sionaries to oie " 2 nen be r€-; When Barber -talks- with some-. missed. -But perhaps it wasn’t. an Pairii 0 i put th a nets eury |. 

lations wit re ded ith ‘sh tg [one articulate, like bullpen catchier |opportunity, except. for’ ‘someone | film. ie. id to. En Seen tu n See ee it Seine dead on S| Jim Hegan or former pitching star'|alert cand’ articulate ‘enough | to |dio, pursued ches d wary of their bodies Iving dead on a Allie Reynolds, baseball seems r ecognize and exploit. it. 7 dio, pursued might have wie’ 
bank of a jungle river. The second 
half revolved around the patient | Worthy of casual gitention, and the : Although © Rizzuto, “unlike Bar- | vised to link the scraps. of anecdote '|- 
efforts of Mes Flliot to complete} fore, meaning. When he’s. stuck ber. and Mel Allen; can occasion-.| and comment ‘into a finished por-. 
her husband's job through the in-! ‘with a lunkhead muscleman, how- ally call on. ‘his - -actual. big league | trait: ‘The. hour was: intriguing in 
tercession of two Auca women Who: oo. the preat American’ sport has playing éxperience. to’ support or |doses, .but lacked ‘depth. Norman’ 
tanght her fhe rudiments of the if e v1 ly’ the statur P f° pro expand his “play-by-play coverage, |Dunkles: directed, Milton Shulman’s 
tribe's language She was finally | approxima ely’ the stature of Pro| he ceems snarled in an assortment |production cautiously, seeming| Michael Imison © -_ 
accepted by the tribe as teacher. Tass a lay-by-play: acco ints of | Cf cliches. such as “got good weod | afraid: to-get too close lest Chur- {30 Mins.,. Fri., 8:30-p:m.’ nurse and friend and - discovered |, k ee ay-Dy-play’ : 3 tbee on. ‘the ball.’ “hit him on. the fists,” - chill L should. crack: the ‘camera. |BBC-TV,: from London: 
that the Ancas: kiled tie mission-;%&@2kee home games, Barber's} «screwgie.” “not .too. happy” (about Ota. 

a player who's” having what aries Keeause of their fear of owt- shrew at ans re ad eealo ot. : 
sider. shrewd, ; st re ne, Cooriu" | amounts to:a temper tantrum over THE. FOUR FR s 

Detai's of tribal life were shown Feporting. His ty. idie Be. Powe | an ‘adverse ‘call or. .breaky and the. Prodi n ERE: HMEN | 
with au naturel ‘candor, unusual) C4 an uniques idiomatic, re- juvenile. ejaculation; “Holy Cow!” | ro ucer: 7 
on ts for its honesty and lack of’ Plete with colorful expressions and ‘Most sportscasters broadside sta-- Director: Guenther Hassert oe 
sentimentality. For voungsters who | et devoig of the sort of irritating | tistics at the tv or radio: audience’, 20 Mins.;. -Sun.: 9:45 p.m... 
Witnessed the show, if was a on te the work of) vhon “every batter. comes--up. But ‘W.German T¥;. from: Cologne 
einating introduction &o the field, “jalthough .the: erowd in. the stands] 3, 
of anthropology. Here, Bower are wee the Misa when lets out an’ involuntary. yell of ap-| P Not. many stateside name per- 
Or : Barber turns over the mike fo Phi prehension - ‘whenever. “anyone. hits ormers have appeared: in erman 

? Rizzuto, for instance, when he. sets round t shortstop’ T K tele programs as .yet: The Four 
McKenny to Toledo up the latter with-a highly-provoea- a Or any a ot sop at Hector F reshmen were given a show. of. 

Rewth . MeRKennev, veneral tive observation ‘and question. At. Lopez. it's appatently not cricket | 

sales manager tor WIBK-TV, De- a game last week with. the. Minne-.: to ae the respective fielding av- | 
trot, as been named managing sotu Twins. for example, Barber erages ‘of th e jay < ang 1 only had one drawback: too ‘short. 
dieciot otf Store: Broadecastine’s brought on the former Yankee. players Nevertheless, they proved ° that 
WSPD TV. Toledo shortstop with a query - about: Just how many. ground balls does’ | the}‘re worth their. “money., ‘The. 
MeKeunes succeeds Joe Evans, whether the game has:a different Kubek: boot .or -let 80. through, his boss, showed in. -this:: 20-minuté. 

Woaowas recentl named general aspect a seen from -the television- “Hegs ‘during. a season? How many ‘show. that they are not :only good. 
Mite at tke new Staver subsid, jradia booth rather than the play-, ifly balls ‘does Lopez muff? ‘How | 
Stare: be ASAI fine field. and ot: Ruzuto would: dol (Continued | ‘on Page: 42. 

To ‘this. ‘promising - Jead: ‘the .OX- 
player responded: that he: ‘certainly 
would do things différently; as the 
game ‘has a changed .aspect from 
the viewpoint of ‘upstairs instead. 
of the field. And™ ‘there he. ‘let. the Churchilt waS.a buccaneering type, 

matter drop, without ‘a single ‘spe- valuable in his fearless assaults on 

‘authentic: : ae Otte, . 

STORYBOARD ~~. 
(The .Gentlenian from Paria 

ter, Beatrice. Kane, Chuck: Julian, 
. Robert Arden... -. a 
Producer: James’ ‘McTaggart . 

<——— 

:..| selves: to visual terms: This: inital-, 
~ Fler; “The..Gentleman ‘from Paris,” 

jwas culled from .Joha Dickson 
}-Carr, and tales by: Raymond-:Chand-. 
‘ler-: ‘and: Bernard.. “Malamud - are . 

“J promised. -for.. future. segments, 

their ‘own ‘and they were responsi- | 
ble for a delightful offering which: 

the: time. allotted: 

“plot: concerned: a dying old: Jady- 

of her maid, Jezebel’ (April Olrich fF,” 

| mentalists. The’ little sho’ was. a “(Continued on: 1 Page 42°: 

. | vocal - ‘group. that appeals: to the - 
‘|-most fastidious taste, Group came... 
palong. ‘with. six songs ‘teeing: ‘off -. 
‘| with “No Tears, * followed by: such ™™. 

staridards as” “My.- Heart. Stood 
‘Still,’ “Day By Day,” “Love Is.” 
‘Just Around the Corner,” “Should can 

‘Program: was’ also: ‘technically : 
firstclass. The skillful use of: sév--. 

ing’ —effects.. ‘Harry. .Burdich's ~ 

With - Edward. -Jewesbury, Leslie - 
.. Sands, ' Nicliolas Selby, Maurice .... 
‘Hedley, Marion -Mathie,° Ann... .- 

- Patrick, Alex: ‘Farrell, Nallerie an 

playwriting: contest,.and: “A Small a 
‘Crisis” was awarded: frist prize ‘arid. 
this production, ftom ‘a mailbag. of: 
424 plays. It proceeded to justify 

umented ahd skillfully. developed. . 
Author E, Y. Bannard, himself in: 

the higher echelons of the Civil Ser-:". 
vice wisely set his fable'in a milieu «~~ ~ 
he knew at first hand.: A.Govern- .-.. 
ment department was -threateried: |: - 

poisoned ' ‘food.: - Assistant. Secretary .. 
Dexter” (Edward -- ‘Jéwesbury) : de<'> - 
-vised a plan to.meet:the situation ~ 
by setting © up. a‘ committee with = -. 
fangs, . ‘and’: this” pleased: his boss,’.. ~~ 
Pendleton. (Leslie Sands).. Dexter te 
had: been ‘passed ‘over. for \promo~ =)" 
‘tion’ before, because he was auto- .” 
{cratic ‘arid’ domineering. and ‘had: ~ 
{ been. linked with the Fascists. be-: 

Morris “(Nicholas Selby), -had. dis-. an 
creetly hidden: a report: that. would be, 

| have “brought. . action against the. 2... 
{foreign firm in: ‘question-—because oe 
.a relation of Morris’. was involved: ~’: . . 
‘Dexter tricked’-a ‘confession from ~ 

‘ple: of revelations.. Morris accused: - 

embittered wife tell-taled. that ‘he. 
was : linked: with’ a neo-Nazi group. - 
in’! Britain: .:Bannard : contrived. a2. .”-- 
good: ironical - ending’ with ‘ Dexter. - 
celebrating his. new job. ina: ‘bar— 

‘Barry's. production. was crisp and-- 

‘With John: Breslin, “April Olrich,- eae 
Charles. ‘Houston, Geoffrey: Cha-" , 

‘Writers: - Troy. Kennedy. Martin, my 

This half-hour skein,  Nedded t for a * 
| sixoutings, is‘an attempt to dram-.- 

atize. short stories that. tend .them- '-- 

“Based” on this. one, stricter -disck. 3: - 
pline’“in’ the choice : of -material. -.: 
won't come amiss, for. _atmosphere: os 
‘needs- ‘breathing-space: ‘to. establish. we 
itsélfi—and-this story’ couldn't rise -> 
‘to-the proper. ‘pitch- of: tensiot in: oo. 

“Set -in New. Yorkin 1849, ‘tha * 2 

and. her: will... She. was-in the. ‘SCIP : 

‘singers (but also. capable ‘instru-| who “was. determined. to. 3ét: het woe 

ee 
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Why WTAE, Pittsburgh bought Seven Ars’ Volumes | and 

FH. 

“The Warner's Films of the 50's! add balance, freshness, quality 
and prestige to our film library. This new and exciting product 
-will make it possible for WTAE to continue to program 
| consistently high. quality features and to maintain our position 

_as Pittsburgh's dominant movie station.” 

. as | i : : > 

er ar ie. -4 a . , 1 ; i ° “43 ee: = 4 _ L Fee “4 

+ 4 “ep St, 
° 

“Warner's Films of the 50's... 
Money makers of the 60’s 

SEVEN ARTS 
ASSOCIATED 

CORP. 

‘A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD: 
Motion Pictures —"Gigot", starring Jackie Gleason, completed shooting 
fm Paris... Gene Kelly directing . . 

—"Gone with the Wind” in preparation . . 

Television —Distribution of films for T.V., Warner's “Films of the 50's". 
Literary Properties —“Romancero” by Jacques Deval. 

Real Estate—The Riviera of the Caribbean, Grand Bahama, in-construction... 

A 
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue YUkon 6-1717 
CHICAGO: 8922-D.N. La Crosse, Skokie, Ill. ORchard 4-5105 
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive ADams 9-2855 

7 _* rerurapmemsmes, — BEVERLY HILLS: 232 So. Reeves Drive _ GRanite 6-1564 
FRANKLIN C. SNYDER’ 50500 ee 
Vice President and General 1 Manager | For list of TV stations programming Warner Bros. “Films of 
WTAE—Channel 4—Pittsburgh | the 50's” see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data) 
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Freberg: ‘Would You Want Your 
Sister to Marry Rosser Reeves?’ 

—On Other Madison Ave. Fronts 
By BILL GREELEY. 

Although he may by now feel ast 
though he’s battling an apparition 
Stan Freberg this month . inten- 
sified his attack on Ted_ Bates 
board chairman Rosser Reeves. 

Freberg, the head of his own 
hlurb firm on the Coast, was in New 
York this spring to hustle business 
and pick up a few awards. at the 
Commercial Fiim Festival and to 
launch a Kentucky Hills type feud 
with Reeves, inundated by hits 
labeling the dean of the hardsell 
“Hercules Unchained,” Madison 
Ave.’s own Albert Zugsmith and 
headmaster of the “gastro: intes- 
tinal school of advertising.” _ 

None of the epithets drew even 
peashooter fire from.the bastions 
of 666 Fifth Ave., where Hercules 
apparently has been counting reyal-; 
ties from his bestselling hardsell 
tract, “Reality in Advertising,” 
with one unchained hand, and tot- 
ing billings from Mobile Oil with 
the other free mitt, which ac- 
count came to.the agency allegedly 
on the strength of the book’s in- 
spiration. The agency, incidentally, 
has received an okay on a heavy 
tv Investment from the oil com- 

"VHenith’s 3-For-1 Spits 

ya) : -declared a. dividend of 50c 

‘was 40c per ‘share. Directors also 
voted, subject. to stockholder ap- 
proval, to increase the number of 

gineering, broadeasting: and photo $1. +=.par--common shares ' from: 
equipment, to the Zakin Ca. — 

Chrysler Corp. to BBDO, ‘Canada, 
for its Fargo trucks sold in that 
country. 

London Agencies _. -|the “previous day - (10), estimated. 
London, Aug..13.. | net consolidated profits. ‘for the 

Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc. of New| three months ended: June 30- at 
9 ea nae | 1,947,014, representing’ a 34% in- 

York | has formed a London agency crease over the same period. last 
to “give a hghly creative service 
to their American clients and to 
American’ advertisers generally.” 
New agency will be staffed with 
Yank and British personnel: Lon- 
don Press Exchange is making. an 
investment: in .this venture’ which 
will draw, initially, on the special- 
ist services of LPE’s sister com- 
panies-here ,.. James A Jobling & 
Co. to launch a ‘test-marketing cam- 
paign in October for Pyrosil- glass- 
iceramic cooking utensils. made. by 
| Corning Glass Works of America: 
Campaign will be concentrated in| 
the Southern area of U.K. which |now readying - ‘for. a test ‘of its 
will see 60-second tv spots from|-Phonevision home toll . television 

| Oct. 13 up until Christmas. Ac-|systern in:-association with HKO 
cording to Stuarts Advertising,| General ‘in Hartford, Conn. 

to. distribute two additional shares 
for each share held | as Nov. 3.1961. 

| Stock split. . 
‘An earning report. for the. ‘sec- 

the first six months of this year 

over the like period a year ago. 
‘Consolidated sales for. the... six- 

from. 1960.” 
The company gave no figures on 

production, but said’ that .factory. 

period.”” 

3 Months Net Up Set g 
Zenith Radio Corp: last Friday 

per share payable Sept. 29 to stock-. 
holders of record Sept. 8, Previ-| J 
ous dividend, June 30-.of this: year, | 

48,000,000 to 12,000,000: shares ‘and.|- 

| This’ amounts to a ‘three-for-one. 

| ond: quarter ‘and first ‘half, issued 

year. .Net consolidated profits for. 

were. estimated at: $5,393,244. or 
-$1.80 per share, a 1.6%: increase. 

month . period ‘were ; down. a 3% | 

‘shipments of: Zenith television sets. 
during the first six months of 1961. 
cestablished a new record ‘for. the. 

Zenith,. ‘among other: things, is 

pany-—and hardsell fs a certainty.! .hich handles all Jobling products, |. 
Anyhow, Freberg took the ros-; results of the campaign will deter-| Mt. . ‘Kisco; 

trum at the fourth annual seminar| mine whether the company con:|{manager-of WVIP, Mt.. Kisco, has 
at Chicago, and in a talk titled,!tinues to import the product or| been named general manager of 
Rosser Reeves: The Most Dan-| whether it will be manufactured| VIP Radio, Inc: (the parent com- 

gerous Words in Advertising.”| here . .. E. L. Mather, longtime | pany) to. coordinate sales between 
opened fire anew on his irre- chairman of Mather & Crowther.| the Northern .'Westchester radio 
sponsive foe. Title was based on/to retire at the end of the year 
Reeves’ chapter heading in “Real- A $450.000 campaign due ‘this 
itv in Advertising.” “Originality:| fall from Corsets “Silhouette will 
The Most Dangerous Word in Ad-| mainly use minute tv commercial 
-vertising.” He worked another title} (on all stations from Sept. 15. te 
into the talk, one from Horizon] 29) and some press followups, 
niag in a critical article on Reeves’ 
hook: “Wowd You Want Your 
Sister tea Marry Rosser Reeves?” 

Freberg said the major part of 
his talk was based on an article 
attacking “Reality in Advertising” 
that was written on request for cause of the death of those two v 

enerable cardinals in the Vatican, 
Fquite magazine, bes never Pub-| both old friends of the RCA-executive who was in Rome on company 
she vas o “Re, ine th tl business. He was scheduled to return for the monthly board meeting, 

an excerpt’ from eality a j in ample time also for a surprise party. which RCA prez-John L. Burns. appeared in Esquire before formal! 
publication of the book. - and Joe Martino (president of National Lead) -cohosted ‘on. Martino’s 

“My rebuttal ran to some 6,000 
words,” said Freberg In Chicago. 

‘station and its. affiliate;. WVOX, 
‘New. Rochelle, in Southern: West- 
chester. Both - are affiliates: of the. 
Herald .Tribiine | Radio’ Network. 
Spencer Denison ‘succeeds. ‘Paris as. 

_ {station manager. -_ 

Thside StufRadio-TV 

trialists, captains of industry, merchants; bankers and. insurance | com- 
pany prexies were there by special invitation “to a party for Frank 

“Tt; was never printed. The ‘pub- Folsom for no good reason except that. we thought it: would bea Bood, 
lisher was reluctant (see ‘chicken’) idea to have a party for Frank.” 
to run it. after witnessing its read- . 
Ing at a joint meeting of his adver- With the death of the two septugenerian cardinals, long ailing, Fol- 
tising and legal departments, som cabled David Sarnoff that, despite the importance: ‘of the RCA in- 

where, I understand, the blood formation he had. been reviewing. in: Italy, .he: was: flirting with the 
drained from the faces of three} thought of staying on a few days. Unbeknownst to him, this would have 
space salesmen and seven attor- been beyond the yachting party date. General Sarnoff had the secretary 
nevs: of the board (Folsom is chairman of the executive committee of the 

Freberg went on to accuse Reeves RCA board) cable a wooden “well, if you think so.” This riled Folsom 
of not knowing how to’ combine | Sufficiently to show the cable. to Cardinal Spellman; ‘who -had. flown 
enter aument and advertising suc- to 

cr eeing it to “be unworkable for 
anyone. wich home with. Folsom for the day of the.party, but both. ‘got so oc- 

“Of course, this is a free country, | eupied talking shop in the car that the latter didn’t. notice he was head- 
and if the practitioners of hard- ing south until he got to the East 26th St. dock where. he Martino yacht 
sell choose to denounce me. Bob & and the guests were moored and awaiting the g.:of h.'s. arrival. As Wall 
Ray. Ed Graham, John Hubley, 
William Bernbach. Howard Goss- tycoons represents!” 
arte and all the other nonconform- 
ist creative people in the business CBS Radio will recei . , ce oat tee - ve crawl credit, for’ producing. a ‘ty show. ‘This 
who are guilty of trying to make/i, how. it happened. Last week CBS Radio was ‘set to tape a seminar 
advertising somehow bearable, that , is their privilege.” he declared. at the Music Shed of Tanglewood’s. Berkshire Festival at Lenox, Mass. 

b Hust hi ith | a oa i oF rated | is talk with} miedier, Aaron. Copland, Richard Burgin and pianist Gaty Graffman. 
blurbs, and a number of his own ‘ ” soft successes. under the: title of “The Direction of. Music in. America, 

Bates Sells a Client 

Bates, will have the heaviest net-;the fall over ty’ stations. Since: CBS Radio. produced: show, approved 
work tv commitment this fall in 
company history with money on 
the web line every night of the! 
week, according to B&W ad veep' 
John W. Burgard. 

Burgard says video represents 

| pubaffairs department, : supervised the ‘Program,’ _ 

Which for the °60-’61 season wasi tre at a leading university.. 
estiniated at $30,000,000. 

fis. return) 
shows, including the Boh Cum-; of the industry: 
ming~ series “Bus Stop.” “New; 
Breed.” ‘The Detectives,” 
Defenders” and “Make That 
Spare.” 

tp and Dovn: Charles C. ‘Bud?! 

as Young & Rubicam’ tv topper | 
wher Werner moved over to head! casters FM allocations committee: 
up NBC's programming, 
named a senior veepee.. 

Thomas C. Butcher. has been: in allocations, station power and. mileage separation. 
named a senior veepee and coor- 

Lennen & Newell. : 
Nev. Biz Federal Mtg. & En-! port from the engineering-consultants. eM ate 

N.Y. —Tom. | Paris, | 

| thanson.. 

Frank M. Folsom almost didn’t come to his own surprise party be- 

yacht. It was a complete surprise and some 20 assorted ‘tycoons, -indus-: 

Rome ‘for’ the services, and latter observed, “Well, it sounds. like ity 

RCA} prexy Burns meantime had made’ ‘a dinner date at his. ‘Green- | 

Streeter Arthur Wiesenberger observed, “What: a payroll this group of. 

The seminar included Leonard Bernstéin, Erich Leisendorf:. Arthur. 

hardersell | sextet was there: fora CBS Radio broadcast ‘scheduled for. Friday. (18), 

| National. Educational Television and Radio Center,. learning of the: 
special AM airing, asked CBS Radio: for’ ‘permission to vidtape the 

Brown & Williamson, via Ted {round-table talk.. CBS Radio: okayed' the request for telecasting in 

guests, and indicated. general. conversational. areas, CBS: Radio will 
receive crawl credit. Joel Heller, manager: for - radio. of CBS News 

..{| member-countries:. ... 

Westinghouse Broadcasting } prez ‘Donald: He ‘MeGennon. ‘has agreed 
the Jar aust proportion of expendi-| to accept the chairmanship. of a special National. Assn. of Broadcasters 
tures’ in. the averall ad budget, feat ae to study the feasibility of establishing a NAB Research Cen- 

Gov. LeRoy Collins, NAB prexy; announcing the: egghead proposal. 
Shows in the cig firin’s lineup | commented that the research- effort “is. intended to comprehend all 

are “Surtside 6” and “Naked City” | phases of the media. of radio and tv. ”* He ‘stressed that it won't be a 
and. five pr eeming | press agentry maneuver or one seeking only the’ “self-serving purposes” 

“The fundamental underlying: objective,” * said: Collins, tis greater 
“The: know ledgeability and, therefore,. greater’ progress within the industry.” 

A 60-day extension of the Sept. 5 deadline for comments on the ‘Fed-. 
Rarry, who replaced Mort Werner, eral Communications Commission’s proposed: revision of. FM ‘broadcast 

| rules has been requested of FCC:-by a. special. National Assn. of Broad- |: 

has been| &Fhe committee said, after a daylong ‘meeting. here Friday. (11) that 
ECC’s 36-page notice is highly: complex and ‘carries many ramifications Pleasure Island, the $4,000,000 theme park in. Wakefield . : 

Barkus, WBZ-TV ‘crew chief, appointed technical supervisor: “replacing a 
Committee chairman ‘Ben Strouse, WWDC, ‘Washington, prexy. said | Charles Vassall. who died last month: . WBZ Tadio:newsman Morg. 

dinater on Coleate-Palvolive at! the FCC proposal is “so very involved.that.the hammering out of our |-Dean figured in-capture and arrest of: a: murder ‘suspect in downtown. ... 
position on all of these things must. await. our next. meeting. and a re- Hub hotel and was. featured . on: WBZ-TV news Feporing eyewitness 

J Rati Pec Cates 

‘Constance Moore, costarritig with Robert Young fa the i new ¢ CBS-TV a 
‘series’ “Window : on Main Street,” arrives in town. Sunday (20) for a. 
four-day visit .. ,“George M. Bengon- has been appointed consultant - 
for financial and -busitiess affairs ‘to’ Educational. Télevision for. ‘the _ 
Metropolitan. Area (ETMA) which ‘has its buy of WNTA-TV, Newark; © 
‘N.J., pending before the FCC. ‘Benson. was formerly. v.p. ‘and ‘treasurer 
of | Robert Suadek Associates... 

is off the three-part musical series .. . Comedian-Thelma Pelish: signed. 
for a featured role for a. ‘forthcoming: ‘Broadway -imusical, *‘ ‘Milk: and... To 

' Honey,” slated: to open. at the Martin Beck Theatre this fall -...°A..-00)°-.. 
humorous non-fiction. piece, “My Escape: fromthe CIA," by Haghes. ve OS 
Rudd, writer for CBS. Radio's. “In: Person,” is ‘slated: for’ the October ...--- 
issue of Harper's. August issue of Esquire prints ‘‘Mavis-on'the Beach,” .! 0." 

. Director. of. WCBS-TY’s ‘three-part... 
Summer music series on. “Camera: Three” is Anthony Farrar. Show's ©... 
regular director John: Desmond, : given credit in recentVanrrety review,’ 

a chapter from Rudd's forthcoming novel to’ be. published by E. P. Dute ars : 
ton ..... Singing comedienne. Honey: Sanders to: guest.on CBS Radio... *. 

; Jane: Pinkerton of U.:S. Radio mag ......°0.; =": “Bob. Dixon: Show”. today (Wed.) . 
and: Grace: Porterfield of Benton: ‘& Bowles: will. cochairman ‘the host-:-. ~.". 
‘hostesses committee for..Radio & Television Executives. Society Néws-. ~*~ 
maker Luncheons... Comedian. Al: Melvin’ (Phil Silvers’. ““Bilko”:com-"-:: .... 
pany):has:a feature role in the new ‘Dick Van Dyke Show” seg siated.for: ©: - 

. Jack LaLanne’s exercise show switches.from WNTA-TV- ‘to. Nov. 28; 
-WOR-TV: Sept. 18 with’ a Monday-Friday time slot‘of 9:to 9:30 a.m... 

| Martin Gabel takes over: WOR: Radio's “Luncheon at Sardi’s” this. week -— 
from Bess Myerson, who ‘has for. two. months been: substitute hostess 
for Mrs. Gabel (Arlene Francis) . ; ;: Donald K. Epstein, formerly with 

for his Paris headquarters Aug. 26... 

“Frank McGee’s Here and Now” 

off: the Doubleday presses Sept. 8 . 

this week in Rome... 

chief European correspondent for: the Gotham indie . 

‘van. shows during the coming season. : 

‘General Artists Corp., . has joined. NBC’s: tv “sales department ‘as a: 
senior writer... . ..Patti Goldstein, NBC magazine editor,. ankles'to join 

| the New York office: ‘of Show Business IWustrated. 
‘has: joined. Irv Gitlin’s. pubaffairs unit at NBC as ‘assistant’. to. Julian. . 
Claman in production of a special on: Ernest ‘Hemingway . .:. George. - 
Vicas, recently named to head. up ‘NEC. ‘News: European oifice. leaves... 

. Frank McGee back at NBC. News... 
‘| after” an: Oklahoma vacation, prepping material. for -his ‘new series, .-"'- 

» NBC ‘prodticer. Art Baron's book,.... 

. David Oppenheim 

“Where Shall We Take: the Kids," " guide for New York. parents, ‘comes. we 
. NBC sales'veep Max E. Buck, on':.-: 

a Continental sales tour, ‘has: a private: audience. with Pope John. slated. ° oe 
; Lincoln: Harner, former new director of WHAM, " ° 

‘Rochester, has. joined WNEW’s news ‘department as‘a writer-reporter, 
‘and Russell. Heard, headquartered in Munich, ‘Germany, has been. famed . 

. . Dixieland © 
trumpeter Al Hirt signed. ‘by NEC to. costar with ‘Patrice Munsel in fhe. 
Thanksgiving special, “Home for the Holidays,” and also: ‘five Ed: Sulli-*: 7 

Original director of _NBC-TV’s daystiip: ‘and nighttime “quiz: éCone.- rn 

| centration, ' "Van Fox, returns to fill for. vacationing director Ted’ Na- 
Official: Films :prexy Seymour Réed and. his :sales staff: 

Rave deferred. ‘summer vacations to‘ peddle tte off-web | ‘properties | (in: 
may cluding “Peter Gunn”), ‘recently ‘acquired : by-: the.. syndication: firm, ; 

_, during: the hot sales" ‘months . -. Arthur. Godfrey.. now. in Wm.:: 
‘ Morris ‘stable. 

director of ‘“‘Adiai Stevenson Reports,” 
off on ABC-TV Oct. 1 . 

baseball, football and bowling with, yarious commentators. ‘Also. joining 
the ‘show’ s talent roster is” comedian. Roger Price . 

nitery act at the Hotel. Dennis. dn Atlantic, City: next “weekend. : 

{N HOLLYWOOD «. 

week . 

top-rated. western . . .. CBS-TV moved Bruce Lansbury into night. time. 

liam Morris . 

(two. English . and. one Japanese)... . 
tv ‘packager, now in permanent. residence. here:. 

tional. Jewish -Hospital in Denver . 

Coby. Ruskin to direct. the Bob Newhart show. 

IN" LONDON ... 

Workers union, joints: Independent. Television. Authority. in succession 
to. W..D.: Beard who is retiring . 

‘Aug. 21) compiled by: feporters: on. the-effect of. ECM: on -current. 

of MontreauxyTV: Fest programs, initialing . with ‘West. German-TV, 
Cologne's “Strictly | ‘For ; Laughter,” 
tomorrow (Thurs.) . 

from seven to 13 shows.. .: 

formers . 
in which pop singers | introduce their “discoveries” 

IN BOSTON . 

. Louis: P 

(Continued. on. “pag e 40)” 

“Joel: Chaseman is stepping. to” the newly created : “post” of general. : 
| manager for Westinghouse’s “PM “East”. and-“PM West" shows ...” 4. 
Alan Neuman has joined Arnold Michaelis Productions. as producer- 

‘public affairs series. which kicks © ~ - 
.. ABC Radio’s “Flair’’. segment: is” ‘stepping re 

into. the sports picture on. ‘a regular ‘basis, coveririg.-news angles in *'- 

:. Johnny . Gilbert, . 
announcer on. “Camouflage,” ABC-TV. daytimer,. is: breaking in-a new. 

Andrew MeLaglen, who directed thie first. foot of. “Have” Gun, will ety 
Travel,” with. Dick Boone, called the shots on::the. hundredth. seg. this. eo 

. Gimpy leg and ali,. “““Gunsmoke’s”’’ Chester, for residual. pure. 
‘poses, : “Dennis ‘Weayer, will also: direct two of the hour versions of the .:.°°. | 

a8: general: program exec and, gave. his daytime job of: program ‘director. .-- ."° - 
‘to Herbert Solow, late of NBC's Cal. National and previously with: Wil-... i 

: Eddie Dukoff, in from. Hawaii, certain. that he'll get. -” 
going within. a year. ‘on pay-tv ‘for the island of Oahu (Honolulu) asa. .: * 
starter. All that’s holding it. up. is a table of. rates from Public: Utilities: : .- 
Commission. He'll go the cable: route with three transmitting channels’. 

‘Joe: Bigelow, -ex-VARIETY turned. -° - 
; Judy Canova turned- -°). -: 

down the London lead in. “Unsinkable Molly. Brown” to stake lier future *.. .'- 
in ‘coast tv ..\. Earl Collins, who sold 25 million-$'s;worth of ‘old-Re--.°- |. 
“public pictures ‘to tv,forming his own company ‘to-handle a’ select, group 2.200) 
of old pix and ‘network-retired tv series..¢°.:NBC's John West again” ~~ 

-| heads up the annual testimonial dinner. of Los Angeles. friends of Na- ©... 
. Casey Shawhan’ moved his NBC! :.- 

publicity staffers from Hollywood ta Burbank, .the vacated ‘space to be 
| utilized ‘by Tom McCray’s KRCA forces .. .. “Tweet” Horas picked bes 

. : 7 . . . . oan 

Pplrmetsanrantg. Ak INEM rhe 8 ye Ue fe eta ie RON Corer eoltiee E ees swe yepcdecee ee + 

Queen’s traditional Christmas. message now skedded for ‘BBC soiind . a 
‘at 9.30. am. Dec, 25, and for BBC and commercial tv'webs-at 3pm.” : - 
As usual, ‘transmissions will receive world-wide ‘distribution . 20 .°<>. 
Sir Thomas Williamson; general secretary. of the General and. Municipal” 

As: UK. prepares ‘to enter the... 
European Common’ Market, . ATV. will, ‘screen six programs. : (from 

Ex-ABC-TV exec - Kenneth. Killip -moves..to- 
.|}Channel-TV. as general -managér .:... BBC-TV slotted ‘best-of-the-rest 

‘produced’ by Alexandre.’ ‘Arnz,. 
. Anglia-TV appointed: twa deputy-program:: con- 

trollers, Peter Holmans and Arthur Clifford.: Holmans is elevated from:’:..:. .: 
assistant program -controller;. Clifford: joints from Independent Tele-... . 
‘vision News... ..“Trad Fad,” -BBC-TV’s ‘hot jazz stanza, ‘was ‘extended..:- 

Bing Crosby surprised: everybody and 7.7 7 
guessed for Rosemary Clooney in’ an. ATV. spectacular...As with: his °°: °- 

| Peggy Les guest spot (for ABC-TV), he took no fee .’.. . 
plans. a revival: of .its local talent. show - “Home Grown.’ ” ‘So. far. this .. 
‘show has auditioned more than 12,000: amateur ‘and .semi-pro ‘per-. 

. and’ ABC-TV is: to: ‘bring: ‘back “Thank Your Lucky Stars’ 

-Southern-TV ~. | 

Chuck Conners in’ for three-way | press: confab at “WNAC-TYV. Wedness- 
day (9). with tv, film and sports writers:on, deck, and. Phyl. Doherty, | 
| station ‘pubad chieftain; hosting.. Conners did. a six day Pp. a;. at. 

a 
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“sparkling. Guif 0 Mexico. _ "5000 
square miles :of- tropical witderness. 

TV'S FIRST AND ONLY “LIVING LOCALE!” 

“Assignment rriecieting t ‘the: : xr 
into the language of the ’Glades.. 
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From The Production. Centres. 
‘Continued from page 38 

account - Milt Gunn, TV Guide, judging beauty contest i in ‘Hartford 
Joe Ryan, WBZ-TV press chief, back from vacash ... . WNAC-TV’s. 

Dave Rodman who did a part in “The Rifleman” serles,. “had a reunion 
vith Chuck Connors in Hub and both guested on Gus Saunders show, 
subbirg for Louise Morgan, on vacash . . . WNAC-TV_ presenting 
chamber of commerce show, “Active Citizenship,” annual report on 
fi. m. .. Fred Cusick, WEEI news dir., nabbed certificate of commen-. 
liteon- for first United. Fund health and fitness fair held in Hub 
a:uped by “Ted” Kennedy, brother of the President. 

IN CHICAGO . ; 
WLS program director Sam Holman leaves to take over the same. 

srot at WABC, N.Y., Aug. 25... ..Jim Stevenson upped: to account exec, 
at WBBM-TV. He was formerly national sales rep .. . Victor Williams 
nuined director of sates and marketing of WIL Radio, the Balaban. 
Station in St. Louis. He had been in charge of the station’s merchan- 
d..ing department since 1959 . WYBC, the Yale Univ. radio station, 
hits copped the Intercallegiate | Broadcasting System: program contest 
avard for its “A Christmas Carol, Cirea 1984” BBM-TV won 
th ree medals from the American Heart Assn. for its “Four Seasons”, 
Wich looked inta the problem of heart ailments. 

IN SAN FRANCISCO . 
K¢ :()-TV signed Joseph Cotten to be. “host” for a new late-evening 

series of films. Format for “Joseph Cotten Theatre” (the series’ title) 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

calls for actor to comment during intermissions on the films, perform- |" 
ances and performers and on production techniques . .. Lawyers for 
Ken Fuller’s Radio Broadcasters’ Service filed motions to dismiss Fed- 
eral case against Fuller for violation of FCC law. Federal Judge 
Oliver Carter took motions under advisement—because of constitu- 
tionality angles, case may set precedents . .. KKIS, Pittsburg, signed:| 
on Lloyd Downton as a deejay ... KRON’s “Mayor Art” Finley back ; 
from a New Jersey vacation .. . Blue Cross signed KRON’s. Art Brown. 
to do commercials for the station’s syndicated “Medicine 1961” series— 
for the Southern Californiz area, where Blue Cross has bought the 
series. Up north Blue Cross has bought only a small chunk of series. 

IN CINCINNATI . 
WKRC-TV_ executive changes have Len Goorian, who headed a 

variety show .and handled exploitation, as merchandising-advertising 
manager, and Peggy Rogers upped from promotion to publicity director 

News directgrs of five Crosley tv stations, Richard Fischer, John 
Bent, Tom Atkins, Hugh DeMoss and Ed Hamlyn, to Foreign Policy 
Briefing Conference in Washington, D. C., with Thomas A. Bland, 
veep and general program chief, and Lee Hornback, director of special 
broadcast services .. .‘Ten stars of new CBS-TV shows were closeted 
over weekend at an “airport hotel. with Cincy and area newspaper 
editors and rele. Marst as guests of the network and WCPO-TV. 
Visitors were E.| G. Marshail, James Philbrook, Rose Marie, Richard 
Jaeckel, Roberta Shore, Ruth Warrick, Bob Sterling, Larry Keating, | 
Mary Wickes and Cunstance Moore . Dick Pike exited from WJW-. 
TV, Cleveland, to rejoin WNOP as general manager and will brighten 
the daytime station’s music pattern pronto. 

IN PITFSBURGH . 
Hal Scott will do the play-by play this year for the Pitt games in. 

a radio network headed by WWSW. He |s a. brother of Ray Scott, now 
the voice of the Minnesota. Twins and former announcer here . «: 
“Luncheon at the One’s”’ returned to WIIC on Mondays (14) with By Wil 
liams, Alice Weston and Maria and his Merrymakers.:as steady person- 
nel... Singer Tim Kirby will be on three times a week, Buzz Aston and 
Bill Hinds once a week and drama critics guested on-Tuesdays and Fri-: 
days. Show is live daily at 1 o’clock and. uses visiting celebrities as 
guests . . . William C, Dempsey, g.m. of educational station, WQED, 
has resigned to head a radio and tv setup in Grand Rapids. Fom Petry, 
program manager, is now interim head of the station . : ..Les Rawlins, 
gm. of KDKA., has announced the awarding of agricultural scholarships. 
to three students in the Tri-State area ... WWSW FM, gidest FM sta- 
tion in the country, celebrates its 20th birthday on Aug. 28 . 

IN MINNEAPOLIS . 
Sportscaster Bill Daley and Bob Junkert added to ‘WCCO Radio 

staff to work with Dick Enroth on coverage of Minnesota Vikings pro 
football games. Junkert, sports director of WDSM, Duluth, since 1955, 
will share play-by-play announcing -chores with Enroth. Daley, a for- 
mer All-American gridder at Michigan, will handle background reports 

{ years ago . . 

| mike , 

Dick Clark's’ “American Bandstand” show Aug. 31. 

| IN MILWAUKEE a ee 

-. Milwaukee Journal ‘station,: WTMJ-FM, starts broadeasting stereo- 
| phonic music this November, George Comte, V.P. of Journal :Co. and}. 
{general manager of radio and television said. Currently, WIMJ-FM 
broadcasts “Stereo Hour,” at 10:30 p.m. on WIMJ and WTMJ-FM. 
on ‘Sundays. Under’ multiplexing, the new system, the broadcasts will 
-be' receivable on: WIMJ-FM alone. © World’s tallest self-supporting 
tower is under construction by WITI-TV, according to George ‘B.. 
‘Storer Jr., prexy- of Storer Broadcasting Co. Ata board meeting here. 
Thurs. (10) Storer said fhe tower will be 1,077 feet high and rest:.on. 
‘a :thiangular base. ‘In. design, it will resemble the Eiffel Tower in Paris. | 

{ No. guy-wires or struts will be used ‘to. brace the. antenna. : Storer | 
| described ‘the tower as: the “initial - ‘step in a continuing expansion 
which Storer. plans- for. its Milwaukee operation.” 

IN. DETROIT. . 
. Lawrence - M.. Carino; former general . -Manaper of WWL-TV, New 

Orleans, is the new managing director of WJBK-TV, Storer Station, 
‘succeeding Bill: Michaels who will devote his ‘full time as Storer’s: 
regional veepee for tv. « ‘WW/3 will broadcast three Detroit Lions 
pre-season | ‘football games “with Van Patrick and. Bob. ‘Reynolds. at the 

,.Roblee ‘B. ‘Martin, prexy of. Dundee 

. WXYZ-TV. is" teaming | with the U.S.. Marine Corps. Reserve 
in promoting | the corps’ annual “Toys for Tots”. campaign. Station: 
will :sponsor a jamboree ‘ata. local amusement park with a new: toy. 

_| being. the price of admission - 
|Cement..Co. and chairman of the Michigan Industrial: Amnibassadors’ 

Bang - 

executive committee, will be 

|two-. more members guilty 
* “strike-breaking, ” levelling fines 

on. William Angel and B. Mitchell | 
also de-’ 

‘manded. station pay nearly. $13,000 

— Continued: front page 275 

finitely balanced,” 

Britton. » Temby on. a statlon’ Ss “Profile” Series. 

—— Continued from page 21 j_—_! 

J uly, 9) to: ‘the - Crowell-Collier 
Broadcasting Co, stated’ in regard 
to programs alleged. ‘to be “vulgar, 
Suggestive or-in:bad. taste” that it 
would: supply the company with| 
tapes: and written complaint upon 

. | réquest. : 
‘Commenting on. the petition, Jim 
Simons; “KFWB .. manager, said, 
“AFTRA continues. -every di$mal 
Method it can find to.evade the 
heart of the ‘issue, which is fair 
‘bargaining under -the law... He 
‘charged ‘the union: with making ‘a 
hollow mockery of both decency 
Land law.’ 

In another development late last. 
week, McCue indicated the pos-| 
sibility of AFTRA. strike ‘spreading 
to eight other stations. He charged 
that negotiations * with the eight} 
indies. were being stymied by 
‘KFWB's insistence that it be al- 

‘| lowed to participate in group meet-. 
“s ines. Group has. backed. _KFWB’s . 

.Stan 
In weekend moves, | union found 

0°: 

Reed:-of $5,000 each, 

for allegedly using recorded voices 
‘of AFTRANS since strike began. 
‘Union board also ordered fined 
pair: be expelled if they don’t’ 
“cease to perform on air. 

spread that Steele says is “de- 
and milkman 

Jack Lazare on the lobster shift, 
featuring a: ‘great deal of the better 

. Jack Huston and Jan Werner co-hosting WITCN’s new three-hour | pop 
a. m. show, “Morning Metropolitan”. Tedesco, Inc., St. Paul firm 
which has interests in'12 radio stations ‘and is seeking to buy St. Paul’ 
station WMIN from William. F. Johns Jr. & Associates, fighting FCC 
hearing on question of trafficking in radio licenses. FCC ordered hear-. 
ing on grounds that both Tedesco and Johns have acquired and dis- 
posed of numerous sfations in the past .... KTCA-TV, Twin Cities 
educational tv station, alring two special ‘videotaped programs featur- 
ing folksinger Gene Bluestein, a weekly performer on the station two 

‘Another WNEW | ex, ‘Jin Gordon, 
‘is head of WINS news department, 
which is due for expansion by two 
more news. writers. . Department 
‘now has six newsmen with portable 
-equipment, two mobile news units 
‘and four writers. .When rounded 
out, staff will be 13 or.14 and will 
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WER TT i 

WAN. @UCCCOCODECSEOBe “Chieage .. 

WEAR covceessDalles-Ft. Worth 

I. KBAL coesecces :Dulyth-Superior 

WRB oo cccsceae enees : 

. WNP ssovescondes anaes ity 

‘interviewed by ‘WWJ-TV. newsman 

include éstablishnient. of: a. ‘Wash- 
ington bureau. -. 
Beginning Aug. 

be taking Mutual news. feeds every 
hour on ‘the half - hour from’ 9:30 
a.m. until 3:30 p.m., ‘with | a local} 
news show on the: hour ‘through- 
out.” 
MBS newscasts ‘hourly on ‘the half 
hour from 6:30 to 11:30. p.m., with 
local ‘inserts - ‘again. on the’ hour. 
Station also‘ will carry. several MBS. 
news features, including “Report- | 
ers Roundup,” “What’s the: Issue?;” 
“Labor News. Conference, ' ”. “Cape: 
ital Assignment.” 
WOR has been carrying: Mutual’s Ae 

nighttime newscasts, commentators ; 
and features. and the hour soaper, 
“My True Story.” 
on WOR via separate contract with 
the ‘show's: producer. 

~ BS-TV Studios 
— Continued: from page 26 San — 

skyscraper. CBS ‘hes. acquired : “all 
the property. for ‘the: skyscraper 
home, located between. 52nd: and 
53rd: Streets on the Avenue of 
Americas. 

. Feeling of many. ‘cBs execs ts 
that the bottom in “live” studio |‘ 
production im the. East is ‘being. 
‘reached ‘and | ‘that’ the ‘curve’ in 
future years should’-be.on an -in- 
cline. Despite. the shift .to -the 

.| Coast: of the.: web's quiz-game 
shows, the ‘web’s studio. produc- 
tion activity still favors N.Y. Web 

-| report shows that 75% of the 
-web’s’ studio productions—which 
Anéludes remotes for pubaffairs, |: 
ete., is. credited: to N.Y. 
In toto, both Coasts now em- 

ploy « 1,497" ‘below-the-ling people, 
with 1,179 stationed in N.Y. Next) 
.Season’s. “live” roster in. the éast: 
‘includes the ‘afternoon’ soapers, 
which | -make -up.a_ significant 
quantity: of “live”. ‘studio origina- 
tions, “Garry . Moore,” “I’ve Got A 
Secret,” “What's My Line,” “Ed. 
Sullivan, ” “College Bowl.” “Ted | 
Mack,” “To ‘Tell. the Truth,” 
"Captain. Kangaroé,” “U.S. Steel, oat 
‘and “Armstrong Circle Theatre:” 

- Cronkite 
= Continued from page 3 

‘the products. establishing. the link 
‘with American. Cyanamid. . 

| “We'd rather have all. of it: (the 
I] show)” General. McAulfffe stated,| 

but “it’s a question of dough.” He |. 
‘explained. that the tv. plunge: was. 
made after advertising allocations 

the 26-week half-sponsorship: ride 
on “Eyewitnesses”: was an. ‘unplan- 
ned move readily. okayed” by man- | @-.. 
agement. 

1 In the future, monies. allocated: 
|to’ tv vould come.-out of other 
media. American Cyanamid is « 
heavy spender in mags, both trade q 
and consumer. 
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_KMGM-TV' announcer Jere Smith will be guest emcee on 

SPECIAL ‘ REPORT. ON. JI 
. NILE DELINQUENCY 

Producer: Roger Turner . 
_Director-Writer:. Martin. Plissner.- 
30 Mins., Fri, Aug. 11,:10:30. Pm... 
‘WMCA, New York (tape). 

Juvenile . delinquency jas’ had’ 
“enough . radio-tv treatments: ‘lately: 
to become one of the cliches: of." 

pubservice programming, but New 
York:indie WMCA. got a news: peg. . 
‘into -its “Special Report .on ‘Juve-:. 

| nile Delinquency” ‘by hanging «it. - 
on a‘ recent. investigation of New ' 

“| York~ slums. by members’ of -the «”. 
special House. ‘of Representatives :. 
subcommittee ~ ‘on ‘the problem: ©... 
WMCA toured the Williamsburgh - 

and: Bedford-Stuyvesant. slums. of . 
‘Brooklyn with: ‘Congresswomen 
Edith. Green ‘¢Ore, }, - committee 
chairman, taping - ‘interviews with 

scene. Station also got a: 
statement... from - Mayor . Robert 
Wagner, which seemed :.’especially °: 
ripe . ‘with: ‘politicking doubletalt ° 

with: 
hoodlums discussing teen ‘killings,’ 

j and. a wind statement. from. Rep. 
discussing _ provisions -of “” 

House Bilt 8028 aimed -at ‘curbing 
juve “delinquency nationally, ° . 
WMCA. reporters were able to 

give the. show extra impact by 
‘describing the. shocked reaction 
of the Congressional crew during 
their: inspection --rounds..: . 
Show wound with station urging 

tisteners. to write. ‘bie Bil in 
Bi 

CBS Radio’s ‘Star's ‘The 
Thing’ Formula Gets a 

“Hefty Sponsor Assist 
CBS Radio is: bullish:.on pros- 

. pects of SRO for “Arthur Godfrey: :.~ 
>| Time” in the fall.: Web also re-. ° 

| ports: solid: indications ‘of :an 80% 
| sellout for. Art Linkletter’s “House 

= Party”. “and. the Crosby-Clooney 
show 
“Additionally ‘web reports’. ‘that : 

‘show. a: 

‘sellouts, to. wit: Garry ‘Moore: for 
Cream’ ‘of Wheat -and Nestle’s.- 
Decaf; Robert’ Trout’s ‘and Allan 
Jackson's’ 12 newscasts per™ week- . 
end. for Chevrolet; .Lowell ‘Thomas: 
in his eighth year under. the.Gen- -. 
eral’ Motors “banner "for .Oldsmo- 
bile; Phil: Rizzuto’ Ss. ‘sports’ report- 
ing. for Rev nolds° and: “Mennen;. ex-. 
Yankee Jerry: Coleman . doing. 10 
sports broadcasts. per weekend for . 
{L&M° and Mennen;. plus Charles: 
Collingwood's. “ #Sidelights” .: for 
Kent Cigarets ‘and Midas Mufflers. 
- Accent -on. name. talent ‘at CBS -: 

Radio, in the opinion. of web brass, - 
finds: vindication in the lineup’ of - . 
biz. Since the late 50's ‘when: op- 
tion time in network. radio -began. 
to shrink without a‘pattern, CBS. 
Radio. prexy ‘Arthur’ Hull. -Hayes| 
‘has insisted on the inviolability of 
a: ‘mornning - lineup. of «major ‘star 
values in. which. Godfrey;.. Link- 
letter, . Garry * Moore, Crosby and 
Clooney have been - mainstays... . ~ 

i—__—aaaaaas : 
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Bs Radio 080's 
vi Docu ‘ument: 

Seven’ “ $0-minute- ‘documentary 
‘broadcasts. ‘dealing. with ‘major 
economic: igsues of national ‘scope 
will be presented during: the weeks 
beginning. Sept. 4 ‘on all of. the: 

a seven: ‘CBS o&o radio. stations. 

Series, under: ‘the: general ‘title 
fue of “How Serious the Challenge?” 

“+ $g-the’ result ‘of. a. collaborative 
"project in which’ each station’ has‘: 
‘Made’ use. of its own news, pub- |. 

and- technical: . facilities. 
Planning and. research for the 
“series - “was begun -last spring. 

"Allan ‘Jackson, : “CBS News: ers 
respondent, ‘will be the: narrator. 
_Coordinating . producer. at -CBS 
Radio in ‘N. Y: is Len Schlosser. 
Shows slated are’ “Credit: Buying: 

_ , ‘How . Much ‘Are ‘We In. Hock?”.}. 
“"-. . ‘produced, “WCBS, N.. Yig-! 

West.” . KCBS, San’ .Fran- 
-eisco “Old Age; Care for) Senior: 
-Citizens,”. KNX, Los: ‘Angeles; “‘Ur- 

‘Employ- 

ban Development and the. Housing 
Problem:” KMOX.":St..Louis: “‘Na-. 
tional Defense.” 

'. “Wages and-Prices,” WBBM, Chi- 
ago; “Employment: Bast,” ‘KCAU, 

- Philadelphia... 

~ Shari Lewis 
- s _—— 7 Continued from page 26. a 

a * she’s done 276 live blurbs, ‘all. tied 
in. with program continuity. . 

Agency’ relations, she. ‘Bays, have 
been. just. finé, and that’s not bad 

when dealing with Kenyon & Eck- 
hardt, Leo..Burnett; J. Nelson Pre-. 
“witt. (Rochester) and Webb ‘Assoc.’s. 
all at‘once. Agency supplies. sell- 
jing points; Miss Lewis and writers 
.dream up. a_ tie-in commercial; | 

- agency: ‘okays—all. in a -week’s times: 
-ordinarilly.. 

‘Additional 49. chores ‘this season, 
” for Miss: ‘Lewis will be ‘hostess of.a: 
Sunday - ‘syndicated feature film. 

_ spread. of three’ :(29 markets) ‘for 
"Remco, and a guest shot: she’s par- |: 

-." ticularly ‘proud of {she’s:done. close 
- to 50. since. *57). ‘with Jack. Benny, 

"oF, 

For Information: 

| Hope Springs in Internal 
— ‘Continued. from: page 2. — 

commercials for “eauses such. ‘as| 
the Red: Cross,. but -.the “Hope”. 

‘WEEI,’ Boston; | 

- With 
‘| Sate 
more’. 

gammer reruns. now. on the | 
- show, Miss - Lewis’ has. 

for.: record. sessions, 
‘| books in the works (and contracted) 
‘fand is currently on a: three-week 
tour. of :thée Orient with husband } 
Jeremy.‘Tarcher (publishing biz), 
mainly to round up oriental ‘puppet | 
talent for an hour special. Tow folie 
negotiation: 
- In Tokyo, she’s slated for a. . guest 
@ppearance on: the Japanese ver- 
sion of “I've Got. a Secret.” . Her 
Secret: ‘“y' Ve got. a ‘Lamb: biChop: ‘un- 
der: the: table," 

spécial ‘represents the . first ‘time 
for a full half-hour. 

Sa ee 

‘pared -by -. MacManus, John’ - & | 
Adams forthe Ex-Cell-o Corp., a 
company: that: makes. ‘milk- tontain- | 

by: Frank: Bibas. © . 
According to. ‘someone: “who has - 

| seen the. film; there's -a. fund-rajs-.: 
ing plea to: further: the ‘..work’: of} 

| U:S. Hope. Some: scenes were said: 
to: focus on. the use of.:milk ‘con- 

Jin: which: she. duets. on , Vtolin wit = 
| the maestro, 

The ‘film,. dealing with the work | 
of. the - ‘hospital - ‘ship _.to ‘further { 
understanding, medical. ‘knowledge 
and. health-in Southeast: Asia; was: 
filmed - in: Indonesia. -It. was pre- 

amine Continacd trom pase 25 Sas 

bought. by ‘Chesebrough and Bo- 

“prontier cin} 
cony. - 
‘Thursday’ 8 ‘pight's 

cus,’ * which had.a slow sales start, 
now {s sold out until Nov. 2. The: 
coin on. that MCA-TYV hour series 
is understood to be: the-13-week- 
‘with-option variety, a 
than written by a few of the new, 
‘last’ minute clients filling the. re- 
Maining holes on the fall schedule.: 

Joining ‘Circus’ are. Best Foods, 
- Norwich . -Pharmacal,. Procter. & }.. 
Gamble, : Vick * ‘Chemical, DuPont 

|. and. American Motors. : Polaroid, ‘fn- 
addition.to buying minutes In “CBS. 
Reports,” also bought. minutes in 
Thursday -nights: 
‘Both are short-termers. Pharma- 
ceutical - -house of. Smith, Kline. & 
French bought minutes in Ege 

ne-~ ‘witness. to History,” “CBS 
ports,” “I’ve Got A Secret,” and 
“Pete. apd Gladys.” 

BBC-TY Drama: Dept. To 

- London, ‘Aug:. 15. : 
ers. It was. Produced and irected | A ‘major... ‘revamp of BBC-TV’s 

‘drama ° department. administration 
‘is ‘iminent. New plan is to split the 
-web’s. drama: output: into categories 
‘(mrobably;' rew works, classics, 
documentaries, - gerials and series) 
with’ ‘an .exee. producer ‘topping |: 

a ionger term] : 

‘that may. take away its V channel. 
“Trivéstigators.* | TWO weeks ago TBS, a corporate 

; help get ETV started in this state. 

Get. a Major Overhaa po
sal of the FCC, WTIC stands to 

|-Four. alternative FCC uses for the 
+V are: 1) Reserving it for educa-: 

‘to Providence, R.I.; 3) Reserving 

tainers, although. mo direct plug ‘each category. -Appointments are.]' 
‘for.. Ex-Cell-o. was: ‘reported. The: currently being. worked out’ by | 
‘web did not. pay ‘for.the film. The | Michael: ‘Barry, BBC-TV's head of. 
film, which will ‘be’ unsponsored: 
on: CBS-TV, “will be. telecast: Sept. | 
'20-at 8:30.-p.m, ©: 

drama. 
“Hitherto. all. “exec: ' producing of 

tdrama ‘has: fallen. to Barry who has‘! 
NBC-TV’s. hour. show. exploring: een: incréasingly tied down with 

-the work .of Hope will be telecast.|}the logistics of his .department. 
‘Nov. 28. at 7:30 p.m: Ralph Bellamy 
-will .be. the commentator.. NBC's. 
producer will be Chet Hagan, with 

With . the ‘increase of the web's 
drama. output, Barry - maintains 
‘he’s become too distant from: pro- | 

.|{duction. He says: “Idea now. is for. 

Shannen Station execs say they 

Fred, Rheinstein as. director, 
| each. exec Producer to be in’ on 

 Houston—Ben. Kaplan, ‘veteran: the. plays he’s responsible . for 
of the: radio and newspaper. fields from the script form to: transmis- 
here. and. ‘currently owner. of .an|sion. And: this. sort) of . _ producer- 
advertising agency, has-been named| writer partnership can only : be 
news director of KTRH, ‘according: ‘obtained if:the field. they are con- 
to Bill Bryan, manager. : 
‘Kaplan "has been: working with| According’ to Barry, 

cerned with is a confined one. 
BBC-TV’s 

the KTRH. news. ‘staff, the: ‘ast » sev- script. department’ As also to under- 
.eral. months. . 
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| New York: He appeared in the 
‘| motion pictures ‘The McConnell 

= tse 
Nippon TV: Scores US-Japan First 

Travelers May Lose 
JV To the ETV Outfit 

“Tt Helped Get Started 
Hartford, Aug. 15. 

‘Travelers Broadcasting Service 
Corp., operators of. WTIC-AM-FM- 
TV, may be in the spot of having 
helped ‘finance the organization 

arm. of Travelers Insurance Co., 
gave $30,000 to the Connecticut 
Education. Television Corp. for the 
furtherance of educational tv in 
this state. In addition, TBS offered 
the use of. its transmission facili- |: 

{Fire,” with the late Jeff Chandler. 

ties (subject to FCC approval) to 

Under .a_ deintermixture pro- 

lose its valuable V. Public hearing 
on: proposal will be held Oct.. 3. 

tional use. here; 2) Reassigning it 

it for educational use in Provi- 
dence, R.I.; and 4). No definite 
assignment of the. channel. | 

WTIC-TV, which last: year be- 
came.an affiliate of CBS, is plan- 
ning an allout fight to retain the 

going to bring their “case to 
the people.” Means that station is 
going to use every propaganda 
‘weapon to. sell its viewpoint,. in 
addition to planned legal action. 

Atlanta—Alan ‘Smith, formerly 
of KVTYV, Sioux City, and its sister 
radio -station in South Dakota, 

‘WNAX, has joined WAGA-TV. 
news . staff. Smith formerly was 
‘with Grant Advertising Agehcy in 

Story” with Alan Ladd and “Fox 

ABC International Television has 

become the first U. 8. company to 

move into the important Japanese 

market via a deal with Nippon Edu- 

cational Television Co. of Jzpan 

and Mainichi Broadcasting Co. un- 

der which ABC has purchased a 

minority stock interest in the 

Japanese companies. Agreement 

was wrapped up by ABC Interna- 

tional prexy Donald W. Coyle and 
Hiroshi. Okowa president of NET, 

and Shinzo Takahashi, Nainichi's 
prez. Japan, with 9.000.000 tv 

homes, is the world's third largest 
tv market, trailing the Uv. S and 
England. 

In the Ut. S.. ABC International 
will act as programining purchas- 
ing agent for the Japancse stations 
as well as sales rép. It will also 
supply technical and production in- 
formation along with network ad- 
ministration procedures. Deal also 
provides for reciprocal use of fa- 
cilities for production of shows 

(NBC has a deal with Fuji TV in 
Japan, but this, the network says, 
is restricted to supalying proxyrams 
without a financial stake in the 
operation.) 

The NET station In Tokyo and 
the Mainichi station 1n Osaka are 
the keystones of one of the four 
commercial tv networks in Japan. 
Network operation in Japan differs 
considerably from the U S. with no 
option time agreements and key 
statlons assembling. makeshift 
chains on the basis of each sale. 
Nippon broadcasting execs are 
studying U. S. procedures with an 
eye towards setting up genuine net- 
works in which the affils share 
some of the programming risks. 

NET is closely affiliated with 
Toei Motion Picture Co., Japan's 
largest film production, distribu- 
tion and theatre-owning operation. 
It has exclusive rights to Toci's 
tv film productions throughout 
Japan. Mainichi is a subsid of the 
Mainichi newspaper chain in Japan. 

9 ere ae, ee 

U.S. Representetive: 

DONALD 7. GILLIN 
4t Beet 42nd Street 

Mew York 17, New York. 
Phones OXferd 7-4262. 
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Make sure we all understand what: 
tha situation is and insure that: 
we've met our responsibilities, And’ 
I'm gure you must recognize that.” : 

Moore and the atterney general : 
gvt along well during the inter- 
view. The Atlantanh “would con- 
tribute a short statement and read! 
from news stories about racial dis- 
orders and violence and problems. 
This would usually triggera lengthy ; 
reply from Kennedy. 

He was forceful when making a 
point and at one time! he became 
quite voluble. This came when 
Moore asked him to clarify charges 
frum various Alabama officials that 
he and the Justice Department! 
“were behind all these riders com- | 
ing into’ Alabama.” Kennedy re-| 
plied with vigor: 

“This is completely untrne. The: 
riders were down there. We were: 
trying to move them out.. We had; 
made arrangements so that they 
vould get protection meee they 
ultimately all get'in theijy’bus an 
the bus driver won't drive them. 
Obviously I was concerned and: 
wanted to get a’ bus. driver who 
would drive them from Birming- 
ham to Montgomery.” _ 

Kennedy never downgraded the 
Southland in his conversation. He 
made a plea for law’ enforcement 
officers to do their duty during 
racial troubles in these words: 

“I don’t think there is any area‘ 
of the United States that is more. 
law abiding or believes more in the 
law when than the people .of the 
South and: the leadership of the 
South. Some of the greatest legis- 
lators and judges come from the 
South.” 

It was on this happy note that : 
the interview ended and WSB-TV 
had a documentary that was a 
worthy addition to its “Challenge” 
series, which Is winning many! 
friends Luce. 

NICKNAMES OF FAME 
With Dofie Skaith,, Brigadier 

Claude Dewhirst, Lestie Dale- 
Harris, Bill Brady; ‘moderator, | 
Rick Hart 

Producer: Lorne Freed i 
Writer; Len McColl, Raymond de: 

Boer 
30 Mins., Wed., 10: 30 p.m. 
CETO-TYV, Toronto (tape) 

“Nicknames of Fame” is a sum- |! 
mer replacement quiz show to run | 
13 weeks over CFTQ-TV, Toronto, 
but will go for 39 weeks in the | 
fall ‘sponsored: to the at-present. 

. louse group of the Independent | 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

Felevision. Organization, second: tv 
network setup in rivalry to CBC. 
So far, the ITQ web. includes 
iCF TO-TY, Toronto; | CFCE-TV, , 
Montreal: CJOH-TV;, Ottawa; 

: CJCH-TV, Halifax; CJAY-TV, Win-. 
nipeg, CFCN-TV, "Calgary, CFRN- 
TIV, Edmonton; CHAN-TY, -Van-: 

' chuver. Meanwhile, : CFTO-TV, 
Toronto, fs soloing in carrying. the. 
show—w hich originates from here. 

*Permanent panel . consists. of: 
:Mrs. Dofie Skaith, Brigadier Claude | 
| Dewhirst, Bill Brady, and. Leslie. 
Dale-Harris, daughter of the late 
Leslie Howard. Moderator is Rick 
Hart. Kickoff of “Nicknames of 
'Fame” is an informative and. 
amusing quiz which. dealt with. 
famous people, places or times, 
with the panelists to guess the cor- 
| rect. answer within four minutes. - 

Guests included. those. connected ‘| 
‘in some way with those whose 
identity is being sought,. including 
Ted Reeve, sports columnist of the 
Toronto Telegram; and Bob Under- 
wood, manager ‘of Phil Ford and | 

Theatre’ Guild; Tom: Donovan = di- 
Tected and Ed Mitchell. did. a’ good 

Mimi Hines, Stilis and newsreels 
were interspersed in the later sum- 
ming-ups, these dealing with Ben 
Hogan, Enrico Caruso and. the 
legend of The Abominable Show- |. 
man. Teeoff was pleasant, backed 
by the intelligence of the: panel-. 
ists and those interviewed. Plus 
sponsors, .. “Nicknames of.’ Fame” 
should prove an important format 
‘when carried into the fall .on the |- 
“second” trans-Canada. tv network. | 

MeStay. 

TV Followup 
‘Continued from. page 36: — 

many throwing errors do the vari-- 

ous players make? Maybe there 

‘are no. statistics on bonehead plays. 

and errors of omission, but why 

the secrecy as to the precise, care- 
fully tabulated fielding averages? 

In delivering the commercials. 
of course, all these. well paid: 
sportscasters have to earn - their’ 
money "by mangling the language 
{good ike an advertising’ man 
should, to describe .a . beer . as 
“brisk” and a cigaret as both: 
“rich” and “mild.” But even. in 
tthe non-blurb palaver, and. when 
they’re not working under excite-- 
ment, it’s disconcerting to hear 
them lapse into the dese and dase 
vocabulary of illiterate ‘pro ath-. 
letes. 

For example, the unctuous Allen, 
‘who presumably once knew better, 
,uses. the word. “quick” to indicate 

liams, 

| tthat a pitcher or runner {8 fast.. 

jremember that “good” is: not an 
Aare The. curious vocabulary. of 
the diamond. primitives must be.| 
‘ contagious. Hobe. 

i 
7 U. S. Stéel Hour 
: Vet comic Henny ‘Youngman 

{I} turned dramatic in this. effusion. of. 
‘a skidding comedian. While vehicle 
sufficed as a-suitable showease. for |. 
his. change: of mediums. piece itself 

Tsuffered from pedestrian writing. 
‘/One-hour show was ‘minus high- 
lights and lack of a. dramatic: -cli-~ 

Mgt. William Morris Agency 

Can TV syndicators save 
money by using BONDED's 
shipping service? — 

Yes. Using BONDED avoids 
administrative costs while pro- | 
viding a large staff of experi- 
enced personnel. You pay only 
for the service you require. 

, NEW YORK - 
f CHICAGO 
& LOS ANGELES 
: TORONTO 

# ADlvisionaf  _ 
 . NOVO INOUSTAIAL CORP, . 

| And of the three Yankee commen: 
Itators, only Barber seems -able to |. 

BONDED ) 
Tv FILM 
| SERVICE 

wme | max was a nasty Jetdown for set- = 
_ siders. 

; 

“The Larry. Cohen teleplay- was 
premised on the. old saw that a. 
fading: comic will. go: to any lengths 
to save. his sagging career. Cur- 
‘rent version had: Youngman,.about 
to get his two-week notice at a 
summer hotel, where -he’d been 
hired. as ‘emcee, -Stealing matertal 
from an aspiring young. comedy. 
writer. He: did this glibly and un- 
scruputously,. ‘snatching ‘the routine. 
from the writer who. himself’ was 
about ‘to showease: it for. an agent, 
then telling the ‘astounded would- 
‘be that: it: niow -belonged to. him 
Henny) and owner could sue. 

- Youngman, ‘an old’ hand: at any 
type of: ‘trouping,’ -projected 
persuasive - performance: and got 
top support: right down the line. 
Keir: Dulléa. was excellent. as the 
disillusioned: writer, who: had_ be-- 

‘and: friended- the old comedian, . 
Naney Kovack ° miade- the most of 
her role as a. singer. who continual- 

\Iy warned. writer-to beware of the 
‘eomic’s: intentions. - Bibi Osterwald 
Vas the-hotel proprietor and Don-de. 
Leo ‘as the comic’s agent handled |. 
themselves well, and Joseph Bova. 
was in‘as a thirdrate comedian. 

George: Kondolf. produced for 

job at set: ‘design. Whit. 

Holder New Prexy : 
| suppose ‘to’ be a- relation. of La-: 

1 fayette. In fact, this opener was 

Of Ga. B'casters 
St. ‘Simons Is., Ga. Aug. 15... 

‘Georgia. Association . "of ‘Broad- 
casters and: Georgia . Associated 

| Press Broadcasters: -Assn., “meeting 
there ‘ simultaneously; 
slates. of ‘ officers: as highlights of | 
theit annual conventions. 

GAB named. H. Randolph Holder, 
WGAU, Atheitis, home of the Uni-.| 
versity Of Georgia, to presidency, 
succeeding George Patton, WBML,. ; 
Macon. —. 

- Other officers’ included Hugh 
Tollison, WGIG, ‘Brunswick, V.D.; 
for’ radio;. Marcus Bartlett, ‘WSB- 
TV. v.p.” for television; 

Georgia State. College, Atlanta, ex- 
ecutive secretary. Williams, from 
Atlington Heights, IIl., is a- former 
radio-tv ‘newsman: ‘and | ‘public re-| 
lations. director. 

of ‘Board: Frank Ragsdale, WIVM, 
€alumbuis; Esther Pruitt, WTOC, 

; Savannah; ‘Charles Doss,. WROM, 
| Rome:.. 
Vidalia; . Grady Cooper, WJJC, 
Commierce; Jolin Foster, WCON, 
Cornelia; Bill Hulie, WSFT, Thom- 

‘bany. 

ed at -close. ‘of three-day meeting 

sociation of-Broadcasters to report 
. ‘adequately. the work. of the Ameri- 
{can ‘broadcasting. industry. Resolu- 

- {tion noted:that broadcasters have | 
‘been ‘attacked from’ several sources, 

Commission, in’ recent years, _ 
Earlier: Geotgia’s junior ‘senator, 

tee in. the past... . 

‘Pragnel’s New Ir A Post 
London, Aug. 15. 

‘post. created because of increasing 
|| duties, Pragnel] will look after add-" 
.{ed administration. responsibilities. 
: | Bertram: Sendall, . deputy. director- 

general.since ITA’s inception, will 
‘| continue ‘to handle. advertising and 

.| program. policy. 
t ELS A. Wedell,. deputy secretary, 

| | takes over ‘from. Pragnell as -sec- 
. retary. : 

‘Frenchman 
equally . determined -. that 

‘elected new’ 

Charles. 
‘Smith, WDEC, treasurer; Jack Wil- 

. teacher. of journalism at |: 

Following were ‘elected members. 

_Roscoe . Ledford, WVOP,. 

| presentations: to -{ts: credit. 
theatrical: preeni. ‘dates back to: 

aston; Roy- Carew, : WALB-TV, Al- 

Association ua resloution adopt-: 

| Tuesday (8), called on. National As-. 

including Federal Communications 

‘Herman Talmadge, in a telephone | 
address from. Washington, lauded’. 
broadcasters -on their public - ‘Serv- 

VAL W: ‘Pragnell,: secretary to: In-. 
dependent: ‘Television Authority, 

{has béen elevated to the post of.a 
-] second deputy director-general, a |. 

Wednesday, August 16, 1961. | 
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money, 

(John Breslin) 
she 

shouldn’t get her way. and. that 
‘the old Iady’s. daughter: in. Paris’ 
‘shouldn't be cheated: out. of her | 
inheritance. 

This situation took quite: a while! 
to establish, and.it was never ¢lear | 
why Jezebel had.. attained - her -in- : 
fluence. The plot..took fire wihien |. 
the..ald' dame, paralysed, tried toll 

|hint to’ well- wishers where she had 
hidden the. will, leaving all to ‘her: 
-daughter. . No. one could. interpret 
her glances. before she died; but 
a ‘brandy-sodden fellow stumbléd- 

burn the will and take possession. 
And the drunk, for no good reason |.’ 
but..a final twist which. turned -out 
‘to be an anti-climax, was identified 
as. Edgar Allan Poe. . 

“It all. seemed. pretty’ tnechanicai, 

tive, .James.' McTaggart’s .produc- 
‘tion indicated the period well, ‘but: 

| loitered. inthe early stages. April: 
Olrich ‘scored as the evil, but un-} 

_[ motivated, Jezebel, : Jooking | ad- 
mirably. witch-like, and: John Bres- 
lin. was sound as the hero, . who,- 
for some disconnected reason, was 

too diffuse to pack.a full .wallop,. 
and merely went to prove that the 

| drama of a printed page - cannot 
‘| invariably - be translated directly | 
into a camera. a * Ota... a 

‘WEGE DES. ZUFALLS- 
(Ways By. Accident) — 
With Karin Jacobsen, Gundel ” 

Jer, Detlev: Krueger, Stanislav 
Ledinek, Peter Passétti, Hans 

Schilosze, Werner. 
Ulrich Beiger. |.. 

Producer: NRV (Hamburg) 
Director: Carl-Heinz ‘Schroth. 
Writer: Karin Jacobsen: 

90. Mins.; Sun., 8:50 p.m. 
W-German ; TV, from, . imbue 

(film) 

ten and acted, this one “rates as: 
good -entertainment. A. 
gimmick about this comedy is that 
authoress” Karin: -Jacobsen, -who’s 

Comedy, incidentally, “has already 
many successful“: domestic ‘stage 

1953. On ‘the Berlin stage, :Miss 
Jacobsen. and Schroth enacted the 
principal: players, ‘with .Schroth 
also staging it. On ty now, Peter 
Pasetti took. over ‘Schroth's’ -Fole. . 
‘Best about Karin Jacobsen’s opus 
are: the dialogs which -have - -often {fj 
4 sodhisticated touch. Also it con- |}} 
tains a number. of: amusing -situa- 
tions. Negatively, there are. per- | 
haps too. many . “ways: ‘by. accident” 
in the story. * on 

trifles, they plan to get. a. divorce. 

the . divorce. 
‘Karin. Jacobsen, who has. played | .-f , 

the . role. countless times on the}. . 
stage, plays: the woman -with, quite 
‘understood,..much -:routine. 

on the hiding-place in:the nick: of | 
time, just as Jezebel was about to: 

andthe .adaptation of. Troy Ken-. 
nedy , Martin and. Michael Imison- 
.was faithful rather than imagina- 

Thormann, Hannelore Schuetz- 

Fuetterer, 

| winning -.vein,. 

‘special , 

also an actress, . portrays ‘the | fe-. 
male lead in it; Her. actor-hubby- 
Carl-Heinz Schroth directéd it:: 

Its 

They talk” about their: past and: 
.| remember: the - many. “ways: by -ac-. 
cident” they faced and: while go-|H]"'. 
ing through their. memories, | they |i 
‘stiddenly realize ‘they. are ‘meant |[]*: :. 
for each. other. and forget. about 

But}: 
she’s an. Intelligent thesp. and J. 
‘knows how to coime off best. Peter |- Lem 
Pasetti,-her husband in this, re- |. 4 
‘veals enough | acting. competence | % 
to. make: his role” click. There..are!: ‘7. 

‘but a dashing.” young: ‘several : ‘very ‘good. supporters” ia 
was | this, ‘inclading. -Werner-.- ‘Fuetterer- 

as: a -snobbish © writer, - ‘Stanislav 
| Ledinek. asa blackmarketeer of 
| the postwar: ear, Detlev. ‘Krueger: 7 
as -a. music: professor, to name:a 
few. Harald. Boehmelt took care. 
‘of the good score; While technical 
j credit... are y adequate. Hans. 

“Fa oreign. TV. Fon 

. " (Armehair ‘Theatre. 

For - this. 

“The” “Ap- 

The: ‘book, which. had a’ sprightly 
Jewish - tang and a cunning blend’ 
‘of: pathos .and comment, lost much.: -~° 
‘in this dramatization, largely be-:": : 
“cause the. -unfamiliar. locale,..a -.- 
“strictly kosher”: summer hotel. in: 
‘Canada, wasn’t too credible. ‘and 
‘the plot didn’t. screw itself’ up. to 
anything tangible . until after the. 
halfway mark. . 

-Duddy ‘(Hugh ~ Futeher) ‘was ; a 
get-rich-quick - Jewish ‘lad-.” who. 
‘wanted to make -the. fastest buck 
“possible by: working | as.a waiter in. 
the. hotel. His fellow workers ‘were 
college’ boys: ‘doing vacation: jobs; 
-and one - of: them,’ Irwin (Brian: 
-Murray), ‘took an: instant dislike to... 
the eager, busy, and. showy-dress-. 
ing Duddy—because, he said’ once, . 

| he was one of.the reasons for anti- .- 
‘| Semitism.. ‘After. riding him® in- . .”: 
‘|.cessantly and daubing ketchup. on: ~:. 

his. pillow, Irwin ‘planned: to take: 
‘him’ down a peg. He and his ‘girl-. -: | 
{friend Linda (Pat: Clavin) schemed..-~: -. 
to make: Duddy: run a. roulette - 
game for the guests, with himself. 
as --banker. He -couldn’t lose,. the. 

| girl said, At first, ‘he. was. ona _ 
but: -then . Irwin’... : 

‘joined | the. -game and: ‘cleaned: 
|} Duddy.out of his hard-earned sav- 

ings.. The wheel wasn't .crooked,.: .. . “¥ 
‘but ‘it: tended to. favor certain: , 

i” numbers. and’ Irwin knew all about a | 
Ni parts: slightly ‘confusing. ‘and it, i 

far-fetched ‘but intelligently: writ: . 

the’ -money, 

strength ‘of ‘the: play. - 

William Kotcheff’s: direétion: was - 
rather. ‘too exuberant, in ‘setting the 

. Otta. . 

Plot. centers. on a married ‘couple. cH 
He’s a famous symphony conductor: 
and ‘she a. famous pianist. Having: 
had. just too: many troubles be-: 
cause of this. and that, ‘mostly. 

_ EMMETT. RELLY 
_ Mgt LEONARD . GREEN. | 
900 bal Sist’ St., New York © 

PL. 21764, 

* aveky DAY a 4 
ON EVERY CHANNEL. 

y COSTUMES 
_ Woe bist 2. VA.sTOL PLT. see. 

Forcef ul 7s Enlightening . eee "Captivating Audiences . . a . - 

DR: ALBERT BURKE'S “A WAY OF THINKING” 
DISTRIBUTED BY / BANNER | FILMS, INC. 

527 MADISON. AVE, NEW YORK 22, N Ye 
“PLAZA 5-481f- 

CHARLES McGREGOR, Pres, 

“Armehair * Theatre” 

‘hour from. ABC-TV, : ‘Canadian, : 

: Mordecai. Richler, adapted ‘an inci-... 

‘dent .from his.. novel, 

_prenticeship. ‘of ‘Duddy: Kravitz. ” 

Duddy: went off distraught, ‘and! 
-was' feared.drowned, but he turned’ 
up again, ‘the guests had put-their 
hands ‘in: their ‘pockets to make. up. 

-and Irwin also re-: . 
turned his..winnings. ‘The -piece.. *~ 
| closed ‘with Duddy ‘screaming: that... 
che was ‘going. tobe. top dog: one: 
-day—and just watch. it. Dts 

Richler’s,. dialog ° was” - sharper 
than. his plotting,. and. the. char-. 

scene, but. had's several. memorable 
‘momeiits. . : 

BP \aROOKs| | 

wiser 

acter of “Duddy Kravitz: ‘was: the. aed 
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A warning] has beet i issued by: y Songwriters Guild oe ‘Greate fetes 
about’ U.S.. song sharks: : Says. SWG:*"'From time to time Britain 
is flooded witii a stream: ‘of: glamorous -literature. from the sharks 

. .«-« We. have ‘seen ‘instances of. unknown: ‘British. “in ‘the. U.S.: 
. writers. paying. over: sums of anything: up to $300 for the privilege: 
_of ‘hearing ‘their. song on.a: disk. 

. “If: a. songwriter signs anything. with. one of these American: © |” 
or’ seeing their name-in print.: 

a ‘publishers’ he is in danger of :Idsing track of. his: copyright, 
” for they don't. copyright. the: ‘printed -work:. -Thus, dozeris. of. copies 
- may’ be. bandied ® about and, ‘suddenly, the- songwriter. may ‘find | 
his: ‘song—plus or minus. a few notes—on the ‘Hit. Parade but -he : 
will ‘haye ‘no redress. whatsoever.” - 

Victor Knight, ‘general secretary of SWG,. “states: that’ through’ 
as cooperation with the British press, song sharks in the WK. have. 

been virtually stamped’ out::. Any’. “press ads which. are slightly: 
y SWG which Dow: ba _. suspect are ‘checked ‘b 

_fonalstantly - advertise’ in this. coun 

with three ofiginal Broadway cast 
sets: ‘coming. up- ‘within: a six-week |- 

period this. fall, RCA Victor ‘is set-|. 
ting up. ‘separate production ‘teams ; 

‘to handle: the ‘musical packages. 
“There ‘will be: different. units as- 

signed: ta handle the. recording. ses-. 

sions,. the. advertising and. -Promo=’ 

tion “Angles... 
-The diskery will ikick oft its orig- 

inal cast album. spree “fn. ‘October 

with’ Frank Loesser's “How To. Suc- 

ceed: in Business Without: Really. 
Trying” and: will. follow with. the. 
Livingston-Evans’: “Ret. It Ride” 
and Jerry : -Herman’s : “Milk ~and- 

_George ‘Avakian and Joe. 
»  Linhart have already. been. as- 

" signed to handle ‘the recording ses- 
-Other }'~ 

‘Victor: artists: & repertoire staffers |:. 

Honey.” 

sion’ of the: Loesser ‘tuner. 

will ‘shortly be designated. to the’ 
other:two shows. — 

- Meantimé, | Linkart, ‘who: ‘handles-|, 
a the acquisition - of - Broadway Gna] 

_ film soundtrack properties for the |. 
‘, -- company; is ‘continuing to: scout. for. 

“ -more 
round out:.the season. Since. the}. 

“Broadway legituners ‘to 

~ company will. have its...trio - of. 
-tuners. on- the. road by .the end ‘of. 

: ‘November, ‘Linhart feels that. Vie- 
Stor’ has the:time and: ‘facilities. to. 

“ run. with. other : Cast: sets .in. the 
“winter . and. spring. of . the: coming 

. year. way. 

.. He's continually: reading. ‘scripts 
° and auditioning scores for. musicals 

__ that are. being planned: for Broad- 
In screening the. 

material, Linhart. occasionally rec-. 
“way ‘production. © 

commends an investment in: ithe pro- 
duction by. Victor. ° ae 

; Dave Guard Leaves The - 
Kingston Trio; John Stuart: 
OF Comberland 3’ Steps In 
: Dave Guard;. one. of. the key’ pro-| 

‘taganists. in the Kingston’. Trio -in- 
~ ternal squabble; yesterday Tues.) 
‘signed’. the’ necessary |: papers .. to 

“dissolve. his -association ‘with the 
group. ‘Guard’ is.-reportedly form- 
ing - his. -own. combo ’ and- will. ‘be. 
“actively seeking © hookings’. around: 
the. first of the: year. °°: 

Replacing Guard. inthe Kingston 
..Prio is John ‘Stuart who is. break: 
ing up his own: group, | “The Cum- 
‘berlan Three”. to make the switch: |) 
An interesting legal point in’ the. 
musical, chairs within‘ the. groups | 
is that the’ original. members ‘of the 
_Kingstexi Trio . ‘aré- signed. .in- 
dividually ‘and, collectively to €api-. 
“tol records while. the new meémber, |. 
- Stuart, is signed to. Roulette. Frank 
“Werber, ‘manager of the -Kingston 

reportedly. bas obtained. 
: ‘clearance. from: Roulette for: ‘Stuart. 
. to join the trio and thuscome un-. 

Kingston’ der : the Capitol | “aegis. 
‘Trio and “Stuart’s former - group, 
are both. signed ‘with International: 

.. Talent: Associates. for personal. ap- 
~ “\pearances and television. Kingston. 

-.Trio.is presently fulfilling all non-. 
cancelable: dates and will nataral- 
ly. be ‘looking for new ones ainder 

_ the . new : arrangement. . “‘Guard’s 
__- schism: is final. unless" certain - ‘pro- | 

"" wisions. of ‘the agreement are: not. 
- completed, highly: unlikely, - 

. a * which®.case he might. be -available 
* to-return to ‘the- Kingston’ Trio. at 
some futute’¢ date. yh, 

| Hibbs, :who' said: 
a days are. numbered, 

in. 

Bil Graner Goes Pop | 
Bill Grauer .. Production, : 

ducers of ‘the Riverside, J azzland 
and: ‘Wonderland dJabels, is ‘moving. 
in abel 3 singles field with. a! 
new. “abe Ith - be , walled. Pop: 
Side ; Records... a 

with: two releases. - 
are. “Hedy, Freddie © & -.Mee:Too’s 
“Playing” Hard To Get’ and “Spin- 
aroun ‘and .Sammy . Duckitt's 
“Blue | Heartaches” and “No. "Not 

. On ce.’ ” . os a 

Rock'n Roll’ 1 ie 

~~ Radio Scuttle 
’ Philadelphia, ‘Aug: 45. 

. *” Another © Philadelphia: . 
‘souttled rock. ’n’ —rall. ever’ the 
weekend when: . the: - ‘ municipally 
‘owned: ‘WCAM,.. Camden, «.".N.J,. °9 

‘move involyed. no staff changes.. 
Lit’s dismissal along* with. an- 

‘companied - by: a. statement from 
WCAM ‘station: “manager « - Douglas 

“Rock “'n’ ..Roll 

-| for youth.”. ” 

Another’ reason for the ‘decision, 
| ‘| Hibbs ‘said, was that. the-music has 
been: too “closely associated with | 
payola and He did ‘not want. to run | 
‘the -risk: of losing the license for |. 
‘the city station: 

Hibbs ‘attributed ‘the. popolarity:| : 
of rock to its soaring ratings, but.) 
questoned: the validity. of the sur- 
veys.”” 
soar,” che admitted; “But , these 
phone: ‘surveys are. made-tn’ the 
afternoon when ‘parents. ‘don’t. an- 
swer the phone. and: the. kids ‘state 

atheir preferences.” © 
|, Lit and :Blavit - Have: been: run- 
ning: their © ‘shows. as. “freelancers. 
They . finish Sept. 8. 

BOBBY WEISS LINES WP 
WB O'SEAS. DISK DEALS: 

we Le Paris, “Aug. 15.- 
‘Robert. Be Weiss, : "international - 

‘director. of -Warner. Bros. Records, | 
took | off ‘from his . héadquarters- 
‘here Jast w eek: following ‘an. eight- 
week: junket through’ the: Far East, 
South -East,.”° South. ‘West. | Asia,” 
‘Israel and. Greece. - ‘His ‘tour took ,. 
‘him - to -10:: cities -where : he. con- 
tracted: licensees: fo represént the. 

ture or import. ’. 
. In. addition ‘te arranging - for. 
closer co-ordination with. licensees, 
‘he. .set - immediate’ representation 
agreements with'...companies: in- 
Aden, Thailand. Jsrael; “Greece,. 
‘Singapore; - the. - ‘Federation - of | 
Malaya -and- others...:Weiss is‘ cur- 

Europe ‘to, ‘visit - “WB. licensees: ‘on 

plans’ for, the. fall sales season. 

Sighted UX. |AQULT MARKET. 

‘| network in N.Y.-to broadcast FM- 
[only Separately. . 

: “No. shark can’ ao 

Jin ‘the: homes and the listener |, 
oa ‘swing is away from: “Top: 40” Pree | 

| gramming. - 

‘pro- | its programming featurés of good 

{| beginning to. attract ad: agency. in-. 

The: new ‘label bovis. this week. 
..The « platters-|- 

With Payola Cues |: 

- of FM. stereo broadcasting: 

‘station +: 

‘axed. one of the: area’s ‘top disk 
-jockeys,. Hy Lit. A: week ago WIP, 
‘local: “Metoniedia outlet; .switched : 
\from. “Top 100” fare’ in| favor - of. 
-gerieral: programming, although the’ 

other ‘spinner Jerry Blavit was ac- |” 

ut s. not good | 

AT 

By MIKE. Gross 

FM is the “rebel medium” which: 
‘could knock rock ''n’. roll out-of the'| — Organizers of the ‘upcoming 
musical box..'That’s the optimistic’| ‘song festival along Galicia’s 
‘view. held by Roger ‘Coleman,|.'Green. Coast will, award the 
‘director. of FM. for. WABC, N.Y.j. winning tune with a cash prize 
key of the American Broadcasting of 100,000 pesetas :$1.600) and 
Co. ABC,. incidentally, is the only |. half that amount to the run- 

Spain’ ry Songfest 
Madrid, Aug. 15. 

jfave been reduced to 24: and 

There are now 159 FM stations ‘ will be .interpreted by Con- 
It h. it’ } — chita- Piquer, Lolita Garrido, 

[iat me country. and , anus : “Imperio de.Triana, Rafael de 
Ja. Rosa, Sérenella and Juan 

|. Carlos. Monterrey. — 
_ Duchess of.Alba was named 
honorary president of this sec- 
ond Galician songfest which 

. takes. place at Gijon, capital 
‘city of these Atlantic shores. 
from. Aug. 4-20.00 

Capitol Buying. 
Stock. Interest ln 

1961; Coleman . 1 apures | ‘that: FM is 
just. ‘beginning ‘to grow and so is} 
bits audience. ‘He points out: that, 
‘tin’ N-Y. alone there are now :ap- 

. | proximately” 2,650,000 FM. radios: 

“EM,” ‘says ‘Coleman, “has: be- 
-come antidote to rock ‘hn’ roll with 

Pops, - show: scores ‘and . ‘longhair 
| music.” Surveys have shown. that. 
[ the. average FM listener. earns. 
about $9,000 -a year and this is 

‘terest. ‘Many sponsors ‘have begun | - 
wondering about. the irmpact of Japanese. ery 
their, push .on. AM's . “Top 40” 
shows. whose listeners’ are ‘made |: “Capitol Records is spreading - out 
up. mostly ef teenagers.. The agen-.| on the global. front. The diskery is 
cies. and the sponsors are now|buyirig “a substantial interest in 
beginning to think in: terms: of {Toshiba Musical Industries (TM]) 
reaching. a listener - (and potential ‘of Tokyo with :10% of TMI's out- 

"| ‘consumer) who earns $9, 000 a year'| standing shares already purchased. 
* | than a teenager.-on- an. ‘allowance 
—-P whe® ‘May: or may not influence 

| the. purchaser ‘who earns $9,000 “ef 49% of-the stock. Tokyo Shi- 

bea now has an. option to in- 
crease its holdings. up to-4 total 

a@ year, ws i baura Electric Co. i Toshiba) owns 
“And where the: ‘gdvertiser. goes, .the remaining shares. Capitol it- 

"$0. goes broadcasting prograin- ;self-is owned by EMI ‘Electric & 
ming. - | Musical Industries),.a British firm. 
Another boost’. for’ 'FM ‘came in ‘The agreement between Capi- 

April-of this year when the Fed-| tol and Toshibs calls for the -disk- 
; eral Communications Commission {ery to provide TMI with advice ! 
‘gave its okay to a specific system {and counsel regarding the record : 

-(FM:.| business and‘to contribute to the 
‘steréo, ‘Or: multiplex,. means mak- {| management of the Japanese firm 
‘ing more: than one use of a single | Towards this end, Cap has desig- 
-trarismitting system. Inthe field; ‘nated Warren Burkenhead. Tokyo: 
-of radis, it means that:several pro«} and. G..N. Bridge, England, to An | 
gram signals can be sent simul-| two -vacancies on the TMI board ! 
taneously for. one. ‘single. ‘radio|of directors. 
transmitter : “on. one: - frequency. Among specific business opera-; 
band): In civilian terms, . ‘it means | tions under immediate considcra- 
that’ stereophonic. radio. ‘broadcast- | {ion ‘by. Capito! and. TMI, are. im- 
ing ‘and reception is now a@ ‘practi- | provement of record*manufacturing 
‘cal. reality. : . and expanding ‘sales and mercha- ; 

_At the N.Y:.High Fidelity Muste | dising : activities. The agreement 
.Show..:Sept. 13-17,. at ‘the Trade between the two firms. calle for 
Show Building, ‘manufacturers of| ‘Cap:to provide TMI with advice in 

‘(Continued on’ ‘Page 4D ‘these. and other areas of the re- 
; {cording ‘business. It also provides : 

{for. TMI personnel to visit Cap’s! 
Wat studias . and offices In the 
LW. Capitol Gross The agreement between the two! 

ner-up in contest. Song entries. _ 
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ROCK 
[Any Air Force PXs Spend Over 

[FOR GOOD Mig $250,000 For Disks; Top Customer 
An_ anticipated $8,000,000 $10, 

000,000 will be spent this year by 
the Army and Air Force Exchange 
Service in the purchase of records 
ifor sale in overseas post exchanges. 
Another $5,.000,000-$6,000 000 will 
probably be spent by domesuc PXs 
on disks. | 
The Exchange Service does all 

‘the buying for all the PXs Jecited 
Joutside the continental US. fiom 
its office in New York. Buying for 
the domestic stores is done seyp- 
arately by the individual PXs Nout 
only are tecords carried by the 
stores but also equipment such ws 
record players, tape feearders and 

.) accessories, all purchased through 
the same channels. 

A completely self - operative 
branch of the Army, the Eachange 

02 = iocrvice ig a non-profit venture in 
that its profits go to the Joint Wci- 

{fare Board for Special Services It 
buys all types of records frem 
about every record company. Pur- 
chases are made directly frum the 
manufacturer, 

Ta that it is probably the la) gest 
single record customer in the U S, 
and considering the fact that al- 
most every record purchased 1s 
sold, the Exchange Service is able 
fo get many “attractive deal.” 
from the diskeries. The com- 
panies, in turn, are able to unload 
items like averpressings and close- 
outs on the Exchange because 112 
buying habits are not entirely 
chart-oriented. In all, about 5.000_- 
000 disks will be purchased hy te 
Exchange this year, representing a 
tremendous market for the indus- 

Because of its carefully cons 
trolled buying practices, the Ex- 

(Continued on page. 44) 
ee ee mee oe oe 

‘Negro Bassist Charges 
Dayton Agency, Hotel 

Kayoed His Band Date 
. Dayton, 0, Aug. 15 

First public hearing in the twoe- 
‘Year-period since enactment of the 
{Ohio Fam Employment Practices 
Law will have the Van Cleve Hotel 
and the Karl Tavlor Orchestra & 
Entertainment Ageney, both of 
Dayton, as defendants, chaiged 
with employment discrimination. 
The Ohio Civil Rights Commiss:an 
| has set the hearing in Dayton on 
Sept. 6. 

{. “Case grew out of a complaint 
iby Lester Bass, a Negio, that he 
{was dropped from a local band 
{known as The Lamplighters at the 

{ 

The ratings continued to 

diskery “either by: local: manufac: 

{ 

rently. on a six-week trip through | 

"| firms was. ‘made between Glenn hote}’s request when if was ¢n- 

E. ‘Wallichs, Cap prez. and Motoji| aged to play there. The Tavior 
‘Kuno, senior managing director of | 8Fency was charged with compl.- 
| Toshiba. At a general meeting in ing with the alleged request in 
Tora July 28,. Toshiba shareheld-{ booking the band According to 

$2.000,000 sales increase in the past ;€fs approved the agreement. the Civil Rights Commission, the 
year: Despite a general slump in | Since shortly after its formation | Public hearing was scheduled only 
business - conditions at. ‘mid- year. dn October, ‘3960, TMI has manu-! after ‘an exhaustion of Comite 

diskery's, sales for :the fiscal year |factured™ and distributed Capitol! sion efforts at conciliation.” 
ended June 30:incteased to $48,-|Records fn Japan, pressing. them | In the two vears that the law 
364. 719 from $46, 368. 096 in the pre- from masters provided by the ! -+has’ been in effect, some 6350 come 

ceding year. | American conjpany. Piior to that, | plaints have been adjusted by 
-The sales-were: “second highest in | Japanese: distribution and pressing ; conciliation, without resorting to 

the company’s. history: exceeded | of Capitol disks .was handled by | public hearings The complaimast, 
‘only by. $49,266,860: registered for|TMI’s parent company. Toshiba. i listed as a bass viol player, stated 

Climbs To $48-Mil 
Capitol’ Records. racked up a: 

[the fiscal year ended June 30,-1959. (Under: ‘terms of the- new agree- | that he Jost $180 in salary by vot 
Ina letter to. Cap shareholders, ‘ ment,: Capito! will continue to pro-; playing at the Van Cleve when the 

| diskery prez. Glen: E. Wallichs. re-' vide’ TMI- with its catalog of re-{band was hooked there Maich. 13 

soprano’: ‘originally skedded to ap-j 

1523 equivalent to $3.93 per share 
on the. 461,409 ‘shares outstanding | 
at: the. end of. the yéar: | This fig-| 
gure “compared: -with--a. net’ ‘of |: 
'$1.796,233 ($3.77 a share) in the . 
fiscal. year. ended June 30, 1960: - 

“CHAVEZ. 10 BATON. IN N.O.. 
- New Orleans, ‘Aug. 15.. 
‘Carlos Chavez,. Mexican born 

conductor-composer, has been; 
signed ‘as. guest. conductor ‘of .the 
New Orleans Symphony Orchestra} 
Nov. 7. 

. Joan Sutherland, “Australan-born 

vealed that the $2.000,000 increase ' cordings. j through Match 26. 1961, inclusive. 
enabled . the . company to show. a In addition, he said he lost a larser 

‘ slight: inicrease in profits, despite’ BRITISH vE WING [amount by his absence from 1'6 

‘ition.’ The net income was $1,.815,- i P BO then employed by the Galaay Mss- 
JAZZ PLATTER SERIES | t2uz2e! The engagement at tte 

Galaxy reportedly lasted about i0 

‘Pye ‘Records has decided to{from the alleged discusminates y 
leach an: ajl-jazz label in Sep-: action_of the hotei is about $960, 
tember. Called Pye-Jazz, the Jabel{ Karl Tasior, head of the ente:- 
will bow with nine albums an tainment agency, denied charge of 

iin «Britain jazz from the 1, booker, and hate nothing toes 

labels Chess, Checker: and Argo. aes the pesconnel J deal dire: tiv 

growing demand for jazz in the all J know ts the number of iuen, 
‘U.K. and will give a new outlet! the price, and the term of emplos- 

Bo Diddley, Al Grey, Lorez Alex- could not be reached wamediately 
andria and. Ahmad Jamal fromjfor comment. The Citi] Rosst.ta 

4d pear as guest sololst.on that. date, 
bas canceled . -her appearance. be- ‘clude Kenny Ball. Jazzmen. Bobjclub formal clearanre of = any, 
cause of an Anability to get.a-re-| Wallis Jazzmen, Mickey Asbman,: wrong-doing, said William Ciobs, 

highly competitive. industry. situa- hotel when the band was scouted, 

London, Aug 15. j weeks. He said that his total lcs 

| EP and a single and will release. ey ise nae saying, Jo am a 

Move is: consistant with ever-] with the leader: of each band and 

to ‘such jazzmen as Muddy Waters, ; ment.” Spokesman for the intel 

the U.S. U.K. ‘tooters- signed in-| Commiscion has given the Galixy 

~ Nease tt ‘from the Metropolitan. Opera. Tony Coe and Jan Menzies. general manage of that spot 

{ 



MUSIC 

Jackie Gleason: “Lover’s Port-: 

folio” ‘Capitol... This is a lavish 

packaging joh (two LPs attractively | 

boxed with a booklét on the art’ 

of romance that includes some wild 

specifications for martini mixing? | 

that should build as a strong gift: 

item. In the grooves are Jackie- 

Gleason's musical tastes that in-_ 

cludes a cocktall piano side, a 
swinging dixieland beat, a society 
bounce and a lush romantic mood. 
There are no tootler credits but . 
the orch conducting is attributed 
to Gleason and he does a credit-: 
able job. The repertuire is standard. 
and standout. 

Johnny Mathis: “Portrait of 
Johnny” (Columbia. The = slick 
packaging put into this new Johnny 
Mathis LP will be -the key to its: 
certain sales takeoff. Included With: 
the regutar LP and jacket is. a 
po'd frame portrait of the singer 
that makes other pinups ‘of males, ' 
anyway: seem shabby ‘in com-° 
parison The singing department ; 
is well taken care of. too. He re- 
Erises some of his single disk re- 
leases. like “Flow -To Handle A 
Woman,” “Starbright” and “Oh 
That Feeling” There are also some 
effectively warm renditions of 
“Avnry, " “The Story of Our Love” 
‘and “Cherie.” 

Selma Diamond: “Selma Diamond 
Talks ... and talks... and talks” 
(Cartton: Jack Paar pulled Selma 
Diamond awav from her typewriter’ 
where she's been .writing comedy 
material for vears and years for 
some enesters on his latehour 
NBC-TV'et. She was a comedy nat-’ 
ural on the Paar exposure and into’ 
the groove has gone some of the 
best of her talks about being an 
unmarried woman in a wedded 
world, show biz reminiscences, dat- 
ing and other 
that are quite funny. 

“Dick Schory’s Orch: “Stereo 
Action Goes Broadway” (RCA Vic-, 
tov). A> percussion and brass en-: 

The showtunes are souped up for! 
stereo sensations that may not sit | 
well with the Broadway buffs but’ 
for those who want “the sound your 
eyes can follow,” the package offers Spanish Song Festival. held an- | 
some recording fun. 
Hideaway’ 
the lenuths they've gone to in the. 
sound gimmickrv - groove. 

Burl -Ives: 
Ives” (Deccas Disk company dig-: 
gers have. made the morgue very 
much alive today, Althougtl: 
Ives is longi vone from the Decea’ 
fold. the company still has some. 
of the folk sinzér’s top recorded, 
work Most Of it is included in this; 
double-LP packaze 124 songs, 
fact and it adds up to a definative: 
Tepresert ration, 

The Clancy Bros. & Tommy. 
Makem: ‘Coiimbia-. There’s a 
treat in store for tolkniks here: 
Although the group is just besin- 
ning to get around with bookings 
at N.Y.’s Blue Angel and the: like. | 
the eroup is built along solid pro, 
lines The Clanevs (Pat, Tom and: 
Liam! and Tominy Makem have.a 
fine stvle and a repertoire that’s . 

because — it. 
isn’t yet overdone The lively in-, 
strumental and vocal assists come. 

Bruce ° 

enrtinually exeiting 

from Pete Seeger's banjo, 
Lanzhorn’s guitar and a singing: 
audience that ‘was gathered to-* 
recher for the recording session. ; 
For those who ‘tuned in late, the! 
havs are Trish. 

Budds Greco: “I Like It Swing- 
fng"” ‘(Epict. The swinging mood 
that Budeav Greco's building for 
himself with his Epie LPs is in 
full steam here. Working, with ar- 
rangements and an orch ‘eonducted : 
by Al Cohn. a lively and imagina-. 
tive musician. Greco stirs up an. 
infectious vocal sound that has: 
plenty. of playing appeal. “Around. 
The World.” “I Love Being Here} 
“With You.’ “Too Darn Hot’? ‘and! 
“Heav, There’ care samples of his’ 
spinnin« naturals. 

Phyllis Diller: “Phyllis Diller 
Laughs” ‘Verve, The distaffers are. 
moving into the comedy-on-disk | 
scene ‘In force and Phyllis Diller: 
states her position with a laugh. 
Even though the laugh is her own. 
and it’s probably one of the wildest 
recorded, it does have value in that 
It punches tip her observations on 
how to be beautiful, how to drive. 
how to get rid of garbage, how to; 
eat inoa Japanese restaurant, etc. 
The set Ils a primer on how to be 

funny and the audience at the Bon 
Soir In N.Y.’s' Greenwich: Village, 
where the session was cut, got the ; 

; Message. 

Fabian: “Rockin’ Hot’. (Chan. |* 
cellor>. According to the produc-| 
tion notes for this package, Fabian 
rocks up the “old” and the “new.”| 
The “old” for this 18-year old} Beze7 
singer is “Hey Little Girl” and the |: |e 
“new” is “Little Meanie Jeanie.” 
He probably knows what he’ s doing, 
for his fans, anyway. 

“Fiappers, Speakeasies and Bath- 
tub Gin” (Warner Bros.) ‘Dorothy. 
Provine, Eddie Condon, Juve] 
(Fingers) Carr, Matty . Matlock are] | 
: some of the artists who've. beer. 
‘put together in one disk to presént | 
Warner Bros. musieal. version of 
the 1920s. The. package-is culled 
from previous WB releases and it 
seems like a promotion piece for 
the label but it’s a roundup that 
roars up happy musical memories. 

“Rocco and His Brothers” (RCA 
Victor International). Taken from 
the sound track of ‘the latest click 

‘Italian pie import, this set should. 
‘register with similar b.o. -impact. 
Nino Rota, who wrote:-the “La: 
Dolce Vita” music. . has come up! 

-with a highly listenable variety. of |- 
themes, ranging from the strictly ! 

*. atmospheric to the jazzy; divided 

~ LAWRENCE. WELK 
Proudly - Presents. His - Fourth- in- 

River. " 

Combo Review 

. “SEXTET ae 
‘Pep’ Ss, Philadeiphia 

‘Two former Count. Basie’ side- 
men -have taken. an old ingredient. 
of jazz to produce..a' combo with 

a BOBBY. DARIN™ vce eee! 

a-Row Dot .Hit Record “YELLOW |:: 
BIRD” BIW “Crutsing Down The 

7 al | EDDIE BO ......:.. 

AL _GREY-BILLY | “MITCHELL | 

a most refreshing sound. That in- | 

_Weincuiay, Ang 161 1961. . 

“Teth Bets 
By MIKE. GROSS’ | 

| ELVIS PRESLEY . : ieeebdbaetetees Ba ‘UT TLE SISTER 
«RCA Victor). idee oe Bis. Latest. Flame | 
“Elvis Presley's “Little” Sister’: ( Elvts Presley “Musict)' ‘will..cone . 

~ tue: the singer's winning streak’ and the funky beat: will ‘bring 
-still more fans into the: fold. “His ‘Latest Flanie”: (Elvis: Presley 
“-Musict) burns with’ a@ folk flair. that will: hit the op. ‘spinners with. 
lotsa: Ampact. 

as 

a: BROOK BENTON, : 2 avs just A ‘HOUSE. ‘WITHOUT YoU. 
I . Frankie &. Johnny, os, 

Brook Benton's “Hes. Just A House Without You”: (Playt). is, a 
built on -firm.musical grounds witha. clicko :vocal approach : to.. 

(Mercury) ce eee eee eee e bce eee 

assure it .a big spinning takeoyer..“Frankie & Johnny. (Ben.Day*): 

_ Perennial: into: pop contention. 
|. 4s. pepped up. with a vocal - excitement that: ‘should. ‘bring, this, 

* 2 he ae 

‘(Ateo) 2.665. You Must Have Been A Beautiful Baby. -: 
‘Bobby Darin’s “Sorrow ‘Tomorrow”* (Rumbalerot). is. built. along 

strong blues lines. and it's given a vocal kick that makes it a 
runaway. “You Must ‘Have Been A.Beautiful Baby” ( Remick) : 

4g given a low-down: shouting style: that’ We ‘Keep the e jules alive. . 
* * 

‘ee wee 8 ee eae 

-(Capitol). -.. bees 1 Bverghody, Everything ‘Needs. Love” 
Eddie Bo's “Dinky Doo” (Ront) is: an authentic: rhythm. & blues.) 

.piece. with. an uptempo ‘drive: that: can’t: help: but win over the” 
spinning circuit. and roll-te the top. “Everybody, Everything. Needs. 
Love” (Ront) is a country blues offering that. will go over. im ht somes” ; 

; parts of the. country. rs eee . 

LARRY COLLINS. ed eee end ed! 

veexses SORROW r FoMORKOW 

vibe ONE: STEP: ‘DOWN 
- (Columbia) .6..0 00.0 06 085 “Thebes. Stands The.One 

, into. 11 separate bands. 

Father Joseph Dustin: 
Father Taught Me” 
This is a swinging banjo display : 
by a Catholic priest, Father Joseph 
Dustin, who has played with vari-. 
ous jazz combos ‘in New’ Orleans. 
and: Detroit. Aside from the curi-. 

:ousity angles, Father’ Dustin is a 
pro on his instrument and dishes 

iRiverside'. [ 

gredient. is swing. and. the Al Grey- | 
Billy’ 

the basic element of jazz. trombon- | 
ist Grey: his saxophone-playing: co- 

moving all the time. - 
Together for several 

after - quitting. Basie, Grey” 

Mitchell ° Sextet. has» it in} ~ 
“Songs | abundanee. : 

Where many ‘modern: groups get | 
so waund up in form that they lose |.. 

TONY. WILLIAMS : Seven dale: 
leader have a’ unit “which keeps . 

months. - 
and | 

Larry Collins’ “One Step: Down” Sea: Lark ): steps..out- witha 
hot. Tocking beat that looks like a _ surefire winner : for. today's. 
‘spinning. market. 

(Reprise). . cece eee ees 
Tony. Williams’ “Sleepless. Nights” (Gleam*): _ts.a-socko ballad’ 

:. delivereé with a vocal ‘punch. that. will : ‘carry it tod. spinnifig 
payoff on all. levels. “Movin In” (Argot)’ moves in: “with: a. slick. 

“There Stands The. One®: ( Camiarillot) is. an- 
overly. dramatized . batlad. that will, Y probably move some. kids. . 

. SLEEPLESS: NIGHTS : 
aga vena ee . Movin’. In! 

up a straight repertory of stand-| Mitctell got. impressive. notices at 
ards, including “Lover,” .“I Love | Newport and ‘they loak like a’good |: 
Paris.” “The Glow Worm,” “Bye bet for’ the: jazztoom-concert-fes~| 

. thythmic sound that ‘will thet it move. out. in juke - circles, 

patter assor tments i 

“The Best of Burl 

in! "“Niebla” 

Bye Blackbird” and others. ° -~ | tival, circuit. 

SPANISH SONG FEST 
semble supply The audio kicks here. ' AWARD T0 ‘ENAMORADA’, 

‘Madrid, Aug. 15. | 

off with top honors at the ‘Third’ 

songsmith 
with Ivries -by Rafael dé. 

Leon, the fest’ winner.. was. pre- 
sented to. cightly. .audiences © by: 
Josephine Baker" ‘Ss ‘protege, : Jose. 

. popular 
quero, 

Burl: Francis. ; 

Trailing the 100.000: peseta prize- |. 
winner: “Enomorada”” . were “Qui-: 
siera ser’ 
“Pregunton” (The Big Question», 

‘UMist+ . and 

primaveras” 15 Springs); 

Fest performance prize of. 50.000 
pesetas went to Ana Maria Parra. 

- With the Duo Dinamico . as’ runner- 
up song stvlists 
RCA Espanola, : in a move that 

took the disk trade by Surprise, - 
thad all of the ‘songs in. contest. 
!and performing. artists on wax. 
| before the festival terminated last: 
‘Tuesday (July 253. 

“Othello,” starring Frank Silvera,:. 

‘Gros. -f- 

Written by | 
Augusto. Al-! 

“Quince.|'style. 
. | musi¢: with a” ‘good beat.and could |. 

~ Longplay Shorts 

ers” 
room -device. as a mute), 

‘jciting ‘trombonist who - ‘plays: the’ 
horn as* it . should be ‘played— |’ 

‘strongly and: ‘with much. feeling. | 
He has astonishing technique. and | 
knows his way atound the. diffi- |. 

“Enamorada” (In Love) walked. ;-cult: instrument. Mitchell is a facile: 7 
soloist ‘on both ‘the tenor and alto! 

! sax’ who gets. a:modern ‘sound with- |. 
out playing too many’ meaningless . 

“Hernando’s: nually at the Alicante Coast resort | notes... “2: 
ix a good example ofj town, of Benidorm. Sine pianist, Gene. Kee, ‘the: group 

has’.a man who writes interesting | 
arrangements. and adds. ‘another | 
horn with his E-flat -or “peckhorn.” 
Trumpeter Henry. Boozier, ‘basse | 
ist Wilbur Ware and. ‘drummer Jual {- 

| Curtis round. out the’ group. 
The: band somehow catches some. 

ofthe free-and=easy flavor of 
‘How I. Love. To Be),|rhythm and.blues but escapes the | 

dJapsés ‘into taste- which mar that |} 
‘The: combo plays -happy 

‘appeal to the younger set ready to}. 
‘graduate’. to. something © ‘More 
musical than rock ’n’ roll. 

Grey, the “last of the ‘big plung-| °. 
(he uses. .an ordinary. -bath-}. 

‘isan ex- |> 

(MGM) ee era 

ee (Coral) 
- Fhe.Allan Logan Combo's. “Love ‘Is. Like- A Violin”: Chappell*)~ 
ts att enchanting. melodic piece. that’s sure to lead the instrumental. 
‘parade. in all spinning areas, “Pretty Girls". (Champions ¥ -has.@. 

'-. ‘pleasing | instrumental lilt “that 
times. 

PAUL EVANS. rere 

Paul Evans’. “Sisal. “Twine” 
calypso quality that can: be-turned ‘into a. ‘hot: pop property. . 
“Over The Mountain, :Across The Sea” - (Arct) ts. a moody 3 ballad 

_ with Tocking touches that’ “get nowhere, 

With a hit record (they .have: a change. needs no ‘return. privilege. 

the Al Grey-Billy 

way. The group has. the. talent and. 
the enthusiasm to stay around. for other ‘store’.setup. 
years... Bitt.. 

Cyril _Cusack, ‘Celia. Johnson. and 
; Anna Massey, in all European’ markets. The Continental’ ‘firm will re-. 
‘lease all the complete plays on disk. produced by the Society as ‘they. 
become évailable:. . ..A newly discovered recording -ofthe late pianist. 
Dinu Lipatti’s last "concert with orchestra. will be: released by Angel | 

+this week. The performance. was ‘held at.the Lucerne Festival in. Au-} 
gust, 1950, with Herbert von Karajan conducting. ; 

Sextette recorded at N.Y."s Museum of Modern. Art garden ‘bash’ 
+ Ivan Mogull has purchased. the’ foreign rights to ™ “Mansion . on ‘the. | 
: Hilltop.” “If We Never Meet Again.” “IIL. Walk Dem ‘Golden Stairs”: 
and “He Knows Just What L Need” from SESAC which published them a 

iin the U. S.. The tunes have been. recorded. by Elvis Presley. on. the 
Victor album, “His Hand In Mire” . ‘Maestro. Paul Taubman: has 

‘ recorded - “Marching. Along ‘With Paul ‘Taubman and. His Big Brass’ 
. Band” for Columbia . 
tis offering ‘sales program: which includes. a ‘straight. 15% discount . 
Benno Moiseiwitsch, Russo-British. pianist, has made his first U. Ss. re- Z 
cordings for release this winter, under a new. contract: with Decca... He | 
has previously recorded exclusively for British HMV, . ... Warner Bros. 
is prepping a seven ‘inch, 33 sampler containing ‘excerpts from 10 of 
the Songs in a‘new album by the Everly Bros, which has been’ designed: 
for retailer distribution either gratis or-at.a minimal charge to the: 
j consumer. If the customer is interested. in buying the fall disk, he can} 
retitrn the sleeve of the sampler for. a full refund on-his. purchase of. 
the album itself ; 
due to poor showing by that department. 
| Sam Cooke hit N. Y. last week:to cut a new album for RCA Victor 

. . Bill Dana cutting: “Jose Jiminez in Orbit”. for October release by. 

| Kapp. ; 

-Argo: Records {- 
'will soon release: the album. recarded: by. the Al Grey-Billy. Mitchell. : 

“Roulette has: released 10. new LPs for-fall and }.: 

. Roulette is planning. to cut out. its. ‘elasstcal. line 

possibility: in “Rompin’” on the |It acts as its own: distrib and has.’ 
Argo ™ label), ’ its own, ‘warehouses. AS. far as: the’ 

cerned, the. ‘operation is like any 
Company. dis- 

‘plays are’ used ° and merchandising: 
tis .handled ‘ with. deals, album-of-' 

| the-month - specials: and -other typi- 
‘cal retailer.: gimmicks. - ‘Both :. al- 

| bums and singles are: sold,: about 
of the business inalbums. All) "85% 

types.of. disks are handled,. from 
==4} pop to. classical, in both. ‘monaural 

Philips has just: released its first ‘Shakespeare Recording Society sét,: 
and stereo, Latter isa. popular 
‘item’ because. all. the record ‘play- |: 
erg and equipment sold in-the PXs. 
is” stereo, _ There® are. ov er. 4.000 

British Disk’ Best t Sellers 
London,’ Aug. 15:. 

You Don’s Know ....Shapiro | 
(Columbia) 

‘Well I Ask You. ...:... ‘Kane ; 
(Deccai . 

--Pemptation ..;.. + Everly” Bros. 
- (Warner) 

: Johnny Remem. Me. Leyton 
(Top: Ranky .-... Le 

- Halfway To ‘Paradise: . "Fury a 
. (Decca) as 

Romeo’ Lesegdeeregees Clark 7 

(Pye) 

Runaway... .....,-. “Shannon: . 
* (London) ; 

You Always: Hurt. The 
‘One You Love... “s a Henry. : 
(Pye: : 
‘Hello, Mary Lou.. -.Nelson 

(London). - 
« Pasadena: ‘Temperance Séyen: 

(Parlophone). 

Tommy. ‘Edwards’’ “I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry” ( Acuff: Roset).“ 
-rolls with an easy beat and: a. vocal touch that will ‘spin“aup into 

- the payoff. ‘bracket. “My Heart. Would. -Know” ‘(Acuff- Roset)* ig. a 
- Hank Williams tune. given. an’ effective ballad styling. - a 

‘THE ALLAN LOGAN comBo: ore “LOVE Is LIKE. A ‘ViorIN 

_Army- Air Force PXs_ 
‘Continued from | page 43. a 

|fects --record.: sales: in: domestic _ 
shops.. -The ‘station has. its own: se-. | 

-.| lection system, - however, and does.” 3 
not: ‘program ~ as ‘disk jockeys here. -} 
do with: regard. to. diskery promo- a 

TOMMY EDWARDS... .1M $0 LONESOME, 1. COULD: RY. o 
wv. My. Heart Would. Know | 

“Pretty Girls: Se ewe ee eee 

could: get. a ‘some Programming 

‘(Pambitl- Lyle*): ‘has’ the. ‘brigh€ 

|PXs. ov erseas,. ‘one in- every: Army 
and Air Force post.. 
The average LP sells: for $2. 35: at. 

Mitchell group could go..4- long | actual selling .in the’ PXs is con-;the PX-and'the-single goes for 50¢,. 
The specials and other deals some--- ‘¥ 
times bring the price. to $1.10-$1:50 .; 
for an: album: “High volume and -..} 
excellent ‘deals. from the. manufac- 
turers make these prices possible. 

pected : :- $10,000, 000° “this © 

itenis in: ‘the. stores. . 

| entertainment factors, especially: in 

thé same way. as. a: local. ‘station. ef-. 

| tion. et al. : rd 
The’ ‘overseas PX. operation used .! 

‘}t0- ‘be’ handled “by individual 

Force “Exchange Service “is in. 
| chargé. Martin L; Roemer handles - | 
| the _purchasing. of all records, ‘rec-". 
ford equipment and. components. . 

“SIS SAL. TWINE on" 
(Carlton)... 6... Over The. Mountai,: ‘Across The Sea 

Record sales: been going. up at: the 
PXs over the past few-years: from: - 
$3.000. 000° five years ago to: the ex-..-'f 

-year. | 
Disks are ‘among the. top-selling 

Records: aré. ‘considered’ by the > 
military to be one. of the more: 
important: items” ‘stocked in. the .- 

|PXs for-their value as morale and: | 

the out-of-the-way. installations. ine 
some of these ‘areas-the demand - 

: lis greater’ than’ the: ‘supply..* 
‘men are a-captive ‘market in. the . 

-Imore isolated spots and rely heav-. *- 
_ [ily on, ‘disks for: diversion. - 3 
“|: "An influence on the record buy- | | 
‘ing. tastes ‘of. the: soldiers is the. { 

| Armed --Forces Network,. in-much -% 

The =. 

license&s, but in-:-now run come .j 
pletely: thtough the Exchange. ‘Gen=: a 

.*[eral.Laux, Chief of Army and Air. { 

“ae cs DINKY, ss ; 



o * ‘Magic Age Is Seventeen;” which will be’ used. as a promotion. piece : 
‘. Geveriteen. mag's. 17th birthday. .The tune. was‘ recorded. by: Johnny 

. Jule: ‘Styne and: his soni, ‘Stanley, have collaborated ‘on a a. ‘tong. : “wapne 
‘for 

te Restivo. for 20th Fox Recards. ‘The: new: song will: be: introduced: to. the! 
:mag’s readers via a special féaturé’ in. the September birthday" issue: j 
The‘ article, which includés’the words and music. to the. song, a picture. 
Of. Restivo,. and. background info: on - Styne, will. also: have. « ‘special }. 
‘ecupon Offer. of the recording’ at 50% off. The 7 $0ng is , being published | 
by Chappell. - nok . 

“The ‘Lytn- Fainat Group’ ‘ow has™ available’ a * eompléte™ set: of ‘pre | 
. gram notes ‘on‘all the’ plays in the Rodgers.& Hammerstein: ‘repertory.’ 
The. ‘program: ‘notes’ -are- done. in. the same. ‘manner: as the. notes. used 
by’ major symphonies. ‘and: opera’ companies. ‘Each account is .a: com - 
plete history. :of that. ‘particular. play.’ The list includes works sucli as: 

MGs Max To London | 

. chine,” “Ada”. and: ‘King. of: Kings” 

For EMI, Pic Rep Talks | 
- Arnold -Maxin, . MGM. Verve 

prey, ig On a two-weeker in Lon- | & 

don’. for © meetings with. EMT). fattractions under canyas . Rey ‘New York 
‘Herman Finkelstein, ASCAP' 

| general attorney, has been. elected i 
‘to the board of directors of ; 

sBlectrc -& Musical © Industries? 
execs, Metro. film representatives 
and: artist. pactee: Vera Lynn.” 

: Straigis, cleffer for Danny & the 
‘Juniors and other reck ‘n’ 1cilers, 
has come up with a new + eger, 

*Maxin’s: huddles with the EMI iNeal Williams, former 88er for Gos- 
-erowd | ‘and ‘the pic people willj Scribes; an organization of writ-' pel groups. 
' focus on the new Metro film. tunes lers on. Jegal subjects. He was also ; 
to‘ be released on MGM Records; elected a member of the Council | 
such as. “The Honeymoon Ma-| on. ‘Patents, Trademarks & Copy- 

right ‘of the American Bar Assn 
. Buddy Morrow Orch playime 

pte: city’s _park circuit this week 
',.. Chicago clarinetist Jack Maheu 

London . 
‘Eden Kane and Karl Denver. who 

both figure In UK °s Top 20 cha: ts, 
have heen signed for a -tcutng 
package show by Latry Pea nes 

album: sets 

“Show “Boat”. from .-the - ‘Hammerstein : ‘Catalog: and. Pal: _woey 
hal 7 “Babes: In- Arms” from, the: ‘Rodgers & Hart’ Catalog. 

‘and. 

. : Capitol Records: ‘has: tied ‘in with. Schieffelin. & Co. tor A. ‘promotion | 
Son: Jackie: Glteason’s ‘Lover's Portfolio” package. :The- Schie?felin- beet 

ig the. new leader of the Dixieland 
.| combo, the Salt City Six . 
-Olatunfi plays at the Berkshire 
-Musi¢ Barn tonight ‘Wed... The 

™ Riffraff Riotin Rioting, Frances Faye. whe won rave notices 
for her cabaret at the Tatk of the 
Town niterie, Is thinking of <taving 
anomer month in these parts 

7 erage: labels, ' which includes ‘Plymouth. Gin,. Moet.-&. Chandon. ‘Cham- | 
‘-pagne and Teacher's: Highland.Cream Scotch,’ ‘are featured: in- the bro- 

ces “ehure which :comes: with the two-record deluxe boéxed.sét. Cap-y.p,-Alan | 

Limeliters are set. there for a Sat- W. Hayell jored the Per 
-urday matinee 11g) jforming Right Tribunal’ ss Fen 

Musie publisher Ivan Mogull left tana bagged George Chakiris tor 
{for: Europe last week to visit ‘2" album. Anita O'Day. US. 
affiliates, diskeries and artists... J42Z2 singer, who tapes one tor 

z/* la Newport, Kills 
. Livingston -will- be ‘used : “as. the ‘model in: 1 ad, spreads, for the ‘Gleason | 

= aa Package: - 

Harold * Orlob, - composer. “of ey. Wonder: Who's: Kissing’ Hee Now’, ” 
will be: honoted : ‘at a-musical: testimonial at ‘Salt Lake City’s Assem- | 
tn bly Hall: Sept. 26::‘The. event. will. be. similar. to ‘a testimonial two years | 

* ago ‘for. Otto Harbach,- another. native ‘Utahn... Orlob's latest‘ “work. 
“Recreation,” a ‘suite for ‘symphony - orch and chorus, will .be per- | Beaulieu Jazz. Festival. 

~ British Jazz Fete 
' London, Aug. 15."- 

“over! ‘the July 29-30 weekend; 
rowdy: juyeskilled one of the insti- | 
ltutions of British: jazz—the annual : 

For. now - 

formed .for: ‘the: first. ‘time | “during the all-Orleb. program. ‘Orlob: As. 5) ‘Lord: Montagu of Beatlieu, who 
. ‘years: old... 

The. receritly: formed: ‘International: Record Mens ‘Club, wil hold: its | “Glyndebourne of jaz,” has. de-. 

} first: promoted ‘the fest- six. years. 
{ago with ‘the idea of: making it a 

pes luncheon rheeting Sept. 21. The: meet will. be chaired: by. Gene} cided.to nix’ it, Reason, she says,. 
Moretti, of" MGM - Records, and” will: feature. as its guést speaker: Leon- 

. ard G. Wood, of. EMI... ‘The: group” was: formed to -allow . music execs 
who are. ‘interested in. ae foreign. area ‘of. the: industry, te to. Bet together. 
on ar: informal: basis. 

~PRS’60 Income 
Hits: $9,226, 000; | 
- Seek Hiked Fe oes 

mee ~Loridon, Aug. 15: 
Performing ‘Rights Society . Cole, 

7 lected ' $9.226,000 in” 1960, repreé- 
- senting ‘a- 300°: rise’.on: “pre-World | 
“War. ITincome.. Next ‘move ‘on 
the agenda, says ‘PRS. general man- 

. ager, Harold Walter. is to ‘get’ the ;- 
“Performing Right Tribunal to o:k:! 
.further-tariff increases :to. hike the} 
- “fepward”. for. musical: works. - 

“Walter deems this no easy: task 
as. ‘the. tribunal.. won't . throw. in- 

““ereases around : lightly, especially! 
when'100°0 hikes -are ‘sought as is! a 
the -case -with certain tariffs. ‘Even ; 

..“with the © all-powerful. ‘tribunal’sj 
* ‘blessing dickers’ with the -200-odd] 

“associations who. use’. music: would | | 
take some: years. = -. 

‘Currently; PRS is huddled ‘with 
commercial - ‘tv ‘webs. and: is trying 
‘to up-their annual yield of $1.019;- 
200. “Arguments people: always, 

_ seem :to put up,” says. “Walter. “is 
:- that because wwe ‘now take three | 
times as. much.as we did 20 “years 

. BLO. We. shouldn’ t keep. ‘seeking. in-}. 
~ greases... But music is ‘being: used 
_far, far ‘more today than. 20° years 
“ago. Our: ‘total annual income: bears J. 

:: no relation to the. basic residuals. 
the «authors and - “composers. Ret. 
‘This is what. PRS. is‘trying to. raise. 
 -Aecording: to Walter, the reason 

“U.K. ‘trails the . rest ..of- Europe’s| 
performing right: fees ‘is - because 
:PRS_ here .doesn't ‘have powerful 
“ “enough * government : “backing. He. 
“points, for: instance; to-Italy where 
cops will -Close.'an -eatery or- cafe 

. which” uses: music but doesn’t. shell ; 
out 4% of the ‘profits to .the Jocal} 

‘eollecting . org. “With © Similar “coop- 
. eration . from- Parliament; he -as- 
o ‘serts, many. of ‘his..current collect~ 

ing. problems would be: over.. 

: Lou Simon to Head Sales 
For Philips Label In U. " 

“Chicago, “Aug. 15. 

m= 
“Brit Clelfer Earnings 
oh InSb, But Steady. Rise. 

~ London, Aug. 15.- 
” songwriters ‘are- earning , 

ores ‘today ihan’ they: were. two | 
years age, according to figures: ‘pub- 
‘lished.in Guild News, official organ | | 
Of the. Songwriters’. Guild: of Great * 

|lates to SWG members only. states: 
“Since - 1958-59: our <2°¢ ‘share - tof. 
‘writers yearly: .earnings.- ‘up : ‘to. az 
‘Maximum of. $56): has, risen from" 
$4: 7112: to $5, 398, . an. increase, of 
‘$686. re 

i show. ‘that our (500) ‘full. members ; 
are’ now. earning, : 

“fees” alone,. ‘at- least. $34.306 -mare 

CADENCE E ENDS DROUCHT. 
WITH 6-ALBUM. FLOOD: 
Cadence - Records, which: hasn't: | 

released a new. album for the past. 
seven: ‘months,” is: currently: -plan--| 

ning ‘six. new platters. -Each. of the: 
releases, will ‘be pegged to. an artist 

with: a recent - ‘chart ‘climbing: disk.” 

: ‘Under’. the . direction. Of: Archie : 

Bieyer, ‘Cadenie prexy, album: by 

‘are -in. the. works. ° The’ Chordeties (” 
platter -will - be pegged | on ticir | 
current “Never‘ on Sunday”. disk. |. 

| Tillotson's album will be. a collec=:;. 
‘tion of his previous hits and a-new- 
side. The Williams. disk will féature 
his “Bilbao” click and. Shirley, will) 

jrently ‘On. the. ‘charts with | “Water : 
Boy. ine 

‘The. ‘Cadence plan” “for: * alburn.* 
releases “is: based. on. tlre ‘idea ‘of | 
| Bet cutting. a new ., Jalbum ‘without | 
a “gimmick. *. “Instéad. of. putting j 

tout a large . Catalog,.: ‘the, outfit : 
) prefers ‘to release* a small amoiint : 
and | work on their’ Sales .{n dn depth. 

: g: ; Fall: Ded 
Capitol Records is: Jauinening a 

Wax ‘three’ new. albums. - He js. eur-:| 

is because: of the” extensive dam-: 
dgecaused ‘to his; and the: locals’, 
property: by . drunks ° and. 
hoodlums.’ 

Sadly,’ he. ‘said: cote is. becoming: 
-| incréasingly - apparent that there | the ‘State “Fair, Syracuse, 

is a large crowd .of irresponsible. 
‘ people, almost as many as the gen- ; 

. run the risk of further damage to. 
“my property nor. allow: the resi-- 
dents of. Beaulieu to. suffer the ; 
‘undesirables’ the fest- altracts .to | 
the Tieighborhood: rb - 
‘He went. on: “My family has } 

*| “The Big Mule,” will be packaged. 
“with Maxine Brewn, Mary Wells 

: south beginning Sept. 
i Johnnie Tayler, formerly with the ! 
; Soul Stirrers, is one of the new 

{will be guest emcee‘on ABC-TV's 

“young | 

A 

.. Iazy Greve is promotional direc- 
uihe audience, who come to Beaul- ‘tor for Glad-Hamp Recotds, Lionel 

lieu just to cause trouble. -1 can't ‘Hampton's diskery . 

| Modern Art includes 

Britain.” -Publication, which: circu: -been-: responsible for: the. welfare-! 
i of the villagers for 400 years and | 
we have :a.-duty. to them.: What: 

‘saw ‘in. the. ‘streets: this weekend 
sickened - ‘me: 

up: a: total of more than’-100. cas- 

‘This: year, cider- 
‘drinking. rowdies smashed. coftage. 

a ;. windows, ‘wrecked. gardens, fisured | as 
“Modest, figures, ‘these. ‘but ‘they: -in bloody. bottlefights ~(which Tan ABC-TV. series... 

T and the Bud Freeman All-Stars. . 

in’: “performing ; ualties) and ‘gave ‘local -cops;. re-! 

‘Carl : Dorbin joined Dick Gersh’s BBC-TV along with Diana Doers and. 

urrent ‘out. on ‘Roulet t songwriter Cyr rm 
¢ ly. or oule fe with who batons the Palladium p:! orch. 

got engaged td Shoshana Shapira, 

‘and Bo Didley for a tour of ihe ‘an Israeli teacher. 
1 Xt} 

Chicago 
Hal Munro orch set for the Teroy 

-H) Fall Festival, Sept 9 . 
: Jack Teagarden plays the Pale 
Gardens, Flint, Mich, Sent 716 

. Gary Margulis orc bs hooked for 
“an indefinite stay -at the Riewn 
Suburban Hotel, Louisville, Oct 30 

. Levis Kinman Quariet down 
” for six weeks at the Cohimbia Club, 

Indianapolis, starting Q.t Q fel- 
lowed by Larry Ward orch for «ia 

. Earl Wrightsen sect for the 
Decea. re- Naren. n) 

corder. Earl Grant. has been signed Ra TO tne ean emits 
for a. featured. role in 20th- “Fox | orch * 

7 plavs Basin St East, NY, 
film, “Tender Is. the Night”. . ~ sept. 14.30... Jackie Cain & Ray 
! August lineup for the Jazz in. ae : 
iGarden series at-fhe Museum of Kral currently fling. in aaa 

the Back ’ F acto ‘Clayton All-Stars, the Roy. El-. 200 while he is on an waste m tour. 

dridge-Coleman Hawkins Quintet : 

Dallas 
i Ernle Jobnson och replacing 

. ‘Hollywood Joe Reichman wihio bows ont of Wie 
Steve’ Allen has inked Les Brown Hotel Adolphus Century ream 

his: musical director for fall’ around Sept. 1 . Rozina Fads 
Dean Martin ; Joined Don Neeley Trio as vorahst 

will. do -an -all: Italian song alhum?at the King's Club . Come 
for. ‘Capitol 28 his next . Jimmy » , Grady Wilsen doubl; me as enuce 

artists on SAR Records. label 
launched by singer Sam Cooke . 
Johnny Cash, Columbia disker, 

“Rive Star Jubilee.” which origi- 
nates ‘in Springfield. Mo, Sept. 

. Tennessee Ernie Ford. pliys 
N.Y. 

‘Sept. 5-6. 

inforced with “‘specials” and dogs, : McHugh. has. completed" his. song at the Colonv Club replacing the 
[than - they. were in 1958-59 when - thei busiest * night” of the year. 
your. campaign: began.”. mt ‘Last -year,. similar ' delinquency i*The First. Lady Waltz . 

Ink 

stand Thars, 

Kennedy: ' vacationing Wally Weston tribute | to - Jacqueline 
Helen Spots clase a week 

‘prevailéed~ and was: cliniaxed by! O'Connell will: chirp: with “Burhank “HM at the. Copacabana Houston 
the wrecking of. a ‘BBC-TV O.B: 
tamera‘. unit which . was: toppled! 

: from: its - ‘scaffold, 
Lard Mentagu's decision : Was a coming: 1 

do a World © tour -bitter one,:.he said. for “Jazzwise” 
the fests . were. successes... This: 
year, « for. instance, | singer. Anita. 
O'Day who flew in from. the U. S. 
specially’ for the occassion;. was’ a 

. wow and: fans‘ listened to her ‘in: 
silence. “Phe 15 jazz bands swung 
‘for 16- Solid hours and, according 
‘td. Johnny. Dankworth who headed 
the: . ‘modern jazz ‘section, 
thoroughly : enjoyed. tlhie jam -and: 

day sesh and -reckoried. he'd break | 
even from. the: 8.000: tickets. sold. 

Candid Pitching Jazz 
To O’seas Distributors: 

- Candid Records, ‘the. jazz wing 
“of. Cadence, : ‘is currently” setting 
‘up. ‘its: overseas: distribution - ‘opera- ; 
lion. - Bob’. Altshuler. the Jabel's: 
general. ‘manager, is directing the. 
“program. ° Already. set zré Blue 
Bell in: Ttaly,- ‘Mikulski Schallplat- 
-ten- Dienst. in Germany and Debut: 

- jn Denmark. The eritire program 
OTs expected to ‘be- ‘completed: ‘within | 

_ the ext few weeks, : : . 
Altshuler: feels” that the mar ket i 

‘comes ‘from his recent Argentine 
tour . 

Symph Aug. -19 . Ric Marlew : Bobby Sherwoed follows Bill 
has. finished. cutting. “Taste of & Deedy into Sam Ventura’s new) 
‘Honey" and will ine lude it In un- Village Club Sept 5 Red Ske]. 

Sylte. Sisters wij] ton headlining a revue booked hy 
under State Dent °J. Dayid Nichals intn the Vue 

‘auspices ..:, Ray Anthony's new Hall, Houston, Aug 17 
Capitol release, “Moliendo Cafe." | ° -- 

. Gilbert Roland has etched : San Francisco 
his. original, manuscript of wax.) An era ended and anather he. 
“Manolete,” for LP -Hecords, and | gan —at the Fairmont Hotel last 
recorded. it. in both Spanish and weekend. The Cirque Room ahere 
English... .. Roberta Linn set for hands had held forth once 14934, 

they Hae weeks at San Diego's Gaslight. fclosed, and the first publi rocen 
Club , - John Simith.. “Tl, aramie”’ of the Fairmont’s macsne new od- 

‘the ' Chordettes; “Johnny: Tillotson: ! would: be’ prepared to revisit. the’tv ‘lead; “will sing.in upcoming serps. dition opened New roo is called 
Andy. ‘Williams. ‘and. Don-. Shirley: ‘fest . next . year—if : there: was: .one..| He was once a Mitchell Boys Choir , the Pavilion Room and. of course, 

-The promoter: parted with: close: member: a : 
on $17.000 to stage. this vear's. two- |. 

‘has & view, plus Al Trabhe's fire-_ 
Iman oreh What's Jeff of Coque 

“Philadelphia j Room has become: another totel 
har, with Den Regan at piano . 

. Bob Marcucei, president of Chan- Judy Garland booked for a sngle 
teellor Records, seriously il] with a concent: at BO00-seat Civic Audie 

| virus: infection. : -in Einstein Medical forhum Sept. 13 with a «ellout 

Center. rary » Fabian he's never made Jooming. Seale rune froin ¢3 te top 

a pro appearance in Philly. but his 'o¢ $775 and a ceHout could gros. 
booking. by. the Here Scholarship , $$40.000-plus . | Gene -VMicDaniels 
Fund, finds the vocalist making his ‘opened at new Fack & Del 
local debut: four blocks: from his Courtney's orch took aver bade, 
jhome:,.. . Kay Little, former chirp- stand at Fairmort's Venetian Room 
er with: name bands. coming out of for three weeks allowing Freie 
retirement, brought back for a sec- Heckscher crew to gel a vacation 
ond stand at Drexelhrook Country Joyz Workshop. Cannonball Ad- 
Club .:. Pianist Kenny Kyle, ane :derley Quintet booked: into J.r2 
of the Two. Kens af the Capri. to workshop Oct 10 for Pate weeks, 
have areunion with his brother | follauing Dt Gillespie "Pan 
Billy Kyle, when Louis Armstrong - Poindexter hae ieepie ‘on, oc M 

--comes. to. ‘Drexelbronk. this month regular with Lambert-Hendricks- 
. Pianist Byron Janis is the I.am- Ross Trio. 

“for American jazz. overseas ‘is. rap- ! ‘bertville Music Fair's first venture 

yoo US.. which. will. be distributed. by | 

‘Lou Simon is. taking over as. sales , “two-pronged: campaign ‘aimed. ‘at. 
ae “moving - ‘records: into and out-of: re- 
- director. for the-Philips: Tabel in the tail stores as: quickly.-as. possible: . 

Under: the” terms of..its: fall ‘pro- 
Mercury Records.. ‘Simon “has -been ; i gram, the. diskery .is. offering deal-. 
prexy ‘of Supreme. ‘Distributing | “ers.a 12° special discount in liew! 

Co, Mere distributor. for the -areas ; of the normal. 2°% -cash ‘discount® 
fon. all ‘purchases made. during -the | 

around. ‘Cineinnat!'§ for the past 15: , program .period.. On top of ‘this. ; 
years, - ‘tthese déalers will receive a specia 

|. 

‘Meantime, the Barclay Record, Co.} earned | within the framework ..of..- 
” “of France has “agreed to the’ ter-'| the program. must’ be-.undertaken-. 
. Mination” ofa 12-year. old contract,/-and completed between Sept. ‘Vand. 
‘for. the. distribution: of. ‘Mercury | Dec.. 25. 
'- disks ‘in France.. Merc also -had.the !. Cap's. 

distribution .rights for the Barclay. label. ‘offers: dealers discounts :of up | 
‘disks ‘in -the U.S. :Societe . Photo- | to 207° on catalog’ and’ nev. album .- 

graphique -Philips..of France will |-‘releases.. In. ‘addition: to the dis- pe 

Ves 
now handle the. Mere, distribution cont. the -Anse] | proaram. aleq. pro- 
hy’ ‘that: country: . vides” Tor: Aelerred shippine. 

Tre: teaxed.: five | “new - ‘disks for’ fall | "Terrell, 
°Seling. - -_ 

Ao il 
_. The. local ‘and. area: distribs for |‘cooperative’’ advertising allowance: | 
“the Philips’ line ‘will -be- selected | equal'to 3° oftheir program pur-.. ‘ . 
“within the next. few months. -In the | chases.. The : advertising: privileges :. 

program - for thie’ “Angel; fa 

idly:growing... Candid has retently' with. a longhair. artist ‘St. John 
who launched the music - 

‘tents was. also” the first to fry ja77 American Music Fete 
Grosses 616 In Detrait 

Desrait *Veace ys 

Anwriean Masi ki tral ssa: ed 
61 00G Tast week pt te Cannan. 
tron. Arena in Carhe Hall tise 
, Bash produces Ed Saskia seid 

~tomation Comes toLP Sales 
“Cleveland, Aug. 15 

“A ‘system. to. sell 1 More LP records has been developed heré by 
“WERE Radio, the. Hikbee Co. ‘local ‘dept. store) the Ohio ‘#rass Sas revitered on on ite 
“Bell Telephone. Lo.. It consists of five. electranic ernie ‘ta- terdance of 24.000, ala $6 ton 
‘joned in. the ‘store window. 2° special. telephone hookup: in effect Appearing on the propgiats sare 
-24 hours a: day and récord playing equipment. .- ‘Julie London, Bobb. Troup Qs. 

The prospective customer ¢alls a special. number, ‘asks to. hear .tet, Pete Fountain Quarte! Caowst 
- the’ album of. the: day. A seléction is. played. automaticalls, Bawe arch, Jonah Jane« gerne 

: | which: the customer can ‘either order the record or hang up ‘Cannonball Adderles Qaintes, iD: 
The. ‘store. reported . 510 phone calls the first day the.service was Brubeck Quartet. For Frets a 

: operating. -It:is hypoed by integrated. radio spots with the plone Nina Simone 3:30. Lanaert Hs nile 
number and albus: title. ‘plus selections. from, the music be:ng :ricks-Hoss, Montgome:+: Boos. 

: feztured. "Quartet, Brokensta Quartel, Pet! er 
iNuctin Sextet a:d Ike Is.,cr it is’: ‘believed. the: first day: and. night automated’ album selling 
i Quartet service in. the country. 
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(Tune Index of Performance & Sales) 

This weekly tabulation is based on a statisti cally. balanced ratio of disk sales; nationally, as re ported by keyo outlets in major cites and 1 musie 
programming by the major independent radio stations. 

Last No. Wks. Thie Last No. Whe. >- wd a 1 This’ last No. ‘Wks. . 

Wie On Chart THLE, ARTIST LABEL | Wk. Wks On Chart’ TITLE, ARTIST LABEL. | Wk. Wh. On Chart its; anriét “Lapel, 

3 10 TOSSING AND TURNING 34 32 7 MISSING YOU \o67 — 4° MY-TRUE. story’ — 
Bobby Lewic ... .++ eee Beltone Ray Peterson .,......,.++++ Dunes | Jive Five .. were, ; , Beltone | 

t 6 MICHAEL | 35. .46 ~6. WATER BOY. | 680 47) 8 ATEAR- : 
Highway. weesecrses UA | Dow Shirley Trio. ssveene., Cadence . Gene McDaniels.. oe se eoees Uber 

9 9 LAST NIGHT _ [36 40 -4. MOUNTAINS HIGH | 69 97 14 -RIGHT.OR WRONG . eg ee 
Markeys er. Satellite owe ° Dick. &. Dale. ° , eeereoe se eo eene Lama ~ Wanda Jackson *. ‘ee ee « oe oe : Capital 

7 12 ELIKE IY LIKE THAT | 37 26. 13 BOLL WEEVIL-SONG | 70: 67° 6. THAT'S WHAT. GIRLS ARE FOR. 
Tris Kenner ooevee eee ee ees Instant .. - ‘Brook Benton. ae es eee ee oe. . Mereury | . ; , ” Spinners. ° es Sew .. e Se. oe ese ‘° ose Triff, 

12. 7 -#OODEN HEARTY 138° 52°s:5 A THING OF THE PAST. [ave 87... 11 DANCE.ON LITTLE GIRL. 
Joe Dowell ......... peveee Smash . Shirelles... sseerseceewen Sceptor |. — °° * Paul Anka... ose. ABC: Par | 

6 4 SCHOOL'S OUT }39 54 (2 YOU'RE THE REASON 172 — ¢- CRYING. os 
U. S. Bonds ........-e%8. Legrande ' . Bobby ‘Edwards neces es eeeee Crest | Ray Orbison . | * Monument 

10 68 «6TOGETHER "140 48 -2 AMOR 173° 80. (17° HELLO MARY. tou - ae 
Connie Francis ........ sees MGM | : Ben E. King. ....505:-...05.. Atco | | Rickie Nelson (3. cccee ces Imperial . 

13. 5 HURT [40 772 CANDY MAN. | | 74. 45. 3: TRANSISTOR SISTER. ao 
Timi Yuro .......-+. veres Liberty Ray Orbison: ,......... Monument Freddie Cannon: eer wives Swan 

8 10 LET'S TWIST AGAIN 42 693 AS IEE DIDN'T KNOW 95. 36. 17 TRAVELIN. MAN : 
Chubby Checker ........ Parkway | aS Adam Wade ........50.0.. Coed | Rickie Nelson .........%. “Impérial ou 

tl 20 FALL TO PIECES. _ }43 — 1 IT'S ‘GONNA. WORK our. FINE 76 83 2 WITHOUT You: | ca 3 

Patsy Cline .........6+++++ Decta tke & Tina Turner ............. 5 Sue. | . _ Johnny Tillotson. Wada ease Caderice 

4 13 QUARTER TO THREE | [44 42 3... ALITTLE BIT OF SOAP _ [77 61 4°. RUNAROUND. ra 
U.S. Bonds .......-++6- Legrande | | Jarmels wha eae sevess Laurie | Regents... whee oe ‘Geo 

2 9 BUM DUM 45-51-93 BLACKLAND FARMER 178 — 1 BLESS-You ” so : 
Rrenda Lee ......-.++.00- - Decca | | oo Wink. Martindale’............ Dot | Tony: Orlando .........57-4.026 Epie 

25 4 HILLBILLY HEAVEN _ 146 60 ‘6 ASTRONAUT. |79 685 10 CUPD . | Oo 
Tex Ritter ....-... sees .- Capitol Jose Jimenez cece cadeospees. Kapp Sam Cooke. ‘Victor a 

5 9 HATS OFF TO LARRY Tay THAT'S. MY DESIRE | 80. —.. 1 DEDICATED-TO THE SONGS FLOVE® = 
Del Shannon .......-.+- . Big Top | “Pat Boone....... seed e eee eees ‘Dot | Three Friends. © Seva le a ee's , Imperial + 

35 4 DON'T KNOW-WHAT YOU'VE GOT | 48. 34.10. YELLOW BIRD ‘| 8t 785 _.1STAND-BY-YOUR winpow oa 
Ral Donner ............++.% Gone | Lawrence Welk .......00.6. Dot | _ dim Reeves .....0.6: lebeeve Victor ; 

19 4 KET FOUR WINDS BLOW 49 -— of CLL NEVER SMILE AGAIN |82°.— | : THE-WAY You. LOOK K TONIGHT 7 
Fats Domino ............ Imperial | _— Platters. | “Mercury | 7 Littermen. «2:2... 55 ‘+ Capitol “d 

I5 13 KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR ‘150 37 3 .MY CLAIRE DE LUNE . $83. 59 3 STRANGE DESIRE. 4 
Eddie Hodges .......... Cadence eS a Steve Lawrence veteeeeeeseees UAT: Sack Scott . idles en 'sesee Capito i 4 

14 7 NEVER ON SUNDAY. | 51 — 4. EVERY BREATH 1 TAKE | 84 .90- 2 HAWAIIAN L LOVE TIME OES a! 
Chordettes .......... ~+- Cadence | Gene’ ‘Pitney. noes eegoes < Musicor. 4 Annette.” — Leweee Vista oS 

29. 9 +«SEA OF HEARTBREAK _ |52. 23. 15 MOODY. RIVER : -» ]85 84 8 _DAYDREAMS: ne: 
Don Gibson . eceoewceee ereoe Victor , ; Pat Boone eneoe ee . oe Se eo. e eo Dot . , ~ . : Johnny. ‘Crawford e = eee. ° e sis | Del-Fi- 4 

17 6 PRETTY LITTLE ANGEL EYES. | "53. 33 3. WHO,PUT-THE BOMP ‘| 86. 1 NEAR YOU. Ns 4 
: Curt Lee .... ..cvecscewes Dunes | Barry “Mani... lee _ ABC- Par | B. Bumble. ar _ soy . Rendezvous A 

18 12 YELLOW BIRD _ | 54 30-6 STARLIGHT STARBRIGHT | 87 82 4- “ANSWER TO ME. oe “4 
° Arthur Lyman .......6+--e0s Hi Fi} oO Linda Scott ...... GAP “Patti Paige. . ce ctee Mercury ae: 

16 6 THE FISH 155 — 3 ITLL BE. EASY | 88°62 5 WHAT A SWEET. THING. eee 
Bobby Rydell ...........56 Cameo. ‘Sultans Dolton. |. oo * Shirelles Career bat cen wae Sceptor { 

2t 5 DON'T BET MONEY 156 64 2 MEXICO 189 89 3 WHAT WOULD. YOU DO. os 
Linda Scott ....-...secceses CA. Bob Morrow .....:....... .Monument on Jim Reeves 2... .ecceceeeee, . Victor wd 

"57 50°: : 90: —- 4 -LITTLE SISTER os 
76 2 .TAKE GOOD CARE OF HER PSF (50 -- :3. -FOOT STOMPING ; oP TN fool 

Bobby Vee .............5- Liberty | : Flares “eee dade ceeees wveley Felsted |) - . “AAV Pere K on ie . Victor = 
: mee . tol 49 «oF. | 5 

eeoges . . ° os ee ewer eeetweesesivcoveas : s . - te cog . woos : Le Phil Upchurch. Com oy |. _ GIOS oe ee eee 7 Arts 92° 55°. & Many. tove = oy 

28 14-.RAINING IN MY HEART | |59 — { BIG COLD WIND fe “Cathy Carroll’ , Tiedex 3 
| Slim Harpo se ecccwcceve . Excello . Pat Boone eee eee eee eas 6 d.0 ‘Dot | 93 95. 2 BOBBY. . a 

24 10 SAN ANTONIO KOSE | {so — I LONELY STREET “. Neil Scott... .., ed ieeets ~ Portrait 
Floyd Cramer ........+-2. Victor |. ‘Clarence. Henry seleecceseseee Argo | 94 71. 3 THREE HEARTS : IN A TANGLE ; 

27 14 - RAINDROPS 61 41 5° LOVER'S ASLAND od. Roy Drusky... 2.22.00... Decea 
Dee Clark ..... 0.00. . 006 Vee Jay _— Biue. days. secceveevesee. Milestone | 95. 9] 2 “WHAT YOu. GONNA DO a 2 

20 9 HEART AND SOUL 162 -—" LE SO-CLOSE TO HEAVEN | | Debra Lewis. 2 36. 2. Naliant 
Jon & Dean......... Challenge |.” Ral Donner ....:.......5... Gone | 87. 2° ‘READY. ‘FOR. YOUR Love. - 

rg se. : - Shep & Limeliters aed “Hull 4 
7 1 JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND 63 94 «9. EVENTUALLY. | a : 

5 Ann Margaret............. Victor . "Brenda Lee ...... aesescee. Decca. 7 38 5 DRIVING HOME: a 

S ON MY PILLOW 64: = | CINDERELLA | 2a "Duane Eddy’ ....2...2..... jamie 
22 5S ° TEARS ON MY PI a ae} op aenie 

McGuire Sisters .......... Coral | Paul Anka ...... ~ ABC-Par- we Bt. 2 “pout OVER BEETHOVEN Felice 

44 5 PEANUTS [6s 5312. TONIGHT 99: 86) 12 TEMPTATION | mo 
Rick & Kings......5.....46- Smash |: ” Nelvets °. fy ep eseee ve -Manument. oa | Everly Bros. . eter deve neces WB. 

63 2 DOES THE GUM LOSE 118 FLAVOR 166 °66° 4 BIG ‘Boss MAN ae 100: ar ‘WOODEN HEART a 4 
_ Lonnie Donegan be eeeeeeeeeces Dot FO | Jimmy. Reed ttedaee oseuse Veo Jay | Gus, Backus. sae ai : Fono! Graf - f 

v: 
i 

J 
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FM Ys. Reck © “Tj 
. — Continued trom page, Lad — 

. high fidelity’ components will,’ for 
’. the first time. since the. ‘govern: . 
ment decision, be exhibiting the 
new equipment designed‘by them: 

- The “buildup: of . FM-stereo, says: 
o Coleman and, a number of major |f ° 

‘-.-Fecording execs. and ‘the Record. 
- Industry Assn. of America; will be |[ ..- 
a boon to. lovers ‘of ‘good music” }f 
which. runs - the. gamut from. Dave}. 

. Brubeck -to Bach and’ ‘virtually 7 
- eliminates Bonds (a rock ’n’ roller} 
_who ‘goes: by - ‘the name. of U. Sit 
Bonds), 

“Coleman, who runs ‘the: FM: ‘out- 1 
Jet for WABC ‘alone’ the- ‘Teports. 
to-. Harold | ‘Neal Jr:, veepee. ‘in 
ehatge’ of “local “radio - for -ABC), 

- uses. the. record companies’ sub- | | 
“scription : ‘service’. to get his disk | 
Material.’ It comes to about $1 an 
LP. and: it. ‘Avoids -payola -accusa- 
‘tions: Coleman ‘says that the “ree- 

” ord” ‘companies. -have- promotion’ 
men: who ‘contact. him as. well: as {Bos 

“other: FM’ers ‘but it’s all ‘in the | 
“ yealm.of informing..the.- program-{|f 
‘.mer of. what particular - package | 
the company. is. pushing. that Par- 
3 ticular, time. —-. 

‘1. The record: companiés; “t20, are | 
a ‘aware. of the FM impact: on album. | 

sales. Coleman: has..a show ‘on his |] 
. programming ‘schedule called. 
‘“Meet The Artist.” The. diskeries | 
‘that ‘have’ eome: in to back it. ‘so | a 

_, far are. RCA! Vietor, Capitol ‘and { 
_ Angel. . 
aan Coleman, “who: ‘was. a pop. disker an 
.--\ for Decea and” 20th-Fox. -Records i 
-amtil -he, decided ‘to go into-FM! 

. ‘programming, considers: ‘FM ‘as. an. 
integral part -.of ‘this country’ ‘Ss 
“cultural explosion” and. a ‘media } . 
- which. "will be - instrumental - int - $$$ 
“ W181 ~ JOHNNY. MATHIS «\Coliimbia) “. changing the current. concept: of : 
the -music. business. a 

RIAA. Adds 4 Labels: 
. The | Record - aie? Assn. of: 
. America has added four new: mem- ; 

> bers to its. roster. They: are: Carl- ee 

“ton :. “Records, “MP-TV.: Services,.! 
St and: Co., and ‘Synthetic ‘Plastic: He , 
- This bri ‘ings the RIAA’ roster ‘to} 
56. companies, aecounting for, close | 
to. B57 “of. dndustry:. Production a _ 

- Bales... oA ab te 

"NEWEST HITS! 

THE BILBAO SONG. 
PERCY: FAITH sensitncneuic COLUMBIA. ase ae 

" . 36° Je. 13° “MANTOVANI. (Landon) . . , - ) Leroy HOLMES |, Aeapereeesees 

"ag ANDY WILLIAMS * 
e Te DIETERLE ‘scoessenree 

Oe ee aD @! | 
from ti ‘the Warner; ee PictarePARRISH” 
Lucy's THE ME 

- CLEBANOFF. STRINGS-.......: MERCURY. 71815 
GEORGE GREELEY .......... WARNER BROS, 5218.8. 
“THE HOLLYRIDGE: STRINGS CAPITOL 4857 57 | a. 
LOROY HOLMES oo ienismccnessmesepeen I 
“FREDDY. MARTIN ssjcnsersensnioen RAPP | reg @| 

7 ALLISON’S. TH. EM E 
PETE FOUNTAIN .c........... CORAL 62266 | 7 

_ GEORGE GREELEY oni WARNER BROS. 5218 S$ 
RUTH: WELCOME: n.ss1essssessrescostes CAPITOL, 4367 

‘PAIGE’S. THEME na 
‘FREODY™ MART IN aiden tortie “KAPP moon i 

RE RIESE PMO AAEM E , 

©’MAKE BELIEVE LOVER 
ry CONNIE ‘STEVENS. cee ine WARNER” BROS, $217. 

MAUS'C PUBLISHERS 

HOLDING CORPORATION 

. oo”  yeke 

ne “CHEWING. GUM 
_ LOSE ITS. FLAVOR 
“bennie. Donegari ‘and His. |. 

Skiftfle 7 __Skitfle Greup—DOT . 

“THATS | ‘MY ‘DESIRE . 
2 Pat. Boone—DOT. Loo 

wernt es ee oe eo eo 

"witis MUSIC, INC.” 
1619 paretwiy New. York: 9 

“st GREAT! 

‘ALA AAD 
| yoru AVE 105 SWING IT. 

? MR PAGANINI 
} FAMOUS: Music ‘CORPORATION mn || 

to enable . listeners. ‘to- -Pick up i 
stereo broadcasts... ibe 

| 3 “29. LIMELITERS Victor) 

Ol 238 24. 20 PAUL ANKA.\ABC-Par) 

i 

|. 34 E_ DAVE BRUBECK *Columbiay 

HIT, REMINDERS | eee a 
- = ae | 27 19 “22. RAY CHAREES Impulse; .- - 

fa ae 38. = 8 CONNIE FRANCIS "MGM. 

oa iL hai. Mice Reshaffles | [fer won ng tnd Cab, sod wil 

‘southern regional - sales -manager. |-program .. “Operation Early Bird,” a 
‘based in Miami.-Irv Oberman, who | through. ‘Aug. 31. The program con 

‘RETAIL, ‘ALBUM BEST. SELLERS 
. (A Nasonel Sursiy' of Key. Outlets) 

* This’ Last Ne. wks... 

_ wk. wk. onchart | 

| RCA’ Red Seal Gets Erick Friedman 
Capitol Tags Al Dexter; Other Deals 

¢ BCA Victor: Erick Fricdman 
t 

j Erick Friedman, American Vio- 

(Ope 2 Singer Happy - Jinist, has been signec to RCA Vie 

| | Over U.S. Tax Refund: tors Red Seal latiel, He'll debut 
> 2 a “CAMELOT (Coliimbia). 
ae ', Original Cast (KOL 5620) 

Qe re a - NEVER ON SUNDAY ue) | 
7 -- Soundtrack (UAL 4070) |; 

3.3 a / LAWRENCE WELK Don 
2. Yellow Bird. (DLP 3389) 

n'y -wondert Vienna. Ane. an with a recording of Bach's “Deu- 
t- It's w ul to pay taxes in v% . 1) hes ae America” commented state opera ble Violin Concerto” fn calicbora 

‘singer Karl Deench when re- 100 with Jascha Heifet® The rece 
{ ceiving the final accounting for ording was made in Londen wth 
| his appearances for the New York an orch directed by Sir Maicolm “6460 1) 14> CARNIVAL (MGM). Met. . Sargeant. 

| Original Cast 15 3946) . | Reason for such an usual state-. - 7 ry Z ‘8 15 “MITCH MILLER: ‘Colambia) , nents was. that Doench discovered Capttel: . Al Dexter 
jthat the U.S. income tax office ; 
| credited him with interest on 
eertain advance tax overpayments. 
He also stated. that in Austria re- 

im ; funds are made after two "years at 
best, and «then then_ without interest 

Country & western singer Al 
Dexter is ‘returning to the di-k 

‘field via Capitol Recerds = Dexter, 
who's been in semiretuene:t for 
the past 10 vears. has been oper -t- 
ing a motel and inanaving other 
‘business interests in Dall.s He 
-diselicked initially in 1943) wivh 

‘American can Bar Assa. Patest | *Pistol Packin® Mania” woainh be 
also wrote Exec artists & repe:- 

Section Urges Legislation toire producer Ken Nelson and. 
, a&r praducer Paul Wyatt wail bane 
We. ‘Aimed at Disk Pirates Qe Dexter's recording sessiens. 

|. The disk industry's battle against t Reprise: Tony ‘Williams 

counterfeiting received — another | Tony Williams who was with the 
* boost “last. week when the Patent, Platters, is debuting as a single on 

{Trademark & Copyright Section of 110 Beprise label Wis {ust disk, 
_ the American Bur Assn., at a meet- produced by Buck Ram wiio pro- 
jing in St. Louis, adopted a resolu: Guced most of the Platters’ disks 

j tion backing the fight against for Merrury, was released Last 
piracy and the enactment’ of legis- week. The Jabel w also planniag 

The: ‘resolution was sponsored’ by probably feature some of the Plat- 
Sigmund: Steinberg. attorney for tezs' biggest hits mm French Spane 

“|. the Assn. of Record Manufacturers ish) German, Itaaan and buglish, 
‘T--and Distributors of America. ; 

oe Tv Sing Along ‘CL 1628) ° 
6 4°86 EXODUS-(Victor) © 

Ji. , Soundtrack: rack {LOC 1058) | a 

Qo ae er SOUND OF: MUSIC Columbia) 
acd - Original C Cast: (KOL 5450) 

“8 10". 30 ‘GREAT MOTION PICTURE THEMES 5 AY 
wo: Various: Artists’ (U. (UAL, L_ 3122) = 

9. 6.10 | KINGSTON TRIO ‘Capitol) _ 
SO, -: Geing Places (T 1564) |: 

40°15. 4 JUDY GAREAND (Capito) 
ene Judy Garland at Carnegie Hall owBo 1569).. 

A aa cy ELVIS PRESLEY (Victory. “- 
fu. >. Something for: Everyone | {LPM 2370) 

os ve 220 FRANK SINATRA: ‘Capi Capitol). 
a All the: Way.«W. 1538)... -. 

= ee it - _ ARTHUR LYMAN iHi #D 
2 ei 7.) Yellow Bird (LP. 1004)°. 

14 6.11.) 3. FRANK SINATRA (Capital) 
a | Conte’ Swing. With Me 1W 1594). 
15 a i. EDDIE HAEBRIS:‘Vee: Jay) - 
so | Exodus tc to Jazz {30161 | ae 

je ie 18. TRAN SINATRA Reprise) .  . EArt “Talmadge. ARMADA prez. Elektra: Judy Collins 
“ape atone ing “1 i, I said, This is a significant step | Folksinger Judy Collins has been 
P47 88 2 Ws. BONDS tLegrande) ~ | forward ‘in. the continuing program tareed to the Elekta labe’ Jae 

: Dance ce Till Quarter: t to Three. (LLP LP 3001). -to eliminate this ‘cancer f10n) our Holzvman, disker\ s pres will re- 

J industry and we welcome the ac- ‘do Muss Colfins thes menth for 
: ion taken. by: this’ body of attor- an eaily October Mm hee athe 

‘Portrait - of. Johnny ‘ iCL CL 1644). t ee eae eee aR _neys.’ __ 

19 :.13..-10- “RICKEY NELSON - jiimperial) ' - During -the discussion on the 
vo 8 ot. Riek is'21 (LP 9152) 9. -resojution.: Steinberg reviewed | Hirt O’Seas in ’62 

Aa “31. 34 “MANTOVANI ‘London. 
ees ” _ Music from ‘Exodus. iL 3231). 

“ARMADA’Ss activites duting the Al Hart and fas Pinseland greap 

past year. ‘on the counterfeitiMe have been set to make a four week 
“front.-The ABA also held a spe-. European ty and cancert tour 

| cial symposium. on 1écomniended . shortly alte: the first of nest year, 
‘ Fevisions -of the US copyright He has bookines an Frgland, 
“Jaws. It was decided to give fur-i France, Germany, Belgian and 

p iJLP mS ‘[. ther consideration to these changes Maly 
Sar or 20297 aoe : ‘at additional. meetings to -be held Among the cies the group wall 
23. .40 °° 17..: AL HIRT ‘Victor... - r in N.Y. and Ls LA. ater lis year hit ‘ae Renic, Paris Pronkfort, 
wwe os Greatest Horn ‘in ‘the World. iPM. 2366). ae Berlin and Brussels Hurt records 

roma guatin 
| 

‘a “A Victor 

Cadence ce In Wide Revamp —_—_S 

Of 0’Seas Distrib Setup’ 
In a move to strengthen its. over- ‘the 

: Bl seas. distribution setup. Cadence | 
“HY Records js revamping its present” 

9) program -by contracting several 
‘fi? more: affiliates for more localized 

WEEK 

and concentrated impact. .- Ma | MALCOLM 
~ fil! Whereas Deutsche Grammophon 

_~. Sings His Big.) 15 - AABC ro oor a iis presently. Fesponsible for all of DD 
.§{ Europe, the new arrange ment 

*  Siags 

“21°20 .. 31. “LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) : 
Los Caleutta. (DLP. 2539) © | 

22” 23° 31. RUSTY. WARREN (Jubilee), 

oe : 26. 7 STARS. FOR..A-SUMMER NIGHT. (Columbia) 
vs . |. Various Artists (PM) ~ we 

_ Tonight: In Person ‘LPM arm OF THE 
“9, =? 

“Italia Mia (LL. 3239). 7 

OT 808.. = ‘ FRANK ‘SINATRA. Reprise), 
" me Sinatra tra. Livings: ‘RK 1002) : 

20 oo: 20° , JOHNNY MATHIS. +Columpbia) - 
0. rs. “eM Buy -You-a Star CL 1623) _ would ‘limit the outfit to Germany, - 

Austria and Switzerland. The new 
S BQ” 25 : a7 * BILLY: VAUGHN (Dot) |”: HiDGG contract has. not as yet been : | Orange Blosiom Special.‘ LP 3366) firmed. - Already: set. however, are. WITHOUT A 

| Metronome 1 for Scandinavia: Artone | ewe | : ay 37 15 - BOBBY: DARIN.‘ Ateo) | oS , 
ne . Bobby Darin Story ‘LP 33130) : for, Holland: Decca-London for the | | SONG 
See ommonwealt ‘except | 
32 (Be 8. PAT. BOONE : (Dot) Canada}, Ireland and Africa; Blue | 

ae Bell for Italy; Peak for New Zea- | 2", Moody River.(DLP 3384) AND 
Be 85. — JONATHAN WINTERS (Vervey jland and ‘Bernardo Herger for nr. Fee LAUGH MY | Cadence is currently looking for inal 

es 2 ent 

--Here’s Jonathan Winters’ 4¥- 10525). 

Are oii ‘Time Out iCL.1397) . [outfits to. handle France, Japan HEART 

a 1 Bee oar Ji scene, the iskery ts aso planning K sez! 
.a.distrib re-evaluation. One change : 
already ‘slated is the handling of 
‘Hawaii which has been done by 
Melody Sales in San Francisco. As 

[of. Sept..5; Melody will continue 
with its California activities but 

{i} Microphone Music in’ Hawali will! 
Service the 50th state. 

UIRGIIDIAAIAISIRISIIS OCIS ICHAT A TTI AI A: 

RED NICHOLS 

ELVIS: PRESLEY. ¥. (Victor). 
‘G.I. Blues (LPM: 2256) . 

36 33 “4s ° 

Genius ‘Plus Soul Eouals Jams ey 
eo eo ee ee ee, ee: 

‘Mere. Greatest Hits. AE 3942) 

os si “18. —SRENDA. LEE. Decca) 
om . Emotions. IDL. 4104) © 

: ad $F 3. DUANE. “EDDY Uamiey 
* a Girls, Girls, Girls (3019). 

EM- ‘will. continue as Coast ‘sales ma5- 

M Ver e Sales Staff ee der. ihe: ‘new. sales setup. all | 
“Andy. Miele, “newly” appointed | régional sales managers will be | THE F IVE | PENNIES 

, director | of. marketing “for MGM ‘| responsible. to ‘the domestic. sales " 

Verve, has’ realigned his. .fales | GM and Sol Greenberg for alli: Currently * 
operation, shiftin staffers: into; a ub sales and to ITY . 
‘new posts... 8. ; Hostler. forall, Verve: sales. ‘All|. LONDON HOUSE, Chicago, tH 3 

Sam. Levy,. who had. been. ‘gales,’ * sales. managers,” however, . as: well Aug. 8 thes 7 
representative “till now,:-dassumes /-as *. Julie Rifkind, national disk | 
‘the title of ‘eastern regional’ sales : jockey. : promotion - “manager, will F. CAPITOL RECORDS 
manager with. headquarters a the ; Seale ead is. arnt pal the | Fa 

af omeoffice. Allan Wolk, w o} lele - also has ended. BOOK 
| has been handling sales: aid prome- ; MGM album’ program, “Operation i ED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

| lan fm tne south, a been named, Space, Command and ibe Verve | BCCOMIATED BOOKING CORPORATION 
JOE GLASER, President 

74 FIFTH AYE., NEW YORK 22, 9.Y., PLAZA 9-4600 
‘CHICAGO '« MIAMI ¢ HOLLYWOOD « LAS VEGAS « DALLAS + LONDON 

Was | ‘handling proniotion for, the | tains: dealer and distributor. bene- 
MGM label only: will: new become i fits’ such. as ‘bonus’ albums aind dat- 
midwest. Fegional . éales. manager i privileges: - w_. oe Leiererr 

vor 

8 
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{inereasingly, General Tire Co, 
owns the Mutual Broadcasting Co. 

jand had ‘the. RKO Studios; ‘Glen. 
Alden Coal, Co. bought RKO Thea- Shipstads, Johnson Considering Sale . 

Of ‘Ice Follies’ to Kayser-Roth Co,| = sx.cren is coz st] 
} Aside. from “Ice Follies,” other 
major icers are ‘‘Ice.Capades” pro- 

T!:2 oldest name in the iceshow ! lies” is. probably the most profit-. 
orbit niay Zo into a change of ' iable operation in the blades. sec- 

ownership. “Ice Follies,” the first } tor, ‘duced ‘by John: Harris, ‘and “Holli- | 
of the major shows in the frappe | The Kayser-Roth pid ts being | day on: vee ‘operated. -by Morris 
field. is reportedly to be sold to made not only for Investment pur-! Chalten. Of the three, “Follies” 
the Kay>er-Roth Co :which manu-,; poses, but also for: accrued - Pub- reportedly . Has the ‘lowest over- 
factures various lines of women’s licity -dividends. Should deak ‘be’. head, andthe. profit split at the 
wear and lingerie. It is understood | consummated, it’s likely that fem- i end of the -year is sizeable. It’s 
that the three owners, Roy &:me accessory credits, gloves, ho-' :also‘a fact that competition among 
Eddie Shipstad and Oscar Johnson, i siery, underwear, ete,, will be that’: ‘these shows is. reduced .consider- | 
Wish to retire and get out with a|of parent company. | ably by. booking agreements in 

capital gains deal. The negotiations also point up.which the shows: are spaced so 

Genevieve and Mil Shaw 
From St. Regis To: Waldorf 
Genevieve and Milt Shaw: -orches- 

tra’s “reopening of. the Waldorf- 
Astoria’s -Empire Room ‘on Sept. 
20 is a two-ply shift from: the St. 
Regis where Shaw, particularly,, 
was long. the dansapation, fixture,. 
‘until ‘the new Cesar Balsa opera- 

| tions’ management. went in-: for: 
“economy.” This isa first, too, for 
Genevieve, who made her. U. S.. 
debut at the St. Regis’ Maisonette. 
Emery Deustch will be the. Alter- 

nate orchestra. 

NO purchase price “has been dis-|the fact that industrial firms are ; that. they donot conflict in ‘any’ 
closed, but inasmuch as “Ice Fol-' going in for show biz investments ‘given area, 
we eee ——— — 

THANK YO 
HOLIDAY HOUSE, Pittsburgh 
MALIBU SHORE CLUB, Long Island 
SPRING ROCK COUNTRY CLUB 
PINE HOLLOW COUNTRY CLUB 
and TONY MARTIN — 
for your releases enabling me 

fo open with 

ELEANOR POWELL | 
at the 

DUNES HOTEL, Las Vegas 
Aug. 17th thru Sept. 13th 

(Persian, Room) in New. ‘York, also 
will mark her’ Empire: Room ‘bow, 
{following Genevieve on . Oct:- I9.: 
Sophie Tucker follows ‘there: Nov. 
16. 

Miss Kirk will, have a ‘New- act: 
staged: by Tony Charmoli, ‘written 
by Robert Wells 

| with original music by’ David 
Saxon. Don Pippin is her spécial 

Brooks, Jimmy Harris, Jerry Rush 
and Scoter ‘Teague in support. 

3A. C. Clubs 
Hit on Booze, 
Morals Charges 

Atlantic City, Aug. 15.: 

Three: night | clubs here ‘which | 
\have had trouble with ‘either the | 
‘State department of Alcoholic. Bev: |. 
erage Control or. city: authoritiés |. 
have entered admissions of ‘guilt, 
with their cases now being: cén-. 
sidered with. regard: to punishment; 

{to be ‘levied. In all instances. it.! 
appears they will escape. without |. 
having to shutter fora period in 

business: is- best.:- 
Operators .of the Black: Orchid: 

Lounge, where Sarah ‘Vaughan was. 
| the attraction:the past. week,.-made’ 
la. plea of-.non vult. to charges of 
‘making faisé statements in: an ap- 
iplication for a license transfer. As 

' scheduled by the ABC in. Newark 
rAug. 15 was cancelled,,. “with: Wil- 
‘Ham: Howe ‘Davis, ABC -state di-. 
+rector, to announce.a. decision later 
7 this month. Beef & Bird. Ine. is the 
“ corporation owning the club. il- 
, cense, 

A plea of non yult. to chaéges of 

;a female entertainer was.entered. 
by the operators ‘of .LeBistro; ‘and 
jin this case a hearing scheduled 
t by the ‘state ABC: for later in: the 
;month was: cancelled With Davis to. 
‘announce his: penalty’. against 
|Jeanne’s. ‘Enterprises ‘Inc... which | 
| holds the. club's license, ater. Here | 
{Belle Barth has been.in all season‘: 
luntil Lenny Bruce - and-- Buddy 
LGreco replaced. her Saturday :t12).. 

Louise’ Mack, operator of the En: 
't tertainers’ Club, -whe had. ‘beeh) 
nabbed by ‘local police ‘to: face “a: 
|charge of permitting undesirables: 

ALLAN 
DRAKE inon vult plea. and'a decision : ‘in her { 

‘case. will) be announced ° ‘by City | 
Commissioners on Aug. 24. Police 
said they” found the - place fre- | 
quented: by. men . impersonating. | 
women, with only . one woman 
there, .the . proprietor... 
‘shuttered last year -for 10 days on | 
similar’ charge. 

Di -~setion: 

WILLIAM MORRIS 

AGENCY 

|. Martin Denny combo :has. pacted | 
to a two-year. contract on a three! 
months-on, .three-months-off ‘basis | i 

tat'.the new Duke Kahanamoku {| 
#j-operation that’s: taking over Don: 
}the Beachcomber's at rear of the: 
International Market Place. Nitery 
Says the contract. Anvolves.. about 
$250, 000. ~ 

1 The deal gives: ‘Denny: the: ‘op. 
portunity to make-a three. month. 
U.S: swing every half year, main- |: 
taining Honolulu as. his home base.. 

Chick Floyd has been appointed’ H 
entertainment director - for” the. 
nitery. 

Personal Mot.: 

BUDDY ALLEN 
595 Madison Ave. 
New York 22, N.Y. 
Eldorado 5-2230 

(her husband), rf 

conductor and she will. have Jim:} 

the summer: months, when | their | — 

‘a result of: disciplinary ar 

permitting a lewd ‘performance by 2 

lon.‘the -premises,. also.. entered ak 

-Svot: ieoal ” 

| BEACHCOMBER, DENNY || 
IN 2-YEAR, 2506 DEAL = 

Honolulu, Aug. 15.7 iy: 

lative cag Spe ; 
AGVA-Equity Jurisdiction Showdown | 

Chicago, Aug. 15. 
pe épittering: ‘jurisdictianal dis- 

| pute between :the: American. Guild 
of Variety Artists. and Equity. over, - 
“artists in. the. new: -wave’.of: tab 
révues ‘in cafe. theatres. has erupt-. 
ed ‘anew: in two midwest situations. 
‘In’ both of these cases—the Knife 
& ‘Fork, Detroit, and the’ Playbill, . 
Dallas tsupervised_ out of the. Mids : 
-wést office of both unions-—AGVA- 
has":prevailed. Each. of ‘these’ vic- 
tories or .defeats takes: on. added:: 
iEnificance in view. of ‘the fact: 

‘that..-when: the. strawhat season 
ends in. Chi in September. there 

si 

will - be. more. Equity members 
| Working.in ‘cabaret theatres than .” 

‘Lisa Kirk, long fixture at ‘the there will ‘be:.in: legit ‘situations... © 

Waldorf’s companion. :Hotel..Plaza{ . 
. Latest, iricident in the hassle 

was the. canceHation . ofthe open-""— 
Shi. Tevue,’ “Fongue In’ 

scheduled: ‘for: the Knife 
&. Fork “Aug. 7. because the Chl 

ing of a | 
Chie,” 

cast, already Equity members, Te- 
fused to join--AGVA. Producers” 
of the show. are putting together . : 
a. Detroit cast of AGVA members, : .. 3 
and the revue will open: Aug: 23.: 
Earlier, a revue that had. been ; 
under the Equity banner: at‘ the 

. Playbill and. had. hiatused for sev- 
‘eral weeks .was told.that its cast  $ 

_fmust join-:AGVA when it. reopened. : 
- ‘| They ‘did, and the. show: has: ‘since.’ 

‘| closed after a. ‘short. run.’ ; 
Inasmuch ..as the. jurisdictional: 

| jousting here ‘is: ‘generally consid- | .: 
-ered to be a-curtain raiser for an 
allout assault on the condensed 

“er dispute. Midwest” reps of both 
unions (Marge Dare of Equity and =). 4 
Ernie -Fast,of AGVA) ‘are on rec-... 4 
1ord-as tiring-of the sniping and 3 
desiring to get down down to. some 
kind of resolution. ‘However; it’s. 
‘likely that AGVA, ‘with. the two '.{ 
‘recent sealps’-under ‘its: belt, ;will . +4 
wait for Equity ‘to.force the. issue. 

| Broadway :musicals playing in Las -..3 
| Vegas, local. Equity. members. are .. 
growing ‘increasingly incensed at 4 
being used: as pawns.in the. broad- * . § 

:Jt’s known. that Mrs. Dare hag ape . é 
pealed to..Equity. executive secre-. 
tary ‘Angus Duncan for. help: on.’ 

. (Continued ‘on Page. 50). 

|Treiffeisen Rejoins 
‘Gale At -Circle. Artists of] 

. Lawrénce Treiffeisen has- moved *- 
from Mercury ..Artists:to.the Circle 4 
Artists where he will work: with ~.3 
Tim Gale: who recéntly: ‘resigned | a 
Treiffeisen’s. sphere will ‘be. video 
packaging. and sales. . 
‘Treiffeisen for a- brief” time: ‘was 4 

personal nianager-. ‘for Betty ‘Hut- “4 
ton, He’s also. an alumnus ‘of GAG, 2 : 

‘NEB. “AUD's $5. Mit. TAKE™ 
‘Lincoln, Neb., ‘Aug: 15." 

Pershing. ‘Municipal . "Auditorium 

‘ports 

‘Wagner.. ; 
. Annual - ‘Toss” this . year. may ‘be. 

departing - - 

| down: ‘to. $4,000, against $22,969 last | 
year: $26, 969, ‘An 1959. and. ‘$19, 301. 
in- 1958. - 

* “THE COMEDIAN” 
e@ Only Real Monthi 

PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE - 
. THE LATEST — THE GREATEST — 
_- THE. MOST-UP-TO-DATEST- _ 

| Now In | its:. 31st “Issue,- containing. 
. Stories, : ‘one- liners, ‘poemettes, song 
. titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono: 
logs, © Parodies,...double gags, bits. 
Ideas,.- Infros, : impressions and 
personations, 

| Of the. News, Vignettes, : ete. 

$25 YR.—SINGLE ISSUES $3 

$38 YROSINGLE Issues so] .2 
"NO 'C.0.D.’s 

-mcey: “GLASON, 200 W. Saih. st = 
‘New. York-City 19, .CO, 61316 

THE AMAZING 

Do @t thes 

“COVE CLUB, ‘Atlantic City 
‘Call: _ Easton, Pa., BL 224d. or $2821 

ALWAYS ‘WORKING 

| “WHITEY”: ROBERTS: Y 
To Sid Pa ge -&- John Mutlaney fo 

‘many dates 1h 
the ‘Denver Auto. Show and Oct. 
“Murat Shrine, Ind.., 
‘niture C., Chi.,. ili. ‘Dec. 12, Burgess 

Coleman, Rock a 
‘Battery, begat til. ta Dec. 13, Barber. a 7 

tm J} 
‘political, Interruptions | -. 4 

Thoughts: of the Day, Humorous ‘Views “ 

“SCALZO 

ey have played me inet. Lo 

Ind.; Octs 14, Fur- B 

‘will chave. grossed about -$4-5,000,- ..°¥) 
000 and: plavéd- ‘host. ‘to an. esti-. a if 
mated ¥,650,000- persons--by. ite fifth . a 
anniversary daté next March 9, re-" 4 

‘manager: | Dick: ef 



and Irvin Feld backstage at Freedomland. 
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Cafe Owners Organize Natl Trade 
Assn. To Upgrade Public Image 

Denver, Aug. 15. + 
The first steps in the formation 

of a national club owners associa- 
tion were taken Tuesday (2: with 
the election of officers and appoina- 
ment of a convention committee for 
the Associated Clubs of America, 
the tentative designafion of the 
new group. 

The three-day meet, a behind- 
the-seenes hishheht of the Third 
Annual Colorado Folk Festival in 
the Mile High City, saw H. J. Neu- 
staedter of Denver's Exodus Club, 
elected president, Bill Newkirk, 
Tidelands ( tub, Houston, Tex., vice 
president: Doug Weston, Trouba- 
dor Cafe Theatre. Los Angeles, sec- 
retary. Tzvi H. Wachtel, Cafe Gal- 
erie, Detroit, treasurer; and Martin 
Coher. Los Angeles. general 
counsel. 

“Broadly, we are dedicated ta 
upgrading our public image and 
standing in the national com- 
munity,” said Hal Neustaedter. “We 
have formed committees to study 
and report on our prablems facing 
us all-and we plan to review all 
means to raise our standards and 
gain the recognition the fine clubs 
of this country merit.” 

Included in the roster of found- 
ing members of ACA are: Oscar 
Marienthal, Chicago; Paul Fink, 
Minneapolis; Carl Bowers, Boston; 
Manny Rubin,* Philadelphia; Jay 
Landesman, St. Louis; Seymour 
Weiss, New Orleans. 

Being considered as convention 
sites for the national meet sched- 
uled for January, 1962, are Hous- 
ton, Hot Springs, Ark., Chicago and 
Miami. Newkirk and Bowers head 
the convention committee. 

BLUNCK, GROVES GET 
HILTON V.P. STRIPES 

Two new vicepresidents have 
been added to the Hilton Hotel Or- 
ganization by its board of directors. 
Herbert C. Blunck, general mana- 
ger of the Statler Hilton Hotel, 
Washington, and Robert A. Groves, 
general manager of the Beverly 
Hilton are the new officers. 

Groves has been with the Hilton 
ehain since 1942 when the organi- 
zation purchased the. Town House, 
Los Angeles. where he was gen- 
eral manager. He left the Hiltons 
to become general manager of the 
Sherry Netherland, N. Y., but re- 
joined the chain in 1953. Blunck 

as been managing the Washing- 
ton inn since 1944, 

77-Year-Old W. German: 

Frankfurt. Aug. 15. . 

people are ‘aping the Arabs. 

bi 

about $3,000. 

smaller German circuses. 

sian sroup. 

& Martin and Don Cherry. 

Segal says - that: he intends 

cluding replacing the 

main at $2.30 in the main room.. 

current. show 

Sherwood. 

Cincy Booker Packages: OE re FUNNY e DIFFERENT © SMART 
© INIMITABLE ¢ 

Cincinnati, “Aug. 15. 

x Continental Eccontriss & 

. Held Over 

AMERICANA HOTEL 
MIAMI @EACH, FLA. 

eral seasons. 

Temporary Address 
JERRY GRANT AGENCY 

220-7)at STREET 
MIAME BEACH, FLA. 

with members of the Red club: 
‘left field after the Sunday. game. B&B 

COSTUMES 
Gowns and Costumes 
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNEO 

MADE TO ORDER 
116 W. 44th St. N. Y- 

ing stamps..: 

cr 5-4880 ft a four-state | network, 

pos ca in m rene a irucntnens anazeetite tannendcagnateastes MRT R UROL aeaerueanedecanacqncrnsiqvgest Page erie iti oeeunn cia: 

pons 

erg || 
SHEP Fi 

‘and his 

k—-Rippling Rhythm Orch.— 
Now Available _ 

FOR LIMITED ENGAGEMENTS 
Femsss : for DATES and Further Information CONTACT eateries 
3 

i}, SHEP FIELDS JERRY LEVY 
i SHAMROCK HILTON HOTEL DIRECTIONAL ENTERPRISES: 
ri uston,. Texas 200 W. 57 St.. New York 

Mohawk '4-9307. Circle 6-3431. n 0 -ATOHG OOUT LARS ERSTE IOLTGNES (rs Le FL CLUS Chas ante IOS | 

SAPP CHRD CS Cpeed L Pca ie ToNt 
-« 

eat tee basa tb 

Circus in Tent Finale 

In the. land where the cireus 

{folding their tents and. silently |: 
stealing away — another: longtime 

top has just folded. The 77-}. 
yekr-old Payla Busch Circus went | 
broke to the tune of nearly -$20.000.° 
The entire show came. under .the 
auctioneer's hammer at the town 
of Lauterbach, near here. But sale. 
of all the equipment raised only 

The animals are being scattered 
at. zoos throughout the country. 
Final blow to the dwindling circus 
trade was the highly-touted West 
German tour of the Russian c:rcus, 
Mrs. Paula Busch claimed... The 

“were.. 
unable to compete with the _Rus- 

NY. LIVING ROOM OWNER 
BUYS CHI’S TRADE WINDS 

Chicago, Aug. 15. 
Danny Segal, owner of the Liv-. 

ing Room in New York, has pur- 

chased the Trade Winds here at a| 
price estimated to be over $65,000.. 
Segal takes over operation. of: the 
nitery tonight (15) following the 
closing of. the current bill, Rowan 

renovate the club completely at 4 
cost he estimates. at $40,000. -in-. 

current 
standard tables. with couches: and 
cocktail tables per his Gotham spot... 
He’H also move the bar to the short 
end ‘of the room and encase it.with 
a glass wall.to.Keep out bar noises 
from the main room, and ‘will re- 
carpet. and redecorate | the entire. 
club. Other _plans - include: a com- 
plete breakfast menu. starting from | 
1 a.m. on. (The showfolk and late-. 
‘nighters now usually meet for théir 
wee houring.at the Singapore down 
the street.) Cover charge will re- 

Maitre Arturo will remain, and 
Segal will divide his time between 
Chi and New York. The club. will. 
be dark for three weeks after the 

for the. renovation 
and will open Sept. 6 with Roberta 

Tours For Reds’ Rooters 

Barney Rapp, maestro and enter- 
| tainment booker, offers a novel fun 
package for rooters of the. Cincy 
Reds who he has been excursioning|- 
to National League’ towns: for’ nev- 

._ His latest bit includes home 
games Sept. 8, 9 and 10 at Crosley 

| Field, plus transportation, from the 
Sheraton-Gibson. where the group’ 
lodges. two. nights and has:- four 
meals and a dance- party, with a’ 
topping off: supper and mingling 

~ Tariff is $27.50 a copy. No sav- 

Setup is sponsored by | Burger 
beer, tagger of airings of Reds'| 

| games for 20 years by Waite- Hoyt 

aera 
a GONG UROLDARA ROD ELGCA ASA UDNCQOTUSRORDINUD- VOR GTRCLN ga LEndeageUlTetettcarel eau iH AhmustesreUaLeTante evbecuearegagte ange’, vaecuuebens UDeUNORO RS rreRteniee pe tues Teanga rere 

y 
=] -theatre, cocktail ‘lounge and river awe - 
| ‘museum until they filed. a bank- GRAND HOTEL 
2 ruptcy petition- some weeks ago. oh ‘CALCUTTA | 

‘the : detectives: include:* " sports. 

‘the ‘ police. department: and crew.” 
cuts ‘for the saloon raiders:. 

to 

aie Alto Own Chi “Ons Don Disguses To Trap 
many: -years with the Consolidated } a 
Artists - ‘Bureau, N. _Y., has opened. 

Continental Concerts. .. 

Miss Althoff will .continue to| . Chicago, Aug. 18. ~ . 

prexy, and. will. ‘continue | to use Mich. State Fair Inks Hers: are some of the. iminedt- 
the same suite of offices, TV's Bromfield, : Bodrie raising ‘the. age. at which” women. 

= (oan ‘buy liquor. from 18 to: 21:. 

-Tys. ‘John: Bromfield, the. “Sher- |: a ” | reau: of. the Chicago ~Policé De- 
0 . ft ‘of. ‘Cochise, and. Joe. ‘Bodrie; partment are. making forays into. 

riginal Revues At Pierre 
with, dancer Peg Leg Bates, will| to" see if they .are ‘challenged -or. 

“In Fall; Back To Batoning ‘Headline six additional acts at the|°@5 spot any “underage Arinkers; 

14 of its .80 “bunny”: ‘waitresses 
director, Stanley Melba, marks | Sept sit ¢ Michigan State Pair from the: serving. of liquor and: 

two firsts. when that New York. D series oe was revesled that the (3) A’ docal) commercial: finger- 
c ow an é: Ricky |. \ gor the séason’ Sept, 12. New en printing’ ‘company. has Offered ‘to 

tertainment.. policy, following two. shows. this year at. reduced prices. tification card ‘for those over 21, 
fat a/nominal fee, ‘of course. 

operettas, ‘will be. original. revues, . 
the first orie, “Steppin’ In Society,” BILL. MILLER BRINGING: | tectives -Have drawn © a “blank . -§0..- 

| far. Of 200 young looking. drinkers 

‘Dolores Pallet: and. produced by| 
Melba.. Latter also. marks. his. re-|- Reno; ‘Aug: 15. 

Originally an orchestra leader at After the initial splurge In nude 
the’ posh Pierre he gaye up active 

acceptabllity | ‘to the locals as wéll| 
done .a.society and club date hand | as tourists Reno is. finally bringing other ke ° y clubs” that. use girls in.. 
booking business. With CBS ana brief. costumes as-servitors, .at first '- 

Riverside. Hotel has booked a new 
direct : ‘pickup. wire to the: Pierre, to waitresses. 
Melba decided to also conduct for | Harold Minsky show to start. Aug. “Liquor Commission said that: the 

-Revuette will comprise Patricia ‘choreography. It's an eight. week “who “delivers” ‘a drink. 
Bright, ‘Patricia. Moran, Jack Has- } 294 options deal. : _The. fingerprinter - has offered © 

Original revues, in the Julius Monk | credited. with giving ‘the Dunes: a ‘photograph: of ‘the girl, prints. of 
(Upstairs at the Downstairs) tradi- | Hotel, Las Vegas, -its’ upbeat busi-|‘her. right thumb ‘and. -left: index. © 

weeks. "| duced in Las. Vegas before buying| There is already a law on. the 
Gogi returns’ also as host at the’ into the Riverside: Hotel with actor |-Illinois Statute. books that provides 

maitre -d’hotel,. marks his 20th an- | Vegasite to. buy Minsky, having) by age” may obtain from the cous" 
ni- there with. the 1961-62 season. - done ‘that when. in charge of enter-! ty. clerk. an. alcoholic ‘liquor pur - 

TT -| lected . commissions’ on the: ‘Minsky | fee. However, Edward -J. Barrett, ©. 
deal’ even. after he moved away | the-.Cook County Clerk: says. that. 

New Frontier there.. |-since 1955 and - ‘nothing ‘hag been. 

To Rua Ohio State Fairs re iemiens | done | about ‘it. “Why. Should. a 

Columbus, o., Aug. 15. $2 nor such a card,’ ” Barrett said, 
““when he. ors a 

be the last such event to be con- Continued from page — |. Scan. get a ypter 

| ducted by the Ohio Dept. of Agré- — ret pane CTD 
the basis that more than a. Jocal ~LIMELITERS' - TEXAS ‘BOW. 

‘-Dall 
just signed by’ Goy. Michiel. V. . However important ‘the: proader'| allas, Aug. 15. 
DiSalle. .' He. ‘long’: has made no. aspects. ofthe jurisdictional dispute | are:.dated: for an‘ appearance ‘here 

: on. Nov. 24: when they: tour. this 
written law’—that. the state isn’t Chi is ‘potentially . explosive. There 
supposed: to make any money. on| are seven of: the tab révues going |Texas. . 

| The. trio’ will appear. here at the. 

Meanwhile, the Agriculture Dept. dozen trying out’in lofts and-au- 
| has’ awarded a contract to .Ward ‘ditoriums with the eventual hope ‘Auditorium. 

for. a three-day grandstand per- ‘has already declared ‘that. it. wants | 
|-formarice, including’ Huckleberry: The Fantasticks” (now at-the Con- “GLASON'S | 

f . ‘ PROFESSIONAL © 
will get $10,000, plus 60% of the. dium in its fold.. However,. “Fan-. 

|remaining gross receipts. “Another tasticks” is closing. in. two weeks. ‘for all Theatricals | - 

- “We Service the. Stars’. 

Kachman Helldrivers, for: two days,. pressure on the: Happy Medium. .| i 
for. 50%.of the gross. ’Fast’s thesis is that artists who |{| 45 Gag Filestor $15, Pius $1.09: Postage | 

‘ Hattie Althoff, vet, agent for 

cai tee unaae a sbet at | Cafes Selling ks To Under 21 Girls. 
| work _with. Charles Greene, CBS |. - 

|-ate results of. the: new. Illinois law. 

; Detroit, Aug, 15. ‘() Detectives:in the Youth B 
ectives: e You us 

Stanley Melba Rides With 
the >.“Fastest; Gun Alive,” “along|‘saloons wearing Bermuda. shorts 

' The Hotel Pierre’ s. entertainment. free Grandstand . performances. agi une Playboy: Club has retired . 

put them in other: jobs; 

hostelry's Cotillion ‘Room reopens: 
Nelson Show will top the Coliseum | produce ‘a -“non-alterable” ‘iden- 

years of tabloid musicomedies and | . 
Except for a few. cases, . the de- 

written by. Gig Henry, staged: by | MINSKY. SHOW TO RENO 

jturn to active batoneering. * 

shows in ‘Beno which indicated 

conducting. but has- consistently 

‘in the: ‘Minsky label: Bill Miller's 
ABC radio ‘networks putting in a doubted ‘that the new.law applied ~ 

the. show’ and. the dansapation. 24, with Mime. Karherova. doing: the ‘bill’ specifically refers: to: abyone : 

kell and Bill’ & Mitch ‘Hageett, |. - Minsky ‘shows are - generally a -eard, encased in plastic, with: 

|tion, may be changed every. four, ness. Miller, who formerly: :pro-j finger. and other’ pertinent data. ° 

Cotillion . Room ‘ and Pasquall, | Donald... ‘O'Connor, was. the first that any person: ‘not prohibited: 

-|tainment atthe. Dunes. He col- chase: identification card for:a $2 

New Law Sets Commish {from that inn to produce: at. the; the law. has.‘been: on the books 

| ‘| would-be. .purchaser of liquor. pay 

‘The. 1961" Ohio State Fair :will|-  AGVA- -Equity Row 
registration: card: for nothing?” 

culture as. a. Yesult: of legislation: issue is-at. stake. . 

The: Limeliters,. folksinging. trio, 

‘secret: of his dislike: of the “un-{may be, the immediate situation. in: 
fall: It . will be. thelr first. ‘visit - to 

the State. Fair. here currently, and another. half- |: 
‘theatre - of the. Dallas ; ‘Memorial. 

-Beam. & Associates,.Goshen, N.Y., |of ‘going into a cabaret. AGVA = 

Ly. FUN-MASTER ° 
‘Hound..and Yogi Bear. The firm {Tad ‘Hilton) and the Happy Me- es © 

‘COMEDY. MATERIAL 

‘contact ‘was signed with Jack ‘and ‘AGVA has.’ put no specific . , 
"Buy Professional — Be Professional. 

The new legislation “Will establi sh- ‘appear. anywhere where: drinks. are} Porelgn: 98 for $25. 
d must join AGVA. Mrs. Dare yY Bodks: Per 8k. ... 8100 1. 

‘a 16-member Ohio expositions.com- serve , |] @ 3 Pared © Per Ok... 81 oo 
-mission to. -conduct ‘state fairs. and maintains that it's the type of jt $ Mainateel Bucset Per. Bk. s3 . show. that. determines ‘which ‘union 

the ee ee to. In the case of |} 
the Knife ork and the Play- - 
bill, Fast no doubt. had’ his way |I, “lly GLASON ns, 
because both -of these clubs de- 1 0 Teactt EMCEEING and £o,e136 
pend. upon’ AGVA talent -for the [fT ‘tet: a ‘Real. Professionat Train Yeu' 

Test of the year. It’s ‘probable tha | ————_—— — 
‘the Happy Medium, which ‘has a 

| New York-produced revue all year, 
as, not susceptible to this kind of} 
pressure, 

manage and maintain the large 
State: Fairgrounds in’ -Columbus.. 
Fifteen members of: the . comniis=; 
sion, will be appointees of the 
governor, while the state director 
of ‘agriculture will serve as the 
16th. member: in an ex ¢ officio. sa. 
‘pac ity. . 

Mis. Show Boat to Lore | 
~'Em at ‘Twain Birthplace| 

e 
_ How to. Master. the. Ceremonies 

Ff Copy” 
No’ 6.0.0" “Always “Open” 

Miller’ 8. Ringling Slot 
New. Orleans, Aug. 15. Mei “saitier arate, Aug. /<  -Curre 

a former circus. 
re bankrupt sternwheel Misets- clown, : has been named curator RAVINTOLA - ROSENDAHL 

sippi show boat. River Queen was, of. the Ringling Museum of. the ‘Tampere,. Finland 
|-sold. at “ public auction last week 

to: Arthur ‘L. Krato, a Hannibal, 
Mo., businessman for $49,100. _He 
said ‘he ‘intends ‘having the- boat. 

| towed: to: Haniiibal where he will 
operate it .as va. ‘museum, eatery. 
and cocktail lounge” © 

‘Krato said: he- and .an’ associate 
will form:a corporation: to operate 
the beat at Hannibal ‘Park, where 
the birthplace. of “Mark: “Twain. has /f 
.been restored. Some. 250,000 tour- }} 
ists visit. the park: annually, he 

| added,” and. expressed confidence | 
| that the.. boat . can. be operated | 

. successfully: 
‘The former. river boat was pur- 

‘chased. a year ago by a group of 
New Orleanians who- ran it as 

.Circus.. He had served on a volun-}. 
teer. basis - as consultant. to: the |. 
venture. 

_ Prior to ‘his appointment, Miner, 
who first came to Sarasota in 1945, 
‘was an account exec for the the 
Robins Advertising Agency. 

Currently. 

Papers. listed: assets of $222, 610,| 
arid ‘liabilities. of $249.313.. The 
boat was valued. at $191,000. ; 

tbe wn Roe - ~ Too 

en 

INDIA 

questioned, only seven have proved - ..- 
‘under age. Other disguises used ‘by: ~- 

clothes ‘desetibed ‘as. “flashy” by’: - 

The ‘Playboy: Club, like. ‘several: a 

‘But: the Illinois - 



272" time: when there is'a normal-réces- |. 
>." gion ‘at’. the. -boxottice, operator |" 
ve Jules Podell lends 4 more attentive. - Butera & the Witnesses i731, 
“) gar’ to. agents... Phis timé, Podell: 1 my. -Roberts-Evelyn: Freenjaii’ Sing: } 
~. “has come up with a: big one in the! ers (9); Dick Huniphreus, Dancers, 

” dorf! Astoria.” 

> +. thankless.. 
4 seasoned: © spenders. need: the - Sea:. 

7 --) of numbers have reméined. in favor. 
’ «for. many’ .ygars... They. not. only. 
have: an? attentive. audience. - here;.} 

‘but .it. even réaches-levels of en-. 

.. moi with other ‘husband-and-wife. 

: fries’ -Tooks, it ‘isn't. really’ acting.” 
“. «She reaches’;a ‘peak in ‘her .sélo 
| efforts with “Coax: Me.” Haymes 
. . reaches - his’ top. in- a. Inédiey . ‘of 

been. matiring in the: provinces, 

“peak. although all: the “elements |. 

... ..underplays- his gab. . He's . quiet, 
“fis dines areé. tasteful and ‘many: 

— 7 Barbara Dodd. 

“’ gal has’ an -ever-reddy act. and can 

-pibits, voeal ‘phrasing: ‘as ‘rélaxed 

“. (ial “Bailey” 

‘. “she should’ have at least one more 

__Wednesday,, August 16, 1961 | 
* Coy acabana, N.Y. - 

. Dick 
"Jackie Kahane, Bill ‘Kennedy, Bar- 

dymes:.&--Fran- "Jeffries, ; the inventive arrangement. : - 
‘After this: 13-day", bill Grove" 

bata Dodd::Paul Shelley’ & Frank,\closes. for“ annual. spruce-up; re- { 
&. 3, F080 nilni-: (Gia Sept.1 with Viviene della | _, Marti: ‘Orchs; 

mem Chiesa, ‘and Myron Cohen: Was,: 

Summer is time for experinienita: | 
tion: ‘at - the ’.Copacabana.. “At --the:} . Mesert inn, Las Vegas” 

“Las Vegas, Aug.: 8. - 
' Leuls Prima & Keely Sm ith, Sanv 

‘Tom- 

: persons . of: Dick Haymes °& Fran |. (.15},- Carlton : Hayes ‘Orch 3203; 
. Jeffries:, This “duo, --haye™. been: $4 mninune - 

“around, ‘even. in important ‘spots | - -. _ 

“as. the Empire. Room. OF the. Wal- | “Phe: “Louis. ‘prima:Keely’: “Smith 
‘eulters:: will ‘find _éverything ‘they 

However,. there’ ‘is, a: ‘vital if. have: been “waiting for “and” more 
+, ference in this spotlighting: Both } in. the 

‘Haymes and his attractive ‘partner, | entitled “Return of the Wildest.” 
Miss Jeffries .( Mrs. Haymes) - “have |." ‘The: “stylized - Vocals: ‘of. Miss’ 

_ decided -to. come. “back: into this | smith:and Prima are heard. Bener: | 
- world. - ‘They have’ apparently’. Te- | ously in” duet . ‘and: “solo: Ably: 

cognized® thatthe ‘plight: of. the | | abettéd~“by- Sam ° Butera. and ° the. | 
“ musical astronauts. is. hatd- and | “Witnesses. (7), ‘plus thé-sock:sound. ! 

‘The cafes. .with the ‘of. “the: 

“Freeman. Singers: +9., _the stars 
- Their current: crop'| so9med. ‘their .show” on. ‘ssoned songs.: ‘opening ; 

tening, ‘they will fly. 

. trombone; Bobby: Morris, ; 
‘ ‘thusiasm,.- They. ‘ll probably be back drums; : “and Mor gan.” Thomas, | 

during. season at. the Copa..: — - umpet,” are individually | 
_ ‘Haymes and. Miss. Jeffries’ work !Jighted ‘for: solid effect. 
“seperately: -andin tandem. -In com-. 

Sino, | 

‘and. bass 
man, Rolly. ‘Dee does a, very funny’: 

It. as -the ‘show. 0 ner. ith hi- © 
.. teams, they « create .a’ degrée : of Ls pe “Mm & Ns 
warinth. ‘by “giving “the impression | "2 double-talk., 

“of being smeochy. . With: Miss Jef- |, Choreographer Dick Humphréys. 
‘who also clicks: asa performer, 

‘dance . called . “Grasshopper,” 
catchy. step. which: is the. -nucleus:: 

n 
tunes -with which. he’s. been. asco- 7 ae ioe: Se aot aaa 

" -Gialed. Apex is: “Might as. Well, Be. . | Phe-13:girl and: two-boy: dancers. 
° Spring.” {add -an’ extra.-lift to thé romp,” 

Comedy this. session is-by Jackie ‘backed’ by the Carlton’ Hayes orch. -: 

.Kahane, a newcomer ‘in’ this ‘town, - Special éredit goes to the excellent 
but ‘who-has been on-the. circuits. S 
Kahane is a: Jikeable chap who has isin for ei. weeks, "bites 

“put on opening’ night didn’t. hit a_|. 

Edgewater Reach. € ‘ht 
_ . Chicago, Aug. Ww. 

Kim. Sisters: (3+, Dow-Dar is. 
Orch:' $3. cover: week nds, 8. 50. 
weeknights, o 

“seemed to be in readiness. Kahane | - 

~ have. the impression of being new: 
‘and zany. Kahane: at this’ show [- 
‘probably needed to get loose from_|:- 
the strangeness of ‘his surround- 
“dings. He. was liked’ by. the crowd. 

' but he- seems : ‘capable of. articula~ i. 
ting ‘more than: ‘he:did,- 
 Panl Shelley, * per: nsuai’ ‘backs | 

_ excellently, with. Frank. Marti--on:| 
relief... while . production Singing to: 
the’ Doug ‘Coudy “routines - is. by. 

- Bill” ‘Kennedy - and terps. “are. iby] 
Tose. 

the. “Polynesian ‘Room.’ 
| frequently has .& probleni in finding - 
tacts that: project: ‘strongly ‘enough: | 
te fill its big ‘stagé ‘and room, has.i 

that more: than fills’ the. bith ‘The 
sprightly and freshdovking-Korean 
‘trio :are. perfect. for the South, Seas : 

| setting, 
‘minute: show is provitig. onhe-of the 

7 an “tthe room. . 
Cocoanat. Grove, i. ‘A. . [: ‘What's inipressive about the act, 

‘ Los: Angeles.. Aug. 9 * 1: 
°. earl. Bailey; Louis Bellson, Dick - -Siderable ‘talents. ° 
“alt Orer 13); $2. 50 ene er, _ Staging and. pacing. W ith: 21: of 

i their. frenetic activity,- there's . not 
2. waste: movement ‘oF super flusnts: 
‘bit of business: in their entire turn.. 
! Their ‘vocalizing ‘ranges ‘from, pop 
‘tunes ‘to ‘Dixieland and” standar ds. ! 
- and they play a total: of 18. “dif- ; 
ferent instruments - ‘proficiently. 

the * superb 

= Peart. ‘Bailey: Was. “booked “i in: on: 
five - days” Aotice, ‘to. sub. the’ King-!; 
ston’ ‘Trio, which _canteHed. due’ to: 

ithe dispute. still. raging over’. exit: : 
from: combo of Dave Guard. This.” 

“travel over wide repertoire before ~ : psu 
. any type audience; That” she proved: 
(if need. be. at this point: in her! 

 Gareert opening night .'8) at the! 
Grove and ‘drew 80°r expacity. first; 

: ‘show - ‘in the. cavernous nitery. 
The old’ pre from Pottsville ex-" 

| accompanies: the, héadliner, -: Fhe 
, girls: put ‘on. such'a-show of: verve, 
. Vivacity and. sheer enerey ‘that a 
j supporting - ‘turn -- UMHecessary | 
r Don. Davis’. 

! sapation. shows. Billy is: in till. Se pl. 
‘end subtle as ever, and her. song-.|: 19. » Mar. 
‘felling . is © as. ‘disarming. In--brief, 2 a 
“she had.‘em in her‘hip-pocket-with-: ; vs 
in first five’ niinutes ‘of: her. -60- min] Eddys’; $ “Ka: C °. e ye, 

. 80 and kept. ’em. there...“ ” 1 Kansas City. Aug. erie 
Her oldies such: as” “Row, Row, ; 

Row. ™ “Old Gray Bennet... “Bill 
Bailey,” “Legalize. My. Name” and 

“* Tootsie: Goodbye," giv en the spe- | 
burnish.- ‘were’ high: | 

‘points, but. ‘perhaps. ‘her. most’ ef- 
fective. number: was “Glad There? 
Is... ¥ou”. Her: rendition showcased: 
‘how poignan‘ly: she.-can. deliver’ a.” 

sentimental ballad and’ suggested 

Dick Curtis, Jaye Enxers, pitty, 
i ‘Williams Orch 4645 $1 af ‘$2 CONT. 

The Eddy ‘Bros, have. a heativ- 

‘in. their.. deluxe. restauirant:. with. 
comie! Dick Curtis: and SONsSUFESS fF 
Jayrie Evers both : in first appear 
ances . “here. *The. _Sonsecomé dy! 
combo: plays . ‘nicely: 

in- her. act-which- ‘could: be- fight-" Billy : ‘Williams: ‘does™ his. “polished: 
ened by excising - Some © of” that “bit-in: the- me. slot: and! in -Jéeading ° 
New. Shoes’? bit. : 
In. ally.proying. che is: ‘one. ‘of the: . 

. ‘most: “redoubtable © “oné-woman 
“niterv. bills extant, “Mise: Bailev's : 

Jayne. Evers ‘has- sung: 

-radio- and: ‘t¥,. 

Jivered . ‘and ..the .fiomespun.’ Hu-! .in_her 20:plus: minutes leatung off. 
morous asides score with the, ease- 
with which’ she‘ tosses’’em: a 
-: Her’ husband, Louis Bellson: :pre- ; incites... _ laughs. , ‘in. his’ series . of 

‘Cedes With :an “unrelated” five-min«| 
ute. session on. drums, .a.- bravura 

‘ hit: of virtuosity on‘as ‘aw esome an 1g ‘French song, “‘Cest: Magnifique.” 
_ array of.tube as any skinman. ever | is: ‘an. outstandingly’: funny. 

- 2 tissembled.. Gets, ‘quite a: hand. al-; while: -his.“Just Because We're-. 
’"Most as thumping as ‘the-routine..: Kids”. is filled ‘with. beth: humor. 

Dick Stahilehouse orch of 13 (and: nostalgia. He's likewise very.‘ Tennessee, Williams play which is; Boy” remains .a favorite. 
“(swelled by ‘:two ‘for ‘topliner’s| funny . with | his © ““Stop- -Sriroking”’ 
turn) keeps dancefloor. thronged | helps and’ his. vignette. of ihe -re.+ 
‘before the show and, for.an over-| formed © drunk; «drawing - _Tayehe. . 
Mure, does .a..zingy “Holiday For. deserved kudos: at. his bowoff.: 

* Strings”? made" rather wnusual -in| - Show holds: tibrough Aug. 47." 
‘that only one string, a “base, : is. . Quin. 

fused. ‘The. reeds. fo: ‘the: pacing of 7 

popular. team’s new bash- 

aa ee ee - . Sea 

nN ree - ot ; 
F 

‘ Tommy” .Roberts-Ev lyn 

night;: arid. ‘with the expected: tigh- j a . 
Dot ot : $20. E. 54th Street, New York 

~ Witnesses - ‘Butera: ‘on. ‘ax. ‘Lou a See 

spot:. po 

-has concocted ‘with -Prima ‘a new , 

& 4: 

“Nek 

found; : in the Kim. ‘Sisters. a- stow" 

‘and their  fzst- paced. 50-= 
“the. punch’: that séts.up the. Villa- 

hottest ‘lures: in, many: monihs: ‘for’ 

in. addition to the. gins own" con-. 

“Not: missed -in this: show. fs tire” 
‘al. féatured™ ‘act that. renerally’ 

-orch’ ‘pack’ the “act. 
expertly . and provides ‘neat’ dan-" 

paced: 50-minute package’. ‘of -enter-. f 
‘tainment :for. the: currént: torthignt: 

usual, . 

his crew _in backing the two turns. | 
“widely | 

- through. the. south: and-n.idwest, on. 
in. ‘hotels and clubs. 

“change-up pitches’ are. deftly: de} and. Shows” here-a. fine. list ‘of funes-” 

‘Humor level stands high thiough-. 
‘out: Dick Curtis’ ‘35. minutes .as he . 

character ' ‘takeoffs, His -Oklaioma - 
disk jockey obliging: a request. for 

bite b- 

ce Pepper: Davis & Tony ‘Reese have | 
Ahoned, their comedy Caper oa 

MONROE - 
“RIVERSIDE HOTEL, lienu, Nev a! 

“VE AUGHN 

“Always. offers."a” fine show, 
COMME | ‘pack’ to the’ Riverside ‘any- 
lime.” “Bilt Miller. 

Mgt.: - IRV: SIDERS. 

- Showplace, Ne. Y. 
—— 

“The. Prickly Pair,” -with .R.-G.. 
: Brown, . Marian :‘ “Mercer, 
_Bergersen; “sketches . “bu: Brown. 
Punusice by. Bergersen; - 

, an, 

Baldw in 

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 
[new sharpiess which is highly ef- 

4 fective. 
amount of new material ‘un this| 
_{-trip, 
| some. ‘gags. ‘and gimmicks which 
| have. made them longtime Vegas 

They have A generous 

‘smoothiy splicing st with 

fives. The hilaricusly outrageous 
‘t delivery” of diakig and physical 

-toxether with the ° ‘humor by..Davis, 
‘songs’ and ‘sUaightman role uf 

dit. of mayhem. : , 
Curtain. -raiser. isa holdover 

| Moro-Lanis: production number 
featuring. the Johnny. Wood Trio, 
Felipe Hazep, and the 16 “Most 
Amercan Girls In The Werld.” 
‘The Stan Irwan.production. backed 
with. .finess ‘by thé Louis Basil 
‘orch -(12},. is”: in for four frames. 

. a Duke, 
. - 

- Mister. ‘Kelly's, (hi 
Chicago, Aug 8 

‘Julie Louden, Babt'"y | Troup, ° 
;-Marz- Frigo Trio: $2. 50 cou er. 

be : Julie’ ‘London's husky voice 
‘brings a yfoom-hushing sense of 

‘| tptimacy. to Mister. Kelly's. and - 
“Everything ‘Happens To Me.” one 
; of. her numbers, could be the 
theme. for her catalog of tunes of } 

| over-and-unrequited love. She's an 

.style and a sure . ability to sell a 
Usk. ae 

She’s. at her best in the sad songs | 

j Reese; equal a strongly appealing, 

= 

Harrah‘s, Lake Tahee 
Lake Yahwe, Aug. 6 

Harry Belafonte, George Kirty, 
Miriam Makeba, Vocai V, Derben 
Singers & Dawers \14*, Letehtoa 
Neble Orch «23. gradued by 
Russ Hall, $8 state. 

The potent power ef his name 
cn a marquee fy agatn evideted 
bys Harry Belafonte in this debut 
at Lake Tahoe in the swank Su ah 
Share Reem of Hatiah’s --- wat 
with the twowneeker heang a near 
sellout days prier to the cpening 
and a few reservations available 
only for the late show during the 
nadweek days. 

Essaying a capsule: version of 
his concert shaw that sold eut the 

j4.400-seat Greak Theater in los 
+ Angéles for three weeks, Belafonte 
! keeps the accent campletely on the 
i folk songs—and i's appirent the 
‘ftablers are in complete accoid 
with the selections. The reaction 
i~-complete silence at fimes, near 
chaos on occasion ~1s assurance of 
the artist's appeal. - 

For this turn he ‘augments dis 
own worth with the pertections 
of the George Kirby impressions, 

‘the interesting vocaling of South 
; African Miriam Makeba, and neat 
‘backstoping by the Vocal \ > Billy 

‘Fin: Paul Eiler. presentation - of attractive femme with a distinctive Stewart, William Eaton. Sherman 

Sneed, Phyllis Bash and Noauna 
: Donaldson’. ; 

Kirby solidly fills the opener 
-productian * t Which. comprise the greater part; spot with a catalog of both instiu- 

‘designed - ‘by : Robert: Maitland. ‘& ‘of her songalog. “Her intime de- mental and personality impressicns 
‘Charles E. Hoefler; $1. 50. ber erage 
mindnrum, yt 

The’ ‘day. cot ‘the wt 
“tbe at’ hand in’ many ¢¢ 
“perfarmers. with. speciallies 
becoming harder to come by, coop: 
“erative efforts. ‘seem to be- more’, 
‘in-order. .It seems that In the case. 
‘of. Jim: .Paul Enler’s Showplace inj 
Green: ich - ‘Village: a producer: 
starts. with the wWriter- and: works : 

a his'way down: :In the’ case of “Tle! 
-Brickly. Pair," -Eiler didn't, have:: 
' far:to go. K: G. Br own, one of the ; 

‘ _ principal ‘perforimers, 1s.the writer. 
as well. ‘His coilaborator. on music. 
is at: the. piano, Baldwin. Berger-- 
sen, and the: duo joined. by Marian | 
“Mercer. contribute «a ‘spicy ‘and:; 
sassy: show that -has ‘the: elements. 
“of ‘satire and ‘other. qualities, that. 
cake. up a. good revue. . 

- Both performers, . Miss. Mercer 
‘arid ‘Brown, ‘are extremely ‘capable | 
‘in this type, ‘of ‘revue, Thiev.seem-. 
ingly are .schooled in legit, but 
*knaw - whelr “to -get| away, frony 
strictly stagey. devices to. provide: ; 

gemiks for excellent Teturns. 

ares: 

,adv er lising, 
y through lampoens ‘on 

and filter “down, 
the beat. 

i movement: the. Southhampton -pre-t. 
cints and--other: aspects. of. contem- | 

in-} | porary. civilization: “In: manv 
| stances, Miss '* Mercer - provides: -a 3 
change of. pace. with the Bergersen | 
Sones, “which - permits. the -attdience | 
"to pet” a Tespite. . Both: ‘déliver’: 
SUnES well. . 

There “are ihoments.. when the 
proceedings become | MUCH. to sVe- 

tial ‘for: consumption outside. the. 
“now “established intelectual ghet-- 
“tos jike: the’ ‘Village. Some gf this : 
‘material: needs ‘the Village Aype 
of audience. Yet, a previous. show, 
Stewed, Prunes” isa hit in. Chie 

" Leago, 

is exploling-new frontiers of nitery, : 
ventertainment.- Its. attemptumg a, 
wide audience’ geaied, high IQ aid | 
‘ow ptice. s$1. 50 ‘beverage  ininie - 
-nitm »- 
Jay é stay ving bower. “Jose, 

_ — 

. Sahara, Las. v egas 
". Juas Vegas, ‘Aus. 8. 

- Be tty. Hutton, Pete Car doli: Jazz 
“Grow: «9+, Davis & Reese, Herb , 
Toure; Frank “How era, Muro Las : 
dis Dancers #162, ‘Louis. Bastl-. 
-Ore hi. #123; $4 mrttite. ine 

Betty: ‘Hutton: starts: off. her. new : 
act here by kidding hetself unmer-. 
ciiulix, and. untik'she does a special. 
comedy, sKetch. at the. end - of the. 

‘turn, “she “plays Betty ‘Hulton to j 
the - hilt.. “She. doesn't ‘try! to. get. 
cut” of character while ‘singing, 
‘with. ‘the “backing™ of- her “husband ; 
‘Pete Candol{’s very ‘hip jazz gioup,. 
which adds up. to-an -honest dnd 
‘{ nleresting- session of vocalizing. . 

-The..comedy.-'sketeh, in which. 
she’s aided -by ‘Herb Lurie: ‘and. 

~ Frank ‘Howeran, ‘Ig a satire: ona 

: both funny’ and bawdy.- ‘Special. 
material. was . written | by’ Jack , 
Brooks, ‘and the choreo ‘Is. by Jack | 
Bunch, | ‘ 

“Alvely of’. the material is clever: 
and both. know where all the laughs |. 

: Theés‘re opener is ‘a- satiré on f- 

a his. 

"oh The. ‘Prickly Pair: " “Vike many: 
for its’ cafe “réyue conten:pararies, 

and. this, Javout’ seems, to. 

- their familiar styles 
& his Boys beck show, fn through | 

livery of. “Don't Smoke In Bed.” 
*“Let- There Be Love,” and -“Easy | 

|-Street” score ‘as a personal and 

‘Back: Your Mink,” a number that - 
‘just’ doesn’t. adapt to the torch: 
| tempo. . .In_poth words and music 
{Us a satire, and-a, straight delivery: 
ds at best awkward. 
': - Bonifaces' Oscar. and George 
:Marienthal have .a-snbstantial rec- - 
i ord ‘of booking solid featured acts 
-to balance. out their headliners. 
!Their booking of Miss London's 
+spouse, Bobby Troup, as the cther 
| -half-of- this bill is one of their few 
}‘false steps in this direction Tunes- 
“mith-keyboarder Troup’s chanting 
| Of | ‘college. prom chestnuts is not 
‘in’ keeping ~ with the chichi at- 
; mesphere of. the club and is. just 
“too much song for one session, 
.. Marx-Frigo Trio plays’ with cool - 

; urgency between shows, and the 
-group js augmented with a trum. 

i peter and. guitarist for baekine the 
‘ acts. Bill is in. une Aug. 23 

Mor, 

H 

$ 

| 
ommmemnannend 

c © reseendo: I: . 
Los Angeles, Aug. 315. 

Don. Rickles, Patti Macre & Ben 
| Lessy, Ink Spots: $2 SQ. COLET pilus 
tteu- drisk, meivi tran. t 

Qld and. new comedy ‘styles com. 
plement ‘each other In current. bi. 
“with: insult King Don Buckles rep. 

| ping fast-paced, stanaup Vm. pop- 
ular today, while Patli Voere 
‘Ben’ Lessy maintain sligiitly up- 

-} dated: -vaude-burlesque style that: 
j has. kept them a standard ict 
‘through the two-a-day. tv and clisbs 
for-years. “Bothi-are | adepthy de- 

i signed -acts. wilh emph: is placed 
:on Pro. delivery. Father than mate: 
‘rial. : 

‘Rickles sticks: to the sanie patter 
that pat? him at the top, though 

Jewish-Irish ‘kidding. while 
fanny because. of his quick. infec- 
, tious punch, fs the same stuff he’s 
-always used, Comi¢.1s hest when 
flipping a constant sticani of wise- 
cracks at ringsiders bul Joses seme: 
impact . spending tov niach tine 
in an: apparently honest hut) far 

, too maudlin section of a: 1TOBIES | 
| for the jokes: palions: have come? 

to hear. 
‘| rapid- fire. performers on the 
today, he fares less ucli vith ihe 

- partially-planned Indian sku using 
“members of. the aud.ence which 
‘also has. figured jyaominenily mn 

- comic s other’stints here. 
Lessy and Moore use nleritv of 

I their ald standards. as well. though | 
a bright takeoff on “Mr. Clean” 
48 new. Act. mixes comedy with: 
music. In a bounty pace. Wiss 
‘Moore handling most of the yccals 
while Jessy goes through adeptly- 

damed.. vaude. bits, including pop- 
corn slight of hard. piano-clowning * 
‘featuring his famed nose play- , 

: ing) -and visual reactions pattered ; 
through ‘the. years 
are old and pleasantness of the 
act is slightly marred by using tne 
“Take My Love and Shove it Up 
Your Heart” gag too much. “Jones 

along 
i with standard “Sun Shines Neilie™ 
and the Oriental takeoff. 

Holdover Ink Spots continue 

| Aug. 20. Dale. 

& : 

‘Probably ane of the best | 
fluor 

Many jokes . 

Key Howard . 

that prove uncannily accurate 3n 
both sound and manne isms 
from trombone to string bass, from 

7 _ 

4 ‘ter ete t to" ‘private messages between singer | James Cagney to Ella Fitzgerald. 
fes. As top. ‘and auditers. In an otherwise solid | He's -equally impressive: at the 

are. | turn. Miss London falters on “Take ; prano for a Duke Ellington im- 
presh7 with the stylized hatoning 

,@ perfect carbon. His routine is 
nicely handled in the commentary 
line as each personality evulves in 
story fashion 

Backed for most of his” turn at 
the mike by only two guitara and 
bass, Belafonte onstages with 
,“Good Marning, Captain,” then 
: Segues with & songalog of. folk 
. titles such as “Trayel Qn," “John 
Henry,” et al that aHows jum to 
prove his status as a lop millery 
attraction. With the Voew V laeke - 

* jing, he deviates a dnt tronr fie 
-more folksy things far & lensing. 
session an “When The Sainis Go 
‘Marching In" for tap endorsement. 

Exit is “Matilda.” vith whieh 
he: gel lotsa: mileage with and 

participation, including the South 
Shore Room’s arniy of waners: In 

; the evit number, be also proves 
is talent at ad lib. what with 

eee “anans *lead Vines thrown by the 
: andiance 
7 Miss Makeba. who mae her 
US debut in late 52 ate: making 
the US. scene forns her homer on 
South Afiics. is a natural for the 
Belafonte package Ste vocals 
several songs in hor prative Jane 
guage yith the arrangements pe 
ferectiny and ontrivuing She pro 

jects with power. the interpicta- 
tions are strong and cffective des 

-spite the lack of Engheh tranela- 
trons, and the «tage savvy al thas 
early point is already wniquestioue d. 

Derothy Dorben Singers & Dane- 
ers rane the cumlams tn a class 
production built areund “Sound 
of. Music.” with an siusiiers stage 

‘used for a bus-cirt vocal dua ‘The 
Leighton ~Neble | ordi capakiy 

thandles the nvisical chores fer the 
enlure show 

Kay Stair in next on Aug 37 
for four weeks. Tterseg, 

Charchii’s. London 
Jendon tug # 

“Factia,” wth Harra Kest, 
Patsy Porter, Jackw Daltaw, Diuky 
Jordan, Paul Arland Veutdracs, | 

i Howard De Cournea Kelia Reil 
(aud partvers, Croande & Dade, 

ie ete aS 

‘Teor’ Megaide,  Churchail) - Gats 
Wes chareeeraphy and predac- 
ftom by rer Meagaa & Baldy 
Hradlen., Teg Armits Oroh troy 

Moutg Taree a Orch <6 3 $280 
corer, FESO witraices 

This favorite late nitery “weighs 
fn with another of its fivel. floor 
shaws which promises to ketp the 

“customers happs far | several 
smionths to come dea of the show. 
49 as siim as the chorinee’ waists, 
serving merels a8 a peg for some 
colorful prodacien mumbers be- 
{ween the specialiv acts 

Barry Kent is “the tan from 
Churchill’s” touring the globe to- 
discover the “most beautiful girl 
In the world’ In the 31 pm. 
show he turus up inthe Suuth 
Seas, the palace of an Eastern 
Princess and e@ Japanese Geisha 
House. In the second show. med 
jt for 1 am he continues bis 
search Sn Peru. a Turk:sth harem 
‘and in Las Vegas — 

The acts, with minor modifice- 

(Continued on page 52: 
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‘CURRENT. BILLS 
WEEK OF AUGUST 16 

ASHGROVE—New ‘Lost City Ramblers, 
Sut Terri. Frank . Hamilton. NEW YORK CITY 

MUSIC HALL — Centennial College 
Chou. Charlivels, Alan Cole, Corps de; loo.” with Joey Faye, Culiy Richards, 

Harry Clexx, Sid Fields, Allison McKay; 
Qlona Adams. Joy Healey Dancers, ' The. 
Domestrics. Ivan Lane & Orc. 
COCOANUT GROVE—Pearl Bailey, Low 

Belison, Dick Stabile Orc. — 

allet, Ruckettes, Raymond Palge Ore. 

AUSTRALIA | 
MELBOURNE ‘Ino -- Don Tannen. 

Les Sharon, Lucia & Rosita, Four Kovacs, 
MeKay Bros & Romayne, Daniele Dorice. 
Hai Reach. MecKar Brus. & Romayne, 

Trim, Yolande Rodrigues. 

Patti Moore, Ink Spots. 
DINO’S —- Lorraine Barry. Jack Elton, 

Steve La Fever. 

=| Martel, Marcel Le Boa, 
DIPLOMAT—Mandy ie Callahans, . 

| Smitha: Trio. 
‘EDEN. 

BLUE’S — Ben Blue's ““Hullaba- 

j Ore. 

MURRAY ‘FRANKLIN’S — Patsy. Shaw, 
Kayé Carole & Tommy, Dick Havilland. 
‘Roy Sedley, Sue Lawton. Faddie. .Bernard, ; 
Murray Fra 
SEVILLE— “Caught. in. Act.” Jack De. 

Leon, Terry Haven, Joe. Ross, Jerry New-- 
by. Linda Lavin, Held & Paul..- 
BALMORAL — 

‘| Vie Charles, June Rae. 

CRESCENDO—-Don Rickles,. ‘Ben Lowy. PLAYBOY CLUS — Penie Pryor. ‘Joe | 
Conti, ..Martine 
Mark Russéll a 

Le> Arnot | SbATE . BROS. — Salinas Bros., Geo. 
“SYDNEY (Tivoll.— Nat fackley. Sid | opkitus a 7 

Plummer & Asst. Howard Torrigon 4, } STATLER HOTEL — Playmates. in New 
York. Skinnay Ennis Orc. 
THE SUMMIT-—-Lon | Fontaine's 

"62. Revue, Redd Foxx. 

Txomy Godfres, Jack Bowkett, 4 Brit- | 
tons. Flying De Pauls. Janet Grey, 
Bleaeh, Marzarita Helioh, Rosemary ; 
Powell, Anne Inglis. ‘ 

BRITAIN 
(Grand}- Arthur Askey. ; as ok 

Bearrice Vartey. Betty Driver, Bunny CARVER HOUSE — John Bubbles, Ni- 

Btay. Linda James, Raymond Dyer. | cnelle Nichols, Joanne phompson. oon 

m an, Jill Thompson & Billy | Fontaine. Dancers, e Ey ields Ore 
Tockeee Ryan, 4 P DESERT INN — Louis Prima; Keely 
BLACKPOOL (Opera House) — Shirley Smith, Dick Humphreys, Sam. Butera’ & 

Feasssy, Richard Hearne. Ivoz Emmanuel, : Witnesses, Donn Arden Dancers. Carlton 
Tommy Fields. Clark Bros.. Lucky. La: ! Hayes Ore.: Lounge: Michael. Kent, ‘Dave. 
tines. Hatrs Smith-Humpshire & Doreen Applion. Milt Herth, Henri Rose, Bobby 

‘Cotton 

Dave Madden, Eduardo Sasson. 

LAS VEGAS 
BLACKPOOL 

2 

} 
YE LITTLE CLUB — January Jones, 

‘GENE & FRANCESCA. 
| Songs, Comedy 
| 28 Mins. . 
hungry. i, ‘San. Francisco: . 

Gene Raskin, who for: 20. years . 

ture at Columbia,” and his beauti-.; 
ful, blonde wife, Francesca, have | 
put together one of the. funniest— ; 

ROC—Duke Jenkins Orc., Jack |. 
Kasse wee ‘Mal . Malkin: Ore.. Luis Varona 

a Pain . 
FONTAINBLEAU — Dick. Haymes, Fran _ 

Jeffries, Davis & Reese, Ray & Homan. * 
.1 Len Dowson Orc., Voradero Sextette. © 

Dalton, Mickey anaes | 

has been .a professor ° of architec-; 

Cavey, George Mitchell Singers, Matcolm | Stevenson. and most sophisticated—acts seen 
, Tyldesley Girls Choir, | .OUNES—Tony Bennett, Ford & Rey- 

Soagare Cees Dancing Waters. nolds, Earl Twins, Barton Dancers, Bill | at this basement bistro in. many 
BLACKPOOL (Patace) — Frankie | Reddie Orc. tounge: Roberta Sherwood, months. 

Vaughan. Asthur Worsley, Billy Ternent, 
Orceh, Maxine Coates, Bell-Tones. Neil 

Kia 
BLACKPOOL (Tower Cilrcus}—Charlie 

Cairo & €v.. Schickler Sisters. Knie’s 
Animals, 4 Palacios. Circus 
Tigers, 3 Elwardos, Berosinis, Rudy Horn, 
Moot the Elephant, Captain Danion’s Sea 
Lions, 3 Lorandos. Lilian Kenny, Sydney 
- The Kangaroo. Trio Faber, Our Sammy, 
Litde Jimmy & Circusettes. 
BLACKPOOL (Winter Gardens Pavillon) 

—fonnie Donegan, Dallas Boys, Suzie 
Miller, Gil & Freddie Lavedo, Miki & 
Grif, Notman Vaughan. 
BRIGHTON (Hippodrome) — Ruse Con- 

way. Alfred Marks. Janie Marden, Page 
& Bray. Brook Sros., Freddie Mills. Al 
Redding, Pat Coombs. Two Heinkes, Den- 
nis Newev. Ted Carson, Bells & Beaux, 
GLASGOW (Empire) — Andy Stewart; 

Ian Powrie & Band, Alex McAvoy. Mar- 
garet Mitchell. Max Kav, Andrew. McKen- 
zie, Dixie Ingram. 4 Jays, Cherry Wil- 
loughby Dancers. Richard Hardie. David 
Logan, Aeahan Choir, Scottish Country 
Daers. 
MANCHESTER (Palace)--limmy Wheel- 

e1. ‘—Eden Kane. Maureen. Eans, Alan 
Etsdun & Jars Band. Visecounts, Peter 
Gvedwrisht. Shivers. Manton Bros. 
+#ORECAMBE (Winter Gardens) — 

Ciuacli® Chester, Hedley | Ward Trios 
Eric “Jeeves” Grier. Wallabies: J & 
Barbour, 8 y Franklin & Doves, 

Girls. 

Cabaret Bills 

Annand. John Tiller 

NEW YORK CITY 
BON SOIR..-“Greenwieh Village, USA.” 

doan River, Three Flames, Jimmie 
_ Daniels. 

CHARDAS .-Nina Silvana, Tibor Rakos- 
ey. Bil Yedila, Elemar Horvath. 
CHATEAU MAODRID--Extravaganza La- 

tino,” Eva Flores. Jonas Mouras, Nora & 
Riul, Pupil Campo Ore 

Jeffties. Jackie Kahane. Bill Kennedy. 
Barbara Dodd, Paul Shelley Orc., Frank 
Marti Ore. 
EMBERS—Bobby Hackett, Lee Evans. 
HOTEL ASTOR..-Eddie Lane Orc. 
HOTEL ELYSEE--Kane & O'Brien, Mel 

Martin, Jack Arnold. 
HOTEL LEXINGTON—Virgiola Wing, 

Lilian Knight, Denny Regor, Tony Drake. 
Tony Cabot Orc. 

’ HOTEL NEW YORKER—Joe Furst. 
HOTEL PLAZA—Monte's Continentals. 
HOTEL TAFT —Vincent Lopez Orc. 
HOTEL ROOSEVELT — Milt Saunders 

Orc 
HOTEL ST. REGIS— Milt Shaw Orc. 
INTERNATIONAL--Sandra Kiraly, Ed- 

die Garson, Cavalier & Rose. Mike Durso 
Ore.. Aviles Orc. 

LATIN QUARTER — Darothy Lamour. 
Jack Durant, Wazzan Troupe. Harrison & 
Kosal. Dorothea McFarland. Ronald Field: 
Jy Lombardi Orc.. Harlowe Orc, 

LEFT cae cal Bostic, Shirley & 
Friend. 
LIVING ROOM—Bob Ferro Trio. Meg. 

Bivtes, Jimmy Dooley. . 
. 1 FIFTH AVE.--Cedrone & Mitch- 

ell. Hankinson & Silver. 
ROUNDTABLE .-Joe Williams, Rusty 

Watren, Jack Kelly, Harry Sweets Edi- 
aon. . 

SAHBRA — -Yaffa Yarkoni, Rabe) & 
Zililla, Martin Roman. Sara Avani. Kovesh . 
& Mizrachie. Leo Fuld. ¢ 
UPSTAIRS & DOWNSTAIRS—Loavelady 

Powell, Freddie Weber. Jim Sheridan, 
Bill McCutchen. Trueblood & Colston. 

VILLAGE BARN Dory Sinclair 
Raiph Pote. Susan Brady, Joe Hay, Johnny 
King. Lou Harold Ore. 
VILLAGE GATE--Art Blakey Sextet. 

John Coltrane 4. 
VILLAGE VANGUARD — - Oscar Peter- 

gon, Carol Sinane. 

CHICAGO 
SLUE ANGEL “Pablo. Candela Limbo 

Calvpoo Revue.” Lydia Lara, Raphael Her- 
nan, Lord Christo, Lord Mike, Jeanne 
Svuratt, Solea Carn. Tito’.Perez orc. 
CLOISTER Phil Tucker. Lorri Lon- 

don & Londonaires: Eddy Subway Orc. 
CONRAD HILTON ‘Fantasticks’. (10) 
DOWNSTAGE ROOM Happy Medium) {| 

Micheline Bardin. 
EDGEWATER BEACH © 

Dan Davis Ore - 
GATE OF HORN -— Will Holt & Dolly 

Jonah. “Stewed Prunes’, (32. Fred Kaz 3. 
LE BISTRO Milt Trenier, Sir Gregory, 

Diek Bardes Trio 
LONDON HOUSE Red Nichols & Five 

Peantes., Eddie Haagins ‘Frio. Larry No- 
wek Trio 
MISTER KELLY’S Juhe London. Bobbys 

an ate. Mars & Frigo. Marty Rubenstein 
I. 
PALMER HOUSE - ands Wiilian:s, Nicki 

Kim_ Sisters. 

& Pat Deliina, Kims, Ted Lune, Hetty | 

Roland's | 

COPACASANA — Dick Haymes. Fran - 

Gil Bernal. -Wynona Carr. 
EL CORTEZ—Johnny Ukulele, ‘Princess 

Lei Momi, Kahala Twins. 
FLAMINGO—Mitzi Gaynor. - Half - Bros., 

Flamingoettes, Don Kirk, Nat. Brand- 
wynne Orc. Lounge: Earl Grant, MMachito. 
FREMONT-— Joe King: Zaniacs, Newton 

Bros.. Make Béleves. -- 
GOLDEN NUGGET—Judy Lynn, Jimmy. 

Wakely, Wanda Jackson, Sneed. Family. 
Joe Wolverton, Annie Maloney. 
HACIENDA — Four Tuzsies.,. “Johnny 

Olenn, Keynotes, Cathy Ryan, Grover: 
Shore 3. 
LAST FRONTIER — Lou . Moscon! Sr. 

Virginia Rae, Fritz Becker. . ; 
. MINT—Pat Moreno’s “Artists & Models 

NEVADA—"“Les Girls De Paris.” Jose: 
Duarte, Moon Puppets, Kay Brown, Vide | 
Musso. Johnny Paul, Sparklers. 
NEW FRONTIER — “Holiday in Rio”. 

Lounge: Ink Spots. “Hot Lips” Levine, 
Fred ‘Kushon. 
RIVIERA —“Gypsy.” Mitzi. ‘Green, Jules. 

Munshin, Eddie innes, . Betty McGuire, 
Anne Russell. Lounge: Sammy Kaye- 
Kay Stevens. . 
SADOLE CLUB—Reggie Perkins: 
SAHAP &—Betty Hutton. Pete Candoli, - 

Davis &.Reese. Moro-Landis Dancers, Lou 
Basil Ore. Lounge: Ray Anthony, Char- 
acters. George Rock. 
SANOS—Peter Lind ‘Hayes, Patrice Wy- 

more, Claude Stroud. Garr. Nelson, George 
Zak. Copa Girls, Antonio Morelli Ore. 
Kine Red Nurvo. Dave Burton, Morty: 
Kin 
SHOWBOAT — Sawyer Sisters, . Twin. 

Tunes. Roy Clark. - 
SILVER SLIPPER—Hank. Henry,. Sparky. 

| Kaye, Red Marshall,- Danny Jacobs, 
F Taffy O'Neil, Rudenko Bros., Slipperettes, 
+ George Redman Orc..- Lounge:: Charlie 
Teagarden, Barbary Coast Boys. 

STARDUST—“Lido de Paris”; Lounge: 
Bernard Bros., Kim. Sisters, Happy Jest-.|' 
ecs, Micki Lynpo. Treasure Ford.: 
THUNDERBIRD — Gogi Grant. Sammy. 

Shore, Harry Nofal. Garwood Van Orc.. 
Lounge: Lancers, Edi Domingo &’ Norma, - 
Frank Gusto. : 
TROPICANA—“Folies Bergere.” Col- 

ette Riedinger. Pompoff, Thedy: & Fam-. 
ily, Pinky & Perky, The Bogdadis, Danny 

It's’ an act which,. with. PS little 
more. exposure, should panic. 7em_ 
at spots. like . Manhattan’s. Blue 
aaget. and: ‘Los: -Angeles’ ‘Crescen- 
o 

. They open’ ‘with (a song that. 
starts, sweetly, “No Two: People’ 
Could. be. More fin Love,” and then 
gradually ‘switch. fo ‘husband-wite. 

| glares; with each trying: to hog the 
mike. - .. - 

They follow with’ a: ‘number Ras- 
‘kin. wrote :for the: -Limelighters, 
“GariGari” : ‘(the beatnik’s ‘wife 

-|+who's gone all-out. Russian after 
seeing. the Moiseyev Ballet), croon’ 
an unusual Brazilian ‘fishing song, | 
“Curima,”. ‘and do a’ ‘funny Satire on. 
a French folksong: Then come <a 

pair of - unadulterated. joys: first, 
a. satire ona Spanish. nightclub, 
with. Francesca clacking castenets 
and dancing ‘wildly, and. second, .a 
marvelous number entitled “The 
Kretchma,” ‘about’ a Russian nitery 
on New. York's 14th Street. Windup. 
is a multilingual ‘“Proschai,” which 
translates, from ‘Russian simply as. 
“goodbye.” 

. Raskin plays’ ‘Guitar: and his wife, 
‘who “has the. better voice, carries 
the’ pair vocally: . 

-- Raskin also does most of the be- 
tween-songs -commentary, .: which. 
has an airy, zany egghead -quality. 
Which draws big. guffaws and héavy 

- audience” applause. He also writes 
the’ pair's material, and it is. ma- 

Creteile tric Marielle Mise, Baron Bai-[erial can't: ‘be topped. in today’ s 
let, Florence & Frederle & Dancers, Ray | ar ket. 
Sinatra Orc. Lounge: Perez Prado, Al|'| Gene and: Francesca bill them- 
DePaulis 4. Dubonnet 3, Paul Goupil 4. | selves. as “de-authenticated folk- 

. | singers.’ and that’s just what they 
caL vey RENO-TAHOE «) — Dick te yan uproarious. results. .They 

. a — Dick} also have the potential to be very 
reRYSTAL "BAY (Tahoe!—Billy Eckstine, authentic draws. in any chic Setting. 
Barons. . Ste 
GOLDEN — Barry Ashton’s “Playmates | 

in Paris,” Freddie Bell, Norman Rouner 
Ore. . 

c HAROLDS chu _ oan can” - Rev. ae VALLDEMOSAS cc) 
uardsmen, Don Conn Orc. | Musical, Vocal | 
HARRAH’S (Reno) — Jerry Colonna, Tito’s, Palma ‘de Mallores: 

Arthur Ellen. Tex Wiliams. Tunejesters, ; 

Nick Esposito, Violinaires, Ted Camp-|...4 year after: he took .after the 
operation of. Tita’s in Palma de 

tH. 
_HARRAH'S Tahoe) — Harry. Belafonte: wat 

Mirlam Makeba. George Kirby.. Dorben | Mallarca, An 

Singers & Dancers, eighton Noble Orc. | hoon Operating slabs ee | 
for.a dozen ‘years, found a group 

a rr re 

° 

Lounge: Nick Lucas, Jack Ross Sextet, 
Denis & Rogers. Cooper Sisters, “Monte. 
‘Bleu. Madge Wilson. 
HOLIDAY—Four Lads. Karen Williams ot our: boy 8 ot a. local. -hotel. in 

& at Hi-Brows, Harry Stevens, Charles.|-Valldemosa, ‘the: town . known . for 
ou the monastery ‘where Mme. George 

‘Sand. and Frederic Chopin. may. or 
‘may: tot: have | -had a do at.-it a 
century ago. He brought the quar-. 
tet to Palma, signed them for three. 
years, and dubbed them. The Vall- 
demosas. *  -. 

Consisting - of ‘three brothers; 
Rafael, Bernardo, Mattias, cand. al 
cousin, Tomea, they appear dressed } 

{in tight black trousers and tight.. 
black, . long-sleeved, turtleneck i 
sweaters for a beatnik effect.\Two; 
play. guitars, orie a’ mandolin, : and: 
the fourth ‘a simple: pipe like those 
used. by ship’s.:bos’ns.. Their Sing-. 
‘Ing: repertory: is, basically. Spanish. : 
but they have: developed their ! 
English and French, and lately with ' 
the popularity of: the. Italian song in’, 
Europe; ‘this language, too: They! 
cari also put over a song in German. 
Many of ‘their: arrangements are; 

the work of Pedro Sanchez, Tito’s : 
musical director. and. their ‘special ; 
‘materia y . Adrian. Orloff, ‘the. 

Bitsy, Soe roan eaeate Famele | argentine-Russian. emcee and ‘pro-| 
| Stevens. Barry . Ashtan Dancers; *- Roy ! | duction. chief: - Having Watched top.’ 
Palmer Ore. - 

| MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH 

MAPES—Wiere Bros.. Lobsto ‘Pancers, 
Betty Avres. Harry Babbit 
NEVADA LODGE (Tahee)Phyllis Inez, 

Jerry Gray Orc., Ray Hastings, Esquires, 
Hangovers, Pars: & Patti. 
NORTH SHORE (Tahoe}—Ginng . Greer 

& Gallions,. Murray Arnold, Tony Rose: © 
| RIVERSIDE—“Le Crazy Horse.” Jo Ann. 
Jordan, McGuire & Still, “Mac Miller, 
Lou Le Vitt Ore. - / 
WAGON WHEEL ¢Tahee}—Bob ‘Wills & | 

Texas Playboys. Joe Maize & Cordsmen, 
Norman Brown Sextet. Town Pipers, 
Manny Lopez, Bobby Page. : 

SAN FRANCISCO. 
BLACKHAWK—Cal Tjader. © 

| BLACKSHEEP — Teddy Buckner Ore., 
{ Burns & Bellamy. 

EARTHQUAKE. ‘McGOON’S—Turk ° Mur- 
phy 
 AIRMONT HOTEL — Billy De Wolte. 

Ernie’ Heckscher Orc. -; : 
- GAY 90°'S-Ray K. Goman, | Bee: & Ray: 
Goman. Joan Brant, Marah Gates. Dners., 
HUNGRY 1 — Dick. Gregory, Frank 

D'Rone, Gene & Francesca. : . 
JAZZ. ‘WORKSHOP— Bobby. Timmins: 3. 
NEW FACK’S—Gene McDaniels; Ver- | 

non Alley 3. Mel Young. 
- ON THE LEVEE Joe. Sullivan: Ore. - 
PURPLE ‘ONION Smothers Bros.; 

Freddie . Paris.. Jeannine’ Burnier. 

ee 

island's. capital, the. ‘boys—one - is: 
bearded—have. developed. a savvy 

& Novi. Sen Arden Ore. i AMERICANA—George Arnold ° Ice Re ' sae i 
PLAYBOY. CLUB Wello Lurks. Chico} sue, Phil Richards, Marjiji_ Lee. Shirley. ; delivery that has made. them. as , 

Randall Tr. Pesss Lord. Vinee Varo. Linde. Johnny Bachemin, ‘Johnny. Flana- © popular, as some. of. ‘the headliners. : 
Youels.. 

lias, Harold Harris: 
Je hee Crutler, 

Ki: Stanert 
a leeds Borges an 
TRADE WINDS “Rowan & “Muirtin 

Be: Cheats. doe Parnetio Trio, . 

LOS ANGELES. 
-Fiintridge LV, Bob Oakies. 

Trio. 

ABSIPS 
Loree Le tee-r, 

“Boo Davis Trio. : zan.- Michael Mezhan. Lolo &-. Lita, Mal 
i eae Ore ..Ice Models. | Although, Ferrer - 
; CARILLON-—Lou Walters Rev..’ Rarrs retain. them at’Tito’s.. they have had: 
“Minuno, Rita. Constance, Tanva & Biagi: | offers. from: 
| Jaume Claire. Mons, Choppy, Kayal : 
Christine Can-Can Girls, Jacques - Don- icant agents. and it is likely ‘thaty 

they will tour France and- England | 
next winter before making | a Dos: | 
sible’, American excursion.: Sam, 

net Ore .. 
! "DEAUVILLE — {Playmates of Paris; 
Jav Nemeth: Nits & Peni. Carla Lace:ge, 

| Martha Agu:ilal,’ ‘Carole. Dreyfuss, Shari 

acts - 

-woman with a fixed, 

‘sexily fo léad men. in the: audience 

groups in “their three: years in the ~ 

Wednesday, August a sr | 

4 ‘hurchill’s: London: 
ions. in. their material, remain: ‘the 
isame in both shows which run’ to 

. Considering *: 

"lee. Frolics of ’61,” Esco: the somewhat: limited Hoor space | 
LaRue, Curtin &- Hittle, Naries James, , at this. club Ivor Méz gido | 

60 minutes & ‘piece, 

Bradley} 

, Sarily.; ‘restricted. Meggido. has 
"them: ‘swinging in gay, lively. fash- 
“jon, and the floor looks continually. 
: busy. Costumes. .are ‘gay .and. sty- 
| lish, and the girls ‘themselves ‘are. 
a fresh- -looking, pretty bunch. -Of. 
the half dozen production. scenes 
the Peruvian ‘Inca sequence and 
‘the. “opening 

dance” are particularly bright. 

Kent, who acts’ as. singing emcee, 
is.a personable musicomedy: young 
man, who gives: with. several. pop 
nitmbers that are. worked lo: 
into the round-the-world. : theme 

gido: has two.:or three. agile. dance 
‘spots in .which ‘he - 

ogically: 

jes 

or..so girls extremely dexterously. 
Though their movements are neces: | 

abies ¢ 4 ‘abaret; ke a . 

Saints Go: ‘Marching In”. 

‘tine’ is’ - nicely: - 

Simpkins. is: a. big. -woice ‘Which, 
mpletely ‘fills ‘the nitery: His rou-. a 

- balanced’ and “33... 
minutes of. yocals. seldom heard off.” 

(with | the . concert: stage’: éts maximam 
'a couple of productions by Buddy ! ;Fesponse.. . es ss ; 

has handled: the dozen: 

Night Club Reviews 
Continued: trom, page 51, pad : 

the: swings ‘Into rousing: “When the et 

ot ‘ 

ee en 

Carlos & Mike's are new: and. offer 
‘a neat. tap- and sott-shoe vact.. 

| ; Wall, 

‘Holywood, August. 4. 
* Fliniriage IV, Bob. Oakley, Boren. ES 

| Darro; $1- $i. 50: ‘admission... 

“Hallo ta “Hawaii” 
” Modest prices and an Sppeating ” 
new. :folksinging group on the bill 
should--prove:an attraction for the: 

} younger. sét . sufficient ‘éhough : to: 

with “Just In Time” and “Baubles”. | 
} clicking. ‘particularly ~ well. Meg-- 

is mightily 
helped by: two. slick. dancing chicks, 
Patsy Porter . ‘and Jackie’ Dalton,. 

| who . are . pert, : vivacious misses. 
and. look to. have. a load of talent 
‘in their educated tootsies. 

No’ attempt is.madé to work the. 
speciality acts into the “story line.’”: 
They just come ’on and: do. their 

“Howard. ‘De. 
-Courcey offers his oldtime’ disap- 
péaring -canary gag together . with 
some card and hoop tricks.and he} 

- Other:} 
" immacu-:|° 

stuff. and. depart, 

remains top .of the. class.° 
include. Vendries, 

lately producing doves out of ‘now- 
here, and. Rolla Boil. and’ partner, 
Making . their’ first ‘London’ appear- 
ance, ft a skilful piece of acrobat- 
ting on a ‘rolling cylinder and Paul 
Artand.: a: droll conjuror, whose 

out.of the blue: 

- There are ‘also Croundo & Dodo; 
who: score plenty: yocks with - ‘a 
waltz: act ‘which ‘goes. disastrously 
awry... Dodo. is a: gangling young 

_ Staring eye 
whose gimmick is: a beckoning 
finger . with. which -she’ pretends 

on to the stage. Also making his 
debut at a West-End. cabaret: is 
Dicky Jordan, a. young. pop singer 
with a. distinct beat, whose. render- 
ing of “Old Black “Magic. ” “Volare” 
and “Lazy River” has .the: custom- 
ers’. mitts working... ..Orchestral 
backing by Tony ‘Atnott’s:. outfit 
is: unobtrusive : but. competent. - 

The show is‘a shade ‘short. ‘on 
humor, but the shape of the room 
and the fact that. waiter service | 
goes on through the: cabaret would.| 
make patter acts impossible. The 
producer has wisely. relied on. gals, j 
gaiety and glamor, plus‘visual acts, 

ment. for the late hours. . ‘Rich... 

(FOLLOWUP) | 
Atlantic City, “Aug.: 12, 

-Damita Jo and Arthur. Lee Simp- 
kins join Larry Steele’s 1962 ‘edi- 
tion of “Smart’ Affairs” -at -Club | 
‘Harlem for ‘the. balance. ‘of the: 

‘of ‘nitery biz. . 

- Miss Jo. proves: herself “a 
‘stopper this time round: ' She. ap-; 
peared ‘with - Steele :two’ summers. 
ago,’ but has improved. ‘greatly. 
Beautifully. garbed . sepia éyeful 
bangs out ballads and. pop backed. a. program. ‘generally. devoted: to . 

by her own combo, | piano, Dass, ‘traditional’ love - songs.. -Emphasiz- 

‘and . house -ing'a pure, innocert: quality. visual- ~- 
‘drums. - and trumpet, 
torch. She: simply captivates payees, 
who. keep ‘time: with: hands, feet 
and ‘table clappers all through. her. 

' pop: ‘numbers. Her: begoff, “ey our 
‘ Nobody;” .. ‘hag: __them:. yelling for: 
ymore,. . 7 

Thrush - mixes: ‘them. well. with 
‘spat. catching only :face ‘and. shoul: t 

speciality: -is Producing:. live: fish: 

roe . 7 ~ : 

Z| 

and: the result is ideal. entertain- |. 

|-Salli-: 

| 
L 

season, show being cut and some | selection ‘of ‘authentic *: 
parts eliminated to. keep it in’ its.Southern.” mountain’ : music: 
two-hour running ‘time: Both’ are | defits of folklore, they: have taped” : 
-popular. here to assure: “Operators | most: ‘of the. material in its-locale ... . 3 

i 

‘ders-during delivery’ of ‘such as | 
; “Masquerade ‘is. Over,” -“ir Save! 

; bits, sung: toa quiet aiidience: But | 
‘when : she pours..it on. with. ‘Just 
in Time.” “After’ You're: Gone.” 
and. finally smash “Nobody” there’ s 
no doubt as. to ‘who's: boss. 

‘the ‘Last. Dance for You.” nostalsic | 

“a” soft:. and-.sweet ‘lullabye, ° 
‘marah,”. whilé Johnston's’ ‘top entry. 

mission. 

‘give Julie Rogers. ‘and: ‘Johannes 
Fritschy a foothold’ for-their. new . 
espresso - ‘house’ Thursday . “night 
(3) opening found .an appreciative, . 
though less than heavy, crawd who. 
| Seemed pleased: with the place’ ~ 

’ Flintfidge 1V ‘(Al Johnston; Bill. 

fence he 

Cudmore, Karol: Duggan and: Join 
‘Forsha). 
kudos..-New. group; put | together 
only: 33: day& -before.the opening, -:. 

‘snagged | most -of - the . 

‘has. plenty : of. potential in. the: folk --.- 
and rhythm. field: “Style. and. deli- be 
very ‘is. much: like the. ‘Gateway 
‘Singers - and they ‘run: “through: : a 
nice. selection - of. rousing... entries a 
with similar. . ‘verve and. appeal. 

the act; it: ‘should: make: an. AD- 
preciable ‘dent. 
Johnston -: and “Miss 

‘share vocal solos, ‘each. with a nice’ 
single’ voice. 

‘was: bright: “Wayfarin'. Stranger.’* 
“Sinner Man” reps group. well: and - 7 
‘Cudmore | shows: : “nice, Solo, banjo a 
“work.” 
:Bob* ‘Oakley’ m.c. "s. show: with @ 

He slows: down show. by introduc 

their own. act. 

oné end lower-and. ‘away, making 

is provided. by strolling troubadour 
‘Loren. Darro.: ‘Derwent ° ‘McAuley, 
manages, _ 

“Ashgrove, L. As” 
Hollywood, “Aug. ‘4, 

‘Lote City Raniblers,; Salt: 
Terri, Frank, Hamilton, $2.00. ad 

. Folksong. ‘putts - ‘should find va. Lk } 
usual pleasure ‘in a:solid“bili-link- °°": 

| ing -New-. Lost: City Ramblers-with’ ...) |. 
Terri © and: “nicely - supple- : 

All .. 3 
have gained prominence: in. the:- = .*4 
field: and’ perform with: individual. Tag 

Mike’: 
Seeger, Johii Cohen). are enthu-. _ 

mented: ‘by. ‘Frank. Hamilton: 

‘style’ and ‘perception... 
Ramblers: .-¢Tom ~ Paley,: 

-Siastic and: ‘dedicated; delivering. a 

before adding: to’ .their repertoire 
“show-: ‘and, perhaps. more: honestly than. . 

! any other group in the. field today,’ 
Tecreate it faithfully.: 

“Miss Terri has adept musician- 
ship and. versatile: vocal “range ‘ia 

‘ly. as.-well ‘as: aurally, ‘she pleases. 
greatly - with “On. 

Latter: pleased - ‘on. 
“Cue 

patter of jokes. that neéd pdating _ 
Pace is Slow and’ material: tacks: | 
puneh. Comic” ‘works vaude style. 2° 

ing Flintridges individually. which”
: 

group would-do: well to work inta,- 

: Room is Tong and: ‘harrow,. ‘with: 

an - -entertainment problem. .Ménu-.. 
features. wine. and.’ beer, with at- © 
tractively-servéed ‘open: face. Euro-.. 
pean. satidwiches.; Inter-show. musié. :. 

Dale, a 

ditional: ... : 
‘Stu. 

Springfield - 

‘Voices: blend: nicely and they ‘work. _ 
hard. With. more: experience to. set: 

Duggan or 

ae Fa 

“Mountain” ‘and: has “plenty -of. ap-° mest 
peal ‘with ‘the 10-verse “10: Com-:.-.=.7): 
‘mandments”: and. the,.color. song, ° ~ % 

') sweet .and: clear, well’ Shaded and «:*.= 
.“Paper of? 20 y 
-ifiable-and 9 7° Ss 
followed.: by” 

“Jenny Jenkins,’ .” Her -voice 

carefully ©. controlled. - 
Pins”. is generally: sd -.. 
“Will _I Ever. Marry." 
‘replying: “Dn in. ‘the Notion Now” 
program .well .with just: a-touch:; of . ae 
“easy. fun. . Her: ‘ov¥érall Staging. ‘is. 

7 ‘completely easy. ‘and ‘general: im: . 
pact is’ .warm, . though: she might: 
lo- well. to- shorten the ‘set. 

. Hamilton, who’ also: ‘aécompanies. - 
‘Simpkins comes into the Steele 1 Miss ‘Terri, is at his best. as-an 

' show: for. a fifth, summer : bringing | instrumentalist, though: vocal qual- 

tains with some opera, “Pagliacci,” 

‘of. the. Night, 

would like to‘ ‘that operatic voice which. enter- | ity is well suited :to. folk idiom. 
| Sensitive. guitaring. of a Russian: : 

Européan and-” Amer-4 for instance, but mostty old..stand- | work: song.. was. ‘a - highlight. in ai. .: 
aps. many nostalgic. “In the: Still] variety of. international: folk music... ? 

“Fascination,” + An “Israeli”? ‘chant-had easy pace 
“Trees” are: heard by a muted: ‘au- | and more : Tousing. “Days of . the.. 
dience which becomes. aniniated: as ae fun. 

moo 

“Dal e. ae 
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[ tae Hails a Kana | 
And Wishes Someone Would Do a ‘Biog} 

James Thurber; who. knew. George. s. Kaufman: “niogtiy through: cor- Lo 
. “pebpondénee. in the last few years but was ati admirer of long standing, | 

‘suggests that. someone - sShould:do a biography. of. the. recently-deceéased [- 
1 ‘- playwright, ‘In a. tribute: titled; “The Man Whio .Was. Comedy”: in the 

current August) Theatre, “Arts. ‘Taay:. “Thurber. ‘writes in’ part: 
oo SY. eaught- my: “first; ‘glimpse: of: ‘George -S. Kaufman 40°. ‘years “Ago. 
» during: the run. of ‘Duley,’ and ‘my. last ‘glimpse of. hint -in- 1933 at. a 
. big party given. by. Howard: Dietz, the kind of party. of which it is said.-|" 
_‘Everybody. was.. there, I" passed him ‘on. the’ ‘Stairs, as. was -going up| ° 
‘to thé ~men's ‘rooni and-‘he. was coming: ‘down, and: We “smiled and 1”: 
nodded; and. that was: all. Still, he: Femains aviv id’ page in-imy ‘album. 

_ of: -mental- photographs. ‘He. looked. To thought, harried, ionely. and. . 
-cafar-away: ‘ 

“It. ‘was. a-.gay- ‘party, thade’ up. Ot, Awhat: 7 might’: ‘call’ impromptu: 
vaudeville ‘turns; ‘starring, informally, ‘Beatrice : ‘Lillie. ‘Libby. ‘ Hoklman,. 

: Harold Ross. anda ‘score. of -other. figures, in the’ theatre and the. arts, 
but George Kaufman never: ‘projected himself.in such a ‘pathering.. He 
 g6uld teach’ an actor or. “actress. how to ‘project, but he had: ‘no Bift’ or; 

eons desire for ‘it himself. 
“AS: the. evening ‘progressed - ‘and. ‘the. gaiety™ heightened; . caught 

.; -one more ‘glimpse of him before: he disappared.- -He stood in. the -¢or- 
~ mer: of the- living: room, harried, ‘lonely,’ and far-away, silently. listening 
to an’ actres§' who. was ‘clearly. pouring out ‘her: -woeés in .an “endless ' 

t _atre, 
}{--. On- some artificial snow. while. 

taking ‘a Curtain: eall opening: 

"Bleeding ‘Humorist 
‘Boston, Aug. 15._ 

‘Legit | actor -Iggle. Wolfing- 
- -ton, ‘appearing in. “Song of 
Norway *"at the Carousel The- 

in: Framingham, . slipped 

“night’.¢7),-skidded into the 

drums atid ‘cymbals... He was’ - 
- rushed -to the Framingham: 
: “Union Hospital with cuts. about: ° 
-. the face. ‘and possible nose 

: fracture. _ 
As -he was: lifted ‘trom - the 
. pit, - actor” cracked: “There 
> will: cbe-a slight pause for. nose 
“bleed.” ras 

= 

‘Phoenix Sets 4 
Of-B'way Shows 

7 The: Phoenix Theatre has: sched- 
uled. a. Series of five. plays for this 

_ orchestra. pit and. landed on: - 

.| staffer, ts 

J’Black Monday“ 

- Weal Wipe Out 

‘Variety’ Staffer’ s Legit 
| Debut In Reg Rose’s Play: 

John: Madden, Variety office - 
taking a five-week: 

‘leave: -of absence from the paper 
to appear Aug. 29-Sept. 24 In- 

at William Hunt’s - 
Red Barn Theatre. Northport, Ll 

1 Madden will plas..a young hood in 
4the drama, which preemed last 
January: on: W NTA- TV's “Play of 
the Week.” | 

The Reginald: Rose play ‘about 
the first day of integration in'a 
| small southern ‘taun’ will he ‘the 
| final offering of the Red Barn sea- 
ison: The. four-week run at the the- 

harangue. .1 ‘truly: ‘believe. that the -only- person who. ever. caught” ‘season, including ‘four to be. pre-|atre will be preceded by a week of 
glimpses of: George . Kaufnian - was ° ‘George Kaufman’ ‘himself, ‘and it: “sented: at its: new’, 299-seat  off- {| rehearsals.’ 
is a pity. that” he’. did, ‘not . put: himself on: paper: in. -an. autobiography.. 
but it is also ‘unin: ‘aginbale:: that: he’ would have. done. -SO.. 7 

. +“Phe “theatre ‘giant,’ as .one of the New York: newspapers properly 

‘Broadway location.. The . outfit: 
{which has oeupied . its: 1,200-seat . 

Rese may do it off- 
Broadway under. his own 1 ausple es 

es ee 

namesake. theatre on the. lower | 

co wrote mé,’ “Benchley ‘was humor,’ “It. could be Said)“ with equal triith, ‘lserited - at’ the old. stand. 

_. @ecline: ashe . withdrew. from it..- 

of. Harold ‘Ross, but. the Jack of.a book about Kaufman leat es, a. serious’ Hamed the Phoenix 74th Street. 

that Kaufman ‘was comedy. The wit for.which he was-so justly famous’ Tyrone Guthrie's production of Gil- ‘Atter clicking with Michae! Flan- 

"-<eatled him: in its front-page ‘obituary, deserves ‘a biogr aphy. Ben“Hecht-:eastside the’ last’ eight years, is | 5 | 
wrote about Charles MacArthur, ‘Samuel Hopkins :Adams ‘did “Alax- | moving uptown to the East: “74th: lex hen as 

-gap in the written history of. the Broadway. theatre.. fe "However, the first of this sea- |-: 
“When Bob “Benchley died, his: old: ‘friend Donald: Ogden. Stewart ! ‘son's -Phoenix entries will ‘be. pre- |.” 

often’ tended -to. obscure - rather: than illuminate - the aan and. his., bert. & Sullivan's “Pirates -of ‘Penis laers & Donald Swann and Mike 
‘achiévements: _ 

ander Woolleott. and. J. myself. ‘tried ‘to: capture on ‘paper’ Ww hat. {. could ! ‘Street Theatre,: which. will be re- | . 

That's 

“He. was..a born. henspaBerniah as. his’ friend -and: colleague; Brooks Stratford: “Ont:- ‘The © operetta - ‘js performer shows producer Alex- 
io Atkinson,.“has: pointed . out,““more af. home and happier’ at -his type- scheduled ‘to. “open Sept. 6 for .a,ander H. Cohen will present @ trio 

writer. in’ :his ‘office atthe .Times. than. ‘anywhere -else. “Yet the ‘span | six-week run. “jot, solo-star shows this: fall. in each 
of. George ‘Kaufman's. ‘active years in’ the theatre was,-in ‘large part:} the first of the four reinaining | ‘case as the second half of the show 
the very ‘measure of .the rise of Broadway. comedy; which: seemed to! ‘entries’to. be presented. at. the jand ‘variety acts as curtain: raisers, 

; a - smaller: uptown: house will be Caro- |!" The ‘three solo shows will be 
. _,"The legend: of. George Kaufman will, ‘grow; “the truth about the man'|jine Burke: Swann's production of.jYves Montand arid Most Sahl under 
, ‘himself. Will, probably. ‘stay: just WwW here it is, but time will ‘brighten the AN: F. Simpson’ s _British comedy, “Cohen: 's Nine. YC lock Theatre han- 

“light. ‘he: “brought. ‘to’ American, humor; comedy ‘and wit: If the theatre. “One-Way Pendulum.”: The - play. ner. at the Golden Theatre. NY. 
eo Is to have. a.renascence of .comedy¥;. it will need another Kaufman, and’ which Dotiglas: Seale will'-direct ‘and Lena: Horne-on-tour and: pos- 

‘zance,’” now. at the “Avon Theatre. Nichols and Ela:ne May, both duo- ‘ 

“ ‘the: need is: extremely. ‘great ‘in ihe present. period .of decadence, in . wth -sets {and - Jighting “designed | ‘sibly on Broadway. . 
. whieh. we do‘ not seem to-bé able td tell the’ difference. cbetw een avent- iby Peter Hartey,-is. slated to open 

“: grade and fin de si¢cle, talent. and-sicknes. the giving up of.taboos. and “Sept. “18. As. {ts-third offering of. ;manager,.Norman Grantz, opening. 
‘the. .breaking. down: of: morals, . the: experimental and: the: expiring. thea- | the semester.. 
Are. 

the:- Phoenix | will 
“present a double-bil} of ““Androcles : 

“After my: fashion; when: 1 wake up at ‘dawn, ‘TI. ‘try: to alstract, my : ‘and - the Lion.’ " by Bernard. Shaw, 
>’ by. Polish play-'; 

only the other. Orn ; that 1 thought. ot this: in connection’ with Georee j wright. Slawomir. Mrozek. - 
8. ‘Kaufman: 

vd. ‘wish he, hadnt’ 

* “Yesteryear upon tiie’ ‘Sale, a 
I met'a-man: “who* wasr:'t. there; : * 
He wasn't. there: again today.” . 

t.- gone. Guay.” wt : wo hes 

“Pla en Actor Rule) 
Representatives. ‘Of the League. 

|Meican Legit Season: - 
Picking Up After lull 

~ But Dig: Those Titles 
‘Mexico: ‘City;. Aug. Bo: 

“HE “Mexican theatrical . season. ‘ist 
‘of N.Y: Th tres. ‘and ctors E uit . ‘of ea Ai quity } ‘beginning to ‘awaken .after - ithe} or ‘the newly-created No 

are ‘expected. to meet, this : week in’ ' early -summer, lull: A:musi¢at, 
"? an attémpt-to, reach. an agreement j 

, ‘covering: the employment. Gf: alien ;. 

; _ actors: on Broadway and. the. road. . 

“Where's: Charley?" here re- 
' christened’ 

“Loco”. Valdes: .in. the -role. with 

‘LArts: “Council. - 

“La Tia‘, de: -Carlos? 4. 
opened. promisingly ~ with... Manuel: 

i A. prior: “agreement. between | the Leonorilda’ _Ochoa,. -Pepita | Embil:| 
"two organizations. expited last July ; ‘Guillermo ‘Orea; “Antonio | Gama; 

. Anent, the. ‘Polish play. a. dispute | 
.fhas arisen over ownership of the | 

= Trights — to. ‘the: work. Leonidas Os- | 
a ‘setynski, an actor, -diréctor and 

‘producer, : claims ‘he ‘obtained. the! 
‘western “hemisphere: rights fronr 

‘fagent. Kurt: Hellmer. who he asserts. 
| represents | the. English firm’ of 
Hope, -Lereschel & ‘Stelle in eon-? 
nection” with the ‘property. . Osse- 

way. production. of the play, .a lam- 
_peon of ‘the police state. - 

“Androcles,” incidentally, will 
precede fits. Phoenix stand with 4° 
five-weck : tour. under .the auspices ; 

Y. State 
“The “Androcles’- 

“Police” double-bill will: be ‘fal- 
lowed ‘by. the. world preen ‘of Eliza, 
beth Reynolds | Hapgoods' transla- 
tion -of Eugen Schwartz's “The ° 
Dragon,” which ‘has .béen banned.in | 

*: Russia. The: fifth ‘play- hasn't. been ; 

-Montang wall 
‘be: presented in associahion-with his 

{ Oct. 24 and ‘plasing at Icast: tour 
weeks and. ‘possibly, through Dee. 
,23. 

Sahi veil’ take aer the house 
i Dec: -26 for an inde finite yun The 
‘contract _exiends through next June 
30, with the comedian having the 
“right of- fermination on four wecks’ 
j notice thereafter Sahl will get a 
; fuarantee. of $5, 000, plus a per- 
‘vontage:: that could: pav him up to 
$7.000 a week The deals aso com 

mits him to teur nest ‘season 
under Cohen's ‘poncorship. 

4 “Miss Horne’s tour will be some- 
a “tynski states he plans an-off-Broad- .what. along the Ines of Judy Gar- 

land's. - That ‘is! it will consisi of 
;spot engagements tether than be 
continuous, However, the stands 
will -be longer and will include legit 
‘theatres apd not) just. auditeriums. 
‘The star. will be paid according, to 
ther cabaret Jevels.on a percentage 
jrunning: ‘around. $10,000 10 $15,000 
a week. The show. mar be brought. 
{to Broadway if Miss Horne 1s satis- 
‘fied with the reaction on tour 

For’ the - 1962- 63 seacan Cohen 
will: bring’ (over. “Bevond the 

-" . tts agreement with-the League.and! 
; Sts ‘alien rules. were. legal. under ' 

-* ter. But, 

" B1°_ after | +having ‘been’ extended : 
“two months | beyond. its: . original , 
May 31 expiration date.” Ta 
“The ‘League . had - ‘previously - 

: urged. -Equity:. to’. allow - the old . 
agreement . to. ‘expire’ ‘and . permit | 

_ the ‘engagement’ of. aliéns’ as :re= 
“)-", quired without: union,’ regulation, | 

The organization: or producers. and: [: 
. theatre. ownérs: based the request , 

“onthe: contention: that the-quotas | 
": permitted - under. the “now-defunct : 

_! , agreement.wereé :never fully. used | 
“\ and ‘consequently a‘ policy“ govern- 
., dng the. importation of foreign’ per:. 
i. formers. was not necessary. 

“Under the. policy: governing. ‘alien } t 
employment ‘in recent: years,. 306 ° 
‘OF a cast could: be imported. up: to} 
-& maximum. of’ 10° in.'a. company. |. 

- However. . the ‘other 70°C: could” in=:): 
‘ “ clude..actors: in. the ‘union's: special ° 
. dilien: ‘eategory,. ‘Anent-; the’ alien j - 
“matter, ‘the union has. ‘also- ‘been - 
. studying. the question of: whether. 

"the. discrimination: laws : Of: NY. 
_ State. -: meet 

During: the’ éxtensién. period on : 
the’ old -agreement,: ‘the League. 

- ‘to the. original May. 31. expiration | 

ta negotiate: further:. on: the imat-' 
Jast" week the’ League.: 

: “opening. ’ 

' Christina Ortega and. ‘Fernando 
“Mendoza. in. the. east... © 

- The: “shaw- is._presented™ by Rene: 
Anselmo and’ Luts de Llano,. who. 

“have - previously" imported. . other 
Broadway ‘musieals...:It.. has-been.’ 
adapted | and :staged-. by. ‘de. Llano; 

- The recently . dpened -“The Poor’. 
Liar, ’.-by “Victor Rulz. Iriarte;. has , 
as. basic: ‘situation an unloved: than ; 

‘set -yet. a 
i ‘The: Phoenix, which. ‘will continue Jrent in London as his. Nine (YC!ock 

i Fringe, "*. the. four- man revue cur- 

‘as a” Subsidiary: of. the. non-profit, Theatre offering And in addition to 
tax: exempt Theatre. Inc, will’ con- {Sahl ‘as’ a. touting -project,. be's 
tinue to‘seek financial support from planning to bring back Flanders & 
‘foundations and.” the public. . In 
making. the. uptown: move, the Phoe- 
nix ‘is ‘dropping. ‘its regular: acting. 

, company, which ‘means “it has to. 
i relinquish - ‘the secorid “and third’ 

: who. feigns: ‘mortal ilinéss* to win. years: of .a- Ford: Foundation: grant. 
affection. of ‘those. around him. Jose ; 
‘Baviéra.is excellent: in the-.tithe. 4 

“With - Edmundo. . Barbero’s : part. 
"physician ‘also. a 'standout.: Elias 
“Smeke’ directed and. the sets. ‘are ‘by, 
7 |-Amelia Giuza.-: 

‘An unusual’ “aapect of: the: pro- 
duetion-‘is: ‘the use .in the. ‘dialog: .* 
of: plugs for sundry ‘products from. 
‘cigarettes to tires.- Apparently. this 
“48. the: first: play to: make. such frank: 
use. of. commerciats:: 

‘Eugene: Tonesco's : “Rhitioveros.” 
produced: ‘by the Bellas Artes. reper- 
;tory company, isn't. Jikely. to re- 
: peat its Paris. success..“Under the 
-Yum: : Yim Tree.” at. the | Jorge 
. Negreté, is in yehearsal | for’ early. 

Rambal..-. 
directing a éast. Starring ‘Kitts. ‘de: 
j Hoyos: and: Mauzicio. Garces. The: 

which’ had met with. Equity‘ prior Spanish. ‘title:-is ““El- Loco’ Ferez™: 

The * - Ferocious’ ‘Madman*:: ap-: 
- date, reportedly: made. no attenipt | parently.” becéep:e - 

“with: Enrigue 

‘there... vis. RO 

spanish * equivalent, of; Sum 1am: 
‘Of the continuing shows. “Oedi-. 

’* "approached Equity to discuss the.“pus Rex’? ‘here: ““Edipo Rey". with, 
Situation. -Présumably a new agree-.: _ Ignacio Lopez’ Tarso in. ‘the name: 
“ment. ‘would Keep: to a ‘minimum - ‘role: The Spanish version ‘of ; ‘Karl! 
“problems. ‘connected with’ the .em:. - Wittinger’s German’ ‘drama, : 
‘ployment .of aliens in. Hght of. the “You. Know’ Thé “Milky Way is: 

that ‘guaranteed. annial . salaries to. 
ta permanent cast. | -- . 

‘The. 9.600 © subscribers... of. the. 
‘Phoenix “were. informed of ‘the move ; 
‘in letters: mailed Jast' Thursday ° 
21102... “The : ‘dispateh. aecented- the: 
“necessity of the outfit’ moving. to.. 

‘smaller ‘house. where. reduced | 
“COSTS - could permit the production. | 
‘of experimental plays. The sub-]. 
.scribers . were’ also. “nolifed that: 
<ubscriptions. to the 1961-62 season 

.,. Were being offered. for: the: “next 
four. weeks only. : = 

Eddie Blum Gets ‘Around 
As R&H. Casting. Chief ; 
Eddie Blum.: casting -director’: for | 

Rodgers’ &. ‘Hammerstein, - is giving . 
‘the -0.0. this week to-.various | sum-' 
mer productions ‘of.the fifm’s pror~ 
erties... He made a. ‘quickie. trip: 
vesterday.- iTues.+ to St. Louis to. 

’ catch the. local Municipal Opera's. 
-presentation ‘of “Cinderella.” - 

Tortiorrow °‘Thurs.!: he'll. be: in.! 
Washington to gander “South-Paci-.j 

‘fie atthe Carter Barron. Amphi-: 

take: in. rehearsals of: the. outdoor | 

Swann for. at Jeast a Jimited tour 
He's: alsa trying to arrange a Lon- 
don. engagement for Nichols & 
May. 

1 AS a> major venture. Cohen is. 
[Preparing a full- scale Broadwav | 
musical comedy, “Barnum.” based | 
on the life and exploits of the ite. 
l'showman, Phineas JT: Barnum. 
‘That's. aimed for next spring or 
the. fall’ following 

accom 

CINCY SUMMER OPERA 
HAD $60,000 DEFICIT 

“Cmamnats. Aug. 15. 

‘The 4ist- season. of the Cinein- 
“nati Summer Opera Astn at the 
-Cinemnatj) zoo had 4 S60 000 deh- 
eit. Payrulls and SUpPHCE. bills wall 

* pe “ paid. ‘however. “according — to 
CSOA. president John 1. Margo 

- 

Grosses for the 27 performances. 
Of ‘10 operas during the six-week 
season were $8400 under expec- 
tations. In- additian, the produc: 
tion: cost: of six new. operas, plus 
extra.’ rehearsal tyme.” increased 
reosts for material and: wages ran 
$277.200 over the budget. Sup- 

“port -from the Umited Fine Arts 
‘Fund was $87.900.. 
f. _The° financial situation, will be 

“Do: theatre. and while: there: will also ; one’ of the principal, subiect< for 
‘consideration at-the-CSOA execu. 

‘continued. growth on Broadway of. doing business, ‘as is Wilberto. Can. oneration’s upcoming production of i tire: committee and board meeting 
‘British: imports, ..in- ' particular. ° * Vton’ s “So. Near’ to Heaven B.! wo ft “¢ arousel.” next month. 

-ing out 

| Boycott of Segregated Theatres 
Legit in South, 

Says New Orleans House Manager 
+ The prospect of -protessional les! 
| productions sidestepping  segre- 
‘pated theatres has cued o diuster 
-forevast from the nianape: of one 
southern house It's the contention 
of John A Roberts. manarer of the 
Civic, Theatre, New Orteans, that 

‘such a step could kh: ef protes- 
Sional theatre activity) in many come 
munities below the Masen Daven. 
line. 

Roberts bases his stand on the 
premise that “im many cies on. 
the seuth its not merely so mutter 

,Of a theatre adhering to a policy 
of segregation but a policy of jie 
hering to state, city and ceunty 
laws” Acventng that paint. be 
argues, “In Loutsana it is unlawtal 
to have integrated audiences ua any 
‘pubhie or commnerc Fal place of but 
ness ..."° Theretoré te asserts anv 
places ‘of business inp the state 

sadopting an Initegr ation plan 
i*uould be closed hy law” 

Such legal barniers, he ferls, 
-? probably exist in pany ather soath- 
sern communities Roberts express 
ved his views an the sepresvation 
matter In a letter to Michael J 
“Kavanagh. head of Indepenticnt 

' Booking Office the New York out- 
fit whieh routes touring shaws on 
the road 

patch in which Kavanagh warmed 
road theatre operators that all pro- 
ducers of towing shows are fared 
‘with the necessity of agreeing wth 
Actors Equity that members of the 
union will not he requiacd te pore 
form in anv theate where sepre- 
gation exists Kavanagh s fetter was 

.a followup te the League of N Y, 
Theatres’ agreement “in puinciple ’ 
wath Equitv not ta play segregated 
theatres after the capiiation of ox- 
iMng contracts in June 1962 

Roberts, after cmphasiang the 
legal compleations connected with 
the segregation sttuatio?) sam oon 
his letter to Kavanagh, "We belies e 
both groups -Fqity and the 
Leaguer should give consideration 
to‘the muking of allowances for 
theaire owners whose. hands are 
fied Biv Jaw" The letter from Rab- 
erts, plus those fram other dianter 
lamt theatre aperators ste to be. 
foruirded by the TBO ta the 
League for study 
The communication fram Roberts 

to Kavanagh closed with the cate. 
ment, “We appreciate the sincerity 
ef Actors Equity. as well as tue 
Producers, but we wonder haw an 
artist can refuse fo plav in a lve 
production in a sesroated theate 
and sooner or inter appear ous that. 
same os theatre oun) the -intua 
screen” 

Roberts aeguiment, plas any 
others that Imes come Upon cen 
nechon with the cqaceation pane, 
Wil be. discuseed jomdily by the 
League and Equity 
torneys! A oicpteentative of 
Equity expressed the  unoffi.ial 
opinion that Use unian will pausue 
the segregation problem fram every. 
point of wes. but that its postin, 

‘as always. is fo put an end to peor. 
formances hy its menibers yn eye 

regated the catres, 

Israelis Sensitive On 
i. Plan To Pred. Native Play 
In Germany and ln German 

. Tel Avis Aug 35 
+ Ussaeli sensitivities are: thawing 
over plans to stape a native plas an 
"Germany ovath German speaking 

‘Isracas The issne has even peached 
high info fhe government. nit 
probably ta no avail | 

The legiter, “On. the Was to 
“Evlath " as an early caask of Aba- 
ton Meged and was prevented 
come veare avo by the Hatima The- 
alte Its now the plan of local pre- 
moter WMeliuath Gane to produce 
the play in Svntvedand aud Auttya, 
as well as Germany He, acqureed 
the saghts. frees a Sess fanz. 

Europa Verlag. cstach bought’ the 
property from the author, 

Distressed plassampht fu clasni- 
would be “meafferable a 

shame ta Jews antl races should 
an [eraeli group play in’ German 
ahroad ecpecialls in German ° 

Meved has appealed to cducatien 
and culture minster Abbi Bhan 

‘tex-ainhassador la 1S. but ot 
‘orem? @ forlorn action as far as 

Jegalisfiee po and Gans despite 
the srowiteg mostficatian here fip- 

Juree tg po shesd sith the project 

The letter was a-ieply ta a dis-. 

cand thei at--- 
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Shows Abroad 
Wildest Dreams 

London, Aug. 4. 
David Hal! presentation of a musical 

comedy in two parts (19 scenes), with 
bock and Isrics by Dorothy Reynolds and 
Julian Stade. music by Slade. Stagett by 
NAuholas . Garland: musical numbers 
stazed by Basil Pattison: decor, Brian 
i aes pianos, Julian Slade and Jobn 
dyaley 

Joann RBaddetev 
the Vudeville 
top. 
Hurie& Grav 
Carol Arden 

Opened Aug. 3. ‘61. 
Theatre, London: $2.50 

Dorothy Reynolds 
Anna Dawsoo 

Stephen Bent ...-......--- Angus Mackay 
Mark Raven ......66-- John Baddeley 
Mré Birdview .......- Rosamond Barne 
Mi. Spindrell .......- David Rowley 
Mir Wuffle ... ..... Edward Hardwicke 
Artist cect eeeee aseae Cornelia Lucas 
Miss Poot -......0-.ccecee y Adams 
Wailress oo eee eee wenn Vane Terry 
Ronnie a wee e ee ee Tonv Raine 
Tuts Landlady ...-......2. Vanne Terry 
Buimaid Sally Ford 
Massing Men Edward Hardwicke, Norman 
Jone 

Solder ...-- eee e cee neee John Davidson 
Bertie 2) wee waeeeee David Hepburn 
Bertie’s girl .........0.000 Jane TFrayner 
Accompanist Vaane Terry 
Carol’s Friends, Guests, Passers-by_ etc.: 

dohn Davidson, rd Hardwicke, 
David Hepburn. Norman Jones, Tony 
Raine, David Rowley, Sall:r 
Sally Ford, Cornella  Lucasg,. 
Tery. Jane Trayner. 

Ever since Julian Slade and 
Dorothy Reynolds hit an unex- 
pected and fantastic jackyot: with 
“Salad Days,’ which was put in as 
a few weeks’ filler and lasted for 
five and a half years, they have 
been doggedly pursuing the same 
formula but with diminishing luck. 
The three that followed were not 
successes, and the new one seems 
unlikely to break the spell, though 
staged at the Vaudeville, scene of 
“Salad Days” freak success. 

In the past seven or eight years 
theatregoers’ tastes in musicals 
have undergone drastic change. 
The approach of Miss Reynolds 
and Stade has stuck firmly in‘a rut: 
of wholesome, orch, niceness, in- 
credible naivety: and worship of 
trivia. Nothing very much happens 
in “Wildest Dreams.” Ht simply 
starts and goes on for the re- 
quired lensth. 

If there is a theme, it concerns a 

Adams, 
Yanne 

young journalist who discovers ‘an | 
Wnawakened little town in ‘the! 
Cotswold and there finds romance. j 
There is also a rather older actréss 
who gets a similarly respectable 
urve with a gauche songwriter, 
and two couples are linked with] 
tuo white sports automobiles, for 
some reason best known fo the 

authors. 
Slade and Miss Reynolds are j 

responsible for the humorless, 
dawdling, hacknéved book and the 
Iyrics. Two or three scenes joshing 
smalltoewn. life and culture have 
the germs of revue sketches in 
them, but are either over- or 

underplayed. 
Slade has written the music’ and 

also is at one of two. pianos: in the 
pit. The only word to describe 
the score is “‘tinkly.” The music 
patters alang lightly and moton- 
ously, without any lasting im- 
pression. 

Miss Reynolds, a talented per- 
former, has one or two minor 
moments of ironic comedy, but has 
saddied herself with a poor role 
as the older actress. Anna Dawson 
ai the soubrette, John Baddeley 
and Angus Mackay as the young 
men and Rosamund Burne as the 
town do-gooder cope adequately 
with their thankless tasks. 

Nicholas Garland’s staging is 
old-fashioned and Basil Pattison 
had devised the neglivible musical 
numbers in a way that has the 
protagonists finishing up after 
every song either gazing in some- 

arms outstretched to a bemused 
audience. 
termined charm, “Wildest Dreams” 
has a touch of coy amateurism in, (4 28: 
its entire conception and execu-{ Milk & Honey tryout)—Sbubert, New 
tion Rich, | Haver 026: ; 

; ! Miracle Worker—Opera, House, Central: 
-_—oOo Certs. €- a, 1426). 1, ‘Wash: 4: 

; Ms an-——-Nationa as ad 26). 
One for the Pot 1 My Fair Lady ‘2d Co.)—Geary, S.F. 

London, Aug. 3.0, Es68 aay | — 
fx Theatrical Productions: presenti 4 Sait # .y ‘(tryont}—Colonial, Boston 

than oe er aes Cams Be tay Come "Sound of Musie (2d Co)—Philharmonie 
@all decor. Rhoda tras. lak ing, Geal- Tr 142 sete 
bez; Useteece Stars Hess ‘Ra. Tea \ ee 
Fiankihvn. Basal Lord, features tA oo 
Seth, Lee es® sobs, Opegect Au . Gil: t 
ae the Wheehwt Pheatie, London, $2 10° SCHEDULED B WAY PREEMS | 
tere. : High Fidetity, Ambass. (wk. 9-25-6D.. 
Ains Hardcastle Sheila Mercrer From Second City, Royale (9-26-6)..- 
any tt ‘6 ta Har te estie jicten Josep , Purtlie Victorious, Cork (23-6). 

ea rankive Sail Away, a C 

Jonathan Huasde astte Letry Serre Caretaker. Lyceum “A 1). D. 
C..ttor Weaver Peter Me -.e- Stanley Poole, Morosco (10-5- 61). 
Arnold Bape: Larry. ..obte Let It Ride, O'Neill (10-6-61). . 
Charsner Brees Le. ‘Basi Lord: Milk & Honey, Martin Beck (10-10- 61. I 

Us: kars Wooth oo... - Has orn ins: Everybody Loves, fongacre 9 se8D. 6D | 
Oe * ow f ucceed 

Gauees: Jeanne Cook, Pearson Dodd. " Maid’ 's Room, Booth (10-18-61). 
Stuart Sheiwin, Geirs Dawson, Robert. 
i heckstieid 

The levit phenomenon of the 
Whitehall Theatre, where a series 
af three farees have packed the 
house continuously fer practically 
11 years, shows no signs of abating. 
The new play, “One For The Pct,” 
ig in the same class as its pre- 

percussion. Peter_Colburt; doubie | 
bass, Geoffrey Downs. Features Dorothy ; 
Revonoldt. Anna Dawson, Angus Mackay. | 

pVver (14-18): 
body else’s face or standing with } (21.27). 

In short despite its de-| 426. 

decessors. It will--draw its devoted 
audience, which: flows in from the | 
sticks and the home counties in 
coaches, and should have no dif- |. 

i; ficulty at all in chalking up a non- 
chalant, 1,000 or more ‘perform: | 

; ances. 

Criticism of Brian Rix’s shows 
is idle and irrelevant. The formula 

of thousands of playgoers. 

_ The shows are staged: with. ‘keen 
professionalism ard the 

brazenly exploited and cheerfully | p 
greeted by the Whitehall audience. 
By way of comment, the theatre is | 
Bow virtually as much a part of the 
London scene as the. changing of | pe 
the guard or the Tower of London. 

This brew, “One for the Pot,” by . 
Ray Cooney and Tony Hilton, in- 
volves producer-star Rix in the | moth 
collection of a legacy of $28,000 
providing: he can prove that he 
has no living relatives. The situa- |. 
tion is complicated when his three 
brothers turn up and all four are. 
identical in looks. 

Rix,. of course, plays all ‘four. 
characters which enables hirn to 
use such. varied accents as orth 
‘country, Mayfair ‘‘posh,” 
Irish and French. He -also finds 
time to impersonate a. surrealist, 
artist, a dog and a woman. — 

The star switches from charac- 
ter to character remarkably well 
and laughably and Henry Kendall 
has staged the necessary comings 
on and goings off with great dex- 
terity. With the. aid of occasional 
glimpses of the. backs of his three 
stooges, Rix and his director have. 
pulled a smart con trick on the 
Pudiences, for there: are - several 
times when it is almost impossible 
to believe that Rix is not actually 
onstage simultaneously in two or | 
even three of his characterizations.: 

Just as Rix has stuck .doggedly. 
j.to his entertainment formula and 
his business and backstage. staffs | 
over the years, he has also built 
up a familiar team of troupers who} 
are versed in the art of what the 
Whitehall ‘audience. wants. and 
capable of giving it to them. 

Leo Fratvklyn plays a venal but- 
ler very drolly and Basil Lord is 
an engaging boy impersonating the 
north cauntry Iad’s solicitor. Larry’ 
Noble is Iess. well served than 
usual, asa real solicitor, but still, 
contributes plenty to the mirth. - 

Terry Scott, a newcomer to the 
company and making his first ap- 
pearance in a play, is a veteran 
vaude and. pantomime artist and 
he gives an exuberant performance 
as the chap wishing to dispose of 
the legacy. 

effete art critic. 
The distaff side also jumps 

through the comedy hoops with 
energy, Sheila Mercier as a spins 
ter aunf, Hazel Douglas as.a dumb 
north country. wife-‘and Helen 
Jessop as a pert and lively youns 
heroine. Fhe set looks solid enough 
to fast for the length of the play, 
which may well be until the cast 
is worn out with their frantic 
antics. Rich, — 

Touring Shows 
(Figures cover. Aug. 13-27) 

Bye Gye Birdie: @d Co.)—Aud., Den-|. 
State Fair Music Rall, Dallas. 

‘Fiorello (2d Co.)—Biltmore, L.A. (14.28). : 
Flower Orum ‘Sang—Forrest, Philly 

Gypsy—Curran, S.F. (14-26). 
La Plume de Ma Tante—Alcazar, s.¥. 

Cock for General, playhouse (10-19-61. 
Kwamina, 54 St. (10-23-61). 
Yves Montand, Golden (10-24-61). : °- . 
We've Come Through. Hudson (10-25-61). 
Write Murder, Belasco (10-26-61). 
Garden of Sweets, ANTA (10-31- 62)... 
Compliaisant Lover, Barrymore, d11- 161) 
Kean, Broadway (11-2-61). 
Gideon, Plymouth (11- 9-61). 
Gay Life, Shubert (11-18-6D.. 
Man for All Seasons, ANTA, (11 8D. 
At Nine O'Clock, Golden (12-26-61. 
Nigh} of Iguana, Boyale. 2-28-6D. 

| 

‘is there. &t is followed with preci- by, 
sion and. it. works to the delight | i 

laughs | 
come from shrewdly contrived | P 
knockabout situatiens, outrageous | 7 
puns and verbal aad visual gags: { 
Every farcical trick in the’ bag is Bol 

| Nick. Bottom. 

wild 

Peter Mercier has a- 
}smallish but effective part as an 

| local .nitwits, ‘doing a ‘play to be 

‘\and Kathleen. Widdoes, also Fest 

.| and Titania, and- John Call is a 
i) giddy yet acceptable Puek. 

4 Albert Quinton gives an entartain-. 
ing performance . as. the “butt .of:| 

“Tony McGrath and William: Hern- 

{is ‘effective. David Amram’s in- 

A Midsummer Night’s 
ONY. Shakespeare’ Eestiral resenta- 
tion, in cooperation with “N.Y. x, City. 

bertson; 
anees, Matt ‘Mattox 

‘¥- 

o esveece eoeete 

ce meewuarecoes ead a iN jordan: 

Crna ‘Margaret Han |: 
Peter ‘Quince . aaa waces John Dorman }-. 

Francis Flute ........0% ‘Da 
Tom Snout ....-.2.+..+.. Fony McGrath 

SMUG... seep eeeeweee--- rry White 
Robin Starveling | access William Herndon 

CK ee eee ee ee veeeee ses) Sobn Call 
Faay ween sewece acopeeet.> Anne Draper 
Oberson ~.....ccceoeie ; Earl 5 
Titania . eee Kathleen Widdoes 
Peasebottom ~ . . - ‘Philip - Visco 
Cobweb «...... .> Lawrence : 

weet ecebeceecceeen: chic Perkuhno 
Mustardseed.. sese-cas-- Bruce C. Howard 

: Roger ‘Omar Serbagi, Rag Stub 
Don. Wesley, Donald Plumley, Karl E. 
Williams, Hope Clarke, Betty: Hader, |. 
Jean .Hizinger, Rosemarie Nardone, 

. Ra Hoffman, Dalkie Iph Herman 
2 Howell, : ‘Jan Mickens,. Basil: ‘Thompson. 

As. the second ‘in ‘tts series of , 
admission-free Central .. Park: pre |‘Wwin , Kogels vec ree 

‘Fenn... ‘Opened Aug. 9, °61, at the: Colonial |- 

Shakespeare: Festival is- -offering |. 
“a Midsummer Night’s. Dream.” |. 

sentations, - Joseph “Papp’s N.Y. 

Not the ‘most. clearly-defined of the 
Bard’s comedies. in the first: place, | § 
‘it is given .a slapstick: treatment: 
by director Joel J. Friedman that 
provides scattered diverting mo-. 
ments at the cost of some .of the 
‘Janguage and. a solid. overall Pre- 
sentation.. 

' Part of | the- problein: lies. with. 
the vastness of the Wollman: Skat-: 
‘ing Rink stage.. While Eldon .EL- |: 
der’s setting provides more -than | 
-ample. playing area, it. presents at 
stager’s trap into. which Friedman |: 
has fallen. ‘It seems that the. char- 
acters never walk in this produc- : 
‘tion. They..are always running from 
place to place for: exits: and en- 
trances, creating. a harried stage: 
impression. _A .more. cendensed 
‘directing approach ‘might . have. 
‘served.-to ‘give the performance 
some unity. 

the stage’ floor. and adds . distrac- 
tion. ’ 

Shakespeare’ 8 ‘play-within-a- play 
Situation .:is handled: advantage-. 
‘ously in some ‘instances, and these 
are the most-comic. Friedman has 
apparently: found: more énjoyment 
in the secondary. plot’ and, as a]. 
result, it: predominates despite - ‘the 
fact. that. there ‘is lessof“it'in the 
script.. The love ‘Story. of the frolic- | 
some principals is more the victim. 
of the loose staging and becomes: 
less interesting than. ‘the: more 
tightly-staged .:- scenes - involving 

presented . before the court. - 

The acting is generally pleasant, { 
if-somewhat too broad on-occasicn. : 
Festival mainstays Anne. Fielding 
and R. A. Jordan -are: pleasant as’ 
one -pair of lovers and Jonathan 
Farwell and Margaret -Hall are. 
okay as the less. agreeable couple, 
although they tend..a bit. toward 
over-animation. ‘James -Earl Jones. 

regulars, are effective as Oberon | 

» Among. the -scatterbrain. rubes,. 

Oberon’s joke. on. the: Queen, and 
Harry White offers diversion along 
with John Dorman, William ‘Duell, 

dion. Lesser roles ‘are filled cred- 
ibly: bY. ‘Philip © Kenneally, ‘Peg. 
Murray, ” Jerry _Terheyden- and: 
Walton: Butterfield. © 

Elder's settings are: simple. and 
allow maximum. ‘vision from the 
‘audience. ‘Theoni V. -Aidredge’s 
-eostumes .areé. colorful and appro- 
priate, John - Robertson's lighting 

-eidental music is well applied and! 
‘Matt Mattox’s. dances. are barely. 

' noticeable. 
Amid: the noise of. ‘jet-age inter-_ 

|ference and: ‘other -distractions 
| Central. Park“has, to offer ‘on..a 
summer night,. - , Midsunmer 
Night’s. Dream” is’ a 
pleasant diversion with an. element 

| of pagentry. ‘and attractive spec- 
.tacle. Although it is not complete- 
dy rewarding, it offers. an interest-. 
ing evening of fresh..air entertain- | 
. ment at an. attractive lack of price. 

Kali, 

Jo Van Fleet: “will ‘costar with 

‘ 

‘61, at the Wollman “Memorial . 
edmission ir . 

se» Philip. ‘Kenneally . 

wees dobocene: Albert. Quinton ' 

William ‘Duell. 

“The. scampering is |. 
| picked up by the microphones on |. ‘Where. Shall . 

“Love. 
“Fhe Passenger’s ‘Always. se eel ; 

‘bility. 

conceivably has as valid a “elal 
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Violets They 
Who's the. world’s greatest producer? Gn: Broady at Te 

it probably depends. on which producer you ask. - inde at 
.... One who’s not averse to claiming. the title, on a Kidding: basis 

‘at any rate, {s Herman Levin,-who as producer of “My. Fair. Jady." ” 
mm. as anyone. 

The subject arose. last week upon publication in. the: Hel 
_ ‘Wanted. columns of the N. Y. Times of an “ad fora receptio 

a job described .as offering “tremendous. ‘opportuzity to. really 
work in the legit theatre as assistant to the. w/greatest produicer.”” - ; 
The copy referred applicants to.an employment agency. 

In a spoofi ng letter to the- Times, Levin wrote in part, “The”: 
phrase ‘‘w/greatest producer,’ I assume; ‘means ‘world’s ° ‘greatest... 

- producer.’. Obviously, the producer ‘referred to must. be me.I. 
write to say that I am not: in need of a receptionist, that there”... 

‘| must be some mistake, and that I :will' not: bé- responsible for: the .: 
id{ cost of: the advertisement. In future, please check all advertise: EP 

ments referring to ‘world's greatest prod acer’. with. me.” 
So. far, neither the employment agency involved -nor the. progs 

pective employer has revealed the identity of the “world’s: 
_Nor has any producer denied. stich billing. 

‘greatest , 

~ Shows Out of Town 

producer.” 

Sail Away 
7 n, Aug. 10. 

Bonard te association 

‘Smith; musical dir and dance ar- 
yangements, ter. Mats; orchestrations, 

rin Koetol; vocal ments, Fred 
Werner. Stritch, Jean 

Theatre.. Boston; 96.50 top. 

Shuttleworth weracesececs “Prentice 
Rawlings ..........:.... James. Pritchett 
Sir Gerald Nutfield...C. Dick 
Lady Nuttield ...cc.cce0 aret Mower. 
Barnaby Slade .........-..-. rover Dale 
Fimer Candijack ttre ‘Henry -‘Lawrence 
Mamie Candijack 

Gary -Crabhe, David Evans, Pat Ferriex,- 
Dorothy Fra Ann. Fraser, - James} President Downfahl.:..-....Eric. Christmas: - 
Frasher,. Gene Gavin, Curtis Bood, Wish,| Judge :.,.-...-.-.-.> oe e> Louis, Turenne -’ ; 
Mary.Hunt, Bridget Knapp, Nancy Lynch, |. Horatio Shoostiower’: wees: ‘John Vernon.”. 
Patti Mariano, Mary Ellen O'Keefe, Alan | Butler. .-.....+-<-.24. | Edward Holme °..’ 
Petersou, Robby Reed, Dennis. Scott, | Little Girt“. ‘.. Ann Hayes: " 
Alice. Shanahan, ‘Siretta, Gloria | ,. Others: Mary “Andeteon,. Ingi Bergmats.. 
Stevens. -— ‘| Douglas ° mberlaini,.* Christie, ’. : 

Musical numbers: - ‘~Coma . to’ Me,~:**1 | Marcia’ -Clare,- ‘Mirandx Davies. 
Am No Good ‘at. Love,” “Saik. “Away,” 

J. Find’. 
Affair,”: “Later Than Spring, 

‘Strange,” “The Little Ones’ ABC,” “This. 
Is a Changing World,” “Whe You. Want. 

¢,’” . oe Do 
Why,  Wro “Peo le: 

Travel?: Md ne. P 

eras tBetty Ja Jane Watson. 
Alan Helm 

with |'a€ the Parthenon... 

. Marlon 

Him’? “Beatnik . 

‘ful - Phrases,” “This Is' a . 
Lovers,” . “You’re. a Long, . Long. .Way | 
From America”? — “Something’s Very. 

Guy. 

Stratford (Ont) F Festival 
The “Ganvas. Barricade 

Stratford,. Ont.,.. Aug. 6. 
’ Stratford Shakespearean. "Festival. 

éntation- of comedy. in two acts by 
ald. ‘Lamont Jack. Directed - 

Mark: Negin: lighting,. 
‘Harry '- 

Blanche jiund. Orened 
- Freedman; - 

7 ‘trom the. triple” decks” and. red. ee 
-| smokestack of shipboard to a Scene. ff”, 

by Em a 

stop. . 
Misty. Woodenb clay. sSbignes “Peter: “Donat: 

Sonja Downfahl . eMeee ° 

Garrick. Ha 
Kozlik,.. 
"now, Joseph Rutten,: Louis. Turenne. : 

gon, Adrienne Harris. Al 

neceees vesseags Teresa: Campbell ve : 
ste. Guy Belanger .. 

‘sesevess: Mate. Reid’. 
Glen Candijack ..-.......:; s | Trench Coat . 
Shirley Candijack ....... Patt! Mariano |Buy Cassady, .:: ef 
Verity Craig eee we ecqveaceess Jean Fenn Cassa i eeecesvesesssins Jack . Creley: : 
Lawford: Craig. SINE “William. Hutt Customers. oe Al. Kozilky Say Krawford. Lou 
Mr. Swee. sy ..... pesese-s Jon Richards | Mary. ‘Anderson _.: 
Mrs. Sweeney. ......... Paula Baversmith: Alice’ Cassady. we td Amelia’ Hall. . 
-Elinor. Spencer Bollard eeen's -. Alice - Pearce [: Grandad’s . ‘Daughier “itauiéen. ‘Fitzgerald... 
Nancy Foyle. .:......:.06. " Patricia Harty. |, Aunt Patty saecscceeece Eleanor. Stuart... 
Atvin Lush coantece acces Paul O*Keefe | Jaymilly:..... vesteedes ‘ ‘ine - Bennett: i: 

Mrs. Lush “.........25-. Evelyn Ruesell, Granda blbegscveaseees wees ‘Douglas Rain” .. 
John ‘Van Mier. ....2. 2c -Sapies Hurst:| Marion's Mother ....-..... ‘Dimh Chrisite 
Mrs. Van Mier «-eeeees Margalo- Gillmore Square Dance ‘Caller : ¥ rs 
Mimi : Paragon. Dewevers ine. Stritch |" Douglas X Chamberlain § « «. 
Clara ,.......eeseeee. Wish. Mary: Hunt | Singer. .-...-......-.-.-. wis: Gordon. . 
AW ooo cee cl eece pees Charles Braswell Vendors, Touephi, Hutted, Fred Euringer -- 
‘American Bipress” Man. -Richard Woods ‘|’. a Garrick Hagon |. - 

Others: Jere Admire, Bobby. Allen,. Pawnbroker siete vaeese, Brut: Gerussi 
Zoe Caldwell“ :.-* 

Michael). ) 0 
Davidson, .Fred. Euringer, Lewis Gordon... 1°. 7" 

Gary. Krawford, -Anthony - Rob: . 

“The” “winner of: a ‘contest’ spon- a _ 

‘sored. bythe Toronto. Globe & Mail” 
‘and. the first. script. by a Canadian ** 

“sail Away” has the’ “potential 
‘of ‘a-long run on Broadway. ‘Noel: 
“Coward’s musical -also’ is a: possi- 

screening, . for ~ ultimate 
despite its slight storyline. The 
show,.. with book, . 

for. slightly over half ‘of its $400,- 
.| 600 budget. 

ville-type numbers, - 

“musical and: 
lyrics by Coward;. was brought | in. 

The song and dance. edition of. ald 
‘vacation’..cruise: has good ‘vaude- }..° 

with .. lively; 
tunes ‘and sharp. lyrics. The high- 
light-is a wham delivery of “Why ' 
Do the Wrong People Travel?” -by. 
‘Elaine Stritch as.-an ‘uninhibited 
cruise directress. 

Another highligt-1s a number. 
kidding the George’ M. Cohan type 
of show, with.” a: flag-waving first. 
act finale, ““You’re.a Long: Way 
From America.” in géneral, there’s 

: Joe Layton’s choreography. 
slick, in the Iatest: style, and. ‘ap- 

acters’ and cruise.. Coward, how- 

mance, which needs rewriting, pre- 
sents Jean. Fenn as a mixed up- 
wife taking the cruise to get time 
‘to “think.”  - 

Miss’ Stritch * keeps the. ‘show: 
alive emerges as a:boff singer. ‘and 
‘kneckabout comedienne, Her scenes: 
with little. Paul O’Keefé; as head 
of the moppet. passengers, are very 
funny. Miss Fenn and James. Hurst 
‘are also excellent. 

- sometimes: |. -Margalo. Gillmore is: fing: as ‘an 
indignant dowager.. Alice Pearce 
clicks as. an eccentric ‘novelist, 
Charles Braswell -is’ “okay. as a 
singer purser, and: there ‘are. nice. 
bits by Jon Richards, Paula Bauer- 
smith, C, Stafford Cikens, Margaret 

| Mower, James. Pritchett;. Evelyn: 
Betty Russell, ‘Henry Lawrence, : 

Jane Watson, Alan. Helms: and 
Katina Paxinou in’.“The Garden|! Patti Mariano. 
Sw eets.” 

s 

-fs. 

. Oliver Smith's sets are eal 

‘tival,’ “The Canvas Barricade” is a 
blank-verse blend. of: Straight - play. * “ae w 
‘and musical; a’ satirical comment.” - 

'| to. be -produced by the Shakes: : “s 
pearean (Ont:) Shakespearean’ Fes- rey 

i on the: miodern. art. ‘racket and the. a 
‘ageless -problem.’ of artistic intege*..".- 
‘rity versus. opportunistic ambition. 
At gets-by ‘here largely because of > * 

inveri-~: 
|. tive, direction,: but it's. not a “eandi- _ 
George -McCowan’'s.. brisk, 

date ‘for Broadway. - 

‘at the -Eestival ‘Theatre: - during. 
‘August. ina repertory-that also in- 
cludes ‘revivals of Shakespeare’s 

““Batricade”: 4s ° being’: presented —
 wo 

-“Coriolanus,” “Kirig: Henry: VIII”: . 
‘and ‘Love’s.:.Labor’s Lost.” Mean- '- 
while,’also under Festival auspices, 
Tyrone Guthrie's production ofthe’ 
Gilbert & ‘Sullivan .standard, “The 
-Pirates 6f: Penzance,” {s being of-. 
‘fered-on a regular-run basis. at the 

‘| plenty of material for’ the Capitol | 
‘record album..: 

-propriate to the spirit of the char-’ 

ever, has ‘surrounded | a sketchy 
story witha joyously tuneful show. | - 
“There’s a/double love interest; a 
boy meets girl theme. on - young 
‘love: well,-done: in song and dance 
by. . juve. leads. Grover Dale. and 
Patricia’ ‘Harty. The: second ro-' 

- 

nearby. Crest: ‘Theatre. ; 

“This new. play. by. ‘Donald “Jack . 
‘+Lamont, : adapted froni. -his:: own: = 

novel. to’ capture’ the $2,500-con- ©. ; 
test award, is the familiar story of —— 
an angry young artist: who, ‘after | 
rebelling against materialism, sells. | 
‘out for ‘financial suctess and. fame.” 

- Except. for McCowan’ 's fast direc- 
tion and the. use of: vaudeville’ 
tricks, the play tends to bog down 
-in- pompous speeches. as the artist 
is lost in: materialistic society. ‘The 
piece. ‘makes use: of song-and-dance, . 7 
musical: bridges, -group scenes: and’ 
individual vignettes. - 

-Peter Donat, 

slacks, portrays the. hero: with con- 

“heatnik - , -beardéd 
and in stained. ‘sweatshirt : and ‘ 

viction. ‘and. passion, ‘though ham- - 
pered by the. lines.“Kate Reid: gives 
a vigorous “performance ‘as ‘.the 

practical-minded fiancee;and Jack." : 
Creley and Amelia: Hall are cted- : . 
ible’ as ‘crooked art ‘dealers.: 

Eleanor: Stuart’: and. ‘Christine ~-. a 
Bennett .are outstanding:-as : aunts.” 
in a nostalgic: flashback, Zoe Cald- . 
well. gets. laughs in.a brief seduc- .- 
tion scerié, Eric Christmas is funny... 
‘a8.a Balkan president, and.Douglas | 
‘Rain is: amusing as an octogerarian - 
who: gets" his ‘Kicks. front, Playboy - 
magazine. 

“Mark Negrin's” imaginative: cose’ 2 
as Mes tes. {umes ate calor.’ ; 



. ., Muda. - 

. 2.11 yesentative for the new house . = 
“~-\for the current “Camelot” andthe ‘upcoming: “Kwamina,* 

ONS 

Jerome’: 

oo lighting. 

ot Glen Tetley. : 

va Jets U.S.A.” first-came ;to Hendon 
--" for a-short.stint two ‘years: ago. it. 

‘*.. more or: less. stunned. local- ‘dance-.|. 
_ addicts, ‘brought -up ‘on’ Royal: Bal- 

" : ‘another: ‘sellout. . a a 

“Lessay. to. ‘strident, - 

-/ attempts, .- 

2 Ininute..anxious,- 

° “" scending. atomic hand. desigtied bys: -hy . Taubie- Kushlick™ and ° 

_:: “Everts” has. the . ‘zest and. enthu-. 
“* siasmi-.id. suryive the” moral. 

- °: pregram have all: beer: Seen here- merely as. actors. —Ed.". 
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“Asides ri Ad Ta 
, ener ets 

David’ Merrick: has: acquired, the vu. ‘Ss. ‘tights ‘to. ““Stap the Wo orld, + 
J Want to Get Off,” the intimate revue by: and starririg Anthony New- 
Jey recently: ‘opened: at’ the ‘Queens. Theatre,’ London, It's: ,éstablished a 
for. arun-in the West End, however, ‘so: Broadway" probably Won't sée |. 

. Elliot Norton, drama.critic: for the’ Boston Rec- 
ord and television’ commentator. on ‘legit in ‘the ‘Hub, ‘is. due for @is-] - 

a charge. ‘this: week. after a hernia’ ‘operation at St. Elizabeth's, Hospital a 

§t-for'a year or so... ; 

* there. 

Tom. Hughes and: Gus Schirmer. Jr -respeétive inanaging - director . 
_ arid’ stage director of: the State Fair Musicals, Dallas; : have taken’ an‘|. 

' option. on “Billion. Dollar: ‘Baby” for Broadway production.’ Their .de- |. = 
. ¢ision of whether to. go ahead with the project may. ‘depend : on how 

' {he ‘Betty: Comiden-Adolph - 'Green-Morten : ‘Gould musical looks .in per-. 
:\ formance:.and how: it’ does. at the boxoffice. in’ its’ current two-week 

ae stand .at -the--State Fair. Music Hall there. If: they” proceed: with ‘the. 
venture. ‘they figure “ON. -firiancing it‘in’ Texas. - _ 

“Dina ‘Merrill and: Cliff: Robertson are. -costarring this. week in. ‘their | 
own: ‘package. of “The” Voice .of the: -Turtie” ‘at the. Cape. Playhquse,. 

7 Dennis, -Mass; . Provided. nejther ‘one: gets a -compélling «film or. televi- 
‘gion: ‘assignment... they'll. play :the™ next. thrée.. weeks: at. ‘the Niagara | 
Melody: Fair; North. Tonowanda:: N-¥.;.. the Oakdale. Musical Theatre, 
‘ Wailingford, Conh.,-:dand_ “the * Carousel ‘Theatré. ‘Framinglam, . Mass. 

‘Week-before-last . they, played : ‘the: ‘City Hall. Theatre, : Haiilton, Ber-. 

Department: of ‘momentous fnformation: ae Francisco . “Ghronicte | 
and columnist Herb Caen, ‘back home from: 4 ‘European ‘trip, reports having 
*! fJunch: in’ Paris‘ with N.Y. Herald. Tribune: drama: critic Walter Kerr, }. 

-. duthor-playwright. Jean. (Mrs.). Kerr and the: same paper’ s Paris celum-: 
« Richard ‘Maney; pressagent, for various Broadway: 

- sanagements ‘not including: ‘David Merrick, is: writing. an. article about 
* nist Art Buchwald : 

“the latter producer for. ‘Show Business. Illustrated. . 
* Herman Bernstein; ‘general: Manager ‘6£:“The Sound of Music’. and! 
operator of the.-Hudsen ‘Theatre, ‘N, -Y., and the Erlanger, Chicago: ; 

-..took a quick trip to Detroit last. week to. look: over the. nearly-eompleted 
- Fisher. Theatre. which is ‘due to open. Ost, 1: with the break-in’ of the ; 

... Broadway-bound. musical,.““The Gay: ‘Life.’ He's:-New. York’ booking rep- j 
, C.. Edward Knill;. general | “manager 

* will Rave. for” 

Ted. Ritter’s ‘production. of the. new: ‘Robert Thom play,. “Angel, Angel, 
. Down We Go.” 

With Richard Watts Jr. ‘devoting a favorable ‘eofumn in. the N . ¥. Post 
“oo dast week. to. the London: revue, “Beyond ‘:the Fringe,” ‘the show has! 

‘unanimous: endorsements ‘from the critics of"all three New: York eve- 
‘ning dailies. _John. McClain, of. the Journal-American, aiid: Frank’ ‘Aston, 

+» of the: World-Telegram,- ‘had’ already praised the four-man satirical re- 
-- yue, ‘as had. Art Buchwald, ‘Paris columnist of'the N.Y. ‘Herald Tribune. 

“Broadway i in the fall. of 62. 

‘ing. package: of . ““Marriage-Go-Round, "is a.deft. comedienne in -this j 
first: attempt-in legit. She'd be: considerably - better. if. she'd’ had ade-| 

- quate ‘direction or. if, ‘like. Dauphin,* she. were. expérienced- enough .on 
‘the ‘stage to. know how ‘to: maneuver. ‘th. ough: awkward : direction ‘Or j 
retain. the..serious undertone of a. scene without. abandoning. the: sur-. 

“face comedy. As caught-last. week at the Tappan-Zeée ‘Playhousé. Nyack, 
the. former. screen .star ds"an ‘attractive: actress: with, authority: 

o ond ihning personality ; on the Stage. ° ae ; 
" 

= 

= 
|Lextends in this bold: experiment: 

The languorous ° “Afternoon of a 
Faun” -is superbly -evocative, with 
‘John Jones-and Kay Mazzo.clicking 
as the. couple. And “the. hilarious 

: “Concert” ‘ “raises. its ..expécted: 
quota: of yocks. With: its witty: Satire. 
onthe: classical idiom and roman- 

_ Ballets USA: 
~ = Rondon: "Aug. 2° 

PB. ter. Daribeny | presentation: (in' asso-| 
ation: with the Rebekah WW. Harkness 
oufidationy, of four one-act. ‘batlets by 

Robbins. ‘Staged by-: Robbins; - 
director, . Werner  Torkansky; 
Jean Rosenthal. Opened Aug 

hs 61, * ate the: Saville. Theatre, . ‘London; 
-94.50 t 

‘Muriek ‘Bentley, wa " damie. “Bauer Donald, ‘Patricia tie pretensions . generally. 

‘Dunn, : Robert: Lubell; “Fern “McCiarnon, |. Jéan ‘Rosenthal’'s lighting : is. ‘en- 
Evin Martin. Christine Mayer, Kay Mazo. ticing’‘and ° ‘inventive . throughout, 

i eron 

‘Bettoft, Francia. Russell.. Scott. Douglas. ‘andthe: orchestra is - carefully, -eon- 
ducted” by“ Werner . ‘Torkariowsky, _ Pick Gain. “Lawrefice’. Gradus,. Heearg.t 

. Jeffrey, John’ Jones, William Reilly; Doug who. reaches | ra fine. frenzy m “the! 

“Events” ‘score. , - Ota. a 

musical 

o Spingler.’ Robert. Thompson. Eadie ‘Verses, 

When: the’ “Jerome: ‘Robbins Bal: 

‘Liar’ Going to Moscow, 
A Hit in Johannesburg: 

Jet treatments of fairy ‘tales - and 2 Johannesburg;, Aug. 8. 

‘myths. Although: the. shock éffect | ..A. Moscow presentation. of “Dear 

was Jikely. ‘to. be diminished... this Liar,” " -to.be° directed by. Jerome * 

_season.- opened - to-hoarse cries, 

it looks ike ; ''nard’ Shaw-Mrs. ; ‘Patrick. Camphelt: 
correspondence, » “js. se sata ten for: 

ovelty ‘for newcomers ‘later. this. ‘year: Kilty ‘and his. ac-.. 
‘The only 2 n the latest : “Robbins” tress-wife Cavada Humphrey, : are. 

even brutal, currently touring’ South . ‘Africa. in: 

“music ‘by : Robert -Prince. This: is} it. 
billed: by. concerning : “happenings. "Also. ‘here: 4s" “English. actress- 

and. - recoveries,” ..- but - director. Margaret Webster to. stage. 
‘seems’ to ‘-have-more ‘social relev-. ‘a production. of. Eugene. ONeill's - 

ance. than ‘that. After some bright | “A- -Touch ‘of thie’ Poet”: :for. the: 
and. -snappy shape- -making . there” 
“follow-such incidents as. a colored - Organization. : Her. visit’ is. under 

’ sportsman being aeclaimed. in his ; ‘the. U.S: : -Cultiaral: Exchange . pro-. 
.. heyday ‘and scorned in-his decline, gram: During her stay. she is fiv-. 

‘- a lot- of “péople., looking _ up-to-the. ; ing a numiber of. lectures and ‘dra- 
-and -.one’- being. ; matic: recitals. 

* de- “Dear . Liar”* is. being’ presenited 
Leon 

Ben. Shahn. - Gluckman’ at the: 170- -geat ‘Intimate : 
| t., _ Although i is d inistake to crowd.:Theatre. The ‘same ‘managemen 

.-Sueh "significances into a ballet, jes next praduce - the off- Broad- | 

“tn the. dress-citcle. 

_ fs 

“ erushed, at ‘the’, curtain’ -bv a 

way revue;: “Pantasticks.” 
same house.: “liar” drew. favorable’. 
reviews. here. . 

. tThere is no tadic ation. uw hieiher® 
the. Soviet: “authorities 

AS. 
“usual, Robbins-is a.master- at devis- | 
jing ‘scintillating . gyrations -for is | 
‘dancers, who .terp as. if invade 
“by: a nation ‘of: a John Jones | “ranged for ‘Kitty. to receive aithor.’ 

~-and Patricia ‘Dunn ‘stand out.: + royalties ‘on.“Dear Lidar” or: for! 

‘The. other Dunn items in: “the” Miss Humplirey ‘aud him to. be- paid 

_ — os ‘before, but: are ‘equaliy. welcome, |. 

| Manuti For 802: Met Talks ‘Farce’: a 

_ Wage Offer Insults Serious 

| 

ae a° ' Kilty, who. adapted, the: iwo-char- |” 
at standing ov ation. and ‘Princess Meg } ‘acter piéce. from. the. George Ber-. 

-South African -National ‘Theatre ¢ 

at ‘the’. 

hare °. ar: 

f 

Negotiating: teams: fer. 
: Met and the ‘AFM: local had a 
“cmeeting Monday . ‘and: were 
‘scheduled to get together 
again today. (Tues.) at VARIETY 

. ‘press. time. — - Word ‘vreimains .- 
“gloomy: “no progress.” 

‘By. ‘EDDIE KALISH 

Under: ‘corisidérable | , 

to counter the. Metropolitan Opera’ $s 
public statement of * the -previous }. 

“2 Monday. <7) Local 802.0f the Ameri- 
‘an ‘Federation of “Musicians. sum- 
| moned ‘the: New’. York. press ‘to ‘its 
poffices: on .Wednesday: +9) morning. 
1a :present its-own prepared’ hand- 
out: respecting the. ‘announced cans. 
cellation of the opera season. Con-. 
| sumer, trade, radio and vidéo re-. 
porters then. barraged Alfred J: 

« Munuti,: 802’s. President, ww ith gues: 
tions... 

‘The Met’ Ss: ¢ancellation. ‘althiough | 
taken with a-grain of ‘salt by some,:} | 
‘had: nenetheless put’ the. Union in: 
the. position. of a heavy. and Manu-. 
ti was crisply grilled. He repeated- |; 
ly stated that the: salary.demands 
were’-still negotiable and:said that 
‘Bing ‘and his associates -knew it 

j wheri -they called - off: ‘the ‘season. 
: He. agreed that “it-would-be.a great 
Toss" 
j shuttered. He said he agreed. with 

Mage: offer was “insulting. " 

Spokesman | rapped the. Met: “for 
setting. up “deadline’ conditions” 
under which 802: was forced to: bar-- 
gain. ahd ‘said that the orchestra |! 
was: getting:“‘sick and-tired” of sub-' 
sidizing the .Met: He felt-that both} 

Alexander H:. Cohen will bring: the. intimate song-and-sketch -show’ to: the Met and ‘the union want a sea-- 
a ‘ison ‘and that, B02 5 read to ne- 

- Myrna. Loy, ‘costarring- with: Clatide. Dauphin. in “the ‘strawhat . tour: | gotiate: wa y 

lit: ‘operates | under a deficit; Manuti | 
‘said that he thought the Met should 
-be: subsidized -by- either the city, 
state’ 
“Natiagement must find the money. 

presently ‘bills for: subsidization in 
congress, ‘tie said,. and, “We think 
it's a, necessary thing. hee 

ing. wage” for ‘the musicians. “The 
Met musician is. caught up in an in- 

this—the most. difficult: ‘and. exact-. 
ing job inthe. éntire field of mus 

annual: income ($7.600. with record- 

‘him-.to. live. and faise a family: in: 

‘musician’s determination’ to: have 
his status“as a: performer: ‘and ‘his 

1 economic security taken, ‘Seriously:| 
‘by.. the “Met.” 

. Manuti. also | suggésted that the | 

employment conditions. He. stated |! 
that the AFM was.a 30. .000-member | 

-and» that. there. was not | i union, 
' enough work: for the Met musician 
out of season. 

” This involves the right of the |. 
Met to fire a man without. consult-. 
‘ation’ With’ the. union. The issue 

“dates back to April when a French 
horn ‘musician of 10 years tenure. 
‘was, dismissed. -by ‘the: Met, after he. 

had heeome secretary. of. the orches- 
‘tra. committee. - 
-Manuti called negotiations - to 

‘date-‘ ‘a faree.” He said, “the. Met 
‘told -ys that even before it made. 
its ‘counter proposals, we would. 
have. to- Teduve ‘our oun by 85- 
“90°.” He ‘Said that he was. told by |} 
‘Herman ‘Krawitz Met .administra- 
‘ ‘tar..“your proposals are ‘outrageous | 
cand’ ridiculous. They .are. not to be 
considered ‘seriously naw. or. ten. 
years from now.” -- 
“At the. time he said “there: could: 

-be-a ‘settiement. next: week if. man-. 
-agement. ‘was willing.” :-No matter 
‘who was “willing: or unwilling, the: 
Metopera : season is still eancelled: 
‘with -no particular. advances toward: 
‘settlement now. visible: The Met: 
has twice’ before “cancelled” its | 

‘ seasons.but in those ‘cases rescind- 
ed the order later. - 

‘| President John F. Kennedy were | 

7 (the . U.S: Secretary - of Labor?. 

‘pressure. 
from - ‘its. own: otchestra:- members’ 

if ‘the Met:.were. definitely. 

the musicians ‘that the Met counter: 

: | donor would need to promise funds : 
Queried.. as. to where the Met 

would. get the money ‘to ‘meet the | 
, demands, considering the fact that. 

-national - government: j when. the Met moves to Laincoin | 

somewhere,” he- said:.. There  are- 

| should be saved. The fellowing ; 
He ‘repeatedly. called for a. tiv. | 

tolerable squeeze. . Artistically, he.| 
is:at the top of his profession: For | 

sical: -performance—he | ‘Feceives an. 

ings .ete.): which. does not. permit: 

dignity’ ‘and in comfort: The pro-. 
posed - weekly: scales: represent the: 

| Association does not want compe: j 

|} Met: run a full 52 wéeks. figuring | 
of that’ the-deficit would be less and 
a the musicians. would: have better 

‘The matter’ of. the ‘fob: security. 
| clause Was. alsodiscussed. Respect- 
‘ing it, Manuti said the Met “would. 
not ‘even enter ‘into discussion with: 

Artists 
have expressed keen regret, though; might have done more ahead of 
few practical ideas. Telegrams toi time to sweeten the dispositions 

of its pit talent. Musicians .ap- 
sent. by | Various Opera singers: i parently have no contract whate- 
There was a tendency to make a H e\er personally with Rudolf Bing 
‘catchphrase. out of ‘'Get. Goldberg” } i Met matiagement did, as of. last 

spring, issue a series of minico- 
graphed insights .inta: its own 

a basic’ ‘weekly Salary raise ftron.! fiscal problems This constituted 

the present $170 to $248 the or- {a Fecognition of .the “geod will” 

chestra : iad. originally asked for component. 
$268. but. came downt,. { That staffers other than the 

* Met has * “offer ed 3°. ASS * Musicians were in & state of Pigue 
. and : sainst Met sah 73 ates . 5% -ascénding annually’ on.a three. aPains Ae Manageme nt was 

months aro year. contract plus 30c¢; 20c. and 20¢ “luridly hinted seme — 
per alinum.added to the present re-. when a bad-tenipe: fal dihist aeteinst: 
hearsal rate of $3 30 against which the Met's attorney. Linen 

802 was asking $6.80 per hour. The Laulerstein, Was Urcalate rth 

rougt t up with the. union ae | Sets Late Joys 

| At Strollers, N.Y. 

‘$18 per diem instead of the current. 
‘$10.25, Managemetit countered with | 
a: proposal of $1:25 per day tor ; 
‘1962: with 50c. -added for both the 
1963 and 64 spr ring tours. 

London. Ang 18 
John Krimsky and his asceule, 

Frayer Wo MeCann planed back 
to New York iast weekend, Higav encay 

_ Set np oa deal fo Mare Leandan’s 
“Late Joys” in New York Octe- 
‘ber. The show i6 a VictorHan neusie 
hall revue which has tun tor seme 

. ‘time at the. Players Theatre Club 
was ‘quoted in the Mt. Vernon here. It will be retided “Time, 
Argus (Aug.. 9) under a threes: Maca’ meest: 
column’ caption, “Aft, (Vernon's Gentlemen | Please” and’ be pat 
Chainpion of the Met Atay Be Oat the Strollers Theatie Clun, 
Phantom of: ‘Opera To Ailes.” a caharet-theatre slated to occupy 

Anderson-hag asked. if the Met “the premises on the cite of the old 
El Moroe } N 

would. ‘accept, and the ‘season be . TI orc e ub. 1. 1 199- 
saved, if $750,000 was donated by! ite Kvinche aus ine de 
‘a foundation. He was told ‘that the , land props " f the as se t “yota 
implications went beyond the’ one } Joss" P show. ail. he nee 4 The 

season and’ such a. hypothetical : producer will take over many Gf 
i: the present London cast. and he 
iexpects to retain the spint of the 
i Vietorian music hall, with no 
; Americanization. 

eee ee ee eee he 

Multiple Cast Changes 
In TG-American Rep Co. 
The Theatre suild American 

Repertory Co. has undergone 
numerous. cast changes for its 1our 

‘of (atin America A major switch 
hs ‘involves Nancy Coleman, who's 

reasoning: a heen upped to costar billing. with 
“We must persuade New York ! ; Helen Hayes, Leif Erickson and 

City’ officials to condemn the as-j June Havoe Helen Menken. who's 
Sociation’s: lease on the present ! not making the south of the- border 
Met site in the public interest. Lirek, had previously i¢eceived 
The Tease’ provides that an office { costar billing for ae Donita al of 

site within six: months of the pur: io Our Teeth.” 
chase date-and that this building Miss Menken's role has been 

can have no facilities for producing ‘taken over by Dorothy ‘Sands Vass operas: or concerts, 
a Coleman, who plaved the daughter 

According to Mr. Anderson, Mr. ‘in “Glass Menakerie” during the 
‘Bliss has frankly admitted - in CaB- i group’ & reeent Burope an tour 19 

versations with him, that the Met: also appearing in Sounth America 
pas Mrs Keller in “AMlitacle Wark 

tition from another opera company ie Miss Havoc, who had pres sous- 
in. ‘New York Mr. Andersen .cited { te etsaved the Mis Keller acain- 

‘as proof of this the provisions of _ment, is continue soiels inthe 
the lease, which ison file at the “role of Sabina in “The Skin of 

| New York County Clerk's office.” | Our Teeth “ 

. Romnew Brent, who toured with 
: Javits Concerned ‘the troupe overseas as succeeded 

U.S. Senator Jacob K. Javits of - James Broderick as the announcer 
| N.Y. was one of the offica-hold- m “Shin” New to the cast ae 

ers to express concerns over. a; Dran Seitz, Carlten Calver, Roche 
washout of the opera sedsun. ‘Hej ard Buck, -Gecrge Kluge. Peg 

urged reasonableness on msanate- Shirley, Janet Luoma, Dasid Met- 
ment. and labor, though jist how: calf} Rox Schneider. Valbam 
that could be anforced he did not! Smithers, Pat Sale Calver, Audrey 
say... Mediation. by the ~ Fetleral ; Ward, Philip Baker Hall end 
government was promising! he! Peggy Burke 
thought. though it had not so tar: The repertory venture, produced 
been effective. Congressional suhb- by Lausence Langnuer  Armina 
sidy of opera would be worth con- | Marshall and Warren Caro and 
sidering Javits suggested along’ administered for the State Dg pt. 
the lines of: Covent’ Garden jn: by the American National Theatre 
London. However, the primitives -& Acadens, opened it’ tour. last 
have . always been against subsidy ¢ ‘Monday «7+, in Pert of Spain, 
forthe arts, though ‘willing to. ' Trinided 
pay, over to private corporations ' 

Atlanta Little Theatre in. need. of. help. 

The: ‘Good Will Problem Sets Up 5-Show Season 
Apparently the. other involved , Atlanta, Aug Jf 

| unions, having “come to. terms Theatre Atianta. Inc. tia cched- 
wed four plass for the 196162 ‘with the Met, were putting great 

‘: Demand by the orchestra is for 

~ More: ‘From Roy Anderson | 
“Roy: Anderson, ‘whose question § 

jing. of “Anthony. ‘Bliss. and Rudolf * 
‘Bing. at the Met's press conference 
led 10 an accusation by ‘a reporter r 
“that he was “conducting an iniquisi 
ion,” edits Choral & Organ Ginde- 
and, Music .Guide in. Mt. Vernon. 
Following his session in N.Y. he. 

for 10 years, othervise the. Met} 
would find itself -in a bind. 

‘Anderson's inain objective is not : 
so much_ the solution of the BO2 | 
demands as the saving from des- ! 
truction of the present edifice 

Center.. He concedes that a first 
necessity. of saving the building 
is to convince members of the 
opera’s. controlling group that it ee ey 

quotation from the Mt. Vernon ; 
‘daily is significant . of Anderson's ; 

| 

ipressure on the. musieians local yitie theatre «#ason. Starting sath 
to. ‘settle. ‘One point in answer to - Show's ‘Heartbreak House ° Se pt. 

802's objection to the’ Met manage- 4923. The rest of the ee heduie 
ment: “putting a gun to its head incgudes “Three Men on a Nore! 
in the .form of'a deadline” dress Qet. 41 Nov. 4. ‘Vary Steaat? 
.the tart.comment that unions with Jan) ©2327: ‘Autumn Garden," 
their. threat of strike certainly did: \tarch G30 and ‘Lhe Voould be 
the same in reverse. However a 
‘considerable sympathy for the 
ihard life’ of -an opera = musician 
].found’ expression in the press: 

Gentleman “ April 24-28 
Bers! Golberg is ‘Theatre Ate 

lanta’s director for the thid season 
and other officers of group are 

1 George Gooduin president: Milton 
chinery for the airing of personal Chaikin and George Elia sce 
-complaints accumulates needless presidents, Claude Grizzard ta an. 
resentments, .it ‘was pointed otf (urer; and hilly Anderson, secre 

Implication waz ‘that the Met j tary. 

The: ’ fascinating: . “silent” - ballet, oe revival - “of: “‘“Misalliance™ 4s". “Meanwhile. first flash .of #ancel-. “Absence of any, grievance ma- 
-”. "Moves; ” ‘shows - the.’ company’s | “planried for ‘a Sept..19 opening. at: ' Jation: “upset .many in. the. hation: 

oa discipline; . precision: ard: -concen- i the. Sheridan .. ‘Square . _Plavkouse:: “who ‘saw a new blow to. America’s 
-°: trated ::attention: on’: the body's N.Y, bys Stuart Duncan and Philip, ‘artistic: prestige in the world. Most 
: Tanguage, which Robbins certainly: | Miner. © we, | of the. candidates for. the ¢ mayoralty i 

“4 we 



LEGITIMATE. 56 

-»} [Beach; N.Y.). Available. parts: lead- 
man, 28; femmé, 25, strong-mind- 

_ CASTING NEWS | 
‘Pollinrin are available parts in upcoming. Broadway, off-Broad-. 

way, and ring are shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele oe 

vision shows. All information has been obtained directly by the} Mirrors”: ©). “Producer, Bar- 

VarizTy Casting Department by telephone. calls, and has. been Te- ‘bara Burns (507 Fifth .Ave., N. Y.; 

checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.). 
The available roles will be repeated weekly ‘until filled, and addi. 

tions to the list will be made only when information is secured from | 
responsible parties. The-intention is to service performers with leads 
provided 67 the managements of the shows involved rather than to 
gun a wild ganse marathon. This information is published without 
charge. 

In addition to the available parts Usted, the tabulation includes pro- 

ductions announced jor later this season, but, for which, the manage- | 

ments, as yet, arent holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa- | 
tions are as follows: (C} Comedy, (D) Drama, ( MC). Musical Comedy, 
(MD) Musical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic 
Reading. 

¢ ferome,. 30's, "brash, hard-boiled. 
English accent. . preferred, Maik 
-photos and resumes. c/o above ad- 

13-14, slender, dark hair and eyes; 
Ttalian “‘femmer German femme; 

4 resumes c/ o Michael Crain, above 
address... 

“Shame: the Devil”. (MC). Pro- 
ducer, Shame ‘Company (Box .5-E, 

Available parts: 
" prano;. ‘young, ‘attractive,, 
witted; lyric . soprano, 
witty, : ‘independent: ‘Jead: contralto, 

lead mezzo so0- 
quick- 

+ 

? | ed; ‘character man, 55, -pompous;: 

OX - 7-5895): Available - parts: boy, 

irigenue, 

‘ Beverly Zarling (489. Fifth Ave.,. 
N.Y.; YU 6-4284). Available parts: ; 
male ‘lead, 55-65, large character: 

sharp, determined; two- character. 
women; soubrette, must " speak 

,man; male. lead, 20-30, stocky, tile; tenor, .juvenile,. handsome : ] . s 
BROADWAY | | pre ae Shavoeter ad, 20s, oma humorous; baritone, juvenile heavy,. 

“Carnival” 1«MC>. Producer, ‘second lead, 30-35, ‘tall, strong, good- looking; character bass, ‘old 
Indian; © teener, eager, . energetic. 
-Mail photos: ‘and resumes c/o above 
caddress. ° Rehearsals: will begin in 
Sept. . 

David Merrick (246 W.. 44th St, t hindsome; 

N.Y.; LO 3-7520«. Parts available. ile, warm; character man, .50's, 
for two midsets or two dwarfs,! small, meticulous; . girl, ° 20's, at- 
male or femme, who can play the tractive, earthy; character: femme, 

girl, .20's; lovely, frag- 

trumpet. Mail photos and resumes 45, plump; character man, 30’s, |: 
immediately ¢‘o Robinson Stone,' solid, rugged; man, 30's,  tall,: 
above address. | wirey; two juves, "12-14, Mail | 

Pro-! Photos. and resumes, . “Complaisant Laver” - (Di. 
ducer, Irene Mayer Selznick (112 {agents only, 
Central Park South, N.Y.:;. Avail-| “Top of the List” (R): 

able parts: Engiish boy, 9-11, earni- | Robert Weiner (234 W. 44th St... 

est, unaffected, plays Michael Red- |N.Y.; LO 3-4370). Parts. available. 
prave’s son: undestudies for Red- | for male and femme Tevue types. 
grave and Googie Withers. Mail | Mail 
photos and resumes c/o: above ad- ; above address, 

dress. 

“Garden of Sweets” (Dt. Pro-|- 
ducers, Ben Frye, Irving Squires 
& Sirki De Vysenof (250 W. 57th 
St., N.Y¥.: CO 5-0286). Availabie 
parts: man, 43, medium build, 
rugged yet gentle: character man, 
60. smal Greek Orthodax priest. 
Mail photos and resumes, through : 
agents only, c/o Pat Fowler,: 
rm. 415, above address. 

c/o. above address. 

_ OFF-BROADWAY 
“M4 Paree” (MC): Prod ucer; 

George Burns (21. Ninth Ave., N. YS 
WA: 93920). Part: available . for a 

1418), 3rd floor, above address, 
' availability is for the backer’s audi- 
‘tion and later for the’ production. | 

“Isle of Children” ‘D», Produ- ! “Across the Board on. Tomorrow 

cers, Lester Osterman & Shirley Morn”. and Talking to You” (D). 
Bernstein (1650 Broadway, N.Y.; | Producers, H. Sheldon Gordon & 
JU 6-5570'. 

tive, must be experienced actor. ‘PJ+ 2-1360). 
Call Nicholas Gray, abave number, © 99-70, charming, fussy; boy, -7-11, 
for interview appointment. | New -Equity; | me paige’, 

“Jennie” (MD:, Producer, New-: ‘CfroO man.. charming, ener- 

burge-Porter Prods. (f6i9 Broad- [Fetiessikeable Latin man, 30-40, 
way, N. Y¥.; JU 64886" Available 
parts: male lead, 30's, fall; femme, sumes ¢ ae bone 6 . above | 
2U, etherial, small, lovely, lyric office. Pp 
soprano; femme, 50's, strong per-} 
sonality; male, 50-60, timid; three 
men, 35-45, businessmen; femme, 
voluptuous model: character man, 
50-60, non-singing; high wire act, 
one man and one woman; several 

“All in. Love” (MC). Producers, 

Jr. 

Floyd Ackerman Agency, 345 -W. 
55th St:, N.Y.; CO 5-4122). Photos 

small male and femme roles. Ali!and resumes ‘of male and femme} _: 
must sing. Mail photos and res- | musical performers. being accepted | 
umes, through agents: only, above; for the musical based’ on Sheri- 
address. dan's “The Rivals.” 

“Place Without Twilight” (D).! 
Producers, Robert Fryer and in Restoration comedy acting.: Mail 

Lawrence Carr, in association with | information c/o. above: address. - 
John Herman !234 W. 44th St., 
N.¥.; LA 42844). Available parts: Line” (C). Producers, | 

man, 19-21, tall, handsome, cat-| Weems & Robert Buccolo (1035. 
like, fair; boy, 16, intense, medium} Fifth -Ave. N.Y. 
height, falr: ‘girl, 18, spiritual aes, [Barts: lead woman, 40- 60, 40-60, 

fragile: girl, 18, all-American type: and resumes c/o. ” Allen Davis, 

tion tomorrow (Thurs.) and Friday | ¥ay, N. Ys ‘JU. 2- 1690). Parts’ avail- | 
This able. for a top. lyric‘‘soprano,. not 

Part available for a 14| Barry Gordon ‘c/o Sevan-Levin: piano, preferably fair and: blonde, 
year-old boy, slim, earnest, sensi-. on Agency, 20 E. 53d.St. N.Y.; ‘for viational, company.. Call. Lillian 

Available parts: -man,"| Stein, above number. Séript avail- 

30-40; 52d ‘St. N.Y 

Mail photos and re-|: 

“sisit : ducer, Guy Lombardo. (c/o. Mayor,. 

Jacques: Urbont, J. Terry B ‘6 inchées.to 5 feet,*7 ‘inches _tall, 
Te Stella Holt (c/o. own ‘slender, dark ‘complexion. See. Bob 

Part. available St. 
for an operatic male quartet, skilled Parts available. for male and femme 

“Clandestine on the Morning | through: agents © 
John. TT  Stoudt, ‘above address. 

Avatiable . : 

“TOURING. 

“Carntyal” (MD). [Pp roduce r, 
through: David Merrick. (246 -W. 44th. .SE., 

N:Y.; LO 3-7520): All parts’ avail- 
Producer, | abl¢ for the national company. Mail 

| photos: and resumes. c/o. Michael} 
Shurtleff,. above address, 7 . 

“La Plume Dé Ma Tante” (MC). 
Photos and ’.resumes ¢/o! : Producer, David: Merrick (246: W. 

44th St:, N.¥.; LO 3-7520).. - Parts 
available: for: "femme dancers, 5, 

| feet, 5-inches or 5 feet, 6 inches; 
| tall. who’ do point. work and sing: 

“Music “Man” (MO): Producer 

less than 5 feet, 6 inches tall, to 
replace. lead in. ‘the: ‘national com- 
pany; a man, not ‘over 45; -boy, 10, 
ot over 50 inches tall, must sing, 
‘preferably a redhead; girl, 10, not 
over 5 feet 2 inches tall, must play 

able at Drama ‘Book Shop. (51 W. 

Frock - 
“Paradise Island” (MC). -Pro-. 

635. Madison Ave., N.Y.; PL 1-5420). 
‘Part. ‘available: for: -an alto, 5 feet; |: 

Lerin; at:-Variety Arts Studio (225 
W. 46th St., NY.) ; . 

PHILADELPHIA . 
a rlayhouse ‘in the Park. ‘Producer, 
Ethelyn -R. ‘Thrasher (58 W. 57th 

N.Y., “Studio | 25; LT 1-0610), 

dramatic-. performers. and appren- 
tices. : Mail.: photos ‘and . resumes, 

only, to Paul 

‘our OF TOWN 

CHICAGO” 

“Fantasticks” | (MC). 
boy, 19, sincere. All roles are Ne-|.above address, or call him at JU |Faith- Smeeth (Hotel “Del. . Prado, 
gro. Mail photos and. resumes to; 6-6300. Script ‘available: at the | $600 & Hyde: Pk.; Chicago; HY: 3- 
above address. Drama Book Shop (51 W. “52d St., 

“Sound of Music” (MD). Produc-! N. Y.3 
ers, Richard Rodgers & Oscar “Dock Brief” & ' “What Shall W: , . & e 
Hammerstein 2d (488 Madison Tell. Caroline” {D). Producer, Rose i. Ave., N. Y.}; easting director, Eddie 

ibl t Lynch (Royal Playhouse, 77 &. 4th |. Blum. Auditions for possible future St. N.Y: GR 5-9647\. Parts avail: 
replacements for girls, 7-16, and 
boys, 11-14 all with trained voices. | able for male and femme English, 
characters. Mail photos and’ ‘actors, 50’s. Mail° photos.:. 
resumes to above address. resumes c/o above address, . 
“Subways Are Fer Sleeping”; “Opponents Game”. (D). 

OC. Producer, David Merrick | ducer, Jack -G.. Morris 
(246 W. 44th St.. N.Y.; LO 3-7520). 
Available parts: young man, second 
lead, serious, breezy, must sing; 
young femme, lead, attractive, 
efficient. must sing: femme, 30, 
second fermne lead, beautiful 
bionde, well-proportioned, must cute, vivacious; ‘femme, 23-27, chic, | 

sing and dance some; young mau! sophisticated; character woman, 
handsome, vital yet. conventional, over 35, maid. — Mail photos. and 
must sing. Mail photos and res- es bove address. 

umes c’o Michael Shurtleff, above resumes c/o a 

address. 

“Sunday in New York” (C). Pro- | 
ducer, David Merrick (246 W.; 
a4th St. N.Y¥.; LO 3-7520:. Avail. 
able pacts; femme, 22, attractive, 
good figure, naive. good sense of 
humor; man, over 25, attractive, 
humorous, likeable: man, 23-28, 
handsome, extrovert; man, 20’s, 
good time Charlie, Juvenile; char- 
acter nan and woman. Mail photos 
and resumes c/a Michael Shurt- 
leff, above address.. 

“Time 3s a Thief (Dj. Producer, 

93d St., N. Y¥.; UN. 5-0800).. . Avail- 
able parts, woman, 45-50,. sophisti- 
eated, charming, intelligent; ‘man, 
23-27, virile, charming; character: 
‘man, 50's. conservative; femme, 18, 

| Jansen, 225 East Penn, 

Musical Performances: 76 | 
Theatrical Performances: 408 
Audiences: 98,623 for music 
Audiences: 272,587. for theatre 

i 

and | for ‘Tale and femme: revue types. 

' Pro-|:and resumes,'c/o above. address. 
(e/o. 

American Theatre Wing, 161. W:}. 

. “Medicine Gtr?” (C): Producers, |: = 
‘David A. Jaseén & Wallace Hill c/o! Poole” 

Long ‘Stevens. (745 Fifth’ Ave, > NYS PL. 

Theatre Outdraws Music 
Statistics for Vienna Arts Festival:.1961:° 

Understudy parts. available 
‘for all.six roles, five. maie, one‘ fe-. 
male. For -atidition ‘appointment 

: contact Jim Warner, above address. 

“Medium” Rare”. mR). Producer, 
Robert . Weiner (234 ‘W. 44th-St, 
N.Y.; LO 3-4370).. “Parts ‘available 

Apply through’ agent or mail photos. 

LAS .VEGAS . 
“Irma La Douce” (MC): Produ- 

cer: David Merrick: (246 W. 44th 
St,: N.Y LO. 3-7520): Auditions 
for male dancers. who: also sing, to- 
morrow. (Thurs.), at 2 p.m:, Plym- 
outh ‘Theatre (236 W. 45th St,, N.Y.) 

- SHOWS IN REHEARSAL 
s BROADWAY “2 

“Blood, . Sweat and Stanley 
(D). Producer,” Roger L. 

on ‘Vienna, Aug. 15. 

( Ti.in 1960) 
( 452 in 1960) 
( 90,674: in. 1960) 

‘Jing man, 28, with ability for farce; |. . 

145 EF. 15th ‘St. NLY.; LF, 3-5257). | 
‘a solo path after a certain time..He must find his own: way,’ *"—Anne. 
‘Meacham, star of the off-Broadway revival of. “Hedda. Gabler,” re=. 

Kazan to’ arrange.an audition: for. 
‘her admission to the Actors : Studio, as quoted by Joba Keating in 

French; character. ‘baritone, vola-}- 

“producer, 
— 

wee 

|(Screen Gems, 
[N. Ys PL 14432). 
‘tos and resumes of. general male 
and female dramatic talent. by. mail 
only, ¢/o above address. : 

sumes of general male and female 
: [dramatic talent, c/o above address.’ 
| No. duplicates. © 

Clurg Ct, Chicago; WH 
‘|}Parts available: for male and 

- pes, for 39-week series. | of drama 

_ Wednesday, Ang 16, 1961 _ 

—SoThey Say 
“I may not be the best actor in. the. world, but when people. ‘pay. to 

see me, they can. at least ‘hear: ‘Ine. This new ‘erowd, these: mumblers, 

thing. Stanislavsky meant ‘nothing-.of- the sdrt.”—Actor-writer Ronald 

tinel, 

‘T thought it over. for. quite a little while and then: I decided to turn 
lit down. I didn’t think my ego. was strong enough at.that point ‘to. 
.| bear up under. the possibility of being rejected; but more than that, 
I didn’t think I really wanted it, if ‘I was aécepted. I -have probably. 
lost work: at one time or. another: by not having. Studio. affiliations, 
but. I. think I was right. -I think that. an. actor, any artist, “must: take 

-ferring fo.an offer by diréctor Elia 

are ‘eheating | ‘the people. who pay. their. ‘wages. They murmur. They . 2 
‘| mutter, They don’t follow. the. script and -they: don’t follow. direction: © 
They upstage their fellow. actors and they do all this to camouflage: 
their own inadequacies... They call. it ‘The. Method,’ but it’s no such. 

Dawson, a member of the company at .the-Southbury (Conn.) Play- | 

| house,.as quoted by Joe Heaphy in the: Ansonia. (Conn.) Evenin ne 
girl, 21,. slender, attractive, dark. q y 8 Se 
hair; man, 453. ‘several ‘men, 18-26, 
college” types.- “Mail. photos: ‘and | 

‘Theatre Arts mag. 

the big-business management end of our life: I eannot help -btit’ won- 

‘the aspiring young, ‘a barrier. interposed. between them and. the ex- 

“These intruders, these ‘middlemen, are: ‘by rio. means: . confined to: 

der what organized labor. has’ done to .tke young: artists or writer or. -. 
designer or. musician who would. be willing to earn: little to learn °- 
much, but who cannot because ‘of. union ‘scale:.. We have’ Mmade.appren- -° 
ticeship—the vital. period-of training when it should be possible ‘to "' 
do. things: simply. for the love of them—an impossible condition. ‘The -- 

| rigid framework which - benefits the seasoned: professional excludes °. 

N.Y. 

IN. 

and resumés of male and -fémme 
dramatic performers for: ‘several: 

‘ous-dramatic series). © 

perience of work for ‘its own sake.” —Author-critic:. Marya Mannes, in 
a talk at the ‘National Book Awards ceremonies Jast’ March. 

1- 1290), _in association with Joseph ‘workshops plas four. to. six’ ‘prime. : 
a ' Must -be | Fields. -|time. original dramas. 

“How To ‘Succeed In Business from. Chi. Mail photos and resumes 
Without Really Trying” (MC). Pro- |¢/0 Don. ‘Dillion, above address, 
ducers, Cy Fever & Ernest Martin |, 
(205. W.. 46th St., N.Y.; JU-6-5973). | 

-“Kwamina” (MD); Producer, 
Alfred .DeLiagre Jr. (55 Ww. “44th” 
St., N.Y.; PE 6-6678). ~ 

“Let. It Ride” (MC). 

PL 73-2691). 

“Milk and Honey”. (MC). 
ducer, Gerald Oestreicher (6 E. 53d 
St. N.¥.; MU 3-1050). - 

“Short, ‘Happy Life” (D). 
ducer _A. E. Hotchner:<(6. E, 77th 
t 

tion with. Jerome Brody. 

Lantz‘ (745 Fifth. Avi N.Y; 
5-036). 

OFF-BROADWAY 

& Sam -Gelfiman-: (c/o ‘Premise, 
Thompson & ‘Bleeker. ‘Sts.," NY 
LF .3-5020). 
*“King Richard ir (D. ‘Produc- 

er,- Joseph Papp. (N.Y, Shakespeare 
Festival, 1230. Fifth Ave. 
SA. 2-4008). ; 

NYs 

7 “Girl Ina Hurry” (D): Producer, ; 
Acteon Productions (27 W. 72d’ St. ve 

‘R 17-4200, ext. 602):: Avail-|- : 
able. parts: leading man, 50’s, syni- 
eal, charming: character: man, bur-: 
ly, severe; character man, cold, vin-. 
dictive. Mail: photos and. Tesumes: 
c/o above address. Don’t. phone. 

{Shooting will be in Y New York: this 
{winter. — 

“Tleniton 

“Camera Three” (educational: 
‘dramatic series). : Producer, CBS 
(524 W. 57th St, 

|easting “director, Paula 
N.. Y.:: JU 6-6000); 

Hindlin. 
Accepting photos ‘and resumes ‘of | 

cates. 

‘NBC-TY. (30 Rockefeller. “Plaza: | 

Rick "Kelley is. accepting. photos |: 

shows. Mail. information. to him, 
c/o above address.. No duplicates. 

Producer, Herbert. -B: . Leonard 

‘Lamp. Unto. My Feet” (religi-. 

CBS (524 :'W. 57th St, N. Y:; 
6-6000);- casting director, 
Hindlin. Accepting photos and re- 

Paula 

WEBM-TV,: ‘Chiesge, (630 N.-Mec- 
4-6000): 

femme performers, all - ages. and. 

producer, | 
Call Peggy Shields, above Bumber.: Joel Spector (147. W:. ‘57th St., NY. 

Pio-: 

Pro- 

N-Y.; EN 2-8180), in associa- - 

' Willi 
“Kean” (MD). Producer,. ‘Robert. am Mortis. 

EL 

., }comedienne, 

2 background ' ‘preferred:. Call -Fred. 

oe ‘Want You”. (MO),.- Producers, 
Theodore J.. Flicker, Joe -Crayhon: 

general male and-femate ‘dramatic | 
talent; c/o above address. ‘No dupli- | 

Y.;. CI 97-8300). Casting director | 

“Naked City” dramatic “series). 

711 Fifth Ave.,: 
‘Accepting pho- 

Producer, : 
-JU |-Guild . offerings, ' 

7 Ca baret = 

‘Copacabana’ ° Sh ow... 

Auditions .. -tomorrow 
3. p.m... at- above. address. 

weeks. 

“Stewed: Prunes (R): 
Agency * 

Broadway, NY. “JU: '6-5100). | .Re- 
placement part available for’ young 

attractive,. musical 

Dixon (SP -7-7896) or: “mail photos’ 
and resumes:to him.c/o.Talent Ex. 
change - (110 W: B20. ‘St; NY). 

‘Trudy “Heller's Versailles. (9th: 
St. & 6th Ave., N.Y.).. Vogal, in-. | 
strumental. and: ‘comedy acts being: 
interviewed. -Call’ ‘Dori Davis. :‘TR: ~ 

jd] am, . 4-2234, Monday-Friday,. 
oe 5 -P-m., ‘for appointment. 

| — : Boyle and Local Lawyer 
| Eye Fa Fatery-Legit, M’'w "kee 

; Milwaukee, Aug.” 15: 
“Ray ‘Boyle, 

‘signed: :as.. managing’ director ‘of. 

the local : Fred: Miller. ‘Theatre; Is 
contemplating opening a-combined 
theatre - restaurant - supper ‘club... 
here in. partnership: with Milwau-.. 
“Kee 

|-They’re figuring -on :a ‘setup ‘simi- 
jar tothe Drury “Lane Theatre, we, 

“}i} Chicago, which. is: located inthe ..° 
| basement of the. ‘Martinique Sup- ne 

‘(per Club. -..... 

attorney ‘James .- . Barrock. 

Boyle. and. Barrock are. scouting 
‘| spots: for’ the ‘project, . which: they he To 
‘figure - could” range’ in’ cost..from..-.. °.-{"; 
$30,000 ‘to $100,000.. They” Savisage 
an arena-styled: theatre, 

‘Hugh Hooks to Sponsor’ 
TG-ATS Shows i in Denver.” C 

Denver;. “Aug. 15. 

: All’ six Theatre. Guild-American: ae 
Theatre Society. subscription ‘shows ts 

‘to! ‘play Denver. during. the 1961-62. 
season will . be- under. the local. 
‘management. of” Hugh: “Hooks “En< 5 °~ 33 

In” previous, yeara. *" . 
the schedulé has for the most part... -. 
-been split. between. several agen- -. 
-cies,. but with:.the~ closing’ ‘last’. 
season. of . Witherspoon -'Grimes... 

tertainments. | 

through - “bankruptcy, - the ‘Hooks. 
-| organization: has. become dominent: - wt 
in the Denver field: They will also... £ 
shave the: last. of the 1960-61 season's i 

“Bye: Bye Birdie” or 
playing:: the’ Denver “Municipal cat Gs 
Auditorium’ this: week. ae a 

The. six . .shows. ‘being: - - offered: eg 
‘under ‘Guild. “subscription - ‘next. 

.| Season. are. “Sound of. Music,” Sept. 
26, followed. by, “Gypsy, 7) 

Plume. de. Ma. ‘Tante,” . “Gnsin 
‘Molly Brown,” “Toys in the Attic” |.” 
and..“‘The ‘Tenth Man,” ‘Rot. neces” ou 
sarily 1 in. that. niter: ap 

‘Chore- coy 
> | ograpber, Bill. Foster (10.E. 60th: “:. 

St.,.N-Y.;. PL 8-1060). Parts. avail-. 
‘able for. eight. ‘girls, attractive. good ~ 

i dancers. 
*; 4 {Thurs.),- 

Fall show ‘oRens. ‘Sept. 7. for 12 

* Maniager, ‘a 
41740 | 

who. recently. Te: we 

“La. . a 

mewn aS en ot em a 

Dees . 

ae 

2 nem oe 
aw: 

vate . 2 i 

nr te ee com 

a te Ste! 



..‘strong ‘for all‘ three tuners, 

ce of town ‘shows are the.same as for 

7 he ‘e- last: ‘W 
endorsements: (Doyle, .: 

_ Gaffney, Récord:. Hughes, .Herald;. 
: ‘Maloney; Traveler) and two ‘mild- 

_ Globe; Maddocks,: Monitor). 

wh) $6-$6.60; 1,636; 

.({MD-RS) (3d: wk): $5.00-$6: 15; 2 rer; 
..-$82,700) (Florence Henderson), Pre- 

~.* Light Opera subscription. 

eubseription. 

- Gyps 
: (6. 90-$7.25. “1,758; -$67,000) (Ethel |. 
-"- Merman). - 
for | ‘five. ‘performances, Shubert, 

; “subscription: | 
_ La. Plume. de- Ma Tarte, “Alcazar - 
‘(R-RS) (3d wk). $5.40-$5: 95: . 1, 147; 
‘$40, 000). Previous week. $37, 937. F 

“gd wk)’ $6.95-$7.90; “1,685: 
_ 795). ‘Previous week, 49:96 

out: could. be successfully launched | 

_.duction, which also: has. a- tremen- | | 
_“"dous advance. for the balance. of its vo 
ae four-week: ‘Hub stand.: 

o “The. Sound. of: Music" continuéd 

inthe first stanza of. a seven-week 
“stand. . 
“Music Man” held. up in Philadel- 
-phia- and Washington, respectively 
“and”: 
‘other. “fair. week. in ‘Central ‘ly, 
Cole. mee 

_- taxes. Engagements are for. single 
weelke urtless otherwise: ‘noted. - 

Ast. wk) - ($650-$7.50; 1,685; $62,- 
000). 

Yar performances | and: three pre- 
views... wy 

mee (6th wk) -$5.40-$6; 760; 
$59; 800).. Previous oe $36,066 

Wednesday, Angee 16, 1961. LEGITIMATE $7 

Hub Passes Su 

Merman $63,228, 

Coward. musical, ‘Sail Away,” dem- 

onstrated that.a ‘pre-Broadway try |: 

there -during | the ‘summer. ° 
business was‘ registered by the pro- 

musi¢als. on. 

Lady.’ ” 

its... ‘powerhouse. “ pace'.in Los} : 
Angeles, where ‘ “Fiorello” did okay | 

“Flower. Drim Song”. and 

“Miracle . Worker’ had.- 

- Hslimates’ for - Last ‘Week 

'. parenthietic designations for out- ; 

Broadway,-except that hyphenated 
T with show classification indicates 
tryout.and RS indicates road show. 
Also, prices on. touring. shows in-, 
clude 10% Federal Tor: ‘and local. 
taz,: if ‘any,’ but as.-on: Broadway 
‘grosses are ‘net:  i.e.,- exclusive of 

B STON * 
: Sail. ‘Away, . “Colonial | “ate-ny 

‘Opened. --pre-Broadway ~ tryout | q 

American; }. 

Jy.: unfavorable notices (Durgin, 

“Last week, $54,611 for five regu. 

CENTRAL clr, ‘Coto. 
“Miracle ‘Worker, : “Opera - House |. 

@-RS) “(2d ° wk). "Previous. week, 
$27, 589. for nine performances... 

Last week, $24,800. 

“LOS “AN 
Fiorello, Tiltnere 

vious | week, $29,419, Geary, ‘San| Francisco. : eee 

Last week, $37, 630. 
Sound ‘of 

‘vious . week, $82,698 with Civie |. 

“Last week;. $83,159, witht CLO. 

‘Flower: Dram PETA “Forrest 

“Last t week, $36,020 Ai 

SAN -FRANCISC i 
y, Curran CRS). Gist wk) | 

“Previous .week,’ $44,641) 

Chicago. ae 
: Opened : “here: Aug.- i to. three 

Yaves - ‘ (Eichelbaum, . -Examiner; 

‘News-Call Bulletiny. 

ummner ‘Tryout Test | 
With Smash $54 611 for ‘Sai 

, Plume 
. The. big.’ news. on the. road. et 
“week was in. “Boston. ‘The Noel | 

"career of Bobby Clark. I. would 

Playhouse,’ 

" ‘Women’ 5. 

ednesday: (9). to: four | - 

of. $440,000; 

in 

oe of ‘“Baby,”. but 
| the: opening. 

‘Away’: 

Aske: Bobby Clark Date : 
Editor, VARIETY: a 
Ate Greenwich Conn. es 

|. present; I ami engaged in. 
Sock | the: research ‘in’ the life and’ 

|... ahd/or. worked with him dur- 
“1. Busiest of ‘the road towns - inst Ing: his “lifetime; “Any biogra- 

oo week was San Francisco with: three. 
| tap. Receipts’ ‘were |... 

“with |. cepted. © 
' “Gypsy” going clean in its ‘first { Bil ‘Lipton "> 
week on Civic ‘Light Opera. sub- “Riverside Rd: 

: gcription.. at ‘the- ee para | —SS 
.The'.other two. entries. were “ 
“Plume de ‘Ma Tante” and-“My Fair. Wanna Help 2 a :Strawhat? 

. Go and: Weed Garden 
“Stowe, Vi. ‘Aug: 15. 

When ‘Marie Risso and. Nancy 
Graham; operators of the Stowe, 

decided «to: ‘take a 
‘junket to Europe, this sumer; Burr 
Vail,. James Leahy, ‘Charles Black 
and: Parker: Perry formed a- non- 
vent corporation ta ‘take. ‘Over ‘the. 

..: T spo 
‘| kind = of help—-time, 

They appealed for help; - 

money. : 
‘In hardly no | time 13° groups. 

‘pledged :$100. each. ‘as. ‘patrons, 11° 
contributed $50 apiece te be sup 
‘porting. members,.25. gave $25 each. 
and_ 23 donated. $10 apiece. “Some 
Of the -ladies came --over and < 
weeded. our. garden,” says: Leahy; | 
‘who “is: business: manager: of the 

Properties’ for each.|- 
-| show are. in qaree of. the Stowe | 
new ‘setup, . 

“Club: 

Resume, Restoration Job" 
On East Haddam Hotel | 

| top: ‘gross’ was “pulled in by the 

‘Munieipal Opera, St. ‘Louls, with 

| a $95,000: take for “Can-Can” co- | 
starring- Dolores “Gray,. ‘Norwood 

East Haddam, . ‘Conn.; Aug. -15.. 
. After a nine-week strike - ‘by: la- 
borers against the contractor, resto- 
‘Tation work. on the Goods 
‘era House. here has resumed: It has. 

J proved: more ‘costly ‘than: estimates, 
in .order. to. correct. the ravishes of. 
30 years.of neglect. and to put the 

| house into condition to operate as 
Ja modern resort theatre: urider 

. | Equity. conditions. | . 
‘The Foundation has ‘total: ‘assets 

including . the: opera. 
| house’ and the 31-room hotel across} _Channing-starre 

| “Show.Girl,” was big at the O'Keefe 
Centre, Toronto, and “Damp Yan- 

”.| kees,” ” with Joe E. Brown starred, 
‘ ‘continued ° sturdy in its second 
‘| week. at: -the. Melody Tent; Pitts- 

“Rhinoceros,” ..costarring | °° 
Zero Mostel and Ralph Meeker;| © 

‘| played. to around 70% of capacity. - Sh 

_ _'+]:to be a’ special benefit performance 
+ 1 Oct, 22: at the Astor Hotel; N.Y. 

_ Stan Carlson's Sagery- : 
Dallas, Aug. 

. ” Auarey “Guard, - who’ hai been | 
‘cast-in the role of Maude’. Jones 

“Billion Dollar 
Baby” -at ‘the: State Fair’ Music |: 

‘| Hall, returned - to New. York to: be. 
with - Der aah tband, 
Stanley C; 

‘the:: ‘current * 

Carbon, who” ‘who had.’ roles in. the 
'| first’ three musicals of: the:season; 

entered. a ‘New York hospital for |. 
major ‘surgery. . Miss Guard,. who |’ 
. also. appeared in the first ‘two. pro- |. 
ductions, : was. here for ‘rehearsals 

London Shows” 
. (Figures denote opening. dates) « 

_- Amorous: Prawn, Piccadilly: 12-0-59), ; 
Ballets -U$A,. Saville: (8-1-61). 

- Beyond F ‘Fortune. (10-60. 
pitty’ ary Cambridge (9-13-60). 

-Knickerbocker,. Chronicle; Speegle, a Time, ‘Savoy. (5- 31-61). 
.Bishop’s Bonfire; Mermaid | (7-26 61). 

io” 
. Last: week, $63,228 ‘with CLO. - Fings- Ale, Garrick 

. Last. week, $39,693. 

-.” My’ Fair ‘Lady, Geary. nacinsy . 
(ist. Wk) $6-$6.50; -1.550; $61,000). 

Previous week, $63, 240, - . Biltmore: 
Los. Angeles. . 

‘dorsements’ 
ner; 

aad © 

| WASHINGTON. aaa 
“ Muste. Man, ' National og 

Last week, $46, 002." 

: Scr 1 ay, Dear 

Opened here Aug. 8 to three en- |". 
(Eichelbaum,. Exami-j- ~ § 

_ Knickerbocker, : ‘Chronicle: ° 
Fe “Speegie, “News-Call Bulletin). - |. 
‘2, 2 Last’ week,” $55,550 ‘for. five eve- |. Seune 

ning... performances, “three ~ 
Boa Matinees. Po ' 

i ‘Rantasticks,. Apollo '(9-7-6). 
a ‘Nine O'Clock.” Revue, Golden 08:60. 

- ema ‘La Douce, Lyric (7-17 8). we 
. [resular ‘Verb, Cuterion: 16D. 

‘Sing. Kon ng. Princes (2: , 19. -: 
Kreutzer <T-10-61). 
bady Chatterley, Arts (3-16-61). 

ourself. Go, Palladium. (5-19-61), 
al Court | (1-27-40). RUNES. Worker Bentere ae: ve er, mm J 

flousetray *Aibassa dor 11-25-52).. 
- Mrs... ? Strand: 880. 

 adelphd. -16-61).: / 
Drary ‘ane (30:80), 

‘Comeny, izen; 

One For the Pot; Whitehall: (8-2-61). 
ne: Eight, -Duke: York's. 56D. 

Rehearsal, Globe’ (4-5-6 

HL @8-60: 
: Vaudeville. . (8- 340), 
Young ‘Ie Meart, "vie Pal: 0231-60). 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS... 
‘Guilty Party, St. Mariin’s-i8-17-61),: 
‘Lord Chamberlain, Saville (8-23-61). 
Tis Pity She’s, Mermaid - (8-29-6 1D. 

Re Mi. Prince Wale<.. 110: 12. a1: 

c $3683, SE 

| Shakespeare festivals in: ‘Stratford, 

‘Conn., ‘and. Stratford, Ont... held |. 

‘strong and the Oakdale ‘Musical: 

| Theatre, “Wallingford, ‘Conn., had 

| another big week with Gleele Mac- 
Kenzie ‘in “King and 1”. 

Playhouse, Chicago. | 

‘The State Fair ‘Muste: Hall, Dai- 
]ias,.had- a slow ‘session with the]. preyi 

-actor-singer. 

but . withdrew. ‘perere 

'-leros (Zero ‘Mostel, Ralph Meeker) 
‘st: wk),: $18,570. " 

.|° ‘Previous. ‘week, Al Hirt ‘Comeert, ; 
$15, 112. ° 

- Bye Bye ‘Birdie, Her Majesty's. 46- 15-61). le 
. Celebration. Duchess (6-7-8). . : 

{(Dan’ Dailey, ‘Walter. Adel) (2d wk), 

- Side... 
transferred | ‘Aug. 45 ‘from. the Phoenix. 

: ‘Dan Dailey). . 

ne 155.. 

fe Version of Wolere - 
: ~ To Star Duncan. Macrae| 

"Edinburgh, Aug. 8. 

Duneaa: Macrae will ‘head © ‘the 

Theatre production of “Let Wives 
Tak’. Tent,” set for presentation }- 

{during the -three weeks of. the 
-| Edinburgh. Internationa) Festival. 
|The lay { a free adaptation .by | 

‘| Robert F Kemp of Moliere's “‘L’Ecole 

= “L'Ecole: des Femmes” was: pre- 
‘sented in French by the late Louis 

“| Jouvet at the first Festival in 1947. 
‘| Another: MoHere play, “Le Misan- 
thrope,”’ is set far .presentation by 
a French - -company of actors af 

“y h 
‘ phical - material or anecdotes: - the - Lyceum Theatre’ here: from 

will be. most. gratefully ace : ‘Aug. 128-30. 

m Negro ‘Actors j in London 
| ’ Plan. Own Theatre: Group 

London, Aug. 15. . 
A ‘permanent . Negro. .theatre, 

‘producing everything from. revues, 
to. Shakespeare,. is being planned | 

'|\for London. Pearl Nunez, actress- 
wife of “West Indian singer Edrie. 
Connor, - is behind the’ scheme, 
which was..unanimously adopted. 

Jat a recent meeting of. colored per- 
formers. The Mercury Theatre is 
acting .as. temporary. ‘headquarters’ 
for the .committee,. but. other. pre- 

{cast of the Edinburgh . Gateway | 

-|-des Femmes." " Tom Fleming will } 
{stage. 

AK DOUGLAS AILING;. 
«EXITS CHI ‘TEAHOUSE’, 

‘Chicago, Aug. 15. 

- Jack Douglas, former Jack Paar 

writer, collapsed after finishing the 

first act of a starring appearance 
in “Teahouse ofthe August Moon” 
last Thursday (10) at the strawhat 

{Salt Creek. Playhouse. The {liness, 
first assumed: to be a heart attack, } layoff. 
was later diagnosed as acute indi- 
gestion. Douglas suffered a heart 
attack two years ago. 
The Douglas incident {s the third 

stroke of bad luck for the Hinsdale 
(Tll.) theatre. Jill Corey cancelled 
out of “Ondine” on June 25 com- 
plaining of a sore throat, and a 
scheduled two-week run of “Yum 
Yum Tree” with Margaret O'Brien 
and Hugh Marlowe was cut to one 
week. because of a booking mixup. 
‘Dougias’s. wife Reiko also left 

the show te join him. at the: hos- 
pital, ‘and they were replaced by 

mises are. being. sought .as the ! David Morrison and -Toni Giaria- 
any any: factual playhouse. 

labor or |. ‘Miss Nenez says. that. West End! 
4 tano for the’ remaining ‘four days. 
; Salt” Creek general manager Cylde 

producer. Oscar « Lewenstlein is in- [Lint said that Douglas had been 
‘terested ‘in. backing the. ‘project, { performing “unevenly” prior to his 
“which. aims to serve the interests | attack and. was apparently worried 

country." saan 
of all. immigrant . artists, in. this | about the recurrence of his earlier 

jheart attack. 

Can-Can’ 956, StL: Damn’ 506, K.C: 

- Business last ‘week was generally 

good. at the. summer. theatres: The 

Smith: . and - ‘Jack - Gilford. The 

“The .Carol 

“burgh. a 

‘in the first week of its post-Broad- 
‘way stand at the Edgewater Beach 

‘first. revival of the 1945 Broadway 
‘musical, .“Billon Dollar Baby,” |. 

tnis week. ~ 

Estimates - for. ‘Last. ‘Week 

‘stock, are 2 the same ds jor the. road, : 

‘CHICAGO oo 
. Rdgewater Beach Pilaykouse 
($2. 95-$4.40; 966; $26,000). Ehinec. 

: “Bal LLA cy ae 
State ‘Fair’ ‘Music Hall ($4; 4. 120; 

$77, 000). - Billion Dollar: 

‘(1st.-wk), $26,000: for regular: seven 
performances... 
‘Previous.. week, ‘Take: ‘Me Along 

Current bill; same.. 

8 CiTY:  KANSA lt 
- Btarlight ‘Theatre ($4; 7:600:: 

-$106.918).. Damn. Yankees ‘Gale: 
_+ Gordon), $59; 000 for regular seven 
| performances. ” 
|) Previous. week, Can-Can (Gene- 
. | weve), $80,000. . 

: Current “bill, Take Me: ‘Along. 

: PHILADELPHIA 
” Playhouse im the ‘Park -(3$3-$3.50- 

| 148% $27,044). ‘Turn on the Night 
‘Joseph | Wiseman, - Eric’ _Berry!,! 

which.-.continges at. 4,120-seater 7 

be espeare 
$64,600). (Paul Sc 
Campbell). Corlolanus-Hehry VIII-. 

Baby |” 
| (Eileen Rodgers, Reginald Denny), : 

| Phil Ferd & Mimi 

2,200; $55,000), King and I (Gisele 

N. Y.C. Ballet $117, 650, LA. 

i ances. 

Previous week, 
(Menasha Skulniki, Poe a 
Current bill, Visit (Jo Van Fleet). 

: PITTSBURGH. 
‘Meledy Tent ($3.85; 2,003: $35.- 

900). Damm Yankees (Joe E. Brown) | 
12d wk), $20,232 for regular seven 
performances. 
Previous week, $21,159. 
_Current bill, Kiss Me Kate 

(Patricia ‘Morrison, Earl Wright- 
son). 

. ST. LOUIS 
-Muntcipal ‘Opera ($3.50: 12.000: 

"1 $110, 000). Can-Can (Dolores Gray. 
‘Norwood. Smith, Jack Gilford), 
$95,000. 
Previous ‘weck, Wish You Were. 

Here (Sheree North, Tommy Leon- 
ett!, Jill. ‘Corey, Allen & Rossi), 
$85,000. | 

“STRATFORD, CONN. 
Festival ($6.25; 1,- 

479; $52,568) (Jessica Tandy, Pat 
Hingle, Kim Hunter). Machbeth-As 
You : Like it-Tretlus and Cresida 
110th wh), $47,868. - 

ous week, $46,677. 
_ Current dill, same. 

STRATFORD, . ONT. 
Aven Theatre ($4: 1,123; $24,325). 

vos Pirates ‘of Penzance. (6th wk), $22,- 
or regular sev erform- 

’ parenthetical: designations for |. Bu en pero ances, ° 
-Previous week, $21, 788. 
Current bill, same. 

- Shake Festival ($5; 2,258; 
ofield, Douglas 

Love’s Labour’s Lost-Canyas Bar- 
Yicade: (8th wk), $58,019. 

Previdus week, $58,412. 
‘Current bill, ‘same. 

TORONTO , 
O'Keefe Centre ‘$350: 3 200; 

$61,942). Show Giri (Carol Chan- 
ning), $46,448. — 

Previous. week, Liberace and In- 
ternational Varieties, $36,164. 
Current bill, Teny Martia with 

Hines. 

WALLINGFORD, CONN. 
e Musical Theatre ($4.50; 

MacKenzle),. $50,261. 
. Previous week, Oklahoma ‘John imy Grimes. 

Raitt), $54,443. 
Current bill, ‘Danny Kaye Show. 

Los Angeles, Aug. 15. 
‘The: N, Y. 

$69, 

[Bway Up Again; Camelot’ $78018, 
- Vnsinkable’ $49,584, Taste’ $17,352, 
‘Tema’ $34,711, Far Country’ $17,164 

+ Business continued to climb for... 
most Br shows last week. 
The biggest was registered by 
“Camelot,” with an $8658 gain 
over the previous stanza‘s take, 
Rejelning “Carnival” in the sellout 
category last week were “Mary, 
Mary” and “The Sound of Music” 
Of the remaining 10 shows on 

the boards, five had discount Uck- 
ets fm circulation. The list of en- 
tries next week will climb to 14 
with the resumption Monday :21) 
of “Do Re Mi," after a four-week 

Estimates fer Last Weck 

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), 
CD (Comedy-Drama}, R .Kevue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD «Musi 
eal-Drama), O (Operas, OP tOp- 
eretta), Rep. CRepertery), DR 
iDramatic Reading). 
Other parenthetic designatrans 

refer, respectively, to weeks plage d, 

number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices (where 
two prices are giten, the higher is 
for Friday-Saturday nights aid the 
lower for weelsnights), number of 
seats, capacity gross and stars, 
Price includes 10° Federal and 
5° City tar, but grosses are net; 
de., exclusive of taxcs. 

Asterisk denotes show had cut- 
rate tickets in circulation. 

An the Way Heme, Belasco 'D) 
{37th wk; 293 p) ($6 90-$7 450; 967; 
$88,500). Previous week, $12,767. 

Last week, $12,297. 

Bye Bye Birdie, Shubert (MC) 
\(69th wk; 543 p) ($8.80-$9 40; 1.46]; 

‘Baby’ 266, Dallas; ‘Rhino’ 18146, Chi 
$61,000). Previous week, $33,541. 

Last week, $41,581. 

Camelot, Majestic (MC) «36th 
uste |W 289. p) ($9.40; 1.626; $84,000) 
usta l(kichard Burton, Julie Andrews). 

Previous week, $69,360. 
. Last week, $78,018. 

Carnival, Imperial 
wk; 140 p) ($8.60; 1,42: 
‘Anna Maria Alberghetti 
ous week, $68,357. 
‘Last week, $68,344 with Anita 

Gillette subbing for the ailing star, 
who returns to the cast tonight 
(Wed.). 

Come Blow Your Hern, Atkinson 
(C) (25th wk; 197 p) ($6.99-$7 50; 
1,080; $43,522). Previous week $25,- 

Last week, $22,718. 
Far Country, Music Box ‘D) (19th 

ie (8th 
$63,299) 

Preyie. 

‘wk; 151 p) ($6.00-$7.50; 1,101; $40,- 
107) (Kim Stanley, Steven. Hill, 
Sam Wanamaker). Previous week, 
$15,230. 

Last week, $17,164. 

*Fiorello, Broadway (MC) (89th 
wk; 707 p) $5-$7.50; $1,900; $59,- 
000). Previous weck, $39,127. 

940. 

“Irma La Deuce, Plymouth (MC) 
{46th wk; 364 p) $8.60; 999: $438,- 
250) (Elizabeth Seai, Denis Quilley) 
Previbus week, $33,17. 

‘Last week, yee 

Mary, Mary, Hayes (Ci (23d wk; 
180 p) $6.90-$7.50: 1,139; $43. 380) 
(Barbara Bel Geddes, Barry Nelson, 
Pre Wilding). Previous week, 

Last week, $43,443. 

*My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) 
(282d. wk; 2,246 p)- ‘$805; 1.55}; 

) (Michael Allinson; Marput 
M 1. Previous week, $48,578. 
Lawrence Kelth {s aubbing this 
week for the vacationing Allinson. 

Last week, $49.602 

Sound of Musie, Lunt-Fonutarne 
(MDi (85th wk: 696 p? $960. 1 407; 
$7910 000) ary Martin)... Previous 
week, $74,648. 

Last ‘week, $75,879. 

*Taste of Honey. Booth (D) (45th 
wk; 359. pi $6.90; 807; $30,500): 

|{Hermionne - Baddeley, Frances 
Cuka'.: Previous week, $14.689 

Last week, $17,352 

Unsinkable Molly Brown, winter 
Garden (MC) (41st wk, "204 p) 
'$8 66-89 40: 1.404: $68,001 >Tam- 

Previous week, $45,- 
928. . 

Last week, $49,584. 

Do Re Mi, St Jarres “MC: ($8 £0- 
* $950: 1 @15; $69.5001 «Phil Silvers). 

Resumes next Monday 21: after 
a City Ballet grossed ja: four-v.eek layoff. 
a terrific $117,650 last week. at the 
Greek Theatre here. f Talent agent ‘Beverly Ardersoa 

The troupe. played nine perform- returned to New York last week 
Jafter 10 days on the Cours. , 

? 
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SETS NATIO NAL RECORD 
DANDALE 

Musi | al 

CONNECTICUT 
“There is no doubting that John Raitt is one of our 
great musical stars. He sets the tone of the pro- 
duction and as Curly, he is one of the theatre's 
really, truly great ones. He sings magnificently.” 

Widem—Hartford Times: 
“There is: sureness and deftness in the work of 
John Raitt, best of Broadway's baritones. Here's. 
@ guy who really knows what he is doing.” | 

Heaphy—Ansonia Sentinel 
“A sellout opening night audience cheered, stomped 
and whistled their approval of Raitt and Company. 
after Monday’s performance. From the: moment 
Raitt walks on stage the audience is swept along 
in this classic show business production.” —_. 

New Haven Register 

BOSTON 
Elliot Norton said in the Boston Record: 
“Altholigh every one in it is up for commendation, -:. 
John Raitt is the star, and he, more than any one 
sets the tone of production. In this kind of enter- 
ment, John-is one of the gre-* ones. 
“He is a good actor to begin with and that's: impor. 
tant. Curly is a man and he has about him some hint 
of the early American West, which was a lively place, 
John Raitt conveys this in his bearing, which is 
cockily, self-assured. He struts a little. That's Curly. 
He is good-humored, pood-natured, a little clumsy. 
That makes the difference between a man and a 
leading mafi, which is vital to ‘Oklahoma’, 

“That hie can sing magnificently doesn’t need to be 
reported at this time, but let it be spread again on. 
the record. His voice is a vast baritone, resonant 
and true. He sings the magnificent songs in this 
with big rich tones.” 

*THE NEW NATIONAL RECORD (TENT THEATRE) WAS ESTABLISHED BY JOHN 
RAITT AT THE OAKDALE MUSICAL THEATRE, WALLINGFORD, CONN. WITH. 
RODGERS AND HAMMERSTEIN'S. ‘OKLAHOMA’ (8 Performances) JULY. 31-AUG. 6 

John RAITT u UNDER THE PERSONAL MANAGEMENT OF PIERRE COSSETTE. a a | 

OAKDALE MUSICAL THEATRE, Wallingford Conn. | 



- ‘Books ° ‘would * ‘be. “published: _ in 
“-. French in addition to ‘English.’ 

OR Prentice-Hall. 

- drama critic of The Reporter, .“re- 
+’ Siews” -her -hometown, 
~~ "York I-Know,” with admirable. dis- 
oo ypassion because - underneath. it - is 

2 evident. ‘that: she ‘grieves, more ‘in 

“dence. of. the Big ‘City.. Ina king- 

_: $7.50) she. almost doesn’t/need the 
- good. Herb Snitzer: photographs so 
” vivid: is. her word-picturing of - ‘the. 

+S New York she. knows. ~ 
She is authoritativ: 
_ every’ facet, ‘starting : 

: Park.(she resides in the CPW belt). 
and, as this’ reviewer also. happens |.. 
‘to be-in. the same. environs, she] 
strikes many . nerves. as she: ‘pulls 

“Puerto. Rican -and ‘colored. influx, 
..- and the general aura of the. rési-| 
“+ dents..She doesn’t spare the. Park, 

- ts inadequate. policing, and. “its 
an ‘shameful . ‘degeneracy’ ‘into . crime 
"and: ‘inhuman relations.’ - 

“ave. , “Broadway, : the - Village, the 
changing facade of the .city .with 

oO sounds and. the, noises, and she has 
. with faithful: ac- |“ 

year, - _and |serves to-‘remind :that-{ 
‘l author was ‘a: practicing -physician. 
-for -42. years. 

‘eaptured it all 
: euracy. It. so. faithful. that. it 4s 
', disturbing, ‘even, frightening... 

~ ‘the: noises and the quotes are ‘barbs 
_at ali inept administration; ‘she-not 
“only gives’ voice but “printer's ‘ink, 

ot sto - anonymously quoted - shafts‘ at: 
- * Wagner and 
~ “only ‘LaGuardia. were. back,” and} 
“the ‘like. Withal, an ‘arrésting : pic- 

_ . .ftarebook and, in its way, a ‘doc- 
3 “pment - of ‘the a. of? our. ‘vears..| *: 

“.. pieces. on ‘Hollywood. 
-.gnd' film’ biz-mores have appeared |- 
fin Look, Redbook and McCall's and, 

1. "expanded, many 6f these. are now. 
“-" “between.- hard ‘covers. titled .“The 

. from. his’. Yank mag ‘days during |- 
_ .. «-World. War II, has rare “insight on 
> “the filmmaking. capital. His. pre-. 
- “-- eeption: is. keen, his- observations 

*  piting, his. iconoclasmstruly..image- 
_ _ sliattering. But is is never dull nor, 

-.:/° “fs ‘the. spleen, when. he does mani-. 
ov fest it; - without compassion: The 

3, “pen: portraits the shallowness. and 
J. the “frailities are limned .with de- 

~ 0. tachment and’ almost: dispassionate 
2+ ‘observation. This. is no:Confidential |. 

.. 0's ,or expose stuff for shock.sake. It! 
-'". «4g good: repéttage interlarded with |’ 
oo" shrewd observation. It. will delight |. 

..- the community ‘by and: large andy: 
will. certainly’: 
“Hollywood, - -ineidentally, 

Clark.) rile a number of. its famed 
.. subjects. But. as a hook. it is. never 
‘dull. It is highly. ‘Téadable. That's’ 
a: pretty. good commercial: for any- 
“author: - rs Abel. . 

: “Koshevey.- “ack: te' Be |: |} 

. eouver neswapaperman: 
fall nabbed Canada’s top daily ‘spot 

oS : eem.e, ‘of: 340,000-cire. Toronto |" 

, wih: 
_. +... books on ‘the: making of. -selected 
er pix.. ‘First of these, due. in’ Septem- 

My Gtullano,” 

59 

 Hawthern: Expandig * 
- Hawthorn: Books’ 'y.p. and .¢.ii. 

‘Kenneth S. Ginger: qmade: a ising} 
_ trip.“ to | Montreal .. and‘; Toronts. 
~ where. “he | 

_ Canadian ‘branches: in “both. key: 
plans’ setting up 

cities for. Hawthorn. ‘of. Canada. 

Hawthorn” is ea “Subsidiary 

‘Marya ‘Mannes’ nues’ ‘New. fork: 
New. ‘York-born. *Mannes, ty: ‘and 

“The New 

aguish: than in anger, at. the. deca-, 

size picture book (Lippincott; 

‘in: virtually 

ters:on the West. 70s' and Central 

no: punchés | on. the ‘slumlords, the 

“Miss. Mannes traverses to Park 

instant office building,:. the 

-Interlarded among the sourids and 

and hopeless wishing <“if 

. . Abel... 

“Another Closeup * Ou: ‘wood. 
: N¥et. mag writer » Bill Davidson's 

personalities 

Real” and «. ; Unreal” ‘Harper; 

$3.95): 
Devidson, a ‘seasoned’ “reporter , 

(hie. detours ° from 
for): a 

closeup .on. Philly. deejay... Dick | 

-Himie : Koshevoy;: longtime Van- 
who ..Jast: 

Star—has quit: arid. returned to. the. 
coast. 
columnist. 

is. He'd previously: med: both, " “Chief Justice Earl- Warren has 
ae and Tival, Sun.- _ 

.  peectm ike Making © . 
FM" Editions, ’Rome, has” been: 

” formed for the purpose: of ‘publish- | 
. fn ‘books on: films. and: film. proj- 

ol ests, 
““! Bieta del Cinema: - 

with .-backing - of pie mag, 

First’ item, ‘due’ late: this’ month, { 
" gg. script of a new: pie: called “Ac-| Vi 
- -eattone”: (Hobo), I. 

"S| Paolo .- Pasolini." ‘Second + will. ‘be’ ‘Pointer, now residing in ‘Burling: ground ‘to insufficient. financing, | Large" for tryout next week 4t 
'-* ‘Jtalo. edition of Bosley.Crowther’s| 

‘by.. Pier |. 

“Phe. Lion's. Share,” This. is -due 
| a . in. Aate.:Octobe 

: Another “facet: ‘of | M. ‘Editions 
spotlight.: ri¢hly illustrated’ 

- is. “The Death: ‘of “Salvatore | 

a 

;{ter Dilbeck, .one ‘of ‘Indiana's’ most: 
‘decorated. heroes of World ‘War T¥,. 

. presidents. ‘and éopublishers 
.| Elmer Nurrenbern and Leo: ‘Anger- 
-meir. 

th the chap-|- 

‘js the ‘title given. by New. Direc: | of. 
‘tions ‘to “a. collecion of. plays by |. 

‘Léad. ‘play: 

atre. 

‘preceeded “Arthur. Miller's ““Cru-{. 
cible” ‘by three years.. “The First | 
-President”’ 
for an ‘opera about -Washington, 

criticism, - 

‘plied notes ‘On. .the “author: and the’ 
‘Plays in “Many. Loves: ” 

stacked “against the’ .vlavers. As: 
boniface. of the famed Nevada gam-. . . 
ue Spa.. 

fis’ hired ‘by plush. hotéls, sales con. 
‘ventions, private clubs..the Armed] 

“wave, ‘Next “day. the: N.Y. “Mirror. 
-also- used it in ‘its:P. 1, “headline. 

just published, ‘errs’ on the jacket. 
.(the publisher caught it toa. late? 

5 / ‘should: 
‘Schuster 1 “hopes to. correct: it. ‘in- 

pa 
‘by’ A. J. Liebling; containing 27 

‘ase a ‘Vancouver. : ‘Province of Salvador -Dali.” can. updated edi-- 

Gold,” ‘which’ ‘reportedly - Was in-| theatre. . 

“scandal: at ‘the military ‘academy. 

about: Pie directed By 

” Pablishiag Stocks 

AS).. cence  OSSS.- 
| Book of Meath (NY). Ca oe ee «  B584 f 
41Cende Nast (NY) ALS 

‘Allyn & Bacon. (OC). seceeee 
American Beok ( 

it. etee ee’ 

— ey 

“Enrico. Y Rossetti editor’ at Fiera ~ [Sreratcat Co, tNYD. 
del" ‘Cinema,. is’ in ¢eharge of: the | Gina & Ce. (00. 
fnew series as-well Two other Ital- , 

$a 06 Ho Bee 

‘series. af* tomes dedicated lo’ pix- Hearst {OC) . 
ee a 

in-the-inaking. | Holt, R&W (NY). 
‘L.A. Times Mirror 0). wae 

- $4 Evansville Daily _ . >) Macfadden (AS) ....... . i200 ie 
: pte. third and newest daily: new S-| McCall (NY)... cone seca: 3146 
paper. in Evansville, -Ind., to “be: ‘McGraw-Hill | (NY). leeveed's 2 , 
Amown as" ‘the’. Evansville | ‘Daily | New. Yorker (OC). .... epee 9 
Times, is: scheduled for. ‘publication : Pocket Books (OC)... 2.0.0 . Bath 
‘Aug. .21,- announuced Jack. Van-! Prentice Hall (AS).........-.4034 

Valley circulation of 200.000, Wal-: Western. Pub. 00)... 

OC_Over the Counter. 
. NY—N.Y. Stock Exchange. 
- AS—Americaa’ Stock Exchanee. . 
o (Supplied by. Bache &. Co.}. 

ig: president. and pudlisher:. Vice-|. 
are 

. Jack - ‘Alexander! ‘managing’ ‘edt= 
tor, was: formerly: with, WFIE, tele-| 

‘playwright. As. a teacher, his stu 

vision station. | D. ° 
| dents included. : Salinger, 

: | Barnaby. Conrad, | vuthor. of . books. 
jon - bullfighting, and. John Agar, 

| arse husband of Shirley - Temple. 
“Louis H. Pare, 80, former editor 

. the | French-language news- 
‘Liimpartial * fa Nashua, 

NA, : and. L'Avenir’ National: in 
Manchester, N.EL, died at his home 
in Nashua, -was a native of Bidde- 
‘ford; Me., and had lived in Nashua 
for the past. 21 years. 
‘John B.: Barron; ‘with | 25 ‘years 

experience. as a reporter, radio; ia 
news writer, Air Force information 

Officer, and teacher, has deen. 
naried head of. the journalism: de- 

= 

OW. e “Wittiams Antholecy 
“Many. ‘Loves, and Other. Plays": 

William Carlos Williams. -( $6.50) ;: 
ran ‘nearly. a year. 

(4959) at New York's’ Living The-' 
““Tituba’s | Children”. ts: a. 

study ‘of Salem‘ witchcraft | which: 

is a revised libretto. 

firs ‘published ‘Jn 1936. Final entry, 
e Cure,” was. completed: last 

Indianapolis. He is currently work- 
hD. de in. corn- 

“Williams has pub-: ing on his P ere. 
lished. nearly: 40 separate volumes. 
of ‘poetry, plays, novels. stories, » 

letters -4nd his’ auto- 
biography: He-still lives in-Ruther- Ex-actor Donala- Curtis,_ “who 
ford, NS "where: he was’ born. in |‘now: has a large following in| 
1883. +-metaphysical circles as director of 

- John’ c : Tpirwall Ads: “sup the: Science of Mind- Chureh in: 

‘Hollywood. - has authored “Your: 
| Thoughts: ‘Can Change Your Life”: 

' : Se, which ‘Prentice-Hall will “publish: 
: Mere Gamblers’ Books : |-next month, _ 

Harold: S.:Smith Sr., fourider and 

versity, Lansing. At one time ‘he 
was a feature writer for the Phila- 
delphia ‘Inquirer. - 

“Rode. 

To. Quit Winners” (Prentice-Hall), ‘home . in Nasbua, -Aug.. 6.. ‘He be-} 

In it he personalizes his. life-story | came publisher | of the ‘Telegraph 

odds,-and: how. they. are invariably | men, who is- now a member of the | 
‘newspaper's board of* directors. 

Lillian’ Ross’? New Yorker profile” 
he. Should _ know the; on “Portrait of (Ernest) Heming-: 

ers. | Way” is being rushed: -for .Novem- { 
In ‘another | {ope ‘of gambiing | ber publication by Simon & Schiis- ' 

‘book, also via .P-H,. Frarik Garcia | tar, ‘Author has. added anew 3,000- | 
(subbilled - ‘the’ gambling ‘investiga- word. ‘preface. - 
tor”). has written. a. tome. titled; -_ 
“Marked: (Cards ‘and :Loaded ‘Dicte *. 
(How - to Detect. ‘Crooked: Gam-.. 
bling)”. That: is: his: profession—te | 

Opea NY. Party Bacau 
> To Pre-Sell ‘Kicks & Co.’ 
A theatre: party : ‘pureau - to pre- 

Both “Rooks: are. due this fall. Sell the upcoming. Broadway: pro- |. 
| duction of: “Kicks. & Co, es been 

CHATTE _ }estabished in. New York by «the: 
N. xX “Daily. ATER “sky-j j musical’s. brodicers Robert Nemi- 

Heading : the: bureau. is. Bernard 
Levitt,. "president of. the Alben - 
Packaging . and. a. ‘member 

services ete.,.just for that purpose. | 

“The: World. .of- Jonn. Lardner.” 

Dealets, 7 
’ Levitt. ’ heing assisted .  by:, 
Shepard - ‘Strum and Caryl ‘Paige, :| 

' Miss -Paige. “will leave the -bureau 
“to foin the pinging chorus’ of. the~ 

750° O8Car rown Jr. .tiner when. ‘it 
spallantine bringing, out Base * -e0es into rehearsal. Aug. 20. The 

| theatre. party..setup is being. dupil- 
‘nated in: Chicago, where the show: 
‘$<. scheduled to preem. Ort. 7 at 
~ the. Arie.Crown Theatre. 

that” the a auithor died: in -1961 . cit! 
‘1960).. “but -- Simon’ -&, 

future editions: 

key pieces from. his Wayward. Press j 
articles in. The New Yorker.” ~: 
Dial’ next month. will publish: a 

pe edition of ‘The, Secret Life : open: at. an: undesignated Broadway 
‘theatre sometime . in November. 

written the. ifitroduction for actor. ‘Chas, Curran ‘Postpones: 
| Leo’ Carillo's’ “The: California T,° 6qsag It’. Musical—Again ‘ Love" ‘which . Prentice-Hall | will}. 
‘publish “in. ‘Qetober: - Radvo-tv's “Charles. W. “Curran ° chas - post: ; 
“Long John” Nebel's- “The. Way. ; 

tion of. the artist’s: ‘autobiography, 

Out World”. is a. ‘November: P-H ; templated. Broadway. product! n.. srusieal.| 
‘item:. Title derives fromthe weird | Thomas. A:. Johnstone’s - 

a = 
CAs of Aug. 15,: 1961, closing). 

- 3144 |b 

‘partment: at. Butler © University, | © 

munications at Michigan State Uni-| 

- Corp. 
of the: National. Board of. ‘Surplus. i 

“-The production - is. scheduled. to . 

{ “Sound of Music” 

jponed. until next: spring his. con- t 
are slated to appear in Gwen G. d 

: ” Margery. Gray has taken over as 
Collier WY). on seee “B41 4 (featured. comedienne-dancer in the 

4 | Broadway production of “Fiorello,” 
ysucceeding Barbara Sharma in the 

Grolier ian. editors, Capelli’ of Bologna :and: 14 Fart originated: by Pat Stantey. 

‘Sciascle. of Rome. ‘publish ca Serge 0 4 *| George Eckert has rejoined the 
jsea. of the Laos Angeles Civic 

“a 4, 'Light Opera Assn. after directing; 
122-381 \tee first. five ‘shows of the season 

for the new. Circle Arts Theatre, 
San Diego. 

Deug . Robinson. has succeeded: 
‘I Dom De Luise as comedy lead in 
the off - Broadway production of : 
“Little Mary Sunshine.” 

dermyn, editor and‘ géneral ‘nan-!Ran’m Heuse (OC) .......°. .28'2 | wrances- -Sternhagen has su¢ceed- - 
‘ager. It will be a six-day evening: Scott. Foresman (OC) pdae oR Jane Komano as femme lead in‘ 
publication, politically ,. indepen- Time Ine. (OC). + see+-85) tthe off-Broadway production of; 
dent, -ahd :expects .g ‘tri-state Ohio! # . W.. Sams. (oC) | _aviteediee'd 41%4 | “Red Eye of Love.” — 

. Michael Travers is costume de-' 
j signer for “A Cook for Mr. Gen- 
{er 

"Kathleen Murray. Derothy Green- 
‘Jer, Ray Tudor.and Johs Stratten, : 
jof the off-Broadway company of 
“Leave It-To Jane," will be featured 
In a production of tke revival,! 
opening Sept. 5 in the ‘Prudential ! 
Building Auditorium, Chicago. 

A -musieal version of Columbia} 
‘Pictures’ “Theodora Goes Wild,” 
with Carel Channing as star, is; 
‘planned for Broadway presentation 
next season by producer - theatre 
‘owner Osterman and Miss ‘Lester 
Channine’s husband, producer‘ tel 
Charles Lewe. 

Canadian actor Deugias Ca 
‘bell ‘has been set for the title role: 

< in “Gideon.” © 

Jeshua Shelley will star fn the: 
off - Broadway musical, “I Want, 
You” - 

_ Jaek Creley will appear in the. 
Broadway production: of “A Man: 
For All Seasons. 

‘Gladys ‘Vaughan, who's been an 
associate director for the N. Y.} 
Shakespeare Festival since 1956, 
will direct. the group's production 
of “Henry If,” opening Aug. 28 at 
‘Wollman .Memorial Skating Rink 
in’ Central Park with Sen Hayes 
in the title role. 

Actress-singer Julie Witsen will | 

Guild and Joe Schenker wil test 
Sept. 4-9 at the Westoart Cound 
Country Playhouse « wih Albert 
Dekker starred. 

Dana Andrews, Gené Raymond. 
Margaret Hayes and Walter 
Pidgeon will star in “Captein acd 
the Kings,” Paul Grezory lerit 
production toa tour the county: 

‘ prior to {ts Broadway presentation 
; this fall. 

Jebn Houseman i< praduemg 
“The Iceman Comeca" for the 

(UCLA Extension Theatre Group, 
Tos Angeles, opening Aug 25 and 
starring Martin Balsam. 

te OY 

‘HAYWARD HAS $150.000 
| FILM DEAL FOR ‘ROOM’ 

Leland Hayward will personally 
. finance his Broadway production of 
“The Mald’s Room” so a dctailed 
‘budget has‘ not been set for the 
‘venture, As producer-backer of the 
‘legit enterprise; however, Hayward 
will get $54.000 as his 40% share, 
less 10°? commissions. of a guir- 
anteed $150,000 from the pre-pro- 

j duction sale of the film mghlis te 
the Mirisch Co. 

The deal for the film richt« to 
ithe Harry Kurnity adaptation jof 
Marcel Achard’s French come v, 
“L'Idiote,” also includes an undis< 
osed honus arrangement. That 

| means. Hayward’s share of pleture 
:revenne could exceed his) guir- 
ianteed $84.000. The nlay, a ane-set 
offering, ia scheduled in open on 
:Broadway in Octoher with Julie 
{Harris heading a cast of six 
j Herold Clurman is director and 
.Ben Edwards is destenine the «ts. 
The play was previously . titled, 
i" The Naked Truth.” 

Anne Revere To Switch 
Roles in Strawkat Tevs’ 

Wiliamstown,. Mass... Aug. 15 
; Anne Revere, ‘wha costarred {n 
‘the Broadway production of “Toys 

miake her. first - Broadway appear- ; ‘in the Attic.” is undertaking e@ dif- 

ance {n a straight play in “High 

os ‘Warren..C. “Brainerd: 51, publish. | Fidelity. " 
operator of Harold: Club, in Reno, ber of thie daily "Nashua. (N.. H.) | 
frankly calls his autobiog..“1 Want} Telegr aph died suddenly st his’ 

- “The Opening of a Window.” by; 
I. Y.. ‘policeman Gene 
‘scheduled to bow Sept 21 .at the 
Theatre: Marquee. N.Y., under the 
production. auspices ‘of Jerome 

' Guardino and Bram Appel’s newly- 
a organized Pat! Productions, 

Staats Cotsworth will appear in 

iferent assienment in the play for 
‘jts presentation this week at the 
a uamstown Summer Theatre. In 
the production opening at the barn 

i tonight (Tues.), the actress will ape 
Pear in the role aricinaled in New 
York. by Irene Worth 

Since a read edition of “Toys is 
uled to begin touring in Octo- 

‘ber, special permission for the local 

the off-Broadway revival of ; presentation had to he obtained 
“Ghosts. | | oe 

Peter Davis, business manager 
for the Theatre Guild, returned to 

‘New York last week. ‘after a fort- 
‘Tnight’s: business trip to the Coast, 

Nitery. comedienne Jerie Remus. 
‘| will appear in. the off - Broadway 
‘musical, “Hi Paisano.”- formerly 
titled: “No Law Against Love.” 

Willtam. Nichols, associate 
ducer of the U: 5. Steel Hour tele-! 
vision show, and Van Varner, as- 
soclate editor of Guide Posts mag, |. 
will be partnered in the produc-— 
tion. of Joseph Caldweil’s Cock. 
eyed Kite.” which they Intend: 
‘opening: Sept.. at: the ‘Actors’ 
-Playhouse., 
tion.-of Neil MeKensie. 
‘Ralph Beaumont has Jef1 New 

' _ 4|-York fer Rome. to choreograph tuo 
Italian musicals. He'll be abroad 

| until November.- 
‘Jack ‘Blackman, who's designing 

the sets and lighting for “Kicks. & 
Joo.” will ditto in that dual capae- 
{ty on the first three presentations 
to he offered hy World Stage Pro- | 
Auctions for, which ‘he’s currently 
_deslaning ‘the new Stage 73: The 
itre. NY - 

Theodore. Bikel will exit the cast 
.of the Broadway production of 

imustical’s star. Mary Martie. eiso‘ 
‘withdraws then  .London-_ sctor 
«Donald Scott . succeeds Bikel snd: 
Martha Weight takes over for Mss 
Martin. . 

Ruth McDevitt. and Mindy Carsen 

“Once for the Arno’s Asking.” 
beliefs’ and = opinions held ‘hy . peo ; Get It Up.”. ‘The presentation was. ; which Shepard Traete. intends pro- 
ple, as unspooled on Nebel’s, AM- «- originally planned for last spring. 
videoshows. ; | The: producer attributes the. -delay | 
Norman R. Ford. a former’ West |} in: ‘getting .: ‘the. project - off. the 

fon;- Vt: has. written a new. book, [ Tevisions of séript and score and 
“The: Black, “fhe Gray.- and: the |. the: unavailability. Of -a. sultable 

spired by ° 19§1 .. cheating ,. ‘the - bone ‘musical, ‘budgeted’ at $150,- 
gmested |. ‘{s'.— ewritten, au 

version. of-““I. Love You,” which: 
‘was. showcased at the: Lambs Club. . 
'N.Y., about four years ago: with | 
the late: Jack - ‘Whiting. ‘starred.. ol 

The- novel -ts published b¥- ‘Dovble- 
day. Besides being -a. writer, Ford: 
has: been ‘a. téacher; ‘cencert plan-. 
ist, ‘choral Girector,. astrologer and: 

H Westport’: 

ducing and directing on Bioaduay 
in. the fall. Traube. 's curréentiv. 
‘staging Henery Denker’s “Venus ‘at 

(Conn). Country play- 
‘house with Jan Sterling, Lione} 
Stander ‘and “Wifliem Prince co- | 
‘gtarred,. 

‘Sam "Wanamaker, currently co- | 
starring . on: Broadwav_ in ‘Far 
Country.” will direct “Ding Dong 
Bell.” the. Gurney Campbell-Daph- 
ne _ Athan ‘play, which the Theatre « 

NY. der the Airee-| 

next Oct 7. The; 

i from author Lillian Wellman and 
‘ Broadwav nroducer Kermit Bloom. 
garden. Nikos Psacharopolos, ¢x-" 
ecutive director of the Willian <- 
town operation, stayed “Tov.” 
which runs through next Saliidoy 
night (151. 

“Sap of Life.” an ‘orieinal amas 
feal. is schedaled fer Jncal pre- 

 isentation next Tuesday Satusday 
1(22-26), The seasons clocer Aug. 
129-Sept. 2 will be “Becket “ 

ti wee: wernt, Th > 

‘Shaw,’ ‘Him’ and ‘Victims’ 
i Planned for Off-B'way 
i Hollywood, Auy 15 

Harry Joe Brown Jr, son of tie 
‘ pfoneer film preducer, has lined sp 
{three plays for OW Broad-aay pr0- 
iduction this fall. Theyre Foo! 
John’s “Moon on a, Ratebay 
Shawl,” E E. Cummings’ ‘Wine 
and Jonesca’s “Victims of Dut: ” 
‘Brown presented Edward Ale 

bee's “Krapp’s Lact ‘Jape’ and 
“The Zoo Story” off Broads way last 
season. 

Chi Critics OK Rhino’ 
Chitazo Aus 15 

“Rhinoceros” opened here Jost 
- Tuesday ‘8) to tun tae and feo 
enthusiastic reviews 30 fhe four 
Chicago daily papeis ‘She pin at 
the Edgexater Beach Plashovce, sq 
on a four-week Rilstiue free i149 

. Broadway run. 
Zero Mostel received bigh «.t- 

feal praise in alf fam: cacen gid 
Ralph Merker. in the Fi Walled 

-role, was lauded by th:sce uf eo 
, aisle-sitters and was called “s" 1 
not in ful} command” hy the font 

BOOK and LYRIC 
_ ORIGINAL PROPERTY 

Reasonable | 
Aithor Available of your Discretion 

SH 3-3000, Mew York, Ent. 416 
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A Striped Sack for 
Penny Candy 
Pawhns, N.Y. Aug. 2. 

Steyrbhsht ‘Theatre production (of two-act 

Stock Review 

i 

come f drama by Max Hodge Staged by 
thee awthaos. settee ant lehting, Paul Sul- 
Iivate Opened Aus 2. '61, at’ the star 
fect Theetse, Pawling, NY: $43.30 top. 
Anis Roberts Portia Bohn. 
BO Sal “Csicker” Skillin2 
Coes Patiek O'Shaughnessy . 

Randy Youog 
Barty Fromen Brizht 

Wilhans Vullaney 
Pipredhchtfer ; George Martin 
Wooetet Ware 0S pbedaes Wilham Tost 
Voudtevitfe Terr Bettina Vom Saai, Pam 

Arend 
Mosctiet ans avid Greenwood 
Cooveners af William Tost 

If untfation is the sincerest form 

of Hatters, Tennessee “Williams 

shyuld be pleased by "A Striped 
Sack for Peony Candy.” This Max. 
liodge effort is a vould-be emula- 
tion of “The Glass Menagerie.” 
but lacking the vital poetry, clarits 
and motivation 

Characters arouse interest but ;tion for January. The play is due | “petent, 
fail to nold it The play is a weak: 
plea for a strong cause, humanism. . 

! could cope. with the religious solil-: 
* oquy required of Portia Bohn, 
t playing the mother. It is down- 
‘right embarassing. Jots. 

Halliday’s ‘Silence’ May. 
Cost 175G, Plus Overcall | 

capitalization for Richard ; The 
Halliday’s upcoming Broadway 
production of Morris L. West's: 
“Daughter of Silence” is uriusual-. 
ly high for a straight play. The 
five-set. drama‘is budgeted at $175,- 
090, but the investment could: go; 

‘yiston is exercised. 

Its protagonist is a spoiled seven- ; 
seat old brat, ably -plaved bs young 

_ Patrick O'Shaughnessy. Rarely has! 
an actor attracted so much sym-! 
pathy in’ an unsympathetic role. | 
Except for occasional laek of arti- 
enlation the youngster is: very good. 

Avuthor-director Hodge has made | 
the mast of limited space in an 
imaginative set designed and ably ; 
lighted bs Paul Sullivan, but mueh 
of the staging seems pretentious. |. 
Double avd triple scrims help toa] 
project the picture. but mast of j 
the vaudeville routine in the back- 
ground is pointless. 

Set in 1923, the story concerns 
the problems of a young war widow 
and her two sons. Background 
music, props. and period references 
are startlingly authentic. The late 
husband. keeps intruding with 
pseudo-philosophical thoughts, but 
tails to instruct his bride to spank 
their youngest and send- him to 
bed without supper.. Instead she 
attempts to gratify his every whim 
and when this faits to molify him, 
she is confused. 

The cast is competent, although 
it’s Sloubtful that even Helen Hayes 

(no ne ore me eh * Same 

IN, 6 SYS TAT + aS 

MORRIS CARNOVSKY 
. .. It is possible Carnovsky’s Shylock will take’ 
its-place alongside Kean’s Lear and Barrymore's 
Hamlet in Theatre legend . . . gripping . .. bone- 
searing .... unforgettable portrait... an actor 
of overwhelming power and skill... here is real 
genius at work ... An experience of a lifetime! | 
Anyone who rejects that experience while avail- . 
able is committing flagrant self-injustice . . « 

JACQUELINE BROOKES 
... a talented enchantress . . . continues to de- 
light Old Globe audiences . . . deep wellsprings 
of warmth... near perfect as Viola... As Eliz- 
abeth, finds a role excellently matched to her 
gifts... A noble, gracious, and merry-hearted 
Portia, her quality of mercy. speach as moving 
as it has ever been... A superb Portia... 

West, whose novel, “The ‘Devil's : 
Advocate,” was adapted by Dore | 
Schary for: Broadway presentation | 
last season, has also written “Si, 
i lence” as a book to be published ; 
‘by William Morrow & Co. °- It: 
l'will be the Literary Guild: selec- : 

for rehearsal late next month un-, 

| gave ‘was among her best.. If some 
fof ‘the top notes: were. not there : 

" yacht.:. oo 
This. opera.is.weak-in its musical |’ 

.to $210,000 if a 20%¢ overcall pro- / Structur e and ‘the. Athens’ Opera; of whom were actually needed.in the shows. Another.unfortunate angle 

. 7 *. ~ - . = a . 

_ Maria Callas 
— Continued from page : 2 —— 

: the. yachts the’ performance she | 

Callas” musicality’ and artistry were ! 

still ‘unique. ‘She. was very much. 
still the prima: donna, | 

' Oni2 of: the: ‘adoring ones 
tool: count. of the. vebicles 
making the trip: from Athens, 

_vizy 1,460 private cars, 120° 
public’ buses, 90 chartered 
Buses, :-110 diplomatic plate 

- automobiles. - But ‘Aristotle 
‘Onassis went in: the. opposite. 
direction (to Egypt) on his-- 

‘orchestra did nothing to ameli-, 
orate this fatt. Nicola Rescigno, 
excellent with and for singers, sen- 
-Sitive dn accompanying a voice to 
its. bést: advantage, does: not give 

‘forth the:spark of personality from 
the conductor's stand. Also the ‘lo-. 
ical chorus, ‘though: ‘generally com- 

‘was. on the weak side. 
‘Callas’. partners, mainly tenor John 

‘der Vincent Donahue’s direction. : : Vickers “who. sang ‘this’ rather .un- 
‘| grateful role of Jason with great 

Off-Broadway Shows | 
(Figures denote opening dates). 
Balcony (‘Rep.), Circle In Square. (3- 3- 60) 
Blacks. St Marks (5-4-61). 
Oream & Bessie, Cherry Lane (- 16D. | 
Fantasticks, Sullivan’ St. (5-3-60). . 
Hedda Gabler, 4th St: (21-9-60). . 
King Dark Chamber, Jan Hus (2-9-6). 
Mary Sunshine, Players (11-18-59), 
Moon ts Blue, 4ist St. (8-8-61);, 
Aug. 26. 
Premise, Premise (11-22-60) 
Red Eye, Provincet’n Playh'se (6- 12-61). 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20-35). | 
Under Mlk Wood (Rep) Circle (3-2p- 61) | 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
’ Pirates of Penzance, Phoenix (9-6-61}. 
Cockeyed Kite, Actors (9-13 61). 
{ Want You, Maidman (9-14-61). - | 
One Way Pendulum, E. 74th St. «9- 18. 61). } 
Misalliance, Sheridan Sq. (9-19-61. 
Happy Days, Cherry Lane (9-19-61). - 
Opening of Window, Marquee (9-20- 61). 
Ghosts, 4th St. (9-21-61. 
© Marry Me, Gate (9-25-61). 
Hi Paisano, York (9-27-6)D.— . 
4th Ave. North, Madison ‘Ave. (9. 27-61) | 
Diff‘rent, Actors (9-28-61). 
Sap of Life, 1 Sher. Sq. (10-2- 61). 
All In Love, 41st St. (10-16- 61). 
Diff’rent, Mermaid (10-18-61). 
At Sea & Policeman, Midway (10-24-61). 
Buskers, Cricket (10-25-61). 
Go Fight City Hall, Mayfair (10- 30- 61)" 
Shadow of Heroes, York (11-14-61). ’ 

closes 

CLOSED 

closed last Sunday (13) after 828 per- 
formances. 

l-body, 
lot the great -operatic..stage per- 

'ruchis. and” bypassing the classical-| 

‘| signed-.a few: too ‘many flowing 

handled in: her. well known expert 

-contained ‘in ‘acoustic-handbooks. 
__.. | No better effect for voice or music 

Leave It to Jane, Sheridan Sq.. (5-25:59): es| 

beauty. and dignity:.as well as | 
‘| Morfoniou’s Neris. - “and Modesti's | 
Creon were top: material: The pro-. 

'duction was staged most expertly. 
: by Alexis. Minotis. ° 

Callas brings | complete: ‘immer- 
‘sion in the. part, ‘beauty -of move- | 
ment. seemingly. unlimited ‘gamut j 
of -expression.in -voice. face. and. 

all of which. make her: one 

sonalities of our day. The produc- 
tion was ‘designed’ by. Nicola Tsa- 

period ‘showed in a. precise but | 
rather academic way the flourish- | 
ling Greek art of. Tanagra statu- 
ettes -and ‘representation on vases. 
For :the star-herself he had de- 

‘Fobes,’:capes: and veils. which she. 

manner. : 

Acoustics. in the’ theatre of Epi-| 
daurus are both a mystery and a 
miraclé and overthrow all theories: 

could be: expected of. any. outdoor 
theatre. ‘Goth. 

.» San Diego's Shakespeare Festival has reached. _ 
a level of accomplishment that deserves national 
recognition . eee 

THANK YOU 
The West Coast Critics. 

and 

_The Public. 

OLD GLOBE THEATRE 
Balboa Park, San Diego 

June 27: — — Sept. 10 

Boxoffice: Belmont 9-9139 

CRAIG NOEL,. Managing Director 
WILLIAM BALL 

(Director, 
"Twelfth Night”. 

‘Director 

ALLEN FLETCHER 

Merchant. of Venice” 

"Richard tit" 

Wednesday, Augost 1 16, 1961 

Tnside Stufl—Legit 
On the current: Latin American tour of. the. ‘State Dept. Theatre Guild 

répertory company at:least‘some of the. boners. of the previous European. 
. tour are apparently being avoided. For ore thing’ a considerably tur- 
| tailed crew of ‘stagehands is reportedly being-taken. along. There's also. 
i understood to ‘be a. reduced: collection -of children in the group, and a 
at least one serious casting error has not -béen repeated: 

11 stagehands, or about seven more than necessary, The stagehand bill 
for the tour came to about $65.000, it's. figured. Another boner of. the 
European trek was the decision to, carry full lighting equipment. Eu- 

For the European tour, aceording:to one member, the troupe included 

Thus, at the various theatres the SD-TG group. ‘required. many hours 
‘|to: install’its owa inferior and almost invariably -ill-suited lighting :in- 
stead of using the better and mare modern equipment ‘already avail. 
‘able, In some instances the SD-TG setup was woefully inadequate for © 
the special requirements- of ‘the: theatres. 

. There were 58 children accompanying the SD:TG troupe: only .a-few 

was that an actress in. the company. turned out to be an. alcoholic, and 
created embarrassing situations, in ‘several. instances involving. insult- 
ing treatment of théatre, hotel’ and. Festaurant employees and others 
{n the foreign cities played. — - og 

Maria. von- Trapp. leading . character of: “The ‘Sound of. “Music” “and 
the author of “The Trapp. Family. Singers. ” on. which, the Richard 
Rodgers &- Oscar Hammerstein 2d .and Howard - ‘Lindsay &. Russel 
Crouse musical ‘is based, gets a substantial - ‘income from the show. As 
author of the original book, she receives .375% 
‘panies, plus a flat $250' a week as consultant and .5% of.the profits. 
Her author's share .also .applies to the: revenue from the’ recent film 
sale and also-from the .album royalties. 
An angle of the situation is. that. ‘Baroness | von ‘Trapp | had’ “already ; 

sold the Tights to her original book -for-a. German-made. ‘film, ‘so her’ 
sizable income: from “The Sound. of. Music” amounts to: 4A windfall. : 

Joseph ‘Barry, technical director -of-a group which hopes to restore 
the Springer | ‘Opera House. tfounded 18711. at Coluimbus, - Ga., would 
like to hear from theatrical’ historians or -oldtimers who can. supply: . 
information on travelling shows’.or: players..that worked that stand : - 

| Fopean, theatres have vastly.more elaborate, newer and better lighting, 
all of it permanently: installed, than ‘any. American theatres. Possess Or. 

| than -any traveling company carries. 

of the. gross of all com-. 

in its heyday. Georgians are encouraged by reports of thé success. of .-...~ 
Connecticut® enthusiastsin restoring the Goodspeed: Opéra” House at .: ~ 

| East Haddam: Théy point out’ that. the Springer is. notably larger, ‘I 600 0. Z 
seats ‘with two shelves, and a " 40-foot stage. depth: : 

“The Shubert’ Theatre,. Philadelphia. was. “airconditioned three years 
ago as part of a $400,000 facelifting. job and -consequently is not: con- 
sidering installing: a cooling. Unit as ‘erronéously.stated in Varrety last: 
week. The house, which ‘Sam-H. Schwartz operates for. Jujameyn. 
Amusement Corp.,. gets off .to an. early-season ‘start with the Sept. S$. 
opening there of . the. Broadway-bound “How To Succeed in Business: : 
Without. Really Trying.” 

‘Accordingly,’ Perin- 

Although Oscar. ‘Hammerstein ‘oa gave his: egal’ “domiiette- as “10. 
‘East 63d°St., New York, a town house he -has long. owned, the Stata’. 
of Pennsylvania ‘-contended—and was sustained—that: he. was equally. 
a resident of. Dolyestown, Bucks ‘County, Pa. 
sylvania: will share with New ‘York. State in 50%- ‘of the. inheritance -— 
‘taxes from ‘the playwright-producer's estate reportedly “more, than a 
$20,000,000.” 

DOUGLAS WATSON | 
«+ « His Richard Il is a masterpiece. . «: ‘unfore 

|. gettable i images succeeded brilliantly ;..";-a sear=. 
Ing portrait... .:virtuoso.display ;.. . enormous ~ 

' completely -.... astonishes the ear, amazes the 
|” eye, agitcates the soul. ~.a great performance, |. 
no other. words. do. justice. ‘A fascinating part, = 
“his artistry: makes. it an unforgettable. one... 2. 

‘LUDI CLAL RE 
doo. A lovely Olivia ....0 treat to watch ..: . face, 

- body, and.voice combine to create a softer; more 
“graceful, humorous and intelligent character...’ 
@. fetching. Countess... °.-her feminine. appeal 
quickly wins. us with radiance. and. mallifluous oe eee 
voice...... impressive. aslady Anne... A: des). 

. lightful ° Nerissa a + Sores: with ‘charm and. 
authority... ” 

skill. and intelligence. . « » controls: the audience oe ae 

. . : se vot - ott vito no . 

Seagal > 5 errr mrmc ep lpenamenina se tnpegonags + 



.:, has. taken: over: the Beverly Hotel 
TINY, 

‘Hotels. Yor undisclosed . amount -of..ad-pub-. chief, doubling - ‘between, 
‘eash cover. ‘a@. $3,000. 000. mortgage. . frisbee | 

= Wednesiay, Angus 16, ‘1961: 

_ Mdney | ailment: no: visitors. 

ot NBC in Hollywood}. now. head--i ridge-. 
“ng his.. own’ -publicity- -firm in | 
~ Honolulu, ‘will. represent. the David - ‘Artists _pressbook dépt., catight’ in: 
- O. Alber: ‘office’ in Hawaii. . " 

CHATTER el 

~~ Broadway. 
 Dheatrical adman. Laurence’ Wie. F 

-- among. guests at bash thrown for 
. Hal Bock, ‘former press director: : Olive | Deeri ing ~ cby F rances.. ‘Her-: 

“Arnold .Friedmaii.. of United - 

“a poison .ivy. “ambush | that ‘sur: - 
rounded -- “his . Ocean” Bay, “Park 
house.. “f 

International » Fred Goldberg. United Artists 

Realty: inv estor- ‘Sidney. Schwartz: 

from: .the. 

“Va -plastic disk. tossing 

{CBS this séason, profiled. ta. eur) - 
rent issue of F. L gazette: -° 2 ‘} 

Madi:Blitzstein and. George Ross, |. 
Sper in _ Polyélinic. ‘Hospital. ith: ‘longtimers : at Fire Iskand. Pines, | 

Before _ ‘Joining’ her, ‘husband, . 
o ‘tenor: Jan -Peerce,. ‘In South Africa: 

_ “for his “August series of .concerts 
Alice Peerce: was. in. Israel ‘break-. 
‘§ng ‘in her: own new: Tole AS. a ‘lee: 

-- furer, . 

" Potte, Davi is in after winding. lier 
tint. in’ the -Frank Capra‘ pic, . 
“Pocketful.-of “Miracles” for. UA... 
She’ goés into- rehearsals shortly ; 

. for: Tenriessee Williams’ “Night of. f 
"the: Iguana,’ a due. on. ‘Broadway. this. ] 

. season. 
The ‘airlines - are ‘pitching’ for a, 

“"quietus, onthe: skyjacking~stories. | 
“They “recall. the wave..of . bomb. 
hoaxes ‘and the chain-reaction: from , 
the mentally disturbed:. swhen’ the: 

_ publicity: died down 50 . did ‘the - 
= ‘bomb Scares, -: 

a ‘Dolores, « 

- Savoy-Hilton’s . The Columns: Te-:' 
‘opens Sept. 11. wiih Gunnar. Han: ; 

“"sen’s. orchestra marking its - third 

‘season. -.Per’.usual John Selva is ‘co leased the Teatro Goya from’: 
‘The ‘adjoining. Savoy |the ‘Society of: Authors and :Com:.: maitre “d’.: 

“ sport) and. closeup’ Photography: 
‘during tw o-day’ stay, > "*:. 

Was. a Wag’s crack, as. AW lies. 
‘flew over. ‘the - -sandbar “Sunday * 
morning. towing. banners: for’ “Car-. 
‘nival.’”: ‘Irma: La Douce” "and “Do. 
‘Re Mi.” os 

“David. Merrick - “never. sleeps" 

“By: ‘Gene. Meskowits - 
66 Ave Breteuit; ‘SUF.. 320): 

Line Renaud signed to head: the j 
_Casirio ‘De Paris. ‘revue for: a third 

‘ ‘year. 

‘Nicholas: Bataille. taking over ‘the; 
'. strip theatre: Comedie De Paris to: . 
“do avant garde plays there: 

Edith Piaf reported firmly. on the; 
mend with a: passibility: of. tesum- | 
ing her singing chores: next season. °. 

Annie Girardot: off. on- ‘a. three-: 
" ‘monthlr. Hollywood - ‘stay ‘where she 
will ’-talk. Yank * ‘Pgopositions . for . 
film roles. - 

Film director: Carlo: Rim: turning 
to.a tele seriés of ‘13, “Mv. 13- Jobs," 
it’s about, - the. ‘tribulations “of” Ae 
“pretty. Parisian maid. 

Perette Pradier ‘to play “Opposite 
Nadia. Tiller . -and Jeari-Claude”™ 

. Brialy. in! Julien Duvivier's. next .. 

Madrid 
“By Hank Werba 

“(Gene Sanjurjo 24: Tel, 234: 48- 65). 

= Gisia, . Paradis is: Jurning down. 
screen - offers. this summmer.to host’*. 
and entertain at her Alicante cave: 

_boite: “Chez. tol” 

' Stylized: ‘folk: dancer. Mariemma‘- 
‘back from a ‘Latin: American con-:: 
‘cert swing through : 'Mexico,. Co-..* 
- lumbia; Peru: and Argentina. : 

' Legit. impressario ‘Conrado: Brin: . 

Bar will: again: have Aussie’ pianist’! posers. for the coming. theatre: ‘sea: - 
Rav ‘Hartley -at. the: ivories, 

“H. Clay Blaney and Robert | s:- 
son,. 

William: Gibson's EW: for: ‘thé’ 

+ple, “The ‘Ardent Room.” 

Two ‘pix starring Haya ‘Harareet.' 
opening: Via. the: British-made” 

“Secret | Partner”. 4M-G) and: the-| 
“Talo: film, ““Atalantide. ” a 

".Cinedis: pleked ‘up the Italo. pic | 
“Nude! Odyssee” for release. here. | 
-Cohimbia ‘has it for the. remainder. | 
of the world. excepting. Italy. 

Reissue “of Alfred “Hitchock’s 
‘Strangers. Ona. Train’: UWBY 

. getting ‘sock - ‘first-string| reviews: 
and. ‘in for. solid summer. biz, 

Roland Petit : rehearsing -his. bal-. 
‘fet troupe for an October date at j. 
the Alhambra. Zizi Jeanmaire-stars 
in. an all-new: ballet program. 

Gideon: ‘Bachmann.. Yank’ film | 

i biz: trip negotiating for tele 
ta 

a. Managers from Indonesia, 
| Singapore, Taiwan. and Hong Kong. 

. Sidney Harrison, British tele per- 
| sonality, tn | to: ore piano talks and | de playing golf. 
demonstrations for iocal schools t r hele his ‘trip being’ arranged by the | William Castle on European bv 

ly tour for “Homicidal” 
Dae -of Music, Education - Mel Shavelsor left for Rome te 

pt. ‘unt talent for “The Easter Dis 
ner." 

. Richard Basehart out of “Rit 
ler” for three days with larsngitis 
attack. 

Ken Nordine in from Ch-cago to 
-do special spots for All's “Fit and 
Pendulum.” 
Gene Banks returned tu produce 

jug ABC-TV's “A Dax in Court” 
series after five weeks tn Qnent. 

. Jennifer Howard. Samuel Geld 
_wyn Jris wife, reluins to acting 
. after 11 years 5n Metsu's “All Fall 
Down" 
Gordon Stulberg, Columbia Pic 

tures veepee, set Harvard prad 
ij Thomas R. Stone as hi« exec as- - 

ot Lundigan ‘fractured his an 

Mexico Gity 
By. Emil Zubryp 

Glofia . Villegas Orch debuting . 
on preem engagement, is third: 
Mexican: musical unit directed by ¢ 
woman. 7 

Los. Panchos, ‘pepular Mexican 
‘ trio, off on 10th. world tour, this” 
_time. for a. first Appearance in 
:. Moscow. : 

| Pina Pellicer sought not only 
in. her’ native land but ‘also for 
role. in Spanish remake of “Don 
‘Quixote. v 

Louis Armstrong pacted for a 15- | sistant. 

‘da y engagement covering theatre,; Adela Rogers St John goes out 
nightclub and tv -appeararices in’ on lecture tour in October Novem. 
September. ‘ber, to spark Metro's “King of 

‘Rosenda Monteros’ pacted by , Kings.” 
, Rank for female lead opposite’ Edward Lewis off on two-week 
Jamies Mason and Paul Newman location scouting jaunt through 
in South Seas pic to be shot in. Mexico | for Kirk Douglas’ “Mon- 

. y Samuels, accompantiat-con- 
‘The Fouces completed a success ' ductor. for: Eddie Fisher, makes 

lent for the Million : ; thesp bow, in Metro's “Sweet Bird 

Burt Lancaster and Grare Kelly 
donated $1,000 cach ta Hollywood 

otion Picture & Television Mu- 
seum, bringing to 72 the number 
of founder-members 

lie-ins dnd. 
Dollar Theatre in Los Angeles. j°® 
They have. pacted Lala Gonzalez 
“Piporro,” The Velazquez Sisters | 
and. Rosa Car mina. ” 

“Alton Ruff, pro dancer featured 
jin Broadway . production of “Paja-; 
ma, Garoe,” and “Redhead,” assist- 

: Whitelaw negotiating for dramatic: gq aw” and: “The Miracle Work. 

<° Uxights’ to “The Case Against: Col. .. an e. Miracle Work- 

" ~ Sutton.” a. novel by Bruce Came-. Lope 0, 

“yon, which: ‘Coward-McCann ‘will pez Rubi and. are now 
er”: -have been’ ‘adapted - ‘by. Jose 

in pr epa-: 
4Yration for early staging during. the | 

-elub organizer, to spend..a Season |; ing on choreography of the Rene 
. Working for. the. French. Film | Anselmo ‘Luis de Llano Mexican 
‘ Museum, the Cinematheque. Fran- | production. of “Charley's Aunt,’ ” 
caise. . | Spanish musical versi version. a 

Cleveland. 
By Glena C. Pullen 

(MAtn* 1-4500) 

: ‘Lewisohn. . ‘Stadium- data:. 

Comedian... 

publish. .“ Production ~ ‘planned: for: coming season. 
1962 -with ‘the : novelist fo. do. ‘the.; 

play. -adaptatian..: ; 
Gaslight. Club: thead-man Burton - 

Browne: ‘now. auditioning. the Paris. 
“scene, has‘:wworked- ‘out a “$266-a-, 
. head: Air.‘France tieup ‘in: connec- ; 

.-. tion’ with :the’ Oct. 21. - kickoff - of: 
the -Paris -Gaslight Ctub,. Package.‘ 

“s.° -@eal-includes a week's stayover for. 
- .. the. N.Y.-to-Paris. trippers,. - 

Alix... Williamson ‘reporting: on: 

admissions ta the 27° concert events ° 
‘of 1961: ‘averaging $1. .50.. Van: Cli- : 
burn. topped” With near-capacity of ~ 
19.500 on Aug::’1. “The - Rodgers- . 

_. “Hammerstein retrospective: copped! 
er rok :admissions . Aor. the” season | 

': finale 
phe Jackie Gleasons will: “pour”: boards: at.” the “Reina : “Victoria: 
Lt ‘for their. daughter: Geraldine | through the: summer- ae vn 

at’ the. Waldorf-Astoria, |. —— 
~ following. her’ :church. wedding ‘to 
: John. Steven. Chutuk® on ‘Sept: 9. 

currently. starring . in| 7 
_-"Gigot,”- will be -back.. from his |. - 
_ Parisian’ filmmaking . chores: by, ‘the 

. end: of A this. Jnonth. ; 

Rome 
- By. Robert’ ‘F.-Hawkins .. 

(Stampa, ‘Estera;. Tel.. 675906) . 
. Abbe Lane and. Xavier Cugat toj 

; Nice. after: series of Italo dates. 
.. Anita Ekberg back: from: three- ; f ‘era: . Minn., 
Week . : Mediterranean «. ‘vacation-'| 
cruise. . 

~ Anthony” Frariciose: due for. role | 
fn :Maure. - ‘Bolognini's' | /“Senilita” 

: (Ergas-Columbia): : 
- Sam. and Bella Spewack yaca-: 

tioning ‘at Velletri, outside Rome,. 
.'*héfore’ heading to. States. and aj 

‘Westinghouse ‘Yuletide: TV. show..:: 
Rosanna Schiaffino met press. at: 

CCE. ‘Production . affair.- announc-. 
“Ing. upcoming: Start-of “Taras. Bul- 

-.* ba,” in which she’s’ ‘Paired. with. 
“Man Heflin.” 

- In-and-out: ’ Georgia Gibbs: Grae! 

Moorehead; ‘Roy: ."Barnett; | “Louis | 
‘Vaudable;: Mario Zampi, ‘at ‘Exéel- 

“sior: “Sam: Bronston: at- Grand. for 
brief, 0.0.;/ James’ Nicholson;. Ed* 
- Iiond.: Tenoudjilis’ 
a Schheider.. 

and: Romy | 

> Fire! ‘sand N N. Y. 
“By Mike. Gross. 

~ Ken ‘Roberts, 

-173,800 : 

- Maestro. ‘Mendoza : Lasalle” Te- 
- prising ° Jight’ opera. repertory. With. 
“The. Count of. “Luxemburg”: and 
“La: Bryja”’ (The: Witch) at. top. 

' prices. for lively ‘trade at: the show- . 
+case Teatro. de Ta: ‘Zarzuela.. 

* Price Music. Hall catching ‘public 
fancy” with’ a. roundup contest: of © 
the. best. Flamenco singing ‘talent ° 
“headed. by- Nina. de -Anteguera, el - 
"Malaguens, ' Molina,’ el -Pinto.: and” 
-especially “: Madrid ‘favorites “Fos: 
forite- and. Jarrite. -. 

Classic Lope: Vega ‘comedy : “The 
Widow. -from.. Valencia,” 
Carmen Bernardos and. “Alicia Her- « 
mida,. ‘opened: with ‘strong: plaudits : 
and ‘seems a. ‘safe bet to hold. the’ 

Minneanols 
. By -Bob-R 

¢ 4009 Xerres Ave. as o WA. 6. 58085). 

‘White House nitery offering. Mer-. i 
rie-Bee TI, -sister’ warblers, 

Freddie’s has Erroll Garner. back : Also he. claims-only version recog-| Little Orchestra Society, Santa Fe . 
lor’ return engagement this .week. | nized. by.-Italo.. and’. French film ; Opera’ Society, Buffalo. Symphony, : 

| University. of ‘Miiméscta: theatre: yexhite. Another version,.a French-! ;Orehestra of The Air, Metropolitan : 
‘| presented Augustus’ Thomas . play; I nonthe is: skedded to start this! Opera, Kansas City Orchestra and 
“The: Copperliead,’’ last .week: 

Old Opéra’ ‘House Players,. ‘Beaine | r 
reviving | “The - Boy 

‘Friend’ for third run.this. week:- 

‘Lawrence Welk inked. for Swuith’ 
Dakota: -Centénnial gold Tush. con- ‘ 
j test: “Aug. 27 at. Manchester; S.D- 

Jimmy: Durante and -tv.. actor: 
‘Richard: Boone : ‘here: Jast’ week to. 
entertain: at Eagles’ ‘international | 

a confab.’ 

Red “Wing, Minn; Summer Play=: : 
i house. donated. 25% 6f its receipts | 
from - “Goodbye: My Fancy” te they, 
- Tyrone ‘Guthirte. Repertory theatre’ 

| Planned: for Minneapolis... . 

“Exhibitor ‘Harold: Field. held gpe-: 2 
i = Raj ‘Kapoor,’ Jn , . ham ‘Greene; ‘Vie Damone; .Agnes eial: screening. of:“Sunrise at Cam J.Kap ere: for “a visit. with, ‘tre’ Guild American Theatre: ‘So. | 
pobello” ‘at his St. Louis Park-‘nabe. 
house: for' Eliott. Roosevelt and | 
family, - now residents. of Minneap: ° 
‘olis. 2° ar 

Ola. ‘Log. ‘theatre, “Equity: * ‘st: ‘aw> 
- | hatter: at’ Lake. Minnetonka, broke | 
| precedent: by, holding: over” “Under ** 

.-- Yum-¥uni. Tree” for, third. round! , 
“last -week. ‘It's. longest | run. for. ‘any’ 

. oe play ‘in “house. history: © 
CBS’ _announcer, ; i: New. York ‘City Opera’ conduc tor. 

. starring : 

noe iwhich Paul Graetz produces: and 

Another sketch pic prepping via 
“Seven. Capital .Sins,"” with “New 
Wave” ‘jrectors: Jean-Luc Godard} 
and Claude’ Chabrol already, signed 
‘for. Segments. ! 

Jean ‘Paul. Sartre's play. 
tora” will be. made as an Italo ‘pie : in 
‘with Fr ench actor Serge Reggiani 
repeating his legit role. in it. Cesare 
-Zavattini is. seripting. , 

‘Marlene Dietrich. due. for ai 
‘music: hall. ‘top. stint at:the Olympia 
‘Oct: 11-Nov: 7: Shé has not played | 
-here’ since her. successful | show 
-at the’ Etoile ‘in’ 1959.’ 

Roger .” Vadim - and: ¥r -ancoise 
- Sagan readying | a. script for. 1962. 
: production concerning the roaring 
20's. Vadini would. like. Brigitte! 
- Bardot- and: ‘Yves: Montand ‘for this |. 
_ fim.. - 

“Jean Aurenche doing the screen- i 
ais ‘of “Epitaph For An Enemy”.| 

‘| Sydney: Lumet ‘directs. here. next, 
season. It. ‘will be made. in. Fr ench ° 
‘arid English, 

“Raoul. Levy _ ‘Says: he will, begin| 
“his: ““Maréo, Polo”. next December. 

- Eddie . Constantine, the. 
- actor ‘who ‘became . a‘. star” 

-feance of: the Gauls,” which. will 
‘show how “the |. ancient - French | 
fought. the Romai invaders. 

Hong Kong’ 
By Ernie Pereira: 
{ Tel.° 174156) 

“London cabaret: ‘dancers, Anita 
d. All Ve 

an en, making : hitery cireuit Theatre. run: opened with benefit | G2 , here.’ - “| 
India’s ' ‘fop star. - fratinee idol’ 

his family. 
“CBS ‘exec ‘Hunt. Stromberg and 

: Petet Kalischer,.CBS-Far Fast cor-:! 
‘respondent, in-for brief’ visits. : 

Qiieen’s Theatre, completly. re~ 
furbishéd; ‘reopened with “The. La-: 
idies: Man” 4Par}: as. initial pic. ~ 

be finished soon.” | 
William. Lederer, . 

“The. Ugly. American.’ ~ 
co-author * of: 

jeft “for: 
back: at the beach after’ ‘European. [ ‘Emerson Buekley.: guest: Jeader |‘ of.. Singapore on riext leg of his Orien- | 
quickie. Lo, . 
-Arneld ° Shulman, author! of” {A 

Hole: In The. ‘Head, 38, has. ‘shaved j 
. his ‘scalp. - 

for: 
~ Broadcasting: net: doing: ‘weekend: 
NYto-F 1. shuttle,’ - va 

. Michael . ‘Stillman. and Rose. Ru- 
‘bin, ‘Monitor.‘Records. execs, ‘seque: 

»: dng -from.sound.to:sun:. ” 1s 
‘Robert. ‘Kotlowitz, ' “senior ‘editor nightclubs: in its initial’ year. heré, “and. Broadway, after - being drasti+ of: youth center in kibbutz Beri, 

of ‘Huntington: ‘Hartford's upcom-’ j rewarding merchants ‘and sports: cally cut by censors. — 
-. Ing. Show mag, on beach for. week- , fans* who’ kicked in. 

-; build’ Metropolitan. ‘atadium..: ball-.y-is going. to Lat for the jdea that fyear to Habima actress “Miryam { British Guiana s’li. J7end Jooksee. >.” 
. in . suburban © “Bloominiton:. special.” Chinese opera - perform- | Zohar for role of Ann Sullivan in neighborhood ‘Don ‘Kearney, director: ‘of sales ; 

‘Jock “Whitney's Corinthian’, 

ofeties, “The: ‘Defentier," bowing: on i stadium. bondholders. . 

University... Of - Minnesota’ -summer ~ 
orch. “Winnipeg soprand Nona Mari. 
winner of Met*Opera regional - ‘aus 

| ditions: here last winters. was Euest. 
artist. oo 
"Major. ‘Teague |. ‘baseball. “isnile.. 

. tour. 
ve. 14-member choir, ‘represent 

4 ing the Baptist students of 68 col- |Kameri 
leges and: universities “in. Texas, , 

"here for. recitals... ... o 

“La Dolce Vita,” Italo ‘opus, now. 
spiking . profits “of. ‘film: trade. ‘and. ‘showing: on ‘first-run at the. King's 

$8.500,000- to . 

j park. 
Through first “half. of ‘season, metro-"' ances . should: be - arranged as @n “Miracle “Worker.” 
‘politan sports area commission: pas: 

-.'“ ytaken in enough money to assure . 
Reginald Rese v-ho- ‘has a new. tv sits -paying. interest - obligations to’: ‘manager : -of: United Artists in from will. join. Actor's Studio in New ‘it is hoped to beet: 

= :AManila to preside. over. confab: with York for six months, 

“The Hong Kong Tourist Assn: 

added: .draw for -tourists, 
Alfred. : Katz. 

“Ale . 

“Up: Tempo 61” revue from Mont- ; 
|real; Don. Harvie, known in this. wright, wrote another historical 

ding at Town Hall, announced the ; 
| first Sunday production as “Philoc- . 

“Yank 
here, |" 

y readying’ a Jeading. ‘role in a big} © 
.scale-Freénch costumer, “The Ven-}:: 

“in Elm Grove. 

| magnet at Strand. 
|. Variety. Theatre 

.| for Sept: 27 at Oriental Theatre. 

! becker’ Hotel’s. Red [ion Room. 

‘All six. sound stages ‘of Shaw | 
Br others’ multi-million dollar. stu-| >: 

‘named after donor, Sophie. Tucker. 

foreign” division (ot Anna Frank: in Habima Theatre, ‘country’s indesw ides. ¢ 

Margaret Truman doing. boffo blz 
for Canal Fulton Summer Theatre, 

Cape Cod , With “Happy Time” .as current 
jvehicle. 

By Evelyn Lawson i Howard Lindsav and Russel 
1, Canadian ‘entertainment visitors Crouse, visited Berea «trawhatter, 

‘Provincetown: -Actor, Frank .now winding up quartet of play- 
Loyd, on: week’s. vacation from ' wrights’ hit shows. 

Edward A. Moure, local play- 

town 
comedy routine. 

Having - -obtained their Sunday : 
I{cense. from. Provincetown. Board , 
lof Selectmen, Richard Schectner, 
directo ‘of East End Players play- , 

after five. seasons with his- drama tagged, “Long Road South,” 
with Civil War background Amere 
ican Heritage Theatre Association 
producing it here Aug. 19-20. 

Syd Friedman, theatrical agent 
ere, dickering through American 

Embassy for the Moscow State 
Circus which he saw during recent 

tetes,” starring John Chase. trip to London. Booker plans to 
Anton Svendson stars. in “Sud- , tour Soviet troupe if he gets fran- 

de nly Last Summer” at.the Arena - ‘ chise. 
Theatre in. Orleans. Danish actor | Met Opera singers Paul Franke, 

‘ Sven: Svendson has been studving, Thomas Hayward and  CUMord 
Jas an observer at The Actors Stu- , Harvuot grabbed bv Johnny Price's 
:dio under .Lee Strousburg -via a. . Musicarnival tent theatre for leads 
grant. obtained of American Scan- ‘in * "Fledermaus. ad Monte Anund- 

_dinavian Foundation. sen to repeat her Adele rale ifn 
Joseph Hawthorne, conductor of .it- Opening Aug. 14 for two weeks, 

Provincetown .Symphony, has as-- teen 
sembled. his musicians from N:. Y Boston 

By Guv Livinesten 
(423 Little Bldg.: DE 8.7560) 

Tyson's ticket agency sold by 
| Sid” Ross to Sam Silverman, the 
i fight promoter. 
| Gloria Swanson In preBroadway 
“Between Seasons” triing out at 
Falmouth Playhouce. 

Pleasure Island park in Wake- 
' field, introduced Friday and Sat- 
‘ urday nights starting Friday ‘11) 
; with a Rubv Newman arch. 
Mivaited Jo Baxter Ron Brandt and 

t Liberace rank Schulte “Two. Guys and a 
set Liberace ' Bran " Into Statler’s Terrace room, 

j wtih show produced by Ruby New- 
j Man and Lee Daniels 

Jean Pierre Auntont and 3s; ise 
van in “Anatol” at Roston Arts 
nter Theatre on the Charles Eva 
Gailienne opens Aug. 21 in 

“Elizaheth the Queen.” 
Max E. Youngstfein. UA veepee, 
be featured speaker at 36th 

anni regional convention of In- 
dependent Exhibitors, Inc and 

iDrive-in Theatres Acsn. of NE at 
sem Bars Inn, Cape Cod, Sept. 

Trinidad 
By Bill Eljtot¢ ; 

‘Advance man for the Amerteas 
- Repertory Co., Willis K Jones, leo- 
itured to the Trintdad Ar Society 

jon “Current Mevements in the 
‘North American [teetre ” 

JN. OY. Philharmonic. 

Milwaukee 
‘By James. Gahagan 

(2547 A,_N. Booth St; FR 2 0731) | 

“Li'l -Aner” at. Sunset Play house : 

‘“La Dolce’ Vita” in hard Ucket | 

Joan. Dixon into Kaiser Knieker- 

“St. Francis . of Assisi’ Toune 

for: St. Francis Cathalic. Church. iy. “e 
“The Music Man.” first in Thea- | 

ciety, at. Pabst Theatre, Oct. 16-28. ' ‘to. 
“My Fair bady” inked Nov, 13-i 
Dec. is 

Td Aviv 
‘By Joseph. Lapid 

(52° ‘Shlomo: Hamelech St.; 
- Tel. 28348) 

Israeli actress Mana ‘Aden \“Story- i 
of. Ruth") here for vacation from ° 
Hollywood. 
' “Caretaker,” play ‘by British au-" 
thor Harold Pinter. performed - in 

Th Theatre. invited ree Tel Aviv actors nv ted to” ; 
‘Poland ‘to read in Hebrew the! Trinidad Folklore Danees off 
works ‘of Shalom | Aleichem. ae 25) Caracas to perfor, © ing Venee 

Sophie Tucker -here for opening | |zuela as part of « cultufe. en 
‘change mission with the satgbhber- 
{ing South American cepebdliec. 

Projected new .adic etetion fer 
cost is the 

of $:59000. Fi- 
jnaneed by Jai Narice Singh toca) 

Seader of the 
fers 2h @Lst, 

; O r 

jby the end of November, 

Milo prize for theatre went this ! 

_Ada-Tal, who has played the role ‘lawyer-politician, 
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Join TV & See World 
a Continued from page 1 

taken a back seat as the spring- 
board to the blue horizon, with the 
ty schools for technicians, writers, 
producers, directors, etal, getting 
the big play. 

A look at. what’s going on this 
month at NBC and CBS on the 
filminz tor taping: in al? corners of 
the globe, immediately suggests 
that at no previous time, whatever 
tha media. have so many peopte 
been involved in so many projects ! 
in so many places around the j | 
globe to recard for posterity the. 
latest fashions fn news and public : 
afiairs. 

For instance, taking CBS first: j 
Bud Benjamin, exee producer 

of CBS-FV's °20th Century.” ar-i 
rived in Honolulu last Sunday !13: | 
ty) supervise and direct the film- | 
fuzg ot a special: program to mark 
the 20th anni of Pearl: Harbor. In 
additinn to direeting, he'll also: 
write the script. CBS News cam- 
#“raman Wade Bingham. fiew in ; 
from Tokyo to direct photography 
and CBS News correspondent Wal- 
ter Cronkite arrives “Aug. 21 -to 
film his sequences: 

David Lowe, producing — two ; 
“CBS Reports” 
de-salination 

programs, one on 
of water and the 

other on the Portugal Empire, 
leaves this week. for Iraq, Crete, 
Athens, Rome, Segovia, Portugal, 
the Avores, Angola, Goa ‘Portu- 
Zuese state on west coast of In- 
dia, Mozambique and :Morocco He 
recently returned from a trip to! 
Engiand in preparation for thei 
Portuguese show; 

For another "CBS Reports” en- 
trv on Venezuela, Richard C. Hot-- 
telet and producer Gene DePoris 
left over the .weekend for that 
eountrs: a 

Charles Collingwood and pro- 
ducer Perry Wolff are in Germany 
for the CBS News special report 
on Berlin scheduled For broadcast 
Auz. 18 Assignment will also take 
them on London and Paris; 

Ned Calmer returned this week 
from a_series of interviews in 
Fiance and Bob Trout is in Lon- 
don doing special news shows: 

Pamela Hott, direetos religious 
broadcasts for CBS News, is in 
Rome for two “Lampt|Unto My 
Feet" programs, one a special ora- 
torio and the other. a discussion 
show, 

Dick Siemanowski, producer of. 
“Eook Up and Live’ is in Den- 
mark for a special study of the sit- 
uation of the Jewish refugees in 
Denmark during the Nazi occupa- 
tion, , 

Bill Kobin and Don Kellerman 
are currentl travelling through 
Enzland, Paris, Vienna and Rome 
for two special “Accent” shows’ to 

ES SL, $8 SR 

be aired Sept. 17 and 23; . 
Wade Bingham, of CBS News, 

Tokso, has been spending some. 
‘time in Vietnam and Okinawa for 
a “20th Century” special on guer- 
illa warfare, 

Walter Cronkite and Marshall 
Flaum, associate producer of “20th 
Century." just 
Rico for a “Boom In Puerto Rico” 
special. : 

Barbara Sapinsley leaves this 
week for Ireland to cover triennial 
convention of the International 
Women's Alliance for Equal Rights 
in preparation for a “20th Century” 
suffrage show on’ “The Women 
Get the Vote"; = « , 

Isaac Kleinerman, producer of | ° 
“20th Century.” just back from 
Monaco with Walter Cronkite and 
director ‘Roger Barlow covvering 
Le Grand he sports car race for 
special on “Special Cars: The Rage. 
ta» Race.” and Kleinerman takes 
of: again next week for Malta to 
film an interview. with the peo- 
ple to lived through the siege of 
Malta He then leaves for Paris 
scauting tor location shooting for 
snother “20th Century” show “The 
Atrport Jam”: 

Eric Severeid is in Portugal for 
“CBS Reports” and will then go to. 
the Near East to be jained by How- 
art K. Smith and producer Mike 
Marlow for an At the Source" 
program, 

Dan Schorr ‘Bonn and producer 

to Berlin tor a Berlin special with 
cameraman Paul Bruck: | 

Charles Kuralt’ and camerman 
Marto Biasetti are in Montevideo 
sctting up a new CBS South Amer- 
ican bureau and also to cover the 
Alliance for Progress in that city: 

From London, Blaine Littell and 
cameramen Joe Fallette and Alex 
Brauer are in Tunis: cameramen 
George Markman and Paul Ho- 

ing for an hour report on the new. 

‘back from Puerto } 

‘land, Belgium, 

jtive. He -developed his widely; and Cluytens is scheduied to ‘con- anticipated. that there. will be ‘a. 

I helled ‘Jackie got the press awhirl. “Tnoceros™ ‘and has: “subseqiently [! 
| Was it made for la Jackie? It turned.! been ‘seen. in: London, New York}. 

a out to be model Jackle’ 8, and: La-; and virtually all around the world, 
‘roche - vehemently ‘denied he. doesn’t matter .to- the objectors. 
{dresses Jackie ‘Kennedy: 

bans (Paris) are in Moscow: \ tribute’ to. J..K, from.the little hat: . 
Peter Kalischer ‘Tokyo’ just | “perched. .on the. back: of the head, i(thus. far, at least) to. the presen- 

back from Karulzama.for “CBS. Re-. the” sleeveless simple -frocks, the 
ports”; _ | hevening dresses: embroidered from play by” Barault,. whose program 

Ernest Leiser, _asst.. general ! high neck to ankle: ° last ‘season . included “Julius Cae- 
manager of CBS News; camera-| Ning’ Ricci’s Mons. Crahay. went , $at”:. Shakespeare, “apparently, - is | 
men Herb Schwartz and ‘Sy Wolen ‘big. for. ‘the’ tilted: obliques. -It's- 
just back from Havana;: Fy ‘|asymmetry. all the .way.. His’: ‘dra: , 

Dave Schoenbrun ‘'Parls)-” in: ;mati¢. one-armed ‘capes: are the. 
N. “¥. for work on forthcoming ; } talc: of the town: (what hap} pens to. 
book on DeGaulle and Govern- {the second: asm, he doesn’t say). 

jment a rien in ‘Washington; Mrs. Joseph Kennedy has already ;. 
uC BS Reports, "has just returne t | chosen. hers ‘and Oleg. Cassini” is 

ito New York — from Europe snd them. Click: 

“an acceptable Frenchman... 

-Gormany’ '$ Tourism owes 

Far East: a ‘ine beautiful Taunus. Mountains. 
° Jacqies “Heim.” will drape- Ma- , Jhe center of the room, containing 

Dick Salant, president: of .CBS:! - ‘Siteh i 3 

News. also just back from Eurepe. ;dame de, Gaulle and the: Govern-: kitchen facilities, remains motion 

and his key aide Blair’ Clark back 
from a tour of CBS. bases in Far | 
East and’ Europe. 

The NBC ‘Route’ 

circular seams. His coat-dresses en-.; Of their slowly. revolving guests. « 
jvelop the. figure like a furled rib-'. The ‘strange structure_aiso con- 
{bor on a maypole. For future of-; tains two ather . restaurants, ‘at. 

Here’s a sampling of the NBC, ficial functions. it. will be : golden -Sslig ghtly lower levels, ‘one -a typi= |" 
Llame and mink .(the-skins used in :¢al and eozy: Frankfurt Beer ReS+} ysed-to do.. round-the-world *junketing: 

Producer Reuven’ Frank, dirécs’ 
tor Jim Kitchell and’ Dave Brink-' 
‘ley go to Vienna this month: to. 
tilm “Our Man In ~ Vienna,” . 

skedded for atring next Jan. 24;- ‘dent by her last-minute decision to “place. oe 

‘Director Fred. Rheinstein and. ie at exactly the same time as: Down in. the lobby, 

end-to-end.” taurant, with flowers, and trees. 
‘A Hollywood | style - preem ‘was | 

: staged. by :the imaginative ‘owner, 

the... collections. put 
“measure - 600 meters — ‘twice: the . 
height. of the Eiffel’ Tower). 

cameraman Dexter. Alley: returned | Lanvia-Castillo, She's allergic ‘toy stands do a booming: biz with key- | 
this week after four months: in 'Castillo—as’ for: Castillo. it’s‘ now | ¢lvains, pocket knives, bookmarks, 
Asia and the Pacific ‘one of the ‘More. than. an_allergy.. The - ‘Press ; all with. the symbol: ‘of. the: Hen-| 
‘longest assignment tours. of ‘any ihad “to chose : between: them. ‘Cas- | ninger Beer Silo. 
NBC. newsman’, Altogether they. | { tilie.:using. a particularly colorful : 
spent 135 days on assignment ‘film- vocabulary, slammed .the . door. in agents brag, you can get’ the. high- 
ing and reporting ‘news in ‘Laos- rN. -Y. Herald's: Eugenia. Sheppard's | est : hangover in. the. world. 

and elsewhere. for three specials. face-.wheri ‘she -tried to get in-on 
h they, Were. the second day; while Harper's Ba- © ‘including one in which they. gaar. “which . attended Castillo's | ll broad 

pn ss ‘gue! the floating anerey 1 opening - instead’ of Chanel's, was | ?P hilly’ $ Stripperi ies. 
t tential s ecial | barred from photographing: Coco . 

ship) and for Wo :Potenmar SP |. Chanel’s. ‘famous. little suits. en — 

Edwin Newmar has. just re: 
turned from Japan .where™ he |: 
joined producer Lou Hazam and 
director. Ray Garner in color film- 

Continued from - page:2: 

.-heither havé her teraperamen-'| makes the club. owners: laugh, the 
ial’ ‘outbursts.. All Pars. remembers | Inspector said.-. 
‘the dav -she- threw a diamond brace-: The ‘chief ‘complaints about. the 
let ftom. Cartier out of a porthole | girlie. spots stem from patrons who 
into. the ocean.:She couldn’t care | have. been: “clipped. * One squawk. and old cultures of. the country; . 
less. Perhaps ¢ Castillo: will, learn. -beame from a man who got taken for Producer Jerry Green.and news-. 

man Frank McGee leave next | 
month ‘for Belgrade for conference} ~ : vy 
of neutral nations to prepare. spe-: . French Chauvinism. shows 
cial hour report; 1 
News News correspondents Cecil , tihwe 1 ome}, They. charge $7 for four ounces 

Brown, Irving Levin; Peter Hackes. 5 Conti a from, pare ‘of champagne, $12 for a little less 
and’ others operating under. pro- | 
ducer Chet Hagan being. spotted. #4: ‘French National ‘orchestras. 

in ‘Atlantic, Pacific; Mediterranean. 
strategic U. S. bases for. one hour’ 
special film. examining. importance 
of these bases for military, posture. 
(Tentative air date Dec. 7); .. ~ 
Producer Jerry Green with cor- 

respondent Ray Scherer. to. Texas, 
Puerto Rico, Tanganyika following 
process .of Peace Cbrps trainees; 

Director Ray Garner and London. 

—=- 

-+Rizzo exhibited (a.-price list that’ 
‘Shows . how the take - is adminis: 

| fifth.” And then it. nilght not even. 
The new .order.of ‘things first;be-. champagne,” :he explained. 

thé same.-time as Jean: Basdevant * cheap wine and call ‘it. champagne. ” 
took over as Minister .(in cnarge). i 
of Cultural ‘Activity. (under Andre j ‘rooms hustle’ the drinks: with all | 

; Malraux. who remains the boss-jsorts of promises;: the inspector 
fman). replacing. Roger. Seydoux.- It: added, “A guy. will have female. 
j may. _may. not- be. coincidence : “companionship: “as ‘long..:as. the} 
that... weiy. shortly afterward, Igor.: chamagne -flows. He'll spend ° ‘a: 
“Markewitch ‘was retired (or quit, ! | small fortune in. the ‘expectation: ‘of:1 
as per’ public. announcement) as: 

camera crew, along with: research, head ‘of the.Lamoureux symphony. t show.” 
er Harry Bingham Jr. out. of :N-Y- | yrarkevitch is generally acknow- |. “J. ‘tealized. you’ "don't go to | 
currently filming hour report:-on edged in the European music: chan-} church’ in. these ‘places, ‘but. when 
‘The Nile,” touching base at:Cairo | nej¢: as - -having. reinvigorated’ the it réaches the point where. they rob.| 
tproducer Tou ertrine olatallsi: Lamoureux’ and” made it one of ; you without -using a: gun, it must: 

o if Entebbe. Uganda, Ruanda-Rundi. the finest.musie groups *in Europe. |stop. If.we could get support; we 

Tanganyika, ‘Victoria, the- Sudan, orchestra. to. have-made a tour of : without support we're going to raid 
Kharton, Halfa, Alexandria; —. -| the United. States in: the past dec- ! until this racket is removed froiy |. 
Chet Huntley just. back from ‘ade. But Basdevant, ‘in-private con-: the downtown scene,” ‘he. declared:: 

Spain {second - .tripy completing ‘versations, - ‘has .been quoted . as! 

filming for one-hour . program saying. that ° ‘it. 4s ‘inconceivable | ment was a. switch’ in - policy ‘to 
ischeduled for Nov. 14); . [that a: French orchestra. be ‘con-| 

Filming now being. completed by {ducted by':a foreigner”. ‘(Matke- 
NBC camera ¢rew in France, Hol-|vitch -has lived: in’ France many 5 

England and lead-|-years,” but -{s. originally Russian. ). | Big Bill's and. Ciro’s. we 
ing museums in U. S. for hour! . In the same’ trend, the French: _ 
color special. on ite & york of National Orchestra has: been ‘told : 
incent Van Gog ee . is) discreetly -that it has’ been em- 

and Martin .Gabel- will .bé .nar-.| ploving ‘too’ many” foreigners.” —USO’s Beef- Up 
rators; mainly -as conductors. The FNO ': 
NEC crew it: ‘Brazil for -hour is the only fully aerate the! \j————~= Continued from’ page | —. 

news special: archestra, totally. subsidized by the : .... 
Créw in Alaska filming walking - government, | and, all. its playing |°3ms and pointed | gut: tae ts 

tour of the new state as one of the-| personnel ~ -by ‘requirement. | quate to meet. the requirements of 

the exotics by- two of the larger. 
spots: on the Loeust St. midway—- 

early entries. for thé “1,2,3.Go" |French. But “it. hag .been in the | 
series. . : | habit .-of employing ° “suest’? con- the 2 500,000 me en now in biter. 
rR ductors from. all over ‘he world, USO is ‘slated io increase. its sery- 

~ ra ei Including - several’ Americans, It. is Alaska, the Far. East’ and: 
. F; hic -| this | practice.. apparently;. which: ices ne as at the ar. tof the | 

Paris as ions | Basdevant decries. French conduc- Devt. ad Bice ae o request of the. 

aamee Continued from page 2 fo—<| tors, “he points out. are interna- Rican buiidup Ii . lly-im-- 
7 t tonally - fartied, and ‘a. “national”. P looms: ‘especially im-. 

Look better than Balmain’s. mod-.! orchestra, he ' feels. - should: be portant in view of the political ‘up-. 
els. All the girls want. to. work for | manned ‘entirely ‘by :Frenchmen.: ‘heavals’ in. the Caribbean. and in’ 
him since Brownen. Pugh, his ex-; He. makes ‘no riention. of | ‘the Latin America... 
mannequin, became Lady’: Astor} converse — -three ‘of: the leading | This reverses. the. trend by USO’ 
while modeling his clothes. | French: conductors.: Munch,. Mon. }in- the years. following: the’:-Korean. 

Pierre Cardin, the most avant: ! teux and Paray, are. permanently. {War to ‘decrease: its services.. ‘Coins 
garde of The Boys went. conserva-|'on ‘contract in‘ the United States lcident with: the: new buildup;: it's 

big. increase in. the 60 ‘units that 
were normal fora peacetime. year.. 
As-in the ‘postwar’ years, there will 

copied spirals and diagonals with-! dact a large hunk ‘of next.séason's: 
out launching new ideas and com- |Tepertoire ‘at the Metropolitan Op- 
mercialized his line for 7th. Ave.!era’ House “if the Met ‘opens;). 
Semi-fitted side-elosing suits ‘in’, 

“because, until very. re- | The USO. also’ plans an. increasé’ 
an entire fox around the head. His }:cently. at least, he was: Malraux's Hin its volunteer’ services. .- In: ‘ad-. 
diagonal one-armed chiffon dresses ; ‘fair-haired. boy:) that there are “too | dition to the ‘legit’ shows sent. out 
are floating clouds. . many” foreign plays ‘on the ‘hilts | by the. American Educational The- 

‘Jackie’ Starts. Something - of his Theatre ‘de. France. Two ‘of. atre- Assn., which ‘sends’ out. ‘etu- 
Guy Laroche moved to new! the new plays ‘on -Barault’s pro- ‘dent. thesps to pverseas -bases. in. 

premises .across the’ street. from | gram. ‘last season. in- Paris were |royalty free plays.: a: -similar masi- 
Dior the day. before D-Day.’ Sew-! authored by’ non-natives, One. was|calk service. will... be provided 
ing machines. dummies, fabrics ‘by George Schehade. a. Lebanese, | through musical: educational’ chan-: 
were strewn on the pavement of.-and the other by Tonesco:. The. fact | nels. Symphonic: sroups. will | alsa 
JAY enue Montaigne..One dummy la- | that: the latter. was a big. hit, “Rhi- | go. on. tcyr. - ! 

Poe 7 — 

1. 

but. who ! | Their -point-is that Ionesco is basi-.. 
“bean: tell? His whole collection: is a:: really. (or ofiginally) .a Rumanian. | 

There. seems to.be no: objecticn. 

tation. of - still ‘another - “foreign” | ” 

-Continued. from’ "Page: 2 = —- 

trying to- figure’ out. what. makes ; £30 thiles of the. expanding. vity and |. 

ment Ladies of the Fifth Republic. ' lesspresenting: a problemi ‘ta’ ‘the’. 
‘his best clients—in’ spirals ‘and. Waiters, who have ‘to ‘keep: track | 

|. Chanel: created the’ usual inci- Consul AL Schubert, to open: ‘the: 

‘gouvenlr.| 

‘And 40. stories ‘up, the. press}: 

; chanting’ as ever, have not charged; out. a small: suspension’ that. only’ 

,{$600 on one spot in one evening... 

(theatre) and. for - the ‘Lamoureux | ; than: a. pint,- and $18 to $24. for al 

ame to ‘light recently -almost at ! “Some of them .mix. water .and. 

The girls inthe. darkened ‘club |: 

| meeting her later, and she'll never, : 

-It.is‘the only fullscale symphony ; could | wipe: this. out fast, but even: |: 

Immediate effect of Rizzo's state- 

‘straight variety fare-arid. dropping |.” 

The: Puerto 

Along the. same iines, Jean-Louts | D€ no shows for troops | ‘stationed. 
Ax Westin 'London) are en route ) bright colors, clinging black-crepe } Barault was called in. and -told | within the U..S.-- = 

| dresses, Davy Crockett. hats. ‘curling ¢. (politely, - 

‘ducer, 

_Wednesisy, August 16, 1961 | 

London's $ Windmill 

brifiging - back more | Sketches: and 
.production. spots: 

““Afteriall. worhen’s attitude to sex 

“Competition ° 

=mill; . 

‘decor.”” 

shows’ that: entertain,” she asserts. 
“For. the first time, . her: produc-' 

‘tion. ‘staff is: all-male,. though ‘she is. 
‘praduction. superviser. “It seems 

help. to pick the. talent and put on. 
the shows," she. ‘declares. “As a 

‘men?,.And that must:.be right, 

“rival. theatres | ‘afloat. “Miss*. van 
Damm ‘now uses. advertising, : t09.: 

‘She ‘still insists. on new acts be-. 
‘Ing auditioned, because it. ‘is-a-par-. 
‘ticular typeof act: that is required. 
for the Windmill’s 

the’ regular: “free-for-all” - 

for fresh talent. ‘Don’t forget .that 
we're ‘up: against tv ‘competition, 

“We-used.:to be able ‘to get by 
“occasionally . with: inferior material 
-and. artists,”" she ‘concedes. 

“Anew. the difference. 
But with - television: 

dancing: lines. that“are impeccable: 

our. more. ‘modest. limits.” 

Denver Vande 
— Continued from: pase’ 1 ——s 

week's 
as high :as.17..aets. 2 
““Showagon” 

‘as a stage for. the. weekly | ‘shows: 
“land tryouts: and isa: ‘fully equipped 
» | stage. complete - With: ‘lighting -and 

publi¢ address ‘system. Since being 
: introduced. nearly a decade anda =| 
‘Lhalf -ago: in the’ ‘Mile’ High: City,” an 
| “Showagon” idea, .in one form ‘or ; 

another, has. spread to ‘more than. 

an employee ‘of the city, has: been 

seasons. a a . 
. . : . . . . . 7,” 

--Merrick’s Shows. 

to: have. assumed . that ‘her illness 
‘Was related to her expr 
fora leave of absence. from “Carnie. . 

physician had. ce te ae -geems 4 3 

|vai” in order. to aceept a film .as- ~ 
‘signment.. Performers ‘have’ been: 
known. to have had bad health un- 
der such: ‘circumstances’ in the past... “4 
In-any ‘case, it’s ‘evident that. .-4 

Merrick: must - quickly get another. 
-understudy:. for Miss Alberghettt,: | 8, 
‘since Miss “Gillette must leave .°-:} 
“Carnival” shortly:to start rehears-2": 
ing’ in the. upeoming.musi¢al,. “The.” | ~3. 

the ‘prow 
-having: publicly . ‘asserted -../ 

Gay Life.” Meanwhile, 

that. the: star is -not- ‘essential to: 

of "her contract ':in: return’ for a. 
“Heaye of: absence for a e picture stint. i. 

. ‘fe. 

=a. Continued from’ page 2 —- ‘. o 

‘straight: vaude’ acts, . ‘but. ‘is ‘now... 

- “More women are. ‘coming to ine” \ 
‘Windmill: shows. ‘now,” ‘she : ‘says. 

has: broadened. over’ the. years. © 
Nowadays, . most ‘womes, “wear . less .- 
on. a beach than my sixls, Ao. On. - 

. ‘the stage.” = 

The. producer is. hot” getting rid a 
of the sauciness,-glamor and’ nudes.” 
that helped to build up.theWind-- _ 

““But..we had- to recognize. . 
that © the. _inerease:- of striptease: -.. 
-clubs:2in” ‘London “was providing *. 
the sort of. ‘competition that:.we.. . 
‘couldn’t..meet; .eveh -if-we wanted  * |’ 

‘to. Yes;: we've still got.the. ntides,. .. 
but: they. are: virtually part of the . 

_ 

Uy ORES MD ee et peace eerie eee ert mdr eneie eae 

Miss yan ‘Damm ‘ts trying to. pre- - 
sent: better ‘shows ‘than. the theatre: -° 

““Let’s not kid our-. .: 
‘gelves..We can't compete ' ‘with: the: © 

|-Palladium "- or Drury ~ Lane, fy 
within our. modest limits we ‘tan... °-- 
-continue: -to’ put'-on well-produced ~~ 

‘but . . 

‘to me-important that -men:should . 

: ‘woman, - how can -I.be sure: what... 
*-1 sort ‘of performers - will : intrigue 

: because '. ‘such’. piquancy: remains .. 
" |:the: essence of. the Windmill's ap- - 
. Peal. oe. * ee ; 

‘The’ realization that the: days: of. 
the Windmills monopoly: of West... 
End: stage sexiness’ are over has.” 
led. to other’ chatiges. Circle seats “- 
ean now be. booked: ‘in: advance, . ar 
with: the. result thatthe ‘theatte -. 
ean. cater’ for the out-of-town 
:eoach: trade: ‘that has. kept. several’ > 

“intimate. at- - 
mosphere. ‘But now, ‘apart. from. 

audi- *_ 
tions, she now géts around to look ~ . 

“We. ¥ 
used. to-be able to take time to. .- 
-teach them. their job and rub off.:: .~ 
‘the trough edges. :simply because" oa 
‘not enough: people in: ‘the: audience: . 

“peaple .. ae 
have: become used to.top acts and: :? 

fé've- got ‘to. match. thenr + within : a 

shaw, ‘which: has numbered. : 

‘derives « its” ‘name. wes 
from: the mobile conveyance used. Le 

50. American cities, according: to__ 
J: Earl -Schulpp, ‘director. of: reere-. 
ation for the city. Raoul: Tayon, a; :: 
former ‘Denver showman, : ‘but now... -5 

the. . producer for. the past _four- pee: 

—s ‘Continued from page: 1 =<. : 

sed désire.- : # 

“Carnival.” can now ‘hardly. insist ” 3 
upon her agreeing to an extension: * 

Ar ee wo 

ea ee 



Portland, Me, Aug. 2° 

ma oF -Reland: Hariier, scene. painter, : 
"died. July (22. in: London. ‘He: was 

MS the last. active member of the scene ‘ 
TOM ‘y scorT’ A CAPLAN . a } painting. family, w.k. in. legit circles} 

Thomas: J.:. Scott, 49, " composer} A. Caplan. exhibitor: ‘and enter, jfor. over 100 years, being one. of | 
‘and ‘former. singer; ‘known Pprofes- : died. -July. 26 at Botirnemouth, Eng. ‘the ‘sons ‘of Joseph Harker. 
sionally. as Tom Scott, died Aug. 12. He: had ‘been’ associated: with the °°. : 
in, New York City.’ trade for over .50 years. prior 101" Lew Crouch, a ‘vaudeville per- 

~ As ‘a folk: singer ‘on radio, “WIth “retirement. He : “owned - ‘cinemas in’ former for many. years, died: at .a 

- | azo, died * ‘at a ‘nursing. home. ap 

‘an actor-singer. © . 

“BIRTHS 
‘Mr. and “Mis Lester Clarke, 

daughter, Hollywood, Aug. 4. 
Father is director >f. research. Jor 
_RKACC -TV. 

Mr. and Mrs. Da Belloc, daugh:- ; 
ter. Aug. 5-1n Chicago. Father is - 
a. bandleader; “mother’s. .a news 

: paper photographer 
Mr.).and Mrs Bab Jovce. daugh- 

ter, Aug. 3. New. York. Father ‘is 

Mr. -and- Mis Robert . Drew, 

" ° Bs 

Wali St. Tension 
cms Continued frem page 7 mand 

“Mr. Hobbs. Takes A Vacation” at 

Hyannis Port, Mass, President 

Kennedy's vacation yrounds, far 

Jammy Stewart starrer which wall 
be filmed at studte kere midale 

of next month Sane prodiier’s 
“Adventures ef Ao Young Man.’ 

hie own guitar. accompaniment,- he - Manchester, - London. nd. ‘Chelten- j hospital in Concord, ‘N.H;, July 30. 
-ywas billed. as. The American. Troe- “! 
” pador.. -Later he’ composed nymer-. 

ham. He. was.a “member of the National ' 
daughter, Aug.. 10, Glen Cove. Long basrd oon krnest Hemingway s 
Istand, N. Y. Father is an‘ actor “shart: staties 

ous: orchestral’ .compositions -and: director, of Cheltenhzm. Entertain-| 
‘many. radio-tv scores, including | ments: and Trevelyan ‘Cinemds. and 
those for ‘Camera Three,” and also, was.a former: director of the Shape} 
‘several . films.” At.one_ time, ‘Scott cCircuit. In °1942-43 he: chaired the. 
.was_ with. Fred Warinig’s glee ‘club Manchester branch of. the: Cinema’, 
vand - Tater: ‘did: arrangements: for Exhibitors ‘Association. 
‘him a: 
His wifé;: daughter: two ‘brottiars | 

a ‘and sister. suryive.. on Oy 
7 ‘FRED “GLASS wt 

' Fred Glass; 63,-exec director. of 

1 _ ‘| cific Ocean Park, died Aug. 2. ‘in: Laos! 
__ MORRAT RORMAW an ‘the- ames ‘He was in owner” of string | 

“| of. theatres in Nebraska, seil-! 
: -atrical, photographer, died. in New ing out ‘to Fox. Inter-Mountain in 
“York. cau. he. ori a heart a inde: : 1929, later: working for: the :chain' 

or) , ae pendent -portraitist for many years; :aS. a district: .manager. Glass ‘held| 

-had been ‘with. the. James “Kriegs- 
- gman .Studios.. He. had. ‘made the : 
, commercial: photos for many of the | 
op names in. show . business, and |- 

"did ‘many: Sittings for: the ferimes 

‘in: the social orn in photography | * of the world-renow ned circus: fam-| 

“ae a. Freelance: taking. cheesecake : jily, died. in’ Los ‘Angeles’ Aug. 4: ‘of a: heart ailment. The elder Escal-j 
g | ante,, inherited his ‘skill from - his}: 
| father, “who owned @ circus. in Mex- 

: #iteo. In later -years ‘they added. aj 
:. i guitar | to their trapeze act... 

He -Yeaves a widow. -four- Sons, 

| Theatres in'Frisco- and L.A..” 
, Widow. survives: 

“MARIANO. ‘ESCALANTE 

oo, AINE MEMORY. OF... 

MACK: STARK 

August 20,. 1959". - 

j dren. 

woes. THULA’ ‘ORTIZ: .. 

‘Thala’ ‘Ortiz, 67, tele. ision, avid : 

‘At one: time. he was managh.g’ Vaudeville _Assn, and the. ‘Actors’ 

‘‘twidow of. John’. R... Hatistaedt. Sr. 
‘its: founder, died. Aug. a in. mu 

| National ‘Theatres: interests. at Pa-|' 

“Same post’-with - Fox West: -Coast-|, 

“By four daughters and. 95 "Brandeh it-. 2-in' New York City. He’ played: the; ‘Jate this fall. : : 
— J, major valudeville houses in.an act: 

“Tknown: as Lane & Carroll; 

Guild, . “Mr. ‘and: Mrs: Joey: Russell, son’ 
Aug, ‘8; New. Haven, ‘Conn. Mothe 

Mother,” 108. of: Johi R: ‘Hatt. is dancer Toni Michaels, father is 
‘staedt, ‘president of. American ‘Con-- “Mr,. Happy”. over. WHNB-ty in 
Sérvatory “of. Music. ‘Chicago, - al:d Connecticut, 

— ne ee 

_i wood.. 

"Brstny Zea Venki an Sinatra Pack { 
rothy: ana furic _ 34, hy ‘ 

dancer’. with © Lindsay-Sapphire “""" Continues from page 3 — 
‘Troup,’ resident. . ‘dancers at -Man-" next - project, the. filmy version of : 
_gum’'s'.Chateau;. Lyons. HL. died: Richard Condon'’s “The Manchu- 
July’ 24 in that: city. ‘TWO. sisters.” jan Candidate.” which he'll be do- : 
survive.’ _ing alone. Same will be true if: a| 

- deal: with. Paramount goes through « 
ior’ “the leader” to star in ‘ ‘Come j Nei. ‘Gazeley: “48, film animal 

itrainer. died July. 29 in/ Hollywood. Blow: Your Horn." i 
‘'He was partnered ‘with Frank ‘Inn, 

, owner ‘of *Cleo, ” “Rhubarb”. and Koch, all the’ Rat’ ‘Pack-type publi- j 
Unfortunatéty,. according to, 

City tends to obscure the ‘fact that j 
ii his. boss isia very Serious and know- i 

“Laurette: ‘Banks, 50. |. manager a ¢ ing. performer, with . shrewd ; 

the ticket” division of CBS, died ‘husiness sense about . what plays 
Aug. 12 in New York City, alter a- ‘and pays! and what doesn't. Evi-! 
Jong’. ‘illness, ant shad. been’ with: dence * of this: will be seen, Pre 

totally Sinatra- Tess “ESSOx produc. 

oT ramp.” - 

Kenneth Lane; dancer, died Aug, -mhich United . Artists will, release 
Te . oS tion about the high-flyans tet plane: . 

{ ‘Koch was. in New York briefly i 
Slee week to confer with UA exces 

i wife’ and, sister. sufvive... fen the upcoming release plans for 
iboth “Sergeants”. and: “X-15". 

Douglas C. ‘Dean. Sr. 62.. ‘man- ‘legit actress, died’ in New York: ; 
| July 30: She appeared on Broad-- ager. of ‘teclinical publications for 
way | ‘in “Deep Harlem. ". Harleriy ‘the. Philéo ‘Corp., died July 29 ‘in: 

wel]. as to have his - first’ iheeting 
“with a brand ‘new granddaughter, j 
Answering a:: “question as ta how i 

Is set fo ride Sert 
18- with Richatd Beseict ino le gd 
role. Both are pegged at 33 G0- 
000 each, 

Derector Joseph Mankiewtes ts 
conipleting final detiais ain Furope 
for Sept. 18 rolling af “Cleopatra * 
starting, Elizabeth Yuyfar and 
Richard Burton Walter Wanrer 
Prod has unlimited budget. ae- 
cording to Levathes lb ocatiens 

‘kick off in Rome From there unt 
heads for Cano. Beypt for ad- 

, ditional backgrounds with) princ- 
pal photography shuftang back to 
BevHills plant. 

September tria will be supple. 
;mented by tua October starters. 
First wal be Sam Engels “the 
Lion” Jack Cardiff directing Wal- 
liam Holden m Kenva stens as 
star finishes two wee ks Lor Zanuck s 
“Longest Day” BFZ ss pics went 

- before cameras in Fiance list 
week. Producer aiso has Peter 

: Lawford and number of potentryal 
names — Red Battons. Avalon, 

i Fabian and Tonini Sands -sct_ as 
cameo stais. Both pax are an $3,- 
GO0.000 category. 

Second for October is Mark 
Rubson’s Red Lion Pied * Day of 
Darkness,” which Levathes apd 
Robson are shroudwig in darkness 

‘or details. However, praduciion 
“tesrer admitted locations “art in 
“*sica but from there on in all 
is hush-hush. Approsrmately $4» 
000 060 is blneprinted fer this one. ° 7 * 

JACK: ns”. 

“IRVING: MILLS. fey 
“SAMUEL JESSE. BUZZELL 

ond: Associates - 

yRang. Tang." and “Green Pastures; 
as well as “Studio One". and -other". 
video shows. 

“Surv ived: by. daughter, 

: Jack BACHOM: 
‘Jack: Bachom,  46,. ‘prexy. of Jace. 

‘mar Productions. died of. cancer in; 
Bintotiywooa’ Aug..9.' 

_ Widow. and daughter, gurvive: 

” Fred Mortison, 52. father of sim 
“star. Janet Leigh (Mrs. Tony. Cur 

Philadelphia, 
Wife. ‘and: “Ino ‘sons.. 

Guy: R:: “Bolion Ir., “35.: “son -of 
plait wright: Guy Bolton, died -of (a 
Sheart. attack Aug. 2 in “New York. 
‘Survived shy idows son, daughter, 

xampaigns. Essex, 
-has.a very able preducer’s rep in ; i 1 $2,500,000 hudveter 

Fred: AL “Baker ‘member of San. 
“| Francisco: Symphony. 40 ‘vears un- 

lied om 
Aug. 9 ‘at Palo. Alto, Cal He. Rass: 

‘two, half-sisters and a half: brother. 
. s od pa 

AGT -his c retirement. In 1940. 

Surviving are. _ his: 

tiviues, keep up with Essex deci-/ 
SIONS: ‘the producer’ said that the | tin Manulis’ maid« n feature pet- 

-eontpany 
“reader of ‘properties. but that the' and  Rases” 
-boss. makes al! the final deeisions ‘ 

uméut Poe. 

Sinatra. finds. lime.. with ‘all his ae- 
November chart cal!s for Mar- 

ting off ground Its “Dass of Wine 
for shih  supple- 

‘mental eastines are heing lined up 

even to distribulion -plans and ad for stars Jack Lemmon and Lee 
he added. alka Remick Blake Fdwaids directs 

recently had toa hire «a: 

Irwin Auen’s fire of five under | 
.bew pact, “Five Weeks In A Bale 
iivon.” wins green hrht m Decom- 
ber. It's down far at jeast §2.00,— 

New - York in ‘the Person of Sey- © 

—_—— eae ace emcee came OTS Pen oe aera” 

. tis), Was found. dead: in‘ his: Bev erly { 86. : Son surviv es.” 

shots” of. some of. “the: top: “'girk | Hills. office: from’ an: ovérdose- of | 
“shows: stich as .“Scandals” .and| pills. BevHills. police: listed it-.as | “Walter. Horn. 49, pallet. mister 6 or. 
“Ziegfeld Follies” and: opened this! suicide. Actress. in:: ‘company...of the Karl May Festival at Bad Sege-;: 

a i Mis: Dean: Martin.,-eut ‘short,’ their. Lberg. ‘West Germany, ‘died July 31 | for: ‘the house i is held by Distel end : thing's. Got to Give.’ Frank Tash- 

" Mallorea’ s Goom: 
=. Continued from page 2 —_ 

i 

OWN: studios in 1938. 

‘LEO. ROMANELLT: 
".. “Leo.-Romanelli;. 53;. conductor of | 
. King Edward Sheraton Hotel orch,’ 
“Toronto, died Aug: 5 in that ‘city.: 
‘The last-member of a family. active 

- in. -Toronto.:musical circles, he* had 
“heen. leader of ‘the’ hotel's ‘band 
~ for 11 years,: plus- ‘playing ‘at the 
‘posh (Manoir: Richelieu; Murray. 

_ Bay, ‘Quebec, for the. past‘20 years. 
. of summer. months. with ‘eight meni... 
".-.:He was the son of the late Joseph |. 
 Réntanelli harpist;; and succeeded |- 
_his: brother, Luigi, in 1942 at. the. 
King: Edward: ‘on “latter's. death.” 

_fthe services, Poeranre 
J Riviera vacation - 10° Aly. back. for, ofa heart attack: after Berforming - the .Marino. Marini Italian comho ° 

/a: ‘dance. at the. event. 
j 

“Kallet fe “Dadyé - Winkelmans.. ‘ar Mary ‘Redding . ‘Long: 

“4 Platters, due ‘Aug, 29 for four days, 
?mav set a new maitk for the 600- 

veteran place outdoor nitery: built ini ter- + The Enemy Within ~ 

900, 

Trio Levathes hopes to get hee. 
fore Tenses. if: castings work aut, 
inelude David Brown's * Somes 

jin directing $2 000.000 enterprises 
Wald's “Celebration” with §2.500.- 
OCO tas. and another Wald entry, 

i samme cost 
dantver,: died: “Aug. ‘2. in “North- ‘Nan legit actress: known professionally: races high above Palm harbor with _tatepary. Latter is based en Reb- 
couver; B.C., after falling: from ‘a. as: ‘Mary Hill, died: Aug...8 at her! 
log ' prides ‘She left: ‘North: Van-, ‘home. i in’ Kansas. Citye Mo, | 
couver in'1958 to study atthe Royal)“. fe 
Ballet: School. in’ London and ‘had : - Father, 72. -of- comedian: Buddy 
-appeared” in: ‘recitals ‘throughout: Hi: ickett- died Aug. - 
Europe. © Survivéd ‘by parents, ont ‘Glen, NEY. cwhere: che had~ been : 

| sister, and: two brothers. . _Nacationing. ee 

“Nicholas.” ‘Cychosi., he: veteran” *. 
musician: who plaved™ 
‘and ‘string“bass during | ‘the: yester: don. He WHS ‘formerly. accompanist: 

‘year -yaude. ‘and. silent- screen ¢ra* 10. ‘singer lee’ Lawrence. 

‘Len: Goodwin. pop. “pianist. and | Molines features a dancing «hoy 

‘bass “Sern: “accompanist, diéd July. 28. in ‘Lon- : 

a wonderful view and snow crvstal | 

; devorations. . Since it only rains. 
| once or twice during the entire 
summer ‘in Majorca. oufdoor husi- | 

-12-in Spring’! ness. goes along without intertup- ~ fi 
‘tier. Indoor club, during the %3n- 

4 ter—O¢toher. through May... seats 
200 in red- decorated roam. Les 

and Las. Cuevas almost continuous 
Kamenco. 

‘Jn all; there are 15 niteries in - His: brother,’ ‘Don, who. ‘had. con- » 
--dueted:- a band" in. the *summer.: in ‘Milwaukee theatres, died: July . 
_months ‘on Lake: Ontario . cruise. 25 in ‘that ‘city. 
- ships, ‘died last-‘year. In earlier and. ‘two daughters. survive.: 
‘days, he: “was: violinist: ‘ith. ‘Luigi | 
at: the’ Tivoli, Theatre, oe _ 

» Surv ived: by ‘wile and. Son.. 
-. Janet: Manson, 39, actress known; 

His: wife.-two ‘SOmTs: - 

professionally” as‘ Janét Kalionze’s.‘. 
" “haied Aug. 10. in New. York City 

: ome “Palma. and vieity with floor . 
Valentin . Blumberg, 89. ‘yiotin shows. Top hotel dperation is that ! 

teacher. died: Aig; (22 in- New-York.- _of the. Rotonde at the Fenix and; 
‘His: wife. singer - “Olga - Maikapar f[ ‘the outdoor patio: of its neighhor, : 
- Blumberg survives: : the Victoria, with music bs Phil} 

. Phillips Four “and. Dickie Bennett | 
Renedick: Alfred Chute, 9, \fo- | Quartet. both English: conductors of | 

tcreptive 

ert Kennedy's bovk for which 
‘Budd Sehulberg turned im come 
pleted ‘script at the seekend. 

Karly in January, studi topper 
cures “Greatest Story Ever 

Told" -with George Stevens pro. 
ducing and diredting to hit cant- 
eras. No defimtive burpet has 
been ‘set far pie in preparation 
far past year. Car] Sandburg has 

‘heen working with writer Ivan 
Moffitt on script, first draft) of 
which is expected sithin fast- 
night) Although hes doan sas 

coHaborate:. Sandbag 
has written some chalagne “nd a 
few scenes. He will he retaned ag 
advisor when spectacle pets under 

j way. 
ow WILLIAM CULLEN ‘HODGES’ 
William Cullen Hodges:: .85, stage 

and s¢reen:. actor. who. retired: in“ yh 
1950, died July 28 in a rest. home. 

Near. Chardon, , O.: Though. he did: . 
not get inte: ‘show: biz: until’ he was |. 
46 “years . old. “Starting in. tent and .@ 
“road shows, he-became known as.a” 
“Fupporting. “actor ‘with, ‘Tom Mix, 

_H.-B: Warner, ‘Wallace Beery, and. t 
“Mae West. . 

“His final national tour. was in: the ; 
. lite 1930s. With. Mae West-in “Sex.” 

. He’ played, in: such Broadway. shows. 
“Silence”. with ‘Hi: B: * Warner, ; 

“Siraight Through: the ‘Door’: with. 
William .S. Hodge. ‘and, made. films’. 

With’ Tom* Mix and. Wallace and: 
Noah Beery... . wo 

~ He leaxes ng survivors. 

ALBERT STRETCH. 
: ‘pibert T.. Stretch, violinist | and 

former. -conductor: ‘of. the Trenton: 
a ‘Symphony; died Aug. 1 in Trenton, 
N.S; sHe’ was ‘a-'member * of - the 
“Tonner Fritz’. Schale: Orchestra 
which’ was. the core .of. the. Phila-. 

organizer of. 
- phony, which . he 

* first: viglinist.. 
His : wife, - two “sons. 
‘daughter: survive. i 

‘the.’ Trenton . Sym-|- 
he’ also. served | as’ 

and | 

t a sister. surv ive. 

sa 

. Hér’ films include,: “A Double, Life,: 
She also eppeared. on. numerous ty. 

“tn Memory. of: My Dear ‘Pal 

- BILLY: MURRAY 
1958. Aieust W,. 

y wv “MARTINDALE ° 

‘ programs: Her: husband: : “actor - ‘Alani 
Manson;. father, . five! ‘brothers ‘and 

- Samuel, Hartman, 74: at one. lime” 
-assistant. stage’ ‘manager: of the“old:' 
“Castle . Theatre: in. ‘Boston: -Mass., 
-: died - Jiity . 29° in” Brookline. Mass. 
: His: wife; 
--daughter.: .actress-dancer « 
‘Groves, survive. 7 Oh 

“Minerva: ‘Searles, 702 
‘woman, ‘died. Aug.:1 of. 4 stroke. 
In. prop ‘department’ at RKO for. 25| 
years; she worked briefly: at’ “MGM. 
‘Husband,’ sister and. brother. sur- 

: delphia. Symphony and. was an ‘vive: or : . 

Nara. ‘Evelyn Fore’ Olcott, 81; a 
feontralto who sang. with the. MY. 
‘a Philharmonic. Orchestra..and. Kan- 
Lae Cnty. Symphony.» shout: 40 sears. 

_daughter. and" grand- oe 
“Regina, 

“Sets, prop.. 
*. Cpeare, Co:. 

-Melanie ‘Adams to Ronald Como, would not be adverse to handing; 
Aug. 11, South. Bend, Ind. Son. of them ‘over to Jocal indie distribs 

a Hinist with. the Toronto S: snphony, ! i mixed. combos. Bennett is planning j 
died July. 29 | iri that city. ‘Tuo Sis- : 

. ers. survive, - ca 

: Father of. Rue | Canvin,, NY: Her-_ i 
ad Tribune Drama Dept: 

” Joseph P Sangetti, ‘an RKO. the: | Se hwartz, whe rerentiy juined. the’ 

tary. died - July 26. An, Kalamazoo, | 

_ Mich. 

jatre.- -Manager: died July: 3 ins 
‘Brooklyn, : N. Yo: 

{ - Wife. of Roger B Read. adminis. 
‘trative y.p.. of. Taft Broadcasting. 
Co., died July: 27 in Cincinnat. 

‘Dona. Jean: Stewart, 22. film: ‘ace 
tress, was killed in ‘an auto acci- 

j dent July: 31 near Oceanside, Cal. ; 
-——— | onenreen memeronmeme 

- MARRIAGES | 

serre- |" 

In various stages at moment ae 
i“The Comancheros.” ‘aineh fist 

——_———————— : Jensing last week under’ Gyrcetien 
‘of Michael Curtiz for producer 

Sheek Therapy , George Sherman. John Wayne 

! stars with Stuart Whitman and Lin 
>. Continaed’ from page i a | ‘Balin, and producer Henry $f. 

‘. : Weinstein’s “Tender Is the Night.’ 
. Starring Jennifer Jones, »hich has 
“about: {hree more weeks to £0, 
_ Henry King directing, , 

So mith for local 20th fot 

lo hit. US, in late Septensber. 

company... 
With: participation in production 

| companies in both France and Italy, But 
; Metro alco -has : 
‘product. as access to Neg Raiehand Holden Ins OVBIBS 1th 

“201h-F ; AG M rCatevs “Satan Never 
} Fox has often been expected Sleeps.” along with Chften Webb” Ito ‘banch out in this direction.too. 

: though’ prexy. Spyros F. Skouras : 274 France Nien cand Philp 

“has never wanted ta be ide nfified | Dunne ix directing Robsane tae 
_veith non- -Code. ‘product in the U.S.: tncpector.” starring Slephen B -d 

Chances are now remote that: gory, and Dolores Hast 
will move this way. at Jeact for’ Mesowhile producer Frank Me- 

--isome time. what with the empha-is Carthy is working on “The Second 
. Iris. Potter te Barry: MacGregor. | on economy and reorganization evi. Sin. for atach Tvan Goff and 

' Dalwich, Eng.: Aug. 3.: ‘Both. arej dent. at 20th In fact.there are 1e. Ben Roherts are scripting sues 
-ports that 20th. which in last vear pense sarn vibich Wakes place in thesps. he ‘with the: ‘Royal: Shake-- 

‘singer Perry Como-is in. his final | 
yeay at. Notre Dame: bride. was!:. Among such films. that 20th has 

, 1+ *Miss: Elkhart” in state beautyjon hand, but hasn't finalized for 
‘pageants, in 1960. arid 61. 
Marlene. Felton to Peter Herald, 

‘Aug. 4, Duernstein, Austria. Both |“Topaze 
are with row Disney Productions. laambo,” to name. Just a few. 

Alps and England Plata Skouze9 
and Charles. Skouras, Jr. i108 
prepping “Journey of Juices 
Verne." for which director James 
B. Clark has been set. for their 
indie Triton-Raslock compamnic 4. 
David Heilveil, a new indle pro- 

acquired a number of foreign films.. 

“at the right. price.” 

release yet, are Brigitte Bardot’s 
“Only for Love.” Peter . Sellers’! ducer, is working on two pix 4]3 

.” “Austeriitz” and “Sa- | of which indicates frenetic sctisi- 
tty on lot. 



PLAYING - 
REDSTONE DRIVE-INS 

BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA, 
NEW YORK, ROCHESTER 

WASHINGTON 

PLAYING 
9 E.M. LOEW DRIVE-IN 
IN NEW ENGLAND 

6 DRIVE-INS in HOUSTON 
3 WEEKS RIVERSIDE Drive-in, TULSA 

5 DRIVE-INS in BUFFALO 
4 DRIVE-INS in DALLAS 

6 WEEKS EL PASO DRIVE-INS 

PLAYING | 

yo... AND FOLLOW THROUGH wns, ( 8 

‘“‘Decameronic Talés... 
Three sisters-in-law 
start spilling the beans _ 
about their love lives, and, 
thanks to Mr. Bergman’s. wit: 

funny.” - The New. Yorker 
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and tact, the revelations are, 
by turns, harsh, touching: and 
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IN ORBIT 
Venice Hotels’ Bitter Taste of Jan 
As Pic Fete Mob, Tourists Overlap) 

“|OENS DEM DEMAND | Filthy’ French Pix Sparking D.C. Probe 
_ Into Moral Tone of All Film Imports 

Venice, Aug. 22. a= 

r - stiltbooming Venice ‘tourist.- 
‘season’ is .making’ things -hard on: 
"the: -incoming : festivalier, ‘here. to 
“witness : thie, 22d. running : of the] 
Venice film derby.- -Long-feared by |. 
hopeful. hoteliers,: the early ‘sched: a 
tling . of. this ‘year’s . fest, which |." 
started: AUB, 20th (rather than 24-. 
25th, as in~ other - ‘statizas). has 

“caused a jamiup. of: reservations, 
iS especially. on the Lido, ‘where. ‘the 

event is held. - 
“Consequently, ‘some steady guests 

“have had tobe shifted to different: 
have had‘. to|- - hotels, oldtimers. 

:.Make. ‘do. with less ‘satisfactory. “ac- 
“commodations, some. late-comers 
__have had. to scramble for make- 
-- shift: accommodations in vicinity of 
‘the Festival, Palace © and : Excelsior 
“Hotel, . traditional work-play - ‘cen- 
ters of the: fest. 

Situation ‘is. expected’ to, ease in 
“few - ‘days time, ' explain the hotel 
-men,’as hormal: ‘tourist: crowd is .at 
- its. peak . over ‘mid-August: “Italo 
holldays.. Fest . ‘was originally : de-. 
‘signed to ‘prolong .this stay.- by 
‘week: or two, taking off, ‘therefore, 
when’ biz. began to. ebb. 
.. Now, 

_ but ‘which: ‘probably have much. to 
do. with newspaper deadlines, mag- 
- azine closings. and other: organiza- 
_ tional: details -(many - big Italo 
”: weeklies have Sunday night | dead- | 
dines). designed to give fest maxi- 
“Inum -hnews space, event. has been |: 

as. one ‘person | ~ designed so. that,’ 

- (Continued, on page ‘Tar 

Ray Charles Makes History : | 
In Memphis; 1st Integrated. 

~ Show a Social.& BO. Click 
-Memphis, “Aug.” 22: 

“History. Was ‘made in . Memphis 
Sunday. +20) when for the. first time | ‘ 
-an :integrated : audience attended; 
the: ‘all-Negro Ray Charles show . at 
‘the municipaily. owned. and. oper- 
cated city auditorium right down. in| - 
‘the. ‘heart of the segregated south- 

. land; And. what's more sans. “mary: 
one beef or mishap.. _ 

- Negroes = and:: ‘whites: “@ccupied } 
dowtistair. ‘section’ aid: all. box and 
reserved’: sections with . the” first }° 

_ floor nearly . packed evenly with | 
whites and hegroes:”° This was ‘the:' 

: first time, moreover, ‘that..the “for 
- colored only’ banner in. front : of | 
‘the ladies and ‘men’s. rest’ rooms: 
‘was taboo during. . a Performance 

_ at the auditorium. : 
Blind: ‘singing pianist. 

Charles, who: knew he was perform-. 
_ ing ‘before ..an integrated audience 
. in. Memphis -for. the: first. time “in. 
history, :was ‘literally - ‘a show. stop- 
-per with ev ery number.. Show; pro-: 
moted. locally. by Negro. -nightclub | 
owner | Willie’. ‘Mitchell--of Club}? 
“Handy, ‘drew .a. Bross-:of . $4,912 .at | 
$2.50 top. Charles: ‘and his. crew of 
22: moved to Little Rock’ to appear 
at Robinson's Auditorium following 
«this. Memphis stint. 

for undisclosed’ reasons, 

; the - 
Against Pay TV and: chajrman ‘of }- 

BORN TEENAGER 
GETS TEXAS: SHOW 

. San. Antonio, Aug. 22, 

Pt “German teenager from Bonn 
‘will ‘have her awn: hourlong. show. 
at’ 8am. every Sunday on ‘KAPE! 
here’ beginning ‘Sept. : 3:- -She.. is 
-Andrea Schwien, 18. daughter of. a 
German - warrant. ‘officer: stationed ; 
at the ‘Lackland, “Air Fores, Base.) 
tanguage. school. 

-Program:.. “will feature’ “musie | 
which. is: popular’ in Germany to- 
‘day. to: ‘dispel the ‘notion that ‘all 
music of ‘that’ country ‘is: “oom: pah- 
pah.”. “Many. - ‘popular. | recording 
artists | of America have. recorded : 
in| German and’ will be heard on 
the series, 

nouncements ‘for German-speaking, 
groups. and. churches: . 

TOA Exec Knocks 
‘Pay ay-IV as Drain. 

Pittsburgh: Aug, 22, 

“Bails - Harling, - “chairman” ‘of | 
National: “Joint -Committée.” 

the. ‘Anti-Pay. “TV. -committee of | 
TOA, ‘urged: exhibs from Pi'ts- } 
‘burgh, West Virginia. and- Ohio to. . 
fight. for their very existence ina 
“speech here: last . week... ‘Harling | 
‘stressed. the narrow talent pool now. 

| providing’. entertainment for all: | 
existing media. : ‘Harling said it was | 
‘plain nonsense” that - talent is al- 

‘ways available to provide enter-| 

“sible. . 

“He said, ” “They: (pay: ty. propo: 
nents) refuse to. recognize the fact: 
that there is just.one talent’ pool 

. composed of actors, -actresses,. pro-. 
j ducers, . “writers; | - directors” and 

(Continued: ‘on ‘page 62). 

‘Red Army Chorus. Skips | 
U.S; Oni No. America Tour | 

Ottawa, Aug. 22. 

( 

l-deed if a similar arrangement : 
could: have: been. reached between ' 
‘the. Soviet . Union’ and. ‘the. -United 
States’’—but the.” “Red: “Army. 
' Chorus,.: which “performs in unii-* 
form, will visit only” ‘(Canada and. 
Mexico. on its. first:-North American } 
tour.’ -So: Soviet. Ambassador : 
-Amasasp «. “Aroutunian.- said” ‘in’ ‘this. 
-Gapital. ‘last week. ‘The visit is part. 
‘of’ a cultural exchange.- -in- which 

{Continued ‘On page 62), . _ no 

‘ROGKETING 8.0. + Washington, Aug 22 

. 

‘Youngster’ also’. will: ‘make an-. 

On Talent Pool 
“mers whereby she js to.star in two! 

tainment. for every medium: POs 

after. ‘they started shooting. because:. 

mission. to: film “in three different. 

Ray. “ we. “would be.very, happy’ -in-.- 

‘By’ GENE “ARNEEL 

“Certain “film, company. éxecs .. 
‘New York profess they’re bewild-: 
‘ered, if-not pained, with the ques- 
tion, how: high: is. up?” The pained _ Hollywood. Aug. 22. 
“expression. comes when conversa- One of Hollywood's historic land- ! 
en focuses on the. deals entered | Marks, D. W. Griffith's old Fine 
into with such star names. as Eliza- | Arts. Studios where he filmed “In- 
i beth: Taylor and Frank*Sinatra. tolerance,” is to be razed for the‘ 
' - Company presidents and manage: | now-projeeted construction of a 
-nient . board’ | members- are not: ; supermarket. 
‘among: the unhappy’ ones.:. ‘They Columbia’ Pictures, which has 
perhaps ‘are not too. ‘keén ‘on the owned the studio erected around 
terms demanded by the agents but} 11913 and operated it under the tag 
nonetheless they ‘are the: people: ‘ of its Sunset Studios, has sold prop. 
who.approve the. star pacts. And. erty ‘to’ Appea Development Co 
obviously it would ‘be unwise of ; ‘and Larry Slaten for $900,000 
them.to express trepidations about : ‘Proviso in deal ‘provides that Cal 
‘deals.’ ‘which. ‘they, . themselves, . ‘ean continue occupying studio un-. 
okayed. tii Jan. 15, 1962... i 

.Cavise far concern among depart... Sale reps.a “substantial profit to’ 
‘ment héads .other | than the chief company, ” according to Col. Half 
execs and ‘directors,, particularly ; of. the “property, comprising 2.88 
those involved in. sales-distribution : acres, was acquired in-August, 1943, . 
‘and ad-publicity:.is the fact-that as . and remainder in nainder in April 19! il 1955. 
a picture's budget and: or outside | 

pre called unde to sue that the es F iorello’ Authors 
‘Underwrote Loss: 
For Summer Run ; 

{office gross goes. ‘up -and up com- 
mensur ately. It.can be a struggle. | 

’ The. Elizabeth Taylor and Frank 
4 Sinatra’ names -got the spotlight in 
this week's. intratrade chit-chat as |. 
'word ‘got .around ‘about’ their new 

, The ‘authors: of “Fiorello” have | 
come to the rescue of the Broad- - 

iway .production. Backers of the | 
| musical -were. notified by the man- | 
‘agement: earlier this month that ; 
‘tthe authors; in. what is believed to 

compensation- demanded’ status. It: 
allegedly. ‘tops. ‘everything. hereto-_ 

}+be an unprecedented arrangement, 
had agreed:to absorb out of future 
royalties sone of | the: operating 

‘Tntegrated! Pic 
Adds 306 to Cost. summer. This. the. backers 

“were. informed, “made it possible i. 
ifor’ us to-keep. the show open.” . 

Hollywood, Aug. 22. '- The situation stems from the: 
“School board opposition .to the beating taken by the musical duy- : 

‘theme .of segregation added ap- ing July, when $11.204 was ‘dropped ° 
‘ proximately $30.000 ‘to.the cost of “on four consecutive losing weeks { 
‘The .Intruder’,”. sez produter-‘ {rom July 3-29. The authors, in j 
director ‘Roger Corman... He. had ‘ addition: te- agreeing to make up | 
set cooperation with the Chamber.: for’ part of . the operating losses, 
of. Commerce in Charleston, ’ “Mo., ave waived rovalties on losing: 
prior to. locationing. in that area for ;- 

ythree weeks, but. was thwarted ! 

{OLD GRIFFITH STUDIO 
‘SOLD FOR SUPERMARKET: | 

(" 

{ 

q 

Miss Taylor has a deal with War- 

‘pictures of. the. four ‘which’ her 

‘(Continued On page 18) 

(Continued on ‘page, 62) 
—) —— i ee: 

Mt. Bs $ Fontainebleau 
~ Mulls ‘Pvt, Club’. Plan 

Miami Beach,. Aug. 22: 
‘The deluxe Fontainebleau Hotel _ 

here’ is stud\ing a plan to trans- 
form the inn. into a private club, 
which would exclude all hut mem- 
bers and their guests. The new ay~ 

by the police’ after two days of - peal. to “exclusivity” is based. ‘on . 
: filming, . he. stated. - With. only 4wo O-'the. invasion - ‘of the gawkers, 

shots left.: one of: integrated chil-. Today's . -theory in: resort hotel 

dren walking into'the building ana "operation in. Miami Beach is. to 
another: of the overall school itself, : -either ‘run the: spot for an exelu- i 

he was able to fake the:first.in a: sive few or c¢ater-to conventions 
‘park area ‘but. was thrown out’ and mass trade. It's regarded as 
when he’ allowed Negro, actors to, difficult bit. to fill the Hotel's . 

(Continued on page: 62)" . (Continued on page 54) 

erry 

“two. ‘members : of ‘the local school . 
|.board: objected to use of whites: 
and Negroes together. in.the film.” 
-Producer said he was given per | 

‘integrated. schools but “each. time it: 
“Was: revoked. when: he was: ready. : 
‘He. finally made -a ‘deal with. a- 
smaller ‘segregated school for $100 - 
for. three days,-but ‘was chased out 

i 

- foreign 

?af “Smoke” 

Looning this fall is the threat of 
& probe into imports of “lewd” 
foreign films destined for regular 
theatrical exhibition in this coun- 

tt was learned that Capitol Hill's 
‘leading Jady smut-hunter plans 
hearings following ‘Congressional 
cadjournment into distribution of 
Communist literature via the maz, 
domestic and international, A 
‘House Post OF!ice subeamanuttea | 
source informed Variriy — that 
Chairman Kathryn Gtanat-an 
'TsPas. who's currently burned up 
over the alleged low moral tone of 

‘particuianls French pies 
uct, will also seek to ferret out 
loopholes thraiugh whieh “fru 
foreign pix enter this countis fo 
degrade our mual values 9 Tia 
foreign film phase of the probe. wv 
cording to the suurce, will be ine 
cidental fo the main seatceh for Ref 

; propaganda -channe?s ff abuses 
or neglect by postal authorities ara 
uncovered in this connection, Rep, 
Granahan can be sure to~ seek 
remedial steps. She said 

“Bet there be ne wistake about 
ft. my subcommittee intends ty 
prosecute its campaign agsinst 
obsceniv and pornugraphy ana 
renewed vigor.” 

The possthle ney investigation 
was learned of as the Congres. 
woman sounded the «clurion foi a 
ae ial Movie Moraisty Code” to 
plug the dike apairs! the “us. 4 
sion” of sex-laden overseas pix, 
The call was directed especiaily -to 

(Continued on page 33> 
oe alee eee ee + 

Catholic Legion Plugs 
‘Summer & Smoke’ Pic As 
‘Model’ Fare for Adults 

‘At the suggestion of the Lega ana 
(of Decency, the film adaptation of 
a. Tennessed Wilhaus poay wal oe 

ishown to members of the Jnterna- 
onal Federation «f | Cathealie 
Alumnae. And for a ieason that 

bas special sagnificance in he she 
of the current spate. of “mature 
,Preduct coming fien. both Hally- 
Wood and overseas 

Film as Halo Walhi< production 
of “Summer and Smake Mein: 
bers of Une Catho. Women’s 

group as see it Frigas -25+ mite 
at the RRO Palace tu f aneinimats 
the special screening vest part of 

: the agenda for the outf''y anniadd 
comention ii the 0 

“Mook 

Source «ince fo the situation 
bald the idea beicnd tie selector 

is to demeon-‘rate hia 

ea ges thes 

“a motion piuture «can be pre- 
‘sented for adult audsenres wath 
taste and integrity’ [ae Walhe 
pie thus is a ‘mode! that the 
Legion wuld like to see followed 
by other pioducers 

Legion itself gave the pieture an 
A-3  rating--meaning okay for 
immature audiences. 
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6-Day Bike Race, Back After 22 Years, | - 
Recalls Prohibition’s Razzle-Dazzle | Modern Sets, Sex, | Proves Big s Draw 7 
bh HAROLD CONRAD + — By HAZEL. GUILD. - (Bayreuth Fest, the | festival this 

; : ; . rete ! wre ge. Lt year is. proof’ of: Europe’: booming - 
gh Srandde@ay Of the ce ite The Diverting Touch . Bay reuth,. Aug: “15. ‘economy... ‘When. ‘the Fest: got - ans. 

thee os Conny bark te Go ee _A new kind of pilgrim-is making gGerway for its first’: postwar |. ré=": tea Udecnational Sax be: Binet ‘In citculation is ‘that | In- 
Se enn ene ae if) New} Flight Motion Pictures, which 
} vykes OT oy bene tt as, stions,| Services the airliners with 
ua ee idn wan a tiarden film product for screening. . 
cot re Fo ede oe fheatens vi ahile on the: hop, May now 

SOph fe aller fe ee pans. provide extra’ prints dubbed in 
4 spectatie, the Mad Weirl alwats Spanish. 
- thegs te: hegge ottge st SreUs. * t 

ane oe pratane Eran -_ daw. pit Just in case a flight. Jyappens 
hen’ ret ae | an a‘ so x 4 _ x 1 

mu vith all the goodie. but there to o be Backed. te to ee 
vas no fan more deteit tian the = ' 

Six Dat brhe fan. And ot these h 
yeaiets, no one Was more religious Logan Rates KI Khrushe ey . 
tonne hoy folks : 

Perhaps if was the late feurs or Above Kennedy But Strictly! t . 
sacred the bisarre ides of a bum Y, WM. ZECKEN DORF, Jr. 

ef cess coptinious’s ridins eround On Their Thesping Merits: President ‘of Freedumland,: New ; 
& sooder saucer tor sy dass and | York, bays: 7 | 

Seven nigvnts. but when thal gun. Montrealt Aug.22. 1° phe vast number Of. emhusisetic 
vent off for those 2 a: pe iat 4 Joshua Logan. in Montreal for ANIA ae ae ne eae fa . 

yeu see pre «deen be inues r preem of his film, “Fanny,” ! cheer IKA set. oo 

oe wee around. the Garden ‘han last Friday (18, turned froni, the , TIMI: HIGH AT TENDANCE REC. | ai ~The festival ‘crowd: ne year is 

; world of the cinema to discuss on, ORD For Fréedumiand . attendance a much younger. group of musical - 
youd find at an Equity comte ition o  surel ; litical level the {figures fatulaus.. ithricded ‘by "his {Festival at. ‘this - tittle. ouit-6 E-the: | i pilgrims. ‘And. the sole . strange 

theatrieal possibilities : of © such wonderful petformabee,, exelting and - ‘Way Bavarian - Village. - . 4note, "as. ‘contrasted swith the: Jast’ 

7 lene lengthy trek this year to st in. 1951, -the vistors ‘.were. 
i tend . the bard Richard Wagner an older ergwd of. genuine ‘musie 

. oo. overs, unfashionably | dressed: mids 
‘dle-agers mainly German,” ‘who 

‘. Bayreuth 1961. festiviad pre: “had dragged’ their: out-of-date ‘eve- 
_. seritation of Richard. Wagner. |ning. clothés out-of the mothballs. 
- music drama: 1iew production,-| The visitors to. the Fest this year. . 

9 aes ane 

‘ -apallitsch; choreography, -Mau- -Jout:a mink: -coat tends to be more 
rice. Bejart; choirs, Wilhelm toutstanding | than, the.- girl. who. 
Pitz; starring Grace Bumbry, shows up:in ‘her ordinary fur trap- . 
Victoria. de Los Angeles, Wolf. -.+pings..” Sleek - everiing : dresses.: by. 
gang Windgassen,'. Dietrich. 
-Wischer-Diéskau, Josef Grein- lout .against. the” greenery. of., the 
dl. Running --time: 5 hours. 'estival, parks.~ “The. men,.-too, 
(with 2. one-hour: intexmiss ‘fhave ditched the. outnicded tails - 
sions). $17 top.. At thé. Fest-- |worn-a decade ago, and turn up ins” 
spielhaus, Bayreuth, Oe . | extremely calorful evening: garb: 

To name just a fev do-n the 
yews. Enrico Caruso, John Bariv- wate, = wde- Chr yy [memorable.” ||: _: And the skili with: "which the. couple of ‘years, is the nearly total. 
more, Al Jolson, Eddie (Can‘or Pe ae poets dy. Churchill. | erantsons of Richard Wagner, the .Jack of: Americans. But in the new-- 
Vicicer Moore, Jimi Durante, The Lovan: ween OS brothers’ Wieland and.. Wolfgang ‘ly ich economy of: Europe. -all the 
Lurts) Walter Huston, Bull Geex- ‘ nr - ; , ‘ President Kennedy): “Not ‘Golde Gl bes Wagner, have. combined. pressagen- | . _ (Continued on: page 62). 
ton, loe Cook and Boh Hope were enouch of a ham. Even when.he is Il 0 S. itry, sex appeal, startling modern: + 

‘Continued on pase £2: really; angry, the whole perform- staging and fine lighting with the. 3 
ialliemenalinetiame wnce has a New England reserve. world’s finest voives to eriliven ‘the ! ence as, Eyeing Natl TV. word's Finest wokces to entiyen me Seek Change in Code Tabu: 

bf 
| Premier Khrushchev: “The best ireason that. thé musie-loving. and |. 

War hers F reedomland ‘xctor in the world today. Brando . Hollywood: Aug. 22. ' limetight-loving travelers from. all On Lesbianism to. Assure 

. ‘ , 7 Seal for ‘Children’ s Hour’ a 1p- . roulda't hold. a candle to him.” | he Awa ds over the world make the siffieul Talent Tie-In Prelude Premner Castro: "Fabulous ac-' Though Golden Globe “Awards 15 to this remote town. - 
. Hollywood, Aug. 22. 

Attempts are being’ made by 

+. ‘tor.” of Hollywood Foreign Press ASSO- ; To a visitor, who. has: seen. the 
To Possible Buy-In?. President de Gaulle: “Puts on a ciafion aren't slated till Mareh | - : —— 

Harold Mirisch, . prexy ‘of’ The 
Mirisch-Co., ‘and’ producer-director 
William Wy ‘ler to have the. MPAA 

The Zeehendorfs’ couter-stens great show. He might even be 1962, there js. interest in'a possible! ‘A L fac 
vath Wainer Bros faraceec: fie able to steal a few scenes from network, of television program for’ lan erner’ $s. Pre ‘ce 

| Production. Code: changed:on. the 

inven hia and tv perso: ives cith Khrushchev.” \ . 
Fr ee ‘dowland, the he ery play. Churchill: “The only man alive next year. So far. Golden Globe | To Published ‘Camelot’. . 

! subject: of- lesbianism so‘ that their 
Noteworthy To Show Biz: picture, “The Children’ s. Hour,” 

praund has given rise toy posible today who could take’the spotlight , Awards. have been televised in- last | 

;. based. on. . Lillian. Hellman: -play,: 

Coal for the film stidio ta bus from Khrushchev. Even at his age ‘couple of years BY local KTTY sta- 
me the Webb & Knapp 4Zecken- he could do it.” tion, with some syndication-taped.: 1 
orf: operation Im actuality. at: —_—_ Vit's . understood . that if ational; ‘Published edition of. current! “may: be: released thfouigh United 
act for the moment. personalities E hib A D Vj ’ “petwark Borne tor idea, tlh, ‘prob- ' ‘Broadway musical, “Camelot, ” with | ‘Artists: with “a ‘seal... 

Vike Conhie Stevens and Derothy ably be a liye show. . ... {book and lyrics by Alan Jay Ler- ‘Move’ was: predicat d, accordin 
Frovine and others vith specific , XA pes DOICe ita “Golden: Globe © Awards also. at- | ner, and music hy Frederick Loewe | 5, to pair, ‘on’ Tat that’ ‘they had: been: 
repeal to the vounver set care; Qe 4 - yay tract the stars.’ as producers ‘be-'! (Random ‘House; $3.50), contains. 4 hat ] 

femme discussed for persang Stunt for Monkey Starrer © me. increasing!) ‘aware of - big ‘an unusual short preface. by Ler-! aaened. : seal neir. ory tere ee 
Freeceniland vith is emrente; Minneapolis, Aug. 22. pgreentage of coin coming through’ ' ner. ' ‘Indicating .a . recent: trend. ; the Code. clianged, ” and Mirisch is- 

eueceesfal name bane nod secord When “La Dolce Vita” » Astor) . foreign countries, for which metn- ‘ toward” bitter preface -by succéss-° . trying’ to do just. that. ‘Codé as it “ 

personality polices. has kecome an opened at hiss Academy theatre bers write. ‘ful dramatists who. complain of: | sow. stands, does. not permit of pix. _ 
tportant talent buser With last fGur weeks ago. exhib.tor Ted In addition to tiie usual ty pe of -tryout tampering: with their prod-j 
medi t's, “Tires, show, for eainple, . Mann imported Mario di, Vecchi, aw “ards: for best acting” perform: , wet. Lérner ‘salutes’ cast: “‘profes- | 

the Brouy entertamvent fas gut US. distributor of the film, to” ances, best pictures. etc.. the, Hol-.sionalism” that rescued “Camelot.” “| to “deliver Subject’ of “Children‘s . 
treught in Exdie Goree & Steve represent producer Federico Fel- jywood. ‘Foreign Press Association’ During days - of disaster that Hour,” ” which. ‘he < originally~ di-. 
Lawrence a8 a change of pace from ai at the local preem. Pressagent’ presents three u unique awards each | dogged- its advance to. Broadway. } rected, for ‘Samuel... Goldwyn in 
tends Hke Benny Goodeen Count | Phil Jason staged a gala reception’ vear:-to the. picture. best, fostering ‘Author. recalls’ his own. hospitali- |. 1936 under title of “These Three, ". 
Faue. dimmy Dorses oud disk for di Vecchi at the Minneapolis "international understanding, and to ‘zation during the musical's Toronto: in. the best. possible taste. 
rames such as’ Panl inka. Sarah airport, similar: tothe welcome : ‘the world film fayorites—male and test period: he mentions the heart | “We -never’ have. ‘attempted to 

; which deal with lesbianism. . 
Wyler says’ he ‘has been careful: : 

Vaughan, others, ae cived: hy Anita Ekberg in the - i female-<as determined | Pa news- | attack suffered at that ifinie by |:make :a dirty. film,’ he .asserted.. . 
Talk persists, despite denials. papers .all over the world through ' director Moss Hart; and. draws at-|“‘Nor.do we even. want youngsters — 

thet Warner Bros. is best appre, Last week exhib Harold Field, polls. and” editors’, Selections. ;tention to serious exhaustion suf-; ta see. this film.. We plan ‘to do: 
Gative of what the ABC-TV hookup a longtime rival of Mann's, th an | | 

stunt with an 
qued the “La D alve jfered by Loewe. because of previ-,j everything | Possible to. keep” them”. - 

aig for Disneyland ind Anaseim. oes ap nats ; + ; ous cardiac assaults. Adrian, pro-; away, "even tell .them ‘we. don't: 
Catooand. more than medentally, hall ‘al cele bration of es own ‘Spade Cooley Convicted | duction’s costume designer, died :-want your money if you're tinder ..-. 
What ABC-TV's vidpix proeraen- § Gre i Cad) at the Uptown re. . [during . the show's preparatory | 16. Frankly, | they wouldn’t ‘enjoy: :.-- 
rth at at the ue hark MU-:  rleld had a limousine waiting |’ Of Murder: in Ist Degree. Period. And | WS ee eh ta peratures courant understand. “it. 
Cites. esd TH arner Bras Dope at the airport for the monkey ‘and ony Dequette ¥ ile, | an wou e au or .tnem 

Is that the enterprisa.g WEB irae 
hecp a weather eye on Freecor- 

Donnel :Spade+ ‘Cooley, hillbilly 
fiddler and onetime. pix standin 

-author of the novel, “The Once and]: Mirisch had been confident: of ‘a.- 
presented it with the key to Como Future King,” from. which “Came-| séal. since the’ outset: ofthe film, 
: Park zoo. A “suite” was reserved | 

Jang. tor a possible co-eunenap gop it at an animal hospital. Cr ‘itter (fOr -Roy. Rodeers. was: convicted ilot’ stems, seemed hale. and. hearty. Basing his: opinion: strictly on. the: 
‘sas passed off as the monkey *s | last ‘week. of first degree murder | in those dark days.- ” manner. in. which Wyler ‘was’ han- - 

Lerner recalis rumors ‘of | press. | dling” the’ subject. matter. Both ‘he: 
public and show biz’ gossips that: [ and Wy ‘ler had also: tried to argue , 

plagued the.” production... i es ‘the. film dealt. with ‘malicious. 

(Continued. an. page 62) 

potential, after it observes what. 
and bow some of the WB Starlets ; | in the death of his. wife last April 
GO i their persenais. sitter on ‘he full lenwth cartoon I3 in their Willow. Springs, Calif., | 

AN this Is primed for the 1962: who was reported to be “too busy # ;home. Conviction took place” in. 
f¢<0n ito appear.’ , Superior Court, Bakersfield, Calif. 

; The 50-year-old: Cooley. had suf- | 
fered a heart. ailment that: had} 
“twice delayed his. month-long. trial. 

 (Continued-on page 62) |. 

i . , | He was found guilty of beating to [Il 
: . ‘death his 37-year-old wife, Ella 

J; Mae, violinist with his band: when’ : ’ 
. .. JJ. it was in its heyday on tv. . We Trade Mark: Registered ° ; 
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He's been here: fnore. than year “Wotume : gs od ae a ber 13" 
To Perens eveve.cseerecerves wos erersaeeerevesocede. woseces on. George Stevens’ “Greatest. Story Volume : 228 — —_ : a : “Nam 

| (lease Print Name) Ever Told” at 20th-Fox. During Te os 
i. |that time he’s: only found one. IN D EX 
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are. being made available: to ex- 
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B15, s year. "$20 Yoreign. 

staged. by Wieland ‘Wagner, "fare. so. ultra-chie- and’ fashionable. ~. 
-. conducted ‘by, Wolfgaig Sa-:. |that the? woman who ‘comes with-: 

Germany's. :- top. : couturierg ‘stand © 



oF .. Fox distribution. in. that country. : 

os dueétion. project by the American:} 

“L Jast. Friday (18: with .issuance: of: 

.-. Delaware, but the C:.of E.- move |: 

GS properties. uf: any) ‘are: being con-.}. 

“.' amount released frorn escrow (after. 

a Street. 

Lo 8Smo.’ used, ina symbolic. sense 

ue come . in -confact: ' 

“. rectéd ..bv 

Ry ‘on seresnplay. 

“Hollywood, ‘Aug. 22. 
from’ pre-1956 grosses, “Theatre. biz. in’ “Australia: $5. “down. 4077 . 

““aecording’ to. Ernest ‘Turnbull; Managing: director of Hoyts. Thea-. 
"or tes” 189) huuses, - and ¢hairthan and managing. director for .20th- 

Drop..is-due to tv inroads. . ~ 
‘Ordin ary” and: conventional . pictures. are: taking - a beating... the 

- death of a-dog.” he said.: “However, I- feel we ‘have touched rock: - 
"bottom." - He. added,: pix. elreuit: used’ to get by; with. before. ty. are 
now’. “dead: ducks." <7) 

a -Here on his’ reg iular ‘biennial ‘visit: “Tur nbull’ ‘deélared: there's’ no 
thought of. 20th - “UW hich; has controlling ‘interest ‘in Hoyts‘ selling. 

~~ Ouk ‘s 
Oe “Foday: fow:. _35inm | pix do: well, 
'‘Raming ‘such as! “athe -Apartment” as ° ‘exceptions, os . 

‘It's © pix” with ‘special ” “gimmicks’! -as.-Todd-AQ; 70mm. and: ‘Cia-: ' 
erama ‘that are lifesavers,.in: his opinion He. calls them: paradoxes, . :, “thebestof the year. 

“naming “Can -Can”-in its 60th week in: Sydney, “South :Pacie" in yy good part.of the trouble: stems ; 
base: week: 1, Syaney” and: 130th. week. in Melbourne: on, ‘twe-a “day. from Uhé fact that: there has. been ! 
> basis.” © : 

oNothing. ike this’ ‘has liappened. in. tha ‘business. ‘and country. 
. The -pedple . are’ -bewildéred “by the’ enormous screens. It’s like 
“audience: ‘participation, with the: perfor mers on. stage before them, 
“Patrons come - again. and again’.to.see the” films: “The experience - 

-The - boxoffice ‘for ° - theatrical 
‘films has: béen substantially short | 

haps” fortunately. it has been a jolt 
to ‘cinematic officialdom. Promi- | 
| nently -plaved execs say ‘that - at 

naa \least | they know. the reasons for 
Australian. ‘exeo “eomimentted, “| faulty ‘Feturns. in: a ‘period—dJuly 

"ous'10 years: had- been” just about 

motion” picture. 
‘factors, of. course, | 

: : There. has been a. groundssell | 
‘| against “$CX pictures ‘and. this - is 

There ar e. other : 

fOr. a country: with 2,000, 00 "people: ‘is: Short, of, phenominal, . he -: (hurting. . As one - film: company: 
observed.” . s . ‘| ¥icepresident = put~ it,. the: pubtic 

. Pix hike. ‘Ben’ SHur’ ‘and. “Ten Coinriandments* have had, Tong ‘has: ‘cone to: rebel against - “prod- 

fe “uct that: is: over sexed: and: has noth- 
| ing. more." “This. As. termed. “sick 

SUX 

4 engagements, as have. Cinerama travelogues. ~-" 
“He Tooks ‘to: MGM -Cinérama attractions, “How: ‘the’ West . Was . 
‘Wont. ; and “Brothers Grimm.” “as. renaissance’ for: Cinerama,” tie 

_ move from: travelogues to. story pix. likened tc Shorts and features Sy 
“ta. naiucel radical “development. ar fy Pe 

, Hoyts has Cin¢rcina. in- Melbourne:. and: “Sydney Tarnbult -will- : 
dusens 3s furluer intialiations and books: with general, sales man-. -[- 
ager’ Bernie’ kr ‘anze in: New ‘York. In two. weeks .He-will first make. ’ 

~. trip te Denver to inspect. Cooper: Foundation Cinerama installation. 
we ¥rom. Gtham: he aud wife head for -London,. thea back:-to-: Sydney. - 

entation | ‘visa: vis. ,, Public atti- ‘ACE loc, Wih 300000 Banko, | S22 
Set to Prod—But Who, When, What?) ino 

teu 
tam. See: a ‘pickup’ with tlie 

“Trade in-the-kitowers | are ‘asking += 

* Hollywood Bock Buys: 

fall lineup: -of film .productivns. 
. Interestingly, New. York 

7 - ¥aow what?” as reaction. to -over- we 
. -the-weekend firming of its  pro- [ 

. Hollywood, Aug. 22." } 
“United Artists has”. bought. the |: 

Te Tinies-man - ‘Bosley ¢ rowther, 

Girl'‘on: the Boat” yarn by P. G.|. 

The: -driveins, for example. cater; 
largely ‘to: family, units. 

a 

See Pickup i in Fall. 
. “Summer slugs sixhness. at the 
on “hoxoffice is no cause.for panic. © 
"ac cording: to interpretations of. 

the. state of product:and pres- © 

“Congress of _Exhibitors.. Création |” 
* of ACE Films‘Inc. became: official |: 

corporate -charter by the: ‘State of 

” tinting: plans for investnient: ‘in. -sidered; 133; how’ soofi .can. “exhibs |. > fnew theatres. « 
vexpéct the: first. ‘picture? 

; -Aecording — te industryites; mat: | 
ters are. Just. too: nebulous at this 
stage-for: ‘anyone ‘to hazard. conjec-|” 

, ture, . 
.”. First ‘order. of. business plainly: ‘is. 7 
“to: muster additional cash.. The 
new production: banner’ purports |: 
to have more than: $3,000, 000—the | 

‘girl ‘dates ‘and men ‘and \ women: se 
:parately. make’ up-only a:-part of.. 
the. audience. : Productions dealing 

" comes from. pressagents, in his 
Sunday (207 piece dida run- 

”* begs. “more. ‘questions . than it an-- has. bought film rights to.“I_ Mar- |- -months, ree 
swers, : “| ried ‘a Psychiatrist’ _ by: -Louise}. © “Loew's, RKO: and other such 

A Goof: Levine! L. The © public . has gotten - mise! 
. “| to < the-. .parier - mache” spectacles | 

- corporate: certification. - Insiders, | "Hollywood: ‘Aug. 22. 

Oho. pushover for clouded crys- 
tal-ballism: of .. the type: that 

dow on the potential autumn. 
. a luded' “we can. all 
Wodehouse. No producer. assigned Va ues, conc . Joseph. 'M. Schenck ‘Enterprises Took - foward to some good..en- 

-tertainment in the next several 

oo Big question marks are: Gy who Pfister, - arid’ to The - Sands’ of} . » 
“y “will. topkick new outfit; (2) what Kalahari, Willan Mulvinitt: ‘novel. _Impresarios apparently share 

' he 0.. V for IC With. sex. for’ the: Sake ‘of:sex. are! 
-_ :! Tosing ° the: mom-dad-and- the- kids ; 

clientele. 
Other. adverse: items— 

. ; from Italy and ‘other. foreign ‘ports: 
however, downgrade. ‘that : figure;:] ® - Joe - Lévine, on’ a™ four-day trip | 
‘but in-any case-ACE is. beating ‘the*! here. Tast w eek, disclosed: ae 

: bushes for. exhib. investors. before} Aye Embassy. Pictures is’ dicker- 
‘pitching .to the “public. ‘via. Walling acquisition of..a dozen more 

two. extensions’ ‘Jast® Friday’. upon }.. 

a (Continued on d :on page 165 

Sol Siegel S Sketches Actual ‘financial kitty, plus story | properties, “but: ‘titles © are. 
. Continued. on page 18): | Secret pending pact signatures; - 
= "42+. It ‘was ‘a mistake . ceding | MS Formula: Younger. 

“Godzilla” ~ feature :. .to: .. General |: 

~ Stars. Plus Vet Execs. : 
‘Hollywood, Aus. 22. 

a While H'wood Goes. Global, 
‘Ttalo Prods. Find It Only. 
Right Spot for ‘Smog’ Film; 

on Holly wood. Aug-. 22° 
* For: Hollywood producers, Toads. 

“ Jead to- Rome; London; Tokyo, Hong }. 
Kong.-and’ whai-have. you, ‘but: tor 
ltalian: producers: tie. road. is. de- 
ginning ‘to lead 10 . . Hollywood, 

Felevision | for: $50, 000,.” and’ that}|" 
he: won't. ‘dump any’. ‘more. ‘pix .on-|* 

if ty until- he’ satisfied. the: ‘theatric al}. 
reissue - “market: has - _been oR 
hausted: CUE, vif Ahere.-ean bea “forintla’—is 
43 There's -a ‘growth ‘nationally | i “old: hands. plits young faces”. Sot: 

| dif’ so-taited . “specialty” ‘theatres— ‘Siegel, batk at his: desk following | 

sinaliseaters, ‘trading: ‘somewhere 
" (Continued, on: page. 18) 

THINK THEY CAN WRITE 

{ the. Bounty,” also. frankly: ishes.: 
tthat some. of. Metro's: brieht sonng. 
| faces were. just “a little ‘bit older? 
+ fo help {takeover the Marring roles: 
held ‘down by the dozen-or-so slars 

--.> Htahan film - company; ‘S.P.LC., 2 oo “6 ; : 
fs locationnitz: here for. its feature, | - OBSCENE DEFINITION ji whos he frankly admits, a a 

Port Arthur,. Tex. Aup. 22. 
- City commission is.- planning. ‘an-. 

other -attempt.to set up :a censor. 
board for the controt of the sale of 
‘publications: and: showing. of .mo-. 

. | Versely, ‘always-on the’ prowl! for. 
young talent. to help fill the thinned. ; 
ranks :of top exces... He has -reas- 
‘sembled -part of the: oid Buard at: 

Tather. than an atmospheric sense," 
it’s ‘said’: and will spend . two | 
months: Shooting. in. 80 locations. 

» inthe -E.A.;- Hollywood, Pasadena | 
» and beach area-. ‘Dialog will be: in: 

_ Italian exéept- for. "English spoken /tton Pictures. local\-ruled. “ob-; ternak, Pan Berman, John. House- 

"py Americans with whom. pic's one | Scene.”-.The commission appointed } mam and” Lawrence Weingarten, ' -Fieneh and two, Atala an rinewpals | censor. hoard last year: after the. They’ re vet M-G. producers ‘” 

os showing of a-nudist film at.adown- | 

-..Freneh’ ‘actress ‘Annie « Girardot:j 
; ‘and: talian * ~Enrico.. Salerno ‘and |. 
. Renato. “Satvatori’. ‘Star in film .di- 
. Franco.. Rossi, whose ! 
"Italian - ‘pix, have’ wen. Venice’ and | 

‘Locarno’ ‘fesiisal awards: |-Rossi: 1 

was ‘not empowered. to. name: such’ a. 
‘board. ° ; | himself; but: to -find: the: manpower 

 The- chief: ‘stiimbling block’ ‘to! ‘to take'an more of the execution Of. 
the. earlier: movement, city. officials ' some. of: the ‘big: plans:. 
said; was the determination of what: épics on the plotting heard -a ta 

- came here three: meriths ‘ago ‘with constituted “obscenity.” | =| “King. of ‘Kings: " “Four Horsemen” 

:) ‘three’ Ttalian; > erinters:: to. absorb |: A. new -ordinatice’- being: drafted ° “tout this year),.“Mutiny” and “Haw- 
: ‘Focal. atmoan! rere” “before. collabing. | ‘by: ‘the’ city’s -legail ' ‘department | is’. the: “West ‘Was’ Won” . ‘out next- 

oo! ‘i aimed - at providing some: criteria | summer', “but: Siegel Says they | 
-* Pie is. first Enrropean.. ‘production: for’ the. censorship. board to.make|-w6n't be started until some. of: the ‘ 
eter to “shoot .the,. major... portion |decisions. ‘It defines obscenity as | revenue... starts coming in= fron, 
‘efits. footaze: here. - -No ‘studio in- whether “the. ‘dominant theme: of: these epics 
feriors wilk he made jin’ Hollywood. | the’ material taken as‘a-whole ap-| 
and onivea. prol +3 and epilog: filmed -peals . to. ‘prurient. interests of. the’ ‘yazing. ‘of the’ 20th-Fox backlot, 
at |; Studies . pe Pome -sfter. comple: average ‘persoti, applying contem-: Bivert revealed he had ‘told Metro's 
tion OL: “Ant 2TH a0. ‘work: » porary: commurrity Btandards. rod (Continued on. age” 16) 

The: bow- i 

4 

4 share, on one of its outside invest- 
front inthe first half of the cur- 

dy went Par's 

~ the optimism with their con- 

‘2. The'public is wise to the over- | 

Metra’ s. for mula for ifs-snccess-= ¢: 

the ‘Tahiti sojourn for."Mutiny. on: 

Metro: Arthur .Freed,: Joseph -Pas- ' 

-Siegel, in. his fourth. year under a 
htown theatre. ‘then, learned that: it} a seven-year pact, says. he is not i: 

! Tooking’ ta take on. added chores é. 

‘There are. 

. Noting the current news on the. 

9 

LG BALKS. {Thinks US. Primed To Accept 
7 Dring of Imports, But Sochin 

tt Sik set Accents Theatres’ Responsibility 
\uf, expectations - of -Jate - and, per-.; + The American publis 12 already 

| 

"Disney $ Dime Divey- 
Hollywood, Aug 22. 

Pane -Disney: - Productions has’ 
[and August—which. oyer.the previ- deciared:a quarterly cash. dividend parable Amerie 

of 10¢ per shars on company stock 
' Melon.is pavible Oct. 1 tu share- 
holders of reco: ‘d Sept, 15. 

"Ja eheapening, of the image. of the : 

‘Par Picks Up 
‘| 4296 Profit On 
| Outside Deal 

-Paramount,. which has been. do- 
ing ail right on the. financial front. 
picked up an. extra profit, of $422 - 
nad equal to-2he per Par common 

vent: vear Company stitem: nat 

~tmentioned the’ extra tem but dids: 
Teive details” 

However, insiders dix Aysed that 
the filny company. sold. aif part ait 
yi 

. ! Camera. and .now holds -about 12 
block Of Stock. Fasechild 

at: the Fairchild | issue The marlet 
presented the: opportiity far seh 

Anp pofit-taking and Par. Jeonseqrentls 
| intoaded partially, 

Ownership. | ‘of. Faiteliht stock 
Ss Way whe. DuMost Pah- 

| oratories -was absorbed by Far: 
child: The DuMont seeurities wlick 

‘|had heen. held bv “Par were con: 
‘Iverted to Fairchild’ 

hi. addition. to this investment 
profit: Par for the six months ended 
July: 1 had estimated consolidated 
earnings of $4.420 990. or $2.62 per 
share. “Correspondins period © in 
1960) brought-a net of $3 732 000, o1 

— 1$2.23 per share. 
“Meanwhile the” Par baurd de. 

‘elared ‘the, regular -quartenly: dive 
edend. of 50¢ per common ‘share: 

ble Sept. 22. te holders 9! 
rerord ‘Sept. 5 

| a ee ee ree 

EMPIRE (PRF-MISSONIRT) 
_REVERTS TO CINERAMA 

Kansas: City Aug. 22 
‘ Empire Theatre.. which bos been 

} operated since. first of the vear a= 
Ja regular film house, ¢. zoins Cine- 
rama‘ ‘under’: manageméint of . the 

1 Durwood . circuit. beainnin. Aws 
39 “This. Ts Cinerama™ reauern 
the house, which went dar ie wee 
after six-week: run on ‘Plea ure 

ior His’. Company ” 

Operation * will be Chey tude 
pattern, s6r bo ie Comet re 
lear beginning in 1934 woes the 

“house, Was Tabelled the ATi~s puna. 

Matt. ‘Plunkett; who former's 
managed - the thivitee. wader RKO 

“operation ‘and who recently joined! 
_the- Durvood staff here, wil 
>manager. Stanley Durwood. presi 
“dent. said the: circuit is sperdane} 

WOOD 

he l 

PICTURES 3 

a a ED 

jto. accept dubbed versiaas of top 
qQualta forma npparts but tha 
esoifor has o proaote and exaptoit 

Sthem oa tte mere intetieentiv 
than would be necessary far ae vse: 

Bhan oa ea das 
sales diteitor af fo ining Soehin 

Times’ Film 
Sochsa noted several sc ises where 

Fan Import had done * ee ht aly 
tand then’ sthsequent! hed owns 
other cy ian adda: eer fers 
OPV OUST, Says Te sales exer Une 
fat eans ate@ tha sani Ga hatte reg a, 
shut those in ome cits wee tnade 
aVare ot what was Gere after ed 
pMWhile those in the offe. i. had 
hot been Ceontacted . 

Sochin recalled (oe titlea of oa 
niinher of tee otagatted jun, 
st wiht dr ates amd toallers oe Ta | 

“had never gatten of) the causa 
inthe US hanterian ¢ despite: and 
dublaay jobs bee au-e exudes ted. 
Mat kHow What thee wee ie ag 
and abso perhaps tee age fhe ty. 

‘tombs had not prayated Gye vate 
with certain Desc slog tanaty 

Aneles 

Nuw suddsmne the release oa then 
pean Thess dumopts Soo uaa oo aad 

to provides Oxdaty. osstte Clee cont gee 4 
seine tools and alos te oume tha 
tndivudual pix to dhe seth aalience 
The French “Prasat ( for exanioie, 
woplavime ons at fist feanetiad of 
dates in subtitied verssen The 
welodramai ostitrua: Jeas Moreau 
and) dnected bao Taues Valle os 
being aimed oprewrily oat the 
dubbed commensal ne ackes 

The petare whe ployed its 
premiere date af the Lathe ( a- 
netein New York eerher this susie 
mer, is being held back fyoms as 
Hone: release untd Septembe: to 
Comnade with the re'ease of the 
Miles Davas soundtract, allbbune arf 
tre Gold Medal paneeba-h bs wk 
version. Also, sles exer notes he 
can get betler plassn tine by wat 
ing until September, when he wont 
be baking the cream of dome te 
-proaduct in the commental hose 
On the other hand cana ¢ 

enrent relea.a ade Che alee adl’g 
“Leda” is streetls am ante release, 
and Times has na plas. for Jub) 
‘tee it) Upeomure i. * Plem Sale’. 
_ hich Time. call. Pucpte Noon 
‘Rene Clements pe. aolossecat avis 

C% 

er starting Altie Dela cof “Ree 
and His Brothers aed Seed aa an 
Sunewtean mveters fue Amaru 
Mr. Ravlev Tate Prantie * thes 
nie WHE be offered s caefLineon ty 
mn both dubbed oa fo tyatied versie 3 
‘Teas of havin bat! ve ans ave 
“able atcone tiree 1. fa take ads one 
fave of the pete st osdirssh cate 

paren for all suerte Oedimacsty, * 

“Here dso corta yo tat betwee 
Yo fist tetfed oceiece and tha 
Viehyhe ] reloane - 

Sedan oi. Goo fee game fhe 
‘Conttsue t tye tes fae Be 

€ -ordon Lishtstone Exiting 
i Can.’s Affiliated Pictures; 
+ Job to Par’s Al Taylor 

upwards of $100009 in se-rynio |. _Toront) Vag 2" 
ping the house: after putting as | Gordon Livht tome will evit 
“storage: about $75.009 warth of Afitnated Picture Cary Lad on 
‘wide .sereen booth equipment. Sep! 19 as prese amd manasindg 
idrapes and other trapping ~ recent director of that compares Dasst 
ly in use: . “Sone current prexy of the Cans- 

-—__—_—. dian Motion Pictage Ds -titbatargs 
i Ason, is also expeetes ty resin 
‘from that beads 

Ricketson P roiects . Foreer ogm view oseadent | in 
Canada of Parausent Pils fe 

‘Taken Over by 0th. Ya> appomled mo sewember of 

“Hollywood, Aug 2200 22-1 yearea. press of Ati sted Px 
fare where Uhat ean sans oad 

Two books owned. by Frank formed bs a tne of FP as casedatest 
Rick. Ricketson for filming on- his and Colunshbia Prftare. on © atvels 
own have been soid ts 20th-Fox Rights one’s ores ation fran 

for future production,. now that Aatiitiated a. undertord to be a 
‘Ricketson has retired as.indie pro- 
ducer to: take care of. his personal 
business affairs. Dun are. “Blood 
ard Guts.” Stary of General Patton. 
and © “Lady. From) Colorado," bs: 
Homer. Croy: 

As: prexv of. Centrab. City Opera 
Assn: ‘near Denver, Riceketson 
hopes to”: commission two writers 
‘to do book and score for opera’ on 

“4a Colorado: yarn. 

resujt of fatter s decane So edasne- 

nah di-tuet mares He cayue 
to Paranivnt ite 1947 4. clim oan 
charge of Catiadae ip tobuton 

after sesiznime 6. cerert al sated 
manage: dt Reva: babe. Ted des 
tributors Of MG. perfect in Can 
ada 

Livghtstone’s sucess os 1 be 

Al Taslor ne retafere Parte UL S 
Inadwe ool GQ oviseare qaSea tt 



PICTURES 4 

It’s Okay for Naughty Words to Be Seen 
(Subtitled) But Not Heard (Dubbed) 

Its all right if vou write it, but¢ 
Gort sav it out loud. Which is an- 
cther wey of stating that: there 
eeems ta be developing a peculiar 
couble-standard relating to” sub- 
titled motion pictures and those 
exhibited speaking English. . 

The first indication was the Ro-, 
man’ Catholic Legion of Decencs's ; 
detision to approve the Italo “La 
Dolce Vita” cwhich the LOD! 
“scparately clagsified’’+, with that ; 
Jating going only to the subtitled i 
version. Astor Pictures’ subse- 
quently announced intention not 
to release a clubbed sersion pre- 
susnably is based in part anyway, 
‘on this LOD iuling It should 
also be noted that the picture is; 
deing boff biz in subtitles: 

A test. of this dauble-standard ° 
Kort Of thing may now be in the. 
making. if and when Irvin 
piro’s  Films-Around-the-W orld 
tiies to get the New York state 
film licensing commtissien’s approv- 
al of the unexpurgated film ver- 
sion of “The Connection” The’ 
picture, as seen by Variety at the 
Cannes fest, 

track of a commercial America 
fsIm The Fiench _ translation, 
Jeng acceptable on Fiench screens, 
is snerde ) 

The point might be made by 
“Connection” distrib. that. “the ; 
word” allready hus been seen, if. 
not beard, on American screens. i 

HW owas. in fact. used in the sub- 
titles of the Polish ttm. ° Kanal,” 
aeleased here earle: this year. 
with considerable crilical acclaim. 
Any attempt by N. Y state authori ; 
lies to eut it out of “The Connec- 
Vion” soundtrack would thus leave 

the authorities open to the charge 
that they have established a not- 
so-subtie differentiation between j 
dhe screen's written and spoken 
word oa differentiation which: 
peopht be rather difficult’ to sup- 
pot by legal means. 

Whether or not Shapiro will ac- j 
tually press the “word” issue is not! 

known at this time. — 

WB 9-Mon. Net 
Hits $9,494,000. 

Warner this week repyieeu an; 
jncrease in regular income for the 
first nine months of the year in 
addition to a special income entry | 
of major proportions Net amounted | 

to $4,983.000, equal to $4.42 per 
‘ share In addition to this there was 

a profit of $4.511,000, or $4 per 
share, as capital gain via the sale 
of stock in Associated British Pic-; 
tures Corp., London. Per 

ee ee ee 

Sha- ; 

makes use of a word : 
never before heard on the sound: ; 

) York Friday :18) to consider the 

share: __ 

Broaden Marcus Plan 
It’s been decided. to move 

the COMPO ‘Marcus? mer- 
chandising plan into several 
additional ‘but undisclosed) 
cities in September for a three- 
month , period. Biz-building 
scheme has been operational 
: several: months in the Pitts- 
‘burgh exchange area. 

Before that the plan was 
employed in Wisconsin. 

‘Skouras in Line 
t 

It seems unlikely that the Mo- 

tion Picture Assn. of America_will 

take any action at all on the memo. 
submitted by 20th-Fox prexy Spy- 

ros P. Skouras, relating to 20th’s 
-reentry inta MPAA. The memo 
reportedly covers Skouras’ specific 

;recommendations not only on the: 

*title-subject matter conflict, whieh 

led to 20th’s resignation, but also- 

‘on a number of. broad industry 

‘questions, including legislation, 
censorship and tax matters. 

i The MPAA board met in New 

:memo, but adjourned without. tak- 
ing any action. 

:nouncement stated simply that the 
meeting had been held and further 
consideration would ‘be given 
Skouras’ recommendations. which 
have never been officially re- 

: ported. 
However, the “impossible” na- 

| ture of Skouras’ recommendations . 
—that is, the broad area which 
, they cover—reportedly makes any |. 
:action by the MPAA board ex- { 
itremely unlikely. 
; Friday's MPAA meeting was de- 
‘voted exclusively to the Skouras- 
-memo, with no mention made of. 
' possible Production Code changes 
i anent films dealipg. with the sub- 
' ject of perversion. 

‘a change so as to get a Code seal 
for William: Wyler's upcoming, film Af 
version of “The Children’s Hour,” 
which United Artists will release. ; 
“1See separate story.) 

ner 

HOULIHAN TO BUFF 
Daniel R. Houlihan. previously 

Paramount's branch manager - 
Boston, kas been named manager 
|° of the Buffalo branch. 

He succeeds Frank Saviola, .w na | 
now has a sales post in the Buffalo |: 

: area. 

earnings are on the basis of 1. 125. ; 
013 shares outstanding: Total for 
the nine months: . $9.494.000. . 

Net for the first three quarters 
of 19606 was $4.577.000. oc $3.05 
per share, on 1.499.900 shares out. 

Net current assets at last. May 
27 were = $43.392.000,  ineluding 
$21.303.000 in cash and U. S. Gov- 
¢€inment securities, while debt 
teeturing after one year was 5$5,- 
275.000. Net current assets the vear 
previous were $37.688.000, inehid- 
ine $13,950.000 in cash and Gov- 
ernment securities, witn one-year 
dcht at $4.762,000. 

Further breakdown shows film 
rentals, including television, sales, ! 
ete. reached $63.574 00) -in the 
1961 period. This entry Is down 
f:om 566.392.000 a year ago. How- 
ever, there was a meaningful drop 
in costs and expenses over the 
1961 period. Amortization of film! 
eosts, participations  and- 
charges fell trem $49.095.000 in: 
1960 to $46.681.000 in 1961. Also. ! 
averating and -general expenses | 
crapped from $13.407.000 in 1960; 
te $12,205,000 in 1961. 

ee = en 

Col Pacts Dmvtryk 
For Italo-Localed Pic 

M. J. Frankovich. Columbia v.p. 
jn charge of overseas production, 
th s week signed }-roducer-director 
Eevward Dmytrvk to a one-picture 
Geat.  Properts involved is “The 
R inetant Samt.” dealing with an 
Jiaitan boy who has the ability to 

* fleet fn midair. 

Dmyvirvk will sheet the “pieture 
in "aly, with Oct. 2 pencilled in as 
Stulting date. 

A terse MPAA an-. 

.The - Mirisch. 
Co. is. said to be angling for such . 

For MPAA’s Nay?) 

° . 

- Rex Allen 

“Europe t to U. 5... 
Btanley Adams. 

“Frank M. Folsom |” 
Dean Martin 
-Donald McWhinnie 

Harold. Pinter 

Donald Pleasence «=: 

‘Ruth Pologe: 

Frank Sinatra 

’ William Sauire 
Bill. Travers. | 
‘Sophie Tucker. . 
Langdon Van. ‘Norden 

Glenn Wallichs - 

LOA. to N. Y, 
Sanford Abrahams. 
Ina Balin - 
‘Bat'ya 

_ Polly -Bergen 
. James H:. Chapin 
Steve Cochran. 
Freddie Field 
Peter .Frank 
Carl Foreman. . 
Bruce Geller. 
Vincent Minnelli. 
Joseph H.. Moskowitz 

| Jan. Murray 
Mark... Robson 
Robert Rossen _ 
Spyros. P,. Skouras- 
Ernest Turnbull © 

'; Charles Wick 

U. S. to Europe 
Jerry. Adler. ; 
Roberti .Anderson. 
Isobel. Baillie ~~ 

_AI Bruno - 
’ Johnny Carson‘: 
John Chancellor 
Milbourne Christopher 
Kevin Corcoran 
Walt Disney 
“Roger Doulens 
Edna Ferber 
Johnny Kirk - 
Tommy Kirk 

.. Frances Langford 
Ron ‘Miller 
Fred. MacMurray 
James Neilson. 
Tommy .Sands _ 
Suzanne Storrs . 
William ‘F. Schneider 
Nancy Sinatra 
‘Ira H. Tulipan 
William Walsh 
J ane. Wyman _ 

ON. Y. to LAL 

_ Leon Becker 
‘Alan Hewitt 
Martin Jurow. 
Richard. W.- Krakeur . 
Bob. Kronenberg - 
Larry. Lewis: 
Mort Lindsey | 
Johnny Mathis. 
Edward Morey 
Leon Newman 
Peter Piech 
George Ross. 
Bob Shapiro 
Don W. Sharpe. 
‘Herbert: J: Siegel 

. Walter Slezak 
Curt _Weinberg? 

‘Chapman Report's § ‘Seal & Sex life 
Richard Zanuck Keeping ‘Sensational. ‘Aspects? 

But Within Production Code Bounds 

Hollywood. Aug. 22. 
With cameras slated to roll Sept: 

5 at the Warner-Bros.’ Burbank 
‘lot, producer Richard Zanuck 
stated, 

“y don't. believe. ‘we: w iN. have any 
‘censorship. problems," young 
Zanuck-felt. “I repeat, ‘The Chap-' 
man Report’..is: going. to be-done 

“There are no insurmount- | in good. taste. There willbe some 
able problems on ‘The Chapman | sensational. aspects. in the picture, 
Report’.” He further added, “I'm | naturally. This is bound to happen 
confident we're going to get-.a,séal | with four ‘running’ stories with as 
from the ‘Motion. Picture Produc: 
tion Code.” 

Son of Darryl F. Zanuck, prexy 
jor DFZ Productions, 
neither he nor Warner Bros. would 

seal. 

volves around interviews Chapman 

sex life. “These. are being resolved 
to satisfaction of both parties.’ 

- insisted. second. party bem - Code 
Administration. 

“This has been a tough script, " 

|. 
many ‘women involved.” 

Pie will have. 50-day shooting 
sked and -cost in neighborhood of 

declared | §1 800,000: Locations will be shot 
across the hill from Warners: ‘stu-: 

other ; ; make or distribute pic. without a! dios. Martin Balsam, has been ‘cast 

vas Shelley Winters’: husband: Jane 
Principal objections in seript de- Fonda is set. for role of Kathleen. 

de| 
Zanuck pointed out. because it had | 
to be written. with a delicate hand. 
Further, the film will tel! the story 

tof four women, three others from 
the book having been eliminated. 
Character of Cass. one of Dr. Chap- 
man’s interrogators who niurders|_ 
one of seven women at end of 
book. has been thumbed. aut. Also 
melodramati¢ love affair at end of 
book has been dropped. In essence, 
last third of noyel won't: figure in. 
film, 

All - ‘principals—six | to. be- exact— 
staff has with women on their] should be cast by the end. of this 

week. - 

Script. is - ani except for minor | 
} alterations and polishing of dialog | 
tit will be’ 150 to 160 pages long: - 

Building. of. sets on. Warner. lot 
were started: Aug. 14. Those, ‘erect- 
ed on 20th- Fox lot: are not: being. 
used’ or paid. for: in approximate 
$300.000 Warner ‘will repay Skou-: 
ras company for. investment in pic. 

* “The. Chapman Report’ ‘will be}. 
the star. of the film, not actors and 
actresses." said . Zanuck. . George 
Cukor will:diréct. Screen Writers 
‘Guild will decide credits for-script 
from . adaptation | by. ‘Don Mankie- 
wicz. 

| week. 0.0. of ‘praduction in. Europe . 

|to Warners’ “The Mask” . 

{Metro 20 years. 

a U's 

|location shooting in and near Bangkok’. 
[cinema absentee,’ comes. back .with. a° key part’. in- John Huston’ 5 
“Freud,” Montgomery Clift-Susan Kohner_ costarrer. for VU. 

-| there. However; he. had ‘a 5 P.M. train.to’ catch, 

‘by catching ‘that portion of the show the night before . : 
|.Moss, prexy of .B.. S.- Moss: Enterprises, ‘returned ‘yesterday: Tues.) 
{from a six-week European tour . . 

jco-producer and director, ..back. in: “town. 

| Jack: Smight have formed 
y“Rabbit, Run”. 
due to open -shortly:. Rene ‘Clement's .““Purple.“ Noon” 

.| August 31-.at the Little.Carnegie: the Italo’“The Great: War, ” at. ithe: 
| Victoria, and. ‘Trans-Lux 52nd .Street Theatres, August 30. * 

understood. 0th ‘still: wants: to. film .the. Fhomas: Duncan novel; 

kiddie rides and. such. who goes. for the“ marqueé. attractions? -. 

“New York Sound Track 
The gossipy stuff about Bill Pérlberg perhaps | going to. 20th-Fox. oe 

just.so much conversation. He and par ‘tner. George, Seaton: dike it’ fine 
at Paramount and are. staying. - 

Jonas Rosenfield Ir., Columbia’‘s: ‘ad-pub vp. rlamed motion. picture 
. chairman of the Leukemia Society’ s annual appeal. Campaign: runs: from 
‘| Sept. 10 through Oct. 14. 

This Week's. Quotable: Quote.’ The. followirig is” taken. from: a: : news- 
, paper. interview. with a homéoffice executive now touring the - ‘midwest 
to drum-up film business: .“‘We are’ making toothpaste. like everyone . 
‘else. We can only succeed. if the public buys - our. product.’ ". Toothpaste, © 
did you say? 

Leo Jaffe, Columbia first. ay p.-treasuirer, “hack: in town after a- ‘twos 
.. Michael Bergher, Col ‘Interna- 

Honal V.p., heads for a four-week, Far East. four: immediately after Labor 
aye 
The Presidential. press corps can play with this: Mort: Sahl in “Advise. 

and Consent’ as. prexy of. the White House. Correspondents’ Assn. 
7 Right? Onward! Comedian will also narrate. a documentary. short:on the. 
making of. the Col. release ... . TOA favoring-member Loew's with ‘its: 
convention §biz;. slating the "62. parley for the. Tisch freres'. Americana. 

“lin Miami -Beach, and the ’63.-conclave for ‘their N-Y.-Americana OW - 
‘building in Seventh Ave, .... The -British “No- Love .for Johnny,” 
another fame-is-the-spur theme at.. which: the Blighty- filmmakers are. 
adroit, and under Joe Levine's. import aegis, down for’ early fall preem 

| at the Little Carnegie. 
Jim Moran; publicist-panelist,. “Off to the: ‘Coast to appear. in’a: ‘prolog:. 7 

Come October. and ‘start of “‘Two. Weeks‘ 
fin Another Tow n,” director Vincente Minelli- wilt have.béen with 

This ‘will ‘be. 29- ‘pictures ago, most recent. being’ 
“Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.” . « Morris Lefko,. in‘ charge of 
salés for “King of Kings, ” in Chicago for ‘the: start of. ‘Tegional. Metro: 
meetings anent the pic’s marketing. - . 

Dimitri Tiomkin scoring . “Pity Me: Not, * TIT ‘Task's Tow -budgetér for. 
Pathe-America release . . . No’ date for start- of principal. lensing -on-.. 

“Ugly American” till Marlon ‘Brando is fini with “‘Mutiny ‘on. the . 
Bounty.” Meanwhile, “Ugly” producer George Englund: has, commencéd 

. Larry. Parks, :a pr otracted 

Charlie Schneer, from. London, is ‘claiming a. “first” with . four first 
jfank art directors inked for his upeoming.“‘Jason and the: .Golden «. 
Fleece,”. each being assigned a different S.. Europe ‘location:. : Harold - 
Rand, ex-Paramount, now partnered in. an ‘indie: P.r.. ‘setup. in. Mans 

{*.ttan, made a client of “Ely: Landau, who's priming. theatrical pie 
; activity via a: batch: of Eugene ‘O'Neill legit works.. 

Mickey Mouse’ is -an. American. agent -helping. East, Germans’ to ‘flee. 
‘| to the west, East German daily. Freiheit reported ‘last: week. Claim. was . 
}madeé by a ‘Communist official named Heyde jn a talk to kids in’ Halle, 
| warning them. not:to read: Mickey Mouse: comic ‘books or join Mickey . 
-| Mouse clubs. “These books have the purpose of getting ‘the. addresses 
|of your parents,” he said, according: to ‘Manchester Guardian. rrr 

. Columbia’s Rube Jackter . states he already. has ‘set 222: firm. dates 
1 for “Mysterious Island” for‘ next Christmas, expects: a total of 400... .. 
‘Cooper .Foundation Theatres sends word that its Super-Cinerama house 
in Denver, which opened Jast March, already has. drawn . customers’ 
from all 50 states: A roll.call is taken: during: intermissions.: © - 

There’s more than one way to“see'a show: Nat. Weiss, -20th-Fox 
, publicity. manager, was in Boston last ‘week - with: tickets to see the 
Wednesday matinee of Noel Coward's: “Sail | “AWay.”” “now. trving out 

indicating: ‘he'd prob-.. 
‘ably. miss the last 15 or 20: minutes of the.show. He solved ‘the problem. 

Charles B...- 

. Fortunat ‘Baronet, director- of inter- | 
national publicity for Universal, ‘off on a.two-week: vacation, 
“P.S. on that 20th-Fox board meeting, Time Magazine quoted one. in- .-.- 

vestor as Saying: “We needed surgery, and we'ye gotten an. aspirin.” 
American International Pictures prex. James H. Nicholson in. town - 

for the opening. today. (Wed.) of “The Pit and. ‘The Periduium” ‘at’ the 
RKO Palace on. Broadway:. ... ‘Story. behind. the withdrawal (no pun’ - 

. intended) of the drug addict film; “The Connection.” from the. Montreal. a 
“| film fest, is not overly dramatic, ‘according. to insiders, and has nothing. 

to do with the censorship or controversy. “It's ‘just. that. Films-Around--. 
_|The-World execs felt that.t100 many: fest screenings would: eventually 

dissipate the pic's commercial value . ‘Shirley. Clarke, “Connection” 

Dr. Henry Endress,. Lutheran. Film Associates. exec. has gone to: ‘Berlin. 
to line up. the premiere there of “Question: 7 which deals. with, East 

+German pressures against religion. A timely.scene.in the film shows an. 
| East German youth. making the flight: for freedom through the Branden- |. | 
burg Gate to West Berlin :;.- Author James’Lee and tv-stage director ~ 

\ | company to: film “John Updike’s. novel; 
. Among. the promising new‘ batch of: foreign’ product... 

‘Plein. Soleil), -- 

-RKO circuit segues. come Sept. 20,. from ‘its. Parade. of ‘Sumter Hits. 
‘promotion to a Fall. Festival -of Motion ‘PictureHits. .. ; 

' Native avantgarde. -filmmakers, ‘given. to:.much: hand- -wringing: bes 
cause. éven. the indie distribs have generally. been. aloof: ‘to their output, 
are finding some balm ‘courtesy. of kindred: souls. . Item: “the Phase: 2 
coffee house in the Village has jncepted a. Monday: hight program of. 
ofibeat films by Americans .-. : 

hosting . Though originally planned ‘as .4--Gary Cooper starrer, 
“Big 

River,. Big’ Man" a 
“How to defeat pay-tv’ "actually, . a case. history of ‘its: victory thwart. 
ing. TelePrompter's Key ‘TV hopes. in. Santa’ Cruz. ‘Calif... : 

- White House, via" MPAA‘ office, asked -for a -print of “Attila | the 
Hun” from Joe Levine. Is. that’ for Carpline—or JFK: boning up on 
great ogres: of. history? . . Samuel Bronston’ s NY: office ‘with Leon’ 
Patlach as-v.p.). switching. from E. 48th St. to new digs at 505, ‘Park ‘Ave... 

Rupert Allan, formerly veep and ‘member of the. board of ‘the ‘Arthur.. ” 
‘P. Jacobs public relations firm, and Lois Weber, another: former Jacos 
‘staffer, have:resigned to form their own p.r. firm. the Allan-Weber Co. > 
Allan will: direct the ‘Beverly ‘Hills. office. and: Miss: Weber’ the. New -. : 
York. office. ‘Christopher . Allan will ‘be. business. Manager of the new , 
‘firm. _ 

Dishware : Was . okay in the '30s, not today. Prudential ‘circuit's AN 
Weather Drive-In. on Long Island."plots'a Home Show: forthe: Oct. 
11-12 period as 'b.6. come-on: Later expos in ‘miniature will gamut. hif-fi, 
‘boats, gardening. gardening, apparel, ‘pets, ete. What with. a ‘ cafeteria, .. 

They've firmed the.“El Cid” date at the: Warner—it’s Dec.714..°00.". 
John Goodno,. Jr., son of the Palace. Amusement ‘Huntington..W. Vai ve 
exec, completes his Baltimore City Hospital doctor's: residenry. next __ 
month, and has a- John Hopkins research fellowship -awaiting. 
Universal's. yen for original: comedies now includes. the Larry ‘Markes- 

Michael. Morris “Three Ona Match,” with Robert: Arthur.assigned: to” 
produce’. ... This week's casting. news. from'U: Fred Fssler, who bowed 
for the Studio in 1918in .The Kaiser.. Beast of Bertin.”:;set' for his 
first U pic ‘since via. ‘now-shooting: “Touch of. Mink.”: And: George 
Shibata,. the Santa Ana deputy district attorney and: ‘uonidata cinema. 7 
thesp, booked for. a. stint in “The Ugly. American”. 7 oo 

‘Next National Allied: board’ conclave © ° 
‘set for. New. Orleans in: March, with Abe Berenson. of Gulf States. chain... 

. . , Latest biz-builder: to :exhibs’ is a-. _primer. “on™... 



a ‘dustry is’ moré.and ‘more’ a border- 

a -roster. before—or: after-—the- event 

--. Vittorio - “De. Sica’ s 

-..,. films are in. a: ‘sense. international 

, ‘tures - from + other - 

7. Merlin’ is: the — star . of,. Poland's 
‘*.: “Sampson";.several French. players. 

og) ‘the. selftermed “Swiss” entry. 

. Yugoslavias by -Italy’s Moris. Ergas 

i‘ feature-length . effort in’. animated 

ot Cannes’ and. ‘Berlia: Festivals, 

__- Wednesday, August 23; 1961” 

Can tTell Yank Pix From European ” TIMEFEETED rCTED BY . | {Four Italo P Pix Out of 14 Finalists 
At Venice Fete Without a Scorecard | 

eau a As Sinigle as That 
Five os the 14 features in. Venice i 

Venice,’ ‘Aug.: 22... 

‘competition, are ‘being released by | ~ 
American companies although only’ 

The: ‘Russians: have! now offically 
divulged the.reason’ they “aré: not: 

“two. of| these are formally Yank-. 7 

sending: the feature originally - an-- 

° ‘produced. - ‘Should: anyone °.’still 
 getain a. doubt that-the film in- 

spanning international affair .— 
and. busigess—this, plus.a further 

“glimpse: -at the ‘Venice. entries, | 
‘prove -also. that Hollywood” has 
gotten the message and has- -joined 

_in the race for-international.-pene-, 
'- tration with intent to’ maintain: its ° 
‘world-wide: positions. , . 
AS: previously ‘noted in Va RIETY’ 
_ (May 24,.P:°1) to-exemplify a|:. 
trend: “If the Italians want Italian. | 
‘pictures, Americans. will’ supply 
them.” This trend. “continues. “Up; : Mont’l Film Fete. 

Tops 1960 Gate; 

try, “The. Career. of Dima Gorin,” 
to Venice. - 

~ “Gorin,” - say” ‘the Soviéts, - 

placed, as previously - ‘announced, 
by” 
directed “by Alexander Alov. vand 
Vladimir Naumov, 

“and ‘the Venice ‘roster ‘of world- 
wide. Product merely confirms. it. | 

For, side. by side with. the: US.) 
official” films, Metro’s- “Bridge: to]. 
the . Sun,” and Paramount's. “Sum- |. 
mer..and Smoke,”..we find Colum- 

hia réleasing two other competing |: - 
~ films; the Swiss entry. “Thou Shalt] - 
Not © Kill”. and. Ftaly’s. ‘Vanina. 

_. Marini,” While - ‘Warners. is hand: |. 
ding: the French-made’ “La Fille |} - 
(Aux Yeux D'Or.” Besides, it’s not’| 
a mprobable that: American - firms. 
will pick up others-on_ the- festival. 

: Montreal, Aug. ‘22. 
The second: Montreal Film Festi: 

‘offering, * * “Ballado 'O: .-Soldatio” 
(Ballad - of “a. ‘Soldier):.; Festival 

winds up its two-week rut. Colum- proved even more. successful than bia. it's said, -is.‘also” particularly. 
: interested in another Italian: entry, .| 

“Last Jadg- 
~ ment.” 

' Nor ‘is it far’ from the- point: ‘to. 
‘Mention. that, the. two: “American” |! 

features, were. “shown. 

composites. again exemplifying: the. 
new ‘elasticity of the medium.. 

Biggest - ‘draw. -was /“La- Dolce! 

-Take “Bridge .to . the. “Sun”: | last.: “minute when. ‘the -festival’s ! 
~- French director, -Etienne ‘Perrier; |-administration was unablé' to. Bet a 
international cast; shot: in: France | ‘print - af. ‘Shitley : : Clarke's © “The! 

Connection’: 
med.. 

-by producer. Jacqués Bar as’ the 
_ first consignment ‘of his. long-range 
. agreement, with” Metro. Qr_ take. 
:“Summer ‘and’ Smoke”: here the 
“ producer. and writer are Americans, 
aud the film was made in the USA; 
but the ditéctor, Peter. Glenville. ‘| 
and “one. o£: ‘the stars,- Laurence. 
: Harvey, . are British. - 

*~*" Other”.examples ; pertain ‘to ‘fea: 
‘nationalities: 3 

Alain Resnais’ French. entry, “Last. 
Year at: Marienbad; :” Has. an: Italian: 
male. “lead;. - Giorgio . Albertazzi;- 
Jimmy . Durante,. -Jack '; -Palance, ; 
Ernest Borgnine’ ehiliven “The Last 
Judgment,” Dino”. Delaurentiis’ 
‘Italian runner; : ‘Frenchman. Serge 

- originally , “program-| 
“La. ‘Dolce" - “was ‘only: film 

the ‘scalpers... 
within a-few ‘hours’ of | film’s : an- 

going | for five. or r better by: evening | 
of: showi ing. 

From a festival standpoint, “the 
short subjects: weré most interest- 

‘unscheduled: showing of . the first 

dition,” ‘proved: one of the’ festi- 
val's -highlights:: to the few: who 
‘came to. the tnidnight presentation. 

Populate. Italy's. “Vanina Vanini. mye 
The topper, however, is the .case.| 

ducers, and held. ‘prior. to. festival's 
Opening : is- not likely. to. be = ‘part. Only. the” Festival program ignores 
of next year's ‘offering. - the: fact that it: was produced .-Cin. 

(Zebra Films). in combination with 
Yugoslavia's. Loveen Film’ though 
director. and writers— are. French 

_ as i3 most of’ cast, with exception 
OF ofie. (Hor st ‘Franks, who: -ds. Ger- ; 
man; A 

" HUBLEY. ‘ON: VENICE JURY © A Venice, Aug. 22: 

He Was Documentary “Winner oy 
; , In .Preliminarie’s : wep 

we publicity : ventures,” 
von ; Venice, Aug. 92: *.: 
Folin Hubley’ is|the. Yank mem- impress 'the -¢asual” 

“ber of Venice: Fest val jury. Writer-. 
.. direetor, whose: “Children: of .:tne. 
Sun” .recently.. won “hima ‘Venice | 
Lion of St. ‘Mark at the ‘local docu- | 
mentary festival, was ‘vacationing |’, 
on. Mediterranean’ coast when: Ane 

_ designed... 
‘tTestivalier, 

envious, of simply séll the prod- 

scribes. ‘attending. the event... 
‘There was “a. period, in. the Jate : 

vited. ‘was . taboo and the’ ‘fest - was | 

He is: attending’ with. his wife: softpedalled: “( mene ame, 
:..and-. four children;. “Hubley's: first-| 4% an culture.” ... By 

Such . .mémorable - gimmicks design. “Of Stars and. Men.” will 
incidentally : have its. world: ‘pré- 
miere ‘at’ Venice in a- noncompeti- 

. ‘tive. Screening, It. will. be. shown. 
! in. the. ‘fest’s Information’ ‘Section. 

Golden Reps U: S. 
7 Washington, Aug. 29. 

Nathan ‘D.. ‘Golden, . Commerce’ 
Department Motion ‘Picture . ‘Chief, 
4s. the. U.S. Delegate to ‘the 22nd 
‘International Venice Film Festival. 

Goiden: served in’ same: capacity 
at the 1960 Venice affair and ‘has. 
also. représented the..U.S. at ‘the 

the. waters’ ‘front. of St. Mark’s: 

Communion”: or: 
party, wild- west style, ‘whiose: guests 

‘company’s. thesps;- ‘or: the . 

nounced as the. official Soviet: en-: 

“Peace to Whoever Enters,”. 

during. the - week . that brought out}; 
House . -went clean. 

‘Ing of .session and ‘critical acclaim: 
‘Hever reached the: fever: pitch: on: 
‘most: of the features . ‘shown. An 

part of Masaki Kobayashi's - -monu- |: . 
mental triolozy,. “The. ‘Hunian.Con- ° 

AS three- -day ” seminar-: .attended | 
“DY ‘some: ‘40 diz rectors and pro- 

The 5 Wecicd Film. Festival has 
Taiwava stimulated the. wildest: .as. 

Well. as some. of, the. ‘most: original 

make Tival - producers: jealous ‘or 

uct to the buyer ‘and to:the: 500-odd:) 

re-; with. 

had been -invited. ‘by ‘full: ‘scale. ar- 
FOWS. ‘stuck ‘to their. room. doors, or. 
the fairground ‘carousel for visiting | 
sioppets, .who. rode’ replicas: of one 

(again !: 
: . American) train. whielt” served: adrently concentrated on - winding! 

| 
By VINCENT CANBY 

The. Pintsized, ' palefaced green- | 
Thorn. named television may think | 

jhe. has: knocked. out the. ‘aging the- | 

fatrical film industry’ s- most relia- 

ble: ‘weapon — the: Western -action 
drama—but if he does think 50, | 
he. isn't ‘reckoning with the 

is strength cof the foreign: market. : 

Simply. : not’ ready. It. willbe. te. . The | fact Is: that: -higscale Holly- 
| wood: outdoor. dramas, ‘which went. 
into a b.o: decline in the domestic’ 

jmarket -with the. first- flush: of the 

success: ‘of 
.| Earp,” ““Wagon Train,” etc., have. 
-}never: been more popular ‘In. im- 

“Chey enne,” “Wyatt 

portant. overseas territories. There | 
Yare. few being made. but the. de- 
\imand is .great: ‘Because of the 
:| comparative - dearth..of this kind 
fof product, _ ingenious filmmakers | 

in France, Israel and Japan are} 

An interesting point is that 
‘whereas . it’s’ now generally | esti- | 
mated that between .52 and 540% 7 Of; 

- "| Holly ‘wood’s total: rentals ‘are com- 
ing. “from . ‘abroad, the © ‘big-scate |: 
‘westerns bring in 10 to 15°0 extra 

Not hard to: pin. 

oA rundown. ‘on -the ‘number’ ‘ot | 
“y Vita," which was booked: at. the | admissions at. Paris firstrun thea- 

‘tres from. Aug: 12, 1960 to June 1,. 
1961, tells: the «story: quite stic- 
‘cinetly; Of . the ‘top 19 films, six 
are ‘American, and of. those Six. 
four ‘are- outdoor. 

M agnificent.’ Seven,” - - 20th-Fox's 
“North. to Alaska’: and. _Metro’s | 

nouncement..arid $2 | tickets were “Cimarron. “Alamo” and “Alas- 

ika,” both John Wayne starrers, did. 
‘quite nicely at home, but “Magnifi- 
cent Seven” and: “Cimarron” took 
‘giant © steps. .foreward: once they 
made.’the transatlantic crossing.. 

Same' story. was repeated in the 
equally important Italian © market, 

Less ‘Sophisticated. ‘Markets 
“The ‘outdoor: action specs have 

always’ been: ‘extremely: popular in. 
less sophisticated markets abroad. 
—Japan, the’. Far.East and Latin. 
America, But: what. does. surprise 
tradesters. is the kind of: boxoffice 
racked: Up: by. “Alamo”. In, Great | 
Britain; where ‘patrons’ are. usu- 

‘(Continued ‘én: page 18) 

|Venice A “Big, Wide, Wonderful 
Whirl Of Ballyhoo Spectaculars: 

| similar purpose while. advertising 
Yank pix on each -coach’s side. 

The trend, now, is for-an. “in: 
between”. approach: ‘not too brassy, 
not .too. sedate. But. it must be 
original: “.. What- is ‘perhaps . the 
‘ultimate ‘Yefinement ‘of .a trend ‘{s. 
found this year in a promotion by 
‘Dino * DeLaurentiis- Productions. 
Located. half-way. between the Ex- 
“celsior. Hotel’ and. the Film Palace 

"40s, when: publicity. -extravagance+ 's0'as to Catch the maximum flow of 
fest. attenders. it consists of.a-17th 

Of} Century: Venctian Salon, complete 
authentic . period: 

hat chocolate 

‘publicity gimmick in the place isa 

an. American. is the film which Dino DeLaurentiis ; uct.: 
ig presenting at: the Festival. 

-the Tagoon, as well asa lasting ¢on- 
¥ ersation-piece, 

Ket. plenty of.votes.. .: . ae 
Other - Venetian. efforts are -cur- 

DEO SURFEIT| 

‘twhere only 14 features ‘are admit- 
ited into. final competition? 

‘action Specs: : 
United. Artists’ . “Alamo' sand: “The- 

this. item’: should exhibit. 

Venice Derby 

By ROBERT F. HAWKINS 
Venice, Aug: 22. 

Big - query at the 22nd Venice 
Film Festival, which opened here ; 
Sunday night (201, stems from the : 
you-show-me attitude with. which 
other competing (and noncompet- | 

jing’ countries have received vag [the 
news that Italy would have no less 
than four pix in competition en 
this year. Will the selection of four 
features by local producers be jus- j 
tified. by their quality, especially 
{n. a. tight ° race such as this one, 

Last yeat, the inclusion of four 

Add Up to Storm 
Of Nasty Nationalistic Suspicions 

after last year's poor showing ant 
consequent beefs, a sharp about- 
fave was notable after this seas 
list was revealed Now the hx al 

ipundits are -* ‘expressing their satis- 
sfachion” at the “ute move ani 
the welcome recognition of Ials‘s 
recent qualilative achievements in 

pie field 
Toppers Mum 

Fest toppers are officially mum 
on the subject, though the rumnorc 
mill has it that the pre-selection 
| group found itself hard. pressed for: 
suitable competitive product foe 
the 1961 event, and had ts “tall 
hack” on Italo flmmakers, at least 
itwo of whom promised to rush 

}features from Italy raised a similar jtheir pix into completion to make” 
‘storm at the outset, a storm which | the Venice deadline There «ae 
grew when It turned out that while lother rumors, to be sure, that von- 
one film, “Rocco and His Brothers”, ; 

} now reportedly. ‘making their own.) tfully merited inclusion in the local ; 

“Vita Biggest Hit 
roster, the. other three were good . 
but not outstanding items. and cer- ' 
tainly ‘not. of. automatic *“festlyal”’ ; 
| calibre. [ 

The 1960 {nefdent, furthermore, i 
had - répercussions . and eventually | 

val: wound. up: Thursday 412) at i¢rom, the overseas markets. That's |helped determine a. vote by the} 
‘Loew's here with. Russia's single (U hard. percentage. fo pin down,: i FIAPF: (Federation - of : Int'l Pro- * 

{since ‘every picture is. different: and 
such: percentages" tend: to. even off. 
las the pic. grows in. popularity. (The 

Jast year's; Some . 43,000: persons } truly big domestic hit usually does 
-attended . in’ this. -2;800-seater to. a ‘big-abroad too.! . 

{$2 .top. More ‘than 80 short: fea: | down, though, is the fact that a 
tures of. both -a- general - and scien-_ number of outdoor. pix which have 
‘tific nature together: with | some. 17 ‘been. $0-SO. at. home, have: ‘been | 

. strictly’ boff: abroad. 

.ducers’ Assns)- limiting entries: 
from one country at future festivals - 
to two: This law, however, doesnt’: 
go-into éffect until 1962: And. since ' 
there are precedents iCannes. for : 
example, accepted four Italian Alms : 
this..spring), it cannot tec linieally 
be enforced until next year. 

- Yet it’ s no secret that. the selec. ! 
tion ‘Has irked many ‘a-nation. in-: 
cluded this vear or not. There have 
‘as noted: elsewhere! been several . 
protests, official or unofficlal, while , 
ey ebrows were raised in several : 

jcamps, including the US one. 
though here again the reaction was 
a private one without official status 

-The. French - press -has deplored 
more the fact that only two Gallic : 
items made the final list, suggest- : 
ing that the Italians might have. 
more . . courteously exchanged - 
France's hospitality at Cannés 
whén a host of Italian’ items “ere : 
admitted,’ by doing the: same at: 
Venice for France. The Yugoslavs : 
expected to have two in the final | 
listing; arid had -so announced the | 

Ay we ete 

_Jnews, while Argentina expected to | 
have.one.and Germany at least one : 
tof. five submitted) In the Hst of ; 
“elite”... | 
. Reaction of the ItaHan press has : 
been Significant. While for some! 
‘months . before the choices were j 
arinounced, the local scribes had 
noted that it. would be difficult for | 
more than. one or two Italian films ; 
to be accepted at Ventee, especially 

work: on. posters around the thain 
| square, this year plastered as per- : 
haps never before with giant eye-, 
catchers.-for Metro, Paramount, : 
Cineriz, Columbia, Vides, Titanus. . 
etc, etc. ; 
.The competition is fierce; many * 

upcoming publicity moves are still. 
top-secret.. Reportedly,. the prices 
on. posters hasn't gone up in recent 
years. ‘also, many companies have. 
secured price by reserving space : 
for ‘many:years in. advance:, 
lever-new areas are being covered : 

antique! in the Excelsior-Film Palace orbit - Sstmposiunt on 
action, : oldtimers. will recall, came: chairs. and. furnishings. -where.stu-ito cop whatever attention they can -at the Cini Foundation on the § le 

ag dio handouts as‘ well as. ‘welcome | 
\ the full scale Roman Galley adv er- ;- coffee: (hot or. iced, 
tising © “Fabiola: ” which - wound up | ‘(homage again to period. Venice, ! 
ramming the US's. Huntingdon in. and other drinks are served. Only ; 

But! 

from the Lido’ $ sen-captive audi-- 
ence. , 

Fight to ‘the finish. has caused 
; Several: incidents: and hassles over 

‘ poster size, location, ete. One case 

“Last : i display. rooms inside building next | ‘ tyonable’ 
to the Film: Palace to tout its prod-; 

No sooner had‘ deal been set: 
As }than fufure tenant, emerging, saw { F956. they” constituted 10.26": 

an-.adman's tribute to the city ‘on!a. new: and even larger ‘sign being } total, in 1957, 9”; 
‘erected right autside door. to his. 

Needless to say, it be- | 
longed ‘to a direct’ rival Rental: 
was called off. and inside space has 
/now gone begging. 

wto 

(Contlnued un page J4r 

Venice Grapevine 
Deemed anendihe area ent 

Venice, Aug 2? 
John Hubley, whose latest pis - 

fand==§ first feature lenzt4ses of 
‘Stars and Men” is being shown m 
Venice’s  non-competithe  “imtoe- 
mition”™ section, had some Quatings 

ibefore accepting hig post ay Yank 
:jucor of the feature event He 
aceopled when told there wauhd 
be no possible conflict) or imas- 

_ understanding Hubley, whose ani- 
mated. short subjects have won 
prives at many international festi- 
vals, was here ones before a few 
years back, 

“Of Stars and Men” 
it. world premiere at 

which Iteg 
Veniie 1 

entirely executed in animated -Le- 
sisns and is based on How a f 
Shaples’s book by .the same nare. 
Pic -subtitle will read “Conese: n- 
ing Man's Place and Perfotman-a 
in the Universe’ Film ds divided 

sections headed — Prolovue, 
Space Time, Matter, Energs. Late, 
Epilegue. 

Faith Elliott as usual collab. 
7 orated with her husband on the 
film, which is being handird hy 

i Eduard Harrison ° 
» s t 

Titanus has two films at Venies: 
“Bandits at Orgosola.” ditected hy 
Vittorio DeSeta, winch company 
picked up almost at last minata 
from director, who alo prodace:t: 

(and “Ii Posto” «The Job, the sev- 
i ond pic. made by diurectat Evmgnuo 
Ohmi ‘while “Bandits” is-DeSeta's 
first features. 
‘Elias Lapinere hero ahead of 

opening to set pub-ad etails for 
‘Metio's “Bridge to the Sun,” will 
be back during fest Samuel 
Bronston will beat local drums to 
announte his upcoming “The Fall 

{of the Roman Empire” and “The 
French . Revolution” to attending 

‘fest guests . the subtitles for 
: Paramiount’s “Summer ard Smoke 
l berg rushed into prot in Bean, 
Sw tveriand, labs. while Biidze to 

‘the Sun” is getting Itsy (tied dong 
_in Paris . there are no tithiag 
: labs in Staly, probably becau-9 
; Practically the only time pix ata 
; shown with titles {9° at the ty al 
‘festival Italians prefer thet fare 
dubbed, always have 
Some significant f:zut0es ara 

Cited by Antonio Ciampi head of - 

Italy's SIAE -Authors & Fditars 
Aon in anticipation of ceftaiu 
topics which will cone up during 
Venice's *post-festival round fable, 

“Cinema and Sex’ 

of San Gloriio 

Ciampi notes that. is an effort 
tno. combat TV inroads, f:iminakers 
the warkd over have. besiurs maaksg 
ever more provocative pix. re-ult- 

(Square; ‘or the - giant - reproduction } ‘réproduction of a- Tintoretto paint-! occurring ‘just before fest opening - inst in steadily decreastag percest- 
‘of . actor’ Aldo .Fabrizi's “head. -the | jing which hangs in. Venice’s Ducal ‘had “a company<all set to rent tuo. ages of films labeled 
insides : of: -which. ‘functioned. -as! 'Palace and depicting the. 

{press office for. a pic.called ‘First |Judgment;”. which not incidentally. 

Uptahs jer 

for all” by the Culheotis 
Filuc Office's rating toards = In 

"1955. pix ‘for all were 9359's an 
of 

in 1958, 64975; 
in 1959, 511%, in 1969. 514°. 
Ciampi recails that in pre wae 

days, the “for all" prrcentayes 
were usually over 20% of ail Lins 
4 made. 

°. 

we 

fon 



*&Bereenplay. 

‘some of the ordinarily 

Ahavior in attempting to establish 

6 

The Young Doctors 

Accurate, restrained and infor- 
mative medical drama _ in 
which moments cf great wis- 
om and reflection overrule 
several awkward 
Respectable marquee «nd 
werd-of-meuth should make it 
big money pic. 

Ho! iwuocd, Aug. EL. 
Trited Artests release of Stuart’ Miller. | Pr etty bold stuff,- but’ one can’t: 

stars | argue too strenuously against real-- 
‘|ism. 
‘agpressively-directed. 

Bawrence Terman  progaction. 
redrie Waren. ben Gazzara, Duck € fark., 

Jna Balin. Ed¢dre Albert: features 
Frvlbs Love. Edward Anedbews “aime 

Sarected by Phit Karison.! 
Joseph Haves, Desed on a 

novel by Arthur Hailey, cameras, Arthur 
Jo Grnité: editor, Robert Swink. 
yectos. Jiemmoe D1 Gangs Amveélo Toaecanma 
Reviewed 2t Screea Directors Guild These 
tre, Aug 13.61 Running time. 103 MINS. 

Tr. Joseph Pearson Fredrie Varch 
Dr David Coleman . .. 
In. Alexander . 
Cathy Hunt 
J: Charles Dornherger 
Rirs. Alexander . 

Marth. hou. 

./. Ine Clark! 
. Ina B.:tin 
Fddie Atert 
Phyllis Love 

Bannester Edwatid Andrews 
Pr Fucv Grainger Aline “iaeVMahon } 
Tomaselli Arthur IG] 
Miss Graves 
Jor Kent Donnell .... Bar nord Huxzhes 
Tn Shawernse “kiuseph Bova 
Dr Roward __....-.- George Sezal | 
Jy Rufy ws ee eee Matt Crowley {| - 

Dick Button 
Nora Helen 

Operating Intern 
Delph Sweet, Ela Sm:th, 
pens, M D- 

“The Young Doctors" is an en- 

lightening motion ricture executed 
with restraint and clinieal authen- 

ticity. Furthermore, in dissecting | 

“elosed 

thop” contlicts of the rather mys- 

terious medical protession, it 

brings to its subject a point of 

view, making it an experience.not 

easiuy erased fiom the mind when 

one leaves the theatre. The Stuart 

Millar-Lawrence Tuiman- produc- 

tion has its dramatic failings. to 
he sure, but what is wrong within 
the picture is superseded and do- 
minated by what is right about it. 

Although there are bound to be 
those filmgoeis who. in: sizing up 
its value as entertainment, will 
find it more of a treatment than 
a treat, the United Artists release 
shapes up as a big moneymaker. 
Its cast makes a good impression 
on oa marquee. Word-vf-mouth 
and the picture {tself wilI.do the 
rest. 

The screenplay, based on a novel 
by Arthur Hailey, was written by 
Joseph Hayes. Except tor several 
expository passages. in: which it 
stumbles into sume awkward be- 

personality and relationship and 
be quick about it, it’s a generally 
brisk, literate and substantial piece ! 
of cinema writing marked by a few 
soaring bursts of thought-provok- | 
ing philosophical wisdom as_ re- i 
gaids life, death and love. 

Essentially the story represents | 
an ideatistic clash between two 
putholozists, one ‘Frederic March) | 
the vet depaitment head whose 
ideals and perspective ‘have been | 
mellowed and blunted somewhat by | 
years of red taupe and: ‘day-to-day | 
frustration, the other ‘Ben Gaz- | 
zara), his new assistant, young. ag- 
gressive, up-to-date and meticulous ! 
in his approach to the job. 

The conflict: is dramatically il- 
lustrated via twe critical eases in: 
which both are pretty : intimately ' 
invalved. On one of them, March i 
niuikes a grievous error, promptly 
1esigns his post. The énding is a. 
bit abrupt, and the reasons for the! 
error scem quite inconsistent with : 
the sort of :person March is port- 
raying, but the point is made, and 
made with a minimum of the sort 
ol emotional fuss, furor and frenzy 
that can he so tempting to a 
screenwriter and director. Both 
Hayes and director Phil Karl- 
son are to be congratulated for: the ! 

passages. , 

art di-| ment 

Elmer Bernstein's ‘score. mast -no-: 

‘Ben Gavvara } 

Rosemary Murphy | | 

tton: songs by Chubby Checker, Dion, B 

FILM REVIEWS 

itive, the combination that results 
in March’s unaccountable goof) is’ 

‘tarnished. by some of the screen- ; 
-, play’s clumsier business, which she 
i draws 
{ players, Aline MacMahon. and Ed- } 

Among the supporting 

‘ward Andrews are stickouts. © 

€amerawork by’ Arthur J. Ornitz: 
is pretty uncom promising: in the 

clinical sequences, ‘doesn’t spare : 
the surgical scrutiny to save the 
!equeamish witness in the audience. 

It’s a vivid, hard-initting and 
“job of : 

photogr aphy. Robert Sw ink’s edit-+ 
‘ing is clean-cut. There's’ excite- 

and dramatic virility to 

ticeabiy so as -it accompanies. the 
‘main titles. | Tube. 

Teenage Millionaire 
(MUSICOLOR) 

Rock 'n’ rollathon strictly for -- 
teenagers. Exploitable enough 
to open well,. but. likely . to 
evolve rapidly into. suppotting. . 
item. 

Hollywood. Aug. 15. 
United Artists release of Howard B. 

Kreitsek production. Stars Jimmy Clan 

Black’s Combo. Marv. Johnson; Vicki 
Spencer, Jack Larson. Directed. py Law- 
rence F. Deheny. Screenplay, H. B. Crass.. 
with additional dialog by Be aye camera, 
Gordon Avil 
by Arthur’ J. Ornitz; editor, Jack Rug- 
giero: art. directors, RoNand M.. Brooks, 
Howard Hollander: 
Paul. Sylbect; 
Klein; 

song sequences .by |. 
assistant ‘directors, Hal 

cong sequences by Don Kranz. 
Reviewed af Geldwvn tyclios. Gug.. 15, - 
‘61. Kunning time, 84 MIN 

Bobby Chalmers 
Racky 

Aunt Theodora, 
Bambi. 

Jimmy Cla: nion 
ssc awon,n 

sveceeete Zasu Pitts 
. Diane Jergens 

Adrienne wae eee ence eee Joan Tabor 
Sheldon Vale . Sid Gould 
Ernie - Maurice “Doberinan” Gosfield 
Desidieria . . -Eileen O'Neill 

Extreme caution is advisable in 

the programming of this film. 

Exploitation values and -teen. ap- | 

peal may give it’ some opening 

strength, but the Howard B. Kreit- 

sek production lacks the quality. to 

sustain itself. for very long asa 

head attraction. Therefore,. being : 

of maneuverable: 84-minute. diia- 
tion, there might exist the tempta- 
tion to insert it haphazardly at the- 
bottom half of general double bills, 
regardless of the calibre or char- | 
acter of the principal . feature.. 
This would be regrettable in -any 
situation not thordughly dominated 
by a teenage audience. Unaccom- 
panied adults on the receiving. end 
of “Teenage Millionaire” would be 
as out of syne as a 78 rpm disk: ona 

{45 rpm turntable. 

‘The United. Artists yelease is: 
‘the cinematic equivalent of a wild. 
frock ‘n’ Fall party, around which. 
has been constructed a plot that is 
nothing more than an excuse: fo. 
tie together the film’s 11 musical 
breaks... H. B. Cross’ patchy screen- |, 
play explains why a teenage. dad. 
(Jimmy Clanton) who has 

to be unhappy. 

eee cay abe ee ede eee ome 

Musicolor sang sequences: 

Rocky Graziano { 

One Plus One 
le (Exploring the. ‘Kinsey- Reports) “ 

Weak attempt to translate Kin- 

episodic drama; too tame, in- 
consistent. and. wncertain in. 
concept: either ‘to. ‘entertain or 
inform. Failure - io ‘appeal . to 
one. type. of. audience or the 
‘other marks it. as dubious b.o. 

. “Hollywood, ‘Aug. 15. 
Selected Films Inc.. 

Obvler produc tion. ‘Stars Lea G. 
' with: Hilda. Brawner, - 

‘ver, June: :Duprez,. Austin Willis,” 
Rose, ‘Truman - ‘Smith, 
Rita Gardnes, Jack . Betts. 
screenplay by Oboler™ 

: Jacobson: editor, Chester  W.. 
music. John. Bath: 
“Ahe , Dicesare: 
arsl.. ‘Dixon, . 
‘at Screen Directors Guild Theatre, Aug. 
15, '61. Running ‘time, 114-MINS. 

+ Leo! G, Carroll: 
uae ‘Haneymoon”’ 
“Baby” 

“|. Clare, : 
* swith. Madeleme Christie. 
Homeceming™ 

assistant: : directors,. 

‘starring: Hilda. Beawner ‘as 

with Gurcick Hagon and Toby. Tarnow, 
Michael Stewart. Sharon. Acker, Robert 

I Christie, Alfred Scopp. : 
“The Divorcee” starting June = Duprez as. 

Margaret Gaylord, | 
Sat’ Tooray. with Peggy: Loder, Douglas | 

ain. 
“Average Man”. starring: Jane: Rose as 

“Mrs. Kingsley, with Winifred Dennis as. 
“Gertrude: Virginia 

‘ Pom, and T.eslie Yeo. 
“Baby”. 

MacLeod as Miss 

~ Fletcher, Frances Tobias, Ruth Spring- 
. ford, and Judith -Orban,. Bena Schuster, 
William Ferguson. © Alice: Hill, 

‘Whitehead. Sammy Sales: 
|.""F- ecture Hall”: ‘Arch MeDonnell,'. 

man Ettlinver,, Margot Christie. 
_man Welsh, Daryl 7 Masters, 

' Beecroft. — 

Cal 

Her: 
Nor- 

Eleanor 

Arch. Oboler's "One Plus: ‘One” 
}is an uneven; uncertainly-conceived 
| attempt, to . deal dramatically, as. 
‘j well. as academically, with «five! . 
‘{ primary. patterns: of sexual be-'|: 
| havior statistically : ‘aecredited. with 
altering the ideal “course of civil- 
ized. mankind's’ self-imposed | tmari- 

{tal pair-off system. By proelaiming. : 
itself to be an exploration. of the 

Kinsey Reports. .as its: sub-title so 

sey sex survey statistics. into. 

‘starring. Kate. Reid. as 
‘Julia -Bradley. Ernest. Graves as John 
Bradley, Richard Janaver. as Carlton, 

. a5 M 

release of - “Areh : 
‘Carroll; 

Wiliam .Ty«ylor, 
Kate Reid,.Ernest Graveés,- Richard Jana: | turned. out -in the. 1960-61 season:, 

‘Winifred. Dennis,! A simple boy-meets-girl story, but |; 
Sirected and ! so 

based on his play, 
‘ “Mrs. Kingsley’s Report”; camera, Ceerge 

Schaeffer; 
.sound, I'rank Orban,. 

Rich- 
Gordon Milligan. Reviewed 

as. Professor Logan, for export. ‘It’s . primarily an -item'|. 

starting. Rita Gardner as Peggy |. 
William Traylor. as Molljster, 

Lluctant but finally: gives in. Their-|' ° 

Austin: Willis as! rude partner on.the ‘part of:.the}- 

{ 
- starring..Rita Gardner: ‘as. Peggy! | air. 

Cannon, Jack Betts as Bill Cannon, with |- 
_Burhbara ‘Hamilton. Svd .Brown, Susan} 

| the pic is superb. The two leading 

’ kovski; 

,invitingly -puts.it,. ‘the. film is likely , 
‘to. attract too..many of the: wrong: 

; people, for-the: Mrong reasons and: 
yet disappoint too. ‘many ‘of: the: 
right people owing. to its. failure’ 
to adhere to the seriqus,; .studious |: 
structure of its. _apparent intent. 

: Thus, it will succeed: ‘jn fully satis- 
fying and © entertaining neither 
sensalion-seeked ‘nor. . knowledge-. 
seeker; and those will be. ‘the two 
‘types. of, audience: . Whose interest 

jy will be aroused.,- 
I The picture, released by Selected 
Films.. , May enjoy some.mild initial. 
success on. the strength ofits nat- 
ural. -curiosity’ value, - -but the re- 
‘sponse-. figures to be short-lived: 
‘once. word begins: to” circulate that: 
it’s somewhat of. & ‘sheep in ‘wolf’ 's| 
‘clothing. . 

_ Oboler wrote, directed. and pro- 7 
diced “One Plus One,” exercising 

in- ; the latter ‘function under the. aegis |. 
herited. a million clams is likely | of Fluorite {Ad.,;a Swiss investment 

‘‘Boy’s. got a yen firm. 
to warble, but his aunt ‘Zasu Pitts). growth. of ‘his -play, 

His sereenplay. is: an: out- 
“Mrs. Rings- 

is bent on keeping him cooped up, 7} ley’s Report.’ his. filming location 
and emrfloys a bodyguard (Rocky 

_ Graziano) to keep him out of trou-: 
ble. U.S.-Army greeting solves: the’ 
crisis. 

The 11. songs that : interrupt the 

‘virtually all-of the r ’n’ r variety 
and they gre. all audibly insuffer- 

i:able for 

they have the makings for commer- 
cial success. 
bathed in a process dubbed Musi- 
color, the crude, quality fo which. 
might suggest to. the layman: that 
it consists of. nothing more -than 

:a colored cellophane 

most anyone. over 21,. 
which is as good a sign:as any that | 

The breaks are. 

lollipop.| - 

13, wintry Toronto, and -most.of his 
| players are drawn from the. thespic:} 
. ranks: of. the | Canadian’ Broadcast- 
‘ing “Co. The picture -is-episodic. ‘in: 
+ structure. With five playlets linked. 

+ plot ‘actually it's vice versa) are | to’a.semiinar discussion. of statisti-: 
| cal findings of the-Kinsey Reports. 

and. in_ his audience: are. the. indi- 
Viduals . ‘whose. flashback - musings 

marital -- relations, infidelity, -di- 
‘yorce, middle-aged male: ‘promis- | 
cuity and abortion. - 

Tie. meeting is presided over by a. 
-€ollege professar (Leo G.- Catrall}, 

translate the. statistics into dramia.- 
The subjects - explored: are pre-| 

good bargain for the domesti¢ mar- |} 

about: this to..give it. better than, a 

| Miha Ba 

‘very happy when the hushand gets !|-music, 

-to spend there a quiet summer far |’ 

‘and. by, their friends’ and. telations. 
show up there too,. and gone is the 
‘chance to’ spend ‘a quiet summer. 

ant and: technical credits: okay... 

‘Screenplay. 

‘with good: eamerawork and ‘ade- 
| quate acting. But the direction. is |. 
‘too slow.. Also, the pic. is. over- 
loaded with dialog. This is. chiefly i himself. ‘voluntarily. ‘In. order to. 
an item for the native market:‘and/j save. the. hostages, Crawford does. 
‘possibly Kay - for release in * ‘East - it. against: the. movement's order. :- 

".. , 4 The.end sees them all killed: Craw- © °° 
‘It. has’ to do with. ‘young ‘Com: :ford's. acting talents. are evident: 

-rhunists who plan to jain the par ti- but. not ‘too. inipressive . because’ of —-~ : 
constant underplaying | for. which wh 

Wedncaday, ‘August. 23, 1961 © 

~ Yoga Fi Festival Reviews 

, ‘Pula, . ‘Aug. 15: 
Avala production, With Beba Eoncar, 

Ioh, Milos Zutic, Borislav _Rado- 
vic. Directed by Aleksandar Petrovic. 
‘Sereenplay,. Petrovic: ‘cameia. ‘Nenad 
ag igi aa Pula Film Fest. Running time, Jacks: pace and it’s too: ‘talky.” 

-Plot has to do with. a group. of. 
Sanaa 

This ts one of the two. or three! 
‘best. films the Yugoslays:. have i nh the assassination of some: of plan 

imaginatively directed - and greater paft. of the film deals with 

beautifully © photographed . that it 
will be around a long time. Art- 
slanted film, -which contributes. 

tiresome. 

much to. the prestige of Yugoslav j rather: as technical (Acting | AS: 
picture production, this looks” okay ! nt othing special. “Hans, 

for the: arties. - 
. Ne Diraj. he Sreca. 
Don't: Meddle With Fortune) 
“. .(¥UGOSLAV) -: 

Pula. Aug. 15: 
Loveen” ; production: . 

Irena’ Kolesar... 

‘A young man ‘falls in- love with | 
‘a comely girl.. She’s at. first: re-.| 

love lasts for a year but ‘then, the. 
man loses. interest in -“her.- The p 
transition from being a-passionate-| hucrica 
‘lover to an- -indifferent and even: 

"Pasile Vuilisie. 

‘Aleksandar: Sekulovic;’* music; 

mai: appears ‘somewhat: quick, yet. 
this. is a minor. flaw. Film. ‘teems 
with beautiful. scénes of. which the. out more coniedies... ‘This’ one gar- 
{tender love’ scenes have a: French ;nered® ‘lots: of . laughter ..when 

the “housing 
shortage’ fn big<cities. A sure comn-. 
mercial’. success’. Within its, home- 
‘grounds. ‘Export - possibilities - ‘are 

for. genuine intimacy.. Optically, 

Players turn in praiseworthy per- 

formances. ‘Hans. | limited. tothe: ‘East | European. mar-. °: 

Mair o- Lete “Story. starts out: in- an apartment i 
(A ‘ira Summer) : which : is.shared. by.a.-couple of . 

co’ ugoslav) 
Pula, - Aug.. 45. 

Vardar production: With Ljupka Dzun- 
deva, Slobadan Perovic, Meri Boskova. 
Directed by Dimitrije, Osmanli. Screen- 
play. Frida Filipovic; camera, Ljube, Pet’ 

_music,: Dragutin’ Sayin, At- Pula, 
Film. Fest.. Running time, 38 MINS. 

This dream: contains: a.number of 
amusing ‘sitiations, . 

| direction ‘and. technigal credits are 
Harmless - comedy of the ‘seen- average... . Hans, 

and-—forgotten typé.- Film received: 
many’ lau re so it appears aj 

y laughs here s PP “Nasilje XN Na. Trgu.. 
ket. But .there’s nothing ® special |. Wiolence At ‘the. Square). fer (YUGOSLAV) 
mild: export possibilities. Pula, Aug: 15." 

A young. eouple is. fed up. W ith, okoveen, Production. |W Valentina ¢ ion 
living’ among the many ‘people in ‘tese, Anita Bjoerk, Bibi. Andersson. .Direc- | 

3 ted’ by. Leonardo. Berkovici.. Screénplay,- .a: big city and therefore they. are | 55,0 "Aleksandar Sekulovies | - vich; camera, 
Dusan Radic. ‘At Pula’ (Film: Fest. 

a job in the country. They ‘hope. |" Running. ‘time, 104 MI Ins. a 

away ‘from ‘the big city. However, | This: Vehicle. cominands ‘some spe-. 
th doesn’t last lon since, by’ 

elt joy Map arte 6 eine y ‘tions: -cast. includes such ‘namés as 
‘America’s > ‘Broderick . Crawfoid,- 
-Italy’s :..- Valentina Cortese. and 

Direction. is average, acting -pleas- |! 
& BP “ | Andersscn, With: the. exception: of. 

Hans. " 
; ~ it small.. Plot is: quite “interesting, 
Pesma . with the atmosphere ‘ofa "German- 
(The Poem): occupied: city in.1944 well caught. 
(YUGOSLAY) « 

> Pula, Aug: 15. 
Avala production With Vasa Pantelie, 

Zoran: Milosavljevic, Spela Rozman,. Rado 
Marcovic. Directed by Rados: Novikovie: i} chances, are only moderate. - 

_ Novakovie; camera, Nenadj | 
Jovicic. At Pula. Film" ‘Fest. -Running, 
time, 86° MINS. . ; ‘been ordered by: the. ‘resistance - 

The. atmosphere’ is: well captured, 
Germans" .take 300. hostages: who. 
are. tobe shot if ‘the man who 

European countries. . 

zans and take along a famous poet. 
with. them. The poet js ‘caught and“ the ‘direction: is. _ fo -blame. | 

| Macedonians. down’ ‘by. brute force. : 

Ottoman’s big shots. Also. the blow... 
‘up -of a.bank \is:on_ their: list. The: ™ 

With: ‘Slobodan | 

families ‘plus. ‘their - relations. The. 
| hero.in. the film;.one of the-hus- 
‘bands, then. has. a dream. which: .. 
takes: up..a large part of the pic. - 

‘and~- fortu=‘- 
| nately ‘is not. overly. ‘long. Acting, :. 

“cial attention. because . its interha- _ 

-Sweden’s Anita -Bjoerk: ‘and’ .Bibi =: 

Crawford,: ‘who's. seen throughout. . |: 
)-the film, their ‘roles® ‘are ‘relatively — 

-.{-But the. unconvincing | seript “and . 
-heavy-handed | direction. ‘are’: can-" 
' siderable drawbacks; hence export © 

: «eaten eri nlite torygee “a 2 ete : - ea 
: Crawford ‘enacts a medico. whe's ~ 

, ‘|: movement, of which. he’s: a meine . 
Another Yugoslav. film - dealing : ber, to throw'a bomb at-a German ~ 

‘with the Nazi occupation” ‘period... i officer. ‘The bomb kills’ 30:Germans. 
rand as a’ reprisal .nmieasure, the.» 

‘threw the -bomb :doesn’t . surrender. 

“Hans, oo 

* formative, arresting and topical. | 

restraint and reason they have em-° 

ployed in molding and: executing |The colors, each one utilized for a. 
this facet of the film. Producers separate break, Tange. from racy. 

Millar and Tucsman, too: are to he chartreuse to outrageous orange to 
commended for conceiving, . 
fashioning a picture that is ins ! 

wrapper placed in-front of the lens.. 

virtually all of whom are lyrically 
at the extreme depths of romantic 

Again the-veteran March proves * despair, are Chubby Checker, Vicki 
he's one ot the finest actors to be “Spencer, Marv Johnson, Jack ‘Lar-:. 
found on the contemporary screen. ‘Son and an especially -gloomy Jad: 
It is a tribute to this man that one iashionably ‘tagged Dion. — 
is harely av are or conscious of the Clanton. a. pleasant-lo oO king, 
fact he is aetire. He creates a per- voung fellow, Graziano and “Miss. 
fon, a character of dimension and pitts persevere ‘courageously. Sid: 
eoinpassioy = Garzara plays with) Gould) and Maurice ‘Doberman? 
reat reserve and intensity, an- Gostield attempt © comedy relief 

is persuasive axa young intern, atone relicve. Diane Jergens, "Joan 
Eddie Albert outstanding as a ded> Tabor and Eileen O'Neill improve: 
it ated obstefin fain. Ina Ba'in eX- « the scenery, 

in her enactment of a gravely uv] Tube. 
young nurse in love with lite int ——_______ 
general and Gazzara in particular, | 
“bur she comes throuch in the more i 
demanding, passages of her char- tre~s. now a transplanted Texan, - 

acterization, Pls ilis Tlove'’s per-- wil receive one 
formance as Clark's pregnant wite {Marcus Fashion “Awards Sept. 12 
shes Rio re.aiye, e's Rh pesi- toi Sheraten-Dallas Hotel. 

gypee 

Greer Garson, British- born: ac~ - 

and * kimnovak - lavender. The simgers,! 

Unfortunately,.. -Oboler's course ; beaten up. ‘by the Gestapo. The; 
is. erratic . and. inconsistent. “His. ‘Communists are freeing the many] 
“episodes contradict one another -in | but one. of them, fhe ‘youngest::in 
‘style. After his-first’ three dramas | the -group, pays. with: Ais, ‘life for 
pursue - ‘the subject in: a: serious ! his deed. | 
vein, the fourth: abruptly. abandons ' This has’ some g6od’ sceniés, “with 
realism. for comic: absurdity ang! a very effective ending. But the! 
the unrealistic ‘aura. thus. intro- flaws, are too big .a’handicap to’ 
duced in’ midstream spills over, .|-make “Poem” muck. better than? 
pervades. and. tarnishes. ‘the: fifth. | an- ‘average © production: “Technical 

Then “Oboler ‘proceeds ‘to ‘cap ‘it credits are fine. Hans.’ 

Paree. Plaveg: Neba. 
“(A Piece. of Blue. Sky) . 

‘“{YUGOSLAY) - 

: Bosna: ‘prodaction. With Rahela Ferart, 
‘aed Vufisic, Olivera’ Markovie.. Directed 

; by Toma Jancic.. “Screenplay, ‘Vasa Popo- 
Vies -camera, Eduard - Bogdani¢s; musics 

“niny time, 

1 Se 

Bojan Adamic. At Pula - Film Fest. Run: ” 
88 Mi INS.” 

‘The picluxe Was. di-: 

‘af the Nieman= .. 

‘off with a preposterous and essen- 
‘tially .irrelevant climactic stroke. 
, The episode themselves: are tedi- 
‘ously: stretched and morally ‘and 
! socially inconclusive. | 

There area. number. of capable 
: performances: in the- picture, how- 
* ever, prominent among which are 
‘those of. ‘Hilda Brawner, William 
Traylor, Kate Reid,. June Duprez, 
Austin Willis, Jane. Rose, ‘Truman 
Smith, Winifred. “Dennis,. Rita 

| Gardner and Jack Betts.. Carroll ‘is 
well-equipped - ‘for and ‘unaffected 

: in the ‘prof-role, .. - 
QOboler's’ direction, tends to. slip 

up on detail, such, as. the. “altered 

a Continued on. ‘Page 54). 

. Another: Yugoslav ‘cémedy deal-- 
Salanski Atentatori. 
(The Salonika ‘Terrorists)_ 

(XUGOSLAYV) © 
Pula. Aug. 45, 

Vardar production. With: Aleksandar : 
Garvit.. Petre. Priicko, Joachur Muck 
‘Marlies Behrens. Directed. by. Zika Miiro- i 
vic, .Screenplay, Jovan ‘Boskov skiz -can- 
era, Liube’ Petkovsks: music. -Disun 
Radie. ‘At. Pula Film Fest. Ranhning time, 

typically: a domestic feature. to “20. 
in other -than: Fastern - ‘markets. -.~ 

' Pie concentrateson various peo-" 
ple. “living : tightly” ‘together. in @& 

105- MINS. 

“Another “Yugoslav action film: ‘breeder, a woman suffering ‘from: 

Director. Toma .Janvic: has. given. 
pic. The time Is 1903 when these. the whole thing an ‘optimistic slant.. 
patriots stood up against. the then. Acting is ‘not | bad. ‘and - technical 
Ottoman empire: which. kept the. credits” about average. 

ver Serbian town. There's’ a. notorious - 
s drunkard, a crippled ‘boy, a’ pigeon - 

but. this oné doesn't center around : complexes;,: 2 girl who's looking for: . 
Tito’s. partizans. Macedonian revo-:a husband, a: student, an. artist, etc. . 
‘Jutionaries. are the ‘heroes: in this] 

DVOJE | 
(And Love: Has’ Vanished) | Film séems a. good. het-for the *- 

(YUGOSLAY) * “| native--action trade. and. also may °° 
‘slip: into. foreign ‘markets. “But-*. | 
chances .are ‘slim.for this. {s,. ag 
measured by western standards, 
since. only a mediocre’ actioner. It 

Macedonian highschoo) boys: who -: 

‘their - preparations , and. is’ Tather, a 

‘Direction ‘by. zika- ‘Mitrovie~ is?” 

‘Directed. by Milo’ ‘Dunkanovic. Camera, _ 
Dusan. 

ae mi wer Pula Film | Fest: Running. lime, . 

Phe ‘Yugoslavs now are turning o 

no : screened ‘Here. It’s a strictly Yugo-" 
‘Petrovic. reveals. ‘remarkable ‘di-. slav. escapist fare based on- that! 

rectorial talents and a fine. feel ‘country’s. “problem, 

ery 

gett 

Adee 

cacao . 

et 

“Pula. . Aug. 1s 

oy ing with -human weaknesses. Film .~ 
oi presents’ ‘a ‘series. of. amusing - ‘site - 

| uations’ and -has: some. amicable... © 
’ characters to offer. But this is. too - 

0 SSS gee 

. Haase 2 



: ‘pendent Theatre Productions, Co. 
—_ Organization’ has.a backlog ‘of nine, for comedies. 

“properties in various stages of, p¥O-,. MM. & JA™- 

 Jonz or as often 

‘T exchange cities 

first picture now, 

~. country ‘indicate’ inimediate “pros- | 
“pects for 

So be- in widescreen .and\-color ‘with | 
-. TATSE: 

* additional. - 

ae. year, with fee remaining: the:same 

 “periences with Ave Cinerama trav- 

7 

FACT 
PICTURES 

New Bhi Backed Producing Outfit | ILE SHOOTERS | Dey Francs of Assisi Playdates c 
Pitching B Product for 1G Ann 1 Dues =. 

‘Hollywood,. Aug. 22. 4 
Establishment of. a: ‘production: | 

distribution. company with a.pro- 
“. gram of independent . _exhibitor: |. 
“backed |: films .. was “revealed. to 
artery by George Waller, presi |: 
dent of. the: : “newly-formed. Inde- |: 

Alexander Prod. Sells 

* Hollywood,. Aug. 22° -: 
with Europe a “growing - ‘market “ 

in film: ‘theatres, |, 
‘Alexander - Productions, ; 

‘duction ‘or preparation and- expects ! ! importters-exporters. of .-theatrical | 
‘to tee off: ‘distribution’ ‘setup. this’; film and -telepix ‘packages, lias: sold. - 
Christmas; * tniore than 100 -one-reel-silent. com 

ITP was set up. to ‘supply: indle | edies in.“Germany, France | and ; 
theatres’ with. films on a “member-: Greece. All are: old: Christie: Coni-: 
‘phip" basis;’ Waller ‘said, -explaini- j edies, frani 35°. to 40° years old. 
ing: exhibs: will: be ‘offered: a mini- «Films: will. ‘be - ‘subtitled. in- native , 
mum. of. four ‘films “in $2 50; 000., language in “each country, | 
budget category cach year for .an |. In--Germany.- package” was: ‘sold. 
antiual fee of: $I 000. Payment is. ‘to: individual theatres, as also. Was 

.. -baséd on. $250 per.. ‘picture ‘which’ ‘done‘in Greece, but in’ France deal : 
“2 Waller listy-as average flat rental: was closed ‘for Kroup with: A. ELF; 
- of a “B" type second ‘feature. ~ + Corp.- ae 

" Theatreman -can play. ‘films. as”. A-dezen early-ds ay ‘Stars figure ‘fin ‘ 
_ashe wishes. dur-. films’. sold... cine ‘iuding. Colleen 

“Moane in a: ‘one- -reeler- ‘tabbed ‘ "Ro-: 
iran. Scandals.” Other | stars © ‘jn-:: 
clude. Bobby - Yernon: “Neal: Burns,-” 
Jinimy dams; ° ‘Dorothy : 

ing: the year, with a central library 
to be set up in each: of the 32° 

from: whieh - ‘he 
’ ean draw. -Company¥ head | says. they: 
ave - enough ° mroney.. to. make. ‘the... Billy ‘Book a, James. Harrison, Jack | 

“Redbeards: ‘of, ‘Dufty: Frances-Lee, Duane Thomp- 

the Yellow River” “from: .a novel ; ; Son, Walter -Hiérs, Eddie -B Hiérs, Eddie ‘Barry. 
' ‘by’ Radko. Doone’ and ‘said: recone | 
talks with: exhibs: throughout’ the | 

Metro, Tndie hh 
‘Grimm’ Battle 

membershids 
up to 12° pix -a a Lat “Hollywood, “Aug. “99. 

‘Exhibition: -threat- to Metro-Gold: 
Company - would. produce . mast. -wyh-Mayer-C inerama’s giant “Won- 

of the ‘films throu‘li indie producer] derful:-World of . the. Brothers |: 
‘setups, with completed’ pix of simi- | Grimm” is.” looming : with: “ap pear-. : 
lar ‘quality and- generally * fantily” ance of. a German-made. Jivezaction j 
appeal: also: being ‘sousht, ’: They | film tagged“ ‘Grimm’s Fairy: Tales.” | 
would produce. their own, trailers, | Monte Lee Enterprises and. Nos- ! 

1,000 °. members,- thus, 
-piving “company $1, 000,000. neces- | 
sary for: the four: pix..-All -are.-to-}. 

‘used. Waller. said. 
-eould 

crews 

send - -production: 

| 

. od 

“DUE'TO ‘LONGEST DAY’ 
we, Hollywood, Aug; 22. - 

" Datryl F.; -Zanuck - has: decided 
to. Kili “The Bearded . Warrior.” 
‘Story. has’ ‘been on: slate for. DFZ 
Productions, to be- produced’ ‘for 

: ploitation’. -materials- ‘press. ‘books, | tion- Tights ‘to: the color, ‘widescreen. 

-theatre: owners. on .a- percentage ; 

Hollywood, Aug. 22. - being. shot... With release not -ex- 

‘screen color Hard-ticket’ attraction.|. 

-have ‘a 15, minute intermission ‘in 
20th-Fox by ‘Richard ‘Zanuck, but. 

to be included ta- ‘exhibs ‘on. ‘the | -seck-Denwitt Productions have-.aé- 

(Continued: o on: a page 4 14) , film, a combination of the. “Little | 
a {Red Riding Hood” and “Hansel and: 

we Gretel". ‘tales running. 90: mins: 
MGM.- Cinesaina ‘| “Lee -yesterday ‘said deals are be-. 

| : basis; With part: of campaign: aimed 
t 3 Hour | mit cat’ children's” ‘matinees. | Plans call 

‘for: a- therchandising campaign, to 
J -inglude’. “Red” Riding. Hood" “pnd 

child. ‘at ‘stréenings. * 

Thitial | MGM-Cinerama “How ‘pected until late-next year. 
the West Was Won" will -be limited: 
to (150-154 minutes,. according: to 
blueprints « «“by.-producer.. Bernie 

have. yet ‘to. start, but ‘rigid plans 
for. running time will. be met, ac: |. 

-_eording: to filming and editing out-. 
line approved’ by studio: toppers 

-the'110 U:S: and European. hatd- 
--top ‘theatres to. begin playing. film 
‘after. May-1; holding entire show | $5,000,000 : budget, . it .was'.decided: 

{td forget: ‘the ‘second: :war. ‘story. 

- membership’ fee, though. other: éx-} quiredU.S. ‘and’ Canadian distribu- 

itn negotiated: with ‘independent: 

F or ‘West Won | MGM-Cinerama pic is . currently. 

_ Smith. Three segs. of ‘the: triple-" 

Additionaily.”. it! is. planned’ “to. 

“Longest Day’? is now: in’ produc- 
to. less than: three-hour ‘goal. 

‘Pattern -set un is based. on exe | 

-elogs.. To’ date’ they have grossed | Zanuck was high. on: “Warrior,” at. 

$115.000.000. ‘in “47 theatres, . a 
which- $9, 000. 000° was racked bea 

.during.a Seven-year run at Holly- || Meanw hile “balance of sked ‘to 
wood ‘Theatre. Local. house: winds {be - 
reissue. run of the Lowell’ Thomas “with” exeeption. of: “Chapman ‘Re- 
_produced shows Sept. 2. -| port. ‘now set for Sept. 5 start at} 

Selling policy. for. MGM-Cine- 
, ‘Tamas Will be 90-10: deals: .exclu-" 
. Bively,. contracts” being. negotiate 
by Cinerama’-veepee-general sales | ‘ment” by: Winifred“Van Atta, and 
manager. Bernie “Kranze | in’ New} “Fate Is the Hunter,’ by Erriest D.. 
‘York... Maiden deat most. likely. will? Gann. ‘Latter. two. ‘should roll al 

be. Warner. Hollywood .- ‘where:t Most .. -imimediately: after) ““Chap-+ 
travelogs’ -had. exclusive | ‘Los: -/An- |: man," “according to “Richard. Zan-| 

geleS: exposure. Puck... “ 
“Sources. at MGM feel “west Was : 

“Woii’ “Nas potential --of grossing : 
‘more. “than all. tri-screén < oldies. :: 

"- combined : over period of. vears. |. 
Confidence: is ‘based on ‘star roster [ 
° ‘and fact pic offers more - natural:! ‘exec - on Paramount's *: ‘Ten - ‘Com- 

_ U.S. vistas than anything yet done} mandments,” : has. been ‘appointed 
- on.screen, or to be done” in. ‘many: -Par’s- ‘branch. manager ‘in -Philadel-. 
years. Bookings - ‘in ‘first -110° thea- phia. . 

best to for get it. 

‘ make «.“Short. Cut” -abroad,. while : 

‘ ChuraleyBranch Manages. 
‘For Paramount in Philly | 

to ‘run’ minimum. of: three’ years’, 1936... 
with five-year possibilities. in. some | ‘Philadelphia ; ‘post was. vacated 

: ‘situations. le i with ‘the retireinent: of: Ulrik © “Fels 
_ In view of this, ‘only solution for i Smith, who. had. been: with Par. 47] 

_ (Continued on. Page 16) fyears. 

~ Silent Reelers. 0'seas| 

20th Ce nturs.-Fox . forked, over that. 

Devore, 1 

= lenged—as 

4 Gordon" Gor dons;- 

| Levy, . 
| Case is still. pending: : 

‘| because one agent: is ‘said--to’ have.j i 
l.collected $50,000 ° “for rights. to -a ‘part’: -of va -peneral ‘reorientation of 
title. and ‘another .about $100,000. the: U A-Lopert relationship set in: 
‘that’ ‘a book: complete’ with charac- motion ‘early. this. year: when liva | 

ters and. Story, is necessarily wortlr ' Lopert : moyed . his. per sonal head- 

that much or. more, 

“Gretel” | caps: to’ be given’ to each ‘books may:  selt for only: "$5, 000. to; 

. wre as $2, 000. 

ITANUCK KILLS ‘WARRIOR’|. 
| aggerated. ° 

in view of “Longest :Day,”. with a. ( 

tion ‘abroad ‘and. while young: Hf y 

east. fora’time, it-'was ‘decided | 

| Many producers:do not’ know. that | Inspector” 
made‘ for’ 20th. continues as.-is, : there's. @ world beyond Eos Angeles. don, néxt entry for camera start : 

Warner ..Bros.. Zanuck ‘senior “will e 

d.son, will produce “Shock Treat:|- 

thiyig-in the world to, knock. off 

{foot 1t- after books like; 
‘| Chapman - Report’’ while ‘still: 

 -Ediware. G. Chumley, special Sales |. 

He's. held numerous ‘field | for So. arid So's novel—the onls [” 
tres ‘here and abroad are expected: tPosts-since- joining the: company: in| trouble. is neithér. author nor stu- , 

HELP PAYOFF! 
. By DORA ALBERT 

; JHOuy wood: “Aug 22, 

‘How much are the film’ rights fo} 

A. popular. hook worth? .Value’ de-| 

“pends ‘on not only How. popular the | 

book: is; but. also on how shrewd 

the. agent is: how: ‘shrewd: the studio 

negotiator is—arid how eager, and 

show smuch" competition there ap- 

pears: to-be.. ae 

» Strictly, by ‘Totic: pitees: paid for 

ser een ‘Tights ‘niake very. dite 

sense: A’ ‘number of “year's age, . 

“non- -fiction- book called.” yy ake . Lp 

‘and Live, "by! Dor othea. Brande— 
possessing Ry: -hint of a’ ptot,.. 
character or ' dialogue—sold . for. 
'$30.000 © If sounds. ‘incredible: but ° 

“TRaps: Longstreet Script 
As ‘Unfit,’ Actress Sues: 

Los Angeles,. Aug. 22. 
_Actress Joan Caulfield has sue 

winter Stephen Longstreet for 
$5,000 plus interest from Aug 15. 

21960. AY ‘Superjor Court action over 
purchase of. film rights to author's 
novel, "The Bedch House.” 

i) Cemplaint: charges. that under 
terms’ of: deal. Longstreet was to 
awrite a’? seript from ins. book, as 
:a. stuffing vehicle ‘for “Miss Caul- 

a. fied.- Script. however, | according 
tO -acthess, Wan “inadequate, until 
and unfilmable.” | and ‘couldn't be 

To, waned: for. a picture. 

Clem Perry Exits 
As Lopert’s Aide 

murh, its sid, to a shrewd agent, 
just tor the title: then” built its own 
SLOrn - around | tht title. 

Later, ‘Warners’ paid about $109. ab 
000 for “FBL Story,” ‘another’ none}. 
fiction ‘book--mainly: for its .popu- ; Cle: Perry, for Jast two. years . 
larity : :on ‘best ‘seller lists: and for ascistant to prexy liva. Lopert,’ 

Lopert Films-+United “Artists sub- 
sidiaty is: resrgning effective Sept. 

it Jhas ‘been—by. ‘the 7 “Perrs, prior to. joimnaz. Lopert, 
who had ‘sold Was exec vp of the Rugot & Beck- 

sereen : rights to an earlier fiction /¢?". Theatres, New York art theatre 
circuit, where tre is ‘credited for book: to / Art. Gardner’ and | Jules | 
having played a ‘major part in the “with. the. very - “same title. 
, dev clopment of the U.S. art theatre 
market as it nsti “dd. toda 

- Many Jawyers- will tell you that: Tt Was. durine. pituted tod. at 
titles as such. are not: copy: rightahle. : ik & B that the eastside arlie’ Sut- 

However. if the title is attached to. jon ‘theatre switched to a’ firstrun 
a dest, seller, - you'd. better pay: jhasis, thus .providing the pattern 
through the nose if ‘you, want’ it; -fTor’ non-Broadway showeasing of 
otherwise lawyers. could elaim that: class. “product. both foreign and 

you're palming off. something. else | domestic, in the: New York are: 
asthe best-seHér.’ .The author of peryy's ‘future. plans are unset as 
an’ obscure, book might ‘be. just -a of the moment, but he reportedis 
nuisance’ if he: “.sued;. but the Shas been approac hed by.a major 
authors of: -prominent® works would ‘company interested in enter ing thre : 

probubly be. able to collect-if their iart film. distribution ‘market. ala 
titles. are used. Without | permission. j United. Artists with: Lapert or Col- 

But: don’t. get. the ‘idéa that just. umbia: with Kingsley Internation! 
‘Perrv’s “resignation: looks to be’! 

its title. ‘Then Warners discovered . 
its right to the title could’ be-chal- : 

ene 

eee 

quarters. abroad to coordinate UA's { 
European production It’s under. | 

‘Stood’ -that “Eugene: Picker, former ; 
9 Loew" g ‘Theatres prexy who joined 

VA‘in a veep. capacity in June, is” 
now more or: léss running the Lop | 
Filnis show -for' UA, whielr is inte- 
jgraling the subsid operation more 
.Jand-more ‘Closely with that af the 
parent ‘company. 
r J's. expected: that Lopert. Films, 

paper. columns: about. authors col- which presently has its own offices: 

lecting $25,000 to $200,000 or more :07 West 57th Street in NY, will: 
are. sometimes. true; but often -ex- ihe | moving to quarters in the saime ; 

‘Or. the’: “escalatoc” ‘7th Ave ‘building hausing the UA | 
clause is taken: at fave value. ‘[homedffice. as) soon as a sublease ; 
on itenant-for the 57th St. spare ean i. 

ope Of biz. screen. rights.” has * he found. 
‘sometimes sent authors scurrying ;. : i 

peso hint ion. MARK ROBSON HAS FOUR 
~ UP HIS $3-MIL. SLEEVE! 

- Rights to” moderately - popular ! 

$T 500—even’ when ‘handled “bp © 
high-powered“agent. Some authors 
have sold rights ‘to older books or 
books -inless deniand for as* ‘little | 

: Blind to. US.A2. 

‘Those - figures’ you ‘see in news- 

hook sales.-in the tiope of promot-' 
ing ‘a Hollywood sale.” ‘Actually, | 
the. “opposite tactic is equally ‘apt tol 
w ork—stayi ing on the home-grounds|.  - Hollywood. Aug 22 

ou're’a Hollywood author: and{| Mark. Robson, 20Uh-Fox produ- 
fighting. it out with lectures, radio : cer- -director, has four: pix on his) 
and tv’ appearances and: newspaper ‘‘slate.. each of which. wil cost - 
Vinterviews.. to ‘impress producers. {|$3.000,.000 and over. With “The | 

now shooting ty) Loat- 

will be “Das of. Darkness?” whieh | 
“he will direct starting Nov 1. Nel- 

Gidding is writing sc ript based 
‘of the’ game, before any. sale is son ' 
riade. : for _press agents to pant [pay as on orig anal idea by Rob 

whatever they can. and wherever - -Follosing this will be. “Tower of 
they. can about producers panting ~ Evie” and * Greatest Raid of AM 

cumie-on, a movie sale is the easiest | indi. while. ‘ Raia” will be 

filmed ir, England and. France. 
The sad truth is that’ producers hot- -: “Wingate.” Ohio ‘of “Gen Orde 

The. Wingate, mull. be filmed in England,’ 
LPalestine, ‘Ethiopia and. Quebec 
where story takes. place 
 Producer-director Jeft for Lon- 

don’ ‘Sundas. ‘for tuo- week Jooksee 
on “Ins pector.” 

City. Jimits: , 

It’s castamary dn the’ early: stages 

Say, 

galleys: ‘rarely set excited about the 
average, book: | 

.Press agent - ‘pipes “about. screen 
tights are of three types: J: the 
‘pure invention ‘Such and Such ‘a; 
Studio is interested. in. or bidding 

2 ee IR se: 

| Allied’s s 1334 Divvy 
Allied. Artists has declared quar- 

‘terly divvy of. 13%1¢.. per share on 
j dio know:-about: its: the’ pro-- cy; mpane'’s 5!2% preferred ‘stock . 

voted by -directorates’ . ltected ‘pipedream ithe. “author has Melon, 
consented. to the pleasant fabrica- exec committee ast week, 13 pay-; 
tion, .and .no- one-.at ‘the’ Studio: 3. ahte Sept 15 to holders of record 

. (Continued on page 18) las: of Sept. 

| 

7 

other 

de 

| abolished recently, 

For School and Clergy Advantages 
~Atbany, 

Postponement of 

“Fianvis of Assist’ opening at 

Fabian’s Palace in Athbany from 

:Aug 1 until late September ant 

i date backs in othes large cities of 

this exchange distsiet i¢ tae Apitale 

ize on the ‘return of Gicdies te 
schoo) 

An exception 

Aug 

Qith - a AS | 

: 

Ss al abitpe ef su rae 

Jer Stanitlons Uttar lake 
Placid) Hammock Lannersviile auf 
Wandliam - waere tae we cone 
tnfy Fox pretiire ager. Saaslay 
12a-, 

4 news date fu: ; rarer an 

whi? theaters dan i tine 
By a Meet be. me Tan 3. 
[Manager Jot. Wal To re | 
han BuareereVuthe a8. aa VE te 
son im the etait eer atta 8, 
bat week Wialnetne: earl. s. oe wis 
fer wetis Hise Wo YN 

POD WAT a ede cect 8 ate sony 
“oftaal Paal doo: ’ awoeyelacta 
tromast fot fre Na cet m7 Hel 
Wath OPabaee compa a « a a ate 

tending . 

‘Phere. will be a Nene. treap 
WH the Paanme ceca rcramesatgan, 
fer the premiere ere bsttaeea 
Praneiscan pries"  fiem St Ase 

-thony on the Hudeei or terde dot 
a screenings af t8e tifes ar the Poe 
projectian room 

The substianisal (thoi proguadas 
thon in Adbany aimed oa miuwted of 

excharate dosti i eities. arid 
TOWNS TS expeeted fo produce eye ef 
Jent business for tle pucture of the 

of St Brae. ‘Aisa = fae 
Humerus Franeta ats anetifations 

ca college. grade schuat+ amd smd. 
Naries and Bsesets deans statted 
par hes 

Klein, Smmerling 
Buy NT&T Stock 
In Proxy Battle 

Los Agieles, Aug 22 

Speaking: for hiniself and a..0- 

'ciates, Kugene Ktein, prexs of Mae 

tional Theatres: & ‘belevisson, is 

‘dedicated to mamlesting control of 

circuit, despite report: fom Stel- 
doa Smerling, whase exec past was 

Laing 500.000 
“Shares with his group 

Klein satd he bought 2000 NT&T 
: shares Jast week His personal tally 
1S 52.000 of 600000 Shares in foaw 
for management 

“We're still addioz.”” he asserted, 
‘and “will buy all the stack neers. 
sary to keep control" Outstanding 
Shares total 2.816 247 

Smerling, according to Klein, 
has no contract ‘Jiu, scotches re. 
port that the formes exer. who ean 
tinues as board memes. Nad Miree 
year licket, 

Fact is when Sineriins came on 
fiom Gotham ta take over theatres 
operations at request of Bo Gerald 
Cantor several montin asa, boud 
agreed to an oral one ton Galary. 

Smerling has been reheved of 
duties but is oti on pastall He's 
now east comferting with los attore 
ness ant sfock busin’ proup, re. 
‘ported fo be the Sumerians famndy 
and toppers of ABC Verein © +), 

cin Philadelpiia and Neve York on 
PII Up MmOre stocx 

Cantor. boldinys. of 14 fp-03} 
shares “were bought Gy bs Saeer- 
nas interests, ala Sac, barks ‘Sil 

100 share. before ta-t  menthog. 
board meeting, al ariel Sener inag 

“was given notice af diounietson of 
‘dutie- -Both Cantor aed Fisk. aie 
no Janger on board 

Seidman to U.S. Industries 
fo.d Seidinas, of tie Dona 

hue & Coe agency sue MAB fas 
resigned to becauie pea ctden! of 

% pt 

the Educational Scted:e Dasimion of 
CS Industries. iss 

Chit concerns neelf sath fesehe 
Ing Macinnes, both text and fils, 
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‘Little Messages To Film Producers 

ws 

Yobr picture Is complete. It has been: 

_...,€Ut, scored, printed, trailerized;. press 

booked and. sneak- - previewed. The “E 

outlook is promising. Then ‘you de- 

cide and your echo ‘echos that what 

‘the picture must have is a- great ‘word--’ | 

of-mouth gimmick. . | 

Word-of-mouth is.a condition de-.. 

voutly to be desired. It is mentioned 

in all film showmen’s prayers. And 

after three expensive luncheon - con=° 

ferences at The™ Divan of . the. Four. 

Moslems you and. your echo come. up 

with areal gem of a gimmick—nobody: 

will be admitted fo the theatre during 

the first 15. minutes of your picture! 

Convinced that this great built - in 

twist has rendered trade paper adver- » 

tising superfluous, you. stand by for 

the gimmick to explode of cits’ own: 

inherent hilarity. And it does—at least 

three New: York. columnists: give. you 

gag mentions.. 

Meanwhile your picture opens cold. 

Nobody has heard. more than an idle. 
rumor, It’s fust. another title and—as. 

- -you yourself have elected—canother. 

gimmick. Afterwards exhibitors and 

amusement editors and fans go 

-@round saying, “Actually, ' hear At... 

“was a good picture but the producer 

kept it a secret.’ | 

The smart thing would have been 
| to first advertise to the trade. 

In, of course, 
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_thirée- ‘theatres. . “La: ‘Dotée Vita, A Bast seek. carts: soe [-M- -Gi -Treissut's., $2.000. - ; Wk-9 dazs:. Th:3 session ‘sind: ng” ~ Albee -RKQ -3 ty, $159 = 
_ with ‘night capacity, sha jes. ‘socko. ‘Larkin, ‘Clay (A-R) (400-400: $1. asi! Charles ‘Fruchtman: - 1500; 90--Up, Paes ‘Thurs. jook~ like “Goodbye Avain” <C4> 2d vk. 

a third: at“Tivoli, “Spartacus” -is.! | §9: nha Dole. Vita” (Astor? * 8th $1.50. —"Farint': “WBe (5th Wk: al Ch FOOD , after ‘Ai SON for Nivid $6500 sier S100 bus 
Sdusty: in. ‘third at Uptowh. on’ BOD tsi i: Wow $17 :000.- “Tas: vweeeley | Socle '$6.000.- Lait ‘week, $5.00. tend. : week. Ada” (MG: opens — Capitol sec ietama 4-409; 

ess $18:000., a “Cinema, Seliss ders 460, ‘90-| Fridav- ines aon $2581.80. “Guns of Nasarone” 
Estimates for This Week” a te Pe, o S13; ree Truth" “tKings? ath wk 7 Criterion’ NSE. bt 1520. S125- Col §th uk. Sock S12 000 Last 

Carlton, Danfort, Humber. Rank ki: wee Nice $2,050: " Last week, $2,500. : $2 am wh "Gans of Navarone™ «€ vale week, $14,000 

(2318; 1,330: 1:303;.°$1-81: 50.” “KK NIFTY 0.000." [Sie West ‘Schwaber« 435; 90-.; ae seri, round endis . Fsquire Art :Shor 5 $1 245 .- Gans: of Navarone”™ ‘Colt: 3d. ‘RI: 5 30°" R womancly and Juliet” iV. OMOTFOW. “Thurs fs heading for Romanoff and Juliet" 3. Sd wks, 

Wham $55:000.-Last week,’ $62,000.” ‘ * oO] a ies, Ged’ $2200. “Last we, seat. S44 000. after S479 for Bat $3,009 “followin | $3 605 
< : Eglinton (FPs 1918: $1.50-$2:50:-— | °. ?P ROY: ‘GUNS 8} G, 3D tipped ‘vo agg enh week | Stays. Day-dsting | preem , 
; “Windjainmer” ‘NT. «35th (Wk. Providence: Aug. 22. |-g0- Eppedrome, ‘Rappaport 2.300. “DeMille Rese 1.463, -20-$2 75 {rand ‘RKO: a 400 SSW S535 

» Bleady $7,000... Last week, ditto: REO ‘Bibee ‘jumped - ‘into. Jead °C: ole 6th: wk. “Good $8,300, Least |= “Spartacus” eg Th wk Cur He S Stan Mea eae ade ete 
- “Hollywood: -F P)::1,680;.$1-$1 50 tanis’ week :with: “Nikki.” . and‘ is! week. $9. 000... - “a re nf stanza ending today) Wed : -etnengen or near fat week, 

co ee"Weekend-with. Lidu™ :Col}, Fair. y ith, nifiv fake ins first. ‘Strand’ st ‘Little - ‘Rappaport: 7300: 2.90-"Jooks ta push fo. sock $27.50) atter — ‘Gail "4 3 ¢1¢ 
i, $8,900. “Lant week. “Parrish”. MBN third “week of “Guns ‘of Navarone™! $1.50:—“Red Shoes": Andie” sre: S25 460 for 46th-week Coantinvies "4 ta ‘ Name he 
OTP wky $5.60, looms ‘Jucty. But "State's “Goodby ¢ i-issue. “Fair: $1,500. Last week. -Fimbassy’ “Guild! © Enterpii es ie vCant “ie ko Sas bean 

‘Hyland. ‘Rank- BT 857; S181. 50, Again’ is..barely. good, “Fanny™ - ‘Back Streets: Of, Paris” In idiev (2d (5s, 90-817 3 Cold Wad m Ya uw eK ae tk Pur shee 

5 Ae oe a Jaiportant Person” | 20th ; shapes fatso in: first -at. Majestic.” (wk. “She00. 6. . 7 August’ “UAL th wk | Fourth lyde Park art “hor oy 
ogg. ints Py Aasy $7. 500. Last: “week, fo “Estimates for This Week: , Mayfair . Fre itn an) pre 90. fiame fin -hed ve-ter day “Fue.? $tu5 ‘Cape On Carstatte” 

2 Tmiperial (FP 19.343; ST-SI. Bort Albee RKO? 2.200: 65-90.— Nid. 3 we en Go Naked: Gai ee SB: SMP atter: $8,200 for Gor a Pao Potent $1258, 
“Fanny WRr (3d wk: Hotsy: $13: NikEI BVI ‘and “Flute andi 5-4 a oo. ane St is x ked’. id mee Miller: “Gy . 1.3-f veek. $1 50 oo. 7 

OU), Last Week-$13900 52 Arrow” «BV 5 Nifty’ $9.000,, Last '' ace er et Me 1 U.. O- +BGt $1 Si “3 er Grbert Maller Keith's Sher :1 st gig? 2a = 
International “Tavlor): 857: ‘$143 week: a ac ‘Homicidal’ Coir and. ey sew mu vac? ; ste Ag 300; i 7 1 ‘. $1 on 3. — la. te Via’ “FE Pane. “: of Ass: 4 ‘3 haat. ot Wee. 

$1.25. —“Never On’ Sunday” ‘Lopes { “Mania” indies, $8. 000. Farr $6009 a 1 ae Riper aS ae ‘tiated’ * Py S { nee Mo ce Cnet “eT Ee eat Teast eee ity 
Gist Wk: Good $3. 500. Last, week, j Elmwood .. “Snyderi a 2 tain mag HL, ‘rerun 2 2a “ke $3 “000, panes MM, £26 ine aie ‘$25 Fan to : Pale <4) 2 Guy to be ditto. ya . "1 g2.50 ‘Exoduc" iC AY: “30th. ke vir Playhouse. "Scivvaber. 355 ri - ae ae a 7 feos ; alace | RKY : Guts : 3 of 

Loew's (Loew ty 641; $1:81 25-2 — Bteddy 83.500. Nintn. round, $3: 700, $1559 —- ‘Never On Sunday" i Lope: ie Palace REN 4 642: 90-$2 50 —2 5 Hel en: Bassai ae ‘ a oh . 

-,, “Honeyntoon, Machine?.M-G! Fine. Majestic (SW "$2,200; 65-90! “40th: wk. Steady. 2.340. Last, “Pit: and Pondatun! ATO Oper vein Dri ln stat hy es 
~ 0 $14,000 or close. Last week, “Good-. “Fanny” WB ‘Shapes happy} ‘Meek, $2.20. today "Wed. In ahead: “Tamme . On ands On Wane _ “at 

ee Again” “CA‘ iad. wk}, $7.500. | $8.000 or_close. Last week, *Par-|° Rex .:Frepdian’ :300;--$1.50<- Tell: Me Tre’ Uo 'dth wk. fair Gohath AA ed Donde Aan 
ay pected Vite ,31:50-82.500_ meat rap” BYY ‘ath sek $5:000-" gimme stata nt 2a: $14. an oF ne: ar alter $36.00 for Coli 510.000 Last seek “Parent 
‘Rugged. $13,000. Last week, $14.000.'| “Goodbye Again”: (WA) aad “Three | $3 200... “t weer | "Foram. (Moss . ‘813: - 90-$1.80.— ea by Back Henwe: oe “y " ray 
— ‘Towne (Taylor) (693;" 90-$1.25'— | On’: Spree”. (U'A1:. “Good. $8,000. | - "Stanton. “Fruchtmant 12,800: ‘90: “Seream: -of.. Fear’: iColis, Opened . Fast * adies Men” Par ” and 

Te on” piagician’ x. Indie: Nice a ast oe ove ina PGndies: Sa ah vis ty: Bottom of. Sea”' yesterday | ‘Tues. In ahead, “The “One Foot In Hell’ Par ‘sib 

Juliet {U). (7th -wk), 3.500. u: an e Ruffians (In 1eh, ihe. Dra $5,509, Last “week, » Truth” ‘Kings: 8th wk-8 days: hitiruns: Oke S640 Ta week, 
Uptown (Loe its > oat 1. $6,000... ‘NikkE IBV: (2d wk: ‘35,200. "okay $12,800 after $12,500 for sev-i"Konga” «AI: and Cat Burglar” 

nt “Gpavtacuee mrt) 238 i SLD) a Realty) 12.200; gat Rappaport: a 75, OO cutendedray week and excellent vetbor Wee the: meer $1-S1 0) . a ; “ alley yethies ~ 9, v 
_ S100 oo Last weet rao ney at ICol+ (3d wk). Loud $8,500. See- 6th: Mk Hep. $8,000. Last. ‘week, _Para’ioent .4B-PT: +3665, $1-:— Fanny" ‘8th “k Fairuk 

ast wee $ 500. 138,400. . ‘Ig2 — Marites Lets Go" (2othi 12d { $6.50). Last week, $7,050. 

this. ‘frame. and will: get. a. moder-.|° 
ate: uplift: from fwo new, nice en-|.. 

-* Honeymoon" expect a..sock $29.- a 
000. : Carnegie’ $s “Dentist In Chair”. 
‘shapes: faney 

‘at. Monroe for opener... 

“Magic Fountain” is heading for a 
‘fairish second round at: McVickers. 

: Oriental. third. 
holds’ solid -in third- lap -at United:} 
“Artists while “Romanoff And Ju-|- 
” diet" is’: ‘notching a snappy third.) 

nn at the Loop, -:’ | . 
; “« fea” opening week at ‘the: Golden Gate. |. 
On. hard- ticket, La Dolce Vita” “Master.of- World” looms: nice -on| k. 4s. garner ing: a potent. 10th. wee at.! ‘lopener -at"the: huge: Fox. “Thief of: 

i the. Todd.. 

.. $2)——"Dentist “In | Chair”. 
Fancy $6,500.. Last week, “F rench, 
_-Mistress’”. (Indie); - 

- Chicago. (B&K)- (3,900;: 90-$1: 0)! ! mighty in. fifth session. Playing the [" 

$26,000: Last week, $28,000. 

a “Saturday Night, Sunday’ “Morning”: 
“> 4Cont) (8th: wk), 

“week, -$3,500.: 

. ‘Machine’ Hetty $14, 000, 

- “Guns ft Nav arone™ "is: stil] sovk. at. 

in. 

 geale.: 

“a. Y 

PICTURE GROSSES 9 

2 Chicage; Aug. 22... 4 
Fiist; runt “bi continues: . steady |: 

” Estimates Are Net. 
Film: - BYOSs “estimates: as fee 

a ‘ported ‘herewith:from the vari-- 
. ous. key cities, are. net: f.e.,. 

tries with’. Support. from ; sturdy. 
holdovers.. - Woods: preem -. of: 

“without. usual. tax. Distrib-._ . 
- wtors: sharé on net take, when 

in. first. :“‘Under- |: 
world U:S.A." and “Stop. Me ‘Be-| °° estimated figures are net: in- . 
fore 1-Kill" compo is. ‘figured: okay. “ eome. F 7 

- “Two: Rode” Together”. , Jooks - prices, however, as‘ indicated,. 
hefty in secand frame at Roosevelt.. n, .. include’ U. S. amusement. tax... a 

‘Sept Giant 2G, 
- Frisco; ‘Vita’ 1G! 

‘San Francisco; Aug. 22: : 

‘Naked -Edge’’ looms* sharp. in} ¢ 
“Goodbye “Again”: |- 

Esquire stanza. ; . 
“Fanny.” is ‘posting: a hotsy. sixth | 

Chicago. canto while “Guns. Of ‘Na-d° 

“Spartacus” | 
is:still big: in. ninth 3 round on ‘rind: with. “rently, ’- 

outstanding ‘with. a: ‘smash.: take 

| Bagdad" also is rated: fine on. initial 
’ Estimates’ for This: Week. | found at .Warfield.. 

“Carnegie (Telem’t?.. 4495;: $I. 95- 
: Indie). | 

$4, 000..' ‘while. “La, -Doice. “Nita” continues 

‘Great ‘Clay, and, Larkin. 

Estimates for. This. Week 
Fanny.” CWB). (6th- wki; 

“Cinema .'Stern)’ "1500; ° $1. 50 
1.50)-—"Come- “September”. (U) 

Tidy $3,000. Last 20 aoe erin 
2600 $25,000 or, over... ‘Last’: week, 

H&E: Balaban). Ge 350; +“World By Night" «WB» and “Pri- Esquire 
| $1.25-$1.801—“Romanoff And: : Ju-|.,, ” 
Diet” (Us 13d. wk. - Solid: $9,000, “treiss ives: Adare and Eve’ 

Last week, $12,000. - ‘ issu ; ew 
.-... Loop. tTelem'ti: 1606; “$1. 95-$9 1 Me Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1 2st, 50= | 
” “Spartacus (Ur (sub-run' (9th wk). {Master | Of World’ | {AT and. 

_-: Fast $14,000. Last week. $15,000, |“Feen-Age Cavemen” - (20th). 
ve - MeVickers | (ILS) il 500; - 902: Bright. BS, 000 - in nine days. Sea 

ae $1. 80'-2"Magic Fountain” | Indie} | week: “Voyage -Bottom...Of ‘Sea’’ 
. 2d Wht. -Fairish $7, 500... Last | (20th) and “Sniper s: Ridge” (20th) | 

“Monroe (Jovan) -(1 000. " §5-90)-_! . “‘Warlield . Loew). (2, a6: $1°25- |. 
Underw orld. USA”.(Col' and “Stap isi 50'——"Thief Of Baghdad" (M- Gi" 

To sone 
‘Nice. .'$11.000. Last wee } Dolce. Vita” 

“Honeymoon, Machine” : (M- Gy: 1204 three - houses. 

, Oke tan d®, 
(MAE). 

Me -Before I Kill? “(Cold : “Five .. ‘Guns. 
$4.500:. - Last: week,. “‘Lost" Souls") 
(Indie? and’ “Woman: OF Sin’. (n- 
die., $5, 300:: 2] wks, -$9.000. ‘in 8 days. 
‘Oriental Indies. 3: 400: 90-81. 80) | 

Naked | Edge” (UA). (3d. ‘wht. $1,501—"Fanny". (WB) “¢3d .wk). 
{Continued gn. page HW) Hep: ‘$14,000. Last week, $18,000: 

: ‘St. Francis. (Parr (4 400: . ST 25. 
- 1.$2.003—* "Guns Of Navarone”: (Col) 

413.600. © 

‘playing percentage, hence. the ': ‘$5. 000. Last week, $3,000 

The parenthétie®. .admigsiori: ” 

pat St biz is:strong here: cur: | ; 
“Come September’. 

Golden Gate (RKO) (2, 859:. ‘$1.25-]° 

1 less. 

‘| Navarone” is still. smash in sixth | 

| $E.50i— 
20th wk:.- Good’ $7, 500. Last week, ' 

“Guns of Navarone” ‘still ‘is. wow! 
in ‘eighth . stariza’. at | St.- Francis 

‘and “Blast ‘Of. Silence”. (U). Sock-: 

wy. - 

48th wk. Wow $12, 000. ‘Last. Week,.. ‘Bottoni -of. Sea”. Js sad. in first at 

‘| b.o.-Hot- weekend put the finishing 
' | touches on ‘an. already: dull ~week. 

are. playing to mild. biz: 

| $1.75-$2.653— 
‘{reissue? . 

‘J Last week, $6.500. 

“(rerun). s2d° wk), ‘Pale. $1,800. Last: 

$1. 49.—“Portrait 

‘(ane SLICK $12,000, 
"HUB; ‘GUNS’ 216, 6TH) 

Boston, Aug. .22. . 
~ ‘There’ $:a. drought. here, with. no 
rain. for 17 straight- days and «a 

| heat wave. which has clobbered. the 

Fine 29G, ‘Guns’ 
; Although Broadway firet-runs 
are being helped. by a few new | 
films this: stanza, cooler and rainy | 
westher.is a big-plus factor at the : 
wickets, (Infact, several houses 
are. ‘holding close to Jast week's 
figures or even. topping them. 

Oke ; Sunday and Monday (21) consider- 
“ne. tably aided trade. 

(678: gi<| “Marines, Let's Go” wound its | 
(Lope? initial stanza at. the’ Paramount 

swith a fair $24,500. Opening week } 
. "tot “Sand Castles” at the arty Guild 

iGipérdma, Ine} - 354; hit. a big. $14,000. 
-Windjammer”’ NT): Stil champ fn total amount of 

Mild- $6; 000. ‘coin, “Fanny” and stageshow looks 
oe :to climb to.a wham. $175,000 this 

Capri. (Sack, 1900; $1-$1 50'\— 47th) session at: the Music Hail. 
T“Raisin in-Sun".'Col) (6th wk. Big Tt wins an. eighth week and un- 
27 500. Last week, $7,000: doubtedly a ninth. It pushes back 

_ Exeter: Indie! «1;376; 90-$1. 50)-— ‘ithe opening of “Come September," 

!“Ramanoff and Juliet” t8th wk’. {originally slated to preem just 
| Oke. $4,000. Last week, same. [PIU 0 Labor Day. Fenway ©!Indie 11,350; $1 5o—! ints’ of Navarone” {s another 
“Hiroshima. Man. Amour” “tZenith): blockbuster, - with a mighty $56,000 

in ninth round, day-dating - the 
Criterion and: arty Murray Hill. 
“Spartacus”. is ‘pushing ahead of 

_| ‘With only two new ‘pix, biz is Ust- 
“King of. Roaring 20's" at]. 

‘Paramount ‘shapes: slick. “Guns of ! 

round at Gary. “Other. first-runs 

” Estimates for, This Week 
“Astor (B&Q: (1,170; * 90-$1.50) 

—"Spartactis” WU) - (8th wk?. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) . 
“ ‘Nev er. On. Sunday” 

$8; 000: - 
Boston | 

t15th : wk! 

week; sanie. ~-*: 
| Gary. Suck)” {1, 277; -90-$1. 80'— 
“Guns. of ‘Navarone” iColi (6th. wk). 

“Cold Wind in :August” {s hold- 
Kenmore: indie) £700; $1.50)— ;ing with a smash $17,000 in fourth 

“Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90-' session at the State, with “Honev- 
| $1.25:—“Last Sunset” (U+ (3d wk).; moon “Machine” opening toda 
{| Dull $6,000, Last week, $7,000. iWed.. oe Pening * 

‘Memoria! «RKO! (3,000; 90-: “Scream of Fear” opened jester- 
| in Black” (WU): day :Tues.) at the Forum and arty 
reissue). and. “Fhis Happy Fecl- Fine Arts. “The Joker’ held in 
ing” Undies, ‘Slow $8,000... Last. igreat fashion at $14,600 in second 
“week, “Tammy Tell Me True” (Ut week. ‘day-dating at the 55th St. 

‘ Plavhouse and 68th St. Playhouse. { (Continued on page 11) 

Balto Blah But: 
“Francis of Assisi” continues big 

with $29,000 in fourth round at the 
-| Rivoli. “Young Dociors” preens 

at the “Astor and arty Trans-Lux 
* 85th. Street. tomorrow = (Thurs.!. 
“Goodbye . Again” is. heading for 
okay. $15; 500 in eigth round at the 

Vita’ Sweet. 8G lAstor. "By Love Possessed” 
| shapes mild $21,000 in fifth week 

' “Baltimore. Aug: 22. [se the Capitol... “Ada” Gpens next j 
‘Best ‘of ‘the Jot here are’ still! Friday: 

“Guns. 6f Navarone” and: “La! * ‘Nalced. “Edge” ‘looks’ like good 
despite changeover: at $$14,000. in. current 8th) stanze at} 
.’Guns"" is good. in ' the Victoria. : "Pit and Pendulum" 

{sixth week af the Hipp.and. “Vita” ‘moves into the Palace today. (Wed. 
"Paramount - 4Par)’ 42,646;: $i. 25-- is hotsy. at the Town, also for ‘sixth ‘after four. weeks of “Tammy Tell, 

Yound. “Goadbye. Again” is rated Me. True.” 
| fairon- opener at the New. “Ma-: “Lr Dolce Vita” held with socko ! 
rines. Let's Go". “shapes - mild in‘ $26. 000 ‘in: ‘18th session af the 
first--at - Mayfair: and. ; “Voyage to! Henry. Miller on. hard-ticket. 

“Exodus” Iikewise is smash $23,000 
j for 351i round at the Warner ‘Stanton, . 

‘Estimates for This Week “Fanny” is: “warm in. fifth ‘Session 

‘Jast week, with a ‘great $27,500 ; 
‘SUIT terrif ‘at $21, 000. Last ‘week. { likely in 47th stanza at the De- 

; $20, 000. : aa 

4 quee change. 

Rain, Cool Weather Boosting B’way 
~ But ‘Marines’ Limp 24146; ‘Assisi 

56166, Fanny’ 1756 
| wx". Initial round ended Munday 

21) was fair $24,500. 

Radio City Music Hall ‘Rocke- 
fellers' (6,200; 90-$2 75: ~ “Fann” 
‘WB with stageshow (7th wki This 
week finishing today ‘Wed! is 
heading for wow $175.00) ov close 
after $168,000, over hopes, ’for 
sixth. session. Holds, with “Come 
September” : Ut opendiny date not 
definitely set. “Fanny” has earned 

‘an eighth week and possibly Jong- 
fer, with & ninth session at Jeast in 
store. 

7 Rivoli UAT? E1545, 
—'*Francis Of Assist -20th: 34th 
wk This week finishing tomorrow 
‘Thurs «1s heading for sack $278 Q00 
‘or near after $34000 for third 
week. Continues 

State ‘Loew? «1.900, $1 50-82 50) 
-~“Honeymoon Machine” =M-Gh- 
Opens today «Wed ln ahead, 
“Gone With Wind” (M-G* tretssue) 
W7th wk? Good $16560 or near 
after. $16,000 for 16th frame. and 
unusually longrun for an olide re- 
issued several times prior to this 
engagement. 

Victoria «City Inv} 11,003. 50-$2) 
—“Naked Edge” («UA 18th wk!. 
This round ending tomorrow 
i¢Thurs )- louks to hit nice $14 000 

$1 99-82 TD) 

“Love and Frerehwoman” (Kings*. ‘frame, day. > : . day-dating the Embassy and | ; , 
(4th. ‘wk. Oke: $6,000. Last week, | arty Trans-Lux 52d Street. “Gone {ater 2.300 in seventh work. 
$7,000... - With Wind” held very well in 17th] ,° ar’. (Lopertr opens Aus. 

Warner ‘SW? 51,813; $1 50-$2 50) 

-—“Exodus” iA? -35th wks Thus 
istanza ending today ‘Wed: looks 
like rusiged $23 000 as against $22,- 
000 for 34th week Stays until Oct. 

j24, with “Et Cid" ‘AA? due in 
| shortly after that date 

First-Run Arties 

Baronet (Readel (430. $125 $2) 
~-"Saturday Night, Sunday Moin- 
ing” «Conti @2Ist who The 20th. 
round finished Sundav °20; was 

| (C ontinued on pure 1%) 
me se eee ~~ 

‘Cincy’ S Pennant Fever 
| Clips Biz; ‘Guns’ Lofty 

$13,600, ‘Vita’ Loud 126 
Cincinnati, Aus. 22 

First-runs, with onlv one mar- 
shape for a spolty 

session currently. Twin Drive fa 
‘looms as the single ty. cliraber 
i with solid) gutlook for entries 
“David and Goliath’ and “Dond:” 
Hefty holdovers are second-week- 

ier “La Dolee Vita" and “Guns of ‘Unit (N 5 _ 
Toronto; ‘Vita’ Hot 136, | $1 bnile. Artists (No, C6 ith ¢t 54; at, the Charles ‘while “The Truth” | Astor. «City Inv )41,094; 75-$2:-- * Navarone, “ sorko ino sith round, 

Si rtac 106, 3d Wk: be 500. 13d. wk"... Last week. $10, 500: is. pleasing: in’ foutth week at. the | “Goodbye Again” (UA: 8th-final * Francis of Assisi’ as okay on 

pal us «Vos “GR. Th Cinema... a . Wee; Curfent week ending today i second at Keith's “Thief of Bas- 

os Toronto, Au 22. ogue: éatres) ° (364; "Estimates for “This. Week? ~ | Wed i is heading for good $13.500: dad" los ks fanish om | secored 

LNexcomers. include. hte ae | 50: 'Sorkets cea $2800. tae \ Aurora ‘Rappaport’ :367;: -g0:! alter $15 000 for ‘seventh stanza stanva “Fanny rates cosa in 

inoon Machine.” off: to.a hefty: start. eek $3: 200; Go “ae . $1-507— “Plmer: Gantry” SUA. and! “Young Doctors” -"UAe apens to-? ewhth frame Exhib. cay haceball 

poew’s and”. “The “Magician” fk Presidio. ‘Hazdyy” 174: $1 98) a “Apartment’* ICA) -réissues’: Oe Cite Thurs atom, 4 fever over Reds’ pennant chase is 

——= $1500. Last “week, . “N rt _ Capitol “Loew! 0: $1-82 501: hurting just food ~ the. Tow ne. “However, : “Big: Deal" Indies. - Tai: $5. S00: i Not that er Y 0 h by ° J % dae 

ond was + $14, 000, 

M- G: and‘ T Accuse” {| “By. Love Possessed”: ‘Wa: Sth j . Estimates for This Week 



1 9 PICTURE GROSSES _ Wednesday, ‘Argo 23, 1961_ 

LA. Biz Better; ‘Ada’ Good $19, 00, 
2 Rode’ Strong $15,000; ‘Trap 56 | 
Ind Spots, ‘Vita’ 226, ‘Guns 186 

Los Angeles, Aug. :22. + 
First-runs are holding firm, ere! 

this week with a pair of fairly 
geod openers, and a number of }. 

stiong haldovers to vive a bright 

Key City Grosses 

outlook. “Ada shape> good 349 ae Estimated Total Gross 

or near in four theatres #2 ‘This Week .. $9, 484, 100. 

Kode Fovether” is Leatting. for ‘Based on 22. Cities ded 264. 

stant SEL O50 in two houses theatres, chiefly first runs, ‘in- 

“Parent ‘Prapo naa in second: eluding NY.) | 

reund at chree hardteps and 1: Yast Year . $2,668,000. 

yinth at the Vogue. as ocest fut! Rane on 21 cities Gnd 215: 

presse wath a dee) Road on theatres.) 

erebt °° Gass at Nast oe is anime 

fie at cna b $18 600 in Citot round. 

at Werner Beseris 

“Sharlaris” is sbarp $i6ub0 in 

4418 oweek oat Pantaces shite | 

“Panne dooms belt S'3 000° in 

eehth ct Hativaood Paramovr.t., 

“Da Dolee Vita’ is rated reat. 
$22. 600. two locations. in ™— 

Blanza 

Estimates for This Week | 

State. Hawaii. Baldwin, El Rey 
(UATO-G&S-Stite-FWC! 2.404. T- 

106. 1800: REI. 90-8150. “Ada” 
ALG: oand  “Seercet) oof | Monte 
Cristo” *t Go State. Hewaii, Bala- 
win. “Twa Loves” AEG) Eb Rey. 
Geod $19 640 er near. Last veeck, 
State with Tris, “Honévmoon wa- 
chine” -VEG) and “Ring of “Fire” 
(ATG 2c wh: $5500) Hay aii, Bald- 
min with Ornoheum. * Pepe” con 

and “land in Hand”. Coker * 
ana we ae MST Tiel One! Estimates for This Week | 

Fred gacks”) Part, Baldwins $13.-' Brown ‘Fourth Avenues 

0 El Rev. “Carry On Constable’ 75-$1.25) — “ *Nikki’ ¢ BV) '2d wk 

tGove cHlth wk and “Carry On, Big $7,500 after first week's $9.000- 

Russe” 'Goy «29d wk . $1.600. - Kentucky ‘Switow) ‘900: T5-$1— } 

Warren's, Holly wood - B&'B- FWC: «Come September” «(U). Smash 

Sept. Smash 6 

Louisville, Aug. 22. 

Exciting product and cooler 
Meather are combining to vive all 
first-runs excellent. biz this week. 
Holdovee of “Guns of... Navarone’ 
is heading for a rousing | second. 
neek’s biz after sock 
stanza, “Nikki” im second. atthe. 
Brown is fine. ‘Come September” 
at the Kentucky shapes ‘smash in 
first. “Naked Edge” at the: Ohio 
is neat in second. “Fanny” 

{1757, 736 90-8250 “Two Rode gg, 000 or near. Last-week, “Tam- 
Tovether® Colt and “Uneéervorld, my +l 12d wks, $3.000. 

rss . Col: stout $15.00 th. Mary Anderson ‘People’s’ ‘900; ; 
close Tat wee ware: De ith 75-81) — “Fanny” (WB) 5th wkt. 
Pix, Beverly, “On te Double’ rair $3,500 after fourth week's 
(Par: and Please Turn) Over” $4.500. 
(Cab reissues, $18 200) Hollywood 
with Hilstreet, “Marines Let's Go” Ohio sSettos) (900,  G0-S1— | | 
(20th. ard “Battle Bloody Beach” “Naked Edge” (UA‘." Neat $5.000,, 
Q0ths, SI? 200, ‘ after first week's $7.500. 

Iris FWC:!  :825: G0-81.50:— Rialto ‘Fourth Avenue) 1.100: 
“Rosemary” Indies and “Breath- $1.25-$2.201 — “Seven Wonders: of : 
Tess? creissuess, Thin $3 000. World” ¢Cinerama! ‘6th wk’. Okay | 

Hillstreet Metropottan 2.752: $7,500 after fifth week's $7 000. 
f0-S1.50 --“Marines — Let's Go": Artists (Fourth Avenue 
(20th: and “Battte at Bloody Beach” “3.000: 15-81 rn ‘Guns of Nae er. 

ean od wk Sad an mg 736: rane” «Coll +2d.wk). Dandy $11, (100 - 
’ rerly ¢ Prin-Stuter. 95 

1.150: 90-$150.-"On — Double™ after opening. sfeek’s $15,000. 
(Part and “Please Turn Over 
(Cole reissue: (2d wk 
or thereabouts. mur 59.000 ‘Co ome: Sent” WI Wham 306, 

Vogue. Lovola, Les Angeles, Wil-: ¢ 
tern -FWC-VMetropolitan-SW  -810: 
1.298; 2.019: 2.244. 9O-ST5O St. L; Edge’ Sharp. 126: 
“Parent Trap’ BV) 4th wk. St. Louis, Aug. 22. 
Vogue, 2d wk, others: aid “Bondi” Big news here this ‘stanza is. the; 
(2 ak except Voeeue: Fine $25,000, mishty showing being made by j 
List week. $84 200, “Come September” in. first week! 

Orpheum <«Vetropolvan: 62 218: 

BU-Si 56 “Pepe? -Calo and “Hand 

‘Continued on pase PL) 

‘Ada’ Light at 55,000, 
Seattle, ‘Guns’ 9'5G 

at the huve Fox. 
another newie, shapes socko on 
opener at Loew's Mid-City. “Ala- 
kazam” looms fair in first at the 
St. Louis. “Guns of Navatone™ is. 

“Naked Edge.” 

Seattle. Vue 22. Esquire. 
Riz wevers spotty: here this round, . Estimates for This Ww eek. 

with dearth of nescome:s horting. | Ambassador «Arthur: 2.970: 
Fien new entrants are not doing : ST 95-81.50 --"Exadus” UAT ath 

well Adal siiepes siow at Orphe- -wkt Good $10,000. List - w eck, 

um on opener while "On Double” > $12.000. , . 
4s chai] ae first at Paramount “Guns - Apollo Art ‘Grace: :700: Q0-- 

looms ereat in third * 

Avene vinle “La Dolce | 
is soiid in fith at VMusie Box. | 
Estimates for This Weck 

of Navarone ‘ 

at Fifth 
Vita” 

81 25 --"“Never On Sunday 
29th wk 

S82? 100, 

«Lope! 
Okay $2,000. Last week. 

Blue Mouse Hamiwk. 769, gt-) . Esauire Schuchart-Levine 
san if . elias att (1. 800: S1.25-81.50' —"“Panny Riso | Honextioon Machine WB. cTth wk. Bie $10,000. L: 

AEG: kd wk. Ved’ sono, rast “WB: ath wk Big S10.0N0, Last, 
Week. SF BEV seek, $12,000. 

Coliseum) -Fov--Everereen! (t-¢ Fox Arthur: 25 000, 90-$1.25'— 
Bre SESESU Tae Rede Fogeth.$ “Come September” «UC, Wham! 
e:°  €ul and (Pack Pit ar Dr, $80,000. Last week, “Voyage Bot-? 
Mioodmme: Yd vk. Fair B35 yo, tom of Sea” 20th and (°2u.000 
Toe Meck, S@4ae . Pres” 20th (2d wk, S14.000. 

Fifth Avenue Fox. Bvercrepnt-2.- Loew's Mid-City Loew 11.160; 

Bis SPST St. Gens of Navarone™ 60-90) -"Naked Edge” «UA. Sock 
Cel ndowh Great Si So ast 412.6000 Last week, “Parent Trap” 
kWeeh STA AO, , ‘BY 7th wk , 89.000, 

Musie Box Horr: TGR: $1- State -Loew: +3.600, 60-90>— 
Si TR Duce Nota Astor eGuns of Navareone’ Colo tt 
(rh WR. Swell Saket List week. wh Big S10.000, "Last week. 
$4 it, wan, $12,000. 
§: ie aan be : \te elie an Pageant eArthur: <= 1.000:  90- 
hrs “Ware at Chote ot td wk $1 25'-—"Two-Way Stretch” -Indie- 

Fier 84000 Last weex, s34n0, . 4 WK. Good $2,800. Last week, 
Orpheum Hanrswk 2.600; g1- . 88-000. . . oe 

$126 CAG VEG and “Farrell's St. Louis ‘Arthur’, 3.800: 75-90 
Woman’ Us Stow 83.000 Last: — Alakazam” - AT) and “Beware of: 

week “Chief of Baghdad’ ~-M-G),: Children” ‘AT. Fair $8.000.. Last’ 
BE.600, week, "Curse of Werewolf” ‘> 

Paramound ‘Fox-Evergreen) »3,-; and “Shadow of Cat” +U%, $15,000. 
CH: $1-$1.501—"On Double” Part | Shady Oak (Arthur) -760: 90- 

-ard “It Takes Thief Indie’, Dull; $1.25—"Romanoff and Juliet” +U)j 
‘Sth wk). Big $3,500. Last week, $7.00@ or near. Lest week, “Parent ! 

| $3,000. Trap” -U: «7th wk: $4.300. 

| (‘GUNS SOCKEROO 6, 

i“On Double” - 

L'ville; ‘Guns’ 116 
- Wk), pop: prices. Good $3, 000. Last | 
. Week, ; 

‘opening :° 

-, $5.000... 

in fifth: 

at- the Mary Anderson is only fair, :- 

1,100; 

vated big in fifth at- State while! 
“Fanny” also is big in sevemth at 

; , ton) 

PORT. THIEF’ DIM 4G} 
Portland, Aug. 22. 

_ Plenty. of competition’ for - ‘first 
ns here this stanza, and: the ‘take | 

at the - boxoffice shows it despite 
some new, strong. entries. About. 

. best newcomer is “GoodbyesAgain” - 
“but it’s’ only modest. at. Orpheum. | 

shapes slow: on. 
opener at Paramount. while. “Thief 
of Baghdad" is rated drab om -ini- | 

jtial Stanza at Broadway: “Guns: of 
| Navarone” still is in chips.in fourth 
“session - at ‘the Fox.:! 
* Machine” looms. modest. in’ second } 
at. Music Box. we 

| _ Estimates for’ This W eck. 

Broadway ° tParker: +1/890°. $I- 

: $1.501'Thief of Baghdad’ ** .M-G) 
sand “Magic :- ‘Box’. -M-G). Drab}. 
$4,000: ox less. Last: week, “Tammy 
Tell Me‘ True? “U». and “Pharoah’s: 

: Woman” iU) 12d- wk, $3,800:°- 

we ees. 

*—"Guns of.:Navarone™ ‘Colt 4th! 
wk. 

7.700. _ 
Hollywood 

$1-$1.491—"Spartacus” 
Everer een! “4, 900;. 

CAD 

-$2.200. : 
Music Box. Hamrick) “1640: $1- | 

$1.50): — “Honeymoon — “Machine” 
4 MEG) and “Secret. of Monte 
Cristo”. (M-Gr 2d wk) ‘Modest 
$5.000. Last’ week, $5,600... 
Orpheum’ (Evergreen) (1.536; $1- 

$1 .49i—""Goodbse Again” (LAY and } 
."Have to: Run. Fast’ 1U Ap. ‘Light 

Last . week, -“ATakazam” 
vA and “Operation ‘Camel” (AD, j 
$2,000. .. 

Paramount (Port-Par) 43. 400; $1- 
-$) 50\—"On Double” “‘Par). and: 
“Deadly Companions”: (Par). Slow j 

$6.000 or close. Tast week. “Nikki” | rast week, $5,600. 
iBY) and. “Dondi” (BY), M 400. 

‘Thief Fancy 206, 
'K.C; ‘Sept, 146, adi 

Kansas City, Aug. 22. 
Two new bills take over -usually 

i sub-run theatres this session,. both. 
‘doing’ nice. to above. average biz. 
“Thief. of - Bagdad” - and’ 
Fire’ ¢ombo in seven Spots. shapes 
‘good: “Deadly — Companions” at | 
‘three ozoners and hardtops is rated 
modest. Big holdovers’ include. 
“Come September:’” bullish .at. 

; Roxy, “Guns of Navarone” 
‘at. Plaza. ‘and ‘Fanny’: nifty ’-at 

+ Paramount. “Voyage ' to Battom of 
!Sea:’_ is: mild’ in: holdover at ‘two 
! theatres. ao 

7 Estimates for This. Week 

Brookside - (Fox ‘Midwest - ‘Natl! 
| 1800; $1—"Tammy Tell. Me True” 

(L) 15th. wk), Steady ‘$3. 500. : Last. 
‘iveek.: -ditto. © : 

Capri (Durwood): (1 .260: “$1 81. 80); 
—'Spartacus’ = «Ul .'26th «wk 15 
days! Healthy -$4. 000.:-cloxing .tun 
on Sunday. * "Romanoff. and: Juliet” , 

"+ €) opens Wednesday '23) on’ con- 
Aiiuous = run - basis. - Last’ week, 
“Spartacus” Was $4. 500: 

Crest, Riverside tCommonw ealth) | 
90c:, - Electric ‘Ful- } ° - 1900 cars each: 

: panions’ Indie:. ‘Moderate $15, 000. | 
Last week, sub-runs: 
Fairway (FMW-NTi - 1700: $p— 

, “Carry-On Constable +Govi’ 6th 
: Wk) and:* ‘Carry’ On Nurse” 
2d. runi 2d. Wk Okay” 
Last week: same.” . 

Iris, Vista. SPALW -NT.- 1360: 700), 
Dickinson, Overland: Aztec (Dick- | 
inson: *:700. 700, 3001. “Boulevard ' 

. Rosedale) : 450 cits! Avenue®' Ful- 
ton! 1800; 90e-— “Thief: of Bagdad” 

- M-G! and “Ring: of Fire’ «MG, 

$1. 600. 

! Seven theatre. hhookup,. good $20.- .* 

“lWoneymoon | 

Fox. 'Evergr eenl 1: 600;. $1:$1.49) | 

Bangup . $8, 000. “Last: week, | 

ath | is great. 

i t “Fanny” is hep in sixth ‘at the | 
| Warner. 
{in eighth of subsequent-run . at - 
| Uptown. Lone initialer, ‘Armored: 
| Command,” looks only fair at two | 
|. Stanley Warner. houses. 

>i Command”. 
| Last week, “World by. Night” « WB). | 

+ “Man in Moon” 
Sturdy. $4,000. Last’ week, $4,800. ' 

“Ring of | 
“Exodus” 

faney |: 

bwky, 

11.600; 9G!" ‘Deadly - Com- j 

“iGovr} 

‘Master Okay $500, Phil; ‘Gans’ 
Booming : 206, bth; ‘Spartacus’ 9G,

 2d- 
Philadelphia, Aug. 22, 

With not ‘much help from :the | 
|few new entries, biz here: currente. 
ly is definitely. offish: ‘“Horieymoon | 

.: |Machine” ‘is rated. mild. at Stanley 
|.while “Master of .World” : “ds just . 

‘Broadway Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross. 

$581 700. This. Week ......... af sens \okay at Stanton. . . Third: newcomer, 
L st Bose on. 30: “theatres 300 (however, “Lust. ‘for. “Sun” | ‘Jooks we 

iad i ihe ee: ‘hotsy: at: the: Studio. - 
{Based on 27. theatres) © 

‘Cans Great My i 
Paeing the~ ‘holdovers- ds ‘Guns 

of. ‘Navarone.” - still..socka--{n, sixth: 
:Stanza at_ -the ‘Fox. |‘Spartacus,” ° 
too, is strong in. second. session on 

9: popscale’ ‘at: the ‘Midtown. “Fanny” 
is rated fine’ in seventh’ “at. ‘Rane, 

,dolph. - 
Je Vil a | “La ‘Dolce. Vita” looms: good in = 
. “fifth -at the” Bovd. “Goodbye . 

Washington, hue 22. . * Again” is ‘holding nicely: in. AMA 
Mainstem appears in grips ‘at at. Goldman. - 

summer dogdays with: only one . Estimates for. This Week” 
entry and .holdovers losing” their | . Arcadia. ‘S&S1 536: /99-$1- $0). 

legs.’ “La Doice Vita,” an old-' “Voyage to Bottom: of Sea” (20th) © 
timer in seventh. Town. round, still | t5th wk. “Off: to” dull $3, 000. - ‘East 

: week, .$3.500.-. 

-Boyd:~ ~«Swy re 563;. . $2- $2.7 
Dolce Vita” . Astor) 5th” DL 
Good $10; 000.- Last. week, $12: 060. 

- Fox - ‘Milgram) 
—‘Guns: of « Navarone™ 
~wki. Sota “$20, 000. 
$21. 000.. 

; ae Goldman * «Goldman or 200; 
Estimates for This. Week + $1.80. -— |““Gaadbye 

Ambassador-Metropolitan. (SW): (5th wk). - Holding at: Si, 900. ‘East . 
(1,480; 1.000; $1-$1.49.-—“Armored. week, $7,700. a 

(AA), Fair $11,000. ! Midtown - tGoldmany: ‘a 200; : : gg. 
$1. 80)-—"Spartacus’ UW) 12d - wk); 

_Neat $9. 000. Last week, : “$15, 000. . 

Randolph {Goldinan): (2:500: 99- 
80:—*Fannt" | WB) . “9th. wk)... 

“Niee- $8,500. ‘Last. ‘week, ‘$10,000, | 

‘Stanley. ‘Swy (2:500: 99-81 B0'—_ 
“Honeymoon -Machine” -..:M-G), | 

; Mild. $11, 000.. -Last Ww eek, “Francis 
of. Assissi’” . :20tb! 13d: wk), $7,500. 

“Guns of Navarone,” ‘another j 
longrunner. -at two > Trans-Lux : oj 

- houses, in sixth. lap © looks great. : 

“Spartacus” still is good | - 
‘Cols. ‘6th 

‘Last. week, . 

99- 

and’ “Steel Claw’* (WB); $7;500. 
Apex (K-B) 1940; ‘$1-$1.25)— i i 

| “Bridge” (AA) (3d wk). Oke. $4. 000..- $1. 

‘Capitol (Loew) 3.420:. $1:8i. 49)", 
—Honéymoon © Machine” (M-Gi 1, 
2d wk, Mild. $10, 500 after. $14, 000 | 
opener. 

Keith’s (RKO: (1 850:. “$1. $1 491; 
—‘Goodbve’ Again”: (UA): (2d_ wk). i a 
Tall $13,000 after $17, 000: ‘first ses- Master Of World" AAT). Okay 
sion. _ * ,$8.000: or ‘near. Last: week,. “Homi-:-. 

MacArthur (K-B) (900:. $1. 251" ‘eidal”. ‘oly ‘3d Wk), 59. 700 . for o 
(AT-L) ‘5th whki.- days. Oo 

Studio. iGoldbiers 148 
Ontario. (K-B) (1,240; $1. 49! .—"Eust ‘for. “Sun 489; 9:91.80) . 

“Naked Edge" (CA) (4th wki: Mild, “Virgin. Island". ‘Indie), : ‘Hot: .$6,- : 

$5. 000. Last week, $5.600. ~: -000.. Last..week, “Karafi’’. Indie) “ 
Palace (Loew) 12 .390; $1- $1. 49? and “Naked Terror” “Indie, Ye 

(UA), tsubrun) 13d. ‘Wk. , 500 ‘for 5 days. *. 

Plaza (T-L) (278: “S1-81, 801 a “Tunes of: Gicry” “Lope Bt: “Truth” (Kings) (7th wk). Fait. Vy 
$3.000. -Last week, $3.300..° — | $6.00 00, Fair $4.50. hast _ Week, 
‘Playhouse (T-L) (459; $1: 25-82); 

—Guns of Navarone” (Col). “6th: Viking ‘Sley) 11,000:: 99-81, 80 
wk! Hotsy $6,500. “Naked Edge” 'UA) ith: wh), Oke 

| $7.100., y § . Last’ week,’ °$5.500., Last week, $7,000. °° 
‘Town (Kings) (800 $1 5. $2)—/. “World. ':*R&B-Pathe) 1483; * 99. 

“La Dolce Vita’ (Astor) 7th: wk), | $I. 80i—"'Truth” 
Big $10.000. Last _week, $11 500. 
Trans-Lux. 'T-Li 600: $1.25-$2)". $4.500." 

—'Guns of Navarone” (Col) ‘6th. 
Socko $12,000. Last .week, ' 

$13,700. “_ ast wee ‘Homicidar ‘Tim 26, ; 
Denver; ‘Sept.’ 18G,. ‘2d 

‘Kings)-: ‘4th ° “Wk). 

Uptown “SW). (1.300; $1. 25-81: ae 
—‘Spartacus” «U1 tsubrun) 8th] 
wk). Okay at $6,000: “Last week, | Denver, Aug. 22, 

' $5.500. ”First- -run houses ‘are not getting : 
Warner iSWwr "1 440; .90-$1:49-— mueh: ‘help .from’ newcoiners:' this .-- 

“Fanny” WB: 16th why “Hep” stanza: although “Homicidal” shapes, 
- : fairly nice’ at: the Nenver “in ‘first: 

“Exodus” is.rated good at Orpheum. : 
on ‘initial round with © $1.45: ‘top.. 
lcéme: September” tops ‘the hold- 
overs. With.a smash take in second. 
round .at..Paramount. 

: Machine” . 
opener at: Denhain: 

' $10,000: Last week, $11, 500. 

‘September’ Sc Socko 2 206, 
Buff; ‘Guns’ Big 126, 3d. 

‘Buffalo, -Aug, 22. 
ome September” is’ pacing city rama” 

currently. with a smash session, at 2 
the Lafayette desvite a conenaliy - t2k®, in. 23d. session at the Cooper, ' . 
offish tone elsewhere.. ‘Thief. of * Estimates for This: Week. 
Baghdad” is” barely. .good. at the © “Aladdin. “Fox. 
Buffalo. “Guns. of. Navarone” © is: “Nikki? ‘(BV)5th. wk). 
still.socko in third at Century while 200. Last: week, $3 300. 

|“Fannv” looks okay: in’ Sixth at the... ‘Center “Fox: 44. 270; $1 $1. 45) _ 
Center, " “Guns ‘of Navarone”’ *Col\'-3d- wk), i. 

Estimates for This Week Big $15.000; Last. week, $16, 500. 

san cme os 

Steady $3,- 

, 100. Last weeke Irisy’ “Vista, Crest. Buffalo. tLoew: £3.50 5-8] )— a 
, River side. Boulevard. House of ; “Thief of. Baghdad” a0 Son, .enham “Indie? "800; 3 25)" 
Fright" - Ale -and | “Black. Sunday" Last week, “Goodbye Again" ACA Honeymoon . Machine {M-G). a Okay. $5:000, - Last.’ week, “Two: -ATy $24,000. land “Three. on. Spree™ ‘Undies 2d Loves” «M-G!, a 

Kimo ‘Dickinson? (304: 90- $1 25% kt $7,800. t ‘ oves”” *M-G!. $5, 000. . 
“Never ‘On Sunday” ~ Lope’ 2d; Center’ ‘AB- PT). 1, 000: 70- S11 Denver . Fox!" 12.432; $2. 25). 
run’ “8th wk. ‘Great 31. 500. ‘Last! “Fanny” «WB: 6th. wk: ~OKay “Homicidal”: “Colt, Trim’ $12, 600... 
week. ditto. " '$6.000:- Last week. $7,400: . ~ Last ‘week... “Lanes Man" Par)” 

'” Paramount 11.900; $1 $1. 25:— | Century tU ATC) :2.700; 70-81. agy.. 2d wk. $8,500. . . we 
"Fanny™. (WB) : ad wk-. Nifty: $7,-|—"Guns of . Navarone™ ‘Cobh. 3d Esquire ; Fox) © 600: $1) “Carry. 
000. nay -hold. Last-week, $9,000. js. Socko.. $12.000. Last week, On. Constable" . ‘Govi- “28 wk). 

Plaza «FMW-NT" ‘1.630; “$1.25»— 
‘Col: ‘5th wk, L 

$15.000. % Stout $3,100: Last. week. $4. 200:. 
“Guus of Navarone” ” Lafayette (Basil) 13. 000: 50- $1 Ce ‘Orpheum: ‘RKO: ‘2.690; $1:25- 
‘Soc Kk: $8,000, . stay. -Last week. —‘Come September” €1; Great , $1. 45° “Exodus” .!UA).. Good $I1,-.-) 
$9.000. . °° ou 120, 000 or near. Last week, “Deadly “000. Last: ‘week. “East Sunset” 1) coe 

. Rockhill. Little Art. “Theatres: | Companions” Indie) and “Blast. at" 4th, wk $7,000. 7 
‘750: $1-81 25°--"Saturday. .Night. !Silehce’.:Ui $5,000. - Paramount . Indie). : “2.100% 90: 
Sunday ‘Morning’ «Cont}: 5th wk!.|- Paramount <AB- PT) 3. 000:: 70-- $1. 25) ‘Come. ‘Septeraber® “BY 12d: 
Hefty ($1.500. Last week. same. $1) —‘Fwo. Rode’ Together” iCal. wk: -Socko- ‘$18. 000... Last. weeks, 

«Durwood* B50: $1-$1 50! : 
1Ct 

: Roxy 

—"Come September" ‘2d wk. 
‘Shapes smash $34.000 or close. Last |" 
lL week, ‘record $17, 000: - 
| Uptown, Granada iFMW- NT) '2,- 
043; 1,217; $1-$F.25)—“Voyage ‘to 

132500" Ls of Sea” «20th? $2 wk). Mild | 
$6,500. Last. week, $l, 000.: 

.and “Jazz Boat” :Col) i2d w 1), Soft. "$22. 500, ; 
'$6,500.. Last. week,’ $9.200.- iy Towne: “iIndie)- ‘600: "'§1,$1. 45)-.. 

Teck ‘Loew) -(t .200; $1-$1. Si ! “Francis of ‘Assisi’ 20th). (4th wk)..." 
“La Dolce Vita” (Astor) «5th wk), : Good. '$4.500. Last week, $3.000, ~~ 
Good $5,000. Last avéek. $5. 800; i. ‘Cooper. Indie) :1.814: $1.65-$2.50) 
_ Cinema (Martina): (450; 70-$1.25).!—“This’ Is Cinerama” ‘«Cinerama) 
“Never On! Sunday” ‘Lope) “11th | (23d~ wk). Big $14,000. “Last: Week, 

wo, Good $2, 000. Last week, $2,200: $12, 000." 

2.400; « 99-$1. 80) - 

e. Again” 1UA)... 

Stanton (SW). 11,483; 99-51-80) 

Okay S40 000 or “fear. ‘Last week, _ 

“Honeymoon. .. 
is not: “Boing ; faF on 3: 

“This ‘Is: -Cine-., : 
- still: amazes with’ a: rousing 

£900; $1.25) 



Sea” at Stanley is only fair. 
Mein Kampf,” ather newcomer .at 
- Penn ‘shapes: -fairish. 
: Hill- Mob” and. ““Genevieve,’” 
‘on reissue, 

* Squirrel Hill. . 

. Nayarone” 
” fifth ° straight | “week at Gateway. 

‘seventh -at - ‘Nixon... 

'$5.000.: Last week, $6,100. 

o. 

Pittsburgh; ny 22. 
| Yoldovers continue in, spotlight | 

- this: session in what shapes .as & 
generally ‘steady: w eck.. Of the two 
new entries, ““Vo oyage. to Bottom of 

“After: 

“Lavende er 
‘out 

took: brisk. at:. “arty: 

. Biggest . noise is :still. “Guns OF: 
- looming bangup - for: 

“Pleasure - of. His. Company” Fe- 
“mains loft}. in. ‘second at. ‘Warner. : 
“La Dolce-: Vita”. shapes sturdy in: . day -dating. with ° Astor: = 

World ‘Perfecto: (39° 90: $1. 80%: “Spartacus” ‘is! 

Wednesday, August 25, 1961 

“Voyage Fa 1, Pit Kal 
y 946, Guns’ Wow 106 

$I. 50% 
(UA Gth wk} Fourth stanza com-. 
pleted yesterday (Tues.} ‘was: tor- |, 
‘rid $8,500 after. $3, 508 for third 

wk... 
day 
against. $11:000 ‘for 14th frame. 
‘Trans-Lux 52d St::(T-L}- 4540; $1- 

Or pushed to big . $12,000 

—"Cold Wind. in August” 

pweek,. 
“Trans-Lux- 85th Sti, (E: 1): 1850: 

iS -25-$2;—'Old. ‘Man: and “Sea” | 

i 

T 

rated loud ‘in. third of. popscale! 
run .at Fulton. “Romanoff and- 

Juliet” Tooks: good: in ‘seventh at (Wed ¥ is. heading for : ‘smash 89, 
Shadyside: . ” 

’. Estimates for This ‘Week 
-Fulton. (Shea! 11.635; $1-S1. so! _ 

mae ‘Goudy Rousing 106, 
“Spartacus’: “4s 03d) (wk.. 

‘Gateway. >; Associated) (1 900; 
--$1.24-$1. %5)—"Guns of Navarone” 
- (Cob «15th wk..- Booming . $12,000, 

land ahéad of last week's $11,500: : 

as (300; $1.25-$1.80)—“‘Apu - Trilogy” 
> (Harrison). (6th wk). Current week}: 
a finishing: ‘today’ (Wed.) : looks ‘like: 

big®. $4, 800. valter’ _ $5,200 in fifth 

$2.751—"La- Dolee Vita” 
‘€7th ake. 

. “Lay ender 
“Genevieve” 
“$3,000. Last .weck, “Tio Women” y Uptown. wor: 

day. (21) 

* $1. 25-$1.80.—"Secrets of Women” 
(Janus) (7th wk). Sixth. ‘stanza ‘fin- 

$4. 000 after $4,500 for eth” ‘week: 

pert): {3d-wk).- 
~-ed- Sunday 

(6th wk): 
., Monday * 

. after $8: 000 -in fourth week; 

“Sand -Castles" - (Indie) ' 

Nixon: -Rubin):. 

Nice $6: 000.. Last week, ' 
$6. 300, . 

penn’ (CATC! (3.300: 81:81. ‘50i— | trade--"shu 
oo Atter. Mein Kampf": (UA), Fairishy strength, i 1c 

$9,000; Last week. “Thief of: ‘Bagh-j bright new comers-and four, staunch ;$3:50.—"Ben Hur” «(M-G) (91st wk). at: downtown first-runs this stanza: 
best. | solid: Si, 500, ‘Last’ week.. 817, 100.1 

11;760;:..$1:50-]. — 
: (Astor) a 

(WB: (subrunt (2d wk-8" days', 
Looks ‘to hit: okay $4.500. after $6.- 
500. for’ ‘opener.. “Young Doctors” 
(UA) opens | tomorrow: (Thurs), 

aS Just. for. ‘Sun? 
‘This “session: ending | toinerrow 

1400 after, $9, 000, in sev enth’ week..: 

~ Mpls; Truth’ Hep 86; . 
‘Alakazam’ Hot $5; 000. 

: : Minneapolis, Aug. 22... 
” All mainstem offerihgs appear to. 

be firm. to sock” this: round as film , 
“shous ‘signs -.of. gaining 

-Combination = -of:. two 

dad” (M-G1, $114,500. j Holdovers - is. helping... for 
" Shadyside iMOTCY" (750: $1.25": t show n?: in. several weeks. “Good=..: 

—"Romuanolf: and. Juliet” (Ua 43th bye. Again” and “The “Truth” - are }. 
wk: Good $1, 800. Last - Week. : ‘the: “Hefty. “fresh entries, former 
$2, 200.. 2: )o6king “especially: sock, “Ada,” 

. Squirrel JH: (SW) (834; $1 25:\—! third Loop. artival, “shapes: fair’ at’ 

4Cont), (reissues). Tall 

(Embassy) - wily vk, -$2,800: | 
Stanley. (SW) (3,700; ‘$1-$1. 50) 

(WB) 2d) who: $7,800, : 
Warner (SW). (1,516; $1-$1. 50i— 

BROADWAY 
: {Continued from page’9)- 

big 3 500. after $9, 500 ‘for: ‘19th 
week, . 

oO" Fine Aris’ (Davis) (468; 90-51, poy; Week, $8, 000: 
. —“Sereani ‘of Fear”. (Col): -Opened 

+ » yesterday: iTues.), In ahead, “Good- :.$1.75-$2. 65)—" Windjammer”. 
. .bye-Again” 

. | Okay..'$4,500 . after: $5,500 for sev-. 
* enth full week, «> a 
...Béeekman (R&B). (590; $1. 20-$1. 75) 

. -<“Roeco. and Brothers”. (Astor). .9th 
7 wkys Eighth. frame. finished : Mon- 

was great $8,000: after.|- 
7 $7. 500‘for seventh week. «°: -- 

(UA) (8th wk-5. days). 

-Carnegie Hall Cinema : ‘(FE 8A) 

round... 
Fifth Av e. Cinema’ (R&B). (250: 

ished’ Monday: (21):: was: -Tousing 

55th ‘Street. Playhouse . . (Moss) 
(253;. $1.25-$2)—"The | Joker”. (Lo- 

Second round. end-.| 
, 120) was’ ‘big - $6,100 
*: after $5.900 for: first week.. : 

Little Carnegié . (L.. Carnegie): “Guns of Nav arone” (Col)..3d wk). 
Fifth session, - finished. Wow $16,000.. Last’ week, $15,000. 

Suburban World. (Mann) (800;- 
,$1.25)-—Romanoff: and. Juliet’”’ (U): 

(520; ° -$1,25-S21—"“Weda!".. (Times): 

(21) was great. $8,600 | 

eek H- Mob” -(Cont. and’: Lyric: 

4 “Nikki” 

“Pleasure .of His Company”, (Part! frame. at -Goplie®.. 
Qa wks 

© $11, 200. 

| 

|: 

“ 4 . 

“Alak: ram the: Great,” " _Tousing: at. 

To! plockbusters 1 are. helping | 
‘h.o -- "Come September”. ‘socko 

. ay ovage to Bottom of Sea’. (20th). Jin. second stanza-at Orpheum while. t 
..,.Fair.$10,000. Last week, “Parrish” |' ‘Guns. .of: | Nayarone”” ” continues 

| boft in “third. ‘chapter: ‘at. State. ! 
is rated: rousing in ‘second 

“Windjammer” 
Tall $9, 500. Last Week, is:Lealthy in 11th week.at Century. ;(Coly: (8th. wk?.. 

‘| Second, -hard-ticketer, “La Dolce 
| Vita.” appears good: winding: first; 

---,-\ month at Academy. 
Estimates for ‘This Week” a 

Academy (Manny. (947;. $1.75-| 
$2.65)" La _Dolee: Vita”: (Astor) | 
(4th . «ko. . Good. - $7, 500. 

‘Centary. ‘einerama: ‘Inc.) . 4, 150: af 
(NT) t, 

Hefty. $i, 000. : (reissue) (11th -wki,- 
Last: week, ‘$12,000. 

Nikki”. (BY) (2d: wk). 
$8, 000: First was’ $10; 500.. 
Lyric: (Par) 

“Ada’ ALG, 

Rousing 

die); $3, 000. 

—"Goodbye” Again” (UA). 

000. .. Last week, 
(7th. wk), $6,500. . 

Orpheum {Manni - 2. 800:- 
$1. 50)- 
wk 
in: initial stanza. ” Loe 

. St. ‘Louis ‘Park. 
$i. 25-$2) — “Spartacus” . 
run).: (3d. wh: 
$9, 500.. "Last. week, $10, 000. . 

“State: Par). (2,200; ‘$1.25-$1. 50)— 

“Fanny” 

—Come. Seytember” (Uy (2d 

LU. 

“Gulld-iGuild) 450; “$1-$1.75). bath, wk, Okay $2, 500. ‘Last week, 
(2d.: wk). 

- « Initial: session: ended Monday..(21). | 
7 was big. $14.000 or. close. : 

-$1.80)—"“Truth” 

7 “Alakazam, Great". (AN; 

$3,200. 

“Uptown. (Fielay Y 000;. $1 25) 
.Expand- | 

Murray Hill (R&B) (565; 95-$1.80) {ing timetable .to. five” showings 

- (Thurs.) 
‘$12.500 same as eighth. Week, 

-Paris‘ (Pathe -Cinema)- (568; ‘90- 
(Kings) (9th wk). 

“The 
-| $2 000." 

.-e2"Guns of. Navarone” (Col) (9th daily. with this‘ one. Brisk -$5,000: 
wk’, This week winding. tomorrow | or hear. Last. week, “Parrish” (WB) } 

is heading ~ -for- smash (7th wk, 
4 

$3,000. 
World (Mann) “(400:- 85- ‘$i. 50)— 

Truth” (Kings): ‘Potent 
Leet: week, “Honeymson 

‘The eighth round: finished Sunday! Machine” (M-G) (2d wk, $4. 000. 

ce Hand" 

Tha ‘15th: ‘Week ended. Sun- [== 

: a 49-$2)—"Francig | 

AFAWS. th wkyt 

“Nabe -first-run -. newie- ts.) 

East |: 

}-$18,000 
. Gopher : (Berger). (1 ‘000: $131 25) # 

(1,000; $1-$1. 25)—" 
Mid. "$6,000. Last. 

week, -” “Deatlly. Companions”: {in- 
LQ “Hand. In Hand”... (Col): (3d: wk). ent. Trap” (BY) 

.. Mann Mann) (1. 100%. $1. 25-$1, 50). Nice $3. 800, “Last ‘week, $3, 6000. : 4$8,000.. Last week, $6, 800. 

Aided | 
bl* ‘crix ‘raves. should ‘hit ‘hep: $10... 

{WB} 

$1 25-| 

Socka 'ST4; 000. after $19, 000}. 

Field’ caoco; | 
(od {: 

Most’ Key ‘Cities. “covered: by. 
. artery. show uneven. biz in cur- 
rent session ‘largely: because many |. 

Looks: like’ Doffo | 

“LOS ANGELES 
(Continued ‘from page’ 8) 

(Cal) th: Wk). - Okay 
$4,000... 

Neat $3,200. Last. week, -$3,900 

~-“Goodbye :Again’ (UA) (Sth wk): 
Mild. $7,000. Last. week, $9,300. - 

Fox. - Wilshire © (FWC) 

week, $4,100. 
Crest (State) (750; 90-$1. 50i—! 

$2 500. Last week, '$1;700. 
. “Hollywood: Paramount. (State) 
ine 468; $1-$1 2. 40'"—" ‘Fanny”” UWB) |: 

68th whe Brisk: $13, 000. Last’ week, 

Tine.! 

WV oriders of World” (Cine) (reissae): 
| Startéd 44th week Sunday 120)! 

Bln ate vc al Ss a) iNew Fi Ims Cheer Omaha: 
—"Never: on “Sunday” (UAs.i 

jwki. ‘Boffo* $7. 00. : Last. 
187. eo0. ° 

“Panitagés: (RKO). (1 513: $s 23. | 
"$2 Or “Spartacus” (W 44th wk, 
"Lusty $16.000, Last. week,’ $15. 500. 
{Egyptian .CATC! 11392: $1.25-, 

‘CHICAGO. 
“Continued from ‘page gy 

Torrid” $2 *.600.: Last. ‘week, ‘$37. 
. 000 “ 

. Palace- ‘Indie? {T 570: 90-$1:80\— 
“ “This: Is: Cinerama’’: (Cinerama) (re- | 

-} igsue (8th sek). . Sm $5, 500. Last . 
“week, $5,000. 7 

— "Tuo Rode Together" (Colv (2d 1 
wk Hardy” S17, 000; Last. week, . 
523° 000. . 
4 “State-Lake - (B&K) (2: 400:.. 90- 
: $1. 80)-——""Guns:. Of. Navarone” 

‘Smash: $23, 000. 
: Last week, $25,000. 

‘Surf (H&E Balaban)’ (685; $1. 50- 
{$i 80)-—“Never ‘On Sunday” Lope} 
(29th wk... ‘Hotsy:. “$6, 200. " Last 
-week;,. $7; 300, 

—"La Dolce Vita” (Astor?. (10th 

“United Artists (B&K). (1 700: 90° 
$1.80}—"Goodbye Again” (UA) (3d 
wk): - ‘Good: $14, 500. . Last’ week, 

Woods: “(Essaness) - (1,200; 90-' 
$1.80) “— “Honeymoon - “Machine” | 
M-G).:. Sock. $29,009. 
“Voyage. To Bottom 
(3d wk);. $12,000,- :. 
‘World (Teitel) - (608: 90-$1 25) — 

holdovers” ‘have ‘had their runs 
‘stretched and. aiso -hecause new, 
strong fare for Labor Day week- 
end. will not. be launched: until next 
week. 

i. Still: ‘pacing. the field’ {s “Guns. of 
‘| Navarone” (Col, making the fourth 
consecutive week | ‘has - been 
‘champ.. ‘° “Fanny’ we again -{s 

‘week ago. 

“Come - September” (UY, ut for 
‘l first. time extensively this Tound, ds 
managing to lard third piace, édz- 
ing: out “La Dolce’ Vita” (Astor), 

Four. Star (UATC) (868; $y 50. a 
aes Watch. Your-Step" (Mag) (4th wk).-| ; 

Chinese (FWC) (1,408; $2-$2. 40) | 

a 990; 
of . “Assisi” . 

420th): (5th: wk), Slow $3, 500. ‘Last. 

‘L’Avventura” (Breg). "(Sth wk) and 
“Carry: On Admiral": (Gov). ce) ana | Colorado, District Court’ last. week 

“11,389: $1:20-$2.65 —"Seven | ef Denver in‘ association with the 

Ww ae 

- Roosevelt (BAKA 400: 90-$1.80'.! big in sixth. at- State. 

“Todd (Todd) _(1,080;. $2. 20-$3. 50) | Last. week, same. 

Slick. $15,000. - Ninth ‘week, $2.20) —"“Spartacus’” (U) 113th, wk). 
0. 

- Last week, | $1.25)—"Guns of Navarone” (Col) | 
if Sea” (20th) (3d. Wk), Fine $9,000. Last week, 

National Boxoffice Survey, 
Trade Still: Spotty; ‘Guns’ No. 1 for 4th. Time in Row; 
oo FE anny’ 2d, ‘September’ 3d, Vita’ 4th 

in Frisco, 
MAD, fair in St. Louis and nire. In, 

finishing ‘second, ‘the. “same as a} 

(20th): in highly: disappointing in 

N. Y. at Paramount, poor in Balti-] 19d ak. 
which has been third in the three j more, fairish in Detroit and sad in $12,000 

PICTURE GROSSES ~ Il 

‘Tew Pix Up Det; Master’ Big $16,000, 
King’ Solid 156; ‘Assisi’ 146, 2d 

Detroit, Aug. 22. 

{Sue Denver Exhibs 
- Four new bills at first-rune will 

make for good bis this session. 
“King of Roaring 20's” looks nice 

. atthe Miehigan. “Master of World” _ For B0. Hanky Panik | athe Micha af World’ 
Denver, Aug. 22. | “Marines Let's Go” is only fair af 

Nine - ‘separate boxoffice peri Fox. “Thief of of Baghdad’ shapes 
‘centage: ‘suits were filed in the fast at Adams. 

“Fanny” hotsy in atx 
.| against’. various ‘theatres in the;round at Mae taon, “Francis o 
Denver..area: Defendants are j Assisi” ig sold in second at Grand 
Atlas ‘Theatre Corp., -Atoz: Amwuse- { Circus. “Guna of Navarone” stays 
-ments, A. & A. Theatres, Civie hefty in seventh seskion at United 

$12.00 ; Theatres, Federal Theatre . Corp. | Artists: “La Dolce Vita" is rated 
‘Ruste Hall, ‘Canon - (720; 500; and .Westwood Theatre Corp. wow fin sixth round at Trans-T.ux 

$2. 40-82.75'—"La-- Dolce. Vi: Actions, baséd on’ ‘the allegation . ‘Krim. . 
.|-Astor) (6th -wki.’ Great. “$22.00 } of fraudulent : exhib reports .-on } Estimates for This Week 
Last. week, $24,600.: ‘grosses, were instituled by Allied{ Fox .(Woodmonth Cor -5 N41; 

Warner” Beverly. (Swr (t 318: / Artists, : Buena Vista, Columbia, $75-$149°—"Marines Let's Gia’ 
St. 25-$2. 40)—“Guns. of . Navarone”' Metro, Paramount, 20th - - Fox, ;: 20th: and “Long Rope” <2"th* Fa uP 

‘[ACoD 48th wki. Socko $18,000. or} Warners, United Artists and Unl- |$14.000 Last week, ‘Koni? AT) 
Je ‘lose. ‘Last ‘week, -$18.700. - | versal. ‘Distributor plaintiffs are “and “Atlas” (At (2a wk | $10 700 

_ Warner - Hollywood (Cinerania | Tepresented by Robert B. Moch Michigan United Delreat -4.< 

1036; Si. 25-$1 4% — “Ring of Roar g 
New York firm of Sargoy & Stein. (20's" tAA® and “Brae “ asked?’ 

_ AAV Nice S25 000 Tat week, 

Nikki" «BV and “David as rd Gol- 
[Pa tAA' 2d who Si4 adn 

Palms UT). 2 O95, St 2.4814 — 
‘Master of World’™: AT. and ‘Cane. 
ture Capsule” indie? Bis STH. HD Goodbye’ Fast $11, 000, : 

‘Machine’ Fine $7, 000. Aovether” tol and Wht Fae 
» 2a wk $t4 au Omalia. ‘Aug. 22. j pL sv Col! 124 
Madison -UD:-:1 408 S10 St 49) ir.o re) ich hi : 

ral newe runs elp - j--"Fannys” CWB «6th wk Great: 

“Honeymoon Machine” — shapes ,9/4,000 Tast week, sane 
‘good at the-Omalia while “Goodbve aan. A ircus «V » AV dunt, “ aay 

Again” ‘is Jo?ty. at three houses $1 i+ —"Franeis a Asssat oat 

| Third week of “Guns of Navarone” } 12d wkl. Sturdy $14900 Last week, 

is proving hep at. Orpheum. Hard- {$16.000. 
“ . i Adams ‘Balaban: ¢] TO $! 25~ 

ticket. Pict oar Soo anh Ley 50\—"Thief of Baghdad” «Mt G) 
*iand “Green. Helmet” «Gs air 

thanks: to. tourists in town for: 
" Jehovah's ..W itnesses rally: 
; weekend. “Parent - “Trap” 

ver iat $7.500. Last week “Gane With 
“emai ne ind” (M-G (reissue) (15th wk}, 

United’ Artists ‘U'A) «1 667, $i 75- 

Estimates for This Week $} 80:-—"Guns of Navarone’™ «Cold 
Admiral, Chief; Skyview (Blank) {(7(h: wk. Hefty $13,000. Last week, 

“1. .239: 1,000; 1,200; ‘T5-$1 1—“Cood- $13,800. 
l'bye Again” (UA) and “Cat Bur-| Music Hall (Cinerama, Inc) (1+ 
glar” (AA).. Potent. $11.090. Last 208: $1 20-$2.65) .-“Tlis Is Ciner= 
‘week, “Master: of: World” (AD) andiama”’ (tCinerama’ ‘reissue? 2th 
“Hand” (Alt, $11:400.: [wk. Fine $13,000 Last week, $13,- 

) : _ 4200. 
Pa ia oper). arate eature” Trans-Lux Krim iTrans-Lux! ‘1,- 

>: $1.80-$2)—“La Polee Vita” 
(Cinerama) (5th wk. Loud $8 000. jrAstor! (@th wk). Wow $14,000. Last 

week, $16,000. 
Mercury (UM) (1,465, $1-$1 80) - 

“Romanoff and Juliet ‘U). Looks 
like big $9,000. Holds. 

Dundee: (Cooper) (00; .$1.55- 

| Fair. -$2.700. Last week, $2800. 
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-$1) | 

—‘Honeymoon Machine” (M-G) 

| 

,Good . $7,000. Last week, “Fann i ante ‘Good. $2,000, Last week, “Fanny” aoe Frontiers 

ze For Global Par 
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,877; $1- 

Paramount, freewheeling as ever 
on the diversification front, is 
working on a participation on the 
corporate-awnership level {n Tins- 

jley Waboratories, U, S.* optical 
equipment. manufactuers. Details 
are being withheld pending clear- 
ances with the Securities & Fx- 
change Commission, but the hasle 
idea calls for Par to take over a 
controlling 42,500 shares of the 
Tinsley stock, 

' Meanwhile, Paul Raibourn, Par's 
v.p. in qarse ic planning, - back 

1in New York this week from Tokyo 
the runner-up. pix. here. the Japanese Sony elec- 
‘Several: new films are: opening this onice concern hosted tim during 

week but few of them Joom strong, la week's visit, the hosting having 
indicating that bigger fare Js being j | | included availability fo him of a 
scheduled for closer to Labor Day.!heliconter for short haps This 
“Master of World” (Al) looms ‘as’ vould. indicate sorbe kind of paoce:- 

$10,000. 
State. (Cooper) (743; $1)—"Par- 

(8th. wk). Big 

MEGS and. “The Truth” (Kings) ar 

{Standout of the newies, being big ble get-together between Par and 
in Detroit, okay in. Philly and brisk . Bony 

‘Also new is “Alakazam” _—— Se 

BOSTON 
cc ontinued Irom page 9) 
“Secret Ways” (UC: (8d wk), 

Minneapolis. ° 

-“Ada” (M-G}, another newc omer, 
shapes fair in “Minneapolis and 
good in L. A. “Marines Let's.Go” 

+4 and 
$7000. 
Orpheum ‘Loew: 

$149: — “Tuo Rodé@ Thether” 
‘Col and “Green Helment’ ¢-G) 

Mild $9,000. Last werk, 

(2.900, 90- 

the current ses: “10N, being fair in 

, (20) was lively $9. 000: after $9, 500 |. previous week: “Tt Jands fourth - LoAl :-° Paramount (‘NET (2257, 70- 
for sevent: “week. --- aioe a! u i ai ol “Basta and Collate (AA! shapes ! $1235: “King of Roanng 20." 

ix ‘Bernard. Brandt) (819; 99- | “ par acus” | f J is: winding: ‘up, soli n Cincy arent Trap" i: AA: and: “Tire Bomb’ '4A4) 

- $21 ‘Rocco: and: Brothers"’ (Astor) Brown Succeeds Lee | fifth. ‘It was. fourth Jast frame. / +BY, big in- Omaha, 13: rated fast: Good $1209 Last) week Mae 
2. 48th- wk. Seventh stanza finished}. ~ : Detroit, Aug. 22. |) “Goadbye Again” (UA). is, finishing : in. L.A. “Saturday Night, Sund.y i rmes Let's Go" -20th and 20009 

Saturdav 1190 was boffo $9,300" ‘af: | -Wiltiain” “Brown: former house. | Six# while. “Naked. Edge,” also} Morning” tConts stil 15. hep In! Fae.” ¢20th . $7000 
ter $9,000 fur'sixth.. . manager af. the 5,000-seat. Fox,. has from. United Artists, is. landing: in . ‘Some. four key cities... ‘i Pilerim «ATC: 41909) 79 $125) 

. ° Plaza ‘Lorert: 1525: $1. 50-$2'— ‘been promoted to managing diner | seventh spot. - 1. Carry | On. Constable” 'Govi.'. = 19 Who Dared" ‘“BVi and 
-- “Never (on. Sunday” “(Lope’ (45th | tor, suceveding - Joseph | E.-Ler, a3. “Francis of Assisi" (20th) is eap- okay in KC, ‘shapes potent In Nkkie BY Gke S6Gr) Tas t 
‘oma. The 44th. frame completed: mot‘on: picture veteran, ‘on: his. "eal turing: eighth. f-0sition, an improve- !- Cincy: and: Denver. “Two Woner:” iv eek “"Lhaef of Bagdad «MM G) 
Monday. f2ir Was smasht $17, 600, tirement. “Lee formerly. ‘Was pare over last week wy EXO ayy" Embassy) continues its extended: ant Creo Freedom”  fndie- «2d 

_ 88th. St. ‘Playhause (Leo Brecher) ‘ been: in "biz ‘since silent days. jis: finishing ‘0th... “se “NEN er On. Sun-{ figure. i “Saxon ‘Sack. 190 $525 $i 895 
. 0. '$1.50-$2) — “The “Joker” Brown's: arpoiritment “climaxes: day” ‘Eope?- is taking. “Tith: Place | “Cald Wind in. August” Ms. oti RPannv’ WR fTth we Brevht 
(Zope) 3d wk. ‘Second week eon- | 18 years” “With - the Fox,. ‘owned by while’. “Two. Rode. “Together” (Coli, ig smash on longrun in two SY. $14009 Last werk. same 
cluded /Sundav .'260y was - ‘great. | Woodmont: Corp: - He ‘began_ as alr rounds out the Top 12: oe ‘ houses. “The Joker” ‘Lopert- cor. State ‘Trans Jaan: 741 74 S1 259 
$8. 400: after - Sg, 700 for first. , usher under tlie late: David M: Idzal't --“Honey moon Machine ca iM-G-, 4 tinues. ‘boff in two NY arties “ale and Female  -tadse. css 
‘Sutton ‘R&B: (561; . 95-$1, 80i-— t 

“Two: Women’ tEmbassy ).. 16th: la 
and rose through the variaus: ranks | 

rat. theatre: “management.” . 
‘fomparatively new: “Rotnanoff- ared 
Helle IC, “Thief of: “Baghdad” | Pages, 9310-11.) 

Copenleto Boxafice Reports or toka Strin’ Undie 3¢ vk Fast 
163,05) Lact veek, $649). 
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French Pix Producers Still Wonder 
What Type Film Will Click in U. 3.| 

Paris, Aug. ‘22. 
Lesez} filra producers, ever. 

na tor a Inecaetive break-in in: 

trunk that nobody 
Gut viich French 

can r¢ 

ihere. With critics extreme:s om. 
portant for art pix, the wa, 
yench export, Producers art tre-s 

Jug te work out what the top first-! 
atring 

want 
Jiexed., . 

Thev fird a director's fiest film” 
may not be understood or iked ! 

Yenk  alslesitiers ore. ‘Ty? 
They admit te being per-| 

end then his second one prai-ed 7 
eky high or vice versa. A 
Btill frech are the recent ves: 

ar nti 

vy - 

EGod reviews of Phibppe De Bs o-: 
cas second pic “Le Farcenr” Tae 
Jcker! on NOY His first. “frame 
ef Love.” censidered more ihven- 
tne and beguiling here: was: 
yorpned in NY. while “Joker.” 
theugh felt heevier and -genesiily } 
Guappointing here. got much ber 
fer notices. | 

Jean Luc Gedard’s first) entry | 
“Ereathless’ tcok fine wtiteups | 
find onow preducer Gearces Dui 
Keausregara gs wondermy if tne 
tecand. “A Woman iw Abeuve A 
Wenn wilh fare as well or be 
the eppesite of De Broca’s wel- 
come Claude Chabrols “Cou: ins” 
got fine attention frei  <ciibes 
vinie Kis latest “Leda™ was rated - 
cniv soso by Yank apprarers But 
Sts st running inn NY. in filth 
week, 

Ksancois Troffaut’s “400 Blows” 
fot all sorts of prizes but. nobody - 
hes set taken on his second pic, 
“Shoot the Pianist’ im spite of 
eGod notices here. if weak biz The 
Int Fiench pic, “The Cheaters.” 
Gune a cropper in the US Louis 
Melle’s second pie “The Lovers’ 
showed first in the US tor sofid 
acckam while his first pace oFrane- 
tie” drew more watered down ac- 
ceptance, 

Many Foreign Clicks in US. 

But others point to repeat hit 
bie on both sides of the pond of 
euch pix as “La Dolee Vita.” 
“Black Orpheus.” “Never on Sun-. 
dav" “The Truth.” "“Receo and 
Hw Brothers.” The hit? Italo_ 
“EAvveatura”™ did top) European 
Trey but was not understaod . by 
scribes in the U.S. It has net herd 
many plavdates there, 

Ingmar Bergman's ear), rob- 
Jems were also pointed out betere 
he hit The Russo “Cranes are Fly- 
fix. the first mere humanistic pic 
t¢@ break through in “Furape for 
solid attendance. did only so-so in. 
the US... but the second, “Ballad 
of a Soldier.” did only fair here 
but very well in y well in NY 

Urge Sophisticated, 
Fare For India 

+ 
Op 7 

Tse! 

Yank film martes. are beginniry to: 
QUIN. pres! 

tor Eurgpean : 

yix forthat matter? will cick over; 

: Jease, 

March 3, attendance still is around 
: 121.000.000. 

Medican Labor Peace 
Motion Picture Export: Assn.. 

execs in New York anticipate 
two years of . peace in the 
“ordinarily volatile’ Mexican 
labor scene as result of a new. 
pact signed recently by ‘the. 
American companies and the. 
union repping employees in 
the Mexican branches. The 
U.S. film companies. have 
about 400 employees in those 
offices. 

Latest settlement follows on 
the heels of similar pacts neg- 
otiated by MPEA reps with 
branch employees in Israel, 
Rio de Jan¢iro, Singapore, Co-. 
lumbia and and The Philippines. 

‘Anssie Film Biz 
In Major Upbeat 

Svdney. Aug. 15. | 
There’s a strong optimistic note 

prevailing in Aussie. film biz cir- 
cles with the near bow on of j 
spring, what-with a..major upbeat 
in the nation’s économy and .a 
marked downbeat in unemploy- 
ment. The past winter has been. 
solid in key cities. Metre came to 
the aid of independent exhibitors 
around -mid-winter. on blanket. re- 

sith pix keyed in. own. 
houses to yery. profitable return. - 

US. pix kept the majority of 
* first-run houses busy an the tempa 
should increase through the end of 

-the year. 
Current toppers: -are “South Pa: 

cific? (20th), 136th week; “Can- 
Can’ (20th), 68th week:. “Suzie 
* Wong” (Pars, eighth week; “Spar-. 
tacus” Us, 34th week; “Apart- 
ment? ¢t A). ninth week: “Pepe”. 
tCoh, 

; rencies., 

| -|No East German Films : 
Will Be Permitted In: 
Future on West’s Tele], 

* Frankfurt, Aug. 15. 

In} view. of the. tense - political | 

. sitution; the West German ‘Televi- | 
sion board ‘Meeting here’ has de- 

cided. that no more: films from East 

Germany, | made. by the” Commie- 

from now on. 

of recent tele productions, - and 

used: the. breaks at the ‘beginning. 
and: end. ‘of ‘programs; the‘ entire j. 

.| piece should be ‘aired and’ not just" 
a few: bars cut in and out, - 

The" group: objected. to: a-recent 
television show called “Chopin. and - 
George Sand,” stating that. the. life 
of great composers can be shown. 
in a more desirable ‘light. 

CA ‘couple - of. productions - did 
earn praise, .though.. The’ ‘group | 
agreed that two: tv plays, “The 
Persian” and -“A. Moon for. the , 
Misbegotten;”: had - -been. done ex-; 
cellently. . . 

‘Arg. Fim Prods 
No Help at Home 

Buenos Aires. Aug: 15: 
Argentine: film. producers appear | 

ifo have become convinced this year | 
‘of the futility of attempting to 
make any headw ay in their domes- i. 
tic -market, Which cannot. in. any . 
ease: cover their initial’ -césts, and: 
to be. going: out relatit ely construc: ! 
tively: to gain: ‘kudos . abroad, -plus | 
some” much. needed. foreign cur-'|- 

. Even those six. films. which won 
prizes at. foreign. festivals ° have 
made only. a. small dent at the local 

eighth week, and° “Seven. | boxoffice, though some ofthe prize- 
Wonders of World” (Cinerama), , [manners have: at to be, released 
fourth week, 

Traae in the gr assroots has been: 
very solid. according to key show- | 
men contacted. However, tele. 
swings into country areas -early. 
nex{ year, and this may hurt: | 

DIP IN BRIT. CINEMA 
ATTENDANCE STEMMED. 

. London, Aug. 15. | 
The decline in cinema attend-. 

ance in Britain has been.stemmed, ; 
“wccording to the annual report: of 
the Cinematographic Films Coun- 
cil, Although 400 cinemas shut- 
tered during the year ended last 

This represented a slump of 
11°¢. compared with. a similar pe- 
riod in 1960. Overall decline. dur- 
ing the year of 1960 was 14% 
while in 1959 it was 20°¢. 

British production continued at 
roughly the. same level as in pre- 
vious years. 

.there’s little likelihood of this year's 

ere.- 
: The. foreign. aw ard Ww intiers were 
“La Mano.en la Trampa” ‘The Hand 
In the Trap}, which. won the, critics’ 
award ‘at. the Cannes Film. Fest and 

. Santa Margherita de Ligure; Lau- 
taro “Muriia’s “Alias Gardelito,”: 

{the ‘Golden Janus witiner at Mar- 
gherita; “Hijo ‘de Hombre” 
Man) “'Sono), 

‘Son of 
first Latin-American 

‘award winner at San’ Sebastian, and. 
the Friendship and Culture ‘Award, 
won at Moscow by Hugo-del Carril's. 
“This _ Land : is. ‘Mine.’ This. ‘award. 
is unlikely’ to help the ex-Peronista 
tango 

home,. 
. Singer-producer-actor. “at 

. Recent. statistics show that ‘only. 
three of the 1960 local productions 
did well at the domestic boxoffice. 
These were “La Potato,’ “Un Gu- 
apo del. 900° ‘and. “Saturday: Night 
Movies,”. the three having. cancel-. 
led - Seren. Institute: doans. ' ‘Once 
such Joans are cancelled, producers 
must still recoup their.own. capital, 
and with costs ‘soaring even higher, 

controlled: ‘DEFA, “will -be, shown.on.|'' 

the West. German television: ‘sereens 

Group discussed other problems: _ 

decided ‘that if classic music. is | 

‘ ture’ houses, . 

Hassle Over Right To 

v. S. ‘Negro’ s Top Roles 
- Berlin, Aug... 22, 

Gloria ‘Davy, the. American 
-Negro. soprano of the Met 

-. Opera ‘roster, is. scheduled to’ 

Philharmonic at the opening . 
_ concert Sept. 24 of the: ‘Berlin . 
"Arts Festival.” 

She will sing the title role.” 
- in “Aida” five-nights:later (29). 
Karl Boehm | will conduct. 

‘New Town Blues’ 
Gare Via Show Biz 

London, - Aug. 22... 

——s 

" Show biz. along. with other: ac- 
tivities has been called on to chase |. 
raway “New Town. Blues”—a mod-. 

(ern malady that’s rife. in the. dozen’. 

or so mew townships: just ‘built 
round the London area—by ‘2a. re-|| 

3 port published by the Ministry of; 
Housing and. Local Government. } 
These towns, .it- says, have. toa 
‘much loneliness and too little 
neighborliness. 

Cure, apart from: time, are pic- 
dancehalls, .- 

‘halls, coffeebars, clubs and sport-. 
‘ing facilities, says the. report, 
“which was read in Parliament.: It} 
,recommended that, besides these, 
civic. halls where ‘people can ‘be 
‘encouraged ta get. to -know ‘each | 
, other should be. built by | the Tocal | 
: authorities, . 

~ Playdate ‘Exodus’ In 
Jerusalem To. Courts| 

'| downgraded as a lure. - , Tel Aviv, ’ Aug.: 15. 

Some feared that Israel would | 
be the only country. “where “Exo: | 

dus”. (UA) ‘would ‘be received 

Without a bang. But fhere‘s. a Teal 

hassle in Israel. It came froia Jeru- | it 
salem, -the locale. of ‘the viggest | 
mass scene of the pic. The whole:! 
issue is pending: before the: court,: 
the’ question ‘being which cinema 
in Jerusalem . has the Jegal right: 
to present. “Exodus.” es 

Otto Preminger, . produeer-direc- 
tor of the ‘picture,: and. -United 
Artists, film’ s distributor. have con- 
tributed al] the Israeli ‘revenue. 
from “Exodus” te - the - ‘Weizmann’ 
Institute of Science. - Meyer. Weis-.; 
gal; chairman of .the Executive 
Committee for -the’ institute, and}. 
Louis. Chissick,. general . ‘manager: 
of UA. ‘in Israel, who .acts as .ad-. 
visor, have decided - ‘to. show. the’ 
70m version in the three big cities ! 

“be .soloist with the. Berlin. ar 

j the. so-called stars. . 

concer t | 

Distribs in France, ti Big Stakes 
~ InFilms, Keen for Adult Pictures 

. Paris, Aug. 22. 
“Since: dist@bs here:-now pit big “ 

‘Lsums -jnto . pix. for... future: rights, - 
|producers are ‘more prone to take. 
‘+ their suggestions and. ideas. instead” 

oS ‘of being” completely against ‘them, 
‘However, ‘outiooks.. -:’ 

on names’-and. film. values differ - | 
as in the past. 

between these branches of the pix’ 
biz: The. _distribs | interrogated. 

‘There : seem: .moré - bullish . about, 
adult.” ‘pix than producers, 

One important - distrib - felt “that . 
_ = [it was useless to risk: money on a. _ 

| star. catrying a film: these- days: -To- we 
-|him, it was orily the subject -mat-:" 
ter and direction that countéd,; ‘and © 
these: were. more conimercial- than 

‘He thought a. 
‘dood theme by a good :director. was 
usually a solid boxoffice’ value, ‘but 
admitted ‘that a- Jean. .Gabin .. or 

! Brigitte - -Bardot: would: help. But. 
| only. ina good production. 

: Good Picture ‘Essential © 

: Another opined: that the’ Diegest. 
stars in the. business could not put... 
over a ‘bad film: He preferred. to. 3... 
‘bet on: “talented. directors - wand. 
‘scripters ‘rather .than *’ endowed. 
‘stars. AS an example‘he said that: 
| after the success of. ‘‘Never on Sune”: 
day” he ‘Mould ride .on the . ‘next 
Jules Dassin " pic, “but. not: “necese -* 

sarily one‘ with’ Melina Mercouri, 
‘star of © “Sunday." ?. 

‘Still. another distrib. pointed out 
that ‘Bardot. pairéd’ with: director 
H...G. Clouzot for “The. Truth” 
led toa blockbuster because it was 
also a good. Pic. But . that, Bardot 
‘in her’. next < film, .“The Slack 
Reins,” though. with. directer ‘Roger 
Vadim, Grew much. leas. ‘since | ‘the: we 
Pic: was not up to par..- . a 

Other. distribs. oddly. ‘enough felt: oo 
|that: Sophia Loren: and Gina’ ‘Lol--" 
‘| Jobrigida-did not..draw:.at.the box-. 

..f office: and. were ‘more ‘publicity for.. 
| newspapers: ‘than actual attendance 

bait.-.. Tony. Perkins, in spite’ of -his 
Cannes Film Fest acting prize and: 
“Goodbye Again” (WA),. was: also. 

Stars No Draw in. Bad Pix: . 
Another ‘stated: that even. comic 

‘Fernande? was not a sure: draw ‘in 
a ‘bad. film: . 
dramatic pix were..more “general. 
surfire-. bait: than ‘:comic - pix: and 
hat: one: comédian,.-Bourvil, ‘be-. 
came a star-only after. Going ‘some 

- straight: roles. we 
One distrib -said. the public: had: - 

Analy. been. ‘brought. around to 
‘choosing 4 pic more for its direc-. hae 
tor and. ‘story: ‘than ‘for':its. stars.’ 
Pix .by ‘Ingmar: Bergman; . Alfred 7 
Hitchcock; Rene (Clair, “Vadim. and °.:. 
many of: ‘the new. crop. like: Jedn-* 
‘Lu¢ ‘Godard ‘and’ Francois Truffaut. 
were“ more.. .important™ :as - draws. 
{han most. stars; according. to. “other - 
distribs. 
Yank ‘producer’ Sam: ‘Spiegel had. 

a Say in this affair. via an<interview | 
here: ' He maintained.. that’ only. 
‘one star was worth the’ money she 

; got and -: actually’ enhanced “the 

It was: algo’ felt: that. \- 

—Tel Aviv, Jerusalem.. and. Haifa } | b.o. ‘value of any. film. in which. she 

while. in- smaller. spots, . where. ‘Ne | appeared. “And that ‘Was Elizabeth 
films. ‘ever __ i. Hilms. ever coming out. of the black: out. of the black. 

a ne ne ee Honolulu, Aus 22 
A music and drama critic for ; 

several publications in India cays eiueal publications in Inula oars Calls Halt ¢ on ‘Call Girl? Pictures 
eephisticated fare overseas if ‘it’s | 
te hold its own in the celd war. ; 

ls. ‘Amita’ Malik. enroute back 
te New Dethi after 10 months in. Film Censors To Crack Down « on: Overly Sexy Pix 
the U. S. and Canada. deplored | 

~_—— >. + 

1 einema 
lequipment; persuaded. Weisgal © to; 

But Haim Shieff, owner. of Orion | 
‘in. Jerusalem,: with. 35m 

watch an invitation- performance: 

that 35m. is. good enough. . He 
agreed to pay the institute 70% 

He wanted -to -convince Weisgal |. 

of the net income and some of-the 

widescreen is’ available’ to: MSE: the.: “Taylor. - 
35m version. . He. ‘thought. “Shirley - “MacLaine. 

was. still’ an outsider .and ‘hard to ~~ 
| judge ‘as’ yet. “despite: fine. ‘roles -4 in. “et 
; good: pix. _ a 

Maly Ballet Bolf 
the practice of “playing down” to 
audiences in India. 

She said Dave Brubeck, Merion} 
Anderson and = Martha Graham 
were acclaimed in India and sug-! 
Rested the comedy team of Mike 
Nichols and Elaine Mav would he 
a big hit in India’s larger cities. 

“You should send the popular 
things to the villages and small 
tewns but you must reslize that 
in the cities. Indian audiences of 
the fype that go to see foreign 
culture are very sophisticated and 
wei informed.” Mrs. Mahik said. 

“There's a cultural cold war in 
Asia and the Communists are send - 
ing their best. But the chief cul- 
ture we get from America is Hollv- 
wooed films. There are so manv 
peonle like me who like ihe Amer- 
jeans and hate to see you mis- 
understoad—we weep.” 

The critic suggested the U.S. 
sheukl send its top symphony. or- 
chestras to India. “Some of vour 
State Dept 

thev‘d ike to but it’s teo expensive. 
J domt accept that. from Ameri- 
earns especially. Yeu shar’ put a 
few millions into it and see what 
Ju Leap,” she added. 

people have’ told ime. 

In West Germany 

Frankfurt, Aug. ‘15- 
SPIO, the West German film 

. industry's highest level. organiza- 
‘ion, has called a halt to films over- 
loaded with sex and unclad bodies, 
long considered the real paydirt 
of the iocal industry. In reflecting 
that 
firls and prostitutes are destroy- 
ing or at least diminishing the Ger-. 

countries and. man. image in other 
with the German te n-agers | who 
are the majerity of Zocal cinema 
patrons, SPIO decidéd: to take a 
firm stand. against films that count 
on the unclad human body. er on 
overly sexy themes. 

Films which feature ‘call Birls 
or 

announced. 
Major problem, off the record, 

has been the big success’ of * "Das 
Maedchen Rosemarie” + Rosemary )} 
abroad. 
true stery of a Frankfurt. eall girl 

‘and her high class customers is 

; réputed to be the biggest German 

films. centered around. call 

. And just. to’ show that they really 
meant it, at about: the - ‘same time. 

prostitutes or which have’ a. 
call girl in the leading role, will 
get the special scrutiny of the. Film 
Censorship Board, SPIO officials. 

The. film. concerning the. 

maneymaker since the. last World. 
War in. America. It has met. with }|- 
tremendous criticism. at. home be- 
cause .of what it-is doing to ‘belittle | 

Other «German: German prestige. 
films have. recently tried to follow 
in the “Rosemary” 

to the Central .Assi.- of. Film Ex- 
Ahibitors:that.the titles; the content, 
and even. the ‘advertising material 
of the films 

not: too much. emphasis - ‘on sex. 

came word from the German: Film. 
Censorship Board. A new German 
film, “Meine .Frau | das *Callgir}” 
(My. Wife ‘the: ‘Callgirl}, 
passed ‘by the ‘board as acceptable’ 
for audiences over. -18 years of 
age. said censor: board. ruled that 

‘oo immoral: and. ‘might. be harm- 
ful ‘to youths. Hence,. it, will, have | 
to be releaced under’ a new, tag. 

mold and have. 
even tried to closely. copy the title. 

SPIO has passed the. word along: 

‘Will be . especially: 
scrutinized to make sure there: “is. 

though 

-the title would never do. It sounds: 

money in advance. It is diffievIt: 
to figure out what happened Tater |: 
‘because of widely varying testi-.| 
mony in the court. ‘The Judge will | 

have the last say. a -Auckland; N.Z., “Aug.-15.-- 
Before! Shieff -Signed . contract : - probably “the “most - Suecescful. 

with ‘the Weizmann Institute -the ‘theatrical venture - ever | in New” 
Mizrachi-. Brothers, owners ‘of-.a.‘ Zealand’ annals was. pulled ‘off. by” 
cinema. in Jerusalem © having” ‘70m exhibitor: and ‘- concert:. ‘promoter : 
equipment. stepped forward with a R. J. Kerridge. here. .with. the’ re--.. 
better offer. and Weisgal accepted. | cent two-eity tour of the Lenin-. 
Shieff, charging he ‘was. framed, l grad Maly Ballet. -Seat sale opened: ~ : 
started te show “Exodus” ‘without : ‘at an unprecedented - $15. top and. 
contract. The Weizmann Institute . even withthe cheapest: seats ..at: 
got.out an injunction but® despite ; $9: ‘such thédtres as Auckland's’ vO 
the courts orders, Shief? <howed -.1.900-seat St. James ‘was: Ailled. for. an 
“Exodus” - for 10 nights. ‘Then. he ' all. five -pérformances -- ~ ~ 
-Stopped.. i Breakdown was-not: releases but’ . 

s ‘the. enormous cost :of air-li ting... 
dus” In “eruale, showing’, T EXO. ; the’. company’s:: “§0-odd.: members: -: 

i from..- Russia .- almost. - ‘-certainly:. a 

hh New Zealand. 

| modest ‘sum. ; 
[national orchestra colle borated” for - 
*{hé ‘season, ‘making “it pecbeny. 
ithe most. ‘memorable’ ‘pallet ‘éver 

maybe remodelled ta house’ a. store: “seen here, even including ‘the rée- 

and offices. ieent visit. “by. the. English’ ‘Royal, - 
--Structure, owned by. ‘Joe “Me:? Ballet.: >: He 
Cully: had. been Jeased. ‘to. Famous. The. Leningrad irduse ‘has’ gone f° 

Players until the theatre shuttered : en. to: Australia’ for a. short: season. ara 
in December, 1960. ~Lthere.. oe ; 

Convert Theditre: Site. 
_ Medicine Hat, Alta.. Aug: “92. 
The ‘Roxy Theatre: building. here: 

| whittled down: the profits - 1O-a-.. 
Government- owned. oe 
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LAST THANKSGNING... 
THE BIG INDUSTRY NEWS 

ADRTHT 0 
ALASKA” 

THIS THANKSSIIN... 

“20th Century-Fox presents JOHN WAYNE i in THE COMANCHEROS. 
_ co-starring STUART WHITMAN; INA BALIN, NEHEMIAH. PERSOFF 
_ sand LEE. MARVIN as Crow.- - Produced by GEORGE SHERMAN «Directed 
“by MICHAEL CURTIZ + COLOR by: DE LUKE CINEMaScoPE 

20th delivers 
| the goods for the 
happy holiday dates! 



14 PICTURES Vaprett 

Movielab in Cloak-and-Dagger Moves. 
Towards More Diversified Operation: 

What gress at Moevielahb, | 
Manhattan film processor? Plenty. 
Tat at berms kept mostly vnder 
execute  chapewux 
fer the outfit adimts to this mich, 
Though the company iS maneuver- 
ing te better compete with older, } 
@iversified and sealth-ar Pathe. 

Ini: general outhne Mosrefab’ is 
Gut tae bvpe its processtnig busi- 
nese, both theatrical and 8m. €on- 
Cenutant with thos, company. could 

blast off and soon with a tan- 
rential activity. whieh insiders de- 

my osoill involve either production 
or aistoibut on Its conceded onty 
that fhe plans pots -prenermng. 
but what's cooking Is top secret, 

An carly tpoff something 3s in 
the wir was compans’s deris.an to 
suitch from over-the-counter to 
the American Stock  Esachanee, 
vhich action is due to he tor 
malized tommorrow Thuis Initial 
ttock offering of 100.00 stares, at 
$1 per. sold oul some time hack, 
and a second puble mwsue is sched , 
uled 

lanked = to this is) Mov: tlab's : 
Hepped up mtcrest im fitin fisanc- | 
ing ‘wuith enabline he’ p tron, stock | 
sale receipls: as the prime excala- 
tor of its process ne hiz) This, of: 
course, Is the same rationale em- 
ploved  snceesefully obs Pathe. 
Hard-un-clove ois the  Movielab 
View that its fresh financing efforts 
dan induce niore production in‘ the 
cast cite chief market) whi¢h in 
turn) translates into) more pro- 

cessme arders, 
Pavol is already evident per a 

rash of financing pacts of late with 
assorted indie producers. 

Movielab’s uplifted 
hode expansion beyond 
York base = This possibly 
ages U S) branches, but ther 

to set up shop in those countrics. 
and js is being mulled by company 
chaiiman Saul Jaffee and his exec 
leam These expansions, however, 
are not the projects cloaked by the 
aforesaid _ company stealth. 

Movielab Upbeat Vistas 
Sparked by 10°, Hike In 

Sales; 2d Otr. Net 606: 
Apropos the upbeat bor ivons at 

Movielab. the Manhattan filnr prac- 
essor ‘see scparate  stors:,- prez- 
¢hanman Saul Jaffee toid tock- 
holders this week coempany's SCC 
ond quarter racked up peak sales | 

“4h c+ 

Spokesinaar , 

horizons . 
its: New : 

ENVIS- | 
are’ 

alse bids from Turkey and Brazil: 

‘Ohio Supreme Court 
| To Review ‘The Lovers’ 

Columbus, O., Aug. 22. 

Court of Appeals in Cleveland 
“fas asked the Ohio . Supreme 
Court to review the case of- “The 
Lovers.” the French film found ob- 
scene by Cuyavoga County -Com- : 
iron Pleas Court. The Appeals 
Ceurt had upheld the conviction of | 
Nico Jacobellis, manager of the} 
Height Art Theatre. 

Since this decision conflicts with 
a ruling by another Ohio appeals’ as Continued {rom page 1 

described it, “it's Stepping. all over. court, the Supreme Court was: 
asked to: rule which of the -de- 
cisions stands. ~. Jaeobellis was’ 
fined $2.500. and ‘the film seized. 

Star Turnout at Venice 
Meagre as Fete Kicks Off : 

Venice, Aug. 22. 

got underway here Sunday. 120: 

night with the screening of Japan's 

lane entry in conipetition, uy ojim- 

bo.” whose star, Toshirg Mifune. 
Was on tap for the unspooling: But 
the turnout of. other 
meagre, with Susan 
Cameron Mitchell . 
Schieffino among the few wito were ; 
present. 

Despite reports: the several coun- , 
tries were going:‘to puil out: of the 
fest at the last minute, only West. 
Germany had done the no-show 
bit. The fact that Italy. hos -four 
pix in competition (out of a total 
of 14) »as drawn quite a bitof: 

ladver se comment. — 

E,cbhrows rose even higher: Sune 
day when the names of -the sey en- 

,;man jury were announced, I: in- 
‘cludes three Italians, ineluding the: 

there; 
; have been no formal pro:esis, there 
j has been a lot of grumbling anent 

ljury president.. Although 

‘inopportune ‘Joading of dice.” 
After the &creening of the Java-.} 

nese ¢ntrs. film received a rousing 7 
‘lrand from the audienre, 
tior followed at. the Hotel Excel- . 

fea-., 
tured the presentation of diplomas’ 
of merit to all combet ing rations | 

Recep- 

sior. Inaugural ceremonies. 

by fest president Talo Si ‘ano, The 
and ¢arnings since outfit launched 'Motion Pictures Export .ssn.’s Leo 
in 1930. 

Quarier ended July ! 
tally of $1.3°0.069, up 10’. 
Tike pericd a year ago \tter all: 
charges and taxes, 

312.500 connmon shares out. Profit - 
in the hke *€0 period was S52. 361, 
or 17¢ a share. 

Sixnienth sales reached $2.8 26.- 
449. up El. ever the comparable 
‘0 svelume. and responsible for . 
frist half net of S130.074. or 42¢ is 
share. The vear ao first halt profit | 

Was S$2h R29, equal to 4c w share.’ 
Company expects to add. to its 

capactty shorth with a new black- 
angi-white developing machine and 
cnlareed color facilities. Jaffee is! 
tullish on continued sales-earnings 
upturns for balance of the Aernt. 

If Exhib Is a Retailer, - 
Texas Sales Tax Applies 

Austin, Pex. \ug. 22. 
In tie wake of the state's new 

Yan fiw which establishes: a state: 
teles tax on Sept Tr. the question 
ef what is a retatler is. being asked 
by Texas theatre interests The 
ew Lands epplicable to retail sales 
starting at 25e¢ when a lye tax is 
paid, _ 

io chatribetion os considered in 
retail tiade. then the new tax would 
apply to film rentals, same’ sources 
Lenave, 
lieve ‘that the 

en eshibiter is) ¢onsidered a 
taiier, 
that the new tax Could apply to 
tiukets as the state already has a 
in ket tax of 10° on tickets coasting 
were than Sl. 

Meetings have been scheduled 
with the State Comptroller for his 
crinion as te Whether exhibition 
and @istribution. are considered to 
re .ctaners «5 Texas motion pic- 

twre cxhibiters don't want to take 
anv chences on violating the new 
1ax Jay 

Fe- 

from the fest. fullseale. 

net wis S60.-: 
675) egual to 19¢ @ share on the: ing out of conrpetition at whe -final | 

“Summer 

These Same sources be- | 
tax would apply to: 

metion Picture theatre tiekets cof. 

Some sources do not believe 

; Hochstetter accepted for the-U.-S. 
hit sules | France is now. participating. in 

following . 

of “Leon Morin, Priest;” for. show: 

night gala: Ameri ica’s 
and Smoke” will be suawn Sata. 
day +26) and “Bridge to The! Sun” 
next Thursday 31). 

. 
——S 

Four Italo Pix Out 
4 Continued from page’ —. 

siderable pressure. “both direct and: traditional Jatecomers at-}unch and 
-ease the burden on the dewnsfairs: _Via the local press, was exerted on 

the Venice Fest to accept. 

_—— 

{his point. 
discussion is the fact that in select- 
ins four Italian films for the sec:. 

‘Venice - has: ond year in a row, 
placed -itself way ouf on a limb 

tial new enemies- and, whats' worse, 
losing a very large number of old.” 
friends. ‘There ‘are many observers 
who predict that FIAPF ruling or 
not, produceys. in other 

all 

_lions and or festivals). won't: hap- 
pen again. 

What remains a fact is : that, with 

the local affair winds up. the chips 
ave definitely down. and :the re- 

of available 10nt-Italian product. or 
by their own volition. festival audi- ° 
ences ‘and fest followers the world 
over will as a result be consciously 
or unconsciously gunning for: new 
fest topper Domenico. Meccoli and ; 
his selection committee. whose re-. 
‘sponsibility this vear’s roster: of -14; 
scompetitors: ultimately, ‘is. 

| Venice’s international film: fest ; 

stars Was 
1 Strasberg, | 
and R»)sanna* 

+ revolving. 
” stage, ete.\, has Now switched .back 

to its’ nore. traditional attractions,: 
. good :dance_ bands, .and occasional 
ere -puestints. . 

dition at the -Excelsior:.the Bam- 
‘beo Bar,. an after-hour eatery, de- 

-more. 
Italo features than. it first had. in: 

2 ming. 

The waters are rather ‘muddy at 
What reniains beyond. 

countries | 
will make sure that the. Italo grab- 

‘or similar moves by other na-" 

ane or two weeks or so to go until: 

raining days will show.w hether the: 
Venice choice was a wire one ar. 
not. Wheiher forced into’ the-move 
by circumstances and ‘a shortage: 

(vuGO WAR PIC: CHASES 
FRENCH REPS IN VENICE| 

-: Venice, Aug.- 22: . 
° The. French delegation: caused. a 
stir at the fest here last. night (Mon- 

to attend: the j@ays. by -refusing 
screening of the offictal - -¥ugoslay 
entry,.“Thou Shalt Not: Kill.” made 
in Yugoslavia. ‘by. French. director 

The film: has 
:an anti-militarist theme. which .so 
‘annoyed: the French they reportedly 

‘Claude Autant-Lara. 

were .ready to withdraw fromthe 
fest last: week. ‘They reconsidered, 

t however, and stayed in, 7 
|. Film : stars.. ‘Laurent. “Tersieff, 
Horst.. Frank and’ Suzanne Filion. 
Columbia. has worldwide rights, 

Venice’ 'S ‘Jamup- 

the tail end of the tourist, season.” 
(Fest opens. and closes. on Sunday}: 

One Lido Hotel is currently in 
an even graver fix: its manager, 
confident . that fest: starting date 

_j would - as usual. be .on 24th, | ac-. 
cepted bookings from non-festival | 
“guests through 23d or: 24th, ‘but. 
_also:took on-the fest crowd: “from: 

late, that the 
[Japped. He’s: now. valiantly: trying 
‘to. untangle the resulting : mixup: 

“All too.-bad;". say. some . dis- | 
gruntled: local hoterliers; -who re- i 
call: they ‘predicted ‘the ‘conflict 
when. dates were first. announced ! 
‘this spring, but: were unable to get | 
?them ‘shifted to: later. in. ‘month. 
‘Too, bad... they: ‘say, for with some. 
‘foresight, “the: overlap “could in’ 
préat part: have heen avoided, and 
‘with them: the inevitable. _turn- 
‘downs of good customers. More 
‘regrettable, too, ‘for it's a known. 
fact that once the Festival ends in: 

Learly’ September,. the Lido: tra] 
ditionally becomes a desert island, 
‘and most of the big. Hofels are ; 
forced to ‘close. down. 

[ _Big. Boom ‘Nonetheless 
“In any ease, there is consolation 

in some of-the results attained so: 
far. The Excelsior ‘management ex 
-pects: this season to: go. into. the 
books as ‘one: of the best in. recent 

‘This pertains to. most other hostels 

much ‘to the inbetween. ‘situations 
;' which have been hit hardest” ‘here 
in recent years’ by the ‘so-called: 
‘popularization” ‘of tourism,. with 
all the. entails:“ tents,- scaoters, 

rations, cut: rate tours. ete... - 

The Excelsior, as: hub. ‘of the | 
Lido summer. activity, 
been aided by the ‘much-heralded 
‘return of ‘the’ Windsors and- other 
society. Iuminaries ‘to ‘their old 

‘ haunts.:’ ‘along -the 

‘which last year hoped to catch a 
“different” .ecrowd. with big and 

: Brassy- -after-dark. attractions . (in- 

the. -precincts 
stage: and- 

iOther new. ad- 

signed -to accomodate “ the’ many 

-beach-side lunchtime. “Tavern,” 
where’ stragglers. sometimes. came 
in at 3: p.m. or’ later.). 
Qther majar conversation pieces 

of the sunimer season on the Lido 
have -been the frequent: ¢roupier. 
strikes. at. the Venice Casino (and 
the.-block fiting, some. time ago, 
of. all ‘croupiers for undisclosed 

and risks making a pack of. poten-; reasons): -the several . hundred 
‘trees planted: around the Festival | 
Palace ‘and’ Casino Square, to en- 
Tich the view; and ‘the great Bikini 

_ battle... . 

piece bathing suit began -with the 

that “two-piece” .suits would no 
longer be tolerated on the Lido. 
The dampening effect, Jocal..and 
long-range, was immediate. True 
or not, the local. papers aiinounced. 
“mass desertions” of the beaches, 
‘especially. by foreigners, in their 

were ‘some’ reported instances ° ‘of 
police. intervention for: 

: exposure." but. the situations by 
now seems to-. have. simmered 
‘down,. and, lest-any aficionados be 
deterred; ‘it - ‘should: -be noted that 
j the: number of. suitably displayed | 
: bikinis has.increased, ‘not declined, 
‘Now .that: the usual, hopefuls are 
idrawn to the Lido in quest, of their. 
“| winter. contracts. 

years, up sharply:.from last year. 

playing to the’ money crowd,: so’ 

bikes, cycles, short ‘stays, rationed 

has! also 

wliite-sanded | 
th ve. Adriatic beaches. The: same Hotel, 

last-minute | conciliatory acceptance: 

cluding” ‘some. strip items). in. the. 
refurbished - Chez-Vous - nitery -on. 

“tequipped with a 
elevating 

The battle of the’ minimum ‘two-|_ | 

Mayor of .Venicée'’s: announcement. 

crusade’ against ; the edict.. There} 

““over- 

‘Wednesday; ‘August 23, 1961 

Inside Siufl—Pictures 
Moira Walsh, outspoken’ film cr itic on: ‘the Roman Catholic’ nionithiy, 

in recent-years, but the improvements. “still have. not, percolated: ‘down, 
to the grass roots—to the parish, the. diocesan’. -press. and the schools,” 

“Ingrid Bergman's ‘Joan of Are’ Ww asa superficial bore; 

to see them for other reasons.” 

small audiences, small | “in comprehension, that. ‘isand. also,” it. would 
-+5eem, ‘small in size.” 

She suggests that the. situation has ‘changed - “drastically : for. ‘the. 

rew Catholic critics who have: taken. a broader. view: of the. arts: 
also notes that the Legion of Decency-has plated itself ‘in’ the forefront. 

not. been sufficiently. understood or. widely enough. publicized. ” 

conception to. end:” His report to’ the U.S. . State Dépt., 

no longer participate’ in this. event.. 
|. Perlberg said major activities, for . delegates ‘sutrounded: visits. tons 
| industrial plants, the Kremlin. agricultural: farms et¢.;-at each of which 
seasoned spokesmen: vented. forth ‘with’ a. constant’. ‘stream of political, 
propaganda. A majority of the. films screened were from Tron -Curtain, 
| countries like Yugoslavia and he charged these, too, were. filled with _ . 
‘ such material. 
-. Opening event featured: a filmed ‘coverage: ‘of the Yuro. ‘Gagari in space” 
flight; Perlberg ‘stated; and ‘said -that: Soviet * officials,’ among them. 
| Premier’ Khruschev, took the océasion to turn. the’ meeting: into a- 

he: charged ©... 
j events. were planned so fully. that.no delegate could atténd all sessions, vet 
lend of as Well, translated. programs were. not made av ailable until the °° 

boast’ for Russian space accomplishment. Additionally, 

end of the ‘first week. Producer. also. decried’ inability ‘to trost- Soviet: 
-‘newsmien, who. he _asserted frequently’ misquoted. delegates or. ‘fwrote® 
, out of context.” . - 

‘Soviet film industry reception was. cordial, Perlberg ‘said: ‘though’ ‘he 
| deer ied. fact. that ‘only a planned scene: was- shown them ‘and theré was. 
no opportunity. to. see actuat production. He noted large. attendance. at 
theatres and said ‘prices were: cheap. One theatre: was showing. a third: oa 
‘dimension film. without | glasses, using a: ‘three-dimension glass as. part an 
of the. screen.’ Viewing was difficult,. ‘however, with patron: ‘having. to «- 
catch | a special angle, to. see. the picture. clearly. 

Columbia Pictures. stock on. the ‘New York Stock Exchange. hit: a: new we 
‘high of $35.25 last week’ as. interest in the company continued to ‘mount. .... | 
Year's. low was $21.37!2: Latest Wall Street ‘outfit to. endarse the. Col - 
issue ‘is Bache ‘& Co., which, lead. off its: market. letter of: Friday. 18)” 
with an analysis: of the. compatiy.. Col was rated “an: attractive Speculae 
tive buy for immediate gain.” ° 

' Bache. and: others: on. the street, in. stipporting-. Col. ‘note: the success 
“of “Guns of Navarone,” ‘values. in. the film library, the equity: in Sereen. 
Gems: which. is estimated: at. $34 per Col share, plus the “blockbuster, oe va 
potential”. of future product. 

share.. 

activity was the report by. Rube Jackter, ‘domestic ‘sales chief, that bills. 

got a Pickup in- ‘some financial pages. 

US: Information Sérvice officials ‘were: redtaced over -an. ‘Incident . . 
“The ‘Alamo,” - 7°": 

‘at. the Astor Cinéma, Port-of-Spain, Trinidad... Shown ‘in. conjunction‘ 
which occurred here at gala- black-tie premiere. of ‘U-A’s 

with the feature was an official U.S. film .showing Virgil Grissem’s 
recent ‘flight. into: space..An audience;. which ‘included: ‘the acting . 
Governor General of the West Indies and other top. officials, ' ‘saw the - 
film: start with the rocket takeoff. minus commentary,: music or sound. . 
effeets.. Grissom's rescue ‘from -.the. ‘sea’ was followed... by seenes: of 
‘preparation: for the takeoff. Finally. the film was. ended in mid-reel. In. 
addition to the. reels, being: shown .in wrong order’ and: minus a- sounds 
track, “film was.-also in negative. form, black areas appearing uhite: 
and vice versa, Speaking of the embarrassment, United Artists’ spokes-. 
rman Ike Greenberg said, .“The wrong film was. shipped from: the United 
States, and for once we broke our rule to trial-show, every film: ‘before - 
public showing. This is.'the. first. time the USIS has made a mistake.” 
Meanwhile, a cable rushed off fo Washington. requested: quick: shipment, 
‘of a positive - film. 

Apropos the recent fullpage VARIETY ad for ‘composer. “Karon ‘Copland, 
novelist Carl ‘Carmer. construed, it. as: a “first”: for &: longhair TS. 
composer in. VARIETY annals. Writer's sidebar. remark . was made at a: 
weekend ‘presentation of the: MacDowell Medal: ‘to. Copland . ‘at “the 
MacDowell colony in. Teterboro, NJ... where: a‘ cleffer::is “scoring 
‘Prometheus Productions’ “Something: Wild, ” U‘A-skedded. ‘Prometheus . a 

had taken. the ad in question, marking Caplands £ first: filmic assignment on 
since “The Heiress" ‘12- years: ( and 2 sn. Oscar) BEO. ee 

New Exh Backed Production 
Long,’ Lonely’ Hill; " Jolin: ‘Abbott; 
“The Unknown: ’ Soldier,’ ” Cleo 
Williams, and “Teenage Outcast,” 

24-sheets,- ‘ete.) ‘would: be available 
at extra cost. . 0 

Following first year. ‘of exhibi-. 
tion. under this policy; films would’ 

‘ theatre-members | ‘sharing. ‘equally | Radko ‘Déone's’ - “noyel. 
in these profits. ; « Guard,” and will covert a telepilot, 

Waller: said. films will not. ‘be | “Davy’- Jones,” starring Buster 
made ‘available “at any. time" to ' Crabbe, inta a. feature... - 
majors .or large. chains: : ' Distribu- + Company, ° 
tion would ‘be handled. through + : Carthay Studios and: will. film in 
field reps, with a large theatre in . these facilities, ‘wiin other negoti- 
each town set as the “library” i ations - currently . . underway, with 
‘from which others can draw. Republic, Waller said. : 

Aside from “Redbeard,” ITP | 
now ‘owns “Sea: Cadet” and “Re-* head, With -Fred’ Mason as sales. 
‘turn. to “Happiness,” - original | chief, : John . Abbott casting: -di- 
screenplays by Waller: .“Mousie.” 

-twith Fred. Mason’ script; “The: ‘Officer. ao 

America, finds * ‘Franeis of Assisi” “‘disappeinting,”. but doesn’t. blante: 
Hollywood or -the indiviual . producer. Plato. Skouras! for .the. failure, . 
In the Aug. 19 issue of America, ‘Miss Walsh. casts. the: spotlight on the, .. 
entire field of Catholic. film criticism. ‘which, ‘she. finds, has: improved .".... 

Miss Walsh remembers - that” when. she. wrote’ 13. years ago that 
it was. regarded . 

as virtual heresy ‘to imply ° “in-la Catholic publication - that a movie. : 
about a saint could be -anything. short ‘of - magnificent,” There is- tittle’ 
or’ no evidence, - she ‘cantinues, ‘that “uncritical -promotion . in the 
Catholic press ‘and. occasionally . in “the pulpity had- had. the” effect” 
of getting people ‘L0 ga ‘to ‘pions’ ‘mov ies,” unless: they, alteady wanted. 

For the failure of. a film. like: “Francis: ” despite ‘the ‘possibilities. 
inherent in the story, Miss. Walsh would: blame the critics::“A shock-. 
ing’ amount of the Catholic. opinion-making ° on ‘the: subject - -of :.films - 
in this country, until quite. recently,.has had-‘the effect, of producing — 

better” in recent years. however, largely through--the. “comprehensive * a 
statements” on films and ty made by Pope Pius XII, -and ‘the urging of .." 

‘She. 

of the new movement. “in. a statesmanlike - accommodation. that. ‘has 

As a footnote to his general findings, “williana: Perlherg has ‘hare an 
acterized: the. Moscow Film Festival as a “big :propaganda: mill’ from © 

whom he... 
the start”——not: realizing, “until, tod} repped ‘in Moscow: as an official U.S. dele ate, would. suggest ‘that. we 7” 

With Japanese ‘Yojimbo two groups” ov ‘er- | Pr . 8 g& a 

.Bache says Col’s’ first quarter earnings: may. ‘be slow: but én. improve: 7 
ment is seen. for the: balance of: the: year, bringing the net to-$3 per . 

we 

Incidentally. perhapa another contributing factor behind: the Col stock 7 

ings in 4 recent. ‘single week wert over $1, 000; 000,: unusually tall, Thi: _ 

‘Ernest Loewy ‘and Gary ‘Crutcher... 
be up for foreign or tv sales,. with:; ‘Additionally. ‘they: -have™ rights. to «-.. 

“Ranger - ~ 

is headquartered. at’ 

Waller functions. as “production 

~ rector. - Cleo Williams is also - an a 

caries 
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and - 

JEAN SOREL 

in 

an episode 

in the dramatic 

fight between the ss 

and the 

JEWS OF ROME 

* 
suspense 

such as. (THE GOLD OF ROME) 
has never 

before 

been attained! 

a coproduction with 

PRODUCTION J. ROITFELD 

CONTACT ORGANIZATION (Paris} 

Foreign Sales: 
2» sAGER FILM - SANCRO FILM 

5 Largo Spinelli, 

Tel. 865 744-846 671° 
Rome, 

Distributed in Italy 

by LUX Film 
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Normandy Town Re-Lives June 6, 1M : 
As Zanuck Launches His Longest Day’ ; 

Ste. Mere Eglise, Aug. 22. + 
Many are the ways of shooting a 

film and it’s already obvious that. Wise, Amus. Sales Tax 
sn deciding to make “The Longest ' 
Day” on actual locations in Nor-! 
mandy. producer Darry] F. Zanuek 
has chosen the hard read. | 
The CinemaScope picture. based ' 

on Cornelius Rvan’s definitive ac- 
taunt of the June 6, 1944 invasion 
«f{ Europe, has gone into produc- 
fron in this litthe Norman town of . 

Nothing much ! 
‘ includes 

3.400 inhabitants. 
has happened in this neighhorhood 
ence William the Cenqueror and, 
nore recently, Hitler the Madman. 
Then, of course, came the night 
when the sky filled with fire and 
the US. 101 and 82d Airborne di- 
wesions came dro; ping in over Ste. 
Mere Eglise, which imimediately 
Lecame the scene of a Litter and 
Kleads battle. 

Since then, the tewn has been 
putting; up monuments and cater- - 
ine to tourists who come trom all: 

ever including Germiny:. 

The arrwal of “The Langest 
YTouv.” and the re-staging of the l- 
feration, has given Sie. Mere 
hehse a front-row seat at its own 

history. It has also brought about 
certain discomforts for the | cit- 
ivenry including a Iick of sleep. 
The Zanuck filmi is shooting at 
toght and few Normans ean resist 
watching the show into the early: 
hours, when the fog starts creep- 
ings im over the ancient) town 
souare, with its old church and new 
TuOMINENtS. 

Soe far. there has been a good | 
Geal of nost.lgia for the older fotk 
vho shall vividly renember “hes 
Roches” and plenty Cf s.: tts meit 
fer the younger gencration to 
vhon: the concept of war stilt holds 
ecrlain romantic appeal. 

The square has been serupuleus- 
dy orceonstructed. = Early in’ the 
sporning of D-Day, as Allied bonb- 
ers began passing overhead bv the 
theusinds. an incendiary set on: 
fire the kouse of Madame Julia 
Fommier which stood on the cdee 
of the square. A loreal bucket 
trigade was formed and it vy orked: 
under the watehful eves of the 
Germans. Suddenly, American 
Peratroopers began dropping — In 
fhe licht af the blaze thes made 
Terfect tergets for the Nave Ste. 
Mere Eghse becume a bettleficid * 
hittered with dead. Boedtes ding 
frem the trees and from the power 
Hines. One. Pvt. John Steecte, } 
tanded on the church steeple and | 
hung there for .tseo hours amab! @: 
te cut himself loose. He 
Gead and was shot in the ces as he’ 
Matched the Slaughter hele, 
Stecle will be plaved by Ree Bate . 
fons.) 

- 

re a ed 

Too Painful 
Magame Pommier’s 

teen rebuilt for the film. Asheste- 
ined. ait can be convenienth — -and 
spectacwlarly-—burned (as often as 
the occasion requires. Trees that 
eriginally stood’ im the square have 

Keen re-planted One manument. 
unveiled only JAast vear, hed toe be 
sandbagged sfnce it was obvieusky 
scemewhat ouf-of-tune With Ue. pro-: 
ccedings, 

hate has 

Madame Pommier. naw 8. re- - 
fused to witness the sinaated 
iurning of her house. “tb suffer 
tee much pain rememberins all the 
Ee tongings 1 lost that night.” she 
Bays 

An eastraordinarity large techni- 
cal crew, some 200 people in alh, 
ere on hand here to tend to the 
imvesion details. Gerd Oswald jis 
urectng the sequence undér the - 
qxer-present Zanuck, who, every , 
ence ina while, goes helicoptering - 
oH to aneather location. Its near 
Waris. same 200 miles Gistant:where | 
Spitfires have been filmed straf- | 
ins a column af German troops. 
Andrew Marton is directing that 
fe Quernce. 

Sol Siegel 
Qua CONtINUed from Pace 3 —_ . 

general cnanager Ray Kline to 
Traske Metro's lot 3 avatiakle to 

atth are possible, : 
‘Tha new preduction «stem at 

“Ne tro Mras cut costs te producers 
is approaunately 10°-. he also 
fous. atthouch he does t duck the 
tart several AEG fils nave cost a 
ietnere than oriinglin iicdgeted— 
tu? tor e@ifferent res-ers. llow- 
ROU, 
Teer been a auestien © sp eRndeng 
hele ee Pey WEN beece 
Roc te gad pres beset ti BR. 
Levee atver Gubbly_d excn cess, 

FA emery semen, 

plas ed + 

‘px without protest by the-: ex- 

: tres. 
‘arrive at the boxoffice are told that. 
Jv A refused to deliver the pic. 

‘ said. 

. be held. fully- 
te eho adds that there has. 

Due For Guy's Veto 
Milwaukee, Aug. ‘17. 

The: Republican sales tax Dill, 
passed by a single vote following 
& five-weeks fight, appears slated 
for veto by Demociatic Gov. Gay- 
lord Nelson. .__. 

A separate. section an ‘services 
amusements, entertain- 

ment and athletic events. If Gov. 
Nelson does not veto.the bill,. this 
means motion picture and legiti- 
mate theatre, musical.. attractions 
and other such entertainment in|: 
Wisconsin, will be.due for a sales 
tax: The Wisconsin tax department 
will have to:set. what the tax. will 
be. if Gov. Nelson approves the 
measure by. signing. The sales tax 
would become effective on Oct. 1. 

Netter to Astor 
As Int] Prexy 

L. Douglas Netter Jr.. head of 
the New York office of Samuel: 
Goldwyn Productions, is resigning 
to, become prexy of Astor Pictures 
International, George Foley, prexy. 
of the parent Astor Piétures. an- 
nounced yesterday (Tues.) in New! 
York. 

! 

pointment launches 
Astor's complete production activ-: 
its.” Company, which has hit. -it 
big with its first major import. the 
Italo “Dolce Vita.” 
preproduction deals. now, 
home and abroad, to assure an! 

am . 

| > | ment. ley. Netter’s. ap- 
According to Fo e cpeginning P- tion casts are ‘charged off.from the | 

‘Lh, Sinaia 
— ‘Continued trom’ pase 1 | 

husband, Eddie Fisher, “fs. to: pro- . 
-| duce. Miss Taylor reportedly gets |’: 
-| $1,060,000°. for..each of: the ‘ two,. 

| against 10% of.the gross. This is | 
Afteér this payoff is com- |. 

puted,, Miss Taylor will.rake in: 
50% of the net profit—if there is a |. 

‘| profit. — 

not all. 

Fisher is to be given. $100,000 for 
each of the pictures in which Miss 
Taylor ‘is’ starred, ‘in addition’ to} 
$100,000. for. each of. the non-Tay-| - 
lor: pictures plus a percentage of 
the profits.’ 

This is Fisher's: fee as producer. 
In the event WB renegs on the two 
productions - other * than, Miss ‘Tay- |} 
lors, WB is called upon. to pay al. 
penalty fee to. Fisher. : 
Miss Taylor -has script and’ other 

approval. rights. .. 
Each picture will be regar ded. as 

a separate entity; there’ shall be. no. 
cross collaterization. ° 

Sinatra's. ‘new ternis work ‘aif-| 
ferently... He’s said to be now: ‘tak-. 

ding $750; 000 as’ “guarantee. against 
10°%. of the .gross. Thereafter he 
gets 3314% of.the gross after, and 
if, the picture involved breaks even..| 

1In the “Sinatra: arrangement’. the 
break-even point comes ‘at about } 
when his -film grosses double. the 
negative. cost.’ 

The, key: top-echelon film -com- 
pany. ‘officials. who agree to such 
payoffs . to the: important. marquee. 
names make’ an: interesting point. 
They. say tha’ -ariv given.” produc- | 
tion, as: a. s€parate - 
might: be doubtful. if considered ' 
‘only.in terms of ‘production | invest- ! 

But, importantly, distribu-. 

top and this is.where the film-’com-: 
pany.financier figures to. make: 
-fiseally good. - “Tt doesn‘t: matter too ! 

plans to niake | much — to them whether. the star 
‘both. at. ‘remuneration: amounts to just. so 

hmuch ‘C80 iMoney or ‘tax -money..: 

‘investment, | 

, “ducers who come out: and yell. 

: about it. Let’s stop talking and 
“Certain. stars this. year are 

“Anybody who sincerely loves 
wonderful living out of it awes 

names but application held for: 
.. show what: he's got.” 

or. more new faces, ‘he: promises. 

He's not. going to limit “finds 

ally. inglined to. -be blase about: ‘the. 

-building-of-the-west. 
Even more. ‘ striking, © "perhaps, | 

"have been the. figures. on’ Univer-" 

-sal’s “The | Last Sunset,” Kirk’: 

“Douglas-Rock: Hudson- starrer, in | 

its firstrun at -London’s. Leicester : 

“Square. Theatre. _ The pie repor ted-. 

i ly topped ‘such: previous ‘U attrac-} 

tions as ‘ “Glenn ‘Miller’ Story” and. 

The. Grass -Is Greener. * On the’ 

“even flow of pictures as far in the. “H's .the.:income. from: distribution ' basis’ of these ‘figures, great ‘things. 

future as 1964. 
‘Prior to joining Goldwyn in! 

1958, Netter was veep-deneral man- |, 
ager of the Todd-AO Corp. He | 
entered the industry in 1945 nia 
sales post with Eagle-Lion. “Dis 
tather is’ the retired prexy of Flor-' 
ida mre Treatres, 

Philly’ § Locust t Theatre 
Blacks Out: Charges UA 
Withholds ‘Exodus’ Print: 

Philadelphia, Aug. 22. | 
The Vine St. film colony. 

| 
s 

Watching with interest the war of} : 
“nerves between the Locust Theatre, : 
West Philly film house owned -by i 
parking lot tyeoon Harry Slev and j 
the locat United Artists: branch. 

“Exodus” was skedded ‘to-open - 
at the Locust Aug. 9, bat the print } H 
was never delivered. Sley, whose | 
\iking.. Theatre antitrust suit. 
aharnst the major film. companies : 
is ‘headed for: 
Court of Appeals; seems on: the . 
way to another film. litigation. 

“Exodus” 

‘the U.S. . District || 

if the: corporate Profits, 

_MGH. Cinerama 

“Brothers. Grimm” may -be Itine: : 
rama: Pie will be ready. by next - 
summer, -if mot by - fall Idea .is: 

j being | toyed: with for: ‘mobilizing 

lets. -Open-air . tent ‘theatres : will. 
not operate within. 50° to 100 mile. 
clearance -‘areas. -Cost_ tally ©. for 
“West”. -is -$12,000; 000; *Grimm,” 
$6,000,000.. 

_ Although Cinerama. opérated: on" 
‘own with travelog. quintet garner- : 

1 ing. $115.000.000: ‘niany ‘new :thea- 
tres have opened with first. of 
‘series on licensing deals), : “West” 
‘will have. international ‘resources - 

| of MGM. publicity and -advertising | 
not. heretofore’ available ” to. ‘Cine- 

: yama. 

W all-to-w all theatre deals: which © 
. harrowed -net considerably: on 

~tthat makes for 4 ‘substantial part ore. “expected,” when it MOVES into 

cother. foreign dates. . 

- Another big ‘morieymaker abroad 
tis Paramount's “One-Eyed - Jacks,” 
Marlon ‘Brando’s $6,000, 000: thera- 
‘peutic. exercise .‘to work’ off the: 

‘Continued. from. page 7 — ‘desire to be.a film director). As one. i and U's 
Par exec sees it, the picture is go- 
ing to. do.*all right” in the domes- ‘ 
‘tie market, but’ it will do- “sub- 
stantially” - better abroad. . 
Tight” being | a ‘euphernism for. “we-| 

jcireuit of’ balloon theatres as: out-.i may break even.”) 

What's. the ‘reason ‘for: ‘this: in- 
creasing - ‘demand - for -; “westerns | 

wyowerseas? The ‘story: is .one- of : 
__jeauses.. and. effects going ‘back | 
‘about, 10. _years. 

{- When ‘television got into the. en- 
itertainment act,’ the B . pictures 
“were the first. to feel. the effect, 
“and :of the. B's, the “low-budget 
westerns were among the first ‘to. 
go. When- television discovered the. 
adult western. « ‘even the big. west- 
‘erns—with color, "scope. and. a raft} 
of marquee . riames—fourid the go- 
ing tough: in the domestic. ‘market. 
Fewer were ‘made, with the con {. note 

oldies, are. out onthe. two’ new : ‘sequence that, the demand-in tv- tioning. in‘ theatres -has dwindled - ~.. 
was booked into the Ttriple screen: pix. Factor ‘will. play -léss overseas. ‘territories vas even: 1.in.direction preportion. to the peak- - 

Locust along with another UA "vital: part “in. skyrocketing . ‘profit : - greater than. hefore, 
picture, “The Hoodlum’ Priest.” j 
rhe night befare the scheduled 
apener, Jay Wren, Sley’s- general 
manager, received notification that. 
“Exodus” would not be delivered : 
since they were double featuring | * 
:t despite the fact that the local ! 
branch had booked both pics. 

Wren. charged it was another in. 
the Jong series of harassments of ! 
the Sley houses by the local film: 
exchanges. “Exodus,” he stated, 
is being coupled in the Philadel. | 
phia area driveirs with Disney 

change, 
The staff at the Locust Theatre 1 

has been kept on duty ever since. j 
Aug. 9 and the film house has been- 
running three-ineh daily ads in 
the seighborhood block. of: thea-. 

Prospective patrons who 

“We have a‘ contract approved. 
Aug. 3. along with a booking: con- } 
firmation from UA to play. ‘Exodus’ |houses. 
and ‘The Heodhum Priest.’ both of - 

after. expenses. by exhibs” are . der 
. t ducted on. hew :pacts.: 

- ‘Projectors. . and. special : Screens 
go along, With . prints .as .part.-of” 
90-10 deals. Cinerama will: not sell : 
apparatus.. Proviso is. one: reason 

. distribution. - 

Soon as “West” is ready, ‘Kranze ; 
- Will set up special: staff ‘in. New. 
York for: booking. etc. 

US. Dubbing 
— Continued from page: ‘3 — 

straight commercial ‘theatre “route.: 
whenever ‘possible, though. New 
York is an exception. The: problem 
is that outside of New York: and a’ 
couple of other. major cities,‘there 
is really no.seeond ‘run art ‘house 

i break. ‘comparable with the dumes- 
tic . pie playoff. in. commercial 

Sochin’: . Generally. speaking, -is 
which are their pictures.| Wren |more than. optimistic about | there 

“The -night before our open- being a place_in ‘commercialU.S. , 
ing we were tald we couldn't have |theatres for, the imported: product. ! 
“Exodus” since we were playing it | He says take. for example, ‘the huge 'S 

{number of. kids coming out’ of -¢col- with another film. 

“| 

-eul 

“they did. ‘the domestic. One major 
company. exec, though, -is not so. 
“sure that: the effect. abroad will. be 
-auite: as. drastic. 

Wonder and Romance 

' For one thing, he argues, west-. 
ermis. are regargfed abroad with a 
'kind of wonder and romance that | 
‘escapes : ‘the -domestic patron.. Just. j. 
the. scenery alone will dazzle the | 
,eye of non-American, even the. in- 
tellectual- type. who likes .to “gas. 
jabout . ‘such - stuff as the’ classic 
. form’ and philosophy ‘of the “Amer- 
ican western: drama.” - He 
ithat. whereas, westerns, especially” 
i “adult” westerns on. ty, have: be- 
come . something ‘about. which to 
‘make jokes-at. home. they are still ! 
taken seriously. in the. rest of the |. 
world. “ . 

Hollywood” filmmakers,. however,:! 
do not seem ‘inélined “to: go all‘out 
in meeting this overseas demand. | 

Pasternak’ Formula for 

Whether or’ not this. current de- 
‘mand will. last is. ‘another. ques- 
‘tion, however. Television's: western. 
‘series. are. obtaining increasing cir- . 

ion on. small ‘screens :abroad, | 
and. are bound to -affect the for: 

; why MGM is not. handling sales OF. éign theatrical’ boxoffice just as 

“gays 

- Hollywood; Aug: 28. 
- Joe ‘Pasternak is up in. arms: : ‘about producers . and actor-pro- 

-for’ giving new-. faces and talent 
a break in pix and do. nothing. about it. “I say let’s do: something. 

do it,” -he challenged. 
asking © ‘for: $1,000, 000. a ‘picture. 

Next: year it will be. $2,000,000. -Ultimately: it will go. to $5; 000,000, 
‘What’s the limit?” he wants to know. He says: “If we. have. to 
pay. $1,000,000 for a star we shouldn't dole‘out another half million 
for a co-star. Instead: let's add. new: talent’ and give’them a break.” 

Taking creative end as a’ whole, the MGM producer déclared, 
this business “besides. making ‘a. 
it a chance to survive. . DL think it 

should be. given the right to: continue.”. ... 
‘Sphere of ‘complaint doesn’t narrow down to. actors and: actresses, 

it embraces’ directors, ‘writers—everybody. : “When | are the creative. 
people’ in the industry going:.to realize ‘we. all. have..an equal... 

- responsibility, how. much ean the: business stand and.still “survive?” 
‘In past:.eight months Pasternak. has.seen. a number. of pix with 

‘new youngsters and.made by new young pred ucers. :“They've come. 
through with. flying colors.” He said he ‘didn’t: have to mention 

all: giver. -proper: opportunity “to, 

“Courtship ‘of © 

~ Hoss. Operas i in 0’Seas Gallop 
_Conunued ” from age 5. —————————— 

7 '- interestingly nificent’ Seven.” 

Producer says he’s “got at: least dozer new : ‘people never before” we 
seen on screen set for. ‘Horizontal: Lieutenant’, a 

|.- Eddie's Father,” “Only A. Paper Moon,”: and. “Jumbo.” In -‘‘Hori- . - ” 
1. zontal” he will have 22-year old. U.-of California - student. Yoshio’. 

Yodo: and ‘Jack Carter. _All. his -- pix. from: now on will. have one ~*~ 
They will be: recruited: from night «=~. 

clubs, tv, concerts, ‘acting and. dramatic schools. - ee 
to.:acting, but. ‘in. ‘all ‘branches. of oe 

creative arts, he added. Idea‘ has sanction .of ‘prexy Joe’ gee a 
and studio proauetion: head Sol c ‘Siegel; Pasternak ‘asserted. 

‘enough, the: ‘same. “poll listed ‘eight. 
‘Biblical. or | - pectoral “spectacles, 
-seyen of which were made. abroad, «, 
(as. having: gone beyond the. million” 
- dollar. mark. 

“On .the horizon: | are | -enly : “four J 
“big. westerns,. each’ one. of. ‘which. 
‘has -some kind of. special b.o.-ine-. -. 
.surance,: plus’ a .handf{ul : of. ‘small .. 
-€fforts which creep onto. the .mar- ~~ 
iket. ta: Aur out. double: feature. pro- . 
igrams.. 

In M 

cast:'. UA’s™ - “Sergeants’ : 

‘The tour ‘major efforis include a 
etro’s. Cinerama. “spec, .“‘How. ‘The. 

| West ‘Was Won.” : with ‘an, all-star 
“Three,” ae 

Frank Sinatra and. theclan ina - 
| transposed’ (to: Kanabe, . Utah) -re-'. 
make of. “Gunga Din”; 20th’s “Co--.. 
+mancheros, 2” starring : John‘. ‘Wayne, . . - 

“The : Last -Hero,” ‘with... 
Kirk: Douglas.” ‘That's hardly. slut. a a 
tering the. ‘Inarket. 

Summer Calm: ~ 

“ALL! ———— ae 

= ‘Continued. from. ‘page 3: a oe 

! whelming - exploitation - devices .60 .°” 
frequently .ised:to .steamroll -ine ~ 
_,ferior, Product: into’ boxoffice. Suc- 

; CESS. 

in 3.: The avalanche of: roadshow 
1 pictures” has.‘created: in the . publie. 
‘mind the: idea that : anything’ less « 
| than. a roadshow could. hardly. be. 
\ worth: the. money. : 

‘4. ‘Saturation ‘bookings: have 
: gotten: out: of hard; the public is 
| too limited ‘as ‘to. selection of film. va 
entertainment. 

- jlevel. of air-condition. units:in .Pri- 7 
‘tvate homes: : 

6. Good. theatrical ‘featiarés, not 7 
too vintage, frequently” are being. 

time. 

‘popular than: ever. and this. means 
more competition. on 

-On'the basis of.a reporter’s talks. ; 
1 With many film company execs, the. 
‘| industry ‘for the most part'is aware - . 
of the. nature. of the boxoffice ills. 
That is, the trade: knows the eause’ 
-and ‘is largely. hopeful ‘that- -COITEC=:. 

televised, : for. _free," during prime: 

5: The importance of air-condi-. - 

oY ‘Boating - ania: ‘fishing. are more 

| tive: ‘measures will be taken: in. some :, 
areas.” 

rone”: is standout. Walt. Disney’s 
“Parent. Trap” is doing:well enough 

is. off ‘to.a' nice start. 

instances. of b.o.” softness’ in “une 
sophisticated” locations.:. “Tammy” 
‘and “Gidget” -are. okay. 
“foreign originations. «Never on 
i “Sunday”: and: “Dolce: Vita" :are well 
‘ powered. Ditto. “The Truth.” -*-. 

‘Disappointing. 
i grees: “Young Savages,’ 

Wren promptly notified the ex- ‘lege every. year the ‘has two inthis iThey are apparently still keeping ‘bye Again,”-““On the . Double,” 
chenge that the Tecust had. been froup). These ‘are: the: people who !a. weather eye. on. the - domestic. “Last Time I’ Saw Archie,” “Ladies . 
torced to clese ang that UA would [are now. shopping for entgrtain- ; market experience with such prod- } \Jan,". "Two. Loves,” “Last Sunset,” 

accountable for all |ment, and. when: they. shop.. they | uct. In January of this.yeat, for ex- |"Two Rode - Together,” 
camages ‘resulting frony its actions. {arent looking ‘for old star names, ;ample, VArrery’s listing of 74. pix | 
Al Glauhbiueger, 

uznay alable for com- 
spent... | 

ket for - “the eream’ of Eurepe’s . 
films” “must ‘_inevitably grow. 

UA branch ‘head. |but for content: The domestic :mar- ; Which had made $1:000,000 or more 
, Sieselicnd district manager Gene Tunick 

Vogel: rom ied: 
in the:domestic market in 1960 ‘in- 
‘eluded ‘only two ‘western - Specs, , 

“Snow: 

Edge," “Parrish.” | “Atlantis,” 
“Thief : of “Baghdad, "- “St. Francis 
‘of Assisi,” “All Hands -on Deck,” 

“whether exhibitors like: it OF not.” IUA's _"The- Unforgiven” and * ne and "Morgan. the Pirate. ae 

Of the new: pictures ou the ‘tare 
ket, : Columbia’s “Guns of. ‘Navae" 

Of the 

|.White and Three: Stooges. " “Naked - 

and.Metro’s.“Honeymoon Machine” "‘ 
Warners”: -. 

Fanny” is unusually: strong in. key -. 
dates but. there have been a few: .°: 

in’ varying de-:. 
“Good- - 
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PICTURES 

D W. Griffith Retrospective mn Ky. | 
Memorial Services At Grave Included—Natives’ 
Awareness Broadened. Beyond’ ‘Birth of A Nation’: 

ee me ee: 

Centerfield, Ky., 

Oldham Cuunty, 

Aug. 22. 

Inunity with a strong, nostalgic -af- 

fcction for its own history. 

hewspapers abound in recountings 

of civil War expoits; its old houses , 
are beautifully maintained and its’ 

veteran locomotives displayed with 

pride in a railroad. siding. 

when Lee Heiman, head of the 

Oldham County Histori¢al Society, } 

decided it was time to honor film : 

Pioneer David Wark Griffith, who: 

was born in that county, 

Its - 

‘But : 

lived { 

| first appearance as a screen: actér), 

some 20 miles : !“The Adventure of Dollie” (his first’ 

away from Louisville, is a com- ; ‘directorial effort), representative| 

’ Biographs, “The Birth of a Nation,” 

“Intolerance,” “Isn't Life Wonder}: 
ful?”, “Broken Blossoms,” ‘“Ameri- 

ca,” “Orphans of the Storm,” repre- 

sentative excerpts from the Grif-: 
fith “supervisea”’ films of 1914-16, 
and “Abraham  Jincoln” ‘which 
won him a “Best Director” award. 
in the Film Daily poll. of 1931. 

Kentuckians who have always | 
revered Griffith as man, but have 
‘regarded his film-activities as cen- 
itering primarily around “The Birth 
:0f a Nation,” now have even more 

much of his life there, and is buried ; ‘respect for their native son and 

in Mount Tabor cemetery at Cen- 

terfield, the reaction was quite: 
staggering. What started out as a| 
one-day homage almost ed out as a 
ly became a full weekend tribute, i 

to encompass | and mushroomed 
most of the preceding week as well. 

William K. Everson, “Silents 
Please” researcher, came here from 
Manhattan ahead of time to assist 
Heiman in keeping the ball rolling 
and to conduct a number of screen- |- 
ings and lectures. The plan was to 
boost the event much as current 
movies would be boosted. But 
there was a difference. 
Louisville and Oldham County 

This time |" 

{hope to add to his local stature. by. 
- periodic showing of his films, 

‘Exhibs Ducking 
Col Pictures 

In NSS Feud *: 
- Detroit, Aug. 22, 

If what came out. of the National. 
Allied board huddle in Detroit last 

newspapers, radio and_ television week reflects cross-country ex- 
came forward first, offering . the 
kind of air time and editorial space 

; perience, Columbia Pictures is a. 
i loser in its protracted ruckus with’ 

that normally has to be begged, ! National Screen: Service over trail- 
coerced, and sometimes even ‘paid 
for! The resultant publicity 
brought out mant a veteran “who 
had known Griffith. and had ‘rare 
and interesting documents or stills ! 
teJative to the great director. - 

Friday night (Aug. 11) saw a 
screening of the complete 12-reel 
version of “The Birth of a Nation.” 
No admission charge was made, 
but the old blockbuster would have 
been boxoffice even if one had. The 
large auditorium of the Oldham 
High School was filled to overflow, 
and the enthusiastic audience fre-! 
quently burst into spontaneous ap- | 

j not applying here. plause and joined in the singing of 
“Dixie” whenever it appeared on! 
the accompanying 
(done “live” with records), 

Saturday was devoted to a Cen- 

‘ers, poster accessories, etc. 
It turned out at the Motor City 

powwow, in the offhand swapping, . 
ithat “all things being equal”—as. 
; one of the attendees put it—exhibs’ 
are increasingly bypassing Col 
features in order to circumvent 
the double-trailer and = related 
charges foisted on. them by the 
Col-NSS feud. 

can’t be measured. The. dent is! 
probably smal] talbeit significant) 
and certainly isn't affecting such 
as a “Guns of Navarone”—the all- 
things-equal yardstick obviously . 

AHiéed chieftains are still. press- | 

the two foes, but .admittedly the 
outlook is dim. It’s also suggested. 

terfield “Open House” at which | that Col is no more than breaking 

visitors could inspect the historic 
buildings in the area. Mount 
Tabor church served as headquar- : 
ters, and during the afternoon a 25 : 
minute documentary covering Grif-_ 
fith’s contributions to the cinema 
Was screened periodically. 

In mid-afternoon. there was a 45- 
Minute memorial ceremony at Grif- - 

fith’s grave, when many of ‘Grif-! 
fith's old friends spoke movingly 
of their association with him. Bal- 
kard Clark, a LaGrange attorney, ! 
Richard Reynolds, 
feur, Robert Fuqua, a cameraman ! 
who had worked on “Orphans. of 
the Storm” and “Abraham Li 
coln.” Arey Miles, an Eminence, 
Kentucky, exhibitor who h 
directly responsible for 
the Screen Directors Guild 
Placing Griffith's unmarked grave 
with the impressive monument that : 
is there now, Lee Heiman and‘ 
Everson, were the principa! speak- ! 

A letter was read from Lil- 
lian Gish, Who, but for being in 
Europe at the time, would cerlain- 

ers, 

jy have been there. 
The event came to a close Satur- . 

day evening with a lecture-screen-; 
ing of a three- -hour compilation of |murky status respecting all these 

showing both -his i points, at least one source close to 
early contributions to film. tech- {the braintrust is billing the move: figures budgets at about $3,000,000: 

for ‘each. these two: wilt roll: here, - 

Griffith films, 

nique and his tater spectaculars. 
Films represented in this 1907-1931 

“Rescued compilation included 
from an Eagle's Nest” ‘Griffith's 

ITS A FACT: 

BONDED has seven warehouses. 
By storing negatives, fine grains 
‘and release prints in different lo- 
cations, you can multiply pratec- 
tion of your property. 

xViffith’s chauf- ! 

even on its own trailering, and not 
realizing the profits that allegedly 
led to its breakaway from depend- 
ence on NSS accessories. 

ACE $3,000, 000 
quam: Continued from page 3 — 

much would ultimately “be } 
needed before Iaunching, has been 

; something of an intratrade num- 
‘bers game, though a $10.000.000 

: requisite before kickoff. 
{| Also pending..is selection ,of a 

-IN- | directorate to supplant the pro- 
In. 

ad been. ! meantime, latter pgraup looks for | 
spurring : jan early meeting (date “stymied 
inio re- |! 

| duction organizing committee. 

; because the nrembership is now 
| vacation-and- busin s scattered) to 
? blueprint the next steps. Top item 
-—after money—rrobably will be a 
decision on executive producer. 

Prior reports that UA’s Max E. 

were. strong in the running were 
; denied 
; committee chairman. 

Despite. production arm's now- 

as the greatest hoon to product- 
hungry exhibition since. the old 
First National was in manufacture 
with exhib backing. — 

| BONDED 
FILM @ 

NEW YORK 
LOS. ANGELES 

e 

A Division of 
NOVO INDUSTRIAL CORP. 

figure was earlier cited by ACE as: 

by. Si Fabian, organizing: 

musical score | ing for, a rapproachment between | 

I° 

Youngstein and Eugene’ Picker | ; 

Inine key situations, oF 

VARIETY - 

|Can. °¢ Natl Film. Board 
| Rolls With Longest Pic “ 

Regina, Sask., Aug. 22°. 
A “National ‘Film Board: ‘crew “4s _ 

| shooting an hour-long documentary . 

Sask., ‘with |}: 
Frances Hyland: and James Doug- o 
as, of Toronto, -co-starred. It will | Bt 
be the’ longest film made. by NFB. T° 

‘near Swift - Current, 

A. (962. release. is planned. - 
Titled ‘ ‘Drylanders, the ‘story ‘by | 

M. Charles Cohen is:based.on the.|... 
life-of-a homesteading family from } 

} 1907 to. 1938.. David’ Haber, of New} 
‘York, ds associate producer. 

Consolidated, Pathe Labs 
Under. Single Umbrela 
‘Whea Ownerships Merge | 

Hollywood, Aug. 22.. 
‘Republic. Corp,, by vote of ‘its | 

directorate, will acquire -America | 
Corp., a diversified N: Y. -industri- | 
al holding . eompariy, Rep. stock-|  <' 
holders will ballot: within next two, 
three months. on.a. ‘proposed tenta-_ 
tive exchange “of one’ share of. 
firm’s common. stock |; for three |. 
shares of. America. - 

In disclesing ‘Rep’ s Jatest ‘expan-. 
sion move, prexy. Victor M.:Carter 
said rate for: proposed. acquisition | 

jis ‘subject ‘to::further: study. ' Rep: 
currently has -, approximately « 

Standing stock.- totals 
3,183,000 shares... : 

f deal is. consummated, acquisi-. . 
tion: by Republic would up its. an- 

{nual sales to about $85.000,000,, ac-.| 
cording to Carter... Incidentally, 
America last June aquired 265,420-|. 
shares of Republic’s:common stock. 

Carter, under ~ proposed . deal, 
would become. board chairman of.| 
combined firms, ‘Gordon K. Green- 

prexy,. 
would: ‘become prexy of : ‘Surviving r 
‘field, «current — ” America © 

Republic Corp: 
-Merger would give. “Rep, ‘whose . 

operations now include: Consoli- 
dated. Film . Industries, a second. 
major film Lab, Pathe, .which_ is 
owned . by. America: as” one: of its 

! principal subsids. America’s other 
; twoq top subsids:include Virginia’ 

To what extent it’s damaging | ! Metal . Produets Inc., Portsmouth 
Gas Co., Ohio Utility concern. 

Driveln To: Operate _ 
On Amusement Park Site| 

Kansas: City, - Aug: 22. 
' -Fajryland.Dive-in, first new’ the- | 
atre to. be ° ‘built: here in several 
years, is-set.to.open tomorrow (23). | 
‘It is located next to Fairyland Park, : 
city’s: only .commercial - amusement 
park, and on. Jand leased from the 
vark owners, Mr. and Mrs: .Marion 
Brancato. 

‘Capacity’ of. 1 200 ‘cars: ‘Ynakes it: : 
one of the larger in the. area, and 
cost is. reported . in “excess of 

J $1,000,000. - 
president. of ' Fairyland Drive-In 
Theatre Inc., heads the: operation.. 
He contifues: to:operate the Kansas 
Driye-In. nts. he has. for. the. past 15 
years. 

‘Godzilla’ Sale 
2 Contisued from page 3 ——— 

‘between the arty ‘and conventional 
‘markets; and’ Embassy is duly Cog- 
nizant of the: development in terms 
‘of a “Two “Women” or: “No Love 
for Johnny,” which indie is re- 
leasing in U. S. ~Canada. 

to pre-production ‘palav er on, vari- 
ous upcoming projects,: including 
“Love Game,” original: yarn -which 

|. Michael - Gordan. will direct, and 
“I Married a: Psychiatrist, ”° “which: 
Harriet Parsons. will produce from 
a Richard Morris screenplay.’ Exec 

as will: a .third - ‘early. next. year 
with ‘Robert Aldrich: helming as. 

| part. of ‘his two-pic - pact with 
‘| Levine.. ; 

; Slated. to leave. ‘on weekend for 
Gotham, Joe Levine’. decided to- 

lextend visit: here until Friday (25). 
Instead of planing for New. York,. 

{he heads for. Rome where im-. 
| portant deal pends. From Italian 

| capital he goes to Venice to attend 
Film, Festival ‘for two. days: 

Leonard Lightsone, general sales 
| manager for Embassy, who was 
here three. days. negotiating. “Two 
Women” deals with Pacific Coast 
Drive-ins: and National: Theatres 
& Television, planed east. Sunday 

4 (20), On way out he made deal for 
pix with - Intnerstate. ‘Circuit for 

2,* |--. 
500,000 shares of: common stock | 
outstanding, while - ‘America’s _out- |- 

around 

Reuben Finkelstein, ' 

Part of Levine's ‘Visit. was. ‘given: 

Wednesday; August 23; 1961 

‘Anusement Stock Quotations — 
Week: Ended Tues. (22 ). 

7 N.Y. Stock Exchange -. ‘Net 
1961 ¢Weekly. vol. Weekly: ‘Weekly. Tnes. . “Change 

High Low jn I _ High ‘Low: Close: . for wit, 
2734 2014 “ABC Vending a 2034. val 1%6 oe Wa. 
617%. 4314: -Am Br-Par Th 183 - 4676 4334 45° +% 
2734 1814 Ampex.:......1015'  21%% 19% | 2036 “+ FH .. 
42% 3454 CBS -...-:.. 239 © 3536 345@: .35%° + 34 
$3534 2136. Col Pix: .,.. 555 3536 3356 34° ee TG 
4744.-32 . Decca .....:.181. 3614. 3418 - 357% —=4156 
46144 2658 Disney ..... 138 417% 3858 3834... 214. 

11934 101144 Eastman Kdk-273 106. 10372 105. +2. 
7154 4% EMI ..... 273 1558 "53% i) 

17% 13% Glen Alden... 404 14% 1446 2: 141% SH 
.35148 157% Loew’s Thea, 178° = 32 3036. 3014 -—-1 ... 

71: 363% MCA Ine. . a 39 ‘68 64 68. 43°4- 
“703% 4114. MetroGM.... 280 5614 557%§ 54 219" 
4136 2714 NAFI Corg... . 150) «3256 «31000 BE I] 
‘918 (5% Nat. Thea. ...194 Be  . 714 %-- 71 123g. 
8534 53% Paramount... 81 75 7074 7384-5 4179: 
(2556. 173%4 Phileo weer. 529 225 82034. - 2056 = i+. 16 
227 175° Polaroid .:...239 20734 194° 204° 9° 
6558 4914 RCA -— ..... oe gas “$97 —58ig 5878 
18% 1034 Republic ....; 150 14, 13° 13%... — 4% 
22 .1434 Rep... pfd. ... 11 1814. 183% 184%, 
35 26% Stanley War. 169 34% 32... 831S.- 4116. 
344% 27%. Storer .. 49 32° (305%) §-.317% +4. 5%. 
5514. 3514 20th-Fox “219 «3714: 351g" - 365g 1G 

°403%4 3034 United. Artists °75° : 39% " ~33%%. 34%. -—™% =. 
87 5234 Warner Bros. 29 $2. . 76%4:: 82° 457% 
18644 97% Zenith ...... 452. 190 - 170% + 190° +19. 

American. Stock. Exchange. —— ot 
814. 416 Allied Artists 109 57%. HIG 5G 1G 

1514: 13!4- BalM'nt GAC #47 1378.) 1396." 1336-18: 
44%. 254 Buckeye Crp. 89 238... 6 216-°° 216. 14, 
24% «934 ~Cap. Cit. Bde. © 30 2214 2. 22200 21. 14, 
1914 45 .Cinerama Inc. 199 147, —C«;W 14. 14. 3. ee BG 
1674 914 Desilu: Prods: 42 97—.-° 914 OIA. eG 
9% 47 Filmways: 64 814 75734 | 814. 4°14 
2534 8% MPO Vid.... 91. 2286, -, 201%: 201% —1% 
534 214 Nat'l Teléfilm “66 - 284 234. oe 
10% 334 Reeves Bdest 103 Te _ 6% 6% = 9K 
10% 6 Reeves Snd.::. 240: DA «. Pr: : ons. 
27 20.. Screen Gems: 23". 2 2516.27. 27. +119. 
423% 1134 Technicolor | 420° 275°. 24% 2514 - 2-2: 
“$31 934 Teleprompte. 2 245% 221%. 2314 —-7% 

614 254 Tele Indus... 19-. §334. 356° 354 .:— 14. | 
2534 144° Trans-Lux . § (21% = 21 2% FMS. 

* Week Ended. Mon.. 21). 
-¢ Ex-dividend... .-: w = 

(Courtesy. of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner. & Smith, Ine 

| Over-the-Counter. Securities 
. Bid _ Ask. 

America Corn: Ws tesedesea serene ssecs | 372 8.° A iu ‘4 

‘Four Star "Television: eoecceseecegeocecs 1814 °° 20. 2. 
Gen Aniline & FA. ‘Le cedeseceses sevens s BOO 300° ‘ SS 

. General ‘Drive-in a Venevecoasgacaageeees 17°: 18%. * : Vs 

Gold Medal Studios: wee ceasseeecegeseses. “1% a a 

. King Bros, ..... secpasedowweevedoces 1% 2%. ic. 
Magna Pictures’ Vesee veces denne seed sone BIB o 3% - = % | 

Metromedia Inc. eR ee derevecereresecencee. 13", 20 “1614 ~— 19 

, .Movielab. ot. -Feevnecrceccevecsceseseee: 1614 © 718. +: 34 

‘Official . Films “2 e088 Bee ccccssnacevsvesce 346 “37. + 1%. 

: Sterling Television: :.....cccccsecedgceses 274 ae + 14 
ww. A. Theatres. Litdebeeeeatgeeweecsens “6%. . — 14 . 

Wometco Enterprises 2.2... 50.6 esos eee’ 25. 2% +34 
_ Source: : National Assn. of Securities Dealers Ine. ie 

est truth... 

Press agents admit that ‘when i 
really. hot negotiations. are 
actually on, they. usually” avoid : 
‘publicizing. them — too. much ° 
‘danger of queering the: deal. 

One big problem: for authors Is 
that . ‘usually, long before. ‘a pro- 
ducer is interested, they've sold’.a 
percentage of their rights. to’ their 

| publishers: Authors. League © of. 
‘America leaders say. this is ‘horri- 
ble, but most publishers feel that. 
‘in return for risks they're taking—: 
most first novels leave them in the 
Fred—the least they deserve is a cut 
on subsidiary rights, including film’ 
sales... Agents, authors and pub- 
lishers battle this out before ‘publi- 
cation, as a. rule. | 
ually. ‘end: ‘up with anything from 

Publishers: us- 

zero of screen rights to 50% de- 
pending on. how. adamant the pub- 
lisher is, how adament the agent is, 
and how eager the author is to get. 
the book. purchased: | Just. who the 
publisher ismakes a difference, 
too, since publishers vary. in atti-. 
tude ‘and’ bargaining strength,’ 

Nanie Publisher 
Sometimes ‘publishers © are .as 

naive about. value of screen rights 
as are some authors. One. author 
—with a. Hollywood nibble, but no}; 
assurance: of.'a. sale — asked ' ‘his } 
publisher,. who ‘had -15% of the 
‘rights,, how much he'd. settle for. 
Publisher’ ‘calmly said. he wouldn't |! 
take. a.cent less than $10,000 for his 
cut.. That put a value of over! f 
$65,000 on the rights, far more than | | 
‘the author hoped to collect. : 
- Though authors argue ad infini- a 
tum about who’s the best agent—|} |: 
the sinall guy or the big. one—the 
large agency has one advantage} | 
when it. comes to. Hollywood sales. 1. 

Continued. from: page J 

likely to protest), and (3) the hon- | 
-|mented ‘agency can throw in a packe. 

-| Obviously, 
_ | offer a big ‘star, a name director, 
| and .a highly successful ‘script wrie. -.- > 
ter has it all over the one that. of---.. “- 

“Story Deal: ‘Hokum & Fact 
Usually: . “only” “the - “piany-depart: 

age deal that: will lure a producer 
into spending. big moola. for script. 

the -agency. that .can) 

fers only film ‘Tights: to a book. - 

A good ' example of a big. deal 
made’ through a package contract :. - 
was the Gordon -Gordons’ 
tion: Terror.” 
have sold for thie highest price ever 
paid--for a. mystery—$112: 500— a 

“Opera- © 

‘partly. because Gordon Gordon, a 
former publicist, and: his wife: Mile 1, 
dred,’ ‘shrewdly ‘. -conperated.. with... 

J every publicity: ‘medium; and partly. . 
ecause the. deal: was. handled : as a 
‘part: of a package by the William 
Mortis’ agency—with Blake . Ed<. 
wards as: director and’ producer, : 
arid with Lee’ Remick an attractive 
Part of the package. .: 

A paradoxical - situation exists". 
studios are: always hunting (so they 
say) : ‘for -good . stories; -and.. 
‘authors ‘are always ‘hunting..for’ 

| good studios to buy rights:to their: © :- - 
brainchildren: | - However,.:the: deals 
come off only when-the irresistible: 
story breaks: down | a resisting. story 
editor. a 

Tew fork i | 
Are Ci nasi mat 

-_Macholalier Conter 

This: is ‘believed to — 



presents at Venice 

ES 

f 3 Arco Film - Cino del Duca 

directed by MAURO.BOLOGNINI:. =: 

with J)-P. BELMONDO:~ CLAUDIA CARDINAL. 

PIETRO GERMI — PAUL FRANKEUR, 

two film Titanus’- Galatea «Arco Film Productions released by Titanus 

and the start of: 

a bellezza di Ippolita 

from the novel. by ELIO BARTOLINI 

\ 

“produced by Alfredo Bini | Arco Film - via Paragu ay, 2-Roma 
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Schoenbrun Rendezvous at Rockaway 
To Get the Feel & Pulse of Americans) 
By MURRAY HOROWITZ 

David Sehoenbrun, CBS News’ 
Paris bureau chief, each summer 

} 

Geo. Wagner Heads KFI - 
has a rendezvous with Rockaway Hollywood, _Aug.. 22. 
Beach—and America. He comes 
in with his family for a month's 
gtay yearly to roast on the beach 
and toast the taste of Hfe in the 
US., as reflected on the sister 
beach of Coney Island. | 

It was this bit of infofmation on 
G&cehoenbrun's habits which. 
zrompted this interview, set up at 
a midtown eatery ‘no free plugs), 
end attracting Julian Picker, CBS- 
TV pubaffairs flack, .and Blair 
Clark,: v.p. of. CBS News ‘latter 
joined to fulfill a later meeting 
with this reporter). 

Pretude of Schoenbrun’s report 
on Rockaway Beach was taken up 
by Clark and Schoenbrun talking 
about familiar and unfamiliar 
names in the foreign beat, an up- 
coming show on the Tunisian crisis, 
position of Fiance, deGaulle, Bour- 
guiba, and the US. position. 

But 
Be ach? 

Earle C. Anthony, founder of sta- 
tion, which also is an NBC outlet 
here. 

ago in the Jatter’s auto agency and 
rose through ranks. to become 
exec v.p. 

Revlon Signs As 
Bob Hope Yields 
On 1-Show Buys 

Long a holdout. against multiple what about Rockaway - 

Clark and Schoenbrun switched apt ope nis. Mee Ty have: 

te people important to meet in ac.«.ted Revlon ag bankroller for; 

their work, a suggestion on, stat- 
ing France's position bluntly, little 
end Lig people around Kennedy. 
end deGaulle. 

But what 
Beach? 

Fhe United States can abstain on 
the Tunisian sesolution. It can. 
It can't. 

“Are people awed by you on the 
beach?” . 

“In America? Awed?,” Schoen- 

one of the six hour stanzas planned | 
for the coming. seasan: Hope had : 
been holding out for/at least three! 
months for one sponsor for all-the ! 
shous, but there were no takers, 
since Hope specials come ‘hich. 

Revion wanted NBC ‘to give an! 
; option’ until late August. but. NBC 
said it cauldn’t be™ done, -so the | 

- Sponsor came throueh with the: 
commitment, which: NBC sources. 

run responded incredulously. ; , Say, is a straight deal for $575,000 ; 

ni have relatives who always ask{‘time and talent). Revion’s Hope 
me exactly what do I do aboard? : ishow will be aired on Dec. 13: a: 
They want to know when I'm going | Wednesday, from 9% to 10 p.m. in| 

turn to the U.S. and go to; the regular Perry Com) time. 
nail 8 | NBC-TV. still has.arother spon- } 

about Rockw ay 

“Then there are relatives,” (he sor in the hopper, this one for pos-. 
has many cousins and a large fam- Sibly all five remaining shows. But. 
jly), “who feel I work for the gov-;there is no deal yet, largely be- | . 

time - program - lineup. ‘finds “Cap- 

; tain. Kangaroo”: running: fy om B to] Four Operacasts 
ernment. ‘hey talk about big gov- cause it takes a bit .of time for! 
emment expenses and turn:to me the gears to mesh on an order. of 
apologetically, ‘we don’t mean you, ‘at Teast $2.500,000. 
Dave.’ Web had been offered half. pur- 

“There’s sloganizing on _Rock-.‘ chase of one show, Motorola being 
away Beach. People say we must | ‘ such an example. |. There. were 
nave the largest Army in the world, : , Sponsors who offered to buy one 
But they don't want more, taxes. ; of six in its entirety, but it was 
People don’t seem to make the ; : invariably a cut-rate offer,, NBC 
bridge, 

° nients of one position with the. wouldn’t comply. 
sacrifices involved. That Castro, 
eople say, 
im. But people don't want their ' , aired. before the first--of next year. 

sons drafted in the Army. And : Remainder will come in the win- 
the Russians. People just none et and spring of ‘62. 
believe in the Titov flight. ; 

“The American people. rave | 

Revlon Bid for Sullivan... 
’ Pre-Yule Special Miffs 

been prapagandized that the Rus- ; 
sians can’t do anything. People 
ere bewildered, asking did he really’ 
da it? ‘ There’s worry. I’m stopped 
in restaurants and elsewhere. Peo- 
ple ask are you that fellow on 
television? Is there going to be 
war? 

“Paris is suprosed to be a wicked 2 
city. But my daughter ‘Lucy, as ey nee Xmas period on 
14 years) is shocked at the. be- 
havior of boys and girls here. In 
‘rance, girls at 4 don't go out 
during the week and on weekends 
they ze out in groups. and are 

‘Continued on page 38) 

Sunoco $ Decision 
Due on ABC News 
While it wants to go ahead with 

fis plan to sponsor Jim Hagerty's 
“mews Final” on ABC-TY, the Sun 
Onl Co. is now im the process of 
making a final decision about spon- 
soring the nightly 11-11:15 pom. 
Tews strip. 

One of the chief problems is that 
ABC-TY has only about 25 stations 
fn the Sunoco merchandising area, 
Einoca wants Gu. In June, Hager- 
1. veep in-charge of ABC News, 
threatened to qut the network if 
there werent enouch clearances | 
made At the time he had about 22 | 
étations ready to clear for Sunoco. | 
In the wo rientits since then, ABC} 
aifils have come through with sev- 
erab now markets for “News Final,” 
but ents three of the new stations 
Bren Svreco’s batliw.ck.- | 

Chances are that Wiliam = 

squelched the idea. 
Colgate, on the strength of its: 

alternate-weekly hour sponsorship 
of the regular Sullivan. Sunday 
showcase, nixed the special,- 

weekly half-hour of the regular se- 
ries. The hour gives Colgate pri- 

|.mary sponsorship rights on. Sul- 
livan. 

Then Revion (which recently. an- 
nounced a change in mercharidis- 
ing plans—alleging “the sponsor 
needed steady tv exposure—that 
caused it to step out of an: ar-. 
rangement with Harry Belafon 
for a group .of specials) went\'t 
‘NBC looking for is 

of 
a speciak 

' shot. 

are on theif 
“Gershwin ears, 

Guthrie for its Phoenix Theatre, 
eight weeks at.“‘off-Bardway” 

the oleiv’s acency, will go ahead Paddy Chayevsky's 
en the Hhimited lineup next month, 
hoping that as Hagerty’s stanza gets 
Fong itll attract more stations to 
the hookup. ‘Sponsor has stanza for 
£umimer in two markets! : 

Final Geession by Sunaco 
derstood due momentarily, 

formances, and his Marx-topped 

is un- 
"62" showing about mid- winter, 

George A. Wagner has been 
elected prexy and general man- |‘ 
ager of KFI, succeeding. the late 

Wagner joined Anthony 28 years 

we must get rid of:the only new Hope stanza to be ; sure. 

Colgate-Palmolive iF 

event 
though Revlon ‘has an alternate- 

Within NBC.
 Limits 

has. been laid out with -a ‘trip to 
Disneyland (now that -ABC. no}’ 
‘longer. has an interest in the park) 
as. one of the items on the agenda. 

Sessions begin ‘Wednesday, Dec. 
6, with the radio affils meeting at | 
the Beverly Hilton Hotel. . 

affiliates, also. at the ‘hotel. 

conclave,.. this time . at. the. web's 
Burbank studios. 

Thursday - evening. will - see. the 
135th. anniversary dinner at the Bev- 
Hilton. - Friday As. reserved. mainly 
for tours.-° _ 

There'll be foreign stations: with 
‘NBC .affiliations also present at 
| the Hollywood sessions. Cliff -Slay- 
baugh, ‘director of NBC Interna- 
tional . Enterprises, has - invited 

; execs from. stations in Argentina, 
' Australia, United. Kingdom, France, 

c zuela., 

GTs Password 
Bump s CBS’ Facts’ 

Japan, Peru, Mexico. and ‘Vene-\" 

A. amps ‘game show, 

will replace | . titled’. _ “Password,” ” 

| “Face. ‘the Facts” at- ‘2 p.m. during 

‘TV. Revamped. daytime’ ‘program 

| ‘schedule for "61-62 also finds ‘Dou- 

| ble | Exposure”. axed, with “I. Love 

i Luey” “returning for. a third! year: 

bron on the web, 

New Monday’ ‘through Friday day- 

2 a.m., ollowed ‘by an hour of ‘local 

‘time. ‘New! show’ “Calendar,” ” com- 

bination of. news, featur es: and: pub- |. 

‘affairs. Tuns" from 10° to 10: 30° a.m. | 

“Luey,’ ” ‘moved ‘from ; ‘its “10 ‘a.m. 

connecting the require- ' explained, and the web ond Hope. period, lands at 10:30 a.m.. ‘Video | 
Village, ** now at 10:30, will begin at- 

Revion. special will probably be'|11. a:m. - replacing “Double -Expo-| — 
“Your Surprise Package” - 

i stays. ‘put at 11:30 a.m... 

| Major. change. in’ the afternoon 
_| schedule is the axing Of . the Irving. 
; Mansfield-Pete.. Arnel 
“| Facts” at 2° p.m. Goodson-Todman 
|game show, which is. replacing it, 
|is keyed to two teams; each-consist- 

‘| ing of a celebrity. and a member of 
‘| the . studio audience, . ‘guesing the 

Alternate-Client Colgate; 
Revlon wanted to sponsor all of | afternoon schedule, including ‘the 

‘one 90-minute Ed Sullivan special | large bloc of soapers, remain, — 

“Fate the 

day’s. password, The.emceée.is yet. 
to. be selected. Other shows in. the 

 BYLINE-JIM BISHOP” 
| AS: WABC-TV. ENTRY 

the Hearst-syndi- Jim. Bishop, 
cated columnist, - ‘will - kick. off a 
new weekly commentary show on 
WABC-TV - starting Sept. 9. in ‘the. 
11 to 11:15. p.m. Saturday - slot.’ 
‘Under -the title ‘of “Byline-Jim 
Bishop,” | show -.wil-. give .Bishop 
‘free rein-to talk . about: anything. 
; he wants. The. show -will have no 
1 link to the Hearst papers. . -. 

Bishop. was signed by WABC- 
TV's v.p. and general manager 

| ‘trial . commentary - five ‘nights. a 
Aveek ona local’ basis.” 

Norman Invasion: Circa ’6l 
; Ottawa, Aug. 22. 

Like Britain in 1066, the S: is “undergoing a Nor ‘man invasion— 
but from Canada, not France... 

With Norman. Jewison already. ‘entrenched as .a top WY: ‘tv 
veriety producer, Norman Campbell and, probably: Norman Sedawie : 

Way, _ Campbell, ‘Who has already directed for U.S. ‘tv. 
“HIMS Pinatore” and-Mikado,” ‘starring Groucho — 

Marx) takes over direction of ‘ ‘Pirates of Penzance” from. Tyrone ‘ 
N.Y., fun in September. It closes «| 

Avon Theatre, Stratford. Ont; next | 
Saiurday. Guthrie is home -in Ireland . preparing for direction of - 

“Gideon” for Broadway. this fall. : 
Norman Sedawie has for some time been in negotiation with Rob- 

ert Precht. producer of “The Ed Sullivan Show,” to became its direc- 
tor. Campbell has helmed almost all North. ‘American: G.&S, tv per- | 

“Mikado”: alone had an estimated 
audience of 30.000.000. He's now taping “Ari: Evening with Gilbert 
and Sullivan” with the Stratford, Ont. , cast, for a: CBC-w eb: “Festival 

As Convention Treat 7 
The daily. schedule for the. three- 

| aay. NBC.:: radio-tv. affiliates con-. 
_{ clave. in Hollywood. next’ December. 

“Next key |. 
item isthe closed meeting on 
Thursday . -morning by the NBC-TV }. 

After } 
a joint luncheon . with the .radio }. 
execs, there'll be. a. second tv affils | 

; the daytime next ‘Season. on _CBS-. 

| minimum of four. operacasts this 

‘| the professions! football season, 

‘much’ from now on. in, 

“WOR-TV to sir “The Golden World | 
of ‘Opera, ” a weekly series: of full 

‘SKein was Anitially planned for ’62- 
63, but if the union and the. Met-.{ 

-ahead. 

Joseph: Stamler. on the’ strength of 
di Bishop's handling of the: Eichmann. 

wound up buying a Bob Hope: ‘one- ‘eat’ up .the-: slack that will .be 
-caused in radio if the ‘Metopera 
doesn’t go ahead for. the’: '61-’62: 

|-Robinson's 
will double in: brass for: three. Up | 

| coming segs in ‘the ‘Fall ‘season.. 

- ‘Actor also will star-in “The Pre- ! statement.of ‘May 28. 
mature Burial,” now in: production; 

doesn’t like them.. 

“Power"? Oct.. 29, naturaily.. : 

WNBC-TV’s New Rate Card| 
-WNBC-TV, N. Y.,. has .issued 2 

new rate. card, ‘No. ‘22. effective. 
Sent. 1. 

put it also calls for. ine |) 

1 a.m. 

by the purchase of announcements 

hered volume. is arithmetically 

ers... 

‘There are "several other. features 
on rate Card 22, including.a 52- 

tween June and September (if it 
goes with the purchase of. 12 or. 
more blurbs a week for: 52-weeks 
firm). . 

On NBC-TV Sked: 

NBC-TV -6nce: more” “will. do-a 

coming .’season..: Chances. are. NBC- 

TV. won't . -be: ‘able to step dn and 

‘fill-the. gap, if such. things are Ppos- 
sible, for the Metrepolitan. Opera. 
‘should the latter remain -shuttered 
due to. labor-management negotia- 

NBC won't be able to air the operas, | 
which are under Samuel Chotzi- 
nofi's aegis at, the: web: until after. 

“Network has. built up a packlog_ 
“of color operacasts and’ intends us- 

ing them ina repeat pattern pretly | advertisers: get away with anything. 
‘Exactly -how ‘Yauch ' more applica-:' - With’ -the { 

possible addition. of one fresh. work | 
per year to the repertoire:. 

Likelihood : of ° “Metopera - black- ; 
out has accelerated a plan. ‘by 

length... films of operatic. classics. 

opera management .don't: agree ‘on 
a. new contract, WOR-TY will go 

. “Golden World” has 12 operas 
‘New York FM station, WBAI, Is, 

however, ‘prepared to step: in. and‘}. 

season, Opera close-down. will'| 
Mean cessation ‘of. the’ :- Texaco 
broadcasts, whith ‘have been on 
for so many ‘seasons. 

‘afternoon | change’ its Saturday . 
| schedule to present opera record-. 
ings’ for listeners who. usually listen 

; to. ‘the Texaco series. 

Busy Boris 
. Hollywood. Aug. 22. 

‘Boris. Karloff, host of ‘Hubbell’ 
“Thriller™ ‘teleseries, 

“Last of the Sommervilles.” 

_S Wednesday Angus Su 

“Get Of My Back’ 
NBC-TV. executives have’ the ue, that. somebody. at, eBS-TV ne 

New card. ‘calls: for. de- | 
creases before 9 a.m..and after | 
1 am. of anywhere from. 25 ‘to| 

150%, 
creases of up to 40% in times 
‘like 7 to 7:30 p.m. and* il Pam to} 

‘Card. establishes | ® néw. volume 
‘| discount: plan in which weekly 

.| continuous discounts can be earned 

on .WNBC-TV in multiples: of 6,. 
12, 18 and 24. Until now, the sta- | 

| tign: has held the discounts. to 7, 
9114-and 21, but the. management’s 

feeling is that. the new even num-' 

easier to ‘work: with. for time buy- 

week. double-dividend, offering a. 
net. dividend for ‘aDnouricements. 
placed ‘during: a 13-week period be-. 

This .applies in -all- ‘time: 
‘feategories except Triple Ar: 

WOR-TV’s Series 

tion difficulties. Most important, 

The : FM’er ‘has made plans” to} 

; Want to sell at:-that: price. 

_ Recently, NBC officials announced that . they: ~were. going te ‘air 4 : 
the special; ‘The Ziegfeld Touch, ”. on Dec. 17, in DuPont’s Sunday 
time’ period. Almost at once, “CBS-TV | ‘announced that. ft would 
alr its lengthy “Power & Glory” the. same Sunday night... : 

“Partially to avoid conflict with'“Powér &. Glory,” NBC. decided: 
on Wednesday (16) to. change the. air date. of. “Ziegteld Touch” to 

. @ new date Sunday, Oct..29: The next morning, on Thursday (17), 
’- CBS announced that it, too, had changed. ite malnd:’ New: date for. 

When Is a Spot Com’ Not? ‘Agencies. - 
On Horns of 2 a Costly Dilemma 

Ad agencies buying local iv. ‘time - 
are getting nervous these days _ 

rules that theoretically. have been. 
in effect since 1955. °- Enforcement _ 
of ‘the rules. will: cost them more — 
money 
"SAG. has a rule: tn its: ‘commercial Q 

contracts ‘that whénever: a: net~ 
‘work program, like “Today” — 
“Jack Paar Show” on. NEC-TV, 
cuts away during the body of the 
stanza, {for one. of those “And now 
we.take you to your Jocal station”™ - 
‘spiels) special “program”: rates. ‘ape 
ply. . ‘These special . local. program 
rates ~ -for . blurb . performers run. 

‘two NBC. programs,:than the fees. 

SAG says that it has. alw ays ‘felt: 

with it the extra weight of .the net- - 
work personality’ ‘that does.the cue. 

greater commercial impact, “and; 
therefore, is. ¢onsidered - a. local. 

-.| program blurb: " 
_ However, in:the-. years. "since 1955 - 
-when._ this ‘ruling. was ‘written - into 

-[the various SAG codes .with. man- "°° 
jagement, the - -union for’ .screén> .” 
‘actors: is characterized. “as shaving. 
been’ “lenient” in enforcing the. 
‘rule. © Several advertisers. appar-.. 
ently. “got away” with paying the 
lower spot fees, the same. ones paid 
for station break -blurbs. : 

| militancy: of SAG ‘in’ seeing: that 
advertisers from now on pay in a. 
‘fashion that, keeps. with. the. 1955". 
‘agreements is. hard. “to: diséern, 

tion ‘is “that” SAG. feels pressed by 
its:‘new working arrangement with 
the ‘American: Federation: of Tele- 
|vision & Radio Artists ‘to demand. vee 
the. shigher rates despite it requir-'. -” 
ing a’ great deal of: policing — - 
AFTRA and SAG last year joint- Poe 

ly. negotiated -a blurb  centract,. -- 
SAG. for ‘commercials ‘on film. and: 

-| AFTRA‘ for commercials: on.tape,; ._ 
and. the same ‘rates : cand. conditions: le 

-AFTRA is: - apply. for both unions. - 
‘characteristically. not a union to let: 

‘tion of the 1955 contract ruling will 
Feost: sponsors, individually or col- 
lectively, is. impossible to ‘say, bes. 
cause the fee systems are,so com-. 
‘plicated ‘and change markedly: with - 
‘each. variation: in an ‘advertiser's . 
local. tv ‘buying. patterns. 
pler to: state that enforcement of... 
the rule will cost- local advertisers. 
‘(during. the- “Today” ”. 
times and‘ for that matter in times. 
of ‘arly network ‘participating show : 
-where..there is a web cue’ given) 
“considerably more.” more.” 

Taft Changes Its 
| Mind, Stock Stays 

"Taft Broadcasting. Co. wan't sell. 
376 369 _-common.:. shares | already’ 
‘registered with the SEC because’. 
the ‘market. price | has. declined. uns 
satisfactorily.” 
‘The sale of. the ‘stock. according’ a 

- |to Hulbert Taft, préxy ‘of ‘the Cin-.’ :-~ 
-| cinnati_radio-tv. chain; was. ‘planned _ 
in. May when the stock-.was. selling: “.. 
at .24. <It's downto 18. and: ‘Taft © 
said: the: Taft stockholders * ‘didn't - 

‘Com=-- 
pany applied. Monday. 121): with the. 
SEC to withdraw tie registration. 

. Shares that were to. be. offered on... a 
- Writ- the open market represented about =: -. 

ten and. slated for direction by Ida] one-quarter. of. the Taft . stock, . moor a 
Lupino; and “Dialog. ‘with Death, *" owned. by. the: Faft famnily.” " 

about what seems to be a new air’: .- 
of militancy ‘on’ the part.of the... a 
‘Screen Actors Guild. in applying 

‘higher, ‘at Teast-in the cases. of the. By 

for local spots taken‘ at the’regular 
‘half-hour or. hour. station breaks, “.: 
(Station breaks. call for ‘pay ing. Spot : 

| fees to-actors.). — 

that ‘a local ‘commercial. during ‘the 
of a network program. carries 

ing for the local cutaway. and that,.: . a 
accordingly, the spot itself carries ee 

‘What: has: brought ‘about -’ the” oe 

However, one. prevalent ° “observa. -. 

It’s sim-. an 

‘and — : Paar. -- 



"from 

* 

. Wednesilay, ‘Aa
gu ris ct: 23, 1961 

. try. as. ‘they will. to: alter. the situation. “the: ‘three networks have - 
found out anew that nothing Has. chariged. over.the course of.the 
past half dozen years—sponsor-wise, they’re ‘still up. against. ‘a.two- - 
and-a-half network economy... They're just. isn’t enough. business o 

‘ (at. Tiffany prices)” to invite- a ‘thr ee-web SRO.- The: ‘recent spurt 
in. sales. activity, as a result, ‘was: inspired : by. bargain: counter’ in- || 

. ducements. 
The ‘competition’. among: the. three “webs; both’ ‘for’ ratings’: -and 

“business,” -grows fercer and. fiercer—but no. one’ 's. being: kidded,: the" wo 
economy. stands pat. ~” 

Ac TVs Me, Too 
Fronts for 

. ABO-TV's special projects. setup, + 
‘ which has- developed : -into. a’ full- | 
scale operation since’ its: complete |. 
takeover: of the. “Bell'*& Howell |. 
Close-t ip’? series; is now ‘rolling: 

. with six. documentary: ‘shows... on. 
: farflung ‘global fronts... While all. 

the shows. pencilled in’ thus far ‘by } 
_ ABC special: projects are for -the. 
. “Close- Up”. sked,: the web's. news 

*- chief - Jim’. Hagerty’ ‘is’ :projecting | 
~ additional... stanzas - ‘depending On a 

~ ed’ Aug. 31 --by:CBS-TV in -a: _ how the w orld situation unfolds.. 

. Currently, two production’ crews | 
-, ate. covering various points:in’ the | 
‘U. S. while. four units are on as-.|. 

. Production. 
. personnél comprises -beth’ ABC 

signment ‘overseas... 

‘staffers. ‘and personnel | ‘available. 
: ‘the. general . documentary 

_ pool used by CBS and. ‘NBC as well. 
-* Eineup ; of . the .ABC-TV - shows: 

~ Row in: process of: Produgtion ‘is as’; 
follows:. 

(1). “Walk. In: ‘My Shoes,” 

” American Negro, - being: ‘shot. 
New York, Los ‘Angeles and: ‘ate 
Janta with Nick Webster Producer |: 

; To. NBC News. fs. still: ‘picking up director. 

. (2 AS ‘study of thé effects: of: “att-- 
tomation on the problem - of hard- 
core. ‘unemployment. in’ the. U:: S. 

. being shot in various cities around: 
. the country; Bill Weston producing. 

we and: directing. 
-- (3) The Berlin crisis ‘With cam- 
era crews’ working in: ‘Poland, 

as _.West and East Germany and in. 
“.. Berlin itself under. Jim Faichney, 
+. -the. producer-director. : 

(4) A study of the Italian. ‘Corte. 
-Mmunist movement,-being shot in| 
Bologna with. Helen: Jean Rogers. 
as producer-director.. oe 

(5) An examination of the. forces 
moving towards, the unity: of. the | 
various -Christian’| denominations. 
being shot . in: Italy, « Germany, 
France, - ‘Belgium, - thé -island.. of. 
‘Rhodes - and“ ‘Nev: - Delhi. . John ! 
Secondari, exec producer of. ABC: 

(Continued on page: Ad 

| Schaefer Brewing: 
To Get N.Y. Mets?/ 
~ * Looks: like F&M ‘Schaefer Brew. 
‘dng has the New. York Mets tfed ‘up 
‘for tv in the: home. market next 
“season. .The Mets: are the new. team. 
Ain: New. York’ ‘for. the - “National 
League in baseball. : Do 
“WOR-TV; ‘Channel | ‘9, ‘is’ ‘said. to: 

a oe an ex: |. 

“? amination<of ‘the mood. of the | 

in Roaming Global 
Close. Up’ Pro} jects 
~Pleaiet : No Repeat 

- Last’) Labor ° ‘Day weekend, . 
"CBS. Reports” recorded traf" | 

fic troubles. in six: areas
’ ‘of. the a and : ~his: 

S.—themed . on ‘pursuit, ar-— - UU. 
rests,’ accidents—and- present- 

-! sacre” during - ‘the. Christmas’ 
'.season,. _. 

7 “Massacre” will. he. repéat- 

“pte-Labor Day attempt to. pre-- 
“vent a. repeat'.of last: ‘year's 
“earnage..on - the nation’s high- 

u Ways. - are 4 

Hincol Mercury 
In 8006 Splurge 
On News Specials 
Ampressive pieces “of Sponsorship 
.for the upcoming :season:. 

Metcuty, which-has bought six one- 
| hour: specials by NBC “News. The 
six‘are among. the.40 special “aetu- 
aries” ‘that “the web- department 
plans to do next: ‘season: 

“Itts estimated. - that. automotive ; 
buy ‘is“for. at, ‘Teast: $800, 000.: Only 

two. “of. the. six programs: set so far 
are to. be. additions. tothe. NBC 
SRK" series, first. of: which’ were 
done.. this: season, 

i dates ‘picked:.. 
Meanwhile;. Mosen: David wines 

has: decided: to. buy: -half :-of -the 

cur: delivering - . the - late’ - news. 
¥ariocur starts his 4:55-5 p.m. cross: 

-the-boarder on “the tv: network 
‘| Monday, ‘Oct. -2,. 

- Other piece. of 1 ‘news. biz: for NBC- : 
try. comes via “‘1,2,3-Go.”. Quaker. 
1 Oats: arid ‘Beech ‘Nut- Lite: Savers: 
-| ate each. takitig a third of the .Sun- 
day’ early. evening ‘half-hour kidvid: 

| stanza. Quaker's. -buy begins when | 
‘the “show goes . on - this fall,. and 
Beech- Nut,:: which ‘is’ pouring : “all 
its-tv-coin into NBC, begins on this 
Irving’ 'Gitlin-produced* series An: 
January. a 

" » With: two sponsors, ‘in. -tow. for 
“Go,” ‘NBC. News’. kidvid. plans: are 
starting: with a nifty. sponsor leg-up,. 
becatise. Helena’: Rubinstein | has. 

‘ placed’ an order for a half sponsor-: 
ship. of the ‘weekly “Update. “ “Up- 

{campaign . 

“ed “The Great Holiday. Mas-.. . 

were 
“| Durante-Bob. Hope-Garry Moore}: 
-NBC-TV - ‘special to. a. srieak pre-{. 
view of what's. in ‘store (though ‘in. 

~| much larger’ ‘kidding-on-the-level 
-|. doses) : 
| scripted -continuity © 
‘| gentle and not so. gentle.swipes at 

*| Minow’s determination to rid the 
‘airtanes of the- overabundance of 
sex and violence. It added: up to’ 
laughs, but the. needle. was’ in the 
groove. : 

Biggest Haul: of. the past ‘several 
weeks, though, comes from Lincoln-- 

“There - are no 

Ww eekly. five-minute. of Sander Vano-. 

Script. : 
.. Mnomie. crisis; entry ‘into the Euro-|hour,. this one-on toys and called’ 

pean: Comnion Market arid. the Ber: | “Wonderful. World of Toys.” Web. 
oe ae MeGee.’ " 

“Ihave. the’ inside track in. getting the { date.’ ". a.mews series designed for. 
‘ Schaefer-sponsored ‘Met. games, al-:; highschoolers - which -begins Sept. 
though -WNEW-TV,. ‘Channel. 5, is Dn .goes “into the Saturday, .12: 301: 

‘time: -George ‘Heineman, 38 int contention “as well. ~: i 
WPIX;. Channél 11; has the. Yan-! i producing this one... 

kee games in the. American ‘Leaane! t 

the. association’ next season as well, ! 

BRITAIN MACMILL AN = on me that ‘Risbinstein is. 

NOT MATCH. FOR SEX." 
‘London, Aug. 22): “ASPs 5 Toy Special: 

Uz K: “preniiér Harold Macmillan | 

‘Is. not: b.o. = Conclusion, can. be! 
‘drawa from ‘figures TAM,an-in- the ‘production team that once pro- 

Prod. ucts. 

dependent - ‘audience-research Org... ‘duce ed “Person to: Person” for CBS- ]: 

have: gotten. their: second as- released for a program .he. did ‘on. TV; 
BBC-TV. (Aug, 4). ‘TAM says only’ siznment to-: do- a. ‘Special * for 
7,000,000 viewed, while ‘most every--!NBC-TY. ut 
body else with tv-settled fora play, I ‘Having just completed: “USO— 
“The Mating. Age,” "OD the: com- Wherever. They Go" as. the Oct. 8 

, ‘Tentry: on DuPont's Sunday NBC-TV" mercial channel. . 
“Matmillan can hardly blame. his.;;seriés, Aaron and Zousmer have 

“It covered: Britain's: eco-! been” assigned. - ‘another “DuPont 

‘Un situation. But the. play had sex! “hopes: to. schedule. it Nov. ‘VW, 

. Rubinstein ‘purchase’ ot “Update”. 
race, and. will. - probably’. eontinue. ' ‘ represents a. first .for the. cosmetic |. 

thouse‘as backed of a regular week-. 
It’s -also- 

using weh: ty to market. its line. of - 
. -| to a fair-sized .contingent of the | 

“American. populance he's. nothing-; 
short-_of. a. ‘hero.. ‘Even now the 

. | national . 
Minow fevi er with full-scale pro- 

yon Aaron ‘and, Jesse :Zousmer, |-files and. cover Pieces, in. | Prepara- 

some sizzling D.C’.. 

By ‘GEORGE ROSEN 

Television _ programming in the]: 

‘upcoming "61- “62 season. will to ‘all 

intents: and..purposes ‘pretty: ‘much a 

‘duplicate. the ‘shoddy -. and unin- | 

spired - ‘fare of" the past. season | 

‘singe: the- three’ network: schedules | 
| were - set. before - 
|'shootin’, and. before the. FCC de-}. 

‘Except: per- | 
haps: for’ one: “basic differerice. 

-’ When the fall. ‘curtain: goes up 
j-it will mark the kickoff of a subtle | 

cided to ‘get tough!. 

yet. determined.“and. continuing. 
-geeking © to 

FCC -ehairman- Newton N:; 
Jofty.. 

‘premise, 

Minow 

gotta: go” And -what 
Detter. way; 

thinking,.than to- turn the comics |" 
and: their. scripters loose and let{ 
‘them ‘do a. once-over-lightly ‘job. 

7 on ‘the: Go overnment. agency’ chief- 
-tain’ which, 

Tw ould. effectively concéal the fact}. 
-[|that:"television ‘as _a- corporate 
: entity: had anything. to-do with it. 

_ at':the same - time, 

Viewers | a couple ‘Weeks . back | 
treated: -on- the Jimmy 

‘when: the: Goodman. “Ace- 
took. ‘some 

‘In. other: ‘jeolated ‘cases; and 
spilling: over:into’ daytime ty, there. 
have: been evidences over. the past. 
few. weeks of a soft-pedalling kind |" 
of “get - Minow". job’ désigned to 
convince the ‘American. viewer ‘that | 
-television is doing a pretty good 
job, -and:: why all the hubbub?’ It's 
perhaps. in this .area of “subliminal. 
potshots’” “designed for housewife 
favor. that. the more. telling blows 
may. be administered. - 

For. obvious reasons, which. ulti- 
-mately. spell out license. renewals’ 
‘and -continued’ hefty | profits, the 
broadcasters, both. on .a network 

‘{tand station level, cannot afford to 
‘project ‘themselves | into the fore- 
front ,- 

‘Minow thrusts. But the’ same kind | - 
-in-.-countering ‘the ‘bold 

of -behind-the-scenes' maneuvering 
‘and jockeying that: persuaded Con-| - 
gress to. kill the: FCC reorganiza- 
tion’ bill Which would -have vested 
-greater. ‘powers in its. chairman 
-can, it's’ figured, be applied. to the 
utilization of tv's. own hired talents: 
inthe try-to: discredit: Minow. and 
possibly laugh. him: out of: business. 

_ If it .adds ‘Up to" yocks, . it’s’ 
cinch: the comics: will go for it: 
‘since that's-their- stock. in trade. If. 

it’s at. 

-pretty | safe _conjecture that there. 
isn't one. ini a. dozen. who will very: 
‘much “care; since -to all - -intents 
they’re ‘Still respecting: the - basic. 
Minow. tenets as to the ‘More. fla- |" 

it’s at ‘Minow’s. ‘expense, 

grant violations of tv. program- 
ming. And who is there who. can 
condemn .as. sinful ‘the: pie-in- the- | m 
face: comedic technique? . 

It isn't likely that “Minow will |: 
-have to fortify himself with a pub- { 
lic. Felations staff. For all the; 
known. ithough -until now muted: |- 
opposition of industry leaders to-. 
‘ward -what he’s: trying ‘to. accom- 
plish, the FCC’ chairman’ is enjoy- 
ing:a wave of favorable publicity | 
unprecederited in FCC annals. and 

mags, have caught the 

tion.. 

There'll be léts of. Minow talk: 
‘in the’ months to. comé—straight. itv after a six year hiatus 

"siOT i iNT | 

“Newton. went. 

|-. Monday ‘at 10 period the week 

discredit | 

“the wasteland’s] 

goes some indus*ry | 

RADIO-TELEVISION 21 

MINOW?" 
oN Season Most Ma jor + Entries 

Mil Have Premiered by Oct. 6 
+ By ART WOODSTONE 

The television network season is 
Zoing tu get off to its earliest start 
in years Bu Oct 6. the bulk af un- 
uied prugramming of all thiee 
networks will have premicrid 
ABC-TV, CBS-TV and NBC TY 

are jockeying fianticvally for inside 
position ai the post, on. the old, 

[if stall unproven gssumption that 
the program with the earhest 

J Jaunching has the best chaney t> 
build an audience. The Septembee 
Starting season {Is anather indie i- 
cation of the growing intensity. 
of the three network competition. 

Interestingly,. the earlier statt- 
ing. dves. not only on the new 
program but on programs going 
inty second, third, *fourth ant 
fifth seasons will bijing network 
tv into an eather summer 1epe it 

| pattert 
Last season. the webs were Fairly 

Jax about starting dates, ‘oves- 
sionally, production of a shaw ran 
behgd = sehedule or a spensor 

Trial Balloon 
Initial. exposure of a show 

designed for . the’. stills var: 
“away. '62- 63 season will take 
place on Sept. 18 of this year, 
“when CBS-TV - will air. the 
‘pilot of the. new.“Alan King 
Show,”. It will. -go into the 

preceding the return of "Hen. 
." essey.” 
| King: ‘coniedy series is out of. 
the. Bob Banner Productions 
shop and, win, place or show 
on the pilot. tryout, is defini- 

-hitely slotted in for ‘62-63. 

CBS Fires 150 
Below-the-Line 

wanted a certain starting date, 
Production Aides ‘But for °61-62. the main dictate is 

“getting the jump." Produrtion, 
Those’ anti¢ipated layotfs at :Morevves, vot underway =o muctt 

sooner for next season than ever 

before in’ history. The networks 
Virtualls fiad their fall Schedules, 
loeked in by layt March. 

Relatively few of the new pide 
grams have cdnflicting premieres 
although among them are ABC's 
“Corrupters” and the new NBC 
Dinah Shore stanza on Oct, 6, and 
the NBC cmovies: and CBS c'De- 
fenders” - Gunsmoke’) Saturday 
lineups 

Three-Web Schedules 
-Here’s the way {t stacks up at 

the three webs on new program 
preem dates 

On Sundays—-“Follow the Sun” 

CBS-TY | hit with steamroller im- 
pact over the past 10 days, with an 
estimated .150: “below ‘the line” 
technicians. et all., at. the W. 57th 
St: production center, handed their 
pink slips. Of a total of 22 pro- 
duction ‘supervisors (unit _man- 
agers? only 10 are left: 

“All varieties ‘of. | technicians, 
clerks, . ‘secretaries, . ‘order entry 
aides, men in the operations area 
and .those with .semi-administra- 
ive posts at the production centre 
in: :Y, were affected in the 
wholesale -Slashings. 

‘It’s estimated that some $1,000,- 
000. in. annual wages were lopped ( , ty 

off in: the ‘new economies, stem- fen ola. M Oy on ARC. vans 
ming from CBS reduced earnings Ed,” 6 30-7, Oct. 1, on CBS. “Cae 
and’ a disappointing sales record 
for ’61-’62 season.. 

Chas: : Godwin’s Sumup: 
Too Many Broadcasters — 

54, Where Are You?” 830-9, Sept. 
17, on NBC, “Bullwinkle,” 7-7 3, 
Sept. 24. on NBC. 

On Mondays--“Ben Casey,” 10- 
11, Oct 2, on ABC; “National Vel- 
vet.” 8-830 ‘new time perlodyy 
Sept. 18, on NB, “87th Precinct, 

| 9-10, Sept 25, of NBC 
Seen ‘ On Tuesdays—“Calyin & Col- 

‘Apathetic & P athetic’| onel,”” 8 30.9, Oct 3, on ABC, New 
Albuquerque, Aug. 22. Breed,” 910. Oct °3, on ABC; 

“Too many broadcasters these; “Dic. Van Deke Show,” 8.8 30 
days are “apathetic and pathetic” | p.m, Oct 3. on CBS: “Cain's 100," 
and: need to stand up.to the chal-| 10-11 pm. Sept 19, on NBC; 
lenge of: television. They need to; “Dick Powrll Show," 9-10, Sept. 
stand. behind the NAB and use: 26, on NBC A 
imagination in programming. | On Wednesday—"Steve Allen 
So said Charles Godwin, veepeei Show," 7:1-830, Sept. 27, on 

‘of Mutual, In an address before the| ABC; “Top t‘at,” 830-9, Sept 27, 
a| midyear meet of the New Mexicojon ABC, “Alvin Show,” 7 308, . 

Broadeasters Assn. in Albuquerque; Oct. 4. on, CBS; “Checkmate,” 
‘last week. - 4 8:30-9. 30 ‘new time:, Oct 4, on 
Right now, only about half of CBS; “Mss G. Goes to College.” 

the Mation’s radio folk belong to, 9:30-10, Oct 4, CBS, “Joey Bishop 
the ‘NAB, ‘he noted, and sald more | § Show,” 8309. Sept 20, on NBC; 
broadcasters. should he’ in the or-| “Bob Newhart Show.” 10-1039, 
ganization. Oct. 11, on NBC, "David Brinklcy‘s 
“Godwin said there's been a big} ~ (Continued on page 42 

switch in, programming since. the ; me 
advent of tv,:with:the old dramatic, ' 
aystery. and comic. shows going by. ; 

the boards.” 
Most popular with the listeners 

nowadays, he. said, are news first 
and music second © 

‘Local Emmys— 
They Necessary? 

SINATRA, DEAN MARTIN pe rites ont AS JUDY'S COSTARS S33 sow: tapas 9 so 
vat promises o he one o we! ; “ 

handful of the big specials for the: + vestigate Changes shoud 

‘61-62 seasen, the Judy Garland :D@ miade ta the findament sl gti ace 

‘special. ig yet without an ‘assigned | ture of Juest Rane ty awanda- 

producer or. director. The (BS-TV , There hay aisass been 9 fist of 

special, for which Frank Sinatra, “complaints about local, .as well as 

band Dean Martin Signed to costar, ! watrona! Fra ansaid prograrns, 

‘will mark Miss Garland’s return to and. the cow:ittee appointaieets 
‘Hour / wilt be in response toa the ent, 

thet tsaey 

deadpan. ar farcical. But. as. FC >| show will be telecast at 9 pim ; Plainis . 
chairman ‘he ‘holds the trump card. 

| Depending on how rough he wants! 
to get, the comics ‘with the. bless- 
ing of -their MCA-Wm. Morris: 
agents, who are being subjected to 

‘probirig: may 

Sunday; March 11, with Dow Cheni- 7 Que of the trans, prabably to be: 
ical picking up the tab j studied hha ince conamatitee as wligetepe 

: Miss Garland previously starred ; ier fo have local award. at all By 
tv in:a “Ford Star Jubilee” in? way of pure speculation ‘since Mise 

55 and. -in “Fhe Judy Garland ' Furness hay nol considered ane of 
Show” in ‘56. both on CBS-TV. The | the detsils vet is the possbiliy 

yet be obliged to. ‘revere that old | March. special will mark the first ithat jocal award, may take on dsf- 
radio gag line: “It alot funny, professional. appearance of Sinatra (‘ferent sionserstiup auspices in fu- 

‘{and Martio- with Miss Garland.  itdre years. 



—— 
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Up Hill, Down Dale With Route (6 
Making Dealers, Crew Mucho Happy 

Pittsburgh, Aug. 22. + 
“Koute 66° is nol ons getting 

the cost ‘nteresting location sites 23 for ‘66’ Star 
throiph nts constantiy moving Pittsburgh, Aug. 22. 
poue: but ws finding that is good Lee Marvin is working this 
In anesh. Moving = around the week on “Reute 66” with a 
ceciisk on its 39-week shooteng 
es aecule. the production crew is 
ebie to hit praciically every major 
Ieaihet and meet face to lace wath . 
te deaters whe are selling the } 
p. oducts thes sponsor. i 

While here for two segs that are: 
featuring Lee Marvin in the first ! 
aid Ethel Waters in the second, , 
the Chevrolet and Phillip Murris | 
Ceafers threw a big river party ror! 
the 60 members of the crew. Al 
spokesman for ure company said | 
that this 1s repeated in every city 
that thev are shooting and. makes | 
for a pleasant relationship between. 
the show and the last man in the | 
sales program. Unorganized visits | 
to the set are discouraged because 
of scund problems but where the. 
company can create a ‘warmer ; 
climiute for the sponsors, it is” 
happy to oblige. Bayer Aspirin is , 
the third sponsor and often par- j 
‘ticipates in affairs. 

An interesting sidelight of Ethel 
Waters’ starring seg was the way 
producer Herbert 3B. Leonard London, Aug. 22.- 
found her. She was liv ing In a BBC-TV Promotions Depart- 

shabby reoming house in Pasa- | ment, headed by Ronald Waldman, 
dena, where Leonard heard of her‘sold more than 1,200 - programs 
plivht. He went over and talked ‘abroad in its first year of opera- 
to her and then commissioned his | tions (which ended last March). 
writers to do a script in which she’ | This was. double the number. sold 

could star. They prepared one!py BBC in the year before the 
which was ready for shooting last | department was set up. Responsible 

week but she asked for 4 week's! for the sale, co-production and ac 
postponement because she had a | quisition of ‘praduct, the depart- 
benefit at a church in San Fran-|ment reached more than 50 differ-- 
cisco. Leonard okayed the switch ent markets with BBC-TV pro- 
and put the Lee Marvin seg in'grams and, according to Waldman, 
first and moved the Ethel Waters’ |the sales section has exerted an 
story to Thursday (17) which will 'tnfiuence on world ty. far- greater. 

bandaid type bandage over the - 
scar on his nose asa result 
of a misdirected punch by 
Marty Milner during the film- 
ing of a fight scene... When 
Marvin stopped the hard. 
right, he. was rushed to the: 
Allegheny General MHospital 
where he had to get 23 small. 
stitches by a plastic surgeon. 

The next day. 

we epee 

shooting schedule could ton-. 
tinue uninterrupted so _ the. 
doctor rigged up the bandage 
and the make-up man did the 
rest to make the injury un- 
detectable. 

‘BBC-TV Doubles 

‘and children’s programs ard major | 
sporting events. Some are “An Age. 
Of Kings” ‘drama skein),. “Han- 

be shet in around Pitt's jazz:than its.size would lead one to 

some 800 programs were sold. dur- 
ing April and May 1961, which 
brings the overall total to 2.000 

filed by Michael M. Sillerman, as-' departinent's activities. | Purely | 
sociated with Programs Tetevision /commereial considerations are not 
‘PTD as sales y¥.p.,. and his wife, i allowed to stand in the way-of its! 

at $13,378. Secured claims, involv- | 
ing about 24 creditors, were said | 
to amount to $132,242; unsecured !eoek’s Half Hour’ 

riteries. expect. { 
Since the end of {ts first year, 

Sillerman Files 
:program sales. Aecording to Wald- 
‘man, a wide distribution. of British 

Estelle L. Sillerman, in N.Y. Fed- ; development, he says. 
eral District Court. Type of shows. sold by BBCTP 

claims at $82,179. In addition,:Whackol4” (comedy), “Face: To; 
monies were said to be due for | Face” (talks) and “Andy Pandy", 

BBC Television Promotions has 

Bankruptcy Plea ‘ thought and the British way of life.| 

Michael Sillerman’s petition put, 

taxes to the Federal, state and city ‘i children’s program). 

been doing soine inspired. selling; 

Petitions of bankruptey were lis a most important feature of ‘his. 

his liabilities at $227,106 and assets : 

governinents. Purchasing side. of Waldman’ s} 

Assets of the realestate property, :department acquired material from | | 
the; Franee, Russia, Japan, . Ger many ¥ $251 Independence’ aAve., 

Bronx, owned jointly by. Mr. andi | Fugoslavia and, of course, the US. | 
Mrs. Suillerman, was put at $58.178, ; He ® also landed 52 British feature | 
household goods, $23,000, and un-; 
liquidated claims of $50.000. In; — woe 

‘WNBC: TVS POST. "49 
WB FEATURE BUYS 

1959. petition stated. Michael Sil-: 
Ierman earned $42,764; in 1960, 
$22,000. , 

Sillerman, from 1953. to 19538. 
had been exec vp. for Television ! 

Programs of America. He re-' wy. this week made it: first ‘buy 
ceived. according to the petition, ! o¢ lity ‘feat in at lea e 

$88.000 from the sale of common i Coat by Vaking 40 Dest 49 st on 

Bankers Trust for repayment of a 
loan, aecording to the petition. 

Petition states that he dias over | 
| motion pic schedule 

| Agency, - 

Marvin. f. 
wanted “to work so thatthe. 

Overseas Sales| 
| American viewers,. ‘and maintains: 

GAC TV Additions 
Two: Salesman. have been added: 

-to the expanding ‘tv ‘sales force of 
General -Artists Corp... Tony Ford, i 
at one time with MCA and fatterly ‘| 
‘connested : with columnist Oleg } 

‘and. the: Martial pub- 
relations office. Ford resigned the ! 
Larry: ‘White: Agency. for- his. new 

Cassini: 

post. 

“Other addition “ts. ‘Ken Martell. 
who. left the Willard Aléxander : 

.to’ work in the GAC j 
commercials sector. 

‘Bway. Goes Latin’ | 
ATV Segs for US. 

_ London, Aug. 22: 
Associated Television has: signed ! 

an agreement with Milton H. Lehr 
to produce. 39 ‘half-hour. shows: on 
tape’ Starring Edmundos: Ros, the 
‘Latin Ametiean: maestro. Programs 
will- be transferred ‘to film ‘for dis- 

{out the’ world..” 
‘Series, .to.. be’ titled | “Broadway 

Goes Latin.” will ‘capitalize on Ros’. 
| popularity in the U:S. ‘and. England 

‘way showtunes to the cha cha beat. .: 
‘Lehr’ has long been’ associated ; 

with producing. ‘shows for Latin | 

‘his. ‘own. studios in“ Puerto Rico. 
Previously he had treated series. of 
‘Latin specials for Rheingold beer, 
‘which weére.released in New York 
slanted towards. the Puerto. Rican 
population. In-San Juan, ' he part- 
nered with Angél Ramos’ KAQ-TV 
in’ producting ‘shows -for General. 
Motecrs. and. other: American com- 
panies. selling” ‘to below. the, border. 
markets.: ~~ 

, “Broadway. Goes: Latin”. ‘will bel: 
televised ‘in: ATY's, new studios ‘at 

and he'll appear on “air, too; . rte: 
| Baughn doing tv. spors for. ‘Chevrolet ‘via. Campbell- Ewald: and ‘Good a 

tribution in: ‘the U. S. and: through- a i 

[asa specialist in: ‘adapting Broad- | 

“Wednesday, Auguat 23, 1961. 

|_Tla Prencin Cates] 
IN. NEW YORK € ITY. 
| _Jobnny Carson, ‘emcee ‘of “Whe Do- You. Trust?’ fs off to: ‘Europe: to 
ape a one-hour special with Paul Anka-for Granada in -Englaitd eee 
Dean Corse has become: station: ‘manager..of:WRNW, FM'er in Mt.” 
‘Kisco ‘and newest station in the mét area)-.’.'.. Lois Weber ankling. as 
veep. in charge. of N.Y. Office ‘of- Arthur P. Jacobs flackery, where she's. 
j been since ’56.... George Burns won't be: ‘able to. appear on:the Connie: 
Francis show being done on Sept. 13.0 rer ABC-TV, because taping. will. 
conflict with ‘his Lake. Tahoe . commitments. “ stanza;, -yneanwhile; . has. 
| cote Rod Alexander to choreograph-and direct.the dances on ‘the .”:.. 
:9 p.m, hour special... ..Gerry McGavick Jr.,' with NBC .as senior saleg': 
service rep for. seven years; has joined Venard, Rintoul &. MeConnell:. 
j reppery in sales... Jan Murray. of NBC-TV's ‘daytime “Charge Account’. 
| back Monday. (21). after. three-week respite . - . Arthur ‘Barron,. ‘ohe of 

ing Gillin’s producers. tand a P-D);. 
We Take the Kids?—— ‘A’ Parent. & :Teacher's Guide to. N: ¥.C." fother. . 
-half was Murray Polner); book hits the‘‘stands Sept. 8. . a 
i i Vane, manager of: alidience: promotion at the web ‘since: "56, has béeome 
| NBC-TV’ s manager, daytime program operations .. . .. Bob Hamilton 
; signed as choreographer: for CBS’ ‘Miss America. Pagent”. in. ‘September ; 

with | his ‘Bob: Hamilton, Trio *. 

Luck Mar ‘garine for Ogilvy, Benson &. Mather. 

Breck signed its deal,- as forecast, for ‘half-sponsorship “of CRS-TV's: 
“Phe Power ahd - Glory”. special, ; . slotted now for. Sunday, Oct. 29, a ae 

: With. the: signing of Tab.«.-' 9-to 11 p.m. Other. sponsor. is. Motorola. . 
Huater, gueststars for the Connie- Franeis dpecial’ on ABC-TY Sept.. 13. - 
now ‘include, in, addition -to - ‘Hunter, Art. Carney, . Eddie Foy ar and whet 
choreographer Bod Alexander. ek 

- Millie Perkins signed: ‘for ‘Sept.: 20 “Ty, S. ‘Steel Hour” ‘drama on “Gus. 
EV. ‘Doug McCture of “Checkmate” ‘will co-star... 

in Bermuda . .... Former’ heavyweight ‘Doxer. Roland. LaStarza‘'set for :a. 
‘CBS-TV. “Hennesey” episode next season . . . Jay Eliasberg,. direetor. 
‘of research for CBS-TY, vacationing at. Martha’s Vinevard : 
Pope, CBS-TV press department, back from a Ew’opean vaeation we 
A. 3. Russe signed to write the 90-minute Westinghouse special “The: we 
“Good Years,” based’ on the’ Walter Lord-.teme, to be. telecast Jan:.°:! | 

Lt, Colonel ‘Harold M. Friedman. selected. to. participate .in-a.:.-" 12. 
special staff visit to observe Air Force operations. in: ‘Europe. In civilian 
life, Friedman is .a--tv. producer: and consultant. and iS, married. to 
Marie Torre, syndicated. ‘Herald Tribune ‘columnist’... .'Homey: Sanders, 
signing comedienne, guests. on. CBS -Radio’s “Box Nixon: “Show” today 
Wed.) . . .. Paul Tripp. in “Battle of the. Paper Butlets” for duPont © 

has:: co-authored * ‘Where: Shall :.. 

Ted 02 

. Alfredo Antonini,.. °° 
-CBS maestro, back from: guest ‘conducting assignments in Chicago and ce 
Milwaukee. .: .. Carl Ward, CBS-TV: affiliate ‘Telations v.p., vacationing we 

Frances: 

Elstrée, and will feature augment-|on NBC Oct. 15. Eugene Burr is producer and Leila Swift. director of. .-. 

éd.Edmundo Ros orchestra, a dance | war. play, with ..cast including - ‘Cesar Romero,. Frank Lovejey, ‘ Cliff” rs 
. CBS News correspondent Harry Reasoner] ts company. of .12 headed by Concita | Nertom and Jerry Lester :. .. 

| Sebastian: Other Latin groups in will be the reporter for the-hew:11:55 a.m. five- minute. .CBS-TV: news: : 
the permanent company ‘are being |Strip to debut.in the fall. The. other daytime news strip will be handled '.: 
brough m from South America and ‘by Charles Collingweod, as. previously announeed. .. .' .- ‘Norman Leib-" Lo, 2 

‘cover a Wide range of drama. O.B:s, ' | ¢ Board. 
:light entertainment, talks. schools. ‘th 

(comedy), 4. 

year by taking 40 post-49 Warner. |: 
stock and the rest went to the | Bros. films for. slotting | after the Cantor 

will include featured soloists. 

MITCHELL NAMED TO. 
SCREEN GEMS BOARD | 

- John H. “Mitchell, vip. in eharge | 
of sales for Sereen Gems, has been 
‘elected to the company’s. board of | 

, directors. Mitchell joined SG in '52 i i. 
| after Serving as héad of the tv. 
department .of United Artists. 

‘also. 

e-cumpany. Schneider is’ director. 
of: _busineéss. affairs for the com- 
pany. 

In an. unrelated. development, |: 
concerning the-.foreign diyision, AL |; 
twin. Zecha. resigned. as .Far : East- | 

‘|ern. sales manager. for the com- 
‘pany. Zecha -has.been stationed in 
| Tokyo for: SG. ‘the’ Past year and + 
a half. ; 

Petker Eyes Chevalier, 
Cantor, Bergerac Sess. 

Producer Al Petker has report- ! 
ledly tied up Maurice . ‘Chevalier | 
and Jacques Bergerac, and is now 
making plans. for Eddie Cantor, 

WNBC-TY, the NBG flagship it‘ with’ each to. do. 130 five-minute 
tape or: filnx ‘Programs for . syndi- 
cated sale. 

‘Petker., 

thing To Think About.” Bergerae | 
Some of the features in ihe WB: will do famous love letters. There ! 

80 actions pending in judgments , pile for WNBC-TV include’ “East | is also. said ‘tobe: an excellent 
of various amounts. Number of un-! 
secured ereditors is’ put at 147.| vide,” “Capt. 

of Eden.” .“Along the Great Di-| ‘vhance ‘that. : Cantor's: : daughter 
Horatio Hornblow-: Marilyn” ‘and her husband ° Mike 

Value of the property at Indepen-; er.” “Jim. Thorpe. ” “West Pcint}-Baér might. do. a SMMr.. & Mrs: dl 
dence Ave. was listed: at $234,000, ' Stery” and “Young at Heart.” 
with the original cost pat at $84.-; It's. now quite possible that the ¢ 
ORG and improvements at least | other NBC-TV a&o stations. will,’ 
9150.000. Liens on the property was: buv fresh features, since all of | 
Histed at $117,000 and value to the ‘them were -working hand in hand} 
petitioner $216,000, trying to decide on a ‘post-NBC_ 

Liabihties of Estelle L. Sillere Movie format. 
Hiab, a representative of Welcome ; . ; 

Palladium Stuft Wesors Ine. was pat it 3186.156, : 

London. Aug.°22. 

WE assets of SL3L OTR. 

Associated Television's top. week: | 
end show, “Sunday Night At >The 
I.ondon— Palladium.” Will return. in 
the fall schedules but. in ‘a new | 
slot Pulling in an average of. 17,-: 
V00.000 viewers, the show will now 
co out at 6.25 p.m. instead. of 8 
pm 

Another 
Don Arrol. who ‘replac ed the pop- 
ular Brsce. Forsvth, bows out to; 
tet Forsyth in. again. Latter has 
laid off for @ vear Gn: doctor's or- 
ders but Says he's: now Yavin’ to 

go, 

ee ee 

A Star’s Canada Sales 
Fea Star bas seld four shows - 

te Broeter & Ganible for telecast- 
te. om Canada. ‘Phe fleur shows, 
fsvebane VSG seccteris, meluide 
“Ech Pesebls Zane Grey Thea- 
tee” “Captain of Detee ives.” and 
“Phe Tou: Pacib Sheawl” and “The 
Lav ang Virw fdengs ” 

Anether maior fore 

eotrmy fead om data ty 
estsedes of Phe 

veer tick Wese” 

oon rere ° 

wn sale was 
involving 

‘erur-longe 
c 
Sa 

« 
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¢ 

ae 

si 

' five- minute. Series, 

‘Ripcord’s” 100 Markets; 
ITC’s ‘Whiplash’ Sales: 

Ziv: United: Artists ‘and: ‘Indepen- 
dent’ Television Corp.: report new - 
sales. on their | respective. ‘first-run 

| Properties. 
““Ripcord:” one: of three first- vun- 

“| nets | to be released by Ziv-UA for 
fall telecasting, now is over the: .. 
+ 100-mar ket. mark. Recent deals in- 
rghude WNAC. Boston; WGN, Chica- 

‘WTIC, Hartford-New Haven; 
w RCV, Philadelphia; WJAR, Provi-! 

‘t dence: KSD, ‘St. Louis; and. WFMI, 
Y¥ oungstow D: 

ITC's “Whiplash” has. been sold 

change is the emeee!in.73 UT. S: markets, and in /a.total ;Central’ School of. Speech and Drama... : 

lof 52. countries throughout’ the 
world... New. “ markets “include 
WFBM, Indianapolis; WNHC, New, 
Haven-Hartford: WBIR. “Knoxtitle: 
WHAS.. Louisville; ‘and KXLF, 
Butte, Mont. | 

part of: Joe Franklin's. 

- elected.- Berton } 
hneider | assistant ‘treasurer of j as. 

on other projects, wants |.Sesment . . 
parent network's. Saturday night Cantor’ to: do the series on “Some: ! mentary on Hollywood. Picture and. EV. ‘Museum, : 

‘|man, currently writer for ‘ABC Radio's “Flair”, signed through GAC 
as one of the writers for ‘the new NBC-TV “The Bob Newhart: Show,”™ 
which preems Oct. IT. .Jan Crockett, a. former. Benny ‘Goodman au 

“bpané vocalist from. “Florida,. will debut as. WABC-FV's: new weather... 
girl. Sept. 4, replacing Simon McQueen who's. heading, for ‘the: ‘Coast. |: 
for film chores under the William Morris agency’s tutelage... . . Fabian, - -. 

| pack ’n’ roll signer, in branching’ ‘out’ as .athésper,. ‘playing ‘the role - .-- 

of a hip hoodlum in’ "Tale of An ‘Idiot.” which is dué inthe “Bus. . a 
‘Dr.. Maxwell Maltz,” plastie:Surgeon and... , 

author. of “Psycho-Cybernetics.” is kicking off a five-minute. palaver :‘~ 
Stop”: series on ABC-TV . 

‘segment on medical philosophy. ‘on WABC-TV five mornings.a ‘week as. 
“Memory Lane” show... . Paul and Mary Ritts, . 

; Punpeteers on WNBC:TV’ s- “Family” series, ‘making: their. film: debut in 
Jerry Lewis’: “The Errand Boy’. ‘Gerald Rowe. replacing’ Ed. Vane. 

NBC manager, audience advertising - ‘and: promotion’ Vane last week. 
became. manager of NBC ‘daytime. program | operatiouas), and. replacing. 

1 Rowe as creative supervisor of ‘broadcast promotion is: ‘David Bellin. 
| Mary: Low. Forster. finished: radio’ spots.for Robert Hall:and.MGM_.. 
. WNBC-TV's John Dorsey, Dick Barnhill and George Pitt: to. Rome we ad 

: WNBC. publicity’ eal : . 
f Barbara Michaels back : tow ork after a Fire eIsland respite, to, ae 
ltée taping of Channel: 4's ‘fall. fashion. show... 

(N HOLLYWOOD .. 
‘NBC's. Tem Sarnoff - wound up on “the: end: ‘of a. three-v ay’ ‘mumps: “ 

parlay . . John Lyman ended five years with ‘Foote; .Cone ‘& Belding’s. . 
| HoBywood office. when. it Was consolidated: ‘with the. downtown L.A, 7° 

| base. He sueceeded_ the ‘late ‘Ed: Cashman last--October as head: of. the. 
| radio-tv operation .. ; Blake Chatfield and. Jean Shanley: pulled out of’. - :, 
Young & Rubicam’s publicity départment ‘to: hang: out their own: 0 
| . Dirk Courtenay, - °” shingle. They take with them three Y&R shows -. 
.who- used to flip disks in Chicago.. bought into. KFIE... ‘Santa..Ana; Cal. 
.., Joe Bigelow and Jay Sommers have been teamed. by. Screen’ Gems: ret 

..Fred Wile making °°: --. 
‘the lunchean rounds ‘to’ spread. the story of Advertising Council, which” *.. 

.. Ezra Stone, producing :‘The Hathaways,’”. © . 
| flips “we'll supply. our bucketsfull of sand to the ‘vast’ wasteland.” Lot... fo! 

who's: connected with | he’s get to worry a@bout with the: Marquis. chimps’ ‘in 702 of each. ~~, 
. Allied Artists” Jaek Copeland prepping | 2 half-hour: docu. me me 

‘to develop a new series titled “Medicine Man” 

he: heads on the coast . 

IN. CHICAGO. : Cg EES UES © 
_WBKB, the: ABC. oho. : starts ‘its, “eal: L bally of ‘the: network's ‘bi td 

| lireup next week with -personal | ‘appearances by Sonny. Fox of “On. :: 
Your Mark,” Peggy. Cass of “The Hathaways” and Shelley Fabares: of .. 
the. “Donna Reed Show”. 

i deejay. Mal Bellair’s suburban home .on. Thursday: (24) ::. 
Switches from WBBM to WGN-TY -to .do. the locally-originated: Dick. 
Tracy series. this fall .. ; WBBM-TV kicks off its live dramatic: series, : 
“Repertoire Theatre” -with the. presentation: of “Jeanne. D’Are:: The. 
‘Trial’. on. ‘Thursday (241; Same. Station ihaugurated: an early-morning. 
talk show. on. teevee, “The Lost. Art of-.Conversation’: on’ Monday (21) 
with Dr.. Bess Sondel of ‘the Univ. of Ghicago as: hostess.. : 

IN LONDON . 
Edward ‘Brownsden elevated . to indépendent Televi ision’ Author ity’ 3. 

Head of Regional Services irom Regional..Officer for. the: ‘South of* 
England. He. is succeeded in- the latter: job by. Commander Guy’ ‘Alcock; 
' Another’ ITA appointment, Fan - ‘Melntyre, joins - as" ‘Program, Servites: . 
‘Officer ‘at the end of. this. month’. 

: Drama: students Angela. Morant and’ Richard.Gale- won. Associated- 
i Rediffusion’s annual $1,120 award for showing - ‘the, most. promise. at. 

Frank Wade, BBC's music. 
| topper. ‘entered: hospital for: sur gery. . : Scottish’ Television appointed: ~ 
Erte Witkie as News editor .”. ‘Sir “Michael: Balcon. has. offered to. - 
sponsor. a student ‘cost: $220). at a week's. ‘seminar arranged: by the ||. 
Television Writing. Schoot for September . Choiceview. -tollvision: -- 
company bidding for, a UK. frurchise, invi ited” the: Pilkington. Com- 

» (Continued ‘On Page 36): 

. WBBM-radio combines its.annual:'summer .. : 
bash: with a remote ‘of: ‘its: mornirig music shows from the. poolside’ of ©: - 

: Ray Rayner --.- 

. Starting -next.Mon: :28)' Tan. Se Le 
" Carmichael reminisces over his: legit ‘experiences: “for. BBC. fadio’. ...°:: 



i Malvin-: Wald. . 

Harter. 

ee ber B:. whose : new, facilities. increas- j. 
- ed: the: numiber: of. cutting Toonis 

-» .duetions. 

_ : be 

i. ““yarious _professions,. with.:the sub- ‘Phoenix, KTVK preems “Films of 
-’ ‘jects playing themselves’ in the |.the 50's"-Sept,-2 in a Saturday,. 

' series. 

- « years ‘and- ‘utilizing. stock library 

“3.been cleared: ‘Deals ‘for -five: addi- 

©, Wednesday, August 28, 1961" ~~ 

Wh Flock Te Tahari on an} : 
‘Hollywood; “Aug. 99 

. “With ‘largescale: ‘expansion suit | 
underway. at its new headquarters (. 
here,. Wolper. Productions-is inthe’. 
midst. of its heaviest” ‘telemeritary:. 

. schedule.  New~ ‘deals: looking | | 
: ‘teward possible: ‘further’ expansion, | 

~ Shelley’ $ CE Seg 
Hollywood, ‘Aug: 28 

" Sheitay Berman's going: dramatic | 
in. a big.” way. 
pleted . a “Rawhide' episodie,, he’s! 

me . 

also “are ‘being | negotiated. 

Credit ‘for the. ‘expansion - is. ‘ate! 
at tributed - to’ the steppedap | de-' 
‘mand for pubaffairs. programming,’ 

a coupled. with the success of: other: 
- “Wolper vehicles. such as’ “The Race ! 

“for Space”. and, “Biography: of “ay ue for “Twilight -Zone.”..: AIL 
Rookie. : _ __-| three; incidentally, 
_Wolper this” ‘week “signéd. four! tries. 

Rew producers. bringing the: total « 

fen proguclon ‘managers New WB. Films of ole. 

‘Roster Attracts. 
ON ational Clients: 

cronick,- "arthur. Swerdloft and: 

Sev en” - Arts’ " Associated:. in’ “a 

. New -: -production,) | 
. Managers. are. Eddie. Edel Jr., Jack} 

' special. .study,. reports that Warner. 
Bros,. Films’. “of. -the .50’s” | IX’ 

“Mulcahy” -and ‘Sam Farnsworth. 

| product. is Attracting Joeal:;and‘n 

for: 
ile. dn ‘Which he’lE play the role 

| of a: -bookkeepér with a. retirement. 

“Pr reviausly he had ‘done. ry ‘gerloso | 

Bernhard “was. just -ap-}- 
pointed business: administrator for |’ 
the. company. ; 

“Right new: cutiers.s owere ‘this’ week | 
placed’ under thé wing of: supervis- |. 

‘ing: film. ‘editor Phillip - "R. |:Rosén- | 

_ from’ -three {to 10. - ‘Since’ moving.: 
‘info! larger:. headquarters, “Wolper. fall -prenieres. 

has: multiplied his: permaiiént...ex: j In" Denver, study - : : ly telates.. KEZ-! 
be rece slaft from 42. ‘to TY: on -Sept.-8 will debut’ “The | 

. (85. People.. 10:30° ‘Mavie,” Ja: new" -Monday:; 
oe Current ‘prog dict Hon: -sctiedule| the ough - Saturday’ - pix. showcase: 

includes: ? ‘primarily. scheduled. ‘with “Warner. 
“Tie Rafer: Johngon Story,” ‘a Bros, post-"48 product. Three :weeks 

‘full- hour: decumentary .special: for’! priot to the: ‘preem, the Time-Life: 
BBD3O, whieh Met. Stuart: ‘is pro: | outlet -is” 80°. ‘sold’ out* to such } 

‘ducing for — _Wotper-Sterling - -Pro*/ national, advérsisers as Céco-Cola; : 
ae aS {Ttalian. Swiss -Colony. Wines, Wrig-: 

‘at Tey Chewing Gum, Ford. ‘Dealers - “Holly wood:. The’ “Tatkiss,” 
the:! and, ‘Vick: Chemical, ‘in | addition to. 90- minute. >pecial, “tracing ™ 

“history of. Hollywood: and the: film ‘local -advertisers,. *: ; 
n< Chicago, WGN-TV. ‘fs now | ' -industry froni the advent of: sound | . 

to. the: -present.: ‘Documentary is. 95°>..seld out for -its: ‘new: feature. 
produced in -cooneration’ with the.‘strip: which will unveil “Films. of. 
Motion” Picture ..Producers .Assu. 1 thie. 50's” Mondays through. Fri- 
“and: will: be .a..séquel ‘to ““Holly-!' days’. ‘at: 10:15- p.m. starting. Sept. 
wood: The. Golden: Years,” ‘which 111. : -In- Amarillo, :KVII-TV . debuts |: 
NBC-TV: will air: Nov: 29 for Proc- ‘its’ weekly presentation of Warner: 

- ter. & Gamble. |. ve . Bros. product’on Sunday, | Sept..17. 
An order- for a ‘Series. OF 38 half-: -al- 10° ‘p.m. “ABC affil- is currently’ 

‘hour shows ‘for :Ziv-United ‘Artists 175°? > “sold .out-:to two local.:spon: 
titléd,."The Story .of.”- Shows. will | S0rs,.’ AmariHo } vational.Bank and 

behind-the-scene - ‘studies of |Fedway .. Department ‘Stores. In| 

_ Already in ‘ the--work “are 10 pm. slot, Six: weeks ago, 
episodes on ‘an entertainer; a test | had: already sold.-: ‘out the. entire ' 

pilot, a:matador, a: ballet. star « and. feature -frogram to. a- Tocal_ “home” 
x, Las Vegas. hotel ‘owner: "fbuilder, Halléraft Homes: - The 

me “as e- 

A projected biographical. series {~ In’ New York; WOR-TV's 
a for Official Films’ about outstand- Big. Pr review,” new ‘Tuesday night 
“ing: world figures of.: the. past ‘50. Ip Bost '50 ene Godtuct Sos” fully 

footage - froma : filmi. . collections: sporisored two weeks prior to “its 
“throughout - ‘the: world.” The. pilot,| debut. “including * many. ‘bluéchip 
““Biorello LaGuardia,” -was* de-! (national spot. advertisers. Ditto: in’ 

~ Jivered this week... Should. the o > 
 :tlon ‘for. the “sériesbe . picked : vup, [tte Nines whieh highlights. ‘Warn-: 
‘furt ‘fers: produc : further. expansion ‘of . Wolper. Pro: ; pms of the 
- ductions’. staff -will take: place. “| New" deals on’: 

“Three. hour-lorig . special. docu: j 50's" include --WXEX, Richmond, 
~ mentaries’ for NBC:TV’s “DuPont } : KMSP;. ‘Minneopolis, : “WMAR, Balti- 

Show of the. Week,’ ”. whose. titles mores WBIR, “Knoxville; Tenn., 
‘and subject. ‘matter. ‘will be an- and | WEMY, ‘Greensboro, N.C. 
“nounced as.scon as all-rights ave | ARE LORENTZ. FILMS. “tonal ‘specials. are” turrently, in. 

‘season ‘just: weeks away, there's a!. 

‘Having «just. com- 

now moving over to ‘the Revue lot} | 
“GE -‘Theatre” -starrinz* ve-: 

are. CBS" en- 

tional, ‘advertisers; prior: to their | 

station:| 

|. Eos. ‘Angeles, ‘with KHJ’s. “Thea-: 

TV-FILMS 3 

SPURTS 
— FEATURES TOT ies Tica Actors, Incensed 

Over Telepix Censoring by Webs, 
Plan Taking Their Beefs to FCC 

22 
\ With the rallying ory oot let's 
i show it to Minow,” a rebellious 
group of waiters actors and adsiste 
tors swld) ta omuuber same 3! 

thase chatlenzed the authority. of 
Pnetuark censars te dt oa lime and 
dare them to step aver it Siar ting 
under the dasis at the ayhiters’ 
“an eke attitude the ie tes 

peantimcent is plating te take ats 

_ sd UPERADED 
* With the ‘debut of. the. new fall 

healthier ‘climate aboard. in- syn-.- Holly woud -Aun 
‘dication. First- -runs, reruns - ads. 
‘feature ‘pix are finding a. ‘more re- 
ceptive market. 

Spurt: of. buying admittedly: comes ; 5. 
‘at a-time w hen. there’ ‘> just: a “hand-.! 
ful ‘of. first-run half-hour. serjes ‘on / 
the ‘market. And ‘among ‘the ont-3 
network. ‘propertie ‘s. the. baying 1s} 

‘Hidden ‘Assets 
Sone vet verformers find 

. themsely ex offstage as “voices 
for cartoon char acters. 
. Roster con “Dick | Trav” 
series, which debuts ths fail 
ou WPIX. NY includes Fve- 
rett .Stoane, the voice af lin’ the ‘direction of What's consid. ‘ ; oe 
sleuth Tracy: Benny Rugin as ney grad -the. . commercial . WIinNe+s 

f Nevertheless, deals are being. write. Wie Jitsu” -- Nipponese’ pri- appeal divect ta the Federai Coen. 

ten at a: faster pace and “it's ‘wel-, Vatereyve; Paul: Frees. another himunmieationS  Conmassion ctaut- 

‘| cotiied by the prograni/suppliers, |. heat tw and vadio vet Ban. 
Features- to-ty field: also is* On at? . Heat Ou il Go-Go ae i Tarues the stances Ghat the bia: 

Jupward sales .curve. °° United! LE eap O'Callory™ and “Be Fooneilers fuse taal ai-uada- 
Artists - ‘Associ: ated in under stood to _"Eves.” ee Stood cad inasanterpreded the sa 

| be. doing « welk.: Seven “Arts ASSO “ae-liog af Neston Wines a te 
‘ciated, - distributing. post’48 War- - jm. dle of wraiines vielence acd 

ner Bros product, Weekly reports « Revue Buy: S$ 50 a bse wesine Cie aewal teu a ty 
ne ty sales. Metro’ FV on: ity post-° \) O Ppreepansmvets : the ai sendeat! shad 
48's is. ti¢king. of sales) althouth § i Wwouthd die a shat nee fa 

er the. markets: of -N..¥s and Las Wetein San dor ts persian. re 

| Teer Interest Angeles. the « .hold- tie- -prive- -line “paet fa scaw tothe POC ame at toe 
Vpohes of Metro) thas. yet to win sta- filucs lindsa fice Reed Bae 

Lions) in: these. two major markets sial of (Hee Gum Wal Dias: ° 
Metro. is léonfident: though:: that} F one af Che severest critics af me f+ 
deals, in: N: ¥. and Las. Angeles will ord Work ¢antios., was af fits® ops. 
come. with.time °°” posed but othe drda' care to pet 

coed in Wastunstun redtaoe av 
those who aQppase vialenie in aity 

; for mm 

Mata in seeret at the homes 

Of those whe cham fhat the ned 
Work spotisars Iaave taken mutters 
into thes osan hands to Ube ean. 
plete dasresare of the sentiments 
of the FCO the swoup was te vae- 

“tual agieemenf that dicect actien 
is needed heequse “Cwe're geting 

“nowhere wath the netwarns, ‘Die 
. guilds, te which the cacbels’ hee. 

_ handling “the. “Gomaleo. productiogs a& partner- 
210 C o-. ship: owned by George Gobet and 

‘Tumbia: ‘pix in ‘a. major packase and ) David O'Malley. has sold its 0's 
:50.in ati. action group; is plasing the interest in “Leave It te Beaver” 
{slow but steady: -approach in- its dis- ; series fot $1. 000.000 to Rev ve Pro-! 
tribution, ,duc tions. 

[* “Major: development: this season | robel fs now in NY rehearsing 
pout in the fitst-ruti. field is’ the se the musicals “Let It Ride" slated 
rcent on station sales, as opposed 10! to for Broadwav ‘this fall Fhe N Y¥ 

ithe direct to regional sponsor deals. | Jegi. commitment was: said to have 
jrhe: ZivelA ‘announcement of” in-i prompted Gobel and (Malley to 

itial sales on’*Everglades,” picked} sever’ their. _velationship with the 
fup by. 23 stations, isthe. sign of the.) “Beaver” series, and. negotiations - & 
times. : There: are. some regionals‘ fer the § sale. of their interest in the “Tone have one vert toe arry farsata cadet 

| around, as ‘well as‘ direct to local: show Jas hecn underway for seve Inte the “sient” campare ta fet a 
ladvertiser sales,. ‘but. in:-eompari-- eral -months: {the web. ta loosen the reiuis ‘that 

son.to previous. years, the pool of; ‘Gomaleo Productions, -howeser, have bridled creatively" 
‘tregionals available: scems depleted. + “Will femain .active. and ‘develap- — Outspoken agamst the practise 
| That's: a “major headache of the! ; ments are going forward on several of makitus directors “toe the me”? 
‘current syndie. economy and. wean- * other: series ideas and.tv specials Js. Richaid Donner, sho les dite 
‘ing. Ahos¢”. direct- Lo- “Sponsor -. sales ? for the. future. “Beaver” has just reete@. mans segs of * Have Caen, 

back: be*they regional. sr local, completed its fourth season and is Wil Trave!" amd oWagon “train 
‘might. “well - ‘he th: ‘syndie ‘biz's | currently. filming its “61-62. HO- While ali scripts aire stdbatted ta 

major . ‘project for: the next Bon) around for ABC TY. Joe Connelly a netwatkh befare the start al pra- 
around. , Tang: Bob. Mosher, creators and writ. duction, be cited an istance of 
“Directly: tied to ‘the depleted res! ers of . “Beaver. ” retain: then ine Where a shooting script ot tava 

-Sereen “Gems. 
‘largest- group of post- "48's, 

gional. sponsor -pool ‘is -the tighten-; terest. PGun" was approved by the UBS. 
yee ive rae raed the ‘local time. | |v contimuts acceptimee depaet 
‘Argument 1s at the majo. real: . INent and then the oremesh cat 
problem ‘of the. syndication . biz is. “hacked to -preees” He orecalied 
the growing ‘encroachment ‘of the | WP K Takes Cue From. another instanee of a "Waton 
networks “on. what.-has. heretofore | 
-been local time ‘periods.. _Prob-{ 
ability of-netwarks giying back tinte |: 
to ‘stations, without being force ed to] 
-do so. from: Washington, . is con-_ 
‘sidered’ remote.. “Networks -may. 

TTran” jn which Bette Davis and 
| John Melntie walked off togzethes 
“Its hard to beheve.” says Don- 
ner,” that the seene Was ordered 
“foned dew becesuse to Utes 1 
comvfoted a sex rendes. ous” 

Yankees, Batting Out 
Some Nielsen Honiers 

Mickey Mantle’s and Roger 
‘Maris’: frequent sub-orbital flights. shave". trouble: selling. “off. all their , The arikdovn has been 40 

option time :in these. days. of min- i around NY. bases for he ee severe aud uncalled for, saud Don- 
‘ute ‘buys, but they, are ‘reluctant, draw’ ‘the ‘largest tv sports nidi.. net, that “Dick Beone has Jost al 
indeed, . to give up time periods| : . 
once: won, “Fronthe network point ences"in. WPIX's recent history. 
f view ti be ak: “According to a recent Nielsen: 

of view, a. time period’ may 4 ‘survey,-the longest ballgame played :- 
loser this season. out...but it. repre-! :by the Yanks. this season.- Sunday's 
Sents a-money potential for future ‘46; contest with the Twins --which | 

j seasons. and should not be relin- | ran four hours. and 26 minutes; 
«| quished: There. are exceptions 10) <cored the highest rating of the! 

this network. point of view, but.in; yankee telecast season. The game | 
{general the expanded network Op- ‘atiracted 55°. of the total tv audi- | 

; his ‘enti aasin” A more dedicated 
‘Continued ou pare 42: 

2 More Set For 
Intertel Project 

on 

{tion time’ schedule supports that’ ence and attained a rating of 14 2 — 
viewpoint.’ topping all tv station competition ! London, Aug a negotiation. 

Pitt aud Europe ( On | 
anny Budd, Anka 

VaBe’ Films. prexy Henry: G. ‘Plhitt 
- ‘ts off to Europe on.a number: of: 

production. projects. In-London,. he 
- will. confer: with execs of- Granada 
_ Films of -London on’ :an: upcoming. 
‘Paul’ Anka. -hourlong. spetial which | 
ABC’ Films is coproducing... . . 
:While in’ Berlin, Plitt ‘will’ con 

elude arrangements .. to-.. filmi ° the 
.". ‘pilotof a’ projected network hour- 
_: long entry: on the adventirres: of. 

- Lanny Budd. based on -the Upton: 
. Sinclair noy els. According : 4 Plitt.. 
‘other .films in ‘this:series also willy 2. 

TO ‘fequire- certain foreign. locales,” as:}.:: .. 
~“ well.as American. cities:.such' as}: 
: - Washington and New York. 
_ Another hourlong. pilot, based ‘on’ 

eae -gtoties from the. Bible ..is* being 
‘7 :produced in Rome’ with ‘Ariana |- 
“Television. Films of that city. 
_. While in-Rome, Plitt will. ‘finalize 
a cast and production, "arrangements. 

- SET-FOR. NET WEB.” 
“pare ; " Lorentz’s \ - documentary } 

‘Alms, > produced | -for. the: :Goyern-|-! 
‘-ment; w ‘ill-be seen’ for the first: time 

In’ the rerun’ “telefilm syndicated | 

ing.” 

[.ditures closely and the’ properties : 
they now .buy, they expect. to be 

| telecasting shortly. Jn. priog ‘years, 
when - ty. stations. were younger, 
there . was a ‘good deal of: “shelf 

o ‘Continued on page 42° 

oN 8 Bigtime: Guestars 
* ‘London, Aug 22 " 

Jo. Stafford: ‘hourlong vidtaped 

nationally on. ty through ‘the new 
National. Educational’ - “Television 
series, “Lorentz ‘on: Film.” 

“ The four 90-minute programs be- 
Bin ‘on the NET web. of. more than. 
50 tv. stations, Sept. 22. Each: ‘pro- 
gram:--contains a discussion ‘be-| . 
tween. Lorentz and - film producer} 
‘Charles. Rockwell. of: one aspect .of | 
fiim.: ‘technique cand. a: complete |. 
showing ‘of thé. film. Itself.” Series | 

includes Lorentz’s Wr lant for Lite *pseries being made by Associated ; 

and’ “"The River.” WGBH-TV, Bos-| Tlevision _ has | a. who's: who” roster.of show. biz zuesiars. 
ton,- produced for. NET. : Edward} ‘List ‘inéludes: .Peter Sellers; Ela: 
Foote was, producer: and Dor, me Fitzgerald; ‘Claire Bloom. Kenneth 
Heck, “@irector. area , ‘More. Ros - Castle, Rosemary 

-| Clooney, ~ Mel Torme, “E.d-die- 
Fremantle's: ‘OF Tie « Kookie) Byrnes, Peter .Lawford-. 

:Fremantle .. International : tn al and: -Peggy Lee. Regular’ comple- 
deal. with Official Films has taken! ment includes the Polka Dots male ; 
on ‘distribution pabroga - of . five i quartet. .a male and gal chorus dine. . 
‘series... backed ‘by: a full: orchestra. 

. Skeins- included in the. deal are} Show will be” handled ‘fur tele-- 
“Peter Gunn,” “Mr. Lucky,” “Wire casting ‘outside ‘the: UK. by Inde-* 
“Service.” “DuPont~ Theatre” and pendent: Television. Corp. - ‘ITC* 
rw aney. Derringer.” woe BOW. completely owned by: ATY.. 

field, here: ‘S-very little “shelf. buy-! 
‘Television: stations are re-- 

‘ported to be. ‘watching tv expen-! 

in the NY. “metropolitaie area 
Wath: Mantle! ‘and Maris threat- 

‘enirig~ Babe “Ruth's 5 longstanding ° Atnotraten Broade Soin Carp. an] 

homerun record, viewer imterest” Associated Redifla pate has adatom 
-in ‘Channel, ‘11's baseball telecasts of teethine traubles =a the sds age 

‘is greater: than that of 1960. During of production delays) and cest 
‘July, 1961. Nielsen ivsearch shows program will be under way at tc9 
‘the WPIX telecasts averaged a 9) i besinnines of | September 15'3 

rating which is a 21% inerease + Living With A Giant” amd cil 
over July of last year In the nine ‘ype aate hot Canada makes ate 
Ramies telecast im August of tins as newibor of the US Rastber 
year, “the rating average ig 102 progziam grated?) pea fear prrgactian 

an increase: of 52° over the same jater tig. fall os one de akan watta 
Snamber of Zames.. teler ast during elect. of ES: finan ial and al epeanecd 

; Aust. 1969. athe word 

‘1 Both vodfilue- sail be 
im _ AR pradar tor ‘aeaatts 

Rocky’ to Venezuela expected ty cr) atau Sustrn 
(Bat acesrdang te Jenn “Ts VDsb ora, 

“Rocky: and His Friends." now (4.42 gratia bopper aged mt ader 
being: dubbed. Into Spanish. hav. of aite-tel oa the projest aru +s 

|, been sold in Venezuela for at early Srasseds ec eePesgs aa ta bee mm shendsy a 

The Intense) project 
Westinghouse Broade a. tity 

TASTE SIS 4 
Cut, 

[2 - 

—_-" pr eiuee 
aed ang 

| 

fail start. SMa Shee for fhe imstiater, Tg 
_ According to Peter Mo Piech . kace. Of Sagan’ series asl caer 
‘prey of Producers Associates of eats cast 

- Television, which produces the se-: 0 World resceas for ‘Twa faces,’ 

Ties in association with Jay Watd say VWeMetian «ere auiqer ed 
| Productions. skein will start tele-j prosae. eared Si9e Oil fie 
casting this fallin Japan and Can [thier € S markets tuo ont Isa 
ada Kiddse show also has been sold { beraine (ore ressrcd. appareed © 

wfin England. and has be en plasing |: cage NTOM Blase thal there a a ing 
in Austrolia for nearly Byes! now fiuarkel for tus. Kink of prose an.” 
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If you’re the head. of the: house, if you're under 40, if there 
are 5 or more in your family, these: astronomical numbers, 
should come as no great. surprise. 

America’s younger, larger, post-war ‘families are, of. 
course, the nation’s biggest consumers, Of Everything. 

Every day, for a gargantuan. instance, they gulp down 
47,900,000 quarts of milk. Every month they. brush their 
way through 6.173, 000 tubes of toothpaste. * 

‘Their appetite for television ‘is is: “equally devouring. Par? 
ticularly, as the chart shows, for :ABC.Television. -*:. 

Indeed, it would: be odd if. ABC-TV; programmed as it’ 
“fs for the youriger, larger family, were not well aliead: of. 
Nets Y &.Z in delivering this ‘all-consuming audience, 
‘Slide-rule this numerical advantage against ABC’s Tower’ 

“cost of reaching these big spenders and‘ you've got: ‘the. ° 
“answer to some. mighty profitable _ television advertising. 



. . so ta tes oan . oe 

a ceeds . 
. : ‘oo gepe emer wae ae. vTebemesweseen Se oes permmberverrererscees ss - 

tle . ater . o . . 

_ Nielsen Reports 
. show that 

younger, larger 
families eat up: 

ABC-TV | 

NETWORK |. 
_*Source: Product coasumption projected from “Life's: Study ‘ot 
“Consumer Expenditures.” ' 

~ Source: ‘Nielsen TV Inder, ‘Average - Acdierce, Dec: 1969 to” 
‘June 21, 1961;.Monday through Saturd day, 7: 30-11: 00 PM; 
Sunday, 6:30-11: 00 PM.: 
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SOR MORE 
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Here's how to spend your ad dollars where they do the most: 

geod. Buy “BREAKFAST CLUB.” NEWS, “PL AIR,’ SPORTS or 

SPECIAL EVENTs on ABC RapIo. You'll seil the young adult. 
You'll sell the consumer who buys more of almost everything. 

For example, Federal Reserve Board Statistics show that dur- 

ing 1960, young adults (18-44) have bought 59° cof all refrig- 

eraters; have bought 62 of all washers; have bought 60%. 
ef all TV sets. But whether it’s phonographs or food, auto 

mobiles or aspirin, you can bet that young adults buy more - 

for themselves and their families. If you want to reach them, 
your best Det is ABC Radio — first with young adults. FIE 

‘Wednesday, August’ 23 9. 1961. 



on ‘afford *° any. 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

Bi A Pats WERE [fet ny Pe “Associated-Rediffasion, Landon’ s weekday. ‘web, has formed a 10: "} 
“gman. ‘committee—comprising | ‘a mémber .ffom: each: department. 
-' -within the web whois. concerned. with. ‘programming—to. submit ‘a. 
-:; report on the: shape ‘of one “full week's: programming three years -. 
* hence. Plan is to make this. report ‘the “basis for’ discussion. which. 
<Leould well evolve the web's. future: progr amming policy.” | if 

Move, initiated by program controller John McMillan; fsa m ajor ‘le 
‘effort by the web to anticipate—or éven create—public taste in en- °° 

" tertainment.. And,.acctording to: McMillan, the public. is already. . 
-. starting to- tire. of ‘the .same ’ old “diet. Previously‘ “safe” “‘fornula 
shows which ‘no longer répresent a ‘big-draw here..are the basis of 
MeMillan’s. thoughts towards pioneering into new. fields. of . enter- 

aa portions. 
Actording: -to McMillan; day “to-day ‘thinking, even quarter-to- 

+ :.quarter. thinking: is:‘no’ longer enough.if commertial tv is to survive” 
“as the. leading: light of U.K. show biz: Current. doldrums of'U S:.tv’- 
‘{s a direct result’ of the “play, safe” attitude: of. -sponsors, ne “says, 
and it; would happen. ‘here: if Webs did not, plan at least:’ one: year 

tainment and enlightenment.” 

ahead, : 
Says. MeMiltan: “Te picked; nll’ young “men ‘for: ‘this cominittier. be- oe 

cause. they are not so: bound up in the: day-to-day running of the . 
“network and because they ate less likely ta -be stuck. in any -ruts.: 
“When the report. is completed. we'lt sit: down ‘ahd match: hitter exe 
perience” ‘against “it. JACR's. future . policy could, weil corte’ ‘out . of 

- . this.” 

ceplacement 
” smainly. ‘because; of the “poor quality’ of ‘American programs" 
“because. “A-R- is’ not ‘content. to stand at the. end. of a production _ 
line waiting for exactly the’ same farmula’ show to come through.’ ” 
US. ‘shows, he says,“all look: the same these. days. ‘A-R can pr: ‘duce 7 
equally as good ones—and ‘with the: benefit ai British actors. eos 

“ABC Ratio Gets Tough on Affi 

Sharp ‘upswing, in: ABC Radio's +— 
biz over the past: year has infused | 
s0 Much confidencd in the web's. 
execs. that. they: ‘halve. ‘adopted - a 

“get in.or get out” stance towards | 
. affiliates. -Insistence, by: the: web | 
on 100% clearance oa the lineup {- 
of basic radio netwatk: shows was 
spelled out to the 75 ABC affiliates 
gathered in N.Y. Monday, (21) for. 
the: eastern regional. meet and the 

“affils. accepted the demand - as. a 
: matter ‘of course. 

‘on getting. 100% ‘clearance is in- 
-. “dicated by the. “fact ‘that. it -can- 

“. eplled: contracts: with affilfetes. in. 
_° 14 markets over. the past year and 
‘ffs understood that -10° more -are: 

* glated to go. Other stations willing 
“to. go along’ With the web shows 
are filling in. ABC Radio now has 

“$388 affils, having added a:record 
° number. of. 66 stations during: the TV. 

st yea . 
. *. oe 

The. radiu. “web's. basle: program bow: 

tneun on ‘which. .100% .clearance | 

$s a must, includés the “Breakfast. 
Club.” “Fiaix,": the. block news 

_geveral - five-minute . news - ‘strips: 
J! Robert R. Pauley, .ABC..v.p:. over 
- the radio network; said the web: has |: 
kept its pledge not ‘td. slip. any } 
extra shows into the network. pat] 
‘tern and now the. web isin a posi: | 
tion-to ask for solid backing from |: 

We. Can: no. longer | - 
sham. * affillations,” 

| Comniittee; the ‘body backed. hy 18 
‘entertainment unions, is planning 

to” "make: representations.’ to .BBC- 

” its” affiliates... 

: : ‘Pauley stated: - 
~ “ABC 9Radio’s. show ef. -gtrength 
: has been-sparked by the steady up- 

“biz.: According swing in: network . 
“tod Duffy, the web's sales chief, 

“gales for: the’ fourth’ quarter of this 
...year. are already 130%. ovér the 
~. game period: last. year. with snore, 
bir. still to come. into. the dil. 

BC: 
Col. 

- ABC-TV Has wrapped. up’ an un- 

Vs 106 On 
_disuat "$100,000". picture-plugging. 

-.!, deal. ‘with. ee Columbia: Pictures in 
“behalf. of ' the’ Frank: ‘Sinatra-. 

° Spencer. Tracy..starrer, “Devil” At 
“Four - O'Clock.” 

_ bought.” four. : quarter ‘hours. on. 
: ABC's 6 .p.m. nevs ‘stanzas, .start- 

“ling Sépt.-23 and to be'spread -out 
_ 7 ever a-four. or six-week. period, as 
‘part ‘of. 2 nationwide drive in’ be-. 
-half ‘of the film's release. ‘The net- 
work. buy - will. hit 110: markets | 
‘simultzneousiy.”’ = -- 

‘In’ the past, picture’ compariies | 
have. plugged. their’ “product: on ‘tv | 
on a.regional basis geared to a slow. 
Fun-off. of -top’ films. Col's- ‘buy: on 

-- ABC represents the’ first time. that 
- §-film ‘eampany. is using. a National 
netw ork: ‘Proniotion. 2 

"McMillan! says AR has been “consciously working. tow. sind the’ 7 
of “US.. material: with. :-E.K.- material. for .sonve time; 

-sale. of KRGV. and: ‘KRGV-TV to 

Kenco’ ‘Enterprises Inc. Sale. ‘price 

_ 4 $1,000, 000. 
That ABC. Radio. means business. ¥ 

shows from 6:30: to: 7:15. pa: and | 

' Gerald. Croasdell, whois. also gen- 
. eral: ‘sécretary of British -Equity,, 
4 says’ that. although’ the. clause in. 

-Mercial: tv contractors must ‘supply 
ta: “proper proportion” ‘of British. 

~ 4. Material. in Programming, it does v. Phosing| 

“posed. 

‘mainly due, to documentaries in: 

: Columbia has} 

US... by. 

“London, Aug. 22 

‘and 

ce as Biz Swings 
lady Bird Sells Texas” 
_ Stations for $1,000 000) 

+ “Weslaco, Tex, Aug. ‘22. 

The: LBS’ ‘Co: has. announced. the: 

of the ‘ewo outlets: was in’ excess, of ; 

“LBY Co. is" owned by Mrs: (Lady: 
Bird) Lyndon B. Johnson, wife of. 
Vice President Johnson who also 
owns KTBC and KTBC-TV, Austin. 
Kenco: Enterprises Ine. has: main. 
Offices in. Sioux ‘Falls, S..D. _..: 

i oe on ‘Keilam;: ‘prez of LBJ, sald 
the. proceeds ‘of the sale would -be 
used to- improve facilities, of of TBC 

At BBC: $ Hike hh : 
__ Foreign Shows 

. London, Aug. 22. 
"Radio: and’ ‘Television Safeguards 

TV about - the : ‘increaze ; in the use 
‘of foreign (and that means Amier-|p 
ican) - material: © RTSC ‘secretary, 

the. Television Act states that com-: 

not: effect’ ‘BBC-TV 
_ Currently, BBC-TV. estimates. it: 

uses 15°) foreign . product AS op-. 
to 10° - in’ the. past.. In-. 

creased’ showing: of U.S.: shows is: 

the..“Project 20". and “CBS Ré 
ports” - category. and ’-not to . pure: 
entertainment’. shows, says. BBC.| 
‘According ~ 
would like: the ‘government: to-es-}.-° 
tablish“ a-ceiling on foreign. ere 
‘gramming ‘aired’ in the 
both: @xisting: tv- webs ‘and an. any - 
web that. is created: in: the. future. 

to: Croasdel!; 

‘ULR. 

“Ta date, ‘he thinks’ BBC-TYV has 
shown. a ‘great: deal” of. common 
sense“with its rationing of foreign 
items and he’ hopes to get .certain 
assurances forthe future. BBC-TV#|- 
itself expects an ‘Increase in over= 
Seas ‘content. though not: from the | 

way: 

set up: ‘This i is: gq: et BBC’ project. 

contestants, » 
program: producers ‘are in a tan-| hour ‘special, 

‘+ {time. “According to ‘Jerry Hammer, 

= jhead.of the ‘production comipany 
| which. turned. up with ‘the “Camou- 

a flage”. series on. ABC-TV, the quiz 

: and. game: ‘shows are: and: should bel 

only - ‘Fegarded . as’ the. salad, and ; 

RTSC oa 

of _ the.-Eurovision, ‘a 

UE EYE ON ue 
_ By HERM. SCHOENFELD: 

” The ‘quiz: and : game. shows | are,| 

making a strong . comeback - trom | 

the ‘holocaust ‘of - rigging : disclos- | 

ures, but are being. carefully held. 

down to. modest - and. honest. ‘pro- 

to: the - ‘point of being. easily suck- 

{ered... again - by. hokey. nail-biting 

‘network exers and: ‘Fonda. 

dem : ‘effort: to. guarantee. that 

7 can't” “happen here again.’ (At. -pres-' 

ent: there are_ about 2) such: shows j iw ill’ utilize the. six - 

riding . ‘the -nelwork~ Schedules in: ‘commereial 

daytime alone.) - , 

|.» Firstly there's: no’ chance that | & 
: this type of: show will be given a nouncements ‘saying that the. pro- 

; chante to FUN - amok as.it once 

did over the cream’ “programming 

not the. - “piece de. ‘resistance, - of 

video" S programming: menu. “And. 
‘as such, - ‘these. ‘gtanzas are. only 

a part .of the’ “overall balanced diet |. 
| that. video trying -to 

asserted, imoreover,. 

is still 
‘achieve. ee ag 

Hammer: - 
|that-the day of the big: money give- 
jaways has {rrevocably passed away. | 
The more spectacular. the prize, the} 
stronger . swag. the. temptation © to 
give it special dramatic impact, @ 
situation which led to the pyramid- 
ing of ‘fake hysteria until. the cops. 
rang down the curtain on the: old 
giveaway. shows. ee 

The. new crop’ of. quiz and: game: 
shows, : in fact,:are not dealing in 
cash prizes at all, . accenting mer- 
chandise. giveaways: instead. Ham- 
mer. pointed. out, that: dream-items,: 
like. an. expensive’ ‘car: ora ‘trip 
around. the world, have. ‘virtually’ 

viewers as did the cash. bonanras 

. Another. key. difference. between’ 
ob the ‘current and the defunct quiz 

lity with tv: requirenents, Hammer 
‘said. the’ old quizzers were. furida- 

‘to television..He said new quiz and 
game..shows,-on.the other hand, 
are designed: for visual. impact: 
Hence, the - contemporary: ‘game 

them. alive. 

-Hammer, who has ‘come. up with 

houette,”’- ‘with... Hugh Downes. as 
emcee, 49 also also shifting into other 
program | areas ‘in recognition of } stri 

‘quiz-and-game shows’ potential. 
He's. producing a series. of musical 
‘and.-variew stanzas, under the title 
of “World of Entertainment.” with 
strong. likelihood of a distribution 
deal “with Associated’. Television. 
Program will. be: filmed on. loca-: 
tion. in. ‘various overseas locales. 
with name and offbeat. talent. Ham-. 
mer also: has ‘a commitmént from] | 
the World of Foods Corp.. a N; Y. 
World's: “Fair exhibit, to do-2a. food. 
show from the exposition (when it. 
opens. in. 1964. 

yelled for the: new season 

the same. psychological grip on |. 

shows make their way as straight: 
entertainment without needing the | 
hypo: of . giant Jackpots to. keep 

a new. celebrity panel. show, “Sil-: 

the inherent :limitations on. the. 

| Businessman Wants Better 
~ Shake on Spotting of TV Blurbs : 

Yorkin Lear s Family’ 
As P&G CBS Special 

. Although: the: public. ap- |. _ Producers. Bud. Yorkin ‘and Nort aie cmititee Nas os ftiae bo. 
. parently loves ‘env: -all over again man Lear -have sold. a special to loge ye, 

Practer & Gamble, maker af: Cre st 
toothpaste, tentatively titled “the 
Family,” ‘to be emceed hy Henry | r 

gram is being..made = available as 
a salute to the dental profesien - 
‘through the courtesy of Provter & 
Gambie,. maker of Crest tooth- 
‘paste. Planned hour special, slated 
for Feb. 6, is said to be a suries 
of Jight sketches. . 

CBS-TV Incepting 
Double Cross-Plug ; 
In Daytime Switch 

- Another change in CBS-TV sales 
policy, this one affecting the after- 
noon web program bloc, v8 ew 

ew: 

plan allowed double cross plugs to: 
&@ sponsor. - 

Plan, -although widely used in: 
‘1 one.form or another by competing } 
NBC-TV and ABC-TV, represents ; 
.a departure for CBS-TV. The dou: 
bie cross plug principle is aimed at 
‘stretching the reach of the spon- 
sor. message... by placing. the com- 
mercials in different time segments : 
and days.’ ° 

. CBS-TV, despite. the departure, 
still is. ‘selling quarter-hours in its 
‘afternoon shows. The. departure at j 

‘| this ‘point is being initially confined 
te some. of the affernvon shows. 
They ‘are:. “Love ‘of: Life,” “Pass-; 
wore,” “Millienaire, * and.“Verdict 
Is Yours.” 
TV got into the minute: participa-; 

mentally’ ra dio ‘shows converted ‘tion act on its remaining availabil- 
ities in its shows for the fall ‘sea- - 
son.: Altered policy was followed by : 
-a rash of biz, putting the web over ; 
the 95%. sold out mark for the new 
season. 
Switch in’ the ‘afternoon sales 

policy oceurfed as the web wrote 
{new daytime biz. The two news 
shows to be introed in the fall have. 
been ficked up, with S.C. Johnson : 
taking the five-minute strip andi 
eee the 3:55  five- minute | 

‘Beat Foods has. taken five alter- 
nate quarter hours for a short term 
period, as an additional buy. Camp- 
bell Soup and Peppridye Farms, an: 
affitiate company, have bought a_ 
combination of afternoon quarter j 
hours. and morning minutes. Heub- | i 
‘Jein:- for. A-1 Steak Sauce hou: ght! 
morning minutes for a nine-week. 
period stariing in the fall. 

Kellogg bought afternoon quar- 
ter-hours and inorning minutes In 
November,. Rexall has bought 
morning minutes for the month of 
September. 

~ RCA ‘Color Nights’ 
ROAY thas set aside ‘three “color nights” to promoie- its tint’ 

;. Dec. 6 as the three nights. 
Ww set tine this fall: Manufacturer has picked Oct. 4, Nov 1 and 

“Color nights”. ‘are ‘set’ to match heavy color. prograinmitig by 
-NBC-TV (all are: Wednesdays) ,and cover : what RCA figures are- 
‘peak. set selling: periods. -Itll ive RCA set dealers a chance for 

. almost ‘continuous in-store coler.- demonstrations: — 
. Additionally, RCA-will («ke advantage of the new NBC. -TV-Walt 

’ Disney. tieup... Mahufacturer 31 - £0 in heavy. for promotion and 
vadverti sing on Disney. 
“by RCA.» RCA fs oper ing 
dn. the September! Reader’ > ‘Digest to “a eleome” 

‘Sun lav night ‘series is. being co-sponsored 
the cainpaign with a full color spread 

Disney to tise foid. 

In. the nighttime. CBS- | 

-" Washunston. Aug 2" 
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Jeial. time will be: tatrned: user 16 oy eta tie dees atteg pnt 
the American Dental Asen, which $j Rep Dale Vie PP Ars 0 Vian: 

chmnules of = 4), eve date os ame? Vas amt as 
‘time. fur - nie mMASES gh. Proteaceae of Vabs foets 

Jabout Dental ‘Health W eck Cay al } bis ‘Li 1 as tie Ble & 

“P&G, whose agency is. Benton Cyperus aged © oe eth 
‘Bowles, ‘plans to have two ale Pubys og sesseBienatact ates 

iat Fhe Viaeaee 
fhesetet 

pesoned tap ages 

Jbnsats matters. 
> broadcasting dssites 
siead oon the 
predahle estent 

However, tf wanld seem: sate to 
cobwetiie Prant fie vets peendsa 
of the investizstion tbat tre 
proach Wilt be antho neiuask, 
not anti-broadcasting 

Pay ty will came up at fhe beur- 
Ings. but «a subcaninimttee sconce 
demvd previous repurts Fass sruaz 

‘this topic would receive top atten- 
tion. 

Probabiy the mast important fact 
{about the investigation ix that the 
{Small Bayiness Canimittee has ne 
authority (to eupinate legislation. 

(It can only. pass on its recomimen- 
‘dations to the legislative commit- 
, Lees, Also, Alford 19 commonly 
regarded ps among the Hghtweiht 
members of the House in teins of 
pull with the leadership. 

, Alford said his subcommitive 
, can make a substantial contmbu- 
‘ tion to small business” by looking 
iinto compiaints that small business 
can't get desired tv blurb time. 
His group will also look into the 

1 question of whether small] firms 
“are capable of participating in 
this form of advertising.” The Jaw- 
maker clasmed the hearing agenda 

:would include phases of the tv in- 
dustry which have been skirted 

j by. other Congressional units, Miat- 
ters to be scrutinized would in- 

| clude: 
ext ‘J. “Under the broad janguare of 
existing tederal laws on broad- 

{casting what practices and polices 
have developed which adversely 
affect or impede small business ° 

2. “Whit programs and tinie 
periods on tv are reserved excli- 
‘sively for the larger national net- 
i work advertisers ” 

3. “Do the national advertisers 
unduly influctice the networks and 
network provramming.* 

4, “Whal mught be done to im- 
-prove existing laws to help smail 
business am this field.” 

“Veou.d pay tv simulate. ‘pe 
vate: enterprise 10 establish outlets © 

i( ‘onunued on pa 42° 
oe 
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30 TELEVISION REVIEWS. “Wednesday; August 23. “W961. 

BRERLIN—ACT OF WAR? 
Wath “Charlies C oliingwood, 

Schorr, others 
Producer: Perry Wolff 
Eurecter: Vern Diamond 
60 Mins.. Fri. 8:30 p.m. 
POLAROTI 

€ES-FY ‘filmi 
thor g's Pete. Ie 

- Pan 

ooh ie 

As ap: citer eave pootange af nen 

Ane. vhs tae Praet cates pact vert to 

pet arG poceryp tated the rurtecit 

eaplonve batt wet Beriua sitaa- 

tien. thie CbSSPV heur qdocinsebe 

tary, ‘Benin vet OF War? 

PIGVeG bh @maner:is sate factors 

and edsasg ceb oS. an historteal 

recap Gf 0 Who-tides hal-to- hom 

gomg Lack to 45, uw had a vahie 

far than-sendimig the usual day-to- 

day Conleinporaneeus  ne-ssreel 

COVED AEG For it fortified the view- 

€: with a sseeping, Wf not always 
complete objecthee. background 

etuds of the eventiul post-World 
War Hl strategies and shenanigans 
and the 16 ,ecars of dramatie cpi- 
odes that were mnevitably to build 
up ta the present histerie “fgot- 
note to a Soviet hottoot.? 

Since the meat of the docu- 
mentary Tay oan ihe past, rather 
than the present or the future. 
thus stripping the program ofa 
bult-n: 0 spontaneous combustion 
erdinanly inherent im the chronicl- 
ing of events no older than’ an 
eight hour  Bonn-to-N.Y. 
pelled film clip, it’s all the more 
remaikable that this CBS “brief- 
ing” sparked as much excitement 
as it did 

With anchor man Charles (ol- 
lingwood deplayed in the vital 
Helmstedt sector, check point’ on 
the East German border, and Dan 
Schorr treating the commentary 

QUESTION OF LIFE 
With Mark Evans, others 
Exec Producer: Mel Baily 

60 Mins.; Mon. (21), 16 -P.m, 
WNEW-TV,-N. ¥. © : 
, An informative, and in many 
* a\S an arresting documentary, on: 
he subtect of cancer, opened this 

~enses Cn diedical problems, titled | 
“ane tion of Life“ The series will! 
Le played on other Metromedia | 
Stations and judging from the in- |. 
thaier, if promises to be in the best 
tracbtions of pubaffairs program- 
ming and deserves even wider ex-: 
posine via piaidates on- hon-metro- ; 
media stations. 

For. the most part the hour tele- - 
menlaty was Straight’ exposition, ° 

with Matk Evans ‘serving. as -nar- ; 

Producer-Writer: Harold Mantell - 

FIRE ALARM! oe 
With N. ¥. Fire Commissioner: Ed-| * 
ward F. Cavanagh Jr; Gabe! 
Pressman, narrator, others oo 

Writer: Morton Silverstein’ 
Producer: Ray. ‘Weiss — 

| Director: Anthony ‘Messur4 
. 30 ins.,. Thurs.; 7.p.m. 
{CHEMICAL | BANK 
1 ‘TRUST CO. 
WNBC-TV, N.Y Y. (film). 
an Benton &: Bowles) 
Another. in. ‘WNBC-TV’s. “New 

j York ‘61° documentary series, “Fire 

Alarm!” .was a stirring tribute. to 

the. city s firemen who ‘understand- 

’ ably. are exposed to countless , haz- 

cards--in’ 

: duties:. 

NEW YORK With William Franklyn, ‘ 

performance of routine {55 Mins., 
Half-hour: film, ‘which Was Associated-Rediffusion, from. 

: LOO EER ER 

Foreign TV Reviews _ 
edi ii onto iloi didnot ict Hite 

, day intervals, : further letters: ‘are 
‘the. widow-wife.- got. ‘more: 

devoted to the memory. of the past. 

TOP SECRET: 
Patrick | rived, . 

Cargill, George ‘Rose, Joseph } 
O’Conor, Honor Blackman, Alan | spouse than: the’ needs.. of. 
Rothwell, the Frieda Knorr, Peter | preserit one, ‘and the latter began 
Zander, Reginald Marsh, Julian ‘to fume. and fret, after a period ‘of ©. 
‘Sherrier. Geoffrey Bayldon, Rich-.jriartyred - understanding. The girl 
ard Clarke; Alan Rowe, Erie El-: invested in a-csstly casket to hold. 
liott, Steven Scott, Ian Hughes 

Producer: Jordan Lawrence , 
Director: Ian: Fordyce. 
Writer: Rex Berry 

Fri,,. 8:30 p.m. 

- fhe scribbled” remains, instead’ of 
“{buting a tv.set; and assumed. an 
rexpression of hushed ‘woe. 

jet-pro-- 

alarming, negative or unduly op-| 

- held throughout the program. 

from the Brandenburg Gate pre- | 
cincis, with accompany ing footage: 
to update the crisis, this Perry 
Wolff production, more than ably 
directed by Vern Diamond, left 
hard!y a stone -or snapshot) un- 
turned to throw the Berlin story 
into proper and iwreaningful _pre- 

spective. 

Thus it recapped, step by step, 
the April “45 period of the Rus-! 

into: 
Berlin as the hesitant Americans ' 

it re-: 
vived the four-power troubles in, 

sians hammering their way 

approached. trom the West; 

administering to Berlin; it -cap- 
dured anew the violent civitian up- {| 
Yisings in East Berlin in °53; re- 
called the dawn of party chef 
Ulbricht’s power, 
emergence of the new and barhed- - 
wire Curtain m East Berlin. © 

Particularly 1ewarding: an. off- 
camera give & take ‘though per- 
mitted to stretch out endiessiv! be- 

Collingwood and a Soviet 
ef}cophant on the shifting currents 
* and events. which proved a reveal- 
“fing commentary on the distorted 
perspective of the Comniunist 
mind. Also some graphie and lune - 
inating Fast German closeups by 
CBS news camcraman _ Jerry 
Schwartzkopf. a West: Berliner. In 
itself it was a Seermng study, 

Rese. 

THE TRIAL OF ADOLF 
MANN: IMPACT . 

With Martin Agronsky, others 
Preducer: Jerome Jacobs — 
Direetor: Robert Priaulx 
Writer: Agronsky . 
60 Mins.:. Fri. (18), 7:30 p.m: 
NBC-TV tlive & film). 

A iot of time and etfort, have 
heen spent m Isracl on Adolf E.ch- 

Inann, snd, mi sumun.ton, -& fair 

amount of time and effort Was 

spent by NBC-TV ing trsing to 

inzke head or tails of the Eupart 

of his tual. While the. prociam hast 

Juseiay -18 could Lave becu’ shert- 

e1, it d:d make sowie miteresting 

yeints, but rather siawly, about tie 

German reaction to the extensive 

ccverage of the Eichimenn trial. 

Whether the trbulattons af the 

EICH- 

Nazi sbtipping clerk nade a dent 
on the aindauvidual or cailective 
finds of the German people could 
not really be ascertamed by re- 
porter Martin Agrensky. Has iater- 
viewees fed the Liuerican, tv au- 
dence up to a peant. but never be- 

yend it] Still and ati, Agronsky 
did his hest to pring the twispeken 
ends into focus, without real suc- 
cess. It was a fair. yet. dullish 
document on the results ofa seeni- 
ingly vital occutrence—the trial, 
16 \ears aiter the fact, of a man 
who helped commit mass genocide. | , Wallace was mighty persistent. 

While its impact in German was! 

-cancer research, contrasted to the 

rator and a group of vancer medi- + aited early Thursday’ ‘evening, Was 
cal specialists speaking about their. billed as the “story, of Engine. Co. 
paiticular field Reason (that this 227." : 
felementary deserves. wider ex-: But not: ‘only. did this documen- 
posure and replays is the arresting ‘ tary show. what, kind ‘of men make. 

conciusion.of the experts. that 80! iy” the city’s firefighters, it also -re- 
many cancer casualties could be vealed the anxiety-of their. families 
saved by early. detection. Stress- and recalled the Fire Dept.’s’ his- 
ing enlightenment, frequent med-! ‘tory. with some fascinating | -old. 
ical checkups, and. -salf exami-' prints of the. volunteer. era... 

nation in a disease -so ridden with ! jg jt like to fight .a fire was told: in 
fears, were the functions ‘Of the: their own words by the men. of En- 
telementars. igine Co. 227. 

In addition to narration. and ex- , 

position, there: were interludes de-> | t Narratio . by Gabe Pressman 2. as 

voted te a lung cancer operation, | an effective bridge. to tie the filin’s 

and the use of a variety of visual varied - sequences. together. ‘Also 
aides to help the viewers’ -compre- | an. ‘asset was. the -original back-: 
hension. A number of people who! | ground music of Jarod Reed which. 
who had cancer and were cured. bY | hel ed. sustain the rogram's. som- 
surgery tesufied as to their experi- bre mood... P 
enlee. There was no attempt to be Fire Cornmissioner : “Rdward s 

Cavanagh . Jr. warned of unneces- 
saty hazards created by. false 
alarms _and ‘told Pressman he’d like 
to ‘see a: ‘firéman’s ‘basic pay ap- 

: proach the $10,000 level. Minimum 
salaries <‘are. now | - considerably 

i lower. than that. ‘Cavanagh wound 
up .this NBC’ News presentation 
with: hints on ‘fire prevention. 

. Withal, ‘this: was high ‘type -pub- 
-Chem- 

timistic about the disease. ©The 
purpose was to explain and in a 
straightforward way win the. pub-, 
lic to the need of early detection. 
The viewers’ interest should be! 

Cigaret smoking was listed as 
one possibility’ of lung cancer: | 
Other primary cancer areas such. 
as women's breasts alse were dis- 
cussed. Thrown out as one:of the} lic service programming. - 
final statistics was that the ‘U.S. tical Bank New York Trust’Co., with’ 
spends about $305,000 a year for | more than 100 branches in Gotham, 

| picked up: the. tab to proclaim. it's. 
, billions spent to get a man_to the’ “the New ‘York _ bank with the 

Gib. 

What | 

London 

Skedded ‘to fill a peak- -hour j: 
| viewing . spot for 26 weeks, “Top 
Secret” needs to fatten itself up; if f 
this initialler :was anything: to.-go ! 
by: It was. the old undercover-agent : 
shenanigans all ‘aver again, ‘strung : 
along a: yeach-me-down-. story-line, 
and ‘barnacled. with dialog: ‘cliches 

Chief character was Peter Dallas 
‘William Franklyn), a. British In- 
telligence ‘man seconded: ior ‘duty. 

lin. Argentina. where . -businessman*? 
| Miguel » Garetta. (Patrick - Cargill) 
was devoting his monev .and spare: 
time to. rooting out wrongdoers. of : 
all .kinds. This. hint of ..selfless 
Robin-Hoodery" wasn’t - well estab-! 
lished: so the ensuing capers seemed 
mighty unreasonable. 

:Dallas’s ‘first. asignihent. was © “te. 
track. down.a double-agent; a. Ger 
mari. who'd disappeared ‘and.- who ; 
‘was wanted - by “both. sides. ' The 
other ‘side was ‘represented | by: 
Salinas. (George Rose), who wanted 
to. extort: information from. . the 
agent before. the. ‘red-white-and-. 
blues could: nab him.” 

Dallas got: no. ‘change’ out: ‘of the. 
German's girl friend, a comely 
medico (Honer -Blackman). And j 
one Wilsoa.\Joseph.O’Conor) was j 
also- pretty cagey with the info.’ 
‘But a clue-of an: implausible 1 nature 
took the case toa ‘hotel in the |; 
Pampas, where the ‘whole lot con- 
verged, sharling at each other. Just 
as the spy was. being .whisked .te 

birds and for whom bully-beef- cand: 

pateh the. letters—and also, ‘to ‘so- 
‘lace his. widow “by marrying her." - : 
‘This he intended. to. do;. and. the 
girl, obedient. to ‘the’ instructions’ 
of her: ‘dead Hero, was. inclined ‘to. 
take him-up on it..A’ glimpse of the 
Spartan: economies in. store “for ~ 
her. sént.- her. back ‘to. hubby . ‘for 
the fadeout,” 

‘Given . the souffle touchy. 
and Penguins” could have pleased 
‘without: being. recorded -in history. 
iBut; producer’ ‘Phil Brown imposed. - 
jon ‘it..a -detérmined. -effort - to ‘be. 
funny in: the wrong. idiom, “and. 
(Robert ‘Hardy and’ Wendy ~ ‘Craig 

” {faithfully followed ‘suit: - - Thus the 
-delicacy of the ‘plot. was" “swamped. 
|" Hardy's exuberant -histrionics 

“Lave 

The. husbarid ‘found: the guy “whe: Load 
. twas posting. the. letters.-:a’ live-it- | -_. 

rough. character with a thing about: :— 

a. hunk..of bread were the -height..~ 5). °- 
.of luxury..And it seemed that he. :” °.: 
vhad promised ‘the’ dead -maii.to-dis-. 

and Miss Craig’s. wver-emphatic. . 
underscoring of. ‘any point she 
grasped. ‘The. liv eliést,- and aptest, 
performanée.” came .from:': Michael. 

| Aldridge: as: the bizarre. friend: he 
played . it: foreefully’in the Mar- -_ 
ere Rutherford: style, and. scored * 
a fluent rate of yocks in 1 the Clos. 
ing Stages..: 

a middle-class’. -background:: for. the’ 
‘couple. Again, it would have been‘ aon 
better: ‘to’ pint, than’ ‘deseribe.. 

 Dtza. 

and finally the | 

} moon. 

PO4-44446446 

$44-4-4-4-44-4-44 

P.M. East . 
Tt looked a little different: on 

i“PM. East” Iast Friday (18). 

‘the nightly femme counterpart. to 
Mike Wallace’s new cheshire cat 
lock. For another thing, .there was 
a new producer tor the Segment 
making his debut in the person of 
{publicist. Mike Santangelo. 

Although xt wasn't the mest en- 
lightening af recent. P.M. .shows. 
the stanza, which could ‘be called 
“The Life and Times of a Young 
Millionaire.” was an interesting ¢x- 
cursion into the world of: Hugh 
Hefner, publisher of Playboy: Ma- | 

ome 

‘gazine and operator of the spread- 
“key” clubs; 

Shows treat-_ 
ing chain of Playboy 
around the country: 
ment was. considerably more -arty | 
than. past segs. w:th stills and film 
‘clips used im_an. effective. and: dee- 
orative patter n with comments and 
narration piped behind them. ~ 

Miss Davidson's absence Was am- 
ply made up for im ‘the visual. 
dept. as the: journey included a 
trip to Chieazd’s Play boy Club and. 
a ‘peek at the Bunnies and Play- 
mates. at work as well ‘as ‘having j 
some sisting tip studio, Tour also 
‘featured ay stdp rat I 
and: sprawling heme, ducing: which 
his werk and play Labits were dis: 
cussed. 

Studio work for the show was | new. station ‘at’ Waycross, in .& ‘uth | 
alse sprneea up a bit with more 
elaborate scenery than usual and 
less gabbing 
rhere were: interviews of A. CL 
Spectorshy. Hefner's editorial di- 
rector, Victor 
tional director: for Playboy 

“Hef,” 
himself. 

-the chub business: and 
he’s) apparently called, 
Wallace was quite. insistent on the |. 

‘the operation CX subiect of 
while the interview ees, kept. pass- 

Horo. J 

Tele F ollow-Up Comment | 
funnyman who: pokes. fun at ‘con 

‘Fer {tion to. astronauts’ with. solid yock 
one thing. amid all those: “bunnies” | appeal. and who its. claimed ‘is a 
‘from Hugh Hefner's Playboy. em-: Playboy 
[pire, there was no Joyce Davidson, discussion on -the economics: and 

teiner’s office 

behind Wallace's desk. | 

hometown. ‘touch. wo. 

i temporary | subjects from: ‘integra- 

discovery. . ‘There ‘was 

administration of ‘the whole opera- 
tion with -hardly ‘a plug missed, 
with the exception of his new pub- 
licatidn, “Show Business Tilustrat- 
ed,” which only. got . passing. notice 
on film; *:- 

In all, it was a. pleasant seg, in. a 
‘crisper. ‘package: that . bespeaks -a 
possible future for: Santangelo.ag.a 
producer.‘and some.’ more activity. 
on the new westatidls for Playboy. 

Kali, 

GA. LITERARY PROCRAM 
GETS: TV EXTENSION jx: 

” “Atlanta. Aug. 22. 
Georgia's State Dept. of Educa- 

: (ion’s literacy program, ‘aimed at 
State's: 15. 000: who eannot read or. 
write, isto be: ‘expanded this fall} 
when program ‘moves: ‘into. its sec- 
ond Year. , 

. Television Tessons, Which ‘Jast’ 
year helped -more’ ‘than. 1,800 
Georgians, ‘will be given over three 
stations. WGTV, at Athens, ‘home 
of U niversity of Georgia (station is | 
‘Tocated on campus), and WETV, the 
Atlanta educationial: station, ‘and a 

I 
| 

Georgia. néar. Florida line. 
‘Program is in-meed ‘of assitance. 

ald: any civic group which - wishes 
‘to- help. with: program: ‘should con- 
Lact their county school. Supervisor. 

Lownes 3d promo-} superintendent or -Mrs.: ‘Catherine | lated. TeleVision's i 
and j Kirkland: ‘of the State: Department.’ skein, might have. ‘passed | quite an 

one-fourth partner with Hefner in of: Education | in Atlanta: 

Philly WIP Moving 4 
Philadelphia, Aug:. 22. 

Metromedia radio station WIP | 

: safety by Dallas; the villains ap- 

. Dallas - in' a hunk:.of' lonely -and. 
+ | parched. Pampas. .- a 

| part ‘of’: the | whole—and “it -might- 

{plane in Buenos Aires looks. very 

lsteam-radio. tor cultural . fodder, 

‘are moderately interested: but not. | nized Wellington. Apartments Bldg. 

ing it off as integeral and healthy | Witt locate “its. br oadcasting studios 
part of ‘things mn which most men} and executive office in -the moder- 

obsessed with and saying that their. 
hook was inferested in other .ma-] lease ‘at :an | aggregate. -rental of. 

terial as well, such as fashion, show $700.000'-has beeh. ‘signed for. a 
business, literature. ‘food, ete: But |. portion of the first floor: and the. 

” | entire second floor of the building: 
‘The former Gimbel- -owned sta- 

-en Rittenliouse’ Sq. A .Jongterm 

Taped comments by the Bunnies | 
yreertam, the tv attempt ‘to find ‘and Playmates on ‘the operation ; tion, had been ° located - -for- more 
the real mmipact was exhausting. § 

Art. 
. 

were aired and-there was’ an ap-! than three” decades i in. the Gimbel ! 
pearance by Dick Gregory, Negro store huilding. - 

\thin, plot. 

~ 

“Television Pp! ayhouse.. peared and snaffied ‘him, dropping | 

a phone number on to ‘a prescrip- 
tion (the Germian. was, by ‘now, 
pretty. seedy) and ‘help ‘came ~ to: 
save him from a disgruntled 
Salinas. 

That was the gist ‘of: ‘it. And the! 
gist, as indicated, was like pauper's ' 

: The: Dumb Waiter,” 

soup. It might have been ra 
a hard core of | ‘menace. 

‘Ben’ 
by some: ingenuity. in .the~ .plot- 
twists, or.a dash of imagination in 
the verbiage, but these seripter 
Rex: “Berry - was conspicuously un- 
successful in providing: 
' Although some mild visual” in- 
terest was provided by ‘the filmed 
Argentine backing, it. was ‘a minor 

couple ‘of . seedy’ characters, 

one, 

amiably .: and | infuriatingly . about 

be. asked whether producer Jordan: 
Lawrence’s journey was. strictly. 
necessary. A. guy getting: out: of al “pret. “mystertously, 

much - like a guy. getting. out of a 

plane™ ‘at-Longon Airport... | matches.” Then - the’. serying-hatch 
‘William Franklyn ‘made ‘a good. comes to life: Orders. for food. are 

{impression as Dallas,“ -pleasarilly' } isent. down, < varying. from braised: * +: 

a ne and. laconic. Other thesp'| peef and: - ‘hips: to. such exotic: 
ort indicated that a: buneh of, dishes ,as ‘stem from Greece . ‘and 2°" 

Ps d actors couldn't’ help being | China. ‘The two. try to satisfy the’ ” 
hams when there wasn’t. any. alter- 
‘native on:-the menu. But Geoffrey: 
‘Bayldon. convinced: as: the: hunted’! 
man, and . Honor.. Blaékman: was}, 
‘what the doctor ° ordered. .: Director | 
Tan Fordyce. was “okay. Ota.” 

demands, by ‘sending. up -; their 

one ‘stale: cake. But. they have to 
confess -to the invisible ‘eater ‘up- 
stairs that. they vean't meet ‘his 

orders. 
r 

| Foreign TV Flor 

Drama. 61 

“Love: and Penguins,” 

found an uneasy feathoid ” in. Asso: 0f- ‘¢omic detail.’ The ‘serving-hatch. - 
“Drama 61”;  épisode;-in Particular. was a-hilari-... ‘~ 

signed - to. murde 
whieh 7 his” pal 

‘us contrivance, Adroitly. 

‘endearingly fanciful hour..if. both: 
producer and: ‘tivo -principal. play-. 
ers hadn't unmer¢ifully .whipped.a | 
‘slim. idea-into a:thick slice. of eni- | 
{barrassment.. ‘Author Giles Cooper, 
highly regarded by those’ ‘who use 

and. holding: script. . 
-Urifortunately, it: : 

the pauses :-wrong ' and failed ‘to 
establish. the connection between 

‘| Ben and. Gus. He also ‘muffed the 

here contrived -. a neat, ‘if :-Wafer- 
‘With more. ‘Wit-in its 

basic idea- than - the- development: 

Said idea was that - ‘a _newly-wed. 
pair. fresh from. their. honeymoon, 
found a. letter. from ‘the ‘bride's! 

and: Roddy: McMillan.. 

aS:' a.:team:. Consequently, “The 
first husband: -on, the. ..doormat. | Dumb “Waiter” ‘seemed ‘to ‘operate’ 
Since he, an. ‘Arctié explorer. : -had.! on’ two -disconnected levels,.. and: -..: 
frozen to death some time before. Pinter's ' pervasive. and true feeling ©: - 
they assumed some ‘‘trange’ delay : for: the fear in people's ‘hearts: just 
jin the: postal services. But, at two jdidn't t “come ¢ through: cat all, OUgas 

‘Tom ‘Lingwdod's | sets \ were agree- 
rable, but..established:too detailed. ~ 

- Beng” -one ‘of the. most ‘okay: - 
“ : Hames: in local-drama. the prospect‘ 

Shots of Dallas. lurching: across icf a contribution by Harold Pinter. 
»lan arid waste led back ‘to Buenos | gave. added :zest ‘to this 
Aires, where the doctor smuggled | ‘vision Playhouse” ‘from. -Granada 

TV. .Chosen: for: the segmént was. - 
. ‘which ‘has’: 
only hada brief legit” airing \at . 
a club: theatre. ‘It’s. one -of - Pinter’s 
most | ‘typical -entries,: with..’a- de-. 
céptively, comic surface: concealing rio, 

“Tele- ; 

{Kenneth J. Watren): and no 
Gus. (Roddy: McMillan). were dis- =....- 
covered. in. a. basement..room. A -.- 

Ahey - 
were ° dying. around, waiting to be: .. 
summoned. to a. job, Ben, the beefy’. : 

‘Was: reading the violent :bits’: . 
‘in’, the: paper, while Gus prattled: . 

football. It-was expected that the. 
‘boss would: get: a message to them, 
briefing - them ° for the assignment. . 

they get an- 
envelope pushed | under: the door,.: 
ee it-has no. Message,’ ‘just-a ‘dozen: 

‘Meagre. ‘Store of tea,. biscuits; ‘and. * 

.Climax comes ‘when’ ‘Gus. is: ‘out. 
-of the roony, On the speaking tube,: | 
} Ben gets his,arders. They are‘hired ..°:. 
i killers. and. their victim. is, due. As. 
Ji Ben. aims his revolver at the door,. “ 
| Gus hurtles. through .it.. He is. "8S-. a 

Pinter told.all this with’ a wealth , 

“he eme. - 
-phasized. the. ‘horror: of. the ‘situa. 
tion . by” putting it’ in a farcical. --. 
‘framework. It. was, in fact, &'superb. 

. Was “heavy.” 
| handled‘ ‘in: this production.: wirece, °*- 

tor. Paiil.. Almond : _Tepeatedly : got: 

comedy, and. Kenneth J. Warren’. 
“although ~.. 

adequate individually, didn’t match: ~ 
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ON CHART 
Wariery’s weekly tabulation. based. on, “ratings furnished: by. American Research “buyers to locat stations. and/or advertisers to syndicatuors will! fed the charts riluable 

-Bureau, highlights the top.ten network skouws on a-local.level and offers @ rating study -: j ' “tabulate a minieaes of 27 markets The 
in depth of -the top ten syndicated shows ‘in. the same. ‘particular. markes. . This: ue ek resus vr the course of a ear, ARB will “tabu in VamFYy. Conpied ttth the rating 
ten different markets. ar@: cor ered. perf. rmance of.- the top tet NEN ork. shows an the local Ter el, ti ° Yy ARIFTY. ARR wharisz 

4.” In-the syndicated program ‘listings of. the top fen shou's, rating data: such as tha are designed: to reflect the rating tastes of virtually erery tr viavher in hel S 

{ average -share of ‘audience, ‘coupled with data as to time and. day of telecasting: COM. 
peiitive programniing ‘in the-particular’ stot, etc., is: furnished Reason for detailing an (*). ARB's May-June 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. ‘Sy ndicated shows 
‘exact pictirre of the rating. performance. of syndicated shows. is to: reflect. the true.raiing. - sharing -one of the weeks with an alternating or speciai program are listed, with the : 
strength. oF particular: series: Various ‘branches: of the industry,’ Tanging - from, media” multi-week rating, of all “programs in the time period given. - ‘ 

~ ROGHESTER, 7 NY, a ino wae en *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15. JUNE Hf, 1951. 

. TOF: TEN NETWORK. SHOWS. AV, a" TOP S¥ NDICATED. “PROGRAMS AY. AV. TOP COMPETITION AV. 
RK. “PROGRAM—DAY—TIME: ’ STA. “RTG. hsm ‘PROGRAM—Day—Tis WE ~ STA. . DISTRIB. RTG. SH. ; PROGRAM STA. RG. 

a To, Oo 1 Manhunt/JEK ‘Thurs. 10. BOL. sas nes. WROG:.. Screen Gems 24 59 ; CBS Rpt NTN Rpt ... WHEC 16 
‘1. awdlignt Zone (Fri: 10: 00- 10: 361: cee WET .° 431-2. Two Faces «Fri: 10 30°° 0-0 2...225.. WROC....Scréen Gems 20 38 *Eyewitness eee WVET 31 

. 2, Candid Camera. -(Sun. -10:00-10:30). ; -WHEG © . 41/3. :Bugs Bunny: (Thurs.- 6.003. eeeseses WVET....UAA . 17. Playhouse 5. Le. WROC 1 
8. Danny Themas (Mon. 9: 00-9: 30)... WYER . 40| ‘3, Huck. Hound: (Fri::6:00). . eee wsee.WVET:...Screen Gems 17 st Playhouse Headlines... WROC i 

.. S. Route 66 (Fri. 8:30-9:30)" ‘oe WVETF -3.- Highway . Patrol “*Sat. 7:00°.: - 22...-WROC....ZIV UA — -17 63; Blue Angels .. WHEC a 
"3. Untouchables. ‘Thurs. - 9-00-10: 00). -.WHEC.” 40: "3,. Midnight/Exclusive ‘Sun. 10 30°... -WHEC....NTA 17 ‘59 ' Jim Backus .......4... WROC it 
“4, Checkmate. ‘Sat: -8:30- 9: 30... Fels Ww HEC | 38 | 4) Death Valley/JFK. ‘Mon -8.90- . <2. WED oS US Borax . 15 41!Amerieans | ...... 00. WROC 2) 
4.. Ed: Sullivan «Sun. 8:00-9:000 2.5.3%...WHEC * 38: 5. Quick: Draw’ McGraw Mon 6: 00). a »WVET ... Screen Gems 14 50 /Plavhouse 5 ......... WROC 14 

. 5. Jack Benny. (Sun. -9:30-10: oof": - = : 7. WHEC 36° \s 5. Sea Seout (Mon 7-30: seewes WVET 3. ZIV UA 14 391 Amercans we) 6 WROC Adi 
: 6. Perry Como (W ed. 9:00-10:00).” 3. WROG. -> 35: q 5, Tomb. Terri/JFF |! \Vion.. Ww 30. hides TWROC- LeZ1V, UA 14 457] Allyson Indianapolis. WAEFT 1% 
§. Price. Is. Right. Ww ed. 8: 30- 9: 00). ~ WROC 35-7) 5.-Loek Up ‘Sat. 10 30+ stg eeeeee- WHEC ....2IV UA 14 30 | Featurame : WROC 32 

: ; Co, = a 5. ~Whirtybirds (Thurs, TOO. 0 eee WHE 2. .CBS 14 42! Leave Beaver WROC 2) 

‘PRON DENCE ~ : a STATIONS: WJAR, WPRO, WHDH. *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15-JUNE 11, 1981. 

I. ‘Cntouchables. Thus: 9:30:10; 30). ~WIAR™ oo ar 7 Brothers. Bronnigan/71 oT furs. 10. 3MWIJAR .v. CBS ~ 20. 45 ‘Rawhide WPRO wt 
LO fe “(Fril - 7:30). Cleat bac v sees, ; . :Natn. Rpts Closeup ... WPRO ¥ 4 

tes 2. Gunsmoke. ‘Sat. 10: 00- 10: 30: Leases 2. WPRO 37. 1. Third. Man ‘Sat. ‘10: 304 “Ca ee ee dee *“WPRO. .« NTA. 20 36° Fight jj = =  —— ..aeee. WJIAR 22 
.3,.Andy Griffith «Mon; 9:30-10:00'- ... Ye WPRO 38) 2. Death: Valley Mon, ‘7: 00°... “optus .-WJAR ...US. Borax 39 53 Father Best  —....... WPRO a 

woe 3. Candid Camera: «Sun. 10:00-10: 30). “WPRO® |... 38|| 2.. Whirlybirds (Sat. 6:30) ..............WPRO....CBS 19° 70 Tomb Terni sw. a ese WHDYH 4 
con. Bs Danny. Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9: 30)... +. WPRO™ ; 3. Lock Up (Wed. 7:00) o25 0. ove. e ees WIAR Ws ZIV UA 16 57 Highway Patrol ...... WERO 6 
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Newhart, New Face, New Show 

s the imniortal Bard didn’t quite say, Some. 

men are natural “do-it- yourselfers” 

while others have “do-it-yourself” thrust ‘upon 

thein. 

A prime example of. the latter type would: be 

Chicago’s—and now the world’s—Bob Newhart,- 

a bright but essentially introverted writer of, 

screaminely funny monologues who was forced 

into reciting his own material after fruitlessly 

trving to peddle it to real comedians. (Fruitless” 

peddlers, ay vou may imagine; work even harder 

than fruit peddlers.) 

That was less than two years ago, and.as-things 
have turned out, Newhart’s move into the per- 

forming sphere was the greatest stroke of luck. 

since Bing Crosby's vocal cords sprouted nodes:. 

Bob's first record album, “The Button-Down 

Mind of Bob Newhart.” sold -over a million 

copies scarcely before an¥one knew what. the 

guy looked like. 

A superbly original and deliciously performed. 

assortinent of nionologues, the album ‘spoofed 

everything from a TV. director’ s rehearsal of 

a Khrushchev arrival atvan ‘American. airport. 

“(“Where’s the little girl with. ‘the flowers? 

Where’s the little monster with: the flowers, 

Jer er?’ ‘) to a Madison .Ayenue image-maker’ s. 

difficulties: with Abraham: Lincoln. just before 

Getty sburg- -address time ¢ ‘Abe, do. the speech 

ithe way ‘Charlie Ww rote it; won’ t you?” 

SINCE THE SUCCESS. of that fir st album, New: 

har thas branched out into other en tertainment 

“media, with equally: happy. conisequences. ‘But | 

“what. we're particularly happy about. is. ‘the 

weekly comedy. show he'll be. doing for: NBC: 

“viewers come. October’ Tl. | 

Ina way, it's no more tan fitting for the New- 

hart serres to be beamed by this network, for 

it was on “Th Jack: Paar Show’ ‘=the night of 

oo April 25, 1960—that. Bob thade his nation-wide 

TV debut. Now, just 18 months: Jater; he’ It be © 

starring in. his own half- hour color series 

Wednesday nights at. 10 (NYT) under. the 

sponsorship of Sealtest and, ev ery fourth week, r 

Beech-Nut. : 



° “What w will the new W show be like? Well, the non- 

secret, word As, of course, satire. Both in ‘his. 

: “monodramias” ‘and his: sketches, Newhart will. 

be. training” his guns. on the foibles that have 

“plagued - mankind. since Aesop. ‘Eve ery body res. 

members Aesop’ s ‘foibles. 

EXCEPT FOR the musical j in nterludes featuting” 

guest: singers and: instruinentalists, the: ‘sessions 

: will. be given over completely to the. Newhart 

| brand of foolery—a quietly dev: astating weapon , 

a “which, we ‘suspect, thas. already: caused: the can: z 
~eellation of countless A). gung- ho: speeches by. 

‘nuclear- sub. comuhanders, 2) office: retirement 

“parties: (together: with the: ‘orders for." 

crummy watches’ ’)s and 3) applications for jobs. 
as” driving: instructors. 

Hae 

In its choice: of targets, both, topical and other 

wise, the. new Tv series can: be expected to. dis: 

. play much of thé: irey erence: that characterized 7 

So Sthe‘a old F red Allen radio shows... 7 

“But. while. ‘Allen Ww ras the completely. profes- 

sional ; satirist~and_ one of the greatest—New- 

_ hart. comes across as an av erage man. who“ “just” 

“happens” to. be. able to see. through: the folly, 

pomposity. and eternal gamesmanship of. the. 

ne world around him: Tti iS, on the whole, agentler- 

- approach ‘than ‘Allen’ Ss. As’ one analy: st of: the 

N ewhart, technique: has put it): 

. hand’ that’ Ss. feeding him and make i it feel like 

oa man icure.’ 

“Significantly, ‘the producer and chief. writer. Of: 

the new: show, Roland Kibbee,: is a man ‘whose. S 

- earliest radio: credits include three years, of co-.. 

‘those . 

“He can. bite. the soe 

_writing (with Nat Hiken) Allen's unforgettable 

radio. seri€s on. ‘this same.network, 

Yet, despite, the fact that. the new show's star 

will no longer be doing all of his own scripting, 

there’ s little chance that.the suafl will come out 

ariy thing but pure. New hart, for Kibbee and 

“stalk Ww ill have Bob reshape every line he (New- 

hart) has to. deliver r. 

Any other course would be highly imprudent, 

. for. ev én, with the material he created for him- 

self, it was alw ays Bob’ s technique tofeed itinto 

-atape recorder over and over again and make 

Aany changes, each time, until he was sure 

the wor ds; the phrasep, 1 the pauses and the un- 

finished sentences. had: the colloquial honesty 

the chaircehe might never have 

the TV ‘show's 

Accounting in a -hotel room 

rather than an office, there’sjust 

“‘turned.to comedy at all. 

he: sought. 

‘NEWHART WILL BE DOING all this rewrit- 

ing; by the way, in his hotel suite rather than in 

offices; bec atise ever since his 

brief but painful carecr.as.a fess-han-adequate 

accountani.some vears back, he has always asso- 

ciated offices with drudgery. 

In contrast, ‘he’s found hotel: rooms—“even 

‘those with crummy paintings on the walls” — 

cheerful pla€es in which to think. 

We have no, quarrel with this outlook. But we 

are struck, by. the diguirbing thought that if 

Newhart. had ‘been. allowed to. practice his 

‘Talk 

about. your narrow escapes: .. 
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ARTETY - ARI 
Variriy's weekly tabulation baséd on. ratings ‘furnished by American Research ‘buyers to. local stations and/or advertisers ' to- syndicators will find + the: chatts: ealuabte, 

. Over. the. course of a year, ARB will: tabulate. a minimum of 247 ‘niarkets.: The - 
results. of that tabulation will be found weekly ‘in. Varrety, Coupled with the. rating So 
performance’ of the top ten network shows on. the local level; the’ VARiETY-ARB charts [ 

Buren be ub ghts the top ten networt shows on a local level and offers a rating study 
in leg Hof the tap ten syndicated shows in the same particular markets.. This week 

Pfen de rere markets are carered. 
Ir the syndicated program. listings nf the top, ten shows, rating date such as the: arg designed. to reflect th ‘tatin tastes irtuall 7 

are 1 share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting com- g 9 A e go of » y every’ ty market’ Ane the U,. ‘Ss, 
Bnet eters pragrary: ‘ing in the particwar slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an oy ‘-ARB’s. 3 May-June 1961. survey covered: a multi-week period. Syndicated. ‘shows : 
pei metre of f the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating ‘sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program are’ listed, with. the 
strep of narticular series, Varvins branche s of the industry, ranging from media’ multi-week rating. of all Programs. in. the’ time | ‘period given. ae 
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9. Nelson Vamily (Wed. 8:30-9:00) ..... .WCHS: 30 F 6. Popeye (Sat. 8:30)... cri... ee. ew WSAZ.... King: 13 ‘30; Badge & Bullets videos es WCHS 2 
7%. Surfside 6 -Mon. 8:30-9:30) ...... WCHS 30 |. 7. Jim: ‘Backus {Tars. 1: OD)... ees — -WSAZ... CNP. 13 68". Capt. Kangaroo... .....WHTV. -8 

FE oe . LExp. /Danger/ Mission’ -.. WCHS 11 
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_ Wednesday, August 23,1961 ws st (ss EY 

says Ben Berentso
n, 

Station Manager, WGN- TV, Chicago, III... 

“For about. two. years s there was such.a dearth of good, 

‘properties. available to us; we stayed completely away’ 

from featut res. 

“But when we saw the successful. track record of Vol. T 

telecasts, around the. country, and. ‘looked over the. ; 

equally fine‘balance. of. TV. attractions in Vol. AT, we; 

knew we had the quality. we. needed to put us: back’ 

‘in the feature film. businéss, profitably. 

“Advertisers seem to agree. On August 1 we were 75% 

‘sold on our first programmed series using ‘Films of 

'the 50's’, slated for September... sold with no spe? 

cial promotion or. sales effort!" 

Why WGN-TV bought 

Seven Arts-Volume ll 

Warner’s films of the 50’s... 
_ Money makers of the 60's 

, | SEVEN ARTS 
|, ASSOCIATED 

CORP. 

A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN 1 ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD. 

“Motion Pictures —' ‘Lolita’, scheduled for Fail release... 
Theatre— Tennessee Witiams’ “The Night of the Iguana" —Bette Dass, 

Margaret Leighton.. 

Television— Distribution of fitms for T. Vv, 20ih Century Fox Films... 

Literary.Properties—' ‘Disenchanted” by Budd Schulberg 
Real Estate ~The Riviera of the Car:bbean, Grand Batama, :1 0 fet seteun 

NEW YORK:.270 Park Avenue YUkon 6.1717 
- CHICAGO: 8922. DN. La Crosse, Skokie, lil, ORchard 4-5105 

DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive ADams 9 2&55 

LA: 232 So. Reeves Drive GRanite 6.1564—-STate 8-8276 
—_" ne | ; ; : - . 

For list Of TV stations programming Warner Bros. “‘Films of” 
the 50's” see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data) 

ss 



36 BADIO-TELEVISION 

As Ad Agencies See Networks: 
‘Overpriced, Ove r-lnventoried 

—(On Other: Madison Ave. Fronts 
The "th ree television networks, ad¢ 

avet: 5 are noting with a certain 
g's are “overpriced, over-inven- 
torte? and =  over-scheduled.” To! 
Bovrs oF the pe ofounder thinkers! 
om WMoedteo: Ave -they are -the 
Ores Av otee ate on the trends 
2 toe cet ako ylizht. which in-. 
chides teases.) problems, gives 
those: ofed are beeatise of the maum- 
be of tgene: oor svynsor-owned 
tel-Ab: owinrs that have been 
ferme? dose hy ABE, CBS and 
NBC oan th past couple of sears. 

Perens fess soul satisfeing, but 

fnfiaitet. moe mnportant: The. so- 
edlbed “bboedeas’ by the networks 

for he coment! season may well 
p-? tie Larser ad agencies in an 
e. ‘ent barzanirg position by 
mid-lanuarvy Of eourse on ‘the 
bir-k -tde of the ledger is that if 
th » n-tworks hive blundered, then 
the sa2encios whose sponsors: are 
on th. “blunder shows” are in 
trovhle tuo 

Tie blunders: 't' Webs are atu 
prozreimmed from 7:30 to 1] on six 
msit, af the week and from at 
Teas! 630 to 11 on Sundays, giving 
telpursion its largest program in- 
veniers in history and an inven- 
tar., 1° ouly -because of its size. 
that s‘ems impossible to sell: out. 

-2 Webs are overpriced between 
73. aad 830 ard 19 and It p.m. 
Tito. are hours. according to. Mad- 
faon Ave, that have the greatest 
gt in-use problem. Audience at 
thes» hours ts lewer than for the 
hours between 830 and 10, and, 
certainly in the case of the 10-11 
tere. on all webs, that is undoubt- 
ed's a maior reason why the. webs ; 
arm not sold out. 

3 The networks have been fairly 
rivsf in turning down agency- 
bieked stanzas such as “The Jane: 
Powell Show.” which any one of 
the webs could have had with: 
Peost Cola and American Tobacco: 
fe toe Ssenecies fend to feel that 
thee neteorks conld have forgone 
ane Of thei: virtue (in the eves 
ot Washington. which seems to 
Wart the netevarks to master. their 
ov: os fedules: and put Miss 
Persells prozram in a #0 or 10:30 
tire peitod “where it. wouldn't 
heart’ ond where the time would 
he pai for 

Signe uf the agencies, It appears. ; 
nov jisnre that thes’N be able to 
pick up almost anv ptogram  be- 
tue, TB aed 83 or 10 and. 11 
at practe-aliy ao sonz come mid- 
J uenars 5 

Appointments: William F  Heim- 
Hie forcaer director of publie af- 
fairs to: the Office of Civilian De- 
Pease Vohbilvation. has gone to the 
Asst of National Advertisers as a 
Your 

Nanet Sebat? joined Kenyon & 
Bekhard® as a espyvweriter iim oa 
Sartchover trom Knox Reeves Ad- 
Verbisiis 

A) Mivhael Frothingham. veep. 
Sie. and sereral counsel for, 
Ted Bates. was named seniar vice- + 
Pres bent in charse of corporate 
ayaa. 

ee et toe | 

KNXT Innovation: | 
Stripped News Hr. 

Hoilv: tood, Aug. 22. 

Cs WV + Coast Masship’ KNXT.: 
Tos Asesites. will kak off an hour - 
ME oes Lat Hepat Predas news show 
fore ties fall seasan on Oct. 2. The- 
Gaempputer tut Tes, sports. ; 
Wentiose ts. ttirst for a CBS o&o 
aed ee of thease rarities on sta- 
tro: ‘ertules im the U.S, i 

P: oa am. tiled “The Bis News.” 
wi. be slotted from 6.30 fo 7307 
Pee Bein rooped of The station 

adi” « 
ator oat 

Peer 

Tope 
p-* 

w 

Ww 

sa hy its (be T to 7.30 period is 

svindieited praduet | Sta- 
was had oa half-hour 630 > to 

peas strin The. expanded — 
‘on show will melude the net- 

vty Ei minute teed of Doug Ed- 
med, : 

fie Bee News” will have Jerry: 
Tyee as anchorman, Gil Strat- 
fan oof sports Maures Green on. 
speeenab pracee:s, Ralph Stary hue 
hes feterest, amd Bri Keene, 
weaffier Play is to offer satura- 
toe oes earerate of Catiformia 
are? oe vite? cavetite of 

at ee . 

{new sets at the show. 

““Garroway 

+ Show of Shows” 

; a column 

, Gone are the cooking, 

ether of 

, . ¢ 

London Agencies 
London, Aug. 22. 

Dorland Advertising Janded the’ 
home-heating ad program of Esso | 
Petroleum Co. ... Large London | 
men’s  outfitters,, Austin: Reed, 

switched to Pritchard -Wood 

Partners, after seven years with 
Cliftord Bloxham &" Partners . . 
As from Jan. 1, '62 Notely Adver-- 
tising will handle the. large Britvic 
‘fruit juices. account .. 
of a Fair Trade Authority to stop: 
“deceptive and unfair practices” in” 
advertising is urged by the Retail. 
Trading-Standards Assoc .... Sam- 
son Clark & Co. has deen reap- 
pointed by Louis Rawlings, prexy 
ef California Dress Ca.. ta handle . 
the dress account. Agency de-! 
signed the first California adver- 
tising in 1954... Golley, Slater & . 
Partners beoked two participa- ; 
tions in Associated TeleVision's ; 
admag “Send For Saunders,” (cost: 
$1,850", for. Federated Homes Ltd. 
and more than 90 homes were sold 
in one day .:. L. T. Joughin, man- 
aging director of .Joughin Griggs 
Bartlett, Ltd., returned to his desk |- 
after a long illness . . . Anthony 
‘Hyde, who beeame deputy chair- | 
man of Armstrong Waraen, Ltd. 
last month, plans toa set up and |. 
head a creative planning board. 
Ron Garbett, art director, and 
James McCressan, copy - chief, will 
join him . .. And Cranston: Pub- ; 
licity, Ltd. is forming a new crea- 
tive team under A. oO. Shearman. 

Pye’s Portable Push 
London, Aug. 22. 

Pye Eleetronics is. to launch a 
drive to make Britishers more 
“portable-radio conscious” at this 
year’s Radio Show (Earl’s Court 
Aug. 23-Sept. 2). According to! 
Pye, U.S. sales figures of pocket-; 
portable have reached 170,000,000, | 
or one per head of the population. 
Comparative . British figures show 
‘that only one person. in. 250 has-|. 
such a set... 

Company is to introduce two | 
Says a Pye 

spokesman: “Weare all out to get 
the other 249 customers interested 
in small, lightweight sets.” 

Take a schedule that begins with. 
“such stalwarts as the “Sd Sullivan 
Show,’ “Candid Camera” ‘and 
“What's My Line.” Now add 
“studio One.” the “Philco Play-. 
house.” “Mama,” ~~ the - “Gold- 1. 

‘bergs.” “Robert Montgomery: Pre-j 
the “Ed ‘Wynn Show,””: Mil-| : sents,” 

ton Berle, “The: Aldrich Famity,”- 
at Large” and “Your 

with Sid Caesar ; 
and Imogene Coce. .Not.bad for a! 
starter, Next mix in nightly news, 
major league baseball,. boxing and | 
eress waat. You. have some of the | 

jaithtishts of the. weekly tv. pro-' 
gram schedule of May, 6, 1950! 

My wite. Sarah. Palfrey; is. al 
~aser. Thats how 1 came across 

,a TV “Guide in which she'd written ; 

tof the Minows and -the critical | 
sharks. what I started as a casuali 
thumbing became’ an. avid study 
of the day-by-day listings. ‘| 

times 

Was 

What early evening fare | 
bei ing served to youngstérs — 

: along. with their soup and peanut | 
buiter sandwiches? From the pro-t 
vrant titles, I tried to recall the: 
range of violence in some: of the | Caesar and: Coca the week's roster! LY MIN. NEAPOLIS = 
nighttime hairy-chested adventure 
series of 1990. What's happened ta! 
t. since then? . ' | 

Daytime television I quickly dis- | 
covered has changed. completely. 

shopping. 
sewing and hamemaking demon-! 
strations «basically local) that at-; 
tempted to fill the day of a house-- 
wife not vet used to having hes j 
days filled bx tv. 

In the moppet department there ° 
existed even. then a smattering ol t 
of cartoans and 
usted bv a Breoks costumed cow: } 

buy or, an Uncle Whaoosis. But |. 

‘on -NBC-TV's . 
| for Jan Murray on the latter's daily: i 

Showmanship & T L C 
By JERRY A. DANZIG 

Il years ago. Mindfuli’ 

Lucas Gets Prize WBC 
Strip as. Overworked. - 

“Bill Cullen Steps Out 
Bill Eillen’s replacement © on 

WNEC Radiov.. ‘NBC’ s owned & op-. 
erated station in New York, will 
be Jim Lucas. Lucas is taking 
over as the deejay-emcee of the, 
key earning..morning strip, ‘whick: ; 
veteran Cullen will-- leave in Oc-: 

‘| tober. 
Lucas and ‘Cullen have. “consid- 

erable in common. ‘in the ‘eyes of: 
some’ NBC ‘executives.. Lucas, ; 
who'll be- taking ‘over ‘the 6-to-10° 

- a.m. strip in early October, .is now. 
‘kind of a favorite at. the parent. 

& | NBC, insofar as -he..seems to. be’! 
going through . a grooming period; 

{for some manner of regular : em- 
_ceeing chores on. the tv web. Cul- 
Jen is quitting local radio for the: 

, .  -only reason’ that: he’s overloaded. 
. Creation “with network ty ‘emceeing chores: 

Tuueas, a recent importee. from 
focal. radio: in the southlands, has. 
lately filled ‘in for Hugh Downs 

“Concentration” and 

Z p.m. audience participationer. : 
WNBC. Radio «brass figure that 

Lucas. will ultimately end up with 
a network berth of his own, which 
can only. enhance © chis local pres: 

: tige. 

Seven by Kovacs 

Ernie . Kovacs 
charge ofthe string. of seven haif- 
heur specials he’s: doing on. the 
ABC-TV. web. ‘for Dutch. Masters | 

during the - ‘upcoming | J 
season. -Opening Sept. 21. in aj. 
10:30. p,m. slot, Kovacs is :produc- 
ing, directing, :writing and starring | 

a string. which will: continue in |} j 

Cigar .Co. 

i 
l#st year’s groove.of zany: sketches, 
sight gags.and visual 
sions. of musical numbers. © i~* 

Scheduled in various. p.m.: ‘berths, 
the subsequent Kovacs shows. will 
run off Oct. 28, ‘Nov.- 24, Dec. 12, 
'Feb, 20 and March 20. Dutch Mas-’ 
:ters picked’ up ‘the ‘tab: for three | 
Kovacs specials on “ABC-TV last. 
season in addition to bankrolling 
“Silents Please.’’ Agency. ‘is Erwin | _ 
Wasey-Ruthrauff & Ryan. 

New Orleans—Chet Huntley, half 
‘of NBC's Huntley-Brinkley Report,. 
will be the: principal. speaker at 
the: fourth: annual awards banquet 
of the New Orleans Press Club at 

J the Kousevelt “here Sept. 30... 

there. avere ‘also the fabulous | ‘Baird [. 
‘puppets, the Bunins’ Lucky Pup 
with good. old: Pinhead (and where 
are’ you,’ Doris: Brown?), -“tlowdy: 
Doody": with Bob Smith,. re aptain. 
Video” and Burr ‘Tillstrom's de-; 
lightful--Kukla, Fran & Ollie. ” 

Where today the kids’. cartoon 
shuws . are. “Benerally: ‘followed by 
news and half-hour syndicated ex- 
‘citers,- early - evening: tv’ “in. 1950! 
offered -Hitle except. a: melange of: 
singing pianists, folk Singers,: boy- 
girl acts, - . wedged. béetweeri news: 
sports, weather and the main even- 
ine fare. There. were a ‘few excep-_> 

-[tigtes. the week of May'6 but the | 
early evening programming ‘theory 
tended to be- ‘more radia. than tele- 
vision. 

Before we.. get ‘to’ the nighttime 
fare let's. fest the. s¢ ales. The vear 
1950 was. a year of the imperfect 
‘kinescope ‘and. what. film was! 

{available came from dust encrusted } 
What daytime shows were house: | vaults ‘and was. not ground out on | 

‘wiv es Watehing - in those - ancient ' order-on a Hollywood lot. Budgets ! 
were low both above and below the, 
line. ‘One’ could afford to: gamble. 

LL Still, More: 
' As for: personatities in addition 

to Sullivan. Berle, Ed Wyn 

also listed Gertrude Berg, Anna 
‘Maria: Albérghetti, Sam Levenson, 
the. King: Cole Trio,. Arthur God-; 
frey. Pefry’ Como’ (the Supper | 
Club), . Peggy: -Woed.:."Doug -Ed- 
wards. ‘Bert Parks, Jack Carson,’ 
the ‘late George S.‘Kaufinan, Kay 
Kyser, Fred. Waring, Lawrence 
Welk, Bud Collver, Mel. Allen. 
Jack Carter, Ted. Mack, and Allen! 

‘.Funt. -most of them- active today. 
The talent w as basically there. 

I am. not a ‘sentimentalist about ; 

hada number of nighttime. shows: 
(Continued: on page 38) : 

ABC. 0-and-o, -and. will’ have -a © 
‘l advice’ to people: with. problems. 2) ‘looks through - audience: photo — 

impres- 

From The Production Centres. 
“Continued. from page 22 

| mittee studying. the’ future ‘of: UK broadcasting) to Yooksee a “live 
{color tv demonstration . . ..New- Films topper.-with- Radio Eireann-TV- 
is William F. Harper, ‘past. chairman and secretary: of the Irish, Film. 
Suciety ... . Another big legit: name succumbed. to tv drama; this:time - 
‘Emlyn Williams - starred in. Terence Rattigan’s “The: Winslow Boy” 
‘for BBE-TV.. Williams. created. the role. OF Sir ‘Robert Morton, QC. 
in the- -original legit production. hts ~ 

IN BOS TON. 
” Boy ‘Cheyne,. promotion manager, -WHDHL-TY: hosted Leonard. ‘Frees: 

-man, producer; Herb .Leonard, ‘exec producer; Frank’ Moss," writer; ‘of - 
| Route 66": at station Wed. (16) at press confab ‘kickoff. on plans: to. 
: film. three episodes’ in Boston with. filming starting Aug..28..-.°. WBZ 
| Radio's. * ‘Operation: Survival,” in’ which Ed’ Fohy, mnews-special events - 
: Supervisor,’ and four. volunteers lived in-a.ci il ‘defense fallout. ‘shelter. 
fon ‘Lovell’s'Island in Boston ‘Harbor: for 19. days, ¢limaxes tomorrow, 
|.Wed..'23:, when survival group: will be’ fe.3d- at: public. ‘reception on 
| Boston .Common with. civil. defense. Teps;: city, State officials and: WBZ.- 
jradio. officials in- attendance - . Gus ‘Saunders, WNAC-TYV. 
: sonality, guesting winners of gourmet: dinner at repast prepared by. . 
‘{himselé’ 
-Tuesday (223 at’ station. . 
‘hased on biz tec hnique of ‘brainstorming, Saturday «19. 
“Maxie? Rosenbloom as guest panelist : . ,- Jack Havey,. former Prome*. ; 
»mgr., named ‘national sales, megr.. for. WGAN-TV... 

IN SAN FRANCISCO ;- 
| Al Collins, who's been. a KSFO: deejay for ihe. past year, fs gett: ng 
hack into ‘tv: Tne “Al Collins Show,” local-and live, makes its. debut: 
Sept.'4, via KGO-TY. Daily. show. will’ run .from: .7' to"8 a.m: .on the. 

“free and -easy”’ “format. - ‘including: 1)— 

| albums, 3) a‘“trading post’; 4) demonstrations: of- unusual new. gadgets, 
5! the latest in ‘toys, 6)-a “know-your-citizen”: interview; arid 7) segment.. 
advising’ viewers who fell ‘asleep “how: last: night's: “film ended." Dick. 

| Brill; who used to. produce-.Don Sherwood’s tv shows, is ‘working: with 

For Dutch Master 
‘is: taking full 

Collins . . KSFO deejay: Dick Cook Tesigning,. plans to take, round- 
the-world ‘ trip. , KQED's “Photograph,,. the Incisive. Art’* won: top 
prize—a gold medal—at: the. State’Fair in-.metropolitan. tv station's - 
‘competition. KSFO’s. “The Eichmann Story” copped the honors among 
-mefropolitan AMers , ... Frank Atlass due in Frisco. this week to take... 
over. the helm of his: new. ‘acquisition, KQBY. He’s rumored to have a:, 

IN PHILA DELPHIA- 
Dick. Clark hosted his WFIL-TV associates’ at. a. preview: of his atest. 

ple, “The Young Doctors” . 23. Vet.tv: performer Péte Boyle: to be starred ° 
‘in’ a: children’s ‘seriés . “Independent -Adventure, "being | ‘broduced - ‘by.:: 
WHYY-TV for the. National - Educational ‘Television. Center :. .'. Gerald ~ 
Noonan, fornier media buyer for Benson & Bowles, in° New York; ‘has*.- 
joined the WCAU-TV as national sales. rep . . David A: . Moss ‘appointed 
assistant: general manager of WKDN, Camden, N.J. He joined in 1957" 
as program director. after: several years’: as "gales : ‘Manager ‘at’ WIS, 
Columbia, S.C: .... . Jahn J. Cosgrove: ‘named account exec in ‘the: saleg 
department at: WCAU-TV:: -He was former. national-rep for. the: station. - 

. Bill Lord, Annenberg. ‘ScligoT’ of Comniunications grad. now an ABC 
newsman-réporter, doing a 10-minute newscast. for. teenagers: ‘on Amer: ° : 
ican Bandstand.” cote! _ So, 

IN TORONTO: 
. ‘Morley Safer -and ‘Edward ‘Higginson, correspondents‘ gent ‘over trom 
here by :the CBC to cover. thé’ East: Betlin outbreak, were released -by + 
‘Communist Officials after being held: nine ‘hours ‘and: part: of their film. 
‘confiscated . - Roy. Ward Dickson, whose ‘Take..a- Chane ! -makés its” 
‘quiz: bow-in ‘over’ *CFTO-TV;, ‘looking for a short girl as hostess because _ 
he's § ft. 8 in..,. Originating 16.radio and.ty programs ‘for: trans-Canada - 
-coverage, CBC has set up a: 50-by-100 ft,tent until ending. of Canadian - 
! National Exhibition on Sept.-4. Canvas ‘is ‘on:the CNE midway, with. 
4 _ admish free and. allowing public . mingling with CBC personalities one 
Allan Waters,: CHUM prexy, looking | for an editoria] writer to bolster « 
4 his news staff. 

Ja scripter for two Bing Crosby specials skedded ' for: next. season. 
i Jean Beattie,.after doing a stint.as women’s “pregram -éditor. of CFTO-. 

> Paul Hson, €BC's “Parade” writer, ‘has inked. pact: as. 

iTV, has. joined. the flackery branch of MacLean- Hunter Publications. 

IN MILWAUKEE . 
James: G. ‘Baker, general 1 manager, WEMR: nto. st: Mary's Hospital: 

for surgery” with station's. administrative . assistant - Bill. ‘Espina: pinch- 
| hitting... . Andrew. Potos, former. instructor ‘at “Washington: High: School . 
joined WITL-TY.: sales staff as account -exec; ‘according: ‘to William: J. 
Flynn, general sales manager . Joe Salomone now student. announcer . 
on WBON-EM. Barry Smith repiaced: Jack- Gennaro. as’ general | 
manager of WERV-TV at Green Bay. 
Social Security Administration for WMI time ‘sales staff. : “Bruce. 

; Kanitz, WITI-TV ‘news director and commentor, back- from. Europe* 
‘and tour ditector’ chore through Milwaukee: Travel’ Center . - Jim 
i Stagg appointed program director of W OKY. Milwaukeé Bartell’ station. 
“Stagg: came from Bartell’s San Francisco link: KYA .'. « Don Phillips: 
“ankled WRIT, Joining WOKY. as 5 all ‘nisht disk: ‘Jockey, 

IN PITTSBURGH. . 
Franklyn T. Snyder, ‘g.m. “snd. vp. at WTAE: received... a ‘epiecial. 

'Safety Award for the station ‘from Gov. ‘David. Lawrence. News director | 
Dave Murray. and: ewners: Earl Réed ‘and - Leonard Kapner: were ‘on. 
hand. for the ceremonies .~:”... Morten’ Berenstein:. “who. came: from. 
iMiami: U.. is the new production. manager tat ‘WQED..-He: ‘Féplaces © 
William’ Dempsey. Other addiitons to the’. WQED : staff: are DBuane. 
Franeeschi,. producer-director. from Buffalo and: Keith ‘Carlson; a -pro-. 
‘duction ‘assistant . 
| pap ers permission. ‘to. install police ; lights - on’ company- -owned. ars on. 
: desk: of Gov., Lawrence for Signature . 
entice on “Luncheon | cat: the Ones” on WHC. for: two shots. a. Week. 

Shakeup at.- Storz-operated - Wisc Y has. Richard: Haris moving. in ‘as: 
‘general manager and Phil Nolan as. program . director. ‘Harris’ was” 
general Manager. of. KLEO, ‘Wichita: Nolan. was program. director: of - 
‘WDGY's sister station, KOMA,* Oklahoma: City: ‘Thitd staff addition 
is. New’ “personality Jim Simon, an import ‘from: “Denver .. WTCN-TV. | 
reports its: ratings. up- during last four | ‘mionths, operating: as an in-... 
dependent: after losing ABC: affiliation :: - WCCO received. so many- 
| favorable -ealls from ‘listeners on its. half-hour documentary, “Minne-- 
sota at. Gettysburg.” ‘that 2t rebroadcast. the show. Program Was ‘second 

tint series the station is doing on the Civil War. Centennial . . ..KUOM, 
| University of Minnesota radio station. did. half-hour show, “Six. Rode 
South.” on “freedom riders” from university ...'/ Sports’ ‘director Frank 

western — films: ‘the “good old days.” Video in 1950: Buetel will Handle play-by-play ‘broadcasts. ‘of..Minnesota. ‘grid: games. 
on WTCN. this’ fall... -WMIN: changing music programming: ‘format, : 

| dfopping rock, Yr “roll ang top 40 in. . fay or of big band Pop: disks ose. 

‘pers - 

as. chef. with. news paper food’ eds and columnists as crix |); 
. WBZ-TV introed “Brainstorm.” new series... 

‘with ““Slapsie.: 

Chicago. Tadio-tv personality dined up. to’ ‘help revive. the AMer. Lote 

. Dean R. Dietrich ankled U.S.” a 

. Bill to permit newsnien from. tv, radio and: news-. 2 : 

... . Karl Krug: renewed-as drama: oe 

‘ 
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‘ 

as 18 on KNXT, as Television 2 
_ presents Los Angeles’ first daily 

full-hour of news! Starting Octo- 
ber 2, “THE BIG NEWS” (Mon- 
Fri, 8:30 pm) will bring viewers 
complete coverage of the day’s 
news; unprecedented in-depth 
reports of world-wide and local 
events, sports and weather...plus 
special features. Followed at 7:15 
by the CBS Television Network's 
award-winning “DouglasEdwards- 
with the News.” Big in concept: 
and big infact—“THE BIG NEWS” 

~ means even bigger audiences on 
Southern California’s numberone 
television station...CB8 Owned » 

: 

| 

: 

Represented by CBS Television Stations Nationel Sales 

’ wl 
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NBC's Huntley-Brinkley 
Alert on Atlanta School |. 
Opening; Ray Moore Set! 

Atlanta, Aug. 22. 
NBC-TV has entrusted coverage 

of Atiasta’s school integration, 
orfered by U.S. Court, to Ray 
Moawre, WSB-TV’s 
vino will .feed- his news direct to: 
the ‘“Hurnthey-Brinkley 
ti-. s.eaout the integi ation period. 

By 8 sO ieee 

Ba oiftiptty tease ime acirn.tted to same 

Report”; 

VARIETY ARB FEATURE FILM 
VARIETY-ARB's weekly chart offers a day-by- day stipes of the tap feature evening sats tn r 

particular market. On Saturdays and Sundays, daytime feature slots compete amith siphitime pir 
periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day. - The. analpsis is confineil to the tap rected. 
feature slots in the ARB: measured period, broke down by days in the week. The ARB measured 
period usually covers three of four weeks. Other data such as the time slot and overage. share of 
audience is furnished. Top competition and competitive ratings also are hightighted. 

Atlanta, Ga. ® Stations: WSB, WAGA, 1 WLWA e Survey. Datesi ‘MAY. 15-30NE ile test 

WSB 

news director,|: - 

‘114 In Atlanta when ]- 
Average Rating: - 
Average Share: Py 

‘Program: LATE SHOW 

Zr foeriiy Free tmnen students ; i 1MONDAYS 11: 15-1: 30 

May 15 “HOMECOMING” 
Lana Turner, Clark Gable 
1947, MGM, ‘MGM- TY, _ Repeat. 

May 22 “TEST PILOT” 

(itso, oti weites «there will bel: 
Je s eoae aodeven this years will | 
| coe Ga 
Both ~ -?ounmd-r olan worked ! 
as a Atianta schon! officials, | 
Vor “4 federal court's stamp [:" 
2? bagels ita ; 

iy: s2 fie same period Dor | 
bs) ana Gearge Page, 
PE Deas feeads, 

a corr 

b 

he duing tne! wil 
“Today” | NBC CEY oa) I 

Schoenbrun 
Gererrmees § ONS eCd from peye 20 a 

Co. ote | Dactis, mv girl tells: 
i i oat t £9 upto ya boy and tell 
ho, os fate and then introduce 
Ro.” eaoogize before’ doing 
7 rer ; . 

te otered toe Bote remite” Bat bf 
Reo une te Qee@al. Superimal- | 

di-ofs tb trane darmt ive a 
wel oa. ote Bere im suburbia. [ 

$3..° *  ateout the sterile | 

a t ' , 

doce i tend it. They read 
Bates. “sure ode reams thistg-. 4 
Avot te ov. ob peopie. 1 suppose! 
serte estan frat cea. is repre-d 
tet. doa. * harrbanite.” ; 

t 
—___— 

Deriming A Correspondent 

“Eat: nat a foreign correspon- ; 
fer? bo gn. sehivapondent. J am } 
tat & + colrespondent Tt 

af? media. A micrephone | 
Talesgets 

Vouk in 
Ie oahovher cotrespondent’s tool, 
Ihhe sour pencil, IT am an Amen- 
Cuotnm Pate” . 

Per sort peszin to. identify with! 
tie counts sou're int 

“Now Fragce to ome ts like hal 
ft setied ! fvave friends I have! 
Bioasn uy with To can see their j 
bad pois. a» well as their good.”.; 

Are yau a pundit? 

“No T have no top-of-the-head 
Oy gens [ read 10 newspapers: 
diuity, Three books a week. _ I: 
sicep fae hours a. night. 

And what about deGaulle? 
“E bad «a bet with an aide that. 

I voukd set te see deGaulle. Am 
eacheive interview. He never 
fives ole. He's very proud. His 
aide tutte me down saying that 
President Kennedy gever gives aut 
exclusive interviews. But I got it. 
The Saturday Review of Literature 
asked me to review deGaulie’s 
memoirs TF wrote deGaulle a let- 
ter, satiane as the author of “As 
Fiance Goes.” as the man ap- 
pointed by the Saturday Review 
to write a critique of his memoirs, 
I weuld ike to tulk to him private- 

aa 

Ik. 0 The next dav I got a letter 
from deGautle. inviting me to see 
him. One author talking to an- 
othes autior. It made a swell lt 
article.” 

Be What about 
Beach? 

“My daushter finds the bikinis 
and the Bermuda shorts worn hy 
serie American women ugly. In: 
Franee, only the siapely young ? 
Wear bikinis We saw a woman ; 
Who was fut and 4 1n a bikini It 
was uel. Bermuda shorts, vou 
hnuw boeuw Fong thes are, hide beau- 
tital less of some womer, my 
dausthter -ays : 

And on and on and on it went, 
the above approximate the liver 

tuk out dish politics, mores and - 
Pee: ride i 

Schoevhrun i the seniur Ameri+ | 
Cap cerespondent in Europe. No 
ate be sat. bas had Ttosears of; 
Gar eentn. oserviee as the head - 
ew oa biseak He sreaduated from . 
tie Cots 8 Hee at New York at: 
tas ate os te THe was teaching : 
rrrenee Pertinmes im hish sehoals , 
ato] Hee operried the girl next 
stot oth Far Rackawoy, Derothy 
Seta Thies eastite bigvraphy in- 

t 

Rockaway 
I 

ry ee ae ay EYE EOS ee + 

i 

erties workiee fer Flmer Divis: 
weve Dates was af (BS oa stint: 
vou the OWR and the Star and! 
Steree scien t tte Warias news di-: 
> ofa oof the Mediterranean Thea- ‘ 
tre 

. Noy ine epares wath his family 
: - . ' 

@rosttce. tet ds ploe at Nepdn- | 
Nees Eb ot the Roekaway | 

Bees ote) Fer tour weeks he ; 
Haixtts tect cee friends and re-; 
hetmans Fo. ott te Paris: 
Cai bata ia  ovisis, and for 
Ses eek geet, preuple, people. 

dle i 

WSB-f. 
Spencer Tracy, Clark Gable. 
1937, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat 

Max 29 “HONKY TONK” | 
J.ana Turner, Clark Gable 
1541, MGM, MGM-TY, Repeat. 

June 5 “SARATOGA” 
Jean Harlow, Clark Gable 
1936, MGM. 

WSB 

"'MGM-TV 

Average Rating: 3” 
Average Share: 43... 

FURSDAYS 2:15-1:15 

Program: LATE. SHOW 

“TALL IN THE. SADDLE” 
Jolin W:ine, Ella Raines 
1944, RKO, UAA. Repeat |. 
“KEEPER OF THE FLAME”: . 
Katheri ine Hepburn, Spencer Tracy 

Ma 

Nhat 

IES 

J -ne 

‘4 5 
s 

a 

23 

MGM. MGM-TV. Repeat: 
3 CREE ‘NEON IN FRANCE” . 

‘Jolin Wayne, Joan Crawford © 
1942, MGM. MGN-TV, Repeat 

6 “VALLEY GF DECISION” 

WAGA 

Greer - Garson, - Grevory Peck. 
1944, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat 

Average Rating: 2 
Average Share: 40. 

WEDNESDAYS 11:15-1:30 

Program: BIG MOVIE 

May 17 “TOVARICI i Ga 
» Charles Boyer, Claudette Colbert 

1937, Warner Bros., UAA, Ist Run + 
May 24 “LAS VEGAS SHAKEDOWN”, © 

Dennis O'Keefe, i 
1955, Allied Artists, aay ark Films, Ist: Rua 

Coleen Gray. 

May 31 “ROAD HOUSE” 
Ida.-Lupino, Cornel. Wilde, Richard Wisinark | } 

- 1948, 20th Fox, NTA, Ist Run 
June 7 “DAKOTA” 

John Wayne, Waiter Brennan 
19-45, 

WSB 

Republic, HTS, Repeat. 

Average Rating: 2 
Average Shore: 40 

THURSDAYS: 11:12-2:08 

Program: LATE SHOW 

May 18 “BACK FROM ETERNITY” | 
Anita Ekberg, Robert Ryan 
1956. RKO, Show Corp: of Amer, Repeat 

May 23 “RETURN OF FRANK JAMES” 
Henry Fonda, Gene Tierney 
1940, 20th Fox, NTA, Repeat 

I “RAZORS EDGE” 
Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney 
1946, 20th Fox, NTA, Repeat : 

8 “ISLAND IN THE SKY” : 
John Wayne, Lloyd Nolan . 

June 

‘June 

1953, Warner Bros... Sever’ ‘arts’ Repeat . 

WSB 
‘Average. Rating: 5. : 
Average. Share: 50° 

FRIDAYS 1:15-1:15 
LATE SHOW 

May 19 “SPRINGFIELD RIFLE” | 
Gary Cooper 

Program: 

May 

Jime 

Jtne 

26 

2 

9 

1952, ‘Warner Bros... Seven: ‘Arts, ‘ist “Run 
“LULLABY OF BROADWAY” 
Doris Day, Gene Nélson 
1951, Warners, Seven Arts, Ist Run 
“FLAME AND THE ARROW” 
Burt Lancaster, Virginia. Mayo ; ; 
1950, Warner Bros.,. Seven Arts,. Ist Run 
“MONTANA” 
Erroll Flynn, Alexis’ ‘Smith 
1950, - Warner Bros., 

WSB 

Seven Arts, ‘Ist Run 

* Average Rating? 8 
Average Share: 2? 

SATURDAYS 10:30-12:06 
Program: LATE SHOW 

2) “HOLD BACK THE DAWN” May 

Mav 

June 

June 

Charles Boyer, Olivia DeHay iland “. 
1941, Paramount, MCA. Ist Run 

v7 “YHE .GREAT. McGINTY” ™ 
‘Brian Donlevy 
1940, Paramount,’ MCA, Ist Run. 

3 “TILE DAMNED DON'T CRY”. . 
’ avid Brian, Joan ‘Crawford: 

1950, Warner Bros., Seven “Arts, ‘Ast Run: 
10 “UNION PACIFIC” 

Joel MeCrea,. Barbara Stanwyck: 
1939, Paramount, MCA, Ist Run. 

(Continued on, page 40) 

~~ 

@ank,” “Winner Take AT” and 
{ eTuenty” ‘Questions:” ‘Ht also’ ac- 
eented roller. derbies, ‘wrestling 

| Pakeries and such eaiities 2s ‘Kuda .. 
Bux, the Indian mystic, tilled ‘as: 

| “the man with the. Kray ayes.” - 

1 In the department . of ‘mayhem. 
| and thrills, “Man. Against Crime;’” 
“Private. Eye,’ ” .Tthe Big Story. 
“Lights. Out’: ‘and the -excellent. 

5 fiong-running - 
_| reasonably . 
physical. efforts; A- ‘Quick: ‘pep. On. 

ve “Sumpense”” 
‘contrelked. im their 

the head with a. ‘gun ‘butt. or a: belt 

rather than. noveitr enterltamiment, 
.) basically drama. and::comedy.: ‘Tlie 

COMPETITION 
a _ STATION *, 

Big “Movie: waca | 
11; 15-130 2, 

News Weather Sports WLWA .. | 
" 11:15-11:30 ee 
Jack Paar JWLWA 

71:30-1:00 - “3. 
News.” a WiWa 
*4200-1:55. pe 

| COMPETITION. 

a STATION & 
PROGRAM. AVG, RATING . 
Big Movie WAGA. 

11:15-1:00.. - , 

News Weather Sports WLWA 
1:15-1:30 * 2 

Jack Paar WLWA 
"4:15-1:00 | 2° 

News —. WLWA 
1:00-1:15. aS 

. “COMPETITION. 

PROGRAM AVG. RATING 
‘Late Show -WSB 

“13:15-1:60 4a 
News Sports Weather’ . WLWA 

~ 71315- 11 238 oS 

Jack ‘Paar . _WLWA 
ae & & 30-1: 00. 3 

News = .. -WLWA 
°. 2:00-1:15-_ oe on 

(COMPETITION 

_ STATION “ 
PROGRAM AYG.. RATING | 

Big Movie WAGA . 
. -TL15-130° bo 
News Weather Sports. . WLWa. . 
* -11:15-11:30 a 40. 

“Jack Paar. ‘WLWA. 
1:30-1:00 3. 

News. - -WLWA 
1:00-1:15 4 

COMPETITION : 

a STATION & 
PROGRAM AVG. RATING 

‘Big Movie WAGA 
11.15-1:15 

~ News Weather Sports wuWae 
11:15-11: 30 _ 2: 

Jack Paar. °° WLWA 
1:30-1:00 2. 

* News. WLWA. 
13:@0-1:15 a 

COMPETITION _ 

_ . STATION. & . 
” PROGRAM AVG. RATING: 

. Tightrope, JFK | WAGA 
10:30-11:00° 16 

Big Movie, ‘Tightrope WAGA 
-11:00-11:30 - 10° 

Big Movie . WAGA 
_11:30-12:00 rr 
“Roaring 20's - WLWA 

10:30-11:00 15 
Neivs Weather Sports WLWA 
- 1800-11155” 8 
San Francisco: Beat “WLWA 

.. 11:15-12:00 5 

-| the: home 

{public ‘affairs ‘presentations. 
| to-come when cammutiication galéle-” 

| lites take: station in the sky: is:the- 
‘| exciting: prospect':of ‘truly ‘global>-. 

| on-the-spot 
4 coverage.-In this. area of news ‘and | 

| public: affairs: the “networks, and” 

its speétaculars.*- 

7 the. night- “by-night,” 

ecutive - ‘cited “a “new 
| series. starting” this: fall, one. thrat ; 
‘| will depart: from . the: adventure 

“T just. don't :. 
| know. what ‘the ‘audience. reaction.” 

~ 1 willbe to this. type of: program,” « 
“The volunteered. with: puzzled. cons, ' 

- No, one ‘can: ftell’'a hit: in= 
advance. ‘and no” Irving Thalberg :.. 

~|-of. filni. production. » 

‘| case,. 
| that muelr. in: the past AL -years. 

. showmanship. ‘and. T.E:C. 
4d spel a-hit, 
gredients, will you. And, -oli yes. 

, was. v. D.. 

Ae spat ing “Prosrams,. consistira of 
t Paar. and Dave Garreway, 
qn Hits Ed.. we, a 

: devoted: -talents of mew exciting:. 
yourig  wrilers' and: ‘directors: went 

-}into’ countless ‘hours .of ‘dramatic 
” planning, preparation and rehear-- 
sal to bring a- quality: product to: 

‘Pressure groups. tube.’ 
were. relatively. inarticulate or vn 
organized and the problem. of net- 

; work. officials . were - more . related 
to. ever-zrowing, physical. familities, 

-}the addition. of new stations and..-:* 
converiing.. print advertisers to tv. | 

| Comedians: frequently 

dornmentaties, and ‘interpretative, 
‘Still 

, instantaneous 

‘tbat ‘would now “Jee: potted in the- 
‘1 dinytime-programs. Tike “Sireak the: 

” 

were | 

“| ta the belly: séeme. to satisfy the”. 
4-need for violence’ in those days. ‘Of 

} limited Jive studio. action.” .. 

| Where: television. ‘had. its: weight. 
and. strength was in. fundamental 

could” get oe 
-- | away with -a*‘topical’ joke oral. | 
| satirical -'sketch. without . an. aves es 
;:lanche- ‘of protest : “mail. -.° |, CT 

‘It as true: that ‘ty today: has sub- vate 
- stituted ‘a- tiew. Major dimension, 

” J the in-depth global. NEWS coverage, . 

news. 

local stations: with. reporters and _. 
‘4 cameramen ruving the world, have 
taken a giant: step. forward. But .. 

4 what ‘of. the failure -in the. aren of. 
enteriainment~:. where © “program 
cheurs and audierives. “greatly exceed. 
the . efforts. Of the: ‘ews. depart 
ments? 

. The theatre - ‘his’ ‘suffered. stag- 
’ gering. costs and multiple. obstacles 
: and. ‘Still - producers: ‘cortinae te 
‘dairy. Each effart--is approached: 
7 ‘with what I like to call -T.LC.. a 
- 4 Bittle discussed. but important show 

‘Dasiness additive. PLL. stands. 
= for} tender, doving ware. Just: that. 

The motion. picture. industry; Fal- 
t as it was,has made a re- 
newed | effort. and has taken some 
mighty. gambles. ‘Where big money 
was involvéd success has depended. 
en quality: and not merely dollars. os 

7 Recently, this. ‘has paid. off. 

‘Television has.spent (and ‘some-— 

. -On. these’ has 
been ‘lavished’ TLC: but what of 

Ww €ek-by: -weelk. 
effort?” 

‘Recently. a major “network ‘@K> 
‘adv enturé 

formula of. violence. 

cern.. 

{| has vet appeared ‘an: the television 
scene. 

| audience ratings. 
| [It may be-.tnat.: ‘we ‘are inéxlti-. 

cably: caught in the ‘economic trap - 
T- doubt this.-"- 

‘The ‘programs. of* ‘1950.-were ‘live 

7 times squandered). big maney on.’ 

. But. I'd hazard a guéss that: ’ 
-1if the -netivork ‘exec’s -new: series. 

| combines ~- quality: ° 
j writing’ and directing plus a box: ~ 
4 office. tHemie, the-T.L.C. that-went | 
7 int6- its making will show up in 

‘in. * producing, ..- 

with alt of. the tv studio: limitations: - 

fr equenth: ‘than: not,. 

-Qtiality 

The. formula ‘hasn't changed 

‘Then ‘as. ‘now. talent,- imagination, 
can .still 

Don't forget. these in- 

brinz x money. 

I duc: oa 
Ch N. “and” NBC, :. Most’ Fecentli he: 

in charge: of. ‘NBC Par-- 

» Jae 

| this’ implied.. “Yet. frequently they." 
“| had vitality’ and courage ‘and more. - 

_ imagination, _ 
“| Now. we "have at. our beck and. ¢alk. 

| atl of the potentials of tape and-..-:- 
the most advanced: techniques, of. - 

‘film, L.can‘t.believe we're trapped... ... 
in 1950: was mixed with ~ 

|trash and this will--always be the. 

; [ - Ti. ° 2eriter lias ‘been: both ¢ a. prow . 
and. ‘network., erecutive. ato 

aaa 



“Angust 16, 1961 

Dear Mr. Taubman: 

I want ta congratilate you an 
the outstanding success vou had 
at the last Miami Beach 
Pop Concert an Sunday, August 
13th, with the Universtty ef 
Miami Summer Sumphany 
Orchestra. The public loved pou 
and the Gershwin progsam. 

Your concert of the 13th 
“was the recard attendance of Pa 
au our Pop Concerts. As you 
know, we had to add 225 
chairs, 109 of them backstage 
of the Orchestra, which 
I consider quite an achtérement, 

It was a great pleasuie to have 
you join our roster oj fine 
conductors, and we look 
forward to a repeat appear- 
ance with our orchesta. 

With all guod trishes for 
your continuing success, 

Cordially yours, 

MARIE VOLPE, Manager 

MIAMI SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

“GERSHWIN CONCERT 
ms | MOVES. BRISKLY’”*” 
‘i. Pavl: Taubman, NBC : symphony 

> conductor, waved. a" brisk baton: 
‘|. te keep the final concert of the ' 
‘ft summer, the: gnnval all-Gershwin 

| program, moving at a: fast clipe 
"Using. Toscanini's baton, Tau 

largest sellout 
at the Mi 

‘Beach auditorium Sunday night. 
"Taubman conducted the orchese 
tra. energetically through ‘An 

Jj American in Paris,’ ... Paris traf. 
“{ .fic come-alive through his baton.” 

THE. MIAMI. HERALD 
_ by Marcia Robinson 

‘man played to the 

- BRUUN OVER MIAMI. MIAMI BEACH SUN 

A BLAZE OF GLORY: Last night was the fimale of the highly 
— successful. summer Pop coneert series: by the University ‘of Miami 

~ gummer symphony orchestra, I¢ was an all Gershwin program 
“eonducted by Paul Taubman, who made his musical premiere ia 
‘our town with this concert. It was the most successful concert 
eur ‘city has‘ ever seen, The “sold out” signs were up early. 
Blanding room was sold, and for the very first tlme, many seats 

were sold on the stage, on both sides of the orchestra, Musie 
‘Jovers sat on the balcony stairs, everywhere. | 

In addition to the brilliant direction of Taubman, this 
orchestra never before’ ave quite as much of their a to any 

“CONCERT SEASON 
_ BOUNCES. TO A CLOSE” 

} inship was’ Kin -at the 
”. mal Pop ¢ rt.-of ‘the. season. 

| last night at Miami Beach Audi-- 
 ‘torium .« « It was a packed house. 
“with 200 more seated in the wings 

Jon the stage. They were there to 
[be satetioined «ee Paul Tayb-. 

Last night, asic Was king Miami Beach. Never has there 
ciative audience in our town and never 

aM. THE MIAME NEWS 
-by Billie O'Day 

L TAUBMAN 

Conducting: 
THE MIAMI SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

Sunday, August 13, 1968 

PAI 
Exclusively:- 

| 

COLUMBIA RECORDS — HENRY ©. DoRiaa 
Personol ‘Librarion. for Me. Teubment * 

59 East 54 St, New York 22, N Y, 

¢F 

AM 8. DEAN” 
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Nigeria TV: ‘Who Needs Pagliacci 
When They're Dying Of Pellagra?’| 

whlch ‘calls ¢ Jwern Nigeria, 
its os the Scweway to Africa,” finds ' 
a dearth of good tv program} 
tin if Via. 

*Qur production funds 
limbed, «8d our programming | 
Cependes Tar ‘ely on antiquated and } 
wncertio: Aetserican filmed shows. ! 
Nigetinas are jearning a great deal! 

— 
- 

‘are ! 

today anes crime and cowboys. ! 
Tsat, wotortemateiy, IS our imag Je! 

or Asieieta! : 
Tne abese serntivents were ex: Fj 

yore cel bys) ("* Lletk I. ) ahuel “A. AL! 

Dedigt ces). besil: ter of. information . 
tor Wee term Nisesa. Chief fa-' 
Giaster Wig is here to stirs Ameri: 
Cem radia and ty techuiques, spoke 
aoa pres reepthigte Vb CONLIN. - 
trom with: the opening of a Western. ” 
Nifehia Padoriaiaian aad industrial 
Ctelopient ottte on Madison 
Ate ; 

stressing the importance his’ 
tountit places on advanced ¢om-; 

mainicatins faciities, Chief Fa-: 
datiro explained — that Western! 
Nifera mn “59 invested a large 
anount of scarce capital to estab- 
fish Atrica’s first ty station, WNEV, 
in Ubatiiat. The network consists of 
tiiree transmitters which cover an 
area of 4000 square niles with a ; 
population of 3.000.060 in Nigeria's 
preme market, iochudingg the Fed. | 
eral capitub of Lasos, He said - 
there are L000 sets in Western , 
DNELeriL 

He mentioned the importance of 
modern communications to politi- 
Cal stubiiiive in Africa, where the i 

.WNBC-LV a few years back, had 
> been assistant. at CBS to Dick 

effort. 

Acad Puts Weight 

“Hal Hough’s Stripes 
been given his v.p. stripes. 
‘Hough had been director of pro- 

manager of WCBS-TV, NY. for six 

Reynolds Exits CBS To 
Join Affe at WNBC-TV 

Pete. Affe, new manager of 
WNBC-TYV, N-Y., has hired Jack 

‘Revnolds of CBS to serve as man- 
ager of public affairs programming |. 
for the NBC flagship station. . — 

By bringing Reynolds in, Affe CBS Pro Footbal | 

- Al -Perlmutter to concentrate on’ ck I 

Hough. will serve in an advisory 

exchange of “live” . production 
ideas, overall program structure, 

affairs programming, - 

hopes to free his program manager 

iocal. entertainment programs. Un-' 
til row, with the emphasis on pub-| 
affairs, Perlmutter has been over- 
seeing both ends of the local pro-} 
gram sked : 

Resnolds, who spent a hitch. at 

METESS Aug. 22... 
Heffner in the news and ¢corporate| © Congressional wheels are now in 
areay before Heffner ‘himself. left 
‘CBS: to head up the Chanel 13] 
imetropolitan area educational 

‘eral court decision rejecting the 

| ball League. 

man. Emanuel ‘Celler introduced: a 

on it-——which would expressly. per- 

ball, hockey ‘leagues to enter. into 
tv agreements without. fear of anti- 
trust prosecution. 

Similar legislation’ -was intro- 
duced on the Senate side by: Anti-} 

Behind N.Y.C. ‘U" 
The TV Academy’s N.Y. chapter | 

will serve as “an advisory and con-- 
sultancy hoard” for the Municipal 

‘N.Y.C1} Broadcasting Systém’s | 'D--Denn.’. 

Hal Hough, director of program | 
services for CBS TV ,o&0's, has | 

‘gram services since July, 58. Pre- 
| viously, he .had been program |. 

-years.: As V.p., program services, |: 

capacity to o&o’s in-such areas as{ 

‘film buying,. ‘scheduling, and pub-/¢ 

~ Congr ress. ‘Action 
motion to .overridé a recent -fed-: 

proposed. television . contract be-| 
tween CBS and. the National Foot- 

In ‘the House, Judiciary. Chair- 

bill—and set an-Aug, 28° hearing | - 

mit pro football, baseball, basket-. 

‘trust. ‘Chairman — Estes Kefauver' . 
Kefauver said org<n-. 

‘aside Stuff—Radio-TV 
The NY. Newspaper Guild. may attempt to pattern future. deinands: ws 

in Fadio ‘along those. already: in force at stations under: Writers Guild. 
of America jurisdiction. _ 

Newspaper Guild has jurisdiction : over news ‘writers ‘at: ‘WQXR, 

the radig- indie. in. N.Y: owned’ and operated: by: the N.Y. ‘Times; and 
two “weeks ‘ago. the outlet. went. “commercial”. on its. ‘newstasts, taking 

on regular sponsorships. ‘Until. then;: WQXxR five-minute newscasts 

carried. blurbs only for the newspaper itself, ‘which evidently was: not 
considered commercial by the Guild. - 

‘Newspaper labor. leaders.are now beginning a check ‘with: WGA East” : 
in an effort to establish a sinillar basis for demands.for: writers on- 
commercial newscasts. Newspaper Guild pact’ with. WQKR,: however, _ 

. [has- another: year to run. Whether the union -will press for. additional Pa 
; commercial fees” ‘Sooner - than. that is’ not. known.. ae 

Last Sunday’ afternoon’ 8 (200. “Eichmann on Trial” stanza’ (see TV. oa 
Reviews) rang the curtain down on the longest courtroom. drama: ever: 
seen on. video. It completed ‘a stretch of 19 consecutive. weekly. shows 
onthe -web, including two. pre-trial. programs, | “The- Other Adolph’ - 
and “Israel and: Eichmann,” - a total which added - up to the ‘most. eX- 
tensive network coverage of the case. ABC correspondents. Yale New-. 
man: and Marlin Levin. remained in Jerusalem: throughout the ‘trial 
while. Quincy ‘Howe was there ‘during the early weeks. Vince Dempsey 
was: producer-writer for the series: and’. Bill Shadel was commentator. 
ABC ‘news: producer. Sid Darion and. the’ web's Berlin. correspondent 
George Bailey algo gave assists, . 

Chamberlain, 40-Year 
Vet, Retiring From. CBS: 
A. B. ‘Chamberlain, director of 

‘Aurthur s Th Par 

Three associations have petitioned the Federal ‘Communications. Com. 7 
mission to extend the deadline for comments: on: ‘the | ‘government: oo 
agency’ $ proposed changes. in FM ‘broadcast rules; Me 

‘The : National. Assn. of Broadcasters, Federal . Coiimunications ‘Bar 
|Assn., and the Assn.: of Federal: Communications Consiilting Engincers._ 
asked an extension. from Sept. | 5 to Nov. 10, " 

J Amerca.” 

ized team. sports would be jeopar- 
formidable geosraphy of jungles, {forthcoming UHF  educationaler, dized if major. leagué teams are 
desctis and swamps have blocked WUHF. Additionally; according to : 
thon-snds of tribal groups into} WNYC-WUHE, the Academy will forced to negotiate separately with 
ieolahion. Neria, with apprexi-: also supply a certain amount of |” Prime target of the: ‘bills {s- the 
matels 39 new-papers, ‘six radio | the programming for the new tv’er. July 20 decision by: Judge. Allan‘K. 
siitions ancl two tefevision stations, | Seymour Siegel, head of the city Grim of the US. District Court, in 
girends leads the independent stations, is already workin Philadelphia. that the draft con- 
African nations in communications an Academy -committe, whi tract between CBS: and the -Na- 
progress, (Chief Fadayiro said..  .:sist of producers Mildred- . 

“We believe in sponsored bread. | Albers. Bob Banner, Max Liebman, 
cast Sprovrameuns.” the minister , Robert- F. Levine, Tony Miner, Dave 
stated Tle said that radio and tv, Susskind and Ted Yates and ‘direc- 
are oe-sentiaf to stimulating con-! tors Vincent Donehue, Roger Eng- 
ssiner demand and conditioning aj lander and Fielder Cook, execu- | 
Vohime miarket im a. progressive ; ‘tives K Kenneth Groot ,AFTRA), Eve-|! 
eipuak economy. “Commerc ially lin Burkey 'WGA), Ted Cott and. 
Sipported radiv and. tclevi isiua ate Jvarry Creshkoff. and Art .Kent,. 
the best guarantees oF gaod pro-; Walter Cronkite, Art Peltz and 
fram mater Good conumercials - Paul Taubman. 
amulae incentive and initiative,” Station, for which Congress 

ke added ‘ranted $2,000,000 to test UHF’s fea-, 

well as the. ‘antitrust laws. : 
; ‘The’ American Football. League 
‘ operated. under a similar contract 

‘newed. for. the - upcoming season. 
Other. sports organizations, such. as 
the National Basketball Assn., and 
the National Collegiate - “Athletic 
Assn., have had the same type of 
tv arrangements. for years, and .at 

The vdueational role 6f broadcast : one time the National’ Hockey The ‘ ducationat role of broadcast ; sibility in all-VHF N.Y.C., will also “League ‘had like: tv. contractual 

media Qn Atri ae perneDs as 1M". serve as a place, according to Acad: | Geale. . 
tained as an Aries rn aviro ial . emy president Betty Furness, where} Ce]ler said he'd agreed to intro- 
Iitetion of broadeast media is, 1" chapter's 1,600. red com cam! duce the legislation after. Commis- mo . ‘ a> { : 
Vastiv imore important than ini experiment in televise comunity -sioner-Pete Rozelle of the National 

i services, 
he smds “Your radio | 

wnd television are mainly intended 
te nplitt and amuse, In Africa Kingston, N.Y. ,— James Ender- 
today, our bt job is to instruct | ley jomms the announcing staff of 

our peopie in ueh bas, es a8 health, ? WGHQ, nom Val ire im | WHLE, 
stmtaton and qatritien, We don't Seth Boston, Val 
Breaiie need ‘Pastiaect' when they ; 
Are ato at etazra ” 

} Football .Lague and Commissioner 

assured -him. -no effort. would. be 
made to expand the measure into 
-thornier antitrust. aspects”. of. or- 
_Bantzed sports. _ 

. tional | Football League. violated: a 
| previous . decision of :his ‘own. as 

during 1960, which has: been re- 

‘has been built under. his direction: 

Ford: Frick of Organized Baseball |’ 
‘plans to leave N.Y. and to renew: 

engineering: for CBS-TY _and 

‘broadcast ‘pioneer, retires Sept. I, }- 
ending a 40-year. career in engi- 

‘neering and. Management Phases 

of- broadcasting. . 

After a-tour of. duty in the: sub-. 
marine service of the U.S. Navy, 
Chamberlain. joined the technical 
staff of WGY,  Schenectary, in’ 
1923. He. became- chief engineer 
and general manager. of another 
pioneering station, WHAM, ..Roch- 
ester, in 1927: and subsequently | 
joined the Buffalo” Broadcasting 
Corp, as a V.p.°. 

- Chamberlain néxt ‘became ehlef 
engirieer of the then infant. Colum-, 

he. has .been active for over .30. 
years in the design’.and construe- 
tion. of AM, FM, shortwave and tv 
broadcasting studios. and transmit- 
ting plants, Virtually ‘the. entire} 
present-day CBS. broadcast plant 

After’ ‘retirement Chamberlain 

his: acquaintances. with the fishing, 
hunting and golf areas. of. Upper 

iNew York. State. 

early. next year . 
-) film . laboratory’ and” offices on a. 

two-acre sifé at Santa, Cruz, near ~- 
1-Port-of- Spain, 
formation. here in 1958. as ‘a, pio-.. 

WNTV schedules two hours of 
@bireote nal ‘so during the das, withey ARB F 
Pithed erial directed mainiv 
Peer ai Pas pitas: and ather 

° ee a _ 2 Hat eee J (Continued. frou page $8) 
: sdb Tees flentags * respons: 7 . 
Bo tte aoverimtehts — woult i saazsaman~ Average Reti 10 COMPETITION: 
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vo . ist ; ‘erpal at fons wie c apt ; erag ° PROGRAM: AVG. ‘RATING 
‘ . , Jatt BRE Orde ve iO nec sv NDAYS 5:30-7: 00 . - , 

ifs oased too? orn broadcast media: | Program: BIG MOVIE This Week, JFK W SB. 

Bovtien ry os RPre set, ownership May 21 “LAWLESS” - 5:30-6:00 vO | 

Pe cut ited Tersete to the canmtrv's ’ MacDonald Carey, Gail ‘Russell. : Meets Press, JFK. WSB. . 
F oo 4 a wd neerrania leaders, the 1950, Pine Thomas. Productions, Colorama 6:00-6:30" (120° 
ve me ER ete CAS aka SEER ist Run ; Press, Journey WSB. 
far att ef op oportion ta fhe actual t May 28 “HONG. KONG AFFAIR” - 6:30-7:00 . 8 

nee al sets. Bee | Jack Kelly, May Wynn. Gospel, Favorites WLWA “Otten s—tokn yoda United! 1958, Allied Artists, M&A, Alex, Ist Run : "'5:30- 6.00 - 2 
ons stator b rs the Canivitan | J:ue 4 “BOLD AND THE BRAVE” a WLW 

Brose stot Conny maried Oftawa | ' ‘Mickey Rooney, Wendell Corey — “Walt. Disney -WELWA. 
eke at Ete ar for CRE He will | 1956, RKO, M&A. Alex., Ast Run. 6:30-7:00 8 

“GHOST TOWN” 
Kent Taylor, Marion Carr 
1956, UA, UAA, 1st Run 

ak CBC AM and: June 1T 
here Pum suceveds f 
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LATEST MARKET REPORT eee #1 WITH VIEWERS! 

“MANHUNT”? 
60% OKLAHOMA. cITY,. ‘OKLA, 

(Aud. Share): 
ERIE, PA. 
(Aud. Srkare} 

‘BRYAN, TEXAS 
{Aud. Share) 54% 

Source: “ARB.” Mareh: 1961 
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For Further Details Contact 

SCREEN ¥# GEMS, we. 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA . ‘PICTURES ‘CORP, 

711 Fifth Avenue, New York 22 (ML 1-4432 
CHICAGO DALLAS HOLLYWOOD KEW YORK | ATLANTA . ‘TORONTO. 

ee | 

DETROIT 

: lot ‘KING-TV, has been. reelected . 

; president ‘of the Seattle. Chapter; 

Academy - Of 

Lait 

"Seattle Acad Elects 
- ‘Seattle, Aug.. 22. 

Lee Schulman,” program . director : 

Television ‘Arts. &! 

Sciences. ° : 

Elected to two-y. ear tern’ 3 on ‘the 

chapter's Board of. Gov ernors werer id 
| David A. Valentine, ‘actors; John | 
King, station executives and: man- 

‘agement; Harry S. Pearson, agen-| 

cies; Robert . Gordon, -executives..- 
‘fl station ‘programming; : Milo ‘Ryan! i. 

| producers-directors; Pat Cranston, i 
writers; Bob Laing, artists, and Ted. 
Simpson, cameramen, technicians, 

mf editors, - 

~f be. 

int win, ‘ultimately: work,. at. least. part 
of the time, with. Jean Dalrymple,. 
‘who heads up the Telemeter. pio-.:. 
‘duction. operation, 
‘tie is; stil with TA-Paramount. a. 

‘pared the. . book. 
‘Broadway Oct, 23.” fen, 
| Aurthur .will- éontinue miaintaine 
ing Edgewater. Productions. _ 

* Wilfred A: Lee & Co. tds 

—s —- 

Deal: Eyes Pay.TV 
In . joining ‘Talent - _Associates- 

P.tamount,. -writer-produter’. Rob-... 
ert: Alan. ‘Aurthur ‘is understood to. 

thinking ‘fundamentally 
terms”. “of ..toll television.’. Para: 
‘mount has a jump on. ‘pay-tv via. 
--Telemeter. mo 

This. might mean . “that: Aurthar. _ 

However, his” 

Par ‘subsid tun by .Al Levy -and~ 
David Susskind. ‘Levy Is: currently 
‘on. the “Coast Tunning . the TA-Par 
lv. operation. 

bia Broadcasting. System. where, |- 
except for the World War II. years, 

Aurthur, who advised his friends 
(in an: ‘Esquire article for the, Sep- --. 
tember. issue)‘ td get. out. of com-" 
mercial. tv, will’ only’:serye, when. 
necessary; in. an: ‘advisor yo tapacity. : 
in ty: . ° 

Meantime, Aurthur is -workingg 
with Richard Adler on “Kwamina, a 
the legit musical for: which ‘he pre: 

Tt ‘opens :- on 

his: 
motion picture ‘production outfit in 

-| which: he’s. partnered with, Regin- 
fale Rose: and Gore: Vidal. . 

|WEst INDIES. STUDIO'S 
EXPANSION PROGRAM. 

* Port-of-Spain, Aug. 22... . 
‘Jocal.”. 

producers -of. conimercial films. is. 
expanding by, starting: -construction. 

of new - studios,. 

Tr inidad. “Since its? 

neer ‘industry ‘in ‘this field, com-.- 
| pany” has’ shot’ tv-films ‘throughout-. 
‘thé South Caribbean ‘for NBG and ° 

| fer Independent Television. 
| thority of the United) Kingdom:” 

Au 

-has. alco. produced. “films: for® ‘the 
‘| Federal Government ‘of thé: West: 
Indies -and the ‘U.S. -Government: 

‘The.- ‘proposed new. ‘stiidio, Whi ch. 
is ‘hoped wi] be! ins use 

about 18. months. will cost roughly 
+ $100,000 B.W.1. ($60,000, U.S:) and. 

‘is. expected to employ about .- 43. 
“persons. at’ peak operations.. 

_ WEEK-END RETREAT 
Pietur: resque ‘stone’ "gatehouse on beav- ; 
tifully landscaped. estate. Five cpeoms.. 
hes > ta hs. Stone a ee ey. 

+ from. NYC. 
month, wre 

ae ‘Cait MR. COLEMAN a 

Cirele- 6-7459, 6:36-7: 38: PM. . . 

ois "FOR RENT. ff 
Theatrical . Production Office: Besuti- ; 

| fully Furnished, 3. “private - offices, 
| recept ice, waiting room. ‘Alr’ 
Ca Plano. © . J itchenette, 
. Elevator | Butiding—Immediate , Oeeu-;, pan : 

sth ag Street iMidtow » New York . 
. Gall WO 4103¢@. until EY we ma 

“+ BL 9-9247 after 5 P 

in “ 



“Stik ( 
Hollywood. “Aug. 22, 

“Members of Interational Brother- |. 
: +... hood of: Electrical Workers. “Local! % 

-.45 haye voted unanimously to sup- 
Ba AFTRA. in its strike against: 

n hetioh takea at lengthy. mem- 
bership meeting, tossed matter into 
lap of IBEW exée board which’ will 

-'. gion. Board ‘has been’ empowered.|'-: 
“fo act as they deem necessary in 
‘determining. what further positive 
action can’. be. ‘taken: to™ assist} « 
AETRA.” , 
“In. joint: statement: Dy” ‘the: ‘two 

-unions; Andy Draghi,, IBEW busi- | pre 
- ess manager and. finaiicial ‘secre- h 
tary, .said,. “It is’ ‘our position. that; 
uniess:a real: ‘attempt is: made: by 
the managament. of KFWB to reach’ 

: a settlement in good faith; Local. 45- 
will interpret such lack of action. ‘as |: 

:- |. Huffer; 
“We ‘will. ‘baseour. ‘action ‘upon 

_ those factors. We will ‘net: tolerate 
an anti-labor - campaign: in: : the’ 

anti-union arid union-busting. 

‘broadcast’ industry. If-a ‘reasonable 
settlement is not ‘reached, we. will 

. take the strongest possible action:” 
-:. . Bitterness which has existed. for.|- 

“years between, the-two unions was 
at times ‘evident during the. meet- 
Ang. which: lasted six hours. Each. 
side recalled uncooperative acts. of 
the other in past labor difficulties 
with: management, 

However, much ‘of teénseness. dis- 
appeared © after “Claude McCue, |’ 

'- AFTRA exec secretary, and delega- 
‘tion of striking: KFWB disk jockeys | : 
and announcers presented | ; their: 

: “ease’ to. IBEW - membership. 
Board ..of -Screen Actors . Guild 

../also voted unanimously ‘to Support 
. AFTRA: ‘Letter has been mailed to. 
"all SAG members advising them of 

-action ‘and: instructing: them not: ‘to 
-, pass AFTRA lines at station. © 
> ....In other strike: action, AFTRA 

filed. charges of “strixebreaking” 
-and “conduct prejudicial to the best 
- jliterests of the union” against four | 
- More employees of KFWB. and set 

. -_ Wednesday, August 23, 1961 

HS 

to. E.. O: Cart! 

I 'WABC-TV’s sales: staff, : 

KERATV: A Sindy In 
Back, Witheut Use Of 
Soap or Ciggie Com'ls 

Dallas, Aug: 22. 
In its: first - nine months. of“ op- 

eration, KERA-TV. has proven that 
television. can. survive without ‘Soap 
9. ' cigaret- advertisements. -— 

:The local educational. television, 
operating on Channel 13, ‘will start 
its second season. Sept:. 18. after |“ 
fintshing ° its first. “in -the black.” 

Operating © 

last: year’s. . perations; ‘according 

adult. ‘education ‘and- “enrichment; 
during the’ _ evening |. 

Last: year, the ‘station: teased |. 
ry total of 1,012 hours of program- 

almost. half of them as ; Supreme Court against Talent. 
- | Associates: involvitig: the proposed 

ming, - 
school: programs. ” 

' According to: mail receiv ed: Ray 

that. the. station: is being utilized’ 
by. a number of area cities...Classes- 
in Grand Pacific and:-Fort Worth. 
use.the KERA ‘telecasts, Plans are. 
being made «for: ‘educational Pro: 
grams for-. -college’ credits. 
Budget -wise,. the- station: has 

ben doing well: even. without. om: 
mercials, —: 
Station: last: ye year: paid some: $672 

000.in- salaries and now:has prop- 
$515,000 ana _tauipment valued: at: 

15,000 

Kirk's ; WABCTV: Shift. 
John’. s. Kirk ‘has. been upped 

sales . 
working © undér Jim. Szabo, - the 

stood to’ be cooking at’ WABC- 
TV. within: the. next fouple of. 
‘weeks. - 

“Barratt HL Geoghegan; as 
or ‘national: sales. Supervisor 

. ‘income . outstripped: 
expenses.’ ‘by almost :$13;000 during: 

‘ight, prez of Area |v, 
; Educational Television Foundation " 
‘meet this: week. in emergency’ ses-| Inc. | 

‘Starting ‘ ‘Sept. 18, KERA-TV: wilt | 
‘be telecasting from: 9 am: to 10 
‘p.m. ions the. supplementary | | = Truman Series 

— Cues 5006 Suit | -hibitidns are specifically outlined. 
commercials such as personal de- } 

station .manager.. reports} 

J-ized,.. 

from | account - -exet ‘to assistant | 
‘manager ‘for: WABC-TV; 

statfon’s: general: ‘sales manager: |{ 
He ‘succeeds: Robert F.Adanis, who. 
recently moved to. WBKB, ‘ABC's. 
outlet: in. Chicago, as ‘ales’ chief. 

* | Other exec changes are wunder- 

| Granada On Comedy Kick 
. London, Aug. 22. 

First! ‘hints. of .what. is" te come 
{from .Granada-TYV during the fall 

S| and winter schedules, -place the- 
‘}emphasis on‘ comedy, Currently, 

| web. is placing writers ‘under con- 
tract—-some for.as long as 18} 
months—and ‘has. at. least five new 

-|comedy. skeins planned. Fall sked. 
will also see the. return of two es- 

‘tablished: comedy skeins “‘Bootsie. and foundation garments, 
and: Snudge” and .““Mess Mates.” -. 
First of. the: newies, “Colonel 
Futtock’s ‘Private. ‘War,”. 
of spy programs, bows on Soot, 15. 
It will be followed by ‘“Bootsie and |. 

”” 4. nen:. on ene, Charleston 
Y 99,” 

Crooks” and “The ‘Builders.” 

: Kameny’ ‘Film. Productio.is: has 
filed ‘an: action. for $500,000. in N_Y: 

series featuring ‘former President 
Harry S.:Truman.: — 
“The : complaint - -alleges that 

plaintiff -originated and. created .a 
‘tv. program for a ‘half-heur series; 
‘featuring:.Truman in Sept.. 
“Complaint further alleges that the 
‘plaintiff interviewed, Wiliam - Hill-. 

59. 

man;. Truman's. . ‘ biographer, with 
Felerence * ‘to the proposed pro- 
“gram. ‘It then. claimed that: * on. 
‘July. 98, *60..Kameny Film Produc- 
tions. submitted : this. idea’ in ‘con- 
fidence to-Talent: Associates Para- 

-| Taount, -Lid:, with- the. understand- 
ing that if. sald. ‘program was util- 

they. : would : be. ‘reasonably |. efused by the CBC because it compensated. | : 
Complaint: was’ ‘led’ by. Alien 

Schneider, : Vernon Delston, Sey- 
‘our Kameny, and Nathan Kam-. 
eny,. doing business as Kameny 
‘Film Productions, ‘producers of 
documentaries and. ‘commercials. 

, ., Albuquerque—A $170, 000 micro- 
wave: relay system thas just been 
conipleted ‘by - ‘KOAT-TV, _Albu- 

} querque ABC affilfate, now ‘mak- 
ing. ft: possible for outlet.to. carry: 

complete range of network live 

shows., 

‘clared Switallo: 
‘standards on the fact that. televi- 

41 

|You Can't Link Toothpaste To Broke 
Romances On Canada TV; Bans Posted 

‘Toronto. Aug. 22. 
What viewers will not be seeing ; 

{the Department supports tim 
that his product wall relieve ine 

on Canadian tv. commercials in the | pain or symptoms of a diease or 
1961-62 season lies in the banning 
‘of laxatives, false teeth fixatives 

says 
Robert Switallo, supervisor of com- 
‘mercials for the Canadian Broad- 

Le casting Corp. 

Stiff set of regulations, aimed at 
weeding. out distasteful or mislead- 
ing claims of sponsors, is the key 

- >, {rule of the Board of Broadcast Goy- 
ernors. that no Canadian station 

“| will be: permitted to. use a food or 
‘|drug commereial until this <has |. 
been approyed by the Department 

’ 1of National . Health and Welfare, 
plus.a BBG rep. 

While the aforementioned : pro- 

odorants and toothpaste copy will} 
bé rigidly checked. In this respect, 
‘the -tv advertiser in the U.S. has 
‘more freedom than he does in Can. 
‘ada and enjoys, less “license” on 
CBC outlets... American. toothpaste 
.commercials may mention ‘“bad | 

“broken romances” ; tors will be heard in two 15 minute breath” or 
'whereas the ‘CBC counterparts re- 
fer to “sweet smiles” or “happy 

1 Said- Switallo: The difference 
betiveen our copy and theirs is 
mainly the difference between the 
positive and negative ‘approach.””) 

.Even after approval has, heen 
given by. the Department of Na-|}-. 
tional Health and Welfare, plus the 
BEG, - tt fs ‘quite possible that a 
feod or drug commercial may be 

doesn’t meet CBC standards. De- 
“We base our 

sion is an intimate family medium 
‘and, this being the case, commer- 
cials must be produced witit mixed 
ana groups and children in 
min 

_Sinee all medical claims in Cana- 
dian. tv. commercials must be first 
‘be cleared ‘by: the Department of 
Health and Welfare, obviously no 
Canadian. advertiser can state that 
his. product will cure a disease or 
eondition for which there is no 

‘ known cure. What he can claim, if 

condition. 
‘Just as suspect’ is that. niastery 

product, Brand Xi to which C8C 
viewers are never, subjected, with 
the CBC believing that advertising 
should be based on the merits of 
the product :itself amid not on its 
relation to something else 

ata es ew Lee S 

9 
KCOR’s Mass Health 

Education Program 
. ; . 

For Latmo Listeners 
San Antonio, Aug. 22 

An ambitious campaigz of mass 
health education for  Spanish- 
speaking “Americans has been un- 
dertaken “by KCOR hee and the 
local Santa Rosa Hospital, under 
the supervision of the. County 

j Medical Saciety. - 

-Leading Spanish-speaking doc- 

programs a week, Wedtiesday eve- 
ning and Sunday afiernoon, in 
plain-spoken discussions of the 
principal health problems  con- 
fronting the  Spanisi:-speaking 
communities of the country, Inau- 
gural program on KCOR, was 
broadcast Sunday (20). 

KCOR is circularizing Spanish 
tadio stations throughout the 
southwest to offer them tapes of 
the programs on a non profit basis. 
There is a further possibility of 
making the programs available to 
Stations $n Mexico if customs probe, | 
lems can be overcome. Sume ef 
the subjects in the first series In- 
clnde pediatrics; obstetrical-2s ne- 
cologics] care; faniily-medicine; 
diabetes; detection of breast and 
uterine cancer; Caesarean birth, 

Mt Kisce, N.¥.—Monroc Ben- 

ton former news director of Capi- 

tol Citics Broadcasting Corp., has 

been appointed news director of 

WYIP, Mt Kisco, affiliate of the 

Herald Tribune Radio. Network, a hearing for.Aug. 31. 

SION 

series on THE ain IN JAPAN 
INC. 

Is THE. LA RGES TF F OREIGN TV FILM. DISTRIBUTOR IN THE 
FAR EAST. OVER $ 1000000 IN SALES THIS SEASON. 

: DURING” THE PAST YEAR, BUSINESS WAS CONDUCTED IN: 

te 

JA PAN” 
“UK. 

MEXICO 
SWEDEN 

Oe oat uA 
FRANCE 
‘GERMANY 

_SPAIN 
PORTUGAL 
THAILAND 
HONG KONG 

901. Seventh Avenee’ 

i New York 3, WY, 

tel. cl 6-7608 d. 

‘ToKve 
Shimonaka Bldg, 34-1 Akataka 
Hitotsugiche, Tohye, Japa : 

(tel. 48f- 7450. ) 

[SION INC. 
OFFICE: 
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Atlanta TV's Big Cuff
o Round-Robin 

In Mayoralty Campaign Pri
me Play! 

Atlanta, Aug 22. 

v3 1 V allatted 60 minutes of 

mitre time ta five candidates: 

masot Ray Moore, station's 

cyief served as moderator: 
anil b&eersnt niasoral aspirants... 
Jim Vidredvze Ivan ANen, Charlie’ 
Booan, Lester Maddox and M. M. 
O Nore tot Sith before mike. 
Cer ret ries were asteed upon ib: 
aloes and enteants were given 
five miccites to speak and permt 
tei *> pe opormnd Yyuestions to each; 

its 

for 

n’es3 

ater Rephe. were limited tovone ° 
recat: TD firmed oul to be preths : 
Jet ance a? thre first. open tele. ; 
Yow Sort wavina Che vote seeK- . 

. soctgeneas fa cal them vires -" 

Ot stetsan oaned and operated: by. 
Ato ant: on spapers, Tme ouuteaa-! 
er yo orypeys hanes 2 Constitution avel 

@. cris Pereemay, ; 

WONG EV foliated close beinir a 
Woe VN and bas duvitved time fo 
foo oot age te at Sse ean abate 
soy thes oon tia ditherent 
poet. yr fer aan ton ar odiatas” 

wet Sere sites thee tipsit at Soust 
1: soot > eChOn 

fornditates order of speakin* 
: ve, 4 

Wornet 

abst 

Mi earrged tides cae bemg 
a dpoooMore Ota station’ 
Woo ora tt tee ba gfaed tata 

Gio ctie ta tps geevered be aft. 
Be ai 

hoe Baceell os aperaging diree 
try op COD i ard reveabedf eee. 
La) poate plane whieh. caf 
ts Tio gesseeentaiees  COVP DL 1D 

peri tba 

Sera) in vears has. beer 
moat beg etue i. Athunia’s tetas.” 
pri Bare a "ated WAGS-TY be- 
Poo. tight feleviston’s ability to 

Texas’ 1]-Campus. 

ue hatueation 

tense Eqdeéation 

Radio Followup 

Luncheon At Sardi’s. 
Martin Gabel proved . an: ‘authorl= | topper, -has’ pacted. to stay another 

-and the latest in electronic report-| tative stand-in for Arlene..Francis 
ing equipment. 
WLW-A, Crosley chain outlet‘ 

here, plans to devote 39 minutes - 

Fas emcee of WOR's (N. Y.). “Lunch- 

Peon at. Sardi’s” while: hig wife is. 

it to them to decide: on format. ; in * 
either question and answer session .wis even more ‘assertive vis-a-vis 

| Val Gielgud Changes 
Mind, Staying With BBCI ‘Syndication Spat 

“London, Aug. 22.- 
Val Gielgud, BBC Radio drama 

year. with BBC instead of retiring 
in April as-he. originally planned.. 
Producers, technicians, . ete, who} 
come under his wing paged: ‘the 

Sept 5 to candidates and will leave | filming for Billy Wilder in Munich leome ' g 

‘One, Two, Three.” In .fact. he ‘ Carleton Greene, not to let. Gielgud: 
director-general, .- Hugh 

go—but - they “needn't shave’ “wor- 
or debate and rebut. style, which: } Louis Allbritton (Mrs. Charles Col-! pied. 
ever they prefer. John - Bent, ‘Sta-. ling wood) who seemed a little.too ! 

‘firm and positive, Without -héeing: tion’s news director, will. wil moder ate.: 
eee the seasoned actor-man- 
ager-panelist was equally sure . of : 

pronunciation. of “Belgravia™. ‘or | 
j other matters. 

Educ’l Microwave’ 
Project to Bow house. 

Austin, Aug. 22, 4 
‘tT: countdown is beginning on 

I? eunpuses in five Central Texas; 
sittes for an’ educational television 
experiment of national  signifi-: 

Bri ish sh ATVs Got 
lpia off date 8 Sept 18 for-the | ‘That Fall- Hr. Yen 

La Educational Microwav e Pro-| 
met, a demonstration program in! London. Aug. $9. 
the “hiring of college and uni j Associated | Television's fall: 
ver Pe laculty resources. TEMP * 
is operated under a U.S. Office: of | ‘schedules w ill introduce ‘a new pat- | 

contratt ‘National De- ; tern of weekend viewing. Web, ! 

Act funds, with} ‘which serves’ London at the. week: | 
,end and the Midlands. for: the re st. 

‘tition em and’ participating af the week, has come ‘in strongly j 

network Will transmit eight cours: | Effective ‘Sept: 9; “Saturday. eve- 
e. to 11 cooperating colleges and! nings (from. 6:30 p.m will be made , 

33 000 ‘Couree. toe be OS ovinet: 30-minuter with’ two ° breaks. for; 

. newscasts. Sunday night times’ will : 

Buests. are keyed to some special 
interest, in this instance Miss A 
‘ britton's | current stint in enue 

Abvt. _ 

ee 

‘Tex 

yddiional assistance ‘from the! 

The  cloced-circuit microwavo ; for the hour-long skein, : 

universities, which have a com: ‘up of five one-hour shows, and one} 

bros foot eam nitlate > face torture tere selected by a committee of 
wee the yvaters ean be most betp dniinistrafors representing all the : see. four consécutive one- hour pro- | 
f o “alt at the aspirants in en They incende: pet j rams running’ from, 7:30 ‘p.m. .to | 
we ‘ar? oemiees ino erucia! “College remistry,’ r. Leon BE 

yeu _ © Morgan, U. of Texas; “Focus: on ; the Epilog at, 11:30. ; “as, 
Poo at polling phices will tele. Gerinan,” Dr, Leroy R. Shaw, U,| New show's listed total sieJo 

poe repost. Py WAGA TV's elec ef -Texas;-"The Great’ Plains.” Dr. | ‘afford “Show™; hoe Patias 
tro headquarters for electronic Walter Orescott Webb, U. of Tex- i "Winning. Widows! “The. garnet 

faveiitor he otewes osfatl, Dale as. ‘History of the US." Dr. Dav- 20's": “Sir Francis: Drake” 
Co ue. alls director of public at. 3d Trimbie, San Antonio College | “Call Oxbridge 2000" —of | which 
firs and ao i? sear veteran of “Introduction” tot Psychology.” Dr. | only “The Roaring’ 20's" is U.S. | 
Ata ce elections, will be on-hand Fillmore: Sanford: U. of Texas: oduct. But: “Cheyenne” is return- 
tycoon nent oon the trends 1 Modern Mathematics. * Dr. James { 13 along. with 77 Sunset. Strip.” 

Stetin: fas areinged for. long iF. Gray, St. Mary" s U.: “Music \nd “Bonanza” continues its run. 

tre) yetitieal observers, mafiy of -\ppreciation.’” Dr: Majorie Wali-|{. ATV ‘topper Val- Parnell. opines f 
boa ty nee Candidates, to be on Rall. San Antonio College, anc hat. the 30-minuter has outworn, 
fe. oe ataisze returns and com “Science for Elementary, Teach-| !s stay-at. weekends and he main- 
ape Pres. Bae Oe i Coll Gray, Southwes! uins that fewer oa they will suiteh | ¢ 

oye sht telec _, Fexas State College. “9 - once they: gel elr: 
} pe . ar at ae ate doe reporters! TEVUP's purpose is twofold: To |. “eth into ‘the longer skeins: He has.. 

——w———__emmmwee Tike available to all the institu- | ‘otted ’ ‘The Roaring 20's consid” 
© DE @ tions classes taught by -qualified | ‘ved: a ““toughie’ ‘at FL. p.m. 

Brookville- 
Muttontown Area 

MINIATURE ESTATE 

§ LOVELY ACRES 
PART OF FORMER 
THIERIOT ESTATES 

»-. Specimen trees 
ee. Some Fruit 
e.. Spacious rooms 
e.. Slate Roof 
o. All Brick 
»-.6 Bedrooms. 
5 Baths 
e.. Pawder Room Anished 

with marble and tile 

Just Completed 

Ready for Purchasers 

Cholce of Decorations . 

$135,000 
BOB ROSE, Builde- 

HU 2-5900 oc WA 2-0190 

a 
ee ee ee ee 

Mgt William Morris Agency 

BRO OKS|: 
ON EVERY CHANNEL 

DWeat GlatSe NYC -Tek PL 7-5800 | 

re array 

: 
1 

, Lake. College, Trinity U. 

neta tt pve 

will be asked ‘what. disks they think | lensth),. Sept.: 30, ori “NBC: 

saturdays” ° thereby: ‘eliminating | 
ounger viewing potential. 

Other-change. frmi-ATY is a shift: 

“téachers whose courses are “unique | 
in content ‘such as Dr Webb’-: 
“Fhe Great Plains”: and to present. 
popular. courses from a = cent™a!: 
point, thus relieving a nuniber “f{ rol ‘of! the: web comes under .a 
-classroom teachers from the -hree-man - committee | “comprising | 34 
necessity of repeating lectures’ to -f sir Robert -Renwiek,. Val. Parnell: 
several | tlass sections. The time’. aid Lew Grade. : ‘Previously,’ Prince - 
saved can ‘be. devoted to other 
duties, such as research or. indi- 
vidual counseling. 

Savings in time and ‘money are 
further emphasized by: the fact’ 
that all the tv courses are prere-_|. 
corded on? videotape and can he | > 
used again and again. ty Cu 

TEMP’ had a test run last. spring. ” Ear y. urtain ; 
when the three Austin institutions 

“ittler, chairman’ ‘of the web, was 
“ane of the leading lights but, since 

rarative obscurity. cat ATV. House. | 

= | Continiied. from page 21 | 
(UC. of Fexas, Huston-Tillotson Col-. ves 

Jege and St. Edward's U.) shared’ ‘Journal,”> 10: 30-11, Oct. . i. “on 
“The Great Plains” and. “Intro- NRE. te 
duction to Psychology.” The pilot On’. Thursdays—_" Margie, "" 9:30- 
transmission paved the way. :for 10, Oct. 12° on ABC: “Frontier: 
full seale operation. 

Participating -colleges and ‘uni- 
' versities are Huston-Tillotson, St. 

Circus,” 7:30-8 230; Oct. 5, ‘on CBS: 

“Bob | Cumniings Show.” 8: 30-9, 

: Edward's and the U. of Texas, all Oct. 3,: on (CBS; “Investigators.” 
in Austin; St. Mary's U.. Incarnate} 9-19, Oct. 5. ‘on CBS; “Dr. Ki ‘ld 
Word Coliege. Our Lady. of the Hdare. 8:30-9:30; Sept. 28, ene NBC; 

dS and San) ave.” -9:30-10, Sept; 28. on NBC; | 

= 
| ‘Antonio :Junior:. College, all in 

San Antonio: Southwestern U. “Sing” Along ~ With’ Mitel. 10-11.) 
Georgetown; Texas Lutheran Col- inet. time), Sept. 28. on ‘NBC. 
lege, Seguin. and Southwest Texas On - “Frida tgs iW ys. “Straightaway.” 

| State College, | San Marcos, 7.30.8, Oct. 6, : on “ABC:- “Hatha- 

ways.” 8-8:30.. Oct. 6,. .on: ABC; 
‘ ? ava’ {“Corrupters.” 10-11, Sept. 29, on‘; 
Dad You're re a Square | acc ‘Father, of: the Bride,” 9:30- | 

= TV: = \ ving. 10. Sept.:.29:'on CBS; “InYerna-!” 
As A " P anel Series : tional Stiowtime,” 7-30-8:30, Sept. 

London, Aug. 22. | 15,.-om: NBC; “Robert Ta lor’s 
Associated Television is: planning Dartoc tiv es.” 8:30-9:30, Sept..29. on 

a rival to BBC-TV's “Juke Box NBC;: “Frank McGee's “Here &- 
_Jury,” aired on. Saturdavs at -6: N: aw." 10:30-11,. Sept, 29. on NBC:. 
‘pm. when BBC-TV has. about; “Dinah Shore. Show.” 9:30-10:39 .. 
: douate the rating of any. cormmer- t new’ ‘time. and alternate weeks", 4 
: cial web, called. “Dad ° You’ re..A‘ : Oct, 6. on NBC.-~ 

Square.” ~b On! ‘Saturdays: — “Defenders. ad 
Not too -distant from the “JBI” 8:30-9:30. Sept. 16, on CBS? “Gun- 

formula, ATV's show will feature. smoke, ” 10-11: (new: length), . Sept. 
!a panel.of three fathers and their , 30,° on. / CBS; : o“Fales of Wells! 
:sons and daughters, afl of whom ! Fargo," 7:30-8: 30 | (new time, -new! 

“Safrret 

dav.” Night at" ‘the: ‘Movies: 
conclusion, Sept, 23; on | NBC: 

will get into the UR. “top. 10" 
So far the show is not slotted. 

* Like most such’ “luncheons. ” the. 

‘At Large” at: the Westport - Play-' | 

| Stations - in -the country, 

special projects, . 

Says: Gielgud: “Discussion’ 8 | itor 
‘another year’s contract were: al- 

ready under way when: the: ‘petizion: 
was. preserited. But. ‘it is all yer r. 

his ground, whether it came to the Hattering, vp: vy 
ro 

Grassroots Meet 
Set for Atlanta! 

- Atlanta, Aug. 22, 

“Srassroots” meeting - 

rgadéasters, whose state: associa- 

tions. represent 25% of all” AM 

stations and. 15%. of all television 

is: ‘sched: | 

ruled to. assemble here for. the ‘South.| 
| Kast Radio-TV Seminar Sept:. 15. 

State. presidents and. other broad:. 
cant. leaders from six states already’ 
have signified. their intention ° to 
atiend, . The one-day” meeting “will 
be held .at the ‘Atlanta Biltmore’ 

‘ Hotel. . 
Among topics to° be “discussed 

will’. be ‘the FCC’s new program. 
form, encroaching: government 

lregutations. censorship. .and the: 
: NAB’s leadership: of. the industry. 

H. .Randolph. Halder: of. -WGAU, 
‘Athens thome of U: of Georgie), 
:'yevealed that . among those. who 
‘will attend confab are Kenneth Gid-. 
‘dens, WKRG, Mobiie,. president of. 
Alabama ‘Broadeastérs Assn.; Fred | 
-L. | Beard, _-WLDX;: Jacksan, pre- 

| sident of Mississippi Broadeasters; 
| Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ, Miami, -prési- 
dent of: Florida association; 
Neale; WBEU, “Beaumont: 
chief of. his state's broadcasters;. 

‘ and -James Howe, WIRA, Ft..Pierce;. 
j Fla, 
Ww ‘ho will’serve as conference: moé@-. 
erator. Kentucky. and North: Caro- 
lina also. will.send. representatives, 

| Hfolder. said. _ 
Mareus - Bartlett,” WSB: TY, . At 

-lanta vice prez of GAB, and George. 
Patton, .WBLM_.: 
of. GAB, plan t to attend | Session. 

New Twist In Probes : 
=—« ‘Continued ‘from page 27 = 

in communities: other than the: ‘ia-. 
r {jor metrofolitan areas." : n adnrinisti‘ation. policy. ‘Now, con 1° 6:-"What steps have: been taken 

by FCC. to’ enhance - conipetition 

ment and: -opportunities | for small 
. business.” 

Regarding the pay-tv. issue, “Al- 
ford's’: hometown, Little Rock, is 

‘ie took over the. oss Empires ‘théa- the proposed site of a Telemeter |}. 
ite chain, has dropped into com-j project which: ‘already has received - 

‘the nod from ‘the’ Arkansas. Bub-| 
A: Sub: } lic: Service: Commission: : 

committee aide, however; insisted. 
‘flatly that: Alford “has: remained: 

| strictly neutral inthe battle. be-.|1}- 
| tween exhibitor interests ahd: Tele-’ 
; meter. ‘over whether. pay-tv would 
"be good for. Little. Rock: 
‘" As to whether the. Hartford . eX- 
‘periment will.crop up in any: big. 
way; or at all, this seemed unlikely | 

‘in view of the fact that. one ‘of. the. | 
, Subcommittee Staff. members pre- 
- paring. the :investigation had Aever 
i heard of it. Lee 

| ABE-TV's ‘Me, Too’ 
— ‘Continued: from page 20 —— 

is piloting this |} 
ae 184 West # Sta New York 36, N, ¥ 

‘61 A. “study: ‘of Yugoslavia as an. 
one. 

‘independent ‘Communist. state be- 
ing ‘shot in Belgrade. with. Walter. 
Peters: as. producer-director. ' 

in: © addition, 

a three-month’ assignment..in. the 
‘Far East ta cover the story of Red | 
China's: influence: ‘in, that, ‘part of. 
the world. _. 

The. “Close-Up” skein will com- 
prise six one-hour shows: and- 10 

“half-hour stanzas ‘during the’ 1961- 
Time Ine: staffers pro-. 62.'season. 

.duced.-half of the: shows last. year 
l-but: it's. now an all ABC-TV opera- 
tion with the web supplying the re-. 

‘search, technical facilities - and 

of : 

[ Telepix Censorship 

‘Lou | 
(S.C.) + 

dures. woo 

Macon, ‘on the freedom allowed. directors. ain’ 
pictures’ makes ita’ 

to provide. greater ‘encourage- 

producer -dir ector: 
David Har dy takes off this week on | 

: =a, Continued’ from page .: 9 —. 

-puying;’ mn ‘stations: making deals on. 
vidfilm «...properties. not “for_ 1 
mediate telecasting ‘but - for: “stoo 
buying purposes. “Those. aya are. 
said to be gone. =<.’ 

' With. tv .oldeér;. there's. 2 ‘ weaith.. 
of, off-network and: rerun. material, ° 
In. ‘today’s market,  only-the better 
‘properties -- ‘get. sold. 

‘the better‘ones find buyers despite © 
the. Plentitude -of that type of. Drod-- 
‘uct on tv; rdin: 
‘specialist, if the: off-network’ Brop-, ; 
erty” didn’t make ‘a success. of it on 

_} the. web-run, it-may be“ better Bus a 
ness to’ forget. the ‘syndie. “ride... 
Print: ‘and conversion ‘costs i 
not even. ‘be recovered.. _ 

Today's: syndie ™. story, : “thbugh,: 
should. end. in an -unbeat notes Sta- 
tion. biz is’ -fairly~.active and ‘the... 
‘eycle is ‘starting to go. the. other. 
w vay, with, sales climbing. 

— Continued from page i 

and. cooperative actor - I’ve. never: a 

mét:’’” Donner -and. many" other di- : , 
‘rectors contend ‘that’ -thé © blue’. 
pencilters ““go--out : -Of their way to: 
-find ‘dirty. lines.ar a. scené’ that. 
‘could: be interpreted far - from. its” 
original. intent. Said -Donner,. “EL 

|. wouldn’t allow anything to offend 
my mother-in NvY." . 7°) 

-Donner’ ‘has. sliggested. “at. the. .- 
‘secret meetings that ‘an- arbitra- 
tion -board ‘be, formed: to “pass: on 
disputed passages or dialog in a. 
‘telepic. It would -be- composed. sof. 
a. man .from the: networks, a rep 
of the producers, appointed: mem- - 
-bers.-of the directors: and’ writers 
guilds. -“In that way,”.: says Don- 
ner, “we: can get'a fair and. impar-. 
tial, ruling’ on what the. network . 
censors call” objectionable.’ Those, 2 
three “pages: ‘of don’t from’ the. web, 
which ‘are. -thrust upon ‘up: before” 
starting a picture, proves to: me 
that they're: running. scared . and :- 

‘NAB Fifth’ District. Director, each network wants to be sure it’s. 
not the first“one ta be ‘hauled ‘up. 
by the ‘commission ‘for.- failing to 
comply - with . suggested. - : Ppoce= 

‘Donner, ‘who recently completed’ 
direction ‘of. ~“‘X-15” ° for - ‘Frank 
‘Sinatra's. Essex .Productions; said 

theatrical | 
| pleasure after being strapped | down 
by censors in telepix. . a 

Mota LEONARD. GREEN 
. 300° a. et St. New: York. 

TRIPLE THREAT = 
MAN 

‘Heavy: Netvork’ background. fa. al 
creative: phases of TV. proddetion, 
live, tape.or film. Seeks connection § 
-with ADY. AGENCY or PRODUC. I 
TION COMPANY. Can develop and 
‘Manage new.programming for 
0.0.T. “STATIONS. ‘Can SELL, tool |: 

“Write BOX 2100,. VARIETY 

| oLp COLONIAL ESTATE 
“IN: CON NECTICUT 

Citea 1750. 47 acres; 9 rooms, 2 baths, 
.steam heat. copper. Plumbing, 2 wells, 
3. fireplaces, .. stable, 
buildings. Stream on Property. 
.forical background. 

3.. other large 
His- 

‘Excelient condl-. 
J tion. Reasonable. Phone Jewett city 
| Conn., Code +203, Draké 6-9566. Or §. 

write -C. EDWARDS,. North Ston- 
q Ington, R. D. 1, Conn. : 

EXECUTIVE'S ‘DREAM. HOUSE 
. Saddie- River, N- J.': Most “modern 4. 
‘S-roms:. Full basement. hight ‘ceilings, . 
3.87 - acres, swimming pool, 
races, cabanas. New clay tennis ‘court. 

| Cost $127,000.. Mortgages will sacrifice 
| for quick Sate, $95,000. SUBMIT. art 

overall administration under. ‘Sec-. ] OFFERS.: 
9° to ondari and his: exec assistant. Jim: 

‘J Ly nch, 

SHAKARJIAN REALTY co. 
j 2506. Bergenline Ave. Union City. N. 3. 

That : prine: — 
{ciple also: holds: true of. the oaters, coh 

stone ter- 7 ot 



. dna. Broadway east album: ‘g@ssion. . 
“ eS On. 

= whieh is the first - caster on. -Cap's*. 

= Weducsiay, August 23, 1961
 

“ Capitol Records puts. its: cartists += 

a &. repertoire. producers. through. a. SE DISTRIBUTORS — 

. heavy grind before ‘getting: ‘ein in-. 
“ta a. reverding studio for. an. orig- : 

- Leslie: ‘Distributers, - “Sail . . Away,” - for. -example,. 

agenda . ‘this : season, ‘Dick: Jones | WY.. Federal - Court - last .. week. 

BANKRUPT FOR 1926; 

. and’ Andy Wiswell, diskery's: slow. ; . Liabffities | of..$192,000. ang assets 

«EDV VIEWS 
OW LOgis Se 

- The: “lengtiair musical: ‘picture . 
the: U. S. is geod and bad—de- | 
pending upen where you sit. Hf 

NY. | one- you're sitting on a panel in Tangle- | 
stop. owned ‘by' Lew Boorstein, filed wood, Mass... for: = specially pro- : 
a Chapter. XI. bankruptey claimr ‘in: ‘duced: seminar which was broad- 

‘cast by the CBS Radie network 
Jast. Friday 418), the outlook is 

MUSIC 43 

+: Film studice are already ben 

MCN’ MGM'S PORE SALES. 
sound” recards. Revue Studios a 

; ternational sales manager, began | overtures to managers and artis3s 

ning to mske stabs at getting in 

on the ground floor of “sight and 

CHIEF ON LATINO TREK : ; Musie Cerp. of Ameiia subs:?, 

Gene Moretti, MGM Records in-! :fer example, is currently mak:rg 

Latin- 

Reneiiean foe Reeday sit with a! for productions in the new me- 
‘stopof in Mexteo. The distributor , dium. 

‘ of. $180,000 were listed. -. 
‘In February of this year; Beor- ‘If you're sitting .at Broad- album _prodiicing team, will have. | giconzy 

cast’ Music Ine. in N.-¥. and pu seen’ the Noel. Coward.. tuner. af | 
least. a ‘dozen times ‘each. ‘before “stein: held a meeting. of ‘his: firm's 
‘the ‘grooving date... Oe creditors're a. $50,000 loss ‘in..inven- | 

Jones and. Wisweéll. “have. een: paid which. At th ned was Re ue to, 

shuttling to: Boston, ‘show's first ‘ ‘orted $250: 000 in assets anid: s20e.- | | 
tryout town and have’ already seen - 000: in abilities. >. : 

“$8 four times. Jones: aaw ‘both ‘the |.. "It: was.-also: noted that. $108. 

matinee and evening performances “yas. in. accounts Feceiyahle. The 
~: Saturday (19) and when the tuner attorney for Boorstein claimed that | prator: with Leonard Bernstein, 
: “¥noves down -to Philadelphia Sept: !only.5% of the accourts receivable |N. ° ¥.. Philharmonic .condwetor; 

' §, Jones and: Wiswell plan to ‘see it 'conid be collected. |. A: settlement Richard ‘Burgin, asseciate conduc- 
at least fourmore times. 4 was made . the: following month |tor-and-concert master of the Bos- 

Music USA," tlhe prospects are: op- 
' timistic and. en cuuraging.. 

~ “Phe musical’ ‘1 slated to open on'' covering .90% of the creditors for ton: Symphony;: Arthur Fiedler, 
‘Broadway "Tuesday, O¢t:"3, ner ‘the “payment of. 66. Bi3%e of! the: debt. conductor of the. Boston Paps; 

_ Jones-Wiswell schedule calls -for ‘in five years.:" - 
(Mewing the preém performance as: 
well’. ag- all “the © performances |. 
_ through: the fallewing ‘Saturday.. 7 

land. Erich Leinsdor?, muste con- 

repolitan Cpera Assn., as guests. 

lishing a booklet. called .““Comeert. 

- The. tepie ef the CBS ‘Radio. 
{show was “The Direction of Music’ 

008. {In. America.” ‘On the panel were 
1 composer ‘Aaron Copland, as mad. 

Garry. Graffmam, | ¢oncert ‘pianist, 

‘saltant and: conductor. ‘of the. Met-" 
jlesses from “King ef Kings.” two 

inspection tour will eover nine; 

b- | Countries, 

_After Mexico, Morett! has sehed- 
uled stops In Venezuela, Bra 

tUruguay, Argentina, Coleabia, 
Chile, Perv and Panama. In addi- 
tion: ta working out stronger ties 
between the Latino distribs for the 
Verve label, MGM’s recently ac- 
quired subsid, he will ley sut plans 
‘for the release of Connie Francis 
disks which will be recorded in! 
beth Spanish and. Portuguese for 
‘spectal release in the South Amer- 

: ican market. 

‘Moretti wilk also meet with MGM 
film exees In each country te dis- 
cuss the diskery’s three album re 

Revue is ashing for iongle:m 

Options: agreements with the ail- 

ists and is offering guarantees 

easton the artists’ ruyalty retuins, 
‘Revua estimates that the produc. 
tien cost on film of 4 helfhour 

shew, or even an ‘ndividual suio 

or number would run at least 10 

times more than it would cost to 

record such a number or shew for 

The company, therefore, ts atking 

the right ef perpetua) use im ail 

flelds: tv, home censumption, the- 

atrical, soundtrack, ete After 10- 
covery of cost, the artist would 

‘Shew ‘goes into. ‘the’: groove ‘atl 
N.Y.’s Manhattan. Center Sunday, —_ 
Oct. 3: 
Tn ‘addition to’ watching. the per-_ 7] 

forniances, Jones--and: Wiswell are. } 
‘in continual ” huddles’ “with author |. . 
‘Noel ..Coward, :.musical | director. | 
Peter Matz and. choreographer Joe 

u, Heller ' 
ving 

Holl: ywood.. ‘mug 22. 
‘Gabbe, Lutz, Heller & Loeb, one 

of. the. nation’s largest personal. 
Layton| During: the’ steady. string:j | management firms,. is “dissolving 
-@f.. meets, ‘they. ‘plot. out. just what 
they’ re. going .to récord to. fill up? 
the disk’s.close.to 50-minute. run-~. 
“ning ‘time; ‘songs, lead-in. lines, ete. : 

us This*: ‘extensive | ‘pre-tecording : 
“preparation, ° says .Joe Csida, Cap 

“¥eepee: in. charge of. ea 

money. He pointed out that. having :: 
the ‘solidly . based _ outline |. of ‘the. 
-Fecording plot has: ‘prevented. Cap s:. 

". Original: cast ‘album. sessions from : 
running - ‘into. overtime. ‘where’ the | 
- expenses ‘get “pretty. hefty. The : 

*” < @asters, -and recently Cap: has.had ' 
“Phe Unsinkable. Molly. ‘Brown,”. 
“Tenderloin” ‘and_ “Fiorello,” have: 
“Fen :eff smoothly: in’. three- four- 
hour. sessions with. no extra or. ‘une | 

., planned - coats. : 

“Jones “and Wisw elt already have 
plotted a-similar viewing: ‘schedule 

étern .op- 

. 4.1. erations, saves.a.lot of. trouble. and. 

i Sept. 1. AIL partoers..will take ‘out. 
.most . ‘of the talent: ‘they. brought. 
into the combine... Breakup, de- 

“scribed as “amicable, ”" is said te 
be “for the. best. interests’ of alk; 
and. for. practical ‘purposes.” 
“Sam Lutz and Bill Loeb will ‘form ' 
their own ‘firm; and Seymour Heller 
will do’ likewise. Dick .Gabbe, -who,; 

has, been éastern rep for the com-! 
“bine, may” ‘continue’ in the. east as | 
«Heller’s rep.: ‘ 
The four w ere. équal partners. tn © 

: the. agency, which. handled as: many ; 
“as-50° bands and personalities in- 

_ cluding. Lawrence. Welk’s’ orch. . 

LONDON HYPOES STEREO 
WITH ‘PHASE 4° SERIES. 

. London. Records ‘has~ come up: 

Fiedler set the: pessimistic ‘tone 
‘| with “I. think we have much to 
worry about. with regard to the} 

‘young musician seeking fo make a 
career in the sympkentie field. I 
believe: the. mata trouble is that 

‘\the orchestral-symphonie seasons 
‘are toe short to maintain. a young 
man. The future is toe. insecure 
‘for him. — 

“He is: particularly fortunate tt 
he can. get into the San Francisco. 
‘Orchestra. where he may: work for. 
:23. weeks. ‘What dees he do the 
[rest of the time?.” If he went into 
' eleetronics or something like that 
cand he’s .an intelligent young man 
las. we expect. all musicians to. be, 
ihe. is. pretty well assured of a year | 
| Found. position.” . 

' _Burgin’s - target. was the audi- 
lence. He'said, “TI think a symphony | 
- orchestra: “depends: upon the ‘audi- 
‘ence.. 
“now, we have a limited. audience. 
We appeal to a certain middle class 
‘er upper. middle class of: ‘people. 
‘In ‘order. to. secure. the future - of 
i symphony, we must make. it: pos-. 
sible for -broader masses to ac- 
quaint themselves ‘with ofr music. 
“Then, the. ‘surroundings ‘must. 

- forthe diskery’s two. other musical | with. a new. line of stereo: albums be tight... -A white collar worker. 

I believe as things. stand ; Jimmie ‘Rodgers, Buddy 

ie recording ef sound use onty. 

lof which will be recorded in 
Spanish and Portuguese. 

Kolsky Exits As 
‘Roulette Exec VP. 

. Joe’ Kolsky is exiting as execu- 
tive \.p. of Roulette Records, 
post. he has. beld since the label's 
ineeption. His interest in the disk-. 
ery has beer bought by. Planetary 
Musie Publishing Co. for an un- 
disclosed sum: He leaves. Sept: i. 

Kolsky was responsible for the 
‘development of the diskery's do-; 

‘Ll mestie and worldwide distrib net- i tors of America was bolstered last 
work and was instrumental in the | Friday f 18) at a special meeting 

Knox, j mented to inclide Archie Blever 
Frankie Lymon, The Playmates, ! (Cadence Records:. Leonard Chess 
The Cleftones, Joe Jones andi iChess Records). Fletcher Snuih 
others. He entered the record busi- | (Steroddities). Bobby Shad = Tice 
ness in 1955. as exec. af Hama and | Records), Henry Droz «Are Jns- 
Gee Records and came to Houlette \ tributing}, John Kaplan (IX K 
whea the company was formed by | }istributing) and H. W Daily 
buying out his former employer. | ‘Houston distributor :. 
His future ‘plans =I) ‘be revealed Aveording to Art Talmadge, 

later. who's now in his secend term o4 

receive a royalty in perpetuity 

subjects, whether in shew form or 
individual nnmbérs. 

In the U. 3S... Ampex and RCA 
are working on the “sight and 
sound” recording angle and Sony 
In Japan ts considering the posi- 
| bilities of tv tape players fer home 
a _@ 

eee y any 

ARMADA Exec Beard 
Adds 7 New Members 
At Special NY. Conclave 

The exee board of the Assn of 
Record Manufactureis & Distiilin- 

based on the gross sale price ef tie - 

". gets, ‘“Kwamina”’ “and: “The .Gay: | called. “phase 4,” ‘which features | or laborer ‘may -not want to go: to-f. 
Life.” Csida. goes. along. with them. va: ‘recording ‘and reproduction tech-|a: hall: whefe. he: would have to’ 

in line with Kolsky’ s departure, 
Morris’ Levy, Roulette 
plans to.asstime a more active part 

tupper, : 
ARMADA prez, one of the oi: $ 
primary drives in’ the next fov 
months wil be an a membervap "for the. out-of-town” orem in ‘nique: that :offers: stereo. buffs new | dress. up.. ‘Perhaps’ we should have 

: each: bake advances .in..sound separation and * , Special ‘concerts: where these’ audi-+ 
‘ | movement.. There are 12-albums in! | ences” weuld. feel more at ease; 

_ 

Bal Battle of Bulge Veteran. 
Returns To Belgium With - 

Peaceful, SRO Jazz Fete; 
Coniblain-La-Four, . Aug. 22. 

“The success. of. a 35-year-old. fore: 
mer.:U.S. serviceman from Holly- 1. ™ 

‘ wood, who. promoted. a. ‘Soldout jazz { 
a festival here, shows that-it can still 

be done in -Europe—and “without 
riot. accompaniment. _ OF at: Teast, : 
in. Belgium. ~ 

the series, with 2 counterpart. mon-. could participate, in a way, with 
| dural.line called “sound 4.'" 

The technique used in. recording 
the’ “phase! 4" series is -not-.a new 

and time. consuming and therefore: 
{net widely. used, -It’ involves mak- 
|ing’-four separate tracks. which. 

ithe ‘orehestra." wo 
Financia) ‘Aspects 

[ ‘Bernstein's. angle was on the eco- : P 
one but'it is one-that is-very costly © nomic ‘aspects. He ‘said, “Almost | 

any. problem. you: can single: out. in |: 
Ve handled by Henry Glover in the the « .domain: of. symphony orches- 

‘tras. ig:.a.-financial- problem’ -ulti- 
later becemte two tracks: for: stereg* ‘mately. ‘Obviously the ‘money. has 

“the ‘Presentation’ “of. “phase. 
Pes London” has’ ‘designed: art: work 
and ‘packaging which is .a‘depar- 
ture from. the «company’s: former: 

" motion. on the. read -po'n . in. -the |. 

tto'come from the government. We 
‘are, not Ly ‘nature -predisposed. ‘to. 

j such | suppert: for. ptivate -institu- 
tions; -although’ what's. so: private - 
-about' museums and- orchestras and 

; approaches, | “Extensive... sales . ‘pre- | opera. companies beats: mie. |. 

“But we stil! persist in calling 
Joe Napoli; ‘of: Hoilywood, “whe | U. S.-and ‘overseas, covering. disk 1 them. private and any ‘mention. of | 

. ‘Pecuperated front. fnjuries suffered | jockeys, “Magazine. and newspaper 

in the Battle of the Bulge in:1944 ! people, ete. is-planted: for the, line 
in ‘this village, returned here for. -and” its: “sound 4". mono counter- 
the first time ‘in- 1959 © to stagé a part. * “Tt - was. démonstrated: to: 
jazz fest, that. time to: help the vil- the: company’s. ‘gales. .personne! and: 

lage priest’. raise funds for a new’ distribs this week. at sales meet. 
‘roof forthe ¢ church. in n this Belgian’ ‘ings being held: in. New York. . 

— Boosey & Hawkes Chief - ‘This ‘year,. on. the ‘third interna=: 
- tional event, Napoli jured in. about | 
30,000 fans. for a_ two-day .show. 
And to keep them: in. enter ‘tainment | Sees Better Times Ahea 
he provided. .300° musicians. and |. “l. .. Leindon,. Aug. 22. 
singers from 21:lands. Included. on | “Leslie. Boosey. ‘recentl¢- 22 
the progrems were British actress oq chairman’ af Boesey é&: Hawkes, 
‘Diana Dors ‘she ‘also ‘sings’, plus’ tiq: British: ‘biggest. instrument 
singer. Alton” Brooks. from the ‘tnakeis, and also music publishers. 
American “Forces. Network's’ Jazz.: ‘told ‘the ¢ompany's annual general. 

‘Den Stare, Erik de Mosehalm , fom: Mmeéting that “great progress ‘has 
.. enmar madco: 20M TOM | be ade {n ‘the manufacturing 
Italy, the Grunts Trio of Germany, | en made in ‘the S 
Jean. Clande Cogny, Frenelt. jazz | shave .now. beer. stopped,” . This 

Pianist, the British’ Charlie: ‘Gal: vear ‘should -se¢ substantial ..im- 
Jbraith’s “All-Star Jazz Band; and: “provement. in’ the results,” he. said. 
even. ‘@ jazz. trio: from Sicily... : f 

‘tional ‘Eurovision hookup. Napoli ithe: same” period ‘of 1968. Sale .of 
-"s -plans. to. continue it ‘as’ san anual sheet music. had also risen, he said; 

event. . ; fund was’ above: 1958 and 1959. 

According to Boosey, sale of. ‘mu- * 
Part: Of. the: ‘event “was ‘broadcast. sical - instruments ‘in the first half ..more. ‘than half of all the symphony — artists Records two weeks aco « 

‘through. Euroge - by the. interna- ,of 196T. are: considerably : ahead. of: orchestras in the. WOrs id ‘are’ in. the “directer of marketing. wilh now 

government Support. on a. state, 
municipal or federal level always 4 
mieets: with, shrieks -of- socialism. I 
‘think this. is! unjust. “Some. of our ! 
favorite capitalist. “allies | support ! 
ithe arts:to an extraordinary extent 
| including Italy, France, the Scan- 
dinavian countries and so en. Ob- | 
| viously. nothing is going to impreve - 
go we get. some. national sud | 

_ Si b} 

“BMI, an. the other hand, has .- 
ibappier view. In the’ 1961 edition 

“Concert Musie USA" ‘the: 
Sight revised edition of the beo- ; 
tehure!, a report shows that dunng 
ithe. past tuo deeades there's. been: 
tan increase of 646%. in the dollar’ 
yvolume af sales of records,. musical .. ; For the past couple of years be had 
; instrume: ots, performing rights and; : been. veepee im charge of sales and 

|Teorganization? - and: that! “losses ‘, other aspects ef American musical | operations = 
» interest. Jt claims that the field | 
lof ‘concert. music has grewn 44° 
jiaster than the total economy... -dur-. 
ing;.the-. past 20 years. and. that. 

U, Ss 
The BMI brochure. spotlights the. 

i “xContinued on page 47° 

| 

in. the overaH operation of the , ; push. The pitch fer new membe:s 
label. He intends to function more will be done via a series of regacusl 
directly in sales, distrib relations, ; meets held by ARMADA‘s regional 

| production, promotion and to per-.j \eeps. There will be at least four: 
sonally. direct and supervise all! of these regional meets aitinin tle. 
phases of the diskery’s activities _year 8 
on all levels: . » at Among the other projecté wiiieh 

A&r functions. will continue to - were under discuston at the baad 
meet were “dealer education,” in- 
cluding merchandising and pre:.u- 
tion as: well as assistance fer 

pop field and Teddy Reig m jazz. i 
‘Bud Katzel will remain in his{ 
averall sales capacity, working di- ! cannol 
rectly with Roulette distribs while eae on at the wien penel 
also directing the outfit’s publicity | igex” (BPTI: study, and the use 
and advertising department. Ar-/ of dealer point of purchare mate. 

,nold Meyers will carry on as the | rials, with a study to be conducted 
‘abel’s ‘att. director, Rudy Taylor |on the varioue aspects of 104 
heads. production and Howard: promotion by manufacturers and 

Fisher continues as. comptroller. ! distributars. and the implemen’ ini 
All departmental heads will report’ of ARMIADA's first annuel ava d 
directly to Levy. ; program. 
| Plans “for the. coming year in-; 
elude’ signing of several name art- 

Roulette Aims Singles 
Exclusively For Jukes 

ists and: a- ‘continuing cutdown on 
quantity ‘in favor of more concen- . 
tration on releaseti single and al- | 

{bum material. Emphasis will be on 

a tight compact unit, with a muni. Roulette Records 3s jutifu eg 
mum of overlapping and red tape a new singles dine pecped tor 
oe _aukebox use only ‘The cesses, 

tagged “Jukebox Faserites 9 245) 
no! be available in jetail- tres a d 
WHE be said tu ane ‘fop anh os Ora 

Sid Brandt Exits As 

|. MGM/Verve Sales V.P. ire teat te 
i ‘Sid Brandt has moved out of one be avadable am sol 4 oh a) 
‘of ‘the top spots. at MGM Verve, siveren version® Le ile 24K 0 4 

Reavely an ce@iectign eecedd dregs 
be teeing sibttns far psec 4 can 

. of these allure 

Arnold: Maxin, eompanv’s prez.{o The firet “Fs oor: rele. 6 og 
iis ‘splitting Brandt's duties into lwo comprised of i2 vametlee. 1 4.2 
levels. Andy Miele. who came over i Roulette and So fron: Roget @ 

MGM/ Verve from Uiited } aon of the iabel- Ament the .:t- 
#45 represented oF the gine o 

Pearl Hauev. Jce Vestian i 

head all «ales and marketing fune- rape! Forpucon & tireh of ooc¥ 

, tions. Maxin plan< t6 appoint a “Sweet. hereon. Joli gy 1h 
new director of operations sharily.: and Sonny Stitt. 



At MUSIC 

RCA Booms Rodgers’ 3d Victoty’: 
Mure’s ‘Strings’ for Teens; Other LPs! 

ork ree Save the Last Dance 

ae “You” and. 
Henrys” to a scat turn on “I Won't. 

By HERM SCHOENFEL D 

“Victory At Sea—Vol. 3” :RC:+ 
Victor? Third In the seriés of LP 
cubed from Riehard Rodgers” scare 
for the NBCSIV series, thin pack 

az packs the same 16-inch gun} Y 

Witton 13 the previous sets. Onée tha cha arrangements. like “Let's 

fvatn. Robort Russell Bennett bay} Face the Muste and Dance,” .and 
ars an Jerid thre Rod: ZETS riusic ints -a i its afl managed © with stylish ef- 

coheren? entity loaded with stir- tectiveness, 

rin effets Interpolated in’ the } Rakhe!l: (Monitor... Born in: 

miu, moreaver, are tHe actu wii Athens -Greece’ and domiciled in 
sormids of eambat planes ant guns | Haifa ‘Israel’, Rakhel. hos an _in- 

Tius sv sets additional.bo vatue- 
from, tae trandsome pictorial folto 
“oasmd tate the LP package 

Billy Mure Combo:. “Toush: 71?“ 
S-ritus, — Great  {uitar Hits” | ballad range, feces st lad 
(Kapp? Ag the title suggests, this *yaelf and Greek. nt eces she inclu es | 

is a wt of guitar renditions ot, 
recent elick pap tunes  Mure’s 
guitaring is rocking and dancea abke . ; 
ani hu. arrangements keep the! Ray Barretto Orch: ¢ Pachanga’ in. 
flavor oF the tunes’ orrginal concept } Percussion” (Fortissimos. . This. is 
whea they were chart climbers | the latest entry aimed at the stereo : 

Songs included are “Blue Moon,” “huffs One of the most. unusual ; 
"Anat he, " -Wheels,”? “On the Re-! features of this sertes, put out by / 

“Night.” 

sucalistics are | 
stirs up a. 

COMPILES Her 
clear an-‘ bright and she s 

iil Aldema does.a fine job front: 
ing the orck. 

bound.” “Bumble Boogie’ and’ Riverside, is that it plays from the | 
olbers A sol:d sound and popular - 
tun: could make this a big teener headache fo automatic turntables. ! 

Lem } Musically, It's a cleanly recorded.: 

son Avenue Beat” -Epic. Lester! 
Lanin, society sdansapator, has‘ 
com up with a gimmick . pegged . 
to ty andl rade commercials, From: 
these clit is, 
APP insteere tls 

tempos. covering no less than 58- Byker, who was trumpeter with. 
comtmerenals, om full biz band 43,5 original Mulligan. quartet. | 
tro bent Result is a danceable ‘phere’s no -data‘on this set to in-; 

platter vith some patlor games dicate when these numbers were” 
t sibilities as well which has th “at cut. but old or new, 

‘ue you heard about...” uhi- py a consistently swinging quality 
quetess that can sell, -and oa charming chamber music 

main selling angle. 

(GNP: 

“Dancing on Sunday” MUntted Sound that makes Mulligan’s brand 
Artists: W tth its Nev er on Sut-: : of Mo d ern jazz so- tlavorsome. 

day” ovckave cliek a year old, ‘Other side is an oversweet con- 
United Artists has come up with a tection of Buddy DeFranco’s clar- 
clever followup with music by the inet and a vocal ensemble on a 
Conti ser of the nit pic title tune, ‘'yroup of standards. oT 
M IOS Hadjtdakis, and other Greek "ewan MacColl: “British Indus- 
eamposers, Although the “Never trial Ballads” (¥ a 
On Sunday” punch is missing. the rial Ballads anguar 
disk does hive some authentically | 
flavored Greek stuft that gives the. 
sef ano atibeat quality for prograni- 

Trades, 

“Sones Without Words” «Capi- 
tol: This set is angled to the 190,- 
093,009 or so amateur songwriters : 
whe are isoking for the ehance.to. 
break into the conmmercial market. | cionally joining with MacColl on . 
Capitol is come up with a lyric- the vocals, 
Writing contest tied to the 10-in-! “The Steel Drunis of Kim Loy 
strumental offerings in this set | Wong” ‘'Folkways) Steel dram'| 
Winers will get a $509 advance | Mmusic,: a relatively new musical ! 
avainst publication plus recordings fornt originating in the Caribbean | 
for the fop three entries The mu-! islands, 
sic, weetten by a battery of naine ; 
composers and performed by Jack | University Settlement 
Marshall im straightforward style.i N.Y "s flower east side. The vari-; 
i. ia the pop, country & western Lousls 
atd rok ‘a’ relt idioms which just ‘a surprising range of sounds, rang-| 
shunt cover the field * ins from soprano to bass, and all 

Michel Legrand: “The New I- ble nding into a highly pleasine ef- 

Love Paris” ‘Columbia. Several fect * One side of this LP offers 
years ato Michel Legrand made a ; Hines like “Anna,” “Eternally,” 
bit sabes seore tor Columbia with | “The Saints Go Marching Jn,” 
an “LT Love Paris’ LP. It was a 
chrattnmaly sick approach that set 
the pattern for rvany instrumental 
pavkizes  Lezrand is back again , 
ix the same mood and style. The: 
repertoire ts keyed to Paris «April | 
in Parw” “Paris In The Spring.” i ; 
‘The Last Time [ Saw Paris.” ete.) 3! 
and at's delightful listening. af 

Bob Crosby: “C’est Si Bon” ' Dot: 
Bob Crosby’s combo returns to the [ 
disk scene with a nifty layout ‘of } 
fustrumentals. Smooth, swinging 
and always easy to take, Crosby's ' Best of Burl Ives; 
small vroup blends some 
huts in a program of oldies for a 
varied mediev of rhythmic items. 

sic catalog. Scottish sin 
VWMaeColl turns up with a recital of 

‘ries, coal mines, railroads, etc., all’ 
jwilh unfamiliar 
thighly arresting Peszy Seeger Jac-- 

music with an instructional’ pur- 
pose. ‘ 

| tor albums and musicals ; 

Schlamme, GM disker, 

at Tantiment, Pa.. 'Aug. 31}, 

White.” * Diane.” "Cat- 
eitta C’est SE Ron,” “1 let a 
Soma oe Out of My Heart” 
‘Biase Vioon,’ 

Biosseoun 

Ease Sty ong? 

Gloria Lyane: “He Needs Me” 
a By gegen This as an album hinged 

‘ne t recent chick single that pro- 
vile, 4 nieasant ballad shewease 
tor Giorta Lynne, a pop chirper 
with paz? overtenes. She has a 
phroisws stvle that handles tuties 
hke * Wild is the Wind,” “You 
Don't Anow What Love [s.° "VH, 
Take Romincé.” *1f You Love Me” 
and others in 

Don Glassex and Ramon Argueso . 

“Dance With Mel lM 

Vance” and .a fine ‘uptempo hand- 
‘ing of ‘I Could Haye. Danced. All j. 

-Also tossed in are some! 

nate feel for the folk music of ‘both! : 

when she -moves into they 
In atldition to ts-1 i 

some other songs in a similar vein. . 

it is. marked ' 

» Glendon, drumnier.. 

This is. 
-an offbeat addition to the folk mu-~ 

r Ewan. 

“comps on banjo and guitar, ocea- ; 

sized steel drums venerate ; : throughout - ‘Europe. 

| 
16 

can 

| 

“LAWRENCE WELK. . 
“Proudly “Presénts. fis Fourth- tn . 

‘Daf Hit Record’ “YELLOW: 
i BIRD” BW “Cruising Down, The : 
a-Row: 

' Rive ey”. 

= Review 
inside out, Pete presents a new | DICK OBERDEAR TRIO 

La Salle Hotel, .Montreal 
New 

is. the new music. format. ‘for the 

Gerry Mulligan With Chet Baker. Cavalier. Room..Deé¢or of this- ‘okay | : 

One side of this LP dishes eatery -remains.:much the - same. 

he was etched dance up six standout sides made by. the'| But the. dinner- music. group. which THE DRIFTERS 
in all the popular -Gserry Mulligan combo, with Chet.| held“ sway’ for’ many seasons has | 

been disbanded -and. replaced: with. 
Dick. Oberdear’s. combo, and ‘the |’ 

; room has" built steadily since re. 
cent opening. : 

“In ,a’ town not rioted for’ “fanz. 
grOUps. ‘the Oberdear . group is af. 
refreshing change. with pianist Bob ; 

Marv.. Gordon 
and Oberdear. playing trumpet -and | 
handling © major. Share .of vocals. 

Offer ings, for the most: part, are} 
‘special arrangements of the stand- |: 
‘ards which makes for. ‘good listen-. 
ing or dancing and. ties’ in nicely: 
with ‘general ‘atmosphere. of the 
room.'.A tendency. to blast. occa: 
sionally on a‘rhythm_ tune ‘is ‘about:: 
only. fault. with: ‘combo; . acoustics 

pola ballads from England's’ facto- j idon‘t help in -certain ‘sections of | 
room andthe’ more extrovert in-. 

lyrics and some , terpretations should be held over) 
‘for the late hours.’ 

lee Pincus Takes Over : 
Dad’s 0’seas Pub Firms 

.Lee® Pincus planes. to: London 
gets an interesting shows | this week -to. become: director ‘of. |: 

casing in this LP, recorded by the : Gil-+ Pincus. 
band oni dinator of: the - activities. of the. 

: Pincus-Gil | ‘publishing. interests | 

of.a plan to expand the firm’s Eng- | 
lish and other: overseas. publishing |. 7 
activities. | 

An ‘emphasis on a . two-way flow a 
of material ‘is planned, with a.step: 

etc., 4 up of U.S: release. and exploitation |... 
and the other presents the | of U.S. disks .. featuring -Enslish 

‘songs. 

Martha! 

returns from her. Europeati.. tour with- dates 

and Grossinger’ s, N.Y. 
‘and: Rakhel, who records for ‘Monitor, touring: Europe and Israel, retiit vig 

among others Eddie ! to the U.S. in October for dates at the: Padded Cell. Minneapolis, the: 
Miller's saeef tener sax is arcented ' Gate of Horn, C hicago, and fhe Ash Grove, L.A. 

(Sept. 5-6) . 

. Wallace W. Schmidt: 
_and George K.- Evans have been appointed. “to - ‘head the’ expanding; 
music publication program of Prentice-Hall.. - 

Celedonio Romero, and his sons. Celin,.Pepe and Angel, classic and 
flamenco guitarists who record for.the Contemporary label, have-ton-! 
eert debut at N.Y.’s Town Hall slated for Nov. 28 .; Michael McWhin-: CE. AY COLE. 
ney, who co- -produced the.“Rodgers .& Hart Revisited’: soon due on tne, 
Spruce label, doubles as a book reviewer for the N.Y: Times. 
serirs of LPs, salutes‘to N-Y.’s Roseland Dance. City, is being peddtea |, 
in the ballroom’s lobby. The albums are by Jimmy Palmer, Russ Carlyle, 

-Cademon: Records is. launching; 
easy-to-lisfen-to 39 Special publicity campaign to architectural and ‘home-building mag-| 

fistiion, bicked by the soft orches- 47ihes, real estate. press and city planning. groups for: its forthcoming 
trations of Jimmy Jones. 

Dance For You” «Mercurs'!.: 

tem is pezged to a dance theme, 

dancmz Miss Jo’s cherping of: 
Songs ranging frém rock ‘1’ roll |” “Start of Something New,: 
to swing iy solid as she switches ! Kelly's 

oor 

spoken-word disk, “Frank Lloyd Wright On Record" : 
Damita Jo: “FH Save the. Last currently out on Verve with ‘ “Carnival in ‘Peteussion,” 

This Weeks at Chicago’s London House starting Aug..29 . 
in advance. order’ for Bob Newhart’s third album, 

with each tune’s lyrics hinged on Down Mind,” due for mid-October pressing. _ |. 
Johnny Janis, w ho recently cut his’ first LP for Columbia. titled ‘ ‘The 

is due for appearances at Chicago‘s: Mr. 
and Playboy Club, New Orleans . . 

. Paul Smith, ! 

“set. for three j. 

Candid named ‘Cosnat its 
styles fi At the tunes with swinug- ‘Cleveland distrib. Ed Rosenblatt’ is ‘in’ charge of ‘the local | 'Cosnat + 
ing eave She runs the gamut from t operation. a2 

| CONWAY TWITTY: Sasee 

= +o - 

-Management of. La: -Salle |. 

Lester Lanin Orch.: “The Madi-' <°t of pachanga‘numbers with some: Hotel has brought in ‘many inno- | 
Interesting separation effects as the ' yations-in past few weeks and latest |. 

1: “(Warner Bros.) |. se... e0ei fo beta ee eee os, 

Jimmy Flint’s: “Have--You Been There” .{ Cartwright*) is a toe- / - 

Music. Ltd. and . COOF- |" 

Move is part. THE. STYLES 

_Bincus® is- son of George. THE. ‘HARPTONES- 

Longplay Shorts 7 
Burl Ives has returned to the Decea label, after’ a hitch: with United. 

i Artists Records. He’s currently out on Decca with a. deluxer called pThel 

..- Lyricist Gladys Shelley: has teamed. with Bobby. 

recent ! Scott, who compdsed the music for the legiter : “AC Taste: ‘of Honey, ” 

. Elektra’ diskers, ‘The Oranin Zabar, w 
incleding © Chetry Pink and. Apple Pappear at Chicago's Gate. of Horn Aug. 29- -Sept.. 10 Doan 

! 

| with commercial ‘angles: 

‘| - 
t 

au 

. WB. has ‘200 000. 
“Betind The Button | 

Wednesday, Agua 23, 1961 

Top ‘Singles Of The Week - 
au he. ‘Best Bets’ of This Week's | 100-Plus Releases) 

(MGM) oa vvetean en veduwvetecede Sweet Sorrow: : 
_ Corway Twitty's. “It's Drivin’ Me Wild” (Mellint) As. a frantic.” 
soundirig rocker right. down the confémporary groove. @., “Sweet: 
Sorrow” (Aldon*) . ‘is another rocker’ with chances. ot 

se om 

(United Artists)” ee ar ea “Oh Mary 
Marv: Johnson’s. “Show: “Me” (Jabetet- is @ catchy. rhythin ‘slicé . 

delivered. in this young Singer's. ‘cv istomarily y: ‘appealing style. “OR? 
Mary” : ‘Cabetet): is. another. bouncing side, due: for play. 

am 

a JOHNSON. « heebeeegecedunseeetnass SHOW: weME 

HEEMUT. ZACHARIAS: ore i. vee da ee ae “ADIOS MY. I ove . 

(Decea). ‘Bermuda ‘Shorts. 
Helmut Zacharias Orch’s: “Adios “My Lowe” (Peter Sehaefert) 

. shapes up-as a lilting ‘melodic. entry ‘by- the’ scomposer’ of “Never, . 
‘On Sunday” in a lush orch.and choral. setting. “Bermuda Shorts” ' 
is.a colorful. Latin ‘styled instrumental. 

me * 

vee se we” 

(Columbia). cries on! . For: My. ‘Birthday 
Sylia Saynt’s | “4. Tisket . ‘ATasket" ( Robbiirs®)” revives . the old 

‘Ella Fitzgerald: hit in. a crackerjack slice. which. will: ‘go far: “with 
‘the coke set. “For. My Birthday” C Conquest. Valentine®, ‘is: an ‘okay. 
dure: ‘slanted. idea. 

oe eo 

vo ase ee : LONELINESS OR HAPPINESS, 

(Atlantic) © wes we ds aseeeee cus Sweets | For My: Sweet . 
The. Drifters’ . “Loneliness or: ‘Happiness 1 Dolfi- Walden* }: ‘is an 

offbeat. rocking entry with 2 good turi¢ havdled by this-‘cambo 
with solid impact.’ “Sweets For My Siweet"’- (Brenner-Progressivet) 
is a bright. rhythm tune also nicely delivered. 

Me * 

SHIRE. EY HARMER: So ee 

_ (Encore) en eeeneer wees “Somebody” 3 Keepin" ‘Score 
Shirley Harmer's -“A- Lotta Livin’” (Robbins*.): is -@ standout.” 

piece of material: with a sharp lyric. projected.in. savvy ‘style .by 
this songstress. “Somebody’s Keepin’ Scare”. (Jaybar*) ‘is a bounes. 
ing Teligioso- angled. item. : . ; 

“HAVE ‘You BEEN “THERE, . 

Piasano. . 

JIMMY. FLINT 

tapping instrumental. geared to generate juve - Roofing: Piasano”: 
( (Cartwrightt) makes. a similar point: in a Latin. flavored ‘groove.’ 

en ee 

[KAY STARR wiccc.cveseeseedesecse WELL TASK: YA" 
(Capitol) . epee beeen e dee ceases: The.Rough Riders 

| Kay. Starr's. “Well I Ask Ya" ( Hollists. is a strong Thythin mums. 
her which gives this songstress: a big chavice to crack-the bestseller 

-Jists.again: “The -Rough Riders" (Starstan$) is. iB. $0250, saga stot 
particularly oT for ‘Miss » Starr. : 1 - 

oo * 
“GOTTA: GO, G0, co 

(Serene) oe. ce ge ee a ee Sa cea “Scarlet Angel. - 
The Styles’. “Gotta Go, Go, Go" : iLeniont). shapes up as a winiing . 
rhuthm slice: projected. ‘with «a good .sound by : ‘this’ new. cowrbo.: . 
“Scarlet Angel” (Mermaid+: : is a more touting’ item, oe | 

*. . my « 

SOS ee ee ease waned! 

DEVIL: IN VELVET 

(Cub). “daa ee edeseseees Your: Love Is. A ‘Good. Eove” 
.: “The ‘Harptones’ “Devil in. Velret” ” éWemart) ‘shapes -up as:.a@ 

' strong. rocking -ballad - handled: in’ typical ‘style -by: this. combo... 
“Your Love.Is. A--Good . . Love” “ Obie). is Another _Thythm side 

THE PARKAYS © vtedccnal Ooanesss ‘LATE: DATE. . 
“(ABC-Paramount)- : nee eee “oy Get Tt 
‘The Parkays’ “Late Date” {Walm yt is -a-smoothly rolling. in- 

strumental with an arresting. tympany ‘and’ organ ‘sound.. “Get it” 5 
(Walmayt). ig another . slice, due. Jor plenty of. juke: “Spins... 

sete ge owe eae 

T HE FLEETWOODS. . Serres THE GREAT IMPOSTER . 
(Dolton) -Poor Little Giel ~ 
The: Fleetwooes' “Tlie ‘Great ‘Impostor’: (Metric#), ‘no’ relation. - 

to ‘the. film. of. the: same title, is an appealing ballad aimed. for the 
juve target via the lyri¢ arid. performance. “* Poor’. Little | Girl 

_ Gold Cup-Cornerstonet) - is-@ mare. familiar idea... moet 

/*. : a 

See en 

Clay. Cole’s “Happy “Times”. (Post*) asa nifty: ‘rocking. ballad. 
delivered. with .an- infectious. beat. far good. potential. : “Queen oF 
the Movies": {Post*) ‘is an. okay slice, wih a cinema fan: pea. 

a * 

|EDDY ARNOLD .......THE W ORST } ‘NIGHT or MY LIFE. a 
(RCA Victor). ae : One Grain Of Sand. 
Eddy Arnold's “The ‘Worst Night: of - ‘My Life”. (Treet} “is ant 

excellent: ballad expertly handle tn: a folk groove. for wite impact. 
“One Grain of Sand” (Pigurets is: a neat uptemp number: with an 

om appealing. message. : a 

‘TASCAP. BML, 

IT’s DRIV IN’ ME wine 

SYLIA SAYNT. .o.ceeteseichvases _ ATISKET ASTASKET 7 

“A Torra: CLiviN’ 4 A 

HAPPY: TIMES: | 7 

al _ (Imperial) ve Cee acces cee oie ares . Queen: Of The Movies. wae 

- . 



Late may. nat be starting at. 801 for a ; Cleveland couple who are per-]. 
eps the oldest: active husband-and-wife: team.of vocal teachers, but. 
they ate basking tn an unusual outburst of publicity.. Elizabeth Wheeler,’ 

“86, and: her husband,. William, ‘82, :were. famous. recording: artists’ for:!) 
Jiny! i ager. Victor and other. companies more. than: ‘50. years. ago... Recently, 

Walsh, Varrery. musicologist, learned they were still actively teaching 
{in Cleveland and wrote. a two-part blography,. including a diskography, 
for Hobbies magazine. Since then the Shawano, Wis, 

talus is being written iip.in-the Beloit, Wis.; “paper. (Wheeler. graduated : 
: from Beloit College:in 1900.): Mrs. Wheeler was born in Kokomo, Ind., : 

“"- anid the newspapers there, like’ those in Cleveland, are: getting into the‘ 
act. ‘Last Tharsday: night (10) the. Canadian Broadcasting Company: pre- ; 
sentéd a‘30-minute ‘network: radio:: program, *‘Roll - Back’ the. .Years,”’! 
--based-on the. Walsh articles and featuring Ed Manning's. collection a 
Wheeler Aisks. 

The 1961-63, edition. of. “Capitol: “Educational “Music Guide: ‘is S being’! 
readied : -for publication Sept: 1..The 72-pagé booklet. contains 15 | 
articles: by some ‘of “the. nation’s. ‘foremost musiciant - ‘anid: music :‘edu- 
cators covering the’ entire’ ‘spectrum. of :musie ‘education. ‘The. ‘Guide: 

- Carries cor plete: illustrated ‘descriptions and. evaluations. of more. than 
300. Capito) and “Angel .albums - screened {rom more. than’ 2,000. LPs 
in. the: Cap-Angel. catalogs. The booklet: was .edited ‘by: Art -Duncan, |: 

* director of -market- development, and Carl* Post, national ° education 
‘ $nanager. The Guide: will carry a -50¢. cover price - -but will. be > made. |: 

wt available to », dealers -ordering 50 or more at. about 206, . a COPY, 

‘waking a leat from. the operation’ of “Glens: Gray's Casa. ‘Loma: band | 
“ot the 1930s, Peter Leeds, a-20-year-old finance major.at.New York U., 

i Jaupehed a musical“.combo. known as _ the. Orchids: on: a ‘cooperative | - 
 . Dasis a 

_men all- 
dae over.a, year ago. Although the: ‘group,. consisting. ‘of six. 

- aged to ay off a‘ $22. 000. ‘deficit which includes two Volksw agen buses 
and. all their .instruments through. dates in .New England night: clubs,. 
summer. resort. hotels. and -eastern colleges. 1 Leeds, Ancidentally, + is. the | 

os at parade” is “My -Funny— Valentine.” ‘ son of. ‘motion . Pie Producer’ Dan. Leeds." 

The. reference to ‘159. FM. ‘stations in- ‘the. “eduntiy in Yast: Ww -eek’s 
Nanety. ‘story, “FM: vs. Rock,’’. was’. ‘based ‘on’ a BMI survey: of. FM 
stations playing: concert ‘music: but inadvertently. came: out. as the totat 

"-number of FM’ers in ‘the country.According ta an FCC. report as. of ' 
July 1,-there were 1,075 FM: stations on the. air, 216 in various phases 

. ‘of, construction. ‘and 96 applications for new. FM. stations. - . 

“ Russia ia Ee for ih Artist it ” 

; “The. ‘Soviet “Unlon: ‘ig: wide opens 
‘for ‘tours by American. performers |. 

tributor levels... 

nder‘21, has not, yet appeared on disks or tv, Leeds. has man-| 

on a ‘mertime," “The Lady Is.A Tramp,” 

: ture.” 

: "American ‘dollars. ‘Most. of: the: con- | 
“,--géert houses ‘at which she appeared | 

- -+ De-Dum.” 
- a: tunesmith, | 24-year-old’: Ludmilla ~ 

-*.”. Ladova. . Capitol Records, which: is ( 
is_ mulling US. re= |. 

_, Jease of the. disk.. Miss Scott re. 
"turned to. England. Saturday. 119), | 

oC. ge they come without State Dept. |. 
oa 

"sponsorship. So. says. Gery Scott,. 
-English. singer’ just . returned ‘from | 

_a. two-month Russian tour Which, toire, is. ona ‘two-weeker through 
London; Parissand Berlin.:“In Lon- |. ~ . she. ‘arranged on: her own. 

The ‘Soviets. are anxious: for. Uv. S. 
names and. will. pay - top: prices, 

‘she says, but.they’re nervous about’ 
os US. State Dept. links:..A State: 
-t+ Dept. tie. is usually, “colored: with 

“.-¢ propaganda: values that the .Rus-. 
- +" gians fear” (sic!).: Right now- the’ 

- . Russians-are hot for.such: US. per- |. 
=. formers as Louis Armstrong (who 
|) had .a- ‘Soviet’ ‘tour’ recently cah-" 

- eelled), ‘Count. Basie, Ella. Fitz-. 
‘.: gerald). ‘Stan Kenton: ‘and: Johnny 
ae Mathis! 

Miss’ Scott. suggests that’ agents. 
‘arid.-managers who want a Soviet 

'’ tour for: their artists should ‘deal: 
. directly ‘with..the Ministry.of Cul-) 

-“Russianis are the. worst. let-. 
ter writers in the world,” she. says, |. 

: v.“so’ the American. ‘agents ‘should |-: 
: -:. Just, hop. ‘a plane ‘to: Moscow’ and. |” 

. “negotiate in. person.” ‘The: person |. 
 'ta'‘see is ‘Madame Furtseva, who 
heads «the Culture. ‘Ministry. 
So}. Hurok can dealgwith -her,” ‘Says 
“Miss Scott, “so:-can Joe Glaser.”. 

Booked by. Soviet: ‘MCA’: 
“After getting an okav - for. the. 

‘tour: from .the Ministry,- Miss Scott . 

 Avakian’ $ Cont 0. 0. 
George | ‘Avakian,. 
manager of pop. artists. &- reper- 

don, he will. supervise. ‘the “record- 

‘and: “Events.” the two. baltets: writ- 
ten ‘by: Robert Prince for Jerome. 
‘Robbins. . Prince. will conduct the 

London recording ‘sessions. © - 
‘In: Parijs :and - Berlin: : Avakian 

z will join. with - Dario: Sria,: RCA| 
time, ‘most of it today .can be -at- qs Victor veep; and Arhold- Kléin, Eu- 

ropean manager. of ..re¢ord. sales 
and merchandising. at: meetings of: 
West- European RCA | affiliate “ex- }. 
ecutives for the presenation of the. 
diskery’ 's 1961 “Best Buy”. program. 

Golden: Crest: Records 
Claims Tag Iifingemeat 

” Eapeity. Records. - ‘Summit - Dis- 
tributors and Goldcrest’ Records: 
‘have. been’ warned of’. “copyright 
infringement”. by. Golden’ Crest; 
‘Records. -Latter... label feels. that, 
use. of the-.“Goldcrest”. name. 

| distribution” ef.a “disk called.‘ ‘This | 
‘Time ‘infringes. on: ‘their handle, 

RCA YV ictor 

ing of: “N:Y. ‘Export: -Qpus::.Jazz”. 

BaHets US.A. Co. ‘Orchestras at the: 

"ie Artists Shutfles. 
> Staff in Ex 

viceprez and upped Jerry’ Raker 
[ts the ‘post: of national sales man-j 

newspaper, - pub- ; °! 
shed in: Wheeler's. -birthplace,, has: prepared a feature - ‘about him, "He{ 

‘cury Records. and. before that had !: 

‘For. the... past “two. ‘years, “"Rake' 
was. in: charge .of . eastern . sales’ 
operations for UA Ww orking : under.: 

‘| Andy. Miele. Latter Jeft UA ‘a! 
| couple: of weeks: ago ‘to. become 
director. of marketing, at MGM, 

Yank Pianologist- 
AD praises Most. 
_ Requested Pops 

- Gablece: "Mare. Italy. 
After 16. months in. Paris: and 

‘now tickling. the ivories here, there 
_is-absolutely. no question that No.1 
on the Continental customers’ “hit 

‘e: sot , 

+ It ‘was’ the. most ‘requested song 
a for. the “16: montis that’ worked. 

‘in Paris; not ‘only with the French 
but, . “also - with: the’ ‘English, -Bel-' 
‘gians,.. Argentinians, Germans, 
‘Brazilians, ete. whom I encoun- 

“Valentine,” there: are 

_peans. “As Time: Goes By,” “Sum. 

The '-Way,” “How About - Yo u?,” 

are but a few. Most, of ‘the standard 
tunes‘ known®™ in. America are also. 
known: here, . Soe 

. There is’ a. ‘great: demand for 
‘spirituals, . which | personally I do 
not. perform. “Once I was asked. 
‘to: play “that great  -spiritual, 
‘Sonny. Boy’! The: ‘Spirituals that. 
“are usually requested. are ‘the ones’ 
with a .“beat”. such + as. “Walls Of , 
“Jericho” ‘or..“Didn‘t. It Rain?’ 
-Even though. spirituals ‘have heen 
known.on the Continent for along 

tributed. to. the: popularity: of Ma- 
halia: Jaeksor :in Europe. . 

Blues,” ete. definitely qualify as 
| standards..and are’ frequently -re-+ 

[Rested as well as other blues | 
| tunes... “Both. spirituais and blues 
most. certainly -remain.. ‘part: of.}” 

the.} | America’s . contribution: “td 
world of..music, but. it is interest- 
| ing to see the other categories that. 

are. now. ‘established ‘es. being part 
of ; the - “American ‘seene” ‘ hald 
j their own: aside from dixieland,: 
:New Orleans, and other. classifica- 
ons: of Jazz. 

Film. Tunes 
- American  filnis:- the |- 

‘world ‘are responsible for many of 

“was-sent over to Gos Koncert: ‘the. which. has been. in use since’ 1954 jt ihe songs that:have -become. known. 
Soviet facsimile of ‘Music Corp..of ! and ‘is: ‘filed ‘in ‘the. State of New! in Europe.” 

‘America, The agency: set up a tour | York with the. Attorney. Generat's | ithe film industry thatthe majority ; 
‘for her which: covered 65. ‘concerts. 
Ain. two months.. She: was assigned ;- 

‘Office... : 
In. a ‘Jeter: from: attorney Ira W. 

a 17-piece: band. that was conducted . Berman, who- represents . Golden | 

-/ by_her’ ‘husband, Igo" ‘Fischer. LO 
Her: take was’ about - $200. -a.eon-. 

“ert, 50¢G of ‘which was. ‘paid: in. 

“had about-a-2.000 ‘seating capacity 
and Were: scaled at a $2.50..top. - 

: Miss: Scott is now recording: for 
“EMI's. - ‘Parlophone. label’ and‘ has’ 
grooved a: -Russion song. “Dum 

Swritten: -by a. ‘Soviet : 

‘tied .to EMI, 

“after’.a quickie Visit; “to: NY, for 
some ‘tv work. - ; 

 Wimipey’ s Bis Stick 
‘Winnipeg, Aug. 22. 

TOJAY ‘TV, Winnipeg's new ‘indie. 
7 station, ‘has. a transmission tower 
-16 feet higher than: the. Eiffel— ; 
main section 861 feet, topped by a'he directed ‘the -Grons’ “National |. 

= -142-foot RCA. antenna. It's designed | 
_ to -buck.. prairie® hurric nes, sway-- 
~Yng up. ‘to: five feet in. pormiteat 
oh hour: blows,” 

‘exeuctor as long’. a5 anv 
ia en frofi the “musical consposi: | Ream labels. . Thus, 

“| Crest,. -to. “Liberty... Summit. -and:; 
Goldcrest, ‘it- is stated that’ his! 

; client . “has: instructed me to ‘ad- 
| vise: you ‘that any further. distribu-. 

tion. of :this -record. ‘by the. Gold- 
-erest Jabel:. will ‘be “considered ° ‘ani 
| infringement both- ‘Statutory and: 
| under. the Common. law. and action- ; : 
able for damages: . 

Oscar J. Fox Estate” 
-. Goes To3 Daughters | 

; San’ ‘Antonio.: Aug. 22: 
Proceed from musical composi= j 

, tions by. the late. Oscar. J; Fox will: 
igo to.“ his--three. ‘daughters: ‘under. 
“iterms of. bis: will filed. in. Probate 
| Court.. Fox’ died: July: 29: in’‘Char-: 

‘Land, “To Each His Own.” Hotesville, Va... at: the ‘age. of 81: 
| Hé lived here. but: had: been- ‘on a: 
‘visit. to a ‘daughter when. he: suf-- 
fered'a_ stroke which: ‘resulted in: 
he death. - 

In_ his “will; dated. ‘Dee... -T,. 1949, 

Bank « be- ‘appointed | ‘independent 
-‘copy- 

tions were in ‘force: : Low 

FoF: musical” comedies transferred. 
from ‘Broadway .to the screen or, 
‘original. ‘musicals done . on ..:the: 
-screen, do not get. the. ‘amount of 
[boxoffice _ receipty 
? drama - or. - “comedy. However. 
‘ picture such as “A Certain Smile.” 

a 

| which | had the. song with the same 
. title :in’ it, was ds- popular’ here. as: 
{in ‘the States. ‘On ‘the other hand, 

' the Successful musical, . “Bells Are 

It was interesting to seé the audi- 
nee . burst -into applause. when 

Judy: Holiday ' finished 

in 1he United States, many people 

selle” (“The Razor's 
“Love. Letters” . 1“Love. Letters’) 

‘Naturally, - “songs with French 
titles. ‘such’ as-“Ca C'est L'Amour” - 
"Les. Girls") or “Allez-Vous En". 
(“Can-Can”), shave ‘been success-. 
ful and. are’ requested. 
‘Another factor that contributes 

to which songs become known is | - 
the artists whe perform on: Euro- 

one. can be: 

‘Continued ‘on pare 47). 

ansion Pgm. | 
le. line with. United. Artists Rec-|f. 
ds expansicn program, Art. Tal- | 

made, label's. Vveepee-general. man-. 
‘has brought in Chet: Woods as’ 

Eyoods was formerly -¥.p. at Mer- ihattan Eye, Ear 

: been -affilfiated with. Capitol and: ‘ly ‘with WINS and now. with Mi-. 
iColumbia in manufacturing. and dis- {amie .WINZ, ‘returns to’ Gotham } 

_ _ Sept. @ for a berth. with ABC-Ra- 
idle... 
British’ folk, singer Kay Britten 

her first U. S.-tour this season . 

*|Records artist Duane Eddy . going 

‘{incide. with the showing of MGM's. 

singer Abner Jay to Ais talent 

tered: in. the cabaret, where. I iF 
j.worked, 
-| After’ 

‘.> many ‘songs “that are ‘popular with: 
'../ the Fretich as ‘well as ‘other Euro- 

EN. - ¥:, Aug. 26°... 

Frolies, 

“Laura,” “Cheek Te Cheek” “All: bu Shore Club, Lido Beach, L. L, 

|& Quintet'set for the New England: 
Jaz Festival, 
|Sept. 2 . ...-Gene Krupa Quartet : 
{returns to. the Metropole far 

yhis new single, 
i“ fues.” “Basin Street {ftom ‘Parrish’ ” . . St. Louis: Btue n otr [Torri of WADO, William B. Wil; 

It.is°no surprise to | 

as a straight , 

Ringing,” ‘which had many songs. 
-j in .it, didn't have a song. that ‘was. 
~-bas successful as “Certain: Smile:”. 

singing: 
i “Going. Back’ To. The Bonjour 
: Tristesse Brassiere' Company.” As 

remember. songs such as- “M’am- 4 
“Edge”),. 

| his. disks.: Latter is skedded to run 

" EMI's 

{ the click U § version of the sume 
humber «by the Highwasiven un 

,tll Sept. 1. Pye is including iy 
its “Lord Chamberlain Regrets * 
‘album the skit on Jacqueline Ken 
Jnedy that the Lord Chansbe: lois 
‘banned from the revue ‘VT atter 
,opens at the Saville Phestie toe 
inight tWed) 2.0. Boiteh singers 
;Helen Shapire and Eden Hane, 
who currently take the tap twe 
Places on the disk parade. hooked 
‘by Arthur Howes. for seund Biit- 
ain concerts. 

Sammy Davis Jr. here for a 
- Seven-week stint at Bernard Dek 
fent'’s Prince of Wales Theatre, ts 
considering a straight thesjong rele 
for ATV ... Labor Meniber. aut 
Parliament -for Stockton on Tees, 
George Chedwyn. urged the KOve 
;€rnment to put a ceiling on dollar 
| expenditures on residuals fiona 
‘disks but the idea was nied 
Mike Cotton's Jazzmen bowed 
‘with the Columbia label. |. -Giale 
Org in dickers for 45 Las Vegas 
stint for the Dallas Reys in No- 
vember. 

“New. York 
Sylvia. Rosenberg, secretary to' 

jASCAP ‘prez Stanley Adams, re-’ 
covering from eye surgery at Man-: 

& Throat Hospital 
. Deejay Bruce Morrow tormer- : 

. Tanya Chasman signed ' 

ito” her 
iBureau. 

Taternational . Rooking - 
.Miss Britten is readving - 

JASCAP fis throwing a cock tuilery 
{Sept.°5 at the Low. Library Ro-| 
tunda, Columbia U., in henor of 

|the delegates to the ‘Internatoinal 
{Musteological. Congress . . . Co- 
{lumbia’ disker’ Jehuny Cash has 
been . set_ to” headline “Jimmie 

‘in: San Antonio ; 

. Sam: Cooke, RCA Victor disker, 
set fora. date at: the Rainbow Room, 
Wildwood; N. J.. for the labor 
Day- weekend, Sept. 1-4... Jamie: 

on a personal. in Great: Britain to co- 
me 

Hollywood 
All Liteaty disks me thuinked 

“down on KDAY: have been for 

“Thunder of Drums” .in which he 
appears... : ~The Fabulous Four, | 
Chancellor. Records’ singing group 
who: -provide ‘background for Fa- 
bian’s disks, are out on their own | three weeks. Ban affects J iberty 
with “Betty Ana” and “Prisoner of M4 its subsit commanies includbig 

Dolton ... “That's The Way, 
jaritten fos Jerry Lewis’ “Errand 
Boy,” will get special creer treat- 

roster. {ment and deejay exposure. Lewis 
“Deejay. Alan ‘Freed will my collaborated with Bill Richmond 

Love” . . ., Ben Jones, wha man- 
ages ‘the Furness: Bros., added foik 

* song 

a “Summer ‘Festival of Stars” at" Jyrics, Los Y Brown clefied the : “Ambassador. Hotel, the musie:“f will be featured ja 
nitery sequence in pic, with Eng- 

will ‘be vat the Salisbury Beach. Hish music hall fave, Pat Dahl) wu are 
Salisbury, Mass... until bling . TH Dietlerle, ex-UVCLA 

Aug. 26’and then goes .t th . Phi Beta Kappa has heen booked 
&. 8 0. the Mali jinto the Colonial House, Las Vegas, 

-for six weeks late this month | . 
Listening in: Frances Wayne Wiss. 
Neal Hefti), may come out of 1e 
fHirement, now that Sesmour Heller 
ihas her inked She'l] reprise her 
i, Happiness Is A Tlong ('‘alled Joe™ 

Carmen Lesay will iut for 

Falisburg 
Bobby Rydel 

Aug. .28..:. ; Cannonball Adderley ; ; 

Foxboro, Mass., { 

(oe beginning Sept..}. 
Junior. Waters will feature his 5." ; few MGM disk. “The Stars Fell.” Joe Leahy's RPC ditkeny trom now 

when he does the Clay Cole Show 
from, Faltsades ‘Park, NJ... Satur- 
ay (26 Jack. Milis, Mills Music ; 

prexy, will. release Paul Durand's { Pittsburgh 
“Ce. Jour La,” with an English Del Monaco, who Las led: the 
Tyrie. being fashioned by Mitchel] , Orchestra at the Hohday House 
Parish. Durand: and Parish have - for five ears. finished Saturday 
‘previously ‘collahorated .on “Ma- ‘19).. Ralph DiStefano, who Jong | damaiselle De Paree” and “All My; fronted the Tov.n House band, is Love” . . Pianist George Greeley, ‘the new leader and “ill hire tie 

o  Nmaarte tas wmeenmupmeie- «up 

| australia. this Week ‘to perforin a. ‘hand of eight. menw ith the outfit 

series of three concerts. He plans ‘being augmented for cettain ate 
to-return via Hawaii to promote ; {actions . Guy Lombardo's 

“Lucy's Theme ° orchestra cet for aa week at the 

: Symphony Sid ‘Twin Coaches starting Oct 22 
Bill. Provost sow at the piano at 

‘Hams of WNEW :and. Sid Mark of : ithe Lemont Restaurant Mario 
1 WHAT-FM wilk emcee the. upcom- and ‘his Merrymakers doing tie. 

ling. Randall's Island Jazz Fest. music on “Luncheons at the Onew 

‘Brenda Lee, Decca chirper, cur- iat -WIIC and Joe Negri‘’s Ltda Pro- 

rently onan eight-day personal ap- ;¥iding the music on KDhA-1V's 
pearance tour touting her “All the new morning show, "Man At 
Way" platter. Following the tour | Large.” , 
‘she goes’ to ‘Nashville, Tenn., for | 
recording sessions. ‘She's due Aug 
27 at the N.Y. C ‘oliseum after which 
it’s. back to Nashville, then to At- i 
Jantic: City.for -a Labor Day date 

jae t the Steel Pier. 
es ee me 

London 
Columbia currentiy taping an al- 

“bum ‘by Cliff Richard & Jhe Shad. | 
ows.of music featured in Richard's 
feature. film “The Young Ones”. 
Decca pactee Stanley Black got the 
o.k. to direct this one. . Offbeat 
singer-cum-comnedian Anthony 
Newley huddling with Adam Faith 
over film deal... >. Newcomer Karl | 
Denyer. landed eight cates on BBC 

Oo arty st eee 

- HARLEM JAIL FEST 
TO BENEFIT NAACP 

Proceeds vf the Manlem = J.zz 
iFestival. to be held 1 27 and 
28, and possibly guing into a thid 
day at the 360th ‘Ropument Are 
tmory, N. Y. 41) go ‘a the Free 
dom Fund of. the NAACP Tee, 
event is being co produced by Aion | 
Morris, editor of the Joinson pab- 
lications, Ebony and Jet, and Sid 
Bernstein & John Dres Latter two 
recently produced the Newyott 
RJ) Jazz Festival 

The Harlem {festival wil get a 
radio... Heading for.U S. in Sep- roster of jazzstes: «hoc wal ome 
tember - is booker: Vie Lewis and! clude Mate Forgu On Qich, 

agent Tito Burns. . Ted Heaih ; 1, ambert, Hendriks & Hoe Are- 
orch turned down offer to guest on itha Franklin and others 
Jo Stafford specials being made by ; i pln nee, amcor 
Associated. Telexision betause’ of 
other commitments . Singer 
David Hughes who went dour re- Welk’ S$ Fair Dates 
cently with a heart complajnt. had : os Holluyesad Aug 22 
to. drop ‘his summer dates for a{ 
“complete rest” Scattish mag- . 
istrates nixed © all. night Jaz ses day stands at Pallurium sect 
sions .-.°°. Serics of six monthly month when traupe plays Spr agg 

jazz. concerts are to be tried out’ field, (Macs ¢ State Tar Se pt 17 

by the Oldham-«Lanes » Repertory {18 and Allentown Pa daa Sept. 
Theatre..from October . . . pire | 1228. Each date is uandes+tood & 
Crosby, here filming “oad flat fee, The Allenton beobkuig “as 
Hong Kong" with Bob Hope. de- set more than ois month are, 
clined: to. participate in a Radio, according ta Sam Toite Welk anan- 
Luxembourg : program devoted 10- ager. or before bend was firnse d 

for ‘lifetime’ af seebesds at bail- 

Lawrence Welk baid wil break 
ity steady string oof Friday Satar- 

throughout Crosbss 1K stay. ft room. now operated a Luts and 
Pye. Records edged out EMI by: Don Feddercon 

releasing “Michael, Row the Boat” ? Lennon Sicte:« oi teak the 
by Lonnfe: Donegan. Mon ‘21° " Allentown dite, 

AMV: Jabel doesn't put gut! State pigs. 
tet nal the Bey 
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Wk OnChort TITLE ARTIST LABEL. 

2 7 BAICHAEL . . 
Highwaymen cake e eens eee UA 

& § SCHOOL'S. OUT . 
U. S. Bonds ............ Legranda 

| 11 TOSSING AND TURNING | 
. Bobby Lewis ..........+.+- Beltone 

8 6 HURT 
Timi Yuro . 2.0... 2 eee .- Liberty | 

3. 9 ‘LAST NIGHT oo. 
Markeys ......0..-66. Satellite * 

24 3 TAKE GOOD CARE OF HER | 
Bohby Vee ......... eeeeee Liberty | 

5 8 WOODEN HEART 
Joe Dowell 2.2.2... eee eee: Smash 

9 11 FETS TUNST AGAIN 
Chubby Checker ........ Parkway 

4 33 Pte yt LIKE THAT 
Cris Kenner .......50+0- Instant 

19 71 FEAH FO PIECES | 
Posey Cline 1.0.2... sueee .. Decca | 

17 14 FOC ON YOUR DOOR 
Fie Hodaes .. ....-.: . Cadence | 

16 5 ‘IT FOUR WINDS BLOW 
Fats Domino ............ Imperial 

19 10 S®A QF HEARTBREAK - 
~N Don Gibson ........ neccees Victor 

7 9 TOGETHER - | 
Connie Francis .........5.. MGM 

12 19 DUM DUM 
Rrenda Lee ........68.0503 Decca 

33. 3 «DOES THE GUM LOSE YS. FLAVOR 
Lonnie Donegan .............. Dot 

13 5 HILESILLY HEAVEN 
Tex Ritter 2.0.0... c eee Capitol. 

!e 8 NEVER ON SUNDAY , 
Crordettés ......2...056. Cadence | 

20 #7 ~=«PSETTY LITTLE ANGEL EYES 
Curt Lees... we eee ee eee Dunes 

53 4 WHO PUT THE BOMP 
Parry Mann .............. ABC-Par 

36 5 MOUNTAINS HIGH 
Dick & Dale ........ eesesas -Lama 

[5 5 DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU'VE GOT 
‘Ral Donner ........ 20.2... Gone 

14 {3 HATS OFF TO LARRY 
Del Shannon ............. Big Fop 

23 & DON'T BET MONEY | 
Linda Scott ........... cece. C-A. 

21 13 YELLOW BIRD 
Arthur Lyman ............6+ Hi Fi 

76 3 £WITHOUT YOU | 
Johnny Tillotson ....... >. Cadence | 

42 4. ASIFI DIDN'T KNOW 
Aclam Wade ........05.08. Coed 

45 7 ASTRONAUT 
Jose’ Jimenez .. 2.0... eee eee Kapp 

30 8-—saL JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND 
Ann Margaret oes weeeene Victor 

74 4 FRANSISTOR S!STER 
Freitie Cannon ............ Swan 

90 «6©2~—SsCWLAVYLE SISTER . 
Eivis Presley ....0........06- Victor 

227 «TiSHSH . : 
4 Bolsy Rydell .........206- Cameo 

26 15 MAIUNG IN MY HEART | 
Slim Harpo .......-....-. Excello 

(Tune Index of | Performance % sone) 

This weekly tubulation is based on a statistically balanced ratio. of disk sales, nationally, as ‘re ported. by key outlets in’ ‘major cities, and. niuste 

programming by the major independent radio | stations. ne 
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Last No. Wha. - : ; Last No: Wha, _ 

Wk. OnChart TITLE, ARYIST: LABEL. ] Wh. Wk: On Chart “TITLE, ARTIST. Ae 

50 4 MY CLAIRE DE LUNE: +67 92-7 ~~ SIMMY Love _ 
Steve Lawrence neces aaee seeds UAT. “Cathy. Carroll *. wee eee ceee . Tieden 

11 14 QUARTER: TO: THREE (68 59. 2 -BIG COLD: -WIND- en 
U 8S. Bonds - oe ° coe. e, eee *. -Legrande : : . _ Pat Boone a “ vos oe . wee os . aie * Dot 

— |! MORE MONEY FOR: You: 169 -— | PEEBETHERE. 
Four Preps" See vewee . Capitol. i | Damita JO wicceeene. sobs va. Morcury 

29 10 ‘HEART AND’ ‘Sout ‘170 77 8 RUNAROUND... SA 
Jan & Dean... ..seeeees , Challenge 7 | Regents wn cv ecee sacs cee. Gee: 

34. 8 “MISSING YOU “171 60° 2... LONELY STREET. : 
Ray: Peterson . sates eee Dunes 1 ee - Clorence: Henry . veanne nit ie eet Argo 

i: Floyd Cramet :. tate eeeeees Victor | wos Pat Boone". Beek bene elas ies ve « Dot | 

75 18. TRAVELIN' MAN. 173 81. 6 STAND-BY YOUR WINDOW. 
. Rickie Nelson wee eesesoon. Imperial oo dim Reeves. esaes es tee eaes , Victor 

31 6 --TRARS ON MY¥ PILLOW 174 — | -MAGIC.IS THE NIGHT. . 
_ McGuire Sisters” raha ee bees - Coral 1 Cathy Young - pecans coke ved Andiga: 

722 CRYING | |” > 75 2. 2: BLUE MU: Mu. oe 
Ray. Orbison: ne . Monumeat 4 Annette = we “Vista! 

78 2 BLESS YOU «176. 64 (2 CINDERELLA...” 
Tony Orlando ......6...0665. Epic; Paul. 7). re ABC. Pat. 

39 3. YOU'RE THE REASON 7 [77.37 14 BOLL WEEVIL SONG re 
Bobby Edwards .........5.. Crest oo Brook Benton . o's eee oo re. Mercury 

56 3 MEXICO Lag YOU'RE ON TOP’ _ 
Bob Morrow ......0..... Monument | Untouchables. veered ievates Liberty... 

85 9 DAYDREAMS: 79 $4. 7 STARLIGHT STARBRIGHT. a 
Johnny Crawford... wae iaeees ‘Del: Fi , at hinda Scott. one cs ede vee eee Ce A: 

35° 7 WATER BOY | 80 70 7 THAT'S WHAT GIRLS ARE FOR - 
Don Shirley Trio. . . Cadence , . Spinners Shae aed bese eee ee: Trift- 

45 4 BLACKLAND- FARMER 8) eo. PRIVATE EYE | | _ 
-Wink Martindale . Sevaddivas «Dot | -Bob Luman....... +3. WB 

25 10. YOU CAN'T SIT DOWN. 18232) 8, PEANUTS. | oe 
Phil Upchurch. Combo. .......Boyd | Rick & Kings.’. Smash 

38 6 A THING OF THE PAST | ‘$83 -.— | INTIME | a 
. ‘Shirelles" settee erereedees + Sceptor. . | Steve Lawrence - . ove. UA’ 

— { LEFMEBELONG TO YoU... |-84 89 4° WHAT WOULD: You Do. ag 
Brian Hyland... 0.0.6... ABC- Par ‘dim: Reeves 2.6.5 .: ee Fee. Yistor, ey 

68 6 A TEAR: ; 85 — [| MUSIC, MUSIC; ‘MUSIC... ; 
‘Gene McDaniels a sadeseves Liberty. _ . “Sensations “ : Argo™ 

44 4 A LITTLE. BIT ‘OF SOAP. 86 — 7 Too. MANY ‘RULES. ; a 
Jarmels La urie Jo. Connie. Francis. aes nvr en veee MGM 

82 2. THE WAY YOU LooK TONIGHT | 87 48 11 YELLOW BIRD: 8 0s. 
- Littermen .. 0.02 ...0...... Capitol | / ‘Lawrence Welk cece? noise Dot. on 

574 “FOOT. STOMPING | 88 62° 2° ~SO-CLOSE TO. HEAVEN oo 
; “Flares -. se beceiosseearas Felsted: | | Rol Donner. =. ieee see ss Gone 

40-3 AMOR- 89 67° 2 MY TRUE STORY. ae 
Ben E.. King. . tie weeeae wees Atoo fo 0. Jive’ Five | need “-Beltone 

Biue: Jays: weet ceeeees Milestone | Roy Drusk Y.: ‘Decca 

49 2° I'LL NEVER SMILE AGAIN. | ne aaa Love TIME - “Vista 
~ “Ptatters 7 Mere ury a a a | 92.58 .2 NAG. a 

43 2 IT'S, GONNA. WORK OUT FINE - ba Halos. | tla e eae! Tarts 
; tke & Tina. Turner. . we wee eee rene Sue. 93 65 17 TONIGHT ee oe - 

100 8 WOODEN HEART fo 8 Velvets eeeeeserees Monument A 
ve ‘Gus Backus sesas « Fono. Graf . : 94 752 16 MOODY RIVER. - a H 

—— 2- SILVER city.  - | 7 Pat Boone 5 - es cee i eee barece Dot 

| Ventures. eee bebe a eee ewes. Dolton {95 87 5 “ANSWER 10: ‘ME | . 

28, 15: RAINDROPS’ Patti Paige... vit. .s. Mercury 
“> Dee Clark 2... wsap--eee Vee Jay | 96 97: “6 DRIVING HOME. wo 

51. 2 -EVERY BREATH | TAKE { Duane: Eddy amis 
' .Gene Pitney ceepecdcewess _Musicor 7 80 2... ‘DEDICATED. To THE SONGS i ‘LOVE 3 

| a > ae Three Friends. a . vend eres < Imperial i 

— 10 Cosas «+ a ccecceccs Brg | 98 86.0.2) NEAR-YOU. 95000 > e 
Ss ca teerscseeeseeerees EEA |.  B Bumble ane thes wees - Rendezvous i 

7 Serry Butler: fees faecveeese Vee Jay - “Dave Brubeck | see saingen Col. a, 

44 3 GANDY. MAN [100 55 4 “ITLL BE EASY | * i 
Roy 4 07 bison: . sip eaees. Monumeit bo . Sultans: bk bande ge ree soon Dolton i 

“this 
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~ Symphs.— 
=. Continued | from. page: oa —. Jo 

growth in concert musi¢ ‘with these 
.faets: 1)There are. 1,177 symphony 
orchestras in the U: S. ‘today com- 
jared Gith about 100 in:1920..2>]- 

“More ‘Seople attend concerts’ inf — .:_- 
the U. 8. than go to baseball. games.f. 1: 1.3 

=" 8) More ‘than 9,000,000. children: 
“play. musical ‘instruments. and. -Te-. a? : ae 

RET AL “ALBUM BEST SELLERS 
o£ A ‘National Survey a Key Outlets ) 

“5. 

. This Last Ne. wks. . 
ak wk: on n chart « 

- CAMELOT. (Columbia). , 
- Original Cast (KROL, 5620). - is. 

| JUDY: ‘GARL AND D (Capitol). 

‘Various ~ Artists GAL 3122): 

¥i Arnold Maxin has tagged 10 artists: 
fito recording deals. 

MUSIC 47 

Lo $10 Artists for 3 Labels 
Cozy Cole to Parker; Other Deals 

Prepping a.swing into the fall } Kapp: Robertino t.orst 
gelling season, MGM Records prez? Robertina Lereta. 13- ern -old 

Italian elnger, has been pacted to 
Five will re: Kapp. Hls first album well be (oO 

cord for MGM, four on Cub and iSole Mio and Great Itehan Hots,” 
fone on Verve. -Slated for an Oct releave Posh 

‘and. with music arranged by Dick 

“musital. instruction ~ ‘in: ae |. Signed.to the MGM label are i iwas recorded in Italy: 
schools and with private ‘teachersf 7. ‘Judy Garland at Carnegie. Hall Ww BO. 1569): i the rive Shades, Joe Leahy & ee 
com ared with 2.500.000. in - 1947. f° og oe ~ reh featuring the Teen Starlets . na: ; 

J 13,000 Musical Orgs -:°. |. 3.8 xy “LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) “ (who Will also record as a separate Kapp: Chad Mitchell Trio 3! ss Yellow: Bird ‘DLP 3389). { x... The Chad Mite heit Piao kas 
4). There are more than 73,000f° J] group’; Somethin’ Smith & The | vcd with Kapp Their fue pat. 

jnstrumental musical Organizations]. °4° 10 | ELVIS PRESLEY ‘Wietor) . . | Redheads. and ‘country & western 'ter for the lahe! will ‘be an lam “An schools.in the: U. S.,.with'25,000] "°°. Something. for Everyone ‘LPM 2370) singer Bill-Carter, Joining the Cub: Sh oy wie” Whack 
orchestras: .and 48. 600" “bands. _ a ee oe _ firoster: are Arlene Martell, The - ie ty Day on Campus’ which 

5) Americans:spend. more money{. 6°: 2. “52° NEVER ON SUNDAY ‘UA) . : Harptones, the Dynamos and_ the wil be Pry of the Giskery’s Fall 
- for the ‘purchase of recordings off |... - Soundtrack (UAL 4070) _ P{Stereos. Added to Verve is Randy Telease. They were previeusiy with concert’ music.’ and” higli fidelity oo 1) Sparks. Colpix, where they cut ene album. 
- -@ “4 15° CARNIVAL LMGAED .. Campaigns. geared toward in- ; oe :. equipment on which to. play these , Dat 

: recordings | ‘than. they do .on: spec-}e ns Original C Cast. ‘E- 3946) - | creased radio, dealer, ones stop and | le Pacific: Les McCann 

tator sports. 6) In: 1961an aver-]-° “5 5 ; in-Dox promotions Nave been 6 McCaun, bestselling Suse 
age of 13, 759. g . hours of. concert } 7 5 “AB. {OTE MIE a } planned to bolster single sales for : artist for Pacifie Jazz Reeards, bus 
music ‘per: “week “js “being - ‘pro- , ee ne. ne 7 i: i. all. three labels. been Inked te a new three-year 

we, grammed by ‘1,250: AM. and FM - 8. 7 68. SOUND. OF. MUSIC. (Columbia) Park C Cal exclusive recording? putt with the 

‘. yadio, stations, or. an. average off 5° 7 +: “Original Cast (KOL 5450) >. Cory Cole er: Coty. Cole ylabel. 
- 10:9: hours. per station. ‘per “week. ane wo x { ay ole has signed with the 

7). There are 754 opera-producing}.. 9°. ‘IL .. KINGSTON.-TRIO. > (Capitol), iFecently’ formed. Charlie Parker 
groups in the U..S. .8) There.aref- 0 Going Places (T1564). 1 Recor ed “A oes inst album wi 
‘more: than 250 educational -institu-{: ———— OTiON PICTURE THEMES UA Cc apee b ‘hed by tall 9 ‘h 
tions: in the. U.S. offering | degree 10  B- a1” GREAT MOTION PICTURE: THE ES (UA) armen, ac. y a tull ore 

‘courses -in music’ and advanced- ae 

‘devel. musical training. ‘lL 6° 387 EXODUS ‘Victor i manufactures. it tS ed 
The CBS Radio panelists: may be “— me, ( ures ifs own records and } 

painting. ‘the picture too dark and] . eran - Soundtrack LOC: 1088): oa through Carlton Rec ; 0 NW AY 

ae may. be Paineing it tog: bright]. 20043" ob. ARTHUR. LYMAN iHi. Fi) . | 
‘but. some: industrvites.. ‘seem .tof . ~-¥eliow Bird: (LP. 1004) ose; 

think’ that the. cancellation of thef “= — ¥ : INATEA. Gao | Dann Westtnaten nes tas act TW. ITTY 

N.Y. Metropolitan ‘Opera ‘season{ pceery . Te RANKS api 0 ‘Ted'to an exciusive recording pan 

“because of a financial. hassle . with} 
the. musicians ‘union is cone: indi- 
cation -of. the way..the- ‘longhair aa 
‘Pendulum may be. ‘Swinging. . 

14 

—p 15° °19 (11~ RICKY. NELSON. Imperial) . land pop singer who has recorded: 
NEW — HITS! a ce (1 Bick fs 21 LP $152). > {jfor Mercury until this move. ME W [ L p 

728 vis 15”, EDDIE HARRIS ‘Vee a “Warner Bros.:, Elaine Dunn and 
4 THE BILBAO SONG: 

PERCY FAITH vig COLUMBIA. 4419789 19° 7 7 BAL, S: BONDS uLeerande) mo, Dunn has been inked to an exclu | SWEET : i ry LeROY HOLMES .. Rae -M.G.M, 12992 MM 3 me. aon Quarter te Three (LLP 3001) : | Sive- recording pact with Warner 
- e ‘MOY WILLIAMS. Suen? CADENCE 13989 2 s. _ | Bros. Having just completed stints , 

cor arabes OnITEO ARTISTS "ig 27°. @ «FRANK SINATRA Reprise)” in the leads of the national com- | SORROW 
: oe, oe . ‘panies of “Flower Dr um Song.” ; 

. I ALIAS ANS IES 

From the Warner Bros. Picture "PARRISH” o 

aI i619 Broodwey New York. 19 me 

18... 

LYRICISTS DESIRED 

‘Come. Swing. With ‘Me. Ww: 1594) 

JOHNNY MATHIS ‘Columbia 
Portrait of ‘Johnay (CL 1644) . ae: 

., Exodus to Sanz: 3016) 

_ Sinatra ‘Swings IR 1002): - 

FRANK SINATRA Reprise) 

“Greatest Horn dn ‘the World (LPM. 2366). 

|Golden Records Pegging | 

--J i tract.with Roulette. 
“['for the diskery as of the first of 

‘Hyman. .The Charlie Parker label 

She will wax 

the year, Several projects have al- 
“feady been lined up for the blues {IT’S DRIVIN’ 

‘Singer - dancer - actress’ Elaine :. 

and “Bye Bye Birdie,’ she will cut |! K 13034 
2°" GLEBANOFE STRINGS q......MeRcURY 71815 2 J. 12 28 38 4(# single slated for release soon, | 

GEORGE GREELEY... WARNER ‘BROS, 5218 @Po = _: Ringading Ding ‘R'100}) = , 3 y 
erot HOLUES STRINGS seiyGAPITOL, 1557 | ei 20, a7 B. ., RAY: CHARLES Impulse) a | 

sseeeeniateasenrsesevesarseseres : f - . REDDY MARTIN ABP 9K PSE © oe ry SRE Et a: 2 1 Pianologist 
“ALLISON'S. THEME. (ae 5 PETE FOUNTAIN ea CORAL 62266. ¢ a Calentta (DLP 2539) : — Continued: from page. 3 

. EELEY «0. ARNER. BROS. 5218. ‘9°: { j asked to sin “Midnight Sun” bee) === awe - 2 
RUTH wart E. meteor CAPITOL A562 bd _ me Nanay GONE (ee ssea) { cause of. an ea Fitgerald album | ™ 
PAIGE’S THEME | = 2 ‘fjor “Blue Gardenia” froin a Nat - 
FREDDY MARTIN nei KAPP. koox @| 35. 11, STAN FREBERG Capitely King Cole album. JUST GREATI 

: O MAKE GELIEvE Lover | 7 —Eresenis Gee USA OW 1878) [omy voir Taos 's otten ve | CLEA FTE | , ; ue Yr a vs r] t re- ; ’ eamirons yma meds) #1 = a J) gotta ar tae'eoss | ELLA FITZGERALD 
MUSIC PUBLISHERS - ; —— Bp Street Where You Live™: but once ; ° 

HOLDING CORPORATION ! - 25. 22. i wey. WARREN a {in a while “Danced All Night.” : Verve Records 
ockers P 2029 The other songs are not generally . 

Py 26° ‘MANTOVA (Lond known. “‘West Side Story” was : | : 

7? SMASHE nn . Htalia Mia_ TLL: 3239) ome Pon : | successful in Europe but, as in the / YOULL HAVE 10 SWING i — —> j United States, none of the songs ; 
; 3 4 rs -DAVE. BRUBECK. ‘Coluinbia) ‘enjoy a great deal of popularity, | a | 

"_Time ‘Out-(CL 1397). “South Pacific,”. “Kismet,” “Ok- ; eth 

Ma rN COLE e- a 16 BOBBY DARIN: Atco) 7 Jahoma,” “Carousel.” ete. « have | . ~ RP eee 
.” Bobby: Darin Story (LP. 33130) ; been done in the. movies but many ;{ - ; 

-.4| people have seen these. productions ¢' FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION 
° cs 25 "30 LIMELITERS (Victor). _ fl either in the U.S, or London and ; 

i wt . Tonight: In’ Person (LPM 2272) 4] want:to hear a song from them. = a 
Son 84 : - Of the ‘songs that have gained 30: +20 35. MA VANI: “Bondon).. 
scat ii Musie frem-Exedas (LL 3231) | popularity in the probahly — ralen BRIAN 
“31° «80 -- “3B. ‘BILLY ‘VAUGHN | ‘Dot) | a , after that, “Personality.” “beth the HYLAND 

“Music by BEE WALKER. 7 ae "+z. 1° Orange Blessem Special {DLP 3366) _ { translation and the original Eng- Sings 

- B20 7 ‘WILDCAT ‘Victor | ae cel Eyes "Non fields. | 
= Lyrics: by. GLADYS: SHELLEY oe Original: Cast '1.0C" 1060) Hare) Pees” and “Now Dimenti LET ME BELONG 

se 24° STARS FOR-A_SUMMER. NIGHT. (Columbia. “In the rack ‘n’-roll field, as in TO YOU 
ion, Various Artists (PM LD a America, it: remains a big market 

: meee | 3428. 21 PAUL ANKA ‘ABC-Pan), { for the Tlecnage set large #10236 
= o ‘wor zurope: have a large 

HI r, RE MINDERS. ae so His 1 Big 15— (ABC 323), a : repertoire: ‘of standards, songs from } 
ot aie ee BAG ae a RAY y CONNIFF ‘Columbiai™ Aj the moyies, some of the never 

ae toe errs os _: Somebody ae aes 1642) | |! popular songs and be prepared to 

. Ss tote, a & L Blues (LPM. [ 2256): { ““Polka-Dot Bikini” to the “Rhap- 
-. “CHEWING. GUM ee on —SONATHAN WINTERS iVerve) . ; Sody In Blue.”. ... ° 

me LOSE iTS FLAVOR |] °° — “""- ""Hlere’s Jonathan Winters (V 10525). —— 
a Fe Lonnie. Donegan and His. | "38 "26 KINGSTON RFRIO “Capitol ~ a : aaaaaaaaaaa 

' a os 4 none “Make Way (T 1474.0. a4 

{} 39 = I” YOUR PREPS ‘Capito 1 
TP Four Preps on Campus’ iT 1566 | : 

——“aiis wusic, we. | | 3818 AL MRT Wet 

BRUBECK | 

oor 

Disks To Video ain QUARTETTE 
: Te: -oxpond rapidly expanding singing. commercial: frm specialtz- | 

ing -in Y xpounding concept” or “image” commercials. | 

° ‘woutn PREFER ERUDITE WRITER SCHOOLED = Mand ‘pee toons are being used s/f Featuri ng P aul D esm no nd | 
METAPHOR— «by Golden R ds, the’ moppet- : 5 

/@ WHO HAS. A THOROUGH KNOWLEDGE OF : aimed label: ‘Among the characters | . Augest 24 thru September 9 
 MUSIC— _ featured in the series are the] COLUMBIA RECORDS 

. Flintstones, Yogi Bear, Bugs. Bun- 
i-.ny.and. Popeye... Platters,, which.| 
A sell for .$1.98, contain songs and 
‘Material with - the flavor ‘of. the: 

a7 particular show. 
f° Also: being released by ‘Golden 

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

-ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION . 
JOE GLASER, President 

3 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.Y., PLAZA 9-4600 

CHICAGO © MIAMI ¢ HOLLYWOOD ¢ LAS VEGAS © DALLAS © LONDON 

-@- AND 1S. CAPABLE: OF CREATING “IMAGES” 
|: IN-SOUND THAT PERMIT THE MINDS EYE TO 

~ VISUALIZE THE SPONSOR OR HIS: PRODUCT. 
"isd ‘aie tercestnor atert—and. we, foul thet ine opportunity ofered Mersin. 

aL white undewhted!y ‘paretieied by otherse: is -ovtet: 

: ee ie, WARREN: VINCENT, DI pasiens CORPORATION, J; ere, some. educational platters -in- 3% Sev w th Avenve. few ¥ ey. "COtwmni a" " _ ° i Plane use” Introduction to Great j a 
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AGVA-Equity Jurisdictional Dispute | 
In Chi Ends With Temporary Truce}. 

+ Chicago, Aug. 22. 

Equity’s national executive sec-: 
retary,. Angus Dunean, and his: 
AGVA counterpart, Jackie Bright, ! 
met in Chi List week, the scene of } 
their eurrent jurisdictional tug-of- ; 
war over tab revues in cafes, and j 
Cate uaay from ‘the meeting with - 
a femporary truce agreement. 

Tie summit meeting between the 
two union heads had been called 
by the midwest reps of the unions, 
both of whom sere vexed at. what 
they considered using Chi'as a 
testing sround for a broader na- 
tional issue. 

Duncan and Brizht did*’ some: 
nighteiubbins on. their vi.it, moat: 
Ss) much as a show of chiummuness, 
but to view two°ot the show s-being 
countesfed-- the Second Crt¥ and 
the Happy Medium. ‘An unidenti- 
fied member of the Chi AGVA 
office nearly pulled the rug out 
from under the negotiations the’ 

unaccountably - nex! morning by 
calling Oseac Marienthal, owner 
of the Happy Medium, and teHing 
him that he'd better “2et moving” 
in getting his cast into AGVA. The 
c+ was later described as a-“mis- 
take’). 

+ ‘Amfeable’ Meeting 

The meeting of the tuo union 
chiet. was later termed “amicable” 
by Duncan He saul that .Bright 
Wos seriously trying to find.a solu- 
tiog that) would) satisfy his own 
Members and not infringe :on the 
rizhts ot Equity cardhoiders. He 
aly: said that future meetings have 
been scheduled on the basis Of 
thers Chr visit 

Duncan. is reported as favoring 
puitinzs the issue under 
jurisdiction: and issuing a-master 
ecard. Dues would be paid fo the 
unit under whose 

rently playing would come. AGVA, 
having won several victories in 

the current brouhaha, feels that it 
would be giving up its autenomy 
in «loinz so. 

There's no doubt that the recent 
Spats ot tab revues in inidwest 
cates has cut into the outlets for 
AGV.A titeat. However, the loss of 
the shows, would be strongly felt 
by Equily, since, when the straw- 
hat season ends here in Septem" 
ber, there will be more: Equity 
menibers appearing in cates than 
there will be in legitimate situa- 
tions. 

Jessel's Gotham Date 
Georse Jessel las been booked : 

for the International, N.¥., for a: 
fourweeker starting Feb. 28. 

Some Vears, 

Jewel has been stepping up his : 

fia which he didn’t play cafes. 
was mune through the - Ww illiam 
Mocets Agency, 

> 
2 

= 
> 
Poe 
3 

And Coming Up 

Direction: 

W. H. (Monk) ARNOLD c 

Mm Liquor law Spares | 
Underage Waitresses| 

* Chicago, Aug. 22. 

age at which-women ¢an buy. liquo 

underage waitresses, according ‘to 
the latest ‘ruling of the attorney 

neral. An: earlier decision by the 
f Liquor Control: Board said that the. 

‘ELMWOO0D CASINO OP 
HEADS VENDING C( 

Detroit, Aug. ‘22. 

Albert Siegel, owner of the Elm- 
: wood Casino in Windsor, Ont., ‘and’ ruling are the many. key clubs that 

‘Ving” drinks. 

'the Barclay Hotel and Club Oasis, i use the young girls in scanty Cos-. 
both in Toronto, has been named: fumes. The Playboy Club,. for in- 
prexy of the newly-formed Na-* Stance, had to fire i4 of its 80 

‘tional Automatic Vending Co. Ltd, j “bunny” waitresses as “a ‘result of 
with headquarters in Toronto. New i the. new. Jaw,. 
firm represents a $3:000.000 deal 
involving the merging of 20 small- 

-er vending companies. 

Navco, trade name .of the new 
company, was formed by a group | 
of Toronto business, including | 
Maxwell Goldbar, chatrman.-of the 
boutd of the new firm and.a@ part- |-- 
ner in the firm of Goldbar, Peck-: 

SoupcofE & Starkman, char- |. man, 
tered accountants: Vice. -prexy and 
general manager .is’ Arthur ~ C. 
Rutzen, former 

. national sales of the W urlitzer Co. " 
Buffalo. 

Siegel said Navco will open com- 
missaries in Toronto, Wiridsor and: 

. Montreal to prepare food for in-, 
plant vending machines. Thé firm’s ! 
automats also will: ga into offices - 
and stores. 

Set 2506 Budget 

dir ec tor ‘of inter-. 

| grants: to. -AGVA members: 

'AGVA Sick Fu Sick F und 
$80,549 in Red |: 

The Sick .&° Relief Fund. of the 

Ameri ican’ Guild of Variety. Artists 

“has filed a. statement. with the N.Y. 

‘State ‘Dept. of: Social, Welfare “in 

+ Which it states that. it: lost $80, 549 

‘-during 1960. The report was signed 
by. Joey’ Adams as. president of the! 

- union, “and Joe Smith,’ treasurer. 

The. report states that. the ’Sick |- 
& Relief Fund paid out: $115, 147.65, 

/ of which $89,134.92 was in: relief 
$21,- 

} 981.81 wasin- death . benefits, and 
1 $4. 030.84: in “donations. . 

. ts income. for. the: - “year was |. 
$57,289.16, of . which. $47, 250. came 
from Theatre - Authority; $4,446 
‘from ‘a benefit, $2,360.50 front fines. 

; On- ‘union. members, . $54.56 from 
| pretniums on the transfer of Cana- 
* dian funds’ and $901.68 on. overage 

For 1962 Edition | { 

AAAA ’ 

purview the. 
Shew in which the member as cure . 

7 overseas, 

Ati: 
be the humorist's first N.¥. date in 

Folies Bergere 
Las Vegas, Aug. 22. 

Lou Walters, producer of. the; 

1960 and 1961 editions of the; 

“Folies Bergere’ at- Tropicana! 
Hotel here,. is. pushing - plans” for.’ 

the third version. skedded to open ‘ 

- Dee. 23 at this plush hostel at-end | 
-acts | 

upcoming |. 
Walters -has' just returned 

of the Strip. To scout new 

and personalities . for’ 

show . 
from a four-inonth ‘junket ‘around 

ending in Tokyo. 

He now starts. blueprinting the 
_ format tor his new. show. tentative- 
, ly stated to cost between $225, 000 
and $2 50.000. 

Walters -said, 
:lined up talent so he could. call 
‘upon it should he,so desire. 

65°% of the girls in current edition 
for his next show, 

the world, starting ‘in Paris: and 

_|-Collins, 
He made no commitments while: 

merely. 

Walters will keep appr -oximately, 

tentative: plans: 
iow ealling for him to bring over | line of duty. Advance ticket pur-} 

niters activity after several years } {rom various European cities about chases. include large. blocks ‘pought 
Deal | 15 new girls. Tropicana’s deal with | by business: firms: ta. send ‘some 

on. Celebrity. Night: “Statement: to 
the Welfare’ ‘Dept: aJso: notes that |. 
$2,276. 09 was obtained | from un-} 
specified inv estments. 

Major ‘expense listed in. the re-. 
‘port is salaries ‘and’ other items 
i which came to: $22, 961.07. 

‘Philly Hero Fund Show 
Linés Up Disk Roster/ 

Philadelphia, Aug. 22. 

William’ Honney has: set the | 

.Hero Scholarship Fund = Thrill. 
" Show, in’ Philadelphia: ‘Stadium, 
Sept. Be ‘Roster. of: talent | lists 

‘Fabian, : Leuis Armstrong, Dorothy 

the: Lone Ranger, the. 
Luvas, aerial act;: Kimris -Buo, 

Orchestra." 

More than: $73. 000 .worth of 
lickets have’ already been sold ‘for. 
the show,:a. benefit:for the orphans 
of: police and firemen: who: died in 

“Folies Bergere” of Paris runs: for.| 20.000 underprivileged children. to: 
five more years of local ‘offerings: 

= JERRY VAN D 

the event. 

Comedy Personality 

“A Big Hit at the Miami Play Boy. 1" e. e . “oe Fark Wilson 

Laughter. Jerry: Van: Dyke 
is a young, intelligent comi¢ {with the visual:and vocal poten- 
“VAN DYKE Cciptures: om 

tial of a young Red Skelton. His contagious laugh and open’ 
style is a complete and anjoyable. switch from’ ‘the dead pan: 
iconoclastic trend of so-celledt ‘new’ comics.”. . ‘Dick Hoekstra. 

The: Night Watch, a Louderdate News. 

“Hilarious Comic at King’s. Club.” : 
ye Fony Zoppi, Dalias After. Dark: . 

THE B AND B- RESTAURANT, ‘Indianapolis, Ind. 
TENNESSEE STATE FAIR, Memphis, Tenn: 

PLAY BOY CLUB, New Orleans,: La. (Grand Opening) 

PLAY BOY CLUB, Chicago, III. 
KINGS CLUB, Dallas, Tex. (Third Engagement) 
PLAY BOY CLUB, Miami, Fla., January, 1962: (Return) 

Exclusive. Booking: 
MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA 

‘The new Illinois Jaw raising the | 2 

| from 18 to'21. does not: apply to 

‘jaw specifically’ included: “deliver- 

‘Biggest benefactor of the newest 

| would .like “to ° transplant: 

\last thing: Fair. 

trapeze artists, and. Dave- Stephens . 

JUDY GARLAND’S AC: 

‘orch will agai, back her. ‘Bookiag 

‘That 1506 Aid From Govt. Was oa 

ONE-NIGHTER ENCORE 
Atlantic City, Aug: 22. 

Judy Garland, who. racked - Up a. 
$41,000. gross here Aug. 4. in'.a 
SRO. one- night stand. in. the- 4:200- 
‘seat ballroom at Convention. hall, 
will’ come. back .for ‘a. single night 
repeat Sunday, Sept. 3. 

. She will again: be ‘brought in by: 
Sid Bernstein and John Drew, who 

| are asking a. $20 top, $3.50-. mini: |. 
mum, Mort. Lirdsay anda‘ 30-picce., 

| brings Miss Garland in-for the La- 
bor Day weexend, biggest’ .of ‘the: 
season. 

Show f Biz Mulling 

“The 1964 N:Y. World’s Fair ‘show 
biz entities are starting to; gener- 
ate, and several ideas are either 

tacular” is a straight ‘personality: 
show biz item. Producer-song- 
smith Juie Styne is talking a “‘Las 

‘with - ‘Adams’ , 

“64 World's Fair’ ‘Rockefeller ~. _ 
Board:has given us :$100,600.: Cen oe 

$32,352, Penny Tells Joey Adams 
~¢ ‘Penny. . Singleton, .. 

against incumbent Joey. Adams. for 
“pinning. 

the presidency - ‘of. ‘the’ ‘American 

Guild: of Variety ‘Artists, : has. chal- -~ 
‘Tenged. the claims.-of Adams: that’ ” 

| New: York’ . City -and. State ® “have 

‘contributed. "a: total ‘of..$150;000: to 

the AGVA- Youth: Fund. Adams’”” 
cited that: figure in’ his: ‘state-of — 
the Union” Message ‘as ‘reproduced. 

in AGYVA 3 New s, ‘the: union’ 3. house 
organ. wl 
; Miss Singleton ‘at ‘the : same tinie: ., 

‘challenged Adams. to’ “conduct a .. 
quiet ‘search’ for the $108, 034.08 ‘in: 
Governmerit ‘ponds: . -. which’ - -no- 
Tonger ' appears in: the financial re- 

port.-of. the’ ‘Sick. &, Relief ‘Fund: 2 

-| Her: attack: on Adains” "statements. 

|-was’ outlined : ‘in: a@ letter. to ‘tha. 
AGVA: prexy, , 

Lotsa Ideas For | cated: to. - the: Youth ° Fund- ‘came. 

- The Tuckus over ‘the funds. allo. 

claim that - “The 

Mayor of New York ‘City. gave us 
over $50,000 ‘this. -year, ‘and. Gov. 

through. - the. 

tral Labor. Council- has: given us: 
‘$20, 000 in New York City.” 

Yeing finalized or are in discussion: .}: 
| Alexar.der H. 3Cohen’ s “Star: Spec- 

Miss Singleton has. ‘distributed 
‘photostated: copies ; of a: letter re-. 
ceived. from. Lawrence: E.: Gérosa, eo 
NYC ‘Comptroller, . ‘which: stated, i 
“The. New York City Youth. Board - 

Vegas (East)” counterpart,.sans the ; has ‘advised: this ‘department that: 
‘gambling of course. “Leon Leoni- | $13,872.52 of NYC funds.-was’ paid 

‘signed up’. for the amphitheatre ‘the..1960-61 .fiscal_ year... One check 

Eeuis -J.. Brecker,. 
_| His 44th anni as ‘impresario - of. - 

‘lineup -for’-the _ seventh ‘annual. Suggests a 

AT) quick - iurnover and: (2), 

ring ‘Red . Skelton. 
skits were. familiar, but ‘there were |... 

no: complaints ° from the “house; 
{scaled from $2.90 to. $6.90; 
show was a J. David Nichols revue. {| 
The show was also presented dn 

‘[} Dallas: Friday by Nichols. . - pe 
| At -conclusion here Skelton’ Te- 
ceived a standing ovation, a rarity}. 

doft arid Meyer Davis alréady have. Hs tothe. AGVA Youth. Fund’ during 

Wweter-show. 
‘On an even 1 ig] h: ter: level. 

Now marking 

Roseland ‘ballroom, a. New York 
Jandmark, is talking: a counterpart 
at ‘the Expo, with name -bands,. 
kicking: -off with Benny Goodman. 
The Newport Jazz. Festival also | 

from |. 
' Rhode -Island. to Flushing Mea-} 
doivs for ‘its “seasonal - bash—last- 
.word used. ntisadvisably since the 

prexy © Robert 
. Moses, wants is anything that. even 

“bash.” 
Meantime, in- the: battle. of the | 

hot dog: stands, with ‘the . ‘with-| 
‘drawal -of Restaurant: Associates, 
the Levine Bros.. (Brass. Rail) will 
now have it'100%¢. Initially BR | 

1 

and RA were to’ have: divided - it 
about 50-50, with some 17 or 18 
stands: each. 
“Understood that, via “sealed: bids, 

RA bid 18° off-tne-top and Brass: 
Rail was No. 2 with a’ straight | 
10% nick to the Expo. When RA‘: 
‘wanted to adorn its hot-dog ‘stands 
with ‘supplementary’ advertising 
legends, the’ N.Y. World’s:: Fair 
1954 Corp. nixed it and. Restaurant | 
‘Associates bowed. out. ; 

the franks-béer: ' I 
|softdrink emporiums will haye' no‘ 

- Incidentally, 

tables; just standing trade. Idea is; 
-more; 

importantly, to. offer no. competi-| 
tion. to the sundry: class restau- : : 

|.rants in the. respective. nationalistic | 
| pavilions, . 

[Red Skelton Pulls Capacity | 
~ Biz for 2-Show Houston 

Concert Scaled to $6. 90) 
Houston, Aug. 22. | 

- More than 6,000 persons jammed 
Houston’s Music Hall. Thursday. 
(17) for a two-show concert: star- 

" Most:.-of~ his 

in Houston. His ‘skits . included 
4 the old man watching.a: “parade, the 
even older guzzler's gin bit, .the |: 
drunk suregon,. an elderly golfer, 
an airline pilot talking to passen- |. 
‘gers and erew, a new father seeing 
‘baby ‘for first time, | os 
Skelton. was on stage . for. more | 
than an hour: 
‘Supporting: acts..were -well re- 

| ceived. They were Florian Zabach 
and his violin, featuring w.k. “Hot | 
Canary;” Bud and Cece Robinson, 
slick: danc. team, and © Patricia. 
Lynn, new band vocalist for Shep | 
Fields Orch (11),.which backed the. 

{show in excellent style, All made} 
this a solid evening. _ Skip. - 

The |. 

cand others, | 

1.in the sum: of $1, 872. 79 was mailed - 
at the end: of June and may. have. 
‘been. received in-July.” | 

‘In la letter from ° William. “J. 
Rowan: ‘secretary to.Gov. ‘Rocke-.... 
‘feller, --Miss Singleton . -was ‘told, = - 
“At the present ‘time, “the: State". . 
‘Division of. Youth- has. a contract“. 

whereby vet 
AGVA is to. ‘perform, weekly enter-. .-: 
tainment ‘shows. and: instruction -~ 

dated . - May. 12,°.: -1961: 

periods . at.. the .State: Training. 
School. for a period: of not. , More. | 
than 36 weeks and with a’set maxi-... - 
mum .cost per’ weekly: show. The- 
Division has .also'.under a’ states. 

aid: ‘contract with the. New York: * 
‘City Youth’ Board’ provided a 50%. - 
reimbursement of ‘the. cost of: ‘cer="*. . 

tain shows and -instru¢tion periods: = 
conducted by AGVA in New York. :* 
City for the. Youth*Board, In this 
fiscal year; it’ is not expected: ‘that: 

j the: -cost:. to, the State ofthese two vy 
programs W auld exceed $18,480." 

Miss. Singleton, ‘fn her letter to.” 
Adams; °..also charged . that. the 
union's. contract with the State is. 
in-.violation of: the. AGVA consti- 
tution as well as ‘the law sirice the. 
union “is - acting as agent and. em- 

| ployer: ‘as. Well as. a: producer. ce 

"FUN-MASTER. BILLY. 
GLASON'S. 

“"; PROFESSIONAL 
- COMEDY. MATERIAL 

for: all. Theatricals. 
We Service the: Stars”. 

Buy Professional — Be Professional 
| $5 Gag-Flles for $18, Plus $1.00 Posage 

. Foreign: 33. for $25" - 
-@ 3 Parody. Books, Per Bk..... S100 5 
@ 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk... . $25 @ : 

| @ Minstrel Budget. .......... $25. ® ; 
’ How to: Master: the 

. $F per Copy — jo: 
No 6.0.0" an “always Open a 

‘BILLY GLASON 
-200 w.: sath. St., N.Y.C 

| (WE TEACH EMCEEING vy COMEDY 
(Let 2° Real Professional ‘Train. You 

SSSSSSSSSSS—= 7 
‘FUNNY e- DIFFERENT. .© ‘SMART. 

7 e ‘INIMITABLE - eo. 

* Oat ‘Eien a. 

| AMERICANA. HOTEL. 
MIAMI BEACH, FLA, 

? 
. Temporary Address: 

. “JERRY GRANT. AGENCY 
220-7ist STREET 

MIAN BEACH, FLA. 

B&B 
COSTUMES 
“Gowns. and Costumes. 

: “INDIVIDUALLY: ‘DESIGNED | 
/ > MADE TOORDER |: 
VOW. 44th. &., NYS .. Cl 53-4668 

60. Parr | 
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HONOLULU,. HAWAII - 
‘Shideler Harpe, Honolulu Advertiser’ 

. “Much to no:ene’s surprise, the Mary Kaye Trio'o ‘opening. in” 
- the Tapa-Room was a socko smasheroo and it is about time 
pag enias started seeing ‘the likes of them as: a regular thing 
ou ere 

 Bddie Shernian, Honolulu Star Bulletin 
“The Mary Kaye: Trio. ig the greatest attraction ever to play 
Hawaii: Honolulu night club entertainment has. come of age, : 
thanks to the Mary Kaye ‘Tee? a 

Los ANGELES . 

John Scott, L.A. Times 
“A blockbusting attraction’ 

Walter Winchell. 
The Mary Kaye Trio scored Jarge at. the Crescendo. Mary's . 
‘version: of “You've Changed” is why that: ‘torch. tune ‘will, 
“never: perish” 

_ Variety: 
wDhe: Mary Kaye. Trio. ip becoming. a Tanda ‘at the. 

i PUBLIC RELATIONS. 
“PERSONAL MANAGEMENT 

CRITICS. EVERYWHERE 
~ APPLAUD ONE OF THE 
‘MOST EXCITING ACTS 
INSHOW BUSINESS; 
LAS VEGAS 

Time Magazine, August 11. ~ 
They. turn outa kind of natural seven Muzak that 
holds crowds in the Casino and skyrocket the 
late: late take. One of the top draws in Vegas,” 

[ 5 

f 
‘ 

TL@ Crescendo and draws capacity crowds,:They generate excite- 
ment from start to. finish of their 40 minute turn.’ 

PITTSBURGH 
‘Harold V. Cohen, Pittsburgh Post Gazette 

ay, oO point in beating around the bush, the Mary Kaye Trio 
is terrific and spell that word i in capital letters, too. Act has 
everything, 1 musical know-how, singin gsorcery, fun and every 
inch of the way entertainment?’ 

HOUSTON 
Bill Roberts, H ouston Post 

- “The Mary Kaye Trio is unquestionably one of the best night- 
“- -elub acts herein recent months. They are Kaye-razy, sen- 

. Kaye-tional. and Kay epable of Keeping you ‘happy for an 
evening,’ ' 

“SAN FRANCISCO 
San Francisco Chronicle 

“Kudos won by the Mary Kaye Trio are well- deserved, Tops 
in Bay Area entertainment,’ 

Glenn Rose and. Associates; 8582 Sunset Bivd., Los Angeles, California, OL 2-7056. 
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Pageantry, Native Acts Replace Ya ’ 
Comics at Canadian Nat'l Exhibition| 
By ROBERT A. McSTAY 

Toronto, Aug. 182° 
Bowing to the directives of & 

board of busviessmen who not only 
oholi the “pure strings but want 
to be in sie biz, producer Jack 
Acthur thi, season has dispensed 
with an American name-draw and 
has centered on Canadian histori- 
cal. pageantry and native talent.’ 
Fortumtety, fie has The Cana- 
domes, a 50 zirl preeision line, for 
hes variou- produetion 

tuntcred Mounties 
musical rid> 

He still requires American acts, 
as exemplified ra resounding ap-! 
planse for the George Hanneford ! 
Fimily, Viet 
Tho Theron-. Willy Dean etc., who 

With his salaums to the wishes of. 
the directorate. Arthur has done | 
whit he coid to produce a “fam-, 
iy-type” show. rich in colorful cos- | Mon .ted Police musical ride 13205 | 
tumes and sets. plus the ardent. 
sunport af How rd Cable and his 
Gilman oreh in the pit. 

It adds up to stage entertain-: 
m “uy. Funniny from ciretts to spect: 
taté to vardeville Bot inter. , 
Spersed is a Sunday school spirit. 
tha ts injected be the pageur try, 
the choasing of two hymns bv the. 
Six: Singing Cadegians of Halifax, 
Nova Seotia, and the mixed choral 
Broup of 22 winw- -in black shrouds: 

numbers, 

plus the coiorful finale of the red-: 
for their revived ° 

nadian Army 
the. Air Cadet League of Canada. 

} Adding to Arthur’s stature in 
use of mass effects, plus his “freez- 

’ of players in certain episodes 
—nd the elegant costuming of; nett Bros.’ first account. 

MacKay—"The Glory. of} 
Canada” is’ pulse-taking in black-|the Zeckendorf Hotels and its 

depicting settling of -this’ parent : concern, Webb | & Knapp, | 
country by the French, the alluded-; since. -Feburary,. 1959. He: ‘resigned } D.C, Oct.: i Jackie Vernon | Bennett. | 

-aS, publicity head. for the Gros- | signed for:a routd of: three Play- 
boy. Clibs starting. next. May. re 

ing’ 

Stuart 

outs 

Canadian “61 
(Canadian National Exhibition) 

Jack Arthur production with 
; George Hanneford Famiiy (6), The 
iTherons '8-, Christine Wells: & . 

gor Jublan's pooches, ! Four Fa jes, Vie tor Julian, Wally : : and. ABC, . 

‘Dean, The Canadettes (50), Origi- 

125, Jovy Hollingsworth, Ernestine 
Ronald Kopas, 
6, 

“Russell, 
'C adler gates 

contribute protesstonal know- how. » nal Sir Cutis, Lounsbury ate! ACV | Ki ks of 

Royal Canadian :. 

Peter Mews, host: others. Producer ; 
}avdé deriser, Juck Arthur; staged 
by Alan Lund; choreography. 
Midge Arthur, Alan & Blanche 
Burd, settings and costumes, Stu- 
art MacKay; lighting, William 
“Dale; musical direction, Howard | 
i Cable; _ production associate, ard | 
Caseit. Opened. at. CNE Grandstand, ' 
j Peroni, Aug. 18, 61; $3. a0 top. 

; of 690. 

| |Geo. & Bernie Bennett's 

League of Canada, the Royal Ca- 
Service Corps and 

to conquest -by ‘the British and the 

Baatine | 

| owner’ Gene Norman and. AGVA 

which accounts for: the! 

Own Pub Relations Setup. 
George & Bernie -Bennett; both 

with the public relations depart- 
ment of. the .Zeckendorf Hotels 
-Corp.,; will Gpen their own public- 
lity office in New, York around Sept. | 
1. George ‘Bennett is a veepee in 
the Zeckendorf menage, and will: 

opening of ‘his own: office. 

George Bennett has been with : 

\ singer Hotel to’ make’ ‘the move to. 

association. ‘Bernie Bennett, also: a 
| former newspaperman, is now pub- 
llie relations: director for Freedom- 
land, also. ‘a Zeckendorf venture, 
and .was at various times. with NBC 

j Talent Showcase 
At Crescendo, LA.| 

‘Lés. Angéles, Aug.’ 22 
:f “Celebrity Night at the Crescen- 
do’’ has heen. established ‘by nitery 

-as a showease for professional acts... 

li 

‘continue. in that eapacity until. the; 
The | cae Dagmar started at the Harbor 

Zeckendort Hotels will be the Ben-| ! 

the realty concern after a 10-year | 

|there Noy..13 .. 
-{Casino, Aruba,’ DWI, has set Billy. 
-|Shepard. & Judy Jordan, Nov. ‘5, 

Vande, e Dales 
New York: 

Brenda. Lee inked: for a South 

American ‘tour. to start Sept. $9. 

Hotise, Staten Island, ‘Friday (18). 

che Pat. “Harringten | gr. into ‘the 

‘Blue Angel, Nov. 16... . Lisa Kirk 

Kitty Kallen. inked to repeat at the | 

Palmer House, Chicago, May. 24.1 

Also set for Eddys’,; Kansas City, | 

Sept.1..... Suzanne Nicole to play | 

the Embers, ‘Melbourne, Sept. ‘12.. 

Jack Carter. opens. at the. Beverly | 
Hills, Cincinnati, Aug. 25 . Fe- 
lieia Sanders moves. into Mr. ‘Kel- 
ly’s Chicago, Aug. 28... Earl Grant’ 

~-fset for ‘the Town. Casino, Buffalo, 
Oct.. 30 with. Johnny Puleo going 

International 

and Tommy Leonetti, Jan. 22; 

Hollywood . 
Billy. Gray heads new Slate Bros: 

show opening ‘Aug. 24 wae Karen 

Delin: to Melbourne, Australia 

where she'll sandwich nitery stints | 

+ -tre: He’ S. due’ to play: Bky- Master- 
son in “Guys and Dolls” for. ‘six. 

Aretha Franklin © ©: 
at the. Mardi © Gras. Room’ here 
“weeks in L/A. . oe 

through Thurs: (24)... .. New Cab- 
aret- Riviera in the Broadway-Val-.. 
‘entine Shopping: Centre will have’ 
‘a pre-opening sy week beginning 
Sept. 1 to get thé kinks out before 

j moves to the. Shoreham Hotel, | grand opening Sept. 8 with ‘Tony Q 

'Guicy’s S. Beverly Hi Hills” 
Temnorary. Injunction: . 
~ Halts 45-Day Booze Ban 

Cincinnati, Aug. 22. 
A -temiporary : ‘restraining. order. 

averted: ‘suspension of liquior’ and 

“beer | licenses. at ‘Beverly Hills, 

Greater Ciney’s top: nitery, ‘for: 45; 

days.” The. penalty, : -scheduled - -to 

take: effect. ‘Aug. 20; ‘was | imposed. 

by” the Kentucky. Alcoholic ,Bever- 
. age. Control Board on a “gambling 

on the -premises”” charge. _ 

| The. injunction was granted. ‘by: 
the Franklin Circuit”. “Court - at -. 

+ Frankfort: on an. ‘appeal: by John 

/-Croft; : “general manager of the.” 
‘Blushery. No date was.:.set for. a 

Regular. Monday night program while doing three. shows. weekly. hearing: 

Tue cast of 170 cops — drawn} arrival of CLE. Loyalists as w rej | features five acts” introduced. by:.a |and one ‘spec a month ‘on Generai| ‘ Garson Tackét, “geneial manager 
from the Metropolitan units, with -as the contribution of Cin ad a in | celebrity. “Teeoff was last: Monday Television-Corp. . - Mike Connors, | Of the plushery. in Southgate, Ky:, 

‘a4: night, with Morey, Amsterdam | tv's “Tightrope” ‘star, makes. his ‘opposite “Cincy, anriounced . . that 
a ot these a sareete tan motor ;previous World Wars. |émceeing international , show ‘fea- the or or et plat whicn bes | Not included, presumably ta def-: ‘turing Pite ‘Van Brock. acrobatic: nitery” bow ‘as ; a, song-and-dance- ‘bookings ; include Jack Carter . tO.» 

ae the ae ‘© of a majority | erence to American visitors from : ‘eontortionist from! Holland; : Bill |man in two-week stand at La Fu- headline: the -fortnighter opening... 

of eilizens, this not uttered by the | Great Lakes centres, is the de-| Beck, comic from France; Jay Lee jente Club, Mexico City’. .-. Patti|Aug. 25, followed by: Phil Ford & 
eustomers in the Mounties musical struction of Fort York—in the | and the Princess, - Chinese. Imagi-" = :Mimi - Hines. Current four-week’ 4 a 

ride. | | grounds of the CNE—and ih e ; cians; an’ English dance turn, Ben. ion by Weoband Chestes orion | | offering’: has the. “Show.:Time’. | In his “Hye. Mr. Policeman” pro- | burning of the Parliament Buiid- Wrigley &«.Co., and. American Mark I booked. into US. as revue, pr oduced. by George 
tj ne ings by the Americans in the War | singer. Diane Lefty.” 

du-tion opener. Arthur has the Frisco’s . hungry i Dec. 27 for four | Moro, with a. Moro-Lahdis line and: 

yet -3at to the right of the ogeh, j use of highschool kids, the Navy 

of 1812-24. _ Louis Quinn’ intro’d last - night's helo of The Canadettes in. preci- 
Sion traffie-jam gestures, via styl- 
Ved briefie uniforms and caps to 
greitt effect by the choreography | by “Teens Aplenty.” It’s a modern. the audience. 
of Midge Arthur. 
Among his five full-stage num-| 

bers is “Fhe Glory of Canada”— 
a pageant not seen here in 20 years 
—which represents the history of 
the country. | It has a reputed. cast 

'BOSTON'S: 

one. Located la the 
heart of the shopping and enter 

telnment district. Children under 14 
FREE. Parking facilities. Sensibly 

iced, too! 

i however, are merrily heightehe: 

spec which, against present-day 
charges of jyve delinquency, uses | With performers drawn. from un- 
the dancers and the. choral group 
im a gym sessien. The choreog- 
raphy of Alan & Blanche Lund is 
interpolated in an eye-filing combo 
of acrobatics, tap-dancing, baton- 
twirling, etc. 

Another production number is 
“French Dressing,” which again 
brings in’ The Canadettes in a 
Montmartre setting. Sequence is 
complete with Parisian vignettes, | 
Wally Dean as the plastered tour-: 
ist, the Therons’ unicycle act and 
the line-girls in a colorful can-can. 

Apart from these full-stage num- 
bers and the Mounties’ musical 
Tide, this Jack Arthur production 

on comedy, with the American im- 
‘ports showing their pro experi- 
ence. But, judging from audience 

| reception, this-is what. some 18,000 
viewers wanted in the way of “fam- 
ily entertainment.” The name-draw 
comics of the. past they could see 

was long on spectacle but short 

The sombre scenes of revolution, {sbow, with Connie Haines and {stanzas ... 6 some 8° d{Jimmy McHugh entertaining from {at Mr. Kelly’s, Chicago, ‘signed: for |. 

Deal was set through. AG¥A, 

ion’s membership.and paid regular 
seale: Union has invited all area 
employers and bookers, with elub 
lifting usual. cover and: minimum ' 
for ‘the night. Regular show con- | 
tinues, with special showcasing, set 
for 10 p.m... 

Simitar’ celebrity . nights ‘have 
been organized by AGVA in New 
York and. Chicago. vo 

Hilton Maps G4th Hote | 
For D.C. With Uris Bres.. 
Tn $30,000,000 Project 

; ‘Washington, ' Aug. 22. 
Washington will be. getting a 

second Hilton Hotel in. 1964 with the. 
opening of.the Washington Hilton, 
to be built by the Hilton: Hotel 
chain and ‘Uris. Bros., .N.Y. .buil- 
ders ‘who are also constructing the |. 

‘| same ‘room for three ‘weeks: “start= 

T Vert Napoli & Wes Harrison set 

Julie. 

return twa two-week . date in Decem- 
| ar 

with Donald O’Connor for. his: Dec.. 
22 opening - vat Hotel ‘Sahara,’ Las 
Vegas.. me, 

e Sommers appears : 

on, current | the ‘location: Gardriet Benedict, Ue, 
piece.orch. ~ i 

The Kentucky. board. also slapped. : 
a similar suspension on the ‘Tropi- 
cano Club. .(formerly Glenn’ Ren- 
‘dezvous) in Newport,.which ‘closed 

‘fits. gambling and‘ dining rooms and 
e stripper shows. several weeks ago. 

” “Chicaigo — 
Carol Channing set for. Palmer. 

House, Chi, Sept. 7 for three:weeks, 
Xavier. ‘Cugat &. Abbe: ‘Lane into. 

‘ing Oct. 5 . .. < Casey. Anderson, : 

for Playboy Club, Chi, Sept. 23 for. 

‘| three weeks... Patricia Sanders | 

& Charlie Manna into. Mister 

Kelly’s. for. fortnight Sept, 28. eae 

Earl Grant. down for: ‘fortnight . at , 

Robert’s Show Club, Sept. 8... i. 

Churambeles .de. Espana. 
skedded for Edgewater : ‘Beach - 
Hotel Sept: 20 for four weeks’... |} 
Barry.-Sisters into Drake Hotel: Oct, A ee 
20.for two weeks. 

“(40) | 

Louise O’Brien due for’ ore week 

A ‘gambling - and.vice- ‘crusade ins 
the: northern Kentucky area.is ree: °.. | 
acting” favorably’ for. Ciney's: nite- as 
ries.. 

=. 

“THE COMEDIAN” 1 owe 
. The Only’ Real Monthly .- 

PROFESSIONAL GAG - SERVICE. 
“THE GRE : ‘THE L TEST. 

_ THE MOS$T-UP-TO-DATEST.. 
“Mow” in-. ite 31st Issue, 
.-StOri¢s, - one-liners, poemettes, | 
; titles, . hecklers,- audience ‘stuf, wns “ 

ogs. 
‘Ideas, 

Parodies,. double ‘gags, 

: personations,. political, inte . 
> epovgnts of the Day, Humo orous. Views. 

the. News, . Vignettes, ete. « . 

925 YR SINGLE, ‘ISSUES $3: 

335, YR—SINGLE ISSUES. w 
+. NO C.0.D.% Le 

Bity: GLASON, 200. W. 54th: oe 
New York: City 19,co. ‘wi 

ATEST Pn ee 

intros,. impressions: and tm-— 

er N.Y. Hilton. ‘Hilton : presently Lo ‘ 
Avery & Washington Sts, —for free—on their tv sets. | operates ‘the Statler-Hilton in this at Southern, Club, Hot, Sp nines, |e ‘ 

"posi id zane York Fai Li oi ew inn: will be -a: 1,200: room boy Club, ie Sept. 5 for three 
or. air Lineup | unit in the. Northwest ‘section. ‘of | Weeks ~ oe Si y, Dean down for | ORGANIST WANTED 

25 + DUR TRAVEL AGENT. 

ALWAYS 3VORKING 

“WHITEY” ROBERTS 
Aug. 8 te 14, Tri-State Fafr, Supe 
Wiss Aug. 16, Realtors’ Snowe vite 

| cago, IN.e Aug. 19, Whitcomb H., St. 
Joe, Mich... Aug. 27, Lincoln "Pk. 
Galesburs. ist; Aug. 31, Belvedere, Iii. 
Not te be seen on the J. Paar Show. 

Nor the Sullivan Show, . 

! has completed its headliner lineup. 
‘Nucleus will be a revue produced 

4} by Frank Wirth with an assist by. 
; Benny. with topliners. to be 
, changed daily. 

i Set for the Fair:.are Johnny 
! Cash, Sept. 12; Sammy Kaye, the 
{following day, to be followed by 
ithe Limeliters and Dick Clark in 
the finale. - 

The York (Ph.) Interstate Fair. the city to be built on land to: be 
purchased from -builder Morris 
Cafritz. Closing for the land takes 
place Sept. 4: Price ‘will be .in 
excess . of: $4,500,000. - Permanent. 

| financing willbe by. the N.Y. ‘Life 
Insurance Co., Riggs ‘National 
Bank, Washington; : Irving’ Trust, 
N.Y.,. and the First. Pennsylvania 
Banking. & Trust, Philadelphia..It's 

-$30,000.000 project. ..with . the| 
equity investment.to be provided 
equally’ ‘by Hilton: and Uris. 
William B. Tabfer is the: architect 

into. five rooms, Theré ‘will also 

with — ‘Harrison - & Abramovitz as} 

two weeks. at Roosevelt . Hotel, . 
N.O.,; Sept. 14: | 
Rusty Draper into B&B Club, ‘TIn- 

dianapolis, Sept. § for nine days; 
following with a.week at Southern 
Club, Sept. 22. Ames. Bros. play’ 
B&B Club Sept.‘22 for three weeks |: 
... Pat. Harrington Jr. does'10 days: 
at Colony Club, Omaha, Sept.: 21,- 
following .. with week - at Crown 
| Room, Indianapolis, Oct... 12 . 
Smothers -Bros.. into: Exodus Cu, I 
Denver, for two. weeks, Oct..0 

Men or woman, ‘theatre | 
preferred, to piéy Worlitzer unified |. 

television. 32-stop theatre ergen on. 
and radie. ‘Must be able te read; 
sight read, transpose, cherd eat| 

and pley background, - accompeni--] ° 
fork Seem if 

ment ond: sole 1 

"SALARY. OPEN 

Write Kenn Barry,: KSTP le 
3415 University Avenue, : Pace es 

Amiens wipe 

Ste 

te’ 

‘Kansas City | Itant ; 3 
“Funny and Cleon” croundflocr - bat ets werone “It will be a first for Kitty Kallen | B RI LEI A NT. 4 

VARIETY modate 4,000. This space can. also | when ‘she. plays Eddys’ beginning OMEDY - MATERIAL ' y 
be split up’ by movable partitions Sept. 1 for a fortnight, following a » ee pate vind $16: be i 

1697 Breodway, N.Y. 

WILDE 
Currently | 

TOURING 
EUROPE 

FOSTER 
JUdson 2-3325, 

Pers. Mg}: BHL 

-be 15 private function rooms. as 
1 well as an exhibition area. Tennis 
courts, swimming pool and cabanas. 

| Will be adjacent to a private mem- 
bership club within the. hotel. The 
riew operation - will. be .the~ 64th 
| unit in the Hilton chain: a 

i “ Hollywood, Aug: 22. . 
' At Hirt and Roger . Williams,” 
headlining : -at the. Greek- Theatre 
here, ratked up a -boffo $72,033: 
ton their’. sieday” engagement at a 

| Hirt, Williams 72G, L.A. ' 

The Cables (4) and George Jehn- 
stone. & Betty. .... Dan. Dailey: to 

the Coast, after. closing in “Take 
Me Along” at. the. ‘Starlight Thea-: 

DICK 

a7 ni MARTH : 

list or 
“dollars. cone of 

mone Di 

LAUGHS UGNLIMITES 
106 w. S5th’ Street, New Vert: ‘City. 

AUNT 

Comedy: Ventrilequism 

cow: Ont Tour | 

LATIN "QUARTER 

_ Mensgenaat m etonce SOAnEE 
saat cera: tae Voom, Nev. Oe. 42108 

2 = nae ‘ 5 oe coat ~~. 

pantomime. ate ote acitioe ey. ‘te oe Steg 
thewbiz sagmen.. ” * occ 

77 Lorna ak eek Ce 



gf. 

Amicon 

Dice ‘Sammy Dak for B way Palace: 
RKO s New Deluxer for NY. West Side) 

- Harry. Mandel, president ‘of. RKO 4- 
. “Theatres, ‘still would Jike a Sammy 
. Davis Jr. tthis was the “last. dis- |. 
cussion, and nearest. -possible con- |. 
~usion) for six weeks or so at the | 
Broadway Palace from Nov. 1-iuntil | 

“Judgment .at. Nurnberg" (Stans } and ‘will ‘be,.here. for 14 Perform: + 
Fey Kramer-UA) comes in- Dec. 19°; ‘ances, including six matinees, at ! 
‘on 2 two-a-day basis. ‘He ‘also: has j jthe Coliseum. The troupe is ‘fresh 
“been talking off-and-on* to. Harry t from: a visit to .the Soviet ‘Union. : 
Belafonte, Judy Garland and: Danny | + Heading the. cast are. Ala Zenova, 

ee Capades’ to Houston | i 
:. Houston. Aug. -22.° 

: “Ice ‘Capades” will skate into the : 
city on Sept. 8 for.its annual visit - 

eas _ . Neff, ‘the: Emaniels,: ‘Gonisa Orwell, : 
, Mande] meangime closed i a , deal’ the : Bruisers.. and ‘Hans’ Leiter. ! 

for anew. RKO 23d St; Theatre | New: ‘here will be ‘the | Maxwells ; 
betwéen 8th and 9th Ave. in New| and Oemko’ &: ‘Ben. Gee. : 

‘eich as s Result 
“Of Penthouse Robbery| 

VAUDEVILLE s1 

|Zeckendorf Welcome Max Blouet Into 
_ Exec Fold as Hotel Deals Continue 

Joe. Glaser, : president’ ‘of Asso- [- 
‘| ciated Booking. Corp., was a rob- Me Blouet to New York with a: tive veepee of W&R and presuient 

: bery ‘victim. of. three. youths . “who 

| attacked: him), in. his’ penthouse 

: apartment - at 110 “West.. 55 St, 

New York, early Friday: morning 
(18), 

“who: overpowered him. 

robbed. of about $500. 

-A girl, who acted asa decoy for 

“the robbers, was later captured by | 
police along with. three men’ An- 

: volved ° in the assault, - 

| X-ray pictures revealed that: 

Glaser fractured a vertepra in the’ 

_Glaser fought ‘the - intruders 

He - “was 

The Zeckendorfs will welcome , Ham Zeckendorf Jr. whe is execu. 

luncheon ‘at the Hotel Astor on’ of Zeckendorf Hotels Ce:p. sho 
Sept. 18 on the occasion of his became: president of Internatiimal 
assuming the v.p. and g.m. post, Recreation Corp. operator cf 
‘at the chain's’ companion opera-; Freedomland W&K owns the 
tion, Hotel Drake, on. Park Ave ‘ property of the Bronx amusement 
Blouet has already left the Hotels: park, which opened pourly just 
Ambassador East & West, Chicago, iyear. But this semester its Geng 

4 where he was Jong in charge, since. much better with a name band and 
‘forsaking the | famed Gevrge V, disk talent poliey plus. a $295 
Paris. i reduced-price pac kage for eveir- 

‘He may. supervise, eventually, at thing ‘$195 after 6 pm Milton 
the recently acquired Hotel Drake Raynor, former prez of Freedeme 

or Stanhope although Mrs. Evelyn land, continues as ai difector. 
Sharp continues. in charge of both,i W&K. besides owning the jand, 
along with. the Beverly -Wilshire, | also has a 40°%¢ ownership’ stake 

in Beverly Hills. She sold al) three : in the amusement park. 
scuffle. -He'll be confined: to bed. 

‘the other: Mandel's. idea ‘is to bring. 
-‘to the west. side..the same. ‘class | | Chicago and the {Coist’ ‘over ‘the 
aura that. ‘the Sutton: Place ‘arties | 

York. It will be: RKO's eighth Man- | | 

haftan -theatre ‘and. the. “second K. Cs Ne Rivi era 

ad nh ‘ 
. enjoy..The new 900-seater will be } Rides With Names |~ weeken ad to be post poned, 

an. ultramodern deluxer; including |_ 

firstrun: operation;. ‘the. Palace - ‘is 

-@ 70m eee be Ne 3 ' Kansas City, Aug: 22. 

- Theatre WI e lease rom +t b t 
°. Mutual. Redevelopment: Houses. Inc. (A. new night spot, ‘the’. Ca are : Rome | fice 

“ and will be part of the Penn. ‘Stays Riviera, is set. to go acith major 
tion South redevelopment, which is | names. here, It. opens” Sept. 8w er 
reconverting the .Chelsea area’.in | ‘Tony. “Bennett.” for two weeks.’ 

_ for a. “while. A ee . trip. ‘to: 

: | deal for her.. 

{ option for eventual operation but, 

‘to Webb & Knapp, parent of 
Zeckendorf Hotels Corp, for a 
-Feported: $25,000,000 which is re- 
garded by many as:a capital gains | 

W&K, .In acquiring the fee, i.e. 
ground and. buildings, also has an: 

antes 06 4 roeteinaetamimams in-light of the Zeekendorfs’ history ; 
in realty deals, the hotel-show biz 
vets regard. the ‘Gotham, Stanhope ; 

3. te meee, creme 1 woe 

Blame Racial Tensions 
For Indpls. Nitery Blaze 

Indianapolis, Aug 22 
A fire which destroyed the Plav- 

i house nitery here Sunday’ -20: 18 
believed to have resulted: from 
racial tensions in the all-white 
neighborhood where the spot is 
located. Firemen found-.evidence 

ewe 
s 

‘six blocks. hounded ‘by..23d- to-29th 
St, 8th-9th “Ave. John J. 3 
_ Namara, RKO’ s architect, anid: Her: 
“man J. Sesser, ditto for the. devel-' { 

tre which, it.is estimated: will cost’ i Russell D’Anna. Brandon, and Carr; : sometime. 

j are in the insurance. field and new “branch, ‘together with its affiliation 
-ito the. entertainment biz: D’ Anna with the Lew & Leslie Grade agen- 

recently ‘was: ‘with’ the Hotel. Bei- . cy of. London,. ‘is deemed. sufficient. 

over $350,000..:Construction: Starts. 
“next: ‘month for’an Easter. debut... 

‘The RKO 23d St. -tharks the fifth 
new cinema. announced. in recent’ 
“sweeks. Walter Reade’s. Coronet will 

a. double-decker, two-theatre -con= 
‘struction at. 60th St. ‘and 3d: Ave.; 

-.@nd. Loew’s new. 72d St., 600-seater, 
on the’ site of the: old theatre, 

; Tommy. Reed and six-piece: orch,| 

7 is ‘set. as the house. band: . 

“Te To Open in Nov. 
_ General ‘Artists Corp. will ex-. 

Owners of.: the club - are: Smith ' ‘ pand its. operations internationally 

opment, are ‘ codesigning the thea- ; oF. Brandon, Ir., “Thomas Carr and , With the opening of a Rome office 
in - Nov ember. ‘New 

‘Terive: “as. bar manager: of: its- |to: cover ‘most of Europe.. 

be: built. atop. his Baronet at 58th |-Rhythm Roomi..arid. 18. dirécting the | 
and 3d Ave.; Rugoff.& Becker plans L new undertaking. — 

_ Distlosure of the Rome ‘office, 

de by’ prexy. Lawren¢e Kanaga, 
*. 7 Designed to ‘seat about 300, | followed by a few days the .return 
a deluxe and intimate decor ba 
on the Italian: renaissance theme, | 
the Riviera is located ‘on the Jower | 

“would: become: part ‘of. a’ plush level of the new. ‘Broadway:Valen- 

apartment huuse; due in: late 1962. 

“Belafonte Capacity’ 186 : 
| At Portland, Ore.; Aud.. 

‘Portland, Ore., Aug.: "22. 
“Harry: ‘Belafonte pulled a. Capa-" 

eity “$18,000 in one- evening per- 
formance at the ‘Auditorium -Fri- 

House was - enlarged to. 
° 4,000 seats with opening ‘of wings ||. 
_and scaled at.$6.60. Belafonte was: 

day . (18),- 

a. complete Sellout. nearly A ‘week 
‘before showtime... 

- Unit. included: Miriam: ‘Makeba, 
Norma Donaldson, Ralph Hunter. 
- Quintet, - and. " Orchestra. Outfit 
‘played’ Vancouver,. B.C: Saturday 
and Seattle. Sunday night. a 

tine . ‘Shopping ~ Center - on. upper 
Broadway, : 

; Barone, Features. includé.a .cock- | 
{ tail ‘terrace, a ‘circular. dance: fioor , 
‘and. others. -* 

‘D’Anna ‘plans a $3 cover with 
.| drinks and. hors d'oeuvres.’ Going 

ecver. at. most spots offering: names | 
here | g-nerally-. has ‘‘been.. $2, al- ' 
+hough. on ‘oecasion some have got 
‘ten $2.50. 

Following: Bennett, D'Anna. has 
Ted. Lewis set, .and..other’ names 
are being. negotiated. ‘Spot will put 
new emphasis on night life on the 
Broadway strip from about Armour. 
Boulevard south to. Westport Road, 
‘which now. has a number of. deluxe. 
‘spots but none offering imported ; 

| entertainers.. 

‘Decor isby Anthony |', 

| major’ U.S. talent agencies. 

tion. of -the Mather Agency - ‘in 
Rome by the William *Morria:|§- 
Agency in New York.. Thus Rome |§ 

of a top level exec'task force head- 
‘éd by board chairman Herbert J. 
Siegel from Rome- and. other Eu-’ 
ropean ‘capitals. 

‘handle talent bookings throughout 
‘Europe and also: serve as. 

The head of. the branch. 

! Neither, has a N.. Y.. liaison been 
‘named. Latter post, when filled, 
‘will sueceed:-Eddie E)kort, recently || 
resigned, who headed the foreign 
operations out:of New York. 

Announcements of the. opening 
Of- the Rome. office: by GAC fol- 
lowed. by .a few weéeks. the acquisi- 

will have two branches of as many 

lessees. 

The new office ‘is’ expected to | 

head- 
| quarters for television. film’ distri-’ 
| bution. 
| office has not yet been appointed. 

{. Pepper 

| Persenel Maneyement: SEYMOUR N. HELLER 

5 ee 

and. Bev-Wilshire acquisitions as | of flammable Hquids in the ruins 
forerunner ‘toa probably turnover ! of the tavern. The operator, James 
in future. Wendling, said both he and his 
-Meantime, Zeckendorfs are con-| wife had been receiving threaten- 

verting’ another class hostelry, the | jing notes since they started serv- 
Chatham, on East 48th St., into an fing Negroes about four’ months 
Office buljding, offering switch-j ago.. detters. were turned over to 
board, food-beverage, meeting -j the FBI 
rooms and kindred hotel facilities Wendling also declared = that 
as a plus for small business| within the last few weeks rocks. 

had been thrown through the 
‘In still another W&K move, Wil- plateglass windows. 

Ne A fe me oe 

“DAVIS and REESE. ... the funniest act 
in recent. years . . .:making their way into the 
tanks of the all-time comedy greats.’’ 

—- ~ Quin, VARIETY 

Tony 

|DAVIS and REESE 
SAHARA—8/10/61 ° 

-Pepper Davis and Tony Reese have honed their comedy 
caper to.a-new sharpness, highly effective. They have a 
generous amount of new material smacthly splicing it 
with some gags and gimmicks which have madé& them 
longtime Vegas regulars. The hilariously outrageous 
delivery of dialog and physical humor by Davis, together ~ 
with the songs and straightman role of Recse, equal a 

-, ‘strongly appealing bit of mayhem. 

NOW 

ee 
Sailing with the Stors 

CRUISE TO HAWAII 
: ‘Sept. 11 thru Sept. 28 

HOLIDAY HOUSE—?ittsburgh, Pa. 
Oct. 2 thru Oct. 15 

SURF CLUB—Revere Beoch, Mass. 
—— Oet. 16 thre Ost. 30 

TIDE LANDS--Housten, Tex. 
Nov. 6 thru Nov. 19 

BALI HAI—?ortiond, Ore. 
_ Nev. 23 thru Dec. 2 
THE CAVE—Vanceuver, B. C. 

Bec. 4 thru. Dec. 17 

Lid 

Duke, Variety. 

Representations 

WK ~ Gasee, LUTZ, HELLER & LOEB. 

. is 2 aoe Peo mA ee tee pom. OS mi: 



NIGET CLUB 

' Dunes, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, Aug. 17. 

Eleanor Powell, Allan Drake, 
Toni Busil, Earl Barton Dancers 
(16,, Bill Reddie Orch {21); pre- 
sented by Majur Riddie; stage di-| romantic pitch was based on mem- 
rection, Eddie Lynch; choreog- 
raphy, Nich Castle and Ear! Bar- 
ton: $4 ruauman, 

Eleanor Poweil’s act, somewhat 
revamped since her initial appear- 
ance on the Strip tat the Sahara), 
is a nostalgic bash guaranteed to: 
bring knowing smilies and warm 
cheers fro:n parents, plus appreci- 
alive applaise trom their young-! 
sters 

Star is backed by the Iineviable ° 
four bo. singer-dancers, and this! 
group ‘Tom Allison, Gordon Cor-: 
pish, Roy Fiizell, Jerry Madison); 
chicks with both the vocals and : strings, 
footwork. Miss Puwell looks better : 
than ever, and her terping is a de-; 
lizht. Rac hard _Priborsky directs - 

finesse. 

Drummer Steve 

f 

t 

Dweck does! France is a repeater in this room. 
some fine soloing ina special “chal- ! 

REVIEWS 

happy land has added a new degree | 
of vigor to the Romany roosts. 

Until comparatively recently, 
the gypsies who played the. night 
club scene had been aging. Their 

ory. rather than current passion, 
and the music seemed far removed 
from the dreamy ‘troubadorings 
they essayed. The talent flow to 
the U.S. has helped the Chardas | 
which reopened last week after a 
six-week .summer ‘hiatus. 

With the refugees coming in, 
‘Magyar music has increased in| 
quantity and intensity. The ‘Char- 

‘das’ head gepsy, .Elemar Horvath, 
;playy an eloquent and passionate 
| fiddle with the alternate.slow and i 
; fast pas:-aves providing keen ac-. 
}companiment to the candlelit. at-. 
: musphere., Also the two cymbalon | 
players, plus the background |. 

provide a colorful brand 
of music that is ofe'of the prime | 
attractions in this-spot. . 
in the Hloorshow are two Con- 

_atmosphere. ' the. overseds . Lily 

She ha,-a husky and throaty voice. 
lenge” bit with Miss Powell, whose : that goes well’with her pop French 

“FOUR LADS — 
Many thanks for. the exc iting. re- 

Ns | 
with the Swinging. Nine’ Minus. Two. 
vA bourte y affair. with the Lads sing- |} 

ception .given., our . latest. Kap 
Albin rélease DIXLELAND ; DOIN 

ing up -4. Bey” storm on much’ evers 

lis no exception: 

‘| the ‘better part of an ‘Hour, several 

:'f tween numbers or leading-a hoked- 

liquor. laws of the province, doesn’ t: | 

a an indefinite run with new: per- 'Is‘Coming Up Roses, 

.With biz at ‘capacity on weekends ; 
| | and Strong ‘during | the. week, the ; 
_: f-fonly. thing © management. worries | sions. “Baubles; ‘Bangles. & ‘Beads, inn 

-| ! about is where can they. find up- ' “British Blues". and “Birth . of. “the.” 
J. right ‘pianos .that will stand ‘up! Blués.” Takeoffs include those of. 

. }under.the terrific. pounding every. 

Wednesday, Atigiot 23, 1961 - 
| } 2 . | Shamrock, Honston 
‘striped. shirt, sporting a 45 and/ ‘Houston, Aug. -17. 
wearing ‘a. buckskin vest, he is un- |: Kirby ‘Stone Four, Trude dems, ” 
beatable with sessions that’. last | Paul Neighbors: Orch - ys ‘NO Cove: : 

er OF. minimum, - ” 

Garbed_ tn a{ 

times each ‘evening. 
‘Bantering. with the. crowd ‘be- |. “The Kirby Stone Four, top-heavy. 

on comedy,. received good. mitting . 
up’ yersion: of “When You Wore-a | during - 40. minutes. of ‘almost.:‘no- 
Fulip,”.Selden never relaxes ‘his | | ‘music - act <at-. ‘Shamrock: Hilton’s 

| | rousing pace. The half-dollar mini- | Continental -Room, Indications. are- 
mum, to conform with the new {aftér preem-night that group ‘(Kir- 

bother anyone ‘because the roont! and. Mike - Gardner): 

| henceforth.- : 
As is, after. opening “Everything? | 

’. quartet only |- 
makes passes .at. “Lazy. River,” .in- 
which Larry-Foster. gets: chance to « 
un | ‘through: ‘impressive. impres- .-’ 

which {s.also a draw. 
The ragtime policy is. slated. for | 

formers every month or five weeks: 

(‘Billy Daniels, - Mr. Magoo, ‘Arthur. -. 
Godfrey, Ed: Sullivan... Elvis: :Pres- 

Jiey,; James - Stewart, Marlon Bran-- 
do, President.’ ‘Kennedy; : ‘Liberace 7 

and Sammy Davis Jr. .- 
Group’s comedy. is o.K.,. “put mu: 

~ night,. Newt. 

‘Tite’ 8, Mallorca 
“Palma. ‘de’ Mallorca, Aug. it: 

“Carmen Amaya &:Gypsy. Troupe 

-by Stone, Larry’ Foster;, Eddie Hall : . 
will -play a: 

‘offers a-help-yourself buffet: ‘table.; ;couple of : tunes - too completion. . 

son, Pete Ford, 16, joined the act; catalog. 
for a session of brush drumming 
at the first show. 

proper editing will mold the. turn. 
ints a solid 
ment. 

the Vegastages. is an ideal selec- | Fomantic Magyar tunes. . 
tion as comedy star of the show. 
He piles up the yocks with his 
topical gazs, and gets extra loud 
laughs from parents with his. skit 
comparing “then and now” teen- 
agers asking for the car, and his 
interpretation of parents 100 years 
from now. Drake. with headline 
potential, is a strong plus for any 
show. 

_A brilliattt Earl Barton produc- 
tion number is the curtain raiser, 
featuring local bailerina Toni Basii, 
17, daughter of Sahara maestro 
Louis Basil The beautiful Miss Ba- 
sil is top talent with magnetic ap- 

peal. 
* Show, in for four weeks, will be 
followed bi “Philippine Festival’ 
Sept. 14. Duke.” 

Crystal Palace, St. L.. 
St. Louis, Aug. 15.; 

“Say Cheese,” original revue. 
starring ‘Jack Murdock, Michyl 
Paul, James Paul; admission, $1.50. 

The bright writing-directing-pro- 
ducinz talents of Jay and Fran 
Landesman Tose no lustre In their 
new show, “Say Cheese,” an origi- 
nal musical satire, at the Crystal 
Palace, cabaret-theatre in St. Lau- 
fs’ bustling Gaslight Square. It’s a 
pungent foray into the frills and 
foibles of our times, limelighting 
some highly refeshing talent; Jack 

i 

hunk of entertain-'a 
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.There are some tunes en: 
but the bulk of 

green fare.”: “Fans, and Dixte Cata 
Anglais, as well, alike will dig the fun.” Currently | 

(5), ‘Daniele Remy, Les: Andrainos 
+43), Panta: Tomas - Ballet, Los-{ - 

-Sical talents: shouldn't be- ‘slighted, "~ 
‘either. —~ _ 

Trude Adanis, a looker’ with: eX 

7 

Nick Castle de-i her strength is in an easy and 
serves 2 low bow for the smooth: flowing delivery that Bets her a 
staging. Operiing was too long, but! pair of encores. 

Under New Acts is Nina “Silvana, 
handsomely endowed.” Italian 

singer. The perennial ‘Tibor ‘Ra- 

Jose. 

Eaaye’, KC. 
Kansas City, Aug. 18. 

The Cables (4); George -John- 
stone &-Betty, Billy Williams Orch 
(6); $1.50-$2 corer, $1.50 minimum. 

This downtown. spot is “making 
a Strung bid for-summer biz with 
a good store of éntertainment. Its 
cambo of, the’ Johnstone & Betty 

Cables gives the customers fine 
value. Both turns are new here, 
and the nearly 
finds thém going all- out for earned 
¢ustomer approval. 

Ont¢e a standard vaude magician, : 
George Johnstone (& Betty): has. 
turned to kidding the tricks. and 
reaps plentiful laughter with gags: 
that fail. props that reveal too 
many secrets, and a perky line of. 
chatter, ably . bringing off a: fast- 
paced 20 minutes: 

The Cables are a sharp young. 
singirg group patterned on unison 
of four strong voices. They’ve an 
excellent grasp of modern vocaliz- 
ing, registering strongly in the 
standard field with 

“Avalon” and “Georgia Brown.” 

They also contrib a dreamy par- 
ody of “You Are My Sunshine,” 
tunes from show scores and some 
original novelties. Team lists Jim 

magic turn and the singing young. 

hour-long. show. 

Mudock. Michyl Paul. and James} Britt as. baritone, Chris Cundall 
Paul. as biss, Larry Dolgin as second 

ality, has found his ‘niche in SON- | onor. All have turns at stand-out 

fling, putting a high shine on all| bits, such as Britt's work on 
sorts of hi-jyinks, some just plain Joey,” with McCarthy handiing 
pleasant, some downright hilari-}|™ost of the intros as laugh-getting 
ous In the latter category, par- interludes. Now together two: years 

ticularly effective 1s his skit about 
the vzin-guzzling physieal fitness In- 
str.actor and his harvied girl as- 

pressings on the RCA label. crew 
is on the rise and will likely cost 
much more next time around. 

and out of San Francisco, with. 

“This Could |.. 
‘Be the Start of Something Big.” 

‘tions. 

_of-terping in addition to.the- quips.’ 
-He: also displays nice. pipes ‘in a. 

_and other tunes to. demonstrate 

$2 window ‘at the race track. The 

tooth. He had to begoff. . ne 
.Teeing off the -new - layout. are : 

They mix it up in both. tempos and. 
‘styling and. show. ‘much authority: 

playing . HOLIDAY HOTEL,, RENO 
‘NEVDA. a, 
————————— 

Hoiel. Roosevelt, NO... 
"  “Mew..Orleans, “Aug. 18.. 

Kelner Orch (12); $2.50 weeknight 
‘minimunt; “$4. Sats.. ee 

For the trade that “makes - Sey. 
mour Weiss’ plush. ‘Blue “Room 
their night- out: port o’call, the two- 
week stand--of rotund. Yollicking } 
Romo .Vincent,. the . harmonizing : 
Four Mints and the Leon. Kelner. 
musical crew. should have’ & strong 
pu , 

Vincent, who bills himself as 
“The ‘Magnificent: Obstruction,” is | 
a genuinely. funny. guy: who. spe- 
cializes in. ~dismembering - “squr 
pusses with hilarious ‘ease. His 
material is ‘spiced with ad. libs that. 
fit perfectly into the audience’ 
mood. Quick-witted, ‘he’s. able« to 
gag his way into as well-as out 
of a situation. to take ‘care of the 
‘little ‘diversions - that’ constantly 
crop up. 
‘A big fave. here, Vincent. ‘gets 

close to his audience quickly and 
holds ’em throughout. a 40-minute. 
stint that. includes songs.and ‘a bit: 

serious turn at.“Old Rockin’ Chair's 
Got :-Me” while’ seated in a rocker. 

that he can warble, if need. be. . 
Vincent's: piece ‘de resistance. is 

a satirical big-man-from-Texas bit 
that draws~ howls. He also ‘con- 
tributes a rousing revival bit and 
a ballad ‘about: the futility ‘of the 

comic is a firstrate showman’ and 
his ‘material is clean as.a hound’s 

the Four Mints, whose smooth ‘har-. 
mony: work. rates top endorsement. 
of the customers. Quartet had..an 
easy: -time . ‘selling | their © talents. 

in handling: the varied. title Selec: 

_“Musie of Leon Kelner ‘and crew. 

Tito’s. Orchestra 12); 
$1. 25; cover, §2. 30. 

Romo Vincent. Four Mints, Leon 

‘most beautiful - ‘outdoor nightclub 

/--no mean boast,. but nowhere else’ 
! in Spain, France, Italy, or Greece. 
‘is’ there anything to match - this 

|:terludes she. ‘yielded -to ‘the latter 

-some 30 minutes of the 45-minute 

‘and then appearing in tight slacks 
‘in the manner of.the male Hamenco. 
artist, Jn. both. media ‘she ‘is savvy. 

‘smiling or losing the serious ‘and: 

-than: 600: applauded, cheéred and 

Validemosas, . (4), Tito’s . ‘Dancers: 
(9), Adian Orloff, ‘Santa’ Anita. 
Orchestra: ‘Pedro Sanchez. and 

entrance, 

ing her own ‘show. - She's ‘reached-.. 
the point where she’s just too. goad... 
to ‘open. She..opens: with “So -In. 

| Love.” “He’s Got The Whole ‘World 
in. ‘His. Hands,” “A Man,” which - 
she does with 4 smilé as saucy as. 
the lyrics, “Figaro’’ and - a show 
biz number, .**Corn,” which. she: 
‘does in a straw “hat. The: auditois’ 
response .was neai’ ovation: ‘PFOpor. 
tions during her 20. minutes. Much. 
of credit must go to -her husband, 
Norman: Martin, who directs, wrote 

‘1961’ s - great’ Majorcan ‘tourist: 
‘boom: has’ made ‘Tito’s, easily. the 

in the entire Mediterranean area 

setting—a. beehive of activity: ‘with 
:a parade of top names which have: and: arranged act.” 
-included Sascha Distel, the Peters | “Bill. Guyer, the excellent. pianist ; 
Sisters and with The Platters..on !-foy - ‘Paul Neighbors” orch, is the 

| deck for late in August. 

Long Spain’s top femme. terp, ‘Four, and he again does. good: job, _ 
‘Carmen ‘Amaya has lost little at| as does. the. bouncing ‘Neighbors’ 
‘an age -when most. daricers are:| band. 

Her) . Show plays for two. frames, with 
com-; Monique Van- Vooren ‘due’ SS 

. tp 

leoking. through scrapbooks. 
ability on her. feét. is 
parable with the vibration . of an 
electric-powered. motor as __ she. 
stamped the. raised dance’ ‘floor to]: .. 
-the: accompaniment of. a‘ guitar, a 

male. voice, and:-three. handclapping 
males: and a femme. For. the ‘in-} 

“Bayou. Atlanta: 
- Atlanta, “Aug. 47. 

Rupert de ‘Sauzay; Dennis - Skin 
ner,: Augustine’ Peree, Emanuel | 
Johnson, “Reynold Joseph, ‘Ralph ~ 

quartet who danced and then ceded ‘Mayes “& “His Peachtree - “Strutters, 

‘the. spotlight to.. a couple. in tradi- L Orch. (6); $4 ‘minimum. . 

tional Spanish. peasant, garb.” for} 
folk dances. 

But: Amay. is the: ‘show — she 
holds ‘the ‘centre of. the. stage for: 

- This act. a. Feal ‘novelty, con-. oa 
stitutes Atlanta’s:- introduction: to: a 
the limbo type ‘of -dancing, ‘a 
strenuaus- performance, that smacks 
‘moze ‘of athletic prowess.. ‘than, it 
'does of-terpsichorean. art. oe 
' Patrdns.of Bayou, ‘bistro’ ‘located: a 

turn, working first inthe classic 
long-tailed” Spanish dancing dress. 

preciative. of efforts of performers, 
Dennis Skinner, lean 22-year-old 
world champion -of Limbo. artists;: 
‘Emanuel Johnson and’ Augustine 
Peree; lone femme”: member . ‘of 

and tops,: never for ‘a’ moment 

intense. gypsy: glare. with which. 
she. confronts her onlookers: More 

cellent pipes, ‘should: be headlin-. - 

musical. director. for: Kirby. - -Stone.*." 

in. basement: of. Colonial ‘Terrace... 
Hotel; are both astounded and ap- ™.: 

istant °Michst Paul) - a Mn hs ber dio. preg ram ator ihe Show holds through Aug. 31. jis designed . primarily for ‘dancers, 
ladies. €.. Quin. who. made a. bee-line to the floor. 

j during. ‘the. knee-action - sessions: 
Murdéck and 4liss Paul, a gifted -Band backs. show. expertly and 

littte pixie, alye do some rollick- ‘Embers, ° N.Y. . _ | Kelner. nets applause for his fin- 
ing things with lampoous on the Bobby Hackett Quartet, Lee|gering at -the. 88. . “Maestro: also. 
ciueman era. quiz shows and vow- 
bow ty stars. 

Janies Pant is excellent, too, ‘as 
a ty quizmaster, and there's scin- 
tivating supporting doings by Pe- 
lazie Green Duane Jones, Carole 
HeaTman, \an Richardson and Jay. 
Landesman hinseif, 
‘The lilting songs, with lyrics ‘by 

Frank Landesmein and assorted 
tunes by Jiminy Williams, Tommy 
Wolf and) Kenneth Billups, are 
bighlighted bys a sharp parody or. 
the -Sino- Alone troze.’ 
The deft direction of the whole 

rouvins favout is by Bob Miller 
with masteal direction by Kenneth 
Billups. 

Sav Cheese” will be on hand for 
tua weeks, 
one of the New 
the near future. 

York niteries’ in 
Bob. 

Chardas, N.Y... 
Eile Braves, Nine Silvana, Fibor 

Ret ossy, Elercar Horvath Orch;. $3 
Poe, oe 

The Hungarian revolution | of 
sevetal years ago has had an wun- 
usual byproduct—the enrichment 
of the Magyar cafes that dot the 
Americon niterv landscape. The 
rash ot refugees from that wun-!cades to the stahidards. 

witn plans to invade | lently. 

emcees show capably. :- 
Show Tuns two: weeks until Aug. 

, Ehuz, 

Erans Trio, Joan Bishop; $4 mini- 
mum. 

TT 

i La Salle Hatel; Montreat 
Monfreal, Aug. 19. 

“Buckskin” Bill Selden; ‘ 50e- 
manimiune. _ oo 

A felicitous combination of ex- 
cellent musical groups is. giving 
the Embers an excellent summer j 
season. The room has been getting 
top attendance at the early ses- 
sions with the late biz also of a. 
respectable calibre. 

Of the current crop, it's: dif- 
ficult to determine which is: the 
prime lure, with Bobby. Hackett's 
eloquent trumpet heading one 
cambo, and the Lee Evans Trio 
(New Acts: comprising the second 
draw. For the early comers, Joan’ 
Bishop’s piano -entertains excel-! 

_The ragtime ‘piano fever has hit 
Montreal and. the’ La Salle ‘is the 
first to bring ‘it to.a nitery public 
that-has seen: few:.off the ‘beaten 
track performers: for many S@a- 
sons.. ‘The immediate - acceptance 
of this particular form .of enter- 
tainment brings -a- ‘look :.of: aston- 
‘ishment. and ‘awe to. the, faces of 
| many localites who..haven’t had to 
i line up for cafe. space since. the. 
‘late’ 1940s. 

The group topped: by Hackett: 
dispenses a ‘soaring and lively 
brand of music. Backed by piano, 
bass and drum. Hackett's horn! 
has tremendous staying powers as: : stairs dining rooms ‘of this estab- 
far as interest in concerned. ‘lished inn, Le Club. has been modi- 

The music is colorful ‘without | tied to some.extent, redecorated 
being self-conscious, has beat and | 4nd brightened by the addition ‘of 
a zest that even causes diners to|@ handsome growp of femmes who. 
divert their attention from the wait on table and enhance .mgod: 
victuals. The rhyhm is: well within | Of reom with long, black. stockings 
this world for it has schmaltz and: brief costumes. a 
without corn, and enough imagina-|- Performers. to “date: have all, 
tion ta provide ever changing fa-} natch, been cut from the same pat- 

“Jose. tern and “Buckskin ‘Bik’ Sélden’ 

nen 4 

‘Situated in.. one. ‘of thie. down 

bravoed long. after. she had ° com- 
| pieted ‘her act. 

Daniele Remy isa French ver: 
triloquist. suited for an. interna-. 
tional and like Tito’s because he 
-works* with. chickens ‘and animals’ 
as his. dummy, ..using: sounds. in- 
stead of words to get. across his 
ideas. Warm, winning, ‘smiling per-. 
sonality | ‘carries the act, which top- 
lines the’ second ..in- which the 
‘Amaya troupe ‘does not appear... 

“Les” ‘Andranos | ‘are. alse. French | 
and: once again cembine dance, 

| comedy. ‘and— acrobatics—two men 
and a girl—to. provide light amuse- 
‘ment. Club’s rule requires: that’ 
-all” acis’ be appreciated “ by its 
| guests who speak: five languages, 
coming from -U:S...and_. all’: over. 
Europe. -A- Spanish-speaking “L0- 
median or any comedy act, depend- 

| ing on one language, is never used | 

‘tor of two other clubs, Los Molinos, 
‘| aid: Las. Cuevas del Drago... Panta 
/Tomas. Ballet is - another. ‘simple 
dancing. act with comedy overtones. 

Now. in. their third, and possibly. 

mosas, male quartet: which sings. 
‘in Spanish, French, English, Ital-(|. 
ian, and German, using two guitars; 
a mandolin, and a simple bos’n’s 
pipe.. In this. turn they: began and 
ended. in. ‘English, _interspersing 
their program. with three Spanish: 
numbers; including .one from. their. 
native town of Valldemosa, -which. 
‘was suspiciously. like the. “Never. 
‘On Sunday” theme - song... 
Dancers—seven girls and two. boys’ 
—round out the show... Argentine-. 
born Adrian Orloff; known as “Mr. 
‘Con-Avec-With” ‘for his 3-tongued 
rapidfre intros, is emcee. 

. Two.orchs are the 8-piece’ ‘Santa 
Anita group form B.A. ard the 

| 12-piece Tito’s. Orchestra batoned. 
by composer-conductor Pedro San- 
chez who is _Rhusical 
mitery: '° 

aj bY Antonio Ferrer,. impresario. of |. 
ths operation since 1958 and opera-- 

final -year at. Tito’s-is Los Vallde-- 

.Titals | 

Fhuet af, the 

troupe, .all_ native. ‘Trinidadians. : 
: Doing the’. Limbo “requires . 

prop. that looks like. football’ field . 
goalposts, .with crossbar: that.¢an 
be lowered: ‘couple inches at a time - 
until it hits one-foot from the floor se 
level: ‘and. then ‘it. oes. down: ‘one. _ 
inch at. a-time.:- . 

Idea: is for .“‘dancer” ta plant 
his feet; lean ‘back and go‘'.under. 
‘bar without ‘touching. it and. when: 

:|:bar’ gets close to floor without. any 
‘part of his body eoming into con-. 
tact. with : floor. - -In- ‘winning ‘his -. 
championship, :  Skinner* copped: “! 
laurels... with : ‘bar: a -seant ‘eight: 
inches off floor. This.takes a bit. 
of. -doint it. is’ considered... that.-a 

‘i mah’s stull: is:.almost. that deep...” 
Johns. matches Skinner's. skill, °-” 

buf Mise Peree bows out when har- oe 
drons - Fellow: 18-inch mark, sand” 
leaves it ‘to ‘the. boys. - |” me 
Te Sauzay and: _Joseph- ‘provide et, 

tomtom. 1nd bongo: accompaniment oo 
‘for Limtoists, who, when not: per- * . 
‘forming, wiggle: and: twist: contin- _ 
‘uously. and: give out: with a-weird. 
‘chanting, native, no doubt,. to fheir: oo, 
-homeland.:-. ie 

They. wear. colorful. garb, which 
glows under biack light. . 

‘A final show-each night. aiidiende- ; 
is invited by. ‘Bayou manager Ray - 
“Taylor to .participate in act and.- 
che ‘even shows: cristomers how: it 
is done, ‘but ‘since. the ‘troupe has 
-been: in: town ‘he’s “been. complain: 
ing that his back is killing him. 

At Saturday (5) night ‘show two 
‘Special events were. staged—-bar. 
(one used ‘in act): was. set on fire’. 

‘and: liniber Limbo -boys’ wiggled: 
‘under it; and-Dénnis King ed. - 
under with ‘his bare feet: sliding 
through’ box of broken. glass: 

Act gets a big miitting, 
about.” 25. ‘Show runs’ minutes: 

‘Before coming to Atlanta ‘troupe ~ _ . 
had’ seven weeks work in Detroit's: .- 
Brass Rail’. and -Ivanhoe.-Theatre °. 
Loange. It was their first: booking ° 
in*this® coaeey." eebataiiee Sam 



ay at 

Palmer House; €hi. 
” Chicago,.Aug. 17.. 

Dave Barry, Sandy. Stewart, Ben work, “it. seldom: shows, .’and. they ; Vernon. Alley’ s. “Trio. offers - ‘Bood 

Arden Orch; $3 - cover. 

The swank, Empire’. Room: ‘has! 
taken the easy. -way: out in. facing.: 
‘the August. dog ‘days and is- appar-: 
entlyy presenting this. lightweight: 
bill ‘as a holding action-during the; 
pre-Labor. Day : doldrums:. “Neither : 
comic Dave Barry. nor Ssorigstress ; 
Sandy. Stewart are appropriate for. 

'- this .room’s.. considerable: ‘size and‘ 
«ass ‘setting... 

‘Barry is- out. of his depth: as the ; 
as headliner in .Chi’s prime nitery. 

' His catalog of vintage: Catskill" gags: 
might score- in The Mountains. or 
‘even. in a ‘ smaller ‘club. Jere,” but'| 
they ‘drew: little. response’ ‘from the’, 

* light. ‘opening night~ audience in’ 
- this” spot.’ Hé ‘struck some. pay: :dirt 

". Jate-in “his: 40-minute. turn with ‘an 
impresh of -a- drunk -driver: nabbed. 
by. a.-cop ‘and ‘scored: fairly. “effec- t 

oy “tively. with sound - ‘impressions- of} 
2." gn: aireraft ‘worker, a iveter. and , 
Leo, the: MGM-lion: . 

“Miss ; Stewart: in the’. ‘opening: 
a, - ‘spot, isa’ capable. chirper, but withr 
1 Voice that: :barely- ‘makes: it ‘to the | 

rear. tables’ in -this oom, : She's’ 
also handicapped by. too-standard | - 

'. arrangements, and falis. flat: in cae” 
-try.. at . belting 
_Days.”. “She'd: do. well to. concen:. 

“Some' -of. : “These |. 

’.4rate on. the. boy-meets: :girl. ballads. 

a Hotel Del Coronado, S 

~ that’ best. suit ‘her. _eptite. ‘stature - 
' and. yoice.. 

- The. Ber arden’ house orch: backs 
ae Miss ‘Stewart smoothly and gets. as. 
>. much’-freshnéss’ as. is possible ‘out | 
"of. the stock ' arrangements, 
their . between-shows °: dansapation | 

‘and? 

has -few ‘peers ‘around :town. 
Carol, ‘Channing opens. Sent, v F 

flee 

S.D.: 
San ‘Diego. “Aug..13:,- 

on "Margaret Whiting, ‘Buddy’ ‘Less ; 
ter, ‘Ralph | Vetro: Orch; - a miini- 
“mum, vy cor) 

This’ sedate: old ‘seaside: hostelry 
: 4s jumping. under newly: ‘instituted: 
“" entertainment .’ policy. . 
“John: Alessio. Tables were. put on 
“the dance floor as turnaway;” busi:. 

of ‘owner: 

- ness. ‘responded ‘to booking of ‘Mar-. 
‘garet’ Whiting and Buddy. Lester, 
two., Savvy pros.’ ; . 

.Blondé ‘Songstress, packing pien-. 
; a ty of .s.a. in’ her: black Jace gown, 

‘makes a strong impresh . in a well- 
chosen’ songalog that. ‘touches: all 

_ the. basés; She does jazz-in'a swing: | 
“Sing “AIT I Want Js. AJ’ There: Ié;”"} 
". pseudo-jazz in “Hard Hearted’ Han- 

.-“mentals —~ ‘intonation, - 
ca pitch and. it ‘pays: off. in. top Te" 

‘nah.” balladry.in “Getting te Know: 
_. ¥ou" ‘and -a‘standout’ “The ‘Second 
* ‘Time. Around.” ‘And she. ‘wallops 
. home her. _w.k.. reprise ‘of: her. fa- 
ther's songs. in. a Richard ‘Whiting 
medley. Arey 

“Singer” is Be ‘master ‘of the funda- 

i ‘sponse. 

. ‘tive brunettes. 

. tunes for added impact: . 

“Buddy: ‘Tester discusses. his. act. 
* ing. in Jatest Sinatra ‘film: “Soldiers:! 
Three”—“It wasn’t. released, it was 
-@istilled,” recaps his. zany. trumpet |: 
‘Dit -and- the’ ‘visual tomfoolery: ‘with 
his” hats,- plus: an assortment of: = 
fast” Bags: in a. Slick, fast-moving a 
routine: 

Comic | also. - -scores, especially 
nt ‘with: ‘the distaffers; in.his wacky: 
Impresh . of muscle-builder.. Jack: 

-«.; LaLanne All right, girls, get’ on 
- 0" the: floor!”*)’ ‘Any doubts that -Les- 

'. iter may -have. bad.that the. crowd: 
‘wasn’t :hep. were dispelled. quickly. 

as che walloped . home “a “eracker- j 
. Jack ‘routine: - : 

Bud Melcher emcees: Ralph Wet. | 
J To band -cuts: the: book | in: okay 
o styles: We _ Don... 

“Widelands,: ‘Houston. 
Houston; Aug ° 14." 

Grace. Notes: (33; ‘Burns & ‘Carlin; 
Don. ‘Cannon. Orch (6); no: cover : 

, Or. minimum, . 

The, Grace Notes; three iecbe. 
‘(Lee - Thornberry,. 

“Genette-Lane and Ginny. Gagnon) ,! 
_. “Jpresent. “variety of tunes to top 
‘+: wnitting in- first. appearance’ at this j 

‘Tidelands :.. “Motor *. Inn ~hitery: 
Femmes. have excellént: Ppipes,. 

- ‘which. they -blend’ -well -for. the 27 : 
“ minutes they're on mike: - Another 
“plus. is the Tidelands’. new.-echo. 

chamber,..:used': on. a couple | Of 

. Girls. come. on,- dressed, in blaék j 
~ ‘gowns - ‘with fuchsia’ sashes - and: 
_gloves.-for intro ‘“It’s Wonderful,” 
then: do-““Dream” “with rock ° and’ 
_ ‘yoll. background. They warble “Let. 

a. Smile Be Your Umbrella”. with 
some. soft .shoe ‘steps, “Cha.-Cha” | 
“and a “My: Fair Lady”...medles;: 

". 1s with top number: of: night. being. 
_ “I Could Have Danced. All Night.’ ” 

Wednesday, ‘August 23, 961. 

' phrasing, I: 

. ithe. 

* While. ‘the Grace Notes. are, rela- | does: ‘a ‘record act, precede. Backs 
tively -inexperienced in - -nitery in this’ hour and: 22-minute ‘show. : 

can ‘definitely be a: plus for: nearly | ‘backing, a 
{ any ‘club show.” : ‘Show’ s booked through ‘Aulg.- 29. ; i 
1 Jack Burns -& George’ Cattin are a ae “Stef. . REECE 
a couple of young comics whio. have |“. LEE EV ANS TRIO Ls 

‘ come -a:long :way. in thé year they. Gotony ¢ Club. Omaha | Instrumental 
have--been in’ the’ business. Im- |. Omaha, “Aug. . Embers, N.Y: 
pressions. by Carlin are very- good: |. Hine “Nanni, Warren Sohuson ! The Lee Evans Trio, one of the. 
1 Jack E.:Leonard, Mort Sahl, Shel- Trio; 

> ley Berman, : President : ‘Kenncdy) { 
and their satire ‘is sharp with a cig ‘Nino: Nanni, puryero or: of Sauey’ headway. 
like that of an uneniployed brother-. | songs and vexcellent- kes boarding, ; ;aged by Dick: Kollmar, himself a 

+ in-law.’ They..rib- the John. Birch ! js pack for his: annual visit’ at the‘ boniface «Left /Bank’, Ne 
'Society,..tv commercials, ‘kiddie i i Colony . “Club-‘which means good i equipped with a flashy ‘Grand .of 
i shows . (for. ‘hip’ kiddies; who. ¢an }-piz for bonifaces: Skee Fisher. and { music: Presiding. at: 

Slcgver, i newer” combos... in 
| Seems to be making tremendous ome 

| .beatniks, ~~ *,  * Snew lounge room; entitled it “The | 
t's generally solid material, ‘and* “Redhead” dnd. poured .some - S70. ! 

syell. presented. -One or two spots:;-000 into. enlarging - it; into: a -200-* 
‘May ‘be. a little too hip for general [ seater. «It formerly: held 85). 
; run “of “‘nitery patrons’ who . don’t." 'Sointings:. ‘While’ a bit! garish, jare 
Lhave. the. marijuana habit, ‘and. one.i ey e-catchers’ and a: cireular. bar ou 
yea): -good . blockbuster." is © needed | ‘too . .far. from entertainment 
| for. Closing, : :which. is: a bit limp. { certain. ‘to be. popular. 
‘But otherwise, ‘this is a. funny team J... 

_ headed’for: ‘big: things, * "1 t@ bring in. seantily-clad waitresses, Alively set of harmonies to form 
The Don ‘Cavinon..Oreh “is: ‘Slick, | With ‘four stiiking. lassies - =. all; imaginative ‘keyboard patterns. 

‘per: usual, With Sid. -Davis. sitting j.redheads-—hianding - gut the booze | : One of the strong: points at show 
bat. new white 88s; and. boys. enjoy- in. low-cut,. green -and: red: briefs.! {caught was -an arrangement, of 
ing working ‘with: the.. new: echo’; ‘replete, With. black: stockings. - ‘|tunes from “‘West Side Story” in 

j; chamber on.some numbers. ~~, Nanni; (who. employs his stock which. the Bernstein score 
; Show Plays’ two frames. : ‘Skip. Songs but mixes ‘em-up at the three | ignited. by a. lot of musical fire- 

a | shows nightly, .is-in for. tw6é weeks. | works that -brought. on- a lot of 
Warren Johnson's. ‘superb . Lane. | Bemlause. Evans, backed by hass , 
handles: the’ betneen-shows dance: ! and. drum. infuses: a lot of lieht ; 
‘ing and likew fe has plenty ‘of local + ‘touches, ‘and deftly: inserts. some ; 

i boosters... T NIORD.; 

; SeOres with arrangements that call 
‘for a lot of. notes, . His style. is. col- 

Ap: overstates his- casé. . 

- Evans” seems endowed with (a 

There is 
a 

‘ literate -point of view. 
| frequently lush -counterpuint, 

: Flamingo, Las Vegas: 
2 has ‘Vegas, Aug. ‘17. 

Myron Cohen, Barry, Sisters. (2p 
Diane. Varga, ‘Don : Kirk, Flam- {humorous passages and to rive a 
jilttgoettes 114), “Nat ‘Brandwynne Oe Stee a ‘well-rounded session that stresses ; 

ae —_——— eee 
LOreh. 114); “presented by: Morris | —oeooo { Wnusual | Bewpoints ‘to recoernized 

1tu nes... Jace, Lansburgh; produced by Dare View|” 
torson; . chtoreog raphy, ‘Barry Ash: So. “Filthy”, French Pix - 

‘ {On; $4 minimum. Continitea from page i ‘BILLY. STUrr 
_ wo — , Comedy... 
"Myron. ‘Cohen, Tonk: a. fave: in’ “tlie MPAA ‘Production Code -- Mrs. 143° Mins. 
wens headlines the new - show:, ; Granahan’s subcaniniittee - Spe¢ial- | Palladiam, Edinburgh 
which: is...booked -hére. ‘for: ‘two : izes’ in stamping. ‘out hard-core }.... Billy Stutt, a komely Hibernian, ° 
weeks. . “Cohen . replaces. “Bobby: "pornography. but has ventured-into (bounces. back. onstage here after an 

; Darin,.. ‘absent. because ‘of picture ‘the theatrical ‘film realm also.” 
work (Paramount's: “Hell As: Fort “MPAA brass" testified at-a hear-|a- standup comic, this type of .pro- 
; Heroes"). °° 3 . ‘ing before -the-Granaghan ‘subcom- | duction. is a little ahead ‘of him. and , 

_ Cohen. :.a.. niaster ‘at. “the” ‘art. of mittee ‘two years ‘ago ‘on ‘the. ef- | Stutt garners. biggest. ‘yocks with a 
felling dialect stories, batted: 1,000 fectiveness of. the Code, and.. it | running gag. 
With his. audience. on. opening night,. amoilited. toa rather mild, friend-|. 
‘keeping » the laughs. avalanching. py. affair.. “ 
| lfe adds several hilarious new ones |. .In'‘ ‘a’ 
‘to"some. of his classic tales told’: ' flaunted: 
: here: before, and it. al? 

absence of five years. Essentially . 

° oo eal gab which. Includes a bit of by- 
“speech” Mrs.” Granahan | play ‘giving him « chance to bring { 
extraordinary ‘Franco- | in‘his eatchphrase, ‘Mrs. Wummuan.' 

makes _aiphobe sentiments in referring. to} While he doesn’t: exactly break ‘cm 
“Very funny “turn, ‘ a ‘the. ‘much-maligned . “Les -Liaisons | up, Stutt- offers a’ brand of Irish 
l. The: Barty -: Sisters": “¢ Claire ® & | Dangereuses.” : "= And: she ‘managed | eomicality which’ proves reasonably 
“tMerna) are ‘cxtra-added on the vill, ; to inject the cold war into the sub-- Pleasing. , 
4 and the loakers’ are. a. most wel: Lect also; The Congresswoman said: “Some of his ‘fodder 1s old- hat, but . 
come: sléeper. attraction, béing new.j.” “One :-mere: ‘horrible example in’: tt. ‘is liberally interspersed with | 
}to.the Strip. The lovelies: have. ala Jong line. of four.” movies—‘Liai- { topical. one-liners. -Overplay re- : 
[ell ‘staged. well-paced act, and the !.sons’—may. be freed: to work- its: sults in his ‘constant audience ‘par- 
joutstanaings ‘for: their - ‘Songs ‘are | insidious propaganda. ‘of, iinmorality / ticipation. 
outstanding... - on. the. American ' motion . picture k away 
“Included -* in- ‘their’: repertairé:. public: ; .It:is unfortunate—but: not Lith wannien’s. rousing getaway | 

“AM of. “Me.". “Comeéh: Prima,” junexrected—that the -country;- ‘qn_ brown tuxedos with plum- 
“Dark. Eyés,”. “Around ‘the World,” where this . thing . sic) : was. ‘pré-| eolored lapels, quartet exhibits j 
-an Israeli medley, the comic Orien- | duced. has’ lifted. its .export ‘ban. professional. aplomb. | Foursome 
tal version. of ‘Who's Sorry Now?”.| Social,.. cultuyal ‘and ‘moral. stan- [uses two mikes, with Jots of step- 
watch. is oe current disclick. and dards there differ ‘from ours; in out solos. 
“You're: y..- "ti omebody | fact, this difference ‘probably i is one! 
‘Leves. You.”. ‘Dean Sheldon: gives | of ‘the greatest impediments. to the | dulges- in: some clever hoofing: In 
| the ‘girls -strong- support with, his: | efforts. of Statesmen to maintain’ a and. dance: finish causes : ‘ stir with 
'y dramatic ‘eengo -pounding,- a? {strong - and “unified front ‘against the dues-payers. ne thing in his 
|: ‘The exciting. -chirper- ferper | ‘international. Communism: through | evor—not 8 blue met neh id. 

- | Diane, Varga, and the’ songstof Don'| NATO and, other treaty-ties. une cS rd. 
Kirk are featured in. the holdover| “But. ‘in my al feet it w ould o 

fis 
verge on criminal nf{glect of public. ADD 48: 7 " Barry‘ Ashton: production ‘number. 

| Rative shaw is backed: with aplomb, interest—and it wadjild:be an un- | Songs 
i by the Nat. Brandwynne orch ( 14), thinkable and - ‘indefensible. breach 36 Mins. 

‘| of. public: 4rust—if. this dirty movie 
‘| were ‘tobe ‘permitted. by. our re- 

_ }spoensible public officials .and mo-- 
we tion. picture executives to be foisted. 

on. the American public.”.: 
Speaking: generally. on..the ‘mat-. 

ter: of foreign film ‘imports, she 
said: “I.am most ‘gravely. concerned 

- 7 :|at the ‘influx of foreign films tiat 
” ; Levidence'- a ‘sense.of moral values. 
.Sitn ‘Backus is avery: funny man, (so remote from ours.as. to be com- 

jth: a: quick - wit,- a--Felaxed: style pletely repugnant ‘to the historic. 

j and, of course, a. surefire. stock-in-. | American:sense of cultural: anid | so-| 
trade, “"Mr.. Magoo.” .- J 3 eial values." 0” 

. He- comes .on with: a, ‘string. of |: | The, lady ‘lawmaker.-went- on: 
Jokes; ‘largely. along. show : biz lines | “Such: a storm of.protest has arisen: 
re my agent. resents’ me; ‘figures I’m at the: trend toward overemphasis. 
t getting 90° of his-money”), but. and : distortion. af. sex in’ some 
‘talso works. in‘neat ad’ Hbs. His gags! moviés that: ‘the froblem could not: 
- | generally. are joneish, nen: may (be ‘ignored in the public interest.” 

ake a little edge ‘off o em, bu A “special Movie Morality Code,” 
{he. tells: them so. well, and: is such" : Mrs. - Granahan asserted; “is. long and wardrobe.” eur in *MeStay. re: 
a. charming. ‘guy’ “onstage, that. he overdue .and would have over- 
‘builds. great audience empathy.- . ‘i whelming public endorsement: 
Then -he turns his’ back, slips a:throughout* the country.” . She: | NINA ‘SILVANA 

‘plastic mask over the.-upper’ part jdidn't, elaborate’ on the nature of i pone 
of ‘His face, tops: that.:with a-hat:such.a code. 5 Mins. - 
and slides into a.miackinaw—and,{ “In. urging. ‘specific. action’ against ; Chardas, N.Y. 
‘suddenly, before the mike stands “Liaisons, " Mrs. Granahan called { Nina. Silvana is a wellbuilt and 
+ Magog “in. person.:: Here Backus.on the “great. motion: picture and {coutoured = Italian import with : 
| Boes.: through a” fairly” elaborate: ‘supporting | ‘industries of America’: 
routine, ‘focused -on: Magoo: in.‘a-to‘halt distribution of the film in !of a -comparatively smal] voice. 
railway. .clubear; . and, he. breaks up'this ‘country. “Let the: lifting of { She: ‘dweHs primarily in the, 
3 e crowd. |. 7 

. The Magoo" lines tend’ ta- be: con-{ France)—if necessary. by boycott 
-sidérably racier than: anything used; and any - -other available -measures 
tin -the: cartoons onthe’ screen,’ but{to see it reaches:znot. one’ single 

general’ ‘effect: is..the ‘same—| screen in the 50 states and the Dis- ; 

Barclay. Hote), Toronto ° 
--Sinte. the death of Jimmie Bry- 

vant, the Add. 4’s have added Vern 
Baird as first tenor and: are break- 
‘ing in a new act. al the Barciay 
Hotel, Toronto, for ‘the next fort- 
night. With replacement, this Is 
thelr first appearance. Harmony 
‘group now consists of Billy Dun- 
can, second .tenor;.Joe Irby. bari- 
tone; Bobby Robinson. ass; with 
Baird added to the sct and respon- | 
sible for all arrangements . 
‘Vocalists ‘show... versatility in‘ 

| choice of numbers and styling from . 
‘slow-timing. to. rock ‘n’ roll and 
harmonize with a diapason effeets 
{where needed. They also had a 

{ participating .audienve in hand- 
-{ clapping for their “revivial” oldies. 

Pearl Bailey - ‘opens ’ “Aug. 31." 
: ; _-Duke.. 

New Fack’s, Frisco’ 
-' " San Francisco, Aug. 17; : { 

. Jim: Backus,. David Allen; Mel 
| Young, ‘Vernon. Alley. ‘Trio; ; $2 -ad- 
mission. : Se 

melodic, a facet: which helps her 
considerably with the clientele. . 
" Miss Silvana takes on the Italian 

‘away - ‘some . of: his.. funniest- lines, : 
such, .as,. ..“Mrs.--: . Magoo's --on . the: 
critical Tist -. - St. Slenderella.” action by the industry would aid} ments...Her tunes, ali of wpich | 
‘It is-a wonderful - characterization:| immediately in’ restoring public have had previous acceptance.’ is : 
‘and wirids. up the. ‘41-minute Backus. ‘confidence by ‘reassuring the moth- 
act ‘perfectly... * .\1ers: and fathers and youngsters of: 

> David. ‘Allen, ‘a, pop: singer. who {America ‘that they do. ‘have ‘the 
hac :some | nice -Ja7z: touches ‘seat protection of their: own motion ee le 
Vew: Acts), “arid -Mel. “Toung. who Hture- industry. 

ing: 

her_ta audience favor. She is not 
yet: completely at ease. but will! 
bein. due time with a few more 
shows: to her credit. - Juse.. 

‘the business, . 

Evans -$s being man-. 

is 

thé piano, 
[send. for . ‘junior junkie . kit). and | Pat. Foley; who have ‘opened their | Evans embellishes current rusical” 

.orful, interest-laden even when he 

ti fich. ‘musical backcround | and a 

In. addition. the duo is. the. first | | persistent beat and an extremely «. 

Was 1 

‘He punches over a stack.of tapi- ; 

; the export ban.end ‘right there ‘(in : ‘Italian ‘pops, some with English iFerninimty” 
itranslations. All her offerings are [ Laey River “ 

i Clad in a golden gown the well- 
:coiffed Miss Thiele proves herself 

j Tahoe gvankes 5 

53 

| DAVID ALLEN 
i Songs 
- 18 Mins. 
New Fack's, San Francisco 

David Allen as a pep caper with 
‘Some. Nice Jaze nflecvion ‘aad evt- 
dent: savvy befare The make - hes 
reported te have done same sing- 
ing with big bands in the “4s 

He comes on with ° 1 Onis. Have 
Eyes tor You." docs a Sipps Leo 
Marvelaus.” shek Ver sfans ef “Get 
Out ef Town” and “Dewn With 
Love” and then teps hinveit with 
a fine, pomaptie “Avail im Pars” 
He. follows, with a prett, litte 

ballad, “And Now Goedbye’ asic 
by inmselfy Isrics by Steve Alia, 
and winds up with “2 Cat Believe 
Youwte in Love With Me™ 

His voice is a tatle Dyht and te 
has to Stretch a bit for.one or twa 
Ineh notes, but he has a fine heat 
aiid a solid manner tor scihap a 
song Audience gives him big. ape 
plause and he rates it. aie. 

le AROL SLOAN 
‘Songs 
;85 Mins, ‘ 
‘Village Vanguard, NY. 
[ In her New York debut fellow. 
ing an mfereslereaiing appear arcce 

‘at the New port Jazz Festaval, Carol 
:Sloan turns in 2a suIneing vet cl 
pperformanee at the Village A ane 
jeuard, NY, that could stax her 
, OF on an active tlub and recy dug 
¢career. She's a pert Jooking loss 
{ too. 

Miss Sloan displays cool vocal 
control and phrasis her work in 
smooth, nice-sounding muodcrn styJ- 

“ing Her efferis appeared to pla ace 
ithe audience at 3 $250 per sperson 
-per show minimum, as caught last 
| Thursday (17) 

In the up-tempo department she 
| sandies tunes like “Too Marvelous 
For Words” and “Lady Is a Tramp" 

7 (with swinging effectiveners and. on 
{the ballad side, she chirps “Por- 
ttrait of a Kiss,” “More Than You 
iknow” and ‘a slightly speesher 
| “Mood Indigo” in a preperly de- 
siened mellow mood 

‘The Ronnel Bright Trio supphes 
solid backing for. her ‘ant does 
isome crisply-defined playing on its 
jown before and after. her turn. 
,Yheir working -ef “Dqn't Blame 
iMe" and others showcases the 
igroup to be a well-rounded and. 
‘adept combo.  Kalt. 

| suerry CAYLESS . & HER 
|; BODYGUARDS (3) : 
* Songs 
30 Mins. 

i Stuart Manor, Boston 
In this intime spot. blonde, 

stacked former model Sherry Cuy- 
i less, 5-9 Jooker, and Bll Wolfson 

q thasss, Jim Zuccola ‘drums:, Bill 
St. Laurent are breaking in a new 
act.’ Lads played at hotels around 
town previously. Sherry Caylesr & 
Her Bodyguards have come up 
with a production, fn which the 
singer spins a big repertoire of 
sophisticated songs on the double- 
entendre side, “I’ve Gota Tall 
Dark, ‘Handsome Bodyman,” “Wy 
Handsome Psychiatrist.” “Little 

| White House,” in which the cus- 
tomers get the message. But she 
js at her best in standards and 
musicomedy numbers, which she 
has adapted to fit her act. such ag 
“Hey, Look Me Over,” with beck- 
‘ing in four-part harmony 

For the windup. they vo strabe 
all the way, with strobe lit gown 
for femme and Latin shirts. has. 
glasses for lads. The unit tears off : 
on a calypso and Latin kick ‘aith 
the lights out gleaming in the 

: strobe lit duds Cray, 
i SLD REO Sere RIS 

i MARY THIELE 
| Song “es 

j Walker Hotel. Toronto 
Qn-her first visit to Canada. the 

tall and bignd Mary Thiele wisely 
‘huids her <songalog to a brick 
topener of “Look: Me Over’ and 

‘flowing red Jocks who makes much ithen segues into such oldies as “All 
Daf You.” “You Made Me 

“After ¥ Say Im 
apd an easy 

Loy e 
Sorry.” 
“tp a 

You,’ 

visually and vocally "to custamers 
: wild. In fact. Backus nearly: ‘throws trict ‘of ‘Columbia, " ‘she. said, add- hit’ parade of recent years. The j at the plush Franz Josef Faom and 

vo | | result i isa lively repertoire that has|e«tablishes herself immediately as 
“Such. forthright, ‘and’ “effective | a Jot of light. and charming mo-|an alternating nostalgic and 

sprightly singer. in this iilimate 
ibistro. Incidentiy. she 1* patkang 

one’ of the assets that helps propel” {° em $n.* ‘Arranger of all her nuin- 
jbers is Louis Magnon: 

She was due into Marrah’a Lake 
760n Aug 2) 

. die: “uy. 



= | Martin, Freddie Gutierrez, Hector ‘Escabi. = 
Laueel_ de Aree Ballet, Cemr Cancepcion’ 

: doe Vallejo §...-. tf. 
INTERCONTINENTAL—Pedro * ' Geraldo, |. * 

| Henry Boyer Dancers, Charlie lie. Fisk Ore... 
; j7ee Blanco - Violins, 

Film Reviews. 

| L& BOTELLA—Hal Hestér, Duke Dorel. _—— Continued “from. page 6 ——— : 
; LA CONCHA—Jadin Wong, Noro ‘Mor-" oe 
| One Ptus. One You Have Fo Run Fast ‘ales Orc.. Humberta. Morales 

CURRENT BILLS 
WEEK OF AUGUST 23 

. . Reddie Oic, Lounge: Roberta Sherwood; | OCHO PUERTAS “Aida trisarry, Luis. & ‘condition of props upon change ‘of | 
NEW YORK CITY Gul Bernal. Wsnona Carr. {Soledad, Rafael Kalat- ‘| camera angie. BS also. Gest to |: Adequate lower berth number ’ re 

MUSIC HALL --.Centennial Cottiege’ = &L CORTEZ -Johnny Ukulelz, Princess | . ren h +t ; b 
fron Charlies, Alan Cole. Corps de! Lei Mom. rahala “Twins: oO — _ ave. a penc it for inserting. 8 out a dac hiding ous fren, a: 
Baliew, Rockettes, Raymond Paige Ore, iter ons NGO. aren’ Don Karke, Becry Sie. 7 Woe. oo | mysterious offsereen voices to build). - murderer. wham: he; has’ identi- 

° a » . vi mo AUSTRALIA sis, Sir Gethtagaee ‘eee “eames (fl Unit Review mood, an, artificial gimmick that) fled to palle, 
Lionel! Hampton, Betty Reilly. e FO ‘comes out ludicrous and menoto- |. 

MELBOURNE (1:ivi:r2 — Don Tannen, ; Bink weke Beleves Zaniacs, €wton | ‘!nous in” -execution. - But he has. ’ ‘Hollywood,’ ‘Aug. 14. 
ne 335 ta. Four Kovucs, | 7 ie eee * ducing Rosi once le Dorice, f GOLDEN NUGGET—Judy Lynn, Jhnmy. -eoaxed some | “sensitive -perform- United “Artists . ‘release:. of ‘Robert EB a 

« 

“Jd an an ith the Kent duct ‘Hill, Flaine 
Hai Reach, MeKay Bros & Romayne. 1 Wakels, Wana Jackson. Sneed Family, ‘Barnes-Carruthers . ces and, Wi @ aid-of camera-| ent proc uct 100. Stars Craig Ett, : 

David Euler ‘Trio, Yolande Roulgues: j HACIENDA Foe Maney: Johnny | _ Omaha, Aug. 17. lman George. Jacobson, extracted | Edward™ tL. Cahn. Screenplay; ‘Orville HE 
Se yDNEY (Tivolix — Nat Jacklev, Sid! Oleun, Kesuotes, Cathy Ryan. Grover- | George Carl & Cheri,. ‘McLean. the. vigor of: his physical locale and i ; ampton: camera, Gil. “Warrenton: editors : 

Puummer & Asst. Howard Morrson 4, j Shere 3. 
; : : 

‘ Choraie (5), Eoy &. Everto, Alex 
ey wr . tt. t LAST FRONTIER — Lou Mose Jr. bowie Gerfires, Jack “Bowkett,. 4 Brit oul -& Gakina, Dockey Dogs, Jack ‘Mar-: tae. Biv t Be Pauls. Janet Grey, Wax i Virtima Rae, Frits Becker. picture.: Chester’ W... Schaeffer's 

pumped. its’ brick flavor into -his ; sound, Rlph Butler; -assistant “director,” 
; Herbert S. Greene, Reviewed at Goldwyn." 
‘Siu, Ag. 14, °61: Running - time. 73. 

Bech, Vargarnta Heluh, Rosemary, , MINT —Pat Moreno’s “Artiste & Models ' _ shall, Jack Kodell,” Angelito, . Jan'| editing seems. abrupt in its initial | m he a 
Posed, Anne. lr.ths. ; NEVADA. “Les Gurls ee Paris. us. as | j Gilles Pie revered OP geek: Gil peer i transition, ett that is ; | Roger Condon. Fraak “ te Craig ui oor 

BRITAIN Ayla. vy ala Puppets: Kay Brown, Vado j lespie Orc -Sar-Ben.| essentially because the audience ,tiure: -Elaine Edwards... - 
lute: Johns. Paul, Sparklers. . Big dum Craven. ..Grant’ Richards 

BRIGHTON ‘iippodrome: — Russ Con!" ‘NEW FRONTIER —. “Holiday in Rio? 2 F teld, Onigha,’ Aug. 14-16; free: ‘to; is rather unprepared: for. the ‘sud- } Bert’ . "Shep. Sanders --.". 

ws. Alfied Marky. oate Pabeta sal | pounse: ik Spots, “Hot Lips” Levine, ! members. only. - : : alien dramatic. swerve: John ° Bath's , Stan vesees = aT Apone 
&® say. Brook Bees. reddie Milks. 1Fird Kushon - - music is . consistently. helpful in et cee, ‘Bra umbull:. 
tern. Pet € neds. Two Henkes, Den-: RIVIERA. -“Gypsy.” Mitzi Green, ruts | ‘| i injun George ;. as Ken’ Mayer. 
Fs I “e oe wn, Belts & Geaux ; Miinsh-n. Etdie innes. Betty McCuire, RB “Anled or the rmopnets, fg | building and sustaining mood, ‘but ;  Col.. Maitlend: .. xe Willis: Bouchey - 
GLASGOW ‘Empire) --- Andy Stewart, : Ince uscell. ounge: ofers, Kay. armes arruthers - uni QUL oO c o¢ Rayburn evens ax ellinger © 

Ten Powre & Band. Alex MeAvoy, Mer- > >tcens,_ Efe Dads 1 sound © by. Frank ‘Orban . and. Abe j. t. plarburn. ctvceeccesee. Jack Mann: 
iaret Miteneli, Mac Kay, Andrew MeKen- 
out SSense ts oP ik. 
Yeochhs Dose -. Rechard Hardie, David 
Iowan) Aeotian Chair, Scottish Country : 
Deuneors. P.pe & Prums of 3 Sth Batt. 
BE. tird Begiet fef-ates (PAW 
MANCHESTER ‘Palaces -A & WL Ward. : 

Sree held. Boetiaad Bredin. Holt & 
Cathss 

a ORECAMBE ‘Winter Gardens) —-— 
Ctoshe Gh ter. Henleys Ward Trio, : 
Ie titan.’ Gatien. Wellahies, Jo & P 
Boe tse, iengie & Doves, S & Vi} 
Agi Joon I:dtier Girls. 

iGeorte Reitinan 

Cabaret Bills 

NEW YORK CITY 
BON SOFR .* Greenwich Villages 

Jeans Rae. Three Flames, 
Jo .tsreds 

CHARDAS. Nina Silvana, Tibor R:1kus- 
sv. Duavk Marta, Lily France, Elemar Hor- 
tach. 

CHATEAU MADRID --- “Extravaganza , 
JZatioa.” Fra Floes. Jonas Mouras, Nora ; 
& Raul, Pup: Campo Ore. 
COPACASANA . - Della Reese. Mickey 

Deems. Balk Kenneds, Barbara Dodd, ; 
Poul Shefiey Ore. Frank Marti Orc. ; 

EMBERS Wax Kaminsky, Lee Evans. 

HOTEL ASTOR --Fildie Lane Ore. 

HOTEL LEXINGTON—Virginla Wing. 
L.ithhan Kuight. Denny Regor, Tony Drake, 
Tons Cabot Orc. 

HOTEL NEW YORKER—Joe Furst. 

HOTE@ PLAZA—‘Nonte’s Continentals. 

HOTEL TAFT -Vineent Lopez Orc. 
HOTEL ROOSEVELT — Milt Seunders 

Ore. 
HOTEL ST. REGIS --Milt Shaw Orc. 
INTERNATIONAL - Sandra Kiraly, Ed- 

die Garson. Cavalier & Rose, Mike Durso 
Ore. Aviles Ore. 
LATIN QUARTER — Billy WHliams, 

Jack Durant. Wazzan Trou Harrison & 
Kossi, Dorothea McFarland. Ronald Field, 
Jo Lombardi O1¢.. B. Harlowe Orc. 
LEFT BANK Cal Bostic. . 
LIVING ROOM—Bob Ferro Trio, Meg 

Myles, Jimmv Dooley. 
NO. 1 FIFTH AVE.—Cedrone & Mitch: 

el!, Hankinson & Silver. 
ROUNDTABLE--Joe Williams, Rusty 

VWurren, Jack Kelly, Harry Sweets Zdi- 
Butt. 
SAHSRA Yaffa Yarkoni, Rabel & 

Ziitla, Martin Roman, Sara Avani, Kovesk 
& Misrachic, Leo Fuld. 
UPSTAIRS & DOWNSTAIRS—Lovelady 

Powell. Freddie Weber, Jim Sheridan, 

"SA," | 

4 Jays. Cuerry Wil: ! 
Davis & Reese. 
> Busal Ove 

t 

» 4 
Juaniie | 

rY 

Guardsmen. Don Conn Ore 

SADDLE CLUB--Regsie Perkins. 
SAHARA. Betty 

Moron-Landis’ Dancers, Lou ! 
Lounge: Ray Anthony, Char- | 

acters Canrse Rovk, . 
i Peter Lind Hayes, Patrice ‘Wy- { 
: mare - Claude Stroud, Garr Nelson, Georne i a bad ‘one. 
a) 

‘SANDS 

Madernaires,. Copa Girls, -Anton 
»- VMaeede One Lounge: :_Red Norvo, Dave 
Buren. Mary Kang. 
SHOWBOAT Sawyer Siz sters, Twin 

Teneo Fey CJark, 
SILVER SLIPPER ies Henry, Sparky 

Kave, Rel Marshall, Danny Jacobs, 
Tas O'Neil. Ruderke Bros., Slipperettes, - 

Ore. Lounge: Charlie 
: Tesavatden. Burbary Coast Bovs. ~ 

‘STARDUST—“Lida de Paris”: Lounge: 
Riily Dantels, Happy Jesters, Pegsy De 
Castro | Vieki Lvan, Del-Martins. 
THUNDERSIRD --Gogi Grant, 

Shore. Harts Neofal, 
Sammy 

Garwood Van Orc. 
{ Lounge: Lancers, Edl Domingo & Norma, 

‘TROPICANA - -“Folies ‘Bergere,” Col- 
etfe Fiedinger., Pempoff, Thedy & Fam: 
uy. Pinky & Perks. The Cogdadis, Danny ! 
Cintetlo, Trias Martelli, Mme. Baron #al- 
ine Florence & Frederic & Dancers. Ray. 
Sinatra Ore. Lounge: Shecky Creenc, 
Mafalda Tris. Atl DePaulis 4, Dubonnet 3 

'Paul Goupil 4. 

RENO-TAHOE 
CAL-NEVA (Tahoe)—Vie Damone, Gary. | 

Morton. YWatty Malneck Orc., Sonny King, 
Linda Le-sth & Lads. Don Tosti & Glorita. . 
CRYSTAL BAY (Tahoe}—Billy Eckstine.- 

Barons. 
GOLDEN -- Barry Ashton’s “Playmates 

in Paris.” Freddie Bell, ‘Norman Rouner 
Orc. 
HAROLDS CLUB — “Can-Can”. Rev.. 

HARRAHW’S iReno)-—Arthur Elfen... Dick’ 
Contino, Skeets Minton, Violinaires, 
Jesters. Red Co : 
/HARRAH‘S CFahoe) ~ Kay. Starr, Guy 

Marks; Rhythm Kings, Dorothy Dorten 
Singers & Dancers, Leighton Noble Orc. 
Lounge: Nick Lucas, Jerry -Colonna, Jack }. 
Ross Six. Denis & Rogers, Bill Collier, 
Cooper Sisters. Madge Wilson. - 

HOLIDAY—Four Lads. Karen Williams 
& Hi ‘Brows, Harry Stevens, Charles: 
culd 
‘MAPES—Wiere Bros., Lobato Dancers, 

Betty Avres, Harry Babbitt. 
NEVADA LODGE (Tahoe) —Phyllis Inez, 

Jerry Gray Orc., Ray. Hastings, Esquires, |. 
Hangovers. Pars & Patti. 
ene SHORE. (Tahoe)—Ginng oGreer 
& Gallions. Murray Arneld, Tony R 
RIVERSIDE —"“Le Crazy Horse,” Jo? Ann 

Jordan, MeGuiré & Still, © Mac. Miller, 
Lou Le Vitt Orc 
WAGON WHEEL (Tahoe). — King’s IV, 

Joe Maize. Town Pipers, Norman Brown.. 
Babby Page, Manny Lopez, Johnny Largo, 
Ron Rose. 

Hutton. Pete Candoli, { 

Lopicage for fair dates proved ai Dicesare is occasionally too. crude, : 
click for the dues-paying. members : ‘causing some: dialog. to be missed. , 

bof. Omaha’s civic org, Ak-Sar-Ben. ‘Tube. 
| Broken down, there wasn’t’a single. 
sensational act—but there wasn't i 

either. . ” ao 

Closest to a ‘showstopper was: the. 

Dondi_ 

ree, comedy antics of George Carl,-|" a 
assisted by. his . comely daughter orphan iad host ‘Europe who" 
Cheri. “Little ‘guy works panto en- |. me e neart 0 merica. 

, Antolerably sweet. - Strictly ‘a tirely and 1s.a mixture. of Chaplin;: 
- companion item... Ben Blue. and Harry: Mimmo. He's’ 

| due for. greener. ‘pastures. _ 

Evy & Everto. Offer . ‘some. top: | 
notch unicycle tricks, and” -act’s- 

Hollywood, Aug. 9. 
‘Allied Artists release of Albert Zug: 

smith-Gus’ Edson production. .Stars “David 
. “Janssen, ‘Patti Page, Walter Winchell, : 

presentation is great. Everto works, Mickey (Shaughnessy, Robert. Strauss, 
aboard five different. cycles.’ in’ Arnold Stang, Louis Quinny introduces 

David “ Korp.. Directed by Zugsmith.. 
“Sereenplay, Zuagsmith. Edson, based: on: 
syndicated comic strip, ‘“Dondi,” 
Edson ‘and Irwin: Hasen: camera,. cat 
‘Guthrie; editor, Edward Curtiss. arti 
‘director, William Glasgow; sound, Ralph 
Butler: assistant director, William ; 
-Calihan' Jr. Reviewed at Wiltern Theatre: 
“Aug. Se. 61. Running Aine, 8@ MINS... 

David Janssen 
2... Patti Page: 

- “Walter. Winchell 

‘white tux-and his shapely wife. 
assists in briefs gnaranteéd to. 

| draw whistles. Alex’ & Galina like- 
;. Wise havé «an acro-musicat turn. |. 
well presented, -with a head-to-’ 
head finale. in which shé. plays con- 
certina and he the guitar. 

: More in a kid. vein is” “Dockey |i Ce a 

Dogs. with ‘the. “boxers playing: ‘Walter pina are 
“basketball” . with ‘balloons “and eereéant ores ae 7 iaioey"Seaushessy ‘Sammy Boy seeveteeecee B 

> .-. Arnold Stang 
---- Louis Quinn ; 
ss. -Gale Cordon 

.. Dick Patferson 
-eee« Susan Kelly | 

punching ’em into baskets. mounted | Peewee 
on stage.. Dogs aren’t above leap-,| 2im™y 
ing across. footlights for the :bal- |‘ Perky 
loons for added. taughs.' ‘Magician |. 

hee tenes 

Jack Kodell is, suave’ and: well }% restr von. Bela 
‘applauded. for- his : stint: in which } William Wellman. Jr. 
he makes some six_ birds’appear’ eopeeeee Joan, Sealey 
from . hankys,. gloves, ribbon, etc..| 
Angelito is a speedy juggler. who |. 
gets show off te.a slick start. .: 

Jack Marshall. ‘works . well: “as 
‘emcee and gets guffaws in his: Own - 
inning with. ood ‘patter. and. trom- 

}bone playing. Three” ‘productions: 
are featured. by the Jan. Gillespie 
‘Dancers (16 girls and four ‘boys), 
“Good News,” “Jazz Wnlimitéed”: 
and: “Gigi. *. Kids are ‘young, a ‘bit. 
ragged but -attractive: — 

-MeLean Chorale of three: “boys 
and two girls are competent, and 
‘Jack: Gillespie's’ Orch. is outstand-. 
ing. Leader, drummer, | organist, 

geet er eene sitetenes Da 

That “forbidden -point beyond 
which wholesome ‘sentiment - ‘Shat- 
ters. into. artificial saccharinity:: is. 

“adopted” by a. group of GIs, 
_smuggied into the U.S., silsplaced: 
rediscovered and naturalized by act: 

‘of Congress. The Albert Zugsmith 

on the syndicated comic strip by 

‘uncomfortably precious _ 

ory . 

a 6 mer 

‘crossed by “Dondi,” .& syrupy sweet’ 

‘concoction about a. European | or- |. 

phan waif ‘who. is befriended and. 

production for Allied Artists, ‘based 

Bill McCutchen, Trueblood & Colston. 
VILLAGE S8ARN Dory = Sinclair. 

Ralph Pote, Susan Brady, Joe Hay, Johnny SAN FRANCISCO 
ine. Low Haro re. _ 
VILLAGE GATE--Art Blakey Sextet. SLACK SHEER = feday” Buckner Ore, 

John Coltrane 4. 
VILLAGE VANGUARD — Oscar “Peter- 

son, Carol Sloane. 

CHICAGO 
BLUE ANGEL-~-“Pablo Candela Limbo 

Calypso Revue.” Lydia Lora, Raphael Her- 
nan. Lord Christa, Lord Mike, Jeanne 
Seuratt, Solea Caro. Tito Perez orc. 
CLOISTER — Phil Tucker. Lorrf Lon- 

don & Londonaires. Eddy Subway Orc. 
COWNSTAGE ROOM (Happy Medium) 

Micueline .Bardin 

Burns & Bellam 
EART 

phy. oe 
FAIRMONT HOTEL — Billy De Wolfe, 

Ernie tleckscher Ore. 
GAY 90’S—Ray K. Goman. Bee & -Ray 

Goman. Joan Brant. ‘Marah Gates Dners., 
' HUNGRY § — Dick Grqgory. Frank. 
D‘Rone. Gene & Francescaé 
. JAZZ WORKSHOP—Bobby Tinrmins 3. 
' NEW FACK'S—Gene McDaniels; - 
non Alley 3. Mel Young 
' ON THE LEVEE —Joe ‘Sullivan Orc. 

QUAKE. McGOON'S—Turk Mur. 

WAT B — Kim . PURPLE ONION — Smothers 
Don Davies Oe EACH Sisters Freddie Paris, Jeannine Burnier. . 
GATE GF HORN — Will Holt & Dolly 365 CLUB—Batista Locatelli, . Pamela 

Bruno. Joe -Termiai, .Kimi Yokol,. Jeannie-! 
Stevens. Barry Ashton: Dancers: - Roy 
Palmer Orc. 

.MIAMI-MIAMT BEACH 
AMERICANA—George Arnold Ice Re 

ue, Phil Richards, Marjit Lee, Shirley 
Linde, Johnny Bachemin, Johnny Nae. 
fan, Michael Meehan. Lolo & Lita, Mal 
‘Malicin Ore. x Fee Models. R Harry 
_ CARILLON—Lou alters Rev. 

PLAYBOY CLUB -- Mello-Larks, Chico |'yimmo, Rita Constance, Tanya &. Biagi. 
Randall ile: TERRY Lord. Vince. Mauro, | Janine Claire, Mons. Choppy. Kayal 
Jackie Gayle, Yonely. 3 Trio, re , 
Kuk Stuart Trio, Harold Barris Trio, “Christine. Can-Can Gitls, Jacques ‘Don- 

Clande Jones. net Ore Paris,”. 
Ji DEAUVILLE ag aymates, of N bs | e, LOS ANGELES ay eme ata ep aria Lucern 

ABSTRACT. Flintridge 1V, Bob Oakley, 
‘Martha Aguilar. Carole. Dreyfuss. ‘Shari } 

Loren Darre. 
Martel, M.ircel Le Bon. the, Callahans. 

ASHGROVE -New Lost City Ramblers, 

Jonah, ‘Stewed Prunes” (3), Fred Kaz 3. 
LE BISTRO.-Milt Trenter, Sir Gregory, . 

Dick Borden Trio. 
LONDON HOUSE—Red Nichols & Five 

Pe anes. Eddie Higgins Trio, Larry No 
sak ‘ 

MISTER KELL Y's Julie London, Bobby 
Troup, Mari & Frigo, Marty Rubenstein 
Trev. 
PALMER HOUSE — Dave Barry, Sandy 

Stewart, Ben Arden Orc. 

‘Smith Trie. 
Swsi Terri. Fravk Hamilton. EDEN ROC~—Duke Jenkins Orc., Jack 

BEN BLUE’S -. Hen Biue’s “Hullaba- Kasse 5. “Mal Malkin Orc., Luis Varona 
lor” vath Joey Fare. Cully Richards, | Ore., Diana Pame. 
Yeery Clexx. Sid Fields. Allison McKay, FONTAINBLEAU — Dick Haymes, Frar, 
tos. Adams do. Healey Dancers, The |.leffries, Davi. & Reese, Ray & Roman. 

Doemestries. Ean Lune & Ore. Len PNew.on Ore.. Voradero Sextette. - 
CRESCENDO. Don Rickles. Ben Lessy, J MURRAY FRANKLIN’S — Patsy Shaw... 

Patt: Woore. G:k Spots. PKuye Carale .& Tommy, Dick Havilland, 
DINO'S --- Fvctaine Barry, Jack Elton, [Roy Sedles, Sue Lawton, Eddie Bernard, 

Steve La Fever ‘Murray Fran&lin. 
SLATE &8ROS. — Salmas Bros. ; 

Vie-gehins 
SEVILLE—“Caught in, Act.” Jack De 

" Leon. Terry Haven, Joe Ross, Jerry New- 
STATLER HOTEL --“Playmates in New 

Yoch. Shinnhev Eaerss Orv, 
Tonl Har- 

i by. Linda Lavin. Held & Pavi. 
BALMORAL—“‘Ice Frolics of °61,” Esco 

THE SUMMIT Wedd Foxx, Naries James. ' 
per Jorn Andersen O1c. 

LaRue. Curtin & Hittle. 

YE LITTLE CLUB - Ruth Mas. Dave 

Geo. 

Vie Charles, June Rae, 
PLAYBOY CLUB — Penie Pryor. Joe ; 

Malden. Fenarda Sisson ; Conti. Martine Dalton, Mickey Onate. . 
Mark Russell. ion 

LAS VEGAS SAN JUAN, P. R. CARVER HCUSE.--Biliv Ward & Domi- ser ee 
meas, “nea Randulph. Lon Fontaine CARIBE HILTON — Noreen Parkez, 

wat, MI wi lk Jimmy Netson. Ts. Miguelito Miranda Ore., 
DESERT [NN Keely  Pebito . Acvelo Orc. 

Young Ore. 
Lows Prima. 

ti th. Dick Hur.ohrey=, Sam Butera & | CHARTERHOUSE—Tobaco Munez ‘Orc., 
Mos.esse,. Deen Arden Daneers, Catitoa j Rey Freq. . 
Pe se. Ore Lounge: Michael Kent. Dave CONDADO BEACH — Jo Ann Val, 
Ace ile Wait Herth. Henti Rose, Buobbv | Querait Pepito Torres Ore. 
Ae ersen. | EL CALYPSO. -Una Collins, Jerry Ma- 
DUNES Tew r Pewell. Allan Drake.'!son. Ejso-El Band. 

‘ou: Bisn. Eaid Barton” Dancers, Bul [, FLAMBOYAN Evelyn Souffront, Bepte 

|particutarly effective. | 

‘Chicago was the. icing on the: cake 

Bros.. |. 

| would also’ eliminate the Fontaine- 

DIPLOMAT—Mandy Campo Orc. “2. Van i 

lead trumpet. and two. saxes are 

fireworks by .ThearléDuffleld of 

| for the youngsters, 

‘is. qn tap this -week; with Don 

Stooges. ‘Trump. 

- Fontainebleau. 
Continued, from page 1 — — 

1,000 rooms: at top rates. at. any 
time of year: 

Conversion into a- private lab: 

bleau from the roster of: top talent 
buyers, and. its: La.Ronde Room 
would probably: be.used for private: 

| functions. The Boom Boom Room 
might play weekends with Ioédl 

members and - guests,. the ‘George 
| Arnold .Revue, ‘which. played. as an 
iceshow,. has been | booked. for the 

‘major room, |: 

However, since: the management 
j Ras: excellent relations with:. Frank 
Sinatra. and’ otter - ‘members of 
“the clan.” and this .group would 
‘get playing: time in La -Ronde. any-. 
time Sinatra,: Dean. Martin and 
Samniy Davis Jr. have some spare 
time. 

‘The ‘Fontainebleau has been: en- 
larging its facilities, ‘having’ in- 
Stalled an indoor pool. ‘and :a- bowl- 
ing ‘alley, both of which .are. ésti- 
[ mated to cost over $1, 000, 000. 

Pop-Son Run. Pair: 

Denton, Tex,,. ‘Aug. 22. 
: - Father: and son team. of “Harold 

id. Robinson’ and’.his son ‘Charles [ 
‘are operating the Student - “Arts 
Theatre and the local drive-in the-} 
‘atre. Son is doing the: booking for 

the two. theatres 2M, oe » t 

ccellent | 

Rameo. bringing . ‘in’ the ‘Three. 

who deserves a better fate: than 
he’s. ‘been’ getting - lately), 

‘Walter ‘Winchell,’ Mickey |" 

|talent. | ‘For the entertainment..its 

‘mastery of the English: language 
‘and idiom is astounding for a. five-.|.P 
‘year-old ‘orphan discovered. in|. 

| Italy, his’ sentence structure . and 
‘articulation are,-to put it bluntly, 
‘abominable. ‘The” youngster fries 
‘hard and- gets a few laughs and 
Sighs, but the lovableness bit sim-' 

‘Glasgow's. sets and carl Guthrie’s.| : 
4 lenswork. Obviously, editor . Ed- 

Irwin. Hasen and: ‘Gus Edson (who 
co-prodticed),. is ‘Matrketable ‘as a 

aiméd ‘at low pressure family sit- 
}-uations: dominated by: kiddie audi, 

Final free show for-Ak members _ ences, 

minutes duration, the picture, writ- 

directed by the former, has now 
| been trimmed to 80. minutes for - 

_} lower berthing. As..a result, the 
|. performances of: a number Of: fea-: 

.| tured players seem to have been | S4 
| reduced to virtual walk-ons. Among |: 
those spotted most ‘frequently. are | 
David Janssen {a promising actor 

Patti 
page, 
Shaughnessy,. Robert Strauss, Ar- 
-nold.. Stang,.. Louis Quinn, Gale. Eerier, 
Gordon and Dick’ Patterson.. ‘Most. play. 
of. these: players are guilty of over- 
emoting, ‘a condition for which, 
Since .it’s so prevalent, director. 
Zugsmith: moust be held greatly re- |. 
sponsible, 

The film introduces. David: Kory |- 
as Dondi.. Lamentably, the .child 
Speaks as .if he’s got both: a cold. 
}.and a bagful of jelly beans in his 
mouth. Although the character's 

‘ply grows intolerable. 
Economy Is teflected by: William. 

ward Curtiss has been a busy man. 
There: ‘are two pop. sangs by Earl 
Schuman and ‘Mort Garson, both 
routine. Tommy’ Morgan's ‘har- 
‘monica backing’ adds .to.both the. 
whimsical, arid melaricholy quali- | 
ties of the film: : Tube. 4) 

secondary. item on double ‘pills. 

Originally dispatched. at: 100-. 

ten by Zugsmith - and Edson ‘and:|: 

\" 

Lt... 
: Chuck oud . 

Fran Liye veaabedengtnes * Claudia Barrett ' 
P ROCCO. 2. Les cceeeeseever ees Ric Marlow 
; Lou Miles: DLN » Jack Keriny: 

. Small Boy. te Fe eeleeetee'es "Joel: ‘Lewinson. 

: You Have — ‘Run Fast” will 

‘tore than, suffice’ ‘asa. ‘supporting. 

item .on-.a twin :bill,. . provided. said 
ft twi in. bill is’. designed - tow confront . 

: audiences less inclined to fret over 
'|a. dip in ‘quality from the ‘A’ ‘to-. 
“B" halves of the program, -Wher= 
ever the demands are: low: pressure - 
band. audience taste . favors. polices - 
: suspense. melodrama, this number,- 
; Produced -on ”. an: - “enterprisingly. a 
1modest’ but ™ Tealistic - lower -berth - 
‘scale hy: the. experienced’ Harvard. - 

¥ | Film . Corp. ‘tandem’. -of: producer : 
Robert E.:. Kent. and director. Ed- . 
ward .L. Cahn, will fit fine. wt wi. ; . 

f. -According . ‘to Giville. ‘H. ‘Hamp- . 
“| ton’s screenplay, -a- doctor (Craig 
HID ‘is called ‘upon to treat -the : 
victim (of ‘a’ thorough’ beating. by ~ 
hoodlums, Grant: Richards and. Rie. . 
| Marlow.’ . When: the yietim expires, - 
the doc’ is ‘on the .spot because he. . 
has identified the’ ‘killers. :to | the... 

and‘: ‘police. Rather. impulsively 
‘uncooperatively ~ shunning: police” 
‘protection, . and -.abandoning. his. 
|-practice. for. the duration, he high- 
{tails: it. out to. -hunfing © ‘country: . 
where he hides out for a-yéar as.- 
a ‘sporting good’s. clerk, Meanwhile’... 
falling in love with the. ‘local inn= 
keepers daughter iElaine - “Ede 
wardsi. © Eventually, but’ rather... 
‘mysteriously, he is. sniffed out: by © 
the: hoods.:' Refusing to run ‘any © 
further or faster.(in spite of t 
title), he takes a firm stand. ar 
turns the tables on his pursuers.” 

businesslike job-of “B” . 
-making—and | SO long as there. must 
be B's, itis important they be done - - 
as. well as possible, thankless and. .- 
compromising :though the task may: 
sometimes be. . The - ‘principals all. 
do -an ‘adequate. job “under. ‘the. ~ 
circumstances; .and support is, sat- ~ 
isfactory, with -an- especially per- .. 
suasive -performanice by. Willis i 
Bouchey. ° ee a 

Phe ‘level: of compefente. ‘extends: an 
to the crafts. involved, including 
cameraman. Gil. Warrenton, editor 
‘Robert Carlisle, sound. ‘Mixer: Rolph 
Butler | and: musicman. Richard ‘La 
Salle. - mo wy Tube. 

Reveille-Tol Cherie. 
(Wake-Up Dear) 

_ (ERENCH-COLOR). 
Paris, Aug. 15. 

(CFDe release of. Panda ' Films | 
duction, ‘Stars. Daniel ‘Gelin, -' Francois 

“Genevieve -Cluny. . Written and -- 
directed. by -Clande Magnier from’ his 

‘Camera’ (Eastmancojor), |: Pierre 
“Gueguen: ‘editor, :Charies: Bretoneiché: At 
‘Narmandie, Paris. Running time, 92 MINS. - 
‘Masure wag eaeee ep etdeecens Daniel Gelin | 
Jacquleine’.. ............ Genevieve Cluny 
Robert Suri] ‘Francois: ‘Perier 

acne 

Filmed play. ‘still has’ ‘téo: “much * 
‘theatrical : playing” and .palaver. to 
be - effective in this .fiim: -It lacks. 
.a.ttue visual: subjugation. of the 
obvious coincidences and. compli- 
cations. . This: Jooms: mainly. a Jocal 
possibility. . 

A man’s. Car bieaks. down and he 
-goes into a house. in the country. a 
Taking: some. water that ‘has -a- 
sleeping ‘draught.in it he lies down. 

band, ‘with’ a ‘novel. ending. 

Color: is: good but the. three: char-. 
acters’ play:. unevenly, Also, the = 
overabundant | dialog | ‘and” tele- 
graphed . proceedings. area. draw-".. 
back. For a: first. pic;-Claude ‘3fag- 
‘nier still has to. learn how to: ¢on-. 
centrate on visual rather than- the." 
africal thesping and tevelations...: 

. Mask. was 

“" Sonn Clarke.” 

. There ‘are. choles aplenty in the.- | 
yarn and. some: of. the execution is’ °. 
awkward, but on the whole it’s ‘a .-” 

Ficture ~~ 

next to the lady of. the. house; al- 
-ready asleep. ‘Then there are. usual“ - 

.| explanations ‘to the returned” hus- - 



oo Musicians, © 

a assure a successful season.’ 

"| aisle-sitters - 

| _ Wednesisy, ‘August 23, 1961 

Thorny Points in 7 oa 
Sghere appear to be several: key ‘factors involved in. the: of-again, - 

7 “on-agein negotiations for a. possible 1961-62. season for. the. Metro: : 
: ‘poiitan Opera. 

wae Perhaps. the vital issue, wnever formally’ broached in the huddles 
::" between the negotiating committee of Local 802, American. Federa- 

: tion of Musicians, and the opera management, is Rudolf Bing, the -- 
Agate , ..d then. have a two-week stand: ‘at the | ‘Met's: forceful general. manager. Aceording to those close: to: the | Empire; Edinburgh, . 

:: gituation, the-musicians would go 
- the: same terms as last year}. of Bing were out: They’ regard. him - / tour.. “King Kong” will be-done-on 

. e. 

Broadway, 
" with a bitterness unusual. even in 

The entry into the négotiations of” “Anthony - ‘Bliss,. Opera’ Assn. 
“president, may ‘make ‘possible: a 
. ticularly if, as expected;, Bing: does not return’ from Europe. ‘to 

. participate. ‘in the talks.. Bliss, . B socially. prominent | lawyer, is be- 
=. lieved to be Bing’s chief support:on the Met: board, and presumably 
has not only the’ authority, to -make‘a. ‘compromise agreement,: but 
-. also, J€ Bing. is on: hand, the abi 

", the: négotiatigg group. has: gotten 
«> Lecal’ 802, Because of illness, 802 

Guild of Musical Artists and the st 
, JATSE, whose’own members’ Met: 
. are-ready. to. pressure Local 802 to -accept compulsory. arbitration me 
in’ this particular. instance, ‘at: least in regard to job security. 

. "A. compromise ‘on that’ point, plus’ Bing’s continued ‘absence in” 
‘Europe, ‘could conceivably: ibe. 3 basis for. settlement. of the- entire, 2 
“gituation and; even at this. late date, make: possible: a Met: t opera 
_ Season: this: fall and winter, - le a — . 

| Met Opera May Open Aer: Al 
As Union, Mgt. Ag 

‘baek ‘at once, accepting exactly ~ 

labor-management. controversies... 

settlement:-of the dispute, par-: 

lity to handle. ‘him. 

out-of. control. of. the board. of. 
president. Alfred J. Manuti has-. + 

- “been unable to take. active - charge | of. the. situation and,: it's’ ex-° - 
_ plained, several. w ould-be’ successors to- the. Local : presidency’ seem 
“unwilling, to risk unpopularity among “the. Joembership by ‘taking oan bi 
steps | to control the negotiating committee. pe 

'. ‘Despite denials, there have reportedly: ‘been - ‘quiet . 4ndications 
_- that: the Met. might bé willing to grant some: ‘form of Job security, 
 thereby.:séttling. the: prickly issue over the- discharge’ last spring of 

‘one. of the orchestra: musicians.’ It's understood: that the: American. 
agehands,: Local Protective.No. 1,. 
jobs are at. staké in the dispute, 

_. [series . will ‘include’ “Toys..in the» 
:1-Attic,” 

: ee to Tak 
- Negotiations” were resumed. ‘yes-+— 

terday in, the dispute between. the] 
_ : Metropolitan’ -Opera Assn. ‘and 
~ . Local. 802,. American: Federation of |. 

‘after Having been. 
broken off by the Met. last Thurs-j; 

- day. (17). Big ‘stumbling “block of] 
‘the -union’s refusing. to, negotiate 
‘without. assurance from manage- 

Tim Herbert Continues ) 

ing Kong’ to Tour UK.’ 
“Keele a Booster for Summer Too; 

Pop-Price Hot Weather Musicals 
Enliven Normally Drowsy Toronto 

7 “Bloomgarden. 

‘Mera Will Play Play 
: On: the other side of. the bargaining :table,. the- union negotiating 7 

- committee. represents..an unusual state of affairs. According to 
7 representatives. ‘of other: unions . involved. in: the. ‘opera situation, /Teats Subscip | 

‘!more Theatre. The second’ 

. eros,” ‘starting .Zero” Mostel and | 
“Ralph ‘Meeker, arriving Oct. 23 at ; 
Huntington Hartford. Theatre. 

- dand “The: Tenth. Man,: 
- tSehwartz...and Jacob° Ben-Ami An. "ATL -the Way Home.” The dea! 

(and ‘tawdry ‘characters...’ 
- J was figured. unsuitable. for the Bap- tization of James’ Agee’s “A Death ; 

~ Career i in “Flower Drum’; 
“Tim: “Herbert, : ‘who- concluded a up for subséription here. However,. 

-13-month run. in’ the: London. Pro- the Merman ‘starrer is being spon-. 
‘duction ‘of. “Flower Drum : Song”: 

7 ‘Mmusital . ‘current. in London, will 
‘| open a privineial tour: Sept. 12° at. 

.| the Empire Theatre here, and Wil | 

ae, 
; ‘aypiy.” ; 

. man, Will launch. the 1961-62. sub-. ¢ The Avalon Foundatio’ cdntributed 
scription ‘season. of ‘the ‘Theatre: $50,000 to insure continuation. of 
{Guild-American Theatre |. Society: 

Before Reaching B’way | 
“" * Glasgow, Aug. “15. 7 

“King “Kong.” ‘the South African. 

stay -for a five-week run.” It will |. 

° Following: its- ‘United Kingdom - *. 

Enpire State F estival 
Had Record 766 Gross: 

The ‘Empire State Festival~ 
_.| Brossed approximately $76.00 in 
its “recent. four-v.eek seccon of | 
opera, ‘ballet and concerts af the 
| Anthony. ‘Wayne Recreation Arra- 
Harriman | State Park. near Beer 
| Mountain, “N.Y. The total atiend- - 

‘opening: in “February : 
under. the manegement ‘of, Kermit, 

t | ance the gress, being -lerger than 
ALB iltmore, L A. i any ‘year since the Festival was 

| established . in’ 1955 at. Elen tlie, 

‘Los ‘Angeles, Aug. 22. Nhie year's. season closed Aug 
-Starréng . Ethel Mer-: 6 with a Skitch Henderscn concert 

Ane ‘non- profit music. ¢ music. center, 

1006 Film Deal 
On ‘All Way Home’. 

here, opening Oct. .2 at the: Bilt-: 
sub- 

scription offering will -be “Rhinoc- ! 

‘Other. ‘shows - set. for eight-play.i 

‘with ‘Constance Bennett, | 
Anne’ “Revere “end. Scott jennett, | 

their. original roles. ; _: involves a $5.000 down pavment. 
: Among fhe possibilities for. ‘the 
other four are “Irma La’ Douce” ‘purchase price df the option. is ex- 
and “Mary, Mary.’ -ercised. Susskind’s firm, Talent As-” 
Because . of its burlesque angle .sociates,. would produce the. film 

“Gypsy’’ , version of: the. Tad Mosel drama- 

tist-owned Philharmonic. ‘Auditor- ,in. the’ Family,” through its tieup 
ium, .where™ Civic Light Opera with: Paramount Pictures. 
Assn. ‘offerings. are’ presented, 's0| - If ‘the film: sale goes through. 
CLO head. Edwin ‘Lester’ passed it {the Fred Coe-Arthur Cantor leat 

production would. get $36.000 as its |. 
40° share, Jess 10°. commissions. 
of the. picture revenue. The deficit sored by ‘the. companion CLO. or-{ 

ment that a 1961-62 season was | last. April, Js still making a career | ganization -in its. current subscrip- jon the .$150;000 legit production is | 
possible. was .overcome. last. Mon-| 

* day: 421) ‘When Secretary of Labor! 
-- Arthur J. Goldberg. won assurance : 

"from the’Met that it “would: have ; 
“a season” if agreement. could” ‘be; 

of the ‘ musical.’ 
w 

West, End présentation; has. thus. 
far- this. summer ‘repeated the.-role |.” 

-f 

at the South Shore Music’ Circus, 

ho played: -Sanimy. ‘Fong. in: the: | Theatre, San Francisco. | oo 
The. - “comedian, tion . engagement. at: the Curran; now estimated ‘at around $1 20.000. ' 

jas of a July 1 acounting. the pre- 

.4$116.439, but sliding business since 
‘Ithe audit is figured to result in ad- So. African Fin inancier 

7 hed -with® 802 and. if’ it could: » Cohasset, Mass.,° and” the Cape ; , ditional operating losses.. 
fet its singers.: Dts :.Cod- Melody ‘Tent, :Hyannis, Mass. Sole K ’ Bac Ae : For the four weeks ending July 

: f He.-opened_ last “night: ‘Mon.). in| ’ e wamina’ C er; 1, the drama earned an operating _-» Both. sides “then . agreed. ‘to -re- 
sume: talks.. For the first time since, 
negotiations. ‘began, : Anthony. A.° 
Bliss,’ Met prexy, 
“after. having told. Goldberg. that he| 
-and. Rudolf . Bing, opera Beneral ! ¢ 
. Manager, “are-anxious to avoid any}: 

_ 4nterruption in the. -Metropolitar 
 geasons and. that if agreement is} 
*- quickly. reached in the present dis-f 
"pute, the ‘Metropolitan ‘will oper- 
‘ate, providing:it is able at this time. 
‘to obtain ‘the, necessary, singers to} 

Alfred: J." Manuti, 802 presidetit: 
plated” on’ behalf. of ‘the. orch: thet 

-he was “glad to. aceéde to the. Sec-! 
“ retary’s “request. in: the hope that: 

- even at: this. late date we can. come’ 
up: with- a mutually \'salféfactory : 

settlement. with the ‘Met. All. along ! 
- | we have stated—ind we state: now: 
-smethat: we want. to. ‘do: ‘all - possible; 
--to. save” the 1961-62. season. We!’ 
: has as much at: stake: as | ‘the ‘Met: 

. as i} a vee 7 

Also on Monday, ‘the. ‘American’ 

‘is taking’ part’ Tut. 

the same. part” ‘at’: ‘the ‘Municipal | 
: Opera, Ste Louis, for- a two-week | 

Rhino’ D Due Back | 
For Only 3 Wks. 

> ‘ The scheduled: return: -engage- 
ment of “Rhinocerdés” ‘to’ Broadway 

“will be for. only three-iv eeks,’ after: 
which it ‘will move’ to San. Fran- 
¢isco_ ahd. then Los. Angeles... The” 
_Der¢k-Prouse adapation of Eugene. 
-Jonesco’s: drama is currently. in the’ 
third ‘aveek of a ‘four-week : stand. 

jat. the Edgewater Beach. Playhouse.: 
Chi¢éago, having transferred. from’ 
Broadway after: a-30-week. run. 
‘The play. is due to return: Sept. ! 

ae to the Longacre; N- Yes -eontinu- 
ing ‘through: Sept.. “30° With - Zero 

Touts! “UP the entire $350,606: 

. Broadway © ‘musical, 

t 

| 

r 
| 

profit | of $6,007. There was also 
1,000 income from the period from Race Relations Tuner 3 § 

we ‘Sotith’ African industrialist. is : ‘copped both the N. ¥. Dranja Crit- 

ies Circle award and the Politzer 
the Prize last ‘season (the novel was 

*fortheoming 
’“Kwamina.:’"! 

The Alfred: de Liagre Jr... show : 
| takes a: “sympathetic approach: ‘to : 

1 the racial equality dssue, in ‘South. 
| Africa. 4 

- John Schlesinger, whose inter-|° 
ests ‘include mining, ‘shipping and:: di 
realestate, is also a former. owner, . 
of a chain of South African film’ 
‘theatrés:-In addition, hé’s report-*. 
edly been involved, in the financing : 
of ‘London | productions. : It: ds. ex-.; 
pected that: Schlesinger, | now .on a 
Mediterranean’ cruise, will: attend fF 
the” ‘pre-Broadway tryout” opening: 
of .the .musical. Sept: 4°-at ‘the |. 
O'Keefe Centre, Toronto... _- and: Anne Revere “will costar 
“A corporative ‘setup’. has.’ been Kermit Bloomgarden’s touring pro. 

established for the financing ‘of the i cuction of “Toys in the Attic ’ The 
: venture. Although -the unusual] sit-. 
uation : of haying. one individual | 

-backing . for: 

has managed, . despite generally 
; meagre. business. to keep open with 
the aid af royalty, waivers and other 

cuts: . 
“The production, which has had 
scount: tickets ‘in: circulation the 

‘last five months, is now in its 39th 

Connie Bennett, McKay 
“To Join Toys’ for Tour 

a 58-week Broadw: 

‘to be. applied against. a- $100.000.. 

sentation had unrecouped costs of 

‘also. a past Pulitzer selection’, and. 

‘week at the Belasco Theatre, N.Y. , 

1 
i 

was, over 34,000, both that * 

i 

With Risa ‘ ‘dayeption on the film mehts: ta. tvascling salesmen 

"(Keefe Center, 

' 
1 

“3 

LEGITIMATE 55 

Terantea, Aug 22 
O'Keefe Center fovthe-Pertar: ne 

ing Arts, Which gave Tororte a 
business and cultural beest fact 
season, {[s doings tie. vartual mirac- 
ulous by keeping the local scene. 
‘alive this summer. *Torente the 
Good” as observers call the city. 
in dubious tribute to its straight- 
taeed loval tradition, bas in quired 
surprising animation thas summer, 
~ According to Jong stending cus. 
fom, Joronta has alwoess tarred 
wile samething of a ghesz foun 
in the summer, gs the fecal re 
siderts took off for the coed 1esests 
Of northern OnGaie, ieavine what 

“amounted fa itile mere than a 
holding force to maimtam teken 
operaitons at baste rudustrias and 
Vital service agencies Teronte bas 
never been. a hive for right ite, 
but what there was shiiveled away, 

In contest) ene right: reccntiv 
there was virtually tats away buer 

Pness for dancer at W insfon'’s, ne 
‘of the better caternes in tewn, and 
- trade Mas near Capacity ind tae 
hotel dining roems and other ted 
‘ing restaurants.  Assuciing they 

Jhad even heen open jat summer, 
“the same spots would tave lat a 

David ‘Susskind has taken a 30- handful of mw:ose stay al tenies, 
and the tke 

The ditlerence wyen't hard ta. 
explain. Carol) Channing plased 
to smash business lust week on 
her revue, “Show Gil.” at the 

and of that 2uat- 
ence of 3.200, a sizable yportian . 

(Continued on pane Su 
Ore ee 

‘Sunshine,’ Fantasticks’ 
| 2d Troupes Booked For 

Engagements on Coast 
Los Angeles will get copes of 

two click off-Broadway musicals in 
September. A production of “Little 
Mary Sunshine” is scheduled to 
‘Open Sept. 20 at fhe LaGrand The- 

‘stock and amateur rights. The play - 
‘originals. 
‘tracted 

etre there and a touring presenta- 
tion of “The Fantasticks” 1 due to 
open the follawing night -21¢ at the 
Ivar Theatre. Both heuses rie 
bandboxes. 

Both musicals are off-Broadway 
“Fantasucks’ has  at= 

d wide attention dversesa, 
With productions slated fer Tan. 
don, South Africa, Austialia, Sues 
den, France and Germany The 
-Inusical, now in ifs 16th manth off- 
Broadway at the Sullnaen Stieet 
Playhouse, has bouk and Iyries by 
Tom Jones and music Hy Hasvey. 
Schandt.. It was produced off- 
Broadway by Lore Nota, 

; The touring presentation cf 
; Fantasticks” recentis concluded a 

Constance ‘Bennett, Scott, Mc Kay | “tomorrow 
In Black«tone Hotel, Omaha, 

poo-secek spring and summer yan in 
Chicago at the Del Prado and Cene 
tad Hilton hotels, The company, 
Which Jaid off last week, resumes 

night Thuis j at the 
uhetre 

‘it's scheduled to run until Sept 3. 

A Sept 3-16 booking et the Mie 
‘Lillian Hellman play, which ended jtine Memotial Theatre San* Fran 

rue last April eines, will then precedepibe opetne 
£ 

“Mostel and: Ralph. Meéeker as -¢o-! -put- up: the eritire capitalization for'|g,. will begin. :tou Sept. 27 at end L.A engagement The produc 

“4 Continued: on page’ BOY [Stars Tt will. eae Sete 2 for a ‘a. Broadway -musieal is regarded |the Plavhouse, Wilmington. {ian a ica taieat dP “. ree-week stan e ‘as a boom to.‘the producer, it can! Of the. three headiners, Mresismeeth Ent cayiee ot Chicipe, 

| N NORMAN NADEL CRITIC: 
“FOR NY. WORLD-TELLY: 

“The. N.:-Y.. ‘World: Telegram . is 
_ switching drama critics again. The 
‘drityv. which. has had nine different. 

in ..the. . last ..25-odd_ 
“years, ‘js. bringing Norman Nadel.as: . 
successor’ to -Frank. Astor: Nadel, * 
theatre editor of - the.. ‘Columbus .. 
(O.)' Citizen-Journal, : vtakes over. 
the. ‘assignment. Sept: .18, 
_who’s held ‘the job ‘the “last - four.:: 
‘seasons, will switch fa fravel cand 
resort ‘editor... .” “tim 

: -Both the Tele ‘and~ ‘the: Citizen-- x 
Journal are ‘Seripps-Howard :publi-. 
calions:. Nadel : joined the Colum- } 

Aston, |. 

Frisco, and’. then” play. “another :: 
‘three -weeks: . starting - Oct. 23; at- 
the. Hartford Theatre,” Los Angeles:. 
i Rhinoceros,’ * produced by Leo. 
Kerz’ in -association: with. Seven: 
Arts: Associates ' Corp... 

Feuer & Martin “Assign: 
Young, Baranoff, Bonis 

“have Set _Marshail Young.-as. pro--. 
: duction manager. Young was “house : 
manager. of the™ Lunt: Fontanne : 
Theatre, N.Y.;-which the producers: 
“purchased - -several -months - ago.- 
‘Abe. Baranoff, who “was peadt 

J 

j 
} May. 

Wil he ai 
‘Theatre. Guild-American. Theatre 
‘Society. subscription entry in } bot 

Coast. cities. : “4 open. .Oct.. 

Cy. Feuer and ‘Ernest. H.. “Martin ©. 

bus paper in 1939 as: miisic .re- | treasurer: at- the. theatre,” has- suc. 

‘also- have. certain , disadvantages. “Revese is the-only carrsaver from? 
-In this “ease. de- Liagre : had to -the |: New York - presentation. Miss | 
bypass - ‘his‘regular investors, - who Bennett and MeKas wall eave the } 
nay. “be resentful: Af. the: “8h; aw. reles ‘originated by bene Worth 

chicks. a and. ‘Facon’ Robards. Jv Miss Re- 
- The.” musical.” “with “Book - by. vere, “who'll be repe ating her Main 

- Robert: Alan Aurthur and songs. dy? ‘Stem assignment. made a ssitel 
i Richard’ Adler, tis” ‘scheduled. to last week 4n- a ‘stock: prodin tion of 

23: at; ‘the. 54th. Street - jthe: play. at the 

iby. Adler's wife, Sally ‘Ann Howes. ' ‘undertook ‘the part. originated As 
“and. Terry Carter. Rex Ingr am. and. Miss. Worth 
Brock ‘Peters. : “The. role played bv Maureen 

— ol “Stapleton on Broad ay il] be han 
“dle yy 1ehacle eser. The 

Johnny 0 Connor’ $ Lesit | 
__ Musical. Kids Jinglers 

a PrLanie faur is scheduled ta Tran 

- Jobnny O'Connor, former” band Sign ‘Wendy Waring New 
manager and. talent personal’ man-? 

weeks. 

: LON an, 

Coast by Stanley Sesce i 

Lo, Williamstown. 
vl Theatre. N.Y. The. cast is headed'!:aqzce i-Summer Theatre when she 

iunder whe matiagiues.t of Mager 
, Flemming. 

“Sunshine,” written te Back Bee 
is being yaodiuced «os the 

Ihe aff- 
Broadvay presentation “produecd 
tb. Howard Barker, Cxnthia Beer 
and Robert Chambers, a now in ite 
Zdomonth Its at ihe Players The- 
ane Perfotmanece sights 1G wtath 
'Fantasocks” and ‘San tane fe 
Hremeed Be Matic LTieautse Fsiter- 
tational. 

The London product et ete Foti 
toeieks will open Sap Fiat te 
Apollo Theatre. Fret b Pqaiue tence, 
Music Theatre Jnterr. MMtiad ge 

YT 6 ? 

‘viewer and became ‘theatre: éditor !ceeded Young. as house :manager : i “tt he’ bonk “Understudy. i in ‘Carnival 
in 1947. He's been a. frequent | angHenry Bonis, former assistant - 22e!> as. 4r ten, t ee ook fora _ Wendy Waring is the new un- 
Visitor to New York in recent. ‘Years < treasurer, -is-now head: treasurer. “piusical show;. "Tweet, about the derstudy for Anna Maria 
8S “guide : for the Broadway: ‘show | In his new post; - Young: will | worid of advertising jingle authors. ; ‘ghetti.in “Carmival.” She succeeds 
‘tours. promoted “by the. ‘Citizen-'| cerve’ as comipany: ‘manager: for j i The score ‘may be. written by Coast Anita Gillette, who's vacationing 

-Journal.. He also ‘keeps:. busy, on: the upcoming ® Broadway = ‘Musica’, + compose Al ‘Teoll. this week prior. to starting rehour- 
‘the ‘lecture. ‘circuit. «. | “How. te Succeed. in Business with- { iposer. : i “sels: in Kermit: Bloomgarden’s up- 

’The .lineup’ of Tele® reviewers | out -Really’ ‘Trying,”. which Feuer; After leaving the staf of coming Broadway: productj on af 
“since the mid=1930's.. has Aineluded | .& Martin aré ‘producing. ‘with Frank | Vantery some..years ago,. O'Cotinor | the. musical, “The Gay Lifé. 
Robert. Garland, . ‘Burton.’ Rascaé, | Productions::: The. “Lunt-Fontanne;’ wrote vaudeville material. for: Vice-! ‘Miss Gillette took over the Car 

-“: {Sidney . Whipple, Douglas Gilbert, incidentally, «is tenanted~ by the {tor Moore, the late Joe Cook ard nival" Jead ‘recently ‘when 115s 
John Mason. :Brown, Ward . More- ‘Mary *. Marlin-starrer,. “Sound. of : , others, and Jater:-was. manager for! Alberghetti was out of the cast 

- bthe-late Glenn Miller's band. I because of Hines. “Rouse, Tom. Donnelly and ‘Aston’: 

ae 

* Music.” mo 

Miao 

Alber- 

‘rent fini. 36 ¢a-epsodieing the 

thow on the Sbect bud osh Teby 
fers cand 

Afsiean yp ¢sentotion 
teal VWenne cay 

The South 
is slated to opan 
“0 in Jobhante burg conten fhe 
production apices of Lean Gli ke 
wig and Tanke Kucrhek ‘the 
Sweden outing ss planned fer Jie. 
cember by Jyacid Kirshiies 

Novhing i Gefinite on. the ¢ene 
templated Frencts and German 5 iv- 
ductions. The museal shich ales 
had # J0-week con oin Mexnwo City, 
has also had occasional glock 
presentalions this suremer. 
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Turn on the Night 
Pinludelphia, Aug. 8. 

F'fetse: Roo fiwvashe: presentation of | 
tureivdrema in tea acts by JSerame j tation of comedy by Henry Denker. Stars. 
Iowrene and Kovert E Lee, with spe-{ Jan Sterling. Lionel Stander, William : Bishop, Finley Peter Dunne, 
teal aa he Roy Harris, Stazed by } } Prince: features Louise Allbritton. Staged: George ‘Ade, Stephen’ Leacock, 
Get otise he Beiey,  * Nettames, herles* by Shepard Tiaute; seenery, William 
Roa -  costurmes, -Ann Roth; hehtindg.. Rittman “Opened Aug. 21, "61, at West- | Ring Lardner, Phyllis | McGinley, 
Bieee Ma dutta... prowuction dssociate,: port (oonm> Country, Playhouse; $4. 85 , Wil Reger s and even W. Cc. Fields . 
re H E Ste, ait St. ae Tose ph Wise man. om iF rida. Saturday nights, $4.50 week- } get: into. the art before Ewell: Gs. 

an SPErs 1a Cres sndace Mhgoss, | nigh 
Joa Se. teur. fom Klunis, David Hud- 5 Olive 0: rlvie eee eeeeecees Jan Sterli ing finished: The finale As- a. one-man 
ae a rie ao Phompoon, Franc is orap: Sai Gr. ISGITIM ccc cee sees Xtonel Stander . playback. of. the. fish ‘fry: scene 

ote amet. ge Srigns, aD ome ec Grimes .....0-6.2.. William Prince‘ “s a. , 
Roenalt Weesnd Openw-d Aug 7, "61, atl 3. Bante: ....ece0e Martin Wolfson . trom Green of fail “Biv ing. 
the June: &B Reais. Pe shause in tne Perk.’ Mr. Keronherm .......... Boris Tumarin? Ewell a ringe of facia and ‘vocal 
Phila deleboa $30) Doaday saturday nights, Mish Mandelbaum .........Larry Haynes ; : Bymnasties.- . King... 
Bi vePPKE Thets Russell eee veg ences Tom Carlin ‘ 
Ibs) or Francis Compton 
a go Etats, Borsier Josepn Wiseman , 
C. Sede Ren ctor Ron id) Wevand - 
ce wales Grsnzere Base Beary : 
Soecsanes 7 re oe Jain Sey naur , 
cher ett g ae Prasad. . C onedas Eisllageass * 

df sunette €onsiapce Simons? 
Cs ot oe Tem Kluns 

Wuod Romit 
_Adam fopath 
Rex Thompson 

Jeeues Le Mou.se 
Moat Boewe. ate 4 
Mache! Buco lor tare IS- 

tHaers: Shar tare? Kenhne, Kena. 
Hives, €hertiot, Jocnne Foreman, Elite s 
Ce.see, Violet etel,. George MacArthur, ° 
Cks2¢)0 Tonsbros. Fira Muanova, luldy 
Ss ooamen. Dae Holland, Stewart Smiley, 
heemond Worthen. Jean Woodeuck, Atex 
sie Devet?, Sav Garfield, Gaby Martin, 
off Cole, Martens Petlock,. Juse Sigala, 
Alacsin Rate, Jueck Elurell, Bul Hines, , 
ast Kress 

In their new show, “Turn on 
the Niht’ playwrights Jerome 
Lausrence and Robert E. Lee af- 
fi. that the theatre they sing 
about is everlastins. The unique 
drama, whieh is having its world 
premiere at the John B. Kell: 
Playhouse in the Park, insists 
eloquently that while actors come 
and go, while theatrical dynasties 
may die winie tashions in plays 
and even in the scriptures which 
hous thent mas change, the stage 
itself i< momortal. 

This is hardly a new Idea The | 
ever-miraculous recovery of the 
aitvass tabulous invalid is familiar 
if recently  ehaltenged theme. : 

With the aid of an excellent cast, 
understanding and clever direction ; 
by Gieorge KReathlev, mobile, trag- 
mentary but convincing settings 
by Charles Evans, period costumes 
by Anh Roth, which set the scene ' 
for a century ago. Lawrence and 
Lee not ont. build the actors 
through a process of self-revelation - 
bit also build the theatre itself 
TT this ittusion composer Dr. Roy 
Ilarris Ra. edded a musieal inter-- 
pretation of mans themes, inclad- 
ing even ore for “falling down 
Stairs,” which bridge the action, - 
heighten lhe emotions yet never 
intrude. 

In Joseph Wiseman and = Erie 
Berty, the plavwrivhts have found 
ideal actors tor thetr ieads 9 As. 
fhe come dating, of 
centi:y Paris, they stand between ¥ 
the old sivie of the commedias 
del-arte apd the newer sophistica-:. 
tron. Wheever they stand, they? 
share the pinnacl: of public, favors; ———— 

mu «ve Had Some Fun anual admiration suciety. Lean;- 
sardonte, smnetives acid father 
Wied learner fas cart throuzh- feak! 
apd fired. fe caprat transmit it té 

son oagmed othe rected. 
droarted south. as generens in ‘soul | 
as in ped! > 7! 

Trev fore: oa theatre, a new 
terspie to errem* which rises bed 
tore the anshence’s eves, and within: 
I. proscenicn fev omimie theirs: 

s 

rs 

ports and review their own hopes.” 
and proeblerrs 

Ltt greatest 
Weaditaw faaty 
b. Candae Thrittzoss, who backs | 
their theatre, loves them’ both. { 
haves them to the frenzied Strive | 
Dis ak aroti-ed eetors by announe- | 
ins she wali marcy the better actor: | 
avd then fre- Per Cudee is neither = 
dQeefel fer ae: oor for the victor. 

Tn oreseaie-s the te inertes of , 
the theavtie the plas wright. have: 
Ties the rik Of resealing the, 
Boowiostses of their plot. ‘re sefion 
Peo ented id femuotie, Us direc. | 
tours aa! At. toreensr But the jes 
ar the plas _ Bryhst the mublene ss of 
a STEM TIPE OEP TBO. = ae 

probiem is) the: 

‘seer ct fev! 

Yoecrgm and Berry are superh 
PO sit ar acer vation~ and they. 
Pevettess Hier suprore, particulariv 
dot: Zain Sesmii as the mans 
be? n ‘Tom Rinnix as the faithful 
rote assistant Constinee Simons 
a- fee wardrobe mistress, Francis 
Cereptyn as oa wise physician, 
Dasadb Huddlesoen ows oa 
Foyer? Dttie Adant Gopnik as the 
Sor, aved four 

the same south. 
cue paeceed to his father’s cap 
afrhs rs toe ae s = alurd. 

Fthel Terry, former casting di- 
reitor for tefevision’s “Play of the 
Week.” is back in the ageney busi- 

having jomed John Harvey ‘ 
aut Judy Parrish as an agent at 
Liaited Tulent. * 

3: Oa8, 

Wild.” Change of. pace is. subtle | 

| hood in Kentucky, hence the curi- 
gus props and the balance and | 
wrap-up .of - the. otherwise unre- 
lated material. ; 

' Corey Ford, Ogden Wash, Morris 

Venus at Zarge . _ 
Westport, Conn., Aug. 22. 

Theatre Giitd & Joel Schenker pres 

Naive 
Belty Gr assman 

ew eases trae 

"Rousille- and the: Just 
‘Vancouver, Aug 6: 

‘When this Henr y Denker + comedy | 
was first producted in- London in; ' entation of a four-act drama by Gratien 

: Gelinas, .translated from. the French by. 
1957 its protagonists were hot news i Kenneth Johnstone and ‘Joffre Dechene, 
—she the cuddlesome and ‘ambi- -Staged ‘by Gratien Gelinas: associate dt 

. ? rector, ‘“orma Springford; se » Jac: 
tious screen .star, he the: sternly } ques Pelletier; costumes, Solange Legen- 
intellectual, successful playwright. | dre. Opened, Aug. 5; -’61,. at ‘the Inter- 

. . “ ‘national Theatre, Vancouver; $3.50 +t 
The play was then labeled “Olive Ful Vizina 1... ecco ese ee Paul Berval | 
Ogilvie” for the principal. eharac- | i, Henti Gravel woe Seen ee Yves Letourneau | 
ter. Now it's title fenus ati: ‘Aurora Vezina ....-eee-- atrice Picard 

Large.” and somehow in the grace- | Bousille er Osa Gratien | Gettaee | 
ful person of Jan Sterling it seems } j eee Gravel .....2.66 2 aaa jeoisens 

awyer: we 

‘Jess a lampoon of the lady than aj grUther Theophile....... ‘Gilles Latulippe 
‘caricature ot the trend she repre- . Colette Richard . wenicnuencs Therese Arbie. 
“sented i 

Olive Ogilvie, her studio’s hot-{ 
test) property, 
Yo:k to study the theatre in a.¢er- ° 
tain actor’s studio. Her agents are 
frantic and her menfors. are’ du- | Arts section. 
bieus, but she makes a desperate ; Jui,” the. festival: Has” finally 
attempt at Jbsen and’ finally re-* achieved *its’ ambition. \.' Gratien 

For three ‘years the. “Vancouver 

afves that this special calling is! Gelinas and-his expert cast’ from: 
Her exercises with.a!La Comedie-Canadienné: in. Mort- | — 

t-shirt actor might. be forgiven’ as. real ring thé -bell with a produc-'}.... 
author’s prank, but her monolague ! tion that ranks with. anything pre-|- 

not for her. 

from “A Doll’s House” is sheer , sented in. Vancouver in the past 

but skillfully used té make a point. : 
The intro and bridge for this. are |: 

: reminiscences about Ewell's ' boy= x 

Vancouver ‘International Festival. pres: 

has come to New, International Festival .has: attemp-. 
ted ‘to present a top-flight | drama_ 
as part of its over-all Music and: 

“With “Bousille And. 

“Wednesdey, August 23, 1961 

"sides and Ad Libs 
“A publicity Telease: last week antiounced that ‘Mary ‘Mason. has’ been 

cast for the .upcoming Broadway mysical, . “Kean.””: ‘Double-checking 
-revealed that’ Miss Mason is not.the"former. Broadway actress Mary. 
Mason, now. Mrs. John. Wharton, wife of the theatrical: attorney.. The 
‘Miss Mason -cast.:for “Kean” is actually Marissa Mason, a dancer... .. 
| Edward F. Kook, ‘prez of Century. Lighting, is due. back: from. the Coast 
this- weekend... ~ 

‘Howard.. Teichmann has: been. ‘informed. that’ aise’ ‘Lonleyhearts,” m 
his dramatization of the Nathaniel West novel, ‘recently. had. 4- threes” 
months run at the Ensemble ‘Fheatre, ‘Melbourne. The play reportedly. ' 
‘ aroused. lively controversy,: a -Jocal - bishop. indignantly ‘walking. out - 

| after. one act. and four other. bishops recommending it to their patish- 
‘Lioners.’.:; . Hal Holbrook, who has ‘shelved his program of. Mark Twain. 
readérs; plans .to resume the. show in 1963. ‘for a four. ‘of Australia. 

*|and the: Orient. — _ _ whe os 

| Go. Scak ‘Your Head | ‘Devt: Bamber. ‘Gascolene,. ._ subbiag™ for’ Denis ° 
O'Brien ‘as. drama critic for the: London Sunday ‘Telegraph, ‘wrote .in . 

i part: in a recent column, “In America, drama. schools ‘are. almost a9 - 
frequent: as‘ mental homes:: “They. attempt to teach ‘everything | from * 
carpentry t ‘playwriting;. and for yeats enthusiasts -have ‘lioped they © 
would,-cradle. a hew--American drama, They haven’t.. Instead, ‘they’ ve 

| become inbred and detached from professional theatre. 
..“Sinee we: follow a ‘few years: behind America in” ‘everything. from. 

-supermarkets to. built-in-obsolescence, we’ will ~probably.: soon: have. 
the situation: here. But for the’ moment our‘drama_schools::aremore’. 
‘sober in their. aims, attempting’ only ‘to. teach’ young, actors their. craft.” 

Philly’ 3 Playhouse in the’Park has ‘an. ‘Inviting: bonus for visitors 
ffom out. of. town. The semi-outdoor theatre is'on Belmont. Plateau, © 
in .west Fairmount Park, and is adjacent to the old Belmont Mansion, © 
one: of the historic showplaces dating from around: 1800... Luncheon 
and dinner st modest prices are served.on the. porch and terrace, and- 
the panoramic. view of the park, ‘Schuylkill “River and the: Philly 
skyline: makes it‘one of the. most. attractive ‘eating spots anywhere. . AL 
‘minor. drawback is: the park ban on the.sale of liquors, but setups ¢ are. 
available for. forewarned’ and: sorearmed’ visitors. « - eo te 

~ Show Out of Town 

Opere F- 

nlaved with charm fons readings, 

“greak | 

and Rex Thompson - 
aged 19. who. 

vaudeville, and not. good vaude- ! few years. ; 
ville. | “Bousille et les. Justes,’ m 
_A romance with a-spectacled, ! originat: French - version, opened 
pipe-smoking, ‘playwright, while 
obvious, is rather touching, thanks : 
to William Prince’s tasteful acting.’ 
and Miss Sterling’s warmth. There! 
is hardly anv time, save for her! 
classroom cartwheels, that Miss 
Sterling is not ‘handsome, ‘appeal- 
ing and tid 
 Lionet 1 Stander is less objec- - 
tionable than ustal as the actress’ - 
agent though ‘his endless epostula-.: 
tions keep. the Westport audience 
fn its seats until almost midnight, 
amisint for a summer evening. 
Louise Allb-itton is excellent as! 
his long-suffering wife and Boris ; 
Tuniarin and Elsa Freed are. well! 

?twa years ago, at ..La- ‘Comedie- |. 
Canadienne. Mortreal, under the 

, auspices of the Montreal Festivals. 
Society. .The: English presentation 
scen in Vancouver. -was translated: 
by ‘Kenneth ‘Johnstone and Joffre 
''Dechene, in ‘collaboration . ‘with 
: Gelinas, and shas lost’.none of. its 
French-Canadian flayor,- while’ ‘ace 

‘quiring an added tightness, a “new: 
i sense: of pace and rhythm, . and: a> 
i different. énding that heightens” 
\the play’s - dramatic intensity.. 
| Gelinas’ stated purpose in accep- 
‘ ting the festival invitation ‘to. pre- 
sent his play liere was to introduce. 
a segment of French-Canadian life 

:¢ast as the heads of the actor's ; to .another: part. of: Canada;. thus | 
’ Stadio. ; 

Shepard Traube, as director, 
must have cherished every word " 
OF Danker’s text, for it certainly ! 

situations, if not the actual. person- , 
alities, involved in the prank are 
ny lone 
‘the play. Doul. 

— 

Ephrata, Pa. Aug. 12. 
Jokn Came:on presentatron of program - 

“of solo ie ebngs by Tom’ Ewell -of selve- * 
feos. te oo. (2 8 wpetingg of Wark Twain. 
James Tinnber. Mare Connelly, Corev - 
Ford. Q.:len) Nash, Worris Bishop. Fin- 
tev Potet Ganne, George Ade, Stephen , 

,Feaock. Ring Tlardner, Phytlis Mi Ginlev. 
“Wii! Ragen. W. OC. Fields. Performed at 

"a singe afternoon. performance, Aug. 11. 
“61. af the Ephiata Legion. Star Plas--- 
house. Fohiata, Pa 

“Test tv. star Tom Ewell ‘has been 
; breaking ia his program of humor- ° 

tilled “We've Had 
Some Fun.” at a series of single- : 
shot rn: ttinees at various strawhats. 
He brought the show to the = 

leepirat a Legion Star Playhouse - 
here Auy. Tl, inserted during the | 
Week's run of “The Warm. Penin- 
sta” starring Patricia Bright. 

Fwell, making it clear that he is. 
stu feeding his way wich the mate- 

“rial, seoved nicely: with a miostly. 
‘temale audience af some 200 in’ 

; the wrena-styie semi-open-air plav-- 
~ 

house. lin despite terrific heat. 
and a ty: ne of program that many 
of the patcans ohviousiy Were not’ 
expectins Fae star caught and: 
held fiis audience through his two-- 
hout riarathon) of selections of 
Ameticza humorous writings. . 

Using a minimum of -props—an 
old pronograph of “morning. glory 
lipite” vantige.. a ervstal set radio. : 
a ~fereopticon, 
auits:. emptoved far.one_ single. , 
‘dissonant cherd—the actor creates | 
a variety of moods, chiefly through ° 
expert timing and delivery of some. 
fauirly-tamiliar 

moving (Mare Connelly's "Green 
Pasties ae 

Satire is alsa stirred: in, and. the : 
performer had them roaring with . 

James Thurber’s “Everything Is j 

er of keen interest, nor. is: 

Getting into the solo-reading set. 

anid a beat-up . 

lines. His range is} 
} from the outrageous 'Mark Twain's 
shaggy dog story about the garru- ! 

‘lous blueiavs! to the -gentle and! . 

help. develop. better - feeling and 
| understanding between the racial : 
elements who ™eke up the coun-- 
try. After the-genuinely. ‘emotional . 

mid-19th <S¢enis to be unexpurgated. But the! response ‘‘Bousille” evoked, there | 
‘ean be: no. - doubt: that. he’ has. Sue]: 
‘ ceeded. 

* ‘Bousille” is the. story. of 2 a + small- | 
town Quebec family, the youngest 
brotker of which’:is-on.-trial. for. 
murder, * having. killed a ‘aan vin’ 

-a drunken brawl. over .a’ waitress. 
_ The play is set in a cheap Montreal: 
hotel ‘room, where the family await- 
the outcome of the trial::.-The 
‘characters: .are “established. . With § 
clarity cand ‘become ‘entirely. be- 

' Hievable : people. in’. ‘the course of : 
the two-hour. ‘span. Even’ the 
hrother on trial, who is- never seen, 

i bee omes painfully: real.’ 

The -mother, piayed br. ‘Juliette * 
‘Huot, is a. Quebec ‘matriarch, ‘in-. 
tensely religious and ‘concerned; 
only tor her boy. “She is oblivious:! 
to hi: proven. dissipation - at. the 

> age of 21 Her elder son, portray ed 
by Yves Letourneau, and* her 

: daughter, acted-by Beatrice: Picard. 
are concerned only with thé ‘good + 

_hame of the family” in‘ their town. 

+ The other players’ are ‘Paul :Ber- : 1 
val as the ‘son-in-law, . Helene ; 
‘Loivelle., ‘the. ‘daughter-in-law, 
“Jean Lajentiesse: as “the ‘Tawver, . 
Theres ec Arbic’ aS’ the waitress. 
Ciles | ‘Latuliope as. as novitiate. 
priest. ard. author -actor Gratien. 

the. - 

i Selinas. as. the distant causin.. and |; 

Big Deal’ 
_ Chicago, Aug. i7. 

“Bernard .Sahlins, 

scenes). musical comedy-drama bazed on 
John Gay’s “The Beggar’s Opera.” Staged 
by Sills; sottings. Stanley Kadailis; light- 
ing. Sheldon Patinkin & Del Close; music, 
William -Mathtieu;: lyrics, .Shepherd;. féa- 

“Big Deal,” " 4. satire. on, ‘Chicago. 
| politics © ‘loosely: ‘hased: on’ John. 
Gay's. bitter 18th century writ | 
“The: -Beggar’s Opera,” ‘was srt | 
ten” on the stage during rehearsals |. 
by its director, ‘Paul Sills, and by 
the actors, working from.-a bare. 
‘plot: outline. The result” .of.- this’ 
unusual: approach: is’ ‘surprisingly. |. 
“well-organized. and comes. off as: 
‘generally effective theatre. | 

In: its. portrayal of betrayal and 
'eounter-betrayal at: fhe level’ of |. 
4. Ward ‘politics, - it's: less morbidly. 
+4 caustic than. its - -Gay | ‘progenitor | 
and more social. profest: than -the |" 

“original's .social | cynicism. _ It's‘. 
likely that the: ‘play will havea; 
{comfortable run at. this: theatre-.| 
! cabaret, supported - ‘by te. Play=. 
bwrights. devotees: and iyith the} 
added fillip of: its pokes at the local | 
Pols. 

Inasmuch. as. the. broad script j- 
- outline varies only. slightly. from: 
"Gay's play on non-political thieves 
find’ from - its : progeny, Berthold.|- 

: Brecht's “Threepenny Opera’). the. 
‘ burden’: falls ‘largely on the cast.: 
* Alan. Arkin, who has been. in. the |. 
\ satirical tab .revue: at. the Play-: 
jw right’s- sister show tase, the Sec=.f. 
ond City. gives an’ expert per form |- 
ance’as the -tenement-owning ‘hood: |. 

tures Win Stracke.: Alan ‘Arkin, - Dolores: 

Paul ‘Sills: & David | 
‘Shepherd. ‘presentation: of ‘three-act.. (nine T-, 

Alton. Opened Aug. 16,..’°61, ‘at Play- 
wrights Theatre, Chicago; $3.50 top. 
Jonathan Jeremiah Peachum _ 

“Win | Stracke’ 
George Fiulch ¢..v..se00.+. Bob. Coughlan 
Avery Welch .ssccuceessee--» Del Close 
‘Mrs. Peachym -......-+...+; Mary Brady. 
Polly. Peachum.. eee eepee: - Dolores. Alton‘ 

William Macheath teensese- Alan Arkin. 
-'| Benjamin. Frank sevens Richard. Schaal } 
Jacob Mare bevadecees Stephen ‘Pearlman. 
Bartender wen sectes.-- George Poulos 
Cléa, Mae Hilton Sreererrrery Mona: Burr 
‘Stevie Garret: - «.. Jeri Jensen 
1 Lt. Thomas Brown ........: > Tom Erhart 
Jenny Diver i.......e0...s5.. Ann. Raim 
| Max: Gruber soriress Avery «Schreiber. 

wa need eeees taveeeess Fioyd. Mutrux 
i Reworter tees eeae Anthony Gronnér 
St. John Marjoriebanks.- -Charles Lewsen. 
Sgt. Silinski .:.... ae ee'e Jerry Cunliffe. 
Lucy. Stone ....+-.--. * weet, Caty Cook | 

companion. .6f the accused Drothet:i jum who’ discovers tag late. that al. 
and th«-onlv witness to the murder: 

These. are ‘the «characters. of .a 
dretiaa of: humanity. and simplicity, 
without artinéss , or false. 

-In spite of the whderlying pathos: 
oF the dramatic, ‘situation, “the! 
Taugis seem genuine. Father. than: 
injected ‘for. effect. . “Bousille’™’: 
deserves ‘2 wider-~ audience than.’ 
‘Montreal: and ‘Vaneouver have - af: , 
forded. The Canadian: Broadéasting | 
Corp. has taped.the play for future | 
network telecast.” . Shave: 

HUROK'S LONDON P: R. 
° “London, Aug. 22. . 

Ss: Hurok ‘has taken on “Melvin 
" Duncan, ‘London’ publicist, to: shane 
{die the Hurok p.r. -here.. 

Duncan, will work: under Wolfe 
‘Kaufman, Hurok’s ‘European © rep 
{who headquarters in. Paris. 

-notes.! 

thief's rigid: code. of honor. is no’ 
match .for the flexible: . ‘eode of | 

! thievery at a higher. level in. poli-, 
: ties. Arkin: also. manages: to inject | 
; badly-needed. humor. into the play, 
-although his’ broad acting stvle 
often makes it merely: comic. retief | 

‘instead. of ‘the’ ‘morose. humor that | 
the. theme. suggests. 
Folksinger Win = Stracke does-a. 

l eréditable: job as. the unreformed | 
reform. politico, and his. charac- |-: 
‘terization is génerally astute. How- 
ever, 

| dissipates. ‘some of his meatier. 
seenes.., 
“Robert ‘Coughian is well-cast and 

adept /as his. assistant,. and. Del} 
Close 3 plays. the role.of the smvoth | 

New York real. estate. operator. “as 

inexpensive). 

: . High. Fidelity, 

I: Right of 

fa. one-man representation of the” 
world: of entrenched | Hinancial 
power. 

“The. femme: performers:a are ‘gen- _ 
erally. weaker.: Dolores: Alton fum- 
bles’ some ‘of -the better ‘lines ‘in 
‘the play and. impedes. Arkin by fre-.. 
quently ‘stepping. on his lines, Ta.’ 
addition, ‘her voice.seems adequate ° 
for only the most. simple’ melodies. : 
In‘hef. role ‘as Peachum’s bumbling. 

|. wife, Marie. Brady’ bumbles about 
the. stage” ineffectually. in: what . 
could be a ‘strong: part. - mo, 

‘The ‘play moves "most: ‘gmpothly: 
when Patil Sills’ ‘direction. is-most. . 
evident... “When. he’s “not, in’ control: 
of.the stage moven: rit, it’s ‘impro-_ 
‘visational nature. becomes: chaotic...’ 
‘Stariley Kadailis’ settings are sime - - 
ple'.and éffective. tand appara 

‘Williaia .Mathieu’s . 
music is af best. intriguing and:-at © 
worst. .unobtrusive. .: and: David. 
Shepherd’s -lyricts are ‘clever ° and. 
exceedingly. helpful iri. making’ the . 

j Play's. ironic. Statement. 

~ Off-Broadw dway. Shows. 
_ Figures ‘denote, opening. dates? 

_ Balcony ‘Rep. , Circle In Square 3-4-60),: ° 
Blacks; St:° Marks: 
Dream 2. Bessie, - ‘cherry: Line aisp, , 

- Fantasticks,’ Sutivan. St...(5-36 
ied de Gabler, 4th, ‘St. 11-9- 60); 

ept. 
King. Baik. ‘Chamber, Jan’ ‘Hus. (2. 9-61). 
“Mary Sunshine, Players - (11-18-59). - 
-Premisé, Premise (11-22-60)., : 
_Red Eye, Provincet’n. Plavhtse- @-12-810.. 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys‘ -20-55).. - - 

“ gloses - 

Under Milk: Wood ‘Rep. Circle @- 29-6. : 

. SCHEQULED ‘OPENINGS. 
" ‘Sender. Trap, 41st St. “18-25- 61i.° 
Connection, Living ‘Repr 19- 12- én.” 
Pirates of Penzance, Phoenix. (S560, 
‘Cockeyed “Kite, Actors (9-F3-6D.: | ° 

1 Want You;. Nariman (9-14-01). - 
-One Way Pendulum, E.-74thr St. (9-18: 61, 
Misalliance; Sheridan. Sq. (9-19-6b. : 
Happy, Days, Cherry: Vane (9-19-61), 

| Many. Loves, T.iving (Rep) (9-19-61). 
-“Opening cf Window,. Marquee | _9-20- si). 

- Ghasts, ath :St. (9-21-61)... : 
(0. Marry Me, Gate 9- oy a : 
“Jungle, Living ‘Repo .g 26-61). 
_. Thracian Horses, Orpheum” 927-8, 
Hi Paisano, ‘York (9-27-61 :. 
4th Ave. North; sladison, Ave. 9: 27-8, 
‘Sap. of Life,.2 Sher.° 
“AN” in. Love,- res "St. 

-. Diff‘rent,. Mermaid. (10- 13-619. | 

"10-2. 51). 
‘ . “tO. 16-61). 

, “ Buskers,. Cricket’: 10-25-68" - 
Go. Fight City ‘Hall, “Mavfair’ 110. 30. 61D. - = 
Shadow | of ‘Heroes, York. L146 

FLOSED . 
‘Moon: ‘Is: ‘Bive, - 41st: St.. "(8-8-6133 ‘closea 
last Sunday f207 after 16 Performances. 

SCHEDULED ‘BWAY PREEMS 
Rhinoceros, Longacre - (9-11-61. - 
Greek Tragedy, Center (9- 19-61". - et 

Ambuss.. tv. 9-25-61). 
~ From Second. City; Royale : (9-26-61)... 
Purlie Victorious, -Cort (9-28-61). . Toe 

+’ Sail Away. Broadhurst (10- S6D«. 
~ Caretaker, Lycoum’ (164-61). * 
Stanley. Poole, Morasco 110-8-60).. 

"Let. it Ride, O'Neill. (10-661) a 
-_Milk & Haney; Martin. Beck 0-19-61), 

- Everybody lLeves;.: Loneacre . (10-11-62). 
‘How to Succeed, 46th St.. (10. 14-62). " 

: Maid‘’s Room, Booth. (10-18-6 
'. Cook ‘for General, Playhouse. “40-19. on. 

‘he ‘occasionally ‘falters. in| (10-23-6 " 
‘| projecting. the portrayal ‘out ever! _ 

'-| the footlights, and,.in the process, |. 

‘Kwamina, 54. St. 
Yves Montand, Golden (1024-61 y. 

- Write. Murder,’ Belasco (10-26-61) 
- ‘Garden ef Sweets, ANTA ‘(10-31-62)." 
1 Complaisant Lover, Barrymore: Grisb. 
: Kean, Broadway. (11-2-6)) 

: -Gideen. Plymouth: 1-9-6). 
Gay ‘.Lifé, © Shubert. (11-18-61). .. ; 
Sunday in 'NZY., :Cort: (wk. 11-20-61). 
man for-All. Séasons, ANTA,- (11-22-60. 

+ Nine o'Cleck,, Golden: (12-26-61). .. 
_fovanay Royale d2-286b.. 

Me Oro. - 7 

We'va Come Fhrough, Hudson aoasen: 
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--Priticipal: conventions: and exhibitions ‘that, may. bring a sizable. ints 
to New York during September; with the expected attendarice of- each, | 
according to:the N.Y, Convention: & Visitors Bureau, include the. Inter- 
national Coordinated Transportation ‘Exhibition, 10,000, Sept. 5-9;. Na-|- 
tional Assn. ‘of: County. Agricultural, Agents, 1,500;. Sept: 10-14; Fleet 

. Re&Serve Assn:, 1,000; Sept. 20-22: ‘Metropolitan: Juvenile ‘Style Mart, 
- 3,000, Sept. 24-Oct: 1; National ‘Hardwood: Lumber -Assn., "1,000; Sept. 
"95-28% N.Y. _Premium ‘Show, 6,000, Sept. 25-28; Industrial "Building. ‘Ex- 
"position :& Congress, -2,0C0; Sept: ‘25-28; ‘Photographic Society of Amer- 
tea, 1,500, Sept. 26-30, and. National _Assn.: of: : Photo, Lithographers, | 

: - (MD-RS) 

1.2005 Sept. 21-30. 

"Road Healthy, Sai $6536, Bost: 

pre-Broadway “tryout. ‘in. Boston, 
and «. “Gypsy” |. and.. 

‘¢isco ‘and Los: Angeles, Tespec- 
» tively. . ; 

“Estimates, for Last Week’ 

tax, if any, but as ‘on Broadway 
grosses. are net: i.e., exclusive of} 

-tazes.. Engagements” “ate: for ‘single 
week unless: otherwise. noted, 

BOS 
no ° TON 

ey pall Away, Colonial . e-n). (2a. 
View). ($6. 50-$7,50; 1,685; ..$62,000). | 
' Previous week; "$54,611. for. five 

regular Berformances. and three} 
previews. 

“Last. week,. ‘$61, 536: 

- CENTRAL ‘CITY, Gouo. : 
: - Mirdele - Worker, . 
a (D-RS) Gd. wk). Previous . week, 
~ $24, 800... 

Last. ‘week, ‘$26, 517. 

° - DENVER - 
Bye. Bye’. Birdie,-’ 

: (MC-RS), 
Ported. kl 

: East “week, “$67, 631: 

“20s ANGELES ~ 
Fiorello, Biltmore... (MC:RS). ‘oat 

wk). ($6-$6.60; 1,636; $63, Q00): Hyer 
vious “week, $37, 639... 
‘Last. ‘week, $40, 251. 

‘Sound: of Music, : ‘phitharmonfe 
(4th . wk), . 

“ ce ‘subscription. an 
; PHILADELPHIA: 
_:_ Flower Dram Song, Forrest: (mc-| 

- RS) (7th. wk) ($5.40-$6; 1,760; $59, 
800).: Previous. week, . $36.0 020." 
Last: week: $32, 552, 

SAN FRAN CISCO’ - 
| Gypsy, Curran (MC-RS).- ea wk) 

wih ($6. 90-$7.25: 1,758; $67,000) (Ethel 
Merman). . Previdus. week, $63,228 
os with -CLO. subscription. 
“Bast week,’ $63, 114 with, CLO 

“isiibscription. arene 

‘La Plame ‘de Ma aute: ‘Alcadar 
(R-RS) (4th wk) ($5:40-$5.95; 1, 14% | . 
$40,000). Previous. week, $39, 693. 

Last “week, $39; 678. 

(My: Fair Lady, Geary. (Mc-RS) 

evening |. ‘performances: and three 
‘matinees. 
“Last week. $87, 850. 

WASHINGTON ~ 
usic. ‘Man, National . (MG:RS) M . 

(10th wk) ($6:95-$7. 90; .1.685:. $64,-1}° Kk 
795). Previous week, #86. 002. ai 

Last week, $46, 807.. 

“Touring Shows 
. (Figures ’ cover: Aug. “20-Sept. 3): 

- Bye. B Birdie 2d Co}—Sta Fair |" y' ye. a1): te. 
“Muste: 

“Elorelfe 2d Co.)—Biltmore, 1, A. -(21:2). |. Gn 
rum. , Sone—Forrest,.. Paitly -. Reheat male ae 

a Repertory; Aldywich: 2 2-15-60), 

Flower . 
a @1.2). , 

‘ Gypsy—Curran,. SE. (21-2 

‘ Miracte. Worker--Opera Hoise, ' Central. 
foe City. ‘Colo. (21-26); Layoff. :(28-2). 
... , Music “Man—National, Wash. (21-2), 
=e Fatr’ *kady: ‘2d. Co. >—Geary,” SF. 

- Sail 
-2). 

we ry 

‘ “Sound of |:- 
vee Music’ were sellouts. tn San Fran- | - 

as -Kate. 
-Orchard;” ‘with Sin Gielzud. and) 
Peggy. Ashcroft, will: be. added. - -: 

hos: | 
tess” at “a- saloon” near Buckingham | 

| Palace, ‘has now: moyed ‘to .The 
.| Grapes in’ the West ‘End. ‘Thirsty 

7 | legit ‘pals. will be: welcome. . 
Shani .Wallis plans to. go. to New. 

“Opera. “House 

‘Auditorium: 
Previous. ‘week; unre- | 

oe :($5.90-$6:75; | 

& %, -: 2670s. $83;400). (Florence. Hender- | 
“.: gon). Previous: week; $83,159: with: 

“Civic: Light:, Opera. “subscription. 
' ” ‘Last: week, : $83, 082 .. With” cLo 

' Billy Liar,” Cambri 

-. Luther, 

. My Fair: fea Drury 

ta ‘Plume vo ma. T sate Aleazar, SF. |. 

coil and Honey (tryout)—Shubert, NBL | 

Away _ttryout}—Colonial, . “Boston ‘ 

_ Sound, of ‘Music, iad Co}—Philitarmonie : 
LA. 2b. - Nine O'Clock: Revue, | Golden, d0s-6D. ‘William Shatner. 

_ Bits of London. 
‘London, . Aug. 22. 

‘Gerald ‘Savory has written a new : 
‘comedy,:““Cup..And: Saucer,” which. 
is being.tried out at the Queen's |” 
Hornchurch, a. nabe theatre. 

“4 Legit-film Juliet. Mills is engaged 
‘“Parerithetic: ‘designations for. ‘out: | 

z of-toun shows are the. same -as for)” 
Broadway, except that hyphenated 

_ T. with show classification indicates | 
1 tryout and RS indicates road: show, 

us Also, prices: on, touring shows: tn- 
“-: elude 10% Federal. Tax and local 

to U.S, actor Russell Alqui 
“Ondine” drops aut. of | he. Ald. 

wych : -Theatre: repertory -Aug.:.30, 
‘to. be repleced by. “The Taming of. 
the Shrew” with ¥ Vanessa. Redgrave 

vo “The. -Cherry | 

Actress Amolia' Bayntum; 

York for. ‘a. couple of -years -when 
“Irma: La Douce” folds. in the West ; 
End. 
Throiigh Sam. ‘Wanamaker is now |. 2 . 

| busily engaged in the U.S:, he’s re- |. 
taining. his London Anterest. He’s | 

| having .a “house: built-in the area}. 
inhabited -by. VARIETY’s Harold. 

yavers Myro).. - wee, 

les For. 
~~ ‘Trinidad Play|,. “ 

” port-of:Spain, ‘Aug.. 22.: 
The: itheatre. Guild ‘in- New York 

has ‘offered.a prizé of $500, plus a. 
New. York. produttion; for the. best. 
play..about ‘Trinidad written: by ‘a 
‘Trinidadian... “Offer. was’ made by'|: 
._Lawrence Langner ‘at ‘a lecture 
given’ during «the: recent. - appear: 
ance of. the . American | “Repertory,.| 

.| Group: with which. the president ‘of 
the: » Theatre: Guild Foundation: As}: 

: ‘traveling. 

‘world: ‘the. wonderful. experiment |: 
in humanity that is: going un- here,’ : 

. | that: .the -rest of. the world .can. 
| Jearn.” Langner.spoke’ of being. 
a impressed © >with. “the ‘harmonious 
way ‘in: which : ‘many. races live ‘to- 

r ™®|-$77,000):. 
—- | ‘Eiléen’ Rodgers, Reginald Denny). 

Kaye Record $76,338 
For Wallingford Tent; 

Ont. Bard Fest $60, 812). 
‘The. Danny - ‘Kaye show did it. 

again last week. The presenta- | 
tion which a few weeks ago set a 

‘formances for the Carousel. Thea-. 
tre; Framingham, . Mass.,. 

for the Oakdale Musical Theatre, 

in seven. performances - at. an. 
, {upped scale was $76,338. 

Business varied gonsiderably at | 
: other’ spots, . 

Bye’ $67,631, Miracle’ $26517, Colo. | 
‘Sound’ $83,082 Forel $40.51, A 
"Road: - business “was . -generaily a 

“good. last’ Week: “Sail Away”went } 
clean ..in’ the. ‘second. week. of" its | 

Estimates for Last Week 

Parentheticat | designations | : for 
stock are the same as for: ‘the road. 

DALLAS. 
~ State Fale ‘Musio Rall ($4. 4,20; 

Billion -Dollar — Baby 

42d wk). -About: $22,000 for regular. 
‘| seven ‘performances, - 

Previous week, $26,000. 
Current. ‘bill, Bye. Bye Birdie, 

: DETROIT - 
“‘Northiand: Diashouse. ($3.85- 

| Money (Howard Duff, Anne Farge), 
‘1 $16,807. = 

Previous week; Father: of ‘the 
Bride. (William ‘Bendix’, $16, 107: 

‘Current. bill, . 
| (Robert Rounseville, Carla Alber- 
‘shettl. 

“KANSAS ciry. 
- Starlight .Theatre:. ($4; - 

$106,918):. Take Me Along . 
Dailey),. $63,000. for ‘Tegular seven: 
performances. 

7,600; 

(Gale Gordon), $50, 000.” 

. (Fran Warren). 

” PHILADELPHIA 

1, 437; $27,044); Visit (Jo Van Fleet), 
$14, 517.. - 

_, |] Goseph Wiseman, Esic. Berry), 
-| $19,155. 

Current: bill, Pleasure. of - His 
- ‘Company: (Faye. Emerson, Reginald 
Gardiner), 

- PYPTSBURGH 
“Metoay: Tent ($3.85; 2,003 $35;- 

900). Kiss - Me, Kate (Patricia 
‘Morison, Earl Wrightson), $29,800 
for regular seven ‘performances.. 

(Joe E. Brown): (2d wk), $20,232. . 
Current bill, Destry Rides “Again 

(Anne: Jeffreys)... wo 

Y ST. ‘LOUIS 
. ‘Municipal al. Opera ($3.50; 12,000; 
$110.000)" ‘Cinderella, (Marla. San- 
‘tell,. Harry ‘Snow, Will Able,. Hal 

“[ LeRoy, Jack Gilford), $88,000. 
| ’ The’ type. ‘Of play, ‘the Gund: ts: 

. seeking is. one which:he said would 
“give. us’ a chance. ‘to show the. 

- Previous week, Can-Can (Dolores 
Gray, Norwood. Smith, ‘Jack Gil- 
ford),: $95, 000. 

STRATFORD, CONN. . 
' Sfiakespearke .. Festival ($6.25: 
1.479; $52,568). (Jessica Tandy, Pat 
{Iingle, Kim Hunter). .Macbeth-As 
You Like It-Trollus: and Cresida 

gether.-in ‘Trinidad and. described} (11th wk), $48,105.- 
it as “fa: great -social experiment 
from which. we have a‘lot to learn.” 
Even before. coneluding his spéech.,: 
‘Langner..was presented -with two} 
entries. for Guild consideration, : 

- Londen’ Shows. 
: (Figires: denote: opening: dates) 

- A Prawn, Piccadill; me 
* -@a-wk)  (26-$6.50;-"1,550; $58,000) |: eiueg’ Use, Sevier 

“ " (Michael. Evans, “Caroline Dixon). 
Previous -week,: $55,550: for five | “Bird -of . 

Baljets USA, Saville (8-1-61. 
‘Beyond ° Fringe, Fortune . (5- 3-10-64). 

dge (1 
.Fime, . Savoy (S316); 

' . Bishop’s.: Bonfire,: Mermaid” (7- 98-61).. 
Bye Bye Birdie, Her Majesty’ . 15: 61). 

on Celebration: Duchess (6-7-61).: 
‘|: Bings Ain‘t;. Garrick. 2-11-80). 

Guilty : Party, 8 St. - Martirrs @ 17-61)... 
‘terme La 58)... 
me te Douce Criterion - 16D. = “f 

. ‘King. Kong, Princes (2-26-61). eel 
-Court,. 21-61, 

. Son (3-10-6 D.: 
‘Lady Chatterley, Arts (8-16-61). 
Let Yourself Go, aa crane (5-19-82). | 

Royal | “Court. : 6D;" “moves” 
: Sept. 5 to. the 

Mirecte ‘Werker, Wendham’s’ (3-961). 
. Mousetrap,. Ambassador" (11-25-52). oo, 
Mrs, Putting” ‘Strand. (7-18-61), . 
: shan, Adelphi. (3-16-61). . 

Lane. 280. 
Oliver,- w (6-30-60). 
On Biche Side, Comedy t 4-12-81): 
One. po ytd f Duke Whitehall 182-62). 

e@ Ove Duke York's ($56). 

Kitchen, Royal 
reutzer 

- .Ross,. Haymark 
Sound of: Music, Palace 518-61). 
‘Stop the World, Queens (7-20-61 
‘Under. Mik .Woed, Lyric. H. e861. 
Wildest |. Draanis, : Vandeville: B- 3-61) 
"Young tn Heart. Vie. ‘Pal... -60), 

SCHEDULED | OPENINGS 
|. Lord ‘Chemberiain, Saville (8-23-61) 
Tis Pity She's, Mermaid (8-29-61).: 

. Fantasticks, Apollo (9-7-61).. *- 
: “Whistie. In’ Dark, T.. Royal (9-11-61): 

Re: Mi, -Prince .Wales (19-12-61). 

‘| Pirates © of. Penzance 
$24,160 for regular’ seven perform-. 

"$6.50:- 

. Previous week, $47, 868. 
Current. bill,: same. . 

‘STRATFORD, ONT. 
Avon. Theatre ($4; 1, 123; $24,325). 

WK), 

ances. Closed. last. Saturday. 19). 
.. Previous: week, $22,888: 

‘Shakespeare’ Festival ($53: 2:258;. 
“1:$64,600) * 

: cade” 49th wk), $60,812. - 
Previous ‘week, $58,019... 
Current Dil, same 1 e. 

: ae TORONTO -* . 
* “onkcete Centre . ($3.50: 3,200; 

-| $61,942)... Tony Martin with — Phil! 
: Ford. ‘and: Mimi Himes, $45.304.:: 

‘iB 

record of $98,000 in seven per-|- 

:  estab- | 
lished: another record last’ week j[f 

- | Wallingford, Conn.. The take ‘there ; 

$4.30;. 1,126; $27,000), For Love or. 

“Student. Prince | 

| tive.” 

(Dan } 

Previous: week, -Dainn Yankeés 

‘Current bill, ‘Flower Drum Song ‘Anna 

"playhouse in the: Park (3-84.50 50; 

. Previous. week, Torn on the Night 

-Previous week, Dama Yankeer| 

{Paul «: Scofield, ‘Douglas. 
: Campbell). -Coriolanus-Henry.. Vill- 

_ | Love’s' Labour’s Lost-Canvas ‘Barri- 

| League-Stagehand Pact 

‘Camelot’ $81,467, 

The Moon Is Rlue 
‘Barbara: Griner & Eleanor Horn pres 

‘entation of comedy by F. Hugh Herber} 
ea by Matt Cimber: sets. Jerome 

Opened Aug. 8. ‘61, at the dist 
Street Gunntre New York. 

‘| Patty O° Lpanece Patrina Basw oxth 
Donald. Gresham Walliam Severs 
David Slate aesees. Donald Cook 
‘Michael ONeill” ioe. Walter Flanagan 

‘Possibly the only good reason 
for. the revival of “The Moon: Is 
Blue” is the presence. af Donald. 
Cook in his ‘original role. From the 
time he enters early in the fist 

| act, he takez over, using his famuil- . 
|iar ‘comedy _ tricks—the roller- 
coaster inflection, the weak grin, 

“| the silly giggle,.and a shameless 
‘double-take. It’s all effective, 

Otherwise, this. revival of the 
threadbare running gag on vir- 
ginity would be merely another 
summer stock production. The 
other two. principals, Patricia Bos- 
‘worth and: William Severs, are 
‘pleasant enough, but the direction 
is. slow and the set is unimagina- 

ter. 

No Corner In Heaven 
Creative Theatre production 

of a drama in three acts by Joseph 
Caruso Jr. by Bro Herrod: acting, 

hael pshire: lighting. Chuck 
Levy. At the Gonld Theatre. 169 
Allen St. .N.¥. 
Joey Manard os cccccccsee: Frank Totren 

x. ecegeeee- Michael DiSalvo 
Manaro ..cccee tonio Antonacci 

Loule. Mznaro COMAMEMEDe ee John Brissco 

Cc ips se erscecnsoccene eae Barry Ashley 

Caterina woebessencdvers ” Bhirley Stolyar 

Policeman - oe sadeogeresones John Donovan 

Mrs. Fiori .ccoceys +. Irene Sypher 

although, it is billed as a new 
‘play, “No. Corner In Heaven” re- 
sembles. an. unsuccessful drama 
from the depression-era, employ- 

jing the. cliches and turgid melo-| 
drama associated with the worst 
of the Clifford Odets imitators. 
Set: Brooklyn in the late 

1930's, - “the drama focuses on a8 
lower-class Italian-American fam- 
ily, the mother strong and venge-. 
ful, the father an alcoholic, the 
older gon - -glib and dishonest, and 
the other boy, predictably enough, 
.a sensitive. pianist. It turns out 
that the latter youth is illegitimate, 
and it. is this aged “sin of passion 
and temptation,” and the wife’s in- | 
ability. to forgive it, that leads to 
‘the 1 hair-tearing chimax, 

writing of Joseph Caruso 
Jen is hackneyed fn both content 
_and style. His dialog ts florid and 
‘unbelievable and his characters 
unsyinpathetic. The plot is exar 
gerated and dull, and the third act, 
in particular,. is embarrassingly 
bad. 

Antonta Antonacci, in. the central 
role of the mother, is ludicrously 
unbeliebable, resorting constantly 
to a broad, annoying smile. Frank 
Torren. and ‘John. Briasco as the 
sons, Michael. DjSalvo as the } 

om ‘father, ‘and Shirley Stoiver as the 
-| ubiquitotis . “‘wise aunt," are also 

dnept.. The supporting players look 
justifiably ill-at-ease. 

Director Bro Herrod. in an un- 
tenable position with such a play 
and cast, permits the fev. poignant 
moments to‘be negated by over- 
done reactions. The production's | 
‘best job fs. provided by Michael } 
Allen-Hampshire, whose set is ap-; 
‘propriate - and well-designey 

enn. 

Provides Yearly Raises 
‘The. League of N. Y. Theatres 
last week ratified its new three- 
lyear agreement with the stage- 
jhands, Theatrical Protective Union, 

Previous week, Show Girt (Carol Eocal 1; LATSE. The costract, re- 
-| Channing},. 448. : 

, Current: ill, West Side Story. a 

. WALLINGFORD, CONN.. 
‘Oakdale: Musical Theatre ($5, 50- | 

2.300; * -$76,000). 
| Kaye ‘Show, $76, 338 at upped -b.o. 
scale. for. seven oerformances. . 
| ‘Previous 
| (Gisele. MacKenzie,’ $50,261. 
' Current bill, 
j Brenda: Lewis), 

- Richard Skinner will be - compaiiy welfare benefits over a five-year i 
| manager. of “The Maid’s.Room.” in| period. Grips, clearers and opers- . following a four-werk layoff, 

active to Aug. 1, gives the 
‘stagehands..a salary increase of 

-|4% for two years and another 2% 
.| the third year. Thus, the minimum 
wage for department heads climbs 

‘Danny } from $160.18 weekly under the old 
‘ scale to $166.59 the first two years | 
and then. $169.92. The .former : 

-week, King . ‘and J} $13.35 minimum per performances 
from grips, clearers and operz tors | 

Kong of ‘Norway has been upped to $13.88 the first | 
‘two. yeara and then $1416. 

The pact also provides for in- 

way Sill Climbing: ‘Bye’ $44,568, 
Fiorello’ $44,243, 

“Country $2105 ‘Al Way’ $1487 
' Broadway climbed last we ek for 

the third consecutive frame. with 

substantial increases registered by 

most of the 13 shows on tap The 
sellouts. were “Carnival,” “Mary, 

Mary” and “Sound of Vasic * 

Twofers were distributed for “Far 

Country,” making six shows with 

discount tickets in circulation. 

“Do Re Mi” reopened Jast Men- 
day (21) after a four-week Tayeff, 

bringing the number of produc 

tions on the hoards this week to 14 

Estimates Fof Laxt Week 

Keys: C.0Comedy' (D cDrama), 
(CD WCumed, Dramas, Ro cRerued, 
MC (AMisical Camedul, MD UxMusi- 
cal Dramat, O tOperal. OP rtp. 
eretta), Rep. tRepertory), DR 
(Dramnate Readings, 
Other parenthetic designations 

refer, respective. ftoweehs ployed, 

number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices twhere 
two prices are giren, the higher ts 
for Friday Saturday nights and the 
lower for weeknights?. namber of 
seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Price includes TQ 
5% City tar, but grosses are uct; 
te., exclusire of tares. 

Asterisk’ denotes shou hak cut- 
‘rate tickets in cieculation. 

*All the Way Home, Beiasco ‘T) 
(38th wk: 301 p) ($6 80-$7 50, 907; 

$38,500). Previous week, $12,297. 
Last week, $14,873. 

Bye Bye Birdie, Shubert «MC 
{70th wk; 551 p) ($8 60-$9 40, 1,463 
$61,000!. Previous week, $4),581. 

Last week, $44.568 

Camelot, Majestle (MC) (87th wky 
287 p) ($9.40; 1.626; $84.000 (Riche 
ard Burton, Julie Andiews), Pie- 
vious week, $78.018. . & 

Last week, $81.467, ~~“ ‘ 
Carnival, Imperial -MC) (19th 

wk; 148 p) ($860; 1,428; sou.zU9) 
(Anna Maria Alberghetti'. Previous 
week, $68,344 with Anita Gillette 
subbing for the alling star, whe re- 
turned to the cast Jast Wednesday 
night (16). 
“Last week, $68 314. 

Ceme Blow Yoar Horn, Atkinson 
(C) (26th wk; 205 p) 1$6 90-$7 Sis; 
1,090; $43 522). Previous Week, $22,- 
718. ses 

T week, $19.503 

*Far Country, Music Box ‘D) (20th 
wk; 159 p) ($6 90-$7 50: 1.101: $40,- 
107) (Kim Stanley, Steven Hill, Sam 
Yon amaker). Previous week, $17,- 

Last week, $21,425. 

*Fiorello, Broadway. MIC) (P0th 

Federal and 

wk; 715 pi ($5-$7.50: 1.900, $59,000). 
Previous week, $40,940. 

Last week, $44,243. 4 
*Irma La Douce, Plymouth (MC) 

j(aith wk: 372 p! ($8.60; 999; $48.250) 
Elizabeth Seal, Penis Quilley3, Pre-~ 
vious week, $34,771. 

Last week, $36,018, 

Mary, Mary, Hayes ‘() (24th uk: 
188 p) ($6.90-$750; 3,139, $43, 380) 
(Barbara Bel.Geddes, Barry Nelcon, 
Michael Wilding). Previous week, 
$43.442. 

Last week, $43,410 

‘®My Fair Lady, Hellinger *MC) 
(283d wk: 2,254 pi ‘$805; 1.551: 

$69,500) (Michael Allinson, Margot 
Moser). Previous week, $49,602. 

Last week, $52.148 with Law- 
renre Keith subbitig: for the vacae ° 
tioning Allinson. 

@f Music, Lunt-Fontanne. Seund 
NID) (86th wk: -74 p) ‘$9 60. 1,407; 

$75,000) (Mary Martin: Previous. 
week, $75,879. 

Last week, $75.789. 

*Taste of Honey, Booth ‘D+ (46 oth ; 
wk; 367 p) ($680; 897 $30,50N 
‘‘Hermionne Baddeley, Fra ne € : 
Cuka). Previous week, $17 252 
| Last week, $18,272. 

Unsinkable Molly Brown, Witter 
Garden ‘MCi ‘42d wk 332 p 
($8 60-$9.40; 1.404; $68.0005 -T amy 
Grimes) Previnus week, $49.58 

Last week, $52 149. 

| Resuming This Week 

i Do Re Mi, St 
, {38 66-$9.50,; L615. 

“MIC} 
"PP, f] 

Janes 

$69.50: 

‘creases’ of 2% pension and. 1°7, i Silvers:. 
Resumed Jast Monday night *21) 

after 

which Julie” Harris will costar with. tors’will also receive vacations for having played 30 weeks {240 per- 
the ‘first time. i furmanices). 

Morne 

Puree 
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LOVERS PORTFOLIO 

went por & lable tn bitssin, 6 Hare ote 

> 

fea Qeat Com rcs 

ME ..-AND 
A-WAY 

WE GO! 

»e. with a dan-dan-dandy new two-record. package, “Lover’ S Portfolio” N othing like it before, Complete: , 

music for an amorous evening’... for cocktails, dinner, dancing, and, uh, love.. Plus love poems, drink . 

recipes, wine list, all in a special portfolio. All with the special J: ackie Gleason touch. Is this not a genuine | 

wowser? But of course. It’s like we’ve always said: the really big ones are on Capitol, 

album no. (8)WBO-1619" 
- MEKPITOL.RECORDS,ING. | ~ 

sz 

Riser 



”< "4Gatton Paper. Co. 

S . Canadian: with. an ‘eye. toa: ‘SAW: the slogan—’‘Fear ‘Knocked at 
< Flawthorn ae of re sub-. ithe Door, Faith Answered. No One}. 

‘sidiary (French as. “well as ‘English ; 
os publications). 

.Books, a wholly 
jof Prentice-Hall; lias been upped 

7 Biya agle Sanikrapicy , 
Brooklyn Eagle Inc., which ‘made 

__ an. abortive attempt. last. Spring, to. 
°.peyive the. once-faried name as a: 

. Jocal weekly (with hopes vf 4 daily 
again). has. ‘ad, an. 
‘bankruptcy “petition filed! against: 

an it in Brooklyn. Federal ‘Court. 
$4 500), 

and} CD 
£84500) Andrews _moemory lane exercise as; 

4 mentor: of 

“Gibraltar. Ad Agency: 
a! 00) © 

SuW -Newsprinters | ”Inc.:- 
~ are, . he ‘petitioning ereditors.. 

“Ken. Giniger, Prez ‘ : 
“iin S. Giniger,. veepee- -and | i: 

-Hawthern. general. ‘manager « of -. 
owned subsidiary 

to president. of the. unit: He w 
‘thief. executive officer ‘of. HB since | 
its. founding in 1952. . 

Last week sGiniger made’ a, 

‘involuntary. . 

‘in x Yecent letter to:. Andrews, 
wrote, “You and. I-shared a corner. 
‘of: ‘fellowship “in -Chicags, where 

night.” aa , 

The two ‘shared an office: «hen 
‘Andrews was ‘editing the Midweek: 

, | Magazine founded -by Henry Justin |, 
Smith... Managing editor. of - the: 

‘Smith-- will. loom large. in 

cf Sandburg. John’ Gun- 
| ther, Edgar ‘Ansel ‘Mowrer, Paul. 
Scott Mowrer,'.. Ben’ Hecht - and 

nry. Luce -aniong other jourgsl- 
istic. hotshots. -Book also will deal 
with: the beginnings. of. the. so-: 
-ealted. “Chicago: Schoo!” of tadio |: 
1 Ser ials.” wy 

‘Beebe’s Gaya 
-Baubledy ‘editor “Ralph ‘Beebe. 

the talk was Usually: around mid- ¢ 

oes b 

ai Se 
- Legit Bits fii. ‘ (OO) ... 370 14° 

Ame? : ey 
‘| Book wf Month eee gee RAT Be oh —_ 

oe wen eater oo L184 18 Thelma Petish. has been set for a ‘of 1962." which Carrel and “Barris 
‘Coltier bis 2 4 Sentured role in. “Milk and Honey " “Masternen plan presenting en 

oa! A Broadway presentation 
| Sinn & 0: ‘SStaq. 14 Ernest Pendrefl's “The Other In- 
Grosset unten Ti. 482,” with Jen: Eyre produc.ng 

& > pos aces and David Ross directing, is 
24lo4 14; planned for this season: 

. 891o— nied Phil Friedman has been set as 
, | production. stage manager for all 

eehe 2. 2O08R4 3%: Feuer & Martiz shows. 
MoCaal {NY). Wisybee :33- $144). ‘Dance. instructor Eugene “Luigi” 
MoGraw-Hitt | ary) 31a 54, Louis. will. be chorus captain for . 

of Broadway, next February, 16 sched- 
suled to begm. oan out ei-town f:v- 
out tour Christmas week at the 
“Shubert Theatre New Haven. to 

everseane 

be followed ba two weeks each at 
the O'Keefe Centre. Forunto and 
‘the Cars Theatre, Detroit Marvin 
“Reiss and Thonias Becker wiil iie- 
sign the sets and cestines, respece 
tively. 

New. Yorker = eee BS 8. [Lat It Ride.” - j tu 

¥ ocket: Books (OT)... . 2 "3534——384 |: is year's w nners 7 re 

‘Prentice Half (AS). .....40..— 84] American Shakespeare Festival O'Keale Summer Boast 

Ran'm Hense’ (GC) . 32: 4814) Theatre - -& Academy's annual - 
an 2T +a Shakespeare awards made recently — Continued Irom pice 53 eumswal 

2 4 —t iat ‘the. Festival Theatre, Stratford, 
. 42. 14 Conn., “in recognition, of works : } obviously had dinners in’ toan, 

7. Baad jwhich ‘stimulate appreciation of ; : Theft also used. paching iots oor 

; Shakespeare and the classical the- | perhaps taxis and, as far as “To- 
| Western, Pub. 00). 

OCOver ‘the: Cointes: 
Yn. Y.: Stock. Exchange. 

-Ametican Stork Exchemge. 
_ (Supplied. by Bache & Co. ). 

Oocpon Shoko Retina Beat | ronto tke Good" peznuts, had a. 

Lahr; the American Shakespear: e | night on the town. So for the! 
(Guid. end Pref Sasper : first summer In memory, and per- 
Sisson. - ; haps since the place was founded 
A ‘translation. by Richard Hlow- , 8° Fort York. in the late 1700's, 

‘Was..There”—in England a! vyear 
ago. and wrote ashort éssay: ‘en. it]. Hawthorn’s:. further 

mn | for the’ “Wards to Live By” page | in. : inchides’ . children’s, expansion .. TH 
juvenile . textbooks. Hawth | ‘This Week. 7 

secently absorbed the book. mabe, ‘The mail. has ‘been overwhelming loses passed thie $0,000 mask ara, of, The Automobile Grave. | Toronto was jumping last week - 
activi fh quafity #s well as. uantity. The - y Spanish playwright Ber- | #3 usuz 

Meche messes ogra ‘National ‘Agsn, -of Mirs. ts senting |: Richard : Gebman’s 8 paperback, ‘nando Arrabal, ‘is planned for eff- Miss Channing and “Show Girl” 

"Windsor ; : also anether | joint | out via-their clergy-industry re) “Sinatra and His Rat Pack,” h&s./ Broadway production. in the fall by | were a hit, considerably better 

publishing. program with Greystone [lations . dept. to 20,600. religioiis.| Bone. into. i{s-second printing:  °|4ahn Setandra, an actor presently | than a couple of O'Keefe presenta- 

Announcement of : Giniger'’s ; ! leaders. General: Mills will. reprint . Peripetati& hit by no 
_ Pr emation “was ‘made by Richard’ 

_ ‘Canadian 
Karsh. are currently .. 

w"N 

. ing). 

-‘Oarneliiis Varider bitt employed as @ stylist for a dress jtions this summer, 
Ir, ‘on. his special NANA assign- [fem ’ BHerbe 
-ment;: ‘lias left West Berlin for ;the 
‘Greece en route: to Turkey,. -Inan, 

rt Machiz is to direct ‘means the best of the season Exen 
production, which wil! be de- {with her sock reviews: and hetty 

signed by Kim Swados. business, Miss Channing didn’t 
‘Robert 

in their’ house argm, and the. 

Prentice. Eitinger, board: chair- | National Assr...of Mutual ‘Insur-. 
and John G. Powers, rez: of. ance ‘Cos. is doing reprints: - 

Prent P AS. Beebe. says,-he ‘read: these 

“These | Are _. The’ 
s their. fourth. collaboration. 

specializes in ‘this, general. “NOD | 
fiction, mailorder: and Subscription ; 
books. 

. Bishop Fulton’ x Sheen.’ and. 
‘photographer *- Yousuf 

working in 
“and . Philadelphia on: 

Ruinors, “nepeated and mienied, | 
ere current that the Buffalo (morns, 

‘ier-Express. 
‘ing for the. sale of the paper ‘to. 

Newhouse for the sheet, . 
“1, Both’. the: C-X - and Newhouse ‘erosscountry” 
se awere noncemmittal when’ queried” 
as to. the deal» Qe 

“$14800,060... 
. another: chain is bidding against | 1964" -Presidential . ‘nomination’ of. 

‘this | party. ‘Now, he: ts: tiring of 

as: 

‘Samuet I: Newhouse at 9 price. of. 
Also ~ reported: that./across..and. build “support. for the 

‘Aigren’s Timing” 
With® ‘Hollywood’ filming’ ‘Netaon eae ‘untitled. 
Att “Walk on the Wild Side,” 
-Contact. Editions. (Sausalito} has} 

: timed: a first. ‘paperback. (95c): of [. 
“~ author’s 1951.) prosé-poem to. -his. 
“adopted “Chicago: . 
Make.” Algren has contributed .2 

-City. on, the 

jeremiad intro. updating ‘his senti- 
ments ‘and underlining the’ town 

: - The |- 
. origival. ‘tongue-lashing | (with Jove). 

‘a “spiritual: Sahara.” 

—it’s a town :-“with thé ‘nervous 
‘': violence. of. a two-timing - -bride- 

. where..bulls and foxes. 
- live: well, “put lambs wind -up head-- 
“down. from -the hook’—has. ‘only. 

oe gained. pertinence .in - the decade | 
el ‘since © publication, - -he states: - 
 *Slim‘ volume “had (a dull. hara-| ay 

:-)eover sales ‘reception; . but’. was-|: 
-: @licke in Paris where ‘a Sartre’ 

‘. translation hit the. Left. Bank 
"fancies. Algren’s prose,’ ‘ypically, 

groom .. 

is: FaCy, muscular, outhoritative. 
Pat, 

.. Heuchton's Encore: Lots 
‘Phoenix Theatre: (N.Y,)- “cotound-: 

some. 25 ‘years ago, has authored a | 
eequel. He. 

Matthew -: 

“Sacraments,” “Fglaced. onthe inn wall: in “1940| 
‘Pre-| when: Britain was s menaced wy in- 

“This: Is The svasion. |". 3°. 
Mase” ““Phis- Is. Beine” and “This|°0 °° 
is The. Holy. Land” which, .in' com- | 
ee ‘bave “wold. 500, #000 ‘copies: 
at 

| Arizona. 

is ‘negotiat- | tive”—wWas a 

1 He . He, is planning. | a-’ trans-Pacific:| ° 

(Rosalind) Cole bark fr om Rome ]- 
awhere .:she - huddled ‘with client: 

‘Mirrei 

mer and the editorisi, that it awas 
the: Mirror (not . the’ 
‘VARIETY said. last week) that’ coined. 
“skyjackers.’ rr 

| stil in ‘existence, is the source: of ! 
| “Mirror. of War.”. which Prenticé- (commented from Europe where he; 

‘Thames,’ not far {rom -London; a; pected, : ‘there will -be a. finaliza-* 
| year. ago. “They. were ascribed ta j ten of. the .crisis there. 

| mae reeds ‘editor-publisher.- Bill & s we r-pu er Bilt |=. 
Nichols ‘is also seeking the. author. Report Legit Lipbeat 
‘Hind’s Head is x 500-year-old Bng-|  . 
lish inn but the legend -was first |-. 

Viermna,. Aug. 15: 

_| Baden, 40° miles south: ‘of this. 
_ Austrian. capital city. Besides the’; 

rt ‘Goldwater 1 P: s. oe 
Watch fora new book by: the. na- 
tion's Jeatiing. conservative: Repub- 
“ean Sen. -Barry Goldwater oat: 

“Gokiwater's Yast’ ‘eflett—palled 
“The .Conscience’.ef a Conkerva-- 

hot. political.‘ seller. . 
‘The books are. part of Goldwater's : 
‘effort. to get his ri  mressage 

ern Theatre in:the Hotel Stadt 
Wien does excellent. business. On 
‘its lineup,..among. others, is. “Mar- 

| riage-Go-Round, ” 

Baden, wellknown tor jts gulphur_ . 
‘springs, : but having enly. 15,000. in-. 
diabitants, hag-had ite’ arena- -thes- 
‘tre since ‘the turn of the. 

was ‘manager and: top star ‘with 
Hermine Herma and. Betty Seittl, 
shows were discontinued ev 
‘time it started. to. Tain. , 

‘In: 1912; an electrically. operiited. 7? 
ertise: to Hong Kong: to. Fecuperate: yoof : was” constructed. It operates : 

speaking. engage: ; 
‘and the long Senate: session.. 

When it starts to rain 
| wather often in Baten), ‘the house ; { 

, is. _ protected, within’ five minutes. “| 

Carlton |™ 

Met May Reopen” 
— Continued from page 35 aaa =e {| 

a cane ‘of “Musical. ‘Artists, repre-| 
ting some 259 artists (soloists,! 

‘choristers;- dancers, choreographers, 
stage. directora:and stage managers) 
figured. -as- having thelr jobs. in. 
jeopardy. via the situation, potted |: 
‘its membership | and said: that. there 
‘was no. question about the -avafi- 

me .~ SL ability “of ‘artists. AGMA national’ 
-§.' Watson Dunn, who. authored executive ‘secretary Hy Faine’re-". 

rtis. i-| ported .that. 90° of. the. Met’s ‘top * 
cations,” has ‘another. “dpe. /and secondary ‘singers. had an-! 
vertising: Its. Role In Modern. Mar- | swered the poll, nearly all attesting ! 

Zand. write: a. new: hook.: ‘So: far, it | today | ds ‘Well’ ag ‘it. did. nearly’. 50 | 

~GHATTER 

‘Literary ‘agent ‘Mrs.: 

Michael Stern on. his.: Geis’ book, 
“An American: In. Rome, " ‘slated 
for "1962. ‘publication: . 
Glenn Neville, editar: of. the: N ¥. 

, points to his Aug, 4: issue: 
a day.: ‘after ‘that Continental plane: 
skyjacking,: ‘both. in ‘the P.. 1. ban- 

- News, . as 

[eeting,” "vid Prentice-Hall, in. Sep to ‘their ‘continued availability. an-! 
oe tem er... her poll of artist ‘Managers re- 

ootied: that few singers have. con: 
jflicting commitments. © ~~ 

Earlier..in the ‘week, Bing had: 

. The ‘Washington. ‘Star. ‘published | 
at- the: time of the Civil. War; and 

Hall will publish, John’ W. :Stepp.i has. been’ since. ‘eaticellation was. 
: “er Norris Houghton,. who | wrote on | and. 1. William Hill, both‘ on ‘the | announced,. that Goldberg's. inter-‘ edy, in which Nancy Wiokwire will : 

- the Russian. theatte in “a. ‘memor- Tt Star; have. compiled and: edited j vention “will: not. help. a bit’ and. have the lead femme role, is to be - 
able. book, ‘“Moscow~ Rehearsals,” ' this then account ‘of the 

‘coverage: of: the War ‘Be 
calls it: ‘Return. Ex. ‘States. nas 

- gagement (A. Postscript. ts ‘Moscow | 
Rebezersals’).”. Prentice-Hall | will Perfect. 

‘publish. next. year. i 

‘qay-to: day ; that he: ‘could see. “no chance: of.. 
tween ‘The: @.S€agon. ” Heihad dlso drawn fire! 

~ ‘from the union during the week. 
“Debbie Drake’s ‘Easy. Way: ‘to elit by “hes ‘any Teal interest ‘in; 

Figure °. and.” "Glowing. saving the season he would not: 

Staring in Baden 

Until 1912, when Alfred. Schrieber- | 

“of th 
Ore rns. 

‘Trying.”. 
| There'll De no out-of-town trvy- ! were dramatic evidence af haw 

out for ‘“Look, We've Conie 
Through,” the Much Wheeler play. 

Awhich is scheduled for an Oct. 
‘opening et the Hudson - Theate, 

¥., under ‘the production aus- : 
pices ‘of Beaint Subber and Frank 

The presentation, which: 
will give a series of previews be- ; 

with David : 
Royce ne serving -2s set designer. 

British actor Charfes Grey has- 
changed his name to: Oliver Gray : 
jfor his upcoming appearance in! 
\the. Broadway production of ; 
“Kean” because an American actor: 
by. the. name. of Charles Gray is a! 

-{ member ‘of Actors Equity, whieh ; 
‘does’ not’ Permit . duplication of : 
names. : 

Alan ‘Webb will appear in “Night : 
e° Iguana.” Leo Lieberman's ‘ 
Captains and the Kings” will : 

*be produced by Paul Gregory for ! 
presentation. by ‘the Theatre Guild } 
,and Joel. Shencker, with Joseph 
Anthony. directing and Dana An-: 
:@rews starring. A lengthy Theatre ‘new O'Keefe ‘and. 
{gSuild - American Theatre Socvicty j cumstances, 
subscriptién tour: starting Oct. 30 - 
jat the ‘Curran Theatre, San Fran- j 
isco, is scheduled ‘to precede a ' for “Wea Side Sto * 
| contemplated - ‘Broadway (Gpening - 
jin January. 

Patricia -Finch has: sucreeded : 
Mony Dalmes in “Unsinkable 
Molly Brown.” 

Fran -Malis. will direct the off- ; 
Broadw ay “Opening. of a Winttow.” 
“The Staff for Monpse Sohneier’ 

planned -. off-Broadway production | 
of his play, “Pappa Is Home.” 
Cludes Ammen Kabatohaik, di 
tor; Barbara 
‘Goldblatt, production consultants; ! 
“Bob Ulman and David Rethen- . 
‘berg,. pressagents, and ev«erd | 
Gotbetter, attorney. 

Ani off-Broadway -presentation of ; 
‘Maurice: Valency's “The Thracian 
Horses” is planned by 
-Warren and WiiHem Boal for « 
Sept. 27 opening at the Orpheum. 
Theatre, of which Warren is part 
owner and co-manager The com- ; 

. directed by Malcolm Biack. 
' Elisabeth Fraser will appear in 

“Blood, Svueat and Stanley Poole’ 
Colin Romof is musical director | 

| of ‘“Kwamina,” for which Sfd Ra-*‘ 
| Heath,” by the. syndicated’. Miss {have taken off for Enrope at. stich lgnin is doing the orchestrations and 

S00/| Drake, “who does: setfing-up exer- ta crucial. time, a -the. 802 statement | 
(Zola, Hugo, ‘Stendkal). hes done al izes across’ the land. via. vidpix, . said. 

vos “themoir, ‘alsofor P-H,| 45 the title of. her. upcoming Pren-..: 
ee ‘which is slated for néxt| winter. tice-Hall Pook. - 

He calls it “Life Among The Sur-} 
realists.” A biog: of another - sort, | 
from P-H; same time, will be. “F.. 

‘The “Met was also rapped bv New; 
York City Labor :Commis:ioner,” 

. Life's. ‘anthology’ on’ “The. Epie of, “Harold A. Felix as‘ to. its’ “ques- 
Man”: symiirated Ann ‘‘advice-to- ‘ tionable-intentions”-and he charted 
the-troubled): Landers’ “Since. You both -sides ‘with having acted “to. 

Scott. Fitzgerald—a Candid Por-| Ack Me"; and Cosinopolitan mag's: the detriment, ‘of : the public and 
trait,” ‘by. Pret. Henry. ‘Dan Piper: 

i a 

 Apérews’ } 
” Robert ‘Hardy andrews, seript’ 

-witer and author: is at work: onj- 
‘the ‘manuscript: of “@ kind of a. 
“‘memeory-book” of his expériences 

- on ‘the Cuicago Baily News; to be 
“” ‘published ‘by Little, Brown next 
Spring. Title of tome,” A Cemner 

of Chicape,” comes from 
‘a second in 

artist Jon Whitcomb’s.:“Ali. About; ‘the’ ‘City’s prestige.” 
‘| Girls”. are soon-due’ books “by: Through: it. all. the “hasiegdaxire 
newspaper. and mag personalities, ~remains the’ dispute” aver arch 
‘all under Prentice-Hall imprint. isalaries. : ‘The ‘union .i6 dernanding 

Writer-publicist:. “Roland -. ‘Gam-? a. :“nedatiable” $248. weekly. per 
mon, veepee of Peed, Gammon. & iman. as, opposed to the $170 pra 
Co.: which. publicized the’ recent: vided by: management. -Also in-- 
Miss Universe Bemty Pageant, has volved is a raise demanded hy 802. 
signed with E..P. Dufton to write, in ‘traveling exrenses and re-! 

‘tome, “Faith hearsa! rates, $3.50 for the former. 
m-{Is A Star.” His first book. on the and $7.70 weékly per man on the} 

ment made: PY. Carl Sandburg who, world’s ‘€reat religions, . “Truth ds latter. 

“der. the: production BUSPICeS 

Theatre 1962 at the herr. 

John Motris the. dance mueiw ar- 
rangements. 

British acter Richard. Jobnson 
vill appear qn Broadway in’ The. 
Complaisant’ ‘Lover ” 

- “Happy Days.” a full-length t «o- 
character play hy Samael Beckett, 
Is scheduled to debut Sept. 19 un- 

of 

Richard Barr and Clinton Wilder's 
Lane 

Theatre. N.¥., where it “wall alte: - 
‘nate with the eurrent Bars-Wilde. : 
‘Theatre 1961 presentation of Ed- 
ward Albee’s doublespil} 4: serie 
‘gan Dream” and “Death of Besse 
Smith.” Kuth White has thus far 
‘heen set for "Dass." staeli sf ne 
directed by Alan Schneider. 

“Leonard tallwsan ag skew Facts jj 

Prentice-Hall. Lebanon, Syria, Jordan: and -pos-| : Fosse is staging the mu- equal the ‘potent gross racked up 
: Hawthorn is : is the. fourth ‘Targest words © over : the. fireplace : of the ; sibly Israel before - : petumiing- to: ‘siral numbers for “How to Suc-;>dY “West Side Story” as we 

publisher ‘of Catholic’ titles. Book { Hind’s. Head. Hotel! in Bray-on- ; Bertin Sept: 10:30 wien, it is ex-' cred ‘fn Business Without Really. ae season opener. However, 
star and her intimate revue 

ithe O'Keefe has brought Toronto 
to life this summer. 

“West Gide’ $105.000 

“West Side Storv.” which diew 
the best reviews of ans show ever 
te play the Keefe gassed ul- 

the - jegit: boom: “has reached iC. Prince, ‘in association with David | most $105,000 in its two-weck 
; Mock. : ftand as the summer opener, bas 

been breught back for a ainzie 
So v3 epen air arena, where. -operettas ginning 4 Oct. 18, is to be directed i week as the season finale, folow- 

are mostly produced, the new. Mod-. hy. ‘Quintero ‘ing the bill starring ‘Tony Mart:n. 
+ Broadway praducer ‘Alexander H. 
j Cohen, who books the :egular. legit 
season for the O'Keefe and is 

: presenting the summer shows, re- * 
jassembled the same <ast that aye 
; peared here before to rave reviews, 

On the basis of business thus far, 
i ptue the indicated demand for the 
; “Story” repeat, the tetsl gro-rs 
i for the seven-werk simmer sea-on 
>may top $300,000, of can average 
OF over $42,000 a weeh That 1s 
: figured to mean a suiell operating 
i profit for the house and cince such 
ia aummer season me oyast about 
unhears of for mos! road cities, 
it ammuints to a troanph for the 

under The cir 
the acsue is toand 

money. 

Following the langsiide business 
averaging 

more than $52.000 «@ week. against 
'@ potential capacity of $61.942 
:twhich Js sub.ect to -Ininkage 
becaune of the diccount allowed 
ton subscription sales and special 
i yates to local groups:. Kartha:Kitt 
aoe supporting acts HIN. ed $23.-. : 
985 for a single week Liberace 
pulled $36,164. Miss Chamung 

i.drew a fine $40,445 and Martin 
direc. jaot considering the $359 top Cand 

Griner and Azeem . discounts:, that’s sthong bueiness. 

So the O'Keefe. whih would 
ordinari be expected fo reisain 

:shuttered over the sunaier. has 
jmot only been iehted and thereby 
achieved year-arcond operation it¢ 

{first year. but has actualy turned 
a modest profit on the biel ss ondie, 
And, not to be ignores} tle thea‘ve 
has managed to brigisten Lorcntn. 
through the tradtionsal satseuer 

i Goldrums and spark local ber its 
generally. 

Finally, tbe check summer tea: on 
has continued the high-saitsre 

igoodwill exploitation fos. the 
i O'Keefe Brewing Ca. which footed 
ithe bill for the constriction of tée 
Genter as a Jong-tertn posble rela. 
tions project 

LP 2%. GPO ENS TE 

opp -HOURS 
Expersenced tegal secretary. cart Fr 

dsy, seeks Interesting’ pos:shon im 

theatre. lew, publicity Proterred 
_heure tT} eam to 7 pm 

Bos Ne 68%. VARIET YS 
154 W 46th Bt, Now York 46. NY 

| a eememeeed 

COMPOSER SEEKS THE 
COLLABORATION OF 

PLAYWRIGHT or ADAPTOR 

Write: Box 1823, VARIETY 
154 W. 46 St., New York 36, N.Y. 
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three. ‘musi¢al coniedies- and: 
| musical revues that. wl be toure 

o> -$-4-4-4-6-0-60-6-00 Tal able. parts; femme, 22, attractive, ¥ on-Equity members may be used 
. good figure,. naive, good sense el in small roles. 

. G NE \f S handsome, extrovert; man, 20's, |.7° and other states in cabaret-style 
J ereeeeeterer good time Charlie, juvenile; char-| £¥"Gt SRovm a E. 4th] theatres. Auditiotis: will be held in 

acter man and woman. Mail photos. ‘able for male and femme English| New York by appointment only. | | 

humor: man; over. 25, attractive; PP in a package: company this winter.. . Dock Brief” &. “what. Shall We}. packag pany r. 
| humorous, likeable; man, 25-28,!' ‘Tell Caroline” (D). Prodiicer, Rose. Company will perform in: Florida. 

Fotining are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off- Broad | 

way, ard touring shows, as well as. ballet, films, industrial and tele ‘and ‘vesumes, co. Michael ‘Shurt-| ectors, 50°s.': Mail: photos: and 
vision sheng. Al -information haz been ootained directly by thei “spin Thief’ (Dp). {resumes c/o above address, nF OUT OF TOWN. 

Vaniery Custi-g Department by telephone calls, and has been re- Beverly. Zarling ef iY, Producer | - «4 ”» “ - CHICAGO ; 
choi as of noun yesterday (Tues... NY. ¥ 2 railabl o Opponents Game” (D). Pro- “ } . Dr, U 6-4284).. Available. parts: | queer, Jack G. Morris (134 W. 93d Fantasticks”. (MC). Prodiicer, 

Tn eltbtion la be a stiiable parts Usted, the tabulation includes pro- 
deo ton, arerered for later this season, but, for which, the manage. | male lead, 55-65, large’ chatacter 2 ’ . | Faith. Smeeth: (Hotel Del -Prad > 

Iman; male lead, 20-30, stocky, St, N.Y; RI 9-6452).° Avail ado, 
able parts,. woman, "45-50, ‘sophisti: '53d- & Hyde Pk. Chicago; HY. 3- 

verile;. femme lead, 50's, smail,| cated, charming, intelligent; man, 9600). Understudy parts available. 
*} proud, character - woman; ' male! 93.97.° virile, ‘charming; character for all six roles, five male, one fe-- 

second. lead, »30-35, tall, strong, ran; 50's, conservative; ferme, 18, | malé, For audition: appointment 
-— : = handsome: girl,. 20's, lovely, frag~| cute, vivacious; femme, 23:27, chic, contact Jim 1 Warner, above: address... 

ile, warm; character man, 50's, Pa 
- Call Nicholas Gray, above number, | smail, meticulous; girl, 20's, at-| eee stlcateds Ce lee aa | 

i for interview appointment. tractive, earthy; character . fernme,| “Jennie” «MD:. Producer, New- 145; plump; character ‘inan; resumes ¢/o abave address. : 

a © burge- Porter Prods. ‘1619 Broad-j solid, rugged; man, 30's, © mie “Stedicine. Girl” (C): Producers; 
BROADW. AY ‘twas, N. ¥.; JU 64886). Available ; wirey: - twe juves, 12-14. Mail David A. Jasen & Wallace Hill c/o 

georts, as yet, area ’t koiding open cas ting calls, Parenthetical designa- , 
teens are as foftauws: (Cs Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, 
(49D) Blaser? Druvwa, (R+ Rerue, (Rep} Repertory, (DR) Dramatic ; ave 

Reviurg ; 

fas oe 

sca ee 

” Television ; 
eos ipatts: male lead, 30's, tall; femme, i photos and ‘resumes, through’, Jansen, “225° East. Penn, : Long] _ “Bozo’s Circus’? ‘(children’s ante 

Daw arnival’ oe oaG a" . enn “2 20, etherial, small. lovely, lyric’ agents only, c/o above address. - Beach, N.Y.). Available parts: lead- } locally « on WGN-TV): : Producer, 
wvek Merits 'atb : * "5° soprany; femme, 50's, strong per- ing man, 28, with ability for farce;:. MeGinn Television’. Productions: 

NY. LO 3 Totv. Parts available. sonality; male, 50-60, timid; three ‘man,’ ‘28: femme, 25, ‘strong-mind- 
fx tuo meigets or two dwarfs, yen, 35-45, businessmen: femme, | “ OFF-BROADWAY: wo : Jed; ‘character man, 55, pompous; Lee esac bea Aven, Chicago, 

Smale or femme, who can play the voluptuous model; character man,' Across the Board on Tomorrow ‘femme, 30’s, brash, “hard-boiled. 
te enineerst Mail. phofas and Festunes 54). 60, non- singing; high wire act,! i Morn and Talking: to You” AD). English. accent ‘preferred, “Mail | 

lra:medsatels « 9 Robinson stone, {one man and one woman; several | Producers, H: Sheldon Gordon &- : pirrotos and resumes C/O. ‘above ad-. address. Include availability date” * 

above address 4ismall male and femme roles. All; Barry Gordon - (c/o. :Sevan-Levin- | dress. Be Chi. area. ; a 
“Complaisant Lover” (Ds. Pro- inust sing. Mail. photos. and res-.S0" Agency, 20 FE. 53d St. N.Ys] a ” 

ducer, Irene Mayer Selznick (112) umes, through agents only, above! PL 2-1360). Available. parts: man, ‘Jer. Twas jBrilling”” (R )_ Producer, 
Central Park South, N.Y. Avail-. address. | 50-70," charraing, fussy; boy, :7-11, |-Batawin, LL, NY). "Audition Fri-. 
able parts. Engitsh'boy, 9-11, earn-' “Place Without Twilight” (D). non: Equity; ‘malé midget, 30-40;: day (25) for -a featured ingenue; 
est, unatfected, plays Michael Red-: Producers, ¢Rohert Fryer and-Negro, man,” 22, charming, ener-. wispy lyric soprano, who can tap 
grave's son, undestudies for Red-: Lawrence Carr, in association with ; igetic, likeable; Latin. man, . 30-40; -and act, 7-9 p.m., at Showcase Stu-. 
zrave and Googie Withers. Mail John Herman (234 W. 44th St., j brotherly. “Maik Photos. and re- dio (950. Eighth Ave.,:N-Y.). Appli- 
photos and resumes ¢/o above ad- ; LA 4-2844). Available parts: aide, c’o Arthur Storch, above PP 
dress. mat 19-21, tall, handsome, cat- 

; Untitled Japanese - American. 
Film: (D). ‘Producers (Nikkatsix. 
Corp:, Tokyo & Kanji Pictures 
Company, P.O. Box 35-517, Miami 
35; Fla.} Parts available for. three’ 
Japanese girls and a Japanese. boy, 
21-25. Mail. photos. and. resumes 

Miami address... Film will be 
shot in N.¥, and Miami this wine 
ter. Arthur Davis. . Kanji: prexy, . 

‘N.Y. LO -3-7520). All parts avail- will be. ‘in.: N.Y. early in: ‘Sept. ‘for: 

able ‘for: ‘the national. company. Mail. interviews. : 
photos and Tesuines. c/o" Michael: 
Shurtleff, above address, 

“La Plume. De Ma Tante” ’ (MC). 
Producer, David Merrick (246 W.j 
44th St.,.N.Y.; LO 3-7520), Partsi 
available: for ‘femme dancers, 5 ‘ys - ; 
feet, 5 inches or 5.feet, 6 inches. “Stewed Prunes (RY. “Manager, 

‘William’ -- Morris | Agency - ‘(1740 
tall who do point work and sing. 
‘Call Peggy Shields, above number. Broadway, | N.¥.; ‘JU . 6-5100). ‘Re- 

, placement part available for young 
Music Box Theatre. Producer, Al |comedienne, attractive, musieal 

Reiners (Box 395, ‘Hyannis, Mass,). background . preferred. Call Fred 
Photos and resumes being: accepted [Dixon (SP: J-7896) or mail: photos *-. 
of ‘male and femme chorus, ‘danc- and resumes to him c/o Talent Ex+ © 
ers and dramatic. performers‘. for | change (110. W. ‘42d -St., N.Y), 

Entertain You! | 
VARIETY. . LOS ANGELES MIRROR-NEWS — 

dress, “Da n't ‘phone: or visit cants ‘should bring music in their 

“Daughter of Silence” (D:. Pro- i like, fair; boy, 16, intense, medium office. “| key. dance clothes and a tap ary routine. 
. . 75 F. 53th ‘height. fair: girl, 18, spiritual qual- |‘> All -in Love”. (NICI.. ‘Producers, |" ducer, Richard Halliday '75 EF. 55 itt. natural feauty, fair: girl, 21, | Jacques” ‘Urbont, J. Terry Brown. 

t Y.; PL. 3-734i+. Several parts 

a ailvhe fot italian, non-diatect {fragite; girl, 18, all- ‘American type; |Jr. & Stella Holt’ (c/o. Brown, | 

character men, 45-60. Mail photos ‘boy, 19, sincere. All roles are Ne- | Flovd. Ackerman Agency, 145. W. |. TOURING 
ani resumes ¢.0 above address. .4r0. Mail photos. and resumes to 95! St., N.¥.; CO 5-4122), Photos| “Carnival”. (MD). Producer, 
[nterviews by appointment only. | above address. Auusieal pesformers being achepted'| oy i Merrick (246 W.. 44th St. 

. }) . i oe 

“Garden of Sweets” (D:. Pra- aM eS ene Dovid Sleeping "| for: the -musical : based . on. Sheri- 
ducers, Ben Frye, Irving Squires 1246 W. 44th St. N.Y: LO.3-7520).| dan’s “The Rivals.” Part ‘available 

& Sirki De Vysenof 1250 W. 57th ‘for an operatic male quartet, skilled 
St, N.Y.: CO 5-0286:. AV ‘ailable Available par ts: young. man, second p q 

: ii build, :lead, serious, breezy, ‘must . sing; | in Restoration. comedy: acting. Mail 
parts man, ; 43, medium — bui ' young femme, lead,  attractive,| information ¢/o above ‘address. 
razged yet gentle; character man, | efficient, must sing; . femme, 30, “Corn Is. Green” (Di. Producer, 
6), smail Greek Orthodox priest. ; isecond femme lead. beau tiful Equity : Library. ‘Theatre (226. Ww. 

Mail photos and resumes, to ough blonde, well-proportioned, must; 47th St., N.Y.; PL 7-1710). All parts 
agents only, co Pat Fowler, cing and dance some; ‘young man,| available ‘except Miss Moffat. Audi- 
rin. 415, above address handsome, vital yet conventional,| tions next’ Monday -{28), 11: a.m. 

“Isle of Children” (D). Produ-| must sing. Mail photos and res-; 6 ‘p.m.; .. Tuesday — (29), ‘1-8 Bem 
cers, Lester Osterman & Shirley |} umes c’yv Michael Shurtleff, above; Wednesday (30), ‘11. a.m.-6 .m. ‘at 
Bernstein (1650 Broadway, N.Y.; address. ELT rehearsal hall- (Hotel Mar- 
JU 6-5570). Part available for a 14 “Sunday in New York” (O, Pro- seilles, 103d St: & Broadway, N.Y.). 
year-old boy, slim, earnest, sensi-;} ducer, David Merrick (246 ‘W.| Script available at Dramatist Play 
tive, must be experienced actor. '44th St.. N.Y. LO. 3-7520i. Avail-. Service (14 E. 38th St., , N.Y.). Some ieee of 

Ca baret_ 

Special mention should go to Jan’ "The production suddenly. clicks to. life. with ihe. 
Rhodes, who plays June (Havoc) » appearance of little Jan’ Rhodes in the role.of ©... 
Lee.as a small girl. Miss Rhodes Baby June, THIS IS A-REAL, LIVE'DOLL.. She f 
IS ONE OF THE MOST BEGUILING mugs, smiles, sings and: dances and wins:the ~~. | 
YOUNGSTERS EVER TO. APPEAR © audience completely. From. there on: the show. wee 
HERE SOSC~CSSSC<; CO sails smoothly.. . ne 

LOS ANGELES TIMES LOS ANGELES HERALD. & EXPRESS 
Jan Rhodes, as Baby June, "brings Jan Rhodes, a demure blonde; who played 
laughs and. ‘applause: with. ‘her June asa child, won the. hearts. ‘of the. audi- 
precocity. oS ences. ; 

LAS VEGAS REVIEW-JOURNAL 
Special mention should go. to Jan Rhodes in the role of Baby June.. She is  bewiteh 
ing, beguiling and, ONE OF THE MOST TALENTED. YOUNGSTERS EVER. sR TO. APPEAR: 

Mico | o Public Relations: _ 
. . IRWIN R. FRANKLYN CO. 

Beverly Hills, California". 

as Baby June in “GYPSY” 

Currently Appearing At The Hotel Riviera, Las Vegas 
Through Sept. 10. Opening Riviera Theatre, Detroit, Sept. 15. , 

‘P.S. My Mom, “Betty Rhodes, | 
Thanks You, Too! “an ner 

Hitt accepting photos: and resumes .. 
of all types of circus acts to above 
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” ‘Tits new. Cedric: ‘Adams ‘gym,; 7 me- | 
Br oadway ‘morial to the‘ late Minneapolis Star . 

“aa. “Tulipan, assistant ° ‘ad-pub: columnist: and ‘WCCO ‘newscaster. 
“head: of Columbia Pictures, ‘off tot 
‘see. his promotional confreres -in:! mains! at-. Padded Cell.’ throigh. 
Austria,’ France.and Italy. - ‘Thursday. 124). Chad ‘Mit cheil--and 
:-Glenn”® Wallichs, prexy: of. Capi- 'Henry “Red”. Allen: open : ‘the’ fol-. 

“tol Records, in ‘from Cannes. Fri- owing: night,” S 
_ day (18):on the’ Leonardo Da Vinci: ie ‘Bob - Mantzke” Choralaires~ back. 

: Also. arriving. were the M. ‘Lincoin home. after - ‘month's © tour of - ‘Six 

~ Schusters. | 1 
..+ Virgin: Islands: m- ‘aki. n g. 2 “big: +three guest Spots on: British: Broad- 

:toGrism pitch . this year and. has. jsasting ‘system, a 
:“yetained~ Hal= Leyshon Associates |.” Building of Tyrone ‘Guthrie. rep- 

. for pr. Dick’ Hyman will, be ithe”  ertory’- theatre “next” sumnayer - will” 
* gecount exec: : : displace. Walker : “Art : ‘Center jazz, 

- Francis Langford and. her’ use: A concerts, ‘a ‘surmmieér | Imusic high-. 
band, Ralph Evinryde, off to Naples |light here for the last 10 years: 
Saturday 119)'on the Leonardo: Da}. ‘Minneapolis Jaycees“hope to. re~ 

.. Vinei as Was, actor Rory Colhoun. coup losses sustained during. ‘first! 
and. his. wife, former dancer: Lita ltwo “Music Under. Stars” ‘presen-': 
Baion, and ‘their children. -- tations with final offering ‘having : 
- Fred: ‘MacMurray, Jane Wyman, ; Harry Belafonte tomorrow: (23). 

. the Walt ‘Disneys; Ron: Miller,.Wil-{ an! —=.. 
“liam . Walsh, . James Neilsen - and: ets Pa 

' © Robert: Anderson sailed: last week |’... aris 
for! Britain where Disney ‘Produc-'| 
tions is. loeationing for “Bon: Voy: | 66 om Gene Moston 

* awenty: ‘five “Russo - ballet’: and. 
"age. ” woot 

.: oe: 

Singer ‘Lucy: -Monrve ‘and. at: ‘musical’ artists. ‘on * _Nacation int 
‘Paris. - 

. torney « ‘Harald M. Weinberg. have 

Marion McPartland. jaz ‘trio re- | 

obtained. a marriage." “license at. 
"They'll. be” ‘married: in: - City.-Hail:* 

a civil. ceremony,. but didn’t dis- 
. --eloseé time: nor. place.. It's the. first 

: ae Marriage ‘for both. ~... 
Sophie Tuckey, British. play-|! 

wright Harold - Pinter, director 
“Doneld MeWhinnie, ASCAP.: prexy'}-! 

_ .Stanley Adams and Langdon: -Van- 

‘Opera Guild; "in-from Europe. yes: 
terday, (Tites.) on the Queen Eliz- 
-abeth. 

- ence. -where ‘he. attended his “son's 
wedding. 

American “girl. Groom is-'a Wil- 
Hanis’. grad and enters © Harvard 
this. fall-for’ his’ Master's: ~~ : 
"Al Dalzell, recently stricken with 
a heait::attack in ‘San Francisco,. 

_-has Jeft the: hospital and. has ‘re- 
. sumed. as advance ° pressagent: for 
“the ‘touring 
Tente.” but will switch next’ week 

pean. vacation spots are: Walt . Dis- 
y ney, Elsa. Maxwell, Aldous Huxley; |. 

:| Werfel’s 

Jack’ Small: New . ‘York: theatre: 
‘booker’: ‘for the “Shuberts; ‘planed |. 
“back over. the weekend. from Flor- 

-to.? an  Italian-resident’ 

“La’-Plume de-..Ma‘J-j 

“Through - on their. Way. to: ‘Bure 

Nathan Milstein,. Janet “Leigh | and | 
Mrs: Peter Lawford.:. 
Jean-Pierre . ‘Aumont. ‘and. wife 4 

Marisa: Pavan to do a: play here ; 
“wtext. season.’ “Faithful’.Cecile” of 
¥van Audouard: At will be: at. the. 
Bouffes-Parisiens: - after - Jean. -Jae- 
‘ques Bernard's. version of ‘Franz’s , 

* “Jacobowski."-and. the 
Colonel. ” Andrea, Parisys: stars in; 
‘latter; : 

from: East Germany to. survey his 

version of Bertolt Brécht’s. “The 

War. ye 

do “Schweik’’. as ‘Part Of . ‘its Tep.} 
in ‘Paris in October. - 

- Josephine. Baker, St: “Louis:born ; 
‘French. .citizen,-” ‘decorated as: a. 
; Chevalier: of: the. French ‘Legion: 

‘Hans: ‘Eisler to. Lyen: | "Franee } 

music -in- Theatre De. Villeurbaine |- 

Good ‘Soldier ‘Schweik ii. World. 
Headed. by: ‘Roger’. Plan. 

already: ‘scored: in Paris’ and- “will. 

» to. Gypsy.” Herb Carlin will. suc-: ; ‘of Honor for her work in 1he:Re-is: | 
ao ee him as -2. Pa. for “La. ‘Plume. tance during the Nazi occupatién.. 

‘Air ' Force, journeyed: to: “Miss: 

. Bis in: Boston- 
!; Noel Coward musical, “Sail“Away.” 

* tor: and Camel... 
James ‘Daly, of Suffern, is.! a stu-. 
‘dent: “at ‘the. American . Stratford - 

‘Stratford; 
- another: 

.| Genera Martial . Valin, -wiso was. 

‘Rockland County, NY." ‘ecommaitder-in:ehiet. of the Frenth 

By Blobe Morrison 

an - “tens Saks and. his. ‘actress-wife 
-Bea. Arnold, ‘of ‘New . City,. have 

: oe ‘adapted ‘a five-week-old. ‘s0n,”” 
' Jack. ‘Klugman is.on ‘the: Coast’ 

- + for ‘a film .assignment:: He. dives |. 
- .7 in..Waley sCottage, it 2. oe 
"3: Ad agency exec: Sherwood. ‘Smith, poe 

of. West: Nyack, .is at ‘his. ‘Shangri-, me 
.La-.at Orleans, Mass.” .”'- 
-* The Dick Handel Trio is appear- 

--{ng.in-the lounge of the Restaurant 
on the Mount,. Suffern. : 
a Betty Jane. Watson, ‘of: Piermont;:| 

with ‘ tryout” of ‘the } 

Joey Harris, of New City; will be. 
” general. manager of’ “Family “Af- |" 
fair.” -adding . that : to. ‘his--similar- 

"- duties. for “All the Way. Home.” ... 
‘Bill 'Mileés,-.of: Snedens Landing, 

having returned. from | European 
’ tour with. the State. Dept, -Theatre’ 
Guild troupe,. directed ‘a show -.at 
Berkshire’ Playhouse, Stockbridge, 
“Mass. 

“his: Tappan Zee: Playhouse, -Nyack. 
-.’,. Theodore” Bickel is set fora fotk. 

‘song ‘recital next. Sunday ‘271, : 7} 
Tyne’ Daly; daughter of- legit: acs. 

cigaret . Spieler. 

Festival © &- Academy, 
‘Conn.. ‘Pegeen Daly, . 
daughter, ‘has been. working’ with 
the Eyrie ‘Theatre, Piermont. a 

~ Mimmeapolis 
‘By Bob Re 

" 7 4009: Xerzes Ate. So.; WA 66955: I A. 
“Gay: Nineties: has Venice Demary. 

ny with-, femine ‘impersonator ; Lee | 
Leonard. - a 

Charles-. Winchell, “Minnesota 
mus. Co. prexy, in- ‘Variety. Heart 
% _ hospital. ‘here’ for checkup.. : 
" Qld. Log: theatre, - Equity straw- |" 

: ~ hatter,.. 

_. Roar’ ‘Like a ‘Dove this chapter: - 
1. Phil Foster ‘appearing ‘at Fred-.| 

.  die’s ‘through _next: ‘week. It's’ the. 
.. comjc’s first. ‘Minneapolis engage- |. 

‘offering: British “comedy. 

«ment. 
Minnesota ‘Centennial. showboat | 

“winds: up summer -run of..Univer- 
. sity.of Minnesota. theatre’ s “Bloom- 
er Girl” on: ‘Aug. ‘272. 

an, “Pwo string: quartet comipositions | 
. “by. Dixieland ‘artist. Doe Evans - to: 

”. be -introdueed. at. Minneapolis in-. 
7 stitute | ‘of Afts coneert Aug. 29... 

. Minneapolis Boys’ club dedicated | 

Bruce Becker - -has’ “booked ‘Jane {:: 
_ Wyatt in “Oh! Mistress. Mine” -for. | 
next) week as the séason finale” at’ | 

Baker’s : chateau - ‘at. . Milandes, in 
southeast France, to’ present. the 
‘decoration: 

‘ted’ war - orphans : at. ‘the chateau 
for. ‘the: geremony. : . 

Berlin : 
ood “By ‘Hans ‘Hoehn.. 
SE (102640, 

“ Jetome ‘Robbiris’ “Ballet U.S AM 

will appear. “Aug. .25- 30 at: Theatre. 
des: ‘Westens.: : 

- Protestant - “Bios Guile. “picked: 
Ingmar ‘Bergman’s: Wild: Straw- 
berries”. as best ‘July ‘film. - . 
Karin’ Huebner: and‘: Paul. Hub- 

schmid: ‘will play -Iéads “in -Berlin 
_production ‘of. “My Fair Lady.” .- 

-Van.: Cliburn - -will- give. a ‘guest: 
‘concert during - ‘the upcoming ra- 
dio, tv and pliono-exhibition here: - 

~ Francoise Sagan. expected ‘here ; 
yfor. the ‘preem of. her. “Castle’ in’ 
Swede n” at Komoedie in. ‘October. 

. Another. ‘Mabuse. pice. “In. Steel 
Net of Dr. ‘Mabuse: *- being. made by 
CCC: Film: stars Gert Froehe, ex + 

| Barker: ‘and ‘Daliah Lawie.. Harald 
Reinl directs: mo 
“American. Gideon’ * Bachmann. 

head ‘of Federation. of. American: | 
Film Societies, ig.a ‘jury, member | 
of: -upeoming.. Mannheim - Interna: | 
onal Film | Fest’ sect: 162): 

‘Hank ‘We rba By , 
“Grat’ ‘Sanjurjo | 24; Tel. 2344805). 

Moppet. warbler. Marisol. in. “Hal- 
: Yegado un: Angel” is’ the big. draw 

| during :hot summer -months.....° 
~La..Chunguita,. younger sister -of : 

‘flamenco, star La Chunga; “made | 

“Spanish: branch: of ‘the. “William 
Morris‘ Ageney unfolded: its activi-. 
ties with the signing. of loc al sc reen’ 
‘actor. Javier: Escriva. ; 

- Mambo de: la: Mancha “ithe and 

craze -on -the’ Spanish horizon.. 

by. budding’ producer-director Joel: 
‘Harrison to.-star in “Goat. -Boy,” 
“now before cameras. in Greece: .... 
--Vaudevillian- -Angel::de : Andres . 

was: decorated by the Spanish. Chief: 
-of State with the. knightly - cross: 
‘of: ‘the order: of. Isabel the Catholic. . 
Karen” :Kanner left’. for . ‘Man-., 
nheim - in <West Germany... ‘where’ 
‘she. has “péen. signed On. -as ballet ; 
‘mistress’. ‘maith the National, Thea- jae 

tre.’ 

Show: ‘biz ‘friends and}... 
others ‘joined her. and her: 1} ‘adop- yo 

re . _ : . an 5 = —_ - = sy 

‘her debut at chic, al. iresco latespot’. 
; ‘Pavillon. : 

of - Quixote): ds... ‘the ‘latest. dance’: 

. Spain’s Alfredo. ‘Salced.° ‘picked: * 

- London 
yee’ Park 4561; ‘2 3). 

‘Entertainer © _Bransby Ww iliiams 
notched his - 91st: “birthday. 

2 week. : 
he “Arthur: ‘Murray ana wife ‘here 
: Visiting their: ‘London. school of 
jdancing. . + 

Frances ‘Faye, down with a. virus, | | 
Européan coiitriés. ‘Trip: included ! forced’ to - leave "Talk Of The:new Toots Shor's and looks now j ranean scout-tutt tor 

{Towns ‘cabaret shew. : 
Pierre Monteux, 86, named ‘prin: | 

TV cipal conductor - of. the. London 
+ Symphony, its first. ‘since 1954. 

Lord. Ulick Brow ne joined forces 
Fwith - “society. bandleader Paul: 
4 Adam. to: buy the“Satire nightclub. 
i Bruce _ Forsyth : to Bet. $2.800.4 
show .when ‘he returns. as emcee. 

‘of. “Sunday Night : at London Pai-. 
‘Jadium. ” 

- Associated British . 
oy | tossed a press: ‘party’ to. Introduce. 

i Nancy: Kwan,” Star, ot ts: new pie, 
| “Tahamine.”..- 

‘The - Michael ‘Retph and * Basil. 
“Victim,” 

“chosen as British official “entry, at: 
( Dearden ; ‘production... 

, Venice Fiim. Fest... 
-Legit director Joan’ Littlewood. 

‘who quit the Theatre .Workshep, 
has. gone to Nigeria to direct a play 
with an-African cast. © - 
‘Producer ‘Hal Mason and. writer 

Denis Cannan. off to Africa.to find | 
‘Jocations for Sir. Michael Balcon’ 5 
pie, “Sammy Going South.” . 
7 Holiday camp. boss. Billy. B tlint 

lub: 
It brings’ Butlin's |‘ 

* donated $42.000 to’ the Variety 
‘of Great Britain. 
;donations to well over. $140,000, 
“Hand - in .-Hand;” 

ston’s: film starring. John. ‘Gregson 
“and. Sybil Thorndike, to -beshown:! 
Vat. he shown at the: Edinburgh Film 
Fest. oa 

Among those. in and: ‘around the 
London: scene: Ed:‘Murrow, “Harry | 
Tierney, ‘Van ‘Cliburn, Susan’ Hay- 

Hynian: - “ 
Robin ~ Fox, 

Thomas Murphy's play, “A Whistle 
| In: The: Dark.” at ‘Theatre Royal, | 
: Stratford £., threw a party fo bow 
fin, the: author. 

Rank ‘Organization’ ‘aunched its 

‘Centre : at ‘Southall, on:. the ‘out- 
skirts of: London. and: in. Manches- |. 

| ter. Thre: “more - “shedded for this 

te Vegas 
. {DUdley 44141)" 

years. 

local ‘magicians. 
. Jerry Lewis. assigned. Tropicana, 

showgirl - Felicia’ Atkins -a “role ‘in, 
his’ upéoming ‘' ‘Errand :Boy.” 

group; ‘and is reuniting. with : ex- 

act. 

the. Sahara- just..as their. father, 
Johniiy © Ukulele,” ‘opened at Hotel’ 
El Cortez. - 
Abe. | “Schiller, 

veepee, “cited by City: ‘of Las Vegas 
for his. accomplishments ‘ in: Promo- 
tion of :tourist industry. 

‘distance ‘phone: 
Sandshows — teok up- too: ‘much 
‘time for too few laughs. . 

‘in Jerry. Lewis’. “Errand. Boy." 
4 Charlotte” Arren: -and Johnny 
' Broderick, ‘yock stars of :“Holiday 
‘In Rio" ‘at-the. New: I’rontier,; have 
‘a: fan. club, at. the Riviera — the 
entire’ ‘cast:-of “Gy pev’ . 

- Hareia Manol).: ‘former’ dance. ‘di- 
| sector: at, the. Shelborne - in .Miami 

abby “Paul. Manoll: maitre d’ at 
the. Nevada. ‘Club here. 

Westnort, “Conn. 
a By. ‘Humphrey - Doulens 
| ‘Paul Winehell here.” - 

_ Mrs.. ‘William ‘Anthony “McGuire: a 

of fo Spain... 

effec eets- at: auction... 
- The: Day” Tuttles here: “ater ab-. 

- sence of many years.: 
-Myrs.. Robert _E. 

"ing the’ Richard’ Rodger«:. 

to concentrate on new novel. 

P 
‘Mrs. Philip - (Frances: Dunning 

.Fecuperating. from recent illness at. 
- daughter : Virginia's. ‘home 
: Poughkeepsie. :. : 

Sophie Tucker | back. from. ‘six 
months in Enurope,. ‘starting with’. 

‘Lhitery and tv dates in England and. 
‘winding up in. Italy. Spain and. 

Arnold: MGM - - ‘Records prez” 

last I 

| Springs, Cal., 

Pictures. , 

‘Maxin, back from a European bdesi- | 
Iness trip, including a detour to 
‘Germany, and “I'm now an expert 
7 on ‘West Berlin,” sez he. 
i, UPI dispatch from Palm Desert, 
which is several miles from Palm j 

has it. that Bob Hope 
purchased about $1.000.000 worth: 
of. proerty in. this desert resort.” 

Building strike has delayed the 

‘tlike it «will not be ready for the 
World Series crowd, as the boni- 
j face hoped. Assumption, of course, 
being that: the Yanks Cop. 

- Russell Markert, director-found- 
jer of. Radio Musi¢ Hall Rockettes, 
j was in Chicago last: week to speak 
bélare..the. annual convention’ of 
the National Assn. of Trance Mas- 
ters. He was .given a: henorary 
award by the group.. 
Richard Guardian, Latin Ameri- 

can. supervisor for American Inter- 
national ‘Victurés, down in: Mexico 

{to look into the progress being 
made on the Spanish version of 
“Alakazam the Great,” being pro- ! 
duéed in Mexico City. 

; . Hollywood actress 
Canty - and: quondam actor-boxer ' 
John Cesario: are both candidates ; 

CHATTER. 

Hollywood 
James Wolf returned to Londen. 

r Carl Foreman headed for Lom 
on 
William Castie in Cologne for 

filming of “Mr Sardenicus “ 
June Allyson underwent kidne 

stone operation in Monterey, Cal 
Hal Wallis back from “VMediten 

“Decision 

él 

at Delphi" locations 
Alfred CC. Gars = joined - 

j Kenyor & Eckhardt Ine. office to 
exec Technicolor account 

Ernest Turnbull enroute dack 
to his Sydney headquaiters via 

j Denver, N. OY. and Londen. 

Lorich 
By George Mezcefi 

(32 Florastrasse; 34-70-52) 

“TV subscribers im Switre:land 
Inow number 165.440. Breakdown 
‘inte the country’s three language 
‘sectors reveals that 120 222 are in. 
‘the German, 34.680 in the French 

Marietta land 10,538 in the Hahan-speaking 
part. 

Basle smalseater Komoedie's 
‘for. the: City" Council in Hartford, |New Year's Fre production will be 
Conn., on a nonpartisan ticket. {the Swiss preem of “Irma le 
Both are local. residents although (Douce Other itens In the legit- 
Miss. Canty is’ currently on the Jer’s 1961-62 lineup include: Jean 
‘Coast working in a picture. Cesario |AnouiJh’s “Becket,” Harry Kur- 
is -a local restaurant owner, part- [nitz'a “Onee More, With Feeling” 

- Helen . Win-| 

ward,. Nat: Felman: and Kenneth. 

who is presenting: 

|.third : and: fourth::-Ten-Pin . Bowling. 

time actor, and former ‘middle- and Thornton Wilder's ‘Skin ‘of 
weight and wellerweight champion {Our Teeth.” 
of New England. . 

Australia 
. By’ Eric ‘Gorrick 

(Fitm House, Sydney) 

Berry Greenberg, Warner's local j 
chief, back from N. Y. huddles. 
Globe Newsreeler in Sy dney will 

swing to ‘Continental pix next, 
‘month. 

‘at St. James, Sydney, Metro's shuw-- 
‘case there. . 
... Frank ‘Fontaine here. ‘to star in 
“Revue °61” ‘0 over tv commercial 

1ATN, Sydney... ~ 
“Francis of Assisi” (20th) in ‘for | 

a nin bid at Embassy, Sydney, on 
two-a-day. “at ‘upped admissions. 
‘British Empire Films will handle 

the Aussie release of “El Cid:" on 

“Ben-Hur” M- G* ran 61 weeks. | 

Opening of the 1961-'62 seascn 
at the Zurich Opera House, Stadt- 
theatre, Sept. 7. will be a new Her- 
bert Graf production of Verdi's 
“Trovatore,” conducted by Nelle 
Santi, with av all-American cast 
Isinging in Italian, including tenor 
James McCracken, soprano Vir- 
ginia Gordoni, 
Warfield and newly inked baritone 

| Abe Poliakoft 
There’s an abundance of Yank 

re-issues and:or. .ecohd-iuns in 
Zurich's first-run houses currentlyz 

imany of which are in for fine biz 
and huldovers ‘To wit: ‘Pory and 
Bess” (('ol} and “Glenn Miller 
Story” «U-D, both in’four week; 
“We're No Ancels” ‘Par!, cighth 
Stanza; Alfred Jiftchcock’s "“Suspi- 
cian,” second. Others™ include: 
teri” (M-Gi, “Lady Objects” 0-D. 
and “Gunfight at © K Corral” 

contralto Sandra 

s .}deal finalized by Norman B.. Rydge, 
(Pari, | “Breathless,” -Continenta? pic 

2 eee { 

Johnny’ Paul naried prexy. of Wifes 

Harry Ranch; disbanded his. jazz: 

partner . Dick’ “Wise for a comedy | 

Mary: &. Norman’ Kaye. closed: at} 

Flamingo exec |. 

} Beach, :resigned. +o'she could join { 

| rillo who left show because of 
| preaching. motherhuod ° 

Lily . Pons’: selling her: Norwalle 

‘Sher ood: Vv sit- | w isi ; (P.O. ‘Bor’ 4686, Karacht2 Tel: - “This Is Your life” 
Edna: Ferber ‘off to: Switzerland 

Jean Dalrymple’s. birthday party. 
(Sept: 3) bids to. be the party. of 

; “Season, a 

in 

a imported by Robert Kapferer some 
months . ~ ago, banned. ‘to Aussie 
exhibs... 
“Googie. Withers -boats - tou s 

following the run of “Constant 
at ‘Royal, Sydney, for -a 

Broadway show. 
Roy Barmby,. formerly. chief. film 
|buyer for Greater Union Thea- 
tres, who retired recentix, be- 

comes, chief. booker for. a kev drive- 

, "Philadelpia 
By Jerry Gaghin 

G 19 N. 18th St, Locust 4-4848) 
* Fabian ‘off for France to appear 

in “The Longest Day,” but. will 
‘fly back (31) in time to make 

< < 

:. ‘|-Steel Pier engagement Sept. 1-3. 
Peter Lind Hayes cut the long 

“stunt: from © his. 
. Mary. Louise Metzger,. 10-year-old 

singer and. dancer of suburban 
Havertown, Pa... signed for role 

Tin touring company of "The Music 
. Sandy ‘Stewart: of. Gearge. ‘Rock. 

‘Sextet’ ‘fn Sahara’ Cashir commut- {_.. 
I. -ing daily to Paramount fer his role 

“Man.” -. 
Roger © ‘Hall, manager of Phila- 

delphia. Orch, returned from 
1:Greece.. where he visited his cousin, 
Michael Cacoyannis, European film 
‘producer, 

‘Phyllis McGuire, .seen locally 
only. in-niteries with her sisters, 

‘| made solo: -tage ‘debut in “Annie ; 
Get Yeur: ‘Gum. at. Valley Forge | 
‘Music fair. Jast week, 

Romi ‘Yamada took over. femme 
Jead: in “Flower Drum Song.” at 

the Forrest, replacing Cely Car- 

‘Noel Coware’s ’°Ssit Away 
'|-selling out al the air-conditioned ¢ 

Colonial. First summer Jegit tryout 
under air-conditioning is setting | 
trend for extending legit season 1 
through summer in ‘Hub. 

Pakistan 
By. A. Ghaffar 

: 31142-30334) 
: Plans. for the construction of an 

ultra-modern hote] by Pan Am tn: 
conjunction with Pakistani Inter- ; 
national Airlines 

CAs, . “Elmer Gantry” banned : 
by Karachi Board of Filni-Censors. ‘for Dee 
“was granted an exhibition certifi- 

- Jcate ‘adults only? by the. Central :beth the Queen” 
ison, Jan. §.: 

Central Board of Film Censors £30. 
‘Board. 

‘banned exhibition - in this country ° 
of .“Operation Eichmann” 
“Posse from: ‘Hell indie: 
“Guns of Navarone™ “Cols, 

2 PT Rea TTT TEASER, at State oe iSaSSt yOu RN nnneceeaaGigt (remsisintes them vERAotime tat 6iemon abate EY, 

Boston 
By Guy Livingston 

(423 Little Bldg; DE 8&8 7560) 

“Miracle Worker” opens Wilbur 
Theatre Sept. 5 

“Ada” tx booked for the Astor 
to epen this week 
Sam Vine bringing his hypno 

act to the Reef. Revere. * 
Craig Stevens and Alexis Smith 

at Falmouth Plavheuse in “Crities 
Choice.” 

Martha Scott and Donald Woads 
opened at Ogunqnit Plavhouse in 
“Future Perfect’ Aug 21 for week, 

“date night’ 
ami «Saturday 

park, instituting 
dancing Friday 
nights. . 

Alfred Lunt and Tanne Fon 
fanne visiting with Noe: Cowad 
during tryout of aa few musical, 
“Sail Away. * at ( ‘olanjal. 

Lincoln, Neb, 
By Eess Jenkins | 

Johnny Mathis onto Pershing 
Auditorium Oct-17) for ai one- 
oighter. 

Ted Lewis and allstar revue 
j attraction at Angelos Studio Inn 
and ventro impresuionst Chiford 
Guest appearing at Cimmarron 
Room, both in riearpy Omaha 

Sandy Dennis, back mm Lincoln 
sp | to visit family and Lincoln Coim- 
P- munity Playhouse friends, wil) he 
7 iseen in “Splendor in The Gias« 

{Elia Kazan film neing released in 
October by Warne: Bros 

“Better than Ralph Edward«* 
shouted Piainsirw, ‘Neb. hon-e- 
town admirers fo Bob Warren, top 
side to Ralph Fdvards’ “This Is 
Your Life” teieyi+10n show Plaiti- 
view native son Warren was bark 

thome fer the towns dizniend 
“lgubilee celeb atin anchidinp a 

taker, ath 

“| Warren in Edvard«' nations) role. 
' Live theatre. and  ssggphorce 

j;music take aver come nipgid« at 
' Cooper Fouudation’« Stuart aga 
ithis beston Tiasec ootay Brosdoy 
iLeague has slated * Wusse Maw’ 

G oclwouee OMary Stuart’ 

with Eva Letiaihere and ~PSiza- 

“Thurber Cacnisal Jan 
Imogene Cota and 

ang “AR sise ond 
starring 

'k ing Danovan 
1AA), {Content’ March 7 Jumor Wanan's 
and | Club sporsors yoth ditaewe, Linegin 

Symphony, the carrerts., 

’ Pleasure Island. Wakefield thenie. 

with Fase Eniei-: 

local 

ary 

9 



ee eine men 

6-Day Bike Races Back 
ene CONtinued from page 2 coca 

cross in ‘front -of the. chureh. and: 
blowing un of the church.” Earlier 

h a ‘vittea ‘Continued from page z Ss 
| threatefic with being © il'e oe 7 ynche d or having our faves pushes d tickets "from. an exceptional. Wagner : -designed: ‘the . 1,800: seat. 

ers Mian. not only went every  .nk dawn the street in his bare Producer said Southern. locations ' “up by tourists From more: ‘local. down. 1800. cushions : on the- cane . 

mish’ at sere among the biz gest | fet, yor knew -he had’ just come} were set for: authenticity -and=re-- lunds. The biggest . erowd- this | bottoms: might’ take :some. of the -- 

62 | | . WARIETY . ete to, Wednesday, August 23; 196% 

Negro. ‘part of. town, “burning ‘of: :[— : 

_ fhe said they: were thrown. out -of b “334 Wagnerian Festival _ 
‘1°40°7 oof their loeations . cand }; 

dyel-su-tne-woot “six day nits" ;and anytiing else that .could be’ ushed high. this year of $16. down. to a {hall to. provide. some f the world's: 
And they were not just pne-mght- {| titted If you saw,some guy walk-{in” by angry townspeople: . 0°) ~ | lowe” cof. 36 have’ been -snapped | finest peoustics.” And “plirping.. 

Spomets pulling up prize moneys! trom the bixs race. | vealed, ‘despite problems, results ‘sear comes ‘fram France;- followed | sound ‘out ror’ the ‘spectacle. 
four fii sprints The bizsest nue’) It was a mistdke to put your j were sur that. company. is. aim- : ae _by a trail of Englanders. with ‘their | ee eerneenenes ey 
Was probanl: Jim Barton, He once ; overcoat bredee, sou.on your, seat.., ing: pie Lot Eutopean - festival. ex- — a pounds. _and.. Rolls _Royces... 
elysed flown a show oon the readilf you got up to root. in the ex- hibitio::, . Release. is expected » in °. 

fer aocerlzosa ne eotld come back | citement of abe cece, some. tustier | Novem er. or: Decémber:.. Gene. . The take | this year should: be . TOA & Pay-TY . 
te abe, the Bike race Cantor aiisi wodid scoop up your coat -ateng | Corman: was: associate: producer, bout $500,000. for. the 28: suld-out 
tie otter) starter for the ‘38 race "wth yeas ECghbora, rusi-back” of with) William . Shatner, “Jeanie Petformances.. But’ everi so, with’ a = Continued” from “page..1 —= 
He atrtored doin aut rode the. the uindos» and drop them to. ai Coojer, Frank Maxwell, ‘Leo Gor- chorus . ee over. 100 of Europe's ; craftsmen: wha create. and preseit : 
fy? fan te dus urderwear i contederate waiting: down on. the: don and * Robe ert. Emhardt heading | teday’s.: : stage plays," " movies and. 

Great For Songplusgers j street. a cast. . ; aT , ‘ -télevision | prograins.”. . - 
TT. Pe. Alley adopted tLe Bike} Floating Crap Games Se “Hurok’s § Colored Venus’ He added that the produet ‘ot. 

Bas for rare reasons tam one... Tiere were many other diversy: é - Bayreuth, Aud. 22... | this pool will go.to whatever. medi- 
thre peat re asetl OES that it wan ties besides the race. Some of th? Fiore alo? ‘Authors ‘American: Negro. opera. SO- jum offers the. most money; . Peat 
frees ata in toa Up unlit pest flodinng crap games in tows i -prano Grace Bunibry, much-... Harling. said: that. to’ fate the: Te< 
tine ar thaurtie J eters pubvishing moved ito the Garden when the, = Continued from page di —. 2. protested’ ‘but success-crowned - | 
hetero the steet Bad phiguers face. bear and when the aetion.| — “Vents” in). Bayreuth’s: cur- 
wortinma the races Thet all chipped on tine track zot dull, the. crap | weeks. Tle musical: now in. nits ‘rent: “Fannhaeuser”: ‘Produc 
fe $2. te the wee of the pio game. «ould be ced hot. Tiere | 91st wees on Broadway, has a book '. tion, was signed by Sol. Hurok . 
amd fies feo oan and Jone Tans were ales three-card monte games | by Jerome Weidman .and George; “to an exclusive five-year, con- 
tam die d floes agetion Tee pluszers and a coupl« of Chinamen . even ; Abbott, music .by Jerry Bock -and tract. 
Woeliaait fhe: tan on tine vith ran a fan-tan game. lykies by Sheldon. Harnick: . hr September, Miss Bumbry oe 
thet ree taphones and every nes i In tie dust. vear of the-old Gar- [/ The'net profit on. the venture, as;)- will: tour.’Japan in” the .titte. 
wet in the alone sould be tried den. the Police Dept. ‘stropg-arm | of a July. 29 audit, was $362,184. | ‘lead of “Carmen” ‘with the en-. 
me Ao: che oone race athiente squad, led bs Johnny Braderick.4 of «which, $315,000. had beer dis: ' semble of Paris’ Grarid Opera.. . 
Tete. atone many introdue-l did a pretty good job of cleaning} tributed. ‘Tie profit divvy, on the ‘This “will -be followed by a. 
e weothat became standards wae our ate place. Tex Rickard had basis of @ 50-50 split between the} U.S. and:-Canadian junket. .in-. 

> Me and Vs Gal? atel ‘Pes John with itiin when he went into | Manag erent and the backers, gives’ volving ‘appearances: With two -J- 
Oat Heart” he new Geurden and Broderick’s jthe letter-a 52!2°% return on their | -. American -opera’ companies, a: 

Aenong the lesadist  pluazers reprtation atone was enough to $800.000, investment. . Contributins | concert series, and a number, | _ 
were Bernie  Pollek, Samim Keep the tusters scarce. ~* [substantialiy to ‘the profit’ earned. . of tv guest spots, under -a. "| 

"Ley, amd att Cripps But the The ‘61 whirl will be the 75th! re the phon, is its share of-income | minimum guarantee ~ of $250,-" 
No Poamuses ses Jammy Fisana. Noy International Raée “with +13, rom ths © Edwin, Knill- Martin - @90 for, the’ artist. : 

} spdnse. to a :fundraising ’ campaign. 
‘|-had: not been. too. ‘heartening. : 

“And: because. itis’ not- ‘heatter-. 
| ing .I sometimes. wonder. if theatte-. 
| men: really” want: to° beat ‘pay. tyr ” 
‘he. said. 

He. added, ‘howevet. ‘that he, hint. 
| self, was. not disheartened: and that 
‘he believed.aroused:. exhibitors 

| could. aiuieky: knock. pay, ty out of 
the’ box.”!.-. 

"MARRIAGES 
‘Dorsey Connors :to’ John. Edward 

forbes: Chicago, - “Aus. 10. - . Bride” 
._ Lis. -radio-ty- perfotmer . there.” Joa fie 

a weeak faces vith the erogd. Enropean teams, twe :American ithe B. itinore Thestiey Los, == 1 Nita. ‘Talbot. to Tom. Geas, “Lag. | : 

Steers cc corked por Waterson reais. and a team from: Argentina Angeles. . “oe ‘finest voites,. a. . -150-piées orchies: 1 ¥EBass Aug. :/13. ‘Bride’ is. ate, ace" > 
Bersis a oy te ds Ce ony pep esented. It is betig promoted |_ The - prod tra, plus the- top-ranking singers i. tress;. he’s ‘an actors. = 
paren aieasoeb faoserg Prom abe by Sports International Jae. ay 20. ire: ay Proc uetion,. which | fathered from-all over the. world, | -, Br ‘enda Down. to Graham Bur- 
tes. 7, ’ ot Bos nad f.> strat from 27D at business men headed hy Hine al ay Tony, the Broail- {it Wagner. brothers. ‘£0 ‘in the hole bidge, Bushey,. ‘Eng., Aue. 4 Bride-" 
te vesdteeé He was a Little pee Paci) Sew York trial law-[Ur>? 4h. “utre ‘to. .the. Broadway. an. this. spectacular month-long ; room | “is acutinter.. with’. Chris 

ete 

t. 

oe a 
& 

a eefet Bo bee fost wie a alors Cay presidenr. Fred. Griece, - yree- j Theatre. 4 ~ ne Yacate Its. ‘present i vent.. | Barber's band... ne a coum a a mae Soils Thre ret ts: femt: web Mike Bambara. ineomint -* “Roane” ‘which opens |. The” foui-part “Ring of the. Ni- a Jo! Massey... to ‘Terey ‘Thomas, u 
t re Es ‘ me ale? the hand bared Sheesh, At srieco is generat: Nov. 2. 4. London’ production 91 ibelungen” ‘this year is stated: and | ‘Havant, Eng:. Aug.'5.. Bridé is an-° 

far oe ha oan . He vreewnt ie he pe “i “ ‘ha Cie ts tlet Jag ane the - musk: lis scheduled for: pres. | Produced by" Wolfgang . ‘Wasner, | acttess;. he: al a "soldier, not. the: 

aise? ota aad oft. neahes (sey EMA Ss ar is racing di- entation in the fall by Donald ° ‘and -his brother is -responsibiz far |- comedian, 
Pe) vectt bateg ie er Nig baton tor Fee ; Albery.. | the four. other ‘productions, “Tann- | “Mae “Denhison to, Hugh: Mooney; 
fey tae In caldition te Basle. | Tt will take: about $1607000 - to Anent “the. royalty: waivers, TAD. hauser,” “Parsifal,”*.°FlvingGlasgow, .Awg.5, : Bride is half of 

niet of the pands working around PEK ob fie. pr omofion, But the | bott has alww passed -up- his direc’ Dutehman”, and” “The- ‘Mastersing: "St. Dpnnis Sisters singing act. - 
tor} would take them instruments premoters “we: Pai with 2‘ torial stare of the grass on losing ‘es Of, “Nuremberg.” 2. - 7 [| Cagman Sherman to-.'Tony.. Weit- a 
Os *y the Garden atter their gigs NMane boxes he ve atreedy Obert’ weeks, “However, he gets -aper-| Introduce Sex Appeal | * -tzél, Chicago, Aug: '12.:He's the Chik’. . 

ait pte when Huns, sot dali, Sold to Eree business concerns. a |centas ge of ‘the Profits as stager. | "« And the Wagner brothers, in tur: "| Cago--Daily News -gossiper. PoP 
Viewer! hones another -"bike box seats 13 and sells: for $882: “tor —————————— a ‘jag.in.a hep 20th.Century audience | “ Rena Goldsmith ‘to: Arthur: ‘Por-.: , nai.” was atvavs br hand with mene hithts. Ito the operas often, considered; out- | rest,", Weston, - Conn., © “Aug. "203. 

tes hhapmd Lape: sires, “We used ar ; 6 § dated for a: ‘modern: public, have} Bride is. with ‘CBS-TV" ‘press in-: 
est | al ring “te St te pute of an en ‘Man Len ner’ $ P r eface’. ‘intruded. a new’ angle—sex appeal.| formation , déept.;: :"->'s, a director’ 

fry an » sey crazy we sere vooden saucer together for’ hs =— ro ontiniied * from page 7 Where the trend has been. ‘former: } with: .WNEW-TV, NCY.. . 

are She: Face race. Tie Harvest Moon Ball rans + ‘ily to cast a 46-inch-waistline: basso |: Beverly’"Kulilman to: ‘Dick ‘Stith; 
“iggy, Sports Writets Et al. [in the Garden the night before the major rewrting undertaken in Bos-! counterpointed against ‘a. soprano | jp Philadelphia, ‘Aug. - 10. Bride is” 

Fly Zieteld took a box bs the’ Whirl starts and ‘does not let out on ae in Pow York, Following ty. 0 with a bosom: of equal dimensions, | ‘eqitor “Of the local edition of TV. 

Week amd it was usually decorated sunt 2 am, This leaves only 1B; er ‘gratefully. ac- ‘the singers of the last’ few Was- Guide; groom’ is: editor’ of - four. 

te piw jest because we got in 

-Kknowled tes steadfastness of casti' nerian Fests have looked as if they: [: with fis beauties evers night. :borrs to set up the track. r , s na the, Ince tat ney South” Jersey’. ‘suburban ‘weeklies, “ Texas Cetitman and her girls alias | Jimmy Proscia, probably the Iast Julie ands ee Burton - and hat thelr roles the. love Anterests |.” ‘Shoshana Shapira | to ‘Cyril .Or- | 
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Worker arotted town —-names like 2 am, on the day of the race, the written according to. ‘his recent: pub- ‘ handsome mates, .Franz Crass and'|: 
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wh besireent ontro owners are look- | straightway veers to an angle | of. heard in the-Columbia album of the j )Singers of this. season, Grace ‘Hoff- {is .a° showgirl: he: is’ “Rosemary 
ng fersand ss the coming whirl §25 deareey and the turns. to an tuner. but not-onstage, do not ap-man, Astrid “Varnay”’ and: Birsit Clooney's personal manager. 
Toray ecu at ce ; pear. ig. this book::. Neither do; Nilsson, is a ‘stunning figure of a. Olivé ‘Lyle. to Matthew- Spicer, 

Night, at ‘the: London: Palladium.” a 
‘Mara. Larie to’ William. I.- Dag. 

ger, London, ‘Aug. 15, Bride.’ is” a 

fate tie since thers canst of 43 decrees, 
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Peon oats one late action Hoa. the younzer sports fan will most of the ‘hilarious ad libs.. con-. woman instead ‘of, a. voice, ¢ham- i. Cramond,. Scotland, Aug. 12. ‘He's. 
».* vitnd fae Pisa Mant sprints start 20. fur the Six. Day Classic.’ isa Canned Bs stellar’ comic. Robert iber packed with excess avoirdu- promotion ‘seripter. with Scot: com 

Raed 2 nn? tte “tans can stay Moot point since a whole genera- of tus p. rformariees, Volume is. pors.. sat jterieal:¢ tvs 
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arses 8s pret _D rhnonm, Rinvon, Plan 9% the event. and, from’ early 

thén; and as a result of that’ film, ton “traditional” grounds, and: had] former ‘Romie. ‘agent. Mariella de 
Code - provisions ‘concerning dru! nothing otherwise to do with: actual | Sarzale;:- father’s “an actor:. Dyk. 
addiction’ were liberalized and jast ;racial . issues. But. the’ “Wagner |" Mr. .and Mrs: Norm Cissha, son, | 
June. the Code. seal was granted to j brothers ‘alse. issued a. stafement ‘Chieago,. Aug. -13.: Father ‘is. sales 
the picture. . OP 7 jtbat: they preferred to - hire: the: manager - for- _WNBG@-TV : there, 

: ; -_ . best: singers .for ‘the roles, regard- |- Mr. atid ‘Mrs. Vat Chevron,” . 
a >. jless of color, and Miss Bumbry.-has.| ‘daughter, New Haven, ‘Aug. th. 

ear ‘ | dausiiter, ~ St. Leonard’s, - -Eng:s 
‘3 Ces Tre _ dle: send Brootsy, it. Iestlons, it loaks ay though, the “‘Leshianism’ Tabu lor et Tous, Mo, feted as "the | 1 Aud. 7. Fatiier is”: the ty thas 

Viet rors, He %y Vethin. Brise cp Calers ane going to havo a suc: black Venus” in’. “Tanhhauser.” and” comedian. ok 
° ' : Usp fear Bae ard Swane “oot shud ; ‘One thing: is cr. — Cominued, from : page 2 ns Tins Bumbry -is the: first. Négro to |" : Mr. and Mts. ‘Peter’ ‘Dimmock, 
eo ao _ * nightly, bul the Pun Rae viher sporting event will gossip rainer thai the subject— .Witia leading role at. the’ Wainer- daughter, London. Aug.:7. . Father ¢: x oo " a , not ty cane: i h- we h ut as miny srolor ful ghosts lesbianis: a—about which the gos- im singtest. And when‘the Wag-|is-head.of BBC TV: ‘outside: -broad. . 
“i reeds rt theta nse toeain the ope: ius dawn throug those Garden. sipers . whispered. Wyler had also“ ner brothers revealed: ‘that - they ; casts;.mother is. ty announcer. Polly 

essen! kieton | ae Ser up hudter . a at wad Whirl Bels F earlier. said if they had. filmed. the “bad. received a stack of dver 100° Elwes.” mi we on as Ravn wher amt Vader Wa a Hellman play.as originally written letters, protesting the intrusion ot | Mr. and Mrs: Christian’ 'R. Ho. 
beter d A Mes i ae : sted I ane — they would bé attacked, . -a coldred: singer at this traditional | mes’ $d, daughter, Santa Monica, 
itie cet @aties! tes toni tr t a . ; - Situation ‘similar: to. that Avhich :event, it only ‘meant more publicity |, Cal., Aug: Mm “Mother - As actress : 

io» budget for the kitehen this! Inteerated Pic [prevented | seat. being granted to.‘ tor the ‘performance. yAriene. Dahil. 
Lene as “RL andas ustal dt will! om oe - | Otto: Preminger's “The May With; The protests, it. was emphasized, Mr. and. Mrs: “Ray. Diiley, son.” 

2) fimeteat fo riders, srarking re- =e Continued from pare. | 
peters and race versannel In the eat lunch there) and then set ur a 

br Garden tae. thev went sinzle shot on his own,. without: 
tet pee ANN) steaky, 400 chickens, “permission, and was - chased° by 
fhe pounds of Linthchoos, 1 hams: petice immediately afterward. . 
vert 3 nowunds, of Sacon: . » Filmeroup: production, a- Charles: 
' tba ue Os Fae eit Garden. Beaumont screenplay from his own 
eV vteR-Ten a tus contd watch novel, was shot’ on a‘ $200,000: r 

ttre fae for five days and) fan. budeect: with producer auleno stick “Red Army Skips | U S. become tire No. 1 favorite of the ‘Father. 1s-. executive: ‘director’ of ° 

sod ocome faslod -dowa with ta three-week sehedule: only by |: . Nex ae ~ il in her’ favor. ec Stratford: (Conn: ) ‘International. 
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aa “Dollie:. ‘son . Edward ‘Jr.; 
tM ers- 

"five .grandchildren.- all of .L. ‘A:. 
three. sisters,. Mrs.. Joseph ‘Lindsey, 

.  . Mrs. Keith “Webb and Mrs. ‘Roscoe : 
oy Bailey. ‘he 

‘4 oured ~. 

in “fim _actress, © 
“Aug.'17.in the: Westmoreland Sani- :. 
‘.tarium: She had been. stricken‘with : 

*-: Parkinson's. disease: 18 :véars. ago- 

"'. a¢tress of ‘the 18th‘ century, 
-.. ‘father was Frank Kemble: Cooper, 

_» Who-sérved‘ for, years as Sir- “Henry. 
: ‘Irving's - léading man...and. in the 

' American. theatre. played “opposite. 
_ Lillie: Langtry. - ° 
_ J. -She .made her debut: af” ‘16. inf 
Bes “Charlie's Aunt” and later: played i. 
>. “ith. Fannie: Ward in-“The Bishop’ s:: Boswell for yarious. ‘film perce" vali Napoleon, 

.. Carriage.” ‘Her ‘first New York B97. ‘Hes, died ‘Auge 20: ‘in Glendale, (Cal, 

0 aaa as Pe AP oe net ees Me ene et mem ee oe 

EDWARD ‘az: “‘MeNAMARA’. 
“Bdward Je _MeNamara,, 68, ‘cireu=. 

Oh “Jation- ‘director of DaiLy: VARIETY 
"5 | “ginee:1942; died ‘Aug.:17 in: ‘St. Vin- 

: “cent's Hospital, “Los Angeles,” after 
along. illness. .°. 
~-Born in. Mobile; “Nae. 

‘He was a. pioneer: memibér af. the 
‘Us S.-Navy air arm: -one- of, four: 
men selected’ from. “Mississippi. for. 
‘training . at ‘Pensacola, .and ‘served. 
18. months. overseas” ‘during: ‘and 
“after the first: ‘World. War. ‘He held’ 
the. rank: ‘of Ensign." 
‘He was. ‘circulation manager. of: 

the: ‘old’: ‘Boston “Transcript. before: 
 eoming’ to ‘Los Angeles: in- 1938 to | 
‘serve ~as-: promotion: ' manager. of |. 

. the Examiner. 
-. eer he also: did:.-promotion work 

Earlier’ in: his. ea-. 

for the: Jackson: (Miss.)- ‘Daily News 
El: Paso: 

Survivors. “include his. widow, 
daughter 

‘Margaret.'L. Rearden, and: 

“LONG TACK SAM” 
“Long. Tack ‘Sai, 76,: one. of “the 

. top. Oriental magicos of the Keith- 
“Atbée yatideville era, Gied in- Linz, 

. Austija, Aug. 7, after a lengthy ill- 
He was one of the more. 

Jearned: members. of: the. craft... His 
_ colleagues. claimed he . had: one.:of - © 
“ane” largest repertoires in ‘the’ pro- 
“fession.. . 
"Long: “who had. a flash: act. Which ; 

., Included as man as five. assistants, 
theatres.” throughout ~ thie | 

~ He--also- played. virtually’ 
os) P@Nvery top’ house in the.U:S 

-" act utilized a fast routine: of tricks: 
OO einbracing ‘juggling, | gymnastics of ;* 
. every: ‘description, « Magic,” 
“spinning an : : 

"He made: ‘a. ‘practice: of: leaving - 
much of -his: earnings - ‘in.-one ‘form = 
‘ vor.. another in’ fountries - ‘where. he: 
.. performed.” Thus. he ‘either - had 

:* -bank “accounts: or ‘owned. ‘Property: 
*-§n' most’ areas ‘of the world. : 

A. ‘story goes: that’ during the. J ap- . 
anese. invasion of ‘Shanghai “during: 
-the 3930s, Long was. running down 

the” steps: of ..a .theatre -he owned : 
. “when a’ Japanese ‘soldier. witha 

bayonet stopped him to ask Ww here . 
“the: owner ‘of :the house was. 0 

| A Wpstairs,” said - Long,. and ran'- 
ws ‘out never-toyreturn.. — 

ness. 

world. 

. Songs: 

- Léng, who. retired: about: 10 years 
a “B20, reinained inactive. despite- bids. 

“ to-return. ‘to. ‘the’ ‘stage.’ ‘Wed. .for 
“years to an: ~Apstrian ‘girl, he’ re-"° 

‘tiréd “in his. wife's “native: land..” 
Two daughters and. a-son, afl ‘of 

¥ whom worked’ ‘in his. act’ on ‘various « 
ovcasions, sury iv e. 

SACK LAIT: “IR. 
‘Taek: ‘Lait Jr., 52; retired: news: 

_. paper. telecritic. and. member: of a 
New York-Los: Angeles: journalistic 

. family, died Aug: 18. at the home’ 
"Of his'mother in Burbank, Cal. He 
_was.. video editor: of the. -L.A.. Fx- 
.aminer for eight years: until 1959. 
. and had’also been.a film wr iter. and. 

me disk firm -official. -- 
He ‘was ‘the: son ‘of the. Tate Jack 

“ _Eait. ‘Sr., 
Zand: editor of the N.Y. Daily. Mirror-:: 
at: his death in 1954. “A. brother. of. 

Jack.Jr., 

‘onetime. Variéty. staffer 

George. wWhoe.died -in. 1958, 
had: been studio’ publicity head for 
Columbia Pictures after a career.as 

_&n.. Examiner editor and war .COr- 
respondent. . 

- Surviving: besides his: ‘mother is a 
Bister: Mrs. Lois; ‘Lait : ‘King... 

“VIOLET KEMBLE. ‘COOPER. 
“Violet: Kemble. Cooper.: legit. and 

in- -Hollywood died 

and bedridden ‘since having” suf- - 
fered. a. stroke three months - ago. 
She. entered the Sanitarium « two. 
weeks before hc r death... . 
Miss Cooper’ came froni a ‘famous: 

-theatriéat family dating back to her’ 
great-great aunt, Mrs. ‘Sarah Kem- 
blé Siddons, noted “London - légit: 

Her 

as: jie: Ww ag: 
known; spent: ‘all of -his . life in: the 
Newspaper. business: ‘after. | 

..., graduated * from. ‘Barton: . Academy” 
ws in ‘Mobile. - : 

a  <phia. this -vear 

His.. 

plate. - 

* pearance: was: hi: 1912 in “The: ‘In 
“ Bearance: ‘wi of Youth; followed’ by 
a in the: New York and 

London -companies’ of “Peg 0’. My. 
| Heart’ with: Laurette Taylor. Back | 

clin the. U.S." she toured in “The | warner Bros. publicity department. 
jand Jater was press head: of Van-. Wooing of Eve,”’ and’ then appeared 

.in “Dear- Brutus,” " “Clair de Lune,” 

‘Apple Cart,’ :“Lysistrata," Fo 

Scotland: Pe 
r on film career fy inchided: ‘poles: in: 

r Betters,”: “The: Fountain:’ 
“David: ‘Copperfield. "-. “Vanessa.” 
|“Her Love-Story:” “Romeo. & ‘Sol- |. 
fet”. ‘and: “Richelieu. ”. 
i . She is: survived ‘by Wilter Ferris: | a 
‘a former screen: writer; a sister’ ‘and | 
| brother. 

ALEXANDER - HILSBEEG 

' concerthiaster.. and - associate con- 
, ductor of. the ‘Philadelphia. Orches- 

‘Times, Times Picayune. tra., died: ‘Aug:10 in Camden, Me. 
-and”-the - “San: Francisco . Bulletin .' 
: tnow . the : Cal Bulletin)... 

where | he was vacationing’ at ‘his 
~ {summer home ihear: ‘Lake Megunti- 

: cook. - 
- 7M native ‘of Poland: the violinist 
iwas with the. Philadelphia ‘Orches- 
-tra. 26 years, until ‘he resigned in. 
11952" to’ -bécome. ‘conductor of: the 
‘New. Ofleans , Syniphony. ‘He- had - 

. planned ‘to: return: to ‘the Philadel-! 

‘the New Schoal’ of Music. 
A. graduate: of ‘the St. "Petersburg. - 

‘Iniperial-. ‘Conservatory, . - Hilsherg 
went to- Siberia. in 3917 to’ ‘téach: at 
the. Tomsk Conserv: atory.. He. pave: 
concerts. in.. China’. and” ‘was -‘decor-. 
ated ‘by¥-Sun, ‘Yat-Sen: ‘for his work .- 
‘in ‘aid ‘of the: ‘Nictiins, of the’ famine 
“there: | in: 1921... 

Toseanini- named fini” “concert- | 
‘master: of the. Philly ‘Orch’ in 1929: 
and Leopold - ‘Stokowski ‘made: the 
‘appointment’ permanent. two. years.. 

later.) He-.-was . -nairied ‘assciate - 
‘conductor: by. Eugene. Qrmandy” in’ 
1945... 00, 

His. nidow ‘and. brother survive. 

JHELEN. AINSWORTH. 
Helen’. . Ainsworth, 59, jonatime’ 

Hollywood - ‘agent “who- ‘turned 10. 
production eight. Nears . ‘ago. “died! 
‘of: cancer . Aug... ‘18 in: Tolixivood. 
Prior to going. to éllywood in.the 

1920s, she was a. ‘stage. actress, both 
jn her’ hometown, ‘San _ Francisco, ; 

“and. .on.. Broadway. 
During ‘her. long tenure. as arent. 

* she discovered: arid ‘helped in their’; 
way to prominence such: thesps. as. 

-- Guy Madison, Mith, whom: she was 

Monrve.: Jghn. Raitt, Rhonda ‘Flems i 
ing... Carol... . Chahing, - * Sandia , 
“Chureh, Howard: Keel. and’ John 
‘Bromfield. 

‘being <The Schéol . for - Scandal,” ” an rae 

. | eancer.. Aug. 
in ‘Arlington, ‘Tex:. he. entered show ; 

Mexander’ Hilsberg, 61:. former’ 

; as.. director’ of* the. | 
. ; Professional . training. orthestra~ of BS 

“J Jer: sey. Allied: 

pneumonia. 
_* His collaborative. book: efforts in- | 

\ eluded: ths: Fred - Astaire’ autobiog, 
‘| "Steps. in. Times;”  Bitlie- Burke's |: 

Nose.” a 

fweeond tome of: reminiscences with 
“With: a. : Feather ‘in My 

Miss Burke, “With Powder on My 
Nose; . Lionel -Barri niore’s: 
Barrymores.”: "and Mack. Sennett's: 
“King. of. Cémedy:" . 
At one ‘time: he. was:: vith the’ 

guard Films, and associate publiaty.- 
director ‘for David O. Selznick. :He ; 

and ibegan his career asa. North Caro-} 
cher. last: stage - ‘role in. “Mary of | ilinay néwspapérman, later ‘serving | 

.as literary editor-for the. old: Cleve- 
land Star .and: -drama critic on. thet 

, ;Charlotte News, - , 
- Wife and; two daiighters. survive.-| . 

. BOZO “THE. TLOWN : 
‘Kawi in’ Cooper, 41, known as. 

‘the’ Clown as ‘were his’ father and 
grandfather. before: -him, -died of . 

15-in: Denver: Born - 

‘business as a child. A star of Ring- 
ling Bros, and -Barnunr -& | Bailey.’ 
Circus, he toured’ the: world as: 8. 
fun-maker.. ~ 

Cooper. who’ long? Wasa 
with Denver children. returned. to j 
the: Colorado ¢ajital July 18 to-aid. 
in ‘the :-American’ Medical Center's | 
battle, against .cancer. He planned |. 
18 make .a. ty film to. publicize. the 
work. of the: ‘center: w hich * is. sup- 
‘ported, and.- endowed™ by | various ; 
Jewish organizations, | 
There are. No Survivors: 

7 -HEDDLE “NASH. 
Heddle Nash. 67, operatic tenor, 

disc: of pneumonia . ‘Aug.- 14 ini. Lon-' 
don. - He -wan a scholarship at 
Blackheath Conservatoire * ‘and’ 
then studied | in: Milan. making lis: 
“professional debut f° the. Scala. 
Milan, in: “The :Barber of Sevilte:”: 

Three. of: his: “most ‘celebrated | 
‘ roles.: were | in”. “The.-D re am.-of-} 
‘Gerontius,” “Don -Gioyanni” cand | 
|fDie. Meisteqsinger.”: He first up-- 
.péared at: Covent Garden-in 1929. 
‘and also sang. frequently at “the 
“Old: ‘Vie . arid Glydébourne. 
Survived: by. his son,- John Hoed- 
‘dle Nash, - 

- _ibaritone, a 
cbimsclf an. - operatic. 

4 mo, ——-- 

co (SIDNEY. A. FRANKLIN 
sSidney : AL Franklin. 

t 

‘Theatr e, Newark. : 

Exhib.- had been 4a. member: of. New 

his show’: business ’ He: started | 
Career’ as -accom)panist for -vaude- . 

* nilery acts, including’ Belle: Baker.’ 
Sophie: Tucker and team of Brice . 
& King. His..Isie brother; Dayid,. 
was a violinist-pit band maestro. 

“fave or ite : 

YVorchestra-: director 

, about 40 German films. 
“4 : 

Me DIGBY. MILLS 
IDigby ‘Mills, longtime - Cinema - 

manager, died recently in) Ater- 
deer, Scotland, after an Winess cf 
some weeks. He had been manager 

House for-over 30 xeurs . 
“Starting. as a prejectionist’ in‘ 

' Glasgow... he -went to. Xutherglen, ° 
; Lanarkshire, “as: a manager, and: 
: was. named: manager at 
7 three decades ago. Ve was also: 
tan entertainer at chitdren’s shows 
‘and a ¢ommercial photesrapher. 
Survived ‘by his wile and three . 

sons.: 

“TO REED 
Tor. Reed, 59. former film pub- 

-Tieist! “and | veteran screenwriter, 
died of cancer’ Aug. 17 in ‘Long 
‘Beach,- Cal. Starting asa publicist 
for the late’ Thonias H. Ince. he 
‘was pub. director for several stu- 
- dros :-before becoming a *-the writer” 
[for. silent pix in the: niddle 20s 

For many yeats a top scripter, 
Reed ‘more crecentl, had devated * 

- much attention to. lictlon .ariting. 
‘He-also Was an: assoc.ate producer 
-at: Metro-for a drief period. 

W ife, son and. daughter sur ive. 

DELOS OWENS oo, 
Delos Owens, 68; former dite: tor 

of -the WGN Symphony Orchestra. 
died: of ‘a heart attack Aue 15 i. 
"Chicago. He. had waked for radio 
ara WGN as..a stuiiio manager 

and director before becoming the ’ 
station’ s musical director in 1932. 

At-one time. he ‘also worked with 
i Charles Correll: ‘and Freeman Gos- 
den: ina series of ‘talent shows. 
(In rec ent years, he Wad been doing 
‘ fréelane e work for vadta-ty ac. 
comnts... fer’ Chicago Cadvertisnhg | 
“agencies, a! Of 
a vos = ok, Cente 

£0. TLE HMAN 
Ed Viehman,: ‘39, for. 12 years an , 

‘announcer, awniter, ‘producer. and ' 
productiag Rinnager for WCCO. 
CBS affiliate in Minneapolis, ded 
‘of cancer Aug 14 on? Rochester, 
-Minn.”. In 1959.. he was. electéd 
chairman. of the Minnesota Re pub- © 

“lian party. ‘He Was eredited with 
revivalizing tie state. ‘GOP put de-- 

“Soelned. te run for: reelection last 
January ‘after surviving an earlier 

67, ‘for 30° bout. With” intggtinal cancer, 

years’ ow ner-manager of the ‘Little 
: exploitation ; 

house,” died: Aug: 17 in .that. -<ity. | 

Surviving - are’. his Wife and x. 
- children. a 

THEODORE 7 An 
Theodure Hatin, 78. 

af: 

“legit. and film theatres, died Aur: 
18-in- Dayton..O:. ‘where. he resided 
since 1951. At 16 he was a Violm- 

‘ist. with the Cineinnali Svmphons 
{Ore hestra, He headed radio's fi: +t 

Forres! For past 28 yeass os ee: 

Stianlergh 

Jonguame ; 
Cineiznats 

“Survivors: include the: wife, who '4flernoon orchestra’-on WCKY. 
’ plans. to contiipe operation. of the {Cos ington, ‘Ky.. for 18 months and .- 

‘filmery: a:daughter, Rate Franklin, : directed ‘the WPA) Ohio Music. 

7 of. a ; heart: ailment ‘complicated by jstage actor. he ‘also apiteai‘ed in cert volinst, died Aug § in Phila 
(tebe g.accupy, she 

aH Pareope ind the- 
TEN. and afeecatedd with the hala 
Geiphia Or esti feta tin ostbee 

afare leticita .. eitidees os 
Husband ot tee lcathers and 

Sister survive 

 detphn: 4 
tteared thre: 

“We (of: Forres -N. E. Scotland Preture | 
e ALF © SLAURK SR. 

AW CO Stata SN. t; 
NeBolive teteet cia .? 

homerrhare am Mests 6 

bietwver 

- titelsal 
Aug 32. 

ated with 
Pathe Jab, he. ecfteread toe fina ter 
in 1934. He fir-i sos wots the cid 
Tashy lab and eter the vad Rene 
nett lab, 

Wife, som and tse Goa biers 
SUING. 

;: Le ven 

J. BARRY LAKE 
J Baris bake. SP ts sezapte: aid 

novelist. died Aug 9 ino Bens 
County, Pa We siote fer such 
programs as ‘Youn: Dro Maidens.’ 
“The Road ot Ute" ona “The 
Brighter Lafe. Vis az. novels n- 
ciuded “One for the VMoenes ° ard 
“Tao for the Shuaw”  * 

Wife, sen and dausttor s2ivive, 

I TOLISE PAUL ° 
i Louise Paul, 50, wie sculpnired 
busts of Helen Haves falhilah 

j Bankhe ad and the fate Piorciie Ta 
iGuardia died Aug JP ou leronte 
Also internationally hnewn as an 
artist. she had patted several 
Broadway porsonalit ite 
LA brother SHIVIGES ¢ 

GEORGE 8, MACKIE 

Gearpe :S. Machie. 73. cinema 
a@oneer, died recenuy un Reasdog 
bie He died been moneecer af the 

vaucaville on Rese ins and mod 
‘tor Pesating: Odean tet nl Haye 0g Lt @- 

Debt 

Supavcd bn 
daughtes 

Now wale Son and 

‘TOM REDIY: 
Tom Riddy, 43. one af race's 

top announcers of iveical shows, 
diowned Aug T2 new Lint Mash, 
He left Holly aood 1 vcars apo to 
hecoiee pirat ane: of radia sTalien 
LWYTAG Fit 

Hie safe, dave cons and daughter 
; SUING 

STRANLEIGH TULLE 

Tuttle ot, sacmber 
ef Paramount studia paorection 

‘dept for the qast G2 <ears, died 
calocancer Aug F4 a Tew wed 

Wiles san and sister cursive 

Eleanor F. Bemis, 25 2 tacdlo 
‘and ftelevesion ssyecr. «ak ford 
dead in bed at her home im Kocre, 
N W. Avge 18 4n inves firation uf 
her death was begun bv fhe Chose 
hae Counts medical referee, 

me tee 

Charles Papes. ii, manajcr ~f 
the Frefich languare radio <stin 

- Migs - Ainsworth: created ‘and put (at film. “wuiters and. 4 sister, 
. together the tv. package- of Wild. : 
Bill: Hickok: * ‘starring “Madison. fe GEZA AVON: BOL VARY a 
which Kellogg sponsored for ‘nine |".“Geza von — -Bolyary, |, 63. film 
‘Years, ‘and... .produced the pildot,. writer-director. whose forte- Was: 

... “The Sword: and: the’ Arrow; ov AIS ; ‘German: light" ‘musical - comedies, . 
woes starring “Madison, (|... | ; ‘died Aug.. 11 in Munich, - West 

: In. features, she: was. “associate « -Germany. ‘of, acheart ailment: 

producer -on _Madison's-unit on. two | ‘The. -Hangarian-bern 
_pix: for ‘Columbia - Pictutes; “Five {first “appexred . on 
“Against; the House" and." “Reé=. 
prisal.”. and: later: produced, three j ‘War. then became a script ‘writer ; 
with: Madison, including “The 27th, and: director: Over 100 films are ‘to: 
: Dav” and: “Lhe Hard: Man. * for. Co-! his credit, including such’ ‘top "Ge r- 

perfor mer : 
the . German: 

Vee reen shortly after the ane Ww orld} on 

: - general manager froin "1938- 48.- * 
-He became _ ‘general manager of - 

LKFJZ, : Fort Worth, in-1948-.and 
’ also.. Was -exetutive: vice-president . 

lumbia; and* ‘Bull hnp,” for. Allied 
Artists: ss 

_— CHARLES. Be JORDAN. : 
Charles ‘B.. Jordan: at. Texas. Ya- 

dio .-executiv e “and: sportscaster, 
dicd Aug. 3 sin’. Fort Worth of a 7 
heart: attack: ; -Owner. : ‘of: KE DA... 
“Amarillo, hecentered. radio. in ‘1928 
with. WRR, | Dallas. 

‘of ‘the .Texas State ‘Network.: -He 
resigned. in -1957 to own and’ Oper 
ate his Amarillo station..~.:° 
During .his. .garly- years he..was 

‘a popular sportscaster;, doing ‘play=" 
* by-play . of Southwestern Confer- . 
ence: football gsmes. and Dallas , 
baseball. games:. He. alsn.-hroadeast - 
and narratéd- the. first: profe ssional 7 
“horkey game. in- ‘Dallas: . 

Jordan . Mas..a° past. president - “Of 
the Texas AP ‘Broadcasting Assn: 
‘a. board” rember: of ° “the, Texas 
“Assn. ‘pf Broad¢asters end ae as- | 
Soviated: with stations KRIO,;: MG. 

and: 
cand. Braselau to Berlin in 3923 

Allen: KOBC."-San - Antome,- 
, WACO; -all. ‘Texas pulets. 
{ Surviv his. safe... _ Haeber 

ed: ‘by: Te Schiller and | ‘Se hlosspark, aheatre, - (ef five, ’ “ 
 ? Franck was considered . 

‘and tuo’ sons. 

CAMERON SHIPP * 
Cameron: Shipp.-. ‘57, ariter: and. 

‘and: was- its: 
a Aug.’ 9.: 

man musicals as” “ZN i He ven: im 

‘Dreiviertelakt” ‘Tuo “Hearts. 
Three- Quarter’. Time. “anlika " . 
“Opernbal” Opes, Balit and “ne | i 
¥F Jedermaus ~ 

DALE. JACKSON. 
“Dale Jackson, 65, relied: asriter, 

“performer and. continaity: itector 
of. KDKA.: died | 

“Pick ‘and Pat ‘for radic and ape 
. peared. as a-performer in the NYS. 

~Before he worked: in. Worlds Fair. 
- radio, “Jacksorg- Was..3° vende. fies 
- former’ and .\dpreared .- 

yExpre "S677 
He had beer “a atatt. ‘member at 3 

KDKA: ‘since 1940 and retired last 
February when. he.vis honored at. | 

‘a dinner giver by, colleagues at. the” 
station. 

“WALTER FRANCK - 
L “Waiter Franck. 65, German’ stave: 

in. Pittsburgh. v0 “a 
“In. 1938. “Jackson wrote: 

“fours 
- Movies. his” la it being. “Shana 

| Project. from 1935 to 1942. 
Survived by daighter. ‘on. sister 

and | brother. 7 . 

“FRANK ‘PANE C HEL I 
Frank -Paneche Idy,. 72 

and scenic artist, died recent! in: 
. Southall, Eng. In the dave ot cariy 

: motion pictures he hielned to «on- 
ced dees. ‘vert shops into. cine nas 

orated: the first. sujet Caretta 
London.: 

* His sculpturing was téstuied 1m 
every film: made at Pine \ 00d Stu- 
“dios since 1997; 4A feat aya te 
retired, but | returnee to work 
“Walt Disney's VS The Ci fayays” 

“aRIO FLAMUMA 
‘Ario Flamma, 79. plaswnght ard 

‘tree latiew” Writer fer Italian yobs 
cations, died Aug. 8.in New York. 
He was.the author of. “The. Quccrn’s 

stie,”° “Don Luca). Speranie.” 
1 -Stranger.”. “EBlzemes" and 

an 

Sarat nent 

"Syvived by “wife: and a osister, 

“ABE ¥1. “JAPPERSTEIN 
She M ‘Zipperstemn.. 67. acted 

musician. and of late, instructor at 
the: (Chicago Concervatory of 
. Muric, died of a hear atteck Aug. 

He had bean on, 
sath - 

12 in. that city 
the WGN studio arch asd 

_ the. pit band of the Balaban & kK: uty 
ehain during’ its vaudefilas hies- 
“dav. 

Son and daughter cure ve 
actor, died Aug.: 10. int Bavaria aff 
“ter an operation. He began, his act= 

Munich and: caiie, via ‘Nuremberg | 

A: member of). West: Berlin's. 

‘ane. -of 
. [Germany's most. prolific stage ac- 

tors: His Jineup of roles incinded | 
‘Julius: “Caesar.” gnd |: 

" Robespierre. “Although yrimar ily ‘a i former. Madeleine 

ing career. after. World’ War. in ‘ 
‘DOROTHY “COPIA 

-Doroths ‘7 Windle toes Itiae k 
‘Sofia, 40, pitery dancer died af 
‘cancer: in Hol! VEO - Ang 9 Spe 
,entered show hin wn Pane. aioape 

Widower ‘ang daughte remrtive 
. . nee Jj 

- MADELEINE MeGU IGAN 

Mra. Charles ( Bed 6) he 

scaadpter | 

“on: 

‘Yhe Mask of Hamlet" which were: 
Lesented both in Europe and the. . 

es hed Aug 

“<. Father 

CFNS in S.chalaam, Sach. fer the 
past si. years. died July 34 in 
Saskatoon Surviviit are das wife, 

Vivo sons and a doushder 

Heim Musther, secretafy cf the 
Morcambe Svwimining Stadium ad 
absigtant producer acd coneuliant 
of ite Aqua Cascaties shew far se. 
eral years dived Aus boat More 
tambe ng . 

Stanley. P. Forbes. 72 forner 
mane: operater: ol tue theatre at 
Janistall. Allas died tecenth an, 

bdneanton Ala Narvasang ate tart 
wife. ta sons fee orethers and & 

sister. 

Mother, 81, of firmer patra 
ballerina Patsaia Pesan ened 
George Whites scandals verses 
er Mane Bouman, died Aug 7¢ in 
‘Kensington Md 

Lowell 3. Rarretl. %! feqnar 
Motta production cote wed 
mm Halissood Aug Si 4ethar ond 
Gaauphter suregse . 

Frederick William Endheatt one 
yynecr dith the Brite Brest 
Cottage Carp in GO? sued 
thiere recendths 

fab 

Mother. 77 of fi + aectle ¢ Seccsa 
Plenre. durd 4’aay 32 og: Matis steed 
fSarmaed aie by a tem ott ga tte 

ter. 
wwe 

coune miers J.eo Wilkins. ed 
Juls 23 wt “thera Gs after a 

fderg mee Seas a ec bay tips made 

Mother, 7 of Burp Ts etre +f, 
creator of ind Kubiapoidan Pa. y- 

th os f Licapa 

af heats of 736 Sats hien, 

stage rodty ceter dea reeeutiy in 
"Mc Conyan, Con- i Ualenubai gh, me avend 



1957 - 
~PALACE THEATRE: LONDON J 

“VICTOR BORGE CouLD 
‘STAY SIX YEARS”  « _ 

LONDON EVENING STANDARD ff, 

wa 

“HERE IS THE MOST OUTSTANDING _} ; 
ENTERTAINER TO EVER EMERGE FROM. ) | 

- WONDERFUL COPENHAGEN —HANS 
CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN INCLUDED.” 

LONDON SKETCH 

oe —— 194 —____ 

L SAVILLE THEATRE" LONDON : 

} "REPEATS LONDON. sane 
~ PICTORIAL, AULY. B, 1961 

4 VICTOR BORGE reaver FvEino’ or 
OF CULTURED COMEDY ON VIEW.” J | 7 “ , oy ~ DAILY. MIRROR, ALY. 5, 1961) y. 

| ~~ ett 
& ““KUDIENCE f ROLLS. IN] THE AISLES. 

. REDUCES AUDIENCE To > HYSTERICS” J , 
_ }ONDON TIMES: 

2SuLy 5, 1961 

; PARALYSING POWER Youu Dy Oo \: 
. \ ~BELIMP WITH LAUGHTER.” 7) “VHILARIOUS.- ‘Y 
yc... .- NEWS OF THE-WORLD ¥: -.GENIUS—AS-- - 7 

a ewe) CC PUNNY AS EVER” } 
Sa a le , > Z ENING ane 6h ). 

(Coworws m MASTER of MUSICAL HUMOR ne 87 
~ ‘SUNDAY PICTORIAL, JULY 9, 1961- 

“AUDIENCE CLAMOURING FOR MORE” 
EVENING NEWS, JULY im 1961 

"/RANKS NEXT 
TO THE FABULOUS 
.WILL ROGERS” 

THE PEOPLE 

“FUNNIEST 
COMIC. IN 

THE WORLD!” 
_ SUNDAY PICTORIAL . 

("BORGE aan ENTERTAINER. IN 1957 HE) - 
~ CONQUERED THE WEST END IN ANIGHT. 9 

~ANDUHE HAS GONGUERED AGAIN.” 
,.. _ STAGE AND" wv TODAY, J July v6, 1964 7 

y \ “BORGE COULDN'T GIVE , oy 

RECORD BROKEN BY BORGE ~*~ KL a, 
Management: 

CAMPBELL ARTISTS, Southbur - Conn. 
Coming Next — CBS: TV Special, ‘September. 27th, 9 P. M.. Sou bury, Conn . 

Granada—London, Berlin. and Stockholm TV. Specials—Autumn, 1961 

U.S. Tour Beginning Sept. 29th 
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Berlin Blockade Dents Show Biz 
On the Labor and. B 0. Fronts) 

By HANS HOEHN 

Berlin, Aug. 29. 
The Communist ‘blockade of the. 

East-West sector border, which has 
-qnade th 

. East Berlin complete, has affected: 
also the show biz scene in West 
Berlin. 

to go over to West Berlin. It means 
a considerable loss of audience. for 
‘W-Berlin. : 

In particular, the ‘socalled “bor- 
der cinemas”. (cinemas along. the 

which saw 
mostly East Berlin ‘patrons (they 
could pay admission in East Marks! 
at a 1:1 ratio), have been hit. Some: 
of those, such as the - Aladin,: 
“Camera and City, all located in the’ 
neighhorhood - of Potsdamer’ Platz - 
e—no man’s land now—have been - 
elosed.. Also, all-downdown cine-' 
mas. are hit. Many of them, éspe-} 
‘-elally the firstrun theatres, had 
been frequented hy Eastern people 
(films. that had been declared 
artistically. outstanding by the W- 
German film ‘classification board 
could be ‘seen by them at al: 1 
ratio.) : 
’ Separate and apart from this, all} 

--W-Berlin audience attendance fig- 
.Ures have declined with the Red}. 
crackdown in. Berlin: Understand- | 
ably Berliners don’t feel much like 
-moviegoing in these critical times. 

“Legit too has felt:the effects -of 
(Continued on" page 61) 

20th’s Coverup Job 
On Brigitte Paves Way 
For Customs’ OK of Film’ 

The highly publicized contre- 
temps between 20th-Fox and US. 
Customs. over Brigitte Bardot’s 
“Only for Love,” a print of whith |. 
Customs officials held up because ! 
-of one scene.in which BB was. “ap 
.. parently’ nude, may well. ber 
solved quietly by the substitution 
of an “alternate” reel. 
‘A ‘spokésman at the - “Customs of- . 

split between West and | 

.This is explained: by. the: 
fact that East Berliners and: East 
Germans -have no chance. anymore 

- Jagainst the: importation of tv ‘pro- 
grams up in.the air. - 

PREKIES’ VIEWS 
[Performance of ‘Miracle’ By ABEL GREEN 

In Cleve for Blind, Deaf |. Tollvision and color ty, the in- 

_ An -admission-free matinee of cubating babies ba tomorrow's 

“Mira¢le Worker” for the deaf and |* ed hed, ane wh eing su iclently 
blind will be given Oct:'17 by thei hi wtexy Ahe opin fon of Co. 
xouring production at the. Hanna |G 4 prez Tohn, L. Burne 

Theatre, Cleveland. The William From ‘two diverse entertain-: 
Gibson drama about the child t ti di t 

Helen Keller and her teacher | ™e@t perspectives: came diyergen 
, views on the potential ‘of tollvi- 

he eGuilivan play s. the Hanna sion... Columbia’s Schneider who, 
The Cleveland Society for the: admittedly, hasn’t the “driving in- 

{terest of some of my colleagues” 
ae angst Joes! Hons Club wil (undoubtedly with reference to 
Hor whith there will be programs Paramount's Telemeter) _observes 

lin Braille for the blind." Deaf | ,%0U can’t stop progress” and 
‘members of the. audience will be | feels that “maybe within, 10 years 
‘accompanied -by sign language anareicad a reality” Burns, per 
‘translators. Martin.-Tahse is. “‘pre-. Phonevision ambitions, has anoth- 
‘senting the road tour by, arrange- a s 
ment with. Fred. Coe, producer. of ; or. viewpoint on “home  projec- 
the Broadway original, ; 

Quadros
 os > Ex

it | 

May Ease
 Vi di . 

{tainment.. This would come via its 
RCA Victor arm. 

‘Realistically, the RCA develop-. 
Jmerit is less. ambitious: than the 
tollvision hopes of “making every 

-|/home a boxoffice” for firstrun, un- 
interrupted film features, along |. 
with other vnajor entertainments 
and key sports events. A reel 

oy ti if showing” “Lena Horne . “at the} 
por 0. raz Sands. or “Belafonte at Carnegie 

all,” or even: longer footage of a 
Unexpected resignation. of Presi- an Cliburn, or Herbert von Kara- 

‘dent Janio Quadros of Brazijl.leaves |jan at. the Berlin Philharmonic or 
a-variety of decreés and moves on | whatever, is not the feature pic-| 
the. part of. his. administration ture: entertainment. or major prize- 

(Continued on page 38) 

Expense Account 
| Tax Scare Wanes 

Washington, Aug. 29. 

Former. :President Quadros” had | 
issued a-decree, which. was-to have 
fone into effect the first of the 
year, severely liniiting ‘the impor- 
:tation of tv programs. The decree, 
iin wWew-of. American: tv program. |. 
lsuppliers, -would. have crippled |- 

(Continued on. page 38) Y 

Coward Sails’ Into: His 
Trunk for Three Songs 

Noel. Coward has: dipped into. his 

temporary residence abroad are 

»|sion” 

_ Pubilisbed Weekly at 1s Wert. d6th Street, New York ss, N, Y¥.. by Variety, Ine, Annual ‘gubscription, S15. Single copies, eonts. 
: . Second Class Postage at New York, N. Y. 
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‘AGA d COL OLPICTS’ N Y. Police Commr. Details turds 
In Drive to Clean Up Times Square. 

Marni Nixon’s Anonymous 
Ghost-Vocalizing in Pix 
Two of the major singing assign- 

ments in the film version of “West 
Side Story” are ghost-voiced. The 
behind-the-mike singer is Marni 
Nixon, who has practically made a 
career of soundtrack vocalizing for 
pic stars. 
In “West Side Story,” she’s heard 

on the track .as che singing voice 
for Natalie Wood as well as Rita 
Moreno. “Several’ years ago Miss 
Nixon ghosted for Deborah Kerr's 
piping in “The King and I.” 

Miss Nixon, xife of composer 
Ernest Gold who did the score for 
“Exodus,” has come out from her 
anonymous soundtracking several 
times to sing in concert. She’s also 

tion,” that is via the videotape de-| appeared in concert with Leonard 
velopment ‘for “see-hear” enter- Bernstein who composed the music 

for. “West Side Story. ” 

Parent-Teachers 
Org Takes:a Dim. 
View of 61-62-TV 

Chicago, Aug. 29. 
The Natioral Congress of Par- 
ents & Teachers (PTA), after a 
summer hiatus, is back on the job 
of gadflying violence on teevee. In 
its regular “Time Out For Televi- 

column in the upcoming 
(Sept.) issue of the PTA Magazine 
it virtually warns kidviewers away 
from the frortt of their sets for the 
fall season. 

It. lists the following network 
shows as promoting “The Great 
Untruth’; “Brenner,” “The Cali- 

Possible tax changes affecting ex- ! fornians, * “Counterthrust, * “Dan- 
pense accounts, filmmaking abroad!ger. Man,” “ous 
and show biz stars who take up|‘Death Valley Days,” “Gunsling- 

“Dangerous Robin,” 

er,” “The Lawless Years,” “Lock 

fice in New York Friday (25): ex-; trunk for’ his new ‘Sail Away” mu- |: 
pressed some irritation’ at “all the ' sical. Coward has _ lifted. three | 
play given the Bardot seizure|tunes from two of -his- previous 
story, saying that the film had, in;London tuners for the new show. 
fact, never been “seized,” though The title song was taken from 
‘there was some question about the j ‘Ace of Clubs;” which ran for 211 | 
‘one . aforementioned scene. ‘The ; performances in the West End in} 
_ spokesman. said further that pro-{1950. Graham. Payn. sang the. song | 
ducer Jacques Roitfeld had sent{jin the shew and. Coward, himself,. 
on an alternate reel from Paris ;recorded it. on a+ Columbia. LP, 
which was quite acceptable. and “Noel Coward In ‘New York,” re- 
that the pic. would eventually pass leased a couple of: years ago. 
through. Customs as: ¢léan as a bot-| ‘The. other two songs, “This Is. A 
le of. French. perfume. 
 gome question, nowever, whether 
20th : will ‘accept substitute reel. 
If not, there may be a court.fight. 

; Night. .For Lovers,” were taken 
from “Pacific 1860” which opened 

inel- The show, 

There’s ;.Changing World”. arid” “This Is A]. 

in December, 1946, and ran for 129 him next January. 
. 20th | made a ‘preproduction dis- 
tribution deal on the film, known 
in France as “La Bride Sur. Le 
Cou,” .and which was directed by. 
‘Roger Vadim. The pic, a comedy, : 
did gaod biz In France, though it 
was generally blasted by the critics. 

performances. 
dentally, starred 

sung by Sylvia Cecil, Maria Perilli 

Miss. Cecil. 

Mary Martin. that the tax. problem will be shoved j 
“This Is A Night.For. Lovers” was | off still another year into 1963. 

and . Winefride’ Ingram, and “This |.major new tax bill, increasing the 
Is A Changing World” was sung. by | bite.on many voters, in an election 

out until some time in 1962. Up, ” OM Squad, ” “Malibu Run, ” 
House Ways & Means Committee |: “Manhunt Naked City,” The 

chairman Wilbur Wills (D-Ark.) dis- | Pioneers,” “Rendezvous, Route 
elosed in an interview that he hasj 66,” “San Francisco Beat,” “Stage- 
given up hope of getting a complete |coach West,” “Surfside 6.” “The 
new tax bill {n shape for. House | Tall Man,” “Thriller,” “Tightrope,” 
action’ béfore.adjournment. Under| © {Continued on page 61) 
‘a Constitutional requirement, all]. 
tax bills must begin with his com- |Sugar. Ray R obin 50 my § 

Show Biz Investments 
The Kennedy - tax . proposals, 

which are extensive, kicked. up vast 

Sugar Ray Robinson is mulling 
branchout info the production 

controversy and flooded ‘the mails 
from persons affected. Mills has a 

asked Treasury Deypt.. officials to} ong of show biz and is aiming for a 
attempt to resolve somé of.the con- $100, 000 capitalization befo-e start- 
troversial items and report back to} ing operation, 

- The new enterprise will obtain 
interests as owner or investor in 
plays, pix, radio and tv shows, ex- 
hibition, acts, etc. Robinson is 
president of the firm, and Jacob L. 
Stetsel, 4.6¥. attorney, is veepee- 
trsasurér. Joseph Hall, a vocal 

year. And 1962 is | an election year. | coach, is the secretary. 

There is always the - possibility 

Congress doesn’t. like to pass a 

+ 

eed —— 

——— eee 

By SYD SILVERMAN . 

The single greatest lure for the 
undesirable characters that fre- 
quent the Tinies Square area, ace 
cording to N.Y. Police Commis- 
sioner Michael J. Murphy, is the 
“fringe” pornography generally 
available in small bookstores and 
novelty shops in the vicinity. These 
shops stretch from 42d St. up to 
54th and serve as the pull for the 
adolescents, the unstable adults, 
artd out-and-out deviates who go 
for the booklets, pamphlets, stills, 
slides and motion pictures that 
comprise the wares of these stores. 
Commissioner Murphy feels that 
this “fringe” pornography attracts 
the basic undesirable elements and 
that the other unsavory elements 
follow in waves to feed on this 
group. 

The police have been active in 
trying to. curb this wholesale dis- 
semination of smut,’ but unfortue 
nately the courts hold that unless 
the evidence substantiates a “hard- 

‘|core” case, it is not obscene. Thus, 
of the 33 cases brought to court 
by the First Deputy Commission- 
er's Office ‘in the past 18 menths, 
16 are still pending, 12 have been 
tried ard acquitted, and five have 
been convicted. While tha batting 
average of arrest to conviction is 
not good, another consideration 
that makes the situation worse is 
the fact that many of the convic- 
tions resulted in suspended sen- 

(Continued on -page 50) 

Youth Symph Bends JFK 
Ear, But Fails to Break 
Marine Band’s Monopoly 

Washington, Aug. 29, 

Is the Marine Band’s near-mo- 
nopoly on JFK musicales in 
jeopardy? 

The questign is being raised 
(but not very seriously! as the 
longhairs had a few innings on the 
White House lawn last week. An 
85-piece symphonic group (all be- 
tween 12 and 18 years old: from 
the Brevard (N.C.) Music Centre 
gave a 75-minute concert -behind 
the Executive Mansion. 

Biggest triumph was President 
Kennpdy’s remark that they played 
the tkaditional “Hail to the Chief" 
better than the Marine Band. Sig- 
nificance of his comment is under- 
scored by the Washington taboo 
against s. ‘ng anything even 
slightly unfavorable about the Ma- 

(Continued on pag¢” 47) 
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Where does executive television 
management turn for production 
advice that pays off? 
Lawyer. Banker? NO! 

Doctor, 
A show- 

man hires a hot staff and they 
use a TELEVISION ZOOMAR 
LENS. More than 600 now 
in use. {Adv.) 



MISCELLANY 2 

Is JFK Miffed About Lawford’s Role 
In ‘Advise or Is It More Pic Ballyhoo? 

Washigton, Aug. 29. +: 

Otto Preminger starts shooting 
“Advise and Consent’ on location 
here Saturday +2: with such 4 bun- 
Gle of built-in publicity gimmicks | 
that the film seems guaranteed to 
harvest advance press attention in 
vast volume. 

Item: Word has leaked out of the 
White House that President Ken- 
nedy is privately miffed because 
his brother-in-law, 
will pley the Sen. Lafe Smith role. 
(In the Allen Drury novel, a Pul-} 
jizer Prize best seller. Sen Smith 
was the Senate’s debauchee, a 
bachelor who changed bedrooms | 
nightly.) 

President Kennedyv—as far as: 
anyone knows—may never go as_ 
far ss discussing his feeling about | 

| Performiers: Georgia Gibbs: 
the situation with Lawford. But 
his personal opinion, according to 
White House insiders. is that Law 
ford should avoid being cast as a 
Federal official unless the role is'a Monte Carlo gala to the ‘personal. 
of a highly desirable man pro- 
moting the publie interest. The 
President is hesitant to suggest 
what parts Lawford should take, 

Peter Lawford}. 

the recording industry. 

but he feels the kinship situation the movies or television,” 

Catastrophic Blackout 
Chicago, Aug. 29. 

A pressagents’ nightmare oc- 
curred here lJast week as the 
gossip columnists on all four 
‘Chi daily papers took their va- 
cations simultaneously. 

is one praiger summed it | 
: “Couldn't they have eHm- 

inated the front page instead? - 
I mean, suppose something im- 
portant happens.. How are we 
going to let everyone know?" 

Disks Top Other Media As - 
International Passport For 

George Gibbs, who segued from: 

i pleasure trip to Israel. on her first 

time there, attests to. the impact of 

“It beats 

she 

| Mice CAROL JOHNSON 
Feature. writer of The Buffalo. 

Courier Express, says: 
. “PAUL ANKA was mobbed by 
crowd -ESTIMATED AT 10,000 at 
Glen Park Casino. 

, soaking dewn- -pour they Jammed the 
‘Casino. A few teen-agers and even 
‘adults swooned at the appearance: 
‘of their idol.” ~~ ; 

Ed Kingsley Rues 

| Musical Theatre, 
}Conn., got a preview last Sunday | 5 

In spite of a] 

creates an unusual problem when observes, “because you can be a big 
Lawford portrays a U.S. Senator American ty: star and you know |. 

with loose morals. 
Item: The real life drama of the: that some are unknowns—at least 

Gene Tierney story is linked. Miss 88 ¥et—when they get to Europe, 
Tierney, trying for a comeback, is, or elsewhere. 
cast as a celebrated Washington “But there’s something about a 

hostess «who, actually, is nothing record,” she continues, “that seems 
at all like Perle Mesta in theito get your identity into éven obs- 
book), In the script,.the role is’ cure places. I know because sonte- | distribs...Ed Kingsley, prexy. of 
heing enlarged beyond what it was how they heard I was on the Israeli | Kingsley . International, has an eye 

in the royel. scene and soon found myself play- - 
Item: Preminger decided to use ing a ‘circuit’ of 20 kibbutzes ico- of motion pictures. For this rea- 

actual Washington correspondents operative farming operations} and S0n, he is truly concerned by the- 
‘Continued on page 16) ihad.a ball. The weather there, ; 
ee ; you ‘know, makes Florida and the ’ major. companies in attracting and, 

Matty Fox Would Sell 
‘Carpethaggers’ for 3006; 
Fisher-WB Option Lapses 

Matty Fox, vet exee in film busi- 
ness circles. has the screen rights 
option on Haroid Robbins’ “The. 
Carpetbaggers” and reportedly is’ 
seeking to peddle the property for 

Boredom of Cos. 
Re New Directors 

tively the sun is strong and always ent. What is needed is a plan, and; 

hotel, the Accadia, about a half. | of one.’ 
hour out of Tel-Aviv lapping up| Kingsley 
that solar bit. But some old rec-; one of the majors set up a sub-: 

best passport in the world when‘in New. York, to finance low- 
I did those al fresco ‘entertain-.: budget pix by young, original .film- 
ments.” ‘makers such as Ernie Pintoff, Bill 

Miss’ Gibbs is back in New York ‘Kronich, Bob Davis and Bob~ Mc- 
for a new diskery commitment and Carty—all of whom have proven; 

. probably the nitery circuit again. 

.{'for last year. 

for both the art and the commerce \ 

‘lack of interest on the. part of the j 

; Riviera look like Alaska: compara- ;e"couraging young filmmaking tal- ; € 

constant and I was at a resort | he. feels he may have’ the outline , 

would: dike to” see | 

\Sell Hollywood to Colored Poole 
Of World’ Urged by SAG Directors 

TV Ss Lesit Break- Tn 
The audience: ‘at the Oakdale 

Wallingford, 

night (27) of some of the material 
to be used } Victor Borge on 

his upcoming ¢ RS-TV' special... The 
comedian, playing a one-niter at 

{the 2,300-seater, used the occe-tun 
ita test new material for his: tele 
|outing Sept. 27. 

The tv show. is to be taped to- 
morrow (Thurs.). 

US. Yellow Journalism’ 
Blamed for Mexican 

Mexico, Aug.- 29." 
-The Mexican tourist "industry is 

now charging that “yellow journal- 
ism’’ tactics of news sent to: 
‘American dailies by. wire: service 
correspondents is responsible for 
the falloff in tourist travel. This 
latter is not of great proportion, 
about 10-15°% lower than figures 

But travel agents, 
resort business men insist that. 
“maliciousness” in reporting events 

“in Mexico, exaggeration of small 
| incidents, play up of “Communist 

Like all. of “the better indie (-4angers,” and a virtual “total lack 
of - knowledge” of true state of 
affairs here, is seriously. hurting |. 

-the tourist industry. 
The’ Association of Foreign Cor- 

respondents in Mexico, however, 
was quick to refute the “vellow 
journalism” charges as unfound- 
ed ‘and “much more malicious” 
than the allegedly objectionable 
stories filed by correspondents, and 

wire services. 

ords I made seemingly. was the ‘ sidiary production unit, preferably ; WI. Actor-Playwright 

‘Errol John’s Activities , 
Port-of-Spain, ‘Aug. 29. 

Trinidad ector Errol John (“The 
-Nun’s Story,” “Sins of Rachel |. 

.in the shorts field. The total;Cade”) has returned home from 

Tourist Biz: Drop); 

hotels and. by. excluding Negroes from ‘involv- *. 

especially . correspondents of the |. 

- Hollywood, Aug. 29. 
A proposai for the establishment 

tof an office. to.promote better pube 
lic relations ‘between the motion 
Picture. industry ‘and non-white. fore 
eign and ‘domestic\markets,. as well 
as to secure-a ta angible boxoffice 
increase. in these/markets and ex-.__ 
pand job opportunities -in the in- 
dustry for Negro performers and 
craftsmen has: been’ dispatched to 
Jack Dales, exec secretary of the: 
‘Screen Actors Guild, by Willam F, 
Walker ‘and Pauline Meyers, mem-. 
bers of SAG's board of directors. 
-Among : salient points stresssed: 

| in: the memo are: 
1) ‘That .many of the problems 

faced bv the U.S. in the field of - 
‘linternational relations stem | from 
{the -unfavorable ‘impression re- 
ceived ‘by non-\rhite nations of 'U-S.. 
policies” and practices at home; -an: -. 
impression: advanced by. ‘Holly- 
wood’s persistent depiction. of an 
American scene in which Negro. 
citizens. take almost:-no. ‘part in the 
daily life of their country, and ins 
stead are’ shown mostly in menial... 
Toles, virtually excluded from the. . 
professions and other areas. in- 
which Negroes do in fact eontri- 
bute significantly in U.S.. society. 

2). No useful purpose 4s served: 

ment in human conflicts, Negroes 
being. fully as capable of crimes of 
passion, . outlawry; ‘greed, ambition . 
and ali the: weaknesses known to 
‘mankind as are white people. , 

3) That-the matter of public ree. 

(Continued on ‘page 18) 

House, Senate Resolutions. 
“Would Give Special’ Gold 

Medal to Danny Kaye 
Washington, Aug. 29. 

Resolutions which would give 
| Danny: Kaye .a' special Gold Medal 
thave been: introduced .on- both 
;Sides~ of ‘the: Capitol... It-.was re-— 
vealed last’ month: that such action 
would be taken:. — . 

‘Senate sponsors. are. Sens. Jacob 
Javits. (R-N-Y9, Kenneth Keating 

Soe ee. Fisher who has a deal to: amount of money. invested in—|England presumably for month's |(R. -N.Y.), Clair Engle .. (Di-€al.), 
roduce toar , trims for Warner. say—five pix. budgeted at no more; holiday." However between relax- | Thomas. ‘Kuchel Rt -Cal.), Frank 

P ar TNs : Brit. ATY’s Controy ersial than $200.000 each, would ‘be. less ;ing moments the actor-playwright ;}Church ‘D.-Ida.) and. Hubert. Hum- 
Bros, had an option to take over: 
Fox's option but time on this ran 
out fast week and there has been ! 
no renewal. In other words, no London, Aug. 29. | 
WB-Fisher deai for the Robbins. Samniy Davis Jr. has pacted with | 
novel. ; . Associated TeleVision for. - what ; id ad 

“Carpetbarcers” is a bestseller could be a - controversial Negro With new ‘themes, ideas and ap- | 
on just about all the Hsts but at es proaches, to encourage the. fresh’ 
leest a few film conipany story edi- play. Story, “The Day Of The Fox. ‘use of the medium and to experi- 
tors sense a legatistic problem in will feature a predominantly Negro . Tent with conyentional tools. The 

drzwing a script trom the book. cast and is set in an unidentified | DSi should be 50 act up ant 
They feel the central character is Negro country. Davis is to play a. re a “have - “ta dio any head | : oliticien. ; and no ave studio overheac 

po too much of Howard Hughes and- 
the latter -night be sensitive and Play was not tailored for Davis, pix within the strict terms of the 

: Production Code should not be of 

The idea would be to give the 
young guys total freedom, within : 
‘the limited budget, to experiment 

jn the mood for litigstien. 
This, of course, is only’ conjec- , S4YS ATV, as it was upcoming when ; 

ture. “Carpethaggers” is billed as‘he planed in for.a seven-week sea- 
stricth fiction. ‘son at the Prince of Wales’ Theatre. i 

Author Robbins is a former exec | Author is Jan Carew, an ATV! 
at the Universal studio, pactee writer. 

“8 

self. it could deal it out elsewhere. 

' Kingsley, who has worked close- 
Ny in the past with the young short. 
‘: subject makers in New York, is 
-conyinced that this is the area j 
. where the most promising new 
‘talent is to be found. With the ex- 
i ception of. Elia Kazan, he says, the 
' stage - -hasn’t offered up: a true 
:“film” talent which, in Kingsley’s 
| book, is the Kind of director who 
“uses” the camera as if it were 

:the only means left to man with 
‘which. to: see the world sround 
i him. 

8,30 

Subscription Order Form 
\. 

Enclosed find check for $.........0« 

[] One Year. 
[ Two Years 
([] Three Years 

York last week, Kingsley rattled 
off the names of about six film di- 

trectors who have come out of tv 
to general cinématic acclaim, com- 
menting that not:one of them does 

(Continued on page 18). 
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‘Hollywood, Aug. 29. 
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sold out. with a $72,000 gross in 
sight. It’s a record postseason take 
and close to ‘the: alltime hgh for 

Ithe Bowl. Scaled. at $9.75 top to 
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154 West 46th Street New York 36, N. Y. 
be - 

first ad appeared July 24. Event is 
being presented by Concerts Inc., 

ill theatre for the single show. 

and-percentage deal, * 

: charged-against them. Also, to make | 

Over a luncheon table in New. 

Sept. 15 H’wood Bowler 

‘niter for Sept. 15 has already been | 

$1.75, .1,800 top priced: seats were | 
{ sold by the second day after the |. 

| '\which rented the -huge’ Amphi- | 

' Miss Garland is on a ‘guarantee- 

than is lost on. one out of three ;is working on final drafts for a new | 

P lay for Sammy Davis. major pix in an ‘ordinary year. | film script, “The Dispossessed.”’ 
which has been bought by Associ-' 
ated Television of London. 

'Peter Coe and is negotiating. for. 
Broadway presentation this fall of 
his play, “Moon on a Rainbow] 
Shawl.” The latter which won for 
| him the London Observers’. prize 
has been produced successfully , 

gary, Australia and Argentina. 
If done in.New York, it will be | 

concern. Tf the major doesn’t want | the first original play by. a: West causes” 
to release the finished product it-}!dian to be produced .on Broad- 

{way. West Indian Wiliam Arehbald 
Iwas represented a few seasons back : 
| with “The Innocents,” 

| 

i 
He is also at work on the book (ham aoe. 

ifor a musical for British stager |(p ¢a}.). Eugene Keogh {D.-N.Y.).” 

not only. in the U.K. but in Hun-|/ 

;phrey «D.-Minn.), : 

On the.: House ‘side, the resolu-- 
tion. is sponsored by’ Reps. Abra- = 

iD-N.Y.); Alphonzo’ 
James C. ‘Corman. 

‘and. Glen Lipseomb' 1R.-Cal.):, 

A similar gold medal- resolution 
passed the Senate with 97 co-spon- 

‘sors last spring. It’s stilt hanging 
fire in a House Committee. - 

Javits lauded Kaye's. donation of. 
“time, talent: and. energy. unsel- 
fishly: | o°: many humanitarian 

-in introducing the resalu-" 
tion. The Senator cited Kaye's 
work as “Ambassador at. Large” 
for UNICEF ‘UN. children’ 8 organ- 
ization). 
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Old Guard Standing Fim at Metro 
With Minelli Entering New 5. Yr. 

SEE AMMUNITION Catholic Slant on Adult Filns: 

Direetor Vincente ‘Minelli is. in- 
; process. of. wrapping up a new five- 
year ‘contract with Metro which 
will: be on. an. exclusive. basis and | 
probably sets.a modern-era’ record |: 
‘for this kind.of tieup. He was in| 
New: York. last Friday. (25): to: tell 
about it. 

The ‘pact will -mean | upon. -Its 
termination a total of. 25--years. of 
association -with the Culver. City’ 
lot. ‘The only change in this long- 
‘stanuing togetherness is that Minel- 
“If ig-on a participation basis, rather |. 
than on.straight salary. New deat 

. will become effective upon comple- 
-tion of. “Two Weeks in ‘Another. 
Town,” ‘screénplay. by. Charles. 
Schnee of the Irwin Shaw-novel be-— 

ing. produced ‘by. John Housemian.: 
Minelli-left Gotham: at. the: week- 

etid ‘for Hyannis Port to catch 15-. 
year-old Liza Mine}li (daughter by 
former. wife Judy. Garland) as an- 

_ ingenue in a.summer stock expos-'|. 
“ure of “Take Me-Along” and -left.|-. 
yesterday (Tues.) for Rome ‘for. 

: location work .on “Two Weeks.” 
-He gave the past ‘year of his time 
to directing in “Four. Horsemen of 
the Apocalyrse.” whose. $5;000,000 
budget figures largely in M-G's fu- | 
ture economics. ~ 

-Turn-caller,. whose . credits in: | 
clude “American in “Paris,” | Giei” | 

-and “Lust for. Life,’ is a non-- 
: controversial. figure. in the- film |. 

On the: basis of conver- 
sation with a ‘reporter. at his suite. 
at the St. Regis Hotel, he. has reé-' 
-mained: %l6of from -the M-G cor-", 

‘ business:.- 

- porate. ins and outs over the’ years. 

and sees that they get directed:. 
His. name has never been linked 
‘with the matter of. alleged over- 
stress on sex in. pictures. “Adult 
pictures should be handled in adult |: 
fashion and this is all right.” he 
‘states. “But he says. also he'll have 
no part of pictures that are “mor- 

cally: cheap.” - 

‘He’ has:-no. thoughts about pro-. 
ducing his own pictures, preferring . 
‘to leave this to such individuals as 
Houseman, Lawrence Weirigarten, 
Joseph: ‘Pasternak.. Arthur’ Freed 
and Julian Blaustein.. Interesting- 
ly, the people:he mentioned are all 
members of the old guard at’M-G: 
‘And if this be loyaity,. well, Minelli | 
-makes no bones abcut it. 

Under his new agreement - with 
“(Continued on ‘Page: 16)- 

T ender Is Night’ Geared | 
‘As 20th’s Oscar Contender} 

- Retains Tragic Ending 
Hollywood, ‘Aug. 29, 

Henry T. Weinstein's-“Tender Is 
The. Night”. will be 20th-Fox’s cén-]° 
tender for Academy nominations. 

". geome February. Pic, costing $3,500,- 
* 000, now is being scored. and slated 
to open in Hollywood, most likely | 
‘Chinese, before year end: Producer. 
Weinstein yesterday stated, “There 
won't - be any. compromise -about j 

Pie, . happy or ‘unhappy. ending.’ 
“Which will follow closely final chap- 
ter in’ F. Scott Fitzgerald novel, 
stars Jeniffer Jones. Jason Robards. 
and Tom Ewell under Henry King’ s 
direction. “The only danger is: anja 

producer -inconelusive 
feels, » 
In association 

-ending,” 

with ‘Lawrence. 
Feldman, Weinstein has had a re- 
ertoire company headed by Viveca 
indfors, Betty Field and Rita Gam. 

touring South America since July | 
12. Company. is alternating two 
‘shows, one a combo of “Zoo Story” 
and “Miss Julie” and second “I Am 
A ‘Camera.” «— 

Weinstein planes to Mexico City 
a tomorrow (Wed.). or Thursday for | 
‘Sept. 1 debut of “Zoo” and “Julie” 
at Teatro Insur gentos. Rep vis” in’ 
for week stand, ‘winding: tour. Pro-. 
ducer returns. after one:.day in 
Mexico and then héads for Gotham 
for. confabs with 20th, ‘general sales 
Manager ‘Glenn ‘Norris and: ad-pub: 
‘yeepee' S. Charles Einfeld on sales 
and advertising plans for “Tender.” 

Another reason for hopping east. 
13 to confer with writer-artist Lud- 

_-wig Bemelmans on nainting special 
water color titles. for pic. - 

~. “Wounds 
Spota novel of a decade ago, which: 

NEW PACT WITH 20TH 
Hollywood, Aug.’ 29. 

Director Henry © Koster, © 
‘winds current three -film . pact at. 
| 20th-Fox. with “Mr. Hobbs. .Takes 
a. Vacation,” set.to roll Nov. 13, is 
negotiating a new ticket,’ number 
of pix. yet ‘undecided. - 

He's been under contract. to -stu-. 
dio -since. 1947,.. when: he: started 
‘first. tri-pix:. ‘arrangement: - ‘He’s 
had several . more. for three. films, 
and a straight five-year'deal. He’s: 
-been. on. loanouts to ‘Universal-In 
ternational where he Yreeently did |‘ 
“Flower Drum. Song.” In-all, Kos- 
ter has: directed 94. pix. about: 54 

Deal! FR P 
| HENRY KOSTER DICKERS | ‘By VINCENT CANBY 

Industry opinion. is generally 
agreed that the Mirisch Co.-cam-. 

JUSTIN JOINS LANDAU jpaign for the removal of the .Pro- 
‘duction Code taboo vs.. perversion 

“who {could . not ‘be. more -inopportunely 
timed in light of the militancy of 
various .do-gooders and wouldbe. 
censors around . the country these | 
days. 

terested in getting a Code approval 
for: William ‘Wyler’s new version. of 
“The Children’s ‘Hour,” which  fea- 
tures a strong inference of les- 

Since the Code, as now: bianism. 
w ri t tén, specifically states that 

of ‘it, is forbidden,” the Code must 
jobviously be: changed if the. pic is 

‘made. in: América during past 25 ;to get 2 seal. 
years, . ‘balance. in Europe." 

The 16th Mystery: 
20th’s. Plans For 
~ Rosary’ Release 

Despite réports, heard late. last | 
year, that. 20th-Fox had not ac-: 
quired Father “Patrick Peyton's | 
made-in-Spain .“The. -15- Mysteries 
jof The Rosary,’’,it’s now reliably’ 

e says he just ‘takes. properties | reported that - 20th: did pick -up | 
the picture for’“an’. undisclosed. 
price, though ‘the: company : still 
-has no plans . ‘for. its theatrical 
release.. 

The feature ‘film, edited ‘from 15 
half-hour, color films made. origi-. 
nally for tv,.spurred 20th interest 
following the company's falling 
out last year with Metro, over the’ 

of Samuel 
“which 

latter's acquisition - . 
Bronston’s “King of Kings,” 
also deals with the life “of Christ. ' 
(That. fracus, led to 20th’s- exit |’ 
from The Motion .Piciure Assn. 

the Bronston film -would - ‘impinge 
‘on . George. - Stevens”: 
“Greatest Story Ever Fold,”: picked: 
up “Mysteries” in-an apparent. ef-: 
fort to beat Metro ta. the. ‘boxoffice 

. | witha Christ biography. 

‘Now, however, “King of Kings” | 
is -almost: ready for’ release and | 
‘there are’ still.no signs that 20th | 
-Will put, out “Mysteries.” 

Efforts | to ‘establish | the’ exact 
Status. of « “Mysteries” re. 20th. 
“brought a “no comment” ‘recently 

| from. Father Peyton, who referred: 
all. queries to 20th treasurer . 

(Continued on page: 18) 

Spota’ $ Bullfighter Yarn. 
Faces Moment of Truth As. 
il Task 1962 Production: 

‘of Hunger,” Louis 

has’ been. kicking around: as pro- 
duction idea for-some time, looks |. 

‘desiring the Code revision in ref- set to. finally reach the Screen as 
a “62 entry. 

‘Inger, 
‘Widmark’s 

Owned a Mellephant.” 

Allen Klein, IIL Task exec. ‘pro- , 
.ducer, says the cameras wilt roll}. ° 
Oct: 15, with Saul Swimmer and 
Tony Anthony,. outfit’s . other two 
principals, to direct and star re-. 
‘spectively... No zelease ‘deal yet.- 
Yarn is a ‘psychological | study of 
an established ’ bullfighter,: and. will. 
‘be shot..in -color and Panavision. 

“Force Meanwhile, the: indie’s 
of Impydse" . goes ‘into. September. 
exhibition via Sutton; and a second 
feature, “Pity Me‘Not;” is in post-{. 
production for. Pathe-America <dis- 
tribution: This ‘one is being scored. 
by Dimitri. Tiomkin.. | 

Also on company’s slate is 2. 
western, ° a2 roll “probably” next 
Maret. 

a we 

| Hour” 
of .America.) 20th, which’ felt that: 

projected , 

Project ‘started with ° Otto -Prem-. 
then “moved -to- Richard'| 

Heath. Productions, | 
arid ‘now has been taken up by IIT}. 
Task, the -indie responsible - for}. 
the. prize. winning short, “Boy Who. 

While the Mirisches (Harold, 
-‘|Walter and Marvin) are technical- 
ly correct. when they: say the pic- 
jture hasn’ t been denied a-seal be- 
fase it hasn't. yet been submitted; 

m. to. be on somewhat less 
leurs ground when they state their 
{belief..that: the film will be ap- 
| proved. . 

Inothing to do with it. 

{ What worries many film: people 
jis that the publicity, which is sure 
-to attend any such Code change,. 
will. inevitably ‘give ammunition to 
the kind . of © ‘erackpot censorship 
forces which passed the now-fa- 
‘mous. Abilene ordinance - earlier 
‘this year. It makes no difference 
‘that most: ‘such ordinances will not 
\stand up in court. Once they’re on 
the books, it-takes time, money and 
effort to get them removed..In the . 
meantime, they have had a tre- 
mendous and unhappy nuisance ef- 
fect. 

Til-Timed | Push 

The ill-timing of: the “Children’s 

both by film people. who believe 
the. Code should not be changed 
‘(but : -should, in fact, be strength-- 
ened: -and ‘by those who. believe | 
that the Code’s specific taboo re 
perversion should be dropped, as 
all of the éarlier specific taboos (re 
subject matter) have been dropped, 
in favor of a Code which considers. 
the. taste and .treatment of each in- 

‘|dividual film. property. ‘The idea 
is that there is a time‘and place 
for éverything, and this is neither 
the time. nor place. to: change the 
Code, since there’s a Possibility of. 
a House of Representative inquiry 

C3 ‘into film morality. this fall, among 
a other things. 

_|. It!s eonsidered somewhat iront-. 
cal that .Walter Mirisch, veep and 
production: chief of the. Mirisch Co..,. 
lin his capacity -as prexy of the 
jocreen Producers Guild earlier this 
‘Summer was one of the hosts at 
‘the. all-industry, conference in Hol- 
lywood ' called to seek ways of im- 
‘proving the film industry’s “im~- 
age.” a, 
_The Mirisches are not alone in 

(Continued on page 18) 

‘King of Kings’ Classifed 
‘As ‘Inaccurate’ But Not 
~“Morally Offensive by LOD 
‘Decency.has “separately classified” 
Samuel Bronston’s “King of Kings,” 
Metro release dealing with. the life 
‘of Christ. This tag is given to pix 
which LOD considers “not morally 
offensive in themselves,” but which 
“require. ‘some analysis. and ex- 

informed against wrong interpre- 
tations:and false conclusions.” 
Legion notes: “While acknowl- 

‘edging the inspiraltional intent of 
this motion picture; the poetic li- 
cense taken in the development of 
‘the life of: Christ ren?evs th? film 
theologically, historically: and scrip- 
turally inaccurate.” - cts 

The’ ‘Mirishes, of course, are in-. 

‘sex perversion, or any inference 

‘It can't possibly be ap-— 
Fo proved unless the’ Code: is rewrit- |. 

n-to accommodate them.. ATBuU- | 
;ments to the effect that the picture | 
[ts . in good taste -are beside the } 
eine Taste, like goodness, has: 

‘Code’ push’ is emphasized. 

‘The Roman Catholic Legion of. 

| Brody’ will -produce. all 

‘planation as a protection to the un-. 

X GENSO ik Accused of Relaxing Standards 

But ‘Adult’ Can Be ‘Lesitimate’ 

AS PRODUCTION TOPPER 
George Justin, film-legit-tv pro- 

ducer, has’ signed on with Ely Lan- 
dau’s new theatrical film setup as. 
production topper, and will per- 
sonally steward several properties 
now on the drawing boards. 

First is “Long Day’s Journey In- 
to Night,” which Sidney Lumet is 
to direct, rolling. in New York 
shortly. . 

‘For the screen, Justin produced 
the upcoming “Something Wild,” 
also “Middle of the Night,” “12 

| Angry Men” and “Fugitive Kind,” 

WB Stock Buys 
Hiking Prices To 
Near-Peak Level 

- Warner Bros. stock on the N.Y. 
Stock Exchange continued on the 
climb last week, jumping $5 per 
share .and. closing at a near high 
of $83 per share. The upbeat has 
been almost constant for the past 
several months and has been at- 
tributable in part to gains in earn- 
ings plus anticipation. of a stock 
split sametime in September. | 

However, downtowners this week 
called attention to a new factor 
beliind the quotation incline. WB 
itself has been buying in its own 
stock. In the first nine months 

pany acquired nearly 375,000 
shares, reducing -the outstanding 
issue to 1,125.000 shares. ‘This 

jeame largely via a stock tender. 
But, also, there have been open- 
market purchases. 

President Jack L. Warner and 
associates owned. about 30% of the 
outstanding stock prior toe the buy- 
ins. The percentage obviously in- 
ereases as the outstanding issue in 
the hands of the public decreases. 

Baron-Brodie Indie Team 
Set for $2-Mil. 20th Pic, 
Also Producing 5 on Own 
Allen Baron and Merrill Brody, 

whose $65,000 “Blast°of Silence” 
won them a 20th-Fox contract, 
now prepping five new indie proj- 
ects in -the $500,000-$1,000,000 
bracket and said. they have been 
set. to produce an upcoming Fox 
film tagged at $2,000,000. © 

Fox. project, which producers 
Said they couldn’t yet reveal, is to 

{go within two months and. would 
mark the youngsters® first pic for 
the studio. Indies would follow. 

’ These are “Miguel,”’from an orig- 
inal screenplay by Bahon and Eliot 

.| Asinof; “The First Day Out,” origi- 
-|nal by Brody and Baron; “Welcome 
{to Hard Times," novel by E. L..Doc- 
torow; “The Takers,” novel by 
Max Ehrlich, and “Bravado,” now 
in screen treatment by George 
‘Tabori. They are currently ne- 
gotiating with Richard Widmark 
to. head cast of “Hard Times.” 

»rojects, 
with Baron directing. {nitially, 
some of the indies were to be for 
Fox, but, according to Brody, 
“Fok won't take a small budget 
picture any more.” 

“Blast of Silence” was pur- 
chased by Universal-International 
‘prior to producers’ .Fox deal. They 
retain foreign rights, with pic now 
‘running in Portugal and Switzer- 
land and an English deal in the 
works. Film won the Locarno 
Festival International. Critics 
award and was an official U. S. en- 
L (Continued on page 18) 
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of the current fiscal year.the com- 

By JOE KOLLING 

Cincinnati Aug. 29. 

Approval of the National Legion 
of Decency’s A-3 rating of “Sum- 
mer and Smoke” was given by the 
International Federation of Catho- 
lic Alumnae here last week. 

The okay for mature adult view- 
ing of the Tennessee Williams 
play’s film adaptation was by 
“general agreement” of delegates” 
to the 47th annual convention of 
the million-member Catholi¢ 
Women’s group, an important wing 
of the Legion. It followed a scree 
ing of the Hal Wailis production, 
at the RKO Palace and discussions 
of the film there and in convention 
assembly. 

Special showing of the film was 
at the request of Msgr. Thomas F, 
Little, the Legion’s executive sec- 
retary, who conducted the seminar 
with assistance of Mrs. James F. . 
Looram, chairman of the IFCA 
Motion Picture Department. They 
were tandem speakers at a conven- 
tion session. 

By showing “Summer and 
Smoke” as an acceptable film for 
adults, said Msgr. Little, “we 
recognize the legitimacy of adiuit 
films if they are handled properly 
with discretion, good taste and 
integrity.” 

Classifications of_the Legion, ha 
stated, are not ecclesiastical laws, 
but represent prudential juds- 
ments which are a normative guide 
“for our Catholic people in selec- 

(Continued on page 20) 

Wald in Frontal Assault 
On ‘Enemy Within’ Crix, 
Sez It’s Strictly Pro-Labor 

Hollywood, Aug. 29. 

20th-Fox producer Jerry Wald, 
who will make “Enemy Within’ 
based on Budd Schulberg’s stri,t 
from Robert Kennedy's book. has 
answered critics who charged 
story with being anti-labor by stat- 
ing “It is absolutely pro-labor. ” 

Wald called literary work’ of 
U.S. Attorney General a topical 
story. “The last good topical film 
made,” in his opinion, “was ‘Wat- 
erfront’ from a script by Schul- 
berg, who just finished ‘Enemy’.”” 
Producer bemoaned shortage of 

topical pix today. He declared 
“A Tot of producers are frighiened 
by organized minorities. I’m not 
going to be seared of groups who _ 
take issue with films made on cur- 
rent news.” Wald ajJso realizes 
“You can’t make a topical picture 
today without clashing with some 
anti groups and minorities.” 

By making such pix producer 
knows preblems of day can’t be 
solved by them. “All we do is 
present them. Good examples are 
‘Gentleman’s Agreement,’ ‘Grapes 
of Wrath,’ ‘Snake Pit’ and “House 
on 92nd St.” among others. We 
also rationalized, no one will get 
mad‘ at you if you do a topical 
news film honestly and in goad 
taste.” : 

“Celebration,” Wald states. wilt 
be in category outlined. It’s on 
his 20th agenda. to go into produc- 
tion soon. In each instance, sub- 
ject matter is star. producer 
claimed. “We do not have to depend 
on luring stars when we haye ati 
exciting or provocative topic taken 
from news headlines.” 

He intends to go in for more pix 
based on national and internation- 
al news developments. 

Producer said problem of film- 
makers today is to beat tv to 
presentations of such topics. This 
is one reason for hush-hush on 
Mark Robson’s “Day of Darkness.” 
part of which will be made ir 
Africa for Red Lion and 20th re- 
lease. 

Meanwhile, producer has cast 
Susan Strasberg in Hemingwav’s 
“Young Man.” She will aonear in 
sequences to be mde in Italy. The 
pic, according to Wald, also is in 
topical ctass. 



PICTURES 

Your movies in thght r movies in tight 

now on TWAS 
Your finest films are now being shown on 

TWA SuperJets. The latest movies from 

Hollywood and Europe are featured on 

selected daily flights between New York 

and California...projected on a special 

wide screen in the First Class cabin. And 

starting this month, movies will be shown 

on most TWA overseas ilights. These are 

virtually private showings to the world’s most 

influential people. Another. exclusive service. 

to you...on Hollywood’s favorite airline! 

Fly TWA SuperJets across the United States 

«..and to leading cities in Europe and Asia 
! 
i 

Call your travel agent or nearest TWA oftice 

USA: EGROPE* AFRICA ASIA 

TWA. 
| THE S SUPERJET AIRLINE 

@IWA THE SUPERJET AIRLINE is 7 service mark owned exclusively by rans World Airlines, inc. 

_ | Africa). 
{turns out a huge number of pix 

US, Pix Reverse 
Japanese Slide 

US. major Company business in 
-important in- 

{ereases in the first six months of 
this year over the comparable 

i Japan registered 

{period last” year,. Irving A. Maas, 

day (25).- 

‘|Motion Picture Export Assn. veep’ 
-|and director of. MPEA’s Asian divi- 

sion, reported in New York Fri- 
Exee will be returning 

to his Tokyo headquarters next 
iweek, - 
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New Y ork Sound Track 

Leon Becker, associate producer on “Guns of ‘Navarone® and a. couple 
of other Carl Foreman productions, asked for and has-been granted 
leave of absence from Foreman’s Open. Road Productions to undertake 
indie production om hig own in Euro 

“The Young Mack Millar did a labor-of-love. ballyhoo on UA’s 
Doctors” for its preem at the Victoria ‘that was even more. intensive 
than for Bob: Hope, Tony Martin or any of his. other. clients,.He: got. 
Leonard Lyons to return three days sooner from overseas; assembled 
all the other top columnists and byliners. Reason? Son Stuart Millar 
(—Lawrence Turman Productions) made this ‘one. & 

Columlia Pictures International topper Mo Rothman off on a two- 
week quickie end-September to’ 0.0. “Barrabas” in. Rome. ‘A month 

Maas described the increase in| later he goes on’ a global swing, via the Far. East, in company. of exea. 
:|business for the first 1961 half: as 
particularly significant since it’s 

) the first increase registered by the. 
U.S. firms in the Japanese market ; 
since 1256. The ‘U.S. majors now | 
account for about 16°% of the total 
Japanese film business. 

veepee Leo Jaffe. 
Disk jockey Art Ford. planning to produce and direct a feature film 

rhere this fall starring singer Toni Arden. Title is “Love and Jazz” . 
i“The Pure Hell of St. Trinian’s” follows “Saturday Night. and Sunday 
| Morning” at the Baronet. Both are Continental Distributing releases 

. Rita Moreno in town for last week's ‘“‘West Side. Story” :preview. 
. “Judgment at Nuremberg” preem Dec. 19. at the Palace will benefit 

Dwindling U.S. receipts in Japan|the U.S. Committee for ‘the United Nations. Robert S. Benjamin, -UA 

of the most active in the world. 
The point being made in Japan, as 
"ev erywhere else in the world where 
{there is local production, is that the 
iYocal audience, called upon to 
iechoose between an American pic 
‘and a domestic film of roughly 
comparable quality,. will inevitably 
choose the native product. 

Apparently, however,. the Japa- 
;Mese have vet to come up with any- 
thing roughly equivalent to “Al- 
amo” or “Gone With The Wind” 
| Or Walt Disney's “Sleeping Beau-. 
;ty,"" all of which have: been tre- 
mendous grossers in the Japanese 1 15-week cuurse on 
market in recent months. | 

yj have been largely the result of the | board chairman, also is national chairman of the committee. 
‘ | boom in the Japanese industry, one “Ben-Hur” watch. out. Svelte - Associates ‘announces - that Gregory 

Corso, a local “beat” poet, is preparing’ a scenario for a feature film, 
which he'll also co o-direct. Svelte adds: “We hope this project will offer 
Mr. Corso a stepping stone to. the. path of success followed: by his 
associate, Jack Kerouac.” . 

Herb Jaffe, of 20th-Pox International's publicity. staff, offto Europe 
for three weeks ... . Ruth Pologe, AIP’s pub director here, ‘says thanks 
for the notice, but ‘aside from a quick ‘visit. ta Chicago’ in connection. 
with “Pit and Pendulum,” she hasn’t been: off Manhattan. ‘Last week 
VaRIET? iisted her ainong the Europe to U.S. commuters . . Publicist 
Jay Weston is acting as sales agent .for: the -French- “cowhoy” pic, 
“Me Fa.re Ca A Moi” (How Could You Do. That to. Me),. starring 
Eddie Cous-stantine. 

Harry urandt, Independent Theatre Owners Assn. ‘head, is at- West-: 
hampton Keach convalescing from. a recent illness. He’ lI be away 
janother 3G days . Herman Weinberg,: local subtitlist, will give a 

“Tha - Cinema's Golden Age’”’ at City College this 
fa . Nico Otzak, whose blonde Swedish beauty. makes her standout 

Queried as to markets in the} bit » “ ” 
Asian territory which still have to ir eer part in “La Dolce Vita,” getting a big play here as a fashion 

| j be» -developed—comparable tothe 
West African market which the 
/MPEA i is now getting ready to tack-. 
le via its new African subsid, Maas 
pointed to India and Pakistan. 
‘However, the situation in those two 
‘ countries, he said; is not exactly 
‘comparable. to that ‘in West Africa 
‘since the majors already have 
‘smoothly functioning distrib arms 
‘in India and Pakistan (which they 
haven’t had heretofore in West 

Also, India, like Japan, 

for domestic consumption. 
_ Maas feels that. U.S. films can— 
and- must—get a bigger play than 
‘they are now getting in India. Ex- 
tentn to which. can .be_ seen 
from the fact thaf-out of 3.500 the-. 
atres in India, .only about - 65 
pley U.S. films on, a.regular basis, 
with perhaps another 400 playing 
them from .time to time. - 

Chief trouble.spots in Asia .for 
U.S. film biz at’ current time, says 
|MPEA exec, are Australia, where 
business. has been going down 
steadily, arid Korea. In both coun- 
tries high import duties on positive 
prints have helped cut U.S. receipts 
substantially — and this is the 
money which eventually -means 
whether a pic will wind up in the. 

\red. or the black. The newly im-: 
[virtua Korean import duties have 
virtually made it impossible for | 
|MPEA member companies to do 
j business: there, 

Peter Barry — 
Wally Cox 
Manny Greenfield 
Milton R. Rackmil 
K.. T. Stevens 
Joseph R. Vogel 
Andy Williams. 

N. Y. to L. A. 

_Barbara Arnold ~ 
Harry Bell Jr. 
Charles K:. Feldman 
Peter Levinson 
Al Levy 
Mack Millar 
Harold J. Mirisch 
‘Walter M. Mirisch 

- Robert Morin 
Suzanne Pleshette 
Norton V. Ritchey 
Charles Schlaifer 

. U.S. to Europe 
Brian Aherne 
Robert: Coote 
Don Costa 
Anita Ellis 
Eddie Fisher 
Warren Harris 
Ivory Joe Hunter 
Herb Jaffe 
David ‘Schoenbrun 
Russ Tamblyn — 
Elizabeth Taylor 
Mike Wear 

Europe to U. S._. 
Alan Bates 
Edward H. Butler 

| Yul Brynner | 
- Frank M. Folsom 
Jackie Gleason. ~ 
Peggy Lee 

Alfred Katz, UA's foreign division manager, back from a five-week 
tour of the Far East reporting record UA business in that | area. 

None of the press bunch will dispute the barrage of almost in-- 
variably informative mi¢sives, brochures, French posteards (clean) and 
mailing pieces from publicist Ernie Anderson which has kept the Seven. 
Arts production (20th-Fox), the. Studios de Boulogne. ‘Paris), "Gigot”, 
Jackie Gleason, Gene Kelly et al. on the map. Incidentally, Gleason. is. 
en route back to the States in tinie for his daughter’s marriage Sept. 9, 

Producer-director George Stevens in town very quietly last week: to. 
confer with 20th-Fox homeoffice toppers re his’ projected -“Greatest 
Story Ever Told,” which. still does not have a starting date we. 
Warren Harris, Paramount homeoffice publicist, off Friday (1) for # 
month’s swing of Berlin, Copenhagen, Venice, Madrid, Pars, . Zurich 
and London.: It's. all yacation with.no tax advantages. 
Warners sales. chief Charles Boasberg ‘vacationing. on Cape Cod... 

WB ducking the Broadway firstruns with: “Claudelle Inglish;” opening 
instead at the Fox in Brooklyn . . . Catholic Guild for the Blind of 
Brooklyn has taken over the Oct. 24 ‘Loew’ s State showing: of “King of 
Kings” asa benefit. 

“Forty Pounds of. Trouble,” comedy’ localed in the ‘Nevada casinos, 
to be Tony: Curtis’ first Curtleigh entry for Universal. Marion Hargrove. 
wilt screenplay and Stan Margulies will produce ... AA’s “Angel 
Baby” was screened at the Edinburgh Film Fest last” Saturday (26) 

. . Impressed with his “Studs Lonigan” émoting,. U picked up. 
Christopher Knight's. option for another year. . 

Literati’s Pic Hit & Miss Parade 
Some Bestselling Novels Still on Block i in Flock Of° 

_.Recent Sales. 

With interest running high in 
screen acquisitions of allegedly 
pre-sold properties, including the 
fiction on the bestseller lists, film 
company story editors regard as 
significant a rundown on novels 
which have been bought, and those 

‘I still on ‘the block. It shows that 
the popularity of a novel doesn’t 
necessarily guarantee a film sale, 
despite the so-called clamoring for 
cinematic material. 

These are the buys, so far: 
Agony and the Ecstacy,”. Burt Lan- 
caster; “To Kill a Mocking Bird,” 
Alan ‘Pakula and Gregory "Peck; 

| “Winter of Our Discontent,” Met- 
ro; “The Carpetbaggers,” option 
‘held by Matty Fox; “Mothers and 
Daughters,” Columbia; “Hawaii,” 
‘Mirisch Bros.; “Last of the Just,” 
Jules Dassin. 

Deals have yet to materialize 
for the following: “Edge of Sad-: 
ness,” “Tropic of Cancer,” “Jour- 
ney to Matecumbe,” “Rembrandt,” : 

“Incredible. “Shooting Star” and 
Journey.” among others. 

Continuing as topnotcher on the 
non-fiction -lists is William L. 
Shirer’s “Rise and Fall of the 
Third Reich.” John Houseman. is 
slated to produce the filmization: 

ductions to seek this: added, ‘back- of this one. for M-G. 
Interest in books, while .contin- 

uing high, still doesn’t match the 
pic studios’ fascination with hit 
legit. Just about every click 
Broadway musical.:and straight 
play makes the cinematice conver-. 
sion route. Story ed of .a major 
Hollywood ‘studio underlined this 
week that a 
more immediately adaptable to a 

j camera treatment. The script basic- 
{ally is presented to us.and it’s a: 

| script that has been played out live 
and already accepted by the public. 

“The | 

“stage property is 

But with a book it's different. Get- 
ting a good working script. out of 
a novel, no matter how successful 
the novel has been, is a major and 
sometimes - difficult if not impos-. 
sible chore.” 

Bracken Drumming Up 
Coin for 1st Indie. Pic 

Dallas, Aug. 29.. 
Eddie Bracken;. was in Dallas 

last week to promote his indie 
film. company, -Paradise. Praduc+ 
tions, which will start its first pic- 
ture in Rome the: latter part of. Oc- 
tober. The film, “Women’s -Bar- L 
racks,” a story about women nem- 
bers of the Free French forces 

| during World War HI, was written 
-by Tréska Tories. 

Bracken said he has ‘already ob- 
tained $400,000 in financial .back- 
ing for the ‘project, but wants an 
additional $250. 000 so that the film 
can be made in color and the cast 
‘strengthened. He is hoping that 
additional funds will come from. 
Dallas and. Texas-investors and is. 
|-working - ‘with: Stockton Briggle, 
local actor;. and -his Briggle Pro- 

ing. 
Bracken: will ‘take one of the 

‘leading roles in the film with Lin- 
da Christian and Susan Strasberg 
already signed for two of. the top 
femme parts. He will also have: 
European stars. 
-The screenplay has been pre- 

pared ‘by Bracken ‘in association 
with Harold Robbins. The director’ 
‘will ‘either be Irving Rapper or 
Andre de’ Toth. ‘The property -is 
one of 11° acquired © by} ‘Paradise 
Productions. eat abe bead 



a early indications are that it's going 

‘ened, Rube -Jackter, sales v.p., re- 

‘Wednesday, ‘August 30, 1961 

‘Forget about the Berlin crisis for a fhoment.. Here’ 3. sme. other: | . - a = 
news guaranteed not to break the continuiiy of gloom. As spelled - |: 
‘gue -by a top film exec whose field of interest.is the world market: — 

S. film business was. down in ‘every major foreign market last. 
year. These. losses were. offset to a. certain extent. by appreciable --]. 
ains in noe smaller markets—individual: Latin: American countries, By GENE. ‘ARNEEL 

-That’s all-well and good. However, ‘the gains” were registered | . Decision by Columbia to spend| . 
principally in areas which have yet to feel the: effects: of tv com- — $100, 000 in television. ‘ network}. 

(ABC) sponsorship for a_ single 
| motion: picture is very likely: the 
most clearly-stated threat on the 
part of a film company to substan- 

‘\ tially’ reduce its newspaper adver- 
tising. The word: from “inside ‘is 

{that this is only the beginning; it’s 
no secret that Col and just. about 
every other producer-distributor 

feels hurt with the way. they’re 
| being treated in the news columns: 
by the. fourth estate. The ery is: 

| discrimination. - 
‘In any event. Col ts setting a 

precedent in .buying into a net- 
|-work show (Sqittbb is the alternate 
bankroller). It’s the 15-minute: 
‘ABC-TV. “Evening . Report” on 

petition, and such competition is definitely on its way. Thus there 
is a limit to the extent to which these smaller market increases will 
“c-over the ‘long haul—offset the dwindling returns. in the major:. 
markets, .that \is, Britain, Canada, Italy, ‘Germany, - France; etc. oe 

Another’ thought: -Hollywood’s increasingly . sophisticated prod- 
uct, as opposed: to the out-and-out action fare. which used to be’ 

-.: an industry. staple; is not .the ‘kind of stuff with which exploit the 
‘ heretofore :largely untapped audiences of.Africa and Asia. These .. 

* » potential patrons..are unsophisticated types who like. their, stories 
‘to. be simple, direct and-as visual as possible. - 

‘Thus, just. atthe time. when the Motion‘ Picture. Export Agsn. ‘fs 
“opening the doors to: huge West -African market (via its “new — 
“African subsidiary), there is. a dearth of the kind. of. product 
which | might be best suited for. these. audiences. vs 

AIP Digging Poe for More Ghoul 
If Pendulum Strikes B 0. Nerve 

‘Depending on the b.o. results on: 
“The Pit and the Pendulum,”: and 

its. ‘Devil at: Four -O’Clock” for a| 
month begnining Sept. 15. In past 
the commercials for pix have been 

4 fimited. to local and regional out- 
| lets 

“It was about a ‘year ago that Paul 
| N. Eazarus Jr., in addressing a San 

to do.extremely well, American In-| . Jules ‘Verne’s “Master of. | Francisco meeting of: newspaper 
_ ternational Pictures: plans to dip The World,” ‘the first: pic to’ _|}publishers and editors, frankly 
{nto the Edgar Allan Poe library| be “personally | produced”. by~ J'alred the picture industry’s gripes. 
‘again for still. another horror pic} American ‘International .Pic- | Lazarus, who.is a v.p. of Col, com- 

‘Master's’ Wide Playoff 

‘Telease, offered one-shot. theatre 
showings n Philadelphia, Chicago 
and San Francisco last week. Full 
page. ads in each.‘city explained 

ports;. until “And God -° Created’ 
and “Room” cracked. the barrier,. 

. The: only apparent limitation today 
in the hinterland spots is that it. 
‘play in the English. language ver- 
sion—so. that an Interstate ‘chain 
in Texas, for example, has booked 
“Two Women”. ‘for the entire -cir- 
cuit. . 

Further Andicatiya of the: film’s 

“to. follow last year's ‘House of] tures prexy:James H. Nichol- {plained that ad rates. for films were 
Usher” and the ‘current. “Pit.” son, will have the widest: play- discriminatory: and the editorial 
“Janes: H. ‘Nicholson: AIP prexy, | -off in’ the company’s history,, } attention given pictures. was lack- 

revealed in New York last week eee -producer . said. in New -{ing in substance. - 
that he’s already. had. talks with or fast week. -| Lazarus’ stated sentiments were 
scripter Richard Matheson about |. n. the tates, -he. said, the (Continued on page 20) 

the new: project, tentatively titled Ron controversial. sci-fi fantasy 
“Tales of Terror.” Unlike the fftst.|. able mA tee testifvi _ to it avail- 
two AIP excursions into.the Poe |.. audience appeal. 0 “he te e IVY. in oul ht 

“world, “Tales” will be an omnibus | | abroad, pe come ot “IP's if 
-of .four ‘short. films, sticking as horror product ‘has: had rough. 

Poe store to the original ' treatment from blood-and-gore:. At 0th Bd. Meet 

According .to Nicholson; the only Fores ‘watchdogs. Prexy. also. , : .| (@xXpeets:“‘Master’’ -t e 
Poe works which can’ be. expanded | “AIP film to be. sold behind the Dividend. action will be the top |’ 
to feature-length, have already! Iron Curtain. ~ _Subject on the agenda at.the 20th- 

s - ___ Fox board of directors meeting in. been done’so, either. by AIP (“Ush ————————— 
er” and “Pit”)’ or by other film |New’ York today (Wed.). In- light: 
companies, including Warners, | of the ‘company’s continuing pro- 
whith did’ “Murders in the Rue | la: duction losses, there has been 

-- Morgue” not too long ago. In ex- -| speculation ‘that the _ company 
-panding “Pit” to feature length, in | might. bypass its.regular 40¢ quar- 
‘fact, serlpter Matheson barrowed |- ‘like Brg | terly divvy.for the first time in a 
mote than a little from the previ- é. te | number of years. 
ous “Usher” film -as well ‘as the ‘Provisions: on- 20th’s longterm 

still unfilmed “Cask of _Amontil- |. loan agreement with Metropolitan 
lad 0. ; ‘1LWoY omen 'B 0 Life jncinde limitations on were 

~ dust’ which. foyr tales will be- | capital and certain restrictions on 
used. in the third Poe film, Nichol- 1 ‘It’s: a einch Joe. Levine “wasn’t | the. declaration and payment. of 
son said, has‘not been decided yet. figuring on just. an art circuit| dividends,. as well as on redemp- 
Tentative plans call -fok each one gamble when he: plunged ‘a .re- ‘tion of stock. Company has, how- 
of the. shorties to be headed up by | ported $300,000 for the Italo. “Two| ever, “freedom to declare stock 

a different star, with some kind of | Women.” Sophia’ Loren statrer: Is dividends if It so chooses. | 
frame device: being employed: to nailing conventional playoff remi-| “As of Jan. 1 this year,.20th had 
tie. them together. Pic should run | niscent of -“And’ God Created $7,500,000 of ‘consolidated - “earned 
about two -hours, unusual for AIP | Women” and."“Room at the Top,” | surplus. available for payment of 
which. generally” ‘keeps to a 90-]} and duplicating their lusty biz in| dividends. Since then the company 
ar te eae las i ' the regulation houses. - has paid its Fesular first: and, sec- 

n town for last wee: ’s preem Of{ Based on earl “ »] ond quarter divvies of 40c a share. 
“pit” at the Palace, the AIP prexy | is snagging garly dates, “Women’” Number. of common shares out- 
was enroute back to his Hollywood | in conventional: and drive-in ‘situa- standing as of April 4, 1961 were 

- headquarters ‘after a quiz biz trip | tions that are comparable .to the | 2.446.986. 
to at and. the rontinent. waite takes from arty runs—and this is|_. ———— 

“abroad he picked up ~ wor €|-the .most cheerf ‘{Tlaime -Andiane 
rights (except for italy: and France) story for. the ata aes, the WB Claims No Audience 
to the new. Italo-French coproduc- | fact, if present-.performance pre- | 
ton version or bapa jaan in the vails . te ‘pie’ Ss. art. eireuit biy Resistance to Kazan Pic 

ron Mask.” For the first time, says-] will be - dwarfe - 
the prexy, this . oft-photographed tional: biz. ay Ms convens that “the re this Will accent contre: 

classic has been done faithfully on |" But in both versions it'll have | versial material on'the screen and 
the ‘screen. Pic will go out late this to hustle to make the $3,000,000- resents the small but vocal pres- 

year: or early next. | plus“prédiction ‘of a windup figure | sure groups which clamor for cen- 
“While in ‘Britain he. had ‘talks ‘for the U.S. market alone. (It ‘sorship. .Richard. Lederer, ad-pub 

with Anglo-Amalgamated anent:a.| 4asn’t. bowed - in Canada yet, and|head of Warners, polled audience 
couple. of future coproductions, | WH be- ceded.to a native distrib | reaction to the upcoming “Splen- 
“Conjuror’ Wife,” -a horror story, for-release there).- - ‘dor in the Grass,” and claims pre- 
and H. G. Wells’ “When the Sleep- | -Booking pattern,’ as devised by | dominant opinion was that the film 
er Awakens,” a sci-fi: yarn which Levine and sales topper Uen|should be made available, unre- 

(Continued on page 22), | Lightstone, calls for- subtitled stricted -by. censors. 
| prints in key city arty funs, with|. -WB, said Lederer, admits to hav- 

_ | the dubbed edition for subruns.}ing a. controversial subject in 
-¢Rest of the U.S. market will play |“Grass” and, well-in advance of 

COL BILLS. $1, 000, 000 ie’ dubbed - -too (even on firstrun 
ates) 

—BECOMING A HABIT k Used to be that the zube mar-= 

Columbia last week had ‘billings | Ket, “ere Sehy. Migid on im: 
ot $1,000,000 in the. domestic mar- 

, K¥et,-. marking. ‘the -second time 
i. within a:month: that this: has hap- 

a picture of the type would be re- 
ceived -via moral interpretation. 
According to Lederer no-one said 
it ‘should be banned but some 
thought children’s patronag e 
should be carefully weighed.- 
As a result of the screenings, to 

which . regular admission. prices |: 
‘Impression on key exhibs are: the | were charged, . additional. ‘showings | 
bookings with National, Theatres| will be held in about 15 -.other 

: (Continued on page “18) : cities. 

ported in New York: yesterday 
_ (Tues.),, It had been rare.in ‘past 

“: for Col to approach that seven-fig- 
ure mark, 

Ji ackter: termed as “substantial” 
the returns from “Guns of Nava- 
rone,” “Homicidal” and “Gidget 
Goes Hawaiian.” . SO, 

OMENS FUTURE) 

| which the film company will plug]. 

| Goldsmith Exiting 

Davis Taking Over’ 

| Pictures in Englahd and. Ireland, 

a substantial personnel realign- 
.]| ment. 

| Métro 30 years, has a contract with 

but, beforehand, he’s scheduled to 

-nine-week tour of Europe, includ- 

jlong It would take him wn vee 
“tthe score, 
‘ducer Aaron Rosenberg ae week 

‘their new music stronger, perhaps 

‘the: reasons why the picture was |- 
being so shown: To determine how | 
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EPRISAL 
: Tack Warner Blasts Indie Producers 

Hit-and-Run Role in Pic Industry: 
‘Only Majors Contribute Stability’ 

+ Press statement issued from the 
Warner Bros. studio in Burbank 
this week quoted Jack L. Warner 
as saying independent producers 
make questionable contributions to 
the stability of the American film 
industry. The president of the 
company, ‘ust back from a business 

|survey of Europe and homeoffice 
meetings in New York, thus he- 
came the first large studio major 
domo to openly biast indie film-. 
makers who concern themselves 
only with individual properties as 
separate entities and who partici- 
pate not at all in the risk, but de- - 
mand participation in the revenue. 
The comment rates particular ate 
tention since so many click pix 
of the modern era are turned out 
by indies. 
Warner declared that film indus- 

try strength has come from come 
panies “with long established repu-. 
tations based on notable accom- 
plishments in the production and 
advancement of motion pictures.” 
Stability, he said, cones from 
“magnifiicently equipped studios 

the world’s finest production 
facilities . . . experienced guidance 
for the world’s foremost creative 
talents . a continuing flow of 
highquality American films | to 
global audiences.” 

The veteran, indeed pioneer, 
filmmaker asserted that the image 

reportedly is. leaving this post with-| of American production importance 

in. the framework of what appears| can be perpetuated only by people 
who are willing to express their 
faith in the industry’s “permanence 
and progress with capital invest- 
ments running into hundreds of 
‘millions of dollars.” 

visit the homeoffice in New York] Warner thereupon undertook the 
early in September. - |in-fighting, thus: “The independent 

His. successor is said to be|Producer, who goes from studio to 
Maurice Davis, Metro's head man| Studio, or works in his home, can 
in South Africa. not meet or even importantly share 

-It was officiaHy stated that Mat-| this responsibility. His stake is only 
thew Raymond is. exiting as man-|in a single motion picture. He may 
aging director of MGM British| be in Hollywood today, in Europe 
Studios and will be replaced by tomorrow ’ or out of the ‘business 

I~mediate interpretations of 
Warner's remarks varied. Particu- 
larly large question mark was 
drawn anent the fact that a promi- 
nent studio boss was apparently 
declaring war on the-same talent 
that has contributed so much to 
WB success of late. There’s no 
denying the fact that Waz-ner him- 

‘Devil’s’ Broad Playoff 
Going hand in hand with 

‘Columpbia’s sponsorship par- 
ticipation in the ABC-TV 
“Evening Report” full net- 
work show is the film ¢com- 
fpany’s marketing approach 
with “Devil at Four O’Clock.” 
This is the Spencer Tracy- 
Frank Sinatra starrer to be 
plugged on the tv’er. 

Col has angled to have the 
picture going in- about 100 
markets across the country 
‘within a period of two to three 
weeks from the Sept. 15 spon- 
sorship.. starting date. This 
means nationwide exposure in 

"an -unusually brief period. 

MGM London Post; 

- 8 

London, Aug. 29. 
. Charles Goldsmith, chairman 
and managing director of MGM 

Exec,. ‘who’s been with 

the company ending next March 

| Maurice’Foster. Raymond will con-| entirely.’ 
tinue with the company as a con- 
sultant. 

MGM ASSIGNS KAPER 
TO DO ‘BOUNTY’ SCORE 

. Hollywood, Aug. 29. 
Bronisilau Kaper has been. set 

to compose the score for “Mutiny | 
on the Bounty” at: Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer, with studio music head, 
Robert ‘Armbruster to conduct. 
Kaper, who just returned from a 

tributed to the WB fiscal Sabet 
storv of late. 

But this kind of: interpretation 
seems to miss the mark’ accord- 
ing to usually savvy observers. They 
sav that Warner is calling for the 
indie producers tg get working 
within the context of a major oper- 
ation. They say a major studio 

(Continued con page 18) 

CHARLES LEVY NEW HEAD 
OF MPAA AD COMMITTEE 

ing six days in Russia as guest of 
the Soviet Ministry of Culture, is 
currently researching English and 
Tahitian music in preparation for 
writing the music.. 

Composer could not say how 

though “Mutin 

said the picture would be ready for 
preview by November, indicating 
scoring must be done considerably 

before. Kaper’s assignment is un-|} Meeting last week in New York: 
der his exclusive MGM contract. of the Motion Picture Assn. of 

Kaper is writing an article for | America’s ad-pub committee elect- 
the Soviet Union Composers Jour-|ed Charles Levy, ad-pub director 
nal ag a result of his Russian. trip.|of Buena Vista, chairman to suc- 
Basis will be a discussion of film |ceed Martin Davis for the coming 
music as well as suggestions foriyear. Levy, formerly co-chairman, 
increasing interest.in the work of ‘is succeeded by Richard Lederer 
young. Russian composers. Soviet tiof Warners. 
musicians charged. Americans ‘ ‘are | ‘The’ meeting reaffirmed an 
not interested in new Soviet com-* agreement that the names of pie- 

posers,” he said, and one answer |tures of one company will not be 
he will give them is to promote jused in another company’s ads, 

except in specifically approved 
ways or with the specific approval 
of the company concerned. Move 
followed some infractions of the. 
earlier agreement which provides 
that the only references which 
may be used without approval are 
those pertaining to the appearance 
of a personality, or the association 
of a director, writer, ete. in or 
with another picture. 

Committee put over for further 
studv .a proposal that a Hollywood 
festival of films be staged next 
summer for press reps, who would 
be token west at expense of the 
studios. 

by -having visiting artists perfo.m 
it here. 

UA SALES. WINNERS 
The United Artists. Weeks con- 

test, from June 25 through July 8, 
was. won by the company’s Can- 
adian district and the San Fran- 
cisco, Toronto and Vancouver 
branches, in  ftheir respective 
groups, according to James Velde, 
veep in charge of domestic sales. 

Winners were selected on basis 
of greatest numberof billings and 
total collections during the two- 
week competition. tS Et agement 

- 
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Spiendor 
(COLOR) 

Young love in poignant roman- 
tic drama. Provocative theme 
may spur b.o. 

Lampert;  intruduces Warren 
Directed by Kazan. Screenplay, 

Keafmen: editor, Gene ‘Wilford: music, 
Dawd .<Aimram; assistant ¢€:crector. Don 
Kranze. Reviewed at the si. uWio, Aug. 25, } 
*61. Running time, 124 MINS. 

Wilma Dean Loomis .. ... Nitalie Wood: 

FILM REVIEWS 

In The Grass | are. truly exceptional, memorable 
portrayals, and will be worth seri- 
ous Osear consideration when the 
time comes for such matters. Bar- 
bara Loden does an interesting 
job in a. role 

Although the character is hazy: 
and incomplete, he has one touch-: genuinely winning performance as 
:ing line, one moment at the end. 
t Of the film, that registers ‘more. 
emotional impact than anything shalow and: disenchanted ‘wife is 

‘else in the. picture, and Stewar 

‘Beatty's flapper |’ 
sister) that is built up, only to be ; ciative of . beauty; 

Wednesday, August 30,1961 
picture + ‘seems to suggest not only 
that the primrose path leads ir- 
revacably to tragedy, but that trag- 
edy is the ultimate lat of. the 
poor. It leaves.a bitter taste. 

Ralph Woolsey’s camera, appre- 
finds a cooper- 

Venice | Film Fest Reviews _ 
Hollywood. Aug. 25. | sloughed off at the apex of its‘ ative subject in Miss. McBain, who Yojimbo | 

Warner Brus. ielease .f Elw Kazan! development. Fred Stewart is ex-idelivers an earnest portrayal of an (The. Bodyguard) entry in limited situations. 
Bee on arey Chrisue. de Neods | o.2t | cellent ‘as Miss Woed's. father. ! unappealing character.. Kennedy, (JAPANESE) Story of racial persecution ‘be-.. 

7chra . 
Beatty. 
Willam Inge; camera CLechnieelor). Boris! 

: ‘age, this’ might shape as an arty 

‘| gins with a prewar manslaughter’ 
sentence. given a Polish Jew, Serge 
Merlin; for. the . accidental: "killing 
‘of a schoolmate. War opens the. 
prison gates, but..Merlin is newly, 
confined to: the Ghetto, whence he - 

Venice, Aug. 20. 
Toho release of 2: Kurosawa production, 

Directed by Akira Kurosawa. Stars Tos- 
hiro Mifune: features Ejijiro Tono, Seiza- 
buro. Screenplay. Kurosawa, .Tomoyuchi 
Tanaka: camera‘ (Tehoscope), Kazuo Mya- 
Sawa; music, Masaru Sato. At Venice. Film 
Fest. Running time, 110 MINS. 

‘ever a dependable actor, . gives a 

; the unfortunate farmer, .and.Miss 
1Ford's enactment of. his ‘inflexibly 

rich. in emoticnal projection and 
ce Stamper ............ Pat Hingle’ does it. beautifully. Rest. of ite l understatement. Akins is eanvinc- | Sanjuro -.............. ‘Toshiro ‘Mifune | escapes ‘only to want’ to return. - 

airs. Loomis ste seseees Audrey Christie | players, all cf whom haye indi- ing as the awkward landlord. with Gonit weet Gene steers 1 'Seabure Kawant i pins treated like a leper outside, 
ngelina sw * Ponra be Loden | vidually important ‘passages, are an unreasonably single-minded yen reeeeeees’ a" : Finally, he’s offered a chance to 

Bud Stamrer vottte Were n Beatty , more than capable. Th include;for Miss McBain. Will Hutchins is Rousing, ‘good story, told with (tight and.. Samson-like, —regains~ 

Mrs. Stamper .... Jucnna Ros, 
Juanita Howard . Jen Norris Norris, Gary 
Poets se... wees - Gory jockwood | Dennis, Crystal Field, Marla, 
Hazel... ee, Cn sial Field Adams, Lynn Loring. ‘John McGov- ‘favors, a pliysically: attractive and 
June : Marla Adams| ern, Martine Bartlett and Sean. histrionically competent. group 
Carolyn ..... 00... c0s0ee. Lynn Loring : 
Doc Smiley. ........... 
Miss Metcalf ......... 
Jenn 

tohn McGovern : 
Mertine Bartlett 

The sexual and prythological ad- : 
justment inherent in the trarisition ! 
from romantically idealistic, paren- 
tally guided. tor, :nure aptly, mis- 
guided) youth to. the reflective 
wisdom of self-governed adult ma- 
turity is the turbulent emotional! 
business covered in “»splendor in 
the Grass.” Elia Kazan’s produc- 
tion of William Inge’s original 
screenplay, directed by Kazan, 
covers this forbidding chunk of: 
ground with ergat care. compassion } 
and cinematic iflair. ‘It is an ex- 
tremely intimate ‘and affecting 
experience. a drama fashioned 
expressly for the screen and that, 
in turn, henefits enorniously from 
compatibility with its medium. 

Yet there is something awkward 
about the gpicture’s rechanical ; 
rhythm. There are ‘:nissize links 
and blind aHeys within tne story. 
Several time: it .¢7 @bruptiy 
from a climax to a point much 
Jater in time at whitch is encoun- 
tered revelations and eventualities 
the auditor capnet take for 
granted. Too much time is spent 
fecusing attent* acon rocters of 
minor significance in themselves. 
It is a long film, telling a: a whole 
experience. but fits lenctiiv span! 
has not always been used to ad-- 
vantace. . 

How the Warner Exos. release: 
will fave is a question. linked to‘ 
the prevailing pub.ic preoccupa- 
tion With sex tleines on the screen. 
Sex is tastefully handied in “Splen-, 
dor.” never exploited for its own’ 
eéake but completeiy. vitaliy and, 
unalterably a part of the story. 
However, there sheuld be caution , 
net to project a shallow, overly: 
yacy image in the seliing. What's‘ 
more, the picture’s theme is apt 
to be miseanstrued ax.a preach- ; 
ment against chastity by those who 
attribute to sexual abstention the 
adverse consequences suffered by 
the hero and hercine. 

Discerning filmgoers wi’] be at- 
tracted by the Kazzn-Inge legend. 
General audiences should be given 

*. Dave Adams 

? Garrison. 
Boris Kaufman's photography is - 

Sean Garrisen | notable for its appreciation of.Stine Others strong in support 
i; beauty, duman and nature’s.. 
, Though responsibility for the gaps : 
j and staccato rhythm of the film. 
“may - “He elsewhere, 

Milford’s editing. Exteriors for the 
(picture were shot in New York} 
State, and the countryside looks a 

| little lush for Kansas, which is the 
j setting of the drama. But interiors 
} designed by Richard Sylbert and 
‘furnished by Gene Callahan seem 
j meticulously accurate. Composer 

| 
} 

i 

‘hauntingly beautiful. There's - an. 
exceptional job. of costuming by 
Anna H. Johnstone. The clothes 
are hot only faithful to the two: 
eras tlate "20s, early '30s) covered, 

‘but they are attractive on the peo- 
ple who wear them. Tube. ° 

Claadelie Inglish 

Romantic~ miseries of poor 
Georgia sharecropper, his wife 
and irrational daughter. Heavy, 
gloomy going. in which. per- 
formances are ray of light. 

—~ 

Hollywood. Aug. 23. 
Warner Bros. release. of Lecnard Free- 

man produetion. Star Diane MeBsain. 
Arthur Kennedy, Will Hitchins, Constance 
Ford, Claude Akins. Directed by Gordon. 
Douglas. Screenplay. Freeman, from the 

‘novel by Erskine Caldwell: camera,. Ralph 
Woolsey; editor, Folmar. BI- “nested: music, 

: Howard Jeckseén: asst. dhector. William , 
Kissel. Reviewed at.. Academy -Award 

” Theatre, Aug. 23. 61. Running time, 99 ; 
1 MINS. 

Claudelle Inclish ....;.... Diane McBain ; 
Arthur Kennedy 
Dennis Peaslev 

Constance Ford 

Clyde Inghsh 
Will Hutchins - 
Jessie. Inglish - 

'S. T. Crawford .........- Claude. Akins 
: Harley. Peasley -.......-- Frank Overton 
Linn Varner ......-.-.-- Chad Everett. 

Rip Guyler .......-2- Robert Colbert | 
> Rev. Armstrong occ em cases Ford Rainey 
Jesh Tew esanesees James Bell 
Charles Henry .....-..... Robert Logan: 

Jan Stine: 
i Ernestine Peasley ....... “Hope Summers 

Nice guys finish. last is the only | 
discernible comment on human be- 
havior furnished in “Claudelle Ing- | 
ilish,” a sudsv and ‘pessimistic. ro- 
mantic tragedy set in the deep 
South. The Leonard Freeman pro- |- 

some inkling that this is not a/duetion, written for the screen by | 
period piece, with sensational sen- 
sual overtones. but a very human, 
ersonal story with a timeless, up- 
ifting theme. “Splendor in’ the 
Grass” may be no bexcffice whop- 
per, but it should us better than 
satisfactory. 

Inge’s screenplay deais with a 
young couple deeply in love but 
unable to synehronize the opposite 
polarity ot their moral attitudes. 
Their tragedy is helped along by 
the influence of parental interven- 
tion. The well-meaning parents 
(his father, her mother, both of 
whom completely dominate their. 
more perceptive mates}, in assert- 
ing their inscrutable wills upon 
their children, lead them into a 
quandary. The children, unable to 
maintain compatibility between the 
idealistic doctrines fostered in 
them by their elders and the 
tantalizing passion of their feel- 
ings, cannot eonsummate their 
relationship, either sexually or 
maritally. Their split is a near- 
disaster,,.and they do not recover 
until they mature, and can benefit 
reflectively from their own ex- 
perience. But each must settle for 
Jess than each would have been 
able to offer the-other. so the 
recovery, in essence, is hollow. a 
triumph of philisopry over reality. 

Natalie Wood and Warren Beatty 
(whom the picture ‘“introduces”) 
are the lovers. Although the range |. 
and amplitude of their expression 
is not always as wide and variable 
as it might be, bath celiver con- 
vincing, appealing performances. 

he real histrionic honors, 
thbugh, belong to Audrey Christie, 

ho plavs Miss Wood's mother. and 
Pat Hingte, as Beatty's father. Bath 

Freeman from Erskine ‘Caldwell's’ 
novel, is apparently an attempt to 
illustrate dramatically. why and 
how an essentially sweet girl ean 
turn sour and destroy herself, .as 
well as those most concerned with 

‘\her welfare, but the film fails to: 
make its. point. Several fine per- 
formances and an_ attractive cast 
are the bright spots in the pbox- 
office picture. . 

“Heroine” Claudeile (Diane Nc- 
Bian), daughter of a poor tenant 
farmer ‘Arthur: Kennedy) nagged | 
incessantly by his bitterly unhappy 
wife {Constance Ford), ignores her 
mother’s advice to accept the ro- 
mantic proposals of wealthy, mid- 
dleaged landowner Claude Akins, 
insteads becomes betrothed to. 
poor, but handsome young neigh-. 
bor Chad Everett, who promptly 
leaves for a two-year hitch cour- 
tesy Uncle Sam. Jilted by Ever- 
ett, Miss MeBain abruptly and: de- 
fiantly evolves into the town's 
pushover. Upshot is.a messy trag- 
edy in which the boxscore reads 
two déad; one runaway . wife: (Miss 
Ford), and one decent, rational 
hardworking farmer (Kennedy) 
stripped of his entire family in 
one-fell swoop. The dramatic ball 
is fumbled at the critical point in. 
which Miss McBain changes from 
the faithful maiden to the town 
belle. 

It must have taken courage for: 
Freeman and director Gordon 
Douglas to avoid the temptation 
to sidestep the. uncompromisingly 
gloomy ending they have retained. 
But this dismal, hopeless view of | 
life leaves a spectator bewildered. 
All aware of man’s inhumanity to 
man, but this painfully pessimistic 

‘Zohra Lampert, Joanna Rods, Jan jthe most animated ahd believable 
‘Loekwood, Sandy j of. the: host ‘of young.actors who: 

Teserv ations : ‘formers. Editing.seems-rather rep-. 
imust be entertained about Gene etitious, espicially in the way the 

1 David Amram’s romantic theme is |. 

vigor and visual excitement: by moral. and physical. stature. just. 
Akira ‘Kurosawa, and_ splendidly. 
aeted by Toshiro M:fune, this ‘has|| 
limited: export’ possibilities.. How-. 
ever, it has ideal remake material: 
for.a Yank company. 

Tale sét in 1800's concerns a wan-!: 
dering samurai. who. arrives in at 
village split into two rival _and | 
warring faetions. He offers his serv- 
ices to one, then to the other. gang 
leader. . Both of the leaders are ! 
eager to have this able swordsman. 
on their side. Lured by a. big pay- 
off, he almost joins one side, -only : 

| participate. in the leading lady'‘s> fend. which, he’ ‘s” sought to de- 
en ao 
‘Pic is” ‘filled - ‘with symbblisms 

land shows the internal struggle of 
harried Jew, but.is carried out cat. 
, too slow ‘a pace. and is too lengthy . 
:to be completely effective. Despite: 
| this, the story is a. good, ‘powerful 
one. French thesp Merlin is. very 
| good in the key role. A large cast 
- of Polish actors Iend able support. 
{ Technical " credits are good. This 

, film - is shown. in ek saeae tp 

jmade_ up. of Chad Everett, Robert 
-Cotbert, Robert Logan ‘and Jan 

are Frank Overton, Ford Rainey 
:and Hope ‘Summers: Director 
1 BDouglas gets a lot out of his per-. 

picture keeps panning to the sway- 
ing treetops every time Miss. Mc- 

‘Bain gets: naughty. Tube. . | to learn they: want to kill him once |. -" Hawk, 
= ——_— he’s won the battle for them. Going —_ 

A Thunder Of Drams | ver to the rivals, he starts a series The Exiles 
(C’SCOPE-COLOR) io of fights, duels, kidnappings,. until ‘Venice, Aug. 22. 

he unselfishly frees‘some- prisoners! | MacKenzie production and __ release. 
With Yvonne WilSums... Homer Nisb, 

giving them his money. Beaten up, - tommy Reynolds. Written: and directed 
|}he recoups forces and eventually j by Kent. MacKenzie. Camera, Erik Daar-. 

- » Hobert. Kaufman:.John Merril: edi- 
defeats his enemies, and peace re “tor, Warner Brown. At -Venice Film Fest. 
turns to village. i:Running time, 80- MIN s. 

Against a period Japanese back-- Yvonne . '.. Yvonne. Williams : 

A green lieutenant and: dash- 
ing’ cad learns to: soldier and 
woo fairly or the Apache- 
jammed 1870 frontier. Super- “ 

eee oeee 

ior action facets crowded out Homer .....0- ee eeeeees H Nish. by laborious romantic arigles drop, the tale nevertheless is a nat- : Fommy" SITTIN “Tommy ‘Reynolds 
and overdose of obscure, shaky ural for transposition to the. Yank 

a exposition, but neglected cow- western scene, containing some of! After “The Little. Fugitive, ” 
the ingredients. of “High Noon 7) "On the Bowery.”: “Jazz on Sum- 
“Magnificent Seven” ‘itself: a re-  mer's: Day.” . “Savage Eye.” “Shad-. 
‘make of a previous Japanese film, 

‘93 and “The Gunfighter.” foreign film festival. -unveil - Hollywood. Aug. 21. gn fi Vv ells: an: 
Metro -Release oF Robert. ra eiers| Though’ ‘ this lacks the. epic _ other budcing indié U.S. filmmak- 

! production. Stars Richard. Boone, George’ Stature of “Seven Samurai.” Kuro- ting. talent: Like ‘the ‘others, this 

Hamilton, Luang: Patten: Arthur 0 Con: lsawa here again shows his mastery. looms. a specialized entry. needing 
Chamberlain, Jzmes Douglas; introduces , ef the medium in dramatic and careful handling. 

boy-Indian -bufis -should re- 
spond ‘in sufticient numbers. 

: : 

; Ruane Eddy. Directed py Joseph ‘visual terms, aided by a tine per-: Film concerns.a group of Ameri- 
v ans; v 

| Relake camera ‘Netrocelar’, William | £0rmance ‘by the reliable Toshiro can’. Indians, mainly young, who 
i Spencer; editor,, Ferris - _Webcters ial | Mifune.: His choice of backdrop 

arry an; ‘ assistant irector, a “—o Polaire. Reviewed at-the. studio, Aug. ! characters is also adroit and color- } 

"61, Running tine, 97 MINS. | . ful as in his ever-exciting use of the 
Capt. Maddocks . Richard Boone ° camera. Story itself as noted is a’. 
t urtis McQuade ....George Hamilton ! o 

Tracey Hamilton - eeeedae Luan) Patten ; , 800d one, but. it's Kurosawa's vig ; 
{ Sgt. Rodermill «22... Arthur O’Connell ; OrOUS vand which makes this: an 

unusual: actioner.. 
Music by Masaru. Sato rates: a; 

' quit: the. reservations: to come and 
ilive on a slum area of Los Angelcs. 
i They. seem. néither a part of the 
city or the homes they. left.. They 

‘flit. about the city like temporary 
visitors trying to keep from feeling 

| ; their state. of exile. within their own Troopér Hanna rrr Charles Bronson 
Lt. Porter. Puchard: Chamberlain } 

. Trooper Eddy .....:.. -: Duane Eddy j : country... 
Lt. Gresham .....:... James Douglas: special riod fer the way it keys , |. But this is not: pat problem pic. 

 Cameen. erge iets Tammy Mane the serio-comic tone. -of various’ It evokes its situation with insight, 
i Trooper Erschick. .:..:..+. Shim Pickens sequences. Havk: : technical means and understanding. 

Shee deceees Ctem Harvey 
... Casey Tibbs 

Mrs. Scarbrough Trene Tedrow j 
!Mrs.' Yates . Marjorie .Bennett 
Capt. Alan Scarborough 

‘Edward McKinley 

A Thunder of Drums” bears out, 
at length and in detail, what every |. 
red-blooded: American boy from 
Huckleberry Finn to Holden Caul- 
ifield has: discovered. en route to 
adolescence—that girls will . only. 
,foul up a good game of cowboys and 

| Trooper Denton j 
j Trovper Baker : 

Namonaku Mazushiku: 
Utsukushika 

(Happiness Is Within. Us). 

LA. few are picked out and followed 
‘about during one day,. showing’ ‘what, 
.| happens. to them. : 

| ‘This has the tingle of life anda | 
| polish in. technical. -qualities. and -. 

(JAPANESE-SCOPE) | visual -presentation. On-the- -spot 
Venice, Aug..22. - lensing captures thé: immediacy of ”. - 

‘Toho production and release: _ Stars: the Indians‘ wanderings, frustra- : 

Bideko Takamine: eee ttn: Kefiu. Ko- ‘tions and sudden fits of violence or 
ted by Zenzo Matsuyama. Camera. (Toho- :-brooding. ‘It winds: with ‘a sort of 

‘mock tribal, drunken danée on a. | Scope), Maseo. Tamai; editor,. Y. Sabura- 
at penice Film" ‘Fest. Running time," 138 | 

Indians. In* expounding this | MIN hill overlooking LiA. . 
primitive, but sound, philosophy in | Akiko. vececcagiéesssgs Hidego Takamine! ‘The film, like the: others: in: ‘this’ 

| adult, terms,’ the Robert J. Endevs : Son”. ree renee ae oa iene te category, still.-needs individual 
t booking . methods. ‘There is. Prob- 

her deaf’ mute husband . ‘is. saved fiim if the distribs go out and ‘find: 

from mawkishness and sentimentat- | it through knowing. placement. 
ity by its gentleness, sincerity. and: Kent | MacKenzie. appears’. film-- 

be too long for arty theatre abroad takes his place asa ‘budding talent 
but looms worth a general .or du- to. be watched .as indie production. 

aler release. It seems a Tanguage- tem dutside the | Hollywood pat-. 
spot natural. tern. 

marries mute. Film. concerns | Of pix “have made dents at. the 
their problems and eventual under- Cannes and Locarno festivals. h. 

standing that they have been happy |.: Mos - 
via each other in spite of their ‘ine | 
firmities. Their silent world is well |’ fandidl A “Orgosele. 
‘depicted by adroit direction, thesp- (Bandits at Orgosolo). 
ing and the use of sound, around, ; UTALIAN) 
them. ita , Venice, Aug. 22. ta 
- Film tugs at the emotions. with- | nus release of a’ Vittorio e 
out. tearjerking 1 hone the Play- peau Cuceu, vittoring Pisano and other 
ing is expert all along. the line.. Sardinjan. peasants. Directed by DeSeta. 
This emerges as a. ‘good acceptable Screenplay, . Vera Gherarducci, : DeSeta; 

‘camera, DeSeta: music, Valentino Bucchi. 
melodrama. Technical. credits are | At venice . Film Fest. Running time. 98 

‘production this first feature) tends 
to violate its own precept.by labor-' 
ing.the romantic byplay while the 
cavalrymen and the. Apaches are 
waiting patiently in the wings to 
go .at each other... But, for- 
tunately, the film has compepsa- 
tions of a strictly military, no-gush- 
no mush, nature with which it will 

1 divert the -ardent student of hard 
{lite and times..on the 1870 Ameri- | 
lean frontier. The mass audience 

| represented . ‘by. this western ad- 
venture buff.and the relative scarci- 
‘ty of recent: theatrical product 
aimed in its lucrative, appreciative 
direction .assures the Metro release 
of a satisfactory commercial his- 
tory. 

James Warner Bellah’s screen- 
play describes the evolution of a 
headstrong, pampered, emotional 
young cavalry lieutenant into an/| 
officer and a gentleman. The “of-. 
ficer” he becomes in the course of eer ig becomes in the course excellent. “Mosk. Michele. -4...s..0ie./eco5, Michele Cossu 
a sustained debate with his ra- ; eppeddu ........+.-:.. Peppeddu Cuccu 
tional, seasoned c.0. “(Richard ‘Samson Mintonia. vrtsacer stinks ‘Vittorina Pisano! 

Boone) and a band of ornery armecanY. ee ae ee me (Sampson). Fine injtial: effort: -by young. 
neighborhood Apaches of the old (POLISH) \ Italian filmmaker; Vittorio DeSeta, 

e sereen school of all-bad Injuns. His 
metamorphosis into gentleman in- 
voives a second-time-around pas- 
sion with an old flame (Luana Pat- 

Venice,. Aug. 22. 
Filin Polski release of Droga-Kadr pro- 

duction.. Features Serge Merlin,. Alina 
Janowska, Jan Ciecierski, Elzbieta Kepin-. 
‘ska, Tadeusz Bartosik, Wladyslaw Kowal- 

“Orgosolo”. is. a. pic which while: 
‘closely bordering - on - the docu-. 
mentary nevertheless has enough 
story elements to hold audience at« 

ten) affianced to. a colleague, a tri-|. ski, Beata Tyskiewicz; Irena Netto, Jan t - SK, » |tention.. Despite all. recognized 
gl ‘IbbeL Direeted by Andrzej}. Wajda. Screen- 

angle shattered by the convenient play, ‘Waida and Kazimierz Brandys, from | Values, its chances .will have ‘to 
death of his competitor and the de- 
parture of his beloved, rendering 
Aim the sort. of officer. regarded as. 
‘ideal by head man Boone, who 

novel by Brandys;_ camera (Dyaliscope), 
Jerzy Wojcik; music, Tadeusz Baird. At’ 
venice ‘Film Fest. Running: time,’ 120. 

depend largely on. the ‘newly éx- 
panded absorption : possibilities ‘of. 

| the. international arty and quality 
Jakub | Gold seseaeecescee. . Serge Merlin’ film market. . 

ascribes. to the theory that “bache- Lucyha he tia scegecers “ Alina danowska Plot tells of vain efforts of a 

lors make’ the - best. soldiers—all | t.1 serene ceecsece” Blzbieta Kepinska Sardinian. shepherd to escape from 
they have. to. lose is their loneli- oe 
ness.” 

‘The Boone-Hamilton clash: is by 
far the most. interesting and re- 
‘warding aspeef of the film, and 

(Continued on page 16) 

this fate. He is ‘unjustly inyolved 
‘ina theft and murder episode, with 
the ‘police hunting him and_ his 

potency of that director’s previous | flock of. sheep pver hill and valley. 
“Kanal” or “Ashes and.Diamonds.” | Animals..die and the shepherd; — * 

| Properly trimmed of excess foot-) -": ‘Continued on. ‘page 16) 

Grim entry from Poland’s 
Andrzej Wajda, and not up te the 

before his death in the ruins of the *.” 

ows” and..“The’ Connection. ” this -:" 



Wednesday, August 80, 1961 _ 

~“-Veniee; Aug: 29. 
Who sald “this -was..am aging in-|f] 

Survey of -pix’ screening: _ 
fn and out of competition atthe} © 
dustry? 

-Venice Film Festival .'shows : that | 
no. less than 17 of the 40 pix 
écreened here are first feature’ ef- 
forts. by their directors. Three -of 
‘the 40 are for pix in: competition. 

While it’s most likely. that these’ 
- were. three . competing . entries 

drawn to. Venice rather than other 
fests: because the local event has 

_. for the. ‘Past. few years instituted a 
‘* gpecifie. prize to reward. such. in-. 

| ' itial -efforts, it's also a fact that, 
“through the years, Venice has.con- 
‘eistently. made it:a point: to spot- 
light, and. thus encourage, budding 
talent. 
who: have in past years screened 
their first. pix: (feature or. docu- 
mentary). at Venice. have. since: re- 
turned to reap’ kudos and: awards. 

Three competing pix'in the -run- 
ning for Venice's special award are 
Vittoria: DeSeta’s' Italian _ entry, 
“Bandits. .at -Orgosolo”; - Jean 
_Gabriet “‘Albicocco’s. French. con- 
‘testant, “The Girl. with the Golden 
Eyes’; and Russia's 

_.jaschemu” (Peace to Who Enters”), 
directed in tandem :by. Alexander. 
‘Alov, and .Vladimir’ Naumoy,. both 
beginning ~ their feature careers 
‘with: this: item. ; 

Information ‘Section ( hon-compet- |" 
ing) starters which at. same ‘time 
‘yep their author's first: attempt. at 
‘feature direction include several. 
by American filmmakers:. These: 
all indies are Kent ‘Mackenzie's 
“The Exiles’; John: Hubley’s 
Starg and “Men”: Shirley Clarke’s 
“The. Connection”; Curtis. Harring- 
ton’s “Night: Tide’; Paul .Wendkos” 
“Angel Baby”; 
covici’s. “Square of : 

‘under Yugoslavian eolors as. it' was 
filmed in” that country... 
Bonsignori’s “Macva” would rate. as 
another. Yank-made (Cascade Pic-. 
tures, Int:) item, but its’ presenta- 
tion. here. was only semi-official, pic 
being screened in small screening’ 
room. and not the fest Palace show-: 
case, favorite: unveiling. place. for 
- American : indies.. -Large. number 
of-Yank entries is not- unusual. this. 
year—-Venicehas: long been. . 

From: other countries, : toncom- 
peting first efforts include . three 

-Jtalo-mades, Giuliano “Montaldo’s 
“Tio al Piccione” «Pigeon Shoot);. 
“Ermanno Olmi’s “Il Posto” (The 
Job; and Pier Paolo’ Pasolini’s | 
“A ccattone” 1 (Hobo). Additionally, 
Britain‘s “Saturday. Night. and Sun- 
_day.. Morning”. Karel. Reisz’ first 
film; Leonard Keigel's “Laviathan,” 
‘from France: Zenzo Matsuyama’ Ss: 
Japanese entry “Happiness: for us 
two’: Mexico's | “Yaneéo,” 
by Seryando Gonzales; and Shin 
Sang Okk's Korean. pic, “The Story’ 
of Chooyang’’; complete. the roster 

_-of initial efforts at Venice. Might. 
‘be: noted ‘also that.Alain Resnais’ 
. (competing..- French.: effort, 
“Year at Marienbad,” 
director’s second pic, ‘whose .. first 
savas the well- ‘travelled. “Hiroshima 
Mon. ‘Amour.” - 
“While. information. section. pic- 
tures cannot perforce compete for 
fest. prizes, they -are. however in 
line for: critics : kudos which ‘side 
line the main event's awards. . 

' AH in-all, an “optimistic survey 

to date have generally. been hailed 
by -erix here) which bid. welt for. 

-. the industry as a whole, and ‘which’ 
‘ : “Venice toppers are proud, as they. 
'”" frequently note, te Aa out to the 

attention of the world. 

“Oscar? Stint F reed’s 
: Hollywood, Aug. 29. 

Arthur Freed for. third consecu- 
‘tive ‘year: will producé ‘upcoming 

__ 84th’ Annual’ Aéademy Awards 
.., Presentation, ‘to: be held April.9; 
-) 1962. at Santa Monica Civie Audi-. 

* terlum and’ simutcast- by. American 
‘Broad¢asting ‘Co. 
‘Freed “is first v p of Academy 

- ‘and member. of its’ board of gov-. 
._ ernors.. 

‘and Men” gota ‘warm ‘reception 

been represented. here every ‘year 

In fact. several directors. 

‘veiled. here ‘Saturday 
Fated a-hot prize contender. 

- “Mir: Vod-- 

‘secured remake rights to local J ap- 
anese entry, Yojimbo. me 

oe. 

“Of . 

‘and, Czechoslovakia,. 
“and: Leonardo Ber- 

Violence,” | 
though last-named is running here- 

Umberto { 

‘from other nations. 

‘directed 

“Last : 
‘is: merely: 

Venice, Aug. 29, 

member’ ‘whose: latest.-pie. (and 
first. ‘feature-lengther) “Of Stars 

here at a. non-competitive. : -after- 
noon: screening, hasan. impressive 
revord at the Venice’ event: he’s 

sirnice 1957; when he wen his first 
‘award,. following. up. with Grand. 
Prizes . (all: {n ‘shorts. categories). in. 
1959, -1960,- 1961,. all made in col- 
laboration with wife Faith Elliot. 

* ok Ok 

Columbia . Pictures ‘currently 
talking shop with ‘Dino | DeLaur- 
entiis concerning purchase .. of 
Italo. producer's, latest, “The Last 
Judgment, ”* ~-which: . will — be °un- 

12)" 
-Cal 

has already’ taken several other 
DeLaurentiis -~items,. including 
“The Best. of Enemies,” directed 
by Guy Hamilton... 

Brazilian pix, copped plenty of lo- 
cal-attention by shaving off ail her 
hair . ;-.- Ilya Lopert. reportedly 

* a 

‘Other Yank. indie pix: grabbing | 
plenty of attention here in‘ first | Capable of turning’ out good . pic- | 
week were: “The Exiles,” directed 
y . Kent Mackenzie, Shirley } 

and is. 

. Irma: Alva- 
rez, Argentine. actress working : in: 

“John Hubley, the U. S. jury. 

._ ——— - . $$ a - = - . * ‘marked for “discovery.” 

rt P i al 
While Hollywood’s major studios |- 

‘see. much and do-little about en- 
couraging. tyro yet promising pro-|- 

hal Film Cries Asso 
duction talent (the premise is 
based: on the down-a-bit summary), 
an independent company with an 
‘impressive: production track record 
of. its own is to the fore with a 
firm offer to take the abecedarians 

in tow.:. . 

‘Sidney. ‘Cohn, president of High 
Road . ‘Productions, said in New 
York this week that his outfit is 
hanging out a new kind of shingle. 
High Road’s past endeavors have 
included the: Carl Foreman produc- 
tions, “Guns of Navarone” and 
“The Key,” in: additiom to “The 

son had producer credit.. 

Cohn disclosed he’ s interested in 
adventurous. newcomer producers 
and he’s of .a mind to set them up. 
in. business.. This, he said, High 
Road wants to do in the form of 
counsel. as to filmmaking .and dis- 
tribution blueprinting and arrange- 
ments, for’ financing. Further,, 
High Road is in-a position to ante 
up: its own capital and is willing to 
do this whenever warranted. 

Cohn, who's also a partner in the 
New York law: firm -of Boudine, 

a talented filmmaker could be ear- 

‘the professionally .young talent 

‘tures on low budget. But the major 
companies, because of the way 

Clarke’s' “The Connection.” and (they're. economically geared, and 

Plenty of ‘press ‘material 

‘Russia,. Po-: 
Argentina, 

Greece, Britain, Yugoslavia, Mexi- 
Oo each have one, as does. Globe 
Films .. International’ of -Rome. 

Unifrance;  Unitalia. 

‘Globe is going. all-out: in local. tub-. 
thumping, what with four: poster 
series'on fest ‘palace front.‘and a. 
free. bus: service to get. press to 
and. from Lido Hotels and festival 
area--yet: ‘Globe doesn’t even. have 
a film in. Venice’ As ‘previously 
detailed,.:poster war outside fest 
palace -has seen an unprecedented 
‘amount of promotion . going up 
all around. Italians using. the 
most space, via ‘their Cineriz, Ti-| 
tanus, Arco: Film, Addessi -Prod., 

| Vides, and other. displays, while 
Yanks, French, Poland, ‘and: others 
also battling ° for local attention. 

Yank ‘fim neviodicals promi- 
‘nently display ed at Film Book ‘and: 
Periodical. Exhibit -across' fram 
Film .Palacé, along . with : those |. 

Exhibit also.| 
features all books: on. cinema pub- 
lished | ‘in last: year in the world. 
Fest ‘itself Has unveiled latest - sof 
‘film books which it. brings out once 
a year on fest occasion. It's a 300- 
page biography of Mack ‘Sennett, 
with an additional - 100 illustrations | 
and the most complete reference |: 
section ‘and listing of all Sennett: 
product. Tonie, compiled with 
painstaking ~ ‘care “by. Davide Tur- 
cont, also includes: some. articles | 

| written: ‘by Sennett: as ‘weH as an 
interview of late producer saa. 
‘in- 1928 by Theodore Dreiser. Book 
is part of Fest honiage to Sennett, 
‘a well-attended morning: series: in- 

| eluding.’ many of Sennett’s praduc- 
tions. . , 

of budding: talent.above pix shown |. x ok ok: 

Salvador Dali ballet premiere. at 
‘Venice’s: La Fenicé. Theatre. drew 

Curtis Harrington’s “Night ‘Tide” perhaps, 

‘stands this year in: Fest’ palace:.|. 

large-crowd away from Festival to 
‘witness. . the 

zarre get-up .-. . Scott-and Peter 
“| Holden; actor's. sons, in Véniee on 

vacation.’ Earl. Blackwell ‘also in| est top. pictures to Frisco for. 
town. “Marco. Polo” war continues 
‘petween. producer. Raoul. Levy and 
others who have same ideas. One 
-pther venture, ‘sez local report, will 
‘see. director. Roger: Vadim: start} the fest,, 
his “Polo”. with: Michel Leroyer 

‘inventive _ Spanish 
-pairiter’s: latest.’ eccentricities.: Dali |; 
also had shown up at Festival |. 
Wearing huge. black wig and a bi-. 

psychologically. : con- 
stituted, give them the brush. 

Irving ‘Ruhine pointed . to an Aug. 
16 Variety story on the number of 

were turned out by unkowns 
last year and which have gotten: no. 
place. Many of these pictures 
were privately bankrolled, such as 
via limited partnership, brought in 
at-under $100,000 each, and- “have. 
yet to get releasing outlets.’ 
‘Cohn states why such indie film- 

makers should take the High Read:. 
The majors would be automatically 
interested in any kind of produc- |. 
tion which this outfit undertakes 
in alignment with an outsider; pro- 
duction: experience such as Fore- 
man’s obviously in a strong asset; 
High Road’s past business dealings 
provide. guideposts for the future. 

Because .of tax and other: con- 
siderations, Foreman ‘is not . an 
owner per se in High Road but he 
has. a - ‘90% participation in the. 
company’s revenue. High Road re- 
leases through Columbia. 

Frisco Festival 
Lines Up Soviet, 
Bergman. Entries 

\ tion straightened out-matters. But _ San Francisco, Aug. 29. 
- Ingmar Bergman’s new film, 
which won't .be-finished until late 
‘September, .will be entered in the 
fifth. annual Frisco Film Festival, 
Nov. 1-14. This was one of the re- 
‘sults of a round-the-world trip just 
concluded by the festival's 
tor, Irving -M. Levin: Levin said 
that ‘Bergman agreed to ship. his 
new picture—title not yet known 
—to Frisco. immediately after the 
picture's Oct. 15 Stockholm open- 

ng. 

Ekatrina Furtseva, promised to 
send several. of the Soyiet’s new- 

screening by the fest’s selection 
‘committee. He said he arid Harold 
Zéllerbach, president of the Frisco 
Art Commission, which sponsors 

Mme: Furtseva . « . She said she 
and Paseale Audret in Venice be- |} felt the success of ‘Ballad of a Sol- 
fore end of fest.’ Laurent Terzieff, 
French” actor appearing in. two 

~; Continued on. page 22) 

dier’ 

(Continued on page 29) , 

Mouse That Roared,” click British | ° 
comedy with which . Walter Shen- | mittee to study future editorial 

Cohn & Glickstein, notes that many | 

They’re } 

Cohn and. co-High Road owner. 

-direc- | 

Levin also said that {n Moscow } 
the. Russian. minister of culture, 

(in its American release). 
-was the result of..its reception in 

Elects New Co-Toppers 
Venice, Aug. 29. 

Vinicio Beretta (Switzerland) and. 
Piero Gadda Conti (Italy) are the 
new toppers of the International 
Federation of. Film Critics As- 
sociations (FIPRESCI), while Denis 
Marion remains on as_ general 
secretary. Posts were voted at local 
general assembly of critics group, 
held on ‘occasion of film fest and 
are for two years. 

Also set up .at meeting was com- 

efforts by .FIPRESCI, with Cyn- 
-thia Grenier (U.S.), Vinicio Beret- 
‘ta, and Boleslav Michael (Poland) 
in charge of prepping a prograrn. 
FIPRESCI will vote its traditional 
[International Critics prize at end 
of current fest. Next general as- 
‘sembly of group will be at Karlovy 
‘Vary Festival in 1962. 

‘Keep Your Money, Give Me 
Moral Help, French Prod. 
Tells WB on Venice Entry 

Venice, Aug. 29, 
The-ze is an angry young French 

‘film producer present at the pres- 
‘ently unspooling Venice Film Fest. 
But he is not dngry at the fest, 
which invited his “La Fille Aux 
Yeux D’Or” (The Girl with the 
Golden Eyes) ‘as an official com- 
petitive entry, but at Warner Bros. 

‘which has taken his -pic for France, 
‘fiscally lowbrow productions which ; Belgium, Switzerland and Italy via 

putting up half-of the cost, about 
$80,000 for Warners. 

_ Producer is ‘Gibert De Gold- 
schmidt of Madeleine Films. He 
feels that Yanks give lip service 
to investing in and picking up 

| needed foreign film fare but then 
‘sit back and do. nothing to heip 
the pic and themselves in the. 
process. ‘ 

Specifically, De Goldschmidt 
says that Warners were first 
against the pic coming to Venice 
_and then refused to lay out any 
money for publicity. Reason was 
that they felt it was an interna- 
tional affair. and they were not 
going to ladle out money to help 
the pic in other countries for other 
distribs. 

Incidentally, De Goldschmidt 
-also says that Warners have re- 
fused to put out much more pub- 
licity in its -French run. He is 
{miffed by the fact that he has to 
|:pay the Italo Warner rep here, 
from his own pocket, which goes 
for ‘the publicity outlay here too. 

.. The film was not on the official 
French «list of Venice selections 
but was picked outside the list by 
the Venice. ‘selection committee. 
‘This almost led: to. a French boy- 
cott of the fest but a stop of in- 
viting a third pic out of competi- 

De Goldschmidt states that the 
French selection group nixed such 
pix as “Breathless,” “A Woman is 
a Woman” and ‘The Cousins,” 
which went on to be invitéd dirett- 
ly by other fests and took prizes. 

So De Goldschmidt’s anger -is 
somewhat tempered by the honor 
of being selected for the fest, but 
he feels that Yank handling of for- 
eign pix they pick up, and the} 
French selection techniques for 
fests, need overhauling. 

Ed Kingsley of Kingsley Inter- 
national has the film for the U.S. 

Sci-Fi Scribe Sues Par 
Writer John Payne Brennan 

went-inta N.Y. Supreme Court last. 
week to enjoin Paramount from 
further playing off “Blob,” a sci-fi 

“spent half an hour. with { pic. 
Scribe aiso wants an accounting 

for damages. Says the film is 
adapted, without his consent, from 
his story, “Slime.” published in 
‘Weird mag fn 1953, 

Skia). . 

As Stars Fal to ‘Show Pic wink 
Winners Expected in 2d Week Crop 

By ROBERT F. HAWKINS 

Vence, Aug. 29. 
An absence of stars and an ace 

cent on films characterized the 
first week of the Venice Festival, 
which ended Sunday 27). Though 
several films were liked for differe . 
ing reasons, no clearcut favorite 
to. cop the Grand Prix had 
emerged at this writing. either. 
‘The second week, it would appear, 
held. the key cards in determining 
the Anal success of this event. 

Hard-pressed photographers re- 
sorted—or succumbed—to stunts 
while awaiting the Brose ape 
pearance of star plays. Painter 
Salvador Dali. in Venice to pre- 
pare the decor for a ballet, was a 
favorite and colorful target with 
his jet black fright wig. Irma Al- 
varez, an unknown entinian ac- 
tress, made the local hall of fame 
—other weigthier attractions lack- 
ing—by the mere fact that she'd. 
shaved her head as clean as 2 bile 
liard ball. A large number of di- 
rectors, including almost ail who 
had a pic in competition, somewhat 
made up for the absence of other 
names. John Hubley, here on 
(American) jury duty came ir. for 
his own “Of Stars and Men,” as 
did another jury member, Argen- 
tina’s Leopoldo Torre Nilsson for 
his “Piel de Verano” ‘Summer 

Among other directors 
here during first week: Jean Gae 
briel Albicocco, Vittorio De Seta, 
Rene Clair, Andrzej, Claude Aue 
tant-Lara. 

. Yank participation should help 
things in second stanza, together 
with promised social activity by 
other countries and.’or producers. 
MPEA prexy Eric Johnston ar- 

rived in Rome yesterday ‘(Man.) 
and came up to the fest today 
(Tues.) for the press cocktail party ~ 
and to cohost tomorrow's Italoe 
American reception at the Ameri- 
gan consulate. 

‘ Paramount, Columbia, and 
Metro, all of whom have pix in 
the Venice run, either as produce 
ers or as distribs, also expect are 
rivals in star, director, or company 
management sectors. Metro is 
hoping for Carroll Baker, Etienne 
Perier, James Shigeta, as well as 
producer Jacques Bar in for preem 
here of the official U.S. contestant, 
“Bridge to the Sun” on the 3lst. 

Additionally, Joseph Levine is 
now expected after all for the 
windup stages, and it’s likely that 
with his “The Last Days of Sodom 
and Gomorrah” currently winding 
up production in Rome, he may 
want to take advantage of his pres« 
ence here to spotlight that Titanus- 
Embassy pic as well, “Sodom” di- 
rector Robert Aldrich will make 
the trip-up if he can break away 
from final chores on pic. 

First week highlight was the 
fest tribute to the late Mack Sen- 
nett, with sereenings every morn- 
ing of a large selection of his pro- 
ductions. Festival has also pub- 
lished a book dedicated to Sen- 
nett, said to be the most completa 
compilation of all facets of his con- 
tribution to the growth of the md- 
tion picture. 

The first of the two U. S. en- 
tries, Paramount’s “Summer” and 
“Smoke,” received a warm recep- 
tion at its screening Saturday (26). 
Director Peter Glenville, the only 
rep of the film.present, was per- 
sonally applauded following the 
showing. The press reviews were 
undivided in only one respect, 
however, that is, in unanimous ac- 
claim for the performance of star 
Geraldine Page. Reactive strongly - 
indicates that she is a frontrunner 
for the fest’s top female acting 
award. 

Otherwise, opinion on the pie 
ran the gamut from “very favor- 
able” to disappointing.” Never- 
theless, a Par spokesman declared 
himself “very satisfied" with the 
showing. 
_Among other pix in competition, 

Japan's “Yojimbo” was hailed for 
its direction and acting by Toshire 
Mifune: Yugoslavia’s controversial 

{Continued on page 22) 
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The front office does not. always 

agree with the advertising depart- 

ment. Holly woed contradicts New 

York, and vice versa. The fly of dis- 

pute is forever in the amber while 

horniest divisions ef opinion rage as to 

how best fo sell the picture. 

There is the debate for and against. 

radio plugs or television plugs, be- 

tween billboards or menthlies, be- ° 

tween junkets to the studio or bigger 

Sunday ads. 

‘Voices are raised in advocacy of 

spectacular stunts, like importing 
from European waters, complete with 

crews and pennants the. actual. ves-°. 

sels used on location. Minimum esti- 

mates on cosf run to, say, $400,000. 

But a newsreel clip is assured! 

There are many good ways to pro- 

mote a film. Each for its.own proper — 
value. Suffice to remark tha? trade 

paper campaigns assure a high im- 

pact at small cost. The sensible ques- 

tion always remains not whether the 
producer cun afford trade paper ad- 

vertising (it Is relatively modest item 

In total budget} but whether he can. 

afford fo dispense with it.. Why risk 

presenting your picture “cold” to the 

fans you most need— theatre men? 

USE THE PAPER WITH THE TRADE PUNCH 



Amgeot 99, 196i. “Wodaceday, 

Few Ne (ser WHAM $19,000, 
FRISCO, ‘VITA’ 176, OTH 

San Francisco, Aug. 2. 
Yistre ‘trade is. soli here 

currentty despite. only one new- 

| {Five Newcomers Boos Bway Despite 
Heat; Doctors’ Socko $56,000, ‘Pit’ 

Tey sot 20) fr ith 
‘Chicago, Aug. 26. 

Deluxer: trade is on ‘the upside |: 
this ‘despite a- lack. of 
streng new entries since the. cool. 
‘weather ‘has reduced competition | - 
‘frem: outdoor activity. 
Openers; “Dreams” is. heading. ; 
a nifty $7,000 at the World while} 
“Golden Demon”. shapes neat’ $5,- 
000 en its Cinema bow. ' 
par “High “High School Caesar’: and : 

- ‘Date - Bait,” . expects a pleasing 
$4,800. . 

Wood's: “Honeymoon Machine”: 
“paces: ‘the holdovers with a lofty 
“gecond round in view... 
‘the Chair”. is brisk in second | at 
-Carnezie. oo 

‘Iwo Rode Together” 
‘bright: in.-Roosevelt third. session: 
“Naked Edge” is pulling sharp: 

- Oriental}. 
Jeoks' 

smooth | {n United Artists. fourth. 7 

fourth frame codin.- at . 
while “Goodbye Again”: 

“Remanoft aud: Juliet” is notch- 
. ing’a snappy Esquire fourth frame. 
" Phe. 1BO'S “Fanny”. 
hefty in seventh stanza. “Guns. ot 

..Navarone” is still loud in its. ninth. 
at:the State-Lake. “Spartacus, ”. 
-popscale, remains busy, in. q 
Loop canto. - 
Oa hard-ticket, “Ta Dolce Vita”: 
“still. is sweet at the. Todd, in Ath 

ve round. 

"Estimates for This Week 
“Darncize ¢Felem't) (495° $1.23-: 

$2)—"‘Dentist In. Chair” Gndie) 
(2d wk 
§5.500.. 
.Chicare (B&K) (8,900: 90-$1:80) 
Fanny”. AWB). Cith wk)..: Smart 

~ $28:000 or ‘close. ‘Last _ week, |. 
”-. $26-008. 

fe ecmne (Stern) (500: $1. 50}— 
“Golden Demon”: (indie)... Nice 
$5, 000. -Last. week, 

:. Night,.. ‘Sunday | Morning” 
s (8th wk). $3,000. 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350; 
$1: 25-$1.80)—“‘Remanoff: And. Suli- 
et”-(U) (4th wki, Happy $8,000. or 

. near. . Last ‘week,: $9,009, . 
_' : Loop (Telem’t? (606; $1.25.$2)—| 
“Spartacus” iU) tsub-run) 116th j 
wk), ‘Solid $12,000 or better. Last | 
‘week, $14.000. 

MeVickers - (JL&S)~ (1,580; 90-4 
$1.80i—“‘Magic Fountain” Indie) 
(3d wk. Lean $5,500. Last “week. 
‘$7508. . 

Monree. ‘(GJovan) 4 000: €5-90)— 
“Hish School. Caesar”. Andie} ‘and{ 
“Date. Bait” (Indie). Good. $4.800. 
Last week, “Underworld USA" 

(Continued on page 11), 

Sent,’ “Boosts Balto Biz, 
Stout $15,000; ‘Asie? 

Baltimore, - “Aug. 29. 

“Come September,” ‘in 8. | 
reurid at. the Stanton, has helped | 
liven the .Jocal scene. with a fine | 
‘session in prospect, “Francis of As- 7 
-gisi’ is rated. fair in first at. May- | 
fair, ‘Leading the hoidovers ° are 
“Guns. Of Navarone,”. good . jn. 
seventh | week at the ‘Hipp, ‘and, 

.Miice in sixth week, at 
“La ‘Delce:. Vita” 

Iooms dig in seventh. at the Town. 
‘It maves over: to- Little to. continue 
first-run. “The Truth” is nice in: 
fifth round at Cinema...“Romanoff. 

-.and Juliet” is:warm in fourth week : 
at the Five West while “Never on 
Sunday”. is steady: in 4ist stanza 
at the Playhouse. 

.. Estimates for. This Week. 

; Aurora (Rappaport) (367; 90-7 
.$150-—“One. Summer of _Happi- 
ness” (Indie) (reissue). Fair $2,300. 
Last ‘week, “Elmer Gantry” (UA) 
and “Apartment” (UA) (reissues), 
‘$1,508. 

_ Charles — (Fruchtman) (500; 90- 
. $150—"Fanny” - OWB) (6th wk). 
‘Good $5,000. Last week,..same.. 

Cimema’ (Schwaber) (460; 90-1} 
$1. 50)—"Trath” {Kings).° 45th Wk. 

.. Oke $2,000. Last week, ditto. 
Five West (Schwaber) (435: 90-4 

‘$130)}—’ Romanoff. and Juliet” 
(UG) th wk), Warm $2,100.. Last 
week, 
Hippzedrome (Rappaport) (2300; . 

90-$1.50\—“Guns of  Navarone” 
(Co {7th wk). Good $9,000. 
“week, $8,500. 

- Lite (Rappaport) (380 {380 - 90-$1.50) 
“Lavender Hill Mob” (indie) and j. 
“Tight Little Island” (Indie) ireis- 
sues)... Good $3,000. Last week, : 

- (Continued. on page. 10. 

Monroe |: 

“Dentist. in Sent’ Terrific 
‘leoks { 

ber”: 

Nifty 95,500. Last week,. 

“La Dolce Vita” 
Neat: $9,500. Last week, $10,006. - 

“Satu rday |. ‘Fex (Milgram) (2:400;. 99-$1 wi] 

(Cont) 

$12.80 )—“Spartacus” 

“Honeymoon Machine” 

“Thief of Baghdad” (MEG). 
| $9.000: Last - week, 
j World” (AT), $8.000, 

Estimates ‘Are Net 
.Film gross estimates as te- 

-perted herewith from. the yari-. 
ous. key: cifies,' are net: Le., 

Distrib- . Without usual tax.. 
~. ators share on net take; when 
playing: percentage,. hence the. 
estimated figures. are net ine. 

‘prices, however, as: ted, 
include U.S. ‘amusement tax. 

ok, ‘Philadelphia, Aug. 29." 
Biz is ona slight upswing cur- 

being rently but still: rated as 
slightly under par. “Come Septem-j 

is the real. blockbuster this]; 
|week, the’ opening three .days 
breaking the record. set hy “High 

on |Society” seven. years. age at. the}: .. 
Oth | Arcadia. Pie will rack up an amaz- 

jing. total for this” 536-seat house. 
| “Guns: of. Navarone” 

Estimates for. This "Week 
'. Aneadia) {$8&S) (536; 99-$1.80}— 

(U). Sockeroo 
$27,000. and! new 7-year high. Last j. 
week; “Voyage Bottom of Sea” (UT). 
(5th wk), $3,000. ~ 

“Come ‘September” 

Beyd (SW) (1,536; §2-$2.75) — 
(Astor) 16th wk). 

“Gans of Navarone” «Colt (7th wk). 
Booming $22,006. ‘Last. week, $20,- 

 heldman: (Goldman) (1-260: 99-} 
80}\—“Goodbye Again” iUA) (Sth. 1 $1 

Wk, ‘Trim $6,500. Last week, $7,000.. 
Midtown. (Goldman). (1:200; 99- 

WU) 3d. wk). 
38.000. - Last. week, $9,000. 

“Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 98-417 
($1 $0)—“Fanny” ’ 
Firm. $10,000, Last week. 58.500. 

(WB) (8th wk). 

Stanley (SW): (2,500; .95-$1.30)— : 

wk). Nice. $11. 000. Last week, $11,- 

Stanton SW) 1 483; 99-5] 20) — 
Okay ; 

Trans-Lux {T-L)-. ‘500: 99-$1. 80) 
| “Tunes. of Glory” (Lope) (6th wk).jin third at the Grand. Twin’ Driv 
So-so $4,000. ‘Last week, $4500. . 

4800.8 ‘Last. week, $5,500. | 
4A483° 99- Palace. 

Nice 16, Vita’ 66, rh $120 -Trath" ‘Kings) 6th wh),| 
(R&B Pathe) - 

Fair $2,900. Last week, $3,900. 

‘SEPTEMBER’ LOUD 76, 
L’VILLE; ‘GUNS’ 126, 3° 

‘Louisville, Aug: 29. 
Best ‘of . ‘the . lot this week are/ 

cry 
“Come September,” sock in second) “Romanoft and Juliet” tH) (3d wk). | frame. 
at ‘the Kentucky and | 
‘Navarone,;”. booming third at the 
United. Artists, latter topping sec- 
ond week. Other houses with h.o, "s 
are. slipping Slightly, but still, get- 
ting a good average take for Au-~ 

‘Also new, “Two .Rode .To-. ‘gust: 
gether,’ shapes okay at the Mary 
Anderson. “Nikki” is okay in third . 
at the Brown. 

Estimates for This Week 
‘Brewn (Fourth. Avenue) (1,100; 

“7§-$1.25)-—“Nikki” . (BV) (3d wk): 
‘Okay $6,000. after second: week's 
$7,308. 

Kentucky (Switow) - (900; “"1S-$1) 
—“Come September” (U) (2d wk). 
Lively. $7, 000: ‘after. opening stan- 
za’s $9,000 
Mary. Anderson ‘Peopie’ s) 1900; | 

75-$1) — “Two: Rode . Together” 
(Col), Oke $5,000 ‘or’ near. Last 

: “Fanny” (WB) (Sth wk), 

_ iSettes) 00; 60-$D— 
“Naked: Edge” (UA) (3d. wk), Pass-- 

{ able. $5, 500° after. second week's 
‘$5,000.. 

‘Rialte . (Bourth ° -Avenue} ' (I, 100; 
Last $1.25-$2.20) — “Seven Wonders of 

“World” (Cinerama). (7th. wk). Light 
$6, 000 afte? sixth week's $7,500. 
“United Artists (Fourth Avenue) 

(3,000; 75-$1 25)—"“Guns ‘of Nava-}— 
Tone” (Sd-wk). Big $12,000 after 

* pecond. _round's $14,000. 

| $1.30)— 

$27,000, Philly 
+ $1. 50)—“‘Fanny” 
‘Rousing. $12,000. after’ $14,000 in|“‘Ada” 1s heading for .a good $35,- ‘First week completed Monday (28) 

_] Week, $2,800 

(M-G) 124| 
‘rently. 

comer. This is “Alakaram,” 

J looks: bie in. ninth stanza at St. 
| Francis. “Fanny” is rated. hotsy in 
| fourth at Paramount. 

‘Estimates fer This Week 
-Gelden Gate (RKO) (2.858: 

wk). Heading for a wow $19,000 or 
mn, 1 better. Last. week, 
parenthetic admission : 

$25,000. 
‘Fox (FWC) 14,651; $1.25-$1.50)— 

“Alakazam” (20th) and 

(20th), 

(Loew) (2,656; ' $125- 
“Thief Of Baghdad” (M-G) 

and ‘Five Guns To Tombstone” 
(M-G) (2d wk). Nice $9, B00 or over. 
Last week, $11,000 

Paramount - (Par) (2 B46; $1.25- 
(WB). (ath” wk). 

Warficid 

third week. 

‘$2)—“Guns Of Navarone” {Col) |. 
(9th wk). Big $12,000. Last week, 
$12,000. - 

$1. 25-$1.50}—' Exodus” 
wk): 

‘is. pacing |: 
the holdovers with e ‘booming take $8590. 

_- {im seventh session at the Fox. 
*4*“Spartacus” still % fancy im third : 
round at Midtown. : 

Vecue: ‘SF Theatres} . 

(Janus) (4th wk!. Trini $2,500. Last 

Presidie (Hardy) (Tia; 
on =. Deal” (UMPO) (22 wk). Big 
$4,000. Last week, $5'500. - 

$2) 
ny: 

Sent Wow 1G, 
Cmcy; ‘Guns’ Bi 

Cincinnati,. Aug: 29. 
Wham entry .of “Come ‘Septem-| winding tomorrow ‘Thurs.) looks : 

-is. a standout] like good $35.000 or thereabouts. : ber” at . Keith's 
booster for Cincy film trade cur- 

‘“Honevmoon Machine” 
shapes ‘okay as opener at the Albee. 
“Guns of Navarone” 

enth-week finale at the Valley... 
‘La Dolce Vita” remains. socko 

In rates good with “;Alakazam .the 

Estimates for This Week 

“Honeymoon Machine” (M-G). Oke 
1$9,500. Last week, “Goodbye 
Aga to war {2d wk), $7,600. 

(SW-Cinerama) (1,400: 
hte $01 Guns of Navarone” 
{Col} (7th wk). Hotsy $12.000 or 
better after $14.000 in sixth.. 

Esquire Art (Shor) (500; $1.25)— 

Big $2,500. Last week, $3.100. 
-Grand (RKO) (1,300; $1.50-$1.75) 

—“"La Dolce Vita” (Astor) d wk). 
Socko $10.000; Last week, $11. 000. 

Guild. (Vance) - (300; $1,25)— 
‘ufday Night, Sunday. : Morning” 
(Cont) th wk), Fairish $1,500. 
‘Same. last week. 

Hyde Park Art ‘Shor (50D: $1.25) 

$1.600. Last week, “Carry On Con- 
stable” (Gol) (m.o.) (2d wk), $1,190. 

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25) 
—‘“Come September’ (Tt). Wow 

Assisi” (20th) (2d wk). $6.600. - 

$7000 or over. Last week. “Thief 
{of Bagdad” {M-Gy. (2d wk), $5,500. 

‘Twin Drive-In (Shor). (600 cars{like amazing $168,000 or near after Strong $7,500. Last week, $7,800. 
“Alakazam |$175,000..for seventh. Stays on, each. side; 90c.1—West: 

the Great” findie) and “Shane”!}w 
(Par) (reissue). Good $7:500, Last 
‘week, “David and Goliath” {AA} 
and “Dondi” {AA), $9.500. -East: 
“Marines Let's Go” 
“September Storm” : (20th). 

of | $6,000. Last ‘week, “Ladies Man” 
ea and “One Foot in Hell” (Par), 

“Fantey: (Wiethe) (1,200; $1-$1 5) 
—Fanny (WB) (9th wk), Firm 
$7,000.. Last. week, $6,500. “Ada” 
Q-G) opens. Sept. 1. 

which | 

$i .25-$1.50)— “Come September”! 
4 (0). and. “Blast of Silence” (0) (2d 

{coming up. 

“Atlas”, 
‘| (20th). Sweet $13,006 or near. Last 
-|week, “Master Of World” ~<20th) 

“[and “Teen-Age Cavemen” 
| $15,000 in 9-days: © 

St. Francis, (Par). (1,400: $1.25-| ‘tol. 

: (364; |“Fanny” is now definitely set te Herrtenc) 
3130) — “Secrets Of  Waomen” {play at least through Labor Day. 

$1.25)! session, day-dating the Criterion | 

-| week ending today {Wed) is head- 

126, Vita’ i: 

is holding|tomorrow (Thurs.) 
hotsy In seventh round at Capitol. great $44,600 or over after $43.500 : 

“Master. of|“Fanny™ bids for a climb in sev-| for ninth week. Stays indef. Also 

e-!—“Spartacus” (U? ‘48th wk). 
| session ending today 

Viking (Sley) : (1000;. 99- $1.80)— Great” while on’.east side, “Ma- heading for smash $26.000 after ; i Palace looks good 
| “Naked Edge” (UA) ’ {6th wk). Okay ‘vines Lei’s Go’ is. only so-so.|$26500 for 47th week. Continues | . 

|“Right Approach” - Tooks. fair at} on. 

"} (500; 90-$1.751— 
‘Albee iRKO) (3:100; $1-31. 50)— gust” (UA) (6th wk’. Fifth stanza - -Blood's Coffin” «AQ and “Snake- 

j Hnished. yesterday (Tués.) was tor-‘ woman” ‘AT'. 

—‘Red Shoes” (Cont) (reissue). Big |: 

$17,000: Last week, “Francis of:$24,000 on opener. Goes only three | 
.. days in third to open “Big Gam- ‘eight days. 

- Palace (BEKO) (2.600: $1-$1.25)—| ble” (20th) on Friday. d 
“Right Approach” (20th) and “Bat-]. 
fle At Bloody . Beach” (20th): Fairjfellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75|—“Fanny” $3.600. Last week. $3.500. 

(20th) and 
So-s0 |. 

Potent 246, Scream’ 236, ‘Ada’ 356 
‘With five new pictures launched ‘ yesterday (Tues.) was fair $23,000, 

this session, in seven different | but continees. 
houses, film bir is perking up cur-{| Victeria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50-$2) 
rently at Broadway deluxers de-'—‘“Great War” {Lopert).. Opens 
spite a return of hot, humid weath-|today (Wed.). Last’ week, “Naked 

der, Several rainy dars were fig-|Edge” (OA) (9th wk-5 days), fair 
ured plus factors. New product |$8,000 after $13,600 for elghth 
obyiously was brought in to take | week 
advantage of the Labor Day week | Warner (SW) (1 813; $1.50-$356) 

Toe es . Aisin oon yoo This 

One of the standout newcomers ‘Tound finishing today Wed.) is 
ig “Young Doctors,” which is head- ; heading for big $21,000 or close 

l after $23,000 for 36th Stays ing 1 for a wow $58, 000 in first week ' on until Oct. 24, with “ cae 

Trans-Lux 85th Street. ane aA (AA) set to follow soon afi ards. 

}Pendulum” is winding its initial First-Ron Arties 
istanza at the Palace with a solid; Baronet (Reade) (430: $1.25-$2i— 
$24,000 or close. , “Saturday Night, Sunday Morning” 

“Scream of Fear” wound its first ! \ (Cont) (22d wki. The 21st session 

week with a fine $29,000 day-dating completed Sunday ‘27! was sock 
the Forum and arty Fine Arts. $9.200 after $8500 for 20th week. 
“oneymoon Machine” landed a: Fine Arts Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) 
fair $23,000 on opener at the State. :—“Scream of Fear” (Col) (24 wk), 

{000 in opening round at the Capt- | | ‘was fine $14,000. 
Beekman (R&B) (590; $1.20- 

- Continuing as money champion : $1-75}—“Roecco _ Brothers” 
lis.°fanny” with stageshow at the (Aster} (10th wk*. Ninth stanz 
Music. Hall, Combo looks to hold!ended Monday (28) held at tail 

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,131; | with an amaring $168,000 in cur- | $8,000 after same for eighth week. 
(UA) (4th| rent: (8th) week. The Hall feoled | Continues. 

Okay $7,500.. Last week,|even the most optimistic by climb- gonrnenie Hall Cimema (F&A) 
$1.25-$1.80}—“Apu Trilogy” 

(ith wk). This week 
ending teday (Wed.) is heading for 

“Guns of Navarone” continues ; solid $4950 or near after $4:908 
‘smash with $56,000 likely in 16th In sixth round. 

Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B) (238; 
“Marines _ $i. 25-$1.80}\—“‘Secrets of Women” 

Seventh round 

Jing. te $175,008 in seventh reund. 

fand. arty Murray Hill. 
‘Let’s Go” finished Its second week (Wanus) (8th wk). 

‘Larkin, Clay -(A-R) £400; $1.75-|at. the Paramount with a mild finished Monday +28) was loud 
-—“LaDelee Vita” {Astor} (6th. . $18,000. 

Great’. $17,008. Last week, | . “Francis of Assisi” is heading 
‘$3,500 after $4.000 in sixth week. 
| Zittle Caruegte «L. Carnegie) 

for a, a solid $26,000 in present ‘5th) | (520; $1-25-$2\—“Leda” (Times) 
at the Rivoli. “Naked! (7th wk). Sixth week finished Mon- 

ano wound its 5-day ninth week {Continued ou page 11) 

with a fair $9,000, with “Great! - 

“" petimates tor Tate Wee [D.C Offish: PH’ NSG 
116, Thiet? Good 206, 

‘Guns’ Boff 1734, 7ik 

Astor (City Inv.) (1.094; 75-$2)— 
1 "Young Doctors” (UA). Initial 

Washington, Aug. 29. 

Ww) ‘4-320: st $1-$2.50) | Nothing to brag about on main- 
‘stem currently in way of new prod- 
‘uct, but some’khoidovers are showe 
iing endurance. “Guns of Navae- 
‘rone” is still sock in seventh lap at 
itwo Trans-Lux heuses. Also, dis- 
-piaving fine iegs is “Doice Vita” 
‘which looks torrid in the Town's 
‘eighth round. 
“Of the newcomers, “Dp. Blood’s 

. Coffin” at two Stanley Warner sit- 
:uations shapes fair. “Pit and Pen- 
‘dulum” at the Capitol is rated 
imoderate. “Thief of Bagdad” at 

ing for wow $38,000 or uear. Hold- 
In ahead. “Goodbye Again” 

OA) eth wk S16, 200. 

sane EG. 

Criterion (Moss) (1520; $1.25-: 
$2.50\—"“Guns of Navarone” | 'Col) } 
(10th. wk). This stanza finishing . 

loaks to hit: 

at arty Murray Hill. 
DeMille (Reade) '1.463:; 90-$2.75) : 

This 
‘Wed.) dis: 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador - Metrepbdiitan 

, 113480; 1.000; $151 49; — 
‘Sw? 
“Dr. 

Embassy (Guild Enterprises) 
“Cold Wiad ‘in Au- 

Fair $9.060. “Last 
rid $9,000. after $8500 for fourth: week, ‘“Armored Command” (AA), 
ueek. ;$1 0.300. 
‘Henry Miller (Gilbert Miller) | Apex fK-B) (940: $1-$1.25: — 

($00; $150-$3.50) — “La Dolce | “Bridge” ‘(AAi ‘4th wk. Oke 
Vita” (Astor) (20th wk). The 19th '$4.000. Last week. $5,300. 
week ‘ended last Saturday :26} was; Capitel (Loew) ‘3.420: $1-$1 49) 
great $25.800 after $26.000 in 18th !—‘Pit and Pendulum” !AIi. NSG 

Stays on indef. {$11.000 or close. Last week, “Hon- 
_ Palace (REO) (1,642: 90-$250)—]evmoon Machine” :M-G) :2d wk), 
“Pit and Pendulum” :AJI) «2d wk). }$14.200. 
Initial round concluded yesterday; HKeith’s (RKO) (1,850: $1-$1.49}~ 
(Tues.) was fine $24.000 or near.i“Goodbye Again” ‘UAi :3d wk). 
Ferum (Moss) °813; 930-$1.86}— {Good $10,000. Last week, $13.000. 

“Scream of Fear” ‘Coli (24 wk).| MaeArthur (K-B: 1900: $1.25>— 
Initial frame finished Monday (28)!“Man in Moen” :T-L) ‘6th wk). 
was fair $15,000. In ahead, “Truth” ; Okay $4000. Last week, 34,500. 
(Kings) {8th wk-8 days! $12,000! Ontario (K-B) 11.240; $1.49: — 
‘but having splendid jlongrun. “Naked Edge” ‘#UAl. ‘Sth wk). 

Pa {AB-PT) ‘3.665; $1- ‘Hearty $5.000. Last week, $6,500. 
$2)—“Marines Let’s Go” 120th) (3d | Palace (Loew) 12,390: $1-$1.49)— 
| wk-8 days). Second stanza ended |“Thief of Bagdad” 'M-G!. Good 
| Monday (28) was mild $18.000 after {/$20.000. Last week. “Exodus” (UA) 

‘{subrun) (3d wk), $13,500 in final 

Plaza (T-L) (278: $1-$1.80) — 

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke- : “Truth” (Kings) «8th wk). Good 

{CWB) and stageshow (8th wk). This! Playhouse ‘T-L: ‘459: $1.25-$2)— 
session ending today (Wed.) looks “Guns of Navarene” ‘Col) :7th wk). 

Town (Kings ‘800; $1.25-$2:— 
ith “Come September” 1U) new “La Dolce Vita” (Astor) ‘8th wk). 

set to open on Sept. 7, “Fanny” Hefty $10,000. Last week, $12,008, 
‘seems. almost assured to topping : Trans-Lux ‘T-L) (600; $1.25-$2) 
alltime money mark with the ninth —“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (7th 
week ending on Sept: 8. :wk). Boff $14,000, same as Iast 

Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$2.50) ' week. 
—“Francis of Assisi” (20th) (5th! Uptown (SW) ‘1 308; $1.25-$1:75) 
wk). ‘This frame ending tomorrow :—“Spartacns” (0: {subrun? iSth 
(Thurs.) is heading for solid $26,-.wk) Okay $5,500. Last week, 
000 after’$29,000 for fourth, Holds. | same. 

State (Loew) (1,900; $1.50-$2.50);, - Warner (SW) (1,440: $0-$1.49)—~ 
“Honeymoon Machine” (M-G) | “Fanny” (CWB) (7th wki. Hot $12,« 
{2d .wk). Initial. session finished 000. Last week, ditto. . 



~ 

PICTURE GROSSES" ‘Wednesday,. August 30; 1961 7 

LA Rides High; ‘September Huge 
1$50,000 in 5 Spots: Exodus’ Great 

¥irst-runs here this stanza are 
riding high. with two new bills in 
skyrocket class. ‘Come September” 
js shaping for a mighty 350.000 in] 
five theatres and is hitting an 
amazing total in extensive area 
day-datings opening week. 
odus” in first general release 
shouid hit a great $34,000 or close 
in four houses. 

“One Plus One” is rated sock 
€8.500 an opener at 868-seat Four 
Star. “Fanny” looms slick to $11.- 
000 in ninth week at Hollywood 
Par. 

“Spartacus” shapes. lofty $15,- 
800 in 45th session at Pantages. 
“Guns of Navarone” is rated stout |. 
$15.000 or near in ninth Warner 

Beverly round. 
“La Dolce Vita” is packing the 

arty Music Hall and Canon with a 
dandy $18.000 likely for seventh 
frame. . 

Estimates for This Week 

Four Star ‘UATC: '868: 90-$1.50) ' 
—“1 Plus 1°” (Sel). Socko $8.500. : 
Last week, “Watch Your Step” 
(Indie) 14th wk’. $3.200. 

’. Beverly, Baldwin. Hillstreet, Pix, : 

Wiltern' ‘State-Metropolitan-Prin- 
SW) (1.150: 1.800; 2.752: 756; 90- 

"“Ex- } 

346; ‘Vita’ Smash $18,000 in Ith 
Los Angeles, Aug. 29. +4 

Key City Grosses 

Estimated Total Gross 
This Week .$2,471,200. - 

(Bascd on 22 cities and 238 
theatres, chiefly first Tuns, in- 
cluding N:Y.) 

Last Year $2, 975,800... 
(Based on 23 cities and 257 

theatres. ) 

‘Tnglish 0K 5G, 
Det: ‘Vita’ 126, Te 

Detroit, Aug. 29. 
Three newcomers are far 28. | 

; Smash this week, but holdovers.: 
: stay hot to give. Detreit first-runs |. 
an overall good rating. “Claudelle. 
iInglish” looks best of the newies 
how an okay session shaping at. 
the Michigan. “Big Gamble” is 
' rated mild at Fox..““Armored Com- 
i mand” shapes okay at Palms.. 

“Goodbye Again” (UA) and “Three 

H. Os Buoy Pr Prov. Biz; 
| ‘Guns’ Huge:$9,000, 4th; 

‘Nikki’ $6, 500, Famy” 36 
vidence, Aug. 

‘Sock tike is again the ee for 
fourth stanza’ of “‘Guns of Nava- 

|New Pix Perk Pitt: 

rone”: at Strand. Also ‘hep is. RKO r 
[State's second sf good of Mi B oadway Grosses 

tate’s second of “Goodbye Again” ; a. 
jis - slow.” Majestic’s - second of} Estimated Total Gross 
. | “Fanny”. looks good..: ; This Week ..:...... $635, 500 

|. Estimates for This Week ‘(Based on 29 theatres) 
1: Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-90\—| Last Year .......... $601,200 
Tenia” \BV) and “Plute and Ar-| (Based on 27 theatres) | 

{row ‘BV) (2d. wk). Hep $6,500.; 
First was- $10,000. 

Elmwood ‘Snyder) (724; $2-$2. 50)} 
—"“Exodus” (GAY tllth wk}. Mild} 

+ $3. 500. The 10th was same. 
Majestic ‘SW) (2,200; 65-90\— D ee . Gi ; "126 
1 F anny” 'WB) (2d wk). Good $5,000. oT 7, 
j rinse was $7,000. enver,. uns 

tate (Loew) . Denver, Aug. 29. 
Despite fact that city is nearly |: 

(3,200; 65-90'— 

a3. } 

$4000 Opener has ‘ea sOy Slow i 1 99¢3 holdover, biz at first-runs 
? v{ ; continues very solid. here currently. 

ge ane National Rea Nae 220 | Pacing the holdovers is. ““Come Sep- 
jtember,” which shapes smash. in 

Bina ee oa 000, big’ at $9, 000. {third session at Paramount. “Guns 
of Navarone” still is socko in fourth 

‘ ight stanza at the Centre. 

“Two Rode Together” is rated 
fast on initial round at the Denver. 

Boston, Aug. 29. 
Hub biz will beat the heat this 

“Marines Let's Go” looks warm in| 
first week at the Towne. “Honey- 
‘moon Machine” looms. okay in sec- 
.o6nd at Denham while “Exodus” is! 
[rated good in- second ‘frame . of 
| subrun at Orpheum. 

‘Estimates. for This Week 

; 

| three hefty holdovers will give 
-|deluxers .their biggest. round in 

Sept’ Smash 146, | 
‘Gateway: 

Meanwhile, “Guns of Navarone”. week, with lots of new product a. Aladdin (Fox) +900; $1.25) “Nike 
$1.50)—"Come September” ‘Ui and ! stays sensational in eighth session’: -help.. Fresh entries got off to big” 
“Posse from Hell” :U) texcept Bev- ; at United Artists. “Fanny” re-,openings, but ‘a sizzling heat wave 
erly) Mighty $50,006. Last week, : mains hotsy in seventh at Madison. : over last Friday, Saturday and Sun-, 
Beverly. Pix “On Double” 'Par?, '“La Dolce Vita” sparkles in sev- | day will ‘cut. potentials. However, | 
“Please Turn Over” :Col: treissue)},enth round at Trans-Lux ‘Krim. “Come September is headed for 
(2d wk), $9.360. Baldwin with State, ! ‘Francis of Assisi” stays strong in.'a:mighty take at the Memorial. 
Hawaii, El Rey. “Ada” ':M-G),j; third week at Grand Circus. “Honeymoon Machine” is fair at} 
“Secret of Monte Cristo” ‘M-G' Estimates for This Week -| the. Orpheum. “Voyage - to Bottom ‘ 
(Baldwin, State. Hawaii), “Two} ‘Fox : Woodmont Corp.) (5.041; | Of Sea” is so-so at the Met. “Ada” j 
Loves” ‘(M- G: ‘El Rey) $19,200. | 75-$7.49)— "Big Gamble” (20th) ; is roiling at Astor. 
Hillstreet, “Marines Let's Go"land “4 Desperate Men” (indie). [. “King of Roaring 20’s” is okay: 
(20th!, “Battle at Blcody Beach” | Mild $13.000. Last week, “Marines in second . round. at. Paramount. 
(20th) (2d wk:, $3.100. Wiltern with ; Let's Go” 126th and “Long Rope” ; “Guns of. Navarone”™ still is hoont ; 
Vogue, Loyola. Los Angeles, ‘‘Par-: :20th), $10.500. ing ,at Gary in seventh week, with ! 
ent Trap” ‘BV, ‘9th wk. Vogue;| Michigan ‘United Detroit) (4,- lines. “Never On Sunday” shapes ‘ 
2d wk, Wiltern, Loyola. Los An-/ 936. $1.25-$1.49'—"Claudelle Ing- strong ‘at Beacon Hill in eighth. 
geles), “Dondi” (AA) (2d wk, ex-: “lish” ‘WB. Oke %$15.000. Last: With Six new. entries this. week, - 
cept Vogue’, $24.600. week, “King of Roaring 20's” AA} ithe city has. more product than in 

Orpheum, Vogue, El Rey, Loyola. end “Brainwashed” ‘AA), $13,000, ..some time, preemed for’ expected 
(Metropolitan-FWC? +2213; 8103) > palms iD) 12.955: $1.25-$1.49) "big Labor Day weekend biz. . 
861; | 1.298; 90-51.50!—"Exodus” !_«armored Command” tAA! and: Estimates for ‘This Week 
{UA) ttst general release). Great : “Rommel’s Treasure” tAAl. Passa-| Astor :B&Q) ‘11. 170: 90-$1.50)— 

$34.000. Last week. Orpheum. “Pe-! ple $15,000. Last week, “Master | “Ada” :M-G). Okay $10,000. Last ' 
pe” (Col’, “Hand in Hand” (Col) ° o¢ world’ (AP and “Capture: of | week, “Spartacus” (U) (8th wk}; 
(4th wk, $4.000. ; Capsule” (Indie), $12,000. 1$4.000. . . . 

State ‘UATC: +2.404: 90-$1. 50)\— | Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1-$1.50); Madison (UD) (1 408; $1.25-$1.49) 
“Male anc Female Since Adam: s $ | gbeaee On “Sunday” (Lope) ‘21st: 

ki” (BV) (6th wk). Steady $3, 200. 
Last week, $3,200. 

Centre (Fox) = (1, 270: $1-$1. 45): 
-“Guns of Navarone” (Col): i4th wk). H 
Socko $12.000. Last week, $13,500: ; 
| Cooper (Cooper) (814; $1.65-! 
'$2.50) “This Is Cinerama” (Ciner- ! 
;ama) (24thi" wk). Big $14,300. Last 
week, $14,000. 
Denham tIndie) (800; - $1.25), 
Honeymoon Machine’ (M-G) (2d 1 

; wk), Okay $4.500. Last week, 55. 000..! 
Esquire «Fox! (600; $1 “Carry * 

:On Constable” (Gov) (3d. wi); Nice, 1 
- $2,300. Last week, $3,100. 

Orpheum (RKO) (2.690: $1. 25-1 
-$1.45) “Exodus” :UA) tsubrun) ‘(2d 
son Good $7, 000. Last week, $11, ~ {$1 

Paramount (Indie) (2, 100; 90-" 
-$1.25) “Come September” (U) (3d 
iwk). ‘Smash $14. 000. Last week, 
$18,000. 

Towne (Indie) (600:. $1-$1. 45) 
Warm «Marines Let's | Go" (20th). 

i $4, 900. Last week, “Francis of As-. 

68 

at —"Fanny” ‘WB! :7th -wki. Nice ; sisi’ (20th) (4th. wk)., $2,000 in. 5] 
and Eve” ‘Indie) ‘Ist general re-; $15 000. Last week. ditto. wk). Nifty $7,500. Last week, : days. $ 

(Continued on page 11) Grand Cireus (UD! +1,400; $1. 25 same. | Denver (Fox) (2. 432: $1. 25) “Two! 
—— $1.49'—"Francis of Assisi” (20th); ‘Boston ‘Cinemara, Inc.) (1,354: Rode Together” (Col) ‘and. “Five: 

‘Machine’ Fancy $9,000, 
Toronto; ‘Guns’ Boffo 

226, ‘Vita’ Wow 12G. 
Toronto, Aug. 29. 

No newcomers this week but: 
take of the holdovers is big. | 
“Honeymoon Machine’ 
stanza at Loew's is fine. 
Navarone” is boffo at Carlton in: 
fourth. “I.a Dolce Vita.” also in 
fourth, shapes wow at Tivoli,: 
“Fanny” looms Justy, also for; 
fourth, at Imperial. : 

Estimates for This Week 

Carlton ‘Rank: ‘'2.318: $1-$1.50) 
—“Guns of Navarone” ‘Col) :4th 
wk). Carlton only, but  boffo 
$22,000. Last week, three-house | 
Rank tiein, $55.006. 

Eglinton ‘FP- ‘918: $1.50-$2. 501: 
—“Windjammer” ‘NT: (36th wk). 
Good $7,500. Last week, ditto. 

Holywood ‘:FP) (1,080; $1-$1.50) 

—"‘Weekend with Lulu” :Col) :2d 
So-so $5,000. Last week, 

$7.000. , 
Hyland ‘Rank’ '1,357; 

—‘Very Important Person” ‘20th)! 
(3d wk. 
$7.500. 

Imperial : FP) (3.343; $1-$1.50)— ' 
Lusty ' “Fanny” «WB! ‘4th wk). 

$i2.000. Last week, $13,000. 
International ‘Taylor: (557; $1-. 

$1.25'—"‘Never on Sunday” 'Lope}! 
(22d wk. Steady $3,500. Last: 
week, $3.600. 

Loew’s ‘Loew) ‘1.641; $1-$1.25) 
—‘Honeymoon Machine” {M-G) 
(2d wk. Fine $9,000. Last week, : 
$13,000. 

Tivoli ‘FP! -935; $1.50-$2. 50 
“La Dolce Vita” -Astral) (4th wk). : 
Wow $12,000 or near. Last week, 
$13.500. 

” in second : : 
“Guns of! 

‘(3d wk). Great $13.000. 
week. $13,800. 
Adams '‘Balaban) 

$1.50'— 
and 
wk. 

SF 500. 
United - Artists 

(1,700; $1.25-} 

(MI-G) 
Last week,. 

“Green Helmet" 
Oke $6.500.. 

(TA)  (15667;. 
§1.3 .25-$1.80'—"Guns of Navarone” ; Okay $4.000. Last week, ditto. 
‘Coli ‘8th: wk', 
i Last week, same. 

Music Hall ‘Cinerama, Ine.) a. 
.208; $1.20-$2.65:—"This Is Cine- 
; rama” ‘Cinerama'! - reissue) -(13th ! 
jwk!. Good $14,000. Last week, ; 
" $14.700. 

Socko - $15, 000. ; 

Trans-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux) (1,-| 
000; $1.80-S2,—“La Dolce Vita” “Love and Frenchwoman” 
‘Astor’ i17th wk). 
Last week, $14.000: 

Mereury. 'UM> +1.465; $1-$1.80)— 
“Romanoff and Juliet”.1U) i3d wk). : 
Good $6, 000. Last week, $9,000. 

‘Sept.’ Whopping $24, 000, . 
St. L.: ‘Marines’ 126’ 

St. Louis, Aug. 29. 
Outstanding in a week of many, 

Wow $12,000. 

$1-$1.50); holdovers is “Come September,’: Feeling” (Indie), $8,000: 
mighty in second stanza at the Fox. 

Fine $6,000. Last week,; One of the few newcomers, “Ma- i— “Honeymoon - Machine” 
‘rines Let’s Go” Shapes good at the 
St. Louis. “Fanny” looms .fast in 
eighth at Esquire while “Guns of 

Last. ! { $1.75-$2.65:— ‘Windjammer” 

“Thief of .Baghdad” (M- G)| 
(2d 3 “Raisin in Sun” (Col) (7th wk).: 

+$30.000 or near. mighty ‘big for} 
| this 

T 

(NT) Golden Hours” (Col). Fast $13.000 
itreissuel. (16th wk). Sluggish $6,- or - better. Last week, “Homicidal”. 
+500. Last ‘week, same. ,(Coh, $12. 000. 

Capri 'Sack) (900; $1-$1.50) —: 

Sept? Rousing $10, 000. 
i 

| Oke’ $7.000: Last week, $8.500. 
Exeter (Indie). #1, 376; 90-$1. 50) ; 

“Romanoff and Juliet” (Sth wk). 

Fenway (Indie) 11,350: $1.50)— 
“Hiroshima, Mon Amour” (Zenith) 
trerun! (3d wk). Feeble $1,500. 
Gary ‘Sack) (1,277:. 90-$1.80)— . 

“Guns of Nav arone” (Col) (7th wk). 
‘Booming $22, 000. Last week, | 
1821 000. 

Kermore. (Indie). (700; $1.50i— 
(Kings) - 

(Sth wk-finab. Oke $5, 000. Last 
week, ‘$6,000. 
‘Metropolitan ° (NET) (4, 357: 90- : 

$1. 251—* Voyage to Bottom .of Sea”: 
)'20th? and “Shakedown” (U). Fair 

a est ae tse O00" Last Sunset: Estimatés for This Week 

Memorial. tRKO) (3.000; 90- $1. 49), Broadway. (Parker) (1, 890; $1- 
— “Come September” (U) and, $150!—*Come September”. 
“Posse From Hell” . '(U). Wham i I and “Posse From Hell” (U). us- 

ing $10,000. or close. Last week, : 
‘Thief of Baghdad”: (M-G) and : 
“Magic Boy” ‘M-G), $3,300. ; 

Fox iEvergreen) (1, 600; $1-$1.49) «. 
—"‘Guns of Navarone” (Co!) (Sth! 

Torrid $8,500. Last. week, 

-Portland, Ore., Aug. 29, 
“Biz is starting to- "perk along | 

:Main stem, with “Come Septem- | 
. ber” the big news currently. It: 
looks socko. on opener at the Broad- : t 

, way. “Guns of Navarone” still is: 
‘ smash .in fifth Fox session. “Big. 
i Gamble” is only modest on initial’, 
‘round at Orpheum but “Not To-- 
night, Henry” is rated lively in: 

: first at Paramount. “Ada” is slow. 
,On Opener at Musie Box. ““Sparta- 
cus” 

. eighth week. at Hollywood. 

house. Last week, ‘Portrait [ 
in Bleck” 1U) (reissue): and “Happy : 

‘Orpheum (Loew? '2,900; 90-$1.49) | 
(M-G) | wki. 

jand | ‘Three on Spree’’ (WA). Fair | $7,800. y 
$11,000: Last week, “Two Rode| | Hollywood (Evergreen). (1, 900; 
Together” (Col) and “Green Hel- .$1-$1.49'—"Spartacus” (UA) (8th! 

‘ Navarone” is rated bangup in sixth: met” (M-G) "2d wk), $9:000. - ; Wk), pop scale run. Pushed to fancy | 

at State. Paramount (NET). (2 B57: 10- | | $4,500. Last week, $3,100. 
} ‘Estimates for This Week $1.25). — ‘King of Roaring 20's” ! -Musie Box’ (Hamrick) (640; $1-: 

Ambassador (Arfhur).  (2,970;; (AA) and “Time Bomb” (AA) (2d $1.50\—“‘Ada" (M-G) and “Beyond , 
$1.25-$1.50'—"Exodus” (UA) (5th{wk). Okay $6,000.- Last. week,|All Limits” (M-G). Slow . $3,000. 
wk). Good $8,000. Last week, . $11, 000. _ | Last week, “Honeymoon Machine” | 

 $10.000. Pilgrim. (ATC) (1,909; .75-$1.25) (M-G) and “Secret Monte Cristo” 
Apollo Art (Grace) (700; - 90-, —‘:Battle at Bloody. Beach” (20th) { (M-G). (2d wk), $5,000. 
1.25\—“Never on Sunday” (Lope) 

130th wk). Nice $2,300, East week, 
* $2,000. 

Esquire (Schuchart-Levin) 1,800: |. 
(8th * $1.25-$1.50\—“‘Fanny” (WB) 

Towne ‘Taylor’ ‘693; 90-$1.25)— ‘wk). Fast $8, 000. Last. week, $10,000. 
“Magician” ‘ICG 2d wk) 
$5.500. Last week, $6,000. 

Nice’ Fox (Arthur) (5,000:. 90-$1.25)— 
“Come September” (U) (2d wk). 

Uptown ‘Loew? '2.543; $1-$1.75) Mighty $24.000. First week, $30,000. 
—“Spartacus” ¢U) (4th wk). 
cale on three-a-day. Hefty $8, 500. 

t week, $9,500. 

Pop- | Loew’s MidCity (Loew) 

- 60-90)—“‘Naked Edge”: ‘UA) 
(Continued on pagé 11) 

(1,160; 

| 
(2d| 

jand “Misty” (20th). Oke. $9,000.| Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-! 
Last week, “10 Who.Dared” (BV) | $1.49!—"Big Gamble” (20th) and |‘ 
‘and “Nikki” (BV), $7,000. “September Storm” (20th), Mod-, 

‘Saxon (Sack) (1,100; '$1.25-$1.80) | erate $5, 500. Last week, “Goodple 
—Fanny” \WB) (8th wk). Bangup Again” (UA) and “Have to “Run: 
$13.500.. Last week, $14,000 Fast” (UA), $4,809. 

State (Trans-Lux (730; 75-$1. 24) | Paramount (Port-Par) (3, 400: #1- 
—"Women ‘of Sin’’ (Indie) and | $1.50) — “Not Tonight, “Henry” 
“Lost ‘Souls’ (Indie). Pert $4,000.| (Indie). and “Next to No. Time” 
Last week, 
(Indie): and . “Soho Strip” (Indie’.| week, 
(3d Mk); $3, 500... 

“On Double” tPar) 

continues in high gear in: 

AUPE 

i 

Sent. Sockeroo 
176, ‘Sun’ Hot 66, ‘Nikki’ Hep 136 

Pittsburgh, Aug. 29, . 
" Three ‘booming newcomers a 

tt 

months with nearly everyone shar- 
jing in -the. increased. biz. 

Boffo .is “Come Septen.oer” at 
Fulton, best in month at:this house, 
“Raisin in Sun” at arty Squirrel 
Hill is hotsy. ‘Nikki’ shapes fine: 

‘Jat Stanley, Also new, “Ada” at. 
|Penn .and “Picnic: in Grass” at. 
| Shadyside are only okay. - 

“Guns of Navarone” ig ahead of 
irst: round - ‘in loud sixth session. at -- 

“Pleasure of His Comy 
pany”. is slowing down in ‘third at 
Warner while: “La .Dolce ‘Vita’. 

jlooks trim in eighth ‘round » at. 
Nix on: 

Estimates’ for This’ ‘Week 
Fulton (Shea) «1,635; $1-$1.50)—= 

“Come September” ‘U). Wow $17, 
000 for:theatre’s best week in many 
‘months. Last’ week, - . “Spartacus” 
(U)- (3d..wk), $6,000. m 
Gateway (Associated). (hl, 900: $1. 

$1.75)—"“Guns of ‘Navarone” (Col) ..:” 
(6th. wk). Booming $13, 500... “Last 
week, $13,000. 

- Nixon: tRubin) a 670: $1. 50- 
$2.75) — “La Dolce Vita” (Astor) 
(8th wk). Trim:$6, 000. Last week, 
$6.500.  . 

Penn (UATC) (3, 300:. $1- $1. 50)—— 
“Ada” (M-G.. Just okay - $14,000, . 
Lats week, “After. Mein’ Kampf” .. 
(UA), $7,500. 3 

Shadyside (MOTC: (750: $1. 25)— 
“Picnic in Grass”. !Kings). Satisfac- 
tory $2.500. Last week, “Romanoff: 
and Juliet” +l) 18th wk), $2,100.: 

Squirrel Hill (SW) (834; $1 .25)— 
‘Raisin in Sun” +Col). ‘Rotsy $6,000 

‘or near. Last week,. ‘ Lavender 
Hill Mob” «Cont) and ‘ ‘Genevieve’ 
(Cont) (reissues), $3.500. : 

Stanley ‘SW) +3:700: $1-$1.50)—~ 
“Nikki” (BV). Nice. $13,000. Last 
week, “Voyage Bottom of Sea” 
420th), “$8,000. . 

‘Warner: (SW) (1 B16: $1-$1. 50)— 
“Pleasure: of His Company” (Par) 
(3d cwk). Hardy ‘$8,000. ‘Last week, 

10,000. 

Nikki? Nilty $93,000 in 
K.C; ‘Pit’ Bangup 256, 

‘Sept.’ Boffo 126, 3d 
Kansas City, ‘Aug: ‘29. ° 

Pix ‘are running to solid biz gen« 
erally, both new bills: and’ holdeve 

‘ers being bullish. “Nikki” at Ups 
‘town- Granada combo is a great 
hewcomer bit “Ada” ‘at Paramount. 

lis only fairish. “‘Guns of Nava- 
rone” at~ Plaza: is sock in sixth. 7 
“Come: September” at Roxy: still is 

.| boff in third at: Roxy... . 
Estimates for This Week. 

_ Brookside (Fox “Midwest-Natl.: 
P ort; ‘Guns’ 836, 5th Theatres) (800; $1)—“Taminy Tell 

Me True’ (G) 16th’ wk). Fair. $2, 
"000.. : _Last week, $2.500. ” 

Capri i(Durwood) ti 260: -$1- $1. 50) 
-—— ‘Romanoff ‘and— Juliet” - (UM). 
Changes ‘policy here from hard- 
ticket to continuous, good $7,500. 
Last week,: “Spartacus” (U). (26th. .- 
wk-5 days:, $4.000 for great run. _. 

rest,.’ Riverside © Common- 
wealth? (900 cars: each; 90c), Boule- 
vard ‘Rosedale! +750 cars;: 90¢), 

‘Isis Vista (FMW-NT) (1, 360,- 700s 
90c), Electric (Fulton) (1 ‘600; 90¢) 
—"Pit and Pendulum”. (AI). Hefty 
$25,000. Last. week, Crest, River- 

{side and - Electrie. “Deadly - Com- 
-panions” (Indie?, $14,000. © — 

Fairway (FMW-NT) - ¢700;- ‘$)— 
“Carry on Constable”. (Gov) (7th . 

‘wk) and “Carry ‘on Nurse” (Gov) 
(2d runt (3d. wk). ‘Modest $1,500. 

‘i Last week, same. “ 
Kimo (Dickinson). ‘3:4; 90-$1.25) 

—“Never on- Sunday’ :'Lope) (2d 
run) (10th, wk). Steady. $1,500. Last 

| week, ditto. . 
Paramount (Blank-UP) . ‘(1 900; 

‘$1-$1.25)\—"Ada”  (M-G).”. ‘PFairish 
$8,000. -Last week, “Fanny” (WB) 
(8d wk), $7.000, 

Plaza (EMW-NT) (1,630; $1 25. 
, $1.50\—“Guns of . ‘Navarone” (Col). 
| (6th wk). Sock $10,000; may. held 
again. Last week, -$9, 000.: : 

Rockhill (Little Art Theatres). , 
(750;, $1-$1.25)—'Man .In_ Moon”. 
(TL); Okay $1,500. Last week, 
‘Saturday Night, Sunday -Morn- 

;ing” (Cont) (Sth wk). $1,400, _ 
Roxy (Durwood) :(850; -.$1-$1.50) - 

—‘Come September” () (3d wk).- 
{Boffo $12,000; holds on. Last. 
week, $14,000. ee 

Uptown, | ‘Granada (FMW-NT) 
2 3043, 1,217; $1-$1. 25)—"Nikki” ° 

“Male and’ Female” | (Indie). Lively $8,000 or near. Last. (BV) "holding. _Big. at $23,000 or 
and | close. Last week, 

. “Deadly Companions” (Par), $5,400. 1tom of Sea” 20th) (2d wk), $6,500, 
“Voyage to Bote. 



..even than inthe last round. Return 
-of ‘hot, humid weather in Several: 
-gections -of. the country also. ds 

release for the. second ‘week to any. 

Oe 

“Honeymoon ‘Machine’ 

AB PT Chapel Hill Theatre iT 
Breaks Segregation Barrier 

two Negro ‘coeds attended’ the 

o town, ‘the ‘Varsity, had no comment |: 

:’any Changes -in the’ policemen’s. 

. heen integrated for several manths 
and there haye. been no incidents 

_ Wednesday, August 30;, 1961 

National Boxoffice Survey 
Biz Off Pre-Labor: Day; ‘September’ New: Champ, 
‘Guns’ 2d, Fanny’ 3d, ‘Vita’ 4th, ‘Spartacus’ 5th 

| BROADWAY 
a Set ei m [Despite F ar ‘Mpls. Okay; Pi Great 

| 912.00; Sept. Sock 116 ‘Guns’ MG t38. 600. in ‘ft. stanza.,. 

Minneapolis, A 

| Guild: (Guild) (450; - $1-$1. 75)—| 
| “Sand .Castles’’.- (indie): (3d wk). 
First “holdover week . completed 

“general. 

-for four weeks .in a ‘row,. and is 

“ally... 
second ‘place. ~ 

“a new entrant, is making such-a big’ 

keys, will. wind up e' ‘shth.- 

. became the. first white house in the. 
‘South ‘to adopt-a policy of: integra- |: 

“fs limited. .It. will apply only. to. 

‘owns the theatre here via: its. North 

This ig the week: before | ‘Labor 
“Day holiday session, and biz in 

reflects. this situation. 
Which means that. b:o. takes are 
mainly ‘offish -and. much more un- 

proving no help. 

. “Come September” (U), out in in 

extent, is pushing up to No. 1-spot. 
Pic goes into. the N.Y. Music: Hall 
next session. It is edging “Guns of 
Navarone” (Col) out of first place 
by a narrow margin after that:ad=: 
venture opus. had -held_ first place 

likely to be heard from.-addition- 
“Guns” . -naturally.. is. copping 

“Fanny” (WB) is avinding up in 
‘third position. It. is currently in the} - 
eighth week at the N.Y. Musi¢ Hall. 
“La Dolce. Vita” (Astor) is finishing | 
fourth, and. loaks to: 'go. higher. 
~ “Spartacus” (U) -is “holding up 
high onthe. list after many months 
t6..cop _ fifth. money | currently. 

(M-Gi, : 
newcomer, is. winding up- - sixth.. 
“Pit and-.Pendulum” (AD, also: 

showing’ first. week out in circula-. 
tion. that ‘it--will land in seventh 
place.. “Exodus’’. (UA', now. on Jow- |} 
er-scale'- engagements. .i several i 

Bat for Collegians Only) 
_ Chapet Hill, N.C., Aug: 29. 

* Carolina - ‘Theatre: here last week 

tion: But the theatre's’ new policy 

‘Negro students. at. the U. of North. 
Carolina’ who-.show - ‘identification 
cards ‘at the box. 6ffice:; ~ . 
-On ‘the day: of. the policy change, 

theatre that night. The theatre was 
playing. “The ‘Dark at - the Top of ~ 
the Stairs.” 
‘Details’ ‘of the integration: ‘ar-]. 

-rangements were.-worked -out : by 
the Chapel Hill ‘Human. Relations 
‘Committee and Raleigh ‘Meyor. 
‘William Enloe. 

‘Paramount Theatre chain, .which. 

Carolina Theatre subsid.. - 
The new policy was regarded. 

here .as an experiment, which,’ if. 
successful, would lead to.a-more 
‘liberal integration: plan, 
‘Negro students at the university 

were told confidentially of.the new 
policy a day before. public ‘ an- 
nouncement. Negro ‘students en- 
rolled total 69 -of. the 3, 600 student 
body: (summer -school).. 

- The only. other white ‘theatre in |* 

for. the present: The Varsity man- 
ager said he had been: unable to 
reach. the: theatre owner to .de- 
termine whether there: would be’ a 
policy change.. . 
- Both: of the white theatres here 
‘were. picketed. last ‘winter and 
spring. by members of the Chapel" 
Hill Committee for Open” Movies. |: 

“The picketing began in January: 
when ‘an effort to integrate the: 
Carolina Theatre for a showing. of 
“Porgy and Bess” failed. ~. . 

Chapel Hill Police Chief Wil- 
liam. Blake said he had been ad- 
‘vised earlier of the theatre change 
in: policy, but did not plan to make 

regular ‘beats. Most - of: ‘Chapel 
Hill's downtown eating places have: 

‘Teported.. 
A new school: desefregation plan |: 

will also go “into ‘effect here this 
fall, which. will make. Chapel Hill. 
schools the most: heavily integrated 
of ary towns. in the South. . 

VERMONT THEATRE. RELIGHTS 
y Albany, ‘Aug. .29. 

. The- Harté Theatre’ in: Benning- . 
; ton, Vt.,. closed: for more. than a 
‘year, will. ‘be: reopened about mid- 

‘Minneapolis,: 
fancy | in .N.¥. and- ‘good in’ ‘Wash- 

/nical developments - ‘have been in 

|Omahas ‘Nikki’ 106 
district manager | 

of -the American Broadcasting- 

position. 
(Col), just: getting: -out in circula- 
tion to ‘real extent, rounds. out the 
Top 10. “Ada”. (M-G), a Newcomer; 
“Naked Edge’ ” (UA), ‘Jong high .on 
‘the list; “Never On Sunday” (Lope). 
and “Romanoff and Juliet” (U): are 
the runner-up pix in. that order... 
“Young Doctors” (UA) shows the 

most promise. .of newcomers,: based 
on, its showiiig. in ‘N.Y. opening 
week at. two houses, ’ “It is. great in 
both. “Big: Gamble”. (20th), 

“Alakazam” TAI) -* fs: 
newie.. holding | excellent : promise. 
Itis -géod. cy, hefty in Omaha. 
and solid in Frisco. “Marines Let's: 

also a new ‘entrant,. 
good in Denver and St. Louis, is. 
Go” .: (20th), 

so-s0 in: Cincy and slow in N.Y. 

fair in Cincy. 
Company” (Par) logks reat in Buf- 
falo and hotsy in. Pitt. “Francis of 
Assisi” (20th): solid in N.Y. on. ex- 
tendéd-run: and great in Detroit. 
“Goodbye. Again”’ (WA); not so 

a good in Balto. and. Boston,. ‘looks. 
4 smooth in Chi and good..in. Wash- 

ington. “The Truth”. (Kings) looks 
promising currently, being tall in 

‘fine in St.’ Louts,- 

ington. © 

(Complete Boroffice Reports on 
Pages ‘9, 10, 11.) 

| Cinerama: Shifting | 

Los: Angeles, Aug. 29. 
With conclusion of.“Seven Won- 

ders of the World” at Warner Hol- 
lywood Sept. 10;: Cinerama office 
in Stanley. Warner. Bldg. moves to 
Forum. Theatre, | Los" Angeles, fol- 
Jowing day... 

(group sales) transfer their. activi- 
‘ties to’ new quarters: in theatre |. 
where experimentation - arid tech- 

Progress. during. Past ‘year. 

“LOS. ANGELES 
(Continued. from, page. 10) 

lease) . and. “Trea. Softly, . Stran- 
ger” (Indie). Slow $4,500. 
‘Hawaii (G&S) (1; 106; 90-$1:50)— 

“Ada” (M-G! .and “Secret ‘of Mon- 
te. Crista” (M-G) (2d wk), Dull 
$2,600. 

Warren's, ‘Hollywood iBaB-FWC) 
(1,757: 156; 90-$1.50)—"Two Rode 
*Togéther” (Col) - and - “Under: 
world, U.S.A” (Col) (2d wk). Soft}. 
$7, 500. Last. week, $15,500. 

- dels (F WC) (825; 90-$1 50)—“On 
Double” * Par): (10.0. -and “Ladies 
Man” (Par) (repeat). Thin $3,000. 
Last week, “Rosemary” (FAW) and 
great less” (FAW) (rei ), $3,- | by 
fone reissues), $3"| far” (AA), $9,000, 
Los ‘Angeles, Fox. Wilshire. (Met- 

ropolitan-FWC). . 

Los Angeles; Ast- wk, Fox. Wilshire} 

and, (Dondi’ (AA) (3d. wk) (Los | s5 99)—“Spartacus” (U) (14th Wk). Angeles), “ ‘Gidget: Goes - Hawaiian” 
{Col}. (ist wk). AFOx. Wilshire), Fair | 
$10, 000 or. close. . 

“Chinese “(FWC) (1,408; $2-$2.40)| 77 
—"Goodbye Again” (UA) (6th. wk). 

Crest (State). (750; 90-$1.50) — 
“LAyventura” (Breg) (6th wk) .and. 
“Carry On Admiral” (Gov) (2d wk). 
‘Happy $3,200. Last. week, $2,500. 
“. Hollywood | Paramount 
(1,468: 
(9th Wk); Shick $1], 000. Last week, 
$13,500. . 

500; * $2.40-$2.75) — “La Dolce 
Vita” (Astor). (7th: wk): Dandy $18,- |. 
000..Last’ week, $20,400 

“Warner | ‘Hollywood - 
Inc.) (1, 389; ‘ $1.20-$2. 65’—“Seven 
Woriders . of: World” (Cinerama) 
(reissue), Started 15th week. .Sun- 
day (27) after big $15,800 last week. 

| 1,316; Warner Beverly ASW) 
$1.25-$2: 40)—“Guns: of Navarone” 
(Col) - (9th - wk). Stout: $15,000 or. 
close... ‘Last. week $17,600. 

—“Never On Sunday’ , (Lope) (40th 
wk).. Brisk’ $6, 600." ‘Last week, $7,- 

‘September. It. is being. readied for 700. 
operation by a: Boston man. Ray: |. 
‘mond Smith, former Warner: Bros. 
Iranager in Albany and now . con-. 
ducting a. buying-booking service 
‘there, : has added the Harte’ to Hs 
“string. esa 

Pantages. 
T$2. 75)-—-“Spartacus” (UI) (45th wk). 
Smooth $15,900. Last week, $16,700: 
Egyptian (UATC) ¢ 1,392; $1.25- 

$3.50) —“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (92d wk). 
Fihe $18;000; Last week, $17,800, ’ 

also’ $2)— 

new, Teoms modest: in. Detroit... “another: (9th: wk). 

wk). 

“Right Approach” ” (20th) -looms 
“Pleasure of His|- 

Coast Headquarters: 

12,019;. -1,990; 90- 
$1.50)—“‘Parent: Trap”. (BY) (3d. wk, 

Light: $6,000... Last week, $6,800...” 

(State) 
$1-$2.40) — “Fanny” (WB). 

" (Cinerama $12,000: 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631;: -$2-$2. 40). 

(RKO) " Gi 513; $1.25- 

‘Monday (28) was fine $10,000 after} 

Nid” (BV) is: ‘finishing. in. ninth . 
“Two -Rode. Together’. 

$14,000 for opener. ..- 

‘Murray . Hill (R&B) (565; 95- 
$1. 80)—"Guns of Navarone”: (Cob 
(10th wk). This week. ending to- 
morrow (Thurs.) looks like wow 
$12,000. after . $12, 500 for. ‘ninth 
session. - - 

‘Paris (Pathe: Cinema) (588; 90- 
$1.80)—“Truth” (Kings) (10th wk). 
The ninth round completed Sun- 
Gay (27) was great $10,500 after 
$9, 000 in‘ eighth week, Stays on.. 

— “Roceo and Brothers”: (Astor) 
‘Eighth round finished 

Saturday (26) was socko $8,000 af- 
ter $9,300 in seventh week. 

Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)— 
“Never - on . Sunday” (Lope) (46th 

-The 45th session completed 
Monday (28) was. smash $16,000: af- 
‘ter. $17, 000 for 44th week. 

68th St. Playhouse (Leo Brecher) 
(370; $1.50-$2) — “The Joker’ 
( Lope) (4th wk), Third stanza end-{| 
ed Sunday (27) was. big $6,500 af- 
ter $8,500 for second week. 

Sutton (R&B). (561; 95-$1.80)— 
“Two .Women” (Embassy) (17th 
wk).. 
day (27) was smash $11, 500 after 
$12,000. in. 15th week, 

Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (40; 
$1-$1.50.—“Cold Wind in August” 
(Lope) (6th. wk). Fifth stanza. end- 
ed yesterday {Tues.) was big $7,-" 
000 or over after $8,500 for fourth. 

. Trans-Lux 85th St. (T-L). (550; 
. $1.25-$2)—" Young Doctors” (TEA). | 
Initial session ending ‘today (Wed.) 
is heading for wham $18,000 or 
better. and. may. set a new. record 
at this house, Holds, natch! 
World (Perfecto) (390:. 90-$1.80) 

—“Lust: for Sun”: (Films Around, 
World) (9th -wk). This round fin- 

looks: 
like fancy ‘$8, 000 or close $9,000 

‘Osear. Kantner, “west - Coast re- in ¢ 
ponal: publicity. director, . and Vie} " 
“Rosen, head. of: ‘special: services| 

ishing tomorrow (Thurs.) . 

elghth week. ‘week, 

Big 166, 

Omaha, Aug. 29. 
. With three strong -new entries, 

biz. is. sturdy: at downtown first- 
runs: this round: “Alakazam” is |. 
hefty at three. houses while “Nikki, 
Wild Dog of North” 4s so¢ko at the 
State..“On Double” is rated nice 
at the Omahe. "Guns of Navarone’' 
is torrid. in fourth. week at Or- 
pheum “Spartacus” {fs figured okay. 
at: Dundee for 14th stanza. 

‘” Estimates. for This. Week | 

". Admiral, Chief, Skyview (Blank) |: 
(1.239: ‘1,000: 1,200; 75-$1)— Ala- 
kazam” (AT). and. “Sword Sherwood 
Forest” (Col). Looks hefty $16,000; | 
and may. hold. Last week, “Good- 

e Again” (UA) and - “Cat Bur- 

‘Cooper (Cooper) (687; $1.55- 
$2. 20)—"South Seas -Adventure” . 
(Cinerama) (6th wk). Sharp $8, 200. 
Last: week, $8.000. 

(Cooper) (500; $1 55- 

Oke $3,000. Last week. $2,700. . a \{— 
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; -[3-$1). Lusty $18,000: or close. Last week, 

—"On Double’* (Par}. ‘Hefty $7,600. 
Last week, “Honeymoon Machine” 
(M-G), ‘$7, 200. 
Orpheum ‘(Tristates) (2, B77; $1- 

$1.25)—“Guns of Navarone” (Col) 
(4th. wk). Hot $7,508. ‘Last. week, 
same. 

. (743; ‘$n: — State: (Cooper) 
Nikki” (BV). Socko $10, "000. Last 
week, “Parent Trap” (BY) (6th wk), 

+1 $6,0 

_Musie Hall, “Canon (Ros) 750; 
ST. LOUIS” 

(Continued from page 10) 
wk). Fancy $9. 000. Last - week, 

State (Loew) 
“Guns .of Nav arone” (Col) (6th 
wk). Loud “$9,500: Last week, 
$10, 000. 

Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; 90-31 25). 
—“The Truth” (Kings). Fine $4,- 
000. Last week, “Two-Way.-Stretch” 
(Indie). (3d: wk); $2,500. os 

St. Louis (Arthur). (3,800: 715-90) 
—“Marines Let's: Go”. "(20th)* and 
“Tiger Bay” (Indie). Good $12,000. 
Last. ‘week,. “Alakazam the Great” 
€Al).. and. “Beware. Of | Children” 
(AT), $8,000. 

Shady Oak . (arthur) (760: 90- 
$1.25)—“Romanoff and Juliet” (Uy) 
on gk Big $3,000. Last, week, 

Pix (Bernard ° ‘Brandt). (819; 99- 

The 16th frame: ended Sun-. 

|} (9th . wk). 

“BALTIMORE 
(Continued from page 9) 

sRed Shoes” (Indie) (relssue),. 

‘Mayfair (Fruchtman) (750; 90- 
| $1.50)——"Francis of Assisi” (20th). 
‘Nice $7,000. Last wee 
Let's Go” (20th), $4,4 
New. (Fruchtman) ( 600) | 90. 90- 

$1. 50}— Goodbye Again’ D ae 
36,000. . $4,000. Last 

“Playhouse: (Schwaber) (Bot 
$1.50)—"“Never on Sunda 
(41st wk). Steady $2,501 
week, $2,300. 
Rex (Freedman) (500; $1.50)— 

“Smoke with. Monika” (Indie) (3d 
Oke. $1,800. Last week, 

;000: 
Stanton (Fruchtman) (2,800; 90- 

$1.50\—"“Come September” 
Big $15.000-or over. Last week, 
en nee to Bottom of Sea” (20th), 

“gown (Rappaport) (1,183; 90- 
$1.50)—"La Dolce Vita’ . (Astor) 
(7th wk). Good $6,000. Last week, 
$8,200. 

‘Company’ Lively 10G, 
Buff; ‘Sept,’ Big 12G, 2 

Buffalo, Aug. 29. 
‘First-cun “biz. here currently 

Shapes sturdy, being helped by 
some fairly good newcomers plus 
hefty holdovers. “Pleasure of Com- 
pany” looks lively in operier at the 
Center while “Honeymoon Ma- 
chine” at the Buffalo is rated fair. 
Also fair is “Alakazam” in first 
stanza at Paramount. “Come Sep- 
tember” looms 
round at Lafayetté while “Guns of 
we is fine in fourth at Cen- 

Estimates for This. Week 

{Loew) 

(Par). 
Neat $10, 000. Last week, “Fanny” 
(WB) (6th wk), $7,000. 

Century (UATC) (2,700: 70-$1.30) 
—"“Guns of Nayarone” (Col) (4th 
wk). Fine -.$11,000. Last week, 
$12,000. 

. Lafayette (Basil) (3 ,000; 70-$1.25) 
—*“Come September” (U) (24 wk). 

| Great $12,000. Last. week, $19,500. 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70- 
$1)— “Alakazam the Great’ (AI) 
and “Beware of Children” (Indie). 
Fair $7,500. Last week, “Two Rode 
Together” (Col) and “Jazz Boat” 
(Col) (2d wk), $6,200. 

Teck (Loew). (4200: $1-$1.75)— 
“La Dolee Vita” (Astor) (6th wk).. 
Fair $3,500. Last week, $4,000. 

—‘Never On Sunday” (Lope). (12th 
wk). Good $1,500. Last week, $2,200. 

CHICAGO 
(Continued from page. 9) 

(CoN and “Stop Me Before I Kil” 
(Col), $4,500, 

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.80) 
—‘“Naked Edge” (UA) (4th wk). 

$22,000. 
_ Palace (Indie) (1,570; 90-$1,80)— 
“This. Is Cinerama” (Cinerama) 
(reissue) (Sth wk). Mild $5,200. 
Last ‘week, $5,500. 

‘Roosevelé (B&K) (1,400; 90- 
$1.80) — “Two Rode Together” 
‘Col)- (3d: Wi. 

week, $17,000. 

State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- 
$1.80)—“Guns of Navarone” (Cob 

gtich $19,000. Last 

Good $14,000. Last 

week,’ $23,00 

Surf THRE Balaban) (685; 1.50- 
$1,80)—"Never On Sunday’ (Lope) 

. (30th wx). Bi (3,600: - 60-90)— $6200 ig $6.000. Last week, 

‘Bodd (Todd) (1, 089; $2.20-$3.50) 
—“La Dolce Vita” (Astor) (11th f 
wk). Loud $16.000. 
$15,000. 

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- 
$1.80) — “Goodbye Again” (UA) 
(4th wk). Slick $12,000. Last 

Last week, 

week, $14, 500. ‘ 
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90- 

$1.80) — “Honeymoon Machine” 
(MG) (2d wk). Socko $25,000 or 
near. Last week, $29,000. 

World (Teiteli (606; 90-$1.25)— 
“Dreams” (Janus). 

“Marines, | 

(U). 

| wk). 

eat in second 

(3,500; 75-$1)] 814-009 
“Honeymoon Machine” (M-G) and 

Cinema ‘Martina) (450; 75-$1.25)| 

or min 
exhibs 

ay for rain during current State 

Minnesota farmers pra: vie 
in spring and Minneapo 

' Fa week when nearly a million 
farmers and other outstaters flock 
to the Twin Cities. Film trad 
generally suffers. during this perio 
unless elements wash out fal? 
events. Only pie certain to fat 
trom influx of fairgoers is the ree 
issue of “Windjammer” which fige 
ures to hit its best the 
12th zession at Century, Also on 

90. | Begin Att “Ta Dolce Vite” looks 
90- | nice in fifth frame at the Academy. 

' “Guns of Navarone” in fourt 
tf ecto at State ig sock. ‘oume 

September” in third looms hig: a 
Orpheum. 

“Nikki” also looks lusty in third 
at the Gopher. “Ada” in first hold+ 
ever session at Lyric appears drab, 
“Pit and Pendulum,” lone newe- 
comer at first-runs, is boffo at the 
Uptown. 

Estimates for This Week 

Academy (Mann) (947: $1.75. 
$2.65) “La Dolce Vita” (Astor) (5th 

Modest $7,500. Last week, 
$9,000. 

Century (Cinerama, Inc.) (1.150; 
$1.75-$2.65) “Windjammer” (NT) 
(reissue) (12th wk). Building to 

| mighty $17,000 or close with heavy 
play from State Fair crowd. Four 
extra showings should help make 
this the top chapter of year at this 
house. Last week, $13,000 
Gopher (Berger) (1 ,000: $1-$1.25) 

“Nikki” (BV) (3d wk). Rousing $5,- 
‘000. Last week, $7,500. 

Lyric (Par) (1,000: $1-$1.25) 
“Ada™-(M-G) (2d wk). Slow $4,500. 
Last week. $6,000. 
Mann (Mann) (1,100; $1.25-$1.50) 

“Goodnight Again” (UA) (2d wk). - 
Nice $8,000. Opener was $10,000. 

rpheum (Mann) (2,800: $1.25- 
$1.50) “Come September” (U) (3d 

Socko $11,000. Last week, 

St. Louis Park (Field) (1,000; 
$1.25-$2) “Spartacus” (U) (2d run) 

Center (AB-PT) e 000; 70-$1)—| State (Par) (2,200; $1.25-$1.50) 
“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (4th wk), 
Continuing smash run with $14,000. 
Last week, $16,000 
Suburban World (Mann) (800s 

$1.25) “Romanoff and Juliet” (U) 
ena one Okay $2,700. Last ‘week, 

Uptown (Field) (1,000: $1.23) 
“Pit and Pendulum” (AD. Great 
$12,000 or near. Last week, “Alaka- 
zam, Great” (AT), $4,000. 
World (Mann) (2400; 85-$1.50) 

“The Truth” (Kings) (2d wk). Nifty 
$7,000. Last week, $8,500 

Develop New Techugae 
For Exoloiting 8m Field | 

In Theatrical Market. 
Hollywood, Aug. 29. 

Advanced development in 8m 
{field has been achieved by J. C, 
Frandsen for his Unit One Produce 
tions. Company has come up with 
new technique tagged “Professional 
8” under which they claim ine 
creased usage of 8m film in busi- 
ness, educational and theatrical 
areas. 
Frandsen yesterday demonstrated 

technique on all three fronts. He 
films in 16m with attention to light- 
ing, camera angles and distances 
directed to the smaller film. Thus, 
prints can be reduced effectively 
for the 8m usage and also blown up 
to 35m with effective results. Lat- 
ter would be used only for theai- 
trical shorts, such as his “Tabiti 
Holiday,” 26-minute short aimed 
for theatrical release. ’ 

Chief advantages of process is 
its flexibility. Frandsen feels there 
is increased attention to 8m today 
because of storage, reason for his 
company ‘s development in the area. 
A 35m reel weighs 18 paunds, es 
compared with 5 for 16 and only 1 1 
or 8. 
Producer says cost is also a fac- 

tor, listing average consumer price 
uf a 16m short at $120, with 8m 
cost cut in half. Production costs 
are less, as well, since company 
prints in four strips and four sound 
fracks on 35m stock 6n two runs, 
then strips down to four 8m strips. 
Frandsen says cost is less in using 
the 16m size and blowing up to 35, 
too, because stock is less expensive 

‘Great $7,000. and it runs slower (35 runs! 90 
Last week, “Hand In Hand” .(Col)|feet a minute, while 16 runs 36) 
(3d’ wks, $3,800. ‘and less film is used. 
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Fi Podctin' fats Sail Rising 
"Madrid, Aug. 29. 

Film production costs . in’ Spain| 

“are still rising. but the average : cost 
for ‘a black: and white. feature - pic } 
is less than $100,000, according: ‘to |: 

figures. released. by. Uniespana 

(Spanish, Producers . Assn)., : Last 

year, ‘the average. -produtcion ‘cost. 

was. 4,200,000 pesetas. - ($70,000). 

This. year ‘it is pegged at 5, 150, 000 

pesetas. ($86, 000:, The average tine . 

ter made in- ‘Spain is budgeted cat 

close. to $110, 000. 

Analy> is: of an. Javerage b&w 

budget, indicates that 52% is. ‘spent. 

for. studfo and equipment rentals, 
- cast, and .technicians:. Story ‘and 
screenplay, on. the other hand, come. 
to 6nly 3.9% of the budget: Low 
item is 1.5% markup for music: and 
scoring. 

-Screenwriters and composers get 
their principal reimbursement: via 
_the Society of Authors and. Com- 
“posers cut of boxoffice gross.:In a 
“sense, this constitutes a- deferred:|- 
“cost which producers. don’t even 
bother to budget. oO 

Budgeting: a cast at an. average: 
"$15,000 per film ‘does not, of course, |: 
‘take ‘into consideration the serv-}- 
ices of such stars.as Sarita Montiel, 

. Carmen Sevilla, Paco: Rabal, ‘Jose 
Suarez, Vicente Parra, Alberto. Clo-. 
‘gas and. others* who draw this. 
amount or more for a single chore.. 

Under the heading. of technicians 
—a 16.5%: budget item—the ,lion’s 
share goes to the director ‘and. cam- 
eraman. Each draws about $5, 000: 
per. assignment... 

In ‘making a comparison, Unies: 
pana figures. for. production eost- in’ 
Spain is one-third. the ‘average: 
budget: in ‘France, ‘Germany. and 
Ttaly.. Italy: tops’ this: cost: list. - 

Arg. Jurists Leery Of 
New Censorship Decree: 

the IDHEC, and Jean Beau wil 
Kills: Screen’ s F reedom? front.for. the Frerch Film Museum, | 

. Buenos Aires, Aug. 22.: 

a ‘The government’s: “recently * ise 

o ‘sued: Censorship | Deeree has cre- 

pouring’ in from all sidés. 

Dr.. Luis ' Giminez “de Asua, an 

law. as going far. beyond. the. au- 

thority to censor - stipulated - in 

Film Law. 61/57... ‘He feels that 

the‘ only” safe topie in. future, 
either for films’: or ‘any other art 

form, will be the : ‘weather. _ He. 

added that this topic was - “eon! 
-gidered’ an entertaining one. in’ 
England, but in his opinion was a 
.:very boring one. 

Another jurist describes. it” as a | 
“negation” of the freedom of ‘ex- 
‘pression, guaranteed tunder™ -the 
Film Law. 

' ‘Producers called a mass meet-! 
ing at the Presidente Alvear thea* | vreeme dat the Theatre in. the 
tre. for. ‘August | 14, to. discuss ways 

_ and means’ of combating it, with | 
-the ‘Film ‘Directors. Assn. - Short 
Producers’, ‘Writers’ USADE), Ar- 

--gentine Film - Library, University | 
Association, “Independent - - Theatre |. 
‘Association (FATI} ‘Set. Decora-- 
‘fors’,. the | Litoral”’ University’s 
Screen Institute, - .Actors,. Directors, 
Technicians and. other associations 
and ‘unions Joining” in’ ‘the. mass 
protest. 

‘The Assn. of Filin: Critics: -pub- 
‘lished a fiery denunciation of this | 
‘attempt’ at coercion of freedom ‘of. 
expression, ‘and ‘invited other ‘or-. 
‘ganizations to -join: in repudiating | 
it. It. points: out that. though, ‘at. 
‘first glance, -the. measure is in- 
tended to affect films. alone, it eon-. 

“stitutes a serious .threat - against 
freedom ‘of’ expression ‘in general: 
The ‘development: is regarded as all 
the ‘more.lamentable because: a 

“' high degree of civil Iiberty -has 
been © enjoyed under the present 
governmnt. 

‘The. exhibs “most. ‘bitter com- 
/plaint is against the Screen: Insti- 
tute’g current amethod of classify- 
ing native product which they. 
claim is’'a- mere .trick to: force’ 
them into- obligatory -éxhibition.. 
The. theatre owners say :they ‘are 
forced to play local product sim- 

- ply ‘because. it gets an-“A” certifi- 
eate, for some ‘unknown. -Téason. 

But Arg. Film $100.00) 
‘co-partner. deal with Yank. film-. 
{maker Jerrold Brandt,-who is now | 

New| Israeli Film Co. 
In Coproduction Setup 

“AS new: Israeli film company, 
‘Coproduction Film Prudiction Co.,. 
to make Israeli-financed films’ as 
well as coproductions’ with foreign, 

clates. co 
hen ee “film . of the’ ‘eonipany~ -will | 

- “Sinai,” .set to start: ‘shortly 
under the direction™of Ivan Leng- 
yel with Mati Raz‘-as ‘producer, 
‘Coproduction Films..prexy is Mar- 

aging director is Alexander Massis, 

lations . ‘Services; ‘Israel's largest 
public. relations ‘firm. 

now ° “being planned, . 

ain Levin and Prof. , Yig 

|New] French Film, 
Govt. Liaison 

. Paris, Aug. 22. 
Closer Hiaison with ‘the many 

‘governmentally . supported - film or- 
ganizations were set up by- naming’; 
people to act as direct -iriterme- 
diaries with ‘the ‘setups. and ‘the 
ministries under which they. come. 

| This. points. ‘up. the deep national 
tieup ta. the: film industry here. 

Miche] - Fourre-Corimeray, al-’: 

‘the - organization ‘that 
supervises’. the film aid. handouts; 
production: licenses, foreign . ac- 
cords, ete., was made the ‘rep ‘for 
UniFrance Films,’ the outfit that 

Thypos- French films abroad. It’s 
| directed ‘by “Robert Cravenne: ; 
| Andre Parent, also with the CDC, 
“reps thé national. cinema school, 

4 the’ “Cinematheque Francaise. 
‘These -men,. called . 

| ported affairs of. the. governmental 
| attitudes-on their. problems. as well | 

a ‘a§. keep. the Ministry .of: Culture | 
- eminent. jurist. here, qualifies. this: -acquainted - with developments. 

. They. would also ‘be able to: hold |. 
up any decisions ‘viewed as con-|/ 
| trary.to the general interest for 

1 Closer “study. “before. passed. How- 
j ever, the org decisions would go. 
thorough if thé Ministry has no. 
objections within , eight, days. 

| CHARLEY’ REPEATING 

: Mexico: City, Aug. 22... 
‘Rene Anselmo's’ and. Iuis de 

Llano's " production . of... 
Charley” 
“La de. which Tia Carlos”), 

Wood. recently, ‘is tated a compe- 
tent adaptation’. of..the Broadway. 

‘the: fifth ‘the. pair has} 
~Vaude -and. 

screen comic’ Manuel “Loco” Val-.} 
dez, in his first Musical .comedy 
starring: part, is versatile in. the |. 

“musical, 
brought -to.: Mexico. - 

dual role. ‘of Carlos.’ 

‘ing and pace -to the: farce with 
| Leonorilda - ‘Ochoa, television, 
night -club - ‘and: vaude star. han- 
dling - the ‘love. interest. Pepita 
Embil as the real- ‘aunt from Bra- 
‘gil; Guillermo Orea, Cristina Or- 
‘tega, Antono. Gama, 
Mendoza, :Erika Carlsson, Martha 

the. -general. zaniness of.this piece, 

Miss: “Carlsson, Miss. Yolanda: and 
Fealy, with this trio especially 

| showing comedy sense. Choréog- 
raphy and staging is by Kelvin 
Carlisle andthe precision and 

-| general - effect.. The. use of Broad- 
way: trained experts in staging mu- 

-contributed to the professionalism 
of productions, with this reflected 
‘in strong boxoffice demand. Car- 

‘ilar chores of the Mexiean version. 
of “Redhead” ‘by same prover | 

. mil. © 

got Klausner, long associated with | 
fhe Habimal - Theatre, and -man- | 

also director of United, Public Re- | 

Eight ‘feature ‘filni projects’ aret 
including | 

“Seven Scrolls,” from a script by} 
Yer 

ready the. head of the Centre Du | 
| Cinema, . 

“commis: |. 
-Saries,” .will attend -the. important} - 
financial: and -work meetings: of the . 

“ated a: high tension in show- biz|'three groups. They will inform the 
circles, . with, indignant comments heads. of these nationally sup- 

B’WAY SUCCESS IN MEX: 

“Where's | 
. in’ Spanish_ here titled: |" 

Supporting cast also gives tim-. 

. Fernando |, 

Yolanda and John. Fealy add to 

There are standout: numbers: by 

; pace of the dance ‘outines adds to 

Dolce. 
Place” 
Place” ( 
nie” (Rank 

sicals_here by -producers. Anselmo. 
and- de: Llano has -undoubtedly 

‘lisle last year also performed sim- | 

| {7 Arts Extends Setup | 
"To Spain Via Brandt 

‘Madrid, Aug. 29.. 
Seven Arts Productions is ex- 

tending. operations to Spain via a. 

here preparing to film “Lord Johni- ? 
.| nie,” a Frank Nugent: screenplay : 
based on ‘the novel by Leslie Tur- ; 
ner White. Sea adventure yarn ex- 
teriors will be shot in Spanish] 
/Gulf .Stream waters” starting in |. 
-November, with interiors later 
scheduled ‘for London sound.s es. 

INTERNATIONAL 

Or Better in UK, Says Hargreaves 
‘British Technicians, 

London, Aug. 29. 
Negotiations between the pro- 

-The Seven Arts-Brandt combine {| ducers and the. technicians over 2 

is. expected to win ° quota i 
nationality. 

Mex Unio
ns h 

Drive for
 Govt. 

Pix Produ
ction 

Mexico City, Aug. 22. 

‘producers, will be:repped in. New. will in turn co-produce in England | wage increase have been settled 
1York by: Freeman-Halpern Asso-jand Spain where “Lord Johnnie” | after. a. dispute ‘which recently 

threatened to close. down the Brit-: 

ish film industry. Following a mass 

+ meeting of the feature branch of 
{the Assn. of Cinema, Television. 
‘& Allied Technicians, the recom- 
mendation of the union’s executive 
committee for an increase of 
712% was. endorsed. It. will be 
retroactive to June 5. 

executive councils of the 
Federation of British Film Makers 
and the British Film Producers 
Assn. will be meeting the first 
week of September, and it is ex- 
pected that oth will ratify the 

Mexican: producers are facing up Settlement. 
of | to a new threat—nationalization 

| production activity. While the is- 
sue is. still, in the “personal ; 
opinion”’ stages, powerful union in- 

‘| terests in recent weeks have been 
beating the drums for nationaliza- |. 
tion as the peso-strewn road. to |: 
-prosperity. for all. Total state in-| 
‘tervention in Mexican. motion pic- 

‘|tures has been proposed by’ Rodolfo 
Landa of. the National Assn. of | 

|-Actors. Also by Adolfo Torres Por- 
tillo, who -heads ‘the screenwriters 
section of the Union of Film Pro-. 
duction Workers. Other union top|}. 
brass also has boarded the national- | 
ization. bandwagon. 

. The ‘union. preoccupation with 
the current state of affairs in the 
Mexican industry, with production 
and employment slumping, is un- 
‘derstandable. With 8,000 . union 
‘members facing prospects of cur- 
tailed activity, it is thought that 
hationalization, might at Jeast guar-: 
antee work for all, and resolve such-:: 
vexing problems as. lack of produc: | 

‘Oldie Yank Hit 
Pix Click in Mex 

Mexico City, Aug. 22. 

The reissue of Hollywood block- 

busters in the Mexican market is 

working gut far better than ex- 
‘pected. -Some elements had been 

warning of ‘weak turnouts. for 

“Samson and Delilah,” first giant 

fo be released: by special authority 
in: two first-runs at the 32c top 
admission, — 

Picture not only has been well 
| Teceived by patrons but critics also 
took off their hats to this Cecil de 

|Mille biblical spectacle, filmed 10 
years ago. Reviewers admitted the 
pic has plenty on the ball: Most 

tion “financing, labor-mariagement crix mentioned novelty of seeing 
| difficulties” which crop up. every 
two years at contract renewing time ! 

via turning out top drawer product. 
Rodolfo. Landa,- ANDA. general : 

‘secretary, said it would. be. “ideal” 
‘if the state would take over pro- 
duction. It already virtually con-: 
trols. exhibition and distribution.. 

(Continued on page 15) 

ai ‘Swedish Theatre’s 75th Anni 
.  S§toekolm,: Aug.. 22.: 

- Stockholm's Vasa Theatre will 
celebrate its 75th anni in October. 
with “Taming -of. the Shrew” for 

sidized theatre.. The Vasa.is run 
| by Per Gerhard, son of. Sweden’s 
outstanding entertainer Karl Ger- 

d 
“After Shakespeare, the Vasa. is 

planning to stage Reginald Rose’s 
“Black : Monday” - 
Williams’ “Period of Adjustment. ” 

| Hedy. Lamarr, Victor 

and Ténnessee. 

Mature, 
George Sanders* and other favor- 

-j and a ‘build-up of foreign markets | ites a:decade: younger. 

Reissue ‘policy appears to be: 
well set and the “experiment” is 
to be continued with more major 
boxoffice successes of the. past. 
Now heing groomed ‘for simul- | 

other big one, “Duel in Sun” 'Selz- 
nick), may also be set for multiple 
cinema exhibition. And officiai 
‘distributorships are reviewing oth- 
er oldies to selegt the cream of the { 
Jot to fit into exhibition dates ‘on 

this. occasion. This’ is considered : the official circuit. 
ja daring project for a nonsub- Quirino Ordaz Rocha is happy 

about the way things are working 
out. He refused to.talk about his 
recent trip to N. Y., ‘but it’s report- 
ed that he not only set an expasion 
of the oldie release program, but 
-also made deals for added’ Holily- 
wood product to fill out open ex- 
|hibition time. 

‘Sydney, Aug. 22. 

Checkup ° ‘of: current. marquees, 
both ‘film houses and legit, indi- 
ates a.sex splurge as a boxoffice. 
wooer. Probably the near approach. 
of spring has prompted the upbeat: 
-in. spicy fare, r 
naughty girl type down to- the 
‘Prostie. 

ranging irom the 

‘Tust ‘how Jong the. current “give: 
‘‘em-sex” edict. will last remains to 
.be seen, It’s not only.sex in the key 
éities but. the suburban marquees 
are also spotting “love on the 
wrong side of the tracks” themes. 

. The sexy trend began some little 
time ago with “Saturday Night and 
‘Sunday Morning” (Rank) and has 
been followed by “World of Suzie 
Wong’’ (Par), “Butterfield. 8” (M-G),. 

| “Love 
(FDB), “Bramble Bush” (WB), “La 

Vita’ (Col),: 
(CW B), “Return to Payton 

h), ““No Love for John- 

In legit there’s “Lock Up ‘Your 
Daughters,” “The Amorous Prawn” 
-and “Once Upon a Mattress.” 
The Aussie. censors are consid- 

and. the ‘Frenchwoman” 

SA Summer 

, “Virgin Spring” (BEF), | 
rand “Sanctuary” - -{20th). 

| Aussie Show Biz, Films and Legit, 
Going for Sexy Fare to Boost Biz 

ered by show biz generally to be 
very broadminded nowudays, espe- 
cially being evidenf with Continen- 
tal product now mainly tagged as 
“Suitable Only for Adults,” brought 
about, too, because of the upbeat 
in foreign newcomers here. 

have been kept in the cans for re- 
shipment to their country of origin 
are given the green light with only 
‘minor cuts covering an overplay 
of rape and bedroom intimacy. 

Censors, however, are strict with 
front-of-house material and frown 
on any bosom overplay or sugges- 
‘tive postures, Censors maintain 
that. these pictorial displays can be 
viewed by moppéts prohibited from 
viewing similar scenes on the 
screen inside. 

Stageshows come under the edict 
of ‘the Chief Secretary’s depart- 
ment and he has the necessary 
power, following a police report, 
to. ban a show here. Near nudes 
are permitted on stage provided 
there is absolutely no movement 
by the performers. However, most 
key managements’ nix nudies in 

{stage shows in order to keep on the 
right side of the law. 

Prods. Agree on Scale! 

- SO, 

‘Pix. that a few years ago would 

sr Expected to Earn $2,100,000 

By DICK RICHARDS 

. London, Aug. 29. 

According to Kenneth Hare 

greaves, managing director of Col- 
umbia and joint managing director 

of BLC, Carl Foreman’s “Guns of . 

Navarone” is expected to earn a 

minimum of $2,100,000 in the U.K. 

alone, which will make it the big- 

gest grosser of any British film. 
This was revealed at a press con- 
fab held by M.. J. Frankovich,. 
Hargreaves and Foreman. The 
film has earned ‘already over 
$1,400,000 in this country, playing 
at only 45 cinemas for an aggre- 
gate of 225 weeks. t 

It will continue to play unin- 
terrupted in most of these “pre- 
release” situations. Columbia now 
has devised a special release pat- 
tern for the pic from the fall until 
early 1962. On a “hard ticket” 
basis, the film will play nine shows 
a week at advanced prices for a 

| fourweek run at each situation. 

On Oct. 9, it will bow at seven 
key London suburban houses and 
willl be followed by six more on 
Jan. 2 and another half-dozen Feb. 
15. Same plan will be followed in 
secondary key situations. By the 
time “Guns” is generally released 
next Easter, it will have played 
125 special engzgements in Lon- 

Tdon and the provinces. ° 
Foreman thought the film had 

clicked. largely because, “though 
it was a war film, it was basically 
one which concerned man’s nobil- 
ity in rising to the impossible.” 

“It was Mike Frankovich who 
persuaded me to write and pro- 
duce the yarn,” admitted ¥Fore- 
man, “I thought it would be too 
big for me to tackle and it cer- 
tainly provided plenty of head- 
aches.” 

Frankovich said: “Foreman got 
| his own back. When I announced 
the picture I exaggerated a bit 
and said that it would cost $5.600,- 
000 to make. Carl took me at my 
word—and made it cost just that 

yes much! 

Foreman is leaving for Switzer- 
land to write the script of his next. 
Based on Alexander Baron’s novel, 
“The Human Kind.” it will be 
called “The Victors.” It’s another 
war story, though Maybe, there 

taneous release in five first-runs is! won't even be a Shot fired throuzh- 
“Gone. With the Wind”. (M-G). ‘An-: out the footage. But it will be a 

much more modest effort than 
“Guns.” 

British Lion Chief Sees 
Pix Tailored for U.K. 

Scoring in World Mart 
London. Aug. 22. 

David Kingsley, British Lion 

i{opper, opines that despite the 

11% decline in cinema attendance 
this year and the closure of 490 
cinemas, a British film producer 

now could make money by cater- 

ing for his home market. This was 

he said, because there had 
been a great fall in ine quality 
and quantity of Hollywood pro- 
ductions, among other things. 

Effect of this extended further 
than just the U.K. since more 
countries were trying out British 
product and liking what they saw. 
And even in the U.S.. interest ia 
British pix had showed a big in- 
crease. But the significant fact, 
said Kingsley, was that British 
Lion’s most successful films 
abroad were those tailored for the 
domestic market. 

“For instance.” he said, “ ‘Satur- 
day Night And Sunday Morning’ 
never had a word of dialog changed 
because somebody in Oklahoma 
might not understand svhat it 
meant. Nor was any actor booked 
just because he was known in 
America. But this picture is in its 
20th week over there (N.Y.).” 

When these “made-for-Britain” 
films did better abroad than those 
“made-for-U.S.,” producers here 
were surprised, said Kingsley, but 
now they may change their mid- 
Atlantic was of thinking. Certainly 
British Lion’s film-maker board 
members—Frank Launder, Sidney 
Gilliat, John and Roy Boulting— 
are sticking to the “European 
touch” which they initiated when 
appointed to the board three years 
ago. 
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SATURATION TV ON BOTH NATIONAL & LOCAL LEVELS! 
@ The first motion picture to be given extended promo-. 

tional coverage on NBC-TVs most important new Fall 

show — “Walt Disney’s Wonderful World of. Color’’ 

(Every Sunday Night)! 

/ @ National commercial coverage over the entire NBC-TV 

| _200-City Network on television’s very top-rated 
(shows, reaching every major audience! 

@ An avalanche of “high-rating” local TV commercials 
before and during playdate! 

plus NEWSPAPER CO-OP ADVERTISING—PUBLICATIONS CAMPAIGN-# 
Co. AND FULL PROMOTION, PUBLICITY & EXPLOITATION COVERAGE! 

POR nte ene 8 OO 282TH HOR HEWES 
cf - : 

| 

For. release from Buena Vista: 

OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 

WALT DISNEY’S 
Greytriars BOBBY 

-ewn DONALD CRISP - LAURENCE NAISMITH - ALEX MACKENZIE - KAY WALSH. 
foscciate Producer HUGH ATTWOOLL + Directed by DON CHAFFEY + Screenplay by ROBERT WESTERBY + From slory of Greyfriars Bobby by ELEANOR ATKINSON < 

Released by BUENA VISTA DISTRIBUTION CO..1NG, © ©7196) Walt Disney Productions 
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“ VARIETY’S' Lonnow ‘orricn® 
49 St. James's Street, ‘Plécadiity i 

a “London 
Production has started at Shepperton. on “Thé Day of ‘The Triffids, ” 

the John. Wyndham science: fiction novel. ‘Howard Keel: and Nicole. 
‘Maurey star.in this. pic, which is: being produced‘ by ‘a new British. 
company, : Security : ‘Pictures. ‘Philip Yordan is executive director and 
has also scribed the screenplay, with Steve Sekely. director and George 
Pitcher: as producer. “Triffids” -will be released by the ‘Rank Organiza- 
tion in Britain ‘and by Allied Artists in. the States . 

~ Film Institute, ‘together with the Catholic Radio and. Television Centre 
" are holding a Festival of Catholic Film in London from Sept. 6 through 
‘9. One of the films to"be shown will be Columbia’s. “The Prisoner,” 
atarring Alec Guinness and Jack Hawkins . . . The James Dean legend 
still persists in Britain, When “East of Eden” was reissued. and opened 
-at the Warner Theatre two weeks ago, business was bigger than on a.|: 
comparative span in its first: - showing. six: years ago. Typical re-action 
was'from an anonymous admirer from. Yorkshire who sent six bucks 
to the’ manager, requesting that flowers In Dean’s memory be out in 
the foyer:: 

pany’s: annual meeting . ‘Daniel : Massey, son of Raymond Massey, 

yoar-deal. He ‘has ‘just wound up his stint in a comedy called “Go To 
azes” 

‘the score. for: “Billy Budd.” | 

Paris 
Gene Kelly; winding ‘direction chores on the Jackie’ Gleason starrer. 

“Gigot” (20th) ‘here, says. the recent bombing of: his. -car during one 
“of the political plastic .bomb explosions had: nothing to do with the 

Im: 
bohemian haunt this. year . . «A. parent ‘and teacher’s org in the 
French town of. Besancon: has petitioned the. goverriment to: put, the 
study : -OF films as a cultural aspect in all school ‘curricula so’ -young. 
ones. can. come .to films with more~knowledge,: be more. selective and 
get more educational, cultural-and human..profits from: them. .°. 3 

- Jacques: Guymont,’ ex-assistant of Carol Reed, ‘starting his. first pic, 
a thriller. It stars. Danielle Darrieux and Roger. .Hanin “and: is about | 
a woman’ ‘suspected of murder being saved bya police: inspector inter- 
‘ested in her.: ‘Guymont_ adapted from Frederic ‘Dard’s novel “The 
Arms of the. Night” °. ‘| » News here is that the noted Russo pic actor- 
- director, Serge Bondarchouk - has “been commissioned — by the govern- 
ment to do a masisve three-part. official version of Tolstoys “War and 
Peace.” The Italo-Yank -version. of King Vidor was liked’ in’ Russia 
but: new ane ‘will not skip a sentencée.. Top Soviet actors are being’ 

; ‘asked which roles. they feel they can play. First segment rolls -next 
season. Bondarchouk made ‘and starred: in “Fate of -a Man” “which | 
“copped ‘the Grand Prix. at: the. Moscow Film Fest. in-*59 and. is now. 
_playing US. arties.. . te 

‘Rome 
Rome's Cineriz: has secured release: of. Michelangelo Antontoni's new 

film, “Eclipse”, produced ‘py the Hakim Bros. Interopa Films. Pic is 
“now ‘before cameras in Rome with Monica Vitti and: Alain Delon starred 

. Director. Christian Jacque admits to 99- film. stints, including . his 
current. one,. “Madame Sans-Gene” for Maleno Malenotti, with ‘Sophia 
‘Loren in title. role. His 100th will be “Marco Polo”, with Alain. Delon 
in title spot ... Dino’DeLaurentiis has had some ‘additional sequences 
shot for his ey ‘Love, You Love” under guidance of original director. 
‘Alessandro Blasetti 
a censor ordered some cuts, and while pic was doing good biz he'll. 
reissue in. fall. Added: footage includes performance by Norman Davis 
Ballet under - guidance | of Archie Savage, with ‘backdrop music by| 

DeSica may ‘play Dante in pic being prepped by’ Don Powell '. 
.. Maurice. Cloche entitled “The Divine Comedy”,..but a title fight brews 
"on: this. one, long: announced from Rome as an ‘Atlantica Production. 

Akim Tamiroff visited..otd friend Luigi Luraschi, former Paramount 
exec now working as DeLaurentiis’- associate. producer, in former's 
“Roman offices, existed with two pic roles, ohe ‘on “The Last Judgment”, 
-the other in “The. Brigarids”, opposite. Ernest. Borgnine .. . 
roundup. Says that Italy’s 1960 features were acted -38.1°% ‘by: Italian 
thesps, &% by British and American actors, and 22.3% by. French- 
men.. To Mite, 113 Italo. pix have ‘been started since “January; with 60 
completed so far. 53 pix: currently. ‘shooting, 30: on location. and: rest. 

. Italo key-city firstrun gross dropped to $1,000,000 in. _-in studios .. 
July, but’ still, $160,000. above equivalent 1960 total .. . “America 
at Night” (Italcaribe), banned: some time back by Italo courts, has now 
-been freed in first. such. victory by local-made._ 

Berlin 
Joe Bennett; 19, dancer in: “West. Side Story”, “which | played Berlin 

July. 29-Aug. 13, received. an offer. by German pic director . Alfred 
Weidenmann, Weidenmann: plans a. film. which deals with young stu- 
dents from different nations. Bennett may play an American one . 
ccc ‘pratested against the pic title, “Alarich’s. Fight For Rome.” used 
by the Adria distributing company.. CCC. is prepping: “Fight For 
Rome”, adapted from the late Felix Dahn’s bestselling novel of same | 
name, ‘and called Adria’s use of above title unfair. CCC's protest 
Was crowned by suecess . ....“Immer Aerger mit dem Bett” (“Always 
‘Trouble With the Bed). is “the final title of a new Alfa comedy : 
Rolf Eden, owner. of. Eden ‘Saloon, local night spot, and (new. ‘place). 
“East of Eden”, has turned “actor. He recently played in Anita. Loos’ 

: “Birthday”. and. is: supposed to play in the upcoming local production 
of “Irma La Douce” . ; . Karin Huebner is going to play Eliza Doolittle 
in “My Fair Lady” here, -eo-starred ts: Paul Hubschmid, Swiss-born 
German actar who once filmed in. Hollywood under the name of Paul 
‘Christian .....0. W. Fischer starrer, “It Need | Not Always Be Caviar”, 
‘@ two-part film, had-Geza von: Radyvanyi as. director first. Helmut 
Kaeutner then took - ‘over the: directorial: *job when Radvanyi injured |. 
himself during. exterior shooting in France. .Since ‘Kaeutner has a 
busy schedule too, Hubert: Marischka continued directing “Caviar” and 
now ‘Radvanyi is back: again. However, he must direct’ from a stretcher 
‘as he still can’t walk... CCC and Alfa,'a daughter company of CCC, 
-lead the German pic production - list of 1961-’62' season. Both units: 
have 20 films on their agenda. Runners-up : are Hamburg’s Real (8), 
‘Cine-International (7),. Bavaria (6), Divina’ and Ufa. Filmhansa. 
(both: 5), Kurt ‘Ulrich, FTR, Mundus, . Rapid’ and Rialto, all four pix | 

‘William. Dieterle, ‘68, recently’. observed his 50th stage anni... 
The dJate Hans Albers left 3,500,000 D-Marks (nearly $900.000): His 
widow, Hansi Burg, and. three sisters. of his are fighting for the money. 

Mexico City 
Rumor has. Peliculas Mexicanas distributing . Cuban pictures: here 

and: in: South ‘American .market. Allegedly. first. Cuban feature length 
“Cuba. Dances,” supervised by Mexico’s Manuel Barbachano, will be. 
distributed via “Mexican official channels in September, with Peliculas 
MeRicanas also’ to handle ‘release. of other feature lengths and. short 
subjects. Officials are mum on this, however: . “There may be a 
maior switch in activity at the Churubusco and San. ‘Angel Inn Studios,. 
with sound stages pressed into service to turn out Mexican television 
episodics. Project is. under. wraps but-a Union of Film Production. 
Workers source sjid Pex‘ean studios may follow lead in Heywood, 
turn to production of ‘shorts in greater scale, with: adventure, thrillers, | 

latest pie, 

‘year by: Cesareo Gonzalez, with 

The Catholic 

Pedro Armendarez, and choice of 
subject: about a farm drama in. 
the hinterland, but admitted it 
just didn’t work -out. 

Sir. Philip Warter, due by rotation to retire from’ the. 
board of ‘Associated-British, - "was unanimously reelected at the com- presented in’ ‘this eountry. 

has’ been. signed by ‘Assoeiated: British on -a long term one-picture-a- |. 

, Antony Hopkins. has been. named by. Peter ‘Ustinov. to. write 

Saint. Tropez, .on the French Riviera, still the’ fave show biz | 

‘Chabrol. | 
American interést is reflected in 

“Drum Roll,”.“Tin Pan Alley Cat, ” 

“The: Shoes.” 

eae DeLaurentiis yanked pic during first run afte. | 

International Sound Track! | 
O44 944444444 044044045 $44444- Veteran film director Jose Luts | 

Saenz “de . 
| usual step this. week in asking 

Patrons ve Shun is Fin 
“Madrid, Aug. 22. 

Heredia took an un- 

filmgoers to stay ceway from his 
“El Indulto” (The 

Pardon), which was produced this 

Metro: financing for. worldwide 
M-G release. ‘Saenz .de Heredia 
defended. his. cast, -headed . by 

Asserting that. Me.o- fs * well 
equipped. to release U.S. product 
throughout the world, .he claimed. 
that the Yank banner. was at.a loss. 
in handling Spanish ‘pix and that’ 
“El -Indulto” ‘was indifferently 

150 Pix Entered 
At Scot Festival 

- Edinburgh; Aug: 22, 
‘More than, 150 films, selected 

from. a total. of 220 submitted from 
34 countries, are being shown at 
the International. Film Fest here. 
Opening film was the French, “Web: 

Tatest by. Claude. of. Passion, ” 

the | first Saturday of the festival, 
which is devoted entirely to U.S. 
films: A feature is the showing of. 
“The. Exiles.” Other U.S. contribu- 
tions to this special American day 
(Aug. .26) are “Of Stars and Men,” 
Paul “Wendkos’s “Angel Baby,” 

“Farly Birds,” “Robert -Frost” and 

Another Yank film being given 
‘| special prominence is “Hollywood: | 
|The Golden Years,” feature-length 
‘| documentary about the silent days. 

More fhan 30 feature films are 
being shown at this Edinburgh jun- 
ket, 
much ‘participation from the. film 
trade. Ne eless, a host of short 
films from. most countries are on 
tap. Turkey makes her bow at this: 
year’s’ Fest with “Beyond the 
Nights.” Sweden is tepresented by 
Ingmar Bergman’s new comedy, 
“The Devil's Eye.” 
_One of the controversial films at 

this. year’s junket is “The Knife,” 
produced by Netherlands film in- 
dustry, and directed by Fons Rade-. 
maker. “Maiden’s -Chéeek,” a new 
Greek film, is- being given a gala 

cal showing. Gerhard Klein, East Ger-. 
man director, is also here for show- 
ing of his. latest pic, “The Gleit- 
witz. Case.” 
While missing out: ‘in ‘not creat- 

ing any specific prizes, the Edin- 
Fest awards diplomas to outstand- 
ing entries. 

a 

Mex U nions 
mums Continued from page 3 = 

-The charge has been often. made 
that producers, under the system 
of obtaining Film Bank loans, can- 
not: lose since they are -allowed: a. 
nominat sum -for their ‘services 
(ranging from $2,000 to $5.000 and 
occasionally more -per ‘picture. If 
picture is a hit, it’s so much gravy. 
If not; producer is not hurt, accord-. 
ing ‘to crix of the official financing 
plan. 

According: to the Landa thesis, 
the state, with competent adminis- 
trators is well positioned to boost. 
quality. levels of Mexican product, 
and thus open up. foreign markets. 
‘Of course, producers are in strong 

opposition to any naticnalization 
drive. Whatever its legal aspects, 
and invasion of field of private ini- 
-tiative, producers point to the fact 
that former federal flurries in pic- 
ture-making have been costly fail- 
ures, with the usual few exceptions. 

Beri Cultural Fest 

‘ceremony will be held the night: 
‘before. As per tradition, a con- 

{new opera house here, Deutsche 

-Mozart’s 

‘Fricsay will conduct “Don Gio- 

guests will be Igor Stravinsky. On 
Sept. 28-29, he will conduct his. 

’) form Stravinsky's 

‘also will present (Sept. 26-27) the 

Douglas Moore's opera, “The Bal- 
‘lad of Baby. Doe.” 

a threeweek run, with not: 

Heflin-Rosanna Schiaffino starrer 

cation near Zagreb, Yugoslavia, 
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\Technical Workers Lone Holdout 
In New Pact With Mexican Prods, 

To Open Despite Crisis Crisis 
Berlin, Aug. 22. 

Despite the tense political sit- 

Berlin Cultural Festival are. going 
ahead. The fest opens. offictally 
on Sunday (24), but the opening 

cert of the Berlin Philharmonic 
will tee off the event at High 
School of Music here. Karl Boehm 
will: be conductor and American 

cert. 
First Fest day will highlight the 

Oper Berlin, to be inaugurated by 
1 “Don Gtovanni.”” Prof, 

Carl Ebert is ‘staging: this. one. 
It will be Ebert’s last local direc- 
torial assignment before return- 
ing to the U.S. where he lived 
during the Hitler era. Ferenc 

vanni.” 
One of the most prominent 

“Oedipus Rex,” presented by the 
American Santa Fe Opera ensem- 
ble. Same group will also per- 

“Persephone” 
under Robert Craft. The troupe 

European first performance of. 

Italian-Freach ‘Bulba,’ 
“With Van Heflin, Set 
To Roll Late in Aug. 

Rome, Aug. 22. 
Regardless: of other projects to 

film “Taras Bulba,” C. C. E. (Com- 
pagnia Cinematografica Europea) 
of Milan and Thanos Films (Paris) 
are going ahead with joint plans 
for an Aug. 28 start for their Van 

which bears that title. 

Exteriors will start first on Io- 

whose Dubrava Film will offer 
technical assistance as well as 
supply extras and horses needed. 
Pic is running on a tentative 
$1,200,000 budget. 

Cc. C. E.. toppers Cesare Cane- 
vari and Oscar Righini, via their 
lawyer Beniamino Zanin, said the 
go-ahead decision was taken some 
time ago when it appeared certain 
that the other “Bulba” productions 
would not get off the ground. Spe- 
cifically mentioned was the Harold 

= {Hecht plan via U. A. and another 
. (by Moris Ergas’ Zebra Film: On 

the Hecht project, C. C. E. admit- 
ted its priority though the title is 

jin the public domain. 

_C. C. E. this spring decided to 
move ahead with its own, and an- 
nounced the pic -at the -Cannes 
Film Fest. Though C. C. ©. said 
it had no bellicose ideas, a. com- 
pany. spokesman. said the pro- 
cedure of announcing “false” start- 
ing dates in an attempt to block 
similar projects could be inter- 
perted under Italian law at least, 
as “unfair competitive practice.” 

This Italo project will embrace. 
aoe early part of the Gogol 
nove accenting the ‘father-son 
conflict, with Miss Schiaffino in- 
volved in the tale’s Romeo-Juliet 
aspects. Script is by Henri Zapsi- 
ratos, whose previous film experi- 
ence was in France where he di- 
rected an item called “Les Nymph- 
ettes” (The Nymphets). He will be 
assisted by Ferdinando Baldi, who 
also. gets local director credit un- 
der Italy’s film aid and coproduc-. 
tion law. | 

uation here, preparations for the 
soon-due (Sept. 24-Oct. 10) llth 

Gloria Davy soloist of the con- 

‘crime series ‘favored. These to’ replace in part product imported from 
‘the U.S. Trend to tv is considered inevitable by. unions, preoccupied 
with finding work for members. TV production expected to take up 

{slack in periods when feature production activity slackens . .. If 
Vittorjo de Sicca plans to shoot a picture in Mexico in the Spanish 
idiom, he'll have. to gét. approval. and abide by admission regulations 
of. the Directors’ Section. of the Union of Film Production Workers. 
‘Wire services have had actor. planning to work in Mexico. Spokesman 
‘of the director’s ‘union said. that if de Sicca limits himself to making 
Italian, English, French, etc. pictures, he'll not have any union prob- 
lems, will be welcomed, as a mafter of fact, as giving employment to 
Mexican elements -. Cantinflas has bought up half the stock in 
Carlos Arruza’s Pasteje bull breeding ranch, and has taken. additional 
land alongside where he plans to build a 30 bedroom palace . . . The 
Mexican Actors: Bloc is. quietly forming, with this having political am- 
bitions, and already. having 1,000 members. 

Mexico City, Aug. 22. 

While all sections of the Mexie 

can film industry have signed new 

collective work contracts with pro- 
ducers, lone holdout is the Tech- 

nical & Manual Workers Section 

of the Union of Film Production 
Workers. Carlos Tinoco, head of 

union said he would not insist on 
major pay hikes, but the stumbling 

block now is that he wants pro- 

ducers to accept proposal that 

shooting units be hired on a ro- 
tatirg basis. 

The rotating system would as- 

sure a more equitable work - dis- 

tribution for the 700-odd members 
of the 11 shooting units incorpo- 

rated in the technician's section, 

according to .Tinoco. Producers 

refuse to give in on this point, 
and 8,000 film workers (including 

actors, directors, composers, mu- 
sicians and scriptwriters in sym- 
pathy walkout) have struck, walk- 
out starting Aug. 12 midnight. 
But the Department of Labor's 
Conciliation Board hopes to ar- 
range an early compromise. 

Hollywood distributors in Mex- 
ico, along with Francia Films and 
Rank, as well as the official . Peli- 
culas Nacionales distributorship, 
finally capituiated to union de- 
mands five hours after the strike 
started. In an early morning set- 
tlement, 15 distributorships here, 
including the several Mexican in- 
dependents, agreed to a 15° wage 
hike and Hollywood distributors 
withdrew requests to reduce per- 
-sonnel by up to-50%. 

Churubusco and’ San Angel Inn 
Studios also agreed to a 12° wage 
boost, and in other sections boosts 
ranged from 10° to 1712%, latter 
going to lowest salaried workers. 
Around 450 studio workers benefit 
by the new studio contract which 
also provides fringe benefits. In 
the theatre field, 15 nabe houses 
threatened by walkout, finally 
agreed to a 15% pay hike. The 
National Assb. of Actors apart 
from 10% to 17!2% boosts for 
talent, also won some fringe con- 
cessions. 

Even if strike lasts only a few 
days longer the month of August 
has been lost for production ac- 
tivity. With only 38 Mexican pix 
made in eight months, the total 
for this year at a peak activity of 
seven films a month, would carry 
completed pictures to 66 for the 
year. The Film Bank has been 
approving an average of just five 
films a month, and independent 
activity is marking time in Mex- 
ico in a year beset by distribution 
and exhibition problems as well 
as the labor conflict. 

SHIPMAN & KING UPS. 
NET TO $399,416 

London, Aug. 29. 
Shipman and King Cinemas 

made a net profit for the year 
ended last April 1, of $399.416, 
which Is a “jump of $24,765 over 
the previous year. In addition, a 
profit on sale of properties of $50.- 
722 has been transferred to capital 
reserve. 

Dividends of 5% on first Pref- 
erence Shares and. 6% on second 
Preference Shares plus a pro- 
posed 5% divvv on Ordinary. 
Shares remain the same -as last 
year. 

Mexican Dramatist Back 
From Diplomatic Tours 

Mexico City, Aug. 22. 

Rodolfo Usigli, Mexican drama- 
tist who's internationally known, 
recently has been occupied with 
affairs of state. Absent from Mexi- 
co for the last four years asja 
diplomat, he’s back in city on a 
vacation from his duties as Mexican 
ambassador to Lebanon and Ethi- 
opia. 

But he has not been idle, com- 
pleting works during his absence. 
One is “Corona de Fuego” (Crown 
of Fife, now in rehearsal with Usig- 
li taking an active part. The other 
two include a dramatic offering, 
“The Exposition.” and “The Dia- 
dem,” a comedy conceived for tele. 
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A Thunder Of Drums 
both actors handle their assign- 
ments skillfully, especially Boone, 
who projects a whole lot of human- 
ity with a minimum of affectation. . 
Miss Patten fails to loosen up in: 

Her love or. her characterization. 
eoneern for either of her two suit- 

‘tion of the husband to an ignomini- 
‘ous pulp. It is quite possible that: 
- flashes of wit ‘and insight occur in, 

ors is never truly conveyed to ‘the | 

the course of. the heroe’s 62-min- 
uate- filibuster—but these — 
drowned out by the plethora of : 

incessantly and irritatingly from‘ 
his endlessly wagging tongue. 

are.! 

quasi-philosophic drivel that pours.; 

‘Tue other characters are cari- 
catures, entirely subservient to the’! 
leading man. Patricia Manning at- ! 
tracts the most favorable attention : 
among this unfortunate-mob, prom- 
inent in which are Rue McClana- 

audience through her performance. 
Arthur O'Connell and Charles 
Bronson contribute valuable, color- 
ful character work. Most of the 
cther characters are tyo-dimen-’ 
sonal, with prominent support es- 
sxsed by James Douglas. Richard 
Chamberlain, Carote WeHs. Irene: 
Tedrow, Slim Pickens. Clem Har- 
vey. Duane Eddy and Tammy 
Marihugh. 

The recent furer over excessive 
vielence on the screen should be ~ 
s00thed considerably by this film. 
The concept engincercd by pro- 
ducer Enders and direetor Jeseph 
M. Newman is to “look the other |. 
way” when the going begins ta get 
{co brutal and bloody. as illus- 
irated in the opening scene when 
the horrors of an Apache raid on a}. 
remote shed occupied by two 
women is witnessed through the 
Fetrified stare of 4 child in an ad- 
joining room. The child sees only! 
the reflected pattern on the ceiling j 
af lust and struggle, and that’s all; 
the audience sees. too. whieh is 
fine. William Spencer's photogra-! 

phy aids in this regard. as well as | gan, John Le Mesurier, Gregoire. Aslan: 
jn its picturesquae scrutiny of the ; guest star. Eric Sykes. Directed by Jay 

barren. but scenic Arizona desert. | Lewis, Screenplay: ack Teor Story: 
Ferris Webster's editing is an as-{ Collins; camera. Geoffrey | Faithfull, 
set. The 1870 fortification designed | Gerale poss acter. Ernest aiater 

: usic. 
by art directors George W. Davis: George Pollock. Peter Price. Reviewed. 
and Gabriel Scognamillo seems cor- | at Beverly aheatre, Aug. 16, ’61. Running 
rect and authentic. Harry Sukman! ame 87 MINS enheimer 

n oes has composed a vigorous, listen- | Fregdle Depend : 
able score, especially rousing as it . Cclonel 

man, Richard Villard and Bernard 

pentent example of filmmaking on 

. acceptably hurdled via John Mor- 
1ill's photography, Thomas Con-: 
rads editing. Ray Creevey's sets, 
Jaime Mendoza-Nava’s music: - 

Tube. 

Invasion Quartet 
(BRITISH) 

Sporadically. funny ‘suilitary 
farce, satirical takeoff on 
“Guns Of Navarone.” Logjam 
of English comedies in U.S.: 
arties blunts its arty prospects, ... 
but pic is highgrade supporting 
item for general runs. 

Hollywood, Aug. 16. 
Metro release of Ronald -Kinnoch: pro- 

Bill Travers 

*Debrie —«s- .. ss ane eee ee- Gregoire Aslan ° 
accompanies the main titles, 1 Dr. Barker ...... <2... Maurice Denham 

Tube. Kay owl. cccgeeeee Millicent Martin . 
—_—_—__ Cummings ase cevccccee Thorley Walters . 

Matren iw wn wee eee ee elma Ruby 
The Grass Eater 1 Col ~“Harbottle......-. ec eitit Luekham 

- Brigadier —_...... Alexender Archdale 
Full length filibuster by a. Coding ‘Officer ........ ‘Bernard Hunter 
wild bore of a peet whose ver- | buty Officer 220.0202... John Wood 
bosity makes a mockery of his Maquis Leader ......... David. Lander 

Naval Officer 
Gun Comunnder 
German Sergeant 
Band Conductor 

ideas. Pic has no release, its 
prospects for getting one du- 
bious. 

aon Ernst 

Hollywood. Aug. 24. 
Feul Leder-William Nerton production. ' edies from merry old England oe 

With Leder, Rue, McClanahan. ‘tinues with “Invasion Quartet,’ ” 
chrier, Patricia Mannine. Helen oan : “ Mi 

man, Richard Villard. Ted Roter,: Ber! ikind of Guns Of Navarone” ‘for 
nard Dukore.- Bill Guhl. Directed. by John | laughs. Now it becomes a ques- 
Fatrick Haves. Sereenplay, Norton: 
era, John Morrill; editor. Thomas Con- : 
rad: Music. Jaime \endoza-Nava. fFe-! 
viewed at Cinema Thestre, Aug. 24, '61. 
Running time, 63 MINS. 

‘manufactured mirth the U.S: 
i wicket traffic will continue to bear, 
‘what with daffy Engiishnyen ear- 

Pete Boswell ......... Paul Leder : , 
Zeoraima 6... cepa ee Rue °cCinnahan t rying on al] over the place in Harvey .......cc.eeec-: Leon Schrier |American theatres. If the answer, 
Mary ose vaedoccceves Patricia cianning : as it ought to be, is the quality” of 

ve tecavcceees elen G . a 
Bartender . .........6.. Richard “Villard: ; the comedy, then “Invasion Quar- ' 
Waiter | ns Ted Roter . tet’ would seem to have as-good 4 
Bockstore Owner: 
Man on Street Bernard Dukere chance as several other in-and-out 

;}entries that made it in a big way 
over here. But there is such a fac- William Norton's awkward. im- 

mature, intolerably veibuse play 

about a neonihitistic. picaresque 

Poet. a lecal legit attraction last 
fall, has becn turned into an awk- : 
ward immature. intolerably verbase 
motion picture. Where, as a stage 
play. it had a certain passionately ‘ and crash through at the boxoffice. 

offbeat, avant garde value and ap-, . “Invasion Quartet,” then. down- ' 
Feal. as a film these qualities tail Tight funny as it is in spots, lacks 
to materialize, owing at least par- ‘the all- around charge to strike it - 
tially to the strucure. design and rich on the arty eircuit reserved: 
purpose of the celluloid medium, for British comedies, in case Metro ; 
into which “The Grass Eater” re. is entertaining such notions. The } 
fuses to fit. Picture will be a dandy. item, how- 

; uaen: _ ever, for inclusion on. ‘double bills. 
The Paul Leder-William Norton’ ~ the screenplay by Jack Trevor 

low budget indie production, di- Story and John Briley. from a yarn 
xected by John Patrick Hayes, who: spun by Norman Collins.-has to do |: 
also penned the screen treatment - with a quartet of disabled limeys ° 
from Norton's play. is at the mo-' co anxious to return to active duty. 
ment sans release commitment. - they sneak out of. a Dover hospital;| 
Nor will getting one by easy, how-:eross the Channel, and proceed 
ever desirable the opportunity to ‘to blow up a long-range cannon on 
avail hew volees Gt expression the Coast of France utilized by the 
via the medium of tilm. especially ne azis to keep the residents of the. 
Hollywood film, which is sorely in ‘English coastline in a constant 

need of fresh. aggressive. new crea-. state of shell-shock; In skeletal 
tive talent. Trouble is “The Grass synopsis, this sounds like pretty 
Earter”™ is not the sort et product , serious ‘business, but not the way. 
that can interest an art house audi- : it’s executed in. this. film. 
ence or entertain a general audi-; For example, when a Nazi plane |! 
ence. It contains too much that is | 
meaningless and egotistically juve- ! 

nile for the ariy wade. and it is | Channel, one of the passengers, ob- 
much too high-flown. windy and | 
obscure for the easygoing general 

‘good thing, and Ronald Kinnoch’s. 
production, released by Metro, an- 
pears to lack the essence of com-~ 
mercial magnetism that would en-: 

wens 

inflicted upon it by the current fad | 

shooter, takes aim with a mere 
patron, who would not be likely | rifle, mutters to himself, “three. 
to accept it even as a second jJengths in front of the beak,” and 
feature. ifires. Down’ goes the aircraft. The 

What “plot” there is centers on! mission is accomplished via. a ser- 
the unorthodox behavior of hero: ies of incidents comparable to this. 
Pete Boswe'l ‘played flamboyantly, ! Actually, it would have been: 8 bet-. 
but without depth, by coproducer ;ter comedy had its creators been 
Leder!, a bohemian-like chap who | able to sustain the on-the-level real- 
wins back his “normal” giri’s atfee- | ism that marks the film’s first half- 
tions by unmasking the sbsurdity | hour. before it.lapses into aut-and- 
of an “average” narried couple ; out farce. 
via seduction of the wile, reduc- 

* 

han. Leon Schrier, Helen Good-. 

Dukore. Cinematically, it is a com-- 

lirsited means, a budget obstacle ! 

Cordie’ < nvother 

* duction. Stars Bill Travers, Spike | Milli-* 

“Spike | Milligan - 
John Le Mesurier, 

.- Bill Mervyn ; 
_ Peter Swe nwick : 

Ullman - 
Eric Sykes | 

The traffic jam of farce com-- 

cané : tion of just how: much such British-: 

-tor as too much of an essentially : 

able it to rise above the adversity ;- 

swoops low to serutinize their mod- j 
est boat as it chugs across the. 

viously a crack’ duck or skeet 

l ‘But whether that was’ 
possible, in view of the objective, 

is-a moot point. Anyway; some of 
"| the farce is pretty funny farce, and 

director Jay. Lewis has extracted 
‘Levery ounce. of fun :the script pro- 
vides. 

The jolly, ‘dauntless quartet is 
-essayed affably by Bill Travers, |- 
:Spike Milligan, John. LeMesurier. 
‘and Gregoire Aslan. Chief roman- 
itie aid is contributed by Millicent 
! Martin, comedy support. by Mau- 
‘rice Denham, and there’s an amus- 
-ing speciality bit. by Eric Sykes. 
| Ron Goodwin's score, full of high : 
spirits, sound gimmicks and comic 
tuba tones, is important to. the mer- } 

.riment. . Artwork, editing and lens- 
work, including Tom Howard's | 

| photographic effects, are capably . 
performed. Tube. 

Tu. Ne Tueras Point 
(Thou Shalt Not Kill) 

an (YUGOSLAY) 
‘Venice, Aug. 22. 

Columbia release ‘cf a Loveen Film 
(Belgrade) and Gold Film Anstalt (Vaduz) | 

i (Morris Ergas) production. Stars Lau ent ! 
Terzieff, Horst. Frank. Suzanne Flent 
features Mica Orlovic, Marjan Lovric, Ivo 

_Jaksic. Viadeta Dragutinovic. Directed by . 
;-Claude_ Autant Lara. Screenplay, Jean: 
: Aurenche, Autant Lara, 
i frem story by Aurenche:. camera, 
[ Seni Natteau; editor, Madeleine Gug. At: 
minis Film Fest. Running time, 125 

Cordie essceeesecescee Laurent Terzieff , 
‘Adler Horst Frank | i oe ee es 

JA powerful message against war 
and in favor of concientious ob- 
jection emerges from this contro- 
versial film. Controversy. has never 
hurt boxoffice returns, and thus | 

‘pic has the elements of: an inter-— 
‘national hit, though its grimness 
and handling of religious angles. 
are two elements. which together 

‘with --others “must be weighed in 
balance before success is assured. :! 
There 1s no doubt that the film in 

‘its present form will have censor- 
ship difficulties in certain areas. 

Story is: about two men before 
the courts’ for what are only ap- 
‘parently similar charges. Laurent 

rong 

™ + 

in his belief. ‘engendered by his | 
deep. religious feelings, that he! 
shouid not serve asa .potential - 
instrument. of war. Horst Frank,. 
on the other hand, is-a priest, who; Hubley. 
during the war executed a partisan j 
on orders from a superior officer 
and has ever since undergone in- 
tense moral suffering. After pains- 
taking deliberation, court aquits ‘ 
the: priest and condemns the ob- 
jector. ‘ 

Unfortunately. for the ‘produc: - 
tien’s unity. the issues are at times: 
confused, with the religious angle 
particularly ‘involved. Also, as in: 

‘ mast message pix, the authors have 

' loaded the dice.‘to prove their! , 734 And there is a contrived: 
_air. about some of the proceedings ° 
‘and situations despite the direc- 
. tor’s.claim that everything here is ' 
based on fact. Nevertheless, the ° 

‘total effect is undeniable. While 
doubts and uncertainties. confuse : 

. the issue, few will quibble with the ! 
main arguments this. expounds. 

Acting is fine on the part of - 
Terzieff. as the objector; and good . 
i by. Frank. as the harried: priest. A 

* point. 

large number of players lend apt : 
. support. 

A special nod must go to the 
; song. sung by Charles Aznavour,’ - 
.in- three reprises. during the’ pie. : 
Besides its effective anti-war con- : 
' tent. it has a delivery and. lilt i 
which spell a hit. Technical ereédits 
are good. Hawk: 

| Pustolov Pred Vratima 
’ (Adventure ‘at the Door) 

' .(¥UGOSLAY) © 
Pula, Aug. 22. 

Jadran production. With Ana Karie; 
* Zoran Ristanovic, Kutijaro Emil. Directed ; 
i by Sime Simatovic. Screenplay, Simatovic; ; 
c«mera, Branko Blazina,. music, Aleksan- 
‘dar Bubanovie. At Pula Film Fest. Run- 
ning time, 75 MINS. 

This film is. a departure from: 
| today’s routine pix inasmuch as it | 
is remarkably old-fashioned. This! 
very slow moving pic is not with- | 
out. interesling sequences. It’s not 

: a bad film, yet its hardly something | 
for western buyers. 

Central figure is a woman who’ Sj 
lying mentally very ill in a sana- 
torium. She's never been in love 
and has never been loved. Then 
she has a dream, said dream tak- 
ing nearly - all the . footage. She. 
dreams that she is the wife of a 
good and kind: man and Jeads a 
happy marriage. The dream ends | 
tragically, and she’s dead when the 
‘dream is over. Film, based ‘on the 
drama by Yugoslav writer Milan 
Begovich,. benefits artistically from 
good. camerawork and especially 
impressive lighting. Acting per- 
formaneces are not very exciting. 

domestic average. Mosk, 
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Banditi A ‘Orgosolo fenme xis | her. before they can 
already partly resigned, . accom- | tee together. , . 
panies his brother to the village Director Jean Garbie] Albi¢occo, at 
where they lived. Then he takes’ for’ a first pic,- displays a: good. fee 

to the hills again, where circum- | for camera setups but possibly too 
‘much. preciseness in his narrative, stances now force him .to steal 

others’ . sheep and. become: what to |Result {8 an “obscuring: of any 
human feelings and. a tendency i the outside world is merely a “ban-. 
towards repetitiveness. . 

Pierre Bost, : 
Jac- : 

bo teg teers - Suzanne Flon- 

Terzieff is a concientious. objector |. 
wha has refused all: ‘compromise | Directed. by John’ Hubley. 

1 
at 
‘ 

Technical credits represent good. . . 4 
-| really loves the girl, But the lesho. 

; alizes ‘he is a human. being who 
' becomes the unjust. victim of -cir- 
| cumstances, 

way, 
._DeSeta who, ‘though he doesn’t 
entirely attain the. stature. of a 
iRobert) Flaherty, hits the mark 
‘with his -pure treatment: of ele- 
‘mental themes of man and nature. 
‘His choice and direction of the 
Sardinian back country smacks: ‘of 

: the uncanny, and the craggy rock- 
hewn face of Michele Cossu as the 
shepherd is unforgettable. _ 

There is little.te tip the fact 
that these are not weathered. pros 

_ living realistic roles. The only cOn- | Eun 
‘cession to realism is that’ they 
speak Italian, not the original local 
argot. 

It’s a director's: picture all. the 
‘and a brilliant. start for’ 

i dit,” However, the audience - re- : 
Camerawork relies. on strong 

‘backlighting | -and . reflections’ with 
an overall: .crystallike effect that 
is.in keeping. with the general 
quality of the film. Albicocco is 
‘only 24, but ‘displays ‘a ‘filmie: flair, 

The pic. does -have a gloss and 
exploitable. handle, Actirig tis -pri- 
marily posturing but fits the mood 
of this. vehicle... - Production. values 
are fine. : ‘Mosk. 

Sung ¢ héonhyang 
(Story of Choonhyang) : 

(KOREAN—-COLOR—SCOPE) 
Venice, Aug. 22... 

Okk’ telease and production. With. Chet: °. 
» Kim ..Jin Ky6oo, Kum | Bong... 

Directed © by Shin Sang Okk. ‘Screenplay, =<. 
Im ‘Hi -Jai; camera’ (Agfa),. Lee Hyong: 
Pye: éditor, Jyung. Yoan Joec:.At Venice - ° 

Director has also outdone }¥iim..Fest. Running. times: ‘140 MINS. 
himself in handling his own cam- ee Mong “Vong *... oe eee es ee Bus Hi 
era, With lensing’ always: fitting | Gpoomhyang.....-........ im Jin Kyoo 
the mood as well: as providing me mete ae | Do Kum: Bons: 
striking effects. of. its own. Although in- widescreen « ‘and 

‘Pace: is keyed to setting. and” 
“people, slow and not overly. talka-. 
tive, and may irk a- general. audi- | 
ence accustomed’ to more external 
action, This is, however, present ! 
here in the chase which runs nearly | 

.the length of the film. Music: is | 
‘unobtrusive and apt. Other’ techni- | 
cal credits highgrade. Hawk, - 

‘Of Stars And Men 
(ANIMATED—COLOR) 

Venice, Aug. 22: 
Storyboard production .and. release. 

| Hubley, Faith Hubley,. 
y from bhvok by Shapley; 
| tors, VT iliam: Littlejohn, Gary Mooney: 
commentary, spoken by Shapley;- musical 

j director, Walter Trampler;.camera (East-.| 
}mancolor). John -Buehre; editor. Faith 

At - cenice . Film. Fest. -Running 
time, 63 MIN 

Harlew' Shapley ; 

John and Faith Hubley have con- 
;cocted: a beguiling, 

iin. the universe’ in this medium 
wlength pic. With - mainly aduca- 
tional playoff distribution in store, 
. this Yank pic. “also has the quality |. 

‘ 

| lower. barn © girl.’ 

color, this remains a quaint, Naive, 
- old-fashioned: pic. It is mainly for 
the. record and for: local Korean 

| consumption. ‘Film «is: technically. ... 
acceptable, however: 

It’s a tale-of 18th: Century Korea. 
‘where a liberal noble. falls fora 

She. is. almost 
‘|seduced by ‘a wickedusurper only 
‘to be saved by. the noble, ‘who weds. 
her. 

Jt is. only worth. Information 
‘Section showing to. give : an idea. 

Screenplay, : 

‘animation diree- ; for 14-year-old minds. 

t 

1 of. Korean film production.. It has” 
-some color and dash. but.is geared: 

_ Mosk. © 

FW’s Lawford ‘Advise’ 
la Continued ‘from page 2 — 

absorbing ani- ‘to take the parts: of. Capitol news- 
; mated look at man ‘and his. place | men in the film. To be. a part of. it 

‘warms up many writers toward the 
motion . Picture and its Potential 
‘success. 

It looked like Preminger. might 
‘for art: theatre placement with | have made a mistake at fitst, hay. 
another shorter pie. plus support-. 

- ing fare probabilities. 7 
: Taken from Harlow Shapley’s: 

“Of Stars and. Men,” this. 
: displays a little man who becomes 

ing only. five reporters called for 
in..the script. He had: more than 
50. applications . for’. parts. 
trenchcoat; will act. ‘said one ap-.. 
plication.) The situation was solved 

_ king of the earth by his dexterity | by planning. . several. ‘shots of: 
; and ability. Then he is faced. with crowded press. rooms.- Everyone 
.advanees and comes te the con-!can make the film that way.: 

‘clusion. he may not: be the only! item: The: location work: is 
human species in the universe, 

Shapley's concise. and friendly. 
‘commentary, delivered by himself, 
“and the clear and expert visuals 
‘make the points with eye appeal 
and investiveness. Humor is also: 
laced into it. 

; Animation is. deft ds well as crea- 
tive with. a fine employment ‘of 
color. It.is an. excellent use of the | 
medium. Right handling” “could 
‘make this a commercial as well as 
‘ cultural ‘entry. Video Possibilities 
also loom lar ge. : 

La Fille Aux Yeux D'Or | 
(Girl With the Golden Eyes) 

: - (FRENCH) © 
Venice, Aug. 22. . 

Warner Bros. release of Madeleine 
Films-Gilbert De Goldschmidt production. 

; Stars Marie Laforet, Paul Guera; fea- 
i tures Francoise Prevost, Jacques Verlier, 
' Francoise Dorleace. Directed. by. Jean- 
‘Gabriel Albicocco. Screenplay, Pierre 
| Petegri, Philippe Dumarcay from novel 

of Honore De Balzac; camera, Quinto 
-Albicocco: editor Georges Klotz. At Ven- 
[ice Film Fest. Running time, 90 MNS. 

Mosk.° ‘| 

scheduled here during the’ tall ‘end 
of .the Congressional. session when 
there is considerable excitement in 
Washington; ‘and considerable more ~™ 
fexcitement about. Washington 
‘throughout the country,’ Numerous’ 
pubiicity. links making. solid news- 
‘Baper. ‘copy: seem: obvious.. 

Item: Author. Drury: has ‘almost 
finished his sequel to “Advise and 
Consent.” taking many of the char- 
acters into further adventures. And 
the timing could be better from. 
the standpoint of Preminger’s. film. 
The new book, to be called “A 
Shade of Difference,” - ‘has. been’ 
sold as a three-part serial to:Mc- ...- 
Call’s for late Spring. The novel”. :. 
itself will be published virtually: to’ 

. /eoincide with. release of the. mo-. 
tion picture, with. a two-way pub 
licity payoff, ‘in the. fall. -Double- 
day will again be the publisher. 

Item:. ‘The ‘various picture mag- 
azines havé bombardedthe Prem- - 
‘inger organization with requests 
for “exclusives” on various facets Girl 22... cee eee eee e+ “Marie” Laforet- 

Henri ...(..ccceesees .. Paul Guers | of the Washington shooting ‘dnter- 
t Hleonore -- sececucceses Francoise Prevost: lud de. 

Pe ES: Jaeqques Verlier 
Katia oe ceeeeacsouce Francoise Borleac’ 

! slow unfoldment and muted, man- 
{nered treatment call for a hard} 
sell. | 
literary | feeling in relying on a 

pheric study. 
The hero is ‘a8 -eallow fashion. 

photog noted for his seductions. He 
meets a mysterious. girl who is 
capricious if a. leving creature. 
It finally comes out that she is the 

An updated. version’ of.an:Honore. 
De Baizac story, this maintains a 

series of decorative scenes to spin. 
out the essentially moody, atmos: 

kept: friend of his associate, a. 
woman. He then realizes that he 

This pic looms mainly a special- 
!ized arty entry abroad. Its lesbo |: 
' theme might help for bally but the’ 

Old Guard 
— Continued trom_ page 3 — 

M-G, Minelli figures to ‘make. two 
pictures in each one and a half-year - 
period. As. for his past efforts, 
he. says he-.is most. Froud of the 
‘Kirk. Douglas-starring “Lust™ for 
Life.” And he ‘wonders out -loud. 
why * “American in. Paris” ‘mysteri- 
ously. seemed to have been taken 
out of release just after the Acad~ a 
emy. Award spotlighting. _- . 
““Two * Weeks”: also will star 

‘Douglas, with others including Ed- . 
ward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse . 
and Claire Trevor. _Also,:an Italian. - 
girl is yet to be.cast for the five-to-. 
six weeks .of locationing in Italy. 

(“Have -°— 
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LOVES 

This. photograph. was taken in front of the Capri 

Theatre, Chicago, on. Friday evening, August 18, 1941. 

289 people were waiting to get in to see “THE LOVERS.” 

Inside the theatre 434 patrons occupied every seat. 

€ 

e Had -this photo been taken’ five hours earlier, the 

-'waiting line would have appeared. substantially the 

_same,-because, on that day, the Capri Theatre, possess- 

“sing only 434 seats, sold 2,400.adnrissions! 

The first-week’s receipts (after.deduction of Federal 

and city taxes) totalled 

beating the previous Capri record by more than $7,000. 

“THE: LOVERS” stars Jeanne Moreau and was di- 

rected by Louis Malle. . It is available in English dialogue 

as well as the original French with English subtitles. 

[ 
7 

For availability write or wire: 

ENITH inteRNATIONAL FILM CORP. 
1501 Broadway, New York 36, New York 
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NT&T Projects $18,500,000 Outlay | 
Fer 20 Rew Drive-Ins, § Hardtops: 

Los Angeles, Aug. 29. + ;vise and Consent” has “an infer- 
“Feeling a tremendous resur- ence” of homosexuality, as does | 

gence of “tae fim induetey from Cinema Decor Note Dore Schary’s legit version of “The 
both production and exhibitions 

ends.” Eugene Kicin, prexy of Na- 

tional Theatres & Television, 

tor building 20 new drive-ins and 

nine conventional theatres in next; 

three years. 

Expans.on is one of most atgres- 

ene and forward moves by circuit 

in many yezrs: Aggregate outlay 

for 29 new operations will be close 

te $38,500 000, of whieh $14.000.000 | 

has been alluc ated for Crive-ins, ac-! 
cording to Klein. Circuit) now; 
operating 242 drive-ins and thea- | 
tres from Chicago westwards will! 
not go outside areas now situated. , 

Average cars in drive-ins will be | 
1.200, but overall new total addi- 
tion will be in the neighborhood of | 
25.000 cars. Conventional theatre | 
average seating will bé 1.000 ex- 
cept for shopping areas where it 
will be 800 seats. On hatter type. 
operation, cost per theatre will run 
$500.000 to £600.C00. 

Because of consent decree. 
which NT&T is) party. 

to) 

ment of Dept. of Justice. Initial 
venture to be senctioned by gov-: 
ernment agency is 1.050 car drive-. 
in for Glendale, Ariz. ground for, 
vhich will be broken today +22:’ 
for $600.000 unde*taking. Project, 
should be finished in four months. : 

NTE&T currentiv his drive-ins in . 
Denver, Salt Lake City. Topeka. 
Kans., Las Vegas and La Verne 
(outside Pomona: Calif. Within 
past few yeers, circuit disposed of 
40 houses.- It's second largest tir- 

euit in U. 
ing-Paramount Theatres with ap- 
proximately 500 being tops.. 

Circuit will have profitable ; 
fourth quarter ending Sept. 30, he 
predicted. 

against Ioss of $2.235.293. or 79c., 
jin 1960 similar pericd. Net gains: 
from theatre dispositions In 13- 
week pericd were 876.553 this year 
and £69.773 in 1960 period. 

Adding fourth quarter's profit ‘9. 
first 39 weeks of $736.470 or 26c. a’ 
share is reaxun {fvr Klein's opti-: 
mistic outleck Vending biz in the-, 
atres has tot to do it with, prexy: 
admits. 

Boh Selig. forrrer Denver zone 
head, brought in as exec veepee in 
cnarge of theatre operations, will 
be in charge of-the expansion. pro- 
gram. 

Noting chances 
prexy observed: “Being merchan-_ 
disers primarily, we must remain 
constantly alert to population shifts 
and movements into suburbia and 
into cowntewn areas. This. in my. 
opinion, means it will always be 
necessary to Crop certain theatres - 
$n retrogressing areas and to build ‘ 
theatres con::stent with population | 
growth and shift areas,” 

in exhibitian, 

en | 

Ed Kingsley 
feaees Continued from page 2 — 

much more than place a story in 
frent of a Camera and grind away. 

A major company would not: 
have very much to lose and a‘: 
great deal to gain. said the indie, ; 
by undertaking such an experimen: | 
tal subsid operation. If some dis- | 
cretion 1s used in lining up the 
talent, he feels that out of five 
such pix, at least one would! 
emerge of some importance, per-: 
haps even to the extent of paying | 
for the other four. 

There’s another angle. Kingsley ' 
doesn’t think it’s an accident that 
the American’ industry has such 
trouble finding product to rep it 
at film fests around the world. 
“Most of our product coesn't fit in 

_such competitions, so the question 
of whether various producers will | 

won't allow their product in. a1 
cempetition is beside the point. 
There are few 
anyway. 

Kingsley feels the voung film- 
mikers, with the finasicial blessing : tinued. to object to it. 

‘] rrovide a 
training ground for the big names: company had abandoned: plans to. 

add excite-! acquire it, but it now seems. that 
ment and respect for the U. S. in-; it had already been bought and }. 

nyve's we <ioa major. 

cf fomorrow, and alo 

dustry of todey. 
a 

hus} 

pians on eircuit’s drawing boards | 

all new! 
rrojects must first lave endorse- 

S.. American Broadcast-: 

Net income for third, 
quarter was $114.306 or 4¢e. a share: 

suitable pictures! 

Code Assault 

inger’s soon-to-start shooting “‘Ad- 

| Beekman Theatre, eastide. 
‘Manhattan. art. spot owned. by — 

| Rugoff Theatres, has unveiled 
t anewly-designed lounge, high- 

lighted by+a specially-sculp- | 
‘ tured sofa which seats 80 per-. 
sons. This is divided into 
three sections and done in a 
series of free-form curves, 
thus accommodating small - 
conversational groups. 

Four abstract paintings. by -. 
David Chapin also fit into 

Devil's Advocate,” also skedded for 
film. adaptation. It may be that ar- 

the day over the status quo forces. 
-The latter, numbering among 

them some leading exhibs and. old- 
.j{time filmmakers,, like to warn (in 

\the -Code’ perversion clause “will 
jopen the floodgates” to filth and 
|peeepormesrapty. The same kind of 

of fears were expressed when the ; 
Rolf Myller's overall design. {Code was changed to allow pix | 

bee e see ssful “Intimate iabout dope. addiction, though in 
; operation for come time ang {icts only a handful of producers 

the Rugoff chain is out to fur- jmade use: ot the new freedom, | 
ther enhance the attractive- ‘Only one “dope” film, “Man With 
ness. 

Drive-Ins Grim 
Re U' s Clause Vs. 

‘Exhibs are still grumbling over 
Universal's new standard contract 

: promulgated earlier this vear. Per ; 
the original ruckusing, the sensi- 
tive ones are urging no -compli- 

i; ance unless U modifies or deletes 
the disliked clause. which com- 

‘pany eonceived as a plug for Ioop- 
‘holes that allegedly circumvent 
‘boxoffice admissions. 

Latterly, Independent: “Theatre 
Owners of Ohio. Allied States 
affi), has eircularized members. to 
keep up the fight—but resistance 
has. been mostly palaver so far.-At 
same time, it’s understood. fhe unit 

ids keeping q.t. talks: going with U 
‘in efforts to soften the painful ‘to 
; them) clause. 
‘ Revised contract admittedly hits 
drive-ins primarily. It's airhed at. 
biz-building gimmicks that amcunt. 

, to free or nominal b.o: admission. 
Universal insists there's no intent 
to siphon off ‘as. charged’ conces- 
sions and/or related receipts in. 

: percentage pix deals. but is 
adamant the self-protective clause. 

+ shall prevail. 
One U homedffice staffer re- 

buffs exhib criticism as a “red her- 
ring.” Sezze, “We just don’t want 

-to pay for their frills.” 

cessful, and this went out without | 
,a Code seal.) 

| Not Aiming For Seal: 
Chanees ‘are, however, that any 

_| producer intending to. make any: 
:thing - resembling a ‘“fiithy” or 
-near-pornographic pervert-type pic ; 

vanyway.- Also, and.this may be the 

-try where’ money talks. constantly, 

tice ~ hit. 
met”. had. its. “inferences,” 
could hardly be ‘considered as . 

year's: two Oscar Wilde filmbiog- ; 
raphies were flops.) 

Perhaps typical of some of: ‘the | 
more thoughtful reactions to the 
“Children’s Hour’ hassle was ex- 
pressed.in New York last week by 
a prominent novelist-screenwriter, i 

with producer-director Wyler. The 
novelist, an--outspoken foe of ceh- 
sorship as well as an articulate 
champion of Wyler, suggested, how- 
ever, that. he himself might be 
more interested in this fight to lib- 
eralize the Code.if the fight weren't 
tied to 2 specific film. It looks like 
opportunism — ideals prompted by 
desire for monetary, gain. 
The novelist also went on the 

ler's first film version of. ‘‘Chil- 
dren's’ Hour” «‘These Three”) was 
‘an. extremely good film which .did 
not. suffer—as “"Wsler and others 
have--said—pDyv.- having the subject ; 
of the rumors in-the Lillian Hell- 
man plav ‘lesbianism) changed to. 
an illicit. heterosexual affair. 

* yeThe novelist suid too that. he 
srved with the Mirisches and 

~Wyier When they say “Children's 
\ Hour” is “not about lesbianism.” 
tbut rather about -the corrosive ef- 
tects of gossip. In that ease, the 
novelist suggested that the use 
the ‘taboo. subject in this subsidy 

Jack Warner 
mamas Continued from page: [i —, 

‘must have continuity—a_continu- 
ing pattern of operation, if it is to ary Vein. was non-essential and thus 
sustain itself. The studio ‘simply ; rather capricious on the part of: 
can't do this without knowledge of; the filmmakers. This is a fault he 
which filmmaker will be in town says he has found in various. Ten- | 
following the current arrangement. : ;Nessee Williams. works, wherein 

It's a case of the major lot, carry-;“bizarre undercurrents’ have been ; 
ing the overhead, and making thejused to make the primary conflict ; 
production facilities available, just; 2. little more éxotic. — 
not knowing who's to be around to| 
‘make the future. Picwres- subli 

Warner speaks of a “Da ic | 
trust” in the American pic busi- Baron-Br odie 
ness and his desire to keep the | sms Continued from page 3 =e 
! headquarters of films.in California. | 
‘At the same time he underlines! t¥ in Spoleto fest and an invited 
that WB is maintaining an open-: eDtry at Canties. ” 

‘door policy so far as the indies are|. U-I opened “Blast”. at Chicago's 
_concerned. Point is apparently that | Loop. where 600-seat house racked 

‘the indies should have a permanera !UP- $7,000 a week in two-week run. 
“ We are expecting to gross over 

industry. the permanence of the; = 50.000," Brody stated. Pair have 
negotiated a music.deal with Sam 
Fox on Meyer Kupferman’s jazz 

‘ i Gih Mystere’ | gotiated ‘between Kapp. and Capi- 
. . ftol - 

=a Continued from page 3 samee| Both Brody and Baron feel there 

‘ Donald Henderson. Latter... also ;could be ‘better films if studios 

‘refused comment on the situation. woud allow producers to complete 
: The “Mysteries” half-hour films film’ on their own. “Bankers 
‘were originally made for Father should step. aside and let creative 

Peyton’s (Roman Catholic) Family |4rtists funetion,” , Baron said, 
| Crusade, for teaching and _instrac- pointing to increased impact be- 
. tion purposes. As first edited into 7 
feature length, the pic aroused filmed foreign pix. “Europeans are 
a good deal of controversy for. making the pictures we should be 

scenes Which allegedly were anti- making. _he. asserted, noting ma- 

year, 20th revortedly. spent. mote | ray ‘of wares.” 
time and money reediting the |. ; Te 
-feature further to avoid the anti- | EL Cid’s’ Coast Bow 
Semitic taint. though staffers con- Samuel Bronston’s “El 

{Allied Artists domestic 
Canada): roadshow release, is 
booked for the -Carthay Circle, 
L.A.,; Dec. 19. 

It" preems .five days earlier at 
the Warner, New York. 

Cid,” 

At that time it was assumed the 

is now on the 20th shelf. 

— Continued from page 3 = 

erence to perversion. Otto Preem- |: 

guments. br filmmaxers of such |. 
‘prestige and distinction will win_ 

well-aged cliches). -that changing | 

; the Golden ‘Arm,” was notably suc-.| 

-most potent afFgument in an induts- ; 

‘dominated by this theme.: Last j 

who has worked on one’ occasion, 

record as having thought that Wy-'- 

a 

score, with record deals being ne- | 

ing felt because of independently: 

(U.S.- 

‘An Art House 

Wednesday, ‘August 30,. i961 

Is Not a Home’ 
Ohio’s Impatient Bluenoses Blast Theatre Even 

Before Doors. Are Opened. 

Change of U Exchange 
Game of musical chairs. in- 

versal eastern’ braneh’ offices, 
- Harry Fellerman is shifting 

from’ N. Y. to New Haven, to™ 
-be replaced by Harold Saltz, 
the -Washington ‘topper... In 
turn, Alex Schimel moves into - 
Saltz’ spot from New Haven. 

All switches are -effective 
this month. 

506 Advance 
For ‘West Side’ 
Hard Tix Dates| 

Emphasis on. longrange newspa- 
per advertising has prompted a to- |. 

wouldn't be aiming for a Code seal ; ;tal hardticket sale to-date of $250,- | tial pastor of: Lakewood : Baptist: 
000 at five theatres for the. United. 
Artists-Mirisch Co. release,’ ‘West. 
Side Story,” which preems Oct. 18: 

‘figures weve. disclosed last week 
by UA exec veep Arnold Picker ' 
and Mirisch prexy Harold 
Mirisch, following the Tuesday 

: Rin night preview of the. pic at the. 
oli 
UA first contacted the public on 

‘the Rivoli preem last March, eight , 
months before the opening, via a 
i full-page ad in the N.Y. Times and 
‘other local dailies. At same time . 
similar ads. were ‘placed in’ the. . 

‘other: four cities where the pic : 
opens in November and December. | 
In New York: a. serond ad was 
placed during the summer. ‘Con-. 
‘current to the placing of the first. 
ads, a special gzroup sales unit was 
established in the New York home- 
office. 

According to Picker and. Mirisch, 
: these techniques. had - resulted in 
‘the fetlowing advance. sales being ' 
-racked :n as of last Tuesday: Ri- ‘ 
voli, SY - $120,000; - Midtown, | 

‘ Philade!rh.a, "$22,000; Uptown, ’ 
Wash*ieton, $18.000; Grauman's - 
‘Chinese Los Angeles, $65. 000, and 

, Gary, Boston, $24000. 
‘In adévion to Harold Mirisch, 

hin Nev: York for last week's pre- 
view se Walter’ Mirisch, yeep. 

_ 

‘and exer producer; Leon Roth, Mir-_ 
isch virp. and - producer-director - 
Robert. Wise. Group ieturned to | 
the ‘Coast ov er the the weekend. 

« LOVERS’ 196 IN CHICAGO | 
| CRACKS HOUSE RECORD 

Chicago, Aug. 29.. 
Helped no doubt by the fact: that 7 

it had been victorious over the: 
| Chicago Police. Censor. Board in 
district court -here, “The “Lovers” . 

hit a new house record of.$19.000. 
Lin the.first week. at the. 424-seat 
' Capri. 

‘This -small “theatre, which re-. 
cently ‘has been showing nudist . 

| Pix, upped the-scale to $1.85 top.. 
“Lovers,” which is a Zenith Inter- 
national release, in. the first four 
days of second stanza. was running 
not far behind. initial week's 
figure. 

- Sophia Shaping: 
— Continued. from page 5 ——< — 

for L.A... with” subsequent runs 
slated by Pacific driveins. Also, 
film ‘has a-spread of 32 day-date 
(and dubbed) Philadelphia situa- 
tions commencing .Sept..20. It's al- ° 
ready played firstrun through New 
England, and roped fancy figures 
‘in .a’ five-frame- Pittsburgh : varty ; 
stand... 

Typical of ‘the b:o. curving is the 
current Sutton,: N.Y., engagement, 
where the 15th week gross topped 
the 10th through 14th stanzas. And. 
Embassy crows that at Norfolk, 
Va., where it bowed in two .ozon- 
-ers, “Womien” reportedly notched 
a record firstnight combined take. 

To clarion his escapist exploita- 
| tion product, Levine usually slates 
a number of- key exchange pep- 
talk. blywouts. He’s dispensing 
with that technique for ‘‘Women,” 
‘but instead has set a series of 

| cross-country: trade screenings. 

volves managers of ‘three Uni- ©. 

J. 

Kickoffer was held Monday. (28). 
at Buffalo, with 19 more skedded. 

: Cleveland, Aug. 29. 
Opening ‘of: Westwood Art Thea- 

tre. last week in West Side suburb 
of. Lakewood aroused bluenose citi- 
zens. even before the doors were 
unlocked. Brigitte  Bardot’s. 

‘| French-made: “La Verite”’ was ‘the. 
| opener. 

House is: operated. by. Art Thea. 
{tre: Guild, which’ alsa runs here 
the . -Continental ‘Art and_.the 
Heights Art on. the -east side of 
town: ‘Heights Art ran into trouble . 
last year over showing of French- — 
made-“The Lovers.” It was banned 

by Shaker Heights. police depart- 
+ment.and also brought about ine - 
‘| diétment. of focal chain’s. city man- 
ager, Nico Jacobellis. Case is now 
being fought in Ohio. U;S. Supreme 
Court by theatre owner's lawyers. 

Hullabaloo... oyer “this ‘case .was 
probably responsible -for stirring 
up alleged fears of some ministers, 

|mothers,  Parent-Teachers 
and other Lakewoodites. 
Dr. Orlando L..‘Tibbets, influen- 

| Chureh, climbed on the ¢ensorship 
‘bandwagon in'a blast at ‘the West-. 
wood. Writing to .the. mayor ‘he’ 

.no homo Ric has. ‘yet been a boxof-|at the. Rivoli in.New York. .The | strongly suggested thatthe City of 
(“Suddenly Last Sum- ; 

but | 
i Lakew ood should not give a permit 
: to such. a theatre. 

Mayor Celeste, who has seen 
‘only a cougle of films in about 20 
- years, took a riding-the-raiil but 
‘ fair. viewpoint about the entire is- 
sue.. City has no legal. way. of pre- 

, venting. opening of the “Westwood, 
he answered critics. 

‘Wwood’s Negro ‘Sell’ | 
——_ Continued from page 2 ——d ’ 

tions and ‘the poor. approach to. 
non-white people and nations. usu- ... 
-ally presented by Hollywood is: go- 
ing. to. beceme more important . as 
time goes by, not Jess. The grow- 
‘ing markets for pix and tv in 
Africa. for. example, will ‘be “lost © 
to Hollywood: unless. films and: tv 
‘material are ‘made. acceptable - to 
,non- -hite - audiences: The. near- 
monopoly which Hollywood fiims 
have enjoyed will be broken and. 
Europezn’ and English films .will 

‘take over the “American market. 
‘Some..of the largest and most im-- 
portant new ‘African nation’s. are. 
English-speaking; and will be hun- 
ery for the right ‘sort of motign pix 
“shd will .no “doubt want to produce 
their own ‘possibly in partnership - 
with English. or’ American: com- 
panies}, but will. not’ be. eager to” 
“exhibit . the typical : Hollywood 
“product if there ‘is something. else. - 
avail ailable which has real’ appeal for 
them 

"New African. Audiences - 
4) That, if the Hollywood product’ 

is to -be “sold” to African audi- 
“ences, it will be necessary not -only 
to have a more ‘acceptable product 
‘to sell, bit to approach the emerg-* 
ing. African nations on a differént: 
‘level than has up to, now been. the.. 
case. Intelligent Africans want to. 
meet with black Americans: who 
can answer their questions and dis- 
;cuss mutuat problems with them, - 
not “good will ambassadors” who 
appeal only to those who find them 
amusing. - 
‘Proposal,. in conclusion, ‘Notes. 

= not establishment of the p.r. office 
{not only’ will .improve relations. 
with African and. Latin American 
markets, but the U:S..Negro market 
as well, currently at. its lowest fig- 
ure in--respect to ‘first-run audi- 
ences. Having ‘such an office, meas- 
ure states, vill serve. a dual pur- 
pose—that of acting as a media- 
:tion-conciliation agent within’ the 
‘film industry, and. of. promoting 
‘better: public relations. with non-- 
; white ‘markets at home. and ‘abroad, 
including ‘arrangement’ of- haspi-. 
tality and studio tours: and contacts. 
‘for foreign visitors and-a rep to be. 
/Stationed at Negro church, frater- 
inal, professional and: labor organe- 
lization. conventions, where pic’stars 
can visit, an excellent means also 
for sampling: of Negro opinion and 
testing. projects in ‘advance for au- 
dience. appeal. -. 

In‘ acknowledging receipt of the 
proposal, Dales said, “As this is ob- 
viously an all-industry ‘matter, the 
memorandum. has been | forwarded ' 
to Mr. Charles Boren, exec v.p. of 
the. Assn. of Motion Picture. Pro- 
ducers, with the request that ‘the -, 
proposal .be given thorough conisid- 
eration.” , 

{ 

Assn, 



Ill TASK PICTURES LIMITED 
presents 

wesc nett necenes - NOW IN YOUR THEATRES: ------------ soe 

“THE BOY WHO 
OW A.” SS MELEPHANT”’ 

svarring 

Tallulah Bankhead 
. Award-winn ing Fe aturette. 

Largest grossin ng shc ort in his story of motion pictures. 

THROUGH UNIV ERSAL-INTERNATION AL 

‘NOW BEING ‘ ‘NOWIN. | 
PRODUCTION 

TO BE RELEASED | 
yeaa 1, 1961: ' SCORED : . 

“OF | se! ME. 3 ' OF 
3 HUNGER” 

‘otarring : “starring fom the 

Tony A nthon yy 1 TONY ANTHONY Award-Winning Novel by 

J. Carrol Naish . Jeff Donn ell“ a BRUD T “ALBOT ; LUIS 

‘and Robert Alda. | M C a: 

; Music Composed SPOTA : and Conducted by | 

Dimi ri T iomkcin : Shooting Begins October 16 

‘ Mexico City 

For Release in 1962 

Original-Sound Track by 

Lionel Hampton 

THROUGH PATHE | 1 for. release in I 1962 

Ill TASK PI CTURES LIMITED. 
TONY ANTHONY _ALLEN. KLEIN 

729 Sey ven nth Aven nue, New York 19, CI'5-7010 
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ALLIED ARTISTS 
Starts, This Year......... 5 
This Date, Last Year.......4 

“BILLY BUDD” 
‘Shooting in Alicante, Spain) 

Exec. Prod.—-Ronald Lubin 
Dir.—Peter Ustinov 
Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan. Terence 

Stamp, NiaH MacGinnis, John Meillon, 
John Nevtilie,. Graham Nunn, Lee 
Montague, Ronald. Lewis 
«Started June 1 

“THE GEORGE RAFT STORY” 
Prod -- Ben Schwalb 
Dir - -Joe Newman 
Rav Danton, Jayne Mansfield, Julie Lon- 

don. Barrie Chase. Frank Gorshin, 
Barbara Nichols. Brad Dexter, Robert 
Strauss, Herschel Bernardi, Neville 

¢ 

Brand 
(Started July 6) 

“HITLER” 
Three Crown Production) 
Prod --E. Charles Straus 
Dir.—Stuart Heisler 
Richard Basehart, Maria Emo, Cordula 

Trantow. John Mitchum, Carl Es- 
mond, Walter Kohler. Martin Brardt, 
Gregory Gay, Narcda Onyx, Albert 
S.abo 

(Started July 26) 

AMERICAN INT’L 
Starts, This Year.......262.8 
This Date, Last Year.......2- 

COLUMBIA 
Starts, This Year .........18. 
This Date, Last Year .......9 

“THE NOTORIOUS LANDLADY” 
(Kohimar-Quine Producticns} 

Prod. —Fred. Kohlmar 
Dir.—Richard Quine 
Kim Navak. Jack Lemmon, _ Fred 

Astaire, Estelle Winwocd, Lionel 
Jeffries, Philippa. Bevans, Dick 
Crockett — 

(Started May 15) 

*LAWRENCE OF ARABIA” 
Glorizon-American Precuctions) 
Shooting in Japan) 
Prad.— Sam Spiegel 
Dir. —David Lean 
Peter G‘Tucle 
(Started May 15> 

“FIVE FINGER EXERCISE” 
qSonnis Corp.) 

Frod.—Frederick Brisson 
Dir.—Daniel Mann 
Rosalind Russell, Jack Hawkins, Maxi- 

millian Schell, Richard Beymer, -An- 
nette Gorman, Lana Wood 

(Started June 26) 

“THE PIRATES OF BLOOD RIVER” 

Hollywood Production Pulse 

Bloom, Barbara Eden, 
mieux, Russ Tamblyn, Walter Slezak, 
Tammy  Marihugh, 
Oscar Homulka. Ter ty-Thomas, Buddy 
Hackett, Jan Wolfe 

(Started July 31) 

PARAMO UN T 
| Starts, This Year......00.°7'4 
This Date, Last Year ......10 

“ESCAPE FROM: ZAHRAIN” 
‘Prod.—Ronald Neame 
Tur.—Rcaald Neame . 
Yul Brynner, Sal Mineo, Madlyn Rhue, 

-tack Warden,. Tony Caruso, Leonard 
Strong 

(Started June 19) 

“THE ERRAND. BOY” 
Prod.—Ernest Glucksman 
Dir.—Jerry Lewis 
Jerry ..Lewis, Brian Donlevy, 

Wesson, Doodles Weaver . 
(Started July 20 

Dick 

20th CENEURY-POX | 
Starts, This Year.........20 
This Date,. Last Year...2.. 17 

| “THE INSPECTOR” 
ed Lion Films) 

(Shooting in London) 
Prod.—Mark Robson 
Dir.--Philip Dunne 
Stephen Boyd, Dolares. Hart. 

Griffith. Harry Andrews. Michael Ba- 
Vid. Robert Stevens, Finlay Currie, 

: Leo McKern. Harvld Goldblatt 
(Started June 19) 

“SATAN NEVER SLEEPS”. 
. (Leo’ McCarey Prad.) 

+ ‘Shooting in Wales) 
Prod.-Dir.—Lee MeCarey 

William Holden, . Clifton . Webb, 
Franve Nusen. Ho San, Weaver Leavy 

(Started June 21 

UNITED ARTISTS 
Starts, This Year.........23 
This Date, Last Year. ween ld 

“ONE, TWO, THREE” 
(Pyramid Prods.-Mirisch.. Co. 
‘Shooting in Berlin) 

Prod -Dir.—Billy Wilder 
James Cagney. Horst Buchholz, Arlene 

Francis, Pamela Tiffin, Howrird St. 
John : , . 

(Started June 3) 

“THE CHILDREN’S HOUR” 
4William Wyler Prod.- Mirisch Co.) ~ 

Prod.-Dir.--William Wyler. . 
Audiey Hepburn. Shirley MacLaine, 
‘James Garner. Miriam Hopkins, Fay 
Bainter, Karen Balkin 

Yvette Mi- 

Brian ‘Russell, |: 

Hugh 

(Started June 5) 

| “S.S. PAHEDRA” . 
- «Jules Dacsin Production) 

QTammer Film Productions) 
(Shooting in England) 
Prod.—Anthony Nelson-Keys 
Dir.—John Gilling 
Kerwin Mathews, Glenn Corbett 
{Started July 3 

“EXPERIMENT NM TERROR” 
(Geaffrey-Kate Productions) 
Ghooting im San Francisco) 

Prod.-Dir.—Blake Edwards 
Gienn Ford, Lee Remick, 
Taffy Paul 
(Started Aug. 7) 

“THE MUTINEERS*” 
GG.W. Films Ltd.) 
Shooting in Spain) 
Prod.—John Brabourne 
Dir.—Lewis Gilbert 

“Mr. Blank,” | 

Aiec Guiness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony |} 
Quayle 

(Started Aug. 14 

TALT DISNEY 
; Starts, This Year ......-. 5 
This Date, Last Year...... 2 

“BIG RED” 
Ghbooting in Canada) 
Prod.—Walt Disney 
Dir.—Norman Tokar ; 
Walter Pidgeon, Gilles Payant, Emile 

Genest 
(Started July 13) 

*BON VOYAGE” 
Prod.—Walt Disney 
ir—James Neilsqn 
red MacMurrey, Jane Wyman, Michael. 
Callen, Tommy Kirk,.Kevin Corcoran, 
Deborah Walley 

(Started Aug. 14) 

*THE CASTAWAYS” 
{Shooting in London} 

Pred.—Walkt Disney 
Dir— Robert Stevenson 
Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills, G 

Sanders, Michael Anderson Jr 
(Started Aug. 1 f 

METRO 
Starts, This Year ....00e+.12 

“HOW THE WEST WAS WON” 
Pred.—Bernard Smith 
Dirs.—John Ford, Henry Hathaway - 
dohn Wayne, James Stewart, 

Baker, Debbie Reynolds, Karl Malden, 
Brigid Bazlen. Walter Brennan, Agnes 
Moorehead, George Peppard, Henry 
Morgan, Russ Tamblyn, Andy Devine, 
Claude Johnson 

(Started May 28) 

“SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH” 
(andro S. Berman Prod» 
Prad.—Pandro S. Berman 
TInr.—Richard . Brooks 
Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shirley 

Knight, Rir aom Ed Begley 
(Started July 6 

“ALL FALL DOWN” 
Prod.—John Houseman _ 
-Divr.— Jphn Frankenheimer 
Eva Migrie Saint, Warren Beatty, Karl 

Malden, Brandon 
De Wilde 

(Started July 27) 

“WONDERFUL WORLD OF 
BROTHERS GRIMM” 

@Gecurge Pal Production) 
Piad.--George Pal 
Pu Yenry Levin, George Pal 
Laurence Harvg., Karl Bvoehm, . Claire 

Angela Lansbury, 

THE 

This Date, Last Year.... 4 

Carroll } 

fShooting in Athens) | 
Prod.-Dir.—Jules Dassin 
Melina. Mercouri, Antheny Perkins, Raf . 

Vallone 
(Stsrted. July 9) 

“THE ROAD To: HONG KONG” 
*Melnor Productions) 

‘Shooting in London) 
Prod.—Melvin Frank, 

_ _Dir.—Nernian Panama: 
Bing Crosby,: Bob Hope, Joan Colims, 
Decrothy Lamour 

‘Started July 31) ~ 

UNIVERSAL 
Starts, This ear ......-.6.-10 

“THE SPIRAL ROAD”. 
(Shooting in Surinam) 
Prod.—Robert Arthur 
Dir—Robert Mulligan 

Rock Hudson. Burl Ives, Gena Row- 
lands. Leslie Bradley 

(Started June 26) 

“TOUCH OF MINK" 
(Granley Production) . 
Prods.—Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher 
Dir.—Delbert Mann 
‘Cary Grant, Doris Day, 

Audrey Meadows. 
(Started July 10) 

ane UGLY AMERICAN” 
ooting in Thailand) 
od.-Dir.—George Englund 

Marlon Brando, Eiji. Okada. Pat Hingle, 
Arthur Hill, Jocelyn Brando 

(Started Aug. 9) 

.| “SIX BLACK HORSES” 
‘Shooting in Utah) 
Prod.—Gordon Kay 
Dir.—Harry. Kelier 
Audie Murphy,- 

O'Brien. Bob Steele 
‘(Started Aug. (16) 

‘WARNER BROS. 
Starts, This Year.,....... 8. 
This Date, Last Year.......7 

Dan’ Duryea, Joan 

INDEPENDENT | 
Starts, This Year .......-.30 

“WILD HARVEST” 
(Shooting in Homestéad, Fla) 
Prod.—Aubrey Schenck 
Dir.—Jerry Baerwitz 
Dean Fredericks, 

Dolores Faith, Susan Kelly 
(Started June 12) 

“GAY PURR-EE” 
(UPA Pictures Inc.) 
(Annimated Feature) 
Prod.—Henry G.: ‘Saperstein 
(Started June 6) 

“SMOG” . 

Dir.—Franca Rossi 
Enrieo Muria Sulerno, 

Renato Salvatori - 
(Started Aug. 14) 

J«<Bob Roberts Prod.) 

This Date, Last Year........9 

Gig - Young: + 

This Date, Last Year ... 7. 28° 

Kathleen Freeman,. . 

BRITAIN 
ANGLO AMALG 

Starts, This Year... evcveces 17 

This Date, Last Year ...... 7 

“BACKFIRE” - 
(Anglo-Guild Prod.) 

Prod.—_Jack Greenwood 
Dir.—Paul Almond 
Alfred: Burke,: Zena’ Marshall, Oliver 

Johnston, Noel Trevarthen 
(Started Aug. 140 at’ Merton Park. 

studios) 

COLUMBIA 
Starts, This Year :....00. 8 

. This Date, Last Year cecsee 8 

OTHE MUTINEERS™ 
(G: W. Films, Ltd. 

- Prod.—John Brabourne 
 Dir.—Lewis Gilbert 
Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, ‘Anthony ; 

Quayle 
(Started Aug: 21 on ‘lotation in Spain, 

'. fettirns to Shepperton studios end of 
Septemb er) 

DANZIGER 
Starts, This: Year encceoes 5 

This Date, Last Year...... TI 

“THE DURANT AFFAIR 
.Prod.—E. J. and H. L. Danziger 
‘Dir.—Godfrey Grayson 
Jane Griffiths. Conrad Phillips 
(Started Aug. 25 at New Elstree studios) 

DISNEY 

Starts, This Year......6.. 2] : self-evident; that we are vulner-; 
-This Date, Last Year...... 2 

; METRO 
‘Starts, This Year 
This Date, Last Year Soees 3 

wevcccces 6. 

ay THANK A FOOL” ; 
Prod.—Anatole de ‘Grunwald | 
_Dir.—RFobert -Steyens 
Susan. Hay ward, ‘Peter Finch, Diane, 

Cilento ee 
» Started Aug. 28. at MGM studios, Bore- 

.ham Wood, Then to Co. Cork location 
in mid-September) 

“VILLAGE OF. DAUGHTERS” 
Prod.--George Brown 
Dir.— George. Pallock 
-Eriec Sykes. . 
‘Started June 23 in Italy." Then MGM 

studios. Boreham Wood) 

RANK. 
Starts, This Year .. ry A 
This Date,. Lost Year.......9 

“TIARA TAHITI“ . 
van Foxweéll Prod.) 
Prod.—livan . Foxwell . 
Dir.—William Kotcheff 
James Mason, John -Mills, _Rosenda 

-. Monteros 
(Started Aug. 14 in Tahiti. Then to- 
' Binewood studios: Sept. 8) 

“THE WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS” 
‘Julien. Wintle-Leslie Parkin Prod.) 
Prod.—Peter de Sarigny 
Dir.—John Guillermin 
Peter Sellers, Margaret Leighton, Dany 

Robin,. John Fraser . 
(Started July:1 on location in Kent. 
.Then into Pinewood studios. July 24) 

“ALL NIGHT LONG” 

‘Prod. &. Dir.—Michael Relph and Basil 
- Dearden 

- Patriek ‘McGoohan, Keith Michell, Betsy 
-‘Blair,..Bernard Braden, Richard. At- 
‘tenborough, Dave . Brubeck,. Charl ie 
Mingus 

"(Started at. Pinewood studios | June 26) 

20TH-FOX 
Starts, This: Year. coco eeve 3 

|| This Date, Last. Year .......6 

_UNIFILMS 
Starts, This Year -.: 26050002 
This Date, Last Year ra |) 

“STORK TAL Ke 
-{ CUnifilms (Feature Prods.) Ltd.) 

. Prod.—Bruce Newbery 
‘Dir.—Michael Forlong 
Anne Heywood, Tony Britton, John 
‘Turner, Nicole Perranl€ 

(Started July ‘17 at Ardmore studios, 
Eire. Off the floor Aug. 24) 

| ” WARNER-PATHE | 
Starts, This Year .....0004:5 
This Date, Last Year" er a 

“BILLY BUDD” 
(Anglo-Allied - Pictures, Ltd, Distrib War- 

nér-Pathe jn K. Rest of world: 
_. Allied. Artists) : 
Exec. Prod.—Roanald Lubin 

’ —Prod.—Peter Ustinov 
- Dir,—Peter Ustinov. 

Robert, Ryan. Peter 
. Stamp ‘ 
(Started June 1 on location in Spain. 
‘Then Associated British studios at 

Elstr ee) ; 

Ustinov, Terence 

Unterfort Salute: 
Syracise, Aug. 29. 

After 25-year . association with 
-{Schine circuit here, exee Harry 

J Unterfort: will’ be saluted with a 
testimonial bash Oct. 1 in the 
Hotel Syracuse grand ballroom. 

Unterfort; who. joined the cir- 
{cuit in 1936, is presently western 
N.Y. State zone. manager, compris- 

Annie Giradot. ing Schine operations in Buffalo, 
Rochester and ‘Syracuse, 

(PRIME ‘FOUR HORSEMEN’ | 
FOR 1961 OSCAR DERBY 

Los Angeles, Aug. 29. 
MGM has booked “The Four | 

Horsemen of the .Apocalypse” into | 
Hollywood Paramount for a Xmas 
preem. Jullan Blaustein -produc- 
tion directed by Vincente Minnelli | 
stare Glenn Ford with big name]. 

now being scored with 
Maximum running| - 

cast. It’s 
17§-minute 
-time. objective. - 

Policy for Paramount Theatre 
‘and elsewhere after turn of year 
will: be determined by studio and 
h.o. sales toppers after previews... 

| Booking is only one on record to 
date. Significance in date. is to. 
enable. “Horsemen” to qualify for 
Oscar awards next year. 

Catholic Slant 
amma: Continued from page 3 — 

Vion of motion picture. entertain- 
ment.” 

Reporting for ‘the Legion he 
i said: “Today we are accused of 
relaxing moral standards and per- 
mitting our Catholic public to be 
exposed to indecencies and im- 
morality. “We do. not. condemn} 
films because of the private lives 

1 lees the people who.are portrayed in? 
; them. 

“That we cannot please all is‘ 

! able to criticism ‘is’ self evident: ! 
| that criticism is good is Self-evi- 
dent; that the service. of. the! 
Legion is worthy of. support. and ! 
loyalty is: our fondest. Wish and; 
.prayer.” 

~ Reporting. for. the IFCA motion ; 
: picture department, Mrs, ‘Looram }, 
said: 

“In citing the sudden moral - de-. 
terioration of motion pictures, we. 

‘are not unmindful of the many. 
outstanding -pictures which Holly- 
wood has contributed to our en: : 

| tertainment. 
“Our reviewers do not. evaluate | 

& film on the basis of ‘the book or: 
play from which it is adapted. Nor 
can they sustain an adverse opin- 

:ion of-a film simply because it‘ 
. i deals with immorality.” 
! Stressing that Academy Oscars 
| for 1960: films ‘were .awarded | to; 

F our Disney Pix 
Pull Maximum 
In Bleak Minn. 

Minneapolis, Aug: 29. 
Film people heré say that. mary 

‘small’ town exhibitors {n' this tere 
|.ritory.would have had to tighten 
their belts to. the last notch this 
summer if it had not. been for the 
four ‘Walt ‘Disney releases, all. 
-heavy’ grossers. — 

Film -biz in. this area has been: 
bleak. through’ most of the summer, 
particularly in the smalley come. 
munities of the depressed* Mine 

=| nesota iron ‘range and farmlands. 
Silver lining for. exhibs in these 
towns has been: succession of Dis-- 
ney blockbusters ° “Swiss Family 
Robinson,”. “101, Dalmatians,” ““Ab- 
sent-Minded Professor” and “Pare 
ent, Trap.’ These. pix have been 
“the backbone of . business - this 
summer” in rural. locales, accord- 
ing ta film officials representing 
companies which own. shawhouses 
in the .outlands. © 
Disney entries -have- also been 

terrific coingetters in Minneapolis, 
{St.. Paul and Duluth. While most: 
 first-run offerings opening simul-.- 
‘taneously in ‘Twin Cities gross 40: 
to 50°7 less:in St. Paul than in 
Minneapolis, St.. Paul’s showing 

; with: Disney -pix has beer: almost 
jon a. par with figures for same 
jfilms in Minneapolis. In. ‘Duluth, 
‘hardpressed by. unemployment, 
“Parent Trap” set a House record - 
rlast.month at Minnesota Amuse- 
tment Co.’s Northshore theatre. 

Currently “Parent Trap” is day- 
" dating at eight Minneapolis nabe. 
-houses,. mest of which have. gone 
,; to: continuous ° showing or. extra: 
| niatinees With .this " second-run 
: entry. , . 

OW Ad Coin 
— “Continued. from page 5 a 

echoed (and applauded) by. the ad-. 
, pub. major demos” of other Holly- 
' wood. outfits. 

.Some have been bitter aver ‘Alm 

Tr. 

| portrayers of glamorous * prosti- | reviews, the beef . being that. cers. 
‘tutes, happy. prostitutes ‘and their | tain. critics: are’ either unqualified 
male counterparts, ‘Mrs. Looram :for.their jobs ot simply are predu-- -.- 

<== 4 . : . = . nn 

said the prostitute themes have’ 
-been breaking out like a rash; “and 
have been folowed.: by their Sisters 
in sin, the strip teasers, foreign | 
and domestic. ” 

Admitting that ‘sex ‘is a legiti- 
‘mate subject. matter, she declared: 
‘“We-do not. complain about. the 
use of sex, but we do object to its 
abuse. ” 

Frisco Festival 
mamas Continued from page 7 

San Francisco last year ( it won the 

award for .best director) .: : Mme 
Furtseva also told us she considers | 
San Francisco the :most honest of 
the world's film festivals. ” 

Germany, Greece, Argentina arid 
Mexico, and that Thailand, Japan 
and Hongkong were. also entering 

jnew product. : 
In ‘London, said. Levin, Walter | 
Shenson's new “A Matter of WHO” |. 
(World Health Organization) -was. 
promised for an out-of-competition 
screening and in Warsaw, Polish 
filmmakers talked of entering both 
“Sampson”: and “Mother Jonah 
and the Angels.” 
i ‘Levin talked with ‘Satyajit Ray 

whose “Apu Trilogy” was given 
its first U. S. exposure at the Fris- | 
co Fest, was anxious to send. either: 
his new “Devi” or his new “The 
Daughters” to Frisco. 

Defense Dept. Palms 
10 Filmites. for Aid 

Hollywood, ‘Aug. 29. 
Ten members of. motion nicture |. 

be 

|industry’ were presented Public: 
Service Awards by Dept. of De- 
fense last: week. at a Hollywood 
Roosevelt Hotel luncheon for their |.w 
cooperation in the “People to- ‘Peo- 
‘ple’ program. 

Kudosed were John Ford, Jacek 
Bolton, George J.. O’Brien, "Frank: 
Capra; William ©. Gary; Mark 
Armistead, John’ Lee. Mahin, 
George Sidney, Eric Strutt “and 
Glenn Ford. 

Levin said Frisco has been prom. : 
ised films by Italy, France, West| 

Calcutta and said -that Ray, 

diced : against -the. American: film. 
| colony... ‘Said one ad-pub Vp. this: 
| week: “Too many critics’ aré in- 
fluericed by .a. made-in-Italy or-- 

i made-in-France | Jabel. They seem ~ 
to have difficulty in writing any-. 
thing nice about Pictures. made. in 
this country.” 
-This kind of complaint ‘has been 

heard before, of course, ‘and’ has 
been denied by the top-notch press. 
appraisers. But, nonetheless, the~ 

‘}execs ‘on the film end think they. . 
| have a valid squawk and it. now . 
looks to be shaping as meaningful : 

iin terms ‘of ad. dollars. - wee 
i ‘As for the free space, many In- 
‘dividuals. i in the film. business claim - 

print all ‘the ‘tv program logs’ for- 
one thing..In contrast, rare indeed - 
isa paper which ‘would list: the 
film shows. around’ ‘town. a 

Filmsters also seém to. feel that 
much of what’s written . about. 
Hollywood is unfriendly. : Point. is 
made that. headlines and lots of 
line-o-type. are ‘given to a filme: 
‘maker’s ‘plight, such ‘as_ Metro’s | 
costly.. experience ‘with’ “Lady L” 
‘(which has been put off for a year. 
because of" ‘production. difficulties), 
‘In- contrast, :.goes..the complaint, 
it’s. becoming harder and. harder to. 
obtain space about. successful pro- 
‘ductions. 
“The validity of these film com- 
pany . objections. to ‘the treatment 
they’re getting. has, of course, pro 
and con angles. But the fact’ re- 
mains that. non-press commercial 
dollars. are being allocated. ia the 

.|mapping of picture .and - budgets, 
Jonas Pa-enfeld, ad-pub director. 
[af Col; said this week: 
“We have -tremendous faith ‘tn: 

the value: of ‘television advertising. 
And we) have not. begun to fully 
utilize the medium.’ ” 

‘SW Facelifts D. (. House: 
‘ Washington,-Aug. 29. 

Metropolitan Theatre, Stanley. 
arner house here, is closing for a 

month beginning ‘Sept. 5 for ex- 
‘tensive renovation... 
The Metropolitan, with a capacity ° 

of 1,000, usually daydates initialers 
with’ the -Ambassador, further out. 
SW has four. first-run ‘ ‘houses here 
plus a number of neighborhood 
locations. ” 
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Writers Stil id Getting Pic Brush 
But Don’t Get Joseph (Young Doctors’) Hayes. 

Wrong, F He Still. Loves H’wood 

Despite all high-sounding state- 

ments to the contrary, the writer; 10 ‘addition to “Young. Doctors,” 
is still the forgotten man in Hol- 

Iwwood, and so novelist Joseph 
Hayes «“The Desperate Hours,” 
“Bon Voyage”) has little desire to 
expend his creative energy on 
@uiginal screenplays which will 
e:nerge with someone else's trade- 
mark on them. 

In New York last week, in con- 
nection with the opening of United 
Artists’ “Young Doctors,” Hzyes 
emphasized his point of view’: was 
not dictated out of pique, since 
he’s always had the best of treat- 
ment from Hollywood filnmakers. 
Rather it's just that when he cre- 
ates a work from seratch. he wants 
to be in control of it. and be final- 
ly responsible for its success—or 
failure. 

The novelist said he had agreed 
to do his first screen adaptation, 
“Young Doctors” based on Arthur 
Hailey’s original story and _ tele- 
play, principally because it offered 
him an opportunity to make the 
kind of “affirmative’ statement 
about life which he thinks is im- 
portant today. And, with produc- 
ers Stuart Millar and Lawrence: 
Turman he enjoved a tvpe of free-i 
dom which he suspects: may be! 
unique. 

His disaffection for 
ecreenplays stems principally ; 
frem the faet tiat being a noveiist 
With no fachnation to direct a 
film, he doesn't want to give his 
babies away to strangers. Possibly, 
he says, hell conccive a story 
wich could only be totd hy film, 
But in the past he’s always pre- 
ferred to tell the-e stories in the 
novel medium. 

Haves has, however, worked ex- ! 
tensive in the theatre, deirg the , 
Je wit uduptation of “Desperate : 
ivf UES, 

Gan paays 

ton: and diecting * 
Millionaire.” 

‘The Happiest 
With this experience ; 

as tolh writer and director, he is; 
in a position, as far as his plays: 
are concerned, to follow them 
througn to completion and presen: ; 
tation to the public. 

The novelist expressed 

pJeducing uncther of his | 
which flopped in pies 

some | Universal. 

| 

tally removed from the film scene. 

he’ll soon be repped by a film ver- 
sion of | his short novel, ‘The Hours | 
After Midnight,” which has heen 
acquired for production by a Ger- 
man film company. 

Blumenfeld Chain - 
Vs. Syufy, Majors| 
In Antitrust Suit 

San Francisco, Aug. 29. 
Napa Theatres Inc., a part of 

the Blumenfeld Circuit, filed a 
$480,000 antitrust suit Friday (25) | 
against Ray Syufy's Northern Cali- 
fornia-Nevada Circuit, Fox West 
Coast and the seven major dis- 
tributors, Metro. Warner's. 20th- 
Fox, Columbia, UA, Universal and 
Paramount. Suit was filed by Blu- 
menfeld lawyer Robert D. Raven 
in Federal court at Frisco. 

Napa Theatres,. which operates 
the Uptown in the Frisco Bay City 

10f Napa, claims Syufy’s . Vallejo 
hardtop and two Vallejo drive-ins 
-conspired with other defendants to | 

Napa from getting first-run, ea 
that the 14-day clearance the Up- jor -Orgosolo” 
town had to take damaged it ‘to 
the extent of $160,000. 

Fox West Coast was named be- 

é 
Laudy’ Lawrence Loses 
2d Round in Maneuvers Vs. ' 
Universal’s Management 

Ludwig Lawrence. film biz .in- 
vestor and formerly in exhibition 
and distribution. abroad, lost his lat- 
est maneuver in his 
‘mismanagement’ action against 

amusement over the fact that the| when for second time N.Y. Ap- 
eci¢en aduptation which Walt Dis-|pellate bench-denied his move to 
nev is now 
Haves’ “Bon Vovage.” is much 
nore faithful to the novel than; 
the adaptation which Hayes him- 
Felf mace when Universal planned | 
to film it earlier. “I den't think 
Tin overly fussy about my own 
work,” he says. 

Hayes’ upeoming plans include 
two novels on whieh. he’s now 
vorking—one a long ‘900 pages) 
serious work, and the ather a com- 
ic nov el in the vein of “Bon Voy- 
age.” He also plans more theatre 
work, but that waits until 1963. 
Situation is dietated by his desire: 
to keep his family in one spot 
{they now live nine months of the 
year in Sarasota. where the kids go 
to school), ard he doesn’t want to 
bring them back to New York un- 
til the eldest is safely in college. 
To participate in the theatre de- 
mands a New York residence, he 
feels. 

Meanwhile, however, he isn’t to- 

and other U-Decca execs prior to 
trial. 

Company regards the litigation 
as a “nuisanee” encounter. Though 
sub-surface motive has never been 
divulged since Lawrence filed suit 
last QOctober, it’s understood to 
stem from his desire to have U 
call in its preferred cumulative 
stock. With nearly 35,000 shares 
outstanding, Lawrence is’ perhaps. 
the largest single holder, with a | 
portfolio estimated to hold ‘be- 
tween 9,000-10,000 shares. (It pays 
414% and has been running in the 
upper 70’s on the NY. Stock Ex- 
change.) 

Universal is of no mind to do 
this, however. For one thing, it’s 
figured it would cost company 
about $4,000,000 to call in the. 
shares outstanding. 

Lawrence once operated thea- 
tres in Holland, and also was Met- 
ro’s top distribution man in Paris. 

- 

“J tell all my friends 

STARLET 
TELLS ALL | 

to get their thrills at 
Belmont race track,” says starlet Mary 
Murgatroyd. “It’s got everything!” Get sun- 
shine! Fresh air! Excitement! Dine on the 

luxurious terrace. See 9 big thoroughbred races, 
too. Ist race 1:30. Easy to reach by car, LIRR, 
or — and bus. Belmont’s a great show! 

“waste and 

It happened last “week: 

original . ‘prevent the Uptown in near Diamonds.” 

‘cause until May, 1959, it owned! festival controversy when. pic. di- 
and. operated one of the Vallejo rector Roberto Rossellini © 
Situations. at which time this wasi fest to yank-.it from competition 
‘sold to Syufy. 

shooting based - on | examine Milton Rackmil, U prexy. | 

getters in non-competing positions 
[here were Leopoldo Torre Nils- 

jnow stand, 
jpie with Toef, utilizing live-action 

Who’ § Blocking E. German 
Reps From Edinburgh Fete? 

‘London, Aug. 29. 

The Edinburgh Festival received 

film: delegation that it was being 

‘prevented from leaving via Beriin 

because “Allied. officials” had. re- 

While the British Home Office 
approved visas for the visiting East 

German film festivalites (East Ger- 

man passports are not valid in 

‘Britain but ‘a special travel docu- 
ment is usually obtained instead), 

{the Iron Curtain would be visitors 
blame West Berlin for the logjam. 

A’British Foreign Office spokes- 
man -states there has “no 
confirmation”: 

fused permission to traveL 

mo og 8 

Venice Festival 
; Continued from page 7 —z 

“Thou Shalt Not -Kill,” which 
notedly gets.a worldwide Columbia. 

reception ‘by audience, more mixed 
comments’ by critics; France's 
“Girl, with ‘the Golden Eyes” 
copped praise for 24-year-old di- 
rector Jean- Gabriel Albicoc’s: 
budding talent; while Poland’s 
“Sampson’ ’was rated as good but 
not up to high standard set by di- 
‘rector Andrzej Wajda's previous 
films, “Kanal” _and “A shes and 

Of other first eek pix, “Bandits 

debut ‘of director Vittorio DeSeta, 
“Vanina Vanini"” (Columbia) debut 
was the oceasion of still another 

because of ° ‘unauthorized’ changes 
made on it ‘by producer Moris Er- 
gas, 
AS usual, the non-competing pix 

jin the local “Information se¢tion” 
copped plenty of Iocal attention 
on basis of their afternoon show- 
ings. First and foremost was. a 
group of five Yank indie items, all 
of’ which received interested ‘and 
very favorable press. These were 

duced and directed by John Hub- 
ley;, “The Exiles,” written, pro- 
duced and dirécted by 
kenzie; ‘““The Connection,” directed 
by Shirley Clarke; “Night Tide, ” 

All are first feature efforts. 
Among ‘non-American attention- 

son’s “Piel. de Verano” (Summer 
Skin), from Argentina; “Happiness 
of Us Alone” by. Zenzo Matsyyama, 
from Japan; and “Saturday Night 
and Sunday Morning,” Karel 
Reisz's British . film. 

AIP Digging 
— ; Continued: frem page 3 — 

may even have political and social 
implieations. - 

; Deal In S 

a umber of AIP- films (Spain be- 
jing one of the last European mar- 
kets where AIP has no regular 
outlets), but. Nicholson hopes that 

‘Ht will ‘eventually be expanded to 
include the co-production of fea- 

lease ia second Toei cartoon, “Sin- 
bad,” to be followed by a third, 

([ "Ali Baba and the Seven Wonders 

projected live-action feature to ‘be. 
photographed. in 70m in various 
scenic parts of-the world. As plans 

“AIP will coproduce the 

‘background footage already shot by. 
AIP, with the story. involving car- 
toon characters. -against the real 
backdrops. AIP will. supply the 
script’ and live footage to Toei, 
who will do the animation. Pic is 
tentatively slated for release at 

}{Christmas, 1962. 

a telegram from an East German ]. 

fused to: grant travel documents. | 

that it had been} 
Allied aythorities who have re-] 

release, stirred talk, got a rousing |: 

marked promising | 

asked | 

“Of Tars and Men,” written, pro- | 

Kent Mac-}- 
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Amusement Stock Quotations 
Week Ended Tues, ¢. 29 ) 

N. Y. Stock Exchange. Net . 
1961 *Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues. Change 

High Low in 100s ‘High Low Close forwh 
2734 2018 ABC Vending 104 © 2212 2034 22: + % 
61%g 4134--Anm Br-Par Tht154 4% 4194 4134 —3... 
2734 1812 Ampex ...... 659°. -2034 (1914 1914 —1)i4.. 
423g «3458 CBS. .......124%7 37 3454 35 _— . & 
3534 2133 Col Pix. .... 155 3456. 8216 .3216 ~.—1%" 
4714 32 Deecea-...... 118: 3534 3414 3414. —— 5& 
4614 2654 Disney .....105 40 37 "391% +% 
11934 10114 Eastman Kdk+242 105 102 105: +. 4 7 

15g 47g EMI ..e. 212 554° 514 536 — 
174% 1314 Glen Alden... 234 ‘14% 1334. 1334 — Ye 
3514 1573 Loew’s Thea. 155 ~ 3056. 283g 28% —214 
T1 363g MCA Ine. .. 2 68° - 6724. 6734 %. 
70% 4114 MetraGM .. 238 56% £5414. 55 +1. 
4138 2714 NAFI Corp... 148 3134 3014 3014 _— 
$14- Sig Nat. Thea. .. 440 824 71g. 2. Blg + 4 
8534 5333 Paramount... 80 74% QW. . 72 —1% 
2556 1734 Phileo’. ......862 23% 205% 3278 +214 

227) =—-175 Polaroid Sees 144 20414 19816. 20214 214 
4556 491% RCA’ ....,.296 59 5616. 577, —1 . 
18% 1034 KEepublic .... 79. 13%: 1316 1314 — 14 
22 «1494 Rep, pid .. 14 18% (1716 1754 °“— 5 
35 26% Stanley’ War: 275 36. ~ 3338 35: +114, 
34% 2734 Storer... ... 139. 317%%>. 3014 _3014 .—% 
554% 35'2 20@th-Fox .....250 3734. 351% 355g =—-134 
40% 3034 United Artists 98. 34%4 =. 334-4 34 —w* 
85 7014 Univ., pfd. : .t100 80. 7914 80° fl 
87 52%4 Warner Bros. 34 «€=6 8B 8234 . 8314. +41%4 
19132 97% Zenith :.....: 393 19134 18342 18414 —514. 

. American Stock. Exchange 
814. 414 Allied Artists 50 534 514. 594 +88 
1514 1314 BalM’nt GAC 48. 135% 1914" °.13'% 14 
414 21g Buckeye C’rp..160 2% + .21% 214 we 

247g 49934 Cap. Cit. Bde. -79 2114 ‘19° 2014 ag 
1914 45§ Cinerama Inc. 884. 1714 iene 16" i-17% - 
167s 934 Desilu- Prods. 70 a — 14 
95g 47g Filmways 23: ae 1b. : 74 — 14 

‘2534 814 MPO Vid. 161 24% ee 1994 -- 1934 — 3%. 
534 212 Nat'l Telefilm 69 - 274 °° 258 25g. 14 

101g 334 Reeves - Badest | 3 634 64 614 ne 
10'4 «6 Reeves Snd.. ney Lary oo his —i% 
27 20 Screen Gems 1 2634 23°44 (25 —2 .. 
423% 1134 Techniedlor . 384 26%. 241g.  2clg > 41140 
31 .934 Teleprempter 78- 2314 22002~«CO« 2D IG 
614 25g Tele Indus... -50 3% fig Ste °° 4G 

(2534 1412 TramsLox .. 8 21 2014 0 Ob — 

* Week Ended Mon, 
$ Actual. Vo.ume. 
} Ex-dividena. | 

(Courtesy of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &. Smith, Ane). 

Over-the-Counter Securities 

Bid” Ask 
America Corp. . shee e sa eeecaes renee: . 87x. Ct: rr 
Four Star Television pe cececcvecvacpeee’ Ite Iftg “Ey 
Gen Aniline & FA : Sopeteteeeeeeeneseres 2D” 319 © —10 
General Drive-in —. tiedecs sa tandeesseges 17 185% *. 
Gold Medal Studios .. ceedepeseccesceee, 14 Ag. 
King Bros. © |... cee eee eee eee bieenee (17g. 234. 
Magna Pietures ..c..;.c.cceceeecetcnees 3. Oty Ig: 
Metromedia Ine. ....... veevecterctvcccce 1414 2° 15% U.°34- 
Movielab ct peetincecceceweccecsnene Li%4 W400 — 14” 
Official Films .-.:. Strteisetasteeneeees i.) enn Gy ee 
Sterling ‘Television sen eeveveneeeececevess 2B S140: Mg. 
U. A, Theatres ee ee 673 “U4. ‘f 1g-. 

Wometco Enterprises. .. 22 .6.6...0..- eee 20 2T .. 

(Source: National Assn. of Securities Dealers Tne.) - 

Venice Fest Grapevine 

Kill” and “Vanina Vanini’ (both, 
incidentally, get worldwide Colum- 
bia release), said here he expects 
to direct his fist: Pic soon. 

Leo Hochstetter, MPEA’s Medi- 
terranean topper was received in: 

‘Ergas’ private audience, together with his 

family, by Pope-John XXII. Hoch-. 
stetter first met the Pontiff during 
World War Il when- he accom- 
‘panied the then Papal Nuncio from. 

, | Turkey to his new post in Paris. 
Three Yank directors signed up 

upcoming pix, announced: here in 
Venice: Laszlo Benedek, to make |. 
“Fra Diayole”; King Vidor to make. 
“The Sign of the Cross”; and 
Michael .Curtiz for “The War of 
Judiae.” ‘Geraldine Page sent re- 
grets at not being able to make Io-| 
cal bow of “Summer.and Smoke’: 
(Par). Peter Glenville. attended 
his pic’s debut. oan 

* * 

- For those whe think that Venice 
is the last Festival of: an already 
busy film event year: there are at 
least 14 more pic gatherings in }- 
the world before the end. of 1961. 
to wit: Edinburgh, Stratford, 
Bergamo, Cork, Thento,, Mann- 
heim, London, New Delhi, San | 
Francisco, Mexico. Turin; -Moga- 
discio, Tours, aud Turin again. . 

* 

_Areo Film’s Alfredo’ Bini. pro- 

non-competitive “Information. See- 
tion” in last days of -fest. Last- 
minuté addition to fest roster’ is 

lini, and brings total of Italian 
films. ‘shown in Venice: fin. and out 
of running) to 7, same as U. Ss. 

duction will be ‘screened here in 

first pic by writer Pier Paolo. Pasa- 

Continued ‘from page 7° ————a 

Festival items, “Thou: Shalt Not{ Only. difference is that Italy has. 
four in running, U. S. only two. 

Japanese © entry, “Yojimbo” 
marks Toshiro. Mifune’s: 50th pic 
appearance. Japanese thesp.. is one 
of hot coritenders for: ‘acting prize, 
Four hundred thirty-two thousand - 
dollars is anuounced cost. of ‘Moris 

“Thou Shalt ~Not | Kin, #. 
which Columbia releases. Pic was. 
shot in “Yugoslavia. 

Edwards to Head 0’seas” 
| by producer Giovanni Addessi far Publicity for Embassy 

Robert G... Edwards. has.’ been 
wooed from Titanus to head Con- 
tinental. ‘publicity for -: Embassy 
Pictures. This squares with Joe 
Levine’ s global. orientation and his 
“six-pix-per-year” pronunciamento 
—itneaning -there’s. enough cellu- 
loid in the works and upcoming to: 
warrant-a proconsul in Rome. ~ _ 

Edwards. has been. with ‘Titanus . 
six years, the past * ‘six. months as 
unit publicist on the Levine- 
-Titanus coproduetion of “Sodom 
and © Gomorrah.” He'll report. to 
pub.chieftain Ed Feldman at.the 
Embassy homesfifice . in Gotham. 

New York Theatre] 

RADIO-CITY MUSIC Hatt — 
Rockefeller. Center © Ci 6- 4600 

ss FAN. N vy” ; 
LESLIE CARON. MaumiCe CHEVALIER if. 
‘CHARLES BO’ : 

Produced and direc ven RST WUA beret 
ae * A Warnes Bros. Picture in Technicolor 
ns Galp Hew Stage spect "FESTIVAL: TIME”. 
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-. Wednesday, August 80, 1961. 

By. J OSEPH LAPID. 
Jerusalem, Aug. 20... 7 

’ With presiding Judge. Moshe Landau announcing the. postpones: - |. 
. ‘ment of the Elchmann Trial. until the verdict will be issued in.a’. |. 
few months, the Iast sounds. of the most’ tragic: trial In memory - 
evaporated into tha hot Israeli ‘air. At the very same moment th 
videotape stopped :iri ite endless run-in the nearby studio of Capita 
Cities Broadcasting “Co., a-sigh of relaxation. was audible in the. . 

.. studio, as the electrical current. ceased ‘humming, Whether {t came 
from producer. ‘Milton Fruchtman-or director Leo. Hurwitz, ‘was: 
hard to tell. Four months of difficult work and heavy responsibility. 
was behind ‘them. They taped every moment of tae il 
According. to Fruchtman, more than miles of tape were . : 

made. Only: a small part of ‘it wag rushed ab oard, for ty audiences .| Whipping boy—and you can’t lose, 
all: over the world (the U.S..and Western. Germany. being: the .| Whether you're a Congressman, a 
foremost customers). But the Israeli-Government needed the whole” {PTA chairman or -a lowly scribe. 
tape for the récord. It was part of the contract between the Israeli {It’s been’ the steck-in-trade 
Government and ‘Capital Cities which received the exclusive rights. 
to tape the trial (on a non-profit basis), — i 

_ "Phe same pictures that appeared on’ the tape were simultaneously . | attained. the ‘stature of a giant. 
* projected :on: closed circuit to ‘Ratisbonne: Hall, about a hundred ° 
yards from the ‘courtroom, where those Israelis. without tickets oo 
tor the courtroom: could watch the proceedings. ” 

_. This was the first serious tv.venture in Israel, where no ty exists. 
Part of: the stidio’s equipment will be sent: back to the States. 

By GEORGE ROSEN 

‘most. popular scapegoat since the 
{Indian. As a. short-cut. toward 

+ achieving a notoriety and grabbing 
the spotlight,.there’s hardly any- 

‘| thing to match it. Make.ty the 

this dates back to the early New 

take radio over. the coals) could 
-be: nonthing compared to the 

: Television has become America’s 

- for : 
| competing media and for personal- | 
ities on the make ever since video | 

But what has gone before (and | 

Yorker days when the late Ring| 
~.| Lardner -made it: fashionable ta 

But Capital: Cities: will met wholly abandon. ‘the studio. until the. 
“verdict is announced, 

“Govt. Juspired Pogo Primer Tor 

sop 

‘Washington, Aug. 29. 
The. Governmént stresses it’s not'| - 

 eensorship per se, merely “guid-| 
ance” to parents: about: thelr. chil- : 
dren’s television habits.. In effett, 

-{t amounts to: advice to parents, 

Dept. 

although the advice is couched in 
the cunning . -fashion. of cartoonist: 
Walt Kelly. © 
The Dept. of Health, Education |. 
and Welfare ‘paid Kelly to: utilize 
possum: Pogo ‘and. his. eccentric 

gons graphic... .Kelly’s efforts. are 
contained: in an extraordinary U.S, 
Government Printing office pham- 
phiet' of 25 pages: and entitled 
“Pogo Primer For Parents.” 

Parents. who are. baffled ‘by their 
children’s viewing habits might get 
‘help if they send 20- cents: to: the 
Superintendent of. Documents, 
Washington -25,: 'D:C.. and ‘ask for 
the above-mentioned title... © . 
' The Printing Office: ‘offers ad-| * 

2 él Brit. TV Adv. 
a full-seale press conferenee with | 
“HEW Secretary Abraham Ribicoff 

vice on every: :conceivable subject }- 
from cookie- making to crab. grass 
control, but the “Pogo-Primer” jis |: 
‘one of-the few to beriefit froma 
ballyhooed public unveiling before 

presiding and .Walt Kelly on hand | 
. for comments. and questions, _ 

“One might call the cartoon book 
the first step toward censorship, 

"but. it’s really hardly worth making | 
a beef. about.. Actually, it’s sup- 
posed to. embody the “best in child 
care” concepts along: With the find-}. 
ings re‘tv.of the White House Con- 
ferénce.on Youth in’ 1960. 

Ribicoff’s interest-in the subject 
of.tv and children ‘is nothing: new. 
He took part in a televised panel | 
“discussion. with Kelly about’ the 
-gtate of prgoramming.. recently. : 
Actually,.a-staffer of the HEW 

Children’s: .Bureau con- 
€teived the: idea of the Kelly. 

endeavor after. viewing the show. . 
Ribicoff and Kelly: hadn't: much 

of. significance to tell the newsmen. 
. The. Secretary’ merely stated he 
‘felt parents. should. assume. .Fespon- 

.. sibility over their. children’s ‘view- 
ing, while Kelly said something to 

(Continued on page 35) , 

“Make That Face’ 
ABC-TV Daytimer 

ABC-TV" is adding a. half-hour to 

its afternoon: network lineup this | 

fall. with a new show, ‘Make That. 

Face,” starring Bob Clayton. The|. 

web surrendered. tne 1 to 1:30 p.m. 
-. segment to local. programming last 

in’ 19 

spring but..will now..be. operating 
solidly. from 11 a.m. to:5'p.m., ex- 
cept for a -half-hour starting | at |. 
1:30. p.m. A reshuffle of existing 
afternoon. show is’ putting “Make. 
That Face” inthe 12:30 p.m. berth. 

ABC-TV’s daytime -biz. for the 
‘fourth quarter, now $1,500,000. 
‘-ahead of ‘last year’s final period; is 
‘91%. sold. out. compared with: 827% 

60. 

| 23.2% 

-be slotted late. Sunday’ afternoon, 
- with guestars slated, we 

TV Net Up 9% In 80 
‘Washington; Aug. 29. 

Total television. revenues. -vault- 
red 9% during. calendar 1960 to 
Teach. $1,268,600,000..: 
~ In. 1959, they “had been $1,163,- 
-§00,000. 

‘Reporting this the FCC ‘sald: ex- 
-penses of the tv. industry climbed | . 

| 8.8%: in.the same period. . 
‘Okefeenoke pals to make the. les-. a © P “Industry's broadcast profits rose 

to $244,100,000. before Federal in- 
come. taxes in '60, a 9:8% Jump. 

Broadcast revenues ..of the. three 
tv webs, - including the. operation. 
‘of their 15. owned & operated 

| stations ..:wéere: reported as. $640,-) 
700,000; an increase of 11 2%: ‘over. 
1959. Networks and their o&o’s 
“accounted for 50.9% -of total in- 
dustry revenues. in 1960, compared 
with 49% a year earlier. ts 

Revenue Pegged 
At $26,000,000 

‘London, Aug. 29: 

ures. published “by the monthly. 
Statistical Review of: Independent 
Television Advertising {s that the 
‘11%. tax ‘bite the government. now 
takes on-tv ads is not- having any 
marked effect on. stations revenue. 
Also, . if the present rate of” spend- 
ing continues; total expenditure on 
tv ads for.this year could approach 
$266,000,000-—-nearly 24% higher 
-than last-year.. 

: Expenditure’ ‘during the April- 
June quarter. of this year. was: 

‘higher than. for the same 
period in °.1960. . For 12 -months 
(ended June 1961) it was 25.9% | 
‘above the previous. .12 months. . 
-Each commercial tv station: here 
}recorded an inereasé in revenue 
-over the: April-June quarter largest 

| being Associated-Rediffusion which 
added, 12, 8%. 

FORD 70 RIDE WITH 
BERNSTEIN CONCERTS| 
Ford ‘Motor. Co, has picked up 

three Leonard Bernstein-N.Y. Phil- |.” 
harmonic specials on CBS-TV. next: |: 

: season, with a. possibility that: ‘the 

auto company. ‘might. take: another 
Bernstein. special. before the season 1 
unwinds. 

Ford’ biz. will give Bernstein: a 
total of at least: seven specials on 
the .web, the other four: being the 
Young People’s’ Concert series, un- |. 
derwritten ‘by Shell. Oil. General-. 
ly, the “Bernstein Conducting the. 
‘N.Y.: Phitharmonic” specials will 

Tnewest 
zz | what's 

Conclusion te be drawn from fig- |" 

1& slashings. 

anti-fv samplings and 
‘being projected for the fu- 

ure: 

Frankly a lot of broadcasters are 
| becoming concerned at the momen- 
tum with which the blast-off boys 

Parents: TV Censorship Implied? | 
are targeting their poisoned barbs. 
It’s. particularly evident among the 
new. magazines to hit the newstands 

| (Hugh Hefner's Show Business Il- 
lustrated. and Huntington ‘Hart- 
ford’s imminent Show, to cite two 
examples), and existing mags that 
{can perhaps. best. be characterized 
as: have-hots and would-bes. It’s 
an - interesting commentary con- 
versely, that the mags that have 
it made (as witness McCall’s) have 
not found it necessary to embark 
on any such tv crusading. 

First issue of Show. Business It 
-}lustrated spotlights two “downbeat | 
‘tv pieces—one by Drew Pearson, 
which - lit out .at: broadcasters for 
giving FCC chairman Newton N. 
Minow a pushing around; the other 
-by Alex .King, which was a diatribe 
against all-of tv (with the excer- 
tion of Jack Paar.) ” 

The soon-due Show magazine 
‘will tee off a three-part series on 
‘the three networks by Martin 
‘Mayer. “Taking them alphabeti- 
cally, first one will be on ABC, 
and those familiar with the text 
‘describe it as. rough, with the net- 
work and: its prexy, Ollie Treyz, 

_| coming. off second best. 

‘Saturday Evening Post, | 
{making a renewed. bid for ‘hypoed 
The 

circulation, will kick off its newly- 
revised format next ‘month with a 
blast at. television. This one’s by 

type “reporter, 
piece on’ Chicago still has the 
Windy. City smarting. 

. Also giving tv the negative treat- 
ment was this..month’s issue of 
Esquire, another § mag's that’s 
taken a ttimble in the current high- 
ly - competitive circulation battle. 
‘Esquire piece finds Robert Alan 
Aurthur. hurt to the quick because 
‘of what tv has allegedly done to 
-him, particularly during his NBC 
tenure as an exec producer. 

And so on down the line—vari- 
ations on a theme long since popu-. 

|larized, ‘among others, by Henry 
Luce’s. Time-Life-Fortune trium- 
‘vurate (in this instance far re- 
moved: -from the have-nots. or 
would-bes.) 

' Meanwhile, down Washington 
way, the ‘boys are having them- 
selves a field day at tv’s expense. 
‘It’s hardly a secret that.many a 
duly - elected. representative has 

{been making personal capital out 
of the continuing round of: siftings 

It’s the vogue and, 
come what may,. they’re all out to 
make. hay. 

~D Antoni’ $ “Mutual Slot 
Philip D'Antoni, former man- 

ager of Mutual Broadeasting’s 
Eastern sales division, was named 

the radio. ‘web's general sales 

manager. He fills the top sales role 
held “until: recently by. Frank 
Rogier.: 

operation for the parent Minne- 

sota Mining &. ‘Manufacturing Co. 

D'Antoni will head up a 10-man 

‘| staff.” 

John Bartlow Martin, an expose-. 
whose. recent. 

‘Rogier moved back into: another 

BBC-TV Auditions Saturn 
Edinburgh, Aug. 29. 

BBC-TY technicians, cele- 
brating the 50th edition of 
their program “Sky at Night,” 
showed the. first live pictures 
of the planet Saturn from the 
Royal Observatory here. 

Feat was effected against 
considerable odds, the weather 
being unfavorable. For most 
part of the 20-minute program. 
cloud patches hid both Jupiter 
and Saturn. 

Jupiter first appeared on 
television screens as whitish- 
grey blobs, but was. fairly 
clear] defined. Distinctive 
rings round Safurn could just 

_ be made out. 

Fall-Winter Sked 
Weekends on ABC 
A Sportin’ Thing 

ABC-TV is projecting a series of 
very athletic weekends over the 
fall-winter period. Web’s sports 
roster -will be highlighted by the 
NCAA ‘Saturday football schedule, 
which will run from Sept. 16 
through Dec. 9, and the pro Amer- 
ican Football League Sunday games 
spreading from Sept. 10 to Dec. 17. 
In addition, ABC-TV will be do- 
ing the Orange Bowl game and fes- 
tival for the first time come next 
Jan. 1. Each of the play-by-play 
telecasts will be surrounded fore 
and aft by color and scoreboard 
shows. 

-ABC-TV’s deal with the NCAA 
runs out at the end of this season 
and the web, via its Sports Pro- 
grams Inc. subsid, will be pitching 
again for the exclusive rights to 
the collegiate games. The current 

-vear deal represented 
,000 investment for the web 

and when network bidding for the 
next NCAA deal opens, it's figured 
the price will again be in that 
neighborhood. 

ABC-TV’s sporis roster for the 
coming season will include the 
“Fight of the Week” Saturday 
night series followed by the bowl- 
ing show, “Make That Spare.” 
ABC is adding another 90-minutes 
Saturday afternoon bowling show 
Jan. 17 with a 17-week rundown 
of the Professional Bowling Assn. 
tournament, Brunswick Corp., 
bowling equipment manufacturers 
which bankrolls “Make That 
Spare,”. will also be sponsoring the 
PBA tournament. The web will 
also televise the Bing Crosby Golf 
Tournament Jan. 20-21. 

ABC-TV’s “Wide World of 
Sports,” a series of filmed and 
taped pickups of events around the 
globe, is coming to a close in two 
weeks but it’s expected the show 
will return next year following 
the football season. 

PREP ‘5 DAUGHTERS’ 
AS NBC-TV SOAPER 

- NBC-TV is preparing a couple of 
new daytime strips for possible 
use next winter. One is a new 
soap, the other a paneler. 

Soap, called “Five Daughters,” 
‘is only in the script stage. It was 
thought up by Bob Aaron, NBC-TV 
daytime program boss. Paneler 
[was not described. 

The two stanzas are, for the 
moment, being kept in reserve, be- 
cause the network plans to go into 
the fourth quarter (Oct.-Dec.) with 
the same daytime schedule it now 
has. Beyond December, though, 
there is the possibility of a change, 
maybe in. the mid-afternoon sked. 
‘Before changing anything, the 

web wants a looksee at the ratings 

for the new season. 

Spring Cigarets, Chevy Campaigns 
Seen Opening Whole New Daytime 
Vistas in TV's Sponsorship Grabbag 

-38o wm 1 ot & 

+ By HERM SCHOENFELD 

Daytime network _ television, 
whiet was kicked in the stomach 
when nighttime shows converted 
to minute sales, is beginning to sea 
the light again. Advertisers who 
gravitated out of the picture for 
the nighttime spot buys are re- 
turning to the daytime scene now 
considerably brightened by the er- 
try of important new industries, 
products and brands. 
The results of two major day- 

time campaigns, now in progress, 
may also unlock top advertising 
coin for the daytime medium. P, 
Lorillard’s drive for Spring cigs 
on daytime, now running basieally 
on the ABC web, could generate 2 
wave of tobacco company buys into 
daytime shows while General Mo- 
tors campaign for Chevrolet on 
NBC-TV daytime could mean ditto 
for the other automotive giants. 
Both Spring and Chevrolet repre- 
sent a new class of advertiser on 
the daytime roster, a class which 
heretofore confined itself to the 
evening schedules. 

P. Lorillard, which bought 208 
minutes a week on ABC-TV, plus 
some seattered minutes on CBS- 
TV, in an April-to-October cam- 
paign, has already renewed the 
drive -for spring through the win- 
ter season. in fact, it’s the only 
tv coin committed so far for the 
cig brand. 

Meantime, the success of Heinz 
‘on daytime tv has drawn in a come 
petitive company, Campbells-Pep- 
peridge, just as DuPont's cam- 
paign for its synthetic fabires has 
now attracted Kemstrand and Un- 
ion Carbide coin for daytime. In 
addition, a flock of new and rela- 
tively small budget advertisers, in- 
cluding companies like Houligant 
Corp., Mystic Tape Smith-Corona, 
Milton Bradley Games, Rexall, 
Blumenthal Candy, Simoniz, etce., 
have been sold on daytime tv as 
a “good buy” for the money. 

Daytime tv, in fact, is’ such a 
good buy that it depresses network 
execs when they think, about it. 
Cut-throat inter-web competition 
has cut the price on daytime from 
a normal level of $2 cost per 
thousand to a present low of $1.25 
which compares to the $3.50 cost 
per 1,000 on nighttime tv. At these 
prices, there can be plenty of ac- | 
tivity in daytime biz, but little pay- - 
off. 

In addition to the bargain prices, 
daytime tv has been selling itself 
as the last refuge of the personali- 
ty pitchmen who continue to play 
the role once typified by Arthur 
Godfrey. Current top daytime tv 
salesmen, with the personal touch, 
include names like Art Linkletter, 
Dick Clark, Jack Bailey, Hugh 
Downs, etc., and starting on ABC- 
TV next year, Tennessee Ernie 
Ford. 

‘ABy Caesar’ On 
Sullivan Roster 

Sid Caesar is negotiating a deat 
for four guestar appearances on 
CBS-TV’'s “Ed Sullivan Show” this 
upcoming season. 

Under deal currently being 
negotiated, Caesar would make his 
initial appearance on the Sunday 
night variety showcase Oct. 8, the 
second outing for the new season. 
In the initialer Caesar might do a 
10-minute standup routine. Wheth- 
er Caesar surrounds himself with 
other talent in future outings is 
being discussed. Caesar, without 
a network vehicie this season, is 
due to open on Broadway this fall 
in “Little Me.” 

Opening show for the new Sul- 
-livan season will haye Phil Silvers 
guesting. Preem also will feature 
the film footage taken by Sullivan 
on his worid-girdling summer biz- 
vacation trip. Footage includes 
scenes of Brigette Bardot on the 
set’ of “A Very Private Place” and 
Jackie Gleason in “Gigot,” both 

(Continued. pn .page 38) 
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B’casters’ Breaching of Booze Ban: 
Bothers Magnuson; Collins Confident 

Washington, Aug. 29. 
A new flurry over hard-liquor 

Jurbs is flaring up here as Senate 
ommerce Committee heli 

threat legislation barring such ads 
from airwaves will come if self- 
discipline fails. 

The warning was issued by Com- 

Grove Lahs’ 2506 Buy. 
Grove Laboratories is putting a. 

reported $250.000 into 
participations this fall. 
Company came through with the 

order for the NBC-ITV morning 

“Today” 

merce Chairman Warren Magnuson } ctrip this week. 
(D-Wask.) and Communications 
Subcommittee Chairman John OQ. 
Pastore ‘D-R.I.) in a joint letter to 
National Assn. of Broadcasters. 

NAB prexy LeRoy Collins re- 
lied quickly that fhe Radio and 
¥ Codes were more vigorously 

enforced than ever. and adherence’ 
to their ban on booze ads was 
excellent. 

The liquer industry, through the 
Distilled Spirits took the positive 
approach, and praised the Com- 
merce group for looking into re-' favorable jet “plane schedules an 
ports that broadcasters are ponder; ; 
jng Hquor advertising. In effect, it 
said it has no such plans and has. 
nothing to hide. 

The exchange commenced. when | 
the Senators demanéced to know of . 
NAB the “substance” of rumors? 
broadeasting is considering shed- 
ding the tabeo against the hard 
stuff. Fhey wrote: 

“In these trying times, with ' 
criticism of the broadcast industry 
mounting—particularty in the pro-: 
gramming field—it.wou!ld be fool- 
hardy to permit the provision of 
the broadcasting code ‘NAB) re- 
garding hard liquor ads to become’ 
meaningless. 

“Until now if has been gener- 
ally agreed that this type of ad- 
vertising should not be permitted 
and as a sien of its good faith the 
industry had adonted vrovisions in 
jts eode to the effect that such ad-} 
vertising would not be permitted.” 

The Senators continued: “We: 
think we shou'd point out at this 
time that we stand ready to move. 
ahead with approp-iate legislation © 
in event self reculation proves in-: 
effective. Also. that we propose to 
call on the Federal Communica- 
tions Commission to take into con-. 
sideration the type and kind of ad- 
vertising broadcast by a licensee 
when it considers that license for 
renewal. 

“No one. we are sure, will dis- 
agree ibat the publie interest, con- 
venience and ne¢ssiiv is net being | 
se:ved by broadcasting and tele- : 
vising of liquor advertising into' 
the American home. While we are 
aware that broadcast licensees are 
all anxiously looking for new 
sources of revenue, we never have | 
believed that they would be so‘ 
lacking in their sense of public 
responsibility as tec even consider 
the broadcast of liquor advertis- 
ing.” 

Collins, in turn. had this to say. 
“Advertising of hard liquor is 
banned in unequivocal terms in 
both radio and tv. 
edge, adherence is now and has: 
been generally excellent. This is 
true despite considerable pressure ; 
by some distillers and their agents } 
to breach the line. 

ja wholly national show, 
ta bid for sectional audiences by 
fopening its lines on a regional 

To our knowl- | 

Jet-Propelled TV 
News Concept On 
ABCs Latentter 

.Europe-U.S. time differentials, 

increased availability of domestic 
hookups are key elements in ABC- 
.TV’s hopes for its 11 f.m. news 
‘stanza, which kicks off Oct. 2 with | 
‘a 70-station hookup under Sunoco 
sponsorship in the east. 

As the latest network news show 
on the air, the 11 p.m. stanza is 
being geared to handle all the 
late-breaking overseas develop- 
:ments via on-the-spot film elips 
jet-planed from Europe in the late 
afternoon in time for telecasting 
the same evening. Clips for earl- 
ier web news shew have to pull 
out of Europe in the morning be- 

.fore the international news fac- 
_ tory has really warmed up. The 11 
p.m. show’s capacity to deliver the 
news hot in .an increasingly tense 
_world situation was one of the most 
important factors in breaking 
down clearance resistance among 

_the ABC affils, 
The new network hookup for the 

_11 7¢.m. show, which has been oper- 
ating only an a Washington-New 
York axis since its kickoff several 
months ago. will also mean more 
‘tee erage from key cities around 

e U.S. Sinee the network lines 
wall be up to all. major ‘points, 
there'll be no extra cost in picking 
up direct news ‘reports from the 
ABC affils when warranted by 
news: developments. 

Except for the .hot spot. news, 
the 11 p.m, sianza is being. con- 
ceived as an interpretive session 

. Where the day's development will 
be reexamined in a more general 
context in a seminar-type format. 
Web news execs are also trying 
to avoid the standard journalistic 
formulations: in favor of an infor- 
mal living room tone. 

‘ABC RADIO FLAIR” 
ALSO GOES REGIONAL 

ABC Radio’s “Flair,” until now 
is. making 

basis. New concept will present 
: personalities with regional interest |. 
Fon a special hookup 
tareas while the rest of the network 

in. specific 

tis picking up the national show on 
regular lines. While regional use 
of spots is standard operating pro- 

“You may be assured that every | cedure, it's believed to be the first 
effort will be made to continue } 
this fine record. If a breach 
occur, our code enforcement will 
be prompt and decisive.” 

Thorber Yarn as B8C-TV 
Musical Spec, Also U.S; 

Jeannie Carson to Star’ 
Lordon, Aug. 29. 

U.S. authors-composers Ralph 

Blane and Wade Batnes are cur- 

rently in these parts for the cast- 

Ing and rehearsing of a 75-minute 

tv. musical “Quillow Ard The 

Giant,’ which they adapted from on CBS-TV's 

the James Thurber story, ‘The; 

Great Quillow.” Jeannie Carson 

and spouse Biff McGuire have been 
signed to star and BBC tapes the} 
show on Sept. 8 for national show- 
ing cn Christmas Day. 

BBC-TV is also filming “Quillow” 
in hope of U.S. and other foreign 
sales. John Grove. business man- 
aver of BBC Television Promo- 
tions, the Corp’s selling depart- 
ment, says the show is something 
of a coproduction deal in which 
the stars will share. in any profits. 
So far, admits Grove, no sales have 
been made, 

attempt by a radio web to put such 
shoulda system into effect on an enter- 

tainment program. 
Under the new setup, ABC’s 

affiliates will bring personalities of 
regional intcrest to the attention 
of the network execs who. on the}: 
basis of audition tapes, -.will make| 
final jJudgmuent on the program- 
ming values. Decision to region- 

' alize the ABC show was made. after 
conferences between network top- 

| Pers and affiliated station reps, 

\‘Sports Unlimited’ As 
Bud Palmer Package 

Bud Palmer, currently the host 

Spectacular” series, is packaging 
his own one hour sports series, in 
association with NBC Sports. The 
package will be known as “Sports 
Unlimited.” and Palmer will not 
only host the series, but will also 
be its producer. . 

Palmer, a former three sport 
All-American athlete himself, 
wants to feature more behind the 
scenes, human interest material, 
than.is usually Shown on sports | 
shows, and already has secured 
options on some of the leading 
sperts events for the series. Pack- 
age is slated for airing in January, 
"62. 

| TReady for Color TV 

British Com TV 

decided ta project a five-days-a- 
‘week serial on the commercial web 

‘idea of transferring a 15-minute 

t| Meredith Willson Entry 
Off Westinghouse Sked| 

Westinghouse, which is picking 

“Summer. Sports| 

2 

‘At the Push: of A 
Button’: Britain’s ATV} 

London, ‘Aug. 20. 

Associated TeleVision hag made 

‘significant technical. developments 
in the last.few years and. is now 

as ready as the BBC for color tv. 
So says Terence Maecnamara, web's. 
technical topper. Exec reveals 
that, at-the “push of a button,” all 
“ATV's equipment will. switch over 
to 625-line operations 
it works on. 405-lines) or even to 
the. U.S. 525-line system. - 

Macnamara_ states. that the 
$12,500,000 studio development at 
Elstree (due to bring two more 
studios in operation next, month) is 
equipped. for «color. transmissions 
and; within three-to-six ‘months; a 
fol scale color ty service could 
be Jaunched. 

In Big Gamble—A 

London, Aug. 29. 

John MeMillan, Associated-Re- 

diffusion’s program controller, has 

starting Sept. 11. McMillan is the 
man. who launched BBC. Radio’s 
two longrun,. smash serials “The 
Archers” and “Mrs. Dale’s Diary” 

figures. 

He’ has -been tinkering with the 

serial to tv for some 18 mionths 
and, under the title of “Home To- 
night,” the serial has a “guaran- 

actly opposite “The Archers” radio 
serial—and,. according to Jimmy 
Hanley, vet thesp and scripter who. 
has written the first five weeks’ } 
installments, it- will. offer . much 
More. variety than. the sound stan- {| 
za which fs centered around farm- 
ling life. The tv stirit concerns: a 
“motherless”. family (a deliberate 
‘move to whip up femme sympa- 
thy) and will relate their day-by- 
-day lives nat forgetting: “topical- 
ity,” keynote of the sound serials’ 
success. 
McMillan told Variety: “Tele 

-fvision here will settle down into 
/@ more normal business soon, the 
profits won’t be so large and there 
will be much more of a fight for 
viewers. If. this serial is a success 
it -will insure we are in business 
for a long time. But, ‘at the mo- 
ment, the project is.a big gamble— 
‘you can’t drop a daily serial with-. 
out an almighty erash.” 

‘Thesping in “Home Tonight” 
falls to “unknowns,” picked after 
an extensive tour of U.. K. stock 
companies. Ray. Dicks, exee pro- 
ducer .of the program, says the. 
reason the serial wasn’t built 
round a “name” was that, as a 
‘family, . all- newcomers would be 
more believable. 

up the tab for five one-hour spe- 
cials on ABC-TV over the 1961-62 
season, is still trying to come up 
with the fourth show in the series. 

| Originally slated’ to be a stanza 
framed around ‘composer Meredith 
Willson, show ran into various ob- 
stacles with the result that Willson 
pulled. out for other assignments. 
Marlo Lewis was scheduled to pro- 
duce that show: 

Currently, Pat -Weaver, head of 
MeCann-Erickson, ‘is trying to put 
‘a show’ together .for approval by 
the sponsor and by the web. The 
‘fourth special is due to be telecast 
next March 16, although no time 
slot has heen set. The fifth show is 
slated for next Sept. 9 and nobody 
as yet is worried about it.. 

Westinghouse’s” initialer on 
-ABC-TV will be .a Thanksgiving- 
slanted show on Noy.: 21; the sec- 
‘ond is a Christmas show, “The 
Nutcracker Suite” on Dev. 23; and 
the third will be the’ “Winter 

1 Carnival” from Sun Valley Feb. 23. 

(currently. 

Nighttime Serial 

which stiil pull in high listening. 

teed’ life of six months come what. 
may. | 

Project bows at 6:45 p.m.—ex- 

and associate producer. . 

|These Roots” on. NBC-TV,. “has written a play, 

‘Navy Lark”, reappears on Sept. 15... 

Drew Russell joins ABC-TV from Anglia-TV this. October. 

© TV-Radio Production Centres * 
Michael Dann, CBS TV's NY..: program. VD. back at his desk after 

a three-week Maine fishing vacation... Harry Feeney, CBS-TY. trade 
‘pews manager, vacationing at his Delaware Valley retreat... Jack” 
Cowden, CBS-TV v.p. of info services, back Tuesday (5). after New. 
Hampshire hiatus . . . Buster. Keaton signed for-CBS-TV “Twilight 
Zone” episode next season ... Alan King and Julie Andrew to. guest 
on Garry Moore’s season preem on.CBS-TV Sept. 26... Tom.Kelly 
yet newspaperman and a member of the CBS press department until 
his retirement over a dozen years ago, died last week... . WNB 
Radio newscaster Dwight Welst selected by U.S. Information Agency - 
to serve as host-narrator for “Focus om Berlin,”.15-minute film on the 
Berlin crisis ... Bud Ford, WNBC Radio production supervisor, off. 
on a two-week vacation tour of the midwest ..... WNBC. radio director 
Lee Jones vacationing for’a. week at his Dayville; Conn., farm... 
Sherril Taylor and Jory Nodland, prez and v:p.' ‘respectively, of Taynod, 
Productions, packagers of the new “Kukla.and Ollie” series urrive in 
N.Y. Friday (1) to open their branch office ..... Radio station. WBAI-FM 
4s holding a fund raising party for its listeners at the Village Gate 
restaurant in Greenwich Village.on Sept. .25 ... WCBS Radio per- 
sonality Jack Sterling, owner of two radio stations, one iu California . 
and the other in Puerto Rico, is discussing the purchase of-a third - 
in New England... CBS newsman Allan Jackson ‘starts his new radio 
series, “How Serious the Challenge?” on Monday (4): He wilt narrate - 
ie seven-part, 50-minute program: which will ‘be: heard every Monday 

t .. . Richard C. O’Brien named director of engineering: for. 
whe ry, effective Friday (1). O’Brien. has been direetor, audio-video 

engineering, CBS-TV, since April, 1957 . 
' The Ed Kobaks leave this week for Paris, Ronie and London. Due 
back Sept, 18... . Henny Youngman joins ABC ‘Radio's “Flair” lineup © 
Sept. 18 7.. Chiek Conners has signed his two sons iMike and Jeff) 
to do a return spot on his ABC-TV “Rifleman” series in the fall. They'll 
do Huck Finn types . . . Bob Graff, exec. producer of ABC-TV’s 
F.D.R. series set for 1962, now has units working at Hyde Park, Wash- 
ington, D.C., N.Y. and: Los Angeles... . Carol: Hahey. will choreograph — 
“The Magic ‘Nuteracker”, Westinghouse special on ABC-TV Dec.: 23, : 

‘| It will star Carol. Lawrence, Robert Goulet. and. Pierre Olaf. Sam: and 
Bella Spewack are doing the adaptation... 

Jo Dine, director of information and special service: for CBS News, 
who. also is a major in the U. S.. Army Reserves, called for a two week 
‘tour of duty as an information. consultant to the. Deparfinent-.of the 
Army at the Pentagon. He leaves Sept..10. . George. Perkins, v.p. in 
charge of CBS Radio network programming, flew to London for confabs 
with Bing Crosby on renewal of the web’s “Christmas.Sing with: Bing” = 
special . CBS Radio’s producer Philip Gittelman returned from a> 
London-Paris-erlin junket with 65 five-minute. ‘broadcasts for “Per- 
sonal Stozy,” on ihe web’s “Dimension” series. 

Norman Jewison will be producer . and: director - for: the: Feb. - jl 
Lerner-Loewe “Notebook” special on NBC-TV . .:, Jean Pierre Aumont 
and Ingrid Thulin, one of Ingmar Bergman's "stock company,” co=: | 
fronting the NBC-TV “Intermezzo” adaptation. scheduled: for a DuPont 
series slot on Nov. 19... Scripter Irve Tunick cut ‘short his vacation 
in Israel to start work on “Gambling, Inc.,” a scenario for indie. ‘motion: 
picture producer Ed Schreiber. 

Shad Northshield takes a week off as- “Today” producer to ‘vacation - 
on Cape Cod... Frank MeGee of NBC News to Yugoslavia and Berlin 
for a special on “Uncommitted Nations”. Mona- McCormick pee. 
researcher on. MecGee’s new Friday séries, “Here & Now” . .:. Burr . 
Smidt, tv scenic designer the did “Power & Glory” sets). and Talent. - 
Associates production supervisor Renee Valente. being spliced Sept. 2- 
at Bridgehampton, L. I. .~ . Lela Swift wound up directing job on. 
“Paper Bullets” and moved over to NBC-TV’'s “Woman” staff as director. 

“Memo to JFK,” new book..out of P. G.” 
Putnam, written by 10. NBC correspondents on -world situation; “pubs © 
Ueation date for book, with forward written ‘by NBC. News exe veep. 
Bill McAndrew, is Oct. 3... Remo. out after three months as 
a maniacal murderer on “Edge of Night” soaper appears: tonight (Wed). 
on “Armstrong Circle Theatre” as a police sergeant and ‘he'll do an: 
Ed. Sullivan stint on Sept. 3... . Leonard Stadd, who scripts “From 

“Bugles &. Beards,” 
optioned for Broadway by Claudia Franck for a. January opening. 

IN HOLLYWOOD . 
-Bob Redd, teletopper at. Ervin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, came back 

from 42-iay tour of European capitals convinced that. instantaneous. 
global tv is only two or three years away.’ England will take. the lead, 
he believes, because their engineers. are already wiring for’ it... . 
KTILA’s Seymour Louis “Stretch” Adler is the biggest fan of the sta- 
tion’s Jack Lalane keep-fit program: His phone is shut off while he 
‘rolls around on the floor. An ex-collegiate basketball star. he still has 
‘that slim-down Iook . . Lew. Irwin pulled out of KABC’s newscasting 
corps to work on.a few projects of his own . ‘George Tibbles. is 
shooting around Fred MacMurray for three months in “My: Three. 
‘Sons” while the show’s star is overseas. making a picture,. They'll. start 
even again around Turkey: Day. Fhey shot him.in 22. segments. before: 
he took off . Lou Edelman. hasn’t given up on Barbara Stanwyck, 
whom he calls “the best pro in the business,” and alerted writers to 
whip up a new format for.her . . . Joe Barbera (Hanna &)} answered — 
critics of animated cartoons. by.’ citing: figures to ‘prove that he. hires | 

‘I{more actors per carteon than. most half hours. Some tv columnists” 
.{ went for the story that the. cartoon craze ‘in tv is. a plot. to. put ‘actors 

out of work 

IN LONDON .. 
Southern-TV added ‘a * mobile vidtape recording. unit’. and a trailer. 

generator to its o.b. unit making it completely self-contained and able 
to generate its own power . .. BBC. Radio’s nautical comedy,. ‘'The’ 

. Alfred Bradley is to “produce 
Shelagh Delaney’ s “A Taste Of Honey” for sound. . .-Granada-TV - 
aired: “Over The Bridge”, Sam Thompson’s play which was nixed: in. 
Belfast (where it was set). because of. feelings. it might arouse... 
Same web plans to loan 200 receivers to ‘Northern | Schools when this 
season’s school. programs bow (Sept. 18):-: “Police. made intensive ~ 
enquiries into a fire which broke out in Pye ‘factories at Cambridge. — 
This was the third serious fire there within nine months’. . . BBO. 
converting a. new studio in the Midlands—-from a mortuary... Asso: 
ciated-Rediffusion pencilled in a controversial play. about the color 
bar, “The White’ Man”, following racial riots in the Midlands .:. 
Zany comedian. Spike Milligan’ has one coming up for BBC-TV called 
“A Series of Unrelated Incidents at Current. Market Value”: .:. . 
Michael Dunk: joined Tyne Tees-TV as feature director . _ Announcer 

IN SAN. FRANCISCO... 
Frank Atlass, of Chicago, arrived: in: Frisco to take’ over his. newly" 

purchased KQBY ... James Hagerty and Robert . Pauley. of ABC in 
town for last weekend’s huddle of ABC Radio affiliates . .°. KSAN 
upped J. Walfer Carroll from commercial manager to station mane 
ager and named salesman Martin L. Dinkins new commercial manager. 
..« One of the Frisco. area’s oldest tv personalities died: she was Myrile, 
18, a mongrel who'd been appearing with Lu Hurley. on various Frisco 
stations, most: lately KTVU, since 1950... San Jose's KNTY- going in 

(Continued on’ page 30) 
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Special Events Are Live & Lively 
To CBS’ Paul Levitan, Vern Diamond}: 

' CBS-TV Now Eyes Info The seven-man special events. 

‘By MURRAY: HOROWITZ 

eupervisory -team at. CBS-TV, 
topped: by producer. Paul. Levitan, 
has a‘ motto: “Who's Afraid of| 
‘Live’. TV?”. In saying “not us,” to 

live ‘challenge, the. special | 

viewing slaloms, ogling American 
beauties, or participating in a ball. 

’ Whole object of Levitan’s spe 
cial events unit is to give the home 

- ‘gcreer viewer a ringside seat, a 
chatice to go. to the. New Orleans 
Mardi Gras, to Los Angeles’ Tour- 
namient of- Roses, or. to” ‘Atlantic: 
“City’s Miss: America: contest with-. 
out worrying about the.cost; the 

‘time, or.securing a: ‘baby sitter. : 
: Levitan, with a- gleam. in‘ his -eye,. 
ds looking forward to the commu- 
nications satellite, when . London, 
Rome, Paris, Moscow might be- 
come a live location for special 

events. 

Most of: the events. that. Levitan 
has under: his: auspices, events in. 
the lighter vein away. .from the: 
hard news, are top.rated shows that: 
don’t go begging for sponsorship. 
For: example, the .; ‘Miss America 
contest in ‘Atlantic: City, this sea-|. 
son will bea two and a. half-hour 
outing. In terms of. ratinys, the 
Miss America’ outing. is ‘nip. and 
tuck with-the Oscar telecasts. It’s 
“not. surprising therefore :that this: 
‘year’s telecast will bea half-hour 
longer, with a host of ‘sponsors |. 
lined up for the Saturday’. ‘night. 

(Continued on ontinued on page-3 35): 

AFTRA & KFWB 
Still Far Apart|~ 

Hollywood, ‘Aug. 29.. 
American Federation of. TV. & 

Radio Artists strike against KFWB . 
entered its eighth. week with all 
efforts to end dispute: ending An. 
failure.. 

‘Both. -sides . rejected - _propesais| 
_ Inade ‘during - 11-hour marathon 
bargaining session. which broke: up 
. without setting. ‘date for a further 

. ‘meeting. 
Claude. McCue, AFTRA. exec 

secretary, said union - rejected. as 
‘completely’ unsatisfactory” two 
wage offers by station for one-year 
contracts at rates less. than. Previ- 
ous proposals by. station..  : 
“The union cannot accept : the 

principle ofa orie-yedr.. contract: 
-- Which would find negotiations 
starting all over again in. ‘about 1 
‘eight months,”. McCue’ said. 

Show Specifically Designed 
“For 7 f0:13 Age Bracket} 
“CBS-TV is scouting ideas: for an. 

informational. series which might} 
be keyed to children ranging. in 
years. from seven to 13. One of the 
toughies for such:a show is station 
clearances in the 5 to 7 p.m. period,. 
‘considered: prime time for sub-teen 
viewers: Web, of course,’ will be 
watching the experiment of WCBS- 
TV, N-Y.,’with a news show aimed. 
at, ‘the younger set. ° 

According: to the views of CBS 
‘News -prexy Richard Salant; young-. 
sters. above 13. want to watch the 
regular informational fare, ..“‘20th 
Century,” et al, It would be wrong, : 
he maintained, to design a pubaf- 
fairs series, ‘with the information 
diluted or watered down;. trying to 
fragmatize the. adult and teenage 
audiences. Teenagers. ‘would. resent. 
it, he said, adding that his opinion, 
is backed up. by experts: Web has 
“Captain Kangeroo” for the kid- 
Ges: below the age. of seven, . 
‘CBS: News prexy still hopes: to 

‘expand’ a web news strip: from 15 
minutes to a-half-hour, a project 
which Salant first: explored at. an 
-affil. meeting last spring. Move of: 
o&o0 KNXT, Los Angeles, in in- 
-troing.an-hour evening news strip. 
this fall will bear watching in light 
‘of the web's. ‘desire. for a half-hour 
atrip, 

By ART ‘WOODSTONE 

What may prove a test of spon- 
jseor maturity in television these 
next few weeks is whether Fred 
‘W, Friendly’s “CBS Reports” and 

: {Irving Gittin’s “White Paper” se- 
‘Tries on NBC-TV get- advertising. 
-|The point might be. better proved 

yia Gitlin than Friendly, if only 
because the formier’s six NBC hours 
will probably fall into choicer time 
‘pertods than -“Report’s” Thursday- 

; at-10 slot. 
- And” the point {s;. simply put, 
x ‘a ‘sponsor. stand. for contro-| 

lversy?. Both Gitlin and Friendly 
are prone,:in their pubaffairs pro- 

| ductions, to raise and dramatically 
] queation’ basic concepts, in the: 
{kind of performances that are 
bound ‘to attract as many unfavor- 
able as favorable letters, 
‘Robert Montgomery, in official 

Federal. testimony last spring, may 
have done in “White Paper,” as 
arags sponsor’s are concerned, al- 
though NBC-TV sources say that 

jtbhere is still a fair to middlin’ 
>| chance a sponsor will soon sign for. 
‘{the six Gitlin hours. . Montgomery 
told: an investigating coinmittee 
that -he felt the “White Paper” on 
‘the: U-2 could. easily -bave been. 
sponsored by. Moscow. And while 
some potential advertisers. presum- 
ably disagree they may be afraid: 
that potential customers won't. 

In any. case,. “White. Paper” is 
about the. only: major—or minor— 
“project on the NBC News agenda 
for ’61-'62 that hasn’t yet gotten. 
itself a bankroller. (NBC News is | 
probably going to do other contro-, 
versial stanzas, but evidently. none 
of {ts other. producers have that 
inescapable “track. record’ of: cori- 
‘troversy that seems arbitrarily to’ 
have been tagged on. the documen- 
taties of Gitlin (and Friendly) by 
America’s social and political 
arbiters. 
In contrast to Gitlin’s “Paper” 

series, NBC News is. virtually SRO. 
in other areas. This itself is a new | 
‘high mark in publie- affairs and |- 

. F aftal - _a telecast of “April In Paris Ball,” : news for:.any “network. Indeed, 
NBC News: is unprecedentedly 
breaking even—and may, if the 
“Today” show holds its ewn (now 
that’ Garroway. has ‘departed: and 
the news department. of the -net- 

-] work has inherited its responsibil- 
ity for the morning Program strip) | 
—make a small profit. - 

specs next season, including the 
“Paper” shows. There are,- of 

course 12 or 14 others that have 
not: been sold either, but, the feel- 
ing is that there just might be 
enough advertisers: interested in 

(Continued on "Bage 88) . 

“Case Of T he Hopeless Videophobes 
a By JAY LEWIS 

NBC News will do 40- ‘one-hour 

| BBC Fears Inroads 
By Com’l TY Going 

To Full Hr. Shows 
London, Aug. 29. 

Working on the assumption that 
the end of a program invites a 

On side Outside CBS Pubaffairs 
¢ Policy that CBS-TV has involving 
outside pubaffairs shows is an 
evolving one, with the strict pate 
tern yet to be set, if ever. What 
could be called the- “open end” 
characteristic of the current policy 
was explained by CBS News prexy 
Richard Salant. 

In the field of hard news where 
the factors of objectivity, editorial 
judgment, and a high degree of 

switch of channel, BBC-TV ‘fall|Professional news experience is 
skeds should lose viewers to the 
commercial web. This is because 
‘BBC policy of catering for minori- 
ties as well as the masses calls for 
shorter programs as opposed to the 
commercial. web’s new plan of 
screening mostly hour-long shows. 
BBC-TV may suffer, especially, if it 
continues to air one-thira thought- 
provokers in prime time. 
“This view is held by BBC-TV 

execs who are genuinely amazed it 
took the competition so long to 
“discover” the hour-long formula 
a8 a surefire audience-holder. But 
although BBC-TV will not adopt a 
similar policy, marked changes are 
promised in its fall skeds, so far 
kept under close wraps, Stuart 
Hood, web’s new program topper, 
hints at considerable sharpening up 
of shows, 2 weeding cut of middle- 
of-the-road stanzas and a. more 
“journalistic” approach. Hood is a 
firm believer in establishing “the 
point” of a program inside the fir'st 
minute. 
Against consecutive 60-minuters 

throughout prime time (as is 
planned by Associated. TeleVision 
for Sundays) he considers BBC-TV 
‘must go all out to increase the im- 
pact of its shows. And at all times, 
says Hood, BBC-TV instructional 
and informative’ programs must 
also be entertaining. 

CBS Lets Option Lapse 
On ‘April in Paris’ Ball’ 

CBS-TV let its option expire on 

to have been shown on’ tne 
| web. lineup. Almost immediately, 
Claude Philippe, who dreamed up 
the annual New York party, made 
a deal with producer Charles Ar- 
den to take-up where the network 
left off. 

CBS was out peddling the stanza 
until late August, but “had no 
takers. Web wanted $64,000 gross 
for program only, it’s understood. 
Arden’s price is $30,000 for the'| 
show. “April in Paris Ball,” from 
the Tth Regiment Armory this 
year, is a charity affair with a 

} - heavy society attendance, 

‘Washington, Aug: 29. 
-“Videophobia. ( (not. a fear of television, but a fear 

| that people will think you watch it) ppears on the 
wane throughout most ofthe coun 

But the affliction is still very much in evidence 
in’ Washington. The. videophobes can be spotted on 
Capitol ‘Hill’ and at Federal Communications Com- 

| mission, and probably countless other. agencies. - 
‘It's ‘their presence on the Congressional Com- 

munications Subcommittees. which: shape the Jaws 
governing broadcasting that is most alarming. 

In ‘essence, the sufferers are intellectual snobs 
{or those who fear intellectual snobs who look down. 
their noses at. those who watch,” or éven own, ‘a 
television set). © 
Once ‘a -real status handicap. among certain seg- 

ments of the U.S.:populace—chiefly. those who. were 
sefl-conscious about their intellectual shortcomings, 
now mere ownership of a receiver in most circles 
doesn't necessarily lower your brow. And the video- 
less.can no longer count on being one. up. when. he 
‘remarks in a calculated offhand manner that he 
doesn’t own a set. While a few years. ago, the video- 
phobe scorned the tv.watcher as a vegetable creature . 
muted: by the hypnotics of tv, without a set he now 

Top managenient. offer was sor Freceonty finds himself tongueless since ‘television 
$22.50 increase, for’ present er- 
ployes and. $177.50 for: new :em- 
ployes. Present. contract..calls for 
$155 ‘although prevailing wage is 
$173.50. 

Station claims that they are be- 
ing -used as. “bellweather”. for. in- 
‘dustry. because union is - only 
asking ‘$10 . increase from other: 

- stations. 

(meaning its programs) -may very well be the most 
common ‘top ‘of conversation next to. the weather.. 

Videophobia now takes. the form of owning a 
‘set: but telling people you: never or rarely watch it, 
and then -only ‘accidentally. You tell: friends who 
-have their sets in the living room and eat before 
it, that you: ‘keep. yours in the basement next to the 
washing ‘machine—or .in your unfinished attic, 
garage, etc. As for why you. got it in the first place, 
the. children badgered you into it—or at. best. you 

thought you might want to take a look at the political 
conventions. 

_ But. despite its modified form, the essence of 
Videophobe is still that watching tv fare for fun 
on any kind of regular basis is tantamount to an 
admission you have a common denominator mind 
‘(which for some reason seems worse than cretinism). 
Your mentality is gradually softened into putty for 
the Madison Ave. people to shape to the desires of 
their clients, : 
And if you watch non-educational programs for 

sheer pleasure for several hours running, you prob- 
ably never curl up with a book. Worst of all, tv 
‘watching doesn’t even rate the reverse—standard 
status of being a low brow activity. 

All this ig by way of saying that Congressmen are 
peculiarly. susceptible on the whole to the video- 
phobe psychology. Most are very self-conscious about 
their standing on the Congressional intellectual lad- 
der. The reputedly erudite (Rhodes Scholar and ex- 

eollege prexy Sen. William Fulbright) are openly 
envied and emulated by many of their colleagues. 
{Of course, what intellectual facade they achieve 
is. often shed when the politicos go back home to 

-the plain folk who. make up the electorate). 
Observers at Congressional hearings on broadcast 

issues have noted clear-cut symptoms of videophobia. 
A prime syndrome is the apologetic preface. A clas- 
sic example took place earlier this year with the 
Chairman of 2 key . Congressional group in the 
broadcasting field." 

Apologetic TV Fans? 
The tired topie of televised sex, crime, etc. came 

up, and the Chairman told about watching tv the 
night before and being shocked at the number (he 

(Continued « on page 41) 

necessary, especially .{n contro- 
versial areas, CBS-TV will rely on 
its own news and pubaffairs de- 
partment. -In that field, the web 
assumes not only the responsibility 
of what goes on the air, but the re- 
sponsibility of producing the show. 

The “open end” characteristic of 
‘the present policy falls in other 
areas such as the upcoming show 
on the privately sponsored med- 
feal ship “Hope,” which will be 
fhe subject of a half-hour tele- 
mentary. That show was produced 
outside and Salant sees no reason 
‘why the web should rigidly reject 
the program. Expanding. on his 
views, he said, for example CBS-TV 
would be in error if it rejected the 
course offered by the Learning Re- 
sources Institute this upcoming 
season on the web, and instead 
produced the ‘The New Biology” 
in its own shop. Course, inele 
dentally, will be carried by some 
180 affils, - 

Ih pubaffairs areas such as those 
specials dealing with Hollywood is 
another ‘open end’ possibility,. as 
opposed to the hard news areas, 
still the province of the web’s in- 
side departments. Diversity offered 
by: outside pubaffairs talent need 
nét be blankly dismissed, he main- 
tained, and traditional web policy 
is and will undergo reexamination 
in light of present thinking. 

In unrelated developments, Sal- 
ant saw more pubaffairs specials 
this upcoming season on the web 
than yrevious seasons. CBS News 
prexy said that a big news story 

| which warrants a ‘special won't be 
held back from airing waiting for 
a time slot either on “Eyewitnes¢ 
to History” or “CBS Reports.” 
Either of the showcases may carry 
news stories of the moment. “Ber- 
lin-Act of War?”, however, would 
not have waited for either show- 
case, under the current policy, he 
sai 

Eddie Fisher As 
ATV Packager 

Hollywood, Aug. 29. 
Eddie Fisher enters television 

packaging and production under 
his Fisher Co. banner, launching 
ty arm with “J. D.” filmed series 
dealing with the juvenile division 
of the police bureau. 

Bernie Rich has been set ag an 
exec in the tv dept. and checks 
into Warner Bros. offices, where 
Fisher just signed.-a four-picture 
distribution deal, to prep the proj- 
ect. Pilot is planned to shcot be- 
fore the end of the year. 

Rich said Fisher Co. plans sev- 
eral one-hour live tv specials, with 
Fisher possibly appearing on some. 

Fisher inaugurates new company 
with “The Gouffe. Case,” Joachim 
Mass novel which will star Eliza- 
beth Taylor. 

Juve News Back-to-Back 
With ABC-TY’s Dick Clark 
ABC-TV’s juvenile-slanted news 

stanza, which has been floating 
around since cancellation of the 
projected “Discovery” series, is 
now definitely set for a 4:50 ta 5 
p.m. It'll come directly after Dick 
Clark’s “American Bandstand” 
show and there's some considera- 
tion being given to linking up the 
musical and news stanzas via a title 
similarity. 

Biz already set for the juve news 
show and will be titled “American 
newstand.” Roger-Sharp will be 
anchor man, assisted by David 
Jayne and Bill Lord. 
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26 LOCAL TV & SYNDICATION 

Global Glint in Screen Gems’ Orbit: 
Canada, London Productions Are Set | 

Hollywood, Aug. 29. + 
The overseas profit potential is 

&C “attractive to Screen Gems that 
.the Columbia Pictures tv arm is 
planning overseas production in 
Many countries in the next few 
years, according to William Dozier, 
veepee in charge of west coast ac- 
tivities. In production now are 
iwe series in Canada and one up- 
ceming in London, with others on 
the planring board. Foreign rev- 
enue from SG telepix is now 20° 
cf the overall and steady increases ° 
are anticipated. 

“If we have that global look in 
our eye.” says Dozier, “it's because - 
the foreign market is getting so: 
important and world wide inter-! 
connected television is only two or 
ihree vears away. We have dis- 
tritution setups in 11 foreign coun- 
tries, with dubbing of our telepix! 
in 13 lancuages. By making pic-! 
tures abroad we improve our posi- 
tion as a friendiv company with. 
ihose nationals and have better op-: 
portunities to have our tv series! 
shown. By maintaining our own: 
effices. we know the market bDet- 
ter and = resultantly get better: 
prices for our series. Producing ' 
in these countries takes us out of! 
ihe quota restrictions. 

“The profit potential abroad,” 
adus Dozier, “gives fiscal sound- 
ness to gur thinking. On the net- 
work runs of our shows '10 next 
s€ason. second only to Revue) we 
can only expect to break even. By 
keing on the ground and knowing 
the market. we can improve on our 
past take of overseas revenue.” 

Meanwhile, Back In Canada 

Ir production in Canada, under: 
Herb Sussan’s supervision, are two: 
series, “Pick a Letter” and the 
Fierre Burton Show. Slated for: 
next year in England is “Lime-. 
house.” Other ‘projects in 
works, both here and abroad, will 
be revealed by Dozier in two weeks, 
On, the slate of futures will be 
“Higgins” to star the English 
comic, Stanley Holloway, but to be 
made in Hollywood. 

Dozier leaves this weekend for 
London to inspeci the pilot of “Gul- 
Jiver,” produced = by 
Schneer in super-dynamation ‘live 
action and animation:. He is due 
back within a weck and expects tr 
add this series to the '62-'63 sched- 
ule, both foreign and domestic. 

For the season after next he 
piesages a cycle of comedy but in 
new and = surprising forms on 
which his writers and producers are 
now working. Peggy Cass of “The 
Hathaways” he predicts. will 
emerge as the top comedienne of : 
mnext season, the closest approach 
te Lueille Ball. Such action-ad-. 
venture shows as “Route 66” and: 
“Naked City” will not only sur-! 
vive the campaign against violence. 
but will have many imitators, he 
pi edicts. 
New independent producing units 

will be brought into the SG fold to: 
<ccemplement Herbert Leonard. 
Tony Owen and-Green and Rouse, 
and Dozier is now screening several : 
new prospects. At no: time and: 
nowhere, says Dozier, will produc-}; 
tion be farmed out as an associa-’ 

the} 

Charles: 

Shreveport KTAL-TY Fete 
To Bring Out NBC Brass 

Shreveport, La., Aug..29.. 
NBC-TV brass and NBC-TV per- 

formers are trekking. down here on 
Tuesday ‘Sept. 5) to take part in a 
124-hour fete by KTAL itv). Station 
lis throwing the bash to commem-. 
j orate moving from Texarkana to: 
:Shreveport, and along with the 
:move it’s changing network affilla- 
‘tions, too—from CBS-ABC to an 
Inge’ basic, which is what will 
bring NBC chairman Bob Sarnoff, 
,exec veep David Adams and veep 
‘Tom Knode into the act. 

Web is also supplying ‘sports- 
‘easter Joe Garagiola, new emcee 
Jack Linkletter and two “Wagon 
;Train” performers, Frank McGrath 
iand Terry Wilson. During the Sept. 
'S promotional day, the NBC crew 
‘is going to appear at three local 
hospitals, before at least one civic 
‘club, and do a special 9-10 p.m.. 
‘program on KTAL. ‘Station begins 
‘picking up the regular NBC feed 
i Sept. ay 

Sillerman Sets Up 
A Consultancy Biz 

! Michael M. Sillermau.. vet indus-. 
itry sales exec. has resigned from 
‘Programs for Television to form. a 
‘new type of specialized ptogram 
and sales consultancy business. He 
.Will.act for and with major com- 
!panies and studios in development 
:of syndicatoin biz for existing as 
‘well as newly produced properties. 

A special phase of- the consult- 
ancy businesses will deal with color 
‘tv film properties.. In. this area, 
.Sillerman conducted a large scale 
operation at. PTI with J. Arthur 
Rank color pix and arranged spe- 
-cial tie-ups with RCA, in’ promot- 
ing color product at local levels in 
Multiple markets. 

Sillerman, who was a_ principal 
in the formation of Television 
-Programs of America, resigned as 

in charge of sales for | ~xee V.p. 
PTI. 

COMEDY CAPERS’ 
SILENT 2-REELERS | 

| Silent two-reel comedies of the. 
‘20s have been. fashioned into a 
series by National: Telepix, titled 
“Comedy Capers.” 

Jack Saunders, former musical 
‘director for the late Mike Todd, 
has scored over 120 compositions 
for the series. ( 
identifying music for each star in 

-and Punishment,”.-series of docu- 

Tangement is in. perpetuity. 

River Investment, S.A. There are 

‘said that when the RKO films were 

; to the Fall River Inv estment board. 

‘{be telecast on the Taft stations, 

Others are. Westinghouse Broad- 

He has composed: 

Joe ‘Joel: appointed sales super- 
visor of Scréen'Gems for the Far | 

.|‘East, Australia and New Zealand. 
Joel also wit continue as manag- 
ing director of Screen Gems Pty., 
Ltd., headquartered in Sydney... 
‘Jack Rieger, prexy of Ring Classics 

Program Export Assn. 

and exec producer of “Main } 
Event” to Hollywood... Sandy 
Howard ‘signed’ by exec producer 
David L. Wolper to join the pro- 
ducing. ratks on “The Story Of” 
series, which Wolper Productions 
is making for Ziv-UA .. . “Crime 

mentaries taped. behind prison | 
walis, is now being distributed in 
syndication by Peter M. Robeck 
& Co.... “For Your Information,” 
new tv interview series now being 
released. free to tv stations by|- 
Sterling “Movies U.S.A. features 
columnist Jim Bishop and radio- 
tv personality Fran Allisor Fran Allison, 

Big Latino Sale On 
729 Pre- 49 RKQs; 
$1,000,000 and % 

The 729 features in the RKO 
re-'49 film library were sold “in 
ulk for South and Central Ameri- 

can. distribution to a latino com- 
bine headed by George Caputo. 
According to Television Industries 
Inc., which owns the RKO pix and 
which sold the rights, the deal 
called for $1.000.000. down plus a 
percentage of future sales profits 
below the border. Percentage ar- 

WT -TV Slots New Sess 
Milwaukee - 7 our n al ‘station 

‘WTMJ-TV has acquired several 

fall, ineluding 
“Shannon,” “Ripcord, ” 
Way: of Thinking.” 

“Mister Magoo,” 
and: 

Monday nights at 6:30 p.m. for 30 
minutes and at 5:40 p.m. for five 

days. 
“Shannon” will be broadcast 

Tuesdays at 9 p.m., starting Sept. 
19. “Ripeord” will be presented: 
Fridays at.10:15 p.m.,.. beginning 
Sept. 29. “A Way of Thinking,” 
featuring Dr. Albert Burke, will. 
‘be shown on WTMJ-TV. ‘Sundays, 
5:30 p.m., effective Oct. 1. effective Oct. 1. 

= Upped US. Prices 

about 48. films in the sale group: 
made after 1948. Basil Estreicn, 
who heads Television Industries 
{successor to Matty Fox’s old- CNC) 

‘Mexico City, Aug. 29. 
Local television ‘interests are 

beefing strongly about recent. hikes 
for American episodics, 

acquired in 1955, they cost slightly over various channels.’ 
over $14,000.000. 
Martin -J. Robinson, veep and 

general sales ‘manager of the 
Estreich : firm is going to be added 

show; formerly offered. at $225. 
Other American shows will also: be 
adjusted upward, according to dis- 

| tributors handling episodics, 
soon as current contracts: expire. 

| Advertising agencies and spon- 
|sors decry. boosts as complicating | 
matters. Sponsors threaten to can- 
cel their contracts. but there is 
little ‘likelihood of this since the 
American shows are well liked by 
audiences and have big public: fol- 
lowings. 

as 

Taft’s Britannica Pix 
Taft Broadeasting has leased 
the library .of. over -700 Encyclo- 
paedia Britannica Films, distrib- 
uted by Trans-Lux.. The films will 

starting Sept. 1. 
wit Station. outlets ¥ include 

lumbus: WEHe Birmingham; MEX DOCUMENTARIES 
WKYT, Lexington,, Ky. Taft 

GET GLOBAL SPREAD’ 
Mexico City, Aug. 29. 

“Mexico's Department of. Foreign 
Relations has readied seven docu- 
‘'mentaries, giving. aspects of life 
and progress in the republic, for 
worldwide release. Series has al- 

Broadcasting is the third major |. 
group to acquire the entire output 
of Encyclopaedia Britannica Films. | 

casting” and Time, Ine. 

WABC-TV’S ‘TOY. COIN 
the series, originally produced by. Ideal Toy Corp. is picking up 
| Hat Roach and Mack Sennett.| part of the tab of three Shirley 
There -is Ben Turpin music, a{ Temple films to be’ shown on 
| Laurel and Hardy theme, ete. WABG-TV later this year on the. 
; Other stars.in the 90 films, each 
of 13!2_minutes in Jength, include 

t Billy Bevin,, Andy Clyde, Will 

“Holiday Film ‘Classics’ series. 
Features are. “Little Princess,” 
“Curly Top’ and ‘‘Our Little Girl.” 

‘ready been seen by. visitors to the. 
Turin Exposition. in Italy, 
Now, Miguel Alvarez Acosta, who 

heads up the International Cultural | 
Promotion Organization; and in 
charge of distribution. of. documen- 
taries, plans to distribute copies ‘in | 

Wednesday, August 30, 1961, 

* 50,00,000 TV Sets Outside US, 
Number of tv sets outside the U.S. has ‘passed the 50,000,6 

mark and is expected in 1962 to surpass the 53,000,000 tv set coun 
in the U.S., according to. John G. McCarthy, prexy of. Televistor 

Among the markets. making up. the total of 80, 000, 000: arg 
United. Kingdom, almost 12,000,000;' Canada;: . 
2,500,000; France, 2,000,000; Scandinavia, 1,600, 000: Brazil, 1,200;8- 
000; ‘Australia, 1,200 ,000; Ja an, 8,000,000;. ‘West Germany, 4,800, 
000. Argentina, Mexico, Be gium, The - Netherlands, Spain,” V; 

4, 000 000; I 

one 
ezuela and many other countries have a substantial number of sete, 
and all are growing rapidly in number. ‘Television sets’ in the 
Soviet bloc total about 8,000,000. , 

CBS 080’s Int] Hour” Exchange 
Program Now Eyes Expanded Vistas 

+ “The International Hour, ” titl 
of the CBS-TV o&o0 showcase of 
cultural foreign tv attractions, will 

||} have a new and expanded life... 
‘Current. series of 12 vidtaped pro- 

new syndicated properties for this: 

“A . 

“Magoo” will be programme d. next ‘series will include additional 

minutes, Mondays through Thurs- : 

grams from’ many parts | of ‘the 
world winds up. next month at... 
various dates: on different | CBS- 
‘TV o&0's. © 

According. to present plans; the. 

shows from CBS5S-TV stations. See. 
ries just expired had WCBS-TV's. 
“Amerié¢an. Musical. Theatre” as. 
the U.S. contribution. Next series 
‘is expected to find more countries. 
involved .and: a greater. exchange. 
of» programs. Initial . -practice, 
which will ‘be. changed, was. ‘for. 
‘Japan or Canada to have’ a. pro- 
gram on the CBS o&o stations” 
‘without the same show. making the 
rounds to other countries in the 
exchange program. ; 
CBS Television - Stations. ‘prexy 

‘Merle S. Jones, said the vehicle, in 
addition to. providing -an interna - 

1 tional showcase for” tv programs, 

- perimental theatre, 
“producers around the world a... Cue Mex Beefs 
‘also could be considered as. an eXe 

Tt. offers. tv. 

chance to expose. and test their 
wares in the U‘S. market, ‘as Well 
_as different areas. of the world. 
This eventually, he opined, could .. 

popular : lead to a better universal Standard. 
| of tv. programming. : 

Janes. stated that the exchange 
‘method rather than’ the direct 
sales course is the way to gain ex-: 
posure for the cultural attractions’ 
exemplified in: “The International . 
‘Hour:”..- Most eountries, he held, 
have: quotas. and .usually buy ‘the 
more commercial shows with a. 
higher rating. potential. Same yen 
for the high rating potential oper- 
ates.in the U.S. If such shows as 
formed the ..“‘International Hour” 
were offered on -a.difect -sale 
basis,. they wouldn't gain tv exe. 
posure’ in. foreign: markets, - he 

| added. . 
Last outing for the: curfent sum- 

mer season-“carried a salute to the 
seriés by.. Jones, Edward R. .Mur- 
row, director of the USS..: Informa- 
tion Agency.. and ‘Philip, “H. 
Coombs, assistant secretary for 
educational and cultural affairs. - 

_ Those participating included 
‘Australian Broadcasting Commis- 
sion, Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,. 
Radio Denmark Television Net- 

! work, Associated Rediffusion, U:K.3:.. 
Fuji ‘Broadcasting, . Tokyo Broade - 
casting. System, Japan; Telesis- 
‘tema ‘Mexicana, Mexico; and Swe- 
dish Broadcasting Corp. 
No date has been set for tele-- 

tion with Screen Gems. Rogers. Keystone Kops and the Biz was. placed ‘through . Grey 

Complaints ‘stemmed from’ noost | ; 
‘to $325 for the “Mike Hammer” 

casti f° , 
the U.S., -Europe and Central and sung °° the new. Series, but the 

A high mortality rate around . 
first of the year will not find Screen | 
Gems conipletely empty of replaee- 
ments for a fast sale. He has in 
production “The Expendables,” a 
Green-House production 
Mike Connors. The star system 
has its merits. according to Dozier. 
“They can make a good show bet- 
ter but they can’t make a bad show 
good.” Our family shows are not 
Fopular abroad, says Dozier, “be- 
cause they don't understand our 
mores.” He recently returned from 
a trip through Europe. 

KWBA’s 2006 Sale 
Baytown, Tex., Aug. 29. 

KWBA here is being sold for 
$200. 060 to the owners of Port Ar- 
thur and Bryan-College Station 
eutlete 

An application has been made 
with the FCC in Washington to 
ivansfer the station to John H. 
Hicks Jr.. of Port Arthur and Ed- 
ward L. Francis of Dallas. They 
now operate KOLE, Port Arthu: 
and WTAW at Bryan and*‘Collegc 
Stations. 
KWBA is the -city’s only radi 

station and has been operated since 
1947. It was once K 

“Mack Sennett Bathing Beauties. 

starring |- 

Television sponsors and their ad agencies have thrown a road-. 
block in the path’ of Television Producers - Guild campaigning 
against the separation of eredits from writers ‘and directors. It is 
contended that one more card produces a clutter of credits and 
inveighs against a fast entry inta the show. Producers counter that 
another six seconds it takes to display their credits wouldn’t make 

tow: enough difference. 

ruptions.” 

is completely rectified.” 

aw: 

That ‘Clutter of Credits’ * 1torical and archeological attrac-} 
.| tions; a documentary on the longest 

M linki this |.. 
gas duet in exico linking thi ‘efte hour. special produced by Wol- 

- Producers Guild has no contract with. Alliance: of Telefilm Film 
Producers. Contract between the Alliance and Writers and Directors 
Guilds specifies that ‘their credits must follow up front ‘preceding 
the entertainment portion. Said an agency veepee, “All we want 
to do is to get into the show fast without. too many credit inter- 

Ben Brady, prezy of Producers Guild. said ‘that the issue would 
not be forced, that “we'll appeal to their understanding in the 
interest of prestige to the program and the good of the industry.” 
A TPG release said “there still exists a.situation which can only 
be a Pandora's box of trouble to the industry as a whole unless it 

In a breakdown on producer credits, it is claimed by the Guild 
that 55°¢ of the 102 shows scheduled for showing will have work- 
ing producer credits adjacent to that of the writer and director. 
17°¢ are to be separate; 17% still undetermined or in negotiation; 
3¢o are in special position. but -in line with Guild -policy, and 8% 
are without credit information as of Aug. 15. 

Sponsors also set up.claim that if. they accede to producers de- 
mands they will be faced with a similar situation with cameramen ; 
whose importance te a show they. do not minimize. ~ 
Producers Guild has 115 members. 

Adv ertising. | South America. 
Documentaries .cover. stich: ‘sub- 

jects as silver making in Taxco; a 
tour of Mexico City’s tourist,. his- 

Hollywood, Aug. 29. 
_[eapital with refinery in Tabasco; ‘a 

ministering to tural needs, ete. 

NTA Stock Conversion’ - 
The 750 holders of approximate- 

ly $1,400,000 of outstanding 6% 
sinking fund subordinated notes’ of 

‘being offered an opportunity to 
exchange up to $1,000,000 of ‘the 
old notes for. equal amounts of.a 

|new issue. of 61$°% convertible 
sinking fund subordinated. notes. 

Unlike the old 6% nates, . the 

stock. New 6% notes are also 

Aug. 1, 1975, which were issued 
by NTA. to National Theatres and 

NTA. Old notes are subordinate 
|to NTA’s indebtedness to National 
Theatres. 

M health ship: short on a Mexican health ship acquiréd by Fountainhead Interna- 

National Telefilm. Associates: are: 

new 612% notes may be converted. 
to NTA common stock at the rate | 
of $2.50 principal amount of new. 
notes for each share of conimon] 

senior to $4,628,747 of: notes due. 

| Television, largest shareholder in. 

‘Start is expected to be by at Teast 
next summer. 

Fountainhead Acquires ; 
‘Legend of Valentino’. 

“Legend of. Rudolph. Valentino,” 

per-Sterling Productions, has been 

tional, for regional and. syndieation 
distribution. 

Hour telementary will be made 
available following the termination 
of the present distribution-contract. 
between Wolper-Sterling and: spone 
sor Peter Pan Fou Vations. Estab- 
lished to market tv ‘specials, Foun- 
‘tainhead International recently ac- 
quired distribution rights to three 
other” Wolper-Sterling hour: long 
specials. 

Donley’s Sports Slot 
Pittsburgh, Aug. 29. 

Red: Donley, one of. the leading 
sportscasters.in the Tri-State area, 
became sports director of wie this .. 
past -week. - 
Donley. had been sports director 

at WSTV TV, Steubenville and had: 
broadcast Pittsburgh: Steeler games. 
for the past six years, over a district -_ 

: network. . * 



NBC-TV said those Saturday night feature films * would be. uncut | 
—and NBC. meant it; For the first time in the history of network 

_tv, there'll be:an open-end quality to a: regular. service. 
"At least. one out of four of the 26. features, all of” ‘Which begin 

at 9 p.m. on Saturdays, will run beyond. 11 p.m. ‘The NBC affils. 
“tknow of the plan’ and agree, because, it being a Saturday night, 
‘they figure, along with the web, that. no harm. will be done: Audis 
ences can and do stay up later. 

Besides, the NBC-TV affils, in many instances, are’ willing to. . 

pix 
delay their. ‘local néwscasts.to allow completion: ‘of. the: 20th-Fox™ : 

elng shown in the fall by the network; (Some-of-the flicks 
“will run as. late.as 11:12, one will ga as late as 11:16, it’s -under- ° 
_gtood.) After* the NBC feature -and the -news,- ‘several stations, 
‘including NBC o&0’s, will. air thelr own features Jocally;, making” 
it “double feature”’. night:- 

WBC CUESINA | 
CINEMA SLUGFEST| 
| Stations: ‘throughout: the. country 
‘| are jockeying for position, prepar- | 

ing for NBC-TV’s prime time]: 

Saturday” night pix showcase which 
debuts this fall. Brought into play 

-/in-this contest for audierice mil- 
lions - are -eompeting pix block-]. 

-| busters, © off-network hour series, 
land the savvy of programmers, 

_NBC-TV series is regularly slated. for & 9-11 P m.: anchorage. 

Stockpile of Danny Thomas Segs, 
‘Real McCoys’ Sold to Four Star 

_|TV o&o’s are cited as the prime 
-exampie is their heavy investment 

‘The. 

: Hollywood, Aug. 29.. 
For consideration ’ “well in "excess. 

“of. $1,000,000,” Four Star’ Television 

‘owned by. Danny and’ Rosemary | 
Thomas, encompassing 90 half-hour. 
‘films of “Make Room for. Daddy” 

has purchased all . of: outstanding 

stock in _Marterto- Productions | 

and their less than 50%. interest in. 
“The Real McCoys.” ‘Most. of 
“Daddy”’ backlog was aircast ° ‘on 

: CBS-TYV, some previously on. ABC- 

‘Thomas 
‘brought into Four Star. fold: 

‘How stockpile of” two. comedy |’ 

TV. 

_ Deal’ ‘does: not involve. future 
Danny “Thomas ‘shows, at least 
“not at the monient,” according to 
Tom McDermott, executive véepee- 
of: Four :Star.. 
Coys” package are 146: half-hour. 
films alred on:ABC-TV. McDernioft. 

Included in: “Mice 

declined to coniment. on- whether 
-would “eventually be 

““geries will ‘be sold. or- syndicated 
hhas not yet been decided. Several 
weeks ago Dick Powell, Four Star. 
_prexy, said they were studying. for- 
‘mation of their own sales staff. 
William Morris furictions . only. as 
sales agent: for new. Four Star 
properties. Deal for “McCoys” also | 

~  @arries over into future: production |. 
of comedy series. 

Gross Succeeds 
Hollander at ABC 

as new program director. 
"who moves over from. United Art- 

ists Associates: where he was gen- 
eral sales manager, fills the spot 
vacated. by A. L. Hollander Jr. who. 

.. Fesigned. Gross steps into the new 
“Job Sept. 11. .Since WABC’s sched- 

* “de is set for the next six months, 

-. gramming will not be felt until. 
Gross’ impact on the station's pro- 

next year at the earliest. 

Sata, who ‘resigned. 

a 

- ‘Europe. 

-- Reid Collins, Russ Hearn, 

~ In other station changes, John 
'*G. Doyle, formerly account rep in 
ABC-TV’s station clearance depart- 
ment, becomes: ‘direétor of sales 
service for WABC. He succeeds 
Benjamin Okulski who's been pro- 
‘moted to the ABC station sales: 
staff, Clarence L.. Johnson, former- | - 
ly art director for J. B. Rundle ad 
agency wteps into a similar spot 

‘WABC; replacing Libby Cala- 

HENRY C. CASSIDY 
JOINS. WNEW STAFF} 

: Henry’ &. Cassidy,. ‘veteran ‘net-|: 
work correspondent,.has joined the 

- news staff of WNEW as part.of.the 
Gotham indie’s move towards depth. 

- coverage of foreign and interna- 
tional news. Cassidy, who’ will ex- 
pertize mainly on. Soviet develop-' 

-ments, becomes the indie’s fifth 
commentator, ‘the ‘others: being | 

Weldon and “Martin Caidin. 
WNEW news staff is:now-a 31-man 

- operation. 
«: Cassidy, longtime member of the 
NBC news staff, had been. broad- 
easting recently for: Radio Free 

Videotape Prod's: 
Major Expansion, 

‘Productions -. 

: The. 

‘Bros... 

and occasionally... for. 

Ford and Colgate Buy 
“Ben Casey’ for Canada 

. “Ben Casey, * ABC-TV’s upcom-{ 
Ang hourlong network. entry slated 
to. get underway in early: October, 
‘has been sold by ABC.Films to two. 
major advertisers .in Canada on a 
pre-release basis ‘begirining Sept. 
28, Ford: Motor of Canada and Col- 

‘| gate-Palmolive bought the show on 
a. market-by-market basis. - . 
. “Casey” will be shown on ‘the 
seven CBC o&o stations-plus. a 
number. of other Canadian markets - 

New. 
sale “makes. the..second 

Major one for ABC Films‘in Can- 
ada this year. Also sold was ‘“Real’| 

| MeCoys” to Procter.’ & Gamble in 

to .be 
“Casey” . 

‘announced “later. ° 

38 markets. 

| Studio & Location 
_ Location -shooting will - become 

: an integral ‘part of. the: operations. 
Lat: Videotape Productions of New. 

York -in its $1, 000, 000. expansion 

program ‘for both’ commercial and 

‘new show production. 

Ina ‘staf’ reshuffle at. WABC- |. 
“IV, N.-¥., Joseph Stamler, v:p. and | 
general manager of.the ABC-TV. 
‘flagship, bas. named ‘Arthur: Gross. 

_ Gross, 

ef mobile facilities. As a. result, 
‘Tele-Tape is moving its headquar- 
ters in early September from Chi-. 
-eago to N.Y. Both: ‘tape companies, 
which are equipped with Marconi. 
tv. cameras and Ampex..recorders, 
have had a. working. arrangement 
‘for the past. year. 

First step in the $1 000,000: ex- 
pansion - prograri. of Videotape. 

is the. tripling of. 
facilities in a new studio building, : 

| teased from’ NBC,. at 67th. Street: 
“The physical ‘move from the com- 
pany’s present Videotape Center, 
‘occupying the _ former | Century 
. Theatre’ which ‘is being. ‘razed for 
an’ apartment. development, - will 

‘take’ place over .the. weekend. of. 
‘Sept. 15. 

New. Videotape - ‘Center. 
havé three completely: equipped tv 
studios, each with its own control 
room. Largest, measuring 70 by: 

.|-80 feet, has a balcoriy seating an: 
‘audience. of 199. Four. of the latest 
Ampex recorders will. be installed | 
in the uptown plant,- together. with. 
other new devices. 

National tv spot advertisers,. pro- 
g commercials: at Videotape 

Center, have doubled. during the 
‘Past year,: according to John Lani-' 
gan, -v.p, and. general manager. 
“We are expanding because of the 
number: of television - advertisers |: 

mercials, ” he. added: 

Lanigan listed a. number of plue-. 
‘chip ‘clients that. recently. changed | 
from film to vidtaped commercials. 
They’ include: 
Smith-Corona ‘“Marchant,. Lever 

‘(All), Liebman. Breweries, 
Pan -American. ‘Coffee. .Bureau, 
Bristol-Myers: (Tandem), Fedders 
‘Corp:, Gerber -Products, '. Lestoil, 

» and Goodman's s. Noodles. 

‘musical, for example.. 

will 

“Westinghouse, 

In. the. three” station - markets, 
"| NBC-TV. with its 9 p.m. opening 

: | for’: 20th-Fox -post-’58’s will have 
|the advantage of convenience. No 
matter what the CBS-TV o&0’s 
throw against it in.the pix race, 
these stations will be- forced to 
serve the tastes of the post-11 p.m.° 
(EDT) pix viewers. Reason CBS- 

in feature . programming. 
.| “war for Saturday” night’ audi- 
‘ences, though, encompasses all tv 
stations, indies, affils, and even the 
0&0's of NBC-TV, itself. 

Point ‘by point these are some. of 
the recent. developments surround-| 
ing Saturday | night. 

:. WNBC-TV, web's N. Y. flagship, 
has. decided ‘to.. program: features 
after the net’s 20th-Fox pic. Sta-| 
tion has. bought the “Films in. the | 
50's” package of 40 Warner Bros. 
pix from Seven Arts Associated. 
Station,-in. effect, is feeding view-|- 
ers’ a: double-feature bill ‘which 
sti is popular. in theatres, but 
which is yet-.to be tested for the 
home viewers from a ‘non-inde- 
pendent station. - 

CBS..o&0’s plan to slug it out, 
\| pie by pic, week in, week. out, with 
their array of pix. The CBS o&0’s 
in addition to the post-’48’s of Co- 
‘lumbia- have a library of vaultees 
that. ‘includes. 
Bros, - Paramounts.. 
N.:Y., has bought: the latest ‘post- 

‘Metros, Warner 

"48 bundle’ of United Artists pix 
from. United Artists Associates. 
Plan of the CBS o&o’s is to 
‘counterprogram the NBC-TYV pic 

If the: web is carrying. Showease.. 
a hard action adventure a particu- 
lar Saturday night, CBS o&o will 
come in later with a comedy, or a 

tion, CBS o&o’s are launching a 
Fall Film Festival. campaign, with 
sizeable ads planned to. capture the 

| viewers. 
Company: has retained ‘Telé-Tape 

Productions as .its basic supplier 
In N.Y, WABC-TV, along with 

other ABC o&o’s, has bought the 
off-network hour series from 2(th- 
Fox, “Hong. Kong” and -“Five 
Fingers.” WABC-TV plans to tele- 
east “Hong Kong” series Saturday | 
nights at 11:15 p.m. Idea for this|: 
slotting is that the pix watchers of 
WNEC-TV will want a change in 
pace and switch to an hour vid- 
‘film show, rather than another pix 
presentation. WABC-TV will fol- 
low’ “Hong Kong” with a pic for 
the late, late night viewers. 

What’s. happening in -the No. 1 
market is similar to the patterns 
being established for © Saturday 
night throughout the country. In 
addition to the. station stake in 
Saturday night: audiences, the mo- 

| tion picture: companies have a lot 
riding on the outcome of: the bat- 
tle. If the NBC-TV pic showcase 
clicks, other webs in future seasons 
aren't expected ta stand idly by and 
let’.a. source of popular. program- 
ming: go by without cutting out a 
pic showease for themselves. 

-Motion picture suppliers have 
jlong held that a web transmis- 

‘sion. .at a ‘convenient hour would 
click on ‘the rating meters NBC-) 
TV's Saturday night move is the 
first: test for Hollywood product. 
Above and beyond the competitive 
‘programming. moves, the big test 
Will -.be NBC-TV's. 

| switching ‘from ‘film to: tape com-|_. 

Hackett to PTI 
Harold L.: Hackett, former prexy. 

of Official Films and industry vet, 
has joined: Programs for Tele- 
‘yision Inc. (PTI), as v.p. in charge 
of: national ‘and ‘syndicated sales. 
‘Prior to. his association with 

Official Films, Hackett had been 
‘an’ exec at: MCA. He replaces 
Michael M. Sillerman, © resigned. 

WCBS-TV, 

In addi-" Democratic primary fight between 

Screen Gems’ $2,000,000 F or 
TV Station Buys i in Puerto Rico 

Cincy’ s Hoffa Feed 
Cincinnati, Aug. 29. 

WCKY-TV managed to get 
teamster boss James Hoffa and 
James Luken, leader of four 
dissident teamster locals, to 
appear on the same televised 
news conference. Then the sta- 
tion invited all the other 
Cincy outlets to attend and be- 
fore the shootin’ was over, 
WCKY-TV was feeding every 
major news outlet in the na- 
tion, tv and otherwise, the dope 
on the Hoffa-Luken meeting. 
WCKY broadcast the meet- 

ing on Sunday (27) in an after- 
noon. slot. The confab was 
thrown open to everybody in 
the press, including local sta- 
tions, WCPO, WLW, WKRC, 
“WSAI and the. Cincy dailies. 
‘Host station fed the show fo- 
Mutual Broadcasting, Yale 
Broadcasting (of New Haven), 
the Thoms station chain, WIP 
(Philadelphia), KWK _ ‘St. 
Louis)," WGBS ‘Miami), CBS- 
TV and NBC-TV. 

Local Electio 
_ WNBC-TV and WNBC Radio, 
NBC’s..New York flagships, are go- 

ing to try to duplicate a feat locally 
that the parent network accom- 

plished last November for the Pres- 
idential election. 

Stations on both Primary Day 
and Election Day in New York 
will take over Studio 8-H in Rocke- 
feller Center, to set up an election 
tv headquarters. Studio 8-H, the 
same one used by the network, will 
have scaled down tote boards (cov- 
ering local precincts) and all the 
electronic gadgetry used by the 
network to report first on the 

Tammany reguiar Arthur Levitt 
and liberal Democratic dandidate 

| Mayor Robert F. Wagner. On Elec- 
{tion Day, in November, the studio, 
same crew and same concept will 
be utilized to cover the N.Y. elec- 
tion districts in the fight between 
the Dem survivor and Republican 
candidate Louis Lefkowitz. 

Chet Huntley and Merril Muel- 
ler will be WNBC-TV’s anchor- 
‘men in 8H. WNBC Radio’s an- 
chormen there. will be Morgan 
‘Beatty and Leon Pearson. Three 
of the four, save for Pearson, are 
fulltime network correpsondents. 

‘Out of the party headquarters 
{for WNBC-TV will be Gabe Press- 
man and Bill Ryan, for radio it’s 
Robert Berry White, Joe Michaels 
and Steve Flanders. Besides these 
regulars, WNBC will have string- 
ers at various precincts in Man- 
hattan on primary day. 

In all, there’ll be well over 100 
men and women manning this 
scaled-down election coverage, 
and the estimated. cost to the two 
stations is $125,000, quite a hefty 
sum for local broadcasting on a 
‘two-shot basis. 
-Both radio and tv, on Primary 

Screen Gems is expanding its 

Veteran holdings to -a Latino ty 

station in Puerto Rico, buying 

WAPA-TYV, San Juan, and a minor- 

ity interest in WOLE-TV, Agua- 

dilla, Puerto Rico. Price for the 

buyup is understood to be close to 
$2,000,000. 

The deal is being made with 
Winston-Salem Broadcasting and 
the family of Goar Mestre. Licen- 
see of WAPA-TY is Ponce de Leon 
Broadeasting, with Winston-Salem 
owning 80% and the Mestre family 
20%. Winston-Salem, broadcasting 
group with holdings in the U. S., 
also owns a one-third interest. in 
WOLE-TV, Aguadilla, P. R., which 
is understood to be part "of the 
overall deal. Formal jannouncement 
is awaiting lawyers’ approval. 

SG’s Puerto Rican station acqui- 
sition move is in line with its for- 
eign expansion plans. Columbia. 
subsid is expected to expand the 
production’ studio facilities of 
WAPA-TV once it takes over and 
uses the facilities to produce shows 
for the Latino market. 

Norman Louvau, who heads: up 
SG’s station in Salt Lake City 
KCPX-TV, is due to be transferred 

|to head up the Puerto Rican sta- 
tion operation. Having a Latino 
station base will also afford SG an 
opportunity to test and exchange 
Programs with other Latino broad- 

For Ziv-UA It’s 
Hartz & Flowers 

Ziv-United Artists has taken ad- 
vantage of the fragmetized sponsor 
identification in- participating net- 
work shows. Syndication outfit 
coralled sponsor Hartz Mountain 
Products on the basis of riding 
Ziv-UA series to gain program 
ieentification in particular mar- 
ets 

Hartz has partipations in day- 
time network shows of both ABC- 
TV and CBS-TV. Pet food maker 
has bought into ABC-TV’s “Cam- 
ouflage,” and “Seven Keys,” and 
CBS-TV's “Face the Facts,” “Cal- 
endar,” “Video Village,” and “Mil- 
lionaire. ” Outfit last year experi- 
mented with the sponsorship of 
one Ziv-UA show in Detroit. 

This season's outing will find 
Hartz riding five different Ziv-UA 
series in 10 top markets, in an 
effort to gain greater program 
identification. Stations that will 
carry the programs include: WPIX, 
N.Y.; WGN-TV and WBKB, Chi- 
cago; KTLA, Los Angeles;- KRON, 
San Francisco; CKLW-TV, De- 
troit; WHDH-TV, Boston; WEWS, 
Cleveland: WRCV-TY, 'Philadel- 
phia; KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh; and a 
station in Washington. 

Sale. made on an alternate week 
basis, includes the following prop- 
erties: “Ripcord,” “Everglades,” 
“Trouble-Shooters,” and ‘“Adven- 
tures at Scott Island.” 

BUDWEISER RENEWS 
. THIRD MAN’ SERIES 

National ‘Telefilm Associates 
“Third Man” series, starring Mi- 

and Election Days, will take to chae! Rennie, has been renewed 
‘the air at 10:30 p.m., a half hour 
after’ the N.Y. polls close, andiBusch for Budweiser Beer. 

for a second year by Anheuser- 
Bud- 

they'll stick with the coverage, ; weiser will again sponsor the series 
and precinct counts, until one oftin more than 100 U.S. markets. 
the politicos proves a sure winner. 

‘Union’s Win Vs. WMS 
Memphis, Aug. 29. 

Engineers and technicians eked 
out a 15-13 victory for union bar- 
gaining here at-WMC and WMCT. 
Both radio and tv outlets are 
owned by the Scripps - Howard 
chain. 
It was the first time that the 
union (NABET) had ever scored 
a triumph at the stations, which 
are the local NBC outlets. 

D'Arcy i- the agency. 
Production for the second series 

‘of 38 episodes will begin in four 
weeks with 20 of the episodes 
filmed in Hollywood and 18 at the 
MGM _ Studios, Elstree, England, 
British Broadcasting Corp., for the 
second year, will coproduce. Exec- 
utive producer for the series will 
be Vernen Burns, formerly manag- 
ing director of NTA, Ltd., (U.K.) 
Supervision for BBC will be by 
Ronald Waldman, general manager, 
television promotions, BBC. Star 
Rennie also will act as associate 
producer. 

°o 



When your television dollars ore 
looking for the network and the 
time period that-will deliver the 
biggest and most responsive no- 
tional audience, remember thls: 

Wednesday, Augrat 80, 1961 

The percentages are. riding with 
you on ABC-TV. Take a look at the 
latest National Nielsen, see. how 
the lookers, coast-to-coast-wise, 
are spending their looking-time. 



Weduceday, August 30, 1961 

fn the critical ‘matter of half-hour. 

by half-hour. ratings, ABC-TV. 
showed Its popular appeal with 
21 out of 51 firsts...more firsts, that 
Is to. say, than. Net ¥ or Net Z.” 

"Nielsen National TY Reports Average Audi. 
ance, all sponsored time perfads, two weeks 
ending Aug. 6, 1961, Mon. thry Sgt, 7s30-11:00 
PMs Sun. 6:30-1:00 PML 

ABC Television 
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‘Webs Going Too Far in Demanding 
Part Ownership of Shows’: Lee Rich | 

—(n Giher Madison Ave. Fronts. 
“The networks have alwaxs heen 

respensible tor what cees on over 
their air.” said Lee Rich, Bent! on & 
Fewles veep tie ctrer day. “But 
after the quiz scandiis, when 
Washinston teld them they were 
responsible, the tv networks in- 
terpreted responsibility: as ov ner- 
gimp control of programming.” 

Rich, the agenev’s tv boss and 
ene of the men primarily respon- 
sible tor placing the large sums of 
advertising do vars for Procter & 
Gamble and General Foods, never 
deme CBS. NBC or ABC the 
right to control content but sug- 
fested the webs were going too 
far in demanding partial owner- 
ship from tv producers hefo-ve per- 
mitting a package on the air. 

Interestingly, in this tv season 
when most observers assume that 
the tv networks bave consistently 
refused programs braught to them 
by advertisers and agencies, there 
ae at ieast eight haif-hour pro- 
grams. all on film. and one live 
hour thet do not at all fall under 
network control of ownership. 

Five of the nine helong to P&G 
or GF thrauvzh Benton & Bowles. 
Txo others helong ta the same 
GF, but this time through Young 
& Rubicam. 

The Benton & Bowles shows are 
Danny Thomas, Andy Griffin and 
Dick Van Dvke on CBS-TV, “Car 
54, Where aAre.You?” the Nat. 
Hiiken production on NBC-TV, and 
“Rifleman” on ABC-TV. “Hazel.” 
the Ford-sponsoered stanza on NBC- 
TY, and “Hennesex” and the new 
Gertrude Berg series for CBS 
(both GF: are others. Last show 
knewn of is “UU. S. Steel.” pro- 
euced on CBS live by the adver- 
tiser. . 

Benton & Bowles. said Rich, 
dees not avn any share in the 
five packages it controls. hut -has 
underwritten tne pilot films for 
each series. The tv boss, who fs. 
also in charge of media for the 
afency. says that the pilot money 
Was given only to assure B&B first 
crack at the property once it was- 
completed. Sometimes. B&B adds< 
é€xtra coin to a production once the 
feries is underway, just to keep it 
hot. For instance. the old.‘Loretta 
Young Show.” on NBC but con- 
trolled by B&B. used to get about 
$5.000 over budget to jazz up the 
ecripting. 

“FE put myself in programniing.” 
Rich said, “because I can’t afford 
not to with some advertisers; 
can't afford to have my shows 
moved by a network and | ean’'t 
afford to be thrown out as an ad-. 
vertiser. 

“But my prime purpose in all 
this is to sell merchandise for my 
clients at Benton & Bowles—as 
effectively as I can. and I use tv 
to do it. If tv stops heing effective, 
IH use something else.” 

Rich's last four trips to Holly- 
wood were for the purpose of 
looking at new programming. Ob- 
viously, B&B's Rich and radia-tv 
veep Grant Tinker have no desire 
to give up uhat thev feel is a 
go:den opportunity to take care of 
their two biggest clients. { 

“You can't get creativity out of | 
just three sources.” Rich noted. 
after disclosing that he'd recently 
come back from the fourfh Coast 
junket. He figures that B&B has 
ad a pretty decent track record i 

in picking new stanzas. “Rifleman.” 
the now defunct “Zane Grey The- 
etre.” 

Griffith—all B&B shows—- were. he’ 
said, the top-rated new shous the 
years they premiered—that's four 
eut of the last five seasons. 

Aleoa Fun & Flexibility 
Art) Duram. senior 

Gent and radio-tv director for Ful-° 
ler, Smith & Ross pointed out last 
week-why Alcoa. in an unusual net- 
work tv buy. decided on a series of | 

I 
‘nals: are slated to be shown on: 

Danny Thomas and Andy . 

vicepresi- | 

Miller. had a story based on. Viet-.: 
nam, and it wasn't until they were 
half-way through preparing ‘it that: 
they decided that it would. make a 
better half-nour than hour. - , 

Second value of the split series, 
acec ding to Duram. is that with 
15 hours, 14 half-hours.and 12 re- 
peats of the hourlong shows on’ 
the: Tuesday-at-16 ABC siot, there: 
will be only 41 shows. Alcoa, 
which is paving slightly in excess - 
of $5.000.000 to produce and ir, . 
can afford to buy the 41 shows ex-’ 
chisively. If ABC forced the. bank- 
roller to £0 a 52-week season, then 
Alcoa would have had to share the’ 
cost with 
thereby 

an other sponsor and. 
have lost sponsor identi- 

fication. which Alcoa and Fuller, : 
Smith feel is vital to the’ mer- 
chandising campaign. 

Another point made by Duram , 
in behalf of flexibility is that Al- 
coa’s Tuesday series is made up 
Virtually in equal parts of fiction - 
and fact. The fact: portions—al- . 
thoueh Duram did not say this—? 
smack of-a format idea being used : 
by Armstrong Cork _ alternate 
Wednesdays on CBS-TV. In any 
event, the format. enables Revue 
to do a multivariety of story lines. 
In the first four hour shows alone 
‘all in the can’, there will be two: 
fiction, two fact. Kickoff stanza 
will be “People Need People.” di- 
rected hy 

leads. It's based on Navy psychi- 
atric work. Second: stanza is pure : 
ficlion—Charlton Heston in “The - 
Fugitive Eve.” Three is called 
“The Fort: ess.” based.on the ex- 
periences of a man kept prisoner 
three years by the Chinese '‘Com- - 
mUnIstS, Fourth is “Vfoment ot De- 

cision,” a fiction piece with Fred - 
Astaire in the. lead. 

The fifth stanza is the Vietnam ° 
half-hour. 
New Accounts: Minute Maid Gi- ! 

vision of Coca-Cola has given Mc- 
Cann-Erickson its, line. of frozen, : 
concentrated. juices. 
time, Minute Maid gave. MeCann- 
Marschalk, McCann subsid, its ° 
Snow Crop brand of frozen juices. ; 
Both accounts start Dec.-3]1. «Me-: 
Cann is the parent Coca-Cola - 
agency as well.) 

Mrs. America Pageant 
As Thanksgiving Fare: 

24) for one hour starting at 3 p.m. 
The Mrs. -America Pageant fi-: 

CBS-TV Thanksgiving Day (Nov. | 
following the football game. Wil-.|. 
liam Morris Agency set the deal. 
Emee is still to he selected. 

Bert Nevins. pageant’s producer, 
is also working on a daily daytime 
show starring. the contest winner. 

Memphis—Charlie Weaver of 
the Jack Paar show. has been. 
inked to top the annual Memphis 
Mid-South Fair for the nine-day: 
run starting Sept. 22. Weaver (Cliff 
Arquette) will do two shows daily 
in the in the enlarged Fair Colisieum. 

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV 
Ampex Corp. is back: in the black, stockholders were told at annual 

mecting last week. 
William E. Roberts, new president of the videotape recording firm, 

reported a net profit of $71,000, or one cent: a share, for the three 
months ended July 31, first quarter of. the company’s fiscal year. 

The firm's preceding twa -quarters were marked by heavy. losses_ 
‘which resulted in a net loss for fiscal 1961 of $3,900,000. 

Sales for the latest three months, said ‘Roberts, were $17,400.000, 

Alex Segal.with Lee :" 
Marvin .and Arthur Kennedy asi 

At. the same ° 

> With the Station Reps 

RKO General: s new reppery. has : j Continued from page 24. a 

| iired 13° salesmen, five in radio, | ‘far live telecasts, starting. Sept. 11 with Santa Clara County Fair ase 

| eignt in tv.. They'll report to Don-!KGO-TV plans to telecast, 10 Frisco area high scohol football ‘games. 
ald J. Quinn, who. heads.the unit.! this fall, starting: Sept. 23 . ... KTVU. nicked up “Kukla.and. Ollie” 
Peter be like Storer and Nesting: from NBC-TV—after KRON had passed, of course . . . New. York 
‘chain's own stations. ‘Daily News’ Ben Gross i in town, following. ABC junket to Hollywood, 

RKO General's group consists of. | 7 
seven radio and five tv stations in} LIN TORON TO . 

some of the couniry’s ‘biggest mar-| Rosemary. Clooney in town: with Nelson Riddle ‘to tape a. “Parade. 
_ kets. : program which. will be. Tater. tv’ ‘d over the CBC: web... 

i The 13 salesmen. inked since the ; ;out as‘ panelist on. the renewed “Front Page Challenge”: ‘because of 
Richard.’ Kelliher, H. W. Simmen, |demanded pay hike for coming: season, this being flatly refused by 
Tem Green, James H. Fuller, Vic- ; ‘CBC who will use femme guests . . Douglas: Campbell and Eric Christ- 

tor Forker. for radio. The tv men | mas, both of the Stratford \Ontatior Shakespearean | Festival. dashing 

“are ak. Mloltese, Gordon ae iinto town to tape, ‘respectively, - Gilbert & Sullivan in “An. Evening 
“Allen, James Gates, Mort -Zimmer- with G & S"-for later release over the UBC. network. With Norman 
man, John. Fernandez and James : Campbell. directing, cast will include excerpts. from “Trial -by Jury” 

Marino. | | . Betty Jean Talbott. successor of CBC-TV's “‘Seven-O- One, ” who 
‘One. of the big problems “faced. 'snaffied the interview job after some 500 gals were. after. Joyce David- 

by the RKO chain, much of which j son’s” chore, is already driving to. work in a white convertible. 
was repped by H-R ‘leaving ‘otfici- 

‘ally as the group’s rep on Oct. 1),} JN BOSTON . . 

kind tt ae entice of a Storer Fae Thomas, producer ot award winning: tv ser ies; “Expedition, ” in 
or Westinghouse or Triangle group. for press confab showing Hub tv eds: informative film inside story: of 
‘Consequently, am’ initial job for | how series is made with Jean. Pettebone’ of. Biderman Tolk. & Asso. 
‘Quinn and his ‘five radio ‘and eight !-- - Five reps of religious fai ths’ in N.E. on WBZ-TYV “blue laws”. docu- 
tv rer salesmen is to give the out-. imentary show: WEEI carrying Hub's pro football season. games 
fifa. “name.’ : With Bob Gallagher doing. play-by-play and. Fred. Cusick. handling color 

di dtvi: . WEEI ed writer Dick Horne to N -Y. Thursday: i31) for. taping session 
RKO General “C. Bos 10 aa AY with Gov. Nelson Rockefeller on civil defense for special. documentary: 

stations in. N.¥.C oston wy hey currently: in production at WEEI, Boston,’ as, part of CBS~ seven-. 
Memphis, San F rancis¢o ane rash-'l program series, ““‘How Serious. the. Challenge.” ‘Same -day. Art ‘King, 
ington. . Mcmphis and he eo ave : WEEI pub affairs dir, taping in Trenton, N. J. with Gov. -Robert 
the only markets in 1 that ate Meyner .:. . WEEI filled request from Armed Forces: radio in West 
network affiliates, All the: radio ' pertin for copies, of its “Dimension” series titled “Safety in the Sixties” 
o&o's are indie. . Edwin W. ullinger, prexy and exee producer Hultinger Produc- 

Quinn's unit will also rep the tions. Inc., Miaini, appointed visiting prof on faculty B.U.’ School of 
Yankee Network. the New England pubrelations 4nd. communications .-. . Robert. Hudson, WBZ-TV gen. 
radio regional group. ' services supervisor, named asst. promosh. mer. . Dave Gregory, sales 

Christal Study irep for Continental Can Co., Cleveland, ‘joined WBZ-TV sales staff. 

;- The Henry I. Christal radio rep- 
" pery got five stations together in | IN PHILADELPHIA . 

Buffalo, Detroit, Tae seh Mil- Jerry Grove, WIBG news director. elected president of. the United 
waukee and ue A qa oa chenet- ; Press International Broadcasters of Pennsylvania . , . Edward “R. 
tady-Troy ‘mar “ Oy Alife | DOL | Murrow to receive the Poor Richard Club's first annualcommunications~- 
cial audience study D ‘ aael de q award “for dedicated leadership in the vital field of communications”: 
itz. Media Studies. fs ata cn u h ‘at a luncheon at the Bellevue Stratferd Hotel ‘Sept. 14). . ; Meteorolo< 

. kinds ‘and num divhiu: Pen Met in © ‘gist Roy Allred, formerly with WTAR. Norfolk, becomes the. WRCV-TV.:. 
_Histen to an in ua Oh at th a ; weekend weatherman ... Former WPEN deejay Art: Raymond added : 
week: places an jimes a : the | to staff of WAAP. Peoria, Hl. . WCAU-TY: assistant’ producer 
listen: awareness 0 tng ae ° in | Vinee -Scarza, co-producer of “Children’ of the Center. Ring”, circus 
‘vidual a dia tion i o t ern OF: drama, arranging for a local “angels” audition tobe. put on by art 

Ividuat radio stallion ne Mist of ; patron: Beryl Lush . . . Prominent cultural, civic and religious leaders, 
- Prosr. aa the © sent vat Merge” | and. commanders of the Armed Forcés:in’ the- area, will deliver five- 
ers and the community at jarge. minute talks on new WRCV series; “We ‘Speak for- Freedom” .°. 

Five stations, via Christal,-|WFIL-TV to telecast the fall “fashion. spectacular’ of Hess: Department 
: “stress the: fact that these studies | Store of Allentown, Pa. (Sept. 9). 
:are: in no way to be considered. 

IN MILWAUKEE . or used as ‘ratings.’ To insure this, 
‘none ‘of the: published studies iby , 
: Politz’ will contain any competitive On WISN-TV’s “Milwaukee Reports” Sunday 127) Milwaukée Sym- - 
data.”. Instead, the: reports. will | phony conductor Harry Jobn Brown imparted ‘in depth” view of sym+ 
: Show only. data on the radio med-|phony’s plans . . . Billy. Graham. in “Gp pper Midwest Crusade” on 
,ium. in each market and the audi- WXIX, town’s ‘sole ‘UHF'er ‘Sunday ‘271 . 
i ence of the sponsoring station.” iTV, inaugurates. new fall program “Films From the oe a are to 

N nd ty; 7:30 p.m. program. continues throug jinter, with “Roaring. 20's” 
repperds ae oe new quarters |shifting to 10 p.m... ,.On WBAY-TV, Green Bay, “Green Bay Packer. 
‘en Madison Ave.,-the third move | Quarter Back Club” Kicks off: Wed. (Sept. 13) in- half-hour: program, 
‘forthe company. since it’ began ! { continuing 16 weeks. to December.. WBAY-TV's “sports. director Al 
four years ago. ;Sampson interviews former. Packer footballers, with Packer coach .. 

| Vince Lombardi narrating highlights ‘of previous scoring. plays . .°. 
Art Koenig, WQFM's ‘modern music) disk’ specialist, stresses ight 
music afternoons 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. plus’ ’cross-the-board ‘11 p.m. ‘to. 
| midnight danceable platters . ....WMKE, all tape station, in “Midway 
Musicale.” 12 noon to 1 p.m. stressing - smooth evergreens in music .. 

WAWA innovating American-Croatian Radio Hour ‘Sundays. 12. 
noon) to 1 p.m. . James G. Baker,. general. manager WFMR, out of 
St. Mary's Hospital. after surgery. . : 

IN MEMPHIS... 
Gene Roper upped by RKO General Teleradio toa public affairs - 

post in the New York office. He formerly was: program director .of. 
‘Tom O’Neil’s WHBQ-TV here. Lance Russell, WHBQ-TV staffer moved 

[into the p.d. slot by gen¢ral manager D. A. Noel . + Chariés De ‘Vois, 
longtime skipper of WMPS exits that post, to manage WHHM here 

. Joe Gariagola, radio-tv sports spieler,. scored at annual American 
Legion sports powwow before an SRO. crowd at Claridge Hotel . 
Herb Golembeck to ‘Plough’s WPLO at. Atlanta: to assist: Plough radio 
prexy Harold Krelstein from the chain's flagship station here at WMPS.. 
In two other moves at WMPS, Alan: Avery upped: from: sales chief. Bost 
| to station skipper and Charlié. Sullivan takes ever sales post, . : 

IN PITTSBURGH . 
Dick Mueller has resigned as news director at KDKA TV. . Steve 

Gaynor, former singing m.c. and now a top securities: salesman here 
‘|with Whitehall Securities, was: east as an a&r man jn the “Route. 66” 
‘seg being shot here this week . The Sullivan Trio, which won 

Allen Ludden Tapped 
Allen :Ludden, moderator. of “GE 

College Bowl.” has been tapped as 
the host. of CBS-TV’s new daytime 

jgame show, “Password.” Half-hour 
game show. which. is a Goodson- 
Todman: package, preems Oct. 2 
and is slotted ‘Monday through |. 
Friday at 2:.p.m. | 

‘Ludden will continue his  mod- 
erator chores on Sunday afternogn 
GE College Bowl.” ; 

compared to $17.900,000 in the .quarter a year ago, Profit in the |KDKA’s “Sing Along” contest, has auditions : set with Columbia, RCA 
, quarter a year ago was $366,000, or five. cents‘a ‘share. 

The FCC has extended from Sept. 7 to Oct. 2 the time for filing ' Pitt films and interviews with team ‘personalities . 

Victor and Capitol . . . Beano Cook, Univ. of Pittsburgh p.r., lias ‘signed. 
to do a weekly. series. over WJAC TY, Johnstown. . Show will - have © 

. Dr. Frank Baxter 
comments on proposed controversial changes in broadcast logging rules. |and WBC president Donald H..McGannon will head the speakers’. list. 
FCC also changed. the date for filing reply. coniments from Sept. 18 | at the KDKA Back-to-School awards dinner, on. Thursday (31).°-Dr, 

_to Oct. 23. The commission said. the exténsions.will allow interested | Baxter, who will fly in from the Coast especially for the event: has 
parties time to make trial-run tests.on the proposed. changes. 

.. Toby: Robins nuh 

Saturday, Sept..2, WITI- * 

Gramatic films ‘out of Revue? that. 
Kas 15 hours and 14 half-hour in- ° 
stallments: 

For one, the ability to make a 
slary idea either a half-hour or an 
hour gives Alcoa a degree of flexi- | 
rility. which Duram feels has not 
before been achieved in tv. If a 
story should run an hour, but a‘: 
series is limited to a_ half- hour, | 
then there's trouble. This goes affils of CBS-TV, marking a record number of clearances. Educational 
for shows that are really only good series will start ‘Sept. 25. 
for a half-hour but have to be } The college level biology course, which will be carried at different 
stretched into an hour form. ‘times of the day by various affils, will be taught by Professor Ray 

For czainnle. Duram’s produe- 
ers at Revue, Dick Lewis and Alan with CBS-TV donating its facilities.. 

The commission said: comments and replies from educational stations 
are not expected,. but added that no determination has been made 
‘on requiring the educational stations: to meet the proposed new rules. 

_—- 

for Taubman, was. formerly associated with the late ‘Arturo Toscanini 
for many years. ; 

James B. Dolan’s name erroneously ‘appeared .as James B. Dean in | 
Paul Taubman’s page ad:in Variety last week. Dolan, personal librarian 

Koppelman. Series is prepared by the Learning Resources’ Institute 

referred ta the drive as having “tremendous social importance”. 

London Agencies: 
i . ‘London, Aug. 29. - 

Fui-O-Pep, animal feeds - divi- 
slon ef Quaker Oats, Ltd., Manu- 
facturers of compounded. feeds for. 

| pigs, poultry and turkeys, has ap- 
“The New Biology” on “College of the Air” will ‘be carried. “by 182 ‘pointed Dorland’ Advertising ‘to 

handle the account from -Sept. 1: 
| Last week, Lorland were: named 

.. After 
13 years with Young & Rubicam. 
to handle Esso Heating . . 

as. media supervisor, Jim Carpen- 
ter moved. to A. N. Holden, ‘Ltd. |: 

. fas. iiedia manager . oe 
{one of America’s: top “copywriters, 

. 

: Ruth West, of 

has become senior. creative con- 

sultant to Armstrong- Warden, She 
-will make several trips | ‘across the 
Atlantic per year ..... Auger: & 
Turner, Ltd. took over Patil Bar- 
atte & Associates: and - formed. 
Auger, Turner & Baratte, Lid, . see 
Toon &. Heath lost the: Singer Mo- 
tor account to Erwin’ Wasey,.. 
Ruthrauff & Ryan but retains four 
other vehicle accounts, Humber, - 
Hillman, Commer’ & Karrier. ' 



ECHO. FOUR-TWO- 

AFRICA NOW. 
With Christopher Chataway, Colin 

Producer: David Wheeler 
45 Mins., Mon., 8:20 p.m. 
-BBC-TV, from. ‘London. 

This initialer in a series of six 
‘filmed. reports opened in’ Ghana. 
Other African states,. such. as Li-- 
beria, Guinea, and: Somalia, - will | 
‘be treated in later segments. The 
films came from the West German |. 

. reporting. team of Rolf -Gillhausen 
“and Joachim Heldt, 

to BBC-TV’s 
India. This sample was well ‘up, 
to that’ standard, with sharp ‘and 
cogent photography, well edited by. 
Bob Rymer. It provided a full, yet 
succinct, summary of ‘the: clash 
between. ancient custom. and mnod- 

; ern infiltrations In Ghana today. . 
“ The’ tribal traditions of: village 
life,-where it was usual for a hus- 
band to live ‘with his. mother and. 
have his ‘wife call with the’ food 
at meal-times,. contrasted with - the | 
beauty-parlors of Accra, where 
sophisticated Ghanaians had their 
toes painted and their hair straight- 
ened. 

The over-riding ‘personality . cult 
of Nkrumah, and the mystical be-: 
lief in. his’ party, - were neatly .in- 
dicated—as was the danger of sup- 
pressing political. opposition in the 
name of ‘the new. patriotism. The 

‘ economic dependence of the coun-' 
try..on cocoa was also stresséd,. 

. with: the attedant ‘peril of financial } 
disaster if the crop should fail or 
the rest of- the ‘world - - should 
consume less chocolate, |. | 

In fact, Gillhauser. and” Heldt 

posed visual: report, objective and 
not cluttered with dull interviews 
—although they. captured an in- 

_- structive one with a wordy mem- 
“ber of the government. Tory M. 
P. Christopher ‘Chataway ‘intro-. 

duced the report and closed the. 
segment by quizzing William Abra- 
hams, a ‘Ghana university Jecturer:| 
on its implications. 
Although .Chataway pressed hard | 

"Fore oreign ion TV Reviews. 
fold Id IIIa ITI II ISIS II II III II TAI IIIA | 

previously |-- 
--- hailed for an incisive contribution 

“Panorama” looks. at’ 

at such topies as the corruption of | 
“Tocal politicians, the banning of an | 
‘opposition newssheet, and Nkru- 
‘mah's. stated: object of: leading °a:| 

- united Africa,. he ‘didn't get: much 
«change out-of Abrahams, «who ob- 
viously. believed in his country, |. 

.,Yight ‘or. wrong, and that every- |; 
‘thing could be condoned in. these 
“trial years of iridependence. 

Commentary on the film was 
well supplied by. Colin Wills, an d. London’s 

‘Writer: Allan Prior 

30. Mins., Wed., 7:55. p.m. 

seript.. “Ota. 

YORKY 
‘With Wilfred’ Pickles, Edna Morris; 

Leslie’ .Sands, Peter Sanders, 

ford, Michael BHton,’ 

- Lacey, 
- €raig, John Stirling 

Producer: John. Warrington .- 

BBC-TV, from ‘Manchester 
Wilfred -Pickles, 

Margaret. Dianiond,: Freda Bam- | 
“Michael 

Logan, Austin Trevor, J acquelitie 
Michael} Bird, Joanna. 

as befits his™ 
name, is a homely guy who once - 
enjoyed. a vast reputation on radio 
as a purveyor of: .crackerbarrel 
philosophy, 
-have been: made ‘to slot him ap-. 
‘propriately. into the. tv schedules, ' station's Dept. 
and. ‘Yorky’ is probaby as. good aa -Fulled a coup by. getting’a. copy of | 

Various attempts 

in. 4. Pickles plays a. ' colintry. 
schoolmaster,’ a natural source of: 
wisdom and ‘solace for. the Jocal | 
community, In: this one, he: ‘was 

a ‘bad hat;.one of Yorky’s few fail-. 
ures .as-.a: pedagog, and he. per: ' 
suaded “the landowners of the‘ 
school’s playing-field: to. sell: out to! 
im. “But what ‘he really wanted | 
ras to rehabilitate’ himself with ‘ 

Yorky, so when. he'd. almost. got’ 
the land signed, sealed, and. de- 

This. simple’ tale wasn’t’ exactly. 
remarkable for its .emational: ten- 
sion, but it, pleased. ‘quietly, in <a} 
naive sort of way.” The village . 
atmosphere was neatly touched in, 
and Pickles made. a human figure ! 
of - Yorky. 
was. ‘strictly comic-strig, but ade- 
quate. -Allan Prior's - script was 

; peak. hours. via automatic electric | 

t 

dodo | BLUEPRINT: ‘RAPID TRANSIT 
| With Dale Clark, Carlyle. Fraser, 

C. O. ‘Emmerich, Herbert C. Mee |. 
Collum, Uhland F. ‘Freeman, 

THE BLUE LAWS 
With Arch Macdonald, narrator | With 
Executive Producer: Larry Pickard ; 
‘Writer: Larry Pickard 

-K. ‘Dixon, Mayor -William B. | | Producer: Mel Bernstein 
“Hortetiela. E. .S. Papy, Glenn E. ; 
Bennett, Richard H. Rich. 

“sand Jeremy. Longhurst. were: -equal-' Prod.-Narrator: Clark 
jy° nondescript. .Geoffrey Hughes : pirector: Robert Doty 

| directed nippily, and Glyn Davies ' 39 Mins:, Wed., 9 p.m. 
was responsible for the competent - - BANK OF GEORGIA a 

/WAGA-TV, Atlanta (film) 

“tthe a 
‘Boston for kissing a gal. 

‘30 Mins., Thurs. (24) 8:30 p.m, 
| SPERRY & HUTCHINSON 

.| WBZ-TV, Boston 

: Th16s6, the Pilgrim fathers pu 
en a Captain Kemble of. 

| threw the pillory at him and gave 
They : : 

‘TELEVISION REVIEWS 

t! Director: Fhil Ruskin 

i 

JEANNE D’ARC: THE TRIAL 
Mariette Hartiey, Maurice. 

Copeland, Anthony Holland, 
Charles Francisco, Peter Irmiter, 
Val Bettin, Hershel Reiter 

Writers: Peggy Kent, Virginia 
Blair, Shirley Alderman 

Producer: Don Dillon 

30 Mins.; Thurs. (24), 9:30 p.m, 
: WBBM-TV, Chicago (film) 

‘Seanne D’Are: The Trial,” 
Atlanta, like many another city, him two hours for his public dis-. WBBM-TV's maiden flight in its 

| faces strangulation in. the down-": play of affection. It mattered lit-: ambitious new “Repertoire Thea- 
own area due to:a traffic pattern ! “tle that the gal was his wife, that . tre” dyama workshop series was 

‘the buss took place on his own slotted’in prime and in the main 
This was emphasized.in-a report : goorstep, and that he had just re- merited the valuable. programming 

that is slowly ‘grinding to. a ‘halt. 

;day in which the commission of- , 
fered ‘as a solution the use of an al- | 

‘| ready existing railroad right-of- 
|way, with an. initial system of. 60 
‘miles of ‘high speed trunk lines 
serving .all five counties in At-. 
lanta’s Metropolitan’.area to. pro- 
vide. 50-mile-an-hour service at 

trains, The Railroads have signi- 
fied willingness. to go along. 

WAGA-TY's Dale: Clark; chief. of } 
of Pub Affairs, 

’, the report and whipping up this: 

‘released by the Atlanta Regional ‘turned from a three-year voyage. :5pot on the CBS o&o's schedule. ° 
-Planning. Coinmission last Wednes- : ! The erime was perpetrated on the: Working with a script that was 

t Sabbath. 

With a clever bit of pillory 
staging, 
its examination of one of the 

‘setts since Lizzie Borden was ac-! 
| cused of immobilizing her parents | 
—namely “The Blue Laws” 

‘Sabbath or. Sunday closing laws 
which prohibit certain Mass. mer-| 

1 on the Lord’s Day. 

WBZ-TV launched, into 

‘ swingiest affairs to hit Massachu-' 

| 

stronger on literary than dramatic 
values, producer Don Dillon man- 
aged to put together a somberly 
exciting video play from the bare 
bones of the trial of Joan fer 

i“heresy, witchcraft, and sorcery.” 

Dillon originally sought the 
or: teevee rights to the trial scene 

from the George Bernard Shaw 
estate, was referred to Otto Prem- 

‘chants from selling their wares! | inger, who in turn passed the re- 
quest on to a group of lawyers who 

The usé of one of the ‘Common- ! purchased the video rights as a by- 

-wealth’s tourist sites as a back- | 
public. service documentary, which ‘ : drop—an exact replica of a Si. 

- $0" delighted Bank of Georgia they ; 
bought it. 
.Clark sought. out - leaders. In the } 

confronted’ by a former pupil, ‘five ‘counties. and all the leaders ! 
Stanley Barlow-(Leslie Sands}, whe | : agreed that the report made a lot | 
‘wanted to. buy land. and. set. up a.-of -sense,, especially since’ it was:! 
factory in the village. Barlow was -shown that’ Rapid Transit plan | 

‘(with its: price tag of 200,000,000: 
‘would do more good than freeways 
at’ cost of .$1,000.000,000. 
-In addition, Clark secured state-: 

ments: from E. S. Papy, chairman, 
;and Glenn E. Bennett, executive 
director of Atlanta Regional Ne- |. 
‘tropolitan. Planning’ Comimission.. 

liyered, Barlow did the noble thing ‘ and Richard’ H. Rich, chairman ‘of | 

came back with an admirably: com- and won Yorky’s ap probation. Atlanta's: Chamber .of Commerce ' 
Rapid Transit Committee. 

Program | ‘wasn’t confined to gab- 
bing... He used maps of Metropoli- 
‘tan area to shew the routes of | 
Rapid Transit's high speed trunk. 
: lines would. funne} commuters into 

views of communities that’ would 
! be connected to the system. Also j 

grim community, complete with, 

, producer Larry Pickard. 

| Pickard, ex managing editor of ‘ 
: NBC’. “Today” show. new WBZ-: 
‘TV news director, did a yeoman. 
| research. job, reaching back tu the! 
year 321 when the Emperor Con-! 
‘stantine issued the-first Sunday: 

Pilgrims and pillories—was ef-| 
fectively utilized by scripter-exec b 

4 

Law (‘Let all. judges and all city | « 
people and all tradesmen rest 
upon the venerable day of the sun! 

aa 3 

cand: the. connfusion and consterna- 
tion inherent in the current laws. 

“The Blue I:aws” was a good! 
pro example of how to take a per- 
| Blexing subject, inject it with the 

-Other thesp | support ; and out of city. and helicopter-eye- | Varied feelings of those directly 
eoncerned (clergy, merchants, law 
‘enforcers), make it visual, and con- 

,Workmanlike, as was John War- : screened were films taken of Cleve- ‘dense it into less than 30-mins. 
| rington’ 8 production. _ Otta. 

Foreign TY Followup ; 

leave-it . delivery, Frances Faye. 
! grabbed this edition ‘of Associated ; 
Television’s” “Sunday. Show”. from 

-Sayille “Theatre 
‘the program was safely produced }Salvo-ed it into ‘something. resem- 

Otta. by David Wheeler. | bling. life. . With .a bongo. group: 
thudding- beside her on stage, Miss | + 
Faye clamped. herself to her piano 

--|and-. emitted three numbers with 
‘With Erie Lander, Geoffrey. Rus- explosive. zeal. Trouble was that 

“sell, Geoffrey ‘Chater, Jeremy: 
‘Longhurst, John Bennett, Delena | 
‘Kidd, Amelia. Baynton, ‘Eddie 
Malin, Charles Farrell; Leon 
Cortez. - 

Writer: Glyn Davies. 
“Director: Geoffrey Hughes . 
Producer: Richard Mathews. 
30 -Mins., Thurs., 8 pm. : 

oe Associated-Rediffusion, ; 
‘don... 

* When: a0 couple of characters: 
share. top honors in a sleuth-skein, | 

front ‘Lon: 

‘the. temptation’ is to separate them. 
and so create.a..couple of series. 
‘It hasn’t ‘been resisted by Associa- 
ted-Rediffusion, who have. pro- 
moted. Detective-Sergeant. Baxter 
(Eris Lander) from their -high- 
rating “No Hiding: Place” up to. 
Inspector and top billing in this 
‘offshoot. It may be: an- economical: 

-on. this showing, | 
‘seemed. . very 

“much a poor relation. Title, by the 
way, came from the Tadio gall of 

gambit, but, 
“Echo ‘Four-Two” 

‘Baxter's patrol-car. 
‘By chosing the ‘half-hour for- 

mat, this segment: necessarily 
‘lacked the. detail’ and ‘build-up of. 
‘the hour-long “No: Hiding Place.” 
“Thus the story. development -eemed 
thin by comparison, ‘and: the climax, 
-too glib; Baxter hunted the: mur- 
‘derer of. 2 shopkeeper. His only 

ofa shoe, and a self-rolled cigaret: 
From the latter, it was deduced 
‘that the guy had’ just-come out of 
‘Jail, .and he was tracked down via 
@ visit to ‘his. firl-friend arid a ‘dice 
‘game. 

‘Rivalry. between Baxter. and: his 
new. police chief was indicated, 
‘presumably to become-a. permanent 
feature of the skein. Otherwise, 
‘there. was little to distinguish it 
-from the rest: of its kind, and star 
Erie Lander, lacking a foil, was. 
personable but anonymous. .The 
other . _Tegulars, ‘Geoktrey Russell i 

“ 

‘she should have. been allotted more 
time to consolidate.the. impact, and 
the supporting acts . could. have |- 
‘been pruned . without’ much diffi-. 
culty. .She- launched into a force-. 

‘fut “Night. and Day,” followed with 
| “Just: in’ Time,’ and closed with 
an: electric “Shimmy Like My Sis-. 
Iter. Kate.” ‘She - had the gift of 
‘gripping ‘a-song by the scruff of its 
neck and hurlirig it in ‘the right. di- 
reetion. 
ret act in. shape .and “format, but 
she lifted it. out of its limited, elass 
into. a universal enjoyment." «| 
The rest .of the show ‘was’ soso; . 

seeming to have. been thrown. to-| 
‘gether with ‘whatever was-.avail- 
able. A further-American import, 
‘Connie Stevens, just‘ about. got ‘by 
with. an’ indecisive. voice and - un- 
doubtéd youth: She- erred in: re- 
viving. Judy . Garland’s “Trolley 
Song” ‘and. ‘by. no means cancelling 
the ‘memory of ‘the original per- 
formance,: . She then went: on. to 
“Let's: Do- It,” missing out on the. 
‘wit. And-she closed with her lat- 
est waxing, .“Greenwood Tree,” 
which: proved: her most successful . 

| offering but: nothing ‘to. catise heart- 
Still, she’s. a Iooker,.: and. failure. 

she looked. ‘A few’ singing lessons, 
and .an ‘apter ‘choice of..number, 

ield. 

Richard. ‘Hearne, 
delectable revue item which had 
him going through the drinking 
routine of an officer's. passing-out 
day. After various. gymnasties 
with: a couple. of chairs, Hearne: got: 
drunker : and drunker and. eventu- 
ally: collapsed: ‘in inebrated dis- 
order. He clicked solid with his 
verve and vitality, which contrasted . 
with fis old-man’ get-ur. inherited |. 
from his -local tv characterization 
‘with kid-appeéal as Mr. Pastry 
“Terry Scott did. a. knowing | 

(Continued on page § 35), 

Certainly, it- was a, caba-. 

‘Bernard Delfont’s Sunday Show | 
With a block-busting, take-it-or- . ‘visual: study in depth. 

and:| 

-Highspot. of ‘the comic menu “was: soe 
who repeated .a|. 

| 

and she might win through’ in this | thing. . ; 
clues—a witness’ ‘description ‘that | f 

_ hinted: at'a foreigner, the imprint 

j Jand's Rapid Transit: System, which 
'is handling millions of commuters 
-anly three: years after its inaugura- 
; tion. 

WAGA-TV’s visual. report, com- 
‘Ing right on top. of the release of: 
the. Planning ‘Commission’s plan, 

| scored an. impact and was truly a 
Luce. 

At the Source. 
Erie Sevareid and Howard K. 

Smith—a pair of distinguished and 
knowledgeable newsmen—went to 
Egypt to query United. Arab Re- 

The close- 
up of the -Arab leadér, because he 
heads a world neutralist bloc and 
simultaneously speaks for a large. 
portion of ‘tumultuous Africa, was 
important. .tv. .But. the CBS-TV 
team on Thursday: (24), when the 
resulting half-hour: was_ aired, 
seemed to have: been stultified in | 
its efforts: ‘by the UAR: technicians 
and tv men they used for the 

‘| program.. . 

“Probably because of the UAR tv 
men, CBS .News director Bill Lin-. 
den. ‘and. producer Michael J. Mar- 

| low got vidtape footage that looked |. 
more like tired, old film, and the 
‘undeviating tight close-ups of Nas- 
ser got to be boring, although at 
first’ they provided an interesting 
study of the smooth Egyptian boss. 

_Sevareid and Smith by: and large 
alternated. ‘their ‘questions.- They 
were gentle, yet explicit and often 
got answers that perhaps were not 
new but did reflect.the Arab mind. . 
This should have given American 
‘Thursday. night viewers, the ones 
who- weren't busy with “Untouch- 
ables,” a chance to. learn .some- 

Art. oo 

WCBS Views The Press 
ON, Y. Herald Tribune editor John 
Denson, ‘guesting: on. Charles Col- 
lingwood’s - “WCBS Views. The 
Press”, also did a polite plug for 
the - press and, 
characters might deduce, indulged 
himself'in,a mild: poke at the com- 
petitive. NY. Times with that. ref- 
erence to. “lean, ttim? newsreport- 
ing. 

A couple - of weeks ago ‘Bill 
Hearst | quoted Jefferson as “author- 
‘ity for an. ‘ndependent press. and 
‘Denson ‘récoursed to Osear Wilde’s 
observation that-“presidents govern 1 

5 

“Tele Follow-Up Comment 

public President Gamal Abdel Nas- 
-ser for “At-the Source.” 

some _ suspicious: 

This. eighth program in the 
Westinghouse. Hub outlet’s month- 
ly “Complex Community” pub- 

| affairs series Lives up to the high 
standards set by its predecessors. 
Also, the skillfully integrated com- 
munity-oriented S&H Green 
Stamp commercial continue their 

- appeal. Guy. 

for four years but journalism gov- 
erns forever”. 
‘Both top newsmen made charac- 

ter for their life’s work by re- 
priseing the proper functions, re- 
sponsibilities and traditions of the 
craft. Denson was authoritative in 
his exposition that news must be 
cleansed. as well as clarified; that 
the easy manner of “news” gather- 
ing, via  pressagent handout, 
should be curbed; that because 
some senator or other newsworthy 
figures" utters something that is 
“irresponsible” it should not neces- 
‘sarily be: given ready ,exposure 
without clarification. or qualifira- 

| tion; that if a “news” report might 
tend to mislead the readers then 
it should not be loosely dissemi- 
nated without explanation. 
In short, if newspaper standards 

‘go down then elvitization will go 
down. Atel. 

_ ook Up and Live 
Jean-Paul Sartre’s “The Flies” 

was excerpted for Part 8 in the 
Summer drama series, “As Seen 
From the Stage,” on the CBS pub 
affairs Sunday morning showcase, 
“Look Up and Live,” last Sunday 
(27). The series Is pegged to a 
religious format of having a the- 
ologist act as host and offer some 
introduction and interpretation at 
the start and finish of the segment. 

Host for this seg was Dr. William 
Hamilton, Professor of Theology 
at’ Colgate-Rochester Divinity 
School, Rochester, N.Y., who gave 
some historical and philosophical 
comment on the play which were 
heJpful without being excessive. 

Sartre’s drama of remorse, guilt 
and repentence is an employment 
of the Orestes legend to put foward 
more modern eroncepts of emotion 
‘and mortal-God relations. It also 
is a study of freedom in its rell- 
‘gious and almost contemporary 
connotations. Joseph K. Chomyn’s 
direction did well to condense 
these far-flung interpretations into 

‘(Continued on page 35) 
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| Product of Preminger's film “St. 
Joan.” The lawyers said that they 
would take the request “under ad- 
visement,” at which point Dillon 
turned the job over to three subur- 
an Chi housewives who wrote the 

!play from the facts as known. The 
resultant script is competent, but 
‘seldom plumbs either the eme- 
j tional depths or the religious and 
j-_philosophical complexity of this 
i bizarre slice of history. - 

If Dillon erred in using untested 
writers, ii was in the direction of 
‘experimentation and the develop- 

Without belaboring the: ‘ment of Jocal scripter. and as such 

point, he made an. effective com-jiS more to be commended than 
parison between the archaic SU oe tation Another bit of experi- 

i play “in the round,” with cameras 
shooting from all four sides. It 
turned out to be a risky venture, 
occasionally providing a startling 
omniscience for the viewer, but 

jin its attempt to diminish the 

oe $$$ $$ 

proscenium arch effect it some- 
times created the same effect on 
the three sides that would nore 
mally not be seen by viewers. 

In her first major professional 
role, Mariette Hartley, as Joan, 
acquits herself as an attractive, 
apparently well-schooled, and 
promising young actress. However, 
experience in recent years in the 
theatre and motion pictures gives 
strong evidence that the role of 
the Maid of Orleans is one. that 
does not produce a star, but re 
quires someone of that statrire, 
and it is no great discredit to Miss 
Hartley's considerable talent that 
at this point she is not up to this 
exacting task. 

A more experienced § actress 
might have wrought some fire 
from the largely declamatory 
script, but Miss Hartley could 
evoke only conviction (albeit in- 
tense’ where ‘spiritual passion was 
called for. Her portrayal of the 
distraught French farm girl torn 
between mundane church politics 
and divine vision was further 
handicapped by a neat page-boy 
bob of a haircut. [t just did not 
fit into the image and the fact 
that. Joan roughly cropped her 
Jong tresses to demonstrate that 
she was willing to give up even 
her femininity as part of her dedi- 
cation. 

The minor roles were generally 
expertly played. by Chi thesps, par- 
ticularly Maurice Copeland as 
Cauchon. Bishop of Beauvais, 
thinly disguising his hatred of Joan 
behind the monolithic facade of 
the church. Mer. - 

A CHILD’S GAME 
With Frank von dem Bottlenberg, 

Peter Canpell, Blandine Ebinger, 
Manfred Schuster, Sigurd Lohée, 
Helga Warnecke, Erica Vall, 
others 

Producer: Ronald J. Kahn 
Writer-Director: Don Cash 
60 Mins.; Mon. (28), 9 p.m. 
PARTICIPATING 
WNEW-TV, N. ¥. (vidtape) _ 

As drama “A Child’s Game” was 
a heavy handed, loosely knit, inef- 
fective story. If was a tedious ex- 
ercise to sit through the full hour, 
broken only with what seemed to 
be a maddening frequency of com- 
mercials. 

The drama, though. has some 
pertinence to the trade. Producer 
Ronald J. Kahn vitaped the outing 
in Berlin, using German actors 
who spoke English. He is reported 
to have reshot all the scenes with 
the actors sneaking their native 
tongu>. t~». *-r a pay-off in Ger- 

(Continued on page 38) 
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Milestone for Mr. McGee 

escribing the forthcom ing “Frank 

D McGee's Here and Now” as a news show 

would be technically correct but as adequate as 

calling “My Fair Lady” a musical about elocu- 

tion lessons. 

Producer Chet Hagan and narrator McGee are 

the same expert team responsible for bringing 

us those seemingly impossible Gulf-“‘Instant” 

Specials; but this new, weekly series (also spon- 

sored by Gulf) will have a totally different com- 

plexion. 

_To be presented:on NBC every Friday night 

from 10:30 to 11 (NYT), “Here and Now” will 
take a more personalized. view of the world 

around us. Even when dealin g with a highly vi- 

tal news story—and not all the segments during 

each weekly program will be that urgent—the 

treatment will be off-beat rather than head-on. 

For example, in considering this country’s so- 

called Bomb Shelter Boom, the show will con- 

cern itself with something more than “‘signifi- 

cance,” statistics and prices.. 

It will explore such sidelights as the experience 

‘of the Long Island home builder who had to 
refer to his basement shelters as ‘“‘wine cellars” 

after finding that his original—and more hon- 

est—sales pitch antagonized too many prospec- 

tive home buyers. 

‘MANY OF THE BRIEFER sequences on “Here 

and Now” will haye no connection with the 

news at all. They'll be two or three-minute vi- 

gnettes (sans narration) of such‘subjects as. the 

rhythm of construction workers-at their jobs; 

the poetic grace of bridges ;ora tender exchange 

of affection between a young mother and her 

child. | 

Even ona purely pictorial basis, the new Friday 

night series. (premiere: Sept. 2 9) should be-a 

honey, for. associate producer Dan O’Connor 

has long been an exponent of V.L P. (Visual 

Impact Preferred). And director Bull ‘Healion 

is a craftsman who uses his cameras like paint 



“was serving asa director for “Today.” Shooting. 

Wednesday, August at 30, 1961" 

brushes (which j isn’t easy; ‘cause they’ re awéully 

heavy). 

There have been: few | more’ e breathtaking TV 

‘Sequences than: ihe one taped. by. Healion: in 

Rome’s Forum the spring ‘before last, when he: 

from overhead, he framed. the Rome Sym- 

phony Orchestra, against a backgiound of the 

Arch of Titus, the. Capitoline: Hill anda: sky 

sporting the most gorgeous cumulus | clouds: 

- this side of “Green. Pastures. ” Wow! 

BUT FOR VIEWERS. who pay no attention. to. 

program credits—and we hear there are one ‘or. 

“two sluggards’ who don’ t- -narrator Frank 

McGee’ s face on the screen will be recommerida- 

tion enough, for this i is one of the most'capable. 

and most popular. TV journalists around. 

“Network personality though’. he is, McGee. 

The: Louisiana-born McGeée—not yet 40, but. 

already: a. grandfather—is probably: mest famil- 

iar to NBC. audiences: for his. work on. the 

Gulf “Thstant” Specials (which he'll continue to 

do). Buthe first came into national prominence 

through his coverage. ‘of. ciyil- rights strife in- 

Montgomery, Ala. 

‘So mature and responsible was Frank’s report- 

ing and commentary, that NBG madea place for 

him < on our Washington news staff i in. 1957. ‘The 

following year he was transferred to our New 

York news operation. 

jarely thinks of. himself as anything but a writ- 

ing reporter. The Gulf “Instant” Specials’ nar- 

~probably love it. But how on 

plaining an expense-account 

-rations are not only delivered by him but 

‘written by him. In one or two emergencies, 

Producer Hagan—no slouch with a typewriter 

himself—has lent a hand with the script, but 

otherwise the copy 1S completely McGee's. 

‘AS A WRITER, Frank’s forte ishis ability to get 

at the human side of the news without resorting 

to corn or cliché, Still talked about at NBC is 

the gorgeous essay he wrote a few years back 

for the “Today” show on the interment of two 

Unknown Soldiers at Arlington. It may well 

| have been the only such commentary ever writ- 

ten that never once used the word, “hero.” 

For Producer Hagan (who’s now worked with 

McGee.on more than a hundred different news 

shows), another of Frank’s prize assets is his 

‘knack for identifying himself with virtually 

every story he covers. 

This is not an entirely unmixed blessing. A 

couple of weeks from now, McGee (together 

with “Here and Now’s” cameras) will be visit- 

ing a Manhattan art gallery for the auctioning 

‘of a Rembrandt that’s expected to go for about 

$1,250,000. 

Hagan has a nagging fear that Frank, carried 

vaway by the excitement ‘of the occasion, may 

| impulsiy ely make what turns out to be the final 

bid. Oh, the viewers would 

earth would you go about ex- fom 
item like that to a sponsor? 
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Vazsrpry-ARB SYNDICATION 
Variety's weekly tabulation based cn. ratings furnished by American: Research buyers ta local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will. find the charts valundle.: 

| Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 «markets. The 4 
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market. This week: results of that ourse of ¢ om be found weekly in VanreTy. Coupled with the rating |. 

|. ste different- markets are covered. performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the Variery-ARB charta 
In the syndicated program listings of the top ten: shows, rating data such gs the are designed to reflect the rating tastes. of virtually every tv market in the U. Ss: 

average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting com- 
petiture programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an -. . (*) ARB’s May-June 1961 survey covered a multi-week . period. Syndicated shows | 

- exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program are listed, with. the 
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from. media multi-week rating of all programs ‘in. the time period given. - 

QUAD CITY STATIONS: WHBF, WOC, owe vam: MAY 15 “JUNE Ht, 1984. 

“TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS AY. | . | TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS -AV. AV.J TOP COMPETITION AV. 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG.(iIRK. PROGRAM—DAY¥—TIME. ‘STA, DISTR. RTG. SH. PROGRAM ; STA: RTG. 

1. Groucho Marx ‘Thurs. 9:00-9:30).....WOC 43 |] 1 Manhunt; JFK (Thurs. 9: 30). we eee , “WOC.. . Sereen Gems 39. 781CBS Reports; Speer. veces ‘._WHBF 10 : 
2. What's My Line 'Suin. 9:30-10:001....WHBF 39 || 2. Miami Undercover (Fri. 10:00)..... »- WOC..... Ziv-UA | 22 58] Rebel .....:... wees “LWHBP- 15. 
&. Candid Camera ‘Sun. 9:00-9:30)...... WHBF 38 |} 2. Sea Hunt (Thurs. 10:00).........06. "WOC.. vee. LIV-UA 22 59 | Alcoa; ‘Closeup *. ..ee54. WHBE. 14 
4. Andy Griffith ‘Mon. .8:30-9:00).......WHBF 37\| 3. Blue Angels (Sun. 9:30)........ weees WOC...., CNP. 19 33 | What’s My Line. . ceeseees WHBF.| 39 
8. Ernie Ford ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00)..... «22.WOC 361] 3. Huckleberry Hound (Fri. 6: 00). sees -WOC «os. Screen ‘Gems. 19. 73 | Guestward Ho. -: Se egeue WHBE- i & 
5. Perry Como ‘Wed. 8:v0-9:00) ........WOC 36 |] 3. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 6:00).....WOC..... Screen Gems 19. 73 | Rocky & Friends ....... -- WHBF F 
6. Garry Moore ‘Tues. 9:00-10:00)...... WHBF: 35 |} 4. Bugs Bunny (Thurs. 6:00)........... WHBF... + UAA ; 17 59 | Channel 6 Playhouse. . .. WOC 10 
6. Price Is Right ‘Wed. 7:30-8:00)....... WwOC 35 || 5. Yogi Bear (Wed. 6:00).:............. WOC .,.. Screen Gems 15 ~ 64] Donna Reed: ........0.4. ~. WHBE 1Z. 
7. June Allyson (Mon. 9:30-10:00).......WHBF 34 1|-6 Decoy (Fri. 11:00g.......... te eeeeees .WHBF. . . Official 12. 67 | Jack Paar .vo0...: “woe ; 6 
7. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30)....... WwOc 34 |! 6. Third Man (W Viveesecesaees WOC..... ‘NTA — 12° 30 Steel Hr; ‘Cirele. -o++-+. WHBF 27 

ROANOKE STATIONS: WDBJ, WSLS, WLVA, *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15-JUNE II, 1961. 

. -. | -_ {| 1. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7: 00). wasee WDBJ.... U.S..Borax 23  ° 59 I Claim To" ‘Fame....:.:..WSLS 14. 
1. Wason Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30'........ WSLS §1;| 2. Medic (Fri. 7:00). ................WDBJ.... CNP 19 -50: Klub Kwiz .............-WSLS 18. 
2. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30' ........ WDBJ 45:| 2, Sea Hunt (Sat. 10: 30)..5...... ieee WDBJ.... Ziv-UA 19 70|)Panic ...  ...0....es5-, WSLS. B. 
3. Price Is Right !' Wed. 8:30-9:00). ..... WSLS 41 | 3. Lock-Up (Tues. 7:00).........5.+.... WDBJ.... Ziv-UA 17 53 | Brothers. Brannigan .ee+ WSLS 13 
4. Have Gun, Will Travel ‘Sat, 9:30-10).. WDBJ 405] 3. Whirlybirds ‘Thurs. 7: 00)...:....... WSLS..... CBS. 17 55} Two Faces West. ..-..... -. WDBI 13° 
& Rawhide ‘Fri. 7:30-8:30'............. WDBJ 39 || 4. Highway Patrol (Mon. 9:30)..:.....,.WDBJ....-Ziv-UA 1B: 32] Concentration. .........-WSLS 23 
5. Route 66 (Fri. 8:3()-9:30)........... »» WDB 39 | 4. Huckleberry Hound (Fri. 6: 00)... eee .. WSLS. ...- Screen Gems 13 68) Early Show ...:......:-WDBJ a 
6. Groucho Marx ‘Thurs. 10:00-10: 30). .. WSLS 36 || 5. Deputy -Dawg (Tues. 6:00). wes. WSLS.... CBS. 14, 54| Early: Show ..:......... WDBJ - 310° 
7. Perry Como ‘Wed. 9:00-10:00). .. WSLS 3441 6& Brothers. Brannigan (Tues. 1: 00). ..--WSLS.....CBS 13 41!Lock-Up : . wdeee eee eee ys WDBE 17 
8. Andy Griffith 'Sat. 7:00-7:30)..... »».- WDBJ ; 33 | 6. Mounted Police (Wed. 7:00)..... eo» WDBJ..... CNP 13 -46 | Blue Angels. ........ »eee WSLS A3Z7° 
8. Ernie Ford (Thurs. 9:30-10:00)....... WSLS 33 || 6. Blue Angels (Wed. 7:00). wececee WSLS.....CNP 13 46; Mounted Police ........ WDBI 13 . 

6. Two Faces West (Thurs. 7: i WDBJ.... Screen Gems. 13... 421 Whirlybirds'’ ..:......WSLS 17. 

SACR AMENTO-—STOCKTON - STATIONS: KCRA, KXT¥, KOVR. *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15.-JUNE Il, 1961. 

I. Checkmate ‘Sat. 8:30-9:30'........... xT 350 1. Mr. Ed (Tues. EGO) scsapopievarvssKCRA. ee _Filmways “:2@ ° -48,Assignment.:Under.:..,.. _ 
1. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10)..KXTV 35 a [Amos & Andy ........KXTV “12 

‘ ee pens . | 2. Brothers. Brannigan (Mon. 7:00)..:...KCRA.... CBS 16 40} Man & Challenge .++0s++KOVR 12° 
&. Wagon Train iW 7:30-8:30)........KCRA 33 |i 3. Two Faces’ West ‘Wed. 7:00) ....... --KCRA .... Screen Gems 15 38) ; Days; Pioneers *.......:KXTV sil 
8. Gunsmoke +Sat/ 10%00-10:30)...... »» KXTV B21) 4, Huckleberry Hound. (1 (Thurs. 6: 30). ceeve XT. eae -- Screen Gems 18 33 | Channel 3 Report... . 2.3. “KORA. 18 
4. Ed Suili , . 8:00-9:00)....... .e-KXT 30 || 4. Manhunt (Thurs. 7:00).............%. RA:... Screen Gems Blue Angeits) .:........ ‘Vv: . 

5 Candid ‘Camera «Sun 10:00-10:30) Mey 29 4. Sea Hunt (Thurs. 00) Lecce e ccc eeeee ORAL Ziv-UA. 13, 35 . Donna Reed weeeteese KOVR 20° 
"7. . ; coe eenmme many 5. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 6:307". ease .KXTV.,.. Screen Gems 12 26! Channel 3 Renort ......KCRA_ 23° 

6. Untouchables ‘Thurs, 9:30-10:30),....KOVR 28 || 5. Man & Challenge (Mon: 7:00)..:..... .KOVR.... Inter. TV . Brothers Brannigan ....KCRA 16 
Z. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30) ........KXTV 27: 5 ti a ' as ~ Frograms 12 80. } ars KCRA o4 

1. Price Is Right ‘Wed. 8:30-9:00)......KCRA 27 || 3. Underwater; Amos. &-Andy (Tues. 7)..KXTV.. 12 24°Mr Ed. 0 wu.ee do. KORA , 
8 Real MeCovs Thurs 8:30-9:00) KOVR:  26/| > San Francisco Beat: a 8:00) 7:30)..... KCRA.... - OB Ss P 12 27 | Guestward Ho au er seeds Kove 18 

° * oe ° sence: De we eee vac cons .;.. Storer Programs tS. ceetees MOV: 8. Route 66 (Fri. 8:30-9:30)............. KXTV. - 2g|| ® Divorce Court (Sat. 5:00 11 RORA. er Evening nfavie CE gery 9 

SA GIN A W —BAY CITY_FLINT STATIONS: WNEM, WJRT, WKNX. *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15- JUNE H,: 1961; 

“L. Untouchables ‘Thurs. 930-10:30).....WJRT 35] 1. Took Up ra, 10:30). ay RE ZivUA22~—~—~«AT Mice Shape ree ee 
2. Naked City (Wed. 10:00-11:00).......WJRT 2. Death: Valley Days (Tues, 0).......WNEM....U.S. Borax 17 46 , Expe itech; JFK....%.. (IRT . ” e Wacon Trein Wed. 730.830) WNeM galt 3: U.S. Marshal: (Thurs. 10:30)........0/WJRT.--- NTA 15 42|Manhunt .../..:...0..,WNEM 74 

° vs . a enn * 1] 4. Mr. Magoo (Wed 7:00) en! eoeee WNEM....TV Pers.Ine. 14 39 Navy Log DUDTEED ES Swoner : 10.. 
8. Hawaiian Eye ‘Wed. 9:00-10:00)...... WJIRT 33 || 4, Vikings (Thurs. 6:30)... seeeeeceeeee WIRT.....ZiV-UA 14 33: Broken Arrow ..........WNEM. =—12° 
3. My Fhree Sons iThurs. 9:00-9:30)..... WJRT 33 | 4. Maihunt ‘(Th 0:30) , WNEM -_ “ 39. i Huntley Bri inkley. eee aes -WNEM 9 
3. 77 t Strip (Fri. cease || 4. Manhunt (Thurs.. 1 htc bsveseee NEM... .Screen’ Gems “14 : Marshal .:.........W. at 
4 TT a ancos v Thurs. Renae pei 3 5. Two Faces West (Tues. 7: 30). lea veeaee WJIRT.... Screen Gems 13 27, Laramie.-.. . .....eeee. WNEM:- 24 

° YS VENUES. 0290-9200).  » eer 5, Jim Backus; MLEB (Thurs. 7: 00). we. WIRT...... CNP - 13 28 + Michigan Outdoors ... ..WNEM 10 
5. Flintstones ‘Fri. 8:30-9:00)...... coos WIRT 29 || 6. Sea Hunt (Mon. 7:00).....:....5 wes. WNEM ,, .Ziv-UA 12 33 Brothers Brann; MLBB..WJRT " 8. 
5. Thriller (Tues. 9:00-10:00) ..........WNEM. 29 ;| 6. Broken Arrow (Thurs. 8: 15). eeegeeess WNEM....ITC 12 32 | | Stooges webby nese ee tees WIRT Le 
6. D d hurs. 8:00-8:30). ......WJRT 2 IkingS .......... Peeceee é anit tangle ws. Ber tn30) | Win T° 28 | é. BIER one W d., Fri: 6:15). “WNEM ziy-UA - 39 : Life of Riley......... 2 WERT L 

. . . . ° seen . - . n e pevseeoe wre fee 1V- . 2 . 00 es . eve aaccceces 4 G. Rebel ‘Sun. 9:00-9:30) .......2..000, WIRT 28 ° we : Mates Funnies 202112. WIRE io 
6. Surfside 6 ‘Mon. 8:30-9:30).........- WJRT © 28 i ' OS , oo. ‘Walt Distiey = ......-.:WIRT  -— 13. 

LAN SING. MICH. STATIONS: WJIM, WILX, WMBS. *SURVEY DATES: ‘MAY 15-JUNE II, 196f. 

1. Candid Camera ‘Sun. 10:00-10:30)....WJIM  - 35/1 3, Mr. Ed (Wed. 7:00).......-..csceees- WII. .., Filmways 27 ~—«68| Glenn Gould; Brogan. .WMSB > 4 
1, Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). . WJINE. 33.|| 2, Manhunt; Godfrey; Shayne ‘WJIM.....Screen Gems 26  §8 | yaney Dect eeceaee WIL 16 

hide ‘Fri. 7-30-83: (Fri. 9:30-10:30). . . Shayne... .. ... wees. WILX 10. 

> andy G. iftith ees ; 5 30.10-00) vee WIM _ 3. Huckleberry Hound (Mon. 6:00). eee - WHIBI Leaee Screen Gems 22 71|Cuivers Clubhouse .. IWMSB 2 
2. Andy Griffith «Alon. 9:30-10:00)......WdDAt 4. Yogi Bear (Fri. 6:00)............ <1LLWJIM.....Screen Gems 20 71| Arts; Discover; Bob... WMSB 1. 
2. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30) ........WJIM 34 || 5. Third Man (Sun. 9:00).:.........-00. WHIM veaee NTA 18 -  37|Chevy Show ...... UTDEUWwix 13 
3. Danny Thomas ‘Mon. 9:00-9:30)......WJIM “33 & Tim Backits (Wed. 9:00) ee 30 - wens WaT . - (ONE os i 25 | Perry Como | eee eeees ee 

“ 7-20-8- "TIM . Miami Undercover (We seeses wee. ZIV- ee Ircle! 2c. le ee. 
4. Perry Mason ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30). .......WJIM 321! 8 ‘Tombstone Territory; Lock-Up WILX... Ziv-UA 10, 26'Steel; Circle 2.1.0...0.WJIM = 18. 
4. Route 66 :Fri 8:30-9:30: ce tee eee WJIM 32 ; (Wed. 10:30): wes og veeleseee. . i . 

5. Pete & Gladys 'Mon. 8:00-8:30). ...... WJIM 30 ;: 8. Sea ‘Hunt (Sat. 7:00): ...6.6.0.eeee0, WILX.... Ziv-UA 10 32 | Way Out; Star Perf. ..+. WJIM 10 
5 . Checkmate :Saf. 8°39-9:39' .......... WJIM 30:i 9. Best of Post (Sun. 10: 30). . ves wees WILX.... ITC Tt 18 What's My Line .......-WJIM:. 22, 

GRAND R APIDS-KAL AMAZOO STATIONS: WKZO, WOOD, “SURVEY DATES: wa i It, 1981, 

1. Andy Griffith ‘Mon. 9:30-10:00)...... WKZO 451-1, Sea Hunt (Wed. 8: 30) eee eect eee eens WKZO....Ziv-UA 27. 49 8 | Brice Ts Right. weeecsee.. WOOD 28 
2. Danny Thomas ‘Mon 9:00-9:30)...... WKZO 42 i 2. Death Valley; MLBB (Thurs. 8: 00). .-WKZO....U.S. Borax: 24 Donna Reed .......... »- WOOD 25 
3. Hennesey ‘Mon 10.00-10:30) =... ..WKZO 41}; 2. Huckleberry Hound (Wed..7: 00). se eoee WOOD...-:Screen Gems. 24 58 Cheyenne ..... Leeseere .WKZO = 17 
4. Have Gun, Wili Travel ‘Sat. 9:30-10)..WKZO 401| 3. Bugs Bunny (Wed. 6: OO)... 6. si eee. -WKZO....UAA 20 65| Early Show; Wea.; Sots. WOOD - :12° 
4, Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30) 9 ...... WRKZ0 40:| 4. Lock-Up (Tues. 8:00)................WOOD....Ziv-UA 19 56| Interpol .::...........- WKZO 14 
5. Pete & Gladys ‘Vion. 8:00-830) = ....WKZO 37:15. Interpol (Tues. 8:00) .........-....».-WKZO....ITC 14 4{|Lock-Up ............... ,WOOD 19 
5. i've Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00) . WKZO 27: 6. Whirlybirds Fri, 8: 30) escort sete .+..-WQOD....CBS 12 28 | Route 66 . .. WKZO 31 
6. Candid Camera ‘Sun. 10:00-10:30' WKZO 36 | 7. Dangerous Robin (Mon. 9: 301 ‘eeeees WOOD....Ziv-UA 11 19 | MLBB; “andy Griftith . --WKZO 45 

1. Brinsing Up Budé@y ‘Vion 8:30-9:00!) WKZO 35°} 8. Brothers’ Brannigan (Sat. 10:30)..... -WKZO....CBS. ~ 10 37 | Peter ‘Gunn: te WooD g 

7 Wagon Train . Wed. 7.30-8.30),....... WOOD 35.1 8. Jim Backus (Mon. 7; 00). + pacvegesges. WOOD....CNP 10 24 | MLBB; Flintstones. . woes , WEZO, $1 
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‘Pogo Primer’ 
‘Sammy Continued from page 23: ian |. 

-the effect that the tv set. ‘should 
net be used as an. electronic’ “baby |. 

sitter: 

ifthey make their own convictions | 

‘that | 
parental selectivity of .tv fare for |- 
children can be a means.of broad-} 
ening their understanding of - the | 

iB. 

“needs relief, not the- bigger. “jolt 
each time. This prevents the crea-. 

tion of .an addict. 
‘tivities siphon. off energy, but his |. 

.similar projects on radio or: film]: - 
* guidance—also topics of the’ ‘White | 

it was explained, wag that: the find-. 
ings of the ‘eonferees. became | 
rather garbled or never reached |. .: 
the public at large.” The formal |. 
conclusions and “recommendations |: 

“up of the Spring, 1960, Beipge ner. 
here in Washington. 

‘children. 

afraid of your child.. He is. here 
He is a’ precious visitor. : 

Do not wind your child up and ‘set | 
to stay. 

wind the tv set: up and ‘set it to. 
~watch your child. A machine is.a‘ 
_bad'sale companion.: It ‘needs help. |. 

-. Strong interest in. the‘ bizarre ‘by | - 
*.Vany child deserves a few. questions |: 

The child néeds }. 
The. overload | - 

“Pogo Primer will reassure and. 
reward: any parent who reads it,” |-. 

“TV as Pogo: says | say8 a preface. | 
is probably here to stay... : But. how,. 
when and how often children 
should watch it has baffled many | 
“parents, 

“This is a primer for parents;. 
We hore that they will want to]. 
use it to set forth what they. want, 
as parents—and as members of the 
community—in tv programs’ for. 

Not only their own: chil- + 
dren but all children will benefit 

known. 
.“We. believe, with Kelly,: 

world: we live in and the culture 
which is our heritage.” 

- Preface is signed by ‘Katherine 

dren’s. Bureau. 
The conclusion, in’ straight prose 

-by Kelly himself, also. reveals somé. 
of his thinking: 

_ “There are a few things. te prac- 
tice not doing. Do not be. afraid 
of your tv set. These things ‘are 
probably here to: stay. Do.not be 

him to watch tv’ unguided. ‘Do not 

You-can help it. Love your child.. 
“There are a few things to re- |: 

member, . 
‘censor. 

It is not ‘necessary to 
It is. necessary to. guide. 

to find out why. 
someone. to talk to. 
of some features, . monsters ‘etc., 

‘Other child ac- 

energy can be used ‘badly after bad. 
tv exosure. ‘Agiin), 
child.””: *- 

‘Asked ° about it, HEW sokesmen 
said they had no knowledge of 

House Conference: 
‘One reason behind. the - booklet, 

‘were issued months after the wind- 

Special Events. 
| 7 Continued from page 23 — : 

Sept: 8 slot,” running. ‘from 9: 30 
‘The .sponsors are}. 

Philco, Oldsmobile, Toni and Pepsi-. 
Cola. 

‘In these events, the ‘sponsors bow 

to midnight. 

to the discretion of the director tor 
--the timing: of commercial inser-| 
tions. As’ Vern Diamond, .the di-}— 
rector otf the ‘special: events. unit, 
explains it. the whole- principle. of | . 
taking the viewer to the event 
would be ruined if the. cameras at | 
climactic moments would.have to 
be turned off for commercial 
gertions. The . plugs wait’ for. oe] 
pitions opportunities. 

: The “Who's -Afraid. of ‘Live’ TV” 
motto is no. gag, The unit, avers |. 
Levitan. and Diamond, makes no at- | | 
tempt to-‘stage the event, whether |- 
it-be the big annual auto show or | 
the Miss Universe contest ° 
Miami. Nature of. the event: "most 
of the times precludes staging pos- | 

. sibilities for one thing:: Thought |. 
‘also. is that staging for tv. infiltra-. 
tions might spoil fhe excitement of | 
spontaneity and: of viewer: involve- | 

. ment. i 
_ Therefore prior. to the’ event 

being covered, Levitan, Diamond |: 
and associate’ producer Clarence | 
“Schimmel draw up plans to. cover | 
- what they anticipate to be all pos- 

a 

sible’. eventualities: Cameras and 
cables are placed. with the preci- 
‘sion of a Zeneral -placing his ar- 
tillery and cameramen. announcers, . 

‘The tv. campaign, though, is | - et. al. 
a. mobile operation with a lot ‘of 
surprises and unforeseen. obstacles.. . 
The savvy of..the team _ then is 
brought. into play. 
Levitan . 

eunk and. frozen, in last year’s Miss 
“America contest: the winner sud- 
denly “broke out in. ‘tears, - ete. 4 

Oettinger, . Chief of the “Chile
 | es 

[TUESDAYS 10: 15-12: 30 - 

love the : 

_and Diamond recall 
with relish ‘Some of the unexpected |... 

: challenges. In the winter Olympics |. . 
‘at Squaw Valley,.a key cable was | 

ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
” Vanvery-ARB's weekly chart offers @ day-by-day analysis of the top feature eventng slots in @ 

particular market. On Saturdays and Sundays, daytime feature slots compete with nighttime pir 
periods for: designation. as the top feature slot of the day. The analysts is confined to the top rated _ 
feature slots. in the- ARB. measured period, broken down by days in the week. The ARB measured ° 
period usually. covers three or four weeks.. Other data such as the time slot and overage share of 
audience: is furnished. Top competition and competitive ratings also are. highlighted. ~ 

Milwaukee ®@ Stations: WIMJ, WIT, WISN, WXIX e. P Survey Dates: April 19-May 16, $961 

Program: LATE SHOW Jim Backus WIMJ 

"April 25 “THE TEXANS”. 10:15-10:45 _ 19 
Randolf -Seott,' Joan Bennett__ Milwaukee WIMJ 

- -1938, Paramount, MCA, Repeat | 10:45-11:00 3 
“May ‘2 “FIVE GRAVES: TQ. ‘CAIRO” Jack Paar WIM 

- 7 _.Peanehot :Tone, Anne Baxter 11:00-12:00 & 
7 943. Paramount MCA, Repeat. . id WISN 

May .9 “CITIZEN KANE’ M ea S10: “45 a 
m Orson Wells,: Joseph “Cotton. Suspicion WISN 

-1941,, RKO, Repeat : 19-45-11:15 7 
‘May: 16: “THE MORTAL STORM i Ato 
. James Stewart, Margaret. Sullivan . Million $ Movie. WXIX 

1939, MGM, MGM-TV_ | -10:15-22:15 1 

WITL. “Average Rating: 5 COMPETITION 
‘Average | Share: 26 a - STATION & 

a PROGRAM AVG. RATING 
WEDNESDAYS: 10: 15-12: 45 -: - 
Program: LATE SHOW - Lock Up WIMS 

April 19 “PRIDE ‘& PREJUDICE” | 10:15-10:45 15 
Lawrence Olivier, Greer Garson Milwaukee WIM. 

- 1939, MGM. MGN-TY, ist Run 10:45-11:00 5 
April 26. “THE AFFAIRS OF SUSAN”. Jack Paar WIMJ 

Joan Fontaine, George Brent 11:00-12:00 9 
. 1945, ‘Paramount, MCA, Repeat Third Man WISN 

“May 38. “HIGH WALL” “Andrey ‘Trott * 10:15-10:45 7 
obert ‘Faylor ey Trotter Te 5 

1947, MGM. MGM-TV, Repeat BE a5 WIPN 
May 10 “LITTLE WOMEN” .. “Millian : M . WXIX 

. E. Taylor, June Allyson, Peter Lawford : ion § Movie 3 
1948,, MGM, MGM-TV,. Repeat : 10: : 

with Average. Rating:: 8 COMPETITION 
“Average Share: 44 a STATION & 

. : . RATIN THURSDAYS 10:15-12:30 PROGRAM AVG. RATING 
Program: LATE SHOW | ‘Border Patrol WIMYS 

Aptil 20 “ABOVE SUSPICION” 10:15-10:45 13 
“" Foan Crawford, Fred MacMurray. Milwaukee WrMs 

1943, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat ~ : 10:45-11:00 7 
"April 27 “The BIG CLOC ” ‘Jack Paar. WITMI 

” Ray Milland, Cha les. Laughton ‘. 11:00-12:00 7 
1948, Paramount, |MCA, Reneat - Out/CBS # . WISN 

May © 4 “REUNION IN. FRANCE” way ae pis 6 
" John Wayne, Joan Crawford . “. 
.._ 1942, MGM. MGM-TV, Repeat Cimmaron : WISN - 

May $11 “HOMECOMING” ': Ce 
Clark Gable, Lana Turner Million $ ‘Movie WxIx 
1947, MGM, MGM-TV, ‘Repeat _ 10:15-12:80 1 

WIti Average. Rating: 9 COMPETITION | 

w¥r Average Share: 41 . STATION & 
ee Soe PROGRAM AVG. RATING . 

FRIDAYS 10:15-1: lt . 
Mr. Adams & Evy WIMJ 

“April 21°“FOR HOM TH BELL TOLLS” . aa too wry 
; Gary. Cooper, Ingrid Bergman ‘Jack. Paar — WIMJ 

_ ., 1943, ‘Paramount, MCA, Repeat -11:00-12: 00 6 

April 28. 1A GUY NAMED JOE” ; < ‘News . WTMJ 
' Spencer Tracy, Irene Dunne vt *12:00-12:15 2 

1943, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat. Interpol. — WISN 
May 5 “O.S.S.” -10:15-10:45 6 

Alan Ladd, Geraldine Fitzgerald Big Movie WISN 
_ 1946; Paramount, MCA, Repeat ' *:10:45-1:00 6 

<May. 12. “THE UNCONQUERED” nddacd -Almanae/News WISN 
Gary. Cooper, Paulette. Goddar aie ek , ; 

Million $ Movie Wait 1947, Paramount, MCA, Repeat  19:15:42:00 3 

Movie Museum WXIX 
12:00-1:00 2) 1 

WIM j "Average: Rating: 26 COMPETITION 
Average Share: 63 . . ‘STATION & 

PROGR . RATIN SATURDAYS 10:00-12:00° AM AVG. RATING 
Program: SATURDAY NIGHT THEATRE” Late enw WITIl 

10:00-12:0 8 April 22 “LAST HOLIDAY” —_ 10:0 ; 
Alec Guiness... Kay Walsh Million $ Movie | WxIx 
1950, Assco. British, NTA, 1st Run. 10:00-12:00 1: 

April 29: “PANDORA & FLYING DUTCHMAN” News Sport, Weather WISN 
Ava Gardner, James Mason, : 10: 00-10: 15 9 

May:: 6 “SINCERELY XOURS” | » 1015-10-45 3 
: Liberace, Joanne Dru. -- : ~ ; 

oo: 1955, Warner, 7 Art, Ist Run Ree ge ouse WISN 
May 13 “WILD BLUE YONDER”. : oe re : 

-Wendell Corey, Phil Harris, Forest Tucker - -’ Almanac/News. WISN 
1951,. Republic, HTS, Ist Run 11:15-12:00 1 

(Continued from page 40) 

ter material. 

“WIT Average Rating: 8. - COMPETITION _ 
‘Average. Share:.40: ; | | STATION & 

. - . RATI MONDAYS 10:15-12:00°. pRognaM AVG. RATING 
Program: LATE ‘SHOW. ers’ Brannigan wres 

10:15-10:45 April 24 “SORROWFUL “JONES” 
‘Bob Hope, Lucille Bail Milwaukee WwIrMms 

_’ "1949, Paramount; MCA, ‘Repeat _ 10:45-11:00 8 
May 1-“A.CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN ‘KING: Jack Paar WTMJS 

‘ARTHUR'S. COURT” 11:00-12:00 5 
Bing Cresby, Rhonda Fleming” Rpts/Your Life WISN 

Ms 3 pom paarameunt, MCA, Repeat 10:15-10:45 8 
[ay « +) on 

ot Robert. Ryan, Randolf. Scott Big Movie | WISN 
y 1943, RKO, Repeat = —s_: wrag, ° 

May 15.“EDWARD MY SON” Million $ Movie WXIX 
1848, MGM, “-MGM-TV, Repeat, 1015-12215 1 

WIT Average Rating: 7 COMPETITION 
Average Share: 35 oo, STATION & 

” . PROGRAM AVG. RATING. 

Foreign TY ¥ Followup 
(WilaS Continued from page 31 ama 

schoolboy act which deserved bet- 
His impersonation 

was exact and telling, but the gags 
were skinny, and he passed the 
time without registering it. Fur- 

|ther warbling was provided by Ivor 
Emmanuel, who opened the shew 
with some over-elocuted “If This ‘is 
Love” and a thrushing “Surren-— 
der.” Emmanuel was one of these 
singers in the.‘“Rose Marie” vein, 
with a hint of outmodishness but 
a competent set of pipes. 
Emcee Billy Dainty was an éf- 

fable host, but, again, his script 
suffered from malnutrition. Pam- 
ela Devis, as usual, kept up tne 
terping level with some pert rou- 
tines, and Peter Knight coin- 
manded Jack Parnell's orchestra 
fluently. 
Show was produced by Kenneth 

Charter, but, he couldn't tighten 
an ad hoc collection of perform- 
ers into a taut and rhythmic bels. 

Drama 61 (London) 

Frederic Raphael, who drama- 
tized “The Best of Everything’ 
from Stanley Ellin’s short story, 
has made at ‘east a couple. of 
promising contributions to Asso- 
ciated Television's “Drama 61” 
skein. It looked as if he was going 
to pull this one off as well, but 
either he or the original author 
got trapped in a highly implausible 
web halfway thrugh and the play 
couldn’t fight its way out of it. 

Arthur Brewster ‘Gary Ray- 
mond), a young.clerk in an, estate 
agent's office. was riddled with am- 
bition and determined to ‘get to 
the top, whatsoever. At a lunch- 
counter he met up with Charlie 
Prince ‘Terence Alexander), a lay- 
about character with the right ac- 
cent and manners who had been 
cut off with an allowance by his 
wealthy family for fiddling the ac- 
counts. Brewster lent him money 
and a bed in his apartment, on con- 
dition that Prince instructed him 
in how to speak and how to behave. 
and how to dress. It was, in fact, 
“Pygmalion” all over again—but it 
still seemed a good situation. 

_ Brewster also learned something 
else, how to forge a signature. And 
when he was making headway with 
the boss’ daughter, he strangled 
Price with a necktie, put the body 
in a trunk, and raised funds by 
cashing the murdered man’s 
monthly remittance checks. This 
was where the play startéd to go 
wrong, for the light vein of the 
early scenes didn’t led into the 
crime. 

Convistion was further wrenched 
when, after Brewster insisted on a 
big town wedding with the society 
fal, her father revealed that 
Prince was her brother. He thought 
the wedding would be a fine occa- 
sion for a reconciliation, sent for 
the trunk, and the final shot showed 

| Brewster carrying it. and the body 
inside, up to the bedroom. 

Despite the wild development, 
| however, “The Best of Everything” 
kept up a decent level of interest. 
The scripting was neat and crisp, 
and Geoffrey Nethercott’s quiet 
production underplayed the sur- 
prises and thus helped to give them 
coherence. Gary Raymond seemed 
happier as the earlier, unimproved 
Brewster than the slick hoy-ab71t- 
town who emerged later—and, in 
any case, the transformation was 

{too quick to ring true. Terence 
Alexander clicked as the charm- 
ingly crooked Prince, and Diana 
Clare was appealing as the girl. 

£ Otta. 

TV Followup 
Continued from page 31 semeaab 

a half-hour presentation, bringing 
a degree of clarity and effective- 
ness to the easily mismanaged 
script. 

Acting on the seg was generally 
clear and direct. Kathleen Wid- 
does, a regular with the N.Y. 
Shakespeare Festival in their Cen- 
tral Park shows, was a competent 
Elektra. as was James Fatterson 
as Orestes, although the latter 
tended toward a rather monotonous 
quality. Lester Rawlins was an 
effective Zeus and William Hughes 
and Michaele Myers were ckay in 
brief scenes. 
John Ward’s settings were simple 
and workable. Richard Siemanow- 
ski produced this seg for the pub 
affairs department. The progim 
is presented in cooperation with 
the National Council] ef Churches 
of Christ in America. Kali. 
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pick a ecard 

and you'll get a speci 
Want the market picture and/or availabilities in New York, Chicago, Los 

Angeles, Detroit, San Francisco... want it fast, full and factual? 

It’s in the cards...as shown above. 
They speak singly and collectively, all 18 of them, for ABC-TV National 

Station Sales, Inc., ABC-TV’s new owned-and-operated stations’ sales organiza» 

tion, They speak, specifically, for KGO-TV (San Francisco) ... WXYZ-TV 
(Detroit) ... KABC-TV (Los Angeles) ... WBKB (Chicago) ... WABC-IV 
(New York)... five of the most trendful stations in five of the nation’s most 

prosperous markets, 



| Wednesday, August 30, 1961 

| ARO & 3 

F 
Bx00 4 

(anv one) 

“in 5 great TV markets. 
One call, on your part, calls into action a man who will now concentrate 

100% of his considerable media experience on these markets. And nowhere 
elsé. Call, as they say, now. 

ABC-TV National Station Sales, Inc. 
277 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco 2, California, UNderhill 3-0077 
Madison Theatre Building. 1567 Broadway, Detroit, Michigan, WOodward 1-0255 
1539 North Vine Street, Hollywood 29, California, NOrmandy 3-3311 
360 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois, ANdover 30800 
663 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, New York, SUsquehanna 7-5000 
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No. Car. Bids For 
RADIO-TELEVISION VARIETY — 

eee sponsorship) ties. is already well- 

lished ° . 

Pay-See and Color TV “Th 
Hot Berlm Show 

.Prior to. Friday’s (18) CBS-TV 
telecast of “Berlin—Act of War?”, 

The approaches to individual 
problems may differ, and certainly 

es Continued from page 1 Sse [have divergent attitudes, as wit- 

fizht envisioned by Telemeter, 
Phonevision, and kindred protago- 
nists. 

Schneider. with a more. con- 
servyative outlook on tollvision, of 
course, is. stil more concerned 
with servicing exhibitors around 
the world. The global business, 
he adds, also more than incidental- 
ly involves stations and sponsors 
for the y.dfiims produced for tele- 
vision by Coi's Screen Gems sub- 
suliary. 

Schneider also feels that “even 
the most ardent enthusiasts for 
Telemeter or whatever will agree 
that a ‘Guns of Navarone,’ ‘10 
Commandments.’ ‘Laurence’ of 
Arabia’ ‘King of Kings,’ ‘Ben-Hur,’ 
etc., spectacular and in color and 
in big-screen treatment, require 
tha size and scope of theatrical 
exhibition. So there is no ques- 
tion about that phase of the pic- 
ture business thriving perhaps 
even more than ever.” 

But the Col topper is more 
than ever certain that “we should 
never let anything more get away 
from us as we did with television.” 
At this point he reprised some of 
éie now classic boners of the busi. 
ness, dating from the birth of 
soundfilms ‘“nobody comes to the 
movies to be disturbed by dialog; 
they like to sieep,” 
television {more than one thought 
this would “never” be competition 
to pictures and were inclined to 
“brush it under the carpet” even 
when vidpix producers sought to 
rent studio space). 

‘The Public Always Decides’ 
The question of “who'll pay for 

it’ and the “staggering cost of 
tooling up for tollvision,” feels 
Schneider, will be answered from 
within public acceptance. The pub- 
lic always decides and if they 
show they'll go for it the rest Is no 
problem. 

“However, there is a problem,” 
in hig opinion, “in the do-nothing- 
ness of and by the industry at 
large. If on the other hand we all 
egree that, in time, maybe not now 
but {fm 10 or even more years 
hence, pay-see has a chance, and 
five or six of the companies agreed. 
each to produce three or four 
types of features especially de- 
signed for the ‘home boxoffice’ au- 
dience, then that would be a real 
test. Columbia wouldn’t give 

‘teevee year. 

said one) to] 

‘dem (by coincidence) concern with 

Telemeter or Phonevision ‘Guns of. 
Navarone’ but right. now we hap- 
pen to have one, ‘Raisin in the| 
Sun,’ which is my idea of an ideal. 
film for that special audience. 
And so, too, with the ‘live’ or 
‘stage’ attractions, on film, like 
Paramount has been and is doing. 
right now with Marcel Marceau, 
Carol Channing and the like. Even- 
tually, I’m sure, will come the 
Judy Garlands and the Sammy 
Bavis Jrs.” 

Burns, while ‘no spokesman for | 
or against pay-see, feels that “just 
like FM was bypassed by the up- 
surge of tv” so, too, maybe the 
RCA Victor brand of vidisk or 
vidtape (“home see-hear”’) may 
bypass the tollvision aim. 

It is no secret, of course, that 
the commercial networks prefer 
the status quo. 

Burns, as president of the parent 
RCA, keeps aloof from but natur- 
aly au courant of the NBC opera- 
tion which is. autonomous under 
“the two Bobs” ‘Sarnoff and Kint- 
ner}, but he is vitally concerned 
with color. 

Upcoming season’s push on spec- 
trum teevee, he feels, should fi- 
nally achieve this as “the” color 

He has been successful in win- 
ning over competitor set manu- 
facturers to tint-tv production at 
last (with but few holdouts), to 
the degree that he has doubled 
the industry sights to the $200,008,- 
000 mark. Last year he envisioned 
the inevitable conversion to color 
video as “a new $100,000,000 in- 
dustry” for all concerned. Figures, 
of course, are estimates at the con- 
sumer level. 

‘Color Blind Webs’ 
But what baffles him is the 

“color blindness” of the other two 
networks. Even RKO - General, 
when it shows its old Technicolor. 
films, projects them in speectrum— 
not so CBS and ABC. Not to men- 
tion, of course, the new 1961-62 
programming. 

- While admittedly industrywide 
conversion to color may redound to. 
RCA’s greater advantage, as 
against any of their colleagues, 
nonetheless {1) RCA has been car- 
tying the ball for color; and (2), 
more importantly, Burns ‘brings. up 
the razorblade analogy. The man 
who sells the razor doesn’t make 
as much as from the razorblades 
that must be consistently replen- 
ished. That’s why, from the fun- 
damental economics point of view, 
he repeats the “color blind” query. 

In tue constantly evolutionary 
changes in mass entertainment 
purveying—and there is nothing 
more permanent than change in 
show biz—the exploration of ‘toll- 
vision (via Schneider) and tintvi- 
sion (per Burns) points up a. tan- 

the consfantly shifting trends and 
standards. 

‘common-ground between 
Hollywood (filmmaking) and the 
networks, with the latter’s eon- . 
comeomitant Madison Ave. (agency 

SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND. 

& 

" WTIC 
50,000 watts: 
HARTFORD, CONNECTIOUS 

.jness the above. 
From still another perspective, 

‘to hark back to tollvision, the mo- 
tion. picture interests point to the 
fancy prices the. newer, post-1948 | 
features. are commanding, It is 
long past expressing wisdom ‘over 
having never sold anything to tv. 
in fact, tv’s absorption of and slot- 
ting the better product into prime 
time is. regarded by some Holly- 
wood proponents as broadcasting’s 
advatice campaign to kill or, at 
least. retard the advent of tollvi- | 
sion, by offering “more and better”-} 
film. features for home-viewers. | 

In .turn,. the tolivision enthusi- 
asts are heartened by the contin-. 
ued popularity of backlog features. 
in the home as a harbinger -of still 
another decade when “they'll con- 
tinue to want to see pictures, but 
this time for a fee, without cuts in 
continuity to conform to time pe- 
riods, and without irritating in- 
terruption of dramatic or romantic 
evolution, just because this is the 
time-slot for still: another intrusive 
commercial.” 

0 

Sponsors Matured? 
imme Continued from page 25 

. . e 

pubaffairs, controversial. or other- 
wise. Still, there are some adver- 
tisers interested in news. and pub- 
affairs, as NBC News has proved 
these past several weeks. 

Timex watches may have left 
“Paper,” but NBC News has been 
able to get sponsorships for about 
20 of those 34 other. pubaffairs spe- 
cials. NBC hasn't given up. hope 
on the rest either, and. that, as 
pointed out before, includes Gitlin. 

Every . single one of NBC News’ 
regular series bears an SRO sign. 
—the three daily news shows, the 
two Sunday news shows, the 

prime timer and the Saturday 
“Update. ” 

. If Friendly at CBS has prob- 
‘Iems other fhan controversy to 
face they include charriness by 
Madison Ave. about the audience 
prospects for a “CBS Reports” se- 
ries that must face off, Thursday 
at 10, against the power of “The 
Untouchables” and “Sing Along 
With Mitch.” Moreover, sets-in-use 
go down sharply by 10: 30 and they 
begin their fall off at 10. 

Add to this failure of some CBS 
stations, evidently despite demands 
from FCC Chairman: Newton 
Minow for better programming, to 
clear for “CBS Reports.” This. has 
definitely been the subject of: con- 
cern within the entire CBS News | 
camp, which along with its affiliate 
Telations and program clearance 
groups is working hard, but frus- 
tratedly, at trying to break down |. 
‘local affil resistence to something 
as unremunerative to them as bet- 
work pubaff 

TY tole 
ie Continucd from page 31 Mcasas | 

. many and English-speaking coun- | 

‘Most of the dialog- spoken was 
| understandabie. One or two key 
sequences, though, were marred by 
‘unintelligibility. It’s hard to say 
whether the fault was a language 
disability or the stiffness of the ac- 
tors. Story concerned.a boy who | 
travels between East and West 

» acting as an anti-Commu- 

parating 
-{ the two Berlins. Topicality of the 
‘yarn though, -was dissipated by 
the Don Cash script, which seemed 
artificial, obvious and repetitious. 
The boy, played by Frank von dem 
Bottlenberg, ‘had. some winning 
moments. 

What did come through was the 
desoluteness of: East Berln, com- 
pared to West Berlin, © The loca- 

.| tion. shooting ‘captured the doom } 
inherent in the Red sector and the 
‘bustling, aliveness of the Western 
sector. Unfortunately’ the location 
shots couldn’t sustain an hour. 
a Horo. 

named sales manager for KTNT- 

|Bice. Herschel Cary, on station 
staff for past two years, has been 

‘the station, 

Tacoma — Keith Miller, former | 
.| station relations rep for ‘Sesac in 
[the Pacific Northwest, has been 

TV. here by station manager Max | 

named: national sales manager for | 

CBS Films had orders in for ship- 
ment of the special to the follow- 
ing countries: 

' United Kingdom (Associated |- 
Rediffusion); Japan (TBS); Aus-| 
tralia (ABC); Argentina, Phitip- 
pines, West. Germany, Sweden, 

857, of Homes in South 
Own at Least One TY Set 

Atlanta, Aug. 29. 
A total of 85% of the households’ 

in the Southland in 1960 owned 
one or more television sets, the. 
United States Department of Com-. 
merce revealed in a report issued 
last week, 

Using Census Bureau figures, 
which. placed the’ number of 
‘households in the South in 1960 
at 15,503,321, the department 
estimated that there were a total 
of at least 13,177,800 tv sets owned 
in the region last year, a figure 
32% higher than the total owned 
in 1955. 

In the 16-state Southern area. 
embraced in the department's re- |. 
port there were 179 television sta- ;|____. 
tions broadcasting in the region at 
the close of 1959, last year for 
which figures are availabie.. 

American Research Bureau's 
June figures reported 738,000 sets 
in the Atlanta survey served by 
WSB-TV, WAGA-TV end WLW-A.. 

Quadro
s’ Exi

t = 

American exports to Brazil, con- 
sidered one of the ‘top potential 
Latino markets. 

Indicative of the in-fighting that 
had gone on between the President 
and the Brazilian Congress was the 

,|battle over the period of the life 
of broadcasting licenses. Quadros 
had issued a decree changing the 
broadcast licensing period from: 
four to three years, a move which 
would have had every license re-. 
newal come up for judgment during 
‘what would have been his normal 
reign of office. In the House, a bill 
was introduced nullifying. Quadros 

tions and 15 years for tv stations. 
- A recent Quadros decree dealing 
with morality in commercials for- 
bid the showing of women in bath- 
ing suits, or scanty dress, or cut 
outs showing women’s 

in the U.S. 
Decrees also proyided for : ‘een- . 

orship of live and filmed shows, | 
with scripts ‘perused by atate cen- 
sor boards. 

Memphis Steve Warren, Mem- 
phis tv news spieler, has exited 
his post as WMCT and WMC news 
director, to join the news staff of |Ii. 
WTVJ-TV at Miami,. 

Audience 
ACCLAIM 

Brings Back 

(TENOR) 
For 4th Appearance This Season ¢ as 

GUEST 

Continued from page. 1 Sasa 

under-. 
clothes, according to inforniation 

4 VHF Stations 
Greensboro, NC, Aug. 29. 

Four. new commercial television. 
stations will. be -established: in 
North Carolina in the near. future 
~—if applications now on file’ with 
‘the FCC are approved. _ 

Channel 12 will be in New Bern, 
Channel 8 will be in the High: 
Point-Greensboro area, Channel 3: 
will be in Wilmington, Channel 6 

: will be in Charlotte. . 
When—and if—these stations be- 

gin operations, North Carolina’s tv 
facilities will total 15, one of which 
‘is an educational television station, 
WUNC-TV. 
At Jeast one of the new. stations 

(High Point-Greensboro) will ‘carry 
the programs of the ABC-TV. net+ 

| work.. At present, the only ‘Tar. 
Heel station carrying. a full: com-. 
plement of ABC shows is one of © 
the two stations in Asheville: 
All.of the new. stations will op-. 

erate on “VHF. 

“4 by Caesar: 
— Continued from pare B — 

shot in Paris; clips with Bob: Hope 
jand Bing Crosby in the “Road to 
‘Hong Kong”. pic; shots. of the film- 
{ng of the “Barabas” in Rome, and 
footage of East and. West Berlin " 
and the -borders.of Comniunist 
China, taken while in Hong Kong. 
Istanbul and Tokyo are other cities” ° 
‘covered. in Sullivan's: film tour. 

-To date; it appears that Sullivan 
‘and producer Bob Precht are going 
easy on inking multiple appear- 
ance deals for talent, compared ‘to 
years past. Only others. set at this 
time are Robert Goulet, of “‘Cam- 
elot,” for four appearances as 
a vocalist, and Joan Sutherland, 
Australian operatic star who is 
to make her debut at the Met thig 
season. She’ s slated for two ap- 

| pearances. 

Houston—Dewey Compton, farm. 
director for KTRH did his 2,000th 
broadcast here over the weekend. 
|He compiled ‘a total of more than 
2,500 hours on the air in jbroad 
casts from 5:30 to 6:45 a.ny Mon-. 

turdays,. ‘1 days through Sa 
decree, expanding the license: 
period to 10 years for radio sta-. 

ARTIST 
with THE PINES CONCERT ORCHESTRA. 

. CHARLES BLACKMAN, Conductor 
. Presented! by 

PHIL SCHWEID and JERRY EHRLICH 

THE PINES—So, Fallsburgh, New York 

AL PERRY AGENCY—16850 Broadway, New York 19. N.Y. | 

Produced by 
SID SAYRE 
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Why WOW-TV 
bought Seven Arts 
Vol. | and Vol. II 

that helps. puli in audiences around. the clock. Both packages of these Warner's 

‘Films of the 50’s’ are very well balanced in action, drama, comedy and variety. Now 

“we can telecast today’s top stars, in today's pictures, to today's audience. J-g 

BILL McBRIDE 
Program Director 

-WOW-TV,.Omaha, Nebraska 
aoe Se NIP PRON. 

Warner’s films of the 50’s... 
Money makers of the 60’s 

SEVEN ARTS 
ASSOCIATED 

CORP. 

A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD. 

Motion Pictures—"‘Lolita”, scheduled for Fall release... 
_ ‘Theatre=—Tennessee Williams’ “The Night of the iguana’’—Bette Davis, 
“%. Margaret Leighton... 

+ Celevision— Distribution of films for T.V., 20th Century Fox Films... 
- Ulterary Properties —“Disenchanted" by Budd Schulberg... 

Real Estate ~The Riviera of the Caribbean, Grand Bahama, in construction... 

NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue YUkon 6-1717 
. CHICAGO: 8922-DN. La Crosse, Skokie, Ill. ORchard 4-5105 

DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive ADams 9.2855 
L.A.: 232 So. Reeves Drive GRanite 6-1564—STate 8-8276 

For list of TV stations programming Warner Bros. “Films of 
the. 50's” see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data) 

piaews. ‘ A 
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Some Sort of Com’l Tieup Seen For. 
2d French TV Channel Bowing in 62} 

Paris, Aug. 29. + 
With that second viedo channel 

due early next year, pros and cons |. 
arg now a daily occurrence here 
as to whether it will be also na- 
tionalized like the present setup or 
allowed a commercial.aspect. Con- 
sensus seems to be some sort of 
contmercial tieup. 

It is felt that three alternatives 
are now open: tl: It can be com- 
pletely governmental as it is now; 
(2. it can be handed over to priv ate 
interests. or i3- it can stay in the 
governmental orbit but be com- 
pletely autonomous as is the case 
in Britain and West Germany. 
Many are pushing for the latter 
course. 

It is felt this would be the most: 
democratic method and that pub-> 
licity could be used in small doses | 
and at one time, to lead to higher | 

calibre entertainment programs: 

and freer news broadcasts not so/ daily show, which has high ratings, 
easy under compiete governmental 

domination. 

Auld Lang Syne-on 
Glasgow, Aug. 29. 

Two of Britain's lunchtime tv 
programs, “The One O'Clock | 
Gang” from’ Glasgow, and “The 
One O'Clock Show,” from New- 
castle-on-Tyne, Eng., are both being 
“networked” 
ty terrain covering northwest Eng- 
larid and southeast Scotland. They | 
will start. beaming to this fresh 
territory Sept. 4 after Border Tele- 
vision Ltd. 
Sept: 1. 

The Scot-based program,. 
minute production, 
Liam Hood, and featuring Larry 

a 40- 

its 1,000th performance Sept. 13. 
It has been running continuously 
since commercial ty came to Scot- 

‘land in 1957. Other artists in the 

are Jimmy Nairn, Moira Briody, j 
Charlie Sim, Dorothy Paul, 

It is also felt that the programs! Tommy Maxwell Quartet. 
of the seeond web should be made: 
up in keeping the output of the first . 
in mind. That is a balance should be ; 
set up with both having entertain- 
ment as well as cultural, educa- 
tional and public service ‘features 
and staggered so as not to be too 
competitive to get the most from 
both. Neither should be a low level 
so-called mass appéal affair. 

‘We Gotta Break With 7 
Pattern of Sameness In 

TV, Sez Don Sharpe! 
Hollywood, Aug. 29. 

“There’s a burning desire in 

It is further thought that tv is the business—you might even call 
still too much a governmental gam- | jt a fever, to break with the pat- 
bit here and there should be some 
division of powers for best results. 
Though all this is mostly conjecture 
it yet points up that some sort of 

tern of sameness on tv,” declared 
Don W. Sharpe, prexy of General 
Artists Corp. tv department, on his 
return from a talent safari of Eu- 

private inroads into the coming! rope and N.Y. “What is needed is 

channel will probably be a reality. - 

Rai Purdy’s Can. Series 
Ottawa, Aug. 29. 

Toronto-born ‘Rai Purdy, who set’ 
up and* headed Roy Thomson's ' 
Scottish indie ty until last year, ; 

a change of pace from the un- 
‘ broken run of adventure or: shock 
thrillers. We intend to create and 
develop show's that deviate from 
set patterns.” 

Sharpe said GAC “wilt only put 
shows together and farm them out 
for production. He believes a move- 
ment back to live tv has started 

into the new border-. 

launches programs. 

helmed by | 

Marshall as comedy host, is passing. | 

and | 

will produce * ‘Mr. and Mrs. West! and that half of GAC’s shows will 
Coast.” starring thrush Lorraine, be live. “The gamble is less cost- 
McAllister and her hubby band- j ly.” he avers. He holds, as do 
‘leader Dal Richards. Barrie Clark; other suppliers in the industry, 
will host daily half-hour, to be car-| that for the first time there'll be]. 
ried on’ Canada’s new indie net- } a January market for new ‘shows. 
work ‘CTV Television Ltd.) from Heaviest casualties will be in the 
CHAN-TY, Vancouver, teeing mid-! hour shows, which -have short 
September. 

Large Eastern Radio Station needs 

attractive, talented girl for all-night 

| dise Jockey program and public ap- 

| pearances. Acting ability valuable. 

‘Beachcomber’ Sales 

| stations, bringing the total markets 
fsold to 107. 

Deals include the Washington: 
, Post stations WTOP-TV and WJXT, 
Jacksonville, Fla.; Crosly stations 
WLW-T, Cincinnati; and WLW-C, 

Oriental er girl with French accent [; 

i preferred, but not essential. Start- 

| ing salary—$200.00 a week, with | 
options, Send picture and back- 

i ground to | | 

Box ¥ 325, VARIETY, 
154 West 4éth Street, 
New York 36, N. Y. 

in Denyer, KLZ, and Indianapolis, 
1WEBM. Other stations include 
WRCV-TYV, Philadelphia; WAGA- 
TV, Atlanta; and WBAL-TV, Bal- 

4 tinfore. 

BONDED | 
TV Fit | 
SERVICE | 
LOS ANGELES - 
TORONTO 

How can I protect and contro] 
@ negatives of our TV spots? 

A 
Let BONDED catalog and 
store your pre-print material 
at its Fort Lee, New Jerssy 
‘warehouse, . 

Division of 
NOVO INDUSTRIAL CORP, | 

RADIO EIREANN. 

IRISH TELEV 
Invites. Applications From Creative 

DIRECTORS 
Opportunity to Contribute Towards New Venture In Television Drama. 
Only Professionals With Imaginative Network Experience Required 
A Chatienge to Artists Whose Primary Consideration is Quality 

Writer Edward J. Roth, Jr., Director Generel, 
Teilifis Eireann, 34 Clarendon Street, 
DUBLIN, Republic of Ireland 

| term sponsor commitments, he be- 

+ Filmaster’s “Beachcomber” series | 
‘has corralled a number of group, 

Columbus; and Time-Life stations 

Large”). 

tand Wales TY, contractor for the 
area, hopes to. be on the air in about 

SUN DAYS 1:00-3:00. 

April 23. “LAST COMMAND” 

April 30 “THE QUIET MAN” 

May 17 “STROMBOLI” 

May, 14 “MAN OF. ARAN” 

Barcelona IVs 

Madrid, Aug. 29. 

Full-scale. construction ‘is under 

way at Barcelona's Miramar tele- 

vision center which will next year 

become the most modern tv instal- 

lation of. the government-operated 
‘network. Barcelona facilities, when 
revamped, will boast a studio meas- 
uring. 275: square yards of sound- 
‘proof stage space—large enough 
for -cimultaneous use of six medi- 
um-sized decors. Also planned is 
installation of an. uptodate sound 
and illumination panel providing 
automatic control and manipula- 
tion from a centrally-located direc- 
tor's: boath. 

New Miramar center is expected 
\to complete integration of Spain in 
Eurovision since Barcelona will 
play a prime role in both direct 
transmissions to and hookup relays 
with the ‘Continental network. 

BRITISH ABC-TV GETS | 
NEW PROGRAM CHIEF 
. London, Aug. 29. 

Brian Tesler, 32-year-old light 
entertainment topper of the ABC- 

TV web, which serves the Midlands 
and North at weekends, is. to take 
over as program controller at the 
end of September. It’s been two 

' years since ABC-TV had a program 
chief, during which time Howard 
‘Thomas, the firm’s boss, has dou- 
bled in this position. 

' Tesler's .appointment precludes 
an all-out drive to improve pro- 
gram quality, which Thomas feels 
‘is necessary and which requires the 
fulltime attention of an on-the-ball 
exec. In Tesler’s* opinion there'll 
be some noticeable changes in his 
web's programming over the next 
three years, 

_ First sign of “improvement” to | 
comé from ABC. currently is an 
hour-long Arts program “Tempo” 

|whieh will be ‘screened early on 
Sunday evenings (alternating. with 
a new Associated. TeleVision pub- 
affairs show “The World At 

}. CLEAR DESKS FOR WALES WV 
London, Aug. 29. 

Inflependent. Television Author- 
ity’s plan for a tv mast to serve the 

_|Flint-Denbigh area has been given 
the nod by the Postmaster General 

a year's time. 

ISION | 

WIM 4 Average veete Shure, Ts 

Program: STAR AWARD ‘THEATRE 

Sterling Hayden, E, Borgnine 
1955, Republic, HTS, Repeat 

John Wayne, Maureen O'Hara, Vic. McLagien 
1952, Republic, HTS, Repeat. — ’ 

Ingrid Bergman, Mario Vitalie | 
1950, RKO, Show Corp., Repeat 

Facilities Revamp} 

‘|the. fall. Jay Ward. Productions 

| Mexico City from 150 to 200. Two 
fall releases are “The Bullwinkle |: 

'dication of “‘Rocky and His Friend 

‘will boost writing-directing 
‘| and design personnel here from 18. 
jto 30. Proportionate increase also 

-Wedneeday, Anges 50, 1961 

ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
iContinued fremt page 35) 

‘COMPETITION 
STATION & 

1 PROGRAM AVG. "RATING | 
Builders. Showcase © WITI. 

1:00-1:30 1 

‘Pie. World Sports WITT 
1:30-3:00 2°. 

Challenge WISN: 
1:00-1:30 2: 

Conversation | WISN: 

Thea/Students “WISN 
2:00-2:30 “1. 

.Thea/ Mother. ‘WISN 
2:30-3;00 © ‘1 

Colman King, Maggie Diarrane, Mich. Dillane | 
Gaumont British, UAA, 1st Run ; 

MEX TV GETS A 
EUROVISION INVITE 

Mexico City, Aug. 29.. 
The Eurovision television net- 

work will use a special Mexican 
videotape program covering prog- 
ress of tv in the republic. Mexico 
has been invited to participate in 
seventh anniversary. of creation of |: 
the Europgan network. 
Program chiefs here are. plan- 

ning a show that. will highlight 
life of. Mexican industry from its 
birth about 10 years: ago to date, 
when it is on a par..with major 
world tv activities. Documentary 
is also slated for release in Latin 
America and Far East areas after 
participating in the Eurovision spe- | 
cial celebration. 

Eire TY’s Dec. Bow: 
First Year Operating 

Cost at $1,680,00 
Dublin, Aug. 29. 

_|Britain Alerted 
To Overtime Ban 

London, Aug. 29. 
Television and radio’ program: 

Mers..here are eyeing with care a- 
ban on -voluntaty overtime, : called 
‘by the Post - Office Engineering 
Union, Which could disrupt certain 
aspects’ of broadcasting. POEU 
called for the ban (effective Aug. 
8. to Sept.:2) as a protest against 
‘the General Post Office’s refusal 
to give engineers “special treat- 
ment” over. pay demands. GPO 
Says its engineers: should come un- 
der. central pay scheme. 

Effect of the overtime ban would 
be felt by tv and radio webs main- 

dy in cases of emergency arising: 
outside of: “normal working 
Bours. ”-¥f, for instance, a fault 
developed in the tv Jink—a_ con- 

‘trol point of. land lines—no over- 
‘| time: staff could be called on to 

fix it and any. outside. broadcasts, 
Teilfis Eireann {Irish Television)| etc. using the lines would be cut 

becomes operational. early Decem-| off.. 
ber. according the director-general 
laf the service Edward J. Roth. 
| With starting: date three months. 
away bookings of advertising - al-| 
ready..number around 1,500 with 

‘|billings of between $584,000 -and| ‘ 
$840,000. Operational cost of first 
year is estimated at $1,680,000 and 
Roth thinks that’ the servic 

Reaction to the ban from. tv webs": 
fs one of calm although they are” 
alert: for that emergency. 

Cornejo to , WRUL 
- Oscar Cornejo has. been named 

ei td the newly created post of sales’ 
should be breaking even before the: director for WRUL,. MetroMedia’s 

end of the second year. 
Transmissions will be on the 405 

and 625-line standard in Dublin 
and Sligo areas, where BBC and 

Worldwide Broadcasting subsid. 
He.eomes to WRUL from Cun- 

ningham é& Walsh where he_ was. 
account manager in. the. agency's 7 

UTYV transmissions are already be- international department... 

ing received on 405 lines, but trans- | 
mitters operating outside the range 
of 405 line stations will be on 625; 
lines only. 
Sound - "proadcasting is also due} 

‘for a shakeup under Roth adminis-| 
tration; he wants an increase in 
the number of newscasts and in. 
light music content of programs.| 
Radio Eireann programs have ai<: 
ways tended to lean on the heavily 
cultural side, but recently a lighter 

; note ‘has been introduced. 

Jay Ward’s H’wood, Mex 
Staff Expansion To 200;| 

Hollywood, Aug. 29. 
With two cartoon shows set for 

is expanding its staff here and in 

Show” on NBC-TYV. and 60-city. syn- 

dication ef “Rocky and His 
Friends.” 

Ward and coproducer Bill Scott: 

will be made at Mexico City studio 
where company has anima 

Currently 

-layout : 

Appearing as the 
“HIGH NOON GUNFIGHTERS" . 

At FREEDOMLAND, New York, Until ‘SEPTEMBER: 10, 1961 7 

| JOHN BANFIELD TEX SHOEM JOHN CONANT “$aM STEWART .: 
| WALTER CASE BOB ORAN MIKE HILL 

‘Currently Appearing In “THE SNSINKABLE MOLLY BROWN": 
JOH PRONTO — ALEX STEVENS _ 

: Herrison- Westchester “County, = Y. | 

“An Orchid Among The Weeds”. 
This. statement: expresses the, supertority, ! this. 8. 
5 year old PALATIAL. CUSTOM ANCH F 
balit at a cost in excess ef $175,000, Re ay G- 
seres of EXQUISITE GROUNDS. Comptetely ; = 
ME, he. Wwala'e, room” containing -5 ‘masters,..9..- 

ths, gald's-room, bath, panetled: {ibrary, 
. garden roem. playraom, ‘terraces. 
cemmuting. by train. pr ear te N.Y. 
gersonal reasons owner’ will. dake SuBstan- 
TIAL LOSS for. immediate: s . 

WALTER. HAEGER: | 
4 Chatsworth. Ave: . Larchriont, N.Y. 7... 

Code 914. . Tel. TE. 4-6666 ao 

35 fninutes 

EXECUTIVE'S DREAM. “HOUSE 
Seddie River, N. J. Most. modern 
-$ rooms. Full basement, high ceilings, 
287 acres, swimming pool, stone. fers 
races, cabanas. New clay tennis court. 
Cost $127,000. Mortgagee will sacrifice 
fer quick sale, $95,000. SUBMIT ALL | 
OFFERS. Call“MR. SENFT, 2357 East . 

19th. St., : Brooklyn, N. Y. -Phone- 
‘DE 23-2400. — . & 

TvERY DAY - 

ON: EVERY CHANNEL 

(BROOKS | 
Ka COSTUMES 

2 West bet $1 VET Tal. PLY- 5000 

"Plaza 7-2780 x / 

MARGE: WAR: I 
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FASHIONS GET Zenith Unveils Tis [FU 
Tint, Stereo Sets 

; Chicago, Aug. 29. 
Zenith Radice Corp. unveiled. its | 

first: Une of color television sets | 
and’ a line of stereo FM radios for 
receiving multiplexed broadcasts 
at a parley ‘of. the company’ 3 .dis- 
tribufor execs here last weex.. The 
line of color sets, 10 in-all, use 
the same basic chassis and a Ze- 
nith-designed two-tube ‘system ‘of 
‘color demodulation. 

The 22 models in the stereo FM 
“Jine eliminate the need .for an 
adapter to convert present FM re- 
ceivers to stereo, according to: a} 
company spekesman. The sets can. 
pe -used with any other make or. 
model of FM-radio for stereo- 
‘phonic reproduction; need ho con-. 
necting cords of any kind between 
_the receivers, no internal re-wiring 

' of the companion FM set,.-and re- 
quires no installation by ‘a service- 
man. 

Prices on. the color’ line range 
from $695 to. $1,050, and. from 
$299.95 to $895 for the AM-FM- 

_-btereo and teevee.. combinations. 
Suggested retail price.on:the mul+ 
tiplex unit alene ‘is $99.95, “and .an 
AM-FM<-stereo radio tuner “drop. 

in” unit goes for: $115. 

TV in Show. Windows 
Banned by Germany; 

Hampers Traffic Flow 
Frankfurt, Aug. 29. 

Television showing its stuff 
through a store window has just: 
been banned in a novel test case. 
here. The Frankfurt City Court 
has fined a 35-year-old . television. 
and radio show owner for blocking: 
traffic, because he allowed pas 
sers-by to collect In front: of :his 
store and view television programs 
over a couple of screens. 

‘The law states. that nothing’ 
.- should be. done im the way. of: ad- 
. vertismg that stops. traffic, accord- |. 
ing to the local: Jodge’s edict, and } 
delevision sets that are turned on 
4in show rooms ‘must be set.at least. 
-four yards back from the ‘street.. 

In Augsburg, however, the Ger- 
Man newspaper has already taken 
the other position, stating than in 
‘the land of Bavaria no such foolish’ 
regulations are in effect, and folks 
‘can gather in front of any .show 
room to. gaze at any pregram, if | 
they: so, choose. _ 

The country now has over 5,000,- 
000 television sets, about one for. 

“every 100 ‘people. But. when an 
unusually popular sports ‘program. 
takes place;- it’s quite customary 
for the workers to desért. their 
offices and congregate on the 

. street near, a. television shop, fo 
watch what's going on. 
‘No different. from. ‘everyone: in in the morning. 

the. States. tuning in on the Worid 
Serfes, claims the . shop-owner, 

_: who’s.had to pay a small fine: here, 
“for obstructing the traffic. : 

Alexander's) Department Stores 
is giving an unusual double expo- 
sure in the N. Y.- market to its 

tially be shown in the metropoli- 
tan. aréa over WABC-TV on: Fri- 

TY, _— 

. Show,. which -will be. a rundown 
on the latest in fall women’s wear, 

Richard P. ‘Morgan To. 
New Canada Network 

Toronto, Aug. 29, 
Richard - P. Morgan, veepee for 

six years of ABC Films, New. York, 
‘has resigned: to join’ CTV Televi- 
sion Network Ltd. which this fall 

web. under way as. ‘rivals to: the 
Canadian ‘Broadcasting Corp. 
. Morgan’ wil! be director of. all 

4 legal matters relating to programs, 
contracts’ and talent, with head- 
quarters ‘here. Morgan was. for- 
merly: with Paramount Pictures for 

as veepee. 

yoy Rensselaar Palytechnte's S. 
a ‘| WHAZ, which claims to be the. old- 
‘lest college radio ‘station: in. the 
[eerie celebrated its” 39th . birth- 

1 day. 

iation and inffuence. 

“T just. hapnened to w atch . 

Pitisburgh—Station witc 
launched the first.salvo ‘in its in- 
tensive. fall. promotion. barrage for 
upcoming. -new shows with a. 

rues Wet Dag Bek, Surly urgh’s West View Par aturday nCT’ 
(26). Rasslin,’ Rides . and. -remote SCOUT US: PROD 
tv shows from the park were phigh |: : 
lights of the affair.. a 

LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY 

pleasant. 

—_ Lagos, .Nigerfa,. Aug. -29. 

Use of American program. ma- 

$10, 000 To. $25,006. 
To INVEST 

LivE JN MEXICO CITY . 
AVOID. nIeH U.S. TAXES: 

7 rite Box 934, VARIETY 
~ 154 Welt a 46 St, Mew York 36. W. ¥. 

|| tion. 

US. for three weeks.. New. York, 
 Washingto 
“ineluded in his’ itinerary. . 

wee. a i 

DOUBLE EXPOSURE! 

‘fall fashion show. Stanza: will ini- 

day, Sept. 15 at 7: -30.p.m. and then | ; 
will be repeated that sane. eve-- 
ning. at 16.30 p.m. over WNEW-| 3 

is being. produced by. Bob Stivers. . 

will get the. second cross-country: 

11 years before joining ABC Films: 

counted them). ‘sex episodes, horsewhippings. -of 
people, and even man-torturing of a water buffalo. - 
But before he began, the lawmaker took great pains 
to point out that eight inches of snow had fallen 
the night before, snowed him in and. kept him from 
attending a “function” (presumably a# beoze. and 
buffet .affair). In other words, only the snaw forced 

> {him to take a look at the medium whose program- 
| ming he’s ‘never hesitated to ‘criticize and which he 
has a very influential hand in. reguiating via legis- 

“2 Just Happened To Wateh’. 
Another. Senator at atv hearing when ea eertain. 

Western series was up for disseetion elaborately. 
justified his having steoped to watching it because 
the hero was from his hometown. Still another gave 
the excuse that ‘the here. of the sheot-em-up was a 
fictional favorite of his penny-dreadful boyhood days. 
And then there are. the less artful ones ad infinitum: 

. For the first time 
in several months, X saw. this program | -..f don't 
usually have time, but last: night...” : 
Ae for PCC, an. example. of sorts is Newton 

Minow’s “Vast Wasteland Speech. ” The wasteland 
he saw during the course of a.full-day’s viewing. The 
implied message. was to the effect that watching Ha 
ig more torturous than crossing the Gobi Desert in 
2 sandstorm. After his experience during the “waste- 
land” day, one might suspect he. is videoshy. He has 
said he works up to 18 hours a day at his office. 
This would Ieavehim ime to catch about the last 
-15 minutes of the late-late show when he came home. 
at night, plus the 6 a. m. physics class before he left 

For. what it’s worth, Minow said in a recent speech 
the turn-or knob on his own set has been broken 
for three years. He.can. turn. his: set on,- but only 

| with. some difficulty because his children can*t.man-~ 
age it at all. Some. night think an FCC Chairman 

| should at least have the latest model ‘set, with knobs. 
that work in order to make ‘whatever. treks he has 
time to take _RCEOSS . the wasteland ° a little more 

“A top FCC staffer in the Complaints and Com- 

FOR TV IN NIGERIA 

. If You Have. ‘terial' in Nigerian. television . is to 

SALE-PROBUCTION-TECHNICAL ||e Investistea by A. Vance Hat-|] 
| lack, an American. who recently 

; EXPERIENCE IN. [| was appointed general manager} 
© RADIO-TY-ADVERTISING: of the Eastern Nigerian govern- | 

ment radio and television organiza-|f 

. Hallack, who. has had radio and} | 
| television: jobs. in Lebanon, Iran i 
and Iraq,’ is. acheduled to. visit the 

n and San Francisco aré} 

Edward) Petry & Co., Inc. 

. Leonard H. H. Goldenson,. AB-PT 
prexy, is getting the B’naf Buih's 
highest award, the President’s 
Medal, at the organization’s annual 
meeting at the Waldort-Asteria, 
N.Y., Nov. 14. 
He's being eited for “creative 

ihipe through overseas television.” 

BBC-TV Crew Shooting 

British Broadcasting Corp _ audi- 
ences should be getting an. authen- 

tie view of the American wild west 

film crews efforts in the area past 

couple of weeks: 

Team of _BEC: reporters and 

photographers - have been in the 

Southwest in recent days filming 
Indian life in places like ‘Taos, 
N.M.,. Window Rock; Ariz., and 
shooting footage of the. Eos Alamos 
atomic laboratories in northern 
New Mexico. — 

It’s all part of a tour of the 
Southwest from .Fexas ta. Califor- 
nia, to be telecast on the BBC “Fo- 
night” show. . 
Michael Tuchner fs director of 

| the ‘group. ~ 

Continued from page 25 

Indian Life in West 

—1961 version—as the result of. 

Johnny Carson Re US. TV: After 
Five Years Youre im Trouble 

“CBC Gets Hackey Righs 
Toronto, Aug. 29. 

‘Through - an agreement with the 
International Jee Hockey Federa- 
tion, the Canadian Broadcasting 

' Corp.- has obtained exclusive Cana- 
dian tv and radio rights to cover 
‘the 1962 .World Ice Hockey cham- 
pionships tournament to be held at 
Colorado Springs. 

Defending champions, the Cana- 
dian team is expected to get most 
‘competition from the Russian and 
Czechoslovaktan teams. 

Leon Newman Tapped For 
“World Series Prevue’ 

Leon Newman will produce the 
“World. Series Prevue” to take 

place Oct. 3, iver ABC-TY, evening 

before the start of the Series. New- 
man, with Licensing Corp. 
America, was previously associate 
producer on th? show.’ Union 
Carbon & Carbide is sPponsoring. 
‘Met AHen will. ,emcee the show, 

'which will have a series of infer- 
views with players from several 
clubs. Jack ‘Sameth will direct. 

| ss Videophobes 
plianee Division, after over half a year with the 
Commission and 
television, said recently he caught “American Band- 
stand” for the very first time last Spring. He’s from 
Philadelphia and testified on what’s wrong and right 

..with programming at FCC’s big. programming hear- 
ings during the winter of 1960. 

Ehere appears some basis for suspecting that the 
leading critics of t¥ programming are hopeless video- 
‘Pphobes, never watch it except with notebook and 

assoc‘ated with educational 

adding machine (to count the aets of violence). 

“more blood 

. In this group probably fall many of your various 
female monitoring groups. American Assn. of Uni- 
versity Women, PTA and also your teach-vee promo- 
‘tional outfits. ‘It’s seldem pointed out that when 
you're “assigned” to watch a program for over- 
emphasis on violence,- you’re going to see much 

ood than the usual viewer-for-pleasure. And, 
. of course, Hke being assigned a novel to read in 
school. it migtit’be enjoyable Af it wasn’t in the. 
category: of work. 

There’s a-second possibility. And this could apply 
to many of your Congressional people. They may 
actually watch six hours a day, but are simply af@aid 
to. own up to it. 

It’s difficult to say who’s the best to judge ty 
Those who don’t really like it and wateh it eut of 
sheer devotion to ich or civic pride. Or these whe 
are “secret’ watchers hiding their habit except te 
admit an occasional indulgence. 
A third group deserving a postscript consists 

roughly of anti-Minow people who concede readily 
they watch ty and like it. But, 
admit to watching the educational and quality fare, 
and -an occasional topftight drama. They don’t think 
changes via federal interference are justified, and 
are speaking for the industry rather than conviction. 
_There are many who-thoroughiy enjoy most of tele- 

. vision, even some of the mediocre and worse fare. 
Fhey realize that what they see can be improved, 
and would like to .see it done. But they balk at 
the holfer-than-thou, Major Barbara attitude of many 

usually, they wilt 

of the groups behind Minow’s campaign. They hardly 
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London, Aug. 29. 
' Johnny Carson, U.S. comie 
featured on American Brosédeast- 
ing Companys daytime show 
"Who De You Trust?” flew into 
Britain fer a week to tape a guest 
spot on “The Paul Anka Show” 
for Granada-T¥ ‘so far unslotted). 
And he aired his observations on 
U.S. tv and its limitations. 

Carson says that while American 
ty exists primarily to sel pro- 
duets mo great new paths in en- 
tertainment are going to be trod. 
Indeed, many of tv’s best writers 
have given up the medium because 
the sponsorship system inhibits 
them, The fear of upsetting people 

|—especially when they are in their 
own homes—is a very real one to 
the spensors. It’s easy to under- 
stand why they want te book only 
tried and tested shows and won't 
tred new ground. 

“And,” says Carson, “there are 
no tratning grounds left. In a few 
years when today’s topliners (i.e. 

of Jack. Benny, Bob Hope, Perry 
Como) are no Ionger around who's 
going to replace them? AI the 
big names in tv today had training 
grounds fn ofher fields of showbiz 
and it was easy fer them to meve’ 
into tv. But where can a newcomer 
find a place ‘to be bad in?’” 

“Longevity m tv is around five 
years, “opines Carson. whe has 
had just that long under eontract 
to ABC and intends te seek an 
extension in September, “after 
that you’re om the way out. No 
writer or artist is profilic eneugh 
to keep an “act” fresh fer much 
more than thaf,” says” Carson. 

Reason Carson has beer busy 
for the past five years and now 
Taoks to be in the running for a 
latenight spot with ABC, tee. is 
because he works live and inter- 
views people, he epines. Last year 
he reached an average daytime 
audienee of 5.50€,000 which, he 
says, contents his web. 

Canada Wants Snonsers 5 
Fe Cozy Up More Te 

Home-Made Programs 
Ottawa, Aug. 29. 

An effort to up Canadian eontent 
on broadcast programs by planning 
‘a new regulation demanding Cana- 
dian bankrolling equal to United 
States sponsorship fs getting streng 
argument from broadcasters. Dr. 

nounced a BBG proposal to have 
Canadian tv stations require an ad- 
vertiser who buys non-Canadian 
shows to buy egual time with Cana- 
dian backing BBG seeks mulling 
of the proposal with agencies, the 
Canadian Broadeasting Corp. and 
the new tv network, CTV, set for 
mid-September preem. 

. Den Jamieson, president of the 
Canadian Assn. of Broadeasters 
which represents Canada’s ron- 
CBC stations, saw hundreds of 
theusands of dollars lost by radio 
stations if the new rule is set as 
& regulation. 
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| Command. London Pitch New Sound T 
Other LP Reviews 

similarity ends after the. song. 

For Sales Impact; 
By MIKE GROSS 

Enoch Light Orch: “Stereo 
mm” :Command) This label, which 
made its mark via its accent on 
striking stereo effects in its “Per- 
guasive Percussion” series, is now | 
pitching another angle at the sound ! 

uffs. This set, recorded at Car-! 
negie Hall, N YY, was mastered on 
85mm film instead of tape and thus 
avoids some of the technical lim-! 
itations of the tape itself. 

after transfer to disks, i 
dectible, although it makes for in- 
teresting reading in the liner notes. 
But whatever the -ballyhoo angles, 
this is an excellent LP, technically | ; 
and musically, featuring a sym 
hony-sized -orch under Enoch - 

Fi ight’s baton in a nifty program of , 
fush!y instrumentalized standards. ! 

Ted Heath Orch: “Big Band Per- - 
eussion” :London:. <Aceording to. 
London Records stereo is now in 

-its fourth phase. There's been ' 
“concert hall realism,” “separation . 
of sound.” “moving sounds” and 
now there’s a new concept “ineor-! 
porating true musicai use of sep-: 
aration and movement.” “Phase! 
4” iz a catchy phrase and it does: 
have a sound that will attract the! 
audiophiles. In this Ted Heath! 
representation. there’s a big blast 
that's sure to go over in stereo. 
dens. The liner notes in the two-. 
fold package spell out’ the in- 
tricacies of the audio engineering 
which adds to its sound gimmick 
values. As for the Heath inter- 
pretations, it's bongos and percus- 
sions highlighted for maximum 
decibels. 

Frank DeVol & His Rainbow. 
Strings: “Radio’s Great Old: 
Themes” (Columbia). This is a: 
throwback to the era of broadcast-, 
ing when everything was a “vast in-’ 
novence.” It recaptures a time when 
the s0aps and the comedy series 
were in charge of the air. “The; 
Ed.lie Cantor Show,” “Our Gal! 
Sunday,” “Easy Aces,” 
Christian,” “The Goldbergs” and: 
“The Romance of Helen Trent,” 
among others, had memorable and! | 
identifiable themes and DeVol 
brings them back in aie de- 
jizhtful instrumental manner that 
wiil probably appeal more to the 
over-4)) set than the “Top-40” 
crowd. Going down memory lane: 
can get a little sticky but DeYol,; 
has turned it into lots of listening : 
fun. There’s no ‘<Arf-arf says | 
Sandv” from the “Tittle Orphan j 
Annie” radio theme but DeVol 
says it’s scheduled for a followup. 
Let's hope that Jack Armstrong is: 
there, too. 

Perry Como: “Sing To Me Mr. C.” 
(RCA Victor. The tie-in here is on 
Perry Como's tv series. The reper- 
torre, arrangements and _ vocal 
s'vling are right out of his tv week- 
ly and come across in the same 
elforttess and easy manner. Joe: 
Livpman and Jack Andrews have: 
supplied a wide variety of arrange- 
ments that take hold of the med- 
lev presentations. As orch helmer, 
Mitchell Ayres sees that nothing 
gets in Como’s way. 

Whittemore & Lowe: “Immortal 
Music From the Movies” (Capitol). 
(Arthur: Whittemore & (Jack) Lowe’ 
apparently are Capitol’s answer to 
United Artists’ Ferrante & Teicher. 
Although the Cap duo hasn’t yet 
-wou the pop success of F&T, they 
have the kind of keyboard approach 
that warrants a similar sales swing. 
In this reappraisal of motion pic- 
ture themes by the way, Fer- 
ranie & Teicher were out a few 
weeks ago with a new film tune 
package. Whittemore & Lowe are 
supported by some effective instru- 
mental and choral arrangements. 
The repertoire runs the familiar 
range of “Gone With the Wind,” 
“Lili,” “Moulin Rouge,” “Intermez- 
zo” and others of like popularity. 
Sammy Kaye Orch: “Songs I 

Wish I Had Played The First Time 
Around” +Decca’. Sammy Kaye is 
smart enough to realize that a good 
sunz stands up even though he 
didn’t make it popular. So, in this 
package he swings and sways into 
“Got "4 Date With An Angel,” 
popularized by Hal Kemp, the 
Glenn Miller-made “Moonlight 
Cycktail” and others of lasting 
qualits with a stsle that results in 
comfortable listening. 

The Modernaires: “The Modern- | 
aires Sine The Great Glenn Miller | 
Instrumentals” ‘United Artists 
Ultra Adio. The 
are  Capitalizint 

How- ; 
ever, the difference between the! 
film and tape sound, especially | 

. item. 

. politics, Princeton and Hollywood. 

ther slicing .of “Hurt.” 
: shows that she’s no juke wonder | 
_who’ll disappear after the single 
: splurge. 

titles. In this offering of Miller 
;associations such a8 “String | 0 
»Pearls,” “Pennsylvania 8-§000,' 
The Mood,” “Toonlight Serenade” 
‘and “Tuexdo Junction,” the: group | 
ihas jazzed up the beat ‘and in some 

special lyrics. instances, added 
Don Costa, who produced and di- 
rected the orch, supplies an extra 
‘added -punch that 
i sound. 

Jane Morgan: “Love Makes The: 
Jane |" 

Morgan is on a romantic kick again | | 
World Go ’Round” (Kapp). 

and fortunately there are enough 
‘tunes around for her to ‘hold the}. 
| mood without getting tiresome. 
Once again she displays a smooth 

: chanting quality that is able to. 
‘earess a ballad for top effect. 
Some of the goodies in this pack- 
age are the title song, which {s the 
theme fromthe current legituner 
““Carnival”; 
-I'm Lov ely, ” from the short-lived 
. “Donnybrook” tuner, ‘‘Temptation” | 

jaway at ballads and uptempo and “NIy Love Is A Wanderer.” 
Will Holt & Dolly Jonahi “On 

The Brink” (Atlantic). Will Holt 
1& Dolly Jonah ta Mr..and Mrs.. 
team) have developed a following 
‘through -nitery dates in N.Y.’s 
Downstairs atthe Upstairs, Blue 
Angel and San Francisco's hungry i 
where ‘this set was recorded) as 

.-well as other spots around: the:! 
country. Their comedie stuff is; 
in the cerebral.groove but there, 
are enough eggheads around to 
make the package a profitable. 

Among their targets. are 

Latter is a nine-minute plus bit 
done a la Kurt Weill-Bert Brecht 
‘and it’s a standout piece of mate- 
rial. 

Percy. Faith Oreh: “Mucho 
Gusto!” (Columbia). This is a fol-' 
lowup to; Percy Faith's “Viva” LP, 
click of several years ago. The 
items here are perennials (Cielito 
Lindo.” “Besame Mucho,” “Per- 

:‘ fidia.” etc.. but Faith provides’ 
a __ stirring south-of-the-border } 

ing again. The package will stand ; 
“up with ail programmers. . 

Timi Yuro: ‘Liberty). Timi Yuro 
is a young thrush who’s already 
made some pop single impact. with } 

This album 

She’s got a solid vocal 
base that sets her up for a long} 
run. Among the best items.in this 
Fentry are “Cry” and “I Apologize." 

Della Reese: “Special Delivery” | 
‘RCA Victor'. Here is a. good; 
sampling of what night club and 
concert goers get to hear. when }: 
Della Reese is up front. It’s mostly 
a swinging bit and Mercer Elling- 
ton’s arrangements give her an|- 
exciting musical lift. “‘Won’cha 
Come Home Bill Bailey” starts the 
whole thing off with a bang and 
‘it continues -to roll in high gear. 

Carmen Cavallaro: “Dancing In 
The Dark” (Decca). This is a newly 
recorded version for the stereo 
market of a -piano package re-} 
leased several years ago. The 
sound's fine and the repertoire 
standard. and tasty. Cavallaro’s 
fingerwork gives the title song 
and such tunes as “Lover” and. 
“The Very Thought. of You" a 
special lift. 

Dakota Station: “’Round Mid- 
night” (Capitol). ‘Dakota Station is 
a solid belter and this package 
picks up her vocal power with 
lotsa impact. In .a hij gh-pressure 

Camden has put seven . albums into RCA’s 

ugt , 

emphasizes | [jm 

“He Makes Me. Feel. 

| 
a-Row Dot Hit Record “YELLOW 
BIRD” B. Ww: “Cruising Down The 
River.” . 

musical’ setting’ arranged by 
Benny Carter,: Miss Station: swings 

numbers’ with a. vigor that will 
draw plenty of play. 

Abbey Lincoln: “Straight Ahead” 
(Candid). This is-a jazz, package 
assembled by Nat Hentof? consist- 
rite of some stirring performances 

Abbey: Lincoln and several musi- 
cians of fine ability. The numbers 

‘have been arranged and composed 
‘by members of.the group who play 
them, for the most part, and Miss. 
Lincoln. has devised ‘some of the. 

tlyrics; The range is-from the far |. 
-out to deeply-rooted folk patterns 
; and features the expressive chirp- 
{la of Miss. Lincoln and dramatic 
playing. of Max Roach, Coleman]. 
Hawkins, Eric Dolphy, Mal’ Wal- + 

'dron, Booker Little, Julian Pries-} 
ter, Art Davis and Walt Benton. 

{ It's: a good bet. for the contempo- 
l rary buffs. 

‘Phil Upchurch: “You Can't Sit | 
Down—Part JI” (Boyd). Another 

1 in the.procession of albums pegged 
“Dr. {tempo that makes ‘em worth hear-! to click ‘singles, this package fea- 

tures ‘the rock guitar interpreta- 
tions-of Phil Upchur¢h whose “You |. 
Can't Sit .Down—Part I and II” 

{ cently. Also included are some new 
tunes in a gospel-flavored pattern 
}with a solid rock beat and unusual 
sound. It’s his first LP and has 
‘possibilities. among the set who. go 

i this Toute. 

‘Reiner fll, So Stoky Will 

‘Chicago, Aug. 29. 

‘Chicago Symphony season, resi- 
dent conductor Fritz Reiner has |- 
canceled his first four appearances 
on -the advice of his doctors. Leo- 
pold Stokowski will open the sea-. 
son in Reiners place Oct, 12, 
Management of the Symphony 

has extended the stays of other 
conductors to fill in the gaps that |. 
Reiner’s absence will make. The.|° 
following will’ either come in 
earlier. or remain past their origi- 
nal engagements: Erich Leinsdorf, 
Hans Rosbaud and George Szell, 

. Stokowski will-also return for the 
two weeks after the Christmas 
holiday. Under the new timetable, 

on 1 Jan. 18. 

Proudly Presents His Fourth-in-. 

avery contemporary’ vein by. |. 

haye been active on the charts re-|. 

Baton Chi Symph Preem | 
‘With less than two months to ga 7 

before the opening of the ‘61-62 | 

Reiner will return to the podium’ 

“Best Buy”. program. In- | 

Modernaires¢tion in Sweden, Norway and Finland .. 
on the Glenn! %5-piece dance band and cut an album. of Latin music for Verve |—-—-— ‘ 

cluded are packages by the Living Strings, Perry Como, Hank Snow 
and Robert Merrili , . . Capitol has lauriched a special four-week dis- 
count program on its “Capitol-of-the-World”” -series. Program allows 
dealers to purchase one LP. at half price for every one purchased ‘at{ 
Cap’s regular tab ... Preem recording of Francis Pulenc's “Gloria in 
G Major for Soprano, Chorus and Orchestra” in four-track stereo tape 
is being issued by Angel this week . , : Pathe News moves into the 
disk biz with Pathe Records and is bowing - with two LP documentaries 
narrated by Edward J. MeGoldrick,. “How To Conquer Your Alcoholism” 
and “Tormented Women.” : 
RCA Victor continues its “Best Buy” program with a September 

release of eight pop LPs and four.packages in the Soria Series ... 
Elektra will ‘offer one free record for every ‘seven purchased in its 
new. fall program which. also includes extended billing privileges .. . 
RCA Victor is. releasing 14 new open reel, four-track tapes for Septem- 
| ber, including six Red Seal releases and eight: pop 

'market with five albums by. the soprano. 
Candid has pacted with Sonet Grammofon Ab to handle its distribu- 

Kai Winding organized a 

Milier marquee lure although the 'this week ...- 

Angel has. 
designated Maria Callas as “Artist of the Month” and is hitting the | 
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Top Singles Of The Week 
(1 he ‘Best Bets’ of This Week's 100-Plus Releases, yo. 

LAWRENCE WELK. cece we rneees, “RIDERS IN IN THE E SKY 
(Dot) Mee ecrene cece n My Love For. You 
‘Lawrence Welk’s “Riders In The Sky” (E. H.. Morris*). once. 

again establishes him. as an orchster who. fits:the teeners’ fancy. 
Fhis is a slick instrumental that’s a worthy followup to his “Cal~ 
cuita” and “Yellow Bird”. clicks. “My Love For You” (Harry 

. Von Tilzer*) isa romantic instrumental slice good for. some 
programming . time. oo 

eS 
| RAY CHARLES.......00...+4+++ HIT THE ROAD JACK. 

(ABC Paramount) ceeaceseeesees Lhe Danger Zone 
Ray Charles’ ‘Hit The Road.Jack” ( Tangerine}). is a fine rhythm 

sli¢e that whips up a lot. of vocal excitement. to assure a spinning. 
takeoff. “The Danger Zone" (Tangerinet). fits’ neatly: into. _the 
blues Spinners: area but it lacks an all-out potential. 

. *. * 

NAT KING COLE... .0.0.-000ceece ences “CAPDUCEINA. 
(Capitol) nr Vet True Love Begin 
Nat King Cole’s “Cappuccina” (Comet*) has an exciting Italian 

flavor arranged by Richard Wess. along hig “‘Mack. The Knife” 
lines for Bobby Darin. giving it clicko: potential. “Let True Love 
Begin (Winnetont) is a side that rates plenty of spins in its. own, | 
right. The cha cha beat has a flavarsome quality that will win: 
over lots of spinners. . 

* x 

BILL BLACK’S COMBO. ....+--2+-40e-¢40+ 04: -MOVIN’ 
(Hi): waeceeveseee Honky Frain 
Bill Black's Combo's” “Movin ” ‘Obe Pub.f). has. a Y winging 

groove and some barrelhouse. keyboarding that’s sure to roll. around 
.the spinning circuit. “Honky Train" (JEC: Pub. +)..runs along a 
rhythmic line that. will keep the spinners. spinning. 

* em, 

THE NEPTUNES .......... assess THIS MY LOVE 
(RCA Victor)...........6. ‘Curiosity Killed The Cat 
The Neptunes’. “This My Love” (Duplext) follows the rocking 

pattern with the vocal lead. shout and the. bended beatin a way - 
that the kids dig. “Curiosity Killed ‘The: Cat’ (Duplext): purrs 
with a rocking beat but the lyric. idea. doesn’t get anywhere. 

* * * 

‘THE IMPRESSIONS ee ce ewe ies ee eran. GYPSY WOMAN 

(ABC. -Paramount) ........... AB Long As Yow Love: 
The Impressions’ “Gypsy Woman”. ( Curtomtt has -an. intrigue. 

ing vocal sway that ought to capture. the’ spinners” interest for‘an 
okay payoff. “As Long As You Lore Me” (Curtom+) is full of the 
rocking ballad trickery (strong beat, falsetto vocals, ete. ) that. the 
kids usually pay attenion to.  — 

he 

ERMA FRANKLIN .............5 WHAT KIND OF. GIRL 
(Epic) . weeesaeeeecses« Don’t Blame Me- 
Erma Franklin’s “What Kind .Of. Girl’ (B. F..Wood*+ has the 

drivi ing beat and the vocal vigor to give this- debut disk a solid 
spinning. sendoff. The singer, incidentally, is the. sister of Aretha 
Franklin, icho is firmly berthed in the Columbia ‘stable. “Don’t 
Blame Me” (Robbins*) shows that she. can handle -a standard in - 
a sure manner and. indicates that she could: win over the adult 
trade with a similarly styled LP. _ 

a, 

TEDDY. ‘VANN,. ees THE. RHYTHM. AND BLUES stxe 
(Columbia) ...........+-2e006¢ SOON One Morning 
Teddy Vann’s:“The Rhythm and "Blues Song”. (Teddy Vai: 

Alen K.+) has the current beat Gown pat and ‘mentions enough 
popular diskers in the lyric to make it a juve’s delight. “Soon Oxue 
Morning” (Teddy Van & Alan K.+) has a rocking - ballad groove: 
that suffers from an. over-emphasis in all departments. 

* a * 

JACK JONES 2... cc cee ee ec eeee | DONKEY: SERENADE 
(Kapp) Peeves veeereeesececes When 'A Man Cries 
Jack Jones’ “Donkey Serenade” (G. Schirmer*) will give the 

‘singer a hot spinning ride’ because .of the ‘vocal: excitement he 
brings to this Rudolph. Friml oldie. “When A Man- Cries”. {Roose- 
velt*) is given a vocal and instrumental. ‘emphasis that’s: ‘more 
important than the material. 

rm 

SUE THOMPSON | ee ena SAD MOVIES 
(Hickory) 2.0... ec cee ene “Nine. Litite Teardrops 
Sue Thorapson’s. “Sad “Movies (Make Me Cry)” (Acuff-Roset) 

is another picture of a teenagers’ ‘heartbreak and it’s played. for: 
marimum juve impact. “Nine Little Teardrops” (Combinet) rolts. 
with a rocking tempo. that will keen the kids happy for a while. . 

THE BRIGADIERS ..........4.00005 DIXIE BRIGADE 
(Mala) 1... cc ecw eee cee Cry Of The Wild Goose 
The Brigadiers? “Dixie Brigade” {Gretat) should force the South .. 

to rise again because of the sidle’s wild rocking spirit that will also 
give the spinners some kicks. “Cry Of The Wild Goose” (Ameri. 
can*) is a rocking remake of an old click but this time it’s in. 
un instrumental groove that builds excitement. 

| KENNY DINO. - YOUR MA’ SAID: you CRIED LAST NIGHT. 
(Musicor): ........ veeeaeeese'e> Dream A-Girl 

. Kenny Dino’s “Your: Ma "Said You. Cried Last Night” (Sea-Larkt) 
ig a rocking noisemaker that’s sure to keep. the kids awake around 
their transistors. “Dream 'A Girl” (Sea-Larkt) will: probably put: . 
the teen fans.to ‘sleep despite its Tocking. ballad epproach.. 

DINAH SHORE......... THIS IS A ‘CHANGING WORLD. 
(Capitol) ec lllet acisner cece. Misaissippt ‘Mud: 
Dinah Shore’s “This Is A Changing World” :(Chappell*) .is. « 

waltz out of Noel Coward’s “Sail Away” tuner and although a’ “far” 
cry from. current disk market tastes, the. ‘programmers and the | 
tie with the Broadway legituner angle could help pull it through. 
“Mississippi. Mud” (Shapiro- Bernstein*) has a nifty swinging. ap- 
proach with the Dixie touches that the thrush does so well and: 
cant help but please the spinners. who have charge. of what t they’ Te 
oing. 

* +. os * 

GEORGE CAMERON eda cccenwecerccs “TOY OF : LOVE 
(Portrait) 2.0... ccc cece eee een My Heart Tells Me So_ 

George Cameron’s “Toy Of Love” (Jimskipt) plays. wih the 
rocking beat with a vigor and a bounce that will pull it through 
for a spinning payoff. “My. Heart Tells Me- So” :(Jimskipt) cap- 
tures the current rocking style with. a vocal punch that should 
bring a lot of jeaners to this new voculist’ 8. ‘Side. . G 

TOs. 
*ASCAP. {BML 
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Col Exhuming Its Disk Morgue For 
‘Archives’ Series of Some 8 Albums| | 
Columbia Records’. -morgiie is+— 

coming alive. Through: the efforts. 
of John Hammond, ‘staff. artist & 

_. Yepertoire producer, diskery® will \. 
'-. gig inte its archives on a project |- 

‘that-will see at least 85 albums ‘of 
- Vintage ‘sides’. released within the 
next. five years. 

Hammond, who is working on 
the project. with Frank Driggs, ' ‘is 
launching the “archives” series in 
September with. a Fletcher Hen- 
-derson three-LP -package.. Tagged 
oy. Study In Frustration,” the de-| 
Juxe set will cover Henderson's 
orch recording period from ‘1923 
through '39. There'll be. 64.selec- 
tions in the. package and it’ll be 
retailed at the suggested ‘list’ ‘price 
of $15.98. ~. . 

Upcoming on ‘Hammond’s “are 
chives” agenda is.The Billie. Holi- 
day. Story,” covering the singer's 
recording work: from 1933 to ’41 
and a. Mildred Bailey deluxer that 
takes’ her disk career. from §1932} 
until °43 when she worked with® 
the: Benny Goodman orch. The} 
Holiday set is.due in January while | 
the Bailey package is scheduled | 

. for April. 
‘A special ‘in. the- “archives” pro- : 

gram will -be. the release of a one= 
LP set of Negro blues singer. “Rob-- 
ert Johnson. Johnson; . who’ was. 
murdered. by’ his’ - girlfriend: at age 
20, had a two-year recording | pe. 
riod between 1936-:and '38. 
recorded 36 sides during that “time 
‘and only eight of them ever.-got 
on release. The Col package. which: ‘two 

Ralph Gould has beén named 

S. Gordon Strenger v.p. in charge 
of special 
Plastics Record Corp. Both .men 
held executive sales. positions with 
‘Top Records prior to their: ap- 
‘pointments. 

Company. is undergoing. an ex- 
pansion . -program in: the _promotion 
area. Gould left last week for. a 
series of dealer: meetings around 
the eountry and Strenger. is. de- 
veloping | promotion’ material for 
the food, meat packing and dairy: 
‘industries. Diskery is also work- 
ing in the use of seven-inch, 33. 
albums as liquidators ane Package. 
‘giveaway | Premiums. 

WB Sees F resh 
Markets Via Its 
“LSided Single 

“Warner. Bros. Records has come 
up with’ a-new slant on the 45 
single. called “Plus 2.” .The angle 
is-a@ “four-sided single” featuring 

will “be called: “King of -Deltalticons of each side of-a standard 
Blues,” will contain 16: sides. The 
-Johnson sides, incidentally,. ‘were | 
‘recorded by -Don Law,. who now 
heads artists & repertoire for Col’ 'S. 
‘country: & western output... 

The. majority of the vintage. pene. o. 
disks are Col’s wholly owned prop- 
-erty whith came to it through. its 
-buyup of the American Recording 
“Co. in 1938. In the Ameriean Re- 
cording package came the Séranton 
Button Co., which owned such now. 
defunct. 25¢: labels’ as Perfect 
Cameo; Crown and Romeo. 

_. Harmony nd. ‘Velvetone, 
‘couple of. lowprice labels: operated 
by Col, also recorded a lot of the’ 
artists projected for the.‘ ‘archives’. 
“program. Hammond .alsq has’. ob- 
--tained okays from other diskeries | 
to: use their. vintage material for. 

_ hig program and occasionally -has- 
: gone to collectors for. their private- }° 
“Jy owned material. : 

seven-inch disk and’. two edited: |. 
down oldies - on the inside tracks. | 
-Plattérs will. sell for’ ‘the. going 
market price for singles.  .- 

The - diskery. .plans. using the: 
concept on all their 

‘forthcoming singles, . ‘Plan calls 
for the oldies to be past big sellers 
or standards by the same artist 
who records the outside new tunes. 
A _six-second spread separates the 
two selections on. each’ side, with 
the oldies running’ approximately 

| one ‘minute, ‘15 seconds, . 

“Warners will. kick. ‘off the pro- 
gram with a. disk by. the Everly 
Bros. 
‘Blame Me” and ‘Muskrat’ as the 
new selections: and ‘their. millfon-- 
‘selling “Lucille” and chart: climb- 
ing “Walk, ‘Don’t | “Run,” as the 

es. '- 

. James. B. ‘Conkling, ‘WB prexy, 

Synthetic Adds: Sales 
_ -Execs_ in. Bally: Drive} 

v.p. in charge of. dealer -sales and. 

sales _ of. : Synthetic. 

, ' “Music has been getting progres: 
[sively worse in the single | recor 
| field,” said Livingston, 

‘new. tunes ‘on’: the’ outside. 

Platter. will ‘contain- “Don't. 

Hammond. figures that. the al- said. in. announ¢ing the... project, 
‘bums can go into the payoff br ack- 

tively low figure’ is based on the’ just. the breakthrough ~ ‘we've .all 
fact that there are no artist royal-|}been ‘waiting: for. in’ the singles 

“We ‘sincerely believe ‘that this [ 
-et with a 2,200 sale. The compara- ‘hew colicept in ‘singles’ “may be. 

ties to be paid (most of the. ‘disk- 
ers in. those days.went. into a-re-: 
cording studio for-a flat fee), spe- 
cial cooperative deals on- royalties 
from publishers: and that most. of 
the. material was never: published | 
at all. 

On ‘the. technical: end, ‘Hammond 
explains that the- disks have- not 
been “soupedsip” for the current. 
sound vogue. The original authen- 
‘tic sound: has been retained with 
only. surface scratches eliminated. 
In addition to the ‘extensive pack- 

- aging job, which ‘contains ‘a. book-'|. | 
Jet giving background info.on the’ 
whole setup: concerned .with the 
date, 1,000 hours of editing time. 
‘have been. put: into the Package. 

Coast Trio Forms Ting | 
Records: Ready Ist Disk 
A new. diskery;* Zing - Records; 

-has been ‘organized © by. «. Hénry’ 
n, in: association with Liid- 

wig. Gerber and Nan Morris: and 
‘willbe headquartered in Holly.’ 
‘wood. Company’s first ‘disk will’ 
he by Dack and. Dirk Rambo and |. 
Ynay be released early next month. 
--Willson’ has ‘been an artists’ rep- 

reseiitative for the past. 20 years, 
having. handled: such performers 

_as Rock Hudson and Lana Turner. 
Gerber. is a Hollywood Jawyer. who | 
‘has also been:involved with picture 
and tv. production, eurreritly Tep- 
resented by the - vidseries, “Crime. 
and. Punishment.” ‘Miss Morris is 
an: artist manager. . 

this’ type only. 

business. We invite. and urge 
other companies to join ‘us in 
promoting the ‘Phrs 2’ concept of 
singles.” He feels that. the plan 
will be of. benefit to all phases of 
the. industry. 

‘The diskery has slated a heavy | 
advertising campaign to. push the 
“Plus 2”. idea. . Trade and: con- 
sumer. :programs have © 
mapped, special in-store promo- 
tion materials have been designed 
and special jackets are also in the 
works for. the new disks. 
Developments. of ‘the riew disk. 

came.about through. rejection. by: 
Warners ‘of the proposal. for“a 50c 
‘single. due .to prohibitive -econom- 
‘ies. ‘involved.. 

1 “four-sided”: single will offer more f. 
‘| advantages ‘than a: price ‘slash ir 
.|that the consumer will be getting 
{a more attractive ‘package and 

It's felt that the 

areas such as. radio . programming 
‘and jukeboxes will also find the 
‘plan more. beneficial and enticing. 
In the case of.the jukes, WB will 
-put out. a special line. of two-sided |. 
disks for machines ‘which handle 

UA NAMES. GREEK DISTRIB. 
_ United Artists . Records has. ap- 
pointed . Greek Phonograph. Ree- 
ord House, Athens,. as its distribu- 
tor in: Greece: and... Cyprus. ‘Fhe 
deal ‘was: set. for a two-year period. 

In line’ with . its. current policy 
regarding overseas ‘affiliates, the 
new appointment guarantees fhe 
‘use ofthe UA logo on all. releases 
issued by the firm in Greece and 

iCyprus. - 

“The motion picture industry ha 

‘been 

GLEFFER PANE!! 
BLASTS ‘ROCK’ 
By MIKE GROSS 

A questionnaire submitted by 
Capitol Records to a group of top ; 

composers (including one rock ‘n’ 
roll writer) on the state of the |. 
‘music business resulted in the| 
conclusion that singles were ruin- 
‘ing. the quality of pop music. The 
songwriters questioned are based. 
on the Coast and many have 
worked on film musicals. 

The questionnaire was prepared. 
alin conjunction with Cap's LP, 

“Songs Without Words,” for which 
the composers wrote 10 original 
‘melodies ‘to which lyrics are to be | 
supplied by contestants for cash 
prizes end publication. . 

The panel consisted of Gene de 
Paul, Harry Warren, Barry DeVor- 
zon, Jimmy McHugh and. Jay Liv- 
ingston, 

“and there 
is no place for it to go but up. Tli- 

tterate lyrics and unmelodic melo-.|_ 
j dies have. swamped. the pop. music 

. field. Te . 

De Paul stated, “The music in. 
: dustry. today is in a state of 
mystery and confusion. :Tood much. 
of the new ‘songwriting talent leans’ 
towards the rock ’n’ roll style. This 
is understandable because it’s easy 
to write, One simply forgets about 
rhyme, reason and intelligent con- 
struction. ‘Warren simply- added, 
“The general state. of popular | 
music today is sad.” 

‘Exposure’s the Problem 

DeVorzon said, “The - quality | 
H ‘ songs of today are ‘stacked in the 
| Songwriter’s: closet while he. either , 
‘writes in the trend to make a liv- 
ing or hopelessly tries to get. good’! 

! songs recorded. But. the good music : 

a 

Cap Trims Its Singles Commitments 

\ 

MUSIC 43 

POPS 
On Showtuners i in Revised Approach 
The Payoff 

Recording man Bob Thiele 
is “at liberty” but two of his 
disk productions are bringing 
in hefty sales returns. . 

Thiele produced the Re- 
gents’ slicing of “Runaround” 
when he was artists & reper- 
toire head of Roulette/Gee 
several months ago and the 
Lonnie Donegan etching of 
“Does The Chewing Gum Lose 
Its. Flavor” for Dot when he 
was pop a&r head there back 
in 1958. Latter disk was pulled 
out of a deejay’s files several 
months ago and began to 
climb to hit proportions 
around the country. “Run- 
‘around,” too, > spinning its 
way to the to 

:| Goody's Me Cut 
Off Singles Tips 

~ Price Structure 
‘The price structure on single 

records is shaking again. Latest 
move to shift the price pattern is 
being made by Sam Goody, N. Y. 
disk discounter, who's dropping 
the tas on the singtes. 
‘Goody has been peddling singles, 

which go out at a 98c suggested 
list price, at 77¢c each. In his move 
to bring the manufacturers’ price j 
down, he’s putting a 56c tab on all! 
his ‘singles. . It’s figured that disk 
seHers like Macy's. Woolworth, 
‘Kresge and Korvette. which had 
‘been selling the singles around 

written today is at least as high- the 77%¢ figure, will have to follow 
quality as.that written in the past. 
The only problem is exposure.’ 

McHugh, a top cleffer, put. in'a 
‘pitch for the lyric values. ‘with, “We! 
have an.abundance of melody writ- 
ers today, good ones, but there is 
a great. need for good, intelligent 
lyric writers..To write a good lyric 
alls for education, an. intimate 
knowledge of words and the ability 
to effervesce. 

merstein and Larry Hart had un- 
limited boundaries with words be- 
cause of their fine’ educational 
backgrounds.” 

‘The panelists: also” singled out 
the present lack of original motion | 
‘picture musicals for the decline in. 
the quality of popular music. 

. Livingston, who won three Acad- 
emy Awards for pic tunes; said, 

all but stopped making musicals so 
there are no quality songs. coming 
from. that once-rich source. Broad- 
way shows: are the: last-source of | 
good popular ‘musie, except for an 
‘occasional quality pop tune on 
which a courageous artist.or record 
‘company is willing to ‘take a 
chance.” ~— 

Warren, who also wrote three 
‘Osear winners, summed it up this 
way: “‘What it boils down to is this. 
With very few. exceptions, the out- 
Jets for good. songs are closed up: 
tight.” 

“Look: to TV 

recorded music. “The album has 
saved the day for music -lovers,”’ 

“This is one de-. 
partment that has grown increas- 
ingly. better in. quality. At this | 

said Livingston... 

point, the. old standards. are being 
used up. but; fortunately, new ones 
are .emerging, and there’s plenty 
of talent around to write more.” 

}° Rock 'n’ roll writer DeVorzon,, 
, ‘who admits to having: a file of un- 
recorded “good songs,” goes even 
further: “Someday the. album will 
replace the single and by doing so. 
‘will become the vehicle of the new 
‘song; not fhe single record. When | 
this happens, the general public 
will again decide what is or is not 
‘a hit..Today this decision is being 
made by kids in:the 10-to-I6-year 
old ‘bracket, who. buy almost all 
the single records.” 

with them. Cole 
Porter and the Jate Oscar Ham-. 

| The composers also feel that, 
‘the LP is the last outpest of good } 

the Goody lead. 
Many industryites, who've held 

‘that.the price of single disks has 
been too high, believe that the|/© 

i price drop instituted by Goody may! 
force a reappraisal of their singles j 
price picture. Dealers are now get- 
ting the singles from distributors 
at a price between 50¢ and :55c so 
jf they're forced to follow the 
Goody drop, they'll have a *pretty 
small profit margin to play with. 

LP. SALES RELEASING — 
ALAN SHEPARD ALBUM 

Distribution of the newly-re- 
leased album, “Man Info Space;” 
a documentary | covering the. first 
space flight of Comdr. Alan. B. 
Shepard, will be handled by L. P. 
Sales Corp. Disk was produced by 
Martin ‘Caidin, aviation and astro- 
nauties expert who handles Metro- 
politan Broadcasting’ S news ¢ov- 
erage on‘all space activities. 
Album features a complete re- 

port of Shepard’s flight, as well 
as all of his recorded communiques 
and comments. -Caidin has been 
authorized to produce recordings 
of future activities in the Govern- 
ment's space program and L. P.} 
Sales .wilf handle the national dis- 
ds on. all fortheoming C Caidin 

Capitol Records has revised the 
approach on its single record com- 
Imitments to the Broadway musicals 
with which it has original cast al- 
bum ties. 

Last year, with “Tenderloin” and 
“The Unsinkable Molly Brown” in 

jite fold, Cap pledged nine singles 
from each seore. This year, how- 
ever, the diskery has limited itself 
to five singles from each of the 
three showtuners which it has tag- 
ged for original cast grooving. The 
shows are Noel Coward's “Sail 
Away,” Richard Adler's “Kwamina” 
and Arthur Schwartz - Howard 
Dietz’s “The Gay Life.” 

Joe Csida, Capitol veepee in 
charge of eastern operations, bee 
Heves that the nine-singles commite 
ment on last year’s tuners were too 
many and that- the. company may 
have lost some single hits because 
of the wide spread. He thinks that 
Dinah Shore’s “I Ain’t Down Yet,” 
from “Molly Brown,” which shaped 
up as her biggest record for Capi- 
tol, could have been a top seller 
if the company hadn't had other 
records from the show to work on 
at the same time. 

Csida figures that the same holds 
true for Nat King Cole's slice of “If 
I knew,” from the same “Molly 
Brown” score. “We put so many 
records out from the score,” he 
said, “that none was ever able to 
receive the concentrated effort that 
could have brought it to the top.” 

Dislikes Mass Release 
Csida is also against bunching 

up the single disks in one mass re- 
lease as some show score publishers 
sometimes request. In the new sing- 
les operation on scngs from shows, 
;Csida has developed a release 
{schedule spread that will give the 
disk a chance to be heard as well 

las serve as an exploitation tool for 
the, musical itself. 

n “Sail Away,” for example, 
which is Capitol’s opening gun for 
the season, the title song eut by 
Gordon MacRae was released one 
week ahead of the Boston opening 

in August. Dinah Shore's 
“This Is A Changing World” is be- 
‘ing released a week in front of 
“Sail Away’s” Philadelphia preem 
and three more singles are schede- 
uled for release before the N.Y. 
opening Oct. 3. 
.With this release spreadcut, the 

company is able to work its singles 
for maximum effect, says Csida. 
In Boston, the Cap branch man- 
ager Bob Taylor worked on the 
MacRae “Sail Away” disk via such 
promotional functions as getting 
theatre tix (to an SRO house, by 
the way) for disk jockeys and deal- 
ers, as well as arranging for store 
window displays and air plugs. 

In Philly, branch manager John 

(Continued on page 44) 

DECCA RELEASING 2 
U-I SOUNDTRACKERS 

Decea will release the sounde- 
track albums from two Universal- 
International pix scheduled for 
distribution soon. Frank Skinner’s 
music for “Back Street” will be 
out in September and the Richard 
‘Rodgers-Oscar Hammerstein 2d 
store from “Flower Drum Song” 
will be released in December. 

Also on the Decca production 
‘| schedule is a Peter Duchin plat- 

Bob Demain, Axelrod Axelrod Join 
| Skyla, Ray Star Records 
Robert J. Demain has been 

named general manager and Dave 
Axelrod artist and. repertoire di- 
rector for Skyla and Ray Star 
Records.. Singings are the result 
of an expansion move by Starla 
Kaye, labels’ prexy. 
_.Demain will work with Miss 
Kaye in directing all phases of 
record operations, as well as her 
two publishing firms, Axelrod will 
develop new disk product’ and 
talent, particularly in the singies 
field, where the expansion move 
is planned. 
Recently with Kapp Records as 

western sales manager, Demain 
has also been with Epic in an. ad- 
ministrative. capacity. Axelrod has 
been an independent a&r man in 

-+the jazz field. 

ter, “Presenting Peter Duchin” and 
Christmas disk by organist Lenny 
Dee. Diskery is working on some 
new monthly promotion items for 
distribution between now and the 
year’s end and several special re- 
leases for jukeboxes to be offered 
on a regular pace of about one 
or two a month. 

Company began its operators 
line last June with a release of 10 
specially prepared items for the 
jukes and followed it up with an- 
other 10 in July. Materia] on these 

| platters is mostly standards rend- 
ered by name catalog artists, 

MGM HANDLING CHOREO 
Hollywood, Aug. 29. 

MGM Records closed fo natione 
ally distribute wax of Choreo Rec- 
ords, recently-formed diskery prex- 
led by Hermes Pan. 

Fred Astaire is board chairman, ~ 
and Jackie Mills operation y.p. 
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Rv R Bigger ’n Ever at Bklyn Par 
Annual Labor Day Bash al 1h m | P er| Fest at Randall’s Is., N. Y. 

Is- |. 
land (N-Y.) Jazz Festival drew a 
total attendance of 36,450 for three. 
nights,:. Friday (25)-Sunday. (27). 

Eyes $1,700,000 Billings | Top was $5 for the outdoor series 

Who says rock ’n* roll is on its 
way out? Certainly not the mob of 
screaming teeners at the Brooklyn 
Paramount last Friday (25) for the 
annual Labor Day rock bash there. 
In fact this year it’s bigger than|- 
ever—12 days of five shows per 
day, except Sundays when there 
are four, through Sept. 5. 

This three-time-a-year event (La- 
bor Day, Christmas and Easter) is 
a biz teen draw, even at the $2.50 
per person tab. It’s hosted this 
stanza by Murray “the K’ Kauf- 
man, WINS rock jock, making his 
first solo emeee trip with the show. 
He's shared hosting duties on. two 
other occasians with Clay Cole, an- 
other spinner: 

Although all 4.200 seats weren’t 
filled for opening night, Gene Ples- 
hette, managing director of the 
heuse, expects a repeat of previous 
shows’ pattern which had lines 
forming for practically all sessions: 
and capacity houses at many per- 
furmances 

Card for the show sports 16 teen- 
f'ol singers and groups. Backing 
is supplied by a 16-piece band un- 
der baton of Sam “the Man” Tay- 
Jor, longtime rock musician. Even- 
inz’s headliner is Brunswiek 
waixer Jackie Wilson who runs the! 
gamut from floor-ralling to singing 
on his knees to rock dancing with 
the mike, all to the overwhelming : 
glee of those assembled. His tune ; 
sciection, as with all the perform-; 
ers. is made uo of his recent chart: 
climbing disks and album selec- 
tions 

cidental,, but the crowd seems to 
hanz on every word of it. 

Etta James, 

hor hits; Jerry Lee Lewis delights 
the gathering with his standup pia-. 
nm) playing and shaking; Clarence 
“Frozman” 
Play and ernak recent hits: a wild 
Nezru group called the Vibrations 
rocks 
and clowning, and Ral Donner does 
his recent chart hitter. 

The Belmonts get handelap as-- 
sistance from the audience; Tony ' 
Oriando, Brian Hyland. the Chan-' 
tells and Bruce Bruno dish up their‘ 
recent hits. There's a fairly savvy 
stint by 
tune; appearances by the Regents, 
a pleasant-sounding Frank Gary, 
and the Cleftones. doing their chart ° 
material, 

Taylor's backing is solid and al-: 
most tuneful, except for one seem-- 
ingly sore-lipped trumpet player. 
Kaufman’s 
to the apparent approval of the au- 
dience as he tosses some flip re-: 
marks and teen hip phrases into his 
patter. Some nice work is turned 
in on the lighting side, thus the 
show isn’t just a continual tramp- 
ing of teen performers, but has 
some color and variety, in the 
visual department at least. 

On the whole. it’s a show that; 
¢ean't miss its particular target. It’s 
smoothly run, well-organized and: 
delights its audience to extremes‘ 
on occasion. Ample police muscle 
is present to quell any disturbances 
which might otherwi ise mar the, 
proceedings. 

Also on the Dill is the film,‘ 
“Posse From Hell.” with Audie: 
Murphy’ and John Saxon. Kali. 

US. TEEN DISK NAMES 
GET NEW ZEALAND BID 

Auckland, New Zealand, Aug. 29. 

Teener.rock ’n’ roll market has 
been gelting a boost here Jately | 

through the efforts of promoter | 

Hiziry = Miller.. 

Connie Francis and Jimmie Rod- 

gers here already for. click D.o. 

showing and is planning importa- 

tion of Fabian and Bobby Rydell 

shortis. 

There has been a recent dearth } 

fn appearances by overseas names 

here, according to Miller who; 

c'atms that many artists look upon : 

Australia: and New Zealand as, 

“another Las Vegas” and ask ap- 

prapriate fees for such a spot. He 
Sayy that “we're just getting over 
it now: with transportation costs 
being: shared between the artists 
and ourseives it works out well.” 
By gearing for the teener trade he. 
feels that a market has been 
created that did not ‘exist previ- 
ously, 

His incidental patter is in-; 

‘ signed for the 1961-62. season with! 
in an unflattering - 

sequined costume, chips some of. 

the teens with their dancing: 

Curtis Lee with a click) 

hosting handles things: 

_He has brought | 

| Buffs Dig 27 Performers’ 
Beat at 6th Anaual Jazz 

. The sixth annual Randall’s 

UA Fall Sales Program 

‘Art Talmadge, -veepee-general | held at Downing Staduim. 
manager of United Artists Records, 
reports that the ‘diskery’s fall sales 
program. which winds up Sept. 1, 
will pull in close to $1,700,000 in 
billings. There are 15 albums in 
UA’s ‘fall program. 

In line with the fall sales setup, 
national sales manager’ Jerry 
Raker has ‘set two’ distributor: 
changes. Weimar Sales will now 
represent UA in Phoenix and El 
Paso, ‘and Southern Record. Dis- 
tributors of Nashviile will add the 
Memphis territory to its coverage. 

AFM Inks 2-Yr. 
Pact With Seattl 
Symphony Orch 

Seattle, Aug. 29. 
A two-year contract has been 

signed between American Federa- | 
tion of Musicians, Local 76, and 
the Seattle Symphony Orchestra. 
i New agreement was. disclosed ° 
! jointly by Jackie Souders, 76 presi- 
‘dent, and Gordon N. Scott, Sym- 
phony president. 

Scott also said Symphany con- f 
ductor Milton Katima has been | 

Frank Geltman, Fest’s' producer. 

Marks, WHAT-FM, Philly; 

yided by Lambert, Hendricks & | 
Ross. . 

Threats of bad weather hung 

program, but each night the skies 
cleared ‘and the show went on as 
‘planned. In fact; on Friday the. 
‘weather man got into the act with 
a lunar eclipse. 

Included in the Hneup. were the 
‘Count Basfe Orch, Cannonball Ad- 
derley,; -Sarah Vaughan; Gene 

‘|Krupa Quartet, John -Coltrane 
+! Quartet, Horace Silver Quintet, 
Dukes of: Dixieland, Davis Griffin 
‘Quintet, Mongo Santamaria and his 
Afro-Pachanga Friends, the Ike 
Isaaes Trio with Pony Poindexter, 
Miles Davis Quintet, George Shear- 
ing, Joe Williams, Harry “Sweets” 
Edison, Oscar Peterson Trio, the 
Jazztet, Olatunji and his Drums 
of Passion, Yusef Lafeef Quartet, 
Stan Kenton, Dizzy — Gillespie, 

MeCrae, . Art Blakey 
| Gloria Lynn & the Earl May Trio, 

Mann’s Afre-Jazz Sextet. 
Attendance was up over last 

: year's: fest, but that was marred 
an option for. 1962-63. | by cancellation of one of the. even- 
Souders pointed out that. it. was | ‘ings due to weather. Neither 

_ the first time a two-year contract : weather, jet planes, traffic noises 

had been inked with the Sym-'or other deterents seemed to 
: : _phony. The musicians’ payroll for: hamper this edition as an enthu- 

Henry is at the piano to ° the coming season will be around: ! siastic crowd turned out to see and 
$200,000, a portion of which is; hear the: impressive array of sound 

_provided by the Recording . Indus-' producers. 
tries of the Music Performance | 
Trust Fund. obtained with cooper: : 

Drysen Music To 
Shelley Berman 

we eee 
: ation of Local 76. 

Souders revealed the contract ! 
provides for a 50c¢ per-service in- | 
ereuse over last year, with ‘an 
additional 50c per-service for the 
1962-63. season: ; Symphony musi- 
cians are contt acted for a specified | 
‘number of services each year, 

basis. | buyup of Drysen Music, an ASCAP 
: “The two-year..contract means, firm. He’s .already. got a BMI 

of a second year with { Inc. security : 
Tied: In’ with ‘Berman’s corporate. terms and working conditions final- 

ized,” Souders said. 
‘increase in income is ‘certainly not : ‘manager,. and : Jason Jacobs, his 

: sizeable. we hope the Symphony’s . ' business manager. The: rysen firm 

activities will expand sufficiently ! was owned by singek. Dorothy 

to improve the overall income for | Olsen.’ who, ‘incidentallf, {fs Bell's 
sister. the orchestra members.” 

Tentative concert schedule with : On. the Calliope. ‘front, firm is 

soloists for.the 1961-62 season is: Now doing some indie recording 
as follows: on. its own.. First up. are singles 
3 Ot 16, 17. Henry Siegl, soloist: Oct.) by- 
ar: Lorin Hollander... soloist; NOV 13.,| will try to peddle to a diskery. 

Ney. on chair soo from Depicts For another part of his corporate 

Dec. 11, 12, “Joan of Are at the Stake.” | setup, Nirene Productions, Berman 
with Vera Zorina in the title. role; Jan. 
4, 16, Aram Kachaturian, suest’ -‘eonductor; 
| Maro Ajemian, soloist: Jan. 29. 30. Chris- 
tian Ferras, soloist: st eeP eat in England Nov. 17. Nirene will 

, , - am ole, 

Lipkin. soloist eee Gienn Gould, solo. | OWN the rights to the show. every- 
ists April 2. 3, Elizabeth Schwa where but in the British Isles. 

“all concerts will be at. ‘the! AGVA CRACKDOWN 

ON RECORD HOPS 

Orpheum Theatre. The Symphony ; 

Chicago, Aug. 29. 

will also play three concerts in 

Midwest AGVA rep Ernie Fast 

Tacoma, on Qct. 18, Nov. 29 and }. 
Feb. 14. The Seattle concert pre--: 

has served ° notice on. deejays that 
i | emeecing record hops is consid- 

!eeding the dates will be played |- 
in Tacoma. 

12 

' jered a performance by his office, 
CEMA Asks Fees Fr om and that both the jockeys and the 

“guest talent’..must join’ AGVA. Schools Using ee 

:pay GEMA fees for recording 
: music. 

It has asked the culture minister | AGVA. 

which. will be shown over the BBC 

AGVA members stating that “dis- 
ciplinary action will -be taken” 
against entert.iners who perform 

to AFTRA :to advise them that 
‘when: a deejay performs outside 
the studio. : he: is considered a. 

Further, Fast insists, formal con- 
Frankfurt, Aug. 29 tracts- must be signed before the 

GEMA, the strong German] Show «and salaries must be paid 
music performing. rights society. te the entertainers or deposited. 
‘isimilar, to “ASCAP in the U.S.) is| with AGVA. 
now out to collect.fees from Ger- | 
mar schools. The move came. 
shortly after GEMA- lost @ ‘test 

lease to try to get the. names -of 
jevery individual who buys a tape 
recorder—ostensibly so that the | 
new owner could later be ‘forced to 

of the Jand of Hesse, where Frank-|. The AGVA action is obviously 
furt is located, to collect from.10/an attempt (albeit somewhat be- 
to 12 marks (from $2.56 to $3)| lated) to call a halt to the ex- 
yearly from every te. her who 
owns a tape recorder and uses it| hops,. Once merely ‘a’ promotional 
for any classroom. work. And it is | device for the deejays, the shows 
making ‘similar demands in’ Ba-| have become: increasingly com- 
varia, where it hopes to collect the | mercialized, with the ‘promoters 
same sort of fees from teachers in Tenting - halls © and, , charging ad- 
Munich schools and universities. ; mission. 

A roster of 27 performers, most- | 
ly musicians, was assembled by 

Proceedings were emceed by: four. 
disk jocks, Mort Fega, WEVD; Sid 

Sym-. 
phony Sid, WADO, and William 

Williams, WNEW. Some addi- 
Honal introductory notes were pro- 

over. the first two. days of the 

‘Dave Brubeck Quartet, Carmen. 
Quintet, 

Stan Getz Quartet and Herbie | 

Shelley Berman has expanded 
‘rather than on a monthly or yearly | his’ corporate. interests with the: 

Gene Vincent Recovering 

-Glasgow, Aug, 29.. 

lowing a one-night stand at the 
Barrowland -ballroom, denied re- 
ports that he may quit show biz. 
Such stories are “absolute non- 
sense," according to Henri Hen- 
roid,-his road manager, who said 
‘Vincent. has been suffering from 
nervous ‘exhaustion. 

.. Singer, who -starts. a tour--of 
South America Sept. 12, collapsed 
after being mobbed by” teenagers 
at the Scot dancery. He was rushed 
to the city’s Royal Infirmary a ng 
with two 17-year-old girl fans Ww 

fainted at: his show. 
Vincent said he plans a 

at home in California before: start- 
ing his South American trek. 

Trend to Native 
Disks Elates UK sks Elates U.K. 

Music Industr 
London, ‘Aug. 29.. 

Theme song in Tin Pan Alley all 
week here has been: “Happy Days: 
Are Here Again.” Cleffers have. 
been jubilant, pubberies even more 
happy and diskery execs have been ° 
throwing out their chests with: 
pride. Reason? Last week the first. 
nine disks on U.K. pop-charts were 
British-made. And, in the top 20, 
only seven U.S. singers -appeared. : 

- VARIETY'S 

¥Wrogman Henry’s. “You Always, 
Hurt Fhe One You Love,” on Pye, | 
as the top U.S. seller in Britain, at! 

ings: “Hello, Mary Lou” 411); “Run--| 
away” (12), “Quarter To. Three” 
(141, “Baby I Don’t Care” (16), 

Many Tears (20). 

This “‘dig-those-Britons” trend | 

After Glasgow Collapse 

Gene Vincent, U.S. rock ’n’ roll 
warbler, after collapsing here fol- 

- “We have. 
been on the road ‘for 15 or 16; 
‘weeks now, and we still ‘have an- 
other four weeks to go,” he said: |. 

dacation ; 

. British’ Disk Best} 
{Sellers Chart (Aug. 22) showed ' 

No. 10. Further down the chart j ’ 
were the following Yank record-; door arena. for’ -its..three night 

“Moody River” (19) - and “How | 
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Monterey (Cal). Jazz Fest Mops Up 
As Mgt.’s Boxoffice Formula Pays Off 

_By BILL: STEIF.. 

. Monterey, Cal.,. Aug. 29. 
“The. bloom. may: be off the -jaz 

festival . boom in the -east, ‘but: -in - 
| this historic: little ity. 110.- miles 
South of Frisco a four-year-old jazz 
festival is growing bigger and 
stronger—and making. ‘money. 

One réason, says Monterey ‘Jazz 
Fést’s general manager Jimmy: Ly- 
ons, ‘hay be that, “luckily, - none 
of the: people in. our group has ° 
ever. visited another jazz festival - 
in the U.S.” 

‘More important, "probably, are 
these reasons; 

1) “The pure jazz fan supports 
Monterey. We don’t rely on kids. © 
It’s a lot of fun, but no bacchanal.” 

2) . Monterey. is a “throwback: to. 
the “old” European festival con- 
cept—“it’s not,” notes’ Lyons, “a. 
series: of concerts . . people can — 

° come. and go as ‘they Please. ”. 

3) ‘Phis fest. has a musical. dl- 
rector, the Modern :Jazz Quartet’s 
John Lewis, who gives “unstinting. . 
time” to make it top-notch, musi- -” 
cally. 

4) Monterey’s ° “ieoncept - “is less” 
acts and more time for ‘the. acts. 
‘we hire,” plus some in-depth ex- ~ 

| perimentation—for instance, the 
two big hits at this summer’s jazz 
fests in the East,-Jon Hendricks’ -- 
“Evolution of the. Blues” and Duke 

|Ellington’s' ‘Suite. Thursday,” 
ywere created for last September's 
Monterey fest. 

5) Strictly budgeting. 

See Profits. Tripling. 
The evidence of Monterey’s rise. 

is. impressive. In its first year, 
:1958, it. made-a few hundred dol- 
lars. In its second year it dropped 
Several thousand. Last year, on 
a gross of nearly $83,000, it made 

:about $3,000. This year’s. -fest, 
; scheduled for Sept.: 22, 23. and 24, 
-looks as if the 1960 porfit could 
- be tripled or quadrupled. ~ 

Basis for that statement is. the 
‘advance. ‘sale: as. of mid-August 
some $30,000, or more than 50% -: 

,;over 1960, already was. jingling 
merrily in Monterey’s coffers. .. 
Monterey uses‘ a. 7,200-seat -out- 

shows, ‘two miatinees. Seats for 
night ‘shows run, from $3 to $6.50,. 
for matinees. from $2.75 to $3.50. 
Students get. a special'.deal for 
| matinees. $1 a seat, and the festi- 
-val also pushes five-show. packages, our ‘musicians have the additional | publishing - outlet called Calliope, 

“While the, operation are Harry: C. Bell, his. 
jelick disks than a sudden show of | of Lyons’ strict procedures. in this -- 

Sylvia Syms which Calliope. 
jfrom Yank larks, if at all. 

is preparing to tape a iv show | 

{Bruce Davidson will work the same |. 
|way except that they'll have Dinah 

1 Shore’s 
; World” to work with in addition to 

Fast sent letters to. all midwest | 

cuffo at record hops, and also-wrote: 

variety entertainer and must join 

ploitation of entertainers at the 

has been building up for some time ' which: represent’ $22,00¢ of. .the 
according ‘to a&r-men but it is! $30,000 already sold. | 
more of a climax to a spate of! Last: "year’s ‘budget was typical - 

patriotism. Significant fact about} province. Total. budget was $77,000 
most of the current top numbers is ; (actually,. he. ran-a couple of thous 
that they lean heavily on what the : ‘sand over this), ‘of which $38,500 
U.S. has. exported to the U.K. over ! was allocated. to artists—this is. far. 
the last couple of years. Chart: under what such.- fests as Newport 
toppers Eden Kane, Heleri Shapiro, | have been allocating for acts. 
Johnny Leyton, Billy Fury, . Cliff } . + Maximum Act Mileage . 
Richard are hardly distinguishable | Lyons says that “if: I pay $5,000 

to $10,000 for an act. I’m going to 
get all-the mileage I can out of it.” 
A good example of this philosophy 
‘is how Lewis and: Lyens plan to 
use Duke Ellington and Ellington’ s 
band* ‘next month.° 

1) - Ellington will “emcee all 
Corbo and ‘promotion. manager three evening shows. . 

Friday night’s show will use 
key ‘sidemen like Johnny Hodges 
and Harry Carney from Ellington’s. 
band for a show. with the theme, 
“Modern Mainstreamers.”. — 
°3) “Saturday afternoon,” says 

Meantime, back in N-Y., Cap Lyons, “is all Duke’s—he can play 
braneh: ‘Manager Joe Brown, Ray P | whatever he wants to play. ‘We're 

Bottochio, who handles album pro- | Calling it’ ‘Ellington, Carte. Blanche” 
moiton, and Kenny .Luttman, who|@nd_ don’t know what he’s going 
works on. singles promotion, are |to do. He hasn’t.told us yet, but 
gearing for the Oct..3. preem. By |x know he’s a creator—the great- 
that time, the singles division will !est of. all the pe rms 
have five ‘disks .to._promote and the | wrong can you go? , 

PETE FOUNTAIN TOPS: 

Cap Singles 
Continued from page 43 mmm. 

“This Is A Changing 

MacRae’ s “Sail Away.” 

Gearing for Preem 

on the original cast set. which will | 
be recorded Oct. 8. 

Capitol. has a‘ similar blueprint 
for “Kwamina.” The Gordon Mac- ‘DIXIE BOWL BASH 
Rae single from the score, “Ordi-. 
nary People,” is being released|  ;. Hollywood, Aug. 29. 
one week in front of the Toronto | Pete. Fountain combo will head- 
;Preem Sept. 5. And one week be- {line “Dixie at the. Bowl” Sept. 9- 
fore the show moves into Boston | at the Hollywood Bowl, with trio 
(Sept. 25), Cap will release another | of other acts als kedded.. Thése 
tune from the Adler score called | include’ Dukes. of ‘Dixieland, Kid 
“Something Big,” which -was re- | Ory. Quartet and. vocalist. Barbara 
corded by the ‘Hollywood Strings. | Dane. 
And one week before the N.Y.| Fountain’s- quartet will include: 
preem, Cap will have three more | -Godfrey Hirsch, vibes; Stan 
“Kwamina” songs on the market. 

Planis'are now in the works for. 
a similar singles breakdown on the: 
‘Schwartz-Dietz score for “The Gay 
Life.” Csida emphasized, “Each o€. 
these show score singles will-be 
our plug. releases,” 

Wrightsman, ‘piano; Morty Corb, 
‘bass “and. Jack . Sperling, . drum- 
mer. While here from New Orleans 
for one-night stand, Fountain also 
will waX ah LP for Coral and .ap- 
pear on Steve Allen’s kickott show 
on ABC-TV. 
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Dis sand No Fadin in Brin fs Her INDUSTRY TRY ILLS 
To Stay, Sez Natl Jam Fed. Topper} 

: London, “Aug: 29." 
The ‘boom in’ ‘traditional jazz—a 

‘musical cocktail of Dixieland; New |. 
Orleans and- Chicago. jazz — ‘in|: 
‘Britain is no. aecvident. 

the National Jazz Federation, it 
4s no quick-passing fad with: 'the |. 
kids,. either. This music,- which is 
proving lucrative ta . promoters, 

-... agents and bands, has sprung from 
a society of |. a “jazz movement,” 

musicians which ‘set out about 10. 
years ago. planting the -roots of | 
the U.S. music in Britain.. 
“Now, trad Broups - -like the Chris. o 

Barber outfit..can command. 75%. 
of the profit at almost any location. 

“Others such as Acker Bilk, Kenny. 7 
“Dick ©. Charles- |: Ball, Bob Wallis. 

worth and’ Terry Lightfoot gather 
betweén $1,000 . and: $1,500 from 
the jazz festivals such as Beaulieu | - 
which. was’ held last month. But |- 

“8: great thing about the ‘“move-: 
ment” is thatthe musicians. want. 

‘to work next year, too, so they're 
not playing ‘a new jazz for as little 
‘as $70. 

Pendleton says: the movement | 
‘was created by jazzmen for’ jazz. | 
“men. and now: it’s grown sizeable 
“enough to provide Members -with 
insurance.. It- has ‘its.own promo: 
‘ters and’ agents. who are ail plan- | 
ning: to be in. business in-10 years | 

+ 

British Disk Best Sellers | | 

According |: 
“to Harold Pendleton, -chairman of ]. 

London, ‘Aug. 29.° 

(Top Rank) 

You Don’s Know . Shapiro, 
_ (Columbia) ™ - 
Well J Ask ‘You.. see Kane: 
(Decca) .. 

Reach For. The ‘Stars. - Bassey. 
(Columbia) © 

‘Halfway To ‘Paradise. 2 Pury 
‘(Decea) © ee 
Romeo ooeetelacee so. Clark: 

_ Pye) - ; 
A Girl Like. ‘You.. .: Richard 

=" (Columbia) , 
“You Always. Hurt “The 
One -You. Love .. .-Henry - 

' (Pye): 7 

“Quarter.to, Three. se eee -Bonds a 
’ “(Lop Rankk 3 0 

Pasadena ‘Temperance Seven 
(Parlophone) 

Coral Stens Up 
Fall Pred, Slate!: 

‘time along with the bands: They |. 
have built a ‘structure of elubs, 
“concert halls ‘arid festivals which 
is now becoming too: solid: to let 
this music slip out of fashion. 

Contrary: to many U-S. jazz .musi- 
-eians, ‘Says Pendleton,. the British 

. tooter is not. usually the servant 
..,, Of a grasping agent who ups. the 
price’ 6f ‘a. jazz .band’ until it's. 
priced ‘out of the mar ket, unlikely, 
to work again. - 

“Those U.S. ‘agents,” he ‘asserts, 
“act as if jazz. wasn’t going to be 
here next year and. they've ‘got 
‘to make money out. of it as quick: 
as they can. Many is the time I’ve 
‘asked -for a booking .12 months 
‘ahead and-an agent said: ‘A year? 
I can fix you up for next month’.” 

_ In ‘these. parts, Pendleton. ‘points: 
‘out, the engagements for. 62 are 
well ‘under. . way: - Pendleton; who 
-§s partner with Cliris Barber in the: 
latter's band, again raps. the. U.S. 
agent for not taking a chance on. 
the percentage- of-profits fee idea. 
“This. plan lets :the promoter clear. 
his. cost and ‘take’ a Slice out. of 
‘what's over. — 

Agénts, however, foresee - that: 
the - first couple: of tours of, say, 
the Barber outfit, will not | pile | 
up the bucks so take the short-term 
view demanding. a-set fee. “But,” 
says Pendleton, “over 2 period the 
profits system 4 would: pay. off and 
.it would. also increase ‘business. 
‘tenfold—instead of killing it.” 

Appeals Court Upholds. 
‘Audio Devices Patent 

Claim Vs. Armour, 3M| 
Audio Devices: Inc., a ‘major 

manufacturer _ of ‘magnetic tapes. 
was awarded a second decision 
Jast week against the. Armour 
Research Foundation of Illinois 
Insfitute of. Technology in-a. court 

_battle over. a tape patent: which: 
has lasted for more than six years. 
Audio brought. suit against Min- 

nesota Mining. & Manufacturing 
Co. and Armour in 1955 in’ N.Y. 
Federal Court. . Company’ sought | 
invalidation of a patent issued to 
‘Marvin Mamras, owned by Armour, 
and used by. 3M as exclusive li+ 

- ¢ensee -in- making. ‘magneti¢e tape; 
A counterclaim. was: filed against 
Audio by Armour. for alleged in- 
fringement of the “patent. a 

Court held that the patent was 
-fnvalid. and. dismissed. Armour’s 
counterclaim © against. ‘Audio: Ar- 
‘mour took the. case to the. US. 

- Court of Appeals which unani-. 
mously affirmed the decision of| 
the lower: court. 

UA Signs’ Four Coins 
:The. Four. Coins,. managed by 

Danny Kessler; inked with United 
Artists Records. Sessiaits. with the 
graup, previously wth MGM Ree- 
_ords, begin this week.. . ¢ 

~ |by -Cab Calloway, - 
| Henry. ‘Jerome. and — arranged . ‘by 

| Jacobs. - 
- On the Coast, ‘Coral’ “producer | 

+Bud Dant fs readying releases by 
‘Pete - Fountain, 

‘|Kesner and Tiny. Little:- In addi: 

|year total sales were 8% 
‘than in the same’ period. of 1960 

Coral Records production | sched: |' 
ule:is pp over its sunimer release’ 
period.. Under’ the direction. of | dealer dollar we .can get.” 

“1 Dick Jacobs, producer, 
and. arranger for the label; a heavy- 
lineup of: fall material is in the ; 
-works, 

Johnny Kemem::' Me. -Leyton - 

PER 
By EDDIE KALISH | 

“It would be a pretty dull busi- 
ness without the 

six. years of deficit operation prior 
{to 1955 to a setup with an esti- 
‘mated gross of over $1,000;000 this. 

“lyear. The “specialty” indies are 
‘stronger than ever, he feels, but |. 
there are industry ills both pres- 
ent and future that could) make 
‘things. “a great deal tougher” for 
them.. * 

highly-suecessful ‘specialty “labels, 
| Holzman . estimates. They have a}. 

| standing, fairly-predictable market 
}in- which a company can sell up- 
-{ wards of 50,000 copies of a disk 

| with the. right. material for that |. 
audience. Their operations are 

: based on “flexibility. and compact- |. 
ness” which enable. them :to come 

}up with “unique ideas” and. market | 
|them for a.profit with a.minimum 
of. waste and a high degree of ef- 

‘| ficiency. Holzman figures that on 
‘a: percentage basis the indies do |. 

| ‘better. than the majors, largely be- 
cause of their low: overhead. 

That ‘is not to say that’ the spe- 
cialty indie is not in competition 
with: other companies directly. 
“We're competing with everyone,” 
says Holtzman, “for as much ‘of the | 

Al- 

a&r chief |though the: emphasis is on quality | 
product, that serves-a specific need, . 

: deals and dating are al<o. “helpful.” 
{ Elektra, for. example, offers a one- | 

L HEALTH 
German Disk Best Sellers! 

independents,” | 
-|.aecording. to Jac Holzman..whose 

| Elektra “Records burgeoned. from 

‘There are - -about a- half dozen | 

Frankfurt, Aug. 29. 

My Sweet Sail With Me 
Old Merry Tale Band 

- (Brunswick) 

Wheels a eeeecee 
(London) 

‘Thanks for the Flowers 
Siw Malmkvist 

(Metronone) 

Babysitter Boogie 

(Eleetrola) 

Auf Wiedersehn..Gus Backus 
(Polydor) 

Seven Musicians . 
Blue Diamonds 

(Philips) ‘ 

‘Besame Mucho ... 
(Philips) 

I Want to Be Home 
G. Boettcher-D. Engel 

(Telefunken). 

Hello, Mary Lou. .Jan & Kjeld 
(Artola) 

That Can Be Over Tomorrow 
ce Heide Bruehl 

. (Philips) 

Merc Denies Sale 
Of Gotham Distrib 

Chicago, Aug. 29. 
Mercury ‘Records Corp. prexy 

Billy Vaughn 

Ralf Bendix 

Ray Coniff 

Pet of the. ‘fail line wiJI| be a. for-seven deal with dating. ‘billing , Irwin Steinberg last week scotched 
‘new stereo album ‘arranged and j But the real concentration is .on | reports that the firm was divesting 

will feature standard tunes worked | 
‘over in-a new technique with new 
orchestrations. produced ‘especially 
for stereo buffs: “It will’ be a new 
‘sound for. ‘stereo.” J acobs says. 

Also on the schedule will be an 
album: ‘bythe McGuire Sisters, 
working on some . standards and 
their click “Tears on My .Pillow.” 
A Jackie: Wilson ‘platter - of - stand- 
ards ‘called “By. Special Request” 

her four children doing.’ some 
material. for’: “moppets - 
planned. Miss Brewer is slated for 
a Haweiian-pegged. platter and a'- 
new Buddy Holly disk of previous- |. 
ly unreleased Holly: material is due |. 
as well. 
Enzo ‘Lembo; a singer of Ttalian- 

American -tunes, will cut his. first 
Coral release soon. Eddie Lawrence 

platter of new. material: for the 
fall and there will be~ ‘an- album 

produced - ‘by 

Liberace, Dick 

tion, Jerome has -recentiy -signed 
a. rock ’n’. roll group. called “The. 
Dimensions” ‘to’ Coral .and their 

signed by the label. They do their 
-own material in an r'yr. vein: and 
| will. begin to record as: soon as 
-they’re let aut of the ‘service where. 
the five ‘are currently rently employed. 

BRITISH DISK SALES. 
REGISTER 15% CLIMB 

“Londen,: ' Aug.: 29, 

over June 1960; domestic sales 
were 18%. more: ‘and ° exports: ‘rose. 
by. 5%. During the first: half of the 

but.exports were 16°@ Iess.. 
Production of both LP’ and. EP 

| disks ‘continued to increase and. 
LPs rose by 52%,-EPs by-13% 

jcompared with the. previous year. 
Production of 78sdropped by. 449%. 
compared with last June and now 
Tepresents less than ore tenth of: 
‘What it..was at th- reak jin 195%, 

when: 65% of. all ‘disks. were. 78s. 

and a‘disk.by Teresa Brewer with 

are ~alSo. 

‘will do another “Old Philosopher’” 

“Again” backed ‘with “Count Your. 
+ | Blessings” is. already out. Another 

group, “The Exotics,” “has . been |: 

Disk ‘sales for June ‘totalled ; 
$2,643,000 according to a report 

{released by the. Board: of ‘Trade. 
This represented a 15° increase 

-more: 

-cornducted by Jacobs. ‘This package’ : product. 
| will:be the first of what the diskery 
hopes will be a new. series. Album | product are “repeat buyers,” Holz-|Sales Corp. of New York. Stein- 

The buyers of specialty indie ; 

man feels. These ‘customers .must 
‘be serviced with a- quality disk 
that contains unique material -per- 
formed by the right. artists. “We 

\ have to run.scared,” says Holzman, 
because “we have to do our best ‘on 
everything.” The indies must con- 
eentrate’ on profit’ per disk and. 
not on volume, he believes, so they 
have to put something special in 

‘common’ sense. and. proper mer- 
chandising. 

Relationships 
os big: ‘factor, and a most trouble- 
‘Some one, for the success of a disk- 

-Lery is its’ artist catalog. It is a 
‘problem for the indie to hold on ‘to. 
an artist after he has become. hot. 
One. way they try to keep these 

attention and service. Holzman 
‘lets his artists supervise their work 
in. practically all. Phases of pro- 
‘duction. . 
Jt is” necessary to build artists 

the indie is’in a stronger position 

new ideas. It is this development 

has been the: role of the specialty 
indie. 
The original position of the in- 

gaps that. the majors weren't inter- 

have adopted. some of the indie 
techniques _ and material as a re- 

| sult and competition has become 
more vigorous ‘because of this. 
There are are2i, however, such as 

others in which. the specialty indie 
is‘ still the “more “potent seller and 
Tecognized leader: 

‘There. are many areas of. ex- 
perimentation open where again 

ested, but. where the indie can 
produce and make.a ‘profit. Holz- 
man, for example. recently re- 
searched and discoy ered that there 
was a market for a dick of instruc- 
‘tion on Morse Code. He ent it and 
it Made-money. for his: label, 

. Difficult. Times Ahead. 
Although things are fine for the 

indie today. Hal7man sees: prob- 
lems ahead. He brlieves that turn- 
aver is the key to. the value of a 

; label. Fe sees-a Hon in tha wot too} 

(Continued cn ‘pre 47)... 

each album. There is.a substantial }: 
‘profit. to be- made in independent 
record. producing, based on talent, 

artists is by staying in close. con-. 
tact with them and. giving. them 

‘and- hold ‘onto them because, onée’ 
established with, salable catalogs, 

to. experiment | and begin work on: 

of. material which. Holzman. feels. 

die was to seék out and fill in the 

ested in, he asserts. The majors'| 

education, the spoken. word. avant. 
garde jaz; arty folk music . and. 

the. majors are. currently. uninter-- 

(itself of its last company-owned 
‘distributorship—Mercury . Records 

-berg said that the Gotham opera- 
‘tion would not only be retained, 
but would be expanded as well 

‘He stated that a special products 
; division would be created within 
| the branch to handle product avail: | 
able from ‘other record companies, 
and additional promotional and 

‘selling personnel will be added as 
the. new lines are acquired. 

_ Abe Chayet, who has been: with 
Mercury for over five years as a 
‘member of. the sales. department, 
has been promoted to general man- 
ager in place of Chet Woods, and 
will oversee the entire branch op- 
eration. Herb Rosen, promotion 
manager, will-assume the additional 
duties of merchandise manager. 
‘Rumors of the sale of the New 

York’ distributorsnip were renewed 
& month ago when Mercury sold 
Midwest Mercury,.a distributionak 
subsid to Lenny Garmisa, a Chi 
distrib. Mercury has been sheéd- 
‘ding its company-owned distribu- 

|torships gradually, and now retains. 
only the Gotham operation, com- 
‘pared to six of the subsids a year 
ago. 

ing of Seaboard Distributors Inc., 
as the Mercury distributor i in Hart- 
ford, Conn. 

GOLDEN CREST MOVING 
‘INTO POP MARKET 

Golden Crest. Records, which j 
recently went public with a ‘stock 
sale, is undergoing an expansion 
move, Active in the educational 
field for the past seven years, it 
will yenture into the pop market 
with several singles this fall. 

Also in line with the develop- 
‘ment is the upping of Cy Levitan 
from’ artist and repertoire and 
sales manager to exclusive a&r and 
supervisory control. of LP and 
singles’ product. operations. Saul 
Cohen, formerly sales manager of 
Laurie Records,. has. joined the 
diskery .as.sales manager and will 
concentrate his activities © in the 
singles field. 
Soon to be released are disks by 

the Mellodeers. Cy & the Cyclones 
and ‘Sterly Singleton & the 
Rockin’ Dukes, all recently signed 
by. the label]. Also on the schedule 
are longhair releases by ihe Wal- 
‘ter-Ehret Chorale and Walter Bee- 
ler, conducting the Golden Crest 
{ Band. a 

‘Mercury also disclosed the sign- 

First Govt. Indicment of DJ on Tax 
Evasion Rap, F alled to Report Payola 

Los Angeles, Aug. 29. 
U. S. Dept. .of Internal Revenue 

: has sent its first disk jockey spine 
ning on charges of failing to ree 
port $18,000 in payola payoffs for 

-| plugging records. 
Hunter D. Hancock, rhythm and 

blues deejay, surrendered Thurs- 
day (24) to the U. S. Attorney’s of- 
fice here following his indictment 
on charges of evading income tax 
payments for the years 1956-57-58, 
He was released in $250 bail pend- 
ing arraignment Sépt..18. 

Indictment, according to Inter 
nal Revenue Intelligence Division 
chief Robert K. Lund, marked tke 
first payola disk jockey to be prose- 
cuted in the country for tax eva- 
sion, Probe in Los Angeles area, 
which. led the nation in payole paye- 
offs to disk jockeys. has been go- 
ing on since House Committee 
hearings in 1959. 
Lund said three other deejays in 

L. A. area are under investigation. 
Majority of disk jockeys, he said, 
have already been cleared after 
servtiny by his agents. 
-In commenting on those who 
have been cleared. Lund said 
about 50% of them did accept pay- 
ola, but the majority of these re 
ported the payoffs on their income 
tax returns. He said that Hancock 
did report a “small percentage” of 
the payola he received while spin- 
ning matters for KFOX, KSON, 
KGFJ and KPOP. 

Difference of Opinion’ 
Hancock had no comment other 

than to say, “This is just a differ- 
ence of opinnion between the gove- 
ernment and myself which will be 
thrashed out.when the case comes 
to trial” 
Lund would not estimate when 

the investigation of the other threes 
disk jockeys wou'd be completed. 

Following the 1959 probe, Rep. 
Oren Harris' Congressional Sub- 

! committee made a city-by-city re- 
jport on payola payoffs. 

.Report revealed that L. A. led 
with largest. arnount—?86.954 to 23, 
individuals and two licensees. A 
total of 13 L. A.-area stations were 

Tinvolved. While the names were 
not made public at the time, the 
committee turned over records of 
the probe to the Justice Dept. and 
Internal Revenue Dept. 

At that time Harris released a 
summary of answers to the payola 
questionnaire mailed to 230 disk’ 
distributors. He said 130 of them 
responded and admitted that dyr- 
ing 1958 and 1959 they doled out 
$263,244 in payola to 207 individ- 
uals and 12 broadcast licensees, in 
23 cities in 15 states. 

| Col, Roulette Swap Deal 
Grooves Ellington-Basie 
Ina ‘Battle Royal’ Album 
@olumbia Records and the Rou- 

lette label are on an artist ex- 
change kick. Teo Macero, staff 
artists & repertoire producer at 
Col, engineered a dea] for » Duke 
Ellington-Count Basie album proj- 
ect by borrowing Basie from Rou- 
lette. He got Basie for lending 
Ellington -to Roulette for its LP 
teamup with Louis Armstrong. 

Col and Roulette played hands 
across the turntable last year when 
each came out with a Tony Ben- 
nett-Count Basie package. 

The Ellington-Basie set, which 
is due; for a January release, will 
be called “Battie Royal.” Both 
orch leaders are on the keyboard 
in an “exchange of musical ideas” 
on special adaptations of their 
works. Billy Strayhorn, however, - 
sat in for Basie°‘on Ellington's 
“Take the A Train.” Basie claimed 
he didn’t know the song. 

Shirley Bassey Pacted 
Shirley Bassey, a big-selling 

chirper on British pop charts, has 
been pacted to a term contract by 
United Artists Records. She’s due 
in the U.S. soon for a five-week 
stand at the Persian Room, N.Y., 
beginning Sept. 13. Her first ree 
lease on UA will be “You Never 
Know. ” 
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Last No. Whs. . 

Wk. OnChart TITLE, ARTIST LABEL 

i 8 MICHAEL 3 | 
Highwaymen eeeseeecoes ee oe 2» UA 

4 7 HURT ; 
Timi Yuro atevrecesevrreesee Liberty 

6 4 TAKE GOOD CARE OF HER 
Bobby Vee .........+-006: Liberty 

2 6 SCHOOL'S OUT 
U.S. Bonds .........4-. Legrande 

7 § WOODEN HEART 
Joe Dowell ...... ce. eeeess Smash 

5 10- LAST NIGHT 
Markeys ....ccceeeee. .. Satellite - 

16 4 DOES THE GUM LOSE ITS FLAVOR 
Lonnie Donegan ..........4... Dot | 

3 12 TOSSING AND TURNING 
Bobby Lewis .........2005 Beltone 

1! 15 KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR. 
Eddie Hodges .........- Cadence 

21 6 MOUNTAINS HIGH 
Dick & Dale .............06 Lama 

10 22 IFALL TO PIECES. 
Patsy Cline .....c.ccseceee Decca 

31 3 LITTLE SISTER 
Eivis Presley ...........-.-.. Victor 

20 5 WHO PUT THE BOMP 
Barry Mann ............. ABC-Par 

9 (4 [ELIKE IT LIKE THAT 
Cris Kenner .........2- o.. Instant 

22 6 DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU'VE GOT 
Ral Donner .........ee000.s , Gone 

17 6 HILLBILLY HEAVEN ) | 
Tex Ritter ...........006. Capitol 

28 4 WITHOUT YOU 
Johnny Tillotson ......... Cadence 

19 8 PRETTY LITTLE ANGEL EYES 
Curt Lee .... 0 w.ccccccces Dunes 

8 (2 LET'S TWIST AGAIN 
Chubby Checker ....... . Parkway 

5 11 DUM DUM | 
Rrenda Lee .........0.000. Decca 

13 1. SEA OF HEARTBREAK 
Don Gibson ......2cesccene Victor . 

66 4 CANDY MAN 
Ray Orbison .......... Monument - 

22 9 4 JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND. 
Ann Margoref.......-....% s Victor: 

12 6 LET FOUR WINDS BLOW 
Fats Domino ............ Imperial 

56 4 AMOR 
Ben E. King ...........-.04- Atco 

14 {0 TOGETHER 
Connie Francis ............ MGM 

44 4 YOU'RE THE REASON: 
Bobby Edwards ............ Crest 

68 3 BIG COLD WIND 
Pat Boone ............:..-.. Dot 

24 7° DON'T BET MONEY | 
Linda Scott ............006. C-A 

18 9 NEVER ON SUNDAY 
Chordettes ............. Cadence 

45 4 MEXICO 
Bob Morrow ............ Monument 

34 5 #=MY CLAIRE DE LUNE 
Steve Lawrence .............. VA 

38 9 MISSING YOU 
Ray: Peterson eeeeeser.e-cees Dunes 

“ARIETYs RECORD TIPS. 

Wednesday, August 80, 1961 

(Tune Index of Performance & Sales) 
This weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced ratio of disk sales, nationally, as reported by key outlets in major cities, and. music 
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programming by the major independegt radio stations, | 

Last No. Wks, 

Wk. OnChart TITLE, : ARTIST LABEL 

27 § ASIF 1 DIDN'T KNOW 
, Adam Wade: ° Reteoe Crerses Coed ; 

51 2 LET ME BELONG TO You 7 
Brian Hyland eevevrsocece ABG-Par f 

47 8 WATER BOY | | 
. Don Shirley Trio.......... Cadence | 

23 11 HATS OFF TO LARRY . 
Del Shanrion eocevensesess Big Top. | 

43° «3 BLESS YOU 
Tony Orlando ..,.........055 Epic 

42 3 CRYING ; 
Ray Orbison .:..... Monument 

38 15 QUARTER TO THRE 
| U.S. Bonds ....... eoeee Legrande 

25 14 YELLOW BIRD 
Arthur Lyman soe eeaeene wees Hi Fi . 

36 2 MORE MONEY FOR YOU 
Four Preps ..:........... Capitol 

— | FRANKIE AND JOHNNY | 
"Brook Benton ............ Mercury 

30 5 TRANSISTOR SISTER 
Freddie Cannon ............ Swan 

— [ IT'S YOUR WORLD 
Marty Robbins ............4 Col: 

39 12 ‘SAN ANTONIO ROSE 
- Floyd. Cramer eco reseeeece Victor 

63 3 EVERY BREATH I TAKE 
-Gene Pitney weet ee ereese « Musicor’ 

71 3 LONELY STREET | 
Clarence Henry ............. Argo 

60 9 WOODEN HEART | ) 
Gus Backus . ......... Fono Graf 

53. 5 A LITTLE BIT ‘OF SOAP 
| dJarmels ... 0.0... cece cece Laurie 

55 5 FOOT STOMPING | 
Flares ............ ‘ousssee Felsted 

485 -BLACKLAND FARMER 
Wink Martindale ...........: Dot 

7 3 CINDERELLA | 
Paul Anka .........,.... ABC-Par 

61 3 SILVER CITY - | 
Ventures sec cccces eo eeesese Dolton 

— | HANGOVER TAVERN | 
Hank Thompson ...;:...... Capitol 

— I * HELLO FOOL 
” Ralph Emery. .......... woe. Liberty 

57 7 LOVER'S ISLAND 
Blue Jays .... wee eeenses Milestone 

58 3 I'LL NEVER SMILE AGAIN 
Platters .....0.......4.. “Mercury 

59 3 «IT'S GONNA. WworK OUT FINE 
; Ike & Tina Turner ........ eeoes OU 

Sensations .......6..2e00.0 Argo 

— | KISSING ON THE PHONE | 
Paul Anka .........0000. ABC Par 

28 8 ASTRONAUT | 
7 Jose Jimenez ......... jeeeee Kapp 

64 3 .THE WAY YOU LOOK: TONIGHT 
" Lettermen ........ eeeecee Capitol | 

— f IREALLY LOVE rou | 
Stereos 6,2... ee cecee sen ceeee Cub 

— 1 OLE SLEW FOOT 
' Johnny Horton gs... Col 

37 11 HEART AND. SOUL 
. Jan. & Dean...... aee.ve Challenge 

| 73 

| 76 

| 92 

| 9% 

| 98 

This Last No. Wks. te . 
Wk. Wk. OnChart TITLE, ARTIST > LABeL 

67. 46 10 DAYDREAMS 
Johnny Crawford «......... Del-FT 

68. 82 7 PEANUTS. | 
Rick & Kings..............4 Smash 

69 89 3 MY TRUE STORY | 
dive Five... 0.0.0.5. cca8 ,. Beltone. 

170 64 If SACRED _ 
Castelles ee os eee. é an *° oe vow Era .. 

‘71 — 3 WHAT YOU GONNA DO: - 
Debra Lewis ............. Valient 

72 52 7 ATEAR 
Gene McDaniels . wee ueeees Liberty 

99 2 TAKE FIVE | 
Dave Brubeck’ os. scene eeeeenecs Col 

74 79 §$ STARLIGHT. STARBRIGHT. 
Linda ‘Scott Coecresncosevseven. C-A 

75 65 ..2. I'MA TELLING YOU 
Jerry Butler ...... vaveese Veo Jay 

62 «16 RAINDROPS — 
| Dee Clark ....cc.ee. cee. « Veo Jay 

7 — J HOW SOON 
Bob Beekham. ieee seven’ Decca 

78 33 16 RAINING IN MY: HEART 
| Slim Harpo ......... Se eeee. -Excelfo 

79 84 8 WHATWOULD YOUDO-. | 
dim Reeves ...........s0.+ Victor 

80 97 3 DEDICATED TO THE SONGS | LOVE 
Three Friends ............ Imperial 

81 40 I9% TRAVELIN'. MAN 
Rickie. Nelson ...... ‘wees Imperial 

82 — 2 MAGIC MOON | 
‘Rays eeconenes eae reeve aes eee XYZ 

83. — 10 CUPID. 
' Sam Cooke ......... sincee Victor 

/84 77 [8 BOLL WEEVIL SONG | 
Brook Benton ....... oe ee «Mercury 

85 49 11 YOU CAN'T SIT DOWN _ 
. Phil Upchurch Combo. eovese -Boyd 

8 92 3 NAG © 
Halos ..:.... ce eteeseecee 7 Arts 

87 32 8 THEFISH — 
. “ Bobby Rydell pee e cs aeneeae Cameo 

88 80 8 THAT'S WHAT GIRLS ARE. FOR . 
o Spinners ............; weecee Tift, 

/89 41 #7. TEARS ON MY PILLOW. 
McGuire Sisters re ay ‘es . oe Coral 

90 91 4 HAWAHAN LOVE TIME~ | 
; Annette 2.0.0... c sees . Vista 

91 #96 #7 DRIVING HOME 
; Duane Eddy easace eee eoace. Jamie. 

94 17 MOODY RIVER . 
Pat Boone . cae peecssveccseuce Dot 

93 69 2 I'LL BE THERE | 
Demita deo....... vececee ‘Mercury 

94 #73 .7 STAND BY YOUR WINDOW 
dim Reeves ...........5065 Victor. 

50 7 A THING OF THE PAST. | 
7 Shirelles ........00.. seeee Sceptor 

96 90. 5 THREE HEARTS iN A TANGLE 
Roy Drusky wees cence weeees Dacca 

97 — | NOW AND FOREVER ; 
Bert. Kaempfort. Decca 

— | DON'T CRY BABY 
Etta James 2.6.6... es eens Argo 

99 — | QUITE A PARTY . 
Fireballs. ......:.5...:.. Warwick 

1100 67 8 JIMMY LOVE. 
Samy Carroll ste eee eees _ Trlodex 

ee wee cw ees hw weve 



‘proper turnover because the num- 

in singles instead of quality. pack-. 

‘finding that 10 or 12 accounts are 
‘doing most .of their. business. -In. 
the ‘major areas, those areas where 
‘3% or over. of the total national: |{. 
‘volume is written, things are. all 

“Jooks for the picture to get worse | 

‘their. sales. and traffic departments | 
-to cut down expenses. and keep 

“GEORGE GREELEY ........ WARNER BROS, 5218 @&. 
THE HOLLYRIDGE STRINGS ....CAPITOL 4387. 57. 
“EOROY HOLMES. cuiceennsssineincenserrere MAG. | 
FREDDY. MARTIN: terirsnneseceeenee RAPP peri oi 
ALLISON'S THEME. 6 
PETE FOUNTAIN sssssteissnnree CORAL °62266 
GEORGE GREELEY .....WARNER BROS. 5218 ® 
RUTH WELCOME sncscsuseninsen CAPITOL 4562 

se CONNIE STEVENS ,. 

{ELLA FITZGERALD 

.- aS 
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- Indies Strength Test 
SS Continued from page rt ————— 

distant future when it will be diffi- 

cult for an indie label to get the 

ber of dealers who carry catalog 

material and the. total of . distribs. 

are shrinking.. . 
He estimates that the list of dis- 

tribs will reduce- in time to about 

15 because they want their - dollar 

age lines, and they're hot getting 

enough of it. The distribs are-finan-. 
cially unstable, he says. The rate 
of foldings of one-stops, rack job- 
bers, smaller ‘stores and distribs is 
increasing ‘and: Holzman looks for 
the situation to worsen. | 

It. will get ‘tougher to sell a 
catalog, hé feels. There are. gales |. 
going to waste because distribs are. 

right. But in sections like the 
south and sotithwest there ‘isn’t. 
enough coverage because the 
indies .¢an’t afford these other |] 
-markets: . 

: “We're losing sales because | ‘of | 
this,” Holzman asserts, and he 

because, as the number of distribs. 
shrink, . the ability of the 

piace his specialized ma- 
the: remaining markets 

cialty.Zindies will -have to merge 

salesmen on. the road,” he em-: 
phasizes. | 

.On an industry” ‘Jevel, Holzman ; 
sees the need for an overall: organi-. {{. 
zation. to promote records. He says} 

. that. every other industry has an |]: - 
organization and the record.-busi- 

| NEWEST HITS: |i 
THE BI LBAO. SONG 

~ PERCY. FAITH secssssusinieus COLUMBIA: 4-41978 | 
L@ROY HOLMES. sccoccccssscee MGM, 32992 [9 
‘ANOY WILLIAMS ~. "CADENCE 1398 |. 

e TIL DIETERLE ...... UNITED. ARTISTS | 
Sea ROUSE . CURE: -. 

From the Warner Bros. Picture “PARRISH” Oly 
LUCY'S THEME: 
CLEBANOFF STRINGS:........ MERCURY. 71815 | 

PAIGE’S. TH EME 
FREDDY MARTIN ‘ss wrnnnnin KAPP Ka91k 7 

@ "MAKE BELIEVE LOVER 
“wcuwWARNER BROS, 5217 

MUSIC PUBLISHERS 
HOLDING CORPORATION : 

JusT GREAT! 

Verve Records © 

YOU'LL HAVE TO-SWING IT. | 

(MR. PAGANINI | 
; FAMOUS ‘MUSIC CORPORATION || 

Milla” Bos 

HIT. REMINDERS 

Pe DOES YOUR. 
” CHEWING GUM. 

” LOSE ITS FLAVOR 
Lonnie ‘Donegan and His [- 

Skittle Grovp—DOT | 

THATS, MY DESIRE. | 
Pat - Boone—DOT 

arts oe on ae ne ae Se 

wi Broadway _ New York 19 L 

- Collaborating . 

COMPOSER: WANTED 
“te: write lyrics, dance music fer hook |/' 
- Contemporary Farce.. 
‘CHAMES FUE, 146 Montagve Street, J. Brooklyn 1, N. Y. ‘UL B-3448... 

-gmall sales:setup. “Spe-. 7 

~~]. 

20-7 24 

dt 30 oe 

38 — 

Write or phene . 1. oa 

{fi 40 — 1 

Brussels, Aug. 29. 
Dance on Little Girl ....Anka 

(ABC-Par) 

ness “should behave like an indus-| Hello, Mary Lou...... .Nelson 
try.” Calling the’ situation in the (imperial) oo 
industry today “chaos, ” ‘he says Och ‘Was Ik Maar. ceees HOES. 

such an organization could act as a) (Philips) . 
forum. for. decisions, information| Wheels . ces, -String-a-longs 

pool, lobby, ' and a place where[| . (London) | 
-|things could be centralized. for] Gul 
closer; more united: Industry rela- |. Zarina. . sep heosceeerace ildo 
tions. He sees it as a benefit to.all}. . (Eelectrola) . 
and especially the indie. . Tonight My Love .:....Anka 
‘Such an. institution, he points | (ABC-Par). 

out, could be developed: out. of the} Runaway .....c000: ‘Shannon 
Record Industry Assn. of America ~4Bondon) — 
and other disk associations should Surrender Presley 
be. merged and organized Into one | (RCA) ssceceuoes 
operative group to. handle .prob- 
lems on an industry-wide: basis, He | Baby Sitting Bootie. Clifford 
says that.-the chaotic ‘setup of}  ‘'P hilips) ; 

‘| things attests.to the “basic: imma- Dum Dum ........+.-...Lee 
turity of the industry.’ ” (Brunswick) 

RETAIL ‘ALBUM BEST SELLERS 
(A National Survey of Key. Outlets). 

*1  &. 6... JUDY GARLAND (Capitol): 
Co, _ Judy Garland at Carnegie. Hall (WBO 1569) 

2. 3° 9 LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) 
Be  *¥ellow Bird (DLP 3389) 

3 1 34 CAMELOT (Columbia): ‘ 
+... +. Original Cast (KOL 5620) 

4. 5 33 “NEVER ON SUNDAY (UA) 
Sos. ‘Soundtrack (UAL 4070) . 
5 4) “10 ELVIS PRESLEY. (Wietor) 

7 Something for ‘Everyone’ (LPM '2370)~ 

6 10 32 GREAT MOTION ‘PICTURE THEMES (UA) 
Jo. Various Artists UAL. 3122). - 

7. 9 12 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol). 
. __::,Going Places (T 1564) |, 
8 6 416 CARNIVAL (MGM) 
“7h Original Cast (£ 3946)". 

9 ..8: 69 SOUND: OF MUSIC (Columbia) 
7 ‘Original Cast (KOL 5450) |. - 

10. 14 §$. .JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
me >. Portrait of Johnny (CL 1644) 

11 11. 88 EXODUS (Victor) | 
. — ‘Soundtrack ( (LOC 1058) . 

12 7° 17 +~«=MITCH MILLER (Columbia) ~ 
ne - ‘Fy Sing. Along 1CL.1628) —- .. 

18 12 .6 ARTHUR LYMAN ‘Hi Fi) <<.- 
Yellow Bird. (LP 1004) 

/ 14 13 5 . FRANK SINATRA (Capito) 
to, a _ Come: Swing With Me «W 1594) 

15-17 4 (U. S, BONDS. (Legrande) 
‘Dance Till Quarter: to Three. (LLP 3001) | 

6 18 5: FRANK SINATRA (Reprise) 
a, Sinatra Swings: ‘R 1002) 

_17- 16 16 EDDIE HARRIS. (Vee Jay}. 
a : | ‘Exodus to Jazz 13016) _ 

18° 15 12 -RICKY NELSON (Imperial) 
a Rick is 21-(LP. 9152) — . 

RAY CHARLES (Impulse) 

Genius Plus Soul Equals Jazz | (A-2) 

' PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) 
Sings His Big £5 (ABC 323) 

RAY CONNIFF (Columbia) 
_Somebody Loves Me.!‘CL 1642) 

22. —  d HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor) 
SO Jump Up Calypso (LPM .2388) 

23. .19 20. FRANK SINATRA (Reprise). 
“.". Ringading Ding (R 1001) 

PAT BOONE .1Dot) 
Moody River (DLP 3384) . 

‘ LIMELITERS (Victor). — 
‘Tonight: In Person (LPM 22°72) 

7 FRANK SINATRA - “(Capitol 
_All the Way (W 1538) 

~ BOBBY DARIN (Atco) - 
“Bobby: ‘Darin Story (LP 33130) 
SOUTH PACIFIC. (Victor} 
Soundtrack (OL 4180). 
MANTOVANI (London) 
Music from Exodus (LL 3981): 

“30, 36 
" GONE WITH THE WIND (WB) 
** Soundtrack (WB 1322) . 

81. 27 3 _ DAVE, BRUBECK (Columbia) 
:Time Out (CL 1397): 

i]. 82 = JOSE JIMINEZ (Kapp) 
At the hungry i (KL 3238) . 

| 3 a “S_RUSTY WARREN Gubilee) 
Date . Knockers Up (JLP 2029) 

34 a “3 LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) 
Calcutta (DLP 2539): 

| “BRENDA LEE (Decca) 
_All-ihe Way (DL 4176) 

Four Preps on Campus (T 1566) 

HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor) 

-At Carnegie Hall (LOC. 6006) 

ie F -FOUR PREPS (Capitol) 

I KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol). 
- . -  . String: Along: (1.1407) | 

: 39 — ©§$ DUANE’ EDDY (Jamie): 
ss Girls, Girls, Girls (3019) 

“LA DOLCE VITA (Victor) 
_. Soundtrack (FOC—1)" 

= Belgian Disk Best Sellers || 

at Frank Music’ . 
former publicity ‘director at Com- 
mand-Grand Award, currently do- 
ing his two weeks Reserve duty in 
the public information office of 
the Valley Forge General Hospital,. 
Phoenixville, Pa... 
Cuban pachanga band. returns to 
the Broadway Palladium today 
(Wed.). 

Fred Waring is holding the an-! ” 5 
nual outing for the songpluggers Tine Toper and the Jarmen ners, 
at his Shawene inn Oct. 12. Hy 
Ross and Jerry Lewin are handling 
the ‘details .. 
goes into El San Juan, Puerto Rico, 
for two weeks starting Aug. 30.. 
Dick Hyman, pianist-conductor on 
Arthur Godfrey’s CBS show, has. 
just: had two publications released 
by Mills Music. A piano solo, 
“Down Heme Melody,” and “Clar- 
inata,” a solo study for clarinet and 
piano. 

Latin bandleader Ramon Argueso 
signed for his 16th year at Rose- 
land Dance City’. 
plays the. M.B. "Corral, 
Falls, Tex., and the San Angelo 
Coliseum, San Angelo, Tex., Sept. 

Catskills circuit Sept. 2 with a date 
at the Hotel Concord. 

Concert organist Richard Ellasser 
begins his fall transcontinental tour 
in Portland, Ore., Oct. 7. 
running contest on Ella Fitzgerald’s 
“Mr. Paganini” single that calls for 
contestants to see how many times 
they can write “Ella Fitzgerald 
Sings Mr. Paganini” on a postcard. 
Winners will get albums by Miss 

|| Fitzgerald... 
|LeRoy Holmes’ disking of “Bridge 
To The Sun” as advance promotion 
of the Metro film of the same title. 

Andy Williams formed own 
music pubiishing firm, Pietro Inc., 
|first release to. be three tunes 
| cleffed - -by pianist Dave Gruskin | 
which Williams will wax next 
month . 

| first Columbia album in lounge of 
‘the Riviera, Las Vegas, with Col’s 

-EN. Y¥. a&r head Ernie Altschuler 
flying out to handle waxing . 

{Israeli singer Bat'ya did her ‘first 
‘Reprise album, 
iBat’ya” . Calvin Jackson cuts 
an album of night themes for Re- 
prise ‘tomorrow (Thurs.) . . 

| Eddy recorded title song of Met- 

Jamie Records. 

| The Red Hiil Inn departs from 
its straight jazz policy to bring in 
‘the Dukes of Dixieland, Oct. 13- 

Maynard Ferguson, Nov. 3-12; 
George Shearing, Nov. 21-26 . 

; Billy Dupree signed Johnny Mathis 
for two Sunday performances at 
the Academy of Music, Nov. 19 

. Ed Barsky, record distributor, 
successfully defended his title of 
golf champion at the Woodcrest 
Country Club, N. J. 

.Paul Knowles, general manager 
of Raymond Rosen Co., recuperat- 
ing at home following surgery ... 
Sarajean Hurst, wife of telecaster 
Ed Hurst, now doing disk promo- 
tion for Warner Bros. Records ... 
‘Auto dealer Harold B. Robinson 
taking another fling at show biz 

Yoldidididoldidioidididinioinidtolok tok io tctcictchtck 

as manager of the Four . Sports- 
men, local quartet. ¥ 

Fabian set for a 10-day South 
American tour, starting Sept. 22. 
Accompanying him are the Fabu- 
loug Four, formerly the Four J’s, 
and guitarist Don Frio, of the Frio 
Bros. ... Fhe Rocky Fellers, mop- 
pet rock ’n’ roll group with “Holi- 
day in Japan.” added to the Elea- 
nor Powell bill at Camden’s Latin 
Casino, Oct. 5-18. Steve Gibson & 
the Red Caps booked into the spot’s 
Turf Lounge, Sept. 7... Current 
lineup at the Uptown Theatre in- 
cludes Shep & the Limelighters, 
Jerry Butler, Maxine Brown, 

New York 
Pearl Moed, gal friday to Decea 

promotion and publicity director 
Marty Hoffman, leaving the diskery 
to become secretary to Bert Siegel- 

‘|son, general professional manager 
. « Eliot Tiegel, 

. Jose Fajada, 

| 

Youth Symph & JFK 
a=maams Continued from page 1 fan 

Singer Jill Allen 

rine Corps or contingents thereof. 
An orchestral group from. the 

Marine Band has furnished the 
musical background for White 
House functions for the last sev- 
eral administrations—a_ tradition 
unbroken by the Kennedys despite 
their much-touted penchant for 
classical fare. 

The symphonic grovp’s break- 
through was marred to some extent 
by absence of Mrs. Kennedy, its 
patron. In Hyannis Port vacation- 
ing, the First Lady inaugurated the 
‘series ‘called “Concerts for Young 
People by Young People.” Last 
week’s event was the first. 

The President attempted to fill 
in for his wife by greeting the 
youngsters and listening to the 
“Star Spangled Banrier” as well as 
“Hail to the Chief.” But the press 
of work forced him back to his 
desk, where the best he could do 
‘was Jedve the doors open to hear 
the strains of the main program. 

Kennedy’s prepared tribute to 
the orchestra, under direction of 
‘James Christian Pfohl, 

part: 
“As interested young men and 

women and opening up the whole - 
horizon of music, I thing that some- 
times in this country we are not 
aware as we should be of the ex- 
traordinary work that is being done 
in this field .. . 

. Conway Twitty 
Wichita 

The Four Coing hit the 

.- MGM 

. MGM is sending out 

went in Hollywood 

Kay Stevens cut her 

OF THE 
The WEEK 

— 
“Many Voices of 

. Duane CONWAY 
TWITTY 

IT’S DRIVIN’ 
ME WILD 
SWEET 
SORROW © 

K 13034 

“A Thunder of Drums” for 

Philadelphia 

. Also booked into spot are 

« 

Even 

WILL (Chicago Tribune) LEONARD : 
Denced fo 

BEN ARDEN 
_and His Orchestra 

Featuring SYLVIA and Her Viclin 

Now in FOURTH YEAR and Continuing 

PALMER HOUSE, Chicago, Ill. 
BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

‘ASSOCIATED BOOKING CO CORPORATION 
745 FIFTH AYE. NEW YO YORK a RY. N.Y., PLAZA 9-4600 

CHICAGO « MIAMI *. HOLLYWOOD » LAS VEGAS « DALLAS « LONDON 
Me’ , 
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Ailanti City’s 3506 Miss America 
Pageant Winding Up ‘Good’ Season). $500 

Atlantie City, Aug. 29. 
Miss America candidates move- 

into the resort next Tuesday :5) to 
wrap up another season here.,; 
Climax of the summer comes Sat-; 
urday night (9) when a new Miss 
America will be crowned in Con-! 
vention Hall by Nancy Ann Flem-! 
ing, who has reigned the past year... 
The event will be carried over, 
CBS-TV. , 

The Miss America Pageant -Corp.. 
a non-profit 
lora! businessmen who serve with- 
out pay, has fixed a budget of $350.- 
0%) for this vear’s event. It will 
bring 45 girls irte the resort for 
a nuze boardwalk parade Tuesday 
(5 ani three nights when ther 
will be judzed for talent and 
beauty in Convention Hall. 

New Miss America wins a $10.-. 
GN) scholarship as first award and! 
usualle grosses $100,000 or better 
a vear during appearances through- : 
out the U.S. and foreign countries. ! 

‘Seattle Fair May 
FV's $170.000 

Pazeant promoters will realize 
$170.00) in tv fees from its four 
sponsors, Pensi-Cola, Toni, Olds- 
mobile, and Philco. Sponsors not. 
on the tv show, sale of the annual 
Pageant book, ticket sale for four, 
Pazeant shows and the boardwa 
pirade make up the other $180. 000: 

The major night clubs and Steet! 
pier, which has Fabian and Brenda! 
Lee plus the Stan Kenton oreh for 
the Labor Dav weekend,. will re- 
main open through Pageant week. 
They then go into ont-of-season 
format, son:e shuttering. others 
operating on a curtailed basis. 

While not ‘outstanding, the sum- igeles matchmaker, has 
mer generally has been good as 
far as amusement business is con- 
cerned. It got off slowly because: 
of bad weather, but built up as the. 
weeks progressed. Trade is closing 
strongly, without the usual pre-fall 
northeaster or hurrieane to chase 
the August vacationists, 

Suck names as Frank Sinatra 
and Sammy Davis Jr. were missing 
from the mardude of Paul “Skinnv” 
D’ Amato's 500 @lub. which kept its 
biz Vermillion room shuttered, 
weekends excepted. and  plaved 
lower budgeted names in the front 
room for two-week stints. 

Gondola Room Scores 

In contrast Jack Barnato’s new 
Gondota Room at his Luigi's res-— 
tanzant Was so successful that 
Pinky Kravitz. who manzsged the 
spot, reports it will be open and 
kook talent all year round. It’s be- 
lreved that heavy convention sched- 
ules with a better fhan 50°? play 
by locals will keep the figures in 
he black 
Clay Harlem. with Larry Steele's 

“Smart Affairs.” bas dope best 
Diusitess of any night club in town, 
cishinzg In once or tsice a week 
on benefits, when’ a pe formance 
before the usual first show was 
offered to a hovse sold ont in 
alvance. Policy was three skows . 
weekends, and two weekdays. ° 
Steele will take bis 
or 3 tozr throu’; Mexico when he 
goes ont of Harlem 
Libor Das 

Irs 

weekend biz with Belle Barts, bet- 
te: than usual weekdavs ard snod 
wilt: Te Bruce and Duke Haz- 

Hn minued on pase At 

err ae 

Honolal Council Gra nts 

Honolulu. Aug 29 
“Que oo's Surf niters, 

its hishly lucrative Barefoot Bar, 
Wale Ze? a dA-month reprieve. city 
councilmen have ruled, to the ob- 
Vvirts disinay of Mavor Neal Blais-! 

Latter branded the council's” det! 

deision as “shorkina” and accused 
the councilmen of acting in pos-. 

condenination : S.bie violation of 
laws. 

Resolution provides for a mini- 
tt: aqnial Iea-e rental of $60,000 
or 6 Of 2less receipts if that 
amoun? axcoeds tl 
OF There's aoc Q iiteonal clause 
tha’ the Pease couni be cancelled 
atler Set, 1962. by six-month; 
Reatice® 

Speaceciift Corp, witich has op-. 
erated the niftery, restaurant and 
luau center both before and since‘ 
ci? acquired the site for beach} 
park purposes by 

group ¢onsisting of: 

ititie in Boston this 

“Smart Affairs’ | 

week after. 

Katker’s Le Bistro did smash’ 

; Gurostiza, director 

| Cavlos Chavez 

_* Both 

Reprieve to fueens Surf. 
alone vith, 

minimum $60,-, 

-AGVA PUTS HONOLULE 
NITERY ON UNFAIR LIST 

Honolulu, Aug. .29. 
American Guild of Variety Art- 

ists is flexing its collective muscles 
in a firny bid to win full profes- 

; Sional status for Isle entertainers.‘ 
Union pulled entertainers out of | 

the down town sidestreet China 
Town Grill. and. slapped the nitery 
on its unfair list. It cited the 
ni ery for improper dressing room. 

eee 

facilities, failure to issue empioey-. 
ment contracts, failufte to make 
weekly welfare contributions and 
failure to pay salaries at the end’ 
of the week. 

; AGVA earlier declared war ‘on 
talent “exploiters.” some of whom ° 
furnish hula students to various. 
locations. paying the youngsters | 
little more than carfare. 

Host Heavyweight 
Championship Go 

. Seattle. Aug. 29.. 
Next year's ° World's. Fair here , 

could have a world's heavyweight ” 
‘cham 
son has been invited to defend his 
title in an outdoor match next sum-- 
‘mer and George Parnassus, ‘Los An- + 

guaranteed | 
ithe champ $250.000 for the match, : 

Harold Shaw.. director’ of per- 
‘forming arts for the fair. said a 
‘stadium on the fairgrounds. would | 
accommodate upwards of 20, 000 : 
spectators. 

The Parnassus proposal calls 
Patterson to meet the winner of 

‘| Falk, 

pionship fight. Floyd Patter-. 

Parking Lot to Replace 
Pitt’s New Arena Nitery; 

Pittsburgh, Aug. 29. 
To. a parking lotr returneth the 

1New Arena Restaurant. 
The most ‘ambitious and plush- 

est nitery in the city's history is.| 
now set for razing-as. attempts by 
*25° different groups failed to’ re- 
‘open the room since it closed: last 
“year. Over $500,000 has been 
‘poured into the spot which had 
.a Las Vezas bookings, policy, using 
-such names as Nat ‘Xing Cole, the 
McGuire Sisters, Tony Martin, 
Johny. Mathis and Guy ‘Lombardo. 

There were four different own- 
ers wtih the last two, Jack Cargo 
and Jimmy Fallon. giving it the j 
strongest. try. Rocco Del Sardo 
and John Stabile, lessees of the 
property and the. city’s largest 

, parking lot operators. decided to 
:put up the fixtures for sale and 
:90°¢ of them were bought by John! 
: Bertera, owner of the Holiday } 
“House. Bertera hauled out over 
three truckloads of furnishings. and 

{will usé them to supplement his! 
present equipment at his. own club. : 

The owner of the property Leon : 
told’ his lessees that they 

could tear down the building for a 
tparking lot but asked them to wait 
; until Sept. 1-to allow. a prospective 
pur chaser to buy the property. 

n- talking to Del Sardo, Falk 
iw ae asked what the building 
would house in the event jt would 

; be: sold. 
| “I don’t know,” he said. “Right 
now it looks like it will be a park- 
ing Jot. 

thing—it won't be'a night club. 

Josephy Heading 
GAC Rome Office 
William Josephy’ has been named! 

i head. of the new General Artists: presently in New York conferring 
for ; Corp. office-to be opened in Rome: with talent agericies. | 

in. November. The branch will be | 

000 Dropped in Spot 

“Wednesday, ‘August 80, 1961 

|Eatery Concessions 15% Complete At 

84-YROLD STRONGMAN 

Kansas City, Aug. 29. 
weenie circus: strongman, -Rex 

r 

AGVA at a luncheon at: its recent 
| meeting here. Carson was given 
a ‘life membership in AGVA, one 
of only about 25 in the U.'S., ac- 
| cording to Louis Bond, branch 
manager here. 
\ Carson has made his home here. 
jin recent years working: as a free 
lance clown, but will retire to the 
AGVA home in. Fallsburgh, N. Y¥.. 

| he said. Most of his.circus years 
{were with the Hagenbeck-Wallace 
: Circus, although’ he toured Europe 
with a road show, has worked mu-: 
seums in New York -and others in 
the strongman: field. 

Caribe Spots 0.0. 
U.S. Acts to Lure | 
More Tourist Bi 

Talent agencies anticipate an | 

HONORED BY K.C. AGVA: 

Carson, now 84, was ‘honored 
by the Kansas City: branch -of 

Seattle World's Fair Ink 31 Contracts 
Seattle, Aug. . 29, 

Restaurant. concessions are shap- 
ing ‘up: -for the. Seattle World's 
“Fair, -with its April 21; 1962 .open-. 
ing just. under eight months ahead. 
The Top of the Needle, restaurant 
and ‘cocktail Tounge at the 500- 
foot level :of the 600-foot Space: 
“Needle; has. been leased to. West- 
ern Hotels Ine, Nick Jorgensen, 
director. of food . concessions, sald 
food service contracts are now 
about 75° complete, with. 53: of | 
a potential: 65 contracts ‘in ‘final 
stages of negotiation. 

Jorgensen said that 31 con- 

tracts—24 for the Food Circus and 
seven: for. special. restaurants— 
have been signed. -The Food Cir- 
cus. will feature 55 different food 
concessions and exhibits: On~ the 
fairgrounds itself, plans call -for 
six special restaurants and 15 
snack or vending operations, plus 
the -‘Space Needle and food. con- 
“cessions. operated: by foreign 2X<. 

| hibitors. . 
- A. “number ‘of rides ‘for the 
125,000 sq. ft. _Gayway. has. been- 
set by J.:W. Conklin and Harry 
‘Batt; : prime contractors - ‘for the: 
‘amusement centre.: 

Advance ‘ticket: sales at discount 
are underway, with Greater Seat- 

! tle In¢.’s sales push, ending Aug, 
i now. topping 12,000. 2. — 

‘Construction. schedules. are be- 
ing. met. ‘say fair officials, and lage 

You can be sure of one {beat in Caribbean bookings this; ging -exhibitor response, both. for- 
‘year. Operators on other islands, ; eign ‘and domestic, has received 
taking a cue from the upbeat of | 
Puerto Rico, are slated to try U.S. 
talent to. build up the tourist ‘trade. | 
Latest to attempt American acts - 
will be Paradise Island, riear Nas-' 
sau, BWI. The Cafe Martinique is. 

|{slated to open in February with. 
[femme names a la the N.Y:: Persian 
Room. of the. St. Resis.. Eddie Col-! 
lins is currently lining up acts. He's 

It's also anticipated that the nev | 
the Harold Johnson-Eddie Coften Used as Continental headquarters jregime in the Dominican Republic 
NBA light-heavyweight champion-: 
ship match scheduled here Aug. 29. 
Parnassus would co-promote’ the 
proposed bout with Seattle promo- 
ter George Chemeres. , 

Shaw said it had. not been over- 

fall against ; 
Tom MeNeeley:. that should Me- 
Neeley win the championship, he 
would not be excluded from -the . 
invitation. 

“Since Mir. 
champion, 
should. 
time,’ 
the championship fight here would . 
be a highlizht. of the fair’s sports 
program. co 

Patterson defentled his title pre- - 
viously in Seattle. 
Pete Rademacher. 

Seattle Fair Execs 0.0. 
Mexican Acts; May Sign 

Ballet, Feather Dancers 
Mexico City, Aug. 29. - 

Lillian Libman, promotion and. 
publicity coordinator, for the 21st- 
Century World Fair in Seattle, has. 
been conferring with 

£ the National 
Institute of Fine Al ts, and maestro 

in an eftort to line 
Mexican talent for the fair. 

Gorostizz and Chavez are 
honorary members af the fairs 
international eammiittee. 

In the past Miss Libman has 

Patterson is the. 

be made to him at this ! 

up 

beén responaibie for arranging. 
: Mexican .engagements "of Igor:; 
Stravinsky, Van Clibuin, et al. In 
talks with the Mexican executives. ° 
Miss Libman stressed her desire 
for “repre-entative’ Mexican en-: 
tertainment. " 

Harold Shaw, .the. fair’s perform-. 

tiating with various Mexican enter- : 
tainers and. singers. He hopes to 
sign the Bellas: Artes Folklore. 

Papantla.” 
in Chicago some years back. Lat= ‘4 
ter’s whose specialty features .an 
Indian dance ‘on a tiny platiorm 
‘ atop a high pole. culminating in a 
dive into space which slowly brings - 
the “voladores™ of flying human ! 
birds to the ground. 

| Shaw may also pact the Oaxaca.’ 
condemnation ; feather dancers and regional danc- two similar. types of act ‘following 

we think the invitation | 

against amateur |. 

Cel¢stino © 

ing arts director. is also here nezo-.- 

for all types of show biz. Fast that 
Josephy stems from GAC’s Coast 
‘office is an indication that the 
! Rome: setup niay concentrate on: 
! film Sales.” 

Meanwhile, Josh Meyer is mov- 

jfor GAC. out of New York. “This is : 
, the area in which Eddie Elkort, who ° 
‘recently resigned from the agency, 
1 Was in charge: Henry Miiler will be 
in’ charge of the foreign depart- 

i}ment on the Coast. ~ 
The Lew & Leslie Grade Agency : 

G: AC's representative in. Britain. 

It’s the Type of Talent 
That Counts, Sez Booker 
Of Mass, Resort Nitery: 

Salisbury Beach, Mass., Aug. 29. 
That the ‘type of bookings put 

;into a summer nitery can easily 
mean the difference between suc- 
cess and failure is illustrated at the. 

3 1,200-seat Salisbury Beach Frolics., 
here, which is topping Jast season ; 
while, other spots complain biz is . 
falling ‘off. 

With big names. no ‘format. every - 
week a different’ type show, 
What Jacy Collier. Boston booker ‘ 
of the spot, calls ‘ “diversified’ book- | 
ing.” So far this season, Patti Page 
and Fila Fitzgerald ran. neck ra | 
neck in drawing power..The record | 
for the site is held by Sammy Davis. 
Jr. ‘Johnny Mathis and MeGuire 
Sisters. 

Salisbury Frolics gets-a big draw | 
from the Hub-catriage trade. and it 
-also pulls from: Maine, New Hamp- 
shire. Vermont and Canada. How 
‘the right bookings have made good 
;biz for the ‘Frolics. is’ aptly ex- 
plained by Miss Collier’s lineup of 
acts: Spat: opened this season with 
Liberace, followed by Paul. Anka, 
:EHa Fitzgerald, Everly Bros., Patti 
Page and Louis Armstrong. 

Plaving to big biz-last. week: in 

Xaver Cugat. Bobby Rydell was in 
for Aug. 20-26, and Frankie Avalon 
Winds. it up Aug, 27-Sept. 3. House 
-orch is under the direction of Dave: 

j erages) /Lester. 
‘Booking policy has been to give 

em top names, but to. vary with no 

it's. . 

will encourage another try at the, 
development of the tourist trade: 
through talent: It's reported that 
El. Embajador ‘Ambassador! Hotel, 
i which had tried names some years: . 
iago, will again attempt to lure the - 

looked that Patterson defends his ling into the act department. from i tourists with talent from the U.S. 
the tv sector to handle foreign sales | 

Aruba, BWI, will continue to play ' 
what names are available. in that: 
area during the winter season. 

' However. the major talent buyer. 
Will continue .to. be the °Puerto 
'Rican hotels and casinos. The Hil- 
jton and intercontinental chains will | 

said Shaw, who added that jin London will continue to serve as ! be buying the top grade of names, 
although the bulk of, the acts ‘are 

‘}still to be lined up. 

Talent agencies are again talk‘ 
ing of welding .these islands into 
a circuit: They hope to use the! 

Also the International Casino, ! 

shot in’ the arm from. announce- 
ment. by fair. president Joseph E. 

| Garidy, baek from — three-month, 
‘three ‘continent journey, that at 
least 35-nations will have exhibits 
at the fair. 

_ More. Nations Participating 

Gandy said in. addition to coun- 
, tries which already’ have an- 
nounced plans to participate, Gua-. 
temala, Venezuela, Peru, Chile, 

| Bradil and. Spain are also. come 
‘ mitted: and’ will send representa- 
tives soon to” work out detals. 

Nations already signed include 
‘Japan; (Canada, Great Britain, . 
Yugoslavia. . Greece, -Italy, _India,. 
Germany, Korea, Mexico, San Mar-:- 
ino, Ivory. Coast; Cameroun and 
7 Haute Volta.. 

‘The: European. Economic... Com- 
munity—France, Germany, . Italy,. 
The Netherlands, Luxembourg and. 

' Belgium—is .expected to announce 
‘later this month that it will par-. 
ticipate asa group. Italy and. 
‘Germany, as noted above, are al- 
; ready ‘signed to: exhibit. 

In addition to: national: ‘exhibits, . 
‘Morocco, Yugoslavia, Korea, India, 
Ivory Coast, Honk Kong and ‘Can- 
_ ada have reserved space along the 
Boulevards. of the World: of Enter- 
tainment: | 
Gandy said the Austrian ‘governi- 

i Miami Beach bookings: as the focal |':ment :-had™ pledged support in the 
point Many names going into thei form of a promise to: pay. 50% -of 
Florida spots will be asked to play | the cost of ‘exhibiting for any Alis- 

4{San_ Juan while in the area, and’ 
thence to some of the ‘other islands. : 

Caribbean business now around is: 
that’ which: normally would have 
gone ta Havana. However, since the : 
political upheaval on-the island, ! 
iand the virtual end. of tourist. trade. - 
‘there, other -areas, particularly, - 
I Puerto Rico, hay 
slack. 

‘Stanhope ape Hotel 1 Would 
Go Co-op If Mrs. Sharp. 
Heeds Zeckendorfs’ Bid: 

While Mrs. Evelyn Sharp. con- j 
finues operating the Stanhope} 
Hotel, N.Y., one of three (Gothain, 
NUY... and’ the Beverly-Wilshire.. 
Bev Hills. are the others) she sold.| 
to Webb & Knapp, understood that ! 

‘the Zeckendorfs -(W&K) are urg-, 

The percenters note that all the ' 

e taken up the : ited this. trip, 

; said,. 

trian industry. Russian participa- 
tion is still questionable, but Gan< 
dy .assertéd if the Berlin erisis is. 
resolved soon he expected the So- 
viet. Union. to be an exhibitor. 
New York fair representatives: 

‘were about six weeks ahead of him 
in virtually. every country he: vis-. .- 

Gandy "revealed. 
That ‘didn't hinder his work, he 

“but it Would have been: eas- 
ier. without them.” 

Israel won't be. an. exhibitor, he. 
disclosed. The 13-year-old nation _ 
has monev enough. for “participa- - 

! tion in only . one. fair and chose 
New York’ “because.' New. . York. 
City is of such tremendous impor- . 

j tance to- Asrael.”’ mo 

~ Sonora Carver’ § Saga 
_ “A Girl and Five Brave. Horses” | 
by Sonora Carver. as‘ told to Eliza-' 

jing her to make the Stanhope, on| beth Land: (Doubleday; $4.50) is. 
upper 5th Ave., a cooper ‘ative oper- | 

| ation.. 
| W&K is also converting the : 
iChatham . -class “East 48th and} 
Park Ave. hotel, into an office : 

Webb & Knapp’s. pitch for .“sniall 
businesses” to. lease in- the. Chat- 
ham is the availability of the hotel, 

and similiar services, 
Incidentally, the 

shift into office | space is the first 
cutback. on ‘metropolitan ‘hotel. 

proceedings, is expected to bid for, ers, including the performers: of. wherever possible. Frank D. Mul-| operations which sees and will. con-. 
atl atest certainly acquire the, 
lease, 

“the dance of the old nien” from: 
| Michoacan, 

‘cahy, 
la policy “that works.” 

managing. director,. says it's tinue. to see a new building boom. . 

meetingroom, ‘catering (food,. bev- f 
me warmhearted ° reports. on author's 

Chatham's. 

"fer tainment’ scefte. 

ait’ unusual - show biz publishing. 
| event in. that ft- chronicles -a. yarn 
‘of one ‘of. the «stars. of .outdoor. 
‘exhibs. Miss Carver,'in the '20s" 
and "30s, performed at pools, fairs. 

Ballet and the ‘© Voladores de'tha nitery. which has a $1.50 ad-; building. Latter. process will be. and. parks with diving. horses, .con- 
a group. Which appeared . mish charge on~ weekdays: and $2: slowly evolved since. the hotel will ‘ tinuing. her. skifled exertions long 

on Ww ‘eekends..: were Abbe Lane and t still retain facilities for transients. | after she: was: -blind. Loss. of ‘Sight 
was due to. landing in ‘a tank, 
vattride. one of. her horses, with her. 
eyes open as she hit the - water. 
‘Book, well-illustrated, also offers 

‘favorite. steeds, .the ‘manner ‘in: 
which they were trained, and their 
‘differences in -performance.. Book 
authentically ca aptures hoopla: of a - 
vanishing’ aspect of American. en- 
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EW VALUE 
‘ote’ Slow Buying of Acts Wories 

Whether: ‘hotel 

rooms may “be on: the: wane will 

. depend on. ‘the boxoffice of the. 

" fortheorming: ‘fall and” winter sea- | 

sons. Talent agencies are: frankly 

worried whether the important 

buyers: will stock. up: on expensive 
Atalent, They’re also -concerned. that 
some posh hotel rooms may hop 
off the act bandwagon, 

. One of the’ signposts is the fact’ 
that the Florida buying season Bets 
Jater almost every year. The inns 
there. are ‘not stocking up on. acts 
as .they used: ‘to. It’s only when j 
-there’s an opportunity to. snag a 
top name that they get. busy. 

Another indicdtion lies in the 
fact that even a New York. hotel 
such. as the St. Regis’ ‘Maisonette 
‘has only one turn booked, “Pata- 
chou, who opens. the room for a 
sixweek stint. No other acts have 
been set there as yet. 

Still another omen is. the ‘grow- | 
ing interest. among - ‘the ‘inns in 
changing formats. Under -study in 
many. situations - are the - intimate | 

In ‘some in-. 

stances, such. as’ ‘the Drake ‘Hotel, - 
revues .a la legit. 

Chicago, comedians - ‘have . been 
booked ‘as. .a- change. from. the 
parade of . -femnie singers...” ‘The 

_ Fairmont ‘Hotel, ‘San Francisco, is: 
also: mulling a .wider | variety. “of 
‘bookings than. in -previous. years. 
“Should losses in. any situation re-- 
sult, it’s likely that some rooms 
May not reopen again. 

‘The current summer is an- indi- 
cation that the hotels are tired of-} 
taking losses to support. rooms that 
fail toa pay off. The summer’ sched- 
ule in the N.Y. inns-was une of the. 
most meagre in many years. For a 
long time the justification.of main- 
taining a room was the advertising | 
and exploitation value that acerued. 
to the hotels with “expensive and 
chic names. However, empty tables 

“do not contribute to glamour, ‘they | Belafonte next goes to. the Oakdale 
how feel. _ 

One of the major factors. which 
caused hotels'-to reconsider the 
value of floorshows was the events |. 
of. a few years. ago. when they dis- | 
covered that the: nitery. rooms 
could produce’. profitable. rentals 

. for various functions, and also add 
income to the. hotel kitchens 
through catering of ‘events. This: 
also caused a rash- ‘of nitery aban- 
donments. 

This. time, however, the percent- | 
eries have more weapons. One is: 
the ‘stress on changing: formats. 
‘The low-priced revuettes are “be- 
‘ing plugged as. change of pacers. 
They. have slotted Continental 
-chantoosies in competition with the. Pearance. since ‘1956. © 
domestic product, and: there is a 
rising: generation of a new school 
of -camics and developing record 
singers. However, al] depends: upon'| 
“public response to ‘these: measures. 

AGYA Warns SF. Nitery 
To Arbitrate Dispute With | 
Ice Show Over Flooding | 

Hollywood,. Aug. “29. 

‘American Guild of Variety Art: 
ists has ‘gone to the mat with the: 
Hacienda, Frisco. nitery, which’ re-: 
cently filed eourt suit for $3.000|- 
damages against “Ice Scandals,” | 

blade .show unit currently playing Billie Holiday has filed 4.complaint 
the Anaheim, ‘Cal: Bowl. oe 

eritertainment 4- 

Ray Charles Big $25, 991 
At Hollywood Palladium : 

_ Hollywood, Aug. 29. | 
Ray Chailes: and his troupe of or 

grossed $25:991 ina one-niter at. 
the ‘Palladium : here . Sunday (27) 
with 9,217. ‘admissions at. $3. Addi- 7 

|tionally, around 900 paid ‘an sa 
$2. for chairs - at~ tables. Others’) 
stood: er‘ danced. - 

Hal | Zeiger: promoted. the. event || 
‘and split the boxoffice with Charles, 
Zeiger also paid the flat rental: for 
the Palladium and all other ex- 

| penses including exploitation. Pal- 
_ladium . had. all 10: bars on ‘the ; 
premises buzzing and kept the take. 
Zeiger. will again’ promote. Charles 
on a.one- -nighter. Sept. 10 at the j 
Hollywood Bowl which will get ! 
10% of the the gross as its ren as its. rental. 

Belafonte Mighty 
$147,372 in 3-Day’ 
NY. Music Festival: 

In a three-day. stand” at: the For-| 
est. -Hills UN.Y,) Music . “Festival | 
(Aug. . 25-27), Harry Belafonte | 
‘drew 37. 704 peopie for a whammo: 
$147,372 take. . 4 

Breakdown. is as follows: “Friday ' 
(25), the figure “was. $48, 173 with:! 
‘a 12,398 attendance: — “Saturday - 
126), the gross. was $52.999 with * 
13,368 ‘people attending; Sunday , 
(27). the .take was $46, 199. with aj 
11,938 attendance. — 
“Appearing on the bill w ‘ith, Bela- ! 

fonte were. Miriam Makeba,. Vocal: 
IV and a steel band. Production's | 
exee producer: was” Phil .. Stein:. 

‘Musical - .. Theatre, - ~ Wallingford. | 
‘Conn., for’ ‘@ run: * from’ Sept. 4 
through 10. : 

Sinash $52, 456 in Mpls. . 
..°' Minneapolis, Aug. 29. 

Harry . Belafonte . grossed: a. 
whammo $52,456 in his “Music Un- 
der the Stars” ore-nighter ‘spon- |’ 
sored by the Minneapolis Jaycees |: 
Wednesday. ‘23). Belafonte, with ‘ 
Miriam. Makeba and other mem-} 
Bers. of his cast, drew 22,395: patrons 
to Metropolitan stadium which was 
‘Scaled from $2 to $3:75. ~ 
Jt was a record Midwest concert |: 

crowd and was also the largest au- 
dience for:a Belafonte Personal. ap~ 

Siriger re- 
‘ceived: 60°. of the: gross for’ his: 
night’s -work. Huge turnout offset; 
losses Jaycees . had: suffered -with! 
two previous . offerings in current | 

|sixth..season of summer concerts. |‘ 
\Earlier presentations this summer 
headlined Xavier Cugat with Abbe 
-tLane and: Mimi Benzell with Min-: 
‘neapolis “Apollo -club. “+ 

While an artistic and financial : 
success, . Belafonte concert was. dis- 
appointing to many patrons: who] 

‘(Continued or page . 51). 

No AGVA Death Benefit, 
Holiday Estate Charges 

The estate. of the: late. singer | 

against: the American: Guild of 
‘ Charge is: that the ice show. was, 1 Variety Artists with the N.Y. State 

_- Tesponsible for breakdown of -mo- | Dept..of' Insurance. Louis. McKay, | tence of five: years.in jail and a 
bile rink, allegédly causing leak'| widower of the singer and:now-ad- ; $2.000 fine if. convicted ‘when case 
‘which partially flooded nitery. Act, | ministrator of her estate, has ‘re- ‘comes up Sept. 11.. 
with AGVA backing, argues. that-| 

-.4t was: not ‘responsible'.for -break- 
- down of. rubber connection: which 
fed - water to the- rink, : 

AGVA's L. ‘A. branch manager, | because of the failure of the union | men (the studio operators) take 
Jim. Kelly, has’ notified Hacienda |'to pay. sick and. death benefits to; | advantage of the old. the lonely, | 

‘quested the state: Superintendent: 
of Insurance to institute a civil. ac- 
tion against AGVA. McKay charges 
the insurance law has.beén violated | 

_.entertainment. director Bruce Davis | Miss Hiloday.’ 
that ‘nitery. will be. branded .“un-}. 
fair” by union unless it withdraws 
-eourt suit and submits. beef to ‘ar- 
“cbitration’ under AGVA_ auspices; 
-that ‘contract. under - ‘which — jee: 

show played’ spot stipulates: that. 
when. such disputes’ arisé they 
must be arbitrated first. 

own. the ice. show. 

7 ever, McKay ‘eonterds he has re-: 
Buddy : Schroff and -Essi Davis: Ceipts ‘and ‘records ‘to prove that 

McKay. alleges that he’ was told ! 
by Margie Coate,:.head ‘of the | 
AGVA Sick: & Relief..Fund,. that 
Miss ‘Holiday’s ‘dues. were not paid 

/at the time of. her death July -7, 
‘1959 and therefore her estate was 
not entitled: to any benéfits.. How- 

i this Was not the ease.” 

IVESTORS EX 
Agencies; Fear Some Rooms May. Fold| 7 

- become valuable financial proper- 

{ which. ‘it recently: acquired. 

| amounts for instruetion which was 

“has written three bills to regulate 
-dance ‘studios, but the ‘state iegis- 

. Jature has failed to ‘pass them. 

TALENT OFFICES |_ 
‘ Medium size talent agencies. have Johnny Mathis Pulls Hot 

ties because of present: conditions. . 
The offices just under the big- 
time which have developed special-|  . ioe -nich: . 
ties, have become the cynosure of |: Johnny Mathis’ one-nighter Sat urday (19) at the Forest Hills Ten- major vesiment Howie Wel [So"Ciap Siadime Foes" Hii 

. J. d $45, .- This - e 
Within the rast few -months, L. I, scored $45,000 18 a hi 

subrosa offers have been tendered own end on’ io inhter for the 

to many oot the odd-sized. percent- Fairfield .‘Conn.) Music Shell in 

Coast, efther for amalgmations, which he grossed $29,857. 
. Mathis, following a vacation, 

-mergers, -or buyouts, and in many | " 
i cases with substantial amounts in- opens at the Cocoanut Grove of the 
volved. Ambassador Hotel, L. A.. Sept. 21 

For: example, an office such as for three weeeks. "After that stand 

|Gerieral Artists Corp., which is in |"¢'l] €0 on a six-week college tour. 
'the midst of an expansion process, a 
has tendered offers to several-date- | f*. | ee 
diggeries before it came up with |-§y. ce riviig 

Of Biz: Siegel 6 

ithe Preminger-Stuart-Fein Agency | 

General Artists Corp. con- 

An} 
office, for example, such as Joe | 
Glaser’s Associated Booking Corp., | . 
has also been on the receiving end. 
of several offers. Offices such as | 

| Ashley-Steiner, Frank - Cooper and | 

‘sidered the third largest in the 
agency field, is making its play for 
a greater slice of the trade, ac- 
eording to chairman of.the board 
Herbert J. Siegel. After having 
invested heavily in new manpower 

Frank .P: Rosenberg each with 
{ highly ‘developed specialties, Joom. 

in virtually every. department, he 
is now ready to hattle for an in- 

{now as.valuable properties, and 
can make tremendous capital-gains 

creased roster of artists as well as 
a heavier share of the take in 

deals’ with sellouts, or come.‘ up 
avith some’ excellent stock and cash 

virtually. every segment of show 
_business. — 

ge 

~ According to Siegel, agenis will 

These. outfits, as well as several 
others, are not only under the sceru- 

have. to return to their original 
function of creating talent and 

tiny of other talent.agencies, but of 
industrial firms as well. The the- 
‘ory in that case is the desire for 
diversification. -There is: also a 
newly: ‘found emphasis on service 
‘companies. in some financial. quar- 
“ters, thus investment scouts are 
peering into the possibilities of the. 

building names. Agents, he said, 
must resume. their basic function 
of developing talent. 
-GAC has been putting itself in 

‘position where it can take advan- 
tage of the coming new directions 
of the industry. Having enlarged 
its video. film. and Jegit depart- 

talent houses. 
Aside from the value . as inv est- 

ments, and built up its Coast office, 
as well as established a Rome of- 

ments, the. majors feel that there 
are valuable manpower pools which 
‘would become available to them.. 

fice for international sales, it feels 
that it has completed one phase 
of development. In his language, 

Also a large consideration are the 
client lists. However, the major 

they have built up the ballelub and 
‘it is now ready to take the field. 

idea is the acquisition of a special- 

In this respect, interjected Larry 

ty.. In any acquisition ‘in’ which 
_ Cooper would be. a party to, his. 
{specialty of literary properties 
would. be the major asset. In 

| Kanaga,.GAC prexy, GAC is some- 
| what in the position of the Ameri- 
can Broadeasting Co. when it 
started to make its move for a top 

-| Glaser’s case, -the excellent: list of 
4 jazz properties and musical. person- 

position in the television field. It 
made its move when it didn’t have 

| alities would be the lure... Thése, 

a single show sold or when it 

{Continued on | page 52). 

didn’t have a single bluechip lined 
up. Neverthless, its timing was 
‘right and it moved to battle the 
then heavy artillery of the tele- 
vision . world. 
GAC, says Siegel, with its new 

alignment of manpower feels that 
this is the exact. time to capi- 
talize on the expansion moves it 
has made: He observe that among 
‘some of the top names, who have 
already had a fling with the other 
two major agencies, plus famous 
Artists on the Coast, are now will- 
ing to see what this fresh new team 
‘can do. In this respect GAC stands 
a good | chance to nab some of the 
top artists, he feels. Their recent 

Mpls, Grand Jury Indicts 
Astaire Dance Studio Op 
On Charges of Swindling 

Minneapolis, Aug. 29. 

“In: latest crackdown on Min- 
neapolis dance studies which have 
‘been. bilking Patrons, Hennepin 
County..grand jury has indicted ‘ 
operator’ vf the local Fred Astaire 
dance studio on charges of ‘swirdl- 

: ing. Theron (Terry) Darling, dance 
‘instructor. involved, pleaded : in- 
nocent. Last June’ he. filed a. bank- 
ruptcy petition which disclosed he 

: owed '-$246, 859 in. lessons: to 360: 
* students. 

Darling: is accused of. obtaining 
‘$350 from a 61-year-old woman on 
false. promise he would not in- 
clude her in the bankruptcy pro- 
ceedings. She had. already paid success in motion pictures with 

000: for:danice lessons she hadn't | S0me of the names. whom other 
‘received. Other ‘students. listed in | agents gave up on, has convinced 
j the -bankruptcy petition had pa anew him of the GAC prospects. 
$9.910, $6, 706, $5, 620 and. lesser | oo 

| Assoc. Clubs of America 
Slates. First Convention 

Houston, Aug. 29. 
The first convention of the Asso- 

ciated Clubs°of America, the tenta- 
‘tive. name. of the newly-formed 
‘group of national club owners, will 

not given, . 
Darling faces a maximom sen- 

Commenting on the indictment, 
‘Hennepin County Attorney George 
Scott said, “This is a continuing 
and bothersome situation: These | 

10. 
Disclosure. of: the meeting was 

made by Bill Newkirk, v.p. of the 
organization and, with Carl Bow- 
ers of Boston, a member of the 
convention committee. Newkirk is 
v.p. of the Tidelands Club, Hous- 
ton. 

Officers of the club owners asso- 
ciation were elected. at the organi- 
zational meeting Aug. 15 in Den- 
ver. H. J. Neustaedter, of Denver's 
Exodus Club, was voted president. 

‘the gullible. They bilk them for 
every penny they ean get.” 

Scott cited ‘another ease in. which 
a. _ 73-year-old woman, paralyzed. 
on one side .and barely able to 
walk, paid $13.000 toa Minneapolis 
dance studio for a “lifetime dan- 
cing membership.” County attorney 

$74,857 in 2 One-Niters 

aR gD 

be held here next Jan. 8 through 

[AGVA-AFM Poise Blacklist’ Fo 
Acts Playing Bases Sans AFMen 

Honolulu, Aug. 29. 
American Guild of Variety Art- 

ists’ western regional rep Irvin 
i there from his office in 

Hollywood) and Hawaii AFM Leacal 
boss I.B. (Buddy) Peterson have 
formally warned the flock of per- 
formers who will start working 
Matson Line cruises shortly that if 
they play one-niters here at mili- 
tary bases during stopovers and 
the bases use other than AFMem- 
bers, both AGVA and AFM will 
“blacklist” the performers. 

Matson Line deal is okay, as 
steamship uses AFMen and AGVA 
previously okayed setup, which is 
this: 

Performers get free passage 
from California and work one ship- 
board show over, one back. While 
ensconed six days here, perform- 
ers do show at -Royal Hawaiian 
hotel, out of which they get a cut 
of gate. 

Most of the talent booked by 
Matson, however, already has lined 
up gigs at military bases—such as 
Hickam Field NCO Club, Pearl 
Harbor CPO Club and various offi-. 
cer clubs. Mazzei and Peterson say 
they have discovered most clubs 
plan to use non-union military per- 
sonnel bandsmen for the gigs per- 
formers will do for pay; that they 
have notified each military unit 
AFM backstoppers must be used. 

See Vast Crackdown 

In brief, tnis is a vast crackdown 
on military -bases hiring union pro- 
fessional talent and not musicians, 
using servicemen for that chore. It 
is the first such crackdowh here 
and: potent in that it is the first 
time a two-édged show biz union 
sword -has been used, swung by 
AGVA and AFM in concert. 

First Matson cruise inaugurating 
new talent use sails from L.A. 
Thurs. (31), with Sheila and Gor- 
don MacRae and the three Crosby 
Bros. the talent. It is known that 
the Crosbys already have military 
base dates set upon arrival. Mazzet 
specifically sent a warning to them 
of the unions’ ukase. 

Other acts set’ for cruises are 
George Jessel, Gale Storm, King 
Sisters, Alvino Rey, Spike Jones, 
Helen Grayco, John Conte, June 
Christie, - Dick Contino, Helen 
O’Connell, Mel Torme, Romo Vin- 
cent, Connie Haines, Billy Daniels, 
Ray Anthony, Jan Murray, Hoagy 
Carmichael, The Sportsmen, The 
Hi-Los and Eva Gabor. 

Massei, in‘ notifying talent of 
two-union fiying «edge, tells acts 
to get it specified in contracts te 
work service bases that union mu- 
Sicians will back them, otherwise 
AGVA will not approve pacts. 
Many pacts already have been 
signed, however, Mazzei realizes—._ 
hence the stern warning. 

No Contracts Signed 
Hollywood, Aug. 29. 

Seymour Heller, who manages 
most of the talent thus far set for 
cruises, acknowledged he has 
started to line up dates for his acts 
at military bases when the turns 
deck in Hawaii for layovers. 

“That's the way our performers 
had expected to pick up coin to 
cushion the cruise caper: also the 
acts thought they would. in a meas- 
ure, be entertaining servicemen. 

“However, we have signed no 
formal contracts; but we have had 
understandings. MysSgt. Hutchen- 
son of Hickam Field was in Holly- 
wood with the list of performers 
going the Matson route, and he 
was inquiring who would be avail- 
able to play-for-pay servicemen’s 
clubs in Hawaii. . . . Sure I talked 
with him; that’s how I reached the 
understanding, but I repeat, no 
eontracts were signed.” 

GAC’s Astor on Own 
Bob Astor, who recently left Gen- 

eral Artists Corp., has opened his 
own office. It’s labeled the Conti- 
nenta] Booking Agency. He will 
concentrate on bands ang acts. 

While at GAC, Astor handled 
one-nighters as well as some of the 
band tours. He was among those 
who went from the Gale Agency 
to GAC when the latter office was 
merged with GAC. 
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Central Canada Exhibition Sets New 
Gate Mark: Grandstand Show Clicks’ 

Ottawa, Aug. 29. | figure, but midway gross was up 
1 } didn't { more than $4,000. “Give the people 

peop he ie [; place to spend and they'll spend,” 
midway officials said. 

Oniv 161 
come stood between the 1961 Cen-, 
tral Canada Exnibition and the j 
600.00) attendance it was aiming ; 
for. Nine-day fair's total attend- | Manager, believes miniature. trac- 
ance of 599.839 was an alltime’ ? tors are fast replacing the stuffed 
record, well up on last year's. panda as a concession prize. He 

Bucky Allan, midway concession: 

{Dean Martin Suit Asks 
Dino’s Lodge Dissolution 

Hollywood, Aug. 29. 

Dean Martin has filed suit in 
Superior Court here seeking dis- 
solution of the corporation operat- 
ing Dino’s Lodge Inc. Suit charges 
Paul and Alex Wexler, identified 
as directors of the. corporation, 
‘with persistent fraud, mismanage- 
ment, abuse of authority and un- 
fairness to minority stockholders. 

In .a second and parallel suit, 
, s had to reorder the tractors four 653,263, at the time also a record j | nes during CCE, and hire Bdd- 

tional staff to assemble them. 
Tractors are well made, flashy and. 

; different. 
; Tennessee Ernie Ford, ‘with 
‘ Anita Bryant and the June Taylor |: 
Dancers (20) supporting, topped 
‘all records for the grandstand | 
show, which closed a six-day run ; 

: Sat. (26) at this year's Central 
Canada Exhibition. 

Gross hasn't been reteased, but 
CCE g.m. Jack Clarke estimates 
total attendance in excess of 173,- 

total. 

Saturday (19: had an all-time 
record attendance for a single day! 
with 100.657, topping the previous: 
one-day record of 89,974, set on 
the Monday of the 1957 CCE. Two 
othec days this year also topped 
the 1957 record, V'uesday with 97,-— 
748, and Wednesday with 90,123. 

Officials blame rain forecasts 
on Monday (21) and final day Sat-' 
drday ‘26; for missing the 600,009 © 
mark. General admission was 50c: 
which included a chance on a daily 
automobile giveaway. 

Upped attendance this year pro-: 
duced reports. well publicized on- 
air and in newspapers, that CCE 
would add a second week next 
year, but Jack Clarke. CCE g.m., 
denied any such intention. 

Accepting the theory that mop- 
pets sell a midway and bring the 
older folks with them, World of 
Mirth stressed its kiddie rides at 
the Central Canada. Exhibition. 
Midway had 22 smallfry rides plus 
80 others, most of which mop- 
pets can handle but make it pos- 
sible for adults to enjoy as well. 

World of Mirth. also had 15 
shows where comics, terpers and 
such features were absent for the 
first time in CCE history. Girls 
were billed high and collected the 
customers who fretted when ‘the 
femmes were off stage. 

Concessionaires at che nine-day 
fair were happy with patrons 

Dino’s Lodge Inc. was charged 
iwith owing Martin $24, 000. Singer 
was to have received $6,000 :an- 
ually and is now. owed money for 
four years. 

“Gieas Review 

Shriners Cireus 
(CAN. NATIONAL EXHIB) 

Toronto, pug. 22. 
Featuring the Hanneford Fami- 

000, averaging more than 12,000/tys Blinko the Clown, Juszyk’s 
‘each performance, almost advance'| ions, Victor Julian’s Dogs,. Prin- 
sellout. Grandstand’s 10,000 ca-| cess Tajana, Larry. Rhul & Sandy 
pacity was augmented by: Seats) Winters. Jack Arthur, executive 
built on the track and field plus} producer;..Al Dobritch, director; 

_.bleachers at sides: Paul Keye, ringmaster; J. D. 
This is, by far, a record gate.| (Scotty) Wilson, musical director; 

jin recent years, CCE’s outdoor | Alfredo Landon, producing clown. 
revue has been flopping at-|-At Canadian National Exhibition, 
tendance wise. -Clarke believes | Toronto, ‘Aug. 21- Sept. 2, 61; $2 
Ford is the man to revive out-, top. 
door revue business in general, 
for several reasons. First.. tele-|- 
vision made him w.k. Moreover, 
his personality and type of per- 
formance garner big attention from 
people who go to fairs. 

Stuart McClelland. produced the 
MCA package with Ford billtopped 
and Anita Bryant and June Taylor 
terpers getting second and third. 
billing respectively. Also on hand 
were Rocky Fellers (5), Johnny 
Matson, emcee and music bit; Dol- 
inoffs & Raya Sisters (4) and 
Burke Twins, malé acro pair. 

Augmented by producer Jack! 
Arthur and director Al: Dobritch, 
the current Shriners Circus mat- 
inee is possibly the last of the 
‘Big Top outdoors shows, else how 
could Rhul & Winters do their 
jaw-breakers from - a _helicopter— 
and no net? 

Also featured at the CNE .five- 
ring circus, plus onstage acts, are 
the lions and leopards (caged) and- 
the 14 elephants (fre),. together 
with: the equestrian Hanneford 
Family. (6),. bevies of -jaw-acts spending. Example: opening day 

(18) found admissions to the 

Top Acts, Waitresses As 
‘Slave Girls’ Highlight Tex. 

Capital’s First Plushery 
Austin, Tex., Aug. 29. 

Austin has its first ‘club featur- 
‘ting a steady run of top-or near- 
‘| the-top acts. It’s Club Caravan, a 
privatery connected to the Villa 

‘| Capri Motor Hotel & Restaurant. 

grounds down 9,000 over the 1960 

P. Morgan and comic Don Sher- 
man. 

Villa Capri operation was taken 
over June 1 by a New York in- 
vestment -firm, Allen S. Feldman 
& Co. Bookings will be handled 
by the impresario of the Cats- 

| kills, Charlie Rapp of New York. | 
‘| Club Caravan schedule now 

looks like this: Toni-and Jan Ar- 
den, Aug. 28-Sept. 2; Don Cherry, 
Sept. 4-Sept. 9, and Betty Johnson, 
singér on Jack Paar show, Sept. 

16. Performers do one 

i ts 
“a 

Irerarrare*|,! 

Thank You, 

7 Al Berkman, for your great vocal 

arrangements, keen staging and 

| especially for helping us 

§ keep busy. 

Club will draw membership 
from better-heeled localities, plus 
out-of-towners who have frequent 
business 
trade association hub. 

Initiation fee is $200, plus $40 
tax. Dues are $15. 50 a month, plus 
your liquor tab in the Texas “no 
open saloon” setup. | 
41 Club Caravan, a plush subter- 
ranean boite in an Oriental motif, 
has long been. on the drawing 
boards. But rumblings from the 
Attorney .General'’s office regard- 
ing stricter gendarmeing of the 
bottle clubs made management 
proceed cautiously. 

Sincerely, 

Mickey, Karen and Joe 

; THE 

WINDSOR TRIO 
FLAMINGO HOTEL, Las Vegas 

HARRAH’S CLUS, Reno 
NEVADA LODGE, Lake Tahos 

NOW — STAT# LINZ HOTEL, v 
Wendover, Utah wants a “temporary membership” 

card in a Texas club fits into the 

For Future Sookings— 

Write, Wire or Phone (Coliect) 

AL BERKMAN 
‘$565 Melrose, Hollywood 46, Calif. 

Oleander 5-5541. 

seen. 

thick carpets, hand wrought lamps 
from India and waitresses in modi- 

ship is expected to go to 1.500. 
Seating accommodates 300, and, 

{there are two banquet rooms. 
“THE COMEDIAN” 

The Only Real Monthty 
PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE 

THE LATEST — THE GREATEST — 
THE MOST-UP-TO-BATEST 

Now In its 132nd Issue, confaining 
stories, one-lHners, poemettes, song 
tities, hecklers, audience stuff, mano- | 
fogs, parodies, double gags, bits 
ideas, infros, Impressions and im- 

political, interruptions | personations, 

‘The spot. opened with singer Jayne 

in this legislative. and 
| clowns, three rings of -elephant. 

Just where the transient who] 

new legal picture remains to be} 

Caravan fs a 270.000. layout with |; 

\fied “slave girl”..getup. Member-| 

high-wire artists, acrobats, seals, 
ponies and pooches, chimps and 

4{ clowns, trapeze troupes etc. 
Permeating the 22-000;seat 

grandstand (filled three-quarters | 
of- capacity on opening day) Was 
the circuslike dor. of. peanuts and 
popcorn. 

It is hard to single out any act 
for top accolades from the zany 
comedics ‘of the hard-riding Han- 
neford Family to the graceful gyra- 
tion of Princess Tajana’s foot- 
changes on the trapeze to the con- 
volutions of Victor 
pooches.: 

Abetting. them is the oldtime 
.walkaround which started the out- 
doors show, the subjugation of 
Chet Juszyk’s lions, -Everlyn Cur- 
rie’s. lions and tigers, . Gossing’s 
mixed lion act. 

Add the never-ending audacity 
of such. aerial teams as the Great 
Kormpates and Jimmy Shannon, 
Diano’s liberty. mules, the acro- 
batics of Wells & The Four Fays, 
Tiebor’s seals and the equesttrian 
feats of the Hanneford Family. 

Coupled to this are the elabo- 
rate costuming of. Victor Julian’s 
mutts, the aerial acrobatics of 
Princess. Tajana, the ‘antics of the 

herds, the unicycle act of The 
Therons (8) and the troupes on 
high-wire and ladders. Show is 
climaxed .by the helicopter work 
of Larry Rhul & Sandy Winters. 
- Withal, this augented circus is | 
a thrilling show. “McStay, 

Fireworks Go. ‘Thataway- 
Ottawa, Aug. 29. 

* Even fireworks have gone 
western. 

. Nightly 20-minute fireworks 
display at the Central Canada 
Exhibition grandstarid  in- 
cluded a set depicting a battle 
between cowboys and Indians, 

_redskins approaching in canoes 
-across. blue-flame water, burn- 
_ing the ranch house and gen- 
eral chaos amid fireworks gun- 
fire. 

t ) : b , 7 ; 

Inside Stuff Vaude 
Richmond W. Cox, his deep south ‘accent and inevitable press trailer, 

had become legendary in Ottawa after an uninterrupted 15 years as. 

Julian’s" 

Thoughts of the Day, Humorous Views 
of the News, Vignettes, ete 

$25 YR SINGLE ISSUES $3 
Foreig 

‘$35 YR —SINGLE ISSUES $4 
NO C.0D.’s 

BILLY GLASON, 299 W 54th St. 
New York City 19. CO 5-1316 

publicist for World of Mirth midway. This year, WM's. owner, Frank | 
‘| Bergen, decided to try a new man. He was politely ‘received by editors 
and writers who, to a man, climaxed their welcome with “Where's 
Rich Cox?” 

So a phone ¢all went fram the Central ‘Canada Exhibition to Cox 
in Spartanburg, S.C., where he was tending his. new miniature midway 
for shopping centres. He reached Lansdowne Park, CCE site, in time 
for the press recenticn I* as too late to rent a trailer so it’s a press. 
tent on the midway: this year. 

Wednesday, August 30, 1961 . 

tences, small fines or, in rare. in- 

stances, jail terms. 

forcement men in their ‘aceelerated 

effort to clean up the. area. is the. 

theatre lobby display. The Com- 

missioner said that there are cases: 

‘pending against the Apollo and 

Selwyn theatres on West 42d St. In 

these cases the Police Dept. got 

court summonses so that the. court 

itself will have, to! ‘determine’ 

whether the displays are obscene 

;or not. But. regardless of the de- 
gree of obscenity, the Commission-. 

.er did make the point that these 
'displays are misleading since. the | 
outside come-ons usually. bear little. 

resemblance to -the actual product 
on the screen. 

This increased interest in the 
Times Square. area is the result 

of a cooperative effort by restaura- 
teut Vincent Sardi Jr. and his Com- 
mittee for the Improvement of 
Times Square and the Police Dept. 
in trying to rid the area of some 
1of its undesirable. elements. . 

The number of men ‘assigned to 

the 16th Precinct (Times Square) | 
has been increased by two addition- 
al sargeants and 15 patrolmen. who. 
are on duty from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
nightly. Extra men from.the Youth 
Division are also working the area, 
until 3 a.m. in the summer, and 
this group has picked up 152 kids 
since April. 1. The net: result of 
this increased attention is that for 
the first seven months of ’61, there 
have been 5.1% fewer complaints |. 
from the aréa while thé number of 
Times Square arrests has risen by 

% . 

Commissioner Murphy pointed 
out that the.unfortunate part of the 
situation is that the police can only 
treat the. symptoms and not the. 
disease. While increased arrests 
aod a drop in the number of com- 
plaints are steps in the right direc- 
tion, the basic problem remains. 
This is simply one of. realestate 
ownership and. management. If the 
landlords don’t take an interest in 
who is occupying the property and 

put, then the chances for a general 

Broadway ‘area would appear dim. 
Unless something is done on this 

situation will not improve signifi- 

years hence, with its influx of peo- 

of putting its best foot forward, 
is displaying a stubbed toe. 

‘The Realities —_— 
Whether the N. Y. Daily News’ 

scorching two-parter a couple of 
weeks ago by (Miss) Kitty Hanson 

a case of creeping paralysis for the 
sector. Realistically, the pornogra- 

but a small segment. 

has made abortive attempts to en-. 

but it has been a mutual nice-Nel- 
lie standoff because the Times 
Square realtors themselves know 
that (frequently absentee land- 
lords and estates, 
through trust officers: (who don’t 
care where the rent comes from, 
so long as it’s. “good money”), are 
stymied by a basic circumstance. 

‘Midtown Broadway, in the Times 
Square environs, is among the 

whether the. rent comes: from the 
|dime-a-danee “creep joints” (with |]. 

the. their come-on “hostesses”), 
beatnik, homo or “service men wel- 
come” bars (with their B-girls). 
seems academic. Many feel this. 

of Broadway. 

“Off-lmit” signs on the 8th Ave. 
bars contiguous to Madison Square 

joints.. 

and: respectable Roseland aside), 

as “integration. heaven” for the 
-{mixing of the sexes, accent on ofay 

to what use the building is being |: 

refurbishing of the Times: Square-. 

realestate front the undesirable |} 

cantly in the future, and the pros- | bem 
pect of the World’s Fair some three 

ple, portends. a kingsize headache | 
for an area of tthe city that, instead | | 

has anything to do with the Com-| 
missioner’s spotlight anew on the 
Times Square situation, it-has. been: 

phy and the West 42d St. peep- 
shows, the beatniks and the creeps, |. 
which Miss Hanson spotlighted, is: 

The Broadway Assn. off and on.|} 

ergize the Police Dept. into action, 

operating. 

‘world’s choicest realty and top| 
yield is one economic factor; so 

is the prime cause of the decline 

Garden seem to have little effect. 
on the fact they’re still pickup 

Besides. the dancehalts (the solid I 

the jazz joints haye become known ||: 

Clean. Up Times Square 
=n Continued from page 1° ———— 

girls with Jazz musicians and 

Jothers, . 

-Another problem for the law en- |. When West’ 52d ‘St. (6th to 6th 
Ave.) lost out. as. “swing: street,” 

the stripperies for. a time moved a 

block further west: At. the present’ 

period, however, that sector now 
also sees plenty of the bag-swing- 
ing babes openl y plying their’ 
wares: 

A. heart-o Times Square: street 
has Jong. been notorious .as “reefer 
row”——and you’ can. get: ‘it even 
Stronger there. A “pachanga” 
joint figured in the public prints 
only recently as .another addicts’ 
haunt. 

Like West. 42d St., which “is a. 
drab business. thoroughfare during. 
the day, it is post-theatre when. the 
entire Square, in -certain . ‘Sectors 
particularly, becomes not only: un- 
attractive but fraught with unpre-- 
dictable. trouble. It is here, the. 
Broadway ‘Fegulars feel, that some: 
istrongarm: police. work could. da 
much. to rid the. Main: Drag. of its 
undesirables..: 

The. cops—and’ policewomen ‘too 
—do token counter-crime in the 

‘{ West: 42d St. cinemas where the 
{homos arid the mashers seemingly 
are not curbed altogether by hav- 
ing the house lights only ‘slightly 
dim, many in amber. hues. to dissi< . 
pate the protective mantle of con- 
ventional darkness. - 

The hole-in-the-walHt smut book- 
sellers and the lurid, albeit de-. 
ceptive ballyhooey in front of the 
theatres (formerly the cream of 
Broadway's legit circuit) is rela- 
tively innocuous compared to the 
other elements. 

“I wouldn’t be caught dead in 
Times Square unless I have to go 
to the theatre” has long been a 
summation of the decay. that pnee 
was the Great White Way... 

THE MULCAYS| 
RECORDING ARTISTS: 

STRICTLY COMMERCIAL 
ENTERTAINERS 

Concluding Two Wonderfal Weeks. . 
To Sensational Audiences at the | 

HACIENDA 
FRESNO 

‘Aug. 17th thr 30th 

Inimttables| 
* Continental Excentries 

HELD OVER. AGAIN 

AMERICANA HOTEL 
MIAMI BEACH, FLA. 

“ORGANIST WANTED | 
Man or ‘woman, theatre experience | 
preferred, to play Worlltzer unified |. 

| 32-stop theatre organ on television 
.ond radio. Must be able to read, 

| sight ‘read, transpose, . ' chord out | 7 
and play background, eccompani- . 
ment and solo work. | 

‘SALARY OPEN 

Write Kean Barry, KSTP lac., 
3415 University Avenue, 

‘Minneapolis, Mian. 

‘Busy asa ‘Spantel Puppy 
at a Boy Scouts’ Convention: 

| “WHITEY” ROBERTS. 
‘Thanks to following for beekings: 

Chester Lorch, ‘Louisville, Aug. 28; 
S$. Shipiro; Belyeders, -IIL, -Aug.. oH 

‘Ada Bowden, Canton, Ill, Sept. 4 
_ Ruth Besf, Cinn., 0.; Sept. 4. 

YVONNE MORAY 
_ 10th. Week 
‘LOU BOOTH'S - 

North Wildwood, N.J.- 
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP. 

JOE GLASER, Pres. . 
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Vaud Cafe Dates 
Hollywood 

Myron Coher and Vivienne. della = 

Chiesa reopen. Cecoanut, Grove 

Aug. 31; dark: from’ Aug. 21, for: 

two-week stand _- Vie Damone 

-- pooked into Flamingo Hotel, ‘Las. 

Vegas, Oct. 26. ‘for: ‘three.. stanzas 

oe Hi-Lo's ° follow | 
tour of- 27. -European cities ‘with ; 
three © weeks vat Terraza Casino, 

Mexico City 4. » Fabian and. The. 

Fabulous’ Four ‘will tour: South : 

America Sept.. 12-22. . > Bud 
Dashiell and The Kinsmen return 

to: Ash Grove Sept,” 19: for: four © 

frames we 
Kentucky ‘State’ Fair, Louisville, 

Sept. 9: . Dorothy Dandridge 

- freaking in new nitery ‘act at Mai- 

son “Jaussaud, Bakersfield, Cal. 
Bobby Rydell ‘does ‘one-niter at 

Malibu Shore. Club, Long. Island; 
~ 28... 

Ree ‘Blue's. “Hullaballoo!* 

‘Marie MacDonald opens Séept:.11 | 
at Vapors Club, Hot Springs, ‘Ark. 

Frank Gorshin, who recently 
layed Cocoanut Grove with Eddie 
played ‘returns. for’ co- -headliner 
spot after first of year .<°. Molly: 
Bee does two Aussie tv shows: Sept. | 
24 . ‘Brenda Lee booked into 
Allantic City: Steel Pier Sept. 1-3) 

. Juliet Prowse ‘stars in tab ver- 
‘sion of “Irma Ia Douce.” which. 
“opens 12-week’ stand at Las Vegas 
Dunes Hotel Sepf. 11 --... Jane- 
Morgan staris three-weeker Sept. : 
14. at: Fairmont Hotel, Frisco. 7 4 

— J 

Chicago “L 
Dorothy Shay set for the.Camel- : 

Ha House, .Chi, Sept.. 8 -for . three’ 
weeks . New ‘musical revue on 
ice., “Ooh: La: La," skedded for. 
Coarad Hilton Hotel, Chi., Sept. -7; 
‘for indefinite stay . -Guela Gill] 
‘and the Oranim Zahar join “Stewed | 
Prunes” at Gate of Horn, ‘Chi,,. cur- |. 
rently through Sept: 12 .. . . Joe 
Conti, Marian Paige, Stu Gilliam, |, 
Will Mercer and Marge Dodson 
{nto the Playboy Club, Chi., Sept. 2 the last tliree weeks of the Season. “are yet young 

‘Dennis Day | Spots like Jockey. Club, new. Black * Robbie 5) to give the. big name for. three -weeks.. 
skedded for Hinsdale Community 
Fair, ‘Chi... 

: Dick Gregory into. Blue Angel 
N: Y., for fortnight Sept. 6, and two. 
weeks with Tony Martin at the La- 
tin Casino, Camden, N. J.,-Sept. 21 | 

. Jackie Vernon set: for: Playboy [ 

weeks. 

at the Flamingo Club, South Sioux 
City, Neb,, Sept. 14 .... Ann Rich- 
ards opens at the. same spot Sept. 
28 for a week . 

‘two-month | 

’ starting. Sept. 14: 

torium (4,000; $5.50), $18,000; Seat-. 
‘title, Ice Arena (6,700; $4.75), $23,~. 
{| 000. Sellouts at. all points: for ‘three- 
day total of $63,000 meant “largest 

“|| three days in Northwest Releasing’s 
history.’ ” 

(Harmonica Gang set for: Roosev elt | 
| Hotel, N. O., Oct..12°for two weeks [f] 

‘Sophie. Tucker. down for -An- | | 
"gelo's ‘Omaha, Oct. 18 for three | 
“weeks, following - with a week at! 
-the . ‘Vapors, Hot Springs, _Oct. 30 

|| Ice Show Review 
Holiday on Tee for 1962. 

Knoxville, Aug. 24. 

Reno J “Holiday Qn Ice” for 1962, pre- 
; -sented by Morris Chalfen; execu- 

Nick Lucas set, for one-month ' tive producer, Ruth Tyson;. associ- 
‘Playback. at. the Holiday Hotel: pte producer, John Finley; asso- 

. George Rock | ciate producer for music, Dolores 
‘Sextet. reprises for four ‘frames j Pgilet: choreography. and. staging, 
Oct. 4. at Tahoe .Harrah's lounge | Chester’ Hale & Bobby Blake; cos- 

Dick Contino signed. for S.S:!tumes, Freddy Wittop; scenery by “ee 

' Matsonia rule: leaving San Fran-! Teg Meza: musical conductor Ben 

cisco Sept. . Kay. Stevens _Stabler; the show is fronted by 
pacted. by. mit Miller for his River- { : Arthur ’Seelina. $3.50 top at Knox- || 

- Bobby: Vee stints at side. Hotel for four weeks per year ‘ville, (Tenn.)- Auditorium-Coliseum. 
through 1963: First ‘date begins 

_Sept.. y oe ° 

-weeks in Haw ail. 
ters scoring in encore at .Holiday: 

. Hotel . 

... Doreen D'Arcy. joins. : 

Sept. 26 for one week | 

. Enzio Stuarti. summer: ‘George... Hamid : 

Andrini Bros.. follow 
their current ‘month date. at the! 
-Wagon. Wheel, Tahoe, “with - six + 

.. » DeCastro: Sis-- 

. Novelifes. in return date’ 
at: Golden Hotel: for eight weeks ' 

‘Teresa’ Brewer. cpens Tahoe.- 
Harrah’s Sept. 28 for double frame ; 

Bobby Winters back for ex- 
‘terided ° ‘date at: Harolds Club. . 
Eber. Lobato Dancers ‘continue : 
longterm: booking at Mapes Hotel. - 

, Roberta Linn and. King’s. IV head- ; 
line. 

Kansas City | 
‘fran’ Warren follows ‘her fort- 

night at the Starlight Theatre here 
with .two.. weeks at: the Crown: 
Room, Indianapolis. ‘Then she. re- 
turns for ‘another two: weeks at-the 
new CabaretRiviera .. Johnny : 
| Haymer - will” follow | his - Starlight ’ 
Theatre. date. in “Flower | Drum 
Song” with “.an:.appearance’ in 
“Damn Yankees”. with. Julie New- 
mar .at ‘Meadowbrook, N.. J, in 
September. r 

Allantic City 
Continued. from ‘page 48 —$—— 

lett, who came back in a repeat for 

-Orchid, Paddock, and others book-. 
ing. some. talent had. same story, |. 

good enough but not too ‘good. 

“Boardwalk Globe. theatre; .play-' 
ing. burlesque, got through another! 
summer without .trouble .of . any 

two. shows weekdays, . ‘three’ 

operated: concerts. across the. walk:. 
‘played to capacity srowds,. | 4 

‘Steel Pier had a better. than usual 
Jr., who 

set for Colony Club, ‘Omaha, Oct, 2 {With his father operates big. 'show- 
for a fortnight . . «: Rusty Draper 
down for six days at the Palace 
Gardens, Flint, Mich., Oct. 2... 
Roberta: Sherwood into B&B Club, 
Indianapolis, Oct. 6 for nine days . 

. Jo Ann Val and Johnny Puleo’s 
———————— 

eflitis FUN-MASTER 
PROFESSIONAL 

COMEDY MATERIAL 
for all Theatrical . 

. “We Service the Stars” os 

_ Buy Professional — Be Frofesslenal 
35 Gas Files for. $15, Plus: £1.00 Postage 

Forelgn:.35 for $28. 
3 Parody Rooks, Per Bk. ...810@ | 

. 4 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. . “05 e 
@ Minstrel Budget 3 

How. to Master the. Eeremontes 

Neo ¢. .0O;,D’s... .... ° alwave, Open” 
‘Ly GLASON. 

200 W. S4th St, N.Y.C...19 CO 
(WE TEACH EMcEEING ‘and COMEDY; 

-] (Let a Real. ‘Professional Train Yeu" 

COSTUMES 
“Gowns and Costumes 
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED 

; MADE. TO ORDER. 
110 W. 44th St, N.Y. Cl B-4660. 

— ‘Continued from page 49 a: 
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J and ‘in Vancouver, B.C. .The- 
were handled by Northwest Releas- | | Hawaiian number emphasizing the; 

‘dance and an erupting volcano at | 
the climax; 

-place, said it was. ‘better than ‘last 
year, but » not as. good as 1959. 

Belafonte 

iad to buck’: traffic jams to get to, 

the stadium, then found themselves , 
unable to hear the singers clearly 

+ because of inadequate amplifica- 

| tion. Noisy heer. yendors and other: 

|| concessionaires .also spoiled the 
show for customers. In recouping 
deficits from past : flops, | Jaycees ; 

15:@ || may have lost potential patronage ; 
for. future series because of ‘the }! 

| faulty technical. arrangements, 

3 ‘Northwest. Sellouts 
Seattle,. Aug. 29. 

"A record three-day payment to 
a Belafonte of $37.800 result- 
ed from sellouts here, in Portland 

dates! 

ing’ (Zollie “Volehok and Jack En-; 
; german) in all three. cities.. 

. Grosses -were as’ ‘follows: ‘Van- | ines,’ 
couver, The Forum (6,000; $4.75), thaps. the low spot for most spec- 

“Continent stylists, 

| ‘ing are Tony & Donna, Jeanne Le- 

events programmed and timed to 
-about 214 hours. Costumes are Spl 

Sostuimes are | 

_{“Jubilee of Jewele”. with the .Gla- 
mour-Icers 

‘Newly costumed, newly staged 
“Holiday on Ice” premiered its 17th’ 
season Aug. 23. at the new, $6.000,- 
000 James White Memorial Audi- |: 
‘torium-Coliseum -in Knoxville, 
, Gateway 
‘Mountains National Park, in the 
- four weeks - preceding the opening 
‘and after more than a year of work | 
:by Ruth: Tyson and. her large staff, 
The cast arrived from all points 
of. the U.S, and Europe. 

Jinx Clark still headlines ‘the 80- 
?member cast with most of the fa- } 
‘vorite. stars from previous -years 
present. Dorothy Goos, beautiful 
in’ white ‘tulle, ‘skates as The Bal-- 

‘Jerina. Alice. -Quessy: does the hula: 
‘on skates in Bobby” Blake’s spec- 
tacular Hawaiian number, ‘icedom’ 's 
salute to.the 50th state. 

New:to the U.S. are the show’s 
Rosemarie & 

Robert Unger who were with “Holi-- 
day” last year during the Euro- | 
pean junket.. ‘She graduated from 
ballet to ice, and the pair elabo- { 
rates all the grace of the classic ; 
ballet on skates. 

Darlene’s unbelievable 
: chimp, who skates. on command 
and jumps obstacles. is an audience 
favorite. Joe Jackson Jr. . still 
casts a spell with the trick bicycle 
that his papa ‘once used. 

The Williams family has a couple | 
of more years, while the. children !f 

(Debbie is 8 and 

stars a run for heir money in au- 
‘ dience appeal. | 

Werner Muller’s terrific. act on 
' stilt ‘skates. doesn’t seem to get 
quite the hurrahs it deserves, but 
the same is not true.of Paul 
-Andre’s giddy comedy antics. 

Tommy Allen surely. fs one of 
the. fastest spinners, on skates and 
_he was up to maximum on opening 
night even after the rigors’ of re- 
hearsals. : 

Milt Montane and. Bill Bikle are 
la topnotch comedy team new to{ 
| Holiday. on Ice for "1962.. . ; 

Others: who get big program bill- 

‘| Mac, Ray. Balmer, Rosita -Percelly, 
Alfredo Mendoza, John LaDue & 
Eddy. DeVos, ‘Jane. Morris and 
Brenda. Farmer, A line of 36 pre- 
cision skaters rounds out the cast. 

The 1962 “Holiday” has 25 

about 2% hours. 
splendiferous and costly. Under 10 
super spots and thousands of .addi- || 
tional lights, the show is a color 
Spectorama, ‘with many breathtak- 
ing changes of color. — 

Soundwise everything is clear, a 
and the show is wellpaced. 

‘The 1962 big numbers include 

in sparkling white; 
“Phe Magic Toy Box” -wherein 
nearly: every member of: the cast |? 
jhelps create a line of. elephants, 
; Paper dolls, and puppets; the big 

“Cowboys and Chor- 
-post-intermission and per- | 

“Revue. des Ballets” in 

to the Great Smioky | 

little | 

‘His [4 
Club, .Miami, Sept. 23 for. three ‘kind, racking up good grosses With | wide circles, leaning. ‘backward till i 

the his head’ touches the ice (cantilerer) | 
Mello-Larks down for one v eek. weekends. Cuffo Garden pier city: are sure crowd-thrillers. 

~ $22,000; (Aug. 19); Portland; Audi- tators; 
ee lwhich. the east takes up five ballet 

scenes different from last year’s 
in response to audience demand; 
| and “Southland U.S.A.” an im-| 

DICK ~ ~~ AUNT. — 

WESTON 4» 10 MARTHA 
Comedy Ventriloquism 

Opening Tonight 

LATIN. QUARTER. 
‘NEW YORK" 

‘a Management: GEORGE SOARES 
3 . 4208 H Jordin, Les Veges, Nev., Du, 4-2182 

: backdrop.. 

Knoxville’s Coliseum seats. 5,200 

es es 
-évenings and two matinees were a 

proximate $125,000 gross. 
Show glides into Peoria ({ill.)- next. 

Ru e. 

imense and beautiful scene with a |. 
! thousand-lighted showboat as the 

ifor the iceshow,..and the seven | 

sellout to 50;000 seats for an ap-| 
The 

May 29 (One Week)—CASINO ROYAL, Wash., D. C. 

June 5 (One Week) —GLEN CASINO, Williamsville,.N. Y. 

June 12 thru 15—BRASS RAIL, London, Ont. 

| June 16—-Simco, Ont. 
June 17—Toronto, Can. 

June 18——Hamilton, Can. 

June 19—New Toronto, Can. 

June 21—Ft. Worth, Tex. 

June 22—Wichita, Kan. 

Jane 23 thru 25—Spring Lake Park, Oklahoma City, Okla. 
June 26—Kansas City, Mo. 
June 27—Springfield, ill. 
June 28—South Bend, Iii. 

June 29——Lancaster, Pa. 

June 30—MANOR HOTEL, Wildwoed, N. J. (One Week) 
Juiy 7 thru 9—Somers Pt., N. J. 

July 10 thru 13—Recording MGM, New York 
July 14 thru 16—Somers Point, N. J. 

July 17 thru 20—Recording, MGM, New York 
July.21 thru 22—Hamilten, Ohio 

July 24—Recording MGM, Nashville, Tenn. 
July 25—Wausau, Wise. 

July 26—Watterloo, Ia. 
July 27—Des Meines, Ia. 
July 28—Ft. Madison, la. 

July 29—Benald, Ill. 
July 30—Monticello, Ind. 

August 1—Arnolds Park, Ia. 

August 2—Sioux City, la. « 
August 3—Decorah, la. 

August 4—Cedar Rapids, fa. 
- August 5—Hatfield, Minn. 
August 6—Storm Lake, fa. 

August 7—Ft. Dodge, Ia. 
August 8—Davenport, Ic. 
August 9—Sf. Paul, Minn. 

August 10—Forrestburg, S. D. 
August 11—Bismearck, N. D. 

August 12—Grand Forks, N. D. 

August 13—Mankato, Minn. 
August 14—Austin, Minn. 
August 15—Cleear Lake, Ia. 

August 16—Montevido, Minn. 

August 17—Fargo, N. D. 
August 18—New Munich, Minn. 
August 19—Delf Rapids, S. D. 
August 20—Mentor, Minn. 
August 21—Militown, S. D. 
August 22—Poplar Bluff, Mo. 
August 23—Little Rock, Ark. 

August 24—Joplin, Mo. 
August 25 (One Week)—Spring Lake Pk., Okla. City, Okla. 

. September 1—Wichita Falls, Tex. 
September 2—San Angelo, Tex. 
September 3—Amarillo, Tex.. 
September 4—Odessa, Tex. & 
September 5—Victoria, Tex. 
September 6—Tyler, Tex. 
September 7—Rogers, Ark. 

September 8—Fayetteville, Ark. 
September 9—Tulsa, Okla. 

To All Franchised: Agents: 

WRITE... WIRE...PHONE... 

Open Dates Available 
For Tour and One Niters 

_Exclusively: MGM RECORDS 

Personal Management — 

DON SEAT ENTERPRISES, INC. 
119 West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y. 

Phone: JU 2-2502 . 



NEW YORK CITY 
Centennial College 

Alan Cole. Corps de 
Ore. 

fAUSIC HALL 
oir, Charhivels, 
Met, Ruckettes, Raymond Paige 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE (Tivo:.: - Don Tannen, 

Sharoa, Lucio & Rosita, Four Kovata 
cKay Bros. & Romayne. Daniele Dorice. 
lL Roach. McKay Bios. & Romayne, 

avid Fulle: Yrio, Yotunde Rodrigues, 
> Arnol 
SYDNEY .Tivoll: -- Nat Jackley, Sid 
tummmer & aAsst.. Howard Morrison 4, 
emmy Godfrey, Jack Bowkett. 4 Brit- 

tons. Flying De Pauls. Janet Grey, Max 
Bleach. Marzarita Helioh, Rosemary 
Powell, Anne Inghs. 

BRITAIN 
MLACKPOOL .Grand..-Arthur Askey, 

Beatrice Varley. Betty Driver, Bunny 
May, Lindz Jame». Kaymond Dyer, 
Geoffrey Ryan, Jill Thompson & Billy 
Tasker 
BLACKPOOL (Opera House) — Shirley 

Basses, Richard Heatne. ur Emmanuel, 
Tommy: Fields. Clark Brus, Lucky - 
tlnos, Harry Smith-Hampshire & Doreen. 
Casey. Georze Mitchell Singers, Malcolm 
Goddard Dancers. Tyldesley ‘Girls Choir, 
diraray Currie’s Dan-ing Waters. 
BLACKPOOL «Palace. Frankie 

Vaughan, Arthur Worsley, Billy Ternent, 
ch, Maxine Coates, Bell-Tones, Neil 

Delring, Kims, Ted Lune, Hetty 

BLACKPOOL r . 
i & Co.. Schickler Sisters, Knie’s 

Animals, 4 Patacios. Circus Roland's 
Yigers. $ Elwardos, Berosinis, Rudy Horn, 

oni the Elephant, Captain Danion’s Sea 
eas, 3 Lorandos. Lilian Kenny, Sydney 

—The Kangaroc, Trio Faber, Our Sammy, 
Cittle Jimmy & Circusettes. 
BLACKPOOL (Winter Gardens Pavilion) | 

—Lonnie Donegan. Dallas Boys, Suzie 
er. Gil & Freddie Lavedo, Miki & 

xit¢é, Norman Vaughan. 
BRIGHTON (Hippodrome) — Ruse Con- 

way, Alfred Marks. Janie Marden, Page 
Bray, Brook Bros., Freddie Mills, Al 

edding, Pat Coombs. Two Heinkes. Den- 
nis Newey, Ted Carson, Bells & Beaux, 
SLASGOW (Empire) — Andy Stewart. 

Ian Powrie & Band. Alex McAvoy, Mar- 
garet Mitchell. Max Kay, Andrew McKen- 
gie, Dixie Ingram, 4 Jays. Cherry Wi- 
Roughby Dancers. Richard Hardie. David ; 
Zogan; Aeolian Choir, Scottish Country 
Dencers. Pipes & Drums of 5 5th Batt. 
Highland Light Infantry (T-A.. 
LIVERPOOL (Empire) — Johnnie Ray, 

fena Sisters. Flack & Lamar, Johnny 
Silver. Two Peters, Brazilianos, Martin 
Granger’s Puppets 
LONDON (Palladium)—-Harry Secombe, 

Boy Castle, Marion Ryan. King Bros, 
Eddie Calvert. Wise Guys, Audrey Jeans, 
Jeremy Hawk. Michel & Carol, Graxina 
Frame, Wendy Wayne. Helene & Howard, 
Barantons, Ronnie Corbett, Jack Francois, 
George Carden Dancers, Bill Shepherd 
Sing 
MANCHESTER (Palace)—Charlie Drake, 
& L Ward. Springfields, Patricia Bredin, 

olk & Gillis. 
MORECAMBE 

Charlie Chester, 
Ecie “Jeéves” Grier. Wallabies, J & P 
Barbour, Franklin & Doves, 8 & V 
Annand. John Tiller Girls. 
VICTORIA (Patace'- Nervo & Knox, Bud ' 

Flanagan, Naughton & Gold, Eddie Gray. 

Cabaret Bills 

NEW YORK CITY 
BASIN ST. EAST .).t¢ Brubeck, Car- 

men MeRae. Brothers Four. 
BIRDLAND .-Joue Williams, Harry Edi- 

son. Gigi Gryce 
CHARDAS-..Nina S'lvana, Tibor Rakos- 

sy. Dick Marta, Lils France, Elemar Hor- | 

(Winter Gardens) — 
Hedley Ward Trio, 

a 

vath. ; 
CHATEAU MADRID — “Exiravaganza : 

Latins.” Esa Flores. Jonas Mouras, Nora : 
& Raul, Pup? Campo Ore. 
COPACABANA .-- Delia Reese, Mickey 

Deems. Bili Kenneds. B:.1bara . Dodd, 
Paul Shelles Orc... Frank Marti Orc. 
EMBERS—Max Kaminsky, Lee Evans. 
HOTEL. ASTOR..- Eddie Lane Orc. 
HOTEL LEXINGTON-—Vireginia Wing, 

Lillian Knight, Denny» Regor, Tony Drake, 
Tony Cabot Ore 
HOTEL NEW YORKER.—Joe Furst. 
HOTEL TAFT--Vincent Lopez Ore. 
HOTEL ROOSEVELT — Milt Saunders 

Ore 
HOTEL ST. REGIS -- Milton Kay Trio, 

Blt Shaw Ore 
INTERNATIONAL- -Sandra Kiraly, Ed- 

dia Garson, Casat.er & Rose, Mike Durso 
Ore... Aviles Ore 
LATIN QUARTER — Billy Williams. 

Dick Weston. Wazzan Troupe. Harrison & 
Kossi, Dorothea McFarland. Ronaid Field, 
Jo [.ombardi Orc. B. Harlowe Ore, 
LEFT BANK..-Cal Bustic 
LIVING ROOM—Bob Ferro Trio, Meg ; 

Bivles, Jimmy Dovles. 
NO. 1 FIFTH AVE.—Cedrone & Mitch- 

ell. Hilda Vincent. Hankinson & Silver. 
ROUNDTABLE Diikes oz Dixieland. 
- SARBRA — Yat:a ‘arkoni, Rachel & 
Zlilla, Martin Roman. Sura Avani, Kovesh 
& Mizrachie, Lea Fuld 
UPSTAIRS & DOWNSTAIRS—Lovelady 

Powell, Fiedhle Weber. Jim Sheridan, 
Bill MeCutchen, Trneblood & Colston. 
VILLAGE BARN Dory = Snnclair. 

Ralph Pote,. Susan Bradv, Joe Hay, Johnny 
Kimg. Lov Harokt Onc 
VILLAGE GATE Art 

John Coltrane 4. 
VILLAGE VANGUARD 

Jackie Cain. Ros Krat. 

CHICAGO 
BLUE ANGEL -“Pablo Cardela Limbs 

Calypso Revue.” Lidia Lora. Raphael Her- 
nan. Lord Christo. Lord Mike, Jeanné 
Seuratt, Sulea Caro. Tito Perez orc. 
CLOISTER—Phil Tucker. Doree Crews, 

Eddv Subway Orv 
BDOWNSTAGE ROOM (Happy Medium) 

Micheline Bardin. 
EDGEWATER BEACH — Kim Sisters. 

Don Davis Orc. 
GATE OF HORN—Geula Gill, The Or- 

anim Zabar, “Stewed Prunes (3), Fred 

Blakey Sextet. 

— Stein Getz. 

Kage Trio. : 
LS BISTRO—Milt Trenier. Sir Gregory, 

Dick Borden Trio. 
LONDON HOUSE—Paul Smith Trio, Ed- 

die Higgins Trio. Larry Novak Trio. 
MISTER KELLY’S -- Felicia Sanders, 

Charlie Manna, Marx & Frigo, Marty 
Rubenstein Trio. 
PALMER HOUSE — Dave Barry, Kay 

Armen, Ben Arden Ore. 
PLAYSOY CLUB —-- Joe Conti, Marian 

Paige. Stu Gilliaf, Raftsmen. Will Mercer. 
Marge Dodson. Bob Davis Trio, 
Stuart Trio, Harold Harris Trio. claude 
Jones, 

LOS ANGELES 
ASSTRACT—Flintridge IV, Bob Oakley, 

Kareu Darro. 

CURRENT BILLS 
WEEK OF AUGUST 30 

aooensinata 

mn 

. —— 

(Tower Circus)—Charlie | 

| Steens, Hi-Lads. 

ASHGROVE—New Lost City Ramblers, 
"REN. erri, Frank Hamilton. — 

joo.” . with Joey Faye, 
Harry Clexx, Sid Fields, Allison ‘icKay, 
Ilona Adams, Joy Healey Dancers, The 
Domestrics, Ivan Lane & Orc. 
CRESCENDO—Bnddy Lester, Ben Lessy, 

Patti Moore, Ink Spots. 
DINO'S — Jessica James, Jack Elton, 

Steve La Fever. 
SLATE BROS. — Billy Gray, Interna- 

tionals. 

York, Sk.onay Ennis Orc. 

per, John Anderson Orv. 
YH LITTLE CLUB — Ruth Olay, Dave 

Madden, Eduardo Sassoa. 

LAS VEGAS 
CARVER HOUSE--Billy Ward & Doml- 

noes, Barbara Randolph,-Lon Fontaine 
'Dancers, Marl Young Orc. 

DESERT INN — Louis Prima, Keely 
Smith, Dick Humphreys. Sam Butera & 
Watnesses, Donn Arden Dancers, Carlton 
Hayes Orc.: Lounge: Michael Kent, Dave ' 
Apolion, Milt Herth, Henri Rose, Bobby 
Stevenson. 
DUNES—Eleanor Powell, Alan Drake, 

Toni Basil, Ear! Barton Dancers, Bill 
Reddie Ore. Lounge: Roberta Sherwood, 
Gil Bernal, Wynona Carr. 

£L CORTEZ—Johnny Ukuleie, Princess 
Lei Momi, Kahala Twins. 
FLAMINGO — Myroa Cohen, Barry Sis- 

ters, Diane Varga, Dun Kirk, Flamingo- 
ettes, Nat Brandwynne Ore. Lounge: 
Lionel Hampton, Betty Reilly. 
FREMONT—Joe King Zaniacs, Newton. 

Bros.. Make Beleves. . 
GOLDEN NUGGET—Judy Lynn, Jimmy 

Wakely, Wanda Jackson. Sneed Family, 
Joe Wolverton, Annie Maloney. 
HACIENDA — Four Tunes, — 

Olenn, Keynotes, Cathy . Ryan, 
Shore 3. * 
LAST FRONTIER —Lon Mosconi Jr., 

Virginia Rae, Fritz Becker. 
MINT—Pat Moreno’s “Artists & Models 

NEVADA—"Lea Girls De Paris,” Jose 
Duarte, Moon Fuppeis, Kay Brown, Vida 
M Sparkler. 
NEW FRONTIER — Holiday in Rio.” 

Leunge: Ink Spots, “Hot Lips” Levine, 
Fred Kushon. 

RIVIERA—“Gypasay.” Mitzi Green, Jules 
Munshin, Eddie Innes, Betty McGuire, 
Anne Russell. Leunge: Goofers, Kay 

Johnny 
Grover 

SADDLE CLUB—Reggle Perkins, : 
SAHARA—Betty Hutton, Pete Candolf, 

Davis & Reese, Moro-Landis Dancers. Lou 
Basil Ore. tLeunge: Ray Anthony, Char- 
acters, George Rock. 
SANDS—Peter Lind Haves. Patrice Wy- 

more, Claude Stroud, Garr Nelsen, George 
Zak, odernaires, Copa- Girls. Antonio 
Morelli Orc_ Lounge: Red Norvo, Dave 
Burton, Morry King. 
SHOWBOAT — Sawyer Sisters, Twin 

Tunes, Roy Clark. 
SILVER "SLIPPER—Hank Henry, Sparky 

Kaye, Red Marshall, Danny Jacobs, 
Taffy O’Nefl, Rudenko Bros., Slipperettes, 
George Redman Ore. Lounge: Charlie 
Teagarden, Barbary Coast Bovs. 
STARDUST—“Lido de Paris”; Lounge: 

Billy Daniels, Happy Jesters. Peggy De 
; Castro, Micki Lynn, Dei-MMartins. 

THUNDERBIRD —Gogi Grant, Sammy 
: Share, Harry Nofal. Garwood Van Orc. 
i Lounge: Lancers; Edi Domingo & Norma, 
: Frank Gusto. 

TROPICANA—'Folies Bergere.” Col- 
ette Riedinger, Pompoff. Thedy & Fam- 

: ily, Pinky & Perky, The Bogdadis, Danny 
Costello, Trio Martelli. Mme. Baron Bal- 
let, Florence & Frederic & Dancers. Ray 

‘Sinatra Orc. Lounge: Sheckv Greene, 
Mafalda Trio, Al DePaulis 4. Duborinet 3, 
Paul Goupil 4. 

RENO-TAHOE 
' 

CAL-NEVA (Tahoe. ‘Vie Damone, Dick 
. Shawn, Matty “Malneck Orec., Sonny King, 
i Linda Leigh & Lads, Don Tosti & Glorita. 

CRYSTAL ‘BAY (Tahoei—Roberta Sher- 
| Wood. Pat Collins 

DEN — Barty Ashton’s “Playmates 
in OPariee” ‘Freddie Bell, Norman Rouner 
Ore. . 
HAROLDS CLUB — “Can-Can” 

Guardsmen. Don Conn -Orc. 
HARRAH’S (Renov— Arthur Ellen. Dick 

Contino, Skeets Mintoa, Violina:res, Tune- 
jesters, Red Coty. 

} BKHARRAH’S ‘Tahoe? --- Kas Starr, Guy 
Marks. Rhythm Kinzs. Dorothy Dorben 
Singers & Dancers. Leighton Noble Ore. 
Lounge: Nick iucas, Jerry Colonna. Jack 

‘Ross Six. Denis & Rozers. Bill Collier, 
-Cooper Sisters. Madge Wilson. 
{ HOLIDAY—DeCastro Sisters. Braman & ! 
tLeonard. Charles Gould & Satin Strings, | 
?Margaret Ann & Ernie Mariam Trio 

MAPES—Rodberta Linn. King’s IV. Eber 
Senate Dancers, Betty Ayres’ 

NEVADA LODGE (Tahee) — Michael 
Douglas, Paris Sistérs, Jerry Gravy Orc., 
Arthur Walsh, Barbara Dee & Pages. Stan 
Keyava Trio. 
NORTH SHORE (Tahge'--Ginny Greer 

& Gallions. Tony Rose, Raul Suter Orc. 
RIVERSIDE — Minskv’s Follies with 

Bert Wheeler, Amin Bros, Lou LevVitt: 
Ore. Te Jo Ann Jordan Trio. Fred Thomp- 
son 
WAGON WHEEL (Fahoe: — Gaylords; 

Andrini_ Bros., . Nerman Brown Sextet, 
Town Pipers, Bobby Pase &° Musical 
‘Pages, Manny Lopez Re.ue. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
BLACKHAWK.—Cal Tjader 
BLACKSHEEP—Bill Davidson Ore. 
EARTHQUAKE McGOON’S—Turk Mur- 
hy Orc 
FAIRMONT HOTEL — Billy De Wolfe, 

Ernie Heckscher Orc. 
. GAY 90’S—Ray K. Goman, Bee & Ray 
Goman, Joan Brant, Marah Gates Dners., 
HUNGRY l—Phyllis Diller. Joe & Eddie, 

Clancy Knight, Olga Sbragia, Dick Crab- 
tree Trio. 

JAZZ WORKSHOP—Bobby Timmins 3. 
NEW FACK’S—Gene McDaniels. Ver- 

non Alley 3, MeI Young. 
ON THE LEVEE—Joe Sullivan Ore. 
PURPLE ONION — Smothers Bros., 

Freddie Paris. 
345 CLUB—Batista Locatelli, Pamela 

Bruno, Joe Termini. Kimi Yokoi, Jeannie 
Stevens, Barry Ashton Dancers, Roy 
Palmer Orc. , 

SAN JUAN, P. R. 
CARIBE HILTON —. Noreen Parker, 

Jimmy Nelson: _Miguelito Miranda Orce., 
Pebito Arvelo 0 
CHARTERHOUSE—Tobaco Munez Ore., 

Ray T 
BEACH — Je Ann Val. 

Rev., 

ico. 
CONDADO 

Querait Pepito Torres Orc. 
El. CALYPSO—Una Collins, Jerry Ma- 

son, Esso-E Band. 
FLAMBOYAN—Evelyn Souffront, Bette 

Martin, Freddie Gutierrez, Hector Escabi, 
Laucel de Arce Baliet. Cesar 
Ore., Joe Vallejo 5. 

Sparkling” 

Joe Blanc 

BLUE’S — Ben Blue’s “Hullaba- | 
Cully Richards, 

STATLER HOTEL—"Playmates in New fellow 

THE SUMMIT—Redd Foxx, Toni Har- 

INTERCONTINENTAL—Pearo Geralée, 
Boyer ener Charlie Fisk Ore., 

LA’ BOTELLA—Hat Hester, Duke Dorel, 
LA CONCHA—Jadin Wong.’ Noro Mor- | 

-ales. Ore.; Humberto Moraies 8. 
OCHO SUERTAS—aAida Irizarry, ‘Luis & 

; Soledad, Rafael Kalaf. 

New hats 

CLANCY KNIGHT 
Comedy 
12 Mins.: . 
hungry .i, San ‘Francisco | 

Clancy Knight is a slim, dark 
‘in heavy-rimmed glasses 

who looks. a bit like Mort Sahl, a 
fellow who. began” ‘in this same 
basement. 
‘Up until a few. days ago, Knight 

was an assistant district attorney 
in San Mateo County, a suburban 
area’ just. south of Frisco. -The 
temptation to suggest that Knight 

| better not dump. ‘his law books too 

4 drink commercial. 

‘from the acro. field. 

iprecipitately is large, because 
working nightclubs is “tot like en- 
tertaining a party at home. 

Knight ambles on stage carry- 

marking “that package is:a book 
on planned : parenthood for. Mort 
Sahl.” The rest of the.act is on 
much the same level. | 

It consists of two separate mono- 
logs, a la Bob Newhart. In the 
first - Knight is. a scared astronaut 
at countdown, the payoff coming. 
after blastoff when the astronaut 
smells cigar. smoke and a Cuban 
in the nose cone says, “Senor, 
land the nose cone at Havana 
Airport, please.” The second mon- 

is Knight’s version of a psychia- 
trist testifying for John Wilkes 
Booth at Booth’s trial. Near the 
climax, unfortunately, Knight 
stumbled over his own lines, 
though by then it probably didn’t 

its hands. 
To. compete In the basement bis- 

tro league, Knight: will have have. 
to sharpen his’ material'.a great 
deal and improve his delivery. To 
do both he probably should work 
where the competition isn’t so 
stiff. Right now he is still only 
a gifted amateur. Stef. 

THE MASCOTS (3) 
Songs, Comedy 
30 Mins. . 
Skylane Inn, Houston 
The hometown Maseots. appear- 

ing at Houston’s. newest nitery to 
offer good. entertainment, receive 
top mitting in their preem night 
‘at the Skvlane Inn's Orbit Room. 

Actually The Mascots (Larry 
Hovis, Harry. Bell, Jerry Lloyd) 
were reviewed as a new act several 
years ago when they were a quar- 
tet. and had ‘received national, ex- 
posure through several appear- 
ances on Arthur Godfrey's daytime 
tv show. 

Hovis, wha: handles comedy for 
group, is a firstrate low pressure 
comic with orginal ideas and fast 
with an ad lib. -Group’s harmony 
is tops, and Jerry Lioyd is excel- 
lent on electric guitar. 
Top tunes performed: by group 

are opening “Who Put ‘the Devil 
in Evelyn’s Eyes,” impfessions of. 
other vocal groups with their best 

; known, renditions, and closing 
“Java Jive.” . , 

Much. of comedy. fs. pitched: on 
fact. “we've been a _ fast-rising 
group for 10 years.” with Mascots | . 
doing “the only song that ever 
made us any real money’ 

-Grqup - fits: well now in any in- 
time club or major lounge, but act 
needs a bit. of work on. pace and 
perhaps the. touch of a.pro writer 
or producer. As is, act is-better. 
than many better-known trios. 

Skip. 

‘CAPTAIN SILVER. 
Acrobatic 
12 Mins. . 
Ak-Sar-Ben, Omaha 

Veteran acrobat Ken. Thomas is 
‘an A-! example of hew a young 
fellow. with imagination can take 
an. ordinary act and make it. into 
a real zinger. Making his first ap- 
pearance in these parts, he is 
ready for just about any media. 

’ Thomas hills his production as 
“Captain Silver and the Golden 
Phantasy,” coming on in bright 
silver pirate’s costume replete with 
eyepatch. Guy finds an Aladdin’s 
Lamp and poof, out. comes his 
stacked wife for some fast acros. 
Thomas then- mounts ‘his untae 
rigging (decorated: with fishnets, 
crossbones, skulls, efc.) for nlity | 
balancing on a “sable” atop the 

| wire. 

Act moves fast throughout and 
costuming is original. It is a treat 
fe see something different emerge 

Trump. 

ing a package and opens by re- 

olog is a slight improvement: | it . 

matter: the audience was sitting on 

"—a. soft. 

| Ben 

An Evenin g With Sammy 
Davis Jr.. 

London, Aug. 22.. 

Bernard Delfont (by arrange- 
ment with the Will Mastin Trio) 
‘presentation of an. entertainment 
in two parts. Stars Sammy Davis 
Jr., With Bob Melvin, the Hal 

“Staged By Arthu? Silber Jr.;.musi- 
cal director, Gearge. Rhodes: cho- 
reography, Hal: Loman: special 
material by Sammy Cahn & Ji immy 
Van Heusen; ‘production super- 
vised by Will Mastin. Opened Aug. ’ 
21, ‘61 at Prince of Wales’ Theatre, 
London;. $4. 90, top. 

A “one man show” is a challenge! 
‘for any artiste, however talented. 
But it -was clear from curtain rise 
that Sammy. Dayis Jr. ‘could meet it: 
handily. Clowning, singing, mimic- 
‘ing, hoofing, playing an xylophone, | © 
doing impressions, he’s at home 
with them all and brings a zest and | 
vitality to his performance that 
‘bubbles over even in such a large 
theatre. as the Prince of ‘Wales,}. 
-where he has ‘been booked for a; 
seven-weeks run. | 

Davis’ exuberant friendliness is 
irresistible, but it is not merely his} 
infectious personality that makes 
him a hit. He has a real and ver-. 
satile talent, too..On the first night! 
‘only one of his effects failed to! 
come off, an overlong finale to. the! 
opening stanza in which he simu-| - 
lates an unknown: young: man flop- 
ping at an audition. - 

His singing covers a wide field. 
sentimental, pop, spirituals and 
ballads. Two particular hits are his: 
warbling of “I’m Gonna Build “A 
Mountain” and a piece of miming: 
to Robert Preston’s voice from! 
“The Music Man.” 

The second half, heralded by 
“Birth Of The Blues, " also has a: 
couple of highspots, a Jam ‘session, 
with Davis .on xylophone and. 

| Michael Silva drumming on a stool, : 
-}and a series of standout Davis im-’: 
personations. .Frank Sinatra,. Dean, 
Martin, Al. Jolson, Billy Eckstine, 
Humphrey Bogart,. James Cagney, ; 
Cary Grant, Jerry Lewis, John: 
Garfield tin an excerpt from “Body 
And Soul’) -Lionel. Barrymore, . 
Marton Brando and Anthony Quinn ‘ 
(from ‘Viva Zapata”) -all get the. 
Davis. treatment and come uncan- 
nily to life. 

This evening ef “theatre, cabaret 
and vaudeville” 1s essentially a. 
one-man show, but te give the star: 
-a breather there are the slick Hal. 

Loman Dancers (8), Michael Silva. | 

Unit Reviews 
ling Bros. Jast summer “in ils first’ 
year in this’ country, Forst hag 

| padded. hig act for. the fair circuits 
and proyides an interesting 17 
minutes. He’s ready: for the top 
niteries and video. shows... 

Jay Ross handies emcee. chores: 
lin affable fashion and keeps kids 
happy: with his: balloon. blowups. 

o one. will ever accusé Ross of 
having new material but the kids. 

j don’t care when he starts passing 
yout his creations. In addition, he 
closed - show with a “balloon. par- 
‘rage” that had the’ moppets scram- 
bling for .souvenirs.. 

Dane's Meriy-Go-Round is an 
| okay. opener, with the big’ Ppooches: 
going through. standard :. tricks: 

‘Captain Silver. is under New ‘Acts. | 
i Eddy. Haddad’s Orch turned in an’ 
‘outstanding | job. in showbacking. 

. Trump: . 

( 

Nat (King) Cole: 
San Diego, ‘Aug. 28. 

Nat King Cole, Barbara McNair, . 
Natalie Cole, Lee Scott Dancers 
48), Ralph Carmichael -band;: 
Cole’s: jazz unit (Lee Young, : 
drunis; Charles ‘Harris, bass; John -:, 
Collins, ‘guitar; Rinauld Jones, 
trumpet). ‘Produced by ike Jones: 
staging, Tony: ‘Barr; sets and light- 
‘ing, Curt Nations; script, Les Pine; 

| Choreography, Lee. Scott: At Russ” 
j Auditorium, Aug. 25-26, . 61; FA 
; top. " 

In this break-in for. Greek Thea: 
tre opening (28) in Los: ‘Angeles, - 
“The Merry. World of Nat King 
iCole” comes Off.as a musical: tour 
in ‘the first half, and Cole’ alone - 

j with ‘jazz ‘unit and band | in the 
+ second. Fortunately, any “hint of 
the hackneyed is. erased from the 
old “let’s take a trip” approach by 
imaginative production, for which 
producer - Ike Jones may ‘take e 
i bow. 

It’s a slickly: mounted, ‘fast mov- 
-ing production, -: gleaming ‘with. 
‘Showmanship. savvy .from opening. 
with » ‘Cole playing a eclavier to the 
finale with Cole rocking home his 
satiric “Mr. Cole Won’t Rock and 
Roll:": ‘There’s no doubt that Cole 
-is.the master of the mellow tone: 
and the ‘leisurely ‘phrasing | of 
lyrics, invariably. weaving. the | Pres. 
cise mood intended. ~ | 

| His. selection here hits on an 
audience—pleasing group from the. 
{Cole ” repertoire—"Fogsy Day,” 
“Paper ‘Meon,” - “Unforgettable,” 

* “Making | Whoopee,” “Darling . Je. 
: Vous -Aime Beaucoup” et al. His 

Loman dancers in a few routines i*Cohtinental” seems :less in the: 
and a sauve, dry comedian, Bob. Cole groove,. however. 
Melvin, who has’ a neat line of pat-;_ 
ter in the now familiar form -of: 
amiable debunking  self-depreca-; 
tion. He has an effective and blana 
delivery, though there seems little! 
point in his material being set to. 
piano music. 

At one stage Davis joshes the: 
audience ‘by saying: “Fancy paying - 
35 shillings te see May Britt’s hus- 
‘pand. Yott must be crazy!’ this 
sum ($4.90) is rather higher than: 
West End theatergoers are accus-.; 
tomed. to paying, but this lively, + 
robust evening is worth it. 

Bich, 

Three Stooges 
Omaha, Aug. 24.. 

Three Stooges, Ferry Forst & Co. 
(3), Captain Silver (2), Jay Ross, 
Dane’s Merry-Go- Round, Eddy | 
Haddad’s Orch (10).- At Ak: Sar- | 

Field, Omaha, Aug. 21-23; 
free. to members only. 

Ak-Sar-Ben, Omaha civic org, : 
‘wrapped up its ninth and- final! 

show of the season for. the dues 

{$10 annually) paying membérs ‘by 
offering a revue that the kids will 
be talking about the rest of the 
year. At least the ovation extended ; 
the Three Stooges indicated this. 

*The Stooges employ their slap- 
stick knockabout humor for 38 
minutes and they're the first to: 
admit it’s strictly cornball. But 
the moppets eat it up—and that’s 
what counts: At the end of the act 
the boys take time out to thank. 
the youngsters. from bringing them 
“from practically out ‘of retfre- 
ment,” and then they applaud the 
children: Make no mistake about. 
it;. the Stooges can do no wrong as. 
far as the smallfry are eoncerned. 

Ferry Forst & Co. (his shapely 
wife and cute daughter) is one of 
‘the slickest illusion acts around. A 
‘centre-ring attraction with Ring- 

In a. tune -from.- “Gigi? ” Cole. 
: pairs : winningly: with ‘his . cute 11- 
i year-old daughter, :Natalie.: :In duo 
: bits. with Cole and also as 4 single, 
i luscious Barbara: McNair scores as. 
,@ swingin’ winner, ‘combining the- 
“SENSUOUS - ‘with: a highly. infectious : 
humor. © 

Of. her ‘songalog, “Myf. You ‘Love 
Me’? miay' be ill-chosen, -but. she 
rocks the hall with “This. Could Be 
‘the Start”. and a biting “Lady Is a 

: Tramp.” She's : an: exciting. ‘Per- 
{ former. ‘ 

Although. the’ Lee Scott. Dancers 
do. okay.inthe limbo réutine, with 

fa few, ‘exceptions . they aren’t alto- 
‘| gether up to the choreography's- 
‘1 demands. 
| Show was billed heré: two nights. 
4 . Don. 

iz Medium Agencies 
— Continued ‘from ‘page. 49 —- 

; as well as. others ina. prospective. " 
i list of agencies now being peered: 
at, would give the acquiring agency ‘ 
;a new and. vital. source. of income, 
as well as a pool of artists which: 
it-could move into a wider: ‘orbit of 
activity. 

Within the past few years, there 
hzve been a considerable number 
| of absorptions. by the three major 
talent offices.. ‘In addition, Louw: 
Chesler’s Seven Arts. has merged 
with. Famous Artists. . 
‘The interest -from investment 

‘houses, of late has: been spurred 
by the track records scored-by MCA 
and Baldwin-Montrose. ‘Chemical. 
Co. (GAC. parent . firm) | stocks, . 
‘both of “which have in recent — 
months ‘registered several strong 
gains. uo 

Some-.of the offers being ‘made 
are reportedly extremely. attrac-: 
tive and possibilities are that there. 
‘will be some further. activity inthe ©. 
ereation ¢ of new. combines... 



Ce acabana, N.Y. 
Della Reese with Mercer Elling- 

ton & Co. (2), Mickey Deems, Bill. 

Kennedy, 
Girls (8); Paul Shelley and Frank 

Marti. orchs; $5, 50. minimum. 

‘As if a harbinger of the fall 
‘season when Joe‘ E. Lewis comes 

‘Wednesday, August 30, 1961 

Barbara Dodd; Copa | 

lent folksingers; ‘who harmonize 

favorites of the genre—“Joshua 
Fit the Battle of Jericho,” ‘“Mari- 
anne,” “Did. You Hear about Jer- 
ry?” “The Mission of San Miguel” | 

| and “The Green Grew All Around.” |: 
They've. stepped up their tempo. 

‘| and: smoothed: ‘out their act’ con- 
siderably in ‘the last six months 
and -get .a fine hand for their. AT | 

‘Basin ‘Street East, N.Y. ! 
well and stick to tried-and-true |. Dave Brubeck Quartet, Brothers 

Four, . -Carmen McRae; $3 music 
charge. . ; 

nual’ ‘vacation siesta, has reopened 
witha batch of talent designed to 
catch the’ collegiates who: still 
vemain in town between terms. The 
components of the. present show | 

~ Basin St. East. following its’ an-- 

in Sept. 7, followed by Sid ‘Caesar's ‘minute. set. ‘are. those who have. found ' favor | 

nitery ‘comeback ‘Oct: 12. Della Olga - Sbragia does a - trio. of on the campus in concert form, 

Reese's: booking, as. a windup of | pjeasant. Italian: pops: songs. and j'and indications are that. the -b.0. 
the ~ summer. semester, “pulled -a! | Clancy’ Knight does‘a comic mono-.| wl] be booming for the tail part | 

- strong turnout. despite the -heat | | log (see New Acts): : Pianist. Richie. { of. the. summer séason.- 

and. the humidity’ of whieh Gotham | Crabtree,. bassist’ Manuél ‘Duran i . Heading the spot’ Ss. talent lineup 

hhas had morg than its share. It’s - and guitarist Eddie Duran handle.’ js’ Dave’ ‘Brubeck, one. of the hot 
.mow a second: annual return: for the musical chores very. well. 
the RCA Victor disker and: she. Show Tuns . ~ through. Oct. 1. 

ECE aPUUNENE aemene 

and -a: stalwart in. contemporary 

looks like a. regular. entry. a Stef. | music. Possessing a liferate and 

- ‘Miss Reese: is ‘even stronger this |. ; | articulate .. viewpoint, Brubeck ; 

time out, fortified by a couple of | - . provides’ readings which are deve- | 
solid disclicks and .she .zot salvos |: ° Noble" Ss. Ni YY. . i loped patiently until they are in. 

“for reprises of “Don’t You-Know”.:. Joan -Shaw, Leontyne Watts, : ' orbit. 
. Charles Auden. ‘Trio, Noble. Sissle; . and “That. Reminds Me.” 
nO.: corer, Ro. minimum, _.. The preem.” night outfr onters , 

-gseemingly were aficianodos judging ©. 
by other requests. Her .routining, 

“However, beiore | that phase is 
iréached, Brubeck takes the. motif 
i step by step into logical variations 
‘so that. at -tune’s. and. when his Greenwich Village; "hich. “has! 

get big response, and he gets off 
his new film gong, “Voyage to the 
Bottom of the Sea,” For encore, 

_|Avalon dons pearl grey derby and 
cane for slick oldtime prancing 
and singing of “Call Me Anytime.” 
Comedians Marsh & Adams, pep. 

it up, with fast one-liners and gags. 
They uncork some nice carbons of 
Amos ‘n’ Andy, Billy Daniels, Don 

nell, and wind up with chal- 
enge on trumpets. They've got a 

ifunny “Donkey Song” number in 
which one makes with the clucks, 
while the other sings the song. 
\“When the Saints” gets them off 
with fine trumpet work. 
‘Dorothy Rankin, newcomer to 

| items on the academic coheert lists |the nitery circuit from the club i“Wheel Of Fortune” 
date circles, unveils one of the 
handsomest puppet acts seen here- 
‘abouts. Using flowers, insects, 
frogs, ‘spiders, butterflies, fireflies, 
she sets up a colorful drama of 

{fairyland with classical musical 
{ accompanyment in dark back- 
{ground with luminous costumes. 
{She weaves. a story with the pup- 
ipets, in which fairy princess danc- 

. from the... opening “Getting To 
Know. You” ‘to the ‘finaleing “Bill ; 
Bailey,” sold All’ the way... “Miss 
-Reese. is a canny song: belter cand, 
“has a : built-in. musictanly ‘suppotrt ; 
in -husband-maestro “Tercer (son 

of Duke): Ellington. ‘She also has. 
her own: pianist and- ‘percussionist 
—“he was a drummer until I gave 
him a. raise,” She. .observes. 

Attractive albeit. somewhat. pre- 
possessing songstress ranges from - 

_ “Still. of..the Night” to “Nobody. 
- “Til Somebody Loves: Yon ven 

- : To. You In. My Fashion,” “Lady’s'a‘ winging: 
Tramp,” a. spiritual (with a salute:! Watts; an organist and as nging 

“Made Me. to. Mahalia Jackson) 
; ‘Love: You” and ‘Far Far Better.”. 

-’ plus. others mentioned.: ‘Her stuff. 
js done in uptempo. modern-beat © 
_mannér but knowingly: as. to lyric’. - 

- Interpretation’ which: ‘she . projects - 
unmistakably via. portable. mike, » 

Mickey. Deems* comedics: were an 
uphill’ battle: with. the opening 
‘night dinner crowd, but: he. fared. 

. passably well in sum total: “Well 
’ dressed man’’.opener is an original 
-approach .and his-.topicalities dre . 
in the modern mood but. lack. bofio. 
That ‘goes also : for: . the: routine 
-anenf his. ‘Sunday-at- -home with the. 
kids. 

‘Basic Doug Coudy revue format; 
with: its original Paul ‘Anka songs, . 
remains a durable framework. . Bill- 

--Kennedy. and Barbara Dodd: are 
“the new song-and- dance. specialists . 
and. number-leaders, “-Per. ‘usual, 

_.. stopping for the. show. a'ternafiong 
~ on the. danspation with Frank Mar: 

ti’s. B02ers. | 

‘Withal. 
has weathered the. summer ‘semes- 
ter well, haying booked - ‘in’ some of - 
‘the newer diskery singers. for: the--.¢ 
prom trade..ii May-June .and seem-~- 
dngly' getting his share of the tour-" 
dst bus business which is always a ) 

. Dice: nucleus. 4 Abel. 

hungry. i. S. Fe : 
_ ‘San Francisco, Aug..22: 

Phyllis... Diller,’ Joe & Ed¢ie, 
Clancy. Knight,- Olga * .Sbravia,:. 
Richie Crabtree 3 $3. Ad mission. 

” Phyllis Diller: is a "wacks, 
-gionally’ outrageously funny come- 
‘dienne . Mho’s developed 2 ‘nice’ 
sense. of pace.and timing since she-” 
broke. in professignaily.. at Frisco’s 
Purple. Onion. some Years ago. 

She.wins lots of big laughs from ; 
the audience by poking fun niainly | 
at: herself, . and while this is‘ not 
exactly. breaking new comic ground, 
‘Miss’ DiiJer’s ‘style. .is ‘such. that © 
her: material seems quite fresh. 

Wearing:a- turquoise: silk-suit (a. 
shocking contrast to her platinum 
hair}, a rhinestone choker © and : 
-carrying a cigarette - -holder, ..she ° 
warms into a discussion of: femi- 
-nine fashions (for - “instarice, o 
-pointed-toe shoes, “for ‘another ; 
_ year we're gonna. walk like we got 

‘a hernia’); gets’ into--her. figure- 
” problems tthe year-I finally. lost. 
my baby fat I got middle-aged: 
spread”) and into .a monolog) 
about -her. kitchen. (“I .trapped: 
these. under my. own sink,” she | 

.- BAYS, -brandishing. a wrist stole). 

She. does. a long bit about Woinen ° 
drivers—terself; primarily—tosses | 
in a couple of local jokes and 
winds: up with a very funny. yarn | 
about two: women- in a Plastic ‘SUI-; 
geon’s. Office. 
Whole’ 30-minute. act is accom- | 

-panied. by’ much” tubber-faced 

mugging. and a few funny sight. 
gags and. crowd laps it up... Only. 
faming note is that. Miss. Diller 

as developed a habit’ of laughing 
uproariously at her own. jokes— 
and sometimes. they’ re not’ that 

' furiny. 

Teen: the homebase of many. types. { changes have. reached the peak, ! 
.er is put unger a spell by a spider, 

- to the showcasing of Harlem talent | 
‘by vet performer-songwriter Noble ; sturdy, comparatively simple and° 

-of niteries, has viewed. the transi- | he has ‘the audience with him at ° 
; Hon of one. of. its. clubs from an every step of the ride and enjoying: 

' Alpine. policy to: upcoming. Negro’| the ‘ fanciful. flights. He takes 
talent. Top’ of the Mountain. in| standards such as “St.Louis Blues” 
! which: accordionists’and-schulplattl 
‘dancers yodeled .and slapped their} furnishes a most enjoyable session | 
‘thighs in high*glee has given way with it. 

> Brubeck’s- 

i 

“piano figures: 

‘Sissle (ex. & Eubie Blake). It’s 4 able to- stand on their own. Much 

for this. fancy development. and. 

are 

a 

tae 8 

‘ponhiface Jules” “ Podell 7 

; 
Gcea- 

-of attendance. -.:. 7 
In the present. show are. two 

‘singers, Joan. Shaw and Leonty ne 

a contrasting . ‘bit, of nostalgia with 
| recollections of some: df the ‘ever-. 
‘greens | that came out ‘of a former 
.era, 2 

‘Miss Shaw’ is pleasant Tooking 
with a-strong: leaning: toward 4; 
pronaunced, style: and a sound::She 
is in need of much development, 
but there.afe moments. during her. 
act when she’ seems ta have within: 

sher grasp the key to what she is 
‘ striving -for. A ‘lot of hit-and-miss ; 
aspects persist in her. presént turn 
which increasing experience will | 
‘smooth : out. 

‘Miss. Watts is a. Singer. ‘reminis- 
-cent to:a degree. of ¥ma-’ Sumac.. 
“She has a wide range with a set 
of cool. and lovely.:low notes pre- 
dominating. ‘Tn her. quest to show 
‘off -her many. octaves, she _loses. 
‘sight ‘of her basie tune’ interpreta- 

, tions, She's an inter esting perform- 

‘Paul: Shelley does a. solid . ‘pack-. ‘er who needs. the facility of losing 
‘herself in a. song and taking into } 
consideration, .the- composer's. 
“wishes in’ the matter. 

‘Fhe Harold Auden: Trio. (leader | 
cat the drums): cues the. show ‘sharp- 
“Ivy and, in addition; ® ‘shows ” ‘Virtu- 
-osity ‘at the ‘skins... 

excitement. - _ Jose. 

‘Reverly ‘Hills. Ci inev .. 
ee ‘Cincinnati. ‘Aug. 36: 

Jack’ Carter. Frederick & Tanua.. 
i Moro- Landis* Dancers. 48) with 
“Neil. Patrick, . Gardner © ‘Benedict 
“Orch (10), Larry Fincent; $3- ‘$4 
_minimun, ‘$1-81. 50 cov eT. ; 

Carter ‘fulfills ‘expectations in, re- 

_ storing this Kentucky . plushery" Ss 

- name and. two- frame cabaret. policy ! 

after: four w eeks: Of‘ a. George Moro 

: Vegas. style ‘Tousical. The comic ds 

‘.musicat trio, with Noble providing 

His . _Jlengthy;| 
parchment aria provides | Blot: of | opening. ‘Thurs.’ had many dead ; Swig's Venetian Room, a cinch 

: policy that’ should’ get its fair share ; of . the ; ‘spotlight is given ‘to Paul 
es : |) Desmond on. the alto. sax, who }. 

o | similarly moves the action dettly. 
‘and feelingly, while: Joe Morello’s 
drum arias have a high degree of 
-interest.: Eugene Wright’s bass is 
solidity: itself. Together, they com- 
prise one of- tHe great musical. 
“organizations onthe circuit. 
!.- Carmen McRae, with her musical 
j feet. planted. firmly in the clouds, 
seemingly contrasts with Brubeck 

Vin: her musical style. ‘Miss McRae 
| onee. sharply .on ° her variations - 
once thé’ basics’ are. stated and 
| provides . ‘some ‘wild ' colorations. 
; Much of her interpretations are 
“special. but bulk of them are. 
grooved for wide variety of cun-' 
sumers:and cafes, 

| Remaining item .on the show is 
j the Brothers Four, ostensibly -a 
folk group, but who move -into a: 
wide variety of tunes. The four- 
‘some, who play guitars, banjo and 
bass; are competent vocally. They 
have .a’ fair brand of harmonics, 
although their sound is no longer 
-unusual. : They went awry in essay- 
ing . humorous bits which ‘were 

‘rather’ weak, and also went over- 
board in™ “taking - an unwarranted 
long time. to. -se]l. themselves. 

They stayed on long after their. 
peak ‘was reached and to the point. 
of doing- themselves great damage. 
Their act as unveiled on their.} 

! spots. There were too few peaks. 
| But if their better -bits were pinned 

ogether properly, it could give 
them. a‘worthy act for this spot. 

Basin St. East. presents ‘an un- 
usual sight these. days. .At the 
‘conclusion | of the first. show of. the + 
‘premiere.a. crowd was. Tined up 
[on the sidewalk YW ‘aiting t to get in 

:. JOSEC.. 

{ Salisbury Beach, Aug. 27. 
|. . Frankie. Araton, Marsh & Adanis, 
{ Dorctliy. Rankin, - Dare 
Orel 15); $1. 50- £2 admission. 

[ . i can “Closing of: the season for Denny 

jand released by firefly with crown. 
Skeleton sings the “Bones” song, 
and one puppet comes out.controll- 
ing another puppet. Guy. 

. . San Francisco, Aug. 25. 
Buddy Hackett, Ernie Heckscher 

Orch (11); $3-$3.50 cover. 

Buddy Hackett's last words, as 
he left. the Fairmont’s Venetian 
‘Room: stage after 51 wild minutes 
of. monolog, were: 

“Tell the other . comedians it’s 
not a hard room.” 

Well, it certainly isn‘t a hard 
-room—for. Hackett. Neyer, in the 
‘last. decade at least, has a comedian 
received such a tumultuous ovation 
at the Fairmont. Indeed, never in 
the ‘last decade has a comedian, 
or singer, drawn such a jam- “packed 
opening night crowd. 

' And Hackett really wowed "em! 
Not. that--he did anything par- 

‘ticularly: different from what he’s 
done in other: nightclubs or on 

.tv. That, in ‘fact, may be one of 
his secrets — he was the short, 
plump, excruciatingly funny comic 
every one expected. He lived up 
-to his™ billing, to the crowd’s ex- 
péctations. 
‘To rip his lines out -of context 

to convey the superb. timing and } 
; delicate interconnections which 
Hackett has established in this 
fresh, vital, occasionally racy «but : 
never dirty) and sometimes pathos- ! 
tinted routi: It is a routine— 
j and a deliver y—which puts Hackett 
at the very apex of his profession, 

j alongside ‘the era’s classic clowns. 
Hackett figures to keep Dick 

roam for this comic, packed 
through his run, which ends _ Sept. ' 

Living Room, N.Y. 
Bobby Breen, Rosette Shaw, 

Marco Rizo, 
a minimum. 

[ : 

The. Living Room has a change : 
-of pace with this semester. Head- 

A dynamic one-man, revue, Jack, ‘ ‘Salisburv Reach Frolies. ing the .Jayout is Bobby Breen. a! 

Lester ! boy soprano in Pictures and after | Ye Little Club. Marshal] Edscn‘s 
' a pa:r of decades is now a boyish ' 

comparatively ancient name in! 
show. biz: having started oul as aj 

{enor in cafes. A onetime protege © 
? of Eddie Cantor. he is schooted : 

‘Fairmont, San Franeiseo 

nara ni nl Se 

and .cast them into cold type fails ° 

Bob Ferro Trio; $4.50 ° 
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“Tahoe Harrah’s 
Lake Tahoe, Aug. 21. 

_Kay Starr, Sanley Boys (4), 
Rhythm Kings (3), Guy Marks, 
Dorothy Dorben Singers & Danc- 
ers (17), Leighton Noble Orch 
(13); produced by Russ ‘Hall; $4 
minimum. 

It's a trite phrase —but true: | 
:Kay Starr has never sounded ret- 
iter. And for this reprise at Tahoe 
; Harrah's she put together. a smart 
| catalog including a variety in beth 
‘tempo and theme. She selis all 
with equal ease and command. 

From opener “When A Woman 
j Loves A Man” to her exit title, 

‘nateh!, she 
has tablers at full ‘and appe- 
ciative) attention. She's with the 
beat on such as “Mamma Gces 
Where Papa. Goes,’ ” gets blusy 
with “No Wosder.” spiritualises 
on “That's What The Good Book 
Says,” and scores with standards 
including “If You Love Me” and 
“All By Myself.” 

For this outing Miss Starr is 
introducing a newie ‘to the local 
nitery set) called “Posin’,” which 
gives her a vehicle to showcase a 
bit of dancing and novelty. “Pos 
in’” is opened with Miss Starr 
and Rhythm Kings “posin’” be- 
hind large individual picture 
frames, then seBuies into a dance 
routine using the Dorben Dancers. 
Singer encores with “Wheel of 
Fortune,” at tablers’ demand. For 
much of the turn she’s smoothly 
backed by the harmonizing Stan- 
ley Boys. . 

Guy Marks, also in a repeat date 
at Harrah’s, displays @ refreshing 
talent with ‘the material to match. 
He’s billed as a comic “with a 
unique sense of humor,” and it‘s 
justified. Marks’ turns heavy on 
impressivas, but not of the routine 
calibre. He carbons such subjects 
2s an ar’vieh, a hand saw, Presi- 
dent Kennedy (“Three parts Walter 
Brennan and .one part Boston, 
Mass.”) and Humphrey Bogart, 
Robert Mitchum and Gary Cooper 
in a pow-wow with “Chief Crazy 
Horse.” His impression of Boris 
Karloff singing Belafonte is a high 
point in the offering. 
-The Rhythm Kings combine terp 

talent with acro routines for’ good 
effect. Each makes with solo bits 
for top reception. then combine 
for added endorsement. 

The Dorben Singers and Dane 
iers raise the curtsin with a pro- 
; duction built around a Gershwin 
; Medley. Dancers-tingers make 
{good use of elevated settings on 
ia revolving stage for visual attrac- 
; tion. The Leighton Noble Orch, 
| Per usual. backstops fauiltlessiy. 

Leng. 

Ye Little (lab, LL. A. 
Los Angeles, Aug, 22. 

Ruth Olay, Joe Felix Trio; iwo- 
drink peindmume. 

‘When Ruth Olay hangs on te a 
‘consonant, assaults a vowel and 
> sizes up a lyric thought, that song, 
be it stcck pop or show ditty, blue 

‘ballad or galvanized jazz jumper, 
| becomes an experience in sound 
and meaning that few of her con- 
j temporaries can match, And few, 
‘if any. audiences can resist. 

Evidence of this unique and 
; superiative talent is on display at- 

durable launching pad for iocal 
vocal foik—and the germination 

; point from which, four and.a haif 
‘supported by.: Frederick. & Tanya. : :Muleahy in-his 1.200-seater on the. 

delightful dance team. ‘with: back- ,ocean front, a tastefully done room, 
ing by: the. Moro-Landis ensemble | jwith service, to match. finds Fr ank- 

Tick, and. the Gardiner . “Benedict :10 a. “capacity “audience 2nd ‘com- ; 

Joe. & Eddie are a ‘pair of excel ‘1Se 

-oreh. 

i Noting ‘an attendance dip since j 
his previous date four -years ‘ago. 
‘Carter’s greeting. at the. opening 
i dinner show was, “I'm glad ‘ta see 
?that everybody. didn’t ‘go to the 
‘ball. game.” “He. referred to- the 
Cincy .Reds,. whose pennant. chase 
‘has’ hurt. entertainment -biz.. This 

[spots patronage’ also: -has- been 
pinched: of late by a county-wide 

! gambling. cleanup. and a liquor i- 
|.cense suspension, temporarily re- 
, Strained for hearing of an appeal. 

The ‘star, still turning cn yocks 
. faster than -his namesakes. roll. out 
‘ink and pills, mixes. topical. one- 
liners with clever. dance: steps, pop 
land parody vocals, : and: . quickie. 
‘takeoffs: of. tv, stage .and. screen 
| personalities, Begged. off . aiter 42 
minutes. - 

_ Frederick. & Tanya,. newcomers 
here, : -register- in a 10-minute rou- 
tine of tango, mamba,. comedy flir- 
tation arid classical. routines. The 
‘Moro-Landis' steppers repeat a 
“Show. Time U.S.A.” number: ‘for 
‘a lively lidlifter. = | 

Phil Ford. &- Mimi Hines. open 
pt. ‘8... Koil, :: 

ing off way ahead wits. tines of ° 
“¢eeners besieging his dre: ~+;:ngroom. 
‘Avalon's juvenile -appeal s-.decep- 
tive, he's a top pro: with ‘slick 
showmanship and ‘style. Fo orch’s | 
“Avalon,” he comes on with a well- | 

- 

snapping “Anything But: Love’ 

ized’ arrangements of “Old Man 
River,” “Gabriel” and ‘Jericho.’ 
For “Gabriel,” he. picks trumpet 

off the piano and blows up a wham 
treatment, cutting back in on him- 
self with singing ' finale. of the 
number.’ 
‘He’ walks. the. stage with hand. 

mike, takes. glass - of water from 
ringsider and pipes “Here’s to the 
Ladies.” Opening night caught, 
Sunday (27), singer introed jis dad 

ter, Avalon's talk breaks are’ all. 
classy and his showmanship... and 
stage presence comé throughswith 
big. impact. Running through a 
medley of lovesongs, sitting on the 
88 bench, brings big mitting from 
audience, liberally sprinkled with 
feeners. Seg of early Avalon hits, 

“3 

lin the*showmanly qualities of aiyears aso. Miss Olay inaugurated 
! former era, but has a catalog that ia career that has yet te have its 
[fll today’s requirements. j potential fulfilled. — 

Breen 1s a singer with drive andj This song-singer extracrdinaire 
‘respect for traditional theatrical j kicked off er indefinite encuage- 
mores. He mov With a 
: of the reom, works to all corners ; two-ears-and-a-taii type - perform- 
| ne leaves no one neglected either : ance that Icft a packed house 
in gauging tastes or in projecting | begging. Among the i0 selections 

ito individuals. He gets off well in ‘ attacked regularly by Miss Olay 

es to several parts | ment Tuesday night~ ‘22) 

rounded. songalog. With a. finger- | 

opener he gcés.on to highly styl-_ 

from the audience with nice, pat- | 

“Venus”. and“: Never Let You Go,” 
en Oe} 

.a “half-heur session. 
Rosette Shaw is a singer who 

has been abroad for some. time 
and has found that travel has 
-broadened.her horizons. She has 
‘the interest of a cosmopolite, with 
linguistic nods to the travelled set. 
She has a strong: projection suf- 
ficient knowhow to create moods as 
well as an articulate mode of ex- 
‘pression. 

Miss Shaw also permits herself 
some musical adlibs to present 
a portrait of well-rounded singer. 
Her stage deportment and cou- 
turiering. are grade A. 

. Held: over: for several sessions 
is Marco Rizo, one of the more 
articulate pianists around. With 
a concert schooling, he provides 
literate interpretations of current 
catalogs. -Rizo seems to work hard 
at giving a relaxed brand of music, 
but withal has high style and ex- 
-cellent taste. His is a rewarding 
session. Doing the accomps are 
the Bob Ferro Trio. Jose. | 

a. t 

Sn seemed - 

are a crystal pure. mellow and 
blue “Wee Smail* Hours.” a mer- 
rily rhythmical “Ol’ Man River,” 
an appetizing and devastatinsly 
proud “Love For Sule.” a boum- 
bastic “You Gotta See Mama Every 
Night” and a “Aiy Man” full of 
feeling and steadfast femininity. 

But the icing on the cake. and 
the perfect example of Miss Olay's 
striking vocal artistry, is .served 
up in her treatment of the ordinari- 
ly trite pop refrain, “Goody Goody.” 
Segueing from coy falsetto coo to 
uninhibited up-tempo growl, she 
cwings the tune from torch to 
defiance, brings« its drab words 
two distinct new meanings in the 
process. 

In addition to her jaz imagina- 
tion, melodic versatility and lyric 
poetry, Miss Olay has an alert 
stage presence and an ability to 
make contact with every eye in her 
audience. She maneuvers from 
sweet falsetto to guttural roar with 
remarkable facility. Fube.. 
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o4 LEGITIMATE VARIETY | 

Shows Out of Town 
7 se Milk and Honey 

New Haven, Aug. 29. 
Gerard Oecestreicher presentation of 

musical comedy in two acts (12 scenes), 
with buvk bs Don Appell. music and 
Iscivs Dy Jecrs Herman Stared by Albert 
Marre. choreouaphs, Den:ld Saddler; 
settings 3nd ligt:ting, How.erd Bay: cos- 

‘tumes, Mules White. production associate, 
Rase Kovner: orchestrations, Hershv Kay 
and: Eddie Sauter. cheral arrangements, 
Robert de Cormier, dance music arrange- 
mens, Genevieve Pitets musical con- 
ductor, “Max Goberman. Stars Robert 
Weede. Mimi Benvell, Moll. Picon; fea- 
tdres Tummy, Rall. Lanna Savaders, Juki 
Arkin, ENen Madéseun. Thelma Pelish, 
Diane Golbere. ficened Aug. 28, "61, 
at’ the Shubert Theitre, New Haven. 
Porter = — ...4-.: Burt Bier 
Shepherd Boy ......... Jahnny Borden 
Polwweman ............ Resald Helgate 
Reth a es Mimi Benzell 
Phil. Lge ee eceeeecs Robert Weede 
Clara Weiss .....--..ee2e-- Molly Picon 
Bulde et ee ew eee Elien Berse 
Mre. Wesrstein .........-- Addie Negri 
Mrs. Strauss ..........--- Ceil Delli 
Mrs Breslin ......-...2- Rose Lischner 
Mrs, Segal (.....a05.-- D:ane Goldberg 
Mrs Perlman ..,-.. | Thelma Pelish 
Mrs. Kessler ...... -. Dorothy Richardson 
Barbara. . Lanna Saunders 
ANIM Lecce ene Tommy Rall 
da... .es . Juki Arkin | 

Cantors . Lou Polacek, David London 
Maid of Honer ’ Matt Turney 
Chief Rabbi Fond Holgate 
Mr. Horowitz Rueben Singer 

Others: M. rceline Decker, Usyrlee Leon- 
dos. Terry Marone Dorothy Richardson, ! 
Sandra Stahl. Marilyn Stark. Patti Wm- 
stou, Slyrna aaron, Nina Feinberg. Penny 
Ann Green, Judith Haskell. Linda Howe, 
Evea Lynn. Susan May, Matt Turney, 
Jane Zachary. Burt Bier, Gerald Cardoni, 
Renato Cibelli, Murray Goldkind, David 
London, Ed Mastzn. Lou Polacek. Robert 
Rue, ‘Art Tonkoyan. Anthony Devecchi. 
Louis Gasparinetti. Jose Gutierrez. Stuart 
Hodes, Alex Kotimski, Carlos Macri. John 
Mandia, Michael Nestor. Dom naro, 
Walter Sratton, Eddie Roll. ~ 

Musical numbers: “Shepherd’s Song. 
“Shaiom.” “Independence Day Hora.” 
“Milk and Honey.” “There’s No Reason 
in the World.” “The Witow's Song.” 

‘North American premiere. 
Giraudiox making an analogy 

between the Biblical story of de- 
struction and the situation during 
World War II, presenting’ the 
dilemma of mankind in terms of 
the problem of contemporary mar-. 
‘riage. The play has humorous nio- 
‘ments, but fails to establish the 

| seriousness of the theme. 
_ Berghof’s treatment. of this curi- 
ous mixture of morality and satire 

tempo graph and has brought 
forth a generally lively pace. “Milk 
and Honey” conld make an okay 
“on location” film. Bone. 

Elizabeth the Queen 
Boston, Aug. 24. 

American Festival «(Michael Dewell and 
Frances Aun Hersey, producers) revival 
of drama in twbd acts (seven scenes), y beak ~, 

j by Maxwell Anderson. Sissed by Jack is masterly. While the play is cer- 
: Sydow; settings, Jaw Venza: lighting. = tainiv ayoaffi , : ste 
iTharon Musser; castumes, Alvine Colt; | tainly not . boxoffice material, its 
Eva Le Gallienne's. costumes. Karinska, | novelty is Bood “enoueh or feat 

ars a Le Gallienne; featuresi Scott: yal- presentation.. e irection, 
Forbes. Opened Aug. 23. ’61, at the_Arts!...; rr -. aye 4 P 

Center Theatre, Bustun; | $4.50 top” “ with a setting by Bill Roberts that 
Sir Walter Raleigh }Paul Ballantyne; utilizes the wide’ expanse of the 

;Guard .  ....ceeeee Robin Kamsey ; th! . ate 
| Penelope Gray ..seceee. Priscilla Morrill Quee a Elizabeth $ stage , Lee Wat- 
Sir Robert Cecil -++-+7” Leonsrdo Cimino voll oxeng lighting and ine ex- 

or eX a cenbese Seca prbes r ing . : ; 
Francis Baeon ......... Dalton Dearborn off oti ac hee of the stars, it is an 

| Queen Elizabeth ....... Eva Le Gallienne | CtECctive show. . we . 
Lord Howard .......--. jon J.eighton Tne cast, in addition to Miss 

OOl  ... ke caw aeee reddeth Smith. ‘er: . ea: 
Captain Armin ......... Sydney Walker Hagen and Weav er, includes Olga 

| Mary ceccececeeacces Soroth Nelly Talbot Bellin, pau rgebling and Grant 
ON ve eceoenee cess orothy Dee or | Reddick, and local professionals 

Marvel ........ccceeess Jonathan Farwell | 7: rai 7 o47. 
1 Courier ...........005 Terence Scammell | Ivor Harries and Harry Bailly. 
*Men at Arms............ David McCally, shaw, 

Haydon Smith + _. 
| Herald seeee weescecessees RODIN Ramsay oe 
Burbage ....ceevcececs Claude Horton e 9 " 
{Hemmings ........... “Terence Scammell iat ; 
Falstaff =... vec ceeee: Claude Horton : q ; ; 

} Prince Henry ...,.... Terence Scammell . . 
Poins weer eect eeeen ees -David McCalty os 

Regal and commanding, and 
projecting over intermittent drum- 
tming of rain on the tent top, Eva 
Le Gallienne turns in a stunning 
performance as the shrewish, vix- 
inish and at times kittenish title Western Opera’ 
character of. Maxwell Anderson’s 7 . i 
verse .drama, “Elizabeth the} —. Hollywood, Aug. 29 
fQueen.”" The production, well| Frank (Riek) Ricketson, prexy 
‘mounted on the stage of the Arts|Of. Central City Opera House 

Fritz: Weaver. Thisis the play's 

“That Was Yesterday.” “Let’s Not Waste: Center Theatre on the Charles 
a Woment.” “The Wedding.” “Like 2 
Young Man.” * I Wall Follow You.” 
“Hymn ta Hymie.” “Give Me a Word.” 
“As Simple as That.” 

The title of this Israel-localed 
musical borders on the prophetic. 
“Milk and Honey’ has much to 
recommend it in general and it is 
a natural for Broadway. 

There is considerable revision 
due during the tryout tour, but 
rione of it seems insurmountable 
and the result can conceivably turn 
the show into an early season click. 
The “Milk and Honey” book makes 
seuse, but requires adjustment in 
its time passage element. The 
American male and female leads 
meet in Israel as complete stran-. 
gers in the opening scene and one 
week later he is showing her blue- 
prints for a hilltop love-nest he 
plans. It just shouldn't add up 
that fast. ° 

The story concerns a Yank hous- 
ing contractor on a visit to his 
daughter, who has married a young 
IsraeH. Also on hand is an at- 
tractive widow. one of a group of 
tourist ladies hoping to snare hus- 
bands. 

The embryonic romance hits a 
snag when it turns out his wife 
refuses to give him a divorce, but 
the curtain finds the pair separat- 
ing though hopeful of an eventual 
union. 

The script avoids- the maudlin 
and in some segments carries con- ; 
Siderable emotional depth. The 
Gialog is generally good. 

The production is a vocal song- 
fest, with emphasis also on danc- 
ing. The latter falls into repetition, 
however, and will require realign-| 
ment for greater punch. The ethnic 
dance numbers are interestingly 
done. 

The score has several solid 
tunes, Including “Shalom,” “Milk 
and Honey.” “That Was Yesterday,” 
“Let's Not Waste A Moment” and 
“Ag Simple As That.” The lyrics 
range skillfully from sentimental, 
through humorous to _ stirring. 
There’s excellent ensemble sing- 
Ing and also lively terping. 

Robert Weede is a forceful lead, 
both vocally and histrionically. He 
sings authoritatively and is be- 
lievable as the middleaged builder. ! oF 

: Briffault, adapted by Alex ‘Szogyi. “taged: 
Mimi Benzell is in good voice, 

especially in the upper register, 
and she has the necessary physical 
attractiveness. 

+ Molly Picon, third costar, cavorts 
;Winningly 
Singing. dancing and clowning. 

Tommy Rall scores handily with 
a standout song and dance version 
of “I Will Follow You.” and Lanna 
Saunders, as the  contractor’s 
daughter, and Juki Arkin, as an 
unwilling I.raeli bridegroom, lend | 
good suppost. 

It’s a good ivoking production 
on sets, lighting and costumes, 

° 

through a variety of. Gardener 

; River, is set for a 30-week tour 
| under the banner of the new non- 
profit .National Repertory Theatre 
| Foundation, opening Oct: 16- at 
; Northampton, Mass. On tour, the 
star will alternate with Schiller’s | 
“Mary Stuart.” 

Granted that the title role is 
standout, the romantic passion of 
the queen for Essex . registers 

jrather lukewarm. It is in the fiery 
self-catechisms, .abuse and scorn 
of the serfs and court, and passion 
‘for rule that the actress Tights up 
; the stage. As the love. affair be- 
{tween the queen and Essex is all 
that sustains the Anderson verse 
lay, the conflict of the two wills, 

albeit full of wit, ruthlessness and 
about as much tenderness as two 
rattlesnakes, comes close to meio- 
drama in the showdown in the 
Tower of London. , 

In four regal costumes and 
masklike makeup, and sitting in 
huge chairs, Miss Le Gallienne is 
a convincing queen. Scott Forbes 
is a believable Essex, underplay- 
ling with just the right touch His 
love scenes with the: queen show 

| him to advantage. . 
: BLeonardo Cimino is nicely cast 
j as the devious, sinister Sir Robert 
‘Cecil, Paul Ballantyne is a good 
! Sir Walter Raleigh. Dalton Dear- 
[eis offers a slick cameo as Fran- 
cis Bacon,‘ and Geddeth Smith 

; makes the most of the fool role. 
Priscilla Morrill makes a charm- 

ing Penelope, who sighs for Essex. 
On tour, this role is to be taken 
by Faye Emerson, who will also 
play the title part in “Mary Stuart” 
in repertory. Claude Horton is good 
as the head of the players in-a 
scene with the queen and again 
as Falstaff in a scene from “Henry 
IV pe 

| Jack Sydow has done a ‘standout 
job in staging his Elizabéthean 
{pomp and romp on a broad tapes- 
try. Jac Venza’s settings are prop- 

‘erly majestic. 
|tumes are excellent and Tharon 
| Musser’s lighting is impressively 
* sombre. Guy. 

| oo 

Men, Women and Angels. 
Vancouver, Aug. 15. | 

’ Vancouver International Festival pres- 
entation of comedy-drama in two acts by 
Jean Giraudoux. translated by Herma 

} by Herbert Berghof: scenery, ~ llia 
, Roberts; lighting. Leland Watson. Stars 
; Uta Hagen, Fritz Weaver; features Harry 
1 Bailly, Olga Bellin. Ivor. Harries, Grant 
|} Reddiek, Paul Roebling. Opened Aug. 14, 
| 61, at the Queen Elizabeth Theatre, Van- 
couver, B.C€.; $3.50 top. 

seecees ececeseace: Harry’ Bailly 
t Archangel ... ...+.ceesee-e . Ivor Harries 
Ruth 2... cece cece cc cnc rcs Olga Bellin 
* Leah wasccescccctcccecceeess Uta -Hagen 
TTJOWM ..ccccccceccccsecces Fritz Weaver 
p Mark .s.cccsceee qeeseeee Grant Reddick 
: Lelilah ..,.. eee eaceerecee ‘Diana Ricardo 

P Samson ........ ..-eeee- Derek . Ralston. 
|_ Others: Yon Berger, Ted Greenhalgh, 
j an Thorne,.Peter Haworth, Barbara Jay, 
Lily Harper, Doris Chilcott, Daphne Gold- 
ri Dorothy Davies, ck, Barbara Walker, 
1 Mary biathews. 

Alvin Colt’s os-. 

The late Jean Giraudoux’ satiric 
with plenty of color in evidence. | comedy ““Men, Women and Augels,” 

!Assn., plans to commission two 
|people to create ‘an opera from 
Homer Croy’s “Lady From Col- 
orado,” rights to which he owns. 
Task: will.take two to three years, 
he said. . . 

‘First, however, he will seek “a 
|good film script” from novel, 
soon. as this is achieved, he will 
proceed on plans to line up com- 
poser and writer for operatic ver- 
sion, to be put on at Cenfral. City |. 
Opera House. CCOH ended its 
10-week season Aug. 26 with 
“Miracle Worker,” starring Eileen 
Brennan, now in. Hollywood for a 
20th-Fox screen fest. 

Idea for “Lady From Colorado” 
is to-develop yarn as 
Americana opera. — _ 
-Ricketson was key figure in lin- 

ing-up Dr. Douglas Moore, head 
of Columbia Univ. music depart- 
ment, to write operatic score for 
“Ballad of Baby Doe,” which 
preemed at, CCOH in 1955. ~ 
tells incidents in life of Haw Tapor, 
the “silver. king. of Colorado. Un- 
der. title of “Silver Dollar,” First 

western type 

| National. filmed. Dayid Karsner’s project during the 1959-60 season | 

with the 199-seat Maidman. Play-. novel, starring Edward G. Robinson 
and Bebe Daniels in 1932. 
“Baby Doe” opens at the N. Y.. 

City Center Oct. 12,. having previ- 
ously played. the theatre operated. 
by. the city. 
formed in other cities, including 
Los Angeles, Chicago, Cincinnati, 
Santa Fe, N. M., etc. 

Taping Guthrie ‘Pirates’ 

_., Strantford, Ont, Aug. 29. 
The Tyrone Guthrie production 

of “Pirates of Penzance” is sand- 
wiching ‘a television taping be- 
tween its recently-concluded en- 
gagement at the Avon Theatre 
here and its upcoming stand at the 
Phoenix Theatre, N.Y. The Avon 

bert & Sullivan operetta grossed 
$144,101 -on the run.. A total at- 
tendance figure of 47,380 repre- 

{sented 92.9% of capacity 
-1,123-seat, house. ~ 

The. presentation, now under the 
banner of Contemporary produc- 
tions, has moved to the CBS tele- 
vision studios in’ Toronto, where 
it’s being taped. under. the direc- 
tion of. Norman Campbell for an 
‘Oct. 2 showing on the network. 
From Toronto, the production, 
with some changes in chorus per- 
sorinel, ‘will move to the Phoenix 

Sept. 6. The Phoenix stand wilt 
be followed. by a U.S. tour, which 

A London presentation will fol- 
low the U.S. hike with. the com- 
pany scheduled to perform “Pi- 
rates” in repertory with a revival 

“H_M.S. Pinafore,” which preemed. 
last summer at the Avon. The 
operetta program. is. scheduled to 

___ Wednesday, August 30,1961 

Ad Libs | x. 
sides and A 

The League of N. Y. Theatres agreement to limit the size of mail- 
order ads to a quarter-page didn’t eveh hold up until the season started. 
Producers Cy Feuer & Ernest H. Martin took one-of those unanimously 
tabooed fullpagé ads in the drama sections last Sunday (27) for- 
the upcoming musical, “How ta Succeed .in Business. Without Even 
frying.” Nevertheless, several éther managements -consulted say they 
intend. sticking to the League agreement. ©. ~~ ~.: See 

“The Theatre: Triumph over Prejudice,” by N.- Y. Post drama 
critic. Richard: Watts Jr., covers the legit phase of racial and religious’ 
bigotry in show business, in “Prejudice and.the.Lively Arts,"’ published 
last week by the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith. Robert J.’ 
Landry, managing editor of Variety, has -two -articles,. “The Menace 
of the Naive Artist’. and “The Movies: Better than Ever?" in’ the 
same booklet.. . oe vet a So. 

Ben Segal, co-operator of: a. string of summer: tent theatres, ‘plans 
taking flying lessons in the fall so he'll; be.able to make. the rounds’ 
of his canvastops by private plane next summer... Actress Jane .: 
White will. open. her fail term acting classes Oct. 5, with. associates 
including Florence Peters, Josephine Nichols, Jed Horner, Joel Fried- 
‘man and Rod Colbin, - ~~ CT nn 

: The idea of. low ticket pricés for Broadway. will: be tested again 
with the fall openings of ‘‘Kean,” a musical, due at the Broadway 
Theatre, and “The Caretaker,” a straight play slated for the Lyceum. 
The managements of both shows have announced policies of having 
second-balcony seats at $1. . ae 

s ar Move was made some years ago: with “Mister Roberts,” 
at the Alvin, N.Y..In that case, the $1 seats were invariably ‘the last 
to’ go, and frequently. brought demands for refunds, on the claim 
of poor. audibility and visibility. When the price. for the same seats was. . 
raised to $2, the sale improved and. the number of refund. demands" 
sharply declined. ae rs eee 

As managers and boxoffice.men are well aware, second-balcony seats. 
‘are generally a drug on the market. Apparently few people want to ‘sit 
-upstairs anymore—it's either lower-floor or nothing. But: most people 
say they'd. go to the theatre more otfen if: prices were lower, and. 
it’s a generally accepted theory that one. of. the dire factors in the: - 
shrinkage of contemporary legit is high ticket prices. Maybe the “Kean” 
and “Caretaker” experiments will prove something. 

Gaston Bell, now in -his 80’s, a former leading man for “Lillian. . 
Russell and others, has. been confined, to the Kingston {N.Y.) Hospital | 

As} 

Story 

It has also been per- 

Before N-Y,, London Runs| 
side of the street with two other |: 

stand. of 45 performances ended! 
last Saturday night (26). The Gil-; 

for the 

for a. seven-week run beginiing |/sene’s O’Neill’s “Diffrent.” 

will end shortly before Christmas, 

of the Guthrie. production of 

after a heart attack, 
home in 
condition, 

MAIDMAN IS PLANNING 
_SOFFBWAY HOUSE 

The realtor, who's developing a 
chain of small-seat legit. houses in 
the Tinies Square vicinity, plans. 
having six in operation by early 
next year. Five of the theatres will 
blanket West 42d St. between 9th 
and 10th Aves., N. ¥. © : 
Maidman Ilaunched the theatre 

house on West 42d St. Last: season, 
he added the 299-seat. Mayfair The- 
atre on West 46th St. between. 
Broadway and 8th Ave. He now has. 
two more. houses available for 
bookings on West 42d St. The the- 
atres, which are nearing comple-. 
tion, are the Mermaid and the Mid- 
way, each with a seating capacity. 
of 149, : 
The Maidman, Mermaid and 

Midway are located on-‘the south 

149-seaters scheduled to be opened 
by Maidman on the-north side of 
the block early in 1962. A complex 
of five legit houses on West 42d St. 
will be somewhat like the old days 
when that street, a block east, be- 
tween Times Square and 8th Ave., 
was populated. by Iegit theatres, 
subsequently converted to the grind 
houses now flourishing in that 
honky tonk area. 

_ Of the four theatres. which will: 
be operating this fall, three have | 
bookings set. The Maidman has 
the musical, “I Want You,” for a 
Sept. 14 opening; the Mayfair has 
the American-Yiddish musical, “Go 
Fight-City Hall,’ for an Oct. 30 bow, 
and the Mermaid has ‘been leased. 
for a year starting Sept.:15 by the 
Torquay Coa., headed by Paul Shyre 
and Robert Rines. The outfit’s first. 
offering at ‘the house, beginning 
Oct. 18, will be a revival of Eu- 

‘The Midway, which may be 
leased to a nonprofit. group, had 
been scheduled to open Oct. 24 
with a double-bill of “Ihe Police- 
men” and “At Sea,” by Polish play- 
wright Slawomir Mrozek. Leonidas. 
Ossetynski, who was to.have pro- 
duced and directed the offering, 
will instead direct “The Police- 
men” for the Phoenix 74th Street, 

- Plans 5-Story Rehearsal Hall 

but is récovering and. will return to his longtime 
oodstock, N.Y. with Harry Chaffin. Tests disclosed a. diabetic 
so {tsa strict diet routine for the veteran actor... | 

Roland Scholl Says He Has Coin—But Will New: Building Sprout Anecdotes? °° 
cemummerh elit! Z | 

A $1,000,000 establishment .con- 
‘sisting of ultra-modern. rehearsal: 
halls is contemplated for. mid- 
‘town Manhatan. That’s revealed: by 
Roland Scholl, managing director 
of Dance Players Studios; Inc., .a 
New York operation. with five 
floors of rehearsal space. The build- 
ing he. envisions would also be 
at least five: stories high, but. the 
floor area would be 75.by 200 feet, 
as compared to the 25 by..90 feet 
spread of thé Dance Players. 

Scholl’ says -he’s disclosed plans 
for the new rehearsal halls to vari- 
ous show biz names and that the. 
required coin. for the. project: ‘has 
been: pledged. by interested. . par- 
ties. ‘The problem, Scholl figures, 
ds fiinding: the proper location. 
Present plans call for the new stu-. 
dios to have, among other features, . 
movable walls to provide required 
‘Space. and closed circuit television. 
So.that activities in different areas 
ean -be observed froma central™ 
point 

Scholl, who -would. manage the 
new. operation, has -been with 
Dance Players.:sincé its inception. 
‘in 1946.. The studios, which. were. 
Moved to a’ new.Manhattan loca- 
tion five. years ago, are ‘used by 
‘numerous ty snows, plus indus-. 
tv shows, plus industrial and legit 
productions. The upcoming Broad- . 
way musical,’ “Milk & Honey,’’ is 
rehearsing. dancers and singers 

ere..prior to its Aug. 26 openin 
in New. Haven... See oe . 
. Among other legit shows taking 
‘Space. at Dance .Players is the 
forthcoming musical, “Subways. 
“Are for Sleeping,” which is sched-. 
uled to occupy the premises from 
next Monday. (21) tothe end of 
October. “Subways,” which will {n-- 
itially use the place for pre-re- 
hearsal activity, is slated to occupy 
three. floors by late September. . 

The falloff in live ty and. Broad- 
way prodiction -has ‘been evi- 
denced in. reduced .activity at the 
Dance Players. Conversely, . the 
boom in industrial shows has been 
beneficial. In the tv area, the Per- ~ 
ry Como Show has been using: the 
spat for. rehearsals the last four 
years. . 
-. Anecdotes and pictures connect- 
‘ed with. personalities’ who've re- 
hearsed at the Dance Players hava: 
been.compiled by Scholl for’ “{jn- 
rehearsed.” an as yet unpublished 

wherg. it’s scheduled to open the 
The orchestrations, choral and j titled “Sodom and Gomorrah” in 
dance arrangements are effective, ;j the original French, is a‘ long- 
and well conducted by Max Go-| winded melange of froth depend- 
beriman. ing in this production on the stag- 

Aibert Marre’s staging has elimi-;ing of. Herbert Berghof and the 
Rated most of the valleys in the | skill of the stars; Uta’ Hagen and, 

open on West End early in Feb-. 
ruary after a Brighton break-in, 

Philip Minor will direct the up- 
coming off-Broadway revival of. 
»Misalliange,”. . tote a Pe 

week of Nov. 20 as-part of a twin 
bill, which will also include““An- 
drocles and the Lion.” There had 
been a dispute between Ossetynski 
and the Phoenix over ownership of | 

| «bback to-Philly. the. rights to the play. +: 

book written by George Mendoza, 

‘Samuel Nixen-Nirdlinger, for-- 
.mer.:-Philadelphia theatre: opera-. 
tor who. has lived in New York for 
the last 20 vears or so, is maving. 



Gregory Hit by Various Lawsuits | 
~ For ‘Marriage’ Profit, ‘Jungle’ Loss| | 
having more than the normal share 
of headaches; He’s involved in a 
poaze of legal actions .stemming 

¥rom his last two productions, “Mar- |" ~ 
“ylage-Go-Round,” which earned an 
‘undisclosed:.profit, and the tryout |’ 
flop, “Pink Jungle,” which is un-| 

derstood to have represented a loss 
of about $430,000. - 7 

‘Gregory’s troubles. 

“Jungle,” sued -him. in ‘connection 
with that venture. The action Jed. 
to an attachment of income earned: 
by “Marriage.” An accounting of 

“all profits on the play. is sought in 
a separate action brought by. Gayle |. 
Stine; C. Edwin Knill.and Jerome 

_ Friedman ‘charging ‘breach of con-. 
“tract in connection with the “Mar- 

. riage’ presentation.. Ruskin, Lan- 
-dau & Fisher .are. attorneys for the 
plaintiffs... ST 

_ In the contract’ suit, Miss Stine 
claims. that in 1956 she obtained 
exclusive rights. to the. ‘Leslie 
Stevens play, ““Man and Women,” 
and that in 1958:she assigned the 
rights to produce the play, retitled 
“Marriage-Go-Round,” ‘to Gregory. 
Under the: deal. Miss Stine. was 
allegedly to have ‘received 15° -of. 

or Se ee 

Partnership Angle 
A’ motion pending in ‘N.Y, 

Supreme Court in connection. 
‘with. Sherman S.'Krellberg’s 
suit against producer. Paul 
‘Gregory. may: seriously affect 
the limited partnership setup 

;- used for the: financing. af most. ~ 
, | productions ©. 
and numerous other ventures. © 

| Hectic Sept. For 
’ Broadway. legit” 

Although the Krellberg. action 
is: concerned with. :the unsue- 
cessful - production. of “Pink: 

- Jungle.” it involves an attach- 
‘ment. of income from. Greg- 
‘ory’s Broadway hit, “Marriage- 

..Go-Rouwnd,” Se 
.The motion, made by the 

.. limited partners of ‘Mar- 
Yiage,”’ seeks release from the 
-attachment ‘of their 50°o.share 
of the production's profits. 
‘Fhe backers’ stand in the. mat- 
ter is that. Gregory's alleged . 
liabilities in connection with 
the “Jungle” venture should 
not involve their share of 

_ profits..earned by the unre- 
-Jated «production: of -“Mar- 
tiage.” , 7 
‘Although the metion was. 

heard. about three weeks ago, 
: no.ruling has been issued. The 

‘ matter is regarded as being 
meaningful in. that it’s in es- 
sence a tést of:.investor se- 
curity under the limited part- 
nership structure. = 8  ~ 

‘the show's . profits, of..which’ s 
assigned 6% to Knill and 2 to 
Friedman.) -.° - 
_ ‘Another’: 26¢ was assigned by 
Miss Stine to attorney P2ul Weiss, 
but he’s not a ‘plaintiff-in the -ac- 
tion, since he represents autnor 
Stevens in.a separate claim against- 
Gregory. Defendants.in the suit 
filed by Miss Stine and: the others 

“include, besides Gregory, the five 
backers of: “Marriage.”’ Among 
them are Charles Boyar and Clau- 
dette Colbert, who costarred in the 

_, Broadway production. oe 
The plaintiffs: charge they. re- 

ceived only.one: payment, in July, 
1959, on the profit-sharing arrange- 
ment. The amount was approxi- 
mately $6.000...representing the 

(Continued on page 58) 
ir 

Bergen Players to Open 
“Semester With ‘Pleasure’ 

' Oradell, N. J., Aug. 29. 
The Bergen: Players will launch 

their 29th season with a production 
of “The Pleasufe of His Com 
-pany,” staged by. Dorothy Hadley, 
Opening Oct. 5-at ihe Littie Fire- 
house: Theatre, Oradell. The com- 
edy: will be: presented t 
Thursday-Saturday night schedule 
‘through Oct. 28.. ae 

The season’s second offering will 
be “The Middle of the Night,” 
staged by Helen Miles, opening 
Nov. 2, and playing through Nov. 
25, and the third,will he “Send Me|. ‘The ~ Hub’s 

_ Legit ‘producer Pail. Gregory is. 

. :| tions. bringing the total contribu- | 

began mount- 
ing: when Sherman: S. Krellberg,. 
his. partner’ in the production of 

swt 

{1206 Donations Assure | { 
“Canadian Ballet Tour} 

; _. Toronto,.-Aug. 29. 
‘With. the final $65,000 -in .dona- 

‘tions from individuals to $120,000, | 
‘plus the continuing $100,000. grant} 
of. the. Canada. Council. and ex-. 
pected boxoffice take, the National | 
Ballet ‘Guild of Canada will carry | {3 
out its curtailed tour during .the |’ 

on 
< 1961-62. season,. including four} [§ Bs ges 

weeks at -the Royal. Alexandra| © — = 
Theatre, ‘Toronto. That-has been} RICHARD POSTON | 

tassured by Carmen Guild, .gen-|i, starring in YSEND ME. NO 
eral manager of the group... _ | FLOWERS” at.Legion Star Play- 

> Seven. weeks in the.U.S.,: plus|house, Ephrata, Penns.  _. 
(a tour.-of Ontario and- Quebec] Representation: R.F.P. Assoclates 

‘centres is planned, with’ dancers | , 
being signed to contracts for the Le _ nm oo 
forthcoming season -and rehearsals | | ster Burns At 

Merrick’s 
to get underway. early’ in Septem- 
ber. Among. new dancers is’ Galina 

San’ Francisco, Aug.. 29. 

| Samtsova,. former principal of. the 
‘Kiev Ballet, who. got a .Russia-to- 
{Canada passport by marrying .a 
Canadian ‘citizen.. New works. in- 

: clude. Ray Powell's “One in Five” 
and George. Balanchine’s~ ‘'Con- 
‘certo Barraco,”..:plus_ divertisse-. 

jments. . 7 wo 

'. Last season’s 10th anniversary y F 
tour of western Canada ard Mex- rick appears to be involved in: a 
ico Will not: be repeated this year. new feud. This time it’s. with Edwin 

| Besides the seven weeks’ tour of | Lester, general manager of the 
| the: U.S.,. the troupe will ‘visit |Civic Light Opera Assn. subscrip- 
‘Montreal, Ottawa, Hamilton and ,tion series here and in Los Angeles. 
other population concentrations} Lester is burned over statements 
in. the -Ontario-Quebec Area. | reportedly made. by Merrick during 
_ a ja recent visit here. He’s also stew- 

| attempted squeeze by the producer 
in--connection with CLO. bookings 
for next season. It’s understood 

Double 
‘Broadway producer David .Mer- 

ing over what he regards as an: 

: Saratoga’s Spa Theatre 
Placed on the Market 
' Saratoga, N, Y., Aug. 29. 

|ington operated for 14 years 
.|were opened last week by the 
N..¥. State _Publie Works Dept. 

‘The theatre is situated in the 

the Gideon Putnam Hotel. 

Reservation, says that about seven 
persons have expressed interest in 
reopening the playhouse next sea- 
son. In anticipation of the resump- 
tion of activity at-the theatre, the 
state intends installing new carpet- 
ing and 
wiring. 

tract will bé made by Dr. Harold 
G. Wilm, state Conservation Com- 
‘missioner and chairman of the 
Saratoga Springs Commission. Dr. 
Liston, declining to identify those 

aftre, revealed that Huntington’s 
gross last year had declined from 
jthat of previous seasons. 

Nude ‘Chatterley 
Gets MP. Squawk 

London. Aug. 29. 

|Here We Go Again; Still Another 
___Theatre Shortage 

The. Spa Summer Theatre is up 
¢1.| for: grabs. The 580-seater is dark 

this summer as the result of John 
Huntington’s decision Jast March 
to discontinue operations because 

-Jof the “lack of public response.” 
Bids for the house, which Hunt- 

Saratoga Springs Reservation near 
: Dr. ; 

David E. Liston, director of the 

painting, papering and re-| 

The final decision on a new con-- 

interested in taking over the the-!M 

|towns, Philadelphia, Boston’ .and 
:Thé key pre-Broadway tryout 

‘New Haven, will be bustling with 
activity in September.: Philly -will 

and Boston and New- Haven four. 
each. However, he.-total number 
of. shows involved is only 11, since 
three of the New Haven offerings 
are also. included in either the 
Boston or Philly count.. — 

with the run of “Fiower ‘Drum. 
| Song” at the Forrest Theatre, gets 
the first:of the new. entries next.‘ 000° investment. 

] Monday. (4) with the opening for a |. - 
five-week stand “at the. Shubert. 

Suecéed in Business Without -Real-. 
‘ly’ Trying.” The next night -an- 
‘other musical, “Sail Away,” begins 

get six tryouts. during.the month | 

| . Philly, which.has been: keeping 
tits. legit: franchise this summer 

Theatre of the musical, “How To’ 

that: Merrick has insisted that Les- 
_ter. must take “Do Re Mi” in order 
|to get “Carnival” for the 1962 sub- 
| scription series, 
L. ‘Both musicals, currently running 
jon Broadway, are Merrick produc- 
{tions ‘‘Carnival,” now in its 21st 

| already earned back its $250,000 
4 

fits, 32 weeks at the St. James The- 
atre, dropped substantially during 
| July, . prior to the show’s taking a 
; four-week layoff..The musical. -re- 
sumed on Broadway last: week to 
smash business, but still has a long 
‘way: to go in earning back its $400,- 

As for. the public statements 

{comments about the CLO made by 
ithe ‘Broadway. producer in an in- 
iterview ‘with.. drama critic. Paine 

week at the Imperial Theatre, N.Y., 
thas been -a steady sellout and: has 

investment. On-.the other hand, 
| business. for “‘Do Re: Mi,” now in- 

made ‘by Merrick, Lester is under- 
tstood to: have objected to certain. 

. Having failed to generate excite- 
ment with its inclusion of the ; 
controversial four-letter words in | 
the dialog of its new “Lady Chat- | 
terley’s Lover” production, the : 
Arts Theatre has succeeded in kick- ' 
ing up a little dust by having one : 
of the scenes played in the nude. i 
A protest has. been made by Ray - 
Mawby, vice-chairman of the Moral : 
Law Defense Assn. and a Member : 
of Parliament. - 

After the critics gave this latest 
adaptation ofthe D. H. Lawrence 
novel lukewarm notices, particular- 
ly citing the “prudish” perfomance | 
cof the Iove scenes, producer Wanna ! 
Paul decided. to have Jeanne i 
Moody, the American actress ror- l 
traying Lady Chatterley, and | 
Walter Brown, as the gamekeeper, | 
Mellors, play the bedroom scene in : 
the nude. — ; 

It’s asserted that the actors do 
not wear even flesh-colored, semi- 
transparent garments, and are se- 
parated by only a sheet while in 
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Looms on B way 
The Broadway theatre jam is on 

again. At least four houses have 
shows due on interim bookings. 
They’re the ANTA, Barrymcre, 
Cort and Royale. 
The Cort, which has the Philip 

Rose production cf the Ossie Davis 
play, “Purlie Victorious;” sched- 
uled for a Sept. 28 opening, also 
has the David Merrick production 
‘of Norman XKrasna’s “Sunday in 
New York” booked for the week 
of Nov. 20. That means that if 
{“Purlie” catches on, it'll have to 
iswitch to another house for cone 
jtinuation of its run. Another un- 
‘designated theatre has reportedly 
{been promised the “Purlie’ man- 
‘agement by the Shubert office, 
‘which runs the Longacre. 

At the ANTA, the squeeze is on 
“Garden of Sweets,’ opening Oct. 
31. The Waldmar Hansen drama, 
‘Which Ben Frye, Irving Squires 
{and Sirki De Vysen are producing, 
can remain at the house only a 
few weeks. The ANTA is to be 
‘taken over Nov. 22 by the Robert 
iWhitehead production of John 
: Bolt’s “Man for All Seasons.” 
| Booked to open at the Barry- 
more the week of Oct. 2 is the two- 
character play, “Do You Know the 

ilky Way?” which Paul Feigay, 
‘Dick Button and Ninon Tallon 
{Karlweis are cosponsoring. The 
vehicle, adapted by Lyon Phelps 
from the German original by Karl 
Wittlinger, will have to vacate the 
house the end of October to make 
way for the scheduled Nov. 1 open- 
ting of Irene Mayer Selznick’s pro- 
{duction of Graham Greene's ‘“‘Com- 
-plaisant Lover.” — . 

As for the Royale, it has the 
Chicago-originated revue, “From 
the Second City,” hooked for a 

: Sept. 26 opening. The Max Lieb- 
man-Bernard Sahlins presentation 
will have a spread of three months 
before the scheduled takeover of 
the house Dec.. 28 by the Charles 
Bowden production of Tennessee 
Williams’ “Night of the iguana.” 

The Longacre also has twe 
shows booked thus far, but one 
of them is scheduled for only a 
three-week run. That’s “Rhinoc- 
eros,” which vacated the house re- 
cently after a 30-week Broadway 
run to play a stock engagement in 
Chicago. It’s due to resume at the 
theatre Sept. 11, prior <o moving 
out to theh Coast for bookings in 
San Francisco and Los Angeles: 

Scheduled to follow “Rhinocere 
os” at the Longacre is John Pat- 
rick’s “Everybody Loves Opal.” 
The play, which Roger L. Stevens 
is presenting with Seven Arts Pre- 
ductions, is due to open Oct. 11. 

Smallie Shortage in L.A. 
Hollywood,t Aug. 29. he. 

on the usual: 

a three-week engagement at the : Knickerbocker in the local Chron- 
-Forrest, which will be vacated by :icle..In that piece, Knickerbocker 
“Flower” next ‘Saturday. : (2), ‘quoted ‘Merrick as stating the CLO 

The Forrest. will be taken over .had a-reserve fund of around $3,- 
Sept. 25 for three weeks by the 000,000. According to Lester’ the 
comedy, ‘A Cook for Mr, Gen-‘reserve.is only about $150,000. 

p Sept.'7 with the musical, “Let | posed $3,000.000 treasur 
It-Ride,” which is booked into the ;2°sstunm suggesting thet tle CLO 
*hotise for a three-and-a-half-week j should contribute a share of its 
runf The town's ‘two other houses, : profits to the San Francisco Actors 

-the- Locust and the Walnut, get ; Workshop, which is currently con- 
their first shows of the season’. qucting g financial campaign and 

, Sept. 11 and Sept. 14, respectively. : has: perennial monetary proBlems. 
| Opening -at the Locust for three . Lester turned’ down the idea of 
‘weeks -is the- “comedy, “Blood, contributing .. financially .to: the 
jSweat and Stanley Poole,” while ; Workshop. He called the proposal 
tthe Walnut tenant: for two-and-a-; “preposterous.” me, 
balf-weeks. “will. be another com-| —~ - es — 
edy, “‘High Fidelity.” New Haven’s’: . ae ee 
lone theatre, ‘the Shubert, which .Jones Subs:as ‘MFL’ Mgr.; 
launched its season’ this week with |’... “pre, -4; o4n) CRIT? 

| the musical,. “Milk .. and -Honey,”. : P hil Adler. With Milk’ 

follows up with successive. straight-{'. Al Jones is pinchhitting again 
play bookings ‘in -September of for Phil Adler as company man-. 
“Blood,”” “Caretaker,” “Mr. Gen- | ager-for:the Broadway production 
eral” and “The Maid's Room.” - of. My a Lagy. He took: over 

Boston, which got its season off ‘®¢ post last week for a five-week 
:to an. early start with the Aug. 9; Period. It's the. third time he’s 
i break-in. of: “Sail “Away” at. the ; filled in for Adler, who'll be. oc- 

; Colonial Theatre, has tryouts of ; CUDIC a : 
‘three musicals. and a drama | With the incoming “Milk and Hon- 
'skedded for September. The Colo- | ©: for which he’s general man- 
‘nial; which -will be vacated by: Ser. . 
; Sail” next’ Saturday, gets “Milk” | “Milk,” which Gerard Oestreich- 
‘for three. weeks starting. the fol- eris producing; gave a preview 
‘lowing Tuesday (5). Moving into|performance last Saturday (26). at 
ithe theatre Sept. 2 ; 
weeks will be another musical,. 
“Kwamina,” .- ~ 

‘cupied: whilé “away from “Lady” 

| prior to. the official, opening Mon- 
; day (28)..The musical, costarring 

eral.” The Erlanger Theatre lights| Knickerbocker used the sup- 

6: for ‘three | the Shubert Theatre, New Haven, | 

bed. Then they got out of bed, 
Brown dons a shirt and dresses 
| Miss Moody, though at no time 
:does she appear naked in view of 
,the audience or turn te face it. 

Because the Arts Theatre’ is a 
; private operation open only to 
"members, it is not under the juris- 
‘diction of the Lord Chamberlain, 
ithe official densop for public cen- 
;sor.for public presentations. How- 
; ever, theatre owner Cambell Wil- 
_ liams insisted on a rehearsal before 
{an invited audience before allow- 
jing a public performarte of the 
‘nude scene. “In perfect taste,” 
; was his verdict. 
'.The reaction of Mawby was not 

jso favorable, presumably on the 
basis of newspaper photograrhs of |. 

‘the bedroom scene. ‘Fhe M.P. and 
‘refotm group executive called for. 

{ 
: 

the government to proceed against 
the show under the Vagrancy Act 4 l 

- Even if the incident stirs public 
‘interest and increases attendance, 
‘ however, “Lady Chatterley’s is not 
‘a prospect for transfer to the West 
‘End for a commercial run, not only 
because of the drastic censorship it 

j would get from the Lord Cham- 
berlain, but also on account of its 
poor reviews and dim initial box- 
office indications, 

‘Claudia Franck Planning 
| Entry as B’way Producer 

Actors’ eoach Claudia Franck is 
Wilbur The ' Robert. Weede, Mimi Benzell and|pranching out into the Broadway 

A shortage of available small- 
{capacity theatres has resulted in 
| the doubling up of presentations 
at two local houses, the Beverly 
Hilis Playhouse and the Coronet. 

1 At the Beverly Hills, “Two for the 
Seesaw” is operating on a Monday- 
Thursday performance schedule, 
with “The Chairs” taking over the 
house Friday for wekend runs. 

. At the Coronet, “Conversations 
at Midnight” is on a Monday- 

! Thursday sked, with “The Seagull” 
‘the weekend attraction. 

‘Schedule 10 Shows For 
Pabst Theatre, Milw’kee 

Milwaukee, Aug. 29. 
There are 10 shows set thus far 

: for the 1961-62 season at the local 
‘Pabst Theatre, which was taken 
over last June. By Syney Plotkin, 
Ray Mitehell and Harry Lashink- 
sy. One of the entries is the 
Broadway-targeted “Nine O'Clock 
Revue,” starring Lena Horne. 

- he semester is scheduled to get 
underway Oct. 2 with a week's run 
| of “La Plume de Ma Tante,” which 
| will be on Theatre Guild-American 
; Theatre Society subscription. Five 
of the other TG-ATS entries are 
the regular touring “Music Man” 
company, headed by Forrest 
Tucker, Oct. 16-28: “My Fair 
Lady,” Nov. 13-Dec. 10; “Toys in 
the Attic,” Jan. 29-Feb. 3; “A 
Taste of Honey,” Feb. 5-10, and 
“The Tenth Man,” April 2-7. 

No Flowers,”. staged by Helen An-|which will: have the touring “Mir-|Molly Picon, is scheduled to open | managerial field. She plans making| Miss Horne is slated to headline 
~drews, opening Nov: 30. and play-jacle Worker” the next two weeks, | Oct. 10-at the Martin Beck Thea-| her producing debut early next! at the house Nov. 611. The 
ing through Dec. 23. The groupjgets “Caretaker” for « fortnight | He. N.Y. , year with “Bugles and Beards,” ; “Gypsy” company, starring Ethel 
will probably present a program of | beginning. Sept. 18:. The Shubert.|.:° When Adler. returns to “Lady” ;a comedy. by television scripter Merman, is scheduled for the week 
one-acters for the. fourth prodye- | Theatre there gets into the picture; at ‘the ‘Hellinger Theatre, Jones | Leonard Stadd. . ‘of Dec. 11, ‘and “Threepenny 
tion, ‘although ‘the. scripts are. not | Sept, 16 when. the musical “Kean,” | will move over.to the Alvin Thea-|. Stadd is a writer for NBC-TV’s! Opera” has been booked ior a 

set. jbegins a three-week run.. - tre where He's house manager, “From These Roots.”, } Jan. 15 opening. 

’ 



” together tedious incidents from the : 

o 

Shows Abroad 
bilities. _But “Guilty Party” 

.. achieves its objective. It keeps - London. Aug. 17. 
Wauna Paul (for Theatre Hadings Ltd.) audjences ‘in a dither trying to 

presentation, by zrrangement with Camp-; spot the vila, and rates as a suc- 
yell Wilhams. of a threeact drama by cess within that modest mit. 

Lady Chatterley 

fohn Hart. based on the dies Gccor, | 

Aasheton Gort ws Alan ay as sscor: ‘The action is continuous, cover- 
eton Tron. Opene ° the Arts Theatre. London; $1.75 top. ing a single evening in a West End 

“Jack Lambert apartment. A determined girl sec- 
Tom Criddle{ retary, whose father committed 

Sic Malcolm Reid 
Sir Clifford Chatterley -. 
Lady Chatterles Jeanne Moody oh 
Hilda iw. we ee, Caroline Biakiston ‘Suicide when an embezzlement 
Mellors  —.....----5 5+: Walter Brown j caused his business to collapse, | 
‘Mrs. Bolton - inveigles the man she believes to. 

be responsible into attending a. 
A desire to cash in on the pub-; special board of direciors meeting, 

Heity aroused by the recent court | at which the- unexpected truth is. 
case over D. H. Lawrence's novel: brought out. 
seems the likely reason for staging ! virtu: very . 
this tepidly written attempt to do | wn Such Plays, virtually ev ryone, 
the impossible, bring “Lady Chat- | one, is to some extent suspect. in 
terley’s Lover” to life on the stage. ! i it” 
The author. Jahn Hart, has strung i ; this (case interest is ingeniously af 

-controlied staging of. Anthony /f 
book. without conveying the pas-: 
sion or depth of Lawrence’s prose. ! 

Since the play is at the Arts, a’ doesn't get it. Br 
theatre club and therefore not sub- . experienced cast - 

Sharp. “Guilty Party” doesn’t 

the capable and 
handies - the 

ject io censorship by the Lord Jenethy and complicated arguments | 
Chamberlain, the management has | with enough verve. to sustain the 
been able to use the gimmick of: tension. 
announcing that the controversial, ! ‘Donald Sinden, as the original 
rude” words of Lawrence’s novel | ‘ suspect, gets to grips with his role 

would be used on the stage. They yith bite and humor, and Hugh 
are used four times, loud and’ sinclair is casually effective as his 
clear, and in a love scene there is gnjooked buddy. Others who. par- 

‘call for sensational acting and } 

also an instance of would-be dar-- 
ing in the use of phallic symbolism. 

Qn the opening night, at least, : 
the attitude of the audience seemed : 
to be mostly curiosity as to when , 
and how “the” words would be 
used. There were no indications 
of shock or disapproval as the 
actual lines were spoxen, although i 
if the. play shoul® ever be trans-: 
ferred to the commercial stage the | 
vords would undoubtedly have to. 
come out and the play might lose 
some curiosity value. But since, in 
its present form, “Lady Chatter- 
Jey” would never get by in a regu- 
Jar run, the problem is probably |. 
academic. 

} In a dull, stolid way “Lady Chat-: 
ferley” is a patchwork of short. 
seenes and the endless discussions i 7 
about sex, social status and the 
relationship between the. aristo- 
crats and the workers quickly be- | 
come tedious. They are’ se much: 
out of date as to amount to parody. : 

Even more accomplished actors: 
would find it difficult to give much : 
fire to the cardboard characters 
and the cloying sex-scampers in 
the Nottingham woods. Alan | 
Cooke's direction. whilst compe- ; 
tent technically, shows little imagi- : 
nation. 

Jeanne Moody, a_ statuesque’ 
beauty, plays the role of Lady | 
Chatterley with approximately the © 
Passion of a nervous teenager on 
her first date. Her performance 
improves in the later scenes, how-! 
ever. She and Walter Brown as the ' 
gamekeeper play the love scenes‘ 
with discretion rather than ardor.’ 

Brewn has rugged strength as: 
Mellors. however, and Tom Crid-° 
die is querulously unpleasant as: 
the paralyzed husband. Joan Young ; 
as the hearty housekeeper and ! 
Jack Lambert as the heroine’s: 
father have good moments. Caro-: 
line Biakiston is stuck with the: 
wretched part of Lady Chatterley’s . 
sister, and her portrayal verges on; 
burlesque. Assheton Gorton’s di-! 
aphanous sets permit the action to: 
move fluidly from interior to ex-- 
terior. tch. 

Guilty Party 
Londen, Aug. 18. 

-Peter Bridge presentation of a three- 
act drama by George Koss and camel 
Singer. Stars Donald Sinden, Hugh Sin-! 
clair, Raiph Michael. Frances Rowe. 
St.ged bs Anthony Sharp: decor, Nor-: 
man Smith; lighting, Richard Pilbrow. 
Opened Atg 17. 61 at the St. Martin’s 
Theatre, London: $2.80 top. —- 
Angela Faweett .......... Ann Firba 
Mrs. Stephens ......... Joarma Clarke | 
Roger Schofield ......... ugh Simclair 
Edward Bromley Donald Sinden 
Theodore Henderson | .. . Ralph, Michael 
Joan Henderson .. . Melissa Stribling 
Colm Newman _...,.... Hugh Cross! 
Margaret Kingsley. ....... Frances Rowe 
Ros Morgan Cleceeeee pychael Bates 
Jackson Hibberd ... er Stephens 
Stanley Littlefield. "anthony Woodruff 
Lewis Cruickshank .. Duncan: Lewis | 

“Gulity Party” is adequate who- | 
dunit entertainment. The mystery i 
is not who murdered whom, but 
which of the cast embezzled some 
$322,000 and framed the managing 

ticularly grasp their opportunities : 
-are Ralph’ Michael. Duncan Lewis,. 
Hugh Cross and Peter Stephens as 
board members. . . 
Ann Firbank is convincing as the 

revenge-obsessed girl who sets the 
‘plot sparking, Frances Rowe as a’ 
pleasant but unconvincing female 
tycoon and Melissa Stribling is! 

‘charming in the incocuous role of 
. the suspect’s ex-wife. Rich. 

The. Lord Chamberlain 
Regrets... 

London, Aug. 24. 
andrew Broughten & David Conville 
esentation (with Sonny Zah) ef'a twe- 

Part revue. Stars -Joan Sims, Ronnie 
Stevens, Millicent: Martina; features. Bar- 

» Fosephi radon, 
Clyde. -David Morton, A ‘Woods, ubrey - 
Barbara Robinson, Peter Gardner, pon. 

De by Palethorpe. Judy Huxtable. 
Peter Myers. and Ronaid 
by Myers; music by Cass and John 
Pritche*t; other contributors, Ajec Gra-: 
hame. Erk Paice. Jack Grossman. Saniey. 
Myers. Alan Simpson, Ray Galton, Jimmy 

* Wilson, Dick ‘Vosburgh, Keith Water: 
house. Willie Hall. Josephine Gordo 
David Morton: musical numbers staged | 
by Eleanor Fazan; sketches staged -by 
Ronnie Stevens; decor, Peter Rice, rry 
Cordwell, Reger Beck; lighting, Rickard. 
Pilbrow: musical rector, Ronald Cassz, 

ag: 23, fl at the ‘Saville Thea- 
tre, Tondo. $2.95 

“The Lord Chamberlain Ee- 
grets ...” is a revue that has taken : 
quite a ‘slug ging from, irenically, ! 
the Lord 
the power to thumb-down -unac- 
ceptable material in public shows, ! 
and has done sc during the tryout: 

_ tour. That the show has eventually! 
reached the West End is. perhaps ' 
a minor triumph. even though it} 

may have arrived in a mangled! piece ‘orchestra, under direction 
| of Carlos Surinach, typical of many State. 

The fact is. it is spotty. enter- ! 
tainment. Most of its targets are: 

‘ish sting. The revue. seems pallid, | 
and will have difficulty against the ; 
competition of the . sophisticated j. 
“Beyond the Fringe” or 
broader, more genial “On: the ; 
Brighter Side.” 

The first half is uumemorable, | . 
apart, perhaps, for a song called | 
“Mac the Knife.” slightiy joshing | 

{the Prime Minister and, on the | 
‘ first. night at least, was tackled by j 
Millicent Martin. before she had 

‘ become poised. There is also a neat 
skit on snobbery, ‘genially handled 
by Ronnie Stevens and Joan Sims, 

- The rest is oblivion. 
The second half of this tiny 

revue is infinitely better. Again 
referring to the first night, .the 
proceedings were enlivened by a] 
couple of vitriolic interruptions | 

. Premise, Pr from members of the Empire Loy- 
alist Society, ‘done with such verve 
that . was tricky to decide 
Vrethor’ the outbursts were gen- 
uine or put over by first-class 
stooges. But, at least, the audience 
was awakened from lethargy. — 

And in the second segment, 
there’ are a few amusing things,| 

director of the business in the|SUch: as sketches lampooning the 
process? Or, in fact. had he really 
been the guilty one, anyway? 

The authors, accountant George 
Ross and actor Campbell Singer, 
who wrote a suspense mellor called. 
“Any Other Business” about three 
years ago, have returned to the 
world of big business for their 
teaser. The accountancy jargon 
may ubscure some of the implausi- 

arrival of German troops for train- 

.a slickly performed parody of “The 
“Swan” 

observant skit on newspapers by 
Keith Waterhouse and Willis Hall. 4 

There is also a witty number, } 
smartly executed by Ronnie Stey- 
ens, about a.layabout whose pas- | 

a rerensarr a 

|cent of Sheherezade.. The plot is 
‘a natural for grand opera, 

Gordon. | 

‘vision’s John Butler was topdrawer. 

‘written tluded touches of the old Greek 

newest 
Teresa, Stratas, and the command- 

| New York at the City Center as’ 

Chamberlain, : who has} 

| dreas. Nomikos in the traditions of 

the: Herald. ‘Tribuney who {s at present 

- .Baleony (Rep.), Circle In Square G-3-80) 
Blacks, ‘St Marks 6461 

_. Opening of Windew, Marguee @- 
ing in. Wales, the new Bingo anit, [ @#th St. 9-21-61) 

baliet performed by Jo-j Thrac 
sephine Gardon, and a shrewdly. 

sion is. to sock-colored folk, and 
this, on the opening show, is the 
‘number: that first provoked audi- 
ence comment and ‘most doldiy |. 
makes a. point. 
Joan Sims: as a Bingo addict, a 

vaude soubrette and in other spots, 
Sharpens “the material. as much as 
possible. Stévens is a lively but. 
|unforceful comedian who. also has 
his moments as. a male dress de- 
signer. presenting ‘his collection, 
as a red nosed buffoon and on gen- 
eral utility duty. 

Miss Martin needs stronger ma- 
terial, but is a charmingly pert 
singing decoration. David Morton, 
Josephine Gordon and Judy Hux- 
table are others in the industrious 

Jj east of 12. 
~The costumes, staging and decor 

[are bright. | Rich, 

Nausiean 
Athens, Aug. 20. 

Opera.in three acts ‘with prolog 
and interludes. Libretto from’ the 
‘novel, “Honier's Daughter,” by 
Robert Graves. Score by Peggy 
Glanville-Hicks. World - iere, 
Athens, Greece, Aug. 19, 1961. 

A 10-minute - ‘standing. ovation 

Wedsiesday, August. $0, 1961_ 

So They Say 
time to time, and I feel that he should, to get it out of his syste 
I'm just as anxious as he is for him to do things alone. ‘Who knows 
i may want to do something alone, too. I may want to write a straight 
play, for instance. “—Librettist-Lyricist Alan Jay | 
to his planned collaboration with composer Richard Rodgers, as quote: 
by Arthur and Barbara Gelb in an article in Esquire: mag. 

“In this business you have to have an ace up your’ sleeve, There 
are some 10,000 actors In New York and last year they earned an 
average of only $800: each working in the theatre. My. advice to. would- 
be actors is to learn how to do something else first. The odds on - 
making a living in the theatre are overwhelmingly ‘against them.”— 
Actor-writer Romald Dawsén, as quoted by Joe Heaphy in the Ansonia 
{Conn:) Evening Sentinel. 

“And new I would like to do a musical: here. ‘Bea Lillie gays there 

‘Broadway: ‘musica)."—Hermione Baddeley, ‘costar of “A Taste: 
Honey,” as quoted by Robert Wahls in the N. Y. Sunday News. 

of. 

“This is an age when ‘no one believes in anything. Only. the artist... 
| believes in something. ‘That's his. function. But untess. the artist: can 
make his audience, or at least. Dart of his audience,. recognize -some- 
thing of themselves in. what. he is doing, he has failed ‘in. his job.”— 

| Legit-tv actor Duncan ‘Macrae, as quoted by. Russelt ‘Galbraith in The 
Scotsman, Edinburgh. 

“As a girl, when I would go. -to: a’ concert. and hear great music, 
and later when I saw Olivier in: “Oedipus” and Eaurette. Taylor in. 
“The Glass Menagerie"—the two: greatest, most shattering experi- 
ences I have ever had in the theatre, or possibly in my life—I would. 
come out of the theatre a better. persgn, or at least -a more wunder- 
standing, 

greeted’ the’ world premiere of Meacham, star of the. off-Broadway revival. of “Hedda: Gabler,” as 
quoted by John Keating in Theatre Arts mag. Peggy Glanville-Hicks’ new opera, 

“Nausicaa,” in the ancient Herod 
Atticus Theatre at the base of the 

{Acropolis in the heart of Athens. ! 
The cast of 150 won eight curtain 
‘ealls from the capstity crowd. of 
3.800 which overflowed into the 
aisles and represented the cream 
of 3,800 which overfiowed into the 
aisles and represented the cream 
of Athens society, including such 
international ‘figures. as. Madame 
Pandit. ee. 

“Nausicaa.” based on the atory 
of Ulysses, is a modern opera with 
an: Oriental flavor, a hit reminis- 

The 
roles ‘are. sung in English with the 
“Greek” chorus singing in Greek. 
Staging by Broadway and tele- 

Most appropriately, Butler in- 

folk dances in the choreography. 
The voices, lead by. the Met's 

soprano, Canadian-born 

ing baritone of John Modenos 
were firstrate. 

Modenos, who has been: seen in 

well as Chez Vito and the Viennese 
Lantern. moves on ta do vate 
Barber of Seviile’* and “Tosca” 
Milan Sept. .23. having. won the 

; American Operatic Anaditions. over 
250 other singers. - 

Handsomely costumed by An- 

‘ ancient Greece, there: is plenty of 
beefcake on the male chorus and 

: bare-breast style for women (with | 
flesh ‘colored covering.) 
Minor faults: At times the 55- 

: operatic aggregations, appeared to 
: be purposely - 

“Nausicaa” is the fourth opera 
' composed by Miss Glanville-Hicks, 
a former music critic of the N. Y. | 

? working on two more, one based 
on | ‘Sappho. She contributed 
“Masqie of the Wild Man” to the 
first . ‘Spoletto ‘Festival of Two 
Worlds: in 1958. 

There are plans to stage “Nausi-° 
caw” in New York next "Sol 

olo. 

Off-Broadway Shows 
{Figures denote opening dates). 

Dream & | Cherry “Lane: @-1-6L. 
. Fantasticks, “Suflivan St: 6-3 
Hedda. Gabler, Sh St... 11-89-80); eloses 
Sept. 
King Dark Chamber, Jan Hus (¢ '2-9-61) 
Mary Sunshine, Players (11-18-39). 

Premise (11-22-60). 
: Red Eve, Provincet’n Playh'se @-12-81). 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys 18-20-55). 
‘Under Mak “Wood Rep.) Circle G-29-81). 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Tender Trap,. dist St. 25-61). 
Connection, Living (Rep). (9-12-61). 
Pirates of Penzance, Phoenix nn 

Happy Days, Cherry Lane @-I7-81). 
Oné Way Pendeivm, E.. wath st (9-18-61) 
Misalliance, Sheridan Sq. (19-61). 
‘Many Loves, Living ep} (19-8). 

© Marry Ma, Gate (9-25-61). 
Three Living ag Rep) (9-26-61). 

rees, Orpheum @27-6D, 
; ‘9-27 

4th Ave. North, Madison. Ave. a sts0. 
' Sap of Life, 1.Sher. Sq. . 0-2-1) 

‘All in Leve, t 
Dit? rent, Mermaid 7110-17-81). 

_ Beuskers, Cricket 
ican aveyard. Jan Hus Ge@ae-eD. 

- Ge Fight City Hall, Mayfair (1030-6) 
Shadews et Herees, York 1-14-81), 

“I'm pretty sure Dick: will eontinue writing : lyrics on his own. from, 

» -veferring - 

is nothing in the world an actress. has more: fun with than’ ¢ smash: 

more .truly alive person, than: when: I went in.’—Anne . 

drowning out the} 
‘ obvious. Much of the aim is erratic , singers. And Wausicaa’s (Stratas). 
and naive. Even in its main suc-! 'jament in: the first act drew snick- 

i cesses there is less bite than wasp-; , ers from the audience. 

tor’s Playhouse, N. Y. 

Williams in “Daughter of Silence.” 

in a byline piece, “The Anatic Arts: 
Innocents Off-Broadway,” in the: 
September issue of Holiday fnag. 

A series of free-admission after- 
noon ‘ performatices: of 
len’s 

kiddies will be presented by Equity : 

peare Festival, at the Wollman. 
Rink in Central Park, N. Y., be- ; 
ginning today (Wed.).. 

lhunbia Artists Management; Inc, : 
has signed a managerial agreement 
with pianist Rosalyn Tureck, 

at its N. ¥. showcase in September - 
with repeats of 
“Many Loves” and “In the Jungle 
ef Cities,”. the three plays pre- 
sented by the company during its 
recent five-week European tour, A 
‘new play, Jack Gelber’s “The Ap-. 

| ple,” is scheduled for October pres- 
entation by the off-Broadway. 

pean tour next summer. 

The Greek Tragedy Theatre, 
directed by Dimitri Rendiris. and; 
starring . Aspassia Papathanassieu, 
will begin its first U. S.-tour next: 
Tuesday (5) at the Greek Theatre, 
Los Angeles. James A. Doolittle, 
general director of the Greek The- 
atre, organized the tour, which will | 
take in two weeks at the City Cen-° 
ter, N. Y., starting Sept. 19. 

Shelley Berman has. been set for; 

ily .Affair.”” 

“Kicks & Co.” in. which Lonnie 
Sattin will also appear. - 

‘| <A paperback acting edition of 
‘| “Little Moon of Alban,” by James. 
Costigan, has been : published by 
Samuel French. 

Elisabeth Fraser will. be in 
“Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole.” 

is spending the summer at Hyan- 
nisport, Mass. 
Nothing if not adaptable,. James 

| Walten,. producer at the Tangie- 
wood Barn Theatre, Clemmons, 

singer-puppeteer, . to 

ets are part of the show. 

‘der the Yum. Yum Tree,” open- 
[ing Sept. 12 at Las Palmas Thea- 

tre, Hollywood. 
Dennis King and Signe Hasve| 

|Mail, Paramus, NJ. 
S. J. Perelman’s: new. ‘comedy, 

“The Beauty Part,” derived from 
several of his New Yorker mag 
pieces, will play a two-week tryout 

to be presented Sept. 13 by Bill} 
Nichois and Van Varner. at the ‘Ac vid Marlin Jones, which was’ tried 

Alex Atkinson, English producer 
and author, applauds off-Broadway 

if 
‘Alan - Cai-! . 

“Nicollo- and Nicollette” for {under srreesponsorshi of the 

Library Theatre for Children, in; 
association with the N.. Y. Shakes-! 

iof . the 

| “Gideon.” ” 

The Living Theatre. will resume ! 

“Connection,” } Kresley, 

group, which . plans’ another Euro- | 

Burgess. Meredith. “will. star - in| 

WN. C.,. has cast Angela Martin, at chi 9). 

femme lead, Babe, in “The Pajama: 
Game” this week, and the marion- 

Rebert Vaughn will star in *Un- 

‘costar this week in “Five Finger |. 
Exercise” at the. Playhouse on. the | 2 

Starting Sept. 18 at the Bucksizta cez9).: 

Jerry Pagane will play the lead County: Playhouse, ‘New. Hope, Pa, 
in Joe Caldwell’s “Cockeyed Kite.” | with Bert Lahr starring. 

“Song for: Small Voices,” by Da- 

out recently . at the Mountain The-. 
Rip Torn will costar with Emlyn :atre, Braddock - Heights, Ma. is 

-planned for off-Broadway presen- 
tation. this.season by: Dom Lamb, 
who: dirécted the stock production: 

“The Track of the Cat,” adapted: 
by George D. Bennett from the: 
hovel by Walter Vaz Tilburg Clark, 
opened last.Saturday night (26) at _—_ 
‘the Eleanor Gould Theatre, N. Y., 

| American’ Creative Theatre, an. off- 
‘Broadway. group. 

A musical -version | of Ben Late 
jen Burman’s novel, “The Street: 

Laughing Camel,” is 
. Planned - ‘for Broadway production 

The Fox: Wilford division: of Co- | next season by the Theatre Guild, 
‘which as yet has not set the’ adap- 
*tors for: the. project. ; 

Eric Berry will. appear in 

“Attitudes” a revue. written by. 
Martin Sherman, with: music by Ed 

is. scheduled -for’ off- 
‘Broadway production: by Michael 
Goldstein, ‘with ‘Michael Warren 
directing. 

Seymeur Rexsite, president of the 
Hebrew Actors Union, will appear in. 
“Bie Mir Bist: Du Shoen,” ‘the Yid- 
dish-A mérican musical scheduled 
to open Oct. 16 at. the Phyllis An- 

t+ derson . Theatre, N. Yo. with Leo 
| Fuchs as Star... 

‘Tharon” Musser will! design. ‘the: 
| lighting” and. Patricia Zipprodt the 
,costumes for “Garden of Sweets.” 

‘Michael J.. Travis: will appear in 
“A Cook for Mr. General.’ 

‘Kim Stanley | ‘Will costar with 
3 ames Donaid i in “Write ‘Me a Mur- 

er.’ 

Harvey Lembeck has been add- . 

a starring assignment in “A Fam- | ed to the cast of “The Short Happy 
Life,” for’ which Heart Caubisens.. 
has. been set as production stage. 
manager. Matt Mattex is: chore- 
ographing: the - -preduction, which 
will have sets by Jo Mielzimer and 
costumes by Theoni V. Aldredge. 

Janet Hayes and James J. Fox. 
have succeeded Benita James and. ; 
Murray Goldkina, Tespectively, in 

: “Camelot. ” 
. Producer Sytvia Duriie Mazzola 

To URING SHOWS 
(Figures Cover Aug, 27-Sept. 10) 

- Sweat ‘and Staniey | Foote (trye 
out?—Shubert, New Haven (6-9) 

Bye Birdie (Cd Co.—State Fale 
Hall: -Dallas (28-3); Erlanger, 

Fierelie Gd Co.)—Biltmore, LA. oem. 
Flower Drum Song—Forr 

(28-2); Playhouse, “Wamington Fri 

Hew te. Succeed. ia Business Withest . 
Really Frying. tryout)—Shubert, | Philly 
(49). 
XKwamina ‘ttryout)—0 ‘Keefe, 
ye 

‘La Plume de Ma Tante—Alcazay, SF. 

Let it: Ride tryout)—Exlanger, Philly: 
29). . 
wk and ‘Honey {tryout)—Shubert, New 

Torente 

Boston 
teesic an—Natienal, Wash. 128-8), 
My Fsic L>dy 

sae Away ttryvit}—Colealal, Boston wa u 
Ferrest, Philly G-93. 

Sound of Music Gd Co. )—Phitharmoni¢, 

s o 

weti. (28-2); 
Miracle | Worker—Layott (36-2); ‘Wilbur, : 

Cd. Ce.) Geary. SF. 

ome ee 

2S Crewenys ernie 

team sretpinna ones 

seein eae ao cmcemaee 



Saif SRO 82015 in Boat Wk: 
‘Music Man’ $46,791 in 11th D.C. Wk.; 

lower’ $35,804 in 8th Philly Wk 
The road. continued healthy last+ 

‘week. The. Broadway-headed ‘‘Sail| 
Away” went clean again at the 
Colonial Theatre, Boston, where 
even the obstructed view seats] 

Pticket. ‘en. up at $6.50" and. $7.50 land Alien’s’ “Standing’ Room 
” The tryout list began expanding Only.” The play involves. a.Lon- 

this week. with the preem of “Milk 
and. Honey" at the Shubert . The-| 
‘atre, New Haven. | 

_ Estimates for Last Week 
Parenthetic designations for out- 

of-town shows are the same as for 
Broadway, except that hyphenated 
T with show clessification indicates 
‘tryout and. RS indicetes road show. 
Also, prices. on tourirg shows in- 

‘ clude 10% Federal Tax and local 
tax, tf any, but as on Broadway [ 
grosses.are net: i.e., exclusive of | 
‘taxes. Engagements ‘ate: for single 
week, untess otherwise noted. | 

-BOSTON .: 
“Sail Away, Colonial. (MC-T). (3d: 

mk). ($6.50-$7.50: .. 1.685; $62,000). 
Previous week, $61. 536. ° 

Last week $62,015. 

_ . CENTRAL. CITY, COLO. 
*. Miracle Worker, Opera House 
“(D- -RS) (4th ‘Wk), Previous week, 
$26,517: a _ eat 

Last week, 8,390. 
—~ 

LAS ©. 
pa | . 

Bye Eye Bi . State Fair ‘Mp. 
‘gic Hall (MC-RS) {st wk) ($4. 
4.120: $77,000. ~ Previous ° “week, 
$67,631, Auditorium, Denver. 

Last week, $46, 768 for seven per-} 
formances. 

a Es ANGELES 
Fiorello, Biltmore. iMC-RSY. (3d 

wk} ($6-$6:60; 1,636; $63,000), ‘Pre-. 
vious week, $40,251. 
East week, -$38, 462. 

Sound of Musie, Philharmonic: 
(MD-RS). (5th wk) 1$5.90-$8.75; 
2,670; . $83,400) (Florence Hender- 
son). ° - Previous week, $83,082 with 

. Civie Light Opera. subscription. 
- Last -week,. $83,168 with : ‘CLO } 

a subscription. 

- /PHIEADELPSI 
‘. “Flower Drum Song, Forrest Me t 
RS) (8th. wk): ($5.40-$6; 1,760;.'$59,\}° 
800).. Previous week, $32,552. 

Last week, $35,854. 

SAN FEANCISCO 
. Gypsy, Curran (MC-RS) (3d wk? 
($6.90-$7.25; 1,758; $63,100) (Ethel 
Merman). Previous week, $63,114 

_ with CLO ‘subscription. 
-/ East week, $63,380 with “CLO 
#abscription. 

La Plume: de Ma Tante, Aléazar 
(R-RS) (5th. wk ($5: 49-$5.95; 1,147; 
$40,000). Previous. week, $33,678. 

‘Last. week, $36,881. 

My. Fair. Lady, Geary. (MC-RS) | 
@da wk). ($6-$6.50; 1,550; $58,000) 
(Michael Evans, Caroline Dixon).: 
Previous week, $57;850 

Last’ week, $57, 823. 

_ “WASHINGTON . 
Musie. Man, : National (MC-RS) 

‘(ith wk) ($6.95-$7.90; 1.685; $64,- 
795). Previous week, $46,807. 

East. week, $46,791. 

Bits of London 
London, Aug. 29." 

fic’ jam. . 
| Lerd Willoughby de. Broke has 
spent an 

‘seating the St. -Martin’s. Theatre. 

Ping the previous Drury Lane 
aheatre Téeord: held” ‘by “Okk- 
homa.” 

Times. — 

Cuban government as an arehitect. 

Fmull ever the proposition. - 
. “§: Plus 1’\is the British title of 

the. revue: ‘which. ran off-Broadway. 
in 1958: as° “Diversions.” :It wil 

| Blackmer Inte Hospital 

Salisbury, N.C. Aug. 29. 

Tey: Blackmer, 59, entered. Rowan 

for surgery. He refused to dis- 

operation was. “corrective surgery:” 

maintains..a home here with his 

has homes :in New York and Hal- 
lywood. | 

|London Connell Revokes 

London, Aug. 25. 
- Selim Cattan, owner of. the ‘Cat- 

a tan. Theatrical Ageney, 
his license revoked on the grounds 

This ‘action by. the London County 

tee foHowed allegations against 
Cattan by three unnamed young 
women, who had visited the agency 

work. 
“Cattan. did not ‘attend’ the .hear- 

ing, but: his.solicitors denied the 
allegations and said that he is 

SANTA. FE OPERA TO BERLIN 

Believed. Only US. Lyrie Drama 

opera talent. rep, is the American 

‘| Festival (Sept. .24-Oct. 10). 
points out. that the importation of 

-: | ‘London Shows 
‘(Figures denote opening dates}. 
Amorous. Prawn, "Piccadilly or 58). ‘full roster. Since. the tarn-of-cen- 
Bat USA; .Savil? 
Beyond Finees Fortune 310-612 ptury visit © of the: _ Metropolitan 
Bilty. Liar, Cambridge 19-13-60). } Opera. 

Bie ee rime Say ee. | Meanwhile, the Met ig contem- 
Bye Bye Bi = Her Majesty's (6-25-6D | mating a tour of Japan and. other 

_Fings. ‘ft, Garri - -} Astatie areas next spritg;:in pre- - , GATED. a 
feme La De St. Martin's | sumed substitution for. the regular 7. Lyric (2-¥2-58. 
Erregufar. Verb, Criterion Heb. 
King %; 1 Princes (2-23-61). 
Kitchen, al Court, (8-21-62). 
Kreutzer Sonata, Arts (7-10-61). 
Lady | Chatterley, “Arts (8-16-61). 
ist Yourself Palladium: $-19-6, . 
org Chamberia ain, Saville ‘(@22-6D.. 

tother, Royal Court Ge -27-6D; “moves }. . 

spring tour which is’ part of the 
| season’s. cancellation. 

~ SCHEDULED BWAY PREEMS 
Rhinoceros, Longacre: (9-11-61), . 
‘Greek Tragedy, Center. (919-62. . 
Frem Secend City, Royale 1926-61: 

_ Purile Victeriaus, Cort (9-28-61. - 
tity Way, Barrymore. (wk. 10-2-61) Strand (7-18-G1). ” Sait Away; Broadhurst (10-3-6b. 

Me. seutrin, 
Music Man, Adelphi (3-16-6D. 

rury: 30-58 D. areteker, Lyceum (104-61. 
Stivers "New 16-30-60) ‘Tane os _ Stantey: ‘Poole. . Morosco (10-5-61). 
On Brighter | Sige. Comedy (4-12-69). _ Let Ht Ride; O'Neill (10-661. ° 

. One. For ‘the Spots Whitehall (8-2-61). ‘High Fidelity, Ambassador (10-961). [ 
‘One Over Eight, Duke York’s 4-5-61).. ‘Milk: & Heney, Martin Beck (10-10-61). |" 
‘Rekearsat, Globe (45-61), Everybedy Loves; Longacre (10-116 1D. 
Repertory VA h (12 15-60). ‘Hew te. Succeed, 46th St. (10-14-62 
eas, Haymarket (5-12-60). Maild’s Room, Booth: (10-18-61). 

Soond of Music, . Palace 18-6). 
Step the erid, Queens (7 oop. 
Under Dail. ‘Weod,; Lyric H.- 
Widest Dreams, - uate thie (8- 3-61). 
‘Young In Heart, Vic. Fal. 2-21-60). 

— . SCHEDULED. OPENINGS 
‘Tits Pity. She's, Mermaid (8-29-6D). 
Caesar & C 
Fantasticks, Apollo 

Yves Mantend, Gdiden (10-24-62). 
We've Come Through, Hudson (10-25-61). 

- Write: Murder, Belasco (10-26-62). 
‘Garden of Sweets, ANTFA {10-31-6D. 
Complaisant Lo Barrymore. a1-146D. 

». Kearn,- Broadway, “a1 1-2-61). 
Gideon, 1-3-6). 

| Gay Life, . ‘Shubert (11-18-6D.. ‘ane 
Whistie Int Dark: | Tr. Goyal (9- 11- én. ' Sunday nm W.Y., Cort. (wk. 11-20-60). 

Re: Mi. Pri Wales O¢12-6h, _ ‘Man for All Seasons, ANTA, (11-22-61). 
7 Ck sLOSED we ‘| - Daughter Silence, Music Box (11 SOeD.. 

Celebration, Duchess @-7-"—; . closed. “ft Hine O’Clock,- Golden (12-25-81). 
Saturday (26) after. 93. performances . of Fewane, Royale (2- 28-61, 

- Peter. Bridge has optioned Ro- |: 

don ‘bus stranded with the same . 
passengers for 25 years: in a ‘traf-|. - 

estimated. $125,000 / in| 
completely redecorating ‘and re- | 

“Why. do the Wrong. People 
“My Fair Lady” his its 1,376th| Travel?” It’s sung by Blaine | . 

‘performance. Aug. 17, ‘thereby top-|[- 

Emlyn Williams . is. writing his 
life story for the London: Sunday. | 

; Seam Kemnay, one “of ihe Jeading |. 
| British: ‘stage designers. has been. 
‘offered the job of working for the }. 

He'll go to:Havana in October. and. 
[ey for a couple of. months . to. 

[have an ‘Edinburgh: Festival try- 
out befare coming to the West End. F 

_ For ‘Corrective Surgery’ | sc 
. - ‘Broadway and screen aetor Sid-. N 

Memorial Hospital here last week = 

-. felase the nature of his illness and} 
(would gay only that a planned |. 

Blackmer, a. native of Salisbury, | 

wife and their young son. He.also: 

| Talent Agency's License 

has had. 

that the agency was “unsuitable,” 

CounciPs: Public. Contro! Commit- 

in: search of: theatrical and film f 

; unable to’ ‘make. use. of the license. 

Framingham 
‘stars booked into these spots get 
ta. substantial - guarantee, plus a 
healthy percentage ef the gross 

+ ‘Treupe O’Seas: Since. Barly 198¢s 

‘Thea Dispeker, the N. Y.. concert- 

business agent for the Berlin Artst 
She | 

the Santa. Fe Opera Co. .to the 
.German city” is probably the first 
American. opera to go to Europe in 

| “Pajama. Game,” 

Ceok for General, Playhouse (10-19-61). 
Kwanina, 54 St. (10-23-61). . 

Who's sa Stay-at-Home? 
: ' Boston. Aug. 29. 

* Mrs. John. F:: Kennedy ap- 
“peared ‘amused ct:.a refer- 
ence to the Kennedy family 
dm a song in “Sail. Away,” the 
‘musical’ trying out. at the 
Colonial Theatre here. The .- 
‘President’s wife attended the 
‘Noel... Coward show with 
friends, Stying here ‘by plane 
from. the -Kennédy .summer 
home at Hyannis Port, on. Cape 

“The line, which. was not 
inserted : for. the oceasion, but 
has been in the song from the 
start, goes, “Why do the wrong 
people travel, when the right 
--peonle stay back home with’ all 
those Kennedys?” ‘The num-. 
ber, coming. just before the 
‘firiale and providing the big 
moment of the show, is titled 

_ Stritch. 

Tenis Book Now 
For Next Season|. 
Although’ ‘the 1991 summer stock. 

‘season hz2isn’t yet ended, some tent 
theatres have already begun book- 
ing ‘name talent for next year. 
Among those thus far set for 1962 
eanvastop showcasing are Sammy 
Bavis a. Jobn Raitt ané Howard 

1. 

the Warwick: in partnership 
Burton Bonoff. The two tents ‘have . 
a booking arrangement with the 
‘Carousel, 

‘Segal is also. on. the board ‘of di-. 
‘reetors of the Melady Fair, North 
Tonawanda,. N.Y.. ° which will 
switch.a star policy next year and 
,may then rotate shows with the 
three tents previously mentioned: |. 

+m addition, Segal and Halt plan [. 
expanding. the chain by putting up- 
-@ Bew eanvastop in Laurel, Md. 

expects to have’ the ‘star Segal . 
Slate for the 3962 season .com-|. 
pleted by Nevember. 

*s. booking of name talent so 
| far im advance refiects aceeptance | 
by the stars of the big money po- 
tential of. ecanvastop bookings. In 
} Prior years, Segal’s roster of stars 
usually “wasn’t set until a month 
or two before the start of the 
‘summer season.. 

That there’s big money ‘to. be 
bookings. has made in some tent 

been demonstrated anew this suh- 
mer by the wow receipts regis-{ 
tered by a number cf shows that. 
hav played’ the. Wallingtord-War- 
‘wick- cirenit. The 

over -$32,000. Business has— -been 
particularly “bullish. this summer, 
especially: in. connection with the 
pookings at-Wallingford and Fram- 
ingham of the Danny Kaye show.} — 

The Kaye ‘variety. ‘offering, with 
the b.o. scale upped at beth spots, 
established gross records: 
$98,000 for the Framinghain 3,000- 

, seater and $76,338 for the Walling- 
ford -2,300-seater.. The. Kaye tmit 
also played Warwick, but the ross 

} for that stand wasn’t reported in. 
‘Variety, ‘The. show,’ incidentally, 
was booked. into the tents on @ 
‘special guaranteed-plis | percent-| 
age. ‘arrangement. . 
“Raitt and Keel also played the 

three tents this summer in “Okla- 
homa” and “Kismet,’? respective-. 
ty. Raitt is. scheduled: to appear 
at the canvastops . next ‘year in 

.. Retest Birds of Prey’ 
tryout, is a ‘prospect for Broadway 
presentation thig season by Don 
M. Dickinson, producer-director at 
the Guthsville Playhouse, Allen- 
town, Pa. The William. Berney- 

+Howard Richardson play is being 
re-tested at the steck spot this 

_ | Week by Dickinson, who also has a 
featured role in the presentation. 

The show’s 1951. presentation 
‘was at ‘the: iy Tower Playhouse, 
SpringLake, N. J. 

of; 
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Bway Up Again; Do Re Mi $51, 01 
‘Camelot’ $83,661, ‘All Way’ $17,613, 

‘Unsinkable’ $55,047, ‘Horn’ $22,008 
| Flower” Record $51,042 
| In 7 Framingham Perts., 

| ‘Also 906, St. L; 606, KC. 
The stock cireust was alive with 

“Flower Drum Song’ last weex. 
|The Lenny-Debin package of the}: 
{musical established a record for 

a regular legit offering at Carou- 
sel Pheatre, Framinmgnam, Mass., 
‘and other productions of the mu- 
sical were big at the Starlight 
Theatre, Kansas City, and the Mu- 

| nictpal Opera, St. Lauis. 
“West Side Story’ did well in 

{ts return engagement as the sum- 
mer season-cleser at the O'Keefe 
Centre, Toronto, 

Estimates fer Last Week 
Pearenthetieal designations for 

stock. are. the same as for the road.. 
DETROIT 

Nerthland Piayheuse ($3.85- 
$4.30; 1,126; $27,000). Student 
Prince ‘Robert Rounseville, Carla 
Albergheit! (ist wk), $21,900. 

Previeus week, Fer Leye or 
‘Money (Howard Duff, Anne Farge), 
$16, 807. 

FRAMINGHAM, MASS, 
‘Carousel Theatre ($3.95-$4.50; 2,- 

630). Flewer Drum Song, $51,052 
for. seven’ © forminven® 2 reeord 

|} for. a regular legit offering at the 
3 tent. 

Previous week, Destry Rides 
mn (Hugh O'Brian), about $16,- 

“KANSAS CITY 
Starlight Theatre ($4; 

$106,918). Flewer Drum. 
(Fran Warren) (ist wk), $60,000 for 
six performances as opening night 

7,600; 

|Fained out. 
‘Previous week, Take Me Along 

(Dan Dailey), $63,000 for regular 
seven perfarmances. 

. PHILADELPHIA 
Playhouse in the Park ($3-$3.50; 

L437; $27,944). Pleasure of His 

Gardiner), $22,226. 
_ Previous week, Visit (Jo Van 
Fteef), $14,517. © . 

PITTSBU RGH 

906). Destry Rides Again (Anne 
Jeffeys), $14,757 for regular seven 
performanzes as season closer. 

Previous week, Kiss Me Kate 
{Patricia Morison, Earl Wrightson), 
$29,800. 

ST. LOUI 
Munteipal . Opera 8. 50; 12,000; 

‘$120,000), Flower Drum Song, 
(Yau -Shan-Tung, Tim . Herbert, 
Juanita Hall, Devra Korwin) (Ist 
Wk), -$90,000. © 

- Previous week. Cinderella| 
(Maria Santelt; Harry Snow, Will 

| Able, om LeRoy, Jack Gilford), 
$88,00 

STRATFORD, CONN. 
- Shakespeare Festival ($6.25; 

1,478; $52,568) (Jessica Tandy, Pat 
Hingle, Kim Hunter). Macheth— 
As Yeu Like H—Troiius and) 
Crestda (12th wk), $51,104. Mar- 
garet Phillips subed last Saturday 
afternoon (26) for the ailing Miss 
Tandy and will continue pinch- | 
hitting for the star until her sched- 
uled return next Tuesday (5). 

. Previous week, $48,105. 

STRATFORD, ONT: 
Shakespeare Festivak ($5, 2.253; 

$64,600) (Paul Scofield, Douglas 
Campbell). Coriolanus—Henry VIH 
eames Labour’s Lost—Canvas: 

, ricade (: ¥, $57,398, ia which he co- Barricade (10th wk}, $57,398. 

Starred on Broadway. A vehicle | 
. | hasn't. been set yet for Keel. Davis 
an will headline: a variety show. 

_, Previous week, $60,812. 

TORONTO | 
O'Keefe Centre ($3.50; 3,200: 

$61,042). West Side Story, $45,448. 
{Ended summer season last. Satur- 
day (26). 

“Birds. of Prey,” a 1951 strawhat | Previous week, Teny Martin 
with Phil Ford and Mimi Hines, 
$45,304. 

WALLINGFORD, CONN. 
Oakdale Musical. Theatre ($4.50; 

2,300: $55,600). Songz of Norway 
{Brenda Lewis), $18,000 for seven 

| performances. 
Previous week, Danny Kaye 

Skew, $76,338 with b.a. scale 
upped to a top of $5.50 weeknights 
land $6.50 weekend eves. 

} cal-Drama}, O (Opera), 

Company. (Faye Ere-erson, Reginald 

Melody Tent ($3.85: 2,003; $35,- 

* Broadway was cheery last week 
as business climbed for the fourth 
consecutive stanza. Sizeable ine 
creases were registered by most 
shows with “All the Way. Home” 
making another notable comeback 
in climbing to $17,613. Grosses 
ranged upward from the “All the 
Way” take to a near-capacity $93, 
661 for “Camelot.” 
“Do Re Mi’ got off to a big start 

in its first week of operation after 
a four-week vaeation. Repeating 
as sellouts last week were “Car- 
nival,” “Mary, Mary” and “Sewd 
of Mustie. ” Of the 14 shows on tap, 
six had discount tickets in circue 
lation. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Keys: C (Camedy), D (Drama), 

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musieal-Comedy }, MD (Musi- 

OP (Op- 
eretta}, Rep. (Repertory), DR 
(Dramatic Reading). 
Other parenthetic designations 

refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturdsy, top prices (where 

| two prices are given, the higher is 
for Friday-Saturday nights and the 
lower far weeknights), number of 
seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Price includes 10°. Federal and 

‘5% City tax, but grosses are net; 
ie., exclusive of tazes. 
Asterisle denotes show had cut- 

fate tickets in. circulation. 
*All the Way Home, Belasco (D} 

(39th wk; 309 p) $6.90-$7.50; 967; 
$38,500). Previous week, $14,873. 

Last week, $17,613. 

Bye Bye Birdie, Shubert IC) 
(Tist wk; 559 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,461; 
$61,000). Previews pone $44,568. 

Last week, $48 

Camelet, eieatte (MC) (38th 
wk; 305 p) ($9.40; 1.626; $84,000) 
(Richard Burton, "Julie Andrews). 
Previous week, $81.467. 

Last week, $83,661. 

Carnival, Imperial (MC) (20th 
wk; 156 p) ($8.60; 1,428; $68,299) 
{Arma Maria Alberghetti) Pree 
vious week, $68,314 

Last week, $68,336. 

Come Blew Your Horn, Atkin- 
son (C] (27th wk; 213 p) ($690- 
$7.50; 1,090; $43,522). Previous 
week, $19,503. 

Last week, $22,008. 

De Re Mi, St James (MC) (31st 
wk; 248 p) ($8.60-$9.50; 1,615; $69,- 
506) (Pi! Silvers). Resumed last 
Monday night (21) following a four- 
week layoff. * 

Last week, $61,001. 

*Far Country, Musie Box ‘(D) 
(Zist wk; 167 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,161; 
$40,107) ‘(Kim Stanley, Steven Hill, 
Sam Wanamaker). Previous week, 
$21,425. Ludwig Donath succeeds 
Wanamaker next Monday (4), 

Last week, $22,256. 

*Fierelle, Broadway (MC) (9tst 
wk; 723 p} ‘$5-$T. 50; te $59,000). 
Previous week, $ $44.243 

Last week, $47,208. 

*Irmea La Douce, Plymouth (MC) 
(48th wk; 380 p) ($8.60; 999; $48.- 
250) (Elizabeth: Seal, Denis Quilley). 
Previous week, $36.018. 

Last week, $36,890. 

Mary Mary, Hayes (C)} (25th wk; 
186 p)} ($6.96-$7.50: 1,139: $43,380) 
(Barbara Bel Geddes. Barry Nel- 
son, Michael Wilding), Previous 
week, $43,410. 
past week, $43,455. 

*My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) 
(284th wk; 2.262 p) '$8.05; 1,551; 
$63,500) (Michael Allinson, Margot 
Moser}. Previous week, $52,348 
with Lawrence Keith subbing for 
the vacationing Allinson. 

Last week, $55,688. 

Sound of Music, Lunt-Fontanne. 
(MD) (87th wk: 692 p) ($9.60 
1,407; $75,000) (Mary Martin). Pre- 
vious week, $75,789. 
Last week, $75.938. 

*Taste of Honey, Booth (D) (47th 
wk; 375 p) “$6.90: 807: $30,500) 
‘(Hermionne Baddeley, Franees 
Cuka). Previous week, $18,272. 

Last week, $19,354. 

Unsinkable Molty Brown, Winter 
Garden (MC) (43d wk; 340 p) 
($8.60-$9.40; 1.404; $68,000) ‘Tammy 
Grimes). Previous week, $52,149. 

Last week, $55,047. 

Lidie Merfi wil] appear in the 
bus-and-truck touring edition. of 

b"Musie Man.” 
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Edinburgh Fest Opens to Biggest 

By GORDON IRVING 

Edinburgh, Aug. 29. 
With bookings heavier than they | nie Rogue,” set in 12th Century 

have been in recent years, the Scotland, put with words and mu- 
1961 International Festival opened] sic in the modern idiom. - Words 
hera last week on a note of op-| and songs are supplied by local 
timism for the future, with the} literateur Albert Mackie, while | 
Earl of Harewood the’s cousin of; Ian Gourlay, a Glasgow-based. mu- 
Britain’s queen:. as aritstic direc- sician, ‘has scored the music. 
tor,’ saving this culture junket Ballet Cut To One Week 
must aim at a high standard. Fest 
may run into the red coin-wise, for its content, is cut to one week, 

but the measure of artistic energy | Sept. 4-9, at Empire Theatre. “The. 
and new thinking for the future! Western Theatre Ballet. Company 
it has many assets. Enthusiasm of ! | will present “Triple Bill.” It-is a 
overseas festivalities, hundreds of | linkup of dance and -song, ag the | 

ballet group joins. forces with the j. 
Orch: under: 

them from the U.S., is a strong | 
point, and international interest! Scottish -National 
also seems to grow each year. | Alexander. Gibson’s baton. The 

Plan to pull in more patrons _ ' three- -part bill includes Milhaud’s 

| cinbet, ” under title of “The Bon- 

Ballet this year, while. notable. 

who want more serious music is; 
seen in a special: place being given 
this year to the works of Schoen-: 
berg and Liszt, more than 15 of 
tite latter's to be performed. 

Leading conductors in the cure, 
rent festival include Leopold Sto- ! 
kowski, von Karajan, Kempe, Ku- 
belix, Klemperer, Giutini 
Solti. 
Berlin Philharmonic and London 
Symphony, Philharmonia to the 
Seottish National. BBC Scottish 
and English Chamber... 

Another musical triumph for 
the aristic. director is the Edin- 
burgh Fest bow of the English 

vee 

inz singers in three weeks of such 

“Salade.” Stravinsky's “Renard” 
and Kurt. Weil's “The Seven 
Deadly Sins.” 

Military Tattoo A Highlight 
Main outdoor production, night- 

ly on the floodlit Esplanade of his- 
toric Edinburgh. Castle, is the 
Military Tattoo. Massed pipes. and 

and 1 drums, and massed military bands, 
Orchestras range from the; aZain pravide the framework, and 

there are displays by the Royal 
Norwegian Guards ‘and the Royal 
Canadian Engineers. Girls from 
Norway will give an exhibition: of 
folk-dancing. 

Only vaude offering. 1s: a. local- 
ized Scot light entertainment 
show, resident at the Palladium 
Theatre, with Billy Stutt, an Irish 

Covent Garden Opera, with ‘such | 

works as “Midsummer Night's comic, and. Calum Kennedy, Scot 
Dream,” “Lucia di Lammermoor” ; singer. 
and “Il Barbiere di Siviglia.” ‘This is the 15th Edinburgh In- 

Drama-wise, the 1961 festivities. ternational Festival. and the 
include the U.K. preem of Law- Streets of the ancient Scot ‘capital. 
rence Durrell’s play © “Sappho,” | are bright with bunting, lights, gay’ 
with Margaret Rawlings in the, fashions, American Cadillacs, Brit- 

title role, and. Albert Finney, new | ish Fords and people from a score 
English thesping star, in John| of different. nations. 
Osborne’s new play “Luther.” al-: 
Teady preemed in London. Main 
world preem is at Lyceum Thea2-' 
tre on Sept. 4 when Nigel Dennis’ | 
play “August for the People,” spe-! 
cialiv commissioned by the Festi-| 
val Society, has its opening. Rex'.A Man around the House 
Harrison has the principal role, ! tien , New Hope. Pa., Aug. 11. 
with Rachel Roberts as his leading ichae is presentation. of three-act 

lady. Play is presented by the: feit: setting John Ravens Freimene 
English Stage Company. lighting. Richard Nelson. Opened Aug. 

Paris Company To Do 2 Plays 

Stock Review. 

'7, ‘61, at the Bueks County Playhouse. 
. New Hope. Pa $3. 7S top. 

From Paris, Le Theatre du’ Ruth Bestor wt ete ee eee eens Gerry. Jeda | 
. itvpatrick soc. k ek Cece eee ee . unit Vieux Colombier will present two- Bessie eee eee. Sylvia Miles 

plays, Moliere’s “Le Misanthrope” | David Bestor ........:. Robert F. Lyons. 
and Marcel Achard’s “Jean de la: , Mercedes: teste eeees Mauvishka_ Ferro 

an BevstOr .. ccc wesee.- - Lune.” By coincidence, a Moliere {isther Jeo Miriam Phillips 
plav, “L’Ecole des Femmes,” also Merlino ........2..... Charles Pollack 

er rs Ray 
Robert. Vandergrif£' 

-. Bob Salsburg 

is heing staged under the official ' : Policemen 
Festival Society banner as “Let! Photographer .. 
Wives Tak’ Tent.” a Scot version ! 
by Zocal playwright Robert Kemp. : 
Dunean Macrae makes a return to. would seen like a good, bet. for 
Edinburgh in the main role. | Broadway, but “A Man Around 

The new Lawrence Durrell play, } the House” is more. embarrassing 

A play vuverloaded: with sex 

“Sappho.” comes here for its Brit-° than entertaining or thought pro- 
ish bow, having already been _ voking. As author, Joseph Julian 
staged in Germany. Margaret ‘seems undecided whether he wants 
Rawlings heads the company from! to excite with a frank exposition 
the Bristol Old Vic. Another Old | of sex or lecture on the value of 
Vie, the London parent group, is: leading the good life. 
stazing plays by Marlowe and; Most of the moralizing is. done 
Shakespeare at the ancient AS-i by a frustrated widow to her 15- 
sembly Hall. .The Shakespeare! year-old son’ who. Has suddenly. 
piece is “King John,” staged by | discovered sex. But then mother 
Peter Potter on the Assembly | “takes up With a married policeman 
Hall's apron stage. Marlowe's “Dr. : ; and does what she-tells the son he |. 
Faustas” has Paul Daneman in the | Shouldn’ t do. The youngster leaves, 
title role. with Michael Benthall | but another son becomes the “man 
as director. of the house” after learning that 

Late-night fodder, once again| contrary to what mother preached, 
some of it under the official Fes-i there are times! when “white lies” 
tival Society aegis, will be high-| are necessary. 
lighted in Fest’s third week when The play is confusing and more 
Juliette Greco, the French singer, than a little dreary, in spite of the 
brings her specialized singing; sex byplay supplied by mother and 
style to the Lyceum Theatre. | her otficer friend and the older 

Other official late-night fare in-' son and a _ boy-chasing Puerto 
eludes “Songs of Battle, Bed and} Rican neighbor. 
Battle,” described as a relaxed | Inserted. for insufficient rea- 
entertainment, with Michael Barne ; son, is the widow’s meddlesome 
introducing two Scot folk-singing | super-shapely sister and a bigoted 
brothers. Rory and Alex McEwen, | East Side mother..- 
ani BBC “To-Night” fold-singers, Gerry Jedd is superb as the 
Jimmy MacGregor and Robin Hail, | widow, despite the “too tod. clever” 
also a Scot-originated pair: lines she has. Art Lund is believ- 

In addition. the Festival So-; able as the policeman. Robert F. 
ciety, in association with Oscar: Lyons breathes life into the role 
Lewenstein, is presenting the re-} of the adolescent son and Alan | 
vue, “3 + 1.” by Stephen Vinaver | Howard is properly precocious. as. 
and Carl Davis. the younger son. Sylvia Miles sup- 

On the Sringe ; plies comedy relief as the sister 
Or the “fringe” of the major: and Miriam Phillips gets a few 

works are scores of. unofficial! laughs as the widow’s mother. 
plays and late-night entertain- | Murishka Ferro is winsome as the 
ment, the majority presented by! Puerto Rican. 

Barry | 

student groups from Scotland and 
Enzland. The eollege undergrads 
camp out in buildings of the older 
part of Edinburgh. live on a shoe- 
string, and succeed in turning out 
artistic shows. 

Attracting attention this year is 
a musical version of the T. M. 
Watson ‘play “Johnny Jouk the 

Ralph Bell's direction keeps the 
action moving and John Raymond. 
Freir-ann has supplied a properly 
drab East Side apartment seme 

itt. 

Forgotten Man? 
New York. 

Editor VARIETY: 

gotten. 

tion. 
William. Hawkins 

Cet Goldberg’ 
Magic Words In 

Met-802 Peace 
An’ agreement to submit to arbi- 

the Metropolitan Opera Assn: and 
Local 802, American Federation of 
Musicians, thereby assuring a 1961- 

|}62 Met.season. The deadlock over 
musicians’ wages was broken after 
a five and.a half-hour confab in 
‘Washington at the office of Sec- 
retary - of Labor Arthur J. Gold- 
berg in which both sides agreed to 
submit to final and binding . ‘arbi- 
tration, with Goldberg as” arbitra- 
tor: 
On hand for the special confer- 

ence! were Met general’ manager 
Rudolph Bing. Met. Opera _ Assn. 
prexy Anthony Bliss, AFM presi- 
dent Herman Kenin and 802: head 
Alfred Manuti. Immediately’ follow- 
ing the settlement, Bing sent wires 
to all the Met artists telling them 
that chey can come -back. to work | 
for the upcoming ‘season. He had 
prevoiusly 
their Met contracts. 
In a letter to both sides, -Presi- 

‘dent Kennedy lauded the “states- 
{manship” that culminated in re- 
|trieving the Met's season. It was. 
‘at the President's: request that 
: Goldberg: had: entered the dispute’ 
:two ‘weeks ago. 

Goldberg will preside over a 
fact- finding hearing slated. for to-- 
day (Wed.) at Foley square Court 
House, N: Y., the first step in the 
arbitration procedure. His findings 
will be ‘“firkal and binding” on 
both sides under Monday's agree- 
ment. 
The. wage issue - had ‘become 

‘bogged. during the. week as the op- 
era had offered. a raise to musi- 
cians’ current weekly salaries of 
$170.13 to $175 a week for the first 
year of a three-year contract and 
to $180 for the second and third 
years. The union has demanded a 
“final” offer of $220.13 weekly per 
man and reduction in weekly per- 
formances from seven to six. Ori- 
ginally 802 has asked $268 and then 
came down to $248 weekly: per 
man: Also involyed in the overall. 
dispu.e was a raise demanded by 
the union in traveling expenses 
and rehearsal rates. . 

During the hasste, the Met had 
Said that if it were: to accede to | 
union demands, it would have to 
raise $1,700,000 to cover its anti- 
cipated deficit, for 1961-62. 

Bourneuf, Frannie Reid 
Return East Next Week 

Philip Bourneuf and his actress-. 
wife, Frances Reid, completed 
their year’s contract with the Act- 
ors Workshop, San Francisco, last 
Saturday (26:. The group has a 
Ford Foundation grant enabling 
it to employ established Equity 
pertormers. ~ 
‘The ‘Bourneufs| are vacationing 

to returning to New York. 

‘Warns of Chiseler 
New York. 

Editor; Varrety:. 
“This letter is written to -warn 

.others who might be rooked as 
I have been. A performer who 
resided in California, - ordered 
some material from me, paid for. 
it by check, and. when he received 
the merchandise stopped payment 
of the check. He moved out of the 
hotel and cannot be located by 
any of the AGVA branches. 
In his letter he mentioned that 

he was a close friend of many 
well-known people in the profes- 
sion, one of whom who phoned 
me that he doesn’t know him. This 
‘is to warn others to watch out.for 
this. person. It’s the first time 

William J. Sweeney will appear | since I’ve been furnishing material 
in the upcoming off-Broad pro-| that: anyone cheated me out. of a: 
duction of “Cockeyed Kite.” penny. . Billy Glason © 

Referring to your reprise. of 
N. Y¥. World-Telegram critics, I List of Show Bookings in Years| knew I was gone but not that for- 

At any rate, I console myself 
by believing that my term of 1946- 
56. was longer than that of any 
of the other gentlemen you men- 

"158 
troupe”’ 

{whom were performers, 

tration was reached Monday (28) by 

N ew. York. 

Editor, VARIETY: 

“Inside Stuff” in your issue of Aug. 

children 

‘traveled with the compa 

accompanied their parents,. ‘a 
‘whose travel was at no additlona 

American tour. 

Your article ‘stated that “for the 

cost. Only one additional child - is 
with the froupe on. its current: Latin 

: totir_—spectfically, 
= performer. instead -of four, - . 

The question - of the need for: 11 
There were a number of mis-| stagehands ‘appears to be a matter: 

statements about the Theatre 
Guild-American Repertory ‘Co. in 

16. It is untrue that “there were 
accompanying ‘the 

..gn the recent European 
tour. Actually, eight children 

, five of. 

ile three! preliminary tryout engagements in - 
ny | Florida and Washingtem Langner’s 

jfigure. of ‘$39,000- 

— ee 

Langner Rebuts TG-AR Story. 
| Only 8, Not 58, Kids With Troupe on European: Tour 

: —Other Items Matters of Opinion? 

of opinion. Vartety’s informant 
merely. remarks, “five electricians 
seems too many. ” As for the stage- . 
hand bill, the $65,000 figure was a 
rough. estimate, on the ‘basis: of a 
weekly ‘payroll of nearly $2,600. | 

‘only one -non-- 

‘But the total amount was based on | *: 
the full 24-week tour, including the 

is _apparently 
t-based on only the actual playing 
| weeks in Europe. excluding: ‘the ™ 
|. tuneup. engagements. 

.$65.000, it's figured.”. We. used: a: 

plicated scenie productions, each 

European tour, the troupe included : The subject of. the lighting. also 
11 stagehands, or about seven more: 
than was necessary. :‘The stagehand . 
‘bill for the tour came to. about ; 

opinion. In: some cases. admittedly, 
the. permanent equipment. in the: 

minimum crew in- Europe, bearing ; 
in mind that our repertory called ; 
for three separate and highly com-: 

‘ductions, but Variety's’ informant 
i-thinks that .in other instances the 
theatre facilities would have been 
superior and much simpler to. pre-. with individual sets:and properties’ pare. In any. case, the. original 

and individual lighting plots, play-i 
‘Ing 26 foreign cities in 16 weeks. 

Anybody who thinks this kind of: 
operation could be handled by four: 
stagehands is. out of his mind. It . is impossible to make :any- saving ; vansner refers to matters ‘not. ia- 

for the Latin ‘American tour, for- 
every stagehand is essential. More- ; 

‘Tharon ‘Musser, ' 

did not mention - any names, It Is 

i seems - to -be largely a matter of 

European theatres. was inadequate . 
or unsuitablé for the.TG-AR pro- _ 

_As- to the “question: of : casting, 

cluded in. Variety's’ ‘story,-which.. 

released them from . 

the rehabilitation film, 

atre Guild Foundation, Iné.,.a non- 

-|tour by us in the same manner as 

oh the Coast for a fortnight’ prior | 

{children accompanying. the troupe 

over, the stagehand payroll for: our ‘ 
was. not $65,000. as’ union crew 

stated in. your story, 
$39.000. 

The idea that the lighting equip-! 
ment was “another boner of the* 
European trek” is another -indica-i. 
tion of the misinformation. furn- 
ished you. With less than 24 hours: 
in most cities to get three plays! 
lighted. it’ would have, been ‘im- 
possible . to. adapt the widely vary- 
ing lighting setups of the theatres : 
to our very special needs. 

but under .” 

‘Some foreign theatres are well. ‘ter of .. ‘transportation -Or _Mieatre: : 

‘ 

| 

presumably . conceded, 
that. as the piece stated, “At: ‘least 
one serious. casting: error’ has not: 

_ been repeated” for the Latin Amer-. 
: ican tour. That.is the’ inclusion of 
“an alcoholic’ actress: who. * 

inyent of ‘theatre, hotet and: restau- 
‘rant employees and others. in the’ 
foreign cities. played,”. 

“VARIETY’S story: did not’ mention 
! ANTA or identify'the- specific man-:* 
‘agement of. the troupe ‘or the mat=. 

equipped, others extremely bad:: , booking:—Ed. 

How should we have. played ‘fii : 
these cities without proper. light- 
ing? We carry the best equipment: 
supplied by Century Lighting. ‘and 
a single economical setup brilliantly ; 
designed for the three separate 

i. Gregory Lawsuils 
=—eaes Continued from page 55 amet 

‘plays by Tharon Musser. Our light- | ‘share of a profit divvy at that time 
ing was one of the: most highly! of around $42. 000. : ° 
‘praised features of the tour. 

.As to changes in the casting, this |. In ‘regard to’ ‘the OMT gy riage’. 
action, N:Y.- ‘Supreme Court:Justics 

was because several of the. ‘actors | Birdie Amsterdam ‘has ordered the 
| concerned had other commitments |. William: Morris" ‘Agency,as agent 
or other plans for- the winter.| for. the property, to wilhhold $20;-: 
Helen Menken withdrew in orderj 000: ‘from any ‘proceeds from the 
to carry out a special mission. for; 

“Secand. 
Chance,”: for. the U. S. Dept. of 
Health, Education & Welfare. This |} 
is why William Smithers replaced. 
James Broderick. Carl‘on Colyer 
replaced Tom ‘Hawley, 
replaced. Barbara Barrie, and Peggy j 
Burke replace Rona. Gale. 

Incidentally, the Theatre. Guild- 
American Repertory ‘Co. was or- 
Banized and produced by the The- 

profit subsidiary .of.. the Theatre 

Guild. and has been operated. on 

we handle all our touring com- 
panies.The American National The- 
atre & Academy, as the overall ad- 
ministrator for the ‘State Dept.’s 
Presidential Cultural Program, had 
the special responsibility.:on the 
tour only for: transportation and 
the booking of theatres. Gertrud 
Macy has been extremely valuable 
in: representing ANTA inthis con- 
nection. — 

Lawrence - Langner, 
(Co-director, Theatre Guild) 

Largely. Matter of Opinion 
The statement that there were 58 

on the European tour was an in- 
voluntary. misprint.’ There. were, -as 
stated in the original copy-and con- 
firmed by Langner,; eight children 
with the company. According to 
Varrety’s informant, . only 
werr performers. They were Rona 
Gale. Denise Worthey, Keith 
Worthey and Ava. Maria Megna. 
The nonperforming children - were 
William Erickson, son.of the com- 
pany’s costar Leif. Erickson: Karen 

four 

sale of the film rights to the. play’. 
-_pending ‘trial. which is. scheduled 
‘for Sept. -18.. The film rights were 
sold to 20th-Fox for $120,000. It’s 
‘understood the Morris. office is now 
holding ° $130,000,. _ representing 

Dran Seitz! picture. revertue and... other sub- 
sidiary income. 

Income . earned . by “Marriage” 
‘is also being tied: up by. Krellberg, 
who asserts that he and his Thea- 
tre Securities investment syndicate 
went into the: “Jungle” ‘venture 
after. receiving..a proposal from. 
Gregory containing. allegedly false. 
statements about’ the. show. In. 
signing a partnership. agreement, 
Krellberg claims he assumed -lia- 
bility. for all debts incurred by the 
production,. which assértedly: had. 
$100,000-in unpaid bills. oufstand-~ 
ing in January, 1960, when the suit 
was - ‘filed. 

-Didn’t. Appear in. Court . 

Gregory is understood to ‘have 

obligations of the “Jungle” venture 
within: a three-month ° périod, but 
failed to do so.. He was reportedly: 

recting him to pay. The citation — 
was returnable last Monday (28). 
However, Gregory, who had been. 
in. New. York, reportedly left ‘the’ 

for the , Monday session. 
“Jungle,” in. which © Ginger Ro-. 

gets starred, was.also written by 
Stevens, with. songs by . Vernon. 
Duke. ::.It’ ‘folded ‘in. December, 
1959,. ‘after_a two-month pre-Broad- 

a $14,000 bond the producer had: 
posted with .Actors .Equity for 

therefore, 4 

“created | 
; embarrassing: situations, in. several ° : 
‘instances including insulting treat- 

agreed last’ November to pay all:. 

then served with. court orders di- . 

city and did: not’ appear in court “ 

way tour. Miss Rogers, -who ‘also * 
has. a. claim. against.Gregory, was . 
reportedly partially -paid: off with © 

| the group” for the Latin American 

Worthey, infant sister of the per- 
forming Worthey.-children; and 
Lureen and Francine ‘Thompson, 
daughters of an electrician with 
the troupe. As the Variety report 
stated and Lanener concedes, 
“There’s. also understood to be. a. 
reduced collection of children in 

“Marriage.” The bond.was posted 
in his own name rather than that: 
of the producing. campany. 

_ “Marriage! ended a 55-week 

film version of the play, costarring 
Susam Hayward, James Mason and. 
Julie. Newmar,. was - released last 
year. 

Broadway in Febrpary,. 1960. The - 

temmawen ne 

}lighting’ sefup was designed -by 
' Paul ‘Morrison. but. redesigned. by: 
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CASTING NEWS| 
044474 

Fotluwing are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-Broad- 
way, and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele 
vision shows. All information has been obtained directly by the 
Variety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been re- 
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.). 

The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addt- 
tions to the list will be made. only when information is secured from 
responsible parties. The intention is to service,performers with leads 
provuled by the managements of the shows. ine aleed rather than to 
sun a wild goose marathon. This information is published without 
charge. 

In addition to the available pans Usted, the tabulation includes pro- 
auctions antiouneed jor later this season, but, for which, the manage- 
ments, as yet, arewt holding oper casting calls. Parenthetical designa- 
tions are as follaws: «C) Comedy, (D' Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, 
(MID: Musical Drama, (R) Rerue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic; 
Readirg. 

_ + 

male, 50- 60, timid: three! 
,men, 35-45, businessmen; femme, 
, voluptuous model; character man, 

"4 : 

- sonality; 

tone man and one woman; several 1156 W. 48th St., N.Y.:- 
BROADWAY 

“Carnival” (XIC'. 
David Merrick (246 W. 44th 5St.,: 

N.Y.: LO 3-7520:.. Parts available | 
fur two midzets or two dwarfs,-: 
male or femme, who can play the 
trumpet. Mail photos and resumes 
immediately ¢ o Robinson Stone, : 
above address. 

“Daughter of Silence” ‘D). Pro- | 
aus cer, Richard Halliday -75 E. 55th: 

N.Y.: PL 3-7341!. Several parts : 

e sdable for: Italian, rat tect : 
character men, 45-0 Mail photos ' 
and resumes co above address. ° 
Interviews by appointment only. 

“Garden of Sweets” ‘Dt. Pro-' 
ducers, Ben Frye, Irving Squires - 
& Sirki De Vysenof (250 W. 57th: 
St.. N.Y.; CO 5-0286). Available; 
parts: man, 43, medium build,’ 
ruzged yet gentle: character man,: 
6), small Greek Orthodox priest. ! 
Maif photos and resumes, through : 
agents only, c’o Pat ‘Fowler, : 
rm. 415, above address. Auditions : 
this week for a sensitive-looking ‘ 
eizht-year-old boy, with light or! 
dark brown hair and one plain-! 
looking girl, five-years-old with 
brunentte hair, above address. Call 
above number for appointment. 

“Isle of Children” iD). 
cers, Lester QGsterman & Shirley ; 
Bernstein (1650 Broadway, N.Y.; 
JU 6-55703. 
year-old boy, slim, earnest, sensi- 
tive, must be experienced actor. 
Call Nicholas Gray, above number, 
for interview appointment. 

“Jennie” (MD). Producer, New- 
burge-Porter Prods. (i619 Broad- 
way, N. Y.; JU 6-4886:. Available 
parts: male lead, 30’s, tall; femme, 

| 

Produ- ; 

' 50-60,. non-singing; high wire act, 

small male and femme roles. All 
must sing. Mail photos and res- 

address ° 
“Place Without Twilight” (D).: 

:Producers, Robert Fryer and 
Lawrence Carr, _in association with ; 
John Herman 1234 W. 44th St., 

Fifth Ave, N. ¥. Available 
parts: lead woman, 40-60, 40-60, 
Negro, vital, warm, Mail photos 

t and resumes c/o Allen .Davis,. 
above. address, -or. call him at JU 
6-6300. Script available at - the 
Drama Book Shop (51 W. 52d St., 
N. Y.) . 
“Corn Is. Green” (D). ‘Producer, 

Equity Library Theatre (226 W. 
47th St.; N.Y.; PL 7-1710). All parts 
available except Miss Moffat. Audi- 
tions today (Wed.), 11 a.m.-6 p.m. at 
ELT ‘ rehearsal. hall | tHotel Mar- 
seilles, 103d St. & Broadway, N.Y.). 

Service (14 E. 38th St., N.Y... Some 

in small roles. 

“Dock: Brief” & “What Shall We 
Tell Caroline” (D). Producer, Rose: 

;St., NY; 

actors, 50's. Mail. photos and: 
=| c o above addreéss.. 

“Go Show Me a Dragon” [C). 
‘Producer,. Hanneford Praductions 

-CI 5-7355). 

‘Available Parts: femme lead, 30, 
attractive; male lead, 50's, broken- 

Producer,-.ymes. through agents only, ‘above: down poet; man, 35, prof; man, 
150: flamboyant poet; man, 29, 
isensitive; man, 30, wild beatnik; 
jyoung: man, hulking, handsome; 
;femme, 20-25, seductive; femme, 
jtall gaunt, young; four actors who : 

good-looking; character’ bass, old 

Script available at Dramatist. Play 

non-Equity members may be used. 

witted; lyrie soprano, ‘ingenue, 
witty, ‘independent; Jead contralto, 
sharp, determined; two character 
‘women; soubrette, must speak 
French; character baritone, vola- 
tile; tenor, juvenile, - handsome, 
humorous; baritone, juvenile heavy, 

East Indian; teener, eager, enér-’ 
getic. Mail photos and resumes 
c/o above address. Rehearsals’ Will | 

ers, Chandler Warren & William. 
‘Boal: (c/o Orpheum. Theatre, 126 
Second Ave., N.Y.; OR '4-8140). 

begin in Sept. 

TOURING 
“Carnival”: (MD). 

David Merrick (246 W. 44th St.,. 
N.Y.; LO 3-7520), All parts: ‘avail- |. ‘Kermit Bloomgarden (1545 Broad-: 
able for the national company. Mail} way, N.Y.; 

Michael) photos. and resumes t,'0 
| Shurtleff, above address. 

“La Plume De Ma Tante” (MC): 
‘Lynch (Royal Playhouse, 27 BF. 4th’ Producer, David - Merrick (246 we! 

GR 5-9647). Parts avail-; 44th St... 
able for. male and femme English ' available for. femme daneers, 5. 

-N.Y.; LO’ 3-7520). Parts’ 

‘feet; 5 inches or 5. feet, 6. inches" 

Producer,| 

& Sam Gelfman’ (c/o Premise 
|Thompson & Bleeker &Sts., N.Y | 
‘LF .3-5020). 

ducer, Caroline Burke Swann 

E, 74th St., N.Y.; UN 1-3776). 

Producer, Vassili .Lambrinos tcy 
E. 47th St.,.N.Y.; PL: 1.0142). - 

“Thracian. Horses” (C).. Produc- 

TOURING. 
“Music Man” (MC).: "Producer, 

JU 2-1690). . . 
“Irma ‘La Douce” (MC). Pro« 

ducer, David Merrick. (246 W..44th 
St., N.Y.; LO’ 3-7520). 

.e 

Television — 

“One Way Pendulum” (C), ‘Pros : 

(Phoenix 74th Street Theatre, 334. 

“No Law Against Love” (MC),-' 

itall who do point work .and sing. 
| Call Peggy Shields, above ‘number. 
}: Music Box Theatre.. Producer, Alt 

series'. Producer,.Henry Jaffe En- 
“Bell Telephone Hour” - (musical 

i Reiners (Box 395, Hyannis, Mass... 
Photos and resumes ‘being. accepted 
of male and femme chorus, danic- | 
ers and dramatic performers for 
three musical comedies. and two 

' musical revues that will be toured \ 
in a package company this winter. 
Company will perform.-in Florida! 
and other states in cabaret-style ; 
theatres. Auditions will be held in: 

ON.Y.; LA 4-2844:, Available parts:;can play modern jazz..Mail photos j | New York by appointment only. 
‘man, 19-21, tall, handsome, -cat- 
; like, fair: boy. 16, intense, medium 
‘height, fair; girl, 18, spiritual qual- 
‘ity, matural beauty, fair: girl, 21, 
‘ fragile: girl, 18, all-American type: 
‘boy, 19. sincere. All roles are Ne- 
gro. Mail photos and resumes: to. 

l above address, 
“Time Is a Thief” (D:. -Producer, 

Beverly Zarling (489 Fifth. Ave., 
-NL¥.: YE 6-4284:. Available ‘parts: 
: male lead, 55-65, large character 
‘man; femme lead. 50's small, 
proud, character woman; character: 

jman, 50’s small, meticulous, ‘char- 
acter femme. 45, plump;. char- 

‘acter man, 30's solid, rugged; man, 
: 30's; tall, wirey: two juves, 12-14. 
Mail photos and resumes, through. 
; agents only, c /o above address. 

OFF-BROADWAY 
“All in Love” (MC, 

and resumes of male and femme 
musical performers being accepted 
for the musical based on Sheri- 
dan’s “The Rivals.” Part available 
for an operatic male quartet, skilled 
in Restoration comedy acting, Mail 
information c/o above address. 

“Clandestine on the Morning. 
20, etherial, small, lovely, lyric 
soprano; femme, 50's, strong per-! 

THANK YOU... 

Line” (C). Producers, John. T. 
Weems & Robert Buccolo. (1035 

and resunies c'o above address. 
‘Opponents Game” iD:. Pro- 

ducer, ‘Jack G. Morris 134 W: 93d 
St., N.. ¥.; RI 9-6452). Avail- 
able parts.- woman, 45-50, sophisti- ! 
‘cated, charming, intelligent; man, 

1 23-27,. virile, charming; 
man, 50's, conservative; femme, 18, : 
cute, vivacious; femme, 23-27, chic, 

| sophisticated; character woman, 
‘over 35, maid. Mail photos and. 
resumes co above address. ~ 
“Medicine Girl” (C). Praducers, | 

Jansen, 225 East Penn, Long ; 
Beach, N.Y.}. Available parts: lead- 
ing man, 28, with ability for farce; 
man, 28; femme, 25, strong-mind- 
ed; ‘character - “man, 55, pompous; 
femme, 30's, brash, hard- boiled. 
English accent preferred. Mail 

_}photos and resumes. c.0 above ad- 
‘dress. 

-Producers, 
Jacques Urbont, J. Terry ‘Brown. 
Jr. & Stella Holt ‘c’o Brown, 
!Floyd Ackerman Agency, 145 W.. 

Part available for a 14 155th St., N.Y.; CO 5-4122), Photos’ 

“Mirrors” (D). Producer, Bar- 
bara Burns (507 Fifth Ave., N. Y.; 
OX 7-5895i.. Available parts: boy, 
13-14, slender, dark hair and eyes; 
Italian femme; German femme; 
girl,. 21, slender, attractive, dark. 
hair; man, 45; several men, 18-26, 
‘college types. Mail photos and 
resumes e/o Michael Crain, above | 
address. 
“Shame the Devil’ (MC). ‘Pro- 

ducer, Shame Company (Box 5-E, 
145 E. 15th St., N.Y.; LF 3-5257). 
Available parts: lead) mezzo so- 
prano, young, attractive,, quick- 

BARBARA GRINER, ELEANOR:-HORN, MATT CIMBER 
for the opportunity of appearing in 

“THE TENDER TRAP” 
currently at The 41st Street Theatre,. New York 

And many THANKS to the press... 

“LISA TALENTED.. But acting honors of the 
evening definitely went to Lisa:Carroll. She's: 
a thoroughly professional actress, has the. 
deft touch of talent, carried conviction with 
‘every line she uttered." 

—NEW YORK JOURNAL-AMERICAN 

“Lisa Carroll as.an attractive violinist gives 
a good performance." 

"Lisa Carroll . ts 
funny." 

"Lisa Carroll, the 

" NEW YORK TIMES 

‘steadily, knowledgeably 

—NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE 

sleak violinist who knows 
the score, comes off best." 

—NEW. YORK WORLD TELEGRAM AND SUN 

"Lisa Carroll wha: 
excellent." 

LIS! 
EVE SIEGEL ASSOCIATES, 35 West 53rd St., New. York 19% 

Is the principal. babe Is 
* —NEW YORK MIRROR: 

SARROL 
N. Y. MUrray Hill 8-4598 

OUT OF TOWN 
CHICAGO 

“Fantasticks” «MC). Producer, 
: Faith Smeeth (Hotel .Del - Prado, 

character | 53d & Hyde Pk., Chicago;. HY 3- 
9690). Understudy parts available. 
| for all six roles, five maleé, one fe- - 
:male: For .audition appointntent 
contact Jim Warner, above address. . 

TORONTO . 
Premise. (improvisational group). 

David A. Jasen & Wallace Hill ¢.’0| producers, Theodore. J. Flicker & 
Monty Shaff ic’o the Premise, 154 
Bleeker .St., N.Y:; AL '5-9692'. 
Parts available for male 
femme performers. to do impro-: 
visational show at a theatre to be: 
established in Toronto within the’ 
next few weeks. Mail photos and. 
resumes t.’o Zev Putterman, above . 
address, or eall him at. above: 

iiumber after Monday (4). - 

SHOWS IN REHEARSAL 
BROADWAY 

« “Blood, Sweat and Stanley ; 
Poole” (D).' Producer; Roger. L. | 
Stevens (745 Fifth Ave.,. N.Y.; PLj 
}1-1290), in association with» Joseph |. 
Fields. 

“Caretaker”  {D). Producers, ! 

‘terprises (200 W.. 57th St:, N.Ys 
CI §-2400). General. open auditions 
for attractive singing group, Sept. 
8. girls, at .10:a.m.-1 p.m. and boys, 
at 2-5 p.m., at. Columbus Circle 
Rekearsal Studios’... (981 Eighth 
iAve, N.Y. Applicants. “should 
: bring ballad and rhythm songs. © 

“Bozo’s Circus” (children’s show 
‘locally on WGN-TV). . Producer, 
McGinn Television. : : Productions 
‘410 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago; 
WA 2-1000'. Casting director Laura 
Hitt accepting photos and resumes 

‘of all ty pes of circus acts c/o above 
address. Include . availability date 
in Chi area. 
WBBM-TV, Chicago, (630. N. Mc- 

-Clurg. Ct., Chieago; WH 4-6000).. 
‘Parts ‘available for..male ~and 
femme performers, .all ages and. - 

‘ty pes, for 39-week series of drama 
workshops: plus four to six prime 
{ime original dramas. Must. be 
-from Chi. Mail photos: and resumes 
‘¢-o Don Dillion, above address. ° 

and ‘f= 

“Girl In. a Hurry” (D), ‘Producer, 
-Acteon Produetions (27 W: 72d: St., 
N.Y.:. TR 17-4200, ext. 602). Avail- 
able. parts: leading man, 50’s, syni- 

|cal, charming; character man, -bure 
‘ly, severe; character man, cold, vine - 
dictive. Mail photos. and resumes 
c’o above address. Don’t.. phone, 
Shooting will ‘be in New ‘York this 
winter. — 
Untitled Japanese - American 

Film, (D). Producers (Nikkatsu 
Corp.,. Tokyo & Kanji Pictures 

Frederick Brisson, Roger L. Stev-/ Company, P.O. Box: 35-517, Miaml 
ens & Gilbert Miller (745 Fifth! 35, Fla.i. Parts available for three’ 

'+-Charles 

tion with Jerome Brody. 

'| ers, Shippen Geer .& Michael Bat- |’ 

| MU 9-2910). 

| 4-7954). 

Ave., N.Y.; PL 1-1290). 
“Coemplaisant Lover” (Di. Pro-: 

ducer, Irene Mayer, Selznick. (112 
Central Park S., N.Y.;.CO 5-2611). 

“Cook For Mr. General” {Ch 
Producers, William Darrid, Elea-| 
nor Saidenberg & Leonard Ruskin ' 
(14 W. 55th St., N.Y.; PL 7-5622). 

“Everybody Loves Opal” (Co. 
Producer, Roger L.. Stevens (745. 
Fifth Ave., N.Y.; PL 1- 1290). 

“Gay Life” (MC). .- Producer, 
| Kermit Bloomgarden (1545 Broad-_ 
way, N.Y.; JU 2-1690). 

“High Fidelity” (C). Producer, . 
Lyn Loesser (71 W. 81st St., ‘N.Y:; 
‘TR 3-2655).. Py 

“How To Succeed In Business ‘ 
Without Really Trying” (MC). Pro- : 
ducers, Cy Feuer &. Ernest Martin 

| (205 W. 46th St., N.Y.; JU 6-5973). 
“Kean” (MD). Producer, Robert: 

j Lantz (745. Fifth Ave., N.Y.; EL! 
5-0366: 

“Kicks & Co.” (MC). Producers. | 
Robert Barron Nemiroff & Dr. 

Burton D’Lugoff - (137i 
Bleeker St., N.Y.; AL: 5-3179).. | 
“Kwamina” -(MD).. Producer, ' 

Alfred DeLiagre Jr. (55 W. 44th’ 
| St., N.¥.; PE 6-6678). 

“Let It Ride” (MC).. Producer, : 
Joel Spector (147 _W. 57th St., N.Y; 
PL 17-2691). 

“Purile Victorious” (D). Pro-.,; 
ducer, Philip Rose (157 W: 57th ; 
St., N.Y.; CI. 5-2255). 

_ “Short, Happy Life” (D), pro: | 
ducer, A. E. Hotchner (6 E. 77th; 
St., N.Y.; EN 2-8180), in associa- ; 

' OFF-BROADWAY 
“4th Ave. North” (MC). Produc« 

ee os 

terberry (341 Madison Ave., N.Y.; 

: Japanese girls and.a Japanese. boy, 
21-25. Mail photos é&nd: résumes 
c.o Miami address. Film will be 
shot in N.Y. and Miami. this win- 
ter. Arthur Davis, Kanji prexy,. 
will be in N.Y. early in Sept. for 
interviews. 

— ATTRACTIVE 
l yOUNG ‘GIRL WANTED 
for 28 day publicity stunt in Chi- 
cago area. Subject will be billed 
as the World's First Female Astro- 

for 4 straight weeks. 
and heavy. “newspaper coverage F 

Excellent salary. Contact Mr. Gir- I 
vin, ‘ELmwood 5-5600, 208 Se. | 
Washington, Naperville, Illinois. 

photo. _ 

Boston's Charles. Playhouse. | 
Has Staff Openings for 

DA 
SUBSCRIPTION CAMPA 

2) A THEATRE MANAGER” : 
.3).(2). BOX OFFICE CLERKS 

Contact: FRANK SUGRUE 
70 CHARLES PLAYHOUSE - 

950 Boylston | St, Boston, Mass. 
‘Tel.: Cl 7-9208 

DANCERS. WANTED 
Choreographer, Bobbi Garman is as-— 
‘sembling a 12 girl chorus specifically 
for CONVENTION. and INDUSTRIAL 
‘work. Engagements. will encompass [. 
New. York and some out. of town 
areas.’ Tap: is extremely important: 

| Ballet and some jazz nece ; 
Auditions will be held Mat MICHAEL'S 
STUDIOS, 743 8th Ave, New -York, 
Wed:, Sept. 6,.2 to 4 P.M, Also call 
TR. 7-2176 evenings. ~~ 

“Ghosts” (D), Producer, David | \uuemeeenneeemmmsiammemera: 
Ross (83 E,. 4th St., NYS AL! 

“Happy Days” (D). Producers, 
Richard Barr &-° Clinton. “Wilder 

(162. E. 74th St., N.¥.; RH 4-5082). 
“Hi Paisano” (MC). Producers: 

| Vassili Lambrinos (141 E. 47th St., 
N.Y: PL ‘1-0142). 

“| Want You” (MC). Producers’| 
|Theodore J, Flicker, Joe Crayhon!! 

PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED» 
‘Theatrical and TV Make Up eo All 
Leading. Cosmetic Lines @ imported 

: & Domestic Perfumes @ | "Distinctive } 
- Fountain Seryice. . 

OPEN SUNDAYS . FREE. DELIV ay 
. “The Drug Store of the Stars’. — 

HADLEY. REXALL DRUGS 
‘INT Sth Ave, Cor. 46 st. NEW YORE 
18 6 slephene Phar” 7-80 

‘naut and placed in simulated orbit f- 
Radio: tie-in | 

‘should provides maximum exposure, f 

Please enclose recent full length 7 

cyl em pee nae ee 

VOLUNTEER DIRECTOR FOR | 

re 

pr 

~ 2 ner 
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“Levinson’s Himor Books 

ard Louis Levinson to write a new 
series of Kooks. on national humor, 
starting with a light-hearted in- 

_: quiry into. why -the British laugh, 
* 4itled. .“Pardon -My English.” 
Levinson, who. has written comedy 
dialog for radio,’ television, films 
‘and Broadway: for: many years, aS 
well as-.a articlés and books of hu- |’ 

_mor, travels to. England in Sep-. 
tember -from Italy, where he is 
completing “The Best of - Italian | 
Coaking” for Pocket Books. 

In London ‘he will ‘consult . such: 
diverse . ‘sources. as the British. 
Museum -and retired: music hall 
comics. : 

"Random. House Increases. Shares” 
Random House, Inc: has. in- 

creased its capital stock from) 
1,500,000 to 2, 000, 000 shares, vat $t 
par. value. 

The publishing: ‘company’s 
: author ized capital. is ‘now $2,000,- 
000. “Weil, Gotshal: & . Manges, 
New York, filed: ‘the. ‘Papers - at. 
Albany. 

Raskin’s ‘Shift 
A. H. Raskin has_ been trans-. 

ferred by the N.Y. Times from his. 
‘city desk labor beat to the editorial 
board’ where. ‘supposedly. he. will: 
contribute to the Times .editorials. 

He will be under the supervision 
of editorial -board director John 
Oakes in the.1 new assignment. 

Puerto Rico's -New. Weekly. 
_ -A-new “local” weekly magazine, |. 
Bohemia © Puertofriquena, hit the. 
Puerta Rico newsstant s this week. 
The 25c° ‘magazine is a regionalized 

“version of Bohemia Libre, the 
Cuban exile’ publication which, has 
its -headquarters.in “New: York... 

The. original Cuban Bohemia, 
-perhaps the most widely. known |" 

* Latin American publication, is now 
controlled by the Castro. regime. |-. 
For the past month a Puerta |. 

Rican newsroom has been function-|- 
ing in- San Juan, gathering mate- 
rial and sending it to ‘New York 
for printing. The localized features 
‘are in a 32-page. section. This per-{ 
‘Manent section, which: may be 
amplified later, is.an integral part 
of the magazine, and are not just | 
¢lipped on: Enrique Cusco, of Edi- 
torial, . Panamericana, heads the 

Magazine's: Puerto Rican opera- 
tions... ; 

The first cover features Mrs. 
Dana Sosa Kennedy, of Isla Verde. 
Mrs. Kennedy, a P.R. television 
dancer (who recently . made the 
cover of Look Magazine), appeared 
in the ‘original Broadway produc-| 
-tions of “Pajama Game,” “Me and 
Juliet” and” “New | Faces ‘Of 1956. ” 

..Polish. Daily Goes Weekly - 
" * Milwaukee, Aug. 23. 

The Kuryer Polski of: -‘Milwatikee, 
a daily newspaper - ‘tone. of - five | 
Polish dailies in U.S.) begins. week- 
ly publication Aug. 27. It has ‘been 
published 74 years as a daily, with uation., 
eurrent circulation of 19,000. 

According to editor-owner- Mrs. 
Jane Sobogne-Boguslawski, ” the 
change to'a weekly was made be-|_ 
‘cause. of high publication .. costs, 
plus falloff in. business during |} 
-summer:. There is a: chance the 
-sheet may return to. daily: Publica- | 
tion: late this year. 

- ‘Ohio Authors". 
Ohioana Library’ Assn.’s. 700- | 

page book, ~‘Ohio Aathors "and 
‘Their - Baoks,”: will, be - published 
next spring, having’ ‘been in the 
making for 10 years. The volume. 
will ..carry biographical sketches 
on. nearly 5,000 authors who are 
Ohioans either by birth or: adop-. 
tion. It was edited by Dr. William 
Coyle, professor at ‘Wittenberg 
‘University,: Springfield. 

Ineluded in the volume is. a bi- 
ography- on. Elliott: Nugent, writ-. 
ten by" dames. Thurber. 

_ Hansen’s. Drugstore Switeh 
“From egg-creams to eggheads is: 
the. progress report. on the store 

..on. the corner of N-:Y.’s. Seventh 
Ave. and 51st St. Longtime. site 

_.: of Hansen’ 's' Drugstore; hangout for 
.-Broadway insomniaes, pressagents, 
music bizites and the ‘chorus .line | 
from the adjacent. musicals, spot 
is. now being primed as an “entry. 
in ‘the Paper Book.. chain.: * 
Work is’ now: in progress and. 

owner Martin Geisler. is: shooting 
‘for. a preem in four to six weeks. 
He’s billing the place as the first 
“electronic bookshop.” The books 
will be. stacked up: to the store's. 

. ‘| high” ‘ceiling and if = “gustomer 
Collier Books has signed Leon- “‘wanta: one -from. the - -top .shelf a. 

. “This. Was Toscanini” in large art- 

| tivity in W-Berlin. . 

push on an electric ‘button’. will 

browser.. 

. Shop: is the eighth in’ ‘Geister’ 5 
Gallery: network. He’s ‘got one -in |: 
Nantucket,:one in Santa Fe (N.M.), 
one in Wilmington {Del). and: four 
in. N.Y.’ 5 Greenwich Village... 

. CHATTER | 
. Vanguard Press: will bring: out 

‘book format, : ‘with -text by condue- 
tor-violinist - ‘Sarnuel Antek” (he. 
fiddled under Toscanini. with- the 
NBC. Symphony) and. ‘more. than 

[100 previously’ ‘unpublished. photos } 7 
RCA’ Victor.| ‘by Robert Hupka,. 

special projects lenser. 

of Man's Life ‘and: Trye Men 

lished by: the American Art Agency 
in North’ Hollywood. Calif. He 

Series of paperback books in the 
‘| fietion and nonfiction field. 

on: Country Gentleman magazine, 

‘sons survive. | 
Bob Hope- having - ‘written. his 

‘autobiog,, now ‘brother. F:. James 
‘Hope has come up with “Mother | 
Had Hopes,” ‘the story _ of the! 
family. Bruce. “Humphries 

1 publish . next’ spring. 
Peter Bart, who- until - recently | 

wrote the N.Y. Tinies. ad. column, | 
has left the post for service in: the 
Armed Forces. His’ replacement _ is 
‘William Freeman who is returning. 
‘ta.the ad assignment. after a long. 
absence in.-which he- did- other 
editorial. chores: for. the Times. . 

"Bertin Blockade 

1 pected of a crime, 

the Coinmie blockade. ‘One-third 

tre subscription - “eycte).. are, East 
Berliners.- 

The City-ow ned’ ‘Schiller: Thea- 
tre ‘in ‘W-Berlin .. has - indefinitely 
postponed the preem of. ‘Bertolt 
Brecht’s' “Herr Puntila und sein 
Knecht” (Mr. Puntilla and’ His. 
Servant). Director Boleslaw Bar- 

have led to misunderstandings un- 

mate. 
‘troversial figure here because ‘of 

lifetime.: . 

Switching. Scripts 

“Die Stachelschw eine” 

‘ma. Ensemble has to. rewrite or 

sudden change of.the Berlin sit- 
Most of the numbers in 

‘this cabaret group’s repertoire deal 
with politiéal subjects: 

ers of whom. inany worked in local 
film studios, cinemas, ‘etc. 
‘The upcoming: exhibitions, such 

Cultural: Festival will, "no doubt, 
‘feel’ the effects of the. plockade | 
too,’ Within. previous. years, large 

other side'to get a glimpse of what’s 
going. on in the western world, how- 
eyer, many.: -additional guests are 

tries.” 
haye: .<vontaneously’ pledged to 
come to W. Berlin to take part in |- 
the: exhibitions: .. 

‘Local filmites- have. ‘applied to. 

.Along. the 
measures .to help the ‘struggling | 
local. - exhibitors; authorities have 
again ‘been. approached to. reduce 
the high amusement tax. 
: Within the past. 15: years, 1,060 
W-German feature “pix. have been 
produced. Of these; more than.350 

‘remarkable: figure, taking into con- 

produced. in the entire part of East 

all East.. German filmis' were 
financed by the. State, while the 
W-German' films w ere 2 made on en- 
tirgly Private. basis. ; spe 

Harold Straubing,. former | editor |_- 

Stories, appointed: executive editor : 
of the chain of magazines pub- 

will also be responsible for a néw] 

Mrs. Thomas K...Brown, 74,°for-| 
mer. assotviate editor. of the: ‘John. 
C. ‘Winston - dictionaries ‘ana staffer. 

‘died “Aug. 16, in. Philadelphia. Pwo 

will! 

of the. Volksbuehne members. (thea- | 

log felt that this Brecht play could 

der the -present:local political cli- | 
The late Brecht is a con- 

his” Commie . attitude during ° his: 

, {Porcu- |. 
7 pines), city’s most’ ‘popular satirical 
cabaret group, is in a special dilem- 

‘even -skip ‘large segments of its |. 
new (coming) program due to the’ 

On the labor front, W-Berlin em- | 
ployed ‘around 50,000 East Berlin- 

as the Phono-TV &. Radio and the: 
| Industrial. Fair, and ‘the - coming 

part of visitors:came over from the | 

expected from the Western coun- 
“Several ‘W-German | firms: 

their. colleagues in’ “"W-Germany’: not} 
to cut. down their - production . ac: 

were made-in W-Berlin. This is a, 

‘sideration. -that, within’ the same. 
4 period, only 232 feature films were 

Germany... And not -to forget that. 

Sew sem se 

~~ Publishing Stocks 
CAs: of Aug. 29, 1961, ae Aen 

1% 
‘Grolier (OC). 
Grossett '& Dunlap (OC).2424 V4 
‘Hare’t Brace (oc) veces 42944214 
Hearst (OC) .. a.c. 24 
Holt, R&W (NY) . . 

 |2.A. ‘Times Mirror 0) 3741 
Macfadden (AS) ....... 108g—~ 14 
MeCall (NY)... ..... .. d02—214 
McGraw-Hill. wy) epee B11 ¥ 
New Yorker (OC) cecee 85. 
Poeket Books (OC) .... .64— 
Prentice. Hall (AS). ..:°...397%4— 1% 
Ran’m House’ (OC) .... -281A—3% 

-OC—Over the Counter. 
NY~—N.Y. Stock Exchange. 
AS—American Stock Exchange. 
(Supplied by Bache & Co. J 

PTA In Re: Vv 
— Continued ‘from page 1 — 

“Tombstone Territory; od “Twenty- 
‘six Men,” “Two Faces West,” and 
“Whispering Smith.” “And,” it ed-| 
itorializes.. . “Outlaws, ‘Outlaws, 
OUTLAWS! ...”- 

“The Great Untruth, ” the article. 
‘continues, like many: false philos- 
ophies, ‘works through an elaborate 

lset of dogmas. 
them: — 

A good man -can. draw a gun 
faster than a bad-‘man. . 

Le Ifa bad man kicks'a good’ man 
in the stomach, it doesn’t hurt. for 
| more than 30 seconds. ' 

When an innocent person is sus- 
he may he 

i dragged: to the. very gallows,. but 
a good man always turns: up. 

| time: to save his life.. 

* The perpetrator of a particular 

brought to justice. ” 

ed' and promoted on-teevee, the 
author states: “A child can be trag- 
ically harmed by getting the false 
‘idea that drama, or any other form 
of art, is synonymous with unreali- 
i ty and make morality . .-. Most 

being’ ‘shown—as all the classics of 
literature. could show. him—that 
good: actions are to be performed 
not because they are necessarily 

they are admirable; that good men 
‘Thave. laid down their lives for 
worthy causes; and that the: sweet- 
‘est triumphs may he experienced 
in dpfeat. 

“Rarely, most’ rarely, does any 
program on tv open a viewer’s 
eyes to the capacity for greatness 

‘being. Instead it stills the hunger 
of the spirit with sweets that feed 

| the senses and menidicants that 
deaden them.. This is to be’ ex- 
pected; any other focus might ‘get 
the viewers’ minds off cigarettes 

|and: soap and cereals, home per- 
manents and headache: remedies. 
And what sponsor can be found to 
Ininister' to the hunger of the 
Spirit? 

- The piece. ladded NBC’s “Victory 
At Sea” (“Here is history consci- 
entiously recorded and faithfuly 
interpreted”), considered ABC's 

. “a brutal show with some ex- 
voleent acting . . .”),. and found 
NBC's “The Nation's Future” gen- 
erally. praiseworthy. but vulnerable 
to pointless queries and pathetic 
‘essays into. speechmaking" by. au- 
dience. questioners. 

practices: of and prospects for 
ETYV, it. enumerated. the. following 
“as showing. promise for the coming 
‘season: “Adlai Stevenson: Reports” 
(ABC), “Joint Appearance” (CBS), 
“All America. Wants to Know,” the 
ABC FDR ‘series, “Quest” (NBC), 
"Discovery" (ABC), and “Carnival 
Time,” plus some dozen dramatic 
series and individual plays. 

culation (500,000), the PTA. mag's 
dim view of. forthcoming viewing 
has the increased impact of influ- 
encing teachers—a group that may 
not have reached the exalted Mad- 

figures in. their own bailiwicks. 
on ees. 

| Growell-Collier (NY): ...35 — %4] 

“bring the rack - ‘down towards the | Ginn Pub. Co. (NY). raed | 

Here are some of} 

After describing several of the 
other philosophies of violence and 

‘|techniques of brutality perpetuat- 

lof. all, he can be: harmed ‘by not} 
‘my source book, was the Feast of the Epiphany; but in 1608, the day 

destined to succeed but because’ 

that lies hidden in every human | war, but in Chi they remember it as the year that Sandburg’s first 

Asphalt Jungle” a mixed blessing | 

. Affer a. glowing eulogy on the] 

In addition to its substantial ° ‘eir-. 

fson Ave. status of Opinion Makers. 
but are at the. very: least. authority. 

- SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK 
By Frank Scully - 

Desert Springs, Aug. 29. 

It must be nice to be 83 years old and be Carl Sandburg. Not all of 
us years younger have all our buttons and Sandberg has some:to spare, 
He is working on more projects than the Kennedy administration 

and he still has time to comb his hair. After a fashion. He parts it in 
the manner of a Yale fullback of 1905. It doesn’t. stay that way but 
then he is a very busy man. 

In the first place he has to keep Harry Golden supplied with facts 
Jof the. Sandburg Saga, because Golden: between writing all those 
columns, making lectures and adding up his own royalty statements 
to.see if he got gypped here and: there, is writing Sandburg’s biography. 

Well, maybe it’s the other way. Maybe Sandburg is writing it and 
| Golden, who is basically an editor, is rewriting it. I know what it ig 
to get. caught in such a switch. I once wrote a biography of Bernard 
Shaw for Frank Harris and Shaw rewrote 20%¢ of it, talking out some 
of. the raps with his smoother prose. That way he came out better, 

-Then too Sandburg is writing the life of George Stevens. He believes 
‘at: least four of George’s-pix should be a part of visual education im 
\every high school. This has been a mutual admiration league for a long, 

’ long time. They both came from Chicago. 
It might be easy to say “it figures,” but what often “happens in cases 

of this sort is that each admires the other's work long before they 
meet. Sometimes when they meet they can’t stand each: other. Aftez 
that they may or may not still enjoy each other's work. Sometimes, 
on the other hand, they think they are as great in the flesh as they 
did in their works of art. It has something to do with body chemistry, 
This fortunately is what happened when Stevens and Sandburg met, 
They simply had to work together after that. If I were picking a 

| project. for them to work together on I never would have picked one 
like “The Greatest Story Ever Told.” But then I would not have picked 
the late Fulton Oursler to have assembled that bestseller. I knew 
“Charlie” as they used to call him, when he was away over in left 
field with the muscular Bernarr Macfadden But one day he reverse 
his field and after that came in with’ “The Greatest Story Ever Told. 
So you never can fell..And you'd better quit guessing. 

I saw Sandburg early this summer at the Sportsmen's Lodge in the 
4San Fernando Valley. At least 1,200 women had gathered to award 
him.their Statue of Liberty. Back in 1955 they gave me one of those 
statues, after I had called them “bombthrowers {n ermine.” You could 
tell jokes like that in 1955. They’re wonderful women, really. They're 
called Women for Legislative Action, and, boy, do they get it. 

Sandburg kidded me before all those women because I was wearing 
a red shirt. I happened also to be wearing a white tie and a blue 
blazer. What's wrong with that? Has Standard Gil got a monopoly on 
the tri-color? Besides red is the color of cardinals afd has been 
for centuries before Karl tried. to worm inte the Marx Bros. act.- 

Sometime later Sandburg gave me an amusing comment on the 
City of Fallen Angels. He said he had been downtown and in Mate 
Arthur Park had noticed the statue of Genera] Harrison Grey Otis, 
founder of the L.A. Times. Two things Otis said would-never change, 
according to Sandburg. One was the incomparable climate and the 
other was the open: shop. Well, the smog sure made a mess of his 
incomparable climate and the organized labor just about closed his 

‘| open shop. 
So once again we get.a guy who thinks he can foretell the future. 

The Times in fact is still trying. They have Carol Righter reading the 
signs of the zodiac and trying to envince the army of peasants who 
read the-bulky rag day after day that astrology is a science, just like 
astronomy and astrophysics. 
But I doubt if you trap Carl Sandburg into any of that eyewash. 

Swedenborgianism maybe, but not astrology. Sandburg was born on 
Jan, 6, 1878, same day, he says, as Joe Patterson whe founded the 

edition) gives them no billing on that day. The almanac reserve 
the day for.Tom Mix, actor, who was born in 1880, two years after 
Carl and Jee. (Golly day, would Tom Mix be 81 years old by now?) 

The. only. historical event that happened on that day, according to 

before, Jan: 5, Captain John Smith who was captured and saved from 
scalping by Pocohontas. (You were there, Car], remember? You covered 
it, and Victor Lawson, publisher of the Chicago Daily News, said 
Poke was spelled with two “hs” and you said to hell with it, Im going 
to write about Lincoln instead and you wrote 1,500,000 words on him, 
and were invited by both houses of Congress to address them on Abe’s 
150th birthday.) 

Since then ‘Carl Sandburg has been awarded more degrees ‘honer- 
ary) than a thermometer—from freshwater colleges like Lombard, Knox 
and Northwestern and saltwater colleges like Harvard, Yale and N.Y-U. 
Rollins College even gave him a degree of Doctor of ‘Laws and Upsala 
in Sweden made him a Ph.D 

Most people identify 1914 with the beginning of the First World 

poems were published. Some think that 1918 ended that war. Actually 
it was the year of his second volume of poems, “Cornhuskers,” was 
published. Since then his poems have been translated into 11 languages. 
‘Russian, sure, but Korean also. 

Much is made of the fact that Lincoln’s mother and Sandburg’s 
father couldn’t write their own names but had to mark an X on docu- 
ments. Seven institutions of learning now bear Sandburg’s name, and 
I only hope they teach the kids less free expression and more the 
secret. of life. which is, there’s no escape from slavery, vou either 
enslave yourself or others impose if on you. 
‘He has written novels. as well as volumes of poetry and biographies. 

Heé did some children’s stories and the first volume of his autobicgraphy 
‘called “Always The Young Sirangers.” This was published on his 75th 
birthday. “The Sandburg Range”, a representation of his entire work, 
was published in 1957. 
He has won a lot of Pulitzer prizes, but never the Nobel Prize. I 

can’t understand this. He was born and raised in cow country, drove 
a milkwagon,; worked in a barbershop, a tinsmith shop, a bottling 
works and the wheatfields of Kansas. Nobel prizes are usually given 
to guys who are most familiar with manure piles. Bat they missed 
on: this one. 

In fact the late Ernest Hemingway on being awarded the Nobel 
Prize said, “If I had been on the board I would have voted for Carl 
Sandburg. He is a dedicated writer.” 

Sandburg’s wife, who was Lillian Paula Steichen, sister of Edward 
‘Steichen, the photographer, can’t be tod much impressed by all this 
window-dressing, because she raises thoroughbred goats on their farm 
at Flat Rock, North Carolina, and they give their own weight of milk 
in a week.. 

Sandburg himself has a few heroes, but currently George Stevens 
fills that role. He says he doubts whether any one other than George 
could have lured him to Hollywood. He rates “Shane.” “A Place In 
The Sun,” “Giant” and “The Diary of. Anne - Frank” among the ali- 
time masterpieces of motion picture art. “I frankly predict that his 
screen biography of Jesus will be around a long time,.easily beyond 
the next 50 years. 
. “Stevens calls me ‘a creative assistant’ and I take that in the nature 
of an award. I have gone for extravagant statements in my life. Per- 
haps it is ar xther one for me to say that one of the scenes in the 
projected picture has the two characters Mary Magdaleen and Judas 
Iscariot. I have said publicly that I consider this scene more, portentous 
than anything in all Shakespeare.” 

When. people arch their eyes on that one, Sandburg says, “] have 
a right to great faith, have I not?” 

- OF ee me ewe mwa. 

N. Y.: Daily. News. But my copy of Dr. Miles Weather Almanac ‘1934 — 
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Broadway 
Anita Ellis, who recently com- 

pleted a singing role in the indie 
film, “The Flesh Eaters,” off to 
Rome for, vacation. 

Samuel Bronston due in New’ 
Yark next Monday 14) from Madrid | 
for talks with Metro execs about 
his “King of Kings.” 

Williant Morris topper Abe Last- 
fogel flew in and out of New York 
for the services of “Aunt Ella” 

William Morris Sr. 

The Witliam Zeckendorfs ‘he’s ; 
prexy and thairman of Webb & | ad chief, off to Europe tor huddles 
Knapp Ine.’ and actor Russ Tam-! with Billy Wilder and Jules: Das- 
blyn sailing for Europe today ;sin on upcoming pix. 
(Wed.) on the Queen Mary. i - 

Frank MI. Folsom, chairman of 
the executive committee of RCA, 
elected a director of Schenley In-~ 
dustries Inc. He got back from a: 
quickie to Ireland last night. ' 

Ballrvomologists Harrison & 
Fisher nervous about accepting - 
their Berlin bookings next month. : 
or whether they will be honored . 
in light of the tense situation 
there. i” 

Jack Entratter, Sands Hotel, Las ' 
Vegas, prexy. and daushter, . Mi- - 
-chelle, in New York for a week ; 
befyre returning to the desert.! 
desert. They're back fram a trip 
to Israel and Cannes. : 

Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr., cover- 
ing Europe for NANA, writes from 
Tel-Aviy that Israel is enjoying a 
peak tourist boom now, while Con- 
tinental and British tourism gen- 
erally is 10-20°2 down. 

Otto Preminger started filming ; 
“Advise and Consent” here with: 
Don Murray as sole on-camera 
principal. Major photography be- 
gins next Tuesday ‘5 _in Washing- 
ton. 

“Trader” Vie Bergeron, owner 
of the chain of Polynesian restau- 
rants ehiefly situated in Hilton 
hotels, already has on the planning 
board a Trader Vic's for the new 
London-Hilton when it devuts next 
year. 

Stamford (Conn.¥ incumbent 
Mayor J. Walter Kennedy, quun- 
dam New York public relationer, 
up for reelection this year and 
some of the show biz bunch are 
helping beef up the campaign 
fund. 

i book, music and lyries. 

‘| Australia for brief holiday with 

OS TL SE TS oS Ne! STS 

in Fair Harbor ona property for 
a Broadway musical. 

Lois Brooks, exec secretary to 
Capitol Records v.p. Joe Csida, 
making the Seaview scene. — 
Tony Marron Trio itwo guitars. 

and a bass! brought Latino beat 
-into Maguires over weekend. 

Alfred Bester back from Rome 
where he interviewed Vittoria de 
Sica on a Holiday mag assign- 
me 2 
Comedian Milt Kamen spent his 

Fair Harbor weekend running.’ 
Berlinghoff, sister of the late Mrs. } through angles for some new. mon- 

ologs. 
David. Chasman, ‘United Artists 

Lyricist Norman Gimble and his 
‘bride of six months,.fashion model 
‘Eleanor Rowley, winding up ‘a 
summer at Lonelyville.. 
Ann .Croswell, who's been using 

1 the beach as her. base for working 
‘on musicalization of “Tovarich,” - 
took a quickie to the Coast, 

John Robeurt, mystery writer, 
‘returned to Ocean Beach “nor- 
malcy” after opening the summer 
with the Provincetown beatniks. 

Theatrical agent Flora Roberts 
spending weekend mulling ‘script 

:of Ira Levin’s just finished musi- 
‘eal, his first, for which he wrote 

Trinidad, We 
By Bill Elliott 

(P.O. Box. 610, Port-of-Spain): - 
‘Jacqui Chan winged in from 

her parents. her visit coinciding 
; With local premiere of “The World | 
of Suzie Wong” in which she ap- 
pears. 

American Repertory Co. teed. off. 
Latin American segment: of ‘its 
U.S. sponscred ‘tour here with 
three soldaut performances .and 
meved on to Colombia. While the 
group was rousingly welcomed, the. 
local critics were somewhat less 
than enthusiastic. “Miracle Work- 
er” coming ‘aff best. with “Glass 

Trinidad Fvening News editorial- 
ly commended the Rank Organiza- 
tion for arranging for island-wide 
distribution of “Six Candles,” film. 
dealing with traffic accidents. 
Highway death toll here is -high. 
and. in commenting on same, the 

Menagerie” taking quite a heating: } 

Erwin O. Schel upped to g.m head of the Police ‘Traffic Branch 
of the Hotel Mannattan,. succeed- said much could be done to help 
ing the Tate Frank W, Kridel. Hei through voluntary enlictment of 

was previously manager there, and: exhibitors. and theatre owners.: He 
prier thereto executive asst. Mgr. also felt more use. could be made. 
and resident mgr. of the Hotel | of the screen as a propaganda in- 

AStor, strument in promoting road safety. 
_Stvained relations wh'zh have 

existed here in recent months be- 
Las Vegas tween exhibitors-and Film Censors 

Board have seemingly eased. The. 
By Forrest Duke 

(DUdley 44141} ble agreement to work together 
Kay Stevens cut a Columbia al-‘ for better film standards for the. 

bum in the Riviera lounze. | territory. Both associations will 
Felicia Atkins. Trop show doll,. now meet monthly to iron out any 

ha3 a role in Jerry Lewis’ Para-; differences arising in connection 

mount film,’ “Errand Boy.” } with censor board’s recently pub- 
The Carver House hotel started: lished “guiding - principles.” which 

champagne airlifts which bring in! exhibitors had. heretofore deemed 
18) people a day from L. A. }too harsh. Both agreed that. infil- 

Shirley MaeLaine in for Mitzi | tration of vulgar literature was 
Gaynor’s Flaminzo closing and | proving more. harmful ‘to territo- 
Eleanor Powell’s Dunes opening ‘ry’s youth than films. Setting up 

two groups have reached an amica- | _ 

Chicago 
(DEldware 17-4984) 

Norman Wallace returnéd to 
keyboard at .12 West Maple. 

Chi Playboy Club adding fifth 
floor to its East: Walton location. 
Abmad Jamal back at Alhambra 

keyboard after two-week Eastern 
-concert tour. . 

Bob Slade and Honi Williams, 
vocal-piano duo, current residents 
at Nocturne on Burton Place. 
WBBM-TV thrush Connie Mitch- 

ell off to: Gotham. for guest shots |. 
on ‘Arthur Godfrey's CBS network 
show. 

In Attic,” with Scott McKay and 
Ann. Revere, moving into Black- 
-stone Theatre Dec. 25 for five-week 

4 Stay. 
- Masquers, theatrical group at U. 
of Chicago, will present “Child of 
Gods,”.an African drama written 
by’. Ghanian ‘poet ‘Michael '- Dei 
Anang, Sept. 1-3 in the Ida Noyes 
‘Gardens at.the university. © 

‘Entire bill at ‘Cafe Continental 
‘moves over to Eros.‘on North Wa- 
Pash as club shutters for fortnight 
of facelifting, reopening Sept. 12 ; 
as My Lady Fair, newest Chi key- | 
speak, exclusively for women. — 

Burgess Meredith pulled a last 
| minute switch and withdrew his 
bid to direct “Kicks & Ca.,;’ and 

|accepted male lead in the Oscar 
‘Brown. Jr. musical, ‘Singer Lonnie. 
Sattin’ landed the’ romantic. lead. 

‘in same. which preems Oct. 7 in 
Crown Theatre at ¢ 
Place. ° 

Silo . Happenings — Genevieve. 
opened return week of “Can-Can” 
Aug. 29 at Music Theatre. Larry 
Storch and Garry Mann _apened 

| previous night. (Mon.' in “Student 
Prince.” final show of the. season 
at Melody Top Theatre. Ann B: 

McCormick | 

‘Davis. currently in “Janus” at Sait 
Creek ‘Playhouse. 

Paris 
“By Gene Moskowitz: 

(66 Ave Breteuil; SUF 5920) 
“Greatest Show on Earth” | Par) 

in for -a firsi-run reissue here. 

on.the annual August hiatus, leav- 
ing. Paris to the tourists. 
“Jumping the usual mid-Septem- 

ber legit. opening, Michel Andre’s 
“Le Petit. Bouchon”. opened at the 
Varietes. this .week-. 
Olympia .Musie ‘Hall reverting to 

films till going back on vaude late 
‘next month, It is currently: housing 
aldie French “costumer, “Fanfan 
La Tulipe.” 

wit “The Thief of Baghdad” ‘and : 
“The Colossus of Rhodes.” . 

“Gigot” (20th) winding shooting ! publie relations head: ‘of Basin: St. 
as Darryl Zanuck's “The Longest 
Day.” (20th) takes over the Bou- 
logne Studios fo a long siege. 
‘Winter. Yank travelers usually 

go for best sellers and reference |. 
‘books at Anglo .book shops. here, 
but summer visitors are mainly : 

out for such. forbidden. fare. as 
Henry Miller’ (one of his books is | on CBS-TV’s “Accent.” 
now a bestseiler in the U.S.),. Jean 
‘Genet, Marquis De Sade and Yank 
‘beatnik writers, 
_Top disk sellers this month are 

Constance Bennett tapped for 
j lead in national company of “Toys 

More than 1,500,000 Parisians off | 

show, 
which tried out here last week. 

Producer Mike Ellis’ first. wife, 
‘actress Nova Patterson, opens 
Sept. 4. with Bert Lahr ‘in Ss. J. 
Perelman’s new. comedy, “The |- 

-hubby James Lee will direct. 

Whiff of* Melancholy,” starring 
Nancy Kelly. and Tod Andrews at 
the Playhouse through Sept. 2, is 

“Advice and = Consent.’ ae 

MARRIAG ES 
‘Susan Gamble to Richard.’ “s. 

Behrendt, San Francisco, Aug. 13.: 
Bride is. ex-employee of KRON, 
San. Francisco, promotion depart- 
ment and daughter ‘of late Ted 
‘Gamble, president. of KOIN-TV,. 
‘Portland; he’s a KRON director.. ~ 

Tracy Curran to: Dave Andrews, | 
San Francisco, Aug. .26. He’s.a 
KFRC, San Francisco, announcer, : 
son of actor Dana ‘Andrews. 

‘Margaret Cooper to’ Graeme. 
Hibbitts, London, Aug. 19. Bride : 
js one of the John Tiller dancing. 
1 girls. 

Rosemary. David to wae ‘tehell 

Neil Reinis; Aug. 20, Beverly Hills, | 
She’s daughter of: song- | Calif.. 

writer Mack David. 

Joanna: Scott-Concrieff to. Noel 
Baker, | ‘London, Aug. .12.° Bride 
runs BBC’ s “Woman’s Hour.” 

Hazell White to Frederick Fen-. 
ton, St. Helier, Jersey, -C.. L.,: : Aug.. 
10. Bride is a cabaret singer. 

“Margaret Cordwell to... Colin | 
Ford, Kidderminster, Eng. Aig. 12: | 
He is general manager of: the West- 
ern Theatre Ballet: 

_ Elizabeth Williamson :to Wishart 
Campbéll, Glasgow, ‘Aug. 14, He's | 
& Canadian singer. 

_ Judy . Johnson to Bill Oliver, 
London, Aug. 15. Bride.js.a-sing- | rippert’s 
er; he is an arranger.. 

Julie Margaret Deane. to Edward - ; 
Evans, New Rochelle, N.Y., -Aug. : 
26. Bride is. the ‘daughter. of: Al- 
bert. Deane; editor of ‘Paramount | 
World, Paramount Pictures Inter- 

{national house organ. 
Helen B. Freeman to Theodore 

iC. Levenson, New rork, Aug. 24. 
Bride 
McCall's. mag; 
Bowles v.p. 
Audrey Meadows: to Robert F. 

he’s a. Benton - '& 

Wednesday, August: $0, 1961. 

“We've Had’ Some. Fun, me . 

Beauty Part,” which her present 

‘Burgess Meredith who: directed: 
James W. Andrew's new play, “A 

off to’ Hollywood to appear in. 

is an associate editar of | 

Hollywood. 
Tope. 

- Walter ‘Wanger planed out: for 
Rome. - 

Kathy. Reed underwent minor. 
surgery... 

Joseph. Levine’ 40. Venice for 
film festival. 

Vincent Minnelil.- 
European: trek. © 

Relations - Associates. 

; James: H. Nicholson returned. : 
|from Spain and. England. ~~... 

Samuel Goldwyn celebrated his 
79th birthday Sunday (27). 

Eddie Bracken left: for Europe 
Ito prep. “Women's -Barracks.”” - 

{ Eddie Fisher legally adopted Lis 
Taylor’s 4-year-old Liza’ ‘Todd, 

‘Jack: ‘Lait Jr. left estate, iin. ex- 
“cess of $10,000, to. his: mother, 

: Walter Lantz Studios ‘shuttered 
‘ for three weeks. for annual ‘vacash. 

Pamela. Danova to Rome as dia- 
log director on “20th's. “Cleopatra. ” 

| Chuck Landis: skied to. London 
‘t to scan talent for. his: Largo strip- 

ery. 

P Thomas. WwW. * Moore. ° ‘in from 
Gotham for week -of. ABC-TV. ‘ses- 
sions. . 

Yul Brynnér off. to ‘Switzerland. 
‘Edwin. Zabel: back from. Hong 

Kong. 

‘Dennis Day: returned from - three 
weeks * of. siloing -in “Finian’s 
Rainbow.” 

Robert | Radnitz, WB’ ‘producer, . 
| speaks. Frisco. International : 
Film| Festival Nov. ‘1- 14. 

‘Lee . - Marvin: 

way in fight scene for “Route. 66. ” 

‘Harold E: Knox resigned. as pro=. 
| duction supervisor for. Robert’ J. 

Mrs. Gwen Terasaki: get for 
two-month” tour. to- bally ‘Metro's 

‘ picturization “of _ her : autobiog,. 
“Bridge to Sun.” 
--Robert E.-Kent:.on ‘sixweek Eu- 

ropean trek to.. talk possible:: co- 
production deals. ‘with. _ British, 
‘Italian ‘and Spanish companies.” 

Seymour Borde & Associates set 
‘Sam, Davis to handle ‘the’ firm's. 
films. in Seattle and‘. Portland. 

Jack L. Warner. back: from. ‘Eu. 

on. . month's E 

Vera Servi'set up her own Public. 

‘laced :.with- at" 
‘stitches after he ducked wrong | 

Associated ‘~ / Producers: . 

Big scale costumers coming: in lty actress. 
as summer ‘first-run film fare, to! 

Gene Gerbase’ is in charge | of Den- 
Six, Honolulu, Aug. 24. Bride is. an ver area, 
‘actress; he’s. president . of Conti-: 
nental Air Lanes, recently divorced 
from Ethel Merman. . 

Betty Jean Talbot to ‘Nolan Hoff- | 
‘man, Toronto, Aug. 19. Bride is a 

Rockland County, N.Y. | 
_By Hobe Morrison _ 

| Bob Fuller, CBS Films. publicist, 
Susan. Ostrow: to Norman Alan. is also a. Hickory: ‘Hill fugitive, as 

‘Kunin, New York, Aug. 20. Bride he ‘vacations at’ Boothbay, Harbor, 
lj is the ‘daughter of Phoebe ‘Ostrow, ! — 

Beulah Garrick to Bernard Pol-|High Tor.: vineyards, 
‘lock, New York, Aug. 14. Bride: is. 
an actress: he’s a stage manager. 

Carol Littenberg to Larry Spie- | 
| gel, New York, Aug. 26. ‘Bride is} the house he owns in Tappan. and. 
associated with Joe Brenner Pro- |; iis renting ‘a home in Palisades. . 
ductions, he’ is production assistant-| | Richard .Smith,. formerly with 

the Hagen Bros., 

their: daughter on the Coast. 
Bill Jessup, an editor of: U. S. 

‘York. Bride is .the’ ‘daughter of School, Spring Valle 
the late: legit-film artor, Harold pring a ey. Film 

Mrs. Everett -S. Crosby, ‘wife’ of os 
| East and the Embers,.N.Y. niteries. | the ex-ad exec. and owner: of the. 

is visiting : She 

News: & World Report, -has leased 

‘Cole. Bros. and ~ | 
Margarita Anita Huber ‘to Mar-; ; other circus troupes, . has -given..up.- 

shall. Wolfe Minor, Aug..18, New jshew biz for a job at the ‘Lakeside : ‘ 

Pearl Bailey here helping select | of a vigilante committee has been | 
showgirls and dancers Barfy Ash- 
ton will use in her Flamingo show. 
. Lou Walters to N. Y. so as to 
nalize plans for arrival of the 

*62 Folies Bergere which. preems 
at the Trop. Dec. 23. 

Trombonist “Little Red” Biount 
and tenor saxman Don Stanley 
joined musical mayhem of The 
Goofers in Riviera lounge. 

Mannie Greenfield in town for 
The Goofers’ Riviera opening, set 
another client, Don Cornell, for a 
Sept: 14 Flamingo lounge open- 
ing 

Flamingo prexy Morris Lans- 
bureh and wife Jean winged to 
I A to have dinner with. Joe 
Pasternak, who promised to whip 
up some Hungarian dishes. | 

Showboat producer Rick Rich- 
ardson inked Johnny Cash. Gordon 
Terry, and Red Foley for an RCA- 
Victor album session at year’s end. 
and Ricks Nelson for his Vegas 
dobut next year. 

Fire Islod_ §. Y, 
By Mike Gross 

Jane Fonda dressed up the 
beach volley ball court in her 
bi’:ints —, 

Te oster Gottlieb taking a two- 
wee beach layoff for NBC-TV biz 
on Coast. 

Fred Hellerman, one of folk 
singing Weavers, tanning up in 
Lonelyviile. 

Cteffer Bob Colby swinging away 

j proposed to fight distribution of 
such literature coming through as 
third class. mail. A campaign 
aimed at parents to boycott such 
reading matter has also been 
urged. 

Rome 
. By Robert F. Hawkins 

(Stampa Estera; Tel. 675906) 

Bobby Baker in Rome before 
heading to London and an Astor 
Club engagement. 

Madeleine. Robinson in from |- 
Paris for role in “Day by Day, 
Desperately”’ direeted for Titanus- 
Vides by his 
first stint. 

David Niven to his Cap Ferrat 
(Cote D’Azur) villa after. post-sync 
work on “Best of Enemies” (De- 
Laurentiis’. 

Giuseppe Bennati, who is to, di- 

Alfredo Giannetti, 

rect Jean Seberg in “Congo Vivo” 
(DeLaurentiis), skies to that coun- | 
try soon for pre-production work.’ 

Victor Katona and writer Don- 
ald Ford in from London to meet |. 
with Alfredo Guarini and director 
Romolo Marcellini 
Italo-British coproduction. 

‘| ter Moon.” 
In-and-out-of-Rome: Elia Kazan, 

Charles Laughton, :Red Buttons, 
Wolfe Cohen, Mike Francovitch, 
Van Hefiln, due in for “Taras Bul- 
ba” stint in Yugoslavia: and Pedro. 
Armendariz, in for role in. “The 
Titans” (Vides-UA). 

Charles Aznavour’s “Ii Faut Sav- Huber; mother, Mrs. Ethel Huber, 

‘Ray Charles’ “Genius” 

-on probable 
“Quar- 

oir” (One Must know) on Barclay, 
on. Vega, 

Marcel -Amont’s “Dans Le Coeur 
‘De Ma Bloride” (In the Heart of | 
‘My Blonde) 

{roller Johnny: 
‘| Orleans” on "Vogue. 

and: Iecal rock-and- 
Hallyday’ s “New 

Bucks County County, Pa. 
By Penny Larsen 

(PY: 4-32517 
Liberace: opens at the Music 

Circus week of Sept. 4. 
State of Pennsylvania forced 

ushers and apprentices are now 
doubling in brass. ~ 
Myron McCormick, actor Don- 

ald . Madden, directors. Vanetta 
Carroll: and George Keithly in for 
opening of current show. 

. Juvenile Boh Lyons saddened 
-femmé members of his newly 
-formed fan club last week when 
he married actress Coley Aldan of 
‘Philadelphia. . 

Stephen Bell, teenage son of di- 
rector Ralph Bell and actress Pert 
Kelton, lauded by localites for his 
crack guitar’ playing at several 
New Hope shindigs. 

Suspense-scribe 
whose novel “Something in the 
Shadows” hits the stands this 
week, left her Carversville farm 
to cali. Rockland County home. 
Gentry : Lovett, former Play-. 

house .apprentice is unit manager 
for ;Tom Ewell’s. new. one-man 

‘| Denton McCoy Snyder in Holly- 
wood, Aug. 22. She isthe daughter | 

Playhouse to sack its under-age }. 

Vin. Packer, | 

is with CBS Radio as manager of , 
recorded: music services. . 

Lillian Strouse to Phil ‘Law- 
|zence, New York, Aug. 26. They. 
comprise .the dance team of Phil 
Lawrenee & Mitzi. ; 

Barbara Sturtevant Green: to 

of tv’s Betty Furness and orchestra 
leader Johnny Green... 

Susan T. Siegel to. Peter ‘Nai- 
man, New. York, Aug. 27. She is 
the daughter of Sidney Siegel, 
prexy of Seeco ‘Records. 

BIRTHS 
Mr: and Mrs. L. O. Tiedt, son, 

Houston, recently. Father is farm. 
editor there on KTRH.. 

Mr. and Mrs. Brian Bottomley, 
son, London, July 26... Mother.is a 
comedienne: father is a nephew 
of comedian Norman Evans. 
‘Mr. and Mrs Ian: Martin, son, 

Glasgow, recently. Father is stage, 
radio and tv singer. 

Sir Guy and Lady Campbell, 
son, London, Aug. 17. Mother is|.c 
Lizbeth ‘Webb, former musicomedy | 
actress, 

Mr. and Mrs. David Aiken, gon, 
Middletown, N. Y., Aug.. 20. Moth- 
er,. the. former Peggy Kinard,. and 
father are legit performers. 

_. Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Cash, 
daughter, Hollywood, .Aug.’ 24. 
Father is -€olumbia- Records 
| singer, _ a 

actress: Inger 
brother. Car] Stensland, of High. 
Tor, had an exhidit-of his paint- 
ings last week in :the foyer of the 
Tappan Zee Playhouse. a 

Architect Danforth Toan and: his 
artist-wife Jane are - back at 

island. in Lake. George, N.Y. 
Now that “The Best Man” closed, 

Carl Low ‘has .géne to Irwin, Pa. 
to resume active. partnership. with. 

| Clay. Flagg in operation of. the. 
‘White Barn Theatre there. He’s a 
permanent resident of Nyack. 
‘David Lindsay, another member. 

-Of. the . Hickory: Hill community, 
{took time off from his duties. ag’ 
| -editor-publisher of “The American: 
Salesman” to unwind at: his rustic 
retreat:on Cape Breton Island. 

Choreographer Mike Kidd‘: has. 
moved to New City,. joining ‘legit 
Beneral mahiager' Joey Harris, 
singer Lotte Lenya, vintner Everett 

‘| Crosby, scenic ‘construction exee 
Petér Feller and tv.- producers 

in én South . Mountain Road. 

One. attending classes. at. odd 
hours for seven years, ‘Bruce. 
Becker, producer at: the Tappan: 
Zee Playhouse, Nyack, obtained -a. 

in September in: the office of New 
York attorney Rudolph Birnbaum, 
but plans to’ continue ‘his strawhat 
operation. 

Stevens’. 

‘Hickory Hill, Tappan, affer Tough- . 
ing it for. ‘several: weeks on. an” 

Betty Mandeville McGarrett, Alan. 
‘Anderson and other show bizzers 

law. degree from N.Y-U. and: ‘passed. : 
‘| his bar-exams. He'll: begin practice. 

Ss eee a 



“Yours x. WASEY: 
wists R. Wasey, 

Aug: 26 in East Hampton, ‘L.. L 
N. Y., after -a long illness. 
‘Wasey entered the “advertising 

field .in Chicago. with the Lord. & 
‘Thomas agency. He ‘helped ‘found 
Erwin, Wasey & Co. some 30 yéars.}. 

He had: supervised such ac-|” 
“+ ~eounts as General Motors, ‘Admiral | 

“ agol 

Corp. and the Carnation’ ‘Co. 
“Wasey, who. specialized in -drig. 

7 ‘advertising, had been -an officer of 
the ‘Barbasol, Musterole. and: Olive 
Tablet. companies. ~ . 
'.. Surviving are his wife, son: and 
daughter, 

GAIL ‘RUSSELL 
Gall Russell, 36, film: actress, was 

fouid dead Aug. 26, ‘of ‘apparent 
natural causes, in ‘her Los Angeles 
apartment. She was the former]. 
‘wife of ty and film actor. Guy Mad- 
son and was discovered : ‘by neigh- 
“bors ‘who had. become ‘concerned 

,.. after nothaving seen her for. sev- 
eral days. Empty.- vodka” bottles 
‘were discovered. lying around’ the 
“ flat’ by police. 

In the last several years. she: had 
been frequently arrested for drunk 
‘driving and lived alone since her 

- 3954 divorce. In: 1947 ‘she. had. been 
named “star: -of : tomorrow” 
critics. but after five ‘years didn’t 
work. In: 1957 she: ‘attempted. a 
comeback and in ‘recent . ‘years. ap- 
peared in several tv ‘dramas. 

CLAUDE. EZELL-. 
Claude. Ezell, .79,. pioneer: thea- 

tre man and prexy of. Lone. Star: 
. Theatres Ine., one ot: Jargest. the-: 

“An ‘Memory of ons . 

‘My Beloved Husband 
~ 

JACK NORWORTH: || 
: Sept. Ist, 1959 

“AMY NORWORTH, 

an atre chains. in. US., died in. Dallas 
Aug. 22. after a ‘long illness 
-He’ ‘pioneered ‘the. drive-in thea=: 

tre: biz .and built. the . first ozoners 
in Texas, w here: he was also known 

“BS: the . “father of bank. night, ” 
which “was a boon fo the theatre’ 
“trade during.the depression. years. 
- Prior: to. entering the. theatre -biz, 
he was in film distribution and for 
a number of ‘years. was veepees 
‘general: sales. manager for Werner: 
Bros.. Pictures: He™ left” “WB. to 
enter exhibition in. ‘Texas. In the. 
early '30s, later branching out into 

‘ the ‘drive-in: field. 
Ezell and his associates, Ned: E. 

Depinet and Sam Dembow Jr., sold. 
their theatre: circuit in 1955, ‘but |; 
re-purchased ‘chain. in 1958, which | 
he headed at the time of his death. 

PINKY GREEN | 
Sept. 3, V98T: 

“dn loving | memory. Miss. yous. 

ay BEA 

‘Beell “also was: responsible . “for! 
bringing. the Variety Club to -Dal- |. 
Jas, founded “Tent 17 ‘and was a 
past Chief Barker. - 
Surviving is his. wile. 

“VERA MICHELENA: 

Vera “Michelena, ‘who. starred in- 
a. couple of. yesteryear Ziegfeld | 
‘Follies (the 1914. and 1922 series), 
died Aug. 26:in her home in Bay- 
side, Long Island, at .the age of 77. 

. Miss Michelena appeared in vaude 
'gnd musital comedy with her hus-. 

band, songwriter-entertainer Fred 
‘Hillebrand, for many years.. ‘Hus- 
“band ‘survives, - 

Of a show biz family (her father, | 
Fernando’ Micheleria,, was a well- 
known tenor), she alternated be- 
‘tween. films and musicomedy. :in 
“vamp” Yoles: In. Hollywood. she 
--was a rival’ of Theda: Bata, out- } 

_Werneodr: Avent 796. nt 

" standing “vampire” of the 1920s, 
77, former |but returned to ‘Broadway - musi-- 

board chairman .of Erwin, Wasey 
. &..Co. who retired in 1956, died. 

IN MEMORIAM 

Marcus | 
_s September 5th, a7 

by. 

md ; morial Hospital in? Saranac. 

cals.. She originated .“Ballin' The 
ee” in the igi4 “Ziegfeld -Fol- 

es.” - 

husband,’ Fred Hillebrand origi- 
nated the now-standard “Let's 8 give 
the kid a big hang.” ” : 

SAMUEL HL MEINHOLD 
‘Samuel H. Meinhold, .93, pioneer: 

| exhibitor ‘who retired several years 
‘ago after more than a half-century: 
-with Loew’ s Theatres, died Aug. 22 
-in Mfami. . He joined. the late Mar- 
cus Loew , ,when the Loew com- 

|. pany. was: established. in: 1904. 
‘Meinhold was general. manager |< 

‘| of the firm's:theatre operations for |:. 
association years... Prior. ta his 

‘with Loew, he was ‘manager. and. 

advance’ * ‘man “for: “Thurston, 
-magician. 

‘sons, 

ELIZABETH W. ‘BERLINGHOFF 

Elizabeth :W: Berlinghoff, 86, 

theatrical industry as “Aunt. Elia,” 
‘died Aug. 20° in ‘Saranac Lake, 
N, ¥. -where she lived: at Camp In- 
termission. Miss’. -Berlinghoff . Was. 
the sister of the late Mrs. William. 
Morris, widow ‘of the founder of 
‘the ‘William: Morris Agency. _An- | 
other: brother, “Uncle Henry” Ber- 
linghoff, died ‘several : ‘years ago. 

P-| . Their. appelations were derived-| 
os | from their relationship to William 

Morris ‘Jr., longtime prexy.. of. the 
Morris Agency who is now. retired, 
and Ruth ‘Morris ‘White, _ Who. at 
one: time worked’ in the legit. de- 
partment. — 

the affairs of the Will Rogers Me- 

ALVIN’ D. ‘COMEAUS _ 
' Alvin. D..-Comeaux, 60, assistant 

‘l secretary of: Telenews Corp., a sub- 
| Baier of Hearst Metronome News| 
Inc., died Aug. 26 ‘at his home in 
Riverdale, N.Y. He had: been asso- 
ciated with. the picture business for 
‘over: 30. years ‘and. before coming 

“star Telenews ‘in 1957, - had repre- 
sented. Paramount in Europe and {: 
South America. 

_ His widow and a. sister survive. 

‘BELEN ‘HieTT WALLER 
Hetéu- Wiett Waller, 47,. director: 

‘of the N.Y. Herald Tribune Forum 
Tjand former . NBC. war: correspon- 
J dent, died. Aug. 22. in Chamonix, 
France, “an Alpine’ community, ‘of 
injuries received w. hile . ‘mountain 
climbing last. month, . 

She was director of . “the ‘Trib’s 
annual forum which _ assembled 
world leaders in this country for 
discussions, until it was. dissolved 
in 1955 and also: director of the 
Forum for High Schools which ‘is 
still in ‘operation. For ‘a time she 
edited # monthly review for: the 

't League of Nations: and was study- 
ing in London. when World War II 

{ started, at which time she joined 
the Paris staff ‘of NBC. -She fol- 

‘\ Towed .the. French. .campaign . and 
after. that country . fell went to. 

| Madrid. for. NBC, From there: ‘she | 
went to Gibraltar where. she cov- 
ever” the. first. bombing - raid on 

| British forces. 
-She ‘later ‘returned. ta the. US. 

to lecture but ‘went back to report- 
jing to cover the ‘US: landing ‘In. 

‘| Milan: and the: events after’ Musso- 
J lini’s execution. | She authored’: a. 
‘book based on her: European ex~ 
periences, “No | Matter “Where,” 
‘and joined the forum’ staff in 1945. 
Recently she ‘has -. moderated. tv 
forunis. : 

She’s surived ‘by a husband, with. 
whom she was clinvbing: when. ‘she 
was ‘struck by a’ falling rock which 
led -to. her death,. two sons, - a 
daughter, her mother and a’sister.. 

_{northern.New England auditions. 
_ . HUGO. HIRSCH 

Hugo . ‘Hirsch, 17: German OP: 
eretta composer, died. Aug. 16 ina 
West. Berlin hospital. -after a long 
ailment. . 

Hirsch, ‘who belong to the al: 

= | lery of Berlin's: most popular ‘com- 
i }posers during. the city’s. golden 
| (the -1920s) years, wrote countless 

(1921) and “Mad Lola” (1923) were 

" While. touring vatide’ with. her | 

‘teome true.. 

|Hirseh wrote in-the 20s, have be- 

| show for several seasons, died of: 

“Bi For. six years she was in “The 

the}. 

Surviving are. ‘his wife and ‘three 

- “|died Aug. 24 in Napa, Cal., of can- 

ito the. late Mose Gumble, vet music 
{man with: Remick. 

‘known -to many. segments : of . the Shots 

Angeles Philharmonic, died of can- 

J | nephew and niece at- Camp: Inter-. 
|mission, and had been active in. 

operettas and revues of 
“Prince of Pappenheim” 

his most successful. Both oper- 

films’ in 1952, 1954, respectively. 
- Hirsch, whose career spanned 

more than five decades, left Ger-. 
many in 1933 when Hitler took 
over. He lived in Belgium and 
later. in France. and. returned’ to 
Germany. in 1950. The last years |. 
saw him still active but his hope to | 
register a big comeback didn’t 

‘One of: his~ last Jocal assign- 

which RIAS, W-Berlin radio: sta- 
tion,. broadcast ‘a few years ago. 
Quite a ‘number of song, whieh 

come ev ergr eens. 

‘CONNIE ‘VAN . 
Connie Van, 52, vet comedienne | 

who appeared on the Jack Benny | 

‘a cerebral hemorrhage July 16-in. 
Hollywood. She last appeared in 
“The Man Who Came to Dinner” 
at Masquers Club, and shortly 
afterwards suffered a heart atack. | 

Drunkard” company in. L.A. 
‘Widower: -suryives, 

CLARICE. ANCE 
Clarice Vance, vaudeville singer, 

‘cer. She was married at one time 

HARRY KAUFMAN 
Harry: Kaufman; 67,. concert 

‘pianist who had. appeared with 
such groups as. the N.Y. Philhar-. 
monic, Philadelphia. Orch and ‘Los: 

cer. Aug.'21 in Bel. Air, Cal. 
’' Born in New York, : Kaufman 
headed the dept. of ‘accompanying it 
at the Curtis Institute. of -Musie,. 
Philadelphia,. from. 1924. ‘through 
‘1941, and: also was soloist ‘at. N-Y.’s 

He made many appearances with | 

‘ettas. were turned into domestic 

ments. was the. score for the popu-|- 
lar piece, ‘Fruit’ and Vegetables,” 

1. 

] 

was solo “harp ist with the Met 

63 

iield, from 1936 until he retired in 
from 1909 to Prot, and had ap-| 1950. 
peared with every major symphony 
orch in the U. S. 

THOMAS CHAMBERS 
Thomas “Tommy” Chambers, 

pianist and accompanist at various 
film studios in Hollywood before 
Jeaving the film industry three 
years ago to make his home in 
Topeka, Kan., was killed in an 
auto accident "Aug. 16 in Kremm- 
ling, Colo. 

During his 12 years in Holly- 
‘wood, he was under contract at 
Paramount, UI and 20th-Fox. He 
also was pianist-arranger for Ann 
Blyth. 
‘Surviving is his wife, Hope, who 

was injured in the crash and is 
bow in the Kremmling hospital. 

% 

WILLIAM R. LEWIS 
William R. Lewis, 68, former 

| advertising and. merchandising 
exec, died Aug. 16 in New York 

| after an illness of three months. 
Lewis had been with Maxon ad- 

‘vertising ° for 15 years before .re- 
tiring in 1956. In the 30s he was 
prexy of Baltimore Victor Distrib- 
utors Inc. and then became direc- 
tor. general of Victor Talking Ma- 
chine. ‘Co. in China. 
‘He .is survived by his wife, 

Dorothy Doran who was with 
N. W. Ayer agency before retiring 
two years ago. 

VICTOR GONZALEZ 
Victor Herrera Gonzalez, 58, a 

top Mexican cameraman, died re- 
cently after heart surgery in Mex- 
ico City. He began his career as 
a lensman back in 1934 in “Woman 
For Sale,” In same year he was 
one of founders of the Union of 
Film Production Workers. 
A few weeks before his death, 

despite a heart condition, Gonzalez 
took the lens chore on “I'm Mar- 
ried, Ha Ha,” starring Ana Luisa 

' Surviving are his wife, son and 
three daughters. 

WILTON M. FARNSWORTH 
‘Wilton M. Farnsworth, 52, as- 

‘Lewisohn Stadium and with the: wot Aon 

Manhattan: Symphony. rsistant city manager of four 
;houses owned by Cinema Art The- 
‘atres, San Antonio, died Aug. 23 

| Musical - Art. Curtis. and: Gordon : 
Miss -Berlinghoff lived @vith her .of a heart attack in San Antonio. 

string quartets. He also toured. the :Fe ‘was a sports reporter for the 
‘U,S.,. and. the Orient. with Efrem iq 
Zimbalist.: In addition, he appeared 
in the U.S: and Europe with Joseph } 

HARRY H. - “$HRIN- 
Harry: H.° Oshriui,.-vet. theatrical 

attorney, long headquartered. in the 
Paramount: Bldg., New ‘York, died 
of a heart attack in New York | 
Aug, 26. 

[X. 

- When Mark Hellinger was cover- : 
ing Broadway for the N.Y. Daily 
News, Oshrin’s clients (net to men- 

‘| tion: the Broadway attorney” Ss name) 
figured prolifically in the tabloid.! 
Eventually. the.. columnist-turned- 
producer, and’ his Ziegfeld show- 
girl-wife; Gladys Glad, became Osh-' 
rin clients, along with. playwright: 
Jack Kirkland author of .“Tobacco 
Road,”-a. show in whieh Oshrin hac |- 
partnership interest, and others. 
‘Besides his widow, & son and]. 

two: daughters survive, one of them 
professionally known as-Elaine El- 
lis, actress-widow of the late Hal 
Eaton, drama. critic of the. Newark 
Star-Ledger. 

CHARLIE GEMORA 
Charlie Gemora, 58, former. ac- 

tor noted in the ‘trade fer his 
monster portrayals, died of a 
heart atfack Aug. 19 in Hollywood. 
He achieved his. first measure. of 
fame as ‘the oversize gorilla of the 
film, “King Kong,” and later’ ap- 
peared in various ape guises in 
“The Unholy Three,” “Beauty. and 
‘the Beast” and “Love Life of the 
Gorilla.” 

Philippine - born, - he- worked 
more recently as a studio make-up 
man, his last assignment. having 
been ' Paramount's “One - Eyed 
Jacks. ee 

Wife, daughter’ and: two sons 
survive. 

- CARLOS SALZEDO 
Carlos Salzedo,-76; harpist and 

composer, died of a heart attack 
‘Aug. 17..on the Colby’ College 
campus, Waterville, Me. He was 
at Colby. to act as one of the 
judges in the Metropolitan Opera’s 

Born. in Arachon, France, Sal- 
zedo was a music prodigy at the 
age of five. He lived in New York 
during: the winter, and. operated a 
colony for harp instruction at 
‘Camden during. the summer. ‘He 

| 

: 

can staffer. . 

Y. J ournal-American before 
;moving to Texas in’ 1937. He was 
ithe son of the late Wilton S. Farns- 

.| Szigeti, .Nathan Milstein, George! ho w rts editor of 
| London, William : Primrose and: ae ald N Y. American. and the 

| other -artists: ©. ~ ; 
His wife and. two .sons survive. , 

IN. ¥. Journal. 
Survived by mother, and a sister 

Marjorie, who: is a Journal-Ameri- 

CHARLES W. ' GRISWOLD 

Stevens was an active member of 
the Huddersfield Cinemas Assn., 
serving first. as secretary and then 
prexy. . 

JESSIE B. HALL 
Jessie B. Hall, 85, retired con- 

cert manager, died Aug. 15 in 
San Francisco. She graduated in 
music from the U. of Illinois be- 
fora. the turn of the century. For 
four decades she was active in 
Chicago as head of a booking 
agency, manager of a music school 
and for some 20 years director of 
the Young American Artists Series 
there. 
A cousin survives. ' 

ELIZABETH LAUDER 
Elizabeth Horne Lauder, widow 

of the Iate Alick Lauder, Scot 
comedian, died at Laude Ha’, 
Strathaven, Scotland, Aug. 12. 
Her husband was brother of the 
Jate Sir Harry Lauder. She was 

sonality in Auld Lang Syne show 
biz, who accompanied Sir’ Harry on 
many world tours. 

Survived by three daughters. 

FIDEL HERNANDEZ 
Fidel Hernandez, 53, Mexican ra- 

dio exec, died recently of a heart 
attack m Mexico City. Active in 
the dévelopment of radio broad- 
easting in Mexico for the past 
quarter century, he acquired XEL 
Radio Capital two decades ago. 

He was also treasurer of the 
‘National Chamber of the Radio 
Broadcasting Industry for 25 years. 

FRED A. BISHOP 
Fred A. Bishop, 77, former direc- 

tor of Broadway musicals, died 
Aug. 26 in San Jose, Calif. He 
directed “When Johnny Comes 
Marching Home Again” and during 
the '30s wrote comedy shows for 
radio, among them “Affairs of 
Hemingway” in which he also 
played the lead. 

There are no survivors. 

WILLIAM E. DANZIGER 
William E. Danziger, 60; pub- 

licist who worked for various film 
companies, died Aug. 23 of a heart 
attack in New York. 
He began his career on the staff 

of the Cincinnati Inquirer, and was 
associated with the Balaban & 
Katz theatre circuit in Chicago 
before aligning himself with pro- 
ducer-Gistributors. 

ADA MURPHY 
a Murphy. 73, a film charae- 

actress. died in Encino, Cal, 
Aug. 25. She appeared in sce 

, 300 motion pictures, having start- 
Charles W. Griswold, 64, form-i ed in films in 1915. She was the 

| erly. manager of the N. Y. Roxy i mother of leonard Murphy, a casi- 
'Theatre and active in film theatre |ing director for Metre. 
operations until about 11 years: Also survived by a daughter 

ago, died Aug. 17 ‘in Hollywood, | Mary, an actress. 
Fla:, of. a heart ailment. 
A veteran ef the first World 

; War, Griswold was house manager 
of the Roxy, N.Y., when it first 
opened. He went to Florida in 
1950 where he became a comp- 
troller at one of the Miami Beach 
hotels. 
Survived by his wife. 

MANOLO NORIEGA 
Manolo Noriega, 81, dean of 

Mexican’ actors, died recently in ]. 
Mexico City. He appeared in 200 
films. His last role. was in the 
prize-winning “Macario.” 
Noriega debuted in the industry | gota 

as a director back in 1913, making 
18 films in the early silent days in 
New York, 23 in Spain and two 
in Cuba. ‘He was associated with 
Mexican pictures over the past 25 
years as an actor. - 
Surviving are his wife and a 

daughter. 

‘JOSEPH LEWIS (JO JO) 
Joseph Lewis, 73, who as Jo Jo 

@ circus clown entertained with 
several circuses, died Aug. 25 in 
Logansport (Ind.) State Hospital 
after a long illness. He had been 
with the Ringling Bros. and Bar- 
num & Bailey Circus, Al G. Barnes 
Circus, 101 Ranch Wild West Show 
and several outfits operated by the 
American Circus Cerp. “He also 
worked: ‘in several vaudeville acts. 

Survived by. his wife, who was 
formerly married to Emmett Kelly 
Sr. 

HERBERT STEVENS 
Herbert Stevens, 75, retired cin- 

ema manager, died recently in 
Polegate, Eng. He entered the 
trade at Grimsby in 1913 and in 
1928 was appointed manager of the 
Grande Cinema, Huddersfield. He 
also manager the Ritz, Mudders- 

HOWARD L. ELY 
Howard L. Ely, 70, retired rolice 

lieutenant and former actor, died 
Aug. 17 in Philadelphia. Before 
he joined the police departn:ent 
he had been an actor for 20 yeais, 

‘playing with the Orpheum and 
Mae Desmond stcck companies. 

His wife, son and daughter sur- 
vive. 

a 

JOSE ALCARAZ 
Jose Alcaraz, Peliculas Mexi- 

canas manager in Colombia, died 
recently of a heart attack in Bo- 

With PM for 14 years, he was 
responsible for construction of the 
modern Cine Mexico in the Cc 
lombian capital. 

ROSCOE WOLF 
Roscoe Wolf, 65, Chicago sports 

writer and former vaudevillian and 
radio announcer, died Aug. 24 in 
Chicago. He also served as public- 
ity man and field announcer for 
the Chicago Bears. 

Survived by wife and daughter. 

HERSCHEL SANDERS 
Hersche] Sanders, motion pic- 

ture title artist for 28 years and 
longtime art director for Consoli- 
dated Film Industries, died Aug. 
20 in Hollywood. 

His wife and son survive. 

Eev. Charles T. Staton, 74, father 
of Lonnie and Barbara’ Sattin, 
vocalists, died Aug. 19 in Phila- 
delphia, Survived also by wife, 
three sons and three daughters. 

Dell (Chico) Le Clair, 59, com- 
edy juggler and operator of a mon- 
key act, died duly 26 in Los An- 
geles. Survived by wife and two 
‘stepsons. 

mother of Greta Lauder, w.k. per- -. 
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